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Racing at Coney Island—Pontiac Beaten by-
Joe Cotton—Dewdrop and the Bard.

The following is the telegraphic account of Wednesday's
racing at Sheepshead. and it will be seen that there were
"startling surprises." That Joe Cotton conld defeat the great
Pontiac was held to be presumptions and not wanting in
foolishness, and that anything could make a lie with the
$29,000 filly, equally absurd. In declining lo'Tun it off" the
Dwyers were probably justified by the lack of condition of
their filly, but as they had not "backed" her, there may be
those who will ascribe the refusal to an interest in her com-
petitor. We are of the opinion that the rule governing "dead
heats" in dash races should be changed. People who wager
expect that it will be decided at one effort, and though it can
be claimed that they were aware of this before investing,
there is another phase cf the question which demands atten-

tion. The caprice and perhaps contrary interests of own-
ers are not taken into consideration, and when the race results

in a dead heat, the bets, at least, should be governed by
the rule which applies. The owners could run off or divide
the stakes as they see fit, but in order to "protect" outside
speculators the change would be proper. Tremont appears
to be invincible, though it may be that some portion of his

anatomy—like the heel of Achilles—has not been dipped in
the conquering bath.

XewIoek, June 30.—Yesterday , at Sheepshead Bay, for
the Farewell Stakes, there were only four starters, and it'was
considered like finding money to accept the odds of two to
five on Pontiac. J. T. Williams, owner of Joe Cotton,
thought his colt had a big chance for the race and backed
him to the extent of $5,000. The Fairfax stable was confi-
dent of Cyclops, and put considerable on him. Cyclops went
off in front at the start, and soon opened up a gap of several
lengths, Pontiac and Joe Cotton running laDped. Bounding
the tnrn Pontiac began to leave Joe Cotton," and made a sail
for Cyclops, the two making a hot fight in the stretch, but as
they neared the finish Joe Cotton made a grand rush, and,
passing the two, won by three lengths, Cyclops boating' Pon-
tiac a neck for the second place. Time, l:27i.
For the Good-by Stakes six came to the post, bnt as Tre-

mont was in the event, there was next to no betting straight,
and the book-makers required odds of 12 to 1 to be laid on
Tremont, and offered 7 to 1 against the field for place. Stride-
away was the favorite at 7 to 5, and as the stable had sent
him up especially from Monmouth Park for this race, his
chance was looked upon as a moral certainty by the talent.
There was a slight tip out on Italia, a nice-looking filly be-

I longing to Commodore Kittson, who made her debut in this
race, but three to one was always obtainable against her. The

I flag fell to a beautiful start with Tremont in front, Stride-

|
away second, Lady Primrose third, and Italia fourth, but all

I head and head. Lady Primrose at once set out to make the
I running, and at the half-mile pole she led half a length, with
I Btrideaway second, a neck in front of Tremont. Making the
tnrn, however, Tremont, who had been under a strong pull,

.went into the lead, closely followed by Lady Primrose. From
Ithis point out there were only two in the race, and Tremont,
fctaying in front, won easily by two lengths, Lady Primrose
second in front of Italia. Time, 1:15.
D Dewdrop made her first appearance this year in the Spend-
thrift Stakes, one mile and a quarter. The Dwyers did not
Ipnt much faith in her, as her work last Sunday showed shewas not just right, and did not back her. The public money
fcent on her to the extent that kept her at 3 to 5 in the books,
,-but that figure was always obtainable, and in some books 4
to 5. The Bard was well backed, going from 8 to 5 at the
commencement to 6 to S. As they went to the post, Con Cre-
gan made the running for the first quarter of a mile, when he

ftave way to Housatonic, The Bard and Dewdrop rnnniug
close together four lengths behind. They ran thus to the
lhalf, when The Bard, followed by Dewdrop, went up, and,
[ passing the others, the pair entered the stretch on even terms'.
I The finish was a terrific one. Dewdrop was in front for an
instant at the seven-furlong pole, but The Bard came again
and going up to the filly, he fairly made a dead heat, with
Con Cregan third, three lengths behind. Time, 2:09}. The
Dwyers declined to run the dead heat off, and The Bard
walked over.

Swift and Ascender were the favorites for the closing
event of the meeting, the Vendors Stakes, with Frankie B.
pressing them closely in the odds. There were ten runners,
»D'l the start was an excellent one. Islette was the first to

get in front, and as they reached the quarter-post had four
lengths the best of it. Ascender was lapped by Swift, but
the latter, cut down the lead a couple of lengths, and going
up the back stretch then went to the front, Frankie B. in the
meantime moving up. Bounding the turn Frankie B. made
play for Swift, and at the three-quarter post had his head in
front. The finish was a whipping one, and Frankie B. man-
aged to win by a length, with Ascender on Swift who was
second. Time, 1:42. The result was disappointment to the
two owners, as Swift was the one they had backed to win.
The handicap, for all ages, one and one-eighth miles. Un-

rest won by three lengths, Tolo second, Grenadier third.
Time, 1:36.

The seven-eighth mile race Bonnie S. won by two lengths,
Commander second, Lizzie Mack third. Time, 129 J.
The handicap, one and one-fourth miles, Tom Martin won

by two lengths, Tecumseh second, Greenfield third. Time,

Our Horses East—Jim Douglass Wins a Race
and Lowers the Record.

Chicago, June 29th.—Three thousand persons saw some
good racing and a distressing accident at Washington Park
to-day. While Tommy Cruse,War Sign, Sovereign Pat, Forest
Kansas, Bootblack, Billy Gilmore, John A. and Effie H., as
starters, were in front of the club house, there was a report
like the cracking of a whip, a cloud of dust arose in the air,

and Forest and Kansas were seen to fall and roll over each
other. The rest of the horses, with the exception of Tommy
Cruise, ridden by Murphy, emerged from the dust iu a bunch
and began a terrific race down the backstretch. As soon as
the dust had cleared away, little Covington, who was riding
Kansas, jumped across the track. His wine and blue jacket
was covered with dust, and his right hand was swelling
rapidly. A young colored boy, witha green jacket, lay in the
centre of the turn, his arms outstretched and his right hand
grasping a whip. He was motionless and looked like one
dead. A tiny stream of blood was running out of his mouth.
The young man was Withers, one of the best-known jockeys
on the turf, and the rider of Forest. He was borne to the
lawn in front of th9 club house, where doctors worked over
him until he returned to consciousness. Forest had broken
his off foreleg in making the turn and plunged headlong to
the ground. Kansas, who was running'nnder Covington's
whalebone, dashed on the prostrate horse and his rider and
was thrown off his feet. Murphy, who was well in the rear,
saw the animals go down, and although running at high
speed, the great jockey, by an almost superhuman effort,
succeeded in preventing his horse from plunging into the
writhing racers and their riders. Forest was soon on
his feet, his broken leg hanging helpless in the
air. A man with a revolver ran up to the suffering
beast and fired three bullets into his brain. The racer fell
over on the track and died almost instantly. As soon as
Withers regained consciousness he was taken to the stables
and placed on a cot. The doctors who examined him said
that none of his bones were broken, and that he would recover
in a few days. Besides receiving half a dozen cute on the
head, the jockey's right elbow was badly wrenched. Forest
was owned by M. E. Clark, who purchased him in Memphis
for $150. He soon developed into a great racer, and at the
time of his death was valued at $5,000. The first race of the
day, a dash of one mile and half a furlong, proved a corker
from start to finish. Gleaner, Jim Gray, Sir Joseph, Jim
Douglas, Wanderoo, Barefoot, Finality, Exile, Hettie S.,
Lepanto and Alfred were the starters, and all got off in good
shape, with the exception of Jim Gray. As the flyers passed
under the wire, Alfred rushed to the front, with Wanderoo,
Jim Douglas and Gleaner running easily in a bunch a half
length behind. Alfred had increased his lead to a length
when he scattered the dust at the quarter-pole, and was
travelling toward the half with a stride that was too rapid for
the company. Along the back stretch Jim Gray, who had
been one of the waiters, began to crop up, and when the
bunch swept toward the last tnrn it was evident that he was
going to kick up the dirt in the eyes of some nag at the wire.
Sir Joseph, who was the third horse in the Derby, was run-
ning well up under a strong pnll. Tho last quarter was a
furious race between the two Jims. They were running neck
and neck under the whip, with the rest of the gronp bunched
at their heels. Donglas was too speedy, however, and won
by a good neck, Jim Gray second, and Sir Joseph third.
Time, 1:47}. This smashes the record by a full second.
Before the race the pools sold: Sir Joseph $26; Jim Douglas
$16; Jim Gray $16; field $60. The mutnals paid: Jim

place.Douglas, straight, $20.50, place, $13.30; Jim Gray.
$2S.10. Time, 147}.
There were sixteen starters in the second race, a mile dash

for three-year-olds. Kenebec cnt out the running from the
jnmp, and held the lead until the three-quarter pole was
reached, when Clover went to the front with a rush, as Silver
Cloud had done in the Derby, and held it to the finish,
although Kenebec, the favorite, made a desperate effort to
overhaul the leader. Clover won by half a length, Kenebeo
second, and Ed. Gilman third, beaten away off. Before the '

race the pools sold: Kenebec $20, Ed. Gilman $20, Mary
Ellis $18, field $65. Mutnals paid: Clever, straight, $112.20,

*

place $47.S0. Time 1:44.

The third race was for the Lakeside Stakes, five furlongs,
for two-year-old fillies. It brought out thirteen starters.
After two attempts the horses got off to a good start with Bose
in the lead, Keppie at her saddle girth, and the rest bunched
at half a length behind. Wary was iu the centre of the group
at the three-quarter pole 3nd running like a deer. Nellie B.,
with her cherry-shirted jockey, was now in the lead, but she
made her run in short time and fell back beaten at the head
of the stretch. Grace D., Nellie B., Vera, Keppie and Margo
now rushed to the front in a phalanx, with Wary coming up
like the wind and the son of Warwick dashed to the front
and won by a length, Grace D. second, and Nellie C. third.
Before the race pools sold: Jennie T., Grace D. and Bose,
Corrigan's entries, $75, Wary $12, Nellie B. $16, field $41.
Mutnals paid, straight $26.90, place $10.90; field, place,
$14.80. Time, 1:02}.
The fourth race was mile heats, with nine starters. Kan-

sas and Forest fell at the first turn and were out of the race;
Sovereign Pat, with 114 pounds np, and Effie H. led to the
three-quarter pole, at which point Effie H. fell back beaten.
Her place was taken by Billy Gilmore. At the head of the
stretch Bootblack, who had been running well up to the lead-
ers, rushed to the front and won, after a driving race with
Billy Gilmore, by a full length. Sovereign Pat was third and
War Song fourth. Effie made the running in the second
heat until the head of the stretch was reached, when Billy
Gilmore came to the front under Stoval's whip and staid
there until the finish, although Bootblack, who was flagging,
made a gallant rally at the eighth pole and finished a close
second, Sovereign Pat third. The third heat was between
Gilmore and Bootblack, and was close and exciting. Jnst
before the race the pools sold: Bootblack $120, Gilmore $110.
The horses got off to a good start, Bootblack leading to the
half-mile. At this point, however, he began to lose his speed,
and was called by Gilmore. At the head of the stretch the
latter drew to the front and won handily by a full lengthv
Mutnals paid: Gilmore. straight, $57.80, place $14.40; Boot-
black, place, $11.80. Time, 1:43}. 142}, 1:44.

The steeplechase, short course, Wellington won, Buceph-
alus second, Worth third. No time taken. Mutnals paid
$12.60.

_

Health of Sire and Dam.

Many failures and disappointments in breeding may safely

be attributed to the ill-health of either sire or dam at the time

of coupling. If the health of both were better attended to,

better results would, in many cases, be secured. Both sire
and dam should be in robust health, and full of vigor at the
time of coupling. On this point, the new volume of the Bad-
minton Library says: "We must begin by pointing out an
old and commonly practiced act of negligence, which not only
every veterinary surgeon, but every medical man, and all

Btudents of animal constitution, would concur in decrying,
namely, the want of proper attention to the actual state of
health of horse and mare at the time of mating. It seems
never to strike breeders that before allowing a mare to be
served they should at least take the trouble toascertain if the
horse is in good health; for it cannot be taken for granted
that becanse when robust and in strong exercise a stallion

has fathered an Eclipse or a St. Simon he will be capable of
begetting similar stock when ill and uncared for." We believe
this is full of truth and wisdom. Mr. George Bourdass, in an
article on Hackney breeding, contributed to London Live-
stock Journal, uses these words: "I believe it is essentially

necessary to have stock in perfect health for breeding, and
no matter how well you may have mated your mares if they
are out of health or badly fed on inferior diet, yon cannot
expect to get a well-developed foetus that will grow in

good muscular horse." Two conditions are important t

observed. The first is the health of both sire and dam i

time of coupling, and the second is the continued good he
of the dam while carrying the colt. She should ha-.

and proper exercise, and care should be taken to keep t

vital function in full and vigorous activity.

—
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRC0IT.

Marysville, Cal.. .Aug. 31 to Sept.
J

Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to 18

Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Salinas, Cal Sept. 25
i
to Oct. 3

Reno.Nev Oct.4to9

San Francljco, Cal Aug. 'toll

Santa Cruz.Cal Aug. 10 to 14

Santa Rosa, Cal : Aug.16 to 21

Chico,/:<.l....' V-l'to «
Petali'ula,Cal Aug. 2. to 28

Gl Sr.prook Park Ail g. 24 to 28

<a tli-nd, Cal Aug. 30 to Sept. 4

.
" ' '

r

EASTERN—RUNNING.
IRncVawav Sept. 22 to 24
KocEaway... r. n , .-

Ser-

'Wasbington Park
Club, Chicago. .June 26 to Arag. 14

Monmouth Park. .July 3 to Aug. 24

Saratoga July 24 to Aug. 28

Coney Island Aug. 28 to Sept. 21

EASTERN—TROTTING.

I Monmouth, Ag. So

j™omo&i:::::sept.26toooti6
Latonia --Oct- *>'»

Baltimore Oct- 19 to 23

Washington Oct. 26 to 29

Omaha, Neb. (N.H.B A.)July2and3
Pittsburg Driving Park. . July 5 to 9

Detroit, Mich -July 20 to 23

Cleveland. July 27 to 30

La Salle, 111 July 27 to 30

Carthage, Aug. 3 to 5

Jamestown, O..'. Aug. 3 to 5

Hillsboro. Aug. 3 to 6

Ottawa, 111 lug.3 to9

Jolliet.IU Ang. 10 to 13

Chillicothe, O Aug. 11 to Id

Rochester, N. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Aug. 17 to 20

TJtica.N.Y Aug 17 to 20

Ottumwa, la Aug. 17 to 21

Sibino.O Ang. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. Y.

..Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere. Ill" Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to 10

roledo.O Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. Ill to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mloh Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept.l3to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, O Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Eapids. Mich. .Sept, 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Beading. Pa Sept. 21 to M
Elkborn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

i >] .Aug. 24 to 26|Lebanon. O ?e£hS1
n
t0

.
2
t

Paulska'i?;o
Y
.\ . .

)

'..Aug
g
24to27Dayton,0.... Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Albany.N.Y Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair,

Springfield, O Aug. 24 to 28

Latonia, Ky Aug. 24 to.28

Columbus, O Aug. 3fi to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 . . . .Aug 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sept. 3 to In

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to 9

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

List of Mares bred to Antevolo-Season of

1886.

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct 2

Pottstown.Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct.l

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly. N J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick. Md Oct. 12 to 15

GreenSeld, O Oct. 13 o ;5

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

So 30. D. J. Murphy's chestnut by Captain Fisher,

vices March 29th, April 19th, May 13th.

No 31. James Drum's bay. Service April 1st.

No. 32. H. I. Thornton's bay by Happy Medium. Ser-

vtces April 2d, April 23d, May 14th, June 2d.

No. 33. M. F. Tarpey's bay. Services April 4th, May 6th,

May 26th.

No. 34. James B. Chase's black by Venture. Serviee

April 6 th.

No. 35.

Chieftan.

No. 36.

No. 37.

No. 3S.

No- 39.

Services

C. K. Lewis's bay by Winthrop, dam DaiBy by

Service April 10th.

Morely's chestnut. Service April 16th.

Ballingal's bay. Service April 20th.

A. Chabot's brown. Serviee April 26th.

Henry Pierce's brown by Speculation, her dam the

dam of Lou Whipple.

No. 40. George Cropsey's chestnut by

April 30th, May 28th.

No. 41. Dr. Young's brown. Service May 1st.

No. 42. J. A. Goldsmith's bay by Echo. Service May 1st.

No. 43. J. A. Goldsmith's chestnut by Abbotsford.

Service May 2d.

No. 44. E. Newland's chestnut by Whipple's Hamble-

tonian. Service May 5th.

No. 45. T. Doyle's bay. Services May 11th, June 7th.

No. 46. H. I. Thornton's bay by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.

Services May 11th and 12th, May 21st.

No. 47. Martin Carter's chestnut Yolo by Steinway, her

dam Fanny Malone by Niagara; second dam Fanny Wick-

ham (the celebrated long-distance Virginia mare) by Herald,

and her next dam by Trustee. Services May 12th.

No. 48. P. J. Matthews' bay. Services May 13th, May 31st.

P. J. Shatter's gray by Bustic. Service May 16th.

Professor Dunn's bay. Services May 17th, June

No. 1. E. Newland's chestnut Lady Budd by Alexander's

Belmont. Services February 13th, April 12th, April 30th.

No. 2. Cook Farm's chestnut tilly, 3 years old, by Stem-

way; first dam by Brignoli; second dam by Cripple (son of

Medoc); third dam by American Eclipse. Services February

14th, March 4th and 5th, March 24th, April 19th, June 10th.

Jos. Cairn Simpson's chestnut Purissima Damsel

Hambletouinn, dam by Cornplanter. Service
No. 3

by Whipple's

to Antevolo February 16th. Transferred to Three Cheers.

No. 4. A. M. Esterle's chestnut by Del Sur, her dam by

Clark Chief. Service February 17th.

No. 5. J. B. Mahoney's grey lilly, 3 years, by Rustic, her

dam by Don Victor. Services February 18th, March 9th,

March 27 th and 28th, May 4th.

No. 6. A. B. Spreckle's bay, sister to Crown Point. Ser-

vices February 20th, March 19th, April 21st.

No. 7. A. Patterson's bay Belle Patterson by California

Belmont (Williamson's), her dam by Bice's Hiatoga. Ser-

vices February 22 1, April 14th, May 5th.

No. 8. Henry Pierce's brown, Blanche, by Whipple's Hani-

bletonian—Lady Allen. Service February 27th.

No. 9. D. T. Sexton's chestnut by Captain Webster, her

dam by Argyle, Jr. Services February 28th, March 2lst.

No. 10. N. E. Harris' chestnut by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.

Services March 1st, March 20th, April Sth.April 27th, May 25th.

No. 11. Heury Pierce's chestnut Lady Emmett by Whip-

vle's Hambletonian, her dam Loud's Lady Emmett. Servue

March 2d.

No. 12. W. M. Gifford's grey by Venture, her dam by Gen.

Taylor. Service March 3d.

No 13. D. Ha.;U«s' browu by 0»veu Dale. Services

March 4th, March 22.1, April 9.U, M .y 2 1, May 30th.

No. 14. Hulett's brown by Priam. Service M.ucu6'.h.

No. 15. Mr. O'Reilly'" brown Emma Taylor by Alexan-

der, dam by Gen. Taylor; grandam by Boston Boy. Ser-

vice MarchSth.

No. 19. D. McCarthy's black by Fred Low, her dam Lady

Hubbard, the dam of Thapsiu and Pansy. Services March

10th, March 30th, May 3d, June 2d.

No. 17. I. N. Requa's dark bay by Nutwood, her dam by

Alexander's Ab.lallah. Service March 13th.

No. 18. John Hughes' bay Alice H. (fast pacer) by Specu-

lation, her dam of Blackhawk blood. Services March 14,

April 18th.

No 19. C. A. Edson's chestnut, Queen, by Erwin Davis.

Services March 15lh, April 3d, April 21st.

No. 20. J. H. Strobridges' chestnut by John Nelson. Ser-

vices March 18th, May 4ih.

No. 21. G. E. Grindell's bay by Belle Alta. Services

March 19th. April 5th, April 26th.

No. 22. J. B. Cole's brown by Signal Chief. Services

March 21st, April 16th.

No. 23. C. A. Edson's bay by Eoho. Service March 23d.

No. 24. Henry Pierce's cheBtnut Flora by Whipple's Ham-

bletonian. Service March 23d.

No. 2a. A. Waldstein's chestnut by Nutwood, her dam by

John Nelson, the dam of Albert W. Services March 24th,

May 19th, June 15th.

No. 26. J. C. Smith's bay. Services March 25th, April

14th.

No. 27. Dr. Lillencrantz' bay by Chieftan. Services

March 26th, March 27th.

No. 23. R. Haley's chestnut. Service March 'J8th.

No. 29. H. Meeks' hay by Chieftan, her dam Bonnie Belle

by Belmont (Williamson's). Services March 29th, April

No. 49.

No. 50.

8th.

No. 51.

18th.

No. 52.

Hubbard,

No. 53.

Tricks.

No. 54. Jos. Cairn Simpson's bay Lady Viva by Three

Cheers, her dam Lady Amanda. Service May 20th.

No. 55. Captain Traverse's bay by Billy Hayward, dam

by Vermont Hero, grandam by Medoc. Service May 20th.

No. 56. K.F. Simpson's gray. Service May 26th.

P. J. Matthews' chestnut. Service May 27th.

Henry Pierce's bay by old Ethan Allen. Service

A. I. Green's bay by Electioneer. Service May

E. H. Miller, Jr.'s, black by Berlin, her dam Lady

She is sister to Thapsin and Pansy.

Heury Pierce's bay by Abbotsford, her dam Sallie

Service May 19th

jed, he was harnessed to a cart, walked to the track, three-

quarters of a mile, and then walked and jogged slow for seven

miles without exhibiting any lameness or tenderness even.

Sunday morning he was walked to the track and one mile

around it, then jogged four miles as free from ailment as

could be. This was written Sunday evening so that no

further account can be given, though wo feel confident that

he will be able to resnme his work and stud duties on Mon-

day. The extension of the season until nearly the middle of

July will militate against getting him in condition by the

time of the State Fair, which opens on the 7th of Sep-

tember, though we hope to trot him then. He had a slight

attack of the prevailing influenza, though so trivial as not to

interfere with his appetite or keep him from indulge Jg in

play when led "by the bridle." There was a slight cough

aud a trifling discharge from the nostrils. It is nearly the

universal belief that a stallion cannot do so much as Ante-

volo has been called upon to perform without seriously

affecting his speed and stamina, and we were greatly in hopes

that there should not be any other disturbing influences, so

as to throw some more light on the subject aud aid in solv-

ing the problem. As he increased in weight without "pam-

pering," his temper undisturbed, so far it was favorable,

and should he trot as well as I expect, it will be a fair infer-

ence that the prevailing opinion is not justified in all oases.

Referring to the list of mares it will be noticed that there

are many which are very well bred, and thoBe which are

without must not be classed as wanting this essential part

according to the estimate of the present time. Without doubt

these can be obtained, and Borne which are blank now may,

before this number is issued, be rectified. At all events,

we are well satisfied with the class that has been sent to him,

and if the result should be different from our expectation, it

cannot be laid to a lack in the dams. There is one thing that

speaks well for his procreative abilities, that being the fact

that every one who has an Antevolo foal has bred back to him.

We will publish, without charge, lists of mares bred to stal-

lions, thoroughbreds and those of recognized trotting families,

and should the response be general, a very good idea can be

obtained of the blood of California.

Volante-Tyrant.

No. 57.

No. 5S.

May 29th.

No. 59. T. Lamoreaux' brown by Billy Roberts, her dam

by Belmont (Williamson's). Service May 31st.

No. 60. Dominick Robert's gray by Arthurton, her dam

Lady Grant. Service June 1st.

No. 61. Claybrough's chestnut. Service, June 3d.

No. 62. Oscar Maudsfelt's chestnut by Altoona, dam by

Sargent's Patchen. Service June 11th.

No. 63. Frank Drake's bay by Admiral, her dam by Spec-

ulation. Service June 13th.

There are a few others which are to be bred which will ex-

tend the list to 65, or perhaps one or two more than that num-

ber. This appears like a large number, but as the "season"

oommenced on the 13th of February and may run until nearly

the same date in July, there are rive months to do the business

in. As will be seen from the above list there were four months

intervening between Nos. 1 and 63, and the whole number of

services 119. We are of the opinion that more injury comes from

improper service than when regularity governs; that is, the

practice of making too many in a day, and not allowing space

between. In the case of Antevolo two services were restricted

to urgent occasions, and then early in the morning and cor-

respondingly late in the evening. That it had no debilita-

ting effect is shown by the fact that he gained flesh, though

his rations of oats were only seven and a half quarts per day,

two aud a half quarts at a feed, and he gained forty pounds

from 1060 pounds at the beginning to 1100 pounds at the

present time. He was exercised daily, in the wet weather on

the macadamized streets and on the track when it was in

order. The exercise was from five to nine miles, the shorter

when be was called upon for double duty. The exercise was

mainly jogging, rarely exceeding a rate of ten miles an hour

with occasional brushes, until the 16th of April, when, owing

to a press of business, he was not moved at a very fast rate

nntil the 12th of June. On that day he trotted the stretch in

34 seconds, going very easily, and on the following Tuesday

and Thursday was allowed to go along for a furlong at his

best rate, exhibiting a good deal of speed. The intention was

to have him trot a quarter at his best rate on Saturday, June

19th, but the day previous, after jogging seven miles, all

of it slow, and coming to his stable all right, when "done up"

he showed acut6 lameness in a hind leg. There was no per-

ceptible cause, and after the olosest examination we were

unable to locate the trouble. That afternoon he could only

put his too on the floor, having to hop on the other leg, and

Saturday aud Sunday following he was still worse. The

only treatment after making diligent Bearoh for picking up

a nail, bruise, or gravel, was a looBely applied bandage

saturated with warm water and tincture of arnica, envel-

oping the leg from the hock to a little below the coronet.

Tuesday afternoon there was a longitudinal crack com-

mencing just below the coronet three-quarters of an inch in

length, with a small circular opening about midway. If

there was any exudation it was absorbed by the bandage,

neither was there any evidence of gravel coming through the

orifice; but from that time he began to mend. He was kept

in the stable until Saturday, and as he is prone to play when

The following is the St. Louis Republican's history of the

forfeiture of Tyrant in the great match between Volante and

Tyrant. As will be seen it materially differs from the tele-

graphic account, and explains the reason of Tyrant being sent

from New York on the receipt of the intelligence that Volante

was amiss. There was one good result, viz.: the reinstate-

ment of Patsy Duffy. It might have been more diffioult of

accomplishment had it been known the match would not

come off.

The sun never shone on a better race day than the one

prepared for the great Volante-Tyrant match, and nobly the

people answered to the blandishments of weather, horses and

attendant circumstances, all of the most princely kind. The

fair grounds track never wore a more inviting aspect than it

did yesterday morning, and never had this aspect been

brought more potently before the public gaze.

The result was splendid. It was almost another Eclipse

day in the attendance. The quarter-stretch took its quota of

anxious horsemen with ease and avidity, standing black

against the surrounding green at an early hour. These were

the betting men, and they stood around waiting, as one who

would say "My turn next," for a chance to get into the bet-

ting-stand. When they got there they went to work furi-

ously, betting this way and that, betting at long odds and at

short odds; betting on sure winners and just as sure losers;

betting right and wrong; but betting, betting, betting. Auction

pools never sold more briskly. Men had but little time to do.

ft seemed, and they did it. Hot favorites headed every list,

and these same headed the horses when they passed under

the wire in all races but one. The book-makers were happy,

notwithstanding, for they had offered such tempting odds

that many more had succumbed to these illusious than had

stood for the favorites to win at all hazards. The crowd was

composed mainly of novices, too, for it was a common thing

to hear one of the initiated explaining to a compunion the dif-

ferences between "straight" and "place" betling. Good-

nature hovered over this struggling mass of people as kindly

as a dove over a brood of nestlings, and there was not even

an approach to ill-feeling of any kind. In the grand stand a

somewhat similar state of affairs existed. The first tier of

seats was filled, not comfortably filled only, but crowded,

while above stairs a couple of thousand had availed them-

selves of the advantages of a perch among the clouds. The.

boxes were made gay with numerous family aud race parties,

and the whole stand an animated picture of race life and raoe

feeling at its best. Along the prominade to the club bouse,

members' families made groups varying but little iu proportion

and less in brilliancy and the interest with which they

watched the races and one another. These groups continued

onto the verandas and balconies of the club house, adding

brilliancy and life to that at oil times beautiful building. Tb.

setting of the match race had tended to make this extra da

one of extra attraction, and to this fact the large gathering l

mainly to be attributed. The disappointment and chagrin

when it became known that this race was off, can therefor

be eosily understood. Iu these feelings there was no bittei

ness, however, the reason the raoe was not run being in all

caseB satisfactory, when investigation had developed the ill-

condition of the horse Tyrant. The other races were, ifi

themselves, so amply sufficient to satisfy even the most exad

ing, that people simply agreed to be sorry that they had no

seen the matoh race, and there the matter ended. In the

third race there was some difference of opinion as to

which nose had passed first under the wire, but this differ-

ence was of short duration, and only showed itself in mild

arguments upon the clearness of the speaker's vision, when

oomparedwith that of the judges. Out of many entries for

the gentlemen's steeplechase, there were only three starters,

but two of these proved enough to keep the excitement going,

even to the very finish. To-day will be the last of the sprinR

races, and, it being Saturday, as well as the horBes entered

being of prime quality, a large, nay a very large attendance IB

expected. ,
. .,

An immense crowd assembled to see the racing, especially

the great California match between Tyrant and Volante, and

the 15,000 spectators did not see it for the simple reason tb»«

«
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did not come off. The Baldwin and Haggin people had been

playing a game of bluff against each other. The colt owned
in the first-named stable had a cough, while the other had

developed a curb. Each party kept its secrets well in hopes

of landing the forfeit. Volaute uas not been himself since

the Eclipse, and to prevent any inkling of this fact oozing out

he was sent to the old Cote Brilliante track and indulged.

The Haggin's, down at New York, saw with disgust that

Tyrant was springing a curb and resolved on paying a forfeit,

A California trainer now here, and who has no great love for

the Baldwin cross, learned the state of affairs all round

and telegraphed to the Haggin Stable at the end of last

week to bring Tyrant along, as, if he was once here the

Baldwin faction would surely pay forfeit. Tyrant accord-

ingly materialized, but his curb was worse than Tolante's cold

pnd the latter, therefore, yesterday received the forfeit of

500. The association was not taxed a cent for added

money, and of course profited to the hilt by the splendid

advertisement given it by the suggestion of tne match. The
crowd was second only to that of the Eclipse day. Specula-

tion was brisk, and everyone was in high good humor. The
number of ladies present was a flattering tribute to the grow-

ing interest in racing in this city. The first race fell easily

to Procrastinator, for whom Truant was no match. The seo-

ond race, which resulted in a victory for Flora L., was inter-

esting, and the struggle in the succeeding event between Hilar-

ity, Binette and Lizzie Dwyer was one to be remembered for

all one's days. As presaged in these columns yesterday, skill

in the saddle was everything in the gentleman rider race, and
Harry O'Fallon once more proved that he is possessed of both

head and grit which make him all of a seven-pound-better

man than any gentleman rider in St. Louis. The track was
good though deoidedly not fast. The judges were Messrs.

Charles Green, Julius Walsh and John Scnllen; the timers,

Messrs. Ed. Martin, Milton Young, of Kentucky, aud John
H. Smith, of Cincinnati, and Mr. Sheridan performed the

duties of starter in his usual admirablemanner.

California in the Lead—Silver Cloud Wins the
Blue Ribbon.

Chicago, June 26th.—This was the opening day of the

summer meeting of the Washington Park Club, and the fine

weather, large attendance and excellent condition of the track

all combined to make the event a memorable one. Two races

of minor importance preceded the great event of the day, and
the Bun had just sunk behind a bank of clouds in the west
when the little bell suspended from the side of the judges'

stand warned the young men who were to ride the colts in

the great American Derby that it was time to mount. Over
on tne saddling paddock a score of men and boys were hard

at work about a trio of sleek-lookiug animals with abbreviated

tails and willowy bones. The horses were The Dude. Lewis
Clark and Sir Joseph. They pawed the green turf with their

tiny f-eet, elevated their long, delicate noses in the soft, warm
breeze, and fretted as though impatient to get off. About five

o'clock one of these horses danced out upon the track. He
was The Dude. Jockey Corretta, dressed in white andgreen,

and wearing a white cap, was upon his back. He was fol-

lowed by Sir Joseph, Lewis Clark and Ed Corrigan. A
moment later Ben Ali aud Preciosa, the nimble-footed repre-

sentatives of the Haggin stables, tramped over the saddling

paddock and out upon the track. Putsy Duffy was upon-

Preciosa's glistening back, and W. Hayward poised himself

in the little brown saddle strapped around the great Ben Ali.

As the blue and orange of the Haggin stables fluttered on the

track, there was a loud cheer from the grand stand and club

house. Blue Wing, a hot favorite, and The Bourbon, the

formidable representatives of the stableB of W. S. Barnes &
Co., were the nest to enter the arena. They looked as though
they were fit to run for a man's life, although it was said that

Blue Wing was coughing. While all th- ;c flyers were being
exercised on the track, men with field glasses saw two bay
colts emerge from one of the little white houses near the half-

mile pole. They danced side by side as they came toward
the judges' stand, and once in a while one of them would bow
his Blender head as though in acknowledgment to the cheers

that burst forth from the forest of white hats in the quarter-

stretch. These two horses were Silver Cloud audLijeroof
the Santa Anita stables, and the former bore upon his back
the wonderful colored jockey whom Lucky Baldwin pays
$6,000 a year to carry his colurs. Jockey West was perched
upon Lijero's saddle. Both young men wore black silk

jackets with a blazing Maltese cross on the back.

At 5:10 the runners took a position near the half-mile pole,

and a few moments later they were given the word to a good
start. "They are off!" shouted a thousand men, as the

galaxy of magenta, green, black and orange jackets shot

toward the first quarter-pole. Preciosa was making the run-

ning witb Ben Ali and his orange-shirled rider at his heels.

Half a length away were the rest of the party bunched like

flowers in a bouquet, and Tunning at a furious gait.

"Preciosa is leading!" yelled a red-faced man with a white

derby hat hanging on the back of his head. The flaring

Maltese cross of jockey Duffy was still in the face of his

brethren when he swung his horse into the scratch. The
pace was too hot for Lewis Clark, and he dropped behind the

others, who were sweeping toward the fleeing California nag
like a cyclone. Under the wire the racers sped amid the

shouts of "25,000 persons. Preciosa was still in the Jead, but
The Bourbon, who was running in fine style, made a bold
dash for the front; Ed Corrigan, Ben Ali, Blue Wing, Silver

Cloud and Sir Joseph were grouped close behind the leaders,

while Lijero, The Dude and Lewis Clark were trailing in the

rear. At the three-quarter pole Ben Ali, upon whom thou-
sands of dollars had been wagered, rushed to the front like a
burst of sunshine with The Bourbon and Preciosa hanging to

his flanks like burrs. Silver Cloud was keeping company
with Blue Wing and Sir Joseph.

At the mile something black and red shot out of the bunch
like a flash and dashed ahead of Ben Ali and The Bourbon as

though they were standing still. It was Silver Cloud with
the gTeat Murphy crourhing upon his back. A storm of

applause arose from the spectators, while a dozen white hats
went sailing up into the air, and myriads of handkerchiefs
fluttered from the piazza of the club house. Sir Joseph and
Blue Wing, who had been running like deers alongside of

Ben Ali and The Bourbon, now responded to the wfiip and
began to move up when their great jockeys could see the
heels of the California nag. This spurt was too much for the
remainder of the party. Although they were running well up
to the leaders at the mile and a quarter, Silver Cloud was a
length and a half ahead with the magenta jacket and canary
hoops of Blue Wing's rider creeping up dangerously near.

Sir Joseph was taking a hand in the finish too, and the way
he lifted his slender legs over the track was a revelation to

those who thought he was a scrub. The race to the wire was
sharp and terrific. Murphy, although well in the lead, rode
for his life and swept under the wire a length in front of Blue
Wing, who "was running almost neck and neck with Sir

Joseph. Ed Corrigan finished fourth, The Dude fifth, Ben
Ali sixth, Preciosa seventh, Lijero eighth, The Bourbon ninth
and Lewis Clark tenth. The official time was 2:37£.
As Murphy came in under the wire he was greeted with a

storm of applause, and when he dismounted men ran up to
him and patted him on the back. One man in a blue suit
threw his arms around his neck as though he were about to
chew his ear. The great jockey was presented with a beauti-
ful saddle, and was nearly borne off the track by men who
thought he would win, and were willing to back up their
guesses with greenbacks and coin.

The result of the race was a surprise to the knowing ones
who had bet their money on Blue Wing and Ben Ali. It was
a surprise to jockey Murphy, who said: "I didn't expect the
horse would win at all. After we had run a mile he saw that
he was behind, and then he began to sulk. That's an old
trick of his, and I just touched him up and gave him a word
of encouragement. The way he shot to the front nearly took
my breath away, and I had to laugh to myself all the way
down the stretch. The horse wanted some encouragement,
that's all."

Lucky Baldwin, who winB about $9,000 in stakes, did not
back his horse to win. He had little hope of seeing Silver

Cloud get a place, much less winning the race. After he had
congratulated his jockey he riveted his plug hat on the back
of his head and began to stray about the grounds as though
he were lost. Old horBemen who saw him said that the Cali-

fornian was "kicking himself."
"Silver Cloud won the race just because Murphy was on

his back," said a man with a wart on his nose; "The next
time I see that fellow on a horse I'm going to play him, no
matter if it's a sawhorse he's on. Blue Wing lost because of

Withers' bad driving. There's not ajookey on the turf to-day
that can hold a candle to Murphy. He beats 'em all. He'6 a
darliDg—yes, and a lily, too, for that matter; and he's got a

better head on his shoulders than Archer. I dropped ©72 on
this race, but I'm not kicking; I've learned something."
Before the race pools sold as follows: Haggin's pair $125;

Bine Wing $125; Ed Corrigan $60; field $40. The mutualB
paid: Silver Cloud, straight, $102.20; place §50; Blue Wing,
place, $9.20.

SUMMABY.

The American Derby—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of
188b), at S2U0 each, $51) forfeit, or only 320 if declared out on or before
February 1, 1886; or $30 April 1, 1886, with §5,000 added, the second to

receive -5760, the third $250 out of the stakes. Winners of any three-
year-old stake race of the value of SI,600 to carry 3 lbs., of three or
more three-year-old races of any value 6 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7

lbs. ; 68 nominations. One mile and a half.

Santa Anita Stable's b c Silver Cloud by Grinstead—Experiment, 121
Murphy 1

Melbourne Stable's b c Blue Wing by Billet—Mundane, 121. .Withers 2
J. &J.Swigert'scbcSir Joseph by Glenelg—Susie Linwood, 118.. West 3

R. P. Ashe's ch c Ed Corrigan by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeka, 118
Kelly

Clifton Bell's be The Dude by Monarchist—Colisseum, 111 ...Fuller
J.B. Haggin's br c Ben Ali by Virgil—Ulrica, 123 Hayward
J. B. Haggin's b f Preciosa by Glenelg—Stamps, 111 Duffy
Santa Anita Stable's b c Lijero by Rutherford— Sister Anne, 118. West
Melbourne Stable's be The Bourbon by Billet—Mirab, 121. .McLaugh-

lin
W. Cottrill's b c Lewis Clark by Buckden—Mrs. Grigsby, 111. .Stoval

Time, 2:37J.

The one mile May Lady won, Buchanan second, Modestv
third. Time, 1:42. The mutuals paid $30.80.
The three-quarters of a mile Spalding won, Finality second,

Skobeloff third. Time, 1 :15J. The mutuals paid $40.60.
The one and one-eighth miles Tasgatherer won, Bootblack

second, John Sullivan third. Time, 1:55. The mutuals paid
$77.50.
The hurdle race, one and one-quarter miles, Foxhound

won, Guy second, Worth third. Time, 2:19*. The mutuals
paid $60.90.

_

Royal Race-Horses—Queen Victoria's Annual
Yearling Sale at Hampton Court.

for all ages . Purse $260.
Plaything.., l i

The eve of the jubilee of tho year of the Queen's accession
was dedicated to her majestic stud on Saturday afternoon,
when I met at Waterloo stations large crowd of fashionable
people awaiting a opeoial train to Hampton Cunrt, rtUeeu

niilee away, where was bo take place the sale of Her Majesty's
yearlings. Arriving there, we were taken in carriages to the

royal paddocks, some mile and a half away. Being early,

the time was whiled away by passing from box to bo^ inspect-

ing the yearlings amid the critical remarks made by many
experts, and then every one was politely requested to partake
of a substantial campagne luncheon.
The ring in which the youngsters were exhibited singly

resembled those seen at prize fights, but it was larger, being
some one hundred aud thirty feet in circumference. Around
were drawn up drags and carriages of all descriptions, and
standing by the rails in the front were visitors four and five

deep. Altogether there were about six hundred present,

including the Duke of Portland, Lords Bradford and London-
derry; and among the breeders and large racing owners were
Messrs. K. C. Vyner, W. H. Houldsworth, E. Weatherby,
Colonel Crewe-Beed, Colonel Forester and Mr. W. G. Craven.
Many ladies also attended, but in plain toilettes. Among the
trainers were Mr. John Porter, trainer to the Prince of Wales
and the Duke of Westminster.
Business was opened by the veteran auctioneer Edmond

Tattersall mounting the rostrum. He said: "Ladies and
gentlemen, we meet to-day at the annual and unreserved sale

of Her Majesty's yearlings," here he made a low bow. "Let
me remind you Her Majesty's reign begins its fiftieth year
to-morrow. Long may she live." This was received with
loud cheering. "I might tell you that this is the oldest breed-

ing stud in England, and I can remember standing by this

ring over fifty years ago, when the whole royal stud was dis-

posed of under my father as auctioneer on the death of King
William IV."
He then called lot 1, a chestnut tilly by Clanronald, out of

Pate d'ltalie, which was subsequently sold for 50 guineas
and altogether twenty-six lots were successively disposed of

which realized 4,775 guineas. The highest price paid was by
Mr. Douglas Baird, 800 guineas, for a filly by Springfield, out
of Eglantine; but the most exciting competition was when
the bay colt by Springfield out of Cranntair was brought into

the ring. The bidding opened at 100 guineas and was carried

on by Tattersallian nods, representing five guineas, until at

500 guineas all retired except the Duke of Portland and Mr.
Houldsworth. The latter added 10, which the Duke capped
by tweuty, and Mr. Houldsworth, who was evidently deter-

mined to have it, by ten more, making 540 guineas, when,
finding competition was exhausted, Mr. Tattersall, with
reluctant regret at losing a Duke, was compelled to knock a

Queen's horse down to a commoner. By far the cheapest lots

were, however, bought by tue Duke of Portland in two colts

by Peter for 490 guineas. The sale lasted two hours and a

half, during which time the rain fell heavily, and the evening
turning chilly, every one seemed glad to hurry home. An
American companion gave me, as we were leaving, this conun-
drum: "Would these yearlings have brought the same money
if from another fchau the royal stud?"

• wee-qweer poie ne nau a xeau oi a lengw, witn Mainland a i dampen a little with clean water

Official Report of the Secretary of the Utah
Driving: Park Association, Salt Lake City.

We are indebted to the Secretary of the above association

for the summaries of events at the late meeting. Our trav-

elling correspondent did not get there in time to send his

report and we have no data to extend the report beyond the
summaries. From all we can learn the meeting was entirely

successful, and from those who participated, which we have
met, there are only words of praise. It addB to the far-west-

ern circuit, this meeting at the beautiful City of the Saints,

and it appears that both Mormons and Gentiles (especially the
Gentiles) were highly interested in the sport. It goes a long
way towards the success of racing and trotting when thoBe in
charge use every effort to please. There are a few owners
and trainers not a few, who will severely try the temper of

the most amiable of men, but even those who are in the habit

of "kicking" return from Salt Lake overburdened with
enconiums of the management.

Official Summaries.
BACING.

Utah Deiving Park Association, Salt Lake, June 12,1886.—Special
Race, three-quarters of a mile. Purse $160,
B. C. Holly's ch g Doubt by St. Martin—Perhaps \
W. S. Roger's b g Policy by Osceola '..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.

2
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jon by Monday—Plaything, .

...""" "'.'.'.

H. R. baker's b g Narrow Gauge by Dick Hubbard .'.'..'"

John Early's be Early, Jr., by Voltiguer—Minnie H
J. McBride's b g Dundrum by Melbourne—Vesuvian

Time, 1:20$.

June 14th.—Three-quarters of a mile dash, for all ages, purse S200
B. C. Holly's ch g Doubt by St. Martin—Perhaps '

i
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens—Twilight .".".""

a
Jos. Parke's br s Flying Dutchman, unknown

Time, 1:192.

June 15th.—Utah Stake for two-year-olds; five-eighths of a mile
dash. Purse $200 added.
Holly. Carlisle & Co.'s br c Corrigan, 2, by Kyrle Daly—Daisy Miller. 1
S. S. Walker's sc Rajah, 9, by Euchre—Fermosa '

2

Chas. Nickerson's ch f Ninena, 2, by Jim Brown—Nannie Hubbard '

3

S. F. Walker'B b c MarquiB de Piro, 2, by Red Boy—Lilly... . 4
Time, 1 :07.

Same Day.—One-half mile and repeat
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday
W. S. Roger's b g Policy by Osceola 3
Jos. Parke's br s Flying Dutchman, unknown 33

Time, :51i, :52.

June 16th.—Three-quarter mile heats; all ages. Purse $250.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday—Plaything 1 1

B. C. Holly's ch g Echo by Osceola—Sunshine a 2
Time, 1:21, 1:21.

June ICtb.—One and one-quarter mile dash. Purse $300.
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens—Twilight 1

B. O. Holly's c h Doubt by St. Martin—Perhaps 2
H. R. Baker's b g Narrow Gauge by Dick Hubbard 3

Time, 2:15*.

' June 1 7tb.—One-mile dash ; all ages. Purse S250.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens—Twilight 1
H. R. Baker's ch g Vice Regent by Regent—Christina 2
W. S. Rogers' b g Policy by Osceola—unknown 3

Time, 1:48.

June 18tb.—One-half mile heats, 2 in 3. Purse $250.
W.S.Rogers' b g Policy by OsceoJa 1 1
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday—Plaything 3 2
J.Park's br s Flying Dutchman, unknown 2 3

Time, :52£, :51i.

June 18th.— One and one-balf mile dash; all ages. Purse S300.
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens—Twilight 1

H. R. Baker's ch g Vice Regent by Regent—Christine 2
H. R. Baker's b g Narrow Gauge 3

Time, 2:541.

June 10th.—Handicap; three-quarter dash. Purse 5200.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 112, by Thad Stevens—Twilight
B. C. Holly's ch g Echo, llu, by Osceola—Sunshine
H. R. Baker's ch g Vice Regent, 112, by Regent—Christine 3*

S. S. Walker's b c Marquis de Piro, 74, by Had Boy—Lily 4
Time, 1:20.

TROTTING AND PACING.

June 14. 1886.-2:35 Class. Purse $400.

W. B. Richards' bl s C. L. Leo by Elmo—Kentucky Ohief.
- Thos. Harris 2 112 1

J. "W. Page's b g Ed Annan by Dauntless—Nightbawk
Ed. Connelly 1 '_

M. F. Jones' br g Denver—unknown Ml F. Jones 4 d
John Early's bl s Stonewall by JimHill - ( ; .... 5 a
M. Cullon's b s Don Angus by Hugbey Angus—Swigart.

N. M. Barnes 3 d
Time, 2.34. 2:231, 2:25, 2:81, 2:29.

June 15, 1886.-2:25 Class. Purse $500.

Perry Johnson's b g P. McFadden by Mohawk J.Perry. . 1

Ham. Hitchcock's bl g Billy Bunker Ham"H. 3 2 2
N. M, Tabor's b m Lady Bonner by Honest Allen—Rys. Ham-

bletonian Wm. Duffee 2 4 4
Jas. Glendinning's b g Harry Velox by Velox N.M.Barnes 4 3 3

W. H. Raymond's b m Carrie Bell by Com. Belmont—Conscript 5 5 S
Time, 2:30, 2:29,2:30.

Same DAY.-Trotting, 2:50 Class. Purse $200.

J. W. Page's b m Annie Carey Ed. Connelly 2 2 111
M.Cuilen's bgBillyNolen by Middletown. .N. il. Barnes 112 2 2
Ham Hitchcock's ch g Charley K.—unknown Ham H. 3 d
C. F. Samson's brs Billy Lyle by Roache's Am Star—Black

Hawk B.O.Holly 3 d
S.S.Walker's b g Commodore by Com.Vanderbilt . . A.Grant 5 d

Time, 2:37^, 2:33J, 2:34£, 2:362, 2:39*.

June 16th.—2 :30 Class. Purse $400.

perry Johnson's bl g Black Diamond. ..Perry Johnson 2 2 12 11
Ham Hitchcock's bm Luella by Chickamorga .

Ham Hitchcock 4 5 2 12 2

M. F. Jones' br g Cow Boy—unknown M. F. Jones 14 4 5 3 3

"W. H. Raymond's b m Carrie Bell by Com. Belmont

—

Conscript Powers 6 15 4 4 4

A C. Smith's b g Cling A. C. Smith 3 3 3 3 5
Time, 2:30, 2:31$, 2:31i, 2:31, 2:32, 2:34*.

J. W.Page's bm Annie Carey Ed Connelly 3 3 2 3 111
M Cnllen's b g Billy Nolen by Middletowna. .B. C.

Hollv 110 2 3 3

John Early's bl g Stonewall by Jim Hill—Clark's
Ohief Wm. Duffee 2 3 3 2 2

Geo Hall's bl g Al—unknown Thos. Hall 4 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:34*. 2:30, 2:33, 2:34i, 2:34j, 2:38, 2:39*.

June 17tb.—2:36 ClaRS. Purse $300.

J. W. Page's b g Ed Annan by Dauntless 1 l 1

M. F. Jones' br g Denver, unknown 3 2 2

M.Cuilen's b g Don Angus by Hugbey Angus—Swigart 2 dr
W. L. Pickard's b g Waahakii dls

J C C Glenfleld's v m Bird 'seye by Fred—Queen dia
Time, 2:29, no time, 2:29$.

June latb.—Free-for-all aclss. Purse $750.

"W. B. Richard's bl s L. C. Lee by Elmo—Ky Chief 1 1 1

Ham. Hitchcock's bl g Billy Bunker 2 2 4

N. M. Taber's bm Lady Bonner by Honest Allen—Rysd>k'e
Hambletonian 3 3 2

J. Glendinning's bg H..rry Velox by Velox 4 1 3

S S Walker's a g Romero by A. W. Richmond—Gretchen 6 dla
Time, 2:26,2:27,2:20.

June 19th.- Consolation Trotting; 2:30 Class. Purse $300.

Ham Hitchcock's b m Luella by Ohicamorga.Ham Hitch-

cock 12 2 11
M. F. Jones' brg Cow Boy-unknown M. F. JoneB 2 112 2

W. H. Raymond's b in Carrie Bellby Coin. Belmont—Con-
script Powers 3 3 dls

Time, 2:33, :81i. :30, :34A, :35.

June 12th.— Match race, four-year-olds and under. Put

two-thirds of gate receipts.

B.C. Holly'B b s Senator, 3, by Ecbo—Winthrop Morrill

Holly
Bradsbaw & Giviu's bm Lulu B., 4,by Com. Belmont—Ma

O.G. Biv
Time, 2:46, A5h, ;46.
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Proceedings of the Fruit and Vegetable Grow-

ers' Association of the United States.

The Froit and Vegetable Growers' Association of tbe United

States met at tbe Neil House, Columbus, Ohio, June 17, 18S6.

Tbe meeting was one .of unusual interest. The various

papers read all embodied deep through! and research The

most interesting discussions were on the value and use of trnils

and regarding tbe best methods of preparing frn it for market

and preserving it for family use. The opinion seemed preva-

lent that evaporated fruit was bound to obtain and hold the

highest position in public favor. Not only is evaporated

fruit superior in appearance, in flavor, m healthfnlness and

in keeping properties, but it commands a much higher price;

ordinal dried apples are worth from two to two and a half

cents per pound, evaporated apples from eight to ten cents.

Common dried peaches are worth from three to five

cents, evaporated, from eighteen to twenty-two cents.

Ezra Arnold, the Illinois froit grower, presented draw-

ing and specifications of a cheap evaporator made and

used by himself with which he has had better success than

•with the more expensive dry houses and evaporators. He

evaporated apples in two hours, strawberries in three hours,

peaches in two hours, cherries in two hours, corn in two

hours and all kiods of fruits proportionately quick. The

evanorator is a marvel of simplicity and excellence, and can

be made by auv one at a very trifling cost. By its use mil-

lions of dollars" can be saved the producer and consumer each

year There are thousands of families that dry large quanti-

ties of fruit annually in the old-fashioned slow way, aud sell

it at tbe old-fashioued low piice, when they could with bnt

little e\pense make an evaporator and evaporate five times as

much fruit and sell it for five times as much per pound.

There are thousands of families in the cities that cau at times,

when the market is glutted, buy fruit for less than the cost of

production, and with an evaporator can prepare in a few days

sufficient fruit for a year's consumption, and at one-tenth tbe

usual expenditure. Mr. Arnold said he did not intend to

make or sell evaporators aud would consign to the associa-

tion his right and title to his evaporators provided the asso-

ciation would procure cuts to illustrate the different parts

aud distribute gratuitously among tbe farmers, fruit raisers

and consumers of the United States complete illustrated

directions for making and using this evaporator. On motion,

Mr. Arnold's proposition was accepted, and the following

resolution adopted:
.

Resolved, That the secretary of tbe Fruit aud Vegetable

Growers' Association le authorized to inform the people,

through the leading newspapers in each state, that illustrated

directions for making and using Arnold's fruit evaporator

cm be obtained bv addressing our Secretary, W. Orlando

Smith, P. O.Box 104, Alliance, Ohio; enclosing stamps for

return postage, and that the secretary draw on the treasnrer

for the necessary amount to defray expense of wood cuts,

printing, etc. On motion a vote of thanks was tendered Mr.

Aruold for bis valuable gift to the association. On motion a

vote of thanks was tendered the press throughout the coun-

try at large for tbe courtesies extended to us in publishing

the call for tbe meeting of our association, and for publishing

the proceedings of our previous meetings. On motion tbe

association adjourned to meet at the Southern Hotel, St.

Louis, Mo., Dec. 9. 18SG, at 10 a. M. W. Orlando Smith

Secretary.

lady friends for short cruises and trips. The club then

divided, six of the members camping on the north shore,

hunting, fishing, etc., while the remaining four made a com-

plete tour of the lake. The latter fleet consisted of the Mys-

tic, Flirt, Zoe Mow and Shadow. The first stopping place

was Ryan's farm, where the usual hospitalities awaited them.

The next day a flying visit was made to the camp of the other

members, and then under way again for Lower Lake Land-

ing. Here was the best run during the cruise. The distance is

thirty miles, and the canoes had the wind dead aft, and

bowled along merrily, aud the last twenty miles was made in

three hours. After driving around the country and visiting

several ranches, the following daysaw tbe fleet under wayfor

Soda bay. The heaviest weather of the trip was met with

here, the little boats being sometimes completely buried in a

smother of spray, but they still kept ratching to windward,

putting ashore occasionally for a rest, and finally got back to

camp. The surrounding hills cut the wind up terribly, and

consequently the helmsmen had to keep their "weather eye

lifting," but no accidents of moment occured. The cruise

has given the members most implicit confidence in their boats,

and has gained them much experience. The club begs to

thank all their hosts for the universal kindness and attention

shown them. Five of the fleet are still at Salt Lake.

The Fourth-of-July Cruises.

on that account, and therefore knew there was no use of his
straining himself further. The betting during the afternoon
was 2 to 1 on Teemer, and some bets were made 3 to 1.

There seemed to be any amount of Teemer money around,
andanv one desiring to back Gaudaur was immediately accom-
modated. Even after tbe start the same odds was offered on
Teemer. Considerable money changed hands on the event.
The winner is a Canadian by birth, bailing from Orillia,

Ont., and is twenty-nine years of age. He stands 6 ft. \ in,

in height and in condition lowers the scales at 170 lbs. For
several months past he has been a resident of Missouri, and
owns a house and farm near Creve Coeur Lake, which sheet
otjwater affords him excellent facilities for practice. This is the
third occasion cu which he has met Teemer in a match, their

first trial, near St. Louis, October 26, 18S4 (when Gaudaur
received five seconds start), resnlting in a dead heat, and
when they rowed over, on November 2d, Gaudaur won in
20 m. 24 s. He rowed second to Teemer at the New Orleans
regatta, in May, 1885, and defeated him at the PittBburg
regatta, in July following.

—

Clipper.

AQUATICS.
The Cruise of the Oakland C^noe Club.

Suuburut peonle, who have returned from the vacations,

are not a ruriely un the streets, but if you see any young

men ou the street with their noses almost raw, whose entire

faces are almost devoid of cuticle and look like a peony,

whose every attempt to smile nearly cracks the parched skin I

they have reinuiuing, aud who, nevertheless, continue to

hmife in spite of tne attendant suffering, put them down
for some of the members of the Oakland Canoe Club who
have returned from their four weeks' cruise on Clear Lake.

Ten members ol this organization left here with their canoes

j tl e 1st nit. for Cl^ar Like as follows: First class, over

fifteen feet in length, Mystic, flag-ship. (W. W. Blow); Flirt

(A. D. Harrison); Z»e Mon (H. Darneal); Spray (R. Eugle-

brechl); aud second eluss under lifteen feetiu length: Shadow

(Geo. Wrigluj; D"i;diue(R. Cooper}; Columbia (P. Gunziles);

Volant (C. Katzeubdch); Whitewiug (H. Mayrisch), and Baby

Mine (Ade la Montauya). Tlit-y went uv- r the Sau Francisco

and North Pacific Railroad, puttiug the canoes in box cars,

aud arrived at Cloverdaleat noou the next day. Here all the

tifttmuoo Wits ^pL-nt in loading their vessels on four freight

wagons for the rough trip over the mountains to Lakeport, a

distance of thirty-live miles. More or less injury to the

canoes was occasioned by this trip from chaffing, the Spray

being damaged the most. At 4:30 next morniDg they started

out, and after camping one night at Lee's ranch, made Lake-

port the day following at 11 a. M.

They speak ia the highest terms of the hospitality shown
them everywhere. Their first camp was pitched under some
willows near Lakeport. The next day the fleet went to Soda

Bay to make arraugements for a permanent camp there, and

after having several social dances andentertaiuments returned

to Lakeport. At the start, the wind blew half a gale and the

lake was covered with white caps, which ran very high on
account of the lightuess of the water, but, nevertheless, the

littie vessels got under way and astonished even their skippers

by their weatherly qualities, to say nothiug of surprise aud
admiration of the steamboat captains aud crews who had not

the slightest idea of the capabilities of what they had pre-

viously called "toy boats." The wind fell calm when near

Lakeport, aud the only vessels that sailed right through were

the Fiirt, Uudine and Zoe Mow, the rest being towed in.

Various trips were made to Floyd'y Ranch, Kelsey Creek,

Paradise Valley and other points of interest, and everywhere

was the clubwelcomcd with unbounded hospitality by the

residents. The regatta took place on the next Saturday, and

was a great success. The start was from Lakeport. The
interest it occasioned is shown by the fact that special stages

an 1 private couveyauces came from all neighboring points,

especially from the Geysers, Highland Springs, Soda Bay and
Seigler's Springs. This race was handsomely won by the

Sprav. Iu the evening the canoes ran home to the camp, the

Flirt aud Mystic making [he run (10 miles) in the fast time of

oue hour aud twenty minutes. Five of the members (dubbed

ie Pirate's mess) took a two day's cruise to the Lower Lake,

the principal stopping places being th« Sulphur banks and
Buckingham. Coming through the narrows a rough trip was

perienced, wet jackets being the order of the day.

The gentlemen of Lakeport tendered the club a "stag" din-

lor which thirty plates were set, and here hilarity reigned.

t two day6 were "Ladies dayB," the club taking out

The yachts will be pretty well separated by to-day, as the

entities of the various clubs diverge considerably. Commo-
dore Cadnc, of the Pacific Yacht Club, has issued orders for

a trip to Santa Cruz. The citizens of Santa Cruz have always

been active and liberal in offering inducements in the way of

prizes, to get the yachts to that port, and the yachtsmen evi-

dently appreciate this as the "big uns" will all go there. The
fleet will comprise the Lurliue, Halcyon, Nellie, Casco, and

possibly the Annie, although the later vessel is rather old to

make the trip and return. Going down the Coast is all right,

bnt jumping into a heavy head sea, dead on the wind, for

eighty miles on the homeward trip, is a serious matter for

such a craft. Commodore Cadue is, however, an able and

efficient yachtsman, and if be concludes to go, itgoes without

saying that bis vessel will be carefully and well handled.

The club will probably, as usual, have their race over to

Monterey and back. In this the Halcyon should win, as

Monterey Bay has always a heavy tumble, and in a sea way
she ought to beat even che champion Aggie. Commodore
Gutte has issued orders for a Napa trip. These provide for a

start on Friday evening (last night) with Vallejo as the first

anchoring place. Next day the fleet will get under way for

Napa, and will on Sunday night be towed to Vallejo and on

Mondav will return home. This fleet will be tbe Chispa

(flag-ship) Whitewing and Lolita. of the San Francisco Club,

and Pearl, Ripple and Thetis, of the Corinthian Club. The
Corinthian Club has not issued any definite orders.on account

of the diverse opinions of yacht owners as to where they

should go; some favoring Napa, some Suisun and some a

cruise in Suisun Bay. Vice-Commodore Chapman, with the

Spray, will go to Suisun, accompanied by the Neva and Lively,

and possibly the Gertie, while the Pearl, Ripple, and Thetis,

as above stated, will go to Napa as guests of the San Fran-

cisco Club. However, wherever the destination may be we
are sure all tbe participants will enjoy themselves.

The Priscilla and the Puritan have each won two races in

the east, the former doing her best wprk in very light weather,

while the latter vesesl's point is in a blow. It is impossible

at this writing to give a definite opinion of the merits of

these eastern sloopB, as the representative of the Associated

Press i-' evidently not a yachtsman, as he only gives a crude

report of the race, leaving out such vital items as to which

direction the wind was blowing from and the weight of the

wind, and gives only a partial account of time the various

vessels rounded the stakes. However, it seems that the

Puritan will walk off with the honors. The Atlantic is

evidently a failure.

The owners of the Thetis are still sore over their recent

defeat by tne Spray, and desire anotbs2* lest of speed. The
owner of the Spray cannot just now accept, owing to business

and other engagements, but the probabilities are that the

Thetis will not have to wait over a month before she will be

accommodated.

The Aggie is at Sauta Cruz, and has been there some days.

She had a long trip down owing to light weather and fog, but,

from advices, it seems as if her crew were making up for the

discomforts of the trip by the jolly time they are havingashore.

Last Sunday there was no set event, and the yachts "wan-
dered where they listeth." The Spray, Thetis, Pearl and
Lively went up as far as Point Pedro, while the larger vessels

were contented with cruising in the channel.

The Halcyon has her new suit of sails, with a lug foresail,

bent; but they do not seem to set particularly well, and will

probably have to be recut and altered unless they stretch into

shape.

Sculling for the Championship,
Teemer.

Gaudaur

-

Comparing the Clippers.

At 7:14 the pistol was tired and the race began. Teemer
caught his stroke first, and thereby gained a slight lead, row-

ing thirty-five to a minute, with Gaudaur a trifle slower. The
latter soon overtook the champion, and at the half-mile was

a quarter of a boat's length ahead. Teemer was rowing a

stroke somewhat shorter than Gaudaur, presumably from the

fact that he had rougher water. Gaudaur was pulliug a long

stroke, but seemed to be making them all tell. At the mile

Gaudanrwas pullipg thirty-two strokes and Teemer the same,

with about half a boat's length iu favor of the former.

Gaudaur reached the mile-and-a-half turning-buoy in 9 m.
22s., with Teemer at his heels. Gaudaur turned in tine style

and got away, but Teemer here seemed to become petrified,

and turned away from his proper course. The race after

this was uuinteresiing, as Gaudaur pulled back leisurely,

stopping his oars entirety ou several occasions, and once
saluting the peoplo ou the banks by raising his cap. Teemer,
even under these circumstances, did not seem to gain on him,

being as much as two hundred yards behind at tbe two-mile

point. At two and a haif miles Gaudaur settled down again

to good rowing, and from that point kept up a good pace,

crossing the winning line iu 21 m. 20 s. Teemer did not

cross until 22 m. aud 43 s. had elapsed from starting time.

Of course everyone wondered at the cause. Some believed

it was a "job" race, some said he broke an oar, aud others

said bis bout was injured. But such was not the case.

Teemer says that it was the roughness of tho water, iu his

position, which seemed to have paralyzed his right arm ou
his way down, and at the buoy it became entirely helpless.

He states that at that point he was satisfied that he was I eaten

[N. 1*. Herald.]

The closing regatta of last week was an event fur the four
big sloops the importance of which can in no degree be les-

sened. The general public regarded it from an important
standpoint, as was proved by the array of spectators wbo
gazed upon the start from the heights of Fort Wadsworth and
the summits of Fort Hamilton.
The result of this race was anxiously looked forward to, as

it was likely to give still further points as to the merits of the
four large sloop yachts whose performances have raised the
highest expectations of New York and Boston. It is impos-
sible that the rivalry between these great cities could reach a
higher point of tension. New York last year was glad to yield
the palm to Boston because it was proven by various oontestB
that the Puritan was in some degree the better boat to sail

against our English rival, the Genesta. It will be remem-
bered that three trial races were had, and that in these con-
tests the Puritan had the best of it. The Boston yacht won
two out of the three races, nnd was adjudged the victor.

The gentlemen appointed by the New York Yacht Club to
decide upon the merits of the two contesting boats saw their
duty clear before them and had no hesitation in making their
award.
They chose the Puritan because she was the yacht which

went to windward quicker, and was, in their opinion, best
qualified to meet the Genesta in a trial of weatherliness and
speed. The result showed that they displayed excellent
judicial qualities in their selection of the Pnritan to be
matched against the Genesta. The crack English cutter that
was to come over here to combat for the cup was supposed to

be only barely second to the Irex, which was then, without
doubt, the fastest single sticker afloat. The Genesta had
beaten the Ires in one or more matches, but taking tbe gen-
eral average, there was little to choose between them. Not
until the Pnritan had beaten the Genesta in the matches for
the America'sCup had the cry arisen that the Genesta was not
really the representative cutter of the year. But just as soon
as the unmistakable superiority of the Boston sloop had been
flashed underneatn the Atlantic, a wail of derision, veiled in
a minor key, arose, and the stock of Irex went away up, while
the scrip of Genesta dropped like the mercury in a barom-
eter some little while before a cyclone in the Indian Ocean.
And thus did our British friends crow out in triumph. The
Genesta, though Bhe did not achieve the victory for which
she crossed the Atlantic, still behaved most admirably, and
in her race with the Dauntless to Brenton's Reef and Cape
May won a bloodless victory. The Dauntless was and is a
most powerful and able boat, but she requires a strong wind
to show off her best qualities. In the raoe to Brenton's Reef
calm weather, light and baffling winds were what were met
with in the early part of the contest. Duiing this the Gen-
esta went ahead, and when the strong winds came and the
Dauntless might have been expected to do her best, the Gen-
esta had rounded the lightship and was hurrying toward New
York. The same thing happened in the race to Cape May.
The Dauntless was the only yacht that was entered for the
race and the Genesta won easily again. And so Sir Richard
Sutton's Bpeedy cutter returned to England carrying away
among other prizes the Cape May and Brenton's Reef
trophies. But that they can remain long in England is sim-
ply saying that Americans have lost their sportsmanlike pro-
clivities and are content to allow their transatlantic cousins
a very easy victory.

And after the Genesta had sailed homeward and the result
of the matches had become crystalized in people's minds, a
bitter rivalry ensued. It was thought in New York by a large
contingent of yachting people that tbe Priscilla had not dis»

played her very best qualities, and that she was, in point of
fact, a yacht from which much was to be expected. Others,
too, in New York, imagined that neither the Priscilla nor
Puritan were perfect types of vessels, and that another yacht
modelled more perfectly than either of the two could be con-
structed to knock spots out of anything that Boston or New
York might build. The outcome of this little New York dis-

pute was the designing and the building of the stout yacht
Atlantic, whose skipper, Captain "Joe"Elsworth, has dem-
onstrated can be made to sail an excellent race, whether enl-

culated by the subtlety of the commanding officer or the
intrinsic excellence of the sloop herself, but chiefly by the
former, as the "boys" imagine.
The contest waB not confined to New York alone. Boston,

too, was not satisfied with the result of the matches. And
why should she have been? The oity whioh could produce
a craft like the Puritan when put on her mettle could turn
out a much smarter boat, and so came out the Mayflower, one
of the sweetest, prettiest vessels that ever touched water.
And so it came to pass that the testing of these fonr splen-

did vessels should come off in New'York waters. First the
Atlantic Yacht club gave the clippers aohanoe, and each boat,
with the exception of the Mayflower, took part in the race.

The Priscilla wod, and her victory was doubtless owing a
good deal to fortune, but not a little to her own sailing quali-

ties and the splendid manner iu which Bhe was handled. A
little shift of wind caused her to be left behind in an impor-
tant period of the first race, and a Blight change caused her
again to come in front and beat everything on sailing capac-
ity alone. Ou the second day she beat her rivals on her
merits only, vanquishing them in beating to windward, and
knocking spots out of them when sailing on the homeward
stretch with her sneets eased off, and also with the wind
blowing righfaft, On the second day's regatta she was clearly

the best of the fleet.

On Saturday the Priscilla got the worst of the start, and
while the Puritnu was forging ahead in a favoring quartering
breeze she lay in the Narrows with her sails flapping against

the mast. But when she got a little wind, especially in the

stretch from the Southwest Spit to the Sandy Hook Light-

ship, she not only went to windward of the leading yacht,
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Some Notable Setters.
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and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

The breeder of the young greyhound recently brought from
the east by Messrs. J. F. Carroll and E. H. Wyman possesses
unenviable traits, in addition to those shown in his tricky treat-
ment of Carroll and Wyman, if a correspondent of the English
Kennel Review is right, who says:
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' Smith, is a precocious youth
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and what he knows he has gained bvbuying winners he never saw till delivered to him at Wor-cester. After he was asked to judge at Newark he advised afellow-exhibitor to send his dogs there, as he (Smith) was notgoing to show himself, and it was a good chance for the per
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Wanted '° win something. The invitation was notaccepted flow he got his "given name" necessitates a storvCincinnati gave a show m 1885, and Smith had passes for selfand dogs, and his expenses paid for taking them to Cincinnati.

It was there that Mr. Dalziel was judging, and if asked hemay perhaps explain how it was that he did not do anv iuds-lng on the first day although then in the city. After the
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over Sn>i'h asked a friend's advice about invitingMr. -Dalziel to dinner, and was told it was all right. Know-ing that the boy had not much experience in the ways of theworld his mentor gave him some useful hints as to the stvle
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The question of wine wastouched upon and Smith was advised to order champagnewhen his friend gave hlni the signal. The party at the din-ner table consisted of Dalziel, the guest of the evening- Whit-

ford the reporter of the American Field: "Ashmont " theauthor of an excellent work on dog diseases, and one other
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"Asbmont" was 'he coach to littleSmith, and he soon began to think Dalziel would find ice-water unpalatable, so he tipped the wink to the host whotold the waiter to bring a bottle of wine. The order wasobeyed and a quart bottle produced. Smith eved the bottle
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and jn8t as 'he cork was about to be drawn

said, That is too large; bring a pint bottle!" When the nint
of wine between four of us, not half enough for one of uswas produced "Ashmont" said be believed his liver was out
of order and he would not drink, and Dalziel also declined
the nectar, and the pint was left to the others to demolishFancy the unutterable things that passed through "Ash-mont a mind every time his eye caught sight of that pint

The kennel of Mr. Purcel Llewellin was conspicuous bv its
absence at the late Shrewsbury Field Trials, where his set-
ters have generally competed. The mongrel appearance and
wretched performance of his youngsters last year will how-
ever, doubtless account for this.—English Kennel Review.

Our Sporting Dogs.

EditoeBeeedeeandSpoetsmax:—It has been urged that
the dogs of this Coast are not of that quality that would en-
title them to a prize—or scarcely a commendation—in an
eastern bench show. However that may be in the classes of
non-sporting dogs, as my knowledge doeB not extend in that
direction, I demur to the assertion, as far as concerns En-
glish setters, pointers, greyhounds and spaniels. Dr Howe
in reporting the late New York bench show, says of the
English setters exhibited, that "they were a mixed lot some
being very good and some otherwise, and if they were a 'criter-
ion, the English setters of the present do not show much
improvement on the setter of four or five years ago "

It is
about that time since we began to import them here and we
obtained the progeny of some of their best stock such as
Leicester, Dart, Druid, Petrel, Bob Boy, Conntess Carloritz
Dan, Hock, Gladstone, Warwick. Beltcn, and many others'
that have reigned supreme in their day. Why should we not
have equally as fine doss? We have the same stock "the
uncles and the aunts, and cousins by the dozen " and 'there
is no reason why dogs should deteriorate in our climate anvmore than other breeds of animals. The breeding of dogs is
as yet, much of a lottery, and as Mr. Budde savs—and which
agrees with my experience—however much apparent judg-ment we may exercise in mating dogs "it all depends upon
whether they nick." The dogs of this Coast may not have
been mated with as much judgment as they possess east butwhen the best are brought together we may possibly be' able
to select a Bodengo, a Eockingham. and a Modesto andamong the pointers, a Graphic or Beaufort. In Irish setterswe have descendants of Eory O'More, Berkley Elcho andNoreen—all champions past and present-and Irish water
spaniels from the celebrated kennel of John D Olcott theowner of champions Barney and The O. Donoghue In grevhounds no state can begin to compare with California, although
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"ff shoa!d have BeCDred Memnonand Mother Demdike to add to their magnificent collection

Altogether, I contend that we have dogs enough and of suffi-
cient quality to make an excellent show, and all that is re- Iquired is that every owner of a dog, of any pretension at all I
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out of Champion Bessie A. The yards were roomy and cleanand everything was in good shape to give the dogs all the
care that such good ones deserve.
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rode yer to Major Murnan's: On the waythe dogs found four bevies of qnail, and did some verypretty work on them. We did not shoot, howeve? as wewere m a hurry to join the party at the Majors Arriving
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'
the Proprietor of the Silver K nfTheatre Co then playing m Memphis, had arrived and walout giving bis two puppies a run. Upon our arrival prep"

rations were at once made for the start, and at 9:30 we were
in the saddle and making for the fields, led by the gallantMajor, who sits on his horse with all the ease and courtly
grace of aknigntiu the days of chivalry. The Major hadalready sent the boys away with Gladstone's Boy, Nannie SFlounce, Dr. Macklin's Dora (a sister of Dr. Ware's Nannie
S. by Dashing Berwyn—luno) and Gladstone. We followed
the Major s lead down the road for perhaps a quarter of a
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gasma11 brook tDrned into an old cotton

held skirted with grass and thicket. Jost a wave of the handand away went Lillian, Sportsman and Gath's Mark, all good,
all ^st, wide ranger.,, with keen noses. Lillian especially
seemed to be right on an edge, and as keen as a razor. Shefound the first bevy in almost' no time. Mr. Mack had bis
red bitch along, but not being accustomed to hnnting with
horses she did not range quite fast enough. Mr. Mack
assured me however, that she was very good on single birds.
Gaths Mart owned by Dr. Maclin, won the All-Aged Set-
ter Stake at High Point last fall, when only a poppy. He is
about the size of Gladstone, and looks quite a bit like himHe is a fast, strong worker, and very reliable.

After flushing the birds and shooting two or three the dogs
were again sent away in a grass iiel I, uod Sportsman soon
jumped into a point, in some high srnss. Lill coming
toward him like the wind, looked as though she was going to
rnn over him; but she saw him and backed. The birds com-
menced to more and Sportsman drew forward just a couple
of steps, but tbey nf-r* fatal steps, for quick as a flash Lill
rushed forward mi.l took llie point.

Werantheinnbo.it two and a half hours m.
many good points and backs, and some mag
locating bevies. About noon we reached thi
the boys were to meet us with the .In-
thoughtful Maj. had a lunch ready for n
did ample justice; then we started again will
Flounce and Dora, and we enjoyed some more
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five years old. He hunts as fast and strong as ever and doe

not show his age in the least. On his points and backs he

is simply grand. When on anoint sometimes he seems to

swell up and grow large. Upon one occasion when making a

point, standing upon a sharp rise of ground whero the sky

formed the background, one of the boys insisted that he

looked as large as a horse. We ran them half the afternoon

and had some rare sport. The dogs all did splendidly and

did not tire in the least. ,

The next brace down was Dr. Ware's Gladstone Boy and

Nannie S., and they are an extra tine pair. The boy is

immense on working up and locating a bevy, and Nannie is

a slick one. We hunted these two until evening, and then

wended our wav back to the Major's. We had found twenty-

two bevies in the run, and I had the best day s sport of my

life, although I killed but four birds and missed full as many

more. , . ,-, ,1

I went home with Dr. Macliu that night, and saw Gem, the

dam of Mark and Gath's Hope, litter brothers; and a beauti-

ful litter of puppies by Koderigo out of Gem. They ought to

be very fine, as they are an extra handsome lot. In the morn-

ing the Doctor and I took a short spin with Mark and Gem.

On our wav to the Major's the dogs found three or four bevies,

and when "the Major joined us to go to the depot he took

Topaz, the young bitch by Gath-Gem. If the Major runs

her in the Beld trials she will make her mark. She is nearly

as fast as lightning, and with lots of style, but not yet broken.

The Major intends to breed ber to Sportsman, and Mr. Bryson

intends to breed Lillian to Koderigo. If they do not get some

good ones it will be very strange.—Cor. Amerxran Field.

[The foregoing we hope will interest our readers. There is

much information conveyed of precisely the sort that actual

dog owners desire.

—

Ed.]

Distemper.

We will not prolong this paperin detailing the various com-

plications which too frequently arise. They must be treated

on rational principles.

The great object should be to guard against them by strict

attention to sanitary laws and careful medication. In con-

clusion, "assist nature aDd sustain the powers of life."

Only a Dog.

That ever-recurring malady is so fatal that the fact may

excuse the publication of portions of an article by the veter-

inarian, H. 0. Wann. He says of distemper, or "apecihe

catarrhal fever," aB Ashmont styles it:

The period of incubation is from five to fifteen days. An

attack is usually ushered in with shiverings. There will be a

disinclination to exertion, loss of appetite, sneezing, dry,

hnsky cough, and a watery discharge from the nose and

eyes. As the fever becomes prominent the visible mucus

membranes are injected and the month dry. Usually there

is an irritable condition of the stomach and frequent retching

and vomiting.
In two or three days, as the fever increases, the discharge

from the nose and eyes becomes purulent and adheres to the

eyelids and nostrils. The animal is dull and listless, not

easily disturbed, hangs his head while in motion, and soon

lies down. The temperature now increases, and the respira-

tions are more frequent. The cough becomes less husky as

the mucus secretions become more abundant. After a few

days, if complications do not arise, the fever will gradually

subside with restoration to health. Before concluding the

symptomB I might mention that the nose is invariably hot

and dry. The authorities are unanimous in their opinion on

this point, namely, a hot nose indicates disease, but we do

not think it is of importance, as we have frequently observed

that dogs while in perfect health would have a warm nose.

Particularly have I noticed ibis in sporting dogs, and I

judged their condition by their powers of scent and ability to

perform in a satisfactory manner.
Treatment.—The disease runs a regular course, is self-lim-

ited, and if hygienic conditions are rigidly enfo iced, death

will rarely result from uncomplicated catarrhal fever. There-

fore care and attention are as important aB medication.

When the disease breaks out in a kennel isolate the patient,

and, if possible, secure quarters that are well ventilated, of an

even temperature and dry. Watch carefully the symptoms
as they arise. Do not try to arrest the progress of the dis-

ease, as such attempts will only result in disappointment and

subject your patient to much useless medication. Endeavor

to assist Nature. Avoid depletion, for should complications

arise, the animal will need all its strength.
.

Tic ata oastom among veterinarians and physicians was to

bleed, purge with calomel, or vomit with tartar emetic in all

febrile and inflammatory diseases. With such treatment the

mortality must have been great.

As the disease progresses, if there i6 any increase of tem-

perature, a fnll dose of sulphate of quinine may be given,

alternated with fluid extract aconite root or fluid extract

gelsemiuum. A refrigerant mixture may be advantageously

administered, consisting of spirits nitrous ether, U. S. P.,

and chlorate oi potasBiam, or liquor ammoniEe acetatis. If

the bowels are constipated, give a mild laxative such as P.,

D. & Co.'s fluid extract cascara sagrada (a' variety of buck-

thorn) or castor oil.

Remove the accumulations from the eyes and nose with a

soft sponge and tepid water in which a small quantity of

borax or sulphate of zinc may be dissolved.

If the disease be long continued this will do much toward

warding off inflammation of the conjunctiva and sloughing of

the cornea caused by impaired nutrition, in which case it

will be advisable to protect from light.

From the beginning the patient should be well nourished
with milk, eggs, beef finely minced, or mutton broth. Much
ingenuity may be displayed in preparing a diet that will be

palatable and nourishing, for it must be remembered that the

appetite iB capricious. In preparing beef tea or mutton broth

the meat Bhould be finely chopped and pounded, in which
state it can be fed with the water in which it has been boiled.

As the albuminoids are insoluble in water, we can understand
why beef tea, as usually prepared, is of little value as a life

sustainer. If food is not retained on the stomach, give sub-

nitrate of bismuth in powder, or the elixir calisaya, pepsin

and bismuth; or lactated pepsin. Dilute hydrocyanic acid,

phosphoric acid and lime water are also given with beneficial

results.

Keep pure water before the patient within easy reach, and
if acceptable, add nitrate or chlorate of potassium. If pros-

tration is great, give diffusible stimulants. Brandy and wine
with eggs and milk to which aromatic spirits of ammonia
may be added. Stimulants, however, will be rarely indicated

unless complicated with other diseases hereinbefore men-
tioned.
Fresh bedding should be used every day, and some disin-

fectant use, Buch as Labarraque's Bolution of chlorinated soda,
or P., D. & Co.'e antiseptic liquid. If the prostration is great,

the patient should be occasionally turned, as it will add much
to its comfort.
During convalescence, if necessary, give a hitter tonic com-

h-^ed with nux vomica and citrate of iron, in small doseB, or
citrate of iron and quinine.
The duration of the disease is from tifteen to twenty days,

'H it may terminate fatally in from ten to twelve days from
mplications. We believe the mortality to be greatest when

.^oeiated with pneumonia, and recovery will depend much
en the age and constitution of the patient.

[Referee.]

Earely has the quick sympathy of the British public been

more strikingly illustrated than in the case of the poor old

fellow who was sent to prison by the Southwark magistrate

because he couldn't pay for a license for his dear little

eighteen-year old dog. "If you can't afford to pay for it

why don't you part with it?" said Mr. Sheil. Part with it!

O, my good sir, you couldn't have thought what you were

saying. To keep a dog for eighteen years, a faithful little

friend, and then to part with it! The man who could even

talk about such a thing without a feeling of pain must be

strangely dead to the highest and best sentiments of the

poetical side of humanity. Only those who have had house-

hold pets, dumb friends, loved and cherished not only for

themselves but for their association with the dear memories

of home, can really realize what such a parting would mean.

The dog that has grown old in companionship with a man is

a link with the past, with the days that will never come

again. It has shared in the joys and sorrows of many a long

year. It has grown up with the children and become a part

of the home. Gentle hands that caressed it may be folded in

their last sleep; gentle voices that called it, silent in the

tomb. It is dear for its own sake, and for the sake of those

who loved it.

The meanest fancy can weave a halo of romance around

the feeble, gray-muzzled little dog that nestled in the arms

of its poor old master in the police court—old friends bound

by many a hallowed memory, by many a bond of sympathy.

One pities both the dumb, loving, little pet taken off, shiver-

ing and trembling and broken-hearted to the Dogs' Home; the

sorrowing old man led away to prison. One shudders as one

realizes all that parting meant, although the magistrate's

harsh work has been nndone, and the old frineds are reunited

and happy once again.

The verses from "Tie," which I am going to quote, written

years ago, explain all that Mr. Sheil couldn't understand. A
mate comes up and finds a navvy "snivelling" over a little

dead dog. Then the navvy explains, they have no children,

he and his wife, and that little dog had crept into their hearts

and been their little friend for years—it had taken the place

of the child that never came.

This world of ours is a rum un, Ken, in the way that childer's sent;

Poor parsons that canno" keep 'em has double o' bishops that can

;

Some folk get their quiver full, till every penny is spent,-

While we, who'd give our heart for a bairn, had nought but that blaclt-

an'-tan.

Ay ay- you may laugh if you like 1 She was alius a blessln' to us,

Jest like a child, wi' winsome ways, that crep' into our love unawares

:

\n' that's why I'm mopin'. my lad, an' makin' a bit o' a fuss,

While the Missus cries her heart out o'er the dead little dog up stairs.

But hark 1 there's the buzzer a-boomin' ; it's time you were movin', Ren'

But don't you go sneerin' again, though you reckon the notion rum;

Tor it's neither princes nor parsons, nor pitman like me and you.

Will be aught the worse for love like this when they start for King-

dom come

!

Irish Setters.

Speaking of the change in type of the Irish setter, the

Kennel, says:

"Breeding to type and color" in America has given us with

some exceptions a race of slim-headed, slab-sided, weak-

loined, leggy dogs, approaching in color, a shade between

black and dark red. That this was all wrong we always felt

certain of, but there was no use in trying to change the tide

of fashion. .

We had nothing to aid us but the arguments that the Irish

setter was whipped at the field trials by his Enc'isb -onsin,

and tn»t tto pointer was faot. leaving him in tLo shade. We
saw the long-legged ghost of the old fiery red, flat coated,

square broad nosed, muscular Irish setter who was pictured

on our memory since boyhood, knocked out every time he

was pitted against the English setter or pointer. We sighed

for the grand old ancestor of the fashionable "type," as we
remembered him stretched out on the moor with his nose

high in the air to the scent of a wisp of snipe, or galloping

over the heather, turning promptly to whistle, hand or word
on the bogs of his native land.

He was not a dog of the regulation mahogany, but bright

red with considerable white in color. He wore a look that

was at once docile and gritty, sagacious and plucky. He was

prompt to obey but wholly independent, full of dash but per-

fectly stanch and never shy or overcautious.

It will be seeD that the Irish setter of the Irish Club should

have "plenty of brain room," a very muscular "neck and

shoulders," "deep, and sloping well back." "Kibs well

sprung, "legs like an English setter of the field trial stamp;

elbows "free and well let down," &c, &c.

Instead of these marks of power and ability the American

Irish setter generally is long from pastern to elbow, where he

should be short, and he is short from elbow to shoulder

joint and thence to top of shoulder blade, where he should be

long. He has hardly room for his lungs and heart between

his ribs, and the loins are much too long with weak quarters,

straight stifles, no leverage at hocks, and the tendon close

ngaiust the slifle bone. All mechanically wrong, and he can-

not gallop and hold his nose, as a perfectly natural conse-

quence.

The Georgia Bloodhound-

touching weeds and bushes as he runs. Fifty convicts, clad

as he was clad, may run through the same woods in every
direction. The dogs will hold his scent, running full tilt,

breast high. If he makes a curve of forty-five degrees the

dogs will not run the line, but will catch his scent thirty

yards away, and cross the angle, though it was filled with the
convicts who had eaten and slept with the fugitive. Often a
dog will carry a 6Cent in gallop, running parallel thirty yards
to the windward. An uncanny and terrible little beast is the

red bone hound, trained for the hunting of man."

Speaking of the Georgia bloodhound, the Atlanta Constitu-

tion says: "He is neither tierce nor powerful. A boy can

bold a pack off with a cornBtalk. But for trailing a fugitive,

for hugging him close as his shadow, or for flying along his

track when even the grass has forgotten its impress aud the

wind has powdered it over with dust, he is as relentless as

death itself.

"Let me tell you what he can do:

"A convict sleeping in one bunk of a hundred, shod and

clad precisely as the hundred convicts about him, may slip

his chain and flee. Ten miles away he may meet his fellow-

prisoners again, may run to and fro among them,

may walk with them a mile, aud leave them. Six

hours after these hounds put ou his track where he

slipped from the camp will follow him to where be

met his gang, will thread his track in aud about with their

hundreds of tracks, take it up where be leaves them, and run

him down, though he o:oss convict gangs every mile lis runs.

"This escaping convict, clad in stripes cut from tin- same

bolt with a hundred others, may ruu through the woods,

ROD.
It is a long time since we had the pleasure of casting a fly

or dropping the sednctive bait into a stream where the wily

trout was lurking. In our boyhood's days (alas! now forty

odd years ago!) we were anenthusiastic fisherman. "Bronght

up" in norlh-eastern Pennsylvania there was no lack of

opportunities. The whole country was dotted with lakelets

and clear streams, the greater portion of their course being

through thick woods. In most cases rapid streams, with now
and then a pool or "hole" in which the largest trout establish

their quarters, and "riffles" and little eddies on the down-

ward side of a big rock, and big trees partly undermined

where the descending roots were apt to entrap the hook. At

that time we were engaged in surveying, and for the greater

portion of the summer employed in the big woods. Half a

hundred miles in one course without a break, not an acre of

clearing, with now and then a hunter's cabin. This was
before the era of railways when the city fishermen overran

the whole country, and there were streams into which a hook

was rarely dropped. Whenever practicable the camp was

made on the bank of one of these streams, No semi-military

affair with tents and blankets; these would have been imped-

iments which could not be borne, and the whole burden was

knapsacks tilled with provisions—frying pan, coffee pot, a

tin cup for each member of the corps, instruments, etc. A
few minutes in the caller air of the early morning were suf-

ficient to capture enough for breakfast, and those who have

not eaten them fresh from the water and cooked after the most

approved method of woodsmanship, can form no conception

of how good they are. The recollection may be rose-colored,

and the hearty appetite engendered by plenty of exercise, and

the inspiration of the pure air laden with the odor of pines and

hemlocks, something to do with those joyous remembrances,

but we have dined many times at Delmonico's and partaken

of dishes prepared by celebrated chiefs, and still cherish the

memories oi the grand repasts miles away from civilization.

There was a gout in the quart cup of black coffee, the

rasher of bacon, a venison steak, may be a pheasant encrusted

with mud and roasted in the coals of the camp fire, and, above

all the trout roasted before the fire, each one impaled on the

points of a knotted stick with a piece of pork in the extended

jaws to lubricate wbile the ardent fire cooked to a turn.

Since we became so completely absorbed in horses and mat-

ters pertaining to horse life, there has been no time for old

recreations, though there are still the pleasures of memory and

we look back at those happy, happy days with a fondness

that cannot be portrayed with words.

Fiahinsr Notes from S. F. "Chronicle.' 1

Perhaps some of the readers of the Niche can answer the
following inquiry from a Petaluma correspondent:

To the Editor of tlie "Chronicle."— sir: Soms few months ago I suw
something in your paper about a shipment of eels from the east, which
were to he put in the sloughs of Sonoma. Please inform me through
your paper wnether they have arrived yet, and if so, what was done
with them, and oblige An Axolkk.
Rock-cod fishing in the bay has been fairly good during the

past week, good catches having been made along the Marin
county shores and other localities.

On Saturday seventeen boats were fishing off Kershaw
point, near Point Tiburon, with good average catches per
man. On Wednesday and Thursday lust at change of morn-
ing tide (high-water) good catches were made at Blossom rock,

the best reported for one person being that of Captain Tul-
loch of the ship British General, who, between 5:30 and 8 a. m.,

took seventy-three fine rock-cod. Pishing in the bay seems
to be much in favor among captains of British v&ssels, three
ship's boats being present on Thursday morning at Blossom
rock, one captain having his wife with him, the boat arriving

at 4:30 o'clock.

Smelt fishing is reported good along the shore between
Sausalito and Point Tibnrou, especially in the lagoon behind
the latter place, some of the smelts running from sixteen to

nineteen inches long.

Smelt fishing was also very good at the railroad wharves at

both Oakland and Alameda landings, the beBt catch at the

former place, on Sunday, with muddy water, being fifty-three

to one rod. Young salmon are also being taken at Oakland
wharf, one taken on Sunday weighing U pounds.
Trouting in the high Sierra streams, both in the eastern

and western streams, is reported good; also at Lakes Tahoe
and Webber. At Cisco, on tbe South Yuba, eastern trout are

reported as being abundant and taking the fly well; also on
the north fork of the American river, between Dainasous and
the crossing near Alta.

On the coast we hear that the water is still rather too high
for the best fishing in the Gualala river and other streams
further north. Tbe mail stage leaviug Ingram or Austin

postoffice on 1st iust., gives anglers a much safer as well as

pleasanter route along tbe coast northward than has been the

case heretotore. By ibis route, passengers leaving this city

via the North Pacific Coast Railroad at 7:30 a. m. arrive at

Gualala Mills before night, making the trip in about twelve

hours, instead of two days, as formerly via Duncan's Mills.

This ruule also avoids the dangerous and unpleasant road

along tbe cliff on the ocean side between Duncan's Mills and
Fort Ross.
Black bass fishing at Crystal Springs reservoir has been

verv pour during tbe past week, owing both to strong winds

and" a change of feed on the part of the fish. The best catch

on Sunday wus that made by a Mr. Ohen, who filled his large

basket, while other anglers took very few. The snccesB of

Mr. Ohen is attributed to his having live minnows for bait,

while u '.her : ku^h r» med worms, shrimps and salmon roe with
• ittle success.
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Trout Pishing in the Los Gatos and Other

Creeks in Santa Clara County.

It is not easy for the general reader who has never felt the
vigorous and always surprising tug of a hungry trout at the
end of a line, to understand the enthusiasm and love a true
sportsman has for this kind of fishing. The diminutive size
of the trout compared with the bass, pike, bariconda and
other game fish, would seem to render trout fishing insignifi-
cant; but year after year the trout fisher will look forward to
the open season with an indescribable longing, and whatever
his avocation, be off to the mountain streams at the first pos-
sible opportunity. During the winter he has read the best
works on the habits and best method of capturing the trout,
has provided himself with the best assortment of flies and
hooks, and, probably has denied himself many gratifications
perhaps comforts, to purchase a fancy rod which will enable
him to make killing casts with his most-approved flies. He
has also fully considered his last year's experience, and has
some new ideas of his own which he is anxious to test. No
girl ever contemplated her first ball with more pleasure than
does the trout fisher his annual trip to the mountain streams.
How his face lights with pleasure as he again recognizes the
familiar rocks and pools, the scenes of his last year's exploits.
Just below that rock he captured a noble trout, and if you
will give attention he will talk, until you are tired, of the dis-
covery that the fellow was king of that riffle and pool; that
he tried several flies without luring him out; that once the
trout rose to the surface, but, seeing a man, gave him a con-
temptuous look and returned to his hiding place; that he
finally put an enticing fly on his line, and concealing himself
behind a point of rock, made a cast that landed it in the
right place; that the trout came to the surface with a regal
dignity, as if all things were made for his use. He will dilate
on the fellow's astonishment at the concealed hook that
fastens to his jaw; at his rage when he finds himself pulled
hither and hither. How the trout plunged and tore around
in his efforts to escape, aud the rod bent and threatened to
break, that he was afraid the hook or gut would give away;
how he finally landed the trout on a gravelly shore; a noble
fellow, sir, a foot long, weighing within an ounce of a pound.
Here is one of the sources of the fascination. The trout is

no sucker or worthless bummer that lies around swallowing
everything that will sustain life. He is a proud, daintv epi-
cure, high-spirited, brave and intelligent, an aristocrat among
fish. It takes cunning and skill to capture him. The pessi-
mist who can purchase as much fish for ten cents will look
on all this as nonsense. Well, let him so consider it. He
does not appreciate the pleasure, that is all. There are other
reasons why trout fishing is fascinating. Trout frequent only
clear, cool, mountain streams where nature has done its
grandest work. There is an indescribable pleasure in listening
to the music of the water leaping from rock to pools, tumbling
over shallow riffles, or watching it winding under the shadow
of a rock, or spreading out on a bank of sand to enjoy the
sunshine. Then there are great trees, centuries old, arching
their branches over the stream, casting it in a deep, sombre
shadow like the half-lighted aisles of a vast gothic cathedral.
No wonder the imaginative Greeks peopled the woods with
sylvan gods; if ever the gods are tempted to lisit the earth,
it would be to enjoy the grandeur, solitude and shade of some
of the redwood forests of the Santa Cruz mountains. One
with half sense for the awful and majestic, will feel his soul
enlarge as he passes into one of Nature's temples, dimly
lighted by the Btraggling sunbeams, that make a thousand
bends to get through the thick foliage. The solemn stillness
is broken by the woodpecker who sounds the alarum on the
hollow, resounding trunk of a sycamore. The little water
ousel ("fly up the creek") leaves its nest with an angry shriek,
and almost brushing a man's cheek with its wings, flashes
like a meteor and spreads the alarm that an intruder has
come. A great, sleek-looking gray squirrel will pass along a
fallen tree within a yard or two, his big eyes expressive
with anger, wonder and fear at the intruder, and, giving a
warning chatter, dashes into his hole. It is said that the
scientific John Mnir never carries a gun or fishing rod, and
will make friends of the squirrels and fish so they will' feed
from his hand. The trout loves these dark, shady nooks,
and the angler will here make some of his best captures.
The streams frequently erode great canyons, exposing the

strata thousands of feet deep, permitting the student in natu-
ral science to get a glimpse of "how the mountains were
brought forth." Sometimes he will find fossil shells, or even
the bones of whales, the relics of bygone ages before the
mountains were lifted out of the sea. In short, whatever his
predilection, ichthyology, ornithology or geology, he will find
enough in a day's fishing to furnish food for thought a year,
and we lay it down as an indisputable principle that no man
in his right mind will tramp through brush and brake, or
clamor over precipitous rocks, running the risk of breaking
his neck, for the money value of the few fish he catches. It
is the longing for a better and higher life that sends him
forth to the mountains, so here is our hand to the enthusias-
tic trout fisher, knowing that he must have some of the qual-
ities of a gentleman.
The Los Gatos Creek.—This has its longest branch heading

in the canyons of the Loma Prieta (black mountain), other-
wise known as Mount Bache. Its lofty black dome may be
seen far out to sea, or hundreds of miles north and south
in the valleys of Sonoma, Santa Clara and Salinas. The
creek receives many tributaries from the redwoods on the
west side and from the lower hills of the Prieta on the east,
all of which are trout streams. The Uvas, running into the
Gilroy Valley, the Soquel and other creeks emptying into the
ocean, all stocked with trout, have their sources in this
mountain. The S. P. C. B. E. follows the line of this creek
from San Jose to Wright's Station, a distance of seventeen
miles, affording easy access to any part of it. The towns of
Los Gatos, Lexington, Alma and Wrights, all of which have
good hotels, afford convenient stopping places. Beside the
main creek the several side streams known as Limekiln,
Kavanee and Hooker's gulches on the east side, and Chace's
and Syndon's gulches on the west side, afford fishing, and also
assist materially in keeping the main stream stocked. All
these gulches empty into the main stream near Alma, which
is the best point to stop off the railroad to reach them.
The main stream affords water enough at Los Gatos to run

a two-hundred-barrel flour mill all summer. Thirty-five
years ago the trout were so plentiful and unsophisticated that
it was "no trick at all" to get a string of ten or fifteen-pounds
trout, a foot long not being uncommon. Then came the saw-
mill era, when sawdust dams, and other unfavorable condi-
tions, nearly exterminated the trout. The large timber hav-
ing been cut away the streams are again quiet, and stocked,
perhaps better than ever, with trout, as the coons and other an-
imals, as well as water snakesand wild fowl that once destroyed
so much of the young fry, have been banished by the pres-
ence of human beings. Another favorable element in main-
taining the stook of fish is the growth of alders and other
brush in place of the large trees cut for lumber, preventing
exhaustive fishing of the side streamB which aurjply the main
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is always well up towards the heads, as the streams dry upduring the summer near the main creek. The Kavanee nearthe head, is a favorite with many, as it is timbered with largesycamores and has large pools which permit casting. No fish
are caught within a mile or two of its mouth, consequently along walk is necessary to reach the fishing grounds. The
writer in fishing these streams, uses a bright-colored fly with
a small hook batted with a worm. Whether fishing the main
creek or the side streams, frequent wading is necissary. A
pair of gum boots is part of a good outfit. It is impossible to
ell beforehand what kind of fly is best; different portions ofthe same streams differ, as they are colonized by different
varieties of insects. In places a grasshopper is the only tak-
ing bait; in others, only a red body with white or lead coloredwings will tempt the four-year-old trout from his hiding
place; in some places a pure white will do the work. To
novices in trout fishing we would say: Keep yourself out of
sight as much as possible; try several kinds of flies; fish indeep running water, always keeping your hook in motion onthe top. Let the fish rest in the middle of thedav; experience
will teach the rest. The same general description and history
applies to the Saratoga and Stevens' creek west of Los Gatos;
also to the Guadalupe. Slagas, aurl Uvas creeks towards Gil-
roy. The latter rises in the Loma Prieta west of New Alma-
den, runs southerly towards Gilroy, emptying into thePajaro
near Sargents Station. This creek has a fine reputation. It
is best reached from Gilroy, the fishing grounds being about
six miles away. All kinds of Hshing tackle may be purchased
at that place. There is good Hshing in the streams running
from the mountains on the east side of San Jose, but as the
mountains are not wooded or watered like the Santa Cruz
mountains, the fishing grounds as well as the fish are limited
in quantity and are utilized by local residents
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Preservine Pish.

The President as an Angler.

A Lookport, New York, correspondent, who was a school-
mate of President Cleveland, writes us that the latter's ang-
ling proclivities were developed at any early age. The
published report of Mr. Cleveland's recent angling trip to the
preserved waters of Fish Commissioner Delawder, near Deer
Park, has called oat the following reminiscence, related to a
correspondent of the New York Times by Mr. Charles B.
Andrews, Superintendent of State Buildings in Albany:

"Half a dozen of us floated down tho river from Buffalo
one day," said he, "fishing for bass. Cleveland was in the
party. The water was so clear that we could see the fish
twenty feet below us on the bottom, and we were having fine
sport pulling them in with our hand lines. Somebody sug-
gested that we drift down Grand Island and eat our dinner
on the gTass. Before we finished our meal we began to dis-
cuss the organization of a permanent fishing club. We
agreed upon it then and there. The membership was to be
limited to twenty-five, and every other week we were to have
a fishing trip down the river and a dinner. We became the
'Jolly Beefers,

' and by that name we were known around
town. The most of us were married men. Our wives saw
much to criticise in our name. It suggested to them such an
extravagant pictui#Df sociability, especially when they saw it

in cold type, that we could not resist tneir apDeals to have it
changed. Grover's uncle, Lewis F. Allen, owned a pretty
little island near the Canadian side of the river, and Grover
persuaded him to sell it to us. It contained about 40 acres
of land and was one of the prettiest spots along the river.
We bought it for about $4,000 and then formally organized
the Beaver Island Fishing Clnb, of which I was elected presi-
dent. The other charter members of the club were Grover
Cleveland, Bobert L. Hayes, now Auditor of the United
States Express Company in New York; Joseph Fairchild, long
the Eegister in Bankruptcy in Buffalo; John D. Shephard, a
large iron manufacturer, and Warren S. Miller, a lawyer.
'Then we built a handsome club house, costing something

like $10,000, and there the members and their wives would
come and live a week at a time. This was along in 1869 and
1870. After I had been president two or three years, Mr.
Cleveland was elected to the office. We had regular fishing
days at which every member was expected to be present.
Each man had his boat and oarsman, and, trailing them
along behind a steam yacht, we started for the scene of the
day's sport. This might be up river or downriver, astheCom-
modore of the day might indicate. Before starting we alwavs
elect a Commodore and Secretary. The former had absolute
control of the movements of the party for the day, and the
latter kept a score of the day's catch. This kept the kickers
in line, and you know that there are some men who, if the
crowd happens to want to go to heaven, will insist on going
the other way. The Commodore settled all that. I am not
sure, but I think Cleveland was our first Commodore. When
we reached the fishing ground every man got into bis boat
and commenced to fish for all he was worth.
"We had a table showing how much the catch was worth.

For instance a mnskallonge counted 100, black basB and yel-
low pike 20 each, blue pike and pickerel 5 each, and rock
baaa and perch 1 each. The Secretary as fast as the members

A contemporary says: As this, June, is the month when
anglers make excursions to remote and almost inaccessible
places in pursuit of their favorite sport where, in case of suc-
cess, a great and almost criminal waste of Hsh often occurs
'hrough ignorance of the proper means of preserving the sur-plus catch, it seemsapropos, to give the following simple and in-
fallible method of kippering or curing not only salmon, but allhe varieties of the salmon family of sufficient size to warrant
the trouble.

Whether it be a lordly thirty-pound salmon or a two-pound
brook trout, split your fish down the back; do not wash butwipe it dry; then spread it on a board or clean rock back
downward, and sprinkle the inside with a mixture of salt and
sugar, four parts of the former to one of the latter; then pack
your hsh loosely and so let them remain twenty-four hoursIhen wipe dry again; when perfectly dry, give to each fish
with an ordinary paint brush, a light coating of brown pyro-
ligneous acid; then hang up under cover until you breakcamp to return homeward, wheu your cured fish may be
packed lu a box or keg. Smoke from hard wood may be used
in the absence of the acid. To this day we lemember with
regret the loss of more than a hundred pounds of fine trout
taken in the Black Fork of Cheat Eiver tweuty-five years ago
through ignorance of the above recipe for their preservation

THE GOT.

Two sportsmen, Messrs. E. P. Vandercook and B. D. Jack
son, have opened a real estate and insurance office at 458
Ninth street, Oakland. We hope thev will meet with great
success.

The Alameda Club Match at
Race-Track.

the Oakland-

1 1 1 1- 1" 1* 1* 1 1* l'-lO
i i i ]• u i« r> i o 1 1—10
l i i i« i» i i i i 1 —11
1 1 1* 1 1* 1 1 1 1'—10

1* 1* 1 1 1 !• 1 1 1* 1 -11
1 111 1« 1* ] 01 1 1 -1100111111-1 1 1*— 10
1 U 1 1> 1* 1* 1« 1 0—8
1 1* 1* 1 U 1*0 1 !• 1 — 9

The Alameda Sportsmen's Club held its fonrth shoot of the
season at the Oakland race- track, Sunday, 27th nit. The
ground was in such terrible condition, being overgrown with
rank weeds, that instead of the usual hundred yards a time
boundary of three minutes was instituted. Nine members
shot for the prizes, three in number, which go to the three
best aggregate scores of the season. The shooting was
extremely good, no less than three men, Norton, H. A. May-
hew and W. E. Mayhew, killing eleven each, and four men,
Haskell, Slade, Adams and-Iugalls, ten. Houghton got nine,
and Hicks brought up the rear with eight. VV. L. Eyre acted
as judge, and Rice pulled. Below are the club scores:
Haskell 30 yds-
Slade ho yds

-

Norton 3y yds— 1' 1

Adams 30 yds—

1

H. A. ilayhew ?0 yds—

1

W. E Mayhew 30 yds-

1

Ingalls 30 yds—

1

Hicks 28 yds—V
Houghton 28ydd— I

•Second barrel used.

The above score shows that the Alameda ClubVill make it

quite interesting for the Gun Club in the coming match of
ten men a side for the silver challenge pitcher, now held by
the Alameda Club. Ou the ground a meeting was called and
it was decided to accept '.be Guu Club's challenge, and a
committee was appointed to make the necessary arrangements.
The match will, no doubt, come off in the near future.
In a sis-bird shoot, $2.50 each, with six entries and two

prizes of §10 and $5, the following scores were made yesterday:
Coffin 1 1 witudn I lugalls* 1 1 1 1 1-5
Slade 1 1111 1-6 Wiison 1 withdrawn
E. Mayhew- u 1111 1-5 A. Maynew U 1 1 1*0 wdn
•Divided.

It blew hard all day and the birds were a nasty, mixed lot
of hard ones.

Deer and Doves.

The open season for deer shooting begins to-day and lasts
until October 31st. A great many hunters will start on
Saturday aud have three days' sport including Sunday and
Monday. Marin, Sonoma, Mendocino, Napa and Santa
Crnz counties can all be comfortably reached, and give
plenty of time for three days' hunting, and in each of those
counties, at the right time and place, good sport can always
be found. Doves are reported to be abundant in Contra
Costa, Alameda, Napa and Sonoma counties. Large parties
are preparing fortbis easiest and pleasantest shooting afforded
in our State, and will start early on Saturday for the streams
and springs that doves ure known to visit in flocks.

TRAP.

Size has nothing to do with a man's becoming a brilliant
field or trap shot. Bodd and Fred. Erb are small aud wirv.
Stice is tall and slender. McDuff is slender and not very toll.

Hill, of Aurora, is neither tall nor short, full nor
heavy nor light; he is medium all around. Andy M-
Teipel are about the best samples of physical perfection i

whole lot. Bandle and Sheldon are heavy,
beefy. Most of th-rtu have the blue-gray eye, thn
some coincidence characterized all the world's great •

„ ore in the past.— Trap and Tri>j>jtr,

three-quarter pole he had a lead of a length, with Markland a l dampen a little with clean water.
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STAIXIOXS -THOROfUHBRrn.
IiOngfleld, Bancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.
Milner, Bancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.
Tliree Cheers, Thos. Jones, Oakland Trotting Park.
Warwick, Bancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.

STAIXIONS—TROTTERS.
Abbotsford, Wash James, Oakland Trotting Park.
Alplieus, F. F. Griffith, Marysville.
Anteeo. I, De Turk, Santa Bosa.
Anteros. G. Carpenter, Hill's Ferry.
Antevolo, Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland.
Clo vis. Cook Farm, Danville.
Cook's IlanibK'toiiiaii. Cook Farm, Danville.
Cresco. Cook Farm, Danville.
t'ayler, J. B. McFerran. Lexington. Ky.
Buy Wllfees, Wm. Corbitt, San Mateo.
I* Grand, Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo.
Marabriiio Wilkes, David Bryson, Stockton.
Sleiilo, Wm. Dwyer, San Jose.
Nutwood, J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Pftilcoasrt, J.B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Steliiway, Cook Farm, Danville.
Whlppleton, F. W. Loeber. St. Helena.

STAXUtONS—DRAFT.
Pride of Cree, I. De Turk, Santa Rosa.
Trumpet te, I. De Turk, Santa Bosa.

The Pairs.

The State Fair and several of the District Fairs have
given publicity to their programmes, which will be found

in the advertising department of this number. Previous

to the fairs the Bay District Association gives a trotting

meeting which was noticed some time ago. Still before

that will come the meeting of the Los Angeles Turf Club,

which is held at Agricultural Park July 22d, 23d and
24th.

The fairs which have published programmes are Gol-

den Gate, Oakland, August 30th to September 4th; State

Agricultural Society, Sacramento, September 6th to Sept

tember 18th; Thirteenth District, Marysville, Augus-
31st to September 4th; Seventeenth District, Glenbrook

Park, between Grass Yalley and Nevada City, August
24th to August 28th, and Santa Clara Valley Association,

September 27th to October 2d, all of the dates given

being inclusive. In all probability the other fairs will

soon make public their purses and stakes as the time is

now near at hand for the opening of the circuit. There

is little necessity for a recapitulation of classes and con-

ditions, these being easily learned by reference to the

advertisements, but so far aB we can discover the arrange-

ment of classes is in the main good. There is a new fea-

ture in the Marysville bill with which we are pleased, it

is as follows: "All horses entered for trotting, pacing
or running races, for which entrance has been paid, and
who go in the race designated and fail to win any part

of the purse, will have their entrance money returned to

them." This will insure entries, though in order to

guard against overcrowding it would be well to stipulate

that in order to be entitled to a drawback they should
save their distance.

We have expatiated so often and so fully of the Cali-
fornian fairs, extolling them in a way that must appear
to those who have not visited them as altogether too
brightly colored to be true, that it may seem a tiresome
repetition. The merit is so great, however, that it would
be difficult to eulogize more than is deserved. "We are
free to state that the State Fair has no equal, and even
the great "expositions" are inferior in some respects.

Many of the district fairs are fully up to the State exhi-
bitions of the east, and in the way of stock, grain, vege-
tables and especially fruits, excel those of any country.
This excellence in the main results from the attractions
of the speed programmes present. In all of those adver-
tised the purses are liberal, ensuring the attendance
of the best horses. This is a wise move of

i

Jhe ^managers, as it ensures paying larger premiums

for anything exhibited. It behoves owners of horses to

second this by making entries if even they imagine their

chances are not very good. By extending a hearty sup-

port they place themselves in a position to be benefited-

If not this year the next season may find them possessing

horses which will lead in their classes, and then again

the " glorious uncertainties" may turn the tide in their

favor when least expected. The speed departments are

the points which are now under consideration, although

it is equally applicable to "ring" exhibitors. Usually

there is a fine display at all of our fairs, although there

have been years, since our sojourn in California, when it

was not up to the standard. There is not a State in the

Union that can surpass California in trotting stallions

and few that equal it in trotting brood-mares. Thorough-

breds are multiplying so rapidly and the improvement

in this branch is not restricted to an increase in numbers.

The sires and dams on our main breeding farms are

worthy of being classed with the best, and every year

adds to quality as well as quantity. "We will be exceed-

ingly gratified to witness a full exhibition of horses, not

confined to the State Fair alone, but also putting in an

appearance at every district fair within reach. It is

unnecessary to say anything in relation to the classifica-

tion. This is a point which will always elicit argument

and when there are no contentions about time eligibility,

we will think that the trotting millennium is close at

hand. So far as our knowledge of horses extends the

classification is in the main proper, and though there may
be instances in which a different figure would find better

results, the greatest drawback to the success of the fairs is

in the clashing of dates. Chico and Santa Eosa occupy

the same week, Petaluma and Glenbrook, Marysville

and Oakland ditto, with a partial clash between Bay
District and Santa Cruz. Fortunately San Jose changed

so as not to conflict with Santa Eosa, and the other

places are so far apart that the difficulty is lessened.

There are so many horses' in training that a division

does not necessarily entail limited entries, and we have

the utmost confidence that every association in the

State will receive enough to ensure the speed depart-

ments being more attractive than in any year previous

to this. Good crops, general prosperity, and, better

than all, good health, owing to the fine weather that has

prevailed from May until July, are a sufficient guarantee.

Greyhound Sprinters.

San Jose—The Old and the New.

There were unfortunate circumstances connected with

the San Mateo and Santa Clara fairs of last season.

Premiums and other bills were left unpaid, and letters

in regard to these shortages remained unanswered. That

it was provoking, we know from personal experience.

Ours was a small claim, $80 for second money won by
Antevolo, and the paper had an advertising bill which

ought to have been about as much more. "We understand

that the indebtedness to Mr. Corbitt was something over

$1,000, and in. addition to not receiving the money, he

was not vouchsafed a reply to his many letters. It is

natural that he should feel indignant, and coupled his

bad treatment with the Association that has taken charge

again. The two societies are in no way connected

further than the old Association which owns the grounds

(the Grand Stand was built outside of the Association)

rented to the directors who managed the exhibition last

year. Althoug manifestly anxious to connect the two,

there is no doubt that many have done so through

ignorance of the situation and all the shortcomings of

last year placed to their discredit. Any one who has

dealings with the old Association, and which has again

resumed charge, will agree with us tha^none were more

prompt in settling demands, none who made more

strenuous efforts to please. It is but fair to state that

some of the directors of last year are willing to pay their

proportion of the losses on the meeting, and though our

small claim was put down to "profit and loss" account, it

may be otherwise. At all events we feels satisfied, more
than satisfied, that San Jose will again take its place in

the grand line of California fairs, and whatever we can
do to aid will be cheerfully rendered.

As will be seen from the following note, a new depart-
ure has been inaugurated at San Jose in the way of
coursing. Hardly appropriate to term it coursing, but
a species of sport that must grow in favor. Spring
racing with dogs has been practiced for years in Great
Britain, and in Philadelphia there is a club which oives

regular meetings. But the dogs which take part are far

inferior in speed to greyhounds, and the enticing adjunct
in the shape of an artificial hare is wanting. We feel

confident that the invention of the Pinarh brothers will

be remunerative to them, and the source of a great deal
of pleasure to the lookers-on. There is an element of

cruelty in coursing which destroys the pleasure of spec-

tators who have a tender spot in their hearts, and though
the excitement of the chase may overcome humane feel-

ings, the death-wail of the hare will ring in their ears
thereafter. We predict that a quarter of a mile in

twenty-six seconds is not the measure of speed of the
best greyhounds. We shall not be at all surprised to see

this reduced two seconds or more when the proper selec-

tions are made and the training is such as to develop
the greatest speed for a short distance. It will also

determine the mooted question whether the deerhound or

greyhound has the most speed. Our good friend Cap-
tain H. is of the opinion that his deerhounds are faster

than those that wear smooth coats, and this is the general
opinion when a distance of ground is to be covered.

Until it is settled authoritatively, however, our fancy
will be for the greyhound when the course is a spin of a
quarter of a mile. This incentive will give the opportu-
nity to make a practical test, and should it prove as pop-
ular as it is likely to be, tracks can be prepared for longer
routes. There can not be insufferable difficulties in the
way of carrying the machinery around the turns of a
mile course, and by regulating the speed to that of the
dogs it can be kept so close to them that there will be no
inclination to run any other way than straight. We
would like to see a trial made on the Bay District Course,
and think that Buch an exhibition will repay all inter-

ested.
(

Were it not for being so pressed with matters
that compel attention here, we would visit San Jose on
the "Fourth." We must acknowledge that the impres-
sion is 60 favorable that disappointment will follow if it

-does not prove an attractive element in outdoor sports.

Tr/RF House, San, Jose, JunE 20, 1886.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In looking over your

last issue I see no account of the above races, and for the
benefit of all grayhound lovers I send you the following race,
and I believe it is the first time in America that a greyhound
was timedaquarter of a mile correctly.
Mr. Conner's dog Hector, ran his quarter of a mile twice in

twenty-six seconds, beating Mr. Dugan's White Lily in both
heats;also Eedwood Chief ran in same time beating bis oppo-
nent. The Piuard Brothers have a patent for the above hare
and machinery. The same races, at the same place, are to be
run on Sunday, July 4th, for a purse of $35 to first dog and
silver collar to second dog. Eespectfully Yours,

A. S. Bsatv.

Hard at Work.

California Race-Horses in the East.

The importance of California race-horses to the meet-

ings of the east is strikingly exemplified by the number
of them which assembled at Chicago. With the single

exception of Ed. Corrigan, J. B. Haggin had the most

horses. Mr. Corrigan's numbered 27, Mr. Haggin 22,

Mr. Baldwin 20, E. P. Ashe 14; an aggregate of 52 ani-

mals. This is only exceeded by Corrigan, Highland
Park, and S. S. Brown, which foot up 58. But then it

must be borne in mind that the last named are only a

short distance from home, while thousands of miles inter-

vene between where ours are domiciled and the "City by
the Lake." Large as the delegation is it is altogether

likely that in a few years it will be doubled, and though
the proportion of winners is now good, the increase of

"brackets" will outpace the number.

We have been compelled to do a great deal of work this

week. The man in charge of the "Gun, Eod, Kennel and
Athletics went away a week ago yesterday on a fishing

excursion, so we suppose, and our general assistant has
been out of fix for some time and is trying the recupera-

tive effect of Highland Springs. A great part of the cor-

respondence is in such a shape that we could not make
use of, and we must reiterate the request to those who
send communications to direct their favors to the paper
in place of anyone connected with it. The paper part of

our work came so unexpectedly that it was lucky that it

caught us in good working ordor. We can say with a
good degree of emphasis that condition is in our favor.

On full feed, at least twelve quarts a day, and no end to

the "roughness" consumed. Not quite so "speedv,"
perhaps, as we were before entering the aged division,

though still with a fair turn of that indispensable qual-

ity in a race of any kind in those piping hot times, when
it is a brush for the whole distance, and with no show to

take a pull around the turns. So far the work has been
a benefit. Sixteen pounds of solid flesh were lost from
the middle of March to the middle of June, and though
we still are drawn a trifle fine, the removal of adipose
tissue has not been detrimental. In many of the

departments there is a lack of the usual amount of mat-
ter, but as these have been so liberally supplied for

months past, a scantiness now can be forgiven. Even
with the assistance of those who are away it will be nec-

essary to curtail some of the departments in order to

give proper attention— at this busy season of the year

—

to the horses and live stock of all kinds. In addition to

racing at the east, in a short time the fairs will com-
mence, and the fairs of California and cognate topics are

of major importance. Not that we intend to curtail

these interesting departments alluded to to an exteut

that will impair there usefullness, and will be under
obligations for a continuance of the favor* heretofore so

kindly granted.
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Editorial Notes- On Coney Island—Troubadour's Victory—The
Great Two-Year-Old Sweepstakes.

From a telegram to A. Lathrop we learn that Palo

Alto scored his second victory at Kalamazoo Thursday in

the 2:40 class, obtaining a record of 2:29£. Marvin is

perfecting his education by trotting him in races before

he has to meet faster competitors later in the season.

"We still adhere to the estimate which places him in the

foremost rank of young trptters.

From a note roceived from "Billy" Appleby a few days

ago, we learn that he has returned from, toe east in time

to receive a present from his wife in the shape of a

bouncing son of nine pounds weight, which is rather too

heavy, we opine, to prove a light weight when enough

years roll by to fit him for a seat in the pigskin. We
also learn from the same source that Appleby is ready to

make engagements to train or ride for the remainder of

the season. Having only two horses at work now, lie is

in a situation to receive others and give them proper

attention. That he will do so is certain, and another

advantage is his ability to ride the horses he trains.

Among the record smashers at Chicago is the Califor-

nia-bred Jim Douglas. Those who rail about breaking

race-horses to harness must make an exception in his case,

as George Howson made a practice of taking wife and

babies out with him when he wanted a particularly safe

horse to drive. There are other illustrations that no bad

result follows harness work, and many instances when

it has been beneficial.

"We learn from a note received from Fred Collier that

Colonel Bruce will leave New York on the 5th, and

come straight through. This will bring him to Sacra-

mento on the 11th, so that he will have three days to

spare to get ready for the Rancho Del Rio sale. The

stock will be sent to Charley Shear's Stables some days

before the sale in order that those who contemplate pur-

chasing can make examinations.

No. One. Volume Nine.

This issue will mark the opening of volume nine of

the Bkeeder and Spobtsmax.

The first years of a newspaper are generally on the up

grade and especially so with a "class" journal. We feel-

that the highest and hardest part of the route has been

overcome, and the four years successfully accomplished is

an augury of future success. These years have also beeD

of service in pointing out defects which we shall do our

best to remedy. That the paper has given general

satisfaction can be assumed. The approval, heartily

expressed, by a majority of our subscribers, who have

given an opinion, and by the steady increase of names
for the subscription list. Its value as an advertising

medium is acknowledged by those who have favored us

with their business, and apart from the classes which are

more immediately interested, it has a general circulation

among those who are able to gratify their desires by
purchasing. Returning thanks for what has been done

by our friends to forward the interests of the Breeder

asd Sportsman, we trust to merit a continuation of their

pood offices.

Notice to Correspondents.

It is absolutely necessary that correspondents direct

their communications relative to business, or anything
pertaining to the departments, to the Editor of the
Breeder and Sportsman. There is no doubt that a lar^e

number of letters which demand attention are now in

the office, but addressed to individuals connected with
the paper in place of a direction which would have
insured attention. Remaining unnoticed until the return

of the person to whom they are addressed is annoying to

the sender, and when intended for the paper it is extreme-
ly so to us. We trust that correspondents will bear this

in mind, and without doubt they will concur with us in

the absolute necessity for complying with the request.

Index Volume Eierht.

The index of volume eight should have been printed

in the paper of last week. We were not aware that it

had been delayed until too late to be remedied. By
using a separate sheet it can be bound with the volume
to which it belongs. This also increased the work for

this week, and put editor and compositors at their best

pace to get out on time.

Fishing on the Los Gatos.

We feel well assured that our readers who have the
least fancy for piscatorial pleasures will be pleased with
the sketch which appears in the paper of this week under
the above heading. It will take a trout-fisher, however,
to properly appreciate it, and as there are numbers of
subscribers who can be thus classed, it will reach the
right kind.

New York, June 29.— At Sheepshead Bay to-day seven
came to the postfor thegreattwo-year-old selling sweepstakes.
There was no pronouuced favorite. The public backed Han-
nibal, and his owner and trainer thought he had a chance.

There was a strong tip on Nat Goodwin, and his trainer,

Cocker, thought he would win. There was a quiet tip on
Electricity, but its influence did not make itself felt in the

betting.- When the flag fell Lady May was first away, with
Electricity, Rosalind and Nat Goodwiu following as named.
Electricity fell back as they raced up the stretch, and as they
made the turn Lady May was still iu the lead, with Rosalind
second. Getting into the stretch Nat Goodwin made a drive

for the leader, and soon closed, but iu the last hundred yards
Electricity rushed by and beat him out by a short head. Al.

Reed finished third, two leugths behind Nat Goodwin.
The match between Troubadour and Mis3 Woodford excited

the most widespread attention, and by the time the race was
called (it wns the fourth race on the programme) the attend-

ance was bigger than it had been on the day of theSuburbau.
Not only was the grand stand and its aisles packed, but the

quarter-stretch was black with humanity, and the field was
skirted seven feet deep with people, It was a great betting

race, but the bulk of the public and the talent thought the

mare would win. When the betting opened it was sis to five

against Troubadour, and four to five against the mare. Then
it was shifted to "nine to ten and take your pick." The
Dwyers plunged on their mare, one book-maker alone getting

commission of $5,000 from them. Rogers, who has charge
of Captain Brown's colt, felt confident of winning. He thought
Troubadour could run in 2:07 if necessary. Fitzpatrick got

orders to take the track and stay with the mare, and increase

the pace if she increased it. When the flag dropped Troub-
adour at once went off in front, and passing the stand, led

half a length; going to the first turn, Miss Woodford moved
up a trifle and got to the colt's neck, but entering the back-
stretch Troubadour again drew away and took three quarters

of a length the lead. Miss Woodford was again urged, and
again got to the colt's head, but Fitzpatrick sent him up, and
he once more had a length the best, as they made the turn
for home. la the stretch McLaughlin rode furiously and got

nearly eveu with the colt, when Fitzpatrick, to make sure,

drew his whip. Troubadour responded gamely, and at once
drew away, winning by a good length. The wildest excite-

ment prevailed over the finish. Many yelled themselves
hoarse and threw up their hats, and ladies waved their hand-
kerchiefs. It was a horse race from end to end. The first

half was run in fifty seconds; the mile in l:41i; the mile aud
a furlong in l:54f, and the mile and a quarter in 2:0SJ. Trou-
badour won comparatively easily, for, though Fitzpatrick

flourished his whip in the stretch, he only gave the horse
two slight touches to keep him up to his work. Dwyer will

now probably try to get a race on with Pontiac against Trou-
badour. They felt satisfied the mare was beaten on her merits.

For the selling sweepstakes, Falconer was a strong favorite

and a strong tip; War Eagle was strongly backed by his party,

and Strathspey had quite a following, while Herbert was
quietly backed by his own party at fifteen to one. Herbert
won the same stake last year. It took a long time to get the

field off, but it was a good start. Colonel Spragne set off to

make the running, with Herbert second. At the turn Her-
bert went to the front and led Sprague half a length. At the

three-quarters Falconer and Banana moved up, but Herbert

still led and turned iu the stretch in that position. Here Una
B. moved up, and for a short distance was in front of Her-

bert, but the latter, under tho whip, came away and won by
half a leDgth, UnaB. defeating War Eagle half a dozen lengths

for place.

The three-quarter mile Pontiac won, Little Minch second,

Bandala third. Time, 1:14*.

The seven-eighths of a mile for three-year-olds Refrain won,

Pontiac second, Kalulah third. Time, 1:28*.

The race for non-winners, oue and a quarter miles, Aretino

won, Buffalo second, Heel-and-Toe third. Time, 2:09*.

At Sheepshead Bay—Tremont Wins the Great
Post Stakes—The Sporting: Stakes.

neck in front of Pontico. When well straightened out Mark-
land closed and a terrific finish ensued, McLaughlin almost
working his heart out, but Markland went to the front and
won by a neck, Strathspey second, two lengths in front of
Pontico, the others stopping. Time, 1:48. Endymion broke
down in the race.

The race for two-year olds, three-qunrters of a mile, was
won by Agnes, Brynwood second, Jennie June third. Time
1:18}.

The race of three-year-olds and upward, one mile, was won
by Swift, Tom Martin second, Elizabeth third. Time, 1:43£.

Iu the handicap, one aud one-half miles, Teeumseh won,
Favor second, Drake Carter third. Time, 2:44^.
In the handicap, one and one-eighth miles,

won, Pilot second," Pasha third. Time, 2:03i.

The Realization Stakes.

New Yoke, June 26th.—At Sheepshead Bay, to-day, in the

Great Post Stakes, twenty-six two-year-olds were entered, but

only four came to the post. Captain Conner's La Juive, Mr.

Livingston's Electricity, Dwyer Brother's Tremont, and D.

P. Johnston's Bed Prince. The race was anything but a bet-

ting event. The book-makers required odds of 15 to 1 to be
laid on Tremont, offering 5 to 1 against La Juive, 25 to 1

against Red Prince, and 40 to 1 against Electricity. For place

the plunging was almost as bad on La Juive, 5 to 2 being laid

on her. There was quite a tip out on Red Prince, who made
his debut on the turf in this race. The track was very

muddy, a shower having set in during the previous race and
spoiled what would have been excellent going. To a good
start. La Juive was first away, Electricity second, Tremont
third. Tremont, however, ontspeeded everything at once,

and passing the quarter-pole he led a length, La Juive second
clear of Electricity. Going to the half Tremont increased

his lead to three lengths, La Juive second, the same distance

in front of Red Prince. The last named now began to close

up, but entering the turn for home Ked Prince bolted to the

outside of the track. Tremont and La Juive kept on in an

easy canter, the former winning by a hundred yards, La
Juive second, two hundred yards iu front of Red Prince, who
beat Electricity a half length after being straightened out.

Time 1:19*.

The Sporting Stakes was a disastrous event for the talent.

The Dwyers scratched Lenox and Green Morris' Favor because

they did not think that they could beat Strathspey. Spell-

man was originally weighed out to ride his own horse

(Strathspey), but the initiated knew that he would not ride

and that McLaughlin's name would go up at the last moment.
Every book-maker of consequence bad a commission to put
on whatever amount he could with those who were not in the

know. It was to be a grand slaughter of the innocents, ns

Spellman had worked his horse all through the meeting for

this one stake. Refrain was tipped the good thing for the

place, and toward the end Little Minch was given out as the

good thing for a place. The Dwyers did not back their own
colt Pontico. A start was got without much delay. Refrain
was first away, Banner Bearer second, Strathspey third aud
Markland fourth, but all close up. At the half-mile pole
Banner Bearer led a neck, Refrain second half a length ahead
of Poutico, Little Minch fourth, the balance in a bunch. Ban-
ner Bearer lost no time passing the half, where he had
i .creased his lead to half a lenglh, Refrain second, a neck iu

front of Little Minch, Strathspey fourth, and Markland at his

saddle. The pace now began to tell or the leaders, and on
making the far turn Strathspey went to the front. At the

three-quarter pole he had a lead of a length, with Markland a

Brambleton

The officers of the Coney Island Jockey Club fully

realize the honor paid to its Futurity Stakes by breeders

and owners, and, in return, they have decided to open a

stake for three-year-olds, with $10,000 addtd, to be run
in 1S89, which shall be known as the Realization, the con-
ditions of which are framed with such nicety that not
only every nominator to the Futurity, but every breeder
in the country has a chance to realize the hope that his
colt or filly will win the Realization, and, in doing so,

become the champion three-year-old of the year, and the
sire or dam, as the case may be, of a family of winners
equal in frame to any yet bred in this or any other coun-
try. Certainly no stake was ever move aptly named,
especially -if the winner of the Futurity should prove of
such sterling merit as to be able to train on, and, in June,
1889, win the Realization Stakes, the conditions of which
are as follows:

The Realization Stakes, with $10,000 added, to be run
at the June meeting in 1S89, for then three-year-olds.
Foals of 18S6 to be entered by July loth; yearlings of
1SS7 by July 15, 18S7, as follows: Foals of 1886 at §25
each, §50 forfeit, unless declared out by July 15, 1887;
§100 forfeit unless declared out by July 15, 1S8S; year-
lings entered by July 15, 1887, when the stake shall
close, to pay §100 each; $200 forfeit unless declared by
July 15, 1888. All starters to pay $250 additional; the
second to receive $2,000 of the added money ami 30 per
cent, of the starting money; the third, SI,000 of the
added money and 20 per cent, of the starting money.
(Starting money to mean the total amount, at $250 each

,

paid by starters.)

Colts to carry 122 lbs., fillies and geldings 119 lbs.

Non-winners of $5,000 allowed 4 lbs., of $3,000 7 lbs, of
$1,000 10 lbs. Handicaps ami selling races not reckoned
as races. The produce of mares or stallions which have
not produced a winner prior to Jan. 1, 1886, to be
allowed o lbs., of both 5 lbs. The produce to be entitled

to such allowance in all cases at time of starting, whether
claimed or not in the entry. By filing with the Coney
Island Jockey Club an accepted transfer of the foal's

entry, the original subscriber will be released from any
liability as to the engagement, eseept as to the first for-
feit of $25, leaving the purchaser liable for the same
unless duly struck out. If the entry be accompanied by
the entrance money there shall be no disqualification on
account of death of nominator or for other cause. In
such cases the first subscription to be paid when making
the entry, and this provision shall continue to apply if

the subsequent amounts be remitted as they fall duo
according to the dates of declaration. Mile and five fur-

longs.

Rarely have breeders, especially those who sell their

yearlings at auction, been offered two such chances as

the Futurity aud Realization to enhance the value of
their youngsters at such little cost. For $50 nearly every
yearling to be offered for sale in 1S87 has a chance to

win two slakes aggregating $SO,000, which fact will

certainly tell in the prices bid for youngsters of size and
promise, especially for those from select runuiug familier

While, should the youngsters from acciden t or othe/
causes prove worthless, they can be declared out in the

middle of July, 1887, a month or more after the great

May sales, at the small cost of $25 for the Futurity and
$25 additional if engaged in the Realization. ShoulJ
they not have been engaged for the latter, their then
owners can make entrance at any amount no larger than
usual for any of the great three-year-old stakes, with a
chance to win a stake of the estimated value of $35,000,

Mr. Lawrence calculating that the stake will receive 25

entries as foals, fifty entries as yearlings, and have fiftee;;

starters, which, with the added money, will make a tota
1

of $35,000, of which the winner will be entitled t.

receive $30,125, the second $3,125, and the third $1,750.

The clause relating to non-disqualification by reason cc

death of nominator, or for other causes, if the several

amounts due are kept paid up, will also recommend th"

stake, for whoever owns the horse when the stake is rui:

can start by paying the starting stake, unless they ar-.

personally otherwise disqualified. The weights are also

very lenient, except for the winner of the Futurity, ant

a few other of the richest stakes worth over $5,000, thos.

winuing under that amount being allowed 4 pounds,
those not having won $3,000 being allowed 7 pounds, and
of $1,000, 10 pounds, which, with the breeding allowances
of 3 and 5 pounds, will give the produce of young stallion)

and mares now in the hands of small breeders, a

big chance for the race, while from a Speculative stand-

point the placed horses in the Futurity, if eligible for thi*

Realization, will be the winter favorites for that event,

with a probability that there will be as much specula-

tion on the race as there is iu England on the 2,000

Guineas and the Derby.
The conditions of the Realization, with entry blanks,

will be sent to all subscribers to the Futurity with the

produce blanks for that race, and the chi

Mr. Lawrence's estimate of 250 subscri;
'

Realization will be as oleasantly erront >

estimate of 400 for the Futurity, which iee.

of 758.

Shake the hay out well before feeding. Ii

dampen a little with clean water.
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General Topics.

The most of the talk now-a-days in turf circles is about

our horses in the east; we write ours, as every Californian

with anything like turf proclivities feels nearly as much in-

terest as though he were part owner. On our part, there is a

feeling of extreme gratification when they score victories, espec-

ially when the native-born go to the front. Hidalgo, Volante,

Silver Cloud, Lucky B. have shown their heels to fiery-footed

competitors, and it is likely that others will be entitled to

plaudits before returning home. Lucky B. has run seven

races and won four, so that he has captured the long rubber,

and some of them right good races too. The Dixiana Handi-

cap, one and one-quarter miles in 2:11.1; the Louisville Cup,

two and a quarter miles in4;08£; the Fleetwood Handicap,

one and one-half miles in 2:53 on a heavy track, and his

crowning effort at St. Louis when he beat Modesty and Edi-

tor in the Brewers' Cup, two and one-quarter miles in 4:04.

Volante has run four races, half of them wins. One at

home when he beat his stable companions Lucky B. and Gar-

land; and with the "top-weight" in a handicap at Louisville,

where he ran one mile and one-sixteenth in 1:50. His great-

est race, however, was when he was the "runner-up" to Miss

Woodford, only a scant length behind the one and one-half-

miles run, in 2:35.

Silver Cloud has also run four races and won two, and

singularly enough, these—two were won at the same dis-

tance one and one-half miles, beating Blue Wing eoch time

when the odds were very long against him. His race of last

Saturday was a surprise party evidently to owner as well as

others.

The American Derby seems to be mortgaged to Santa

Anita. Last year with Volante, this with Silver Cloud, the

lucky proprietor of the beautiful Eancho is surely the favor-

ite of the good dame. In fact he has been more than lucky

ever since he had colts of his own breeding to run. That

luck is a potent factor in racing affairs is too well established

to admit of successful contradiction. It may almost be termed

the supreme factor, for though the tide must be taken at the

turn to obtain the full benefits, and good judgment be neces-

sary to properly back it, without a share of the favors of the

fickle goddess the best laid schemes will gang aft agley.

Hidalgo, had justice been done him, would have joined the

ranks of California-bred colts which galloped to victory on

eastern courses. He handled Volante quite handily here,

though the Santa Anita crack was hardly up to the mark.

But the son of Joe Daniels and Electra is well worthy of be-

ing a competitor of the best. It may be that the black Joe

Daniels will achieve the same celebrity of the "black

Mondays."

And now that the black Tremont is bowling over each and

every one that opposes him, the prejudice against that color

for race-horses may be somewhat weakened. In all proba-

bility there are aa many good race-horses of that color for the

number foaled as the fashionable b:iys and chestnuts. Some

years ago the talented and logical editor of the Kentucky

Live Slock Record compiled an interesting table showing

the number of winners of various colors. As a matter of

course the bays predominated, aud then came the chestnuts

and browns. But when the test was based on the number of

starters, aud an arithmetical calculation entered upon, the

dunB, or rather the dun, carried off the prize. Only one

started in the year the table represented, and he was a winner,

bo that he headed the list. For all that, we doubt if a dun colt,

no matter how rich his breeding, would bring the top price at

an annual sale.

Among the crowds who have visited California during the

portion of 1886 already passed, there have been many of our

old friends. Several of them we failed to meet, and only

heard of their visiting this office during our enforced absence.

Some of them crossed the bay, and while thoroughly pleased

at the meeting, the enjoyment was increased when warm
friends of thirty years ago hunted us up. One of theBe was

Bid Gage, of Lyons, Iowa, and as he has made quite a stay,

there were opportunities to hear a great deal of those we
left behind. His graphic accounts were next thing to seeing

the "old familiar faces," and occasionally it would appear as

though the third of a century nearly was blotted out and we
were young once more, fairly bubbling over with life and

enthusiasm. Thirty and odd years is quite a gap to close in

the race of life, and when the retrospection comeB there is

much to feel pleased over, much that brings sadness.

Bid has the knack of telling a humorous story in such a

way as to heighten the effect. His own laugh is so hearty

that listeners are put in a good humor by that alone, and

when the climax is reached there is no use in trying to escape

the contagion. There were characters in those days. Fron-

tiersmen vainly trying to keep away from civilization, and

when the "settled" portion of Iowa was limited to the borders

uf the Mississippi, and where there was timber, feeling like

they were cribbed, cabined and confined beyond the power

of eudurauce, ready to move westward as soon as they could

dispose of their claims. The only horse sport in those days

was quarter-racing, and right "lively times" were witnessed

when the "short horse" cracks came together. In every vil-

lage, aud on many farms, were "paths" on which these races

•no, the location being on a level prairie on which the

was removed and the black rich soil packed and smoothed

i! it was as level and hard as a bowling alley.

of the most prominent of the sport-loving fraternity

"Ed" Butcher, of Cammanche. Brim full of wit, genial,

nospitable, whole-souled, a general favorite wherever he went.

There is scarcely an end to the stories which are told of

"Buch's" doings and sayings. Some time ago there was a

yarn spun by some Bohemian, outside of oar knowledge as

to who it was, recounting how "Buch" took a race-horse and

bull-dog to St. Louis, and on the defeat of his horse the own-

er's speech to the judges, in which he lamented not starling

the dog in place of the horse was given. It was posted in a

saloon in Lyons which was a favorite resort of Bueh's, and his

attention called. Heascribed the authorship to us, though in

this he was mistaken. It maybe that we added some tales of

a long time ago, and, perhaps, described his visit to Atwood

Place when he imagined a big bear had him when his assailant

was a mongrel black and tan which was in the barn.

With the risk of repetition it is worthy of a place. Previ-

ous to the time of Buch's visit our better half was presented

with a bear cub, a fine specimen of the large black bear. He
grew into an immense animal, and with size came a degree of

acerbity he had not shown in the days of his cubhood. Our

friend was really impressed with the stories of his doings

wben he managed to slip his chain, and his savageness was

depicted by Billy, who took care of him, in rather too glow-

ing colors. The barn at Atwood Place wa3 a mammoth
structure with wide floors and alleys. Buch stood with his

back to one of the alleys thoroughly intent on the examina-

tion of a thoroughbred horse, Malcolm, if our memory serves.

He wore low shoes, and the black and tan nipped his ankle

only protected by a light sock. Notwithstanding his weight

was nearly 250 pounds he waB remarkably active, and with a

scream of terror he jumped from the floor until his feet were

nearly as high as the back of the horse he was examining.

"For God's sake, Simpson, I thought the bear had me," were

his first words, aud these given with emphasis. After that he

ran on in his inimitable style for fully ten minutes, keeping

his auditors in a roar of laughter. He accused us of keeping

bears and dogs to drive away visitors who were not dressed in

fashionable garments, and of forgetting our Iowa days when

tow cloth and home-made linseys were our best apparel. He
recounted the visit of a southern steamboat captain, who sur-

prised us when we were "setting" a log in a slough saw-mill

our whole raiment consisting of a wide-brimmed straw hat

and a hickory shirt tucked under our arm-pits, and though

this had a basis of truth, he amplified aud expatiated with

stories which originated in his fertile brain.

To guard against others of the same character being sprung

on us it may be as well to explain how this happened. In

1851, in company with another, we rented a sawmill of Dr. E.

A. Wood, at Sabula, Iowa. The motive power was a wheel

set in motion by the current of the "slough"—a branch of the

Mississippi, the force being augmented by a dam made of

brush aud trees. Years before Dr. Wood had laid in a supply

of white and burr oak logs, and these had sunk to the

bottom of the slough. It did not take much force to raise

them, and with a boat-hook they were easily raised to the

surface and placed on the slide where they could be hauled

into the mill. This work, however, was rendered the easiest

by divestment of as much clothing as possible, and as the

mill was in an out of the way place, there was little danger

of being caught. The mill was a slow coach in the most

emphatic sense, taking half an hour or more to run through

a log of any dimensions. Busily engaged in getting up the

sunken logs, we waited until the accelerated motion of the

saw warned that one carf was finished. Not waiting to drop

the shirt, which, as Butcher said, was tucked under the

armpits, the log was gigged back, and we had just knocked

out the wedge block which held the dog and inserted the

point of the bar under the log, when the doorway was dark-

ened and in came a well-dressed man whom we had never

seen before. Hastily dropping the shirt and making our

best bow we awaited his communication. "I am looking for

Mr. Simpson, as I have been directed here," was his intro-

ductory. "That is my name," was the reply. "I mean Mr.

Simpson, the surveyor," he responded, and showing his

surprise at the queer figure before him. "That is our busi-

ness when we can find anything to do in that line," though

the reply evidently did not give him much confidence in our

capacity. He was on the lookout for government lands, and

it did not take long to convince him that he had been rightly

directed. We selected several thousand acres, and the appre-

ciation was so rapid that he could have sold, in two years

after the purchase, for ten times the cost.

Under the head of sporting notes the Asian has something

good in every number, and the following will be appreciated

here as well as in the "far-off Ind."

A notable figure upon the turf for nearly half a century
was that of Lord Exeter. He was rather a small man, and
always dressed in black. Shirt collars were considered very

unfashionable fifty years ago, and he became quite remark-
able for wearing one; round this was wound several folds of

a very stiffly-starched necktie, that rendered it impossible for

his lordship to turn his head without moving his whole body.

He would walk from one end of the Newmarket street to the
otber, and no matter how many heads were uncovered aB he
paBsed, he would not notice or acknowledge any one. He
kept race-horses at Newmarket with Horlock, residing during
the meetings at Foley House, while his trainer lived at Exe-
ter House. Joined to each establishment was a long, covered
ride in which he used to exercise them in wet or frosty

weather, and was thus enabled to keep them unobserved from
the touts, of whom he had a great abhorrence. He was ex-

tremely obstinate and would have his own way. If his

horses were beaten in their runs he would have them tried all

over again next morning, notwithstanding that some of them
were engaged the same day, and made them fulfill their engage-

ments just the same. As a natural result the animals were
often run stale, and many of them broke down. But nothing
would prevent his running them, if sound, in any and all the

stakes fu which they were engaged, if he thought he had the

remotest chance of twinning, and frequently with no chance
at all. He retired from the turf in 1866, after a career of
nearly fifty years.

Talking of Lord Exeter reminds us that he was the owner
of StockweH, one of the most famous winners of the Two
Thousand Guineas on record. All that his lordship gave Mr.
Theobald, who named the horse after his place of residence,
for the colt was one hundred and eighty guineas; but when
he was sent to Horlock to be trained, so massive and
ponderous did he look that the trainer contemptuously pro-
nounced him to be fit for nothing but a cart. He changed his
opinion, however, when the huge animal, covering nearly
thirty feet at every stride, won the great race. Six St. Leger,
three Derby, and four Two Thousand winners sprang from
his loins, and, by a strange coincidence, the three favorites
that will run for the latter stakes on Wednesday next are all

Stockwell's descendants. Minting is a grandson, aud Sara-
baud aud Ormonde are both his great grandsons.

Among the jockeys of the old school few stood so high in
estimation, whether for professional or social qualities, as
Bill Scott. In his palmy days, when he was noted as the
winner of more St. Legers than any other of his craft, of
several Derbys, Oaks, and other great races, he had a house
flanking the entrance to Knavesmire, where he dispensed the
duties of hospitality right heartily, aud at race times lords,
legs, cits, country friends and brother were seen alike at his
well-spread board, and were all equally welcome. But it was
over a pipe and a glass of grog among his more intimate pals
that Bill was Been at his best. There was a certain Captain
Frank Taylor of the neighborhood, a small owner of race-
horses, of which Scott had the training; this gentleman was
frequently to be found with his feet under Bill's mahogany,
and the trainer was equally often at the Captain's quarters.
The two together made a fund of amusement for their mutual
intimates. In the early part of the evening Taylor would
address the jockey in a bland, half-patronising, kind-master-
sort of manner as "William." But as the strong waters began
to flow, the little round-shouldered jock in the corner, with
his feet on the hob, and the gouty, bearded, old dragoon
officer packed in a huge easy chair,, became wonderfully
familiar. William was shortened into Bill, and the Captain
curtailed into Frank. With each succeeding glass the famil-
iarity increased, until Bill would shout, "I say, Frank, you
hairy, old devil—do you hear! I'll run a grey hunter I've

got in York for a thousand against that d d impostor
Ainderby of yours. Damme! I'll lay yon fifteen hundred to

ten, and stake the money now." At this sally from the
chimney corner the Captain, ever perfectly self-possessed and
well-bred, retired back on the "William," but again softening
Bill to a sly, triumphant chuckle by saying he should always
ride for him, not against him, and getting him to charge his
pipe and replenish his beaker.

Talking of the jockeys of the old school suggests reflections

upon the marvellous changes that, in little more than a
quarter of a century, have come over everything affecting the
training and riding of the race-horse. A few years ago horses
were taken to exercise, if not in semi-darkness at least at

four o'clock in the morning in summer, exposed to a humid
and raw atmosphere, thus subjecting not only themselves
but the poor lads who rode them, as well as the thoughless
traiuer who in those days was always seen with his horses,

to colds, influenza, and bronchial affections of all kinds.
Indeed, to this practice may be ascribed the prevalence of ill-

ness amongst horses generally, and the existence of so many
confirmed roarers. To-day this is all happily changed. No
exercise takes place until the sun has warmed the atmosphere.
The time is appropriately fixed about nine o'clock, before the
heat commences. In this way the new school avoids all

dampness to the horse's feet, so productive of catarrh, the
forerunner of all disease, and often terminating fatally in

death. Jockeys used to ride at early exercise, and each
trainer had one who rode for the stables, and this used to

complete his day's work. But now they have to ride horses
for many trainers the same day, at exercise, and for many
days consecutively, before a great race takes place. In the
times of the Chifneys, Buckles, Robinsons, nobody ever
heard of a jockey riding horses in a gallop even for their own
stables, much less for any other. And the skill of the modern
artist in riding is every day more conspicuous in winning
with a horse that has apparently no chance with others he is

engaged against.

—

Asian.

How to Lay Out a Race-Track.

For a milo track, forty-two acres will do; draw a line

through the oblong centre, 440 yards in length, setting a

stake at each end; then draw a line on either side of the first

line, exactly parallel with and 140 yards from it, setting

stakes at either end of them. You would then haveanoblong
square 440 yards long, by 280 yards wide. At each end of

these three lines you will now set stakes. Fasten a cord or

wire 140 yards long to the centre Btake of your parallelogram,

and then describe a half circle. This half circle, commencing
at one side and extending to the other, will measure 440
yards. When the circle is made at both ends of your paral-

lelogram, you will have two straight sides which measure 440
yards each, and two circles of exactly the same length, which,
measured three feet from the line, will be exactly a mile. The
turns should be thrown up an inch to the foot.

Palo Alto Wins at Kalamazoo.

June 29th.—At the summer meeting of the Ohio, Indiana

and Michigan trotting circuit to-day the first race, three-

minute trot, purse $500, the bay stallion Palo Alto, owned
by Senator Stanford, of Menlo Park, California, won first

money. Time, 2:32A.

The above brief telegram is the firBt notice we have seen of

the appearance of the Palo Alto trotters since they went east.

Now that a beginning has been made it is likely that there

will be reports of other victories.

A. J. Alexander, Spring Station, Ky., sold to John S.

Clark, New Brunswick, N. J., Favonia, b f, foaled March
31, 1870, by Wedgewood, 2:19; dam Fadette by Alexander's

Abdallah; second dam Lightsome by imp. Glencoe; third

dam Levity by imp. Trustee.

Good blood is appreciated more aud more every year by
those who buy horses for city purposes. The larmer who
has the best-bred animals to sell generally fares the best.

The breeding season is the time to think of this.

Charles Burroughs, a wealthy bachelor of Dayton, O., has

purchased the bay gelding Joe Davis, 2:19], for $6,000 cash.

The negotiations were made through driver Jim Newbro, of

Dayton, who will have the horse to handle.
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THE HAMBLETONIAN STOCK HORSE

WHIPPLETON.
THE

Best Producer of Coach and Carriage

Horses in the State.

WHIPPLETON IS A BEAUTIFUL BLACK, 17 HANDS HlANDGH,
weighs 1.4l)u lbs.; is well proportioned, with Immense bone and

muscle, large flowing mane and tail, and has remarkable style and
action. He possesses an even temper, is very intelligent, and a more
bind dispositioued horse is seldom found. He has a very strong,
smooth, rapid gait, and has all the qualifications to make a first-class

trotting sire. He has never been trained on account of his immense
size, although he can trot in 2 :4<J without preparation. He is a more
profitable horse to breed to than any horse I know of in the State.

This seems like a large assertion, but facts are the only true basis
of calculation.
1st.—He is Standard bred, 1883, IV. volume "Wallace's Trotting

Register, which places him among the foremost horses of the country
as a trotting sire.

2d.—He is lareer and breeds with more uniformity in size and color
than anv other horse in the country. His colts are all large, with
flowing mane and tails, and, with but two exceptions, bay, brown or
black in color. He has never sired a sorrel or one with a white face.

If he produces a sorrel or white face colt (no matter what the color of
the mare is) I will refund the service money. There is scarcely a
colt of his get which, when grown, will not reach 1G hands and weigh
over 1,100 pounds even from small mares.
ad.—His colts are strong boned, fine styled, good dispositioned, and ail

have a strong trotting tendency; they make large, showy horses, which,
when grown, always command a price in any market. Such horses are
always useful on the farm, stylish and showy in the carriage, and will
be able to go ten miles an hour on the road without distress.

Pedigree.

Whippleton was sired by Hambletonian, Jr., by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian, he by Guy Miller, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, the greatest pro-
genitor of trotters living or dead. Hambletonian, Jr.'s, dam was
Ashcat by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Livingston, the dam of
"Whipple ton, was by General Taylor, by the Morse Horse, the sire of
Alexander's Norman, who is the sire of Lulu, with record of 2:15; May
Queen, 2:20; Blackwood and a host of other good ones. Lady Living-
ston was one of California's most noted brood-mares, and undoubtedly
the best of General Taylor's get. She was the dam of Lady Blanchard
with record of 2:26£, private trial 2:18, and Bloomfield Maid with
trial of 2:22.

Gentlemen who are interested in breeding will find it interesting

to call at my place, where the horse and some of his colts may always
be seen. I can show as fine a lot of yearling i-nd two year-old colts of
Whippleton's get as any horse has in the State. Whippleton and
family were awarded the family sweepstake premium at Petaluma
in 1882 and 1 885, the only times exhibited, and special sweepstake
premium at Santa Rosa in 1885, and Standard Trotting Sires premium
at Petaluma, same year.

The service price for Whippleton is much less than any other horse
of his class in the State, and it may be fairly estimated that bis colts

will average better than many horses that receive from 375 to -^100 for

service, as his colts average larger, and have more style and finish

than any I know of. None of his colts have received regular training

to the present, but a number will trot in the fall circuit, and, barring
accidents, several will beat 2:30. "Whippleton will stand at the low
price of 630 for the season. Choicest pasture at £4.00 per month; best
care taken with all mares, but no liability for accidents or escapes.

Mares shipped to Napa by boat in care of Wm. McGraw will he
promptly cared for. For further particulars address

iiti;» w. LUEBER, St. Helena,
Or call at Vlneland Training Stables, one mile south of St. Helena.

Mambrino Trotting Stallion.

ABBOTSFORD.
Record 2:191-2.

Abbntsforct will make tlie season of 1886 at tlie Oak-
land Race Track, Oakland, 1'al.

PEDIGREE.
By "Woodford Mambrino; his dam Columbia, by Young Colum

bus. Woodford Mambrino by Mambrino Chief, son of Mambrino
Paymaster; dam "Woodbine, (dam of Wedgewood 2:19}, by Woodford,
son of Kosciusko , by Sir Arcby

,

Mambrino Chief was mated with Woodbine, daughter of thorough-
bred Woodford, and the proiuc** is Woodford Mambrino, a horse,
taking into consideration hi* " .*d opportunities in the stud, that
outranks by what he has* .uplished, all other Btallions. Of the
eighty-ntne colts and fil , aired by him at Woodburn, not more than
seventy-five reached maturity, and many of these were not handled
for speed. When wasted by disease, Woodford Mambrino made a
wonderful campaign on the turf, and he gained on a slow track at
Minneapolis, a record of 2:21^. He has thirteen sons and daughters
that have trotted in 2:30 or better—Abbotsford 2:19*. Malice 2:19i,
Manetta 2:19$, Mambrino Dudley 2:20£, Convoy 2:22i, Magenta 2:24A,

Manfred 2:25, Pancoast 2:212 (sire of Patron, 3-year-old record 2;19i>,
Rachel 2:2b?, Inca2:27, Lady McFatrldge 2:29, Dacia 2:29i.Oeo. A.Ayer
2:30. Woodford Mambrino was also the sire of Princeps, the sire of
Trinket 2:14 . It is proper to draw a comparison between Hambletonian
and Woodford Mambrino. The first-named stallion founded a great
family, but In order to do it be got l,33u foals out of selected mares.
Thirty-seven of these entered the 2 :30 list, and only two of tbem . Dex-
ter and Nettie beat 2:20. Hambletonian's percentage of 2:i<0 performers
Is within a fraction of one in thirty-six. Woodford Mumbrlno's per-
centage of 2:30 performers is withlna fraction of one in seven In
other words, Woodford Mambrino, making opportunity the basis of cal-
culation, is five times greater than Hambletonian.
Young Columbus by Old Columbus ; dam Black Maria, by Harris'

Hambletonian, son of Bishop's Hambletonion. Young Columbus, was
the sire of Phil Sheridan, sire of Phyllis 2:15k, Adelaide 2:19'f, Com-
monwealth 2:22, Hiram Woodruff 2:26, Valley Chief 2:25, FauBtlna2:28i
Phil Sheridan, Jr. 2:201, Tom Malloy 2 :30.

Terms,
Seventy-five dollars the season, to be paid before removing the ani-

mal, Mares not proving in foal can be returned the following season
Tree of charge, if the horse is still in my possession.

For further particulars, address C. W. SMITH, 529 Market 9t„ San
Francisco, or

WASH JllllX AGEXT,
Oakland Race Track Oakland, Cal.

The Hambletonian—Mambrino Stallion

MAMBRINO WILKES.
Half-Brother to Guy Wilkes, 2:18 1-2,

and Harry Wilkes, 2:15.
BLACK STALLION, SIXTEEN HANDS IN HEIGHT, BY GFORGE

Wilkes, son of Kysdyk's Hambletonian, bred by B J. Treacy, of
Fayette County, Kentucky. Dam Lady Christman by Todhunter's
Mambrino, son o* Mambrino Chief. Second dam by Pilot, Jr., Tnd-
bunter's Mambrino son of Mambrino Chief, his dam Ripton's dam by
Potomac.

This is the largest and one of the best colts of George Wilkes
(weighing 1,260 pounds), combining the Hambletonian, Clay and Mam-
brino strains, and also several thoroughbred crosses.

George Wilkes has 42 representatives in the 2:30 list, of which 22
have records of 2 :2a or better, y of 2:21 or better, and i of 2:18 or better.
These are all the get of George Wilkes, and do not include Phil.
Thompson, William H., and other famous grandsons and granddaugh-
ters of this prepotent sire

The owner will give a purse of ?200 with entrance added, during the
Fall meeting at Stockton, for two-year-olds sired by Mambrino IVilkes.
With ten entries this purse will amount to 5400.

Mambrino Wilkes will make the season of 1886, commencing Feb.
1st, at Stockton.

Terms.
$40 for the season, or 525 single service.
This low rate brings the service of this horse within reach of

breeders, but does uot argue any inferiority to the horses whose ser-
vices are held at One or Two Hundred Dollars. For further partic-
ulars address

I>AVID BRYSOJJ, Stockton, Cal.

San Mateo Stock Farm.
Stallion Season for 1886.

GUY WILKES.
Bay horse, black points; weight, 1,160 pounds; record, 2:18^, in fifth

heat. Sirpd by George Wilkes, record 2:22, with 42 in the 2:30 list.a
greater cumber tJian :my other trotting sire living or dead. Dam Lady
Bunker, by Mambrino Patchen, the best son of Mambrino Chief, and
full brother to Lady Thorue, recosd 2:1834; second dam Dadv Dunn, dam
of Joe Bunker, record 2:10J4, by Se';le> 's American Star ; third dam the
Capt. Hubert's mare, which was mistress of the road at all instances for
many years in JNew York, Her breeding has not been positively ascer-
tained, bul she was supposed tube an inbred Messenger mare.
Terms,; 200 the season. Mares nut provine with foal may he returned

the next season, if 1 still own the horse- The season commences Feb.
1st and end July 1st. Guy Wilkes will he limited to twenty approved
mares besides my own.

LB GRAND.
Dark bay horse. 5 years old, 163* hands, weight 1,276 pounds. Sired by

Almont, the great sire of trotters, dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino
Chief; second Jam by Sidi Hamet, sonof Virginian, he by Sir Archy,
son of imp. Diomed; third dam the Wickliffe mare, said to be by B i r-

naby's Diomed, son of Hancock's Hambletonian. Alinont by Alex-
ander's Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, dam Sally Anderson, by
Mambrino Chief ; second dam Kate, by Pilot, Jr. ; third dam the Pope
mare, said to be thoroughbred. Almont's fame as a sire is world-wide.
He died July 4, 18BI, with 2Sin the 2:30 list, and the remarkable way in
which he conferred his prepotency upon bis get is attested by the tact,
that no leBs than 3a of his sodb have sired winners of public races, Le
Grand has never been trained, but shows the action and speed charac-
teristic of his family, as a three-year-old he could show 2:30 or better.
In the absolute perfection of his form and finish he is not excelled by
any stallmn living, and if the title of "the handsomest horse" bail not
lost its descriptive significance by too frequent usage, I should certainly
claim it for Le Grand. His breeding is royal. He carries direct crosses
of Hambletonian, Mambrino Chief and Pilot, Jr., wi th a thoroughbred
foundation of the most substantial kind; kings of the turf at a time
when the abilitv to stay and repeat over a four-mile course, was essen-
tial to a successful race-horse. HiB colts all show well, and are very
promising, both in speed andstyle.
Terms, §75 the season. Season commences Feb. 1st and ends Aug. 1st.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the next season if I still

own the horse. Le Grand will be limited to 10 mares.
Both of these Btallions are exceptionally sure foal-getters.
Pasturage, 56 per month. All care taken, but no responsibility as-

sumed for accidents or escapes.
Payment in all cases must be made before the mare leaves the place.
Mares consigned to me at San Francisco will be cared for and for-

warded to the ranch.
Address

WM. CORBITT,
San Mateo, or 218 California St., San Francisco.

THREE CHEERS.
Dark hay horse, bred by John Reber, Lancaster, Ohio.

BY IMPORTED Ul'RRAH.
First dam. Young Fashion, by imp. Monarch.
Second dam. Fashion, by imp. Trustee,
Thir.t dam, Uonnets o' Blue, by sir CharleB.
Fourth dam. Reality, bv sir Archy. See Bruee's American stud Bcok.
Thr^e Cheers will make the ensuing season, from February tilth to

July 1st, at the Oakland Trotting Park. Terms. £10 the season.
Pasturage at $'i per mouth in the enclosure Inside the track, In which

there is plenty ol tfr;tsa and water.
There iB a fine combination of winning blood In the pedigree of Three

Cheers. His sire. Hurrah, was three-quartere of (fie same blood aB
Hermit, bv far the most popular sire in England. The union of New-
minster, Bav Middleton and Counts blood with that of Priam, the
"Stout Carton," and Sir Archy. is practically us good as can be. For the
limited number of mares Hurrah was restricted to, his success was
very great; and next in importance to high racing form is good looks,
which is eminently a characteristic of the Hurrahs. The form of Three
Cheers is nearly a model. The only fault that can be found is that he Is

a Dig horse on short legs, in this day, when there is such a tendency
to "legnlness" ami Ugh' limbs, this i;an ?.' 'P-Hy hi- ialli*il a fault. He
has as much boneand tendoiuis In a majority of horses of 1,200 pounds,
and muscles in like proportion. With all ofthlB power he if a horse of

the finest finish, his head being especially bean tifill. He in Mrs n strik-

in ' resemblance to Beeswing, the dam of Newminster, and still greater
to her sire. Dr. Syntax, one of the greatest Gup horses ol Ills rtaj in

England, There Is nearly a c* rtainty that Three Cheers will gvt race-
horsps of the hlgupst class and he also promises t-> he a producer of
trotting speed. Hi* daughter Lady \ Ivs, i"-r dam Lads Amanda, when
scarcely broken to harness, trotted a mile InS:40,wl lob proves that she
has the'fast trotting step, and her filly by Anteeois of great promise.

THOMAS JOKES. Aui'iil.
Oakland Troltius Park.

ANTEVOLO.
Four-year-old Record, 2:19^-.

Having resolved to make a season with A utevolo before taking him
East. he will stand from February loth to June 1st at my place in
Oakland J v

DESCRIPTION.
Antevolo is a rich seal brown with small star and one hind foot whitesHe is a trifle oyer Hi hands high, Long-bodied and of immense muBCluar

Eower, and taken in allisaB Hmly shaped as anv trotting-hred stallion
ever saw. His disposition is nearly perfect, resolute without being

headstrong, and inclined to do whatever is required of Mm. He was
foaled May 12, 1881.

PERFORMANCES.
He trotted when a yearling in 3:02, at two years In 2:41, at three year.

in z-:l<j\, at four years in2:l9(-;. Although trotted in races and worked
from the time he was thirteen months old until the present time, is as
sound as a double eagle when firstissued by the Mint, and without spot
or blemish. He has shown in his work a capacity to go any reasonable
distance fast, having trotted two miles in 1:52, and that so easily as to
give an assurance that he could trot two miles inside of 4:f0.
and if anyone should think ditferentlv I will wager g I,'Oi that he can
trot in -1:50, or better, on a fixed day between now, January 11 tb.and Feb-
ruary 7th, good day and track, or i will match him against any stallion,
heats of two miles, with the exception of hie brother Anteeo.

"NEAR RELATIVES."
It adds greatly to the value of Antevolo as a stock horse Mb relation

ship to Anteeo, 2 :lt>U
:
the fastest stallion ever bred on this side of the

Mississippi. His younger brother, Anteros. is of great promise, and
when a yearling scored a quarter in -II seconds. Their tister. a two-year-
old filly, givey indications <>f being nble to lower the records, when
given an opportunity, and all four of Colum bine's progenv are so formed
and of such beauty as to attract attention from the most careless ob-
server. Columbine iB the only mare with entire suns which have beaten
2:20, and as she was foaled in 1S73, there is strong likelihood that many
others will follow which will increase Ma fame.

PEDIGREE.
It is enough to give the pedigree to the fourth dam , that carrying

the great Fashion, without question the best mare of her day.
Antevolo br. c. foaled May 12, IbM, bred by Jos, Cairn Simpson.

SY ELEITTOJUEEK.

First dam, Columbine, by A. W. Richmond.
Second dam . Colum bia. by imp. Bonnie Scotland.
Third dam, Young-Fashion, by imp. Monarch.
Fourth dam, Fashion, by imp. Trustee.
See Brnce's American Stud Book, Vol. I, page 307.

TERMS. '

SluO, tne season, with the privilege of return the next season, if 1 1 en
own Antevolo and he is making a season in the stnd. Address

.los. «airn srapsox.
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, or 2111 Adeline Street, Oakland.

SONOMA COUNTY

STOCK BREEDERS'
Association.

2:16 1-4.

The Past-Trotting Stallion.

ANTEEO.
DARK BAY HORSE, NEAR HIND FOOT WHITE; FOALED MAY

5, 1879; bred by Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland, California.

iiv i :i.k< i io.\ei:k.

First dam. Columbine, by A. W. Richmond.
Second dam, Columbia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland.
Third dam, Young Fashion, by imp. Monarch.
Fourtn clam. Fashion by imp. Trustee.
Fifth dam. Bonnets o' Blue, by Sir Charles.
Sixth dam, Realitv, by Sir Arcby.
Seventh dam. by imp. Medley.
Eighth dam, by imp. Centinel.
Ninth dam, oy Mark Anthony,
Tenth dam, by imp. Janus.
Eleventh dam, by imp. Monkey.
Twelfth dam, by imp. Silvereye.
Thirteen dam, by Spanker. See Brnce's American Stud Book, vol.

1, p. 307, and vol. 3, p. 79.

Will make the coming season, from February 1st to June 1, 1886,

at Santa Rosa.

TERMS.
§150 for the season. MareB not proving with foal may be returned

next season, free of charge, provided Anteeo remains the property of
this Association.
Anteeo ranks as one of the greatest trotting stallions of the United

States, well worthy of the family to which he belongs. HiB breeding
is of the choicest, and in point of form be Is as nearly the model of a
trotter as any horse living. He has earned a record of 2:16J during
the year 1885, being the fastest time ever made by any horse bred on
this Coast.

PRIDE OP CREE,
1523 A. O. S. B.

Foaled May 14, 1882; black, star on face, black legs; bred by James
Drew, Newton, Stewart, Wigtown. Scotland; imported 1883, by Robert
Halloway. AlexiB, 111. Dam, Bell; grand dam, Nannie; sire. The
Maister(184ei; sire. Merry Tom (5301; sire. Market. The Malster (1846),

the sire of Pride of Cree, was sired by Honest Davie (386). who won An-
gus District premium in 1877. The sire of dam. Merry Tom (5301, was
Former (2841, or Rob Roy (7141, (mare served by both), each of whom
were famous sires and prize winners.

TERMS.
For the season, ending Oct, 1, 1886, $20; single leap, SI 6.

TRUMPETTE.
Trumpetle is a glossy jet black—without a white hair on him—foaled

In May, 1879, and Is 16j hands high. He Is registered in the National

Norman Register as No 28G6, vol. 3. Imported by J. C. Morrison,

| PontlOO, 111. He has a remarkable eye and a long m im\ and Is mueh
admired for his high form and beauty. He le very deep through the

the shoulders, large In girth, well shaped bark, brood arrows the hlpB,

powerful slide, and weighs 1,660 pounda. He Id well broke, and Is

prouounced as fine a driving horse as one could wish.

TERMS.
For the season, ending Oct. 1, 1886, §20; Single leap ?K"

All bills payable during the season. Marea kept in any
owners desire, and at reasonable rates, but no r.

cauea or accidouts. For further particulars ad-

I.DKTI HK. 1:
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STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Medicines for Farm Stock.

Prof. Brown, veterinarv, in the Journal of the Koyal Agri-

cultural Society of England, tells the farmers how to make up

a convenient "medicine-chest" for the domestic treatment of

animals. The following is his list of remedies, with the

doses arranged iu alphabetical order:

Aconite, Tincture (Fleming's).—Action sedative. Allays

fever, and externally relieves irritation. Dose: Horse and ox,

10 to 30 drops; sheep, 5 drops, ivdd water in proportion of a

teaspoonful to each drop of tincture. For a lotion, use a

tablespoonful of the tincture to a pint of water.

Alcohol, in the form of whisky or brandy or strong ale, is

useful for cases iu which the system requires to be tempor-

arily raisedfrom a state of depression. Doses: Horse or ox,

whisky or brandv, 4 to S tablespoonsful; sheep, 1 to 3 table-

spoonsful. Strong ale, horse or ox, 1 pint; sheep, h pint.

Repeated two or three times a day.

Aloes.

—

a purgative for horse or ox. The ordinary aloetic

mass, aud the solution should be kept at hand. Both prepa-

tions'must be obtained from a druggist. Doses: Horses, 4 to

6 drachms of the aloetic mass as an ordinary purgative; or £

pint of the solution. Usually given in combination with lin-

seed oil in cases of continued constipation.

Ammonia Liniment.—Made by adding a strong solution of

ammonia and oil of turpentine, £ part, to soap liniment. A
pint bottle of it, carefully stoppered, should be kept at hand.

The liniment is useful as au application for sore throat and

for all cases in which an external stimulant is necessary.

Must be applied with the hand, and well-rubbed into the skin.

Areca-Nut.—A useful worm medicine. The nuts should

be kept in a stoppered bottle, in a dry place. When required

for use the quantity should be grated by means of a nutmeg

grater. Doses: Horse or ox, £ ounce to 1 ounce of the grated

nut, mixed with the food (corn and bran); sheep 2 drachms;

dog J to 1 drachm.
Calves' Cordial.—A form of chalk-mixture for calves and

sheep. To be prepared by a chemist as follows: Prepared

chalk 2 ounces; powdered catechu 1 ounce; ginger h ounce;

opium 1 dram; peppermint water 1 pint. Dose: Calves, 2

to 4 tablespoonsful; sheep, 1 to 2 tablespoonsful.

Carbolic Acid.—A powerful caustic, antiseptic, ordinarily

used, in combination with 50 to 100 parts of water, as an

autiseptic lotion to unhealthy wounds, and for disinfection

purposes.
Oarbolical Cotton and Gauze.—To be obtained of the drug-

gist. Valuable antiseptic application to wuunds.
Castor Oil, also Linseed Oil.—Purgative. Dose: Horse or

ox, 1 to 2 pints; sheep, 4 tablespoonsful.

Colic Mixture.—Equal parts of laudanum and sweet spirit

of nitre, and £ part of chloric ether. A half-pint bottle of it

to be kept at hand: Dose: Horse or ox, 2 to 4 tablespoons-

ful in 3 parts of a pint of water.

Electuary.—A soft mass compouuded with honey or trea_

cle. Must be prepared by a druggist as follows; Camphor, 2

ounces; powdered myrrh, licorice-root, and nitre, of each S

ounces; extract of belladonna, 2 ounces; treacle, enough to

make a soft paste. Dose: Horse or ox, a portion of the size

of half a walnut to be put at the back of the mouth two or

three times a day with a piece of stick. Usefal in colds, sore

throat, and influenza.

Ginger.—Stimulant. Forms an essential part of all cordial

powders for exciting appetite. May be given with strong ale

in cases of prostration from overworkor disease. Dose: Horse
or ox, 1 to 2 teaspoonsful of the powder in a pint of ale;

sheep, one fourth of the quantity.

Mercurial Ointment (blue).—To be purchased ready for use.

Valuable to promote the growth of hair, and in some forms

of skin-disease. Only small quanties may be applied.

Mercurial Ointment (red).—Biuiodide of mercury. A good
form for blisters in cases of splint, or after sprain of tendons.

Nitre (Nitrate of Potash).—Diuretic and fever medicine
Dose: Horse or ox, 2 tablespoonsful daily in drinking-water,

or half the quantity in the food; sheep, 1 teaspoonful in the

food.

Salts (Epsom or Glauber).—Common purgatives for cattle

and sheep. Dose: Ox, 12 to 16 ounces dissolved in a wine
bottle of hot water (a tablespoonful of ginger may be added);

sheep, 4 to 6 ounces.
Salicylic Acid.—A valuable antiseptic, effective in the treat-

ment of foot-and-mouth disease. Dose: 4 tablespoonsful of

the acid are to be put io an earthen vessel and dissolved in

a quart of boiling water; hot water is then to be added to

make a gallon. This solution is to be used to syringe the

feet, and lave the mouth and nostrils, and also to wash the

udder, and finally to sprinkle over the litter. Half a pint of

the solution may be added to the gallon of drinking-water

every day. The dry acid (powder) may be sprinkled on the

feet after they have been syringed with the solution.

Santonine.—Used to expel worms; one of the most effectvie

agents for this purpose. Dose: Horse, 15 grains, with 3

drachms of aloes; to be given in the morning before feeding,

and repeated after two days.
Sulphur (Flowers of Sulphur).—A very valuable alterative.

Dose: Horse or ox, a tablespoonful, with a teaspoonful of

nitre, to be given iu the food once a day; sheep, quarter of

the quantity. Sulphur mixed with aDy common oils forms
an excellent dressing for mange or surfeit in animals.
Turpentine, Oil of.—Stimulant to the skin. Internally

used to expel worms. Useful in "husk in calves." Dose a
tablespoonful daily in half a pint of a mixture of milk and
eggs; lambs, one quarter of the quantity.

Vaseline.—Emollient to the skin. Effective in irritation of

the surface, chapped heels, mud-fever, especially if mixed
with I part of trisnitrate of bismuth or carbonate of lead
(white lead) or oxide of zinc.

Zinc, Chloride of.—Mixed with 50 to 100 parts of water, it

may be used for the purposes for which carbolic acid is

employed.
While this list is valuable and the uses of the various med-

icines clearly if tersely given, we would recommeud an

abstinence from all drags and lotions, uuless in case of ne-

cessity. We have not given a dose of medicine in the twelve

years we have lived in California. That is what can be prop-

erly termed medical treatment, and the only cases that have

terminated fatally was a filly which fractured her skull in a

fall backwards, and a colt which had the "bighead," which
was ordered killed. At times, as during the prevailing epi-

dr_<aic conditions, powders were given, and at all times horses

t are kept in the stable have free access to the best Liver-

•1 salt. We ascribe a good deal of the immunity from dis-

'« fo this practice, and as a preventative of great value.

is a wonderful difference in horses as regard their

tite for salt. Some will eat five times as much as others,

the appetite, doubtless, being governed by the requirement

of saline matter.
*>

Raisins: Colts.

At this season of the year, there is often trouble arising

from a lack of sufficient nourishment in the milk of the dams
for their young fouls. They should always be kept in good,

strong, healthy, growing condition, and the following sug-

gestions, which we reprint from J. H. Sanders on "Horse-
Breeding, " will be found seasonable and to the point.

Many mares are at best but poor nurses. Under the head
of "Feeding the Young Foal" will be found some suggestions

as to the best food to be used in case the milk of the dam is not

sufficient, but the food of the dam may be made to greatly

influence her yield of milk. The foods that have been found

useful in increasing the flow of milk in the cow will have the

same effect upon the milkof the mare. Wheat bran is espec-

ially valuable for this purpose if mixed with other and more
nutritious foods. It may be made into a sort of slop and fed

with ground oats or rye, mixed with cut hay oi sheaf oats.

Plenty of good, fresh grass is one of the very best of aids to

healthy and abundant nutrition for both mare and foal.

Whatever grain ration is used I would recommend that it be

ground and fed wet, mixed with cut straw or hay.

When mares are worked while suckling it is better that the

foal should be left in the stable and that the mare be taken to

the foal for it to suck at least three times during the day,

ample time being given for her to cool out thoroughly before

the foal has access to her, otherwise a gorge of the overheated

milk may produce serious disturbances in the digestive or-

gans of the foal. Many farmers, however, find little incon-

venience from permitting the foals, especially when quite

young, to accompany the dams to the field and follow them
while at their work. This gives them an opportunity to

empty the udder of the mare as often as it may be deemed
desirable, and obviates all danger from overgorging that arises

when the mare and foal are separated.

It sometimes happens that the milk of the dam is qaite

insufficient to promote healthy, vigorous growth in the

young foal, and occasionally it becomes necessary to raise a

foal entirely independent of the dam. In such cases the best

possible adjunct or substitue for the milk of the dam is cow's

milk. It should be sweetened at first, as the milk of the

mare is sweeter than that of the cow. A little patient effort

will soon result in teaching the colt to drink milk readily, but

be careful not to give him too much at a time. A half-pint is

quite sufficient for a colt two or three days old; but the ration

should be repeated often—not less than six times a day, the

idea being to give the colt really all it will drink, but to feed so

often that it will not require verymuch at a time. As the colt

grows older the amount should be increased, and grass, with

oats, should be added as soon as the colt is old enough to eat.

No ration is better for a colt than cow's milk with these

adjuncts. After the colt is two months old skimmed milk

should be substituted for the fresh cow's milk. Should there

be any trouble from constipation it will be well to add about
one pint of oil-meal per day to the ration; in fact, I would
recommend the use of oil meal in all cases, as it furnishes a

large proportion of muscle and bone-forming food. If the

oil-meal is not obtainable, flaxseed may be used. A half-pint

of flaxseed boiled with two quarts of bran will make two
good feeds for a colt, and this ration may profitably be alter-

nated with the other food. Indeed, it will be well in all

cases where, from lack of an abundance of milk from the dam,
or from scanty nutrition of any kind, the foal is low in flesh,

to early supply the deficiency with a good allowance of cow's

milk in addition to what it gets from the dam. The effect of

such a ration upon the growth and condition is wonderful,

and in all cases where the foal is likely otherwise to enter

winter low in flesh I can not too highly recommend its use.

A quart of milk morning and evening, in addition to the grain

ration, will be sufficient, and if it be sweetened a little at first

the colt will take to it all the more readily, as the milk of the

mare is so much sweeter than that of the cow.

—

Rural World.

Too Much Merino.

There is danger of our wool growers getting too much
Merino in their flocks. The wool from the pure-bred Merino
is not as salable as if it contained a cross of coarse wool, and
Montana must produce the most marketable article. The
heavy, yolky fleece of the pure article is not desirable to grow.
This class of wool can be imported from Australia at a much
less cost than it can be produced here, and this ma}' be, in a

measure, true of all grades of wool, but so long as there is a

desirable staple that is not produced abroad there is an excel-

lent field to work in. Montana growers have hit upon a

happy combination by crossing the Cotswold onto the Merino
—that produces a wool that is becoming very popular, and
brings good prices; and so long as they continue to produce
so desirable an article, their success is assured. But as

scientific breeding has not yet been able to bring forth a sheep
that bears the required staple that will reproduce itself, there

is great danger of drifting out of the proper line. The com-

The Celebrated Trotting Stallion

MENLO.
WILL MAKE THE PRESENT SEASON AT THE FAIR GROUNDS,

San Jose. Season commencing March Island ending July 1st.

Terms 575 the season, due at time of service.

Meulo Is six years old, a beautiful bay with black points. 15} bands
high. He Is a borse of beautiful Bymmetryand magnificent action.

Pedigree.

Menlo was got by Nutwood; first dam by Imp. Hercules; second
dam by Owen Dale, etc.

Imp. Hercules by Kingston (son of Venison), dam Daughter of
Toscar by Bay Middleton tson Of Sultan).

Owen Dale by Williamson's Belmont, dam Maria Downing by Ameri-
can Eclipse (son of Duroc and Miller's Damsel by imp. Messenger};
second dam Brownlock by Tiger; third dam by imp. Speculator;
fourth dam by imp. Dare Devil, etc.

Nutwood by Alexander's Belmont; first dam Miss Russell by Pilot

Jr.; Becond dam Sallie Russell by Boston: third dam Maria Russell
by Thornton's Rattler; fourth dam Miss Shepherd by Stockholder;
fifth dam Miranda by Topgallant, etc.

Alexander's Belmont by Alexander's Abdullah; first dam by Mara-
brlno Chief (son of Mambrino Paymaster by Mambrlno by imp. Mesaen*
ger, Becond dam by Brown's Bellfounder.

Brown's Bellfounder by Imp. Bellfounder. First dam Lady All-

port by Mambrlno by imp. Messenger; spcond dam by Tippoo Salb by
imp. Messenger; third dam by imp. Messenger.

Menlo made his appearance In the circuit last season and won
eight races out of nine starts, and easily won the third heat in his last

race at San Jose in 2:21ft.

Mares cared for in any manner owners may desire; pasturage 83
per month. Every care exercised but no liability for eecapes or acci-

dents.
For further particulars apply to or address

WJI. DMVEK, Sau Jose.

plexion of a flock of sheep may be changed entirely in a few
years, and unless great care is taken in a short time. Growers
must, therelore, be on the alert and keep up the proper cross.
Do not allow your flocks to get too close to the pure Merino.
Keep them with at least one-quarter of the long-wooled blood
in their veins. The flock that will average seven or eight
pounds is pretty near right. Of course the more weight the
better if it is not obtained at the expense of the desired
quality of the wool. Montana is one of the finest wool
growing regions in the world, and if our growers breed judi-
ciously the time is not far distant when Montana wool will
briDg the top prices paid for American wools.

—

Montana Hus-
bandman.

COOK FARM
STALLIONS

Season of 1886.

STEINWAT.
Tliree-year-old Record. £:S5 1-2.

Bay horse, hind ankles white, 15K hands high, weight 1075 pounds:
bred bv Col. R. G. Stoner, Paris, Ky.
Steinway, by Strathmore, (408), sire of Santa Clans, record2:17^:;

Tucker, 2 ;19>£, and 17 in ail, with records below 2:30.

First dam. Abbess, by Albion, ;sire of Vanity Fair, record 2:21, he by
Halcorn.he by Virginian, a son of Sir Archy.

"

Second dam," by Marshal Ney, he by imp. .Emancipation.
Third dam. by Bertrand.a son of Sir Archy.
Solo, record at four years old 2:2SM. Vivette and Soprano are full

sisters to Steinway. Soprano is the dam of C. F. Clay, four-year-old
record, fourth heat. 2:23. Steinette is by Steinway. Col. Stoner
prizes Vivette and Steinette very high, so much so that he reserves
them for his new breeding farm, and S. A. Brown A Co., Kalamazoo
Stock Farm, prizes Soprano and her produce verv highlv. Col. Wiener,
Rysdyk Stock Farm. Prescot, Canada, prizes Solo very highas a brood-
mare, and also her produce, steinway has only 47 living foals out of all
classes of mares; only four of them, so far as we can learn, have
been worked for speed at all, and four of them beat 2:50 at two years old.
With his natural speed, and from a sire of speed, and his dam and sisters
and daughter proving such producers of speed, we will ask you breeders
how can Steinway fail to produce speed bred to trotting mares? TermB,
$75 for the season, or $100 to insure.

CLOVIS.
Black horse, lfi.S' hands high, weight 1,100 pounds, foaled 1882.

BY S1TJLTAX.
Record 2;24, sire of Rnby, 2:19V, Sweetheart, 2:22\, Eva, 2:23Kt Kismet

three-year-old, 2:25 >£, Stamboul, 2:26,4, Alcazar, two-vear-old,2:29i£.
First dam, bv Thorndale, record 2:22>J, sire of Edwin Thome, 2;I6V.

DaiBydale,2;193f.
Second dam. Ulster Queen, the dam of Volmer, 2:29, and Breeder's

record. 2:22, by Rysdyk's Hanibletonian,
Third dam, by Mambrlno Paymaster, Jr.
Fourthdain.by Mambrino Paymaster,he by Mambrino, soncf Imp.

Messenger.
Thorndale, by Alexander's Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14.
First dam, Dolly, by Mambrino Chief, the dam of Director, 2:17

Onward,2;25>;.
Clovis has size, style and finish, and with age will make a fast and

game borse. Hecan speed a 2:30 gait, and he being by such a sire, and
the sires of his first and second dams being so well Known as producers
of speed, how can Clovis fail in producing size, stvle and speed? We
consider him ahorse of great promise. Terms, ¥75 for the season, or
$100 to Insure.

Cook's Hambletonian.
Bay horBe, foaled 1SS1, near fore and near hind legs white. Bred by Col.

R. West, Kentucky.
BY EGBERT (1136),

Sire of Egalite. three-year-old, 2:33, Egmont, four year-old, 2:28k,
Superior, four-year-old, 2:29.

First dam. by Woodford Mambrino, 2:21 W, eire of Abbotsford, 2:193f,
and Pancoast,2:213£, he the sire of Patron, three-vear-old stallion, 2 :19\.
Second dam. by Alexander's Abdallah. sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14.

Rosalind. 2:21\, Thoruedale. 2:22^, and the sire of the dams of Jerome
Eddv, 2:16H. Convoy. 2:23)4-
Third dam, by Robert Bruce, he by Clinton, son of Sir Archy.
Fourth dam. bv Muchle John, he by sir Archy, he bv Imp. Diomed.
Fifth dam, by 'Trumpetor, he by Stamboul Arabian.
Sixth dam, bv Stamboul.
Egbert, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian (10).

First dam, Camptown, by Messenger Duroc (106), Blre of Prospero,
2:20, Elaine, 2:20.

Second dam, Mifis McCIoud, the dam of Lord Nehun, three-year-old
stallion,2:2G, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian (10).

Third dam, by Utter Horse , son of Hoyt's Comet.
Fourth dam. Virgo, by Roe's Abdallah Chief.
Fifth dam, Catbird, by Whistle Jacket.
Sixth dam, by Bertholf Horse, by imp. Messenger.
Seventh dam, by Duroc, Bon of imp. Diomed.
Cook'B Hambletonian represents the most successful young trotters

out last seaBon, 1885. Patron, three-year-old stallion^ recora 2.WK,
Epaulet. 2:19. Lord Nelson, three-year-old Btalllon, record 2:26. This
young horse has two fillies on the farm, and they Bhow form, stamina
and Bpeed. The get of Egbert is highlv prized in the East. Terms f50,
for the season, or $75 to insure.

CRBSCO.
Bay horse, two hind ankles white, foaled Oct 2d, lSSl, height 15J;

weight 1050 pounds.
BV MKAHIMORi:,

Sire of Tucker, 2:19}*.

First dam, by Almont, sire of Fanny Witherspoon,2:16Y-
Seconddam.by Brlgnoli, 2:29, sire of the dams of King Wilkes, 2:22a,

LadvTurpin.2:23.
T'lird dam, bv Cripple, son of Medoc, he by American Eclipse.
Fourth dam, by American Eclipse, he by Duroc, he by Imp. Diomed.
Almont, by Alexander's Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid. 2:14.

First dam, bv Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thome, 2:18><.
Second dam, by Pilot, Jr., sire of the dams of Maud S. and Jay-Eye-

See.
Brignoll, bv Mambrlno Chief, sire of Woodford Mambrlno, 2:21S.
First dam, by Woodford, sire of the dam of Wedgewood, 2:19.

Second dam, by Hunt's Commodore, son of Mambrlno.

RKMARKS:
This young horse bus three colts, and all show speed, size, finish and

stvle. His breeding Ib royal, and the blood of Almont nicks well with
Strathmore. Spartan, his full brother. Col. It. G. Stoner says can beat
2:30. Chatiilos, 2:28, a four-year-old, Ib by Strathmore, first dam by
Almont. Almont mares have produced CatchHy, 2:1SW, McMahon,
2:I»K, ami Durango, 2:23. Cresco in his gait 1b mixed, but when on a
trotting gall he i« rapid and nervy. niB action in knee and stifle sur-
passes that of either strathmore or Almont. Terms, $40 for the season.

THE STANDARD-BRED AND CLEVELAND BAY STALLIONS
will serve mares the present season, commencing February 1st, and

ending August Int. 1*8(1, at tne Cook Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Co.
All blllB payable invariably before the animal is removed. Maree not
? roving with foal to Steinway or Cook'B Bambletonlen can be returned
ree tUo next season, that is, where the parties breed by the season.
The same privilege granted with Clovis, Cresco and the Duke of Wen-
lock, providM they are owned by the Cook Farm, or the present owner,
Beth Conk, Esq.

i i hi ige fH pel mouth. Extra rare taker, of mares and colts, but no
liability for accidents or escapes. Mures sent in care of McCleverty Jt

Noblett, Fashion Stable. Oakland; S. J. Bennett. Martinez, or D. S.
Smolley's Stable, Haywards.wlll Immediately be forwarded to the Farm,

\ iIiItm-sn Samuel «h»iiIi1««. or fieo. Wiley.
took j'urni, Duurllle.
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Laredo a Winner—Garland Broken
Down.

Thursday's raoiDR at Chicago resulted in

one victory for California and a serious disas-

ter to K. Porter Ashe's Garland. We are

truly sorry to hear of the bad luck which so

far has followed this stable, and trusted that

before this last misfortune a turn had come.

"With Alta disabled, and this fast son of Sallie

Gardner gone amiss, the break is hard to over-

come. Binette, too, according to several eye

witnesses was thought to have shown in front

when awarded second place at St. Louis, and
Ed Corrigan did not come up to expectations

in the American Derby. It never ruins on

some people without it pours, and it may be

that this latter waterspout is the culmination

of Mr. Ashe's bad luck.

Chicago, July 1st.—At Washington Park
to-day the weather was again delightful, the

track fast, and the attendance very large.

The feature of the day was the Oakwood hand-

icap, in which Spaulding broke the record.

The 6rst race was a dash of three-quarters of

a mile with such starters as BoomeraDg, Dud-
ley Oaks, Hilarity, Skobeloff, Wanderoo and
Estrella. After three attempts the horses got

off with Boomerang, the favorite, next to the

last. Hilarity rushed to the front with Ailee

second and Nora M. third. They.ran in this

order until the half-post was reached, when
Skobeloff, who had beeu running well up with

the leaders, came to the front with little Cov-
ington, the rider, leaning against his neck and
standing high in hie saddle. Wanderoo was
clinging to Skobeloff like a shadow, with

Estrella, the representative of the Santa Anita
Stables, and Hilarity coming around the head
of the stretch like the wind. As the horses

swept by the eighth-pole, Estrella, Skobeloff,

Hilarity and Dudley Oaks were running
nearly abreast under the whalebone; the

remainder of the party were a length behind
and out of the race. When within a dozen
yards of the wire Estrella and Dudley. Oaks
were beaten off, the race lying between Skobel-
off and Hilarity, who were running neck and
neck, and under spur and whip. Just as

everybody thought it was going to be a dead
heat Covington cut the air with his whalebone,
the big chestnut gelding quickened his stride

and passed under the wire winner by a nose,

Hilarity second, Estrella third, Dudley Oaks
fourth, and Boomerang, the favorite, who
never was in the race, three lengths behind.
Time, 1:15|.

The second race was another dash of three-

quarters of a mile. In the first attempt to get

off Hortense's nigh hind leg was out from the

hock down, and she was/withdrawn. The flag

fell at the second start with Cyclone in the
lead. At the head of the stretch Pat Daly
rushed to the front, was never headed, and
won by half a length, Probus second, Miss
Higsby third and Hertogasfourth. Time, ] :16J,
Jockey Withers, who was nearly killed in

the accident Tuesday, was cheered when he
appeared on Duke of Bourbou, one on the

starters in the third race, a dash of five fur-

longs. Little Covington, who had carried

Skobeloff and Pat Daly under the wire win-
ners in the two previous races, was also

applauded. There were five starters in the
third race, Duke of Bourbon, Alleghany,
Lilith, Larado and Asfaltus. All five got off

in a bunch. Lilith darted to the front after a

short run, with Alleghany second and Asfaltus
last. At the half Laredo swept through the
bunch with Lucky Baldwin's flaming Maltese
cross flapping in the face of Asfaltus, who was
second. At the head of the stretch Duke of

Bourbon bolted under Withers' whalebone and
fell ont of the race. Laredo now had the
race well in hand, and came in under the wire
a winner by two open lengths, Alleghany sec-

ond and Asfaltus third; Duke of Bourbon was
distanced. Time, 1:02.

Men and women craned their necks and
leveled their field-glasses at Harefoot, Eloise,

Joquita, Phillips, A. Spalding, Pearl Jennings,
Lizzie Dwyer, Mamie Hunt, Garland,
Gleaner, Finality and Grey Cloud as they took
positions at the furlong post for the great Oak-
wood handicap. The chestnut nose of Eloise
was first to forge to the front, but at the wire
Finality and Harefoot overhauled her and
were rushing toward the first turn like a hur-
ricane. Gleaner was close behind, Grey Cloud
next, Joquita fifth and Spaulding sixth. The
green jackets on Corrigan'B entries were trailing

in a cloud of dust which was picked up by the
flying leaders. At thequarter Harefoot was in
the lead, with Finality clinging to his flanks like

a black porous plaster. Gleaner was third and
Joquita fourth. Down to the half the pace was
terriffic. Harefoot's black-shirted driver waB
still in front, but Finality, Gleaner, Spalding
and Joquita were coming after him like a flash.

Corrigan's pair of green shirts were still hard
behind, but creeping up. Just as the bunch
was within half a dozen yards of the three-
quarter pole Spalding increased his stride and
ran up to Harefoot's nose. As they Bwung
into the stretch these two horses were running
abreast and Gleaner and Finality neck-and-
neck half a length behind. Garland, who was
running juBt behind Finality, now rushed
through the bunch and began to make the
running with SpaldiDg. Corrigan's nags, with
their emerald-shirted riders came into sight
too, Lizzie Dwyer sweeping down close to the
fence and Pearl Jennings, with Murphy on her
back, thundering toward the front from the
outside. Just as the great quartet— Spalding,
Pearl Jennings, Lizzie Dwyer and Garland

—

dashed past the furlong post, the latter broke
down and fell out of the race. With his most
dangerous antagonist hobbling along the track,

Lizzie Dwyer second. Pearl Jennings third,

Joquita fourth, Grey Cloud fifth, Eloise sixth,

and the rest from three to fifteen lengths be-

hind. Time, 1:53}, which equals the best

record and is the best time for the distance

made this year.

The fifth race was a mile dash, and had for

starters Lolita, Biddy Bowling, Miss Goodrich,
Cuban Queen, Topsy, Warrenton, Lisland,

Taxgatherer nud Handy Andy. Cuban Queen,
a rank field horse, went to the front as soon
as the flag fell and stayed there all the way
round. Haudy Andy finished second, Tax-
gatherer third. Time, 1:43A.

The last event of the day was a clash of one
and a quarter miles, and bad for Btarters

Leman, May Lady and Pure Bye. The lead

alternated between Leman and Pure Rye to

the furlong post, when Covington sent May
Lady ahead and won by an open length,

Leman second and PureBye last. Time, 2:09}.

Royalty's Bad Luck—Counterpane
Falls Dead at Stockbridge.

A cablegram to the N. Y. Herald, which we
copy, gives information of the death of Coun-
terpane, owned by the Prince of Wales. Last
week her maiden victory was chronicled in

the Breedek. and Sportsman, and now comes
the intelligence of her death. By participat-

ing in the favorite sport of the people, the heir

apparent has added greatly to his popularity,
and in effecting this it also follows that there
will be a still greater Interest taken in racing
in all countries which has the Auglo-Saxon
and Celtic element in the population.

RACING AT STOCKBRIDGE.

MUCH INTEREST IN THE PRINCE OF WALES FILLY
—A SAD ENDING,

[By the Hackay-Bennett Commercial Cable.]

Stockbridge, June 23, 1886.—This pretty
village lies a little north of Southampton. It

was the place where Mr. Keene's horses were
trained. The Stockbridge races to-day were
notable for the second appearance of the
Prince of Wales' filly Counterpane, whose pre-
vious victory was described in the Herald.
The Prince travelled modestly from Waterloo
Station by ordinary first-class carriage. Alight-
ing at Lewes Station allhadfourmiles to drive
in open carriages, up hills and down dales
through blinding clouds of chalk dust.
The Prince passed in a shabby open carriage

hired from the station yard, and was holding
a large family umbrella to shield himself from
the dust. Americans who journeyed to Epsom,
Ascot and Doncaster were surprised to see the
old-fashioned style of lacing carried on here.
Even when the betting rings became well filled

and the excitement and speculation was at its

height the babel of voices sounded less harsh
than elsewhere. The breeze, which at the

top of the stands and other exposed places
closely approached a strong Atlantic gale,

swiftly carried stentorian offers to take or lav

the odds. I noticed a signboard on the course
erected years ago by John Day, the father of

William, who trained Mr. Keene's horses
when here, reading thus: "All dogs found on
this course will be shot."

During the afternoon in the reserved ench>
sure and paddock I noticed the Duchess of

Montrose, or Mr. Manton, wearing a cream-
colored dress, with scarlet facings, scarlet

underskirt, and a brown straw bonnet with a

scarlet bow and a scarlet parasol—scarlet being
her racing colors. Later she wore a short,

loose jacket of dark green stamped with velvet.

Lady Helmsley, in a black dress, with yellow
side panels covered with black lace and black
and yellow bows, while the panuier was com-
posed of the same colors in diamond shape
covered with black lace. By far the prettiest

of the dresses, however, was one of silver col-

ored lace tied with black bows at the side and
a black bonnet and parasol, and one of cream
color, with Eton blue epaulettes tied by cream
knots. The average bleuded colors as worn
were yellow and black, brown and red, and
cream dotted with spring flowers. Most of the
young ladies appeared in plain white, cream or
black. Of course the usual toilet effects on
"maids and dames of high degree" was injured

by the rule as to Court mourning which was
observed by many,
Among the men best known on the Ameri-

can side were the Dukes of Beaufort, Portland
and Hamilton, Lords Hastings, Hardwicke,
Portsmouth, Lascelles, Suffolk, Zetland, de
Clifford, Lurgan and Cole, General Owen Wil-

liams, Sir John Astley and Count Kinsky,
Messrs. W. G. and J. A. Craven, Ker Seymour,
H. T. Barclay, Douglass Baird and H. Owen.
The "event of the clay" was the Stockbridge

Cup, in which the Prince's filly Counterpane
was entered. In the paddock I met the Prince,
wearing a black morning coat, with loose gray
trousers and low, round hat, with a black
spotted tie, brown gloves aud an umbrella,
with a camellia in his buttonhole and a large

cigar in his mouth. He appeared highly
pleased that his horse should attract such at-

tention, little dreaming what was shortly to

follow. When the horses went to the post the
field was as follows:

Mr. Abington's Cerealis, Jockey B. Smith.
Mr. B. H. Coombe's colt, by Doncaster out

of Cauldron, Southey.
Lord Cadogan's black colt Kaurtiz, by Kis*

ber. G. Barrett.

Gay Hermit, Archer.
Campbell, T. Cannon.
The Prince's Counterpane, T. Loates.
To watch his horse win the Prince joined

Mrs. Johnstone, sister-in-law of Sir Frederick

velvet, and carried a red parasol covered with
black lace. The betting was brisk, the Prince's
filly opening at 2 to 1, then "I'll lay against
Counterpane!" was the cry, and she gradually
went back, until 7 to 2 wasoffered everywhere.
Oue loud-mouthed Hibernian book-maker
roared, "Now then, yez loyalists, come up
and show yeT loyality," and soon the Prinoe's
filly became almost friendless. The result
was a grand race between Tom Cannon, Fred
Archer and G. Barrett. They were each in

turn hailed as wiuner, but the former landed
Mr. Craven's horse Campbell comfortably home
by a length. Archer was second by half a
length in front of Barrett.
The Prince's mare in the excitement was

hardly noticed, but was laboring heavily uutil
a few yards from the post, when blood began
spurtiug from her mouth and nostrils, and
struggling gamely on she reached the paddock
gate, which was about ten yards past the post,
when she stumbled and fell down dead. Im-
mediately everybody crowded round, and a

"vet" who happened to be on the lawn pro-
nounced her already dead.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

ociation

Santa Rosa,
CAL.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

THIRD ANNUAL SALE
OF

Thoroughbred Horses.
PROPERTY OF

THEODORE WINTERS, Esq,

RANCH0 DEL RIO,

To be sold at Public Auction at 1 p. ai.

—ON—

Thursday, July 15th, 1886,
At the Stables of C. H. SHEAR, opposite Agricul-

tural Park Sacramento City, Cal.

Tlie Produce of >'orkfolb. .Hoe Hooker,
Three Cheers aud Jumbo.

BROOD-MARKS.
CheBtnut f, 3, by Hooker, flam Caura Winston.
Bay f. 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
Bay mare, 7, Farrallones by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Bay f, 4, Flora ,by Norfolk, dam Illusion.
Chestnut marc, ;iged, Big Gun by Old George.
Bay mare, aged, Ada C. bv Revenue, dam Sallie

Morgan.
TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Bay colt, Alcatraz.by Hooker, dam Farralones.
Bay colt, Oro, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Chestnut colt. Dynamite, by Hooker, dam Chestnut

Bell.
YEABXINGS.

Ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Pubb.
B c by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Br c by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan,
Che by Three Cheers, dam Atalanta.
Ch c hy Jumbo, dam Irene Harding.
B c by Hooker, dam Ada C.
Ch c by Hooker, dam CounteBS Zeaka.
B f by Norfolk, dam Sister to lottery-
Ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.
Ch f by Three Oheere, dam Alice N.
Ch £ by Hooker. dam Laura Winston.
B f by Hooker, dam Abe W.

Catalogues and further information can be obtained
from THEO. WINTERS, P.O. Box No. 43, Sacra-
mento. S. D. Bruce, auctioneer, and Bri-.fdkh a "JD
Sportsman. 2 jn.

No

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 17th
1. Running—One-half mile and repeat, free for

all, ?20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, 350 to second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Tbree-minu^e Class. Purse $500.

No. 3. Trotting—For two-year-olds, best two in
three. Purse $200.
No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse 5350.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 181b.
No. 5. Running—Three-qnarter.mil e dash, for all

ages, §20 entrance, 510 forfeit, §150 added, $50 to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.

No. 7. Trotting—For four-year-olds. Purse 3400.

Third Day. Thursday, Aug. 19th.
No. 8. Running—Selling Race.one and one-half mile

dash, $25 entrance, ?15 forfeit. $200 added. Free for all.

Fixed valuation $1,000- Two pounds off for each hun-
dred below and two pounds added for each hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug. SOtli.

No. 11. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,
$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second horse.
No. 12. Running—For two-year-olds, one mile daBh,

$20entrance,$l0 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second horse.

Filth Day, Saturday, Aug. fci.st.

No. 14. Trotting—Free for aU. Purse $500.

No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse $500.

No. 16. Trotting— District, 2-40 Class. Pnrse $300.

No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,
$25 entrance, 3200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

specified. National Association Rules to govern trot-

ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemednecessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of Baid race
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in anv district r;ice that has not
beenuwned in the district six <<>) months prior to the
day of the race, and anv entry by anv person of any
disqualified horse shall lie held liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without anv right to compete for a

purse, and Bha'l be held liable penalties prescribed by
tliH. National fretting Association.
If it is the opinion of the judges, before 3tartlng a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the

option of the judges.
In all races noted above five or more paid-up entrlOB

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start

a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse. *„.... , *,
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with

all entries and used in all heats.

Racua commence each day at 1 o'clock p. w. sharp.

Entries to purses close August 1, 1886.

Entries ciose with the Secretary.
WIXASTS

p. O. Boxlil.Saula Rosa. Cal. SjulS

i

Johnstone, whose guest he is and will be until
Spalding had little trouble in winning the the meeting is over She wore a black velvet
lace, which be did by a length and ft half,

| c08tum(!| 8
b
Wwk 9traw bonnet with stripes of

iLA-McKerron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. F, Cal,
jomytt

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURALASSOCIATIOJV.

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AMD END ON OCT. 3D.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.
First nay-Monday, Sept. 3?tb.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. -Sih.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse WOO. Three-year- old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse$5U0. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, Sept. 29th
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Purse. 5200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
$30U to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed. if three years old.
5 lbs.; if four vears or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING -«aii Jose Stake; for two-year-

olds. $2o entrance, $10 forfeit. $-00 added. $50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of any Lwo-year.old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No, 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200; of which *50

to second horse; fixed valuation $I.uoO; two pounds off
for each $103 below; 2 lbs. added for each $lo0 above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30tu.
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING— Purse $SW. 2:22 Class.
No. 8—PACING— Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day-Friday. OcCober 1st,
No. 9—RUNNING- -FTee purse, $200, $5o to second

horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winuers this year of any race at this distance of
the value of $-l"Hi to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10—RUNNING-Gilroy Stake, for two-vear-oUls.

$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jofle stake to carry 3 lbs. additional
One mile.
No. 11-RUNNING-Selling Purse, $200, of which »50

tosecond horse. Fixed valuation $1,000. 21bs.offfor
each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Day -Saturday, Oct 2d.
No. 12—TROTTING— Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
No. 13—TKOTTING-Purse $1,000—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING— Purse $300. Two-year-olds.
Mile and repeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided at

folloWB: Fit'tv per cent, to first horse, 25 percent, to
serond, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races beet 3 In 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except, as herein Btated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run boats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fie and one-half of the entrance re.

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entltliil to Brat monev only.

except when distancing the field, then to first and tbiia
moneys.

It in the opinion of tin' Judges, before starting a
race, the race can not be finished on the closing <l;tv ol
the Fair, it m «y be continue id.

in all trotting or pacing races live or more paid up
entries required to till and and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than live to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse. ....
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all on-

trie 8.

When leas than the required number of etnrtera

appear, thev may contest for the entrance i

divided hb follows; 68?u to first horse. t„

second.
In all the foregoing stakes thedeclar

unlesB accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at .'

i

Entries to cIoho August 1st, 1880.

IS. B. EDWARDS, PreNfdvni.
G. II. KK A* .

26}n B P.O.Box in,
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AORICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBEOOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And continuing Five Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEED rKOUKAItlME.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible tbat were owned in the counties of .Nevada or
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado and Amador ot the El Dorada District No,
8, prior to June 1, ltt»ti, unless otherwise specified.

Tuesday. August "*4(h.

$250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3:30 Class.
Purse §2.\>o.

StiOO. No.
Purse SliOO.

TROTTING- 3 Class—Free for all.

TROTTING—For two years old or
under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse §'J00,

Wefluesilay, August '£dtli.

$400. No. 4. RUNNING-Free for all. SoOontrance,
$26 forfeit, $400 added. Second liorse $100; third $50.
Oue mile and repeat.

$150. No 5. RTJNKING—Free'for all- For two-year-
oldB. $25 entrance, $lu forleit, $150 added. Second
horse §50. third -?-6. Dash of half a mile.
$26U. No. 0. RUNNING—For three -year-olds—Free

for all. $50 entrance, $2.i lorl'eit, $2it) added. $75 to
second horse, $50 to third. One mile.
$600. No- 7. PA.UINU—Free for all Purse $600.
$200. No. 8. TKOTTING-One-year-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Purse $2U0.

XIniiMday, August £6tli
$250. No. 9. TROTTING-2:50 Class-District. Purse

$250.
$1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 Class- Free for all

Purse $l,uu.<.

$4t)U. No. II. TROTTING—Three-vear-olds or under— For District. Mile and repeat. Purse $1U0.
$50. No. 12. RUNNINii—Baddlk HouskStake-

Diatrict horses, catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added.
Four moneys—30,25, 15 and 10 percent.

Friday. August 2? til.

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50 entrance
$25 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $15u, third $75,
Two miles and repeat.

8200. No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all. $23entrance,
$10 forfeit, $'^00 added. Second horse $75, third $50
Three quarters of a mile and'repeat.

$300. No.15. RUNNINt-—Freeforall. S25ontrance
$10 forfeit, $300 added. Second horse $75, third $50
One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. 10. TROTTlNG-iFor Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $5oO.

Saturday, August 'iHilt.

$£00. No. 17. RUNNING—Free for a; 1. $2ieutrance
SlO forfeit, 5200 added. $75 to second, $j0 to third
One half mile and repeat.

$500. No. 18. TROTTING—2:40 Class. Purse ?500.
$1,200. No. 10. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

$1,200.

CONDITIONS.
Alltrottiug and pacing races are the beBt three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start; hut the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purs<s,to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
dlyided at the rate of 50 percent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to he divided as follows: Gti% to the
first, and 33% to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there io more thau one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular hurst 1 they are to start
must be named by U p. m. of the dav preceding the race,
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the state Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be r. quired to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1. 1H8G

A. WAi.JC*lil. Ui'». li.KJiHF
2tljnl0 President. Secretary, ftraaa Valley

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 1886.

Notice lor Entries.
First Day, Saturday, August 7tb. Purse .«80u.

Special race for the following named horses: Manon,
Adair, Albert W., Antevolo, Henln, Anteeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day, Tuesday, August loth. Three-minute

Class. Purse $500.
Third Day, Wednesday, August I lth. 2:21 class.

Manon barred. Purse 9000.
Fourth Day, Thursday, August 12th. '2A0 class.

Purse S5C0.
Fifth Day, Friday, August 13th. 2:24 class. Purse

$a00.
Sixth Day, Saturday, August 14th. Free for all.

Purse $1,000.
All contests to he bests in 5 in harness. Flvo or

noreto enter, three or more to start; but the Associa-
tion reserves the right to bold a less number to fill

by deducting a proportionate amount of the purse.
Kntries close with the Secretary. 1.4SC California St.,
.Kan Francisco, on July 31 , I 88H.

W, II. HINCHMAN, Secretary.

1886. SEVENTH 1386.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTKICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY, OCTOBER fGtll. INCLUSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12£00
In Purses and Premiums.
e®="An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:
First Way -'I lies i ay, October ft 9th.

No. 1.—Running Rack. Purse 8150, dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Rack, Purse $150, dash % mile, free for

fer all, weight for age.
3.—Tkottino Rack, Purse 5500, for 2:55 Class.

Second I)iiy— Wednesday, October I3ili.
4.—Running Race, Phrse $200, for three-year-olds,

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Rack, Purse $5-0, three-minute Class.

Third l>ay—Thursday, October I-Sth.

7.—Running Race, Purse ?250, VA miles, free for
all, weight for age.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tkotting Rack, Purse 5500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for Hie Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth I>ay—Friday. October I 5th.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds.

\)i miles.
11.—Running Race, Purse SiiO, Belling race. First

valuation $7^0, two pounds added for each §10J above,
and two pounds taken nil for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Tkqttin q Race, Purse $500, for 2 :40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday, October IGtli.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, W miles, free for

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee for all and weight for age. For all horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Tkottino Rack, Purse 8500, free for all,
All races will be called at l o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATURDAY, July 3lst.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.

J.C. NEWTON. E. A. I>et IM1\
Presided Secretary.

26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEEI> l'B(»»RAMM£.

First Way—Tuesday, August 31st.
Tbotting—No. 1—Three-year-old class. Purse ,5200,

Free to all horsesiuthe Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse,

S160. Free for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—JSo. 3—Three-minute class. Purse, $200.

Free for all.

Second Oay—Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, §300. Free for
all.

Trotting— No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First horse $i(), second
S10, third $f>, fourth >5. li fthSS, sixth «5.

Running—No. 0—One mile and repeat. Purse, $300.
Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. 2d.
Tbotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse, $400. Free for

all.

Walking—No. 8—Best walking team $30, best
walking stall on $3u, second best of either $20. Oue
mile. Purse, ?lu0. For horses owned in this district.
Running—No. si—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, 3200. Free for all.

.Ladies" Riding—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, induci-
ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 3d.
Trotting—No. 10—2:50 class. Purse. $200. Free for

all.

Trotting—No. 11—Four-year-old class. Purse, $400.
Freeforall.
Pacing— No. 12—Purse, $100. Freeforall.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day—Trotting.
£°\!

-
EK,RSK ' S™-- :l5oI »« s - Four moneys.

Ho. 3-PURSE, SJSO-Four.year-oldB. Four moneys.

second Day—Running.
No. t-THE ALAMEDA STAKE-For nil .ices- S50

- -t or only fl.',. il -l.ir.-o on or be.
lth S.W adrleil: ;na, lo s ,,!
Maidens, if Uire<--vears old al-

TROTTINCi-
all.

RUNNING
Freeforall.

l-'iftli Way—Saturday, Sept. 4tli.

No 13—2:22 class. PurEe,$60O. Free for

-No. 14— Two-mile dash. Purse, §300.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jl-seys Ot both sexon for salfi. Postomco address
«aT. Kruncinco. Ottl

(-OXDITIOSS AND KKMARKS
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing rfces are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the state Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Hoard reserves the right to hold a less nuiubt-r than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen percent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, i>acing or running

races, for which entrance has heen paid, and who go
in the race designated and. fail to win any part of the
purse.will have their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries for said 1 ace, and to no
added money. A horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then to
first and fourth moneys.
Non-starters must he declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by S o'clock i\ si., or
they shall be required to start.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8, will

close with the Secretary August 10. 18fifi.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
tt^r-No season rickets will he issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50cts.; Pavilion, 25 cte.

n. E. KSIOHT, ')

19jnll President.
J. SHERWOOD,

Secretary.

PARKER GUN.

entrance; half-forfeit
fore August 20th, i

third to save stake. __
lowed five pounds, if foui years old or ~ov«rB6Venpounds. Three-quarters of a mile. '

en

No'£-T.?„E CALIFORNIA STAKE-For three-year-olds; 350 entrance; half-forfeit; 9300 added moo
to second; $M) to third. One mil,- and a miarter
No. tj-TUE JUVENILE sTAKES-For two-year-

Olds; 325 entrance; $lu forfeit; >J,ln added; 3.M, ,Vsec.
onrt; third to save stake. Winner of any two-vear-
old race after August ist to carry three pounds, of twoor more live pounils extra. Three-quarters of a mileNo. 7-FHEE HJRNE-$250. Winners of any race
after August 1st. of the value of $aoo, to carry fivepounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old five

Mile ne-its
f°" r y6aTS °r llPwar,,B

>
fifteen pounds.

Tlilrd Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. ft-PURSB. $01)0-2:35 Class. Four moneys
No.0--PUliSr ^iiKi-Three-year-ohls. Four moneysNo. 10-PUKSE, $500-Pacing— 2;23 clans Fourmoneys.

Fourth Day—Trotting.
-PURSE, $750-2:20 Class. Four moneys.•TORSE, 3750-2:21 Class. Four moneys-PURSE, 3300-Two-year-olds. Three moneys

Filth Day- Running.
No- M-=SELLING PURSE, 8250-Of which $50 tosecond. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds lor each

S10U below; two pounds added fur each $lnCi above fixed
value, one mile and an eighth.
No. 15-TH K OAKLAND STAKES-For all aces-

^0 entrance; half-forfett; $300 added; second horse
$100; third SCO. One mile aud a half.
No. 16—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For two-

. Bar-olds; $2i entrance; 310 forleit; $2.i0 added- $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds- oftwo or more, five pouuds extra. 01 Juvenilis ntakk
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penultv
Seven-eighths of a mile. *

No. 17-FREE PURSE, 3250-For all ages; SoO to
second. Horses not having won at this meetiuz
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not nm second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
LADIES" EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse

S100. For the most graceful rider 325; second SlV
third $10. For the most skillful rider 325; second*
$15; third $10.

Sixth dai-

No.ll-
No. 12-

No. 13-

PIJRSE, $750-2:27 Claas. Four moneys
PURSE, $1,000. Trotting-Free for all. Fonr

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New >:" ~ I
Orleans, La,, Fob. 11th to 16th, 1S85, the First Prize and Dinmoiid \^
lind£C in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stiihbs, Erh and others, Durlug the entire tournamont more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

6jcL-,uo PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

LICENSESDOG

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Pog Collars, Locks, Bell*, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, 0omb8, SlO., bo.

Dog Medicines, Soaps aud Washes.—Dog 1 1, It 'nit and C.iUom.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

otiln
No. IS-

No. 1U-

moneys,
No. 20—PURSE, $000. Pacing-Free for all. Four

moneys.

KEMAHKS ASD CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three tostartinall the
ahove. races. But the Board reserves the right in all
the races in the ahove programme to hold a less num-
ber I han Wve to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten perceut.
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent. to the first
horse, twenty-five percent, to second, fifteen percent,
to tnird, and ten per cent, tofourth.
National Assoc! itiou Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day's
racing, or to trot a special race hetwe-n heats. "A
horse making a walk-over shail be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number ot starters appear they may contest lor the

nco money, to be divided as follows: liti^ to the
first and 311 J-s to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if (Teemed nec-
essary, due notice heing given to the parties Interested
at any time previous to August 15th,
In all races entries not declared out by il p, m. of the

da> preceding the race shall bo requhed to start
\\ iien i lie re ly more than one cm ry by one person, or

In one interest, the particular horse thes are to Mart
must be named at 6 i-. u.oi the .lay preceding the race.
No added money pud for a walk-over.
itnies oJ the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters In running races will he held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to bo named In entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of illstluctc.olors, which miiBt ho named in their
entries.
Kntries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday* July 81, I860.

A. C DIF.TZ, r. rsi.l.ni.
I* WALKER. Secretary.

2Cjn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

Coney Island
JOCKEY CLUB.

JUNE MEETING, 1886.
COMMENCING

THURSDAY, JUNE 10,

And evory TUESDAY, THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY to JUNE HO.

Races promptly at 2:30 o'clock.

LEONARD W IIIIOIII . ,-rrs'l.

l.fi.K. LAWRENCE. SW'f, Kja
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAY—Thursday, Sept. 9tli.

TROTTING.
No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, SI,COO—2:24 Class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, $600—2:35 Class,

SECOND »AY-Frlday, Sept. 10th.
RUNNING.

No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-year-
olds; S25 entrance; S10 forfeit; §250 added; $50 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds : of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foalB of 1883; S50 entrance, p. p.; S300 added;S100 to

second; 60 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds ; S50 entrance ; h. f , or only f15 if declared on or
before September 1st. S300 added, of which S100 to

the second horse; S50 to the third. "Weights, five

pounds below the Bcale ; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to carry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, 8250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11th.
TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which S25 must accompany nomination;
g25 payable July 1st, and remaining 850 payable
August 10, 1886; S4011 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile beats, three
In five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800-3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 1 3th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. 850
entrance; h. f., or only 815, if declared on or before
September 1st, with S3U0 added; $100 to second; third
to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five ponnds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For

foals of 1884. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which S150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be
made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-
tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE. S250-Of which 550 to

Becond. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTTNG STAKE—
(Conditions Bame as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.

No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, SI ,0(10—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE. 31,200—Free forall.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 15th.
RUNNING.

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $I5U added;
$25 to second. Those not having rnn first or second,
in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

S5U entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third
saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20-THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. ?60
entrance; 825 forfeit, or only $15 If declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 added; SI 00 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year.old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; Qve-year-
olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that have vol won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners thiB year of any race of the value of $100 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, 81,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
beats. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25
payable August 10th; 8300 added by the Society.
Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 21—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 19th.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. 850 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
horse, S1C0; third, 850. Closed In 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKR-For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; or only sis if declared
on or before September 1st, with $250 added. e?5 to

second ; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27-THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE— For tbree-

year-olds. 350 entrance; 825 forfeit; or only $15 If

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added.

Second horse, 8100; third to save stake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at tbfs meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages.

?50 entrance ; ?J5 forfeit; 8300 added, SIQO to second

;

$50 to third; S200 additional to the winner if 1:42J is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1 :42-J) is beaten. One mile.
No. 20—FREE PURSE, S250—For all ages. $50

to second. Horse not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-
ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

XIKTH DAY—Saturday. Sept. I8th.
No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1,500—Free

for all trotting stallionB

.

No. 31 --TROTTING PURSE, 81,000—2:22 Class.
No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, 81.100-2:30 Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time aB the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foalB
of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or only 810 if declared January 1,

1887; S300 added, of which $100 to second, and $50 to
third horse. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2-CALIFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or onlv $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1895, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. 8100 en^
trance; 850 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; 815 if declared January 1,1888; or $25 if de
clared May 1, 1888; $300 added?; second horse, 8100
third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

Cocker Spaniels.
Having removed to Southern California for my

health, and having brought a few of my best and
noted Cockers, brother sportsmen can secure the val-
uable stud service of my noted liver and white 3tud
dog, COL. STUBBS, at the nominal fee of $15. Send
for circular of instructions ir soon to desire bis ser-
vice. I shall have some beautiful puppies for sale
after June 1st next. Address

M. P. NcKOHM,
EI < ajon. San IHego to., Cal,

(Former Proprietor of THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,
Frmklin.N. Y.) ISniytf

Notice.

REMARKS AND CONDITION'S.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid In. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66f
to the first, and 33$ to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horae they are to
start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money pain for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

runn : ng races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Non-starters in running races will be held for
entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary!
Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSIE D. < ARK, EDW IN F, SMITH,
12jn8 President. Secretary.

HOLSTEINS
IFOR SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all ages, from
the most celebrated eastern families and select
imported strains. I offer any of my herd for sale.

All first-class animals and registered.
FRANK II. Bl'RKE,

401 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,

HEnuEBT H, Brows, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugent W. Brown,

| C. Bbuce Lowe,
TRADLVO AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen,

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders Id
Imerica to select and forward Btock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, E*q,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
i:ro\vn isros. a co.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery street. San Franrisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL LATHROP,Room 69. C P.R. R.
Building:, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

DON
(Vandevort's)

I
Peg..

fCoham's Bang.

i Price's Vesta.

( Garth's Drake.

(.Sall,12S6E. E.C. S. B.

IN THE STUD. FEB $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

R- T. Vandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co. , Cal.

ST. BERNARDS.
Pnre. rough-coated St. Bernards, bred

and for sate br
T. N. ANDREWS.

Corner Railroad and Fourth Avenue,
m27.?mp South San Fraic'wn.

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE WWNEKS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid l>y

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Sell In All titles and
the State,

to tin ties of

REFERENCES,
Hok. C. Geeen,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sabgent.Esq.,
Kargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Carr,
SalinaB.

Hon. John Bogob
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walbath,
Nevada.

J. B. Hagqin. Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million «f
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of every description

,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom -

nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with QsiToI Bale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We ar*? author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO , 116 Montgomery Street.

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Koyal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons. London. England.

(Diploma dates April, 22.1870).

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs,
etc.. can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and 01.

Send for Blizard's Worm Powders for
horses, and liis Worm Mixture for dogs.
Thev never fail iu their action. Will send a package

by mail for 91.

Special attention given to the diseases of doge.

Secured by letters Patent, Jnly 3/J, 188B.
Having thuB described n.y invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is-

1. The part D.supported by tlie side straps of the bri-

extending back as shown, the fronthavingan-He
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shapf-d, to give full freedom and vemilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
'£. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to bo
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

Sieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bauds
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. Inabridlr.andin com' lnatlon with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the rear band I and the
throat-hitch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood. . . ,

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
Bame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as
is Induced bv toe-weights. This is* especially the case
wheuvoung colts are the pupil*, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKDRRON.
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 3 71 Xatomn Ht
Roeidonro ftfifi Howard St., Run Ftaticiboo.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Koaii horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third si.. San Franefaeo,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.-

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Sec'y.

ISTRcnd for circular.TR*

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroo

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

padress JOIIHJ A. GOKDSHITH.
Box 242. Oakland. CM.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Qi

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs fmn
months old, bred from tlic l>ci I

Ptock, which I Import yearly froi

Apply 10 Win. '

31-
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, ami are due to arrive al
Shu FruBicweo.

SAUSALITO KENNELS

From June 10. 18NU. [
( K)'.i>

18:00 a m
8:00 a -

4:00 P
7:30 A M

•3 30 p M
3:30 a m
4:00 p M
•5:00 P M
8rf>0

•8:1 . M
) P M
) P M

10 KW A M
8:00 P M
3;00 P M
7:30 a m
7:30 a M
7 :30 A M
8:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 p m

•4:00 P m
8:30 a *i

110 :00 am
B:00 f M
8:30 A M
•9:30 a m
•3:30 P m
•9 ;30 a M

..Bvrou

..CaUstoga aud Napa.

..GibRon.Rediling and Portland

..Gait via Martinez
.lone via Livcrmore
..Knight's Landing.
.. Livermore and lleasanton,
..Martinez
..Milton.

t(i:lU

10:10
0:in

6:1D
10:40
5:40
10:10
*.i:40

1:10

i Moiave, Deuiiinr, i Express.
. f El Paso i

"_ _Diuid FJast.1 EniiRjaut
. Nilcsand Haywards
. Hlgricn audi Express
. i East 1 Emigrant
Red Bluff via Marysville...

....Reno.Truckeo and Colfax

....Sacramento, via Benicia...
" via Livennoi
" via Benicia..,
" via Benicia...

...Sacramento River Steamers,.

...San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore.. .

" via Martinez
" via Martinez

,

..Tulare and Fresno

•7:40
\U-A0

10:40
i-A0

ll:l<i

11:10
o:40
6:40
6:40
5 MO
11:10
10:10
•6:00
•3:40
13:4[|

(1:40

G:40
•7:40

•10:4'i

Froui San Francisco i)ally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:W—*6:3U—7:00—7:;i'.>—o:«i-
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00-10:3l)~ll:00—11:30— L*:00-l<!:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30-3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:311 — 5:00
— 5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—3:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

12:00.
TO FRUIT VALE-*G:00-'6:30— *7:00— *7:30— +8:00—

•8:30—*3:30—*4 :00—*4:30- -•5:00—*5:30— *6:G0— "6:30-
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (vie. Alamoda>—»9;30—6:30—1J1:0Q
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6 :00—*C:30-7 :00—*7 :30—S :00— *8 :30—
9:00—9:30—10:00-tl0 :30-ll:00-tH :30-12:00-tl2:30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— .v.00— 5 :30 —
6:00— fi:30—7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30— a:00—•8:30
—9:00—19:30—10 :00-J10:30—11 :00-lll :30 - 12:00 -1 :00

—2:00—3:00— 4:00 — 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-7:00-
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— -6:00 — *6:30— 7:00-*7:30-
18 :00—*8 :30-9 :00—10 :00 —11 :0U—11 :00—2:00 - b ••JO 4 :IW

_«4;30-5:00—-5:30-6:00 -*6:39—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

TROM FRUIT VALE—*(S:23—*6:53—•7:23—*,;h&-*' :2

•8:53—•9:23—n0:21—"4:23—•4: ci3~*5:23-*5:53-*6;23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15 - *? : In —
16:45—19:15—*3:15.

FROM EASTOAKLAND-*o:30- *fi;00- 6:30- <;10

7 ;
3ii_g :,iO—8:30—9:00-9:30-10:00—10:30—11:00 • 11 vlJ

12:00— 12:30—1:00—l:i«—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30- '01. •

4:30—5:00 -5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-H & ~
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minuted later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—•5:52— *6:22— 6:52- *7:il ~

7:52—*H:22—3:62—9:22- 9:52- tl0:23— 10:52- {11:22-
11:52—112:22—12:52—J1:22— 1:52—2 :r>2-3:22-3:52—4:22
—4:52—5:22—5:^2—«:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5;15—*5:45—*6:15—6:45-*7 :15—
7:45—•8:15-8:45-19:15-9:15—110:15— 10:45 -111:15—
11:45-12:45—1:45— 2:45-3:15—4:15—4:45—5:15—5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9:15—10:15.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—«7:]5
_7:4g_8 :45-t9:15—9:45—10:15— 112:45—1:45— 2:45

—

3 ;45_4:45_*5; 15-5:45—•0:15-6:45—*7:15.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

Commencing Way 2, 1888.

17:50 P
T*:I5P

8:30 a
10:40 a
•8:301?

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and,...

,

.... Principal Way Stations

The erection of now kennels and yards, with my facilities for securing fresh and proper food, enable
me to invite dog owners to place their animals in ;uy care for boird and breaking, with assurance that they
will be properly cartd for.

The kennels
t
are in the heart of good quail ground, and are easy of access from Saa Francisco.

Terms are. as* low as is consistent with lirsl-rate service. Correspondeuce invited.

GEO. T. ALLENDER.
Sausalito, Marin Co., Cal.

10:40 a l Oilrov, Hajaro, Uastroville ( *IU;U2a
*3;30 p'j ..Salinas and Monterey. I I 6J0.-

m.jn « I t
Watsonville, Camp Goodall l UiniM .

iS'wtl- iptos. New Bright..,!. Su.Miel.... ft 'J^J*•' •" J e
I f;L[.it.d:,'..n:d ^u.UCru r \

.

'"'" '

+ -.-,, , \ M n.-y and Santa Cruz , .. „
T ' ,aUA|

j (Sunday Excursion) <l T».55p

LOOK AT THIS!

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.

i—W. d(', Scoit ASon HammerlessIM.Gun, "Premier Quality," 10-gange, 30 in..

8J lbs., with SOLE LE\THEP CASE, nearly new, cost S300 price $300
3—W.AC. Scott A Sou Hnmiuerless B.LGun "Premier Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.

H lbs., cost S300, willsellfor $160
3-W. K.PapeHammer B. Ii. Gun,12-gange, 30 in., 7 lbs, cylinder bore, costS200, will sell

for $65
4—w. W, Greener Treble Wedge-last, Hammer JB. L. Uuu, 10-gauge, 30 in., X[ lbs , as

good as new, cost $150, will sell for $85

OLABROUGH & GOLCHER
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

10 :40 a' Sulsdad and Way Stations
i B :(.0 P

a—Moraine, p — \ft* moon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundayaonlv. {Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Tiiin:- furnished M Kandolph A Co.. S. F.

Stage connections are made with the lUrfOA.M
Train, except Pkscadeho -Stap;ee vis> San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with «:30 a, m. Train.

Special RorNi.-TRipTicKKTs.at reduceri rateB— to
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel Santa Cruz and Pcscadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Roblea Sprinfia.

EXCURSION TICKETS.

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuNDAronly;
Sunday and-, good for return until following M-ai.
Monday, < nav.inclusivH, at the following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Eranc'sco to

San Bruno ...

.

Millbrae.
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park...
MayfieM

S:itit>

Mou.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Monnt'n View
Lawrences.,
Santa Clara.
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz..
Monterey ...

Sun. ®?tto

Tkt. »»
jl 50 $1 00

1 50 2 25
1 75 2 50

too

5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00*

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

t'KEKK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15-9:15—11 ;15-1 :1 >-

;i;15—5:15.
FROM OAKXAND-*6:15-8:15-I0:15 -12:15—2:15-

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSondays only

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co. S. F.

4. 38. TOWHK,
Gen. M»naepr.

T. II. UOODHAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Ag*.

ESTABLISHED 1SR5.

Race Goods.
Largest and Rest Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
ennell's Cynthiana Uorse Boors.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties
Dr. Dixon'k Condition PowDEns.

Gosibault's Oadstio Balsam.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

. >UIRE OF
IW.NKY WAI.SH,

gnp't Running Hoibo Tep't,

FslO AHo^tock i"arm.

OFFERED AT. PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sole at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and up to the last of January,
1S86. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of servioe, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such au
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in fual to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions asd Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SAT>E AT FAIRtAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more hig:ily-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

Y'OUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

VIRSr-tl ASS. STA3SDARD-15RED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTr? 0"NTfil PTJTflTi
1
. PLAM Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

J. U.1J UXNJ-J 1 1UUJJ i. JJXX.L? priceof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if t-ney do not come fully up to

uSe descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, hearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

rock Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of bold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they eannnt be surpassed for
,

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. H FIEST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S.SKIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WQR&S, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its Hoe for leaching with speed and comfort the
beBt Maces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting ami Fishing.
TBAIHB LEAVE SAN FBANCI8C0 PAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
TilE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its heautlfnl GroveB and delightfol Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the several Btreams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootinp
mav i-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flBh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder,
The above-mentioned attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, ami the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathinR. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet! for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming batlis, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual batlis, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCE1. AND SANTA (UI'Z

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
! of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
1 and Monterey.each of which abounds in game in great
: variety Notably

j

4|uaU, Pigeon, Snipe, Huck, tieese. Deer
a ml Renr.

! Lakes PILARC1TOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by tins lino. Stages connect with traitiB dally
lit San Mateo iuT those well-known lletreata, PUBIS-
SIM A, SAN URKGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of /ange ai mid about SAX BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special indncemento to tie lovers

of this ui.lhI v sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
SportBinen and otnurs presenting Passage TIck<ts

will be entitled to
VhKK TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DO I

-

tnen carried in Haggnge Cars and put in charge
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instrnc
tolBBue CHKCKS for all dogs received in Baggi
Cars.
flSjrln order to guard against accidents to D b

while in transit, It is necessary that they l>e provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Cons and Fishing
Tackle will be carried freo of charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather casofl may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street. Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grar
Hotel.
A, O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

HnperUitendent. Awt. Paw. »nd Tkt, Art,
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble noticeB of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In tbeir kennels, in all instances wri ting plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr. Chas. Kaediug's English setter Fannie by Fred II

—

Gypsey,whelped, May 25, 1S86, seven—five bitches— to Regent

by Royal Duke— Gift. All black, white and tan.

A kennel writer, whose fox-hound pnppieB had manifested

a fondness for robbing hens' nests of eggs, cared them in the

following manner. He says that the couple of youngsters

now nnder his charge (very good-looking ones, by the by)

have recently developed an insatiable appetite for hens' eggs,

which they purloin from the nests and proceed to devour

with considerable satisfaction. Hoping to put a stop to their

thieving proDensities, he administered one or two good

thrashings, the only apparent effect being to render them shy

and cowed, the egg stealing going on as before. He therefore

determined to resort to strategy in place of coercion, and

with this object in view the depredations were for a day or

two allowed to pass unnoticed. Having abstracted two or

three eggs he then proceeded to remove a portion of the con-

tents of each by the method known to schoolboys as blowing,

the vacnnm thus caused being filled up with cayenne pepper

and the small holes carefully covered with a bit of tissue

paper. The eggs having been dnly replaced, the two marau-

ders were presently seen to make their way in the direction

of the hen house, bat they soon bolted from the place very

much quicker tban they went in, and evidently much discon-

certed at the unusual flavor of their accustomed delicacies.

One of the pnps appeared for a time to be almost mad, and it

was feared that what was only intended as a deterrent might

prove an effectual stopper to his career. By degress, how-

ever, he got all right, and my friend asserts that both of

them are now careful to give the hen house a wide berth.

He does not think that either could tinder any circumstances

be induced to touch an egg again. The dodge may be of use

to some of my readers. By the way, how would it affect rats

and such like vermin? •

In passing through Sacramento, a few days ago, we felt

bound to stop and look at the various young dogs of super-

fine breeding with which that pleasant city abounds. Of

course the first call was upon Judge C.N. Post who, together,

with Mr. G. W. Watson owns the California Kennels. The
beautiful home of the Judge and its charming occupants

attract all who are fortunate enough to know them, and when
delightful intercourse is added to the possibility of seeing

more English Betters of what field-trial men consider the best

possible breeding than can be seen in any other kennel in

America, who can wonder that Judge Post is really compelled

to give a good deal of time to visitors. The kennels and

yards are well arranged and cared for. The puppies have

clean, dry, sweet earth to romp over and sleep upon, and the

boxes of the older dogs are roomy and good. Harold, the

Gath—Gem dog is at the head of the establishment. He has

developed into a first-rate looking setter. In head he is

hard to beat and his form, while not quite of ideal fineness or

raciness, is yet excellent. At the head of the brood-bitches

is the noted Sweetheart by Count Noble—Dashing Novice.

Heart was sent east a year or more ago to be bred to Mayor

Murnan's Sportsman, son of Gladstone, and whelped a few

weeks since as even and handsome a litter of setters as could

be imagined. The puppies are of good size, apparently

sound and hearty, and of high spirit. Beauties all of

them. Next in the kennel comes Janet, litter sister of

Sweetheart, also with a litter of fine youngsters by Ha-

rold. Janet has never rilled our eye as her sister does,

but Judge Post sees very moch in her to admire, and his

judgment on form is undoubtedly better than that of any

other in California. After Janet comes Marion or Fleck, as

her owner calls her, a very handsome daughter of Bergund-

thal's Rake, aud since the death of that dog, Fleck stands

almost pre-eminent in the proportion of Duke—Rhoebe blood

to Laveraok which runs in her veins. Judge Post has made
an unsuccessful attempt to breed her, and intends repeating

the experiment. If she proves fertile, her value will be very

great. The Judge still keeps bis dove-eyed, old Dido by Ben
—Jessie. Although out of the Irish setter fancy, her owner
finds so many loveable traits in Dido, and the bitch is withal

bo beautiful, that comfort is assured her to her last day. As

an experiment, Harold has been crossed upon Juno and the

English—Irish puppies are very keen, hardy dogs.

Of course a visit to Sacramento willnotbe adequately filled

unless some time is spent with that rare sportsman Mr. Nick
E. White. We found Mr. White in undisputed possession of

a choice young pointer—a Bow, Jr.—Jessie Belle—of as clear

a cut and as good looking as any of the far-fetched dogB of

which so many have recently been importeed.

From Mr. White to the home of Mr. H. C. Brown, Secre-
tary of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, is but a few steps,

and there, too, we found a choice lot of young dogs, pointers, all

sired by Bow, Jr., and out of Mollie Ashe and Jessie Belle.

Mr. Brown is sanguine about trial prospects, and anticipates a
first-rate time, good ground and plenty of birds.

Type and Color.

Mr. W. W. Aspinall, the secretary of the English Kennel
Club and editor of the offioial organ of that institution, in its

last issue discusses type and color, as related to dog breeding,
in a very interesting manner. His opportunities for studying
breeding science are, perhaps, unequalled, and his opinions
are entitled to great respect. In substance he says:
The object of a breeder must be to build up to a certain

standard of excellence that he has fixed in his own imagina-
tion. If asked to express it he would probably fail to do so,

as no one has ever seen the sort of perfection that an owner
or breeder strictly believes in. It is a sort of an unknown
quality. Something like the eye can wander back to, but not
exactly, as it is perhaps a truism that no animal was ever
faultless. The shows have assisted a great deal towards im-
proving standards and reducing faults, but still breeders are

a long way off the happy condition of being able to breed up
to an ideal perfection.

An experimental sort of breeding can never do it, as cross-

ing breeds, or bringing together strains that are very far apart,

is the beginning of the system that must have been the cause
originally of bringing confusion, as it were, amongst our
various canine families. In their wild state the wolf, dog,

and fox tribes are all alike, but after the intervention of man
it might have been difficult in some cases to find two in a
litter bearing any great similarity to each other. This has
been really the state of some breeds within modern timeB, and
those who have been accustomed to breed setters and span-
iels in particular may have experienced disappointments of

this kind, though to make np for it, perhaps, they have con-
fused the classes at shows, as rumors, at any rate, have cred-
ited that two brothers have been shown respectively in a

Gordon setter and an Irish setter class; and at a Birmingham
show, no later than three years ago, a black spaniel, a liver-

colored one, and a liver and white one, were doing service for

the Black Class, the Sussex, and the Cocker, and they were
all bred in the same litter. There have been somewhat simi-

lar features also with respect to St. Bernards, as a rough and
a smooth one from the same litter have been seen in different

classes at the same show. This sort of thing should be
strictly guarded against, we think, by the ruling authorities,

and breeders themselves should have too much pride to

exhibit their own disappointments.
We are quite of the opinion that most of the best known

breeds have become much more level within the last ten
years than they had been during any previous ten yearB.

Breeders of flat-coated retrievers can now breed to a certainty

so as to get no other color than black, with scarcely a white
hair in a litter, and with a regularity of flat coats. The same
sort of equality is assured to the breeders of curly-coated

retrievers; and the disappointments will not rest in these

particulars, but in more general type, such as shape of skull,

expression, and formation of limb. The color and principal

characteristic of the breed (which is coat) is perfectly com-
manded, or at least in color and in coat nearly so; and the

colors have become so nearly matured towards equality that

to a casual observer a class of twenty retrievers will be so

very nearly alike as to present no difference, though the

critic who has studied the breed tfill find different merits and
faults. It would be interesting if the different breeds were
now divided so as to show the ones that are so nearly equal
in type and color as to present an ordinary level appearance;
and these, again, that are so mixed as to present the very
reverse. But cannot every breed be reduced to a particular

type—and will it ever be possible to command color? The
regulation of type will, according to our ideas, bring about a

fixity of color, as in some breeds it has been clearly illus-

trated that as soon as a desired amount of merit has
been attained the color will be almost absolute. Grey-
hounds differ in color, perhaps, more than any breed, as in

most litters of the present day there will be black whelps,
red ones, fawns, and sometimes black and whites, and blueR,

but at the same time it has not been impossible to keep to

one color, and some of the sires have been so consistent in

getting their own colors as to make it appear impossible that

they could get anything else. Bedlamite was a black dog
ticked with grey hairs, and although as the most fashionable

dog of his day he had more bitches than any other dog in

the country, he never got a single puppy out of his own color.

Such a certainty did this amount to that when his owner,

Mr. Brown, of Nottingham, was shown a fawn-colored sap-

ling and was told that it was a Bedlamite, he offered to lay

*he informant a thousand to ten that he was wrong, and
when proofs were looked into it was found that it was so.

Now Bedlamite was an immense success as a sire of winners,

and his strain has lasted through a great number of years.

It may at any rate be taken as a favorable sign that in th«

caBe of a breed by no means remarkable for a fixity of color,

success of no ordinary character followed when it did exist.

Breeders, we think, might learn something when consider-

ing this subject, and instead of looking out for fresh crosses

from prize winners they might often with more success look

to the stock that has produced such winners, and they should
not be led away by a chance winner, but wait to Bee the gen-

eral stock of a dog. If a dog or bitch of any breed produces
a regularity of color, it muBt be accounted as one good sign

toward the chances of getting a regularity of merit and type,

and in the purchase of bTaeding stock this should be very
much thought of. With the breeds now at fault in the color,

paritcularly notable being blood-hounds, setters, collies, span-

iels, bull-dogs, and perhaps Great Danes, we think: there

might be considerable improvement by the use of th« sort of

judgment we have suggested; and although we should not
like to see type thrown over for color, we have a sort of feel-

ing that if breeders set to work to make color more uniform,

enormous changes would be effected towards the improve-
ment of type within the next ten years.

Breaking Dors* Backs.

The true inwardness of Dr. Watson's peculiar method of

scientificresearchhas been unmasked by the law. It was not

that rabies might be the better studied which caused the

doctor to break the backs of unclaimed dogs, but that a great

corporation might be the better able to defend suits for dam-
ages brought against it. This came to light in a Jersey City

court yesterday afternoon. Dr. Watson was arraigned on a

charge of cruelty to animals. President McAnnerny, of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, was the com-
plainant. Early in the afternoon Mr. McAnnerny and C. J.

Peshall, President of the New Jersey Kennel Club, obtained a
warrant for Dr. Watson's arrest, and, accompanied by Con-
stable Dillaway, paid a visit to No. 22 Fairview avenue,

Jersey City. There the officers ran the opposing gauntlet of

Mrs. Watson and a colored boy, but finally succeeded in

reaching the operating-room. It was in the coach house in

the rear of the dwelling. The building has two stories.

Through both floors trap-doors have been cut. In the cellar

was a pit eight feet deep. In the bottom of this pit stretched

an iron frame two feet across. Suspended from the beams of

the roof was an iron contrivance bearing a close resemblance

to the walking-beam of a ferryboat. Two wires led from the

ends of this beam to the ground floor and worked it. A set

of leather harness pinioned the canine victim's legs and held

him in such a position that when he waB released from the

end of the beam he fell straight through the open traps,

twenty-five feet, to the iron ^rating in the cellar pit. Th«
object was to break the dog'B back or materially injure the

Bpiue by shock. It generally succeeded. Then the dog

was scientifically experimented upon during the week or ten

days necessary to end his sufferings in death. In one corner

of the place was an oblong pen 12 by 6 feet. Here were con-

fined five dogs of the mongrel variety, and one Scotch terrier.

Two of them had been operated upon aud lay moaning in &

corner of the pen. The other four were all right; their turn

at the drop had not come. Prior to beiDg subjected to the

test the dogs were fed with fresh meat. After the operation

no food was given them.
Dr. Watson smiled pleasantly when the officers made known

the nature of their visit, and readily accompanied them to Jus-

tice Lane's court-room. He admitted that the experiments

were made in the interest of the Pennsylvania railroad. The
doctor is an expert employed by the railroad company to give

testimony in suits against it. The company found that

people who were injured on the road frequently claimed tb°t

after some time had elapsed succeeding an accident

fered from spinal diseases. In order to controver

Watson began his experiments on the dogs. Boys s

the animals for $2 each. A bootblack, whose piao

ness was in the vicinity of Phillips' drug store on tl.

of Newark avenue and Grove street. Jersey City

the market and furnished the doctor with most oi tL

jectb.—N. Y. World.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

Bau FranciJCO, Cal Aug. 7 to 14 Marysville, Gal...Aug. 31 to Sept. 4

Santa Cniz.Cal Aug. 10 to 14 Sacramento, Oal Sept. 9 to 18

Santa Rosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21 Stockton. Cal Sept. 21 to 25

Cbico.Cal Aug. 17 to 21 San Jose. Cal .Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28 Salinas, Cal Sept. 2S to Oct. -i

Glenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28 Reno. Nev Oct. 4 to

9

Oakland, Cal Aug. 30 to Sept. 4

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

|Rockaway Sept. 22 to 24Washington Park
Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Latonia Oct. 1 to 16

Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Washington Oct, 26 to 29

Club, Chicago. .Juue 26 to Aug. 14

Monmouth Park. .July 3 to Aug. 24

Saratoga July 24 to Aug. 28

Coney Island Aug. 28 to Sept. 21

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Detroit Mich July 20 to 23| Monmouth. Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Cleveland. O Julv 27 to 30'Belvidere. Ill Sept. 7 to 10

La Salle 111 July 27 to 30, Wilmington, Sept. 7 to 10

Carthage, O Aug. 3 to 5! Toledo, O s Sept. 7 to 11

Jamestown, O Aug. 3 to 5lLincolu, Neb Sept. 10 to 17

Hlllsboro. O Aug. 3 to 5,Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 1

.

Ottawa, 111 Aug- 3 to 9; Detroit, Mich Sept. Id to 18

JolUet.IU Aug 10 to 13 Burlington, la.. Sept. 13 to 18

Chillicothe, Aug. 11 to 13

Rochester, N. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Aug, 17 to 20

Utica, N. Y Aug. 17 to 20

Ottumwa, la Aug. 17 to 21

Sibino, O Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. Y,

{C.W.N. Y. B. A.)... Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala, Aug. 24 to 27

Albany. N. Y Aug. 24 to 2"

Clarb Connty Fair.

Springfield, Aug. 24 to 28

Latonia, Ky Aug. 24 to 2S

Columbus, O Aug. 36 to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rocbville, 111 ....Aug 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence. Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago. Ill Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling. W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich,.
(M. T. H.B. A) Sept. 7 to P

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Poughkeepsie.N. Y.. .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Beading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkborn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton, Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly.N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to lfi

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

General Topics.

Some time ago we wrote crotchety, which the proof-reader

cbaDged into critical. It destroyed the intended meaning, as

in the connection it was nsed there was nothing iu the way of

criticism. Crotchets, fancies, favoritisms, notions, and queer

ones at that, are part and parcel of a great majority of those

who have a leaning in the direction of horses. Favorite

families are the bane of some, the making of others. Col.

McDauiels gave a comuiissiou to Colonel Brnce to buy the

colt afterwards Harry Bassett on account of his dam being

a sister to his horse Blackbird, and though thatproved a grand

purchase, the other members of the family were nothing

extra. Tom Saunders at one time owned Magenta, and he was

continually looking after the offspring of Miriam. They

appeared to run in and out, a good one and the nest no

account. It was Saunders' luck to get the poor ones, bot as

he had the best in Magenta he could afford to be disappointed.

She was a great mare, this daughter of Yorkshire and

Miriam. Her first colt was Larkin, and he was foaled not far

from where the Washington Park course is located, aud during

the days of his colthood he ran in a paddock that was fetlock

deep in sand, and he could hardly be called a public bene-

factor who made two blades of grass grow where there was

one in that lot, as a hundred lor one wonl 1 not have made a

green patch in any portion of the field. All that Larkin

needed was a little more size to have made him a first-class

race-horse, and he was so close to that mark that it took one

of that sort to beat him wheu all right. He proved quite a

jumper, too, although he was defeated over the sticks by a

buggy horse iu Chicago when the odds on Larkin were a

hundred dollars to anything offered.

Tbe bngsy horse was au oM brown gel-ling culled Peter

Simple, aud a better jumper was never saddled. He would

take a four-feet hurdle without breaking his stride, and we
have seen his owner ride him over a gute that was nearly, if

not quite, sis feet high. Larkin was running away from him
with only two more hurdles to overcome. As he had mas-

tered the others easily it appeared as though the race was all

over but the shouting. There was a blunder, his feet stiuck

the timber, down he went, rolling over on his rider who was

stunned by the fall. On weut old Peter, jumping, at least, a

foot higher than was necessary, aud galloped iD the wiuuer
of a race which only a few of the ultra-sanguine of his sup-

porters thought he hud tiny chauce to win.

His owner kept a saloou on Dearborn street, and one night

it was crowded with old acquaintances from Toronto, Can-
ada. The talk was of hunting, as many of the visitors belonged

to the hunt club of that sporting town. Stories were told of

great feats, with jumps over water and high leaps over
"staked aud ridered feuces." An enthusiastic u luirer of old

Peter listened patiently for u time, wheu he put iu his oar by
stating that there never was a horse iu nil Canada that could
equal him in his specialty. There were hot arguments, of

course culminating in au ofler to wager $500, by the backer
nf Peter, that he could jump over a billiard table lengthwise

that night. It was nearly midnight, the rain was pouring
down aud the jump was to be made on the street iu front of

the saloon. It was paved with cobble stones, and, slippery as

it was, it seemed the height of temerity to attempt it. A lad

was sent after the horse, a billiard table got ready to be cur-

ried out, wheu some of the party—perhaps a trine more sober
;mn the others—became aware that the upshot would likely

a job for the coroner. It was difficult, however, to per-

tade the man who was determined to Bhow what Peter
iould do, until his opponent begged as a favor to let him off

i he wager, and he would pay for a basket of wine. The
owner of horse and billiard table also entered a demurrer, not
on account of the horse as he knew that he could make the leap

with safety to himself and rider, but he did not want the

billiard soaked.

The following account, from the Sporting World, of an

American trotter turning out the victor of a hurdle race, is not

a patch to a fast trotter that Mr. Van Etta of Chicago owned.

He was in deadly terror of a robe of any kind, and as Mr. V.

was driving him up Michigan Avenue, where only one side

of it was built upon, the other towards the lake being a kind

of park with a railing about three feet high between the

street and the grass, a carriage was met with several robes

on the seats, and Rainbow, thoroughly scared, broke into a

wild run. Another vehicle caparisoned with the fearful bug-

a-boo was too much for his nerves, and turning half-way

around he dashed over the rail, taking the wagon clear also,

the most remarkable feature being that no injury was done.

Having read in The Field of May 29th a very pleasing arti-

cle on Arabs as hunters, says a writer in the London Times,

I have thought you might like to hear something anent the

jumping Dowers of English and American-bred horses. I

bought a gray horse when on a visit to the United States. He
was very much knocked about, having run away with a buggy

and kicked it to pieces. He looked all over a highly-bred

horse. He was four years old, and had been trained for trot-

ting matches; but I did not give much money for him. I took

him to ouo of the provinces, and turned him out in a good

grass field. I was away on a salmon fishing tour some weeks,

and when I returned I hardly knew my gray. He was one of

the handsomest horses I ever saw—fifteen hands and three

inches, a game head and neck, splendid shoulders, and strong,

clean legs, with great power behind. I took the horse up and

put him in condition.

I found the horse could gallop, and soon after we got up a

hurdle race. I had never ridden the horse at any jump, as

there was not any hunting in the province, but my groom
told me he had seen Prince Charlie jump the post and rail

with which the pasture he was in was inclosed. I therefore

tried him at the post and rail, and though he did not seem to

like the business, he got over without a fall. We could not

find any land suitable for a mile gallop with hurdles, but we
found a sand fiat of a mile—capital hard sand. We could not

find any one who could make a hurdle; we therefore made
our fences of post and rail and brushed it with green boughs,

making a jump. The race was to be run in heats. Sis

started for the race. There was not a horse in the race who
had ever run in a hurdle race, nor, I may say, ever seen such
a fence as he was called on to jump. Charlie was a snaffle

bridle horse, and would not face a curb; in fact, having been

broken to a single trotting snaffle he knew no other. I there-

fore rode him in a plain snaffle. Charlie cleared the bushed
rails flying. The nest he went at it as though he liked the

fun, and so on to the last jump. There was nobody in the

race save D. O., aud we both rode at the fence best pace.

Charlie cleared it and D. O. went down, but it was the only

fall in the heat. Nest heat Charlie took all his fences flying,

and ran hard for the last as before. D. L. was neck and neck
with me. His horse fell, and I eased Charlie, as I had only a

few yards to the winning post and there was no horse near.

Much to my surprise the first thing I knew was R.L. com-
ing at me under the whip. He ran in a winner, as I could

not get Charlie in time under way. However, the nest heat

I let Charlie go, as I found he had the heels of all, and ran

iu, winning easy. Here were sis horses; not one of them had
ever seen a hurdle, and I don't believe any of the riders had
ever ridden a hurdle race, and y6t there was no accident. My
idea is that there are very few horses that cannot be made to

jump.

—

Sporting World.

Writing of fancies, and by them likely to be led into giving

an undue preference to favorite horses, we never see any-

thing in relation to Bonnie Scotland without reading it with

a good deal of eagerness. The following is from the N. Y.

Sportsman:

Bonnie Scotland's sons have made his name so prominent
the past week that his death is more than ever to be regretted,

especially in view of the number of years he spent in com-
parative obscurity before he was given the chance to show his

prepotency when crossed with good mares. Very few of the
old horse's get remained on the turf ar, the close of last year,

and with George Kinney's retirement the star of the Bonnie
Scotlauds was thought to have set for good, when outcome
four old veterans thisspring, three of whom—Barnura, Spring-
field aud Hilarity—have apparently imbibed from Ponce De
Leon's mythical "fountain of youth," so lively have they
made it for their competitors of late. Joe Howell, the other
old stager, has thus far, this year, failed to keep up with his

fellow old-timers, but as he showed signs of freshening up at
Brighton Beach on Monday last, he may be looked for to

also lead the van iu the near future, perhaps the same as his
famous brothers in blood. Out of Mickey Free, Bulletin and
Lexingtou mares, respectively, Baruum, Springfield and
Hilarity are specimens of "training on" rarely seen in these
days of escessive racing, early maturity, or early decay among
race-horses. Few persons were sanguine enough to believe

at the close of last year that either of this now-famous trio

would not only emulate but surpass their deeds of yore, and
yet Barnum's dead heat with Miss Woodford will probably be
rated in future turf history as the best race he ever ran, like-

wise Hilarity's defeat at St. Louis of Binette and Lizzie
Dwyer, while Springfield's recent races at the Bay, though
made with light weight up, are batter, taking the company
he defeated as a standard, than his form of 1883 at Saratoga,
when he ran a mile iu 1:4*2]. Just how much longer these
veteran Bonuie Scotlands will sport silk on our race cources
will now form an interesting subject of speculation with all

students of the high-mettled racor. If they should never
win another race they have done their duty in upholding the
fame of their great sire, and the sentiments of all who admire
SDeed and stamina in the rs\ce-horse will be "all honor to the
Bonnie Scotlauds, noble scions of a noble sire."

White "clipping" from the Sportsman we may as well lay

before our readers its views regarding the victory and defeat

of Ban Fox.

Ban Fox's second appearance of the year iu the Coney
Island Derby was a noteworthy event. The oolt had done
such good work since the Suburban that he was a hot favorite

over such a proven good colt as Inspector B., the hitter's

owner even being affected with the craze for the California-
owned colt, to the extent of a very lukewarm support of their
champion in the betting ring. The race showed that Ban
Fox on that day and in a race run as the Coney Island Derby
was, could not be beaten, ond he scored a creditable mile and
a half in fast time at the weights, Hayward only haviug to

shake bim up in the last hundred yards to stall off Inspector
B.'s challenge. Many argued, however, that had Inspector
B. been sent out sooner, or, in other words, had he forced the

pace more, the result might have been different, and so the
decision of Tuesday's event over a course a furlong less in
length was awaited with interest. This time the Dwyers*.
taking counsel by their Belmont win, duplicated that day's
plan by starting Buffalo as well as the Inspector. The Bard
also added another element of uncertainty to the contest
which proved to be a grand race in every respect, and, after

Buffalo's forcing the pace for nearly a mile, the three ' 'cracks,

"

close order on the final turn brought the whole graud stand
to its feet, the excitement being intense as The Bard, Ban Fox
and Inspector B. made the straight on nearly even terms. Here
The Bard looked like a winner, but, contrary to his reputation
for staying, he failed to show the very quality claimed for
him, and Inspector B.'s gameness under strong persuasion
carried the day in great style. The time, 2:23.^, is the fastest

race at a mile and three furlongs run for some time, and
wheu the weights, 1 IS lbs., are taken into consideration, it

fairly overshadows the best on record, 2:212, °f Uncas, 4 yrs.,

107 lbs. Ban Fox, however, though beaten, was not dis-

graced, as will be seen later on if his lameness does not settle

him. His traiuiug is necessarily hindered by this fact, it

being risky to give him too strong work, and the fact that he
had few or no gallops since his race of Saturday, kept many
from backing him on Tuesday. Certain it is that the Dwyers
did not back their colt, as the long starting price showed.
Buffalo was timed the first seven furlongs in 1 :29}.

Racing at Chicago—Victories of Ed Corrigan
and Volante.

As will be learned from the following telegraphic account of

the racing at Chicago last Monday, the black cloud which has

hung over the stables of R. P. Ashe has finally let a ray of

light through. From the rates, however, we are afraid that

it was rather a barren victory for the owner, though it is

hardly possible that he did not put something on him. We
have oftentimes been questioned lately regarding the mis-

takes of owners and trainers being so far wrong in estimating

the powers and condition of their horses. Silver Cloud beats

Ed Corrigan in tbe American Derby when it was thought that

the latter could "gallop over the top of him," and without

winning a dollar for his owner. In a few days thereafter

Corrigan defeats the Derby winner with comparative ease, aud

his chances held to be so vague that in a pool of $520 he only

brought $35, and in that was included Pure Rye. There is

little question that the "Derby trial" upset him for the race,

and the probable let-up afterwards brought him around.

Condition and capacity at a set time are so difficult to esti-

mate that the most astute are troubled to prognosticate with

any degree of accuracy. We have known a furlong spin in

the morning to mislead both ways in the race of theafternoon,

and at other times horses perform differently from anticipa-

tions without there being any clue to guide beforehand.
We are much pleased to record this victory, and sincerely

hope that it is a forerunner of many others. Volante ran the

good horse that he surely is, and altogether the day was a good
one for California horses.

Chicago, July 5.—At Washington Park the weather was
again very fine, though rather warm. Bacing was first clasB,

the time very fast, and the attendance larger than ever seen
on any race-track in this country in modern times. Every-
thing passed off without accident, except in the steeplechase

in which M. Daly got slightly injured. It was regretted that

so many fell, or it would have been a good race.

The three-fourths of a mile Margo won, Ira E. Brede sec-

ond, Truant third. Time, 1:17. The mutuals paid $23.10.
The second race was a dash of one and one-half miles, and

had for starters Warrenton, Buchanan, Myrtle and that great

racer from Lucky Baldwin's stable—Volante. The horses got
off at the first attempt, with Warrenton in the lead. At the
first quarter Warrenton was still making the running, an
even length ahead of the rest of the nags, which were not
being pushed. At the head of the stretch Warrenton was in
front, Volante and his sable jockey second, Buchanan
third, and Myrtle, with Covington resplendent in a peacock-
blue jacket, bringing up the rear, and under the wire aud to

the next half-mile the quartet ran without a shift. At this

point, however, the black shirt and blazing Maltese cross of
the Santa Anita stable began to creep up upon the red shirt

and white sash on big Buchanan, who had by this time been
overtaken, short winded. Warrenton was cutting out the
race at a clipping pace. At the head of the stretch it was
Buchanan and Volante in running neck-and-neck, but at the
eighth it was the great Votaute all alone with the rest trailing

along in the dust, beaten off. The Californian passed under
the wire the easiest kind of a winner, Buchanan second and
Myrtle third. Before the race, the pools sold: Volante $250,
Buchanan $70, the field S30. The mutuals paid: Volante.
straight, S6.10; place S5; Buchauan, place, $6.60.

The followiugis thesummary: Purse, $500; entrance $15 to

go to the second horse; maidens allowed, if three years old, 14
pounds; if four years old, IS pounds; if five years or upwards,
25 pounds; mile and a half. Lucky Baldwin's b c Volante
by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne, 118 pounds (Murphy); Wm.
Cottrill's o h Buchanan by Buckden, dam Mrs. Grigsby, 116
pounds (S. Jones), second; the Hopedalle Stable b f Myrtle
by Chillicothe, dam Vesta, 103 pounds, (Covington). Time
2:36 J.
The third race was for the Sheridan Slakes for three-year-

olds. It had for starters PureRye, Silver Cloud, thewiunerof
the Derby, Kaloolah, Ed Corrigan and Jim Gray. The horses
got off at the first attempt, with Ed Corrigan and Silver Cloud
in the lead. They ran in this order for the first three-qnar-

ters of a mile, when Silver Cloud fell behind and began to

keeD company with Jim Gray and Pure Kye. Kaloolah was
six lengths behind them all. Ed Corrigan was running in

his best form and could not be caught. He swept around
the head of the stretch like a greyhound, and entered into hia
last quarter as strong as when he started. Pure Rye, Silver

Cloud and Jim Gray made spurts a furlong from the winning
post; but they were futile, if their perspiring jockeys ever
thought of overhauling Ed Corrigan. Pure Rye made the
better race of the trio, and came in second, a length behind
Ed Corrigan; Silver Cloud, BlinkerB and Murphy cantered
under the wire a bad third, Jim Gray fourth, and Kaloolah
last. Before the race the pools sold: Silver Cloud $250,
Kaloolah $170, Jim Gray $65, the field $35.
The mutuals paid: Ed Corrigan, straight, $51.70; place,

$24.10; PureRye, place, $29,90.

The following is the summary: Sheridan Stakes, a sweep-
stakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1833), entrance $100, half

forfeit, $1,500 added, the second horse to receive $300 and
the third $100 out of thestakos. Maidens allowed 10 pounds,
One mile and a-quurter—R. P- Ashe's ch c Ed Corrigan, by
Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zioka, 118 pounds (Kelly), first;
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Melbourne stables
1 Pure Eye, by Billett, dam Mary Clarke,

118 pounds (Stovall), second; Baldwin's b o Silver Cloud,

by Grinstead, dam Experiment, 123 pounds (Murphy), third.

Time, 2:09.

The mile, Virgie Heme won, Helianthus second, Handy
Andy third. Time, 1:42}. The mutuals paid $90.90.

A little bay mare, with a little jockey wearing a little, tight-

fitting, green jacket with crimson sash, upset the talent in

the fifth race—a dash of one mile, the winner to be sold at

auction. The starters were Rosiere, the little bay mare, Jim
Nave, Taxgatberer, Bootblack, Warrington, Skobeloff, Brevet,

Warsign and Mary Ellis. The nags got off at the second
attempt, with Warrington in the lead. At the first quarter
Warrington was still in the lead with RoBiere second, Brevet
third, Bootblack fourth, and Taxgatberer last. They ran in

this order until within half a dozen yards of the half-mile

pole, when Bootblack rushed up to the third place, Brevet
falling back to fourth place, and Warrington, the favorite,

dropping to the rear. At the turn Warsign overhauled all

the leaders, with Bootblack clinging to him like a shadow;
RoBiere and Jim Nave, field horses, were abreast and running
like the wind. Three seconds later these two horses, although

despised by the men who buy pools, shot to the front and
ran to within six yards of the wire as though they were
yoked together. Then Rosiere quickened her pace under
Fuller's whip and beat her doughty antagonist by a neck.

Bootblack was third and Warsign fourth. The time, 1:41},

is the best this season.

Before the race the pools sold: Bootblack $45, Warrington

$55, Taxgatherer $35, field §35.

The mutuals paid Rosiere, straight, $40; place $22.90; Jim
Nave, place, $79.20.

The following is the summary: Purse $400, the winner to

be sold at auction. For three-year-olds and upward. One
mile. P. Corrigan's b m Rosiere by Dickens', dam Rosie, 95

pounds (Fuller), first; W. Mulkey's b g Jim Nave by Lucifer,

dam Ginger Pop, 89 pounds (Watson), second; W. O. Scus-

by's b c Bootblack by King Alfonso, dam Beatitude, 108

pounds (West), third. Time, 1:41£. The winner was bought
in by her owner.
The three-quarter mile heats, best three in five—The first

heat, Gleanerwon, Ailee second, Sovereign Pat third. Time,
1:15. The mutuals paid $9.10.

The second heat Gleaner won, Ailee second, Sovereign Pat
third. Time, 1:14}. The mutuals paid $9.20.

The third heat Gleaner won, Ailee second, Sovereign Pat
third. Time, 1:15. The mutuals paid $6.20.

The extra race, a steeplechase, over tbe full course, Welling-

ton won, Rory O More second, Chanticleer third. No time.

The mutuals paid $16.80.

Again the wires bring welcome intelligence, as the main race

on Tuesday last was won by BeaconBfield. Although another

California-bred horse, Jim Douglas, was defeated, it adds to

the merit of Beaconsfield, as only a short time before Jim had

reduced the record for the same distance. Now that Beacons-

field is coming around, we hope to hear of many more races

to his credit.

Chicago, July 6th—Two thousand people saw five rattling

good races at Washington Park this afternoon, even if tbe

sun did blaze with more than midsummer intensity. The
club house and its pretty lawn were deserted, but the grand
stand held many hundred persons who perspired and yelled
till they were almost too weak to chase after the long "dusty
trains outside the course when Beaconsfield closed the day's

sport by defeating big Jim Douglas in a dash of a mile and
one-sixteenth.

The one mile Bob Fisher won, Hattoo second, Governor
Baker third. Time, 1:42|. Mutuals paid $30.80.

In the second race, a dash of one mile and a furlong,

besides Tartar and Spalding, the following horses started;

Redstone, Hilarity, Exile, Hopedale, Punka and Joquita.

The flag fell at the first break. Redstone, Hilarity and Exile

were the first to go under the wire. Before the quarter was
reached Hilarity took the lead, with Redstone second and
Exile third. The race down the back stretch was a pretty
one. Redstone and Hilarity were running neck and neck,
with Exile and Hopedale hugging their flanks as though they
were chained there. They ran in this order to the three-

quarter pole, when Tartar took Hopedale's place beside Exile.

As the racers turned into the stretch the red and blue jacket
on Punka was seen to creep up along the outside. Then the

great Spalding and Joquita began to take a haud in the race.

They dashed through the racers like policemen through a
group of Anarchists, and took the lead with a burst of speed
seldom seen on a race track. Hopedale was third and Punka
fourth; the rest were bunched a length behind. At the fur-

long, Spalding increased his stride and shot under the wire a
winner by three-quarters of a length, Joquita second, Hope-
dale third and Punkafourth.
The third race was a dash of five furlongs for the Kenwood

Stakes, and had for starters Steve Jerome, Carey, Jim Gore,
Vanzant, Auuawan, Wallace, Poteen, Pendenuis, Rightaway,
Lombart and Jaubert. After several attempts to get away,
the flag fell at a good start. Poteen, who up to yesterday had
4ost but one race, dropped to the rear before the half-pole was
reached. Stovall was on the colt's back, but even his fur-

famed skill as a two-year-old rider availed him nothing this

time, and he was forced to trail along in the dust kicked up
by the other travelers. At the half-pole the green jackets
and white sashes of Corrigan's stables were fluttering in the
lead, with the Maltese cross of "Lucky" Baldwin's barn com-
ing after them like a flash of lightning. This spectacular

display lasted but a few seconds, however, as Porter Ashe's
Wallace and his cherry-shirted rider rushed to the front and
held it to three-quarter. At the head of the stretch Jim Gore,
with a lot of jimcrackery and gingerbread decorations about
his long, graceful neck, dashed past Steve Jerome and Carey,
Corrigan's pair, past the cherry-shirted geutleman in Porter
Ashe's saddle, and past the blazing cross on Pendennis. He
took the lead just as the men in the betting ring thought he
would do, and there he remained as glossy and pretty as a
new plug hat, to the wire, winning the race by a length;
Rightaway second, two lengths ia front of Carey third.

Before the race pools sold: Jim Gore $45; Poteen $20; Right-
away $17; field $60. Mutuals paid: Jim Gore, straight, $13;
place $9.90; Rightaway, place, $16. Time, 1:02.

The fourth race, one mile, Ada D. won, Sir Joseph second,
Mamie Hunt third. Time 1:41}. Mntuals, $76.
The last event was a dash of one mile and one-sixteenth,

between Jim DonglaB, Lemon and Beaconsfield. The latter

has been out of condition since he arrived in Chicago, and
the majority of the betting fraternity, fearing that he was
unfit to make a good race, played Jim Douglas to win. The
horses got off at the first attempt, Jim Douglas in the lead,

Beaconsfield next, and Lemon about a length behind both.
As the trio rounded the turn in front of the club house Lemon
crept to within half a length of the leaders. Beaconsfield
was in the lead at the quarter, making terrific strides toward
the half. He was in good company, however, for Douglas
and Lemon were at his saddle girth. All three were racing

each other, and as they swung on to the upper stretch a
blanket could have covered them, and a string tied to Beacons-
field's nose and stretched across the track would have scraped
the nostrils of Douglas and Lemon. It was one of the
prettiest races ever seen on the course. Running as one
horse the trio rattled into the head of the stretch. Lemon
could not keep up the pace, however, and fell back. Doug-
las, who was running under Duffy's whip, continued to race
with the grand Beaconsfield until the furlong pole was passed,
when he, too, dropped behind, and was beaten by an open
length. Before the race pools sold: Douglass $50; Beacons-
field $48; Lemon $8. Mutuals paid Beaconsfield, straight.
$24.20.
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Miss Woodford and Troubador.

It might be more proper to write Troubador and MisB
Woodford, after the duel between them on the Coney Island

track. But as the brown mare had won so many contests,

hard-fought on the part of her competitors, it was not sur-

prising that she was petted with a heartier applause than the

winner of the Suburban. That the race in which these stars

met created a great deal of interest is manifest from the

following editorial and description in the N. T. Herald;

The value of special matches as stimulating to turf enter-
prise is well-illustrated by the great race which was run yes-
terday at Sheephead Bay. Everybody on the track has
probably seen Miss Woodford win countless victories, and
at least twenty thousand people had seen Troubador gallop
away with the great Suburban Handicap. There was nobody
there who was not ready to admit with some deeply philo-
sophic observer that one horse can run faster than another,
but every one was profoundly desirous to know which horse
could do it.

And so the people who love racing and like to bet on it

went down in thousands to see whether the brown mare or
the bay colt could travel faster under the keenest persuasion.
And they were witnesses to a glorious contest of speed and
stamina. Grandly the gallant brutes fought out the stubborn
battle, and when a length separated them at the finish and a
supurb race had been lost and won, the cheers that greeted
victor and vanquished told how dear to the hearts of the
multitude is a well-contested issue on the track.

The sublhne is said to border closely on the ridiculous, and
the satirical observer would doubtless find some satisfaction

in the fact that but ten pounds in weight and three-quarters
of a second in time separated the performance of the winner
from the achievement in a subsequent race in which the
competitors would, in the terse language of the race-course,

be probably called "plugs."
To the history of the turf a bright page has been added.
A day of glorious victory and gallant defeat.

Miss Woodford, the Queen of the Turf, and Troubador
the victor of the Suburban.
They met yesterday on the course of the Coney Island

Jockey Club, at Sheepshead Bay, in the presence of 15,000
people, to contest for a purse of $3,000.

To thousands who had not a penny staked upon the result

the race was full of excitement. And they showed it. Hand-
kerchiefs fluttered along the entire length of the grand stand,

when, in a preliminary canter, McLaughlin, wearing Messrs.
Dwyer Brothers' familiar colors—red, blue sash and red cap
—dashed past; and the voices of the men in a great swelling
chorus shouted the swift mare's name. But the brown mare
with the wondrous record had a formidable rival. Was the
victory of the Suburban forgotten? Not at all. The shout
of "Troubador!" "Troubador!" full and resounding, told

the story of memory and hope. It reached the ears of Fitz-

patrick, the jockey, and even the intelligent bay seemed to

appreciate the fact that the day was of unusual importance to

him, for he held hiB head a trifle more proudly. Away he
went around the track, every movement of his supple limbs
watched by thousands of eyes through strong field glasses.

In the betting pavilion there was a crowd—a great, mov-
ing, jostling crowd of men holding money in their hands. At
all the stands the voices of the book-makers could be heard
shouting, "9 to 10 and take your pick, 800 to 1,000 against

either of them!" The din was something awful. Up to those
boxes pushed the crowd. To the book-makers went the

money, to the fortune-seekers went bits of printed paper
marked with hieroglyphics in blue pencil.

And this is what some said:

—

"What did I buy? Miss Woodford, of course. Why it is

simply stealing the money." "Put your money on Miss
Woodford, just as simple as rolling off a log." "What's that

about dead heat with Barnum! Fiddle-de-de, that was a

fluke." "Troubador in the Suburban; there'll bono Trou-
bador after this race, Pete; I've got my little hun up on the

Queen of the Turf." Then there were those who were will-

ing to bet hats on Troubador and small money. This is the

way they talked:—"Troubador's a dandy." "Troubador's
no "slouch." "If Fitz gives the horse fair play the mare will

be left." "Now, I tell you, don't be too sure on Woodford."
But there, right on the slates, was expressed tbe opinion of

the sporting men—9 to 10, Miss Woodford; 9 to 10, Trouba-
dor. Eloquent language. Only two horses, even chances of

accidents; but no odds to speak of. In a word, the sporting

men, the men who know, plainly said:—This race is doubt-

ful.

The bell.

Away from the pavilion runs the crowd. It divides. It

swarms upon the grand stand. It lines the fence; it crosses

the track to secure places on the other side. It swarms. A
shout goes up. The horses are at the post. The crowd is

hushed. Necks are strained with stretching. "Sit down in

front," is the cry from the stand, but it is dropped in a

mighty shout. They are off.

Yes, the flag has fallen. And they come. In the lead is the

cherry and blue cap. "Troubador!" yells the crowd. Excited

men jump. Like the wind sweeping along the glistening

beasts bearing their masters' brilliant colors whisk past. Fif-

teen thousand pulses beat fast, and fifteen thousand voices

sink into low whispers. On the back stretch the famous
mare closes the lead and a deep-voiced murmur of approval

passes away from the vast audience. On they come. Up goes

the cry of "Woodfood!" from many throats; and then the

shout "Troubador!" It was a moment of great excitement.

One prolonged chorus of shouts tells the story. McLaughlin
uses his whip; Fitzpatrick uses his whip. The straining ani-

mals respond. They flat-'h past. The race is run and Trou-
bador is a winner by a length.

The applause is tremendous. The crowd shouts "Fitz-

patrick!" as the victorious rider of Troubador salutes the

judges. The happy jockey is radient with smiles. It is a

proud moment. At his side sits McLaughlin, downhearted
and dejected. His favorite mare was fairly, squarely and
entirely beaten. Miss Woodford's crowu had lost a jewel.

Racing men who had fastened their opinions at the brok-

makers' to Troubador reviewed that horse's achievement on

the opening day when he won the Suburban, and pointed

out how some had said it was due to a heavy track. They
claim that. Troubador can come up to if not beat the record of
2:07f, which was made by Getaway (three years old), with 100
pounds up, at Saratoga, August 4, 1S81.
In the boxes could be distinguished numerous members of

the club with their wives and friends. Among those present
were Mr. Robert Livingston, Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Mr.
Clinton Spencer, Mr. George Work, Mrs. Edward Woolsey,
Mrs. William Jaffray, Mrs. William P. Douglas, Mrs. John G.
Hecksher, Miss Lawrence, Mr. John E. Alexandre, Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Redmond, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Alexandre
and Mr. John Lawrence.

Details o£ the racing are as follows:

Fotjbth Race.—Special race. Parse, ?3,000; entrance $500, to go to
second horse; one mile and a quarter.
3 S. Brown's be Troubador, i years, by 'Lisbon—Glenluine, 118

Fitzpatrick 1
Dwyer Brothers' br m Miss Woodford, 6 years, by Billet—Fancy

June, 117 McLaughlin 3
Time, 2:08;£.

Tbe betting : 9 to 10 each Troubador and*Iiss Woodford.

The Race.—Most of the people who speculate on races
were in the betting quarters when the brown mare made her
appearance on the track. She was blanketed and ridden by
a stable boy, and if it were not for the saucy wag of her tail

she might have passed unrecognized. Drake Carter preceded
her, also blanketed, and no doubt many persons mistook him
for Troubador. But later the real Troubador galloped past
the stand with Fitzpatrick, in bright cherry jacket, in the
saddle. Later yet, when the warning bell had summoned
the betting folk from their speculative pursuits to see the
race, both horses galloped past the grand stand. McLanghlin
was on the back of the brown mare now, and a volley of
cheers saluted horse and rider. Miss Woodford never looked
in finer condition. There was fire in her eye, pride in her
bearing, and grace and elasticity in every movement. But
she looked not a whit better than the fine, symmetrical, bright
bay that won the Suburban. Fitzpatrick was in the saddle,
and there was only a more moderate cheer for the bay colt
than that which welcomed the brown mare. They are at the
post now and the excitement is strained to a nervous pitch.
Troubador is statuesque as he stands next the rails; Miss
Woodford on the outside is frisky and fiery. But they are
well aligned for all that, and they dash forward. The yellow
flag falls, and they are off even as you can make it. The
pent-up excitement of the crowd bursts out in the almost
universal exclamation, "They're off!" and then intense interest
settles once more on the multitude. The bright cherry of

Troubador is in the lead next the rails, but the brown mare
is at the bay horse's flank. And so they sweep by the grand
stand, and all the crowd is hushed in attentive observation.

The turn gives an advantage to Troubador, and the mare has
to foot it lively to keep her position in the flank. They are

on the back stretch now, and the brown mare moves up
until the darker red is almost mingled with the bright cherry.

And now the spectators who were too absorbed before to

whisper an opinion are cheering. The cherry takes a clearer

field for itself again, but on the lower turn it has only a back-

ground of red. They have swung into the home stretch now,
and the Suburban winner has never been headed. Nor will

he for the rest of the race. He is in the lead still, and half

way down the straight the mare is getting the whip. She
moves up, however, and Fitzpatrick draws his catgut. He
seemB to work very hard, but all the same Troubador does

not get many blows. They are enough, however, to keep
him securely in his place, and as he goes by the post winner
by a length, the constrained excitementof the spectators finds

vent in vociferous oheering. Then both come back to weigh
and the cheers are renewed for the victor, with a good rous-

ing one for the vanquished brown mare. This is the way the

race was run: Half mile, 0:50; mile, 1:41J; mile and an
eighth, 1:54|; mile and a quarter, 2:0S|.

Blue Bull's Breeding1

.

Office of Wallace's Monthly, \
212 Broadway, New York, June 21, 1886. /

Editor Sportsman:—The communication signed "Phipp,"

relating to the pedigree of Blue Bull, in your issue of May
22d has been very widely copied, and for this reason has

become of unusual interest. The special feature is the pedi-

gree given to the dam of the sire, and as this is entirely new
every intelligent breeder wants to know just how it is.

Before taking up this point, however, we will refer hastily to

what "Phipp" seems to know about the more immediate

crosses in Blue Bull. He says he saw the horse in the hands

of Daniel Dorrell in 185S, that he was then two years old,

was got by the "English Horse" (Pruden's Blue Bull) and out

of a mare by Blackuose. This was the breeding as originally

given by Mr. Dorrell, and it is so recorded in the first volume

of the Trotting Register. "Phipp" is not to blame, therefore,

for being wrong about the dam of Blue Bull, for he merely

followed what had been advertised for years. But the ques-

tion arises, had "Phipp" not seen the very full and conclu-

sive account ot Blue Bull's origin as given by Mr. Elijah

Stone, his breeder, and as published in the Sportsman at that

time?' If he has not seen that article I will be very glad to

send him the Monthly for July, 1SS4, which contains it aud

an excellent engraving of the horse. Blue Bull was foaled in

1854, and he aud his dam were both bred by Mr. Stone. His

dam'was got by a horse called Young Selim, and his grandam

was a mare bought by Mr. Stone from Mr. Sedam, pedigree

not traced.

But the chief interest attaches to the new version of the

pedigree of the dam of Pruden's Blue Bull, the sire of Wil-

son's Bine Bull. In order to give "Phipp" the benefit of his

full showing on this point I will quote his own words in full.

He says:
' 'In the fall of 1850 Oliver S. Mulford, a citizen of this place,

attended the sale of Mrs. Morgan and bought Tiger, a full

brother to the 'English Horse' (Prudeu's Blue Bull), two

years yonuger, and the following is the pedigree of the

horses: They were sired by Old Tom, the Blue Bull of But-

ler county, he by Chester Ball of Pennsylvania, he by Cana-

dian pacer. Their dam by Cadmus, the sire of Pocahontas,

the pacing wonder of her time. No further trace of dam given."

Now what authority can "Phipp" give for the assertion

that the dam of Pruden's Blue Bull was by Iron's Cadmus,

the sire of Pocahontas? The statement is made positively

aud without qualification; it involves a vital point in the

breeding of a great family, and we must insist upon knowing

the precise basis upon which the startling announcement

rests. By whom was Pruden's Blue Bull bred, and by whom
washisdam, this reputed Cadmus mare, bred? If these point*

can be furnished we will then be on the plain road to det« i

just how the reputed Cadmus mare, was bred. But, a^

thousand other startling pedigrees, there is a test thn'

apply to this one. Iron's Cadmus was foaled in I

J

some say 1842. Pruden's Blue Bell was foaled abun

aud it was certainly that early. Now, did Onrlmus

graudson when, at most, he wm only four yeareo.l.

necessary to say another word?—John H. Wallace, in ii

Sportsman.
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AQUATICS.

The Pacific Yacht Club Cruise.

The yachts of this club drifted in a desultory way to Santa

Cruz. They started at different periods, with the exception of

one or two. The Aggie was down there some days before the

balance of the fleet, and consequently, her crew had the

most hearty reception, not only on account of their being the

onlyyachstmen in the town, but alsoon accountof the dearth

of the masculine sex before the Fourth- of- July holidays

properly began. The following vessels comprise the fleet:

Lurliue (flagship), by virtue of the absence of Commodore
Caduc, Aggie, Halcyon, Nellie, audCasco, while the Ariel, with

a party on board, joined the club yachts. The regatta rules

called "for a race on Sunday from Santa Crnz to Monterey and
return, and the first four mentioned vessels entered, and the

Casco accompanied the racers over to Monterey where she an-

chored. Fifteen minutes were allowed for the yachts to cross

the line, but the wind was so light at 10:30, when the starting

gun was fired, that they were unable to make it. Monterey
Bay is not a choice place for yacht racing; as, in spite of the

fjict that it is almost an open roadstead, the wind is very

unreliable and fitful, never being steady but for about

three hours in the afternoon, and then only in the middle

of the Bay. This race was, to a certain extent, like pre-

vious events which have taken place there, the yachts

encountering a series of squalls and calms, making it any-

body's race until near the finish. We remember, in 18S4,

that after the yachts had started with a light, off-shore breeze

tbey all ran into a calm, and a heavy, cross tumble prevailed.

The yachts were all bunched, and when the wind did come
the various vessels picked it np in a most unaccountable

manner, some taking to windward of the central boats and
some to leeward, leaving the Aggie and Fleur-de-Lis nearly

rolling their masts out for half an hour.

Again, as they did last year, the last two mentioned ves-

sels beat out, way past the light house, to find the north-west

sea breeze, while the other yachts were making a true course

with alight, south-westerly wind; when the windward yachts

did get the breeze, they got it good and strong and started

sheets, fully confident that they had the race in hand, when
lo! and behold! the wind dropped down like a blanket, and
the whole bay at once was covered with white caps, and the

yachts which had kept on their way had covered a long dis-

tance and had the same breeze that the Aggie and Lurline had.

Ou coming back the same day, the Nellie and Fleur-de-Lis

were within half a mile of the finishing line, while the Aggie

was right off Soquel, nearly ten miles away, yet the latter

was the first home of the trio, as she carried the off-shore

wind right home. The Lurline took the lead when once

away, but all the vessels got bunched again, an 1 got off pretty

well together. The Halcyon aad Lurline came near fouling,

but luckily no damage was done. Halcyon was iu hard luck,

meeting more calm streaks than the others. The Lurline was
first round the Monterey stake boat, followed by the Aggie

aud Halcayon. The Aggie went to the fore in great shape,

soon passing the Lurliue and taking the lead. She finished

at 6:11:45, a very good trip considering the weather, followed

by the Lurliue at 6:16:00; the Halcyon at 6:20:15, and the

Nellie at 6:49:15, the closest finish iu a yacht race in Monte-

rey Bay that we remember. Handsome prizes subscribed by
citizens of Santa Cruz, were presented to the victors last night.

The Halcyon, Ariel, Lurline and Aggie had a drifting

match up the coast, taking from Tuesday morning to

Wednesday afternoon to reach their destination, 'lhey

arrived in the order named. All hands had a jolly good time

and no accident of importance happened, although the Aggie

parted considerable of her running rigging on the trip up.

The San Francisco Club Cruise.

This club preferred fresh water to deep-sea sailing, and the
usual trip to Napa was had. On Friday afternoon the Chispa
(flag-ship), Whitewing, Lolita and Thetis got under way with
a uice breeze. Off Angel Island the fleet got becalmed for

some time aud did not pick up a good breeze until near Red
Back. Vallejo was reached about nine o'clock that evening.
The Kipple and Pearl left Sausalito at 6:30 in a dead calm,

and were compelled to use a white-ash breeze until Eacoon
Straits were reached where the Hood tide was still

running. Nothing of moment occurred ou the run up;
the Priirl anchoring at midnight, aud the Ripple about
half au hour later. The foiiner vessel anchored on
the Mare Lluud nhore just astein of the Chispa, and
was surprised to find hat If iu the moruiug within a

stone's throw of Georgia-street wharf, on the Valleji shore. A
suspicion was immediately aroused that the aucLor had
fouled the gas pipe leading across to Mare Island, aud the gas-

house officials were positive of the fact, and so weie the
employes ou Mare Island. Great tribulation prevailed, and
a delegation from all the yachts came down and gave contrary
advice as to how to get clear, aud a contingent from Vallejo

assembled on the wharf to see the fun and give advice. After

a good deal of labor, a line was run to one of the government
buoys and hove taut.

At thisjuocture the Mare Island steam lauuch came by
and kindly ufftred its services.which were gratefully accepted.
She came alongside and towed the yacht forward until the
anchor chain was up aud down, when attempts were made to

pica the pipe up with a grappling iron. Several futile

attempts were made, all hands looking attentively over the
bows at the cable, when suddenly some genius observed that
the flood tide had carried the yacht up stream for about one
hundred yards, and thp.t the anchor had never 1 eeu foul.

After a hearty laugh aud a vote of thauks to the govern-
ment officials the yachts prepared to get under way. At the
sigual the yachts followed the Commodore, who had a hired pilot

on board, and boomed merrily up the stream with a good sailing

breeze. When in Shoalwater Bay the fleet overtook a coal
laden scow, aud the Thetis, evidently thiukiug that her rig-

ging was stronger than the scow's maiu boom, charged down
on her and hit the boom with her weather shouds, parting
same aud also carrying away her peak halliards, and the
painter of the scow's small boat. This necessitated coming to

to repair damages. The wiud was several points further to

the north than usual, aud thus several of the reaches, which
can usually be laid through with the wind abeam, beenme
head reaches aud considerable difficulty was experienced iu
getting through. When about five miles from Napa the
i Ihispa ran ashore aud immediately afterwards the White-
mg followed suit a little further up, and compelled the

iv-arl aud Ripple to get down head sails and run into the
[uks. Hard work was had in getting under way agnin, liurs
iiaving to be run across the creek. Iu this work W. A.
Vilsou, from thn Chispa, distinguished himself and deserves
many thanks for his efforts iu behnlf of all the yachts. At
one time findiug nothing to make a Hue fast to, he made him-
self the pile, aud the Pearl heaved up to the windward bauk

while he alone was holding the ropes. Napa, however, was
reached about five o'clock, and a hearty welcome awaited the

crews. On Sunday two races were had, one for boat-keepers
and one for skippers. The consideration in the first race was
money prizes, the purse being divided so that each partici-

pant received something. ThiB was won by the Ripple, with
the Chispa a good second. The next race was won by J. E.
George, of the Pearl, after a hard contest with W. A. Wilson
of the Chispa, secoud,and C. L. Mathieu, representing theRip-
ple.third, and Mr. Wheeler, of tbe Lolita.laBt. Dummy prizes

were presented to the victors after appropriate speeches by
Commodore Gutte, and Messrs. Sloss and Perine. The fleet

war joined during the afternoon by the sloops Nellie, Idle

Hour, and Fleetwing. Fireworks and music were had in the

evening, and at 1:30 a. si. Monday the steamer took the
Chispa, Whitewing, Nellie, Pearl and Fleetwing in tow. Some
difficulty was had iu getting down the creek owing to a ten-

dency of the Whitewing to get aground, but Vallejo was
finally reached. Next day the fleet got under way at noon,
against a strong flood tide, for home. After clearing Mare
Island the Pearl, through taking a better course, took the

lead to the Brothers, where, running into a calm, she was
overtaken and passed by the Chispa. The Lolita, Ripple,

Idle Hour and Thetis took right through to the city on Tues-
day morning.

The Spray, Neva and Lively went to Suisun for the holi-

days and report a splendid trip. The Neva made Benicia at

midnight, and the Lively and Spray made Martinez some time
later. The Neva Bwung ashore and could not join the other
two until 11 a. m. Saturday. A good breeze was had up
Suisun Bay, and the yachts entered the creek aB follows:
Neva, Spray and Lively. The Spray passed the Neva, but
in jibbing injured her boom and had to get her Bails down.
The Lively led the way into a blind slough and was fol-

lowed by the Neva and Spray. The two Bloops took bottom
pretty hard, but the Neva got out all right, and reached Sui-
sun at 6 p. m., followed by the others at 7:30 p. Si. The Sui-
suuites gave them a banquet and escorted them all over 'own
with a brass band. At four p. m. Sunday the fleet made sail

and the Spray made Vallejo at 10 p. m., the other two stop-
ping at Martinez. They all got home safely Sunday night.

The remaining members of the Oakland Canoe Club have
returned with their vessels pretty well battered up. On
Sunday the wind blew half a gale on the creek and only the
Flirt and Mystic were out, and then with closely reefed sails.

The Flirt, under these conditions, beat tbe Mystic badly, the
first time on record.

Whale Hunt at Monterey.

[Alta California.]

Santa Cruz, June 30th.—The quartermaster of the Aggie
returned from a cruise to Monterey this morning, and is
glowing with consciousness of his bravery in participating in
a whale hunt that resulted in a capture. The Monterey
Whaling Company is about the oldest institution of the kind
on the Coast, aud the stock proves a very fair investment to
the holders, who are the whale-killers themselves. The busi-
ness office, store-room aud eating and sleeping apartments of
the company are in a white adobe building in the western
suburbs, and a half-mile further south is a high cliff, where-
on iB located the company's lookout. He is armed with a
powerful glass, and a tall mast is rigged with halliards for
hoisting a signal when game is sighted.
Thehunting tools consisted of threeof the regulation double-

pointed boats in use by whalers the world over, five long oars
to each boat, 200 fathoms of line smoothly coiled in tubs in
the bow, and two guns to each boat. The larger size of the
two has the proportions of a young cannon, and is mounted
on a pivot. The missile discharged from it is asteelbar, four
feet in length, and provided with a folding barb that opens
out when the harpoon buries itself in the whale's interior.
This takes the place cf the old-time harpoon, and is much
more certain and effective. The lighter gun iB fired from the
shoulder, and looks like a large-sized fowling piece. It has
an inch and a half bore. It is used to put the finishing
touches on the whale after the harpoon has made him fast
aud the method is to fire an explosive bomb into a vital spot*.
The bomb is an inch and a half in diameter by eighteen
inches long, the butt end being winged with rubbertips, after
the manner in which an arrow is feathered to secure guiding
power. It was early morning when the white signal fluttered
to the top of the staff of the mast on the cliff, and having pre-
viously obtained permission to join the hunt with Captain
Mariano, the quartermaster was speedily seated in the stern
sheets, awaiting the sigual to shove off. This was soon °iven,
and six miles to the north-west the three boats came up with
their game, which proved to be an unusually large specimen
of the California gray variety.

The gigantic fish rolled lazily about on top of the water, all
unconscious of impendiug danger, and did not even deign to
notice the approach of the boats that came upon either side
and behind her. A hundred feet away the men lay on their
oars, and Captaiu Mariano sighted over his swivel gun. The
men bent over their oars, with every muscle ready to pull or
back water at the slightest hostile movement on the part of
the enemy. It was a moment that seemed an age of awful
suspense to the green hand, but suddenly the captain had a
fair mark presented, and pressed the trigger. The boat quiv-
ered under the shock accompanying the report, and the eye
could plainly catch the Hash of "the harpoon as it cleaved the
air and buried itself out of sight somewhere in the right
shoulder. Attached to the steel missile was the stout manilla
line coiled in the bow, and it boie the appearance of a fhvh of
brown lightning as it zigzagged through the air after its pow-
erful motor. The whale hardly seemed to comprehend the
trouble that had overtaken her at first, and it was fully half a
minute before she emitted an angry snort and started for the
bottom at a rate that made the line smoke and emit sparks as
it ran over the bows. Both the captain and the boat-steerer
peered uneasily into the clear depths as the line stopped run-
ning out, and a minute later the former shouted "Back all!
Back hard!" The five ashen bladeB bent and quivered with
the straiu put on them, but it was uone too much, as the boat
was scarcely a dozen feet away when the huge bulk of the
infuriated whale roBe to the surface and spouted twin col-
umns of brine high in the air, a bucket or two seeking the
back of tbe reporter's neck for a resting place as it descended.
Before the animated waterspout could repeat the dose the
boat was out of range both of the fire, extinguishing appar-
atus and the terrible flukes that soon commenced to thresh
the water iuto foam. Her contortions were so violent that
the captaiu could not get in a shot with his bomb-gun, which
he raised and lowered half a dozen times without pulling the
trigger. Finally the flukes quit their threshing.'and like a
flash the leviathau dashed away at a terrific rate, burying the
boat's bow between two walls of water fully eighteeu inches
high, but the speed was such that scarcely a drop entered the
boat. This gait was kept up for a good teu minutes, and

then the speed commenced to slacken, and the wounded mon-
ster swam easily and quietly on top of the water. The living
tug came to a total stand-still at last, and pulling aronnd to a
broadside position the captain was given hie opportunity.
The second explosion was followed, by the whistliDg of the

rubber-winged bomb, which buried itself in the great mass of
blubber with a dull kerchng. Scarcely had the smoke cleared
away from the bow before the muffled boom of the bomb,
exploding in the historical residence of Jonah, sounded the
death knell of the poor old whale. The victim's huge bulk
grew animated again, but for only a moment. The flukes
threshed violently for a few seconds, while the water spouts
became tinged a warm red. Struggles and spouts became
more and more contracted, until, with a last final effort, the
inwardly-wounded monster rolled over and expired. The
other boats made fast, and a hard pull of three hours lauded
the prize on the beach near the try-pots, where it is to be
cut up to-day. A description of that operation is left for
another chapter.
The yachtsmen are enjoying themselves hugely from all

appearances, and the remainder of the fleet will be sorry that
they did not come down earlier. Last night the proprietors
of the Dolphin bath-house gave a hop in honor of the Aggie's
crew, which waB largely attended and much enjoyed. To-
night the Pilot Hoae Company, No. 2, of which Mb Honor,
Mayor Effey, is foreman, are giving the A ggie bovs a swell
reception at their elegant parlors over the hose house on
Pacific avenue. To-morrow night the Ocean House host will
provide a similar entertainment, and oth'-r festivities are in
course of preparation for the fleet as a whole upon its arrival
toward the close of the week.
The prizes put up by the citizens for the Club's annual

regatta have arrived, and are the handsomest ever offered.
The date of the regatta has not been fixed yet, but will be on
the arrival of vice-Commodore Spreckels.

ROD.
Fly Fishing in Webber Lake.

[Dedicated to Petronella by "Tbe Professor.'"
Gently, so gently, glides our boat along,
Softly, good boatman, softly, not too strong.
So time It that the finely feathered lure.
If one does touch it, takes aud holds him sure.
Now flash the glittering bamboo through the air,
(Throw from the wrist, and thus the shoulder spare).
The curving line speeds forward straight and true,
The light flies kiss the wave like morning dew.
Now ready, band and eye, and nerve and brain,
Ready, all ready, soon may come tbe strain.
So move we on, each hoping that ere long
May come to us the good reel's cheerful song.
Tbe glistening waters part. Aha ! a splash !

The quick response, and then the rapid dash;
"Bravo, my boy ! bravo ! but not so fast.
Your days of freedom soon, I trow, are past."
Now slightly check the swiftly humming reel,
Let him the yielding, springy bamboo feel;
Gently, but firmly curb him in bis run,
Know that the battle now has just begun.
He leaps in air and shakes his prisoned jaws,
Goes to tbe bottom, makes a moment's pause,
Sulking and quiet, trying very hard
One moment now to take you off your guard;
Then from the boat straight out he takes hie flight,
Give him more line, but bold it rather tight;
Again in air, then backward toward tbe boat,
Reel in, reel in, and as you do take note
How be is hooked; but always have a care,
He yet bas will, and wit, and strength to spare.
At last he finds to struggle is no use,
Turns on his back and shows the flag of truce;
Comes quickly, meekly, towards the landing net.
Hut do not boast, you have not got him yet.
Just one plunge more, and then be yields the day,
And bo has given you, really, splendid play.

Editor Reed of the Gridley Herald says of catfish in th»
Feather:
"The early part of last week somebody discovered that

Fe3ther river was literally full of catfish, aud that they could
be easily caught. It was but a day or so before the whole
town learned the fact, and since that time from twenty to fifty

persons are fishing there daily. Some very good strings have
been captured. Charlie Moore and ye editor are the champ-
ions so far, having yanked out 318 inside of fourhours. The
fish average about ten inches in length, although occasionally
a big fellow is canght. One was landed last Friday that
weighed 5J pounds."
That editor is a "yanker" indeed, but the fish will keep

better than the Btory. He should have omitted the fignre 3
in giving the number. Not because it makes any great dif-

ference, but because it would read better.

The Mokelnmne and other streams of the Sacramento and
San Joaquin valleys are furnishing carp in small numbers and
shad in plenty. A five-pound carp was taken near New Hope,
on the Mokelumue last week, and many catfish have been
netted and hooked iu the upper Feather river. The oarp are
probably those which have escaped from private ponds, and
if they become plenty will furnish a very desirable addition
to the food fishes of the state, as they multiply rapidly and
are good eating. With carp, shad, catfish and striped bass in
good supply, as a result of the labors of the Fish Commia-
sioners, none can claim that the trifling Bums expended in
that behalf have not bean well invested.

While in bathing Saturday morning, says the Ventura
Press, Mr. Gus Shepherd had the miBfortuue to step on a
sting ray, and received a painful cut in the ankle, the barbed
sting penetrating to the bone. He was immediately put
under a physician's care, and is now able to walk with the aid
of a cane. The wound made by a sting ray is not necessarily
fatal, although there is sometimes danger of its proving so
by causing lockjaw.

Wyoming Territory sends out the fishiest story yet. An
exchange says that at a certaiu point iu that Territory a
shower of fish fell and that tbe school children gathered them
up in buckets full. The paper should have added that they
fell from a olear sky, to have completed tbe thing in style.

The Plumas National credits Mr. Miller, of Meadow View,
with catching fifty-six trout in fifty-eight minutes, a few days
since. Mr. Miller, if not a sinner must be a seiner, or else the
trout were mere troutlings. Good fish,can not be killed fairly

by hook aud line iu any such lashion.

The sixth of tbe series of annual casting tournaments, ini-
tiated by Mr. R. P. Marston. of the Euglieh Fishing QazttU,
waB brought off on June 5th, last. It had over a hundred
competitors and was very successful, although the casting did
not excel that of former years. The events embraced com-
petitions for both professional and amateur casters, but sine©
among the readers of this paper there are a few or no profes-
sionals, and because bait casting is not practised to an appro-
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ciable extent here, we give the results of the contests in fly
casting, by amateurs only.

fly-casting, trout, double-handed bod.

No. 4.—Amateub.—1st prize, framed fiab picture, Francis Francia'
"A Book on Angling," three beet casts. Judges : Sir Randal H. Roberts,
Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumner.

Length Distance in Ft. and Deli- Accu-
Competitor. of InoheB. cacy. racy. Total

Bod. 12 3 Points. Points.
G. M. Kelson 16ft. 105 — — _ _ 105

N. B.—Mr. Kelson broke his- rod at the third cast.

FLY-CASTTNG, TBODT, SINGLE-HANDED B.OD.

No. 5—Amateub. -1st prize, Farlow & Co's fly rod, and Bulmer's
caats and cast box, three best casta; 2nd, Thos. (irant A: Sons' case of
tonic liquors, second three best casts. Judges : Sir Randal H. Roberta,
Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumner.

Length Distance in Ft. and Deli- Accu-
Competitor. of Inches. cacy. racv. Total

Rod. 12 3 Points, Points.
H. W. Little -a 62 61 61 8 6 198
E. Middleton g g 59 59 68 15 10 201
B. F. Mayhew ^'9 66 65 63 6 6 206
R. B. Marston - S 63 62 62 6 18 211

O. M. Kelson S 65 68 69 6 io • 218

N. B, —18 points allowed for delicacy, and 18 for accuracy.
Mr, Marston scored full points for accurac>, Mr. Middleton tne most

for delicacy. 1st prize, G. M. Kelson ; 2nd, R. B. Marston.

FLY-CASTING, SALMON (OVEBHAND).

No. 8.—Amateub.—1st prize, framed fieh picture, first three bent
casts. Judges: Rev. Geo. Summer and Mr. R. B. Marston.

Length Distance in Ft. and Deli- Accu-
Competitor. of Inches. cacy. racy. Total

Rod. 12 3 Points. Points.
Sir K. Roberts 16 10 82 78 91 9 9 269
G. M. Kelson 17 8 101 93 87 6 12 299

N. B.—18 points each allowed for delicacy and accuracy.
These casts were made against the wind.

FLY-CASTING, SALMON (SWITCH),

Six feet only allowed behind the competitor for the rod or line to
extend.

Ifo. 14.—Amateub.— 1st prize, O. Farlow and Co.'s trout spinning rod,
Sach's black forest bottle. Judges: Sir Randal H. Roberts, Bart., and
Rev. Geo. Summer.

Length Distance in Ft. and Deli- Accu-
Competitor. of Inches. cacy. racy. Total

Rod. 12 3 Points. Points.
G. M. Kelson 17 8 92 91 85 6 8 282
C M. P. Burn 18 73 74 76 12 12 247

j). B.—Mr. Burn lodged an objection to Mr. Kelson on the score that
his line Btmck the water repeatedly behind the pier. This objection
was laid before Mr. Marston who was on the float, and reported to Mr.
A. J. Little.

SPECUL COMPETITION,

liLMOK 7LY-CABTING FOB MB. J. A. NICOLY's FBIZE, £5 5 S. JUDGE; BEV.
GEO. SOMNEB.

Mr. G. M. Kelson cast 109 ft. out and 123 ft. home.
Sir Randal Roberts cast 107 ft. out and 109 ft. home.

"Down and up again on the same line."

A testimonial was presented to Mr. Thomas Spreckley>
President of the Thames Angling Preservation Society, on
June lUh last, by the anglers of London, in recognition of the
faithful service rendered by that gentleman in restocking the
Thames with fish and enforcing the laws protecting them.
In acknowledging the kindneBs of his friends, Mr. Spreckley
aptly remarked that "He considered that all men required
occupation and amusement, and that he knew of nothing so
healthy as angling. Many men are born anglers, whereas
others" cannot appreciate angling. The real pleasuie and
science of angling is better understood than formerly, so
much so that anglers now find very considerable difficulty in
obtaining waters for either love or money, owing to tne fishing

rights of riparian owners being eagerly snapped up by private
individuals and clubs. He hoped the great body of anglers
would soon be ashamed to take small fish for fear that even
their sons would exclaim, 'For shame!' He was sure a better

order of things was daily coming to the front; anglers nowa-
days do not destroy the trees or banks of the streams they
fish as formerly, and as an instance of the good work- his
association had done he might instance that he has recently
received some important information from a person who had
formerly been a poacher, but was now a respectable member
of society, whereby a net has been captured and will Bhortly
be condemned."

The President disappeared from the White House to-day,

and, as often happens when the details of an administrative
escapade are intrusted to Col. Lnmont, A. M., an air of impen-
etrable mystery was given to the fact. It was quite enough
for the nation to know that Mr. Cleveland was in the custody
of friends. It was given out that he had been driven away
in a close carriage, accompanied by four devoted attendants.

Later in the day the names of these gentlemen were
announced as W. S. Bissel, \V. L. Scott, Postmaster General
Vilas and Col. Lamont, A. M. It was an unfortunate attempt to

awaken public solicitude. The President had been in excel*

lent spirits for several days, though his conduct in denying
himself to visitors yesterday waB commented on last night.

The first suspicious circumstance this morning was the offi-

cial abolition of the usual Friday reception. This was an
innovation as startling in its character as would have been the
suspension of the writ of habeas corpus. Had Colonel
Lamont, A. M., not recently completed a course in Arabian
literature, including a crucial study of the democratic habits
of Haroun al Raschid, he would have posted the official

announcement in these words:

—

"The President has gone fishing."

Of course such a specimen of Jeffersonian simplicity is not
in accord with the bizarre Orientalism that the learned pri-

vate secretary of the President had recently affected. Hence
the mysterious disappearance racket.

But this time it didn't work. The wives of several gentle-

men friendly to the administration called at the White House
in a spirit of curiosity. They did not find the bride in tears.

Mrs. Cleveland and her charming companion, Miss Gregg,
were as light-hearted and happy as though the head of the
household had not suddenly attempted an incognito role.

They knew of no mystery. The President, they understood,
had gone down the Potomac and Chesapeake on Mr. Wood-
ward's steam yacht Corsair, to be gone until Saturday even-
ing. Alas for the incredulity of some specimens of woman-
kind. One matron, who had called with her daughter, gave
the latter quite an insight into the domestic life of her parents
as the family carriage rolled homeward. "The same old
story, "said she. "Ah! poor little woman. That identical

excuse. A fishing excursion was played on me when I was
an innocent girl. It's too bad."
There was nothing romantic to her fancy in the name of

the yacht that so delighted Colonel Lamont. She did not
want to be a corsair's bride.

"Arabella" said she in conclusion, "your father would know
better than to try any scheme of that kind on me."
Such was the effect produced in one experienced woman's

heart by the mysticism with which the now doubly artful Col-

onel Lamont had invested the catching of bluefish.

Meanwhile the President's carriage, driven by Albert Haw-
kins, the "official" coachman, hurried the five frolicsome
friends to the Seventh-street wharf. At two bells the moor-
ings were cast off and the fleet Corsair began her cruise of

devastation against the deep sea fish. The trip came about
in this way:—

Several weeks ago, in an ungaurded moment, Congressman
Scott boasted of the excellence of the salt water fishing just
inside the Chesapeake Capes, and pledged himself to con-
vince several of his friends of the facts. He may have
thought his words had been forgotten, but they were not.

"I do not intend to release you from your promise of a few
day's deep-water fishing," said the President in a Bemi-official
manner when Mr. Scott made his salain a few mornings ago.

"I'm glad ol it," was the calm and dignified reply. "I am
ready to execute the contract at once. Is it a go?"
The President is Baid to have summoned his faithful coad-

jator, aud to have retorted rhythmically:

—

"Dan, have the bait dug."
A telegram was sent to New York, and the Corsair steamed

here on express schedule. She arrived last evening aud
anchored in the Potomac. Early this morning the fishing
tackle waB seut on board in a lot of hampers and neat, square
boxes. The President's valet, St. Clair, was on board and
displayed an accurate knowledge of the paraphernalia of the
piscatorial art. A half-dozen corkscrews, to take the fish off
the hooks, were among the kit.

The reverse system of fly tying, known to many anglers for
years past, has been patented by a manufacturer in the east.
Just how he could support his claim to originality we cannot
conceive. His patent dates from May 4, 18S6, and we are
quite sure we used flieB similarly tied as long ago as 1877. of
the merits of the fly, Mr.W. C. Harris says: "A peculiar arti-
ficial fly, of which Mr. Charles F. Imbrie is the patentee, and
Mr. Wakeman Holberton is the inventor, has recently been
brought to our notice. It is a reversion of the old method,
insomuch as the representative head of the artificial fly is

placed near the bend of the hook instead of near the casting
line, as heretofore. There is no question as to the killing
qualities of a fly so made. All fish that take artificial surface
flies are attracted more, we think, by the action of the fly on
the water, than by color or form. In this we differ in opin-
ion from hoBts of anglers, more especially English rodsters,
who pride themselves, upon being colorists;" yet our personal
experience gathers Btrength with its growth. The above fly

will certainly, when drawn against the current or over a
placid pool, seam the surface with an attractive wake, and its

expanded wings will create a fluttering motion, assimilating
the struggles of a live insect. We are not of those who credit
a fish (when hungry) with that nice discrimination enabling
him to reason why this pa> ticular bug works backwards in-

stead of forwards. Fasting trout or black bass won't Btop
to draw nice lines on this point so long as the feathers flut-

ter. We are told that but few fish are lost by those who use
this fly. We do not doubt it; the only doubt we have about
the use of it is based upon the fact that every fish struok
will be too securely hooked. Give a fish a chance for his
life is getting to be the law among gentlemen anglers, and
our editorial murmur is in consonance with this text. But we
have not used the fly, and when we do there will doubtless
be no murmur on the stream save the sweet music from its

pebbly reaches."

Fly-fishing from rafts, punls, corrals, stumps and almost
every other point of vantage, is not unfamiliar to our readers,
but we apprehend that the experience of a one who writes
to the Current American Field will draw sympathy from
devotees of the gentle art. He says:

With pipe in month, and sittine sidewise, woman-fashion,
on my old horse, and aided on my rather lofty perch by one
of Tommy Chubb's long-handled landing nets, I enjoyed for

a period most delightful sport, rapidly bringing to net bass,
perch and fall-fish (the latter a species of dace

—

Tenciscus,

and a bold biter at the fly), aud was wondering why I had
not thought of this superb mode of fishing before, when a
loud splash upon the surface of the water, followed immedi-
ately by the soream of the reel, announced the fact that I had
hooked a fish of more than ordinary dimensions. After a gal-

lant struggle of some tenor fifteen minutes duration, I judged
that the fish was sufficiently exhausted to justify landing,

and I had consequently brought him nearly to the net, when
he suddenly regained his powers and made a fierce dart up
stream, passing between Old Jack's forelegs and out between
his hind ones. Unfortunately one of the drop flies, which
came careering after, in making the transit caught into

Jack's belly. Now there was business. The aspect of mat-
ters had undergone a sudden and violent change. As
intimated above, I was sitting sidewise on my horse, and was
thus taken in the emergency at a great disadvantage. How-
ever, I awaited coming events with a calmness and resigna-
tion which were truly admirable. These events are not long
in coming.
Old Jack had gained an enviable reputation for courage and

fortitude during the war, but alas! he was now found quite
unequal to the situation. But in justice to the old horse it

ought to be admitted that any other horse would have aoted
in the same manner under similiar circumstances. With a
strong sproat hook fixed in the tender part indicated and
subjected to the powerful traction of a five-pound bass, Old
Jack was compelled to yield to the force of circumstances.
Fetching a snort, or rather a scream, not unlike that made by
the whistle of the fast express on a frosty morning, Old Jack
initiated a movement behind of a "convulsive, upheaving
nature"—as the geologists say when they attempt to describe
some of the phenomena of an earthquake—and in an iustant
I found his tail precisely (as near as I could judge under the
circumstances) perpendicular to his ears, and myself career-

ing through the air at a most fearful rate, my fishing para-
phernalia bringing up the rear like the tail of a comet. I

made my descent some feet in front of my horse and in ten

feet of wateT. With some difficulty I succeeded in disengag-

ing my neck from the strap of my basket, and letting it go
"where the woodbine twineth," I pulled for the nearest dry
and.
As for Old Jack, he stood not on the order of bis going but

went at once. Putting in his biggest licks, he struck a bee-

line for home, evidently highly diBgusted with the whole
transaction.

After gathering up as many of my fishing tools as I could
find, I also wended my way homeward; but slowly and
Badly, and coming to the unwelcome conclusion whilst on
my route, that fly-fishing on horseback, owiDg to certain

attendant inconveniences, would hardly become a popular
amusement in the near future.

The veteran fisherman who presides over the American
Angler thus indorses one of our advertisers, whose wores
seem to be generally known in America: Mr. Thomas H.
Chubb, the veteran angler and fishing rod maker at Post
Mills, Vermont, is talked of, as we are not surprised to learn,

for nominee on the Democratic State ticket for Lieutenant-
Governor. He is chairman of his County Committee and
member of the State Committee, a prominent and zealous
worker, and the Vermont fishermen would be apt to cast their

fli—no! their votes for him. We would like to see him hap-
pily landed in the Lieutenant-Governor's chair, for he ia a

man of sterling worth and would worthily fill the place.

Webber Lake Notes-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Thinking I might tanta-
lize you a little I will give you a few notes as to the sport
here. I have been here a week and have caught 150 trout,
averaging three-quarters of a pound each, and they fight as
hard as of yore. Yesterday Ramon and myself caught 42
mostly with small English flies—the bine dun and stone
flies being favorites, also a Beun royal coachman. At present
the hotel is full, but the new house with thirteen rooms is
nearly ready, and four rooms will be ready for occupancy in
a day or two, and the entire house will be available by July
4th The fishing ih much better than I expected to fiud it so
early in the season. No fish has yet bee'n caught over one
and one-half pounds in weight. The accommodations ure
good, the table excellent, and Mrs. and Mr. Stiles strive their
utmost to make their guests have a good time; four saddle
horses and a light wagon with two horaes are here at the dis- -

posal of the guests, also thirteen boats and plenty of guides
to row. Be sure aud come here for a week or two. The fish-
ing will improve every day for the next two weeks. The stage
is comfortable and can carry eight comfortably with their bag-
bage, and the driver, Mr. Lowden, is both careful aud
polite. I add a list of the guests who have been here this
season:

R. E. Wilson wife and child, Miss Wilson, Geo. S Ladd
A. M. Ebbets, G. M. Spencer, H. Bendel and wife, Mibb
Hockman, Tubbs Brothers, H. L. Smith, J. B. Le Count and
Frank P. Le Count of San Francisco; T. Ellard Beans Chas
H. Allen, Mies Ruth Royce, C. H. Maddox, Knox Maddox
of San Jose; Henry Kenilzer, J. B. Weir, John M. Adams
Jos. E. Shain wife and child, P. McShane, of San Fraucisco'
June 25, 1886. _^____ J. M. A.

ATHLETICS.
John Blakie Makes an Improvement of the

Sliding Seat.

John Blakie, the veteran boat builder of Cambridge, has
just completed an improvement in connection with the
sliding seats that cannot but be of inestimable value as well
aa interest to oarsmen throughout the world. A Boston Globe
reporter, who visited the workshop of the builders, says that
the improvement consists of horizontal wheels, three-eighths
of an inch in diameter, which are self-working in the ways
as the slide slips forward and back on its regular upright
wheels. Heretofore the Meauey slide, which is claimed to
be on the same principle as that perfected and patented by
Blakie in 1874, has at times worked badly by reason of the
upright wheels cutting and causing friction as they ran upon
the ways. The friction from this cause at times ha^ been such
as to almost make the slide worthless aud useless to the sculler.

By the new improvement— the use of the miniature horizontal
wheelB—these defects are obviated, and no matter in what
position the sculler may sit, the slide runs smoothly and
straight, and without friction.

In conversation with Mr. Blakie the inventor, he said that
the Meaney slide would undoubtedly come into universal
use. The friction that has hitherto existed has caused manv
oarsmen to use the Davis ball slide, although cumbrous and
weighing between five and six pounds -more than twice as
mo ch as the Meaney slide, which weighs less than two and a half
pounds. By his anti-friction wheels he thought oarsmen
now would be enabled to row from ten to fifteen seconds
faster, as they would not be subjected to so mnch wear and
tear as heretofore in working the slide. He said he had put
his new improvement into Lee's boat because that oarsman
wanted a boat that could not be beaten for speed. Such a
boat Mr. Blakie thought had been built. It is 31 feet long,

10£ inches beam, and is built broader forward to give it

buoyancy and prevent it from running its head down. While
showing this craft, the builder called attention to Hanlan's
new shell of the same dimensions, except that it is one-eighth
of an inch greater amidships, which is well advanced. Thia
latter craft will be supplied with the anti-friction as well as
all the modern improvements. Blakie has guaranteed that
Hanlan's new boat will prove fifteen seconds faster than
any boat he ever rowed. Both new boats will be delivered
to the owners when they come here to row in the Fourth-of-
July regatta.

—

Sporting World.

A Pleasant Good Friday Custom.

Once a year, on Good Friday, 6ays a correspondent from
Mexico, the Mexicans select a victim for the whipping, and
Bometimes more than one. The Belection is made by taking
the worst one of the lot. This is determined by all making a
confession before a priest of the year's misdeeds, and the one
decided to be the worst sinner is selected as a sort of "scape
goat" to bear the torture.

The martyr is prepared at the church by being stripped
nearly naked, and by being prayed foi. Then he is made to

carry a heavy cross full teu feet high, with the cross arm of
five or six feet in length, aud made of wood six to eight inches
iu diameter. He carries this cross for a considerable distance
to a place selected for the purpose, where there is another
larger cross erected. Arriving at the upright cross, he car-

ries his cross around it aud is then permitted to lay it down.
Here the business takes a turn not quite so agreeable to the
caudidate, for he fiuds a crowd of worshippers surrounding
him. Two of these worshippers are armed with large cactus
bushes of what is commonly called "tree cactus" or "cane
cactus," on account of its being used to make walking sticks

of. This cactus grows to the height of three or four feet and
iB armed with thousands of needle-like spines fully an ioch
long. The main stnlk is as large as a man's wrist at the
ground, branching off ns it rises, and each branch having
many lateral branches from three to five inches in length, all

fully armed with needle-like thorns, which are very poison-
ous, the prick causing very painful, festering wounds iu a
short time.

Seizing one of these cactus bushes by the butt, and which
has been trimmed for the purpose, two begin the ceremony
by striking the candidate on the naked back and marching
him around the cross, the rest keeping up a continuous shout-
ing and singing, with music by a sort of wind instrument.
Having whipped him around until their bushes are broken
up, they form u procession and march him back to the church
door, where he is stopped. Here, with sticks 111 I

adhering pieces of cactus are scraped off of him an

the ground iu the door where he is next to ei

barefoot on the pieces of cactus. After tin.

allowed to be taken to his home to get well or

may be. He is uot allowed to pull out the th

come out by festering, and it frequently <_

eight months elapse before he recovers.—5))&r
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THE GUN.
That recently founded, but neat and bright sportsman's

publication, the Western Sportsman, through a correspond-

ent utters some heresies in relation to game preservation,

when it says:

"You may make all the laws you please for the preserva-

tion of game and fish, call on all the clubs to enforce them,

make every member a standing or sitting committee, and

then you'll fail to protect. In return for the loss of the

myriads of game, you have the sinews of the world, tiling the

sod, and ready to jump to arms and repel an invading foe.

No farmer could exist if game was as plentiful as it was

thirty years ago. The pigeons would pick up wheat as fast

as it was sown, the chickens destroy the corn, and the deer

would eat off the young wheat just before heading. Buffalo

would trample everything. Game, like everything else, must

be kept within bounds. Let clubs that want the sport rent

and preserve all they can pay for. Don't let us have any

more laws, for what we have are more than enough for pres-

ent use. No one forces them or careB to do so, and I'll defy

a jury to convict, for out of twelve men it would be found

that even if they were all hunters, more than half are

inviolators of the* law. This is a hard nut to crack, but my
experience has been that "pot-hunters" destroyless game than

"our clubs." It's your cif;y members .that are the genuine

destroyers and slaughterers when out for an "outing," or,

more honestly speaking, for a good spree. Us country folks

(I have lived in a city though) only kill to eat. We love tbe

birds, the beasts, and fishes, and we can teach the dude

hunters many a thing they little dream of. We love to study

natural history, not from books but under the canopy of

Heaven, and when we are asked to obey laws for protection of

game made by a lot of ignorant men who form themselves

into a club to have a good time during certain seasons, you,

Mr. Editor, must not complain if we rebel. If to shoot

chickens one-fourth grown, to shoot deer in running time,

but prohibit killing a fawn and taking a fish in spawn is

called a game law, I am only glad my days are drawing nigh

for other hunting grounds to enter. Perhaps I may draw
down on my old head a tornado of opinions, but go slow,

gentleman, for I may meet you yet in the field and wipe

your eye out of revenge.
"My band is steady, my eyesight good,

I only kill mygame for food."

The correspondent is either not informed, misinformed,

malicious, or incapable of estimating the beneficence of laws

to which legislators in all countries and all centuries have

given thought, and which even Scripture stamps with approval.

We commend the paper on the Ethics of Sportsmanship by
Doctor Norcom, of Chicago, kindly sent to us in proof by the

President of the National Association, Doctor Kowe, to the

close reading and thorough assimilation of all readers. It is

a frank and thoughtful discussion of themes which must
interest every lover of the rod and gun, and cannot but be

beneficial in its effects. The severity with which Doctor

Norcom animadverts upon the practices of certain dog train-

ers will strike a responsive chord in the experience of not a

few among our readers.

Mr. Ed. St. Leger writes from Mark West Springs, Sonoma
county, that deer are very plenty about that place, and quail

prospects good for the coming season. Trout are scarce,

which is not to be wondered at when it is stated that the little

streams about Mark West have been fished every day for

three months.

An exchange says that George Woodburn, of Sacramento,

while out hunting fast week shot and killed a rabbit, breaking

one of its legs. A companion tossed the dead animal to

Woodburn. A broken bone pierced Woodbum's thigh to the

depth of an inch. The leg has swollen, and it is certain that

an aneurism has been caused, A consultation of physicians

is being held this afternoon to determine whether amputation
is necessary to save life.

The Ethics of Sportsmanship.

[Bead by Dr. F. B. Norcom before tbe National Association for the
Protection of Game, Birds and Fish.

J

Mr. President and Gentlemen on- the National Associ-

ation:—It is with some hesitation that I address you on this

subject, because it is a theme of such vitality, so rich in noble

thoughts, so suggestive of manly deeds, so extensive in its

applications, and has so great a bearing upon the game inter-

est of our country, besides upon the habits and manners of

oar sportsmen, that, to do it full justice would require a

much more lengthy and philosophical description than our
time permits. But there are some important points—perhaps
more in the form of appeals—which must be brought before

you, and be likened to good seed to be sown in generous soil,

from which, it is to be hoped, both those now living and those

to come may gather golden fruits. Believe, gentlemen, that

whatever remarks follow in this paper will not be in the

spirit of unnecessary fault-finding, nor of nngenerous criti-

cism; but plain facts, which are always stubborn things, must
be stated clearly and concisely, not only for the interest of

us all, yet equally to assist in converting the reckless, as well

as the In kc v, aim, and to arouse a better public sentiment.

And now, in limine, let me add to prevent a multiplication

of words, that in using the term game, I include the "fin, fur

and feather" of the land, and in using the term sportsman,
all tbat there is good in the name, all that the word implies,

for yon can no more make a sportsman out of a butcher than
a game-cock out of a dung-hill, or a silk purse out of a sow's

ear. To more thoroughly understand one another, I shall

divide sportsmen into three classes: The first, the genuine
article, a man and a gentleman whenever you find him, no
matter whether olad in purple and fine linen, no matter
whether in homespun or in homelier garb, his instincts are

those of true nubility, his deeds of true manhood, and
whether in city, town, village or hamlet, in the country, on the

mountain side, in the valley or on the cool, broad waters,

you will find one in whom you may place your trust, and in

whom yon find naught to prevent your calling him friend and
brother. To this class my remarks will apply only in a

limited sense, for they have the ring of pure metal, Jidelea in

uno, jidelea in omnibus.
The Becond class, by far the most numerous, call them-

selves Bportsmen, are so called by their friendB, but are mere
pretenders to thiB high estate. Men of high and low degree,

they infest every neighborhood and commit many lawless

acts, many cruel deeds upon our defenseless game, often from
pure recklessness, and in many instances from pure thought-
lessness. They are the bane and nightmare of every inhabit-

ant, of every sportsman, and to these I particularly address
ioyself, for among them may be found many truly good,

careless fellows, and if properly approached and their judg-

ment convinced, will turn from their wicked wayB, drop their

murderous warfare, and come into the ranks of Bportsmen,

thus giving additional strength, and doing all in their power
to further the benevolent objects we have in view.
The third class embraces every bad element in every com-

munity; they kill in and out of season, by every device and
instrumentality known to man; they are less numerous but
make up in devilish carnage and bloodthirsty atrocity. They
belong to all ranks of society, from men of the highest pro-

fessional standing to the most ordinary farmer's boy; they

are the incurable and incorrigible game-butchers and pot-

hunters, restrained by no law of God or man, amenable to no
reasoning or persuasion, and they should be pursued remorse-
lessly by all and every sportsman, and the heaviest penalties

of the statutes inflicted when and where found. There can
be no compromise with them, for their cursedness is born in

their blood and bred in their bone, and nothing will stay

their destructive course but condign punishment and the

most radical ostracism of public opinion.

It is becoming certain that, as one year follows another,

the game is rapidly decreasing throughout our country

—

more blessed is this endowment than any on God's footstool

—and heDce to every intelligent and thoughtful mind arises

the question, what are the causeB? and from whence will

come the remedies? The causes have been already so widely
written, and are so apparent to the densest intellect, that we
will not further allude to them here, but the remedies Temain
among ourselves, as men, as citizens, and as sportsmen.
Every Btate has its game laws, sufficient—or they should be

bo amended—to protect its own interests if properly enforced,

but such enforcement cannot be had unless every sportsman
individually, and every association, will begin to perform
their duties, employing untiring discussion, clear and logical

reasoning, close and harmonious action, and every proper
influence brought to bear, not only upon our legislators, but
upon every citizen, every neighbor, and every friend. The
continuous dropping of water will wear out the hardest stone,

and persistent, unflagging exertion will before long create a

healthier public feeling, where now resides indifference. Let
every sportsman make a living example of himself to show
the truthfulness of his declarations and the purity of his

motives; don't preach one thing and practice another, for

one such antithesis will spoil a whole community. At least

thirty per cent, of the game caught and killed in and out of

season is lost to us, partly from difficulties of transportation

to various markets, partly from atmospheric conditions, and
a very large portion left where taken to rot away, or be
devoured by some prowling carnivora.

'* I have given you lands to hnnt in,

I have given you streams to fish in,
I have given you bear and bison,
I have given you roe and reindeer,
I have given you brant and beaver,
Filled tbe marshes full of wildfowl,
Filled the rivers full of fishes.
Why then are you not contented ?"

On the lakes, rivers and coasts of this blessed country
where the finest fish are taken, basketfuls and barrelfuls are

thrown on the shores and sands to waste; on the plains the

bison and antelope are now practically extinct; on the rugged
mountains and in the cool valleys, the moose, the elk, th&
deer and bear are almost of the past; and on our flower-

decked, breezy prairies pyramids of murdered grouse are

yearly piled to give forth an appealing stench to the nostrils

of an offended God; while hundreds and thousands of water-
fowl are uselessly slain to simply gratify that wolfish passion
for blood, so inherent in man. But a very small percentage
of this loss, however, can be attributed to tbe sportsman, for

whether but following his vocation, or whether for recreation,

he will not kill more than can be readily disposed of, and is

sagacious and humane enough to take every adverse factor

into consideration.

Few of us who, when out upon our excursions, have not
seen signs forbidding trespassing, and why? The farmers
and owners are more selfish than others, but they have been
forced to this by that unroly and lawless set of men who
drive through their crops, leave gates open, fences broken
down, cattle wounded, and even the poultry domain invaded
ander the very noses of the owners. Should we complain?
Are they not in their rights? A sportsman will rarely have
trouble; he goes to the house, and with gentlemanly and
courteous address prefers his request, shoots his game some
distance from the house, breaks not one stalk of corn, crushes
not one buckwheat flower, injures no property, and, with a
portion of his game to the family, leaves a good impression,
and thus smooths the way for some nice fellow to follow.

But suppose repulsed, express your regrets, use no defiant

speech, and leave no curses or revilings festering in the man's
heart, and it will not be long, not many seasons, before you
or others will succeed with the flintiest-hearted old chap, for

gentle conduct and good breeding will tell with the veriest

boor.
Do you often take friends out with you? If so, be careful;

there are no places to show a man's frailties like the fields

and waters. An old Confederate colonel, the best poker
player in the State of Louisiana during the war, used to say,

"Boys, place a fellow at the poker table, and if he be square
there, he will be square everywhere;" a truism to a certain
extent, but I say to you, take a man out with you, subject
him to the trials, fatigues and discomforts of game-seeking,
besides its iotense excitements, aud if he have the right .stuff

in him he will soon show it. Some have I tried, Bplendid
men in city and social life, but on these outings wonderful
pigs, unmitigated hogs, and how one could so change can
only be explained on the theory that they had not brains
enough to know better, or had been all along in life sailing
under false colors. If you take out such companions, try and
instruct them in the ethics of sportsmanship, not to iujure
property, not to be tou anxious to secure every shot, not to
endanger associates or dogs, but to act the gentleman, in fact,

as politely in the field as in the parlor, and if they take not
such instructions kindly and will not learn, then leave them
at once, for they not only degrade you but every sportsman
in the land. Remember, the people rather distrust all sports-
men; they are looked upon as an idle, trifling Bet of vagrants,
ready to destroy, and in nowise to be encournged. So let it be
the endeavor of all of you to dispel these unfavorable impres-
sions, to exhibit yourselves at least as gentlemen, and thus
present a happier ideal for the public contemplation.
A few words to you about hunting and fishing clubs, of two

of which I am an humble member. Tbey are generally com-
posed of men living in the cities, towns, etc., who eujoy all

sport as a recreation, or are so supposed to do, but it has
struck me that in all such organizations there existed a not
very laudable ambition to see who could secure the largest
bags, the very last thing to boast or be proud of. Now what
does this lead V>? To arise before day and kill and mangle
until darkness obscures the sight, driviug the gamefrom their
resting and feeding places, securing more than they or their
friends need, thus placing themselves on the same plane as
the game butcher. Were these clubs organized for such pur-
poses when they expressly declare in their constitutions that
one of their objects is the protection of the game interests of
the state? Why do members make a task out of a pastime?
They are not obliged to do this for a living; then why undergo

such labor, Buch fatigue? Ib Mr, A— happier in having
shot two hundred head (not taking the suffering wounded in
account)? la Mr. B— less regretful because he has less than
fifty? Ah, gentlemen, this is all wrong, all wrong; from your
more exalted positions in life, from your greater resources,
and on account of the beneficial influences you can exert in
many directions you should become examples and should
restrain yourselves; go out and breathe the pure, fresh air of
Heaven; draw inspiration from the singing birds, the whis-
pering leaves, the shimmering waters; bathe in the glorious
sunlight to warm up noble impulses in your hearts; worship
Nature in her radiant splendors; but mar not by the wanton
effusion of blood these attributes of a beauteous world.
Gun clubs huve for their objects practice, recreation,

the cultivation of an esprit du corps among its members and
those of other clubs, and lust, but not least, the giving as-
sistance to the protection of game, etc., etc. As they are
the combinations to organize state associations, and now to
assist in forming a large and more extended National Asso-
ciation, they should understand, ab initio, that perfect har-
mony, friendly effort, and freedom from all dissension, are
the elements to which we all look to acquire Buccess.
As the main object of the National Association is human-

itarian, and one which promises so much good to us all and
to future generations, every one must use his best endeavor
personally to further its plans and put it before the public
in its true light. Let no unholy ambition move any of you
to gain this or that end for your personal advancement, for
the selfishness of the few may destroy the well-being of the
many, and as history is constantly repeating itself, look at
the past and see how many noble undertakings have come
to naught through the bickerings and jealousieB of discon-
tented spirits. Let us pull together, place shoulder to
shoulder, act as genuine sportsmen should, and this associ-
ation will become one of the proudest achievements of the
present century.
Game dealers and commission men the few remarks I address

to you I beg, gentlemen, you will receive in kindness, because
you occupy a position midway between thepublic (to whom you
cater) and the sportsmen (whom you destroy), and as most of
you are ranked as sportsmen, you must know that you, as a
clasB, can do more to assist us in game preservation than all

others put together. And how? To commence, refuse to
receive and sell game out of season, and what a change
there would be. But no, if we in this or that place do not
receive and sell, the business will leave us aud go to other
places—a great loss not only to us, but to our communities.
Very true, all this, but is it an argument because others
do wrong you should do the same? Is money-making
your only object in life? Do you feel no pity when you
throw barrelfuls of game in the river or on the land, which
you can neither sell nor utilize? It is useless for you to
beg the question; you understand your duties to thepublic
as well as to your brother sportsmen, and you will continue
to supply, even if the heavens fall. Because this city in the
east, or that in the west, or another in the south or north
will embark m this nefarious traffic, so you must do the
same, and you pretend not to know what a power you are
to effect good or perpetuate evil. What great enterprise
ever succeeded without its martyrs or its victims? And
even if it does take time to adjust differences, to secure
unanimity, to get up concerted action, you can hasten the
hour throughout all this broad country when not one piece
or head of game may be found in any market out of the
proper season. We implore you to take these steps of your
own volition, for if you do not, agencies are now at work
which will strip you of this portion of your trade, in a short
time too, as sure aB night follows day, and with loss to your
reputations as sportmen and as gentlemen. If you would
help us in enforcing the proper laws, instead of concealing
your illegal receipts in your cellars, your business would
be greatly increased and your compensations far ahead of
all losses, for you know how superior all game is, and how
much higher the prices in the open seasons.
As the trainers of dogs for sporting purposes are ranked

among sportsmen, a few words as to their methods may be
apropos, though be it understood that my Btrictures do not
in any measure apply to that class of men thoroughly
reliable and honorable in all their relations to their fellow-
sportsmen. It has been my lot to have had a sorry exper-
ence with this gentry, and a great deal of money has filtered
through my fingers to swell the dimensions of their pocket-
books, and if my dogs did not die or disappear after the last
payment, they were returned untrained, spoiled and worth-
less. Let us, for a moment, examine into this. First install-
ment for house-breaking. What does this mean? My
several dogs were so well hoose-broken that, after hours of
exercise and play in the yard and out-doors, they would
rush into my parlor, dining-room, halls, bed-rooms, and
there acted as well-trained dogs should not, awaiting hours
for the comfort of warm places with undisguised satisfac-

tion, as if it were the right thing in the right place, or they
would, if not carefully watched, be found climbing on the
table, abstracting the choicest morsels of food; or be found
lazily stretched on the softest beds, their heads on the
whitest pillows, sleeping away the tedious hours of the
close season, and they seemed only to require frilled night-
caps and embroidered night-gowns to fill the measure aud
make the picture complete. Of course the poor wife would
now and then enter mild protests, but on the prinoiple
"Love me, love my dog," and understanding the word house-
broken in a too literal sense, besides for the good of the
cause, she generally submitted, another martyr to the tyranny
of man. So much for the first installment.
The second installment for field breaking. What does this

mean? One of the best-broken, when first taken out, quar-
tered his ground magnificently, and how I chuckled to
myself! just the thing, a pint of Mumm's extra dry under my
waistcoat could not have made me feel better; but at the first

explosion he ran in with a yelp, and nothing could again
coax him to the front, so I had to drag him with a chain o'er
hill and dale, while my companions far ahead were having
all the sport. Why, a small-sized donkey would have served
me better, for if be could not find and retrieve, he could be
at least straddled, covering much more space and having
lots more fun. Another tine-trained dog became so bewil-
dered by the whirring wings, the repeated shots, and the
working of the other dogs, that he would run tail first, side-

ways or any other way, as well us head first, and to as little

purpose; while another would take after my Hushed bird, and,
tiring out, return, only to repeat, until one day, out of

patience, I gave him a chnrge of No. 8 in his hind quarters,
and, like Mark Twain's puppy, he struck a bee-line for the
Atlantic, and is still running for all I know or care to the
contrary. This chap was accompanied home by a letter,

telling me how fine a retriever, what a splendid nose, aud
how much comfort one would have shooting over him. Was
this sarcasm? If not, this trainer certainly hud strange ideas

of comfort, and so on through the list. So here ends the
second installment.

The third installment for polishing off. What does this

mean? I suppose to curry out the burrs from hair, and feet,
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wash off the dirt, care up old sores, fill out by a little food
the lank, lean sides, and take the hungry look out of the wan,
emaciated face, then send him back to his anxious, expectant
owner with a letter—metaphorically tied to his tail—expati-

ating on his many virtues, snch marvelous field qualities,

such a scent, such action, a paragon of beauty and excellence.

So much for the third installment, and thank Heaven the last,

and the same story of disappointment and deceit.

Do these trainers understand their ethical relations to

sportsmen? and that dog-training is a pure business trans-

action? Do they think it right to take a man's money, and
to return no quid pro quo? If they find the animal worthless
for the purpose intended, after a fair experience, is it not
their duty to so inform the master and decline any further
trial, and return or dispose of according to orders received?
Can they honorably pursue any other course? But if they
will not so do, it then becomes our duty to expose them pub-
licly, and write their names and methods to every sporting
journal, so that other sportsmen may be warned, and ail

such frauds be weeded out of the field, as would be done in

other transactions of business life, and to the great advantage
of those who honestly and conscientiously faltill their obliga-

tions to their patrons.

Spring Shooting.—Many gentlemen among my friends,

including myself, have become converts, true with many
sighs and some regrets, for after being pent up long, cold, win-
try months, and worn out by the exactions of business, when
the grass begins to show its green, the buds and flowers to

open, the air become laden with sweet perfumes, and the

birds to carol their amorous songs, what longing possesses

the human breast to steal forth and nestle in the very bosom
of nature, to draw in new life from every fragrant breeze, to

gather new hope and health from every changing scene, to

take down the old gun, or the bounding rod, not to kill, not
to slaughter, but to see if the muscle be as tense, the sight as

bright, and that no sense have lost its cunning? but alas! the
inflexible law of right must prevail, and thus restrict our
engagements; we must live np to our profession, believe in

our creed, and obey its canons. It will not do to say, why, I

will kill this game, not that; I will take this species, not that.

You cannot draw such distinctions; it is too much like whip-
ping the devil around the stump, too much like evading our
just responsibilities by subterfuge, and will necessarily throw
our arguments and reasoning under well-merited ridicule. All

organic life is now active, they come together and mate, seek
out abiding places, bring forth and rear their young; you must
touch not, let no desecrating hand arrest these mysterious
processes of generation, set not back by one act that reproduc-
tion which the great God of Nature has decreed to keep fresh

and pure the world; destroy not the mother plethoric with the

young; watch and wait patiently and verily yon shall have your
reward.

But, says one, we have no fall sport in our neighborhoods,
hence must go out, or lose all. (ientlemen, save a few dol-

lars from your toddies, your beer, your tobacco, and other
superfluities, and when the superb autumn arrives take trans-

portation to those localities where the game lives and comes.
You will never miss the time or money, for in the renewed
life and restored health you have the largest interest on the

investment. Assist, by your example, the stand taken by the

editor of the American Field, one of the purest types of the

true sportsman to be found on this continent, a gentleman
sans peur et sans reproche. Think often of this carnage among
our game birds, where they are, for the most part, unfit for

food and cannot bring pecuniary returns. The merchants
are "unable to dispose of them to any advantage, hence are

thrown away—a cryiDg sin against those who will indulge in

this so-called sport. Many do not believe that to kill and
destroy in the spring would decrease the amount of game in

the fall, but the most rational and safest calculations have
shown that in those places where no such destruction is

allowed, the immense decrease must at least in part be attrib-

utable to this cause. Do you remember the fable of the

goose (or hen) laying the golden egg? Well, then, remember
again, that every female lays in the spring golden eggs, not
only for you but for your posterity, and it is your duty to

attempt game preservation by sparing these producers, if not

in the interests of humanity, at least in view that you may be

blessed by your children and your children's children.

It is useless to go further and rehash ali the alignments

pro and con on this point. It is become already a burning
question, is eating its way through the hard-shell preju-

dices of the most obstinate, appealing to the better feeling of

all sportsmen, making rapid strides towards abolition among
all classes, and, like Banquo's ghost, it will not down. And
now, I must close. You see the subject is so vast that the

ground cannot be gone over in a day, the mine too rich to be

worked in a night. Every topic touched upon—a few only,

and those superficially—can be made the text of useful and
exhaustive essays, to teach and enlighten those who have
barely thought on such matters, and to call forth the intel-

lectual powers of the many able writers for the sporting

journals. "Do unto others as you would be done by," and
let this golden legend be impressed upon every sportsman's

soul, and you will then fulfill every duty belonging to the

ethics of sportsmanship. I thank you for your polite atten-

tion and welcome you to the attractions of this city, in which
you will find hosts of warm-hearted sportsmen, and when you
leave us it will be with pleasant and kind remembrances
and with a certainty that you have formed enduring friend-

ships, so many links in the strong chain of events now shap-

ing our future" policies, encouraging us to hope for other

reunions, and guiding us onward or upward to higher flights

of usefulness as men, as citizens, and as fellow sportsmen.

Buffalo Shooting.

he descends the bank with his followers, till nothing is Been !

of them but the brown humps crowding together, as they
'

draw in the limpid element.
But where are the hunters?
A moment—it seems an age—and I marked their hiding-

place by two sulphurous puffs of smoku. All is now con-
fusion; the affrighted herd wheel, dash up the steep bank,

j

and begiu their plungiDg gallop back to the hills. One of
,

their number lags a moment, then staggers to the ground. I

The men's caps are now visible above the bank. Two more
;

puffs of smoke, and, with them, two more bison roll head- I

long. The herd, now fully alarmed, fly for the canyon, but
j

the terrible rifles again speak, this time at 500 yards. One !

bull drops, while another races half way up the bluff, then, i

falling backward, rolls down its side.
The teams in waiting now approach, and skinning begins.

First, the great head is separated from the body, and placed !

as a prop on one side. Against this the carcass is rolled.
!

Then a collection of skinuing-knives and steels are called into
requisition. The skin, from neck to iump, is opened on the
uuder side, the legs, girdled at hocks and knees, have also
the skin ripped till it meets the long cut, then each man,
holding a loose flap in his hand, separates the hide from the
flesh, by the aid of a knife, till removed, when it is neatly
folded and thrown into a wagon.

After a few failures to get a bison for myself, I came to the
conclusion that the sport was anything but easy, and, being
much out of sorts, was returning to camp, when I saw eight
buffalo present themselves, and follow a course nearly par-
allel to my own. To leave my route, make a circuit, and
intercept them, was the work of a few minutes, and soon I
was hidden among some grass, waiting for the huge animals
to approach. Very slowly they came on, frequently stopping
to browse and look about. Being but badly covered, it was
necessary to make up the difference by lying very close, and
absolutely motionless. I just glanced ahead, and saw that
they would pass so as to give me a fair shot. Should I fail!
They had now reached a point nearly opposite to me, and,

as I glanced at the giant which led, felt that I never had seen
a finer bull. His head swung low down, the massive beard
almost sweeping the ground; his fiery eyes glanced above,
and, higher up, the curved horns sprung from their hairy
bed. Should those horns be mine?
The monster was now in front of me. Sweeping down the

grass by an imperceptible movement I took him about a foot
up from the brisket, on the yellow line of the long hair of
his fore shoulder, moved the rifle with him a moment, then
fired!

A quick bound forward, a few convulsive throes, and the
old king lay dead before me. The horns were mine!

I walked to where he lay stretched upon his side, with
only the small round hole to mark his death; the great, mas-
sive form, the iron muscles, before so full of power, now
strangely quiet.

The limbs relaxed, the eyes fierce red,
Slow with the film of death o'erspread.

Had closed on earth forever.

The sun had sunk low down the winter's sky; and, as I
started homeward, I saw the sun's la&L rays turn to gold the
yellow dust of the trampling herds as the dense masses of
uncouth forms passed beyond nty sight.

"Fast baffler far the Captain—hooray!" shouted Gaw.
"He sticks to huntin' tighter'n red-oak bark. Brought up on
shot-gun, and now wadin' in with the rifle. An' he's got 'em
all drawed out on paper, too. Currus kind a bizness, 'pears
to me."

visit in the country to Santa Rosa this year, leaving the city
Augnst 17th and returning on the 19th. The excursion will
embrace all the fun for which the Schuetzen Verein is noted,
and will include a picnic and a ball. The reporter has the
word of H. 0. Smith and F. A. Freese that there will be no
beer this trip.

The prize shooting festival of the California Schuetzen
Club will be held ou the third Sauday in August.
The Verein Elntracht Bundes festival is to be held in

Stockton, beginning August 23rd.

Sacramento.

The following scores were made at the target last Sunday,
by members of Company G, at the 200-yard range;
Captain Hall 5 44344545 5—43
Lieutenant Sheehan 3 it 4434344 4—3G
Corporal Lowell 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 6—45
Private Sheehan 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4—37
Private Klein 4 54343344 5-39

The following were made by members of the staff, same
distance:
Colonel Sheehan 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 4—36
CaptainCoiley 4 33444444 4—38
Sergeant Hughes 5 54444335 4—41

A contributor to Buperb "Outing" for July wrote graphic-

ally of hunting buffalo, a sport which is already almost
purely a thing of memory, to the execration of hide hunters
and reckless sportsmen who have about exterminated the

great herds of lordly bison which a few years since might have
been seen trailing over the prairies of the middle west. The
writer says:

The men, each carrying a heavy rifle, with well-filled belt,

and dressed in brown, were taking advantage of some broken
ground to approach within range of a small body of bison which
appeared coming toward them to drink at the river which
lay between. Quickly the hunters moved forward, always
keeping the bison to windward, until they reached the river's

bed, which, at this point, had banks about eight feet in

height. Here they disappeared from view. Now came a

moment of intense excitement. I lay still and took in every

movement on each Bide. On came the mighty beasts, a great

bull leading about fifty yards in advance, his enormous
head swinging from side to side, close to the ground, and,

projecting high above it, his sharp, brown hump. Now and
then stopping to graze, and then resuming the march, came
the herd after him. Soon they reach the bank, and halt to

let the laggards come up. Thus they stand. Then the

sparkling waters gleam in the eyes of the old bull, and, slowly,

The recent sad death of the Bavarian monarch Ludwig,
whose hold upon the esteem of his people was strong, has
drawn out many interesting anecdotes illustrating the pecul-
iarities of the eccentric ruler. One writer says of him:
He was a misogynist, a hater of court ceremonials, yet

withal a man who stood upon his dignity; an enthralled lover
of music and mountain scenery, and a great stickler for the
autonomy of Bavaria. He would not have it Prussianized at

any price. The seat he most affected was a hunting lodge
up in the snowy heights. It is said that he slept in a large,

lofty room with the ceiling painted to represent the firma-

ment, and a practical moon shedding a mellow light from one-
quarter of the artificial heavens. The perspective was man-
aged so as to give the illusion of spaciousness, and through
the distant trees cut out in the canvas, as he reclined, might
be heard the plash of falling waters. Their lullaby hushed
him to sleep. Mecsenas had a fondness for the same soporific.

Sometimes his Majesty rose in the night, had a black steed

saddled, and dashed off at a whirlwind speed up and down
the hill roads—which were well kept for that reason—like a

phantom horseman pursued by some relentless decree of the

supernatural powers. The finest stud in Bavaria was to

be found in his stables, but the cattle were cast soon and
often; they were thoroughly worn out and broken down after

a very short time in the royal service. He played practical

jokes on his retinue sometimes. It Is related of him that a

minister arrived in hot haste once to crave an audience on
important business of state. The king was oat hanting the

chamois, but by some chance the minister succeded in catch-

ing up the party. Ludwig preceded him to a gamekeeper's
hut where he sometimes took lunch, and went in, telling him
to attend him. The minister waited one hour, two hours,

and at last, losing patience, and fearing that his royal master
had been attacked by some sudden illness, ne forced in the

door. No king was there. He had made his exit by a

window at the back, and was away on the more inaccessible

hills in pursuit of the game.

THE RIFLE.

Shell Mound.

Elsewhere in this issue Messrs. Slotterbek and McCraney,
of Lakeport, advertise their shooting spectacles. They have
kindly sent us a bundle of circulars descriptive of the inven-
tion, and also containing unreserved endorsements of the
spectacles from such riflemen as Major S. I. Kellogg, Colonel
Sam E. Beaver, Doctor Pardee, Mr. AdolphStrecker, Sergeant
Ed Hovey, and from the famous wing shots, Crittenden
Robinson and A. H. Bogardus. The glasses will be generally
used as soon as known.

Single-Shot Winchester.

On Sunday last, at Shell Mound, the Independent Rifles

were represented by a small detail who shot for records in

the medal and quarterly contests that will be finally decided

on Sunday next.

The medal shoot of the Schuetzen Verein resulted as fol-

lows: First class medal—F. A. Freese, 381 rings. The
medal now becomes the property of the winner, as he has

taken it three times. Second class medal—H. Thode, 340

rings. Third class medal—Captain A. Huber, 354 rings.

The Captain having won the medal three times it now be-

comes his personal property. Fourth class medal—John
Broyer, 267 rings—for the first time. The medals were dis*

tributed by Wm. Ehrenpfort, with complimentary remarks.

Mr. Freese and Captain Huber are each advanced one class

on account ot winning their medals,
Wm. Ehrenpfort, in a friendly match, made the best score

of the day in ten shots, averaging over 21 rings. HiB score

Ehrenpfort—17, 25, 20. 23, 23, 18. 24. 21, 20, 22—21?.

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein will make their yearly

The Winchester Arms Company through its esteemed

representative, Mr. E. B. Rambo, advertises elsewhere its

newest product, the single-shot rifle. The piece, as will be

seen from the cut, combines the rapidity and easy working

of the regular Winchester model, with the enormous strength

and perfect simplicity of the Sharp breech block now manu-
factured by the Winchester Company alone. Mr. Rambo is

supplying dealers with the new rifle, built in all weights,
lengths, calibres, and sportsmen will do well to call upon those
with whom they deal regularly and study the weapon. In all

qualities which go to make a sound arm it will impress them,
and of its shooting powers, none but favorable opinions have
come from those who have tried them. A few weeks ago we
published an extraordinary score made by Sergeant Ed
Hovey with one of these guns, and we learn that rifle experts
all over the country are enthusiastic in praise of the single-

shot Winchester. Mr. Rambo has promised to prepare fur us
an article describing the manipulations through which mate-
rials pass in the Winchester factory, and we are sure our read-

ers will be interested and profited by it because that gentleman
is perfectly in command of ail details of his badness and has
an experience with Winchester rifles running throrgh many
years.

TRAP.
Occidental Gun Club-

The open shoot, under the auspices of the Occidental Club,

on Sunday last, at Blanken's, was a good one. Both live

birds and clay pigeons were used, the scoring being rather

better on the former. The two traps used were primitive

affairs improvised from cracker boxes, but they served their

purposes well.

At 6 live birds, Hurlingham style, $2.5f) entrance. First rtoney won
by Mr. E. Funcke, second divided by Messrs. Dunsbee, P. Funcke,
Blanken, Garms and Cronin.

Dunshee 11111—;
P. Funcke 1 1110 1-1
Rogas 1 U 1 l*-i
Blanken 1 1 1* 1 1 -.r

Smith 1 1* 1* 1* —A

At four live birds game conditions
ond by Mr. Philip Funcke.

P. Funcke 1 1 1 1—4! Pardie ...

Blanken 1 1 1 1-4 Fanning .

.

E. Funcke 1 1*1 1*—t Pnnsb.ee..

Garmes 1 1 1 —'A\

Garms 1* 1* 1* 1 1—5
O'Brien 1 1» 1 1 0—4
Cronln 1 111 1—

a

Pardie 1 110 1—4
Ed. Funcke 1 1 1 1« 1 1-ti

First won by Mr. Punshee, sec-

u 0—2.1 1

.1 1

. 1 1 1 1—4

IIES OX FOUR, FBEEZB-OUX.

I
E. Funcke

llluusuee i l* i»—

3

entrance, Mr. Fanning

P. Funcke 1* 1

Blanken 1

At 5 pairs clay pigeons, 1j y.irds ri=e. 8

first, Mr. O'Brieu second. Mr. Smith third

Evans 10 10 00 10 11—5 I Brown 00 00 00 00 10-1
Rogas II 01 00 01 00-4 ! Croniu 10 10 JO 10 00—4
Blanken 01 10 10 00 00-3 > Pardie 01 00 10 10 00-

a

Smith 00 11 11 10 01— Fanning 01 11 10 11 11— B

P. Funcke 10 00 10 11 00—4
|
O'Brien 11 11 11 10 00-7

At ten single clay pigeons. IS yards rise, *\ entrauce. Mr. P.

Funcke first; Mr. Fanning second; Qatlnes, Blanket], Rogas, anil Smith
divide third.

Fanning I 1 1 1 I 1 1—7 Bogaa I 1 I <i 1 1 1 0—6
Garmes 1 1 1 10 1 1—6

I
Evans 1 1 0—2

P. Funcke ...1 1 1 o 1 1 i 1 1—8 Jones 001OOO10 0—^
Smith 110101001 1—6 |

Blanken 111110 1 0—6
At 3 pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards rise,*! entrance. Blanken and

Smith divided first and second ; Philip Funcke third.

Rogas 10 10 00— -J I Brown 00 00 0—0
Fanning 10 00 1 1—3 P. Funcke 01 01 11—4
Evans 11 0-2 Smith 1 11 11—6
Blanken 01 11 1 1-5

|

Pacific Sportsmen's Club.

The Pacific Club of Sacramento held its regular monthly
meeting on last Sunday. The day was a little warm, but the

birds were good and the score a very fine one.

At 12 live birds, two plunge traps, 30 yards rise, 12 bores at 28 yarda,

use of both barrels. For club medal, won by Mr. Charles Flohr In

shooting out three ties on a clean score.

Pedlar. 30 yards 1 1111111111 1-U
C. Flohr, 28 vards 1 1111111111 1-12
Bronner,30 yarda 11101011111—9
R. Floljr, 30 yards 1 00011111010—7
Graves. 28 yards 1 1111110 111 1-11
Wlttenbrock. 3,1 vards 1 1111101001 1-V
Damm, 28 Yards I 110 1110 111-9
Chapman, V8 yards 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1—12

After the live bird match several pool e boots utclnj pigeons

were won by Messrs. Pedlar, Todd, and Doctor TebbetM.

The Lincoln Gon Club gives a clay pigeon ton-

morrow at Culma, on the S. P. R. B. The ope

the olab are ulways well managed and enjoyable,

many will participate id the one mentioned.
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STAIIIO.XS—THOROl'GHBREIK
IiODgfleUI, Bancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.
Milner, Bancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.
Tliree Cheers*, Trios. Jones, Oakland Trotting Park
Warwick, Bancbo del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.

STAIXIOJiS—TKOTTJERS.
Abbotsford, Wash James, Oakland Trotting Park.
AlplieiiN, F. F. Griffith, Marysville.
Anteeo, I. De Turk, Santa Bosa.
Auteros, G. Carpenter, Hill's Ferry.
Anievolo. Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland.
CJovis, Cook Farm, Danville.
Cook's Hambleionian. Cook Farm, Danville.
Cresco, Cook Farm, Danville.
Cayler, J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Gay Wilkes. Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo.
Ie Grand. Wm, Corbitt. San Mateo.
Macibrino Wilkes, David Bryson, Stockton.
Menlo, ffm. Dwyer, San Jose.
>ntwood. J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Pancoast. J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Stein way , Cook Farm, Danville.
Whippleton, F. W. Loeber, St. Helena.

STAIXIONS—©RAFT.
Pride of Cree, I, De Turk, Santa Rosa

.

Trurnpet le, I. De Turk, Santa Bosa.

California Wines.

A. residence of one year in California convinced us that

for the breeding and rearing of fast and fine horses thi^

section of the country had advantages of all others that we

had seen. Making such a prophecy after so short a

period of acquaintance was held to be presumptious in

the extreme, and this opinion was not confined to eastern

people, as our own folk thought we were oversanguine,

and even those who held similar views did not look for a

practical realization until the present generation had

passed the goal in the race of life. Nearly as soon came

an abundant faith that at no distant day the wines of

California would be appreciated, and that in place

of offering apologies for proffering the vintage of the

golden coast, it would be placed on the table with pride.

While it is true that a great deal of wine, the production

of early years, was inferior, experience has overcome

defects, and now there is little trouble in obtaining a

quality that epicures will endorse. We append an

article from the New York Tribune, which is an intelli-

gent and clear statement of the present standing of the

industry, and, once fairly understood by the people cf this

country, the increase will be startling. Yery many of our

readers are largely interested in vineyards, very few who
are not affected in one way or another in viniculture.

Some have become discouraged at the prices obtained

last year, while others were so despondent as to root out

the varieties which were planted for wine-making, replac-

ing them with raisin grapes. The low price was occa-

sioned by a lack of facilities for manufacturing the

produce. This is sure to be remedied. The necessary

capital is sure to come when there is a certainty that the

business will be remunerative. Once convinced that

California wines will be appreciated in accordance with

merit and "wineries" will be multiplied, until in the

sections adapted for grape-growing there will be only a

short haul to a market. Capital will not be confined to

manufacturing. When it is proved—as it is sure to be

—

that age will improve the quality so as to rank or

excel the best brands of Europe, there will be money
enough to keep it until fully ripe. It appears reasonable

that the climate is in favor of bringing it to perfection,

and that the equable temperature gives advantages which

are not found in other countries. With prices ruling

at the same figure which is given for foreign wines of like

quality, the grower will share in the appreciation. When
tr.it time comes, and it is not far off, a few acres of vine-

ard will be a snug fortune, and those who can count

orty or more acres of the vines will ba rich.

A Tribune reporter was recently in an up-town hotel fre-

quented by Californians, and met a capitalist from that state

who is much interested in wines. In the course of conversa-

tion the capitalist said: "There has been Borne railery at our
expense in Washington, recently, because, though we say so

much about our wines, people pretend that we always drink
the vintages of foreign countries. This is one of those half-

truths which lead people into error more fatally than down-
right falsehoods. It is true that in certain hotels and restaur-

ants, where they make a specialty of keeping California

wines, no one from the Pacific Slope who is prominently
identified with the wine interest ever thinks of ordering a
bottle. But the matter can be readily explained. To begin

at the beginning, eastern men have some misty notion that

the wine of California is an inheritance from the old Spanish
settlers. It is true that the missions, or missionary estab-

lishments of monks in California, were all of them provided
with vineyards. The grapes were Malagas, but they had
greatly deteriorated in quality, and the wine, manufactured
originally for the purposes of the mission masses, was known
as mission wine. The real beginning of wine-making in Cal-

ifornia must date from the time of Colonel Haraszthy, a Hun-
garian magnate, who introduced at his own expense cuttings

of all the best vines of Europe. Experience has proved that

of all these there are some half-dozen particularly well-adapted

to the soil and climate of California. The wine-drinker gen-
erally knows nothing about vines, and is only conversant
with vintages, but in California the great question with us up
to comparatively recent times was, 'What vines shall we
plant?* We tried the Pinot grape, which is the vine that

gives the famous wines of Bordeaux, but it would do nothing
for us. The Sauvageot, which is one of the grapes that gives
Burgundy wines, was, on the contrary, very well satisfied

with the Pacific Slope. The greatest success, however, was
with the Zinfandel, a Hungarian vine, which many believe to

be identical with the Sauvageot, for both names imply the
same thing, namely, that the vine was a native European
wild denizen of the woods, and not a nurseling from distant

Asiatic climes handed down through thousands of years from
the days of Bacchus. For the past ten years, as regards red
wine, we have concentrated our efforts upon Zinfandel with
the happiest results. We know that this vine will give us a
wine which will be equal to any Bordeaux vintage inexistence.

"The French divide their Bordeaux wines in chateau wines,

grand bourgeois wines, and ordinary table wines. Medoc and
St. Julien and St. Emillion and St. Estephe are all grand bour-
geois wines. Now a gentleman who felt much enthusiasm
for California wines, and more especially Zinfandel, took to

Bordeaux, in 1876, some of tha^ which had been in bottle for

three years, and submitted it to the judgment of the Baron
A. de Luze, who is abmitted to be at the head of the wine
business of that region. He at once classed it with grand
bourgeois wines. But the gentleman was not satisfied with
that decision, flattering as it was, for he placed some six

dozen bottles in the admirable cellars of the London Civil

Service Supply Association, where the wine remained for two
years. It was then tested and found to have improved in
quality more than 100 per cent.; but it had then been five

years in bottle. Now, the whole business is there in that

one fact. Zinfandel can never be a cheap wine, for obviously
it requires five years to mature. When a man comes to figure

up the cost of holding one'e wine crop over for five years, he
will begin to understand why Californian wines have hitherto

not been the success abroad which they are at home. Cali-

fornian wine-growers had not only to find out the right kind
of grape, but they had to learn very much with regard to the
system of fermentation required by the new conditions to

which the grapes were exposed. Then they had to do their

own cellaring and wine handling, and then they had to

employ agents to force their wines upon an unwilling public
Their capital was totally insufficient for these onerous bur-
dens, and the consequence was that almost every man iu the
business put upon the outside market wines that were not
only not mature, but in many instances had not completed
their fermentation.

"But," continued the Californian, "the rich men of the

Pacific Slope have become thoroughly interested, and are
putting millions into the business. We all comprehend that

the great desideratum is a good ordinary table wine, and
we see our way to furnish it. We have a vine, Malvoisie,

a very prolific yielder and fast grower, which yields a wine
that matures a few months after its first fermentation. Of
course the quality of such a vintage cannot be high, but we
can improve this by blending with it some 5 per cent, of ripe

Zinfandel, which is admirable for the fullness of its flavor,

the delicacy of its taste, and the richness of its bouquet.
This will give a table claret far superior to the table claret

France sends us. One of the ardent viticulturists of Califor-

nia made an examination of the three wine-shipping ports

of that country, Bordeaux, Cette and Marseilles, and found
that a great part of the wine dispatched from France to this

country wsb inn de cargaison, or export wine, whose con-
sumption is forbidden in France, as it is known to be del-

eterious in composition and not truly wine. The coming of

that good time when we shall supply these United States

with our good cheap claret depends upon the creation of

blending stock in sufficient amounts. That we shall do it is

a certainty, for we have the vines, we have the knowledge
and now we have the money."
"What about white wines?" asked the reporter.
' 'The vines that have given the most satisfaction are Riesling

and Blue Elba," answered the Californian. "But it would
be wrong to omit white St. Peter and white Zinfandel, both
of which have shown superior qualities. The proprietor of a

vineyard near San Jose has obtained results with Riesling

which are superior to the finest Furster Riesling of the Rhine
region. He discovered that the period for bottling Riesling

was when the wine had been eight years in the tun, and
hence he came to the conclusion that all the stories about
very old wines were nonsense. White wine remains sta-

tionary as soon as bottled, but until it is bottled it loses so

much every year by evaporation. Therefore, in the old tuns
at Heidelburg and Hamburg, as new wine must be added
every year to make up for this loss, in twenty-five years the

percentage of really old wine must be very small. With
Blue Elba an excellent white wine has been obtained quite

equal to Hochhehner. A combinatiou of the old Mission
grape properly cultivated with white St. Peter has given a

sherry with a genuine Madeira flavor, having the same sub-
acid after-taste mingled with a flavor of walnuts. Sherry is

being sold to-day in San Fraucisco, made in Los Angeles,

which from every point of view is equal to Madeira. With
the white Zinfandel mingled with white Muscat, Blue Elba
and old Zinfandel, a champagne is made which is fully equal
to fine French champagne. One of our wine-makers has
succeeded admirably with a white wine made by crushing in

the same vat Blue Elba and Mission grapes.

"There is one other point," said the Californian in conclu-

sion, that I must make before I dismiss the subject. It

is to me very doubtful if the best wines can mature in

your eastern Btates. The severity of your winters must
prove fatal. It is therefore absolutely necessary that the

East should only buy finished California wines. Hitherto
there has hardly been enough for home consumption, and I

fancy the time is somewhat distant when you may hope to

get from us onr best Rieslings and Zinfandels. The man
who wants to know what the best California wine is, must go
to California to drink it."

—

N. Y. Tribune, June 27.

Rancho del Bio Annual Sale-

Thursday next, the 15th of this month, the annual sale

of Rancho del Rio thoroughbreds will take place. The
sale will commence at 1 p. m., which will enable those"

who leave on the early train from San Francisco to get

lunch and be at the location in plenty of time.

After the full account which appeared in the paper

two weeks ago, it is not necessary to repeat the descrip-

tion, further than to state that the encomiums were not

a whit too favorable. There is a uniformity which is

remarkable, an excellence all through that is surprising.

There is little question that great bargains will be

obtained. Even what might be considered large prices

will prove judicious investments, as at the present rates

for race-horses there is sure to be an appreciation over

any reasonable sum paid for youngsters. That prices

will increase in place of retrocedlng is beyond question,

a3 every year adds to the interest taken by the public,

and consequently a corresponding effort on the part of

managers of race-courses to keep pace with the demand.

There is no risk in buying animals which are nearly allied

to those that have already gained celebrity, and there is not

a colt or filly in the catalogue of sale which has not this

essential recommendation. There is not a son or daugh-

ter of Norfolk which is not worthy of a high price— it

might be said a fancy price—as it cannot be expected

that the "old horse" can survive many years, if even he

has done his duty as well as ever this season. The Nor-

folk mares have gained a reputation, a well-earned right

to be considered the very best brood-mares, and so far as

tried, his sons have also proved successful.

The Joe Hookers have demonstrated that they are

"full of speed" and with capacity to go the route. The
get of Three Cheers has not yet been tried in public, and
when we write that he is sure to prove one of the best,

may be ascribed to favoritism. But his half-brother,

Hock-Hocking, having demonstrated his ability to get a

high class of race-horses, is an indication favorable to

the younger, and there is no untried stallion that we
would sooner trust. In addition to Mr. Winters' colts

there is a Hock-Hocking offered, and as his dam is by
imported Saxon, running back through a distinguished

line to the imported Cub mare, he is worthy of a place

among the others. Although visitors by the early morn-
ing train on the day of the sale will reach Sacramento

in time, we would advise an earlier start so as to take

a look at the stock before they are led into the ring.

Though we have not authority to make the statement, in

all probability the two-year-olds offered, and which are

now in training, will be galloped in the morning
and to be an eye witness of their speed and action

is too important to be overlooked. Then again, it

will take close study to make selections when there

is such a uniformity of good looks, so that to make
a satisfactory choice a close examination of form will be

necessary, and in many instances there will be such a

close contest, that to arrive at a decision the pedigree

will have to govern. Even this test is so closely bal-

anced that favoritism for particular families will turn

the scale, though there is this much to help in the fact

that purchasers cannot go far wrong whatever is bought.

We have still a few catalogues which can be obtained at

this office.

Percentage in Book-Making*.

It has been frequently urged by the advocates of book-

betting that it is unhampered with the percentages which
figure in pool-sales. Three per cent, on auction, five in

mutuals is so palpably true that there is no chance to

argue that it will not eat up the principal if the backers

continue to make repeated investments. Were it confined

to the original amount invested, thirty-four races would

leave the pool-box a deficiency in the auction, twenty

would absorb the whole capital in the "French." But

fortunately for the continued success of those who benefit

by this percentage there are "producers." Men who
earn money enough to try, try again, and thus there is a

continued supply to meet the constant drain. This is

apparent to the most careless observer, but when it comes

to a comparison of the methods it is a hard task to con-

vince many that there is a still heavier drain in the

books. Some time ago we took the published rates in

the races at Monmouth Park for a week. Both book-odds

and mutuals were quoted, and taking a basis of five

dollars invested on each winner during the week, at the

end of every day there was a larger return from the

mutuals, notwithstanding the five per cent, on the gross

amount. That was strong proof, though in the late race

between Mi6S Woodford and Troubador there is an illus-
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tration which is so conclusive as to he unanswerable. The

odds were nine to ten on each of the contestants. That

was five per cent, on the whole amount held, or ten per

cent, of the "backers'" money. In a two-thousand-

dollar, book both horses laid against to that amount, and

there would be one thousand dollars profit, whereas in

auction pools the deduction would be $570. "Wagered

"out of hand" and there would be no deduction, but this

is not a fair showing, as the advantages of books and

pools, enabling the investors to place their money with-

out trouble, is a compensation which must not be over-

looked. "We adhere to the long-cherished belief that

auction pools is the best system, of wagering there is,

especially when the largest moiety of percentages is

placed to the credit of associations which give the purses.

"While it is true that owners can place their money more

quietly in books, and also "put on" a larger sum
in a shorter time than would be possible in pools,

these are disadvantages to be kept in view. In order to

be as nearly on an equality with owners and trainers

bookmakers employ "touts" to watch all the trial runs,

and it may be that one or more of the trusted employes

of the stable are working for a master who is inexorable

in his demands for information. When the owner fondly

believes that every precaution has been taken to guard

the secrets of the stable, he is astounded by the discovery

that in place of the long odds he expected his dark horse

is the favorite in the betting. There are other draw-

backs. While reputable book-makers would scorn the

idea of corrupting riders and trainers, there are others

who will not hesitate at any rascality to accomplish their

ends. The history of the turf presents numerous instances

where crimes have been perpetrated under the manage-

ment of these knaves, and though it may have been

difficult, in some cases, to fasten the guilt on parties

which were the most culpable, the burden of proof clearly

pointed them out as accessories. It would be manifestly

unjust to couple the names of honest men who are engaged

in book-making with the scalawags who bring the system

into discredit which does not properly belong to it, though,

after all, when temptations are so great there will be a

tendency to wrong-doing which can only be remedied by

refusing to support those who are unworthy. There are

enough engaged in the business, who are above suspicion,

to meet every want, and when there are indications that a
book-maker is using illegitimate means to obtain informa-
tion, keep away from him.

Trotting Barefooted.

with one given by the metal appendage. There is a les-

sened liability to strike, consequent upon the striking

portion being curtailed. It is manifestly plain that a

naked foot does not present the bulk of a foot

with an ordinary trotting shoe nailed to it. Horses

which bang their knees so hard as to be rendered

useless have traveled without injury when the foot was

unprotected. The catch phrases of "protection" and

"balancing" have wrought great injury. Protection, as

usually applied, is something akin to a man wearing a

pad upon his nose to guard against a blow which it is ten

thousand to one will niver be struck; balancing is a big

word, and those who are most partial to its use cannot

explain what it means. It may mean something or

nothing; generally nothing when those writers descant

upon its effects, and are yet so ignorant withal that they

cannot tell whether a horse is pacing, trotting or single

footing. It does appear, however, that Gruy has demon-

strate! that he neither requires protection nor balancing

to trot fast, and should he become more reliable the

barefooted training must be accorded a portion of the

credit.

As an illustration of the effects of even a slight blow in

rendering a horse unsteady, we give an occurrence which

happened a few days ago with Antevolo. As described in

the paper of last week, the cause of his lameness was

owing to something in the foot, which worked out at the

coronet. The coronet is still somewhat tender. The tips

on his front feet had been on so long as to wear to a sharp

edge, and coming around the turn the reverse way of the

track, he started on a fast trot. After goiug a short dis-

tance the tender coronet was struck by the edge of the

tip, and though the blow was not sufficient to draw blood,

there was a slight abrasion of the horn. He broke into

a fierce gallop, so fast that we did not like to pull him up

until he ran about one hundred yards, when he slackened

his pace of his own accord. He never touches when
going the "right way of the track," so he was turned

and allowed to brush a couple of hundred yards, and he

trotted fast and steadily. This was on Saturday, and thy

following "Wednesday the tips were pulled off, the horn

lowered all round, the edges rounded, and he did not touch

going either way of the track. Though this was the

first time he was moved a quarter in four weeks, he trotted

the home stretch in 34 seconds. "We could cite numerous
instances of the advantages we have found in driving

colts barefooted, not the least of which is the greater

immunity from injury, especially that injury which is

denominated "scalping."

Ooney Island Jockey Club—Cloeinc of Stakes.

Next Thursday, July loth, the Realization Stakes,
estimated to amount to £35,000, the Omnium Handicap,
the New York Handicap, and the Twin City Handicap,
Coney Island Jockey Club close. See advertisement for
particulars.

"Hendrix," under date of June 20, writes from Cleveland:
*'I note your editorial remarks regarding the ease of the

money market in New York in connection with your com-
ments on the speed of Mr. Gordon's Guy. To show that the
statement I made last week was not an exaggeration—not the
fancy of an overwrought brain—I will cite a couple of per-
formances of that horse. Last Wednesday, Guy—barefooted
all around, not the shadow of a shoe, tip or boot about him,
and wearing nothing but his harness—trotted half a mile in

1:06, outside the sticks, hitched to a Kalamazoo road-cart
weighing 102 lbs., and timed by Mr. S. A. Browne, of Kalam-
azoo, Mich., and a number of other gentlemen. To-day,
rigged the same way, hitched to the same cart, and barefooted
as before, Splan gave him an easy mile (don't smile), in the
presence of Wm. Edwards, W. J. Gordon, Aleck McCrea,
John Call, and a number of others in, 2:17£, as follows:

Quarter, 35 seconds; half, 1:08£; three-quarters, 1:42£; mile,

2:17J.
- "Guy will not be started this year. He has been very rank
and uncontrollable, and has been undergoing the heroic train-

ing process adopted by Hickok on St. Julien, with a promise
of the same satisfactory results.

"Now, what I have written may seem sensational, but it is

bed-rock fact. Furthermore, I must now put myself on rec-

ord, and in doing so I believe I only voice the opinion of

such wise ones as Crawford, Splan, etc. 'Guy can trot a mile
in 2:10, barefooted, and Splan thinks he can do it to a road-
cart.'

"

The above is cut from the Spirit of the Times' "Track

and Road." The editoral alluded to we have not seen, as

that issue was missing—probably captured by some one

who took a fancy that way. There would be no neces-

sity of "Hendrix" declaring to us that his communication

was not an "exaggeration" nor the "fancy of an over-

wrought brain," as we have an implicit belief that the

day is not far distant when trotters will be in the same
category as race-horses in regard to weight on their feet,

and that the fastest will be found with only a trifle

greater incumbrance than that of a racing plate. This

point we have argued in favor of for several years, and
in place of "weakening," every year has added faith in

the departure from prevailing opinion. The case of Guy
is mighty and valuable testimony in favor of a change

in the system of shoeing. It will attract attention in

the east, and by setting people to thinking lead to

results which would not have been reached without a

practical example close at hand. "We desire to make a

prophecy in regard to Guy, feeling a great deal of confi-

dence that the future will prove that the vaticination

was correct. The prognostic is that he will not be so

••rank and uncontrollable" when trotted barefooted, as

he has been when incumbered with shoes. This steadi-

ness will be gained by an acquired reliance that he is

not to be hurt. A blow from the horn, especially when
properly rounded on the edge, is light when compared

The Horse in Motion-

Santa Cruz Fair.

In another department will be found an article copied

from the N. T. Sjririt of the Times in relation to the use

of the camera in the finish of races. It is a capital idea

and the benefits so palpable that it must meet with gen-

eral approval. It substitutes an infallible judgment for

that which is uncertain, a positively accurate placing in

lieu of one which has been proved over and over again

to be fallacious. It is easy of application; by using a

thread attached to the slide of the camera and stretched

across the track so that the leading horse takes the

position of operator, there can be no question in regard

to the decision. "We have advocated the employment of

photography for such cases ever since the Palo Alto

experiments were carried to a successful conclusion, and

now that it has been used in the east with such results

as to attract attention, a general application of the prin-

ciple will not be long delayed; other results will follow.

When there is a full acknowledgment of the value in

this case, it will not be long until more important uses

will be discovered. By availing themselves of the les-

sons which are presented in Governor Stanford's book

"The Horse in Motion," trainers of runners and trotters

will derive information that will be of the greatest

service in their calling. Many of the oldtime notions

and prejudices will be dispelled, and with the knowledge

obtained there will follow a more rational treatment.

One point is all that we shall mention now. Before the

revelations of the camera on Palo Alto, there was a uni-

versal impression among horsemen that the great power

which propelled the body in its flight through the air

was located in the bind quarters and legs. It was also

supposed that the first contact with the ground after the

air flight was made with the fore foot. Both were

wrong, the reverse being the true position. That this

knowledge should give an insight regarding breakdowns

and strains, is too palpable to be overlooked, and also

gives a cue to practices that will lessen the danger.

Breeder and Sportsman:—The Santa Cruz County Agri-
cultural Fair Association will hold its races at Santa Cruz,
beginning August 3, 1SS6, and continue during the week. A
full programme will be giveu in a few days.

.Respectfully,

Santa Cruz, July 6, 1SS6. H. E. Makinnev, Sect'y.

Bench Show.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Mr. John Davidson of
Monroe, Michigan, has accepted the office of Judge at the
coming Bench Show. E. Leavesley, Sur/t.

West End, Alameda, July 6, 1886.
Jos. Cairn Simpson—Dear Sir: In reading your valued

paper for last week, I note "List of mares bred "to Antevolo
season of 1886." My mare is down as bay—no pedigree. I
therefore send you what I know, or at least what I was
told (and made a memorandum of at the time) respecting her
breeding. Bred by Clebetts & Green, of Sacramento, hire
Warner s Rattler, dam Fairy Queen imported from Australia
—otherwise known as the Day maro. This I got from Mr.
Frank Malone, who at one time owned or had something to
do with the mare. Can you throw any light on the dam's ped-
igree? Yours truly, M. F. Tarpey.

Too Late For Correction.

There are corrections in the Los Angeles and Marysville

programmes. IjOs Angeles is amended so as to render

Rajih and Contractor eligible for three-minute class.

At Matysville Apex is barred in No. 12, four-yeai-old

clas3. Corrections will be made in the advertisements

next week,

/

The People's Shorthorns.

[Rural World.]

All stock most ultimately come to the shambles. The
breeders, both of high and low degree, may hold them as
breeding animals for a time, but the end is the botcher's
block. It is not many years ago that we found Shorthorns
only on breeding farms, to-day they are the cattle on a thou-
sand hills and prairies. Then they were owned by but few,
now the farmers generally are devoting time and money to
the improvement of their own stock, with the aid of the im-
proved blood. And this business will go on and still more
widely spread and more surely develop until every intelligent
farmer in the country shall be found the owner of a herd and
the breeder of grades, and the four and rive-year-old steerwill
be a thiug of the past.

Shorthorns then sold for every imaginable sum. We have
seen calves under sis months old sold for within a fraction of
twenty thousand dollars, and matured auimals at double thai
price; and these prices, though they may never be reached
again, will yet be closely shadowed by choice descendants of
the auimals then sold. Still the day when good animals will
sell for the prices they did then has passed, because of the
fact before stated, they are too widely distributed, are owned
by too many men, and the prices of breeding stock will more
closely approximate those fed for the stock yards and the
botcher. Never did Shorthorn cattle sell for more reasonable
prices than within the past three years, and the farmers may
be assured they cannot go much lower.

We can, to a very great extent, afford to discard the breed-
ing of the low down scrubs and the undersized and undevel-
oped natives, and supplant them with improved cows, the
best of the natives and the grades, and make sore to use only
a first-class bull. It requires only intelligence and determina-
tion to do it, to cull the worst on the farm and fatten them
for the butcher, but sometimes it requires nerve and courage
to determine that any bull won't do; that it must be a number-
one animal, highly bred, and as highly developed; an animal
which in perfectness of form and style, in constitution and
vigor, and in maturity of age, is calculated to bo impress his
offspring as that they shall be models of botchers' steers, and
ripe for the block at thirty to thirty-sis months old.
The question is frequently asked, what shall we do about

pedigrees? And with the question there is often heard the
statement that pedigree won't make beef, and it is the beef we
are after. There is much of nonsense in this presentation of
the case. It is not every good-looking and well-put-up bull
that is able to transmit his quality to his progeny. Were
this true many a grade would answer the purpose. And it is

because this fact is overlooked that so many inexperienced
and half-educated men have been induced to buy grades
because they were good-looking and could be bought for half
the prices of full bloods. They little dream that a good beef
is not always a good bull, and that he is just as likely, and a
little more so, to breed back to the scrub olood that is in him
as to the improved blood.

No man, however poor he may be, can afford to ignore
pedigree. On the other baud, no one, though he count his
riches by the million, can afford to accept it alone and in the
absence of individual merit. One must have both the pedi-
gree and the merit in the individual that gave the aucestor
tue fame on which the pedigree is built. It is not an invari-
able law that like produces like, for it requires the highest
skill to produce first-class animals always out of even the
best the world ever saw. There are so many contingencies
sui rounding the coupling of animals as to make it impossible
lo ensure the highest results. Hence many sons of the best
bred and best individual sires, out of the finest cows man
ever looked upon, had better have been altered before serving
a single cow. If this be true, how true is it that the sons of

the thousands of mediocre bulls now scattered over the
country should meet a like fate ?

One has only to think out the question, what is a pedigree?
to be convinced of the necessity of following it and of tying
to it. Select any one of the animals haviog a history and
ascertain on what her merits were based, the merits which
distinguished her, that made her famous, and we will find

qualities of the highest and constitution of the best. She is

coupled by a skilled and experienced breeder with a bull

of like transcendant merit, and the offspring testifies by inher-
ited qualities to its superior breediug. The history of this

breeding is the pedigree It is the evidence of quality, of con-
Intion, and of desirable characteristics and the best evidence
we can get that like causes will produce like results.

To ascertain then what are the people's Shorthorns we
must find pedigree built upon pedigree until we have perfec-

tion iu the animal, or as the Rural World said we must have
the low down, blocky auimal, that will grow rapidly and lay on
flesh smoothly and Lot in patches; the bull whose
weigh a thousand pounds at twelve months old, a;

to eighteen hundred when from twenty-four to thi
-

of age. But to do this half or more than half th.

bull dropped must be altered and never offered fc

sent to the stock yards oi the batcher,
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Lierht at Last.

tN. Y. Spirit of the Times.]

The decision of the race for the Coney Island Cap, at

Sheepshead Bav, June 17th, adds another to the already too

long list of so-called dead heats, which always have been and

always will be vexatious and unsatisfactory alike to owners,

backers and spectators. It is necessary to mention only a few

of the more notable cases. Last year we had Pardee-Joe

Cotton, June 16th, and Waitawhile-Pettico, June 30th, at

Sheepshead Bay; Barnum-Fosteral, at Brighton Beach, July

17ih; Swift-Wickham, at Long Branch, August 11th, and

Billy Gilniore-Hopedale, at Latonia, October 12th, while this

year'B list begins with Hiss Woodford-Barnuni, at Sheeps-

head Bay, June 17th.
_

If this dead heat nuisance was irremediable it could be

endured with more equanimity; but, in fact, it is as unneces-

sary as annoyiug. Modern ingenuity has successfully grap-

pled with the problem, aud, sooner or later some jockey club

will officially advertise "hereafter there will be no dead heats

or doubtful decisions in races given under our auspices."

The army of old fogies will promptly say that this is absurd

and impossible; but it can be done, and should be done, and

eventually will be done. This much is certain, and the only

thing in "doubt is the name of the enterprising jockey club

which shall be first to acquire honor and profit by keeping

pace with the march of scientific improvement, and utilizing

modern ideas and inventions.

Expressed in accordance with the actual mathemetical odds,

it is §1,000,000 to 1 cent that there never was a dead heat—
that two horses never pushed their noses across the finish-line

exactly abreast. In all such cases one or the other is actually

a trifle ahead, but owing to the sidewise distances between
the horses, and the speed at which theypasB, the unaided
human eye fails to note accurately, and the human mind
fails to remember, the exact positions in which they cross the

finish-line. For these reasons dead heats are frequently

announced, when, in fact, one horse won by an appreciable

distance, and, in like manner, in some close finishes, the

judges have named the wrong horse as "tirst past the post."

Not only can this evil be remedied, but the process is at

once simple and beyond the possibility of error. Substitute

for the present finish-posts two thiu perpendicular wires.

Place at one end of the finish-line an expert photographer,

who will establish his camera so that the two wires will be in

the centre of his glass. Then have him photograph each

finish, just as the leading horses reach the line. His picture

will show the wires dividing the plate in half, and on either

side of them the horses' heads, just as they actually were at

the moment the plate was exposed. Incases where one horse

is winning easily, but there is a close race for second place,

he should let the leader pass, and catch the second division.

The photographic camera is free from all human frailties

and imperfections. It can make no mistakes in vision, no
errors in judgment. It overlooks nothing and forgets nothing.

It seizes every detail of the finish with absolute accuracy, and
records them for future examination. With this picture

before them the judges can study at their leisure the exact

appearance of the actual finish—a scene which they saw for

the fraction of a second, but which is unavoidably associated

and mingled in their minds witb what they saw an instant

before and an instant afterwards. These instantaneous pho-

tographs are taken in the five-thousandth part of a second,

in which time the horses could not move an eighth of

an inch, and in actual practice this plan would have the

same effect as if some supernatural power should, just

at the moment the first nose reached the line, turn all the

horses into stone, and leave them there for the deliberate

inspection of the judges.

Man's vision is a rjoble faculty, but its powers are bounded
by narrow confines. It has been proven by scientific exper-

iment that the human eye cannot separate objects passing

before it at intervals of less than a fiftieth of a second. In a

mill the circular saw at full speed seems to have no teeth,

although the spectators can see the cut deepen and the dust
fly before these invisible tools; but the camera is quicker

than the saw, and shows its fangs at rest. The unassisted

eye sees the pulley-wheel to be solid, but the camera shows
each spoke in its place. A lighted torch Bwung rapidly

around the head looks like a blazing hoop, but the camera
catches the flying brand, and shows it to be merely one point

of tire. The eye is comparatively slow and inaccurate, while

the camera is fleet as the light which paints the picture, and
unerringly exact in all its_ records.

As convincing illustrat'ious of the difference between the

inaccuracy of the naked eye and the exactness of the camera,

we reproduce in this column two instantaneous photographs
recently published in the Graphic-News—one representing

Tyrant cantering in for the Merchants' Stakes, at Latonia,

May 29, 1SS6, and the other to finish for the Hindoo Stakes

the same afternoon. No one of the many thousand men
clustered around these finishes saw Tyrant's two fore legs

braced Btiffly apart; no one saw Blue Wing with both fore

legs curled up under him, and Garrison climbing onto his

neck. Yet these pictures are positively accurate—in fact,

their horrible ugliness surpasses all human invention, and
thus proves their truth—and the only reason the spectators

did not see these things was because their laggard eyes and
dull brains could not keep pace with the flying steeds.

The results certain to be attained by this scheme are of

inestimable value, and juBtify a hundred-fold the slight

trouble and expense necesBary to its practical application.

What jockey club will be first in the field with "no dead
heats and infallible judging?"

The pictures alluded to are something the same as those

heretofore published in the Breeder and Sportsman, being

copies from the instantaneous photographs taken at Palo

Alto. Tyrant is shown in that phase of the stride when both

fore feet are on the ground, the hind feet elevated and far

back. Silver Cloud has his hind feet on the ground, the fore

feet just ready to touch, and Blue Wing is in the act of making

the "first contact." When anything is published in the

Spirit in relation to the "horse in motion," memory is sure to

recall the first impression which the cut left on the mind of the

editor. There was an inquiry whether there was such a thinS

as an instantaneous representation of a trotter in motion ? and

the reply came "that a California paper had published what was

claimed to be such, but it was too absurd for belief or com'

ment" It was certainly so utterly at variance with former

notions that we wore not surprised at the remarks of the editor

of the Spirit. It was of Occident, and represented him in an

attitude which was more like balking than rapid motion, and

were it not for the bending of the knee in the right fore leg

and the extension of the left hind leg, not the least semblance

o the acoepted notion of fast trotting would have been

apparent. The pictures taken of horses at a racing pace were

still more absurd, still more grotesque. It is safe to assert

that no one had anything like a correct idea of the manner an

animal galloped until the cameras threw light upon the sub-

ject. The more absolute identification of which horse is the

winner of a heat is of small importance when compared to

those lessons which the representations present to those who

are willing to learn. Not that the designation of which has

won, beyond cavil or questioning, is not important and

worthy of being adopted at all of the main racing meetings.

Trainers, by studying the representations, will acquire a fund

of knowledge which is eealed to those who are in ignorance of

thetoachioge, and will be immensely benefitted. The time will

come (and it is evidently closer at hand than we expected)

when there will be a complete revolution in the management

of horses. The article in tho New York Spirit of the Times is

an augury which we are pleased to record.

Racine at Monmouth Park.

The telegraphic dispatches of the racing at Monmouth

Park are rather meagre, but as there are only a few Califor-

nia-bred horses taking part, the full accounts from Chicago

will make amends.

Monmouth Park (N. J.), July 5th.—The first race, three-

quarters of a mile, Pontiac won by two lengths, Little Miuch
second, Thackeray third. Time, 1:15J. The second race,

the Independence Stakes for two-year-olds, three-quarteis of a

mile, La Juive won by half a length, Agnes second, Bessie

June third. Time, 1:15}. The third race, the Fourth of

July Handicap, one mile, Charity won by one and one-half

lengths, Banana second, Joe Cotton third. Time, 1:43. The
fourth race, the Lorillard Stakes for three-year-olds, one and
one-half miles, Inspector B. won by one and one-half lengths,

Quito second, Winfred third. Time, 2:40. The fifth race, a

handicap of one and one-quarter miles, Favor won by six

lengths, Ultimatum second, Pontico third. Time, 2:13.

The sixth race, a selling race, seven-eighths of a mile, Miss
Daly won by a length, Witch second, Musk third. Time,
1:31. The seventh race, a handicap steeplechase over the

full course, Abraham won, Major Picket second, Pat Dennis
third. Time, 5:11.

New York, July 6th.—At Monmouth Park to-day the only

stake event on the card was the Shrewsbury Handicap. Of
the fifty-one nominations five faced the flag. Unrest was a

strong favorite. The California party who own her, plunged
on her, and the public generally followed suit. The Dwyers
thought very well of Tom Martin, and backed him well, but

not in the plunging style which they use when they have a

real good thing. Teubooker carried a lot of Canadian money,
and East Lynne was also highly fancied by Scott's friends.

Wickham was comparatively friendless. A start was effected

without much delay, and when the flag fell all the horses

were well together. Tom Martin was tirst away, Unrest
second, Tenbooker third, Wickham next. East Lynne, how-
ever, at once shot to the front, and at the three-quarter pole

was leading two lengths, Unrest second a length in front of

Wickham, Tenbooker fourth. Coming by the stand at the

end of the tirst half-mile East Lynne led by a neck, Unrest
second, Tenbooker third, and Tom Martin last, but all well

up. On the turn East Lynne opened a gap again, and at the

quarter-pole had a clear length the lead of Unrest, who was
three lengths in front of Tenbooker, Tom Martin still trail-

ing. Along the back stretch there was no change, but near-

ing the half-mile pole Tom Martin, followed by Wickham,
began to close. After passing the half-mile Unrest began to

fall back beaten, but she maintained her second place until

the three-quarter pole, which is at the head of the stretch.

East Lynne had a lead of two lengths as the field surging in

for home, but when well straightened out Tom Martin
moved up, and, passing her, came away and won in a canter

by six lengths, East Lynne second, ten lengths in front of

Tenbooker. Unrest and Wickham walked in as named.
Time, 2:40£.

The handicap, seven-eighths of a mile, Grenadier won,
Lansdowne second, Portland third. Time, 1:20.

The race for two-year-olds, three-fourths of a mile, Maca-
roon filly won, Italia second, RoBebud third. Time, 1:15.}.

The handicap for three-year-olds, one mile, Kock-and-Rye
won, Attorney second, Millie third. Time, 1:43J.
The race for three aud four-yeai-olds and upward, selling,

one and one-eighth miles, Adonis won, Joe Mitchell Becond,

Phil. Lewis third. Time, 1:58|.

The handicap for all ages, one and one-fourth miles, over
hurdles, Sandoval won, Bohemia second, Worth third. Time,
2:33.

. -*.

Races at the Pleasanton Driving Park on
Monday, July 5th.

About one thousand people assembled at the Pleasanton
track on Monday, to witness as good a race as was ever seen
over the track. Although Vengeance wbb owned, and has
been worked, here, and was the favorite all through the race

in the pools, it was anybody's race until the last heat was
finished, as all four horses were very evenly matched as

regard to speed. Billy Emerson, a six-year-old horse who
has only been worked four months, was the only green one
in the race, and from the way he trotted he is a good one,

and will make a race befors this season is out that will oause
many a sore head. He is a level-headed, steady traveler, who
goeB at the tap of the bell and keeps going the whole mile
out. His staying qualities are proven to be good from the

way he finished in the fifth and stxth heats. There was no
time during the six heats that the last horse was over thirty

yards behind the leader. About $700 was placed in the pool-

box at the odds of $20 on Vengeance to $15 on Twinkle and
$5 on Arnold, and EmerBon as the field. Fred Arnold went
to the stable for good on the finish of the fifth heat for not
winning a heat in five. The race began about 2:30 and the
last heat was finished at 5:45.

In the evening a social dance was given in the hall at the

Rose Hotel by the proprietor, Colonel Pullen, which ended
the day's sport. Following is the summary;
PleabantonTkotting Paiik, July Gth, 1B8C—Trotting raco for 2:30

clasti; for apurse of S200; divided fiO per cent, or $120 to the first, tfO

pur cent, or StiO to the second, aud 10 per cunt, or £20 to the third borao
in tho race.
Vengeance, s g, entered by H. G. Cox 3 1 4 1 «o I

Twinkle, b m, entered by Mart. Wolsb 12 14 3 8

Billy Emerson, b g, entered by E. W. Grover 2 3 2 3 «0 2

Fred Arnold, blk s, entered by A. L. Hinds i 4 3 2 4
Time, 2:40, 2:38, 2:37}, 2:40, *2:41, 2:37.

•Fifth beat—dead heat.

Judges: O. J. Stevens, of Llvermore, Win. Fallon, of Dougherty's
Station, and Mr. Learned, of Stockton.

Tlinors: Tbos. Jonos, and Win. Napler.J "Don."

Dagonet and the Princes.

"Mustard and Cress," in the Referee, is always, as its title

infers, sharp and at times so comically pungent as to bring

tears in the eyes. The following burlesque of the trip of the
sons of the Prince of Wales is well done, and some of the
points admirably presented:

"Flie Cruise of tUe Bacchante.

"June —, 188— .—Up early this morning, aud on shore.

Gave Dalton tho slip, and bought two clay pipes and a pound
of tobacco, and had a jolly smoke. Saw Dalton puffing and
blowing in the distance, and looking through his telescope to

see which way we had gone. He spotted us and shouted, so

we ran round a corner and into a fat old black fellow, and
nearly doubled him up. He hit out at George with a big red

umbrella, so George sparred op to him and lauded him beau-

tifully on the nose. It was the broadest and flattest nose I

ever saw in my life; wherever you aimed you were bound to

hit it. The old boy shouted 'Murder!' and before we could
gwt away a lot of black fellows ran up and seized us. We laid
about us right and left, and we were very glad papa had had
Professor Donnelly to Marlborough House to teach us box-
ing. We found it most useful. But numbers overpowered
us, and we were carried off, kicking, to a house close by.
Imagine our horror when we discovered that that fat old boy
was the king of the island whom grandmamma is most desir-

ous of conciliating. Of course we were in a dreadful funk,
and dared not reveal ourselves for fear it would have led to a
war with England and a jolly row in Parliament. So we
wouldn't say a word, but let ourselves be tried there and
then for high treason, and we were condemned to be roasted
for the supper of the king's wives. We were taken away, and
the cook locked us up in the larder, and put blocks of ice on
us to keep us fresh and cool. We had a bad time, and had
given ourselves up for lost, when one of the king's daughters,
an awfully pretty girl, came in to cut herself a slice of cold
baby pie for ber lunch, and when she saw me Bhe said,

'Jabyrack duno rekah!' which I have heard since meant
'What a handsome boy!' Then she came and patted my
face, and I put my arm round her neck and kissed her, and
she blushed and ran off, and presently she caoie back with
the old fat king and a white-headed old nigger, dressed in a
bath towel and parrot's feathers, with awful pictures tattooed
ou his stomach. He was the chief priest, and we gathered
that he had come to marry me to the young princess, and, on
condition of my consenting, George and I were to have free

pardons. Of course, for George's sake, I consented. The
ceremony was very curious. The bride took a tallow candle
and rubbed it on my nose, then I had to take the candle and
rub it on her nose. Then the priest rilled a skull with hot
rum-and-water, and we both drank each other's health. Then
I had to put a rope round tbe princess' neck and pull her
three times round the king's palace. Theu she broke an
earthenware jug on my head, and we were man and wife.

Directly the ceremony was over, and George and I were free

we bolted, and ran with all our might to the shore. Luokily
we found a boat, and got out to the Bacchante, and we told

the captain what had happened, and he said, 'D !' and
that we must be off at once, and we were. And we'd been six

hours at sea before we discovered that old Dalton wasn't on
board, and we were in an awful funk because we thought
perhaps the king's wives would have him for supper instead
of us, and we knew pa and grandma would be awfully cross.

So we steamed back again, aud sent a boat's crew ashore, and
poor old Dalton was found, almost in anapoplectio tit, hiding
behind a mud hut from the queen's grandmother, who had
wanted to marry him, aud had been endeavoring to win his

affections by cramming his mouth full of slugs, which area
great delicacy in these parts. We made it all right with D,,

who is a jolly good fellow, and has promised not to tell pa."

"August —.188—.—We are the guests of the Emperor of

China. We haven't seen him yet, because he is in an awful
rage at our eoming just as he was packing up to go to the sea-

side. George says the interpreter heard him swearing in

Chinese like a trooper, and vowing he didn't care a straw for

grandmamma or th"e British flag; he wasn't going to stick in

town and put off his holidays just for two bits of boys. We
have two jolly rooms in the Imperial Palace opening into

each other, and Dalton has a room just opposite us. In the
night George and I thought we would have a lark, so we got

np and went into Dalton's room, and crawled under his bed,

and then began to groan in a most unearthly manner.
Dalton jumped out of bed and shrieked and ran about the

room. He didn't say anything; he only screamed. We were
bursting our sides, when all of a sudden the room was filled

with light. A dozen Chinese women had rushed in with lan-

terns, and we were dragged out. Horror! The person rush-
ing about and screaming was the Emperor of China's favorite

mother. We had gone into the wrong room! We tried to

explain, but it was no good. A mandarin came in and talked
pidgin English. He told us the punishment was death, and
offered us two swords in order that we might perform the

happy dispatoh. Just as we were wondering how we could
tumble on the swords without hurting ourselves, Dalton, in

his night attire, came running in, his face as white as death.

He fell on his knees and implored pardon. He Baid there

would be a war with England if a hair of our head was hurt,

and he offered to pay any money as ransom and to telegraph

to pa and send it at once. The Emperor's mother
was moved by his tears and entreaties, and we were
pardoned and conducted back to our own rooms. But the

next day the Emperor of China sent his compliments,

and if we weren't off in half an hour it would
be bad for us. So we went; but Dalton made us write in

our diary that evening that we had been most hospitably

entertained by the Emperor of China, end he lent us a book
to read up, so that we might desoribe the habits and customs
of the Chinese. George says if we had had to telegraph pa
for a million by way of ransom the sentry outside Marlbor-
ough house would have heard what pa said with his naked
ear. The Emperor of Chiua'B mother goes to bed in her boots.

We know this for a fact, but Dalton says it wont do to say so

in our book, because we have no business to know it. We
kuow lots of things that Dalton wont let us put in our book.
Ho ruus his pen through our iuformation, which is quite

original, aud fills up the space with* bits out of some of his

old sermons. Wait till we write a book that isn't edited.

We shall astonish the governor's cooked hat, you bet."

It is alleged that a horse near Belair, Md., has struck for

shorter working hours. He works with perfect cheerfulness

all day at the plow, but ns soun as tbe suu goes down no
amount of persuasion or punishment will budge him to take
another step in the furrow. Arbitration has not been
resorted to.
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER.
Closing: Day at Sheepshead Bay—Ban Fox's Two

Races—A Victory and a Defeat — The
Monmouth Park Meeting—The Rich
Lorillard Stakes and Other Events
—Coney Island's Realization

Stakes Close July 15.

Tiie Bheepshead Bay meeting, which closed to-day, has
seen some remarkable races, culminating in Tuesday's great
match between Troubador and Miss Woodford, and to-day's
series of races between Joe Cotton and Pontiac, The Bard
and Dewdrop. With the exception of Ban Fox, no California
horse has been bracketed at this meeting; but as few, if any,
of the other Pacific Slopers race during the ten days, this fact
is not significant. The estimates of the Fairfax Stable which
includes some prominent representatives from your Coast,
have nearly all suffered more or less from the prevail-
ing epidemic of influenza that has all but crippled
many of the stables here, but at .Monmouth Park
and Saratoga, they may be expected to show in the van.
Ban Fox, after winning the Coney Island Derby in grand
style, pulled up so lame after the race as to preclude his
being given much work, so when he \vas pulled out three
days later for the Stud Stakes, the stable declined to back
him at the odds. Their prudence was well founded, for
though he ran a good race he was beaten by both Inspector
B. and The Barb, in very fast time. The next day he was
shipped to Ciiieago to run in the American Derby, but here
again his physical ailments prevented. If they get many
more rases out of the colt the stable will be lucky, as he
seems to be on the verge of a break-down. Monmouth
Park's gieat meeting, that begins on Saturday of this
week, is likely to show up some of the California ns,
although most of them are at present at Chicago. At Mon-
mouth on Monday next, both Ban Fox and Ben AU are in the
rich Lorillard Stakes, but it is hardly likely that they will be
sent on for Chicago. The Ocean Stakes, the Cup and the
various rich handicaps at this meeting will also produce
some great races. Many of the stables thus far have not
sbown their best horses, and these are likely to break some
stakes at Monmouth. The August events will produce some
great sectional cases, notably the Champion Stakes, which has
in Modesty, Dizzie Dwyer, Joe Cotton, Troubador, Pontiac,
Mi3S Woodford, Tolante, BinetLe, Ben Ali, Ban Fox, The
Bard and Tyrant. Where could be found a better field of
horses ?

Last winter, when the unprecedented entry to the Futurity
Stakes of the Coney Island Jockey Club challenged the atten-
tion and admiration of the turf world, the club announced its

intention of opening another great produce event—the Real-
ization Stakes—which should very nearly equal the Futurity
in value. The great stake is advertised in the present issue
of the Breeder and Sportsman, and as the stake will close
on the 15th, all interested will do well to note carefully its

terms and conditions.
Aa can be readily understood by the title the Realization

Stakes are a sequel or sequence to the Futurity Stakes, the
latter, for two-year-olds, being run in September, 1SSS, and
the former, for three-year-olds, at the spring meeting of 18S9.
This will afford the fortunate owner of a tirst-class young-
ster the chances of winning a competence at the effort, and
as there is no penalty in the Realization for the Futurity
winner, such a thing as one animal winning both events
would not be an impossibility. Now this, is an opportunity
of a lifetime for turfman; for those who have entries in the
Futurity to further engage their foals on the loth, and for
those who did not enter in the Futurity to not let the chance
slip by unheeded.
As will be seen by its conditions the Realization Stakes has

two closiog dates for foals and yearlings respectively, with,
of course, every advantage pecuninarly to those who enter
the loth of this month instead of a year hence when the
stake shall finally close. In other words, to make it a trifle

plainer, perhaps, nominations this year, as foals will have
only $100 liability, while those who enter as yearlings in
July, IS87, will have double that amount charged against
them. The possible declarations, however, reduce the liabil-

ities to a smaller minimum if any wish to declare out. On
the day of the race all starters pay $250 additional, which
forms a fund to go the second and third horse. A low esti-

mate placed on the entries of 250 foals this year and 50
yearlings next year, places the value of the Realization Stakes
at $35,000, and it is to be hoped that California will be largely
represented in the entry closing on the 15th. Tours,
New Yokk, June 30, 1886. Pacific.

and if much water be given soon after feeding, the grain is

washed out before giving up their nutritious properties. We
prefer to leave water in the boxes of horses in training at all

times, excepting when they are turned in soon after exercise.

But if they have been properly "cooled out" and watered at

intervals during the cooling-out walk, it can be left. It is an
absolute necessity that the water be kept fresh, and the ves.

sel containing it kept clean and replenished frequently-

Plenty of air, exercise, feed in proportion to work, unlimited

water, salt within reach at all times, and there will be health

and growth in accordance.

A Remarkable Cure.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Feeding and Watering-

The following paragraphs are not new but they tell truths
which cannot be too often repeated until every man who has
the care of a horse understands and acts upon them. We
may here add parenthically that so far as drinking just before
or after eating, it is just as dangerous to man as to the horse.
There is probably no food bo good for recuperating

exhausted muscles as good, sound, beavy oats. They are
easily digested, nutritious, muscle-building and blood-making
in a high degree. They are little heatiDg, do not tend to
make horses sweat, and on the whole are the best food a

horse can have. Barley is very good, not equal to oats.

Indian corn is a poor substitute, not so easily digested, heat-
ing and causing the animal to sweat. As to system, a horse
should have hay first, then grain, and water when these are
digested, or water should be given at least half an hour before
feeding. Horses often have dyspepsia, induced by being fed
when warm, or being worked after a full meal. The practice
of feeding hard-worked horses at noou, and working them
immediately after is of doubtful utility. Horses will go
eight and probably ten hours without food if properly fed at

evening and morning. They should have water more fre-

quently, but never when hot.
At Alfort, France, some worthless horses were killed for

dissection in order to determine whether it is best to give the
animals drink immediately before eating or immediately
afterwards. It was found that in those given water after feed-
ing some of the grain which they had eaten was undigested
in the intestines twenty feet beyond the stomach. It was
shown also that the undigested grain had caused considerable
inflammation of the mncons membrane. Thus there was not
only a waste of grain, but a diseased condition might result.

The above copied from the Rural World is good advice,

and in one respect similar to the instructions of the Duke of

Newcastle promulgated over two hundred years ago. The
Duke's idea was to give hay before grain, iu order to form a

"barricade" to prevent the oats being voided before digestion-

The following was taken from the Sporting World, beiog

part of a letter from its English correspondent. If the injury

to Golden Ray was as severe as represented, it is one of the

most successful cases of equine surgery on record.

The recent accident which befel Paradox is a serious one,
the fact being that his fetlock joint is regularly smashed, and
it is highly improbable that he will ever again be seen on u
raoe-course. At present he is under the immediate treatment
of Mr. William Barrow, at that professor's own establishment
at Newmarket, where, as for some time past, he is hanging in
slings.

Mention of Mr. Barrow's name calls to mind a remarkable
instance of cure which that gentleman affected in respect of a
horse named Golden Ray, who, last year, while undergoing
the process of trial for the Derby, by some singular mischance,
split the cannon bone of his hind leg from the fetlock joint to

the hock. Transported forthwith to the "hospital" in the
High street, the colt suffered such excruciating agony thut
the sweat literally roiled off him; and to make matters still

more complicated while in this pitiable condition the poor
brute fell a victim to the low fever, of which so much has
been said and written of late years, without, however, solving
the mystery as to its origin. For upward of six months
Golden Ray hung in slings, but the injury was successfully

treated; and to-day, though there are sundry small bony
enlargements to mark th-; seat of disorder, the leg is sounder
than ever, and in spite of being palpably short of work, he
ran in the Thirty-second Triennial Stakes on Tuesday, over
more than two miles of ground, and succumbed by a head
only to Red Ruin. Uuquestionably this was a mighty cure.

Test Inoculation in Cases of Suspected Glan-
ders.

The editor of the Recueil de Medicine. Veterinaire recently

made some observations on the difficulties which a veterinary
surgeon has to contend with in dealing with a horse which
presents symptoms of glanders not sufficiently well defined
to justify him in condemning the animal at once. It is

noticed in these cases that the act of isolating the animal and
placing him under sanitary cunditions is followed by great
improvement, and sometimes by total disappearance of all

the symptoms, thus rendering the determination of the true
character of the affection extremely difficult. On the other
hand, the inoculation of small animals, as rabbits or guinea-
pigs, furnishes a means of settling any doubt which may
exist without any risk of error. M. Pommier, of Ernee
(Mayenne), furnishes a note on this subject, in which he
describes a case of suspected glanders which was determined
by inoculation of a rabbit.

In June last a mare, the property of a farmer, was observed
to be suffering from symptoms which very much resembled
those of glanders. There was discharge from one nostril,

swelliug of the glands, but no signs of ulceration; the general
condition was bad. The mare was placed by herself in order
to allow the symptoms to become more developed; but, as

usual, the result was an improvement. The discharge
decreased, and at length nearly ceased altogether; the enlarged
gland, however, remained. Iu this state of uncertainity M.
Pommier inoculated a rabbit by injecting a small quantity of

the discharge from the nostrils, diluted with water. Three
injections were made—one behind each shoulder and one in

the neck, and then several punctures were made in the ear

by means of a lancet.

Inoculation was practiced on Feb. 9, and on the next day
the rabbit showed signs of illness. There was a swelling at

the poiuts where the matter had been introduced; the animal
was dull, and the appetite was lost. Two or three days after-

wards the symptoms disappeared, and the rabbit seemed to

be in no way incommoded by the operation.

At the end of five or six weeks the rabbit, which was
liberally fed, was observed to be in a wasted condition; the

breathing was quick, and the appetite was bad; diarrhcea

followed and continued until the rabbit died.

Post-mortem examination showed that tubercles were pres-

ent in large numbers in the lungs and liver, and the dis-

tinctive bacillus of glanders was readily detected in sections

of the diseased organs. The editor remarks that one advan-
tage of test inoculations of rabbits, guinea-piga and asses is

that in these animals the microbe of glanders is more easily

seen than it is in the morbid parts of a glandered horse; and
he suggests that in many cases much uncertainty and risk of

infection may be avoided, in the cases where the symptoms
of glanders are not so well defined as to justify the slaughter

of a useful or valuable horse, by inoculating a small and
valueless animal with the discharge from the suspected horse.

SHEEP.
Points on Wool.

A British authority gives the followiug points on wool:

Most of the terrestrial matnmals with hairy coats produce two
kinds of hair. The first aud most apparent is that which is

usually called hair; the other, which is generally shorter and
underlies the former, is called either wool or fur. Hair is

almost invariably cylindrical, with a smooth surface, whereas
wool and fur are covered with scales, and some kinds have a

waved or otherwise varied outline. The scales are of the

utmost importance, and upon their number in a given space

depends in a great measure the quality of the material.

These structural peculiarities of wool are found to be so

permanent that hardly any amount of wear will injure them,

hence it is found that woollen clothing reduced to the veriest

rags may be torn ud aud its fibres separated into the stnle of

wool again, then recarded and spun into yarus for the weav-

ing of cloths of fair quality. English long wool has dete-

riorated in quality but gained in quantity.

A tine, open winter produces more wool than a fair one,

but the wool is coarser. Flush of food increases quantity at

the "xpense of quality. Too rapid growth is inconsistent

with perfection— that is, a true, uniform fibre from root to

point, elastic, not easily broken, with shining silvery lnstre.
To grow tine wools on rich pastures one must not overstock"
them. Disease and want of food and warmth cause a secre-
tion of the wool-forming fluid to cease, making a jointed
staple which breaks where the stoppage took place.
The quality of the wool is said to depend on the yolk. The

sheep are often washed in running water, so that the valuable
scouring properties of the yolk are lost. The greasier the
water the whiter the wool. The saturation with yolk gives
wool the silvery lustre so much desired. The free secretion
of yolk gives that most desirable quality in wool known as
density. In washing, wool loses about one-third of its
weight. When the wool is washed on the sheep's back the
soap or yolk is of course dissolved, and takes the salts alone
with it.

B

Yolk is simply the insensible perspiration which diffuses
itself over the wool. It is even more, but how much more is
not accurately known. By some unknown process the secre-
tion in part forms the fibre or lilament. There is most yolk
about the neck and breast, and there is the best wool. Soft-
ness of pile and yolk go together. Physiologically considered,
the chief object of yolk is simply to keep the skin soft and
pliable, and incidentally to keep the hair or wool in an elastic
condition.

COOK FARM
STALLIONS

Season of 1886.
STEINWAY.
Tbree-jcar-old Record, 3:35 **B.

Bay horse, hind ankles white, 15J* hands high, weight 1075 pounds-
bred by Col. R. G. Stoner, Paris, Ky. ° * '

Steinway, by atrathmore, H0S), sire of Santa Claus, record 2-»7V-
Tucker, 2;h)>;, and 17 in all. with records below 2:30.
First dam, Abbess, by Albion, {aire of Vanity Fair, record 2-24 he by

Halcorn.hu by Virginian, a son of Sir Archy.
.Second dam, by Marshal Ney, he bv imp. Emancipation.
Third dam, by Bertram!, a Bon of Sir Archv.
Solo, record at four years old 2:2S,H, Vivette and Soprano are full

sisters to steinwav. Soprano is the dam of C. F. Clay, four-year-old
record, fourth heat. 2:23. Steinette is by Steinway. Col. Stoner
prizes Vivette and Steinette very high, so much so that he reserves
them for his new breeding farm, and S. A. Brown A Co., Kalamazoo
Stock Farm, prizes Soprano and her produce verv highiv. Col Wisner
Rysdyk Stock Farm, Prescot, Canada, prizes Solo verv high as a brood-
mare, and also her produce, steinway has only 47 living foals out of all
classesof mares; only four of them, so far as we can learn hav<»
been worked for speed at all. and four of them beat 2:50 at two years old.
With his natural speed, and from a sire of speed, and his dam and sisters
and daughter proving such producers of speed, we will ask you breeders
how can Steinway fail to produce speed bred to trotting mares? Terms
§75 for the season, or $100 to insure.

CLOVIS.
Black horse, V>% hands high, weight 1,100 pounds, foaled I6S2.

UY SUI/rAX.
B,ecord2;2i.sireof Ruby, 2:19^', Sweetheart, 2:22^, Eva,2:23>4, Kismet

three-year-old, 2:25K. Stamboul, 2 :2G>-', Alcazar, tw o-v ear-old, 2 :2SJ<
First dam, by Tborudale, record 2:22X, sire of Kdwin Thome, 2-16V

Daisydale, 2:19^.
Second dam, UlsterQueen, the dam of Volmer, 2:29, aud Breeder's

record, 2:22, by P-ysdyk's Ilambletonian.
Third dam, by Mambrino Paymaster, Jr.
Fourth dam, by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino, son cf imp.

Messenger.
Thorndale. by Alexander's Abdallah.sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2 :H.
First dam, Dolly, by Mambrino Chief, the dam of Director 2-17

Onward. 2 :25X.
Clovis has size, style and finish, and with age will make a fast and

gameborse. He can speed a 2:30 gait, and he being by such a sire, and
the sires of his first and second dams being so well Known as producers
of speed, how can Clovls fail in producing size, style and speed? We
consider him ahorse of great promise. Terms, $75 for the season or
8100 to insure.

Cook's Hambletonian.
Bay horse, foaled 1SSI, near fore and near hind legB white Bred by Col

R. West, Kentucky.
BY EGBERT (1136),

Sire of Egalite, three-year-old, 2:33, Egmont, four year-old, 2-28W
Superior, four-year-old, 2:29.

'

First dam, by Woodford Mambrino, 2:21W, sire of Abbotsford, 2-19V,
and Pancoast, 2:21 3f, he the sire of Patron, three-vear-uld Btallion 2-19

4*

Second dam, by Alexander's Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid 2-14
Rosalind, 2:21^. Thornedale. 2:22' ..and the sire of the dams of Jerome
Eddy, 2:16)$. Convoy. 2:22^.
Third dam, by Robert Bruce, he by Clinton, son of Sir Archy
Fourth dam. by Muchle John, he by sir Archy, he by imp. Diomed
Fifth dam, by Trumpetor, he by Stamboul Arabian.
Sixth dam, by Stamboul.
Egbert, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian (10).
First dam, Camptown, by Messenger Duroc (106), sirs of Frosnero

2:20, Elaine, 2:20.

Secoud dam, Miss McCloud, the dam of Lord Nelson, three-year-old
stallion, 2:26, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian ilii).

Third dam, bv Utter Horse, son of Hoyt's Comet.
Fourth dam. Virgo. bv Roe's Abdallah Chief.
Fifth dam. Catbird, by Whistle Jacket.
Sixth dam, by Bertholf Horse, by imp. Messenger.
Seventh dam, by Duroc, Bon of Imp. Diomed.
Cook's Hambletonian represents the most successful young trotters

out last season, 1885. Patron, three-year-uld stallion, recora - 19X,
Epaulet. 2:19. Lord NelBon, three-year-old siallion, record 2:26. This
young horse has two Gllies on the farm, and they show form, stamina
and speed. The get of Egbert is highly prized in the East. Terms *50,
for the season, or $75 to insure.

CRBSCO.
Bay horse, two hind ankles white, foaled Oct 2d, ISS1, height 15 1-

weigbt^lOSO pounds.
BY STKATIIttOKC,

Sire of Tucker, 2:19K-
First dam, by Almont.Blre of Fanny Witherspoon,2:16V
Second dam, bv Brlgnoli,2:2y, Blre of tiie dams of KinL- Wilkes 2:22 V

Lady Turpin, 2:23.
'

Third dam, bv Cripple, son of Medoc, he bv American Eclipse.
Fourth dam. by American Eclipse, ho bv Duroc, he by imp. Diomed,
Almont, by Alexander's Abdallah, sire of Uolrltunlth Maid. 2:14.
First dam, bv Mambrino Chief, sire of Ladv Thorne, 2:18W.
Second dutn, by Pilot, Jr., sire of the dame* of Maud S. and Jay-Ere-

Seo.
Brignoll, by Mambrino Chief, sire of Woodford Mambrino, 2:21K.
First dam, by Woodford, sire of the dam of Wedgcwoud, 2:1U.
Second dam, by Hunt's Commodore, son of Mambrino.

REMARKS:
This young horse has three colts, aud all show speed, size, finish and

style. His breeding is royal, and the blood of Almont nicks well with
Strathniore. Spartan, his full brother, Col. K.U.StoUOT savs can beat
2:30. Chandos, 2:28, a four-yar-oid. Is by strain more, first dam by
Almont. Almont mares have produced Catchtly, 2:!»>i, HotfAhon
2:18 .

ni'i I>uraiigo,2:23. CrcBCo in hie gait is mixed, but when on «.

trotting pra It lie la rapid ami mrvy, His action iu knee and stifle sur-
passes thai of either Struthmore or Almont. Terms. $10 for the season.

TEE STANDARD-BRED AND CLEVELAND BAY STALLIONS
will serve mares the present season. commencing February Irtt.and

endlngAnKUBtlat,]8S6,atttie Cook Farm, Panvllle, Contra i'obUCo.
All bills payable Invariably before the animal la removed. Mares not

Ifith foal to Steinway or C t.o.l.tn <• in W p-lurm-d
free the next m-aHuii, that Ih, where the partial breed bv the mm son.
The a ime privilege granted with Clovls, Creaco and tin- Pake of Weu-
lock. proviil.."' they arc uwmd by the C'uok Farm, or the nri-gcnt owner

;.
. Esq,

Pasturage, 94 per month. Extra care taker, of mares ai
liability for accidents or escapes- Mares sent in care ol
Noblett, Fawhlon stable, Oakland; S. J. Bennett, Marti
Bmalley's Stable, Hay wards.wlll Immediately be forw.r .

A<Mr«uN Samuel Gamble, or Geo.
Cook rarm, i>
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Close of Coney Island Meeting-
Defeat of Dewdrop.

The

I2s
T

. Y. Herald.]

The tenth day, and last day of the spring

meeting of the Coney Island Jockey Club at

Sheepshead Bay.

The record for seven furlongs beaten by Joe

Cotton, who showed the Dwyer Brother's crack

Pontiac his heels yesterday to the amazement
of thousands, cost of the amazement still being

figured.

The attendance? Good. Betting? Brisk.

The grand stand was well filled with well-

dressed women, many of them wearing pretty

slippers, and they did not mind showing them
either. What, the slippers? To be sure—
what else? On the enclosure fronting the

Bland where the customary groups of men
wearing sack coats aad top hats. The men
certainly at thiB track are not much given to

the ways of the dandy. Even Mr. Berry Wall's

costumes, which are always regarded with

interest, are not either so numerous or so

effective as they are on race days at Jerome
Park. Yesterday he was very simply dressed

iu black and gray. It was rumored that Wil-

liam Kicketts, whose face is so familiar to

those who have occasion to step into the court

rooms of the Supreme Court, will pose here-

after as a rival to Mr. Wall. It is believed that

though Mr. Wall can eclipse "sweet William"

in clothes, Mr. Eicketts can push him very

hard in natural graces. The final "heat" is to

take place at Saratoga.

Among those to be seen strolling about

before the bell rang for the Farewell Stakes

were Mr. James Keene, Mr. Leonard Jerome,

Mr. Frank Sturges, Mr. August Belmont, Mr.
Robert Livingston, Mr. Gerald Stuyvesant, Mr.
J. Lawrence, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Frederick

Sturgis, Mr. Donner, Mr. Lawrence Kip, Mr.
S. S. Brown the owner of Troubador; Mr.
James Morrisey and Mr. Duff.

The first race of the day, appropriately called

the Farewell Stakes, had four entries—Pontiac,

Joe Cotton, Thackeray and Cyclops. Winner?
'Tontiac," said the crowd. The crowd learned

later that nothing is so uncertain as a favorite.

When Joe Cotton forced his way in the lead

at the head of the quarter stretch a great cheer

went up. "What did I say, eh? what did I

say? Joe Cotton wins!" shouted a stout

woman, vigorously pounding a small man in

the back. She was quite right. Joe Cotton
won in 1:27*. She gave the small and breath-

less man a ticket to have cashed. She then
watched for the time. It was put up. "Good
Gracious!" she exclaimed, "it beats the record

by half a second." It did. The record—1:28

—for seven furlongs was made by Sweetbriar,

November 23, 1883, at San Francisco. And it

has never been fully credited.

Unrest, ridden by a stable boy, ran away in
the preliminary canter. The people having
tickets upon the mare got very uneasy. For-
tunately for them, however, the starter could
not get the others off before she came leisurely

to the post. Tolu, in turning, pulled the little

jockey completely out of the saddle; he swung
lightly to the ground, firmly holding the bri-

dle. The crowd were delighted and applauded.
Then Letretia's girth had to be tightened. By
this time Unrest was as steady as a church.
Down goes the flag and they speed away,
measuring off the mile and a furlong. Every
motion of the eight feet cracks was watched
with keen interest. As they changed their

respective places their names were called.

Finally they flashed past under the wire, Un-
rest two lengths in the lead and Tolu a good
second. It was the first winning for the Fair-
fax Stable since its organization.

In the third race Tremont was a great favor-
ite. Some book-makers laid their odds leaving
him entirely out of the betting programme.
He won easily, with Lady Primrose second, to

the disgust of hundreds who had great faith in
Strideaway.
Tbe fourth race, for the Spindrift Stakes,

terminated in a very pretty performance, Dew
Drop, the Dwyers' twenty-nine thousand dol-

lar filly, and The Bard passing under the wire
nose and nose. When the judges gave their
decision to be a dead heat the throng which
had gathered at the foot of the stand shouted
with delight. In spite of this an excited
youth shouted to a lady:—"Dew Drop wins."
Just at that momont the number post reveals
the troth. "Say Tommy," says the lady
pointing to the post, "you are too fresh." The
youth walked off looking silly. And after all

The Bard got the race by cantering over the
course for it.

In the fifth race, for the purse of $500, the
boy Bender on Hermitage got his leg broken at
the post and was taken uwayfrom the track in
a carriage. In consequence of the injury done
to the boy Elizabeth was scratched in the
seventh race, as he was to ride her. Bender
belongs to the stable of N. W. Kittson. Iu the
same start Baton Rouge was badly kicked, and
it is feared the injuries sustained have per-
mently crippled him. Details are as follows:

The Spindrift Stakes.—A sweepstakes for three-
year-oldB, foals of lftfiy, of $100 each, half-forfeit, and
only f26 if struck out by April 15, 188<i, with $1,000
added; tbe second to receive $500 out of the stakes,
tbe third to save his stake.
Mr. Kelso's b c The Bard by Longfellow—Brad-

amunte, 114 FiBber "0 tl
Dwyer Brothers" b f Dew Drop by Falsetto-

Explosion, 116 3. McLaughlin "0
Green B. Morris' b c Con Cregan, by Ten

Broecfe—Platina,l04 Godfrey 3
'-'-, 10J, Griffith ran unplaced.

Time, 2:(J9J.

tWalk-over.

Betting
: 7 to 10 Dew Drop ; 8 to 5 The Bard ; 10 to 1

Housatonic; fi to 6 place; 20 to 1 Con Cregan; 3 to 1
place.

The Bard and Dew Drop. Housatonio was
lappiDg Con Cregan on the turn, The Bard
next and then Dew Drop. They ran in this

order on the back stretch, Con Cregan and
Housatonio, however, moving further away
from the others. On the bend by the stables

The Bard joined the leaders and in a few
strides went to the front. Dew Drop followed
The Bard, and these two galloped away from
Con Cregan and Housatonic. At the head of
the home stretch The Bard was half a length
in front of Dew Drop, but half way up the
straight Dew Drop was in the lead and The
Bard was under the whip. He answered
gamely, and although McLaughlin urged the
filly to the utmoBt without whipping, she
could not shake off the cplts. McLaughlin
then drew his whip on the filly, but all the
same The Bard gained at every stride. There
was wild excitement as the horses neared the
post, and when they dashed by it, with hardly
anything to choose between them, most people
shouted "A dead heat!" although there was a
strong contingent who believed that The Bard
had won. The judges soon settled the ques-
tion by displaying a dead heat. Housatonic
and Con Cregan almost made another dead
heat, Con Cregan getting third place. It was
thought that there would have been a run off,

but the Dwyers decided to save their filly until
she is in better shape, and so allowed The Bard
to "walk-over."

Etna Races.

From a correspondent at Fort Jones we have

received summeries of races at Etna, July 4th,

and for which we are under obligations.

Fibst Rac».—Heats of five-eighths of a mile. Purse
SI 00.

J. Stevens' ch g Jubilee 2 11
E. Fletcher's b m Minnie R 12 3

Time, 1:02, 1:05, 1:10

Second Race.— Dash of 600 yards. Purse $50.
Mr. Barmun's b g Kirby 1

Dr. Bithue' br m Maud
Chas. Howard's b g Rock
H. Mitchell's s m Kitten

Time, ;35£.

Thtbd Race.—Saddle horses; five-eighths of a mile.
Purse $20.

Mr. Barnum's b g Kirby 1
Mr. Mitchell's ch m Kitty 2
Dr. Batbus' br in Maud.." 3

Time, 1:07.

Second Day.—Trotting race. PurBe$75. Beats of
five-eighths of a mile.
Jas. Evan's br m Nellie Cayler 1 1 1

Geo. Redinger's br m Sleepv Cat 2 2 2
Time, 1:50, 1:43, 1:40.

Same Day.—Running; dash of half a mile. Purse
$50.

J. Stevens' bg Jubilee 1

H. Mitchell's ch m Kitten 2
No time.

J. R. F.

We will be pleased to received the fishing
notes J. R. ¥. promises.

The famous chestnut mare Blue Belle, 2:26},

has been sold for So, 000 to William Moesinger,
of Frankfort, Germany, and is by this time on
her way to join the large colony of American
trotterB in Europe, there being now about fif-

teen animals with records ranging from 2:17$

to 2:30 on the other side of the water. Blue
Belle, in addition to being a most remarkable
mare in point of speed and campaigning
qualities, also has a history of more than ordi-

nary interest. She trotted several years ago
as Mila G., her reputed sire being Blue Bull,

and wus at that time considered of little

account, ber fastest mile being only a trifle

better than 2:40. She was then sold to a man
named Kendall, a resident of Worcester, Mass.,
and in his hands proved a wonderful cam-
paigner, being able to trot and win two raceB a

week, all the season, over poor half-mile tracks,

and beat 2; 30 every time. Her great speed and
endurance attracted attention to the mare,
and patient investigation proved her to be
Mila G. As all the European tracks are of

flinty hardness; Blue Belle is the sort of hone
to trot them.

Harry WilkeB made his first start this season
at Toledo, O., last week in an effort to beat
the 2:16 of Rarus over the half-mile track at
that place, made seven years ago. Harry did
the distance in 2: 17, which shows that he has all
his speed, and the performance is the beat of
the Beason thus far.

Shortly after Wayland dropped,on the Island
Park track, but before the extent of the dis-

aster was known, a party who had walked over
to the back stretch came hurriedly back and
told the driver Simons, who was at the pool
stand, that the horse was dead. Simons
rushed up to Herdic, who was knocking them
down on the Clay Stakes as fast as he could,
and excitedly exclaimed: "Frank! Frank!
that horse is dead! that horse is dead!" Her-
dic gazed on him imperturbably and simply
remarked: "All right, I am selling live ones,

how much for first choice in the Clay Stakes':"

all in one breath. It is wonderful how auc-
tioneering chills the blood.— Turf, Field and
Farm.

A. Burnham, that in the spring of 1881
created a sensation by going to Kentucky and
purchasiug fifteen or twenty of the best-bred
thoroughbred colts there, and whose stable
for two or three years later was one of the
most formidable on the turf, has now but one
horse—a four-class one— left, and dare not
run that one in his own name.

Centella, that has won a number of good
races in the east this season, and reduced her
record to 2:22£, was foaled iu 1871, and trotted

her first race in 1879. She was used on the

road last season. Centella is by Sam Kirk-
wood, being one of the few colts got by that

horae before he was gelded.

Mary Belle (the dam of Urbana Belle, 2:20£,

and Bex, 2:22$) dropped a colt foal June 21, by
Nutwood, which lived but a few hours.

Housatonic,

•Dead heat.

Tbe Bace.—Con Cregan first answered to
the fall of the flag, Housatonio next and then

The engraving in "Franco-American's" com-
munication, printed on another page, u
reproduced from La Vie Sportive, the French
sporting organ, and amusingly illustrates the
French idea of a trotting race. The horses are
presumably making a head-and-head finish,

and the artist has succeeded in producing
something almost as hideous as a Muybridge
instantaneous photograph. Our friend next
the pole has his trotter on a break, and from
his attitude we opine he has something to

learn about handling the ribbons. The gentle-

man nearest us bears a faint resemblance to

the only Splan as he prepares to "go down a
horse's back." This feat, judging from the
picture, could be easily performed by a French
driver in its literal sense, as the high-seated
sulky, we are sure, was not made thiB side of

the Atlantic—N. T. Spirit, July 3d,

Last week we called attention editorially to

the frequency of the so-called dead neats in
horse-racing; the improbability that any of

them are actually dead heats, and the easeand
cheapness with which such errors could be
avoided. During the past week there has been
another—Dwyer Bros.'Dew Drop and Mr. Kel-
so's The Bard having been adjudged to have run
a dead heat for the Spiudrift Stakes at Sheeps-
head Bay, June 30th. It is, of course, only a
question of time when some enterprising jockey
club will make such questionable decisions
impossible, and we are informed by private let-

ters that one of our most prominent racing
associations is now considering theinstantane*
ous photographic plan which we suggested last

N. Y. Spirit, July 3d.

Mr. A. J. Alexander, Spring Station, Ky.,
has sold to Mr. Thomas Kinsman, Kinsman,
O., El-Hadji, bay colt, white on left hind an-
kle and right hind coronet; foaled June 3,

1885; by Lord Russell (brother to Maud S.,

record 2:08$), dam Aida (sister to Dexter,
record 2:17{; Alma, 2:25$; Astoria, 2:29$; Dic-
tator, sire of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10), by Rysdyk*s
Hambletonian (sire of Dexter, record 2:17i).
Problem by Kentucky Prince, a five-year-old

that "Counsellor" Crawford purchased last

spring, is said to have gone lame, that being
the reason of his not starting in the Clay Stakes
at Albany. Previous to leaving Cleveland
Problem showed a mile in 2:21.

Fuller Wilkes, the Bire of the little trotter

David L., that has been winning some good
races this season, was one of the few colts got
by George Wilkes while the famous sire waB
in New York. Although never trained, Fnller
Wilkes was very fast, and there were few that
could beat him down the road. His owner
never stood him for the public, but gave free

use of the horse to such of his friends as had
mares they desired to breed. It was in this

manner that David L, was got. Fuller Wilkes
died in 1882,

STOCKTON
FAIR.

Mr. J. S. Clarke, New Brunswick, N. J.,

has bought of the Glenview Farm a yearling
brother to Patron (three-year-old record 2:19£),
the price paid being §2,500.

The latest story about Kirkman, that in the
early part of the season was thought to be the
best three-year-old on the turf, is that he has
fully recovered from his lameness. It is sig-

nificant, however, that although present at the
Chicago meeting he did not start in the Derby
last Saturday.

Coney Island Jockey Club.
THE

.Realization btakes
W.™ $10,000 A»»EO.

For the Spiing Meeting of 1889.

Foals to be Entered by July 15, 1886.
Yearling* to be entered by July 15, 188 J.

For three-year-old foalg of 1886, a sweepstakes by
the following respective subscriptions; For horses
entered as foals by July 15, 1886, $100 each; S50 for-
feit if struck out by July 15, 1888, and only S25 If
struck out by July 15, 1887; for horses entered as
yearlings by July 15, 1887, when the stakes shall be
closed, $200 each: $100 forfeit if struck out bv Julv
15, 1888.
All starlers to pay $250 additional, all of which

shall go to the second and third horses, as further
provided. The Coney Island Jockey Club to add
$10,000. The second to receive 62,000 of tbe added
money and two-thirds of the starting money; the
third $1,000 of the added money and one-third of the
startine money: colts to carry 122 lbs.; fillies and
geldings, 119 lbs ; non-winners at any time of S5 000
allowed 4 lbs : of §3,000, 7 lbs.; of 81,000, 10 lbs.:
handicaps and selling races not reckoned as races; the
produce of mares or stallions which have not pro-
duced a winner prior to Jan. 1, 1886, to be allowed 3
lbs : of both 5 lbs.; the produce to be entitled to such
allowance in all cases at time of starting whether
claimed or not in the entry; by filing with the Coney
Island Jockey Club an accepted transfer of the foals
entry, the original subscriber will be released from
any liability as to the engagements of said entry,
except as to the first forfeit of $25, leaving the pur-
chaser liable for the same unless duly struck out

;

one mile and five furlongs^

THE
Estimated Value

REALIZATION
$35,000.

or

STAKES,

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFE RED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany

nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz.: 50,25,15 and 10 percent.
Races commence each day at one o'clock e. is. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries t j Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.
For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September 91, 1886.
No. 1. Running— District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash, fJ5 payable July 1st; 315 August 1st; 910 day
before race. 8350 added. (Closed with five entries.)
No. '2. Trotting— Pacific Const. 2:30 Class. $800.
No. 3. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Two-y cur-olds, tbe

get of Mambrino Wilkes; $20 eutrance; $200 added by
owner of sire ; best 2 in 3,

District Equestrianism, $100—Five moneyB.

Wednesday, September M, 1886.
No. 4. Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, 8500.
No. 5. Trotting— District. Two-vear-olds or under

t500. Best 2 In a. (Closed with five Entries.)
No. 6. Trotting—District StallionRHce,$500. (Closed

with seven entrleB.)
No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, Jfioo.

Thursday, September 93, 1886.
No. 8. Running—DiBtrict. For three-vear-olds or

under stake,mile dash; S2"i payable Julv id; *lf> August
1st; 910 day before race; 8250 added. (Closed with tlve
entiles.)

o.S. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2£0 Class. $1,000.
_ o. 10. Trotting— Pacific Coast. For three-year-

olds, HOD stake; 8100 added. I Closed with Qve entries.)
State Equestrianism, 8100. Five moneys.

Friday, September 24. 1886.
No. 11. Running—District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat, 8500. Closed with seven entries.
No. 12. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For two-vear-olds,

•100 stake; 8400 added; best 2 In 3. (Closed with eight
entries.)
No. 14. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, *S00.

Saturday, September 25. 188 <.

No. 15. Running—Pacific CoaBt. Mite and repeat,
1500.
No. 10. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500. (Closed

with six entries.)
No. 1". Trotting—Pacific Coast. Free foral), 81,000.

Board ol" Directors lor 1 H86.
I. I SHI I' PI IE, IS F. LANUIORD.
JOHN i;

.

>KM>iti

.

JAS. A, MUrm ici>

JAMES A. I.Ol"MIT. FKKI) \ itMH.it.
K 1 . SAHI.KVr, U H. SNOW.

1. iMIii'i'ii:. President.
A. W. SIUPS'»>, Treasurer,

J. M. LaRXE, Secretary.
P , O , Box 188, Stockton, California

.

] ullO

Subscbeptxox of Foals, 250:
Struck out by July 15, 1887—100 at $25 $2,500
Struck out by July 15, 1888— 75 at $50 3,750
Left in 75at$100 7,500

SUBSCHIPTIOX OF YeaBUXGS, 50:
Struck out by July 15, 1888— 25 at $100 2.500
Left in 25 at $20U 5,000

Starters 15 at $250 3,750
Added money 10,000

Total $35,000

Autumn Meeting, 1886.

Stakes to Close July 15, 1886.

Three Handicaps—$5,000 Added
Money.

The Omnium Handicap.
A handicap sweepstakes of $50 each, h f, and only

$10 if declared by August 27. with $1,250 added; the
second to receive S250 of the added money, and twenty
per cent, of the stakes, and the third ten per cent, of
the stakes; weights to be announced Aug. 23; win-
ners, after publication of weights, of two raced of any
value, or of one of $1,000, 4 lbs. extra; of two of $1 OuU
or of one of $2,000, 7 lbs. extra; of three of $4,006, or
two of $2,000, 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a furlong".

The New York Hnudicap.
A handicap sweepstakes, of $50 each, h f, and only

$10 if declared by Aug. 27, with $1,250 added, the sec-
ond to receive $250 of the added money, and twenty
per cent of the Btakes, and the third ten per cent, of
the stakes; weights to be announced Aug- 2$; winners,
utter publication of Wrights, of two races of any value,'
or of one of $1,000, 4. lbs. extra; of two of $1,000 or of
one of $2,000, 7 lbs. extra; of three of $1,000 or two of
$2,000, 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a half.

The Twin City Handicap.
A handicap sweepstakes of $100 each, h f, and only

$25 if declared by Aug. 27, with $2,600 added; the
second to receive $500 of the added money and twenty
per cent, of the stakes, and the third ten per cent, of
tbe stakes; weights to be announced Aug. 23; winners
after publication of weights, of two races of any
value, or of one of $1,000, 4 lbs. extra; of two of $l,00u
or of one of $2,000 7 lbs. extra; of three of $1,000* or

to of $2,000, 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a quarter.
Entries to be addressed to J. G. K. LAWRENCE. Sec-

retary, Coney Island Jockey Club, Jf. E. corner Fifth
avenue and Twenty-second street. Xew York City

1.1.om mi W. .M:it<Mit:, President.
. G. K. I, V« ill \M , Secretary. lojul 2

HOLSTEINS
IFOR SALE.)

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all ages, from
the most celebrated eastern families and select
imported strains. I ofler any of my herd for aaU.
All first-class animals and registered.

IHAMi II. Bl'RRE,
401 Montgomery street, Son fnuiclaoo.
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAT—Thursday, Sept. 9th.

TROTTING.

No 1-THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 18S4, with
sixteen nominations.
So. 2—TROTTING PUBSE, Sl.l'OO—2:24 Class.

No. 3-PACING PURSE, S60O—2:35 Class.

SECOND DAY—Friday, Sept. lOtli,

RUNNING.

No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-

olds; 525 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; §50 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three pounds : of two
er more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 1883; 550 entrance, p. p. ; 5300 added ; 5100 to

second: 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6-THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds; 550 entrance; h. f , or only £15 if declared on or

before September 1st. 5300 added, of which SlOO to

the second horse; 550 to the third, ^'eights, five

pound? below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to cirry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, 5250 -"Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of *300, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11th.
TROTTING.

S60 to third; 3200 additional to the winner if 1:42* is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1 :42£) is beaten. One mile.
No. 29—FREE PURSE, 5250— For all ages. 550

to second. Horse not haviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-
ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

N1\TH DA V—Saturday, Sept. I8th.
No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, SI. 500—Free

for all tiotting stallions .

No. 31 -TROTTING PURSE, 51,000—2:22 Class.
No. H2—TROTTING PURSE, 51,C00-2:30 Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. 550 en-
trance : 525 forfeit, or only 510 if declared January I
1887; 5300 added, of which 5100 to second, and 550 to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2-CALTFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. 8100 en-
trance; 525 forfeit, or onlv 510 if declared January 1,

TS87; $250 added; second colt, §100; third, 350. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1835, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. 5100 en-
trance; 550 forfeit, or only 510 if declared January
1.1887; 515 if declared January 1,1888; or 525 if de-
clared May 1, 1888; -5300 added; second horse, 6100;
third horse, So0. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—8100
entrance, of -which S25 must accompany nomination;
£25 payable July 1st, and remaining 550 payable
August 10, 1886; S4CH1 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

In five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, 5800—3:0(1 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, 51,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 13th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. 550

entrance; h. f., or only 515, if declared onor before
September 1st, with $3U0 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1884. 5150 entrance; 525 forfeit; 5250 added.
Second horse, 5100; third horse. 550. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. -5100 entrance; 550 forfeit, with 5500 added, of

which S150 to second; 5100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, 320, to be

made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-
tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14-SELLTNG PURSE, 3250-Of which 550 to

second. Fixed valuation, 51,000; two pounds foreach
SlfjO below; two pounds added for each 3100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 1 4th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, SI ,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, 51,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 1 5th.
RUNNING.

No. 18—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old. fillies. 325 entrance: 816 forfeit, or only 310 if

declared od or before September 1st; 3150 added;
S25 to second. Those not having run first or second,
In any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

550 entrance; 525 forfeit, or only 515 if declared before
September 1st, with 5300 added ; 3100 to second, third
saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. 350
entrance; 825 forfeit, or only 515 if declared on or
before September 1st, with 5300 added ; SlOO to second

;

third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, 3300. 550 to second. Horses

that have rot won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of 5400 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, 31,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. 550 entrance, of which 310 must accompany
nomination; 625 payable July 1st, and remaining 525
payable August 10th; 8300 added by the Society.
Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, 8800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY Friday, Sept. I Jth.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. 550 entrance, p. p; 5300 added,
horse, SlOO; third, 850. ~
nominations.
No.2fi-THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds. 560 entrance; 525 forfeft; or only 315 if declared
on or before September 1st, with 3250 added. 375 to
second ; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar
of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.
No. 27-THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For three-

year-oldB. ?50 entrance; 325 forfeit; or only 515 if

declared on or before September 1st; with 8350 added.
Second horse, 3100; third to save stake. Winner of
any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds,
mile and three-quarters.
No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages.

960 entrance; f15 forfeit ; 8308 added, 3100 to second

;

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proporlionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66f
to the first, and 33| to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of
the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. ai. of the day preceding
the race. No added money pail for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSIE D. C'ARR, EDWIN F. SMITH,
12jn8 President, Secretary.

THIRD ANNUAL SALE
OF

Thoroughbred Horses.
PEOPERTT OF

THEODORE WINTERS, Esq,

RANCH0 DEL RIO,

To be sold at Pnblio Auction at 1 p. m.

—ON—

Thursday, July 15th, 1886,
At the Stables of C. H. SHEAR, opposite Agricul-

tural Park Sacramento City, Cal.

The Prodnce of Norfolk, Joe Hooker,
Three Cheers and Jumbo.

BROOD-MARES.
Chestnut f , 3, by Hooker, dam Laura Winston.
Bay f, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
Bay mare, 7. Farrallones by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Bay f, 4, Flora ,by Norfolk, dam Illusion.
Chestnut mare, aged, Big Gun bv Old George.
Bay mare, aged, Ada C. bv Revenue, dam Sallle

Morgan.
TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

Bay colt, Alcatraz, by Hooker, dam Farralones.
Bav colt, Oro, bv Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Chestuut colt. Dynamite, by Hooker, dam Chestnut

BeU.
TEAELKGS.

Ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Pubs.
B c by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Br c by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Che by Three Cheers, dam Atalaota.
Ch c by Jumbo, dam Irene Harding.
B c by Hooker, dam Ada C.
Ch c by Hooker, dam Countess Zeika.
B f bv Norfolk, dam Sister to lottery-
Ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.
Ch f by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.
Ch f by Huoker.dam Laura Winston.
B f by Hooker, dam Abe W.

Catalogues and further Information can be obtained
from THEO. WINTERS, P.O. Box No. 43, Sacra-
mento, S. D. Bruce, auctioneer, and Breeder and
Sportsman. 26]n

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Santa Rosa,
CAL.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

Notice.
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bruce Lowe.

Hehreht H. Bbowh, M.P,
Nugent W. Brown,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Est]

and Major Bathbone of San Francisco.
HUOWN BHOS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

ASD ESJJ OS OCT. SD.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All cities and Counties ol
the State,

REFERENCES.
Hon- C. Gbeen,
Sacramento.

J. P. Habqext, Esq.,
Sargents.

Host. L. J. Rose,
Lob Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabe,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boees
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walbath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million «f
dollars, we feel jiiBtified In claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock ol every description,

either at auction or private Bale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

, give fill publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.
Second

| private purchases and Bales of live stock of all

Closed in 1884 with eighteen descriptions will be made on commission, and Block
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILMI' A CO , lie Montgomery Street.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

One
j
Koau horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
35 1 Third St., Sao Francteeo,

SPEED PROGRAMME-
First Day-Monday, Sept, 97th.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 98th.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse *400. Three.year-old
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse £500. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, Sept. 99th
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Purse. 3200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
$300 to carry 5 lbB.; maidens allowed, if three years old,
5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING— sfcm Jose Stake: for two-year-

olds. 525 entrance. 510 forfeit, $200 added. 550 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of «ny iwo-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5

lbs. extra. Seven-eighthB of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. §200; of which 550

to second horse; fixed valuation 51,000; two pounds off
for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each ¥100 above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse 5500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse 5800. 2:22 Class.
No. 8-PACING—Purse 5500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—RUNN1NG--Free purse, 5200, 85o to second
horse. Horees that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of anv race at this distance of
the value of 5*X> to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10-RUNNING—Gilroy Stake.for two-year-olds.

$25 entrance, 510 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No. U—RUNNING—Selling Purse, 5200, of which 550

to eecood horse. Fixed valuation 51,000. 2 lbs. off for
each$100below,21bs. addedforeach $100 above fixed
value. One and a quaiter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 9d.
No. 12—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
No. 13—TROTTING-Purse $1,000—Free for all.

No. H-TROTTING—Purse 5300. Two-year-olds.
Mile and repeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided ae

follows: Fifty per cent, to flrBt horse, 25 percent, to
second, 15 percent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association RuleB to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a Bpecial race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse Is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first monev only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and tbiia
moneys.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill and and three or more horses to
Btart.but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66,H to first horse, and 33H to
second.
In all the foregoing stikes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the monev.
Races to commence each dav at 2 p. m.
Entries to close August 1st, 1886.

N B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG, Secretary.

26jn» P. 0, BOX 169, Sftn Jqu.CaI.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. t Jth.

No. I, Running—One-half mile and repeat, free for
all, ?20 entrance, 510 forfeit, 5150 added, $50 to second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $500.
No. 3. Trotting— For two-year-olds, best two in

three. Purse $2ou.
No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse 8350.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. I8ih.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter.mile dash, for all

ages, 520 entrance, 510 forfeit, §150 added, $50 to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.
No. 7. Trotting— For four-year-olds. Purse $400.

Third Day. Thursday, Aug. I 9th.
No. 8. Running—SellingRace.oneand one-half mile

dash, $25 entrance. ?l=> forfeit. $200 added. Free for all.
Fixed valuation $1,000 Two pounds off foreach hun-
dred below and two pounds addedforeach hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug. 90th.
No. 11. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,

550 eutrance,*2oforfejt,>:.=,0 added, $75 to second horse.
No. 12. Running—For t'vo-year-olds, one mile dtish,

520 entrance, $10 forfeit, *i-
:

.o added. Siu to second horse.
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 91st.
No. 14. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.
No. 15. Trottiug—2:35 Class. Purse $500.
No. 16. Trotting—District, 2:40 Class. Purse $300.
No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile daBh,

25 entrance, 8200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

specified. National Association Rules to govern trot-
ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right totrotorrun heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats ; also to change the day and hour of any
race If deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winning a race entitled to first monev only,

except when distancing the field, then to first arid
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board no horse is

qnal;fied to lie eutered in anv district race that has not
been owned in the distrh-t six i6j months priur to the
day of the race, and any entry by anv person of any
disqualified horse shall lie held liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without any right to compete for a
Eurse,and Bhall be held liable to penalties prescribed
v the National Trotting Association.
'If it is the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all racee noted above five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to bold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the.

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with
all entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
Entries to purses close August 1, 1586.

Eutries close with the Secretary.
1. DE Tl'RK. Pros .

I*. W1XANTS, Scc't'y
P. 0. Box 111, Santa Kosa. Cal. 3jal5

JAMcKerron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. R, Cal.
15mytf

Thoroughbred__Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonablt

prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove. Ran SI Bti

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs fron i I n

months old, bred from the beet itniiu

Mock, which I Import yearly from 1

Apply to Wm. Corbltt,

8flD l
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AGRICULTURAL 4SS0CMM
AT

GLENBROOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And continuing Five Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible tliat were owned in the counties of Nevada or
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural .District, and
El Dorado and Amador ot the El Dorada District So.
a, prior to June 1, 1S6G, uuless otherwise specified.

Tuesday, August 34*11.

3250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTKICT-3:30 Class.
Puree $2ai>.

$600. No. 2. TROTTIXG—2:30 Class—Free for aU.
Purse §600.

$300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or
under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse $3U0.

Wednesday, August 35th.
*«0. No.4. RUNNING-Free for all. $50entrance,

$26 forfeit, §100 added, second horse §luu; third $50.
One mile and repeat.

$160. No 5. RUNNING—Free for all—For two-year-
oWb. §25 entrance, §10 forteit. §liu added. Second
horse 350, third §25. Dash of half a mile.
$2*J. No. 6. RUNNING—For three -year-olds—Free

for all. §60 entrance, §26 forfeit, i-o0 added. §76 to
second horse, §60 to third. One mile.

$600. No. 7. PAGING—Free for all. PurseSGOO.
$200. No. a. TROTTING—One-year-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Purse §2u0.

Thursday, August 1 Gtia

$250. No. 0. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse
$260.

$1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 ClasE—Free for all.

Purse $l,orw.

$400. No. 11. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under
—For District. Mile and repeat. Purse §106.

$60. No. l& RUNNING—Saddle QorskSiike-
District horses, catch weights. §5 entrance, §.",u added.
.Four moneys—50, 25, 15 aud 10 per cent.

Friday, August 27th.
$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. §50entrance

$26 forfeit, §500 added. Second horse §150, third §75
Two miles and repeat.

$200. No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all. $25 entrance,
$10 forfeit, §200 added. Second horse §75, third §60.
Three quart.ers.of a mile and repeat.
$300. No. 15. RUNNING—Free for all. S25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, §300 added. Second horse §75, third §60.
One and one-eight li mile*}.

8500. No. 10. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in
the District. Purse §500.

Saturday, August 38th.
$Z00. No. 17. RUNNING—Freeforall. §26 entrance,

SlO forfeit, $200 added. §75 to second, §50 to third.
One half mile and repeat.

$500. No. 18. TROTTING—2:40 Class. Purse§500
$1,200. No. 19. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

$1,200.

CONDITION'S.
AUtrottiog and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; hve to enter, and three to start; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the puree. Entrance fee. 10 per cent, on purs^.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 5u per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horBe making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they mitv contest for tbe
eutrauce money, to be divided as follows: 6g££ to the
first, and '&'&% to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. sr. of the

dav preceding the race shall be requiredto start.
Where there io more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
muBt be named by Op. m. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid fora walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1, lfcjil '

A. WAlKini. ««»». W.KT4 H£rf.
2fijnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley. I

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGPJCUMIR1L ASSOCIATION,

No. 6.

Los Angeie
,

CAL.
Monday, October 11th,

— TO —
SATIRDAY. OCTOBER 1 Gtli. 1-%'CLIJSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12£)00
In Purses and Premiums.
C3J*An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PRO ill ftSfHE OF RACES:
First Day -Tuesday, October I2t».

No. 1.—Running Rack. Purse $150. dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
a.—Running Rauk, Purse $150, dash X mile, free for

fur all, weight for age.
3.—Tkottixu Race, Purse $500. for 2:S5 Class.

Second i>iy— Wednesday, October t3Jli.

-Running Race, Purse ?200, for three-year-olds,

Thirteenth District

COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.
—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Tuesday, August 3tst.
Tkottinc;—No. 1—Three-vear-old class. Purse, $200,

Free to all horsesiuthe Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

JloO. Pree lor all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Tkotti.vi;—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse. >200.

Freeforall.

Wednesday, Sept 1st.

!:40 class. Purse, S300. Free for

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,
to go as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the bent. FirBt horse $zu. second
310, thira S5, fourth $5. fifth So, sixth 55.
Rcxning—No. 6—Unemile and repeat. Purse, §300.

Free for all.

Second Day-
Tbotting—No. 4—

ill.

Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

.'of a nile.

Running Race, Purse 3150, mile dash, free for
all and weight for aire.
6.—Thotting Race, Purse S500, three-minute Class.

Wise's bit c Rajah, 3, and FIckett's br c Contractor. 4.

eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14th.
7.

—

Running Race, Purse 3250, \\i miles, free for
all, weight forage.
«.—Running Race, Purse S2O0, one mile, for two-

Year-olds.
!).—Trotting Race. Purse $500, for2:30 Class.

The programme for the LadieB" Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth. Day—Friday, October 15th.
10.—Running Race, Purse 52-50, for three-year-olds,

Ui miles.
11.—Runnhcg Race, Purse 3200, selling race. First

valuation 3750, two pounds added for each $10) above,
and two pounds taken ufT for each ?1U0 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purso 3500, for 2 .40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturdaj-, October 1 6th.
13.—Running Race, Purse 5350, l<< miles, free for

all. weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse 3200, one

mile.fiee for all and weight for age. For all horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—

T

hotting Race, Purse 5500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries Close on SATURDAY, July 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. NEWTON, E. A. DetAMP.

President. Secretary.
3 and 5 North Main St.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept- 3d.
Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse, 3400. Free for

all.

Walking—No. 8—Best walking team 330, best
walking stall on S8i), second best of either 32o. One
mile. Purse. 5100. For horses owned in this district.
Running—No. a—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, 3200, Free for all.
L.ADIES' Riding—Free to all in the District. No

entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed tor the occasion, and will ne given, includ-
ng one cash premium, 5-0, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday, Sept. 3d.
Trotting—No. 10—2 ;50 class. Purse, $200. Free for

all.

Trotting
Freeforall.
Pacing—No. 12

No. 11—Four-year-old class. Purse, 3400.

Purse, 5100. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.
Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse, 5600. Free for
LI.

11— Two-mile dash. Purse, §300.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J3~seya ot both sexes for unit*. Pontoffion ruliirf-.-s

«***. Frontiiuco. Hal

4'ONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing rpees are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specihed.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the" purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and runningpremiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, lor the first horsi-, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen percent, to the third, and ten per cent.
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or runuing

races, for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated ;iud fail to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats ; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half nf the entrance retained by the
society from the other entries for saidiace.and to no
added money. Ahorse winning a race entitled to first

inonev onlv, except when distancing the field, then to
Qrstand fourth moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by 8 o'clock p.m., or
thev shall he reqnired to start.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8, will

close with tbe Secretary August 10, ISSfi.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock P.M., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

fiSJ-No season tickets will be issued, and peraonB
contesting lor a purse or premiums offered by the
Society mill be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNIGHT, T J. SHERWOOD,
lSjnil President. Secretary.

First Day—Trotting.
No- 1—PU RRE, SPC0—2:45 clR6B. Four moneys.
No. 2—PURSE, .-;:.)—2:22 class. Four moneys.
No. 3—PURSE, 3450—Four-year-olds. Four moneys.

Second Day—Running.
No. 4—THE ALAMEDA STAKE-For all ages; $50

entrance; half-forfeit, or onlv 315, if declared on or he-
fore August 20th, with 3»00 added; 3IOU to Becond;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three-years old, al-
lowed five pounds, if foui years old or over, Beven
pounds. Three-quarters of a" mile.
No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE—For three-

year-olds; 3-50 entrance; half-forfeit; ?30u added; 3100
to second; $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-vear-

olds; 325 entrance; 3iu forfeit; $250 added; 350 to' sec-
ond; third to save stake. "Winner of any two-year-
old race after August Jst to carry three pounds, of two
or more five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile
No. 7—FREE PURSE- 3240. Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of 9300, to carry rive
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, five
pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds.
Mile heats.

Third Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8—PURSE, 3600—2:35 Class. Four moneys.
No.9-PURSE.31w—Three-vear-olds. Four "moneys.
No. 10—PTJKSE, 3500-Pacing— 2:23 class. Four

moneys.
Fourth Day—Trotting.

No. 11—PURSE, 3750—2:20 Class. Four moneys.
No. 12—PUR>E. 3750—2:24 Class. Four moneys
No. 13—PURSE, 3300—Two-year-oldB. Three moneys

liltli Day- Running.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE, 3250—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation 31.000; two pounds for each
3100 below; two poundB added for each 8100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 15-TH hi OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages;

350 entrance; half-forfeit; 3300 added; second horse
SlUO; third 350. One mile and a half.
No. U>—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds; 325 entrance; 31!' forleit; S*J5U added; ?50 to
second; tliird to save stake. Winner of anv two-year-
old race after Avigust 1st to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile: Stark
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17-FREE PURSE. 3250—For all ageB; ?50 to

second. Horses not having won at this ineetlug
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse

3100. For the most graceful rider 325; second glS:
third 310. For the most skillful rider §26; second
315; third $10.

SIXTH DAY-Tretting.
27 Class. Four moneys.
Trotting—Free for all, Four

Pacing—Free for all. Four

PAEKER GUM.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th, 1P85, the Sirs! Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among tbe contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubhs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes

were won with Parker guns, In proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

«,*»»> PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 1886.

Notice Tor Entries,
First Day. Saturday, August 7th. Purse .

c8no.
Special race for the following named horses: Manon.
Adair, Albert W., Antevolo, Menlo, Anteeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day, Tuesday, August lOtb. Tbree-mtnute

class. Purse 3500.
Third Day, Wednesday. August nth. 2:21 class. '

Manon barred. Purse SC00.
Fourth Day, Thursday. August 12th. 2:t0 class. ;

Pnrse ?5C0.
Fifth Day, Friday, August 13tb. 2:24 clasB. Purse '

8500.

Sixth Day, Saturday, Augu«t 14th. Free for all I

r'nrse?l,000.
M ; contests to be best 3 in 5 in harness. Five or

-- to eater, three or more to Btart; but tbe AbsocIr-
i reserves the right to hold a less number to 011
-iluctlng a proportionate amount of the purse

close with the Secretary, 1.436 California St
,

' Francisco, on July 31, 1880.
W. M. iiimtimax. Secretary.

DOG LICENSES

No. IS—PU RSE, 3750-
No. 19—PURSE, 31,000

moneys.
No. 20—PURSE, 3600.

moneys.

BDI.VliKS .'.Ml < ONIUTIOAS.
Alt trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all
theracesin the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate ainonnt of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to the rlrst

horse, twentv-five per cent, to second, fifteen percent,
to tnird.and ten percent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting: but

the Buarn reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shad be entitled only to the
entrance monev paid in. When less than tbe required
number ot starters appear they may contest fur the
entrance monev. to be divided as follows: 66% to the
tir?t and :J3S to the second.
In case any named race for a certain dav does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change tbe date
of any other event "ii the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties interested
at any time previous to August 15th.

In all races entries not declared nut by 6 i\ m. of the
dav preceding tbe race shall be requited to start
When there is more than one entry by one person, or

i one interest, the particular horse they are to start
iiist be named at p. >r. of tin1 day preceding the race.

No ail led money paid for a walk-over.
Kuies of the state Agricultural society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule '6.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which inuet bu named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday. July 81, 1888.

A- *\ DIEXZ, l>retldent.
I- WALKER. Secretary.

2Bjn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dor Collars, Locks, Bells, Leads, Chains

Dog Med/clnee, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Biscuit and Oaken.

-

Whips, Brushes, Combs, ttc.kc.
Troatiae on tbe Care of tbe Dog Free.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

Coney Island

JOCKEY CLUB.

JUNE MEETING, 1886.
COMMENCING

THURSDAY, JUNE 10,

And every TUESDAY, THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY to JUNE 30.

Races promptly at 2:30 o'clook.

l,l<»Aim w. JEROME, rres't.
J. O. K. LAWRENCE. Scc'y, lOjn
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

IEAVEI
(.FOR) 1

From July 1, 1886. AESIVB
(FROM)

18:00 a M
8:00 A M

Byron 16:10 P M
Calistoga and Napa 10:10 a m

Gibson, Redding and Portland 6:40 p M

5:40 P M
4:00 P M

Livermore and Keasanton... •8:40 A M
6:10 P M

•7:40 P M
Mojave , Deming, El Paso & East. 10:40 A M

10:00 a m
.. ..Ogden and East 11:10 A M

. Red Bluff via Marvsville
Reno.Truckee and Colfax,... 6:40 P M

....Sacramento, via Benicia 6:40 p m
" via Livermore.. 6rWPM
11 via lit- nicia 11:10 a M
'* via Benicia 10:10 a M

Sacramento River Steamers.. •6:00 a m
San Jose .-

JIO.-OO a M '* „ ..„

....Stockton via Livermore 6:40 p M

" via Martinez •10:40 a y
•9>» A M

SAUSALITO KENNELS

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—«6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—

8 .30—9 :0O—9 :30-10 :00—10:30—U : 00-11 :30—12:00-12 :30

_l:00-l:30-2 00-2:30-3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

— 5:30-6:00— 6:30— 7:00-8:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00—
*12-00.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— *7:00— «7:30—^loo-
's :30-*3 :30-*i :00-«4 :30- -«5 :0O-»5 :30-»6 HO- '6:30-

TO FRUIT VALE (vli. Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—tll:00

TO ALAMEDA—•6:0O-*6 :30—7:00—*7 :30-8 :00— "8 :30—
9-00—9-30—10:00—(10:30—U:00-tll:30-12:00—J12:30—
l-OO-tl:3O-2:0O-3:O0-3:30—1:00— 4:30— 6:00— 5:30-
000—6-30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00-n2:00.

TO BERKELEY-—"6:00—'6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—«8:30
_9 .00-19 :30-10 :00-tl0 :30-ll :0O-tll :30- 12:00 -1 :00

—2-00—3-00— 4:00— 4:30-5:00-5:30-6:00—6:30-7:00—
8:06-9:00—10:00-11:00-12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY--6:O0-«6:30-7:OU-;7:3p-
I8-00-*8 :30-9 :00-10 :O0 -11 :0O-tl :0O-2:0O-3 -.00- 4 :00

—*4:30—5:00—*5:30—6:00 -*6:33—7:00.

The erection of new kennels and yards, with my facilities for securing fresh and proper food, enable
me to invite dog owners to place their animals In my care for board and breaking, with assurance that they
will be properly cored for.

The kennels are in the heart of good qnail ground, and are easy of access from San Francisco.
Terms are as low as is consistent with first-rate service. Correspondence invited.

GEO. T. ALLENDER.
lzlm Sausalito, Marin Co.. Cal.

LOOK AT THIS!

To Man Francisco Daily.

IBOM FRUIT VALE—*6:2S-»S:53-"7:Z3-«i:53-^3«
•8:53—"9 -23—10:21—1:23—«4:"i3—«5:23—«a:o3-*6:23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50. •

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— •5:15-'?:ln-

J6:45—{9:15-"3:15.
FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- .6:00-6:30: ..10-

7.30-8:00—8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00 • 11/0
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30- ' "01 •

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- 9-5''

-

FROM 'BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 mlnute3 later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA--5:22-'o:52--6:22-6:52 -•7:22 -

7:52—•8-22-8:52—9:22— 9:52— 110:22— 10:52— {11:22-

11-52—112:22—12:52—tl:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—1:22
-4-52-Ji-22-5:52-6:22-6:52-7:52-8:52-9:52_10:52.

FROM BERKELET-*5:15-«5:45--6:15-6:15-«7:l|-
7:45--8:15-8M5-t9:15-9:45-tl0:15-10:45 -t":15-
11-45-12-45— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:45—4:15-4:45-5:10— 5:45
-6:15-6:45—7:15—8:45—9^5—10:45. .... _.„

FROM WEST BERKELEY—«5:45—•6:15-6:15—"7.15
—7:45-8 :45-}9:15-9:45-10:45— (12:45— 1:40—2:45—
3 ;45_4;45—»5 :15—5 :45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CREEK. ROUTE.

ROM SAN FRANCISCO—«7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-

ROM OAKLAND—"6 :15-8:15—10 :15 —12:15—2:15 -

4:15.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.
, «»» .

1 —IV. A C. Scott A Son Hammerless I!. I- Gun, "Premier Qualil y," lO-gauge, 30 in.

.

8ilbs.,with SOLE LEATHER CASE, nearly new, cost $300 Price S^OO
9—W, A C Scott A Sou Hamnierless B. JL. Gun "Premier Quality." 12-guage, 30 in.

7i lbs., cost $300, will sell for ;
." Si 60

3—W.R.Pape Hammer B. I-. Gun,12-gauge, 30 in.. 7 lbs. .cylinder bore, cost $200, will sell
for S05

4—AT. W. Greener Treble Wedge-fast, Hammer B. L. Gun, 10-gauge, 30 in., 9J lbs., as
good as new, cost $150, will sell for $85

KnOWIHLHW £=£jfr * - *T)TTT"Tn~l'
v'

IlifHElHK
!& COMRAKY. -92

i

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

LEAVE!
«. F. '

Commencing Stay 2, 1886.

8 :m a
10:40 a
1 11:30 a
*8:30p
4;25 P
*o:loP
6:30 p

±11:45 e

..San Mateo, Redwood and..
Menlo Park

6KJ0P
7:o0 P
8:ISP

1 30 a
in:4<) a
•3:30 p
4:25 P

1 Santa Clara, San Jose, and

I

Principal Way stations 3 36 p
6:00 P

) I t8:l.Sp

. Salinas and Monterey.

.

m-inA 1 ( Watsunvillc, Camp Goodall / \ •,**>> .

iS-Mrl- Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel.... U 10
*Ji*•*' e

\ ( (Capitola) and Santa Cruz ) i

6 - 00 p

+7.sai . I
t Mo lit.- rev and Santa Cruz ) , .- ,, _t7 - 5QAh (Sunday Excursion) fl

^-^ r

10:40 A
f

.. Hollister and TreB PinoB ..

10:40 A

I

Soledartand Way Stations
i 6:00 E

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysonly. (Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furnished'by Randolph & Co.. S. F.
Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a. m

Train, except Pescadeeo Stages vis San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

Special Rocnc-tripTickkts, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos. Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprin&s.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sunday. «*.{ fl|

l,

JStgSSSl5^OWi^
ForSaturday, ( Sold 6aturdat and SuNDAVonly;

Sunday and •! good for return u ntil following Mod-
Monday, i day, inclusive, at The following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno....
MiUbrae
Oak Grove.,..
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
Mayfleld

sun.
i'kt.

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

$ $ 50
65

90
75 1 10

1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40

125 I 50
1 25 1 60
125 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon

.

Tkt.

>2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
6 001

•Sundays excepted. JSnndays only.

Standard Time furnlshedby Lick Observatory.

4. a. TOWVE, T. H. GOOWMAN,
Gen. Manager, Gen. Paae. JkTtk A«i.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
is

HARNESS and_ SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
ennell's Cynthiana Hobse Boors.

J. H. Feston's Chicago Specialties
De. Dixon's Condition Powdees.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75,

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885. and up to the last of January,

1886. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of Bervice, has been

printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an

opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

yOTJNG KOADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST-elASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

nnTJT? AATT? PPTPT? PT . A "NT la strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
lillL J1\JJ A rvLUJCj HJIXVl price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1S85, or further information, address

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OP
HENRY WAISH,

Sop't Running Horse Dep't,
Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Eock Box 39S. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PBEBLBSS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Dupot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and lso. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH.

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TJIK

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of itB line fori eacblng with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathlns, Shooting and Fishing.
TEATNS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DALLY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with Its beautiful GroveB and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may l.e had in season.

TEE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of rlsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

TEE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
havinc a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-ROUME contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS. SOQl'FX AND SANTA CR[Z
16 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

I The Northern Division runs through the counties
ot San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail. Pigeon. Snipe, Dock, Geese, ©eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
' reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dAUy
at San Mateo lor those well-known Retreats, PURLS-
SIMA, SAN GREGOBIO and PKsCADKRO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited rx-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and M'MA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are bat a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to tl o lovers

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
HportBtnen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF TIIETR DOMl

when carried in Maggage Care and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogB received in Baggwu
Cars.
earln order to guard against accidents to Doog

while in tTansit.lt is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns anil Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gons taken apart
andBecurely packed In wood or leather casei'

i

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, i

street , Valencia Station, and No 813 Market st .

jL a BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,
8nperin*end*nt, Asst. Pas*, and Tkt.
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ALWAYS A

tbi milm mi
Can now be had in any Calibre, Length and Weight.

f i Coham's Bang,
Bang I

( Price's Vesta.

DON
\(Vandevort's ) I

(Garth's Drake.
I
Peg

\
(. I Sail. 12*6 E. K.O. S. E.

IN THE STUD. FEB $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

11 T. Vaudevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co , Cal.

ST. BERNARDS.
Pure. rongii-coated St. Bernards, bred

and for sale by
T. N. ANDREWS.

Corner Railroad and Fourth Avenue.
m27,3rop South Sau Frau Cisco.

attention, riflemen

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters generally. More rapid andacenrale than
any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price §2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
l.AKlPOItT, CAl.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS.
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO Till; OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Book sell art*

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Losing Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Cocker Spaniels.
Having removed to Southern California for my

health and having brought a few of my best and
noted Cockers, bruther sporlhinen can secure the val-
uable stud service of my noted liver and white 3tud
dog. COL. STUBtiS, at tli» nominal fee of §15. Send
for circular of instructions if soon to desire his ser-

vice. I shall have some beautiful puppies for sale

after June 1st next. Address
31. P. MeK<K>N,

El < ajon, Sau Piego Co., Cal.

(Former Proprietor of THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,
Fnnklin, N. Y.) 15mytf

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On bis Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

.IB 11. ARIEL LATIIHOP, Room 69, C. P.R. R.
Uulldiug. cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Koyal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, England.

(Diploma dates April, 22. 1870).

Parties having sick or Injured horses, cattle-, dogs,
etc., can have advice and i'reseri|.tion6 per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and §1.

Send tor HuzardN Worm Powders for
horses, and Ills Worm Mixture iordogs.
They never fail in their action. Will Benda package

by mail for $1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary infirmary, 371 Natoina S'l

Rpnlrloiinc Ofiii Ilownnl Rt„ Sun FrunclBfo.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For term*, pedigrees, and other particular.
pa'lress U>II\ A. <;«»!. lis.ill I I.*.

Box 342. i_HiV!u.;d,CM.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. 0. S. HALEY, Seo'y.

*«~Send for clrctnjp.lft

Seen red by Letters Patent, July ?r>. 188*.
Having thus described ruy invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, 1b:
1. The part D.supported by the side Btraps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the Mind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved Minds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vfBion, substantially as
herefu described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, tin- screw, nut
and washer K, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially asheroiu described.

4. In a bndle. and in combination with the check.
Sieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantlallv as an. I for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and In coin' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so iib to be mova-
ble about the point of snpport, the adjustable fronl
straps or bands Q and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, andad-
J ub table, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters ao not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing- away
with all iIh- objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing tho lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eltoct on the action follows as
is Induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the *nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

IOIIX A. McKERRON.
Nt>, 230 and 233 ElUe St, San Francisco
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No. 508 MONTGOMERY STREET SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1886. SUBSCRIPTION
FIVE DOLLARS A YEAH

AQUATICS.

Corinthian Yacht Club Cruise.

This club has issued orders for a cruise to-day, and nearly
all yachtB of the club will participate. The orders are as
follows:

Corinthian Yacht Club Cruise to Vallejo.

Sailing Orders,

saturday, jdly 17, 18s6.

Yachts of the Corinthian Club will assemble off Point Tib-
uron during the afternoon, coming to anchor.

6:45 p. m.—Preparatory Signal.

7:00 p. m.—Starting Signal. Yachts will make sail and pro-

ceed to Yallejo, anchoring off the Mare Island shore, beyond
the water and gas pipe lines.

SUNDAY, JULY 18, 1S86.

8 a. m.—Gun Fixe. Colors.

10:45 a. M.—Preparatory Signal.

11:00 a. m.—Starting Signal. Yachts will get underway,
and try rate of sailing home, passing the Ferry Wharf at

Tiburon, where time will be taken. Starting time taken from
gun fire at 11 o'clock.

All signals will be by gun tire from the flag-ship.

L. B. Chapman, G. E. Billings,
Vice Commodore. Secretary.

A great deal of discussion has arisen over the threatened

collision between the Halcyon and Lurline in Monteiey Bay,
during the recent regatta of the Pacifio Yacht Club. The
question is, Who had the right of way? As we understand,

the circumstances were as follows: Both yachts were on the

starboard tack with sheets slightly started, the Halcyon being

in the rear. Through her superior speed she overtook the

Lurline, and endeavored to pass to windward of her. This
she was prevented from doing by the Lurline luffiDg across

her bows, and Captain Bruce finally put his tiller up and
went to leeward, although he claims he would be perfectly

justified in running the Lurline down. If the facts are as

above, we contend that he is right in this respect. The Lur-

line naturally did not desire to be "blanketed, "and so adopted
the above tactics; any vessel has a right to haul her wind under
such conditions, butjnot to shoot in the wind's eye to prevent

a faster boat from going to windward. As a precedent for

this opinion we would mention a very similar state of affairs

which happened in the international regatta lastyear, between
the Genesta and Puritan. When about to cross the starting

line, the Puritan, being to leeward and desiring the windward
position, tried to shoot across her rival's bows, with the

result that the Genesta's jib-boom tore a hole in her main-
sail and carried away the latter's jib-boom. The American
judges of the race promptly decided against their own vessel,

and told Sir Richard Sutton that he could have the race by
merely sailing over the course. This, he in a most courteous
and sportsmanlike manner declined, and thus gained the

respect and good feeling of every American yachtsman and
landsman. Again, it is unlawful in rowing to take another

man's water when there is any danger of a foul resulting

thereby. However, as the discussion has reached such a

pitch we would suggest that the decision should be left to

Mr. Sampson ("Pendragon") of the London Referee, one of

the most prominent sporting authorities in the world, and
who now is in California.

The Puritan seems a hard one to beat judging from her

performance in the club regattas. The Mayflower was built

and modeled by the same persons as built the Puritan, with
a view of making a still better boat, but they evidently have
failed, and we think the Puritan will win the majority of the

test races. A very peculiar thing in reference to ship build-

ing is, that no matter if two vessels are built exactly on the

same model, ballasted the same and carry the same canvas,

one will always be faster than the other. A practical illustra-

tion of this has been had in this bay in a humble way.

About twelve years ago there was a scow called the W. H.
Randall, which, with sheets started, could hold her own with

the crack steamers aDd could show her name, under any cir-

cumstances, to any yacht at that time here. She was burnt
in Suisun Bay, and over a dozen vessels were built exactly on
her model, and only one of the lot, the Ivanhoe, showed any
speed at all, and then nothing to compare with the Randall.

A morning contemporary publishes an account of the Napa
cruise, in which it says: The Whitewing did not run ashore,

while, in fact, it was the Whitewing being aground that com-
pelled the Ripple and Pearl to come to and "hunt cat tails,"

as described.

It seems to be a hard matter to arrange any race in this
harbor, outside of the regular club regattas. The Thetis,
since her defeat on the 19th ult. in the Corinthian Club
regatta, has been anxious for another race with the Spray for
a money consideration. The latter is willing to race under
certain conditions. Her owner desires the services of Mr.
E. Howard, who handled her so ably in the afore mentioned
regatta, but business prevents him from participating on Sat-
urday. Mr. Chapman, of the Spray, therefore proposed to race
on Sunday. This did not meet the ideas of the owners of the
Thetis. Mr. Chapman then proposed that he should sail his
own boat against any of the owners of the Thetis, or any
amateur, barring Mr. E. B. Deane. This proposition was
also rejected by the Thetis, and there the matter stands, but
the talk still goes merrily on. Both of these vessels were
built by Stone, and the lines are very similar, the Thetis hav-
ing the advantage of about four feet in length, and a race
between them would prove very interesting. The course
proposed is the same as was sailed over in the Corinthian race.

Most of the yachtmen seem to have had a surfeit of sailing

during the holidays, that is if the lack of vessels on the bay
last Sunday is any criterion. The Aggie and Lurline did not
leave their moorings; the Halcyon beat out about as far as
Fort Point, and returned to Sausalito. The Chispa took out
ladies and went up the bay; the Pearl went outside nearly to

the nine-fathom buoy and found a heavytumble. The Spray
and Thetis had a smart tussle in the sea-way to windward of
Fort Point. The former had a reef in her mainsail, and had
her storm jib set, and under this reduced canvas kept her dis-

tance over her larger rival, it being impossible to see any dif-

ference in speed between the two vessels.

The citizens of Napa evidently have become imbued with
the yachting fever since the last S. F. Y. C. cruise to that
burg, as a number of them have chartered the Whitewing for

a cruise, and they are, at the present writing, anchored off

Sausalito. They are accompanied by a large number of
ladies, and the San Francisco Yacht Club gave them a recep-
tion and dance at the Club House last Thursday night. We
are unable to give the particulars in this issue.

A morning contemporary states that a scow ran down the
Thetis and damaged the latter vessel forward. If a soow,
heavily laden and under good headway is going to stop at

once, gather Btern way, and run her nasty, big main-boom
into a poor little yacht, also going fast through the water, we
move for the suppression of scows.

Oakland Canoe Club.

We unintentionally failed to do justice in our issue of the
3d inst. to the skippers of the Flirt, Zoe Mou and Undine,
while at Clear Lake. On the day of the regatta, the oanoes
started in half a gale from Soda Bay for Lakeport, and all but
the three above-mentioned orafts were compelled to run for

shelter, while they went right through to their destination.

It afterwards fell calm, when the balance of the fleet were
picked up by the steamer. Saturday and Sunday were lovely

days on Oakland creek, and the club were out in force, bar-
ring those whose canoes are still laid up for repair for dam-
age done in transportation from Clear Lake. The new
Rusbton canoe made her appearance, but failed to come up
to expectation. She needs more ballast or less sail, or
possibly both, as she appears very tender even in the light

weather prevailing, and the crack boats feel relieved as they
were rather fearful of her. On Saturday night the boys
cruised around the Creek till midnight, enjoying the moon.
On Sunday the Mystic, Flirt and Zephyrtookout lady friends

and made a complete circuit of the basin, when they boarded
the steamer Wm. Taber, where they lunched, returning to the

club house at 7:30. The lack of timidity shown by the ladies,

while in these frail crafts, excites much comment.

In sorting over some old papers the other day, I found a

pool card marked "St. Elmo, "for which I paid $135, and the

total amount of the pool was $800, with the late Col. Daniel

Clark as auctioneer. The race took place at Mystic Park,

Boston, September 29, 1870, and was won by Royal John.
Lydia Thompson took the third heat, in 2:3U, and second
money, St. Elmo gettiog third money. I have distinct recol-

lection of this race, as I played both Lydia Thompson and
St. Elmo against Royal John to win from six to eight hun-
dred dollars. When Lydia captured the third heat in the

fastest time of the race, she was a hot favorite and looked

like a winner, but John repeated in fine style, winning the

fourth heat and race which shattered all my hopeB, This
horse St. Elmo was a big light chestnut stallion with flaxen

mane and tail. Oriu Hickok made his debut in eastern rac-

ing circles with him and the bay mare, Western Girl, 2:27,

formerly called Angeline. The trio were hard to beat, and
Hickok's generalship was a revelation to- Bowen, the Maces,
the Carpenters, Doty and other top-sawyers of the sukly in
New York and New England, for hitherto few A-l reinsman
came out of the west to battle on eastern ground. This large
pool set me thinking of the changes which have taken place
in betting since the race referred to. Then §500 for first

choice was a common occurence at trotting meetings, and
hosts of eastern turfites gathered at Mystic, Narragansett and
Prospect Parks. I need not trace the various causes which
have conspired to lessen the attendance and the speculative
interest. Times and tastes have changad, but there is that
within the sport, which, if properly managed, will bring the
people back again as of yore. A craving for small betting by
the masses has sprung up on the running turf, and the
excitement of quick winning has drawn some of the large
betting followers of trotting races to the running races here-
abouts, but a number have already found to their cost that
quick action brings large losses, and no chance to hedge. A
familiar face at the pool stands in the Grand Circuit for the
last five or six years was that of Eli Ager, a clear-headed
man of dark complexion, cool and collected always, who was
pretty sure to get out safely when he started in on the wrong
horse. Last season heplayedthe runners with abandon, and,
it is said, finished the season with a depleted bank account.
This year he came to grief and his large operations ceased at
Albany.— Veritas.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns,
mailorteleeiaph.

No repllM by

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—During a conversation
with a gentleman of this place, he mentioned a horse called
Alexander's Belmont as one of the old-timers in this state.

He claimed this horse to be thoroughbred or nearly so, and
that he flourished some 20 or 25 years ago. I thought he
must have got this horse confounded with the sire of Nut-
wood, Wedgewood, etc., but he declared not, stating emphat-
ically that there was no such horse in this state. I have
never heard of any such horse as described. Have you? If

so, what was his breeding? Some years ago a horse stood in
this county by the name of Gilpatrick. He was said tojbe

three-quarters or more thoroughbred. Do you know anything
about him? What is the breeding of Paddy McGee?
Healdsburg, Cal., July 8th, 1886. H. W. P.

Answer.—The gentleman is doubtless mistaken in regard to

Alexander's Belmont or a horse bearing a like name being
owned in California. Jt may be that he has mixed Paul's
Abdallah with Alexander's Abdallah, the former being a son
of Rysdyk's Hambletonian that was imported here in an early

day. Paddy McGee (Captain Hanford) was by General Tay-
lor, his dam a Canada mare.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—At a race recently trotted

over the Pleasanton race-track, there were four entries, viz:

Vengeance, Twinkle, Fred.Arnold and Billy Emerson. Ven-
geance won two heats, Twinkle two, and the fifth heat was a

dead heat between Vengeance and Billy Emerson. The ques-
tion arises: Was Emerson eligible to start in the sixth heat
under the rules? Or ib there an exception for a contesting
horse in a dead heat? By answering the above question you
will confer a favor on Yours, respectfully, Wm. M. F.
Dougherty's Station, July 10th, 1886.

Answer.—Emerson was entitled to start. Had Twinkle and
Vengeance made a dead heat, none of the others would have
been eligible to start in the fifth heat.

Name Claimed.

By R. T. Vandevort, Pasadena, Cal.

Al Borak, for brown colt, with white hind feet, foaled

Maroh 16, 1885. By Sultan, out of Cecelii Clark, by Clark
Chief.

Speed at the pacing gait is so quickly developed, and its

limit is so indefinable, that it is not safe to prediat who shall

be king or queen for even a season. During the past winter
the owners and admirers of Jewett, Gossip, and Mike Wilkes
proudly referred to the celebrity which these geldings had
achieved, and each party looked forward to kingly honors
during the present campaign. But a new star has arisen in

the shape of the bay gelding Dan D., from Topeka, Kansas.,

who defeated Mike Wilkes in straight heats at Twin' 1

Park, near St. Paul, Minn., July 1st, and lowered b>
to 2:16£, pacing the Inst half in 1 ;03. Dan D., like ti

above mentioned, is of trotting descent. He wt
Diadem, son of Satellite.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

San Francisco, Cal Ang. 7 to 14 Marysville, Ual.-.Ang. 31 to Sept. 4

Santa Cruz, Oal Aug. 10 to 14 Sacramento, Cal Sept. to lb

Santa Rosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21 Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

Ohico Cal Aug. 17 to 21 San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28 Salinas, Cal Sept. 2Mo Oct. jl

Glenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28 Reno, Nev Oct. 4 to 3

Oakland, Cal Ang. 89 to Sept. 4

EASTERN—SUNNIKG

.

Washington Park IRockaway. . ..Sept. 22 to 24

Club, Chicago..June 26 to Aug. HlJerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Monmouth Park . .July 3 to Aug. 24 [ Latonia Oct. 1 to 16

Saratoga July 24 to Aug. 28 Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Coney Island.. ..Aug. 28 1o Sept. 2l| Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING

.

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3Detroit, Mich July 20 to 23

Cleveland, O July 27 to 30

La Salle, 111 July 27 to 30

Carthage, O Aug. 3 to
"

Jamestown, Aug. 3 to 5

Hillsboro. Aug. 3 to 5

Ottawa, 111 Aug. 3 to 9

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to 10

Toledo, O Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. lu to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

D«trolt, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Jolliet.IU...
Obillicotbe, O Aug. 11 to 13

Rochester, N. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Ang. 17 to 20

TJtica, N. Y Aug. 17 to 20

Ottuniwa, la Aug. 17 to 21

S<ibino, O Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. Y.
(C. W. N. Y. B. A.).. .Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala.O Aug. 24 to 27

Albany, N. Y Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair,

Springfield, O Aug. 24 to 28

Latonia.Ky Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, O Aug. 3G to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 . . . . Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines. la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Xa Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to?

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

Aug. 10 to 13i Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, O Sept. 14 to 37

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 26 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

MiDeola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Reading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, O Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan.Ill Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

IndianapoliB, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich, Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford , Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount HoUy.N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 36

Hawaiian Notes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The Taces to-day drew

quite a good crowd to Kapiolani Park and the club very

wisely lowered the price of admission to fifty cents. The first

race on the programme was a match between W. H. Cornwell's

bay horse Hancock and the bay mare Angie A. owned by

Hons. Cummins & Brown, entered by Harry Agnew, he

agreeing to carry five pounds overweight. The mare bad the

worst of the start, but before reaching the tnrn had the lead

and was never headed, winning hands down, time, 1:47.

The nest race was also a match between W. H. Cornwell's

bay gelding W. H. B. and Hons. Cummins & Brown's brown
gelding Johnie Goldsmith. These horses met on the 11th of

June, and W. H. B. won easily in straight heats, time 3:05,

3:07. Harry Agnew, having Johnie Goldsmith in hand, told

his friends that the horse was not in condition, but still he
was a big favorite at odds. Harry got mad and after some
talk resulted in this match for the 4th of July. Harry has
had great success this year; every horse in his stable having
scored a victory, and in all won uine races out of ten entries.

Kapiolani Pabk.—Match Race: ?250 a side. One mile dash.

Hons. Cummins' &, Brown's b m Angie A, by Wheatley—Black Maria,
322 lbs Leonard 1

W. H. Cornwell's bh Hancock by California—Puss, 122 lbs.. Appleby 2

Time, 1:47.

Match Race.—?250 a side. Mile heats, 2 in 3 to harness.
Harry Agnew enters Hons. Cummins* & Brown's br g Johnie Gold-

smith, 3, Buccaneer— Venus Agnew 12 1

W. H. Coruwell enters W. H. Bailey's b g W. H. B , 5, Young Ven-
ture—unknown Simpson 'l 1 2

Time, 2.46, 2:51, 2:47.

Honolulu, July 4, 1886. Yours, Honolulu.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Our gteat gala day

is over, and one that will not be forgotten by the

people of Honolulu, as it was a succession of victories, and

record-breaking for Agnew's horses, which was done under

the most trying circumstances, he being a nou-member of

this very great and kingly club. The programme you have

already commented upon, and so has the public here through

the press, but a few changes were made which made matters

even worse. At their last meeting previous to the races they

Btruck out the native-bred trotting race after having it pub-

lished iu their programme for over two months, several

horses being in training for this special race, among them
Agnew's grey mare Kitty Malone, and Simpson's W. H. B.,

the latter gentleman being so indignant at having been put to

so much expense that he came out with a very strong card
in the daily papers aud at which the Jockey Club should feel

ashamed. At this same meeting they also changed the
Gentleman's Race, it being for horses that had never beaten 3
minutes, to be owned and driven by members only. They
could not rake up among the members enough horses to fill

this race, so they struck out the word owned which gave them
an opportunity to borrow or hire a horse, and then only two
came to the post. The weather was lovely, and the first day's
attendance was large but the second day's fell off at least 60
per cent, The track was in very poor condition, so much so
that during intermission on the first day the judges gave
orders to have some of the most dangerous holes filled up.
The stalls are in a very dilapidated condition, but they had
the gall to charge $10 a piece for them during the two days'
racing. In all civilized countries they furnish not only stalls

but hay aDd bedding free, but what can you expect from those
who are ignorant of those matters aud only care for what
they can make to-day. Many were the complaints made at
the charges for admission to stands, etc. A big dollar for a
seat on a hard plank, after paying 50 cents at the gate, kept
many away from the second day's sport. Formerly the
judges' stand was loeatod opposite the middle of the grand
stand, but as they built a club house for the members they,
very selfish-like, moved the judges' stand 120 feet, and 25 per
cent, of the people who paid their big dollar could not see
the finish of the race and had to guess which horse passed
under the wira first.

Enclosed yon will find a summary of the meeting which
passed off very peaceably and quietly, the judges and offi-

cers giving entire satislaction to all.

Yours, etc, Oahu.
You will notice a change of ownership in several of the

entiles, Harry Agnew haviog sold almost his entire stable of
horses to the Hons. John A. Cummins and Cecil Brown, both
members of the club. The sale took place on the 6th of June,

a few hours before the entries closed, and consisted of the fol-

lowing horses:

Ch m Queen Kapiolani, 3 years, by Joe Hooker—Big Gun.
Br g Johnie Goldsmith, 3 years, by Buccaneer—Venus.
B f Josie W., 2 years, by Wildidle—Susie Williamson.

B m Angie A., 5 years, by Wheatley—Black Maria.

The Jockey Club have resorted to all kinds of meanness
toward Harry, but he got to their collar buttons good this

time winning 7 out of S races and capturing §950 out of the

$1,300 given in purees, also winning the Challenge Cup
whioh was given on condition that the best record, 1:47J,

bo beaten. This best record was made by Rosita with 100 lbs.

up, instead of 113, as she was a three-year-old at the time.

Angie A. did her mile in 1:45£ with 117^ lbs. up. Agnew even

captured the Pony race, beating a field of eight starters with

his pony Surprise, who also broke all former records by 6^

seconds. And his native-bred colt Jim Dodd won both of the

races given for that class of horses, and if it had not been for

an accident happening to Queen Kapiolani, which laid her up
for ten days previous to the races, he would no doubt have

made a clean sweep.

June llth, 1886—No. 1. Honolulu Plate, $7.—5for all agee. One-

half mile dash.

Hon. J. A. Cummins' c m Queen Kapiolani, 3, by Hooker—Big Gun,
202 Leonard 1

Hon. S. Parker's bg Col. Gift, 4, by Wild Idle—Kate Gift, r&.Noble 2

C. S. Kinnersley's b g Idle Boy 5, by Wildidle—Montana, 117..Frank 3

Time, :50i.

No. 2.—Kapiolant Paek Plate, $100.—Three-quarter mile. For Ha-

waiian-bred that have never run.

C. B. Miles' c g Get Away, 5, by Waterford—Unknown, 117.. .Frank 1

W. H. Cornwell's br f Katie C, 2, by Billy Woodburn—Katie Lee, 75
Jlmmie 2

Hon. C. Brown's b g Starlight, 3, by Venture, dam by Thad Stevens,

104 Howson 3

Time, 1:23*.

No. 3.—Lunama Kaatnana Plate, 5100.—Mile dash. For all ages.

Hon. J. A. Cummins' b m Angie A., 5, by Wheatley—Black Maria, 117,
Leonard 1

W. H. Cornwell's b m May D., 4, by Shannon—Cuba, 113 Noble 2

C. S. Kinnersley's b g Idle Boy, 5, by Wild Idle -Montana, 119 ..Frank 3

Time, 1:19.

No. 4.—Hawaiian Jockey Club Cup, 850.—Sweepstakes.

Hon. S. Parker's b m Nisa, 3, by Shannon—Nova Zembla, 113.. Noble 1

Hon. J. A. Cummins' c m Queen K., 3, by Hooker—Big Gun. .113,

Leonard 2

Time, 1:47 1-5.

No. 5—Oceanic Plate—S100. For Hawaiian-bred only. Maidens, 5

pounds allowance. One mile.

Harry Agnew's c h Jim Dodd, 3, by Waterford—LallaRookh, 103,
Leonard 1

Hon. C.Brown's bgO.H., G, bv Waterford—Unknown, 119. .Robinson 2

Time, 1:51*,

No. 7.—Kasiehameha Plate, $250—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash.

Hon. J.A. Cummins' bm Angie A., 5, by Wheatley—Black Maria, 117,

Leonard 1

W. H. Cornwell's bh Hancock, aged, by California—Puss.. 123, Noble '

Time, 2:46.

June llth, 1886.—Pony Race, $75.—One-mile dasb, for all not over 14

hands.
Harry Agnew's g g Surprise 1

Hon. C. Brown's bf Kikila 2

Time, 1:55§.

Palola, Mollie, Hawaii, Polly, Baby, Punipoki and Hukimaika Ulua,
unplaced.

Second Day, June 12th.—No. 1—Gov. Dominis' Cup and $50 added.
Three-quarter mile dash, for all ages.

H. H. Cornwell's b m May, 4, by Shannon—Cuba, 113 Noble 1

C. S Kinnersley'6 b g Idle' Boy, 5, by Wildidle—Montana..ll7..-Frank 2
Time, 1:20.

No 2.

—

Hawaiian Plate, $150.—Mile heats, to 2 in 3.

Jno. Brodie's b g Redwood, unknown King Dade 1 1

A. B. Hayley'sb m Clemintina, unknown Brouse 2 2
Time, 2:405,2:39.

No. 3.

—

Rosita Challenge Cup and $250 added. One mile dash. All
ages. Winner to take the Cup provided the best record (Rosita 1 :47J),

is beaten.
Hon. J. A. Cummin's b m Angie A., 5, by Wheatley—Black Maria, 117

Leonard 1

W. H. Cornwell's bh Hancock, aged, by California—Puss, 122..Appleby 2

Hon. S.Parker, b g Col. Gift, 4, by Wild Idle—Kate Gift, 115.. .Noble 3

E. J. Appleby's b h Patrol, aged, by Wild Idle—Nettie Brown, 122,

Howson 4
Time, 1:45$.

No. i.—Queen's Plate, $100.—All ages. Hawaiian-bred. One mile.

Harry Agnew's c h Jim Dodd, 3, by Waterford—Lalla Rookh, 103,

Leonard 1

Hon. C. Brown's b g O. H., aged, by Waterford—Unknown, 110,
Howson 2

Time, 1:51.

No. 5.

—

King's Plate. Gentleman's road wagon. Members only to
drive. Open to all horses that have never beaten three minutes. $100

W. H. Cornwell's b g W. H. B 1 1

Hon. C. Brown's b g I. G 2 2
' Time, 3:05, 3;07.

Pendleton, Oregon.

Record of races on E. O. A. A. Track, commencing June
30, 1886.

Tune 30, 1886.—Running Race, for two-year-olds. One-half mile dash.
Purse S50.
F. P. Tustin's c g Page by Monte Cristo, Jr.,.dam unknown.
S. L. Morse's b g Smooth Wire by Osceola—Osce.
C. J. Matlock's b c Barb Wire by Osceola—Addie.
W. W. Caviness'brc Forward Four by Lodi, dam unknown.
Forward Four won.

Time, :52j.

June 30th. —Trotting Race; three-minute class; 3 in 5. Purse $60.
Kelly Burnett's b g Tramp, pedigree unknown. 1 2 1 1

Ed. Fortune's br g Moorhouse, pedigree unknown 2 1 2 2
Fred Cavinese" b g Side Wlu-fler. pedigree unknown 3 3 3 3

Time, 3:09, 3:02, 3:00, 3:01.

July 1st.—Handicap Running Race. Three-eighths mile dash; free
for all. Purse $75.

W. H. Babb's s g Boyno by Opbir, 115 lbs.

Coso Rogers' s g Frenchy, pudigreo unknown, 75 lbs.
Rube Wilsou'a s g Wildcat. Turned loose.
E. P. Nichols' a m Lila Ferguson, 115 lbs.
Wild Cat won, Lila Ferguson second.

Time, :37.

July 25th,—Running Race. One-half mile dash. Purse $50.
Indian Paul's c.s Paul, pedigree unknown.
Rube Wilson's br g High Water, pedigree unknown,
C. J. Matlock's blk f Laura M. by Osceola—Osce.
Nels Cbappel's c g Mat McCulloch, unknown.
Nute Carnaban's c g Frenchy, unknown.
Mat McCulloch won, Highwater second.

Time. :60.

July 3d—Running Race. Three-eighths nile dash; $10 added money.
Chas. Ladd's c g Skipaway.
C. J. Matlock's b c Barb Wire.
8. L. Morse's b c Smooth Wire.
J. E. Haeketfs c s Gold Digger, but did not start.
Smooth Wire won, Barb Wire second.

Time, :384.

Sasie Day—Runuing race. Purse $5U.

Tom Milarkey's br sVillard by Lodi.
Rube Wilson's br g Higb Water.
Mr. HoovtrV b g Nathan Oaks.

Villard won; Hlgb Water second.

July 4tb.- Running Race. Purse $100. Seven-elgbths mile dash.
C. J. Matlock's bm Repitta by Alarm—Long Nine.
E. P. Niehnl'sc m Lila Ferguson.
W. H. Babb's s g Bogus by Opbir.
Lila Ferguson won; Repltta Becond.

Time, 1:02J.

Same Day—Match Race. Three-eighth mile dash.
Tom Milarkey's Lady Duffy by Patsy Duffy.
W. H. Babb's Tom Daly by Patsy Duffy—Sunshine by Dasher.
Tom Daly won.

JulyStb—Trotting Race; three in five. Purse $100.
Fred Caviness' br g Lewiston, pedigree unknown 2 2 1
A. Wing's b ru May Muller. pedigree unknown 1 1 2
Kelly Bennett's Tramp, pedigree unknown 3 3 3

Judges decided here that there was collusion and that both Lewiston
and Tramp were pulled, and declared bets and pools off.

J. H. Turner, Seo'y., E. O. A. A.

Mr. Simpson:—lam requested to ask you the following

question : The judges decided the race off for the reasons above

stated. What becomes of the entrance money in such case? Is

it returned to those making the entries, or is it forfeited to

the society? Please answer. J. H. Turner, Sec'y.

At Monmouth Park.

New York, July 8.—As usual, of late, at Monmouth Park
the Dwyers pulled off the three stake events on the card

—

the July Stakes for two-year-olds, the Monmouth Cup aud the

Monmouth Oaks. For the July Stakes they started Hanover,

who had to' take up a penalty of five pounds, whioh raised

his weight to 120. They themselves did not think that their

chance for winning was a good one, and only backed their

colt a little for a place. The favorite and tip was Mr. Withers'

unnamed Julietta colt, who had run such a good race on

Saturday last. The Scott party thought very well of Koi
d'Or, and a lot of shrewd people put their money on him.

Raveller, late Reverson, also had a host of followers, and thus
the race resolved itself into a good betting affair. The young-
sters, as usual, were very fractious at the post, Hanover and
Roi d'Or cutting up badly. When the flag went down, how-
ever, the start was a good one. Raveller was the first to

show in the lead, Julietta colt second, Roi d'Or third. The
pace was a good one. At the half-mile the Julietta colt led

by a neck, Raveller second and a scant half length in front of
Roi d'Or. Hanover and Oneco came nest, a length behind
and running almost lapped. In the run to the three-quarters
Hanover closed on to the Julietta colt, followed by Oneco.
Swinging into the stretch the Julietta colt "shut up like a
jackknife," and Hanover and Oneco drew away. They ran
down the stretch like a team, first one aud then the other
showing in the front. Iu the last stretch, however, Mc-
Laughlin managed to work Hanover to the front, and he won
by the shortest of heads, Oneco second, sis lengths in front
of Roi d'Or, the Julietta colt fourth. Time 1:15£.

For the race for the Monmouth Cup the book-makers at

first offered 1 against 10 on Miss Woodford and 10 and 12 to 1

against East Lynne and Tenbooker. As no business could be
done at this rate, Miss Woodford was barred and 4 to 5 was
offered against Tenbooker and 9 to 10 against East Lynne.
Tenbooker was believed to be the good thing for tho place, as
he met East Lynne on nine pounds better terms than when
they met last. At the same time the bulk of the clever peo-
ple baoked East Lynne because Tenbooker is going back
while East Lynne is improving.
When the flag fell Tenbooker was the first to show in the

lead, with East Lynne second. The last named, however,
shot to the front at once and in the next quarter gained a lead

of a length in front of Miss Woodford. All were running
under a pull as they came past the stand with East Lynne two
lengths in front of Tenbooker and he a length in front of the
mare. Passing the quarter-pole Tenbooker gained a half

length on East Lynne, but as she attempted to loaf, Dawson
gave her a reminder with the whip upon which she again got
her lead of two lengths. After passing the half-mile Miss
Woodford began to close up, and Tenbooker also began to cut
East Lynne's lead down. Swinging into the stretch both
East Lynne and Tenbooker got the whip, aud remained in
front to the seven-furlong pole. There, however, McLaugh-
lin gave Miss Woodford her head aud coming away she won
by a length and a half. East Lynne managed to start in
front under hard riding and got second place by a neck.
Time, 3:07.

For the Monmouth Oaks the presence of Charity and Dew-
drop drove out all other competitors, and the race resolved
itself into a duel between the two. Dewdrop is a much
improved filly over what she was when The Bard ran a dead
heat with her. The Dwyers thought that they could not lose

the race aud, thanks to their plunging and the public liking,

odds of ten to three had to be lain on her, while three to one
was offered against Charity. Dewdrop was the first away
when the flag fell, but Charity at once set out to make the
pace. Coming by the stand she led three parts of a length,

an advantage which she retained to pass the half-mile. Both
fillies were running easy up to that time, but in the run to

the three-quarters Fitzpatrick urged Charity. She retained

her lead until well into the stretch, where Dewdrop, who was
running apparently easy, showed a neck in front. Dewdrop
seemed to have the race safe; but, in the last 200 yards, Fitz-

patrick, by a brilliant piece of riding got Charity to the front

again. The filly, however, could not stand the pressure, and
Dewdrop won cleverly by a neck. Time, 2:10J.

The handicap for all ages, one and one-eighth miles, Joe
Cotton won by half a length, Elizabeth second, Thackeray
third. Time, 2:12$.

The fifth race, a handicap for all ages, distance one mile,

Electric won by a length, Grenadier second, Portlaud third.

Time, 1:433

.

The sixth race, for three-year-olds aud upwards, five-eighths

of a mile, Cricket won by oue aud one-half lengthy, McBowliug
second, Hopeful third. Time, 1:02;].

The seventh race, a handicap steeple-chase for all ages, over
the short course, Buckra won by six lengths, Abraham second.
New York, July 10.—At Monmouth Park to-day the

Dwyers, as usual, won the two stake events on the card, the
Atlantic and the Stockton. For the former they started Tre-
mont, who, in accordance with the conditions, was enabled to

start without a penalty, at 115 pounds. All his competitors
being maidens, they got an allowance of ten pounds. As no
betting could be had against him, the book-makerB barred
him, and without him, Bessie June was the favorite at 8 to

5, her owner, Jim Williams, believing that in the Bloppy going
there was not a youngster who could beat her except Tre-
niout. To an excellent start Pomona was the Hrst away, the
Julietta colt second, Bessie June third. Pomona, however,
would not run and got the whip in the first furlong; but then
she would not try and at ouce fell twenty lengths behind the
fieia. The Julietta colt took the lead and held it for about a
furlong, when Tremont, coming as if he had been shot out of

a cannon, rushed to the fore, and at the half-mile pole was
two lengths in front, the Julietta colt second, a length in

front of Bessie June, Miss Mouse aud Reveller fourth and
fifth, but out of the hunt. In the run to the three-quarters

Bessie June easily passed the Julietta colt, but could not
reach Tremont, who won on a big gallop by a dozen lengths.
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Bessie June cantered in second, bard held, three lengths in

front of Reveller. The others palled np. Time, 1 :16J. Tre-

inont was so fresh that, in being led across to his stable after

the race, he romped with his stable boy and snatched mouth-
ful after mouthful of grass.

In the Stockton Stakes, the betting was 10 to 1 on Dewdrop
and 5 to 1 against Quito and S to 1 against Linden. The lat-

ter was not fancied by his stable as he could not go in the

mud. Quito set the pace and led with Dewdrop at his saddle-

girth to the last furlong. Then Dewdrop went by him and
won very easily by a length and a half. Quito a hundred
yards in front of Linden. Time, 2:13f

.'

The handicap, one and one-half miles, Favor won, Dry
Monoply second, FeTona third. Time, 1:59£.

The fourth race, a handicap, one and one-half miles, Tolu
won, Unrest second, Lottery third. Time, 2-.42J.

The fifth race, the Corinthian Stakes, one and five-eighths

miles, Elizabeth won, Heartease second, Revoke third. Time,

1:54J.
The sixth race, a selling race, one mile, Edgefield won,

Letretia second, Frank Ward third. Time, 1:46.

The seventh race, a steeple-chase over the full course, Tom
Brown won, Worth second, Abraham third.

Winning Blood on the Turf.

During last summer and fall we wrote a series of articles

upon "Stamina," iu which we attempted to point out to breed-

ers the best strains of running blood, and when selecting

brood-mares to take those whose tap root could be found to

trace back to certain imported mares before the present cen-

tury, and a number who were imported from 1S00 up to 1860.

The list is too long to reproduce, but in lookiDg over the rac-

ing this far in the year, it is singular how well our articles

have been endorsed by public form. Occasionally some par-

ticular family seems to drop out of the winning current for a

season, and then comes again and takes a leading part.

In glancing over the racing this year, the principal winners

will be found to trace back to the following distinguished

families. Imp. Gallopade, from whom Reel, Lecompte and a

host of others have descended; we have Bandala by King Ban,

winner of the Ladies' Stakes at Jerome Park and other

races, and the two-year-old filly Wary by Warwick, winner

of the Cotton Exchange at MoUle, and the Robinson Stakes

at Lexington, and was second on three other occasions.

Kirkman by imp. Glengarry, who has won three Btakes for

which he started this year (Maury at Mobile, Merchants' and
Belle Meade at Nashville), traces back to the same family to

imp. Gallopade.
Barnum, the ever-green old gelding by Bonnie Scotland,

descends from imp. Selima by the Godolphin Arabian, from
which Peytona, Giantess, Cordelia, Adnella, &c, came.
Ben Ali, by Virgil, dam Ulrica by Lexington, comes from

imp. Emelia, the dam of Australian. Ben Ali has won every

race for which he has started this year (with the exception of

the American Derby), including the Winters, Ocean, and
Spirit of the Times Stakes at San Francisco, Kentucky Derby
at Louisville Ky., St. Louis Derby and Chas. Green Stakes

at St. Louis.
Biggonet, by Bramble, won the Withers Stakes, and Tyrant

by Great Tom, winner of the Trial Stakes at San Francisco,

Distillers' Stakes at Lexington, and Merchants* Stakes at Cov-
ington, both descend from the imported mare from the stud

of Harrison of Brandon, from which Gamma, Delta, Madam
Bosley, Bet Bosley, &c, came.
Eurns, by Eolus, winner of the Willard Hotel Stakes at Wash-

• ington and the Annual Homebred Stakes at Baltimore, comes
from imp. Eltham Lass, the dam of Kingfisher, Sabina, &c.

Bersan, by Ten Broeck, winner of the National Hotel Han-
dicap, and Riggs' House Stakes at Washington, traces to the

same familyas Idlewild, Spendthrift, Fellowcraft, Rutherford,

Jersey Belle, Platina, Drake Carter, Favor, Macduff, &c, a

great racing family.

Blue Wing, by Billet, winner of the Clark at Louisville and
Himyar Stakes at Covington, traces back to Longfellow and
Ten Broeck's family.

Carey, by King Alfonso, winner of the Mechanic Stakes at

St. Louis, Jennie T., by Falsetto, winner of five stakes, and
the best two-year-old that has shown in the west, so far,

comes of the Duke of Magenta; Magenta and Miriam family.

While thisis avery short pedigree, it shows great racing qual-

ities—hardly a year but what something remarkably good
comes from it.

Duhme, winner of the Runnymade Stakes, by Powhattan,
dam imp. Britannia 4th, that produced Madame Dudley,
Brown Prince and Booty, the latter dam of Violator, ifcc.

Dry Monopole, who has shown rare good form this year,

by Glenelg, dam Peru, descends from an old racing family,

Eliza Bailey by Columbus.
Free Knight, winner of the Blue Ribbon at Lexington, and

Bankers and Brokers at St. Louis, Mo.; Volante, by Grin-

stead, one of the best four-year-olds in the country; both
come from the Norfolk family. While this is not a long pedi-

gree, it has been prolific in producing great horses—Belle

Anderson, Ripple by Medoc, Zenith, Chloe Anderson, Nora,
Adelgiza, Novice, Sallie Anderson, Kate Anderson, The Nun,
Clara D., Norfolk, Freeland, Long Knight, Freeman, Mary
Corbett, &c, are from this family.

Jim Gore, winner of the Harold Stakes at Covington, Ky.,
and the Carriage Builders' at St. Louis, by Hindoo, dam
Katie by imp. Phaeton, descends from imp. Fury by imp.
Priam, that has produced a number of speedy horses, such
as Danger, Buchanan, Harry Gilmore, Jim Guest, Artist,

Gray Nun, Farewell, Bengal, Farragut, Eva S., &c.
Magnolia by imp. Gleneoe. dam imp. Myrtle by Mameluke,

has come again prominently to the front. Kaloolah, winner
of the Glidelia at Covington, Fair Oaks and Adolphus Busch
Stakes at St. Louis, by Longfellow, dam Sylph by imp.
Glenelg, one of the best three-year-old fillies of the year, and
Savanac, winner of the Peyton Handicap Stakes at Baltimore,

by Mortemer, dam Sly Booots are both immediate descendants
of Magnolia. Sly Boots is a granddaughter and Sylph a

great-granddaughter. Magnolia was a great blood-mare, and
the family is a most remarkable one in the production of

good horses. Magic, Madeline, Madonna, Charley Ball
Princeton, Daniel Boone, Skedaddle, Kentucky, Gilroy, Vic-

tory, Saucebox, Squeeze 'em, Sly Boots, Leveler, Sly Dance,
Savanac, Maggie B. B., Harold, Iroquois, Panique, and a
host of others.

Masterpiece, winner of the Moet & Chandon at Louisville
and the Ripple at Covington, by Blue Mantle, dam Phcebe
Mayflower, comes from imp. Cicily Jopson, dam of Waverly,
Katrine, Emma Manly, Gold Ban, &c.
Miss Woodford, winner of the Harlem Stakes at Jerome

and the great Eclipse Stakes at St. Louis, by Billet, dam
Fancy Jane by Neil Robinson, is a descendant in the female
Hds of Tarico by Sumpter, who, we believe, traces to imp.
Jenny Cameron, from which we have Asteroid, Gray Medoc

d others. Yarico's own descendants have been of good

class—Nannie Rhodes, Rhoda, Nicholas 1st, Czarina, Fleet-
wing, King Faro, Belle of Runnymede, &c.
Another of Mr. John M. Clay's old families keep up their

reputation, Modesty by War Dance, dam Ballet by Planet,
out of Balloon by imp. Yorkshire, her dam Heraldry by
Horald, has won some seven races this year out of nine starts,

three of which were stakes. Heraldry belongs to the Wagner
family from which some good horses have come—Margaret
Woods, Wade Hampton, Maria Wood, Star Davis, Annandale,
Balloon, True Blue, &c.

Pearl Jennings and Silver Cloud are descendanls of imp.
Peggy by Trumpetor, a good racing family.

The Bourbon by Billet, dara Mirah, (Binette's dam), is a
representative of King Alfonso's family on the dams' side in

the female line.

Poteen, a good two-year-old, winner of five stakes, by
Powhattan, dam Miss Carter by imp. Sovereign, belongs to

the Dolly Carter family, tracing back to imp. Virago, which
has produced Joe Daniels, Phoenix Belle, Cora Linn, Arc.

Troubador, winner of the Suburban Handicap, by Lisbon,
dam Glenluine, Ten Booker by Ten Broeck, both trace back
to imp. Silver, and it has been a great racing family.

Lute, Woodburn, Kildare, Amy Farley, Blue Grass, Spar-
tan, Lilly Ward, Harry of the West, Fanny Cheatham, Lerna,
Sister, Compromise, Martha Dunn, Iodine, MissPattie, Wood-
bine, Belle of the Meade, Bonnie Wood, Boardman, &c, all

come of this family.

Tremont by Virgil, dam Ann Feif by Alarm, the best two-
year-old that has shown and won every race for which he has
started, belongs to the same family that produced the great
race-horse Bend'Or,—Charley Walker. Ed Turner, Kate
Walker, &c, came of the same family. Nothing has appeared
from this family of particular note since Bend'Or, but Tre-
mont seems determined to eclipse his fame.

Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Messmate by Alarm, out of

Full Cry, (Checkmate's dam), is a highly promising two-year-
old here, and again some good old blood, after a few years
without showing much class, comes to the front again.

Pure Rye, who ran a dead heat for the Ashland Oaks at

Lexington, and won the Oaks at Louisville, by imp. Billet,

dam Mary Clark, by Lexington, runs back to imp. Cub, one of

the best and most prolific families in the stud-book in the
production of great horses—Parole, Ferida, Falsetto, and hun-
dreds of others might be named.
In glancing over the breeding of the thirty-one horses

mentioned above it will be seen that they, as a rule, have one
or more crosses of Boston and Lexington blood; Barnum,
Dry Monopole, Masterpiece, Miss Woodford and Savanac
have no crosses of this blood; Ben Ali, Bersan, Biggonet,

Blue Wing, Duhme, Earns, Kaloolah, Modesty, Tearl Jen-
nings, Poteen, Pure Rye, The Bourbon, Tremont, Tyrant and
Troubador, have each a cross of this blood; Free Knight, Jim
Gore, Kirkman, Prodigal, Silver Cloud, Ten Booker, Volante
and Wary have two crosses, and Bandala and Jennie T. three

crosses. This is worthy of note, as every breeder wishes to

know what lines of blood nick best in the production of a

majority of our race-horses.

—

Live Stock Record.

Racing at Chicago.

Chicago, July 8th.—The first race was a dash of three

quarters of a mile, for two-year-old fillies, and the 6tarters

were Wary. Varina, Grissetta, Nellie B. and Margo. Men who
talk "boss" and wear white plug hats said that Wary was a

sure winner. All admitted that Baldwin's Grissetta was a

"good un,"but she didn't have it in her legs to outrun
Stevens' white-faced filly. Twelve horses got oft* at the first

break, with Margo and Nellie B. in the lead, and the Cali-

fornian third. The leaders shifted positions before the fur-

long had been run, and at the quarter Grissetta was leading

under a pull, with Margo second and Nellie B. third. Va-
rina was bringing up the procession, Wary, the favorite, two
lengths in front of her nose. As the racers left the stable in the

turn, Wary began to move up under Stoval's excellent riding,

and at the three-quarters she was at the leader's heels. Gris-

setta was still making the running, however, and came down
the head of the stretch like the wind. Miller's black silk

jacket, withits crimson cross, fluttered like a silk balloon in the

face of the favorite until within three yards of the wire when
Stoval leaned against the little bay filly's neck, gave her a

couple of gentle taps "with his whalebone, and then rode
lightly in his saddle. Wary responded with a rush and swept
under the wire a winner by half a neck, Grissetta second, and
Margo, who made a gallant rush, was third, the rest being
strung along, Varina last of all.

Before the race pools sold as follows: Wary $25, Nellie B
So, field $5. The mutuals paid: Wary, straight, §6.80, place

$6.20; Grissetta, place §8,20.
Following is the summary: Purse S400. for two-year-old

fillies. Three-quarters of a mile. Th. Stevens' Wary by
Warwick, from Mary Anderson, 107 pounds (Stoval) 1; Bald-

win's Grissetta by Glenelg, from Malta, 102 pounds (Miller) 2;

John H. Shaw's Margo by Frogtown, from Bettie, 102 pounds
(Fuller) 3. Time, 1:15|.

When the bell rang for Buchanan and Lizzie Dwyer to face

the starters for their great race for one mile and a half, only
Corrigan's nag appeared on the track. Fuller was on her
back, and he jogged her around the course in 2:45], thus rak-

ing in the purse of S500 which bad been hung up by the club.

Of the fifty-four nominations . for the Englewood Stakes,

Pure Rye, Hattie Carlisle, Ada D., Estrella and Mamie Hunt
came to the post. Kaloolah and Luna Brown, who were to

have started, were scratched. The man with the drum sent

the horses eff at the first attempt. Hattie Carlisle ran to

the front and had a lead to the club-house turn, when her
companion began to cut out the running, with Hattie Car-

lisle a length behind, and the rest close behind traveling like

the wind. Along the stretch to the stable the race was a very
pretty one. Mamie Hunt and Ada D. were making the rac-

ing, with Pure Rye coming up and Baldwin's Estrella with
Murphy on her back and Hattie Carlisle running well up.

As the horses swept around the stable turn Mamie Hunt and
Ada D. were still running neck and neck and racing for blood.

Behind them were Pure Rye, Hattie Carlisle and Estrella

sweeping onward almost abreast, with the black shirt of the

Santa Anita stables slightly in the lead. Whether the two
leaders slackened or the others increased their pace could not

be determined from the reporters' stand, but it soon became
apparent that the trailers were coming up. A dozen yards
from the head of the stretch Baldwin's colors and the green
and white garments of Corrigan's stable dashed up to the flee-

ing Mamie Hunt and Ada D., and two seconds later the

whole quintet swung into the stretch in as pretty a bunch as

has been seen on the course this year. Down the stretch the

racers came with terriffic speed. It was a hot one for Corri-

gan's nag and Mamie Hunt, and they dropped behind. Ada
D. was still leading, but just as she scattered the dust at the

furlong pole Estrella, the California, ran to the front like a

flash and passed under, the winner, by half a length, Ada D.
second, Pure Rye third, and th© rest beaten off.

Before the race the pools sold: Ada D. $30; Pure Rye $41;
field $15. The mutnals paid: Estrella, straight, $16.70, place
$7.70; Ada D., place. $7.40.
The following is the summary: The Englewood Stakes, a

sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies; 5100 entrance, half for-

feit, with $1,000 added; the second horse to receive $200 and
the third $100; maiden allowances. One mile. Baldwin's
Estrella by Rutherford, from Sister Anne, 113 pounds, (Mur-
phy) first; Wooding and Puryear's Ada D. by Enquirer, from
Mariposa, 113 pounds, (Wesl) second; Barnes' Pure Rye by
Ballet, from Mary Clark, US pounds, (Withers) third.

The one and one-quarter miles, Leman won, Ailee second,
Joquita third. Time, 2K)8J. The mutuals paid $26.60. The
winner was bought in at an advance of £1,000.
The three-quarter mile heats, the first heat Gleaner won,

Eloise second. Nora M. third. Time, 1:16$-. The mutuals
paid $6.60. The second heat Eleanor won, War Sign second,
Eloise third. Time, 1:17. The mutuals paid $6.
The extra race, three-quarter mile heats, Governor Bates

won, Tommy Cruz second, Unique third. Time, 1:17^. The
mutuals paid $32.50. Second heat Unique won, Loupe
second, Tommy Cruz third. Time 1:18. The third heat
Moquet won, Governor Bates second. Time 1:18. The
mutuals paid $6.50.

July 10.—This was a faultless racing day, and 5,000 people

went to the Washington Park Club to watch the eighth day's

racing of the running meeting. The programme was but an

ordinary one.
For the first race, a mile dash for two-year-olds, there were

but three entries: Ira E. Bride, Margo and Withrow, ridden
by :Hara, L. Jones and Flower. At the first turn O'Eara
sent Ira E Bride to the front, and Margo and Withrow were
running side by side. Ira E. Bride was in the lead at the
quarter, with Margo at his flank and Withrow three lengths
behind. In this order they ran until the stable turn. U.uder
the stimulus of a violent thrashing Margo forged to the front
two or three lengths from the judges' stand, and stuck his

nose under the wire a neck in lead of Withrow, with Ira E.
Bride at Withrow's flank. Time, 1:46}.

There was but one entry for the second event, and Mur-
phy jogged Lijero around the course for a walk-over.

Fifteen entries were made for the extra race, seven fur-

longs. With so large a field it was next to impossible to send
them off together, but after half a dozen attempts the race
started with Rosiere and Fred Wooley a trifle in the lead and
the rest bunched. On they sped, with Rosiere in the lead,

and all massed together until the stable turn, when Rice went
slightly to the lead, followed by Warrenton, Rosiere, Fred
Wooley and Tartar. Down the home stretch the leaders set

the pace, and after a punishing finish Rosiere came in a neck
ahead, with Tartar a close second, and Warrenton at his
neck. Time, 1:29.

The great race of the day was the Columbia Stakes, in

which were entered Volante, ridden by Murphy, Lucky B.
(Stoval), Binette (Kelly), Lizzie Dwyer (Withers), and
Modesty (Fuller). With such a field of crack flyers great

sport was anticipated. Volante, with IIS pounds up, was the
favorite in the pools, selling at $100 to $60 for Lizzie Dwyer,
and $25 for the field. Lucky B. took the lead at the start,

closely followed by Modesty, Binette, Volante and Lizzie
Dwyer. After running in this order until past the judges'

stand Murphy and Withers let the favorites run, and they
went past the bunch as they liked, taking a lead that could
not be overcome. Volante won in a canter in 3:04, with
Lizzie Dwyer a poor second, Binette third, closely pressed by
Lucky B., and Modesty last.

Eight starters faced the flag at the fourth race, mile heats,

for a purse of $500. They were off at the first trial, with
Bootblack, Sullivan and Irish Pat to the fore. At the half,

mile Biddy Bowling had gone to the front, hard pressed by
Efne H., Bootblack and Irish Pat, with Hopedale trailing

behind, but at the stable turn Stoval commenced to come up
with tne favorite. Turning into the stretch Bootblack, Irish

Pat and Hopedale were neck and neck, but all the way home
it was evident that Hopedale was a sure winner, and he came
in easily at 1:43, with Bootblack second, Biddy Bowling
third. The only horse shut out was Loupe.
Hopedale jumped up to be such a hot favorite after the first

heat that the book-makers refused to make any books on him.
It was the prettiest mile of the day. Several attempts were
made before the runners were off, Hopedale, Sullivan, Boot-
black and Irish Pat showing in front. They ran in that order
to the stable turn, when Murphy gave Irish Pat the whip,
and sent him well to the front before Stoval saw what he was
about. Down the stretch it was a hotrace between Hopedale,
Irish Pat and Bootblack, and they came undor the wire so
close together that no one knew who was the winner until

the judges announced Irish Pat first in 1 :43, Hopedale sec-

ond by a nose, and Bootblack third.

That performance made Irish Pat popular, and the pools
for the first heat sold $50 to $35 in his favor, but Murphy
had done his best with Irish Pat. Hopedale started a nose
ahead and kept crawling further and further to the front.

Murphy brought his mount neck and neck with Hopedale at

the stable turn, but it was Irish Pat's last effort, and though
badly whipped down the stretch, Hopedale won at Stoval's

leisure in 1:45, with Murphy five or six lengths behind.
Nine starters appeared for the last race, a free handicap

steeple-chase over the short course. The judges called all the

jockeys up and cautioned them to ride an honest race, read-
ing the riot act to them for several minutes. They took the
first hurdle well bunched, but with a little ad vantage in favor
of Bucephalus, Ascoli and Claude Brauuon. At the water-
jump Claude Brannou led, with Ascoli, Empire and Rory
O'Moore at his heels. Over the stone wall they went in a
mass, Claude Brannon, Rushbrook, Bucephalus and Rory
O'Moore pushing each other hard for the lead. The favorite

commenced to go to the front after the stone wall, and with
Empire took the second water-jump in the lead, but past that

jump both Rory O'Moore and Empire bolted at the first hur-
dle, leaving the race to Bucephalus, Claude Brannon and
Rushbrook. There was a punishing dash down the stretch,

and under the wire they came, Bncephalus, Rock, Rush-
brook, Claude Brannon and Ascoli; the rest strung out to the

rear. Time, 3:001.

As will be learned from the following special, R. P. Ashe's

stable has again been successful, though on this occasion the

winner was not California-bred. To reduce the record now-

a-days is a notable performance, especially when the distance

is such that very fast time has been made. One and one-

quarter miles in 2:07] is at the rate of a mile in 1:42, and

though there was a concession of weight, it was a great feat.

As we wrote before, the victory of Corrigan has proved a com-

mencement of a better turn of luck for the stable.

July 12th.—Porter Ashe's stable won a notable

to-day with Binette, the mare, coming in first in a

^Continued" on page 9.]
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YACHTING.
Puritan Wins the Great Yacht Race—Priscilla

Comes in Second.

[N. Y. Herald.]

Boston, June 29, 1SS6.— It was Captain Aubrey Crocker's

day off Marblehead, and the glorious old Puritan added the

greenest laurel chaplet to her collection of trophies that her
succesful career has as yet gathered. In the Priscilla she

found an antagonist worthy of her prowess, and had the

Genesta been in the race to-day it is safe to assert that Mr.
Cass Canfield's black iron sloop would have shown the

Englishman her stern. The noble Mayflower proved herself

a tremendous boat on the reach, but until there is a change
made in her ballast—out board or stowed—she caunot com-
pete in half a gale of wind with that thorough old spinner to

windward, the Puritan or the stanch Priscilla.

The concise observations of Niels Olsen, the well-known
general factotum of the New York Yacht Club, who accompan-
ied the yachts over the racing course on the Twilight, are of

interest:
— "If this day was carved out with a jack-knife,

exactly to order, it couldn't have been better. You see, those

boats were sailed for all they were worth. It was the best

regatta I ever saw. The wind was all they could lug with
whole sails, and all was fair and sportsman-like. The Pris-

cilla is a better boat than last year. She stood up like a tree,

better than the Puritan, and much better than the Mayflower.
Beaching, she is as fast as any of them, but the Puritan had
got the legs when the big beats to wiudward appeared. The
Puritan is an awful boat to go to windward. She did nothing
so good last summer as she did to-day. I never saw a finer

race. It was glorious," The veteran here wagged his head
in a manner intended to be conclusive.

The scene at Marblehead this morning was one never to be
forgotten. The secure little harbor, with its rocky headlands,
and the quaint old town in the picturesque background, was
alive with moving pleasure craft. The promontory jutting

out into Boston Bay, and forming a natural breakwater to

the anchorage, was densely fringed with spectators on its

leeward side, and the numerous cottages and villas scattered
about over the rocks were occupied by sight-seers, who
availed themselves of a friendly shelter against the strong
west wind. The bay was thickly covered -with craft of all

sizes, shapes and description, from the fifteen-foot catboat,
that was staggering under a two-reefed mainsail, to the big
excursion steamboats from Boston, packed with living freights.

The brisk wind was blowing directly offshore from the west-
ward. When the sun shone up above Marblehead Bock and
as the hours advanced it freshened in a manner cheering to
the hearts of the ardent yachtsmen who were cousulting the
behavior of the masthead dog vanes. The sea was smooth,
the light swell setting in from the north-east the previous
day having been killed by the offshore breeze.

The sun shone brightly at eleven o'clockas the club steamer
Twilight, from Boston, turned Marblehead Point and ran in to a
wharf to take on board waiting members. The harbor was so
rilled by pleasure craft that the steamboat had great diffi-

culty in threading her way among them, and more than one
yacht was rudely pushed by the prow of the Twilight. At
half-past eleven, the hour for starting, the contestants were
not in position and the club steamer had not left the wharf.
The big sloops and schooners had got under way and had
slipped out of the harbor, the Priscilla first, under plain sail,

followed by the Puritan and Mayflower. Captain Crocker
might be seen, seated behind the wheel of the white skimmer
of the seas, conning his pet in the same cool, calculating man-
ner familiar to those who closely observed the famous races
in New Sork harbor. The wind was now strong—all that the
average sailing craft could struggle against under full sail.

It had veered a little to the south, so that when the hands of
the clock pointed to twelve the breeze was sufficiently intense
to cause the big yachts to skip over the slightly bubbly water
at a twelve knot rate. The great schooner yacht Ambassa-
dress was prominent amoug the assembled fleet, as was the
old favorite, the Dauntless, with her ardent young owner,
Mr. C. H. Colt, standing on the taffrail.

There were probably not less than one hundred yachts tack-
ing off shore and on, or hanging in stays, or hove to, waiting
the signal for the flying start. The sea was blue, the sky
slightly bespattered by fleecy clouds, the white caps danced
gayly, and the numerous pretty girls in trim yachting suits
assembled ou the clnb steamer laughed and chatted over the
probabilities of the day. A white flag on the judges' tug, the
Storm King, and u number indicated that the racers would
sail to the southern stake bo.H first. This course would give
them almost a free wiud on the first leg of the triangle, the
wind a little abaft the beam on its second leg, and almost a
dead beat to windward ou its third leg. As the judges' boat
passed out beyond Marblehead Bocks all the racers could be
seen in readiness for the start, now soon expected.
The preparatory signal was not long delayed, and at llh.

35m. the shrill blast of the whistle summoned the boats to
take the best position possible for an effective start. Tlieu
the judges' boat, after towing the stako boat to a position
nearer the shore, took up a position by her opposite the imag-
inary line drawn from the stake-boat to Marblehead Rocks
the starting point.

At twelve o'clock a short whistle announced that the start
would be in five minutes, and theD all was expectancy. The
large boats were manoeuvring for good positions, the boats
not racing were crowding near by, and the water for a mile or
more around the rock was alive with craft. Of the racers the
Puritan and Priscilla came well along toward the line aud
were there luffed up to await the final whistle, the former
being nearest the shore and thus further to wiudward for
the wind was from the west-north-west and directly offshore
The Mayflower was considerably further away toward the
north of the harbor.

At 12h. 5m. the starting whistle was blown, and immedi-
ately the crews of the racers sprung into active motion as they
trimmed in sheets and obeyed the quick and sharp com-
mands from the sailing masters. The Priscilla seemed to
gather way the quickest of the large nloops, and it seemed
but a moment before her sails were all drawing, aud she was
heading toward the line on the starboard tack and well to
windward of the stake boat. She crossed the line with a rush
at 12h. Sm., slipping in behind tht schooner Gitana which
was the first boat across. Then came the schooners Fortuna
and Mohican, and after them the Puritan—the fifth boat to
cross instead of the first, as is usual iu her races. This poor
start appeared to be due to her hanging too long in the wind
while waiting for the starting signal, so that finally, instead
of casting to starboard she cast to port aud was obliged to
tack again before she could cross the starting liue. She did
uot cross until 12h. 12m. 45s., or two minutes and three-
quarters after the signal had blown for the limit of time aud
was thus handicapped to that extent and was four minutes
aud three-quarters behind the Priscilla. The Mayflower
crossed at 12h. 14m. 30s. and was thus nearly a minute behind

the Puritan and with a correspondingly heavier handicap.

As the yachts rounded the stake-boat sheets were eased off,

and with the wind over the starboard quarter they fairly flew

on their course toward the most southerly stake-boat. The
Gitana led the way, a perfect tower of canvas, for, in addi-

tion to her working sails, she was carrying club main gaff-top-

sail, fore gaff-topsail,Jmain topmast stay-sail and a large jib-top-

sail. Close behind her came the Priscilla, heeling over until

her lee rail was well under, and carrying, besides her working
sails, a large club top-sail and a good-sized jib top-sail. Then
at a longer interval followed the Fortnna and Mohican under
much the same aail as Gitana, except that a working main
gaff-topsail was set. The Puritan and Mayflower brought up
the rear with working gaff-topsails and jib top-sails over work-
ing sails. All were rushing through the water like steamers,

and apparently there was but little change being made in

their relative positions. To the leeward of them followed the

greater part of the steamers and sailing craft, some keeping
up, some falling rapidly behind, but all bearing admirers of

the various craft, watching eagerly the most beautiful yacht
race ever seen in these waters. Behind could be seen the

second-class yachts starting in much the same way, and, like

the larger ones, heeling over under towers of canvas and
flinging spray right and left as they dashed on over the same
course.
But the chief interest centered in the big ones ahead, and

their turn at the first or most southerly stake-boat was eagerly
looked for. The Gitana was first there and jibbed around the

mark at 12ra.35s. Soon after rounding her spinnaker was
set with the pole well forward, but as it was found that in

order to keep it drawing she was obliged to keep somewhat
leeward of the direct coarse, it was soon taken in. The Pris-

cilla rounded at 12h. 35m. 20s., theFortuna at 12h. 36m. 30s.,

the Mohican at 12h. 3Sm. 45s., the Puritan at 12h. 39m. 20s.,

and the Mayflower at 12h. 39m. 50s. This showed a slight

gain of the last boats on the Priscilla, and a decided gain of

the Mayflower over the Puritan. Priscilla folks were jubilant

at the lead still maintained, and "It's her day" was the cry
everywhere.
The reach to the northern stake-boat was made with the

wind a little abaft the beam, and here the Mayflower crawled
up on the Puritan and passed her to windward just before
the mark was reached. At one time it looked as if the Pris-

cilla would be first around, but the Gitana luffed in ahead of
her. As the yachts rounded the mark the following time was
taken:
Gitana lh. 2m. 41s. Mayflower lh. 7m. 23s.
Priscilla lh. 3m. 30s. Puritan lh. 7m. 46.*.

Fortnna lh. 6m. 45s.

Then began the beat to windward for the starting stake-

boat, which was the next point to round. With sheets
trimmed flat and jib top-sails hauled down, the boats made
their first stretch over toward the Beverly shore. At lh. 12m.
the Gitana and Fortuna tacked to starboard, and were fol-

lowed by the Priscilla at lh. 12m. 45s. and the Puritan and
Mayflower at lh. 14m. These last two were close together,
and the Puritan tacked just under the other's lee. Then the
famous defender of the America's cup began to show what
she could do to windward, and under the influence of the
now rapidly refreshing breeze she walked out from under the
Mayflower's lee in a way that put new life into her admirers
and brought forth whistles of rejoicing from the following
tugs. Soon she was ahead of the Mayflower and also ahead
of both the schooners, crossing their bows handsomely as she
tacked again at lh. 27m. The Mayflower tacked a moment
later, and was followed by the Priscilla which was the farthest
to wiudward. All three were now standing over toward the
Beverly shore again and were doing some line work. The
Priscilla had, however, on her last tack hauled down her
club and hoisted her working top-sail, while the Mayflower
had dropped hers altogether and was under working sails

only. Of the three the Priscilla seemed to stand up to her
work best, but the Mayflower heeled badly, and her decks
were awash almost up to the hatchways. Once herbigmain-
boom dragged for a moment in the water, so she was luffed
up and her top-sail taken in.

Now the Puritan was doing grand work, and as she tacked
again and stood up toward Marblehead Bock it was seen that
she would cross the Priscilla's bows. This she did at lh. 49m.
12s., aud immediately tacked again aud stood for the stake
boat, working ahead of the Prisciila every moment. The
latter tacked at lh. 50m. 18s., and both went rushing on for
the mark. This was rounded by the Puritan at lh. 52m, 50s.
amid a screaming of whistles and booming of cannon from
steamers and yachts. The Priscilla followed at lh. 53m. 40s.
and the Mayflower at lh. 56m. 25s., and sheets were started
and the second round of the course began. All set jib top-
sails again and the Mayflower her working gaff-topsail. In
the meantime the schooners which had been badly beaten by
the large sloops in the windward work rounded the stake, the
Fortuna in the lead, she having outfooted the Gitana and
taken first place.

The southern mark boat was rounded by the Puritan at 2h.
20m. 45s., the Priscilla at 2h. 21m. 18s., and the Mayflower
at 2h. 24m. 34s. a slight gain for the New Yorker on the
run down, but not enough to raise the hopes of her
friends, for it was conceded on all hands that the Puri-
tan was a sure winner, barring accidents. Just after
rounding the Priscilla had trouble with her jib top-sail, and
it seemed to delay her for a few moments, for she gained
nothing ou the next leg. The times as the boats rounded the
northern stake boat the second time and started on the beat
to the finish were:
Puritan 2h. 47m. 45s.
Priscilla 2h. 4Sm. 25s.
Mayflower 2h. 51m. 47s.
Down came the jib top-sails and soon after the gaff-topsails,

for the breeze had again freshened and shifted to west-south-
west, ami all were content to curry lower sails only. Top-
masts were next haused, and like racers stripped to the
buff, the yachts bounded onward on this zigzag course to the
finish. The first tack was made when over near the Beverly
shore and the Puritan was avidently increasing her lead,
while the Mayflower appeared to be doing the best work of
the day aud slowly gaining on the Priscilla. The Puritan
was the first to tack again, and as she stood toward the shore
she was a good eighth of a mile to wiudward of the others.
The Priscilla tacked at 3h. 9m., but the Mayflower stood on
and at 3h. 11m. 15s. crossed her bow a leugth ahead, and for
the first, aud, as it proved, the last time led the New Yorker.
The Priscilla kept well on toward the Beverly shore, while
the Mayflower took two tacks, aud it looked as though the
black sloop was hopelessly out of the race. But she got more
wind in shore, and as she stood out again it was seen that
she was to wiudward of the sloop that but a few moments
before had crossed her bow. The Mayflower tacked to avoid
being blanketed by the Priscilla, but could not gain an inch
on her, and as they tacked to cross the line the Priscilla was
clearly ahead.
The Piuituu was then Railing steadily ahead, and made her

last taok to cross the line at 3h. 32m. At 3h. 33m. she was
across and was saluted by everything that could make a noise.

• At 3h. 36m. 30s. came the Priscilla, and at 3h. 37m. the May-
flower, the latteT having lost her brief advantage and having
to bo content with third place.

A brief review of the work done by the boats shows that the
great gain of the Puritan was made in her windward work,
and as it is in this kind of work that the skill of the skipper
is shown, the credit of her victory belongs greatly to Captain
Crocker, to whom sloop sailing seems to be instinctive.
The Priscilla proved herself to be no light-weather craft,

for she stood up bravely to everything that blew, and in the
,

last burst to windward, with the heaviest wind of the day,

j

was beaten much less than when the wind was lighter. She
: is a wonderful boat and second only to the winner of the

|
race. The Mayflower was apparently as well sailed as the

(

others, and in reaching was in every way as good as the others.
i But in windward work her defects showed plainly. She did

|

not stand up as well nor did her sails draw as they should,

|

for her jibs shook almost constantly at the heads and od the
I
inner leaches.

Any further talk of the Priscilla being a light-weather boat
becomes superfluous after the story of her behavior to-day is

told. She stood up under her load of canvas during the
sharp squalls blowing from over Marblehead Bock like a
sturdy oak. When the Mayflower's deck was literally awash,
and her boom was dragging in the water, the Priscilla's rail
was uut. The weakness of the yacht is unquestionably in
her not forging to windward. But she is far better in all

respects than she was last season.
It was a grand sight when the tussle between the Puritan.

and the Mayflower occurred over the reach duriug the seoond
five miles of the first passing of the triangle. The Mayflower
pulled up on her flying antagonist about one minute and
finally passed to windward, causing the Puritan's sails to flap
during the "blanket."
Captain Crocker pushed so hard to windward that the yachts

were finally obliged to ease off their sheets to run down to
the stake boat. As soon as the beat to windward commenced
the Mayflower's jig was up.
The sea was so smooth that no one of the crowd on the

club steamer was sick. The wind was so strong, however, as
to make it hard navigation for the ladies about the decks,
The pretty contests occurring between the smaller fry

yachts were almost entirely lost sight of. The three single
stickers attracted all of the attention of the crowd of specta-
tors. The general conduct of the race by the committee of
the Eastern Yacht Club was very good.
The sailing of the Priscilla was very nearly perfect. A

mistake was made in running too far toward the Beverly
shore during the first tack of the first beat to windward, for
she was headed off thereby aud lost some of her lead on the
Mayflower.

It is said that the Mayflower's top-sail halyards broke on
the first beat to windward and that the sail had to come
down in consequence. She had all she could carry without
it, however, and no attempt was made to set it again until the
starting stake was rounded.

ROD.
The catch of trout in the Maine lakes has been large, and

sportsmen are better pleased than ever. For the past two or
three years the weight of the trout caught has increased
rather than diminished, as might naturally be anticipated
from the continued drain of excessive fishing. In an inter-
view the other day, Commissioner Stanley explained the case
in this way. He says that under protection the large fish are
left to come to the hook instead of being netted and speared
from the spawning beds as formerly. The putting of small
fry into the lakes and rivers of that State is also proving
excellent in results, if an increase of trout and land-locked
salmon almost wonderful, is any indication. "But," says a
Bangor letter, "the authors of real reforms seldom reap the
benefits of their labors. Commissioner Stillwell, though a
lover of the rod and line, had been able to use them in the
waters he had labored so had to stock and protect but once
since the run of salmon began. Then he succeeded in hook-
ing and landing a 21-pound fish." A private letter from that
gentlemen says: "It was my first aud last. I have been
sick too long, and it has pulled me down so that I am unable
to hold a rod. We have planted our young fish, and all

things look bright." Major Lovejoy of the Bethel House has
just returned from the Androscoggin lakes. He reports extra
fishing and larger trout than in former years. Ten fish were
taken, total weight 51 pounds; six fish, total weight 32
pounds. The largest weighed 8 pounds and 9 ounces, and
was caught by Mrs. Lovejoy It is said to be the largest trout
ever taken by a lady angler. Its length was 26 1 inches, girth
21 inches, thickness 2^- inches, deep 7$ inches. "

It was taken
ou a split bamboo rod of S} ounces weight.

Through our exchanges an item is floating which credits a
Swedish Fish Commissioner with having said that the com-
parative scarcity of salmon is not due to the seals or mud-
dying of the rivers by mining silt, but is attributable to a
migratory habit in the fish which causes them to leave streams
for years at a time, going out to sea and returning in as great
abundance as ever. The gentleman adds that there need be
no fear of a permauent exhaustion of the salmon supply. We
fear that he has not generalized in forming his opinions.
The salmon canniug industry is being carried on iu every
salmon river on the Coast, aud is being pushed tu a degree
which practically prevents the access of spawning fish to

suitable ground for the propagation of the species. A few
hundred thousand more or less might not be notable in figur-

ing upon future supplies, but when the best and InstieBt of the
fish are caught aud canned to the extent of several million
cases yearly, and when it can Le noted that the supply
decreases gradually in proportion to the increase in the num-
ber caught, we caunot but anticipate a complete annihilation
of tho salmon species iu the near future. The Swedish Com-
missioner does not give scientific data as a basis for his
opinion, and after considerable search we1 have been unable to

find recorded facts which could sustain an opinion so at vari-

ance with the belief of those who have most carefully noted
all factors relating to salmon production and consumption.

Haywards Dam, between Crystal Springs aud San Andreas
Lakes, was the scene of a sad accident on Sunday last. Sev-
eral members of a picnic party were bathing, aud one of them,
Master Henry Drewer, a boy of fourteen, sank in deep water
a few feet from the nhore. Mr. Henry Scheaf heroically

plunged in to rescue tho drowning lad, but became entangled
in the long grass which grows in the lake, or. was hampered I
iu some other way, and the two were drowned. When I
recovered they were clinging close to one another.

Captain Maddox, Professor Alleu and Mr. T. Bllard Beans,
who have also been at Webber, returned to San Jose on Tues-
day.

The Lake is now in possession of Messrs. J. M. Adania and
Philip McShane, who will remain there for some time to come, i
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Petronella is not only poetic, but also the cause of poetry in

others. It would be a breach of trust to mention the name

of an anonymous writer, but when the author of the choice

verse which headed the rod department last week, signed him-

self "The Professor," he must have known that but one pro-

fessor, and that the genial, intellectual, versatile one of the

Normal school at San Jose, could have done so neat a thing in

manner so modest.

With the endiDg of the July holidays the tourists begiu to

return. Mr. Ramon E. Wilson and family came from Webber

Lake on Tuesday last, after two weeks of rare sport with the

trout of that ideal mountain lake. Miss Wilson accompanied

them.

Spearing the Leviathan.

The following graphic account is from the Daily Morning

Call of last Sunday, and inasmuch as the narrator was the

main fisherman engaged, there is a vim and dash in the

description which a mere spectator could scarcely have

equaled. Truly this is a great country for sport, and presents

a range which no other part of the world can approach pisca-

torially, from smelt and brook trout to the largest of created

animals—for thus we believe whales are classed—and in the

shooting field from quail and squirrels to California lions

and grizzly bears. The "harpoon gun" has done away with a

great deal of the danger attending old methods when the boat

was comparatively close to the huge monster when first

struck, though there is still enough of risk to intensify the

excitement.

A sultry Sabbath in Monterey. The bells of the old Mis-

sion church chime out somnolently the summons to prayers,

the drowsy waves creep up with a faint splash on the cres-

cent beach the warm haze rests dreamily on the hills in the

background and the day of rest is most harmoniously ob-

served in this quaint city of the past. On the hill where

once the Spanish fort stood, and where still a line of ruined

adobe walls mark the site of the martial magnificence long

since departed, a figure, cigarette in mouth, reclines, looking

out on tne blue water. He watches in lazy comfort the smoke

ascend in the still air, and anon sweeps the horizon with a

nair of glasses, for the haze is dense enough to conceal the

Sants Cruz mountains that lie off to the westward. The sur-

face of the bay is unbroken by a single ripple, the wharf is

deserted and but for yonder group of dark-shawled women
lounging at the church door, Monterey might reasonably be

supposed to have fallen into a siesta as profound as the sleep

in Tennyson's enchanted palace:

Faint shadows, vapors lightly curled.

Faint murmurs from tue meadows come
Like hints and echoes of a world
To spirits folded in the tomb.

And so for an hour or more the sentinel on the hillside

puffs his cigarette, and enjoys the frieDdly shade of the ruined

A* white arch of foam suddenly shoots up from the smooth

water, a dark mass, huge and glistening, wallows in the black

kelp not 500 yards from the shore, and the hillside sentinel

is awakened to immediate action. He waves a flag which had

lain on the ground beside him, and then dashes toward the

wharf at a furious pace. A group of bronzed men, who, for

hours had also smoked and lounged on a pile of lumber close

to the shore, catch the infection and make a rush for their

boats, for a north-bound "California gray" has dropped into

this inhospitable bay to have a comfortable scratch among the

kelp, and the whalers have sworn that his blnbber shall sim-

mer in their try-works. "Mike," the mate of one the compan-

ies has promised me that I shall have a chance at the first whale

that calls around at a seasonable honr, so, feeling somewhat

nervous at the ordeal before me, I, too, hurry to the wharf.

The boat is already alongside, and the crew in their places.

And now for our armament. First we have the harpoon

gun. These weapons were invented for the purpose of ren-

dering whale-fishing a less dangerous calling, and a greater

raDge is obtained than could be got from the hand harpoon.

It is similar to a small swivel gun. The stock is of ash, well

bent down to form a handle with which to aim it. The whole

of the recoil, which is considerable, is sustained by a strong

swivel pinned to the stock and barrel. The barrel is one-

and-a-half inch bore, the lock simple, being similar to that of

a saddle pistol; the caps, nipples, hammer and lock are

securely protected from sea spray or blows by a brass cover.

The lock is securely bolted until a pin is removed, when the

gun can be fired by pulling a cord attached to the trigger.

The length of the barrel is three feet and the weight of the

weighs about ten pounds with the shackle, and is fired with a

gun complete about seventy-five pounds. The harpoon
one-inch line attached. The charge of powder is very small,

never exceeding six drams, and the range is about forty

yards, to which distance it will shoot with very good
accuracy. The barbs upon the harpoon have to be very good,

as it sometimes happens that a whale will tow three, four or

six boats by the one harpoon. Thus the heavy harpoon i3

chosen, as it buries itself deeply in the flesh. If more than

six drams of powder is used it causes the harpoon to bend
nearly double, and makes it for the time useless. A manilla

line, well stretched, so as to be as pliable as sewing thread,

leads from the harpoon to a small tub, where it is neatly coiled

down, fake on fake, so there shall be no possibility of its foul-

ing when we aTe fast to the monster, and this mostexciting of

all heavy fishing begins. Just forward of the forward thwart

is a thwartship check, hollowed out in the center for the gun-
ner who fires the bomb-lance to brace against. We have
spades and lances snugly triced fore and aft for close quarters.

The bomb-lance is a sharp-pointed iron shell some eighteen
inches long and about three inches in diameter, with a ful-

minating cap in the head. The harpoon is of the lily-iron

pattern, a device for which we are indebted to the Indian h*sh

spear.

We are all in our places now. Mike handles the steering

oar aft, and I am crouched in the bow under the special
supervision of the captain. But the oars will not do to-day,

for the air is still, and the watersmooth, the whale to leeward
of us, and we aiust stalk him as cautiously as the hunter
approaches the stag sentinelof the browsing herd. Therefore
the paddles are used, and dipped and withdrawn with a
noiselessness acquired by long practice. The gray is enjoy-

ing himself. The parasites which accompanied him through
miles of ocean are being rubbed off in the kelp; every few
minutes he blows with evident delight. He is probably wish-
ing that the cow and calf he left outside Point Pinos to wait
his return could share with him the luxury of this shampoo.
As we approach lie lies still for a moment, and the caotaiu,

with a motion of his head, signals "cease •paddling." He
fears the whale has "got on to us,,' and will head down the
bay without the courtesy of au adieu. The monster makes a
half turn. The boat's way is checked. This is the moment
for supreme caution. But it is all right again. The gray

sends up another arch of water, and the captain signals to
give way with a will. Now my trial is approaching, for we
are fast slipping up on our prey. The captain taps me on the
shoulder, und according to previous instructions I train the
harpoon guu on the monster behind the right fluke. Again
the boat's way is checked. The whale is motionless, and
presents an admirable shot, for there is absolutely no swell
to calculate on.

'Let her go," says the captain. I pull the lanyard, the
report booms across the water and awake the echoes in the
pine-clad hills, and the harpoon is buried deep and fast

behind the starboard fluke. Stung by this penetrating iron,

the whale, with one huge splash, is away. His speed from
the start is incredible when we consider his enormous bulk.
The line flies from the tub, fake after fake. It is a case of

stand clear now, for to get fouled in one of those coils means
death. The gunwale over which it passes smokes, and the
bow oarsman dashes water on it to prevent combustion. When
some sixty fathoms are out there is a momentary lull, and
the captain takes a turn with the slack, while the bow oars-

man stands by with a small ax in case the whale should
"sound" and catch us short. We are rushing down the bay
now at not less than twenty-five knots an hour. Though the
surface is smooth as glass, our sp9ed is so great that the

water washes in over the gunwales, and the bailers are going,

to keep us from swamping. The sensation is grand; this

consciousness of being behind an animal whose speed is

beyond the concentrated fleetness of all the crack racers in

the world, impelled, too, by a cruel spur which is drawing
his life blood, for the foam in our wake is already crimson.

The town is now fully awake. The shore is lined with peo-

ple, for the killing of a whale so close to land is not a frequent
occurence. The women are waving shawls and handkerchiefs,

and even the gulls congregate in immense numbers at the

try-works as if conscious of the feast that awaits them. The
whale pauses in his career. Ho is weakening. The loss of

blood is telling on him. He sounds, but does not remain
down long, and when he next appears on the surface we are

within fifty yards of him.

Now comes my second and more difficult trial, the firing of

the bomb gun. The oars are out now and the range off his

quarter. I fit the heavy weapon to my shoulder; its weight

was thirty pounds, with a big charge of powder behind, and
brace up against the chock. Again the whale presents a tine

mark; I take a careful sight, pull the trigger, and stagger

back with the sensation of a broken collarbone, so heavy is

the recoil. But I have struck into the "life," and the explo-

sion of the bomb is followed by the flurry, which we survey

at a safe distance, for one blow of that mighty tail would
smash our stout boat into kindling wood—that's if the frag-

ments could be collected. The whale is dead, and the capt-

ain and my friend Mike congratulate me upon the success of

my first venture, while tourists and townspeople flock to the

beach to get a view of the monster before he sinks. The
sharks are thick about us, the men ashore are sharpening

their spades to cut off the blubber when the gray is towed in,

and the crew are betting among themselves how many bar-

rels of oil he will yield. But the exciting part of the business

caribou and bears are within easy access, and ruffed gTouse
and spruce grouse are very abundant; plover and snipe along
shore.
The chief iudustry of Dennisville is the herring fiehery,and

hundreds of acres of weirs or pounds are stretched along the
more shallow waters of the estuary below the town. Only
the young fry are wanted, and these are captured in the spring
in immense quantities along the shores—fingerlings uni«
formly three inches long—to be transformed by expeditious
process into genuine Mediterranean sardines, the oil in which
they are packed being as purely olive as can be obtained from
the oleaginous cotton seed of our southern lands. There are

no less than thirty factories in Maine employed in putting up
sardines, giving employment to many hundreds of men,
women and children. Whenever the little fishes are dipped
out of the nets and carried to the stages or platforms conven-
iently at hand, they are emptied into revolving drums fur-

nished with inside brushes, which speedily divest them of

their scales. After being taken out they are passed to the
"headers," who head and strip them, and they then go to the
packers and fillers who place them "end for end" in tin

boxes, which are filled with oil and duly Bealed and labelled.

It is the value of this herring fishery which is the prime
cause of disturbance among the fishermen of the international
boundary at the present time; or rather, among the politi-

cians who stir up the fishermen to claim what they perhaps
never did recognize as their exclusive right. The visitor or
summer sojourner can find plenty and variety inland and
along the ocean beach to mike "dulcet" all the days he may
choose to spend at Dennisville.

—

Charles Hallock, in Ameri-
can Angler.

THE_GTJK
On Monday last the Yacaville contingent left for Putah

Creek. Doctor Dobbins, Uncle Jim Gates, General Davis,
J. M. Bassford, Jr., and others. A jolly party and one that is

certain to get meat in plenty. Deer are very plenty in the
hills back of Winters, and the Vacavillains have good dogs.
Prophecying, we forecast that Uncle Jim Gates will get the
first buck, and that without moving from camp.

The hide-hunter is not idle. One scamp in Lake county
already has forty-seven hides stretched since the first of July.
He leaves the venison to the carrion crows and buzzards.

is over.

A few days later the air will be impregnated with the odor

of dead whale, and the San Francisco belle, on her way to the

beach to hunt for moss agates, will clap her perfumed hand-

kerchief to her dainty nose, and wish those horrid wliales

would not come in and be killed, and monopolize the atmos-

phere for miles around.
^

Dulcet Days at Dennisville.

On the 17th of May last past the quiet town of Dennisville,

in Maine, celebrated its 100th anniversary, and all the de-

scendants of the old settlers—the Wilders, the Kilbys and

the Eastmans—gathered at the festival. They came from

every quarter and clime, and men and women who had sep-

arated in childhood renewed their acquaintance if not their

youth. The fateful interval was eliminated of time. It was

a gala occasion. The usually placid stream in front of the

hamlet was stirred with rippling emotions. The majestic

elms which were planted when the town was young stretched

out their arms and enfolded the old manor houses with en-

dearing embraces. They cast the shadows of their spread-

ing fronds across the close-cropped sward even to the river's

brink, and their swelling buds fairly burst with exuberance.

Salmon and trout leaped in the long reaches, as if with joy,

and restless catbirds tuned their spring rehearsals with mel-

odious polyglot of song. No taint of modern innovation

has yet marred its rustic simplicity, but the pure white of its

cottages gleams through their environment of green like the

garniture of a young bride. The meadows are bespangled

with daisies, the fields are spread with cloth of gold. Dennis-

ville was radiant last month with her native charms. All

her doors were wide open and hospitality sat at every thresh-

old with lap full and brimming over. Milk and honey

flowed without stint, and good cider filled the copious mugs.
One hundred years have not sufficed to efface the primi-

tive features of the dear old town. There is not even a hotel

or boarding house in the place, but there is a homely inn

where the visitor or tourists can obtain such fare as is often

advertised in journals of summer resorts but seldom real-

ized. Here for nine generations the family of Kilby held

the offices of postmaster until President Cleveland broke the

succession and disturbed the fixed order of things, and here

the annual routine of farming and fishing has remained the

same for a century.

Situated only some two miles above tide-water, its fav-

ored inhabitants have always enjoyed a combination of salt

and fresh-water fishing such as ca n be found only in the Prov-

ince of Nova Scotia. The Dennis Ruer flows past the vil-

lage with a stream 200 ft. wide, and four miles above forms

the outlet of Lake Medebempo, in which togue, black bass

and pickerel are caught, and into which flow tributaries filled

with brook trout. The Dennis River is the only stream

which did not become entirely depleted of salmon before the

popular work of restoration was begun by the Fish Com-
missioners, and there is no stream at present within the

limits of the United States which is at all comparable with it

for fly-fishing for salmon, for it is not only abundantly

stocked with the finest fish, but almost every rod of its grass-

grown bank affords a cast, with plenty of scope for swing of

rod and play of line. There are no pools in the Dennis

River, but its waters flow with a full and steady volume, and

when the salmon run begins in the spring every part of it is

equally favorable for angling. I am well aware that I am
"giving away" one of the choice spots which should be

sacred °to the manor born, but while the waters of Maine
afford good salmon fishing as they do now, I would rather

encourage our anglers to go there than to the expensive rivers

of Canada, which are only reached by long if not arduous

journeys. Any geutleman with his family can find contin-

uous sport at Dennisville from early spring to latest fall—for

he has the salt-water fishing as well— the tautog, sea bass,

flounder and cod, and also the best of shooting. Moose, deer

Of those who go out for deer the same cannot be said. The
season is a late one, and many bucks are in soft velvet yet ant*

very shy. A month later the sport will be at its best.

Mr. Will Kittle shot a good black tail on Saturday last a
Olema, and kindly sent a portion to this office. It was in

3ood condition but not fat.

Messrs. Dick Huston, Frank Bippey and H. W. McGee, of

Lakeport, made a successful deer hunt last week, killing an
uncommonly heavy deer.

Mr. Juan Garcia has brought in several good deer from the

Shafter Eange, at Point Beyes, all in velvet.

Judge Hale Rix killed nearly a hundred doves on the

Arroyo Kancho, near Livermore, last week.

Most of the dove hunters are making fair scores.

THE KENNEL,
Dog owners are requested to Bend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels , in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

California Kennels, Sacramento, have sold:

To Mr. J. Harris, Lowell Hill, Cal., Llewellin setter dog

Hubert, whelped April 29th, 18S6, by Harold (Gath—Gem)—
Janet (Count Noble—Dashing No-rice).

To Mr. C. L. Ecklon, Folsom, Cal., red and white English

setter dog, whelped March 6th, 18S6, by Harold (Gath—Gem)
—Dido (Ben—Jessie).

Names Claimed.

California Kennels, Sacramento, olaini the names:

Saladin, for black, white and tan Llewellin setter dog,

whelped May 24th, 1S86, by Sportsman (Gladstone—Sue)—
Sweetheart (Count Noble—Dashing Novice).

Sirocco, for b w and t dog, same litter.

Sidney Carton, for lemon and white dog, same litter.

Strideaway, for chestnut, tan and white dog, Bame litter.

Sabrina, for chestnut, tan and white bitch, same litter.

Sunlit, for lemon and white bitch, same litter.

Stilletto, for b w and tan bitch same litter.

Queen or Hearts for b w and t bitch, same litter.

Stephanie for b w and t bitch, same litter.

Spratts Patent Company have established an agency and

factory in New York City, and are prepared to supply all of

their excellent preparations of food for dogs and poultry

fresh made, and at rates lower than could be expected while

it was necessary to import and pay duty. In offering the

dog biscuits the company urges the propriety of feeding them
to the animals dry. "A suggestion that is worth heeding and

one which from experience we are able to second. The very

conformation of the mouth of the dog indicates his fitness for

gnawing and eating slowly, and the common practice of

feeding slushy messes must be harmful. For a long time we
have thought that the comparative delicacy and lack of hardi-

hood in dogs kept at boarding kennels, together with their

increased susceptibility to disease, are due in great measure

to the fact that most of them are feed upon sloppy stuff which

is bolted without mastication, and which enters the stomach

unmixed with saliva, one of the most important digestive

agents in the animal economy. We have fed the Spratts bis-

cuit, and upon one occasion were compelled to eat a portion

of one, and in the sustaining power of the food we found noth-

ing more to be desired. Local dog owners will find their profit

in securing a supply of the biscuit.

The Pinard artificial hare was tried again on Sunday last at

the San Jose trotting park. It is a very ingenious thing, and

will prove most useful to coursing men. In the last test the

first prize was S35; the second a silver collar. The race was

a quarter mile. Heck and Merry Go tried it first, the former

winning in 251 seconds. Jack Dempsey and Daisy were the

next contestants, and Jack came in winner in 2o sec

The third trial, between Butcher Boy and Garryowen

bv the Boy in :26V Mazepps and Killarney concln

first series, the former winning in 24 seconds, the fn-
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ever made in the State. To determine the prize -winners

Heck was pitted against Dempsey as a starter. Jack won in

•26*. Butcher Boy and Mazeppa followed, and the Boy came

nnder the string first in :26. "Lastly, Dempsey and Batcher

Boy tried conclusions, and the former won in :26A. First

prize to Dempsey; second to Butcher Boy,

Elsewhere Messrs. Falkner, Bell & Co. advertise Little's

Soluble Phenyle, for which invaluable insecticide and disin-

fectant they are sole agents. We are glad to be able to

express a very favorable opinion of Phenyle. Many months

ago we began using it for freeing our dogs of fleas and found

it, when nsed in proper strength and thoroughly, a most

satisfactory agent. In a tive-per cent, solution it is harmless

and much more certain than when used in but one part to

fifty of water. For mange it is a certain cure, and accident-

ally we learned that the poison oak eruption and itching are

almost instantly removed and cured by its free use. In all

cases where Phenyle is used the remedy should first be

poured into a suitable vessel and water poured upon it. It

then makes a perfect emulsion, but if it be poured into

water it does not mix readily.

Our doggy readers will do well to ponder over the letter from

"S. T." which appears in another column. The writer has

firm convictions and a happy way of presenting thetn.^ At

first reading some may feel that the strictures of "S. T." are

too severe, but reflection will, we are sure, lead to the belief

that the writer is within the facts. What he has to say about

judge or judges for the dog show is souud. The coming of

Mr. Davidson is anticipated with pleasure, and his judgments

will certainly be such as are in accord with his honest belief,

but the field which he is capable of covering adequately is a

limited one. He has before judged setters and pointers, and

on occasion has, we believe, attempted to judge spaniels, but

beyond those classes we do not know that his opinions are

authoritative, and from what we know of the man we believe

he will at onc6 refuse to sit in judgment on classes with which

he has not had experience and about which he has not fully

informed himself.

It is true he will be expected to judge all the_ classes, but

no good can come from such judging. The opinion of one in

the fancy alone will be acceptable to those who enter dogs

other than pointing dogs and spaniels. We are aware that

great difficulties lie in the way of bringing gentlemen from

the east to judge. The city is not large, and the revenues of

the show must be small, and the managers are compelled to

be circumspect, in order that the financial outcome be not

disastrous. It does seem a little strange, however, that a

man.should be had at a considerable expense, merely to judge

two out of seventy-two classes.

Mr. Leavesley informs us that entries are coming in satis-

factorily, and he considers the prospect good for a fairly good

show. " The Spratts Patent Company has donated fifteen

hundred pounds of its dog biscuits to be used in feeding the

benched dogs; a very politic and generous act.

It will be learned with regret that Del Sur, the Gladstone

—

Flounce puppy, owned by the California Kennels, is dead, by
reason of pneumonia. Del Sur was a promising youngster,

and Judge Post had placed him with Mr. Tucker, the tiainer,

to be prepared for the fall trials at High Point and Grand
Junction. A singular fatality follows the Gladstone puppies
out of Sue and her sister Flounce.

We are unable to find either copy of our "Dogs of the Brit-

ish Islands," and cannot remember to whom we have loaned

them. If either of the friends will return the book we shall

feel obliged.

Bench Show Judges.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: It is gratifying to

know that we will have a bench show of dogs here in a few

weeks. Every lover of dogs will be glad of course. I under-

stand that Mr. J. Davidson will come here from the east to

judge, and that it was not possible to secure the "best all-

roand judge" in America to-day, Mr. C. H. Mason. As one
who owns dogs and is anxious to see them well judged, I

have faith in Mr. Davidson as a fine judge of pointers and
setters, but have never heard that he has had aDy experience
either as a student or judge of the non-sporting classes. I
believe he lays no claim to ftiis ability. Now what are we
going to do for a really able, reliable and fearless judge of all

dogs, outside of pointers, setters and spaniels, and perhaps
one or two more classes Mr. Davidson may select to judge?
I beg earnestly to advocate the selection of another competent
and conscientious eastern judge for the remaining classes.

Satisfaction cannot be given in any other way. One of our
own number here, who has not been east during the last ten
years, and paid attention to the great improvement in the
several breeds, is not competent to give his opinions, and few
men who understand canine lore will be willing to subject their
animals to the criticisms of those who are lamentably ignorant
as to the requisite qualities demanded by modern beuch-show
standards. Before further steps are taken we should know
who besides Mr. Davidson will officiate. If we want to

improve the various breeds we have here, we ought to have
the honest and fearless services of a man (or men) who dares
to tell us which type is right and which is wrong. If we sim-
ply are to resolve ourselves into a "mutual admiration soci-

ety," and want to see prizes given to inferior specimens, or
to any of those we now have, then local judges will do.
Otherwise we will be just as much in the dark as ever. I
believe in progress, and want to see those act as judges who
know just what they are doing. And all of us should
desire the services of a judge or judges who will not hesitate
to order out of the judging ring all mongrels hitherto «lassed
as good specimens. We want somebody who will open the
eyes of our people to all defects and all good qualities. If
Mr. Davidson only acknowledges himself to be a judge of
setters, pointers, and spaniels, and one or two other breeds,
is he the man to give an opiuion on mastiffs, St. Bernards,
Newfoundlands, deer-buunds, bull-dogs, bull-terriers, collies,

greyhouuds, blood-hounds, Yorkshire-terriers, pugs, beagles?
etc., etc. It is true we have a vast number of does in San
Francisco, but I abide by that which, in last May, I wrote to
ForeM and Stream, namely: that tbere is not a first-class spec-
imen of either mastiff, St. Bernard, Newfoundland, Scotch
deer-hound, blood-hound (not Siberian blood-hound, for there
is no such breed, those known as Siberians being Great Danes
or TJlm dogs), or a genuine bull-dog in our city to-day. I
challenge the production of either, and will be prepaied to
purchase if he is forthcoming. There are some inferior rep-
resentatives of these classes and that is all. The truth is

pitiless, but it must be told. Nor is there, to my knowledge,
but one first-class specimen of the modern, bench-show bull-
terrier. To be worthy of a prize now-a-days, he must be
pure white, with long jaws (not the short face of the old
fighting breed popular here years ago), a black nose, ears

cropped to a nicety, and have a tail as fine almost as a rat's

and carried almost straight. See Vero Shaw's Book, see

Stonehenge, see Dalziel, see any accepted authority to

prove my statement correct. A large, white, rough-haired
dog makes his appearance often on our streets, espec-

ially on Kearny street. His owner calls him a St. Bernard.
He is not a St. Bernard. He is a mongrel, and yet, for

all that a fine, up-standing fellow, full of intelligence and
doubtless affection. There are dogs here called mastiffs—so

they are; but very bad specimens. As I write solely in the
interest of improving our dogs, I hope my comments will not
give offence. I mean what I say in a kind spirit, and so as

to try and influence those who love our four-footed friends,

and have the means to obtain them, that they may use great

care in their selection and their judicious breeding. A corres-

pondent of Forest and Stream, over the signature of "Vox
Populi" (why did he not go on and add "Vox Dei," too?), in

the issue of that journal of June 10th, refers in terms of praise

to some Irish setters owned here by two or three. He judges
these by their pedigrees alone.it seems to me! We cannot judge
women and men and horses that way alone, then why dogs?
When a grand specimen of an Irish setter, judged by the
latest standard, is brought to me from the kennels of either

of the gentlemen named, I will purchase him, and give all the
owner asks, so confident am I that we have no first-class

specimen here, and I wish we had.
July 12, 1886. Yours for improvement, S. T.

Death of Beatrice-

Last week Mr. Clay Chipman, of Sacramento, drove out
on a dove hunt and permitted his Irish red setter Beatrice to

follow. The day was hot, and after running awhile Trix fell

into convulsions and it was thought would die at once, but,

as appears from the appended note from her owner, she lived

for some hours.
Beatrice was bred by Judge C. N. Post, and was by Shokoe

(Don Zooler—Mollie Plunkett)—Dido (Ben—Jessie). She
was a bitch of extraordinary speed and very great staying
power, of good form, typical color, and excellent hunting
sense; very plucky, yet companionable and a pet. With her
death one of the two best Irish setters of the State has gone,
leaving no representative. The other, Fern, a sister of the
sire of Beatrice, is neglected by her owner and is profiting

the setter interest to no appreciable extent.
Mr. Chipman writes:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—On last Friday after-

noon, about 3 o'clock, Dr. Tebbetts and myself started for

Willow slough, about five miles below the city, for a dove
shoot. When the Dr. came to my house he was in a hurry,
and had put the things in his buggy so as to leave no room
for Trix to ride, so I foolishly allowed her to run half-way
down to the ground, when I noticed that she was very much
distressed and I stopped and took her inside, and when we
arrived at the place I got out of the buggy. I spoke to her
and she jumped out, but was so weak behind that she could
not stand, but she soon was again up and able to get around
pretty well, and 1 thought she was coming out all right.

I killed nine birds and she retrieved them for me, and then
she began to get rather nervous and finally laid down, so I
carried her to the buggy and brought her home, and she died
at twenty minutes to ten that evening. The afternoon was
a very hot one, and I suppose she, being fleshy and not much
exercised, became over-heated. I dreaded her loss very much
on account of my family, as they were very much attached to

her. It was like one of the family going. I guess you kuow
her pedigree. She was whelped on April 5, '83. I have a
fine, life-size picture of her in oil. My Sportsman—Sweet-
heart pup Saladin is doing finely. I hope I will see him
through all his troubles O. K. H. C. Chipman.
Sacramento, July 12th.

Death of Del Sur.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I write to inform you
of another stroke of bad luck. Our young dog, Del Sur,
nearly eleven months old, by Gladstone—Flounce, died from
pneumonia, on the 2d inst., in his breaker, Tucker's, hands,
at Staunton, Tenn. Maj. Mnrnan writes me "The loss of the
amount you have spent on Del Sur is bad enough, but your
real loss is much very more, as he was a grand-looking
youngster, and money cannot replace him, for I really don't
know where there is such a young dog, at least in looks, and
I believe he would have made a grand field dog. If the
Sportsman—Heart litter turns out good, you will feel the loss

that much the more, for I believe Del Sur would have suited
your bitches just as well." This is a hard blow, as we had
expended in purchase price, board, Derby entries and break-
er's charges, $209 in coin, and we lose his services to Janet
and Heart at their next heat. He was the pick of the litter,

and none of the others can be bought for less than from S300
to $500. The California Kennels will yet have a Gladstone
stud-dog from a Druid—Ruby bitch, if the good Lord will

permit. C N. Post.

ATHLETICS.
We were pleased, on Thursday last, to receive a call from

Mr. Henry Sampson, Editor of the Referee, of London,
England, whosejwritings over the horn de plume "Pendragon"
have made him famous. Mr. Sampson left London in
March last, for a trip around the world, and is doing the
thing thoroughly. He is accompanied by his wife and a
friend. The party will visit the Yosemite and other places
of interest before going further east. The personality of
the man impressed us strongly.

Bather short of stature, of great vitality, powerfully framed,
a little beyond young manhood, quick spoken, terse, and evi-

dently thoughtful, he seemed, all in all, an Englishman of the
best type, Positive in his beliefs, sand without fear; we can
easily understand why his writings have given him such pre-

eminence as an authority within those orovinces of sport to

which his tastes incline him. He will find numberless admir-
ers throughout America, whose liking will be increased by
actual contact with Pendragon.

The AUa Club of Sacramento is debating the expedi-
ency of breaking agreements with its managers. The
avowed reason is a desire for more pay weekly. It is prob-
able that some ulterior purpose influences the club, because,
under its present contract, the net profits of the season are to

be divided among the players in October.

The Olympic olasses are small now, as is usual during the

summer mouths. With the approach of winter the rooms
will again be filled. Professor Symthe, instructor in general
gymnustics, manages by faithful attention to the duties of his

position to SQfltain the interest uf his pupils, and is develop-
ing a number of very tine puiforniers.

The Olympic Club has had engrossed the following resolu-
tions relative to Kobert Haley, a leading member whose
untimely taking off in February last still rests like a pall
upon the club.

Our organization for the promotion of gymnastic, social and
athletic sport, and for the enjoyment of mirth and happy fel-
lowship among its members, has been suddenly chilled by a
sad calamity. One more chord of its harp has been broken,
one more golden link of its chain of members has gone. Our
friend and brother, Kobert Saulsbury Haley, has been called
from our midst to take that journey whence no traveller
returns. Therefore be it

Resolved: That we, the members of the Olympic Club,
conjointly with the fellow athletes east of the mountains, feel
with inexpressible grief the loss of one, whom, by the noble
traits of his character, has endeared himself to all. In the
strength of his manhood, and in his indefatigable and useful
career we all should imitate his example and strive to live a
life so full of good qualities as his was.

Resolved: That while we tender to his family our heart-
felt and sincere sympathy in their great bereavement, we
desire that these sentiments be brought to their knowledge
that they may know the esteem and friendship in which he
was held by all the members of our organization, and to this
purpose it is further

Resolved: That these resolutions be Ppread upon the
minutes of the Olympic Club, and a copy of the same, prop-
erly engrossed, be presented to the family of the deceased.
San Francisco, March 5, 1S86.

Professor Blackie, of Edinburgh, in addressing the Mer-
chiston Castle School at its athletic games recently, said sev-
eral things which should be remembered by all. Among them
this: "The first principle of his philosophy was to love all
men, especially all young men and young women, because in
them the hope of the future lay. He had watched their exer-
cises that day with great delight. It was a good thing to see
boys or men with good muscles and legs and arms. But
many things were good as servants which were contemptible
as masters, and what would be the good of muscles if they
had no brains and no heart? They would then be going
direct to the devil as fast as they could. Perfection in all
things in this world consisted in due balance and in due
subordination. One example of this was that all virtue and
all wisdom was in the proper balance betwixt two extremes.
Another example was in what was called good government

—

the balance between authority led by the Tories and liberty
led by the Liberals. An example of subordination was to be
found in married life. It was what might be called a com-
pany. They were equal, but for all purposes the wife must
obey the husband. He concluded by urging the boys to use
their muscles for some high purpose, inspired by a noble soul
and directed by an intelligent brain."

The genial professor of boxing, Mr. Walter Watson, has
returned from a vacation trip to New York in good health and
spirits, to meet a warm welcome and renewed interest in his
ably conducted department. A full-length photograph of M.
Watson graces the walls of the boxing-gallery. It shows the
superb form and scientific pose of the excellent teacher to
advantage, and is a valued addition to the club portrait gallery.

The Eintracht Turn Section is active as usual. The classes
are large and the attendance regular. The champion runner
and jumper of the club, Mr. A. H. Lean, has recently been
photographed in trunks alone. The picture betrays the
secret of his success by showing the immense power of the
lower limbs and the general development which alone could
make him superior in such widely different snorts.

A full-length picture of Robert Saulsbury Haley has been
given the place of honor on the walls of the Olympic Clob
gymnasium. It is a retouched solar print, and is as good as
such a picture can be. It shows the great sprinter in the
running costume which he wore when he did one hundred
yards in 9 4-5 seconds.

In officially adding the points gained by the competitors at
the Petaluma Bezirk Festival several errors were made, a
correction of which will materially change the positious of
Beveral prize wiuners. Of course the changes will be cheer-
fully made, and the rightful winners as cheerfully accorded
their rights.

A Query Answered.

The judges of a race run here upon the 5th inst. would like

to have you decide the following: A foot race was run here

upon that day, 100 yards dash, for first ami second money. «

There were several ruuuers started upon the race and ran
,

through to the end upon a foul start, while some remained at
the starting point aud did not ruu at all. The race of course I

was ruu over, there being only the runners re-entered. The I

result of this dash was a dead heat between the two head
J

men, one of whom ran over the course upon the first dash, i

and one of whom was eutered and Btarted, but did not run at I

all in the first dash. Now the question is, nan the two head f

men who tied refuse to run over again and divide first aud
second mnney? N.
[The two men who tied can refuse to run again, and divide

first aud second money if they choose.— Ed.]

Capt. Bellairs of the St. Louis Republican describes a

remarkable fly-catch as follows:

Welch's catch of a fly yesterday without moving out of his
tracks from the time the ball left the bat was probably the
most remarkable thing ever witnessed on the ball field. It
was the fifth inning and Peoples was the batter. Welch was
playing a tolerably deep field. The instant the sound of the
hit rang out and the ball ascended in the air Welch braced
himself in the peculiar position in which he always receives a
fly. The crowd noticed him standing immovable, and
watched the ball as it ascended in the air and then circled
down right into the fielder's hands. Welch, perhaps, bent
forward just slightly, but it was scarcely noticeable, and he
certainly did not move out of his tracks. The remarkable
feat was greeted with prolonged applause. The play goes to
show the wonderful training which Welch's eye and ear have
attained. He first heard the sound of the ball when it left the
bat, and it took but a glance to show him where it was going
to alight.

The enterprise of the Haverly Club in chartering the
steamer T. C. Walker for its Sacramento trips has proved a
very successful one financially. The T. C. Walker is a new,
very fast and commodious vessel, and its officers and owners
are most polite and obliging. Our well-known sportsman
friend, Mr. John Stack, is a heavy owner in the steamer, and
on special occasions, such as the Haverly trips, he acooni"
panies the excursionists, and adds much to the comfort of the
travellers by assiduous attention to their wants.
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The club haa added to its corps of teachers Captain Martin,

the veteran and favorably known fencing master. The meth-

ods of the captain are commended by experts, and he is said

to have that rare faculty of imparting a knowledge of his art

readily.

Several of the Eintrachts are practicing the ladder act

which is being given at the Wigwam. Ellenberger, Kolb,

Loheide and others, expect to surprise visitors with a refine-

ment upon the professional act.

Peculiarities of Pitchers.

The Pittsburg Sportsman strikes off the individuality of

several leading ball tossers in a neat way, when it says:

The peculiar manner in which some of the crack pitchers

deliver the ball is well worthy of note. Every twirler

possesses a Btyle of pitching which belongs to himself only,

and, what is more, he uses the same old tricks over and over

again. Of course the batters soon become accustomed to the

peculiarities of opposing pitchers, and are seldom fooled, but

every twirler is confident that his tricks are very puzzling,

and so the effect is just the same after all.

Ed Morris, of the Allegheny Club, the greatest pitcher in

the Association, has a rather attractive style while in the box,

and makes the base runners constantly hugthe bags. Usually

he stands squarely to the front, throws outhi3 chest, advances

the ball out to the level of his chin with one hand, then

plants his right foot forward and sends the sphere like a

thunderbolt over the plate. He is always quick, and his

movements are graceful in the extreme. Batsmen all like his

fairness, but find him hard to hit. One of the strangest

things about Morris is, that while he pitches exclusively with

his left hand, he bats with his right.

Hecker has a pretty and lively style. He holds the ball

idly in his hand for a moment, then suddenly turns around

on one heel, and, if a man is on first base, frightens him
back to the bag by several lightening motions, when the ball

leaves his hand and speeds over the batter's square. Some-

times Hecker glances significantly at the umpire, then makes

a hop, skip and jump, winding his arm beautifully about his

head, and throwing the ball swiftly but accurately just where

he has signaled to the catcher. His style is greatly admired.

He never getB Tattled.

Bamsey, the left-handed puzzle, is a dandy. He spreads

out his legs, and looks like an inverted "Y." While in this

position he wipes the ball on his hip, and the terrible left

hand describes a peculiar gyration through the air, the ball

twists and hums, travels a most erratic course through space,

and finally whizzes like greased lightening over the plate just

where and when the batter does not want it.

Galvin, the old reliable pitcher, in a cool, methodical man-
ner, which, while somewhat slower and less graceful than

that of Morris, is none the less admired. Occasionally

Jeemes goes through an Indian war-dance, plows up the

ground, and smiles his most copperplate smile at the umpire

before delivering the ball. When he does this you can bet a

strike will be called.

Handiboe, the young phenomenal, has a style peculiarly

his own, which, however, resembles somewhat that of his

proceptor, Prank Mountain. He is as quick as a shot, and

watches the bases like a hawk. Before delivering the ball he

turns his back to the batter, turns the ball over in his left

hand several times, makes a "bluff" or two at the runner on

first base (when there is one there), and then when least

expected sends the ball whizzing over the plate at a Miss

Woodford rate of speed. He has splendid command of the

sphere, and is even now the equal of any pitcher in the associ-

ation.
'His Needles" Foutz doubles himself upin a knot, and sud-

denly straightens out his tall form and fires the ball sharply

at the batter. He usually wipes the dirt off on his hips,

deliberately fixes his fingers on the ball, then exchanges winks

and nods with the catcher when he throws. Foutz always

smiles when he does well, and closely watches the course of

the ball as it leaves his hand.
Tony Mullane has the jumping-jack style. He pauses a

minute, then throws both arms aloft,and taking a short run,

delivers the ball hot as a cannon shot to the batter. Tony
never smiles. Variety is the marked feature of his delivery.

McKeon, the tragic pitcher, is slow and ostentatious. He
first thrusts out his left foot, with whieh he occupies sev-

eral seconds in pounding and scraping the ground, then he

glances at the audience as if to say, "Watch me closely,

now," and after turning his face in all directions, without

shifting his position, he bangs the ball over the plate. Mc-
Keon takes a good deal of time in pulling his tine mustache,

on which he 1b badly mashed.
Bobby Matthews is the trickiest and most aggravating

pitcher of them all, Just when you think a player is going

to make a home run off Robert, that player invariably strikes

out.

Fred Stone's Last Race.

a tine conversationalist, and a story-teller who would delight
and interest his hearers by the hour. He has been a profes-
sional foot-racer for nearly twenty years. In 1870 he visited
Australia, and on September 21, 1871, he ran the last half of
the distance with F. Hewitt when the latter ran a half-mile
in 1 m. 53 s. This has never been approached.

It was while in Australia that Stone won the Melbourne
Cup, an emblem of the all-round athletic championship. Of
the cup and its disposition Stone tells the following story: "I
won the cup, by jingo, and then started on my return to the
states. I had the trophy in my trunk and was happy at the
thought of the joy I would cause my folks by exhibiting to
them so handsome a prize. But off the Coast of California
the ship got wrecked and the cup was lost in the wreck."
King Hedly, the ex-champion runner of California and now
prominent in dramatic circles, has, it is asserted, seen the
cup which Fred lost at sea in the window of a Melbourne
pawnshop. In Stone's career in the west he passed through
many scenes more thrilling than those which cowboys are
accused of witnessing.
He was at Leadville when Kittleman and Campbell ran,

and when Joe Cozar, the referee, was killed for an unsatis-
factory decision. Stone had oftentimes been fired upon and
several times injured. Once he ran into south-western Colo-
rado, near the Mexican Mountains. The gathering was one of

the roughest that ever was known. From Denver, Durango,
Gunnison, Salida, Pueblo, and Las Vegas were delegations of
gamblers and bad men. They lined the path on which the
runners competed. Nearly all had bet against Stone, and on
Archie McComb, his antagonist. They held revolvers in
theft hands and threatened to kill Stone if he won. He did
not stop when he breasted the tape, but ran on to the end of

the track, and jumping into a wagon was driven to a place of

safety.

Stone had been a member of many hose teams in the west,

and was famous for doing good work on "the tongue." He
had run on the Bates Hose team, of Denver; of Rescue Hose,
Muscatine, la.; of the Colorado Springs and Manitou Springs
teams, and of the Pueblo team. About a year ago he ran a
professional handicap at Pittsburg, and twice ran. 100 yards
in ten seconds. In addition to his ability as a sprinter he
was also a fine jumper and general athlete.

and W. E. Mayhew, stood withGoodall, W. W. Haskell
scores of ten each.

At twelve live pigeons, five ground traps, Htirlinghani style, for club
prizes. Referee, John Pollack.

H. C. Golcher 1 1111111111 1—12
E. Goodall 1 1011101111 1—10
W, -W. Haskell 1 1101011111 1-10
W.E.Mayhew 1 1101101111 1—10
A. Scnwerin 11111110010—8
Dr. H. O.Davis 1 1110 10
H. Black 10 1
E. W. Chapin 1 10

1

1- 7
0- 6

110 1-5
Divided by H. BlackFreeze-out, S2.50 entrance, same conditions

and W.E.Mayhew.
Hill 1 110
Schwerin 1 1
filayhew 1 11111-
Slade 1 11110

Practical match, at 12 birds, same conditions, won by Dr. Davis

E. Goodall 1 11011101111
Dr.H.C.Davis 1 111111111

Golcher 1

Clarke 1
Hart....

10
0-11

TRAP.
Lincoln Gun Club.

A very fine day's sport was had at Colma on Sunday last,

by the Lincoln Gun Club and its friends. The club has for

several years given the largest open shoots in the state, and
that of last week was not an exception. The grounds at Colma
are perfectly arranged for the best use of artificial targets.

Screens, netting, trap pit, and all else are on approved plans,

and the conveniences for use of reporters and spectators are

excellent. Several gentlemen from comparatively remote
points attended the tournament. Mr. Frank Coykendall from
San Jose, and Mr. Al. Donaldson, of Fairfield, were on hand,

as usual. We are indebted to Mr. C. H. Cate for full scores.

At 15 clay pigeous, 18 yards rise, $2.50 entrance, 5 screened traps, set

in fourth notch. Referee, J. Karney. Judges, Geo.Edler, Wm. Scendell.

First won by Mr. Brims, second by Mr. Foster, third by Mr. Hammond,
fourth by Mr. Hunter.

California Wingr Shooting Club.

The regular meeting of the club at San Bruno, on last Sun-
day, brought out a small number of spectators, but the mem-
bers were fewer. All conditions, day, birds, etc., were favor-

able, and it seems a pity that the members should permit the

bright reputation of the club for esprit du corps to be dimmed.
Dr. Slade was at himself and shot with perfect judgment.

At 12 live pigeons, 5 ground traps, Hurlingham style. For club
medals.
Robinson..! Ill 1111111 1—12 I Slade 1 111111 1111-11
DeVaul....ll 0111011 000— 7 | Fay 111111111110—11

Freeze-out, S5 entrance; same conditions.
Kobinson-.Ollll 11111 11-11

j
Slade 01111111011 1—10

Fay 11111111 1110-11
|

Ties at four birds; sama conditions.
Robinson 1 1 1 1-4 1 Fay 1 1 1 0—3

THE RIFLE.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—The Pacific Sportsmen's

Club shoots from three ground traps (Hopper's Patent) at all

their shoots, not from two plunge traps as you have in your

last issue. You may correct in the nest monthly score.

Ohas. Flohr.
Treasurer of the Pacific Sportsmen's Club.

Shell Mound.

Cate
E. Foster
Coykendall..

.11111

.111

Balles
Goldsmith 1
Brown 1 1

Sleuter
Hammond 1 1

Mayo 1

Hunter 1 1

Cornwall
Donaldson 1

Bruns 1 1

Venter 1 1

10 10 11110 1110 11
1 1

1 1
1
1 1

110000001101
1 1

10 11
10 111 111110

1-12
1—13
0—10
1— 9
1- 6
1— 5

0- 9
1— 7
1—13

1 0—11
1 1 1—12

1 1111010111111111
10 1

11110
10 10

-14

1-10

Ties on 13 for second and third, at three pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards

rise.

Foster 10 0011—101011
I
Hammond 10 00 11-00 00 00

Ties on 12 for fourth money, at three pairs clay pigeons, same con-

ditions.

Hunter 11 11 11 I
Cate 11 11 01

At five pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards rise, SI.50 entrance, same judges.

First won by Mr. Charles, second by E. W. Funcke, third by O. H. Cate,

fourth by F. E. Coykendall.

Coykendall 11 11 11 10 11

Bruns 10 11 00 10 11

Shaw 01 11 01 00 10

Mayo 01 10 11 11 11

Coffin 10 11 10 10 10

Campbell 11 11 10 11 10

Funcke 11 11 11 11 U
Hunter 10 10 10 11 11

Pierre, Dak., June 24th.—The town was thrown into a

wild state of excitement to-day by the announcement that

Fred. W. Stone, the celebrated foot-racer, had eloped with

Miss Carrie McGibbons, a beantiful yoong lady whose parents

are wealthy and respected. The girl's father was greatly

distressed at the news, and at once put officers on the track of

the runaway couple, who will probably be captured before

midnight and brought back here. Stone's parent's reside in

New York, and are said to be very wealthy. Stone came
here some weeks ago and joined the celebrated Geo. W.
Harris hose team, which iB composed of fast rnnnera, and
which, it is expected, will win the State tourney for hose

teams.
Probably no American foot-racer is so well known as Fred

Stone. He has run races in every State in the Union and
nearly every city and town in the western states, as well as

at Sheffield" and Liverpool^ in England, and in Sydney and
Melbourne in Australia, in any part of the habitable globe

where athletic sports are admired Fred Stone is known either

personally or by reputation. Handsome and accomplished,

he is the very man to instil confidence in a confiding maiden
or a would-be backer of foot-races. Of all professional foot-

xacers Fred Stone has had the most varied and exciting

career. He has taken chances to win or to throw races in

the west, when it was really wild, that were foolhardy in

their daring, and he had never been known to flinch in time

of danger. Time and again he had been shot at by disap-

pointed bettors, and several times he was wounded, but he
invariably escaped dangerous injuries.

Like Ed. Moulton, "the father of foot-racers," Stone was
called "old" by those who knew him best. "Old Fred" or

"Old Stoney" were the names he was best known by. He is

about thirty-eight years of age, 6 feet half-inch tall, and of

blonde complexion. Straight as an arrow, supple as a cat,

handsome and youthful-looking, he seemed less than thirty

years old. In addition to his good looks he is well educated,

Foster 11 11 10 10 11

Charles 11 11 11 11 11
Donaldson 00 01 11 11 11

Goldsmith 01 11 II 01 00

Venker 00 01 11 11 11

Brown 10 11 00 01 10

Cate 11 11 1110 11

Nutz 01 II OU 10 00

Ties on 10 for first and second, at three pairs clay pigeons.

Funcke 10 00 01 |
Charles 11 01 11

Ties on 9 for third and fourth, at three pairs clay pigeons.

Coykendall 10 10 10
|
Cate 11 II 10

At ten single clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, SI. 50 entrance, same con-

ditions, same judges. First won by Eug. Foster, second by C. H. Cate,

third by Mr. Charles.

The Independent Rifles, Captain Theo. Schmaulholz, com-
pleted their monthly medal contests at Shell Mound on Sun-

day last. They used the old-fashioned Remingtons, without

wind gauges. Lieut. J. Kuhlke won the first-class medal;

with 37 out of a possible 50 points; second-class medal, 36,

third-class medal, 30.

To-morrow the California Schuetzen Club will hold its

monthlv medal shoot at Harbor View range, and early in

August"the Club will have its fall meeting for money and other

prizes.

The champion police team are taking matters very quietly.

Under Chief Crowley's rule they cannot challenge, but any
defi thrown at them will be quickly and thankfully accepted.

It is an open secret that they will be challenged for a match
before long, as one of the military companies the star-wearers

have beaten several times is going for the honor of beating

the police, and has materially strengthened its team lately for

that express purpose.

The famous Carson Guard has been at it again and added
another to their long list of victories. Recently a team of

twenty men from the Guard shot a match with a like team

from the Second Minnesota Infantry. Only one distance, 200

yards was shot at—the counting being done by Creedmoor

and ring targets. Last week the score of the Minnesota team

was received by mail. The results of the match are:

Creedmoor. Rings.

Carson Guard 1,635 2,565

Minnesota Team 1,479 1,951

The Carson Guard won by 156 points Creedmoor, and by

614 rings.

The victors in the above match yesterday shot a twenty-

men match with a same-sized team from all Washington Ter-

ritory—distance 200 yards. The results will be exchanged by
mail.

The Evil of Handicapping.

Coykendall
Cate
Funcke
Levy
Nutz

.10 Owtdn—

1

.0 11111111 0—8

.0011111110—7

.0011111110-7

.0 100000001
Shaw 1 00100110 0-
Donaldson...! 110110110-

Cornwall.

.

Hammond
Foster
Brown

..010110110 1-6

..101100110 1—6
,.111110111 1-9
.0 00011100 1

Olcovichsky.l 01011001 0-5
Mayo 111111100 0-7
KowalBky.,.1 10011111 1—8

Ties on 8 for second and third, at 3 pairs clay pigeons.

fjate 11 11 ll|Charles

At 10 single clay pigeons.Bame conditions, same judge. SI .50 entrance,

.10 10 11

Cate 1 11111110 1—9
Coykendall .1 11010110 1—7
Levy 1 11111111 1—10
Funcke ....0 101111111—8
Mayo 1 011000111-6
Brown 10010010 1—4
At three pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards rise; same judges.

Cornwall ..0 111011110—7
Bruns 1 111100111-8
Kowalsky ..1 111100110—7
Clark 1 00010100 I— i

Karley 1 101110111—8

Cate 11 10 00-3
Coffin 11 11 10—5
Charles 11 10—3
Nutz 11 00 00—2

Brown

.

Coykendall 1

Cornwall 1

10—3
10-4
1—4

Eureka G-un Club.

The third meeting of the Eureka Club was the occasion of

a very pleasant gathering of trap experts. The Club usually

has present a larger proportion of its membership, but so

many of its members are away on vacation trips that it was
possible for eight only to attend on Saturday last. The birds

were fresh gathered and strong, and the score reflects credit

on the Club. Mr. Harry C. Golcher made the only clean

score, and did so with the gun which Mr. Golcher, Sr., had

built for trap shooting, and which in various hands has done

superb shooting. Mr. Crittenden Robinson killed 47 out of

50 with it in his match with Martinez Chick, at Los Angeles

a few weeks since. Next to Mr. Golcher, Messrs. Edwin

Together with much else that is excellent The Rifle, for

July, has this to say of handicapping.

There are several American sports which have been almost

wholly free from the taint of jockeying; and rifle-shooting has

long been recognized as one of the cleanest of sports. Men
have for years met, and in friendly rivalry sought to excel

with a weapon which is intended in peace for amusement
and in war for defence. In the gathering of riflemen some
possess greater aptitute for the art and become more skillful

than their associates, and, after striving in vain to increase

their proficiency, the inferior shots clamor to be given what

thev cannot earn. In an unfortunate hour some one sug-

gested handicapping; and from the introduction of this evil

there began jockeying in rifle-shooting. It has been claimed

that handicapping was necessary to encourage the younger

and poorer shooters, but we tail to see what reward there is

for Bkill, if, as a rifleman becomes proficient, he is to be bur-

dened by a heavy handicap. The evil of handicapping has

existed for some years in a few clubs; but there has always

been occasions in the year when riflemen could meet on an

equitable basis, with all barriers removed, and in the spring

and autumn tournaments the participants would take rank in

their proper places, determined by their skill.

At the spring meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Associa-

tion, for the first time in its history, a spring meeting was

held with a handicap list. There was but one individual

who shot without handicap. Mr. E. F. Richardson was the

honored individual—and what greater honor could be

awarded than to be the only person thought skillful enough

to shoot without points; but while the interpretation of this

act by many is a high compliment to Mr. Richardson, the

iujustice is, nevertheless, apparent. By placing the forty-one

prize-winners in the positions they rightly belong, in the

order the actual scores made by them would place them, it is

shown that of this number fifteen men received too many
points, and tweuty-oue were given an insufficient number of

points, or a total of thirty-six out of forty-one were incoi

handicapped.
Many excellent examples have been set by this

active association worthy of imitation by other clui.

hope that the example of handicapping in tourna

not be followed by other American rifle clubs.
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STALLIOSS—THOROL'GHBREO.
Longrfield, Rancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.

Miliier, Rancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.

Tliree Cheers, Thos. JoneB, Oakland Trotting Park.

Warwick, Rancho del Paso, John Mackey, Sacramento.

STAMJOSS-TROTTERS.
Abbotsford, Wash James, Oakland Trotting Park.

Alpheas. F. F. Griffith, Marysville.

Auieto, I. De Turk, Santa Rosa.
Auteros, G. Carpenter, Hill's Ffirry.

AntevolO, Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland.
Clovis. Cook Farm, Danville.

Cook's Hambletonfau, Cook Farm, Danville.

Cresco, Cook Farm, Danville.

Cuyler, J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky,
Gay Wilkes, Wm. Corbitt, San Mateo.
Le Grand, Win. Corhitt, San Mateo.
atarabriuo Wilkes, David Bryson, Stockton.

Meulo, Wm. Dwyer, San Jose.

Nalwood, J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Pancoast. J. B. McFerran, Lexington, Ky.
Steinway, Cook Farm, Danville.

Wliippleton, F. W. Loeber, St. Helena.

STALLIONS—DRAFT.
Pride of Cree, I.De Turk, Santa Rosa.
Trnmpette, I. De Tork, Santa Rosa.

tendency to bring racing into disrepute can be termed

a bad business; when conducted with fairness, a fairness

that does not leave any kind of a shadow, there can be

no fault.

As is stated in the paragraph copied, the want is for

men who run their horses for glory as well as money.

The true sportsman holds victory superior to the money

return, and the truest of all are those men who breed the

animals they race. There is a feeling akin to that with

which family and friends are held for animals that have

been bred by the owner, and though money won is not to

be slighted, there is an exultation far beyond the sordid

desire for the profits. "While it is true that racing colts

can be purchased for less money than a man who has

only a few mares can produce them, and also that

a better quality can be obtained is generally the case,

it may be difficult for the small breeder to secure the ser-

vices of a proper sire, such as is kept on every large

stud farms, though this is not always the case, and stal-

lions of merit can be reached at a moderate fee. "With

more of this class—the more the better—racing is sure to

increase in popularity, if even a few make it a matter of

business.

Rancho Del Rio Sale.

Archer and "Old" Abe.

Turf Speculations.

New York, July 12.—The Tribune has the following: The
Dwyer Brothers have already won over $100,000 in stakes,

and this year's racing season can be said to be only fairly

begun. They will undoubtedly win an unprecedented
amount for the stable, but will not equal the winnings of

some Englieh owners. The reason of this is not that they

nave just as good horses, but because at present American
stakes are not as large as English ones. Jockey clubs here

are taking steps in the right direction, however; they are

increasing the amount of the added money to an extent that

is considered by the more conservative of members to be

unwise. Fresh blood is needed in American turf enterprises.

There ifi money in good racing stables, and, unfortunately, in

poor ones. Under the circumstances there is sure to be many
accessions to the turf, resulting from the large amounts of

added money. Some will be beneficial, some will be other-

wise. What is wanted most are men who run their horses for

glory as well as for money.

The above is a short, though impressive, lecture on the

tendency of the present time in racing affairs. The

brothers Dwyer have taken no pains to conceal the fact

that their racing ventures have been and are now busi-

ness transactions, in which the main object has been to

make it remunerative. This will appear to be perfectly

legitimate, and so long as their practices are above sus-

picion, no fault can be found with it. But making a

business of racing is liable to lead to harsh criticisms and

charges of wrong-doing, without substantial grounds to

base accusations upon. It also may be the case that

criticisms, however harsh, are justified when the parties

accused are unconscious of having done wrong. "We have

known men to publicly state that they were betting

against their horses, and that there was no law to compel

them to back them. The last assertion is beyond con-

troversion, though if there is an absence of law relating

to what they shall support but when they have money
depending upon the defeat of their own horses, it will be

difficult to convince others that every effort was made to

win. It is bad enough when other horses are supported,

when commissions are given to "lay against" those which

are owned or under the control of men who give the

commissions, the evil is intensified. This is called taking

advantage of knowledge which is a secret to the public,

and if an owner is aware that his horse has no chance to

win, he cannot be blamed for availing himself of the

benefits to be derived by his defeat. Frequently is the

remark heard that the public does not buy oats, pay

training expenses or put up stakes, and therefore there

is no necessity for "protection." This is only true in a

measure. "Without general support racing would end,

and race-horses decrease in value to less than one-tenth

of the sum now paid, and the royal sport be a remem-

brance of the past. That kind of business that has a

It may appear somewhat anomalous that a correct

impression could be obtained of a jockey flasbing past at

the rate of a mile in 1:40, and that impression so distinct

as to leave a faithful representation on the brain, so

vivid as to be easily recalled though many years have

elapsed. An observer thus reproduces the picture of

Archer:

"To some extent," he says, "he has a countenance pecul-

iarly suited for the expression of pain or anxiety. The short

upper lip displays nearly all his teeth, and the face, long and
thin, with high cheek bones, and yellow, ashen complexion,

suggested a grim likeness to a death's head. Just as he
passed, he was still fighting for the race, and, indeed, one
horse was in front of him, but it was the horse immediately
behind him that seemed to trouble him. He was looking

round at his horse, and, heavens! what a look! It was like

that of a man about to be hanged, a duelist fighting -with a

foe at once feared and hated, a man, in short, in any position

of awful strain, with the complex emotions of terror, hope
and resolve. It was all the observation of a second, but it

brought home to the mind the abysmal depths of life of

death, exultant joy or horrible despair, that underlie the

gaiety and the blare, the bright dresses, the smiling women,
the popping of champaign bottles, and the vacuous noises or

the Epsom race-course."

It is now twenty-one years since we witnessed Old Abe

ride a wonderful finish at St. Louis, and yet the recol-

lection is more distinct than are left by races ofiifconi-

paratively recent date. The following description of his

riding in that race, which is copied from a paper of 1868,

will answer for a companion picture to that of Archer.

Colonel Sherwood was giving an account of a race for a
great post stake that had been run a day or two previous, at

St. Louis, and as the betting had been very large all over the

country, the particulars were anxiously listened to.

"You ought to have seen Abe make his rush for the second
heat," he remarked; "I was in the four mile dislance stand,

with Mr. Alexander and the Secretary of your Club here.

The other horses got some advantage of him in the start,

which Gil. Patrick, on Skedaddle, and John Ford, on some-
thing else, made the most they could of, by taking the track

from the rest of them before they got to the first turn. They
were all in a bunch, and it was "go along" from the very
start. I could see that Abe had his mare in hand, lying a
length or two behind the leaders, that Gil. was only pulling

enough to steady his mare, while Ford waB driving as though
he were finishing a heat. There was a bay horse, by Bonnie
Scotland, well up to them, with old Mammona in striking dis-

tance, and going with that long, rating stride for which she
was so famous. Down the hill, on the back stretch, they go
like the wind, sweeping over the growing rye, or as though
they were shadowy forms gliding through the air, till the

lower turn is reached. Abe had crawled up on them, inch by
inch, till his mare's head was at Ford's girth. I could see

Ford carry him out, while Skedaddle was making all the play
she could on the very inside of the circle, and by the time
the head of the homestretch was reached, she was several

lengths in the lead—Mammona and Surprise both a good way
in advance of Sue Lewis. Here Abe got loose from Ford, and
all, thinking that he had lost all chance for the heat, were
eagerly watching the contest between Mammona and
Skedaddle. They rushed by us closely locked. 'Look at

Abe!' cried Mr. Alexander. He came down the walking path,

on the extreme outside of the track, like a rushing tornado.

The black, solemn visage shone with intense excitement.

Sparkles of foam were flying from his lips, and you could see

the workings of the cords through the silk sleeves of his

jacket and the white leather of his breeches. He looked like

a minature copy of the black demon of the Hartz mountains,
or some gnome that had escaped from subterranean fiery lake,

and was rushing in pursuit of those who were in advance.
He seemed to infuse fresh energy into the wonderful mare,
and like a bolt hurtled from a thirteen-inch mortar, she shot

past her favored antagonist, and won by more than a length.

Owing to the extremely hot weather, and absence of

some who had signified their desire to purchase, the

annual Rancho Del Rio sale of thoroughbred yearlings

and two-year-oldB was postponed until Saturday the 24th

inst. "We think that the postponement was warranted

and a judicious resolve on the part of Mr. "Winters. A
sale in which there was sure to be sacrifice would have

been detrimental to the breeding interests of the State, as

well as being a serious pecuniary loss to the proprietor.

The falling off in prices could not be ascribed to inferi-

ority of the animals, as it was beyond controversy that

a better lot were never presented. Col. S. D. Bruce pro-

nounces them the equal, if not superior, to any lot he has

ever seen, and that means all the yearling thoroughbreds

that have sold at auction during the past twenty years.

More than that as Colonel Bruce may be called the best

judge of this kind of stock in the United Scates.

This position does not depend on opinion alone, as

those he has selected have proved to be the very best

rated by the scale of subsequent performances. Many
of the greatest horses which have ever appeared on the

American turf were chosen by him in their yearling

form, and his endorsement of the Rancho del Rio stock

fixes the standing beyond question. "We must acknow-

ledge that it was very gratifiying to have our estimate

corroborated by such indisputable authority, and his con-

currence in the accuracy of our views we value as the

best possible testimony of the soundness of our views.

Col. Bruce briefly stated the good reasons for the post-

ponement, and that these were considered good cause

was evident, as there was not a dissenting voice. The

"warm wave," intensely fervent, deterred a great many
from being present. The daily papers had kept it before

the public, and everyone was aware of the ordeal in store

for those who should visit Sacramento. "Wednesday the

thermometer registered 107 in the shade. For the first

time in our twelve years' residence in California the

night of "Wednesday was hot and the morning of Thurs-

day, as early as before six o'clock, it was almost broiling.

"We were at the track before eight o'clock, and taking a

seat in the middle story of the judges' stand.even the entice-

ment of visiting the horses in the stable was not strong

enough to induce leaving the coolest place in the county

of Sacramento. The best evidence of the blighting effects

of the super-heated atmosphere—especially with those

who have attended the sales of the past decade, was the

absence of D. McCarthy. It cannot be ascribed to any-

thing but the heat, as "Dan" can always raise any

amount of money when there is a chance for such bar-

gains as were surely in store for purchasers at this sale,

and he is never afraid to hazard "big money" when there

is bo much certainty of a return. At the present rates

for race-horses (and these are sure to be kept up) we
assert, without the least hesitation, that in two years

from now two, and perhaps one, of the colts offered will

bring more money than the whole amount realized at

the sale. "Were we fortunate enough to have the means
necessary to "own what could be termed a racing stable,'

there are four colts in the catalogue we would buy at
any price within reason. "With this quartet engaged in

the stakes of 1887 and 1888. we should feel great confi-

dence in taking a prominent place in the list of winners
for these years.

The Directors of the Sonoma County Agricultural Park
Association are making more than the usual preparation for

the coming fair which is to be held at Santa Rosa during the

week commencing Monday, August 16th.

Great interest is taken by farmers and others, and we
expect to see Sonoma county outdo any previous efforts.

With the fine crops with which we have been favored there

certainly will be an exhibit well-worth seeing. Many con-

veniences will be added to the grounds this year, and no
efforts will be spared, that will tend to the satisfaction of those

participating. The speed programme and purses offered can-

not fail to bring out the best horses in the county and from
other sections. — -

. ^ -

Elsewhere appears the advertisement of the Chicago and
North-Western Railway, which offers extraordinary facilities

for the transportation of horse and live stock.

Colonel Saunders D. Bruce.

"We were highly gratified to meet our old friend and

quondam partner, S. D. Bruce, at Sacramento, last

Thursday. More than gratified to see him looking

so well, for though fifteen years have elapsed since we
met, the decade and a half has not changed his appearance

in the least, saving perhaps, giving a still, whiter tinge

to hair and beard. We feel occasionally like boasting

over condition scarcely impaired by the long term of

active training, and for men over three score years feel

like entering into any sort of race that could be gotten

up. Time has touched our friend still more gently, and

though we are his senior by four months, he has more

than that the best of the handicap.

It is a work of supererogation to acquaint our readers

with the standing of Col. Bruce. Wherever the American

thoroughbred is known his name is a "household word,"

and there is no hazard in stating that without his ser-

vices the breeding of blood horses, especially those of an

early date, would be in a hopeless tanglt. We write

authoritatively when we state that no other man could

have accomplished what he has done, and that with

scarcely any other remuneration than the knowledge that

he has affected the main labor of his life. His visit to

this Coast will be of great benefit to our breeding inter-

ests, and though his first trip and necessarily of brief

duration, we Biucerely hope it will be so pleasant as to

induce an early return.

Who that has an acquaintance with that urbane Knight of

the Sulky, Andrew Jackson Feek, will not agree with us that

a more courteous gentleman and agreeable companion is

seldom met with in any walk of life.
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Correction.

Messrs. Brown & Taylor (R. S. Brown & W. H. Taylor)

traded the Maid of Oaks by Dake McLelland, to Mr. M.
Salisbury, and we got a bay mare five or six years old by
Gibraltar with Monroe Chief colt by her side, her dam by A.

W. Richmond. The bill of sale says she was bred to

Antevolo last spring. In your published list she is not
mentioned as having been bred to yonr horse Antevolo.

I Bee bay mare by Echo, bred May 1st, No. 42, by I. a.
Goldsmith. Wonder if this is the mare? If so, it

should be by Gibraltar instead of Echo, according to Mr.
Salisbury's pedigree. Can you enlighten me on the subject?

IsupposeMr. G. could tell. In your listof trotters published

as entering the 2:30 list, 1S85, you did not mention Maid of

Oaks. She got 2:30 record at Bay District last fall in a trot

with Empress, Ned and Stemwinder. We also got two year-

ling fillies of Mr. Salisbury, one by Director and one by
Monroe Chief. Mr. E. W. Steele has Director 611y one year

old, Gen. P. W. Murphy has stallion standing here by Elec-

tioneer, Judge Geo. Steele has Altoona, I have Duke McClel-
land, the sire of Maid of Oaks, and there are quite a lot of

very well-bred horses in this county. The Maid was the first

30 trotter produced in this county, but I think in a year or

two San Luis Obispo county will produce some good ones.

There is a general disposition to breed up, and in no county
in the state has the horse stock improved any more than here

in the last few years. The county is full of fillies from A. T.

Stewart's Altoona, Patchen and others, and by proper breed-

ing ought to produce some great horses. W. H. T.
San Louis Obispo, July 8, 1886.

Our correspondent is correct in his surmises. No. 42

is in the "book" John A. Goldsmith's bay mare by Gibral-

tar, and the error was made in copying. ~We are pleased

to hear that her dam is by A. W. Richmond, as we have

great expectations of the double Richmond blood. This

of course gives a double strain of Simpson's Blackbird,

and in two colts by Anteeo, one from A. "W. Richmond

mare, the other's dam by Alhambra, her dam by Black-

bird, there are good loofcs enough to please the most

fastidious. The one from a Richmond mare has as much
quality as a majority of thoroughbreds, and the son of

the Alhambra mare is now something over fifteen hands,

and with the substance of a four-year -old. The omission

of Maid of Oaks from the 2:30 list, was an oversight

which will be corrected hereafter. There is no question

of the future of San Louis Obispo county in the way of

breeding of fast trotters. The stock mentioned is a guar-

antee of that. The Mambrino Patchen mares have

proved themselves, and as A. T. Stewart has that blood,

his fillies should nick with the Hambletonian strains

through Electioneer and Aimon t. "We have always had

a high opinion of the McLellans. Lots of speed—that

first great consideration of race-horses and trotters, and

though it has been claimed that they lacked stamina,

that charge is frequently made without grounds to sus-

tain it. From what we have heard from that portion of

the state it has everything that could he desired in the

way of soil and climate, and when to these advantages

are added the right blood, proper breeding and handling,

there can be no doubt of there being a good result.

[Continued from page 3.]

of a mile and a quarter, and lowering the record by a quarter
of a second. There were twelve starters. At the opening
Jim Douglas was the favorite, selling at S60, and Binette
at $40. Kelly rode Binette, and the race was a magnificent
one. It was a record-breaking performance for the winner,
but it must not be forgotten that she had fourteen pounds
off. At the start Binette was with the leaders, but fell be-

hind Athlone at the home stretch in running the odd quarter.
Jim Douglas was third, and behind him were Jim Guest,
Idle Pat, Governor Bate, Socks, Hertogas, Gray Cloud,
Buchanan, Exile and Escort. Going up the back stretch Bin-
ette closed with Athlone, and on passing the half Binette
placed her neck in front, and directly afterward she obtained
a clear lead. On the last furlong of the upper turn her lead

was reduced to an open length, but she turned into the home
stretch apparently a certain winner. At the furlong pole
Buchanan and Douglas were close to the mare, and in another
furlong they lapped her. Buchanan appeared to be winning
and Kelly was obliged to draw his whip. Then Covington
rallied Guest, and a desperate drive home followed. Under
punishment Binette increased her lead foot by foot, and
finallv reached the wire a winner bv a shade less than a

The struggle did not last long, however, as Clonee had made
his running and could not keep up the terrible pace which
Mollie was cutting out. At the head of the stretch the black
shirt of the Santa Anita Stables come to the front and rapidly
drew away from the remainder of the fluttering jackets. Tar-
tar came out of the bunch a second later, closely following
Wicklow. At the post Mollie McCarty was two lengths ahead,
and running under a pull. Wicklow and Tartar were fight-

ing it oat for second money, with the remainder of the com-
pany rattling down behind them. Having the roan well in

hand, Stoval now stopped riding the filly, coming under the
wire three lengths ahead of Tartar second, and four lengths

ahead of Wicklow third. Time, 1:50£.

Before the race the pools sold: Mollie McCartv's Last,

S30; Tartar, S25; Hattoo, $13; field, $13. Mutuals paid:
Mollie McCarty's Last, straight, $9.S0; place, $6.90; Tartar,

place. $6.80.
Heavy, leaden-colored clouds were scurrying over the track

when Jim Gore, Nellie Carey, Jennie Treacy, Gracie D.,
Lizzie Krepps, Right Away, Grissetta, Poteen, and Duke of

Bourbon cantered around the club house, turned and moved
up in a bunch for their dash of three-quarters of a mile for

the Hyde Park Stakes. A moment later the sky became
overcast, ominous-looking, saffron-colored clouds seemed to

spring out of the lake, and then everything to the eastward
was shut out from vision by darkness and a moving wall of

water. The horses and their jockeys were huddled togerher
a dozen yards from the quarter-pole when the storm burst
npon them in all its fury. The water dashed against them in
sheets, and drenched the riders to the skin.

Just as a ribbon of lightning dartgd through a tumbling
mass of clouds hanging over the stables, the horses broke
away; the man with the flag did not send them off, however,
as there were many stragglers. The wind now arose and
roared dismally. It swept through the grand stand and
drove blinding sheets of rain hither and thither. There was
a moment of uneasiness in the gTeat building. The clouds
seemed to be falling to the earth, tongues of fire shot out of

the clouds and cut the darkness like golden serpents, and
away to the westward the frightened people could see
large trees bent almost double by the gale. The jockeys wore
bright jackets, but they could not be distinguished from the

grand stand. There were green shirts and white sashes on
Corrigau's trio, cherry jackets on Brown's pair, and the red
Maltese cross blazed on the back of the rider of California's

representative. The jockey on Poteen was robed in purple
and white, Barnes' bright colors fluttered on the Duke of

Bourbon, and the rider of Jim Gore, the favorite, was
wrapped up in magenta and white.

As the horses were grouped for the second breakaway the
storm became more furious. Men with powerful field-glasses

tried to distinguish the riders through the blinding rain, bnt
they could see nothing but indistinct figures astride as many
indistinct animals. Hailstones of great size began to fall,

and the lightning, which had been vivid, grew doubly so.

In the midst of the elemental tumult, ten indistinct objects

were seen to make a plunge forward, and somebody in the

grand stand, whose vision was keener than that of his com-
panions, said that the flag had fallen, and then, amidst the

most disquieting surroundings, persons strained their eyes
through the darkness and rain. Sweeping along the back
stretch toward the stables were the racers, but nobody knew
who was in front and who were behind. All were aware,
however, that a most novel race was being run. It was a

race in the teeth of a phenomenal storm, and one which
strained the nerves of boy and horse.

Broad belts of lightning seemed to stab the earth at every
point, and the thunder, which grew in volume every second,

shook the grand stand from top to bottom. On and on the dim
objects sped, until they reached the stable turn, ihen there

was a clap of thunder that enlarged the eyes of the little

darkies crouching around the betting.ring, and at the same
instant the horses swept out of sight as completely as though
the earth had opened and swallowed them. They had swung
into the upper stretch, where the green and yellow clouds

seemed to be banked, and where horizontal ribbons of light-

ning appeared to be in collision with appalling frequency.
The excitement in the grand stand at this time was intense.

Thousands of dollars had been laid upon the horses, and no
one knew where his favorite was. The fury of the storm did

not subside as the seconds passed, but, on the contrary, grew
in violence, if that were possible. To add to the discomfiture

of the watchers the wind veered to the south-west, driving

the rain into the stand, and forcing its occupants to flee to

the uppermost seats. The roof, too, began to leak, the water
falling in torrents upon empty chairs. The seconds were
hours to those whose money was at stake. Nothing could be
seen of the horses, and the roar of the storm drowned the

noise of the flying hoofs.

"There's a green shirt in front," shouted a man with a

field glass, who was standing on a chair near the reporter's

seats.

"It's one of Corrigan's; which is it, Carrie, Treacy or

Gracie D.?" asked a sport in a dripping linen duster.

"Give it up—can't see," was the reply. Then the 2,000

fastened their eyes on the furlong post, which looked like a

lead pencil in the deluge. There were no horses in sight,length, in 2:07£. Guest, by a gallant final effort, wrested
second place from Buchanan by a head, and Buchanan beat but everybody had an air-tight idea that they were coming

Douglas a neck and shoulder. The mutuals paid Binette,neck and shoulder
straight, $13.50, place, $8.60.

The three-quarter-of-a-mile race Sunbeam won, Allegheny
second, and Truant third. Time, 1:174;. The seven-eighths-
of-a-mile race Warrenton won, Cullan Queen second, and
NoraM. third. Time, 1:28£. The mutuals paid $21.30. The
three-quarter-of-a-mile race Skobeloff won, Fred Wooley sec-

ond and Lisland third. Time, 1:16. The mutuals paid $33.20.
The mile race Shadow won, C. G. second and Llera
third. Time, 1:44£. The mutuals paid $28.50.

ANNUAL SALE

-OF-

Rancho del Rio

YEARLINGS,

Owing- to unfavorable weather,

POSTPONED TO

Saturday, July 24th, 1886.

-AT-

C. H. SHEAR'S Stables, opposite Agri-

cultural Park, Sacramento, Cal.

Sale to commence at 1 p. m.

Best lot of yearlings ever offered at auc-

tion sale.

down the stretch. Two seconds passed, and then the watch
ers heard the "clack, clack" of the horses running at fnll

speed. Another second, and a little bay filly, with water

streaming off her sides, and supporting a wild-eyed and hat-

less jockey, bn ist ontof the midst and shot nnder the wire

just as a sheet of hailstones crashed against the west side of

the judges' stand.

"It's Grissetta!" shouted a hundred voices in chorus, and
so it was. The plucky little Californian had beaten nearly

all of the crack two-year-olds in the country, and done it, too,

July 13.—At Washington Park the morning opened with
|
in mud up to her fetlocks. Three lengths behind the winner

fair weather, but after the second race was run a hurricane of
I
wss Lizzie Krepps, who was as many lengths ahead of Jennie

wind and rain completely drenched everything out of dooTs. |
Treacyjthird. The rest were strung along to the furloDg

The rain continued some time, with large hailstones. The
attendance waslarge. The three-quarter mile Pearl Jennings
won, Billy Gilmore second, Boomerang third. Time, 1:14$.
The second race was a dash of one mile and one-sixteenth,

for three-year-olds. The starters were Hattoo, Tartar, Mollie
McCarty's Last, Unique, Wicklow, Mollie Bawn, Clonee and
Probus. The horses got off at the second break-away, with
Clonee, Foster and Unique in the lead and, Mollie Bawn last.

They ran in this order under the wire and to the club-house
turn, where Stoval, who was wearing the Maltese cross of
Lucky Baldwin's stables, sent Mollie McCarty's Last to sec-

ond place. Clonee was now leading by three open lengths,
and running like the wind. Hattoo and Probu3 were lapped
behind Baldwin's filly, with Unique coming after them with a
rush. Along the back stretch the Californian cut down do-
nee's lead to two lengths. Unique and Tartar were running
neck and neck close behind, with Wicklow, Hattoo, Probus
and Mollie Bawn standing in the order named. As the horses
swang around the stable tarn the nag from the slope ran up
to Clonee and began to race him toward the three-quarter,

pole. Before the race the pools sold: Jim Gore $40; Poteen

$27; Rightaway $25; field $60. Mutuals paid: Grissetta,

straight, S23.50; place, $23.20; Lizzie Krepps, place, $40.50.

The one and one-eighth miles, Taxgatherer won, Jim Nave
second, Ailee third. Time, 2rf)2£. Mutuals paid $10.30.

The fifth race was declared off in consequence of the bad
ccndition of the track.

July 14.—At Washington Park the weather to-day was
rather cool. The track was in fair condition after the rain,

and the attendance was good. The five-eighths of a mile,

Catulpa won, Bertha C. second, Sailor Boy third. Time,

1:06$. The mutuals paid $11.40. The seven-eighths of a

mileLoupe won, Our Friend second, Bico third. Time 1:413.

The mutuals paid $13.50. The one and a fourth miles Mys-
tic won, Hertogas second, Idle Pat third. Time, 2:153. The
mutuals paid $7.40. The three-fourths of a mile Heliarthns

won, Tony Pastor second, Little Joe third. Time, 1:18].

The mutuals paid S28.50. The mile, Anna won, Typo sec-

ond, Miss Nelson third. Time, 1:404; . The mutuals paid

$11.80.

Brothers to Duchess of Norfolk, Ed. Cor-

rigan, Fred Collin, half-brother to Connor

and Ballot Box, and colts and fillies by Nor-

folk, Joe Hooker and Three Cheers, from as

good, and, in most cases, tried mares as can

be found on any stud farm in the country.

Col. S. D. BRUCE, Senior Editor of

"Turf, Field and Farm," and Compiler of

the American Stud Book, Auctioneer.

The morning train of Saturday, from San

Francisco, will land passengers in time for

sale.

Stock can be seen at any time at the

stables up to the hour of sale.

Three promising two-year-olds now in

training included in the Sale Catalogue.

Cataloarues can be obtained of THEODORE
WINTERS, Sacramento, Col. S. D. BRUCE,
Palace Hotel, S. P., and at this Office,
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General Topics.

Tbere is one topic so very general that there is no risk in

claiming that it is co-extensive with the world. It may be

that in other worlds there are the same congratulations, the

same growlings which are heard here. Much depends on the

person, and one will extol w bile others denounce. Hereto-

fore we have written that in our residence in Oakland there

has not been one really disagreeable day. Something like the

old woman's disquisition on whisky, when she asserted that

all of it was good, some very good, and a great portion super-

latively good or "away up" as, she expressed it, so that

while there have been differences, not a single diurnal revolu-

tion that can be termed had in the way of weather. Twelve

years is a sufficient space to form an estimate, and one hun-

dred and forty-seven months plenty of data to warrant an

opinion. It may be said that we jumped at a conclusion,

when after a residence of twelve months glowing statements

were made.and no end to the panegyrics on theglorious climate.

As a general result we are prone to underrate things which

are of common occurence, and when a person has been accus-

tomed to a long-continued run of good luck, he is apt to curse

and grumble and find fault whenever Dame Fortune does

not smile. And so it may be that there is a tendency to

growl when there is fog in the morning, and when the trade

winds raise white caps on the bay there is no end

to the maledictions. They forget that the fogs bring

blessings in the way of increasing the verdure on

the hills, and then to watch the pearly vapor as it follows

the Contra Costa range or crowns Tamalpais with a fleecy

crown, with sunlight burnishing spots into exceeding bright-

ness, make amends for a trifle of chilliness ere it lifts. The

trade winds are so beneticient that it is a matter of surprise

that anyone should object to the health-giving current. Emi-

nent physiologists assert, and with good grounds too, that no

matter how vitiated the atmosphere it soon loses its deleteri-

ous effects when it comes in contact with salt water. There

may be all manner of plagues in the air, which would carry

death and desolation all of the way across the continent if

there was a steady eastern breeze to propel the tainted atmos-

phere. "With a stretch of thousauds of miles of the grand old

Pacific, the trade winds come laden with health and energy, so

that those who live within the influence are better off than if

their residence were in the most favored sanitarium of the

woild.

Takiug the six months together from the first of January,

1S8G, until the first of the present month, and, for that

matter, up to the time of writing, this season has been

the finest in our experience. Plenty of rain which poured

millions of dollars into the thirsty soil, if even it brought

tribulation to the managers of the spring race meeting. It

came at the right time; it did not fall with such violence as to

endanger the dwellers along the streams with devastating

floods. Everything got a grand start, and for the first time

Bince our sojourn in California it stopped without bringing

the usual hay-making showers. There will be no trouble for

the next twelve months in obtaining the very best quality of

hay, and at a reasonable price. This is a great boon to those

who have fast horses in charge. With plenty of good, bright

hay, that which has been cut at the right time, there can be

no excuse for improper curing. The main essential in stable

management is at hand. In this country a good quality of

oats can generally be found, as it is rare, indeed, that

rains come during harvest, and then the days of sunshine

when in the stack perfects the condition without a trace of

mustiness or other offensive odors. Just as soon as there

was an assurance of a great hay crop, the cry that the old

supply was nearly gone was not heard, and in place of six-

teen dollars a ton for an inferior grade, as good old hay as

could be desired was obtainable at $13 per ton.

While the rains and the absence of rains insured a good

crop of hay, quality being the result of the fine weather

through the latter part of May and all of June, and quantity

assured by the early saturation of the soil, it also was favor-

able to the training of horses. Unless there has been a radi-

cal change since we were on the other side of the mountains,

two months without a shower would render eastern courses so

deep in dust that it would be troublesome to give horses fast

exercise. Depending on the clouds for a supply there was no
provision for artificial watering. The climate of California

compels a different method of keeping the tracks in order, and
though entailing a great deal of expense, the results are that

no country can equal it for well-kept courses. But the.

absence of summer rains cause private tracks to be an expen-

sive adjunct to breeding farms, and only those who have large

means can afford tbe outlay. This is a drawback to men of

limited capital who expect to develop the stock they rear.

and the only plan that is feasible is to seek a location which
is near enough a public track to avail themselves of its use.

This is not so detrimental as might be imagined. There
are so many good tracks in California that a suitable location

can be selected, and when it is taken into consideration that

a much smaller acreage is required to keep stock than in the

east, though the land is expensive when rated by the acre, the

smaller amount necessary is an offset to the high price.

Although we have oftentimes called attention to the number
of first-class courses in this state, eastern readers can scarcely

realize that in this point California excels any state in the

Unionj that are race-courses which are a mile incircuit. Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, Salinas, Gilroy, San
Jose, Pleasanton, San Francisco, Oakland, Pachico, Petal u ma,
Santa Rosa, Vallejo, Stockton, Sacramento, Moorland, Marys-

ville, Chico, Glenwood. Twenty at least, and as one depends

on memory, there is a likelihood that several are omitted.

With few exceptions these are kept in good order for training

purposes the whole of the year, and thus it is not a difficult

task to secure a location within reach of a training ground.

"Harking back" to the weather. Beside a few mornings

which were cloudy and then not a semblance of fog, there

has been sunshine from the time the grand luminary shone

over the summits of the Contra Costa range until it sank into

the ocean. The throng of affairs to attend to made it imper-

ative that we should arise before the sun was in view, and

these very early mornings are so fine that there is no use in

endeavoring to represent them with words. Not breeze

enough to move the weather vane, though poised so nicely

that a breath will turn it, and just the right degree of warmth

for comfort. Big dewdrops glimmering from the corn leaves

in the garden and sparkling among the rosebuds. What lit-

tle current of air there was came from the eastward, so as to

carry the smoke from the city over Lone Mountain, the bay

and Golden Gate, without a shadow or haze to mar the beauty.

It was nearly noontime ere the trade winds swept in from

the westward, and there is a life-giving freshness as it sweeps

along. Our home is not far enough from the east shore of

the bay to be troubled with dust, and there is not a single

drawback to offset tbe many blessings. So far, the "heated

spell" is only known through the reports in the daily papers,

and though residents call it warm, it is warmth without a

degree of oppressive heat. Not a minute from sunrise to

sunset that is not enjoyable.

The first that we were aware of a "car-number craze" being

a sort of general delusion, was from reading the followinS

extract from a St. Paul paper.

"Car numbers! Oh, who hasn't had that disease sometime

during the course of his travelling career!" queried a nervous

chap on the Omaha "limited" of his seat mate.

"Before I went on the road," he continued, "I lived at

Park Ridge, a suburban station near Chicago, on the north-

western road, and used to ride in and out every day. I got

noticing the figures on the freight cars as my train passed

along, and finally it got to be a mania with me. The moment
I got on a moving car I was at the window looking out for the

numbers of freight cars."

"Are you cured?" interrogated his companion.
"Wait and you will see," replied the nervous man. "I

thought of the numbers by day and actually dreamed of them

by night. My main desire in that connection was to see a

consecutive series. I was always on the lookout for the

number '12,345' and if I saw such a number I believed should

have been perfectly satisfied. So interested in the search did I

become that I conversed with train men about it and then

learned it was a regular mania among the travelling public.

The train men have it too.

"Out on the road, I went, still looking for the number. I

happened to be out at Denver Col., one very hot day in June.

I got on the Kansas Pacific eastbound train, and had just taken

my seat in the sleeper when the train pulled out. I was at the

window and there before my eyes was the number, '12,345.'

It was on a blue car. That cured me. I never look at the car

numbers now. If I chance to be looking out of the window
and see a freight car the feeling is strong to look at the num-
ber, but I restrain myself, something that I could not do

before, as I know how much I suffered in the past."

We have been troubled with the same complaint for many

years. There is a purpose, however, in our craze to notice

the numbers on freight cars, or on the doors of a city when

the street is long enough to require four figures for the

enumeration. The object of the close watch is to see how
many points at cribbage can be discovered, and if a freight

train goes by eo rapidly that one cannot see how many points

there is on each car, there is a feeling of disappointment, at

times vexation. When travelling alone there is some pleasure

in noting what is seen in the way of good hands, though

when engaged in conversation it is mortifying to have a train

of thoughts broken by a train of freight cars on a side track.

At St. Louis.

The Blood of Mambrino Chief.

In a large majority of the stakes for young horses trotted

in the west and south.west during the season of 18S5 the

descendants of Mambrino Chief have borne off the greatest

honors. This is especially the case with Pancoast and Prin-

ceps, by Woodford Mambrino. Pancoast is the sire of

Patron, the most wonderful three-year-old on record—2:20A,

2:25, 2:19^—the last heat the same as Hinda Boss's, the

best on record. Princeton, a four-year-old trotted a heat
at St. Louis, Mo., in 2:23}. This 'is' not the full capacity of

the.->e youngsters, and it is claimed—which we do not for an
instant doubt—that Patron, with a good day and track, can
trot a mile in 2:16. In looking over the name of the win-
ners of the stakes at the recent meeting in Lexington, Ky.,
there is not a single one but what has a cross of Mambrino
Chief blood, some of them as many as two or three crosses.
Georgiette, the winner of the Yearling Stakes through her
dam; Nutbraker, winner of the Lexington Stakes, through
his sire, Jay Bird, dam beiDg by Mambrino Star; Reference,
winner of the four-year-old sweepstakes, through his sire,

Jennifer, winner of the Bed Wilkes Stakes, through her sire;

Patron, winner of the Produce Stallion Stakes, has three
crosses—two through his sire and one through his dam;
Epaulet, the winner of the tive-year-old stakes, has a cross
through his dam, and Prince Wilkes, winner of tbe Blue
Grass Slakes, two crosses—one through his sire and one
through his dam. We merely call attention to these facts

that breeders may give credit where credit is due. For the
last three or four jears there has been a great run on the
sons and grandsons of Eysdyk'a Hambletoniau, but it

would seem the best and most successful way to breed is to

cross the sons and grandsons of Hambletonian on the de-
scendants of Mambrino Chief, or the sons and grandsons of

his descendants upon the Hambletonian family. One great
advantage is you secure size, aud do not lack speed or bot-

tom. The Hambletonians, as a rule, are small, while the
members of the Mambrino Chief family are large and rangy.—Live Stock Record.

WETNXSG OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.
E. Corrigan—Jennie T., $3,SS0 $12,4S4 40
J. B. Haggin—Ben Ali, $ 11,250 11,550 00
Dwyer Bros.—Miss Woodford, $11,200 11,200 00
Santa Anita Stable—Volaute, $4,500 8,072 SO
T. W. Moore—Kaloolah, $4,977.50 4,977 50
Melbourne Stable—The Bourbon, $2,605 4,S47 80
P. Corrigan—Free'Enight, $3.320 3,320 00
J. <fc J. Swigert—Grimaldj, $1,450 2,750 00
E. C. Pate—Clay Pate. $1,417.30 2,405 00
Chinn & Morean—Hilaritv, S990 2,007 80
P. G. Speth—Expert, $1,990 1,990 00
A. J. McCamnbeil—Jim Gore $1,925 1,925 00
E.P. Ashe—Alta, $1,000. 1,300 00
B. Tucker—May Lady, S9S6 1,199 00
W. Mulkey—Topsey, $350 932 00
B. J. Lucas—Alfred,$400 906 60
J. D. Patton—Freeman, S715.60 873 20
J. N. Ackerman—Rushbrook, $400. . 800 00
Eastin & Larabie—Montana Regent, $750 750 00
T. H. Stevens— Warrington, $400 749 40
B.Shea—Ascoli, S703.S0 703 80
E. A. Swigert—Sir Joseph, $629.20 629 20
W.O.Scully— Bootblack, S560.40 560 40
Applegate Bros.—Burr Oak, $374 560 40
C. B. Long—Leman, $536.80 536 80
C. A. Brown—John A., $350 4S6 00
W. Cottrill—Buchanan, $474 474 00
Fleetwood Stable—Clarion, $350 350 00
N. J. Douglas—Lycurgns, $350 350 00
M. E. Clark—Forrest, $350 350 00
H. O'Fallon—George, $250 250 00
J. S. Shaw—Margo, $250 250 00
L. Curran—Sovereign Pat, $193.60 193 60
J. S. Campbell—John Sullivan, $1S7 187 00
J. Barkley—Hop Sing, $172 172 00
J. Cochran—Tareblanket, $155.20 155 20
Walker & Co—Terra Cotta, $150 150 00
J. T. Hughes—Truant. $136 136 00
N. Becker—Lisland, $136 136 00
W. McGuigan—Mary Ellis, $114.80 114 SO
Carroll & Co.—Malva E., $99.40 99 40
W. H. Laudemad—Jaubert, $93.20 93 20
J. C. Farrar—Foxhall, $50 50 00
Paxton Bros.—War Sign, $50 50 00
J. A. Bruton—Clonee, $33.60 33 60
D. J. M. Adkins—Ailee, $25.20 25 20
Gray & Co.—Wicklow, $24 24 00
Leavy & Treacy—Biddy Bowling, $24 24 00
J. Grayer—Aurelian, $24 24 00

Total $82,189 00

Lucky is the stallion that has a rich owner behind him, for

then His stud reputation will be materially increased by the
development of his colts, while thoBe from sires whose
owners live by their earnings are running wild in pastures,

or wasting their powers in drudgery.

In dry and dusty weather, when there is no dampness on
road or pavement, it behooves the horse owner to look care-

fully to the feet of his roadsters.

HERD AND SWINE.
The Jersey Cow.

The Jersey is the butter and cream cow of the period, the

family cow par excellence, and as a profitable animal for the

dairy in all its varied branches, she acknowledges no supe-

rior. An army of her supporters and admirers go further and

claim that she has no equal for production of butter, cheese-
making, and giving milk from which more revenue can be
derived than from that of any other breed. This combination
of excellence entitles her to a very respectful consideration
from all those whose requirements or inclinations lead them
in any of these directions. It is conceded without dispute,
even by those whose self-interest and admiration for other
milking breeds acts as a barrier to her employment in the
dairy, that the Jersey cow as a superior butter-maker of larg-

est quantity stands without a peer, and an honest confession
from any practical mind with a full understanding of the
facts will accord to her this distinction, no matter what other
objectionable features the breed may possess to disqualify it

in popular favor. As a family cow, whose milk flow never
ceases from the beginning to the end of the year, always rich
in cream, a royal pet, and ornamental to the door-yard, pos-
sessing cow sense to an astonishing degree, mild in disposi-

tion, continually evincing a spirit to do the right thing—these
points her bitterest opponents will freely admit.
She is not noted especially as a large producer of milk,

although scores aud hundred of instances are recorded to

attest her great capacity in this direction. Five to seven gal-

lons per day is au admirable showing for any cow of any
breed to make, and is fully equal to the amount given by any
good animals of the heavier milking breeds whose best claim
is for large yield of milk. Many Jersey cows have placed
themselves upon record by giving a daily flow of milk—well-

authenticated—greatly in excess of the highest amount
named, and the lowest is but little above a good average, tak-

ing as a basis a high class of animals of the breed, and the
writer desires to be understood as advocating the claims of no
other kind.
Large quantities of milk, in itself, from the Jersey cow, is

not esteemed the most valuable consideration, as this qual-
ity is almost certain to detract from. its richuess; and a heavy
milking cow cannot very well, in the natural order of things,

produce very rich milk; and in proportion as the flowiucreases
the oily part of which butter is composed is lessened, and
experiment proves that comparatively small milkers are often
the heaviest butter-makers, such milk always containing a
greater wealth of cream and being richer in the butter fats.

Very few large butter producers of the race that have aston-
ished the world with their extraordinary performances have
given an unusually large flow of milk, aud it will be noted,
invariably, where records are preserved, that a pound of but-
ter is, produced from a leas amount of milk—varying accord-
ing to circumstances—from a cow giving a small amount of

milk than from ono with a heavy flow. I have before me a
list of over thirty Jerseys cows, none of them remarkable for

great milk-giving capacity, that have produced a pound of

butter each from less than three aad a half pounds of milk
to ten pounds, average Jersey milk requiring about fifteen or
sixteen pounds to produce a pound of butter. This average
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means milk from fresh cows. As they grow older in milk it

becomes richer in cream, and produces butter proportionately
greater.

The list alluded to contains the names of many of the most
noted cows known to the breed, with butter records varying
from 14 pounds per week to 46 pounds 12i ounces. One of
them produced an amount of butter, the highest yearly yield

yet shown (936 pounds 14^ ounces), which was all sold at an
average of 30 cents per pound. Several of them have official

records of over 30 pounds of butter per week; all are great
consumers of concentrated food, with immense digestive
powers, and not inclined to accumulate flesh. A daily yield
of more than 30 pounds of milk per day from any in the list

is exceptional, and during the greater period of their milking
term it tuds down below one-third less than that amount.
These cows are typical of the race, and the wise breeder

will not seek to divert the course of usefulness into other
channels than legitimate ones. She was created for a butter
and cream cow, and in this capacity is unrivalled, and while
it is possible to change, to some extent, her habits, and even
her nature, byacontiuuel coarse of skillful breeding, and
produce therefrom an animal thst will yield more weight of

milk from which the batter made will possess the same
desirable qualities, the gain in quantity of milk is at the
sacrifice of butter and cream, and consequently is a retrograde
movement and unwise. The breeder's aim should be to not
only maintain in his animals the butter standard that has
been reached, but every coupling should carry conviction to

his mind that the results will improve and advance that
standard to a higher point. This can be accomplished only
by adhering strictly to the laws that nature has established
for the protection and preservation of the animal system

—

large quantities of milk, and this rich in exhaustive fats, are
wholly incompatible in the same animal. The key to the
higher step is to intensify and fix a potency to transmit a

greater degree of richness of milk rather than bulk; and it is

a mistake that will in time prove disastrous to the Jersey
interest, to attempt a division of her highest merit and her
most valuable accomplishment into a channel looking toward
an increased flow of milk. There are other breeds in this

field specially adapted for this purpose, the capacity and
power of which the Jersey can never hope to successfully
compete with, but no alarm need be entertained by her sup-
porters and the converts to her dairy abilities that these
enormous milking machines will ever lower her prestige as a

butter-maker of finest quality and in greatest quantities.

Let her leave to others the honor of the largest flow and of

filling the largest bucket. This is as far as they can ever
reach; her sphere is, and the ambition of her breeder should
be, with her best interest at heart, to increase the number of

cows of her race that will with ease and without strain pro-
duce 14 pounds of butter or more per week, and to control

the system so skillfully that there will be no blanks and no
disappointments. All other matters relating to quality of

butter, bulk of cream, etc., will regulate themselves. The
number of pounds of milk she may give daring the year is

also of secondary consideration.
It is not imperative that the pedigree of a Jersey cow, to

become valuable and to be sought after as a dairy animal at

a good lemunerative price, should trace through lines of the

most fashionable or popular breeding; indeed, animals with
entirely unknown ancestry often command high prices, and
are eagerly sought after upon their individual merit alone,

this being so prominently developed as to preclude the chances
of disappointment.
An example of this is given in the recent sale of Jerseys at

Kansas City. A fairly good average lot was offered, none
that were popularly known as fashionably bred; but individu-

ally they were good, and the prices reached were satisfactory

and encouragiug, many of them going above §150 and
approaching S'200, the highest being S250.
These cattle were in demand, not merely because they were

Jerseys, and they w ere going at prices so much less than they
could be obtained for in the past, but on account of their real

merit as individuals, of their solid value as dairy animals or

for family use, as shown by well-grown and well-developed

physical structure, and properly balanced and capacious

udders.
There was in this sale a number of animals unregistered

and grades, many of these selling for §150 each, the progeny
of which can only be employed as business dairy cattle; this

is more than double the price the best of them usually com-
mand for that purpose, which illustrates with much force the

estimation, in the minds of practical men, in which Jersey
blood is held in comparison with the ordinary cow of the

country; an earnest appeal to the dairyman who combines with
his business of the manufacture and sale of dairy products

thatof breeding and raising the calves. No method will return

him greater satisfaction or more profit from the enterprise

in this direction than employing a good Jersey bull; a ready
market at paying prices can always be found for surplus stock

of this description. A suggestion in this connectiun should
be remembered and strictly adhered to without deviation

—

tolerate the use of no bull that is not first-class in all partic-

ulars. The best is none too good for the sire of dairy stock,

and in proportion as the good qualities of the bull predominate
will the value of his progeny be enhanced.
The merits and excellence that would entitle him to be

chosen does not consist in any prescribed color of hair, or

the possession of peculiar, fancy markings, or horns of a

certain size, shape, or color, nor need the end of the tail nec-

essarily reach below the hocks, although these things may all

be considered if they be not allowed to influence the judgment
and choice as compared with other features that are vastly

more important, and which the prudent breeder will rec-

ognize and adopt in the selection of a bull.

His pedigree through batter lines should be above reproach

and beyond dispute, containing as many good animals free

from objectionable qualities and defects as possible. The better

this can be found the more valuable will be the results.

Next, and of quite as much importance, he should possess a

Btrong and vigorous constitution, good form, and as many of

the essential points that go to make the perfect animal as

possible, and without defects of any kind. The progeny of

such a bull from good cows of any breed, or of no special

breed, will not fail, other things being equal, to always prove

profitable, and will be wanted for business purposes at payiDg
prices. The dairyman or breeder can afford to employ no
other kind, and the additional first cost of such an animal is

of little account when weighed against the rich returns that

will follow such a course of breeding.

These results are often noticeable in the progeny of "com-
mon" cows from such a bull; large, robust, well-developed

forms, carrying capacious and symmetrical udders, rich and
persistent milkers, and valued highly for profitable work at

the pail, and so closely resembling the purely bred Jersey as

to defy detection even by the expert. This improved state of

thingB is all brought about by the work of the thoroughbred
bull, his purity of blood giving him the power to transmit

the likeness of himself and his race, so much greater than the

cold-blooded dam, his impress is deeply marked. The invis-

ible qualities of rich blood elements, ability to assimilate rich
food, and power to produce butter and cream largely, are in-
herited by the half-bred grade upon the same principle, and
to a proportionate degree, and will be transmitted in turn, to
an extent depending in a great measure upon the merit and
potency of the sire, to succeeding generations. Cows of
this class which are to be seen in all communities where a
good Jersey aire is used, are in marked contrast with a class
of pare-bred registered Jerseys that are sometimes encoun-
tered at public sales and elsewhere, dwarfed and undersized,
delicately formed, with little or no udder, and an entire lack
of constitutional ability to fill oue, and wanting in all the
essential requirements of a dairy animal.
Sach are not cheap at any price, either as breeders or

workers, and in the latter capacity a half or three-quarter
bred animal as described is far preferable; and as perpetua-
tors of the characteristics of true Jersey value they are even
less desirable, and the advancement of the interests of the
race is greatly impeded by making them a means, no matter
how fine or fashionable their blood lines may be esteemed.
A good pedigree is au absolute .requirement for success from
every standpoint, but unless this is fortified and accompanied
by a substantial groundwork of physical ability, generous
development of the important parts of the structure, and a
vigorous constitution, the efforts to obtain best results will

prove disappointing.—JV., in National Live-Stock Journal.

Stimulation of Nature in Cattle-Breedins.

Every breeder has a very natural desire of getting all he
can out of his cattle. But there are very different ways of
approaching the problems growing out of this desire. One
man will make his aim the completest development of every
possibility in the animals, both apparent and latent; the
other will seek only to make the most money out of them
without regard to their good. Between these two extremes
are an endless variety of men, showing every gradation from
one extreme to the other. Some whose natural bent would
lead them to pursue the former course are forced, from
unfortunate circumstances, into an unwilling conformity to

the latter, while less frequently one whose natural tendencies
are from the latter line finds a higher course forced upon him
by the fortunate and healthy stale of public opinion and the
market.
Two very different methods are the result of these different

points of view. The latter pays no more regard to natural

laws than it is forced to. Its votary seeks to carry out his

desire without caring if he break down the barriers athwart
his path. If he can only see that the evil results will fall on
a future generation, and on some one else's pocket-book, he is

content. But to any one who feels a professional interest in

stock-breeding, even aside from a scientific interest in study-

ing the laws of Nature through it, there must be a revolt

against such a system. The man who is a true breeder muse
desire the good of the breed he handles, and if he does he
must study its nature and strive to develop and improve it.

If this is his aim he will not violate Nature's laws violently

and knowingly, but will seek to conform to them, and accord-

ing to them develop the good and purge out the evil.

Now this is something more than mere theory. There are

daily applications of it to our experience. Let us see if we
cannot draw from it some hints that are readily applicable in

practice.

Every one recognizes the simple facts that two animals in

a state of nature often vary widely from each other in beef-

producing qualities, and that the same animal will vary
equally widely on poor pasture, and when obliged to "rustle"

for itself and when fed abundantly. These are natural ten-

dencies and legitimate objects for development. By selecting

the best of these, and by developing generation by genera-

tion the same valuable quality, theoriginal difference between
the thrifty and unthrifty animal is so heightened in their

descendants that it is hardly conceivable that they belong to

the same species. Now the same thing is true to-day in the

individual that is true of the life-history of the breed. If you
address yourself to the task of bringing out all the powers in

one animal and neglect another, you will find the one con-

stantly widens the breach between the two by its advance.

But if, in the first place, in the development of an im-

proved breed, instead of pursuing a slow but sure course along

Nature's lines, you had been overhasty in your eagerness to

reach the goal of your desires, and at one point or another

had overstrained the system of the animal, what would
result? Fortunately we are not left to idle speculation on
this point. Among the many animals that have come under
the influences of man's art there are examples of nearly all

the tendencies in animal natures. In whatever line the

strain falls there the sign of decay and decline appears. The
most easy fault to fall into is a general weakening of the

constitution. This general ailment then reacts upon the

weakest or most exposed organs, and thereby does its injury.

This is most generally brought about by breeding in-and-

in in order to perpetuate within the limits of the stock im-

proved, the improved characteristics. This may be well ob-

served in many varieties of fancy pigeons. Here the object

has often been to reduce the size, and there the closest breed-

ing is ever resorted to. This, too, helps to fix the feather.

But Nature's Nemesis stands there to stamp this course with

disapproval by prevalent sterility and great delicacy. On
the other hand, the pigeons which are bred for size are kept

up to the standard by the constant infusion of fresh and un-

related blood. This is only a single illustration of a general

tendency in Nature to repudiate all efforts beyond the laws

she has laid down.
But Nature is progressive as well as man. What we need

to do is to try to follow up her laws. Now, in our care of

calves we must remember that they have not merely to live

but tojgrow. There is, then, a greater strain on their system
than on the systems of full-grown beasts. More than that,

they are more or less flexible in this period of growth. By
stinting you may dwarf them, by careful feeding you may
foster their growth. Hence your aim should be to stimulate

Nature. Nature says that an abundance of good, wholesome
food is what you should use. If you give unwholesome food

there is the certainty of failure growing out of its passively

failing to do rhe work yon want done, or actively inducing

disease. So, too, while the supply is to be abundant, Nature

has placed a limit here too, and accentuated her fiat with a

penalty. Overfeeding invariably leads to loss. In proportion

to its excess the diseases it leads to are speedy or slow in show-
ing themselves. In very young things they are generally

quick. No farmer need to be told how soon such a course

induces disease to stomach and bowels and produces scouring.

As the body is strengthened by age and growth the animal
becomes less subject to such troubles, but not by any means
safe from them. Diseases of the stomach and bowels, and in

later life fatty degeneration, especially of the organs of gen-

eration, are the results of excess. It is quite plain, therefore,

that while we wish to devolop the young cattle by generous
feeding, care must be constantly exercised lest in overfeeding

we retard. One attack of sickness undoes weeks of steady
advance. He who makes haste unwisely generally loses in
the end, and an ounce of preventive is still worth a pound of
cure.

Stimulate Nature; give her all she demands, but don't stim-
ulate the animal. There is an immense gulf between these
propositions. No healthy animal needs stimulants. Nature
has given a faithful index to the requirements of the system
in the appetite, and only in cases of sickness oaght the appe-
tite to be pampered by the use of stimulants. Sometimes a
strong-constitutioned, unthrifty animal maybe encouraged to
eat, but never forced, if you are going to use it for breeding
purposes:
As the animal passes from calfhood into maturity, as the

period is transitional, so, too, should the treatment be.
Young things ought to be gently pushed all along; in the time
of transition the pressure .should be gradually diminished till

it is finally entirely stopped. In natural life Nature requires
just enough to meet the demands of life and the periodical
strains of gestation and milk producing. Any deviation from
this constant and regular supply tends to do harm. This
may be just as much the result of overfeeding as of underfeed-
ing, and vice versa. We usually observe two violations of
this need. On the one hand that class of men who are given
to a policy of "saving at the spigot and letting out at the
bunghole," allow their stock to run down in the winter and
are constantly working them from fat to lean and lean to fat.

This cannot possibly conduce to the good of their produce.
The systems in the animals subjected to such treatment are
constantly resisting or repairing injuries, and the fetus ia

never receiving proper nourishment. Now, if your object ia

to produce a steadily improving series of calves it cannot be
done this way. But perhaps the objector says that Nature
deals this way with animals; that she pursues a steady round
of summer bounty and winter want. There are two facts
that entirely refute this position: First, where this is the case
Nature has a regular breeding season for most animals, tim-
ing demand and supply to the best advantage; and second,
and most important, unassisted nature never yet produced
such an animal as the Shorthorn, and that when this animal
is thrown back on Nature a steady and rapid decline is at
once begun, proving conclusively that where human wisdom
has improved, human wisdom must still conserve.
On the other hand, variations of fat and overfat are to be

avoided also. How many of us have been disappointed in
the breeding of our show cattle? How often have we been
called on to lament the failure of like to produce like? How
many a great campaigner with a record fairly bristling with
prizes have we seen cease to breed after a very short time, at
from eight to twelve years old, while a less-pampered compeer
has bred on to sixteen to eighteen years old and produced
better calves? The one case offers an example of lack of stim-
ulus, the other of overstimulous. Scylla and Charybdis bor-
der the breeder's way. To err on either hand means ruin.
A sure hand and calm judgment is what is needed to steer a
straight course.
The dangers of overfeeding are not usually recognized. It

may be readily admitted that by such a course the procreative

powers may be endangered, but provided a cow breeds her
owner is apt to be satisfied. But in general a state of obesity
is always more or less dangerous. All the organs are sub-
jected to a strain. Fatty degeneration is not uncommon in

many forms. Constricture and undue pressure on some of

the organs often lead to sudden deaths. The mere condition
of being overfat is unhealthy, and the habit of heavy feeding
and a cessation of feeding in succession cannot be for the best

good of the individual.
Sometimes we see animals which have been pampered pro-

duce calves of good form and quality but of delicate constitu-

tion and lacking in thrift and vigor. These calves again by a

systematic forcing are kept up to a good standard, but pas-

sing into other hands they are treated naturally, given a good
healthful ration and ordinary care. The change is at once
marked by rapid decline, and this decline is emphasized in

the next generation. It is perhaps not a violent deduction
from such a state of affairs, which is so common that it must
be within the experience of nearly every one, that to secure

the best results we must always avoid a violent departure
from Nature; natural conditions of outdoor life, of food and
all things must be retained in the main. As soon as some
special component of the system has to be supplied by medi-
cine, because the beasts are unable to extract it as usual from
proper food, a warning note should be raised; and instead of

increasing these wants by a continued strain on the system
rest and recuperation should be resorted to.

Thus far as to the necessity of simply stimulating Nature
and avoiding any extreme either side of this coarse. It may
not be out of place to ask in conclusion to what end should

this stimulus be directed. There are two legitimate ends in

Shorthorn breeding, or rather a double end; for though they

now are two they should be always co-ordinate. These are

milk and meat production. The latter is dominant now and
the former too much neglected. It is even insisted by
many that they are inconsistent. This, however, is refuted

by the historical argument. What had once existence ought
to be able to be made to re-exist; and the records yet

remain of cattle of this breed eminent for both qualities.

Not infrequently it is observed that a cow notable as

a milker will produce a calf notable for flesh, and that

calf will produce one notable again for milk. In other

words, the great milker so fattened her calf as to ob-

scure any qualities but those for flesh; a habit of flesh pro-

duction being early acquired, its food was through life first

directed to this end, and, as a result, not showing marks of

milking no efforts were made to develop milking traits. Her
calf, half-starved, acquired no flesh-producing habit, and the

first period of milk opening a new channel, and food being

now more abundant, the old inherited quality developed

itself. Why should it be deemed impossible that the second

of these animals, if fed on milk, stimulants, and special atten-

tion paid to her milking, should have failed to develop the

milking powers which plainly lay dormant in her. It is hard

to adapt the idea that milk and meat qualities are never co-

existent and mutually repugnant, although it is quite true

that the eminent tendency to one or the other, in a measure,

prevents or retards the growth of the other. But just

as in botany rich-colored blossoms, a high degTee

of fragrance, and an abundant fraitfnlness are often difficult

of combination by cultivation in any oue plant, or even in

couples, and yet may be, so here Nature yields hardly to

man's manipulation; but in just so far as the labor needed is

great, and the end worthy, is the work of attainment honor-

able and the final triumph worth the winning.

Shorthorn traditions tells us that this breed was superior

both in dairy qualities and beef-production. These things

ought to be retained and improved; and the way to do it is to

steadily stimulate the processes of Nature which lead to the

desiied result. That is what we want and that :

must have if we are going to join in the gen...

progress and not be left behind in the struggle

neace.— Wm. WarJUld, in Bruder'$ Gazette.
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Joe Davis, 2:17}, that won the SlO.OOo

purse for 2:20 horses at Hartford last year,

has been sold for S6.I100 to Charles Burroughs,

a wealthy resideot of Daytou, O. James New-
bro will hereafter drive him, and "Junebng"
Grimes will have to content himself with the

pacer Little Em.

Petaluma Fair.

From Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,
INCLUSIVE.

Over $10,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, Comprising
the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Napa and Solano.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, August 133d.

No. 1. Trotting, District—Representative Trotting

Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and fillies. On©
mile dash. Value of stake ¥507.50. ?100 to go to th©

sire of the winning colt, balance to be divided in

three moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Closed May 1, 1886 with nine entries, the get of the

following stallions: Anteeo, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustic,

Wbippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr., and Gen.
Dana.

2to. 2. Runnisg, District—Mile dash, for all ages.

$15 entrance, 510 forfeit; $100 added, $60 to second
horse.

Second Day-Tuesday, August 24th.
No. a. Running—Free for all. One-half mile and

repeat. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit; S150 added, $50 to

second horse.

No. i. TBornxG—Three-minute Class. Purse $600.

No! 5. Tbotting - For four-year-olds. Purse $600.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 25th.

No. 6. Running—Free for all. Three-fourths mile
dash. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to

second horse.

No. 7. Tbotting—2 :27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 8. Trotting—For three-year-olds, excepting
all colts that have beaten three minutes as two-year-

olds. Purse $500.

No. 9. Tbotting—Free for all two-year-olds. Mile
and repeat. $50 stake, $'2t0 added. Closed with five

entries.

Fourth Day—Thursday, August 36ili.

No. 10. Running- Selling race, free for all. One
and a half mile dash. $25 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200

added, $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000;

2 pounds off for each $100 below, and 1! pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation.

No. 11.—Pacing—Free for all. Purse S-100.

No. 12. Tbotting—2:35 Class. Purse$600.

No. 13. Ttotting, District— 2:38 Class. Purse $300.

Fifth Day—Friday, August SJth.

No. 14. Running—Free for all. Mile and repeat.

Free purse $250.

No. 15. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse $800.

No. 16. Trotting, District—For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. S5U stake, $200 added. Closed with
five entries.

No. 17. Trotting, District—2:46 Class. For stal-

lions. Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.

Sixth Day—Saturday, August 28th.
No. 18. Running—For two-year-olds. Mile dash.

$20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to second
horse.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Trotting, District—For yearlings. Mile
dash. $50 stake, $150 added. Closed with five entries.

No. 21. Trotting, District—For gentlemen's road-
sters. To be handicapped the day before the race.

Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated by
agreement.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz;

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., excepting Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 1, 9, 16 and 20, in which money to be
divided and races trotted according to published
conditions.

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats
of any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is ouly entitl d

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money

only, except when distancing the field, then to first

and third moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned In the District six (6) months prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Ruleb of the
State agricultural Society, and expulsion from IuIb
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horseB to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start
a race with a leas number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track Is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and uBed in all heats.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock r. m. sharp.
tables, hay and Btraw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1886, with Secretary.

J. 11 WHITE, President.
W . E. COX, Secretary

P. 0, 376, Petaluma, Cal,

The brood-mare Aida (full-sister to Dexter,

Dictator, etc.) died May 15th, at Woodburn
Farm, Ky.

(
atter foaling a bay filly by Lord

Russell.

Frank Ellis, 2:29J, has left John Tamer's
stable, arid been sent to his owner, Mr. C. F.

Emery, of Cleveland, O. He was driven a

mile last week in 2:26.

Santa Cruz,

Agricultural Fair Association.

Summer Meeting
August 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1886.

Five Days Trotting and Pacing'!

$3,300 in Purses!!

First Day—Tuesday, August 3d.
No. 1. TnoTTiNQ—2;22 Class. Purse, S600.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. District.

Purse, 8200.

Second Day—Wednesday. August 4th.
No. 3. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse, S^OO.
No. 4. Trotting—2:45Class. District. Purse, $200.

Third Day—Thursday. August 5th.
No. 5. Trotting— 2:30 Class. Purse, $400.
No. 6. TnoTTiNQ-2:50Class. District. Purse, 8150.

Fonrth Day—Friday, August 6th.
No. 7. Pacing—2:23 Class. Purse, $400.
No. 8. Trotting—2:40 Class. District. Purse, $200.

Fifth Day—Saturday. August ?th.
No. 9. Trotting— 2:24 Class. Purse, $500.
No. 10. Trotting—Freeforall. District. Purse, $250.
Five to enter, three to start. Purses divided sixty,

thirty and ten per cent. National Trotting Associa-
tion rules to govern.
Entries to close with Secretary, August 1st.

ELMER dakis, President.
H. E. MCKDiSEY, Secretary

gE-NUlHEy. THE

Bestand Cheapest

DOG FOOD.

_
3FEEDY0URD0GS

lSKMREQ^. on

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease: Thick. Glossy

Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean. Sound
Teeth! Regular Habit:

Snratfs Patent Poultry.Pigeon and Cattle Foods,
Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat Crissel, Cat
Food.Prepared Bone 3Ieals,and Calcined Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may he obtained from
Claurough A {;<> W-her. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. 41C Market Street. -
Lid (lie A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg. Bowen A Co.. 428 Pine Street.
M. Eli rman A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 jul 52

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURALMCIATION.

Commence on the 27th of Sept,

AND EKD UN OCT. 3D.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME-
First Day—Monday, Sept. 2 Jilt.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 98th.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse $400. Three-year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—PurseSo'JO. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 39th.
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Puree, $200; for all ages

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value oi
8300 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old,
5 lbs. ; if four vears or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile beats

.

No. 4—RUNiSING—S;m Jose Stake; for two-year-
olds. 525 entrance, $10 forfeit, $'200 added. $50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of »ny two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200; of which $50

to second horse; fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds off
for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each $100 above
fixed valne. Oneand one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30tu.
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse §500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse $SO0. 2:22 Class.
No . 8-PACING—Pnrse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day-Friday. October 1st.
No. 9—RUNNING—Free purse, $200, $50 to second

horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3
lbs.: winners this year of any race at thiB distance of
the value of $400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10—RUNNING—Gilroy Stake, for two-year-olds.

$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $203 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. i.

Wiuners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No. 11—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200, of which 850

tosecond horse. Fixed valuation 51,000. 21bs.offfor
each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. One anda quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 3d.
No. 12—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
No. 13—TROTTING-Purse $1,000—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING—Purse $300. Two-vear-olds.
Mile and repeat.
In all Tiotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty percent, to firsthorse, 25 pereent. to
second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as hereinstated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to cal 1 a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

Its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, thento first and tbiid
moneys.
If in the opinion of the jndges, before starting a

race, the race can not he finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill aud and three or more horses to
start.but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 65% to first horse, and 33J£ to
second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence "each day at 2 p. u.
Entries to close August 1st, 1886.

K. B. EDWARDS, President.
G. II. BRAGG. Secretary.

2Sjn5 P. O. Box 1B9, San Jose. Cal.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Bs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and "Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West, North and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17Jal 52 General Asen.1, San FrancUco. Cal,

Coney Island Jockey Club'
THE

Realization btakes
WITH $10,000 ADDEb.

For the Spiing Meeting of 1889.

Foals to be Entered by July 15, 1886.
Yearlings to be entered by July 15, 1889.
For three-year-old foals of 1SSG, a sweepstakes by

the following respective subscriptions; For horses
entered as foalB by July 15, 188C, SloO each; S50 for-
feit if struck out by July 15, 1888, and only S25 If

struck out by July 15,1887; for horses entered as
yearlings by July 15, 1887, when the stakes shall be
closed, $200 each; £100 forfeit if struck out bv July
15, 1888.

All starters to pay $250 additional, all of which
shall go to the second and third horses, as further
provided. The Coney Island Jockey Club to add
t'10,000. The second to receive £2,000 of the added
money and two-thirds of the starting money; the
third £1,000 of the added money and one-third of the
starting money: colts to carry 122 lbs.; fillies and
geldings, 119 lbs ; non-winners at any time of £5,000
allowed i lbs.: of S3.000, 7 lbs.; of £1,000, 10 lbs.:

handicaps and selling races not reckoned as races; the
produce of mares or stallions which have not pro-
duced a winner prior to Jan. 1, 188C, to be allowed 3

lbs : of both 5 lbs.; the produce to be entitled to such
allowance in all cases at time of slurring whether
claimed or not in the entry; by filing with the Coney
Island Jockey Club an accepted transfer of the foals

entry, the original subscriber will be released from
any liability as to the engagements of said entry,
except as to the first forfeit of £25, leaving the pur-
chaser liable for the same unless duly struck out

;

one mile and five furlongs.

Estimated Value of

THE REALIZATION STAKES,
$35,000.

Subscription of Foals, ^6U:

Struck out by July 15, 1887-100 at £26 $2,500

Struck out by July 15, 1888— 75 at 850 3,750

Left in 75 at §100 7,500

Subscription of Teaelings, 50:

Struck out by July 15, 1888— 25 at £100 2,600
Left in 25 at £200 6,000

Starters 15 at £250 3.750

Added money 10,000

Total £35,000

Autumn Meeting, 1886.

Stakes to Close July 15, 1886.

Three Handicaps—$5,000 Added
Money.

The Omnium Handicap.
A handicap sweepstakes of 550 each, h f, and only

£10 if declared by August 27, with £1,250 added; the
second to receive $250 of the added money, and twenty
per cent- of the stakes, and the third ten per cent, of
the stakes; weights to be announced Aug. 23; win-
ners, after publication of weights, of two races of any
value, or of one of £1,000, 4 lbs. extra; of two of $1,000,

or of one of S2.000, 7 lbs. extra; of three of £4,000. or
two of £2,000. 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a furlong.

The New Iforis Handicap.
A handicap sweepstakes, of £50 each, h f, and only

£10 if declared by Aug. 27, with £1,250 added, the sec-

ond to receive £250 of the added money, and twenty
per cent, of the stakes, and the third ten per cent, of
the stakes; weights to be announced Aug. 2J; winners,
after publication of w?Ights, of two races of any value,
or of one of S1.000, i lbs. extra; of two of £1.000 or of
one of £2,G00, 7 lbs. extra; of three of £1,000 or two of
£2,000, 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a half.

The Twin City Handicap.
A handicap sweepstakes of £100 each, h f, and only

£25 if declared by Aug. 27, with £2,500 added; the
second to receive 5500 of the added money and twenty
per cent, of the stakes, and the third ten per cent, of
the stakes; weights to be announced Aug. 23; winners
after publication of weights, of two races of any
value, or of one of £1,000,4 lbs. extra; of two of £1,000,

or of one of £2,000 7 lbs. extra; of three of £1,000, or
two of £2,000, 10 lbs. extra; one mile and a quarter.

Entries to be addressed to J. G. E. LAWRENCE. Sec-
retary, Coney Island Jockey Club, N. E. corner Fifth
avenue and Tweutv-second street. New York City.

ixoNAltn w. JEROME. President.
J. G. K. EAWREXCE. Secretary. lOjul 2

KILLIP & CO.,

LIFE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private Bale.

Will Sell in All Cities and counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabr,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. sakokkt, Esq., Hon, John Booob
Rargentfl. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Kobe, Hon. a. Walrath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haorin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest estnblishcd firm In the live-stock
business on this Coast, aud having conducted the
important auction s ( |, $ in this Hue Tor the past
fifteen vears. amounting to one-h;ilf u million of
dollars, we feel Justified in claiming unequalled Cue 111-

tie* for disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

f
tondents em unices every breeder and denier of pro tu-
ne nee upon t in.' Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of ail
descriptions will be made on Commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and pales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KI I III' a m, 116 Montgomery Street,
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST BAY—Thursday, Sept. 9tli.

TROTTING.

No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with
sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTDTG PURSE, S1.U0O—2:24 Class.

No. 3-PACING PURSE, S600—2:35 Class.

SECOND DAY"—Friday, Sept. 10th,
RUNNING.

No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; S250 added; S50 to

second ; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three pounds : of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals Of 1883; £50 entrance, p. p.; S300 added; $100 to

second ; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds ; S50 entrance ; h. f , or only $15 if declared on or
before Septem ber 1st. $300 added, of which $100 to

the second horse; $50 to the third. "Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to curry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, $250-Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of S-100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11 lb.

TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which $25 mast accompany nomination;
825 payable July 1st, and remaining $50 payable
August 10, 1886; $400 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

in five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800—3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2 :20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Moutlay, Sept. 13tn.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared onor before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second; third
1- _____ _._~1_~ - f, i .1 .-. T-. .- __* H I. T. .-.,-, —.--'.- ..1.1 r I 1 -.--• - 'I

$50 to third; $200 additional to the winner if 1:42* is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-

hawk's time (1 :42J) is beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $-250—For all ages. $50

to second. Horse not haviug won at this meeting

allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

NIXTH DA*—Saturday, Sept. I8tli.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1,500—Free

for all trotting stallions .

No. 31—TROTTING PURSE, 51,000—2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, 81.1.00-2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 188i-

) were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme:
" —CALIFORNIA BREEDER'SSTAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-

trance; $_5 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $5U to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $1«0 en-

trance; S25 forfeit.or only $10 if declared January 1,

1B87; §250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile. , .

No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

18S5, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. 8100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only 810 if declared January

1,1887; S15 if declared January 1,1888; or $25 if de-

clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS A_fO CO_VDITIO_SS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, aud three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 25 per

cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66?

to the first, and 33. to the second.

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding (he race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding

the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required -to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary.

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSIE D. CARR, EDWES F, SMITH,
12jnS President, Secretary.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Santa Rosa
CAL.

P

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

to "save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For
foals of 1884. 8150 entrance; $25 forfeit; 8250 added.

Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $5C0 added, of

which $150 to second; 3100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be
made with tho Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-

tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
acd one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE, 3250-Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds for each
?ln0 below; two pounds added for each 3100 above
fixed -value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 1-Itli.

TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No 16—TROTTING PURSE, SI ,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 1 5th.
RUNNING.

No. 18—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit.or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $150 added;

825 to second. Those not having run first or second,

in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-

eishtbs of a mile.

No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—Forthree-year-olds.
?50 entrance; 325 forfeit.or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third

saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 added ; $100 to second

;

third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
beats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that have rot won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, 81,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $50 entrance, of which 810 must accompany
nomination; S25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25

payable August 10th; §300 added by the Society.

Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 1 ?tli.

RUNNING.
No . 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For

foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; 8300 added. Second
horse, $100; third, $50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 25—THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds. 850 entrance ; $25 forfeit ; or only 315 if declared

on or before September 1st, with 3250 added. $75 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st. to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only 815 if

declared on or before September 1st; with 3350 added.
Second horse, $1G0; third to save stake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages.

$60 entrance ; $15 forfeit; $300 added, $100 to second;

STOCKTON
F AI

Sept. 21to25.'86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFE RED
Speed Programme.

-;o;-

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany
nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz. : 50, 2*>, 15 and 10 percent.
Races commence eacli day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free tu competitors.
Entries t > Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September 21, 1886.
No. 1, Running—District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash S-!5 payable July 1st; ?15 August 1st; $10 day
before race. $250 added. (Closed with five entries.)

No. 2. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class. 3800.

No 3. Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the
get of Mambrino Wilkes; $20 entrance; $200 added by
owner of sire ; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, 9100—Five moneys.

Wednesday, September SB, 1886.
No 4 Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.

No 5 Trotting— District. Two-vear-olds or under
«500, Best 2 in 3. (Closed with five Entries.)
"
No. 6. Trotting—District. Stal_ionRace,?500. (Closed

with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, $600.

Thursday, September S3, 1886.
No 8 Kunn Ing—District. For three-year-olds or

under stake,mile dash; ?2-i payable July 1st; $15 August
_st: $10 nay before race; $250 added. (Closed with live

No 9* Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:20 Class. $1,000,

No. 10. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For three-year-
olds, $100 stake ; 3400 added. (Closed with five entries.)

State Equestrianism, $100, Five moneys.

Friday, September 34, 1886.
No. 11. Running—District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat. $500. Closed with seven entries.

No 12. Trotting— Pacific Coast. For two-year-olds,

$100 stake; $400 added; best 2 in 3. (Closed with eight

6
No. 14. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, 3800.

Saturday, September TB5. 188 ».

No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

S500
No. IB. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500. (Closed

with six entries.) -, „„,
No. 17. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Free for alJ, $1,000.

Board of Directors tor 1886.
_L. V SHIPPEE, B. F. LASUFORD.
JOHN E. MOOKE, JT*». A, SHEI'HEKD.
ja.hes A. i«rmr, fred Arnold,
K. C. SARGENT, W\ M. SSOw.

I, U. SHIPPEE, President.
A. W. SIMPSON. Treasurer,

J. M. LaRlIE, Secretary.
p. O. B02-I88, Stockton, California, ]nlio

SPEED PROGRA9EUE.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 1 JUi

No. 1. Running—One-half mile and repeat, free for
all, $20 entrance, $10 forfeit. $150 added, $50 to Becond
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minu_e Class. Purse $50
No. 3. Trotting—For two-year-olds, beBt two

three- Purse $20u.

No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse $350.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 1 8th.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for

ages, $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, 5150 added,$50to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.
No. 7. Trotting—For four-year-olds. Purse $400.

Tliird Day. Thursday. Aug. 1 _Jili

No. 8. Running—Selling Race, one and one-half mile
dash, $25 entrance, 515 forfeit. >20u added. Free for all.

Fixed valuation $1,000. Two pounds off for each hun-
dred below and two pounds added for each hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug. 30(h
No. 11. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,

$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second horso.
No. 12. Running—For two-year-olds, one mile dash,

$20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $t50 added, $-iO to second horse.
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse $500.

Filth Day, Saturday, Aug. 21st.
No. 14. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.
No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Clas3. Parse $500.
No. 16. Trotting—District, 2:40 Class. Purse $300.
No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,

25 entrance, $200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All race6 best three in five, except as otherwise

specified. National Association Rulos to govern trot-
ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats; also to change the day and hour of anv
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to firBt and
third inoneyB. •
Unless otherwise ordered bv the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in anv district r;ice that has not
been owned in the district six (6) months prior to the
day of the race, and any entry by anv person of any
disqualified horse shall beheld liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without anv right to compete for a
Eurse.andBhall be held liable to penalties prescribed
y the National Trotting Association.
If it is the opinion of the jndges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races noted above five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with
all entries and uBed in all heats.
Races commence each day at l o'clock p. m. sharp.
Entries to purses close August 1, 1886.

Entries close with the Secretary.
I. DE TURK. Pres.,

N.WIKAK1S, Sec't'y.
P. O. Box 111, Santa Rosa. Cal. 3jul5

JAMcKerron,

SADDLERY,

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day—Tiottins-
No- 1—PURSE, ?P00—-:)5class. Four moneys.
No. 2—PUR>E, $7-0—2:22 class. Four moneys.
No. 3—PURSE, $150—Four-yea r-ulds. Four moneys.

Second irny— E.iitiiiii.ir.

No. 4—THE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages; $50
entrance; half-forfeit, or onlv $15, if declared ou or be-
fore August 20th, with $»J0 added; $10n to Becond;
third to save stake. Maidens, it three-years old, al-
lowed five pounds.if i'oui years old or over, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5-THE CALIFORNIA >TAKE-For three-

year-olds; $50 entrance; half-forfeit; $300 added; $100
to second; $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $1U forfeit; $250 added; $50 to Bec-
ond; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to curry three, pounds, of two
or more five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 7—FREE PURSE- $250. WinnerB of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of $300, to carry five
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, five
pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds.
Mile heats.

Third Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8—PUR-sE, 8600-2:35 Class. Four moneyp.
No,9--l*URSE,$l(W—Tnree-verir-olds. l-'uiir moneys.
No. 10—PUhSE, $500-PaCing— 2:23 class. Four

moneys.

Fourtli Day—Troti&ng.
No. 11—PURSE, $750—2:20 Class. Four moneys.
No. 12—PURSE, $750—2:21 Class. Four mone\s.
No. 13—PURSE, $300—Two-year-olds. Three moneys

Filtli Day- Running.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE, $250-Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l,00ti; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added fur each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 15—THE OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages:

$50 entrance; half-forfeit; $300 added; second horse
$100; third $50. One mile aud a half.
No. 16—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance: $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17-FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages: $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds, Horses that have not run second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile

LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse
$100. For the mOBt graceful rider $25; second $15;
third $10. For the most skillful rider $25; second
$15; third $10.

StXTH DAY-Trottine.
No. 18—PURSE, $750-2:27 CUss. Four moneys
No. 19-PURSE, $1,000. Trotting—Free for all. Four

monevs.
No." 20—PURSE, $600. Pacing—Free for all. Four

moneys.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races lire the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races But the Board reserves the rij;i._inall

theracesin theabovi. programme to hold a i_.-_ num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Entrance fee ttn per cent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent. to the first

horse, twentv-five per cent, to second, fifteen percent.
to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; bnt

the Board reserves the ri^ht to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shad be entitled only to the
entrance monev paid in. Wheu less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 6673 to the
first and

riVA to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves tho right to chnnue the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essarv, due notice being given to the parties interested
at anv time previous to August loth.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the
dayprecedtng the race Bhall he requiiedto start
When there is more than one entry by one person, or

in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, July 31, 1886.

A. C DlETZ, President.
_L. WALKER, Secretary.

26jn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. P., Cal.
15mytf

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiuu*
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to win. CorMtt,

218 California St.,

Ben Franclwo,

Gooey Island

JOCKEY CLUB.

JUNE MEETING, 1886.
COMMENCING

And

THURSDAY, JUNE 10,

every TUESDAY, THURSDAY, and
SATDEDAY to JUNE 30.

Races promptly at 2:30

T.KOKARD W. .?EB<
1. «. K, IAtYREM'E. Sw'j .
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBROOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And eo ntiu ui us Five Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada or
Placer, comprising tlie 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado and Aiu.idor of the El Dorada District So.
prior to June 1, 1886, uuless otherwise speciQed.

Tuesday, August "54tli.

#250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3:30 Class.

Purse $'250.

$«». No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class—Free for aU.
Purse S600,
$300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or

under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse §300.

Wednesday, August -.>tlj.

$400. No. 4. RUNNING—Free for all. $50ontrauce,

S25 forfeit, $100 added. Second horse $100; third $50.

One mill- and repeat.
$150. No 5. RUNNING—Freefor all—For two-year-

olds. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Second
horse $50, third $25. Dash of half a mile.
3250. No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year-olds—Free

for all, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $251) added. $75 to

second horse ,$50 to third. One mile.
$600. No 7. P.VUING— Free for all. PurseSfiOO.

$200. No. 8. TKOTTING-One-year-olds—One-half
mile and repeat. Parse $200.

Thursday, August *2<}lli.

9250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse
$25u.

$1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 Class—Free for all.

Purse fjl.009.

$400. No. 11. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under
—For District. Wile and repeat. Purse $4u0.

$50. No. 12. RUNNINU—Saddle Horse Stake—
District horses, catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added.
Four moneys—50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Friday, August *S7tli.

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50entrance,
$2-5 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $150, third $75.

Two miles and repeat.
$200. No. 14. RDNNING—Free for all. $25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, $200 added. Second horse $75, third $50.

Three q.uarters.of a mile and repeat.
$300. No.15. RUNNING—Free for all. $25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, $300 added. Second horse $75, third $50.

One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. 16. TROTTING—Fot Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $500.

Saturday, August *Stn.
$£00. No. 17. RUNNING—FreeloraM. S25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, $200 added. $75 to second, $50 to third.

O ue half mile and repeat.
$500. No. IS. TROTTING—2:40 Cliifii. Purse $500.

81,200. No. 10. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse
$1,200.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the hest three in

Ave, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; hve to enter, and three to start; hut the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fe;, 10 per cent, on pursa.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 percent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, If necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starterB appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33>a to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

dav preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named by 6 p. m. of the day precediog the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to clos-- with the Secretary on August 1, 188(1.

A. WAi R VTH. <*£<». Fi.FTCHFtt,
26jnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 1886.

Notice for Entries.
First Day, Saturday, August 7tb. Purse $800.

Special race for the following named horses: Manon,
Adair, Albert W., Antevolo. Menlo, Anteeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day, Tuesday, August 10th. Three-minute

class. Purse 8500.
Third Day, Wednesday, August 11th. 2:21 class.

Manon barred. Purse $600.
Fourth Day, Thursday, August 12th. 2:40 class.

PuTBe $500.

Fifth Day, Fridav, August 13th. 2:24claaB. Purse
$500.

Sixth Day, Saturday, August 14th. Free for all.
Purse *1 ,000.

.
v

l contests to be best 3 in 6 in harness. Five or
mure to enter, three or moro to start; but the Associa-

: n reserves the right to hold a less number to fill

deducting a proportionate amount of the purse.
ilries close with the Secretary, 1,435 California St.,

n Francisco, on July 31,1 88«.
W, If, HIMHMAJj, Secretary.

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 46«ll, INCLUSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
CSS"An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RAVES:
First Day—Tuesday, October 12th.

No. l.—Running Race;. Purse 5150, dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Rack, Purse $150, dash >i mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 :35 Class.

Second Day—Wednesday, October 13tk.
4.—Running Race, Purse $200, for three-year-olds,

7
„ of a raile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for aqe.
6.—Trotting Rack, Purse $500, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and FIckett'B br c Contractor, 4,

eligible.

Third Way—Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse $250, l'4 miles, free for

all, weight for age.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year- olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 -.30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October 15th.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

IK miles.
11.—Runntng Race, Purse $200, selling; race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for each$10J above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse §500, for 2 ;40 Class.

Fifth £>ar—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, \y. miles, free for

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee foralland weight for age. Forall horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for <ill.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATURDAY, July 31st.
Circulars contaiuiug rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. NEWTON. E. A. Del'AMP,

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jsrseys of both Bexes for sale. Postoffice address.
R»t« FranciRCO. Oal

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Tuesday, August 31st.

Trotting—No. 1—Three-vear-old class. Purse, $200,

Free to all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—So. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

$150. Freefor all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse, $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Freefor
all.

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as tliey please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First Horse $2(1, second
$10, third $5. fourth $5, fifth $5, sixth $5.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. 2d.

Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse, $400. Free for
all.

Walking—No. 8—Best walking team 530, best
walking stall on $30, second best of either $20. One
mile. Purse, $100. For horses owned in this district.

Running—No. 0—One and one-half mile dash.
Purse, $'200. Free for all.

Ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed forthe occasion, and will be given, includ-
ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 3d.

Trotting—No. 10—2 :50 class. Purse, $200. Free for

Trotting—No. ll—Four-year-old class. Purse, $400.

Free forall.
Pacing- No. 12—Purse, ?10O. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.

Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse, $600. Freefor
all.
running—No. 14— Two-mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing mces are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

runnin" Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount ot the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trolling, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to tbe
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,

to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid,.and who go
in the -ace designated nud fail to win any part of the
purse.willbavetbeir entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse ib only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries lor said lace, and to no
added "money. A horse winnings race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then to

first and fo'urth moneys. ,,_„_,
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by 8 o'clock p. jr., or
thev shall be required to start.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered. L
' _ „ _

Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 3, will

close with the Secretary August 10, lhSfi.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. si., sharp.

The Society furnish hayandBtraw free to competi-

Ugj=No season tickets will he issued, and persons
contesting for a purse or premiums ottered by the

Society will be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Pair Grounds,
50 cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNIGHT, T J. SHERWOOD,
19jnll President. Secretary.

By Royal Letters Patent.

LITTLE'S

Soluble Phenyle.

DEODORIZER «» ANTISEPTIC

The New Disinfectant.
FOR UNIVERSAL FSE.

Cheap, Harmless, Convenient
and Effective.

NON-POISONOUS.

PARKER GUN.

A highly concentrated fluid for checking and pre*
venting contagion from infectious diseases.
For eeuer^l use in hospitals. It has all the good

qualities of carbolic acid without its disadvantages,
as it is non-poisonous, non-corrosive, mixes more
readily with water, is harmless to persons or fabrics,
is cheaper, and leaves a pleasant and refreshing odor
after use.

It is a purifier and deodorizer of Impure air aud
had smells, especially useful in hospitals, sick rooms,
barracks, prisons, work-shops, decks and holds of
emigrant ships, drains, sewers, and for

Kennel Use
Is the most absolute disinfectant ever used. Ita
value has been proved in a thousand instances
throughout the united kingdom, where the breeders
and owners of -valuable dogs have proved it to be
superior to every preparation offered. Every owner of
a valuable dog knows tbe importance of keeping them
clean, cleaniness being the first requisite for good
health, and upon perfect condition depends the
amount of work which can be demanded of a dog in
field or other work, and the manner in which the dog
will respond to tasks put upon him.

PHENYLE is an Absolute
Antidote for Mange.

It destroys the germs of the disease, and its constant
use will prevent the attacks of the parasites which are
such a scourge to canine life.

In the Stable
Phenyle will be found invaluable. Owners of racing
stables who travel all over the country with their
horses find that at the most critical periods their
racers

Sicken and Lose Form,
Because the boxes and 6talls in which they have been
boused were infected with the germs of disease
invisible to the eye and insensible to tbe smell. In
many instances, to the change of food, water and air
is attributed tbe loss of condition shown by race-
horses, wbeu the direct source of sickness is tbe
impure atmosphere inhaled by the horses. The more
highly bred and severely trained the animal, the
greater tbe risk of infection. Hence, every race-horse
owner who has constantly to change his thorough-
breds or trotters from one set of

Boxes and Stalls
To another, should make an imperative rule that,
prior to his horses being housed in either, that they
tie thoroughly disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE.

At the Second International Olay Pigeon Tournament held at New

Orleans. La., Feb. 11th to ICth, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such

champions as Carver Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes

were won withParker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

5jn3mo PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

Notice.
GEO. H. HOLMEB,
0. BnnoE Lowe.

Hebbert H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Bkown,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to recoive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents

forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.

and Major Rathbono of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. Jk CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wnlea,

HOLSTEINS
FOR SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all ages, from
the most celebrated eastern families aud select
imported strains. I offer any of my herd for sale.
All first-class animals and registered.

FRANK II. liUKKE,
401 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TIPS.
TipB of all sizes for Trotting, Kunuing, find

Remit horses can bo obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco-

E.i'.t of Commercial Disinfectants Tested,

Name on Label. Proportion in which active.
Little's Soluble Phenyle 2 peb cent.
Labarraque's Solution 7 " "

Sol. Chloride of Zinc (Squibbs) 10 ** "
Feuchtwagner's Disinfectant 10 " *'

Labarraque's Solution (from Frere, Paris) 15 " "
Phenol Sodique 15 " "

Piatt's Chlorides 20 " "
Giroudin Disinfectant 25 " "
Williamson's Sanitary Fluid 25 " "

BromoChloralum 25 " "
Blackman Disinfectant 30 " "

Squibb's Solution oi Impure Carbolic Acid, Bur-
chart's Disinfectant, Pbenal Sodique (French) and
Listereue, all failed in 60 per cent, solution.
Thus it is shown in the table that "LITTLE'S SOL-

UBLE PHENYLE" is an efficient disinfectant in pro-
portion oi two parts in I OO of water; a sol-
ution made by adding one gallon of "LITTLE'S SOL-
UBLE PHENYLE" to fifty gallons of water, will
absolutely kill any and all disease germs with which
it may be brought into contact.
A very great advantage possessed by "LITTLE'S

SOLUBLE PHENYLE" in addition to its extraordinary
disinfecting powers, is the fact that it is non-poi-
sonous, differing in tbis regard markedly from car-
bolic acid, chloride of zinc, sulphate of copper, ke„
which are intensely poisonous and far less efficient in
ction. "LITTLE'b SOLUBLE PHENYLE" is also the
best antiseptic and deodorizer obtainable. It pre-
vents all putrefaction and instantly removes the foul-
est odors.
Bibd Tended and "kain Pdotectod.—To protect

seed wheat against birds, slugs, wire-worms, etc.,
and prevent smut, mix two pints of water with
half a pint of the fluid. This quantity will be suffi-
cient for about 600 pounds of wheat-
Arms.—For clearing peach, apple and rose trees,

geraniums i etc., from the aphis, syringe with a mix-
ture of one teaspoouful of fluid to four gallons water,
and syringe with clear water in a few minutes.
Apple Blight.—A stroug solution—one teaspoonful

fluid to one quart of water—to be applied with a
paint brush.
Scale on Orange Tdees.—Three, four, Ave and nix

teaspoonsful fluid to four gallons of water. Three
applications at eight days* interval completely de-
stroy the scalo insects, and will free the tree from the
unsightly black excrement. Syringe off with clear
water fifteen minutes afterwards, more especially if

any young foliage is upon the trees.

Sickly Vines.—Water the roots with twice tbe
above strength (1 in 50).

Disinfecting Cuttings op Vines.—Immerse ten
minutes in a solution of 1 to 50.

Falkner,Beil&Co.
AGENTS.

406 CALIFORNIA ST..
San Phaswsco. jniot
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Southern Pacific Co.
iPAOIFIO SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are due So arrive at
San Francisco.

LEAVE|
(FOE)

From July 13, 1S8«.

19:00 a si

8:00 a M
4 rfiO P M
7 :30 a m
*3:S0pm
S:30 A M
4:00 P M
•5 :00 P M
8*0 A M
•8:30 a M
3:30 P si

10 :00 a si

3*0 P M
7:30 am
7:30 A M
7 :30 A M
8:30 A si

3 :00 P si

4:00 p si

•1:00 P M
8:30 A si

{10:00 a ii

3*0 P m
S:30 a si

*9;3(t A M
•3:30 p m
«f>:30 a SI

Byron
.....CaUBtoga and Napa

!""Gibson, Bedding and Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Liverniore andPleasanton...
Martinez
Milton

Hojave,Deruing,ElPaso AEast.
,. Niles and Haywards
.. ..Ogden and East
. , Red Bluff via Marvsville

Reno.Truckee and Colfax....
Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Livermo re..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacranieuto River Steamers..
San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

ARRIVE
(FROM)

fS:10 P m
10 :10 A si

6:10 P m
6:10 p M

•10:40 A M
5:40 P u

10 :10 a si

*8:40 a M
6:10 p ai

»7:40 P 31

10:40 A M
3:10 p M
11:10 A M
5:40 P si

6:40 P m
6:40 p si

5:40 P si

11:10 a si

10:10 A M
*6:00 A si

*3:40 p M
t3:40 p M
9:40 A M
5:40 p u
•7:40 P M

•10 :40 a si

•7:40 P M

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—'6:00—'6:30—7:00—7:30—8:W—
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00-10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00-12:30
—1-00—1-30—2*0—2:30-3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

— 5:30—6:00—6:30— 7:00—3:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
12-00.

TO FRUIT VALE—'6:00—«6;30— «7:00— •7:30— «8:00—
•8-30—*3:30—*4*0—*4:3O--*5:0O—*5:30—•6:00—9:00.

TO FKUTT VALE (via Alameda)—*y:30—6:30—12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—5:00— "S:30—

9 -00—9:30—10 :00—J10 :30-ll :00—til :30—12 :00—{12 :30—
1-00—11-30—2:00—3:00—3:30-4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
, ;
:,yi— .;-:in—7 :«—8:00—9:0")—10:00—D :00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—'S;00-*6:3Q—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*3:30
-9-00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—ill:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00—3::(0— 4:00— 4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—
7-itt—S :00—9 :00—10 :00—11 :00—12 ;00.

TO WEST BERKELEY -*6:00-*6:30-7:00-»7:30-

J8-00—•8:30—9:00—10:00 -11:00—tl:00—2:00 -3-.00 - izX
!_*4:30-5:00—•5:30-6:00--*6:33—7:00.

DOG LICENSES

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks, Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, &c, &c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., - - - - - San Francisco.

LOOK AT THIS!

To San Francisco Bally.

tfROM FRUIT VALE—«6:2S-*6: 53-*7:23-*-. ;W- -8:23

•8 :58—*9 -23-*10 : 2n-*i :23—*4 :53-*S :23—*5 :53-*6:23—
•6:53—7:20—9:50. ,. ,

FROM FRD1T VALE (via Alameda)— *o;17 - *~:w -

t6:47—19:17—»3:17.FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- *R:00- 6:30-7. ."0

7-30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:0,' — 11
''0

12-00—12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2:30—3 :00— 3 :3C— 4 :00 —
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- :&7—

FROM "BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—'5:23~*5:58-*6:2S— 6:58 -'7:28 -

7:58-*8:28 -8:58-9 :2S-9:58- 110:28-10 :58-ni:28-
ll:58-il2:2«-12:DS-tl:^-l:.^-2 :

-5S-3:2S-3:58-4:28
4-58—5-2S—o:.;,.^-»:2S-6:."S-7:^-S:5S-9:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:23—*5:53—*6:23—6:53-*7:23—
7:53—•8:23— 8:53— 9:23-9:53—JJ0:23—10:53 —111:23-
ll-53—12:53-l:53— 2:53|—3:23- 3:53-4:23—5:23—5:53
—6:23—6:53—7:53—5:53—9:53—10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-*5:53—*G ::3—6:53—*7:23
-7:53-8:53— *U:2:i—9:53—10:53— tl2:53— 1:53— 2:53—
3:53—4:53—*5:23-5:53—*6:23-6:53—*7:23.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.

1—W. A«'. Scott A' Son BBanamerlessB. I*. Gnu, "Premier Quality," 10-gange, 30 in..

85 lbs., with SOLE LEATHEB CASE, nearly new, cost $300 Price S^OO
^—W. A <\ Scott <& Son Uamnicrless B. i. ©an -'Premier Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.

7i lbs., cost SM0, will sellfor SI GO
3—W.R.Pape Hammer B.Ii. Gnn, 12-gauge, 30 in., 7 lbs., cylinder bore, cost.?20D, will sell

for $65
4—W. W. Greener Treble Wedge-last, Hammer B. Ii. Gun, 10-gauge, 30 in., 92 lbs , as

good as new, cost $150, will sell for $85

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets )
San Francisco.

LKAVK
S. F. '

8:30 a
10:40 A

f- 11 :30 a
•3:30 p
4:25p
"5:15f
6:30 p

tl>:45P

Commencing May 2, 188fi.

•10:^
•3 :36 T
U :59 a-

6:00f
17:50 P
+8:15 r

r

! Santa Clara, Pan Jose, and..

j
Principal Way Stations

9:03 a
•10*2 a
•3:36 P
G:O0p
t8:15 F

3:30p'>.
. Gllroy, Pajaro, Castroville, ( ,*10:02 a
....Salinas and Monterey fl 6:00 1?

10:40 a| f
Watsonville, CampGoodall ") Lin-fl-* *
tptos, New Brighton, Soquel....

J-
1 ^:JJ*Aptos, New Brighton, Soquel.... >
\

I u':v]dto).i i .ind .Santa Cmz }
'

+7 .r^ , j \ Monterey and Santa Cj
T/ -WA|

i (Sunday Excursion),
nd Santa Cruz..

:
}\Wi

..Hollister and Tres Pinos .

10:40 a l Soledadaud Way stations ) 6:00 P

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundaye only. JTheatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furnished bv Randolph &. Co., S. F.

Stage connections are made with the 10:10 a. m
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with &:30 a.m. Train.

Special Roonl -trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soqnel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXl'CRSHH? TH KKTS.
Vr.r «a,mrlavB nnlv * Sold SUNDAY MORNESB; goodFor Sundays onij ,

( for return 8ame ^y,
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuNDAYonly;

Sunday and\ good for return until following Mon-
Monday, i day,inclnsive,at the following rates:

Round Trip Snn Satto
from San V.??

Francesco to

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER
;

630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11-J5—1^5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—5:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted, tSnndays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. H- TOWSE,
• Gen. Manager,

t. h. eoomiAK,
Gen. PaBS. ATtk. A^:.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
m

HARNESS and SADDLERY
AGENT FOK

exnell's Cyntbjaka Hohse Boois.
J. H. Feston'b Chicago Specialties,

De. Dixon's Condition Powdeks.
Gombault's Caustic Balsam

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 18S5. and up to the last of January,
18S6. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 18S5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurB.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SAT.E AT FA1RLAWX

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

Ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIBST-CIASS. STANOABD-HRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTi1
. TNTF. PTJTlTR, PT.AN Isstrictl5

r adhered t0 atFairlawn, and the
i-J-i-J-i v/XUXJ i. ltiu-u A JJii-Li price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pr.Tchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

ttie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

San Bruno
Jlillbrae . .

Oak Grove
San Mateo.
Belmont . .

Redwood.
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park
MayfieM

Francisco to

Muunt'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel ...

Santa Cruz
Monterey

?2 00
2 25
2 50
2 5i)

400
5 00
500
5 0U
fi Mffl

Ticket Offices.—
street, Valencia-street
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT,

Snperintendent.

Passenger Depot, Townsend
station, and No. 613 Market

H.R.JTJDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt,

Lock Box39fc.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OP
HENRY WAISH,

Sup't Running Horae Dep't,

Falo Alto Stock Farm.

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. T.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION*
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABSUSB

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with itB beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of Bhooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection witb
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bports.
men.

THEBATEING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSUBPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure v. Kite
sand lor surf batbing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and awim*
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQFEL \ST> SANTA CRFZ
ie VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runB throngh the countleB
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Sauta Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe. Dnck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILAROITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo ior those well-known Retrt-ats, PUR IS-

SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to t he unlimited ex-
tent of range at aiiil about SAJN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of thiB manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOU-*

when carried in Baggago Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CH ECKS for all doys received In Baggajo
Cars.
OSJ^In order to guard against accidents to Dnc-a

while in transit, it Is neeeHfl;tr\ that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and Becurely packed in wood or leather cases may t>e

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Deput, 1

street. Valencia Station, and No 613 Market 3

1

Hotel. _ _ __.
A, 0. BASSETT, H. B. JXTDAH,

Superintendent. AMt.Pase. and T
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ALWAYS

H
Can now be had in any Calibre, Length and Weight.

OWH Dl^LlH,
DON !
andevort'B.)

I

(Cohani's Bang,

( Price's Vesta.

(Vandevort (Garth's Drake.
(Peg 1

I (Sall,12S6E. K.C.S. B.

IN THE STUD. FEE $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

R T. Vandevort.
Moline Avenue. Pasadena. Loo 'im ' 00 ^^ "" 1

Sausalito Kennels.
Does taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

in eack stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. T ALLERDER,
va;ieatifn, Varin f"o. fit

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced, by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

166 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

attention, riflemen

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bogardusand the best shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than
any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price S2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-

timonials free.

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
lOjul 4p I..VK KPOKT. CAL.

Cocker Spaniels.
Having removal to Southern California Tor my

health, and having brought a few of my best and
noted Cockers, brother eport&men can secure the val-

uable stud service of my not<-d liver and white stud
dog, COL. STUBliS, at tbe nominal fee of $15. Send
for circular of instructions if soon to desire his ser-

vice. I shall have some beautiful puppies for sale

after June 1st next. AddresB
91. P. JIcKOiLY

£1 *ajon, San Diego Co., Cal,

(Former Proprietor of THE BLUE STAR KENNEL,
Franklin, N. Y.) 15mytf

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, England.

(Diploma dates April. 22,1870).—
. Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs.
1 etc.. can have advice and prescriptions per return of
i
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and $1.

j
Send for Buzard's Worm Powders for

[
horses, and Iris Worm Mixture fordogs.

! They never fail in their action. Will senda package
| by mall for ?l.

j
Special attention given to the diseases of dogB.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

:

f

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MB. ARIEL LATHROP, Boom 69, C. P.K. B.

Building:, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate oi

Ontario Veterinary col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 rYatomn st
RpHirloncn. Ptlfl Howard St., Snn Franctnco.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulate,

padreus JOIIX A. UOXDSaUTH.
Box 342, OflklftDd.Cal.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Frnnolsco,

The most popular Bchooi ou tho Coast.

E. P HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Seo'y.

OTSeml forcircnlnr.TKt

Secured by Letters Patent, .luly tli, 188V.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, Ib-
1. The part D.Bupported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having anopening Into which the blind is tilted, substantially
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to theeye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described. ^
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and Bide strapB A, the screw notand washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially aa herein described.

4. In a bndle, and in combination with the check-
Steces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bauds
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds Fsupported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be inova'
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps nr bands Q and II. and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut. the general principle will be und- r.
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same ellect ou the action follows as
Is Induced by toe.weights. This is especially the case
whenjoung rnlts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the «.nee without the strain of weights on the
Cect.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. lli-ICKBKOV
No. 230 and 232 Bute St. Sap Francisco
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ATHLETICS,
Base-ball, as exemplified at Alameda Park, has taken

a strong hold on popular fancy. On Sanday last, all

ot the great seating capacity of the park was utilized, and
hundreds were compelled to stand. The attraction was a

game between the Haverly and Pioneer Clubs. None but
Mr. Wally Wallace, Air. Van Court, or a professor of the

higher mathematics, can appreciate the niceties of profes-

sional base-ball; but the players did a lot of things and were
applauded, so we conclude that the play was satisfactory.

Under the skillful management of Mr. Fred. J. Engle-

hardt, Jaguarine will appear at the San Jose Agricultural

Park to-morrow in a combat- at-arms on horseback. In
addition to the attractive entertainment afforded by the lady
swordsman there will also be a five-niilerunniog race by lady

riders, and what is styled a "Grand Cowboy Frolic" in which
several broncos will be ridden.

The Alta Club of Sacramento has wisely adjusted its differ-

ences with its managers. Mr. Will F. Humtoon, a substan-

tial young banker, assumes the business management, and
his personal popularity, combined with the rare business tact

which has given him a leading position among the younger
men of the capital, cannot but insuife distinguished success

to the club.

Mr. Heniy Sampson, Pendragon, left for Yosemite on
Tuesday last, and will go directly on from that place, to the

east via Denver, and the C. B. & Q. B. P.. We can wish him
nothing better than full enjoyment of the Yosemite, and a

safe jonrney to his home.

A letter for Mr. B. S. Benjamin is at this office.

Spriutinsr.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The much-talked-of
foot-race between four local amateurs took place last Saturday
at the Bay District track. The contestants were Thomas
Dawson, W. J. Bea, A. J. G. Bennett and C. Scanlan. The
distance was one-quarter of a mile, and was won by T. Daw-
son with C. Scanlon a good second. The prizes were a gold

medal to first, and a silver medal to second. Time, 58 sec-

onds. They all got off the mark well together. Dawson took
the lead, and for about three-quarters of the distance was
closely followed by Pea and Scanlon. When about 20 yards
from the finish Eea fell but managed to scramble up again
and come in third. Bennett, who had very little training, did

not run up to his usual style. W. McCon>"ell,
Jcly 21, 18S6.

^
523 Turk Street.

Lawn Tennis.

The season so far has been rather dull. Beyond the regular

matches between club members on their own grounds, there

has been very little play of public interest. The Monterey
Tournament on July 4th awakened some interest, and the
prospect is that as the season advances matches will be
played between several of our leading clubs. The Fruitvale
Clnb has many good players, the leading pair being Messrs. E.
and A. Cohen. Last Saturday they accepted the invitation of

Messrs. Babcock and Towle of the Lotus Club, San Eafael,

and journeyed over to the picturesque Marin-connty village

to play a match with their hosts. They were cordially wel-

comed and charmingly entertained by the Lotus men, and after

lunch play began. The Fruitvale men started off well, winniDg
the first set by six games to two. In the second set the Lotus
men made a better showing, winning three games to six by
their opponents. In the third set they looked like winners,
having scored five games while the Fruitvale men were mak-
ing three, but they carried off the next three games and set.

In the fourth set the Messrs. Cohen won easily by six games
to three. The fifth set was closely contested, Messrs. Bab-
cock and Towle leading at the start with five games to four,

but the Fruitvale men carried off the fifth and sixth games, set

and match. The winners played together beautifully. Al.

Cohen serving with great precision and his returns were
often brilliant and accurate. For the Lotus club Mr. Babcock
played in fine form. His services were accurate, and he cov-
ered a great deal of gronnd in making returns. His partner
was not up to his usual good form, bat often made some
brilliant rallies.

The second match was played by Messrs. McPherson and
E. Cohen, paired against Messrs. Babcock and Towle. The
former pair led off with five games, their opponents responded
with three, and the tenth game and set was won by Messrs.
McPherson and Cohen.

In the next match Messrs. McPherson and T. B. Berry ran
away from Messrs. Babcock and Towle, winning the set by
six games to two, the loosers showing evident signs of fatigue
after their long series of matches.
In the next match two ladies took part, Mrs. Berry pair-

ing with Mrs. G. L. Brander agaiDst Miss Sear and Mrs. W.
F. Berry. The match was very evenly contested. When the
games were played the umpire called ten all, bat Mrs. Berry
and Mrs. Brander won the next game and set. Both ladies

played with grace and skill.

In the next match there was some tine dashing play, the
Fruitvale pair opposing Messrs. McPherson and Brander.
Messrs. Cohen started off with a win, but the local men ral-

lied and took the next five games. When eight games had been
played the score was called five to three in favor of the Lotus
pair, and they won the ninth set after a close contest. The
feature of the match was Mrs. Brander's dashing returns,
and Mr. McPherson's good rallying. The day was hot, but
pleasant for exercise. The ground was in fine order, and the
audience highly appreciated the good play.

"Wonderful Running.

Wendell Baker, Harvard, '86, merits the title of a phenom-
enal runner. He holds the best intercollegiate records in the
220 and the 440 yards. Not long ago, at Beacon Park, he
broke the record in the 220, making the distance in 22 sec-

onds. At the same time he broke the world's amateur record
in the 180 yards, making it in IS seconds exactly. Last
Thursday afternoon, July 2d, he won fresh laurels, tieing the

record (10 seconds) in the 100 yards, and breaking the world's
record in the 440, making that distance in the astonishingly
rapid time of 47J seconds. Several gentlemen, authorities in

sporting matters, came from New York to attend Thursday's
meeting and to act as timers. George Goldie, of the New
York Athletic Club, acted at starter. G. A. Avery, of the
Manhattan Athletic Club, was timer at the finish. Other
timers were Dr. Swain, Mr. Lathrop, of the Hemenway Gym-
nasium, Walter Soren, the famous jumper of Harvard, '83,

Mr. Cogswell and F. D. Fiske, Harvard '86. The day was
perfect and the track at Beacon Park in excellent condition.

Baker first attempted to break the record of 10s. in the 100
yards dash. He succeeded in tieing it only. Two watches,
however, gave his time as 9 4-5 in running the 100 yards. Two
timers—Messrs. Davidson and Lathrop—timed Baker at the

80 yards. The two watches gave: one, 0:7J, the other, 0:S, the

slowest time being adopted. This breaks the record in that

distance. Mr. Goldie stepped to the course and measured
Baker's stride. It was found to be 7ft. Sin. After this trial

Baker retired for an hour. He rested and was carefully

rubbed down. At the end of the hour he reappeared, look-
ing fresh. When he came on the track it was noticed that

one shoe was slightly torn. Baker got a splendid start. He
made the 220 yards in 0:23 1-5. Then the torn shoe began to

trouble him, and while keeping up his speed he tried to kick
it off. For a time he did not succeed in doing this, but finally

the shoe left his foot, and he ran the remainder of the dis-

tance unimpeded, but with one foot bare. Toward the finish

the track is slightly up hill. Nevertheless Baker made a mag-
nificent spurt and crossed the line at a terrific pace. One
watch gave the time as 0:47 1-5, the second gave it as 0:47 2-5,

anuther gave the time as 0:47£, while Avery's gave it at just a

shade over 0:47$. This is the time that will stand as the
world's record, both amateur and professional, for the event.

Myers' best record for this distance is 0:4S 3-5, and the

world's professional record 0:4S]-.

Peeudo Amateurs.

Recent occurences in local amateur circles give added force

to some remarks by a New York writer on athletics. The
evil spoken of cannot be too vigorously characterized. The
writer says:

The National Association of Amateur Athletes has at last

awakened from its lethargic slumbers long enough to take
cognizance of a matter which has for a long while been one of

the evils of athletics. At the last meeting of the association

a resolution was adopted to the effect that should an athlete

resign from his club while indebted to it for dues, etc., the

Secretary of the club shall at once communicate with the

Secretary of the National Association, whose duty it shall be
to inform the secretaries of each club in the association, thus
preventing the resignee from connecting himself with any
athletic organization until his debts are settled in full.

It would be a comparatively easy matter to cite numerous
instances covering^he point whereof I write. Take an illus-

trative case. A young men, probably a novice, joins an
athletio club for recreation and exeroiae. By constant practice

he soon exhibits a degree of proficiency in one or more of the
many branches of athletics which entitles him to compete in
open field games with variable success. Up to this time he ii

modest to the extreme. His dues to the club have been paid
promptly, and the members of the organization begin to

lionize their club mate. This can have but one effect. In
the phraseology of the day, his "head swells" to an abnormal
degree, and the young man struts about exhibiting an air of

importance, which, combined with his insolence, soon becomes
unbearable. He becomes derelict in his financial responsi-

bilities to the clnb, and, as a consequence, his dues accumu-
late rapidly. The executive managers of the club, reluctant

to expel so prominent an athlete, overlook his derelictions

until the latter, with a consequential air, makes a boast of

being a "star" member, meaning by this, one not paying any
dues. This goes on until a feeling of dissatisfaction arises

among the members of the organization, whose promptly paid
duet are meanwhile paying for the privileges enjoyed by our
dead-head athlete. The executive heads agree that some-
thing must be done; so the young man is approached with a
request to settle up. Large or small, as the amount may be,

this he refuses to do, boasting, with a consequential air "that
such and such a clnb is after me, anyway." As no club can
afford to carry a single log of deadwood, the name of our
young friend is posted on the club bulletin as being in arrears

for dues. Feeling that he is being unjustly dealt with, he
takes umbrage, and forthwith joins one of the many clubs
who, with open arms, are always ready to welcome a good
man, regardless of his responsibilities.

For a while his dues are paid promptly to the new club,

but the old story eventually repeats itself, and the clnb,

tired of supporting a non-paying member, unhesitatingly

kicks him out, which necessitates our young friend being
adopted by another organization, and thus he goes the rounds.
At an athletic meeting not very long ago I was surprised to

see one of our local champions decked out in the gorgeous
colors of one of the most prominent athletic clubs in the

association. As the club which had originally adopted him
was a very humble one in comparison, I naturally asked to

be enlightened as to the reasons for the sudden change.

"Oh," replied be, "I only Btaid in the club until I found
one whioh would pay me better." And he is an amateur!

Something of a Batter,

William A. McConnell says he is glad to Bee that we appre-

ciate Mr. McCormick's talents as a base-ball player. Two years

ago McCormick sought employment in the Brooklyn Theatre,

of which house McConnell was the manager, and McConnell
very willingly found something for him to do. One day
McCormick came to the box-office and said: "McConnell, I

am feeliDg weak and nervous. My muscles are getting flabby

—I need exercise. Would you mind coming back on the

stage for half an hour and holding the ball for me?"
McCormick looked so sad and worn that McConnell

thought it a duty to accommodate him. The two went back
on the stage, shifted the scenery, and took their positions

about sixty feet apart.

"Are your hands in good condition?" asked McCormick.
"No, not the best," said McConnell.
"Well then, I'll toss it kind o' slow," said McCormick.
Mr. McConnell let the first ball go by him. It passed

through two deal doors, knocked an iron rung out of a fire-

escape and buried itself half a foot in a cement wall in the

alley. One of the stage carpenters took a crowbar and went
out into the alley and extricated the ball.

"I don't believe I care about any more exercise this morn-
ing, "said McConnell to McCormick. "I think I'd better

wait till some day when you're sick abed."

A week or two after this experience the Park Theatre chal-

lenged the Brooklyn Theatre to a match game of baseball.

McConnell was just about the happiest man in seven states.

He painted and disguised McCormick so that nobody would
recognize him, and he hired a big, double-fisted Bowery
butcher to stand up behind the bat and stop the balls that

McCormick hurled. Of course the Park Theatre amateurs

were retired on strikes as fast as they went to bat, but they

never suspected the trick that had been put upon them.

When McCormick went to the bat he spat on his bands,

picked out a smooth willow bat, and gave the first ball that

came along as delicate a swipe as ever annihilated a sphere.

Well, the crowd waited for the ball to come down, but it

never came.
Three months after that McConnell went down to Cm

Island to wallow in the surf, and he found that ball 1

around in the water us gracefully as you please. He
fish it out, but it was still bo hot from the friotior;

journey through the air that it resisted human touch.-
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Dates for 1886-

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

1 Marysville, Cal...Aug. 31 to Sept. *

i Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to 18

L Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

I San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

i Salinas, Cal Sept. 25* to Oct. 3

3 Reno, Nev Oct. i to 9

Ban Francisco, Cal Aug. 7 to 14

Santa Cruz, Cal Aug. 10 to 14

Santa Rosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21

Chico.Cal Aug. 17 to 21

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28

Glenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28

Oakland, Cal Ang. 30 to Sept. i

EASTERN—RUNNING

,

Rockaway Sept. 22 to 24

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Latonia Oct. 1 to 16

Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Washington Oct. 26 to 29

Washington Park
Club, Chicago.. June 26 to Aug. 14

Monmouth Park.. July 3 to Aug. 24

Saratoga July 24 to Aug. 28

Coney Island. . . . Aug. 28 Jo Sept. 21

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Monmouth. Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to 10

Toledo, Sept. 7 to 11

Cleveland, O July 27 to 30

La Salle, 111 July 27 to 30

Carthage, O Aug. 3 to 6

Jamestown, Aug. 3 to 5

Hillsboro. O Aug. 3 to 5

Ottawa, 111 Aug. 3 to 9

Jolliet. Ill Aug. 10 to 13

Cbillicothe, O Aug. 11 to 13

Rochester, N. T Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Aug. 17 to 20

Utlca, N. Y Aug. 17 to 20

Ottunvwa.Ia Aug. 17 to 21

Scbino.O Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. T.
(C. W.N. T. E. A.). ..Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala, O Aug. 24 to 27

Albany, N. Y Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair.

Springfield, Aug. 24 to 28

Latonia, £y Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Oscaloasa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville.Ill Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to P

Rochester, N. T.
{N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

Lincoln, Neb Sept. 1(1 to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich.. Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

MiDeola, L. I Sept. 21 to 2i

Reading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkborn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton. Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct.l

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly, N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Racing and Trotting in Oregon.

The Rural Spirit gives a fall account of the trotting and

racing at City View Park, and gives some of the drivers and

trainers hard knocks for their bad practices. The summaries

and closing paragraphs are copied:

The announcement that the Fourth of July celebration

committee of Portland had contributed §1,000 for three races,

to be rnn and trotted in connection with L. B. Lindsey &
Co.'s meeting, attracted the attention of the public, as was
expected.
The rain on July 1st and 2d alarmed very many who were

disposed to attend. Saturday, however, came in pleasant,

and before old Sol had planted his shadow at the noon mark
the wharf at the foot of Washington Btreet indicated that no
one boat could carry those who were in waiting. Ample
provisions had been made, however, for no sooner had the

first boat pulled out than another took her place at the dock.

By 1:30 over 2,000 people were on the grounds. The old, mid-
dle-aged, aB well as the young, were visitors. The class of vis-

itors Bhowed that the occasion was accepted in a holiday spirit.

SU5QIARIE3.

City View Park, July 3, 1886. -Running, free for all two-year-olds;
1,000 yards; purse £250; 5 per cent, entrance added to the purse; $150 to

first, S10O to second.
Oregon Stable'B ch c Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie 0., 110 1
W. M. Murray's, b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 107 2

Time, 1 :03A.

City View Park, July 3, 1886.—Trotting, 3 in 5, Kitty Lynch to cart;

purse, $500; entrance 5 per cent, added; 50 per cent, to first, 25 to sec-
ond, 15 to third, and 10 to fourth.

Kitty Lynch, b m, by Bellfounder. dam by Sumpter James
Misner 111

Oleander, br m, by Menelaus, dam Olean by Border Chief
Geo. Misner 3 2 2

Fred Hambleton, ch h, by Hamblotonian Mambrino, dam
Springfield Maid J. R. Sawyer 3 2 3

Melrose, br g, by Sultan, dam by Ten Broeck D. McCarthy dis
Time, 2:39£, 2;36i, 2:37*.

The track was regarded as five to eight seconds slow.

City View Park, July 3, 1886. —Running, handicap, three-quarters of
a mile, purse $300; divided ?2u0, $100.

Oregon Stable's b m Neyella, 5, by California, dam Laura Barnes
115. .. 1

H. Stover's ch g Quebec, aged, by Norfolk, dam Jennie Hull; 117 2
W. M, Murray's b c Del Norte, 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane; 85 3
Oregon Stable's ch c Why Not, 3, by Geo. Wilkes ; dam Flora A. 104 o

Time, 1:192.

City View Park, July 4, 188(5.—Running, three-quarters of a mile,
purse $300, entrance 10 per cent. ; $200 to first, $100 to second.
Harry Stover's ch g Quebec, aged, by Norfolk, dam Jennie Hull, 117 1

Oregon Stable's b m Neyella, 5, by California, dam Laura Barnes, 115 2
1'. McCarthy's gr g Adam, aged, 117 3
W. M. Murray's b g Del Norte, 2, by Flood, dam Esther o
Oregon Stable's ch f Why Not, 3, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Flora A., 104 u

Time, 1 :19.

City View Park, July 4, 1986.—Trotting, 3 in 5, for 3:00 class, purse
$430; entrance 10 percent.; first horse 5U per cent., second 25, third 15,
fourth 10.

Palatina, spo f. by Milton Medium, dam by Snowstorm
L. B. Lindsey 3 12 11

Sheriff, brh, by Kisber, dam by Red Bird Tenant 12 12 2
Prince Albert, blk g, bv Ben Franklin Misner 2 3 dis

Time, 2 ;52, 2 :4G, 2 :54, 2 :55.

Crry View Pake, July 5, 1886.—Trotting, 2 in 3, purse $ .

Jane L., br m, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by
Paul Jones L. B. Lindsey 1 withdrawn

Kitty Lynch, b m.by Millimau's Bellfounder, dam by
Sympter James Misner 2 withdrawn

Time, 2:3lj.
Terminated in a foul by the driver of Kitty Lynch, for which he was

ruled off by the proprietor, L. B. Lindsey, but afterwards reinstated.

City View Park, July 5, 1886.—Trotting, 2 in 3, purse? .

Fred Hambleton, ch h, 5, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam
Springfield Maid J. R. Sawyer 12 1

Oleander, br m, by Menelaus, dam Olean, by Border Chief;
J. Misner 2 12

Time,2:48J, 2:412. 2:38J.

Saturday, July 10, very few visited the park to witness one
of the best races ever trotted ia Oregon. Olearuler, Jane L.
(to wagon) and Fred Hambleton, three near relatives, were
the starters. In drawing for positions they were placed as
named. Jane L. was favorite, selling for more than the
other two.

Fred Hambleton, ch h, by Hambletonian Mambrino l i i
Oleander, br m, by Menelaus 3 2 2
Jane L. (to wagon), br m, by Hambletonian Mambrino 2 dis

Time—2:34. 2:33. 2:32^.

For years certain running horsemen hereabouts have been
in the habit of all the while accusing the trotting horsemen
of all sorts of "dirty work." This habit, like all others do,
has enlarged by practice until about every trotting race, and
those who are interested in it, have to beheld upas swindlers.
The habit has grown until those who practice it have, we
believe, got to think it no offence to inaugurate and carry out
the most flagrant swindles in running races. This journal
has, in time past, avoided discussions of these matters. But

right here stick a pin. If the practice referred to is not

abandoned, the day is close at hand when the gilt-edge that

is supposed to attach to the owners of runners will be turned

into mockery. We know full well, and it is to be regretted,

that some trotting races here have not been on the square;

but we know, and so doeB the people, when and where there

has been the most flagrant rascality perpretrated by running
horsemeD, and the dust has hardly settled since some of

these outrages were committed. Further, the deponent sayeth

not.

Sunday at Monmouth Park.

[Sporting World.]

July 11th.—During the last week of the Sheepshead Bay

meeting, and since the one here began, rumors have been in

circulation of an intended change in the trainership of the

Fairfax stable, and I have at various times heard the names
of three different trainers as the coming man. As the state-

ments did not seem to have any positive foundation, however,
I did not mention them. A change has now been made, though,
and to-day the horses passed into the charge of James Kowe.
What was the final cause for the action is, of course, only Mr.
Walcott's business, but I was told some time since that he
intended giving Mr. Blagrave a thorough trial with every
chance for success in his favor, and that he would do it

despite the importunities of even his best friends, many of

whom advised a change. The horses are said by those who
know of them to be in anything but good shape, and it was
remarked to-day that the new trainer would have anything
but an easy task to get them into good racing form.
What disposition will be made of the horses formerly in

Howe's care is not known. He will keep his own two-
Cricket and War Eagle—himself. Sandoval will probably go
to McConnell, and it is thought likely that the Johnson lot

will join the Appleby and Johnson string at Lewis Stewart's.

It is common talk at the track to-day that another change
is to occur, and that in the Scott stable. The report is that

Byron McCormick has expressed a wish to withdraw from
the position of trainer, and that Mr. Scott has released

him and engaged John Hyland for the place.

Neither McCormick nor Hyland were on the course when I

called to get a denial or verification of the story, so I give the

story for what it is worth, simply adding that it seems to be
believed by a great many of the trainers here.

There is very little here in the way of horse news but
what everybody is familiar with. The coughing which was
so prevalent at Sheepshead seems to have entirely disappeared,

but there are a great many lame ones here. The worst case

is that of old Brad, who has broken down and will probably
never train again.

There was no work on the track this morning of any account,

from the fact that the track was too heavy for any sort of fast

going.
McCreery has added another to his string in the shape of a

three-year-old bay colt named Bassanio, byBillet out of Lottie.

The colt was recently purchased from the Preakness stable,

and has never yet run. He will probably be put to jumping,
for which he shows great aptitude.

Mr. Babcock stopped me to-day to tell me the particulars

of a grand clam-bake which he superintended on Friday, on
the beautiful Hollywood grounds at the rear of Mr. Hoey's
mansion. The occasion was an entertainment given by Mr.
J. B. Houston to a party of friends, and Babcock laid him-
self out. "It was the best bake I ever made, "said he, "and
consisted of hard and soft clams, sheepshead, chicken, lobster,

sweet corn, tomatoes, frog, tripe and plenty of that old

sauce." I was willing to believe that the bake was good, espec-

ially with "that old sauce," but when "Bab" went on to say
that the gardens of Mr. Hoey furnished flowers which made
the table look like a bed of roses, and that the waiters werefnr-
nished by Mr. Leland of the Ocean Hotel, the very air seemed
to become redolent of the affair itself. Babcock was enthusi-

astic and even forgot to speak of Lizzie Mac in the excite-

ment of telling me about, as he called it, "the grandest clam-
bake of the age."

There was quite a commotion in the front of Cooper's
hotel at the Branch this morning, when Commissioner Lovell
came up on his usual morning drive. The crowd on the

veranda started and some of them made for the inside.

Lovell wondered until "Al," the newspaper boy, rushed up
to him, and after looking hard to make sure of his man. in-

quired breathlessly: "Haven't you seen the Herald?" "No,"
was the reply, and a copy was brought to him. Lovell read

the interesting story of his career in the obituary column,
and after ejaculating, "Well, lad, they're good uns,"lay back
and looked almost like a verification of the report. A brother
commissioner who had come up saluted him with, "Say, Bill,

give us a tip to make a climatic comparison with, will you ?"

Lovell looked at his questioner without answering, and drove
off, muttering something about "laying odds against the
white 'orse yet."

At Monmouth Park.

July 13th.—At Monmouth PaTk to-day twelve of the sev-

enty-seven horses entered for the Midsummer handicap came
to the poBt, and the race resulted not alone in a first-class bet-

ting event, but a grand race at tbe end. Mr. Scott's grand
filly Charity was made the favorite at three to one, despite the
fact that she was asked to concede weight to everything in

the race. Little Minch, who had McLaughlin up, crowded
her close in the betting. Bandala carried a lot of money, and
Florence E.'s owner said before the race that he did not think
that the filly could lose. The Kelso pair—Lansdowne and
Amalgam—also had plenty of followers, and Pontico carried a

fair share of Dwyer money. The flag fell to a beautiful start,

the horses being almost aligned. Charity was the first to

show, .Little Minch second, Poutico third, Florence E.
fourth, Herbert fifth and Lausdowne sixth. After making
the first turn, Lansdowne shot to the frout, followed by Her-
bert, and coming by the qnarter-pole Lausdowne led by a

neck, Herbert second, two lengths abead of Florence E., she
lapped by Cbarity, Poutico and Little Minch. There was no
change in the run to the quarter, except tbat Lansdowne and
Herbert's lead was cut down to a length and a half in the run
to the three-quarters. The brut six ran close up, but swinging
into the stretch for home Lansdowue and Herbert began to

falter under the pressure. Nearing the seven-furlong pole
Little Minch shot out clear, followed by Charity. Tbe lust

named gained on Little Minch with every stride, but by
furious riding McLaughlin nmnaqed to keep Little Minch iu

front, and wou by a head, Charity second, a length and a half

in front of Bandala, who came like a flash down tbe stretch.

Lausdowue was fourth nud Herbert fifth. The time was
1 ill], tbe track being dead and slow.

The handicap for all ages, seven-eighths of a mile, Fletch
Taylor won by a neck, Bauner 13eare\ second, Stouebuck
third. Time, 1:30$.

The race for two-year-olds, three-quarters of a mile, Reveler

won by a length, Bessie June second, Queen Elizabeth third.
Time 1:17.

The handicap, one and a quarter miles, Elizabeth won by
two lengths, War Eagle second, Walter H. third. Time, 2:12.
The three-quarters of a mile Cricket won by one and a half

lengths, McBowliug second, Witch third. Time, 1:16}.

The steeple-chase, one and a half miles. Buchra wou by half
a length, Baily second, Bahama third. Time, 2:53.

Washington Park Races.

July IS.—In the second race yesterday at Washington
Park, a dash of three-quarters of a mile, the starters were:
Mamie Hunt, Pearl Jennings, Wanda, Glen Almond, Skebeloff
and Dudley Oakes. The flag fell at tbe second breakaway,
with Pearl Jennings, Dudley Oakes, Mamie Hunt and Wanda
in the lead. When about half way to the stable line the
black and orange jacket of Dudley Oakes' rider showed in
front. The rest of the company were bunched close behind,
with Pearl Jennings slightly in the lead and tearing after
Dudley Oakes. After leaving the turn Mamie Hunt drew
out of the bunch and took the lead. Corrigan's emerald
colors were close behind, and so were Baldwin's maltese
cross and tassled jacket on Glen Almond. Skobelofl' was
coming upon the outside and made a desperate effort to carry
the orange and red ou his back to the front. Coming in the
straight Pearl Jennings, Mamie Hunt and Glen Almond were
on even terms and coming down the track at a furious gait.
At the furlong, Murphy raised his whip and cut the hitherto
invincible Pearl, but to the amazement of hundreds who had
bet their money on her the great mare failed to respond.
Mamie Hunt and the young Californian now took the lead,
and ran neck and neck with their riders crouching close
against their necks, andcutting the air with their whale-
bones at every bound. Three yards from the wire Johnston
swung his whip high in the air, and Mamie Hunt shot ahead
of her doughty antagonist and won by a nose, Glen Almond
second and Pearl Jennings third, iu disgrace.
Before the race the pools sold: Pearl Jennings barred.

Dudley Oakes $35, Skobeloff $4, field S37. The mutuals
paid: field §37.70; Mamie Hunt, place, $37.90; Glen Almond
place, $25.40.
The third race was the Lake View handicap, a dash of

three-quarters of a mile, for 2-year-olds. The starters were
Baldwin's Laredo, Comidie, Terra Cotta, Rightaway, R. Por-
ter Ashe's Yera and Corrigan's Ada Ruse, Jennie Treacy
and Rose. The flag fell at the second breakaway, with Ada
Ruse in the lead, Rightaway second, Vera third, Terra Cotta
fourth, and Laredo, the favorite, in the rear. Rightaway
took the lead along the back stretch, with Comidie close be-
hind Terra Cotta third, and Corrigan's three green shirts
fluttering away behind. Rightaway held the lead around
the stable turn to the three-qnarter pole and well into fhe
stretch, when Terra Cotta and Laredo came up with a rush
and began to raise the pace with Brown's colt. At the fur-
long Terra Cotta who was running on the outside, took the
lead and won by a length, Laredo second, Rightaway third
Jenny Treacy fourth and Porter Ashe's Vera fifth.

Before the race the pools sold: Jennie Treacy, §36; Right-
away, $39; field, $60. The mutuals Daid: Terra Cotta straight
$23.60; place, $11.20; Laredo, place, $12.80.

Loner Branch Horses—Seal Brown the Ultra-
Fashionable and "Executive" Color.

JulyS, 18S6.—"Dined?"
"Just." *

"Good. Come out on the porch, then, and take a look at
the passing horseflesh."
The last speaker was an old Long Branch visitor, who knows

everybody and every animal that makes the evening parade
along the beach drive stretching' from the Ocean House to
Elberon. As a central point from which to view the spectacle
none equals the porch of the West End.

"What's that rig?" asks an innocent stranger as & rather
stylish team prances past, the ribbons in the hands of a
swelly young fellow.

"That's only a monthly," retorts the savant, with every
mark of contempt. In she opinion of the Old Visitor people
who hire their teams by the month are objects of pity. True
he does not keep an establishment of his own; but that fact
has escaped his mind. It certainly does not temper his
criticism. He is one of those who assert a claim to having
known better days. He is lifce most censors of other people's
acts, is the Old Visitor. One don't see the teams that used to
be known at Saratoga, he swears by the beard of the Prophet;
but such as they are will he show unto you and tell you all
about.
The dress parade has now set in. In nearly every vehicle

is a woman's face. Here is what we see to-night:
Herman Oelrichs, of New York, moves slowlv southward

behind the showiest pair of chestnuts at the Branch. Indeed
it's a "chestnut" to make that comment, because it is so
universally admitted. Mr. Oelrichs is anxious to know the
latest from the Secor boat, which is to cross the ocean in four
days.
Edwin H. Fitler, of Philadelphia, passes to the time of a

pair of high steppers. He has seven or eight horses here.
He has a large fortune made from a rope walk in the Quaker
City, but life here is a "cake walk" for him.
Here comes W. D. Sherman, of the Union Stock Yards,

driving a pretty pair of bays to a road wagon. Horses of this
color evidently have the call at Long Brauch.
"Bntfor real style—for sublime, old-school magnificence"

comments the Old Visitor, "there's nothing like seal brown
for color."

"Have you any of that sort?" asks an impertinent by-sitter
"No," is the rejoinder, "but my friend President Cleveland

rides behind the finest pair in America. By-the-wav here
comes A. J. Cassatt with his seal browns. Look at' 'em!
Aren't they handsome? Well, I should say so."
Mr. Cassatt, presidont of the Monmouth Park Association

is taking the air iu his easy riding victoria. Usually he
drives a low road wagon, but to-night lie is a passenger.
Mr. Sloan, of New York, lets out a pair of thin-limbed bays

He is noted for bis fast driving, and more than one ooachman
has made an excuse of sickness to stay at home. Carpets
did it.

*

Aleck Howe, of New York, has a due victoria team of bays.
One of the neatest turuouts at the Branch this year is that

of Samuel Nixou, the Philadelphia theatrical manager. His
pair of bayb are driven to a dog cartaud a victoria at different
htfurs of tbe day. He has a good mau, undoubtedly, for his
animals show excellent care.

Young Hamersley, of New York, makes this daily pilgrim-
age along the beach in his high-seated mail cart." His pair
are a brown and a black. He has great expectations. Lucky
fellow!

Dr. Dowling glideB up the road reclining in a victoria drawn
by two long-stepping bays. ••
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Lawyer Brush's team is almost a match for the doctor's.

Dr. Kane, of Babylon, has three splendid saddle horses.

There he goes now, his wife by his side, and their snug-look-

ing groom a little distance behind. Nothiug prettier is ever

seen on Kotton Row, in Hyde Park, London.
Mr. Sullivan, of Philadelphia, jogs along in an English jig,

drawn by a big brown horse.

Mr. Strang, of Omaha, has passed like a gale down the

road toward Pleasure Bay, behind a big gray mare. She's a

stayer.

Banker Jesse Seligman, of New York, enjoys his fine

victoria team. The pair is formed of one gray and one

chestnut.
Mr. Wall, of Hollywood, is justly proud of his strapping

big pair of dappled grays. The spots upon them shine with

the iridescence of the boa constrictor's skin.

An unknown man drives a pair of noticeable seal browns

to a mail cart. The horses are immense.
John Hoey has eight or ten showy horses, but they are not

exercised much.
Colonel Brown, of New York, handles the lines that direct

a haudsome, long-tailed, seal brown team. He prefers a

Surrey wagon to show them off. The animals are not specially

SDeedy, but as noticeable as any here, and at least seventeen

hands high. Afternoon journalism pots up the expenses.

It is a peculiar cart thai Mr. Condit, of Brooklyn, drives.

He speeds the three-year-old hitched between its shafts

whenever he gets a clear stretch.

George W. Childs' family passed homeward in a pretty

black depot wagon drawn by a sleek pair of bays. He has

several other teams and rigs.

Mr. Savin, formerly of the Stock Exchange, has three

pairs of bays, all fast and pure blooded.

Robert L. Kennedy, of the Bank of Commerce, does not

care for fast horseflesh. He rolls past in a fine victoria

behind a seal brown and a chestnut.

Dr. Pancoast, of Philadelphia, slashes along the road

under the impetus imparted by a long-legged bay mare.

The rig is very light, for the doctor is a goer. He is also

seen out now and then with a pair of fast bays harnessed to a

low road wagon.
Mr. Ulmann, of New York, drives a pair of big bays to a

pbjeton. The pecaliarity of the silver plating on his harness

occasions considerable comment from the Old Visitor.

Mr. Kirkman, of Tennessee, handles a bay and gray in a

dog cart. He is always here during the racing season.

Mr. Rothschild, of New York, is out to-night in his victoria

behind a team he loves so fondly.

Phil. Daley has a stable full of horseflesh.

Mr. Graef, of New York, mounts a very pretty chestnut

saddle horse, and sits him well. He rides as if he had been

in the cavalry. Wonder if I am a good guesser?

A tall, angular woman drives a fiery pair of light chest-

nuts—indeed, they are nearly cream colored. Don't know
who she is, nor does anybody else within reach. She's quite

a horsewoman, but the "tiger" on the rear seat looks scared

at the way she takes the corner at the West End among a

throng of other vehicles.

Mr. Spiers' gray and bay, driven to a four-wheeled cart,

are on the outside of the road, just over there. He used to

be a preacher, but he married well and don't have to preach

to eat. He kuows a good horse and chants its praises with ' 'a

forty-parson power."

Art of Training for Fast Exhibitions.

The steady growth of interest in trotting horses has not

only increased their numbers upon .the turi, but largely

extended their usefulness to the amusement of roadites, who
have rapidly increased in the past score of years. Indeed,

the ambition to own a swift road horse has become a natural

passion. The fastest trotter in the world, Maud S., is now
owned by a roadite who has never trotted a horse in a race

for money. The swiftest double teams are owned and driven

by gentlemen on the public roads of our opulent cities. This

passion has found means of displaying itself on the private

courses of gentlemen's driving parks as well as on the tracks

of the various agricultural fair associations throughout the

country. Although road wagons have been made so light

and delicate that the draft to be overcome has been reduced

to that of the ordinary skeleton wagon, yet the drawing of a

vehicle on four wheels and over the avenues leading out of

our great cities, has been found to be incompatible with great

speed and continued soundness of the horse. Two things

are necessary to compass that purpose. The one is a well-

prepared course, made of turf earth, level on the surface,

with broad, easy turns. The other is the two-wheeled

vehicle known as the sulky. Nothing but this ingeniously

contrived vehicle will enable the driver to be seated near

enough to his horse to thoroughly control his motion, and
nothing else has as little friction or draft to be overcome. It

is questionable whether this form of progression will not

divide honors with the saddle, even in the handling of the

thoroughbred in the near future.

The double team performances of race-horses driven by
John Murphy and Madam Marantette, show, in the infancy

of this kind of sport, how rapidly the thoroughbred can be
;

made to draw a vehicle, and how thrilling such exhibitions

are to the general public. But to return from this relative

digression, the roadite has come to the conclusion that his

trotter can not be satisfactorily developed on the public roads.

Moreover, he has acquired such proficiency as a reinsman
that he is equally well satisfied he can drive his own horse

up to his full speed, provided that he has the race-course and
the conditions of the professional jockey at his command,
without calling in the services of the trainer to his assistance.

Hence the creation of the gentlemen's driving parks in New
York and St. Louis and in other cities where roadsters and
roadites are wealthy and numerous. But the roadite may
have the course and the sulky and the horse, with the capac-

ity to urge and drive him steady up to his full speed without

having the rudimentary knowledge or skill for developing his

speed. This is manifest upon watching the performances of

the average roadite behind his trotting horse as he turns from
the highway upon a neighboring course, either to drive his

roadster alone or in company with others. He has but one
ambition, and that is speed. No matter how far his horse has
been driven, no matter how awry may be his condition, he is

forced up to his speed, without regard to consequences. No
trotting horse can be developed by such reckless management.
The great lesson that first-class trainers have learned is patience

in the development of speed, and the surest method of obtain-

ing speed is not to constantly urge the animal, but to prevent

the horse from showing his capacity oftener than once a

week. The absolute pre-reqoisite of speed is condition, and
that applies to the horse's stomach and vitals and limbs and
muscles as well as to his head. The horse may have a true,

even stroke, a perfectly balanced trotting action, a well-sus-

tained ambition, regulated by a level head and a steady dis-

position, and a capacity for great speed; yet if the roadite has

not the skill and patience to condition the various parts of

this piece of animated mechanism, the horse will fail to
improve beyond an ordinary rate, and will ultimately lose his
gift of speed altogether. Great, therefore, as may be the pos-
sible acquirements on the part of the horse, the actual
requirements on the part of the roadite are still

greater. Nor can he thoroughly learn how to con-
dition and train his horse from such standard works as the
"Trotting Horse of America," by the late Hiram Woodruff.
For this art of training the trotting horse, since the form of
the field marshal has mingled with the earth, has improved so
materially that his methods have been largely superceded.
No blanket sweats are now tolerated, no long morning and
evening jogs and walks that take the speed out of the horse
are permitted. His diet is more generous and rational. His
allowance of hay is largely increased, his system is daily
refreshed with succulent grass, and his feet and limbs are
protected now in ways that the great master of the art in his
day never dreamed of, with even Dexter or Kemble Jackson.
The roadite must learn from such practical masters of
to-day as Splan aud Doble. The former publicly admits
he learned how to train the great trotter Rarus and the great
pacer Johnson from Mr. Budd Dobie, and he in turn
acquired his proficiency from his unassuming father, William
Doble, who was also the tutor of W. W. Bair, the master
reinsman who sat behind Maud S. when she made the trot-

ting record that has never been equaled in trotting annals.
Now the published experience of these great trainers advo-
cates exactly the same met iods.

The art by which Mr. Bair developed Maud S. to trot in

2:0SJ, is precisely the same art which enabled Mr. Splan to
pace Johnson in 2:06 without a break. The leaves from a
diary of the trainer of Maud S., published in a former issue
of the Journal, and the interview of Mr. Splan in the Chicago
Tribune of October 6, 1S54, are cited as proofs of this asser-
tion. Their methods resemble in patience the perseverance
that builded the pyramids. They never drive their horses
trials up to their speed two or three times a week to ascertain
by the sweep of the second hand on the timing watch how
rapidly they are eclipsing time. This practice is the mistake
of only the amateur. They never give them the long drives,

and the severe, often- repeated brushes to harden their mus-
cles and quicken their speed, that once obtained when, in
consequence, a horse that could trot in 2:30 was considered
a turf wonder. On the contrary, they always drive their

horses well within their capacity, and ease them up while
they are full of ambition to go further and raster. Thus their

muscles are gradually conditioned, their stride and action
perfectly preserved, and their capacity to do even greater
feats than they have ever shown before, amply proven
on the day of their advertised races. Thus Goldsmith
Maid aud Maud S., aud Johnson, prepared by three of

the greatest of modern trainers, Doble, Bair and Splan,
performed greater feats in public races than they ever
accomplished in private trials. These horses were
driven a great many slow miles to harden their muscles.
They were occasionally indulged in brushes of speed to

quicken their ambition, but they were rarely given phenom-
enally fast miles until they were "keyed up," in horseman's
phrase, a few days before their public performances. In
order to regulate this gradual preparation their drivers had
accastomed themselves to carry timing watches while exer-

cising their horses, so that, day by day, they could regulate
with precision the rate of speed they desired for a quarter,

or a half, or even a full mile. This is a certain method of

controlling thefeelings and ambition of the driver as well as of

the horse, that reduces the system of training to the limits of

scientific accuracy.
Another necessary precaution they never fail to observe.

No one knows better than the experienced trainers that not
even the stoutest horse, no matter what may be his style of

action, can brush up to his greatest speed for a full mile.

They, therefore, are careful to regulate the rate of speed for

the first half of the mile. Instead of urging their horses to

their greatest exertion, they restrain their ardor, knowing
full well that if the brush is taken out of them during the
first half-mile, they will finish the mile exhausted and in
slow time. The ordinary roadite takes the opposite course.

He speeds his horse every inch of the way, and drives him
for speed every day he reaches the avenue or the track for an
airing. If such a course is pursued every day with a horse
that can trot in 2:40, at the end of thirty days it will be diffi-

cult for him to trot in three minutes.
If our roadites seek to become accomplished jeinsmen,

they must profit by the experience of the great masters I
have mentioned.

—

S. T. H., in National Live-Stock Journal.

An Expert on Horses-

Old Time Sporting Wr iters.

In the current number of "Baily's Magazine"" appears an
article headed "The Apotheosis of Tom and Jerry and Bob
Logic the Oxonian!" In other words, this is the history af
Bell's Life in London, says "Vigilant and the Wizard" in ;Le
London Sporting Times. The "Baily's Magazine" story is iold
by the gentleman who writes under the well-known initials

"F. G ., " and on the face of it he would seem to have got much
of his information from the veteran Ned Smith, who joined
the staff of Bell's Life as long ago as 1S35, and left it only two
or three years ago. The old school of turf reporters was very
different to the present one. One of them won the Cesare-
witch, and Ned Smith was within an ace of winning the
Derby. For a time his stud was a singularly successful one.
He was a valuable man to have on a sporting newspaper, for,

though by no means a scholar, he had great facilities for
acquiring information, and many owners would tell him facts
that they would not mention to any one else. Take racing
men as a whole, they would prefer one solid fact, stated
ungrammatically, in three lines, to three columns of most
scholarly description. About five-and-twenty years ago we
shared lodgings at Newmarket with Ned Smith. They were
in a little house in Granby street, and belonged to old Mrs.
Arnull, who was a widow of the famous jockey of that name.
On the walls of the little room were many sporting prints, and
one was of the great match between Antinous, belonging to

the Duke of Grafton, aud King Herod, the property of the
Duke of Cumberland, run in 1765, an Arnull being one of
the jockeys. After dinner Mr. Smith would occasionally
"open out" with his sporting reminiscences. Those in con-
nection with pedestrianism—a subject on which he was won-
derfully well informed, and he was no mean performer him-
self—were often of the most side-splitting character. The
junior reporter of the paper healways called his "young 'un,"
and his heart fairly warmed to the present "Hotspur" who
was one of his pupils, and then little more than a lad of 18
when he entered the hazard rooms at Newmarket, and, after
watching the dice, he boldly seized the box and threw three
mains. "My young 'un will get on," he said, and he has. It
was over a previous "Young 'Un," who did not know Admiral
Rous, that Mr. Smith told one of his best stories. He had
been running a horse at Salisbury. At night he said: "Did
you hear what that young 'un did to me to-day? He came to

me, right as I was talking to the Admiral, and said 'Mr.
Smith, is your horse agoing to try to-day?' So help me Bob, I
could have sunk into the ground." The most prosperous
time for this best known of all the reporters was from 1854 to

I860. In 1856 he bought a selling plater for about sixty
guineas out of John Scott's stable. Some time afterward,
when trying some fairish horses, this selling plater—his name
was Adamas—was put in "just to see how far he could go
with them." He came in by himself. He then won the City
aud Suburban, and on the same afternoon was beaten by only
a head for the Great Metropolitan, the celebrated Fishermen,
who was nearly first favorite, not getting a place. These per-
formances were considered most extraordinary, and the horse
became a good favorite for the Derby. He got badly off, and
yet to the day of his death Wells, who rode him, swore
he won. We have a story, or rather, one of Mr.
Smith's stories, to tell relating to Adamas when he was
two years old. There was at that time a little meeting at
Beccles, and Mr. Smith determined on taking down Adamas,
Pope Joan and Tame Deer. On the way down he looked
into Tattersall's and bought a little selling plater for about
£30, and sent her away with the others. It was a two day's
meeting, and strange as it may seem, with these horses he
wen every race with one exception, and in that he had noth-
ing engaged. Pope Joan commenced by winning the Sotterly

Park Plate, Adamas won the Benacre Stakes, and Tame Deer
the Beccles Handicap. On the second day Adamas won the
Henham Nursery, Tame Deer won the Suffolk Cup. Adamaa
was brought out a second time, and won the Corporation
Plate, and the Tattersall's purchase wound up by carrying
off the Innkeeper's Plate. Fordnam, who weighed eighty-two
pounds, did most of the riding, winning fourraces, and
\Vells three. These were two rare jockeys to have in a stable.

At night there was a race ordinary, presided over by the
Mayor, and Mr. Smith's health was proposed, and finally

Fordham's. Fordham, in response, said "They would come
again every year." "But," adds Mr. Smith, "there have
been no more races at Beccles." In common with many
others of the old school, it was a blow for Mr. Smith, who,
by the way, raced under the assumed name of Mellish, when
Bell's Life stopped, «

Reason in the Horse.

"I've handled 'osses all my life," said a bragging passenger,

"audi knows all about 'em. There can't nobody tell me
nothin' about a hoss. I knows 'em from the tips o' their

noses to the last hair in their tails. Why, in our part of the

country when they want an expert on a hoss they send a boy
light up to my house. I've been called in fifty times as an
expert witness in lawsuits 'bout hoss trades. But I'll tell

you what makes me mad, and that is to meet one o' these

book-larned fellers who think they can tell all about a

hoss from what they read. Only last week I met one o' that

kind, and the way I mixed him up talkin' 'bout the anatermy
and diseases of the hoss made him wish he had never set

eyes on me." "By the way," said an old man in the next
seat, who had a pair of roguish eyes behind a pair of huge
spectacles, "I'm a little interested in the horse business,

purely from a scientific standpoint. I never handled horses
—I'm a professor of anatomy in a northern university, but
there's one point I've always wanted settled. Ton are just

the man I've been looking for, and if you'll be so kind—

"

"Certainly, sir; certainly. I kin tell you anything about a

hoss. Will be glad to settle the point you're mixed up on,

sir." "ThanKs. Please tell me how a horse walks? What
is the motion of his fore legs in relation to the motion
of his hind legs? That is what has puzzled me." "That's

easy enough," replied the expert in a tone of confidence.

"The hoss picks up his right fore leg and his left hind
leg simultaneously, aud after tbey have been set down
he picks up the left fore leg and the right hind leg at

the same instant." "Bet you £5 he doesn't." "Wh—what's

that?" queried the expert, as if the breath had been kuocked
out of him by the sudden proposition; "What's that? Do you
mean to say that I don't know what I'm talkin' 'bout? Do
you question my knowledge?" "I bet you £5." The expert

was in for it. The money was put up in the bands of the

conductor, and at the next station all hanis adjourned to the

platform where a pair of *bus horses were started on a walk
to settle the novel wager.

•'Well, I sweir," exclaimed the discomfited expert, as he
saw the conductor hand the stakes to the old man with the

spectacles; "who'd a thought that a walkin hoss pick- up
one foot at a time? I never did like these infernal book*

larnin' chaps, anyhow; dure the luck?"

A remarkable instance of the sagacity of a mare has come
to our notice, says the Virginia City Montanian. John
Fletcher owns a mare which runs in a pasture adjoining his

house. The mare has a young colt at her side. A few
nights since, after Mr. Fletcher had retired, h« was aroused
by the mare coming to the window of his house, and by
pawing, neighing, and in every way possible trying to get hia

attention. This continuing for some time, he got up and
went out and drove her away, and returned again to bed;

but she immediately returned, and, if possible, increased her
demonstrations. He again went out, when the mare came
up to him and rubbed her nose against him, although always
before she had been very shy, theu ran on a few yards before

him, continuing neighing; then, as he did not follow her,

she returned to him in a most demonstrative manner. He
attempted to drive her off, struck her with a stick and fol-

lowed her a few yards to frighten her away. As soon, how-
ever, as he turned towards the house she returned and
tried in every way to prevent him from doing so. He then
remarked that her colt was not with her, a fact he had
not noticed before, as it was quite dark. It occurred to him
then to follow her, which he did. So soon as she saw he was
doing so she ran off before him, stopping every few yards,

turning around to see that he was still following, then again

running on, keeping up her calling, until she reached a

distant part of the field, where 6he stopped at an old "pros-

pect hole." On coming out with her, she again commenced
rubbing against him, and drew his attention to the hole,

where he soon discovered the colt. It appears it had slipped

into it and was unable to get out, and the mare had taken this

method to obtain assistance. Being uDable to get it out

alotfe, Mr. Fletcher went for some of his neighbors, and with

them returned. While they were taking the little fellow out

the mare manifested the most intense delight, and seemed
almost beside herself with joy, and afterward, when the men
had got out of the hole, she came up to Mr. Fletcher and,

placing her nose on his shoulder, gave every sign of gratitude

that a human mother might under similar circumstances.

Who will say the horse does not reason?

At Chicago to-day the great Western Handicap will r

one mile and a half, which closes with iifty-two nomir
amongst which the California Stakes are well repre-

with entries by Messrs. Ashe and Baldwin.
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A 'Needed Change.

Pit^'burg's meeting began, continued, and closed in such a

blaze ofglory this season that, although the Smoky City iB

he longer a member of the Central Circuit, there is little

.'% c"bubt that her effort at providing sport for those who love
'

" trotting has been more successful than will be those of her

rivals. As a matter of fact, the old-time glory of the Central

Circuit has departed, and as there seems at the present time

to be no one connected with any of the tracks composing it

that has the necessary qualifications of a successful leader,

that glory is not likely to be revived. It is true that at the

present day there are something like a thousand tracks,

extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Maine to

Florida which are used exclusively for trotting, and it is also

true that there are but a dozen tracks given over to the run-

ners. But the one fact which has always been prominent,

ami which has given the advocates of running a peg on which,

tj hang any number of false or delusive statements, is that

trotting does not flourish in the larger cities of this country.

It never has flourished there, except in a spasmodic manner,

and it never will unless there arises among the lovers of the

trotter some man who is a recognized social light—a man
whom society will follow—and who will devote his time,

labor, and wealth to making the trotting track as fashionable

among the rich people ot our great cities as running now is.

That there is any absolute need of such a man or such a

movement no one who is acquainted with the situation

believes, and the changes that must be wrought in the pres-

ent style of sport before the end aimed at could be accom-
plished would be many and various. One reason why
running is so popular among fashionable people (and where
they lead all the world about them follows) is that its

workings are so simple an to be easily understood in the

briefest possible time by even a novice at the sport, while
exaotly the contrary is true of trotting. There is in this

respect the same difference between running and trotting that

exists between the simplest game of cards that can be imag-
ined and a game of chess contested by masters of the art.

Once understood there is not one person in a thousand that

does not prefer trotting to ruuning, but, as is the case with
chess, not many ever thoroughly understand it. To bring
about some needed changes in trotting has long been the
aim of that portion of the press which pays particular atten-

tion to turf sports, but those efforts have never met with the
hearty and united co-operation of horsemen and track mana-
gers that alone can insure success. That monotony of enter-

tainment is one serious fault to be found with trotting as at

present conducted is unquestionably true, and while the
sport will always increase and flourish in the smaller cities

and towns where the amusing of the people has not become
in some sense an art is very evident, but in the great centres
of population—the places where from a quarter of a million
to a million of people are permanently gathered—there must
be something less crude if ihe opposition of more advanced
methods is to be met. A. series of contests between trotters,

every one of which is of precisely the same character, must
of necessity pall on even those who at first relish them in-

tensely, and nothing can be more stereotyped than trotting

races as at present conducted. In every state and county of
the Union it is the same. The distance is invariably a mile,
the heats are always three in five, the weight carried by each
animal is without exception 150 lbs. Can anything be more
absurd than this eternal sameness? To judge every animal
by one unvarying standard would perhaps be well enough
were the only object in view the securing of a certain number
of horses for a certain purpose, but when the purpose of it all

is to secure the attendauce at these races of the general pub-
lic and to amuse such persons after they have oome, the
absurdity of the method taken is apparent. What would be
thought of the operatic manager who endeavored to keep his
theatre running an entire season by haviDga great number of
artists constantly singing the same music. Jt would make
very little difference in all probability whether the piece he
selected for public patronage was "The Messiah" or "Yankee
Doodle," because the weakness of his scheme would in any
event insure its utter failure. And yet this is precisely what
the trotting tracks of this country—the birthplace and home :

of trotting—have been doing for a quarter of a century, and
what, from present appearances, they will continue to do
until some one with a gleam of originality in his composition,
inaugurates and carries to a successful conclusion a radically
different plan of operations.

Americans are always ready to pride themselves on their
enterprise and readiness to throw aBide methods which are
not in accord with the spirit of the times, but in the matter
of how to make trotting attractive, people of other nations,
who are infants in the business, are already our superiors.
It is only within the last five years that there has been even
the slighest interest in trotting throughout Europe, aud even
at the present time their best performers are animals taken
from this country, generally after their days of usefulness
here were over, and that are now barely capable, when iu
prime condition, of a mile in 2:30. And yet, as an Austrian
gentleman, who is at present on an American trip, said not
long ago, trotting has in Austria already superseded running
in the popular estimation, and the average daily attendance
at the two or three trotting meetings given every year at
Vienna is about 10,000. From these facts and figures a fair
estimate can be made, because Vienna has not twice the
population of Chicago, and yet there could not be given in
this city to-day an ordinary trotting meeting which would
attract 5,000 people daily. It is true that to see the star per-
formers of the turf 10,000 people will visit a trotling track,
but that is not a fair basis from which to make deductions as
to the popularity of the Bport. But in Austria the trotting
programmes are arranged with a view to giving every horse
an opportunity to perform over the distance of"ground best
suited to his capabilities, and to afford the public that variety
which alone cau maintain and create interest. There are
races of mile heats, to be sure, just as there are in this coun-
try, but there are also a number of dash races every day, the
distance in which is varied, being iu some cases as great as
three miles. There are also contests to wagon and under
saddle, as well as in harness, bo that every horse has a
chance to show at his beBt. Does any one believn that
similar features iu the programmes of American trotting
meetings would not meet with general approval aud increase
the attendance at every track on which they were introduced?
As matters now stand a man who goes to an American trot-
ting track on one clay of the meeting has really seen it all,

beoause, under our system of a time standard and the
tremendous advances that have been made in the breeding
and training of trotters, the time made in what are technically
known as the slow classos is nearly always as fast, and fre-
quently faster, than in the free-to-all, and as there is no
differenoe in the weight carried or the distance to be traversed,
an absolute bar to anything sensational is created.
To no class is this subject so important as the breeders of

trotters, and for the promotion of their own interests th^y
should, by united effort, see that such changes are broughi

about as will attract people to the track on every day of a

meeting. They were never in so good a position to do this as

now. The recent formation of breeders' associations in

nearly every state in the Union, and the giving of trotting

meetings under their auspices, has already done muoh to

interest the public, and it will be an eaBy matter to bring

about the changes which have proven successful elsewhere.

It is not too late for action that will bear fruit this year. All

the breeders' trotting meetings are given in the fall, and at

each one there may yet be introduced iu addition to the long
list of mile heats, three-in-five events, already provided for,

a novelty in the shape of a saddle race, free to all, a two
mile-and-repeat affair, or a dash of three miles for aged
horses. For stallion races a distance longer than the ordin-

ary would be useful, because in animals that are to stand tor

public patronage the question of stamina and gameness is as

essential as that of speed. Let some enterprising association

take the lead in this matter. The expense will be but trifling

and the benefits incalculable.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

Racing: Notes from Chicago.

It was expected that the Columbia Stakes, run July 10th,

would bring out the famous trio—Volante, Troubador and

Lizzie Dwyer, but for some reason or other the Suburban
winner failed to respond, although it is well known he is in
fine condition. As it was, five good ones faced the flag, with
Volante carrying a 5-lb. penalty, notwithstanding a sturdy
protest by its owner. Even with the penalty, and the other
fact that Lizzie Dwyer was supposed to be in grand shape,
Volante sold over the field. The track was just a trifle slow
from yesterday's rain, but still safe and reasonably elastic.

When the drum tapped, Stoval rushed Lucky B. to the front
to cut out the work for Volante, while Modesty, piloted by
Fuller, went after him to perform a similar service for Lizzie
Dwyer, ridden by Wethers. Binette, with Kelly up, was
the other starter, and she had to rely on her own resources,
which were not of much consequence on this particular
occasion. Lucky B. piloted the quintette for six furlongs, or
until passing the stand for the first time, where Fuller made
a spurt with Modesty, and the latter was soon in the lead.

All this time Volante and Dwyer were nearly lapped a few
lengths back at the rear, Binette being close up to the two
pace makers. Beaching the point from whence they first

started, the three-quarter pole, Modesty had the best of it by
three open lengths, Binette now second, with Volante and
Dywer beginning to move up. The pace quickened approach-
ing the last turn, Murphy giving Volante his head, and
Wethers sending Lizzie along for all she was worth. Here
Volante showed a wonderful burst of speed, for before the
straight was entered he had everything behind him, all hope-
lessly beaten except Lizzie Dwyer, who was being urged for

all there was in her. It was all to no purpose, however, for

Murphy had the race already won, and Volante galloped under
the string winner of a very fast race by four lengths, Binette
a poor third, Modesty last above the sixteenth pole. Con-
sidering the weight carried by the winner, and the condition
of the track which was a trifle slow, the performance was
nothing short of a wonderful one, and it was freely remarked
that the superior of Volante has not been seen on the turf in
a dozen years. That means a good deal, seeing it is not so
very long since Luke Blackburn, Hindoo and Leonatus were
sensational performers.

A tangle of complications, that would puzzle nineteen Phil-
adelphia lawyers instead of one, came up to-day in connection
with the Columbia Stakes. The conditions of the Columbia
required the winner of any race in 18S6 of the value of $1,500
to carry 5 lbs. extra. Baldwin's Volante had not, in the strict

acceptation of the terms, won a race of the value named. Iu
the Volante-Tyrant match, at St. Louis, the Tyrant party
paid forfeit, thus breaking off the proposed match. As it was
simply a match and did not come off, the St. Louis racing
officials declined to pay the half of the added money—over
$2,000— usually given for a walk-over in a regular race.
Under the circumstances Mr. Baldwin claimed that Volante
should not be penalized in the Columbia. Baldwin went
before the judges half an hour before the race to-day, as did
Ed. Corrigan and Porter Ashe. The two latter are the owners
respectively of Modesty and Binette, and they argued iu
favor of the Volante penalty, while Baldwin stoutly opposed,
claiming, first, that the proposed St. Louis event was simply
a match, and, as such, an animal engaged could not, accord-
ing to an express rule, incur a penalty; and, second, that he
did not receive a dollar from the St. Louis Fair Associa-
tion in the way of added money. The other side put in the
plea that Baldwin had claimed half of the added money, even
if he did not get it, and besides, Volante was allowed to enter
iu a subsequent race, the conditions of which admitted only
"winners at this meeting." After twenty minutes animated
talk or discussion, the judges decided that Volante should
carry the penalty, which he did, and won in a gallop at that.

This evening Mr. Baldwin expressed himself pretty plainly
about the whole business. "Here I am," said he, "with my
horse penalized for winnings I never received, and this in a
match race, which, under the rule, exempts the winner from
penalty. Now, although I won the race to-day, I will appeal
the matter to the Turf Congress, as far as the penalty feature
is concerned, and I will certainly engage a lawyer at once to

recover the money now said to be due me by the St. Louis
Fair Association."

E. J. Baldwin has taken time by the forelook, and has
engaged the famous colored rider, Isaac Murphy, for 1887, at
a salary of $10,000, the largest figure ever paid to a jockey in
America. Baldwin paid Murphy $6,000 for his services this

season, allowing him the privilege of outside mounts when
not in the saddle for his own stable. Under these circum-
stances Corrigan had second call on Murphy, the latter

receiving a good figure; and, besides, he occasionally rode for

others. In a rough guess his compensation this year will

figure up about $12,000. Next season Corrigan may also have
second call, although that is not yet settled. But Corrigan
keenly appreciates the worth of the "colored Archer," and
will endeavor to have him in the saddle whenever it is

possible. Altogether his riding income next year will prob-
ably aggregate $15,000 or more—quite a snug sum in the
salary way. But if there is a jockey living who deserves it

all it is Isaac Murphy. He nas not a superior, if, indeed, an
equal, as a rider, and is the very embodiment of honesty and
integrity. The latter quality, combined with his great ability,

makes him immeuseiy popular, and his appearance in the
saddle is always greeted with applause, and that of a deafen-
ing kind when one of his great finishes sendB his mount to

viotory. Mr. L. P. Tarltou, a prominent youug Kentucky
lawyer, and head of the Fleetwood Stable, who has known
Murphy since he was a child, and who attended to the
latter's business in a legal way, in referring to him the other
day, remarked: "If there is any one person that would not
do a dishonest act, or that cau be trusted beyond a money
value, it is that colored boy Isaac Murphy. They say every

man has his price, but money can't buy that boy." The
English language could hardly put it stronger than that, and
the significance of it is, it is well-deserved,

Volante, the winner of the Columbia StakeB, is just now the
sensational animal of the west. The son of Grinstead and
Sister Anne is a rare, if not exceptional, performer. His
owner recently said of him: "I am anxious to match
Volante against any animal or animals living, barring none,
one mile and a half or over, weight for age. I am. not par-
ticular as to the track, or the amount to be put up so long
as the latter is a good round sum."

July 15th.—First race, one mile. Bob Fisher won; Latitte
second, Solid Silver third. Time, 1:44. Mutuals paid $15.80.
Second race, five-eighths of a mile. Ban Bowman won;

Jeoobin second, Withrow third. Time, 1.-03A. Mutuals paid
$9.90.
Third race, Washington Park Oup, two and one-quarter

miles. E. J. Baldwin's pair—Volante and Lucky B.—walked
over, Lucky B. finishing first. The non-starters were Mod-
esty andLepanto.
Fourth race, extra race, one and one-eighth miles. Ailee

won; Buchanan second, Modesty third. Time, 1:56£>
Mutuals paid $27.60.

Fifth race, one mile. Wairenton won; Handy Andy second,
Biddy Bowling third. Time, l:43i. Mutuals paid $13.10.

Hurdle, one mile and a half. McCulloughwon; Will Davis
second, Guy third. Time, 2:52. Mutuals paid $17.70.

July 16th—Extra Day.—First raoe, one and one-sixteenth
miles. Ed Gilman 100, Probus 97, Surprise and Hattie
Carlisle 95 each, Typo 100.

Second race, seven furlongs, selling—Athlete 92, Eugene
and Handy Andy 80, Miss Higby 83, Little Jo 87, Moon-
light 83, Lisland 88, Archbishop 75, Prairie Queen 93, Topsy
104, Nora M. 106, Athlone 102.

Third race, one mile and a quarter—Leman 117, John Sul-
livan and Myrtle 105, Idle Pat 102, Emma Manly 100, Glen-
baD 84, Colorado 109, Lepanto 93.

Fourth race, one mile and an eighth—Biddy Bowling 97,
War Sign 100, Effie H. and Punka 95, Bedstone 91, Hilar-
ity aud Buchanan 100 each.

Fifth race, steeplechase—short course, Bucephalus 150,
Chanticleer and Hopsing 135 each Rory O'More 147, Bui-
don 148.

July 16th.—Phil Dwyer to-day telegraphed that it would be
impossible for either Miss Woodford or Pontiac to run here
this season. He says he would like to favor Chicago, but his

brother and himself, having arranged to split up the stable
and send one-half to Saratoga, the other half remaining at
Long Branch, at both of which places his horses have valu-
able engagements. There is no chance for him to come here;
even if it were possible to send Pontiac or MisB Woodford,
McLaughlin could not be spared to come west to ride. This
settles the proposed great sweepstakes as far as the Dwyers
are concerned, and probably settles it for good any way.
Lucky Baldwin will ship Volante, Silver Cloud, Grissetta,

and Mollie McCarthy's Last to Saratoga to-morrow . Isaac
Murphy will go to the same city.

July 20—At Washington Park to-day, in the three-quarters
of a mile race, Nellie C. won, Ira E. Bride second, Miss Cleve-
land third. Time, 1:26. The mutuals paid $22.10. In the

one-and-a-half mile race Time-Gatherer won, Lizzie Dwyer
second, John Sullivan third. Time, 2:56. The mutuals paid
$13.60. In the race for the Drexel stakes, one mile, Baldwin's
Solid Silver won, Blue Line second. Porter Ashe third.

Time, 1:53. The mutuals paid $12.90. The three-quarler
mile heats race was next. In the first heat Gleaner won,
Punka second, Ailee third. Time, 1:25. In the second heat
Gleaner won, Ailee second, Punka third. Time, 1:23. In
the hurdles, two miles, Chanticleer won, George McCullough
second, Will Davis third. Time, 4:14. Mutuals $43.90.
July 21st.— At Washington Park there was another very

warm day. The track was good and the attendance was very
large. The three-quarters of a mile Bonita won, Surprise
second, Faith Thompson third. Time, 1:19. The mutuals
paid $10.50. The one-eighth of a mile Topsy won, Our
Friend second, Little Joe third. Time, 1:31}. The mutuals
paid $23.50. The mile, Kansas won, King" Bobin second,
Governor Bate third. Time, 1:49£. The mutuals paid
$11 .40. The one and one-eighth miles, Athlone won, Lepanto
second, Colonel Clark third. Time, 2:00. The mutuals paid
$11. The steeplechase over the short course, Jim Carlisle

won, Burton second, Hop Sing third. Time, 3:06. The
mutuals paid $8.90.

4»

Eastern Racine: Notes.

The great California gelding Arab, 2:17}, is stabled at the
Driving Park, Pittsburg, and slowly getting "on edge." His
fastest mile so far has been in 2:23, but he goes so easily and
his gait is so clean and frictionless, that the experts are
inclined that a great deal faster time than that must be made
to beat him. He is a beautifully built fellow, yellow bay with
white star, 15.2 hands high, and about 950 pounds weight.
He is eight years old aud by Arthurton, a son of Hambleton-
ian, dam Lady Hamilton, a mare of unknown pedigree. He
cost Hickok, McCord, and Porter Ashe, the running horse-
men who own him in thirds, $2,250 a year ago. aud $30,000
has been refused for him. Arab will start first this season in
the 2:17 class at Detroit, and will come down the ciroait.

Before long he and Harry Wilkes will trot against eaoh other
in a match.

The N. Y. Sportsman says: The black gelding J. Q. by
Kentucky Prince, Jr., who acquired a record of 2:19£ at
Pittsburg, is really a sensational horse. This is the second
race in which he has ever started, the first being at the same
track last year, when he won off the reel, getting a record of
229$. It is also the second race his trainer, William Doak
ever"drove, he having brought out and trained the gelding.
J. Q. is owned by Mr. J. T. Quissenberry of Paris, Ky., and
the horse can beat his record, fast as it is, by two seconds.
What a find such a horse with hisreoord of 2:29£ would have
been for Turner, Hickok, Crawford or many older members
of the profession. Well managed he would have won him-
self out in one race, but under the oiroumstances he only
saved his entrance money. Bather a poor return for a
record faster thau 2:20.

The summer meeting opens at Saratoga to-day, and the
lists of entries to the stake races and the general proBpect*
warrant a successful meeting. Saratoga has proved in the
prist that in the clashing of eastern and western interests she
is quite able to hold her own, and give the fashionable throng
pleasant and exoiting racing during the summer monthu.
The season of 1886 will be as brilliant at the queen of water-
ing places as any of its predecessors.

The race for the Goodwood Cup aud the Bans Memorial
Stakes will be run on Monday over the Goodwood Course.
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How the Cowboy Rides.

Last spring I had to leave the east in the midst of the

hunting season to join a ronndnp in the cattle country of

western Dakota, and it was curious to compare the totally

different styles of riding of the cowboys and the cross-country

men, savs Theodore Roosevelt, in "The Century." A stock

saddle weighs 30 or 40 pounds instead of 10 or 15, and needs

an utterly different seat from that adopted in the east. A
cowboy rides with very long stirrups, sitting forked well

down between bis high pommel and oantle, and depends

upon mere balance. In cutting out a steer from a herd,

in sitting a bucking bronco, in stopping a night stam-

pede of many hundred maddened animals, or in the

performance of a hundred other feats of reckless and
daring horsemanship, the cowboy is absolutely unequaled,

and when he has his own horse gear he sits his ani-

mal with the grace of a centaur, and yet he is curiously

helpless the first time he gets astride of one of the small east-

ern saddles. Last summer, while purchasing cattle in Iowa,

one of my ranch foremen had to get on an ordinary saddle to

ride out of town and see a ranch of steers. He is, perhaps,

the best rider on the ranch, and will, without hesitation,

mount and master horses that I doubt if the boldest rider in

one of our eastern hunts would care to tackle. Tet his un-

easiness on the new saddle was fairly comical. At first he

did not dare to trot, and the least plunge of the horse bid fair

to unseat him; nor did he begin to get accustomed to the sit-

uation until the very end of the journey. In fact, the two

kinds of riding are so very different, that a man only accus-

tomed to one feels almost as ill at ease when he at first

tries the other as if he had never sat on a horse's

back before. It is rather funny to see a man who only

knows one kind, and is conceited enough to think that

this is really the only kind worth knowing, when first

he is brought in contact with the other. Two or three times

I have known men to try to follow hounds on stock saddles,

which are about as ill-suited for the purpose as they well can

be, while it is even more laughable to see some young fellow

from the east or from England, who thinks he knows entirely

too much about horses to be taught by barbarians, attempt to

do cow work with his ordinary riding or hunting rig. Each

kind is best in its own place, and the man only accustomedto

one will at first find himself at a disadvantage when he tries

the other. It must be said, however, that in all probability

cowboys would learn to ride across country much sooner

than the average cross-country rider would master the dash-

ing and peculiar style of horsemanship shown by those whose

life business it is to guard the wandering herds of the great

western plains. A cavalry officer, trained at West Point, is,

perhaps, for all-round work, not unlikely to surpass as a

horseman both cowboy and fox-hunter.

these have commonly the tips of their ears and the extreme
parts of their legs black. It is also common for a dapple gray
to have a white mane and tail, with the former mentioned
extremities white, such as the tips of the ears and tbe extreme
parts of the legs; but for other colored horses, except the
dun, we seldom find their manes and tails of a color different

from that of the body; but in a dun horse the loDg hair in
the mane and tail is commonly black, and for the most part
there is also a black stripe down the back, which is not a little

remarkable, as it is not observed in any other creature except
the ass, mule, zebra, etc. In a horse, indeed, it is only a
plain, straight stripe; but in the ass there is always a cross

stroke of black over the shoulders, so that if the skin was to

be opened and spread, the black would exactly represent the
figure of the cross. Some pretend to tell us as to the cross

upon asses' skins, that asses were not thus marked before

the Christian era, and that none are now without the sign,

but upon what good authority they assert this we do not know.
The produce of a white horse and a white mare will be

white, and by keeping the breed constantly without any inter-

mixture of color, the color of the original may be maintained.
So, a black horse and a black mare will produce black, a

brown horse and a brown mare, brown, etc.

—

J., in Agricul-

tural GazeiU. »

The Irish Turf.

to avoid being crossed by the Neva. Here the Spray made
her mistake; after making the Marin shore, and haviug slack
water, where she should have remained, she again stood
across the channel, with the flood tide on the weather beam,
and only cleared Pinole by half a mile. The race for first

place had now centered between the Pearl and the Neva, both
going es close as they dared to the Marin Islands. Tbe
yawl, however, showed the perigna her name, and finished at
Tiburon at 5:29, nine minutes ahead of the Neva. The
Ripple came next at 6:03 and the Spray at 6K)S. The Lively
and Gertie did not get home until after nightfall. Despite the
wet jackets and rough trip, all the participants express their
enjoyment of the cruise.

The Oakland Canoe Club.

Old Hambletonian's Grave.

Many horsemen who remember old Hambletonian as he

appeared in his prime, feel a peculiar interest in the perpetua-

tion of his memory, and are anxious steps should be taken to

inaugurate a movement having for its object the erection of

a proper memorial over his grave, which is now enclosed by

a picket fencti, in a lot adjoining the Erie Railroad just west

of the Chester depot, formerly belonging to the Rysdyk

estate After the death of the widow Rysdyk this property

was sold, Dr. Charles P. Smith, of Chester, being the present

owner of the field in which the remains of the old horse were

buried. Mr. Rysdyk in his will provided for the burial of

the horse and directed where the grave should be, and

reserved it as a perpetuity, but failed to make provision for

keeping it in repair. The grave is a little distance inside the

road fence, and there is no right of way reserved to get to it.

The result is, the control of the grave has passed from the

possession of the Rysdyk family. The present owner would

like to see a neat iron fence placed around the burial plot,

and will give his consent for its erection, and also for the

placing at the grave a suitable memorial shaft, with a granite

or bronze representation of old Hambletonian surmounting

it or the shaft or the equestrian statue alone. Should this

be done Mr. Smith would feel a pride in its care and preser-

vation, but if the grave is neglected by others he will not

be likely to put himself out of the way to care for it.

Knowing these facts, a number of the horsemen of Orange

county have counseled together and come to the conclusion

that there are friends enough of the old horse to raise by

general subscription a sufficient sum for the purpose in view.

To inaugurate the undertaking, Mr. David Bonner has

been mentioned as the proper person (if he will consent to

do so) to receive subscriptions in New York, and other well-

known gentlemen who were admirers of Hambletonian in

other cities and in all sections where his fame has reached;

the subscriptions thus obtained to be held in trust until a

competent committee be appointed te take charge of and

expend the fund for the purpose intended.

Mr. Guy Miller and Mr. J. C. Howland, of Chester, it is

understood, will take charge of subscriptions in Orange

county, and every friend of the old horse is invited to become

a subscriber to the fund.

There are comparatively few who know the exact spot

where Hambletonian was buried. A shaft or a statue erected

there would not only be an attraction, but also a medium of

information, pointing the thousands upon thousands who

travel over the Erie Railroad to the spot where he the bones

of the most celebrated horse of his day, and at the same time

giving evidence that his memory is kept green among those

who aDpreciated his worth while he lived.—{Monroe (N. Y.)

Herald.

We find this double-leaded wail in Dublin Sport for June
26th:

Insanity would be a mild charge to lay at the door of the

man who would be found bold enough to deny that the

morality of the Irish Turf of to-day was not on a deep
decline. It has drifted from its once fair standard into a
slough of moral criminality, and the evil influences of the

drift must at once—if they have not already—make them-
selves felt. The pulling of horses in Ireland is just now one
of the most distinctive features of its race-courses. The
practice has sprung from a tiny acorn into the proportions of

a towering oak, and unless its unhealthy growth be checked
at once by the strong arm of authority, racing in a respect-

able and reputable form must die a dishonored death. Rac-
ing, it is admitted, cannot pay without the backing of horses;

indeed, without the ring-money it would prove a pastime that

none but the strongest purses could support, and this being so

it is incumbent that the public, as well as the layers of the

odds, should share that protection at the hands of the con-

stituted authorities which it is their undoubted right to enjoy.

Now, what has been done of late to afford this protection?

Nothing, we maintain, nothing whatsoever. If half the horses

that ran this year in Ireland were to-morrow given power of

speech, we fancy the tales they would unfold would put some
owners and riders to the blush. It is fortunate for such
owners and riders that the tools for their malpractices cannot
arraign them, and mayhap in the same sense it is lucky for

them that strong bridles do not give. There are evidences

of the spread of the practice of pulling horses, ever before

one's eyes or in one's ears. In the morning papers one reads

of a horse that will win a certain race easfly, "Should it be

nis day out." Now, to the ear uninitiated there is nothing

very plain in this proviso, but what does it really convey?
Well, it means simply, and nothing else, that the horse

alluded to will win, provided he is not "pulled," "stopped,"

"roped," or "out for air."

After a storm there comes a cairn, and it is rather quiet
now in canoe circles, but few of the boats being out last Sun-
day. The club met and tendered a vote of thanks to their
hosts at Clear Lake for their many kindnesses and courtesies.
Lively times are looked for in the near future. Commodore
Blow, of the Mystic, has been pot on his mettle by his recent
defeats by the Spray and the Flirt, and is going to make some
alterations in his vessel, which, he says, will again put him in
that enviable position, the "crack of the fleet," which he has
held for a long time until recently. The club is in a very
flourishing condition, both financially and in esprit de corps,
and large improvements.are contemplated . The club house can
now barely hold all the canoes, and an addition will be built;
also a portico with glass sides fronting the creek, thus ena-
bling their guests to watch all events without being exposed to
the wind.

The Halcyon, Aggie, Lurline, and Chispa, cruised around the
Bay last Sunday. The Whitewing left Vallejj, last Sunday
between 11 and 12 o'clock, for Napa, taking home the mem-
bers of the Napa Yachting Club who have been cruising on
her for eight days. The Lolita accompanied her on the trip.

The N. Y. Yacht Club was to commence its annual cruise
on the 17th instant. After this event is over, the trial races
between the four crack sloops will take place, probably about
the middle of August. The winner of the majority of events
will compete with the Galatea for the Queen's Cup.

The Pearl on the beat down from Yallejo, ran away from
the sloop Nellie. This has resulted in a challenge, published
in a morning contemporary, from the latter's owner. We can-
not say what will come of this.

A revision of the figures in the Eastern Club Regatta, gives
the Priscilla second place over the Mayflower by one second,
instead as previously published.

The Galatea is reported to have arrived at New York.

The Galatea's Trip.

AQUATICS.
The Cruise of the Corinthians.

Color in Horses.

A good horse ia never a bad color, itis said. Still, color has

its importance, especially as indicating temper and parity of

breed. Thus, black-colored horses are of a hot and flery tem-

per and disposition; the chestnat and brown bay are reckoned

to have strength and spirit; and the white are always tender.

As to gray, it has been observed that those which tend tbe

most to black are stronger than the brighter grays. There

are besides these other colors in horses, as the roan, which

seems to be the offspring of the bay and white or the bay and

gray. The sorrel and white seems to be the anthor of the dnn

and cream color, and as for those horses which are called

strawberry, they may probably proceed from a coupling

between a bright gray and a bay. There are also some horses

mottled or red (commonly called pie-bald), either black and

white in spots, or chestnut and white.

As to the choice of color in a stallion, a person of great skill

says the dapple bay, the white bay, and the dapple gray are

to be preferred; but does not object to a horse of pure black,

provided he has a white star and a white foot. In the judg-

ment of others, however, he should be all of one color.

We find in many cases that horses of a bright bay color,

with a black mane and tail are good, as well as beautiful, and

The Corinthian Yacht Club had a most enthusiastic and

successful trip last Saturday and Sunday, the occasion being

the second cruise of the club. The sailing orders were pub-

lished in our last issue, and called for the yachts to assemble

at Tiburon prior to 7 p. M., and all the club boats, except the

Thefe, did so. The fleet then consisted of the Spray, (flag-

ship) Pearl, EiDple, Neva, Lively and Gertie (the baby of the

club). At theappointed time the fleet got under way with a

fair sailing breeze, and had to breast the last of the ebb tide.

Off California City the wind fell almost to a calm, when the

Neva held the windward position and the lead, followed closely

by the Pearl, the balance being strung out to leeward with the

Spray the last and furthest from the Marin shore. light

sail was made on all the yachts, and at the begining of the

flood tide a pleasant bieeze again sprang up and separated

the fleet. In San Pablo Bay the wind freshened considerably

and the Gertie jibed her spinnaker and had to haul on the

wind to get it down, thereby losing considerable time. Honors

were easy as far as Pinole when the Ripple was the leader.

Shortly after passing the above point a heavy fog set in, and

the yachts, with the exception of the Spray, "doused" light

sails," fearing to carry on too hard in such thick weather.

This benefited the Spray, which soon came on even terms

with the Eipple, and when off Tormey Point she took the lead.

In addition to the fog a heavy tumble prevailed, and the

smaller boats yawed considerably, and some of the yachts made
erroneous courses. The Spray anchored first off Hare Island

at 11:10 P. M., followed closely by the Eipple, Neva, Pearl,

Livelv and Gertie in tbe ordernamed. A feature of the cruise

was the fact that, in spite of variable weather and the dis-

parity in size of the vessels, the whole fleet anchored within

twenty minutes of each other. Convivial visits were in order

daring the hour following. At 11:30 a. m. on Sunday, the

preparatory gun was fired, and the yachts hove short, and

hoisted after sail. Ten minutes later the starting gun was

fired and the fleet got under way, the Pearl having the

best of the start, while the Neva had the worst. The tide

was flooding strongly, and in Bpite of an eight-knot sea

breeze, the vessels took quite a long time to clear Mare Island.

Here a big seaway was running, notwithstanding that the

flood tide was running with the wind, and the smaller vessels

sagged off considerably to leeward. The Spray, Neva and

Lively took short hitches near the light-house, and when once

clear went off on a long leg on the port tack. The Eipple and

Pearl went over to the Contra Costa shore, but made a mis-

take in not staying there and beating along shore, as they

stood right out into the channel tide again.

The Lively also made a suicidal move. After weathering

Mare Island, and making a very good race with the Neva (con-

sidering the difference in length), she held her course for

about three-quarters of an hour and then went abont on the

Land and Water of the 3d inst. says: "The Galatea,
ninety-ton cutter, sailed from Southampton Water on Sunday
afternoon for Boston, United States, to fulfill her challenge
for the possession of the America's Cup, and it is expected she
will make the passage in abont twenty-five days. She was
preceded by only a few hours by the once-eelebrated racing
Bchooner Miranda, which has been purchased by an American
yachtman, and will in future air her flag on the other side o
the Atlantic. The Galatea's topmast and general racing gea\
had been sent on by one of the liuers. She is under the com-
mand of Capt. Bradford, and has a picked crew of twenty-
four hands all told; but she will be navigated across the
'herring poud 1 by her enterprising owner, who is accom-
panied by Mrs. Henn. The vessel is stored for a sir months'
voyage, so there is no chance of the bread locker running
short. She will proceed direct to Marblehead, Mass., to refit

prior to the races. She got under way under a bright mid-
summer sunshine and a light breeze from the south-east, and
was accompanied down the Solent by the schooner Ianira,
Capt. Hargreaves, hearty greeting being exchanged between
the crews when the two vessels parted company."
The schooner Miranda is a well-known cup winner, and a

yacht that has been credited by the London Field with win-
ning more cups dnring her racing career than any other yacht
in Great Britain. She was designed and built by John
Harvey at Wivenhoe, England, and before the era of
heavy lead keels, though she lugs now twenty-six tons to
steady her when carrying sail. Mr. Harvey is a resident of
this country, and he will be well represented here by such
crafts as the cutters Bedouin, Wenonah and Oriva, and the
saucy schooner Miranda. The schooner has been purchased
by a Mr. Johnson of Boston.

The Dog Show.

Editor Breeder a>t> Sportsman:-—The entries for the

Bench Show will close on Saturday 24th, at 9 p.m. Over one

hundred dogs of extra quality will be exhibited. The pointers
will be a great improvement upon anything ever shown on
this CoaBt. They are all from the very best prize winning
stock in the east. English setters will occupy a large share
of the ball, and Irish water spaniels and Irish setters will be
of first-class character. Mr. John Davidson, of Michigan, will
judge all classes of dogs. He is a tboiough, all-round judge,

and has made a life-long study of dogs in all their varieties.

He is also a fearless judge, and not afraid of displeasing

friends or foes by his judgments. He goes in for the dog only,

without reference to pedigrees or ownership. Altogether itis

confidently expected that the show will be managed in such a
straightforward and careful manner as to give all exhibitors
confidence and satisfaction. E. Leaveslet, Sop't.

To "S. T."

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman*:—The communication

from "S. T.," in your paper of last week, is, to say the least,

in very bad taste. A gentleman from tbe east, who has had

a life-long experience in judging all clauses of dogs, has been

engaged, at considerable expense, to jndge the dogs on exhibi-

tion at the coming bench show; and when he arrives he will

. find that tbe dogs have been already judged by an amateur
tarboard tack, got out of the slack water into the tide, and wno shows great ignorance on the subject, and actually forma

fetched up nearly at Selby's Smelting Works, worse off almost

than at the start. The Ripple and Pearl were, in the mean-

time, gradually making leeway towards the Spray, on account

of the tide on their weather bow, but when near Pinole

pointed up better and again increased their distance. The

Neva kept rap full, and with sheets slightly eased went rush-

ing through the water toward Petaluma Creek, which proved

a good move, for when she came about and beaded for the

Sisters, she was ahead of the Pearl, and the latter went about

and publicly expresses his opinion on the quality of dogs he
has never seen. He winds up his communication with a

magniloquent offer to buy any dog that comes up to his

fancied standard, in which he is very cartful to make a loop-

hole for escape by making his ideal so transcendant that it :a

an utter impossibility to attain it. G. W. 1

Sax Francisco, July 22, 1886.

[Addltioual Kennel will be found on page 69.]
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THEGOT.
One of the pleasantest of the vacation tiips that have been

oiade this season was that from which Mr. H. B. Smith, Jr.,

the Pacific Coast Passenger agent of the Missouri Pacific Rail-

way Company, has just returned. His time was limited, and

he planned his excursion su as to utilize it to best advantage.

GoiDg by steamer to Eureka, Humboldt Co., thence to

Areata, and from that village to Bairs by wagon. He was

met at Bairs by Captain W. E. Doherty, of Company B. 8th

U. S. Infantry, with a pack train and horses, and guided to

Fort Gastou, near the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation,

which, with other like Reservations, Captain Doherty has iu

charge. From Fort Gaston short trips were made in various

directions, one eastward to Trinity Summit, where a five-

point buck and two bears were killed by Mr. Smith and a

hunter who accompanied the party. Another to Pine Creek

where fine troot fishing was had, Messrs. Smith and Doherty
killing one hundred and eighty in an afternoon, the fish

averaging about eight inches in length, and being the true

California brook trout. A third trip was to Redwood Creek

where the trout averaged much larger, running about three-

quarters of a pound, and the largest scaling one and one-half

pounds. Throughout the whole trip bright flies were found

the most taking. The section covered is said by Mr. Smith

to be splendid hunting country. Grouse in abundance, black

tail deer plenty, and bear iu rather uncomfortable numbers.
Captain Doherty provided pack train, blankets, and the few

supplies necessary to a thoroughbred camping outfit. There
were no roads, and for the most part the travelling was done
over faint trails or through pathless woods. It is little wonder
that Mr. Smith speaks enthusiastically of his experiences, and
asserts his intention to repeat the trip next year.

Messrs. W. E. Gerber, John Gerber and J. E.Kane, of

Sacramento, with Chris. Ecklon, of Folsom, are in camp in

the mountains about Shingle Springs. W. E. Gerber writes,

under date July 11th: "We had a fine time coming up.

Stayed in this camp a few days and then went down to

the Rubicon, and had a good hunt and fish. We got away
with four bucks, and to cap the climax Joe and Jacob Jacob-

son ran across an immense California lion. Joe shot him iu

the leg while he was running, and their shepherd dog treed

him, and they shot him through the heart. Yon should have
heard th6 mountains ring with cheers when they brought him
in. He would weigh about 150 pounds, and Joe would have
kicked the beam at 300. It was fine to see the African lion-

killer smile on his face. John is taking care of the skin and
will have it tanned. We have a fine lot of 'jerky' now smok-
ing, and will get more. Tu-morrow we start for a new camp
on the Rubicon, where Mr. Ecklon says the deer are very
plentiful; but the trip will be rough. I have caught a twenty-

inch trout, and another of fourteen inches. John Ktays in

camp and yells when we bring in a deer. Joe is a brick, and
a match for Ecklon. We are all well."

There is a certain young hunter on the avenue who is said

to have killed seventy-two deer last season. We suppose
there is no law against this, but it looks a little like crowding
the mourners for one man to slaughter so many of these

pretty animals. One man cannot certainly have need of

seventy-two deer, and even if he did he has no right to exter-

minate game in this manner. These deer were killed on
Sulphur Ridge, which aggravates the offense, for without such
wholesale slaughter Sulphur Mountain would be a good
hunting ground for years to come. Be a little more moder-
ate in years to come, boys, for your own sakes and for the

sakes of others.— Ventura Free Press.

[The moderation of the Press should make its strictures

particularly forceful.

—

Ed.]

Messrs. Chapman and Murdock, of Willows, recently

returned from a deer hunt, bringing two bucks which they
claimed to have killed, but the Willows Journal, despite a

douceur iu the way of venison steaks, receipt of which it

unblushingly acknowledges, has the effrontery to imply that a

certain old hunter named Vanderford really shot the deer and
was bribed to silence by the present of a fine Meerschaum
pipe which he has been smoking since the trip.

Albert Kohler, aged fourteen, of San Francisco, -while quail
hunting in this county Sunday, shot himself aceidently in

the right hip. The wound is not serious.

—

Marin County
Journal.
[The accident might seem to some a retribution for Master

Kohler's violation of both natural law and the written statute

relative to quail shooting. The season for quail opens on
Ootober 1st.—Ed.]

The Throckmorton Rancho, long a resort for quail-hunters, is

soon to be subdivided and sold in small holdings. What effect

the change will work as to hunting privileges it is too early to

surmise, but it is fair to presume that respectful considera-

tion of the rights of owners, and an evident desire to deal
honorably with them, will secure in future the privileges

which have afforded pleasure to bo many in years past.

Mrs. Alice Farmer, living near Upper Lake, has the dis-

tinction of killing the largest buck ever killed in Lake county,
while out hunting with her husband last Saturday. Mrs.
Farmer is used to handling the rifle, but this was the first

deer she ever shot at. There were two standing together,

and Mr. Farmer killed the other. Not a bad day's sport.

Mr. Geo. F. Mills, a devoted sportsman, who has for some
years filled a responsible position in Nevada, has returned to

San Rafael to live. Mr. Mills has done much during his

residence in the sister state tu advance sportsmanship, and
inculcate respect for game laws.

A Remington double-barrel breech-loader, in good condition,
is in the hands of Mr. John Neild, at the office of the North
Pacific Coast Railroad, in the Stock Exchange building on
Pine street, for sale at a nominal figure.

The Supervisors of Fresno county, at their last meeting,
paid over §1,100 as bounties on the scalps of wild animals.

the physicians, in order to save the limb, has attracted consid-
erable interest to those acquainted with the case. A Bee
man called on Dr. Laine, who has the patient in charge, and
obtained a description of the wound, and what is being done
for it. The doctor said the wound is known as false aneur-
ism; that is, the artery was wonnded externally, which
leaves an aperture in the artery, allowing the blood to flow
iuto a sac which is created by the impulse of the current of

blood. The physicians have been trying to cure it by com-
pressing the femoral artery. They first began by relays of

assistants, pressing with the thumbs. Afterwards an instru-

ment that presses on the artery was applied. There is now
applied but a graduated compress, exactly over the leak in

the vessel. In the opinion of the surgeons, there will be a
healing without tying the artery, in which proceedure there
is always a risk of losing the limb, or perhaps the life of

the patieut.
«,

Taxidermic Hints.

Mr. Walter E. Bryant, whose recent article on Taxidermy

so much interested our readers, contributes to an exchange

the following additional hints:

Many who have had occasion to ni3ke bird skins in the
field have regretted the sorry condition the specimen pre-
sented when unpacked at home, owing chiefly to doubled and
twisted necks. And those who have made exchanges know
that occasionally a bird gets a broken neck even when care-
fully packed and perfectly dry at starting.

The skins made by some collectors are invariably weak in
the neck from using slender rolls of cotton. Having soon
noticed this defect in even my own specimens, I substituted
for the cotton a hard roll of oakum which extended from the
mouth nearly or quite to the tail. Of course every one uses,
or ought to use, a stout wire or long sliver of wood for the
necks of large birds, hawks, ducks, herons, etc., but it is only
in reference to small birds that I wish to call attention. In
making skins of birds the size of sparrows and warblers I
began using matches with sufficient cotton Uvisted around to

make the neck of the required size. I have since adopted
the use of hard-wood toothpicks, and have already used
several hundred with quite satisfactory results. Cover the
wood with cotton by a dexterous twist of the fingers. Insert
this in the skin, letting it extend from the mouth nearly or
quite to the tail. With the bird lying on the back, the bill

may be made to point slightly upward, as it should in a well-
made skin, by allowing the neck to rest on the back, placing
all or nearly all the filling over it.

In my opinion the best skin is made in a modification of
the two extremes, with the bill neither in a line with the back
nor pointing upward at a right angle to the back, except in
case of owls, etc. An angle of forty-five degrees or less is

suitable for most small birds. For a robin a single toothpick
is scarcely long enough, and for such specimens I use two
toothpicks, letting the flat ends overlap, the cotton will hold
them together.

A bird skin made in this way may be picked up by the
bill with impunity, and in transportation the neck will not be
damaged.

I used this method on a recent trip to Mexico, and my
specimens were transported, some of them when they were
scarcely dry, several miles down a &teep mountain trail on
the backs of bronco mules, and received rougher treatment
than usually falls to the lot of even field skins, and yet there
was not one broken neck among over two hundred skins.
The second point which I wish to bring to the notice of

naturalists is the use of absorbent cotton in the field. A spot
of blood that has formed on and among the feathers may be
scraped off with a knife blade, and then if absorbent cotton is

used the place will be so effectually cleaned as to need, with
most birds, no after treatment; at any rate, nothing more
than a little corn meal before commencing to skin the bird.
This cotton possesses great advantages over ordinary cotton

batting, and is better to use than plaster, corn meal or sand,
which would form a cake not easily removed from soma parts
of a bird without pulling feathers out or going to the trouble
of moistening it.

Outrageous Conduct.

False Aneurism,

A few weeks ago, it will be remembered. George Woodburn,
of Sacramento, son of the well-known liquor merchant,
William Woodburn, while hunting on the Grant with a

friead, shot and wounded a rabbit, which gave chase.

Woodburn's friend caught the animal, and after breaking
one of it3 legs, the thigh bone of which protruded, threw
it at Woodburn, who was struck on the right leg, receiv-

ing a puncture from the broken bone of the animal. A
few days after Woodburn was confined to his bed, where
he has been kept ever since. Upon investigation it was
ascertained that f,»lse aneurism bad set iu, the result of

the puncture. The treatment which is being observed by

A number of the farmers of the country around Grass Val-
ley complain of the conductof hunterswho go outfrom Grass
Valley and Nevada City to shoot doves or other game. These
complaints are very just. Some of the hunters act in a most
outrageous way. A few days ago a party of men with guns
went to a farm and began their shooting. Their shot fell on
the dwelling house and struck around where the lady of the
place was Bitting. One of the einphxyes at this farm was
struck in the throat by a shot, and the»skiu was penetrated.
In addition to this shooting the hunters walked through and
all about the vineyard and orchard where young vines
and young trees are growing. They listen to no protest,
excepting to return vulgar and insulting replies. Last Sun-
day the hunters were out in numbers around Indian Springs.
The men shot all around the house, and when one lady asked
them not to shoot towards her and her children, she was
answered in words both profane and obscene. Next morning
Mr. Diiesbach, proprietor of Indian Springs farm, found
that a valuable bull of his had been shot so that it died. He
does not know that hunters killed the bull, but the pre-
sumption is very strongly that way. The fields and woods
are very dry at this season of the year, and hunters are gener-
ally very careless about letting fires get started. No man who
is rwally a sportsman (and there are many in both towns we
have named) will be guilty of such conduct as we have named
in this article. A true sportsman is always a gentleman.

—

Tidings,

[If farmers would throw diguity aside and soundly whip a
few of the cowardly loafers whoso disgrace the name man,
they would have the support of all right thinking people.—En.]

We hatch our own wild geese of such dimensions tenderfeet
from New York, lor instance, are liable to mistake them for
winged hippopotami, on lakes of rose-water and cologne.
Tempests and rascally political breezes come to this modern
Eden only as dimly understood wailings from distant regions,
and people who do not know enough to find their way to the
sole remaining quarter section of Paradise in all the western
world. Here no wave of trouble ever rolls across the peace-
ful breasts, and the prosperous farmer gets $2.50 to S3.00 per
bushel for wheat, and can calmly smile at Satan's rage and
face a frowning, because less fortunate, world.

Raising Foxes for Their Skins.

J. T. Powell, of Arbuckle, Colusa county, has originated a
novel experiment, by which he expects to mate a fortune.
He proposes to engage in the business of raising foxes for
their hides. Mr. Powell and two other gentlemen propose to
fence in ten acres of land, about six miles from Tooines' old
camp, near south Xalla Balla Mountain, and put into the
enclosure about fifty cross and silver gray foxes, and com-
mence raising young foxes. When grown the skins of these
animals bring a high price in the San Francisco fur-market.
Foxes are very prolific, and get their growth iu about ten
months. It is no uncommon thing for a slut to have from
seven to ten at one litter.

When a silver gray fox is one year old the skin is worth
in San Francisco, according to quality and size, from So to
$45. The skins of cross foxes sell for SI to S10. Mr. Powell
says that he sold one silver gray fox skin last winter for $65
to a fur house in San Francisco. An ordinary good, large
silver gray fox hide is worth $50, and the very largest size
brings as high as $75 each.

[Fortunately, "Pendragon" is well on his way home, or he
would likely make a pilgrimage to Colusa with a view to vent-
ing his indignation over the prostitution of sport shown in
herding foxes like swine for their pelts.—Ed.]

Rabbits in Australia.

Oregon as Merry Sees it.

That veteran raconteur, Mr. Tom Merry, thus describee
Oregon as seen through a glass particularly darkened.

It is a peerless but modest land that never sounds the fish-

horn of its own praise. It is a laud where all the breezes are
taught to sing tunes in pianissimo style. Bananas bloom in
November, and young oranges are picked the day before
Christmas. Pine-apples and tigs grow spontaneously on Can-
ada thistle bushes everywhere, while the Cottonwood and
feuuel trees yield brook tront^ nectarines and persimmons of
large size and flavor—a cunal-boat loud to the acre. Spring
roses bloom iu the clearing, gentle Annie, for New Year's
posies, and potatoes grow as big us beer kegs at the root of
every tuft of grass. Cabbage heads of full congressional and
senatorial size give forth the fragrance of the jeFsamiiic om1
honeysuckle to the humming bird as big as canvas back
ducks, and clad iu the prismatic colors of aurora borealis.

The Australians are overrun by rabbits, and all the efforts

hitherto made to exterminate them have been futile. The
Leader discusses the matter at leugth, and in substance says:
In this colony legislative enactment rendered it compulsory

that every occupier of land should clear his property of rab-
bits, and many persons have incurred heavy expenditure in
trying to effect this. Burrows have been rilled up, bi-sul-
phate of carbon being in many cases previously placed in
them, so as to destroy the rabbits by means of the fumes-
phosphorized grain has been spread, log fences, stone walls
and other harbors have been destroyed, shooting, trapping
and hunting have been carried on, the result being that
though much work has been done and much money spent,
the rabbit still exists, though undoubtedly in diminished
numbers. It was apparent that unless the attack were kept
up continuously there would soon be the same work to do
over again, and many farmers and squatters have doubtless
emphatically condemned the individual who had the misfor-
tune to first let rabbits loose on his property. The position
now is that the rabbit scourge has spread over the colony in
a manner analogous to the ever-widening circles which are
seen when a stone is thrown into a pond of smooth water,
and it is the difficulty caused by this position which has to
be overcome. Owing, as has already been said, to the rabbits'
powers of reproduction of its species, it speedily became evident
that the vermin had got such a hold iu the country that it

was almost hopeless to expect to get rid of them by destroy-
ing them byman oal labor. Even where the population is suffi-
ciently thick to make the simultaneous-action system a feasible
one, the expense is very heavy. Then the plan of enclosing
vast areas with rabbit-proof fences was suggested, and is now
being carried out in various parts of Victoria and New South
Wales. This idea, while it may check the onward march of
the rabbit, does not destroy him, and is in itself very costly.
As these facts are being gradually learnt from experience
some persons are considering whether an enemy to the rat>
bit cannot be introduced, and thus the nuisance be cleared
off the face of the land. The ferret and the mongoose—two
very similar animals—have been suggested, but, iu the first
place, it was difficult to procure many of them; in the second
place, it was not known as a matter of certainty that they
would kill rabbits and not other animals, such as young lambs;
aud in the third place, there was some doubt as to whether
the ferret or the mongoose would not be as great a pest as the
rabbit, if he became as numerous. Then it was proposed
that the rabbits in different districts should be inoculated
with a contagious disease which they might communicate to
one another, and so effect their own extirpation. This idea,
though by no means a wholly impracticable one, was gener-
ally condemned as being likely to injuriously affect other ani-
mals, and possibly the human inhabitants of the colony, and
thus the discovery of a wholesale method of destruction
seemed as improbable as ever. However, it appears that
there is uow a prospect of an effectual rabbit exterminator
turning up where least expected, in the form of the common
domestic cat.

How the common cat came to be put to this use was fully
explained to a representative of this journal, on the occasion
of a recent visit to Wooloomauata by Mr. Malcolm M'Laren.
Mr. M'Laren says that rabbits have existed on the estate for
a number of years back, but they never increased largely
until about seven years ago. Up till that time the country
was infested with native cats, and these, Mr.MXaieu bhiievt-s

kept the rabbits in check by killing uearly all the young ones
aud as many of the old ones as they could get hold of. About
seven years ago, however, a sweeping mortality, arising from
some unexplained cause, occurred amongst the native
cats and they almost entirely disappeared, while the
rabbits multipled at a great rate. Mr. M'Laren had
heard of other persons suggesting that the domestic tat
might be utilized to kill rabbits, and he had also
noticed that cats about the place frequently did so. Some
months ago Mr. M'Laren took steps to obtain a number of
cats from the district, and up to the present he has received
between 250 aud 300, of all sorts and conditions. A house in
which to keep them for a few days was built near the home-
stead, and their permanent headquarters were fixed at a point
where rabbits abounded, among several hundred acres of thick
feru or bracken country affording them a capita! shelter, and,
in addition, beiug of the dry, saudy soil in which burrows are
easily made. On the edge of this fern country, at a distance
of from a mile and a half to two miles from I he huuiestead, a
small house, uboutO feet square aud (i feet high, was erected ut
paling, aud adjoining this was a small yard about 1-' feel wide
by 21 feet long, entirely enclosed by wire netting. A few eats
are placed iu this place and kept there for from six weeks to two
months, they being well fed during that interval, ibe wire
netted > aid Bnables them to go out and familiarize theinselv.s
with their surroundings, and by the end of, say, two months
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it is found that they begin to regard the place as their home,
and appear to forget where they came from. They are theu
set at liberty, but for a few days afterwards food is provided
outside the building, in order that those who do not at once
take to providing for themselves by catching rabbits may not
die of starvation. This process has been going on for some
time, and Mr. M'Laren has now turned about 250 cats loose

on the run. He has made examinations and inquiries, and
states his belief that none have died, and that very few have
left the run. Some have been found to be breeding, a nest
of kittens having been discovered in a log. It is, of course,

a drawback that the cats turned out have all been very tame,
and therefore can hardly be expected to become wild beasts
of prey all at once. If, however, they will only breed, Mr.
M'Laren is conBdent that the young ones born and brought
up wild will prove themselves to be natural enemies to the
rabbit. Already the effects of the cats turned loose is notice-

able by the diminution in the number of rabbits in the fern
country. Until recently thi3 land—a natural rabbit warren

—

was infested with the vermin, which could be seen in thou-
sands any day. Now they are scarce, and hardly one was seen
by the writer when, in company with Mr. M'Laren, he drove
along the edge of the fern land last Saturday evening about
dusk—an hour when the rabbit is generally abroad. A n exam-
ination of the fern country in the neighborhood of the cats'

house showed a number of freshly killed rabbits, this being
ample evidence that the cats are performing the work it was
anticipated they would do. The manager of Wooloomanata is

fully satisfied with the result of his experiment ap far as it

has gone, and he intends to endeavor to procure more cats

for the purpose of continuing it. Doubtless many city

residents would be pleased if the cat could be turned to some
more useful purpose than that of giving feline musical enter-
tainments on the housetops at midnight. Should it really

prove that the domestic cat can be bred and used with effect

to exterminate the rabbit, the fact will be a curious reflection

for those who have been looking far off for a remedy which
was really at their feet. The question, If the cat exterminates
the rabbit, what is going to exterminate the cat? need cause
no apprehension, as, since cats are carnivorous, they could at

any time be poisoned in large numbers should their destruc-

tion become desirable.
»

Great Birds Fiffhtiner.

A crowd was gathered around the cage in which the eagles
are confined in Central Park, the other day, watching a few
daring Euglish sparrows that were picking up the leavings of

the eagles' dinner, says the New York Sun. The eagles sat
majestic and silent upon the limbs of the make-believe trees,

as though lost in deep reveries. Suddenly a vulture darted
like a flash of lightning from one of the upper perches, and
swooped down upon one of our own bald heads with fiendish
screams. The bald head answered with screams of terror,

and hastily retreated into a dark corner of the cage. The
women and children drew back from the cage in fear, and
even the men exhibited a desire to be beyond the reach of

Sir Vulture's sharp talons.

The vulture stood silent on the bottom of the cage for a
moment, while the other eagles moved uneasily on their
oerches. Then the condor, which had been sitting on the
highest branch of all, gave venttoa shriek almostas deafening
as the whistle of a locomotive, and dropped down upon the
vulture. In a moment feathers flew in every direction. All

the eagles screamed in unison, and the little birds in the
other cages crouched mute and trembling in the corners.

A gray-coated park policeman, who came rushing to the
cage, shouted to a keeper, in and a moment the man who has
charge of the eagles came running up. He seized a pail of
water from behind the cage, and, getting as close as possible
to the fighting birds, he doused them with it. The effect was
instantaneous. The fight was all gone out of them and they
crawled away to different corners, dripping and dejected.
The condor had had much the best of the fight. He was
bleeding in only a few places, while his opponent was covered
with the sanguinary fluid.

"The eagles tight very hard sometimes," said the keeper to

the reporter. "Water is the only thing that will stop them,
and even that does not always work. If they are very hot we
separate them with poles, and then duck them until all the
fight is gone out of them.
"The condor is the boss of the roost, and none of the others

care to dispute his supremacy. The vultures come next as
fighters, and the bald head is at the tail end of the list. The
vultures can't stand cold water, though. In winter we have
to take them inside, while the other eagles rather enjoy the
cold.

"When we want to have some fun with the eagles we
throw live rats at them. Ordinarily they are fed with raw
meat, but live rats are delicacies to them. You never know
how terrible their talons are until you see them tear a rat to

pieces. They pounce upon rats like cats, and in a jiffy they
have them torn into shreds. The rats go into other bird
cages and steal the eggs, but they give the eagle's cage a wide
berth."

"Do the eagles hurt themselves in their fights?" inquired
the reporter.

"Oh, yes, if they were not separated they would fight until
one or the other was killed."

TRAP.
Golden Gate Gun Club.

This club shot at McMahou's on Sunday last, for the fifth

time this season.
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15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise.

FIB8T-CLAS8 MEDAL.

E. Forster 110 111
Dnnleavy 1

Ashcroft 1
Allen 1 1

Munson 1

Mangier 1 1

Eugene Forster 1 1 !J

Schlenter 1

Pardi 1 1

Meyer 110
Gorbam 10
Ties at 5 pairs, 15 yards rise.

Edg. Forster. .11 10 10 10 11—7
Dunleavy....ll 00 01 00 00—3

SECOND-CLASS MEDAL.

Kersbaw 1110 1
Garralt 10 1

Maloue 10
Foley 10
At 10 single clay pigeons, 18 yards risi

1

1 1

1

o o

1—11
0—11

10 11 1—10

1

1— 9
1—7
1—0
1—6
0—5

10-3
- 3

I Ashcroft

.

..01 00 10 00 10—3

10 1-7

10 1

1—1
u—

3

Allen 111101111
8chleuter...l U10I11101
Ed. Forster..0 10111010 1-G
Bug. Forster.l 10 1111 0—0
Munson 00011101 1-5
Kershaw. ...0 1110 10 1-5

Ashcroft

.

Garratt...
Pardi
Gorbam .

.

Foley

.10

.0110

.0110

.0100
..10 1

10 11 0-1
10 1—4

110 0-3
10 10 0—3

1 0—3

At 5 pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards rise.

Munson 11 10 11 10 11—8
Forster,Ed...lO 00 11 11 10—6
Allen 10 10 10 11 10—6
Schleuter 10 11 00 11 00—5
Ashcroft 00 10 11 10 10—5

Garratt 10 10 01 10 00—4
forster, Edg.. 00 11 10 00 00—3
Foley 00 10 10 00 00-2
Kershaw 00 00 10 00 —

1

Lincoln Gun Club.

The fourth of the regular meetings of the Lincoln Gun
Club at Colma, on Sunday last, was well attended, A reporter
says of an incident of "the meeting: "At the finish of the
medal shooting, the Lincoln Club members were rather sur-
prised by the appearance of a deputy sherifF, with warrants
for their arrest unless the shooting was stopped. It appears
that a complaint had been made by some citizens of Colma.
The club had leased the ground for the season, and had been
to a good deal of expense in building sheds and making other
provisions. The sheriff intimated that a payment of $15
would smooth matters, but the club refused to cash up, and
will fight the matter in the courts.
At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, shooting in classes, for club medal.

FIKST CLASS MEDAL.
Campbell 01111001001110-8
Eord 1100000010001 0—4
Bruns 1000101111100 1—8
Edler 0100110110101 0—7
Parks 00110111000110-7
Potter 1 1100011011011 I—10
Merguire 1001100011010 1—7
Cate 11011001010011-8
In the shoot for the second class medal, the winner, Scheu-

del, did better than the higher classed man.
SECOND CLASS MEDAL.

Karney 0000101011100 1—6
Quinton 1 0000111111010 0—8
Scheudel 1 1111100111110 0—11
Venker, F 00010110101100—6
Horber 1 1000000000100 1—4
Cohen 1010001100101 0—6
Doane 00011101100111—8

Gun Club.

Another of the pleasant trap meetings of the Gun Club was
held on Saturday last at Bird's Point. The birds were very
fair and were helped by a tailing wind. The shooting was
first rate. Messrs. Ewing, Wilson and Orr killing twelve
each, and the club averaging 75 per cent. Mr. Ewing won
the shoot off, and the club medal became his property, he
having won it three times.
At 12 live birds, 5 ground traps, Hurlingham style, for club medal,

won by Mr. Thomas Ewing.
Butler 1 1
Ewing 1 1
Howard 1 1
Wilson 1* 1
Havens
Jellett 1 1* 1* 1*

Kilgariff 1 11
Golcher 1 1*0 1
Laing 1 1*1 1*1
Orr 1 1 1 1*1*1
Fuller 1*1*1 10 1
Smith ] 1* 1 1

*Both barrels used.

1* 1

1 1* 1
1* 1
1 1* 1

1

111—9
1 1* 1* 1* 1—12

1* 1* 1

11
1
1* 1 1*
1* 1* 1* 1

0—5
1* 1—12
1—7
1—7

11—9
1—9

111
1* 1

1 1* 1

1* 1* 1* 0— 9
12

10 1—9
110—9

FTEST TIES.

.1 1* 1 1-4Ewing 1 1*1 1^ I Orr
Wilson 1*1 —2

J

SECOND TIES.

Ewing 1*1 l«l-4|Orr 1 1 1—3
Freeze-out, S2.60 entrance. Divided by Messrs. Ewing and Butler.

Jellett 1 1
Ewing 1 1
Smith 1* 1

Laing 1 1
Golcher 1 1

Kilgariff 1* 1* 1
Fuller 1*

Butler 1*1 1
Wilson 1 1 1

Mr. W. A. Hardy, Treasurer of the Seattle Rod and Gun
Club, favored us with a call on Tuesday last. He had many
pleasant things to say of "Silalieum," Messrs. Robertson,
McNaught, Lowman, and other well-known members of that
vigorous club, and his descriptions of the sport to be had
about Seattle, indicate that to be the real sportsman's Mecca.

The Golden Gate Club will hold an open tournament at

Peoria blackbirds, at McMahon's, on Sunday, August 1st.

The first shoot will bo at fifteen single birds, 18 yards, S3,
pigeons included. Prizes 50, 30, 20 per cent. The second
shoot will be at five doubles, $1.50 entrance, fifteen yards
rise. Same conditions as to prizes.

The American clay bird has been much nsed by the Seattle

Club, and with satisfactory results. They are sharp flyers

and do not break unless hit by shot. The target is being
vigorously pushed by the manager, Mr. J. E. Miller, and we
hope will be experimented with by our readers.

Next Saturday, at Bird's Point, the interclub match between
the Alameda County Club and the Gun Club will be shot.

Teams of ten men from each club will contest.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club shoots to-day at

Bird's Point, beginning at 1 :30 p. m.

THE RIFLE.
A San Franciscan at Carson.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Being one of the old

Carson boys (14 years ago) I dropped in to see them, and yes-

terday, by invitation, went to the range to see them shoot.

They are "bang up." They insisted that I take a turn,

which was my first shoot with a rifle at a target. But
holding a gun, nearly as large as myBelf, at arm's length, on
a bull's-eye, rather worried me; but they informed me after

Bhooting two rounds, ten shots each, that I had made the

best score ever made at that range by an amateur, whioh, of

course, was satisfactory, and I quit at once. Below is my
score. I shall expect to see you at Birds' Point on Saturday
next, at Alameda Club shoot, and also on 31st at the time we
try our luck with the Gun Club. W. W. Haskell.
At 200 yards, off hand. Rings Creedmoor

Haskell.... 2 26025485 4—44 38266346638 6—49 39

A number of the British new pattern rifles have been sent

to Aldershot on trial, but so far they meet with little approval.

With the sword-bayonet they are one and a half pounds
heavier thnn those now in use, and one inch shorter than
with the bayonet. The present self-supplying apparatus,

when attached to the rifle, makes it very cumbersome and
awkward to handle. The new rifles are sighted up to 2,000

yards, and one real improvement is that there is attached to

the back sight a movable wind gauge.

Shell Mound.

There was a good attendance of members of the Nationals
at Shell Mound Park last Sunday. The shooting was very
good, considering a very aggravating wind which bothered
the marksmen very considerably. The following are the
scores for the monthly medal shoot, the first three in each
class securing medals:

CHAMPION CLASS.

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 vards—5 54555454 4—46
500 yards—4 33555546 4—43

Total
T. E. Carson . 200yards—4 44454444 5-42

500 yards—3 54556353 5—43

Total 85
P. E. Robertson 200yards—3 54444444 4—40

500 yards— 5 34443445 4-40

Total 80
C. F. Waltham 200 yards—5 44555454 5—46

500 yards—5 42254453 4—38

Total 84

FTBST CLASS.

Julius Klein 200 yards— 3 43534443 4—37
500 yards—4 43545455 5-44

Total 81
A. J. Ruddock 200yards—3 52343424 4—34

500 yards—2 45555644 4—43

Total 77
C. Meyers 200yards—I 34444443 4—38

600 yards—4 54435543 5-^12

Total 80
P. M. Deiss 200 yards—3 24345445 4—38

500 yards—4 53444342 5-36

Total 74

SECOND CLABS.

H. J. Pembroke 200 yards—4 43334544 4—38
600yards-4 54242453 4—37

Total 75
— Thompson 200 yardB—4 43434534 4—38

500 yards—4 43243323 2—30

Total 68
O.Holte 200yards—4 4 4

500 yards—

Total

THTRD CLASS.

V. A. Dodd 200 yards-

4 4
4 3

4 3—37
2 0—19

McGrath 200 yards -

R. Palm 200 vards—

4

5 3 4
5 3 4

4 3 4
4 4 4 3 4

3—39
3—38

3 2 3 2—35

FOUBTH CLASS.

J. F. Norton 200 yards—3 3

Cbas. Jansen 200 yards—4 4

A special prize offered by Captain J. E. Klein, for the best

score at 200 yards, with Springfield rifles, usual conditions,

was won by T. E. Carson, with the following excellent score

:

T.E.Carson 200 yards—5 64555455 5—48

Julius Klein was promoted from the first to the champion
class.

The German Fusilier Guard also had its monthly medal
shoot at Shell Mound, last Sunday. The scores, with Mauser
rifles, at 200 yards, are as follows:

FIRST OLASS.

Capt. H.Stettin 38 I J. Petersen 36
H. Vocke 38

|
C. Trompert 34

SECOND CLASS.

A. Jansen 33 I P. Saizman 27
T. Dahse 33

|

THTED CLASS.

A. Cassebobm 34
|
H. Seifert 19

Sacramento.

3 4
4—40
3—38

Company G. made the following score on Sunday last, at

200 yards, off hand; possible 50.

Captain Hall 4 44446555 4-44
Lieutenant Sbeeban 3 44343344 3-35
Lieutenant Flaherty 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sergeant Sheehan 5 4 4 4 3 4 4
Sergeant Coyne 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
Corporal Lowell 4 5 4 4 4 4 4

Private Sheehan 3 4 3 6 2 4 5 5

PrivateKlein 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 4

Private McKenna 3 3 4 4 4 5 3 3
Private Coffey 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4

Private McMillon 4 3 4 6 4 6 5 3

Pool shooting:

Captain Coffey 2 4 4 5 4—19 IPrivate McKenna. ...3 3 4

Corporal Loweullan.. 4 4 4 4 4—20 Private McMullan... .3 2 3

Private Klein 4 3 4 4 6—20
I

3 4-89
4 3—38
4 4—39
3 4—36
4 4—41
4 3-40

4 4—18
2 3—13

Shoot at Harbor View.

The California Schuetzen Club had their monthly medal
shoot at Harbor View on Sunday last, the members turning

out in large numbers. The feature of the day was the struggle

for the gold champion medal, Adolph Strecker having won it

twice, and if he got away with it again it was his personal

property. John Utschig started in after Streoker from the

beginning, and until the last shot it was nip and tuck between

the two marksmen, but Utschig got a bad one at the finish

and Strecker carried off the championship with the very hand-

some total of 436 rings, Utschig scoring 433. The winner's

average was 21 16-25ths rings, and Utschig's 21 13-25ths.

The result of the day's shooting was aB follows: Champion
class, Adolph Strecker, 436 rings; first class, L. Dormbier,

405 rings; second clasB, A. T. Fields, 372, with a handicap of

20 per cent, added because of his using a military rifle; third

class, F. O. Young, 376; fourth class, L. Eadovioh, 345, or

with 26 rings allowance for his military rifle, 371 rings.

The Austin Reaille giveB the following: At the target Bhoot-

ing yesterday, while H. C.Thomas was riddling the bull's-eye,

his Springfield rifle exploded with a noise like a cannon. The
breech was badly shattered. The flying pieces sttuck him
under the eye and on the hand, cutting bad guBhes, but not

inflicting any very serious injuries. This is the first instance

we ever heard of a Springfield rifle exploding.

From The Rifle, Boston, there comes a score book to be

used with the Standard American Target, recently adopted by
leading rifle associations. The target is highly recommended,

and the score book will be found well designed and very con-

venient. We shall be pleased to forward orders for it to the

publisher.

Lieutenant Patten, Twenty-first Infantry, has icv i

new self-registering target, whioh records the shnt-

with their value and respective distances from the 1
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NOTICE.
D G. Waldron, so well known on this Coast, is the traveling agent,

solicitor and correspondent of the Bbeeder and Sportsman.

San Francisco, — Saturday, July 24, 1886.

Died.

BERRY—In Oakland, July 21st, Marion 3., wife of Edwin W. Berry,
daughter of Jos. Cairn and Laura D. Simpson. Born at Salnba,
Iowa, Oct. 11, 1852.

The above is sufficient explanation of the absence of

articles by the editor in this department. "We tender our

heartfelt thanks for the general expressions of sympathy

and kind offers of assistance.

The Dog Show.

On this evening, at 9 o'clock, entries to the Dog Show
close with the Superintendent at No. 436 Montgomery

street. Elsewhere in the paper will be found a statement

from the Superintendent as to what the prospects for a

first-class show are. We should have preferred to give

exact figures up to the time of going to press, but were un-

able to do so, anil as" a consequence are compelled to base

opinions upon inadequate data. But, in so far as we can

learn, the provisions made for the management of the

show are ample, and owners at a distance, we believe,

may rely upon having animals properly cared for.

From the Secretary of the Executive Committee we
learn that the dogs are to be benched upon four platforms

on the main floor of Piatt's Hall, except the larger breeds

which will be placed along the sides of the hall upon the

floor. A feitchen is attached to the hall, where cooking

for those dogs not fed by owners will be done. It is the

intention to feed Spratts Patent biscuits, mixed in such

proportions with meat as the great experience of the

Spratt Company has proven best. Four attendants will

water and feed the dogs, the latter being done from tins

of which each animal will have one. The members of

the Executive Committee, by allotment, will serve in

turn as supervisors, and some of them will be in attend-

ance at all times. Two watchmen will be on duty dur-

ing the whole of each night of the show.

The dogs will be taken from the benches at proper in-

tervals and given an opportunity to stretch and free

themselves. The prizes are to be silver medals to win-

ners of first, and bronze medals to winners of second, and

Mr. Lee informs us that diplomas will probably be given

to all placed dogs. The special prize list is a generous

one, the special awards numbering fifteen, up to this

writing, Thursday evening, and several more special

prizes are expected. The judging as has been published

heretofore, will be done by Mr. John Davidson of Mon-
roe, Michigan, a gentleman not unknown to fanciers, of

whom that expert Mr. Fred A. Taft writes us under date

July 21st: "You will find Mr. Davidson a blunt, honest

man, and a judge of a dog, a thorough sportsman and

a good shot." The superintendent writes that Mr.
Davidson will judge all classes, and we hope the suc-

cessful exhibitors will receive their honors meekly, while

to those on whom fortune does not wait, we can offer

no better suggestion than this—that they study dispas-

sionately the awards, and credit the judge with impar-

tiality and with candor. It is unfortunate that internal

dissensions should have weakened the organization which
gives the show, and very many of the best dogs of the

State will not come under Mr. Davidson's eyes. But it is

now too late to repair errors, and with his judgment upon
those shown, candid men will have a standard by which
to gauge the merits of other animals. We think we
are justified in urging readers at a distance to visit the

;.tv and attend the show.

J. B. Haggin haB won $25,000 with Ben Ali and Ban Fox
aince January 1, 1886.

The Fair Entries.

The speed programme of the Petaluma Fair opens on Mon-

day, August 23d. The date of closing the entries is fixed for

August 1st, but as that date falls on Sunday it will be well

for those interested to send their entries in on next Saturday,

July 31st. The same reference applies to Santa Cruz, San

Jose, Stockton, Santa Rosa, the Seventeenth District Agri-

cultural Association at Glenbrook Park. The Los Angeles

date is the 31st of July, next Saturday, and so is the Golden

Gate Fair, and the State Fair at Sacramento. The entries for

the Bay District Association races close on the 31st inst. The

date of closing entries for the Thirteenth District Fair, at

Marysville, is August 10th.

Rancho del Rio Sale.

The annual sale of the Rancho del Rio yearlings, post-

poned from Saturday last, will be brought off to-day, at

the stableB opposite Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

beginning at 1 o'clock p. m., under the direction of Col-

onel S. D. Bruce, Senior Editor of the Turf, Field, and

Farm and compiler of the "American Stud Book." We
have before written of the sterling worth of the year-

lings, and it merely remains to reiterate that horse-

men cannot afford to let the opportunity pass without

endeavoring to secure one or more of the animals offered'

A Slight Change.

By telegram, received from President Walrath of the

17th District Association, we are advised to change

the 2:22 Class, heretofore advertised in the programmes

of the association, to a 2:20 Class. This is race No. 10.

The notice was received after the forms containing the

advertisement had been printed, and horsemen will

please take notice and govern themselves accordingly.

E. J. Baldwin's Return.

Omaha, July 17.—E. J. Baldwin, who passed through
to-day on his way home to San Francisco, said his horses
would be shipped to-day from Chicago to Saratoga, where
some of them are entered for the races. "What do I consider
the coming eolts?" repeated Mr. Baldwin to the correspond-
ent's question. "It is early to tell. Two or three good
horses have come out this year; four or five three-year-olds

have done well. I should say the most promising are Ben
Ali, Ban Fox, Blue Wing, Silver Tail, and Silver Cloud.
Ben Ali, who won the Louisville Derby, and Silver Cloud,
who won the Chicago Derby, I consider the most promising.
"How about Yolante?"
'Twill match Volante against any horse in the world for

§10,000. Volante will run against the Woodford horse at

Saratoga."
"Are you intending to miss that race?"

"Oh, no. I'm only going to San Francisco for four or five

days, on a little business, and then coming back."

"You have brought horBes overland several seasons for

racing. How do you think they staud it?"

"Why, it handicaps them at first. The eastern horse3 can
go much better when they live east all the year round, and
do not have the disadvantage of traveling, but after our
horses get over the traveling they can best the eastern horses.

We keep our horses in California every winter, and that

gives them an advantage over the eastern horses."

"Ton claim that California is the great climate for raising

fast horses?"
"Yes; we can raise horses with bigger lungs and that can

stand more than those raised in the blue-gTaes region or any-
where east. They will learn it, too, when we keep beating

them, and they'll own it when we sell our horses and they
are forced to come us to buy. No, we haven't offered to sell

yet, but I Bhall begin in about two years. In ten years Cal-

ifornia will be recognized as the country for fast-horse

breeding."

Match Trot at Honolulu.

Kapiolant Pare, July 13th 1886.—Match race S259 a side. Mile
beats, 3 in 5, to harness.

A. Brouse's b m Cleminti»a 1 1 1

King Dade's b g Redwood 2 2 2
Time, 2:38, 2:41J. 2:36.

The weather was fine, the track very bad, and the attend-
ance very slim. This match was the result of Clemintina
getting beaten at the 11th of June races, at which time she
went to wagon. The Redwood party evidentlv thought that

they had a soft snap, for they were offering odds, even after

the mare had scored two heats to her credit. King drove the
first to heats in such a manner as to lead outsiders to make
remarks that he wus not driving to win. The third heat he
evidently meant business, but the mare was too much for

him. That there was a miscalculation somewhere was very
evident. The very obliging Secretary of the Hawaiian Jockey
Club only charged the boys $25 for the use of the track, no
admission was charged to see this race. Three of the best
horses on the Islands have broken down on this track, and
it is a shame that they don't so something to it.

Yours, Honolulu.

Ormonde's Measurements.

The Derby wirner's figures ore, says Rapier, in the London
Sporting and Dramotic News: Height, 16 hands, 1$ inches;
girth, 5 feet 8 inches; below knee, Sjj inches. This is very
handsome it need not be said. A hunter with a six-foot girth
is thought to be well-shaped, aud here we have a three-year-
old in the best condition only four inches less. Yerneuil's
proportions were so remarkable that record has been made of
them. He measured: Height, 16 hands 2| inches; girth, 6
feet 6 inches; round cannon bone, S ; inches. But when
these measurements were taken he was a four-year-old, and
Ormonde has not yet come to his fnll development.

Mr. W. M. Murray has returned from his Oregon trip with
his string of thoronghbredB, and has them at Sacramento
where he will at once put them in trim for the circuit of the
fair races.

General Topics.

There was something of a backset to our encomiumB on the
weather in the paper of last week. After scribbling the
eulogies, the Wednesday afternoon train was boarded at

Sixteenth-street Station, Oakland, time, 3:30 p. m. The
drive to the station was pleasant as could be desired. Air
tempered to a nicety, and the horse bowled along the smooth
surface of Peralta street as though there was any amount of

stimulus in the ocean breeze. Until nearing Port Costa it

was a pleasant journey. We fell in company with a friend who
is quite well-posted in Toeing affairs, and there was little break
in the conversation anent the doings of our horses in the

east, and other topics of decidedly a turfy flavor. On the
other side of the Straits of Carquinez there was a change. In
place of the atmosphere neither eager nor nippling, though
somewhat fresh, there was a strip of warmth not in accord-

ance with usual thermal regulations, for we were travelling

to the northward; but the further we went and the nearer to

the north pole we drew, the heat increased. It was Burely
hot at Suisun; there was no mistaking the fact when the train

paused at Dixon. At Sacramento, notwithstanding the
depot clock marked the seventh hour after the sun had
passed the meridian, it was biting. Where were the Sacra-

mento evenings so often enjoyed, so enthusiastically cherished

as the perfection of climatic bliss. Echo did not answer or

even whisper a clew to guide one in the search. There was a
heated man in the moon, and in place of this pale orb silently

shining, Luna had a decidedly florid countenance.

Some time after eight o'clock we were gratified to have our
old friend, Colonel Saunders D. Bruce, put in an appearance,

having spent the afternoon and dined with an old school-

mate he had not seen since the days of '49. The farm of the

pioneer was on the other side of the river, aud it is needless

to state that it was hot there too. The first trip of Colonel

Bruce to California, his advent being on the Sunday previous,

he had a full share of a warna reception. Very different from
his former notions of California weather, as from all accounts

oral, written and printed, while there might be days of warmth
the nights were always cool. It was somewhat amusing to

listen to the comments of those who were introduced to Col.

Bruce, as we sat in front of the Golden Eagle Hotel. "When
did you arrive, Colonel?" would be the first inquiry. "Sun-
day last," the response. "Well, I have been in California

thirty-seven years and never saw such a heated time as this,"

would follow the intelligence that thia was his first trip to

California. One man assured him that he invariably slept

under two pairs of blankets, and firmly averred that he was
not uncomfortable during the fervent heat which now pre-

vailed.

The next morning we arose before 5 o'clock. To what
country had the Sacramento mornings migrated, one mentally

queried. The air had not a tinge of the snow-capped SierraB,

neither was there a trace of the refrigeration which comeB

from the contact with salt water, that water being the return

current from the Arctic. Coolness was out of the question,

and as we sauntered trackwards, though the sun's rays came
askance, there was plenty of caloric in the oblique reflection.

It grew hotter as Sol pursued his journey, and when the

sunbeams sloped from the west just before train time. It was
superlatively hot. No one could be blamed for interpolating

a pungent adjective or two when descanting upon the weather,

as ordinary language failed to keep up with the rising ther-

mometer. Where, too, were the ocean breezes that were prom-

ised to greet us as the straits were passed? Twisted out of

their usual course some way, and cavorting around in some
far-off clime where there was no particular necessity for their

visitation.

There was another anomaly for our friend to ponder over.

Crossing the bay Col. Bruce remarked to a friend, that if in

New York he would prognosticate a thunder storm close at

hand, at the outside within twelve hours. He wbb assured

that rain in July was of such rare occurrence that the odds

would be longer against it falling than those on Tremont
when he ran in his late races. As for a thunder storm that

was out of the question, and anyone who would wager one

dollar against a hundred would surely throw his dollar away.

This estimate we should surely have endorsed, as in the

twelve years' residence thunder has only been heard three

times. But sure enough it came! Jove rattled the gong

Jupiter Pluvius put in an accompaniment of rain before the

rising of the sun on Friday, and our crowing over the fail-

ure of the hay-making raiu was "hollering" a little while

before fairly out of the woods. There are always laggards,

and some hav in cock and stack was wetted.

While Hickok was in Chicago attending the races, he gave

the following opinion of Guy, the Bix-year-old which has

raised Buch an excitement in the east by his barefooted per-

formances. Some time ago, when noticing these perform-

ances, we predicted that he would be "steadier," basing that

opinion on the greater freedom from injury when relieved of

metal appendages on his feet, aud therefore giving him more
confidence. A blow from the barefoot can be compared to

the stroke of a boxing glove, while that of a shoe has the

potency of brass knuckles. Guy is not the only trotter which

has the knack of trotting fast barefooted. Last Saturday

Col. Sv D. Bruce visited the Oakland track, aud we drove

Antevolo, the only thing on legs and feet being quarter-boots

of the tunnel pattern. He trotted the stretch in ?A\ seconds,

was walked and jogged three miles, and then moved half a

mile in 1:10 (Col. Bruce made it 1:09}.) the last, or straight

quarter, 33J seconds. Now Antevolo has made a season of
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sixty-four mares, and is still doing service. This was the

second move of half a mile, the first being the preceding Wed.
nesday, in 1:12£.

The trotters at Cleveland, Hickofc says, are all doing well,

and are going faster than any lot of horses he ever saw
together. Splan has a great stable, and Counselor Crawford
has a good one. There is no sickness among the horses, and
they all trot fast. Speaking about W. J. Gordon's sis-year-

old Gay by Kentucky Prince, dam by American Star, he
Baid, "There is the fastest horse I ever saw. Hitched to a
common, low-wheeled cart weighing over a hundred pounds
and carrying Splan in it, and without a shoe on any foot, I

saw him trot a mile in 2:17i- Ee is a bad actor in company,
something like St. JuUen was, and they can't trot him in races

and win until they get him steadied. Splan is working on
him just as I used to with my old horse, and yon may depend
on it that whenever he gets ready to start him he will beat
every trotter in the world. I knew that he was as fast as a

ghost two years ago, and offered $20,000 for him without get-

ting him.

While there is a prevailing impression that a horse cannot

trot nearly as fast barefooted as when shod, we do not think

that there can be other causes than that of getting a "better

hold." That is, that metal can be given a sharper edge than

horn, and therefore enables the animal to propel the weight

with greater force. Thus the spiked shoes of the runner

enables him to run a hundred yards nearly a quarter of a

second faster than when a shoe is worn which has only the

traction of the sole to prevent slipping. Still there is danger

in sharp edges. With a sharp toe on the front foot, there is

an increased liability to "scalping." With the hind foot shod

with a shoe which will take hold of the ground, even quarter

boots may not afford adequate protection.

Before Antevolo is driven fast again tips will be put on,

those for the hind feet fashioned so as to "catch" and yet

shaped so that there will be as little danger as possible of

wounding the quarters of the fore feet. Should improve-

ment be shown over the barefooted trial, a full description

will be given. The hind tips will be after a different model

than heretofore used on a trotter, and, as before stated, will

be shaped to prevent slipping back, while one tendency to

cub the quarters will be obviated.

Any person of average information and corresponding in-

telligence, will admit that there is less strain on the legs with

light weight on the feet than when a contrary course is

pursued. Therefore, a trotter which can go fast without

being encumbered is better in many respects than when
a load of iron or steel is a necessary adjanct to speed.

This is self-evident, an axiom, in fact, that does not require

argument, and to take up space to present it copiously would

be an insult to the intelligence of our readers. We have

seen colts of less than fifteen months of age burdened with

"Bhoes all around." A two-year-old filly, which was show-

ing wonderfully well barefooted, went lame after her

first shoeing. Her trainer ascribed the lameness to influenza,

turning his eyes away from the more direct cause and mis-

leading himself, as well as the owner, from adhering to old

ideas. It may be that the lameness came from a wrench,

and that the pressure of the shoe, or the driving of the nails

had nothing to do with it. Still, as she had suffered with

influenza for weeks before being shod without exhibiting

lameness, it would be queer, indeed, if that was the real

cause.

This filly, when barefooted, dropped from a three and a

half gait to a quarter in forty-one seconds, and that improve-

ment the result of a few weeks* handling. This should have

satisfied anyone, and even if fully impressed with the idea

that shoes would add to her speed it would not have been at

all detrimental in such a case to let well enough alone. And
yet if there were reasonable hopes that weight on the feet

would result in an increase of speed, the benefits derived

from leaving the feet untrammelled, during a period of active

growth.it certainly appears the wisest coarse to delay the

experiment until this critical stage has passed. The feet of

yearlings are in proportion to the size of the body. Even

with colt3 of that age which have been kept so that there is

an extra growth, there is a great disparity between that stage

of life and matured form. Place a rim of metal on the feet

and all natural expansion is precluded. There is rigidity in

lieu of pliability, and the functions are checked, if not seri-

ously endangered. The wall is held by an unyielding band,

and consequently the growth of the interior portion of the

foot is, in a measure, interfered with. A few months may do

irreparable injury when shoes are put on at this critical

period, and we have not the least hesitancy in stating that

there must be resulting evils if the practice is continued.

The following poker-playing story was cut from the

Sporting World, and it brought to mind an incident we wit-

nessed very many years ago. It was in the days when

straight poker ruled, and before "draw" supplemented the

old-fashioned American game. By the way, whoever invented

draw must have drawn his inspiration from "brag," as that

gave an opportunity to better the original hand. To our

story. In a village in northern Pennsylvania there was a

club of young mem who were partial to poker. A new

beginner joined the fraternity and he had only progressed

far enough to know something of the relative value of pairs,

three of a kind, flushes, &c. There was quite a pot on the

board, resulting from several passes all round, and the

neophyte was gratified to find three pairs in his hand. He

was unaware that more than five cards was iuadmissable

and he bet with vigor, his opponents finally having to "call."

With triumph in his countenance he threw down his three

pair, deeming them invincible, and it required a good deal

of joint argument to convince him that it was loss in place of

gain.

Senator Boweu of Colorado is generally acknowledged to be
the finest poker player in Washington, says the Philadelphia
Times. He is also very fond of coaching neophytes in the
science. A short sime ago Senator Kenna, of West Virginia,
conceived a longing to learn the principles of the game about
which he had heard so much. Of course he applied to Boweu
for information. The latter was delighted. For several days
he gave Kenna lessons in the room of the Committee on
Enrolled Bills, of which Bowen is chairman. The young
West Virginian seemed to make rapid advancement, and the
Colorado Senator began to boast of the proficiency of his
pupil. It was noticed, too, that while both were in the Senate
Chamber they usually occupied adjoining chairs and were
often in eager converse. This caused some comment, as the
senators are from widely separated parts of the country,
belong to opposing parties, and are not on a committee
together. It was generally supposed, though, that poker was
the subject of conversation, since Bowen bad been boasting of
Kenna's new acquirement.

Well, one night last week a friendly party was gathered in
Bowen's room at the Eiggs House. Kenna was there, and
so was Dolph of Oregon, whose skill with cards is recognized
both here and at home. During the conversation Bowen
started off on his favorite theme, and lauded Kenna's progress
under his tutorship. Dolph suggested that he would give
Kenna a chance to show his ability in a §50 limit game.
Kenna looked dubious, but Bowen patted him on the shoul-
der and told him to go in.

The game began with Bowen leaning over bis pupil's chair
to give encouragement. It was stipulated beforehand by
Dolph, however, that no suggestions should come from the
Colorado man. Dolph put up his dollar ante and Kenna
dealt. The latter held a pair of queens, a king, a ten and a
seven. With all the eagerness of a neophyte he came in and,
laying his pair aside, discarded the others. At this point a
couple of western members came in and it was some minutes
before the game was proceeded with. Finally Kenna dealt

the cards. In the draw he got two queens and an ace.
Bowen could hardly restrain his delight, and it was evident
from his expression that he longed to yell to his pupil: "Go it,

my boy, for all you're worth."
Kenna did not seem to be overpleased, however. As begin-

ners generally do, he laid his second pair aside from the first,

and, putting his elbows on the table, awaited the betting.
Dolph, of course, thought his opponent bad two pairs. Hav-
ing three aces himself, he went about the betting in a very
confident way. Patting S20 on the table, he looked hard at

Bowen to detect any signals that might pass between the
teacher and the pupil. Bowen kept the agreement honestly,
although his face was red with suppressed emotion and his

fingers seemed to sink into the back of the chair. Kenna,
without looking at his cards again, folded his arms and con-
sidered the advisability of coming in. Finally remembering
what his teacher had told him about Dolph's bluffing
schemes, he planked down the S20 and called.

"Three aces," said Dolph, showing his hand.
"Beats me," replied Kenna. "I've only got two pairs."

At this Bowen could restrain himself no longer, and yelled:

"What are you talking about two pairs, Kenna? Look at

your hand, man."
"I have looked at it," said Kenna quietly. "I had one pair

of queens and I drew another pair. Two pairs and the other
card is an ace."

Then there was wild laughter from the lookers on except
Bowen, who sank into a chair with a despairing look at hJB

promising pupil. Kenna "caught on" after a while, but it

was too late. He had thrown up his hand, and the pot went
to his opponent. He laughed heartily when he saw the point,

and confessed that he had a few things to learn about poker
yet. Bowen has given up his pupil, and freely expresses the

opinion that a man who does not know that four queens beat

three aces can never carry the Democratic party through the

next campaign.

Turf Winnings.

Up to the 10th inst. the D.vyers have won in round num-
numbers S9S.500 in stakes aud purses alone. Such a series

of victories, representing such a money value, when the

season is not half over yet, is really marvelous in the annals
of the turf. At present it actually locks as if owners were in

the stakes at Monmouth Park for the sole purpose of bringing

grist to the Dwyer mill. The phrase "Dwyers luck," which
has been current on the turf, seems now to have settled down
to a fixed fact. Of coarse their success depends in a large

measure on their luck. At the yearling sales last year and
the other years there were present as good judges as they,

who were prepared to spend any amount of money in reason
to get the best. Yet somehow the pick of the lots seemed to

drift toward Brooklyn, and in many instances at cheap
prices. On the other hand the Dwyers make the most of

their opportunities. They do not look upon a turf campaign
as an amusement for idle hours. They make a business of it.

They are at work early in the morning and late at night

watching their property and guarding their interests. They
use every legitimate means to find out exactly what their

horses can do and what others can do. By this means they
learn how to place their horses to the best advantage, and,

having assumed the risk of entering liberally in all stakes suit-

able to them, they manage to reduce the chances against them
to the very best advantage.

The name of Tremont in a race bars out betting on him.
His owners, the Dwyer Bros., have to depend upon the stakes

he wins to add to the profit of their stables. But he won
eight out of sixteen fixed events at Coney Island, worth
$18,310. .

The present racing season, up to July 1st, has yielded Ed.
Corrigan a net profit of $40,000.

Chanee of Name.

W. T. Pritchard, of Sacramento, changes the name of bis

bay two-year-old filly by Leinster, out of Addie A. by Aster-

oid from, "Amy Porter" to Ladt Leister.

Boys and Girls' Aid Society.

Editor Breeder and Spobtsmax:—Will you kindly assist

us to the extent of inserting in your paper a notice to the

effect that we have a large houseful of children, of both sexes,

and all ages, who are in extreme need of clothing of all kinds;

and oblige, Very truly vours,
E. T. Doolet, Sup't.

San Francisco, Jaly 22, 1886. Cor. Baker and Grove Sts.

[We gladly give space to Mr. Dooley's appeal in behalf of e

perfectly worthy, aud mist useful institution, and trust that

many who read this will respond generously.

—

Ed.]

ANNUAL SALE

-OF-

Rancho del Rio

YEARLINGS,

Owing to unfavorable weather,

POSTPONED TO

Saturday, July 24th, 1886.

-AT—

C. H. SHEAR'S Stables, opposite Agri-

cultural Park, Sacramento, Cal.

Sale to commence at 1 p. m.

Best lot of yearlings ever offered at auc-

tion sale.

Brothers to Duchess of Norfolk, Ed. Cor-

rigan, Fred Collin, half-brother to Connor
and Ballot Bos, and colts and fillies by Nor-

folk, Joe Hooker and Three Cheers, from as

good, and, iu most cases, tried mares as can

be found on any stud farm in the country.

Col. S. D. BRUCE, Senior Editor of

"Turf, Field and Farm," and Compiler of

the American Stud Book, Auctioneer.

The morning train of Saturday, from San
Francisco, will land passengers in time for

sale.

Stock can be seen at any time at the

stables up to the hour of sale.

Three promising two-year-olds now in

training included in the Sale Catalogue.

Cataloaues can be obtained of THEODORE
WINTERS, Sacramento, Col. S. D. BRUCE,
Palace Hotel, S. F., and at this Office.
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ROD.
The Frogs of Saginaw.

[BY A. E. BARTLETT.]

Author of the "Comic Angler," "Humours of the Rod and Gun," kc.

Afar from home, an exile here,

Loagerl iii this place of bogs and logs,

From night till morn, with languid ear.

I hear those water-birds—the frogs.

Amphibious by strange Nature's law,

The frogs—the frogs of Saginaw.

Here multitudinous legions throng,

With gutteral notes continuous, harsh,

While bull-frogs join the choral song,

And bellowing shake the sounding marsh.

Now don't, land reader, say "Oh, pshaw!"
Bull-frogs grow large in Saginaw.

The tree-toad sings in yonder tree,

To pensive mate amid the leaves;

lis not for me, his minstrelsy.

Soothed by the love song that he weaves.

She snuggles closer unto him,
Upon the cold and dewy limb.

'Tis midnight ! The great city sleeps

!

Earth's weary pilgrims rest from care;

The stars watch from their azure deeps;
There's silence in the summer air.

Lie still, my love, and list with awe,

List to the frogs of Saginaw.

Oar readers will hardly require telling where the following

incident took place: A juror said to the judge, "My business

is such that I cannot leave it—no one can attend to it but

myself," so the judge excused him, and the man went a-fish-

ing. Thereupon he was again summoned before the judge.

"I told the truth," said the juror; "no one but myself can do

my fishing. If anyone else were to do it I would not enjoy

it in the least. I hooked an enormous bass yesterday, but

he broke me. I was determined to get him, so I put on a

grasshopper, stuck it on a Limerick hook, and put it under

his nose. He wouldn't even smell it. So then I decided to

shoot him, aud just as I was in the act of pulling the trigger

the bass jumped aud grabbed the barrel of my pistol and

held on to it." "So you got him !
" excitedly exclaimed the

judge. "Yes, sir; and the prints of his teeth are on the

pistol-barrel now." "Mr. Clerk," said the judge, "enter up

a fine of one hundred dollars against this man." On hearing

this the juror grew pathetic. "What! a hundred dollars just

because I misrepresented " "Oh, no!" said the judge, "I

don't fine you because you told a lie, but because you did

not tell me you were going fishing. I would have adjourned

the Court and gone with you."

Parties of ladies from Marysville and Oroville have recently

been fishing with success. The idea is an excellent one, and

we hope will result in the formation of niauy like excursions

in other places. There is no reason why ladies should not

enjoy the pleasures of trouting as much as gentlemen, and

no sufficient reason can be found in the little hardships of

the sport to deter those of gentle mould from participation in

it. Why does not Petronella lead a company of lady fishers

to some of the beautiful streams near by? There need be no

masculine attendants, and we venture the belief that the

sense of self-reliance will sustain all who might be of such a

party through all dangers. The good effects which will surely

follow Buch trips would not be long hidden, and it needs but

the initiatory effort to enlist many followers.

It has leaked out that the Dixon Tribune man is no fisher-

man. He discourages devotees of the sport as follows:

"Now is the season at which the sportsman goes to Cache
Slough fishing, and after spending four or five dollars for his

amusement, comes home without any fish. The lazy man,
who is usually a philosopher, stays at home and buys all the

fish he wants for a quarter.

"Two young men, one of whom is a Tribune typo, went fish-

ing last—well, it's not necessary to be exact about dates.

When they went away their faces where as white as pealed

bananas; when they came back they were as florid as a ripe,

boiled lobster; but with that inborn love for veracity so char-

acteristic of fishermen, they insisted that they came home
oaded down with beautiful strings of fish."

noon of that day he took thirty-sis more, making a total o

fifty-five fish for the day, which weighed forty-live pounds.

On July 13th, in three and one-half hours' casting, he killed

forty fish, averaging about the same. All were taken on a

east" of black coachman, Tiaylor, and brown-hackle flies. He
reports himself as hearty and regaining his spirits.

A gentleman from the fishing and hunting resorts in Shasta

county, in the neighborhood of Sisson's, reports them all

crowded with visitors. There is very little fishing in the

Sacramento, as the railroad constructors are doing consider-

able blasting and otherwise disturbing the waters, but the

smaller streams render good equivalent for the angler's toil.

Commodore Philip McShane is at Webber, and on one day
last week received by mail a testimonial from his many
admirers in San Francisco. The gift was a monstrous fly

hook in which the artist had drawn upon all nature for colors,

and had combined materials the most diverse. Fishing with

it would closely resemble throwing a dolly varden dress of

the sort in vogue when children now ten years of age were
young. The Commodore writes that being but a novice at

fly-fishing for trout, he will tip the hook with a lamb, aud
cast it about in the woods for bear. Trouble will be bruin

for him if he does so. We should rather recommend him to

fish with it in the hotel mackerel barrel.

A correspondent of Forest and Stream attests the truthful-

ness of the following yarn. "A novel mode of fishing has
been employed by a resident of Penh Tan, N. Y., who, some
time ago, while out rowing in Keuka Lake, had occasion to

bend over the side of the boat. No sooner had his face come
in close proximity with the water when his nose was seized

by a large pickerel. The possessor of this delicate crgan
having resisted his antagonist, he succeeded in landing him
in the boat and rowed ashore, proud of both wound and fish.

This is not what is generally known as a 'fish story,' but an
actual case of live-bait fishing."

A party of Oakland ladies, eleven in number, spent June
at Lake Tahoe. Theyreuted a cottage which stood alone
some miles from other habitations, took supplies with them,
and passed the too-short weeks enjoyably. Danger menaced
them but four times during the month, on each of which
occasions a porcupine, attracted by the kitchen refuse,

bristled defiance to screams and broomsticks. They caught
many fine trout, climbed all the heights adjacent, learned to

row well, and came home strengthened, full of spirit and
anxious for another such experience.

The hunting and fishing party, consisting of C. H. Todd,
Tom O'Brien and Frank Taylor, which left for Silver Creek
about the first of the month, has been heard from, and evi-

dently is having a good time. Venison has been brought

into camp, and a large she bear was killed and her cub cap-

tured. The boys had a foot-race to decide who should be

proprietor of young bruin, aud Todd won him. It is stis-

pected that this is the Sacramento hunting party that was in

Placerville on the Fourth, participating in the foot-race that

'ok place, and getting beaten.

Under date July 14th, Mr. J. M. Adams wrote from Web-
ber Lake that fishing was very good. On July 12th, between

1U a. M. and noon he caught nineteen trout, and in the after-

Autobiography of Salar's Cousin Fario.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman:—I take the liberty of for-

warding an account of the sorrows of a little trout, by a York-

shire writer, which may induce some grumbling fly-fisher to

view the fish question in a new light. Jos. C. Hopper.
Sierra City, July S, 1S86.

[We should be pleased to receive further communications
from Mr. Hopper.

—

Ed.]

"I was one of a very large family; my father and mother
appear to have eaten as many of us as they could, and left

the rest to fight for themselves in the stream of life in a tender

iufaucy. I am inclined to think my father was rather a dis-

solute character—for a trout—an odd fish in fact, who strayed

away a good deal into unknown haunts, and rarely came
home to tea; indeed, with two exceptions, I don't know that

I ever saw him after I was three months old. On the first

occasion he was leaning against a rock in a quiet cumer of the

river, in an aldermanic attitude, blown out with stone-flies to

Buch an extent that a fit, perhaps a couple of fits, of apo-

plexy, or a violent attack of water on the brain, seemed immi-
nent; the second time, he had attached himself to a thing

that looked to me not unlike an arrangement which a mon-
ster, called Man, uses for an Atlantic cable; this my father

seemed to be endeavoring to swallow. There was at the

other end of it what, in those inexperienced days, I took to

be an enormous stone-fly on two legs, walking about the

gravel at the fiver's edge, apparently much interested in my
father's meal. I heard my beloved parent muttering strong

language about the flat irony of fishy fate in general, and the
abomination of artificial flies in particular, when he suddenly
disappeared, and I have never seen him since.

"My mother must, I fancy, have been an acrobat by profes-

sion; often would she suddenly spring out of bed, leap to the

surface of the river, turn a graceful kind of summersault, and
then come down again, only to repeat her gymnastic exer-

cises over and over again, on the principle, perhaps, that one
good turn deserves another. At this period of my life 1 know
her conduct struck me as being simply idiotic; what sense
was there, I asked myself, in a fish that didn't know its own
mind? If my mother wanted to tumble why could she not
tumble out of bed in our own place at the bottom of the river

without going all the way up there to do it?—it seemed so

useless to me; but I found it out by and bye. She had, how-
ever, evidently no intention of bringing me up to the busi-

ness; she told me I should get brought up soon enough; she
warned me not to be too eager to rise in the world, but to be

modest and not too ready to come out, otherwise I might, she
said, be taken in, or out, I forget exactly which. One day

—

und I have reason to remember it— she called my attention to

a thing passing overhead which looked to me like a formal
procession of four dead sparrows on just such a cable as I had
seen my father trying to devour. She solemnly warned me
that if I should ever attempt to emulate her gymnastic per-

formances by jumping at the wire, I might, perhaps, catch it,

or I might get the jumps and merely fall into the net. She
told me of a race called anglers—beings which ordinarily prey
upon each other, baiting with little round yellow things, hard
as the stones in my bed but much more easily melted—and
she said that when their trade is bad or when they have
filled themselves full to satiety, these beings sometimes con-
descend to lay base traps for us fish; and she was proceeding
to read me a homely lesson taken from the only book in our
home, called 'Instinctive Knowledge,' when a bright, beauti-

ful, silvery little fish, dancing with delight, came shooting
slowly across the piece of gravel in front of our place,

in a series of the most tantalizing jerks, turning round
and round iu an apparent ecstasy of pleasure. My mother
paused in her discourse, gave an inquisitive glance at the
gyrating fish, and then came down on it in her best acrobatic
style; that is, she stopped it; and it stopped her too. I gath-
ered instantly, from her excited actions and words, that there

was more in the glittering object than she had anticipated.
'Oh! Billy,' she cried, *I am taking my hook; hang on to my
tail.' But remembering the disgraceful fashion in which my
father had absconded and left my mother in weeds, I was now
Buspicious of her intentions, and replied I was sorry not to

be able to help her, but I had the strongest possible objection

to be mixed up in familymatters. So she went, and I have of-

ten wondered where. Thus I became an orphan; I orfen think
of it. Alas! poor mother; I wonder if she will ever ri6e again.

"Since that exciting event life has passed but in a fishy

sort of way. Grub is often scarce; a diet of worms is a rarity.

I rarely drop upon a bit of egg-paste or salmon-roe which it

is prudent to tackle. Maggots I never could abide; and a
wasp-grub has often, I believe, a very tough hook in its

little inside; so that when I have tried everything, and am
weary and tired out, I am compelled to take a fly.

"1 am now four years old and in my prime, though I

have led a somewhat chequered life. When I waB young I

I was constantly chivied by a big river policeman in a very
brilliant uniform; they called him K. Fisher, I believe, and
many a narrow escape have I had from beiug taken up by
him and getting a lifer from the beak. As I grew older I

worked my way up, avoiding many enemies, among them an
insinuating and very big eel (there was a good eel of him),
and have now settled down into a trout of sense, incapable of

being taken in and done for by any of the garish allurements
of the whole race of auglers. For the last six months, in

common with my neighbors, I have been starved to death.
The gentleman who is said to regulate the weather, Mr.
Fahrenheit, I am told, has been much depressed, and has
forgotten to turn off the cold water tap. There is little

wholesome food to be got; times are bad and only the very
sharpest liah are fly enough to get a meal. As I livo there is

a splendid March-brown afloat, on the river above me; this is

indeed a treat; I must take him iu out of the wet; so here
goes. Ye gods aud little fishes! if there isn't a hook in him.
Farewell my native stream, farewell, friends; farewell my
rocks and rills, I go—fare—broken, by jingo! and I am free

again, I hear an angry voice say, 'Confound him, I have
lost him, and he has got my fly.' Ah! my friend, look for

me in the river now; you may find me or you may not. You
will find a lost trout is very like what you anglers call a lost

umbrella—nobody knows who finds it."

By the way, who does find all the lost umbrellas? I know
I don't.

Major Traherne on the "Spey Cast" and the
"Switch."

I have much pleasure iu acceding to a request that I

should give my opinion as to whether the Spey cast should
have been allowed at the switch competition at the Casting

Tournament, held at Richmond on the 5th inst., and to

which it appears an objection was raised by one of the com-
petitors. In order tnat it may be perfectly understood on
what grounds my opinion is based, I propose to give a short

description of each, and also state the circumstances under
which they are usually adopted in actual practice.

Iu the case of a Bwitch the angler is supposed to be
standing on the banks of a river with either rocks or trees,

&c, in such close proximity to him, that, to be able to fish

his water he must necessarily adopt this method.
In making a switch the line is not lifted out of the water

in the first instance, as it is when casting in the ordinary

fashion, in which case the result would probably be that the

fly would either get hung up in the trees or smashed on the

rocks. What the angler, therefore, has to do is to lift the

line to the surface of the water by raising the point of the

rod, and then to drag it through the water in the direction he
is standing, carrying the point of the rod behind him as far

as such obstructions allow. Then, by a sudden down cast of

the rod, the line, as yet having been allowed to rest on the

water in front of him, is propelled with that force suggested

by the length required. During this process the fly has not

been lifted out of the water uutil the very last inch of the

line has preceded it. Whilst the line is propelled it will

thus be made to assume a shape somewhat similar to that of

a wheel which diminishes in size as it rolls on iu its track,

beating the surface of the water. The coil, or loop, as it is

commonly called, naturally vanishes at the point the fly has

reached when the cast is completed.

To make an extra long Spey cast, the salmon-fisher requires

a rapid stream to work in" which will, before making every

fresh cast, carry his fly down stream to the full extent of his

line straight and taut, the point of his rod being held as low

as possible for that purpose; then by suddenly raising the

rod very high the line is lifted out of the water to the very

end, and without a moment's pause the rod is carried up
stream to the right or left (as the case may be) by a rapid

motion, but not so rapid as to send the fly too far up stream

past the angler, the object being to let the fly strike the

water just above where he is standing, at which moment the

whole of the line is on the reverse or upper side of him.

Then, with a sweep peculiar to this particular cast, the line

is propelled over (and not along) the surface of the water,

after the fashion in ordinary casting.

The foregoing descriptions of the two methods may not be

strictly accurate, but they will give the reader a fair idea of

how each one is made. It will be seen that the one is

widely different from the other, the line and the fly in the

case of the switch remaining in the water until the switch is

nearly completed, whereas in the Spey cast both most be

lifted out of it before it may be said to have commenced.
When the Spey cast is mentioned in conversation it always

brings to my mind a man wading up to his waist in a rapid

stream. It was doubtless under the like circumstances it

had its origin, aud if I may use the expression "the stream,

and not the bank, is its home." It can be, and often is,

made successfully from the bank when there is a strong

current running closely alongside of it, even should there be

rocks or trees within two or three feet behind the man who
is casting; but if these obstructions should overhang the bank
in such close proximity above him—that is to say, higher up
the river—that his rod or any part of his line must necessar-

ily come in contact with them when making a Spey cast, he

will have to adopt some other method, and it is under such

difficulties that the switch comes to his aid.

—

Fishing Gazette.

Marine Monsters Fighting1

.

The British steamship Humboldt, from Rio de Janeiro to

this port with a cargo of coffee, has come up to the oity from

quarantine station. Capt. Grines and his officers relate an

account of a marine combat witnessed by them on the morn-

ing of June 10th. The vessel was plowing ahead in latitude

13.25 south, longitude 36.16 west, off San Salvador, Brazil,

when the attention of officers and crew was attracted by a

furious commotion of the waters a short distance ahead. As
they neared the spot they saw that a terrible combat was

going on between monsters of the deep. The sea was lashed

into a seething foam. It fairly boiled within a circumference

of a hundred yards, and myriads of mad whitecaps floated

away beyond this circle. Moving closely up and slowing down,

they stopped to watch the battle. It was one to the death.

A sword-fish and a thrasher had attacked a tremendous sperm

whale. The strength, size and force were with the broad-

backed sperm, that, wheeling round aud round as if working

on a swivel, swung itshuge tail with mighty power. It would

raise itself aloft clear out of the water, blow spray through

its nostrils, and make frantic efforts to annihilate its foes, but

science, skill and manoeuvring were on the side of its ene-

mies. The thrasher is supplied with a "sucker" that enables

it to stick to whatever it attacks. The tactics adopted by the

pair were successful. The thrasher springing upon the back

of the whale, clung there, at the same time lashing the unfor-

tunate creature with its tail, actually whipping it to death.

The great sea animal with its most gigantic efforts, was not

able to cast it off. There it held and lashed, while the sword-

fish drove his sword time after time into the side of their big

antagonist. The waters were dyed with the blood of the

leviathian, and iu the course of a short time he had suc-

cumbed to the effects of the beating and the stabbing, and

floated upon the sea a lifeless mass. The vessel, at the ter-

mination of the conflict, steamed on its way.

Fly Casting.

Plain directions for deftly throwing a fly are thus given by

Ripley Hitchcock in St. Nickolas;

"It is not necessary to wait for summer nor for access to

water, in order to practice casting. A housetop, a dooryard,

or even the spacious floor of an old-fashioned barn, offers

just as good a chance for practice as a lake or river. Fly-

casting is a verv simple movement, aud not a flourish. The

elbow is kept down at the side, the forearm moving only a

little and most of the work is done by the wrist. Holding

the rod by the "grip," the part of the butt wound with silk

or rattan to assist the grasp, one finds that the reel, which is

just below the "grip," aids in balancing the rod. The reel

is uuderuoath in (tasting, After hooking a h'sh many anglers

turn their rods so as to bring the reel to the upper side, thus

letting the strain of the line come upon the rod itself instead

of upon the rings. In holding the "grip" the thumb should

be extended straight along the rod, as this gives an additional

"purchase." For the first cast take the end of the line in
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the left hand, and bring the rod upward and backward nntil

the line is taut. As you release the line the spring of the rod
carries the line backward. This is the back cast. Then
comes an instant's pause, while the line straightens itself out
behind, and then, with a tirm motion of the wrist, helped a
little by the forearm, the rod is thrown forward and the line

flies easily out in front. Begin with a line once or once-and-
a-half as long as the rod, and lengthen it out by degrees.

The main points to be remembered are: to keep the elbow
at the side, to train the wrist, to move the rod not too far

forward or back, always to wait until the line is straight be-

hind on the back cast, and to make sure that in this the line

falls no lower than your head, a process which it will take

time to accomplish. There is no more awkward fault than
that of whipping a rod down to a level with the horizon.
"When the learner becomes accustomed to handling his

rod, he most try to perfect himself in two matters of great

importance—accuracy and delicacy. Place a small piece of

paper tifteen or twenty feet away, and aim at makiug the

knot in the end of the line fall easily and quietly upon it.

Your efforts will be aided if you will raise the point of the

rod a trifle just as the forward impulse of the line is spent,

and the line itself is straightened in the air for an instant in

front. This is a novel kind of target shooting, but its use-

fulness will he realized when the angler finds it necessary to

drop his flies lightly just over the head of some wary trout.
,:

A Fishing Party.

A gay crowd left for the mountains this afternoon, having

chartered two coaches for the conveyance of themselves and

fish poles. The party consists of Prof. Jack Terrill, pisca-

torial chief; Prof. P. Powers, cuisine department, with G. W.

Dorn, J. K. Houghton, A. L. Nichols and L. H. Mcintosh,
general roustabouts. The sujiplies consist of eighteen gallons

best old whiskies, and SI.00 worth of crackers. Major
Houghton innocently inquired what they were to do with so

many crackers. As he is the Major who Hshed all day in the

Upper Butte Creek and came near perishing with thirst,

because, as he said, he had nothing to drink, the remark was
excused. Aside from this extraordinary amount of commis-
sary stores, the baggage wagon appeared to be laden with

beds, bedding, and camp stools. It is supposed the party

expect to fish until they become very tired. They have made
arrangements to deliver trout to various parties in Chico
every morning during their sojourn in the mountains high.
—Chico Chronicle.

[Eighteen gallons of whisky will preserve a lot of trout,

but boracic acid or Rex Magnus would do as well.

—

Ed.]

A Cat That Goes Fishing.

A resident of Waterview Bay, Sydney, has a cat which does

regular duty as a fisher. Planting herself on a jetty she

awaits the rising tide and for the mullet which come in with
it to feed near the wharves, and, waiting her opportunity,

many a fat fish she manages to land with her claws. In
striking for a fish the movement is of extraordinary dexterity.

Crabs are plentiful about the wharf, and puss hooks them
out with unerring aim. She swims also, and will leave the

jetty, take to the water, and climb into a punt from which
the children are fishing, upon a crab or other temptation

being held out to her. After the fishing and swimming
exploits, "Tib" goes home quite soberly, and shortly after

may be seen sitting, a dry and respectable cat, at the fireside,

until the next notion for fresh fish takes her.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested, to eend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels , in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

"Muzzle-Loader's" article, in reply to the communication of

"S. T." printed last week, is of great interest, and in spirit is

just what it should be. We hope that the many well-posted

doggy men who read the paper will lend their knowledge to

such a friendly discussion of Californian dogs and dog inter-

ests as will determine the number of breeds represented in

the State and the quality of the representatives.

In opening our columns to such a discussion we make but

one condition, which is, that writers shall avoid recrimination

as far as possible. The letters of "S. T." and "Muzzle-

Loader" may serve as models.

Mr. H. Boyd, whose endeavors in behalf of coursing inter-

ests have earned him the favor of both greyhound owners and

doggy men generally, has opened a studio at Ho. 18 Post

street, in this city. He is prepared to fulfill orders in the

way of crayons, portraits and art works of that nature.

ceptionable specimens of the mastiff; and Sultana has other
first-olass descendants. Also, what about the progeny of those
splendid mastiffs brought here by Mr. Hickok and Mr. Budd
Doble about 1876? Here are three perfectly distinct and per-

fectly pure lines to breed from, and such of their descend-
ants as have come under my observation have been equally
as good as the parents, which, at least, argues well for the pur-
ity of the stock. It is not difficult to drum up two more
representatives, but I suppose these will count "one peg."
In your Forest and Stream list of non-representativea you
name the beagle. To this I will file another protest, as

opposite to me, comfortably ensconced in an arm-chair, sits

my wee beagle Bessie, an English dwarf beagle of royal

blood, blinking sleepily at me from under her large, velvety

ears (these spread fifteen inches), and as her height iB only
thirteen inches, and weight seventeen pounds, you can
readily understand she must be a pretty good specimen of

a beagle; and to prove that she is not a lone representative

of the Duke of Devonshire's judgment in breeding beagles,

I would state that she and eight other pigmies just like her,

will sometime this fall, "D. V.," be collected together near
Suisun, and give the first beagle meet in California a send
off. (Count me one peg more.)
We will now take up the setter question: What do 3'ou

think of the Irish setters Bory O'More and Larry, owned by
Mr. Scott? Pern, owned by Mr. Briggs? Mitchell Wright's
Nora? or Jno. Stack's handsome bitch Lena? or Judge Post's

Dido? In Llewellyns let me call your attention to the num-
erous descendants of Queen Mab, Macgregor, Druid, Count
Noble, and Sportsman. In Laveracks, to the host of first-class

specimens which have sprung from che loins of that grand,
old dog Bennett's Regent. And as for Gordons, "S. T.,"

"the woods are full of them," fine ones, too, descendants of

Orr's old bitch Nellie; Chismore's Dash and Nellie have sons
and daughters, plenty of them; of the many fine ones which
have been owned by McShane, Kaeding, Orr, Liddle, Kob-
insou, and other real sportsmen and crack shots whom we all

know. These men do not snoot over poor dogs. It is first-

class specimens or none. And as I never knew any of these

gentlemen to be without a fine dog, and none o fthem have
gone out of the amateur dog business since yours of May
1st or July 17th, the chances are that all of their fine dogs
still exist and could be seen, although they might not wish
to sell or exhibit in public. And now as to pointers. Let me
suggest that you invest 25 cents in a Sausalito ferry ticket

and look over Mr. Allender's kennels. If New York, Phila-

delphia, or Chicago can show anything better than Tom
Pinch, Mr. Schreiber's lemon and white bitch Lassie, Mr.
Briggs' lemon and white son of Bang Bang, or Mr. Hardy's
Bruce II, then their pointers must be fitted with pistol grips,

extension ribs, and top snaps, as these are the only improve-

ments the writer can suggest upon the dogs named. Now,
don't say of me as you have said of "Vox Populi,"th&t I

judge by pedigree alone. I know less about pedigree than
a filth-class dog fancier, but twenty years of constant shoot-

ing—wing shooting, mind you— (with a gun, not a pencil, "S.

T.") over ever so many good and ever so many bad dogs,

and the steady perusal of all doggy literature, commencing
with the first edition of "Dinks, Mayhew, and Hutchinson,"
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and ever so long ago,

and ending with "S. T.'s" very well-written, but, in my opin-

ion, slightly incorrect dissertation upon the same subject. I

do feel as though I, too, am prepared to rise and address the

house on this matter, feeling confident that the active and
well-posted sportsmen will buck me up when I say that any
man who really knows a pure-bred dog of the breeds you have
named, barring the genuine blood-hound and possibly the

rough-coated greyhound, can find first-class specimens in

San Francisco enough to stagger your list pretty badly.

Begardiug the pure bull-dog being extinct here, I am glad to

hear it. "S. T." please use your influence to keep him so,

is the prayer of another
Mozzle-Loadee, with a back-action lock.

Coursinff.

On Sunday last, Mr. Tim Cionin's Jack Dempsey defeated

J. Terry's Bonita, in a S20 match at Dugan's Coursing Park,

Newark. Dempsey is the puppy that made the fast time of

twenty-four and one-half seconds in a one-quarter mile

race at San Jose, after the "artificial hare."

The so-called silver medals given at the Pittsburg Bench
Show, have been assayed and found to contain no silver

whatever, being made of an alloy of lead, tin, zinc and a little

copper.

General W. B. Shattnc, of Cincinnati, expects to attend

the Grand Army reunion in August, and has entered his

English setter bitch Dido II by Diuid—Star, in the dog show.

To "S. T."

Editor Breeder a^d Sportsman:—To quote "S. T." in

the last issue of the B. & S., "It is gratifying to know that

we will have a bench show of dogs here in a few weeks," but

it is also rather discouraging to be informed by the same pen,

that although we have a vast number of dogs in San Fran-

cisco we do not aeem to have good specimens of any partic-

ular bfeed. For, taking the list given in this last article and

that larger one of May 1st in the Forest and Stream, ' S. T.'s"

catalogue of dog-dom not properly represented here is, to

say the least, discouraging for the dog show men. Now, "S.

T.,"I will admit that some thirteen years or so ago, when I

first met you, and at a time when the Taylor stock of Irish

setters was the apple of your eye and the Taaft stock of

pointers held a first place in my affections, your rather sweep-

ing assertion might have had some foundation. But if you
will now look into this matter a little more carefully you
may find mauy reasons for modifying your statement, as,

since the first bench show held here, the dog interest has

progressed wonderfully. For instance, we will take the first

breed named upon jour list of non-representatives—the

English mustitf— :iud cite as hue .specimens: Mr. Ltveiuoore'a

Sultiinii, and Mr. Samuel Prentiss 1 (corner Lake and Jaokson

glreets., Oakland,) Yub by imp. Leo, out of Sultana, bothunex-

A Chicago woman, with a crowd of dog-owning men, visited

the City Clerk recently to secure a license tag for the coming
year, accompanied by a leary old hound, and, pushing her

way up to the official counter, blurted out:

"There's yer bloody dollar; give me a medal."
"Dog?" queried Mr. Goodlett.

"No, a dollar. Wud ye have me lift the dag up there, ye

auld, gray headed robber?"
"Do you want to pay on your dog, madam?"
"Yis, Oi does. Can't ye see the dollar?"

"What kind of a dog is it?"

"Sure, it's none of yer business what breed he is. Do ye

think Oi stole 'em?"
"I mean is it a male or a female dog?"
"Is it a male or a faymale? Well, thin, suppose ye put on

yer spects and joodge fer yerself. Oi'll not be givin' away me
private family affairs before a crowd av thini men."

the toothache as is the human. To those who are in the least

skeptical on this Bubject, we refer them to the bone-pile of a
fertilizing company, and we assure them that they will D9
astonished at the number of horses' diseased teeth they will

find. Diseased teeth have even been found in the fossil

remains of horses.

It is a fact that the draft and general purpose horses are

much more liable to disordered and diseased teeth than the
thoroughbred, the track and the "band-box" horses, for the
simple reason that the latter have better care. Some horses
are predisposed to bad teeth because of the unalterable law of
heredity.

The teeth are not much worn by the eating of soft food, but
when provender is procured by grazing, especially in pastures
that are sandy and have been overflown, the friction and
consequent wear are of no little importance. It is said of

the horses and mules of the Lower Mississippi Valley that

very frequently their teeth belie their age several years. The
male horse has forty teeth. The muscles of his jaws are most
powerful. All bran, oats, and shelled corn should be carefully

sifted preparatory to the horse being fed.

Should the teeth, during their powerful grinding, by acci-

dent come in contact with a piece of flint, glasBoriron, we can
imagine, in a measure at least, the immediate effect. This
accident has been the cause of many a "rotten" tooth. Decom-
position then takes place. PntritiCiition of saliva adds to the

rapid decay. The tooth becomes very soft—soft enough to

be cut. A swelling is seen on the side of the jaw. The oppo-
site grinder growing in conseqnence of lack of attrition, or

lack of resistance in grinding. (I have somewhere read of a
specimen of morbid anatomy—the head of a mule—which
contained a lower molar that pierced fou* inches above the
lower face of the upper grinders and extended into the max-
illary sinus. The animal being owned by an ignorant, care-

less man, was turned out for all summer to "pick up." That
mule starved to death!)

The healthy tooth at last begins crushing the tissue of the
unprotected gum. Pus accumulates in the cavity, and pro-

duces intolerable suffering. The swelling on the jaw sub-

sides. The horse is "off his feed." Then follows the ad-

ministration of several mysterious condition powders,
drenches and pills. He slowly grows no better. He perhaps
endeavors to masticate ou the well side. The glandB under
the jaw enlarge. A discharge from the nostrils ensues. The
defies is constant, and the breath becomes fetid to such a

degree that the stench is unbearable. The neighboring em-
pirical "hoss doctor"—who "knows all about a boss, and
don't you forget it"—is called. The case is declared to be
glanders. The horse is destroyed. Such has been the fate

of many a good horse.

The face of a horse will tell you if he has the toothache.

A horse's facial expression at times denotes considerable, and
is deserving of more study than it receives. At times the eye
will indicate bounding life and spirit, and at other times
depression and languor. Society may twaddle and prate

over little hair-splitting nothings, while at the door may
stand an animal as sensitive, as finely-framed and as exquis-

itely clothed as they, awaiting their pleasure, while suffering

with all the patience of a stoic great anguish from a diseased
tooth.
Examine a number of horses' mouths and you will be sur-

prised by the comparison of one horse's grinders with an-

other's. An additional tooth is sometimes presented anterior

to the first molar. This is oalled the blind or wolf tooth, and
by some is looked upon with great anxiety. It is of no
known utility, no doubt in the road, and therefore it should
be extracted. This tooth can produce no harm, save local

irritation in its cutting. Some deny this, and claim that the

presence of this tooth superinduces blindness, big-head, etc.

It is nothing but a "remnant" tooth, and can be traced back
to the antediluvian horse, when he was no larger than a small

dog.
There is no remedy for diseased teeth in horses save ex-

traction, and this should be accomplished immediately by a
thoroughly competent operator, as there is considerable dan-
ger in performing the operation, both to patient and dentist.

Fracture of the jaw, swallowing of the drawn tooth, and
quite a number of other accidents have happened the animal
during the operation, thereby showing the necessity of skill.

There is room in the United States for several thousand
skilled horse dentists. But as they receive comparatively

little encouragement, their number will always be very lim-

ited, and they will confine themselves to the large cities.

—

S.

Hoioard, in Cincinnati Gazette.

The following extract is taken from the Texas Live-Stock

Journal, Fort Worth: "The Espuela JLand & Cattle Company,
of Fort Worth, drove 2,600 head of yearling and two-year-old

steers to Colorado and sold them, on arrival, to Mr. Towers,

at $15.50 per head for yearlings, and §20 per head for the two-
year-olds." __^^^^______

HERD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Horses' Teeth.

The greater portion of mankind retain a very distinct im-

pression of the anguish which has been produced by a dis-

eased tooth. Thousands of these same people would smile

incredulously should you vouch safe to inform them that

their horses were suffering, from the same cause, far greater

pain than it is in the capacity of the owners to imagine. For

centuries the horse has been our constant companion, and

has been one of the principal factors in the production of our

vast agricultural wealth and prosperity. Yet at this, the

eleventh hour, his disorders and sufferings are as yet hardly

recoguized and understood correctly.

The laws of nature are not dependant upon man's pleasure,

but are as immutable as the laws of the heavens. The evils

of domestication always have been and always will remain ou

an equality with the evils produced by civilization. Three

weeks ago, in Pueblo, Colorado, a child died of scarlet fever.

A dog and a cat having been playing with the cast-off clothes,

in an out-house, were taken, wj£h the same disease and died,

What is true in our nature and physical economy is analogous

in all auimr.l n.iturc. This has been knowu a great many
years.

Without the shadow of a doubt, the horse is as subject to

Flora 3383, Gbaucy Atwood to H. S. Keeler & Son, Brookfield Center,
Conn.

Foreteller 3749; Extra 1667, Truman Baker & Co. to Geo. Baker & Son,
Hustisford, Wis.

Bell vale 3411. Truman Baker & Co. to D. B. Hall, Earlville, N. T.

Fury 5103; Lonely 5105; Surprise 2d 5221, A. F. Bronson to Irvine L.
Pomeroy, Sydney Center, N. T.

Belle of Sullivan 671«; Dairy Queen 6717, Frank Brown to N. D. Bach-
man, Borings, Tenn.

Rose Cleveland 6713, Frank Brown to H. D. Hawks, Lawson, Tenn.
Queen of the Country 6712; Creamer 6715, Frank Brown to Jno. W.

Swadley. Blountsville, Tenn.
Fanny Fern 6714, Frank Brown to J. Mat White, Lawson, Tenn.
Latitude 3760, H. W. Calkins to Michigan Agricultural College, Lans-

ing, Mich.
Ben Allen 2081, J. T. Collins to C. W. Collins, Gallion, Ala.

Gail Hambleton 3869; Maggie Mitchell 6674, Adrianna 6578; Little

Garbie 676C; Clrika 6738, Mrs. L. E. Cox to N. B. Reed, Princeton,
Mass.

Hector 3738, W. B. Gallup to C. H. Pendleton, Scotland, Conn.
Thornton 3698; Beet 2d 4138, Stanky Griswold to W. T. Kasaon.

Bethlehem, Conn.
Deuceace, E. D. Hicks to J. T. Collins, Gallion, Ala.

Retainer 2735, Jos. Hilton to W. H. Jones & Sou. St. Montrose, Piun.
Roanoke 3740, L. Banks Holt to B. B. Pullen, Littleton. N. C.

Laureta 5173; Rena 22d 5174, Mis. A. C. Howard 4: Son to J. T. Collins,

Gallion, Ala.
Dandelion 6854, Mrs. A. C. Howard 5: Son to Wm. L. Rankin, White

Cottage, O.

Quick 3127, T. F. Judson to J. M. Scarrftt, Plymouth, Conn.
Criterion 5613, Jesse Mead to D. J. Whltinore, Cassiowu, O.

Lady SQS5, J. W. Morse K Son to D. M. Fulmar. Oil City. Wis.

Stouewallson :t510; Queen of 3heba4931, B. H. Peck to U.S. Kceler &
Sou, Brookfield Center. Conn,

rjH'lbn 6738, N. B. Reed toE. M. Gary, East Milton. Hoi

Slit Butterfly 6270. Rumsey Boos to S. E.Knox, Independence, Mo,
Lenn 2964; Cyclo 6C22; Society 6825; Settee- 6836, Hf. F. Shok'i to Geo.

Laker A; Sou, Hustisford, Wis.

Tattler 3198, J. B. Sims to J. D. McArn, Perth, Miss.

Belle Oakley C83:(, Samuel Turner to D. J. Whilmur- , I

Belle Oakley 6833, D. J. Whitmore to W. R. Sivley, Oakli .

Anterior, D. J. Whitmore to Walter Tobias, Troy, O.
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How to Tell a Hardy Tree.

In a paper read by M. Vincent, before the

Iowa Horticultural Society, the writer says:

"It may be asked: Are there any characteris-

tics in trees that will lead us to a decision as

to which trees are hardy and which are not?

(Let it be remembered when the term hardy is

used in no case must it be construed to have an

absolute meaning.) To this question we an-

swer yes. First in the tendency to make a late

Btart in spring. This necessarily implies that

such a tree is not quickly influenced by sud-

den changes in temperature. Second, much
may be learned from the character oi the

leaves of the tree. A thick, solid, heavy leaf is,

we think, a necessary characteristic of a

hardy tree, for as the leaf is the place where

all the food of the tree is assimilated, anything

that deranges this organ has the same effect

on the tree that dyspepsia has on a human
being. On the under side of an apple leaf

are approximately 160,000 stomata or breath-

ing pores. This number varies considerably,

and possibly something may be learned as

to the relation of the number and size

of these stomata to the hardiness of the

tree. Another characteristic of a good leaf is,

that the under side is thickly covered with

short hairs surrounding the stomata, and pro-

tecting them from sudden changes in the

temperature, and from the ingress of disease

germs. Next to the leaf, the bark deserves

attention, for it is through this medium that

the health of the tree is affected during the

greater portion of the year. The bark should

be thick and strong, having a comparatively

small number of stomata, so that the evapora-

tion may not be too great.

The Time to Cut Timber.

On this subject Prof. Budd writes to the

Iowa State Register as follows:

At the great forestry convention at Moscow,

we were told that the united results of the

many trials had been in favor of trees felled

the latter part of June, while the bark would

yet slip. The common practice now in all the

government forests is to fell the trees at this

time, and at once to peel the bark from the

trunk as high up as it is valuable for timber.

Above this point the limbs and foliage are left

to aid in the work of evaporating the water

from the cell structure of the log. In about

ten days after felling the logs are cut, and at

once sawed or cut into lumber, ties, posts, etc.,

after which the drying process is completed as

rapidly as the most favorable conditions will

permit.

Theory and practice unite to favor this time

for the cutting and rapid drying of timber.

If cut in the fall, winter or early spring, the

cell structure of the log is stored with starch

for the extension of growth the succeeding

spring. However useful this starch may be to

the growing tree, it is evident that it can only

tend to fermentation and decay in the dead

post, tree or stick of timber. So far as I know,
the teaching of all the forestry schools of

Europe has recently favored the views here

expressed, yet I notice that the old writers

and most of" the recent writers who follow them,

favor the winter cutting of timber.

To Grass a Bank.

According to the Gardener's Chronicle, the

Germans employ the following described

method to seed a bank: For each square rod

to be planted take half a pound of lawn grass

and mix it intimately and thoroughly with six

cubio feet of good dry garden earth and loam.

This should be placed in a tub, and liquid

manure diluted with about two-thirds of water

added and well stirred in so as to bring the

whole to a consistency of mortar. The slope

must be cleaned and made perfectly smooth,

and then well watered, after which the paste

mentioned should be applied with a trowel,

and be made as even and as thin as possible.

Should it crack from exposure to the air, it

must be again watered and smoothed up day

by day until the grass makes its appearance,

which will be in from eight to fourteen days,

when the whole declivity will soon he covered

with a close carpet of green.

' Dry Dirt for Stock.

Clean, fresh, dry dirt should be plentifully

used in the barnyards and stalls. It is not

only an excellent disinfectant and absorbent,

but the animals will use it to wallow in and
clean themselves. The hog that has access to

dry dirt will be easier to keep, while lice on
the stock and in the stables may be prevented

by its use. We do not see how any farmer

can afford to dispense with dry dirt if he ex-

pects to save and utilize the urine that is

daily made by his stock. The dirt will arrest

the escape of the volatile matter, especially if

a small proportion of chloride of lime or land
plaster be added. Fresh dirt should be kept
in the pens and yards all the time, as it is

cheap and plentiful.— The Christian at Work.

Santa Cruz,

Agricultural Fail* Association.

.

Summer Meeting
August 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1886.

Five Days Trottinar and Pacing!

The Poison of the Scorpion.

Apparently no very complete exhaustive

analyses of the poison of the scorpion have yet

been made. The best on record are those by

Jousset, presented to the French Academy in

1870, and published in the Comptes Bendus of

that year. He gives no definite statement of

the chemical constitution of the venom, but

does state the mode of its action upon
the blood by which in severe cases it

causes death. It affects the red corpuscles,

paralyzing them so that they cohere one

to another, thus becoming agglutinated until

they are unable to pass through the cap-

illaries, and may cause fatal obstruction. So

far as known, there is no chemical antidote

which can neutralize the poison, but inasmuch
as, like all animal poisons, the action on the

nerve force, or in other words, the vital force,

is in the nature of depression, a remedy which
stimulates that force temporarily is plainly in-

dicated. Alcohol is always available for that

purpose, and being easily obtained, is perhaps

more serviceable than any other. Bromide of

potassium is of high value, but can be used

safely only by the physician himself.
o

Ploughing Sod in Summer.

During the long days of May and June land

dries out very rapidly, especially that covered

by vegetation. Years ago, when it was the

practice to plough under a crop of green clover

for wheat, it was found almost impossible to

get the plow through the ground except imme-
diately after a heavy rain. Even then, one or

two day's delay would dry out the land, mak-

ing it as hard as before. Few think of the

amount of water that a crop of clover takes

from the soil daily when in full growth.

Moisture is exhaling from every pore in the

green herbage. Evaporation goes on faster

tban when it is cut from the root. The effect

of drying is to shrivel the plant, and thus

expose less surface to evaporate from. On
many fields with a large growth of clover, one

to three tons of water will then be drawn up
per acre every day and evaporated from the

plant.

—

Ex.

At the recent picking of the ostriches on the

tarm near Horwalk, 50 pounds of feathers

were obtained worth S160 per pound, or

S, 000 for the pick. The birds are picked

nee in about six to seven months, and are

ioing well.

$3,300 in Purses!!

First Day—Tuesday, August 3d.

No. 1. Trotting— 2;22 Class. Purse, SGOO.

No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. District.
Purse, S200.

Second Day—Wednesday. August 4th.
No. 3. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse, $100,
No. 4. Trotting—2:45 Class. District. Purse, $200

Third Say—Thursday, August 5th.
No 5. Trotting— 2:30 Class. Purse, $400.
No. 6. Trotting—2:50Class. District. Purse, $150.

Fourth Day—Friday. August 6th.
No. 7. Pacing—2:23 Class. Purse, $400.

No. 8. Trotting—2:40 Class. District. Purse, $200.

Fifth Day—Saturday. August 7th.

No. 9. Trotting— 2:24 Class. Purse, S500.
No. 10. Trotting—Free for all. District. Purse, -9250.

Five to enter, three to Btart. Purses divided sixty,
thirty and ten per cent. National Trotting Associa-
tion rules to govern.
Entries to close with Secretary, August 1st.

ELMER DAKIN, President.
H. E. MCKIXXEY, Secretary

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

ASiD ES» ON OCT. 3D.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. '£ Jtli.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 3Stli.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse 3400. Three-year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse So'JO. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 29th.
No. 3-RUN.NING—Free Purse, 9200; for all ages.

Winners of anv race after August 1st of the value of
$300 to carry 5 Iob.; maidens allowed, if three years old.
5 lbB.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING-Hiin Jose Stake; for two-year-

olds. $25 entrance. 310 forfeit, §200 added. §50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake, winner of any two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry a lbs., of two or" more, 5

lbB. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200; of which §50

to second horse; fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds off

for each §100 below; 2 lbs. added for each $100 above
fisedvalne. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.
No.S—TROTTING—Purse §500. 2:27ClasB.
No.7—TROTTING—Puree $800. 2:22ClaBB.
No. 8—PACING— Purse$500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. October fist.

No. 9—RUNNING--Free purse, §200, $50 to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of
the value of §400 to carrv 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
NO. 10—RUNNING—Gilrov Stake, for two-year-olds.

§25 entrance, §10 forfeit, $200 added; §50 to second
horse; third to Bave stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No. 11—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200, of which §50

tosecond horse. Fixed valuation §1,000. 21bs.ofEfor
each 5100 below, 2 lbs. added for each §100 above fixed
value. One anda quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday. Oct 2d.
No. 12—TROTTING—Purse §500; 2:30 ClasB.
No. 13—TROTTING-Purse §1.000—Free for aU.
No. 14-TROTTING—Purse §300. Two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing RaceB, purses divided as

follows: Fifty percent, to first horse. 25 percent, to
second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races beBt 3 in 5, except aB

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

RuIpb of the State Agricultural Society to govern run.
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first monev only,

except when distancing the field, thento first and thiid
moneys.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing raceB five or more paid np

entries required to fill and and three or more horses to
Btart, but the Board reserves the right to hold a lesB
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse, and 33J^ to
second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at 2 P.M.
Entries to close August 1st, 1S86.

K. B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG. Secretary.

2
(>in5 P.O. Box 159, San Jose, Cal

Pacer For Sale.
The Pacing Stallion Sam J^wis, hy Echo, record

2:2G. Can pace now in 2:20. Is perfectly sound and
bind. Suitable for either Track or Road purposes.
Will he sold at a bargain.
Can be seen at Nucleus Stables, Stevenson

Slreet. near Third. 24jnl 1

Petaluma Fair.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the O. P. & U. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.O00 miles of first-class road running West, NortU and Kortli-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE.

For further information

J 7Ju 1 62

MEREDITH DAVIES,
General Agent, San Francisco. Cal.

From Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,
IXCJLUSIVE.

Over $10,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, Comprising
tike Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Aapa and Solano.

SPEED I'lCOGRAMHE.
First Day-Monday, August 93d.

No. 1. TEorxiNG, District—Representative Trotting
Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and fillies. One
mile dash. Value of stake $507.50. S100 to go to the
sire of the winning colt, balance to be divided in
three moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Closed May 1, 188G with nine entries, the get of the
following stallions : Anteco, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustic,
Wbippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr., and Gen
Dana.
No. 2. Running, District—Mile dash, for all ages.

$15 entrance, $10 forfeit; $100 added, .^SO tosecond
horse.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 24th.
No. 3. Running—Free for all. One-half mile and

repeat. 520 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, §50 to

second horse.
No. 4. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse SG00.

No. 5. Trotting- For four-year-olds. Purse $600.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 35th.
No. 6. Running—Free for all. Three-fourthB mile

dash. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit: S150 added, 850 to

second horse.
No. 7. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 8. Trotting—For three-year-olds, excepting
all colts that have beaten three minutes as two-year-
olds. Purse $500.

No. 9. Trotting—Free for all two-year-old 8. Mile
and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with five

entries.

Fourth Day—Thursday, August 96th.
No. 10. Running- Selling race, free for all. One

and a half mile dash. $25 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200
added, $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000;

2 pounds off for each SI 00 below, and 2 pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation.

jj0> ij.

—

Pacing—Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 12. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse$600.
No. 33. TrorriNG, District— 2:38 Class. Purse $300.

Fifth Day—Friday, August 97th.
No. 14. Running—Free for all. Mile and repeat.

Free purse $250.

No. 15. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse $800.

No. 16. Trotting, District—For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with
five entries.

No. 17. Trotting, District—?-A5 Class. For stal-

lions. Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.

Sixth Day—Saturday, August 98th,
No. 18. Running—For two-year-olds. Mile dash.

$20 entrance, S10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to second
horse.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Trotting, District—For yearlings. Mile
dash. $50 stake. $150added. Closed with five entries.

No. 21. Trotting, District—For gentlemen's road-
sters. To be handicapped the day before the race.

Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated by
agreement.

KES1A1KKS AKD CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz;

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., excepting Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 1, 9, 16 and 20, iu which money to be
divided and races trotted according to published
conditions.

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats
of any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over iu any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a" race entitled to first money

only, except when distancing the field, then to first

and third moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

I lir day pnciili'ijj lln j r;nr .-h:il 1 lie i L'i|\uivd to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by C p. m. of the day preceding
the race.

UnlesB otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (Gl months prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
fur a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-

scribed l>y the National Association and Rules of the

State Agricultural Society, and expulsion from this

Association.
If, in the opinion of the Judges, anv race cannot be

finished "'I tin- closing clay of the Fair, it may be cun-
tlnued or declared off. at the option of the judges.

luiill races noted above, five or raor« paid-up entries

requited to fill and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserveB the right to hold entrlfs and start

i race with a leas numuer«id deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma trad; is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named wilh all

entries aurt used in all heats.

Races commence each day at l o'clock v, m sharp-
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1880, with Secretary.

J. II. WHITE, Vl rsUI.-iU.
AV.E. < (>\ , Secretary

F, O. 27«, JPetalumo, Ool,
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAT-Thursday, Sept. 9th.

TROTTING.
No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed In 188i, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, 51,100—2:24 Class.

No. 8-PACING PURSE, StiCO—2:35 Class.

SECOXD DAY-Friday, Sept. 10th.
RUNNING.

No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-year-

olds; £25 entrance; ?10 forfeit; .f2.50 added; S50 to

second; third to save stake. "Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three ponnds ; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 6—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 1883 ; $50 entrance, p. p. ; $300 added ; S100 to

Becond; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6-THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds ; $50 entrance ; b. f , or only ?15 if declared on or

before September 1st. $300 added, of which SlOi) to

the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to curry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, 5250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of 5300, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11th.
TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—5100
entrance, of which 525 must accompany nomination;

525 payable July 1st, and remaining ?50 payable

August 10, 1866; 5i0ii added by the Society. Closed

April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

In rive.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE. $800—3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, 51,200—2:20 Class.

FOtRTH DAY—Monday, Sept- 13th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. 550

entrance; h. f., or only 515, if declared on or before

feeptember 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second; third

to save state. Maidens, if tbree years old, allowed

five pounds ; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1884. 5150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.

Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages.' 5100 entrance; 550 forfeit, with $500 added, of

which 5150 to second; 5100 to third. Weights an-

nounced September 2d. Declaration, 520, to be

made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-

tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received

unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE. 5250—Of which 550 to

second. Fixed valuation, 51.000; two ponnds foreach

SirO below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept. 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with

eight nominations.
No 16—TROTTING PURSE, 51,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17—TROTTING PURSE, 31,201)—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 1 5th.
RUNNING.

No. 18—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-

old fillies. 525 entrance; ?15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared od or before September 1st; $150 added:

$25 to second. Those not having run first or second

in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-

eighths of a mile.

No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—Forthree-year-olds.
$50 entrance ; 325 forfeit, or only 515 if declared before

September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third

eaves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20-THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. 550

entrance; $25 forfeit, or only 515 if declared on or

before September 1st, with 5300 added; $100 to second;

third saves stake. Three-year.old maidens allowed

five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile

heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that have l'ot won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to

carry five ponnds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten ponnds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday. Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. 550 entrance, of which 510 must accompany
nomination; 325 payable Jnly 1st, and remaining 325

payable Augnst 10th; $300 added by the Society.

Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.

No. 24—PACING PURSE, 5&00—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 19 th.

RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals'of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
horse, $100; third, $50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen

nominations.
No. 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance; 525 forfeit; or only 315 if declared

on or before September 1st, with 3250 added. 576 to

Becond; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27-THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only 515 if

declared on or before September 1st; with 8^50 added,
third to save stake. "

?50 to third ; 3200 additional to the winner if 1 :42i is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-

hawk's time (1 :42^i is beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $50

i second. Horse not having won at this meeting

allowed five ponnds. Hordes that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

MEXTH DAY—Saturday, Sept- I8th.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $I,500-Free

for all trotting stallions.

No. 31-TROTTTNG PURSE, 51,000—2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,100-2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme:
No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $5U to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $10U en-

trance; 525 forfeit, or only 510 if declared January 1,

1S87; S250 added; second colt, 3100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1835, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only 519 if declared January

1.1887; $15 if declared January 1,1888; or 325 if de-

clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND COXDITIOXS,
All trotting and pacing races are the best tbree in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, aud three to start. But the Board

reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the pYirse. Entrance fee. lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per

cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot" a special race between heats A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows : 66$

to the first, and 33^ to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 P. M. of the day preceding

the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Santa Rosa,
CAL.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAiniE.

First Day, Tuesday, Aug. iSih
No. 1. Running—One-half mile and repeat, free Cor

all, $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50to second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $500
No. 3. Trotting— For two-year-olds, best two

three. Purse 3200.
No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse $350.

Second Day, Wednesday, An*;- 181b.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for :

ages, $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, 3150 added, $-50 to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse 3500.
No. 7. Trotting—For four-year-olds. PurBe 3400,

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 1 9th.
No. 8. Running—SellingRace.oneand one-half mile

da5h,$25 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200 added. Free for all.
Fixed valuation $1,000. Two pounds off for each hun-

Rules of tbe State .^cultural Society to govern J^a Mowaml tSS po.tr.ds SddedfoTeach hundred
running races, except "when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in thtir

entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSE D. CARK, EDWIN F, SMITH,
12jn& President. Secretary.

STOCKTON
FAIR.

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFPE RED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany

nominations. . _^ rt_

In all races four moneys, viz. : an, 2-3, lo and 10 per cent.

Races commence each day at one o'clock p. u. sharp.

SMbles, hav and straw free to competitors.

Entries t > Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 13SG.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday. September £1, 1886.

No 1 Running—District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash' S25 payable Julv 1st; 515 August 1st; 810 day

heforerace fesOadded. (Closed with five entries.)

v V Trotting-Pacific Coast. 2:S0 Class, $300.

No' 3 Trotting—Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the

get of ifambrino Wilkes; $20 entrance; $200 added by

owner of sire; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, 3100-Five moneys.

Wednesday, September M, 1886.

No 4 Burming- Pacific Coast. Mile dash, 3500.

No' h Trotting— District. Two-year-olds or under
*5M "Best Z in 3. (Closed with five Entries.)

No 6 Truttina-DiBtrict. StallionH*ce,$.m (Closed

"'No.T'pacing-Pacific Coast. Free for all. 5600.

Thursday, September *S3. 1886.
xu . s. Running-District. For three-year-olds or

under stakc.mne dash; Separablerjuly 1st; Jlo August
1st: 810 (iay before race; fi>0 added. (Closed with live

eI
?S

e
3') Trotrinc-PaciOc Coast. 2 20 Class. 81,000.

No. 10. Trottins-Facioc Coast. For three-year.

olds 8100 stake : $400 added. (Closed with Qve entries.)

State Equestrianism, 8100. Five moneys.

Friday, September 94. 1886.

No 11 Running—District. Free for all. Mile and

reDeat S5M). Closed with seven entries.

So IS. Trotting-Paciflc Coast, For two-year-olds,

SIM .ike; SMO added; best 2 In 3. (Closed with eight

e
No.

e
ii

>
Trotting-Paciflc Coast. 2:25 Class, 8800.

Saturday, September 35. 188 '.

No. 15. Running-Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

^No.ie. Trotting-District. 2:10 Class. 8500. (Closed

W
No

S
i?.

e
Tr'otHnB-Paciflc Coast. Free for all, 81.000.

Board of Directors tor 1886.

I I' SHI fPEE. B. r. LAMilORD
roHsTlOOKK ****. SHEP1IEBD.

above fixed valnation
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse $400
No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse 6300.

FourtU Bay. Friday, Ang, 2©til.

No. II. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,
$50 entrance, $25 forfeit,-5250 added, $7-5 to second horse.
No. 12. Running—For two-vear-olds, one mile dash,

?20 entrance, *10 forfeit, 5150 added, ?i0 to second horse.
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 ClasB. Purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 31st.
No. 14. Trotting—Free for all. Purse 35C0.
No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse 5500.
No. 16. Trotting—District, 2:40 Class. Purse $300.
No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,

25 entrance, 5200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

specified. National Association Rules to govern trot-
ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between Leats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemeflnecessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money onlv.

except when distancing the field, then to first arid
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered bv the Board no horse is

qualified to he entered in any district racethat has not
been owned in the district six 16) months prior to the
day of the race, and anv entry byanv person of any
disqualified horse shall be held liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without any right to compete for a.

purse, and shall be held liable to penalties prescribed
by the National Trotting Association.
If it is tbe opinion of the judges, before 3tarting a

race, that it cannot be finished on tbe closing day of
tbe fair, it may be continued or declared off, at tbe
optionof the judges.
In all races noted above five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and Btart
a race with a less nnmberand deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Bosa track is one of tbe fasteBt in the

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with
all entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at I o'clock p. w. sharp.
Entries to purses close August 1, 1856.
Entries close with the Secretary.

I. DE ri'RK. Fres.,
k. wia'Asrrs, Sec*ry
P. O. Box 111, Santa Rosa. Cal. 3jul5

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

8PKC1AI, ATTENTION PAJD TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day-Trotting;
No- 1—PURSE, 6eco—-2:15 class. Four moneys.
No. 2—PCRSE,*7.:fl--:l}u class. Four moneys.
No. 3—PURSE, $150—Four-year-olds. Four moneys.

Second Day-Running.
No. -J—THE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages; 850

entrance; half-forfeit, or only ?i.i, if declared on or be-
fore August 20th, with £«U) added; ?1C«> to tt-cond;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three-vears old al-
lowed five ponnds, if fuui years old or over seven
pouuds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA sTAKE-Fur three-

year-olds; &0 entrance; half-forfeit; $3&i added- jlMO
to second; &>o to third. One mile and a Quarter.
No. 6-TI1E JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; ?25 entrance; flu forfeit; ?250 added; ?i0 to sec-
ond; third to save stake. Winner of anv two-year-
old race after August 1st to cr.rrv three, pounds, of two
or more five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mite
No. 7—FREE PDKSE- &250. Winners of anv ra.-e

after August 1st, of the value of SiOO, to carry live
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, five
pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pouuds
Mile heats.

Tliird Day—Trotting aud Facing.
No. 8—PURSE, $600-2:35 Class. Four moneys
No.9--PURSE.5HW—Three-year-olds. Four moneys.
No. 10—PUtiSE, SoQQ-Pacisg— 2:23 class. Fo'ur

moneys.

Fourth Day—Trotiin«.
No. U—PURSE', 5750—2:20 Class. Four moneys.
No. 12— PTJRsE, 8750—2:21 Class. Four monevs.
No. 13—PURSE, *3.j0—Two-year-olds. Three moneys

Filth Day- Running.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE, $250-Of which S--0 to

second. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds foreach
§100 below; two pounds added for each. 3100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 15-TH K OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages;

550 entr-tnee; half-forfeit; $300 added; second horse
§100; third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 16—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forieit; $2-50 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-vear-
old race after August 1st to carry three pound'6; of
two or more, five pounds exira. Ot Juvenile Stake
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17-FREE PURSE. $250—For all ages; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse

$100. For the most graceful rider $25; second $15;
third $10. For the most skillful rider $25; second
$15; third$10.

SIXTH DAY-Trotttng.
No. 18—PURSE, $750—2:27 Class. Four monevs.
No. 19—PURSE,$l,000. Trotting—Free for all.' Fon

moneys.
No. 20—PURSE, $600. Pacing—Free for all. Fou

moneys.
REMARKS A2H> COADITIOSS.

All trotting and pacing rnces are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all
the races in the above programme to hold a iess num-
ber than five to fill. by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse, fc-ntraiice fee ten ner cent,
on purse. to accompauy nomination. Purses of four
tnoueys divided at the rate of fifty per cent. to the first

horse", twenty-fi-*e per cent, to second, fifteen percent.
to third, and ten percent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the ri^ht to trot heats of anv tw»
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race betwe sn heats. A
horse making a walk-over shad be entitled only to the
entrance mouey paid in. When less than the required
number ot starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to he divided as follows: <S6& to the
first and 3^'-; to the second.
In case anv named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of anv other event on the programme if di-emed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties interested
at anv time previous to August 15th.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the
day preceding the race shall he requiied to start
When there is more than one entry by one person, or

in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the race,
"io added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
unning races, except when conditions mimed are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Eutries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, July 31, 1886.

A. C. niETZ, President,
E- WALKER, Secretary.

26jn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

Second horse, $100; third to save stake. Winner of .1.VMEN A. wri « » * • -{."f/^Vmv^
any three-year-old race at th> meeting to carry five R. t. SARGEN r, JV ""

J^V",*
pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One E. \ \™£™WPMVV Treasurer,
mile and three-quarters. A

-
w

-
M

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages.

$50 entrance; $15 forfeit; ?30« a4ded. §100 to second;
.1. M. EaRVE, Secretary.
P.O. Box 188, Stockton, Califorroa

,

jnllO

Hon- C. Green,
Sacramento.

j. p. Sargent, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L- 3. Rose,
Los Angeles.
J. B.

Hon. J. D. Cabr,
Kalinas.

Hon. John Boggs
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walrath,
Nevada.

aggln, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted tbe
important auction sales in this line for the past

fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of

dollars, we feel justified In claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

pondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale,

private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with tbe utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are

appende
KIXXIP «* CO., HG Montgomery Street.

JAMcKerron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. F., Cal.
15mytf

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHO 1^"
951 Third St„ 8»
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AmUMJRAl ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBROOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City,

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And continuing Five Bays,

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEEO PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District." all horses are eli-

fible that were owned in the counties of Nevada or
lacer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District, and

El Dorado and Amador ot the El Durada District Ko.
prior to June l, 1886, iiuless otherwise specified.

Tuesday, August ?4tli.

$350. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3:30 Class.

Purse $250.
$600. No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class-Free for aU.

Purse $1500.

$300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or
under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse $300.

Wednesday, August: 25tl&.

$400. No. 4. RUNNING—Free forall. $50eutrance,
$25 forfeit, $100 added. Second horse $100; third $50.

One miW and repeat.
$150. Nu 5, RUNNING—Free for all—Fortwo-year-

olds. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit. *loO added. Second
horse S50, third *-i>. Dash u£ half a mile.
S250. No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year-olds—Free

for all. $50 entrance. $25 forfeit, *1~M added. $75 to

second horse, $50 to third. One mile.
$600. No, 7. PACING—Free for all. Purse $600.

$201). No. S. TROTTING— One-year-o Ids—One-half
mile and repeat. Purse $200.

Thursday, August 36tli.

$250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse
8250.

$1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 Class—Free for aU.

Purse $1,000.

$400. No. 11. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under
— For District. Mile and repeat. Purse $luO.

$50. Nu. 12. RUNNING—Saddle Hohse Stake-
District horses, catch we ights. $5 entrance, $50 added.
Four moneys—50,25,15 and 10 percent,

Friday, August m£ JtBi.

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Freefor all. $50entrance,
$25 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $150, third $75.

Two miles and repeat.
$200. No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all. $25entrance,

$10 forfeit, $200 added. Second horse $75, third $50.

Three quarters,of a mile and repeat.
$300. No. 15. RUNNING—Free for all. y25entrance,

$10 forfeit, $300 added. Second horse $75, third $50.

One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. 10. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $500.

Saturday, August 28th.
$200. No. 17. RUNNING—Freefor all. ?25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, §200 added. $75 to second, $50 to third.

One half mile and repeat.
$500. No. 18. TROTTING—2:10 Class. Purse $500.

$1,200. No. 13. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing raceB are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; rive to enter, and three to start; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
nil. by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the parse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on pursa.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of auy two
classes alternately. If necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpeeial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33K to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there io more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
muBt be named by 6 p. a. of the day preceding the raee.
No added money" paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to closf: with the Secretary on August 1, 18S6,

A. WA1.RATM. G&O. JFfl.E'l'CHEK,
26jnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 1886.

Notice for Entries.

First Day. Saturday, August 7th. Purse S800.

Special race for the following named horses: Manon,
Adair, Albert W., Antevolo, Menlo, Anteeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day, Tuesday, August 10th. Three-minute

clasB. Purse ?500.

Third Day, Wednesday, August 11th. 2:21 class.

Manon barred. Purse $600.

Fourth Day, Thursday, August 12th. 2:40 class.

Purse $500.

Fifth Day, Friday, August 13th. 2:24 class. Purse
S500.

Sixth Day, Saturday, August 14th. Free for all.

Parse 81,000.
All contests to be bests in 5 In harness. Five or

i'to enter, three or more to Btart: but the Assocla-
ceserves the right to hold a less number to fill

i lucting a proportionate amount of the purse.
liitries close with the Secretary, 1,435 California St.,

i Francisco, on July 31,1 88B.
W, H. H1NCHMAN, Secretary.

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGRMLTDK1L ASSOCIATION.

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY, OCTOBKK 16tll, IKCE.FSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

In Purses and Premiums.
033="An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation-.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:
First E>ay—Tuesday, October lIBlli.

No. 1.—Bunking Rach.. Purse $150, dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Bunking Race, Purse 8150, dash }\. mile, free for

forall, weight for age.
3.—Trotting Race, Purse 9-500, for 2:55 Class.

Spi.-o.uS joay—Wednesday, October 1311a.

4.—Sunning Race, Purse §200, for three-year-olds,
;„' of a mile,
5.—Running Race, Purse S150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, three-mi nu to Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, a, and Fickett's br c Contractor, 4,

eligible.

Third JOay—Tlaursday, October 14tli.

—Running Race, Purse §250, 1% miles, free for
all, weight for age.
8.—Running Race, Purse 5200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse §500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
iB being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth JOay—Friday, October 1 5th.
.—Running Race, Purse §250, for three-year-olds,

\\i miles.
11.

—

Running Race, Purse §200, selling race. First
valuation §750, two pounds added for each§10j above,
and two pounds taken olf for each §100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse §500, for 2:40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Rack, Purse §350, 1>< miles, free for

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse §200, one

mile,fiee for all and weight for age. Forall horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse §"j00, free for all.

All races will be called at l o'cluek sharp.
Entries Close on SATURDAY, July 31st.

Circulars containing rules, remarks ;ind conditions,
and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. NEWTON. E. A. DeCAHP.

President. Secretary.
26jnG 3 and 5 North Main St.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J^^seys of both sexes for sale. Postoffics address.
Rail Fnuininno. Cal

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First I>ay—Tuesday, August 31st*

Trotting—No. 1—Three-year-old class. Purse, §200,

Free to all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

§150. Freefor all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Hcventeeuth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. rurse,?200.

Free forall.

Second Day—Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Free for

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Purse, §50. The horse nearest to

four minutes to win the heat. First horse §20, second
§in. third §5, fourth §r,, tilth §5, sixth §5.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse. §300.

Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. ^Bd.

Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse, §400. Free for

Walking—No. 6—Best walking team §30. best
walking stall on ¥30, second best of either §20. One
mile Purse, SL00. For horses qwned in this district.

Running—No. 9—One and one-half mile dash.
Purse, §200. Free for all. -.-,.,.. „
ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District, No

entrance fee. several elegant premiums have been
contributed lor the occasion, and will be given, lnclud-

ng one cash premium, §'^0, by the Society.

Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 3d.

Trotting—No. 10—2 ;50 class. Purse, §200. Free for

Trotting—No. 11—Four-year-old class. Purse,§400.

Free forall. Apex barred.
Pacing—No. 12—Purse, §100. Free tor all.

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.

Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse,$600. Freefor

Running—No, 14— Two-mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing ri-.-.es are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.

Rules of the J-tate Agricultural Society to govern all

running Four to enter and three to start; but the

F,i-i:iTd reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate

amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of bfty per

cent, for the first horse, twenty-rive per cent, to the

second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent.

to the fourth.
AH horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races for which entrance lias been paid, and who go
in the raee designated and fail to win any part of the
purse.willhave their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or runheatsof

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries for said i ace, and to no
added monev. A horse winning a race entitled to first

money only.' except when distancing the field, then to

first and fourth moneys.
Non-starters must he declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by8 o'clockp.M.,or
thev shall be required to start.

. ,

Ail purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

Entries' to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8, will

close with the Secretary August 10, It-Mi.

Races commence each day at l o'clock p. it., sharp.

The Society fu rnish hay and straw free to coinpeti-

BSg=-No season tickets will be issued, and persons
contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the

Society will be requiredto pay regular admissionfee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

». E. KNIGHT, T. Jf. SHERWOOD,
19jn.il President. Secretary.

By Royal Letters Patent.

LITTLE'S

Soluble Phenyle.

DEODORIZER -» ANTISEPTIC

The New Disinfectant.

for Universal use.

Cheap, Harmless. Convenient
and Effective.

NON-POISONOUS.

ER GUN.

At the Second International Olay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Fob. 11th to 16th, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Radge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B, Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were snob

champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, JErb and others. During the entire tournament more prizeB

were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

m 'im° PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

Notice.
Herbert H, Brown, M.P. I

Nugent W. Brown, I

Geo. H. Holmeb,
C. Bruce Lowe.

trading

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

iraerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permiiled to J. B. Haggin, Esq,

and Major Rathboue of San Francisco.
KHOWN DKOS. A CO«

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales,

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I bave now on hand, and offer for Bale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, San Mateo Co,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire 1'Irs from two to twelve
months Old, bred from the bfst strains of Premium
ptock, which I import yearly from England dlieo
Apply to win. 1'orbiu,

3J8 California St.,

Bah Fnvnclpoo,

A highly concentrated fluid for cheeking and pre-
venting contagion from infectious diseases.
For general use in hospitals. It has all the good

qualities of carbolic acid without its disadvantages,
as it is non-poisonous, non-corrosive, mixes more
readily with water, is harmless to persons or fabrics,
is cheaper, and leaves a pleasant and .refreshing odor
after use.

It is a purifier and deodorizer of Impure air and
had smells, especially useful in hospitals, sick rooms,
barracks, prisons, work-shops, decks and holds of
emigrant ships, drains, sewers, and for

Kennel Use
Is the most absolute disinfectant ever used. Its

value has been proved in a thousand instances
throughout the united kingdom, where the breeders
and owners of valuable dogs have proved it to be
superior to every preparation offered. Every owner of
a valuable dog knows the importance of keeping them
clean, cleaniness being the first requisite for good
health, and upon perfect condition depends the
amount of work which can he demanded of a dog in
field or other work, and the manner in which the dog
will respond to tasks put upon him.

PHENYLE is an Absolute
Antidote for Mange.

It destroys the genus of the disease, and its constant
use will prevent the attacks of the parasites which are
such a scourge to canine life.

In the Stable
Phenyle will be found invaluable. Owners of racing
stables who travel all over the country with their
horses find that at the most critical periods their
racers

Sicken and Lose Form,
Because the boxes and stalls in which they have been
housed were infected with the germs of disease
invisible to the eye and insensible to the smell. In
many instances, to the change of food, water and air

is attributed the loss of condition shown by race-
horses, when the direct source of sickness is the
impure atmosphere inhaled by the horses. The more
highly bred and severely trained the animal, the
greater the risk of infection. Hence, every race-horse
owner who has constantly to change his thorough-
breds or trotters from one set of

Boxes and Stalls
To another, should make an imperative rule that,

prior to his horses being housed in either, that they
tje thoroughly disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE.
Ust of Commercial JDisiufcctauts Tested.

Name on Label. Proportion in which active.

Little's Soluble Phenyle '1 per cent.
Labarraque's Solution 7 " "
Sol. Chloride of Zinc (Squibbs) 10 " "

Feucbtwagner's Disinfectant 10 "
Labarraque's Solution (from Frere, Paris) 16 "
Phenal Sodique 16 " "
Piatt's Chlorides 20 "
Girondin Disinfectant 26 "_ "
Williamson's Sanitary Fluid 25 " "
BromoChloralum 25 " "
Blackman Disinfectant 30 *• "

Squibb's Solution oi Impure Carbolic Acid, Bur-
chart's Disinfectant, Phenal Sodique (French) and
Listerene, all failed in 60 per cent, solutiou.

Thus it is shown in the table that "LITTLE'S SOL-
UBLE PHENYLE" is an efficient disinfectant in pro.
portion ol two parts iu flOO of wafer; a sol-

ution made by adding one gallon of "LITTLE'S SOL-
UBLE PHENYLE" to fifty gallons of water, will
absolutely kill any and all disease germs with which
it may be brought into contact.

A very great advantage possessed by "LITTLE'S
SOLUBLE PHENYLE"in addition toits extraordinary
disinfecting powers, is the fact that it is noii-poi-
SOHOU8, differing in this regard markedly from car.
bolic acid, chloride of zinc, sulphate of copper, &c,
which are intenselv poisonous and for less efficient iu
ction. "LTTTLE'h SOLUBLE PHENYLE" is also the
best antiseptic and deodorizer obtainable. It pre-
vents all putrefaction and instantly removes the foul-
est odors.
Bird Tender and <^rain Protector.—To protect

seed wheat against birds, slugs, wire-worms, etc.,

aud prevent smut, mix two pints of water with
half a pint of the fluid. This quantity will be suffi-

cient for about BOO pounds of wheat.
Aphis.—For clearing peach, apple and rose trees,

geraniums, etc., from the aphis, syringe with a mix-
ture of one teaspoouful of -fluid to four gallons water,
and syringe with clear water in a few minutes.
Apple Blight.—A strong solution—one teaspoonful

fluid to one quart of water— to he applied with a
paint brush.
Scale on Orange Trees.—Three, four, five and b!x

teaspoonsful fluid to four gallons of water. Three
applications nt eight days' interval completely de-
stroy the scale insects, and will free the tree from the
unsightly black excrement. Syringe off with clear
water fifteen minutes afterwards, more especially if

any young foliage is upon the trees.

Sickly Vines. — Water the roots with twice Ihe
above strength il In 50).

Disinfecting Cuttings op Vines.—Imraerso ten
minutes in a solution of 1 to 50.

Falkner,Bell&Co.
AQENTS.

406 CALIFORNIA ST.,
Smi Fsawisgo. jaxotf
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

?*?,E
I
From July 16. 1 886. I

*,"","

18:00 a m
8:00 A M
4-00 f m
7:30 A M
*3 ;30 F M
S:30 A M
4:00 p M
•5:00 P M
8.-00 A M
•8:30 A M
3:30 P m
10W AM
3:00 P M
7 :30 A ii

7:30 A M
7:30 a v
8:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:iXI P M

*1:00 P M
8:50 a m

JlO lOO A M
3:00 F M
S:30 ,

•9:30 .

•3:30 P M
•9 :30 A SI

..Bvron

..Calistoga and Napa..

Hazel Creek, Redding & Portland
Galtvia Martinez
lone via Liverraore

...Knight's Landing

... Liverinore and Fleasanton...
..Martinez
Milton.

Mojave.Demiug.El Paso & East.
.. Niles and Haywarda
. ..Ogden and East

. Red Bint? via Marvsville
....Reno.Truckee and Colfax...,

....Sacramento, viaBenicia ,

" via Livermore..
" via Eenicia
" via Benicia

.....Sacramento River Steamers..
....San Jose _

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez

via Martinez
..Tolaieand Fresno _.

J6:10 p si

10 :10 A M
6:10 p m
G:40 P M

•10:40 a M
5:40 p M

10 :10 a M
•3:40 A M
6:10 F M

•7:40 P M
10:40 a H
3:40 P M

11:10 a si

5:10 P M
6:40 p m
6:40 p si

5:40 P M
11:10 a si

10:10 a SI

•6:00 a M
•3:40 p m
t3:40 P M
9:40 a m
5:40 p M
•7:40 pm
no :40 a m
•7:40 r M

Froni Sau Francisco Daily.

LICENSESDOG

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks. Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, tzc, &c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes. —Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

XO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30—a:W—
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1Z:30
—1 :00—1 :30—2 -00—2 :30—3 :00 — 3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00

— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:0O— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
13:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—'6:00—•6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8:30—*3:30—*4rfX)—*4:30-^S:00—*5:30—*6.O0—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*y:30 a—fJ-KOp—12:00
TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—"7:30—8:00— *S:30—

9:00—9:30—10:00—{10:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—+12:30-
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—
6:00—6*30—7:0»J—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—"7:30— 3:00—*8:30
—9:00—9:30—10:00—$10:30-U:00-$11:30— 12:00—1:00
—2-00—3 :00 —3 :^0~ i :00— 4 :30—o:00—5 :30—6:00—6:30—
7:0"!—3:00-9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO "WEST BERKELEY— -6:00— «6:30— 7:0u -•7:30-
18:00—*8 :30-9 :00—10 :00—11 :00—$1 :00—2:00 - 3 :'J0 - 4 :'J0

—•4:30—5:00—•5:30—6:00- -*6:39—7:00.

LOOK AT THIS!

To San Francisco .Daily.

iHOM FRUIT VALE—*6:2S—*6:53—•7:23—*::^- *8:23
•8:53—*9S»—*10:20—*4:23—*4:S3—*3:23—*5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7-20—9:50.

PROM FR V IT VALE (via Alameda}— *5 20 - *§ :50 -

16:50—$9:20-*3:2n.
FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30- *S:00- 6:30—7. JO *

7:30—8:00—S:30-'J :00—9:30—10:00—10 :30 —11 :0C— 11:30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4 -00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- ! :o7—
10:57. L .FROM BROADWAY, OAELAND-7 minutes later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*S:23—*5:o8-*6:28— 6:53—*7: 28 -

7:58-*S:2S—o:5s-9:2S—9:58— J10:28—10S8—tll:28-
11-58—112:2S—12:5S—$1:25—1:58—2:5S—3:28-3:58—4:28
4:Sg_5 :28—5:5S~6:2S—6:58—7:58—8:58—9:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:23—*5:53—'6:23—6:53—*7 :23-
7:58—•8:23—8:53—9:23—9:53—JJ0:23—10:53 —$11:23—
11:53—12:53-1:53— 2:53—3:23— 3:53— 4:23—1:53—5:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53—8:53—9:53—10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:53—*6: 3—6:53—*7:23
—7:53—8:53— •9:23—9:53—10:53— $12:53— 1:53— 2:53

—

3:03—4:53—*5:23—5:53—*6:23—6:53.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—11-15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAEXAND—*6d5—3:15—10-15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.
••••»

1—W. «fcC.Scolt A Son Hummer-less 35. I*. Gnn, '"Premier Quality," 10-gauge, 30 in..
8* lbs., with SOLE LEATREB CASE, nearly new, cost ?300 Price $900

-3—W. A *'. Scott A Son Hammerles-M B. E,. Gun •Preuiicr Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.
7£ lbs., cost 8300, will sell for $| 60

3—AV. R. Papc Hammer B. L. Cnn, 12-gauge, 30 in., 7 lbs., cylinder bore, cost §200, will sell
for $65

4—W. XV. Greener Treble Weilse-iast, Hammer II. I*. Gun, lO-gauge, 30 in., 9^ lbs., as
good as new, cost -?150, will sell for $85

offraiMcm
SET OPMFAMY. .-1

TIME SCHEDULE
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing May 2, 1886. ,

ARRIVE
N. F.

8:30 A
10:40 A
til 30 A

*j;2s A
•S:10 A
9:03 a

10:02 a
•3-aa f
t4:59e
6*00 P
$7:50 P

a :•• ' A I
-

0:40 a 1

3:30p •<
..Santa Clara, San Jose, and..
..Principal Way Stations

| M0-O2A

'

I 6:00 P
J I t&:lSp

10:4H A S .

•3:30 p ; "( .

... Gilroy, Pajaro, '. aatrovillfl, .. *10*O2a
8 -00 if

10:40 A <
•a :30 p

i

-
... Watson \*i lie, Camp Uoodall
..Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel.
....( Capitol a (and Santa Cruz :

•10-02 A
<>:W>P

t7:50Al{; i t3:5GV

10:40 .', |
1

i

•10:02 A

10:40 A- suliedaj, Kio^a :tiia Way >tati..iia.... i
Hjjiip

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysonly. (Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furn.s-l^d i'v Randolph &. Co.. S. F.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHEE,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. P.

Stage COIWRCTIOXS <-re made with tlie 10,-40 a. m.
Train, except Pescadeho Stages via San Mateo and
Redwoo-', which connect with >:'w a', m. Train.
Special Rul*nl-tkip Tickkts, .it reduced ra

Monterey. Aptos, Roquel Santa Cmz and Pescadero;
al«" , to 6ilroy, Paralso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCUBSIOK lUKETK.
-pftT Cnndavn onlv * SoM SHND\Y HORSING I good±or Ssnnrtaya oniy,-

( fijJ TetaTtveame (iay .

ForSatnrday, ( Sold Satttbday and Suxda y only

;

Sunday an.I- gooil fnr return until following Mon-
Mondav, * dav,jni-!u?iv, at The followiiiv: r.. :?:

Bound Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno.,..
MiH.br,'..-, ..

Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo P;irk..
Mayfield

ikt.

Sattoil Bound Trip
Mon. Erom San
Tkt. Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
Wan Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soqnel
Santa C r.iz

Monterev

Su
Nino
-Vun.
Tkt.

4 m
:, o

.

500
5 00

Tickrt Offices.—
street, Valencia-street
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSF.TT,

Superintendent.

Passenger Depot, Townsend
statioi:. and No. 613 iiarket

H.R. JrTJAH,
Asst. Pa.*?. & Tkt. Agt.

•Sundays excepted. JSumdaysonly.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. H. TOWSE,
Gen. Afanager,

T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Aet,

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock ou tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
vs

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
ennell'b Cynthiasa Horse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Dr. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gomeault's Caustic Balsam.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FA

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

EKQUIRE OP
HESKT WA1SH.

Snp't "Running HoiBe Dep't.

Pftlo Alto Stock Farm,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to rednce the nnmber of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa le at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and np to the last of January,
1886. All th' mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees aDd
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dat^s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely ocenrs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Slallions asd Fillies from yearling3 to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOB SAT-E AT I AIRLVWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

r tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CI ASS. STA>DARD-BRED TROTTIXG STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTT ONI?. PTITfTR1

! PTiAM l88trictly adhered t0 atFairlawn, and the
J- -U-J-i V/Xl ±J J- IwXvJJ A JJZXJ.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at esactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

tfie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THS

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort tne
best places in the State for

Sea Batbiii-i*, Shooting: and Fishing-;*

TKAXNS LEAVE SAX FRANCISCO DALLY FOB

MONTEREY,
TEE MOST CHARMING

the

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Geld Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
EEGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y,

Summer and w inter Resort ot
Pacific t'oart,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of '-.booting

may T«e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL, DEL.
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

TEE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DHL MONTE,"
ABE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Bandforsurf bathinE. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting tor
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places.

APTOS, SOQl EI, AND SANTA CTtrZ

IS VIA THE NORTHERS DIVISION.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each of which abounds Id game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese. »eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains
at San Mateo lor those will-known Retreats. PURIfi
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEfeOADBBO. We
would particularly call attention to tlie unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN KRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Hun

Frant-igco and offer special inducements to tie Jovere
of tbiB manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOU <

when carried in Baggage Cars and pnt in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Bar.

i

to IsBne CHECKS for aj d in BAggt?e
Cam.
»B-In order to guard agalnpt accidents to t> < s

While in transit. It Is necessary that thev t>e provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunatik.-ti apart
and securely packed in wood or leather „
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot,

street. Valencia Station, and No 613 M
Hotel.
A.O. BAS8ETT, H. R.JUDA-

eoperlntandent. A»t. PftM. •
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ESTABIJSHEn t855.

or, © th jl m s«
No. 767 Market Street, S. P,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

HARNESS AND SADDLERY

July 24

TRACK HARNESS A SPECIALTY.
We make several grades of this Harness, adapted to Sulky or Track Wagon use, at prices ranging from S25 to §100 a set, made of the very

best material throughout, and the latest and most improved styles, and guarantee every set to give perfect satisfaction.

Our So. 1 Track Harness $1 00 a Set.
• a • " SS5

3 •• •' S50 "
•• 4 •' •' S35 "

•• •> a •• « S35 "
Single Busily Harness from SIO 1" SIOO
Double •' •' " S30 •• S30O "

AGENT FOR
FENKELL'S OYNTHIANA HOKSE BOOTS. J. H. FENTON'S CHICAGO SPECIALTIES. DE. DIXON'S CONDITION POWDERS. UOMBADLT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM.

:o

:

Jockey Saddles, Bridles, Whips, Jockey Suits, Boots, Spurs, Sweat and Cooling Blankets, Linsey
Woolsey Suits, Bandages, Sheets, Hoods; Scrapers, Weights, at Lowest Prices.

No. 2COW BOY CINCHA.
>o. 3 Price eael) S«.5«.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receiptor

95 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead, Parties ouce giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen . It haR a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
416 and -5 'is Cattery St.

San Francisco, Cal.

..BENUIHE THE

6BsFrWff53|a Bestand Cheapest

£|/'i)Z&lm DOG FOOD.
g |.o * l>*tr *W —o\-

^mSjjpFEEDYOURDOGS
iSmaREBu on

gPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity Front Disease! Thick, Glossy

t oat: Sweet Breath! Clean, Sound
'fceth! Regular Habit!

Spratt's Patent Poultry .Pigeon and Cattle Foods.
Horee Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat Crissel, Cat
Food,Prepared Bone Meals,and Calcined Oyster Shel.8.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

eta.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12 ctB.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.
Our goods may be obtained from
Claforoiiffli A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Slreet

E. T. Alien. 416 Market Street.
I.iddle A K.aedii)£, 538 Washington Street.

Goldberg, Bowen A <'o.. 428 Pine Street.

M. Ehrinan A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

/ (Coham'sBang.
Bang <

( Price's Vesta.

DON
\

- _ n „(Vandevort's ) I

f
Garth's Drake.

[_

6B
) Sail, 1286 E. K.C.K. B.

IN THE STUD- PEE $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

11 T. Vandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co. , Cal.

Sausalito Kennels.

Do^s taken to train and hoard.

Dos* of my breaking won first money
in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars etc, address

GEO. V AI.LESDEK.
Sausalito, Marin Co. Cal

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
^"orSale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Luring Thayer,

186 TremQBt St-, Boston Mass.

ATTENTION, RIFLEMEN!

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than
any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price SU.OO. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

SLOTTERBEK &McCEANEY,
lOjul 4p I.AKKPORT. I'AL.

HOLSTEINS
FOR SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all apes, from '

the most celebrated eastern families and select
imported strains. 1 offer any of my herd for sale.

All first-class animals and registered.
FRANK II. ItllRKE,

401 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, j

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, D*. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, Kngland.

(Diploma dates April, 22.1870).—
Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs,

etc., can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending Cull particulars of disease and$i.

Send for Buzard's Worm Powders for
horses, and liis Worm Mixture for dogs.
They never fail in their action. Will send a package

by mail for $1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESXAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MK. A HUE I. LiTHROP.Room 69, C.P.K.R.
Balldlng. cor. -Jib and Townseud, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,
podresa JOHN A. GOLDSMITH,
Box 342. OftllWlu.Cftl,

S

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto. Cauada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 3JI NnComn St
Itn.Meno P«H llnwur.l St., R«n Fntnrinen,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moBt popular school on tho Coaet.

E. P UFALD President. O. S. HALEY\ Sec'y

i'-7i Scud for eircnhvr.'tFl

fl/ 'T/f->|fcfl5feJ3

1 lUKl m ' iflffinTsuSI

¥lmWSuSraal

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured i>v letters Patent, July %ft, 188V.
Having thus described n.y invention, what I claim

as new, and denlre to secure my letteis patent. Is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the brL

die, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
tlie curved blinds F, secured to such extenslons.ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side strapB A, the screw, nut
and waBher K, to secure the blind and allow it to ire

set, substantially as herein described.
4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

Sleces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bfinds
and H, connecting tin- branches or extensions above

and below the eves, mid having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so us to be mova-
ble aboutthe point of support, tho adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash oonnected with tho blinds, and ad*
Jus table, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do nut
appear on the cut, the general principle will be nnder-
Btood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind np
something of the same effect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the caae
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the «.nee w Itlmut the strain of weights on tho
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKEBRON,
No. 230 and za EUls St. Snn Francisco
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SAN FKANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1886.
SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

YACHTING.
The most substantial sport tbat San Francisco can boast is

yaohting. More solid cash is invested in yachts in this city

$han in any other form of sport that is of a strictly local char-

acter. From May to November our yacht owners keep mov-

jQg, they entertain liberally, they sail frequently, and the

white canvas of our fleets makes a striking feature of our
beautiful bay. We have three substantial clubs; two of them

have 6ne landed properties that make a picturesque feature

of the Marin county landscape, and a third will shortly be
added. Every good citizen must appreciate the value of this

noble sport. Every tax-payer knows the value to the city

and state of the yachting interest, and a moment's reflection

will suggest that yacht owners and yacht clubs have some
claim to public recognition. What they want is that part of

our harbor be set apart for their use. At present they have
nothing; from Hunter's Point to Meiggs' wharf there is not a
cable's length of anchorage fit for a yacht to lie to. In Mis-
sion bay there is good and moderately safe holding ground,
but the flying dirt from the docks, and the grime from coal

smoke of a hundred factory chimneys, make it an unfit place
for yachts to lie. In twenty-four hours the trimmest, clean-

est and most freshly painted yacht in our fleet has over and
over again been made to look like a coal barge when anchored
in Mission bay. From the Pacific Mail dock to Front-street
wharf every foot of anchorage is occupied either by mer-
chant vessels or ferry boats; nothing can be looked for in
that quarter. The anchorage off Front-street wharf is both
unsafe and dirty, and there is not shelter for one-fifth of our
yacht fleet. Meiggs' wharf, or rather Shelter Cove, is the only
spot on the bay shore line fit for anchorage. Let anyone go
and look at the spot and judge for himself how tit it is for the
purpose suggested. It is a sink hole of filth, and yet it is the
only spot where a large fleet of yachts can safely rendevzous
to embark their owners' guests when starting for a pleasure
cruise.

For many years yachtsmen, and yacht owners especially,

have had to forego the pleasure of taking ladies with them
upon cruises, because there is not a spot along the water
front fit for ladies to embark or disembark. Our yachtsmen
are strong politically, and financially powerful. But so far
they have not been able to move the right men to construct
some simple and efficient yacht harbor. If they will take the
matter in hand with a joint will, the result will be that within
a year from now San Francisco will have a spot in the bay
that will be a pride to her citizens, of whom there are thousands
who have a direct interest in the noble pleasure of yachting.

The Oakland Canoe Club.

Quite a stiff breeze prevailed last Sunday in Oakland creek,
and the canoes took more or less spray over their weather
bows. The Mystic, Flirt, Falcon and Shadow were the most
prominent objects. The two former had ladies out, and the
Bpray sprinkled them considerably, but this they took with
the nonchalence of an old weather-beaten tar, The fresh
wind took the canoes round the basin in a very short time,
and then they went to Brooklyn where lunch was had.
The Zoe Mou is still out of commission on account of

damages sustained on the Clear Lake cruise.

The Meteor, which has never as yet tried conclusions with
the others, will probably soon do this, and be one of the reg-
ular fleet. The experts of the club do not anticipate that she
will develop much speed, and state as their opinion that she,
with the Falcon, Zephyr, Shadow, Hattie Belle and other
vessels of the second class would make a very close race.
Mr. Smith is converting Mb yawl-boat into a canoe, and

will undoubtedly make a good sea boat, even if she does not
develop a great deal of speed.
The brigantine Emma Augusta, lies at the mouth of the

estuary leading to Lake Merritt, and interferes considerably
with the sailing room of the canoes, and an attempt is to be
made to remove her on the big high tides. A cruise to Goat
Island is contemplated for to-day and to-morrow.
In yachting circles very little is being done. It is to be

regretted that more cruises can not be had. These occasions
keep up the interest of the yachtsmen, as the tests of speed
add a zest to the sport not to be had when a yacht is cruis-
ing alone. Most of the yachtsmen, as a rale, have no partic-
ular preference as to their destination, and frequently get
under way without making up their minds as to where to go.
Of course they figure roughly on the tides, but that is about
all; and if Club cruises came more frequently, we think that
they would stimulate the sport. Why keep to the stereo-

typed programme of Yallejo or Martinez and return? Un-

doubtedly both these trips are very enjoyable, but "variety is

the spice of life." Why cannot the various commodores
change the programme in something of the following?
Assemble on Saturday night at some pretty place, such a3
Quarry Cove, Hospital Cove, Lyford's Cove, California City,

or anywhere easy of access, as long as there is sufficient

water; and on Sunday sail in squadron, either to Hunter's
Point, or up San Pablo Bay, as the tide serves. We think,

this would be an agreeable change.

On Sunday nearly all the yachts took a cruise up the bay;
the Ariel, Lnrline, Aggie, Chispa, Pearl, Ripple, Thetis, sail-

ing in the neighborhood of the Brothers. The tide was wrong
both ways, and the' vessels that did not turn the bows home-
ward early in the day had a hard time to get home, as the
flood tide ran sharply during the afternoon and the wind died
completely out.

With only the press dispatches at one's service, it seems as
hard to trace the movements of the Galatea as those of the myth-
ical "Flying Dutchman." We said last week that the Galatea
was reported as having arrived. While this was in type and
before the issue of the paper, the Associated Press stated that

great anxiety is felt for her safety, as she was overdue. Then
again we hear, that the report that she had left England, as

stated, was entirely erroneous, and that she did not start

until some days later; so we confess ourselves "all of a sea"
about her.

A well-known contributor to the N. Y. Spirit of the Times

writes as follows:

It is about time we were bearing something of Galatea.
The probability is that Lieutenant Henn has taken a south-
ern route by way of the Azores, and consequently would not
be in the way of meeting any of the regular steamers. I
believe the Boston and Eastern Yacht Club men intend going
out to meet Galatea, and give her a cheerful, hospitable greet-

ing, in contrast to the sulky indifference with which she was
allowed to sail from Southampton water.

Galatea is built of milled steel plating. I don't like the
idea of metal of any kind for yacht construction. It is not safe

for ocean work in small vessels, and it certainly is not so
speedy as wood upon the same lines. The case is entirely

different when you come to speak of large constructions, such
as steamers of three to five thousand tons displacement.
H-re the proportion between the internal spaces which give

the buoyancy, and the metal which of itself has none, is very
large, Additional buoyancy is also obtained in large vessels

by means of subdividing decks and bulkheads, things that

are impossible in yacht construction.
There is only one augument that I know of that can be

used in favor of iron or steel as a material for yacht building;

that Ls, their tremendous lasting quality; although, again,

when you come to consider this quality in regard to the two
yachts that I am acquainted with, namely, the Oirnara in

England, and the Rivet in Canada, one would be disposed to

consider this lasting quality to be rather a nuisance than
otherwise, since it is only perpetuating a bad type of boat.

The Oimara is an iron cutter of 165 tons, Royal Mersey Yacht
Club measurement. She was one of the fleet that sailed

against the Sappho round the Isle of Wight course in 186S, in

a race most grapically described by Captain Coffin in his his-

tory of American yachting in the July number of Outing. I

was aboard of the Oimara in Liverpool, in 1S72, during the

races of tbe R. M. Y. C. She was badly beaten by the smaller
boats. She is afluat yet, and probably will be for another
half century; so is the Rivet. This is the immortal hooker
whose race with the Prima Donna in 1852, from Tor-
onto to Oakville and back, I described for you in "The Cruise

of the Waterwitch." The Rivet was built on the Clyde, in

Scotland, in 1S51, thirty-five years ago, on purpose to beat

the Prima Donna—a wonderful, little wooden sloop which
then held the broom on Lake Ontario, and, I believe, would
hold it yet if she were alive; but like all of her sex whom the

gods love, she died young. Better thus to go out in the prime
of her fame and her glory, with her honors fresh upon her,

than to linger on into a decrepit old age, and get a handicap
of 20 minutes, and be beaten then, in a fifteen-mile coarse by

a boat of her own size, as Rivet was, June 26th, at Toronto.
What I want to say, however, is tbat, in my opinion, iron

or steel is not a safe or suitable material fur yacht construc-

tion, and it should not be encouraged or followed, particularly

in America, where, as yet, abundance of the finest timber the

world produces can be had at reasonable prices. In the

Georgia yellow pine we have a quality of timber most admira-
bly suited for plankiDg of top sides. In Canadiau upland
white oak and tamarac we have splendid stntT for floors,

frames, and knees. Iu the red beech nf Canada also we have
a timber which cannot be surpassed for keels and keelsons.

The rock-elm gives us splendid bottom plunking; Oregon

gives us her magnificent pinn for big spars, and Novia Scotia

white spruce makes a topmast or a jib-boom that the world
cannot surpass for strength and elasticity. Why, then,

should we go to the mine for a material which has no natural
buoyancy, and nothing to commend it except that it is the
fashion in England?
By the way, what eternal bosh it is for the English sporting

papers to cry out against the New York Yacht Club system of
measurement as unfair to the cutter type of boat. So much
ignorance prevails on this question, that perhaps it would
be no harm to repeat what we have so often said before, tbat

the system of the N. Y. Y. C. is rep.liy as fair to the cutter

type as any just system could be. In point of fact, it gives

the cutter a slight advantage, inasmuch as the height of her
mast being taken as one of the elements in computing the sail

area, the narrow cutter has an advantage from the fact that

her mast is usually a good bit shorter than a sloop's of the

same water-line length. The truth is, the English yachtsmen
are chagrined because they do not find the same absurd and
vicious rule of measurement in force here as was in force in

England, and to evade which the narrow-beam cutter was
produced. It is better that this thing should be thoroughly
ventilated and put out of the way forever, as the noxious
type it has produced will soon be put.

The story of it is this: Some twelve or fifteen years ago
the English Yacht Racing Association adopted the R. M. Y.
C. system of measurement, in which half the beam is taken
as the depth in all cases, and forms the multiplier for estimat-

ing the tonnage. Thos, you see, if I can get a boat of 55

feet water-line, with a beam of only 6 feet, I can let her draw
12 feet of water and have a displacement of 15 tons, and yet

enter her as a 5-ton cutter, sailing against honest old tubs of

the 5 ton class for big money, and clear off all the mugs. Of
course, any such system as that would be admirable for the

Galatea and all such boats; by it they would get a time allow-

ance which should enable them to win under almost any
possible condition of wind and sea. Yon see the narrow* cutter

is the noxious offspring of a stupid, vicious rule, and the
removal of the rule at one fell swoop destroys all her boasted
advantages. Ab soon as these facts become generally known
in English yachting circles, and the stolid British intellect is

able to grasp the fact that a rule which has obtained the

approval of ages is radically bad and vicious, it will be
entirely done away with, and with it will vanish the last of

the narrow beam cutters.

I see they are going to put a lead keel on the Priscilla. This
will not improve her sailing; on the contrary, it will make
her slower and spoil her best points as she is now. Priscilla

does not want stability now so much as she wants speed. In
the race off Marblenead it was the general remark that she
stood up to her work fully as well, if not better, than either

the Puritan or the Mayflower, but she did not pass the water as

fast as they did when pressed. The fact is tbat it is only when
pressed for speed in a good breeze of wind that the faults or

excellencies of a boat's model comes into play, and here is

where the Priscilla fails; her sailing lines are not good, her
entrance is too long, and her run is heavy; she cannot leave

the water clean at a high speed. This fault is not apparant
in moderate winds when the speed is not over seven or eight

miles an hour, but when you come to drive her ten miles or

over you get conditions requiring the ninest adjustment of a
boat's body so as to insure the passing away of the water aft

without a counteracting wave which impedes the boat's

motion even more than a similar wave would do at the

entrance. The only way, then, in which the Priscilla could
be much improved in speed would be by remodeling her after

body, and this would be almost equivalent to rebuilding her,

or rather to building another boat.
Atlantic people are iu the doldrums about her failare. She

has all the faults without any of the virtues of Priscilla.

Atlantic has practically no buoyancy forward, hence the

pntting on her of a long, horizontal bowsprit is an absurdity.

She might be made a fairish kind of a big sloop, if they would
stick to the essential character of a sloop rig forward, that is,

to give her a very short, stont bowsprit, say not over ten or

twelve feet out board, with a good stevetoit; run theforestay

down to the end of this bowspril, and then give her a single

jib, su^h us could be carried in a turn to windward. Capt.

Ellsworth will have to learn by experience that a big jib and
a long, horizontal bowsprit are incompatible things; that is

to say, you can not have them on the same boat at the same
time. She should have a light flying jib-boom rigged over

the bowsprit schooner fashion, and this is the only rig she

will ever do any good with. As to ber ever proving a ve ry
fast boat it is impossible. She bas not got tbe li;-

form out of which greit speed can ever be obtui';

cocked-up stern but it is not materia

speed, does not affect it much one way or the otht-r

causes her failure i. tbe fact that sho is not a good u.

high speed.

—

America.
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Dates for 1886.

Ban Francisco, Cal Aug. 7 to U
Santa Cruz, Cal Aug. 10 to 14

Santa Rosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21

Cbico, Cal Aug. 17 to 21

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28

Glenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28

Oakland, Cal Aue. 36 to Sept. i

EASTERN—

Washington Park
Club, Chicago. .June 26 to Aug. 14

Monmouth Park. .July 3 to Aug. 24

Saratoga July 24 to Aug. 28

Coney Island . . - .Aug. 28 lo Sept. 21

EASTERN"

—

Carthage, Aug. 3 to 6

Jamestown, Aug. 3 to o

Hillshoro. O Aug. 3 to 5

Ottawa, 111 Aug. 3 to 9

Jolliet. Ill Aug. 10 to 13

Chillicotbe, Aug. 11 to 13

Rochester, N. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Aug. 17 to 20

TJtica, N. Y Aug. 17 to 20

Ottumwa, H Aug. 17 to 21

Sahino, Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. Y.

(C. W . N. T. B. A.). . . Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala.O Aug. 24 to 27

Albany, N. T Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair.

Springfield, Aug. 24 to 28

Latonia, Ky Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, O Aug. SO to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 ... . Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des MoineB.Ia Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago, 111 Sept- 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to 9

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

Marysville, Cal.. .Aug. 31 to Sept. 4

Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to 18

Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Salinas, Cal Sept. 2* to Oct. 3

Reno, Nev Oct. 4 to 9

-RUNNING.

Rockaway Sept. 22 to 24

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Latonia Oct. 1 to Jjj

Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Washington Oct. 26 to 29

TROTTING.

Bel videre. 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to 10

Toledo, Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. 10 to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, III Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, O Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Ponghkeepsle, N. Y. . -Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L. I Sept. 21 to 24

Reading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, O Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa... Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 toOct.l

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly.N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

July 24th.—Fiiibt Race.—El Cajon Stakes, for all ages. $20 en-

trance. $25 added, second to Bave stakes. Three-eighths of a mile.

Five subscribers. „,_
B P Bill's g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shlloh, dam Margery, 115

*
its Kyan x

S Stroud's b c Amazon, 4, by Bowbocks, dam unknown, 115 lbs
° Appleton 2

F &.', Sanchez r gEcilpse, aged, by Baby,dam unknowrr.US. McCurdy 3

Time, :3C£

Pools; Johnny Gray $20, field $10. Mutuals paid $11.35.

The favorite won by two lengths. Eclipse third by a length.

Second Race.—High License Stakes, for all ages; $50 entrance, $250

added; second to save stakes. One mile and a quarter. Three sub-

D Bridce'e b h Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam Amanda Fortune
'

l21
b McCurdy 1

S Slrouu'Vbn" JisaPolk.S, by Shilob, dam by Hercules, 121
Appleton 2

B P mil's*g*f Moliie Capron, 3, by Reveille, dam by Jack Hawkins,

100 (carried 104)
PBrr0 3

Time, 2:13*.

Pools : Dublin Bay $25, field $9.

The bay Grinstead cut out the work from the start, the

Polk horse trailing along and occasionally alternating places

with the filly until the head of the stretch, when Dublin went

to the front and won by four lengths, hands down, over Jim

Polk, the filly sis lengths behind.

Ththd Race-Consolation Pur-Be, $50. Half a mile.

S. Stroud's bh Jim Polk, 5, byShiloh, dam by Hercules, 121.... Ryan 1

B P Hill's b c Robert the Kid, 3, by Hardwood, dam Maid of the

Miet, 103 Perro 2

. Time, :51i.

Mr. Winters' Sale.

Racine at Los Aneeles.

i i

The inaugural meetirjg of the Los Angeles Turf Club was

held over the Agricultural Park course on the 22d, 23d and

24th inst., and the club were quite satisfied with the response

made by the owners of horses and the public generally. The

appended report summarizes results. The judges were Chris.

Green, N. A. Covarrubias and Al Workman; Timers, Chas.

Thomas and Jacob Gries; Starter, E. A. De Camp.

July 22d.—Intkodtiction Stake, for two-year-olds ; $25 each,$50 added

;

second horse to save stake. Half a mile. Three subscribers.

A Moran's b m Carmalita by Hardwood, dam by Shiloh, 107.McCurdy 1

B. P. Hill's chc Mikado by Shlloh, dam Margery, 110 Clifford 2

Time, :5Q£.

Mikado was in front for the first few strides, but Carmalita

soon challenged him, and after a hard run up the stretch

won by half a length. Mutuals paid $6.70.

Second Race.—La Ballona Stake, for all ages; $25 entrance, $100

added ; second to save Btake. Three-quarters of a mile. Four subscribers.

B.P-Hill'B g g Johnny Gray, a. by Shiloh, dam Margery, 115...Clifford 1

Thos. Alvarado's ch h Comet, 5, by Hock-Hocking, dam unknown,
120 McCurdy 2

Theo. Btratton's blk f Minnie Stratton, 3, by Reveille, dam unknown,
104 Stoval 3

Time, 1:18*.

Pools: Johnny Gray $20, field $16. Mutuals paid $6.65.

They got away with the gray slightly behind, but all run-

ning well. They ran well together until near the wire, when
the little gray shot out from the buneh and won by a neck.

Time, 1:18J. Comet second, the filly a good third.

Tbthd Race.—Special, free purse. $6u, for all ages. Half-mile heats.

ThoB. Alvarado's ch h Comet, 5, by Hock-Hocking, dam unknown,
120 McCurdy

B. P. Hill'B b f Meda Howard, 3, by Sacramento, dam Armeda
Howard, 106 Clifford 2 2

Time, :52J, :51£.

Pools: Comet $20; Meda Howard $7.

First heat.—Both got away at once and ran close up and
came under the wire so close that many supposed the mare
to be the winner, others a dead heat, but thanks to the double
wire, no doubt was with the judges. Comet had it by a nose;
time, :52}. Mutuals $7.20.

The second heat was a repetition of the hrst, save that the
beautiful chestnut won easily by two lengths, the mare under
the whip. Time, 5:1}. Mutuals $7.40.

July 23d.—First Race,—Purse $100, for all ages, $25 to second. One
mile.
D. Bridges' b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda Fortune,

120 McCurdy 1
B. P. Hill's g f Moliie Capron, 3, by Reveille, dam by Jack Hawkins,

102 (carried 104) Clifford 2
S. Stroud's b h Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules, 120... Perro 3

Time. 1:44.

Pools: Dublin Bay $45; Moliie Capron $32.50; Jim Polk $13. Mutuals
paid $10.65.

At the second attempt a good start was effected. Dublin
Bay made the running from wire to finish. They ran well
together to the lower turn, when the filly closed up and the
whips were used incessantly. Dublin finished first, a half-
neck in front of Moliie Capron, the Polk horse three lengths
behind. Time, 1:44, the fastest ever run over this course.
Second Race.—Purse $75, for all ages; 825 to Becond. Quarter of a

mile.
S. B. Stroua'sb gAmazon, 4, by Bowhocks, dam unknown, 115. Smith 1
T. E. Wilson's bg Sam Tilden, aged, pedigree unknown, 116 Car-

niban 2
D. Bridge's b g Wild Bill, 6, by Sacramento, dam unknown, 115

McCurdy 3
B. P. Hill's b c Robert the Kid, 3, by Hardwood, dam Maid of the

Mist, 109 Clifford
Time, :24.

Pools: Amazon $25; Robert the Kid $8, Field $5; MutualB paid $7.30.

Much trouble as usual with quarter horses was had, and
the patience of owners, starter, jocks and all were sorely tried,
the crowd alone being happy and unconcerned witnesses of
the efforts to get them off. An end comes to even bad things.
A fair start, with the Kid slightly behind, the favorite in the'
brush; but a splendid dash was made, Amazon winning, Til-
den a half neck behind, the others two lengths behind. Time
24 seconds.

Third Race.—Parse 75, all to winner, for all ages . One mile.
B. P. Hill's g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margeryj lifi

lbs Clifford 1
Thos. Alvarado'B ch b Comet, 5, by Hock-Hocking, dam unknown

120 lbs McCurdy 2
Time, 1:51.

y

Pools ; Johnny Gray $20, Comet $8.

At the third effort they got away, the gelding slightly
behind; both were under a strong pull until the half-mile
was reached, when the little gray moved to the front and won
easily by two lengths,

The Bale of Kancho del Bio thoroughbreds, at Sacramento

last Saturday, was far from satisfactory to Mr. Winters. No.s

2, 5, 6, 14, 15, 17 and 19 of the catalogue were withdrawn.

The following animals were sold:

Oro, bay colt, foaled March 24, 1884, by Norfolk, dam
Golden Gate by imp. Leamington. W. M. Murray, $350.

Dynamite, chestnut colt, foaled May 12, 1884, by Joe

Hooker, damChestnutBelleby Norfolk. Albert Cooper, 5200.

Chestnut colt, foaled January 9, 1S85, by Joe Hooker, dam
Puss by Norfolk. W. M. Murray, $300.
Chestnut colt, foaled February 23, 1S85, by Joe Hooker, dam

Countess Zeika by Norfolk. Kelly & Lynch, §275.

Bay colt, foaled April 8, 1S85, by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

by Revenue. Munroe Johnson, §300.

Chestnut colt, foaled April 3 1885, by Joe Hooker or Jumbo,
dam Irene Harding by Jack Malone. W. M. Murray, §110.

Chestnut colt, foaled March 28, 1885, by Three Cheers, dam
Atlanta by Norfolk. Case Winchell, S1S0.

Chestnut filly, foaled March 12, 1885, by Three CheerB, dam
Alice N. by Norfolk. John Mackey, $250.

Chestnut filly, foaled March 15, 18S5, by Joe Hooker, dam
Laura Winston by Norfolk. W. B. Todhunter, $700.

Bay filly, foaled March 28, 1885, by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie
W. by Norfolk. W. B. Todhunter, $300.

Chestnut filly, foaled March 19, 1883, by Joe Hooker, dam
Laura Winston by Norfolk. John Mackey, $375.

Bay filly Flora, 4 yenrs old, by Joe Hooker, dam Illusion by

Alarm, stinted to Norfolk. Colonel James McNasser, $375.

Bay mare Ada C, foaled 1863, dam of Connor and Ballot

Box, Btinted to Joe Hooker and Duke of Norfolk. Colonel

James McNasser, $90.
Thoroughbred mare Big Gun, dam of Jim Renwick, stinted

to Joe Hooker and Duke of Norfolk. Wm. McCormack, $50.

Eastern Racing.

The Saratoga meeting opened last Saturday. What is

termed the first meeting includes eight days, regularly placed

upon the programme. Special days will be worked in as often

as the opportunity offers. The first meeting will close on
Tuesday, August 10th. The second meeting also names eight

days, and extra racing will be dovetailed in as often as the

dateB, conditions of the weather, and track will allow. The
second meeting opens August 12th, and closes August 28th.

One feature of the Saratoga Races is that the rices start

promptly at 11:30 on each day, and the last race is run early

enough for the aristocracy of Saratoga to dine, and for visitors

to catch afternoon trains to all points in the east. So far as

the United States are concerned, the Saratoga Meetings are

the most cosmopolitan in the Union. The horses are brought
from west, east, south and north. The patrons of the sport

are equally cosmopolitan fashionable. The five stewards
each represent a state: Major Thos. Daswell of Virginia,

James A. Grinstead of Kentucky, Capt. Jas. Franklin of

Tenueseee, E. M. Johnson of Ohio, Hon. Oden Bowie of

Maryland. It is satisfactory to know that for the opening
day the weather was pleasant, the fields of starters large, and
the attendance the most brilliant that has been Been on a first

day tor ten years past.

Summary—Walter Gratoz's Fletch Taylor, 5 years, by
Glengarry—Katie Fisher, 115 pounds (O'Hara), first; J. and
J. Swigert's Lady Wayward, 4 years, by Virgil—Lady Way,
114 pounds (Lewis), second; Dwyer Brothers' Brambleton, 3

years, by Bramble—Valerian, 109 pounds (McLaughlin),
third; Dixie Boomerang, Hinda, Patrocles, Footprints, Prima
Donna, and Herbert""'also ran. Time, 1:04. The mutuals
paid $16.90. The book-betting against Fletch Taylor was 20
to 1, Herbert 2 to 1, Boomerangs to 1, Lady Wayward 8

to 1, Brambleton 4 to 1, the others from 8 to 1 to 25 to 1.

Auction—Fletch Taylor, $100; Boomerang and Herbert, $50
each; field $83.

After much skirmishing for position, as usual in short races,

the Btring was sent of in a bunch, Hinda having a slight

lead. Ab the string swung around the half-pole on the main
track Fletch Taylor took the lead and held it all the way to

the finish except for a short distance near the last furlong
post, where Lady Wayward showed in front. The favorite

Boon regained his advantage, however, and won by a good
length, with the Bame distance between second and third.

The second race, the fiist sweepstakes for all ages had
thirty entrieB, half-forfeit, with $600 added; the second prize

to receive $150, and the third $50 added to the stakes,

winner's penalties and non-winning allowances; distance,

one mile.

Summary—Dwyer Bros.' brown mare Miss Woodford, 6
years, by Billet—Fancy Jane, 115 pounds (McLaughlin), first;

I. S. Brown's colt O'Fallon, 3 years, by Harry Fallon—Grace
Darling, 98 pounds (Littlefield), second; Dwyer Bros.' chestnut
colt Joe Cotton, 4 years, by King Alfonso—Inverness, US
pounds (Murphy), third. Vinton was scratched. Katrina
and Mona ran unplaced. Time, 1:43}.

Betting agaiust Miss Woodford was 2 to 5, Joe Cotton and
Mona 3 to 1, Katrina and O'Fallon 3 to 1. The mutuals paid
$8.40. The value of the stake to the winner was $1,185.
Katrina jumped to the lead when the flag dropped and

held it to the straight, where MiBs Woodford swept forward
and led the procession across the line first by four lengths,
O'Fallon second, and half a length better than Joe Cotton
third, the others straggling.

The third race, the Traverse Stakes, for three-year-olds.

$100 each nomination, or only $25 if declared out by Jan-
uary 1, 18S6, with $1,000 added by the association and $500
in a plate by William R. Traverse, the second to receive $300
out of the stake, distance one mile and three-quarters. There
were seventy-eight nominations, and the value of the stakes

to the winner was $4,075,
Summary.—Dwyer Bros.' b c Inspector B. by Enquirer

—

Colassa, 118 pounds (McLaughlin) first; C. W. Medinger's
ch c Elwood by Ealus—Minnie Andrews, US pounds (Lewis)
second; E. J. Baldwin's b c Silver Cloud by Grinstead—Ex-
periment, US pounds (Murphy) third. Lijero also ran. The
betting: against Inspector B. 1 to 4, Silver Cloud 3i to 1,

Elwood 10 to 1, Lijero 10 to 1. Time, 3:10}. The mutuals
paid $6.60.

Great things were expected of this race until within a dav
or two. Almost at the last moment, however, it was found
that Mr. Haggin did not consider his great colt Ban Fox fit

for so long a race in such fast company, and the interest

became practically centered in Inspector B. and Silver Cloud.
This crack of Mr. Baldwin's stable was considered the speedi-
est colt, but unreliable, as he will sulk at times, and as one
expert expressed it, "sticks his toes in the ground." What-
ever he might prove to be in to-day's race was therefore an
unknown and important element, and his value was not
great in the eyes of the speculators, in spite of the fact that

he was to be ridden by Isaac Murphy, the celebrated jockey,
who had ridden the great Freeland to so many victories, and
and who has no superior. When the starter's flag dropped
Elwood led off at a furious pace, with Silver Cloud second,
and the favorite third, and thus they flew down the diagonal
and into the main track, at the half-pole, around the lower
turn, and np the straight past the grand stand. Here Inspec-
tor B. collared Silver Cloud, and at a hot pace chased Elwood
around the upper turn on the last mile neck and neck, as
though yoked together. At the quarter-pole Silver Cloud had
shaken his shadow off, and appeared to be about to perform
the same feat for Elwood, who was only one length in front.

The run along the back stretch was a very pretty one, the
three leaders being almost lapped as they neared the half-pole.

The crisis of the race was a hard one, and 10,000 people
eagerly watched the result. Elwood had evidently done his
best, and all felt he might soon surrender his lead. Who will

be his successor? is the question. Silver Cloud collared him,
but could not pass him. Inspector B. came alongside and
the three horses ran as if for their riders' lives around the
lower turn. There was no dust and the two were plainly vis-

ible to every eye. As they came in Hue at the neck of the
home stretch it seemed to be anybody's race, but in that brief

rush where the movements and relative positions of the
chargers were invisible to the multitude of anxious gazers, the
race was lost and won. As they turned the three-quarter
post into the straight the Dwyers' colt was seen to have his
head in front. That was all, and Silver Cloud seemed to be
gaining that advantage from him inch by inch. At the last

furlong post, as they swept by they were almost nose and
nose. The whips came out and a close finish seemed inevit-

able and the result uncertain. But Silver Cloud now stuck
his toes in the ground sure enough, and in spite of Murphy's
6very effort he could not increase his pace, so it very natu-
rally happened that Inspector B. literally ran away from him,
and even the game Elwood got ahead of him. Inspector B.
galloped along the closing furlong of this splendid race, which
was to end so tamely, winning with hands down by four good
lengths. In the last quarter Silver Cloud and Elwood made
a vigorous spurt, and The former got his toes out of the ground
again, but it was too late, and he lost second place by but a
head. The time was slow and the cheers which greeted the
winner and his jockey, as the latter rode back to dismount,
were given more for the simple fact of his having won than
for any special work in the performance, and yet the convic-
tion was almost general that Silver Cloud is the faster horse.
Fourth race. Purse of $500, one mile and a furlong— J. B.

Haggin's b f Test, 10S pounds (Halloway), 1; Charles John-
sou's b h Jim Douglas, 115, (Kingsbury), 2; Dwyer Bros.'
b f Millie Vicers, 98 (Godfrey), 3. Carissima, Red Girl, Tony
Foster and Fairmount also ran. Time, 1:57}.

Betting auctions, Jim Douglas, S50, Test $14, Millie $12,
field $14. Books against Test, 3£ to 1, for place 4 to

The mutuals paid $1.59. The California contingent had
better luck in this struggle, or rather their speedy representa-
tives ran a more brilliant race. Red Girl led for half a mile,

when the favorite passed her and kept in front to the last

furlcug post. Here Test, who had been running swiftly and
easily in the fourth place, suddenly darted to the front like

a ghost and won amid great applause by a length ahead of

Jim Douglas, who was two lengths better than Millie, the
representative of the lucky Dwyers' stable. The time was
fast.

The races closed with a splendid steeple-chase, which
Bourke Cockran, the favorite, won over seven competitors
very handy, although carrying the top weights of fifteeD

pounds more than any of his competitors.

Monmouth Park.

July 24.—At Monmouth Park to-day, for the Seabright

Stakes, eight of the seventy-six two-year-olds came to the

post. The Kapanga colt was a pronounced favorite, but

Austriana crowded him close, Cradford and Lady Primrose
were also very well backed. There was a long stay at the

post, all the youngsters being very fra'ctious, but when the

flag did fall, Cradford was first away, Racquet second, Aus-
triana third, the Kapanga colt fourth. The last-named,

however, at once shot to the front and at the half-mile pole

led by a length, Austriana second, a neck in front of her stable

oampanion Racquet, Agnes fourth. Swinging into the

stretch, the Kapanga colt and Austriana drew away from the

others and a terrific finish ensued, the two runuing head and
head. In the strife, however, Kilpatrick, by a supreme
effort, managed to work Austriana to the fore and she won by
a head. The Kapanga colt was second, four lengthB in front

of Belvidere, who is a colt that, will bear watohing. The time

was 1:17}.

For the Rositer Stakes, Cassatte and the public plunged ou
the The Bard, laying the odds of 10 to 7 on him. Charity,

however, was well thought of by her party, and thuy backed

her down to 2 to 1. The start was a beautiful one. Poutc
was the first to show, with Lienden second, Charity third

The Bard, however, at once took the truck and coming bj

the stand led a neck, Wiufred second, a neck in frout o:

Charity, Linden close up. There was no chance ot the quar
ter, but along the back stretch Charity took second place,

.running at the The Bard's neck till they neared the three

quarters, when Donohue took a pull on Charity and Th<

Bard drew away a length and a half. When well struighteuet

out, Charity closed again. The Bard struggled gallantly til

past the sevon-furloug pole, where, however, Charity drev

clear, and, coming on quite easily, won by a length and t

half. The Bard was second, six lengths in front of Liud
The others walked in. Time, 2:15.
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In the handicap, three-quarters of a mile, Sapphire won,

Little Minoh seoond, Markham third. Time, 1:17. The
Willow Stakes and Welter handicap, one mile, Tecamseh
won, Gonfalon second, Heartease third. Time 1:47. The
mile dash War Eagle won, Adrian second, Whizzig third.

Time, 1:48.

Fourth race, one and one-eighth miles, Rupert won,

Buffalo second, Colonel Sprague third. Time, 2:00J.

Seventh race, handicap. Bteeple-chase full course, Tom Brown
won, Bnckey second, Abraham third. Time, 5:05£.

Washington Park.

July 24th.— A race that is likely to live in turf history for

many a year was run to-day at Washington Park. The

weather and track were both of the finest, and great was the

interest when the time came for the Great Western handicap,

a sweepstakes for all ages, with a run of a mile and a half.

The starters were Lizzie Dwyer, Binette, Punka, Mamie
Hunt, Lucky B. and Jim GueBt. The first start was success-

ful and the field of six started off well together. At the half-

mile pole they were all bunched, with Lizzie Dwyer, ridden

bv Fuller, slightly in the lead. At the three-quarter pole the

red Maltese cross of the Santa Anita stables had come to the

front, and was closely presssed by Binette, while Lizzie

Dwyer had fallen to third place. As they dashed under the

wire for the first time, Lucky B. was running well in the lead,

with Mamie Hunt second, Lizzie Dwyer and Binette run-

ning easily in the third position, and Jim Guest and Punka
in the fourth. As tbe club house turn was rounded, Binette

increased her pace and took second place, followed by Lizzie

Dwyer third. The green shirt cf Corrigan's stables dashed

to the front, but only for a moment, and Binette fell to

fourth aud shortly afterward dropped to fifth place. As

the half-mile pole was passed for the second time, Punka,

who also was fifth, began to steadily work forward. Jim

Gnest, who had been running side by side with Punka well

in the rear, at the same moment forged ahead and took sec-

ond place. As the final stretch was entered, Lucky BM who
had been running in the lead, fell back and was passed first

by Jim Guest and a moment later by Punka. As they

dashed under the wire, it was seen that Jim Guest was an

easy winner, with Punka second and Lucky B. third. Lizzie

Dwyer, Binette and Mamie Hunt came in in the order

named. As the time, 2:34, was posted, a loud cheer was
given, for Jim GueBt had won his mile and a half in as fast a

time as it was ever done before up to to-day. The last case

in which this time had been made was by Luke Blackburn at

Monmouth Park, August 17, 1880.

Before the iace the pools sold: Lucky B. $65, Jim Guest

$50, field $55. The mutuals paid: Jim Guest, straight, $13,

place $8.90, Pnnka $19.80.

Suspicious Circumstances in Racing1

.

Mere in-and-out running does not necessarily mean that

horses who are noted for it have been pulled. But when

there is a regular retrogression in the odds until an animal

which started a favorite goes to a long price, there is fair

ground for those in authority to ask a leading question cf

the trainer or owner of such a horse. Much, of course,

depends upon who the people are whose horses are thus
fluctuating in the betting. It would be absurd to point to

some horses notorious or in-and-out running and say that

they ought to be warned off. Being the property of high-

minded men, those horses are naturally look upon as rogues

and non-tryers. But when others, known as true, consistent

runners, win one day and lose the nest (in the latter case

with stable boys up, and with other indications of their being

out "only for work") there is ample ground for supposing

that something is wrong. But there is a great difficulty in

proving anything except the riding of the race. That speaks

for itself. Experts can generally locate the exact spot at

which the stable boy gets in his work. And it is in this

respect that vigilance and actual ability become very desirable

qualities with our officials. Men who day after day watch
the running of the same lot of horses ought to be able to

account for their defeats when brought about illegitimately.

And when such experts are convinced beyond a doubt as to the

oriminal intent, their discipline ought to be thorough. Ruling
off the poor, feeble-minded boy will not expiate the offense

The secret prompter behind the scenes should be dragged

from his cover and exhibited with all the marks of his guilt

upon him. The punishment for those who make a point of

seducing jookeys from the straight path cannot be too severe.

We often wonder that boys do not, by confession, implicate

those for whom they undoubtedly do the dirty work. But
probably fear of bodily harm keeps them silent. If this is

not just cause for honest indignation, we do not know what
is.

—

Sportsman.

While it is true that some brood-mares, like the dams of

Ethan Allan (2 -.25£) and Will Cody (2:19£), have produced
fast trotters when well advanced in years, it is a significant fact

that all the record-breakers, from the time of Flora Temple to

the present, were from comparatively young dams. Madame
Temple brought Flora Temple {2:19£}, her first foal, when in

her five-year-old form. Dexter (2:17£) was also the first foal

of his dam, and dropped the season that the latter was ten

years old. Lady Abdallah was twelve years old when she
produced Goldsmith Maid (2:14), and had previously brought
two other foals by Cassius M. Clay. Earns {2:13}) was the

first foal of Nancy Awful, and dropped by her the season she

was ten years old. Flora, the dam of St. Julien (2:11)), was
foaled in 1861, and dropped this speedy son of Volunteer in

1869, having produced her first foal, Abelard by Volunteer,

the previous season. Midnight was foaled in 1865, and pro-

duced seven other foals before she brought Jay-Eye-See (2:10)

in 1878, the season she was thirteen years old. Miss Russell

was foaled in 1865, the same year as Midnight. In 1870,

when but five years old, she produced Nutwood (2:ISjJ), in

1871 Lady Norwood, and in 1872 Cora Belmont (2:244), and
in 1874, when in her nine-year-old form, gave birth to the

reigning queen, Maud S. (2K)8f ). It is a fact worthy of note

that both Midnight and Miss Russell were barren the season
before they broughttheirfastest produce. Hopeful, champion
of the turf to wagon {2:16i), was the first of hiB dam's prod-

uce, and dropped by her when but six years old. It is

doubtless true that many very old mares will produce ani-

mals far superior in merit to some younger ones, yet the fact

that all the above were from comparatively youDg dams is a

strong argument for giving young mares the preference when
extreme speed is desired. It has beeu thought by some that

the first foal is not so likely to become distinguished as those

produced afterwards. This does not seem to accord with the

above facts. Flora Temple, Dexter, Earns and Hopeful were

all tbe first foals, of their dams.—American CulUvaior,

Mr. Marvin's Campaign.

From the Chicago Horseman's special report we extract the

appended notes of the races at East Saginaw, Mich., in which
Mr. Marvin took part with Palo Alto colts:

July 15th.—At the conclusion of the 2:21 race it was
announced that after the next heat in the 2;i0 race the 2:29
class would be called. Accordingly the horses were sent for,

and ten horses were brought on tbe track and assigned posi-
tions as follows: May Day first, Lucy Fry second, Pala Alto
third, Cadmus Hanibletonian fourth, S. J. Fletcher fifth,

Frank T. sixth, Terauld seventh, Frank Middleton eighth,
Mabel A, ninth, and Wilton tenth.

First heat—As the word was given Palo Alto went to a
break, and before Marvin had him settled he had lost at least

two lengths. May Day wentrapidly to the frontclosely followed
by Cadmus Hambletonian, Mabel A. and the rest. Bowerman
had been trailing with Wilton, but before the turn was made
he was rapidly picking his way through the gang; one by one
he passed the horses as he came to them, and at the quar-
ter was on nearly even terms with May Day, and two lengths
ahead of the rest; he trotted to the half lapped on May Day's
wheel, and from this point to the three-quarters they went
like a pole team; rounding into the stretch Wilton was just
perceptibly in advance, but from this poiut Bowerman called
on him a little and he trotted down the stretch apparently at
ease a length ahead of the lot. Meanwhile Palo Alto and Lucy
Fry had come up on even terms with May Day, and finished
respectively second and third, May Day fourth, Fletcher fifth,

Frank T. sixth, Mabel A. seventh, Terauld eighth; at tbe one-
half Frank Middleton and Cadmus Hambletonian collided,

throwing the drivers out aud tipping over the sulkies, both
horses ran around the track, but fortunately were stopped
without having impeded the progress of the other horses; the
drivers and horses were not seriously injured, and were placed
Middleton ninth, Hambletonian tenth. The time of the heat
was 2:24.

Second heat—The horses were sent away on a good start;

Wilson at the pole aud Palo Alto second, went at once to the
front, and trotted like a pole team to the head of the stretch,

where Marvin, pulling out to the middle of the track, com-
menced calling on Palo Alto. Bowerman, on his part, asked
Wilton for a little moTe speed, and both horses responding
gamely; they trotted on even terms to within the draw gate,

where Palo Alto was a trifle in advance, and under consider-
able encouragement secured a slight lead, which he main-
tained to the finish. Half way from the draw gate to the

wire Bowerman stopped driving Wilton, allowing him to

finish easily less than two lengths behind Palo Alto; it was
not thought he could have beaten him had he continued to

drive him; they are two wonderful colts. Palo Alto is a
large, plain, but powerful horse, and goes with a quick stroke,

yet low to the ground, while Wilton is a beautiful hrown
horse, a shade less than fifteen hands high, is a horse of won-
derful symmetry, and is essentially Wilkes gaited; he is a
little beauty and as pure gaited as any horse I ever saw. and
never made a mistake during either heat. The time was
2:22, and the summary will show the positions of the other

horses. It was an intensely exciting heat.

The judges then postponed on account of darkness.

July 16th.—The unfinished 2:29 race was the first on the

programme, and was promptly called at 1:30. The race was
by this time conceded to Palo Alto, and that horse brought
$20 and the field §4 and So. Marvin remarked to me that

men must be crazy to gamble, to play any horse at such odds.

Just a little mistake; and Wilton the Pony was in every heat

close enough up to win, and Lucy Fry was a remarkably
good third.

There is nothing of special importance to record in regard

to the two healB in this race to-day. Palo Alto had the pole,

Wilton next, Lucy Fry third; the race was between these

three horses, and it was a pretty sight. Lucy Fry was inva-

riably first aruund the turn, but the others were at evens
with her before the quarter was reached, and from this point

to the draw gate there was a neck-and-neck contest; but at

this point Marvin would get a little extra speed and draw
away enough to win easily by two lengths. These are cer-

tainly three great horses, and I look to see each of them
mark below 2:20 in the near future.

East Saginaw, Mich., July 15th and 16ta.—2 :29 Class ; purse §G0O.

Palo Alto, bs, by Electioneer; Chas. Marvin 2 111
Wilton, br s; Bowerman Bros 1 2 2 2

Lucy Fry, brm; Frost&Sill 3 3 3 3

Frank Middleton, ch m ; C. J. Downs 9 4 9 4
May Day, b m; W. "W. Dunlap - 4 9 5 6

T J. Fletcher, b b; F. A. Lackey 5 10 7 5

Mabel A., bin; M. E. McHenry 7 8 6 8

Terauld, b g ; C. J. Hamlin 8 6 4 9

Cadmus Hambletonian. brs; A. Shauntz Ill 6 8 7

Frank T. , b a ; Frank Tyler 6 7 dr
Time, 2:24, 2:22, 2:22, 2:201.

July 17th.—Alternating with the heats of the 2:1S trot was
the 2:24 race.

It brought to the post a magnificent field of ten horses. It

was much the heaviest betting race of the meeting. Marvin's

success with Palo Alto had inspired confidence in his stable,

and rumors were rife that Manzanita was very fast, per con-

sequence she was installed a heavy favorite. A sample of

the pools was MaDzanita $40, Longfellow Whip §15, Belle

Humlin S3, and the balance from one to three dollars each.

It is somewhat amusing to listen to the remarks of the

guessers, and the predictions of well-informed horsemen
befere the staTt; one gentleman said Manzanita can trot a

mile on this track in 2:17; I don't see how she can_Iose it.

Another said: Belle Hamlin can trot in 2:1S, what's the

matter with her? Another remarked that D. C. S. could go

a mile close to 2:20, and that Longfellow Whip could beat

2:20 and go a half in 1:07 or 1:08. Then a man quietly remarked

that Matt Maloney's Sorrel Ned had wou all his races in the

Minnesota Circuit, and no one knew just how fast he could

go; and so the various opinions were ventilated and the talk

went around, and various opinions were expressed. Many
men of many minds is what lends interest to an event of

this nature. May the best horse always win, is what I say.

The horses were assigned positions as follows: Little Joe

the pole, Mary Powell second, Flora B. third, Sorrel Ned
fourth, D. C. S. fifth, Longfellow Whip sixth, Belle Hamblin
seventh, Moody eighth, Manzanita ninth, and Barely tenth.

Eight times scoring brought them the word. Belie Ham-
lin was first around the turn with Whip in close attendance.

At the quarter Whip had closed up on Belle and was lapped

on her wheel, with Flora B. third, Ned fourth, Moody fifth,

and Manzanita on a break. Some distance to the rear tit the

half in 1:08, Belle was slightly in advance of Whip. Moody
third, Sorrel Ned a good fourth, the balance strung out. The
three-quarters showed no change in positions of the four

leaders, and on the stretch the race was a pretty one to the

draw gate, wher6 Belle left her company and came on an

easy winner. Time, 2:21|. Marvin had evidently made no

move for the heat and tbe betting did not change.

Second heat—Seven scores were necessary to get a start.

Belle led at the. quarter, Whip socoDd, Moody third, Ned

fourth, the balance forming a long procession in the rear.
At the half and three-quarters the positions of the leaders
were the same as at the quarter, but down the stretch there
was a pretty race between Belle, Whip, and Moody, and
until 100 yards from the wire it looked like anybody's race,
but at this point Belle pulled out and won" easily, with
Moody second, Whip third, Ned fourth, Flora B. fifth, Man-
zanita sixth, Little Joe seventh, Rarely eighth, D, C. S.
ninth, and Mary Powell tenth. Marvin had not moved
Manzanita for this heat and it was clear that Whip waB no
match for Belle Hamlin, which had finished with apparent
ease. Time of heat, 2:22^
Third heat—The betting was lively. Field $20; Belle

Hamlin $5. In the scoring it was easily seen that Marvin
was preparing Manzanita for a driving heat. She and Belle
were evidently to be the contending horses. Belle had the
pole and Mauzanita's position was sixth, and on the second
score the word go was given. Belle at once shot to the front,
and at the turn Manzanita was at her wheel; at the quarter
Belle was only u head in advance, with Moody third, Sorrel
Ned fourth. At the half and three-quarters the positions
were materially the same; Brown driving Belle, and Marvin
with Manzanita, sat quietly in their sulkies, each waiting
until they rounded into the stretch to commence the great
struggle that should decide the ownership of thousands of
dollars; all interest was centered in the two fast mares that
were gamely contending for supremacy. Coming round the
turn it was seen that Belle slightly outfooted the filly, but
once into the borne stretch Marvin called on tier, and, gamely
responding, she placed herself almost on even terms with
Belle, and from this point it was a driving finish. There
was no shouting and no severe punishment, but both
Marvin and Brown watched for every chance, and two first-

class drivers did all that voice and whip and bit could do to
encourage the two grand mares. The struggle was a grand
one, and the finish close, but Belle finished slightly in
advance, with Moody third, Sorrel Ned fourth, balance as per
summary.
This heat ended a great race, which was a genuine surprise

to everyone. Belle Hamlin is a fine symmetrical bay mare,
very pnre-gaited and fast. She is by Hamlin's Almont, Jr.,

aud trotted to-day a grand race. Manzanita is a beautiful,
shapely four-year-old bay mare by Electioneer. She is very
fast, and I would like to see her on even terms with the win-
ner. Her position, which was sixth, made her trot a long
mile. She was separately timed the mile in 2:18. The time
of the heat was 2:18:}.

East Saginaw, Mich., July 17, 1886.—2 :24 class ; purse S600.
Belle Hamlin, b in, by Almont, Jr.; C.J.Hamlin Ill
Moody, gs; D.G.Brown 8 2 3
Longfellow Whip, brs; M. E. McHenry 2 3 5
Manzanita, b m; Chas. Marvin 6 6 2
Sorrel Ned. ch g; L. Maloney 4 4 9
D. C. S..bg; W. T. Snyder 6 9 4
LittleJoe.bg; C.M.Lewis 7 7 6
FloraB.,bm; T. "Woods 8 5 7
Rarely, g g; ChaB. Cramer 10 8 10
Mary Powell, bin; W. H. McCarthy 9 10 8

Time, 2:212, 2:224, 2,18$.

The track was smooth and looked fast, but it was very hard
and possessed no elasticity.

Isaac and Billy.

"The bay stallion Little Billy, 2:27, by Clear Grit, is the
most remarkable horse in some respects I have ever seen,"
said an old turfite last evening. "He was bred and raised in
Canada, and has always been driven by Isaac Hodgins, a
trainer of considerable local repute. While Hodgins is a
clever fellow, and all that, he unfortunately has a habit of
bending his elbow a little too often before the bar, and on
many occasions has not given Little Billy the care and atten-

tion he deserved. But do you know that I actually believe
there is more true love existing between Isaac and Billy
than many a man and wife can boast of? Why, I've seen
Hodgins go into his stall and say, 'Come along now, Billy,'

and he would rush out into the yard as if mad at first, and
then come up and lay his head on Isaac's shoulder and whinny
as if tickled almost to death, and do anything he wanted.
Last fall Mr. J. J. Dayton, of Springfield, one of the most
thrifty inland villages in western New York, purchased this

stallion for about $3,000. Of course, Hodgins came along
with the horse and located at the Springfield track. AH
went well until a few days ago, when Mr. Dayton sold out and
moved to Ellicottville, Cattauraugus county. About this time
Isaac began bending his elbow again, and the owner took Lit-

tle Billy away from him and consigned the nag to the train-

ing stable of Mr. R. Dygerfc, a local horseman, and here the
fun began. Such a complete control has Hodgins over the
pretty sou of Clear Grit that by raising his hand or speaking
a word Little Billy will stop still and perhaps turn round, in
spite of all the powers that be, either on the street or coming
down the home stretch in a race. This is a fact. And at the
Springfield races last week I am told that the veryreason that

Dygert did not start the stallion in the free-for-all class was
because he was afraid that Isaac Hodgins would disgrace him.
Just what the outcome will be I do not know, but no man
ou earth can drive Little Billy when Isaac is around.
Although his record is 2:27, I have timed him several times
in 2:23, and a quarter at a 2:16 clip. But it's fun to hear Hod-
gins talk to him in a race, and I believe Little Billy under-
stands every word, and he can beat the world trotting the
last quarter. Every time Isaac wants to win a heat he will

jnst take the reins in one hand upon entering the home
stretch, and pat him on the back with the other, saying,

'You must go faster, Billy. They're on to us. We haven't
got auy oats in the barn, Billy. Mouey's all gone. Go on, I
say, or we're busted,' and all such exclamations. Why, the
little bay whirlwind will lay back his ears and beat Maud S.

trotting from the distance flag to the wire when Isaac gets

one of these talking fits on. It's the most wonderful sight I
have ever seen. True, J. S. Phillips used to talk to the blind

pacer Sleepy Tom, 2:12.}, but that was no comparison to

this case. Do I believe there is true love existing between
Isaac Hodgins and Little Billy? Yes, I swear it by the blue

sky above. I know that Isaac would die for Little Billy, and
Little Billy wonld trot himself to death for Isaac."

English Raciner Notes.

Principal Foreign
Brighton Slakes Any
Brighton Cup Aug
Lewes Handicap Aug.
Great Ebor Handicap York. Aug.
Great Yorkshire Staked, . ..Aug.
Doncaster St. Leger Sept.
Doncaster Chain pag no Sl'ks Sept.

Doncastcr Portland Plate. .Sept.

Doncaster Cup Sept
Muiicln'ster Autumn Handi-
cap Sept

Newmarket Great Enmetu
Railway Handicap Sept.

Kacing Events in 1886.
Newmarket October Handi-
cap Sept. 3.)

Cesarewlich Oct. la
M.II!. r.irk Plate Oct. is

Criterion Stakes Oct. 2i>

Cambridgeshire Oct. 2t>

14 Newburet Plate Oct. 27

16 Liverpool Autumn Cup Nov. 1!

Lancashire Oup Manchester
'

Manchester November
Han icup
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THE KENNEL.
Doc owners are requested to eend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels ,in all instances writing plainly names of sire and clam

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr. George Birds' greyhound, Ladj Bird, whelped July

13th, nine— sis dogs—to Kelly's Spot by California Boy—Wee
Lassie.

Visit.

California Kennels, Llewellyn setter Marion (Rake—Bessie

L^ei to same owners Llewellyn setter Harold (Gath—Gem),

on July 7th, 1S86.

Part 1 of Vol. 3 of the American Kennel Stud Book has

been published, and can be had by application to Dr. N.Rowe,

243 State street, Chicago. 111. All doggy men who desire to

beep up with the times should have the book.
<•

The Bbeeder and Spokesman's compositors desire the

KeuDel Editor to acknowledge the kindness of Mr. J. J.

Jamison, Secretary of the Bench Show, in sending tickets for

them all, and we "gladly make the acknowledgement, adding

thereto our personal thanks for the facilities offered by Mr.

Jamison and for his uniform courtesy.

Dog- Show.

The fourth dog show given in San Francisco will close to-

night at Piatt's Hall. This is not the proper place for any-

thing like a close analysis of the show, or an estimate of its

effects upon breeding interests, and we must be content with

a few passing remarks and the official awards. Previous

shows have been given by individuals with the sole end of

making money, and in many respects have not been satisfac-

tory, because the men who gave them had nothing in com-

mon with doggy men, and could not enlist general support.

That previous shows have drawn together such large numbers

of dogs, indicates a decided fondness for such pets among
San Franciscans and Californians generally. The present

exhibition is given under the direction of what is styled a

Kennel Bench Show and Field Trial Club. It is an organiza-

tion of such incongroous elements as to make it impossible

ever to expect marked good from it. There is in it an intol-

erance of views opposed to those of a small fraction of its

members who are loud-mouthed and intemperate of speech,

that practically prohibits participation in its meetings by

quiet persons whose paramount desire is to advance all doggy
interests, and who are thoughtful. Whether in future it

will be possible to compel the withdrawal of objectionable

persons from it, and enlist the sympathy and active support

of the better sort of dog owners, remains to be seen. We
are informed that an effort will be made to purge it, and
build up a strong institution, and with those so dis-

posed we are in sympathy. There is no reason why San
Francisco should not have a sound, sensible Kennel Club for

show purposes. Of course in a show given under such
auspices a general representation of the various breeds

owned in the State could not be expected, aud as a matter of

fact the present show is a very barren and meagre affair

except in pointers, setters and spaniels. In greyhounds, of

which breed there are more in the State than of auy other,

and better dogs, there were but four entered in the three

classes, and those not the best. There are many fox-houuda
owned in and about San Francisco, a large proportion of

which are fairly good specimens, but of the four entered

—

two dogs and two bitches—only one was even a passable fox-

hound. The nou-sportiug dogs, of which there were fifty

shown in twenty-one classes, sustained Colonel Stuart Taylor
in the opinion that the non-sporting breeds have no first-class

representative in California. A fairly good Ulm bitch, a fair

mastiff dog, and an ordinary bitch of the same breed, were all

the large dogs of any merit. Mr. Davidson, when called

upon to judge St. Bernards and -Newfoundlands, demurred to

giving prizes to the dogs shown as of those breeds, and
remarked that they were merely big dogs, but the superin-

tendent insi;-ted that awards be made in each class sbown,
and the judge made them, requesting that it be stated that

he knew that no St. Bernards or Newfoundlands were sh )wn.
The judging was carefully and well done by Mr. Jjhn

Davidson. His examinations of the dogs were t Lose of au
expert and were exhaustive, while his perfect impartiality

and frankness were evident. The man himself made a
favorable impression, and he will leave many friends behind
when he returns to Michigan. Piatt's Hall is not a good
place for a dog show. It is cramped and dark. The jodg-
ing was done upon a stage at one end of the hall, and the

light was very bad. The general arrangements for the care

of the dogs were good, and the place was kept quite clean aud
free from odors. The most interesting exhibit to sportsmen
was K. T. Yaudevort's famous old pointer Don. The old

dog was precisely what we expected to find, and we were
pleased with him, as well as glad to meet aud know his

owner. Of the magni6cent setters and pointers we sball have
more to say at another time. The attendance has not been
great, but we are informed that the receipts will about meet
the bills incurred. The show has done good, and it will be
comparatively easy for a proper club to get a large entry list

in future. The names of the best-known owner* of sporting
dogs, with few exceptions, are conspicuous by their absence
from the catalogue, and most of the notable dogs of the
State, with few exceptions, were not shown. The special
prizes were numerous, and as haudsome. we venture' to

believe, as were ever seen at a dog show. Most of them have
great intrinsic value, and the medals exhibited by Mr. H. It.

Brown, which were manufactured by the California Jewelry
Oompany, in whose employ he is, were rare works of art.

In the class for Mastiff dogs, two were shown, the winner
a fairly good dog of good size. The second dog was under-
sized and rough in coat.

The Mastiff bitch class had hut one entry, a very middling
specimen.

In Ulm dogs or Great Danes, the class was for dogs and
bitches, and three of the four entries entered the ring. The
winner of first, Diana, is a typical bitch of as good form and
quality as is often seen. Second went to Grade, a fairly

hitch, but light in bone and slightly double nosed.
The St. Bernard class for dugs had three entries, of which

none were St. Bernard. The judge objected to awarding
to Ihem as St. Bernards, but at the urgent request of

Die Superintendent, placed the animals according to the
degree of St. Bernard quality shown,

Of the two entries in the class for Newfoundland dogs

the winner of first would pass for a Newfoundland, but second

went to what was merely a big dog in the opinion of the

judges.
The Newfoundland bitch shown was fairly good.

But one Greyhound dog was entered. It was a good,

small dog, clean-limbed, weli-loined, and deep-chested.

Two fairly good bitches appeared, and first went to the

best by odds.
The Greyhound puppy exhibited was only a middling

specimen.
The class for Fox-hound dogs was very poor. But two

entries were made, one of them, Tayo, did not 6eem a fox-

hound, showing much blood-hound. The other, Jim, is

evidently a cross-bred.

The Fox-hound bitches, of which there were two entered,

varied greatly in quality. The winner of first, Kate, is a

very good animal, but the judge withheld second from
Fannie, the other entry, merely giving her an H. C.

Class 16 for Beagle dogs brought out a superb specimen in

Bannerman, Jr., a dog fit to win in any company. Wassie,

the second winner, is a very fair dog, but biggish and a bit

out of form.
The Beagle bitch entered walked over for first prize, but is

a good one and could have won against a good field.

The olass for heavy Pointer dogs brought into the ring

eight dogs averaging as well as in any show. The judge

remarked that he had not seen eight large pointers at auy
show this year auy better, and further said that the winner
of first, Tom Pinch, was a splendid pointer, able to hold his

own in any country. He said further, that the winner of

second, Dick, was a very good dog indeed, and in fact the

first four dogs of the class were uncommonly good specimens.
The class for heavy Pointer bitches brought out two rattlers

in Drab and Lassie, and a much inferior animal in Judy.
It required close work to settle the relative merits of the two.

Drab has a litter, and as a consequence was a little off of

form, but is a superb animal, while Lassie, to whom first was
giveu, is about as good as pointers get to be.

In small Pointers three splendid dogs were j adged, the win-
ners of the prizes being cracldng good ones. All were shown
in perfect condition. Climax, the winner of first, is a rnina-

ture of his sire Bang Bang, aud Match, not his equal in

head and legs, is yet a high-class dog.
But one small Pointer bitch was shown, a very taking ani-

mal, to which first was awarded.
The two Pointer dog puppies entered were very fine. Ben

Cotton, *vhile lacking perhaps a little of the quality of his

competitor, still outscored him at other points.

The Pointer bitch puppies were all good dogs. Donna
Sensation, which took first, had little to spare over her litter

sister, to which second went. The V. H. C. bitch was but
four months old, and not at all in form, but was yet a good

The open class for English Setter dogs brought fifteen

good animals before the judge. The class was a strong oue,

aud was well-judged, although we thought the winner of

second, if to be judged at all in a class for English setters.

should have had first place over the winner of first. Most
of the dogs were well- conditioned and shown. Klinker D.,

a very taking dog, got but an H. C.

In English Setter bitches ten were shown not quite equal
in qualily to the dogs, but a very fine class. We should
have placed either Nora C, Fannie, or Topsy over the winner
of first, although size was against them.
But one English Setter dog puppy was shown for competi-

tion, a very fair specimen, a little light all round.
The two poppy bitches in English Setters were hard to

judge. Both were good, but the winner had the better head
and coat.

In Black and Tan Setter dogs the quality was laoking. No
typical dogs were shown, and those placed got what they
merited.
The Black and Tan bitches, of which there were two, were

inferior. The winner of first, half-English setter in breeding,

shows little quality aud no typical form.
Next to the English Setters the Irish Setters were the best

classes in the show. We should have given Pat O'More first,

over the winner.
In Irish Setter bitches, Lena, winner of second, in our

opinion fairly out-pointed the winner of first. The latter is

perhaps not cf the bench-bred type, but is a better bitch.

The dog shown as an Irish Setter dog puppy might have
been shown in any other class with about as much propriety.

In Irish Water Spaniel dogs we differed with the judge.
The V. H. C. dog, though out of coat, is yet a better dog,
shows more spaniel form, stands on better legs and feet, and
is a better dog than either first or second. The winner of

first appeared to be partially paralyzed behind, and stands
in at hocks, while Conn is not, to our mind, of the Irish

water spaniel type.

The Irish Water Spaniel bitches were very good and were
properly placed.

The Cocker classes were fair only, most of the dogs run-
ning a little large, and showing a cross of blood other than
cocker.
The Bull Terriers aud Terriers generally were not up to a

high mark. Jennie, a ball terrier bitch, was the only fair

representative.

The Fox Terriers, two entries, averaged better, but were
not typical.

The Yorkshires, three entries, were good in color, coat and
size, aud were well shown.
The pugs, four entries, were good.
Pug puppies brought two beauties to the front in Cri Cri

and Ko Ko, which were properly placed.

Summary of Awards.

Mastiffs.—Dogs—Two entries:

S. R. Prentiss, Oakland, fawn dog Yub, 2 yrs. C mos.,
weight 123 lbs., by Leo—Sultana, first.

J. M. Donahue, Sau Rafael, fawn dog Dick, 2 yes., weight
110 lbs., by Hero— Queen, secoud.

Mastiffs.— Bitches—One entry:

W.L. B. Mills, Sau Francisco, fawn bitch Lady, 2 yrs. 1

mo., weight 95 lbs., by Hero—Queen, first.

Ulm.—Dogs or bitches—Four entries:

A. B. Spreckles, Sun Francisco, mouse with white brisket,

bitch, Diana. 8 yrs., first.

Chas. A. Hug, San Francisco, black bitch Gracie, 2 yrs.,

by Baton— Diana, second.
H. W. Wieland, Sau Francisco, dark brindle dog Eomeo, 1

yr. 9 mos., by Baton— Qucena, V. H. C.

St. Bernards.—Doijs—Three entries:

A. W. Manning, San Francisco, white and black dog St.

Bernard Ben. 3 yrs. 6' mos., weight 130 lbs.. h'rnt.

Fred Katz, Sau Francisco, brown dog Hector, weight 168
lbs., second

.

Geo. Kueiff, San Francisco, brown dog Tiger, 2 yrs. 5 mod.,
weight US lbs., V. H. C.

Newfoundlands.—Dogs—Two entries

:

J. J. Jamison, San Francisco, black, with white star in
brisket, dog, Don, 5 yrs., weight 137 lbs., first.

E. W. Linsley, San Francisco, black and white dog Rover,
4 yre., weight 155 lbs., by Grant—Nellie, second-

Newtoundlaxds.—Bitches—One entry:
W. Cawlcy, San Francisco, black bitch Flora, 9 yrs., weight

125 lbs., first.

Grethou^ds.—Dogs—One entry:
C. J. Murphy, San Francisco, red dog Tullamore, 3 yrs.,

weight 56 lbs., first.

Greyhcukd.—Bitches—Two entries:

Geo. Bird, Alameda, brindle and white bitch Lidy Bird, 5
yrs., weight 55 lbs., first.

C. Moo-iey, Sau Francisco, black, with white toes, Kittie

Clover, 6 yrs., weight 4S lbs., by Speculation, second.

Greyhound Puppies.—Dogs under 12 months.—One entry:
Frank S. French, San Francisco, blue and white dog Vite,

7i mos., weight 50 lbs., by Blue Jacket—Xellie, first.

Fox-houxds.—Doga—Two entries:

A. S. Thompson, Sausalito, white, black and tan dog Jim,
2 yrs., by tJap—Juda, first.

JohnChicou, Lorene, black, white and tan dog Tayo, 2
yrs. 3 mos., weight 84 lbs., by Boy—Flora, second.

Fox-hounds.—Bitches—Two entries:

C. Boss, San Francisco, black, white and tan bitch Kate, 2
yrs. G mos., weight 55 lbs, dam Guess, first-

Frank La Coste, San Francisco, black aud tan bitchiFannie,

2 yrs., weight 30 lbs., H. C.

Beagles.—Dogs—Two entries:

G. W. Bassford, Snisnn, black and white dog Bannerman,
Jr., 7 mos., weight ten lbs., by Champion Bannerman—Leta,

first.

H. W. M. Sandbach, San Francisco, white, black and tan
dog Wassie, S mos., weight 22.^ lbs., by Lee II—Daisy, second.

Beaules.—Bitches—One entry:

H. W. M. Sandbach, San Francisco, white, black and tan
bitch Bessie, 11 mos., weight 13} lbs., by Lee II—Fanny II,

first.

Pointers over 55 lbs.—Dogs—Eight entries:

J. Martin Barney, Dutch Fiat, lemon and white dog Tom
Pinch, 2 yrs. 4mos., weight 59 lbs., by Wise's Tom— Wise's
Beulah, first.

C. A. Haight, San Francisco, lemon and white dog Dick,
3 yr., weight 59 lbs., by Glen R—Josie Bow, second.

K. T. Vandevort, Pasadena, liver and white dog Don, 7

yrs., by Bang—Peg, Y. H. C. reserved.

G. W. Bassford, Suisun, white and lemon dog Victor IT, 2
yrs., weight 60 lbs., by Glen R.—Josie Bow, V. H. C.

Lieut. E. S. Greble, Fort Mason, white and liver dog
Faust, 4 yrs. 9 mos., weight 601b3.. by Fop—Daisy, H. C.

J. H. Hardy, San Francisco, liver aud white dog Bruce II,

3 yis., weight 65 lbs., by Hindoo—Flight, H. C.
W. Payne, Sau Francisco, lemon and white dog Banger, 2

yrs. 3 mos., weight 65 lbs., by Dick—Judy, C.

H. A. Bassford, Tacaville. liver and white flecked dog
Butte Bow, 4 yrs, weight 60 lbs., by Ranger Boy—Josie

Bow, C.

Pointers over 50 lbs.—Bitches—Three entries:

Wm. Schreiber, San Francisco, lemon and white bitch

Lassie, 2 yrs. 5 mos., weight 57 lbs., by J. H. Whitehouse's
Prince—Lill, first.

R. T. Yandevort, Pasadena, lemon and white bitch Drab,
3 yrs. 6 mos., by Dan—Arrow, second.

H. Wessenden, lemon and white flecked bitch Judv, 7 yrs.,

weight 6S lbs., by Patsy, V. H. C.

Pointers under 55 lbs.—Dogs—Three entries for competition,

one entry not for competition:

E. W. Briggs, San Francisco, white and lemon dog Climax,

1 yr. 3 mos,, weight 4S lbs., by Bang Bang—Belloua, first.

W. J. Fox, Alameda, lemon and white dog Matchless, 1 yr.

5 mos., weight 45 lbs., by match—Belle, second.

S. Allen, Napa, liver and white dog Dude, 1 yr., 2 mos.,

by Lemme B—Beautiful Queen, Y. H. C.

Pointers under 50 lbs.—Bitches—One entry:

P. J. Powers, San Francisco, lemon and white bitch Beauty,

3 yrs. 6 mos., by Jeff—Nellie, first.

Pointer Puppies.—Dogs—Three entries, of which Mr. R. T.
Yandervort's did not compete.

Henry Kahn, San Francisco, liver and white dog Ben
Cotton, 9 mos., weight 50 lbs., by Bow, Jr.—Jessie Belle, first.

A. B. Truman, San Francisco, white and lemon dog Bush
T., 7 mos., weight 46 lbs., by Sensation—Seph G., second.

Pointer Puppies—Bitches—Three entries:

H. K. Brown, Sau Francisco, lemon and white bitch Donna
Sensation, 7 mos., weight 40 lbs., by Sensation—Seph G.,

first.

Thos. J. Pinder, Sau Francisco, lemon and white bitch

Romp P., 7 mos., weight 37 lbs., by Sensation—Seph G.,

second.
R. M. Wyman, Suisun, white and liver bitch Blossom, 4

mos., weight 25 lbs., by Glen R.—Josie Bow, Y. H. C.

English Setters.—Dogs—Fifteen entries for competition:

Thos. J. Watson, San Francisco, black, white aud tan dog
Hamlet, 2 yrs., weight oo lbs., by Kock--Dura, first.

Charles Kaediug, Sau Francisco, black, white and tan dog
Shot, 1 yr. 2 mos., weight 50 lbs., by Regent—Fuuuie, secoud.

Geo. A. Watson, San Francisco, black aud white ticked

do^ Uc-lmont, 1 yr., weight 50 lbs., by Rock—Daisy, Y. H.
C, reserved.

Dan Gilroy, Gilroy, blue belton dog Rock, 3 yrs., weight

60 lbs., by Belton II—Taggart's Juno, Y. H. C, reserved.

W. Hedeman, Sau Francisco, blue belton dog Sport, 4 yrs.,

weight CO lbs., by Belton II—Doermer's Xellie, Y. II. C.

Geo. Muller, San Francisco, blue belton dog Carlo, 2 yrs.,

weight 55 lbs., by Rock—Dora, V. H. C.

D. E. Goodman, Sau Francisco, lemon belton dog Klinker

D., 2 yrs. 4 mos., weight 55 lbs., by Regent—Daisy, H. C.

J. \V. Lyngreeu. San Fiauciseo.'leuiou and white dog Shot,

2 yiB. 6 mos-., weight 50 lbs., by Shot—Madge, H. C.

S. Allen, Xapa, black, white aud tan dog Fritz, IS mos.,

by Grouse—Neil, 11. 0,

Thos. Hicks. Sun Francisco, white and lemon dog Dash,
3 Yrs.. weight 75 lbs., by Jeff—Fannie C.

A. L. Piper, San Fmncisco, black dog Dick, 4 yrs., 3 mos.,

weight 65 lbs., O.

E. H. Palmer. Portland, liver and white dog Colonel, 1 yr.

6 mos., weight 60 lbs., C.
E,. H. Farmer, Gilroy, blue belton dog Marks, 3 yrs.,

weight 55 lbs., by Drake— Queen, C.

E. O. Hisgen, San Francisco, black and white dog King,

1 yr. 8 inos.,
b
\yeight 50 lbs., C

Enourb Better Bitches—Ten entries:

Dau Gilroy, Gilroy, blue belton bitch Daisy, 2 yrs. 6 mos.,

weight 50 lbs, by Bob Boy—Ola, Bret.

Chas. Kaediug. Sau Francisco, black, white and tan bitch

Fannie, 4 yrs., weight 47 lbs., by Fred II—Gypaie, second,

-
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Dan Gilroy, Gilroy, black and white ticked bitch Di Ver-

non, 1 yr. lmo., weight 45 lbs., by Bock—Daisy, V. H. C.res.

P. E. G. Anzar, San Juan, black, white and tan bitch Ola,

4 yrs., weight 55 lbs., by Count Warwick—Leah II, V. H. C.

E. H. Farmer, Gilroy, blue belton bitch Queen, 5 yrs.,

weight 60 ibs., by Belton II—Belle, V. H. C.

Mrs. T. J. Pinder, San Francisco, black white and tan

bitch Queen P., 3 yrs. 6 mos., weight 56 lbs., V. H. C.

D. E. Goodman, San Francisco, lemon belton bitch Nora
C, 2 yrs. 4 mos., weight 53 lbs., by Regent—Daisy, H. C.

J. B. Barber, San Erancisco, black and white bitch Topsy,
4 yrs., weight, 42 lbs., by Dan—Sybil H. C.

J. M. Donahue, San KafaeL white bitch Pet, 2 yrs., weight
50 lbs., by Dick—Belle, C.

J. Kerrigan, San Fraucisco, liver and white bitch Wild
Flower, 1 yr. 6 mos., weignt 45 lbs., by Cambridge—PetLav-
erack, C.

Esglish Setter Puppies.—Dogs—Two entries:

E. Leavesley, Gilroy, black and white dog Marc Antony. 11

mos., weight 45 lbs., by Kock— Lola Montez, first.

H. C. Morey, GUroy, black and white dog Dons, 11 mos.,

weight 40 lbs., by Rock—Flora, second.

English Settee Puppies.— Bitches—Two entries for com-
petition.

C. H. Hatch, Virginia City, black, white and tan bitch

Countess Mollie, 6 mos. IS days, weight 36 lbs., by Dan

—

Mollie Belton, first.

Dan Gilroy, Gilroy, black and white bitch Lulu Montez,
mos., weight 45 lbs., by Bock—Lola Montez, second.

Black and Tan Setters.—Dogs—Four entries for competi-

tion, one entry not for competition.

John H. Byan, San FTancisco, black and tan dog Sport,

5 yrs., weight 70 lbs., by Grouse—Lauraftirst.

J. Kosenzweig, San Francisco, black and tan dog Sam, 5

yrs., weight 65 lbs., second.

G. H. Shaw, San Francisco, black and tan dog Carpe Diem,
4 yrs., weight 60 ibs., V. H. C., reserved.

H. C. Davis, Oakland, black and tan dog Duke, 6 yrs., by
Doke—Lady Clare, H. C.

Black and Tan Setters.—Bitches—Two entries:

J. M. Donahue, San Rafael, black and tan bitch Maud, 3

yTs. 6 mos., weight 50 lbs., by Joe—Juno, first.

Gustave Mahe, San Francisco, black and tan bitch Queen,
1 yr. 4 mos., by Moss—Furn, second.

Black and Tan Setter Puppies.—Dogs—One entry:

H. Durbrow, San Francisco, black and tan dog Johnny, 11

mos., weight 40 lbs., by Duke—llyorha, first.

Black and Tan Setter Puppies.—Bitches—One entry:

E. H. Wakeman, San Francisco, black and tan bitch Hazel

Kirke, 21 mos., weight 30 lbs., by Duke—Myorha, hrst.

Irish Settees.—Dogs—Eight entries:

A. B. Truman, San Francisco, red dog Mike T.
T
2 yrs. 5

mos., weight 58 lbs., by Nemo—Nida, first.

J. C. Scott, San Francisco, red dog Pat O'More, 4 yrs.,

weight 60 lbs., by Rory O'Moore—Nora O'More, second.

J. C. Scott, San Francisco, red dog Jerry, 4 yrs., weight 65

lbs., by Elcho—Lina, V. H. C, reserved.

Chas. Kaeding, San Francisco, red dog Duke, 3 yrs., weight

62 lbs., by Pat—Gypsey, V. H. C.

Ed. Kennedy, San Francisco, red and white dog Jerry, 5

yrs. 6 mos., H. C.

Irish Setters.—Bitches—Three entries:

A. B. Truman, San Francisco, red bitch Lady Elcho, 1 yr.

3 mos., by Elcho—Noreen, first.

J. C. Scott, San Francisco, red bitch Lena, 4 yrs., weight

55 lbs., by Star—Brant, second.

Henry BlondelL San Francisco, red bitch Nellie, 6 yrs. 6

mos., weight 65 lbs., by Richard Roe—Jane Doe, V. H.

C, reserved.

Irish Setter Puppies.—Dogs—One entry:

E. T. Dooley, San Francisco, red and white dog Tom, 11

mos., weight 50 lbs., by Nemo—Nellie, first.

Retrievers.—Dogs—One entry:

C. H. Jouett, San Francisco, black dog Smut, 4 yrs.,

weight 50 lbs., by Nig—Kate, first.

Irish Water Spaniels.—Dogs—Three entries:

T. J. Pinder, San Francisco, liver dog Jerry P., 1 yr. 5

mos., weight 47 lbs., by Whirlpool—Biddy, first.

A. B. Elford, San Francisco, liver dog ConD, 1 yr. 6 mos.,

weight 55 lbs., by Mike—Fly, second.

W. S. Kittle, San Francisco, liver dog Brian Born. 2 yrs.,

weight 48 lbs., by Mike—Mollie, V. H. C, reserved.

Irish Water Spaniels.—Bitches—Four entries:

A. B. Elford, San Francisco, liver bitch Irish Girl, 16 mos.,

weight 45 lbs., by "Whirlpool—Irish Queen, first.

W. S. Kittle, San Francisco, liver bitch Broona, 6 yrs.,

weight 65 lbs., by Bob—Irish NelL second.

T. J. Pinder, San Francisco, liver bitch Nora P., 18 mos.,

weight 63 lbs., by Barney—Lady, V. H. C.

A. Lalande, San Francisco, liver bitch Fanny, 2 yrs. 8 mos.,

weight 51 lbs., by Frank—Queen C.

Field Spaniels.—Dogs—One entry:

W, G. O'Hara, San Francisco, liver and white dog Snipe,

10 yrs. 6 mos., weight 55 lbs., first.

Field Spaniels.—Bitches:

M. Vogel, San Francisco, black and white bitch You Know,

5 yrs., weight 35 lbs., by Julius—Nellie, first.

Cocker Spaniels.—Dogs—Four entries for competition, one

entry not for competition:

F. McPherson, San' Francisco, liver and white dog Sport,

8 yrs., weight 28 lbs., by Romp—Kate, first.

L. Loupe, Gilroy, liver and white dog Sport, 1 yr., weight

26 lbs., by Sport—Sprite, second.

E. St. Leger, San Francisco, black dog Jeff, 2 yra., weight

22 lbs., by Sport—Julia, V. H. C, reserved.

G. H. Thompson, San Francisco, liver dog, Romp, 1 yr.,

weight 25 lbs., by Sport—Julia, V. H. C.

Cocker Spaniels.—Bitches—Seven entries:

Mrs. E. Leavesley. Gilroy, black, white and tan bitch

Julie, 4 yrs-, weight 24 lbs., by Jet—Fanny, first.

P. E. G. Anzar, San Juan, black bitch Bonita, 1 yr., weight

20 lbs., by Sport—Julia, second,

Mrs. E. Leavesley, Gilroy, black bitch Cute, 2 yrs., weight

24 lbs., by Sport—Julie, V. H. C, reserved.

Mrs. E. Leavesley, Gilroy, black and white bitch Bonita, 1

yr., weight 23 lbs., by Sport—Sprite, V. H. C.

L. Loupe, Gilroy, liver and white bitch Daisy, 1 yr., weight

20 lbs., by Sport—Sprite, H. C.

Bull Terf.ters.—Dogs—Three entries; but two shown:

C. H. Jonett, San Francisco, white dog Spring, 3 yrs. 6

mos., weight 18 lbs., by Spring—Nellie, first.

Fred Rose, San Francisco, white and lemon dog Paddy, 2

yrs. 6 mos., weight 25 lbs., by Wallace, second.

Bull Terriers.—Bitches—Four eutries; three shown:

John F. McNamara, San Francisco, white and black bitch

Jennie, 2 yrs. 6 moa., weight 18J lba., first.

C. H. Jonett, San Francisco, white and black bitch Bess, 3
yrs. 6 mos., weight 20 lbs., by Spring—Nellie, second.
Fred Rose, San Francisco, brindle bitch Nellie, 4 yrs.,

weight 36 lbs., by Toby—Nancy, V. H. C, reserved.

Bull Terrier Puppies.—Dogs or bitches. Four entries:
Jeff. Martinett, San Francisco, white and black bitch Belle,

3 mos., weight 9 lbs., by Paddy—Jennie, first-

D. F. Crowley, San Fraucisco, white and brindle bitch
Judy, 3 mos., weight 7 lbs., by Dick—Gypsie, second.
James Crowley, San Francisco, dark brindle dog Gnbby, 3

mos., weight 7 lbs., by Dick—Gypsie, V. H. C., reserved.

Fox-terriers.—Dogs—Two entries:
J. H Wise, San Fraucisco, black and tan dog Schneider, 16

mos., weight 15 lbs., by Spot—Victoria, first.

P. E. Wendoza, San Francisco, white, black and tan dog
Fido, 1 yr. 10 mos., weight 19 lbs., second.

Fox-terriers.—Bitches—One entry:
J. H. McGovern, San Francisco, 'white, black and tan bitch

Susie, 1 yr. 1 mo., weight 14J lbs., by Major—Lucy, first.

Fox-terrier Puppies.—Dogs or bitches—Three entries:
J. B. Martin, Sau Fraucisco, white, black and tan bitch

Lotta, 5 mos., by Tom—Nellie, first.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, white, black and tan bitch
Betty, 5 mos., by Tom—Nellie, second.

Black and Tan Terriers.—Dogs or bitches—Two entries:
John I. Sparrow, San Fraucisco, black and tan bitch

Beauty, 1 yr. 3 mos., weight 4 lbs., by Tommy—Nellie, first.

Mrs. A. B. Truman, San Francisco, black"and tan Guess,
2 yrs. 6 mos., weight 3k lbs., by Punch—Judy, second.

Yorkshire Terriers.—Dogs or bitches—Three entries:
F. W. Sierp, San Francisco, silver blue dog Mash, 3 yrs.,

weight 9 lbs., by Silver, first.

Mrs. Laura Sierp, San Fraucisco, silver blue dog Silver,
weight 6 lbs., second.
R. D. Cillan, San Francisco, silver bitch Beauty, 2 yra.,

V.H. C.

Bull Dogs.—One entry:
Charles Cos, San Francisco, white and brindle dog Sport,

2 yrs. 2 mos., weight 54 lbs., first.

Collies.—Bitches—One entry:
Donald Patton, San Francisco, black and tan Fair Maid of

Perth, 3 yrs., weight 50 lbs., first.

Dalmatians.—Dogs or bitches—Two entries:

Harry B. Slocnm, San Francisco, white and black bitch
Ruby, 6 vrs. 1 mo., weight 344 lbs., by Longfellow—Delia,
first.

Victor Nelson, San Francisco, white and black dog Spot,
1 yr. 5 mos., weight 47 lbs., second.

Pugs.—Dogs or bitches—Four entries:

Baron Von Schroeder, San Rafael, fawn and black dog
Chips, 2 yrs. 6 mos., weight 14 lbs., first.

Airs. T. Fair, San Francisco, fawn dog Pud, 2 yrs. 6 mos.,
weight IS lbs., second.
Miss Minon, Sau Francisco, fawn and black dog Jack, 2

yrs., weight 11 lbs., by Tag—Belle, V. H. C, reserved.
Samuel J. Smith, San Francisco, dog Snoozer, 3 yrs. S

mos., weight 22 lbs., V. H. C.

Pug Dogs.—Puppies.
Mrs. R.Porter Ashe, San Francisco, fawn and black dog

Cri Cri, S mos., weight 10 lbs., first.

Mrs. R. Porter Ashe, San Francisco, fawn and black bitch
Ko Ko, 8 mos., weight 10 lbs., second.

Spitz.—Dogs or bitches. One entry:

G. D. Shearer, San Erancisco, white dog Spitzy, 5 yrs.,

weight 40 lbs., first.

Italian Greyhounds.—Dogs or bitches—One entry:
Miss Bert. Schleicher, San Francisco, fawn bitch Gypsy,

18 mos.. weight S lbs., first.

Miscellaneous Class.

Mrs. Julius Robinson, San Francisco, black and tan dog
Rob, 3 yrs. 10 mos., by Dandy—Faustin, first.

John Zammitt, San Francisco, black Esquimaux dog Wolf,
2 yrs., weight SO lbs., second.

Geo. A. Schultz, San Francisco, blue and tan dog Dandy,
4 yrs. 5 mos., weight 3k lbs., V. H. C, reserved.

Special Prizes.

Best Irish Setter—A. B. Truman's Mike T., Gold Medal.
Best Pointer over 55 lbs.—J. Martin Barney's Tom Pinch,

Gold Medal.
Best dog exhibited by a non-resident of the State—E. H.

Palmer's Colonel, Club Medal.
Best Bitch exhibited by a non-resident of the State—C. H.

Hatch's Connless Mollie, Club Medal.

Best Kennels entered not for competition, E. Leavesley,
Box of Cigars.

[Four special prizes remain to be awarded at this writing,

which will be listed next week.

—

Ed.]

ROD.
The account of a fishing trip to Siskiyou county is a chap-

ter from experience, and we hope to receive further favors of

the same sort from the hearty old sportsman of Fort Jones.
The "Chase"mentioned in his letter must be the lithe, strong-

limbed son whose inheritance of manly tastes cannot bat pre-

serve him from such ills as finger rings and dudishnesa
generally.

A Siskiyou Trip.

Tub, Silver Plated Collar.

Jamison's Don, Silver Ice
Best mastiff—S. R. Prentiss'

Best Newfoundland—0. J.

Pitcher.

Best Greyhound—C. J. Murphy's Tnllamore, Bronze Clock.

Best Fox-hound—C. Ross' Kate, Case Riesling Wine.
Best Beagle—G. W. Bassford's Bannerman, Jr., Whisky

Flask.
Best Pointer Puppy—H. R. Brown's Donna Sensation,

Scarf Pin.
Best English Setter Puppy—O. H. Hatch's Countess Mol-

lie, Gold Medal.
Best Fox Terrier—J. H. Wise's Schneider, Gold Medal.
Best Bull Terrier—John F. McNamara's Jennie, Gold

Medal.
Best Black and Tan Setter—J. M. Donahue's Maud, Gold

Medal.
Best English Setter entered, not for competition—J. De

Vaull and W. W. Moore's Regent, Prize Cup.
Most handsome Pug—Baron Von Schroeder's Chips, Alli-

gator Skin Harness.
Best Cocker Spaniel receiving V. H. C.—Mra.E. Leavesley's

Cute, Pair Mallard Decoys.
Best Kennel of Irish* Setters—A. B. Truman's Mike T.,

Bob T., Lady Echo T., Quartz Charm.
Best Kennel of King Charles Spaniels—Mrs. Julius Robin-

son's Rob, Mouse and Minnie, one dozen Silver Coffee Spoons.

Best Setter Bitch with Litter—Chas. KaediDg's Fannie, Sil-

ver Tobacco Box.
Best English Setter Dog—Thos. J. Watson's Hamlet, Win-

chester Rifle.

Smallest Dog in Show—Mrs. A. B. Truman's Guess, Qnartz

Scarf Pin.

Best Yorkshire Terrier—F. W. Sierp's Ma=h, Silver Collar.

Best Iri3h Water Spaniel—A. B. Elford's Irish Girl, Silver

Cigar Set.

Second Best Irish Water Spaniel—A. B. Elford's Conn,

Cup.
Best Kennel of two or more dogs—A. B. Truman's Mike T.,

Bob T. and Lady Elcho T.
Best dog exhibited by a lady—Mrs. John Sparrows's

Beauty, Lady's Plush Set.

Second Best Dog, exhibited by a lady—Mrs. E- Leavesly's

Julia, Silver Chain and Collar.

Best Cocker Spaniel receiving H. D.—L. Loupe's Daisy,

Collar.

Beat Bull Terrier Puppy receiving V. H. C—J. Crowley's

Gnbby, Collar.

Bes't English Setter Bitch—Dan Giiroy's Daisy, Colt Rifle.

Best Pointer under 55 lbs.—H. R.Brown's Donna Sensa-

tion, Pair Hunting Shoes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—According to promise I
give you an account of a recent fishing trip such as we fortu-

nate dwellers in this sportsman's paradise quite often make.
Early on a Monday morning we saddled horses and started

for the mountains of Kelsey Creek where we pasture our spare

horses and neat stock, and, after a twenty-mile ride before

finding all of the stock, I was as tired as any man could be
who had not ridden for four years, and who was fat as a bear.

At evening we made shift for supper, and then spread our
blankets on a soft cushion of needles, under a huge pine. I was
too tired to sleep much, and gladly arose at the first gray light

of day to look after the horses while Chase got the breakfast.

Then twelve miles more of ridiDg over the mountains to the

west fork of Kelsey Creek. We had to cross what is called the

Saw Blade Ridge, and it would have done you good to hear

me puff and blow. It put me in mind of one of those donkey
engines tugging at an old scow. The road zigzagged for three

miles up the mountains; then we had to go half as far down
to find a good camping place, which we reached at about noon.

We saddled and got lunch, then took a nap. In the after-

noon Cnase invited me to take a hunt, but I had had walking

enough, and declined his proffer with scorn and stayed in

camp. Chase wandered off, and iu about an hour and a half

I heard him shout, and then all was silence for half an hour
when I again heard him C3ll and went over to him with a

pack horse. I found him standing by a nice buck which we
packed out through fallen timber and underbrush of the
thickest kind, and got it safe to camp about half past three.
Then came the work of jerking the meat. Chase began to
skin the buck and I made a tire on which to heat some brine.
Then we put up a scaffold to dry it on, and by six o'clock had
everything ready and the venison cut into strips and laid out
over the smoke. We kept the smudge going until ten o'clock,
and started it again in the early morning to keep the flies

away. After breakfast Chase again proposed a hunt, but I
excused myself by saying that it would be better for me to

stay in camp; so he started off alone, returning without meat
about noon. By this time our meat was well dried, sowecon-
cluded to start home. We reached the top of the mountain
after an hour's climb, but to get to the bottom of the Saw
Blade was another thing. I wished for some kind of new-
fangled brake. Chase used the pa^k horse for a back action,
and that let him duwn pretty easy, but I went sometimes on
all fours and sometimes a broad expanse of breeches was
exposed to the pitiless grinding of the sharp gravel. But we
reached a camp at last, and while I cooked supper Chase
gathered wild raspberries enough for a good feast, and a feast

we had. Hot bread, fresh butter and raspberries, eaten with
that best of sauces a keen appetite born of mountain air and
hard exercise, is a treat indeed. Afteranight of such slumber
as only the wearied fisherman and hunter know, we saddled
up and started for the trout stream. A half hour's ride
brought us to the creek, and after staking ,out our horses and
cutting fish poles—something after the hoop-pole order—we
started up the creek. Ye Gods, such sport! Talk about hunt-
ing deer and bear! I had rather fish for our darting grey
beauties with speckled sides than do any other thing in this

world. To climb over huge boulders and slip and fall is as
nothing when weighed with the joy of seeing great trout in a
virgin stream dart for one's fly, miss it, perchance, and come
again more eager than brfore. Talk about excitement! Here
are snrfeit of quick pulsing blood and nervous tension. We
fished up the creek for about two miles and killed eight dozen
of as fine fish as you would wish to weigh or measure.
Chase caught two to my one in spite of all Icould do, but I
got three very large ones that helped my lot out. Having all

we could use we jogged to camp, saddled again, and started

on our twenty-mile ride toward home, and just as the sun
was gildiDg the hill tops we reached that bourne to which all

travelers return with ever-increasing pleasure, satisfied with
our simple pleasures, and only regretting that more can not
enjoy such sport as was ours. J. R. Kinyon.
Fort Jones, July 15th, 1SS6.

Similes.

A German poet refers to a fishing rod being as typical of a

young girl. He says: ,;The eyes are the hooks, the smile the
bait, the lover the gudgeon, and marriage the butter in which
be is fried."

The Oyster and His Shell.

The natural and persistent state of oyster life is a condition of

unclosure, while the opposite action of shutting the shell ia

only a transitory and infrequent phase of bivalve existence at

the* best. There is afforded a chance for the exercise of

mechanical expediency in making the open state of the shell a

matter of ease, and one carried out without effort or exercise of

energy. And so it is contrived. Suppose that, placing two
oyster shells in their natural position, we insert a piece of

Indian rubber between the valves at the point where they are

hinged together. If we now forcibly close the shells by pres-

sure the India rubber is compressed. When we release the

pressure of our fingers, the elasticity aud recoil of the India

rubber forces the valves apart. In such a fashion, then, does

nature provide for the constant maintainence of the unclosed

condition. The "ligaments" of the shell are natural, elaatio

pads existing at the hinge-line. By their elasticity th

the valves unclosed. There is no strain involved

action, which is a merely mechanical one after all.

the more infrequent act of closure has to be per

muscular energy requires to be displayed. The q
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of valves reminds ns that muscular exertion, even if necessi-

tating vital wear and tear, lias its corresponding advantage m
the rapidity and effectiveness with which it provides for protec-

tion against the entrance of disagreeable or noxious elements

into the internal arrangements of oyster or mussel life.

There is illustrated here a clear saving of life force, and a

persistent system of vital economies in the substitution of a

mechanical for a muscular strain, where the maintenance of

the open state of the shell is concerned.

THE QtTK
Land has been leased for seven years within the city limits

of Los Angeles, which is to be the breeding department of a

new ostrich farm. From this nucleus the young birds will be

taken out to pastures beyond. Two car lines already pass

within a stone's throw of the spot, so there will be no diffi-

culty in putting the industry on a practical footing. A ship-

ment of birds will take place soon after the place is put in

order. This manifests a determination to forward a strong

industry.

E. Z. C. Judson, one of the most enthusiastic and thorough

sportsmen of the day, died recently. His writings as "Ned
Buntline"have interested two generations of boy readers, and

it can truly be said, we think, that in all his work nothing

vicious or unfit for the young has appeared.

The Sportsman's Paradise.

[By SIajoe G. H- Bueton. U. S. A. J

In south-eastern Oregon, just east of the Cascade moun-
tains, and abreast of the beautiful valley of the Rogue river,

is situated the Klamath basin. It is less familiarly known as

the great lake region of Oregon. An old hunter and trapper

informed the writer that on the top of one eminence, just west

of Klamath Lake in the Cascade range, he had counted twenty-

three fresh water lakes of various magnitudes, and all more

or less filled with fish and feathered game. The more ele-

vated water is the natural breeding ground of the wild goose,

and the lower levels of the different duck species. This

basin region is in appearance as though the Cascade moun-
tains had originally sloped at a gentle declivity of about 45

degrees east, and through 6ome great convulsion of Nature

a belt or segment of land midway the slope had broken and
dropped down from a thousand to fifteen hundred feet, thus

making room for the upper and lower Klamath and Tule lakes,

running north and south, and occupying a space from sixty to

seventy miles in length, aud from three to eight in breadth.

The last lake of the chain, reaching south, borders on the cele-

brated lava beds of northern California where Captain Jack
and his band of warriors offered such long and fierce resistance

to the government's efforts of subjugataion. Twenty miles to

the north ofjthe upper lake, and a little east, is a sunken lake

or maiBh, fed by numerous cold, clear streams coming in at

various intervals from the main cascades on the west, and a

low, woodedrange from the east called Winter Ridge. Start-

ing from the southern part of this marsh, which is an exten-

sive opening containing probably 250 thousand acres of fine

grass land, and meandering for a few miles through marsh,
with its banks overgrown with tule and its bed covered

with lilies, entering the low, studded hills, timber-covered,

and passing on over several cascades augmented and swollen

by brooks and springs, and finally finding its way through
another marshy opening into the Upper Klamath Lake, is the

celebrated Williamson's river, the most noted trout stream
on the North American continent. From the point of its

entrance into the lake, from where it emerges from the

wooded hills, is about eight miles, and its banks covering

most of this segment are free from undergrowth, and its

channel is covered by many rippleB where the water is Bwift

and where the smaller trout abound. Above these diminu-
tive cataracts the current far reaches, some long and others

short, is deep, sluggish and dark, and sometimes cuts under
sunken sand stone ledges where live the monsters of the finny

tribe. Along the banks of this lower river have been landed,

with a seven-ounce rod and a single snell, fish weighing from
twelve to seventeen and three-quarter pounds, and it is not
phenomenal to take trout weighing from ten to fifteen pounds;
in fact, during any day's angling it would be a noteworthy
fact if from ten to twenty fish were not caught weighing from
eight to twelve pounds each. And what makes this stream
remarkable is tnat it contains both the lake and mountain
trout, and the piscatorians' efforts from May to December are

never without fruitful results, the artificial fly being the most
tempting bait for the trout of this stream. Some streams,

like general rules, are infallable by lapses. Not so with Wil-

liamson's river, for within fifteen years it has never failed

to yield forth from its broad, open ripples and its silent

depths plentiful loads to the intelligent angler. After playing
with great, fat ten-pounders until the heart grows sad at

destruction and the arms are weary with the rod, the sports-

man has but to turn from his reel and take his rifle, with an
Indian as a guide and two ponies as pack animals, with a
sufficient mount for himself, and follow on the Dalles road
north from the Klamath Indian Agency to a point where it

crosses Sand creek, and bear east to the edge of Klamath
Marsh, and follow its timbered edges east until he strikes

Winter Ridge, and then he is in the home of the bear
and black-tail or mule deer. The country surrounding
this marsh region is fringed by low, timbered
ridges, really spires of the cascades. Open- to the horse-
men; filled with game; traversed by cold, clear, gurgling
streams, filled with small mountain trout; and made happy
in Nature's gift by an abundance of feathered songsters;
her6, along these beautiful pebble-bedded steam* of mountain
water, one can camp and fish and hunt to the heart's content;
aud nere one can study Nature in her wildest extent, nndis-
turbed, save by the occasional flop of a beaver's tail on the
water as he sports himself in the clear stream beneath, or
possibly the howl of the ever-present coyote which infests

the greater part of the western coast, and which are always
bo near and yet so far, but never dangerous to the wayfarer.
From the base of this low range to its summit is not over
five miles, and between these margins there are more deer
than is contained in any one section of country from the
northern boundary to the Mexican line, and whilst the
game is abundant, the timber open, and the water ever
recurring in small running streams, the climate, from Muy to

November, is simply superb.
Turning now from the rifle and the fleet-footed deer,

let the seeker for diversity and variety take his breach-
loading shotgun and retrace his steps, about the first of
September, to the low marshy land situated along
the northern margin of the Upper Klamath Lake, and
in its swamps of tule, cut here aud there by slow,
iily-covered streamlets, oozing down from the foot-hills

id its grassy bayous, and there he will find the young
illard, teal and redhead in their native heaths, full-fledged,

fat, and only waiting to be kicked up in front of one's feet to

be knocked down at easy ranges of from 20 to 40 yards dis-

tance. This breeding ground is very extensive, and it is the

work of ages, and is caused by the gradual subsidence of the

lake, thus leaving many thousands of acres of foundation,

formed by decomposed vegetable matter, partially covered

with water and overgrown with rush and willow and
intersected by many running streams, low fringed, with tama-

rack, pine and cedar. To hunt in these lowlands, or to fish

in Williamson's river, the sportsmen requires to be provided

with a pair of English wading pants drawn over the hunting
pants, an ordinary woolen sock over these, and encased by a

pair of crdinary brogans, punctured at the sides and top to

admit a tree release of constantly accumulating water.

I could here leave the lover of the rod and gun, and—at

the expense of lengthening this article, already too long

—

lead the curious and Nature seeker to many interesting

haunts in this comparatively wild country, some of which
are marvelous. One of the freaks of Nature's pent-up forces of

long ago is one of the wonders of the continent. I refer to

Mystic or Crater Lake, lying west of due north from Fort

Klamath, twenty-five miles in the Cascade range, whose walls

are almost perpendicular, and reaching from 1,000 to 1,500

feet from the timber-covered crest to the surface of the water

below, and the diameter of whose surface will measure a

distance of about six to eight miles. This great awe-inspir-

ing well of Nature I will leave for the pen of some more
descriptive writer, and, in closing, will simply refer the

interested reader to the mode of ingress to the scenes

described: Leaving Sacramento on the California and Oregon
road, and following it to its present terminus on Dog Creek,

just north of the Pitt-river Mountains, thence by daily over-

land stage to Xreka, Cal., from there by a tri-weekly line

pass out of Shasta valley and into the canyon of Klamath
River to Linkville, Oregon. This would be the proper place

to use as a base. From here there is a daily stage and tele-

graph communication with the Klamath Indian Agency,
thirty-two miles north. In the immediate vicinity of the

reservation reside Pedro A. Moal Ally and Hunter Wilson, a

Klamath Indian. These two Indians aTe typical types of

children of Nature. Their lives have been spent in the pur-

suit of game. They are masters of the art of wood craft,

boyish in their dispositions, and menial in their obedience to

any and all requests made of them as guides and camp
servants. There is no section of that country for a radius

of two-hundred miles with which they are not perfectly

familiar. One has but to follow them blindly to get more
game in a week than ten horses can pack. They hunt deer

from the back of a pony; and their little animals move,
unshod, as noiselessly and us swiftly through the mountains
as the antlered monarch himself. After a long day's hunt one

can sit down around the camp five at night and liBten with

delight to the Indian legends of long ago. He will hear,

through these scouts, the tales of the "lemmei" (old women),
the traditions of the Klamaths, Modocs and Molallys—of their

wars and religion, the scenes of bloody encounters with each

other, and the deadly conflicts of their ancestors with the

wild grizzly of the Cascades when they had no weapon of

offense but the bow and arrow.

To return to the approaches ot this country, I will add,

before closing, that there is an easy mode of reaching this

region from the north. Leaving Portland, Oregon, on the

Oregon and California R. R., and traveling south to Ashland

near the head of Rogue River valley, from there runs a daily

stage over the Cascade Range to Linkville, a distance of sixty

miles. The road is not an unpleasant one, and the scenery

in many parts is varied and enticing.

Foet Leavenworth, Kansas, July 19, 1SS6.

Shoot Him, Boys!

With a shade of malicious pleasure the Sonoma Democrat
thns describes a common experience recently undergone by
one not unknown to our horse owning readers:

There are at present about half a dozen families from this

place camping out near Mark West Springs. Among them is

a prominent real estate agent of Santa, Rosa. All of the other

gentlemen had frequently been on camping trips, and had
long since got over the malady known as the "buck ague."

To them the killing of a deer was attended with only the

ordinary pleasure of an old hunter who is fond of sport. Not
so with our verdant but confident real estate dealer, who,

though he had never sent a bullet through the heart of a

deer, talked with the same tone of certainty that Dr. Carver

would about breaking glass balls. From the time the camp
was pitched, and even before a few swallows of rattlesnake

antidote had been taken as a tonic against the fogs, he kept

his tongue in a limbered and lubricated condition. He never

tired, although it is said he often worried his hearers recount-

ing his marvelous exploits on the field of sport with his gun.

He longed for an opportunity whereby he might put his asser-

tions to the test. He was often seen posing and practicing

with his rifle at some imaginary game. He exacted a promise

from the other hunters that they would allow him to shoot

the first deer that jumped up. The first day's hunting proved

fruitless, for no deer was seen. On the second day, however,

a most excellent opportunity was offered the boastful hunter

to make good his assertions, but his failure was so amusing
aud complete as to furnish a hearty laugh to the witnesses for

some time to come. They were all stationed at different

places, when the dogs ran out of the brush a large, fat buck
which passed about twenty yards from our friend, who was
trembling like an aspen leaf. He appeared all of a sudden to

exhibit a benumbed appearance, and his limbs refused to per-

form their wonted functions. In this dilemma he vociferously

shouted to his companions: "Shoot him, boys! Shoot him!

Therehe goes!" A shot from a gentleman on the other aide

of the ravine brought the deer down, and it was soon taken

to camp and some prepared for supper. It has been noticed

since this occurrence that our real estate friend has but little

to say about his past exploits, but complains about the para-

lytic and numbing effects which the fogs produced upon his

limbs.

A Texas fellow put a half-barrel of corn and a quantity of

opium to soak for two weeks. Then he scattered the corn on
the edge of the grass where wild geese fed. The opium
put them to sleep, in which condition he cauRht and tied

7,000. The fat ones were slaughtered and the thin ones
turned loose. The account stood as follows: Dr.—Grain and
ooium $11; time $9; Bundry expenses $400; total $420. Cr.

—Received for feathers $3,250; for fat geese $1,500; total

$4,570. Net profit, $3,330.—Sabine Pass Times.

An undertaker's experience is thus related by the Philadel*

phia Press: "I've just returned from the house of a young
married man who died last night," said an undertaker, "and
his weeping wife told me she wanted his coffin made large

enough to hold his gun aud gamebag, becauso he was so fond
of shooting."

Training- Wild Animals.

"Well, in the first case," says a tiger trainer in the Pall
Mall Gazette, "most wild animals are bred in captivity, and
as much accustomed to the sight of man as a dog or a cat.

But take the case of a wild tiger trapped in a jungle. Well,
the tiger is ferocious, chiefly when the tiger is hungry. If a
man has got a full grown tiger and sends it home from India,
he is not snob, a fool as to allow it to go fasting all the way.
The tiger is a marketable commodity, which will fetch £150
in the market. If you have got £150 in an animal, you take
care it does not want its dinner. On the contrary, you give
it as much as it will eat, in order to improve its condition so
that it will fetch a better price. The consequence is, by the
time the tiger bas arrived in London from Calcutta he has
got fat and lazy. He gets his meals regularly, and has no
disposition to make a meal off you; hence, you can
approach him, and if yon are patient and study him and
humor him and be firm with him, and never take your eye
off his or let your back be turned, you can do what you like
with him. Animals are all alike; there is no animal bo fero-
cious but can be overcome by kindness and patience." "How
is it that every now and then you hear of a Hon tamer being
hilled?" "Drink, sir," said Mr. Atherton; "drink. The per-
former gets a glass too much some day, enters the cage, failB to
see that the floor is wet and slippery; he makes a false stepand
is down on his back before he knows where he is. The lion or
tiger, as the case may be, is on his chest and then good-by . As
long as you are erect, have your senses about you and keep your
nerve, you may do anything with the beast, but if once your
nerve is shaken, your eye unsteady, and you slip, the game
is up." "You have trained all manner of beasts, Mr. Ather-
ton?" "Almost every living thing that has ever been in a
show has been through my hands. I have broken in zebras,
and any number of leopards, lions and tigers. Cats are about
the most difficult thing that you can have to train. I had a
famous performing cat, one with which I made a tour through
Europe, and exhibited him before all the grandees in
Russia. It was a great eat; but the trouble I had to train
him!"

Taught Caution by Experience.

Mr. N. Vickary, the well-known taxidermist of Lynn, tells

a story of the old colored man John Johnson, a celebrated
Lynn character. John happened into the shop one day just
after Mr. Vickary had been skinning a large bald eagle.
Thinking to have a little sport, Mr. V. aaked John if he
would like a nice gooBe for his dinner the next day.

"I tank you a hundred million times ef you gib me de
goose, 'deed I will," John exclaimed; and in* due time the
skinless body of the eagle was wrapped in a newspaper, and
Johnson started off with it under his arm, still volubly
expressing his gratitude.

About a week after, Mr. V. met Johnson on Union street,

and asked him how he liked the goose he had given him.
"Dat goose," said Johnson, showing his ivories—"dat war

de toughest goose. I's declar' dat mas' have bin fader to all

the gander. I biled that goose, an* I parbiled him, den I
biled him again, but declar' dat ar wez de chewinest bird me
and de old woman ever seed."

After telling him there must have been some mistake in
his method of cooking, they parted, till one day, as a large
snowy owl was in preparation for stuffing, and Johnson hap-
pened to be going by, Mr. V. called to him to come in. John-
son came hobbling in, when Mr. V. asked him if he did not
want another goose, pointing to the owl lying on the bench
v,ith its skin drawn over its head.
Johnson looked suspiciously from Mr. V. to the bird, and,

scratching his wooly pate, remarked : "See here, boss, ef
'taint no trubble I's like to see de feet on dat goose afore I
carries him to de ole woman."

The Adin Argus is authority for the etatement that last
Friday morning, at the ranch of L. B. Garden, known at the
Joe Wilson place, a few miles west of town on Ash creek, no
small amount of excitement was occasioned by the killing of
a large deer. The animal came in from the mountains six or
eight miles south of the ranch early in themorning, and when
discovered was quietly feeding in the meadow. At once the
only gun (a double-barrelled shot-gun) was taken from its

resting place, and chase was commenced. Some of the hands
had revolvers, and by the aid of all the deer was wonnded
and corralled in the water, retreat from both sides being cut
off. Powder and lead was scarce, and before they had
seriously injured the animal their means of shooting were
exhausted. This caused greater excitement, and a comrade
on the stronger side was dispatched to the house and soon
returned with a rope, when the deer was lassoed and soon
brought to death. Its weight when dressed was nearly 150
pounds, not being in a very fleshy condition. The horns
were very large, containing twelve tines and were covered
with velvet, as is always the case at this season of the year.
Two of the tines were broken off, whioh will render them
unfit for an ornament.

TRAP.

Alameda County Club.

The fifth of the regular monthly shoots brought out eleven

of the best shots of the club, at Bird's Point on Saturday
last, and the largest company of spectators we have seen at
a match for many weeks. The birds were on the "duffer"
order, as a rule, but occasionally a driver was sprung, and
the uncertainty as to their qaality made the shooting difficult.
Doctor "Slade" shot in superb form up to the eleventh
round, when he got a twisting dark tailer, and did not centre
it, the bird dying out of bounds, as did the Doctor's twelfth,
also a hard bird. Mr. "Owens" might have added a bird to
his score but for a bit of bungling" retrieving. Mr. A. F.
Adams, always reliable, could have had a olean score, except
for a darting tailer which wan lost, though badly shot. Mr.
John Pollack did credit to the old Cosmopolitan Club in
which he got his training. The club killed SI per cent, of
the birds shot at, which is a very high figure and argues well
for its match with the Gun Club to-day.

At V2 live pigeons, 6 ground traps, 100 yards bouiidary, Hurlingbain
stvlo, for club prizes.

Sl'ade 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 0—10
Norton 1 Olllllii]! l »i

H. A. Magliow 1 1111110 111 l-u
Houghton 1 1111011-111 0—10
B«H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 0-10
Kellogg 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l i 0—10
Owens 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 0—9
Adam* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-ll
Wilkm 10 11111 0— i
W. E. Mayuew 1 0111110111 1-10
Pollack 1 lliotoiiii i_ia
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$2.60 sweepstakes; 6 birds each; same conditions.

Blade 1 1111 1—6
H. A. Mayhew. .1 10 11 0—4
Boll 1
Coffin 1 10 11 1-5

Wilson

Doe
,1

1

Occidental Clab.

11 1—4
111 0—4

The Occidental Gem Club shot live birds, on Sunday last,

at Blankens.
At 6 live birds, 2 plunge traps, §5.00 entrance, 21 yards rise. Divided

by Blanken, Williams and Dunshee.
Blanken .0 1 1 1 1 —

4

Williams .1 110 1-^1
Perata 1 11 1-4
Schultz 110 1 0—3

E. Dunshee 1110 1—4
Rojas 111 0—3
Garnies 1 110 1—4

At C live birds, same conditions, S2.50 entrance. Divided by
Blanken, Williams and Dunshee.

Garmes 1 10 1 0—3
Blanken 1 1111 1—6
Meagher 1 11 0-3
Williams I 1111 1-6
Rojas 1 1110 1—5

Schultz.. .1 1 1 1-
Dunshee 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
O'Brien 1 110 1 1—5
Cronin 1 10 1 1—4
Perata 10 1—2

At 3 pairs, 18 yards rise, $5.00 entrance. Divided by Blanken and
Dunshee.

Williams 11 11—4
Blanken 11 11 11—6
Garmes 10 10 11—4
Schultz 01 10 11—

i

Perata 1 1 1 1 1--5

Dunshee 11 11 11—6
Eojas 01 10 10—3

Laing'-Kennedy.

These gentlemen shot several matches at Bird's Point on
Sunday last, Mr. Kennedy winning all of them.
At 12 birds, 5 ground traps, Hurlingham style

Laing 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—10 | Kennedy.. .1 1 1 1 1 111101 1—11

Second Match; same conditions.

Laing 01111110 1011— 9| Kennedy.. .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0—11

g. Third Match; six birds each; same conditions.

Kennedy 1 1111 1—6 | Laing I 10 11 1—5

Inter-Club Match.

This afternoon, at Bird's Point, a team match at pigeons
between the Gun Club of San Francisco and the Alameda
County Sportsmen's Club will be shot, beginning at 1:30 p. m.
It will be the second match of the sort between these Clubs,
that of last year having been won by the Alameda Club. The
teams are, for the Gun Club, Messrs. Ewing, Orr, Wilson,

Jellett, Laing, W. Golcher, Butler, Hansen, Gordon and Kil-

gariff. For the Alameda Club, Messrs. Norton, Slade, H.
Mayhew, W. Maynew, Kellogg, Cadman, Crellin, Bennett,
Pollack and Adams, with Haskell, Bell and Houghton as
reserves. Both teams are strong, and there is little to choose
between them. The match is at 12 birds, Hurlingham style,

and we hope the attendance will be very large.

An open wing shoot will take place at Pleasanton on
August 6th. First match at fifteen birds, Hurlingham style,

entrance $20. Second match at ten birds, same style, entrance

$15. Third match at sixpairs, twenty-one yards rise, ground
traps, entrance $10. To conclude with clay pigeon shooting,

races, and a ball in the evening.

THE RIFLE.

Shell Mound.

There was a large attendance at Shell Mound last Sunday.
The conditions were not tirst-rate for shooting, as there was
a sort of a mirage and the wind blew a thirty-five-mile gale in

puffs across the range, making it hard to get on to the targets

at long range.
The Nationals Club held its regular medal and prize shoot-

ing, with the following result.

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—4 55545444 6—45
500yards-5 55543555 5—4T—92

Ed. Hovey 200 Yards—4 45555545 4—46
500 yards—5 35444465 4—43-89

P E. Robertson 200 yards—4 45434545 4—42

500 yards—5 35534545 5-44—86

ITBST CLASS.

S. J.Pembroke 200 yards—

1

45454344 5—12

500 yards—

5

23355454 4—40—82
A. J. Ruddock 200 yards—

1

34354454 4—40
500 yards—

4

34445545 3—41—81
A. P Rave 200 yards—

4

54545444 5—44
500 yards—3 32335555 3—37—81

SECOND CLASS.

V.A.Dodd 200yards—5 64434554 4—43
500yards-4 52432045 2—31-74

J.S. Diaberry 203 yards—2 34543454 3—37
500 yards— 25343035 4—29—66

B.H.Palm. 200 yards-4 45444 3 44 4-40
500 yards— 00003254 3—17—57

TBTBD CLASS.

G H Kennedy 200 yards—3 44443444 4—38
C. W. Petrie 200yards-0 34443544 4—36

The quarterly prize and monthly medal shoot of C Com-
pany, Second Artillery, took place, and the following are the

best scores made in the second class.

CHAMPION CLASS.

Chas.Tbierbach 200 yards—4 54554444 4—43
PTRST CLASS.

Geo. Marcus 200 yards—5 54453444 4—41
F Kocb 200 Yards—4 54455434 3—41
OttoLemcke 200 yards—4 44443444 4-39

SECOND CLASS.

JobnEin^en 200 yards*-4 44543345 3-37
H Brooks 200vards-4 44433343 3—35
Thiessen 200 yards-3 24434344 5—36

THTKD CLASS.

W.H Tobin 2G0 varls—4 33244444 4—36
W.Schupbach 200 yards—4 43434404 2—32

A match between teams of sis men from Companies G and
B, First Infantry, resulted as follows:

G COMPASS'S TEAM.

Robertson 200 yards—

3

55445455 5—45

Johnson 200 yards—

4

64444554 4—43
Hovey 200 Yards—

5

44444553 4—12
Diers. 200yards—

4

4444 5 444 4—41
Pembroke 200 yards—

5

34455434 3—40

Dodd 200yards— 33443544 4—34—245

B COMPANY'S TEAM.

Shula 200yards—3 45454544 5—43
Wesson 200 Vards—5 54354445 3—42
Kuowlton 200 yards—4 43344454 3—38
Burdick 200 yards-4 44444443 2-37
Ramm 200 yards—3 44444404 4—35
Townsend 200 yards—O 30335433 4—28—223

A. Johnson and P. E. Robertson had two matches at the

short range, with 10-shot strings, the honors being evenly

divided. The scores:

ETBST MATCH.
Robertson 200 yards—5 45545554 5—47
Jonnsoa 200 yards—5 45554544 4—45

SECOND MATCH.
Johnson 200 yards-5 55554454 5—47
Robertson 200 yards—4 54544545 4—44

A. Johnson of G Company, First Infantry, appeared at the
range yesterday after an absence of some weeks, daring
which time he has been on a visit to the home farm in King's
county, Washington Territory. Mr. Johnson reports that
section as a sportsman's paradise. Deer are numerous,
bear are plentiful, and all the streams are full of trout. He
killed two bucks and a bear while on the ranch.

P. E. Robertson expresses a desire to meet any three men
within reaching distance, who will shoot at 200 and 300 yards
with him and Ed Hovey aud A. Johnson. They are a trio
hard to beat, from a yard to extreme range.
The Carson Guard and the Tacoma Rifle Club had a 29-

team contest recently, the teams shooting on their own
grounds. Each man had 10 shots at 200 and 500 yards, allow-
ing it a possible 1,000 points for a team. The Carson team
madeSil points, and the Tacoma team S30 points.
C Company, the Nationals of the First Infantry, yesterday

challenged G Company of the same regiment for a match of
six men on eacn side at 200 yards, ten shots for each man, to
come offon the 29th of August, and G Company has accepted
the defi. This will be a good match, as both companies can
muster mighty good teams.

At Shell Monnd, on Sunday, 25th inst., Company G., Cap-
tain Tilden, and Company B., Captain Burdick, First Regi-
ment N. G. C, had a shoot at 200 yards, each company
entering six men. Two sighting shots were allowed if desired.
Although Company B was defeated, the boys have nothing to
feel badly about. This match was the first one ever partici-
pated in by the team, excepting the veteran Townsend, who
has shot in a number of matches. Company G entered sev-
eral well-known shots, Messrs. Robertson, Hovey, Pembroke
and Johnson, four reliable shots. Below is the result of the
match.

G COMPANY.
Robertson 3 554454 55 5—45
Johnson 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4—43
Hovey 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 4—12
Diers 4 44445444 4—41
Pembroke 5 34455434 3—40
Dodd 033443544 4—34

Total 245

E COMPANY.
Shula 3 45454544 5—43
Wesson 4 54354445 3—42
Knowlton 4 4 3 34 44 5 4 3—38
Burdick 4 44444443 2-37
Ramm 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—35
Townsend 30335433 4—28

Total 223

Sacramento.

On Saturday last Company G., the Sarsfield Quard, Captain
Hall, decided to go into camp, and for that purpose assem-
bled at their armory at 10 o'clock Saturday night, and
marched to the place selected near the month of Bannon's
slough, on the bank of the Sacramento river. The company
marched out Twelfth street, crossing the American at Leslie's
bridge. The camp ground thus reached by a four-mile march
is in the midst of a beautiful grove. The ground is well-
grassed, good water abundant, and the fishing excellent.
Tents were procured by the Adjutant-General. The company
nnmbers sixty-eight members, all of whom turned out. All
the details of camp life were gone through with, such as
dress parade, guard mount, volley firing, skirmishing, etc., and
all rules governing military encampments strictly enforced.
General Carey and staff, Colonel Sheehan and staff, and the
officers of the other companies of the regiment were enter-
tained as guests on Sunday. The company had its own
cuisine, and the bill of fare included coffee, baked beans, hard
tack, roast beef and ham sandwiches, but no iripc. The
details were so arranged that each man had to perform two
hours of guard dnty. The grounds were said to be the very
best for an encampment, furnishing an excellent 500-yard
range. They returned to the city Sunday evening.
What stories the place of encampment chosen by Company

G could tell if stones and trees had speech. Bannon's slough
saw many a jolly company of young Sacramentans in the
days of '75 and 76, when the Undine Boat Club was active.

Each Saturday night the old barge, loaded with stores and
blankets would be slowly rowed to Bannon's, and we fear

said stores sometimes included tin cups and something to

put in them. What evenings, passed around a huge bonfire,

when Dick Burr, Will Huntoon, Charley McCIatchy, Harry
Blackburn, Will and Wally Beck, Howard Kimbrough, Wit-

her George, Al. Johnston, Deacon White, and all the rest

were yonng and frisky. All have since put aside frivolity

and settled down to business and family duties. Al. John-
ston is likely to be the next state printer; the others are

holding responsible places, and are fast attaining influence.

Eintracht Schuetzen Fest.

The Eintracht Schuetzen Verein had their fall Schuetzen
Fest at Harbor View yesterday, and the meeting was very
well attended by sharp-shooters from the city and vicinity.

The Schuetzen Company formed at headquarters on Post
street above Stockton in the morninc, and with well-filled

ranks passed through the street, attractingmuch attention for

their soldierly appearance and admirable marching. Captain
Fred. A. Kahls was in command. The range at Harbor View
was in first-class condition, under the care of Mr. Hernnan,
the proprietor. The competition was keen during the day for

the many valuable prizes offered by the Eintrachts, and from
first to last great interest was manifested. Following are the

prize winners: First, J. Stanton, with ninety-four out of a

possible hundred rings; second, Phiio Jacoby, 92; third, K.
Wertbeimer, 92; fourth, Adolph Strecker, 92; fifth, J. Uts-

chig, S9; sixth, William Ehrenpfort, 89; seventh, A. Rah-
wyler, S9; eighth, A. Johnson, 8S; ninth, Joseph Straub, 87;

tenth, F. O. Young, 85; eleventh, K. Kauffucg, 85; twelfth,

Captain Fred A. Kuhls, 84; thirteenth, P. E. Robertson, 83;

fourteenth, J. Yonng, 83; fifteenth, Ed. Hovey, 83; sixteenth,

Albert Ehrenpfort, 82; seventeenth, McLaughlin, 82; eight-

eenth, F. Plageman, 82; nineteenth, Harris, 82; twentieth,

A. T. Fields, 80; twenty-first, Roetke, 80; twenty-second.

Helm, SO; twenty-third, Steamer, 79; twenty-fouith, L.
Haake, 78.

First bull's-eye in the morning, Philo Jacoby; lastbulTs-eye

n the morning, Philo Jacoby; first bull's-eye in the afternoon,

A. Rahwyler; last bull's-eye in the afternoon, A. Rahwyler.
Mr. Hagerup was crowned Schuetzen Kcenig with 63 rings;

H. Schubert got second honors with 59, and Mr. Kauffun^
third with 59 rings.

— —

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein. 200 strong, visited

Santa Rosa last week and was hospitably entertained by
Mayor Overton, Mr. I. De Turk, Mr. James O'Meara and
other prominent citizens. Two delightful days were spent
in dancing, picnicing, games, and excursions to places of

interest about Santa Rosa.

Hawaiian Scores-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Thinking that you
might like to know what we are doing in the Hawaiian
Islands in the way of rifle shooting, I enclose some scores

made by our local shots. The first was a friendly match
between marines from H. B. M. S. Triumph and members of

the Hawaiian Rifle Association, which resulted in a victory

for the home team, as the enclosed score will show. In a
return match a few days later the Honoluluians were defeated

by the tars. The shooting in the second match was better

than in the first. I also enclose the score of the second semi-
annual shoot of the Hawaiian Rifle Association. The asso-
ciation is only six months old. The members have aecured a
lease of some land near the beach, and a finer range could
hardly be found. There is everything to favor a permanent
interest in this line of sport. The poor scores in the Associa-
tion match are accounted for by the faot that it was the first

shoot over the new range. Hoping I have not occupied too
much of your valuable space, I am, etc., R.
Honolulu, July 14, 1886.

HAWAIIAN BLTXE ASSOCIATION—TEAM MATCH.
Higgins 200 yards—

5

5 3 5 4 4
400 yards-3 5 2 5 4 6
500 yards—

5

4 3 4 4 3
Wilson 200 yards—

5

3 4 4 4 5
400 yards—

3

4 5 4 4 4
500 yards—

2

4 2 3 3 4
Htngley 200 yards—

4

4 3 4 3 4
400 yards-3 3 3 4 5 4
500 yards—

4

3 3 3 5 4
Nicoll 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 4 4
400 yards—

5

5 5 5 5 5
500 yards—

4

2 2 4 2 4
Unger 200 yards—

4

4 4 3 4 3
400 yards-5 5 3 4 5 4
500 yards—

2

3 5 3 5 4
Dr. Brodie 200 yards—

4

4 4 5 4 4
4u0 yards—

4

4 5 5 5 6
: j yards—

3

5 5 4 4 3

4-30
4-28
3—^5—83
4—29
3—27
5—23—79
3—25
4-26
3—25-76
4-28
5—35
3—21—84
4—26
4-30
4-26—82
5-30
5—33
3-27—90

Grand total 494

4-27
5—34
4—20—81
5—28
4—31
5—31—90
4—28
2—13
4—34—65
3—26
4-29
5—20 - 75

3 4 2 3 3
5 4 4 3 3
4 4 5 5 4
4 4 4 3 5

2—21—77
4—26
4—29
3—28—83

E. B. M. S. TBIUMPH TEAM.

Collins 200 yards—4 5 3 4 4 3
400 yards—4 5 5 5 5 5
500 yards—2 3 2 4 5

McDermott 200 yards—2 4 4 4 4 5
400 yards—4 5 4 5 5 4
500 yards—3 4 4 5 5 5

Bartlett SCO yards—4 4 4 4 4 4
400 yards-4 3 2 2
500 yards—2 2 2 5 4 5

Cutter 200 yards—4
400 yards—

4

500 yards—
Eade 200 yards—4 4 4 4 4 4 4—25

400 yards—

5

SOU yards—

4

Curtis 200 yards—

3

400 yards—

3

500 yards—

5

Grand total 471
Scorers: Lieut. T. H. Fisher and Mr. J. H, Fisher.

1.—The Bbodie Medal, (Valued at $501.—Also three cash prizes of
S5, S3 and $2, in addition to the medal, which Is the first prize.
Conditions of the match.—Open to all members of the Association

and members of the regular and volnnteer military companies of the
kingdom; to become the property of the marksman winning it three
times at regular meetings of toe H. K. A.
Distance, 200 yards; rounds, 10; any military rifle under the rules;

limited to one entry for each competitor.

Wilson, C.B 200yards—4 44344545
Fisher, J. H 200 yards—4 45354444
Brodie, J 200 yards—4 53445444
Hingley, E 200 yards—4 4 5

Nicoll, C 200 yards—5 4 3

2.—H. R. A. Tbophx, {Valued at §15).—Competitors limited to mem-
bers of the Association.
Conditions.—For the highest aggregate score at 200 and fiOC yarda;

10 rounds at each distance; any military rifle under the rules. To
become the property of the marksman winning it three times at regu-
lar meetings of the H. R. A.

Brodie, J 200 yards—4 5 4 4 4 4 5 3
600 yards—4 2 2 5 2 5 4 5

Hingley, E 200^ards—3 4 3 4 4 6 3 3
500 yards—2 3 5 5 5 3 4 3

Unger, W 200 yards—i 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
500 yards -4 4 4 3 5 2

Wilson,C.B 200 yards-4 5 5 3 4 4 4 5

500 yards—4 6 5 3 4 2

Pratt, J. W 200yards—3 3 4 3 5 3 4
600 yards—2 3 4 3 4 4 4

3.

—

Aldes Fbuxt and Tabo Co. Medal, (Valued at $100).—Also
three cash prizes of $5, $3 and 32, in addition to the medal, which is

the first prize.
Conditions.—Open to all comers. To become the property of the

marksman winning it three times at regular meeting of the H. R. A.
Ten rounds each at the 400 and 500 yards ranges; any military rifle

under the rules ; limited to one entry for each competitor.

5—42
5—42

543 4—10

3-41
5_3fi_77
4—36

3-29—69
4—41
0—25-66
4—33
2—iO—63

i 3

5—41
2—40—81
4—40
4—37—77
6—41
4—34—75
4-38
4—33—71

Brodie J 400 yards—4 5 4 3 5 6 2
500 yards-3545526

Wilson, C.B 400yards— 5 5 4 5 3 5 3
600 yards—3 4 4 4 5 4 2

Williams, J. N.S 400 yards—4 5 3 3 3 4 5
500 yards—2 3 4 3 4 2 5

Unger, W 400 yards—4 2 6 4 4 3 3
500 yards—2 5 5 4 6

Tirrell 400 yards— 2 22342044 6—28
500yards—4 32566553 4—41— 69

4.

—

The H. B. M. S. Tbiumph Match.—1st prize, Springfield rifle;

2d prize, 310; 3d prize, $5.

Conditions.—Open to all marksmen; 7 rounds each at the 200, 400, and
500 yards ranges. Any military rifle under the rules.

Brodie J 200 yards—4 4 3

400 yards—5 5 4

500 yards—5 2 5

Williams, J. N. S 200 yards—6 4 3
400 yards—4 6 4
500 yards—3 4 4

King, W. C 200vards—4 4 4
400 yards-4 4 5

500 yards—3 3

Wilson, C. B 200 yards—5 5 3
403 yards—5 2 4
500 yards—3 3 4

Unger, Wm 200 yards—4 4 4
400 yards—4 2 5

500 yards -2 2 3

Govebnob Dominis' Ccp, (Valued at 5100).—For the highest aggregate
scot* In matches Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4; to become the property of the
marksman winning it three times at regular meetings of the H. R. A.
For the highest aggregate score in the above four matches Dr. J.

Brodie wins the Governor Dominis' Cup, making 285 points out of *
poasJble 355.

5.—All Comkbs' Match.—Five cash prizes, namely, 810, |8, $6, |4,

and S3.
Conditions.—Open to all marksmen; any military rifle under the

rules: 10 rounds; distance 200 yards.

Hingley.E 200 yards-4 64543544 4—42
Wilson, C. B 200 yards—4 45444S64 4—41
Pratt, J. W 200 yards—4 64434444 4-40
King.W.C 200yards—4 34444344 5—39
Nicoll, C 2C0yards—4 44443435 4—39

6.—Consolation Match.—Four cash prizes, namely, 25, 15, 10 »nd 10
per cent, of the net receipts.

Conditions.—Open to all marksmen who have never made a record
exceeding 70 per cent, at any meeting of the H. R. A.; rounds '

tance 200 yards: any military rifle under the rules.

King, W. C 200 yards -3 5 *

Pratt, J. W 200 yarda-4 3

4 5 4 1—28
3 1 3 4—27
4 5 5 5—31—88
4 4 i 3—26
6 4 t> 5—311
4 1 3 4—26—84
6 3 & 5—30
3 4 5 6—30
6 4 4 4-23—83
-1 4 4 3—28
6 6 6 4—30
i 6 a 3—24—83
4 4 3 3-26
6 4\ S 4—29
8 4 5 6-24—79
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Entries for the Fairs aud fay District Meeting close
to-day and on Monday next. See advertisements.
"Fixed events" ot State Agricultural Society also close

to-day.

The Electioneers in the East.

Very gratifying, indeed, is the intelligence of the

grand performances of our trotters in the east. Es-

pecially pleasing is the records of the two Palo Alto

four- year-olds. The erstwhile christened Dame "Winnie

colt, now bearing the proud name of his birth place, has

trotted four races and won three. That is the number

which has come to our notice, though there may be

others, as the telegraph has been chary this season in

sending reports of trotting races. The race of Palo Alto

at East Saginaw was the most notable ever trotted by a

four-year-old. In that he lost the first heat in 2:24, won
the second, third and fourth in 2:22, 2:22, 2:20£. For a

colt of that age it is a wonderful showing, aud in despite

of the monomaniacs of the press who still battle against

the blood of the thoroughbred in fast trotters, cannot be

overcome by their weakly maunderings. His defeat at

Detroit by Milton, the horse which was second to him at

East Saginaw, was probably owing to the proximity of

the two races. Four such heats is enough to take the

edge off of any animal that is only a few months over

four years old, and that, too, following other races and a

journey of thousands of miles. That he should do so

well as to win a race in the time given above one week,

and the next get second place in second and third heats

in 2:19i, 2:20, is a record which places him in the front

rank of trotters. At the time of writing w« are not

aware how the Cleveland race terminated, but there is

enough in the first and second heats to place Hanzanita

on the topmost round of the ladder of hippie fame.

One and a quarter seconds faster than the trial of Maud S.

at the same age, there are good reasons to think that she

may emulate the later efforts of the empress of the tracks.

Had she the same proportion of royal blood as the

famous chestnut, and that so close as to have a grandam

born in the purple, we would feel the utmost confidence

in her future. At all events more than eight seconds

have been subtracted from the four-year-old trial of

Maud S. and the four-year-old record of Jay-Eye-See,

so that there is a good show for the handsome filly to

cancel the figures between her late effort aud the top

notch.

While the Electioneers have been doing so well in the

east there are indications that those of the clan which

are left at home may make a good fling for fame and

fortune. "We are certain that without future mishaps

Adair aud Albert W. will better their marks and shall be

greatly disappointed if Anteeo and several of the Palo

Alto home string do not render a good account of them-

selves. Antevolo, it might be expected, we could write

authoritatively about, and in this connection to pass him

by might savor of affectation. That he is moving

remarkably well under the circumstanc es is true, that

he will continue to do so when the strain comes is a

matter of conjecture. Since the publication of his list of

mares two have been added, making 65, the last on the

20th inst., and it may be that these two will "come back."

His first move of half a mile was Wednesday, the 14th of

July: the aim being 1:14, he trotted in 1:12£. The next

Saturday he trotted the half in 1:10. In both of those

"moves" he was barefooted. The next Saturday he

^rotted three-quarters in 1:44^, the last half of it iu 1:08},

having been fitted with tips the Tuesday previous, the

set weighing fourteen ounces. Now all of this looks

very favorable in print, but the trying time is to come,

and it will certainly be good enough luck if he can be

got in passable order by the time of the State Fair. The

prevailing belief is that service in the stud is inimical to

speed, decidedly so to endurance, and when the "season"

extends from February ISth to the latter part of July, the

strain must be emphasized, particularly when the animal

is only five years old. Should it prove that he can per-

form fairly well after being subjected to a course so gen-

erally admitted to be prejudicial, the treatment which
resulted in bringing him through will be worthy of pub-
licity, and, perhaps, of adoption. At present it can be
classed as an experiment, hereafter it may be given
more solid standing.

"Pendragon" on Cruelty.

Mr. Gilbert, the unlucky horse's unlucky owner, was in

luck for once, and, after a very narrow shave, was awarded
the stakes. If Despair had been disqualified, his bad luck
would have been beyond belief, but that trnth is stranger

than fiction. His owner, one of the pluckiest backers on the
turf, has lost nearly enough money by him to buy a solid

gold horse of Despair's sine. I believe that quite a firm holds
interest in the winner, but for my purposes it is sufficiently

correct to count him as Mr. Gilbert's. -The horse has been
blackguarded as a thief, a welsher, and all the rest, and never
a word said in his excuse. If I were asked, I should say
that the poor brute's habit of cutting it is only a natural

iesnltof ill-usage. When he was willing to try and straggle

on though beaten, he was unmercifully thrashed, and horses
being sensible animals, do not like punishment, no matter
whether the executioners think that they deserve it or not.

Despair, as a generous animal, was ruined by cruelty. It is

absurd to expect some horses to do themselves justice after

what are called brilliant finishes have been illustrated on
their unfortunate carcasses. Not to go far into the question,

I should like to give some of the gentry who talk so lightly

of horses' cowardice, a dose such as has settled scores of good
thoroughbreds' courage aud temper, aud then hear their

views on the subject.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

should vote the editor of the Referee a, gold medal— as

big as a dessert plate—for writing and printing the above

paragraph. For many years we have endeavored to

remedy the evil of cruel flagellations, and so long ago

as 1868 took a celebrated rider to task for the course he

pursued. At Jerome Park in that year the horse was

hopelessly beaten a furlong from home, but the jockey

kept up the seyere punishment after the winner had

crossed the score, and the animal so unmercifully whipped

and spurred at least ten lengths in the rear. Such abuse

will spoil the temper of the truest, and without corres-

ponding benefit. We are firmly in the belief that so

large a majority of horses resent this treatment as to be

practically universal, and in place of races being won
by steel and whipcord—or rather the abuse of these

adjuncts—that the reverse is the case. There are good

reasons for ascribing defeat to severe castigation. A
horse that is making every effort in his power to pass or

keep in the lead of a competitor must become demoral-

ized when, in response to that effort, there is an extreme

of cruelty; when so far behind that it is entirely out of

the question for him to win, there is a refinement of

torture, punishment because his powers are inadequate

to the task. He is stigmatized as a cur when his high

spirit causes him to rebel, branded with cowardice when

too brave to succumb to harsh usage. Frequently horses

are said to run unkindly when the trouble is a want of

kindness on the part of the jockey. It may not be that

the cruelty is a part of the race uuder consideration, but

the recollection of previous ill-treatment that leads to

an anticipation of it being repeated, and in place of suc-

cessful effort there is a "shuttiug-up" induced by fear.

A blow from one of these English whips—which our

jockeys now affect—and that applied with all the vigor

which excitement evokes, is no slight matter. Fre-

quently the blood follows in streams, and not infre-

quently from the most sensitive portions of the body.

It will be a capital move when the S. F. T. P. O. Q. T. A.

interposes in behalf of the sorely-tried race-horse. Far

more acceptable, however, when public opinion does

away with the necessity for such an interference. As it

now stands, the public—especially the wagering publio

—are greatly to blame for the unmerited flagellations.

People are prone to accuse a jockey of not endeavoring

to wiD when he acts at all like having compassion on

the animal he is riding, and the fear of being classed as

a thief incites him to a course he would not follow were

it safe for him to do otherwise. We have seen many,

very many, illustrations of this in races. At one time in

Sacramento, a reporter was bent on making a complaint

to the judges, and if it was not entertained, judges, owner
and jockey were threatened with a scoring in the influ-

ential paper he represented. It was something of a task

to prevail on him to forsake a course which had not a

shadow to base it upon. The animal was hopelessly

beaten when fully a furlong from home, and he had to

acknowledge that the only thing he had to rest his

charge upon was the absence of pun ishment at the finish

.

At Los Angeles, a good many years ago, one of the

judges approached a rider after losing a heat aud

acquainted him. that while ho was satisfied ho could not

win, it would be more satisfactory if he would pursue a

less merciful course thereafter, if only to allay suspicion.

"Pendragon" has touched the right chord, and we hoDe
that there will be answering refrains from both hemis-
pheres.

Entries lor the Fairs and Bay District Meeting close
to-day and on Monday next, see advertisements.
"Fixed events" of state Agricultural Society also close

to-day.

Circuit Entries.

The entries for the purses and stakes of the Grand Cal-
ifornia Circuit will close before another issue of this

paper. To-day, Saturday, July 31st, the Bay District,

San Francisco, Golden Gate, Oakland, the State Fair,

Sacramento, and Los Angeles close their entries. Santa
Rosa, Santa Cruz, San Jose, Stockton, Petaluma and
Glenbrook name the first of August as the time of clos-

ing, which, under the rules, means the second, as the first

of the coming month falls on Sunday. Marysville fixes

on August 10th for the closing date of entries. Thus
there are eleven places which form the Grand Circuit,

and from the time of opening at Santa Cruz, August
3d, until the close at Los Angeles, October 16th, horses

and men will be kept busy. There are others held dur-
ing the same period, but as we have not the programmes
to refer to, cannot say authoritatively when they are

held. There must be clashing of course when eleven

or more meetings are crowded into a little more than

two months, especially when the State Fair occupies,

practically, two weeks of the time. Fortunately, how-
ever, where there are fairs held the same week, the local-

ities are so widely apart that the injurious effects will be
reduced to a minimum. Santa Rosa aud Chico, Peta-
luma and Glenbrook, Oakland and Marysville, and San
Jose and Salinas are antagonistic as far as dates are con-
cerned, but there are so many horses now in training in

California that there can be a division of forces without
serious drawbacks to the sport.

As will be seen by the advertisements, the classification

for harness horses presents a variety which should give

a good chance for all. The State Fair may be taken
as an exemplar, though from the longer space at com-
mand there is a greater variety. Beside the colt stakes,

which have already closed, there are three-minute, 2:36,

2:30, 2:27, 2:24, 2:22, 2:20, free for all, and Cham-
pion Stallion Stakes, which is open to all trotting stal-

lions. The pacers have 2:25 and free-for-ail for their

share. The State Fair, Golden Gate and Bay District

Association do not present any restriction regarding the

locality of ownership, though with the others there are

necessary provisions to give home horses a chance. It

is an important poiut to have the classes so arrange! as

to afford an opportunity of trotting in those of
like conditions, with an interval between, sufficient

to let the participators recover from previous efforts.

In the main this has been duly weighed,
and care taken to "set" the days of trotting so

as to harmonize. For instance, ^he arrangement is as
follows: Santa Cruz opens with the 2: 22 class on
August 3d; on Wednesday, August 11th, the Bay District

has the 2:21, and as it is likely that horses which are
eligible for the 2:22 will enter in the 2:21, there is plenty
of time to recuperate. The slower classes, as a general
rule, come on the first days of the meeting, so that there

can be general engagements made all along the line.

There is little necessity for a thorough analysis of this

feature of the circuit, as those making entries will scan

the programmes carefully and select for themselves the

places which will suit them the best. In one respeot

there have been changes in estimating where the best

opportunities laid. People now realize that it may take

fully as much speed to win in slower classes than in

those whose eligibility is not so cramped, and, outside

of the free-for-all, it does not differ much where the

entry is made. This being granted the choice is guided
by other considerations than actual eligibility, and a
horse which has an undoubted right to enter in the

slower classes, bis owner's interests may be subserved by
choosing a place lower in the line. At all events there is

little show for reasonable fault-finding with the arrange-

ments. That adverse criticisms will be rife is beyond
question, as there is more than the usual ratio of carpers

among those who are connected with horses. In fact,

when a programme is published without evoking harsh
comments from more than a few, wo will have to believe

that the millennium is close at hand. But with all this

there is the satisfaction that a greater portion of the

growling is done for effect, and not a few are foolish

enough to imagine that grumbling heightens their

importance. So far as we are able to judge, the fairs of

this year will be more than usually successful, and if

otherwise it cannot be ascribed to a lack of enterprise on
the part of the managers. The purses are liberal, and
in the aggregate will compare favorably with those of

tho east. There is actually a large margin in favor of

our side when the estimate is made on the basis of terri-

tory and population. "Back honje" the circuits extend
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from the Missouri River to Massachusetts Bay, and the

population is nearly in the proportion of fifty to one.

Then again, if the horses which play before these large

assemblages were restricted to those which are owned in

one state, there would be a comparatively poor showing.

Still more so if they were, with few exceptions, to the

manor bred. Guy "Willies and Manon are the only ones

we can think of that are likely to take part in the circuit

which are not of home-breeding, and these, too, have

been educated and developed on this Coast. That there

are plenty of trotters to afford capital sport at all of the

fairs is an assured fact, and all that is necessary is for

owners to do their part by giving them a chance in the

way of entries.

There is a feeling that the large contingent of Califor-

nia race-horses now in the east will seriously interfere

with the racing at home. That does not follow. The

tourists have been brought so prominently before the

public that the home brigade i3 in a measure overlooked.

Something akin to an invading army, when the column

that is in advance attracts all eyes those which are left

behind, if even numerically superior, equally as gallant

and brave, are not thought of outside of the circle that is

familiar with the full plans of the campaign. There are

a large number of good horses in training in California,

and though the big stables are earning plaudits far on

the other side of the mountains, the home division will

make a good showing when the time comes. At most of

^he fairs there are plenty of chances for the gallopers.

At the State Fair there are seventeen purses, and stakes

ranging from three-quarters of a mile to two and a quar-

ter miles, and with such varying conditions, penalties

and allowances as to present an attractive bill on every

day allotted to racing. At Grlenbrook, Santa Rosa, Pet-

aluma, Golden Gate, San Jose, Stockton, Marysville and

Los Angeles the turf has been provided for as well as

the track, and the saddle and harness brought into jux-

taposition for the better entertainment of the people.

Coachmen at Loner Branch.

The following, which is cut from the N". Y. Herald, is

a readable picture representing the mania of the present

day of the ultra young swells to ape all that is English.

The first place to exhibit foreign airs in the horse

department of fashionable life, was at the opening of

Jerome Park, or soon after that famous course was comr

pleted, and it may be termed the precursor of English

racing in this country. So far as the adoption of a bet-

ter system of racing it was proper, and though there

are still a few who adhere to the old, old idea that long

distances, and that, too, in heats, are the thing, the

minority is so small as to have no weight. If some of

the old-time magnates of the turf could return to this

sublunary sphere they would be astonished at what was

presented. From the large assemblage they would

think that the contest was the "North against the South,"

and that later day celebrities of the stamp of Eclipse and

Henry, Reality and Flirtilla, Fashion and Boston, John

Bascombe and Postboy, Peytona and Fashion, were to

appear. None others iii his estimation could attract

such an immense congregation, and as the play pro-

gressed his astonishment would be intensified. Every

act in the drama would be startling. Two-year-olds,

which would look to him like colts of twice that age,

and carrying weight that would have been thought

heavy enough for the aged division in his day, suppos-

ing that he still retained the faculty of judging speed by

his eye, he would be astounded at the pace from the

start of each race, and still more surprised when that

was kept up from the start to the finish. His

old-fashioned watch, that only marked seconds, had

surely misled him, and when the story that told was

endorsed by others, he would feel sure that the track

lacked a good deal of 1,760 yards in circuit. The sur-

prises would not be unmixed with admiration, always

supposing that his antagonism had not been aroused by

arguments between the new and the old. "Flashy

blood," iterated and reiterated, when he looked over the

calendars and learned that the famous record of Fashion

for four miles had been beaten so often and so badly

that it was literally "nowhere" in the race for long-

distance honors. All that he saw, or nearly all the

changes in the horses and their management would elicit

encomiums, but when it came to aping the froth and

nonsence of young England by the grandchildren of

men he had known who had not a tinge of snobbery, he

would feel unmitigated disgust.

Long Branch, July 17, 1886.—"I say, Thomas?"
"Yes, sir."

•1 don't like the set of your trousers/'

"No, sir."

"I mean they're not right, don't you know. They ride up."
"Yes, sir."

"Can't you make a neater appearance?"
"Not to-day, Bir, my new white 'trunks' were stolen fiom

the stable last night and the others are in the wash."
"Well, then, send my trap back to the mews. No man can

drive me whose breeches don't fit him."

These were the words of a young Anglophile on the porch
this afternoon as his coachman brought his dog-cart to the hotel

door. He has been in Great Britain just long enough to

become excessively imbued with the spirit of the people he
met there. He accepts all of Dixey's gags literally, and cares

for nothing that is not English. He wears London clothes,

calls a quarter "a bob," his short-tailed plug of a horse "a
cob" and his friends, behind their backs, "a mob." His father

acquired a respectable competence by cutting pork in Wash-
ington market, then went into real estate speculations, pros-

pered, sent his youngster to school—where he never had been
himself—and developed him into a dude, who affects to sneer

at Americans who supported themselves by their hands or

their heads. Quite droll, these "Englishmen."
But it was the coachman, not the master, that interested

me. He lives in one of the smaller hotels on a back street,

and in his particular rank of life is far more exclusive than his

employer. I walked round later in the day to see him, with

a reasonable expectation of rinding him at home. To my
mind his condition was quite similar to that of the unfor-

tunate lad who had torn his best clothes and had to remain
in bed until they were mended. How erroneous one-half

the impressions we have of lift! He had goue down tu Pleas-

ure Bay "to have a bottle and a bird" with the coachmau of

another local nabob who had been called away on business

for a few days. The two did not go to Brown's may be! The
bottle may have been beer and the bird a Jersey rooster, but

how like the habits of their masters were the goings on of

their servants! At this rather close-smelling little hostelry—

a

proper use for that long-suffering word—I learned consider-

able about the habits of the adjunct population of a summer
resort. Some of the information was curious enough to

remember, and will bear repeating.

The American coachman, whatever the place of his nativ-

ity, is the best-paid man of his class in the world. His wages
range from $25 to SSOper month and "found." The average

is probably about $40. The meaning of the word"found"in the

contract depends largely upon the liberality of the employer.
Often it extends to the entire length of his good nature as

well. For example, one case was discovered that caused sur-

prise. This man occupied a large corner room, furnished
with a comfortable spring bed, a piano and several easy

chairs. His half-dozen pairs of boots and shoes were placed

outside the door at night to be blackened, and a barber came
to his room every morning to shave his face. He only "over-

looked" the grooming of the six horses in his care. The work
was done by menials in the stables, whom he paid out of his

allowance. He affected hot sea-water baths, and had his

clothing sent in a hamper once a week to a New York laun-

dry— "just like the family." When a party of the proper
kind could be made up he had his little rubber at whist or

trifled with "that blarsted American game of poker." Now
that he could not form a combination with the butler at the

mansion in town to sample his master's wines and liquors, he
drank rather cheaper claret—but less of it. The moment he
returned from a drive he changed his clothes, and laid aside

the implements of his occupation. "When he knew the horses

were cared for he lit a cigar and strolled down to see Mr.
Drexel's, Mr. Seligman's, Mr. Curtis's or Mr. Kennedy's men.
In nearly every case was telephonic communications with

these friends possible, and he always availed himself of the

latest advances of science. Another idea of his was never to

place himself beyond reach by the same means. Therefore he
confined his intercourse to such friends as had telephones in

their stables.

He drove his master to Monmouth Park on race days, but
had a suit of plain clothes in one of the stables, into which
he managed to get very soon after his arrival. His team was
left in care of the footman or of a friendly stable boy, and he
even took the chance of appearing on the book-maker's lawn
to invest. A man of his influence often had as much as a

$100 of other coachmen's money intrusted to his judgment
for speculative purposes. He was generally lucky, though I

was told he got badly hit last Tuesday, which was an occasion

of general disappointment to investors. No, he never went
to Phil Daly's. There was too much risk of meeting his mas-
ter there; but he did venture on the green or the wheel
now and then at a "club house" up in the village. He is a

fine chap, and the peer of most of his dude imitators. He
supports himself, at least, which few of them do.

After the Entries Close.

After the close of the entries it will be possible to learn

something about what the horses are doing. It is held

to be rather an infringement of the entries of the turf

to make public trials which are partly concealed at

critical times, and while the entries aru in abeyance there
might be injury done by such a course. As there are
always startling xeports before and near the time of
closing, people are becoming to understand th^ situation,

and those having horses to enroll are not so ea-iiy fright-

ened. The best plan we have found is to make engage-
ments whenever we have a fair horse or colt, in tho
classes to which it is eligible.

Palo Alto at Detroit.

The following report of the $5,000 stake at Detroit on the
22d, and the free for all on the same day, is by telegraph to

the N. T. Herald.
Detroit, July 22.—The great event of the National Cir-

cuit races here was the 2:30 race this afternoon tor the 95,000
guuianteed stakes. Between seven and eight thousand peo-
ple were present. The iuterest was intense. The two first

heats of this race were splendid exhibitions. There was
much interest to 3ee Guy, a black gelding, owned by W. J.
Gordon, of Cleveland, who was expected to supiise every-
body. General disappointment was the result. The horse
behaved well, it being his maiden race, and he trotted every
inch of the two first heats. Tt was evident that he was not
driven for any place, and it looked as though he was making a
waiting race. Wiltou, a black stallion, belonging to F. L.
Noble, of Grand Rapids, won easily.

In the first heat Reference was second, Guy third, Beuth
fourth and Palo Alto fifth. Tiiue 2:19;]. In the second Palo
Alto took third place, Guy fourth and Beuth fifth. Time,

2:19J. Guy showed at his worst in the third heat, being
distanced, and Wilton took it, with Palo Alto second and
Reference third, Beuth distanced. Time 2:20.

Wilkes won the free for all trotting purse, $1,500, in three
straight heats. Time, 2:16:?, 2:17i, 2:15*.

The 2:19 class; purse $1,500, was not "finished at dark after
five heats were trotted, and it was postponed till to-morrow.
The following are the summaries:
2:30 Class.—Guaranteed Stakes S5.000.

Blk s Wilton 1 1 1

B a Palo Alto 5 2 2
Br g Reference 2
Blk g Guy 3
BgBenth 4

Time, 2:19J, 2:19$, 2:20.

Feee foe all Trotting Puese $1,500.

Bg Harry Wilkes 1
Ch g Clemmie G 3

Br m Phyllis 2
Time, 2:162. 2:17^, 2:15*-

3 3
1 da
ods

The practice of giving ardent spirits to horses just before
trotting a heat appears to be less frequent than it was a few
years since. Speaking of this custom the experienced driver,

A. J. Feek, says that "he is not in favor of getting a horse in
the habit of requiring stimulants. A little homcepathic medi-
cine, gruel or dampened oats, are good revivers. A horse of

good natural courage, backed up by breeding, will generally
play the game out without bracing up unless you make too
much use of him the first heat. I have found that if a horse
is driven hard the first heat it tells on him, if he is pinched in
the race."

Entries for the Fairs and Bay IJIstriet Meeting close
to-day and on Monday next. See advertisements.
"Fixed events" of State Agricultural Society also close

to-da)',

Ŝlightly in Error.

Mr. Kobert Steele, the well-known trotting-horse breeder

of Philadelphia. Pa., recently visited San Francisco, Califor-

nia, and while there offered Joseph Cairx Simpson, editor of

the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, S25.000 for his young trotting

stallion Antevolo, four-year-old record 2:19a, which offer was
refused. He then tried to buy Antevoros, a full brother of

Antevolo and Anteeo (2:16^), but its owner, Mr. Geo. Morri-

son, would not set a price on him. They are by Electioneer

(sireof Adair, 2:17.}; Albert W., 2:20i; Anteeo, 2:16.5; Ante-

volo, four years old, 2:19}; Bonita, four years old, 2:iSJ;Clay

2:25; Carrie C, 2:25; Fred Crocker, two years old, 2:25};

Hinda Rose, three years old, 2:19i; Manzanita, three years

old, 2:23}; Sphinx, two years old, 2:21); dam Columbine by

A. W. Richmond (sire of Romero, 2:19.1), son of Simpson's

Blackbird (sire of Blackbird, 2:22); 2d dam Young Fashion,

by Bonnie Scotland; 3d dam Fashion, by imp. Trustee.

The above paragraph, is making the rounds of the

eastern press, and we are sorry to say that there is no

truth, in the main part of it. Mr. Steel has not visited

California, he has not offered £25,000 for Antevolo, and

though there ha3 been some correspondence in relation

to Antevolo, no conclusion was reached. There are a

few other mistakes. The record of Anteeo is 2:16;}-. and

the second dam should be Columbia by Bonnie Scotland,

third dam Young Fashion by imported Monarch, fourth

dam the great Fashion by imported Trustee. Wildflower

should be given the two-year-old record of 2:21 in

place of Sphinx. As will be seen Manzanita has reduced

her three-year-old record seven seconds, though she and
Palo Alto have made their mark since the first publi-

cation. ___

Although the press dispatches have bef-n silent as to

the doings of Arab, private advice is *hat he won I

for the 2:17 class at Detroit, last Saturday, in straight

heats, without having to trot better than 2:10. He meets

the same field at Cleveland to-day.

LAWN TENNIS-
Under the romantic shades of the spreading oaks of Alameda

several lawn tennis clubs flourish. The two having the largest

membership, and whose members keep in the most constant
practice, are the Alameda and Oak Leaf. They are near
neighbors, and the members being in many instances personal
friends, a spirit of quiet and generous rivalry has sprung np
between them. Last Saturday they played their first club
match, two pairs facing each other on behalf of each club.

The grounds are pleasantly situated, the courts are of clay

and play very true. The only disadvantage beir.g that when
the breeze is at all a fresh it blows right down the courts. In
the opening match the players were A. Newbold and G. Hall
for Alameda, and D. Morris and A. Dubbs for Oak Leaf.
Alameda started the service with Mr. Newbold at the net.

His volleys were often dashiDg, and as a rule accuiate. Mr.
Hall's service always opened with a cannon shot, which invar-

ibly went out of court or into the nets. His partner served
very evenly and safely. The match opened with a win for

the Oak Leaf players, Mr. Morris serving in fine style, his
partner too frequently putting the balls in the net. Alameda
responding with a win in the second game, their opponents
following with three games in succession. Alameda won the

sixth game and Oak Leaf the seventh and eighth, which gave
them a set by 6 to 2. The Oak Leaf men improved the lead

they had secured in the first set by winning the second with
6 to 1, called by the umpire. The single game won by the
Alameda players being the filth. In the preceeding game the
play was very even, vantage points and deuce being scored
seven times, but the game itself wa3 less interesting than
many that preceeded or followed it. With two sets to the

good the Oak Leaf men felt very confident of victory, and
guyly chatted over their prospects as the party indulged in
some much-needed and welcome refreshments.

With an uphill game before them the Alameda men set

themselves dauntlessly to their task. They carried off the
first game in fine style and the second in good form. The
third and fourth were taken by their opponents. Alameda
were again successful in the fifth and sixth, Oak Leaf
responding by dashingly winning the seventh and eighth,

and "four all" called by the umpire was a signal for well-

earned applause. The Alameda men by playirjg together in
fine style carried off the ninth and tenth games and set by 6

to 4. The fourth set was very much like the third. Both
pairs played evenly for eight games and then Alameda
clashed in and won the ninth and tenth, taking the set once
more by 6 to 4. "Set and" was the welcome call of the

umpire when the Alameda men faced their opponents for the

decisive struggle. Alanieda again led off brilliantly with the

first and second game3 in their favor, Oak Leaf taking the

third;butit wastheir final successful effort. Alameda winuing
the others in one, two, three and four order, the set giving to

them by 6 games to 1, and tbe match by 3 setM to 2, which
won many plaudits from a very appreciative audience. The

natch of the day proved a practical walk-over for

Mea re. A. Waterman and E. B. Deane, of the Alameda Club.

w ho won three straight sets by 6 games to 1 in each.

Messrs. W. D. Linderman and W. Sharon of the C

Club. A few single-handed matoheB followed, in -

eral members of the Club took part.
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The Columbus Line.

But little is heard now-a-days of the children of that Old

Colu inbns whom Wallace has listed among standard sires by
the number :,94," or yet of his sou, Young Columbus, which
did far more than simply make good the deeds promised and
performed by his remarkable sire. Still, the Columb'is line

is a good one, and won and kept for itself a fair place in

trottiog aunals, and it can "point with pride" to a fine enroll-

ment of its direct and indirect offshoots having the privilege of

being emblazoned with the golden, magical figures, upon
whose possession the true claim of trotting horses in America

depends, aud which every man seeks for his horseflesh

—

"2:30." I was talking with The Sportsman's "Albemarle"

the other day, and he, out of his fund of horse lore, and
from the secret closet where he keeps his endless "retninis-

euces and gossip" hid away, told me how the founder of the

line was "invented."

It seems that, like Goldolphin Arabian, Hiram Woodruffs
Dutchman, and other of the famous horses of the world, Old
Columbus found his early lines lain in anything but pleasant

places, aud earned his hay and corn in any but a royal way,

by hauling bricks, in company with three others of his kind,

for a prosaic, but, 1 hope, not unkindly manufacturer of that

useful article of merchandise. Nobody knew anything of the

chestnut member of this brickman's four-in-hand, except

that he did his daily duty faithfully and well, neither did

anybody interest himself in the plodding beast until one day,

behold! the entire cavalcade ran away, leaving bricks, brick-

man, brick-yard, aud the brick business utterly abandoned.

Off the four-in-hand dashed, each of the members doing his

best endeavor to reach some place where the former dull

routine of labor, presumably, might be forever absent, but
while three of them ran, the chestnut stallion paced—steadily,

honestly paced, and paced just as fast as his runaway com-
panions could by any possibility run, and then and there

somebody discovered that there was something in the horse.

From this pacing runaway, Old Columbus, there descended
the young Columbuses, and the dashing Phil Sheridans

whom horsemen since have come to know so well. I guess
the Sportsman's readers will be pleased to be given some
things further about him aud how he looked, and so I will

quote from accurate Mr. Wallace. The knowledge concern-

ing this horse seems to have "evoluted," for in his first

volume Wallace says: "Nothing is known of his blood. He
resembled the French Canadians, and stood many years in

Vermont. His stock were good and natural trotters;" while

in the volume nest succeeding he amplifies as follows: "Noth-
ing is known of the blood of this horse. He was a dark
chestnut, with a white stripe in his face, and left hind foot

white nearly to the hock. He was 15| hands high, very
stoutly built, with not much of the Fronch characteristics

about him. He came from near St. Johns, Cauada East, and
some thirty or forty miles below Montreal, but all efforts to

identify and locate his parentage have failed. He was
brought to St. Albans, Vt., by a man who died before any
effort was made to trace him. He was purchased there about

1S14, and sold about 1S4S to Fitchburg, Mass., and put in one
or two pacing races, showing about 2:50 at that gait. He
then passed into the hands of Elbridge Wheeler, and struck a

trot for the first time, going very fast. The Messrs. Smith
(who had bought him in 1854) assured me all his colts paced
when young, and that nearly all of them afterwards went to

trotting."

And so the pacing brick-drawer came to the knowledge of

the world of horsemen.
He was a good horse, no doubt. He sired Confidence

(2:23), and the dams of Ben Morrill (2:27) and Louise N.
(2:20}) were his daughters, but it was from his son Young
(or Smith's) Columbus that the "converted pacer" drew his

richest favor. Young Columbus wore thick and brilliant

honors. First in right of his birth, for his dam was by Har-
ris' Hambletonian, whom Bishop's Hambletonian begot upon
"an elegant gray mare known as the Munson mare, taken
from a stage team in 1813, and at that time represented to be
by imported Messenger;" and second in right of his service,

which yielded the following array of notable offspring: He
sired Arthur (2OT), Ben Smith (2:27), Commodore Vander-
bilt (2:25), Farmer Boy (2:28), Fitzgerald (2:30), Harry Harley
(2:255), Jim Ward (2:23*), Myron Perry (2:24£), Phil Sheridan

(2:26£)), Sea Foam (2:26£), Young Columbus (2:30).

His sons turned out as nobly as himself. Gen. Sherman
sired Dido (2:30), Lady Sherman (2:25i) and Mars (2:27});

the last named winning his record in a heat which, as I am
credibly informed by an eye witness of his performance, he
actually trotted better than 2:24. Myron Perry got Gen.
Tweed (2:26J), and Young Columbus' best and greatest son,

to whom was given the name of that gallant soldier who
fought the fight at Winchester, plucky Phil Sheridan, added
to the 2:30 zenith a glowing galaxy of stars; Adelaide, (2:19|),

Henry Ward Beecher (2:23}), Bessie Sheridan {2:28}), Com-
monwealth (2:22), Faustina (2:25), Hiram Woodruff (2:25),

Phyllis (2:17J), Tom Malloy (2:27), Valley Chief (2:25) and he
sired Stockholm. Phil. Sheridan himself was a royal horse;

he was a flyer, and when the pinch of a struggle came he
could battle to an end. What reader but will be reminded of

his part in the stallion race over Beacon Park course in 1S74,

where he was set up against a "pitful of kings," and pluckily
fought for aud won his record of 2:26J, and took and held a
distinguished place, against all comers?
This strong grandson of Old Columbus was a brown horse,

snugly built, quiet, serene, and the pride of every horseman
throughout the section where he was bred and owned, a sec-

tion, too, of good horses. He was bred by Robert Dalzell,

of Waddington, St. Lawrence County, N. Y,, who sold him to

the Hon. J. P. Wiser, M. P., of Prescott, Ont,, proprietor of

Bysdyk Farm, and one of the signal breeders, owners, and
developers of Canada West. The dam of Sheridan was Black
Fly (Canada-bred), she by a son of Tippoo, and his second
dam was by a son of Black Jack or Rescue. His get is numer-
ous in the Northern New York aud Upper Canada, and if not
always very fast, it is invariably profitable and pleasant for

road purposes. Every scion of his stem is desirable for a
driver, and the blood keeps training on. Phil. Sheridan, Jr.,

son to the Wiser horse, sired Mattie B. (2:27 J) and Topsy
(2:47 last year); and Phil, himself, in addition to the 2:30
ones already named, threw more which look over the
great enclosure's fence, as Henry Grattan (2:31$) and John F.

(2:34}), and some others not quite so close to glory—Loco
(2:40), Phil. (2:39J).
The blood of Young Columbus has proven itself well in the

creation of valuable dams, for it is to be found in the mares
which dropped Blanchard (2:25J), Dickard (2:27), and Wild
Lily (2:24) to Daniel Lambert and in her which gave Wild
Oats (2:29$) for the service of Bashaw. And even as I write,

my eye rests upou a record of which the types are new this

^ery day, naming Julia C, a daughter of Phil. Sheridan as
having won a race, in three straight heats, at Syracuse, one
week ago, in 2:29}, 2:26}, and 2:27}, showing an interesting
improvement upon her last year's form, which let her out a
v/inuer at Watertowu, N. Y.

t
in 2:34}. Horsemen should not

forget the good qualities of the stock which Old Columbus
made possible by his pacing runaway (for but for that event
he might have lived and died unhonored and unsung), nor
conclude that there is not a deal of force and power and value
in the Columbus line, if they will unite its blood with that

which Hambletonian, Harry Clay, Mambrino Chief, and Hill's

Black Hawk have left ready to pulsate in harmony with it.

—

Alban Wye, in iV. J". Sportsman.

Development of Stamina.

The three essentials of a race-horse are speed, endurance
and good behavior, but a trotter at the commencement of his

racing career should not be condemned if he displays a laok

of either of these qualities, for all can be strengthened and
improved by judicious training and careful handling in races.

The race is the thing that brings out a trotter's latent powers.
It should be remembered that speed comes first, and then
power to carry it comes afterward. We had the pleasure of

an intimate acquaintance with the late William H. Jarvis,

who developed the speed of Hopeful, that fastest of grey
horses. He told us that the little fellow would rush off at a
2:20 gait occasionally, and within a few strides would quickly
slacken his pace to a 2:40 gait. Some of the wise men who
are always on the watch and ready to give their opinions, said

he would not do to put in races and pronounced him a

"quitter." "But," coutinued Jarvis, "I had faith in him. I

did not try to see how fast he could go on an eighth or a
quarter of a mile, but strove to keep his speed in reserve and
lengthen it out, so he gradually learned to go a little farther,

first to the half-mile then to the three-quarter pole, and finally

right up to the wire. I did not discourage him by fast mile
trials, until I had him educated and braced up for three

heats." We are persuaded that the above system is right,

aud that many a horse has been spoiled through the per-
nicious practice of continually brushing him faBt for a quarter
or a half, and then stopping him as if that was all he would
ever be required to do. The best school is the public trotting

meeting. There a horse will learn more in one season than
in two or three years of private track work. This is proven
in the case of the bay gelding William Arthur. His Bpeed
came to him very fast during the early part of the trotting

season of 1884, and he made his debut in the Grand Circuit

at Springfield, Mass., September 2d of that year. Having
shown a high rate of speed in his work at Providence, he was
taken as first choice in the Springfield race. The field was
a large one, but Kenilworth scored his first important victory
by winning the second, third and fourth heats in 2:25£, 2:25£,

2:25. Early in the race William Arthur showed superior
speed for three-quarters of a mile, but could go nofurtherand
finished among the rear-guard. His disgusted backers there-

upon dubbed him a "a stopper," which was a libel on his
form, gait and breeding, as demonstrated by his career
through the Grand Circuit last season, and also his race last

month at Mystic Park, Boston, where he defeated Windsor
M. and De Bary, forcing Windsor M. to trot in 2:21 J the
first heat, then beating him in 2:24J, 2:221-, 2:22£. Of course
there is a class of brushy horses whose only birth-right is

speed for a quarter or half mile. There are certain visible

signs about them and their breeding which will warn the
intelligent trainer that it would be labor in vain to try and
make such a one a race-horse, but if he is in doubt, let him
start out in one of the small circuits, and he will in a few
weeks learn of what material the horse is made.— Veritas.

Unruly Youngsters that Make
formers.

Great Per-

In your paper of July 10th, you say: "Under the skillful

handling of Alden Goldsmith and Budd Doble, Goldsmith
Maid became^celebrated, " &c. This is the general belief, but
if horsemen go back to her early training at Mr. Goldsmith's
they will find a cranky, petulent, little bay mare and a dis-

gusted owner at times, but a level-headed groom and trainer,

Wm. Bodine. Mr. Goldsmith sees her in her unruly acts in
trying to do her work at the gallop instead of trot, and says:
"I'll sell her, William." When the good-natured response
comes: "Mr. Goldsmith if she ever gets steady she is the
fastest horse you have," and Bodine is left to work out the
worthy problem alone and unmolested for a time, when one
day he happens to see her at her best, and then for the first

time has a"glimpse at the coming wonder. Wm. Bodine stays
with his charge until she goes on the turf when all the world
are permitted to see what her early trainer saw in the unde-
veloped colt years bofore. Honor to whom honor is due.
The development of Trampoline was of the same order, her

dam was a balky, unbroken mare, and she transmitted that

same disposition to her colt. Hence the stormy disposition
in her early training. We have seen Schermerhorn work and
wait her day after day, and wonder where his patience came
from, and thought how fortunate it was for the owner of her
sire that she fell into his hands. Finally, the unruly colt is

considered ready to compete in company, and is started
through a circuit, winning every race easily, getting a record
of 2:29, on every day of which she could have beaten 2:20.

She then passes into the hands of J. J, Bowen and gets her
mark of 2:23, while he gets the credit of the performance.
How few of the drivers of renown there are who do not owe
their greatness to the patient breeder and trainer.—/., in

Western Sportsman.

Although trotting races in England are now confined almost
exclusively to country fairs, the trotter was fairly well recog-
nized in English sporting circles during the greater part of
the eighteenth century. The best performance of a trotter in
England a century ago was from forty-five to fifty seconds
slower for a mile than the present American record. In 1792
a mile was trotted in a few seconds less than three minutes,
aud sixteen miles were made in an hour on a common road,
the weight being 224 pounds. A unique aud valuable sport-
ing book, published in England in 1844, gives some interesting
information regarding old-time trotting aud running races in
that country. From the time of James I. down, the turf has
been under the direct patronage of the royal family. During
Queen Anne's reign the interest in racing aud in the breeding
of fine stock was at fever heat, and it was at this period that
the famous "Royal Plates" were established. The most
flourishing period of tho turf was from 1766 to 1794, there
being over 99 courses at that time in England alone, and
about 105 altogether in the United Kingdom. In the record
of trotting performances it is noted that in 1810 ten miles
were made on the Epsom road in thirty minutes aud ten sec-
onds. The greatest performanoe in harness with a light
wagon was two miles in 6:36. A grey gelding is recorded as
making fourteen aud a half miles in several seconds less than
an hour. The chief of the best trotters within the last half
century were Scharles of Scott, a trotting stallion got by Blank,
a race-horse, and Useful Cub, a trotting stallion cot by a
black cart horue.

Should it prove that Molly Walker was the dam of Charley
Freel (2:18), it will give her a distinction which but two other
mares have yet attained, that of producing two turf per-
formers with records below 2:20. The others are Columbine,
dam of Anteeo (2:161) and Autevolo (2:19}), and Miss Russell,
the dam of Maud S. (2:08^) and Nutwood (2:1S2). Molly
Walker was by Capt. Walker, and he by the pacer Tecumseh,
Bire of the trotter Pat Hunt, wagon record 2:26. Tecumseh's
breeding is unknown, but he is supposed to have been of
Canadian origin. The dam of Capt. Walker was by Black-
burn's Whip (thoroughbred),from a daughter of Sumter, by
Sir Archy. The dam of Molly Walker was by Darnaby's Cop-
perbottom, from a daughter of Kosciusko, by Sir Archy,
her second dam being by Fox's Whip, by Rode's Whip, by
Blackburn's Whip, by which it appears that she was inbred
to both Sir Archy and Blackburn's Whip, a successful com-
bination of the pacing and thoroughbred strains.

Continental horsemen and fanciers of the sport are far

ahead of John Bull, as they have imported American trotters

and trainers with thpir vehicles, harness, boots, eto., and are
following closely our methods. A gentleman who has just
returned from the continent tells me that, in the course
of two years, it would pay an enterprising horseman to take
his string across the water, rather than even through the
Grand Circuit.

*
Archer, the favorite English jockey, has fallen behind this

season. With 233 mounts he has won 65 races. Wood, with
onl3' 193 mounts has won 70 times. Bennett stands third on
the English list with 52 wins out of 301 races.

ATHLETICS,
Base-ball Averages.

Messrs. Waller Wallace and Henuessy have prepared a
table showing the averagesof the players in the games by
members of the California .League up to July 11th inclusive.

The resume possesses much interest and we give it in full.

Rank. Pitchers. PO. A. E. Ave*Rank. Catchers. PO. A. E. Ave.
1. Hardie 114 38 17 .899

2. McLaughlin. . G3 27 15 .857
" Dolan 103 22 37 .771

.7324. Carroll 67

Rank. 1st Baseman. PO E. Ave.
3 .954

12 .024

7 .901

8 .871

E. Ave.

1. Sweeney 78 3
2. Ahern 144 2
3. Quitzow 69 6
4. Warde 51 £'

Rank. 3d Baseman. PO. A
1. Eisner 7 12 6 .760

2 Plercy 5 20 10 .714

3. "Meagher 31 38 28 .711

4. Hanley . 8 8 7 .095

5. Caveney 10 14 12 .666

•Meagher filled tbis position of
catcher the first part of the season.
Rank. Shortstops. PO. A. E. Ave.

1. Oagi
2. Donohue.

.

3. Hayes
4. Cusick.. ,

.

1. Incell 8 173 15 .928
2. Van Haltran... 4 125 17 .883
3. Barry 8 116 27 .821

Rank. 2d Baseman. PO. A. E. Ave.
1. Robertson 33 33 3 .956
2. Buckley 32 26 7 .892

3. Gurnett 22 17 5 .885

4. Stein 20 10 12 .714

BHto
Rank. Games. TB. R. BH. TB.
1 liardie 11 50 10 19 380

Rank. Fielders. PO.
1. Powers 22
2. Levy 6
3. Lawton 10
4. Flint 12
6. Fisher, M 19
G. Long 6
7. Taylor 15

8. Cahalau 3

9. Bennett 9
10. Arnold 4
11. Hannan. ...... 2

.643 12. Bigelow 8
13. Hilbert 6

14. Donovan 3

Batting Averages,
Pr. Ct.

A. E. Ave.

.90U

.875

.857

.826

.785

.773

.750

.720

.666

.666

.603

.583

.500

2 Incell 11

3 M. Fisher 11 38
4 VanHaltren.. 8 21 6

5 Hanley 10 4] 8

6 Taylor 12 50 8

7 Donohue 10 38 12

8 Arnold 8 33

8 14 311

9 11 289
G 8 258
8 10 244

12 240
9 237
7

1 4

9 Hayes 13 63 11 11

10 Levy 9 35 7 7

10 Gagns 6 20
10 McLaughlin.. 9 40

11 Ahern 12 46
12 Long 8 31

13 G. Fisher .... 9 38
14 Dolan 8 33

14 Flint 13 55

15 Cahalan 8 34

16 Barry 12 46
17 Meagher 10 41

The club record in league games is as follows

212

208
200
200
200

9 196
6 193
7 184
6 182
10 182
5 176
8 174
7 171

Rank.

Pr. Ct.
BHto

Games. TB. R. BH. TB.
18 Lawton.
18 Guruett 8 26

19 Powers 11 42
20 Sweeney 9 37
20 Robertson. ...13 62

20 Caveney 9 37
21 Warde 6 26
22 Piercy 6 24

23 Finn 11 42
24 Quitzow 10 36

25 Buckley 11 39

26 Cusick 8 30
27 Hilbert 11 41

28 Stein 8 31
28 Carroll 10 31

29 Donovan 7 26

29 Bigelow 11 39

80 Bennett 10 32

31 Hanuan 5 18

154
4 164
6 143
6 135
7 135
6 135
3 126
3 125
6 119
4 114
4 1U3
3 100
4 098
3 oy7
3 1197

2 077
3 077
1 031

000

Haverlys
Greenhood & Morans..
Altas
Pioneers

Total Lost 2

600
.100

307

The Haverly Club has scored 12 earned runs, Altas 7, Pioneers 4, and
Greenhood and Movans only 2.

The English colony in Brussels bas lately established a foot-

ball club, and one of the papers gives the following account
of a recent match: The arena was indicated by a row of flags.

The ball was solemnly placed between the two camps. A
vigorous kick announces the beginning of the game. A num-
ber of young men are at once seeu rolling on the ground,
entangled oue with another aud bustling each other about.
As soon as one of the players, bruised aud lacerated, seizes

the ball, a mob pursues him, throws him over, buries him
beneath a pile of arms aud legs, au.l seizes by force the prec-
ious prey which the brave fellow presses to his heart. A
curious effect iB the grave silence during the battle; these
young gentlemen are careful not to look as if they were there
for play. The frenzied and brutal strife lasted for more
than an hour. Many passers-by, noticing the pitiable condi-
tion of the players, inquired if there had been an accident.

"No; it is only the Euglish amusiug themselves."— Pall Mall
Budgtt.

The Acme Athletic Club of Oakland, gave au enlertaiument
to invited guests on last Tuesday evening, at which several
of Professor Walter Watson's pupils in tho art of self-defence
acquitted themselves admirably. Messrs. Kitchen of the
Acme Club, and Mr. Haggin of Sau Francisco, sparred a vigor-

ous setto of three rounds, in which Mr. Haggin gut well

grueled, although he showed much gameness. Mr. Kitchen
was a little too much of a boxer for his much heavier
opponent.

A gymnastic exhibition aud ball will be given on to-morrow
eveniug at Eintracht Hall, 31G Post street, for the beuelit of
those members who are to represent thy Eiutrucht Verein at
the Bundes festival to be held at Stockton, Aug. S2d next.

The Eintracht always gives very pleasant entertainments, audi

we trust will receive many visitors to-morrow night.

1
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAY—Thursday , Sept. 9tli.

TROTTING.

No 1-THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed In 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, SU'OO—2:24UIaas.
No. 3-PACING PURSE, $600—2:35 Class.

SECOND DAY-Friday, Sept. tOtli.

RUNNING.
No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to

second; third to Bave stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three pounds ; of two
©r more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 1883; $50 entrance, p.p.; $300 added; $100 to

Becond; 60 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds; $50 entrance; h. f , or only $15 if declared on or

before September 1st. $300 added, of which $100 to

the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
- Onemile, after August 1st, to c^rry rule weights

mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, $250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of S-100, to carry five

ponndB; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. flitb.

TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which $25 must accompany nomination;

$25 payable July 1st, and remaining $50 payable

August 10, 188C; $400 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

In five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800—3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 13th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared on or before

September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1884. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.

Becond horse, $100; third horse. $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No, 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of

which $150 to second; §100 to third. Weights an-

nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be

made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m„ Sep-

tember 4tb. In no event will declaration be received

unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE. $250—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds foreach
fluO below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept. 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.

No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTT1NG PURSE, §1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 1 5th.
RUNNING.

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-

old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $160 added;
$25 to second. Those not having run first or second,

In any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No. 19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

850 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third

saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $16 if declared on or

before September 1st, with $300 added ; $100 to second

;

third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that bave not won this year allowed five ponndB.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. One mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $26 payable July 1st, and remaining $26

payable August 10tb; $3U0 added by the Society.

Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, S800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 19th.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
horse, $100; third, $60. OloBed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 2ft—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds. $50 eutrance;$26forfeit; oronly$15 if declared

on or before September 1st, with $250 added. $75 to

Becond; third to save Btake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st. to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.
No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For tbree-

year-olda. $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added.

Second horse, $100; third to Bave stake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages.

|60 entrance; $16 forfeit; $300 added. $100 to second;

860 to third; $200 additional to the winner if l:42iiu
beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1 :!-.; iB beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $50

to second. Horse not baviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that bave not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DAY—Saturday, Sept. I8lh.
No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1,500—Free

for all tiotting stallions

.

No. 31-TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:22 Class,

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of lf87. $50 en-
trance ; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $51) to

third horse. Oue mile and a quarter.
No. 2-OALIFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

lH85,to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-
|

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1, !

lb87; $250 added; second colt, $1U0; third, $60. One
mile.

No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

18S5, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $100 en-
trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; $15 if declared January 1,1688; or$25 if de-

clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

RE.1IARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the beat three in

five, except the two-year-old, uuless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a- less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proporlionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee. 10 per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purseB
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66jJ

to the first, and 33J to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day precedini

the race. No added money p-tid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

ninn'ng races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races wiU be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in thtir

entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSE D. CARK, EDWIN F, SMITH,
12jn$ President, Secretary.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Santa Rosa,
CAL.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

Commencing Aug. 16th- to 21st

inclusive.

STOCKTON
FAIR.

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFERED
Speed Programme.

I

in.

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany
nominations. „ „,. „
Iuall races four moneys, viz. : 50, 2d, 15 and 10 per cent.

Kaces commence each day at one o'clock P. M. sharp.

Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries t » Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.

For full conditions Bee Bmall programmes.

Tuesday, September 31, 1886.
No 1 Running— District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash' 9'25 payable July 1st; §15 August 1st; $10 day
before race. $'250 added. (Closed with five entries.)

No l Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, 3800.

No' 3 Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the

get o'f Hambrino Wilkes; §20 entrance; §200 added by
owner of Bire ; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, §100—Five moneya.

Wednesday, September fZ, 1886.

No 4 Running— Pacific Coast, Mile dash, §500.

No' 5 Trotting— District. Two-year-olds or under
*500 'Best 2 in il, (Closed with five Entries.)
* No 6 Trotting— District. Stallion Race, 3500. (Closed

WiHoT
e
PaciS-PaCiflc Coast. Free for all. WOO.

Thursday, September 1B3, 1886.
No 8 Running—District. For three-year-olds or

under stake, mile da«h; ?2o payable July 1st; §15 August

lBt; §10 day before race; 3260 added. (Closed with five

eSe
u

*'
Trotting-Pact fie Coast. 2 :20 Class, §1,000.

No' 10 Trotting— Pacific Coast. For three-year-

oltls WjflBtakt;; §400 added. (Closed with five entries.)

State Equestrianism, 810U. Five moneya.

Friday, September 34. 1886.

No 11 Running— District. Free for all. Mile and
repeat. §500. Closed with seven entries.

No 12 Trotting- Pacific Coast. For two-year-olds,

§100 stake; §400 added; best 2in 3. (Closed with eight

6
Noflt Trotting-Paciflc Coast. 2:25 Class, §800.

Saturday, September 35. 188 '.

No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

^o.ifl. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, §500. (Closed

W
No.

8
17.

e
Trotti'ug-Paciflc Coast. FreeforaH,§1.000.

Board of Directors tor 1886.

! IT SHIPPER B. F. UKtiFORD.
John e. mo«»ki:. jas. a, shephekd
JAMES A LOUTH. FRED ARNOLD,
B. V. SAKUEXT, W. H. SM>w.

1, v. SHIPPER President.
A. W.SinPSDS, Treasurer,

J.M I.aRVR Secretary
, . _„

p. O. Box 188, Stockton. California.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 1 3th
No. 1. Running—Oue-half mile and repeat, free for

all, §20 entrance, §10 forfeit. §150 added, §50 to second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minn:e Class. Purse §500.

No. 3. Trotting—For two-year-olds, best two in
three. Purse §20u.

No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse §350.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 18th.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

ages. §20 entrance, §10 forfeit, $150 added, 350 to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse §500.
No. 7. Trotting— For four-year-olds. Purse §100,

Third Day. Thursday, Aug. 19tli.

No. 8. Running—Selling Race. one aud one-half mile
dash, §25 entrance. §15 forfeit, *20U added. Free for all.

Fixed valuation §1,000. Two pounds off for each hun-
dred below and two pounds added for each hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse §400.

No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug, 30th.
No. 11. Running—Free forall.oue mile and repeat,

§50 entrance, §25 forfeit, §250 added, §75 to second horse.
No. 12. Running—For two-year-olds, one mile dash,

520 entrance, *10 forfeit, §J-H) added, §50 to second horse,
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 Ciass. Purse §500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 31st.
No. 14. Trotting—Free for all. Purse §500.

No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse §5(10.

No. 16. Trotting—District, 2:40 Class, Purse §300.

No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,
25 entrance, 5200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

SDecified. National Association Rules to govern trot-

ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trotor run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-halt of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in any district race that has not
been owned in the district six (6) months prior to the
day of the race, and any entry by any person of any
disqualified horse shall beheld liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without any right to compete for a
purse, and Bhall be held liable to penalties prescribed
by the National Trotting Association.
If it is the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races noted above five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and Btart

a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the

world. Trottingaud racing colors to be named with
all entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. is. sharp

.

EntrieB to purBes close August 1, 1886.

Entries close with the Secretary.
I. DE TURK. Pres..

N. WISANTS, Sec't'y
P. O. Box 111, Santa Rosa, C'al. 3jul5

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day-Trotting.
No- 1—PURSE, §i?i,0—2:i5 class. Four moneys.
No. 2—PURSE, -7-r i-2:22 class. Four moneys.
No. 3—PURSE, §150—Four-year-olds. Four moneys.

Second Day—Running.
No. 4—THE ALAMEDA STAKE-For aJl ages- §50

entrance; half-forfeit, or only $15, if declared ouor be-
fore August 20th, with juixj added; Sinn to second-
third to save stake. Maidens, it three-years old, al-
lowed five pounds, if foni years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters ot a mile.
No. 5-THE CALIFORNIA STAKE-For three-

year-olds; $tib entrance; half-forfeit; &itw added- S100
to second; $i>0 to third. One mile and a quarter
No. 6-THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; 325 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; ?50 to sec
ond; third to save Btake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds, of two
or more By,- pnun.is extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

f !i ft Winners of any race

KILL-IP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All cities aud Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.

No. 7—FREE PURSE- $2! ..

after August 1st, of the value of 3300, to carry
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, five
pounds; if four years or upwards, "fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

Third Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8-PURPE, 3600-2:35 Class. Four moneys
No.9--FURSE,$l0u—Three-year-olds. Four moneys
No.lO-PUKSE, 3500-Pacu.g— 2:23 Class. Four

moneys.
Fourth Day—Trotting.

No. 11—1'URSE, 3750—2:20 Class. Four moneys
No. 12—PURSE, J750—2:24 Class. Four moneys
No. 13—PURSE, 3300—Two-year-olds. Three moneya

Fifth Day-Runulug.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE. 92oO-Of which §50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l,0uu; two pounds lor each
6100 below; two pounds added fur each 3l-,o above fixed
value. One mite aud an eighth.
No. 15-THE OAKLAND .STAKES—For all ages-

350 entrance; half-forfeit; 3300 added; second horse
311)0; third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 16—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds; 325 entrance; 310 forfeit; $2ou added; 850 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenilis Stake
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17-FREE PURSE, 3'250—For all ageB; 350 to

second. Horses not haviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horaes that have not run second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heatB.
LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse

$100. For the most graceful rider 3-5; second 815;
third 310. For the most skillful rider 325; second
315; thirdSlO.

SIXTH DAY-Trotting.
No. 18—PURSE,3750-2:27ClasB. Four moneya
No.l9-PURSE,31,000. Trotting-Free for all. Fou

moneys.
No. 20—PURSE, 3600. Pacing—Free for all. Fou

moneys.
REMARKS A>"D CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to Btart in all the
above races. Rut the Board reserves the right in all
theraceBin theabove programme to hold a lees num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to the first
•lorse, twenty-five per cent, to second, tilteen percent.
to tuird, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse malting a walk-over shad be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number ot starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66?£ to the
first and 33K to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties interested
at auv time previous to August 15th.

In all races entries not declared out by fi r*. m. of the
day preceding the race shall be required'to start,
When there is more than one entry by oue person, or

in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named at 6 P. M. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en.

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named In their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, July 31, 188fl.

A. < DIETZ, President,
L WALKER. Secretary.

26Jn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

Hon. C. Gbkedi,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sargent, Ebq.
Aargents.

Hon. L. J. Robe,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Booos
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walrath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haogin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established linn in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the

Important auction sales in this line for the past

fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of

dollars, we feel justified In claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our flat of eorres-

uondents embraces every breederand dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

eWe f'lU publicity to anttiuils pliUM-d with lis for Bale.

Private purchases and oak- a of live stock ot all

descriptions will be madron commission, and stock

shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made «1 laud of every description. We are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are

appen e^IIXIp a tx>^ ne Montgomery Street,

J.A.McKGrron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. P., Cal.
Ifimytf

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Kouif horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER
351 Tlilril St.. San I'ra
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BICYCLING.

The Bicycle in Central ABia.

Meshed, Persia, May 17, 1SS6.—When I dated my last letter

from Meshed, about five weeks ago, I little espeeted to be

-writing another one here to-day. I rather expected to fand

myselfin the neighborhood of Delhi. Since writing you last

my experience has been stranger than fiction. It has left

nothing to be desired as regards novel and interesting adven-

tures; but it has ended in the unsatisfactory experience of

being landed just whece I was five weeks ago, and in a very

difficult corner of the world from which to get where I want

to I have been a prisoner in the hands of the Afghans for

nineteen days. I told you in my last of the .Russians refusing

me the road through Turkestan, after General Meinkoff had

promised me every assistance; of receiving orders from Te-

heran not to attempt to cross the Afghan frontier; and that I

was goin" to try to cross the deserts Siestan and Beloochistan

to Guetta. After reaching Beerjand, 300 miles south of

Meshed, and talking with the Ameer of Ghian and Siestan, I

decided that the route to India was utterly impracticable for

a "bi !

' unless I entered Afghanistan. I concluded that, by

crossing the Dasht-i-nanmid (desert) and avoiding any Afghan

official of importance until well on toward Kandahar, if they

interfered with me at all they would be as likely to 6end me
to Kandahar and on to Goetta as anywhere. The result has

proved that, in thus reasoning, however, I was reckoning

without mv host. The Ameer of Siestan gave me three

sowars to guide me across the Dashi-i-naumid. I crossed the

Harnd—a broad, swift stream at this season of the year, with

the assistance of Afghan nomads, and, iu seventeen days

from Meshed, turned up in Furrah, a town about half-way

between Herat and Kandahar. I had thoughts of dodging

this town also, to make doubly certain of getting through,

but I found the Furrah Rood nnfordable, and only to be

crossed at Furrah, where the Afghans have a rude ferry-boat.

I found Furrah occupied by a garrison of Cabool soldiers,

and the governor, after expressing the utmost astonishment

at finding me half-way to Kandahar when strict orders had

been issued that no Ferenghi was to be allowed across the

frontier, promptly placed me under arrest, and, after keeping

me a couple of days to satisfy himself as to whether I was an

"Englishman or a Russian spy, sent me back to Herat, a dis-

tance of 160 miles, under a guard of twelve men. They
lept me at Herat until they communicated with Colonel Sir

West Ridgeway, of the Afghan boundary commission, to

ascertain what was to be done with me. For answer, Fara-

muz Kahu, the military Governor of Herat, received instruc-

tions to have me escorted back into Persia. We were over-

taken, when near the Persian frontier by a courier from the

boundary commission camp, bearing a letter for me from a

gentleman connected with the commission, in which he says:

"Considering the very turbulent and fanatical character of

the population between Furrah and Kandahar, the Afghan
officials acted with the beet motives in preventing you from
travelling through Zamiudavar, and protecting you from

the risk which you would have been exposed to in that

track. Indeed, with the express orders of the Ameer they

could not take upon themselves to allow you to proceed

by that route." The explanations of the Afghans them-

selves for refusing to let me go on through India, was
that the nomads would kill me, and the country thereby

got a bad reputation. The Governor of Furrah said that a

guard of twenty men couldn't Bee me through safely to Kand-

ahar, even if the Ameer's orders didn't prevent him from see-

ing me through. He said that Ameer has no control over the

nomads, and, being unable to guarantee a traveler's safety,

refuses to allow anybody in that portion of the country. I

found the Afghan nomads between Beerjand and Furrah

no worse than the Koords; and, although I am assured they

are altogether different east of Furrah, I have strong faith

that the bicycle would have seen me through without serious

difficulty. As far as my experience goes, onehas more to con-

tend with, when traveling iu the novel and conspicuous man-
ner that I wag, from city mobs than from either villagers or

wandering tribes. At Torbet-i-Haideric I was fairly in the

hands of the mob for a couple of hours. I was seized by the

throat and wantonly cracked on the head and pelted with

stones; but came through without serious harm either to my-
self or bicycle. At Beerjand they broke down the door of one
room where I locked myself and wheel in, and pelted me out

of another with stones through a hole in the roof. I got

along better with them at Beerjand, however, considering

everything, than at Torbet-i-Haideric. I have been robbed

once since leaving Meshed; not violently though; only had
money stolen. I got the money back, and afterward was able

to prevent the offender's ears from being cut off. My experi-

ence as a prisoner withthe Afghans has been most interesting,

and had they but taken me the other way instead of bringing

me back, it would have been nothing more than another

chapter of strange and novel experience for the columns of

the Herald. Naturally, though, I feel anything but pleased

with them for arresting me when within a ten-day's run of

the British camp at Guetta, and landing me clear back into

the north-east corner of Persia. With exaggerated ideas of my
abilities on the wheel, and fearful lest I should suddenly
scoot ahead and leave them in the lurch, the party bringing

me up from Furrah to Herat insisted on carrying me and the

bicycle on horses after we had recrossed the Harnd at Subzo-
war. The man in charge of the pack animal carrying the

front wheel turned up at night with eleven spokes broken.

The horse lay down, and tried to roll with it, he said. I had
six extra spokes with me, and the Governor of Herat sent his

gunsmiths to help me repair the mischief. It is now iu very

good condition, considering that an Afghan gunsmith is not
an overskilled mechanic. The party detailed to bring me
from Herat into Persia also had orders to carry me and the

bicycle on horses, but I resolutely refused to let them handle
the bicycle again. I sent Faramuz Kuhn word that I would
walk and trundle the whole distance rather than risk it in the

hands of the Afghans again. After delaying the start a whole
day, I managed to obtain permission to ride it, strictly on
condition that I would limit my speed to the abilities of my
escorts' horses, and not on any account venture ahead. I

found that the fame of the wonderful "man-horse" had pre-

ceded me to Herat, and that my speeding abilities had been
exaggerated to 14 farsakhs (56 miles) an hour, and nothing
said about the condition of the roads necessary for fast wheel-

ing. After this, one can scarcely wonder at Afghans being
uneasy lest I should suddenly disappear in the distance

ahead and be seen no more; especially as the chief of each
escort had to take back a receipt for my safe delivery at our
destination. They would probably have incurred some
severe penalty had I been allowed to escape them. The
absence of five spokes, and the rim pulled out of true, makes
no visible difference in the strength of my wheel, however;
I have ridden it up from Herat to Meshed, making the 160
miles from Katez in two and a half days.

And now comes the question of my future programme,
although I feel it to be almost useless to attempt such a pro-

gramme, since mine has been changed so often of late by

circumstances over which I have had no control. There
remains the route from Astrakhan through Siberia, as before
suggested, but my tires are now worn almost to the rim and
with five spokes Bhort and no tires it would be sheer folly to
think of undertaking a task that may be considered as fully
equal to wheeling from San Francisco to Boston and back
again to Portland, Or. I very much doubt if the Russians
would give me the road, anyhow. After reaching Astrakhan
the matter would have to be referred to St. Petersburg, and
the chances would be strongly in favor of a refusal. In Bhort,

unless the time consumed in the journey around the world
is to be stretched out to an unseemly length, I shall have to
work for the future on reasonably certaiu lines. My best
course would seem to be to reach India the best way possible
by ordinary means of travel, and resume my journey on the
bicycle at a point as near as practicable from where the
Afghans turned me back. I am convinced that this is the
only sensible course to pursue; more especially as my extra
tires, spokes, etc, have been forwarded to India from Con-
stantinople. A wheel of 400 miles will take me to Asterbad,
on the Caspian coaBt, from whence India cau be reached by
steamer and Russian railway. The distance I shall have
wheeled back in reaching Asterbad, if reckoned as being in
the opposite direction, will considerably overlap my starting
point in India. When that point is reached I shall have
been compelled to travel by bicycle, rail, and steamer, about
6,000 miles in order to overcome the little strip of 400 miles
that the Afghans refused to let me cross. There is a shorter
route than this, down through Persia to the Russian Gulf,
1,600 miles, and thence by sleamer from Bushire; but it is

impracticable by bicycle at this season of the year, even if

my tires were in condition to undertake the journey, which,
so far as wear and tear is concerned, may be reckoned as
equal to twice the same distance on American roads.

Thomas Stevexs.

The English Champion Amateur Athletic meeting was
held on 3d and 5th inst., at Stanford Bridge, London. Some
splendid work was done, as shown by the following records,
which will take the breath out of our local athletes.

The winners are as follows:

880-yards Race—E.D.Robinson, South London Harriers;
time, 1 min. 59 sec.

100-yards Race—A. Wharton (colored), Darlington C. F. O.J
time, 10 sec.

Throwing the Hammer—J. J. Mitchell, Emily, Co. Limer-
ick, Gaelic A. C; distance, 110 ft. 4 in.

120-yards Hurdle Race—C. F. Daft, Nott's Forest F. C:
time, 16 sec.

Pole Jump—T. Ray, Ulvaston A. C.j distance, 11 ft.

440-yards Race—C. G. Wood, Blackheath Harriers; time,

49 4-5 sec.

Mile Race—T. B. Nalder, Knowle (Bristol) C. C; time, 4
min. 25 4-5 sec.

7-mile Walk—J. H. Jullie, Finchley Harriers, time, 58 min.
30 1-5 sec.

High Jump—G. W. Rowdon, East Devon and Teignmonth
F. C; distance, 5 ft. 11£ in.

Putting the Weight—J. S. Mitchell, Emilv, Co. Limerick,
Gaelic A. C; 38 ft. 1 in.

Long Jump—J. Purcell, Civil Service H., Dublin, 22 ft. 4 in.

2-mile Steeple-chase—M. A. Harrison, Spartan Harriers
and Theale F, C: time, 11 min. 12 4-5 sec.

4-mile Race—C. Rogers, Portsmouth Harriers; time, 19
min. 39 4-5 sec.

10-mile Flat Race—W. E. Coad, Sonth London Harriers;
time, 55 min. 41 1-5 sec.

No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA.
So. 2 Price eacli . SS.50.

Sample Cinehas
Sent by mail upon receipt of

25 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
4S6 and 4S8 Battery St..

San Francisco, Cal.

BHranre

Best and Cheapest

3 DOG FOOD.
3
°FEEDY0UM)0GS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat! sweet Breath! Clean. Sound

Teeth! Regular Habit!

Spr.-m'H Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, prairie Meat

Orl set, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined

Shells.
I irlglnal English Dog and Poultry Medicines.

The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

Xbe Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

IS eta.
oramon Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cis.

Our goods may be obtained from
elabrouRlld t« dicker. MO Montgomery Street.

E. T. Alien. <l<i Market Street.

Mddle A Kacding, 538 Washington Street.

UuldlK-rc:, Bon-en A Co* 428 Pine Street.

M. Eliriuan A Co., lot Front Street. 10 Jul 62

Coney Island Jockey GluD
1886—AUTUMN MEETING—1886 *

STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE GREAT TALL SEUWG STAKES-
For all ages, a sweepstakes of ?50 each, h. f., with
§1,000 added; the second to receive 8200 out of thB
stakes. The winner to be sold at auction for £5,000,

unless entered to be sold for less, when the selling
price shall be stated through the entry-bos by the
usual hour for the closing of entries on the day pre-
ceding the race; if to be sold for £4,000, to be allowed
5 lbs.; if for S3.0D0. to be allowed 10 lbs.; 1 lb. to be
allowed for each £100 less down to §1,000, which shall
be the minimum selling price; beaten horses not
liable to be claimed. One mile and a furlong.

THE BRIDGE HANDICAP.
For three-year-olds, foals of 1882; a handicap sweep-
stakes of ¥1UI) each for starters; £25 forfeit for horses
entered by Jan. 1st, and only SlOif struck out by
sept 1st. Horses entered by Aug. 15th, when the
Stakes shall be closed, to pay £50 forfeit: £2,500 to be
added by the Association; the second to receive £600
of tlie added money, and 20 per cent, of the stakes;
the third 10 per cent, of the stakes. 'Weights to be
announced two days before the race. One mile and
a half. 83 January entries.

THE GREAT EASTERN HANDICAP.
For two-year-oldB, foals of 1883; a handicap sweep-
stakes of £150 each for starters; £30 forfeit for horsbs
entered by Jan. 1st, and only £15 if struck out by

Sept 1st. Horses entered by Aug. 15th, when stakes
shall be closed, to pay £75 forfeit: £5.000 to be added
by the Association; the second to receive £1,000 of the
added money and 20 per cent of the stakes; the third
£500 of the added money and 10 per cent, of the
stakes. "Weights to be announced two days before
the race. Three-quarters of a mile. 133 January
entries.

THE FI.ATBESH STAKES.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of 1883, of
£150 each for starters; £50 forfeit for horses entered
by Jan. 1st; £100 forfeit for horses entered by Aug.
15th, when the stakes shall be closed with £l,5irt3

added; the second to receive £5C0 out of the stakes;
the third to save his stake; to carrv 110 lbs. Win-
ners of £2,000 after Aug. 15th, 115 lbs.; maidens, 100
lbs.; fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbs. Seven fur-
longs. 37 January entries.

THE WELTER STAKES.
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards, of
£50 each.h. f„ with £750 added, of which £200 to the
second, and £50 to the third; 28 lbs. added to weight
for age. Non-winners in 1885 of £2,000 allowed 7 lbs.

;

of £1,000, if four years old or upwards, 20 lbs ; if

three years, 14 lbs.; maidens allowed. If three years
old, 21 lbs.; if four or upwards, 35 lbs. One mile
and three-sixteenths.

Owners are requested to make application for stabling1 for the Autumn
Meeting on making their entry, stating the number of stalls

they will require.

JUNE MEETING, 1887.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE FOAM STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of 1&85; a sweepstakes of £25 each, p p, with £1,000
added; the second to receive £100 out of the stakes; five furlongs.

THE SI'RF STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of 1885; a sweepstakes of $25 each, p p, with £1,000
added; the second to receive £luu out of the stakes; the winner uf the Foam Stakes to carry 7 lbs extra;
five furlongs.

JUNE MEETING, 1888.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE MERMAID STAKES, a BweepstafcsB of S100 each, b f, and only £20 If declared ont before July 1,

1887, with fl.250 added; for fillies three years old, foals of 1855; the second to receive §260 out of the
stakes; one mile and an eighth,

THE 'ITDAT STAKES, a BW< i pstakea ol urn each, h f, and only?20 if declared out before July 1, 188 7;

for three-year-olds, foals of 1885, with £1,600 added; the second to receive $;.00 out of the stakes: one
mile

THE COSEY ISLAM) ItKRBY, a sweepstakes of £100 each, h f. and only £20 if declared ont before
July 1, 1887, with 82,600 added; for three-year-olds, foals of 388C, the second to receive 8600 out .1 the
Btakec ; one mile and a half.

Entries to be addressed to LEONARD W- JEROME, Pres't.

J. G. K. LAWRENCE, Sec'y Coney Island Jockey Clnb, N.E. cor. 5th ave. and 22d st.,N.Y

A large numVer of St:ke? for the June and Autumn Meetlnga of 1887 will be duly advertised.

To Clow Jan. 1, 1887.

The Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
For further particulars address

GVS. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-T1UCK,

31jul 15 Oaklaxd, Cal.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAJiJFKASCISCO, t'Al»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE. .

G. L. BRAXDER . .

.

J. L. FLOOD
C. P. FARXFIELD..

ANGUS..

41 o fist: si«Kcr
President

.Vice-President
Secretary

..Assistant Manager
Bankers, Neraila Bank or Sail Francisco.

31jul 12

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Koyal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, England.

(Diploma dates April, 22, 1870).-

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, doge,
etc., can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and 91.

Semi lor Rnzard's Worm Powders for
horses* and hi* Worm Mixture lor dogs.
Thev never fall In their action. Will send a packago

by mall for |1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogB.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, lanaila.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Efatoma **t

Rcflidonof. Bflfl Howard St., San FrAn^tooo,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.^-^—
The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD Preaident. O. 8. HALEY, Sec'y,

f3r&>nd for circular.'^
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
ASSOCIATION

fixed events 1887-88, Summer Meeting

Santa Cruz,

Agricultural Fail' Association.

August 16, 1886.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE CAIJFOH5IA STAKES.

For two-year olds, ifoala of 1885); €50 each, 325 for-

feit, or SIC if declared out on or before Janua^
1887: all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with $5*)0 added ; second horse to receive

$100 ; third to save stake. Half a mile.
__

THE GAAO STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); ?50 each, 525 for-

feit, or $10 if declared out on or before January 1,

1887; all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with §500 added; second horse to receive

5100, third to save stake. Stake to be named after
winner if Gano's time (1:13) is beaten. Three-quar-
ters of a mile.

1887—FaU Meeting.
THE LADIES' STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies ifoals of 1885); 550 each: 525
forfeit; or 510 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
$20 if declared out August 1, 1887; all declarations void
unless accompanied with the money; with S400
added; second to receive $100; third to save stake.
"Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra.
Three-quarters of a mile.

THE ACTF3DE STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); 550 each: ?25 for-

feit; or 510 if declared out January 1. 1S87; or 820
if declared out August 1, 1837; all declarations void,
unless accompanied with the money ; with §750
added; second to receive 5150; third to save stake.
"Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra
One mile.

1888—Spring Meeting.
THE TIDAE STAKES.

For three-year-olds -foals of 18851; ?100 each, half
forfeit; or 510 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
J20 if declared out August 1, 1887; or 530 if declared
out January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with 8C00 added; the
second to receive 5200; third to save stake. One
mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBY,
For three-year-olds (foals of 1885 1 5100 ea-:h, half

forfeit: or >10 if declared out January 1, 1887: or 5-20

if declared out August I, 1887; or 530 if declared out
January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money, with 5750 added; second to
receive 52C0; third to save stake. One mile and a
half.

1888—Fall Meeting.
THE TESTAE STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 1885); 525 each.

p p. with 5500 added: second to receivejlGO; third to
save stake. One mile and a quarter.

THE FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1885); 5100 each, half

forfeit; or 810 if declared out August 1, 1687; or 520
if declared out January 1, 1888; or 530 if declared out
August 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with 5750 added; second to
receive 5200; third to save stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

REMARKS AXO CONDITIONS.
All these stakes are for foals of 1885—colts and

fillies now rating as yearlings.
Starters in these races most be named to the Secre-

tary or in the entry box at the track at 6 P. m. of the
day before the race.

No horse, 13 named as a starter will be allowed to
forfeit except by consent of the judges on the day of
the race, and then only upon good cause being shown.
The Association reserves the right to postpone races

on account of unfavorable weather or other sufficient

cause.
Entries to these stakes close with the Secretary on

Monday, August 1*"., 1886.

J. E. kathbo.ve, President.
E. S.CCI/YEK, Secretary,
508 Montgomery St., Boom 6, San Francisco, Cal.

August 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1886.

Five Days Trotting and Pacing!

i $3,300 in Purses!!
th ™ 7

First Day—Tnesday, August 3d.

Kfa.l. Trotti;;g-2;22 Class. Purse, 5600.

So. 2. TnorrrsG—Three-minute Class. District.

Purse, 8200.

Second Day—Wednesday. August 4tli.

No. 3. TBorn>-G—Three-minute Class. Purse, Si00.

No. 4. Tbottisg—2:45Class. District. Purse, 5200,

Third Day—Thursday, August 5th.

No. 5. Tbottixg—2:30 Class. Purse, 5400.

No. 6. Trotting— 2:50Class. District. Purse, 5150.

Fourth Day—Friday, August 6th.

No 7 Pactsg—2:23 Class. Purse, 5400.

No. 8. Teotttsg—2:40 Class. District. Purse, 5200.

Fifth Day—Saturday, August 3th.

No. 9- Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse, 5500.

No. 10. Tbottixg—FreeforalL District. Purse, -^250.

Five to enter, three to start. Purses divided sixty,

thirty and ten per cent. National Trotting Associa-

tion rules to govern.
Entries to close with Secretary, August 1st.

EEMER DAKFN, President.
H. E. MCKEVVEY, Secretary

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICimiAlJSSOCIATIOi

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AJiD E3iD «»' OCT. ID.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.

Petaluma Fair.

Preliminary Notice!

Sale of Standard Bred

Trotting Stock,
PROPERTY OF

Late SILAS SKINNER,
Formerly of Baker Co., Oregon, and recently of Napa,

Co., Cal.,

Bred hy WM. T. WITHERS, and imported direct from
his Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

To be Sold by Public Auction
BY

KILLIP & CO.
Time and place to be announced on a fut-

ure day. Further particulars hereafter.

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enough, to ship, a few pops by iny

HERO 3d.,
Winner of First and Special prizes at

PITTSBURG, 1886,

Out of my NELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 1886.

These pups have immense bone and good

muzzles, and are following closely the heavy

weight records of the famous Amidon pup3,

which heretofore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

out of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldemail,

Nol. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883, hy Alcona 730,

he by Almoiit 33J sire of Fannie 'Witherspoon, 2:I6i,

Piedmont, 2:17£. and 27 others with a record of 2:30

or better, lat dam Namora by Almont Mambrino,
son of Almont; 2d dam the Lackey mare hy Blood's

Black Hawk, by Termont Black Hawk.
No. 2. Black filly. 2 years old, full sister to No. 1-

No. 3. Bay colt, foaled April 1, 1885, full brother

to No. 1.

No. i. Bay gelding, 2 years old, by Alcona, he by
Almont, he by Alexander's Abdallah, he by Ryadyk's
Hambletonian. 1st dart SEetamora by Duke of

Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, he by Hetzell's Ham-
bletonian, full brother to Volunteer; 2d dam Tiella

by Cassius SI. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam by Alexander's
Ahdallah.
So. 5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No 4.

No. 6. Bar gelding by Alcona, he by Almont, he by
Alexander's Abdillah, son of Hambletonian 1st dam
Pansy by Cassius M- Clay, Jr.; ^d dam Lady Richielieu

by Ricbielien, son of Mambrino Chief: 3d dam Lady
Vance by Trimble's Eclipse, son of American Eclipse:

3d dam by Joe Gale, son of Marlboro: 4th dam hy
James Lowry'sjSon of imported Hedgeford; 5th dam
by Consul son of imp. Consul; 6th dam by imp.
Medlev, etc.

No. 7. Bay filly, foaled Feb. 22, 1885, fell sister to

No. 6.

No. 8. Flora Bell, black mare, (with colt at foot),

foaled Mar. 24, 1883, by Alcona, he by Almont. 1st

dam Fontana by Almont or Almost Prince; 2nd dim
Fannie Williams by Alexander's Abdallah; (for ex-

tended pedigree see Wallace's Register of Standard
Brood-mares); Colt by her Bide, foaled May 8, 1886,

by Alcona Clay, he by Alcona out of Madonna, by
Cassius M. Clay, Jr. 2d dam hy Alexander's Edwin
Forrest. 31jultf.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 37th.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Bay—Tuesday, Sept. 28 tit.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse 5400. Three-year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse $500. Three-minute Class.

Third Bay—Wednesday. Sepu 29th.
No. 3—RUNNING—Free Purse, 3200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st ot the value of
S5Xi to carrv 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old,

5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. 31ile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING—San Jose Stake; for two-year-

olds. 825 entrance. $10 forfeit, S300 added. $50 to sec-

ond, thir.l to save stake. Winner of "ny two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5

lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. *2M; of which 550

to second horse; fixed v.-.'; lation flJ '; two pounds off

for each 5100 below; 2 lbs. added for each $100 above
fixed value. Oneand one-eighth miles.

Fonrth Bay—Thursday Sept- 30th.
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse *300. 2:22 Class.
No. 8—PACING—PurseSoOO. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—RUNNING- -Free purse, $200, $5i» to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of

the value of 8400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10—RUNNING—Gilrov Stake, fortwo-vear-olds.

£25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $"i00 added; £50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional

One mile.
X 11—RUNNING—Selline Purse, $200, of which $50

to~secor>d horse. Fixed valuation $1,000. 21bs. off for

each JIM below, 2 \bs. added for each $100 above fixed

value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Bay-Saturday, Oct 3d.

No 1-—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
tso is— !

TROTTING—Parse $1,000—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING—Purse $300. Two-year-olds

.

Mileandrepeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty percent, to first horse, 25 percent, to

second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to erovern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
runs, except as herein stated.

The B*>ard reserves the right to trot or run heats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only.

except when distancing the field, thento first and third

If in the opinion of the judges, before starring a
race, the race cannot be finished on the closing day uf

the Fair, it may becontinned.
Io all trutting or pacing races five or more pud up

entries required to fill and and three or more horses to

start, but tlie Hoard reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse. ..''

Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

When less than the required number of starters

appear, thev mav contest for the entrance money,
divided as followB: 66?; to first horse, and 33>S to

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void
unless accompanied by the monev.
Races to commence each day at 2 P.M.
Entries to close August 1st, 13S6.

». B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG. Secretary.

26jn s P. O. Box 159, San Jose, Cal.

4

From Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,
INCLUSIVE.

Over $10,0bbjn Purses.

Agricultural District >o. 4. Comprising
llie Comities ol" Sonoma, .Marin.

5apa aud Solano.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, August 23,1

Stallion Stake For yearling colls ana i.l:„. s . outmile dash. \ alue of slake MOJ. IO
,"'

sire of the winning coll, balance to be divided inthree moneys, Cu, itOaiid 11) per cent
Closed May 1, 1 ss with nine entries, the Eet of thefollowing stallions: An'eeo. Hernanni. Dawn BustleWhippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr , and Gen'Dana.

sic entrance. *10 forfeit; SUM added, 550 to second
horse.

Second Day-Tuesday. August 24th
K°-.3 - SS%5Be

~¥l
Z?

laraU
- One-half mile' andrepeat. M0 entrance, slu forfeit; Slot) addt .

second horse. ' ^ u
No. 4. Tbottixg—Three-minute Class Purse SOM
So. 5. Trotting - For four-year-olds. PurV
Third Day—Wednesday, August 35tli
Ho. 6 BtrsKKG-Free for all. Three-fourth., mile

dash. *20 entrance, ?10 forfeit; S15U added «5u tosecond horse. * "*

No. 7. Tbottixg—2:27 Class. Purs, -

No. 8. Tbotting—For three-year-olds excenlir...
all colts that have beaten three minutes«3
olds. Purse S500.

° r<'"

No. 9. Tnoms-G-Free for all two-year-olds Mile
id repeat. ." St. Ut. 52^0 added rxn^a .Zl.x. Jltake, S2t0 added. Closed with fire

and repeat,
entries.

Fourth Day-Thursday, August 26th
No. 10. RrsMXG- Selling race, free for all. One

"?? 2 half mile dasli. SM entrance, $15 fort,
added, sou to second horse. Fixed valuation cl tfoo-
2 pounds off for each SI 00 below, and 2 pounds added
for each S100 above fixed valuation.
No. 11.—Facing—Free for all. purse siOO
No. 12. TBonrxG—2:35 Class. PurseS6o6
No. 13. TKorns-G,Distrlct-2:38 Class.' Purse 5300.

Fifth Day—Friday, August 3Jih.
No. li Rrrxsis-G-Free for all. Mile and reneat

Free purse ?250; 850 to second horse
repeat.

No. 15. TnomxG-2:24 Class. Purse S800
No. 16. TEOTTO.-G, District-For two-year-olds

Mile and repeat. S50 stake, S200 added. Closed with
five entries.

No. 17. Tbottixg, District—0-A5 r;
lions, Col. Gannon barred. Parse 8300.

Sixtli Day—Saturday,
No. 18. RussrsG—Foi

HOLSTEINS
FOR SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all age3, fre-m

the most celebrated eastern families and select

imported strains. I offer any of my herd for sale.

All first-class animals and registered.
FRANK H. Bl'RKi;

401 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT

Mechanics' Institute

FAIR.
TWENTY-FIRST EXPOSITION.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1886.

Opens August 34—closes September 95.
IN- THEIR

Immense Pavilion on Larkin street with a Grand
Display or nati'Ral and manvfactured
PRODUCTS OF THE PACIFIC Coast, including
aroagmflcentcollectionofOilandWater^lorPaillt.
imie, Art Work and PhotoBiaplJ! :

..Al HIM-.in in

oneritioii- A SPECIAL Fl.uR.u. EXilIUIT each
week- the finest display ft FRUITS, GRAINS and
VEGETABLES ever before presented tothe people,

and a Grand Instrumental Concert day and eveninp,

PRICED OF ADMISSION: Double Season Ticket

S3 Sincle season Ticket S3; Adull's single Admis-
sion 50 Cents: Children's single Admission M Cents.

Members of the Institute entitled to Season Ticket

at half rates. ,, ., . ..

Full particulars given or sent on application to the

Assistant-Seer- tary, N.'.n >'<.st street,^jsaiou.
p B - cnRNWALL , p r . si'ient,

J H. GILMOKE, Superintendent,
tv. 'e STOUT. Secre&ry.

31iul5 J. H. CULVER, Assistant Secretary.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FBIESIAN

CATTLE,

Sure are for Swlnnoy, Weaknes* oi the
Spiue. SpraluH, Strains, eie.

The only remedy that rtoee away with the use of the

nlfe; leaves neither blisters, marks nor scare. \ al-

Hon.
From Herd of

Leland Stanford,

For stal-

August "JSlIi.

two-year-olds. Milp rlnah

horse
n,nmCe

'

?1
°

f0rfe" : ?15°
'

added--5» tosS
No. 19. TnoTTTSG—Free for all. Purse Si 0G0
No. 20. Thotting. District-For yearli-,"- ' Vii.

3iSh - i3 ! 5^- SI50adaeo. Closed with five" entries
No. 21 TnorriN-G District-For gentlemen's roS

sters. To behaudicapped the day before tl ,

Purse si aO. Owners to drive unless stipulated bvagreement. 1 UJ

REMARKS A.XD COSDITItCYS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to rccoiupany

nominations. *""/

In all trotting and pacing races four ruonevs viz-
g). 25, lo and 10 per cent excepting Trolling "slake

5
aM

| f°
S
a-

16
,
:u

;
d 20. j " ^ich money to bedivided and races trotled according to published

conditions. ^ uoucj

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otteiwise specified
National Associalion Rules to govern Hotting and

Rules of the Slate Agricultural Socie.y lo "vern'An-
ning, except as herein stated
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats

of any two races alternately, or to call a special racebetween heats, also to change : l.our ofany race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is onlv, 1

to its own entrance fee ..ud one-half of Ihe .

received from the other paid-up ent-.i, s of aald riceand to no added money. '

A horse winning a" race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, I hen to firstand third moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 r M of—theday preceding the race shall be requited to startWhere there is more than one entry bv one person

or in one interest, the particnl r horsi they are lo
slart must be named by e. si. of the dav preceding
the race.

" *

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is
qualified to be entered in any Distrlcl race that has
not been owned in the District six (61 months prior to
the day of theirace, and any entry by anv person ofany disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
lor a purse, and shall be held liable to penalUos pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society, auu expulsion from this
Association.

If. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, attueoptlon of the judges
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses lo slart but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportion He
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track Is one of the fastest and safest

In the world.
Trotting and racing colore to be named with all

entries and used in all beats.
Races comment each dav at 1 o'clock r it sharp
Stables, hay and straw free lo competitors
Entries close August 1st, lbSe, with s,

J H. Will IE. President

P. O. 37G, Petaluiua. Cal.

-On bis Ranch at-

31jul8

l.etieral Wayne P. O.

I>eL Co., i'tuua.

aves neither blisters,marks nor scars. \ at- V UNA
:

J.X-J llx\-a>L^jL \Jt_f.,

'

U
For s^e^vM'rA^cTosepb. proprietor,m Geary California. For prices and catalogue adore*.

8treet,SanFTanciBco.Re.lington.tCo..San Francisco.

I
Melvin 1 Co., East Oakland, and all druggists. AH MK ARI1X LATHROP. Room 6». t . P.K. R.
rights secured In U.S. patent office. Price 81.0) per

I bottle, SJuiSlovt' ButKUiiir, cor. ith aud Towoseud, San Francisco,

FOR SALE.
Fonr Brood-mares, Jn foal to Din.

I

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, an .

ftd.iress JOllA A. »OI.D>
Box 343, (^kUcd,r
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AGRICULTURAL 4SS0CIATM
AT

GLENB.ROOK PARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COUMENCIXG

August 24th, 1886,
And eomiu u ins; rive Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible tUat were owned in the counties of Nevada or
placer, coinpritting the 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado and Anindor ot the El Dorada District No.
prior to June 1, ls&G, unless otherwise specified.

Tuesday. August «4tl».

$250. No. I. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3: 30 Class.
Purse $250.
$600. No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class-Free for all.

Purse $600.

$300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or
under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse$300.

Wedui'sday, August 35th.
$400. No. i. RUNNING—Free forall. ?50entrance,

$26 forfeit, ? 100 added. Second horse $100; third $60.
One mill' iind repeat.

$150. No 5. RUNNING—Free for all— For two-year-
olds. £2b entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Second
horse $50, third i'lo. Dash of halt a mile.
$250. No. 6. RUNNI/G—For three-year-olds—Free

for all. f-50 entrance, i-2o forfeit, $250 added. $75 to
second horse, $50 to third. One mile.

$600. No. 7. PACING—Free for all. PurseSSOO.
$200. No. S. TROTTING—One.year-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Parse $200.

Thursday, August 26th
$250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse

$250.
$1,000. Xo.10, TROTTING—2:22 Class—Free for all.

Purse $1,0(M.

$400. No. II. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under— For District. Mile and repeat. Purse $4u0.
$50. No. 12. RDNNINo—Saddle Horse Stake—

District horses, catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added.
Four moneys—50,25, 15 and 10 percent.

Friday, August 'iJth,

$500. No.13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50entrance
$2o forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $150, third $75*
Two miles and repeat.

$200. No. 14, RUNNING—Free for all. S25 entrance,
$10 forfeir, $200 added. Secoud horse $75, third $50.
Three quarters.of a mile and repeat.
$300. No.15. RUNNING—Free for all. ft25entrance,

$10 forfe.t, $300 added. Second horse $75, third $50.
One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. ID. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $500.

Saturday, August 23th.
?£00. No. 17. RUNNING—Freefur all. $2-5 entrance,

8 10 forfeit, $200 added. $75 to second, $50 to third.
One half mile and repeat.

$500. No. is. TROTTING—2:10 Class, Purse $500
$1,200. No. 19. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

$1,200.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing raceB are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; rive to enter, and three to start; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by tue withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the parse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purs<;.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fo urth.
National Association Rules to govern trotiing; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, If necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required

1886. SEVENTH 1886-

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATCKDAV, OCTOBER «6lh. INCLI'SIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$is7ooo
In Purses and Premiums,
C£r-An Enlarged and Attractive Preminm LiBt for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation,

PRO iRAMHE OF RACES:
First Day—Tuesiay, October 22th.

No.l.—Russisg Race. Purse $150. dash % of a mile
free foralltwo-vear-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse $150, daeh % mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Trotting Race, Purse $=00, for 2:S5 Class.

Second D-iy— Wednesday, October J3tli.

4.—Running Rack, Purse $200, for tbree-year-oldB,

j< of a mile.
5.

—

Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for
all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Flckett's br c Contractor, 4,

eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 1 4th.
7.—Running Race, Purse $250, IX mileB, free for

all, weight foT age.
H.—Running Race, Pnrse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 -.30 ClasB.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
" ~nd will be an-

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 81, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Tuesday, August 31st.

Trotting—No. 1—Three-year-old class. Puree, $2(>0,

Free to all horseBinthe Th'ird, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts. _
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

$150. Free for ail horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse, $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, Sept 1st.

Trotting—Ho. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Free for

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Puree, $50. The horse nearest to

four minutes to win the heat. First horse 320, second
$10, third $5, fourth $5, tilth *;), sixth >,->.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. fcd.

Trotting—No. 7-2 :3G class. Purse, $400. Free for

By Royal Letters Patent.

LITTLE'S

Soluble Phenyle.

DEODORIZER -» ANTISEPTIC

The New Disinfectant.
FOR rxiVJEBSAL ISE.

Cheap, Harmless. Convenient
,and Effective.

NON-POISONOUS.

number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 68*$ to the
first, and 33J< io the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

day preceding the race Bhall be required to start.
Where there in more than one entry by one perBon,

or in one interest, the particular horse thev are to start
must be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for* w*lk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural .Society to govern

running races, except when conditions" named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers wilt he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries. .

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1, 18S0.
A. WAJ.KV1H. UU1». Fl.KTtHEtf.
26jnl0 Presi lent. Secretary, Grass Valley

Fourth Day—Friday, October 15tb.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

IK miles.
ll.—Running Race. Purse $200, selliu^race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for eachSlOJ above,
and two pounds taken off for each 5100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $5O0, for2 ;40ClasB.

Fifth Dav—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, \% miles, free for

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee for aHand weight for age. Forall horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATURDAY, July 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. SMSWTOAT. E. A. Dct'AK P.

President. Secretary,
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St,

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

fo-seys ol both sexes for sale. PostofEce address.
Rn.1. F-ranniRcn. Hal

Walking—No. 8-Best walking team $30, best
walking stall on ?3u, second best of either $20. Oue
mile Purse, $1W). For horses owned in this district.

Running—No. 9—One and one-half mile dash.

Puree, *2Q0. Free for all.

.Ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will he given, lnclud-

ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday. Sept. 3d.

Trotting—No. 10—2 :50 class. Purse, $200. Free for

all
Trotting—No. ll—Four-year-old class. Purse.JWO.

Freeforall. Apex barred
Pacing-No. 12—Purse. $100. FreeforalL

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.

Trotting—No 13-2:22 class. Purse, $600. Free for

Running—No. 11— Two-mile dash. Pnrse, $30P.

Free for all.

CfHEDlTIOXS ASD REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the

best three in five, unless otherwise epeemed.
Rules of the state Agricultural Society to govern all

runi.inc Four to enter and three to start; but the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number than

four to fill bv the withdrawal of a proportionate

amount ot the" purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotung. pacing

and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per

cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the

second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,

to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated aud fail to win any part of the

purse.will have their entrance money returned to them
The Board reserves the right to trot or rim heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. ««„a + -,„ „
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half <>f the entrance retained by the

Society from the other entries for saidtace aiidtono

added monev. A horse winning a race entitled to first

money only.'except when distancing the field, then to

first and fourth moneys. a.-™™*™..
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race thev are engaged in, by 8 o clock p.m., or

thev shall be required to start.
.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

^Entries' to the races, except No..5 and No. 8, will

close with the Secretary August 10. 1S66.

Races commence each day at l o'clock p m., sharp

The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

°S-No season tickets will be issued, and persona

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the

Society will he required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50 cts-: Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNIGHT. T J. SHERWOOD,
19jnil President. Secretary.

A highly concentrated fluid for checking and pre
venting contagion from infections diseases.
for general use in hospitals. It has all the good

qualities of carbolic acid without its disadvantaged,
as it is non-poiBonous, non-corrosive, mixes more
readily with water, is harmless to persona or fabrics,
is cheaper, and leaves a pleasant and refreshing odor
after use.

It is a purifier and deodorizer of Impure air and
bad smells, especially useful in hospitals, sick rooms,
barracks, prisons, work-shops, decks and holds of
emigrant ships, drains, sewers, and for

Kennel Use
Is the most absolute disinfectant ever used. It
value has been proved in a thousand instances
throughout the united kingdom, where the breeders
and owners of valuable dogs have proved it to be
superior to every preparation offered . Every owner of
a valuable dog knows the importauceof keeping them
clean, cleaniness beiug the first requisite for good
health, and upon perfect condition depends the
amount of work which can be demanded of a dog in
field or other work, and the manner in which the dog
will respond to tasks put upon him.

PHENYLE is an Absolute
Antidote for Mange.

It destroys the germs of the disease, and its constant
usewill prevent the attacks of the parasites which are
such a scourge to canine life.

In the Stable
Phenyle will be found invaluable. Owners of racing
stables who travel all over the country with their
horses find that at the most critical periods their
racers

Gicken and Lose. Form,
Because the boxes and stalls in which they have been
boused were infected with the germs of disease
invisible to the eye and insensible to the smell. In
many instances, to the change of food, water and air
is attributed the loss of condition shown by race-
horses, when the direct source of sickness Is tbe
impure atmosphere inhaled by the horses. The more
highly bred and severely trained the animal, the
greater the risk of infection. Hence, every race-borse
owner who has constantly to change his thorough-
breds or trotters from one set of

Boxes and Stalls
To another, should make an imperative rule that,
prior to his horses being boused in either, that they
be thoroughly disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE.

PARKER GUN.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 1886.

S'otlce for Entries.
First Day, Saturday, August 7tb. Purse $8no

Special race for the following named horses : Manon
Adair, Albert "W., Antevolo, Menlo. Anteeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day. Tuesday, August 10th. Three-minute

class. Purse J500.
Third Day. Wednesday, August 11th. 2:21 class

Manon barred. Pnrse S600.
Fourth Day, Thursday, August 12tb. 2:t0 class

Purse $500.
Fifth Day, Friday, August lath. 2:24 class. Purse

6500.
Sixth Day, Saturday, August Htb. Free for all

Purse $1,000.

All contests to he bests in 5 in harness. Five or
more to enter, three or more to start; but the Associa-
tion reserves the right to hold a less number to fill
by deduotJng a proportionate amount of the purse
Entries close with the Secretary, 1,435 California St

'

n Francisco, on July 31, «88A.
TV, p. HIM HMAJS, Secretary.

At tbe Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to ICth, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Bndge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardits, Cody, Stnbbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

,in!mo PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

Notice.
I Herbert H. Brown, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmeb,
Nugent W. Brown, I

O. Bruce Lowe.

BROWN 'EROS. & C0M

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerlca to Belcct and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornla Grins.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Ilaggin, Epq
and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.

BROWN BROS. A CO.,
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
New Boutb w%je*.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from l\vo to twelve
montliB old, bred from the best strains of Premhui*
ptock, which I import yearly from England direo
APP]y tO wm. < orbl ll.

318 California St.,

BID FranolPoo.

List of Commercial .Disinfectants Tested'

Name on Label. Proportion in which active.
Ltttle's Soluble Phenyle 2 per cent.
Labarraque's Solution 7 ** "

Sol. Chloride of Zinc (Squibbs) 10 "
Fenchtwagncr's Disinfectant 10 " "

Labarraque's Solution (from Frere, Paris) 15 ** "
Phenal Sodique 15 *«

Piatt's Chlorides 20 " **

Girondin Disinfectant 25 " "
Williamson's Sanitary Fluid 25 "

Bromo Chloralum 26 " "
Blackman Disinfectant 30 " "

Squibb's Solution oi Impure Carbolic Acid, Bur-
cbart's Disinfectant, Pbenal Sodique (French) and
Listerene, all failed in 50 per cent, solution.
Thus it is shown in the table that "LITTLE'S SOL-

UBLEPHENYLE"lBanefficientdisinfectant in pro-
portion ol two parts in I OO ol water; a sol-
ution made by adding one gallon of "LITTLE'S SOL-
UBLE PHENYLE" to fifty gallons of wuter, will
absolutely kill any and all disease germs with which
it may be brought into contact.

A very great advantage possessed by "LITTLE'S
SOLUBLE PHENYLE 1

in addition to its extraordinary
disinfecting powers, is the fact that it is non-pol-
Nonous, differing in this regard markedly from car-
bolic acid, chloride of zinc, sulphate of copper, fco.,

which are intensely poisonous and far less efficient in
ction. "LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHENYLE" is alBo tbe
best antiseptic and deodorizer obtainable. It pre-
vents all putrefaction and instantly removes the foul*
est odors.
Bird Tender and «nAiN Protector.—To protect

seed wheat against birds, slugs, wire-worms, etc,
and prevent smut, mix two pints of water with
half a pint of the fluid. This quantity will be suffi-

cient for about 600 pounds of wheat.
Aphis.—For clearing peach, apple and rose trees,

geraniums, etc., from tbe aphis, syringe with a mix-
ture of one teaspoonfnl of fluid (o four gallons water,
and syringe with clear water in a few minutes.
Apple Blight.—A strong solution—one teaspoonful

fluid to one quart of water— to bo applied with a
paint brush.
Scale on Orange Trees.—Three, four, five and six

teaspoonsful fluid to four gallons of water. Three
applications at eight days' interval completely de-
stroy the scale insects, and will free tbe tree from the
unsightly black excrement. Syringe off with clear
water fifteen minutes afterwards, more especially If

any young foliage is upon the trees.

Sickly Vines. -Water the roots with twice the
above strength (1 In 50).

Disinfecting Cuttings of Vines.—Immerse len
minutes In a solution of 1 to 50.

Falkner,Bell&Co.
AOEKTS.

406 CALIFORNIA ST.,
t» iJt.uicuco, jnl'Jif
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{Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are «lue to arrive at
San Francisco. ^^^^^

JS;00 a
8:00 A
4:00 p

8 tfl) A !

•8:30 a l

3:30 P i

10:00 a l

3 :00 P :

7 :30 A :

7:30 A !

7 :30 A i

8:30 a ]

3:00 P :

4:00 P :

•1:00 p :

8:30 a :

J10:00 a :

3Wp
8:30 A
*9:30 a :

•3:30 p
•9:30 A

From July 16, 1886.
|

A

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

Hazel Creek, Redding & Portland
Oaltvia Martinez
.lone via Livermore
.Kni-lit's Landing
. Livermore and Fleasanton...
.Martinez
Milton

Mojave.Deming, El Paso A East.
Nilea and Haywards
Ogden and East
Red Bluff via Marvsville
Heno, Truckee and Colfax ....

Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers.
,San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

}6:10 p ii

10 :10 A M
ti:10 p M
6:40 P M

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10 :10 A M
•8:40 a M
6:10 P M

•7:40 P M
10:40 A M
3:40 p M
11:10 A M
5:40 p M
6:40 P M
6:40 P M
5 :40 P M
11:10 a m
10:10 A M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P M
13:40 p M
9:40 A M
5:40 P M
•7 :40 P u

*10 :40 A M
•7:40 P M

LICENSES

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30—S:00—

8-30—9:00-9:30-10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1.1:30

—1:00—1:30—2«0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00

— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —

TO FB.CTT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:O0—
*"4 ilO-*3 :30-«4 :0O-»4 :30- -»5 :00-*5 :30 -*6 :00-9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30 A—6:30 p—12:00
TO ALAMEDA-«6:OO--6:30-7:0O--7:M-S:0O- ,«:3

9:00 -9:80-10 :00-nO:30-U:00-tU:30-12iOO-tl2:iO-
i.OO—tl-30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30 —
6:00-6:30-7:00-8:00-9:00-10:00-11:00-12:00.

TO BEBKELEy--6:00-*6:30-7:00-«7:30-8:00-*8:30
-9:00-9:30-10:00 -tl0:3U-ll:W-tll:30-12:M-l:00
-2-00-3:00-3:30-4:00-l:30-5:00-o:30-6:00-6:39-
7:00-8:00-9:00-10:00-11:00-12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:O0—*b:30—':00—•7:30—
J8-»-i8lo^9:00^10:00-ll:00-tl:00-2:00-3:l»-4:00
—•1:30-5:00—'5:30-6:00-«6:30—7:00.

DOC

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks, Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brashes, Combs, &c, 4c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Bisouit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

SfaORTHERHfe^flftfe^ftEIVTSTPfl^fi

OffHEiSCIft

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

'Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth S
san Francisco.

Commencing Ma

8:30 a
10 ;40 A
hi :30 a
•3:30 S
4;25p
5:15 P
6:30 p

tH :K v

8:10 a
9:03 a
10:02 a
•8 #6 i'

-;:> e
o

{7:50 p
i v|-, !•

8:3u a
10:40 a
•3:80 e
4:25 p

( )
|
9m A

I Santa Clara, San Jose, and...,
"j Principal Way Stations

,

l j ' t» :1S P
:< I

LOOK AT THIS

-U-.30
-4:00—
- b :57—

To San Traucisco JJaily.

7BOM FBUIT VALE—•6:23—»6:53—"7:23—^1:53-^:23
•8 :53—*9 -23—*10 : 20-*4 :23—*4 :=i3—*5 :23—*o :o3-*6 :

a—
•6:53—7:20—9:50. . „„ - „

FROal FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *o .20 -^:50-

FSOMIAST OAKLAND-«5:30- '6:00- 6:80-7.00-
7-30—8:00—S:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00
12-00—12:30—1:00—1:30-2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30-

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:07

10:57. , *

FROM BBOADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMJSDA-*5:25-«5:58-»6:28-6:58 -'7:28 -

7:58--S.-2S -S:5S-9:2S-9:58- 110:28-10 :58 -J11J28-
U-68—ll-'-'S-l2-5'-ll:2S—1:58—2:51-3:28-3:58—4:28
4:58-5:2S-5:S i_S:3_6:58-7:5S-8:58-9:58-10:58.

FROMBERKELEr-*5:23->5:o3-'S:23-6:53-'7:23-
7:53-«S:23-8:53-9:23-9:53-tl0:23-10:53-tll:23-
11:53-12:53-1:53-2:53-3:23-3:53-4:23-1:53-6:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53-6:53-9:53-10:53. ..

FROM WEST BERKELEY-'5:S!—*6:.3-6:53T
-7:53—8:53— 'y:-!-:':

7':-!'1 :"'^— 112:53— 1:53

3:53—1:53—•5:23—5:53—•6:23—8:53.

CKEEh BtfUTE.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.

1 —W. & C. Scott A Son Hammerless B. 1^. Gun, "Premier Quality," 10-gauge, 30 in.

,

8} lbs., with SOLE LEATHEB CASE, nearly new, cost S300 price $2OO
•B—W. «£ C. Scott A Son Hamnaerless B. I,. Gun "Premier Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.

7i lbs. , cost SiJOO, will sell for $ 1 OO
3—W.B-PapeSlaniiner B.Ii. Gnn,12-gauge 1 30 in., 7 lbs. .cylinder bore, cost S200, will sell

4—-W. W. Greener Treble Wedge-last, Hammer B. t. Gnn, 10-gange, 30 in., O'i lbs., as

good as new, cost S150, will sell for $85

10:-!OA|( Gilrov, Pajaro, C;i;'LruviUe, | 'in-f.'U
*3:3Qp ) Sahn.'tB and Monterey \ BjOQ .'

M-joa" ( Watsonville.CainpGoodall , ,lf..fto .

K-.aiP Aptos, New Brighton. .s^,,,!.... u .-['-*
*-M P

i I (CauUuhHand Santa Cruz ) :

b:lu e

+7. en ,| 1 Monterey ami Santa Cruz i . ., r , „T7-50A|
( (Sunday Excursion) j\ tS;55p

SlSplj HolUsterandTresPinos
{

10:10 Ai Soledait. Kings and Way Stations. ...I 8: Op
A~Morning. p.— A ft t moon.

•Sunday sexcepted. t-Sur.daysonly. JTneatre train.
Saturdays only.

Standard Time fnrniBhed'liy K i'uidolpli A Co., S. P.
Staoe connkctions ;ir« made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except PesCadkro Staphs vi? San Mateo and
Redwood, which conjiect with a:W a.m. Train.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

-2:53-

FBOM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15-9:16-1105-1 :15-

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15-8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-

4:15.

•Snndays excepted. tSnndayeonly.

Special RooND-TRipTicKETs.at reduced rates—to
Monterey. Aptos, Sequel Santa Cruz and Peac i

also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

KXCURSIOM TICKET'S.
For Sundays only,

\ fô t^a^ 3a^
SIX° : K°°d

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturda \- and Suntjay only;
Sunday and-' good for return imtO following linn.
Monday, I day, inclusive, at the followiti

g

Round Trip
from San

Franc'-BCo to

San ttrmio....

.

Millbrae .

Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.. ...

Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
Mayfleld

i 25
i •:

Sat 1 1.1

Mon.
Tkt.

ItoundTrip
from San

Francisco to

Monnt'n View
LawrenceB
Santa Clara
San JoBe
Gilroy

,

Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

f] 50
1 50
1 75

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

2 '
I

I l I

5 00
500

3 00 5 00
a oo s oo

Tickkt Offices.— PasBenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valeneia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. S. TOWJiE,
Gen. Manager, Gen. Pass. ATtk. A^i

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tnc Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and_ SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
enhell's Cykthiana Horse Boots,

J. H. Fen-ton's Chicago Specialties.

De. Dixon's Condition Powders.
Gomeault's Caustio Balsam.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES

Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85. and up to the last of January,

1886 All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal,
i • - M. J- j

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

nrices with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datf s of service, has been

printed and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an

opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SAT,E AT FAIRI.AWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f took has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG KOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. STAMDARD-BREO TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

m-rj-n AATT? PTJTPT? PTiA"NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

ilHj v/ilHl iJXlvJJ I JJ^J.i.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully np to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares "and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BE8PECTPI7LLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comiort the
beat Maces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAXNB LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABHDi'O

Summer and Wlnier Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beBt of shooting
may l*e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
IIT.NKY WAISH,

Rop't Running HoTBe Dep't.

Pain Alto St^Rk Farm.

Lock Box 39a.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846 14 EIEST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y,

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED.

haYing a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and bwIhi-
minfc baths, with ELEQAST ROOMS connecting for
Individual oaths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

Aft»TOS, S<WJEL AKD SAKTA 4'RUZ

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION',

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara, Ban Benito, Santa
and Monterey.each of which abounds in gamo in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dncb, Geese, llecr

and Bear.

Lakes PILABCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with tr.dm dally
at San Mateo ."or Uiofc well-known He treats, PUKIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEtiCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at arid about SAN BKUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from s, ul

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovers

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
SportBmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF Til FIT. DO

when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge i*t

Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in J:

Cars.
lj!j?-In order to guard against accidents t.. '> b

while In transit,U 1b necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Onus ami I

Tackle will be carried frc« ofcharge, Ounstaken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather ... .

taken in Passenger Cars.
ticket OFFICES—Passenger Dep

street, Valencia Station, aud No 613 2d u
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Snp«r1.nrendent, As^t. PflW- »n<
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WINCHESTER tUUES
REPEATING AND SINGLE SHOT,

Winchester Gartriges,

inckster Paper and Brass Shells,

Winchester Sun Wads,

Winchester Primers,

MADE BY THE

EPEATING ARMS CO.

None Better, and For Sale by Every Dealer.

DON
(Vandcvoit's

( Coham's Bang.

) Price's Vesta.

(Garth's Drake.

I Sail. 1236 E. K. C

IN THE STUD. FES $50-
To a 'iiuitfcil numljer of approved bitches.

H 'V. Vandcvurt,
Moiiue Avenue. Pasadena. Lob Angeles Co , (!:i

Sausalito Kennels.
Docs taken to train and board.
Bokm of iny breaking hoii first money

in each stake ol the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of (885.
For term*, particulars, etc., address

UF.O. T ALLFXDDK,
Sausalito. Marin to, <a!

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Quid*
TO the ow»:»s «»»

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For salt* by all the Principal Bookiwl terr-

or sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 TremQUt gt., Boston Mass.

attention, riflemen!

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as bv old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than
any globe or peep sight ever invented, price §2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

lOjul 4p

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
UKI'POKT, (Al.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

T TT F

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Rs., forrns the

•'CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ail along

the line.

over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West. North and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE;

For further information apply to

J, MEREDITH DAVIES,
i jui 02 (-toiiera! Agt'iitt San 1 rum-bjeo. cal.

Secnred bv Letters Patent, .Inly »/>. I88T,
Having thus described n.y Invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to Beoure my letteid patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by tlie side straps of the bri-

dle, extending hack as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is IHted, substantially,
as herein described,

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and In combination with the exten-

sions i>. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nnt
and washer K, to secure the blind and allow It to he
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F. as shown, tlie straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below tbeeyt-s, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially a*B an 1 tor tho purpose herein
described,

5. Ina bridle, and In com' [nation with the blinds F,
supported ai d pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
BtrapBOT bands u and II, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
Jus table, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though th<* corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will beuiuh r-

Btood.
It meet:- with universal approbation, doing away

with all tlie objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing tbi' lower portion of the blind up
something of the ori ifteot on the nation follows as
in Induced by toe-welghtS. This is especially the case
when young COttfl are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the itnee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON.
No, 280 and 232 Elite St. titm Francisco
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Chicago Racine Notes.

[Correspondence N. Y. Sportsman.

J

July 25.—The great summer meeting of the Washington
Park Club has now progressed sufficiently near to the ending

to be safe in stating that it is a success, both from a racing

and a pecuniary point of view.

It is true that a large number of horses have been shipped

to Saratoga and Monm.mth Park, and it is equally true that

among those that have departed were the crack performers in
the west; but the resources of this region are great, and no
sooner have Troubador, Volante, Spalding, Silver Cloud,
Blue Wing and Ben Ali taken their departure, seeking
mightier foes to conquer, than up jumps Jim Guest and runs
the fastest mile and a half that has been run in six years, and
the second fastest that was ever run, while Gleaner does the
best and fastest mile of the year with weight for age up.

So it will be seen that we have no lack of good material to
compete for the stakes yet to be ran a this track. There is

no Tremont among the western two-year-olds, and a new
aspirant for the youngster honors springs up in almost every
stake race for this age. Jennie T. and Poteen, who were able
to down all comers in the early spring, seem to have gone to
pieces, and are not now able to give Laredo a race.
Jennie T. has often been pictured as a large h'lly. She is

just the reverse, being rather under medium size, while in
general make-up she is very light. When fit, however, she
has a wonderful turn of speed, and seems to be able to pack
weight very well.

Laredo is a good-sized, blocky-built colt, resembling his
half-brother Volante not a little, and as he is very fast he
should make a first-class three-year-old.

A well-known sporting gentleman of this city recently laid
a small wager that he could, out of four choices, uame the
winner of the next Kentucky Derby. He named Kightaway,
Poteen, Jim Gore and Dnke of Bourbon.
This was truly a good lot to pick from, and on public form

one of the four should furnish the winner, but alas! how
many of the best two-year-olds have won thi3 event in the
past?
The Monmouth Park visitors will, I opine, have a chance

to Bee Jim Gore perform, but judging by the way he acted in
his last start here, I fear he will not show as good a colt as he
really is.

There are a great many of the horses here that are on the
' complaining list, and after the wholesale departures to the
east the interest in the meeting languished for a few days on
account of the poor fields starting in the best purse events.
Those who were given a let-up after the Louisville and

Latonia meeting are now coming around into racing form, but
the majority of the horses that were raced at St. Louis and
through the first port of this meeting are all out of shape.
This is particularly true of Mr. Ed. Corrigau's stable.

Mr. Corrigan has, this season, as good if not a better stable
of horses in quality, taking them all around, than he had
last season, and in proof of this fact he headed the list of
western winning owners up to the second week of this meet-
ing, but his horses are now all off their feed, and none of
them have any flesh upon them at all.

Baldwin's great success this season strikingly illustrates

the value of a first-class trainer and jockey, and it is now
reasonably safe to say that he will stand next to the Dwyers
in the list of winning owners this season.
Now for something as to the past week's sport.

The club gaie two extra days a week, which, with the
three regular days, makes a total of five days' raoing each week.
The racing for the fourth week commenced on Tuesday,

July 20th, which was the twelfth regular day of the meeting.
The track was heavy, and the fields light, so the attendance
was but moderate. The first race was captured by Nellie C,
the favorite, with Ira E. Bride a good second; but the second
race proved a dump, as the heavy going enabled the old sell-

ing plater Taxgatherer to beat Lizzie Dwyer easily, the mud
seeming to stop Lizzie and tire her badly.
Only five started in the race for the Englewood Stakes, one

mile, and though carrying a five pound's penalty, Ed. Corrigan
was thought to outclass the others, and he was well backed
at short odds.

Solid Silver, the raciest looking three-year-old in Baldwin's
stable, was not overlooked, and the way he was backed cut
the odds down to 2 to 1 against him as they came out to go to

the post. Solid Silver got off in front, with Blue Line sec-
ond, Porter Ashe third, and Ed. Corrigan in the rear, and
the positions not being changed during any portion of the
mile, they finished in exactly the same order.
This was Blue Line's maiden start, but as he is a fine-look-

ing colt he will no doubt give a good account of himself in
the near future,

He is the joint property, I understand, of K. C. Javnes,
owner of Ed. Butts, and J. W. Bogers.
The racing on Wednesday was not productive of anything

of a startling nature, but the sport on Thursdav was of a
superior order.

Billy Gilmore opened the day by winning a six furlong
dash, while the second race was captured by Kaloolah in a
common canter.

'

Kaloolah is really a great filly, and should she not go amisu
I shall expect to see her as good a four-year-old as Thora was.
The Society Stakes, six furlongs, for two-year-olds, was

captured by the invincible Santa Anita stable.
Poteen went off as though he was coming to himself again,

but before he had gone a half mile Loredo passed him, and
he was not again in the hunt. Kelly rode a canital finish on
Vera, and she ran Laredo to a neck at the wire! but Laredo
was not punished any and Vera was.
The Corrigan Brothers had the fourth race between them-

selves, and Cuban Queen outfooted Hattie Carlisle, winning a
good race, while Jim Carlisle, the favorite, won the two-mile
hurdle event with ease.
Saturday was another gala day at the track, and the good

card drew a large and appreciative audience. The track was
dry and very fast, while the results were full of surprise to
the talent.

In the first race, six furlongs, for two-year-olds, Truan
landed her maiden win from Sailor Boy, second, and a good
field finished behind.
The second race went to Hattoo, as she only had Eloise to

beat and the latter was giving her 15 lbs.

The great Western Handicap, one mile and a half, had six
starters, viz: Jim Guest, Lucky B., Mamie Hunt, Lizzie
Dwyer, Punka and Binette.
Lucky B. and Jim Guest were about even favorites, with

Lizzie Dwyer the next best thought of.

The knowing ones discovered that Punka was being backed
by her owner, and his recent good luck with the mare caused
quite a little rush on her for a place, as well as to win.
The race was a good one from start to finish, and the

results Bhowed Punka and Jim Guest to be about first-clasB.

Lucky B. went out to set the pace, and he led by about a
length for about a mile and a quarter, with Mamie Hunt,
Lizzie Dwyer and Binette alternately in seoond place, and
Punka and Jim Guest lying back.
They ran the first mile in 1:43J, and after passing the half-

mile post West gave Guest his head, and he began to move
up, followed by Punka. At the head of the stretch Guest
was up even with Lucky B., while Dwyer and Binette were
about even in the third position, and were both getting the
whip.
Covington now called on Punka, and, under his energetic

riding, she passed Lucky B. and forced Guest to put forth his
best pace in order to beat her to the wire. The tiniBh was at
a terriffic rate of speed, and Guest only beat Punka a scant
length, she being two lengths in front of Lucky B., third,

Dwyer fourth, Binette fifth and Mamie Hunt last.

The veteran Charley Lucas captured the fourth race, six
furlongs, in the clinking good time of 1:14, while Moonlight,
Cuban Queen and Shadow finished heads apart in the fifth

event over the same distance in 1:14$.

This day of sensational events was brought to a close by
the unexpected defeat of the favorite Jim Gray, by old
Gleaner, who covered the mile in the fast time of 1:41;}, with
Gray's nose at his shoulder as they passed under the wire.
Thus was the fourth week of this highly successful meet-

ing brought to a close.

Notwithstanding the great success of the meeting bo far,

however, the idle brains of some visionary skeptics have con-
jured up numerous cases of fraud; indeed, the writer was
gravely informed that there were several cases of open fraud,
and that horses had beeu pulled right under the noses of the
judges. It is indeed strange that people who have spent
their lives on the turf, and who derive their pecuniary exist-

ence from turf pursuits, cannot see these cases of open fraud
until they are pointed out by some novice who possibly sees
two or three weeks' raciug in a year.

That there can be such a thing as honest racing it seems
difficult for some people to believe, and in many cases those
who ought to know better will eveu warp the truth in their

efforts to prove racing to be wholly dishonest.
This idea of fraud in racing seems to be more prevalent in

Chicago than at any other point, and this state of aflaira is

largely due to the influence of a class of small papers who
owe their existence to their promptness in pandering to the
depraved taste of a class of blase people who appreciate noth-
ing in which the word scandal is not prominently printed.
The false statements of these vile sheets give the average

clergyman his cue to a lengthy sermon on the wickedness of

all who visit a race-course. Then that walking encyclopedia
of turf knowledge, the average editorial writer on a daily

paper, must put in his comdemnation of raoing, while in
truth none of these shapers of public opinion would know a
thoroughbred horse from a Norman stud were they to meet
the two side by side.

There are unfortunately some people with more money
than brains, and this class of people are the natural prey of
the touts, and they will wager their money on the information
imparted by some hanger-on of racing, and in many cases
they lose.

The tout, however, is ever ready with his explanation that
the horses in question could not have lost, but that he was
not out for the money, or, in other words, he was pulled.
This explanation always satisfies the duped subject, and he
proceeds at once to inform all of his acquaintances that so
and so wasn't out for the money or he would have won a
big pool.

This is usually the source from which unposted reporters
get the information with which the papers referred to are
enabled to startle the public with their sensational articles.'

These constant whisperings of fraud will as surely break
down the sports of the turf, as the omnipotent power of the
Roman Empire caused its own destruction, and all people
that are interested in the progress of the turf should discoun-
tenance these vile rumors, which, in a majority of cases, are
without foundation. There are some people, however, who
are so innately crooked themselves that they'cannot see any-
thing honest in other people's actions, and they will distort a
trivial accident into a glaring fraud.
In conclusion, the writer does not hesitate to assert that

there never was a race meeting held in America during which
there has been as little real cause for complaint on the score
of fraud as has been during the past nineteen days of the
Washiugton Park Summer Meeting; and in making this
assertion I will add that I have witnessed all species of the
sport extant, and have been on the courses of all reputable
jockey clubs within the borders of the United States.

In this opinion and belief I think all fair-minded, honor-
able and experienced turfmen who have been in attendance
throughout the meeting will concur.

The Four-Year-Old Record.

The second day at Cleveland was a memorable one, for,

numerous as had been sensational performances over the
track, the latest feat eclipses anything heretofore done—in
its class, we mean. Manzanita lowered the hitherto best on
record of her stable-companion, Sally Benton (2:17f), by
trotting the first heat of the 2:23 class iu 2:16.}. This, too, in

a race arjain&t other horses, and after numeroUB false starts, in
one of which Hickok was run away with by Charlie Hilton
and thrown from his sulky, though fortunately neither man
nor horse were seriously injured. Mauzanita is another of
the famous brood foaled and developed at Palo Alto. She is

a bay mare foaled 1S82, by Electioneer, dam Mayflower by
St. Clair, aud had already made herself famous by trotting a
mile last year (when three years old) in 2:23. The present
remarkable performance will give a great lift to the trotters

bred at Palo Alto when another great sale will be held, and
it is safe to say that they will then bring a large average.

—

N, T. Sportsman.

To detertuiue whether a Btable is fit for horBes to stay in or
not try it yourself. If the odors and ammonia are disagree-
able, don't torture your horses by keeping them in such
filthy prisons. There is no excuse for uncomfortable stables
in this day and age. Ventilation, deodorizers and disinfect-

ants are too common and cheap.

The trotting stallion Elect by Electioneer, dam Inez by
Nordale, died at Stockton last week of inflammation of the
bowels. Elect was bred and owned by A. P. Hotaling of this

city, and was being trained by Willis Parker who regarded
him as a very promising trotter.

The brown mare Lady Signal, 2:35}, by Signal, purchased
at Mr. Corbitt's sale last spring by A. T. Hatch of Suisun,
was found dead in a ditch at Mr. Hatch's ranch one day last

week. Lady Signal had shown trials in 2:26 and was in foal

to Le Grande.
_ ^

The quarter horse Bunch Grass died at Watsonville on the

31st ult. Bunch Grass was seen in the circuit last fall, but
did not attract much attention save that drawn to him by
the striking physique of his tall, grey-bearded owner.

The hides of over 1,000 horses are used annually in N
York for covering base-bulls. From one hide, it is said,

covering for twelve dozen balls can be cat.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

San Francisco, Cal Aug. 7 to 14|Marysville. Cal...Aug. 31 to Sept. 4
"

' Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to IS

Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

SanJose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Salinas, Cal Sept. 2S to Oct. =1

Reno, Nev Oct.4to9

Santa Cruz, Cal Ang. 10 to 14

Santa Eosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21

Chico.Cal Aug. 17 to 21

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28

Glenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28
Oakland, Cal Ang. 30 to Sept. 4

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Washington Park IRockaway Sept. 22 to 24

Club, Chicago.. June 26 to Aug. 14 1Jerome Park Sept 25 to Oct. 16

Monmouth Park.. July 3 to Aug. 24|Latonia Oct. 1 to 16
Saratoga July 21 to Aug. 28

1
Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Coney Island Aug. 28 to Sept. 21 1 Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING

.

Ottawa, 111 Ang. 3 to 9

Jolliet. Ill Aug. 10 to 13

Chillicotbe, O Aug. 11 to 13

Rochester. M. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, 111 Aug. 17 to 20

Utica.N. Y Aug. 17 to 20

Ottumwa,Ia Aug. 17 to 21

S.:bino, O Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, 2? . T.
.C.W.N. Y. B. A.). ..Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala, Aug. 24 to 27

Albany. N. Y Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair,
Springfield, O Ang. 24 to 28

Latonia.Ky Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, O Ang. 30 to Sept. 3

Oecaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sent. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 toll
Chicago, 111 Sept. G to 10

Wheeling, W. Ta Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to 9

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 t© 9

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, IU Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, Sept. 7 to If

Toledo, O Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. It) to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept, 13 to 17

Detroit, Mioh Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, IU Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17
Pougbkeepsle, N. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17
Grand Rapids, Mich.. Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Reading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, Sept. 21 to 24
Davton. Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Wa'ukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2
Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centre-viUe, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa ..Sept. 29 to Oct.l
St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly. N.J Oct. 11 to 19
Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15
Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Santa Rosa Fair.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—Sonoma County will

distinguish herself at the coming Santa Rosa Fair—the eighth

of the annual series of the fairs of the Sonoma County Agri-

cultural Park Association, which is, you know, a self-sup.

porting corporation. It has never solicited or received a

dollar from the State; it owns the broad tract of ralley land

on which it3 track and buildings, stables, sheds and pens and

poultry houses stand. It owns, besides, the beautiful park

adjoining, with its growth of native grand oaks, and the

thousands of shade and ornamental and fruit-bearing trees

which the Association have planted within the last three

years. And it owns the water right to abundantly supply

every possible want—the water from the large well being of

delicious quality, cold, pure and healthful. The Grand Stand
is roomy, with comfortable seats for 3,000 persons; the

judges' stand appropriately placed, and the pool-selling stand

and accommodations generally of the better order. The
pavilion is the handsomest in the state, that of the State

Agricultural Association in Sacramento alone excepted. The
structure for the band, midway between the pavilion and the

grand stand, is judiciously placed and of fitting architecture.

Turfmen know the track to be the tinest in the State without

exception—an honest mile around and of peculiarly good soil

for the horse's feet and high speed. They also know that the

best stables in the State are attracted here because of the

liberal purses and excellent management, the uniform care

that is observed to ensure good order and prevent the pres-

ence of obnoxious persons or exhibitions. Every year the

improvement in this respect has been readily apparent, and
at the coming fair it will be better than ever, therefore the

fair week is the chosen time for re-union among men, of

delightful social recreation by their wives and daughters,

whose beauty and grace have become famous. The fair of

this year will surpass any that have beeD held. Our farmers

and grape-growers, orchardists and hop producers have a

good year, with abundant crops and from fair to high prices.

Therefore they are all in good circumstances, many of them
flush. And all of them are taking more than ordinary

interest in the fair this year.

President De Turk, and his able and zealous assistants who
comprise the Board of Directors, have planned wisely and
managed skillfully to make this fair superior in every con-

ceivable way. The speed programme is worthy of special

attention. Anteeo will contest some of the best stakes with

horses of the first rank on the trotting turf, and other noted

trotters will make the sport in their respective classes. The
running races will be also interesting and spirited. From
opening day until the close of fair week the turf sport will be

exciting, the finishing day the most of all, in the free for all

trotting race for $500. Altogether over $10,000 in purses and
ing G. A. B. from the states eastward as spectators of the races

premiums will be awarded.
To add interest to the scene there will be many of the visit-

and eights generally. And as a matter of course the presence

ot the veteran editor, J. Cairn Simpson, the nestor of turf

sport, is expected here. Ho will then behold Saiita Bosa in

brighter colors than he has ever seen the place.

The Eclipse Stakes.

O'M.

As will be learned from the accompanying description,

copied from the N. Y. Herald, the great race, measured from

the amount of money at stake, was great in other respects.

There is little chance to criticise from a "time" basis, as

2:12 2-5 would be a grand run for one mile and one-quarter,

in a deluge of rain and with 133 pounds on the winner, but

the "about" is a qualification which upsets all calculations.

Good as the run of the "bold Beudigo," Candlemas and St.

Gatien acquitted themselves well. A three-year-old, with

119 pounds up, which beats St. Gatien with "9 stun 10"'

mast be a good one, and is no discredit to his high lineage.

The Eclipse Stakes race at Sandown to-day—except that

there was no Minting—much resembled the ooucourse on
the late Grand Prix day in Paris. There waa a similar mag-
nitude of prize, being $50,000, the largest stakes over raced

f ?• iu the world.
There were deluging clouds, there were lovely toilets

crashed under mackintoshes, there was a great assemblage of

coaches, drags and carriages of princes, nobleB and trade

uillionaires, and there were the Gladstone "masses," who

could scarcely see the horses for the umbrellas, for notwith'
standing stabling had been provided for 6ix hundred horses-
almost that number were ranged and packed along the rails.

I counted fifteen royal umbrellas, the largest held over the
Princess of Wales by an attendant, and the others, in browns
and blues, over her sons and daughters, their aunts and
cousins.

But the Prince, in a waterproof suit from headgear to leg-

gins, braved the elements.
A score of waterproof tents dotted the reserved lawns, from

which came sounds of forks, spoons and china. "Sassiety is

alius hungrier on rainy race days, but not so thirsty," said
one philosiphical waiter to another.
There was an abundance of musical instruments, royal

bands abounded, and there was Lily Clay's feminine orchestra.

Their music, however, often proved actually deadened by
the confusion of tongues, luncheon clatter, and the exciting

chatter of betting men.
In a short time the pouring rain made the whole scene,

even on the grand stand and in the reserved placeB, a ludicrous
sight. But deluge, nevertheless, the paddockB were visited

and the parade attended to with martinetish zeal.

Bendigo led, amid cries of "Here they come!" and excite-

ment as great as I have ever found at Ascot or the Derby.
The field of twelve was a grand sight, although the drenched

jockeys and horses, wfth flanks turned into watering pots,

were not exhilerating sightB. The best field in quality for

the year was now seen, each parader a champion horse. The
spectators forgot the downpour in admiring the horses.
They were looking at Candlemas, who won the Epsom and

Grand Prix; St. Gatien, the unbeaten two-year-old, and who
ran as dead-heat mate with Harvester; Gay Hermit, belong-
ing to the Duchess of Montrose, always going to do some-
thing but never yet doing it; Miss Jeminy, who won the
One Thousand at Newmarket and the Oaks; Fra Diavolo,
hero of sixteen French races, but to-day, as the first running
in England, doomed to be only fifth.

Lord Marcus Beresford was the starter, perhaps the only
man unconcerned in this admiration.

Clearly he did not admire Whitefriars, who plunged and
kicked as lately his owner, the Duke of Westminster, has on
the political track.

Three false starts were made, and twenty minutes were
passing before the strong "home rule" Lord Marcus pre-
vailed, and all were properly off.

It was readily now sfen that Bendigo and St. Gatien con-
tinued to be the great favorites, as was yesterday announced
in the Herald account of Minting's mishap. Indeed, it was
difficult to get any offer on the former when the race began.
Field glasses, equalling in numbers the umbrellas, were

levelled, amid howls and cries everywhere of, "Down with
your umbrellas!" Some holders obeyed at once; others who
did not had their offending shadings torn away.
When Tom Cannon let the head loose of bonny black Ben-

digo, the latter bounded away like a frisky young lion from
the rest of the field, realizing the old sporting epigram,
"Eclipse first, the rest nowhere."
Then the excitement culminated, and although the deluge

was increasing in its speed and power, that and the umbrella
were nowhere.

Barely, if ever, were such crazed yells heard at any race-

course, royalties, nobilities and soprano or contralto voices
mingling in a grand chorus of delight, as if the play of "Fly-
ing Scud" were turned into a new opera.

All of which uproar lasted two minutes, twelve and two-
fifth seconds, until Bendigo's number, "two"—he being
second in weight—appeared on the board.

Instantly an enthusiastic group, headed by the Prince of

Wales, gathered about his owner, Mr. Barclay, of the gTeat

brewing firm of Barclay & Perkins, congratulating him and
demanding beakers of champagne in which to drink his
health.

The fortunate Midas, who not only won the great stakes
but about a quarter of a million dollars beside, announced
that he would give his thousands of workmen a holiday, and,
like Lorillard on the occasion of Iroquois' victory, give them
douceurs as luck money. Following is the summary:
The Eclipse Stakes of 10,000 sovs. net, with 500 sovs.,forthe sec-

ond, the third to save bis stake of 110 sovs.; for three-year-olds, 8 st.;

four, R st. 12 lbs.; five and upwards, 9 St.; maidens and geldings
allowed 3 lbs.; winners of a stake value 500 sovs. to carry 4 lbs.; of
] ,000 sovs. 7 lbs. extra (handicaps not included) ; winners of the Derby,
Oaks, St. Leger or Grand Prix de Paris to carry 10 lbs. extra; about one
mile and aquarter; 263 subscribers, 101 of whom pay 10 sovs. each, 66
of whom pay 30 sovs. each, and 48 of whom pay 60 sovs. each.
Mr. H. T. Barclay's br h Bendigo, 6, by Ben Battle—Hasty Girl, 133

Cannon 1

Lord Arlington's b c Candlemas, 3, by Hermit-Fusee, 119 ..Archer 2
Major Brace's b h St. Gatien, 5, by Rotherhill or The Rover—St.

Editha, 136 Wood 3

The other starters and their jockeys were: Mr. John C. M. Harrison's
three-year-old bay colt Gay Hermit, F. Barrett; M. P. Aumont's five-
year-old chestnut horse Fra Diavolo, Webb; the Duke of Westminster's
three-year-old chestnut colt Whitefriar, G. Birrett; Lord Bradford's
three-year-old bay colt Marti nett, Loats; the Duke of Hamilton's three-
year-old hay filly Miss Jnmmy, Watts; Mr. J. H. Webster's three-year-
old chestnut filly Braw Lass, Woodburn; Lord Ellesmere's Three-
year-old bay filly Cataract, Bickaby; Lord Zetland's four-year-old bay
filly St. Helena, Brncksbaw; Mr. J. B. Hankey's three-year-old chest-
nut filly Pinbasket, Lashmar.

Time, 2:12 2-5.

The betting was: 6 to 4 against Bendigo, 16 to 1 against Candlemas,
9 to 4 against St Gatien, 14 to 1 against Gay Hermit, iiO to 1 against Fra
Diavolo, 20 to 1 againBt Whitefriar. 30 to 1 against Martinet, 40 to 1
against Miss Jummy, 40 to 1 against Braw Lass, 100 to 1 against Cata-
ract, 100 to 1 against St. Helena, 200 to 1 against Pm Basket.

Racine: at Monmouth.

July 22.—Fikst Race.—Free handicap sweepstakes, of $25 each, if not
declared out, with $750 added, of wblcb $150 to second. One mile and
a quarter.
G. B. Morris' be Favor,4, by PatMalloy—Favorite, 127. .McLaughlin
Dwyer Bros.' b f Ferona, 3, by Glenelg—La Henderson, 93. . . Rafferty 1

Clifton Stable's ch c Greenfield, 4, by Glen Athol—Lotta. 108 2
Fishburn 3

Time, 2:20fr.

Betting: 5 to 2 on Favor, 16 to 6 against Greenfield, 6 to 1 against
Ferona.

Ferona and Green 6eld alternated in the lead, two lengths
in front of Favor, to the head of the stretch. There Favor
closed, and after a driving finish won by a length, Ferona
second, a head in front of Green6eld.
Second Race —Free handicap sweepstakes for two-year-olds, of S25

eacb, if not declared out, with $750 added, of whicb 9160 to the second.
Three-quarters of a mile.
N. W. Kittson's br f Austrian*, by Alarm—Auatrallnd, 106 Bender 1

R. W. Walden'echf Queen of Elizabeth, by Seunation-EHzabetb, 112
McLaughlin 2

Locust Stable's ch c Strldeway, by Glenmore-Splnaway, lfifi

Hughes 3
Straigblace,H5(DavlHt; Laggard, J0U (Caldwell): Columbine, 95 (Grif-

fiths Hint: Bin!, 112 < Hayward); Electricity, 100 (Martin); L;i Faraudole,
92 (Gerbardy); JeniileJune, 112 (McCarthy!, unplaced.

Time, 1:20.

Betting: 9 to 5 against Queen of Elizabeth; 3 to 1 Austrlana; 8 to 1

each JeunU Tune, King Bird, Coluniblnn rind Strldeaway; 12 to 1 Lag-
gard; 16 to l Electricity and 20 to 1 eacb Stralgbtlace and La Fnrandole.

Place; 5 to 4 on Queen of Elizabeth, even against Austrlnna, 3 to 1
eacb JenDie June, King Bird, Columbine and Btridcaway, 5 to 1 Lag-
gard, 6 to 1 Electricity and 8 to I each Straigbilnce and La Farendole.

The fight to the seven furlong pole was a hot one. but there Ana-
triana drew away and won by six lengths, Queen of Elizabeth second,
two in rront of Strideawav.

Thtbd Race—The Navesink handicap, a sweepstakes of 850 each, b f,
or only $10 if declared by 4 p. m. on the day before the day appointed
for the race, with $1,500 added; the second to receive $35u out of the
stakes ; weights to be published two days before the race. One mile
and a half.
J. & J. Christy's ch g Bonanza, 4, by Joe Hooker—Martie Gleen, 96

Rafferty 1
Clifton Stable's ch m Tolu, 5. byTenBroeck—Tecalco, 103..Fibsburn 2
W. Donobue's br c Tecumseb, 4, by Atttlla—The Squaw, 102

W. Donobue 3
Heel and Toe, 6,104 (Fisher); Louisette, 5,112, (Hughes), unplaced

Time, 2:48.
Betting: 7 to 5 against Tolu; 3 to 1 Louisette; 7 to 2 Heel and Toe; 7

to 1 Bonanza, and U to 1 Tecumseb.
Place: 5 to 3 on Tolu, even against each Tolu and Heel and Toe, 2 to

1 Bonanza and 3 to 1 Tecumseh.

At the end of the first half Bonanza led by a neet, increas-
ing the lead to two lengths in the back stretch. In the run
to the head of the stretch Tolu and Tecumseh closed, but
when straightened ont Tecnmseh fell bacK beaten. The
other two fought it out to the end, Bonanza winning by a
short head, Tolu eight lengths in front of Tecumseh.
Fourth Race.—Free handicap sweepstakes of $25each,if not declared

out, with 8750 added, of which $150 to the second. One mile.
Emory k Cotton's b c Dry Monopole, 3, by Glenelg—Peru, 105

W. Donohue 1
R. W, Walden's ch c Rock and Rye, 3, by Yirgilian—Tecalco, 107

McLaughlin 3
A. J. Cassatt's b c Banner Bearer, 3, by Enquirer—Bandana, 100

Fisher 3
Bnckstone, 6, 109 (Hayward); Adrian, 3, 98 (McCarthy); Naiad, 3, 90,

(Gerbardy), unplaced.
Tim*, 1;48.

Betting; 6 to 5 against Rock and Rye; 3 to 1 Buckstone; 4 to 1 Dry
Monopole; 6 tolAdrian; 10 to 1 Banner Bearer; 20 to 1 Naiad.
Place: 5 to 3 on Rock and Rye, even against Buckstone, 8 to 5 against

Adrian and Dry Monopole, 3 to 1 Banner Bearer, 8 to 1 Naiad.

To a good start Dry Monople was first away, bat Adrian,
followed by Bock and Bye, at once took the track. Nearing
the half Dry Monople closed and took the lead, Adrian drop-
ping back beaten. Down tbe stretch McLanghlin, on Bock
and Bye, made desperate efforts to pass Dry Monople, but
tbe last named won by a neck, Bock and Bye six lengths in
front of Banner Bearer.

Fifth Race.—Pnrse $500. for three-year-olds and upwards: to carry
7 pounds above weight for age; the winner to be sold at auction for
52,500; if entered to be sold for less 2 pounds allowed for each ?26t
down to $2,000; then 3 pounds for each $250 down to 81,500; then 3
pounds for each $125 down to $1,000; then 3 pounds for each $100 less.
One mile and a furlong.
W. Lakeland's ch g Ernest, 4, by Enquirer—Jaconet. $1,750, 115

Hamilton 1
C. Littlefleld's ch g Marmaduke, 5, by Narragansett— Mvrtle. $800. 100

•~ "-B. Littlefield 3
Time, 2:06i.

Betting : 7 to 1 on Ernest; 5 to 1 against Marmaduke.

The two ran lapped to the head of the stretch, where
Ernest drew away, and won in a canter by two lengths.
There was no bid for the winner.
Sixth Race.—Handicap hurdle race. Purse $500, of which $100 to

the second. One mile and a quarter over five hurdles.
W. Lakeland's b g Mammonist, by Buckden—Monomania. 160

W. Maney 1
Thos. Donohue's b g Rochester, a, by Vauxhall—Heatherbell, 140

- • - J. Donohue 3
Montgomery Stable's b g Bally, a, by Longfellow—Gray Helen, 136
_ i* Pope 3
Willie W.. 5, 127 (Warder); Col. Watson, a, 138 (M. Lynch); His Grace

4, 132 (Green), unplaced.
Time, 2:29.

Betting: 2 to 1 against Mammonist; 3 to 1 Col. Watson and Bally 4 to
1 Willie W.; 15 to 1 His Grace; 20 to 1 Rochester.
Place: 5 to 4 on Mammonist. even against Col. Watson and Bally, 2

to 1 Willie W., 6 to 1 each His Grace and Rochester.

Mammonist won easily by six lengths, Bochester second by
a neck, Bally a length and a half in front of Willie W.
July 24tb.

—

First Race.—Free handicap sweepstakes of $25 each, if
not declared out, with $750 added, of which $150 to the second. Three-
quarters of a mile.
Preakness Stable's cb f Sapphire, 4, by King Alfonso—Jersey Lass,

93 Williams 1
Blobm k Co. s b h Little Mincb, 6, by Glenelg—Goldstone, 1V1

Fitzpatrick 3
E. W. Heffner's b b Markland. 6. by Springbok—Lorena. 119..Sheridan 3
Saluda 3, 93 (Step); Lansdowne, 3, 93 (Davis); Change, 5, 100 (Grif-

fith!: Portland, 3, 105, carried 107 (Olney); Tattler, 5, 115 (Hamilton)-
Necromancy, 3, 90 (Eilke), and Kalula. 3, 93 (Hines), unplaced

Time, 1:17.
Betting : 2* to 1 Little Minch; 3 to 1 Markland ; 8 to 1 Lansdowne; 10

to 1 each Portland and Sapphire; 12 to 1 each Kalula, Necormancv, Tat-
tler and Change: 15 to 1 Saluda.
Won by a length and a half. Little Minch half a length in front of

Markland.

Second Race.—The Seabrigbt Stakes, for two-year-olds, of $50 each
$15 forfeit, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to second; penalties and
allowances. Three-quarters of a mile.
N. W. Kittson's b f Austriana by Alarm—Australind, 109, carried 111

Fitzpatrick 1
E. V. Snedeker k Co.'s b or br c by Spendthrift—Kapanga, 108

M. Donohue 3
Preakness Stable's b c Belvedere by Billet—Jaconet, 108 Blavlock 3

Electricity, 112, carried 114$ (Wethers); Bradford. 112 (W. Hayw i*d);
Lady Primrose, 109 (W. Donohue); Agnes, 109 lOlnev); Racquet, 108
(Shaueri, unplaced.

Time, 1:17$.
Betting: 8 to 6 Kapangacolt; 2.} to 1 Austriana; 4 to 1 Bradford; 6 to 1

Lady Primrose; 8 to 1 Agnes; 20 to 1 Racquet; 30 to 1 each Belvedere
and Electricity.

By furious ridlntj Fitzpatrick managed to win with Austrian* by a
head, Kapanga colt second, four lengths in front of Belvedere.

Third Race.—The Raritan Stakes, for three-year-olds not having
won a stake for two-year-olds of $2,000 when carrying weight for ace
or more, of $50 each, S15 forfeit, with $1,500 added, of wblcb $500 to
the second; penalties and allowances. One mile and a quarter.
W. L. Scott's ch f Charity by Sensation -Emma, 106 W. Donohue 1
A.J. Cassatt's b c The Bard by Longfellow—Bradamante, 118.. Fisher 3
Preakness Stable's b c Lindeu by Longfellow—Linda Lewis, 103

(carried 106JI
. Bbivlock 3

Winfred, 118 (Fitzpatricki; Pontico, 106 (Olney), unplaced.
Time, 2:14.

Betting: 3 to 5 against Tbe Bard; 2 to 1 Charity; 6 to 1 Winfred- 13
to 1 Pontico; 20 to 1 Linden.
Won easily by a length and a half, The Bard six lengths In front of

Linden. Tbe others pulled up.

Fourth Race.—Free handicap sweepstakes of $35 each, if not declared
out, with $1,000 added, of which 8260 to tbe second. One mile and a
furlong.
Preakness Stable's b g Rupert, 4, by Falsetto—Marguerite, 102

W. Donohue 1
Dwyer Bros.' b c Buffalo, 3, by Billet— Belle Palmer, 152 Rafferty 3W B. Burch's b g Cot Sprague, a, byjCalvin—Pauline Sprngue, 112

— Mavnard 3
Amalgam. 3, 04 (Davis); Gen. MonroP, a. 106 (Hamilton); Threo Cheer*

4, 90 (Meehan), and Unrest, 4, 109 (J. Caldwell), unplaced.
Time, 2:001.

Bottlng8: to 5 Unrest; 2 to 1 Rupert; 8 to 1 each Col. Spregueand
Amalgam: 10 to 1 each Gen. Monroe, Three Cheers and Buffalo.
Won by four lengths, Buffalo half a length lu front of Col. Sprnguo.
Fifth Race.—Tbe Billow Stakes, a free welter handicap sweepstake*

of &25eacb, if noi declared out. With 9600 added; tho second to receive
8100 out of the stakes; gentleman riders allowed 7 pouuds. One mile
W. Donohue's br Tecumseb, 4, by Attllla—Too Squaw. 138

• M. Donohue 1
Montgomery Stable's blk b Gonfalon, 6, by Glenlyon—Gondola, 127

• Callahan 3
rreakness Stable's b f Ueartaeusc, 4, by Ten Broeck— Molly Roger*.

120 IIUvUh-H 3
Ferona, 3, 120 (Fitzpatrick); Elizabeth, 4, 1J8 (Olney); Attorney 3

125 (W. Hayward', unplaced.
Time, 1:47.

BcttingS : to 6 Attorney; 2J to l Elizabeth; 4 to 1 Tccumgeh; 6 to 1
eacb Heartsease nod Gonfalon; 8 to 1 Ferona.
Tecumseh, after a grand finish, nipped Gonfalon on the poet and won

by a head, Gonfalon threo lengths in front of Heartsease,

L
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Stan Race. —Purse f500, for three-year-olds and upward ; the winner

> be sold at auction. One mile.

Kowe & Co.'s b h "War Eagle, 6, by Leader-Red Eyes, J1.500. 108
J. Caldwell 1

tlonm i Co-'a t> c Adrian, 3, by Little Ruffian—Lurline, §1,750, 96
Rafferty 2

Bi'MorriV "ch'f Whizgig, 4, by Great Tom—Whirligig, S600, 81
Eilke 3

! Blue" Day.
*3*,"

*i ,500,' 93 (Meehant: Xeptunus. 3, $3,000, 105 (W. Don-

me); Roct and Rye, 3, 83,000, 105 tBl&yloclO.and Edgefield, 3, 12,008,

I (Davit), unplaced.
Time, 1;46|.

Betting: 3 to 1 each Rock and Bye, Edgefield and Blue Day; 4 to 1

ar Eagle; 6 to 1 Adrian; lOto 1 Whizgig: 20,to 1 Neptunus.

Won handilr bv a length.

Sevejtch Race.—Handicap steeplechase; purse 8600, of which 310u to

e second. The full steeplechase course.

T Danaber's b g Tom Brown, a, by Glenelg—Fanny Brown, 145
W. Lynch 1

Ahren's b h Buckra, a, by Buckdeu—Marsha, 164 Canavan 2

iuebran & Xewman's ch h Abraham, a, by Milesian—Electra, 145

f

Delaney 3

StonVngton, 4, 130 (Rowen); Willie D., 4, 126 (W. Meaney); Herald, a,

5 iP- Lynch); April Fool, 6, 140 (Dickens), and Joe Shelby, a, 135

i(ara\ ran unplaced.
Time, 5 :06J.

[Betting: 2 to 1 Tom Brown; 2i to 1 Joe Shelby; 3 to 1 Abraham; 4 to

iBuokra; 10 to 1 Willie D.; 20 to 1 each April Fool, Herald and Ston-

igton. _

Racing: at Chicago.

Jclt 22d.—Fibbt Race.—Purse $400, of which $100 to the second

I arses not having won this year a race of the value of Si.000 allowed

Ebs.; maidens allowed, if three years old, allowed 10 lbs.; if four

Ran, 17 lbs.; if five years or upward, 25 lbs. Entrance free. Three-

Uurters of a mile.
10. Greener & Co.'s b h Billy Gilmore, 5, by Brigadier—Betty
I Prince, 115 Stoval 1

IS Bachelor's ch f Moonlight, 4. by Jack Hardy—Effle Jones, 96

I Mathews 2

I Corrigan's b f Shadow, 3, bv Virgil—Sunshine, 99 Covington 3

f3»m Powers, a, 115 (Jobnsoni; Pat Daly, 4, 113 (Ellis); Henry G., 113

i-arguin); Skobeloff, 6,112 (L. Jones); Nellie Blackburn, 110 (Taral );

iinawan, 3, 103 (Hartfield); Luna Brown, 3, 99 (Myers); Mamie Hunt, 3,

I; Eloise, 3, 99 (West); Fred Woolley, 4, 98 (Seamen); Probus, 3,96

emy), and Cnique, 2, 94, unplaced.
Time, 1:17$.

Wetting: 8 to 6 against Billy Gilmore, 5 to 1 each Skobeloff and
ladow, 8 to 1 each Eloise, Fred Woolley and Moonlight, 10 to 1 Pat

i.ly, and 25 to 1 each the others.

I Billy Gilmore won as be liked.

l-scoxn Race.—Puree *4Q0, of which $100 to the second; for horses
i it have started and have not won during the meeting One mile and a

. \Y. Moore's b f Kaloolah, 3, by Longfellow—Sylph, 100 Arnold 1
" H Thompson's chc Dad.4, by Chilicotbe—Svren, US Compton 2

Grimes' br k Baritone, 6, bv Billet— Manahatta, 117. _ „ Taral 3
time, 2:14,

i Caloolab was a hot favorite at 5 to 1 on, 6 to 1 against Dad, and 20 to 1

, ritone. Kaloolah took the lead at the start and was never headed,
* Doing easily.

L'HiBD Race.—The Society Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-year-olds

Ealsof lc*4),t50each; Hb forfeit, with S/50 added; the second to receive

feu and the third $50 outoE the stakes; a winner of any race at this

feting of the value of §1,000, to carry 5 poinds: of $2,00), 7 pounds extra;

ddens allowed 7 pounds . Three-quarters of a mile.

, J Baldwin's
1 chc Laredo, by G ri nstead—Hermosa, 110 West 1

L p Ashe's bf Vera, by >"or£old-M;irion, 100 Kelly 2

is' Brown's blk f Katie A., by Hyder All- Jenny Kowett, 100
,__ „ Covington 3

I'oteen. 110 iitoval); Caiy, 110 (.L.Jones); BanBgwiuan, 110 (Arnold);

nda, 107 t Fuller j unplaced.
Time, 1:17.

Llerting' Even against Laredo, 8 to 5 Poteen, 6 to 1 Vera, 7 to I Katie
i to 1 Cary, and 10 to 1 each Ban Bowman and Hitida.

i 'oteen took the lead at th^ start and held it to the turn, with Katie A.
loine second. Rounding for home Poteen went back, and Laredo
Inine up took the lead, which he held to the finish. Vera tooksecond
Ice nearing the finish and beat Katie A. out of it.

qcbth baCE.—Purse $100, of which $100 to second horse; the winnt r

1>e sold at auction; horses entered to be sold for $3,000 to carry weight
J aee- for $2.000, allowed 5 lbs.; for $1,000 allowed 10 lbs.; then 1 lb.

Iiwed'for each $100 less downto$50u; one mile,
i^orri-an'scbf Cuban Queen, 3, bv Strathmore—Hiawasse, 52,000,35

„ „ Fuller l
' L'orrigan'B b f Hattie Carlisle, 3, bv Longfellow—Yenturia, $1,000,95

_ _.„ Covington 2

i k Bye's ch"g Svarrenton, 4, br Wanderer—Kiss-Me-Quick. 32,000.

HJj
" ..,„ _ _ L. Jones 3

Voodcrast, 3. $2,00). 100 (Dinglevi; Anna "Woodcock. 4, $1,000, 103 (Sto-
» ! Virtde Hearne, aged, $1,000, lOo(Maddox), unplaced-

Time, 1:44V.
•ettLne- 7 to 5 against Queen, 5 to 2 against Carlisle, 2 to 1 against War-

1 ton, b U 1 against Woodcock, 6 to 1 against Vi -gie, 20 to l against

f jodcraft. ._ M_ ...
I i"on cleverly by one length, same between second and third.

$Ttth: R\ce.—Free Handicap Steeplechase, for all ages; $15 each. If

i declared ont, with $100 added; the second horse to receive $100, and
1 third $50 ont of the stakes; the short steeplechase course.

1

J Dalv's b b Jim Carlisle , 5, bv Lucifer—Susie Mariner, 151 Wynne 1

"niie A Son's ch h Rory O'More, aged, by Harry Bas3ett—Spotted
( Fawn, 121. - - Mahon 2
Uord A Co.'s b g Claude Brannon, aged, by Buckden— Magnolia, 145

giraver;s"che Aurelian, aged, 142 Honston
Time, 3:Oa5f-

letting: 6 to 5 against Carlisle. 2 to 1 each against Rory and Claude,
I l against Aurelian.
* 'on easily by two lengths, a head uetween seronaand third.

July 23d.—Fibst Race.—Purse S100, of which $100 to second; for two-

|r-olds that have run and not won a stake race, to carry 100 lb*,

l-ee-quarters of ft mile.
1 3. Brown's b f Nellie B. F by Enquirer—Bonnie Meade, 97

. w

m

t Covington 1

1 roli'i'Co.'s ch" f Nelli* C, by King Alfonso—Marguerite, 97, (car.

i 99^) West 2

Usle'sbrc Jacobin, by Jils Johnson—Agnes, 1C0 Flower 3

"irgo, 97 (Kelly) ; Orvid, 97 (Barnes ) ; Carus, 100 (Caldier) ; Passion, 97

lanson); Brown Bread, 97 (Mathews), unplaced.
Time, 1J«$.

( etting: 8 to 1 against Nellie B.; 8 to 5 each against Nellie C. and
libifl. 4 to 1 against Margo; 20 to 40 to 1 against others-.

I 'on easily by a length ; four between second and third.

ioond Race Purse $400, of which $100 to the second; horsei not

I ing won. In 1886, a race of the value of SotfO, or two or more races

ny value, in 1886, allowed 7 lbs. ; non-winners in 1386 allowed 15 lbs.

;

dens allowed, if three years old 18 lbs. ; if four and upwards, 25

I

One mile.
. Alexander's gr f Fanchette, 4, by Thunderstorm—Fannie Moore,

$8 Kelly 1

irmstrong's b g Tommy Cruz, 4, by Larkin—Miss Farris, 9o
Dingley 2

liancnnil'sbf" Prairie Queen, 4, by Hyder All—Prairie Bell, 88

Johnston 3

1 rantG.. 3*, 87* (Covington); Longalight, 3,82 (Moodie); Fannie B., 5,

I (car. 1041 (Flower); D. M. Pomeroy, 4, 93 (Callegoj; Kildare, 3, 82

i
1 trton), unplaced.

Time, l:44j.

lotting: 7 to 5 against Fanchette; 3 to 1 each against Tommy Cruz and
I galigbt; 5 to leach against Prairie Queen and Grant G.; 8 to 15

against others.
I on cleverly by one length ; three between second and third.

I sbs Race.—Purse $400, of which $100 to the second; horses not
h tng won. in 1896, a race of the value of $500, or two or more races of

ft value In 1880, allowed 7 lbs.; non-winners in 1886 allowed 15 lbs.;

dens allowed, if three years old, 18 lbs.; if four and upwards. 25

1 One mile.
t . Pulslfer's ch g King Robin, 6, by King Ban—Booty, 92. .Johnston 1

S . Ziebeg's ch c Col. Clark, 4. by Glengarry—Kate Fisher . .
Fuller 2

.Long's b g Leaman, a. by Lelaps—Talaria, 117 Kiley 3

ft lee, 6. 115 (Stoval?; Clonee, 3,95 (Caldien; Midnight, 6. 105 (Myers);

fb Thompson, 3, 85 (Barnes); Wanda. 4, 98 (West), unplaced.
Time. l:42i.

Irtting: 5 to 1 against King Robin; 3 to 1 against Col. Clark; 7 to 1

Inst Leaman; 5 to 2 against Allee; 4 to 1 against Wanda; 8 to 1

V .ee;10 to 1 against Faith Thompson; 20 to 1 against Midnight.

an eaBily by five lengths ; two between second and third.

ItUBTH Race.—Purse $400, of which $100 to the second; th« winner
k i sold for $3,000; if entered to be sold for less 2 lbs. allowed for

*» $250 down tc $2,000; then 3 lbs. for each $250 down to $1,500; then
. for each $125 down to $1,000; then 3 lbs. for each $ioo less; anr

i las over entered price to be divided between second horse and the

One and one-sixteenth miles.
t taker's cb f Lisland, 4, by Lisbon—Miss Crossland, $900, 88

Covington 1

' .Steven's chg Warrington, a, by War Danes—Nannie F., $1,500.

;03 West 2

. Donovan's br e Taigatberer, a, by Tipperary—Lucy Jackson,

fi.375.iei Curtla 3

Little Joe, aged, $600. 83 (Overton); War Sign, aged. 31,000, 98 (Kelly)
Loupe, 6, $900, 92 (car. 94i) (Taral); Harry Cruz. 5, $1,000, 95 (Fuller);
Easter, aged, $2,500, 111 (car. 115) (Steeds); Alameda, 4. $800, 85 (Myers);
Biddy Bowling, 6, $1,0C0, 93 (Cooper); Revenge, 3, $1,40U, 91 (Lebn);
Torn Barlow, aged, $1,000, 95 (Ford), unplaced.

Time, 1:50.
•Drawn at the post.
Betting: 2 to 1 each against Lisland and Taigatberer; 5 to 1 each

against Warrington, Harry Cruz and War Sign; 6 to 1 against Little Joe;
8 to 40 to 1 against the others.
Won after a sharp finish by a head; length between second and third.

Fifth Race.—Purse $400, of which $100 to second; winners of any race
In 1886 of the value of 31,C0Q to carry 5 lbs. extra; of $2,000. 7 lbs. extra;
horses not having won in 13S6 a race to which $100 was given, allowed
10 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old. 17 lbs.; if four, 21 lbs.; If
five or upward, 25 lbs. One and three-quarters miles.
C. P. Armstrong's b m Erne H., aged, by Pat Malloy—Penelope, 105

Stoval 2
J. G. McFarland's br c Lepanto, 4, by Longfellow—Nora Creina, 97

„ Covington 1

A.B.Goodwin's ch g Uovernor Bate, 3, by Longfellow—Bettie Ma-
gruder. 85 (carried S-S) _. ..Johnson 3

Emma Manly, aged, 101 [West); Idle Pat, aged, 103 (Maddox); Colo-
rado, aged, 107 (Taral); Rico, 4, 105 (Kelly); Annawan, 3, 95 (Cooper),
unplaced.

Time, 2:10.
Betting: 7 to 1 against Erne H.. 5 to 2 against Lepanto, 12 to 1 against

Bate, 5 to 4 on Manly, 4 to 1 against Pat, 12 to 1 against Rico,30 to 1 against
each of others.
Won easily by three lengths, two between second and third.

Julv21.—First Race.—Purse $40), of which $50 to the second horse
and the entrance money, $10 each, to be divided between the second and
third, for maiden two-year-olds, those never having won second money
in a race of the value ot $1,000 allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.
J. T. Hughes' bf Truant, by King Alfonso—Idler, 102 Cooper 1

W. S. Anderson's b c Sailor Boy, by St. Martin—Minnie Brady, 105
Flower 2

Ira E. Bride, 105, Fuller: Little Hopes, 102. Covington; Black Pansy,
102, Dingley; Lucien, 10-3, West; Alimony, 102 Weaver, unplaced.

•Time, 1:17.
Betting: 5 to I against Truant, 12 to 1 each against S 1.ilor Bor and

Alimony, 6 to 1 against Effle Hardy. 5 to 2 each against Lucien and
Bride." to 1 against Little Hopes. 10 to one against Black Pansy.
Won cleverly br half a length, two between second and third.

Secostd Race.—Purse $400; for three-vear-oId fillies; the winner of
anr three-year-old stake to carrj 5 lbs.; of two or more 10 lbs. extra;
those whi^h have not won arace inlSS6 allowed 10 lbs. ; maidens allowed
15 lbs. One mile and an eighth.
Highland Park Stable's ch f Hattoo, br Dudley—Ranch-War-Me. 9S

„ „ Johnson 1

A. Perrr's cb f Eloise, br Enquirer—Buttercop, 113 L. Jones 2
Time, 1:59.

Betting: 5 to 4 on Hattoo, even money Eloise.
Won alter a driving finish to a length.

Thibd Race,—The Great Western Handicap, a sweepstakes for all

ages, $50 each, half forfeit, or onlr $10 if declared out on or before May
1, 1886; declarations void unless accompanied with the moner: $1,000

added; the second to receive $200, and the third $10u out of the stakes;
weights to be announced April 1, 18S6; a winner of anv race after the
publicationof weights, of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs.; of $1,500, 7
lbs. extra; 50 nominations; one mile and a half; value to winner, $1,980.

S. S. Brown's b g Jim Guest, 4, by Backden—Mrs. Grisgby,93 West 1

J. S. Campbell's ch m Punka, 4, by Ventilator—Nina, 105....Covington 2

Santa Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., aged, by Rutherford—Maggie
Emerson, 115 - _ „ Stoval 2

Lizzie Dwyer,4, 111, Fuller; Binette, 5, 1H, Kelly; Mamie Hunt, 3, 96,

Johnson, unplaced.
Time, 2:34.

Batting: 7 to 5 against Guest, 5 to 1 against Punka, 3 to 1 against
Lucky B-, 4 to 1 each against Dywer and Binette, 15 to 1 against
Mamie Hunt-
Won hands dowm by three parts of a length, two between second and

third.

Foceth Race.—Purse $400, of which §50 to the second horse; entrance
$15 each, to be divided between the second and third horses; the win-
ner to be sold for $3,000; those entered to be sold for $2,000 allowed 7
lbs., if for less, allowed, in addition, 2 lb. for each $100 down to $1,000.
Three-quarters of a mile.

B. Abram's b g Charley Lucas, aged, by Buckden—Vick, $1,200, 94
Cooper 1

M. A. Walden'e ch g Our Friend, 4, by Heretog—Unknown, $1,000, 91
Dingley a

J. S. Campbell's b f Henrietta, 3, by Voltigeur—Lizzie Ball, $1,400, 85
Covington 3

Fred Wooley, 4, $1,100, 90 (Collier); Archbishop, 4, $1,000, 88 (Myers);
Violin, 4, $1,200, 92 (Mathews); Revenge, 3, 51,800, 98 (Kelly); *Tony
Pastor, 5, 51,000, 90 (Johnston), unplaced.
•Fell.

Time, 1:14.

Betting: 3 to 1 against Charley Lucas, 2 to 1 each against Onr Friend
and Violin, 4 to 1 against Henrietta, 5 to 1 against Fred Wooley, 3 to 1

against Tony Pastor, 6 to 1 against Revenge, 15 to 1 against Archbishop.
Won easily by two lengths; one between second and third.

Fifth Race.—Selling race, purse $400, of which $50 to second horse;
entrance $15 each, to be divided between the secoud and third horses;
the winner to be sold for $3,000. Those entered to be sold for $2,000
allowed 7 lbs., if for less, allowed, in addition, 2 lbs. for each $100
down to $1,000. Three-quarters of a mile.

J. M. Bachelor's ch f Moonlight, 4, by Jack Hardy—Erne Jones,
$1 ,000, 86 Mathews 1

P. Corngan's ch c Cuban Queen, 3, by Strathmore—Hiawasse, $1,900,

95 Fuller 2

E.Corrigan's b f Shadow, 3, by Virgil—Sunshine,$I,503,87..Covington 3

Helianthus, 5, 81,000, 88 (Myers); Nora M., aged, 51,800, 104 (Burlew);
Warrenton, 4, $1,500, 98 (West); Skobeloff, 6, $2,000, 110 (Wheatley);
Surprise, 3, 51,500, 87 (Overton); Monarch, aged, $1,000, 90 (Dingley),

unplaced.
Time, 1:14*.

Betting: 8 to 1 against Moonlight; 3 to 1 each against Cuban Queen
and Helianthus; 7 to 5 against Shadow; 4 to 1 against Skobeloff, 6 to 10

to 1 against the others.

Won after a whipping finish by a head; same between second and
third.

Sixth Race.—Purse 5400; for all ages. One mile.
Haydon & Barry's ch g Gleaner, a, by Glenelg—Gong, 117 West 1

Gray & Co.'s b c Jim Gray, 3, by Ten Broeck—Alice Gray, 105..Fuller 2

J. S Campbell's b c Logan, 3, by Humphrey's Evans—Bird, 105,
Covington S

Time, 1:432.

Betting: Even money on Gleaner; 5 to 3 on Gray; 20 to 1 against

Logan.
Won after a driving finish by half a length; twenty between second

and third.

Julv27tb.—First Race.— Purse $400, of which $50 to the entrance
money, 515 each, to be divided between second and third horses;
horses not having won this year a race of the value of 51,000, allowed
7 lbs .; those not having won a race this year allowed 10 lbs.; maidens
allowed, if four years old, 15 lbs.; if five years old or upwards, 20 lbs.

Three quarters of a mile.

J. G. Greener's b h Billy Gilmore. 5, by Brigadier—Betty Prince,

113 Stoval 1

Grar & Co.'s b c Wicklow, 3, by Rivoli—Maggie Woods, 102... Fuller 2

E. L. Carmichael's b g Fred Wooley, 4, by Ramadam—Aspire, 100

(carried 1021) Seaman 3

Fanchette, 4, 106 (Flower); Glen Almond, 3, 96 (carried 99) (West);

Wanda, 4, 103 [Arnold); Acaria, 3, 94 (Richie); Pat Daly, 4, 111 (L. Jones);

Archbishop, 4, 105 (Collier); Mystic, 4, 108 (Kelly i; Carrie Belle, aged,

105 (Sloan), unplaced.
Time, U5i.

Betting: 7 to 6 against Gilmore; 5 to 1 against Wicklow; 10 to 1

against Fred Wooley; 3 to 1 against Glen Almond; 8 to 1 against Fan-
chette; 10 to 100 to 1 against the others.

Won easily by four lengths; half between second and third.

Second Race.—Purse $400, of which 5100 to the second horse; win-

ner this year of a race of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs.; of two
Buch races or of one race of the value of $2,000, 8 lbs. extra; those not

having won a race this year allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three

years old, 12 lbs.; if four or upward, 17 lbs.; entrance free. One mile

and an eighth.
Chinn & Morgan's ch c Bob Fisher, 3, by Fonso—Planetarium, 105

Arnold 1

Gray & Co.'s b c Jim Gray, 3, by Ten Broeck—Alice Gray, 105..Stoval 2

J H McConnell's ch g Idle Pat, a, bv Pat Malloy-Fanchon, 112
Moodie 3

Violator, aged, 115 (Wheatley 1; Annawan, 3,105 (carried 110) (John-

son), unplaced.
Time, 1;55J.

Betting: Even money on Bob Fisher; 5 to 4 on Jim Gray ; 30 to 1 each

against Annawan, Idle Pat and Violator.

Won easily by one length; twenty between second and third.

Thxed Race.—The Hotel Richelieu Stakes, a sweepstakes for three-

year-olds (foals of 1883), 550 each, 820 forfeit, with $1,000 added; the

second to receive 5250, and the third $100 out of the stakes. Those not

having won a stake at this meeting, of the value of $3,000, allowed 5

lbs.: maidens allowed lu lbs. Starters to be named through the entry-

box at the usual time of closing the day before the race; 31 nomina-
tions, Que mile and three furlongs; value to winner, $1,490.

Easton 4: Larable's ch c Montana Regent, by Regent—Christina, 113
Sloval 1

R. P. Ashe's cb c Ed. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeka, 118
Kelly 3

J. S. Shaw's bf Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown—Bettie, 107 L. Jones V

E. J. Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, 113 West
Time, 2:23*.

Betting: 7 to 5 each against Regent and Corrigan; 2 to 1 against
Solid Silver; 10 to 1 against Mamie.
Won easily by two lengths; three between second and third.

Fourth Race.—Free handicap sweepstakes, for all ages, $20 each, if

not declared out; with $400 added, the second horse to receive $100 out
the stakes. One mile and a furlong.
C. B. Long's b g Leaman, a, by Lelaps—Talaria, 110 Richardson 1

E. Corrigan's b f Hattie Carlisle, 3, by Longfellow—Ventura, 90
Covington 2

Wm. Cottrill's ch h Buchanan, 5, by Buckden—Mrs. Grigsby, 115
L, Jones 8

Eloise. 3, 90 (Cooper); Col. Clark. 4, 105 (Stoval); The Dude, 3, 90 (car.

93J) (Fuller); Bootblack, 4. 108 (West); J. H. Fenton, 3, 90 (Hathaway);
Grey Cloud, 4, 100 (Dingley); Anna Woodcock, 4, 98 (Saunders); Emma
Manly, aged, 6, 98 [Richie), unplaced.

Time, 1 :55,

Betting: 3 to 1 each against Leaman and The Dude; 5 to 1 against
Hattie Carlisle; 8 to 5 against Buchanan; 4 to 1 each against Bootblack
and Eloise; 5 to I against Col. Clark; 10 to 25 to 1 against the others.
Won af;era sharp finisb by two lengths; one between second and

third.

Fifth Race.—Purse $500; winners this year of any race of the value
of $500 to carry 5 lbs.; of 51,000, 8 lbs. extra; maidens allowed, If thre*
years old, 5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 10 lbs. ; entrance free. One
mile and a sixteenth heats.
D. M. J. Adkins' b m Ailee. 5, by Hurrah—Wananita, 110. .West 2 1
•Hopedale Stable's br g Hopedale, 4, by Hurrah—Silence, 110

Stoval 1 dU
J. H. Thompson's b m Kansas, a, by Chilicothe—Syren, 110

L. Jones dla
Time, 1:48,1:59.

•Burst a blood vessel.
Betting: 5 to 3 on Hopedale; 2 to 1 against Ailee; 6 to 1 against

Kansas.
Won after a punishing finish by a neck, Kansas distanced.
Second heat.—Betting: 2 to 1 against Ailee; 10 to Ion Hopedal*.

Won by fifty lengths.

Trotters Overtried.

"I wish my boss would throw his timer inlo that well, and

never get another one," whispered a trainer to ub, not long

ago, as we stood near the proprietor of a stock farm, and took

a draft of cool water from an old bucket that would have
glaJdened the heart of an antiquary. Later, when alone, we
questioned the trainer more closely and found that day after

day and week after week he was required to show not only
quarters and halves, but full miles against the watch to meet
the owner's views of training. "The consequence is," added
the trainer, "some of the speediest green ones I am handling
get sick of this constant drilling, and either cry enough through
soreness in their feet, puffson their joints, and sprains of their

cords, or they become sour and will not try to trot." Truly
the watch is a hard task-master, and it takes the steel out of

many a campaigner, if his owner insists on repeated fast

trials to screw his courage up to the point of making an entry

through an important circuit. The annals of the turf afford

many examples of lack of speed in a race when the animal
had been severely tried shortly before it took place. While
reading this lesson we may bring up the case of Piedmont.
His victorious career through the Grand Circuit of 1SSI was
checked by Edwin Thorne at Hartford, as the best that Pied-

mont could do was to force the winner out in 2:17£, 2:18$,

2:18J. It was thought that the stallion had been indulged too

much through easy races, so he was given four fast heats on
a hot day, the fourth heat, we believe, being in 2:16; but this

work failed to have the desired effect, as he was ignobly

beaten by Santa Claus, a few weeks afterwards at Beacon
Park, which closed his turf career.

The present season also furnishes two or three notable

examples of the probable evil effects of sensational trials.

The bay gelding Alroy was clothed with speed this spring,

having trotted against time on the half-mile track at Bing-

hamton, N. Y., making the first half in 1:09. He was slowed

up the third quarter, but was sent along at the finish merely
to beat the best time on that track, which he did by trotting

in2:2-4J. He started in the 253 class at Homewood Park,

Pittsburg, but met very hot company and failed to get a

place. Later in the week he was worked three heats in 253,
2:22i and 2:22, which his trainer accepted as convincing

proof that he would do to start in the same class at the Expo-
sition Driving Park meeting. Evidently he had not recovered

from the effects of his race and fast trials at Homewood, for

he was beaten in slower time than his previous good form
warranted. Our idea is, that had the speed which was
wasted against the watch been reserved for his race at the

Exposition Track, he would have been among the foremost in

the race which was won by Alert, time 2-25], 2i27£, 2:27$,

after Kitty Kilburn had taken the first two heats in 2:28^,

2:26J. The Cleveland delegation came to grief at the Home-
wood Park meeting by backing Clemmie G. and Mambrino
Sparkle. It was known to the inner circle that Clemmie
had shown trials in 2:15 and 2:16 before leaving Cleveland,

but she was beaten easily by Harry Wilkes, and we have
heard it stated that the time of the beat, officially given as

250, was not quite so fast. Then as to Mambrino Sparkle, we
hear that she trotted four trial heats id company with Clem-

mie G., about ten days prior to her shipment to Pittsburg,

and the mares finished neck and neck, time 2:16, 2:17, 2:17$

and 2:19; but alas for the hopes of those who backed Sparkle at

Pittsburg. She was laid up the 6rst heat in 251|, and was
beaten the next two in 2:1S| and 2:19* over a track fully as

fast as her home course. The second heat of this race

showed very plainly that Billy Button is a great horse, and
when the day and hour arrives that Turner thinks him ripe,

he will score 2:17 or better three times. Gen. B. F. Tracy
witnessed the free-for-all race at Pittsburg and assures us

that Harry Wilkes could have beaten 2:14 the second heat.

"It was perfectly evident," said the master of Marshland,

"for Van Ness drove under the wire on a jog. I think Wilkes

can trot in 2:13 or better, if prepared for the effort."

—

Veritas.

According to the Husbandman, the horse-grower in Mon-
tana views with more indifference than anyone else the grad-

ual change of the country from range husbandry to the tamer

modes. Short grass has not this terror for him that it has

for the cattle or sheep owner. There will be nooks and cor-

ners, highland parks and ridgeB and prairie summits, where

horseB will range and flourish a good many years after there

is no longer an acre of grazing land on our valleys that is not

fenced. Highland raDges are especially adapted to horse-

growing, for horses will paw the snow away and reach feed if

there is any to be found, and as it will be some time before

the mountaintops are grazed off in summer, they will find

good feed there. Then horses are better adapted to the

semi-range system than most other classes of stock. It is

much less trouble to gather horses when the winter becomes

too severe for them to flourish on the range, than it is cattle,

and they are less liable to lose their self-reliance, or rustling

qualities, as it is generally called, by half-feeding, than cattle

or sheep.
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Entries at the Bay District.

Aug. 7th.— Special race.

Adair, Manon, Albert W.
Aug. lOtb.—3 minute Class.

Borneo, Longfellow, Vlaensin, Lot Slocnm, Gas Wilkes,

Perihelion.

Aug. 11th.—2:21 Class.

Allan Boy. Sister, Albert W.
Aug. 12th.—2:40 Class.

Merchant, Hidalgo, Gns Wilkes, Bay Bose.

Ang. 13th.—2:24 Class.

B. B., Pansy, Le Grange, Lucille.

As the free for all did not fill, the association offers a purse

of $350 for free for all pacers, for Saturday, Aug. 14th.

Entries to close Tuesday, Aug. 10th.
«

Entries at Chico.

The following are the entries for the Chico Pair, August
17th to 20th.

No. 1. Trotting—John Spurgeons br filly Lena S-; Harry
Isam's s m Lulu B.; D. H. Tighe's b 9 I L; J. T. Mcintosh's

br s Bipton.
No. 2. Trotting—Merrill & Marshall's b f Bird; J. T. Mc-

intosh's b g St. James; I. L. McDaniel's s m Mollie; P.

Garrett's b s Brignolia; Thos. Glasscock's ch m Maud Sher-

man.
.No. 3. Bunning—M. McCrimmon's ch g Surprise; M. P.

Peasley's br h Hector; A. D. West's b g Billy the Kid; Win.

Boots' "b f Leda; J. B. Eamsey's b s Monarchy; J. B. Barney's

b m Lady Cleveland; Jeff. Cram's b m Emma T.; Thos.

Hazlett's b g Panama; Jas. Foster's b m Amy B.; Thos. Haz-

lett's ch g Joe Chamberlain; Jas. Henry's s g Mayboy.
No. 4. Bunning—L. H. Todhunter's s h Monte Cristo;

Wm. Boots' blk g Index; Thos. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier;

Foster Bros.' b s A. Walrath; Foster Bros.' b m Lady Foster;

Thos. Hazlett's b g Panama; Jeff. Crum's b m Emma T.; J.

B. Bamsey's b s Monarchy; Wm. Boots' blk g Pollet; A. D.
West's b g Billy the Kid; M. P. Peasley's br h Hector.

No. 5. Stallion—Merrill & Marshall's b s Almont Ham-
bletonian; J. D. Adams, bs Floyd; Chas. Sherman's blk s

Chevalier; C. H. Merrill's blk s Major; J. T. Mcintosh's br s

Singleton.

No. 6. Trotting—A. F. Jackson's b g Ed: John A. Gold-

smith's b m Manon; A. Waldstein's b s Albert W.
No. 7. Pacing—Wm. Billups' blk s Almont Patehen; J.

T. Mcintosh's blk m Solitaire; B. F. Allen's b g Ben A.; E.
B.Johnston's s g Terra Cotta; Wm. Leach's bg Naughty Tom.
No. S. Bunning—Jas. Foster's b m Amy B.; Thos. Haz-

lett's ch g Joe Chamberlain: L. H. Todhunter's s h Monte
Cristo; Wm. Boots* blk g Index; Jas. Foster's b m Lady
Foster; E. B. Johnston's blk g Pollet; A. D. West's b g Billy

the Kid: M. P. Peasley's br h Hector.
No. 9. Bunning—Jeff. Crum's b m Emma T.; Thos.

Hazlett's b g Panama; Thos. Hazlett's ch h Fred Collier; L.

H. Todhunter's 8 h Monte Cristo; Foster Bros.' b m Lady
Foster; Wm Boots' b f Leda; A. D. West's b g Billy the Kid;
M. P. Peasley's b h Hector.
No. 10. Trotting—T. P. Hendricks' b g Hindoo; P. Gar-

rett's s g Wallace G.; Harrv Melvy's s m Maud Sherman.
No. 11. Bng£?y—I. L. McDaniel's s m Olive S-; B. F.Allen's

b g Ben A.; E". T. Clarke's b g Jim; Albert Talken's s g
Ophir, Jr.; J. T. Mcintosh's b m Bena; Merrill & Marshall's

b m Lightfoot.
No. 12. Trotting—A. T. Jackson's b g Ed; J. B. Mc-

Donald's g g Brigade; M. Toomey's b s Transit; J. Spurgeon's
s m Daisy. — » '-

Entries at Santa Rosa.

Ang. 17

—

First Day.—Bunning—Half-mile and repeat, free

for all; $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to the sec-

ond horse.

Blasingame & Eowell's s h Confidence; Willet & Johnson's

s g Cyclone; Kelly & Lynch's c g Tom Atchison; W. L.
Appleby's b m Nietson; B. Cocrel's b m Daisy D.; Hill k
Gries' b m Allie Hill.

Same Day.—Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $500.

E. M. Eailton's br g Lot Slocnm; J. E. Moore's b m Lottie

M.; A. Lathrop's b g Spry; Palo Alto Farm's b c Besford; J.

A. Goldsmith's s s Valensin; D. M. Beavis' s g Ned Forest;

H. W. Seale's c g Longfellow.
Same Day.—Trotting—For two-year-olds, best two in three.

Parse $200.
Palo Alto Farm's br f Ella; J. A. Goldsmith's br s Shara-

rook; L. J. Bose's blk s Soudan.
Sajje Day.—Pacing— 2:35 Class. Purse $350.
T. Kennedy's gr g Peacock; D. McCarty'3 b g Peruvian

Bitters; Eugene Hart's b g Fred Boss; H. G. Cox's gr g
Toney Lee.

Aug. 18—Secoxd Day —Bunning—Three-quarter-mile dasb,

for all ages; $20 entrance. $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to

second horse.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle; Blasingame & BowelF ch h

Confidence; E. Haeman's ch m Ellen E.; Matt Storn's ch h
Grover Cleveland; W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson; Kelly &
Lvnch's b g Jou Jon; Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill.

"Same Day.—Trotting. 2:27 Class. Purse $500.
G. W. Trahern's b h Voucher; D. McCarty's b m Lucilla; L.

J. Bose's b s Stambonl; W. Barsto's b m Jennie B.

Same Day.—Trotting. For four-year-olds. Purse $400.
Palo Alto Farm's b c Azmoor; San Mateo Stock Farm's b g

Hidalgo; S. K. Trefry's b s Apex; J. D. Carr's b g Merchant.
Aug. 19.

—

Thied Day.—Bunning. Selling race. One and
one-half mile dash. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added;
free for til; fixed valuation $1,000, 2 pounds off for each
hundred below, and 2 pounds added for each one hundred
above fixed valnation.

Kellv «te Lynch's b g Jon Jou; Lee Shaner's b g Billshaw;
Hill &'Gries'b f Allie Hill.

Same Day.—Trotting. For three-year-olds. Puree $500.
Palo Alto Farm's b c Daly; Jno. A. Goldsmith's sb Valensin;

L. J. Bose's b b Alcazar; T. K. Vail's b g Berab.

Aug. 20.

—

Focbth Day.—Bunning. For two-year-olds.

Mile dash. $20 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to

second horse.

M. F. Tarpey's c h Not Idle; Matt Story's b f Norcola; E.
Haeman's c f Ellen E.; W. L. Appleby's ch c D. J. McCarty;
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner.
Same Day.—Trotting. 2:24 Class. Parse $500.

Jno. Williams' b g Wormwood; Palo Alto Farm's br f Carrie

O.; E. H. Miller, Jr.'s, blk m Pansy; A. L. Whitney's ch c

D.iwn.
Aug. 21.—FnTB Day.—Trottiog. Freeforall. Parse$500.
E. H. Miller, Jr.'s b g Adair; San Mateo Stock F<inn's b a

Guy Wilkes; Sonoma County Stock Breeders' Association's

b s Anteeo.
Same Day.—Trotting. 2:35 Class. Purse $500.
E. M. Eailton's a h Como; S. Sperry's b g Uncle Tom; Palo

Alto Stock Farm's b c Norval; A. Lathrop's b g Spry; San

Mateo Stock Farm's b g Hidalgo; W. Barsto's b m Jennie B.;

D. M. Beavis' s g Ned Forest; G. Sanchez's b s Billy Mathews.
Same Day.—Trotting, district. 2:40 Class. Parse $300.

B. Murphy's b g Steve Story; P. J. Shatter's g g Viking; N.

Coomb's b m Lillie Stanley; C. H. Bane's b m Lillie B.; H.
Baker's blk m Emma B.

Entries at Oakland.

Aug. 30.—Trotting, 2:45 Class. Purse $600.

A. L. Hind's b g Gus Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by
Bonner.

W. S. Bay's b h Perihelion by Admiral, dam Flora.

M. McManns' br g Lot Slocnm by Electioneer, dam by
Mohawk Chief.

Lee Shaner's ch g Longfellow by Whipple's Hambletonian.
Nathan Coombs' b m Lillie Stanley Whippleton, dam Dolly

McMahon.
Palo Alto b c Daly by General Benton, dam Dolly, by

Electioneer.

John A. Goldsmith's b g Hidalgo by Sultan, dam Huntress,

by Irvingtoc.

E. Hughes' ch g St. David.
W. M. Henry's bs Borneo by Ulster Chief, dam by Belmont.
John William's b m Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by Chieftan.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse $750. 2:22 Class.

J. W. Donathans' gr g Allen Boy.
John A. Goldsmith's b m Sister.

(Not filled and declared off.)

Same Day.—Trotting. Porse, $450. Four-year-old Class-

J. D. Can's b g Merchant by Carr's Mambrino, dam by Elmo-
L. J. Bose's b s Stamboal by Sultan, dam Fleetwing.

Ariel Lathrop's b g Spry by General Benton, dam Sprite.

Palo Alto's b g Azmoor by Electioneer, dam Mamie C, by
imp. Hercules.

(Ordered closed with four entries.)

Ang, 31.—Btns"SXKG.—The Alameda Stake—For all ages;

$50 entrance, half forfeit, or only $15, if declared on or before

August 20th, with $300 added; $100 to second; third to save

stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed five pounds; if

four years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarters of a

mile.
W. M. Murray's b s Billy Ayres, 4, by Shannon, dam Lady

Clare.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle, 2, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Blassingame & Eowell's ch s Confidence, a, by Walnut

Bark, dam Delph.
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker,

dam Bay Kate.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazaar, dam Tib-

bie Dunbar.
W. L. Appleby's b m Neilson, 6, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
B. C. Holly's b f Irish Lass by imp. Kvrle Dalv, dam Daisy

Miller.

Same Day.—The California Stake—For three-year-olds;

$50 entrance; half forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second; $50
to third. One mile and a quarter.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonzo, dam
Galianthus.

Kellv «fe Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevans, dam
Twilight.

E. S.Fallon's brf Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

M. J. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

Same Day.—The Juvenile Stakes—For two-year-olds; $25
entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to second, third to

save stake. Winner of any two-year-old race, after August
1st, to carry three pounds; of two or more, five pounds
extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

W. M. Murray's ch c Voltigeur by Bullion, dam Jessamine
Porter.

W. M. Murray's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Henry Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Matt Storn's b f Norcola by Norfolk, dam Addle C.

M. F. Tarpey'sch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Heizego-

vina.

Theo Winters' b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.
Thos. Atchinson's ch c Bobson by Joe Hooker, dam Bosetland.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, dam Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalene Cotton by Leinster, dam

Lizzie P.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

D. J. McCarty'a ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Bosa B.
M. J. Johnson's ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
B. C. Holly's b c Corrigan by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy

Miller.

Same Day.—Free Pnrse, $250. Winners of any race, after

August 1st, of the value of $300, to carry five pounds.
Maidens allowed, if three years old, to carry five pounds; if

fours years old or upwards, fifteen pounds. Mile heats.
J. C. Simpson's b g Sir Thad by Norfolk or Thad Stevens,

dam Lady Amanda.
Mose Hart's ch g Edward K. by Norfolk, dam Kate Gift.

Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday, dam Plaything.
Wm. Boots' blk g Index by Thad Stevens, dam Gypsey.
Lee Shaner's b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.
P. A. Finigau's b g Edie F. by Norfolk, dam Ballinette,

Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler dam Mary Wade.
B. 0. Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.

Sept. 1st.—TniKD Day.—Trotting. Parse $600. 2:35Class.
John William's Lottie M. by Nephew, dam bj Chieftan.
M. McManus' ch s Como by Elmo, dam Juno by Pat Malloy.
T. M. Barstow's b m Jennie B.
Ariel Lathrop's b g Spry by General Benton, dam Sprite.
Palo Alto's b c Norval by Electioneer, dam Norma.
J. N. Ayres' b c Bay Bose by Sultan, dam by The Moor.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse $400. Three-years-olds.
L. J. Bose's b c Alcazar by Sultan, dam Minnehaha.
Palo Alto's b c Eexford by Electioneer, dam Eebecca by Gen-

eral Benton.
J. A. Goldsmith's ch c Valensin by Crown Point, dam Nettie

Lambert, by John Nelson.
(Ordered closed with three entries.)

Same Day.—Pacing. Purse $500. 2:23 Class.

Charles Green's gr g Peacock.
A. L. Hinds' bs Nevada.
J. W. Djnathan'a ch m Elma.

(Not filled, and declared off.)

Kept. 2.—Fourth Day.—Trotting. Purse $750. 2:20 Class.

A. Waldstein's b s Albert W. by Electioneer, dam by John
Nelson.

J. A. Goldsmith's bm Manon by Nutwood, dam Addie, by
Hambleton Chief.

(Not filled, and declared off.)

Same Day—Trotting. Purse $750. 2:24 Class.
John Williams' b g Wormwood by Nutwood, dam Belmont

Mare.
E. H. Miller's blk m Pansy by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard. \

Palo Alto's br f Carrie C. by Electioneer, dam Maid of Clay.
L. E. Clawson's blk g La Grange by Sultan, dam Georgiana,

I

J. W. Donathen's blk g B. B. by Milliman's Bellfouuder.
John A. Goldsmith's ch s Dawn by Nutwood, dam Countesa,
J. H. Kolly's br g Valentine by Ferril's Clay, dam Queen.

Same Day, Trotting. Parse $300. Two-year-olds.
L. J. Kose's blk s Soudan by Sultan, dam Lady Babcock.
Palo Alto's br f Ella by Electioneer, dam Lady Ellen byCarr'i

Mambrino.
John A. Goldsmith's br s Shamrock by Buccaneer, dam Fern

Leaf.

(Ordered closed with three entries.)

Sept. 3.

—

Fifth Day.—Banning. Selling Purse $250, of
which $50 to second. Fixed valnation$l, COO; twopoundB fo*-
each $100 below, two pounds added for each $100 above Hxed
value. One mile and an eighth.
Kelly -fe Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday, dam Plaything.
Kelly & Lynch's b c Plato by Shannon, "dam Planetia.
Wm. Boots' blk g Index by Thad Stevens, dam Gypsey.
Lee Shaner's b g Bellshaw by Wildidle, dam Netty Brown.
W. L. Pritchard's b h Frank Ehoads by Leinster, dam Addie A.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

Hill £ Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
Same Day—The Oakland Stake—For all ages; $50 entrance-

half forfeit; $300 added; second horse $100, third $50. One
mile and a half.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-*"
light.

B. S. Fallon's br f Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne.
M. J. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey. J
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.

Same Day.—Bunning.—The Golden Gate Stake—For two-
year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to!
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-old
race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of two or more,
five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake at this meeting, three
pounds additional penalty. Seven-eighths of a mile.
W. M. Murray's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
W. M. Murray's ch s Voltigeur by Bullion, dam Jessamine

Porter.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Henry Lowden's b f Lean Tear by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Mytt Storn's b f Norcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King *Ban, dam Herze-

govina.

Thos. Atchinson's ch c Bobson by Joe Hooker, dam Bosetland.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, dam Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalena Cotton by Jim Brown, dam

Lizzie P.
D. J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Bosa B.
M. J. Johnson's ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
B. C. Holly's b c Corrigan by Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy Miller,

Same Day.—Bunning—Free Purse, $250, for all ages; $50
to second. Horses not having won at this meeting allowed
five pounds; horses that have not ran second or better
allowed ten pounds. Three-qaarter mile heats.
J. Cairn Simpson's b g Sir Thad by Norfolk or Thad Stevens,

dam Lady Amanda.
Mose Hart's ch g Edward K. by Norfolk, dam Kate Gift.

Blassingame & Bowell's ch s Confidence by Walnut Bark,
dam Delph.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alphonso,
dam Galianthus.

Kellv & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchinson by Joe Hooker, dam
Bay Kate.

Lee Shaner's b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Danbar.
W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson by Wildidle, dam Snsie W.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

Sept. 4.—Sixth Day.—Trotting. Pnrse $750. 2:27 Class.

J. W. Gordon's ch s Bismarck by Index, dam by Williamson's
Belmont.

G. W. Trahern's b s Voucher by Nephew, dam by Vernon
Patcben.

W. M. Fletcher's blk g Blaine by Bellfonnder. dam Unknown,
M. McManus' ch s Como by Elmo, dam Jnno by Pat Malloy.
L. J, Kose's b s Stambonl by Sultao, dam Fleetwiog.
Gus Walter's ch m Maid of Oaks.
J. B. Hodson's blk g Artist by Gold Dost, dam by Dave

Hill, Jr.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse $1,000. Free for all.

E. H. Miller's b g Adair by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.
L. W. Burns' b s Anteeo by Electioneer, dam Columbine.
San Mateo Stock Farm's b s Guy Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes,

dam Lady Bunker.
(Declared closed with three entries under published conditions)

Same Day.—Pacing. Purse $600. Fr^e for all pacers.
H.J. A«uew's b m Maude by Bertraud's Blackhawk, dam

by Hamilton Chief.

A. L. Hind's b h Nevada by General Eeno, dam Marys villi

Queen.
Wm. H. Viogel's gT m Lucy.

(Not filled and declared off.)

A Word to Trotting1 Horse Drivers.

The following from the Kentucky Stock Farm is partial.

larly applicable to this latitude.

The rules require that every driver shall wear his colors id
a race. It is due to the spectators that this rule should be
rigidly enforced. Is it not better that you should select yoni
colors and provide your own clothing than to have colors and
clothing assigned you for the race by the association when
you ohanco to be driving? 1 am aware that a large majority
of the more prominent drivers of the country have already
done this, though the practice has not yet become general in

Kentncky. We are all familiar with the loyal green of

Ashland Park, and know whenever it appears iu the sulky
that the animal is the eotry of B. J. Treacy. A little provi«
dent forethought would prevent the unpleasant sensations
gentleman is liable to feel when he puts on a cap (worn in the
preceeding race by he don't know who) unsuited to his style*
of beauty, making him look more like a cut-throat and ft

tramp than the cool, clear-headed, clever fellow that he ie.

We call attention to this, feeling confident that each drive?
will at once claim and register his colors, and make them as

famous as he can by identification with skill and honorable
performance. We request each one of yon to send in yoq*
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colors; we will register them and keep the claim standing in
our columns until the season is over.

Bacing cannot be carried on successfully unless it is sup-
ported by the public. If profitable to you, it is because the
public come and pay to see your skillful driving, and tee
speed you, by patience, judgment and industry, have devel-
oped. It is, therefore, due to the spectators that yoa should
do your part to make the performance as interesting to them
ss possible. Trotting will be more attractive to ladies espe-
cially, if the driver will bestow on his own personal appear-
ance a portion of the care he gives to that of his horse. And
unless they approve, the interest cannot be on either high or I

the southern route. He judges at Hornellsville, N. X. this
enduring ground, or receive the support it needs. The m.onth, and at Waverly, Ohio, on Sept. 14th. He'was pleased
different associations would, of course, publish the colors i Y wnat he saw of the State, and met nothing but kindness
claimed with the entries in their programmes. Many of the m

, V16 De0Ple - His coming has done doggy interests good,
associations make no provision for furnishing colors. At j

a ^s departure is regretted,

the same time it is their duty to require colors to be worn,

.
^'Miscellaneous class sis club medals were distributed

to the following dogs: Geo. A. Schultz's Dandy- J w Orn-
dorffs Gypsey; P MeCann's Oscar; Mrs. J. Kobinson'sMouse; Mrs. J. Robinson's Minnie: Jas. Daly's Sport.

Much matter relative to mcjj^bhow is crowded out of this
issue by the entries to the races. We hope those who feel
competent to do so will discuss the show and the judgments
in a pleasant way, and shall be glad to receive Buch articles.

Mr. John Davidson left for the east on Wednesday last via

and when raees are published to be trotted under the National
rules, a consciertious judge might -well consider it his duty
not to permit a driver to start in violation of them.

The $5,000 Stake at Detroit.

The following is the Chicago Horseman's description of the
trot for the 2:30 class at Detroit, the summary of which race
we gave laEt week:

Alternating with the heats of the 2:23 race the horses for
the great $5,000, 2:30 class, were called. Bueth represented
Ben Stanley's entry and drew the pole; he is a fine young
stallion by Kysdyk, and is owned by Hiram Walker & Sons,
Walkervlle, Oat. Wilton was second; he is a brown stallion

by George Wilkes, and is owned by Eowerman Bros., Lexing-
ton, Ky.; he represented the entry made by F.L.Noble,
Brand Bapids, Mich. Guy was third; he is a brown gelding
by Kentucky Prince, and was entered by Mr. W. J. Gordon,
>f Cleveland; he i6 very fast but unreliable. Palo Alto, a
bay stallion, 16 hands high, by Electioneer, represented W.
R. Armstro ag's entry, and Beference, a brown gelding by
Referee, was entered by C. W. Story, Chillicothe, Ohio.
Jadrrms' Hambletanian and Frank T. were drawn. Cadmus
nas shown well until recently, but an attack of pink-eye ren-
lered him unfit to start.

Fir&t heat—Guy delayed the scoring, but finally the word
*as given. Bowerman shot to the front with Wilton like a
ocket, and was never headed in the heat; he was closely
ollowed by Beference, with Guy third and Palo Alto fourth,
tfarvin laying him up. Wilton won at ease, the others fin-

shing in the order just named; Beference was a close second,
ind it looked ae though Voorhis could have driven him fast

roough to have reduced the record which Wilton got. Time,
(uarter :34f, half l:09f. three-quarters l:43f. mile 2:19*.

Second heat—The contest was evidently to be between
*alo Alto and Wilton. Pools sold: Palo Alto, $25; Wilton,
S; Guy, $10; field, $3. Wilton went to the turn first, with
teference at his wheel, Bueth third, Alto fourth. At the
uarter it was the same, but all close together; at the half
Pilton, Beference and Alto were lapped and nearly head and
,ead; entering the home stretch the positions were the same,
nd an exciting contest took place down the stretch, no mate-
ial advantage was gained until the distance, where Beference
ill back and the race was between Wilton and Alto, with
Jto a triflein the lead, but the strain proved too much for the
>ur- year-old, and near the wire he broke and Wilton won
asily. Time, quarter :35£, half 1:094, three-quarter 1:44,

lile2:19£.

Third heat.—Marvin evidently meant business, and in
xtring was well up; at the quarter Wilton was a length in
ie lead, Palo Alto second; at the half the positions were tbe
ime; at the three-quarters Palo Alto was in the lead, and
own the stretch the race was fast and exciting; near th6
ire Palo Alto broke again, and Wilton was winner of the
feat $5,000, 2:30 stake. Time, quarter :35, half 1:09, three-
alters 1:434. mile 2:20.

Wilton, the winner, is a brown stallion, by Geo. Wilkes,
am by Hambletoniau, 10; he is less than 15 hands high, is

mmetrical in conformation, and shows remarkable speed
nes; he is a full-brother to Albert France, and is owned by
owerman Bros., Lexington, Ky., having been bought by
lem at Col. Stoner's sale; he is a great young horse, and Geo.
r

ilkes scores one more in the 2:20 list. Mr. Frank L. Noble,
hose entry was represented by this horse, is well known as
prominent business man of Grand Bapids, Mich. He loves
irse=, always has some good ones, and he and Bowerman
ceived many congratulations.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest poB&i-
e notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire anddam
d of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

In the hurry of closing up the Dog Show last week, the
icretary made several errors in noting the dogs which
ceived special prizes, and has kindly corrected the list for us.
Best Dog from Gilroy—Dan Gilroy's bine belton English
Her bitch Daisy, 2 yrs. 6 mos., weight 50 lbs., by Rob Boy
Ola; a Hunting Coat.
Second Best Dog from Gilroy—Mrs. E. Leavesley, black,
lite and tan cocker bitch Julie, 4 yrs.. weight 24 lbs.,

Jet—Fanny; One Hundred Loaded Shells.

Second Best Irish Water Spaniel—T. J. Pinder, San Fran-
co, liver dog Jen-y P., 17 mos., weight 47 lbs., by Whirl-
ol—Biddy; Cup.
Best Pointer Over 55 Pounds—J. Martin, Barney Dutch
it, lemon and white Tom Pinch, 2 yrs. 4 mos., weight 59
., by Tom-Beulah; Gold Medal.
Best St. Bernard—A. W. Manning, San Francisco, white
i black dog St. Bernard Ben, 3 yrs. 6 mos., weight 130 lbs.;
I of Cigars.

3est Kennel, not for Competition—J. De Vaull and W. W.
ore, San Francisco, black, white and tan dog Begent, 8
i., by Eoyal Duke—Gift, and Carl B., 7 yrs., weight 55
., by Leicester—Dart; Bos of Cigars.
Jest Three or More Dogs Exhibited by One Person—A. B.

'. iman, San Francisco, Irish setters Mike T, and Lady
^.j iho T. and pointer puppy Bush T.
^lest Fox-terrier Puppy—J. B. Martin, San Francisco,

ta; a Collar.

Seat Italian Greyhound—MiBS Bert Schleicher, San Fran-
w, Fawn; g Collar,
iest Field Spaniel—Dog—W. G. O'Hara, San Francisco,

! pt; a Collar,
iest Field Spaniel—Bitch—M. Vogel, San Francisco, You
ow; a Collar.
lest Pointer Under 55 Lbs.—E. W. Briggs, San Francisco,
ion and white dog Climax, I yr. 3 mos., weight 44 lbs., by
IK Bang—Bellona; a Pair of Hunting Shoes.
'•est Dog in the Show—J. Martin Barney's pointer Tom
oh by Tom—Beulah; a Gold Medal.

Porcupine, in the Sporting Life, gives a chapter or two
from experience in judging at dog Bhows. He writes-
Some of our judges are, I think, asking too steep a price for

.heir services. I quite admit that it is worth more than the
thank you the Westminster Kennel Club settled my bill for
two years' services, but there is a happy medium between
that and §100 and expenses, which I hear is the price of a
person out west who has handled non-sporting dogs at a few
shows. Lincoln used to say look at the reputation it gives
you. I think judginginjnresmorereputationsthanitmakeB
Of course, Lincoln couldn't see anything in the return of
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and the BTIgge3ti°B that he ought to manage

the W. h.. C. shows for "reputation." Lincoln could get
more work out of other people for nothing ihan any man in
the business, bnt 1 broke down when he wanted me to lose
ij.50outof my pocket because his Smingfield, 111., venture
was a flat failure.

Persons who have officiated in the judging ring are the
recipients of many peculiar letters, and I have a curious col-
lection of tnese missives. If I threatened to publish these it
would akrm not afew. There is the stupid fellow who wants
to know all about the judge's opinion of certain dogs before-
hand, and a good many knavish ones try various methods in
their endeavors to get into the good graces of the judge. In
the old days of spun-out judging it was a difficult thing for a
man to steer clear of exhibitors who wanted to give pointers
on their own and other dogs not yet judged.
About the boldest thing ever done to me was the written

offer of an exhibitor of setters to temporarily buy my dogs
and show them under me at a show I was to judge at, and I
was to take them back again after giving them all first prizes.
If I had accepted the offer there is no doubt they would all
have won, for a man who would accept such a proposition
would go the whole hog I should say. The man who made
me that offer is now a financial wreck, and has left this section
of the country. Another experience waB an attempt at
bribery. It did not come directly to me, but was made to a
friend of mine, who was asked if a certain sum of money
would not make sure for a certain dog winning a certain
prize. The enquirer got such an answer that he did not
pursue the subject further. I, of course, could do nothing,
as my friend declined to give me nameB, and the matter
stopped right there, much to my regret. I would have liked
to got that $— , and then buy a challenge cup to be known as
the Memorial Challenge Cop, to keep the briber's mem-
ory green, as it were.
Then there are those who fear that the judge may bear

them a grudge because they don't send their dogs, and letters
of apology are sent for the dogs remaining at home. This is
supposed to make the exhibitor one of the judge's supporters,
and to insure notice for his dogs when they come np before
the same official.

Of all the Btrange communications it has been my lot to
receive, however, the following, from which I have stricken
out all clue to the identity of the writer, is, I think, the most
unique:

Jddge Watson: Dear Sir— I have an English setter I
would like to get a value put on, and how much would you
charge me for the same? Do you ever give any instructions
on judging dogs? I know a good deal about setters, pointers,
spaniels, and hound9. They are the only dogs I care much
about, and they are the ones I want to get perfect in judging.
I formerly owned . Sbe was smarter than what she
looked, doing over twenty-five tricks of skill, and there wasn't
a better field dog in the country than what she was. If you
don't do any 6uch line of work that I spoak of in the first

part of this letter, please direct me to some other judge that
is so said to be good. It may not take me over a few weeks
to get perfect on judging that class of dogs. I want to be able
so when any one asks me who taught me I can say judge 80
and so taught me.

I have not replied to the gentleman. They say I don't
know anything about setters and pointers, hence I feel a little

diffident about starting a school for judging sporting dogs,
because, when my pupils siid which academy they had grad-
uated from, they might be subjected to a great deal of ridicule.
For instance, I should first of all instill them with the idea
that it is not necessary to find out who the owners were in
order to tell a good dog from a bad one. That, although it is

a likely way to get another engagement as a judge next year to
shove dogs owned by members of the committee well to the

|

front, yet it is not honest to other exhibitors. There are too
many people nowadays who know how the prizes onght to go
when they see the dogs, so the judge cannot make himself
solid with these people and avoid a bad name. It is a bad
plan also to go speculating in dogs at a show which you have
later on to award prizes to. Likewise to take a catalogue and
check off the dogs to be noticed on account of ownership or
the ownership of the sire or dam.
The foregoing are things overlooked by some of our judges,

but they are very essential to a man's reputation for honesty,
without which he cannot succeed, no matter how much he
knows. As for telling a man how to judge dogs, that is a
different thing. Some have become excellent judgf s by read-
ing Stonehenge, if we are to believe what they tell ns, and
there are narrow cuts and expeditious ways of coming to the
satisfactory conclusion that you are top of the class as a
judge of a dog. These judges only require a little experience
to find out that they absolutely know nothing. It comes
natural to some men to pick out the good dogs. A quickness
of perception and the faculty of noting faults at sight is, I
think, the road to success. There is no system about it, if I
except the method of sorting your dogs out in the ring. That
is only a guide to celerity in working. The man who keeps
all the dogs in the ring and does not sort them ont, wastes a
lot of time in wandering aimlessly about, and, as a role, his
decisions are very much questioned.

As much Bound sense in relation to the threatment of
puppies as we remember*io have read recently, is contained
in the following remarks from a veteran handler and owner
of setters: There is a very common and erroneous belief that I

the training of a young puppy should begin at a very early age.
I

Much of this error ha- been begun and perpetuated by the
j

i writings of theoretical .portsmen, or sportsmen who have had
I

a very limited experience. It is one of the peculiar phrases
of sportsmanship that, coincident with the ownersh-p of a
dog and gnn, almost all men think thev are duly inspired to
give a dog the most perfect education, and also to pass
weighty and valuable opinions on all that pertains to the
same. This idea is not so prevalent now in its full entirety
as it was, yet the belief that a dog's training should begin at an
early age is still very popular. If asked why it should be«in
so early the reply is, that in early age the perceptions of the
puppy are more impressible, the impressions are more per-
manent and lasting; a higher degree of intelligence is devel-
oped, and the puppy is easily controlled.
This is very plausible and carries a great deal of force with

it, but, on the contrary, has much to condemn it The
youthful days of a dog are days of frolic and fun, with per-
haps a BenouB moment thrown in when a puppy fight is in
order. Life's aim is all toward seeking amusement. Certain
ideas ana actions may be acquired in association with pleas-
ore, but they, apart from the pleasure, have no meaning to
the puppy, and therefore are not indulged in if the pleasure
is removed.
Any attempt at forcing obedience is attended with great

danger to the future of the puppy. At this age a puppy ia
easily cowed or frightened, and may ruin his self-confidence
and hence his usefulness. It is all verv well to say that thepuppy should not be punished at all; as a matter of fact he
Bhonld not, but there is not one man in a thousand bnt whatwhen he attempts to teach a dog, will lose his temper more or
less and punish a dog to gratify his feelings. All sportsmenwho have had much field experience cannot have failed to
observe thiB proclivity of the lord of creation, an honorary
title conferred by man upon himself.
The puppy of six months is as immature physically as

mentally. Any attempt at field work soon fatigues him and
if he is run until excessively fatigued, he losses all interest in
field work, besides acquiring a slow indolent pace, if the work
is persisted m, that iB very objectionable, and may remain
through life.

No thoughtful man would entertain tbe idea of putting his
children at severe study or labor when thev are in childhood
The childish plays and absence of mental efforts does more to
prepare the child for tbe serione efforts attending latter veare
than all the studies in the world could do. All intelligent
men recognize this as applied to the child, bnt many hold
directly contrary views as applied to the puppy, although the
cases are parallel, or perhaps, if there is any difference it is
in favor of the puppy, just as, in latter years, much 'is in
favor of the dog as compared to a man. More intelligence
and education is expected from a dog at the age of six months
than from a child of as many years.
Let the puppy chase butterflies, tear old shoes, steal your

old clothes, and befiee from the misery following the inspired
crankiness of a man.

The dog-show season of 1SS5 seems to have been disastrous
pecuniarily. Pittsburgh tricked its exhibitors, and now it
appears that St. Louis is under a cloud. Captain BeUairs
says of the latter:

"There is some trouble about paying off the prize winners
of the last St. Louis dog show. The cash in hand of the
Bffair was lodged in the Provident Savings Bank, the smash-
up of which is partly responsible for the fact winners are not
yet paid off, but there is something worse at the back of the
abrupt departure of Cashier Thomson. Before the show was
advertised to the doggy men's world a guarantee fund wa9
raised—on paper. Some of the gentlemen who uledged
themselves to see the affair through being simply sportsmen
who were willing to assist anything connected with dog, and
others being directly interested in the dog business, 'and,
therefore, eager to promote a bench show in the city.' The
expenses and cost of prizes amounted to something like $500
more than tbe receipts, and it has been found that a number
of the guarantors are very backward in coming forward to
shoulder their obligations. The prize winners at a distance
have so far accepted the situation very quietly, but unless
they are paid pretty soon St. Louis will have a very poor
name abroad as a dog-showing center, and measures will
therefore shortly be taken to collect the guarantee fund, un-
less its subscribers come to the front, accept the situation,
and allow the managers to put themselves clear with owners
all over the Union."

An Example of Canine Humor.

"Dogs," said Mr. William H. Beard, the artist, "have
humor beyond a donbt. That it is not often unmistakably
manifest I will admit, but sometimes it is well defined. If
some dogs are gifted with humor, all have it to a greater or
less degree. Let me relate an incident. In my boyhood
days there was left in my charge a remarkably intelligent
pointer, well broken for bird hunting, and consequently
valuable; but I set about extending his education to other
field sports, such as rabbit hunting, bat he had no stomach
for woodchucks. He was a nervous, timid creature, and after
the first encounter, when he disgraced himself, he seemed to
feel it ever afterward. It thus became an amusement to find
a woodchuck hole and invite my pointer to join in the sport;
but the moment he detected the character of the occupant he
would turn on me with a most ludicrous, shamed look, and
smiling an excuse, would positively decline all further
participations. I say smiling, for he had this power, not
uncommon in dogs of his species, as well as with setters,
greyhounds, and sometimes spaniels.

"This smile consists in twisting the nose to one Bide and
showing the teeth in a pleasant way, which then have an
entirely different look from what they have when exposed in
anger. The expression is unmistakably that of a smile, and
always denotes the same sentiment of mirth and pleasure as
in man. I remember, too, a rare prankish joker of a dog that
belonged to a friend of mine. He was a mongrel of medium
size, not too tall, nor yet too short, but just about right for
his own waggish purposes. He was fond of pigs that were
allowed to run at liberty, and I have observed many of them
quietly cropping the grass and grunting to their satisfaction
while the dog, Sport, was meditating mischief. He would
immediately make his selection, go for his pig, which, of
course, started to run. Sport, running npeven with his side,
would not attempt tocatch him by the near ear, orany parallel
practice of the ordinary dog, such as the experienced swine
undoubtedly expected.
"He knew a way of getting more fun out of a pig than

that. When the proper distance was established, and the
two animals were ju»t in position, he would thrust his head
under the pig's belly, adroitly catch him by the opposite
flank, and suddenly oome a standstill with "a braoe. This,
with the pig's momentum, would, of oourse, bring him
entirely over, and he would, to his great astonishment, land
him upon his back instead of his feet at the next leap. Thet.
Sport would let him go, turn to us with wagging tailand h; .

on one side, and give ns a whimsical inquiring look, as muci
as to ask: 'How is that fox a joke on the pig?'

"
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ROD.
Of Interest to Anglers.

The fresh-water sportsmen hold salt-water fishing in high

esteem, bat their ignorance misleads them. In every salt

water inlet of the Chesapeake bay there is better fishing than

there is in any Alleghany or Adirondack streams; and those

whose purses will not admit the expenses of a trip to the

mountain-hemmed haunt of the trout and bass, can easily

prove the truth of this assertion in the blue Chesapeake.

There swim in no waters on the globe a greater variety ol

game lish. Sheepshead, rockfish, drum, perch, taylor, weak-

nsh, trout and mackerel include the best varieties, while in

ofttimes troublesome profusion awarm the smaller fry—spot,
crocus, pike, moccasin, sunfish, catfish and eels.

The king of our waters is undoubtedly the rockfish, or

striped bass. It is greatly the superior of the salmon in

beauty, and in gameness it stands its peer. Oar streams con-

tain it in its most perfect state. Symmetrical in form and
beautiful in shape, it is a sight to make any lover of the

"divine sport" grow enthusiastic over its charms. It ia a

voracious feeder, and quick as lightening in capturing its

prey. Take him as you may, his first dash when hooked is

is tremendous, and he will make a gallant fight for life that

will exhilarate the most hardened sportsman.

The perch, while not usually regarded as being very gamey,

is yet a great favorite with anglers. It bites assuredly and
fast. It winters in the deep salt water of the bays, and after

the suns of spring have warmed the water it issues forth on
its foraging expeditions, pushing up the inlets into fresh and
brackish water, halting about rocky bottoms, old wrecks,

sunken bridge piers and water lily margins. Off the Kent
shore, at Betterton, and in Chester river, is the best perch

fishing. Eare sport at the proper season—from July to Sep-

tember—can be had on these grounds, it being not unusual
for two or three half-pound perch to be caught on one line

whon a sufficient number of hooks are used. Whether for

gameness or as a table luxury the sheepshead is superb.

This fish comes from the south. It generally arrives in the

vicinity of Chincoteague, about the 1st of May, but does not

reach our waters until midsummer. An inexperienced fisher-

man will find the sheepshead not easy of capture. After it

has found the bait, two or three preliminary nibbles announce
the fact, and ten to one the nervous sportsman will strike

and lose it. But if he is patient, presently there will come a

steady draw, and then it is that the fisherman must strike,

and pull hard and fast, keeping a weather-eye open for the

headers which the sheepshead is sure to make. Very heavy
tackle is necessary for this fish, as it is very strong and makes
a vicious resistance.

YearB ago drum fishing was a great sport among the fisher-

men of tidewater Talbot, and of other counties along the bay,

but this fish seems to have been driven out of the middle and
upper Chesapeake, whether by the steamboats or by the oyster

dredges it is difficult to determine. In those days the signal

that drums were about usually caused a cessation of all other

occupations, and a general rush was made to the drumming
grounds. An absence of several days was made often, and
the result would be loads of fish. But that day is numbered
with the past, and the once familiar "drum note" of this fish

is heard no more.
The fiercest and greediest fish in our waters is the taylor.

It is predatory and voracious, and is a terror to nearly every

kind of smaller fish. It is one of our most valuable varieties

as a food fish, rivaling the shad in exquisiteness of flavor.

Some ally it with the bluefish Bpecies, but this is denied by
many. The bay mackerel is a lithe, brilliant fellow when
first taken from the water, and has no equal as a gridiron fish.

It is a bashful biter, but when it does finally take hold it

gives a pull that sends the blood surging through every vein

of the angler's body.

Indian Fishermen.

Salmon fishing along the upper Sacramento river is an
important industry, although no canneries have as yet been
established. Fishermen have always found a ready market
for their hauls, and at fair prices. They make large ship-

ments to San Francisco and into the mill and mining camps
in the mountains, and sell great quantities to the ranchers.

The noble red man, the Digger, is the most expert in the bus-
iness, enticing the fish into his net iu a manner that is sur-

prising to the pale faces. He has his camp on the bank of

the river and attends to his nets during the night. It is a

most interesting sight to see the Indians engaged in fishing.

They have no boats, but build a platform out into the stream
about fifty feet from the bank. It is constructed of poles,

lashed together with strips of bark, and they stand upon this

and drop their nets into the water. Attached to the net they

have three small lines, holding an end of each in their

hands, and by this means they can tell when the nets are

sufficiently full to haul up. During the long hours of the
night not a word is spoken, not even a whisper, as they
believe that the least unusual noise would ruin all chances of

getting a single fish. For fifty or sixty feet along the bank
on either side of the fishing grouud, the Indians place sticks

of willow four or five feet high, to which are attached five or
six white goose feathers. The sticks incline towards the water,
and a Blight breeze sets the feathers to fluttering. A few days
ago a correspondent was at one of the Digger fishing camps,
and endeavored to learn some information concerning the
feather superstition.

"What are those feathers for?" was asked of an old Indian
who appeared to be the boss of affairs.

"Ugh," grunted the child of the forest. "God, he ketch
first fish with feddah. Injun, he put up feddah, fish he come
up Bee. We have no feddah, ketch um no fish."

The Indians never use hooks and lines, thinking, perhaps,
that the process is too Blow. They are not familiar with the
new species of the finny tribe that were planted some years
ago by the Fish Commissioners. The red-fleshed salmon and
the coarse sturgeon are the only fish they will have anything
to do with. Shad are now plentiful in the upper waters of

the Sacramento, but they are mysterious visitors to the noble
red man, and when he hauls one of them out of the water he
will instantly throw it back, unless he has an order from
some white man to preserve it. There is also an abundance
of catfish in the river, but they are also foreigners, and will

not be touched by the Diggers. The squaws have been
engaged for some time past drying salmon for Winter use.

The meat is cut into long, narrow strips, aud huug upon long
poles in the open air to be cured. It is frequently turned
over and stretched out, and when it undergoes the test of the
buu and air, it is Baid to be as fine eating as jerked venison.
The Indians trade large quantities of dried salmon to their

brethren in the mountain regions for deer and bearskius, and
for deer meat. To look at an Indian fiBhiug camp from a dis-

tance, a person imagines that he is looking upon the yard of

a dyeing establishment, and that the strips of salmon are

strings of bright-colored ribbons. Upon nearer approach,

however, that thought is quickly chased away by the loud,

fishy smell, compared with which a glue faotory would be as

pleasant to the nostrils as a garden of roses. For their own
use the Indians put a large salmon upon the ground, build a

slow fire over it, and when it is cooked to suit their appetites it

is placed upon a large piece of bark, and all hands dive into the

greasy mess, dirty fingers serving for forks. But it is not to

be expected that silver knives and forks would be in use in

such a camp.

—

Ex.

A New Artificial Bait Suggested.

Can you not suggest to some of the manufacturers the

propriety of making artificial rubber "salmon roe?" Roe
is the most killing bait for trout, salmon, and every fish

I know. In fact, it ia almost poaching to use it, but

sometimes, you know, we've got to use bait when they

won't rise to a fly, and the angler has traveled all day for a

few hours' fishiDg. 1 am convinced that an artificial bunch
of roe attached to a hook would do quite as well as the gen-

uine thing, because I have used bunches of red berries with

great success. 1 never use roe now. I would sooner do

without the fish, for it is the dirtiest stuff imaginable, gets

all over one, and smells for a week afterwards on hands and

clothes. An artificial article would have a large sale on this

Coast, as all Pacific Coasters swear by "salmon eggs." I am
going to Yakima this month to meet the sea trout as they

come up; will let you know my success.— W. W. B., in Amer-
ican Angler.
Portland, Oregon, July 2.

[Not a few "ir'acific Coasters" swear neither by anything in

the waters under the earth nor by "salmon eggs," and we
shall be surprised if "W. W. B." and his absurdities are no?

repudiated by the sportsmen of the north-west, whom he

libels.—Ed.]

It is claimed, says the Butte Record, that the party which

left Chico last week has developed a future Fish Commis-
sioner, who promises to revolutionize the fiBh business as

heretofore promulgated by Seth Green, the late Mr. Redding,

Judge Dibble, and others. He has found the haunts of the

trout, according to reports, the natural fish ladders by which

they ascend from the stream to feed on the succulent grasses

that margin the mountain currents it many points. Having

made this discovery, he casts no fly to lure the unsuspecting

and lively trout, but procures a war club instead of a pole,

seats himself conveniently near the pastures frequented by

the mountain fish, and slaughters them before they can regain

the stream. The party haB not been ordinarily successful

in the old Izaak Walton style of catching the wary trout, aud

have therefore been compelled to rely upon Mr. Nichols

plan of capture for a supply of the toothsome denizens of

our mountain streams. Of course the party are having a

grand summer vacation.

The Hon. W. Warren Vernon, while fishing on his pre-

serves at Monen-Mandal, Norway, June 8th, hooked a small

salmon of 8 lbs., on the lower fly, a Jock Scott, having for a

bobfly a Dusty Miller. After playing him for some time, he

was just bringing him to gaff when the fish recoved a little,

and made another run across stream. Some difficulty was

then experienced in playing the fish, but, after a little time

and some hard work, what was his astonishment on discover-

ing a second fish had taken the bobfly, and, after a severe

battle, both were cleverly gaffed by the boatman, the latter

receiving a present of ten kroner for his dexterity. The
second fish weighed no less than 14 lbs. It might be men-

tioned that this gentleman and his friend, the Hon. G. Elliott,

got fifteen fish the first week of the season, from June 4 to

11; total weight, 187 lbs.

ATHLETICS.
Old-Time Ball Players.

"Old Jack" Nelson, in chatting with a Pittsburg reporter

recently, revived memories of old-time ball players, that are

worth repeating. He was in his prime, in 1864, and is an epit-

ome of the history of the national game. He says: "Ball

playing in those days was much different than it is at pres-

ent, when so much depends on the pitcher. It used to be

that the pitcher was no more important than a fielder. Curves

were unknown in those days, and all the piloher tried to do

was to put them over the plate, no matter whether they had
any shoots up or down, in or out. They generally came
straight, and home runs wore, of course, more numerous than

in these days, when a man that trots around the circle of

bases alone is considered a regular hero. Then there was
that first bound and out business, when, if the ball was
caught on the first bound the batsman was out. This rule,

though, was not long in vogue. It has often been said—and
there is much argument over it even now—that old-time

clubs were far superior, and their playing much better than

the clubs of the present day. This is ridiculous. Why, if

the old Eckfords were to be resurrected and play as good as

they ever did, they wouldn't stand a ghost of a show against

the clubs of the League aud American Association. A game
of nine innings, with a score of 1 to or 2 to 1 was never

heard of. It used to sum up something like 60 to 40 or 45 to

20, or even higher. I can recall a couple of games in which
the Eckfords were victorious by a score of 126 to 0, and
again by 103 to 3.

In speaking about old pitchers reminds me that Asa Brain-

ard, of the famous old Cincinnati Beds, was about the only

old pitcher that had any curves in his delivery, but he didn't

know it. For a long time the boys couldn't hit him, and
none of them could tell what was the reason. It was finally

discovered though, that he had a little curve, and his pitch-

ing, therefore, couldn't be gauged. Arthur Cummings was
another of the old-timers, and among the first pitchers that

curved the ball. He was a great pitoher for a number of

years. He did some excellent work in the box for the ouce-

noted Star Club of Brooklyn, about 1870.

"There were some very strong individual players in those

days that a good nine could have been selected from, weren't

there?"
"Oh, yes. I could pick out a nine from the old-timers,

back in the sixties, that, had they played together, would
have been a strong one. Take, for instance, Douglass Alli-

son and Asa Brainard afl a battery, with Joe Start, Jimmy
Wood aud Chnrley Smith on the bases—the latter, by the

way, was considered the most graceful and best general player

that ever played ball—George Wright short stop, and Johnny
Hatfield, Freddy Crane aud Bob Ferguson iu the outfield,

would have been a great team and would have made them all

hustle to win a game from them.

"The attendance was also larger than now. loan w
remember crowds of people from 10,000 up to 20, 000 at,
game. There was not so much red tape about the busine
then. There was no grand stand and no players' benchi

:

The spectators who didn't come in carriages were obliged ,

sit on the grouud or hang on the fence. A large numlt
used to bring chairs with them. The players had a trick

j

making seats out of their bats.

"The umpiring was also different. The umpire was tf
great mogul of the game, and what he said, whether right

I

wrong, always went. The players didn't pick at him nor 1

1

crowd hoot or guy him as they do now-a-days, and make 1

life a misery. He would stand a safe distance from the hoi

plate and the catcher, and never thought of wearing a mail
On a hot day it was a common occurence to see the ump I

stand with an umbrella over his head, and when he ea.Het

man out he was out, and that settled it. He never thoug
of standing and chinning abuut it in those days."

In the recent regatta at Bay Bidge, Md., it is charged tljj

John Teenier, who defeated Hanlan a few months ago, thri

off and beat his friends and backer. A correspondent writ!

"It seems that considerable money was quietly bet, a I

that Teenier was the favorite. He was heavily backed b |
sporting man from Pittsburg, who lost $4,000 on Frida'H
race, which was won by Ross, and it now leaks out til

Teemer gave a friend SI, 500 to bet on Ross. Teemer al
Courtney rowed together, and were the favorites, but E
and Lee won, and to-night Courtney charges his mate w
having intentionally pulled badly bo as to come in secoi

Billy German, of Pittsburg, was to have taken Teemer I
England and backed him for the championship against Boa 1
but he now declares he will have nothing more to dowl
his protege."
In Pittsburg aquatic and sporting circles this matter ll

been the principal subject of discussion. At McKeesptl
last Tuesday, William German, Teemer'a backer, denouml
the latter as an unprincipled scoundrel. German claims t

Teemer arranged with a McKeesport man to throw the
more races, and that the latter furnished an Annapolis, U
man money to place on Ross. German discovered this t

immediately stopped all pool-selling. German says
report that Teemer was in bad condition is false. Throt
his timely discovery German did not lose much at Baltimt
but had spent over $3,000 since he took charge of Teei
and has had no returns. Hamm, the oarsman, infom
German that Teemer could beat Gaudaur half a minute,
conclusion German said: "Teemer is the most crooked oi

man in the United States, will betray his best friend, an
advise people to watch him." This interview with Gem
has created great excitement in McKeesport, Teemer's hoi

and some people have suggested that he be rode ont of tc

on a rail. R. J. Volk, who was Teemer's backer lastyear, i

who, like German, was dumped by him, said: "I will be
of a crowd to treat Teemer to a coat of tar and feathers."

Teemer arrived home from Baltimore, last Monday,
denied that he rowed a hippodrome at Bay Ridge. He s

not $100 was bet on the Bay Ridge regatta altogether,

will Bail for England on August 10th.

Courtney, the oarsman, says Reed, the superiutenden
the Bay Ridge Company, ordered Teemer to come in sec
and that he (Courtney) accused Teemer of slacking up i

posely to let Ross pass him. He also says that the oarst
were made to sign checks for ten times as much as t

received; it was agreed that each was to have $250
expenses; but Ross received $500, Teemer and Lee $350 ei

Hamm $100, Courtney $100, and Ritz $50. He will um
take to prevent Teemer from going to England.

THEGUN.
An Exciting1 Adventure-

The Portland M°.rcury thus describes a strange advent'

As the mooring deep is the regular arena for business
ocean steamers, and the insectivorus picnic lures them i

any of its manifold or womanfold charms, why should
not somehow have their "day off," when all the world is 1

rying to sea and grove? Some of them do. As the stea

Idaho was recently on her return voyage from Alaska,
was "walking the waters" somewhere between Fort Wrai
and Nanaimo, some of the passengers discerned three <

objects floating on the water far ahead. Conjecture lef

base, as usual, to discover what they were. All agreed, I

ever, that they had no busiuess there, and as the Idaho c

closer, opened fire upon the mysterious flatsome with *

ous arms. Iu a few moments, as they were nearly in
path of the Bteamer, it was readily discovered that three <

on business or pleasure bent, were swimming the chann
not over a mile broad at that point. The passengers i

greatly excited at the strange scene, aud begged the c

mandiug officer to give them a chance to take them a

With his usual urbanity that well-known "salt" conses
and pulled the bell for the engineer to slack up, and Hi

was swung starboard to head them off. This was wel
cuted and the men brought ropes, and the small boat
lowered for the strangest contest ever seen on saltw
After a good deal of rowing aud many vaiu attempts U
the vaquero aot, which was better than a circus with a 1

strel show after part to the passengers and crew on deck
men in the small boat succeeding in lassoing two of tl

while the remaining one wos pulling out furiously for lit)

and its native heath. All was vain. The terrible exei

soon broke down the strength of the poor animal, and il

also taken, and discovered to be a magnificent doe, the an
doubtless, of the other two. All three were hauled into

boat, aud soon hoisted on the upper deck, and were tt<

the cleats of the foremast. As the beautiful captivesB
there weak and shiveriug with terror, all the people ab
crowded around to pet them and assure them that they
not fallen among barbarians. All kinds of food were oB
in this admirable effort to establish amicable relations bet
man and beast, on the northern seas; but mindful, doubt
of the fate of Ulysses and his crew, the dumb captives rei

to be comforted. At last the commanding officer the

best to clear the way and ordered the crowd to dispel "

A Good Shot.

Miss Josie Dows, the school teacher of Coleman valley ;i

a gentleman by the name of Davie, were out shooting T
dny, when they chanced to see a wild cat. Mr. Davis,
posiug that be was a better shot than Miss Dows, too)

guu and commenced shooting at the cat. After shooting
or six times and missing each time he gave the guu to

Dows, who took direct sight and killed the wild
first shot.

—

Santa liosa Republican*
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The Courage of "Women.

History attests the noble courage of women. Among sav-
ages they frequently, though not always, fight beside the
men; and in civilized nations they show every day how
much can be valiently dared and endured for the benefit of
their kind. In our own time they have put on male raiment,
have enlisted in regiments of foot or horse, and have gone
through all the perils and privations of a soldeir's life until
discovered by accident and gently sent home—not without
honor. In ancient times there are notable examples of splen-
did female valor. When the wine-bibbing Mogul Emperor
Johangir was captured by a powerful subject, his wife Nur
Jehan led an attack against the malcontents, mounted on an
elephant, and armed with a bow and two quivers of arrows.
She was repulsed, and nearly drowned in trying to crosB the
river Jhelum under fire, but she was not daunted. Even
more brilliant was the conduct of Chand Bibi, Regent of
Admednugger, when defending her son and city agaiDst
Akbar. The enemy were storming inwards, when "she flew
to the breach, in full armor, with a veil over her face and a
drawn sword in her hand," drove back the assailants, and
became the favorite heroine of Decean songs. All will re-

member the Ranee of Jhansi, who fought and died as a
trooper, when Tantia Topee tried so hard to save a lost
cause. History and ballad shine with the lustre of such
actions, which, however mistakeu, command sympathetic
admiration; and they stand out in strong contrast to the
foolish escapade of duylists in petticoats. Now will anyone
overlook the exalted conduct of those heroines whose very
names escape the historian's pen, who sacrifice health, and
often life, in tending the sick and wounded, unknown, un-
sung, but not unhonored; and in like manner must we
remember with deep gratitude the hundreds who hourly
minister to the wants and soothe the woes of men, women
and children, who faint or fall in the battle of daily life.

These are the really valiant, and the true sisters of mercy;
and beside them frivolous sciolists, who measure swords in
consequence of verbal quarrels, look small and contemptible
indeed.

Some Squirrel Hunt.

From an old history of Ohio, owned by Dr. Carothers, we
take the following account of a squirrel hunt held in Franklin
county, August 31st, 1882, from which it appears that squir-
rels, although of a different kind from those which overrun
California, were far more numerous then than now.
"The squirrels are becoming so numerous in the county

as to threaten serious injury, if not destruction, to the hopes
of the farmer during the ensuing fall. Much good might be
done by a general turnout of all citizens whose conveniences
will permit for two or three days, in order to prevent the
alarmiug ravages of those mischievous neighbors. It is there-
fore respectfully submitted to the different townships, each
to meet and choose two or three of their citizens to meet in a
hunting -caucus, at the house of Christian Heyl, on Saturday,
the 3l3t inst., at 2 o'clock p. m."
A subsequent paper says: "The hunt was conducted agree-

able to the instructions in our last paper. On counting the
scalps it appeared that nineteen thousand six hundred and
sixty scalps were produced. It is impossible to say what
number in all were killed, as a great many hunters did not
come in. We think we may safely challenge any other
county in the state to kill squirrels with us."

—

Ex.

TBAP.

Inter-Club Match.

there was a tie—58 all—and another tie a round after, at 67.
On the ninth installment Gun Club made a clean string, and
pulled three ahead. In 10 the Alamedas regained some
points, and in 11 again placed themselves 2 in advance, a
majority they maintained to the bitter end, the match termin-
ating Alameda 101, Gun Club 99. The percentage was good
in the extreme, respectively 84 and 82. Clean scores were
made by Knowles, Ewiug and W. Goloher. Elevens were
plentiful as blackberries, so it will be readily understood that
the shooting was of an extraordinary character. The Alameda
men have earned great credit by the grand nerve they dis-
played at the crisis of the shoot. The cup now becomes their
property, and last night was ceremoniously baptized with
champagne. The attendance was very large, and composed
of keen and experienced trap shooters. The birds were from
Murphy's and far above the average. Appended is the score:
At twelve live pigeons, five ground traps, Hurlingham style, 100

yards boundary, for trophy. Won by the Alameda County Sports-
men's Club.

ALAMEDA CLUB.
Norton i 1 1 1* 1 i o 1 1* 1 1—10
Slade i i i* i* j. i x 1* 1 1 1 1—12
H.Mayhew l 1 i- o 1*1*1*1 1 1*1 1*-11
Kellogg 1 1* 1*1 0* 1 1* 1 0*- 7
W.A.Mayhew l 1*1 1 i 3*1*1 1*1 1—11
Cadinan 1 11 1* JO 1* 1011 1—10
Crelin 1 1 1 1 1*1*1 l*- 8
Bennett 1 1 1* 1- 1 1*1*0 1 1 1*-10
Haskell 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1*1*1-11
Adams \ 1 1 1* 1 i« J l 1 1 1—11

Total ".ioi

OUN CLUB.
Gutter 1 1 1*1*1 1*1 1—8
Gorden 1 101 1*1 1*1 110 1*-10
0rr 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1*1—11
Kilgariff 1 1 1 1*0 1 1*1*1*1 1-10
W. Golcher 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1*1*1-12
wilaon 1 lllliiiiio 1—11
Jellett 1 1 1*0 1 1 1 1 0—7
Hanson 1 0*1 1*1*0 1*0 1 1*- 7
Laing 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1*1*1 1 1—11
Ewing 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1*1 1 1*1—12

Total 7fl9

On Saturday last the much-mooted question of superiority

between the Alameda County Sportsman's Club and the Gun
Club of San Francisco was settled for the time being. Teams
of ten of the best trap shots from each club met, and the

Alameda team was victorious. The trophy contested for was
one well-befitting the dignity of a match between the two
leading clubs of the west. It was in the form of an urn or

pitcher of beaten silver, beautifully chased, and enriched
with gold medallions showing the various game birds of the

State. Its value is great, and its artistic worth makes it a

thing to be proud of and cherished. It was manufactured
last year, and by the terms of the match wus to become the

property of the club winning it twice. It was won by the

Alameda Club on May 16th, 1885, by a score of 95 to 88, and
the win of Saturday confirms that club in its ownership. The
teams were carefully selected and fully justified the choice.

The day was warm and calm, and the birds, a good lot,

were consequently not particularly hard to score on. Mr.
Frank Bassford acted as referee, Mr. Crittenden Robinson as

judge for the Alameda Club, and a representative of this

paper as judge for the Gun Club. There was little occasion

for referee or judges. All the members of both teams were
experts iu the rules and were scrupulous in avoiding anything
like unfairness. It might be said that some of the shooters

hold their gun butts a little two high. Mr. Jellett, of the Gun
Club, and Messrs. Kellogg and Cadman, of the Alameda, are

open to criticism in that respect. If the rule that the butt of

the gun shall be kept fairly down from Ike shoulder until the

word pull is given means anything, it means that no portion

of the butt-plate shall be higher than the axilla until the

order to the trapper has been given. It is probable that the

intent of the rule is to make ground-trap shooting as near
like field work as possible, and certainly no one ever saw
a field shot poise his gun at Bight but an inch in front of the

shoulder while walking up a point. The Alia reporter's

notes of the shoot contain much interesting matter, and we
venture to use a portion of his description,

Butler of the Gun Club first faced the music, followed by
Norton for the opposition. Each scored on copper-colored

flyers from five traps. Id round one the Gun Club team
killed 9, as did their opponents. Pollack, of the Alamedas,
failed to appear, and Haskell was substituted, with dire results

for the visiting team. At the end of round two the score

was Btill a tie. Kellogg lost a fast white-tailer from trap 2, W.
Mayhew recorded a brilliant left barrel on a tailer from centre,

Laing and Ewing were lucky in their birds, and Jellett lost

his on a time limit. The third round put Alameda two in

front, and betting then ruled strongly in favor of the leaders.

Orr here brought down the house with a 70-yard left barrel.

Jellett's was feathered and lost. Crelin was beaten by twist,

and^Bennett lost, after a hard hit, both barrels. Next round
Alameda increased her lead by one, which was considerably

reduced by the San Franciscan team in the next deal, when
they grassed all their birds. When the half-way house was
reached Alameda had 50 to Gun Club's 49. Betting then
even, and veering in favor of the city. Jellett lost his No. 6,

both barrels exploding together. Kilgariff, on the same
round, lost his on challenging for shot marks, while Laing
counted his on good retrieving. At the end of round seven

THE RIFLE.

San Joae.

Following are the scores made by Company B at the match
held at their range July 26th:
The team match for the Agricultural medal was won by

Private Cordoza of Team No. 1; score, 20 out of a possible 25.
The teams and scores were as follows:

TEAM NO, 1.

Sergt. Folmer, Capt..4 4 4 4 2—18
Sergt. Loryea 4 4 3 4 4—19
Priv. Cordoza 5 4 4 4 3—20
Priv. Sexton 2 4 3 3 4—16
Corp. Gunn 5 3 4 2—14

team no. 2.

Priv. Hammer, Capt.2 3 3 3—11
Priv. Manning 3 4 3 3—13
Corp. Bolton 4 4— 8
Priv. Padgett 4 3 4 3 3—17
Priv. Fisher 4 4 3 4—15

Total 257 Total 209

The Barker and Cock-of-the-Walk medals were won by
Sergeant Sprake with ascoreof 47 out of a possible 50, and 66
out of a possible 75, the fullowing being the scores:

Folmer 4 4 4 4
Loryea 4 4 3 4
Cordoza 5 4 4 4
Sexton 2 4 3 3
Gunn 5 3 4

Plummer 2 3 3
Manning 3 4 3
Bolton 4

Padgett 4 3 4 3
Fisber 4 4 3
Sprake ...5 5 5 6

The 500-yard medal was won by Private Sexton; score, 44
outof a possible 50. Following is the score:

Serg. Folmer 4 34354454 0—36
Sergt. Loryea 5 44454445 4—43
Sergt. Sprake 2 3
Corp. Bolton. 3
Corp. Gunn 4 4
Pnv. Cordoza 5 5
Priv. Padgett 4 3

Priv. Manning 3 4
Priv. Plummer 4 4
Priv. Fisher 4 4
Priv. Bexion 4 4

2 i 3 3 4 4—36 3 4 4 4 4—65
4 i i 3 4 4-28 3 6 3 4 4-5'
3 3 3 4 3 4-37 4 4 4 3 4—56
i 3 3 4 3 3—32 4 4 t 4 3—49
2 2 4 2 4-26 4 4 3 3 0-40
i 2 * 4 4 4-29 3 5 3 6 4_i9
3 {) 3 3—19 H 4 4 3 4-37
4 4 3 4 4 4—27 4 4 3 4-42
3 2 4 4 2 0-29 4 3 4 4 2—46
I 4 2 4 4—29 n 3 n 3 0—35
i 6 4 b 4 6-47 4 3 4 4 4—66

2 3 2 3 3 3

4—42
3—33

4-40
3—31
5—44

Harbor View.

There was a large attendance at the range, several monthly
contests taking place, and, as usual with Manager Hermann,
every arrangement was perfect.

The shoot of the Schuetzen Verein resulted as follows:

Champion prize, Captain A. Kahwyler, 407 rings; first-class

medal, Ed. Hovey, 403 rings; second-class medal, J. Bach-
man, 370 rings; third-class medal (finally), F. O. Young, 381
rings; fourth-class medal, M. Reubold, 337 rings. This was
first-clasB shooting.
The Eintracht Sharpshooters also held their regular

monthly shoot, the following carrying off the honors: Cham-
pion medal, Captain Fred A. Kuhls, 385 rings; first-class

medal, H. Guembel, 359 rings; second class medal, J. Jung,
373 rings; third-class medal, B. Overmohle, 274 rings. The
last best centre medal was won by Mr. Kauffung, with a 25-

ring shot, for the fifth and last time, and the medal is now
that gentleman's property.
In the contest of the Turner Sharpshooters, Otto Bur-

meister won the first-cla6S medal, with 56 points out of a pos-
sible 60, and Philo Jacoby carried off the second-class medal
with another 56.

M. Gilchrist, of Los Angeles, a G. A . R. man, shot with Mr.
Jacoby and Mr. Straub and made some excellent scores, both
with a military gun and a target rifle.

August loth and 16th the California Schuetzen Verein will

hold a grand prize shooting festival at Harbor View, at which
75 cash prizes, amounting to ©1,000, will be offered at bull's-

eye, man and honorary targets. This will be one of the
grandest shooting festivals ever given in the State,

Shell Mound.

A. Johnson, Ed. Hovey and Smith Carr had a five-string

match at the short ranges, Johnson coming out on top.
Their score:

Johnson 200 yards— 4 54454444 4—42555445445 5—46545546544 5—46545444544 4-43455445554 5—46—223
Ed. Hovey 200 yards—4 44544444 5—42444444465 5—13444544455 4—43444545554 6—45555444464 6-45—218
Carr 200 yards—6 46454546 4—45544556554 4—4G445444434 5—41445544444 0—38444446343 5—40—210

There were a number of Grand Army members at Shell

Mound in the morning, interested spectators of the shooting
of the Schuetzen Verein, and the straight-aim of Jacoby,

Wertheimer and Fred. Kuhls. A very hard gale was blow-
ing, and that such excellent scores were made was a surprise

to the visitors, and when Jacoby carried off the first prize

with 415 rings, an average of 20| rings in twenty shots—the

highest score ever made at a monthlv shoot of the Verein

—

they made no concealment of their admiration.
When the first special trains with the Veterans passed Shell

Mound the Schuetzen Verein drew up alongside the track,

and with a present arms saluted the old soldiers, which com-
pliment was returned with rousing cheers.

Tuolumne.

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein held their monthly
medal shoot at Shell Mound last Sunday, with the following

result: First-class medal, Philo Jacoby, 415 rings; second-
class medal, John Eoretmann, 353 rings; third-class medal,

Win. Smadeke, 327 rings; fourth-class medal, John Broyer,

253 rings. The shooting was excellent all around. K. Wert-
heimer came close to Jacoby for the first-class medal, getting

410 rings. Jacoby won his medal for the first time, aB did

also Horstmann and Smadeke their medals, but Broyer won his

medal for the second time. Lieutenant August Browning
presented the badges to the winners with felicitous remarks.
The fall prize shooting of the Verein will be held at Shell

Mound about the first of September.

The rifle shots of Columbia extended an invitation to their

Sonora friends to meet them and contest for the honor of the

best shooting. The invitation was accepted and the match
took place near Columbia Wednesday last. Although the
Sonora team beat them several points they entertained their

guests in a royal manner. The following is the score made
by each:

SOSOEA TEAM.

H. Nelson 4 556445555343546534 6—88
3. S. Bradford 4 445655555554444434 3—8?
J. W. Pordy 4 345445444436654536 6-85
F. Sutton 3 445464544545434435 4—83
B. S. Radovicb 5 264433355455353644 4—81
H. H. Eowell 4 544543655543530453 3—79
C. Dorsey 3 436444354220236434 3—67

Total 570

COLUMBIA TEAM.

W. H. Hilton 3 504543445452462556 5—79
"W. J.Gorham 2 424543443455445544 4—79
T. C. Birney 3 343444454454344254 4—77
F. Ricuards 2 4 35445552454224344 5-76
L. F. Jarvis 2 335344233444524445 5—73
J. George 2 234635444444444322 5—72
J. Johnson 2 344543432550443020 0—57

Total 613

Kubnle vs. Hovey.

The Hebrew in its last says: "We have been requested by
the friends of Lieutenant Kuhnle, the champion marksman
of Petaluma, to publish the following challenge:

"We see by an extract from tbe "Rifle," in the "Chronicle" of July
13th, tbat Sergeant Hovey's score of 23b points out of a possible 250, is

spoken of as the best score ever made in America or abroad. In No-
vember, 1884, we kept score for Lieutenant Kubnle and Private Houx
in a 100-shot match. Lieutenant Kuhnle's first fifty shots stood as

follows: 46, 48, 47, 48, 48—237. This beats Sergeant Hovey's big ficore

by one point. Lieutenant Kuhnle is getting a little rusty, but hiB

friends are willing and anxious to back bim in a little $50-matcb on
the following terms: One match for H'lb a side, at a 25-ring target, any
kind of gun, 100 shots, 200 yards. One match for325 a side, at a 12-ring

target, military rifle, 100 shots, 20J yards; trigger no object. These

matches to be shot over the Petaluma range any time before the third

Sunday in August. Anyone wisbing to accept the above challenge

will piease correspond with Lieutenant Fred Kuhnle at Petaluma.

"Ed Hovey won the first-class match on Sunday last, at

the monthly"meeting of the California Schuetzen Club, by a

score of 403 rings."

The following is Mr. Hovey's answer to Mr. Kuhnle's talk

in The Hebrew. He states that he will attend to his chal-

lenge later:

To the Editor of the "Chronicle"—Sir: F. Kubnle, of Petaluma,
makes some uncalled-for assertions in the last number of "The
Hebrew." He claims to have beaten my 50-shot record of 236, which
he has never-done. He has beaten his best loo-sbot record, which I

admit. Mr. Kuhnle's best 100-sbot record was beaten over one year

ago by Howard Carr, in a score of 471 points, which, as a lOU-shot score,

stands uneqoaled , as I claim my 50-shot record does.
Ed. Hovey.

"Wimbledon Meeting.

The Great Wimbledon rifle meeting came to an end last

week. On Saturday, the 17th, the shooting was phenomenal,

nine competitors making the highest possible score at 500

yards. On Monday, the 19th, also, there was more remark-

able work. Rigby, for instance, made fifteen consecutive

bull's-eyes at 600 yards. Light breezes prevailed for a time,

and the weather afterward became rainy. Souter, of Aber-

deen, won the (iret prize for the grand aggregate of series,

with a score of 326. This includes the Dominion of Canada
trophy. The shooting for the London Corporation prizes was
confined to marksmen from the colonies. The highest scores

at the first range, 600 yards, were as follows: Barnhill of

Canada, and Davis, of India, 40 each; Armstrong, of Canada,

Cork, of Australia, and Harwood, of India, 39 each.

On the 20th, in match for the Queen's prize at Wimbledon,

Corporal Richardson, of Cambridgeshire, Sergeant Barrett, of

Lancashire; and Private Jackson, of Lincolnshire, tied, with

265 points each. The tie was shot off and resulted in Jackson

winning.
On Wednesday, tbe 21st iDst., the match for the Kolapore

Cup was shot. The first range was 200 yards. The teams

consisted of eight men each, and seven rounds each were

tired. The totals at this range were: Jersey 242, Guernsey,

235, England 231, Australia 229, Canada 222, and India 219.

At the conclusion of tbe bring at the second range, 500 yards,

the total scores were: England 473, Jersey 447, Australia 430,

Guernsey 437, Canada 432, and India 419. At the final range,

600 yards, England was victorious, with a score of 666, Can-

ada making 646, Guernsey 636, Australia 632, Jersey 626, and

India 595. The Canadian scores were: Bell 27, King 25,

Kimerly 25, Beatty 23, Russell 28, Armstrong 28, Maxwell 26,

and Loggie 25. The Canadians won the chief prizes in the

corporation series.

On Thuisday, tbe 22d, the weather was fine, but rather

gustv. The Irish team won the Elcho Shield, with an aggre-

gate "score of 1,471. The Scotch team scored 1,408, and the

English team 1,385.

On Friday, the 23d, the marksmen had to conti

rainy weather. The Canadians were very anoco-

seoured a number of money prizes. The meeting

ally closed on tbat data.
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For Curbs—Low or High Heels?

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Some time ago I became
mnch interested in the subject of tip shoeing. I bought a

copy of yonr work on "Tips and Toe- Weights," and read it

many times. I am a firm believer in the theory, and have
clang to the idea in spite of all opposition, I own a very val-

uable Kentucky thoroughbred saddle horse, 7 years old. I

have had him one year; when I bought him his feet were brittle,

email, contracted, and full of thrush. I went into the tips

and took plenty of time. They are now perfect, and remark-
able samples of desirable feet. Owing to my being away for

two months I turned him out. There were no fences or
stone walls high enough to keep him in, and over he would
go. The result is, on my return I find the horse has sprang
a curb. I have reduced it and am now waiting for strength

to return. Naturally he is a little in on the hocks; has a

tendency to bow in, not sickle-shaped, but more on the cow-
back order. It's notbad, butl wishhe were a little straighter.

Aside from this he is inclined to twist the lame leg a little

inward and turn the foot after it 1b on the ground. I pre-

sume I may have to shoe him with a high heel, bat I don't
waDt to do this if I can avoid it, as all my tip work on the
hind feet will go for nothing. Before he was hurt I would
ride him ten or fifteen mile3 a day over our hard, rough
stone roads, without shoes; but to relieve the muscles of the
hock I may have to raise the heel. This takes off frog pres-

sure and demoralizes my efforts. He stands squarely on the
leg until the heels are well down, but I am afraid to trust

him to work without high heels for fear the sprain may
return. Can you advise me what in your opinion is the best

method to pursue? Do you thing a higher heel will help the
twisting of the foot ? If you can find time to give your opinion
I should be very pleased. I am nearly alone in my efforts,

and can get no satisfaction from any one here. I dislike to

trouble you, but I do not know to whom else I can go.

Very truly yours, E. S. P.
Boston, July 26, 18S6.

Inasmuch as an answer to the above letter of inquiry

can be answered publicly, we prefer that method of

reply. While Mr.-E. S. P. has an immediate interest in

the answer, there is a general interest, as it brings into

the discussion topics which have a direct bearing on

stable management. High or low heels have been the

source of a great deal of argument in the main oral con-

troversy, as "the boobs" are nearly unanimous in recom-

mending elevation of the heels for injuries to the back

tendons, or ailments chat are somewhat of the same
description. Not of the same kind, to be exact, as there

is a vast difference in a strain or lesion of the sheathing

of the tendon and a morbid growth such as is shown by
curbs. Strains cause both, in all probability in such a

majority of cases as to be termed uniform. Trainers are

prone to ascribe a "bowed" tendon to a blow, and in

guarding against that are liable to go to another

extreme. There is no question of the value of a safe-

guard in the shape of a properly constructed boot, but to

gain its advantages care must be observed in the appli-

cation. Too rigidly fastened the boot is a source of

injury. The confinement is detrimental by applying a

ligature where there should be freedom, binding sensitive

tissues so closely as to inflame, and, for consequence, do

serious damage. But the consideration of boots and

their proper and improper use does not figure in the trea*\_

ment of ailments such as our correspondent describes.

His query is—simply considered—Is a high heel indis-

pensible to the care of curbs? "We always dislike to

advance opinions which are antagonistic to veterinary

science, that is, the formulations of men who make this

their official study, and who have done so much to alle-

viate the sufferings of animals. In order to meet them in

argument it would be necessary to give the same atten-

tion to the subjects under discussion as they have

awarded, and be ready with all the phrases and excerpts

of the books to sustain the opposite ground. But there

are experiences outside of books. When we find from

years of practice that teachings, which have been received

for generations, are not true lights, that what we once

firmly believed has been false, and that misled by old

books and old traditions we have been in error, it is not

singular that there should be scepticism and a breaking

of faith in the writings of men once held as the embodi-

ment of knowledge. For nearly ten years we have abso-

lutely had an immunity from ailments in our horses that

formerly gave us great trouble. In that time we have

not had a windgall, splint, curb or spavin among the

few horses we have owned. Lately, however, a horse in

our charge, belonging to a friend, threw out a curb.

Some time before, say a couple of years, he had done so,

and under something of the same conditions he did it

again. In order to correct a fault in his action a trial

was made of full shoes on his hind feet, the peculiarity

being a sort of rocking behind, and it was thought that a

trial of unequal weight in the branches of the shoe might

be of service. The inner branch weighed eight ounces,

the outer four ounces. The total was not a very heavy

shoe, though we are satisfied that it was the sole cause of

the "springing" of the curb. At all events those were

the first hind shoes worn in many years; front shoes have

been discarded for over ten years, and the connec-

tion between them and curbs cannot be overlooked.

As in the case alluded to curbs are frequently the result

of violent exertion when the animal is running out, and

especially, when leaping. We had a horse which had a

habit of springing away with immense velocity, and

without a moment's warniug when hitched to a wagon,

and a curb on each leg was the result. There was not

the least indication of "curby hocks," these joints being

as good as could be. He evidently made the first great

effort from his hind legs and the strain was too great.

A few applications of biniodide of mercury ointment and

his feet thereafter unhampered with shoes, effected a com-

plete and permanent cure, and his case seems peculiarly

applicable to that of E. S. P. He wears the heels of his

hind feet more than any horse we have used barefooted.

And the toes required shortening frequently to keep the

proper bearing. Had a high heel been necessary to cure

the curbs on him, shoes would have been an absolute

requirement. He has more than the usual amount of

sliding motion on his hind feet, the wall of the rear por-

tion wearing so as to be on a line with the frog. No
matter what the ailment is when located between the

ankle and knee or hock, we should prefer what may be

termed an even bearing. This must be determined by

the natural position of the horse when at rest. In some

the heels are naturally high, in others low, and the best

o-uide is the frog. Tha^ important part of the foot should

always be given a chance to perform its functions, and

without that opportunity the foot is sure to suffer.

an invalid, and since when he has visited a number of

resorts hoping to regain health. Sometimes he seemed

better for a few days, but to those who knew him best it

was clear that vital energy was ebbing. A combination

of ills, traceable to long-continued exposure to malarial

influences, made his waking hours periods of distress, and
for months he could rest only in a semi- recumbent posi-

tion. Toward the close of life all functional activity

ceased, and for the fortnight previous to death no food

was taken. Coma supervened at the last, and Mr. Gol-

cher closed an honorable and busy life in peace, passing

away so gently that only the watchfulness of the devoted

wife and son who sat by him could have told that the

flickering light was quenched. Of the man much must
be said if his good qualities are all blazoned. A more
hearty, considerate friend none could have been. Fond
of clean sport of all kinds; an excellent shot at the

trap, he liked nothing better than to meet friends in

competition there, and in great part to his influence was
due the brilliant career of the old Cosmopolitan Club, of

whose members Doctor Lewitt and poor Graham have
preceded him. Possessed of a good memory and having

had a rich experience, Mr. Golcher was full of interest-

ing anecdotes, and would, when at ease, grow reminiscent

most interestingly. Strongly domestic in tastes, his first

solicitude was always for the comfort and care of his

family of three sons on whom he lavished unsparingly

the good things which a refined taste and large means
enabled him to command. No sportsman of the coast

had more friends or formed firmer attachments among
those with whom he came in contact, and none could be

more mourned than is the brave gentle man of whom
this word is written. It was his wish to be buried in St.

Paul, and in accord with that desire a son went east

with the remains on Thursday last, after a funeral ser-

vice at the residence where a large company of friends
and sportsmen gathered to do honor to the Manes of their
beloved friend. He lived in honor, and passed away in
peace, and may the grass grow ever green above him.

Are Penalties Inherited?

Death of Wm. Golcher.

GOLCHER—In this City, August 3d, Wm. Golcher, a native of

Darlston, England, aged 62 years.

On Tuesday night last, at a quarter past 11 o'clock,

Mr. William Golcher, of the firm of Clabrough & Gol-

cher, died at his residence in this City. Despite the

knowledge that the only inevitable thing in human expe-

rience is death, each such announcement finds friends

unprepared for its coming, and disposed to rebel against

what must be in accord with eternal fitness. With Mr.

Golcher's translation to that lonely pathway which each

must tread uuguided, there passed from human ken a

man of marked force and rare accomplishments. Born

of a race of artizans—his father a lock filer and his

grand-father a worker in guns—the boy was put at the

bench in very early life, aud kept there under watchful

eyes and rigorous instruction until seventeen years of age,

when his faithfulness and skill made him foreman of a

large ^un-making shop in Philadelphia. Upon reaching

majority he moved into what was then the extreme west,

to St. Paul, Minn., and established himself in the gun

business there to great adyantage. Shrewd and keen,

he gained large wealth, and made his house the leading

one of that section. Much real property was acquired

and he became a very prominent citizen of St. Paul. At

ail times public spirited, his fellow citizens were not

slow to recognize his administrative ability, and civic

honors were repeatedly extended to him, both by popular

suffrage and through appointment from the Governor

of Minnesota. With increasing wealth the sportsmanly

instinct of the man found vent and scope, and much of

his time was passed in the field, while his home was

filled with choice trophies, both of his own procuring

and in the way of souvenirs from friends. In 1878 his

health began to fail, and he gave up active business and

passed several years in travel, returning in 1878, and by

chance coming to San Francisco. Climatic attractions

induced him to settle here, and a proper desire to see his

sons engaged in business prompted him to again enter

the gun trade, which he did most successfully. But the

rigors and vicissitudes of his early frontier life bad left

weaknesses which could not be repaired, and his strength

gradually failed, until two years ago, when he became

In old times there was a prevailing belief that the

sins of the fathers were visited on succeeding generations,

and in some cases this is undoubtedly correct. But a

query has been submitted to us that presents new fea-

tures, and which are worthy of consideration. The
Marin and Sonoma County Association got ud a "Repre-

sentative Stallion Stake," the conditions being that only

those colts could participate whose sires had put up a
stipulated amount at a certain time. One of the stal-

lions named was Capri, a horse which had been sus-

pended for non-payment of a stake. Now the question

is, can his colts be permitted to start? We believe that

there is no rule or law of the turf which will prevent.

The suspended horse has nothing to do with the actual

trotting. He is not brought on to the track. He might
be dead without rendering his colts ineligible. A per-

son other than the owner could name him and his get in

a stake of that kind; the former nomination being merely

incidental, and without infringement on the code. Were
it held otherwise the progeny of a suspended or expelled

horse would be debarred from trotting until the disa-

bility was removed. One generation might not wipe
the stain away. If the first were disqualified the

second would be under ban, and so on until the law

of limitation removed the sentence. It is certainly

equitable to place this construction upon such cases,

more especially so in the case of Capri. Suspen-

sion was a perfunctory duty on the part of the mana-
gers of the Embryo Stakes. The nominations were made
by others than the owner, as he did not wish them to

appear in his name. We are always sorry to see entries

made in that way, and duties turned over to viceregal

authority in place of taking the responsibility. Still,

it is frequently done for varied reasons; and, of course,

people in the employ of those who want to keep in the

background have to assume the risk. In this case the

owner died; horses were sold. Had- the nominations

been made in the name of the man who was the sole

owner they would have been void without the attach-

ment of penalties or disqualifications. As it was, the

burden was heavier than could be borne by those who
stood in the breach. The purchaser of Capri bought him
expressly for stud purposes, not thinking that the taint

would follow. He was an innocent purchaser in this

respect, for if he had distrusted his own judgment advice

from others would have confirmed his opinion. The
question rests entirely on that ground. Capri is not

named to trot. It is not necessary that he should appear

on the ground of the association. His owner puts up so

much money to swell the premium. He cannot avoid

the obligation of paying without incurring penalties.

He must bring the colt of Capri he has named subse-
quently to the first engagement, and no other will "fill

the bill." No one will dispute his right to show Capri
for an "exhibitiou" premium, and that would be anala-
gous to the caBe under discussion.
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To-Day's Trotting.

The main trotting race for to-day, on the Bay District

track, can scarcely fail to be one of exceeding interest.

Adair, Albert TV. and Manon are all of such high quality,

and so nearly together in speed, that the trotting cognos-
centi are likely to be somewhat troubled as to the proper
place to put their money. All of them hare been "work-
ing" on the Oakland track, and report has it that all are

going fast. We do not depend entirely on reports for

information, having had ocular demonstration of the
truth of the claims of speed. Still the first races of tba
season are apt to develop unlooked-for peculiarities. In
some instances horses outdo expectations, in others they
fall short. More frequently, however, surprises come
with large fields and in a three-handed fight there is

plenty of room and not much danger • of being
interfered with. From three to five starters are
more pleasing than when a greater number are
marshaled for the word, and with three of about
the same capacity there is apt to be one of the very
best kind of races. Better than a duel as there is a
chance for "management" when three are contesting.
and by a judicious use of "situations" oftentimes advan-
tages accrue. Two of the trio are likely to go at each
other "hammer and tongs" from the start, while the
third is biding his time for a flight down the home
stretch, or, it may be, saving all possible for a subse-
quent heat. Then an outside horse, when the placing is

one, two, three, can drop to the inside in the rear of the
lucky drawer of the pole without losing much ground,
and thus he will be enabled to traverse less ground than
the animal in second position. There is little use in
indulging in speculations of how the race will result.
Our favoriteism is not based on grounds which are any
too solid, and, in fact, we hold all of them very high, and,
were we speculatively inclined, should be exceedingly
bothered after making our choice. Two strings to a
bow are held to be advisable in many cases, and when

- there is danger of dampness catgut may not be as rigid
as silk. Steel, catgut and silk—which to take is the ques-
tion. There was a delegation of trainers from the Oak-
land track who made a visit to the Bay District one cf
these fine days when little is doing at home. They came
back in almost rapturous admiration of the condition of
the course, uniting in pronouncing it as good as it is

possible for a track to be. With everything in apple-pie
order, and such famous horses to play their part, how
can the afternoon fail to be pleasin«-'?

Grand Army Horse Fanciers.

It is altogether probable that very many of the visitors
now thronging San Francisco have more than a passing
fancy for fine horses. That penchant can be easily gratU
fied, the Bay District Course being so accessible that a few
minutes are all that are required to reach it by either of
the cable routes. The view from the hill on this side is

well-worth the journey, and should the afternoon be
as favorable as there is a likelihood of its being, there will
be nothing lacking to make up a pleasant afternoon.
Those who are unaccustomed to the management of
race-tracts in California will be astonished at the per-
fection in which they are kept. When it is realized that
with the exception of the anomalous thunder storm,
which barely wetted the ground on the morning of July
16th, there has been no rain for more than two months.
The natural conclusion would be that dust must be so
deep as to preclude anything like fast trotting, and that
there would be clouds rising uuder the feet of horses and
the wheels of vehicles obscuring those in the rear. In
place of that there will be discovered firm and substantial
footing, and in place of a curtain of finely pulverized
soil there will not be a yeil that could hide a jack-rabbit,
though long ears followed close in the rear of the sulkies.
The moon's in the new, and it is "running low" and
these are taken by the weathersharps, who are guided
by Luna's phases, as favorable prognostics, and that
there is little danger of a heavy trade wind until there is

a change. But should the vaticinations predicated on the
yellow crescent prove erroneous, it is worth a far longer
trip to inhale the fresh sea air and watch the pearl-
colored clouds hanging on the summit of Tamalpais.
Whichever way it turns we have not the least hesitation
in promising our eastern friends a good time if they
visit the Bay District Course this Saturday afternoon.

Sam Purely.

We were hugely pleased to receive, a few days ago,
photos of Sam Purdy and seven of his colts, from F.~A.
Dangerfield, Harrisonburg, Virginia. The old horse
carries his twenty years bravely, and so far as can be
told by the picture, there is nothing to indicate age.
Sam was emphatically a great horse. All that was
lacking to put him in the front rank was "freeness."
His obstinacy was unquestionably heightened by abuse,

and had a contrary course been taken he would have
been much readier to obey. That he would prove a good
breeder we felt confident, and so far as good looks go the
seven photographs are a full indorsement of that view.
The colts range from twenty-one months to three years
of age, and are from 15.1J hands to sixteen and over.
No. 11. a black filly, three years old, her dam by the
old-time race -horse Register, and she was foaled when
her dam was twenty-eight years old. When thirty years
old, 1SS5, Mr. Dangerfield writes that she raised a large
and vigorous colt by Sam Purdy, and is again in foal to
him. We look for Sam to make a great impression on
the trotting stock of Virginia.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. Xo replies by
mail or telegtapb.

J. N. F., Tacoma, W. T.
Please give me the pedigree of Alwood, used to be owned

iu Walla Walla. Pedigree of Amanda Alurrav, if you kuow
anything of her pedigree.
Answer.—Alwood, bay horse, foaled 1874, bred bv Birch &

Smith, Scott Co., Ky„ by Almont; first dam, by Blackwood,
sou of Alexander's Norman; second dam by Alexander's
Abdallah; third dam the dam of Lena Pepper, pedigree un-
known. We cannot give the pedigree of Amanda Murray.

G. W. H., Honolulu, H.I.
Will you please give the age of brown colt Johnnie Gold-

smith, said to be by Buccaneer, dam Venus by Venture, im-
ported to this country by Harry Agnew. A bet was made on
his age, and a decisiun was left to your valuable paper.

Answer.—Johnnie Goldsmith was fualed April 22, 1SS.1
consequently is three years old.

G.G. P., Palo Alto.
Will you please let me know who drove Albert W., Bay

Frank and Vanderlynn at Sacramento in the free for all in
1SS4? also please give time?
Answer.—Albert W. was driven by John McConnell, Bay

Frank by James Lyndon and Vanderlynn by Pat Farrell
Time, 2:22, 2:21.

Reader, San Francisco:
Will you please give the best time made by the trotting

mare Lncilla.

Answer.—2:2SJ, at Sacramento, Sept. 13, 1S83.

Arab at Detroit.

The following brief notes of the trot of the 2:17 class at De.
troit, on the 24th nit., are from the Chicago Horseman. Since
Arab's advent upon the eastern turf Lady Hamilton has been
provided with a profusion and variety of pedigree. One snort-

ing cotemporary gives her as being by Ethan Allen, another by
imp. Hercules, andtheiTorsemajt'scommissioner, whileintend-

'ng, no doubt, to give the breeding of Arthurton, does it in
such a way that nine ont of ten of his readers will get the
impression that Lady Hamilton was a Star mare:

One more great race and the week's sport will be ended.
The free-for-all trot called out Arab by Arthurton, Joe Davis
by Dr. Herr, and Jerome Turner by Byerly's Abdallah.
The race is easily described. Hicock laid Arab np and

made no more effort for the heat, and after a pretty race
between the others Joe Davis was declared the winner of the
heat. Time, 2:19. The other three heats were won by Arab,
and to an experienced eye were neverin doubt. The summary
gives the time and result. Arab is a shapely bay gelding, by
Arthurton, a son of Hambletunian, out of a Star mare; he is

Star gaited, has the peculiar easy gliding gait of that family,
and I believe he is very fast. Joe Davis is a big, 16 hands,
brown gelding, by Dr. Herr, he by Mambrino Patchen; he
has been prominently before the public and is well known.
Jerome Turner, by Byerly's Abdallah, is a brown stallion, 15
hands 2J inches high, and is well known as a speedy and
game race-horse.

July 24th.—2:17 Class; purse 81,500.
Arab b g, by Arthurton, dam Lady Hamilton: O. A. Hicock... 3 111
Joe Davis b g; J. K. Newbro 12 2 3
Jerome Turner, br s; Thos. Forbes , 2 3 3 3

Time, 2:19, 2:192, 2:19i, 2:19;..

Racing at Saratoga.

July 24.—Fiest Race.—Introductory Scramble; for three-year-olds
and upward; purse 31uo, of. which 8100 to the second horse. Five
furlongs.
\\ . Gr.itz's b g Fletch Taylor, 5, by Glengarry—Bonnie Harold, 115

O'Hara 1
J. £ J. Swigert's b f Lady Wayward, 4. by Virgil—Lady Way, 113

- Hollowav 2
Dwyer Bros.' b c Brambletou, 3, by Bramble — Valerian, 109,

- ~ - J. McLaughlin 3
Boomerang. 4. 118, Daffy; Herbert, a, lis, Godfrey; Prima Donna, a,

104, Lewis: Fatroclts. 3, 109, Anderson: Footprinis. 4, 113, Cook; Hinda,
6, 113, Coffey ; Dixey, 3. Kingsbury, unplaced.

Time, 1:01.
Betting: 5 to 1 against Fletch Tay or. 3 to 1 Herbert, 4 to 1 each Bram-

bleton and Boomerang. ID to 1 Ladv W.iv w.i rd , 20 to 1 Prima Donna, 25
to 1 each Footprints, Patroctes, Hinda and Dixey.
Won easily by a length and a half, Lady Wayward, the same distance

in front of Brambleton.

Ptcnsn Race.— First Sweepstakes: for all ages ; 30 entrance, half,
forfeit, with 5501 added : the second horse to receive SUO.aud the third
3-50. One mile.
Dwyer Bros-' br m Miss Woodford, 6, by Billet— Fancy Jane. 118

• McLaughlin 1
S. S. Brown's br c O'Fahon, 3, by Harry O' Fallon -Grace Darling, 93

•• - F. Littlefield 2
Dwyer Bros.' ch c Joe Cotton, 4, by King Alfouso-Inverin
„ J.Murnhv 3
Katnoa. a, 93, Rivers; Mona. 5, 108, O'Hara unplaced

Time, 1:13';.
Betting: 2tolon Miss Woodford. 3 to 1 Joe Cotton. .5 to I Mona,and£0

to 1 eich EatTlna and O'Fallon.
Won by half a dozen lengths, O'Fallon two lengths from Joe Cotton.

Thiho Race.—The Travers Stakes, for three-year-olds; $100 each. 850
;5 if declared out on or before the first day of January,

-I.'' >i added by the association, and 8500 In plate by Mr. Win.
R. Travers: the second to receive 8300 out of the stakes. One mile and
three-quarters

.

Dwyer Bros.' b c Inspector B. by Ennui rer-Colossa. 118. .McLaughlin 1

C. W. M. dinger's ch c Elkwood, by Eolus -Minnie Andrew.-. 118

Lewis 2
E. J. Ba] '.v.in's 1> c Lfjero. by Rutherford—Jennie D., 118 Miller 3
E. J. Baldwin's h c Silver Cloud, lis I Murphy

Time 3:104.
Betting; 4 to 1 on Inspector B.; 4 to 1 Silver Cloud; 30tol each Lijero

and Elkwooi.
Won by five lengths, Elkwaod a neck from Ltjero.

Foubtb R\ce —

I

Jur ;.e ;500, of which 3100 to the second horse, and
nee money. SI5 each, to be divided between second and third:

'id a furlong.
J. B. Haggln'a b r Test, 4. by Ten Broeck—Annie Hbelby, 108

Holloway 1

C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglass, a, by Wlldldle-Tolone, 115

DwverBros b f Millie 3 by Billet-Distraction. 95 sIcLaug'h'iln 3Red Girl, 3, 95(Littleneldi; Fairmount, 4, 100(Conklingi; Claus=ima 3
90 (Andersonl; Tony Foster. C, 112 (Lewis), unplaced '

'

Betting: 5 to 3 on Jim Donglass, 3 to 1 Test, 5 to i Miller 8 io 1 Bed
Girl, 30 to 1 Tony Foster, and 40 to 1 each Fairmount and Claussima
v.on by a length, Jim Douglass two lengths from Millie.
FrFTH Race.— Free handicap steeplechase, purse 85(;o, of which 8100

to the second horse. Fractional course, about one mile and a half
M. V Nolan's ch g Bourke Cochran, a. by War Dance—Solferino. 170

Excelsior Stable's ch f Disturbance, a, by Cbiiilcothe— idatti'e C., 155

J. Llewellyn Lloyd's b m Hinda, 6, by Tubman -aUnnic,' 130

Oneida Chief, a, 133 (Scanlan): Bucephalus, 5, 112 lOpdykeV Beech
more, a. 138 (Jacksoal: Burr Oak, 5, 144 (Kenny); Bob Lockwood 6 130
(1. Martin), unplaced. '

Time, 3:03.
Betting

: 5 to 4 on Bourke Cochran, 5 to 1 each Burr Oak and Bucepha-
lus 10 to 1 Disturrunce. 20 to 1 Beechmore, 20 to leach Oneida ChiefBob Lockwood and Hinda.

~«™»,

July 26 -Finsr Race.—Purse 8350, of which 850 to the second-entrance free; allowances. One mile.

,' 5' ?,
a
f.
gin '? ,*; ' Precioss . 3 .

hy Glenelg-Stamps, 88 Littlefield 1
J. E. McDonald s br 1 Bordelaise. 3. by Bramble—Anne Augusta, 88

E
-
J.Baldwin's b f Santa Anita Belle, 3, by Grinstead-Santa Anit™

Panama, 3 (O'Brien); Revoke7a\"ii2\'HoUoway'irFklrmou
<

rit' i^ltn
(Brown): Eager 3. 90 (Sedgleyi: Vmton, 5.(05 (Moorei: Peconi'c, 8,93(Hyslop); May D., 3, 85 (McXamara), unplaced.

'Time, 1:44 V.

Betting: 6 to 3 nn Preciosa: 5 to 4 each Santa Anita Belle and Revoke-
12 to 1 each Panama and Bordelaise: 15 to 1 each May D , Eager Vinton
Fairmount and Peconic. ' '"'""»

lion by three parts of a length, Bordelaise a length and a half from
Santa Anita Belle.

Secon-d Race.—Pnrse 5300, of which 850 to the second, for two-year-
olds; entrance free; penalties and allowances. Three-quarters of a niile

V*7,
e
'J?

ros '' b f Bessle June
- "I Kiog Alfonso—Virga. 100. Godfrey i

J. B. HagginB ch g Theodosius, by Joe Hooker—Abbie W., 100

J. &: J. Swigert's b c Procrastinator, hy Bulwark—Bessie Lee, 110

Davis 'i'^ii-iVi'^iim:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^^
„

Time. 1 i8.
Betting: 2 to 1 on Bessie June: 5 to 2 against Thcodosins; 10 to 1 Pro-

crastinator; and 15 to 1 Bet.
The favorite won without being urged by tin ee lengths. Theodosius

about the same distance in front of Procrastinator.
Tjartn Race.—Pnrse 8400, of which 8100 to the second: for all ages-entrance free; penalties and allowances. One mile and three-sixteenlhs'

Appleby & Co. 's ch h Endurer, 3, by Enquirer—Analine, DO O'Hara 1R. C. Pate's b g Monogram, a, by Buckden—Monomania, 103 Godfrey 2
J. Carters bh Aretino, 6, hy Aramis-Sprightlv, 115. ...McLaughlin 3Sam Biown, o, 106 (Lewis); Macola, 3, 95 (Liltlefieldl, unplaced

Time, 2:16.
Betting: 6 to 5 against Endurer; 7 to 5 Aretino; 4 to I Sam Brown- 7

to 1 Monogram, and 7 to 1 Macola.
Won by a neck. Monogram second; a length from Aretino.
Fovbth Race.—Purse 8300, of which 850 to second; for all ages-entrance free: penalties and allowances. Three-quarters of a mile

'

S. S. Brown's ch m Mona, 5, by Buckden—Monomania. 101 O'Hara 1
G. H. Kernaghan's br f Jennie B., 3, by Longfellow—Brocade, 90

J.Mcilahon's b g Frankie B.a.by Monarchist-Alala"lVuV.McLa^hlin 3
Brait, 4, 104 (Douglass); Red Girl, 3, 97 (O'Brien); Bankrupt 3 95

(Godfrey); Duke of Connaught, 5,100 (Vincent) ; Wbeallev 3 9'rBrownl-
Pat Sheedy, 3, 99 (Roberts); Winona, 3,90 (Rivers); Brookful 3 102
(Littlefield): Rosette, 4, 95 (Anderson); Gold Flea, 3, 90 iRansomi- La
Clair, 8, 97 (Hyslopi, unplaced.

Time, 1 :16.
Betting; 6 to 5 against Mona; 4 to 1 Frankie B.: 5 to 1 Red Girl- 7 to

1 Bankrupt: 7 to 1 Brookful; 20 to 1 Pat Sheedy; 20 to 1 Gold Flea 20
to 1 Brait; '2a to 1 Jennie B.; 40 to 1 Rosette; iu" to 1 Wheatlev- 40 to 1Duke of Connaught; 40 to 1 La Clair and 40 io 1 Winona
Won very easily by a length, Jennie B. a length and a half from

Frankie B.

Fifth Race.—Purse 8350, of which 850 to the second; for aliases-
selling allowances. One mile and a furlong.
J. McMahon's br c Frank Ward, 3, by Voltigeur—Stella, 93..Littlefisld 1
L. Curran's b g Sovereign Pat, 6, by Pat Malloy—Nora, IDS

T ,_
' v." -;.-'Y

i-
'7.'

V. V J - McLaughlin 2John Forbes br h George L., a, by Silent Friend-Ri -a Davenport
100

°
Cowal 3

Fancy, 3, 94 (Goodale); Hartford, a, 102 (Godfrey), unplaced
Time. 1:591.

Betting: 5 to 4 on Sovereign Pat; 8 to 5 against Frank Ward- 4 to 1
Hartford; 10 to 1 George L.; 25 to 1 Fancy.
Won by a length and a half, Sovereign' Pat a length from George L.
July 28th. -First Race.—Purse 8300, of which 850 to second; for

three-year-olds; non-winning allowances. One mile.
J. B. Haggin'sb f Preciosa, by Glenelg—Stamps, lu5 Littlefield 1
J. T. Williams' b c Panama, by King Alfonso— Hester, 1C0. O'Brien 2
W. L. Cassidy & Co.'s br c Kirbman, by Glengarry—Hop. 110

Brambleton, 110 (J. McLaughlin); La Clair, lbs' (Hogan); Binnacle
100 (McCarthy); Clarissima, 9o (Hyslop): Eager, 100 (Goofrey)- Wynona'
100 (Rivers): Brookful. 110 (Car. 112) (Lewis); Wheatly, 102 (Brown)'
Mr. Isaacs, 97 (car. 100) (Simpson).

Time, i :44.

Betting: 7 to 5 against Eirkman; 3 to 1 Brambleton: 4 to 1 Preciosa;
25 to 1 each Wynona, Clarissima, La Clair, Binnacle, Eager, Brcoklul
and Panama: 50 to i each Wheatly and Mr. Isaacs.
Preciosa showed first at the atatt and lead throughout, winning by

two lengths, Panama a length in front of Eirkman.

.SECojm Race.—Purse 8400. of which 850 to the second; allowances
One mile and a furlong.
J. Mahon's b g Frankie B.,a, by Monrachist—Alala, 110. .J. McLaughlin 1
O. Bowie's ch m Bessie, 6, by Dickens—Belle Meade. 101.. . Hyslop 2
J. Forbes' br c Saltpetre, 4, by Glenelg—Salina, 104 Cowal 3
J. D. Patton's b c Freeman, 4. by Ten Broeck, 111 Tompkins

Time, 1 :59.

Betting: 6 to 5 against Frankie B.; 8 to 5 Bessie; 3 to 1 Saltpetre- and
8 to 1 Freeman.
Won easily by nearly three lengths, Bessie half a dozen lengths from

Saltpetre.

Thibd RACE.-Pursa 5350, of which 850 to second: penalties and
allowances. One mile and seventy yards.
J. McMahon's br m Swift, 6, by Great Tom—Mariposa, 108,

J. McLaughlin 1
J. T. William's b f Ultimatum, 4, by King Alfonso—Utima. 99

McCarthy 3
R. Tucker's ch f May Lady, 3, by Erdenheim or Reform—Adonia, 93

„ «"j::V"i""i,""i Littlefield 3
R. C. Pate s ch g Revoke, a, by Harry O'Fallon, 103 Godfrey

Time, 1:491.
Betting: 5 to 3 on Swift. 8 to 5 against May Lady, 12 to 1 Revoke, and

15 to 1 Utlirnatum.
Won by two lengths, Ultimatum a length from May Lady.

Focbth Race.-Purse 8300, of which 850 to second: selling allowances
Three-qnarters of a mile.
G. H. Kerraghan's ch f Little Minnie, 3, bv King Alfonso—Miranda,

5)3 Littlefield 1
J. McMahousbc Frank Ward, 3, by Votigeur—Stella, 102. ..McCarthy 2
Davis and Hall's b f Rosette, 4, by Catesby—Rosie, 1U0 Anderson 3
Theodo-ius, 2, 77 (Neunieyen: Fairmount, 4, 98 (Brown): Belle Pate, 4,

1)12 (Godfrey): Ella H., 3, 88 (Rivers); Duke of Connaught, a, 103
(Cowal), nnplaced.

Time, 1.-151.

Betting: 2 to I eachtgainst Frank Ward and Tbeodosiua, 3 to 1 Belle
Pate, 8 to 1 Little Minnie, 10 to 1 Fairmount, 15 to 1 Ella H., 15 to 1 Duke
of Counaugbt. and 25 to Rosette.

VS'on by half a length, Little Minnie eight lengths tn front of Rosette.

Fifth Race.—Purse 8350. of which 850 to second; handicap. One
milt- ;md a quarter, over five hurdles.
Applegate Bros.' b h Burr Oak, 6, by Bullion—Lada Gainer, 142

Kenney 1
M. X. Xol-m'a ch g Glenarm. a, by Glengarry—Arizona. 115..Meanev 2
F. ".*vn*' trm Hinda. a. by Tillman—Minnie. 130 Billings •
Chanticleer, 5. 138 iWbyburn): Bob Lockwood, 5. 128 (Martioi; Wild

1: B, 4, l.a 'tJearson, l, unplaced.
Time, 2:23.

Betting: Even money Burr Oak: 7 to 5 against Glenarm: 3 to 1 Hinda:
7 to 1 Chanticleer: 15 to 1 Bob Lockwood, and 16 to 1 Wild Rose.

Monroe Chief will make a fall season at Oakland T
Park, and is now available at $60 the season.
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Early Scenes Among" the Racers at Mon-
mouth Park.

[N. T. Herald.]

"If yon want to Bee all that is picturesque and interesting

about the practical business of racing," said the Veteran

Sport, ' 'you must go to the stables at four o'clock in the morn-

ing and stay around for three or four hours."

It was no use to represent to this obdurate old man that

the reporter always went to bed before four o'clock. "Wat's

there's there then," he said, and the reporter packed up his

pencil and went to Long Branch.

Early morning, stealing up from the sea and chasing the

ehadows back to the hills, knocks at the gate of Monmouth
Park at a preposterous hour in July. Yet so blithe and

pretty it seems, and so full of clear, exhilarating sniffs of cool

salt air and of melodious twitters from the fresh bushes and

trees, that not a stable boy nor a beast in the stables be-

grudges entrance to the merry visitor. At the hotel it had

seemed that a cocktail wbb an eminently fit preparation for

the drive, but as the two fresh chestnuts tool along the

smooth road, chasing the shadows as if they were determined

to catch them, the air shames champagne. It fairly tingles

the blood as you swallow it by the dozens of gallons. Yon
know it's going to be hot, and you are glad you didn't go to

bed, for you have rescued the best end of the day. And as

you drive through the broad gate up to the grand stand it all

seems so different from the glare in the afternoon, when the

races are on, that you wonder whether you are not in some

princely private park belonging to a new kind of King

Ludwig.
The grand stand does not look princely. Was there ever

one that did? On the contrary, it looks dusty and sort of

left over, as if it had been a capital grand stand yesterday.

Two darkies with the preternaturally sagacious air and the

quadrupedal swagger that seem to belong to all attaches of a

race-course are dusting the seats and railings, and by the

time the sunbeams dance in, and in the course of the next

three or four hours, there will congregate a lot of curious look-

ing men who aTe never to be seen anywhere else. They have

no visible occupation or means of support, and they give you

the idea that the only reason they do not pawn their coats is

because they could't get anything on 'em.

"What do they do?" asked the reporter as he sees them

gather.

"Tout," says the Veteran Sport. "What becomes of em
out of the season and away from the course I don't know,

I don't believe anybody knows, but its fair to suppose that

each one of 'em is here touting for somebody."

At all events they sit there, listless enough and careless

enough to all appearance, hour after hour, and if it were pos-

sible to believe that they had such a thing as a purpose of any

kind it would necessitate a belief in the old man's explanation,

for by no possibility could they be considered capable ef

doing anything else.

But, after all, curiously interesting as the contemplation of

extraordinary men is, the real objects of interest are the

horses. How do they live? What kind of quarters and

attendance do they have? What do they do outside of that

obviously insignificant fraction of life in which they are

actually racing?
"The best way to answer such questions," observed the

Veteran Suort, with an intelligence that is well nigh human,
"is to go and see." The reporter protests inwordly against

being subjected to such surprises, bat he goes meekly.

There are some five hundred horses stopping at Mon-
mouth Park. It costs to keep them
Just at this point in the sentence the reporter throws up

the sponge. His friend, the Veteran Sport, declines to make
any suggestion, and after half a dozen persons presumably

posted have done the same thing, says, "You'd better leave

that out. I'll be buttered if I think anybody knows. It

generally costs considerable more."
"More than what?" asks the reporter.

"More than—well, more than—well, dash it, more. Isn't

that enough for you? Leave it out, I tell you."

The reporter is just about to inquire who is writing this

article, but the real truth begins to dawn upon him and he

keeps quiet.

Each horse has his own room, about fifteen feet square, Mb
own traps and his own body servant. Very frequently he

has his own net. All these are interesting. The rooms are plain

and scrupulously clean. A very small window gives ventila-

tion, and the furniture is of the scantiest, though the best

possible of its kind. It consists solely of a new bed every

day. Doubtless the princess who kicked, at the crumpled

rose leaf would turn up her dainty nose at Miss Woodford's

bed, but anybody else that ever lived could sleep happily and
comfortably in it if he could anywhere. It is nothing more
or less than a carpet of sweet, fresh, clean, soft straw, cover-

ing the entire floor a foot thick. The only thing that troubles

her slumber is a dream of Troubador occasionally.

She wakens early as her neighbors do, and as the two pil-

grims approach Bbe is coming out for her morning exercise.

She is a beauty. In this little settlement of five hundred,

things differ from things at the great watering place so near

by. There none of the men {save Mr. Wall and some admir-

ing imitators) make pretensions to beauty, and there is even

a perceptible percentage of the gentle sex who do not enter

the lists. Here every horse— or almost every one—is a

beauty. As this dainty princess comes out her nostrils

quiver with the keen animal delight in existence. The air is

her cocktail, and she drinks it down. Her steely muscles
play powerfully and easily under the thin, satiny skin, and
while every motion is a gesture of grace, there is an eagerness

for motion that shows in every curve and line of her statu-

esaue form.
She is saddled and bridled, and her attendant mounts her.

With a little cavorting and coquettish sidling and dancing

Bbe is off for her morning exercise. It is three or four,

perhaps five, miles of walking and cantering on the track and
the turf. Perhaps, if Bhe is in condition, she takes a mile at

something like fall speed, but she will not be driven this

morning. She is not quite as lucky as those ladies who have
absolutely no control exercised over them, but she never feels

it excepting in a race.

Exercise over, she is robbed down and dried and given her
breakfast. Over? Well, no; the attendant's work is not over

by a majority. He will be currying and rubbing and petting

her, and washing her face and legs the greater part of the day.

The full bath is not very often given, but the legs and head

are washed regularly. And this is the beauty's life through
the season. Once in a while a few minutes of supreme effort,

and the rest of the time ease, comfort, pleasant exercise and
"* constant attendance. And they all who are race-horses live so.

Numerous thousands of dollars go to the count of the value

of one of these costly brutes. Why, then, are they so care-

lessly left unguarded in a Btable of light timber, with doors
half the time wide open? The reporter wonders at it, but
being by this time considerably in awe of his companion,
refrains from wording the thought.

He simply says: "Let us go in and see some of the horses."

The old man stares; then he sighs gently and says:
—"I

don't know but they might let you in. You won't be likely

to do mischief to anything."
'Let us in!" says the reporter. "Why not walk right in ?"

But he gets no answer except a look of commiseration. Then
the Veteran Sport leads the way to where a watchful, elderly

man is sitting in the shade where he can overlook the stable

entrance. This, it appears, is the trainer, and the reporter

presently apprehends that to enter the stable at all it is nec-

essary to get the trainer's permission. However, this is

obtained after a little pleasant chat, during which the trainer

looks searchingly at his two visitors.

As they enter it is observable that they are watched quietly

but carefully. Everything is courteous and pleaBnnt, but no

stranger—no outsider even—is ever alone for a moment in a

racing stable. Even if he should be he would be likely to be

discovered soon, as the reporter discovers when he peers into

the room where a promising young filly is eating her break-

fast. Just at his feet there yawns a chasm from which come
guttural expressions of distrust. The outlines of the chasm
define themselves to the eye as two enormous jawB, which

seem to the startled reporter about nine feet long. Back of

them are a few ugly inches of bull-dog. He does not come

outside, however, and the reporter has no occasion to step

inside. 'That's her pet," says the trainer, and it appears that

in many cases that a cat or a dog will live with the racer.

Here and there the pet will be seen sitting on the horse's back,

and in every case there is an evident strong affection between

the two bruteB. "They keep out rats and things," says the

trainer carelessly, and as he says "things" the Veteran Sport

looks very intelligent.

The attendants are a queer lot. Many of them are under-

sized, though all are muscular, active and thoroughly in love

with their work, besides seeming to have much quicker intel-

ligence than is usual with men doing no higher grade of work

than they.

"How do they happen to be so small?" asks the reporter.

"They, every one of 'em, have an ambition to be jockeys,"

explains the trainer, "and they know the advantage of being

small. I don't mean that they stay small on purpose," he

adds, with a smile, "but small boys who want to be jockeys

all begin this way. They learn a great deal and generally

know enough to keep their months shut very tight."

This is demonstrated when the reporter tries to talk to some

of them, finding one by one alone. They will answer ques-

tions when put point blank, but generally answer them with

'Yes," or "No," or "I don't know." You might as well

expect a brass dog to bark at a burglar as to get a capable

table boy to say much about horses, unless he knows yon

and is sure of a tip. Then he will give you tips in exchange,

of more or less value, according to a most uncertain scale of

chances. There is an army of them. In each stable there is

one to each horse and almost always there are a number more
to do the extra work. Taking trainers, attendants of differ-

ent kinds and stable boys altogether, there are about a thou-

sand persons living on the grounds at Monmouth Park for

the season.

But if the stable boys are queer, what can be said of them

after they have graduated and become jockeys? A jockey is

doubtless a human being, for he bears a modified resemblance

to the human form, and is gifted with many of the attributes

of humanity, including a limited power of speech. And he

has that peculiar attribute of mankind, the money-making
instinct. McLaughlin, for instance, will clear something like

$20,000 this season, with his $10,000 salary and his outside

privileges. A few others won't be far behind, and the pay of

any one of them who has any kind of a reputation is equal to

the average earnings of a New York lawyer or physician.

Talk to them? "Well, the reporter tried that, too. He thought

it would be thrilling to hear stories about how they won or

lost great races; how they were in peril for a critical moment
or so; how by a quick turn of the wrist or blow of the whip

they snatched victory from defeat; how a comrade was

crowded against a post by accident or design, as the poor fel-

low who lost his life a couple of weeksago was crowded; how,

in short, the supreme excitement that follows months of

preparation and thrills thousands of spectators, affects the

blood of the actors.

He didn't find out. It's a question whether a jockey has

any blood. He must only weigh exactly so much, and blood

has weight. He must keep perfectly cool, and blood won't

always do that. And if he has blood, and if it tingles with

excitement in a race, the jockey will never tell anybody about

it. In the matter of conversation he differs from the stable

boy in a degree. Neither will offer a remark about anything,

but while the Btable boy will generally reply to a question the

jockey generally will not. He will try to look wise, and
nature has saved him the trouble of trying to look mysterious.

"Their life is exciting, though, in spots," said the Veteran

Snort, when the reporter complained of all this. "Whether
they feel it or not is a question. I don't know whether a

bundle of whalebone and gutta percha is capable of feeling

anything, and that is what a jockey is. But don't make any
blossoming error about their not being human. They can

think, and think quick. And they can act with all the

promptitude of the active end of a wasp. I've Been them often

and often getting the turn on a competitor in England, give

a side turn of the heel that dug their spurs into the shoulder

of the beast they were trying to beat. Of course, it was an

accident so far as anything could be shown, but it's a trick

that has cost many a race. Then I have seen the same trick

played that cost p"oor Meaton his life the other day. It is an

eaBy thing to crowd a horse into a post, sometimes, and if a

jockey can do it he is likely to. If it happens accidentJy I

don't think he's going to cry, unless he happens to be on the

horse that's crowded.
"Then there's another thing that's very easily done, and

very often done. I've seen as many as five horses thrown

down in one race. You see the least sideways blow to a

horse that's really going full speed is almost 6ure to knock

him down, and it's comparatively easy to ride your own horse

against another. To be sure there are two risks in it. One is

that your own horse may go down, and the other is that you
may be punished for a foul, and lose the race on the charge.

The first iB one that the jookey is generally skillful enough to

guard against. The other is generally avoided by the claim

of an accident, or by insisting that the man who fell was

really the one to blame. Of course it all takes great skill,

but the jockeys have that. What else are they paid for?"

The reporter suggested that all this, while it sounded nat-

ural enough to be plausible, was perhaps a little too much to

be Bwallowed as gospel truth, seeing that every owner, trainer

and rider of a horse would naturally be on the watch for

such things, and would have ample power to punish them.

But the Veteran Sport looked disgusted.

"See here,"he said in tones of unmistakable anger, "I have

taken some pains to start your education. Now, if you
choose to go backing and filling all over the track, go it. The
only way you can ever really learn anything about racing 1b

to give your whole mind to it and follow it up for years and

years. May be you won't, then. Some peoplo never learn."

Woodford Mambrino.

In 1854, Mason Henry of Woodford county, Ky., bred a
large, strong mare to a stallion known as Woodford, then
owned by Mr. Henry. This mare, though of obscure lineage,

was known to be a superior roadster, and had such a turn of

trotting speed that it is thought that she must have inher-

ited the trotting instinct from some unknown source. Wood-
ford was by Kosciusko from Melissa, a daughter of Hancock's
Hambletonian, he by Hambletonian, son of imported Diomed.
Kosciusko was by Sir Archy, Diomed's best son, and one of

the grandest horses, all things considered, that has ever been
produced. The result of the above breeding experiment was
a brown filly foaled in 1855, and now well-known by trotting-

horse breeders as Woodbine.
When in her five-year-old form Woodbine was bred to

Mambrino Chief, and the following season produced a brown
colt, which died when but three yearsold. The next yearshe
brought a bay colt by a horse called Merrimac, and was again
bred to Mambrino Ciiief, the result being the snbject of our
illustration, Woodford Mambrino, which was foaled in 1863.

It is claimed that Woodford Mambrino is one of the very
last of Mambrino Chief's get, and as the latter died March 23,

1S62, such was undoubtedly the fact.

Woodbine is described as a trim-built, brown mare, about

15J hands high, with excellent limbs and feet, and was a
Bquare-gaited trotter like her dam. As she was never trained

her capacity for speed is a matter of conjecture. She was
kept at breeding from the time of producing, her first foal in

IS61 to 1SS0, and brought fifteen living foals, among which
was Wedgewood (2:19), foaled in 1871.

Woodford Mambrino was a very promising foal from birth,

and before weaning time was bought, together with his dam,
by the astute horseman A. J. Alexander, proprietor of the

noted Woodburn farm. Mr. Alexander was the breeder of

such celebrities as Miss Russell and Midnight, the dams of

Maud S. (2:0S|) and Jay-Eye-See (2:10). He was also the

breeder of the present trotting queen. When matured Wood-
ford Mambrino is described as a rich mahogany bay, 15J
hands high, both at withers and rump, with a clean-cut head,

game-cock throttle, full, intelligent eye, denoting resolution

aod courage; a well-shaped ear, smaller and more highly

formed than is peculiar to the Mambrino Chief family, a

well-proportioned, slightly arching neck of good length, slop-

ing shoulder, long, well-rounded barrel, strong loin, well-

proportioned hips, croup moderately sloping to a well-formed
tail, which was always well carried. HiB quarters were
heavily muscled and well rounded, his legs and feet excellent,

with bone of ivory texture, and tendons of cat-gut and steel,

giving his limbs that hard, firm, blood-like appearance found
in most of the great campaigners that have a strong infusion

of thoroughbred blood.

Woodford Mambrino first appeared upon the turf in his

three-year-old form, and won a race at Louisville, Ky., Nov.
2d, 1S66, beating the chestnut gelding Lewis, winning the

first heat in 3:01| and the second in 2:40, distancing Lewis in

the latter. About a week later he showed a mile in 2:384;, in

a trial against Roscoe, by Pilot, Jr. His next victory upon
the turf, according to the records, was at Cynthiana, Ky.,

Aug. 23d, 1877, where he beat Fanny Stoner, Blanche Amory
and Jim in short order; time, 2:34}, 2:38, 2:35*. Two
months later he was sold to Mr. L. B. Dubois, from whom he
soon passed to the ownership of Richard Pate, St. Louis, Mo.
In 1878 he made a brilliant campaign upon the turf. His

first victory for the season was at Milwaukee, June 5th, his

competitors being Wolford Z., Kose of Washington, Moun-
tain Quail, West Liberty and Monarch Rule. Woodford
Mambrino won in straight heats; time, 2:25£, 2:25, 2:264/.

Six days later, at Jackson, Mich., he beat Dictator, Frank
Kernon, Rose of Washington, and Tom Britton, dropping the

first beat to Dictator in 2:26^, and winning the next three in

2:30, 2:29, 2-.2SJ. His next appearance was at Grand Rapids,

Mich., just one week after his victory at Jackson, and on this

occasion he won in straight heats; time, 2:29}, 2:28}, 2:28|.

June 25th, following, he scored another victory, beating a

field of good ones at East Saginaw, Mich., in straight heats;

time, 2:27£, 2:28^,2:27. Nine days later, at Detroit, Mich.,

he was again victorious, winning right off the reel in 2:31,

2:29,2:28}.
His next victory was in the stallion race at Minneapolis,

Minn., Sept. 4th, the same year. Here he defeated such fast

trotters and Btout campaigners as Bonesetter (2:19), Scott's

Thomas (2:21) and Indianapolis (2:21), taking three straight

heats in 2:21}, 2:22£, 2:22f. One week later at Dubuque,
Iowa, he showed his wonderful pluck and staying qualities by
beating the same field of stallions thai he defeated at Minne-
apolis. The first heat in this contest was won by Bone-
setter in 2:23}, with Woodford Mambrino second. The next

heat went to Bonesetter in 2:25J, Woodford Mambrino finish-

ing third. The third was a dead heat between Woodford
Mambrino and Indianapolis; time 2:28. The slow time was
due to a heavy track. Scott's Thomas won the fourth heat,

and the fifth was taken by Woodford Mambrino, Bonesetter

and Scott's Thomas finishing on even terms. The next two
heats were captured by Woodford Mambrino in 2:26}, 2:27}.

This was the crowning event of his life and his last public

victory. Owing to unfavorable conditions, the time made
was not so fast by several seconds as in his previous race, but
the test of courage and stamina was the greatest that he ever

displayed, and has seldom been equalled by any of the most
distinguished trotters. His two last victories proved him a

worthy descendant of such illustrious ancestors as Mambrino
Chief and Woodford, both of whom were noted for remark-
able powers of endurance.
His success was more remarkable from the fact that he was

then suffering from a fistula, which extended from his

withers to a point back of his elbow, and must have caused

suoh pain as would have broken the heart of a horse of

ordinary courage. This fistula had been sapping his vitality

for at leasL six years previous to the remarkable campaign
above mentioned. In estimating his true greatness as a trot-

ter and campaigner these facts should be taken into consider-

ation. There is probably no other case on record where a

trotter has won so great a distinction under suoh adverse cir-

cumstances.
With the exception of Lady Thorn (2:18$), Woodford Mam-

brino surpassed all the other sons and daughtersof Mambrino
Chief as a trotter, and had it not been for the conditions

above mentioned he might at least have equalled the reoord

of that wonderful mare. It is a siguihcaut fact that the dams
of these two great trotters—Lady Thorn and Woodford Mam-
brino—traced their origin through the paternal strain to the

same source as the dams of Maud S. (2:0Si}J, Jay-Eye-See

(2:10), Dexter (2:17J) and other noted turf performers.

A Favorable Opinion-

To the exertions of the Bbeedkr and Sportsman may be

attributed to a large extent the marked improvement in thi

quality of California stock during the past few years. Ill

efforts in this direction are fully recognized by our stockmen
—Contra Qosla QautU,
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Pacers Show the Way.

Another pacer, by a trotting sire that has recently come to

the front, is the bay gelding Wilcox by George "Wilkes. Wil-

cox has already made a record better than 2:30 over a half-

mile track, and has shown a trial in 2:24. In fact, trotting-

bred pacers aTe now so numerous, and are almost invariably

of each high class, that the opinion regarding the best way to

breed pacers long held by Superintendent Broadhead, of the

Woodbnrn Farm, is being generally accepted as true by men
who have given the subject of breeding serious thought. Mr.
Broadhead's theory is that there is a strong pacing strain in

the Hambletonian family, and that it is especially potent in

that branch of that family which descends from Alexander's

Abdallah. The facts certainly go a long way toward support-

ing this theory. Almont was one of the best sons of Alexan-

der's Abdallah, and the Almonts are noted for producing fast

pacers. The old horse himself got Westmont, that has a

pacing record of 2:13^ in single harness, and 2:01| with a

running mate; this last-mentioned performance being the

best of its kind. Allie West, a son of Almont, that at four

years of age made a trotting record of 2:25£, is the sire of the

black gelding Jewett, that after trotting in 2:22| was put to

pacing, and last year made a record of 2:14i. Col. West, by
Almont, sired Lorene, that trotted in 2:31 as a five-year-old,

and the following season made a pacing record of 2:loJ.

Wedgewood, that trotted in 2:19, is by Belmont, a son of

Alexander's Abdallah, and that Wedgewood can sire speed at

the pace is shown by the performances last season of his son
Conway, that made a record of 2:1S^, being perfectly blind at

the time. Conway 1b out of Vanity Fair, a daughter of Alex-

ander's Abdallah, so that he has a double cross of the blood

of his sire; and his dam also produced the trotter Convoy,
record 2:22£. Other members of the Hambletonian family

have sired speedy pacers in large numbers, George Wilkes,

Dictator, Happy Medium and Volunteer being notable in-

stances. As pacers are becoming more fashionable every

year, and consequently more valuable, it is no longer re-

garded as a misfortune by breeders when a foal, by a trottiDg

stallion, shows an inclination to pace. First-class pacers are

bringing first-class prices now-a-days, and the future for them
ia rosy.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

Measurements of the Dairy Cow.

A western exchange thinks a decided mistake is made by
manufacturers who put cheeses of too large size upon the

market. People buy cheese in small quantities simply
because to get an entire cheese is to overstock a small family.

If made to weigh ten or twelve pounds consumption would
largely increase. There is common sense in the idea.

HEED AND SWINE.
Water for Hoers in Summer.

Hogs, like other domestic animals, need more drinking

water during the summer than during the cooler seasons of

the year, but, unlike most others, they are not very particular

as to quality. They will drink freely of nearly any kind of

water, however warm or impure it may be. Much is said of

the hog being naturally cleanly in his habits, and choice in

bis diet and drinks. Notice him, however, on a summer's day
when he comes to a mud hole. Does he go around it, or

through it? Most animals would go around. Some would go
through—and so would a small hog—but the hog does
neither. He goes right into it, no matter how filthy and
warm it may be; and there he drinks and wallows like the

senseless hog be is.

Some say the hog wallows in the mud to rid himself from
vermin, a3 a hen dusts herself in the ashes for a like purpose.

But hogs perfectly free from vermin cannot resist taking a

mud bath if opportunity for indulgence presents itself.

Others say they wallow in the mud in order to so coat them-
selves over that the flies cannot annoy them. It is very
doubtful if the hog acts in this case from any such fore-

thought or course of reasoning; for experience and reason
would soon teach him that being encased with dry mud a

short time afterward was no less a discomfort than to I e
* annoyed by flies. Certainly the exertion of keeping the flies

off himself could be no greater than the rubbing and scratch-

ing he must do in trying to free himself from the dry mud,
and then be rid of it in part only.

Perhaps the next time he finds a mud hole he goes in just

to soften the balance of the uncomfortable coating, not, of

course, intending to take any more on. It may be that at

this point the hog does act with some reason or thought as to

results. But he fails here as surely as before. Nobody ever

heard of mud holes being filled by hogs wallowing in them or

by wagon wheels passing through them.
It is plain that we can no more rely on the hog to do the

best for himself and his owner in the matter of bathing and
drinking than in any other regard where intelligent care and
management may profitably take the place of unrestrained

freedom or neglect. The hog knows nothing of the laws of

health, and his instincts are of little moment, except only

when they lead him into a ready compliance with the better

methods incident to domestication.

To do well in summer, hogs must not only have plenty of

good drinking water, but they must be kept from impure
water, and from wallowing in mud and filth. It is often on
easier task to furnish the good water than to prevent the use
of stagnant or impure water, and farmers sometimes think

when they make it possible for the hogs to get the former
there is little danger of their using the latter. But the safest

way is to drain the ponds and fill up the mud holes. If this

is impracticable on all parts of the farm, keep the hogs off the

undrained parts, and also away from sluggish streams.

From mid-summer until winter the losses of swine from
disease are usually greater than during any other part of the

year. There ia little doubt but that these would be greatly

lessened if better care were taken in this matter of water sup-

plies for the hogs.

—

Phil Thrifton.

There are now twenty cheese and butter factories in New
Zealand, manufacturing something like 700 tons of cheese

and a large quantity of butter per annum. Before the estab-

lishment of these factories cows were in many localities

scarcely worth the milking, as the milk could only be given

to calves or pigs, or made into very inferior butter; and when
we consider, says the Otago Witness, that these institution are

distributing somewhat like £30,000 per annum to farmers for

their milk, it would be idle for any person to assert that there

is any branch of farming industry so solidly beneficial to the

holders of the soil. Every other product of the land is, and
has been, low in price; but the products of these factories

have, on the other hand, increased in value notwithstanding

the very large increase in the producing power.

At the recent Derby Conference of the British Dairy Asso-

ciation, a paper was read on the selection of dairy cattle, by

Kobert E. Turnbnll, of Warwickshire, in the course of which

we observe the following novel rules of proportion in meas-

urement. Some of our readers may perhaps like to test them

by ascertaining how nearly good American cows approach

Mr. Turnbull's standard:

In a cow measuring 24 inches from the hock to the vulva,

the udder should extend upwards to a point 17 to 18 inches
above the hock. The distance from the point of the hock to

the front of the udder should correspond with the length of

the cow's head.
In a well-proportioned, full-grown dairy cow the measure-

ments of the head are an index to the measurement of the

entire frame.
The head of a 1,000-pounds, full-grown, well-proportioned

dairy cow is usually about 20 inches in length. The following

measurements should correspond within an inch to the length

of the head in a first-class cow:
1. From centre of udder in front to point of hock.
2. From the tips of the paps to the ground.
3. Between the hips from centre to centre.

4. From centre of hip bone to edge of flank.

5. From centre of hip bone to centre of rump bone.
6. From point of hock to ground.
7. From dewlap to ground.
8. Circumference of head, measuring over the nostrils and

under the mouth.
The width between the eyes, measuring from centre to

centre, should be equal to half the length of the head. The
following measurements should correspond thereto within

half an inch:
1. Centre of eye to lower side of cheek bone.
2. From centre of eye to top of head, midway between

the horns.
3. From corner of eye to top of nostrils.

4. From root of horn to tip of ear.

5. From root of ear to jaw bone.

6. Joint circumference of the horns taken in the centre.

7. From edge of flank to center of udder, id front.

8. From centre of udder in front, to tips of front paps.

The distance from the top of the shoulders to the center of

the rump bone should be equal to three times the length of

the head.
The length of the cow from the top of the head to the rump-

bone, when the top of the head is in line with the spine,

should be equal to four times the length of the head. The
circumference of the cow in the centre of the trunk, and
when in full milk and not affected by the calf, should never

be less than four times the length of the head. The length

of the udder, measuring between the quarters, should be

equal to the length and width of the head combined. The
head of a 1,250-lb. cow should not be less than 21 inches

in length.

The Great Dairy States.

Slimy, Stringy Milk.

Twenty-five years aao the chief production of butter and

cheese was in the states east of the Alleghanies, New York being

the largest producer. But since then the dairy business has

extended to the west and north-west, and a large percentage

of the best butter and cheese is now supplied by Ohio, Mich-

igan, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and other western

states. Some idea of the extent and scope of the business is

afforded by the following statistics from the census of 1880:

No. Cows. Value.

New York 1,474,700 $46,349,S21

Pennsylvania 844,900 27,248,025

Ohio 693,000 21,739,410

Michigan 421,000 12,763,541

Indiana 439, 100 11,710,797

Illinois 716,400 19,701,000

Wisconsin .„ 448,700 12,388,607

Minnesota." 344,600 8,432,362

Iowa 845,100 22,817,700

Missouri 547, 700 10, 945,000

Kansas 409,SOO 10,908,876

Nebraska 188,600 5,594,762

California 487,600 16,051,792

But these figures do not represent the number and value of

the cows now. For instance, in Kansas in 1SS4 the number
of cows was 530,904, and a similar increase has taken place

in other states north and east of Kansas. Twenty-five years

ago there were but 26,726 cows in the latter state.

°There are some curious features about the cow census,

aside from the great increase in the dairy industry in the

interior. There is a wide variation, for instance, in the

values in the different states. In New York and New England

the average value of milch cows is given from S30 to $32; in

the middle states and the north-west from $25 to §30; while

in the south the estimated value is placed as low as $12 per

head in Florida, and runs up to $26 in Kentucky, the average

for the southern states being about $16. There are compar-

atively few cows in the south. The state of Louisiana has

only 115,000, for example, while Iowa, with a nearly equal

population, reports 845,000.

Points of the Jerseys-

A German scientist writes thus upon this subject: The
milk is either, slimy, tough, stringy, when drawn from the
udder, or it becomes so shortly afterwards. It has a slimy,

stringy taste, produces a small quantity of bad cream, which
churns with difficulty, and produces a quality of butter un-
pleasant to the taste. If a small quantity of such milk is

mixed with normal milk, the latter becomes affected and
partakes of the same stringy character. This condition is

caused either by bad hay, straw containing fungi, meal from
damp grain or other spoiled foods. In such cases the whole
herds produces such milk, and the remedy consists in a

change to a liberal supply of nutritious, wholesome food,

such as oil cake and bran, mainly. The same quality of milk
is also produced by cows suffering from indigestion. In
order to ascertain which cow is suffering, a small quantity of

each cow's milk should be set by itself, if it does not appear
slimy when drawn from the odder, and when the affected

cow is found out, she should undergo treatment, and none of

her milk should be mixed with that from the rest of the herd.
The treatment consists in administering a mixture of equal
parts of salt, chalk, and gentian root powder, given three

times a day in quantities of a good tablespoonfal at a time in

a litre of wormwood tea, or a half a teaspoonful of hydro-
chloric acid in a wine bottle foil of linseed gruel may be
given twice a day. Such treatment for five or six days will

usually effect a cure.

The devotees of the Shorthorns tell about the breeding for

milk, and for beef, with the animals of that breed, as if the
owner only had to select which product he would have. If

there is any truth involved in the old motto of the Arabians
as applied to horses, that "type and form is everything, for

purpose, "then it must be true that to change an animal of the
beef type into one of the milk-giving form is not the work of
a day, nor can it be the subject of an election, only
through the slow working out of the problem through
successive generations of animals. That two distinct

families of Shorthorns exist, and each well serves its

purpose, that could trace to the same progenitors hundreds
of years ago, is true. But it is also true that if a man wants
the milking strain of the breed, that he had better buy and
begin business with the start of 200 years in his favor than
to try and breed a dairy of cows from a cross of the milk and
beef types as they exist to-day. The Americans, of late years,

have so persistently pushed the beef type to the front, that

the fact that there are deep milking strains among the Short-

horns is known here chiefly by the intelligent who read of
such herds in England. In what they are better, being bred
away from the beef type, than the large Ayrshire or Holstein
or as good as the large Guernsey, we have never learned.
Great size in a race of cows that are not destined for the
block when from five to seven years of age, is no longer
considered advantageous for the dairyman. The value of

the extra weight of a cow at 14 years old has been several

times lost in keeping that weight in vigor and health for

naught through a long life. The combined milk and beef

cow must be raised where beef is high and be slaughtered in

her youth, for her owner to make any money out of her. Let
the production of butter and cheese be the leading thought of

the dairyman, and he will soon see his interests leads him
toward the smaller butter cow.

The Farmers' Gazetl" (Dublin), in speaking of Channel

Island cattle, says: "First, and most important, are the Jer-

seys; they are very small in bone, and thin in muscular or

flesh developments; a light thin head, dish-faced a trifle, a

full, mild eye in the cow, small horns curved in, a long,

slender neck, light shoulder, thin and shallow in chest, long,

thin quarters, wide stifles, light thighs, deep and wide flanks,

wide, thin, clean legs, with very slender tail; an udder of

most beautiful form, balanced neatly before, between and

behind thighs, entirely destitute of all flesh tissues, softest,

most elastic and flexible in every part, with tine medium
teats set wide apart and of a beautiful tan color to udder and
teats, the milk veins large, prominent; the skin and coat very

soft and thin. The whole body is wedge shaped, both per-

pendicularly and horizontally; a model of beauty to the dairy-

man. There is not in Nature's realm such a butter-making

machine, or one that can consume so much good grass, and
so much of the richest of other feeds, and transform them into

milk for the making of such a quantity and quality of butter

with so little of residuum of flesh tissue. The ordinary

quantity of butter made from good grass in one week, though
very great, can be more than trebeled by some cows of the

breed, by using the most stimulating, forcing feed at the

same time. No other breed can equal them in the aroma and

nutty flavor of their butter, or the delicacy of cream."

POULTRY.
[Extracts from an essay read at a Wisconsin Farmers' Institute by Q.

A. Markham.]

Poultry culture, though carelessly conducted and scarcely
ever studied or sustained by confidence or capital, is never-
theless the largest, most important and profitable business in
the United States to-day. Though frequent failures attend
the careless attempts to build vast fortunes from this pursuit
at once, without capital, without experience, and without a
right knowledge of what is required to insure success, yet I
must decidedly assure you that no other business on the faca
of the globe will average as large net returns for the time and
study, the talent, care and capital involved, as poultry cul-

ture; yet I reluctantly affirm that there is no other known
industry so little studied, and with whose plainest principles

the people are so generally unacquainted. To illustrate:

Last summer I had an inenbator in operation, and many
came to see it. and would ask such questions as: "How long
does it take the machine to hatch?" "Do you have to break
the shell to let the chicks out?" But many of you may not
believe that the poultry interests of this country are the
largest. To prove this, I will read the figures as taken from
the United States Statistical Bureau for the year 1SS2. This
is the cash value:

Cotton W10 ,000,000
Hay 4-16,000,000

Dairy products 254,000,000
"Wheat *88,O(j0.0O0

Poultry and eggs 660,000,000

Notwithstanding this, the latter is the only prodnot we do
not export. This immense amount is vastly insufficient to

meet the demands—is all consumed at home—and besides, in

1832, we imported from foreign countries 13,000,000 dozen
eggs, as against 6,000,000 dozen in 1S72. Still the clamor
increases, the prices advance, and the importation from for-

eign countries more than doubles with each ten years. Figures
are the driest of all intellectual diet, and yet Are the most
satisfactory in the end. The cry is raised: Will it not be
overdone? My only answer is: Think over the above figures.

But many of you will say that poultry raising does not pay.
Who is it that makes this remark? It is the person who does
not try to make it pay. The fowls are allowed to eke out an
existence as best they can, poorly housed (if at all), and last,

but not least they are nothing more nor less than mere mon-
grels. Let this be your motto: "Keep none but the best and
cull closely." I have heard some make the remark that a
chicken is a chicken, and one is as good as another. Not so;

a pure-blooded fowl is just as far ahead of the mongrel as a
finely bred cow is ahead of the native stock. You think
nothing of giving $100 for a nice cow, but you think that $2
or $3 is a very high price for a fine chicken; yet I say that

the chicken will give you larger returns in proportion to the

money invested, than the cow.

Poultry keeping can be made an auxiliary to other pursuits
without infringing upon the time of the keeper, and will bring
in a handsome return for the food and care given them.

A healthy fowl will drink fifteen or twenty times a day.

An elevated site is desirable for a poultry house.

Keep fresh water constantly before yonr fowls.

Pekin ducks are very rapid growers.

Fowls don't pay stingy feeders.
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Will sell by Public Auction at the

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,

DURING THE FAIR WEEK,

Tile ivell-ltuowii and fashionably brefl

TROTTING STAIXIOX

ALCONA, 730,
On account of his joint owners, Mr. A. C. GOODRICH
of Baker Co., Oregon, anil Mrs. SILAS SKINNER, of

Napa Co., Cal., formei ly of Baker Co , Oregon.

A Icona's (No. 73U) pedigree is as follows;

C.'ieslnut liorse, bred by W. T. Withers, Lexington,

Ky., foaled April. 1877. Sired by Almont, sire of

Fanny iVitherspoou record 2:\6}, and 6ire of West-

mont, harness record p:\ciog 2:13i and 2:012 with

runiiiu" mate, and the sire of 27 others with records

better than 2:30. Sire of the dams of Catchny 2:18J;

McMahou, 2:19*, and Duranso. 2:23^.

1st dam Queen Mary by Mambrino Chief, the sire of

Ladv Thorn, record MM; Woodford Mambrino, rec-

ord 2:21.\,and sire of the dams of Piedmont, 2:17i,

Director, 2:17, aud Voltaire, 2:205.

Almont sired by Alexander's Abdallab, sire of

Gold-milh Maid. 2:14. 1st dam by IJambnno Chief,

sire of Ladv Thorn, 2:18.5: second dam by Pilot, Jr.,

sire of John Morgan, 2:1:4, an i sire of 9 oihers with

records better than 2:30. Also the sire of the dam of

Maud K, 2:06;, Jay-Eve-See, 2:10, Noontide 2:20,

Naiad Queen, 2:20J, Mambrino Gift, stallion record

2*20 Nutwood 2:1b;. The second dam of Alcona, a

fast'maie whose pedigree has not yet been developed,

bred by D. S. Colon an, Fayette Co., Ky. Now Queen

Maxy owned by W. T. Withers, Fairlawn Stock Farm,

Lexington, Ky.

By Royal Letters Patent.

LITTLE'S

Soluble Phenyle.

DEODORIZER— ANTISEPTIC

The New Disinfectant.

FOR UNIVERSAL L'SE.

Cheap, Harmless. Convenient
and Effective.

NON-POISONOUS.

A highly concentrated fluid for checking and pre
venting contagion from infectious diseases.
For general use in hospitals. It has all the good

qualities of carbolic acid without its disadvantages,
as it is non-poisonous, non-corrosive, mixes more
readily with water, is harmless to persons or fabrics,
is cheaper, and leaved a pleasant and refreshing odor
after use.

It is a purifier and deodorizer of Impure air and
j
bad smells, especially useful in hospitals, sick rooms,

|
barracks, prisons, work-shops, decks and holds of

I emigrant ships, drains, sewers, and for

Kennel Use
Is the most absolute disinfectant ever used. It

I value has been proved in a thousand instances
!
throughout the united kingdom, where the breeders

i and owners of valuable dogs have proved it to be
I snperior to every preparation offered. Every ownerof
i
avaluaMe dog knows the importance of keeping them
clean, cleaniness being the first requisite for good
health, and upon perfect condition depends the

|

amount of work which can be demanded of a dog in
,
field or other work, and the manner in which the dog
will respond to tasks put upon him.

Sale of Standard Bred
PHENYLE is an Absolute

Trotting StOCk, Antidote for Mange.

PROPERTY OF

Late SILAS SKINNER,
Formerly of Baker Co., Oregon, and recently of Napa,

Co., Cal.,

Bred by "WM. T. "WITHERS, and imported direct from
his Fairlawn Slock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

To be Sold by Public Auction

KILLIP & CO.
DURING THE

State Fair at Sacramento.

Time to be announced on a future day_

Further particulars hereafter.

Nol. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883, by Alcona 730,

he by Almont 33, sire of Fannie YVitherspoon, 2:16j,

Piedmont, 2:17*. and 27 others with a recoid of 2:30

or better. 1st dam Namora by Almont Mambrino,
son of Almont; 2d dam the Lackey mare by Blood's
Black Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk.
No. 2. Black filly, 2 years old, full sister to No. 1.

No. 3. Bav colt, foaled April 1, 1885, full brother
to No. 1.

No. 4. Bay gelding, 2 years old, by Alcona, he by
Almont, he by Alexander's Abdallah, he by Rysdyk's
Hambletonian. 1st dan. Metamora by Duke of
Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, he by Hetzell's Ham-
bletonian, full brother to Volunteer; 2d dam Viella
by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam by Alexander's
Abdallah.
No. 5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No. 4.

2Jo. C. Hay gelding by Alcona, he by Almont, he by
Alexander's Abdullah, son of Hambletonian. 1st dam
Pansy by (Jassius M. Clay, Jr.; lid dam Lady Richielieu
by Richielieu, son of Mambrino Chief; 3d dam Lady
Van^e by Trimble's Eclipse, son of American Eclipse:
3d dam by Joe Gale, sun of Marlboro; 4th dam by
James Lowry's son of imported Hedgeford; 5th dam
by Consul son of imp. Consul; (jth dam by imp.
Medley, etc.

No. 7. Black filly, foaled Feb. 22, 1885, full sister to
No. 0.

No. 8. Flora Bell, black mare, (with colt at foot),
foaled Mar. '24, 1883. by Alcona, he by Almont. 1st
dam Foutiuia by Almont or Almout Prince; 2nd dam
Fannie Williams by Alexanders Abdallah; (for ex-
teodt-d pedigree see Wallace's Register of Standard
Brood-mares.; Colt by her side, foaled May 8, lfc86,

by Alcona (Jlay, be by Alcona out of Madonna, by
Cas«ius M, Clay, Jr. 2d dam by Alexander's Edwin
Forrest. 31jultf.

HOLSTESNS
FOE SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calveB, of all ages, from
the most celt-brated eastern families and select
imponed strains. I ofier any of my herd for sale.
All first-class animals and registered.

1'KAXK H. burke,
17jul 401 Montgomery Street, San FranclBCO.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure lor Swiuiiey, M'eakuess ol" the

Spine, Npruiit.s, .Strains, etc.

uly remedy that does away with the use of the
wes neither blisters, mark* uorscara. Val-

.. for rheumatism.
by Mrs. a. C. JoBepb, proprietor, 635 Geary

I Francisco, Kedingtoii i Co., San Francisco,
Co.,Eiat Oakland, and all druggists. All

'.-cured in U.S. patent office. Price 11.00 pel
qjoisioot

It destroys the genus of the disease, and its constant
use will prevent the attacks of the parasites which are
such a scourge to canine life.

In the Stable
Phenyle will be found invaluable. Owners of racing
stables who travel all over the country with their
horses find that at the most critical periods their
racers

Sicken and Lose Form,
Because the boxes and stalls in which they have been
housed were infected with the germs of disease
invisible to the eye and insensible to the smell. In
many instances, to the change of food, water and air
is attributed the loss of condition shown by race-
horses, when the direct source of sickness is the
impure atmosphere inhaled by the horses. The more
highly bred and severely trained the animal, the
greater the risk of infection. Hence, every race-horse
owner who has constantly to change his thorough-
breds or trotters from one set of

Boxes and Stalls
To another, should make an imperative rule that,
prior to bis horses being housed in either, that they
be thoroughly disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE.
last ol Commercial Disinfectants Tested*

Name on Label. Proportion in which active.
Little's Soluble Phenyle 2 per cent.
Labarraque's Solution 7 " "

Sol. Chloride of Zinc (Squibbs) 10 "
Feuchtwagner's Disinfectant 10 " "
Labarraque's Solution (from Frere, Paris) 15 • "
Phenal Sodique 15 " "
Piatt's Chlorides 20 " "
Girondin Disinfectant 25 " "

Williamson's Sanitary Fluid 25 " "
BromoChloralnm 25" " "
Blackman Disinfectant 30 ** "

Squibb's Solution oi Impure Carbolic Acid, Bur-
chart's Disinfectant, Phenal Sodique (French) and
Listerene, all failed in 50 per cent, solution.
Thus it is shown in the table that "LITTLE'S SOL-

UBLE PHENYLE" is an efficient disinfectant in pro-
portion ol two parts iii I ()(l oJ water; asol-
ution made by adding one gallon of "LITTLE'S SOL-
UBLE PHENYLE" to fifty gallons of water, will
absolutely kill any and all disease germs with which
it may be brought into contact.
A very great advantage possessed by "LITTLE'S

SOLUBLE PHEN YLE" in addition to its extraordinary
disinfecting powers, is the fact that it is uon.pol-
so it tuts, differing in this regard markedly from car-
bolic acid, chloride of zinc, sulphate of copper, &c.
which are intensely poisonous and far less efficient in
ction. "UTTLE'h SOLUBLE PHENYLE" is also the
best antiseptic and deodorizer obtainable. It pre-
vents all putrefaction and instantly removes the foul-
est odors.
Bird Tended and «hain PnoTEcron.—To protect

seed wheat against birds, slugs, wire-worms, etc.,
and prevent smut, mix two pints of water with
half a pint of the fluid. This quantity will be suffi- ;

cient for about 500 pounds of wheat.
Aphis.—For clearing peach, apple and rose trees,

geraniums, etc., from the aphis, syringe with a mix-
[

ture of one teaspoonful of fluid to four gallons water,
and syringe with clear water in a few minutes.
Apple Blight.—A strong solution—one teaspoonful >

fluid to one quart of water— to be applied with a
paint brueb.
Soale on Orange Trees.—Three, four, five and six

teaspoonsful fluid to four gallons of water. Three
applications at eight days' interval completely de-
stroy the Bcale insects, and will free the tree from the
unsightly black excrement. Syringe off with clear
water fifteen minutes afterwardB, more especially if
any young foliage is upon the trees.
Sickly Vines. -Water the roots with twice the

above strength (1 in 50).

Dibinpbcxino Cuttings op Vines.—Immerse ten
minutes in a solution of 1 to 50.

ANNUAL FAIR

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AUD EJiD OS OCT. SD.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept, S Jth.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 38th.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse ?400. Three-Year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse$50U. Three-minute ClaBB.

Third Day—Wednesday, Sept. 59th.
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Purse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
$30l)tocarrv 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old,
5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING—tem Jose stake; for two-year-

olds. $2-0 entrance. 310 forfeit, 3'200 added. $50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of «ny two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 His., of two or more, 5
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. $200; of which ?"fl

to second horse; fixed valuation .*i,n00; two pounds off

for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each $10U above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.
No. G—TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse $300. 2:2? Class.
No. 8—PACING—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 1st.

No. 9—RUNNING- -Free purse, $200, $5o to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of
the value of 9400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10—RUNNING—Gilrov Stake, for two -year-olds.

$2-5 entrance, $10 forfeit, $"200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry albs, additional.
One mile.
No. 11—RUNNING—Selling Purse, ?2no, of which ?50

tOBecoDd horse. Fixed valuation $1,000. 2 lbs. off for

each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Diiy -Saturday, Oct 2d.

No 12—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
No 13—TROTTING- Purse Sl.orio—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING-Purse $300. Two-year-olds.
Mile andrepeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty percent, to Brst horse. 25 percent, to
second, 15 per cent, to third, audio percent, to fourth.

CONDITION'S-
All trotting ot pacing raceB best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, theuto first and thiid
moneys.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it mav be continued.
Iq all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill and and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of thepurse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries, j
When less than the required number of Btarters

appear, thev mav contest for the entrance money,
divided aB folio wb: 66% to first horse, and 33^ to
Becond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at 2p.m.
EntrieB to close August 1st, 1886.

N\ is. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG. Secretary.

26|nS P. O. Box 159. San Jose. Cal

.

Petaluma Fair.

Mechanics' Institute

FAIR.
TWENTY-FIRST EXPOSITION.

RAN FRANCISCO, J88G.

Opens August 24—Closes September 25.
IN THEIB

_ nmense Pavilion on Larkin street with a Grand
Display oF NATURAL AND MANUFACTURED
PRODUCTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, Including
h magnificent colk'ctionnf Oil and W.iter-Color Paint
ings. Art Work and Photography; -MAI M1NKRY in
operation: A special FLORAL EXHIBIT each
week; the finest display of FRUITS, GRAINS and
VEGETABLES ever before presented to the people,
and a Grand Instrumental Concert flay and evening.
PRICES OF ADMISSION: Double Season Ticket

$5. Single season Ticket $:J; Adult's single Admis-
sion 50 Cents; Children's Single Admission 25 Cents*
Members of the Institute entitled to Season Ticket

at half rates.
Full particulars given or sent on application to the

Assistant Seer tarv.No.9l Post street.
P. B. CORNWALL, President,
,T. li. QILMORE, superintendent.
W. P STOUT. Secretary.

31jul 6 J. H. CULVER. Assistant Secretary.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
-On his Ranch at-

Falkner,Bell&Co.! vina, tehama co.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL I. V I II Ito l>. Roam 6», C I'll. It.

Building, cor. 1th and Townsend, Man Francisco.

AQENTS.
406 CALIFORNIA ST.,

iN Zkakcuuo. JulBtf Mju.1

Prom Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,
istxrsivE.

Over $10,000_m Purses.

Agricultural District Sio. 4. Comprising
tlie Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Kapa and Solano.

SPEED PROURAMM.
First Day—Monday, August «3d.

No. 1. Trotting, District—Representative Trotting
Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and fillies. One
mile dash. Value of stake $507.50. f?i00 to go to the
sire of the winning colt, halance to be divided In
three moneys, CO, 30 and 10 per cent.
Closed May 1, 1886 with nine entries, the get of the

following stallions: Anteeo, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustio,
Wbippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr., and Gen
Dana.
No. 2. Running, District—Mile dash, for all ages.
15 entrance, S10 forfeit; $100 added, $50 to second

horse.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 24th.
No. 3. Running—Free for all. One-half mile and

repeat. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to
second horse.
No. 4. TnorTrNG—Three-minute Class. Purse $000.
No. 5. Trotting - ror four-year-olds. Purse $600.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 25th.
No. 6. Running—Free for all. Three-fourthB mile

dash. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $60 to
second horse.
No. 7. Trotting—2 :27 Class. Purse $700.
No. 8. Teotting—For three-year-olds, excepting

all colts that have heaten three minutes as two-year-
olds. Purse $500.
No. 9. Tkottisg—Free for all two-year-olds. Mile

and repeat. $50 stake, $2l0 added. Closed with five
entries.

Fourth Day—Thursday, August 96th.
No. 10. Running- Selling race, free for all. One

and a half mile dash. $23 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200
added, $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation S1.CO0;
2 poundB off for each $100 below, and 2 pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation.
No. 11.—Pacing—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 12. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse$600.
No. 13. Trotting, District— 2:38 Class. Purse 8300.

Fifth Day—Friday, August 37th.
No. 14. Running—Free for all. Mile and repeat.

Free purse $250; $50 to second horse.
No. 15. Trotting—2:24 Class. Parse $800.
No. 16. Trotting, District—For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with
five entries.

No. 17. Trotting, District—2:45 Class. For stal-
lions, Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.

Sixth Day—Saturday, August 98th.
No. 18. Running—For two-year-olds. Mile dash.

$20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to second
horse.
No. 19. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Trotting, District—For yearlings. Mile
dash. $5^ stake, $150added. Closed with five entries.

No. 21. Trotting, District— For gentlemen's road-
sters. To be handicapped the day before the race.

Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated by
agreement.

REMAKES AAD COXDITK>3iS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz;

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., excepting Trotting Staia
Races Nos. 1, 9, 16 and 20, in which money to be
divided and races trotted according to published
conditions.

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the Statf Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats
of any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is onlyentltl d

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money

only, except when distancing the field, then to first

and third moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by C p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by r. m. of the day preceding
the race.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to be entered in any District race that baa
not been owned in the District six (C) months prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society, aod expulsion from this
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, anv race cannot be
finished on the closing day of tlie Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

I

In all races noted above, five or more paid-upentries
required to fill aud three or more horses to start, but

[
the Board reserves the right to told entries and start

1 a race with a leas number and deduct a proportionate
1 amouut of the purse.

Tbe Petaluma truck Is one of the fastest and safest
1 in tbe world.

j

Trotting and racing colors to be named with all
entries and used in all beats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p, M sharp.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 188i"-, with Secretary.

J. II w in IE, President.
AV.E. cnX.Swrofftry

P. O. 27C. Pelaiuino, Cal,

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, In foal to Director and Monrot)

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other partlculaxi,
address joiia A. «.<n nsniiu.
Box 2tf. Oakland, 0*1,
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CALIFORNIA
ANNUAL

OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST BAT-Tbursday, Sept. 9tla.

TROTTING.
No 1-THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, -with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, S1.C00—2:24 Class.

No. 8-PACUSG PURSE, ?GC0—2:35 Class.

SECOND DAT-Friday, Sept. 10th,
RUNNING.

No. 4-THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-year-
olds; S25 entrance; 810 forfeit; 8250 added; S5G to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds ; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' 3TAKE—For
foals of 1883; S50 entrance, p.p.; 83G0 added; S100 to

second; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only Slo if declared on or
before September 1st. $300 added, of which SlOu to

the second horse; §50 to the third. "Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to c^rry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, 3250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11th,
TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which S25 must accompany nomination;
825 payable July 1st, and remaining §50 payable
August 10, 1880; S400 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eigh t nominations. Jlile heats, three
in five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, §800-3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 13th,
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; h. f., or ODly $15, if declared on or before
September 1st, with $3u0 added ; $1U0 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four yeaiB old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For

foals of 1884. S150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.

Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.
No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, S20, to be
made with tbo Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-
tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. H—SELLING PURSE, S250-Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, S1.00U; two pounds foreach
$li,0 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 14lh.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, SI ,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTiNG PURSE, $1,200—Free forall.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 15th.
RUNNING,

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old fillieB. $25 entrance; $15 forieit, or only $10 if

declared od or before September 1st; $150 added;
S25 to second. Those not having run first or second , I

in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No. 19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

$50 entrance; 325 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added ; $100 to second, third

eaves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20-THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September iBt, with $3u0 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile

No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses
that have rot won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 1 6th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heate. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25
payable August 10th; S'JUO added by the Society.

Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, $800—Free forall.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 1 Sth.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
bor3e, $100; third, $50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No.2f—THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance ; ?25 forfeit; or only $15 if declared

on or before September 1st, with $250 added. $75 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added.
Second horse, $100; third to Bave stake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For" all ages.

860 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added. 8100 to second;

$50 to third; S200 additional to thewinnerif l:42&la
beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1 -.42^1 is beaten. One mile.
No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $53

to second. Horse not haviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten ponnds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DW—Saturday, Sept. ISlls.

No . 30—CHAMPIONSTALLION PURSE, $1,500—Free
for all trotting stallions

.

No. 31—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,100-2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme:
No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-
trance: $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $5U to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2-CALIFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-
trance: 525 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

lb87; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1835, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. S1U0 en-
trance; *50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; $15 if declared January 1,1888; or 325 if de-
clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;
third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

RE.1IARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent.

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows
to the first, and 33$ to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above btakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. ai. of
the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
RuleB of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in thtir
entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,
Saturday, July 81, 1886.

JESSE I>. t'ARR, EDWIN F, SMITH,
12jnS President, Secretary.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Ma Rosa.
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Sept. 21d;o25,'86
FIVE BkYB INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OPFE RED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany

nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz. : 50,25,15 and 10 per cent.
Kaces commence each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries t > Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September SI, 1886.
No. 1. Running—District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash, $25 payable July 1st; S)5 August 1st; §10 day
before race. 8350 added. (Closed with five entries.)

No. -1. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, $800.

No. 3. Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the
get of Mambrino Wilkes; $20 entrance; 3200 added by
owner of sire ; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, ?100—Five moneys.

Wednesday. September M, 1886.
No. 4. Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, 3500.

No, 5. Trotting— District. Two-year-olds or under
3500. Best 2 in 3. (Closed with five Entries.)

No. 6. Trotting— District. Stallion Race, §500. (Closed
with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, $603

Tbnrsday, September 23. 1886.
No. 8, Running—District. For three-year-olds or

under st;tke,mile dash; 92-? payable July 1st; $15 August
1st; 310 day before race; 8250 added. (Closed with rive

entries.)
No. 9. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:20 Class. $1,000.

No. 10. Trotting— Pacific Const. For three-year-
olds.'UJO stake; ?-W0 added. (Closed with five entries,)

State Equestrianism, $100. Five moneys.

Friday. September 34. 1886.
No. 11. Runniug—District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat. $500. Closed with seven entries.
No. 12. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For two-year-olds.

9100 stake; $400 added; best 2in 3. (Closed with eight
entries, j

No. 14. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, ?SO0.

Saturday, September 35, 188 ».

No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,
f-bV-t

Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. Uth.

No. 1. Running—One-half mile and repeat, free for
all. 520 entrance, $10 forfeit, 5150 added, $50 to second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $500.
No. 3. Trotting—For two-year-olds, best two in

three. Purse $20o.
No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse $350.

Second Day. Wednesday, Aag. 1 8th.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

ages, $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, ?50 to second
horse.
No. 6. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.
No. 7. Trotting—For four-year-olds. Purse $400.

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 19th.
No. 8. Running—Selling Race. oneand one-half mile

dash, $25 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200 added. Free for all
Fixed valuation $1,000. Two pounds off for each hun-
dred below and two pounds added for each hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug. 90th.
No. 11. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,

$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second horse
No. 12. Running—For two-year-olds, one mile dash,

$20eutrance,*10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second horse
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse $500.

Filth Day, Saturday, Aug. 21st.
No. 14. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.
No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse $500.
No. 16. Trotting—District. 2:40 Class. Purse $300
No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,

25 entrance, $2oo added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

BDecified. National Association Rules to govern trot-
ting, and Rules of the Pacifie Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to gove rn running, except as herein Btated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the 'entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first monev only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered bv the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in any district nice that has not
been owned in the district six (6) months prior to the
dav of the race, and any entry bv anv person of any
disqualified horse shall beheld liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without any right to compete for a
gurBe.and shall be held liable to penalties prescribed
y the National Trotting Association.
If it is the opinion of the judges, before starting a

.ice, that it cannot be finished on the closing dav of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at 'the
optionof the judges.
In all raceB noted above five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start
a race witba less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with
all entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. jr. sharp.
Entries to purses close August 1, 1886.

Entries close with the Secretary.
I. DE TURK, Pres.,

N. WINANTS, Sec't'y.
P. O. Box 111, Santa Rosa, t'al. 3jul5

lolden Gate

IR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day-TroHinn
S°' !

_
SE5?E- J^O—2:f5 class. Pour moneys.
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No. 3-PUKSE, SlaO—Four-year-olds. Four moneys.
Second Dar-Bunnfng.

No. 1-THE ALABfEDA STAKE-F«r all a „, e - tan
entrance; half-forfeit, or only $15, if decla? uS |T«
fore August zoth. with >>.i ;,,i,m' Vf,,. ,! ,- cT,n,T :

third to save stake. Maidens, if thVce-yeare old. atlowed fire pounds, If foul years old or over s venpounds. Three-quarters of a mileSo-^TT.
Hls <--ALIFOKKIA STAKE-For three.year-olds; Sou entrance; half-forfeit; Slrn added'"ho

to second; t.,0 to third. One mile and
: a ouarter

No. &7™E JUVENILE MA KE--K r tvo-year.olds; Ko entrance; Sid forfeit; «iji added: s.'O to sec-ond; third to save stake. Winner of any two vear.
old race after August 1st to carry thre ponnds of twoor more hve pounds extra. Three.ouarter- ot a n.ile

after August 1st, of the value of 5300, to carry liveponnds. Maidens allowed, if three years off five

Ko. 12-
Ho.ia-

second Horses not having won at this meetingallowed five pounds. Horses that have not run se. on i— better allowed ten pounds. ™

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

tlfi Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

SFKC1AI, ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private Bale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.

Third Day-Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8-PURSE. 3600-2:38 Class. Four moneysNo.9--POtsE,,; l,._Tnree-year.ol,ls. l',°Sne,B

nonets '
$50°-PAci,''G - 2:23 class. Four'

Fonrtn Day—Trotting.
No. II—PURSE, $750-2:20 Class. Four moneysPURSE. -5750-2:21 Class Four moSeys'PURSE, eMO-Two-year-olds. Three moneys

Fifth Day-Ranning.
No. H-RELLING PURSE, 5250-Of which S50 tosecond Fixed valuation Sl.tou; two pounds lor each

5100 below; two pounds added for each 5100 aho-efiyed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. lo-THE OAKLAND STAKES-For all ages-

SSO entrance: halt.torfeit: 5:;C.i added; second horse
8100; third Mil. One mile and a half

""»« ««"•
Ko

-
, l^ftE GOLDEN. GATE STAKE-For two-

year-olds; 52-, entrance; etc, forfeit; -2.11 added- 550 tosecond; third to save stake. Winner of any two yearold race after August 1st to carry three pound's- oftwo or more, hve pounds ex.ra. Ot Juvex'ili- Stake
at this meeting Three pounds additional penalty
Seven-eighths of a mile.

' 17-FRKE PURSE. S250-For all ages: $50 to
ing won at thi

Hor3es that have notm pounds. Three.quarter~miie

LADIES- EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT-Purse
5100. For the most graceful rid.-r 52.5. second sis-
third 510. For the most skillful rider $25; second
tjIo

j third §10.

SIXTH DAT-Trotting.
No. 18—PURSE, 37.i0-2:27 Class, Four moneys
No. 19-PURSE, $1,000. Trotting-free forall p umoneys.
No. 2.-PURSE, S600. Pacing-Free for all. Fou

moneys.
REMARKS AXD <'OafDITIf»ES.

All trotting an<1 pacing races are the hest thrpe in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in nil the
above races. But the Board reserves the riL;lit in all
theracesin theahove programme to hold a le^s num-
ber than five to fill, by tlie withdrawal nl a iiruijurt orn-
ate amount of the purse. Ei.trr.],ct fee ttn m-r cent*
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent to the nrst
horse, twenty-five per cent, to second, lilteen per cent
to toird, and ten per cent, to fourth.
.National Assocition Rules to govern trotting- but

the Boarn reserves the rUht to trot heats of anv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats "A
horse making a walk-over shad he entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they mav contest tt.r t»ie
entrance monev. to he divided as follows: oU~; to the
first and 33K r-o the second.
In case any named race for a certain dav does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to t lie parties kite rested

; any time previous to August 15th.
In all races entries not declared out bv 6 p, m\ of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start
When there is more than one entrv bv one person, or

in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must he named atfi p. m, of th*» dav preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Societv to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en.

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required towwr

caps of distinct colors, which muEt he named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on -Saturday, July 31, 1886.

A. «'- DIETZ, President,
r. WALKER. Secretary.

26jn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

HON, C. GREEN,
Sacramento.

r. P, Sargent, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L- J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabr,
Salinas.

Hon, John Boqos
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walkath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the

...j
; important auction sales in this line for the past

No. 16. Trothng-District. 2:10 Class. ?o00. (dosed '

V(1 amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled faclll

_,_ ofev "
with six entri'_.,..

No. 17. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Free for all, 31,000.

Board oi' Directors for 1886.
K. V SHIPPEE, K- F, LA3EUFORD.
.IOHNE. aiUOKE .IAS. A, SHEPHERD.
,IAMK«i A. I.OF riTT. JRKDARSiOLU,
R. C. SARGENT. W. M. SNOW.

E. V. SHIPPEE, President.
A. W. SITtPS'Oi", Treasurer,

.1. M. LaRl'E, Secretary.
P, O. Box 188, Stockton, California, Jail]

ties for disposing of live stock of every deacriptii—
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of correB

riondents embraces every breeder nnd dealer ol prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

five fnll publicity to animals placed with us for sale,

rivate purchases and saleB of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and pales

made of land of every description. We are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names an
appended.

KIMJP *\ CQ., 116 Montgomery Street.

Jl-icKerron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. R, Cal.
ISmytf

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trottiug.

Koad horses can be obtained by

PAUL fried;
»«• Tlllr.l S)„ Si
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBROOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And continuing Five Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.
-*»

SPEED PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District" all horseB are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada or
placet, comprising the 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado and Amador of the £1 Dorada District No.
prior to June 1, 1886, uuless otherwise specified,

Tuesday, August 24th.
«250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3: 30 Class.

Purse $250.

$600. No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class—Free for aU.
Purse S600.
1300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or

under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse $300.

Wednesday, August 25th.
$400. No. 4. RUNNING-Free for all. $50entrance,

$26 forfeit, $100 added. Second horse $100; third $50.

One mile and repeat.
$150. No 5. RUNNING—Free for all—For two-year-

olds. $2o entrance, 510 forfeit, $150 added. Second
horse $50, third $25. Dash of half a mile.
$250. No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year-olds—Free

for all. $60 entrance, 425 forfeit, $250 added. $75 to
second horse, $50 to third. One mile.

$600. No. 7. PACING— Free for all. PurseSSOO.
$200. No. S. TROTTING—One-year-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Purse $200.

Thursday, August 26th
$250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse

1260.
$1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 Class—Free for all.

Purse $1,000.

$400. No.lt. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under
—For District. Mile and repeat. Purse $4u0.

$50. No. 12. RDNNINu—Sadhle Horse Stake—
District burses, catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added.
Four moneys—60, 25, 15 and 10 per cent,

Friday, August IB 7 th..

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—FreeforaU. $50entrance,
$25 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $160, third $75.

Two miles and repeat.
$200. No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all. $25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, $200 added. Second horse $75, third $50.
Three quarters.of a mile and repeat.

$300. No. 15. RDNNINP—FreeforaU. S25entrance,
$10 forfeit, $300 added. Second horse $75, third $50.

One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. 16. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $500.

Saturday, August 28tU.
$200. No. 17. RUNNING—FreeforaU. $25entrance,

8 10 forfeit, $200 added. $75 to second, $50 to third.
One half mile and repeat.

$600. No. 18. TROTTING—2:40 Class. Purse $500.

$1,200. No. 19. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse
$1,200.

CONDITIONS.
AH trottiog and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; rive to enter, and three to start; but the Hoard
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on pursa.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 26 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When leBS than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66# to the
first, and 33% to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. w. of the

dav preceding the race Bhall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named by 6 v. m. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

capB of distinct colors, which must be named in tbeir
entries.
EntrieB to close with the Secretary on August 1, 1S80.

A. WAl.RATII. UEH. Fl,KTCHErf,
26jnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY. OCTOBER « (nil, IN< IXSI VE.

The Best Racing" List Ever Of-

fered.

$12£00
In Purses and Premiums.
ogj-An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PRO .BAMHE OF RACES:
First Day-Tues;Iay, October G2th.

No. 1.—Running Rack, Purse ?150, dash % of a mile
free for alltwo-vear-olds.
2.—Running Race. Purse $150, dash yt mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:35 Class.

Second Day— Wednesday, October 1 3th.
4.—Running Race, Purse 8200, for three-year-olds,

% of a mile.
S.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Race, Puree S5Q0, three-minute ClasB.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's br c Contractor, 4,
eligible.

Third T>ay—Thursday, October t 4th.
7.—Running Race, Purse §250, \\i mileB, free for

all, weight for ago.
$.—Running Race, Purse §200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tkotting Race, Purse §500, for2:30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
iB being considered for Thursday, and will he an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October 1 5tu.
10.—Running Race, Purse $2d0, for three-year-olds.

IK mileB.
11.—Running Race, Purse $200, sellingrace. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for eachSlOJ above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 :40 Class.

Fifth Bar—Saturday. October l 6ih.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, 1>$ miles, free fo

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mlle.fiee for all and weight for age. For all horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for all.
AU raceB will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close ou SATURDAY, July 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on appUcation to the
Secretary.
J. c. newton. e. a. dcc.vjip.

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Bay—Tuesday, August 31st.
Trotting—No. 1—Three-year-old claBs. Purse, $200,

Free to all horBesinthe Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth diBtricts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

$150. Free for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse , :200,

FreeforaU.

Second Day—Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Free for
all.

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second
$10, third $5. fourth $5. fifth $5, sixth $5.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse
Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. Sd.
Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse, $400. Free for

aU.
Walking—No. 8—Best walking team $30, best

walking stall on $30, second best of either $20. One
mile. Purse, $100. For horseB owned in this district.

Running—No. d—One and one-half mUe dash.
Purse, $2(10. Free for all.

Ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, inclini-
ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday, Sept. 3d.
Trotting—No. 10—2 :50 class. Purse, $200. Free for

all.

Trotting—No. 11—Four-year-old claBs. Purse, $400.
FreeforaU. Apex barred.
Pacing—No. 12—Purse, $400. Free for all

BREEDERS 1 DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Js'seyB of both sexes for sale. Poetofflce address.
Bail Francisco. Oal

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.
Trotting—No 13—2 :22 class. Purse, $800. Free for

aU.
Running—No. 14— Two-mile dash. Puree, $300.

Free for all.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting raceB. All trotting and pacing races are the
bestthreein five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to Btart; hut the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the* purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, paciug
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twentv-five per cent, to the
Becond, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

raceB. for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated ami fail to win any part of the
purse.will have their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a Bpecial race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en.

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries for said i ace, and to no
added money. A horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then to
first and fourth moneyB.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by 8 o'clock p.M.,or
thev shall be required to start.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8. will

close with the Secretarv August 10. 1866.

Races commence each day at I o'clock v. M., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
035*No season rickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or pre*nuims offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Pair Grounds,
50 cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNIGHT, T. J. SHERWOOD,
19jnl) President. Secretary.

PARKER GUN.

Fall Meeting Aug. 7 to 14, 126.
Notice for Entries.

First Day, Saturday, August 7th. Purse 8800.
Bpecial race for the following named horses: Manon,
Adair, Albert W., Antevolo. Menlo. Anleeo and Nel-
lie R.
Second Day, Tuesday, August 10th. Three-minute

class. PurBe $500.

Third Day, Wednesday, August 11th. 2:21 class.
Manon hatred. Purae $600.
Fourth Day, Thursday, August 12th. 2:<0 class.

Purae 9500.
Fifth Day, Friday, August 13th. 2:21 class. Purse

$500.
Sixth Day, Saturday, August Htta. Free for all.

Puree?! ,000.

All cor'ests to he hest 3 in 6 In harness. Five or
more to e^ter, three or more to start; but the Assocla-

i u^rves the right to hold a less number to fill

biting a proportionate amount of the purse.
3 close with the Secretary, 1,435 California St.,

co, on July 31, 188A.
W, H. HIKCHJUAK. Secretary.

I

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Feb. llth to 16th, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipol with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were snch
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

ajnamo PARKER BROS, Makers, Meriden, Connecticut,

Notice.
Geo. H. Bolmeb,
O. Brttoe Lowe.

Hehbebt H. Beown, M.P. I

Nugent W. Bkown,
TRADING AB

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
imerlca to select and forward Block from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
ReforenceB kindly permuted to J. B. Haggln, Esq,

and Major Rathbune of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A (».,

Wright, Beaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

Nbw Boutb Wftie*.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs,

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Preiniuia
stock, which I liuport yearly from England dircc
Apply to Wm. torblii,

316 California St.,

Ban Fran ciBco.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HOESE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1887-88,

TO CLOSE

August 16, 1886.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES,

For two-year olds, (foals of 1£85); 850 each, 925 for-
feit, or S10 if declared out on or before January 1,
1887; all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with $5no added; second horse to receive
8100 ; third to save slake. Half a mile.

THE GANO STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); $50 each, $25 for-

feit, or S10 if declared out on or before January 1,
1887; all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with S500 added ; second horse to receive
$100, third to save stake. Stake to be named after
winner if Gano's time (1:15) is beaten. Three-quar-
ters of a mile.

1887—Fall Meeting.
THE EABIES' STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1885); $50 each: $26
forfeit; or $10 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
$20 if declared out August 1, 1887; all declarations void
unless accompanied with the money; with $400
added; second to receive $100; third to save stake.
Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra.
Three-quarters of a mile.

THE AUTUMN STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); $50 each : 325 for-

feit; or $10 if declared out January 1, 1887; or $20
if declared out August 1, 1887; all declarations void,
unless accompanied with the money; with $750
added; second to receive $150; third to save stake.
Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra
One mile.

1888—Spring Meeting.
THE TIBAE STAKES.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1885); $100 each, half
forfeit; or $10 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
$20 if declared out August 1, 1887; or $30 if declared
out January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with $600 added; the
second to receive $200; third to save stake. One
mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBY.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1885) $100 eath, half

forfeit; or $10 if declared out January 1, 1887: or S20
if declared out August 1, 1887; or $30 if declared out
January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money, with $750 added; second to
receive $2C0; third to save stake. One mile and*
half.

1888—Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAL STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 1885); $25 each,
p p, with $500 added: second to receive $100; third to
sa .-!.- stake. One mile and a quarter.

THE FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds (foalB of 1885t; $100 each, half

forfeit; or $10 if declared out August 1, 1887; or $20
if declared out January 1, 1888; or $30 if declared out
August 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with $750 added; second to
receive $200; third to save stake. One mile and three-
quarters .

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All these stakes are for foals of 1885—colts and

fillies now rating as yearlings.
Starters in these races must be named to the Secre-

tary or in the entry box at tbe track at 6 P. u. of the
day before the race.
No horse, a ) named as a starter will be allowed to

forfeit except by consent of the judges on the day of
the race, and then only upon good cause being shown.
The Association reserves the right to postpone races

on account of unfavorable weather or other sufficient
cause.

Entries to these stakes close with the Secretary on
Monday, August 16, 1886.

J. E. HATIIIJONE. President.
E. S. CULVER, Secretary.

608 Montgomery St., Room 6, San Francisco, Cal.

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enough to ship, a few pups by my

HERO 3d.,
Winner of First and Special prizes at

PITTSBDBG, M86,

Out of my NELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 18S6.

These pups have immense bone and good
muzzles, and are following closely the heavy
weight records of the famous Amidon pups,

which heretofore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typioal mastiffs

out of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,

Sljul 8

Ucneral M'ayne P. O.
Bel. Co., renna.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From July 16, 1886.

18:00 a m
8:00 a M
4:00 p si

7:30 A M
•3:30 pm
S:30 A m
4:00 p M
•5:00 P m
h;00 A M

•8:30 a M
3:30 P m

10:00 a M
3:00 P m
7:30 am
7:30 a M
7:30 a m
8:30 a M
3:00 P M
4:00 P M

*1:00 P m
6:30 A m

J10 :00 a ii

3:00 P M
8:30 A m
•9:30 a M
•3 :30 P M
•9 :30 a m

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

HazelCreek. Redding & Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore andPleasanton,.,
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave, Deming, El Paso & East
.. Niles and Haywards
_, ..Ogden and East

. Red Bluff via MaryBville
Reno, Truckee and Colfax....

-...Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.
" via Benicia

,

" via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers.
San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore.. ..

" via Martinez
" via Martinez

,

...Tulare and Fresno

, R RI V B

(FROM)

J6:10 P M
10:10 A M
6:10 P M
6:40 p m

•10:40 a m
5:40 P M

10 :10 a m
•8:40 a m
6:10 p m

•7:40 P M
10:40 a m
3:40 P M
11:10 a M
5;40 p m
6:40 p M
6:40 P M
5:40 p m
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p M
J3:40 P M
9:40 a m
5:40 P M
•7:40 pm

•10:40 a m
•7:40 P M

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—'6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8:30—*3:30-*4:00—•4:30- -•5:00—*5:30—*6:00—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—»9:30 a—6:30 P—12:00
TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30—

9 :00 —9:30—10 :00—J10 :30—11 :00—Jll :30—12 :00—112 :30—

1:00—tl:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30~8:00—*8:30
—9 :00—9 :30 —10 :00 —J10 :30—11 :00—JJl :30— 12:00—1 :00

—2:00—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—
7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— '6:00— *6:30— 7:00—»7:30—
18:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—U:00—tl:00—2:00 -3:00- -4:00
—•4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00- -•6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

i*ROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*6:53—•7:23—*7:53-"8:23
•8:53—*9:23—*10:20-"4:23—*4:S3—*5 :23—*5:53—,6 :2b—
•6:53—7:20—9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.20 -*&:60 -
16:50—19 :20-*3:20.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30—«6:00- 6:30—7:00-
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 ..%

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:0fl

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- t :67—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:23—•5:58-*6:28— 6:58 -*7:28 -

7:58—•8:28—8:58—9:28— 9:58— tl0:28— 10:£8— tll:28-
11:58—112:28—12 :5S—11:28—1:58—2:58—3:28-3:58—4:28
4:58-5:28—5:58—6:28-6:58—7:58—8:58-9:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY"—*o:23—*5:53—'6:23—6:53—•7:23—
7:53—•8:23—8:53—9:23—9:53—{10:23—10:53 —tll:23—
11:53—12:53-1:53— 2:53-3:23—3:53—4:23—4:53—5:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53—8:53—9:53-10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-»5:53—'6^3—6:53—"7:23
-7:53—8:53— "9:23—9:53—10:53— 112:53— 1:53— 2:53—
8:53—4 :53—*5 :23—5 :53—«6 :23—6*58.

tKEElv ROUTE.

DOG LICENSES

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks, Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, kc, kc.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes. —Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

LOOK AT THIS

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.

1—W. AC, Scott A Son MammerleHsB.L Gun, "Premier Quality,*' 10-gauge, 30 in.,

8J lbs., with SOLE LEATBJEF CASE, nearly new, cost S300 Price $300
IB—W. A <_'. Scott A Son Hammerless B. 10. Gun "Premier Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.

74 lbs., cost $300, will sellfor S*60
3-1T. B.FapeHammer B. L. Gun, 12-gauge, 30 in.. 7 lbs., cylinder bore, cost $200, will sell

for - 865
4—W. W. Greener Treble Wedgre-fast, Hammer B. ~L>. Gun, 10-gauge, 30 in., 9J lbs., as

good as new, cost $150, will sell for $85

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1J5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—"6:15-8:15—10:15—12:15— 2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. ISundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obseevatoey.

4. S. TOWiVE. T. H. GOOI>.lIAJS.
Gen. Manager, Gen. Pass, *Ttk. Agr.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
m

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
ehkell's Cynthiana Hoese Boots.

J. H. Fekton's Chicago Specialties
De. Dixon's Condition Powdebb.

Gosibadlt's Caustic Balsam.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Rnp't Rnnnlng Hoise Dep't,
falo Alto Stock Farm.

CLABEOUGH & GOLCHER,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing May 2, 1886.

8 :30 a
10:40 a
fll:30A
•3:30 p
4:25 p
•5:16 p
6:30 p

tH :45 p

..San Mateo, Redwood and..
Menlo Park

•10:02 a
•3:36 r
+4 :-59 p
fi:00P

17 :50 p
f8:15p

wltrtl J Santa Clara, San Jose, and

J*.g p
"! Principal Way Stations

0:03 A
'10 :02 a
•3=36r
0:00 P
tS:15p

X0:40a| l Gilrov, Piijaro. CustrovilJe, ) i

^flOP 1 ? Salinas and Monterey fl
iu:o:

in-Jrw ( Watsonville, Camp Goodall ) Lmino .

«'.Mp i

Aptoe, New Brighton. Soquel.... U 1°;°=*
i|J" p

( (Capitola)and Santa Cruz j i

6 - 00 p

..Monterey and Santa Crnz..

i§;
4

3

°
*l

{
Hollisttr and TreB Finos { 1*'°$ *

10:40 a I Soledad, Kings and Way Stations.... I 6:00 p
a—Morning.

•Sundaysexcepted. tSnndays only
Saturdays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. T

-Afternoon.
{Theatre train.

Stage connections are made with the 1U:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages vis San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with a :30 a. m. Train.

Special Rounl-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—ro
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel Santa Crnz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TI4KF1-!!).

For Sundays only
,J f„f&*™™e

^-»l «ood

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturda t and SuNDAYonlv;
Sunday and< good for return until following Mon.
Monday, ( day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc.BCo to

San Bruno, *

75
100
1 00

Fair Oaks 1 25
Menlo Park... 125
May field 1 25

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
AptoB
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

Si 50
1 50
1 7.-i

175
2 75
3 Ofj

3 00
3 CO

3 00

$2 CO

225
2 50
250
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885. and up to the last of January,

1886. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.
. , .

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been

printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an

opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions a=d Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SA*.E AT FAIKWWS.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more higMy-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

VODNG BOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIBST.CIASS. STASDABD-BBED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

mTJTJt rv"MT7 "DT3 TPT7 PT A "NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

IXl-CJ V/lNJll rJXIUrj X Uiliil price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1385, or further information, address

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair,[Superlative;and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.

REGAL AND NOBLESSE.
Our Cigarettes were never 60 fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Ticket Officeb.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. XUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BKBFKCTFtTLLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the Btate for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TEAINS LEAVE BAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE HOST CHABUTNG

summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beantiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of Bhootlng
may 1-e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
la noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in Its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rateB of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports*
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-IIOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(160x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to thoee well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQTJXX AND SANTA CRCZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge) 9

The Northern Division nine through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, Sun Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey .each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thlBline. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo lor those well-known Retreats. PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a Bliort distance from flan

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lover*
of this manly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOU1

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs .-ecelved in Baggaze
CarB.
«B~In order to guard against accidents to Dm s

while in transit, it is necfseary t hit they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may bo
taken In Passenger CarB.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, To*

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market ft t. , Gn-
Hotel.
A, O. BAS8ETT, H. R. JDDAH

,

Superintendent. Ant, Psw, and Tkt.
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No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA.
>'o. 3 Price eacli > . SS.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt ot

185 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking th<

lead. Parties once giving it £

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can b<

seen at a glance. It does no

shift nor loosen. It has t

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heret >fore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
4S6 and 4^8 Battery St..

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

Bland Jocke
1886—AUTUMN MEETING- -1886

GENUINE THE

| Bestand Cheapest

6 DOG POOD.

'FEEDYOURDOGS
iSIAMPED^,

SPRATTS. PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
(out! Sweet Breatn! Clean. Sounrt

Teeth : Regular Habit:

Spratfs Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel. Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabronffli A tiolcber. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 410 Market Street.
IJddle A Kaeding, 638 Washington Street.

Goldberg, Bowen A Co., 428 Pine Street.

M. EUrnian A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

DON
IVandcvort's.)

rCohain's Bang.

( Price's VeBta.

i
(Garth's Drake.

I
Peg i

V. ( Sail, 12*6 E. K.C. R. B.

IN THE STUD. FEB $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

B T. Vandcvort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena. Los Angeles Co , Gal.

Sausalito Kennels.
Doges taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

in eacli stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

GEO. 1 ALLENDEB.
Sausalito, Marin Co, i al

STAKES TO CLOSE AUG- 15, 1886.

THE URGAT FA IX SEIX1NH STAKES
For all ages, a sweepBtafees of ?5° enrb, b. f., vilh

$1,000 .added; the second to receive $200 out of (he

stakes. The winner to be sold at auction for 55,000,

unless entered to be sold for leas, when the selling

price shall i>e stated through the entry-bos by the

usual hour fur tbe Closing ot entries ou the day pre-

ceding the race; if lobe sold for 84.000. to be allowed
51bs.; if for S3.0U0, to be allowed in lbs.; 1 lb. to be

allowed for e ;ich 8100 leas flown to ?l,<ii'0. which sh ill

be tbe minimum selling price; beaten horsi

liable to be claimed One mile and a furloug.

THE KllinGE HAJVOSCAff*.

For three-year-olds, foals of 'S82; a handicap Sweep-

stakes of §100 each for starters; S3t fii'feif fci harsEO

entered by Jan. 1st. and only SlOif struck out by
sept. 1st. "Horse? entered by Aug. 16th, wheo tbe

Stakes shall beclo.-ed, to pay 850 forfeit: S2.500 to be

added by the Association; tbe second to receive ?5lji)

of the added money, and 20 per cent, of the stakes;

the third 10 per cent, of the stakes; Weights to be
announced (wo day,- before tbe race, One mile and
a half. 8:1 January eu'ries.

THE GREAT EASTERN HANDICAP.
For two-year-olds, foals of 1883; a handicap sweep-
stakes of S160 each fur starters; ?:ili forfeit for hwrsi.s

entered by Jan. 1st, and onlySlO if struck out Ly

Sept. 1st. Horses entered by An;;. Ifith, when slakes
shall be closed, 1o paySTfi f irfeit; 5 Ol Lo he added
by tbe Association; the second to receive Sl.OOO of the

added money and 2ii per cent, of the stakes; tbe third

$500 of tbe added money and 10 per cent, of tbe
stakes. Weights to be announced two days before
the race. Tbxee-nuurters of a mile. 183 January
entries.

THE FJ.ATJiCSII STAKES.
\ sweep-take* for two-year-olds, foals of 1888, of

>15(ie.tcii fur starters; $50 forfeit for hordes entered
by Jan. 1st.; 510U forfeit for horses entered by Aug.
ISlb, when Ihe stakes shall be close with ?1,5

added; tbe second to receive S5G0 outof the stakes":

the third to save his slake; to carry 110 lbs. Win-

ners of 82,000 after Aug I5th, 115 lb<».; maidens, 100

lbs.: fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbs. Seven fur-

longs. u7 January entries,

THE WELTER STAKES.
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards, of

850 each, h, f., with S760 added, of which $210 to the
second, and s50 to the third; £8 lbs. added lo weight
forage. Non-winners iu I885of82,0 allowed 7 lbs.

:

, si u n, if four years "l I or upwards. 20 lbs ; if

thieeyears, 14 lbs ; maidens allowed.'lf throe years
old, 21 lbs.; if four or upwards, 35 lbs. One mile
and three-sixteeutliE.

Owners are- requested to make application for stabling for the Autumn
Meeting on making their entry, stating the number of stalls

they will require.

JUNE MEETING, 1887.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE FOAM STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of Z&95; a sweepstakes of $25 each, p p, with $1,000

added; the second lo receive P100 out of the stakes; five furlongs.

THE SURF STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of 1885; a sweepstakes of 825 each, p p. with $1,000

added; tbe second to receive Sltio out of the stakes; the winner of the Foam Stakes to carry 7 lbs extra;

five furlongs.

JUNE MEETING, 1888.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE 3IEI02AIS> STAKES, a sweepstakss of £1(10 each, h f, and only $20 if declared out before July 1,

1887, with si. 250 added; for fillies three years old, foals of 1855; the second to receive $250 outof the

stakes; one mile and an eighth.

THE ItnAi, STAKES, a sweepstakes of ?100 each, h f, and only $20 if declared out before July 1. 188:;

for three-year-olds, foals of 1885, with $1,500 added; the second to receive c300 out of the stakes; one
mile

THE CONEY ISEAXO DERBY, a sweepstakes of $100 each, h f, and only £20 if declared out before

July 1, It 87, with $2,500 added; for three-year-olds, foals of 1S85, tbe second to receive $500 out of the

stakes; ODe mile and a half.

Entries to be addressed to LEONARD W- JEROME, Pres't.

J. G. K. LAWRENCE, Sec'y Coney Island Jockey Club, N.E. cor. 5th ave. and 22d st.,N.Y

A large number of Stakes for the June and Autumn Meetings of 1887 will be duly advertised.

To Close .Tan. 1. 1883. 31jul 3

ATTENTION, RIFLEMEN

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. II.

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters generally. More rapid andaccura'te than
any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price $2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

lOjul Jp

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
I.AlilP«KT.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
for Sale by all the Principal Bookseller*

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremoot St., Boston Mass.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"0. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Es., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequnled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

over 6.O0O inHen offirst-class road running West, North and KorlU-west ft*omciilco£o.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

The Trolilus; Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 1880 from Auk. 1 to Nov. I

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $GO the season .

For further particulars address
GCS. WALTERS, Agent,

OAKL\ND HACK-TRACE,
oljul 15 Oakland, Cal.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

or m\;i HAM 1M O, < Al..

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
oii'K l: 4 1 o i' jm; si 21uet
G. L. BRANUER
J, L. FLOOD
C. P. t'AKN't-'lELD
J S.ANGUS
bankers, Scvaria 1

President
Vice-Pieddent

Secretary
\6aistnnt Mauager

ank of «an X'raiiclst-o.

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, England.

(Diploma dates April, 22. 1870).

—

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs,
etc., can hai e advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and 91.

Send lor Knzard's Worm Powders for
borses, and his Worm mixture fordogs.
They never fill in their action. Will send a package

by mail for S'.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 351 Natoma St
Rnnidfiire. »«« Tinward St., flan FTAnolnco,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. C, B. HALEY, Seo'y.

43T8enrl forrircnlar.TBt

j ulaugaept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17Jul 03 tieuoral Agent, San JrancUco. Col,

Secured by letters Patent, July *A, 188T.
i Having thus described n.v Invention, «hat I claim
as new, and desire to bo cure my letteir* runout, 1b:

!
1. Tho jiart 1),supported nv tlie Bide straps ot the brl-

die, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening Into which tbe blind is fltted, suhBt-antially,
us herein described.

I 2. In a bridle, in combination ^ ith the extensions !>,
1

the curyed blinds P, Beeured to such exlensions.ann
! us shaped, tu give full freedom uttd ventilation to the
eye wliileciri-unmcriliing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
o. Qi a bridle, and In cmnblnation with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
andwashiT B, to BSOUXOthB blind and allow It tO ho
set, substanti illy us herein described.

-i. In a bridle, and in combination with tbe cheek-
Steces D and blinds F. as shown, the. ft raps or ban. is
and II. imi ntii-i't inn tho hranches i.r extensions above

and below tbe ey on, and ItnvUg the adjusting slldeB or
buckles, sulistatitiallv as aul lor the purpose hereto
desnribed.

S. In a bridle, and hu'om' Inatlon with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be nmvn.
bio about tiieiiulnt of support, tbe adjustable rront
straps or bands O and H, and the i oar band I ami the
tliriiat-laleh or Lasl) Connected WiUl tbO Idinds, a in I ail-
JUBtable, anbatantlally as herein desorlbed.

The above are the claims aHo'.vcl bj the patent
Office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle "ill be under.
stood.

it moeta with universal approbation, doing awnv
With all tho Objections urged Hgainsi blnids.amlat (lie

same time giving complete control oi the Ifni ol
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the aotlon follows as
Is inducedh] toe-weights. This is especially the oaae
whonyonng oolte are the pupils, teaohlng them t..

bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

.IOIIN A. NfKERKON. g
No, 230 and 232 Ellis St, Ban Francisco

i
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAH

YACHTING.
"We apologize for the omission of the yachting column in

our last issue, but the manuscript was through error wrongly
directed, and consequently could not reach this office until
the paper was in the press.

The San Francisco Yacht Club Cruise.

This club has arranged a programme for this afternoon and
to-morrow. This will be in the nature of a ' 'high jinks, " on a
similar principle to those of the Bohemian Club. The yachts
will assemble during the afternoon somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of California Cily on the Marin shore. The partic-
ipants will then fish, and the yachts bringing home the
largest and smallest catch will receive, respectively, the first

prize and the leather medal. If sufficient fish are caught
{which will doubtless be the case) a chowder will be made
and toasts and merriment will be the order of the evening.
The prizes will, we presume, be burlesques, and the presenta-
tion speeches will be the feature of the gathering. *

It is to
be regretted that this cruise takes place the same day as that
of the Pacific Yacht Club, whose sailing orders are published
in this issue, as a great many of the yachts belong to both
clubs and cannot consequently take part in both events.
The probabilities are that most of the yachts will go to
Vallejo in hopes of seeing the working of the New York
Yacht Brunhilde, as it is anticipated that she will join the
Pacifies, although nothing definite has yet been settled as
regards this. —
The schooner yacht Brunhilde has arrived in this port

from Yokohama, making the run in the remarkably fast time
of thirty days. Her owner, Mr. Phelps, is also captain,
and due credit must be given him for the masterly manner in
which he has navigated his vessel since her start from New
York nearly two years ago. He has been to England, France,
Spain, through the Meditteranean Sea, through the Suez
Canal, to India, China and Japan to here. This, we think,
ia the first occasion that the New York Yacht Club flag has
been hoisted in our waters, and we trust and hope that the
yacht clubs here will tender all possible courtesies, and en-
tertain Captain Phelps in the manner that the true yachting
spirit shown by him deserves. His vessel is 112 feet long,
26 feet beam, draws 10£ feet, and registers 119 tons. She is

a keel boat with no outside ballast, and her inside ballast is of
iron moulded to fit the run of the vessel. She is consequently
considerably larger than our largest yacht, the Casco. Hopes are
entertained by our local yachtsmen that she will accompany the
Pacific Yacht Club fleet to Vallejo to-day; but if our vessels
beat her, as we think they can, not a great deal of glory can
be accredited to them, as the Brunhilde is in cruising not in
racing trim, and, moreover, our home sailors must naturally
know more about the best courses from Vallejo down. We
should like to see a contest of speed between the "crack" of
our fleet and her, in outside waters where tides and courses
do not cut such a material figure as they do in the Bay.

The Oakland Canoe Club.

On Tuesday week, the holiday given in honor of the G. A.
B. visitors, this club had an overnight cruise to Goat Island.
The canoes Flirt, Mystic, Shadow and Falcon took part, and
were acoompanied by several yawls and whitehalls, nearly
every boat carrying one or more ladieB. A strong flood tide

prevailed until 3:30 jp. m., and consequently the fleet did not
arrive at their destination until after five o'clock. The Flirt
was unfortunate enough to break her mast, and was com-
pelled to return to the Club House and rig her old suit of
Bermudian sails instead of the Mohican rig, which has been
her racing suit lately. The balance of the fleet waited for her
off the mouth of the Creek, and all got off with a good start.

No set race had been arranged for, but of course the little

craft made the best of the way to the Island. The Mystic
arrived first, followed by the Flirt, which again had the mis-
fortune to carry away her mainmast just before the finish,

and it wa3 fortunate for her that she had achieved a good wind-
wind position before this accident, as she was able to finish

under jigger and the remnants of her mainsail. The lady
participants are "trumps," as they adapted themselves to the
circumstances and managed to get a good night's rest in the
canoes, (while the gentlemen camped out on the slope of the
hill), and declared that they never had a better time. It is a
pity that more of the ladies of California do not entertain the
same ideas, as nothing can give more health and strength
than "roughing it" on the salt water. The fleet reached the
Club House about midday on Wednesday, going home with a
light breeze and smooth sea. The ladies have decided that

they wish to go all the time and the probabilities are that
many more cruises will be taken this month, and next, more
especially, as the wind in September is nearly always steady
and light. Last Sunday the creek was almost deserted, but
this is only a rare occurence. The creek is now almost
entirely free of shipping, and we should suggest some set
events to take place before the whalers come in and obstruct
the course.

The yachtB have been very quiet the last two weeks, no
event being worth recording. To-day and to-morrow should,
however, make them up.

The Pearl returned last Sunday evening from a week's
cruise to Napa. She started Saturday week, and carried a
good breeze to Vallejo, where she anchored for the night;
got under way with the young flood at 10:30 the nest morn-
ing, in almost a dead calm, and reached Napa about 3:30 p. m.
This was a corinthian trip, as the boat keeper waB discharged
for insolence ten minutes prior to the start, and the boys had
to do their own work. Judging from their appearance this
has not disagreed with them. They were hospitably received
and entertained, and did not leave Napa until last Sunday
morning at 7 a. it., and were towed to Vallejo and sailed to
Sausalito, arriving there shortly before 6 p.m. The crew
were Messrs. George, Mathieu, Jackson and Cotton. We
have previously expressed our opinions as regards the unreli-
ability of the yachting new-s from the east, as telegraphed by
the Associated Press. The accounts of the racing events as
published in the dailies during the last week are a perfect
jumble, some of them saying the Mayflower was pioved the
much fastest vessel, others giving the Puritan the honor,
deriding the New Yor£ boats. These were wired from Mas-
sachusetts, and the New York telegram, while admitting the
failure of the Atlantic, states that the Priscilla finished a close
second to the Puritan, so we shall have to await the arrival
by mail of the sporting weeklies to give an authentic account
of the trial races.

The Corinthian Yacht Club has at last seemingly overcome
their difficulties as regards titles to their site, and as
Boon as the necessary documents are signed, work on the
Club building will be commenced and pushed to a speedy
completion. The location, as previously stated, will be about
two hundred yardB to the westward of Point Tiburon.

Guy's Debut at Detroit.

Guy, Mr. Gordon's "fastest horse on earth," and for which
he has refused an immense sum of money, proved a rank
coward and as poor a performer in the 2 :30 class as ever started
under the wire. He has drawn a road cart weighing one
hundred pounds with low wheels over the Cleveland track in
2:17 and trotted one-eighth of a mile at the rate of 1:52 to the
mile, but he is unsteady and ugly in his disposition. I
understand that his trainer has adopted the heroic treatment
of giving him a great deal of work, and I should judge so, for

the horse looked jaded and worn out. His ribs were very
prominent, and altogether he looked as though he might be
the "King of the Canalers." Splan, "the great and only,"
looked real weary when he was trying to make the horse
score in the third heat, but he started after a long time behind
the party and stopped at the first turn, what for I could not
find out, perhaps Splan thought he had better sit down. By
the way, Splan asked the judges, in the fourth heat, in the
2:19 trot, to protect him in the scoring. Who that had Been
the young man protect himself in the 2:24 race at Toledo
would think he needed protecting. It was enough to make a
copper kettle blush, but we can forgive John a great deal in

this world, for his magnificent driving and wonderful accom-
plishments in the sulky merit it.— Western Sportsman.

Sport is well represeuted in the new English ministry.
The young duke of Portland has a splendid racing string aDd
is not only a good shot at the English type at home, but has
dared the brown bear of Cashmere, the Muckna elephant of

the Nepaul jungles, and the royal tiger of the Terai at its

home. Lord Dunraven is one of the best-known sportsmen
of the Colorado section of our Rockies. Henry Cbaplin has
been a pillar of racing in England for years past and owns
The Hermit, the grandest stallion of all time, as well as a

splendidly selected breeding stud at Blankney. Lord Harris
is one of the best cricketers in England, captain of Keut
eleven, an excellent all-round athlete and field shot as well.

The sixteen colts and four fillies, just removed by the
Dwyer Bros, from Kentucky to New York, cost them $28,475
at the spring sales.

Cleveland haB never known such heavy betting as that of

the trotting meeting last week.

The English Judge.

I had a chat the other day with the excellent judge, the
judge who Bits on a box instead of a benoh, Mr. J. F. Clarke,
than whom no man in England is niore universally respected.
I hoped to have got some interesting little facts about horses
out of the Chief Justice of the Turf, but herein was disap-
pointed, ilr. Clarke's life is passed in looking at horses. Ho
calculates that he travels 20,000 miles ayear, and has done so
for nearly half a century {not quite so far in bygone years
when meetings were not so numerous), to attend races; he
lives at Newmarket, where so many hundreds are in training.
"But," says the judge, "I know nothing about horses—

I

don't like them; I don't like dogs, and I'm no sportsman in
any way. I don't attend to the horses, they are not my affair;

it's the colors of the jockeys and my numbers that I have to
look after." "You watch them all the way, I suppose?" I
asked. "From the moment they come in 6ight," said the
judge, "I fix my glasses on them till they get near at hand,
and then sit down and see how they pass." I referred to a
much-discussed matter, Pretender's Derby. There are many
men—some of whom, perhaps, backed by Sir Joseph Hawley

—

who declare that Pero Gomez won. The judge remembers
distinctly. "Wells came with a rush on Pero Gomez, but did
not quite get up, " is the verdict; and if we reflect for a moment
we shall perceive how very much better Mr. Clarke was able
to decide the nice point than any one else possibly could be.
Pero Gomez may have been going fastest at the finish, a stride
beyond the post he may have been in advance; but this is

not where they win.
"What about Lord Clifden and Macaroni?" I asked. "Well,

it was a wonderfully good race. Just in the last stride Lord
Clifden made a bit of a stumble, and that lost bipn the Derby,

"

—on such little things do great events depend! "It must be
an exciting moment for the jockey between the time when he
passes the post and you put up the number that decides the
issue?" I casually observe. The judge smiles. "They often
make mistakes," he says. "Sometimes they nod to me
laughing as they go by, thinking that they have won, and I
suppose they are astonished when they Bee the other number
go up." To know the exact position of the winning post is a
great art, or perhaps it is rather a matter of instinct. Ford-
ham, I fancy, could always tell with certainty whether he
had just won by a short head, made a dead heat, or failed by
the merest shave, but there are some famous jockeys who do
not share Fordham's perception in this matter.
One of the most exciting incidents in Judge Clarke's long

career—he began his duties in 1837 at Southampton—is when
he went to sleep in his box. The scene was Goodwood. It

was a very hot afternoon, and a large field had gone to the
post for the Steward's Cup. The starter could not get them
off. Time after time they broke away and were called back;
the judge looked and looked but the horses did not come.
Half an hour, three-quarters of an hour, passed. His eyes
wandered over the green hills aud downs, shimmering in the
heat; sheep fed placidly in the distance, and gradually the
judicial eyes closed and the head nodded. What happened
the judge does not know, but suddenly he felt himself being
violently shaken by a policeman, who cried out that the
horses were coming. Then it was all right. Pulling himBelf
together he fixed the leaders with his glasses, and duly hoisted
the numbers. But supposing that policeman had not awak-
ened him! I suppose there would have been nothing for it

but to run the race over again; and fancy the delight of the
backer who was on the winner at a good price, who had
anxiously for weflks before the race watched its market posi-
tion, had suffered agonies while the start was delayed, had
seen the horse on which his hopes were set always holding a
good position, and coming out to win at the right moment.
Fancy the feelings of such a man when he was told that the
race was void and must be run over again because the judge
had gone to sleep! For the rest, Judge Clarke is, as most
people are aware, an architect. Be has designed many race-

stands, but is fondest of ecclesiastical architecture, and has
built several churches. "I suppose you never had a bet in

your life?" I ask. "No, never," he replies. "I think all

people who bet are fools—except the book-makers, of course.
They are not!" says the judge.

Lord Russell, the brother to Maud S., that is owned at

Woodburu Farm, was to have been trained this season, his
natural speed being great, but a leg wbioh was injured by his

getting it fast under a gate last year still needed a little atten-

tion, and he has been blistered and turned out. The yearlings
by Lord Russell are the most highly finished of any at Wood-
burn, which is saying a great deal.

Starter Sheridan leaves for the east at the close

Chicago meeting, and will officiate at any of the '

meetings of the fall.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCtriT.

San Francisco, Cal Aug. 7 to 14 Maryaville, Cal.. .Aug. 31 to Sept. 4

Santa Cruz, Cal Aug. 10 to 14 Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to 18

Santa Kosa, Cal Aug. 16 to 21 Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

Ohico, Cal Aug. 17 to 21 San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28 Reno, Nev Oct. 4 tofl

G-lenbrook Park Aug. 24 to 28 Salinas, Cal. Oct. 6 to 9

Oakland, Cal Aug. 30 to Sept. 4

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Washington Park IRockaway Sept. 22 to 24

Club, Chicago.. June 26 to Aug. 14 Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Monmouth Park..July 3 to Aug. 24 Latonia Oct. 1 to 16

Saratoga July 21 to Aug. 28, Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Coney Island.... Aug. 28 lo Sept. 2l|\Vashington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN-

Rocbedter. N. Y Aug. 12 to 15

Streator, III Aug. 17 to 20

Utica, TS. T Aug. 17 to 20

Ottumwa, la Aug. 17 to 21

Sabino, Aug. 23 to 27

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N. Y.

(C. W.N. Y. B. A/)... Aug. 24 to 26

Pataskala, Aug. 24 to 27

Albany, N. Y Aug. 24 to 27

Clark County Fair,

Springfield, O Aug. 24 to 28

LatODia, Ky Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, O Aug.3fl to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. S toll
Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to 9

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 te 9

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to In

Toledo, O Sept. 7 to 11

TROTTING.

Lincoln, Neb Sept. 1U to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, Sept. 14 to 17
Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . Sept. 14 to 17
Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 20 to 24

Suuth Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Reading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elbhorn, Mies Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, O Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. I

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly. N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

BloomBburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Entries at the State Fair Races.

Sept. 9.—Trotting.—No. 1. Occident Stake, for foals of

1S83. CloBed in 1SS4 with 16 nominations.
Same Day.—No. 2.—Trotting. Purse $1,000. 2:24 Glass.

L. E. Clawaon's blk g La Grange by Sultan—Georgiana.
J. W. Donathan's blk g B. B. by Bellfoonder, dam unknown.
J. A Goldsmith's ch h Dawn by Nutwood—CounteBs, by

Whipple's Hambletonian.
John William's b g Wormwood by Nutwood, dam by Belmont.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's br m Carrie C. by Electioneer—Maid

of Clay.

E. H. Miller, Jr.'s blk m Pansy by Berlin—Lady Hubbard.
Same Day.—No. 3. Pacing. —Purse $600. 2:35 Class.

Eugene Hart's b g Fred Ross, sire and dam unknown.
H. G. Qox's gr g Toney Lee by Jim Lick, dam by Belmont.
W, M. Billups b s Almont Patchen by Juanita. dam by

Gladiator.

Albert Hiller's b g Yolo by Victor, dam by St. Clair.

James Lyndon's b h Pedro by Kidder's Rattler—Democrat
mare.

V. R. Raymond's b m Patti by Chrisman's Patchen, dam by
General Knox.

L. H. Todhuuter's b g Mink, sire and dam unknown.
Dan McCarthy's b g Peruvian Bitters by Electioneer—Nellie

Walker.
T. Kennedy's gr g Peacock by Whipple's Hambletonian—

Patchen mare.
Sept. 10.—Running.--No. 4. Introduction Stakes, for two-

yeaT-olds, $25 each, §10 forfeit, $250 added, $50 to second,
$25 to third. Winner of any two-year-old race after August 1st

to carry 3 lbs.; of two or more, 5 lbs. extra. Dash of six fur-

longs.

H. Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk—Lady Jane.
W. M. Murray's b c Del Norte by Flood—Esther.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro by Norfolk—Golden Gate.
W. M. Murray's c h Voltigeur by Bullion— Jessamine Porter.
L. H. Todhuuter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban—Herzogovina.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford by Enquirer—Bribery.
Thos. Atchison's ch c Robsou by Joe Hooker—Rosetland.
Albert Morine's b f Carmalita by Hardwood—by Shiloh.
W. B. Todhnnter's ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker—by Wild-

idle.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle by Wildidle—Bonanza.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster—Addle A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch fldalene Cotton by Jim Brown—Lizzie P.
M. Johnson's ch f, by Euquirer—Analyne.
W. L. Appleby's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker—Rosa B.
C. Dorsey's ch o Fred Archer by Thud SteveuB—Brown Bess.
Matt Storn's br f Narcola by Norfolk—Addie C.
B. C. Holly's br c Corrigan by imp. Kyrle Daly—Daisy Miller.

Same Day.—No. 5. California Breeders' Stakes, for foals

of 18S3, $50 entrance, p p, $300 added, $100 to second, $50
to third. Closed in 1SS5 with five entries. Dash of one mile
and a quarter.
Same Day.—No. 6. Capital City Stakes, for four-year-

olds, $50 each, $25 forfeit, $15 if declared on or before Sep-
tember 1st, $300 added, $100 to second, $50 to third.
Weights five pounds below the scale. Winner of any race over
one mile after August 1st to carry rule weights. Dash of one
mile and five furlongs.

W. M. Murry's b h Billy Ayres by Shannon—Lady Clare.
Wm. Boots' blk g Index by Thad Stevens—Gypsy.
S. C. Tyron's b g Jim Long by Shannon—Florence Anderson.
T. G. Joues' b c by Joe Daniels—Queen Emma.
Chas. A. Brown's ch m Alameda, by Springbok—Alma.
B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Martin—Perhaps.
Same Day.—No. 7. Free purse, $250. Winuers of any

race after August 1st, of the value of $300, to carry 5 pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, 5 pounds; if four years
or upwards, 15 pounds. Mile heats.
Lee Shaner's b m Daisy H., 4, by Wheatley—Black Maria.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou, 5, by Mouday—Plaything.
J. C. Simpson'B b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens

—Lady Amanda.
F. Depoister's b h Albemarle, a, by Shannon—by Ashland.
W. B. Todhuuter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday—Lady Clare.
T. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier, a, by Joe Hooker—Puss.
J. R, Ramsey's b h Monarchy, 5, by Monarchist—Notable.
T. G, Jones' ch g St. Putnck, 5, by Hubbard—by Monday.
H. J. Robinson's b m Emma T., 5, —unknown.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler—May Wade.
D. Bridges' b h Dublin Boy, 5, by Grinstead—Amanda Fortune.
P. A. Fiuigau's b g Edwin F„ by Norfolk—Ballinette.

Sept. 11.—Trotting.—No. 8. Four-year-old trotting stake,

$100 entrance, of which $25 must accompany nominations,
$25 payable July 1st, and the remaining $50 payable August
10th; $400 added. Closed April 15th with eight nomina-
tions. Mile heats, 3 in 5.

Same Day.—No. 9. Trotting.—Purse $800. 3:00 Class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Daly by General Benton—Dolly.

John Spurgeon's chm Daisy S. by Tilton Almont—by Rattler.

Nathan Coombs' b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton—Dolly
McMahon.

W. S. Ray's b h Perihelion by Admiral—Flora.
R. Hughes' ch g St. David by George M. Patohen, Jr.—

Mattie Howard.
Gus Walters' b m Belle S.

Wm. Henry's b h Romeo.
M. McManus' br g Lot Sloouru by Electioneer—a Mohawk

mare.
A. L. Hinds' b c Gus Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes—by Bonner.
D. M. Reavis' ch g Ned Forest by Blackbird—unknown.
C. 8. Lowell's b h Fallis by Electioneer—Felicia.
James M. Learned's b m Reality by Reliance—Ernestine.
John Williams' b m Lottie M.by Nephew—by Chieftain.

SameDay.—No. 10. Trotting.—Purse $1,200. 2:20CIaB8.

J. C. Simpson's br h Antevolo by Electioneer—Columbine.

A. Waldstein's b h Albert W. by Electioneer—by John Nelson.

J. A. Goldsmith's b m Manon by Nutwood—Addie.

J. R. Hodson's b g Bay Frank by Tornado—by Slate of Maine.

Sept. 13th.—Running.—No. 11. Premium Stake, for all

ageB, $50 each, $25 forfeit, $15 if declared on or before Sep-

tember 1st; $300 added, $100 to second horse, $50 to third.

Maidens, if three years old, allowed five pounds; if four years

old or over, seven pounds. Dash of six furlongs.

B. P. Hill's blk f Minnie, 3, by Reveille—unknown.
B. P. Hill's gr g Johnny Gray, a, by Shiloh—Margery.
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker—Bay

Kate.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou, 5, by Monday— Plaything.

F. Depoister's br f Edelweiss, 3, by Joe Hooker—Yolona.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle, 2, by Wildidle—Bonanza.
T. Hazlett's b g Panama, 6, by Shannon—Abbie W.
James H. Muse'B gr g Stoneman, 6, by Kirby Smith—Hunky

Dory.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar—Tibbie

Dunbar.
S. C. Tryon's b h Pat Hayden, 4, by Leinster—by Norfolk.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle—Susie Wil-

liamson.
W. P. Eshon's g h Tom Collins, 5, by Winnski—unknown.
L. A. Blasingame's ch c Confidence, a, by Walnut Bark

—

Delph.
A. C. Smith's b g Bodie, a, by Bodie.

B. C. Holly's br f Irish Lass, 4, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Daisy
Miller.

Same Day.—No. 12. California Annual Stakes, for foals of

1884, $100 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $100 to second,

$50 to third. Closed in 1885 with 15 nominations. Dash of

one mile.

SameDay.—No. 13- La Rue Stakes, a handicap for all

ages, of $100 each, $50 forfeit, $500 added, $150 to second,

$100 to third. Weights announced September 2d. Declara-

tion $20 to be made with the Secretary by 8 o'clock p. m.,

September 4th. In no event will declaration be received

unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Dash of two
miles and a quarter.

J. C. Simpson's b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens

—

Lady Amanda.
A. D. West's bg Billy the Kid, a, by Leinster—Lily Thompson.
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens—Twilight.
Caleb Dorsey's br h Birdcatcher, a, by Specter—Pet.

W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday—Lady Clare.

T. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier, a, by Joe Hooker—Pass.
W. Boots' blk g Index, 4, by Thad Stevens—Gypsy.
T. G. Jones' b h 4, by Joe Daniels— Queen Emma.
James Foster's bh A. Walrath, forHecnan, by Norfolk—AdaC.

Same Day.—No. 14. Selling purse, $250; $50 to second.

Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds off for each $100 below;

two pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. Dash of

one mile and one furlong.

W. M. Murry's b h Billy Ayres, 4, by Shannon—Lady Clare;

$1,000.
H. J. Robinson's b m Emma T., 5.

James Foster's b m Lady Foster, a, by Norfolk—Lady Jane;
$500.

Lee Shaner's b g Belshaw, a, by Wildidle—Nettie Brown.
A. D. West's b g Billy the Kid, a, by Leinster—Lillie Simpson.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Plato, 3, by Shannon—Planeiia.

J. C. Simpson's bg Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens
—Lady Amanda; $500.

T. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain, 5, by Rifleman—by Nor-
folk; $500.

W. L. Pritchard's b h Frank Rhoads, a, by Leinster—Abbie
A; $600.

M. Johuson's b m Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs—Gypsy;
$1,500.

S. C. Trvon's b h Pat Havden, 4, by Leinster—by Norfolk;
$500.

J. B. Ramsey's b u Monarchy, 5, by Monarchist—Notable;
$500.

W. L. Appleby's oh f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown—Avail.

T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard—by Monday;
$500.

Gus Pacheco's b m Dairy Maid, 6, by Shannon—Myrtle; $500.
B. P. Hill's gr f Mollie Capron, 3, by Reveille, dam unknown.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler—Marv Wade;

$1,000.
P. A. Finigan's b g Edwin F., by Norfolk—Ballinette; $300.

Sept. 14.— Trotting.—No. 15. Three-year-old Trotting
Stake. Conditions same as No. S. Closed April 15th, with
eight nominations.

No. 16. Trotting.—Purse $1,000. 2:36 Class.

J. M. Learned's b m Reality by Reliance—Ernestine.

John Williams' b m Lottie M. by Nephew—by Chieftain.

M. McManus' ch h Como by St. Elmo—Juno.
P. Garrett's ch g Wallace G. by Plumas—Princess.

Ariel Lathrop's b g Spry by General Benton— Sprite.

T. W. Barstow's b m Jennie B.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Azmoor by Electioneer—Mamie C.
J. N. Ayres' b h Bay Rose by Sultan—by The Moor.
J. D. Carr's b g Merchant by Can's Mambrino—Accident.

SameDay.—No. 17. Trotting.—Purse $1,200. Free for all.

E. H. Miller, Jr.'s. b g Adair by Electioneer—Addie Lee.
San Mateo Stock Farm's b h Guy Wilkes by George Wilkes

—Lady Bunker.
Santa Rosa Stock Association's b h Anteeo by Electioneer

—

Columbine.

Sept. 15.—Running.—No. 18. Sunny Slope Stnkes, for

two-year-old fillies, $25 eaob, $15 forfeit, $10 if declared on
or before September 1st, $150 added, $25 to second. Those
not having run first or second in any race this year allowed
three pounds. Dash of five furlongs.

H. Lowden's b f Leap Yenr by Norfolk—Lady Jane.
Albert Morine's b f Caruielitaby Hardwood—by Shiloh.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford by Euquirer—Bribery.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle by Wildidle—Bonanza.
M. Johnson's ch f by Enquirer—Analyne.
Ed. Hooman's oh f Ellen E. by Wheatley—by Joe Daniels.

Same Day.—No. 19. Shafter Stakes, for three-year-olds,
of $50 each, $25 forfeit, $15 if declared before September 1st,

$300 added, $100 to second, $50 to third. Winner of any
three-year-old race after August 1st to carry five pounds; of
two or more, ten pounds extra. Dash of one mile and a
quarter.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens—Twilight.
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso—Gali-

anthus.
Theo Winters' b f Miss Courtney by Norfolf—Ballinette.
F. Depoister's br f Edelweiss by Joe Hooker—Yolona.
M. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan Coombs—Gypsy.
R. S. Fallon's br f Harriet by Flood—Hattie Hawthorne.
Caleb Dorsey's ch c Pickpocket bv Joe Daniels—Mattie C.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler—Mary Wade.
Same Day.—No. 20. Del Paso Stakes, for all ages, $50

entrance, $25 forfeit, $25 it declared on or before September
1st, with $300 added, $100 to second, $50 to third. Three-
year-old maidens allowed five pounds; four-year-olds, seven
pounds; five-year-olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-
quarter mile heats.

B. P. Hill's ch g, 4, by Reveille.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielsen, 5, by Wildidle—Susie William-
son.

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, Joe Hooker—Bay
Kate.

Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou, 5,by Monday—Plaything.
J. C. Simpson's b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens

—Lady Amanda.
T. Hazlett's b g Panama, 6, by Shannon—Abbie W.
C. A. Brown's ch m Alameda, by Springbok—Alma.
D. Bridges' b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead—Amanda For-

tune.
B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt, 4, by Sir Martin—Perhaps.

Same Day.—No. 21.—Free purse $300; $50 to second.
Horses that have not won this year allowed 5 lbs. Winners
this year of any race of the value of $400 to carry 5 lbs.
extra. Winner of No. 7 10 lbs. extra. Dash of one mile.
W. M. Murry's b h Billy Ayres, 4, by Shannon—Lady Clare.

Lee Shaner's b m Daisy H., 4, by Wheatley—Black Maria.
H. J. Robinson's b m Emma T.

t
5.

James Foster's b h A. Walrath, for Hecnan, by Norfolk

—

AdaC.
Jan. Foster's b m Amy B., a, by Ballot Box—Lula Riggs.
Hill & Gries' b h Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler—Mary Wade.
T. G. Jones' b m Dairy Maid, 6, by Shannon—Myrtle.
T. G. Jones' b h, 4, by Joe Daniels—Queen Emma.
Caleb Dorsey's ch c Pickpocket, 3, by Joe Daniels—Mattie C.
Caleb Dorsey's ch c Fred Archer, 2, by Thad Stevens—Brown

Bess.
A. D. West's b g Billy the Kid, a, by Leinster—Lillie Simp-

son.

R. J. Fallon's br f Harriet, 3, by Flood— Hattie Hawthorne.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown

—

Avail.

D. Bridges' b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead—Amanda For-
tune.

B. P. Hill's gr f Mollie Capron, 3, by Reveille.

J. B. Ramsey's b m Lady Cleveland, 5, by King Alfonso

—

Bario.

T. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain, 5, by Rifleman—by Nor-
folk.

T. Gault's b h Wild Eye, by Wildidle—Alpha.
Matt Storns' ch h, 3, by Monday—Robin Girl.

L. A. Blasingame's ch n Confidence, by Walnut Bark—Delph.
Theo. Winters* b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk—Ballinette.

W. L. Pritchard's ch f Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar—Tibbie
Dunbar.

W. B. Todhnnter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday—Lady Clare.
Kelly <fc Lynch's b g Plate, 3, by Shannon—Planetia.

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker—Bay
Kate.

W. Boots' br g Valido, 3, by Bob Wooding—Brown Maria.
B. C. Holly's br f Irish Lass, 4, by Kyrle Daly—Daisy Miller.

P. A. Finigan's b g Edwin F., by Norfolk—Ballinette.

Sept. 16.—Trotting.—No. 22. Purse $1, 000; 2:27 Cla^s.^
G. W. Trahern's b g Voucher.
J. R. Hodson's blk g Artist.

L. J. Rose's bh Stamboul.
Lee Shaner's ch g Longfellow.

D. McCarthy's b ra Lucilla.

Same Day.—No. 23.—Two-year-old Trotting Stake, of $50
each, of which $10 must accompany nomination, $15 payable
July 1st, $25 payable August $10, $300 added. Closed April
15th, with nine nomination.
Same Day.—No. 24.—Pacing.—Purse $800; free for all.

J. W. Donathan's ch m Elma by St. Elmo.
D. McCarty's b g Peruvian Bitters by Electioneer—Nellie

Walker.
H. J. Agnew'6 b m Mande.
W, H. Vioget's gr m Lucy, record 2:14.

P. Fitzgerald's br h Killarney.

W. B. Todhunter's b h Nevada.
S. C. Tryon's ch m Pocahontas.

S. K. Trefry's br g Phdco.
Sept. 17-—Running.—No. 25. The California Derby Stake,

for foals of 1SS3; $50 entrance, p. p.; $300 added; second
horse $100; third $50. Closed in 1SS4, with 18 nominations.

Same Day.—No. 26.—Palo Alto Stake for two-year-olds:

$50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or before

Sept. 1st, with $250 added, of which $75 to second, third to

save stake. Winner of any two-year-old stake after August
1st to carry 5 lbs. extra; of "two or more, 10 lbs. One mile.

Matt Storns' b f Norcola.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle.

Albert Morine's b f Carmelita.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner.
W. L. Appleby's ch o C. H. Todd.
W. L. Pritchard's oh f Lady Leinster.

W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idaleue Cotton.

M. Johnson's ch f by Euquirer— Analyne.
W. M. Murry's b c Oro.
W. M. Murry's ch c Voltiguer.

L. H. Todhuuter's b c Safe Ban.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford.
T. Atchison's oh c Robsou.
W. B. Todhuuter's ch o Jim Duffy.

SAMS Day.—No. 27.—Golden Gate Stake, for three-year-

olds, $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if deolared on or
before September 1st; with $350 added, of which $100 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any three-year-old

race at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens allowed

10 pounds. One mile and three-quarters,

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney.

R. S. Fallon's br f Harriett.

Same Day.—No. 28.—The Nighthawk Stake, for all ages;

$50 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added, of which $100 to eeo-

ond; $50 to third; $200 additional if 1:4H is beaten, Stak«

,
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to be named after the winner if Nighthawk's time (1:42}) is

beaten. One mile.

H. Lowden'B b f Leap Year.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson.

D. Bridges' b h Dublin Bay.

B. P. Hill's ch g by Beveille.

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar.
T. Hazlett's b g Panama.
W. B. Xodhunter's blk h John A.

Kelly & Lynch '3 b g Jon Jon.

W. M. Slurry's b c Del Norte.

B c Holly's ch c Doubt.
Same Day.—No. 29.—Free purse, $250, for all ages, of

which $50 to second. Horses not having won at this meeting

allowed 5 pounds. Horses that have not run second or better

at this meeting allowed 10 pounds. One mile and a sixteenth

and repeat.

Lee Shaner's b m Daisy H.
Jas. Foster's b m Lady Foster.

M. Johnson's b f Leda.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Plato.

J. C. Simpson's b g Sir Thad.
T. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier.

T. G. Jone's ch g St. Patrick.

C. A. Brown's ch m Alameda.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill.

B. C. Holly's br f Irish Lass.

P. A. Finigan's b g Edwin F.

W. Boots' blk g Index.

Sept. 18.—Trotting.—No. 30.—Champion Stallion Trotting

purse, $r,500; free for all stallions.

Santa Eosa Stock Association's b h Anteeo.

M. McManus' ch h Como.
San Mateo Stock Farm's b h Guy Wilkes.

J. C. Simpson's br h Antevolo.

Same Day.—No. 31.—Trotting—Purse SI, 000; 2:22 Class-

Did not fill.

Same Day.—No. 32.—Trotting—Purse 81,000. 2:30 Class.

A. L. Hinds' b g Gus Wilkes.

Jas. M. Learned's b h Adrian.

Ariel Lathrop's b c Norval.

A. T. Jackson's b g Ed.
T. W. Barstow's b m Jennie B.

D. M. Beavis' ch g lSed Forrest.

S. K. Trefry's b h Apex.

J. H. Tennant's b m Twinkle.

G. Walters' oh h Maid of Oaks.

J. K. Hodson's blk m Kate Bender.

J. Spurgeon's ch m Daisy S.

N. Coombs' b m Lillie Stanley.

M. MoManus' ch h Como.
J. B. Kelly's br g Valentine.

fixed events for 1SS7 and 1888.

California Breeder's Stake, for foals of 1884, to be run at

the State Fair of 1837; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10
if declared January 1, 1887; S300 added, of which $100 to

second and $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

J. C. Simpson's br c Bathbone by imp Young Prince—Lady
Amanda.

T. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker—Rosetland.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford by Enquirer—Bribery.

W. B. Todhunter's ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker—bv Wild-

idle.

M. F. Tarpey's chf Not Idle by Wildidle—Bonanza.
W. Boots' br g Sedor by Nathan Coombs—Gypsy.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leiuster by Leinster—Addie A.

W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalene Cotton by Jim Brown—Lizzie P.

C. Dorsey's ch c Fred. Archer by Thad Stevens—Brown Bess.

L. H. Todhunter's c c Safe Ban by King Ban—Herzogovina,
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Argyle by Monday—Cuba.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Cyrus by Wenlock—imp.

Teardrop.
California Annual Stake, for foals of 1885, to be run at the

State Fair of 18S7; $100 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $10 if

declared January 1, 18S7; §250 added, of which $100 to

second, $50 to third. One mile.

W. L. Pritchard's b c by Leinster—Abbie A.

W. L. Pritchard's chc by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar.
W. L. Pritchard's ch c by Jim Gannon—Aunt Jane.

W. L. Pritchard's ch f by Jim Gannon—Avail.

P. Siebenthaler ch f Verona by Jim Gannon—Lizzie P.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c General Gordon by Hock-Hocking

—

Vixen.
C. Halverson's b c by Kyrle Daly—Maggie S.

W. B. Todhunter's br c by Wildidle—Augusta E.

W. B. Todhnnter's ch c by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter's ch f by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston.
W. B. Todhunter's b f by Joe Hooker— Abbie W.
Theo. Winters' b c Bolero by Norfolk—Neapolitan.
Theo. Wioters' b c Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk—Marion.
Theo. Winters' ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker—Callie Smart.

M. Johnson's b c Nea Ban by Joe Hooker—Addie C.

L. H. Todhunter's eh cLeavitt by King Alfonso—Fashionette.

J. B. McDonald's gr e by Joe Hooker—Lexington Belle.

J. B. McDonald's ch cby Joe Hooker—Cordelia Planet.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Glimpse by Foxhall—imp.
Fairy Rose.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp, b c Bruce by Foxhall—imp.
Goneawav.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Peel by Monday—Precious.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. ch f Ceres by Peregrine—imp.
Rosetta.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. ch c Winrow by Foxhall—imp.

Cutaway.
California"Derby Stake, for foals of 18S5, to be run at the

State Fair of 1888; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January 1, 1S87; $15 if declared January 1, 1886;

$25 if declared May 1, 1888; $300 added, of which $100 to

second, $50 to third. One mile and a half.

J. B. McDonald's gr c by Joe Hooker—Lexington Belle.

J. B. McDonald's ch c by Joe Hooker—Cordelia Planet.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Levitt by King Alfonso—Fashionette.

Caleb Dorsey's br c Partisan by imp. Partisan—Mamie.
Caleb Dorsey's br c Troubler by imp. Partisan—Partizana.
Caleb Dorsey's ch c Theo. Winters by Joe Hooker—Mattie C.

Mource Johnson's b c Nea Ban by Joe Hooker—Addie C.

W. L. Pritchard's b c by Leinster—Addie A.

W. L. Pritchard's ch c by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar.
P. Siebenthaler's ch f by Jim Gannon—Lizzie P.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c General Gordon by Hock-Hocking

—

Vixen.
W. Boots' blk g Sedor by Nathan Coombs—Gypsy.
W. Boots' b g Vinco by Bob Wooding—Mollie W.
W. Boots' b g Na Beau by Nathan Coombs—Beauty.

. C. Halverson's b c by Kyrle Daly—Maggie S.

W. B. Todhunter's br o by Wildidle—Augusta E.

W. B. Todhunter's ch c by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter's ch f by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston.
W. B. Todhunter's br f by Joe Hooker—Abbie W.
Theo. Winters' b or br c Bolero by Norfolk—Neapolitan.

Theo. Winters' b c Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk—Marion.
Theo. Winters' ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker—Callie Smart.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Peter, Jr., by Peter—imp.

Katilla.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Glimpse by Foxhall—imp.
Fairy Boss.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Bruce by Foxhall—imp.
Goneaway.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Peel by Monday—Pr6cions.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. ch f Ceres by Peregrine—imp.

Rosetta.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. ch c Winrow by Foxhall—imp.

Cutaway.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's imp. b c Brutus by McGregor—imp.

Teardrop.

Entries at Petaluma.

First Day, Aug. 24th.—No. 1. Trotting, District—Repre-
sentative Trotting Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and
fillies; one mile dash. Value of stake $207.50. $100 to go to
the sire of the winning colt, balance to be divided in three
moneys, 60, 30, and 10 per cent. Closed May 1, 18S6, with
nine entries, the get of the following stallions: Anteeo, Her-
nanni, Dawn, Rustic, Whippleton, Capri, Gen. McClellan, Jr.,

and Gen. Dana.
I. De Turk, b c Anti-Coolie by Anteeo, dam a Rattler mare.
I. De Turk, b c Sunset by Anteeo, dam Hinkle mare.
James H. Laugklin, b f Roxie by Anteeo, dam by Leviathan.
A. McFadyen, b c Redwood by Anteeo, dam by Lew Medium.
M. O'Reilly, b c Alto by Anteeo, dam Emma Taylor.
A. J. Zane, b f Clara Z. by Capri, dam by A. W. Richmond.
Wm. Bihler, g c Hawkeye by Gen. Dana, dam by Grey Mc-

Clellan.

P. J. Shatter, g c Hawkeye by Rustic, dam Bird.
A. L. Whitney, ch c Pilgrim by Dawn, dam Gazelle.
No. 4. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $600.

Nathan Coombs, b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton, dam
Dolly McMann.

R. Hughes, ch c St. David by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., dam
Mattie Howard.

Lee Shaner, ch g Longfellow by Whipple's Hambletonian.
J. A. Goldsmith, s s Valensin by Crown Point, dam Nettie

Lambert.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Azmoor by Electioneer, dam

Mattie C.

John Williams, b m Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by Chieftain.
M. McManus, br g Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam a Mohawk

mare.

No. 7. Trotting.—2:27 Class. Purse $700.
L. J. Rose, b s Stamboul by Sultan, dam Fleetwiug.
Daniel McCarthy, b m Lucilla by Nephew, dam by Gen.

McClellan.
W. M. Fletcher, blk g Blaine by Bellfounder, dam unknown.
G.. W. Trahern, b h Voucher by Nephew, dam by Vernon

Patchen.
M. McManus, s s Como by St. Elmo, dam Juno.

Second Day.—Aug. 25.—No. 6. Running.—Free for all,

three-fourths mile dash. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150
added; $50 to second horse.

R. S. Fallon, b f Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorn.
Wm. L. Appleby, b m Neilson by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
Matt. Storns, ch h Grover Cleveland by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

Edward Hoeman, ch m Ellen E. by Wheatley, dam by Joe
Daniels.

Blasingame & Rowell, s s Confidence by Walnut Bark, dam
Delph.

M. F. Tarpey, ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Hill & Gries, b f Allie HiU by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

No. 16. Trotting, District.—For two-year-olds, mile and
repeat. $50 stake, $200 added.

M. O'Beilly, b f Anneto by Auteeo, dam Emma Taylor.
Wm. Bihler, b c Hermann by Gen. Dana, dam by Gray

McClellan.
F. M. Loeber br c Free Willey byj Whippleton, dam Sallie

Gorham.

No. 5. Trotting.—For four-year-olds. Purse $600.
J. D. Carr, b g Merchant by Carr's Mambrino, dam by Elmo.
J. A. Goldsmith, b g Hidalgo by Sultan, dam Huntress.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Norval by Electioneer, dam Norma.
Ariel Lathrop, b g Spry by Gen. Benton, dam Sprite.

No. 11. Pacing.—Free for all. Purse $400.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Maude by Bertrand's Blackhawk, dam
by Hambleton Chief.

J. W. Donathan, ch m Elma by Elmo.
Daniel McCartv, b g Peruvian Bitters by Electioneer, dam

Nellie Walker.

Third Day.—Aug. 26.—No. .17. Trotting, District.—2:45
Class. For stallions. Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.
Joseph Edge, b s C. H. G. by Gus, dam Princess.

S. Sperry, b s Connemara by Volunteer, dam by Speculation.

Wm. Beach, b s Alexander 2d by Alexander, dam by Wright's
Boston.

Chas. Scott, g s Strathearn by Echo, dam Ruth Ryan.
D. R. MiBner, b s Bell Ringer.

No. 9. Trotting.—Free for all two-year-olds; mile and
repeat. S50 stake, $200 added.
J. Mackay, b c Governor by Echo, dam Jones' mare.
J. A. Goldsmith, b c Shamrock by Buccaneer, dam Fern Leaf.

No. 15. Trotting.—2:24 Class. Purse $S00.

J. A. Goldsmith, ch s Dawn by Nutwood, dam Countess.
J. W. Donathan, blk g B. B. by Bellfounder, dam nnknown.
E. H. Miller, Jr., blk m Pansy by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, br i Carrie C. by Electioneer, dam

Maid of Clay.

John Williams, b g Wormwood by Nutwood, dam a Belmont
mare.

L. E. Clawson, blk g La Grange by Sultan, dam Georgiana.

Fourth Day, Aug. 27th.—No. 3. Running—Free for all,

one-half mile and repeat. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150
added, $50 to second horse.

Wm. L. Appleby, b m Neilson by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
Lee Shaner, b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.

Blasingame & Rowell, s s Confidence by Walnut Bark, dam
Delph.

Hill & Gries, b f Allie HiU by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
No. 20. Trotting, Distriot—For yearlings, mile dash, $50

stake, S150 added.
A. L. Whitney, ch c Pilgrim by Dawn, dam Countess.

A. J. Zane, g f Clara Z. by Capri, dam A. W. Richmond.
No. 8. Trotting.—For three-year-olds, excepting all colts

that have beaten three minutes as two-year olds. Purse $500.

J. A. Goldsmith, s s Valensin by Crown Point, dam Nettie

Lambert.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Rexford by Electioneer, dam

Rebecca.
Cook Farm, b c H. R. Covey by Steinway, dam by Electioneer.

F. K. Vail, b g Berab by Sultan, dam Sonvenier.

No. 13. Trotting, District.—2: 38 Class. Purse $300.
Wm. Bihler, b g Buck Foster by Gen. Dana, dam by John

Nelson.
Nathan Coombs, b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton, dam

Dolly McMann.
Gus Carey, b m Lillie B. by Milton Medium.
P. J. Shatter, g g by Viking by Rustic, dam by Sawyer'3

Stockbridge Chief.

D. R. Miener, b g Boss by Gladiator.

Fifth Day.—Aug. 28.—No. 18. Running.—For two-year-
olds. Mile dash. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to second horse.
Wm. L. Appleby, ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

D. J. McCarthy, s c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
Ed Hoeman, ch m Ellen E. by Wealthy, dam by Joe Daniels.
Matt Storns, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza,

No. 12. Trotting.—2:35 Class. Purse $600.
Prof. Johnson, s g Ned Forrest-by Blackbird, dam nnknown.
S. Sperry, b g Uncle Trae by Inauguration, dam by Bucepha-

lus.

Ariel Lathrop, b g Spry by Gen. Benton, dam Sprite.
T. M. Barstow, b m Jennie B.
John Williams, b m Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by Chieftain.
M. McManus, s s Como by St. Elmo, dam Juno.
No. 19. Trotting.—Free for all. Purse $1,000.

San Mateo Stock Farm, b s Guy Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes, dam
Lady Bunker.

Sonoma Co. Stock Breeders' Ass'n, b s Anteeo by Electioneer,
dam Columbine.

E. H. Miller, Jr., b g Adair by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.

Entries at Glenbrook Park.

August 24.—No. 1. Trotting, District—3:00 Class. Purse
$250.
C. F. Taylor, blk m Black Pea by Hector.
S. A. Eddy, buckskin g Barney.
Wm. Lord, blk m Lizzie D.
A. C. Smith, s m Lady Hawkins.

(Ordered closed with four entries.)

No. 2. Trotting. 2:30 Class. Free for all. Purse $600.
Wm. Griffin, b m Lucy by Black Ralph, dam by Odd Fellow.
Jas. M. Learned, b s Adrian by Reliance, dam by Skenandoah.
Jno. Spurgeon, s m Daisy S.by Tilton Almont,dam by Rattler.
J. R. Hodson, b m Kate Bender by Echo Chief, dam by Blaek

Hawk.
S. A. Eddy, b g Zero.

M. W. Hicks, b m Empress by Flaxtail, dam by Marion.
J. H. Tennent, b m Twinkle by Echo, dam by Ethan Allen.
S. K. Trefry, b s Apex by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail.

No. 3. Trotting. For two-year-olds or under, 17th Dis-
trict. Mile and repeat. Purse $300.
Wm. Gardner, b f Madia by Sterling, dam Lady Narley.
C. F. Taylor, c f Nettie J. by Doncaster.
Jno. A. Seely, blk c Abe by Doncaster, dam by Signal.

(Ordered closed with three entries.)

August 25th.—No. 4. Running—Free for all. $50 en-
trance, $25 forfeit, $400 added, Second horse $100. Third
$50. One mile and repeat.

W. B. Todhunter, blk h John A. by Monday, dam Lady Clare.
A. D. West, b g Billy the Kid by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson.
M. Johnson, b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey.
Kelly & Lynch, b g Jon Jon by Monday, dam Plaything.
Jas. Foster, b m Lady Foster by Norfolk, dam imp. Lady Jane.
Thos. Hazlett, ch g Fred Collier by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.
Caleb Dorsey, br h Birdeatcher by Specter, dam by Mel-

bourne, Jr.

B. C. Hally, ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.
No 5. Running—Free for all. For two-year-olds. $25

entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Second horse $50, third
$25. Dash of half a mile.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by
Wildidle.

M. Johnson, ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
Albert Cooper, ch c Dynamite by Joe Hooker, dam Chestnut

Bell.

L. H. Todhunter, b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herzegovina.
W. L. Pritchard, b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, dam Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard, sf Idalene Cotton by Jim Brown, dam Liz-

zie P.
Caleb Dorsey, ch c Fred Archer by Thad Stevens, dam Miss

Hercules.
B. C. Holly, br c Corrigan by Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy Miller.

No. 6. Running—For three-year-olds, free for all. $50
entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added. $75 to second horse, $50
to third. One mile.

Wm. Boots, br c Valleto by Bob Wooding, dam Maria.
Theo. Winters, b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight.
Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
L. H. Todhunter, s c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso, dam

Galianthus.
Caleb Dorsey, s c Pickpocket by Jo Daniels, dam Mattie C.
No. 7. Pacing.—Free for all. Purse $600.

Wm. Griffin, b g Shaker.
P. Fitzgerald, b s Killarney by Blaok Ralph, dam Eclipse.

L. H. Todhunter, b g Mink.
S. C. Tryon, s m Pocahontas by Washington, dam by Glenooe.
S. K. Trefry, br g Prince by Missouri Chief.

No. 8. Trotting.—One-year-olds. Half mile and repeat.

Purse $200.
E. C. Morgan, b f Beatrice by Sterling, dam by Black Hawk.
Wm. Gardner, s c Harpiuus by Sterling, dam by Challenge.
C. F. Taylor, r c Silver Thread by Doncaster.

F. P. Lowell, b c Vinco by Prompter, dam by Pedler.

S. A. Eddy, b o Glenbrook by Sterling, dam by St. Lawrence.
M. W. Hicks, b f Dinah by Prompter, dam by The Moor.
August 26.—Special, Trotting.—Named horses. Purse $250.

Wm. Coles, Belle.

S. D. Avery, s g Bally.

S. Wheeler, blk m Blue Belle.

W. Gardner, b m Sarah Althea.

No. 9. Trotting.—2:50 Class. District. Purse $250.
(Not filled and declared off.)

Special Trotting.—Named horses.—For four-year-olds.

Purse $400.
C. R. Hoppin, b s Capir by Caliban, dam by Clay Pilot.

Jas. Reynold, ch f by Nutwood, dam Irwin Davis.

C. W. Woodward, b m Rosio Mac by Ales Button, dam by
Rosedale.

Henry Hoppin, b m Gypsey by Alex Button, dam by Signal.

R.H. Newton, blk s SnrDell by Del Snr.dam by Black Ralph.
\V. i lardiner, blk s Pasha.

No. 10. Trotting.—2:22 Class. Freeforall. Purse$l,000
(Not tilled and declared off.)

No. 11. Trotting.—Three-year-olds or under. Distr

horses. Mile and repeat. Purse $400.

W. G. Richards, s c Sit Richard by Doncaster, dam Fan:
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W. Gardiner, b m Sarah Althea by Brigadier, dam by Cal

Daxter
C. F. Taylor, ch f Nettie, Jr., by Doncaster.

(Ordered closed with three entries.)

No. 12. Running—Saddle Horse Stake. District horses

catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four moneys—

50, 25, 15, and 10 per cent.

McCrimmon, s g Surprise by Langford.

M. P. Peasley, b s Hector by Lodi, dam by Rattler.

Pat Riley, b g Prince.

A. A. Pinney, b m Kittie Donnelly.

(Ordered closed with four entries.)

Aug _ 07. No. 13. Running.—Free for all. $50 entrance,

$25 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $150, third $75. Two
miles and repeat. •

W. Todhunter, blk h John A. by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

M.' Johnson, b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight.

Wm. Boots, blk g Index by Thad Stevens, dam Gypsey.

Jas. Foster, b m Lady Foster by Norfolk, dam imp. Lady Jane.

Thos. Hazlett, ch g Fred Collier by Joe Hooker, dam Pubs.

Caleb Dorsey, br h Birdcatcher by Specter, dam Pet.

No. H. Running.—Free for all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit,

$200 added. Second horse $75, third $50. Three-quarters

of a mile and repeat.

M. P. Peasley, b s Hector by Lodi, dam by Rattler.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison by Joe Hooker, dam Bay
Kate.

Jas. Foster, b m Amy Brinton by Ballot Bos, dam Lulu Riggs.

Thos. Hazlett, b g Panama by Shannon, dam Abbie W.
W. A. Vestal, s g Bertie R. by Joe Hooker, dam unknown.
Caleb Dorsey, s c Pickpocket by Jo Daniels, dam Mattie C.

J. B. Ramsey, bm Lady Cleveland by King Alfonso, dam Borio.

B. C. Hally, br f Irish Lass by Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy Miller.

No. 15. Running.—Free for all. $25entrauce, $10forfeit,

$300 added. Second horse $75, third $50. One and one-

eighth miles.

W. B. Todhunter, blk h John A.

A. D. West, b g Billy the Kid.

Theo. Winters, b f Miss Courtney.

Kelly & Lynch, b g Jou Jou.

Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill.

L. H. Todhunter, s c Monte Cristo.

Jas. Foster, b s A. Walrath for Hecnan by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

Thos. Hazlett, ch g Fred Collier.

W. L. Pritchard, ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
Thos. Hazlett, ch g Joe Chamberlain.

J. B. Ramsey, b s Monarchy by Monarchist, dam Notable.

B. C. Hally, ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.

No. 16. Trotting-—For stallions owned in the District.

Purse $500.
Geo. Dickinson, g s Richard Scott by Winfield Scott.

C. F. Taylor, ch s Doncaster by Elmo.

W. Gardiner, b s Pasha by Echo, dam Belmont.

Jos. Perrin, r s Frank.
(Ordered closed with four entries.)

Aug. 28th.—No. 17. Running.—Free for all. $25entracne,

$10 forfeit, $200 added; $75 to second, $50 to third. One-

half mile and repeat.

S. C.Tryon, b h Pat Haydon by Norfolk.

Jos. H. Meise, g g Stoneman by Kirby Smith, dam Hunky
Dory.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison.

W. L. Pritchard, ch m Lizzie Dunbar.

Thos. Hazlett, ch g Joe Chamberlain.

Frank Griffin, ch g Billy Johnston.

W. A. Vestal, s g Bertie- R.

Jeff Cruno, s 8 La Blanche.

Jas. Crane, b m Belle C. by Snap.

A. C. Smith, b g Bodie by Monday.

No. 18. Trotting.—2:40 Class. Purse $500.

\V. Gardiner, b s Pasha.

Jas. M. Learned, b m Reality by Reliance, dam Ernestine.

John Spuyeon, s m Daisy S.

F. P. Lowell, b h Fallis by Electioueer, dam Felicia.

John Mackay, b g Lohengun.
M. W. Hicks, b g Chico by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail.

S, C. Tryon, b g Col. Hawkins.

No. 19. Trotting.—Free for all. Purse $1,200.

John A. Goldsmith, b m Manon.
J. R. Hodson, b g Bay Frank.

A. Waldstein, b s Albert W.
(Ordered closed with three entries.)

Special Trotting.—Double teams. Purse $500.

Stanley Eddy, Zero and Barney.

W. Gardiner, Captain and Graves.

C. F. Taylor, Queen and Black Pea.

Special Running.—For two-year-olds, $25 entrance, $10 for-

feit, $250 added, was not closed and will remain open till

Aug. 23.
^

Entries at Los Angeles.

Oct. 12.—Race No. 1. Running, five-eighths of a mile

dash for two-year-olds. Purse $150.

A. J. Hutchinson, b f Manzanita, 2, by Hardwood, dam
Maid of Mist.

Al. Morau, b f Carmalita, 2, by Hardwood.
Chaa. Thomas, Jr., s g David Copperiield, 2, by Balboa, dam

Little Sally.

Race No. 2. Running, half-mile dash, free* for all, weight

for age. Purse $150.

S. B. Stroud, b s Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules.

B. P. Hill, g g Johnnie Gray, a, by Shiloh, dam Miirgery by
Error.

Chas. Thomas, Jr., s g Oliver Twist, 3, by Balboa, dam Little

Sally.

Thomas Stratton, blk f Minuie Stratton, 3, by Reveille.

Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade,

Race No. 3. Trotting. Purse $500. 2:35 Class. Three
in five.

E. M.Railton, ssComoby St. Elmo, dam Juno by PatMalloy.

K. D. Wise, blk c Rajah, 3, by Sultan, dam Kitty Wells.

O. A. Durfee, b g Geronimo, 5, by Inca.

A. Sproul, b g Captain Jack, a.

Oct. 13th.—Race No. 4. Running, dash of seven-eighths

of a mile; for three-year-olds. Purse $200.

B

.

P. Hill, g f Mollie Capron, by Reveille,dam by Jack Hawkins.

Chas. Thomas, Jr., s gOliver Twist by Balboa, dam Little Sally.

MachadoBros.,8RKiug,byBowhocks, dam Juauita by Norfolk.

Hill <fc Gries, b t Allie Hill, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

Race No. 5. Running, dash of one mile, free for all; weight

forage. Purse $150.

D. Bridges, b s Dublin Bay, 5, by Griustead, dam Amanda
Fortune.

B. P. Hill, s g , 4, by Reveille.

Hill & GrieB, b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

S. B. Stroud, b s Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Heroules.

Race No. 6. Trotting, three-minute class. Rajah and Con-
tractor in. Purse $500, three in five.

E. M. Railton, br g Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam Mohawk
mare.

C, J. Ellis, b s Bob Mason, 7, by Echo, dam Belle Mason by
Belmont.

A. Sproul, b g Captain Jack, aged, pedigTee unknown.
Gus. Walters, blk m Belle S., pedigree unknown.

Oct. 14.—Race No. 7. Running. One mile and a quarter

dash, free for all, weight for age. Purse $250.

D. Bridges, b s Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda
Fortune.

S. B. Stoud, b s Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules.

B. P. Hill, s g, 4, by Reveille, dam unknown.
Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

Race No. 8.—Running, mile dash for two-year-olds. Purse
$200.
A. J. Hutchinson, b f Mauzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of

Mist.
Al. Moran b f Carmelita, by Hardwood.
Chas. Thomas, Jr., s g David Copperfield by Balboa, dam

Little Sally.

Race No. 9.—Trotting. 2:30 Class. Purse $500. Three in

five.

R. J. Blee, b g Hunter, aged, by Jerry Ladd.
C. A. Durfee, b g Dick J., aged, by McLellan.
J. H. Kelly, bg Valentine, aged, by Ferral's Clay, dam Queen.
L. J. Rose, b s Alcazar, 3, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha.
Gus. Walters, ch in Maid of Oaks.
A. Sproul, b g Capt. Jack, aged.

Oct. 15th.—Race No. 10. Running, dash of one and one-

quarter milesfor three-year-olds. Purse $250.
B. P. Hill, gf Mollie Capron, by Reville, dam by Jack Hawkins.
Chas. Thomas, Jr., s g Oliver Twist, by Balboa, dam Little Sally.

Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.

RaceNo. 12.—Trotting. 2:40 class. Purse $500; three in five.

C. A. Durfee, b g Geronimo, 5, by Inca.

K. D. Wise, blk c Rajah, 3, by Sultan, dam Kitty Wells.

C. J. Ellis, b s Bob Mason, 7, by Echo, dam Belle Mason.
A. Spronle, b g Captain Jack, aged.

Oct. 16th.—Race No. 13. Running dash, one and one-
half miles, free for all, weight for age. Purse $350.
D. Bridges, b s Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda

Fortune.
A. J. Hutchinson, b f Manzanita, 2, by Harwood, dam Maid

of the Mist.
B. P. Hill, s g , 4, by Reveille.

Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
S. B. Stroud, b s Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules.

Race No. 14.—Consolation puTse. One mile dash. Purse
$200. Free and open to all horses that have not won first

money.
Race No. 15.—Trotting. Free for all. Purse $500. Three

in five.

R. J. Blee, b g Hunter, aged, by Jerry Ladd.
J. H.Kelly, b g Valentine, aged, by Ferril's Clay, dam Queen.
E.M. Railton.bg Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam by Mohawk

Chief.

E.M. Railton, s s Como by St. Elmo, dam Juno by Pat Malloy.
L. J. Rose, b sStamboul, 4, by Sultan, dam FleetwiBg.

Gus Walters, b s Monroe Chief.
o-

California Trotters at Cleveland.

[Chicago Horseman.]

July 28th.—The 2:23 class was the great betting race of the

day. For three hours this morning and a long time this

afternoon a dense crowd of speculators has stood in the pool-
room waiting an opportunity to invest on their favorite horse.
At Bride & Armstrong's corner Belle Hamlin sold for $55,
Charley Hilton $23, Spofford $16, Orange Boy $29, Kitefoot

$16, Manzanita $26, and the field, composed of Lowland
Girl and Longfellow Whip, $7. At the other end of the room
Frank Herdic was selling Hamlin at $40, Whip $7, Hilton
$30, Spofford $10, Orange Boy $34, Kitefoot $11, and
Manzanita and Lowland Girl in the held, at $7.
Hamlin drew the pole, Manzanita, Orange Boy, Hilton,

Kitefoot, Whip, Spofford and Lowland Girl taking their posi-
tions in the order named.

First heat.—On the second time scoring, as Hickok was
turning Charley Hilton around, he turned too short and
tipped himself over. Hilton started to run, and ran to the
three-quarters, where his sulky wheel caught in the fence,

the line caught and he turned around and round until he
fell. While he was in his trouble and about to fall, some
man stood about ten feet from him without offering any assist-

ance. The accident was declared an unavoidable one, and
all pools on Hilton were declared off, as he was unable to

start. This heat proved to. be one of those phenomenal per-
formances that occasionally are witnessed and that astonish
and electrify an audience. The word was given to an excel-

lent start. Belle Hamlin went rapidly to the front, and Low-
land Girl shot out from her position and at the turn was at

her wheel, with Manzanita a length behind. The quarter
was reached in 34 seconds by Belle, and Lowland Girl was
still at her wheel, and Marvin sat quietly driving Manzanita
a length in the rear. From the quarter to the half Belle
trotted in 34 seconds, and still Lowland Girl hung like grim
death to her wheel, and Marvin had driven Manzanita to

close quarters with the Girl. Leaving the half (at which
point Belle arrived in 1-.0S) Lowland Girl pulled out and
yielded her position to Manzanita, and the third quarter waB
trotted in 34| seconds by Belle, with Manzanita lapped at
her girth. From this point Marvin called on the filly, and us
they straightened into the stretch the two grand mares were
head and beau. From this point the race was a superb exhi-
bition of speed; on they came, trotting like a pole team,
neither acquiring any advantage until five lengths from the
wire, when the pace became too hot for Belle, she broke and
Manzanita came on, winning a great heat by half a length
in 2:16}.

This was one of the grandest heatB ever trotted, without
invidious comparison with the two great mares who were her
competitors. I must say that to see a four-year-old filly trot

a mile in a race with eight horses in 2:16J, and the last quar-
ter iu 33:] seconds, is a sight worth traveling many miles to
witness. It is not likely to occur again in the near future, if

ever, that such a rating mile will be trotted by three young
mares. The four-year-old record is not only broken, butis lit-

erally smashed to atoms. The four-year*old record prior to this

race was 2:174. It stood to the credit of Sallie Benton, aud
Mauzanita lowered it one aud a quarter seconds.
Second heat—Pools sold: Manzanita, $50; field $30. As

they got the word Lowland Girl shot out to the front, and at

the turn she and Manzanita were head aud head, with Whip
third, Kitefoot fourth. Orange Boy fifth, Spofford and Hamlin
two lengths back laying up. At the half, Manzanita, Low-
laud Girl and Whip were lapped, Kitefoot fourth aud Orange
Boy on her wheel. At the three-quarters the positions were
the same with the horses all in a bunch; down the stretch the

race wasbotween Manzanita and Whip, and was not in reality

much of a race at that, although Marvin only allowed Manza-
nita to win by a half length, Whip, Kitefoot, Lowland Girl,

Orange Boy, Hamlin and Spofford finishing in the order
named. Time. 2:19$.
Third heat—At the word Hamlin went to the front, followed

by Manzanita and Lowland Girl; on the turn Manzanita
broke and Marvin laid her up for the heat. At the three-
quarters Hamlin was a trifle in the lead, with Lowland Girl
on her wheel, Whip third, Kitefootfonrth. At the half it was
the same, and at the three-quarters Belle was half a length in
the lead, Lowland Girl second, and Whip on her wheel; com-
ing into the stretch Turner with Spofford passed Whip and
Lowland Girl and set sail for Belle, but she had too much
speed and won by a length, Spofford second, Kitefoot third,

Orange Boy fourth, Whip fifth, and Manzanita sixth. Time,
2:1 Si.

Fourth heat—Col. Edwards called the horses promptly at
the expiration of twenty minutes andi t was none too soon, as
it was getting dark. There was considerable scoring, and
when the word was given Manzanita was away back and
Hamlin a trifle in the lead. Hamlin went to the quarter
nearly a length in advance of the rest, closely followed by
Lowland Girl and Spofford. There was no particular change
duriug the heat, Hamlin being at no time less than half a
length ahead; down the stretch Kitefoot, Orange Boy and
Spofford made a great race, but Spofford finished second.
Orange Boy third, Kitefoot fourth, Whip fifth, Manzanita
sixth, and Lowland Girl seventh. Time, 2:19.

Fifth heat—The most outrageous scoring was indulged in,

and in spite of the remonstrances of the starter they persisted
in coming up in froot of the pole horse, orsome one would
stay back and not come for the word. Twenty-three times
they scored, and when they finally got the word Belle Hamlin
simply marched off and won it, traveling nearly a length in
front of the rest of them the whole mile; Kitefoot finished
second, Orange Boy third, balance as per summary. Time,
2:18*.

July 28.-2 :23 Class. Purse Si, 500.

Belle Hamlin, b m by Almont, Jr.—Horace Brown 2 6 111
Manzanita, b m by Electioneer, dam by St. Clair—Chaa.

Marvin 116 6 4
Spofford, bg—J. E. Turner 7 7 2 2 6
Kitefoot, b m—Feok 6 3 3 4 2
Longfellow Wbip, br a—M. E. McHenry 6 2 5 6 7
Orange Boy, b g-S. R. Redmond 4 5 4 3 3
Lowland Girl—Jobn Lackey 3 4 7 7 6'

Time, 2:16J, 2:19i, 2:18i, 2:19, 2:18i.

July 30.—2:17 Class.—Arab's easy victory at Detroit made
him an unreasonable favorite. The pools were: Arab sold at

§40; field $14. Joe Davis drew the pole, Bonita second, Jer-

ome Turner third, Arab fourth.

First heat.— The word was given on the fourth score, with
Turner on a break. Hickok at once sent Arab with a rush to the
front, but at the quarter Bonita was on her wheel, with Davis
a close second, Turner away back. The half and three-

quarters was reached with Arab and Bonita in the same
positions, but Simmons had got Turner settled and sent him
at so fast a clip that on the upper turn he was a close third.

Swinging into the stretch Arab had the pole, Bonita on his
wheel, and Turner close up for third, Davis two lengths back.
Time, 2:1S|.

Second heat.—Pools for second place: Bonita $25; field

®17. Arab broke as the word was given, and Bonita went to

the front like a rocket, with Davis second and Turner third.

Then it was the audience were treated to a little taste of Arab's
trotting; at the quarter he was on Bonita's wheel, and when
going around the turn Hickok thought it time to move for the
heat; he came away from the rest and won with all the ease
imaginable. He is a great horse, if I am any guesser; his

smooth, easy, gliding gait takes him over the ground very
fast, and I am willing to guess he is a race-horse. He is a
fifteen and a half-hands bay gelding, of much quality and
finish; he is light-boned, but it is of excellent quality.

The next heat was the same, and needs no description.

July 30.-2:17 Class. Purse 51,500.

Arab, bg by Arthurton—O. A. Hickoh 1 ] 1

Bonita, b m—Jas. Golden 2 4 3

Joe Davis bt g—J. E. Newbro 3 2 3
Jerome Turner, br 6—H. Simons 4 3 4

Time, 2:183, 2:19i, 2:19J.

Same Day—2:29 Class.—First heat.—This was the first

race on the regular programme to-day. It brought out a good
field of horses, composed of Brighton, S. J. Fletcher, Fancy,
Palo Alto, Mabel A., Clipper and Cadmus' Hambletonian.
Previous to the heat pools sold: Palo Alto S100; Fancy $3;
Mabel A. $16; Clipper $5; Fletcher Sfi; field $3. This morn-
ing a few pools were sold: Palo Alto $300; field §70. Palo.
Alto $25; field §13. The horses drew positions as indicated

above, and on the third score they were sent in good order.

At the word Cadmus' Hambletonian shot out and weut to the

quarter a length ahead, with Fancy second, Mabel A. third,

Palo Alto fourth. Midway between the quarter aud the half

Fancy came up to the leader and hung on his wheel to the^

half, with Mabel A. and Palo Alto head and head for third

place. At the three-quarters Cadmus still led by half a length,

Mabel A. second, Palo Alto third, and rounding into the

stretch the three leaders were abreast, with Fancy close

behind. Quite a race was made to the distance, where Palo
Alto broke, aud Mabel A. came on and won easily by two
lengths, Cadmus second, Fancy third, Clipper fourth, Palo
Alto fifth, Fletcher sixth, aud Brighton last. Time, 2:23$

Second heat.—Pools sold: Mabel A. $25; field §25. At the

quarter Fancy was a trifle iu front, Mabel A. a close second,

Fletcher third, Palo Alto and Clipper lapped for fourth. At
the half, Fancy and Mabel were still head and head, Fletcher

third. At the three-quarters Palo Alto coming fust placed

himself on even terms with Fancy and Mabel A., and down
the stretch a pretty race took place to the distance, at which
Doiut Palo Alto and Mabel A. came on aud had a little raott

all by themselves, Palo Alto finishing first, with Mabel at hie

wheel, Faucy third, Fletcher fourth, the balance as per sum'

niary. Palo Alto trotted the last half in l:07f. Time, 2:23.

Third heat.—At the quarter. Palo Alto was firet, Cadmus
second, Clipper third, Mabel A. fourth, these positions were
kept to the three-quarters, but rounding into the stretoh

Mabel moved up to third position; down the stretch quite ft

raoe took place between Palo and Clipper, but Palo won by
half a length, Clipper second, Mabel third. Time, 2:22$.

Fourth heat.—This heat was a repetition of the former one^

Palo was clearly the winner of the heat, until at the distance

Palo Alto broke, at the time Mabel A. was coming fast, aud it

looked as if she would win, but at the critical momout she

broke and Palo won by half a lougtli, Mabel A. BeconH
Clipper third, Faucy fourth, Fletcher fifth, Cadmus' Hamble-

tonian Bixth. Time, 2:21*.

Same Day.- 2:29 Clasp. Purse «l,2fi0.

Palo Alio, b b bv KU-ettoiieer—Chun. Mnr\ in 6 11ft
Mabel A.,b m—M. li. Mclleury 1 2 3

Clipper, b g—O. W. Jamison J 4

Cadmus HaniMotouiau, br 8—A. Scbiuiti: 2 6

Fancy, <h m—J, Spl&n 8 a

Brighton, cog-W. It. Stocklpy
J

T

S.J. Fletcher, db-J. A. Lackey ••'. e 5

Time, 2:231,2:23,2:211,3:211. I
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners ate requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their feennels , in all instances writing plai nly names of sire ind dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Quoting a remark about 6eld trials recently made in this

column, the London Shooting Times comments thus:

"Quite right, but between a 'crowd' and 'nobody 1

there is a
wide margin. As a matter of fact, we have reported some last
days of held trials where only the judges, the two breakers,
an owner or two, and ourselves were present. Is that as it

should be?"
"Wildfowler's" experience has been ours on more than one

occasion, but we are not disposed, therefore, to desire the
presence of many people at field trials. As the highest and
best form of competition in the pointing dog classes we are
more interested in such trials than in any other competitive
canine meetings, and to field trials we look for incentives to
improved form in shooting dogs, and to such knowledge as
shall enable breeders to secure "nicks." If attended only
by persons who own and breed dogs all the good derivable
from them may confidently be looked for, while, if they attract
a horde of those who come merely to gratify a passing curiosity,
and whose interest is not sufficient to prompt them to such
behavior as wiU conduce to a satisfactory test of the merits
of the dogs, they must retrograde.

Teaching- to Retrieve.

Among many good things in recent issues of the American,

one of the best is a contribution discussing various methods

of teaching retrieving. The correspondent has evidently had
a deal of experience, and writes like one who is in command
of his subject. He says:

If sportsmen at large knew how easily a good retriever can
be made, they would surely abandon the slipshod methods
that prevail at present. A poor retrievsr is a constant source
of annoyance and unhappiness. Nothing is so exasperating
as to have every bird mutilated so much as to be worthless.
Before describing the approved methods of retrieving it

may not be amiss to briefly describe some of the qualifications
necessary on the part of the dog trainer or breaker; for it

often happens that the dog is blamed for the faults and fail-

ings of his master.
It is commonly believed that a trainer should be the em-

bodiment of patience, good-nature and indolence. On the
contrary, a trainer may be as hot-tempered and impatient as
may be, but he must be able to restrain his temper, and
must be very persistent and industrious. A man who is too
lazy for the ordinary vocations of life is just as worthless in
dog training; and every industrious intelligent man is not
necessarily a good dog trainer.

The methods in use at the present day are all founded on
forcing a dog to retrieve regardless of his disposition,
although not necessarily by the same method. The forcing
system can be successfully applied alike to the timid or obsti-

nate, the intelligent or simple, the wild or tame, the kind or
vicious; but judgment is necessary iu the application of force;
for teaching a dog to retrieve by force is not the fiercely

cruel method that many suppose.
The spike collar is the appliance in common use to force

the dog to retrieve, a description of which will be given
hereafter.

While giving the dog his first lessons the hands should
be protected by heavy gloves. A half-inch rope five feet

long should be fastened to the collar and the dog should be
permitted to fight the collar or struggle until he learns that
all displays of temper or effort are futile. If he lies down,
give him a mild jerk, enough so that he will rise and stand
on his feet. After he is accustomed to the collar, which will

be in two or three lessons, the retrieving lessons may begin.
Generally the first lesson is given by placing the collar on
the dog's neck, grasping the end firmly with the right hand
close to the dog's neck, holding at the same time, in the left

hand a glove, pad, or something that the dog can grasp easily

in his mouth.
It should be remembered at this stage, as indeed any other

stage of the dog's tiaiuing, that the punishment and training
must be associated with some command, and until the dog
understands the association of ideas, the punishment should
be as mild as possible. To make the dog take the object into
his month— let us suppose it is a glove— jerk the collar with
sufficient force to make the dog cry out, at the same time
giving him the command that he is to be trained to—the com-
mand in common use is "fetch." The instant that his
mouth opens place the glove in it, and instantly cease all

punishment; slacken the collar so that it does not press
tightly on the neck anywhere. There should be no pain
given after the dog obeys. After the glove has been placed
in his mouth, he will attempt to drop it. Hold the left hand
under his under jaw, giving a few Bhort, firm jerks on the
collar with the right hand, and the moment that he ceases
his efforts to drop the glove, cease punishment.

All commands should be given in an ordinary tone of voice
and in an ordinary quiet manner, without any anger or
excitement. If the teacher cannot control himself sufficiently

to have a calm exterior and train the dog without exhibiting
impatience or anger, he would do well to abandon the train-

ing to the efforts of some one who can. If the temper begins
to rise, there is no need to gratify it; wait till it subsides and
begin again.

If the dog shows signs of extreme terror, which can readily
be perceived by his actions and wildness of the eyes, pat him,
speak kindly to him, and "much him up." The first lessons
should be given in this mild, persistent manner until the dog,
when ordered to fetch, will grasp the glove when held before
his nose without any punishment. He will soon learn to

open his mouth and take the glove readily to command. He
should then be taught to walk about with it in his mouth.
To do this, hold the left hand under his jaw when the glove
is in his month, walk backwards ahead of him, and force him
along with the spike collar in the right hand, and the same
time repeating the command, fetch. After a few lessons he
will soon learn to carry it very well, but will drop it occa-
sionally. When he drops it put it in his mouth, give him a
few jerks of the collar, and make him carry it again.

After he will open his mouth promptly to the order, hold
the glove a few inches before his nose, give the order and
force him to move forward and grasp it. This many dogs
dislike to do, and at this stage develop a trait which is very
disagreeable, namely, when ordered to fetch they will pull
back and seat themselves in obstinate contentment. When
they form this habit put a three-foot rope on the collar, hold
the end of the collar and rope in the right hand, give the
order to fetch, then, when the dog settles back, let go the end
of the collar, retain the end of the rope in the hand, and give

him a good jerk forward. Repeat this a few times if neces-
sary. He will soon learn to move forward the moment that
he hears the order, and will walk after the glove held before
him with the left hand, and grasp and hold until ordered to
deliver it to hand.
At this stage the dog's motions in his education are purely

mechanical. He will walk up to the glove, open his mouth
and grasp it; yet it all has no meaning to him, except that
thereby he avoids pain. If the pad is held a trifle too low or
to one side he will fail to grasp it, but a full comprehension
comes later.

After the first two or three lessons many dogs will seat
themselves, and while in this position teaching is very diffi-
cult. The moment that a dog seats himself take a step
quietly ahead of him and give him a jerk to his feet. Not
necessarily a severe jerk. This may seem severe, but if
allowed to sit he could never be forced to retrieve. Here I
would caution the amateur (for this is written for that class)
against jerking the dog too hard or making the lesson too
long. If the dog is jerked too hard it may shock his system
so much as to make him listless for weeks and worthless for
field work; if the lesson is too long continued the dog becomes
confused and frightened to such a degree that, when com-
manded to do a certain act he will promptly do some other
act which he has been taught, thereby showing an intention
to obey, but having a confusion of ideas.

After he has learnt to walk after the glove, he should be
taught to grasp it when held lower; this should be continued
in easy stages until he will take it from the hand when it is
held near the ground, and later when held on the ground.
To force him to take it off the ground is the most diffioult
part of all, and more pains, time and patience Bhould be then
exercised. The aim should be to teach a little at a time and
often. Many dogs, however, learn very readily from the firBt
and require very little punishment, while on others the spike
collar faiis.

The glove should be held on the ground with the left hand,
and if the dog does not pick it up promptly when ordered,
the collar should be jerked; in fact, a jerk of the collar should
immediately follow the order at all times, if it is not
promptly obeyed. The dog, from his actions being
mechanical at this stage, often shows a great deal of awkward-
ness in grasping an object on the ground; hence, it*assists
materially to have a cob, or other object, with two sticks
about three or four inches long placed at right angles in
in each end thus making an object much like a minature
sawhorse; this the dog can grasp readily. The trainer should
avoid attempting to do too much. This is the most common
and grievous fault of beginners. They do not reflect that it is

very inconsiderate to require a dog to learn, in a few hours,
what required months for themselves to learn; and the dog
while being very intelligent, cannot be expected to learn as
readily as man. An attempt to do too much always results
in a loss of temper and judgment, and leads to acts which
generally accompany ill-temper, and which are no part of
training.

After a dog will pick up the pad from the ground, the rope
should again be put on the collar. The glove should be
placed on the ground a few inches ahead of him, and he
should be taught to walk to it and pick it up when ordered
to fetch. After he picks it up at this distance and holds it

well, it may be placed further away, and the distance should
be gradually increased until he will fetch it from any distance
at which he can see it. If the trainer can now develop the
dog's disposition to frolic, he can soon make him take great
delight in retrieving. After he fetches reliably to order the
rope may be taken off, after which he should be practised
during several successive lessons with the collar on, as, at
this stage he will usually fetch very well with it on, but abso-
lutely refuse if it is off.

The first time during which he is required to fetch the
glove with the collar off he should be taken into a room, so
that when ordered to fetch, he cannot run away. By all

means avoid letting him run away. It will be a source of
endless trouble if he learns that his legs are faster than his
trainer's, hence he never should learn it. Do not admit any
spectators. Have everything quiet, so that the dog's atten-

tion will not be distracted from the lesson. At this period,
by petting the dog and frolicking with him, he can be taught
to take great delight in fetching the glove. Some dogs of

mild, cheerful dispositions learn to take pleasure in retriev-

ing after a very few lessons, while others will not perceive
its uses until some months have elapsed, and there are a very
few that can never be taught to retrieve properly; but these
are very few in number. When the dog has advanced suffi-

ciently so that the lessons maybe given with the collar off,

always have the collar at hand so that, if the dog refuses to
obey, obedience can be immediately enforced.

Hydrophobia vs. Will Power.

Gen. Beale is visiting the Grants at their cottage at Long
Branch. Last Sunday the General gave an interesting

account of his once fighting off an attack of hydrophobia. It

is the first case of a man's being able by mere will power to

throw off this formidable and terrible disease. The General

apparently believes that hydrophobia is but a creation, to a

certain extent, of the imagination. When he was a young man
he was a Surveyor-General in Southern California. During

his residence there, through the purchase of land, he laid the
foundation for his present fortune. His favorite sport at

that time was the hunting of wolves. The hunteTs would
go out armed with lances and follow trained dogs. The dogs
would run down the wolves. Immediately following the

attack one wolf would always leave the dogs and come to

attack the hunter. The General said one day when a wolf

came towards him, the lance, with which he could easily

keep off and destroy any wolf making an ordinary attack,

broke. As his lance broke he started to kick the wolf under
the jaw. His foot missed its aim, and instead was caught
in the wolf's mouth. The wolf bit clear through his mocassin

and wounded him severely. So grim was the grip of the

wolf that he did not even release his hold when killed. The
muscles supporting his jaw had to be cut before his teeth

could be relaxed from this terrible grip. When the General
returned to camp, as be was alone during this experience, he
was met by a cheerful companion who told him that the bite

of an enraged wolf was certain to produce hydrophobia. The
wolf was undoutedly in a condition to communicate the

rabies, as he had been worried to a great extent by the dogs
before he attacked the General. Gen. Beale says that he did

not have an opportunity of cauterizing the wounds, and had
attached no particular importance to the bite until he had
returned to camp.
He said after that there was hardly a day passed but what

his companion referred to cases of hydrophobia arising from
wolf bites. The result of this continued talk upon the

subject was to produce a great depression in Gen. Beale's

mind. Within a short time hV began to feel symptoms
of an approaching attack of hydrophobia. He had the
most extraordinary aversion to water. Tf v&& with difficulty
that he could swallow. A swelling came in bis throat which
threatened to close it whenever be sought to drink. It was
only an extraordinary effort of the will that he usuidiorce
himself to Bwallow. One day the General said to himself
that unless he combatted this feeling he felt certain that bv
would have an attack of hydrophobia. So one morning he
walked deliberately to a spring and thrust his head into the
water. He said as he approached his head to the water he
felt the most intense desire to jump and scream and run away
from it. But he held himself right there and moved hiB
head up and down in the water until he conquered thiB
impulse and the aversion. He followed up this practice
until he felt the swelling in his throat going down and the
aversion to water lessening. He felt that he was getting con-
trol and this encouraged him. In a short time all symptoms
of the disease had disappeared. The General was firmly con-
vinced that if he had for one moment relaxed his will power
during that trying time he would have passed directly into a
fit of the wildest kind of hydrophobia. He has never suffered
from the bite of the wolf since that time, although it occurred
over twenty-five years ago.

ROD.
Cuttlefish Economy.

The American Angler, in a recent issue, discusses moat
interestingly the economy of the cuttlefish. It says:

Anyone who has seen an octopus resting in its tank in an
aquarium must have been struck by the puffing and blowing
movements of the sack-like body, the nature of which excited
Victor Hugo's imaginative powe'rs in the "Toilers of the Sea."
The octopus is seen to inspire and expire with great regular-
ity. The soft body expands and contracts rythmically
enough to excite a natural comparison between its respiratory
acts and our own. If we could dye the water so that our eye
could follow the currents which the octopus inhales and
exhales, we should perceive that at each inspiration the soft
body expands and water is drawn in two currents into the
neck-openings. These openings lead directly each into a
gill-chamber of the animal. Here, enclosed in its own cavity,
we find a plume-like gill. In its nature this structure is
simply a mesh-work of blood vessels, and thus comes to
resemble a lung in its essential features. Impure blood

—

that is, blood laden with the waste materials of the octopus
body, with the products of the vital wear and tear—is driven
into the gill on one side. Subjected to the action of the oxygen
gas contained in the water breathed in the blood is purified.
Its waste materials are given forth to the water, and it is

passed onwards out of the gill on its way to the heart for
recirculation throughout the cuttlefish frame. BreathiDg in
oxygen entangled in the water is, therefore, in the case of the
cuttlefish, an analogous act to that seen in higher animals
which inhale oxygen directly from the air. The octopus,
however, performs an expiratory act likewise. Placed below
the head is a short tube, named in zoological parlance, the
"funnel." When cuttlefish inspiration has come to an eud,
expiration begins. The body contracts, and the water!
which a moment before was drawn into the gill-chambers by
the neck-openings, is expelled from the "funnel." The
openings of entrance are guarded by valves. These close
when expiration begins, and the water has no choice save to
find a forcible exit by the tube just named. So far, in octopus
existence, it would seem as though there was no economy of
power exhihited in the act of breathing. Muscular action
expands the soft body, and muscular force contracts it. There
is exhibited here a plain difference between the octopus and the
higher vetebrate. But the story of cuttlefish economy is not
yet completed. A moment more, and your octopus which sat
crouched in the bottom of the tank is seen to wing its way
through the water. It skims like a living rocket through
the clear medium in which it lives, as if impelled by some
marvellous and invisible agency. The secret of this flight is

the solution of cuttlefish economy and reserve force. So long
as the resting mood prevails the water used in breathing is

ejected slowly, or, at least, without any marked display of
force. But when locomotion has to be subserved, and when
the cuttlefish desires to swim, it propels itself through the
water by aid of a veritable hydraulic engine. The effete
water from the gills is ejected with force from the funnel,
and by the reaction of this jet d'eau upon the surrounding
medium, the animal is enabled to execute its aquatic flights.

Economy of a very rigid order is illustrated clearly enongh
in octopod existence. The otherwise useless "breath" of
the animal becomes converted into a means of locomotion.

Playing- a Man.

A small invited company of ladies and gentlemen left the
lnmber-yard wharf yesterday afternoon, at 4 o'clock, for
McNab's Island, to witness Lieut. Edmonds, of the Koyal
Artillery, perform an interesting swimming feat. Arriving at
the government wharf all landed, and in a few minutes the
lieutenant, clad in a bathing suit, was ready to enter the
water. The feat which he was about to try is very popular
with swimmers in England, and is simple yet difficult. It is

called "playing the salmon," and is simply a trial of strength
and endurance while in the water. A belt is placed around
the swimmer's body, aud to this is attached a salmon line.

He then enters the water and endeavors to break away. The
fisherman on this occasion was Lieut. Kent, of the Royal
Engineers, who is a salmon fisher of much experience. Mr. Ed-
monds, when he had once got in the water, by vigorous strokes
went out about one hundred yards. At this point he found
that the fisherman evidently intended he should go no further.
And here the swimmer performed such manoeuvres as he
thought were calculated to break the line. It was a strong
one, however, and would not snap. After being in the water
about teu minutes, the belt to which the line was attached
came off, thus freeing the swimmer. Mr. Edmonds came
ashore and was quite fresh, notwithstanding his struggle.
He expressed his desire to try again after five minuteB rest,

but the spectators were of opinion that he had already had
enough of that particular kind of exercise for one afternoon,
and at their request he gave up a further trial. Mr. Edmonds
certainly showed himself a powerful swimmer. Iu the water
he appears thoroughly at home. He can make very rapid
progress swimming straightaway, and dives like a duck. He
was loudly cheered after coming ashore at the conclusion of
his struggle with fisherman Kent, and after bov
acknowledgments he took a header off the wharf, i

the alarm of the ladies present. The party returned
city before 6 o'olock, well pleased with the little sea t

the novel exhibition.

—
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Wiae Trout.

In the winter, ol 1840 I hunted deer and fished for salmon

trout in and arouu'd'fionapatte Lake, Lewis county, N. Y. I

fished by putting down 100 hooks through holes m the ice

abouWopr. rods apart. These were baited witb good-sized

minnows' 'hooked through the back in such a manner as not
'

to' kill them. After the lines had been down the first night 1

'.took from them in the morning twenty-five good-sized salmon

trout. Each successive morning thereafter I got a less and

less number, until on the eighth day the number had dimin-

ished to about seven or eight. But the astonishing part of it

was that the bait was gone from every hook just the same as

it was on the first morning when I made the big catch. I

knew that the trout were not all caught out, but it was very

apparent that I could not catch any more without removing

to a new ground and cutting a new set of holes, which I

accordingly did, about a quarter of a mile from my former

grounds There my results were the same as before, aud

after fishing seven or eight days I found it would be neces-

sary for me to move again.
.

One day I ran a line of hooks in such a direction that one

of them came over a rocky bar where there was open water.

I saw there was an opportunity for an experiment, which I

at onoe decided to try. I fastened the upper end of the line

to an overhanging piece of brush, so that nothing could

interfere with the bait below without decidedly moving the

brush. Then I laid down on the ice with a coat over my
head so that I could look down through the clear water and

watch developments. Finally a large, line trout came along

and began manceuvreing with the minnow attached to the

hook, and operated in the following manner: He kept as

olose to the minnow as possible, and repeatedly snapped at it

verv cautiously, reopening his mouth before he had fairly

olos'ed it, so as to prevent getting anything into his mouth he

did not want. When the lively minnow had swam away as

far as the line would permit the trout made a more forcible

snap at it, so as to cut it entirely from the hook. The niiu-

now sank to the bottom, and the trout went after it, and

soon had it stored away. I then discovered why I had to

move so often. I immediately baited the hook with another

minnow and lowered it down; the trout came for it again,

and snapped at it as before. I let it sink to the bottom,

where the trout went after it, and swallowed bait, hook, and

all, and I never missed another one where I saw the trout

working at it.—Selh Green.

The Oregon City Courier, published in the centre of the

salmon canning industry, has this to say of the present sal-

mon crop:
, , , . in

"The cannery men of Astoria have the blues, is the report

Jack Trembath brings, who has been stopping there for a

couple of weeks. He says that they perceive that the reason

salmon are insufficient in supply this year is the destruction

of the fish in former years by the numerous traps and wheels.

Hardly a cannery will be able to fill its contracts. The fish-

ermen come in with five or six salmon in their boats. They

receive seventy-five cents for each one, and their earnings

are per consequence, so small, that the majority of them are

in debt, and are likely to remain so. The business men com-

plain loudly, as they depend mostly on the canneries. The

Hungarian Finns assemble in knots on the familiar corner,

and discuss the desirability of going all together, the 1,000

bold fishermen who have often courted death in the raging

waters of the bar of the Columbia, and tearing out the traps

and wheels that destroy the salmon and murder fishermen.

As one instance of wbat'a few fish traps accomplished several

years ago: A cannery man named McGowau often caught

10,000 fish a day in his traps, and by means of them made

$40,000 clear in one season. He caught thousands more fish

than he could possibly take care of, aud robbed the fisher-

men of a chance to make a living, at the same time exposing

them to the imminent danger of being drowned by the upset-

ting of their boats against the traps. Mr. Grey, one of the

members of the legislature from Clatsop county, will make

fishing interests his specialty at Salem next winter. Multu-

mah and Clackamas counties are also interested, and by

concerted action a measure can be passed ordering the destruc-

tion of every wheel and trap in the Columbia river, and pro-

hibiting fishing unless with nets having meshes of a certian

Bize that will allow the small ones to slip through."

An English correspondent writes to Land and Water as

follows, emphasizing a peculiarity in American trout fishing:

On my arrival in this "great country"—as every Yankee

reminds you it is at least a dozen times in the course of a

conversation—I naturally spent some time in New York

looking up American piscatorial celebrities. W. C. Harris,

(editor of the American Angler), Harry Pntchard, (the ex-

champion fly-caster of the world—he threw 90 ft. with a single-

handed fly-rod in 18S3, at Central Park, and I have seen

him throw 102 ft.); Blackford, the "boss" fish-monger of

America, and others, and in consequence got a good impres-

sion of the resources of the art piscatorial on this side the

herring pond. What chiefly impressed me regarding tront

fishing, were the two facts that large flieB up to No. 9 sproat,

and fishing down stream, were de ritjeur. The floating fly is

practically unknown, and up-stream fishing, therefore, an

occult art, the mere mention of which is sufficient to bring

forth a smile of kindly contempt. Yet the brook trout here

are easily taken by the means employed. Here it is a charr

—as the latest dictum of the ichthyologists sets forth—and

not a trout at all, being but Salmo fontinalk, aud its voracity

is great. Probably when it has been fished over through

hundreds of years by a crowded population the necessity for

very light tackle will arise. At present the generality of

tackle here is light only as regards the rod.

The Editor of the Goldendale Sentinel has passed a busy

life without being suspected of any secret vices like trout

fishing or poetry, but in a recent issue of his excellent journal

he reveals a depravity which is appalling when he Bays:

"Oh, how we have longed during the last week to leave

dull care behind and hie ns away to some sylvan retreat; to a

lodge in some vast vilderness; some boundless contiguity of

shade, where duns from wholesale paper dealers would

never'reach us more; to some mountain fastness where we

could exclaim with William Tell or some other historic cow-

boy: 'Ye crags and peaks, I'm with you once again!' To some

woodland lake, begirt with the sweet cedarB of Lebauon, or

even common Kliekitat pine, inhabited by mermaids who
with siren voices and fishy tales would attempt to lure us to

a aweet but fatal embrace, while the mere maids on the shore

would hold on to our coat tail and with true femiuine tact

intimate that a flirtation with the nymphs would be a rather

caly affair; or to some limpid, gurgling, shady brook, where,

seated in Borne moss-embowered grotto, we could deftly

transplant the speckled but fated troutlet to our capacious

baBket, while the turtle dove would coo to his mate in plain-

five song, aud the eagle, on some beetling cliff, would laugh

ha! ha!' But we didn't go."

A correspondent of the American Angler thus describes,

what seems to ub to be a very convenient anchor.

In the first place for an anchor I have a long weight made
originally for a window sash weight. It iB round and long

aud weighs twenty pounds. On the very crest of the bow of

my boat I have an iron wheel in an iron frame bolted on the

boat; this wheel is grooved and serves as a pulley block. My
anchor line runs over this pulley from the anchor right down
into the bottom of the bow of the boat, and I nave another

little iron pulley block fastened to the bottom of the boat.

My anchor line comes over from the anchor through the bow
pulley block down to the bottom of the boat and through the

pulley block, and the anchor line can then run under the

seats clear to the stern of the boat, and the angler can raise

his anchor from the stern seat. When the anchor is raised it

hangs above the water and your oarsman can move on. I

find this arrangement works beyond my most sanguine expec-

tations. When out fishing in a rough sea the full value of mi
anchor arrangement is manifest. I have seen limes when the

waves were so high that it was hard work to get to the bow to

raise the "killick." My method, as you see, obviates this

difficulty. Another advantage—my plan makes no noise in

lowering the anchor. You do not have to leave your seat to

raise or lower it, and in case you have to drift you can just

raise the anchor off from the bottom, holding the line in

your hand (as I often do) and fish on adrift, and when a fish

is struck let go the line. I have only constructed one for my
boat this spring, and I can say to all our friends it is a great

success. Trv it.

AQUATICS.

The Oakland Canoe Club acknowledges the kindness of the

people of Lakeport during its recent meeting there, by the

series of resolutions which follows:

At the first regular meeting of the Oakland Canoe Club

held after the return of the members from Lake county, the

following resolutions were unanimously adopted:

Wheeeas, The cruise of the Oakland Canoe Club, around

the beautiful shores and upon the dancing waters of Clear

Lake, afforded a season of the most intense enjoyment to the

fortunate members of the club; and,

Whereas, While realizing the inadequacy of words to ren-

der a fitting return for the kindly courtesy and generous

bounty with which we ha^e been received and regaled, yet,

we believe that the same spirit of good fellowship which

spread the feast will appreciate our poor acknowledgment;
therefore, be it

Resolved, That to the people of Lakeport, who so royally

received the visiting members of the Oakland Canoe Club,

this club tenders hearty thanks and begs to assure them that

in future reminiscences of that delightful cruise, when in

waking dreams we float beneath the blue sky on the fair

bosom of the placid lake or with outspread sails fly before the

freshening breeze, or plunge through the foaming crest of

the white caps, exhilarated by the rush and roar of the wind-

tossed waterB, or stretched beneath the spreading oak or

beautiful madrone, satiated with delight, give utterance in

sounds more or less musical to the joy that is within us,

above and beyond our regard for the warm hearts and genial

natures of the people who dwell by the lake.

Resolved, That while we have had the "freedom of the

town," and enjoyed the bounty of the community, we owe to

all of its members a debt of thanks; yet we cannot refrain

from special mention of Mr. A. G. Piatt aud the ladies of his

household, to whose hospitality and thoughtful courtesy so

much of our enjoyment is due; to Captain Bundv, the jolly

tar whose house and all its complete appointments was freely

placed at our disposal, we extend the hand of good fellowship;

long may he flourish as the lord high admiral of the lake, and
chief instructor and guardian of beautiful girls with aquatic

tastes; and churlish would be the nature that could sit at

the hospitable board with genial spirits such as Messrs. Cook,

Hudson, Harbine and Boggs, without grateful memories for

their bounty. To each and all we extend an invitation to try

the latch strings of the Oakland Canoe Club House; it will

respond with alacrity only equaled by the heartiness of the

welcome inside.

Resolved, That our thanks are due to the Democrat and

the Avalanche for the intelligent interest they have exhibited

in our favorite sport, and the admirable way in which its

charms have been portrayed to their readers.

Resolved, That we do hereby express a feeling of the most

profound respect for the summer gale which, waking from its

noonday siesta on the broad breast of Uncle Sam, came
sweeping down with gleaming eye and flowing hair, to churn

the waters of the great lake and toss on its wild billows the

"dear little light canoe."

Resolved, That for the Tule Point that reaches out its

parental hand half way between Soda Bay and Lakeport we
have a feeling of affection nearly akin to love; that we recog-

nize in it a friend in deed and a friend indeed, from whom it

was hard to part.

Pacific Tacht Club.

The following orders have been issued by the Commodore
of the Pacific Yacht Club.

Excursion to Vallejo, Saturday, Aira. 1-1, 1886-

The yachts of the Pacific Yacht Club will assemble off Front-

street wharf on Saturday, Augnst 14th, at 12 m.

A.t 1 o'clock a preparatory gun will be fired, and at 1:15 a

second gun, at which signal the yachts will get under way,

and proceed direct to Vallejo, anchoring north of Georgia-

Btreet wharf.
The yachts will start from Vallejo, on their return, on

Sunday, August, 15th, at 1:30 p. m.

A preparatory gun will be fired at 1:15 p. M., and atl:30

p. m. thu starting gun.
Time will be taken from the firing of the starting gun at

San Francisco and Vallejo, and on passing to the westward of

home stake boat, situated off the entrance of Raccoon Straits,

leaving it on the port hand.
The time fur hauling down and hoisting colors on the

yachts, at sundown and at 8 a. m,, will be taken from a sig-

nal gun from the flag-ship.

W. R. Melville, Philip Caddc,
Secretary. Commodore.

The yacht Bruuhilde has been invited to participate.

A Loner Trip in a Catboat.

The trip of 1,800 miles, upon which Capt. C. P. Kuuhardt,

the well-kown yachting expert, started last fall iu a catbout,

without a companion, has been completed, tho boat and its

solitary occupant urriving iu New York latt week, h;iving

come from Philadelphia by way of the Karitan Canal. The
following particulars of the boat, its equipments and the

seven months' voyage will prove interesting: Capt. Kunhardt,
who is the author of the book entitled "Small Yachts," pur-
chased the Coot with a view of attempting the voyage of

1,800 miles. It is only 21ft. on deck, 9ft. beam, 2ft. 4in.

draught. It hoists 21ft. of sail, with 21ft. boom. It has a
cabin house Sft. long, one side of which is fitted up for sleep-

ing apartments, and the other side for cooking, carrying
provisions, and shelter from gales. An oil stove, with a few
gallons of oil, furnished him with heat through all the cold
winter months. He left New York Nov. loth, and was towed
through the Karitan Canal, a distance of forty miles, and was
frozen up at Bordcntown for four days. On reaching the
Delaware he sailed toward Windmill Island, where he made
his first anchorage. From there he sailed to Delaware City,

thence through the Delaware and Chesapeake Canal to Ches-
apeake Bay, spending Christmas alone in his yacht in Herring
Harbor. He sailed around Chesapeake Bay, visiting all the
harbors and towns, and from there went to Hampton Roads
and took refuge in Hampton Creek for two weeks, owing to

tremendous winter gales. For two days he was afraid to

move outside of his cabin, as the weather was so bitterly

cold. When he was ready to sail he had to cut his way out
with axes, and his rigging was a mass of ice. He then sailed

to Norfolk and up the Elizabeth River to the Chesapeake and
Albemarle Canal which leads into the North River, and
thence to the Albemarle Sound, where he spent six weeks in
cruising, putting in at most of the towns and investigating

the prospects for game for the coming season. He then
sailed to Croaton Sound, between Albemarle and Pimlico
Souuds, and visited the towns and villages all around its

banks until he reached Nense River, up which he sailed 15

miles, and then passed up the Beaufort and Newbern Canal
until he reached Beaufort, 900 miles from home, where he
arrived iu May. He made Beaufort his headquarters until

June 8th, when he commenced his home voyage over nearly
the same course. He had nothing but light winds nearly all"

the way on the return journey. He says his expenses for

food and everything did not average $3 per week. During
his voyage he slept on shore only three times. These were
when his oil ran short and to stay on board would have been
sure death, owing to the extreme cold. During his journey
his boat has been frozen solid in ice for weeks at a time, and
he has encountered many vicissitudes. He had remarkably
good health during the whole of the voyage, aud his weight
increased thirty pounds.

ATHLETICS.
Olympic Club Exhibition.

On Tuesday evening last a very large and appreciative

audience of ladies and gentlemen gathered in the gymnasium
of the Olympic Club, the occasion being an exhibition espec-

ially arranged for the entertainment of visiting members of

the Grand Army of the Republic. Ballenberg's orchestra

enlivened the exercises, and the programme of sports was weU
arranged and carried out without delays. The proficiency of
the members who took part excited highly favorable com-
ment, and argued both their faithfulness in exercising and
the skill of their instructors. The club swinging of Professor
Smyth and Messrs. Stombs and Vaughan was the best event
of the evening, and in smoothness and number of swings
excelled any former exhibition. Ou the horizontal bar Mr.
J. A. Hammersmith is always incomparable, but his col-

leagues, particularly Mr. E. A. Kolb, were not far behind
him. The sparring was creditable to Professor Watson's
capacity as a teacher, and as much may be said of the fenc-
ing bout between Professor Martin and Mr. Louis P. Ward.
The programme is appended:
Pyramid Ladders—G. A. Dall, J. A. Hammersmith, G. N.

Macondray, E. N. Short, R. T. Stombs, G. J. Mansfield, G.
W. Harold, G. C. Rouse, C. Howard.
Fencing—Captain John Martin, L. P. Ward.
Gladiatorial Groupings

—

A. A. Hammersmith, E. N. Short,
Professor W. Smyth, R. T. Stombs.

Wrestling (Graeco-Romau)—E. S. Van Court, J. M. Martin.
Horizontal Bar—Professor W. Smyth, C. J. Schuster, R. T.

Stombs, J.G.Mansfield, E. N. Short, G. W. Harrold, G. C.
Rouse, E. A. Kolb, C. Howard.

Slack Wive—C. Howard.
Sparring—E. P. Slossen, Walter E. Watson, H. H. Creigh-

ton, J. V. O'Brien.
Parallel Bars—C. J. Schuster, G. C. RouBe, W. Murray,

E. A. Kolb.
Wrestling (collar and elbow)—J. n. Benjamin, W. H. Quinn.
Club Swinging—Professor W. Smyth, R. T. Stombs, H. M.

Vaughan.
Horizontal Bar—J. A. Hammersmith, Ben Bogner (clown).

Tumbling—By the class.

Dwyer Against Time.

The aunoucement that Con Dwyer, the one-mile and ten-

miles amateur Australian champion, would essay the task of

beating the mile record, drew a large number of spectators to

the Warehousemen's cricket ground on June ISth, the

company present including most of the prominent cyclists

of Melbourne and suburbs. The best English amateur mile
record is 2 min. 39 2-5 sec, by M. V. J. Webber, registered

on the Crystal Palace Track, in 18S5, W. S. Hazeltou's time,

2 min. 43 4-5 sec, being the quickest ever accomplished in
Australia. The fact that Dwyer equalled this latter perform-
ance led to his attempt at lowering the Euglish record, which
he accomplished, covering the distance in 2 min. 38 2-5 sec,
thus beating, by a second, the best time ever made by an
amateur in the old country. At a Quarter to rive o'clock Mr.
H. Stewart Bale souuded the starting gong, aud Dwyer, from
a fixed start, sped at lightning pace upon his journey, led by
A. E. Browne, one of the fastest mile amateurs in Melbourne,
who started about 50 yards ahead of the champion. Dwyer
accomplished the first quarter in 3S sec, aud after going half

a mile in 1 min. 15 4-5 sec, passed Browne, who had then
fulfilled his mission. J. W. Busst gave him a lead in the
third quarter, which Dwyer compassed in 1 min. 57 2-5 see.

and then flew on his way for the final lap, which he com-
pleted in 2 min. 38 2-5 sec. from the start, finishing with
characteristic dash and vigor. Lewis, the care-taker, deserves
a word of praise for the excellent condition of the track, to

which he had evidently given the most careful attention.
Tho atmosphero was keen, though somewhat cloudy, aud
had tho weather been hotter it is not uurea^outiUu to BQppo&Q
that the reniurkuliie time accomplished by Dwyw might have
been made still faster. Tho machine ridden was the 55 inch
Club Racer, on which Dwyer has recently scored a phenome-
nal succession of victories. The time was taken by two rep-

resentatives of Mr, T. Gaunt, and on the announcement
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being made that the Australian champion had beaten the

English record, there was a considerable display of enthusiasm,

the young champion being heartily congratulated. Particu-

lars are as follows: Quarter-mile, 3S sec; half-mile, 1 min.

15 4-5 sec; three-quarter mile, 1 min. 57 2-5 sec; one mile,

2 min. 38 2-5 sec

BASE BALL.
Alameda Park-

On Sunday last, the attraction at Alameda Park was a
match game at baseball between the Haverly Club of this

city, and the Altas of Sacramento. It resulted in favor of the

former nine after a struggle protracted to the fourteenth in-

ning, the scores being 7 to 3. The Altas scored a run in

their first, and kept the lead until the fourth inning, when
the Haverlys equalized matters. Haverly again counted in

their following essay and Altas in the sixth, the game then
standing 2 each. The nest five innings failed to alter the
respective totals, Incell's pitching being magnificent and
seeming to paralyze the Sacramento batters, while on the

other hand Dolan's tew shortcomings were amply compen-
sated for by the brilliancy of the Altas' fielding all round.
Some of McLaughlin's throwing to third base was worth all

the money to see. The Haverlys batted Dolan with consider-

able freedom in the twelfth inning, and brought their score

up to 3, but their opponents were equal to the occasion and
in their turn got on to Incell to the same tune and a shout
went up from the Altas' friends that "Incell's rattled." The
game proceeded amid wild enthusiasm till the fourteenth
inning, when the San Francisco boys added 4 more runs, by
which number they gained their victory.

The match was one of the best seen on the grounds this

year, and was witnessed by 8,000 persons. Following is the

score:
HAVEBLYS.

TB.B. BH.
Donahue, 3d b..6 1 1

Hardie.c 7 1 2
Hanley, rf 7 2 1

Sweeney, 1st b.7
Incell, p 5 1

Levy.lf 6 1

Stain, 2d b 5 1 1

Bennett, a. S...6 2

Lawton, c. f 4 2

2 18 2

2
14 1

24

10
3 2

2

2 1

ALIAS.
IB. B. BH.

Meagher, 3d b..6 2 2
Robertson.2d b.4 1 1
McLaughlin, c. 6
Flint, c.f 6 1

Fisher. If 5
Ahem, 1st b.. .5

Xewbert, s. S...5
Dolan. p 5

Hilbert, r. f...5

PO. A.E.

2 2

i a

and held an inquest Monday. In the mouth of the deceased
was a strap or rein, which the Coroner exorcised much care
to keep in position as he found it until the jury Bhould see
it. But his precaution proved to have been quite unnecessary,
for when he came to remove it he found that there was no
danger of its falling from its place. Indeed it took the
strength of more than one man to get the strap away. When
it was finally started from the grip of the teeth, Eden and Dr.
Wickman were astonished to find that the strap iu the mouth,
wide and thick as it was, was IS inches long, and still more
astonished to find that attached to it was a hay rope, tied to
it by a great, bulky knot, and that down the throat and in
the stomach of the man was a full-length bale rope. The
length of the strap and rope together was eight feet, and four
and a half feet of the rope was in the stomach of the unfor-
tunate, as was proved by the juices upon it. It seemed that
the man had suicided, and with no other means but by swallow-
ing this rope and strap. And this was the verdict of the jury.
His name was Peter McCoy, about 30 years of age, anl, was,
no doubt, a native of Ireland.

TEAP.
Bird's Point.

2 10
7 3
3

111
13
2 5

16
2 1

Totals 47 3 5 3 42 20 11Totals 53 7 9 2 43 33 7

RUNS BI rSSINGS.

Haverlys 001100000010 4-7
Altas 1 000010000010 0—3
Earned runs, Haverlys 1; two-base hit—Meagher, Lawton. Bennett,

Hanley, Incell; base on error—Haverlys 8, Altas 2; left on bases—Hav-
erlys 8, Altas 4; base on called balls—Haverlys 7, Altas 2; struckout—
Incell 20, Dolan 5; doable plays—Bennett, Sweeney and Donahue;
passed balls—Hardie 1, McLaughlin 2. Umpire, Dewitt Van Court.

Time. 2:35. John F. Hennessv, Official Scorer.

The morning game was between the Maroons and Nationals,

and was closely contested till the seventh inning, when the

former Club took a commanding lead, which they maintained
to the end. Beckwith and Farrell each pitched well for their

respective sides, and McCarthy and Swett did good work
behind the bat. Following is the complete score:

A few of the tourists now visiting California met at Bird's
Point, on last Saturday afternoon, and shot off several sweep-
stakes. Among those who shot were F. Corbett of Chicago,
T. C. Coleman of New York, and J. A. Peters of Michigan.
The first match was a sis-bird 3weep at 30 yards, $2.50
entrance. Messrs. Corbett and Peters made clean scores, and
on shooting off the tie at four birds the former gentleman
again grasped his whole lot, just distancing Mr. Peters on the
last birds. The winner took the entire pool, $15.
The next and final event was a ten-bird stake, in which

Mr. Peters took first money, S20, with the total of nine, and
Mr. Swift second prize, of $10, with one bird les3.

The weather was quite favorable, with little or no wind,
and the birds well up to the average form.

Sweepstake, 6 birds each
entrance.
F.Corbett 1 1111 1-6 I J. A. Peters 1

P. MarshaU....O 1110 1-4 T. Coleman 1

1-3 |F. Swift

Carson 200 yards—

4

500 Yards—

1

5 5 5 5 4 5 6 4—47
5 4 5 5 4 5 4 5—46—93

P. E. Robertson fired a double string at the 500-yard tar-

get, getting a very high average. His score:

Robertson 500 vards—5 55455565 5—194455544 5 5 4-45—94

C. F. Waltham made the best score of the day at the short

range. The string:

Waltham 200 yards—5 55545455 5—48

2s. F. Williams, an old-time champion, showed his face on
the range for the first time in over two years. Mr. Williams
has a score of a possible, a 49 a 43 and many 47s, 46s and 45s
at the short range, but latterly has given up rifle shooting.

He borrowed Ed. Hovey's gun, and with all the disadvan-

tages made the following good string at 200 yards:

Williams 200 yards—5 '4 4455445 4—44

P. M. Diers and Lew Townsend, differing as to whom could

get away with the other, settled the difference in the only
way possible, Diers knocking Lew on Creedmoor. Their
scores

:

Diers 200 yards—5 45444444 4—42
Townsend 200 yards—5 84446466 3—42

Two sweepstakes between the gentlemen named resulted as follows :

5 5 5 5

4 4

4—47

4-43

yards rise: 100 yards boundary, $2.50

i—

a

i l

-4|Peters 1

l l :

l l i

B. Watson 1 1 (

Ties at 4 birds each.

Corbett 1 ]

Sweepstakes; 10 birds; similar conditions; $5 entrance.

Corbett 1 01110111 0-7
j
Peters 1 101111111

Marshall....! 10010101 1-6 i Coleman ....0 011901101
"Watson 01101011 1—6 j

Swift 1 111011011

Pacific Sportsman's Club.

J -3

1 0-3

ilABOONS.
T. E. BH. B3. PO. A. E.

Beck-with. p.. .8 2 1 2 12
Roampr. a s ..4 1 2 10 1

Shoemaker, r. f3 10 1
Gonnley, 1st 1 ..4 1 2 6 1

.4 1 1 111
McCarthv, c. .4 1 e io 3 i

Sagle. 2d o... ..4 u 4 12
Heron, If.... .3 1 1 3 1

Orlb.c f 4 1 10 1

T 3 27 18 8

Trlbon, If 4
Spellacv, 2b...

4

Farrell, p 3

F. Pelmas, lb.. .4

Burke, 3 b i
P. Delmas, s s.,.4

McNally, rf 4
Gatelv, cf 3

Swett, c 3

110
6

1 13

10
2

110 4

Maroons 10 7 0—8
Totals 33 3 i 2 27 23 7

Nationals 2 1 0—3

Earned rana—Maroons, 1; three-base hit, Heron; two-base hit, P.

Dalmas; one base on error—Maroons 6, Nationals 6; left on bases

—

Maroons 4, Nationals 4; base on called balls—Maroons 4, Nationals
1; strnck out—Beckwith 8, Farrell 6; double plays—P. Dalmas, Nagle
and F. Dalmas; passed balls—McCarthy 3, Swett 2; wild pitch,

Farrell; Umpire, Dewitt Tan Court

On Saturday afternoon the Greenhood and Moran Club

Slaved a close match with the Pioneers, in the presence of a

irge crowd. Following is the score.

GBEEXHOOD & MOBAB8.
T. B. IB. PO. A. E.

Hannan c f 5 1
Brown, c 4 1 2 10
O'Brien, 1 f 4
Long, r f 4
VanHaltren, p 4

Bobertson, 1st b. ..4

Dolan, 3d b 4
Guxnett, 2d b 4

Donovan, bs 4

1 1
10

7
2

10 10
Totals 37 4 6 27 15 3

PIOXEEES.
T. B.lB. FO.A. E.

Hayes, 3d b
Gagns ,ss 4 1
Taylor, If 4

Caveny, rf 4 u 2
Powers, 2d b 4 1

Quitzow, lstb 4 1 15
Bigelow, cf 3 1

McMullen, p 3 10
Carroll, c 3 8 5

Totals 33 2 3 24 17 5

The Pacific Sportsman's Club, of Sacramento, had its

monthly pigeon shoot at Agricultural Park, on Sunday last,

and its members acquitted themselves so well that the score

shows an average of .S4£, which was remarkably good consid-

ering the distance shot. The score is as follows:

Flobr 28 yards—

1

Pedlar 30 yards—

1

Chapman 28 yards—

1

Graves 28 yards—

1

Kunz 28 yards—

1

Wittenbrock 30 yards —1
Damm 28 yards—
Starr 28 yards—

1

Kunz, of course, was awarded the gold medal for his clean

score, and in shooting off it was decided that Damm was
entitled to the silver medal, and Wittenbrock the leather

medal.
Another match was shot, with the following result:

Graves 10 110 11 1—6 I Curl 00010011 1—4
Glatz 11110000 0—4 Greenlaw. ..1 11110110 1—8
Chapman... 11011111 0—7 ( Floor. 11111 11 01 1—9

A match at double birds had this result:

Flohr 10 11 10 01 10-6 I Chapman 10 11 11 01 00—6
Greenlaw 11 00 00 10 00—3 1 Graves 10 11 11 11 00—7

Hovey 200 yards—5 4 4

Johnson 200 yards—5 4 i

Waltham 200 yards—4 4 !

Carson 200 yards—4 4 4

Hovey 200 yards—5 4 i

Johnson 2C0 yards—4 4

Carr 200 yards—4 5 i

Carson 200 yards—t 4 !

In the afternoon a match at the 200-yard target

arranged between the gentlemen named below, three on a

side, with a victory for Johnson's team. The score:

5—45
5-43
4-43
5-42

was

4 5 5—16
5—44

4 5—14-134

4—10-128

Johnson 200 yard?—

4

Carson 200 yards—

5

Bobertson -...200 yards—

4

Hovey 200 yards—

5

Waltham 200 yards -4
Carr 200 yards—

4

The average of the winners is S9| per cent, and the grand

of the sis is 87j per cent.

P. E. Robertson, feeling good recently, sent out a bold

defi—that himself, A. Johnson and Ed. Hovey could was any
other three gentlemen, come from where they might, in a ten-

shot match, at 200 and 500 yards. Tom Carson saw the chal-

lenge, and it had the same effect on him that a red rag ha3 on
a turkey cock, and he got right up in meeting and crowed his

crow, accepting Robertson's banter with himself, C. F.
Waltham and Captain J. E. Klein as the team to take down
the others. If there is anything like decent weather on the

29th, the day set for the match, there will be some record

smashing.
B and G Companies, First Infantry, are going to coma

together again shortly—this time the teams being twelve men
each, the distance 200 yards, shots ten to each man.
Ed. Hovey, with his 3S-calibre Winchester, shot against

Hiram Heeth, who used a Sharp-Borchardt 45, three ten-shot

strings each, at the 200-yard target, with the following result:

Hovey 200 yards—1 45455454

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i-n
o 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1—10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—12
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1— 9

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1—11
1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1- 9

THE RIFLE.

Shell Mound.

5—45
5-47
5—16—138
4—41
5—16
1 11 130

Heeth 200 yards—1 44435454555455444455454454
Hovey's three strings, with the 47 and 46 given above.

makes his total for five strings 231 out of a possible 250 points,

or 92 2-5 per cent.

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein will hold its fall

meeting at Shell Mound, on the first Sunday and Monday in

September, when $2,000 in cash and other prizes will be

offered. The prizes will be distributed at Eintracht Hall on
the 17th following.

The Summer meeting of the California Schuetzen Club, at

Harbor View, on to-morrow and Monday next, will be a great

affair in shooting circles, from the number of cash prizes hnng
ou and the men who will contest for them and the honors.

Tacoma vs. Seattle.

BO'S BI rSHISGS.
Greenhood k Morans 2 1 1 0—4
Pioneers 110 0—2
Left on bases—G. & M. «, Pioneers 4; base on called balls—G. &. M. 4,

Pioneera 2; struck out—G. & M. 4. Pioneers S; passed balls—Brown 1,

Carroll 3; wild pitch—Van Haltren 1, McMullen 2; umpire, Madison;
time,i hour 40 minutes; official scorer, "Hardy" Smith.

THE GUN.
Mr. William Ryan, by advertisement, elsewhere in this

issue, offers for sale his commodious and well-appointed

ducking ark the Alameda. Not a few sportsmen have
enjoyed the comfortf of that ideal home for the duck shooter,

and the offer is one which should engage the attention of

those who contemplate duck shooting in the coming season.

We regret that bad health should force Mr. Ryan to cease
shooting, and hope he will soon be able to return to the tules.

Colonel Ben. S. Lovell and his brother Mr. Warren Lovell,

of the Brm of Messrs. John P. Loveil's Sons, dealers in fire-

arms, etc., of Boston, are in the City as guests of Mr. E. T.
Allen. We know no more genial or hospitable host, and con-
gratulate both the entertainer and the entertained.

Homer Fritch and party bave returned from Mendocino
county. They found game scarce and in hard country, but
killed ten deer and a black bear.

A Barstowry.

Friend Baretow, of the Marin Journal, publishes the follow.

ing without interrogations, and we reprint it in the hope of
forefending similar imprudences. He says:

Peter McCoy was found dead in the station building at

Heed's, on the S. F. and N, P. Railroad, last Sunday morn-
ing. Coroner Eden was notified, and brought the body here

There was a respectable attendance at Shell Mound last

Sunday, and the marksmen had good weather and favorable

conditions, the result being some of the best scores of the

season.

The only official shooting was by Battery A, Second Artill-

ery, the members of which shot at the 100-foot target, with

regulation revolvers, for the monthly class medals. Annexed
is the result:

First-class—Sergeant J. Elliot, 49 out of a possible 50

points; Captain John Smith, 48; Sergeant Cnmmings, 46:

Sergeant-Major Ewell, 45; Sergeant D'Arcy, 45; Corporal

Johnson, 43.

This is an average of 46 to a man.
Second-class—Ed. Wickenhauser, 43.

Third-class—Lieut. Beatty, 39; E. Smith, 39; A. Smith, 39.

Battery A's team has challenged the Nationals for a six-men

team match, regulation revolvers, under the usual rules.

This challenge i3 to be accepted, and the result will undoubt-

edly be some first-class pistol shooting.

A. Johnson and Ed. Hovey had a match with revolvers, ten

shots each—Johnson using a Merwin & Hurlbert .44, and

Hovey a Smith & Wesson .44, usual conditions. Johnson

was the victor, but not by much. Their scores:

Johnson 100 feet—5 55545555 5—49
Hovey 100 feet—5 55555554 5-49

Ed. Hovey and Smith Carr on one side, and A. Johnson and

T. E. Carson on the other, had a try under the same conditions

as the match above given, with the following result.

Hovey 100 feet—4 55545555 5-48
Carr 100 feet—4 44566555 4—46—94

Johnson 100 feet—5 55556545 5-49
Carson 100 feet—4 44544546 5—14-93

The Golden Gate Rifle Club had a meeting in the morning,

the following being the highest scores made—ten shots each at

the short range:
G0LDE5 GATE BTTLE CLUB.

W C Stadtffild 200vards—

5

4 4 5 5 4 5

E. Kehrlein 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 5 4 4

C Rudolph 200 vards—

5

3 3 4 4 4 3

A.L.Olt aoOyards—

6

4 4 4 4 4 3

W. S. McKean 200 y-irds—5 4 5 4 4 3 3

H.L. Pendleton. 200 yards -4 4 4 4 4 3 4

There were a number of individual matches, and scores in

some of which the records were away above the average.

Tom E. Carson made the best strings at the double distance

with his "Old Reliable" Springfield. His record.

The rifle match between the Seattle team and the team of

the Tacoma Rifle, Rod, and Gun Club, took place at Tacoma
last Sunday afternoon, and resulted in a victory for the Seattle

team by the very fine score of S23 to 806. Charles T. Cowden
acted as referee, Charles Evans as scoier for the Tacoma
team, and W. T. Sharpe scorer for the Seattle team. Follow-

ing is the score:

At 200 yards, off-band, military rifles: usual conditions.

SEATTLE ETFLE CLUB.

Edwards 4434444444445454543 4—81
Greene 4 444545445544434444 5—84
Kellogg 4 543553444444544543 4—83
McVau-ht 4454443 454444 544324 4—80
Smith 4 344353444455444444 4—79
Thornell 4 543444544544554444 4—84
Hummell 4 345554543434454444 4-82
Argens 4 445444544544343444 4—81
Ward 4 444 5544 4545534444 4 4—84
Burrell 5 444455544544444445 4—86

Total 823

TACOMA HIFLE, BOD AND GUN CLUB.

Boi 4 44442355544543444 4 4—80
McVanghton 4 443445435445344543 4—80
Armstrong 3 444454334444454445 5—81
Bell 4 555444445544444444 4-85
Tideman 454554444444345434 2—76
Wells 4 4 4 4 4 5 34 4 54 4 4 4 344 4 4 4—80
Brin^ham 3 443443545433453545 4—79
Dodge 4 4454544 32463455453 4—81
Bonndtree 4 444544444446444444 4—82
Mullen 4 644444443454444454 4—82

Total
'. 806

Sacramento-

5-45
5—44
5—40
3—;-

9

4—38
4-37

The following scores were made by members of Company G
at the 200-yard range last Sunday.
Lteut.Sheehan.4 44445444 4—41! Priv. Kopp 4 33433434 4—36
Priv.9heehan.4 33445334 3—3€iPriv. Klein 3 54433334 3—35
Priv. gmlth...,3343 3 4 3 44 4—35Jpriv. Kanz....54 4445444 4—12

Honorary members made these scores at the same distance:

Corp. Coffey...4444 444 4 4 4—40;Corp.Willlftms.4 3 33 4 4 4 5 4 6—39
Sergt. Haghes.5 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4—43JPriv. Hughes. ..4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 4—40

A Good Score.

J. W. Holbrook, Deputy State Controller, of Nevada, ma-l"

the following splendid score at the Carson Guard r

Tuesday.
Creedmoor. ..6 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5—49

| Ring 9 7 10 8 9 9 :

He began the shooting at about 4 o'clock. Co'

Thaxter made 49 at the Creedmoor target the other da;

got only 85 on the ring target.
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The Blood Horse Stakes.

The fixed events of the Blood Horse Association will

close next Monday, the 16th. The details will be found

in our advertising columns, and speak for themselves

?n a way that we believe will be highly satisfactory to all

Vterested. Already entries are arriving, and the out-

loos: is tha*
1

. the stakes will show an inspiring array of

youngsters, and result in first-class racing. Owners of

colts can hardly afford to leave them out, even though

they do not intend to train and race themselves, for a

colt without engagements has comparatively but little

value in the market. The conditions of declarations are

bo liberal that any man may take the risk; a few dollars

sufficing to settle the account should death or accident

overtake his animal. We hope and expect to see every

breeder of thoroughbreds in the State represented in the

ontry lists of these stakes.

A Question Settled.

The doubt that has surrounded the habitat of the Oak-

land fair and race meeting, through the legal complica-

tions regarding the title to the Trotting Park, has been dis-

sipated, and Mr. Geo. Palmer has been put in possession

of the grounds under a lease running to October 1st.

Arrangements have been made with him, and the fair

will be held there as usual. The speed programme

appears in our advertising department this week, with a

few additions omitted by accident from the list of entries

heretofore published. Lucilla is added to the field in

the 2:27 class of trotters; "W. M. Murray's b c Oro

appears among the nominations in the Alameda Stakes,

and the same owner's b h Billy Ayres in the selling

purse. The officers of the Association are at work on

the immediate preparation, and will have a fine meeting.

A telegram received from Mayfield last night indicates

that the negociations that have been for some time going

on between Senator Stanford and A. F. Walcott, propri-

etor of the Fairfax Stable, for the transfer of the thor-

oughbred youngsters have resulted in the sale of seven-

teen head. Details will probably be available next week.

Mr. Marvin's engagements in the class races of the

eastern circuit closed at the Cleveland meeting. He is

now resting there, and will ship, about the 20th inst., to

Covington, Kentucky, where the races begin on the 24th.

Entries for some of the meetings in the fall circuit seem

to hang fire, those of Stockton and San Jose not having

yet reached us. "We publish this week the lists of Peta-

luma, the State Fair, Glenbrook Park, and Los Angeles.

Pacing to saddle in the olden time was a popular way of
going. The old-fashioned, cumbrous sulky was not adapted
to favor the gait, which, up to the time of Billy Boyce, waB
seen to the best advantage with the weight carried instead of
drawn. The 2:22 pace under saddle, at Detroit, was the cen-
tral attraction on the opening day of the Giand Circuit. This
getting back to first principles was a novelty to the great
majority of the spectators, and the side-wheelers treated them
to a most interesting race. Joe Bowers made a gallant fight,

winning the first and second beats in 2:22J, 2:26£, and finish-

ing a good second to the winner, Billy F., in the last two
heats. Billy's time was 2:29J, 2:25, 2:29£.

Mr. L. A. Legg, Minneapolis, Minn., has sold to C. A.
Brown, of California, the chestnut mare Alameda, four years
old, by Springbok, dam Alme by Planet,

Alta is reported to be doing well under Dr. Bheppard's
treatment, and he will no doubt race again.

Book-Makers at Horse-Eaces.

There is an old couplet which reads:

If one player there be that can live by his gain,

There are thousands that starve aud strive in vafn.

In nothing is this folly more Btrikingly shown than in

book-making at horse-races. At the Monmouth race-track,

on one afternoon about two weeks ago, it was reported that

the book-makers had pocketed $75,000 as their profits on the

races of that day. At the same track, during the season of

1885, there were forty book-makers on the ground, each of

whom paid $110 per day for the privileges of selling pools

for less than three hours in an afternoon. In addition to

thiB heavy tariff, each book-maker paid out nearly $40 a day
for other expenses, so that the outlay of each one averaged

$150, or a total cost of $6,600 for three hours book-making.
All of this money, and much more, was regained from those

foolish persons who thought they could guess against the

handicaps and against all the arts and tricks of the jockeys.

If this betting were repeated often the book-makers would
have all the money, and the bettors would have some share
of the experience. At the pool-rooms in this city, where a

commission of three per cent, was charged on all auction
pools sold some years ago, it took the concern about a month
to gather in for itself as much as was usually wagered there

in a day. It was a game which would inevitably end heavy
losses to the persistent investor.

One advantage that the professional gambler has in these

wagers is well stated in one of Robert Hondin's precepts:

"Every man who rinds a pleasure in playing runs the risk of

losing." In the book called "Doctrine of Chance" an illus-

tration is given of the importance of small odds, and it states

a proposition wherein it shows that A offered to let B have
43 chances to A's 40 until 100 stakes of one guinea each were
lost or won, in consideration that B would give A an equiva-

lent for the advantage of 43 to 40 which B had obtained.

When this was figured out it was found that A would be
entitled to odds of 99 guineas and 13 shillings.

It has been calculated that when the book-makers lose ©1
the bettors lose $10. The chances vary on every race. In
some cases it is absolutely impossible for the book-maker to

lose. In instances when what is known on the track as a

short horse, who has been freely sold, happens to win, then
the book-makers become heavy losers; but their chances are

much better than in any class of gambling. The book-maker
always has his accountant by his side. He knows at all

times how much money he ib liable to loss, and he knows
how much money is bet on every horse. He therefore has
the advantage of playing for his own interest against buyers
who are working against each other. The chances are almost
invariably against the public. The book-maker, after "start-

ing" the odds, generally makes up his book so that if he
should lose, the amount would be comparatively small,

whereas if he should win his profits would be very large. As
described by an expert the book is made in the following

manner.
Five thousand dollars is set apart on one race by the book-

maker. This sum is so "booked" on the favorite that it is not

exceeded on all the others. If $2,500 is laid against the

favorite, the odd $2,500 must be so laid as to cover all the

others. This closes the book. The following illustrates the

making of the book.
$5,000 $1,666.50 against A equal 3 to 1

5,000 1,250.00 " B " 4 to 1

4,500 900.00 " C " 5 to 1

4,500 750.00 " D " 6 to 1

3,500 500.00 " E " 7 to 1

4,000 400.00 " F " 8 to 1

4,200 350.00 " G " 10 to 1

3,750 250.00 " H " 12 to 1

3,750 250.00 " I " 15 to 1

2,500 125.00 " J 20 to 1

$40,950 S6.691.50

Now, the actual book foots up only to $40,950. The actual

risk to the book-maker is only $5,000, as only one horse can
win out of ten. If the favorite (A) wins, against whom 3 to 1

is laid, the book-maker pays out $5,000 and receives $5,025,

thus making, anyhow, $25 by the operation.

If B, the second favorite, wins, the layer pays $5,000 and
receives $5,441.60. If C wins, he pays $4,500 and receives

$5,791.50. As we get on to the "short horse" the ratio

increases, ending with J, against whom 20 to 1 is laid, the

risk on the latter being $25,000; and if J wins, the profits are

$4,066.50 after the amount $2,725 is given np—that is, if the

book-maker gives up after assuming such risks for his

money.

—

Philadelphia Record.

Two-Year-Old for Sis Thousand Dollars.

Budd Doble, on July 30th, purchased from W. H. Wilson,

of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky., the fine bay two-year-old
stallion San Gabriel, full brother to Alcazar, two-year-old

record 2:29£, Eva 2:23J, Sweetheart, three-year-old record
2:22J. San Gabriel had been seven weeks under Doble's tui-

tion, and certainly showed speed enough to do honor to his

noble lineage. He will not start in his Kentucky stakes, but
at Chicago he will, we hope, be tbe fourth of Sultan's two-
year-olds in the 2:30 list. Mr. Wilson has also sold other
Saltan colts as follows:

Centigrade, 5117, blk h, foaled 1885, by Sultan, dam Belle-

vue Maid by Idol, 177; second dam Sue Mnnday by Pilot, Jr.,

12; third dam by Mambrino Messenger, 21S. This is a full

brother to Center, three-year-old record 2:29i. Sold to Hus-
ton & Shirk, Indiana. Price $1,000.
Smyrna, 5113, blk h, foaled 1885. by Sultan, dam Gulnare

by The Moor, 870. To tbe same parties. Price $1,000.
Odessa, 5115, b h, foaled 1885, by Sultan, dam Adele by

Messenger Duroc, 106; second dam Josephine, record 2:31,

by Yonng Morrill, 118. Sold to J. P. Gartner and Geo. R.
Caldwell, Chillicothe, Ohio. Price $2,500.

At Washington Park, Chicago, on the 28th ult., the latest

jockey accident, of which we had so many this season,

occurred . William Matthews and Dick Denee were tbe jockeys
on Molly Bawn and Miss Nelson. Molly Bawn was near the
rear of the bunch, aud MissNelsou was last, and three lengths

behind all the others, when Molly Bawn wart jostled nt the
beginning of the upper turn aud fell, Nelson thundering up
and falling right on the other horse aud kicking Matthews
on the head. Dr. J. H. Eskridge was present and attended
both jockeys. Denee hud his collar-bone broken, and other
parts of his body bruised, while Matthews is in a very dan-
gerous condition from concussion of the bruin. Ho wns
considerably scratched, and hud a large cut near his temple.

He was io a semi-unconscious condition for a long while, aud
it is feared that congestion of the brain will result.

The Fairfax Stable haB sold the bay colt Bishop, 4, by
Shannon, dam Bettie Bishop, to M. F. Danaber.

Summer Meeting: at the Bay District.

Aug. 7.—The circuit—everybody that has the least fancy
for horses expatiates about the circuit. East it is the "grand
circuit." That means the big places in the way of trotting
sport—Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Hart-
ford, Springfield, etc. On this side of the mountains the
definition will embrace the summer and autumnal meetings,
more particularly the fairs. Santa Cruz opens the bull.
They are early there, as the throng of summer residents may
fold their tents like unto the traditional Arabs and steal
away, notwithstanding the blandishments of fast trotters and
pacers. The meeting by the bounding surf was fairly suc-
cessful. The star ot the meeting was the young Electioneer,
who won under the sobriquet of "Lot Slocurn," hardly as
euphonious a name as was given him at Palo Alto, where he
first saw light. By Electioneer from (ilencora, by Mohawk
Chief, Glencaim was not inappropriate, but owing to the
queer fancies which govern in horse nomenclature, he was
re-christened, aud so, under the plainer title of Lot Slocurn,
he is likely to gain distinction. He is surely a promising
youngster, and it will be a troublesome matter to dispose of
him through the cirouit.

The second in order is the Bay District, and that opened
yesterday. A good opening, if even the weather was un-
toward. There was an eager and nipping air, and the trade
winds hustled masses of vapor through Golden Gate and
carried it landward, bo as, at times, to add the chilliness of
fog to the already frigid atmosphere. There was little gained
by disquisitions on our glorious climate to the many eastern
visitors who thronged the track. It was well enough to tell

of the winters, when spring disdained to sit on the lap of the
old fellow with whitened beard and drove him out entirely.
Here one had the dog days refrigerated to a degree that was
altogether too pleasant, and overcoats and heavy wraps were
in vogue. The attendance, nevertheless, was good. The
track could not be in better shape. Three noted horses were
to contend, and though one of them was held to be so far
superior as to be a great favorite in the pools, there were a few
sanguine enough to believe that the short end was a good buy.
The starters were Adair, Manon and Albert W. The

former was the favorite, and justly so according to estimates
based on last season's doings. He had a record of 2:17£,
Albert W. 2:20^, Manon 2:21. Time is the supreme test in
estimating the oapacity of trotters, though at times it ia falla-

cious. The laggards of a previous year oftentimes develop
unexpected celerity, and therefore in the first races of a sea-
son there are unexpected reversals. The bettors were right
in this instance.

First heat.—The pool rates before the start were $100 on
Adair to $30 on Manon, $8 on Albert W. There was some
skirmishing for the start, and several times the reoall bell

was rung. At last a good send-off was effected, and when the
word was given Adair and Manon went away like a double
team. It waB a close thing between them all of the way
round, though to a close observer it was apparent that Adair
was going easily, while Manon wns on his tiptoeB. Albert W.
was pegging along several lengths in the rear, and thus the
first heat was ended, Adair winning by half a length over
Manon, Albert W. behind. The time, 2:20£, a very good
showing for the first race of the season.
Second heat.—The pools opened at $25 for Adair, and $9

on the other two. As the selling progressed the field appre-
ciated, and 25 to 13 were the selling odds. For a time it

appeared as though the short end had the best of it. She
took the lead soon after the word was given and led at the
quarter. Adown the back stretch she bettered the paoe, and
at the half-mile, in 1:09|, she was a full length in the lead of

Adair. Albert, as in the preceding heat, was contented with
a rear position . She came into the home stretch with a lead that
appeared dangerous to the ohances of the favorite, but she
broke when within 150 yards of home, and though Adair
seemed to come along leisurely he won the heat in 2:23 by a
short neck, Albert six lengths behind.
Third heat.—Pool-selling was at an end. Even the san-

guine supporters of Manon concluded that Adair must win,
and this he proved to be the correct estimate by winning in
a jog in 2:25J. Manon tired so badly that Albert W. closed a
long gap on her, coming home, and she only beat him a scant
half length for second place.

Bat District Course.—August 7th. Purse S800; special for named
horses.
Adair, b g by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee E. H. Miller, Jr. Ill
Manon, b m by Nutwood, dam Addie J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Albert W., b h by Electioneer, dam by John Nelson.. A. VTaldsteiu 3 S 3

Time. 2:20i, 2:23, 2:26i.

The second race was a contest between three pacers and
the trotter Blaine. A gray yclept Peacock was the favorite
in the pools, bringing $25 to $10 on a bay called Patchen,
and $15 on the others grouped as the field. These were Sam
Lewis and Blaine, and the former made such a gallant fight

that for a time the fielders were jubilaut. But Sam was
hardly equal to the task. In the first heat Peacock broke on
the further turn, and Sam led until the critical period of the
race, when he had to succumb, Peacock winning iu 2:27J,
Patchen third and the trotter last.

Peacock won the second heat in 2:28 and the third in the
same time, there being plenty of punishment meted to the
three pacers, Blaine at no time in the race.

Same Dat.—Special Purse, $250.
Peacock, g g (pacer) by Whipple's Hambl^tonian—0. G. Green...! 1 1
Sam Lewis, b h (pacer) by Echo—C. Havens 2 2 2
Patchen, b g (pacer)—J. A. Goldsmith 3 4 y
Blaine, blk g (trotter)—W. M. Fletcher 4 3 4

Time, 2:27*, 2:28, 2:28.

Aug. 10th.—Had a fine afternoon been the only desider-
atum to attract a crowd to witness a race, that of yesterday
would have filled the bill. Sunshine and just the right
degree of warmth to be pleasant, and though at times there
was some breeze, it never came with velocity enough to pro-
duce discomfort. The course, too, was in admirable order,
the home stretch so smooth and firm withal that it seemed as
though a strong arm could propel -a ten-piu ball from the
three-quarter pole to the winning score.

The race was for the three-minute class, and there were five

entries to compete. These were: Lot Slocurn, Gus Wilkes,
Romeo, Valeusiu and Longfellow. Owing to the good show-
ing which Lot Slocurn made at Santa Cruz he was iustulled
the fuvorite of the pool-buyers, briuging $25 to $10 on all the
others. The others were measurably iu the dark, Romeo
being the only one which hud made u public appearance, aud
though report classed Gus Wilkes us a horse likely to trot
below 2:30, with a margin of two or three seconds, the pre-
vailing opinion was that close to twenty would bo required
to beat tbe colt. That suoh conjectures wero correct was
much manifest when a heat was trotted, as Lut could take
the load ut his pleasure nnd uever surrender it from the time
tbe gong was struck uutil the finish of the heat.

First heat.—The placiug gave Romeo the pole, Longfellow
second, Slocurn third, Gus. Wilkes favorite, and Valeusiu ou
the outside. There were seven ineffectual scores, tho eighth
was a very even start, though before passing more than fifty
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yards Lot Slocum had a lead of a length. Eomeo was peg-

ging away in the seoond position, Wilkes having broken soon

after the word was given, losing thereby, was third at the

quarter in 38 seconds, and at the half-mile in 1:13; Slocum

was three lengths in the lead of Romeo, Wilkes as much
behind the others in the rear. There was little change in

those positions, Slocum winning with consummate ease in

2:26, Borneo second, Wilkes third, Valeisin fourth, and

Longfellow last.

There was an end to pool-selling. None were ready to post

a little againat a good deal, the superiority of Slocum being

too palpable to be overlooked.

Second heat.—Wilkes made a good effort, and at the quar-

ter in 37J seconds, and the half in 1:12}, he was only a short

distance behind the leader. Gallantly as he fought, the colt

had too much speed, and again he jogged nnder the wire first

in 2:25|, Wilkes second, Longfellow third, Valensin fourth,

Romeo distanced.

Third heat.—The third heat was so nearly like the second

that farther description than to say that Lot Slocum won in

2:27, with Wilkes second, Longfellow third and Valensin

fourth, is unnecessary. The winner is a very promising colt,

likely to make a veritable top-sawyer. He is by Electioneer,

his dam Gleiidora by Mohawk Chief, was bred at Palo Alto,

and is four years old.

Aug. 10th.—Purse S Three-minute Class.

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer, dam Glencora by Mohawk
Chief M. McManuB 111

Gus Wilkes', "by by Mambrino Wilkes A.L.Hinds 3 2 2

Valensin, ch c by Crown Point J. A. Goldsmith 4 3 4

Longfellow, cb c by Whipple's Hambletonian L. Sbaner 6 4 3

Borneo, bs by Ulster Chief W. M.Henry 2 dis.

Time, 2:26, 2:253.2:27.

Aug. 11th.—Another tine day, a track that could not be

improved were the first concomitants of a good afternoon's

sport. There was a good race advertised. The 2:21 class,

with three horses which had gained distinction in prior con-

tests. These were Sister, Allan Roy and Albert W. Sister

was largely the favorite in the pools, bringing $25 to $10 on

the other two combined . This favoritism was hardly juetified

by the previous races, but, as the sequel showed, it was the

correct estimate.

First heat.—There was the nsnal amount of scoring before

the word was given for the start. At times first one would

come npin the lead and then the other, though finally a very

fair start was effected. Allen Roy and Sister went off nearly

level, and these two had the battle all to themselves, the gray

horse keeping the lead to the seven-furlong pole, when Sister

came to his head and from there she had it all her own way,

winning, with something to spare, in 2:21§.

Second heat.—Pool-selling was at an end. None were

sanguine enough to bet against the favorite, and a change of

drivers for Albert W. did not inspire much more confidence.

Still there was a change. From the time the word was given

Albert W. made a great effort. He took the lead and at the

quarter pole, in 36 seconds, he was a length in front of Sister.

At the half-mile, in 1:10, he was still further in advance and,

there was jubilant shouts from his supporters, who deemed

the heat won. Bnt Sister was trotting fast and honestly

closing the gap inch by inch, and she won the heat in 2:21£,

Albert W. a length behind, Allan Roy dropping in at his

leisure.

Third heat.—In the third heat there was a change, Allan

Roy, from the third position, made play from tbe start.

He was alongside of Sister when 100 yards had been com-

passed; at the quarter, in 36 seconds, he was two lengths in

front; at the half, in 1:10, he had increased the gap, and it

looked as though the race was already scored to his credit.

But Sister was gaining on him; at the seven-furlong pole they

were even. She carried him to a break. At the drawgate he

recovered quickly, however, and beat her under the wire by

a short neck in 2:21 J.
Fourth heat.—Notwithstanding the loss of the heat. Sister

was still the favorite, so much so that few pools were sold.

In the deciding heat Allan Roy again took the lead to be

deprived of it by Sister at a critical period, which gave her

the deciding games in a very exciting rubber; the time 2:22J.

Aug. llth.—Purse $600. 2:21 Class.

Bister b m by Admiral, dam Flora. J. A. Goldsmith 112 1

Allan Roy g g by Patchen Vernon J. W. Donathan 2 3 12
Albert W. b s by Electioneer A. Waldstein 3 2 3 3

Time 2:21i, 2:21i, 2:21$, 2:22*.

Same Day.—Special Purse 5 . For roadsters.

EmmaG., br m—T. Kennedy 1 1 *

Bonner, Jr., b g—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2

Pat Farrell, b g (pacer),- J. Geogan dis

Time, 2:59*, 2:51, 2:55$.

Aug 12.—The fielders are disconsolate, claiming that like

unto Othello their occupation is gone. Day after day and class

after class the favorites come out first, and with one exception

they have captured the purses in straight heats, with no show

to hedge the first investments. As one of the amateurs of the

ehort end of the pooling pathetically remarked, as he sadly

jingled the fast-diminishing stock of coin in his pockets, and

this, too, at the opening of the circuit, "I guess we'll have to]

do some tall walking this season if we want to take in all the

shows."
This may account, in a measure, for the very small attend-

ance Thursday to witness the trot for the 2:40 class, for

which Gns Wilkes was in great demand against $25 for the

field, in which were Hidalgo, Merchant, and Bay Rose. The
contest was a very one-sided affair as, although in the first

heat Merchant, and in the succeeding miles Hidalgo, cut out

the work at a lively pace, gaining in each instance a clear

head at the half-mile post, the success of Gns Wilkes was

never in doubt as he turned into the home stretch, as in each

instance he won, and with something to spare. Hidalgo

made a very good struggle and was second in each instance,

the time being 2:28, 2:30, and 2:32.

Aug. 12.—Purse S . 2:40 Class.

Gus Wilkes, b g by Mambrino Wilkes—A. L. Hinds 1 1 1

Hidalgo, b g by Sultan—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2

Bay Rose, b s by Sultan—J. N. Ayres * 3 3

Merchant, b g by Carr's Mambrino—J. D.Carr 3 4 4

Time, 2:28, 2:30, 2:32.

Saratoga Racing1 Notes.

Mr. J. B. Haggin has recently purchased in New York the

following fillies:

From N. W. Kitson, Erdenheim stud, Chestnut Hill, Pa.,

Cresset, brown. 3, by Alarm, dam Lady Salyers by Longfellow.

From M. Clancy, the bay filly Jonglense, 4, by Alarm, dam
imp. Presto by Pretender.

From ft. W. Kittson, the bay filly Altitude, 3, by Alarm

dam Beresina by Kentucky.

While at Cleveland, Dr.D. G. Sontherlaud, of East Saginaw,

made an offer of $6,000 for the Sphynx (2:29$), and Marvin

forwarded the offer to Senator Stanford for his approval, but

at last advices no reply had been received.

Harry Wilkes, 2:16, 2:14;*, and 2:152, are the best three

trotting heats on record in a race with other horses. The
average is2:15£. In 18S2 Clingstone trotted in 2:14}f

2:16

and 2:17£; average, 2:16.

[N. Y. Spirit.]

The DwyerB, Baldwin, and Haggin have captured nearly

all the stakes here so far, and not a few of the purses, the

Brooklyn turfmen getting decidedly the biggeBt 6lice. In-

spector B., Volante, Grissetta—a notable trio—have been the

principal bread-winners. The last-named, after being nearly

left at the post, vanquished a pretty good field. Yet tbe filly

does not, by any means, compare with her stable companion
Laredo, who will arrive here shortly. Ben Ali started in a

purse race, and simply made a show of his company.
Will Miss Woodford ever face the flag again? is a question

very often aaked of late, but never satisfactorily answered.

The queen's left foreleg or ankle is in a bad way, being very

considerably swollen. If material improvement should ensue,

she might possibly be seen again on tbe turf, but I'll venture

to Bay that nine trainers out of ten believe tne famous mare
will never again be seen rushing past th6 string a winner,

and the prevailing opinion is she will not be seen again at

the starting post. An animal with such a shaky limb as hers

is liable to break down even in Blrong work, and my own
opinion is tbat the queen will soon be retired for good. Her
last race was a victorious one, a fitting ending to a brilliant

turf career. I believe the understanding is, she will be bred

to Hindoo. She takes walking exercise at present, but gal-

loping is out of the question.

A person seeing Troubador taking his work during the

last week or so, with his great stride and magnificent look,

would not come to the conclusion he was watching a broken

down animal. The Suburban winner is without a blemish of

any kind, and looks the picture of a prince among racers.

While he is taking his work regularly now—not very strong

work—he will hardly be fit for a race before a couple of weeks,

and it is not certain, maybe not probable, that he will face

the flag here, except it should be as a competitor in some
special event. He has only one engagement here, in the

Grand Prize of Saratoga, and as that is a handicap fixture, the

chances are he will not be among the starters, as he has, with

Volante, the top weight, 125 lbs., allotted to him. My im-

pression is that Troubador will figure at the Coney Island

antumu meeting, where he has engagements, and it is also

probable he may be seen in some sensational matches or

sweepstakeB, since the owners of Volante, Ben Ali, and Dew-
drop are of the matchmaking kind.

Decidedly the largest crowd of the week turned out on
Saturday, the card being an inviting one, albeit the Cup
event was expected to prove almost a virtual walk-over. The
weather was perfection itself, and almost everything com-

bined to render the sport of the most enjoyable kind. There

were two stake events, the Spinaway, for two-year-olds, and

the Saratoga Cup. The latter had only two starters, Volante

and Aretino, odds of 10 to 1 being laid against the latter. It

was little more than an exercise gallop for the first mile and

a half or over, ATetino leading at first, but giving way to the

Californian. Bounding the home turn the last time Aretino

set sail in earnest, and entering the straight he was a trifle

ahead of his competitor. I think Murphy, on Volante, had

to use a little persuasion at this juncture, but it was only for

a moment or so, as the famous flyer was soon in front, and

passed the string a winner under a comfortable pull in

slower time than was ever made here on such a track.

Quite a different kind of race was that for the Spinaway

Stakes, for which six spirited fillies contested. The talent was

somewhat at sea in the winner-picking line, the preponder-

ance of preference tending toward Bessie June, La-Juive

being next in demand. It was the first appearance in the

east of the California filly Grissetta, and somehow the

impression obtained that, while she might have come out

victorious in the west on more than one occasion, her eastern

company was of quite a different kind. Consequently

liberal o'dds were laid against her. The Dwyer filly, Agnes,

a bad actor at the post, varied the vexatious delay there by

throwing her jockey, and then ran away, jumping a fence in her

flight. She was soon caught, and an indifferent start at last

effected, Blessed getting off with a good lead, while Grissetta

was away behind. It looked then as if the latter would

never be able to close up the gap in the short space of five

furlongs, but she gradually overhauled them one after

another, and by a tremendous burst of speed on the stretch

at last shot to the front, and won by nearly a length. Lizzie

Krepps got off next to last, and came in second, a length in

front of Agnes. Entering the straight Blessed had a lead of

at least three open lengths, but quit badly on the stretch.

The track was very heavy on Monday from Sunday night's

rain, but for all that the favorites, with a single exception,

were victorious. The hitherto untried Ferenzi, of the Hag-

gin lot, opened the ball by winning the two-year-old purse in

a veritable romp, Belle Broeck second. Royal Arch was the

favorite in the mile and a quarter, although trainer Hyland

tried to scratch him before the race, as the track did not suit

him. Possibly the best way to run him is to restrain him

until the run for home, but in the present case it looked as if

the restraint had been carried just a trifle too far. When he

was given his head at the head of the stretoh he could not

respond, and Hidalgo had the easiest sort of a victory. Hare-

foot, showing improvement right along, won the three-quar-

ter race with the utmost ease, Lord Lome getting the place.

In connection with the start in the Spinaway, where Gris-

setta got off so badly, although she won at that, J. W. Mc-

Clellan, Baldwin's trainer, used language to Starter Wheatly

which the latter deemed offensive, and reported the facts to

the judges. McClellan was ruled off that afternoon, but on

making a full apology was subsequently reinstated. It is

true the start was not a good one, but there is hardly

any question that the jockey on Grissetta was not a little to

blame for getting off so badly. It is satisfactory to know
that the unpleasantness passed off so quickly andso smoothly.

Such are the contrasts, the fluctuations of fame on the turf.

Last year Monogram's western victories made the Buckden

gelding first favorite for the Suburban. Thursday he was

entered in a selling race, and had all he could do to win, so

close was he pressed by a Canadian Belling-plater. The con-

dition of Monogram's legs threaten a breakdown at any time,

and it is just possible he may not last until the end of tbe

season, albeit he has been performing pretty well recently.

Another illustration iB afforded in the case of the celding

Bettler. Last year he vanquished the great Freeland in the

Cash Handicap. This season he wears the harness of a hack

horse, and takes kindly to the change. Before, it was,

"Come on, my Bettler," as his quaint owner Medinger, in

stentorian tones, assumed to encourage the flying steed.

Now the inspiration is, "G'lang Bettler," as the brusque and

persuasive jehu mildly plies the whip. A year ago the fleet-

footed Bettler was an aristocratic racer, listening tn the

plaudits of the multitude. Now he wears the plebeian habili-

ments incident to humdrum work between the shafts, and

occasionally hears the menacing crack of his driver's whip.

Among the very best of the light-weight jockeys here is

young Littlefield, recently engaged by Mr. Haggin for two

years. His services are in constant demand, and no better
riding has been seen anywhere than he has displayed in
several races here. His finish on O'Fallon in the Cash
Handicap was worthy of McLaughlin or Murphy.
Tucker's filly, May Lady, pulled up lame after her race on

Wednesday, and it is thought one of the tendons is affected.

She will not face the flag again this season, and her trainer

fears her racing days are over.

Haggin's gray, Ichi Ban, although coming here with a big

California reputation, has failed to sustain it. He Btarted

twice here, but his performances in both cases were almost
below par.

Joe Cotton, in his races, is given to occasional slight bleed-

ing at the nose, and I believe he bled a little in bin last race,

which probably accounted for his very poor performauce.

Questioning Decisions.

A Chicago correspondent of the New York Sportsman in a
recent letter says: * * * * This brings me to what I

think is the only method of stopping general in-and-out run-
ning, and that is a presiding judge—some one in whom the
publio and the owners have implicit confidence, one thor-

oughly posted in rules and in racing, and on whom glaring
inconsistencies cannot be practiced without a rebuke.
Racing has grown to such grand proportions that toe owner
and the public alike need protection, and this protection can
only be enforced by a presiding judge. As loug as judges
are selected as they are at present, in a hap-hazard manner,
the public will continue to cavil and cast reflections on decis-

ions that do not suit them. I will take, for illustration, the
Delia Beach race as the atrongest instance that can possibly
be given. In that race the judges were men who certainly

understood their business, and who were not only thoroughly
posted, bnt equally as honest; yet, until after the contest not
one in fifty had noticed who the judges were. Had these
judges been in the stand regularly, and the public have
known who it was who had rendered the decision, I don't
think it would ever have been questioned; but it was ques-
tioned before the reporters had known who had given the

race to Delia Beach. Everyone knew the odds were 150 to

1 against Delia Beach, and when the contest narrowed down
to that filly and Surprise, all eyes were centered od the two,
and the reporters were unanimaus in their opinion tbat Sur-
prise had won. Yet all know how difficult it is to judge a
close finish unless right over the wire, and therefore they
would never have questioned the decision had they waited
a moment to consider who was in the stand. I thought at

the time that Surprise won, but now I have not a Bhadow of

a doubt but what Delia Beach beat her, for each of the judges

told me that Beach was entitled to the verdict by about six

inches, a close shave, it is true, but yet enough to decide.

This contest produced a great deal of bad blood and a scene
that never should have been witnessed.
General Kowett was one of the judges, and when the deci-

sion was so generally questioned he came over to the report-

ers' 6tand to see how those gentlemen could view a finish so
differently from the judges. He stated to the reporters that

there was no difference of opinion among the judges, when
Capt. Maiuwaring of the Times remarked that, "We, the
reporters, saw differently," whereupon General Bowett
denounced him as a liar. The Captain turned his back to

General Kowett, left the stand, and the next morning gave
the General such a scoring as he will never forget. General
Kowett was entirely too hasty, for he misunderstood Cap-
tain Mainwaring, or he would never have allowed his

temper to get the better of him, and I am sure

no one regrets it more than himself. Captain Mainwaring
surrendered his badge to Mr. Brewster and declined to receive

any courtesy from the club while General Kowett remained
in the stand. No one knows better than Capt. Mainwaring
the difficulty of judging a close finish from a distance, for

while in the English army he was a high roller, and witnessed
many of the grandest contests on tbe English turf. Had there

been a presiding judge, such as I have suggested, neither he,

Mr. Gallagher, nor any of the other reporters would have
thought for a moment of questioning the decision, but being
accustomed to seeing men in the stand frequently who knew
nothing of racing, they did not think who decided Delia
Beach a winner until it was too late to retraot.

Arab Wins at Buffalo.

Buffalo. Aug. 6.—Puree $1,000. 2:17 Class.

O. A. Hickok's b g Arab 1

James Golden's b m Bontta 2

C. IX Eenyon's r g William Arthur 4
H. Simon's b a Jerome Turner 8

Time, 2:20. 2-20i, 2:22.

Pacing at Sacramento.

1 3
1 ro.

Agbicultural Pabk, Aug. llth. Purse 5 ,

Pocahontas, ch m (cartt—S. C. Tryon 3 3 2

Mink, bg-L. H. Todhunter 1 2 1

Shaker, b g (cart) 2 1 a 3

Pedro, b h—Jas. Lyndon 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:304, 2:26, 2:254, 2:31, 2:33, 2:354, 2:4G, 2:42.

Trotting: at Portland, Oreeron.

City View Pabk, July 31.—Trotting, 3 in 5, for named horses.
Jane L. (to cart), br m by Hambletonian Mambrino, dura

Paul Jones LiudBey and Geo. Mlsner 112 1

Fred. Hambleton, ch h by Hambletonian Mambrino,dam Spring-
field Maid, by Lakeland Abdallah J. It. Sawyer 2 2 12

Time, 2:38, 2:34, 2:3Cl, 2:334.

Purse g—

.

by

It was discovered after the three-pound operation had been
performed on Philip S. that he would have died shortly had
it not been resorted to. It may be that with the removal of

an altogether unsuspected trouble—a deep-seated cankrous
affection is what he has lost—the animal may gallop an alto-

gether different horse to what he has been recently.

There was a peouliar bit of raciDg at the recent Pittsburg

meeting. The blk m Lady HavenB, driven by John Turner,
trotted in two races. In the 2:29 class Bhe won the first two
heats, fastest 2:31}, and was distanced in the tbird in 2:33$.

After this she won the 2:40 race in straight heats, best

time, 2:33J.

Kecently, at Portland, Or., Harry Stover sold to George
Sayres, George Sayres to George Wiedle*", George Wielder to

R. S. Perkins, the ch g Quebec, by Norfolk, dum Jennie Hull.

Quebec and Sam Jones' Blue Mountain Belle have been sent

on a tour to Montana. ^
The State Agricultural Society has designated Dr. W. F.

Cutler as the health officer to look after the condition of

animals exhibited at the State Fair.

Applegate Bros, have bought Sovereign Pat for $1,"
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A San Franciscan at Newmarket.

Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent is a Californian in this

city taking notes. As an ardent lover of that noble animal

—

the horse—and imbued in some degree with the spirit of the

Breeder and Sportsman, he does not fail to participate in

the widespread interest felt in the contests on the turf. At

this season meetings are taking place all over England, and

often two or three at the same time. The newspaper venders

on every hand have for sale the dailies, The Sportsman and
The Sporting Life (with which has been incorporated Bella

Life in London, for so many years the oracle of the turf), and
every daily paper we buy, from The Thunderer, The Times,

and the courtly Standard, to the smallest sheet, contains

columns of horse-iaciug news, set forth in the most prominent
manner. I observed the coming on of the July meeting at

Newmarket, and the sales of the yearlings at the same time
and place by Messrs. Tattersall. This meeting is one of the

most prominent in England, and second only to those at

which the Derby and St. Leger are run, and it is made doubly
interesting by the accompanying sales. The Messrs. Tatter-

sall have been for generations the blood-horse auctioneers of

this country, anil now their business and the rearing of

thoroughbreds have gone to such proportions that they sold

at Newmarket this year about 400 yearlings.

The races took place on the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th of July,

in the afternoon of each day, and the sales were made at

auction in the forenoon, and at and after 6 o'clock m the

evening of each day. Until after S o'clock in the evening it

was light enough for the sales in the open paddock. New-
market is a little, old i-ountry town, directly north of London,
and two and a half hours' ride from it by railroad. I went
up on the forenoon of Wednesday the 7th, attended the

races of that da}', the sales of that evening and the

sales of Thursday, the 8th, in the forenoon, retarniug

to London on Thursday afternoon. The racetrack is

about two miles from the town. There are great num-
bers of almost broken down, rusty old vehicles to take

the visitors out to the track for one shilling, but they
charge more, and, in fact, anything they can get on the return
trip. The nature of man seems to be the same under all

skies. I stopped at the largest hotel of the place, and when
I registered and asked for a room, the worthy publican said

he must inform me that he charged a guinea (over $5) for

one night's lodging, and the meals to be paid for separately;

I agreed, and paid accordingly. In the United States I have
heard of some also worthy publicans who have taken the
same advantage of such situations and have likewise taken
in the stranger. There is a large ditch with an embankment
of earth about fifteen feet high extending for over a mile
across a large grass-covered common or plain. Beyond the
ditch and near it, and parallel with it on the common, are

two enclosures with low palingB not exceeding four and a

half feet in height; and these enclosures are in the shape of

parallelograms about three hundred yards long and seventy-
five yards wide, and about thirty yards apart. All the track
there is enclosed is the space three hundred yards long and
thirty yards wide between these enclosures. The judge's
stand is about the middle of this three hundred yards. It is

a little box only three or four feet above the ground, only
large enough for one man—they have but one judge. The
enclosure nearest the ditch has a small building in it that

would cover about two hundred men standing. This is the
enclosure for the general public, and in which the book-
makers are assembled. The book-makers numbered about
twenty, each having about one or two assistants. They had
grip sacks, books and pencils, and stood generally in the same
place all the time, marking their place with an umbrella or
a stick stuck in the ground. The grip sack or the pocket
was the bank, and the book and pencil kept all the aocounts.
Betting was general and spirited. Entrance into this enclos-

ure was, in our money, $2.50. I saw no pool-selling. The
opposite parallelogram was subdivided by a small fence into
two enclosures of about the same size; at the line of subdivi-
sion was the judge's stand. One of these sub- enclosures was
for the members of the jockey club and their invited guests,

and it contained a little house that would cover about fifty

people. The other was the saddling enclosure and contained
the weighing place and the posts just by the judge's stand,
upon which were run up the numbers, according to the pro-
gramme, of the horses to start and the names of the riders.

Admission into this saddling enclosure was, in our money,
$5. There were about 4,000 people present, but many were
on the embankment, or sat at a little distance in vehicles. In
the enclosure there were not seats provided for over two
hundred people. Much interest was manifested by my En-
glish chaperone in calling my attention to the Prince and
Princess of Walea and their grown daughter, who, at times,
mingled in the saddling paddock indiscriminately with the
crowd, looking at the horses and seeing them saddled and
unsaddled.
The track is not level. With the riders mounted the

horses would go away off in the open, grass-covered plain
out of sight over and behind a hill where they were Btarted,

and the first I could see of them was coming back in a
straight line over the hill and keeping in a straight line to and
between the enclosures and past the judge's stand. They
made two considerable ascents and one descent in the course
that could be seen from the enclosures, and had some level
ground, but what the situation of the ground was over and
beyond the hill where they were started, I could not see. The
running was on the grass, and after it was over I went into
the track where they hud run in front of the judge's stand
and I could not Bee any impression their feet had left. This is

because they wore "tips," but the old system of plates is in
force here yet.

There were seven races for the day, beginning at 2 p". m.,
and one-half hour between each start. This was carried out
with rigid punctuality. Twenty minutes before each start

the numbers of the starters and the names of riders were
raised, and the betting would begin with great activity and
noise. For the first ten minutes of a race the book-makers
were engaged in paying out.

The first race was the Midsummer Stakes, 25 sovereigns,
10 forfeit, with 100 added, for three-year-olds, the Banbury
mile. Colts 8 st. 4 lbs.; fillies 8 at. 7 lbs., without penalties.
The second race was a plate, 100 guineas, for four-year-olds

and upwards; three-year-olds 8 st. 4 lbs.; four years and
upwards, 9 st; fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbs. The Ban-
bury mile.

The third race, the Exeter Stakes, 40 sovereigns each,
half forfeit, for two-year-olds, colts 8 st. 12 lbs.; fillies 8 st.

9 lbs. Distance, six furlongs.
The fourth race, a selling plate of 100 guineas, for two-

Year-olds and upwards. Two-year-olds to carry 6 st. 7 lbs.;

hree, 8 st. 5 lbs.; four and upwards 9 st. Five furlongs.
The fifth race, the July Cup, value 300 sovereigns, by

a Inscriptions of 10 sovereigns each, and the remainder added
<y the club, for all ages; two-year-olds to carry 6 st. 5 lbs.;

three-year-olds to carry 8 st. 5 lbs.; four and upwards 9 st. 1

lb. Winners of a race of 1,000 sovereigns 12 lbs. extra. Six

furlongs.
There were two other races, in one of which the added

money was 100 sovereigns and in the other 200 sovereigns,

one for two-year-olds and the other for all ages, both for lees

than one mile. Weights about the same as in other corres-

sponding races.

I have given these memoranda to show how they have

come down to short distances, and how the weights and
added money compare with those of our Blood Horse Associa-

tion.

There are very few races at the meetings for as great a

distance as one mile and a half, and I see no mention of any
more than that, but perhaps there may De some. Aud in

forecasting about the one-mile-and-a-half races there is con-

stant talk about non stayers, and expressions of doubt as to

whether the horses can go the distance. This looks as if

there was deterioration of the stock; breeding for speed at

the expense of stamina—a result that may become deplorable.

In the United States we have two tests of speed—success in

the race and time. Here little or no note is taken of time. At
Newmarket I did not see a watch or hear the word time, aud
indeed it could not have been well taken at the judge's stand,

because the start could not be seen from that point. Instead

of watches the thorough-going race-men had field glasses to see

the horses as they camein sight over the hill or the rise behind
which they were started. The most prominent race was for

the July Cup. The prize, a gold vase aud two candlesticks,

was set on a table by the judge's stand. It was worth 300
sovereigns, and was a glittering trophy. Four high-class

horses contested for it: Melton, Brighton, Fulmen, and High-
land Chief. Melton had won the Derby and St. Leger, but
he carried 9 st. and 13 lbs., while the others carried 9 st. and
1 lb. Archer rode Melton , and Wood rode Brighton. So far

this year Wood has been a more successful rider than Archer,

and the two stand at the head of the jockeys of England. It

was a fine race. Melton won by three-quarters of a length

over Brighton, and a length divided Brighton and Fulmen.
When they came into the saddling enclosure there was great

exultation, Melton was surrounded and patted and petted by
everybody who could get to him, ladies and all, and Archer
was congratulated by ao enthusiastic crowd. I stood by
the winner and examined him closely. He is about 15.3,

bay, good at every point, of the most perfect quality, and
strikingly like SirModred. He looks like the winner of the

Derby and St. Leger ought to look. But withal, I could not

help thinking that Beaconsfield, as I saw him in the Night-
hawk Stakes, at Sacramento, in the summer of last year,

when Garland had him fit to run for a man's life, could have
beaten him the Banbury miles, on the turf, "behind the

ditches."
There is no stable at or near the track. The horses are

ridden or led out from town, and the trainers have only, in

addition to the saddle or bridle, a large saddle cloth, and a

bottle of water with which they wet the mouth before and
after the run. The saddle cloth is taken off for the race,

aud after it is over it is replaced under the saddle, and the

stable boy mounts and rides back to town. All this is strik-

ingly simple in comparison with the equipments and oarrying

on over our horses after a race.

I returned to town from the raceB, and at 6 o'clook p. m.
walked into the Park Paddock, owned by Messrs. Tattersall,

to examine the yearlings and attend the sale. Mr. Tattersall

is an old man, and seated himself in a little box elevated two
or three feet above the ground, with a clerk at his left hand.
Immediately in front of him was a ring 30 feet in diameter
with a small railing around it and a gate on each side, one to

lead the yearlings in and out. Near at hand, before and dur-

ing the sale, the youngsters were being led in circles, those of

eaoh stable together, one man leading each and all, numbered
according to the catalogue giving the pedigrees. The bits in

their mouths were circular, enclosing the under jaw, with
pendants from that part of it in the mouth, like some Mexi-
can bits used in California, from whence it must have been
borrowed. Promptly one after another the yearlings were led

into the sale ring in the order of their numbers. Mr. Tatter-

sall, in an ordinary tone of voice, would call the number, read
the pedigree and ask for bids. If no bid was made very
quickly the animal was led out. If there was a bid he would
say "I am bid so and so," as the case might be. "If there was
no answer he would say, "Gone" and drop his little hammer
almost noiselessly. If other bids were made he simply called

out the additional number of guineas (all bids were made iu

guineas) and when the bidding would stop he would say,

"Any more bids?" and when no more were promptly made
he would say "Gone," and drop his hammer. The whole
auction was in a conversational tone, and not the least effort

was made to get or raise a bidder. When I saw some little

competition for a fine Sterling or Hermit colt, and the whole
thing going so tamely and a dropping of the hammer so

soon after the last bid, I thought what a good thing it would
be for the breeder if he had Whitehead there for a few min-
utes to raise some enthusiasm and the figures of the buyers.

The first lots I saw sold were by Peter, Beaudesert, George
Frederick and Hilarious. They were fair-looking and noth-

ing more, and averaged about $1,000 apiece. Next were nine
colts and fillies by Sterling out of mares of the best families,

and some of them already dams of winners. The first offered

was a colt out of Crucifix, a brother to Paradox and he was
taken over several persistent bidders by the Prince of Wales
for over $16,000. The next was a colt out of Sea Gull, and
was bought by Dawson, the trainer, for near the same
price. The nine averaged over $7,000 apiece. They
were fine-looking colts, with both quality and substance,

but they did not excel nine I could have selected from those
of Mr. Theodore Winters, by Norfolk and Hooker, sold at his

Sacramento sale last summer. On Thursday morning two by
Macaroni were sold—a colt for a little over $1,500, and a (illy

for a little over $1,000. A number by Dutch Skater were
offered, but the owner had fixed limits and only a few of the
most inferior were disposed of, averaging a little over $500.
All of the Dutch Skaters I saw were small, though showing
quality. Then came the Hermits, seven iu number. They
showed the highest quality of all, but were generally deficient

iu substance or rather they didn't have the substance of the

Sterlings. It was the sensational lot of yearlings—the get of

Hermit, last year, having brought fabulous prices but this

year they fell behind the Sterlings—averaging only about
$5,000 apiece, though one of them was out of the dam of Tris-

tan, one out of the dam of Kermesse, one a brother of Martin
Torpedo and Shotone, and all out of (irst-olass mares. But I

must stop. This letter is stripped of every word of embel-
lishment, yet it has grown to such great length. It is only
intended to detail some things seen on a first visit to New-
market Heath by a Traveler.
London, July 10, 1886.

The officials at Washington Park are at outs with some of

the racing reporters, as also are Gen. Bowett and some of the

gentlemen who have acted as judges at its meeting.

Track Notes from Santa Rosa,

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Yesterday I rode out
on the pleasant, three-quarter-of-a-mile drive from town to
the Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association Fair
grounds. They are getting everything in readiness for the fair
next week, and in tip-top style. Some of the stables are
already occupied. All are engaged. Among the noted sta-
bles to be represented here may be mentioned the Palo Alto,
Corbett's, L. J. Eose's, John A. Goldsmith's, D. M. Keavis',
Bruce Cocrel's, W. L. Appleby's, Willet & Johnson's, W. H.
Seales', T. Kennedy's, Kelly &Lynch's, Hill & Gries', Eugene
Hart's, M. F. Tarpey's, John Williams', E. H. Miller, Jr.'s,

T. K. Vail's, Lee Shaner's, S. K. Trefry's, Blasingame &Eow-
ell's, A. Lathrop's, E. M. Railton's, Matt Story's, H. G. Cox's,
G. W.Trahern's, W.Barstow's, E. Haeman's, A.L.Whitney's,
S. Sperry's, the Sonoma County Breeders' Association's, and
others. Mr. Sargent, in charge of the Palo Alto stables, will
have seven 2, 3, and 4 year-olds; Bose 4; Goldsmith 4; the S.
C. B. A. 3, including Anteeo, and two of Anteros'—De Turk's
colt and Jas. H.Laughlin's filly—will try their first steps upon
the turf. Anteeo himself, in charge of George Baylis, is in
splendid form. Without going further into details, I think it

safe to predict that the week will be famous in turf perform-
ances, with the strong probability of some breaking of records.
The track is in prime condition. All the way around it has
been improved, especially just before the opening to the
home stretch, which has been better graded, so that now the
entire track is as nearly perfect as it can be made. Another
excellent improvement is the hedge-row of Monterey cypress
on the back of the track, from midway between the quarter
and half-mile poles all the way to the home stretch, which
makes it better for riders and drivers and the horses, and
enables a better view of the races from the grand stand and to
the judges.
A large well, 10 feet in diameter and 32 feet deep, has been

dug between the pavilion and the grand stand, from which
the water is forced up into the huge, elevated tanks by steam
power. The well supplies more than is required for all uses,
and the water is pure, cold and delicious. I learned a new
mode for levelling off and smoothing rough and broken
ground while out there yesterday. It was the thought of
vice-president Jas. H. Laughlin applied to practice. The
broad space between the racing stables on both skies, on the
adobe soil, used to crack and was irregular; very disagreeable
either in riding, driving or walking. Mr. Laughlin had a
rail of railroad iron brought there, hitched it by a trace chain
at each end to a stout team, and first dragged over the ground
the flat bottom to the ground. It cut away the stubble clean,
and also the irregularities of the ground; this done, he had
the rail hauled over the track, top side down, aud this
smoothed it better than a roller could. The method is

worthy of notice for others to try.

Mr. Laughlin is an old Tennessee breeder of fine stock, and
ably seconds President De Turk in the turf and live-stock
departments. He has Borne of the best stock o£ every species
in the State, and is a farmer of over fifty years' experience.
In this capacity he has selected the straw and hay for all the
stabling aud sheds, all of which is of choice quality; I never
saw fineT hay or better baled. It is cleanly, thoroughly dry,
nutritious, and free from weeds or deleterious stuff. It was
grown on one of the best farms on Mark West, choice oats cut
exactly at the right time, excellently cured, and pressed by a
new patent which puts it in layers very convenient to handle.
The stable hands commend it as the finest hay they have ever
fed to horses. The veteran Cairn SimpBon will be prouder
than ever when he sees Anteeo and his colts and fillies here
next week. A. J. Ludwig has two of hiB colts which he will

not enter this year on the track; they are beauties. The vet-
eran has bred Anteeo, Antevolo and Anteros; now let him
name the next Anteup, and rake the jackpot. I count, of

course, on his coming, because everybody expects him, and
he will receive hearty welcome. The races will be extra good,
with two or three big days and everything lively. O'M.

The Tattersalls.

Accompanying one of Vanity Fair's excellent and popular
cartoons of Mr. Edmund Tattersall, the present head of the
celebrated family, is the following brief sketch of the founder
and present proprietor of Tattersall's in London:
"The ancient institution of Tattersall's was founded a

hundred and twenty years ago by Eichard Tattersall, a Lan-
cashire wool-stapler, who loved horses better than wool. So
he did not succeed with wool, and went to London to try

horses. The Lord Grosvenor of the day—the present Duke
of Westminster's progenitor—gave to Eichard, in 1766, a
ninety-nine years' lease of part of those Five Fields in which
those who had died of the Plague of London had been buried,
and whereon Grosvenor-place and Grosvenor-square now
stand. Upon this ground Eichard built the original Tatter-
sall's for the purpose of holding periodical sales of horses.

'The Corner' soon became the headquarters of racing and of
racing men. The Jockey Club met there and lived "there as

at a club, and Eichard Tattersall developed into a great per-

sonage and the friend of George IV., with whom he is said to

have become at one time a joint proprietor of the Morning
Post. When Eichard died, his son Edmund sucoeeded him;
and Edmund was again succeeded by his son Eichard, who was
followed by his nephew the present Mr. Edmund Tattersall.

"Mr. Tattersall, who has now been for thirty years in the

business, was born something less than sixty years ago, suc-

ceeded to the rostrum just as the lease of 'The Corner' was
expiring, and moved into the new Albert Gate establishment
in 1865; and Mr. Pain was for some time in the partnership
of the firm, but on his death the old name was once more
restored to the junior partnership in the person of Mr.
Somerville Tattersall, who left Eaton to take up the family
business. That business has muoh increased of late years,

aud particularly aB regards the sale of thoroughbreds, for

whioh Mr. Tattersall has established sales at Newmarket,
where some of his greatest triumphs have been achieved—
triumphs iu whioh his son threatens to rival him.

"Mr. Tattersall is the most genial and best-looking of all

auctioneers, and withal a mau of much presence. He is pop-
ular with a large circle of friends; he was once fond of hunt-
ing, and rode the very light weight of 10 st. 7 lbs,; he is still

a most hospitable host, aud the possessor of some of the best

wine in the country. Everybody kuows him, and his name
is known to everybody."

. .*.

Smith's Honest Allen, a useful horse, by Honest Allen, Sr.,

he by Ethan Allen, who died cm Saturday last, at Concord,
N. H., aged 26, was a wonderfully useful horse. He had
been twenty-two years in the stud, and had sired over 1,000

horses. Of these his owner has sold, iu the last twenty years,

265 roadster colts to New York parties, at an average of over
$500. His best trotters were Alton Boy, 2:30; and Shak-
speare, the first horse to show better than 2:30 in New Hamp-
shire,
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An Oleman Travels.

Editor Breeder a>T) Sportsman:—I am just back from a

trip to Clear Lake county. This section of California is

truly called the Switzerland of America. Pelion is piled in

Ossa. Mountain after mountain rises o'er the rugged land.

On the Lakeport aud Cloverdale road, at the watershed or
divide, he who loves Nature, and in her varied moods finds

food for reflection, drinks in an inspiration of delight. Far,

far in the distance we see the distant glimmer of the northern
end of Clear Lake. The southern end of the lake is hidden
by the guardian of the water, Uncle Sam— or known by the

Indian name Mt. Konoctti—the salient feature of the laud-

scape. Winding from our feet in many a turn, the road, like

a wounded snake, follows a torturous little streamlet until it

becomes a creek of considerable size, called Kelsey Creek;

which, after it has left the heather-browued and bush-covered
mountains of its birth, swells, with overflowing heart, to

bless the green fields which border the hills around the

shores of the lake.

The ladies and all of us turn a lingering look behind, then
down the grade we dash westward toward the setting sun.

I had old No Time winner of seven out of eight races last

year, you remember, on the wheel. I had the old hurse's
" head pulled onto his shoulders to keep his mate on his feet.

Clouds of dust apprised us in time to pull out on Borne turn

to meet and pass parties returning from the G. A. R. in the

city. For miles we drove in a narrow track, next to high
cliffs on our right, dark chasms on our left. We held up at

last at the toll gate at the foot of the grade, watered our
panting steeds, spongedout their dusty nostrils, and washed off

their tired legs. Ouce more we sped along Geyser Creek, out

at last past a ruined mill, from the country stern and wild

into the fair land of the valley of Cloverdale. Vines, com,
hay and grain made it look the land of plenty. The last

glance of departing day smiled on her tired children, and the

horses nighed a welcome to the land which promised rest aud
food. At Cloverdale mine host of the U. S. Hotel put us at

ease, and our horses rested in wide stalls, happy to eat their rill

aud dream of home. Next day, by way of Santa Rosa, we
reached Petaluma. Mart Rollins, at the county seut, showed
ne Mr. McFadden's yearling by Anteeo, dam by Miltun
tledium, a perfect beauty and of great promise, so my friend

Rollins says. Geo. Baylis' is, with the hand of an artist,

leaving his impress on a number of young things; he has an
inteeo two years old. He dropped from 2:44 to 2:33 in a

iveek. Anteeo, the Western King, is rounding into shape, and
rill make, later on, a big showing. At Petaluma, Nellie R. is

ailing with a swollen hind leg. Sperry works her ont in 35

to 40, but is afraid to key her up for a great effort. The
chances are she does not start thiB year. Sperry worked out
Viking a couple of weeks ago with Rustic in 2:35. "No use
in trying to team Viking with Rustic," said Sperry, "he has
served eighty mares and has not been out of his stable except

to be ridden bya boy." Nevertheless, old Rustic—for, alas! he
is getting old—trotting away on the outside, forced his son
twice off his feet, held up for him on the turns, aud headed
him over the score in 2:35. Fred. Vail has a tine Anteeo
yearling belonging to Mr. Reilly of Petaluma, can show 3:30

now. Steve Crandall has a monstrous yearling by Dana,
which promises well, but has straiued himself at play. Sperry
has a steel gray filly by Capri, he by Jas. Lick, a beauty, an
inch higher behind than forward, and, to my mind, the flower

of the flock of yearliugs.

Dan Misner has Boss, by Gladiator, and one or two more
local horses. "Daddy Unkless" (the old gentleman) I often

see leading a beautiful mare by Alexander, a golden bay, six-

teen hands and over high, and as fast as she is good-looking.

The big horsea in Sonoma county I do not think hold the

sceptre with so strong a hand as they used. People do not

ask, with open mouth, as of yore, how much does he weigh?
Now they want good feet and legs, great muscular develop-

ment and action. It was dark when the wood-covered slopes

of the Olema valley rustled with all their leaves a welcome
home. All nature, in that witching hour when daylight dies,

said to me as I say to you and yours, a fair good night.

Olema, Aug. S, 1886. Rustic.
o

The English "Classic" Races.

The entries for the Epsom Derby, Oaks and Grand Prizes
of 1888 are contained in the English Racing Calendar of July
loth. There is a considerable falling off in the two first

named, and the Grand Prize is the only one to hold its own.
The Derby list is the smallest since 1845, and the Oaks has
fewer subscribers than has been the case since 1875. The
revenues from the stand and other properties at Epsom are so

princely that those interested could well afford to sail with
the times aud restore the Derby and Oaks to their old pride
of place by liberal donations of added money. The result of

such a policy is well instanced in the case of the Epsom
Grand Prize, a race only established for six years. The
£1,000 added to it keeps it well ahead of its seniors in point
of subscriptions. The entries for the race for nve years past
are as follows:

1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 1888.

Derby 189 189 200 193 163
Oaks 148 145 139 150 133

Grand Prize 206 215 239 202 205

It is worthy of note that English owners are drawing in

their hornB very pointedly in the matter of making entries

en bloc. The terms are £50 h. f. and it is quite clear that

even the wealthiest racing men in England have come to the
conclusion that in these days a "pony" (£25) should not be
thrown away too lightly. It is but a few years since that

breeders and" owners used to enter colts and fillies in batches
of ten or a dozen, whereas at present a brace is about as much
as most men enter, and a lot of four or five is quite remark-
able. It has been given out that Mr. Haggin made several

entries for the races under mention, but none of his stock are

in the official list, Pierre Lorillard has an entry in the Derby
and another in the Oaks—the ch c by Mortemer—Lou Lanier
and the gr f by Mortemer—Lizzie Lucas—but these are the
only Americans in. The Prince of Wales, half brother to

Paradox, by Sterling in Canistry, aud Falcon, by Hermit in

Lady Peregrine in the Derby and grand prize. The first

named of these two is the highest-priced yearling of the
season, he having cost H. R, H. 3,100 guineas at the recent
Tardley sale. Foxhall, the American son of King Alfonso and
Jamaica, is represented in the Derby by a bay colt from Fast-
ing Girl, and in the Oaks by a chestnut daughter of Water
Lily, Both are entered by Lord Roseberry. A full brother
to Ormonde—by Bend'Or—Lily Agnes—this year's phenom-
enal Derby winuer, is entered for the Derby by the Duke of

Westminster, his breeder.

Youner Trotters in Kentucky.

Describing a French trotting meeting, which took place not
long ago, a correspondent relates that one of the contestants
Hna race was driven with two pairs of Hues and a curb-bit.
It is hardly necessary to say that he did not win.

This is surely a fast age that we live in, if we judge by tha
performances of some of the young trotters. It certainly is

an age of improvement for the ways of jogging, speeding,
etc., are entirely different from what they were in the long
ago. The pheuomenal performance of the Lamps filly (two-
year-old) that went a half mile in 1:15, last quarter in 36 sec-

onds, with only twenty-one days' handling, is worthy of rec-

ord. Yet it is charged as a serious advantage that Mr. Hayes
drove her with "hobbles." Let such be the case, if she wore
them it was only done to steady her, for the use of them
would not serve in the least to accelerate her Bpeed. She is

a wonder! Let her have all the honor due her. The success
of a trotter and the speed be attains is, of course, to a great
extent, owing to his eariy education. Be patient with him,
rind out his purest gait, teach him how to perform his part,

and, as he advances in years, all trouble with him ceases.
The lesson once well learned is everlasting. I am not a pro-
fessional trainer, neither do I make any pretensions. Yet, an
opinion now and then expressed probably would not go
amiss. It does seem to me that if I was the fortunate owner
of a coming youngster, I would let him condition himself. I
would not work him as a yearling, as a two or even as a three-
year-old, only enough to keep him well broken and tractable.

If he ever becomes a natural trotter the gait must be natural
as a four-year-old, aud from that time on he is perfectly able
to stand a hard campaign. I, though, possibly might prove
to be like many others naturally ambitious ever anxious to

have the beat one iu every form. The history ot the trotting
horse from early ages down to the present day, is not only a
subject of the deepest interest, but contains within its pages
a great deal of unjust as well as just criticism. To gain per-

fection in any undertaking I hold that criticism is necessary,
for there is no one, it matters not how little versed iu trot-

ting-horse lore, but what would ttumble upon a suggestion
that would be of benefit. Although it may be necessary,
understand me, I do not deny it, still the many peculiar
mechanical appliances used to-day, to my mind detract
greatly from the beauty of the gait. To see a uoble fellow
rigged, booted, weighted and strapped, does seem unnatural,
and, as I heard a gentleman remark a f.-w days ago, it seems
that all the cruel ingenuity of man is put to the test in order
to force a horse to do what is altogether unnatural. Ken-
tuckians are asking each other the question, "Is it possible
that California is going to win all of our two, three and four-

year-old stakes?" They have the material, there is no ques-
tion about that, and are already making a good start in that
direction. Palo Alto trotted a great race at East Saginaw,
Mich., last week, beating Bowerman Bros', little pet Wiltout
Of course we would like to have Been the tables turned, bu.
so be it. With Georgette and Ben Hur, two-year-olds, Wild
Rake, three-year-old, and Eagle Bird, four-year-old, we intend
to contest every inch for supremacy. A visit to our track
yesterday showed everything working very nicely. The bay
colt Critic, three years, by Crittenden, first dam by Alcalde,

went an easy half-mile in 1:14. This colt has had but
little handling this year, and is now rapidly improving.
Eagle Bird was sent two easy miles in 2:24£ and 2:24£. Olaf,

by Waveland Chief, stepped a mile under a pull in 2:24,

while Wild Rake, a three-year-old, by Hambletonian Mam-
brino, surprised us all by jogging home in 2:32^, last quarter
in 38i seconds, last three-quarters in 1:49}; by a calculation

you will see that the middle half was trotted in 1:12. He is

one of the best three-year-olds in Kentucky, and reflects

great credit upon his owner and trainer, Mr. Wm. Bryant.

—

Corr. Chicago Horseman.

Brown Hal-

But three pacing stallions have paced to technical records

of 2:20 or better, and the best figure stops at 2:17£. This
mark has been reached bv Cohannet, and recently at Pitts-

burg by Brown Hal. The last named has, up to his debut at

Pittsburg, had a vicarious career. He was heavily weighted
in the hope of making him a fast trotter. His conformation
and inheritance was against conversion to an alien gait,

though in the latter part of May, 1885, be trotted a mile over

Major Campbell Brown's three-quarter track in 2:21. Last
season John Bostick brought Brown Hal north to try his for-

tune with the trotters. The great weight carried sored him,

and defeat was his portion every time he started. Returned
to the blue-grass pastures of Tennessee, the stallion relieved

of the metal, paced a mile late in October in 2:1St, and
repeated in 2:16£. One week later he paced a quarter in 31J
seconds, a 2:05 gait, and a few days since paced a mile at

Pittsburg in 2:10. Brown Hal is a dyed-in-the-wool pacer.

He is a full brother to Little Brown Jug, 2:llf, by Gibson's

Tom Hal, dam Julia Thompson, by the Bryant Horse, son of

Clipper, by Clay's Tom Hal. He is a brown stallion with
wine-colored muzzle and flanks, and stands 155 hands. Major
Brown acted wisely in allowing the horse to take his natural

gait. As a trotter he was a rank failure; as a pacer he has
placed 2:17i to his credit, and, barring accident, will likely

set a stallion mark that will take years to eclipse.— Wilkes*

Spirit,

HERD AND SWINE.
An Snglish Jersey Sale.

[Cable to X. Y. Herald.]

One of the greatest sales of Jersey cattle ever announced in

Great Britain, as regards breeding, took place yesterday,

July 29th, at Mr. James Blyth's New Farm, Blythewood,
about thirty-two miles from London. They were exposed for

sale, without reserve—excepting five choice animals, two
bulls and three cows, winners at most of the leading English
shows—at the prohibitory price of two hundred aud fifty

guineas each. Mr. Blyth is one of the partners in a large firm

of wine merchants. He started farming six years ago under
guidance of the principal of his firm, who founded not only

the Dairy Society of Great Britain, but the shire Btud-book
society.

For a long time it had been well understood that the Lon-
don supply of milk came from the cows aptly described as

mongrels—crosses between the Shorthorn and Hereford
breeds predominating. As far back as 1821 an attempt was
made to introdnce Jerseys, which then included iu the title

of Alderneys and Guernseys; but down to the last twenty
years the little milk-maker of the Orchard Islaudshad not suc-

ceeded in establishing herself (irmly among the metropolitan

dairymen.
A large number of those to-day journeyed to Blythewood

through the pleasant valley of the River Stort. It was con-

sidered that the prices were low, remembering the fnmous
Shorthorn sales at Duumore, in Sterliugshire, and at Winder-
mere, when the Canadians were dispersed, and at Windsor

when there was scattered what Punch called "the golden
Shorthorns."
About one o'clock the Duke of Marlborough drove onto

the ground, accompanied by his steward. Very soon after-

word he was followed by Lady Brooke, formerly the heiress
Miss Maynard, accompanied by her husbaud, who is heir to

the Earldom of Warwick. She drove four bright bays before
an old-time drag into the reserved paddock. It is hard to say
whether the action of her auimals or her skill in handling
the ribbons was the most admired. Lord Harlech, who is a
great agriculturist at his Welsh and Irish seats, joined the
company. This included nearly all the breeders of dairy
stock in England. Lord Brooke presided at the luncheon in

a large barn, where over four hundred persons were present.
The toasts customary to all large English sales were proposed.
The absence of aoy United States breeders was alluded to,

aud the fact that they bought direct from the Island of Jersey
iustead of from the best mainland stocks brought from Jersey
into Great Britain was commented on.
The sale was started with a plain-looking cow, but said to

be one of the best breed in the herd. Only very ordinary
prices were realized for some time. The reserve prices
seemed to check the sale. Auctioneer Thornton, the Tatter-
sall of farmjard auimals, found his sand-glass, which meas-
uies the auctioneer's discretion in England, run out before
there was any bid for the reservations; but when some tender-
eyed thoroughbreds, not reserved, were brought into the ring,

a brisk competition at small rising bids set in, the Duke of
Marlborough, the Earl of Abingdon, and Lord Brooke, seem-
ingly urged by his wife, who from time to time expressed her
admiration for the many beautiful and docile auimiils, bidding.
But in no case did the prices rise to what is called high, and
the sand-glass was repeatedly held up to allow bidders to
make up their minds. The total for fifty-three Jersey
auimals realized $3,640, being au average only of S163 each.
The auctioneer expressed himself satisfied, but Mr. Blyth,
the owner, who doubtless was the best judge, seemed dis-

appointed, because for many choicer auimals exposed, he had
received larger private offers. Among the chief buyers was
the Duke of Marlborough, who is founding a Jersey herd at

Bleoheim, while to-day he is auctioning his pictures. Also
Mr. C. W. Tindall, well known in America as a Shorthorn
breeder. The average prices were not much above those for
dairy cattle, and far under the prices realized at several great
Jersey sales a few years back.

All the animals had sentimental names, which the auc-
tioneer rolled on his tongue—"How much for Rosy?" or
"Sweeter Secret?" or "Derby Daisy?" or "Olivia?" or "Belle
American?" The farmers doubtless recognize the names of
the same sires as these, such as Longueville Beau, Jersey
King, Wolseley's Glory. I was informed that one little animal
in the herd had, between February 1 last and the 1st of the
present month, yielded 501 gallons that made 2S2 pounds
of butter. The prices serve to indicate great agricultural

depression, because Mr. Blyth's herd is admitted to be as
highly bred in Jersey cattle as any on the Channtl island
or main-land.

Management of Animals.

It often occurs to me that misapprehension exists as to the
disposition of animals, their treatment and training, owing to
which losses occur, acoidents take place, and the owners do
not reap the full benefit they might do from the animals of

the farm. This is a subject to which I have given a good
deal of attention for many years past, and one which, I think,
would result in benefit to agriculturists, if you would open
your columns to its discussion. I claim that the disposition
of an animal at birth is like a piece of soft clay, to be molded
at will into any shape the skill and knowledge of the trainer
can give it. We frequently hear people speak of hereditary
vices. From this I dissent. Like men, animals are born
with different temperments, some lively, some sluggish, but
whenever I see an animal develop vice, I place such to the
credit of errors in training. Thus, a lively, playful bull is

said to be wicked. The old axiom that you may thrash the
devil in but never out, is strikingly applicable.

In something like thirty years' experience of a herd in
which bulls were reared for sale, and into which Bires were
drafted from various herds, I have never known a vicious
bull, if I except the following case, which goes to prove the
truth of my contention. One young bull was what I called

a lively one, playful, and simply needed that you kept your
eye npon him when loose, or in his gambols he might
have upset you. One day, when he was chafing at his
strap, owing to flies, a visitor, a friend of the owner, struck
him several blows with his stick, remarking that he needed
correction. Had the bull been loose, the correction would
have been reversed; for so long as the bull remained in the
herd, whenever he heard the voice or the footsteps of the man
who had struck him, he made desperate efforts to release

himself. In proof that his rage was reserved for this one
man, I may mention that one night a noise was heard in the

farmyard. One of the men went down, and found the bull
loosein the yard. He walked up to it, took it by the nose-ring,

and led it as quiet as a lamb back to its stall. In this herd
the animals were always kindly but firmly treated, and kept in

constant contaot with human beings; up to a year old they
were let out daily in the yard for exercise. Before being sold
a ring was put in the nose, and they were bound up in a stall

by a leather strap round the neck, and affixed to a head stake,

with a movable ring to the latter, regularly led out for exer-
cise, and kept in touch with the human attendants.
Whenever I hear of a vicious bull I come to the conclusion

that he has been badly trained in youth; whenever I hear of

a bull attacking a human being, I am convinced that he is

but repaying previous brutal treatment. When a cow kickB
on being milked, she is either suffering from sore teats, or has
been abused. Whenever a cow holds her milk, it is a sign that

her attendant has ill-used her. Whenever I see a kicking,

unmanageable, or stupid horse, depend upon it that he has
been in the hands of an incompetent breeder or trainer, or
both. Either he has been unskillfully treated as a foal, or
badly broken.

—

.

.

Good butter and cheese oauuot be made from the milk of

cows which are deprived of pure water. The sure way to

have good cows is to raise them yourself. Selling the whole
milk off the farm is ruinous of fertility, and can only be af-

orded when the receipts for the milk are so good as to afford

a return to the land by the purchase of food for the stock, or
of fertilizers, or both.

To improve the milking qualiy of a dairy herd select bulls

from the best milkers. The milking qualities of a cow
depend more upon those of her sire's mother than upon
those of her own.

—

One cow that will give 6,000 pounds of milk in a b<

bring more net profit than three cows producing only
pounds each,
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Sale of Standard Bred

Trotting Stock,
PKOPEKTI OF

Late SILAS SKINNER,
Formerly of Baker Co., Oregon, and recently of Napa,

Co., Cal.,

Bred by WM. T. "WITHERS, and imported direct from

his Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

To be Sold by Public Auction

BY

KILLIP & CO.
DURING THE

State Fair at Sacramento.

Time to be announced on a future day.

Further particulars hereafter.

No 1. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883, by Alcona 730,

be by Almont 33, sire of Fannie Witherspoon, 2:16i,

Piedmont, 2:17.}, and 27 others with a record of 2:30

or better. 1st* dam Namora by Almont Mambrino,

Bon of Almont; 'id dam the Lackey mare by Blood's

Black Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk.
No 2. Black filly, 2 years old, full sister to No. 1.

So. 3. Bay colt, foaled April 1, 1885, full brother

No. 4. Bay gelding, 2 years old, by Alcona, he by
Almont, he by Alexander's Abdalluh, he by Rysdyk'a
Hambletonian. 1st danx Metaniora by Duke of

Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, he by Hetzell's Ham-
bletonian, fnll brother to Volunteer; 2d dam Vi el la

by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam by Alexander's

Abdallab.
No. "5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No. 4.

Ko. 6. Bay gelding by Alcona, he by Almont, he by
Alexander'sAbdallah, son of Hambletonian. 1st dam
Pansy by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.; *d dam Lady Richielieu

by Richielieu, son of Mambrino Chief; 3d dam Lady
Vance by Trimble's Eclipse, son of American Eclipse:

3d dam by Joe Gale, son of Marlboro; 4th dam by
James Lowry's son of imported Hedgeford; 5th dam
by Consul son of imp. Consul; 6th dam by imp.

Medley, etc.

No. 1. Black filly, foaled Feb. 22, 1885, full sister to

No. 6.

No. 8. Flora Bell, black mare, (with colt at foot),

foaled Mar. 24, 1883, by Alcona, he by Almont. 1st

dam Fontana by Almont or Almout Prince; 2nd dam
Fannie Williams by Alexander's Ahdallah; (for ex-

tended pedigree see Wallace's Register of Standard
Brood-mares); Colt by her side, foaled May 8, 188G,

by Alcona Clay, he by Alcona out of Madonna, by
Cassius M. Clay, Jr. 2d dam by Alexander's Edwin
Forrest. Sljultf.

Sonoma County

AGRICULTURAL PARK

Association

Santa Rosa.
CAL.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

Commencing Aug. 16th to 21st

inclusive.

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICUlTURlLWCIATIOJl

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

ASD ESB ON OCT. ID.

1886.
AT

JOSE.

Petaluma Fair.

From Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,

INCHSITE

KILLIP & CO.,

Will sell by Public Auction at the

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,

DUEIHG THE FAIR WEEK,

The well-known and fashionably bred

TROTTING STAM.ION

ALCONA, 730,
On account of bis joint owners, Mr. A. C. GOODRICH
of Baker Co., OregoD, and Mrs. SiLAS SKINNER, of

Napa Co., Cal., formerly of Baker Co., Oregon.

Alcona's (No. 730) pedigree ib as follows;

Onestnut horse, bred by W. T. Withers, Lexington,

Ky., foaled April, 1877. Sired by Almont, sire of

Fanny Witherspoon record 2:16J, and sire of West-

mont, harness record pacing 2:133 and 2:012 with
running mate, and the sire of 27 others with records

better than 2:30. Sire of the dams of Catcbfly 2:18$;

McMabou, 2:19i, and Durango, 2:23j.

1st dam Queen Mary by Mambrino Chief, the sire of

Lady Thorn, record 2:18i; Woodford Mambrino, rec-

ord 2:214, and sire of the dams of Piedmont, 2:17£,

Director, 2:17, and Voltaire, 2:20j.

Almont sired by Alexander's Ahdallah, sire of

Goldsmith Maid, 2:14. 1st dam by Mambrino Chief,

sire of Ladv Thorn, 2:18£; second dam by Pilot, Jr.,

sire of John Morgan, 2:24, and sire of 9 others with
records better than 2:30. Also the sire of the dam of

Maud S., 2:083, Jay-Eye-See, 2:L0, Noontide 2:20,

Naiad Queen, 2:20J, Mambrino Gift, stallion record

2:20, Nutwood, 2:183. The second dam of Alcona, a

fast maie whose pedigree has not yet been developed,

bred by 1). S. Coleman, Fayette Co., Ky. Now Queen
Mary owned by W. T. Withers, Fairlawn Stock Farm,
Lexington, Ky.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 13th.
No. l. Running—One-half mile and repeat, free tor

all, $20 entrance. $10 forfeit, -3150 added, goOto second
horse.
No. 2. Trotting—Three-minute Class. Purse §500
No. 3. Trotting—For two-year-olds, best two in

three. Purse $20u.

No. 4. Pacing—2:35 Class. Purse 3350.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 18lh.
No. 5. Running—Three-quarter.mile dash, for all

ages, |20 entrance, 510 forfeit, §150 added, $50 to second
horse

.

No. 6. Trotting—2:27 ClaBS. Purse §500.
No. 7. Trotting—For four-year-olds. Purse $400.

Third Day. Thursday, Aug, 19th.
No. 8. Running—Selling Race, one and one-half mile

dash, §25 entrance, §15 forfeit. §200 added. Free for all.

Fixed valuation §1,000. Two pounds off for each hun-
dred below and two pounds added for each hundred
above fixed valuation.
No. 9. Pacing Race—Free for all. Purse §400.
No. 10. Trotting—For three-year-olds. Purse §300.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug. 30th.
No. 11. Running—Free for all, one mile and repeat,

§50 entrance, §25 forfeit, §250 added, $75 to second horse.
No. 12. Running—For two-year-olds, one mile dash,

§20 entrance, §10 forfeit, §150 added, §50 to second horse.
No. 13. Trotting—2:24 Class. Purse$500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 31st.
No. li. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.
No. 15. Trotting—2:35 Class. FurBe §500.
No. 16. Trotting—District, 2:40 ClaBS. Purse $300.
No. 17. Trotting—Yearling Colt Stake, mile dash,

25 entrance, $200 added.

CONDITIONS.
All races best three in five, except as otherwise

specified. National Association Rules to govern trot-
ting, and Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-
ciation to govern running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats; also to change the day and hour of any
race If deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse Is only entitled

to its own entrance-fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in anv district race that has not
been owned in the district six (6) months prior to the
day of the race, and any entry by anv person of any
disqualified horse shall beheld liable to the entrance-
fee contracted without any right to compete for a
Eurse, and shall be held liable to penalties prescribed
y the National Trotting Association.
If it is the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the j iidges.

In all raceB noted above five or more paid-up entries
required to fill, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to bold entries and Btart
a race with a lesB number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Santa Rosa track is one of the fastest in the

world. Trotting and racing colors to be named with
all entrieB and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. w. sharp.
Entries to purses close August 1, 18S6.
Entries close with the Secretary.

I. i)t; TURK, Pres.,
N.WMfANTS, Sec't'y.
P. O. Box 111, Santa Rosa, Cal. 3jul5

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. fc?th.

FOR LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 98th.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse $400. Three-year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse$500. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, Sept. 39th.

No. S-RUNNING—Free Purse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August lstotthe value of

§300 to carry 5 lbs. ; maidens allowed, if three years old.

5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.

No. 4_RTJNNING-S.nl Jose ytiiKe: fOr fcwa-year-

olds. §25 entrance, §10 forfeit, §200 added. §50 to sec-

ond, third to save stake. Winner of *uy Lwo-year-old

race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more.S
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. §'200; of which >.tf

to second horse; fixed valuation §1.000; two pounds off

for each §100 below; 2 lbs. added for each §100 above
fixed valne . One and one-eighth miles

.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.

No. 6—TROTTING—Purse §500. 2:27 Class.
No, 7—TROTTING—Purse $800. 2:22 ClaSB.

No. 8-PAClNG—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—RUNNING- -Free purse, §200, §50 to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs : winners this year of any race at tbiB distance of

the value of §400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.

NO. 10-RUNNING-GilroY Stake, for two-year -olds.

«25 entrance. §10 forfeit, $200 added; §-j0 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as >o.4,

Winners of San Jobo Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.

°No
n
il-RrJNNING—Selling Purse, §200, of which §50

to second horse. Fixed valuation §l,(i00. 2 lbs. off for

each §100 below, 2 lbB. added for each §100 above fixed

value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 3d.

No 12—TROTTING—Purse §500; 2:30 Class.

No' 13—TROTTING-Purse §1,000—Free forall.

No. 14-TROTTING— Purse $300. Two-year-olds.

Mile'andrepeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty per cent, to first horse, 2o percent, to

second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified. ,

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultur.il Society to govern run-

ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trotor run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to cal 1 a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary. ««„a ^n
For a walk-over in anv race a horse is only entitled to

itsownentraucefeeand one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of saidrace, and
to no added money. , , _ . ,

A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, thento first and thud
m
i"1n

B

the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the cloBing day of

the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more p.ltd up

entries required to fill and and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate

amount of the purse. „
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

When leBS than the required number of starters

appear, thev may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse, and 33K to

In all'the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unlesB accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at 2 p.m.
Entries to close August 1st, 18S6.

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG, Secretary.

28jn5 P. O. Box 159. San Jose. Cal.

Mechanics' Institute

FAIR
TWENTY-FIRST EXPOSITION.

RAN FRANCISCO, 1886.

Opens August 24—Closes September B5.
IN THEIR

Immense Pavilion on Larkin street with a Grand
Display of NATURAL AND MANUFACTURED
PRODUCTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, including
it magnificent collectifiuof Oil ami \V;iter-Cohir Paint-
incH, Art Work and Photography: MACHINERY in

operation: A SPECIAL FLOKAI, EXHIBIT each
week; the finest display of FRUITS, GRAINS and
VEUETABLES ever before presented to the people,
and a Grind Instrumental Concert day and evening,
PRICED OF ADMISSION; Double Season Ticket

95, Single Season Ticket i'i\ Adult'a single Ad mia-
p'on &o Cents; Children's Single Admission 26 Cents,
Members of the Institute entitled to Season Ticket

at iiilf r*tes.
Full pirticulara given or Bent on application to the

Assistant Secretarv, No. 31 Post street.
P, B." CORNWALL, President,
J. H. GILMORE, superintendent.
*\V. P. STOUT, Secretary.

i-julfi J, H. CULVER, Assistant Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

iff! Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALEB OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In AH cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES,
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cars,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. sabgent, Esq., Hon. John Boggb
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walrath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., Ban Francisco,

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sides in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel Justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for diBpostngof live stock or every description,
either at auction or private Bale. Our Hat of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder mid ut-nler oi prom-
inence upon the Paelfic Const, thus ciuiuling us to
give full publicity to anlumls placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and saleB of live stock of all
descriptions will bo made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. Wo are author-
ized to refer to the geutletnen whoso names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO., 110 Montgomery 3tr**t,

SPORTSMEN,
ATTENTION!!

FOE SALE.

ARK 'ALAMEDA.'
A perfectly appointed hunting craft, with com-

plete outfit of duck boats, decoys, table furniture, etc.

For full particulars inquire of

Messrs. LIDDLE & KAEDING,
5,'S Washington Street.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. ALLEN,
. 41G Market Street

N. CURRY & BROS.

,

113 Snneome Street.

BREEDER & SPORTSMAN Office.
Haxigl

OORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Kivlmiuy. Weakno*** of the

.spine. SprulilN, Strain*., etc.

The only remedy that noes away with the use of the
knife; leavcB neither blisters, marks nor scars. Val-
uable cure for rheumatism.
For sale by Mrs. A. C. Joseph, proprietor, 63-

r
> Geary

_ jeet, San Francisco. BedlugtOQ & 0o.t 6au Francisco,
Melvin A Co., East Oakland, and all druggists.'III' 1 " *» v>u.

i
iviwii. uaniuu'i, <» . "• —&t,.»™. —

rights secured In U.8. pateut office. Price 81.00 per
bottle. 3jul Sloct

Over $10,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, Comprising
the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Napa anil Solano.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, August 23d.

No. 1. Tbotting, District—Representative Trotting
Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and fillies. One
mile dash. Value of stake 1507.60. PIO0 to go to the
sire of the winning colt, balance to be divided in
three moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.
Closed May 1, 188C -with nine entries, the get of the

following stallions: An'eeo, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustic,
vVhippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr., and Gen
Dana.
No. 2. Running, District—Mile dash, for all ages.

$15 entrance, §10 forfeit; 5100 added, $50 to second
horse.

Second Day—Tuesday. August 24th.
No. 3. Running—Free for all. One-half mile and

repeat. $20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to

second horse.
No. i. Tkotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $600.

No. 5. Trotting For four-year-olds. Purse $600.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 25th.

No. 6. Running—Free for all. Three-fourths mile
dash. $20 entrance, S10 forfeit; $150 added, $50 to

second horse.
No. 7. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 8. Trotting—For three-year-olds, excepting
all colts that have beaten three minutes as two-year-
olds. Purse $500.

No, 9. Trotting—Free for all two-year-olds. Mile
and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with five

entries.

Fourth Day—Thursday, August 36th.
No. 10. Running- Selling race, free for all. One

and a half mile dash. $23 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200

added, $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000;

2 pounds off for each $100 below, and 2 pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation.

No. 11.—Pacing—Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 12. Trotting—2:115 Class. Purse $600.

No. 13. Trotting, District—2:38 Glass. Purse 5300.

Firth Day—Friday, August 2 9th.

No. 14. Running—Free for all. Mile and repeat.

Free purse $250; $50 to second horse.

No. 15. Trotting—2 :24 Class. Purse $800.

No. 16. Trotting, District—For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with
five entries.

No. 17. Trotting, District—2:46 Class. For stal-

lions, Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.

Sixth Day—Saturday, August 38th.
No. 18. Running—For two-year-olds. Mile dash.

$20 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, S5Q to second
horse.
No. 19. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $J,000.

No. 20. Trotting, District—For yearlings. Mile
daRh. $50 stake, $150added. Closed with five entries.

No. 21. Trotting, District—For gentlemen's road-

sters. To be handicapped the day before the race,

purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated by
agreement.

REMARKS AND < ONHITIONS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz;

60, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., excepting Trotting Stake

Races Nos. 1, 9, 16 and 20, in which money to be
divided and races trotted according to published
conditions.

All races, best 3 in 6, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats

of any two races alternately, or to call a special race

between heatB, also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitl d

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money

only, except when distancing the field, then to first

and tbird moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by G p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by G p. m. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse 1b

qualified to he entered in any District race that has

not been owned in the District six (61 mouths prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by any person of

any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the

entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pro-

scribed by the National Association and Rules of the

State Agricultural Society, and expulsion from this

Association.
If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

finished on the closing day of the Fair.it may be con-

tinued or dtclarea off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted ahoxe, five ormore p lid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries nnd start

a race with ft less number and deduct a proportionate

amount of the purse.

The Petaluma track la one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotilug aud racing colors to be named with all

entries and used In all bents.

Races commence each day at I o'clock P. m Bharp.

Slftbles, bay and straw free to competitors.

Entries close August 1st, 1686, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President.
AVE. COX, Secretary

P. O. 27G, Petaluma. Cal.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-maree, In foal to Director and Monros

Chief. For tormB, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOHN A. GOLDSMITH,
Box 943, 0*t laud,0»U
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CALIFORNIA

ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAY—Thursday, Sept. 9 til.

TROTTING.
No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, Sl.COO—2:24 Class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, S6G0—2:35 Class.

SJECOXT* DAY-Friday, Sept. iOtli,

RUNNING.
No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-year-

olds; §25 entrance; flO forfeit; S250 added; ?5C to

second; third to save stake. "Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds ; of two
or more, five pouuds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA EREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 18S3; $50 entrance, p.p.; $300 added;SI00 to

second; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.
One mile and a quarter.
No. 6-THE CAPITAL Cirr STAKE—For four-year-

olds; $50 entrance; h. f , or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st. $300 added, of which $100 to
the second horse; S50 to the third. "Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to carry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.
No. 7—FREE PURSE, $250 -"Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; it four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. litli.

TROTTING. *

No. 8—FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which $25 must accompany nomination;
S25 payable July 1st, and remaining $50 payable
August 10, 1866; $400 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three
In five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800-3:00 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 13th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared on or before
September 1st, with S3U0 added; $100-to second; third

to save state. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1884. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1385

With fifteen nominations. One mile.
No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. SI 00 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which $150 to second: $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be
made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-
tember 4th. In no event will declaration he received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.
yo. Ii—SELLING PURSE. $250-Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, 81,003 ; two pounds foreach
$1*,0 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 1 4th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. tatlx.
RUNNING.

No. 18—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old fillies. $25 entrance ; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared od or before September 1st; $150 added;
$25 to second. Those not having run first or second,
in any race thi3 year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.

2f0.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.
$5i entrance; $25 forfeit, or only$15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added ; $100 to second, third
saves stake. "Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20-THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all age3. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $JviO added; $100 to second;
third Baves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile

No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses
that have not won this year allowed five pounds.
"Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to

cany five pounds extra. Winners of No, 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. I6th.
TROTTING.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; S25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25

payable August 10th; §300 added by the Society.

Closed April loth, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 17Ui.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
horse, $100; third, §50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 2R—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds. $50 eutrance;?25forfeit; or only $15 if declared

on or before September 1st, with $250 added

$50 to third; §200 additional to the winner if I:42iifl

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-

hawk's time (1 :42J) is beaten. One mile.
No. 29—FREE PURSE. S25Q—For all ages. $53

to second. Hor?e not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

SIXTH DAV—Saturday, Sept. I8Ui.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1,500—Free
for all tiotting stallions

.

No. 31—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROrTING PURSE, $l,i00—2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme:
No. 1—CALIFORNIA LRLLDEK'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $50 to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2-CALTFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1&87; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; $15 if declared January 1,188$; or $25 if de-
clared May 1. 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS ASB CONDITION'S.
All trotting and pacing races are the best 'three in

five, except rhe two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any tw
(

°

classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day B

racing, or to trot a special race between beats. *.

horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only t°

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66$

to the first, and 33i to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day prtceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by G p. 31. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSE D. CARR, EDWIN F, SMITH,
I2jn8 President, Secretary.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

STOCKTON
FAIR.

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DATS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFPE RED
Speed Programme.

—;o;—

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany
nominations.
In all races foor moneys, viz.: 50,25,15 and 10 per cent.

Kaces commence each day at one o'clock P. M. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free ti> competitors.
Entries t ) Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September 91, 1886.
No 1 Running—District, Two-year-old stake, mile

dash *-5 payable July 1st; S15 August 1st; §10 day
before "race. '$250 added. (Closed with five entries.)

"\"o 1 Trotting— P.icific Coast. 2:30 Class, $800.

No" 3 Trotting—Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the

ge"t of Mambrino Wilkes; 820 entrance; 3200 added by
owner of sire; best 2 in 3,

District Equestrianism, 3100—Five moneys.

"Weduesday, September S3, 1886.
Vo 4 Running—Pacific Coast. Mile dash, 3-500.

No. 5. Trotting— District. Two-year-olds or under
a 5X)

'

Be?t - in 3. (.Closed with five Entries.)

No. 6. Trotting—District. StallionRace.SoOO. (Closed
with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, 3600.

Thursday, September 93. 1886.
No 8 Running—District. For three-year-olds or

UDderstaki-. mile dash; =25 payable July 1st; $15 August
1st: 310 day before race; S'2o0 added. (Closed with hve
6
No

e
fl'

)
Trotting-Pacific Coast. 2 :20Class. «1,000.

No 10 Trotting—Pacific Coast. For three-year-

olds ?100 stake: HD0 added. (Closed with five entries.)

State Equestrianism, $10u. Five moneys.

Friday, September 94. 1886.

No 11. Running—District. Free for all. Mile and
repeat. 3500. Closed with seven entries.

No 1" Trotting—Pacific Coast. For two-year-oldB,

3100 stake; 3400 added; best 2 in 3. (Closed with eight

e
No

1

.

6
li

)

Trotting-Pacific CoaBt. 2:25 Class, W00.

Saturday, September 95. 188'.

No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

75to 3^00. mm „^_.M TOaMn* 2:40 Class, «oOO. (Closed
Becond; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.
No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For three-

year-olds. S50 entrance; 325 forfeit; or only S15 if

declared on or before September 1st ; with $:150 added.
,

Second horse, $100; third to save stake. Winner of
J

JAJIES A. IOI i

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five . R. f . SARGENT,
pounds extra: maidens allowed ten pounds. One- 1. V. SHIPPKK. Pre«ldeiit.

mile and three-quarters. A. W. SI HPS'tt, Treasurer,

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all agea. I J. M.I-aRVE.Secrelary.

f60 entrance; $15 forfeit; £300 added, 8100 to eecond; I p. O. Bcxl88, Stockton, California.

Trotting—District,
with six entries.) „ <lftiv.

No. 17. Trotting-Pacific Coast. Free for all, 31,000.

Board of directors tor 1886.

L V SHIPPEE, B. F. LAXGFORD.

W. H. SNOW.

Aug 30.— Trotting. 2:15 Class. Purse 5600.

A. L. Hind's b g Gus Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes,
dam by Bonner.

W. S. Ray's b h Perihelion by Admiral, dam Flora.
M. McManus' br g Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam

by Mohawk Chief.
Lee Shaner's ch g Longfellow by Whipple's Hamble-

tonian.
Nathan Coomb's b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton,

dam Dolly McMahon.
Palo Alto's h c Daly by General Benton, dam Dolly by

Electioneer.
John A. Goldsmith's b g Hidalgo by Sultan, dam

Huntress by Irvington.
B, Hughes' ch g St. David.
W. M. Henry's b s Romeo by Ulster Chief, dam by

Belmont.
John William's b m Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by

Chieftain.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse 5450. Four-year-old
Class.
J. D- Carr's b g Merchant by Carr's Mambrino, dam

by Elmo.
L. J. Bose's b s Stamboul by Sultan, dam Fleetwing.
Ariel Lathrop's b g Spry by General Benton, dam

Sprite.
Palo Alto's b g Azmoorby Electioneer, dam Mamie C,

by imp. Hercules.
(Ordered closed, with four entries.)

Aug. 31.—Running.—The Alameda Stake—For all
ages; $50 entrance, half forfeit, or only $15 if declared
on or before August 20th, with $300 added; $100 to
second: third to save stake. Maidens, if three years
old, allowed five pounds; If four years old or over,
seven pounds. Three quarters of a mile.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro, 2, by Norfolk, dam Golden

Gate.
W. M. Murray's b s Billy Ayres, 4, by Shannon, dam
Ladv Clare.

M. F. Tarpe/a ch f Not Idle, 2, by Wildidle, dam
Bonanza.

Blassingame & Eowell's ch s Confidence, a, by Walnut
Bark, dam Delph.

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker,
dam Bay Kate.

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazaar,
dam Tibbie Dunbar.

W. L. Appleby's b m Neilson, 6, by Wildidle, dam
Susie W.

B. C. Holly's b f Irish Lass, 4, by Kryle Daly, dam
Daisy Miller.

Same Day.—The California Stakes—For three-year-
olds; 350 entrance; half forfeit; $303 added; SluO to
second; $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso,

dam Galianthus.
Kelly 4: Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevans, dam

Twilight.
E. S. Fallon's br f Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-

thorne.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam

Ballinette.

M. J. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam
Gypsey.

Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mars-
Wade.

Same Day.—The Juvenile Stakes—For two-year-
olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to Bec-

ond, third to eave stake. Winner of any two-year-old
race, after Au*rust 1st, to carry three pounds; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
W. M. Murray's ch c Voltigeur by Bullion, dam Jessa-

mine Porter.
W. M. Murray's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Henry Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady

Jane.
Matt Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Not Idle by Wildidle. dam Bonanza.
L. H, Todhunter's b c Safe Ean by King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
Theo.Winters' b f MisB Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.
Tbos. Atchison's ch c Bobson by Joe Hooker, dam

Bosetland.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Lelnster byLeinster, dam

Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalene Cotton by Lelnster,

dam Lizzie P.

"W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown,
dam AvaiL

D. J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam
Eosa B.

M. J. Johnson's ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
B. C. Holly's b c Corrigan by imp. Kryle Daly, dam

Daisy Miller.

Same DAy.—Free Purse, $250. Winners of any race,

after August 1st., of the value of $300, to carry five

pounds. Maidens allowed, if three yeara old, to

carry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Mile heats.

J. C. Simpson's b g Sir Thad by Norfolk orThad Stev-
ens, dam Lady Amanda.

Mose Hart's ch g Edward K. by Norfolk, dam Kate Gift.

Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday, dam Play-
thing.

Wro. Boot's blk g Index by Thad Stevens, dam Gypsey.
Lee Shaner's b m Daisy D. by Wbeatley, dam Black

Maria.
P. A. Finigan'a b g Edie F. by Norfolk dam Ballinette.

Hill 3: Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary
Wade.

B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.
Sept 1st.—Ththd Day.—Trotting. Purse 8600. 2:35

Class.

John Williams' Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by Chief-
tain.

M. McManus' ch c Como by Elmo, dam Juno by Pat
Malloy.

T. M. Barstow's b m Jennie B.
Ariel Lathrop's b g Spry by General Benton, dam

Sprite.
Palo Alto's b c Norval by Electioneer, dam Norma.
J. N. Ayres' b c Bay Rose by Sultan, dam by The Moor.

Same Day. —Trotting. Puree 8400. Tbree-year-olds.
L. J. Rose's b c Alcazar by Sultan, dam Minnehaha.
Palo Alto's b c Rexford by Electioneer, dam Rebecoa

by General Benton.
J. A. Goldsmith's ch o Valensin by Crown Point, dam

Nellie Lambert by John Nelson.
(Ordered closed, with three entries.)

Sept. 2d. -Trotting. Purse $750. 2:24 Class.
John Williams' b g Wormwood by Nutwood, dam Bel-

mont Mare.
E. H. Miller's blk m Pansy by Berlin, dam Lady Hub-

bard.
Palo Alto's br f Carrie C. by Electioneer, dam Maid of

Clay.
E. Clawson'fl blk g La Grange by Sultan, dam Geor-
giana,

J. W. Donathan's blk g B. B. by Millman's Belfounder.
John A. Goldsmith's ch s Dawn by Nutwood, dam

Countess.
J. H. KoIIy's br g Valentino by Ferril's Clay, dam

Queen.

SAMe Day.—Trotting. Purse $30u. Two-year-olds.
L. J. Rose's blk s Soudan by Sultan, dam Lady Babcock.
Palo Alto's br f Ella by Electioneer, dam Lady Ellen

by Carr's Mambrino.
John A. Goldsmith's br s Shamrock by Buccaneer,

dam Fern Leaf.
(Ordered closed, with three entries.)

Sept. 3.—Fifth Day.—Running. Selling purse
$250; of which $50 to second. Fixed valuation $1,000;
two pounds for each $100 below, two pounds added
for each 8100 above fixed value. One mile and an
eighth.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou by Monday, dam Play-

thing.
Kelly & Lynch's b c Plato by Shannon, dam Planeila.
Wm. Boots' blk g Index byThad Stevens, dam Gypsey.
Lee Shaner's b g Bellshaw by Wildidle, dam "Netty

Brown.
W. L. Pritchard's b h Frank Rhoads by Lelnster, dam

Addie A.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown,

dam Avail.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary

Wade.
W.M. Murray s b h Billy Ayres by Shannon, dam Ladv

Clare.

Same Day.—The Oakland Stake—For all ages; $50
entrance, half forfeit; $300 added; second horse $100,
third 850. One mile and a half.
Kelly k Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam

Twilight.
R. S. Fallon's br f Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-

thorne.
M. J. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam

Gypsey.
Hill a Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary

Wade.
B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Marti d, dam Perhaps.

Same Day.—Sunning.—The Golden Gate Stake- For
two-year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit, 8250 added;
850 to second, third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old race, after August 1st, to carry three
pounds; of two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juven-
ile Stake at this meeting, three pounds additional
penalty. Seven-eighths of a mile.
W. M. Slurry's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
W. M. Murray's ch s Voltigeur by Bullion, dam Jessa-

mine Porter.
W. M. Murray's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Henry Lowden's b f Leap Tear by Norfolk, dam Lady

Jane.
Matt Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
M.F.Tarpey's ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
Thos. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam

Bosetland.
Theo.Winters' b f Miss Foid by Enquirer.dam Bribery.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, dam

Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalena Cotton by Jim Brown,

dam Lizzie P.
D. J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam

Rosa B.
Iff. J- Johnson's ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
B. C. Holly's b c Corrigan by Kyrle Dalv, dam Daley

Miller.

Same Day.—Running—Free purse, $25n, for all
ages; 850 to second. Horses not having won at this
meeting allowed five pounds; horses that have not
run second or better allowed ten pounds. Three-
quarter mile heats.

J. Cairn Simpson's b g Sir Thad by Norfolk or Thad
Stevens, dam Lady Amanda.

Mose Hart's ch g Edward K. by Norfolk, dam Kate Gift

.

Blassingame & Eowell's ch s Confidence by Walnut
Bark, dam Delph.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso

,

dam Galianthus.
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison by Joe Hooker,

dam Bay Kate.
Lee Shaner's b m Daisy D. by Wbeatley, dam Black

Maria.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
W. L. Appleby's bm Nielson bv Wildidle.dam Susie W.
Hill & Gries" b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary

Wade.

Sept. 4.—Sixth Day.—Trotting. Purse $760. 2:27
Class.
J. W. Gordon's ch s Bismarck by Lndex, dam by Wil-

liamson's Belmont.
W. Trahern's b s Voucher by Nephew, dam by
Vernon Patchen.

W. M. Fletcher's blk g Blaine by Bellfounder.
w

, McManus' ch a Como by Elmo, dam Juno by Pat
Malloy -

L. J. Rose's b s Stamboul by Sultan, dam Fleetwing.
Gus Walter's ch m Maid of OakB.
J. R. Hodson's blk g Artist by Gold Dust, dam by Dare

Hill, Jr.

D. McCarty's b m Lucilla by Nephew, dam by Gen.
McClellan.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse 81.000. Free for all.

E. H. Miller'ib g Adair by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee,
L. W. Burn's b s Anteeo by Electioneer, dam Colum-

bine.
San Mateo Stock Farm's b s Guy Wilkes by Geo.

Wilkes, dam Lady Bunker.
(Declared closed with three entries under published
conditions.)

J.A.McKerron,

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. R, Cal.
ISmytf

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDH^
sat nurd St.. sn.
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SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBROOKPARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And continuing Five Days.

Over $10,000 in Purses.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
In races designated as "District" aU horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties ot Nevada or
Placer, comprising tbe 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado ami Amador of the El Dorada District No.
6 prior to June 1, 1886, unless otherwise specified.

Tuesday, August -4 ill.

$250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3:30 Class.
Purse $250.
8600. No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class—Free for aU.

Purse $600.
$300. No. 3. TROTTING—For two years old or

under—17th District. Mile and repeat. Purse $300.

Wednesday, August 25th.
$400. No. i. RUNNING—Free foraU. S50cntrance,

$25 forfeit, $400 added. Second horse $100; third $50.

One mile and repeat.
$150. No 5. RUNNING—Free for all—For two-year-

olds. $2o entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Second
horse $50, third $25. Dash of half a mile.
$250. No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year-olds—Free

for all. $50 entrance. $25 forfeit, 8260 added, $75 to
second horse, $50 to third. One mile.
$600. No. 7. PA.CING—Free for all. Purse$600.
$200. No- 8. TROTTING—One-year-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Parse $200.

Thursday, An^usi 26th.
$250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—District. Purse

6250.
81,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2:22 Class—Free for aU.

Purse $1,000.
$400. No. 11. TROTTING—Three-year-olds or under

—For District. Mile and repeat. Puree $4u0.

$50. No. 12. RUNNING—Saddle Horse Stake—
District horses, catch weights. $5 entrance, Serf added.
Four moneys—50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Friday, August 2 7th.

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $-50entrauce,
$25 forfeit, $500 added. Second horse $150, third $75.
Two miles and repeat.

$200. No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all. S25entrance,
$10 forfeit, $200 added. Secoud horse $75, third $50.
Three quarters.of a mile and repeat.

$300. No. 15. RCNNINi-—Free for all. S25entrance,
$10 forfeit, $300 added. Second horse $75, third 350.
One and one-eighth miles.
$500. No. 16. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in

the District. Purse $500.

Saturday, August 28th.
8200. No. 17. RUNNING—Freefor ail. $25entrance,

8 10 forfeit, 5200 added. $75 to second, $50 to third.
One half mile and repeat.

$600. No. 18. TROTTING—2: 10 Class. Purse $500.
$1,200. No. 19. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

$1,200.

conditions.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, aud three to start; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the parse. Entrance fee. 10 per cent, on purs^.to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, aud 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day'B
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When leBs than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to he divided as follows: G6% to the
first, and 23<4 to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there ie more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
muBt be named by 6 p. u. of the day preccdi og the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of tbe State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will he r« quired to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

.Entries to close with the Secretary on August ], 1886
A. WAl.KAllf. UKO. Fl.E'U HE*.
26jnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley,

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGRICILTLRAL ASS011A1M

. No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 16lb. ISCinSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12£K)0
In Purses and Premiums.
OSy-An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

I'KO'JKA-fl^E OF RACES:
First I>ay-Tuest!ay, October Q2th.

No.l.—Ruxkes-g Race. Purse $150. dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race. Purse $150, dash X mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Trottinu Race, Purse $500, for 2:35 Class.

Second Day— Wednesday, October I 3 Hi.

•}.—Running Race, Purse $300, for three-year-olds.
% of a mile.
6.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight foi age.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's br c Contractor, 4.

eligible.

Third Day-Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse $250, IK miles, free for

all, weight forage.
8.—Running Rack. Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for tbe Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October t5th.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

IK miles.
11.—Running Race, Purse $200, selling race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added fur each $10J above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Rack, Purse $350, \% miles, free fo

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee for all and weight for age. Forall horses that
have not won first inonev during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for aU.
All raceB will be called at I o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATURDAY, Jul v 3lst.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the'
Secretary.
J. C. MEWTOV E. A. BeCAMP.

President. Secretary,
3 and 5 North ilain St,

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Tuesday, August 31st,
Trotting—No. 1—Three-year-old class. Purse, $2i'0,

Free to all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

$150. Freefor all horseB in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse, ;200.

Free for all.

Secoud Day—Wednesday. Sept 1st.

Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Freefor
all.

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minutf class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second
$10, third $5, fourth $5. fifth 5-J, sixth $5.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Parse, $300.
Free for ah.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. 2d.
Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse. $400. Free for

26jnG

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Ja-seys ot both sexes for sain. Postofflce address
flat, Francisco. Cal

all.

Walking—No. 8—Best walking team $30. best
walking stall on $30, second best of either $20. One
mile. Purse, $100. For horses owned in this district.

Running—No. 3—One and one-half mile dash.
Purse, $200. Free for all.

Ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. .Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday, Sept. 3d.

Trotting—No. 10—2 :50 class. Purse, $200. Free for
all.

Tbotting—No. 11—Four-year-old class. Purse, $400.

Free for all. Apex barred.
Pacing—No. 12—Purse, $100. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.
Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse,$600. Freefor

all.

Running—No. 11— Two-mile dash. Purse, §300.

Free for all.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing rfces are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the" purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiumsdivided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated and fail to win any pan of the
purse.will have their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or rim heats of

anv two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries for said i ace, and to no
added money. A horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then to
first and fourth moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race tbey are engaged in, by 8 o'clock p. ji., or
they shall be required to start.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. S. will

close with the Secretary August 10. I"m!.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. M., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
C^-No Eeason tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50 cts- ; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNItiHT, T J. SHERWOOD.
19jnlJ President. Secretary.

PARKER GUN.

HOLSTEINS
FOR SALE.

Cows, heifers, bulls and calves, of all ages, from
the most celebrated eastern families and select
Imported strains. I offer any of my herd for sale.
All first-class animals and registered.

FRANK II. 11CRKE.
17jul 401 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE.

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to ICtb, 1885, the First Prize and Dfatnoud
Badge in the Internationa] Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were stick
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stiibbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizeB
were won with Parker guns, In proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

,»*«, PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

Notice.
Hebdeht H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Brown,

Geo. II. Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowe.

TRADING as

-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For priceB and catalogue address

MR. ABIEl UTHROP,Room 6», C. PR. K.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

?0Jul i

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept ortlprs from breeders In
unerlon to select and forward stock from tbe Aus-
tralian Coloi)ien; or they will undertake lo receive
land dispose of stork from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

]

References kindly permiiled to J. B. Haggin, Esq,
i and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.

OKOU \ BROS. A CO..
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street. Sydney,
1 New South Wftles,

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1887-88,

TO CLOSE

August 16, 1886.

1887—Spring Meeting.
TOE CAEIFORXBA STAKES.

For two-year olds, (foals of IPS.**); 850 each, $25 for-
feit, or ?10 if declared out on or before January l,

1887; all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money ; with ?5''0 added ; second horse to receive
5100; third to save stake. Half a mile.

THE OAJMp STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foils of 1885); $P0 each, $25 for-

feit, or $10 if declared out on or before January 1,

1>87; nil declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with $500 added; second horse to receive
$100, third to save stake. Stake to be named after
winner if Gano's time (1:15) is beaten. Three-quar-
ters of a mile.

1887—Fall Meeting.
THE E *. DIES' STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 18E5); $50 each : $25
forfeit; or $10 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
S20 if declared out August 1, 1887; all decUtaUons void
unless accompanied with the money; with ff4M
added; second to receive $100; third fo save stake.
"Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra.
Three-quarters of a mile.

THE AUTUMN STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1885) ; $50 each : 525 for-

feit; or $10 if declared out January 1, 1887; or $20
if declared out August 1, 1887; all declarations void,
unless accompanied with the money; witb $750
added; second to receive $150; third to save stake.
Winners of three stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra
One mile.

1888—'Spring Meeting.
THE TIDAL STAKES.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1885); $100 each, half
forfeit; or $10 if declared out on January 1, 1887; or
$20 if declared out August 1, 1887; or $30 if declared
out January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; wiib $600 added; tbe
second to receive $200; third to save stake. One
mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBV.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1885) Slot) ea:b. half

forfeit; or $10 if declared out January 1, 1887: or $20
if declared out August 1, 1887; or $30 if declared out
January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money, witb $750 added; second to
receive §200; third to save stake. One mile and a
half.

1888—Fall Meeting.
THE TESTAE STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 18851; $25 each,

p p. with $500 added: second to receivejlOO; third to
save stake. One mile and a quarter.

THE FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1885); $100 each, half

forfeit: or $10 if declared out August 1, 1887; or $28
if declared out January 1, 1888; or $30 if declared out
August 1, 1888; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with tbe money; with $750 added; second to
receive $2»0; third to save stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

REMARKS AM) * O.N 1)1TlO AS.

All these stakes are for foals of 1885—colts and
Hies now rating as yearlings.
Starters in these races must he named to tbe Secre-

tary or in the entry box at tbe track at 6 P. M. of the
day before the race.
No horse, *i named as a starter will be allowed to

forfeit except by consent of the judges on the day of
the race, and then only upon good cause being shown.
The Association reserves tbe right to postpone races

on account of unfavorable weather or other sufficient
cause.

Entries to these slakes close with the Secretarv on
Monday, August 16. 1886.

.1. I,. RATHIIONE. President
E. S. CULVER. Secretary.

508 Montgomery St., Room 6, San Fraucisco, Cal.

me-.
_ — -

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for nlo al reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak QroVB, San U*1 ,

:l i holoe lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
- old, bred from tun best strains of Premium

stock, which I import yearly from England direc
APPly to wm. « -orbit i.

218 California St.,

Ban Francisco.

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enough to ship, a few pupa by my

HERO 3d.,
HIiiih v ot First and Special prize* at

PITTSBURG, 1880,

Out of my NELL, Secoud prize winner ot

Boston, 1S86.

These pups have immense bone and good

muzzles, aud are following closely the heavy

weight records of the famous Amnion pupa,

which heretofore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

out of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,

31 jul

8

iicucral Wayne P.O.
Del. Co., Pcnna,
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N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
Xo. 3 Price eacli - - - S^.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt or

95 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 4«8 Battery St..

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

.GENUINE

Best and Cheapest

3 DOG FOOD.
m™ —0-—

''•WFEEDYOURDOGS
isumpsou. ON

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE

:

Immunity From Disease: Thick. Glossy
Coat: Sweet Breath: Clean, Sound

Teeth: Besular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Orisael, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined

Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.

The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring ; post free, 28

cts.
The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Bearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may he obtained from
Clabronsh A Golcner, 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Liddle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.

Goldberg, Howen A Co« 428 Pine Street.

M. Ehrnian A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

DON
(Vandevort's.)

( Coham's Bang.

"1 Price's Vesta.

! J

(Garth's Drake.

' 1 Sail, 1286 E. K, C. S. B.

IN THE STUD. FEE $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

B T. Vandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Sausalito Kennels.

Dogs taken to train and board.

Dogs of my breaking won first money
in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. T ALLESDEB.
Sansalito. Marin i'o. Cal

Coney Island Jockey CluD
1886—AUTUMN MEETING—1886

"
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE (jBGAT FAL1 SELLlAQ STAKES.
For all ages, a sweepstakes of $50 each, h. f., with
§1,000 added; the second to receive i'200 out of the

stakes. The winner to be sold at auction for 55,000,

unless entered to be sold for less, when the selling
price shall be stated through the entry-box by the
usual hour for the closing of entries on the day pre-

ceding the race; if to be sold for $4,000, to be allowed
5 lbs.; if for 53,000, to be allowed 10 lbs.; 1 lb. to be
allowed for each §100 less down to ?1,0C0, which shall

be the minimum selling price; beaten horses not
liable to be claimed. One mile and a furlong.

THE RR1DGE HANDICAP.
For three-year-olds, foals of 1882; a handicap sweep-
stakes of 5100 each for starters; 525 forfeit for horses
entered by Jan. 1st, and only $10 if struck out by
sept. 1st. Horses entered by Aug. 15th, when the
Stakes shall be closed, to pay 550 forfeit: 52,500 to be
added by the Association; the second to receive 5500
of the added money, and -2Q per cent, of the stakes;
the third 10 per cent, of the stakes. Weights to be
announced two days before the race. One mile and
a half. 83 January entries.

THE GREAT EASTERN HANDICAP.
For two-year-olds, foals of 1883; a handicap sweep-
stakes of 5150 each for starters ; 530 forfeit for horses
entered by Jan. 1st, and only-*! 5 if struck out by

Sept. 1st. Horses entered by Aug. 15th, when stakes
shall be closed, to pay 575 forfeit; 55,000 to be added
by the Association; the second to receive 51,000 of the
added money and 20 per cent, of the stakes: the third
5500 of the added money and 10 per cent, of the
stakes. Weights to be announced two days before
the race. Three-quarters of a mile. 133 January
entries.

THE FI.ATBISII STAKES.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of 1883, of
5150 each for starters; 550 forfeit for horses entered
by Jan. 1st.; 5100 forfeit for horses entered by Aug.
15th, when the stakes shall be closed with 51,5n0
added; the second to receive S5C0 out of the stakes;
the third to save his stake; to carry 110 lbs. Win-
ners of 52,000 after Aug. 15th, 115 lbs.; maideDs, 100
lbs.; fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbs. Seven fur-
longs. 37 January entries,

THE WELTER STAKES.
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards, of
£50 each. h. f ., with 5750 added, of which 5200 to the
second, and 550 to the third; 28 lbs. added to weight
for age. Non-winners in 1885 of 52,000 allowed 7 lbs.

;

of 51,000, if four years old or upwards, 20 lbs; if
three years, 14 lbs.: maidens allowed, if three vears
old, 21 lbs.; if four or upwards, 35 lbs. One 'mile
and three-sixteenths.

Owners are requested to make application for stablinsr for the Autumn
Meeting on making: their entry, stating the number of stalls

they will require.

JUNE MEETING, 1887.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG- 15, 1886.

THE FOA5I STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of 1885; a sweepstakes of 525 each, p p, with S1.0C0
added; the second to receive 5100 out of the stakes; five furlongs.

THE Sl'RF STAKES, for two-year-olds, foals of 1885; a sweepstakes of 825 each, p p, with 51,000
added; the second to receive $100 out of the stakes; the winner of the Foam Stakes to carrv 7 lbs extra

•

five furlongs

.

JUNE MEETING, 1888.
STAKES TO CLOSE AUG. 15, 1886.

THE HER3IAIE STAKES, a sweepstakss of 5100 each, h f, and only 520 if declared out before July 1
1887, with 91,250 added; for fillies three years old, foals of 1885; the second to receive 5250 out of the
stakes; one mile and an eighth.

THE i I DAL STAKES, a sweepstakes of 5100 each, h f, and only 520 if declared out before July I, 1887;
for three-year-olds, foals of 1885, with 51,500 added; the second to receive 5300 out of the stake's; one
mile.

THE tOSEY ISLAND DERBY, a sweepstakes of 5100 each, h f, and only 520 if declared out before
July 1, 1SS7, with 52,500 added; for three-year-olds, foals of 1885, the second to receive 8500 out of the
stakes; one mile and a half.

Entries to be addressed to LEONARD W- JEROME, Pres't.
J.G.K.. LAWRENCE, Sec'y Coney Island Jockey Club, N.E. cor. 5th ave . and 22d st.,N.T

A large number of Stakes for the June and Autumn Meetings of 1887 will be duly advertised.

To Close Jan. I. 1887. 31jul 3

The Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
For further particulars address

Gl'S. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-THACK,

31jul 15 Oakland, Cal.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAHJFBAKCISIO, CAi.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000umi e juii'i.m: staeet
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P. FARNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers, \evalla Bank or San 1 raucLsto.

31 Jul 12

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, TJ. S. Array, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, .England.

(Diploma dates April, 22, 1670).

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs,
etc.. can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by Bending full particulars of disease and $1.

Send for B"zard*s Worm Powder** tor
horses, and his Worm Mixture for dogs.
They never fail in their action. Will send a package

by mail for $1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

ATTENTION, RIFLEMEN

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as bv old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than
any globe or peep sight ever invented, price S2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

10jul -ip

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
J.AKEFORT, CAL.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

Ashruont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tbe Principal BookNellers

or Sent Postpaid l>y

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

"O. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Es., forma the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ail along

the line.
:o ;

Over 6.00O miles of first-class road running West, North and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE.

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
njul (] (teneral Ageni, San Francisco, Cal.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 NaT oma M
Residence. BRfi Howard 3*., **nn FTnneifl<*o.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popnlar school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Sec'y.

t^SenA for circular.*^
julaugsept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by tetters Patent, July *A. 1887!.
Having thus described n.y invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure mv letteis patent, is:

L The part ©.supported by the side straps or the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening Into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D
t

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye white circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and In combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F. as Bhown, the straps or bands
and H. connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the ad J listing slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova.
ble about the point of support, t lie adjustable front
strap b or bands G and H, and the lear hand 1 and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the Minds, and .id -

Instable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the correspond! tig letters do nut
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
id at the

lomnlei
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up

with all the objections urged against blind.-, and
giving Complete control of the iino ofBanu> time

something of the same effect on the action follows as
la induced by toe.weights. This is especially the case
wlitM-.ounK colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the anee without the strain of weight -

feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MrKEKId
No, 2»and33E11li St. San Ft
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are <lue to arrive at
San FranciNCO.

From July 16, 1886.

J8:00 a M
8:00 a m
4 K)0 p m
7 :30 A M

•3 :30 F M
S:30 A M
4:00 P m
•5:00 p M
8:00 A m
•8:30 am
•j;30 P m

10:00 a M
3:00 P M
7:30 a M
7:30 A M
7 :30 a m
8:30 a m
3:00 P M
4:00 P M

•1:00 p M
8:30 A Jf

(10 :00 am
3:00 P M
3:30 A M
9:30 a M
•3:30 P m
"9:30 A m

HazelCreek.Redding & Portland
Galtvia Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore andPleasantoii...
Martinez
Milton

Mojave.Demjng.EI Paso & East.
.. Nlles and Haywards
.. ..Ogden and East

. Red Bluff via Marysville
Reno, Truckee and Colfax....

Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore..
*« via Benicia.,
" via Benicia.

Sacramento River Steamers..
Sau Jose ,

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tnlaie and Fresno

6:10 i

10:10
6:10 p m
6:40 p m

'10:10 a m
5:40 p M

10 :10 A m
*8:40 A M
6:10 p M

•7:40 P M
10:40 a m
3:40 p si

11:10 a M
5:40 p M
6:40 P u
6:40 p m
5 :40 p m
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
•6:00 a m
•3:40 p M
$3:40 pm
9:40 a m
6:40 p m
•7:40 p u

•10:40 a M
:40 PM

Front San Francisco Dally.

DOG LICENSES

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars. Locks, Bella, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, &c, &c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

fiWElKcfFtl

TIME SCHEDULE
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Towusend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing May 2, 1886.
R. K.

8;30a
10 : 10 a
tU :30a

tll:4op

6:23 A
•8:10 a
0:03 a

•10:0-: a
•J £6 p

+4 :o0 P
fi**) V

17:50 p
f8:15p

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and...,

.... Principal Way Stations

10:10 AM Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,
•3:30 p'( Salinas and Monterey

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—•fi:30—7:00—7:80— B :00—
8-30-9:00—a :30—10 ;00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00- li:30

—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 6:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00—y:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— *7;00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8:30—*3:30—«4rf)0—,4:30--*5:00—*o:30—*6K)0—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*3:30 a—8:30 p—12:00
TO ALAMEDA—*G:00—•6:30—7:00—*7;',S0—S:IX>— *S:30—

9:00—9:30—10:00-±10:30-11:00—tll:30-12:00—J:12:30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00—5:30—
6:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—"6:30—7 :00—*7:30~ 8:00—«8:30
—9:00—9:30—10:00—il0:30—11:00- fll :30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00—3:^0—4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—
7:00—3:00—9:00— 10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— •6;00— *6:30— 7:00 -*7:30-
}8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—Jl:00—2:00 -3:00 -4 :U<-

—•4:30-5:00—"5:30-6:00--*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

PROM FRUIT VALE—*6:2&-*6:53-«7:23-*.:5i- -8:23
•8:53—*9:23—*10:20-*4:33—*4:'>3—*5:23—*5:53-*6:£i—
•6:53—7^0-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 20 -"f:S0 •

16:50-t9:20-*3:20.FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30~ *6:00- 6:30—7. '0

7:30-8:00-8:30-9:00-9:30—10:00-10:30—11:00— 11 ?0

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- ! :57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 mintite3 later
than from EaBt Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:23-*5:58- •6:28— 6:58 -•7:28 -

7:58—«8:28—8:58—9:28-9:58— tl0:28— 10:58 -JU :Z8-
11 :58-il2:28—12:58—11:28—1 =58—2:58-3 :28-3 ;58 -4 :28

4:58-5:28—5:58—6:28-6:58-7:58—8:58-9:58—10:58.
FROMBERKELEY-*S:23-*o:53-*6:23-6:53-*7:23-

7:53—•8:23—8:53—9:23—9:53—1)0:23—10:53 —$11:23—
11 :53 —12 :53-l :53— 2:53 —3 :23— 3 :53- 4 :23—4 :53—5 :23

—5:63-6:23—6:53—7:53-8:53—9:53-10:53.
FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:53-*6:-3-6:53—*7:23

—7:53—8:53— •9:23—9:53-10:58— tl2;53— 1:53— 2:53—
3 :53—1 :53—*5 :23-5 :53—'6 :23—fipv.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—«7:16—9:15—11:15—1:15-
8:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6 ;15—8:15—10 :15 —12 :15— 2:15 -
4:15.

Sundays excepted. {Sundays only

Standard Time furnished by Licit Observatory.

4- 23. TOWNE.
Gen. w»uager.

T. H. «J(MH)MA>,
Gen. Pass, ATtk A«i

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOK
ENNELL's OyntHIANA HOBHE BOOTS.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties.
Db. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombault's Oaubtic Balsam.

... Watsonville, Camp Goodall , ..,, ,,„ ,

..Aptos.New Brighton, Soiiuel.... .

i0:
'; t

(Capitol a) and Santa Cruz S :

,oU p

LOOK AT THIS! ..Hollister and Tree Pinos ..

10:40 A 1 Soled:ul, Kiti;;s and Way Stat I 6:00 P

Afternoon.
{Theatre train.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.
-o .

f — W. AC Scott A Son Haniiiurless EI. S,. Gun, "Premier Quality." 10-gauge, 30 in.,

SI lbs., with SOLE LEATHER CASE, nearly new, cost S300 price $900
a—W. A C. Scott A Son Hammerless B. I. Gun "Premier Quality," I2-guage, 30 in.

7J Ins., coat SdOO, will sell for $160
3—W. R. Pape Hammer B.L. Gun,12-gauge, 30 in.. 7 Idb. .cylinder bore, cost $200, will sell

for $65
4—W. W. Greener Treble Wedge-last, Hammer B. I.. Gun, 10-gauge, 30 in., 0'i lbs., as

good as new, cost SI50, will sell for $85

a—Morning,
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundayBonly.

Saturdays only.
|

Standard Tim-1 fu riHshi-fl'liy Randolph A Co.. S. F.

Stage cuvxiatk.ns arte made with the 10:10 a. m|
Train, except PessCadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwoofi. which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.
'spKciALltdU.vt-TRip Tickets, at reduced rates—to

Monterey, Aptos, Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescaderc
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and PaBO Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TKKEis.
For Sunfl.,. only,} a****^" S&f™ ' g°°d

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satfrdav and SfndayoiiIv;
Sunday and-1

, good for return until following Mo'n-
Monday, I day, inclusive, at the following rattB*

CLABEOUGH & GOLCHBR,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and up to the last of January,
1886. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-
lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SAUB AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST.CIASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTJT?. ONTfl PTJTfTF1

. PT,AN Isstrictly adhered to atFairlawn, and theX JJ.XJ v/xi J-J X xlaVXJ X XiXXJ.1 price of every animai for saie ja printed in the
catalogue. Pc^chaeers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present iu person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Kruno.,..
Mlllbrae.
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
MayfieM

Sattu
Hon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

*1 50

1 50
1 76
! 76
2 75
?. rip

3 00
a co
3 00

Satto
Hon.
Tkt.

$2 00
226
260
2 50
4 00
500
500
5 00
5 00

Lock Rox 39». WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair,' Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot bo surpassed^for

parity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. M FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PBKELBSS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER N. Y.

Ticket Offices.— PagBenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. AsBt. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TEB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leacluuR with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

summer and Winter Resort ol the
Pacific Coast,

with ita beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootiiiB
may )<e had iu season.

TBS BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flsh wliicb
abound in its waters, notablv Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
thelowrateB of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DELMONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for Burf bathing. The BATH-HODSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and awim-
mingbathB. with EL KG ANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOUV1X AND SANTA OBXZ
IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern DiviHion runs tlirongh the counties
of San Mateo, .Simla Clara, San Benito, Santa Crur
and Monterey.each of which abounds in gamu In creat
variety. Notably

<ttinil. Pigeon, Snipe, luiok. Gec«, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
Ht San Milieu .or llmno \ivlLknown Retreats PURrS-
8IMA, SAN GREGOHIO and PESCADERO We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tentof range at and about. SAN BRTJNO and McMA-HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. J»ui*La.

These reaorta are but a short distance from San
Francisco and offer special Inducements to tl a lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

Will be it,!
i i

I. n to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGSwhen carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of

I rain Bag^ageim-ii. j rain P.aggag.Miini are liiHtrim'ed
to issue CHECKS for ail dogs received in Baffin u
Cam. n"

OB-In order to guard against accidents to D s
wtille in transit, It. in incessiir.v that they be itrovided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Qnns and FJshJuff
Tackle will be carried freu ofcharge. (5uns taken apart
nnd securely packed hi wood or leather cues mav bo
taken in PasBenger Cars. J

TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, Townnend
Btreet, Vulencla Station, and No 613 Market st., Orur

A, C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH.
Soperunendent, AMt. Psm, and Tkt, A3t,
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AQUATICS.
The Oakland Canoe Olub.

On last Saturday afternoon the canoes Shadow, Undine and
Zoe Mon and skiff Yum Yum, started for Bay Farm Island,

and had a pleasant and quick trip along the Alameda shore.

On account of her superior size the Ynm Yum was expected

to run away from her smaller competitors, but the canoeists

proper were nleased to see that they held their distance all

the way through. The fleet made land just above the Bay
Farm Island bridge, shortly before 4:30 p. m. The night was

not of the pleasantest and all hands "turned in" aboard the

Yum Yum; but in spite of ample bedding all hands com-

plained slightly of the lack of warmth, but, however, as the

boys do not expect, when on their overnight excursions, to

find a Palace Hotel at their camping grounds, no great dissat-

isfaotion was expressed. Prior to the start for home consid-

erable hilarity and merriment was indulged in. Along the

Alameda flats the north-weBtwind almost invariably kicks up
a heavy seaway on account of the shallow water. After a

long and tedious beat the little vessels made the mouth of

the creek, where they were met by the Mystic, Flirt and
Zephyr, which had come out for the purpose of escorting

them home. After getting well into the creek the Undine
and Shadow ranged alongside of each other for the purpose

of one of the skippers getting a light for his cigar, we under-

stand, and in accomplishing this both upset and spilt both

skippers "into the drink." The other boats immediately

went to their assistance, and no damage beside a wetting

resulted. People unused to aquatic sports would pull a

grave face and talk about the dangers incident to such oruises,

but when it is understood that the canoe is itself alwayB a

first-class life preserver, and that almost invariably some of

the other canoes are at hand to render any necessary assis-

tance, fond parents and friends will realize that incidents of

this kind are always more provocative of mirth than of

trouble. In this case the Yum Yum took the wet canoeist on
board and the Undine in tow, while the Shadow had similar

serrioe done her by the Flirt. This accident to the Shadow
is greatly appreciated by the others, as she was the only one

"off the list," the only one that had not previously capsized

on some occasion.

The Pacific Yacht Club Cruise-

The cruise of the Pacific Yacht Club took place according to

programme as published in our last issue, and, to use a stere-

otyped expression, was a complete success. Some little disap-

pointment was expressed at the non-participation of the New
York yacht Brunhilde, but she was represented by one of the

guests of Captain Phelps, who went on the Nellie. A good
start was made on Saturday afternoon, with a good wind from
the westward. The fleet consisted of the Aggie, Halcyon,

Lurline and Annie, the 6chconer Nellie following later. Noth-

ing of interest occurred until Pinole Point was reached where
the fleet was met by the government yacht Freda with a

band on board, and which then squared away and accompan-
ied the fleet to Vallejo. The Aggie, as was expected, took

the honors up. Conviviality was the order of the evening,

the interchange of visits being kept up to a late hour. The
Pearl, Azalene, and sloop Nellie arrived after dark and
joined the fleet. Sunday morning came with a light sea

breeze with a southard tendency, and a flood tide such as

only knows how to run in Vallejo and Carquinez Straits. All

seafaring men are credited with a considerable amount of

superstition. Yachtsmen being almost universally men of

education and ability, should not come under the heading, but
there is one thing that they frequently speak of in a jocose

manner, not even admitting to themselves that they believe

in it, that yachts are like race-horses and other animals, that

they "get off their feed," so to speak, and that at some times
they go through the water in fine shape and at others (under
similar circumstances) are hea^ y and "loggy ." Those who have
the tendency to think thusly, will have their ideas confirmed by
the result of the beat down between the large sohooners.

On account of the recent newspaper talk, anent the speed of

the Pearl and sloop Nellie, these two vessels decided to start

together. As these were the two smaller vessels of the fleet,

permission was asked of Commodore Caduc to part com-
pany before the set time. The Pearl was the first under way
and stood off and on waiting for the sloop, and finally when
she started the Nellie had a lead of about three-quarters of a

mile, which she held through Vallejo straits. Off Mare Island
light the yawl, by short work in shore, took the windward
position, and went off on a long leg on port tack to the wind-
ward of Mare Island, with a lead of about two hundred yards.

The sloop, however, outpointed her on this lay, and in about

an hour was on even terms and finally crossed the Pearl's
bows when near the Brothers, and maintained her lead to the
finish, about as far ahead as at the start. The Azalene got
under way early in the morning. The "biguns" waited till

1.30 when the starting gun was fired. The flag-ship took the
lead at the start, followed by the Lurline, Aggie, Nellie and
Halcyon in the order named. The Freda got underway with
the fleet also, but did not stay with it long. The whole fleet

stood over to the Contra Costa shore, where the Halcyon, to

the surprise of the knowing ones, immediately cut out the
pace, and took the lead with Lurline next and Aggie in third
position, while Nellie and Annie were sagging off to leeward
and dropping rapidly astern. The Halcyon showed extraor-
dinary speed, in such smooth water, and kept on increasing
her distance at a remarkable rate, while Aggie slowly but
surely overhauled the Lurline and took second place. The
wind continued fairly steady until near California City, where
it became very light and fitful, sometimes ceasing entirely.

The Halcyon finished firet at 4:29:20, making the course in
remarkably fast time of 2 hours 59 minutes and 20 seconds,
taking into consideration the head wind and flood tide. The
Aggie arrived 16 minutes and 35 seconds later, and the Lur-
line 5 minutes after her, while the Nellie and Annie, on ac-

count of calms, did not arrive till long after.

The San Francisco Yacht Club Cruise.

The Chispa (flag-ship), Whitewing, Lolita and Neva assem-
bled, pursuant to orders, near California City, on Saturday, at

about 5 p. M. The Commodore evidently had more faith in
tho ability of the professional fisherman, and had on board a
select assortment of fish from the city, in spite of the order
barring "silver hooks." No fiBhing was done on Saturday,
but about 1 p. m. the chowder was ready on the beach, and a
merry good time was had. Next day all hands tried their

luck at fishing. Mr. Miller, of the Neva, brought home the
largest catch (16), and was awarded the first prize which was
a toy pistol, probably with the idea that if that was all be
could catch in future he would be able to shoot a few to help
fill up his creel. Shortly after noon the fleet got under way,
and went as far as the Brothers to meet the Pacific fleet on
their way home. All expressed themselves as having had a
good time.

The Ripple was out cruising by herself last Saturday and
Sunday.

The Spray did not leave her moorings.

Mr. J. MacDonough, former owner of the Aggie, and ex-
Commodore of the Pacific Club, is reported as having char-
tered a cutter in England for a three-months' cruise in
northern waters.

—~-—-*.

The Prospects for Gaudaur.

The departure of Jake Gaudaur from Boston, last Thurs-
day, was attended with more enthusiasm than any similar

event in the past. The wharf, steamers, vessels, and every
spot that could command a view of the Catalonia were black
with people wishing Jake a prosperous journey. As the
mammoth ship moved from the wharf a mighty cheer went
up for the champion of America, who acknowledged the com-
pliment from the bridge of the vessel; the yachts in port
saluted him as they passed, steam-boats blew their whistles,

and sailors cheered themselves hoarse in his honor. If there

has been any lack of appreciation of his merits as a sculler

in St. Louis, his home, it has been more than balanced by
his treatment in the east. This, perhaps, is all he could ask.

There is a great curiosity to know what opinion the English
people will have of his rowing, but it is safe to say that as

Hanlan is at present their stereotyped model of perfection

they cannot fail to be pleased with Gaudaur. The stroke of

the two men—except that Gaudaur's is a trifle longer—is

exact, and his clean, even finish is in marked contrast to that

of all others except Hanlan. Both men sit low in their boats
and rig their locks aB near the water as possible, thus making
it easier to trim boat and to put in more effective work with
legs and back. That this is the correct mode of rowing there

can be little doubt. V'e, in America, do not know enough of

Beach's style to be able to do much more than pass an
opinion upon him. It is said that he sits high iu his boat

—

some three inches higher than any other? sculler—and of

course has to rig his locks correspondingly. The effect of

this will make his craft hard to trim, and in rough water it

is difficult to see how he can obtain any great speed. Enough
is known, however, through Hanlun and others, to lead to the
conviction that he is a great sculler, and that our champion
will have to row the hardest race of his life to beat him.
Should be succeed in winning, as his backers have every

hope he will, there will be none among the present galaxy of
scullers who can hope to wrest the title from him, and it is

likely to stay in his hands as long as it did in the hands of

Hanlan. Gaudaur and his backer have the respect and confi-

dence of our people, and should they not obtain the victory it

will not lessen the admiration and honor they deserve. It is

to be hoped that upon their return, victorious or otherwise,
they will be shown in a substantial manner that their efforts

have been appreciated.

English Breeders.

It appears that the theory of Lord Falmouth, the most suc-
cessful of modern turfmen, is that no mare that has not won
a race should be bred from, and that the same rules should
be applied to mares that had not run at two years of age, or
remained on the turf longer than two years, or whose dam
had not bred other winners beside herself, and in carrying
out this theory Lord Falmouth has apparently given up
theory in hiB choice of sires, as the dam of the famous race-

mare Jannette was bred in successive years to Gladiateur,
Bosicrueian, Lord Clifden, Parmesan, Scottish Chief and
Queen's Messenger. Thus we see that, so far as the blood
lines are concerned, here is one successful breeder of thor-
oughbred horses who has very little choice, provided both
sire and dam have shown themselves capable of winning races
in good company. In this relation an English paper says:
"It is curious to note that since 1S60 the Derby has only been
won twice by the progeny of mares that never ran. Alice
Hawthorn, the dam of Thormandy, ran no less than 71 races,

of which she won 49J. Blink Bonny, the dam of Blair Athol,
ran 20 races and won 14; Seclusion, the dam of Hermit, ran
22 races andwon 6, while Marigold, Doncaster's dam, although
she never ran at two years old, afterwards appeared 14 times
and won 5 races. According to this, racing, instead of it

being inimical to the successof the mares at the stud, has the
contrary effect, and in the case of Camballo, winner of the Two
Thousand and sire of The Lambkin, we may note that his
dam the speedy Little Lady, ran her first race as a yearling,
appearing altogether thirty-five times and winning sixteen
races. We may note that in the other generations, also, that
the hard work of the mares has had no evil effect, for the son
of Seclusion, Hermit, will likely prove to be the most suc-
cessful of all time. Hermit ran in 25 races, of which he only
won 8, and these during his two and three-year-old career,

after which he ran ten races without winning. Blair Athol
earned at the stud the enormous sum of £65,000, while his
immediate descendants won in stakes on the English turf

alone more than £170,000. Pocahontas,whose direct descend-
ants won the four classic races no less than 45 times, ran
many races. She lived to be 33 years of age, bred 15 foals,

among them Stockwell, Bataplan, King Tom, Knight of Tars
and Knight of St. Patrick. The potency of her powers is

proved by the fact that her last foal, Arancaria, bred when
Pocahontas was 25 years old, produced in her turn Steoha*
notis, Wellingtonia, Camelia, winners of the Oaks; Chamant,
winner of the Two Thousand, etc., and Kayon d'Or, winner
of the St. Leger. :

' It is clear, therefore, that racing, unless
carried to the greatest extreme, and perhaps not then, as wit-

ness Alice Hawthorn, has no detrimental effect on mares.
Great harm is done by overdoing young sires at the stud.
Even more harm, however, results from the English fashion
of feeding stallions heavily and giving them little work, so
that they look sleek as mules, but are full of impurities. A
stallion should have plenty of exercise, in fact it would be
beneficial that he should be turned in the paddock for a few
hours every day or be ridden regularly, the latter plan being
adopted successfully in Germany. A stallion, to serve mares,
should be almost in as hard a condition as when in training,

and then his powers are unimpaired and his foals healthy,
while the contrary is the case when the stallion is gross or
plethoric.

Mrs. "Knap" McCarthy's new trotter Anniversary is very
nearly thoroughbred, beiDg by imp. Hurrah—Oriole by
Lance, he by American Eclipse; second dam by Shark, he
also by American Eclipse.

Dr. Herr believes that a cool day is the best for the exhibi-

tion of the extreme speed of a trotter, and instances Maud S.,

who has certainly done her best work, with one exception, on
cool days.

The first impressions made upon the mind of a colt are
the most lasting. It is therefore of importance that their

first lessone be of the proper kind.

The biggest thoroughbred in training in the world U
Australian steeplechaser, Meiiden, a pony that stands
bands 22 inches' high.
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Dates for 1886.

Petaluma, Cal Aug. 23 to 28

Slenbrook Park Aug. 21 to 28

Oakland, Oal Aug. 30 to Sept. 4

Marysville. Oal.. .Ang. 81 to Sept. 4

Sacramento, Oal Sept. 9 to 18

CALIFORNIA PALI. CIBCTJIT.

Stockton. Cal Sept. 21 to 25

San Jose. Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Reno.Nev -°°H !°l
Salinas, Cal Oct. 6 to 9

EASTERN—RUNNING.

Monmouth Park. .July 8 to Aug. 24

Saratoga July 21 to Aug. 28

Ooney Island. . . .Aug. 28 to Sept. 21

Rockaway Sept. 22 to 21

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16

Tatonia Oct.ltoJ6

BaUimore..... Oct. 19 to 23

Washington Oct. 26 to 29

scbiuo.o i
ae-?,£ll

Helena. Mont Aug. 23 to 28

Waterloo, N.I.
(0. W. N. I. B. A.). . .Aug. 21 to 2b

Pataskala, O Aug. 24 to 27

Albany, N. T Aug. 21 to 27

Clark County Fair, „,,„,«
Springfield, O Aug. 24 to 28

Latinia.Ky Aug. 24 to 28

Columbus, Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Oscaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sent. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M.T.H.B. A) Sept.7to

Rochester, N. Y. , _ » - . „
(N T. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to In

Toledo. O Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. lo to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne. Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Oleveland, O Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 11 to 17

Pongbkeepsie, X. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24

Beading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, O Sept. 21 to 24

Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ina. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centre-sille, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 2B to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. lto9
Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly. N. J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 1

5

Greenfield,© Oct. 13 to lo

Bloorasburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Entries toP. C.B.H. A.-Fixed Events 1887-88.

1887—SPRING MEEEING.

California Stakes-For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); $50

each $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared oat on or before Jan. 1st,

1887; all declarations void nnless accompanied with the

money, with §500 added; second horse to receive $100; third

to save stake. Half a mile. .

'

Jno Adams, ch f Miss Mitford by Joe Hooker, dam Pearl.

Jno. Adams, ch c Mart Gibson by Joe Hooker, dam Jennie

Gibson. _ , - ~ n
Jno. Adams, ch o by Joe Hooker, dam Belle.

R P Ashe f by GrinBtead, dam Cousm Peggie.

R P Ashe' f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake

Jas. B. Chase, ch f Eosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Eliza.

J B Hasrin, ch f by King Ban, dam times' War Flag.

j' B 'HagSn, b f Charming by The IU-Used, dam Cleopatra.

j'. B. Haggin, br f by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

J B Haggin, bg by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favonta.

t' B Haltin b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanche.

J B' Haggin', ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.
j' B. Haggin, br c by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.

0. Halverson, b c— by Kyrle Daly dam Maggie S.

W M Marry, s o Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Pusb.

w! m'. Marry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam

Irene Harding.

M. Johnson, bo by Joe Hooker dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch c imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan. .

Palo Alto, br c imp. Brutus by Macgregor, dam imp. leardrop

by Scottish Chief.

Palo Alto, br o imp. Peter, Jr., by Peter, dam imp. Patilla by

Pero Gomez.
J C. Eeis, b f Orinda by Monday, dam Lillie E.

H L Samuels, bcEd.McGinnisby Gnnstead, dam JenmeG.

p'siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

L' H Todhunter.ch c Levit by King Alfonso, dam Fasmonette,

W. B. Todhunter, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam CountesB

W B "Todhunter, br c by Wildidle, dam Augusta E.

W. B. Todbunters, ch f by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston. „ , , , ... 1TT

W B Todhunter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.

Theo' Winters, b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Theo' Winters, be Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk,dam Marian.

Theo Winters, ch c Colomo by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.

Theo' Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo'. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1S87—SPRING MEETING.

The Gano Stakes—For two-year-olds (foala of 1SS5); $50

each S25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on or before Jan. 1st,

1887- all declarations void unless accompanied with the

money with $500 added; second horse to receive $100;

third to save stake. Stake to to be named after winner if

Gano's time (1:15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

Jno Adams, ch f Miss Mitford by Joe Hooker, dam Pearl.

Jno. Adams, ch c Mart Gibson oy Joe Hooker, dam Jennie

Gibson.

Jno. Adama, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Belle.

K. P. Ashe, f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

K P Ashe, f by Rutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas B Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake by
'

Wildidle. , „ , „ T , ™
Jas. B. Chase, ch f Eosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J B Haggin, br c by Glenelg, dam Echoless.
j'

b'. Haggin, b c by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favorita.

J B' Haggifl, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanche.
j' B Haggin, br c by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.

J B Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Eliza.

J B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J b' Haggin ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

C. Halverson, b c by Kyrle Daly, Dam Maggie S.

W. M. Murry, B c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Pubs.

w! M. Murry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker, dam Irene

Harding.

M Johnson, b c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch c imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan.
Palo Alto, br c imp. Brutus by Macgregor, dam imp. Teardrop

by Scottish Chief.

Palo Alto, br c imp. Peter, Jr., by Peter, dam imp. Patilla by

Pero Gomez. .

H L Samuek, b c Ed. MeGinms by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

P ' Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

L H. Todhunter, ch c Levit by King Alfonso.dam Faahionette.

W. B. Todhunter, oh c by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.
W. B. Todhunter, br o by Wildidle, dam Angusta E.

W B Todhunter, ohf byJoeHooker, dam Lanra Winston.

w' B. Todhunter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.

Theo. Winters, b or br o Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Theo. Winters,b cEmperor of Norfolk by Norfolk,dam Marian.

Theo Winters, chc Colomo by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.

Theo. Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1887—FALL MEETING.

The Ladies' Stakes.-For two-year-old dllies (foals of 1885);

S50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on Jan. 1st, 1887; or

$20 if declared out Aug. 1st, 1887; all declarations.void unless

accompanied with the money; with $400 added; second to

receives 100; third to save stake. WinnerB of three stake

races to carry 5 lbs. extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

Jno Adams, ch f Miss Mitford by Joe Hooker dam Pearl.

E P Ashe f by Grinstead, dam Consm Peggie.

e! p! Ashe! f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas. B. Chase, ch f Eosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J. B Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J. B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Eliza.

J. B. Hagiin, ch f by King Ban, dam Dries' War Flag.

J B Hagiin! b f Charming by The El-Used, dam Cleopatra.

j! B. Haggin, br f by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

J B Haggin, ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

W M Murrv, s c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

w! M. Murry, s o Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam

Irene Harding.

J C. Eeis, b g Orinda by Monday, dam Lilhe K.

P. Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

W B Todhunter ch f bv Joe Hooker, dam Laura Winston.

w' B. Todhunter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.

Santa Anita Stables, b f by Grinstead dam Clara D.

Santa Anita Stables, b f by Gnnstead, dam Maggie Em-

SanlaTni'ta Stables, ch f by Glenelg, dam La Polka.

Santa Anita Stables, b f by Virgil.

Theo. Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery-

Theo. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1887—FALL MEETING.

The Autumn Stakes—For two-year-olds (foals of 1885); $50

each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out Jan. 1st, 1887; or $20

if declared out Aug. 1st, 1887; all declarations void nnless

accompanied with the money; with $750 added; second to

receive $150; third to save stake. Winners of three stake

races to carry 5 lbs. extra. One mile.

Jno. Adams, ch c Mart Gibson by Joe Hooker, dam Jennie

Gibson. , -n i

Jno. Adams, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Pearl.

E P Ashe f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

e' P. Ashe, f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jae. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake by

Wildidle. „ , T , _,

JaB. B. Chase, ch f Eosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J B Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favorita.

J B Haggin b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanohe.

j! b! Haggin, br c by Kyrle Daly, dam Came C.

J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

j b Haggin, ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.
j' B Haggin, br c bv Glenelg, dam Echoless.

C. Halverson, b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.

J. B. McDonald, g c Donald W. by Joe Hooker, dam Lexing-

ton Belle.

W. M. Murry, s c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

w! M. Murry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
|

Irene Harding.

M Johnson, b c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch c imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan.
Palo Alto, br c imp. Brutus by Macgregor, dam imp. Teardrop

by Scottish Chief.
.

Palo Alto, br c imp. Peter, Jr., by Peter, dam imp. Patilla by

Pero Gomez. .

H L.Samuels, bcEd. McGinnis by Gnnstead, dam JenmeG.

P. Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

l!h. Todhunter.ch cLevit, by King Alfonso, dam Fashionette.

ionette. _ , . „
W. B. Todhunter, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter, br c by Wildidle, dam Angusta E.

W.B.Todhunter, chf byJoeHooker, dam Lanra WinBton.

W B. Todhnnter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.

Santa Anita Stables, ch c by Eutherford, dam Josie C.

Santa Anita Stables, br c by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.

Santa Anita Stables, ch c by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.

Santa Anita Stables, b f by Grinstead, dam Clara D.

Santa Anita Stables, ch f by Glenelg, dam La Polka.

Theo. Winters, b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Theo. Winters, b c Emperor of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam

Theo. Winters, ch cColoma by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.

Theo Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo! Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1S88—SPRING MEETING.

The Tidal Stakes—For three-year-olds (foals of 1885);

$100 each, half forfeit, or $10if declared out on Jan. 1st, 1877;

or $20 if declared out Aug. 1st, 1887; or $30 if declared out

Jan. 1st, 1888; all declarations void unless accompanied with

the money; with $600 added; the second to receive $200;

third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

E. P. Ashe, f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

E P. Ashe, f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake by

Wildidle. T „
J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favorita.

j! B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dnm Comanche.

j! B. Hnggin, b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.

j! B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J. B. Haggin, ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

J. B. Haggin, br c by Glenelg, dam Echoless.

C. Halverson, b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.

J. B. McDonald, g c Donald W. by Joe Hooker, dam Lexing-

ton Belle.

W. M. Murry, s c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Pus3.

w! M. Murry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
Irene Harding.

M Johnson, b c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch o imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan. .

Palo Alto, br c imp.BrutnB by Macgregor, dam imp. Teardrop

by Scottish Chief.
.

Palo Alto, br c imp. Peter, Jr., by Peter, dam imp. Patilla by

Pero Gomez.
Palo Alto, b c Peel bv Monday, dam Precious by Lever.

J. C. Eeis, b f Orinda by Monday, dam Lillie E.

H. L. Samuels, b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

P. Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

L. H. Todhunter, ch cLevit by King Alfonso.dam Fashionette.

W.B. Todhunter.ch c by JoeHooker.dam Countess Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter, br c by Wildidle, dam Augusta E.

W.B .Todhnnter, ch f by Joe Hooker, dam Laura Winston.

W. B. Todhunter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.
Santa Anita Stables, ch c by Rutherford, dam JoBie C.

Santa Anita Stables, br c by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.

Santa Anita Stables, ch c by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.

Santa Anita Stables, ch or b o by Prince Charlie, dam
Salinas.

Santa Anita Stables, ch or b c by Prince Charlie, dam
Nota Bene.

Theo. Winters, b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Theo. Winters, b c Emperor of "Norfolk by Norfolk, dam
Marian.

Theo. Winters, ch c Colomo by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.

Theo. WinterB, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1888—SPRING MEETING.

The Paci6o Derby—For three-year-olds (foals of 1885);

$100 each, half-forfeit, or $10 if declared out Jan. 1st, 1887;

or $20 if declared out Aug. 1st, 1887; or $30 if declared out

Jan. 1st, 1888; all declarations void unlesB accompanied with

the money; with $750 added; second to receive $200; third to

save stake. One mile and a half.

E. P. Ashe, f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

s! P. Ashe, f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.
Jtt. Jr. ABne, I uv numcuuiu, """ j.»«u»c **.

Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake by
Wildidle.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favorita.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanche.

J. B. Haggin, br c by Kryle Daly, dam Carrie C.

J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J. B. Haggin, ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

j! b! Haggin, br c by Glenelg, dam Echoless.

C. Halverson, b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.

J. B. McDonald, ch c Phantom by Joe Hooker, dam Cordelia

Planet.

J. B. McDonald, g c Donald W. by Joe Hooker, dam Lexing-

ton Belle.

W. M. Murry, s c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Puss,

w! M. Murry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
Irene Harding.

M. Johnson, b c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch c imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan.
Palo Alto, br c imp. Brutus by Macgregor, dam imp. Teardrop

by Scottish Chief.

Palo Alto, br c imp. Peter, Jr , by Peter, dam imp. Patilla by

Pero Gomez.
Palo Alto, b c Peel by Monday, dam Precious by Lever.

H. L. Samuels, b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

P. Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

L.H. Todhunter, chc Levit by King Alfonso, damFashionette.

W. B. Todhnutor, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter, br c by Wildidle, dam Augusta E.

Santa' Anita Stables, ch o by Eutherford, dam Josie C.

Santa Anita Stables, br c by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.

Santa Anita Stables, ch c by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.

Santa Anita Stables, ch or b c by Prince Charlie, dam
Salinas.

.

Santa Anita Stables, ch or b c by Prince Charlie, dam
Nota Bene.

Theo. Winters, b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Theo. Winters, b c Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam
Marian.

Theo. Winters, ch c Colomo by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.

Theo! Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo! Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

18S8—FALL MEETING.

The Vestal Stakes—For three-year-old 611ies (foals of 1885)

;

$25 each, p. p., with $500 added; second to receive $100; third

to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

E. P. Ashe, f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

R. P. Asbe, f by Eutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas. B. Chase, oh f Eosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J. B. Haggin, ch f by Onondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

3. B. Haggin, b f by Glenelg, dam Hayti.

J. B. Haggin, b f by Glenelg, dam Acoustic.

W. M. Murry, s c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

w! M. Mnrry, s o Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
Irene Harding.

J. C. Eies, b f Orinda by Monday, dam Lillie E.

P. Siebenthaler, ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dnm Lizzie P .

W. B. Todhunter, chf by Joe Hooker,dam Laura Winston.

w! B. Todhunter, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.

Santa' Anita Stables, b f by Grinstead, dam Clara D.

Santa Anita Stables, b f by Grinstead, dam Maggie Em-
erson.

Santa Anita Stables, ch f by Glenelg, dam La Polka.

Theo. Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

Theo. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

1888—FALL MEETING.

The Fame Stakes—For three-year olds (foals of 1885); $100

each, half forfeit, or $10 if declared out Ang. 1st, 1887; or $20

if declared out Jan. 1st, 1S88; or $30 if declared out Aug.

1st, 1S88; all declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $750 added; second to receive $200; third to •

save stake. One mile and three-quarters.

R. P. Ashe, f by Grinstead, dam Cousin Peggie.

E. P. Ashe, f by Rutherford, dam Fannie D.

Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare, by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake by

Wildidle.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam La Favorite.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanohe.

j! B. Haggin, br o by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.

J. B. Haggin, br c by Glenelg, dam EcholeBS.

J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam My Love.

J. B. Haggin, ch f by Ouondaga, dam Mrs. Chubbs.

j! b! Haggin! b f by Glenelg, dam Hayti.

J. B. Haggin, b f by Glenelg, dam Aooustic.

O. Halverson, b c by Kyrle -Daly, dam Maggie S.

W. M. Murry, s o Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Pubs

W. M. Murry, s c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
Irene Harding.

M. Johnson, b o by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Palo Alto, ch o imp. Winrow by Foxhall, dam imp. Cutaway

by Parmesan.
Palo Alto, brc imp. BrutuB by Macgregor, dam imp. Teardrop

by Scottish Chief.

Palo Alto, br c imp. Peter, Jr., by Peter, dam imp. Patilla, by

Pero Gomez.
Palo Alto, b o Peel by Monday, dam Precious by Lever.

H. L. Samuels, b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

P. Siebenthaler, oh f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

L.H. Todhunter, oh c Levit by King Alfonso.dam Fashionette.

W. B. Todhunter, oh e by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.
W. B. Todhunter, br o by Wildidle, dam Augusta E.

Santa Anita Stables, oh c by Eutherford, dam Josie C.
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Santa Anita Stables, br c by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.
Santa Anita Stables, eh c by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stables, ch or b c by Prince Charlie, dam

Salinas.

Santa Anita Stables, ch or b c by Prince Charlie, dam
Nota Bene.

Theo. Winters, b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Theo. Winters, b c Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam

Marian.
Theo. Winters, ch c Colomo by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart.
Theo. Winters, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
Theo. Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glen.

Glenview Stock Farm-

The following letter from J. B. McFerran, executor of the

estate of the late J. C. McFerran, of the Glenview Trotting

Stock Farm, Louisville, Ky., will be read with interest by
every breeder and owner of race-horses. We join onr hope

to the writer's that the farm may pass intact into the hands
of some thorough horsemen, with means to carry it on suc-

cessfully.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In consequence of a
recent decision of onr Chancery Court, it is my painful duty
to announce to the public the necessity of a sale of Glenview.
I should be very glad indeed to make a sale of it to some party
or company that would carry is on. It is thoroughly organ-
ized, and the success it has already attained, while phenome-
nal, is by no means ephemeral. The foundation of a steady
growth is there, and I am confident a few years more would
cause the results already attained to seem almost trivial.

The public do not at all know the amount nor the immensely
superior quality of the breeding animals there gathered . It is

progressive also; each year the crop of colts has been more
valuable. The crop this year is by far the best ever produced,
and the next one should be far and away superior to this,

because young mares are coming in. As an instance, Elvira,
four-year record 2:18}, sister to Patron's dam, will likely bear
a foal to Pancoast. Issaquena, four-year record 2:28f, and
liable to beat 2:20 this fall, by Pancoast, out of Laytham
Lass (dam of Dan Cossack, 2:28), by Alexander's Abdallah,

g d by Mambrino Chief, will bring a foal to Nutwood, and a
great number of others equally good. I do not at all hesitate
10 say that in my judgment Glenview to-day leads the world
as a trotting stud, and that with liberal, intelligent manage-
ment that lead can be not only maintained but increased.
Unfortunately none of the heirs are situated so as to be able
to handle it. A change, therefore, is imperative. If it can-
not be, in some way sold as a whole, prior to the issuance of
a Sale Catalogue (which is now in course of preparation,
and will be sent out about the middle of September, after
which nothing will be offered privately), a public sale will be
held of the farm, horses and stock of every description, about
the middle of October nest. Those desiring catalogues will
please send in their address promptly, as I have only now a
meagre list of names, and do not wish to miss any one I can
possibly reach. J. B. McFerran.

Sales From Fairlawn.

New Zealand Oats.

A sample of the gray or dun oats, much used and hiahly
valued by New Zealand horsemen, was shown ns the other
day by Mr. W. F. Lawry, Manager of the New Zealand Loan
and Mercantile Agency. The oats are sound, sweet, full, and
appear to be all that is claimed for them. It might be well
for those who can do so to advantage to procure from Mr.
Lawry enough of the oats to try them. The gentleman fur-
nishes the following statement relative to the new cereal:

New Zealaxd Loan Agency 1

- v 314 California St. jEditor Breeder and Sportsman:—Referring to our inter-
view in regard to gray or dun oats, I have pleasure in fur-
nishing you with the following particulars from my Christ-
church, New Zealand, correspondence:
"Owners and trainers of racing stock in New Zealand are

very partial to this variety of feed, but prefer them two years
old before using, and the cost of keeping for this length of
time necessarily adds to their price. Prime dun oats two
years old are worth 3s to 3s 3d per bnshel of 40 pounds
f. o. b. Lyttleton, sacks 5|d each extra. At this latter price
they can be laid down here, duty paid, at $1.40 per bushel,me sample shown you is of this year's production, and cost
at port of shipment 2s Sd per bushel, sav $1.25 in San Fran-
cibco, duly paid. There is not a large' quantity of this oat
grown in ^ew Zealand, but our friends can always exeoute
a small order."
I may add that my attention was first called to this cereal

by a gentleman travelling through from New Zealand who
was himself largely interested in race-horses, and he informsme that he considers it superior to any other feed for race-
horses. We have a sample on view at our office should any
of your readers desire to inspect the oat. Thanking yon for
your kind courtesy in this matter, I am

Tours, faithfully,

__ Walter F. Lawry, Manager.
San Francisco, August 13, '86.

and rendered fit for digestion. The stomach of th« dog as
is well known, has the power of digesting the hardest bones.Both the dog and the cat take their drink by lapping The
tongue is dipped into the liquid, curved baok as to the tipand edges, and then quickly drawn back into the momth. a
small quantity of the liquid following with each action
according to a well-known natural law. It is impossible forthem to dnnk by suction, much less by aspiration. Their
lips are divided far back in the head, and have a far more
feeble power of being pressed together than even those of the
ox. To dnnk by suotion the dog would be obliged toimmerse the head into water until the corners of the mouth
were covered. This would place the nostrils far below the sur-
face and arrest breathing. Occasionally the horse is seen to
drink in this way, but it is owing to some disability, and can
only be continued while the animal holds its breath.

Coney Island Entries-

The following entries have been received for the Omnium,
.New York and Twin City handicaps, to be run at the fall
meeting of the Coney Island Jockey Club at Sheepshead Bay.
The Omnium Handicap; one mile and a furlong; 107 subs.

Gen. W. T. Withers, of Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington,

Ky., reports the following recent sales made since June 14,

1886:

Ashmont, 3485, chestnut stallion colt, no white, foaled
April 19, 1884, by Almont, dam Bloom by Hitchcock's Ash-
land, son of Mambrino Chief; grandam by Toronto Chief, &c,
sold to W. W. Sawyer, of East Alburgh, Vt. Price §2,500.
Ashmont is considered to be one of the finest and most prom-
ising colts ever raised at Fairlawn.
Prince Medium, 2156, dark bay stallion, foaled April 15,

1882, by Happy Medium, dam Pensora by Cassius M. Clay,
22, grandam Ellen M. by Almont, sold to Julian Strawn, of
Hepler, Kans. Price $1,500. Prince Medium is quite speedy,
and promises to be very fast at either pace or trot.

Major Medium, 2151, bay stallion, foaled April 12, 1882, by
Happy Medium, dam Glonetta by Almont; grandam Bettie
Stone by Spaulding's Abdallah; great grandam by Whitehall,
(sire of Shode Island. 2;23£), sold to S. D. Hysom, of Marion,
Kans. Price $1,500.
Maud P., bay filly, three-year-old, by Almont Lightning,

1023, dam Sally P. by Star Davis, son of imp. Glencoe, &c,
sold to S. D. Hysom, Marion, Kans. Price $300.
Helen McGregor, dark bay mare, foaled 1864, by Rattler

(sire of Sophia Temple, 2:27, &c), son of Stockbridge Chief,
dam by Brignoli, 2:29|, son of Mambrino Chief; second dam
by Alexander s Pilot, Jr., &c, sold to N. E. Farrar, of Perry-
ville, Mo.

Eioter, 3497 (name changed by purchaser to Almont Aber-
deen), bay stallion colt, foaled May 14, 1884, by Aberdeen,
dam Brightness {full sister to Ashmont), by Almont; second
dam Bloom by Hitchcock's Ashland, son of Mambrino Chief;
third dam Lady Brant by Toronto Chief, &c, sold to A. S.
Holladay, M. D., of Lincoln, Iseb. Price $1,500.

Loes, dark bay rilly without white, foaled April 15, 1885, by
Alecto, 2548, son of Almont, dam Arbela, by Robert Bonnei'6
Startle (sire of Majolica, 2:15,); 2d dam Amy Han is by Col.
Winfield, sou of Edward Everett; 3d dam the Harris mare by
Seeley's American Star, sold to S. J. Odell, of Lincoln, Neb
Price $400.

Thisbe, bay mare, toaled April, 1882, by Almont Lightning,
1023, dam by Basil Duke, son of Iron Duke, sold to E. B.
Coobs, of Lincoln, Neb. Price $300.

Katie D., grey mare, foaled May, 1882, by Almont Light-
ning, 1023, dam by Basil Duke, son of Iron Duke, &c, sold
to A. H. Leonard, Chicago, Ills. Price S300.
Promontory, 2,460, bay stallion, foaled May 12, 1S83, by

Happy Medium, dam Maggie Dunn by Bourbon Chief (sire

of Calmar, 2:22), 6on of Mambrino Chief; 2d dam by Gill's

Vermont (sire of Bonner Boy, 2:23), sold to J. B. Baker, of
Mexico, Mo. Price $900. Promontory is finely gaited and
Bpeedy, and promises to be very fast.

Lewellyn, bay stallion, foaled April 26, 1883, by Happy
Medium, dam Dixie by Eichlieu, son of Mambrino Chief: 2d
dam by Marengo, thoroughbred, sold to J. E. Baker, of
Mexico, Mo. Price $900.

"Verety, bay mare, foaled June 4, 1882, by Aberdeen, dam
the Robertson mare, a tine mare of unknown breeding, sold
to J. E. Baker, of Mexico, Mo. Price $600. Verety is a
fancy roadster promising to be fast.

Thornette, bay mare, foaled April 25, 1881, by Happy
Medium, dam Miss Thorne by Hero of Thorndale; 2d dam
Country Girl by Country Gentleman, son of Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian, sold to E. M. Tressler, of Indianapolis, Ind. Price
$600.
Gen. Withers reports that the sales at Fairlawn from July

1st to date are largely in excess of his sales for corresponding
period of any previous year.

Farm Animals, and How They Eat and Drink.

TChicago Tribune.]

The manner in which farm animals take their food is not
well understood even by many who think they know all
about it. It is supposed by many tnat the horse seizes the
grass between his teeth and cuts it off, that the sheep grasps
the grass with the tongue, as is the case with cattle and that
cattle gnaw off the grass. In neither of these cases is the
supposition correct. As to the manner of drinking also
error exists. It is generally supposed that the hors'e ox!
sheep, and pig drink by aspiration, as man does. This is
incorrect. The pig alone of farm animals drinks in this way
and the pig not always. It sometimes drinks by suction
like a horse.
The horse, in the action of taking food, gathers it with the

lips. If grass or other herbage, it is passed between the
incisors and by them torn off, not pinched or cut off. If the
food be grain, it is gathered by the lips, which are large
sensible, true organs of touch, and capable of very free move-
ment. So sensitive are they that unless the horse be very
hungry or greedy, even particles of sand and small seeds not
liked are separated. The grinding teeth are capable of
reducing the hardest grains, and the food is generally passed
into the stomach in a finely divided state. If the horse were
deprived of all his incisor teeth, or even the lower portion of
the tongue, grain might yet be passed back to the grinders-
but if the lips are paralyzed he cannot feed, for, although the
teeth could seize it, the lips would allow it to fall fo the
ground when the teeth were parted to give the towgue power

In the case of the ox. the tongue is the agent in gathering
the food. The tongue of the ox is very much more mobile
and powerful, as well as more prehensile, than that of the
horse. On the other hand, the lips are comparatively rigid.
The ox, unlike the horse, has incisors onJv on the under
jaw. The food is gathered by the tongue, carried between
the lower incisors and the pad in the fore part of the upper
jaw, and then broken off. Thence it is carried to the mouth
where it is moistened, formed into a wad, and swallowed]
passed into the first stomach or paunch, where it is still
further moistened, passed along to the second stomach, and
is then rolled and worked into balls called the cud. 'it is
then raised and re-chewed, again swallowed, and then'passes
into the third stomach, and thence into the fourth or true
stomach, where it is digested. It is also erroneously supposed
by some that if an animal of the ox tribe drops the cud from
the mouth in the act of rumination it is thereafter incapable
of further rumination until another cud is artificially supplied.
The real fact is, an ox being ill, rumination may cease, and
in this case fresh food will not be taken, but rumination will
be resumed upon convalescence or the return to health.
The lips of the sheep are much more mobile and sensitive

than those of the ox, and its manner of gathering food is
nearly allied to that of the horse. The sheep gathers its food
with the lips, like the horse, and severs the mouthfuls by a
sudden movement of the bead, as in the case with the horse
and ox, the herbage meanwhile being held between the lower
incisors and the pad of the forward upper jaw. Unlike the
ox, the nippers of the sheep meet the Dad with the sharp
edge of the incisors, and not flatwise, as" in the ox. Hence
the sheep and the horse bite close to the ground, while the ox
is not fitted for grazing close pastures.
The pig has a snout fitted for digging. It has a short, pow-

erful neck, and, finding proper food, it is passed behind the
snout and seized by the teeth and taken directly into the
mouth without intervention, necessarily, either of the lips or
tongue. Hence, in grazing, th6 head is drawn back, the
herbage is seized by the teeth and conveyed directly back,
and in eating from a trough the hog buries the head and
seizes the under portion first.

In drinking, the horse, ox, and sheep—and the pig some-
times—keep the lips firmly dosed at the sides, only opening
a cavity in front through which the liquid passes until a
mouthful is taken, when it is swallowed. The horse and the
hog drink fast, the ox both fast and slow. When the liquid
is entered to be passed into the first stomach it is taken by
the ox in full mouthfuls. If required to be taken into the
last stomach the fluid is taken slowly, and thus passes by the
cavity which would carry it into the first stomach. Hence
veterinarians who wish to administer a dose to be taken into
the true digestive stomach let it trinkle down the throat
slowly. In the feeding of calves the same rule should follow.
The fourth or rennet stomach of a young calf is the only one
into which milk should pass.
The teeth of the dog and the cat are formed for tearing,

and the incisor teeth of the dog for holding fast. They break
their food only to a sufficient degree to allow ita passage to
the stomach, where it Js broken down by the gastrio fluid

Unrest, 4
Cyclops, 3
Housatonic, 3
Gardey, 3
Rowland, 3
Eonne Bouche, 4
Royal Arch, 5
Favor, 4
Bersan, 4
Elgin, 4
Frankie B., a
Swift, 6
Easter Sunday, 4
Bill Brien, 3
Strathspev, a
Quito, 3

Charity, 3
Florence Fonso, 3
Lord Lome, 4
Font, 4
Louisette, 5
St. Augustine, 4
Electric, 3
Luminous, 3
Mink, 3
Headlad, 3
Pardee, 4
Rataplan, 5
Telie Doe, 4
Springfield, a
Bandala, 3
Dry Monopole, 3
Valet, a
Tornado, 5
Bill Owens, 4
Cholula, 4

Florence E
Una B., a
Becky B., 4
Hatband 3,

Punka, 4
Grimaldi, 3
Brookfull, 3
Phil Lee, 3
Spalding, 4
(ien. Nay, 3 (for. Wal-
ter H.)

Yolante, 4
Estrella, 3
Harefoot, 4
May Lady, 3
Bob Taggert, 5
Valley Forge, 5
Bessie B., 3
Markland, 6
Pasha, 3
Emerson, 4
Banana, 4
Santa Anita Belle, 3
Solid Silver, 3
Joe Cotton, 4
Pontiac, 5
Pontico, 3
Ferona, 3
Winfred, 3
Inspector B., 3
Buffalo, 3
Brambleton,3
Richmond, 4
Portland, 3
Bankrupt, 3
Dew Drop, 3

Preciosa, 3
Ichi Ban, 4 "

Test, 4
La Clair, 3
Flanz, 3
Eolian, 3
Lansdowne, 3
Amalgam, 3
The Bard, 3
Heel-and-Toe, 6
Goldfellow. 4
Alf Estell, 4
Biscuit, 3
Bonnie S., 4
Binette, 5
Ed. Corrigan, 3
Guenn, 3
King of Norfolk, 3
Matinee, 5
Jim Guest, 4
Mona, 5

Masterpiece, 3
Pure Rye, 3
Blue Wing, 3
Boaz, 3
Modesty, 5
Lizzie Dwyer, 4
Irish Pat, 4
Hazaras, 4
Pearl Jennings, a
Bob Fisher, 3
C and G, 3
Jim Douglas, a
Rupert, 4
Himalaya, 5
Kate Fletcher, 6

The Tn-rs City Handicap; one mile and a quarter; 88 suba.
Unrest, 4
Cyclops, 3
Housatonic, 3
Gardey, 3
Royal Arch, 5
May Lady, 3
Delilah, 6
Markland, 6
Favor, 4
Bersan, 4
Tecumseh, 4
Gen. Monroe, a
Easter Sunday, 4
Barnum, a
Strathspey, a
Quito, 3
Charity, 3
Florence Fonso, 3
Cassatt, 3
Font, 4
Louisette, 5
Thackeray, 5
Electric, 3
Rataplan, 5

Luminous, 3
Headlad, 3
Mink, 3
Pardee, 4
Savanac, 3
Springfield, a

Bandala, 3
Dry Monopole, 3
Tornado, 5
Cholula, 4
Una B., a
Becky B., 4
Aretino, 6
Punka, 4
Grimaldi, 3
Brookfull, 3
Spalding, 4
Gen. Nay, (for. Walter
H.), 3

Volante, 4
Silver Goad 3,

Lucky B., 6
Pontiac, 5
Joe Cotton, 4
Pontico, 3
Ferona, 3
Winfred, 3
Inspector B., 3
Buffalo, 3
Brambleton, 3
Richmond, 4
Portland, 3
Bankrupt, 3
Dew Drop, 3
Ichi Ban, 4
Test, 4

Preciosa, 3
The Bard, 3
Maumee, 4
Eurus, 3
Eolian, 3
Heel-and-Toe, 6
Goldfellow, 4
Alf Estell, 4
Biscuit, 3
Hatband, 3
Binette, 5
Ed. Corrigan, 3
Guenn, 3
King of Norfolk, 3
Matinee, 5
Jim Guest, 4
O'Fsllon, 3
Masterpiece, 3
Blue Wing, 3
Pure Rye, 3
Modesty, 5
Lizzie Dywer, 4
Irish Pat, 4
Hazaras, 4
Bob Fisber, 3
C and G, 3
Jim Douglas, a
Himalaya, o
Rupert, 4

The New Yoek Handicap; one mile and a half; 77 sub«
Unrest, 4
Cyclops, 3
Housatonic, 3
Gardey, 3
Royal Arch, 5
May Lady, 3
Peekskill, 3
Markland, 6
Favor, 4
Bersan, 4

Tecumseh, 4
Gen. Monroe, a

Easter Sunday, 4
Barnum, a
Quito, 3
Charity, 3
East Lynne, 4
Louisette, 5
Thackeray, 5
Electric, 3
Rataplan, 5
Luminous, 3
Headlad, 3
The Doctor, 3
Pardee, 4
Savanac, 3

Springfield, a
Ten Booker, 4
Drake Carter, 6
Orlando, 4
Duke of Montalban, a
Tornado, 5
Aretino, 6
Punka, 4
Grimaldi, 3
Brookfull, 3
Phil Lee, 3
Gen. Nay, 3 (for. Wal
ter H.)

Volante, 4
Lucky B., 6
Silver Cloud, 3
Pontiac, 5
Pontico, 3
Ferona, 3
Winfred, 3
Inspector B., 3
Buffalo B., 3
Richmond, 4
Dew Drop, 3
Hidalgo, 4
Preciosa, 3

Ben Ali, 3
The Bard, 3
Maumee, 4
Eurus, 3
Natalie, 4
Heel-and-Toe, 6
Goldfellow, 4
Alf Estell, 4
Binette, 5
Ed. Corrigan, 3
Guenn, 3
King of Norfolk, 3
Matinee, 5
Jim Gnest, 4
O'Fallon, 3
Pure Rye, 3
Blue Wing, 3
Boaz, 3
Modesty, 5
Lizzie Dwyer, 4
Irish Pat, 4
Bob Fisher, 3
C and G. 3
Rupert, 4
Linden, 3
Katie Fletcher, 6

Mr. Rnskin is quoted as saying that "horse-racing should
be conducted without whip or spur, and only for a laurel
crown without money." Mr. Ruskin was never imbued with
the true inwardness of the average horse-jockey. The only
place even approaching Mr. Ruskin's ideal of horse-racing is
said to be at "Sienna, where the reward for tbi

horse consists in a public feast, in which the horse
and partakes himself of a bucket of wine." Thus
that in Sienna the bad habit of drinking is not only
in by men, but they even try to make the horse dro:

1
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The Race for the Eclipse Stakes at Sandown
Park.

Editor Bkeedeb and Sportsman :—About three years ago

the Sandown Park Club proposed a race over its course of

about one mile and a quarter, for the Eclipse StakeB, for all

ages, to be run on the 23d day of July, 18S6, guaranteeing

10,000 sovereigns ($50,000) clear to the winner, with 500

sovereigns for the second, the third to save the stake of 110 sov-

ereigns ; by subscription of 10 sovereigns each, the only forfeit,

if declared by the first Tuesday in October, 1884; if left in

after that date a further subscription of 20 sovereigns; if left in

atfer the first Tuesday in January, 1885, a further subscripts

of 30 sovereigns; if left in after the first Tuesday in January,

1886, a further subscription of 50 sovereigns.

There were 265 subscribers, 103 of whom paid 10 sovereigns

each, 66 of whom paid 30 sovereigns each, and 48 of whom

paid 60 sovereigns each. This left in4S to pay 110 sovereigns

aoh, of whom 12 came to the start. The subscribers paid in

11,97ft sovereigns. On yesterday the race was run according

to appointment. About 30,000 persons were present within the

enclosure of the Park, and about 2,000 vehicles. The charges

of admission were 2 shillings and 6 pence to the park and pub-

lie stand, 10 shillings ($2.50) into the park and grand stand,

and £1 ($5) into the reserved lawn, which included the sad-

dling paddock, four-horse carriage £1. two-horse carnage

15 shillings one-horse carriage 10 shillings, each occupant of

a carriage paying also the 2 shillings 6 pence for admission

into the park. The refreshment establishments were run by

the club and were said to be a source of considerable revenue.

It is apparent from these data that a very large sum was

cleared *by the club after paying the stakes and all expenses.

The day was grev and gloomy, not a ray of sunshine, for

the clerk of the weather remembered that it was the Eclipse

Stakes, and the superstitious took note that it was Friday, an

ill-omened day to inaugurate the greatest stake ever known

in the history of English racing. In the afternoon it rained

with brief intermission. This was hardly any drawback. It

did not affect the track for it was firm, green turf; it did not

even dim the bright colors of the jockeys, who seemed none

the lesB like butterflies, but it made their wet jackets stick to

their ribs. Archer looked so thin it required but little

stertch of the imagination to fancy he could ride the wind.

I could not help a comparison with the last spring meeting of

the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association, when the ram

made our track ankle-deep in mud, and the horses and

riders were so spattered with it that they could barely be

distinguished.

The Park is twentv-one miles from London. All tue tore-

noon crowded railroad trains were following each other in

quick succession, and the turnpike was a continuous line of

vehicles—coaches-and-four, landaus, victorias, wagons, carts,

all with bob-tailed horses— carrying people of every genera-

tion nation and complexion to the scene. The colonies of

Great Britain are having a wonderful exhibition of their prod-

ucts, industries and inhabitants here now, equal to a

-world's fair, and from this motley throDg came a delegation

of white and black, and every shade of yellow, to mingle with

the European, the American, the African and the long-tailed

Asiatic of this huge metropolis. The Members' Lawn, the

Reserve Lawn, the Public Lawn, and all the stands were tilled,

and the carriages extended half a mile along the home stretch.

The Prince of Wales and his family and a few of his retinue

were in the royal stand and protected from the unaristocratic

weather. There was not shelter on the grounds for five hun-

dred other persons, and the thousands in their store-clothes,

the ladies in jewels and gay gossamer summer costumes, and

the legion of book-makers with their books, stood out in the

rainfall as if the water was their native element. After every-

body got wet, and after the great race, when heavy torrents

came down, they remembered to raise their umbrellas, and then

the hillside seemed to a Californianlike a sombre mass of chap-

ppral. At 2 o'clock punctually the first race of the programme

was run; at 2.30 o'clock the next, both with but little interest,

for all expectation was centered on the Eclipse, which was

third, and set for 3:15.

The following is the summary:

Eciopse StAkes of 10,nOO sovb. net with 500 sov. for the second, the

third to save his stake of 110 soys ; weight for ace, with penal-

ties and allowances. About on.- mile and a quarter.

Mr. U. t, Barclay's br h Bendigo, by Ben Battle—Hasty Girl, C yrs,

9 st7 lb (French grey, violet cap) T. Cannon 1

Lord AliDRton's b c CaudlemaF, by Heimit—Kusee, 3 yrs, Set lib

(chocolate, yellow sleeves) F- Archer 2

Mr. J. Hammond's b h St. Gatien, by Roiberbm or The Rover-St.

Editha, 6 yrs, 9 st 10 1b (white, reel collar, cuffs, and can)
C. Wood 3

M. V. Aumont'H ch h Fra Diavolo, 5 yrs, 9 st 4 lb (white, green cap)
F.Webb

LovdZetiand's of St. Helena, £ yrs, 9 Bt 21b (white, red Bpots, red cap)
Brucksbaw

Duke of'Hamilton's b f Miss Juinmy, 3 yrs, 8 st, 7 lb (cerise, Freuch

grey sleeves and cap) •!• Watts

Mr. Manton's b c Gav Hermit, 3 yrs, 8 st i lb (scarlet) F. Barret

Mr. A Beiiholm'schf Braw Lass, 3 yrs, 8st 11 lb (cherry, silver grey

cap).. J. Woodburn
Lord EUesmerV'H b i Cataract, 3 yrs, 8 st 11 lb (red.white sleeves, black

cap) Rickaby

Lord Bradford's b c Martinet, 3 yrs. 8 st (white, scarlet sleeves, black

cap) C. Loates

Duke of Westminster's ch c Whitefriar, 3 yrs, 8 st, (yellow, black

cap ,G. Barrett

Mr. J. B. Hankey's ch f Pinbasket, 3 yrs, 7 st, 11 lb (white, yellow,

sleeves, red cap) Lashmar
(Winner trained byJousiffe)

There were three colts and one tilly by the ultra-fashion-

able and high-priced Hermit, the imperial sire, so fortuituosly

inianamed, for instead of seclusion in some mild sequested

vale, it has been his lot to live and reigu in the palace halls

of the thoroughbreds, in the foremost epoch of the turf;

and Miss Juminy winner of the One Thousand guineas and
the Oaks; and the handsome Chestnut Fra Diavolo from

Prance, but of English descent, of tine bone, substance and
height, not declined, however, to carry back to his home the

prize he has come to struggle for. And there were representa-

tives of such sires as Hampton, Zealot and See-saw; and St.

Gatien, of inferior and despised parentage, though illustrious

by his own performances and necessarily thoroughbred, win-

ner of the Derby beating Paradox, aud of a long list of races

and an immense fortune for his owner. He was said not to

show his power, fire and resolution. He was restless before

the start as if dissatisfied with himself or worried with a pre-

monition of defeat. He came in third, aud I would give some
description of him but all are familiar with him.

I mude a close study of Bendign and Candlemas. It may
not be amiss to take a glance at them. Bendigo, the winner,

was bred in Irelaud. He was sold when two years old for

£70. Iu his pedigree the prominent feature is three crosses

Oi Glencoe, two through Rataplan and his dam Pocahontas,

end one through T. Melbourne aud his dam Clarissa. He is

six years old, and has run only a few races and then with

varying success. He is entirely uninjured by work—not

stale as his great antagonist St. Gatien may be. He is in the

very finest condition of preservation and ripened perfection;

brown, nearly black, with a small star in the broad forehead;

a glorious head, showing fine quality, but not too small for a

horse of his size, about 16 hands high, a good neck with no
extra weight of it to carry, and fitting gracefully upon sloping

and superb shoulders; hiB legs and feet all solid and sub-

stantial; he is neither noticeably long or short, and his

middlepiece is fine in every detail, his hind-qnarter6 muscular
and largely developed. Ready for the race, as when I saw
him he left a strong impression of speed combined with

power. Perhaps the impression of power was heightened

because I saw him along with Candlemas in the paddock, and
Candlemas is tall, long and thin, a striking contrast to the

stalwart Bendigo. Yet in the wiry frame of Candlemas there

are evidences of a capacity to fly; a long stride, no weight
anywhere to labor with, a game look, a sturdy back for one
of his light conformation, and ribs well set. In the career of

Bendigo, saved from early ruin for this immense prize, is the

oft-recurring suggestion—is it not wrong to break down so

many of our horses in youthful work ?

At" the call the twelve, except Whitefriar, who was unman-
ageable, were ridden by their jockeys in procession from the

saddling paddock to the front of the lawns, and after the

parade there were sent on to the starting point. All eyed them
in silence. The babble of the book-makers, eaoh of whom had
been as noisy as a pool-seller, was hushed. All bets had
been made. Around was gathered all that was most distin-

guished in racing matters in the British Empire. Cannon
sat at ease and with confidence before the multitude on the

mighty Bendigo. Archer looked like Mercury lighted on the

airy Candlemas. Wood was peculiarly thoughtful and deter-

mined on the u neasy St. Gatien he had ridden so often before to

victory. They were the three great riders on the three horses

destined to be foremost; each rider a master of his profession,

each honest, each worthy to ride for such stakes. Each has

a following who claim that he is pre-eminent, but this year,

so far, Wood has outridden them all this time doomed to

defeat. Tht course is three-sided. The first side, about a

quarter of a mile is down hill to a turn to the right, thence on
a level less thau half a mile to another turn to the right,

thence up hill about half a mile to the fiuish. There was
trouble aud delay at the start, the fractious Whitefriar

requiring to be persuaded into proper behavior by the

vigorous application of a carriage whip by tue groom occu-

pying the most effective position for the purpose in hiB

rear. Then Lord Beresford, the starter, gave them the

go to a fair send-off. St. Gation was slightly iu the

lead, all the others close together, but Cannon steadied him
iu about 200 yards, and some of the unplaced horBes took the

lead and made the running around tho first turn aud along

the level. Just after the second turn into the straight, up-

hill, Bendigo went to the front, followed by Caudleinas aud
St. Gatien making a desperate coutest for secoud place, for it

waH clear they could not catch tho winner as he moved on like

a great, even-going and tireless machine towards the finish.

The heavy weight on St. Gatien and the steep oaoent gave

second place to Candlemas by half a length, while Bendigo
won without driving, by three lengths. Shout after shout
made the welkin ring. For fifteen or twenty minutes there

was the excitement of the event, of the winning and losing,

Ihe collections of the winner?, the silence of the losers, the
congratulations, the cheers for Bendigo and Cannon—then a
rush for London. One disappointment attended the raoe
Minting, the three-year-old son of Lord Lyon aud Miutsauce
who lately won the grand Prix de Paris, was all along the
favorite, with Bendigo second. After satisfactory preparation
and most promising trials he pulled up lame in his exercise

on Wednesday, aud on Thursday afternoon, the day beford
the race, the veterinary professor reported that he had strainee

the flexor tendon of his near fore leg and could not run. The
distance of this race was never officially or accurately stated,

and the last half-mile was up a grade so that it would be
useless to think of the time as we do on our courses. It could
not be compared with that of our horses on our tracks. The
absolute punctuality and rigid rule with which every detail

is conducted enhances the pleasure of these English meetings,
and is worthy of our imitation. Spectator.
London, July 24, 1886.

Entries for Los Angeles Kaces.

The following additions to the list we published last week

completes the entries tor the Los Angeles Fair races:

Oct. 12.—Race No. 1. M.A. Foster, br c, 2, by Klipspringer,

dam Lady Fleet.

D. J. McCarty, s o C. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
Race No. 2. Machado Bros., s g King, 3, by Bowhocks,

dam Jnanita by Norfolk.

Oct. 13.—Race No. 4. M. A. Foster, b f Fleet, 3, by Grin-
stead, dam Lady Fleet.

Oct. 14.—Race No. 7. O. M. Covarrubias, s g Galgo, 4, by
Rutherford, dam Nina R. by Woodburn.
Race No. 8. M. A. Foster, br c, 2, by Klipsrjriuger, ^am

Lady Fleet.

D. J. McCarty, s c C. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
Oct. 15.—Race No. 10. M. A. Foster, b f Fleet, 3, by Grin-

stead, dam Lady Fleet.

Oct. 16.—Race No, 13. O. M. Covarrubias, s g Galgo, 4, by
Rutherford, dam Nina R. by Woodburn.

Wm. Walker, Frank Harper's old jookey, has succeeded
Andrew Thompson as trainer of the McDonald string.

The fastest heat made at Cleveland was Gossip, Jr.'s, paced
in 2:14. Harry Wilkes trotted in 2:14§.

After this season Mr. Swigert withdraws Virgil from publio

service, reserving him for his own mores.

The receipts of the Washington Park meeting ore 80 per

cent, higher on average than last year.

The pacer Jewett, 2:I4J, has been turned out, and will Dot

appenr in races this season.

Gen. Turner, the driver, has offered $10,000 for the pacer

Delineator, 4 yrs., 2:18.

Kaloolah has been sent from Chicago to Lexington, Ky.,

for a let up.
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Entries for Santa Clara Valley Agricultural
Society Fair.

Second Day.—Sept. 28th.—No. 1. Trotting.—PnrBe §400.
Three-year-olds.

L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, b s Alcazar by Sultan, dam Minne-
haha by Bald Chief.

M. Tooney, Sacramento, b s Franset by Prampton, dam
Venns by Col. Dexter.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, sr s Valensin by Crown Point,

dam Nettie Lambert by John Nelson.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b c Rexford by Electioneer,

dam Eebecca by Gen. Benton.

No. 2. Trotting.—Purse ©500. Three-minnte Class.

Wm, Henry, Oakland, b s Romeo by Ulster Chief, dam Bel-

mont.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b c Azmoor by Electioneer,

dam Mamie C. by imp. Hercules.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b g Hidalgo by Sultan, dam Hunt-
ress by irvington.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b g Spry by Gen. Benton,
dam Sprite by Alexander's Belmont.

Lee Shaner, Salinas, ch g Longfellow by Hambletonian.
R. Hughes, San Francisco, ch gSt. David by Geo.M.PatcheD,

Jr., dam Mattie Howard.
Gus. Walters, Oakland, b m Belle S. by Whipple's Hamble-

tonian, dam by Patchen.

A. L. Hinds, Oakland, b g Gas. Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes,

dam Bonner.
Nathan Coombs, Napa City, b m Lillie Stanley, by Whippie-

ton, dam Dolly McMahon.
J. M. Leonard, Stockton b m Reality by Reliance, dam

Ernestine by Mambrino Rattler.

Wm. S. Ray, San Francisco, b g Perihelion by Admiral, dam
Flora.

M. McManus, Oakland, br g Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam
Mohawk Mare.

Third Day.—Sept. 29. No. 3. Running.—Free Purse,

$200. For all ages. Winners of any race after August 1st of

the value of §300 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three
years old, 5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile heats.

Thos. G. Jones, Pleasanton, ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard,
dam by Monday.

Kelly & Lynch, Sacramento, b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad
Stevens, dam Twilight.

Wm. Boots, Milpitas, blk g Index, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam
Gypsy.

Lee Shaner, Salinas, b m Daisy D., 4, by Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

No. 4. Running.—San Jose Stake, for two-year-olds. $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. $50 to second horse, third

to save stake. Winner of any two-year-old race after August
1st, to carry 3 lbs., of two or more 5 lbs. extra. Seven-eighths
of a mile.

W. M. Mnrry, Saeramento, b s Del Norte by Flood, dam
Esther. (Color blue jacket polka dots.)

W. M. Murry, Sacramento, b Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden
Gate. (Color blue jacket polka dots.)

H. Lowden, San Francisco, b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam
Lady Jane. (Blue and white hoop.)

Mat Storm, Oakland, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
(Blue and yellow.)

W. L. Pritchard, Sacramento, b f Lady Leinster by Leinster,

dam Addie A

,

W. L. Pritchard, Sacramento, s f Idalene Cotton by Jim
Brown, dam Lizzie P.

M. F. Tarpey, Alameda, ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam
Bonanza. (Color blk with gold stars.)

D. J. McCarty, Santa Clara, C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam
Rosa B. (Bluejacket and cap, white sleeves.)

M. Johnson, Sacramento, c f by Enquirer, dam Analine.

No. 5. Running.—Selling purse, $200; of which S50 to

second horse; fixed valuation ?1,000; two pounds off for

each §100 below; two pounds added for each S100 above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Gub Pacheco, Pleasanton, b m Dairy Maid by Shannon, dam
Myrtle, $500.

M. Johnson, Sacramento, b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs,
dam Gypsy, $1,000.

Thos. G. Jones, Pleasanton, ch gSt. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard,
dam Monday, 5 yrs, $500.

Kelly & Lynch, Sacramento, b g Jon Jou, 5, by Monday, dam
Plaything. (Garnet and gold.) $1,000.

Kelly & Lynch, Sacramento, b g Plato, 3, by Shannon, dam
Planetia. (Garnet and gold.) $1,000.

W. R. Pritchard, Sacramento, b s Frank Rhodes by Leinster,

dam Addie A., $600.
W. L. Appleby, Santa Clara, Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim

Brown, dam Avail by Leinster. (Crushed strawberry.)

$1,000.
Lee Shaner, Salinas, b g Bell Shaw by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown. $500.

Fourth Day.—Sept. 30th.—No. 6. Trotting—Purse $500.
2:27 Class.

L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, bs Stamboul by Sultan, dam Fleet-

wing by Hambletonian.
J. R. Hudson, Sacramento, blk g Artist by Gold Dash, dam

Dave Hill, Jr.

W. M. Fletcher, San Francisco, blk h Blaine by Bellionder,
dam not certain.

T. W. Barstow, San Jose, b m Jennie B. by Hurrah, dam
Mesenger Duroc.

T. McCarty, San Francisco, b m Lucilla by Nephew, dam
McClellan.

No. 7. Trotting.—Purse $800. 2:22 Class.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b m Sister by Admiral, dam by
Long Island Black Hawk.

E. H.Miller, Jr., San Francisco, bk g Thapson by Berlin,
dam Lady Hubbard.

J- "W. Donathan, San Francisco, Allen Roy by Patchen
yernon.

"Wm. Dwyer, San Jose, b s Menlo by Nutwood, dam by
Hercules.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, br f Carrie C. by Elec-

tioneer, dam Maid of Clay by Henry Clay.

No. 8. Pacing.—Purse $500. Free for all.

S. K. Trefry, Alameda, br g Prince by Missouri Chief.

S. C. Tryon, Sacramento, s m Pocahontas.
J. W. Donathan, San Francisco, ch m Elmo by St. Elmo.
Wm. H. Vioget, Santa Clara, g mLucy, pedigree unknown.
A. L. Hinds, Oakland, b h Nevada by Gen. Reno, dam

Marysville Queen.
H. J. Agnew, San Francisco, b m Maud by Bertrand's

Black Hawk, dam Hamilton Chief.

D. McCarty, San Francisco, b g Peruvian Bitters by
Electioneer, dam Nellie Walker, by Thorndale.

3, by Fiood, dam Hattie

W.

W.

Fifth Day.—Oct. 1.—No. 9. Running.—Free Purse, $200*
$50 to second horse. Horses that have not won this year
allowed 3 lbs.; winners this year of any race at this distance
of the value of $400 to carry 3 lbs extra. One mile.

R. S. Fallon, Haywards, br f Harriei
Hawthorn. (Color green.)

S. 0. Tryon, Sacramento, bhPat Hayden, 4, by Leinster, dam
Norfork.

Thos. G. Jones, Pleasanton, ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard,
dam by Monday.

Matt Storm, Oakland, ch h Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday,
dam Robin Girl. (Color black and yellow.)

W. H. Murray, Sacramento, b s Billy Avers, 4, bv Shannon,
dam Lady Clay. (Blue jacket polka* dots.)

Lee Shaner, Salinas, b m Daisy D., 4, by Wheatly, dam
Black Maria.

Kelly & Lynch, Sacramento, b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stev-
ens, dam Twilight. (Garnet and gold.)

W. L. Appleby, Santa Clara, b m Neilson, 3, by Wildidle,
dam Susie W. by imp. Hercules. (Crushed strawberry.)

W. L. Pritchard, Sacramento, ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 3, by
Bazaar, dam Tibbie Dunbar.

Wm. Boots, Milpitas, br g Yalido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam
Brown Maria.

Thos. Gault, San Jose, b s Wild Eye, 3, by Wildidle, dam
Alpha.

No. 10. Running.—Gilroy Stakes, for two-year-olds. $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, S200 added; $50 to second horse, third
to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4. Winners of San
Jose Stakes to carry 3 lbs. additional. One mile.

W. M. Murray, Sacramento, b s Del Norte by Flood, dam
Esther. (Bluejacket, polka dots.)

M. Johnson, Sacramento, c f by Enquirer, dam Analine.
W. M. Murry, Sacramento, b s Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden

Gate. (Blue jacket, polka dots.)

Thos. Atchison, Sacramento, ch c Robin by Joe Hooker, dam
Rosetland.

H. Lowden, San Francisco, b f LeapYear by Norfolk, dam Lady
Jane. (Blue and white hoops.)

W. L. Appleby, Santa Clara, Laura Gardner by Jim Brown,
dam Avail by Leinster. (Crushed strawberry.)

Matt Storm, Oakland, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
(Black and yellow.)

D. J. McCarty, Santa Clara, C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam
Rosa B. (Blue jacket and cap, white sleeves.)

W. L. Pritchard, Sacramento, b f Lady Leinster by Leinster,
dam Addie A.
F. Tarpey, Alameda, ch f Not Idle by Wildidle, dam
Bonanza. (Black with gold stars.)

L. Pritchard, Sacramento, s f Adaiine Cutter by Jim
Brown, dam Lizzie P.

No. 11. Running.—Selling purse, $200, of which roO to

second horse. Fixed valuation, $1,000. Two lbs. off for each
$100 below, two lbs. added for each $100 above fixed value.
One and one-quarter miles.

Gus. Pacheco, PleasantoD, b m Daisy Maid by Shannon, dam
Myrtle, $500.

Theo. G. Jones, Pleasanton, ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard,
dam Monday, S500.

Kelly <fc Lynch, Sacramento, b g Jou Jou, 5, by Mondav, dam
Plaything, Garnet and Guld, SI, 000.

Kelly & Lynch, Sacramento, b g Plato, 3, by Shannon, dant
Planetia, $1,000.

W. L. Pritchard, Sacramento, b s Frank Rhodes by Leinster,

dam Addie A., $600.
Wm. Boots, Milpitas, blk g Index, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam

Gypsey, $800.
M. Johnson, Sacramento, b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs,

dam Gypsey, $1,000.

Sixth Day.—Oct. 2d.—No. 12. Trotting.—Purse $500.

2:30 Class.

M. McManus, Oakland, s s Como by St. Elmo, dam Juno by
Pat Malloy.

J. H. Kelly, Los Angeles, br g Valentine by Farrel's Clay, dam
Queen.

J.M.Leonard, Stockton, b s Adrian by Reliance, dam Adriana
by Kentucky Hunter.

J. W. Gordon, San Jose, s a Bismarcx by Williamson's Bel-

mont, dam Index.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b c Norval by Electioneer,

dam Norma by Andrew's Norman.
S. K. Trefry, Alameda, b b Apex by Prompter, dam Flaxtail.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b b Grosvenor by Adminster, dam
Edwin Forest.

J. D. Carr, Salinas, b g Merchant by Carr's Mambrino, dam
Elmo.

John Spurgeon, Colusa, s m Daisy S. by Tilton Almont, dam
Rattler.

Gus. Walters, Oakland, ch m Maid of Oaks by Duke McClellen,

dam Ocean Nell.

A. L. Hinds, Oakland, b g Gus. Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes,

dam Bonner.

No. 13. Trotting.—Purse $1,000. Free for all.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b h Guy Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes,

dam Lady Bunker by Mambrino Patchen.

E. H. Miller, Jr., San Francisco, b g Adair by Electioneer,

dam Addie Lee.

L. W. Bums, Sonoma Co. Stock Breeders' Asso., b h Anteeo
by Electioneer, dam Columbine.

No. 14. Trotting.—Purse $300. Two-year-olds. Mile and
repeat.

L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, Souden by Sultan, dam Lady
Babcock by Whipple's Hambletonian.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b h Shamrock by Buchanan, dam
Fern Leaf.

Palo Alto Stock Fatm, San Mateo, b c Don F. by Fallis, dam
Cora by Don Victor.

Closed Aug. 1st. _____

equal representation with him in our columns; and we also
hope that those who side with Mr. Watson will give the
reasons for the faith that is in them.

Mr. H. E. Hamilton's black, white, and tan English setter

bitch Ruby has joined Rake and Rush and her great caravan
of notable ancestors in the dog heaven. She was bred by
D. C. Bergundthal, and was by Rake—Fanny, a fair field

bitch and a great dam, having thrown to Druid the following
good dogs: Coster's Buckellew, Bryson's Sue, Ballentine's
Jessie Turner, Dr. Ware's Ben Hill. Avent's Juno A. and
Flaxier, Dr. Suter's Flirt, Musman's Flounce, Tucker's Ruby
2d, Milnes' Gene, Lorillard's Soudan, Lake Shore Kennel's
Ruby's Druid, and some others. To Count Noble she threw
Thomas, King Leo, and Miss Elsie, Plummer's Count Noble
2d, and Fleet Speir, Dickerman's Countess Ruby, and Drain's
Duke of Hamilton.

Mr. Jas. E. Watson received, on August 7th, from Liver-

pool, a very fine pair of fox-terriers, dog and bitch. The dog,

Spice II, is by Dartmoor's Spice—Gyp II, weighs about 18

pounds, white with tan ear, and black patch on saddle; is two
years old. The bitch, Lady, is four years old, and of pure
breeding, although through an accident her pedigree is not
well-known. She is black, white and tan, weighs about 15

pounds and is a beauty.

Elsewhere appears a letter about kennel affairs from Mr. Jas.

E. Watson, who was for some months an officer of the club

mentioned, and who is well known as a fancier of fox-terriers,

and also as a man who speaks plainly when fully persuaded

that he is right. That such a man Bhould write as he does

argues, to those who know him, a bad state of things in the

Club written of. For many weeks we have litsenedto ex parte

statements about the institution, but have disregarded them
in the hope that from out the bickerings and jealousies which
characterize nearly all doggy conventions, there might come a

sound, well-officered, adequate kennel club. Then, too, we
preferred to let those on the inside do the talking if any was

to be done, and it appears from Mr. Watson's letter that a

few things were to be said.

Mr. V. M. Haldeman, of Pennsylvania, offers through the

advertising columns, mastiffs of unexceptionable breeding, and

we hope local fanciers of that breed will find it possible to

secure some from him.

An Insider Talks.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Last Wednesday night

I had the honor of being "fired" from the California Kennel,

Bench Show and Field Trial Club, or, more correctly speak-

ing the Truman-Pinder Kennel Club. This is another proof

that yon cannot mix oil and water, and as to the ravings of

these nonentities they are perfectly harmless. It is like

firing shot out of a mud cannon—the only thing that would

be damaged would be the cannon. My greatest sin appears

to be and is the objections I have made to allowing Mr. Tru-

man to run the whole club and bench show to serve his own
ends. At the club meeting, held last Wednesday night, Mr.

Jamison, Secretary of the Bench Show, made a request that

he be allowed to retain a scrap book, which he had taken

the trouble to fill with cuttings, <fec. from newspapers which

be bad bought himself. He offered to pay the Club for the

book, which he unfortunately had charged to the Club when
ordering other things, but this was not satisfactory to the

Truman-Pinder crowd, and Jamison was as much as called

an embezzler. I would respectfully ask what was the use of

sending east for a judge when the Executive Committee have

the power to take away prizes awarded by him and give

them to other dogs? It is a perfect farce, as I foresaw two

months ago and would have exposed it at the time, in all

the papers on the Coast, had it not been for the urgent

request of some of my friends. I agTeed to stand on one

side and not work against the bench show, and lived up to

my agreement, but when any of my friends asked me if I

would allow my dog to go in I replied that although entered

he would not be shown, and the invariable answer would be,

"Well if it is not good enough for your dog.it is not for

mine." In reply to Mr. Pinder's remark in the Club meet-

ing, "That he did not believe it stopped anydog but the onel

said Iowned," Iwoukl iDform him Mr.Pinder—thatl do own
my Jock, also three others now in this State, one other that

is five months out from Liverpool and a bitch, a litter of

puppies just shipped, and what is more—they are all paid

for. Perhaps Mr. Finder may be surprised to know that he

never owned a dog in his life up to twelve months ago, and

I very much question whether he does now. I do know
that he led about the streets, for months, a dog that he

claimed to own, but which really belonged to a gentleman.

In conclusion, I may say a more scrubby crowd it never

was my misfortune to meet with. There are two or three

gentlemen in the Executive Committee, nevertheless.

You are at liberty to publish the whole or any part of thia

letter. Yours very truly, James E. Watson.

San Francisco, Aug. 19th, 1886.

Wild Does.

THE KENNEL,
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire md dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

John W. Munson, of St. Louis, is getting rid of all his

pointers, and says if any man talks dogs to him for the neit

ten years there will be trouble. People have annoyed the

life out of him in the past, bringing all sorts of dog talk to

him, seeming to forget that he has hie business to attend to

and could not afford to listen to their conversation, and now
he proposes to put a stop to it by closing out the kennel and

working the insurance business exclusively. Hereafter

beware of the dog.

Fair play is a cardinal doctrine with us, and we invite those

who may have anything to say in reply to Mr. Watson to an

"Santa Ana, Los Angeles county, is infested by a band of

wild dogs. They are large and ferocious, and at night roam

through the town killing chickens and hogs. These dogs are,

no doubt, part of the band of wild canines that live iu the moun-

tains in Inyo county. They live on game, and are a terror to

iheepmen. A short time ago 600 of these big black dog»

were counted in one band. They are about twice the size of

the largest coyote, and are bold and very dangerous when
molested. It is not kuown where these peculiar animals

came from. No similar band exists anywhere in the United

States. Some writers claim that they are nothing more or

less than Russian wolves. But there is no foundation for

this theory. They do not resemble them in the least. A
year or two ago one of these dogs was captured and an effort

made to domesticate him. He was partially subdued, bnt

always vearned to escape, and Anally died of distemper."

Golden Gate Tournament.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The last open to all

clay pigeon tournament of the Golden Gate Gun Club will be

held at McMahon's Station, San Mateo I

29th. Conditions 15 birds, 18 yards rise, $!

Prizes divided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

Tours truly, J. H.

Secretary I

V ML'tlSt
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ATHLETICS.
Mr. James Corbett of the Olympic Club, who has been

visiting Salt Lake City for a few weeks, returned on Monday

last. He received many kindnesses at the bands of Utah

athletes, and has spent a pleasant vacation.
— *-

At last the 100-yard record (10 seconds) has been broken,

and Harry M. Johnson, of Pittsburgh, Pa., the winner of a

Sheffield, (Eng.) handicap, is the sprinter who has accom-

plished the great feat. Our correspondent at Cleveland, O.,

under date of August 1st, writes: The Cleveland Athletic

Club didn't make much financial profit out of its summer

meeting at the Athletic Park, yesterday afternoon, but in an

artistic way the meeting was a big success, a glory and a rev-

elation. There were about 700 people in the stands. Such

foot-racing was never seen in the town before, and Harry M.

Johnson did what the great sprinters of the world have been

trying to do for years—knocked a fifth of a second off the 100-

yards record for all countries and claims—ten seconds. And

he did it so squarely and the trial was guarded with so much
precaution as to distauee, officials and time, that his 9 4-5 sec-

onds is sure to go on the books. Three watches that timed

the trial, had been regulated together for five days in antici-

pation of the event. Two more kept the time with them and

three registered 9 3-5 seconds, and two 9 4-5 seconds. And
Johnson ran the distance in a grand, true and open style.

Such a ran can not be seen every day. He got off with the

pistol flash, collared hie only competitor, to whom he con-

ceded eight yards, at fifty yards, and coming home with

strides that afterwards measured seven feet and seven inches,

breasted the tape strong and hard. It was a great perform-

ance. A summary of the race follows:

One-hundred yards run, professional handicap. Prizes, $18, $5 and

S2.50. .

H. M. Johnson, Pittsburg, Pa. (scratch)
£

E, S. Heydorn, Cleveland, O., (8 yards) 2

Time, 9 4-5 seconds.

Is Boat Racing Injurious.

It has been contended in various quarters that the strain

required to do the training and other work connected with

tirst-class rowing matches is such as to, sooner or latter,

break down all but the most powerful constitutions. It is

well that the real facts of the matter should be known. The
Lancet, the recognized leading medical authority in Great

Britain, thus deals with the subject: "The annual contest

between Oxford and Cambridge for aquatic supremacy proved

this year to be one of unusual severity, and two, if not three,

men in both crews towards the end of the race showed evi-

dent Bymptoms of distress. This fact has led to some sensa-

tional statements being made to the effect that some of the

men will never get over the consequences of their exertions.

We believe, however, that such statements have no real

foundation, and beyond the fact that the men were tempora-

rily distressed, nothing like permanent mischief is likely to

iesult. Some years ago, before the conditions of training

were thoroughly understood, such rumors were frequent

after each great boat race, and even very eminent medical

authorities set their faces steadfastly against boat racing as an

exercise. But a close inquiry into the after-history of the

crews of the Oxford and Cambridge boats has proved conclu-

sively that the mortality among the heroes of the annual race

is certainly not greater than among the average of University

men generally. The names of Sir Balliol Brett, Bishops

Wordsworth, Selwyn and Macdougall, Dean Merivale, Hon.
G. Denman, J. M. Croker and F. M. Arnold, are well known
as those of members of victorious crews more than forty

years ago, who have survived up to quite a recent date

—

indeed, some are still living; and to these may be added
names less known to fame, who were still able to answer
Adsum when the roll was called a few years since. Sir Geo.

Burrows, who is still living, has told us he took part in one
of the earliest of the College races on the Cam. quite fifty

years ago; whilst Lord Penrhyn, who has just died at the

advanced age of eighty-six, was a member of a crew who, in

1824, performed the extraordinary feat of rowing, with five

others, from Oxford to Westminster Bridge within sixteen

hours, a distance of 118 miles, with many lochs to pass

through, in one of the heavy wherries, and with oars of the

period—a performance far more sever© than rowing a four-

mile race; for, with a heavy six-oared wherry they had to

keep up the pace continuously, except at the lochs, for six-

teen hours, at eight miles an hour; whilst with light out-rig-

gers, sliding seats, and improved oars, the pace of the racing

eight is little over twelve miles an hour for twenty minutes.

The great reason in favor of boat-racing as an exercise is the

fact that the progress from ordinary to severe exertion is made
very gradually. The tyro who first commences to row has

.- to learn first to manage his oar; as soon as his muscles get

accustomed to the weight, he is taught to bring his whole
muscular system into action to propel the boat; but this has
to be done gradually, otherwise he will acquire awkward
habits. As soon as he has learned to row he begins to culti-

vate pace, but this has to be practiced cautiously, since if

allowed to 'blow' himself, he will soon row out of form; and
it is only by degrees that the bursts are lengthened as the

'wind' improves. Next, after considerable preparation, come
the 'trial' raoes, in which the men's physical and staying

powers are closely watched; and then comes the final selec-

tion into the crack crew. The result is that an unsound man
is usually found out before the severe trial comes; whilst,

for sound constitutions, a course of systematic and careful

training only tends to improve the physical and vital powers,
and fits men to undergo the strenuous exertions of a boat-

race without injury."

A New Use for the Bicycle.

The New York Times relates that Deacon Smedley, a well-

known worthy of a Vermont town, after considerable observa-

tion of the use of the bicycle by summer boarders in his

place, has discovered new and valuable uses to which it may
be put. The Times says:

Curiously enough, Deacon Smedley approved of the bicycle,

and openly said that he wished he could afford to give one to

his small boy. This was the more remarkable since the deacon
had never been known as a liberal man, and had never given
his small boy anything except his board and lodging. Not
content with wishing to give his small boy a bicycle, the

deacon actually opened negotiations with the bicyclist with a

~iew to baying his machine, and one day when the young
man was under the dootor's care in consequence of a severe
contusion of the skull, the deacon extorted from the bicyclist

in agreement to sell his bicycle at half price.

The next step taken by this admirable father was to advise

,
ih son to hire out to a neighboring farmer and bo earn
•ju^h money to bay a bioyole. Deacon Smedley agreed to

,

advance the purchase money, buy the machine and hold it

in trust until his small boy could repay him. Arrangements
were soon made by which the Bmall boy was to "do chores"

for Squire Bartlett, and was to receive in the course of the

winter the aggregate sum of $35. This he was to pay to his

father, who had agreed to purchase the bicycle for $30, thus
giving the deacon a profit of only $5 on the transaction.

Spring came, and deacon Smedley's small boy paid his

father $35 on the 1st day of May, and the two proceeded to

the barn, where possession of the bicycle was to be formally

given to the small boy. The latter was somewhat surprised

when he saw the bicycle. It was suspended from the rafters

of the barn at a height of about three yards from the floor.

The rubber tire of the driving wheel had been removed, and
a rubber belt had been placed around the wheel and con-

nected with the crank of a feed-chopping machine. With the

assistance of his affectionate parent, the small boy climbed to

the saddle and began to work the pedals. The revolutions

of the big driving wheel set the feed-chopping machine in

motion, and the deacon immediately proceeded to chop feed

enough to last his live stock for a week. The excellent old

man found that he could chop twice as much feed in a given

time by bicycle power as he could in the usual way, and
that, instead of turning a crank, all he had to do was to feed

the machine. Once or twice the machine abruptly stopped
in consequence of the alleged weariness of the small boy's

legs, but the deacon instantly stirred up his offspring with a

pitchfork, and pointed out to him the folly of growing tired

of a bicycle within the first hour or two of its possession.

Since that day the bicycle has been in constant use, and
the ingenious deacon has managed to utilize its power so as to

churn milk and pump water with it. The small boy does
not seem to retain his original enthusiasm for the bicycle,

and it is suspected that he would prefer to ride it through
the streets rather than put it to a really beneficient use in the

barn. Fortunately, the deacon, though he was so indulgent

as to buy his small boy a bicycle, will not permit him to

abuse the gift. "No, my son," he is said to have remarked,
"we won't have no such nonsense as falling off bicycles in

the street. You just enjoy your machine in the barn where
you can't get hurt and can do some good; I expect you to

enjoy it three or four hours a day, or else you'll hear from
me." The small boy evidently obeys his parent, and, though
he is growing rather thin, there is no immediate danger that

he will injure his" health by excessive indulgence in athletic

sports.

BASE BALL.
Alameda Park.

Another game of baseball was played at the Alameda

grounds on Saturday last, this time between the Haverly and

the Greenhood & Moran Clubs. The first-named won by the

following score:

Fiaher.ab 5
Brown, c 5 1

Long, r. f 4 1

Van Haltren, l.f.

4

1

JDolan, c, f 4 1

Cusick, b, s 1 1

Gurnett, p 4
Warde, 2b 4
Dovovan, lb. -.3 2

115 4 2

HAVERLX8.
TB. R. BH. B3

Lawton, lb 4 2 11
Gagus, s. s 5 2 2

Hardie, r.f 5 2 10
Incell,2b 5 1
Hayes, p 5 1

Donobue, 3b. ...3 2

Stein, c 3

Moran, 1. f 4

Carroll, c. f 3 1

2 1

12

1

Totals 34 7 3 G 24 19 12 Totals 37 1110 4 27 18 12

RUNS RX INNINGS.

Haverlys 13 3 13 0—11
| G. & M 6 10 0—7

Earned runs—Haverlys 1 ; two-base bit—Hardie, Donobue, Moran and
Gurnett; base on error—Haverlys 6, Greenbood & Moran 7; left on
bases—Haverlys 6, Greenbood & Moran 5; base on called balls—Haver-
lys 4, Greenhood & Moran 6 ; struck out—by Gurnett 4, Hayes 8; double
plays -Stein and Lawton; passed balls—Brown 3, Stein 2. Umpire, J.

Madison: time, two hours.

The championship game at Alameda Park on Sunday after-

noon last was between the Haverlys and Pioneers, and
resulted in favor of the former nine after a mild game by three

runs. It was a batter's game throughout. The Pioneers in

their first inning took Incell's measure and gave the Haverly
boys considerable leather hunting while scoring three runs.

In the seoond inning the Haverlys saw the raise and went
two better. The Haverlys maintained and increased their

lead until at the end of the fourth they stood ten to the Pio-

neers' three. In the fifth inning the latter team again warmed
up Incell and put on three rnns more, Carroll, their catcher,

arousing a serio-comic enthusiasm in the crowd by scoring a
base hit. As Carroll was debited with three passed balls,

Gagus assumed the mask in his place, playing under the disad-

vantage of being very much out of practice. Towards the
end of the game public interest sensibly diminished. It is a
curious fact that each of the Haverly nine is credited with
runs, each scored a base hit, and excepting Stein, each stole

a base. The fielding of neither team came near A No. 1 form,

and the errors were quite too prominent. Following is the

score:

Caveny.rf 5 2

Taylor, If 4 2

Gagus, ss 6 1

Hayes, 3d b 5 1

Buckley, 2d b..

5

1

Perrier, c f 6 1

Powers, 1st b.. .4

Carroll, c 4

McMullen, p...3

PIONEERS.
TB. K.BH.D3.PO. A. E,

110 2

15
2 3

2 1 10

HAVERLYS.
T.R.BH.I

Lawton,! f 5
Hardie, c 6
Hanley, r f 6

Sweeney, 1st b.,5

Incell, b 4

Levy, cf 5
Bennet, e s (J

Donahue, 3d b.,4

Stein, 2d b... .4

1

1 5

1 2
2 10
1 1

1 2
2 2

110 2 4 4

Totals 40 12 7 4 24 23 7 Totals 40 16 10 1127 24 13

KUNS BX INNINGS.

Pioneers 3 0003038 0—12
|
Haverlys 541 2003 *—16

Earned runs—Pioneers 1, Haverlys 1: two-base hits—Gagus, Buckley
and Bennett; base on error—Haverlys 8, Pioneers 9; left on bases —
HaverlyB 2, Pioneers 3; base on called balls—Haverlys 3, Pioneers 2;

struck out—Incell 5, McMullen 4; passed balls—Carroll 3, Gagus 4,

Hardie 2; wild pitch—McMullen 1. Umpire—De Witt Van Court; time,
1 hour and 60 minutes. John F. Henuessy, official scorer.

The morning game was played by the Franklin and Cleve-

land nines of the Amateur League, and was won by the former
by the score of 6 to 5. The game was protracted to the tenth
inning. Buick pitched well for the Franklins and was well

supported by Smith behind the home-plate. Appended is the

score:

FRANKLINS.
T.R.BH.

Tilson.se 5 1 1

Smith, c 5 1 2

McNally, c f....4

Buick, p 4

Bwett, 2b 4

Farrell, r f 4

Levigue, 3b....

4

Pratt, lb 4 10 2 Nelson, c i 10 7 11
McKeuzie, 1 1...4 Spencer, 2b 4 12 114 1

1 1

2 1 10 C 1

10
19 1

10 4 3
1 1 1 <»

10
10 2

Totals.,

OLEVELANDB.
TB. It.BH.BB.rO.

Ri'iiniBU, lb 4 2 1 1 11
Dow, p 6 12 10
F. Stultz. 3b... .6 10 1

Flinu, rf 5 3
Roberts, If 6 2 1

Kelly, cf 5 14
W. Stultz, as. ..4 10
Nelson, c i 10 7
Spencer, 2b 4 12 11

4 3 30 31 7 Totals 41 6 C C 28 16 8

RUNS BX INNINGS.

Franklins.. .1 10210000 1— G | Clevelands. .1 20002000 0—5
Earned runs—Clevelands 2; two-base hit—Redman. F. Stultz and

Smith; base on error—Franklins 7, Clevelands 4; lefton bases—Frank-
lins 2, Clevelands 8; base on called balls—Franklins 0, Clevelands 3;
struck out—Buick 17, Dow 4; passed balls—Smith 3, Nelson 4, Umpire,
J. Madison; scorer, John F. Hennessv.

Sacramento.

From the racy Teport of last Sunday's game at Sacramento
between the Alta and Greenhood & Moran Clubs, given in

the Record— Union, we extract the pertinent portions:

Much interest was felt by admirers of the national game in
the contest which took place at Agricultural Park on Sunday
afternoon last, between the Altas and the Greenhood &
Morans. The latter nine was reported to have improved
greatly in its playing, but still the friends of the home club
were confident that it would hold its own with the visitors
if assisted by a good pitcher. Yesterday it had quite a rein-
forcement of that kind—a young man named West, whose
principle fault seemed to be a lack of confidence in himself;
and yet when the G. & M.'s tried to "rattle" him he was as
cool as could be desired. He has good command of the ball,

and plenty of speed when he wants to use it. The G. & M.'s
did not seem to have improved much since their last game
here, except as "kickers." Whoever has been teaching them
this charming feature of the game must have labored assidu-
ously, or else he had extremely apt pupils. One or two of
them, however, have the grace to grin after making a claim to
something they are not entitled to. The game opened with
the Altas at the bat. They hit Van Haltren freely, and, the
Greenhood & Morans making a bunch of errors, Meagher,
McLaughlin and Flint tallied. No more runs were made
UDtil the sixth inning, when Flint scored for the Altas, and,
on the part of the "Pets," Brown tallied on the wild pitch
and Cahalan brought in Long and "Van Haltren by hitting the
ball with such force that it picked up its cane and gripsack
and started for Folsom. Unfortunately for Cahalan and his
side, he had made up his mind for a home-run, but the ball
was thrown in by Flint, and shut him off. If he had
remained at third, Cusick's hit would have saved him. The
Altas were whitewashed in the seventh inning, but Brown
helped Gurnett and Fisher, of the Oaklanders, to get home,
and the spectators began watching the game with great
anxiety. Flint opened the eighth inning by sending the ball
to right field. Borchers did the same thing, but was caught
out. Newbert hit to third and was safe. Ahem came to the
bat, and, after the second effort, finally did his best to lose the
ball in the left field, and brought inFlintand Newbert—muoh
to the iatter's gratification, as he had during the game viewed
home two or three times from third base, but something done
by somebody else alwayB prevented him reaching it. Ahem 'a

hit was cheered by the friends of the Altas until they became
hoarse, after which they settled down to a close superintend-
ence of the game, frequently "chipping in" a little advice to
the players, for fear the "Pets" should regain an even foot-
ing or add more than one to the score. The run-making
was entirely at an end, however, although in the nintn
inning, Flint, who had already crossed the plate successfully
three times, very nearly did it again. Features of the game
were McLaughlin's clever style of advancing himself from
base to baseinthe first inning, until he scored; and Meagher's
handsome catch of a "hot one" from Cusick's bat in the
eighth inning.

Meagher, 3d b..o
Robertson,2d b.5
McLaughlin, 0..5

Flint, cf 5
Borchers, If.... 5
Newbert, s a. ...3

Ahern, 1st b 4
West.p 4
Hilbert, rf ....4

10 12 1112 1

1 1 2 12 1

3 2 2
10110 16

3 10 1

1 10 1

10
Totals 40 6 7 3 27 24 4 Totals .

RUNS BX INNINGS.

GEEENHOOD A MORANS.
AB. R. Id. BS. FO.

Fisher, 3d b.
Brown, c 4
Long, r f 6

Val Haltren p..

4

Cahalan, If....

4

Cusick, a 8 4
Donovan, lstb.3
Gurnett, 2d b..4
Hannan, cf ....4

2 1

8 2

1 16

1 12

Altas ,

Greenhood & Morans.
1

.00000 2
2

0-6
0-5

Three-base hit—Cahalan. First base on errors—Altas 7, Greenhood
& Morans 3. Base on balls—Altas 1, G. & M. 4. Struck out—West 8,
Val Haltren 9. Left on baBes—Altas 7, G. & M. 6. PasBed balls-
Brown 3. Wild pitches—"West 1, Val Haltren 1. Umpire, H. 0. Chip-
man. Scorer, Will H. Young. Time, 2:20.

CRICKET.

The Merion Cricket was badly beaten by the combined
team last Saturday. They made a poor showing with the bat,
and were less effective in the field than formerly. The com-
bined team opened the ball by sending in Archibald and
Fisher to face the bowling of Millar and John Theobald, The
combined men played good cricket, Pannell especially doing
the lion's share of the scoring, his score of 42 being made up
of a series of tall hits which won the hearts of the gallery.
E. D. Keith made 10 when he was run out, the other double
figures scored being Cohen. The total being 82. None of
the Merions made a score, the whole team being disposed of
by Pannell and Purdy for 3S. In the bowling department
John Theobald's name leads the list with four wickets, Miller
seoured two and one went to Hill. For the combined team
Pannell's bowling was very effective, seven of the ten being
placed to his credit, Purdy having a brace opposite his name.
The score is as follows:

PICKED TEAM.
Archibald, b Theobald 3

FlBher, run out
Cavr, b Miller
E. D. Keith, run out 10
Bucknell, b Miller
Pannell, b Hill 42
Purdy, b Theobald 3

Squire, c Burnett, b Theobald. . .

Cohen, b Theobald 10
Moreton, not out 3

C. Keith, b Theobald
Extras 11

Total 82
Umpires—Foulkea and Aitken.

MERIONS.
J. Theobald, c and b Pannell.... 8
Van Heekeren, run out 6
Burnett, b Pannell 7
Gibson, c Fisher, b Pannell. .... i
Tom Millar, c Pannell b Purdy..
J. Miller, b Purdy 2
Goewey, c Fisher, b Pannell. ...
Hill, c Fisher, b Pannell
Wilson, b Purdy a
Boyle, not out 3
Belknap, b Pannell
Extras

tj

Total 38

The Merion Cricket Club will play a match to-day against
eleven British shipmasters, captains of ships now in port.
The toilers of the sea will be assisted by Messrs. Purdy and
Pannell. There will be more good fun than fine cricket in
the ma'tch. WioketB will be pitohed at 2 p. m., at Central Park.

The team of English Amateur Cricketers who are to play
throughout the eastern states and Canada are a thoroughly
representative olass of players, including the leading men
from both the Oxford and Cambridge .Uuivorsities. They
will certainly give a good account of themselves, and sustain
England's reputation on the greensward.
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THE EIFLE.

Shell Mound.

There was a fair attendance at Shell Mound last Sunday,
and, the weather being good, there were good scores made.
Company F, Fifth Infantry, shot a team of nine men

against a like team of Company I, of Boston, Mass., ten

shots each, at 200 yards—the result of the eastern team not
having been received yet. Annexed are the scores of the
local shots;

F. Poulter 45
T. Sheehan 42
D. Wbitlock 40
C. Parsons 40
C. Boyrer 37

On the 12th Capt. Ludwig Siebe and Lieutenant Kuhlke
had a friendly match at the short range, four strings each,

with military rifles, with the following result, Captain Siebe
carrying off the honors:

Captain L. Siebe 4

R.Porman 36
W. Seaton 33
Burton 32
O'Brien 30
Arnold 3u—364

4 6 4 3 3
4 5 5 4-1444

5—38

4 4 2 4 6 3 4-364 3554444444
Lieut. J. Kuhlke 4 63334444

4 4

3 4

4—42-
4—38

4 4 4 4 4—41
4 4 5 4-

i 4—38-156

The German Fusileers, Captain H. Stettin, held their reg-

ular monthly shooting, with the following result:

FIBST CLASS.

Peterson. ..5 36344455 6—43 I Trompelt ..4 36354456 4—42
Volkmann..4 45344456 4—42

| Stettin 4 44534453 5—41
SECOND CLASS.

Yansen ....4 43464344 3—38 I C. Scbifer..3 42434424 3—33
Dahre 4 34343344 3—35

|
Sallymaun.2 44433342 3—32

THIRD CLASS.

Kling 3 44334432 4-34 I Seifert 2 33243044 2—27
Capebohm..3 33442434 3-33

|

Sacramento.

Members of Company G made the following

200-yard range, yesterday.

Lieut. Sheehan 3 4 4 4 4 4

Lieut. Flaherty 6 4 4 4 4 4
Sergeant Sheehan 4 6 5 4

Sergeant Coyne 4 4 4 3 3 4

Sergeant Heffeman 3 3 4 4 3 3

Corporal Lowell 4 4 4 4 4 4

Private Sheehan 3 4 4 4 3 3

Private Smith 4 3 4 3 3 4
Private Murray- 4 2 4 3 4 3

Private Kunz 4 3 4 4 4 4
Private Klein ;..4 4 3 6 4 3

By honorary members, at the same distance,

were made:
Sergeant O'Hughea 5 5 4 5 4 4
J.H.Hogan 4 4 4 3 4 5

score at trie

4 3 4 5-39
4 3 S 4—39
3 E * 6—35
3 4 4 5—38
3 3 5 4—35
4 6 4 4—41
4 4 4 4—37
3 4 4 4—36
6 3 « 4—35
4 4 4 4—S9
5 4 3-35

, these scores

4 4 B 3—43
4 4 4 4—40

Mr. Edward Hovey.

On Jnly 20, 1834, at Shell Mound range, lie won cash prize
in the Filth Infantry, 100-shot match, 200 yards, and made
the following record. Sharps'-Borchardt military, 61b. pull
open sight:

l 5 6 S 5 E 6 6-47 b b b b 6 b b b
i b b b 5 4 4 b-45 b 4 4 4 4 b 4 b 4
b b b 4 4 b b 4—47 4 4 4 5 b b b 5 4
b 4 b 6 6 b 4 i—46 5 b 4 4 b b 4 4
b 5 b b 4 b 4 4-47
4 b b b 4 4 b 4—44

The above is Mr. Hovey's best 100-shot record.
On Sept. 14, 1884, in a practice shoot at Shell Mound, the

following magni6cent score, at 200 yards, was made with the
Sharps' military rifle:

565556555 6—5U—ten consecutive bull's-eyes,

Schuetzen Fest.

From a very just and interesting sketch of Sergeant Ed.
Hovey, prepared for The Rifle for August, we take portions.

It is with pleasure that we note the interest taken by those
fragments of the world remote from San Francisco in the

successes of our riflemen, and particularly in those of our
friend Hovey.

Mr. Hovey was born at Norwich, Conn., and is now 26
years of age. He was educated in the Boston schools, and
some years ago moved to San Francisco, where he now resides.

He is attached to the San Francisco Chronicle. He is five

feet five inches in height, weighs 125 pounds; has blue eyes
and dark brown hair. He understands the importance of

abstemious living, and indulges in but little stimulating
liquor and smokes even less. The rifle shooting of Mr. Hovey
has been confined almost wholly to open-sighted, non-clean-

ing rifles, and with the military arm he has chiefly won his

enviable reputation as one of California's most famous and
expert off-hand military rifle shots.

The rifles shot by Mr. Hovey are of different makes, the
Winchester rifle, .44 calibre, being the arm used in his earlier

rifle contests, but latterly the "old reliable" Sharps' military

rifle, .45 calibre, has been the weapon used, and the most im-
portant matches of the last two or three years have been shot
with this rifle. Recently Mr. Hovey has shot, on the same
day, a number of scores from several different makes of rifles,

including the Winchester, Sharps and Springfield, and made
high aggregates with each aim.
In the position adapted by Mr. Hovey, which is also that

of many noted riflemen, the two feet are firmly placed on the

ground, standing erect, and the left side brought towards the

object aimed at. The rifle is brought to the shoulder, and
held there firmly by both hands, but chiefly by the right

hand, which grasps the grip, the thumb passing over it and
pointing slightly forward. The first fingerpresses the trigger.

The trigger-guard rests in the palm of the left hand. The
rifle can be held very steadily in this position, and some sup-
port can be gained by the left arm between the elbow and
shoulder, which is supported by resting against the body.
The left elbow is free and clear from the body and hip, and
the position permits one using it to stand erect, making the

position a graceful and easy one in which the rifleman can
shoot a great number of shots without much fatigue.

The ammunition used by Mr. Hovey in his military rifles is

as follows: For 200-yard shootiDg he uses sixty grains of Cal-

ifornia quail shooting No. 3 powder, a brand of powder man-
ufactured on the Pacific Coast. The bullet for the Sharps' .45

calibre is manufactured by Capt. J. E. Klein, of this city, and
weighs 460 grains.

At the 500-yards' range he used 65 grains of Hazard F. G.
powder and the same bullet. Ho is now a member of Co. G,

1st Begiment, N. G. C, and is considered one of the strongest

and most reliable shots of Nationals Kifle Club, which is

composed of the best shots of Companies C and G of that

regiment.
In additian to Mr. Hovey's skill as a rifle-shot he is an

expert with the pistol, and his scores evince a high order of

skill with that weapon, so difficult to shoot with accuracy.
In reviewing the unusually excellent work performed by

Mr. Hovey during the past three years, a casual observer
might look over the scores which have all been shot on
regular rifle-ranges, under Creedmoor rules, and remark upon
their excellence. Riflemen will fully understand the high
order of skill necessary to perform such wonderful shooting,

aad will never forget the name of the individual who has
achieved such a degree of perfection. The scores made by
Mr. Hovey with a military rifle would satisfy many shooters
who use the match-rifle exclusively, and are far better than
the average rifleman would expect ever to make.
The two best scores made by Mr. Hovey are as follows;

On Monday last, the annual festival of the Schuetzen Club
closed at Harbor View. In the great interest which centered
in the shooting, all other features of the festival, such as games,
bowling, and dancing in the pavilion, were discontinued, and
all present passed the day in the shooting gallery. The pro-
gramme was the continuation of the honorary and man tar-
get shooting of Sunday, and shooting for the ladies' prizes.
Notwithstanding that the wind was strong all day, the shoot-
ing averaged much better than that of the opening day. The
marksmen had become more accustomed to the range and
wind, and consequently did better work. The shooting was
at the 200-yard range, off-hand, with rifles not over 45 calibre,
no more than seventy grains of powder, and all sights, with
the exception of the telescope, allowed.
During the two days which the festival lasted, about 15,000

shots were fired,- the receipts from which were §1,953. The
officers of the festival to whom the gratifying success of the
festival was due are: President Philo Jacoby, First Shooting
Master A. Berteleen, Second Shooting Master Charles Sage-
horn, and Third Shooting Master J. Browning. In addition
to the 200 members of the club who participated in the shoot-
ing, about 50 outside marksmen were present and contested
for the prizes offered. The shooting Monday began at 9
o'clock a. m. and lasted until 6 p. m., with an intermission of
one hour at noon. Following the shooting, and before the
bull's-eyes were measured, the officers and about thirty mem-
bers of the club who desired to remain and learn the result of
the Bhoot enjoyed the hospitality of the Schuetzeo Club at a
hot lunch.
The judges were R. Rahwiler, A. Strecker and J. H. Brown-

ing. Referee, James Dornbier.
The first prize, $40. on the man target, was awarded Max

Heilbronner, who made seventy-eight lines out of a possible
eighty.

First prize on honorary target, the silver set, presented by
Assessor Holtz, was won by A. Strecker, who made seventy-
one rings out of a possible seventy-five.

Prize of $2.50 for twenty lines, A. Strecker.
Prize of $2.50 for first twenty-five rings, F. O. Young.
Philo Jacoby won the prize for the best bull's-eye, which

was made one-half a minute before 6 o'clock.
The ladies' prizes were shot for by gentlemen, each marks-

man being allowed ten shots, giving the name of the lady for
whom he entered the contest. The following named ladies
were the winners of the twenty-five prizes, consisting of sil-

verware and jewelry which were offered: 1, Mrs. H. Plager-
mann; 2, Mrs. C. D. Ladd; 3, Mrs. A. Rahmyer; 4, Mrs. A.
H. Zecher; 5, Mrs. Leeman; 6, Mrs. Kuher; 7, Mrs. Straub;
8, Mrs. W. Ehrenpfort; 9, Mrs. F. 0. Young; 10, Mrs. R.
Finking; 11, Miss Waller; 12, Miss A. Simon; 13, Mrs. C.
Sagehorn; 14, Mrs. M. Kuhnle; 15, Mrs. Stanton; 16, Mrs.
Gumble; 17, Mrs. A. Utschig; 18, Mrs. Jas. Dornbier; 19,

Mrs. Bertelsen; 20, Mrs. A. Strecker; 21, Mrs. C. Adams; 22,
Mrs. O. Bermeister; 23, Mrs. Otto Bremer; 24, Mrs. J. Uts-
chig; 25, Mrs. C. Nobman,

THE GUN.
What Sank the "Oregon.'

A beautiful damsel, in wrapper and slipper,
Sat out on the deck of a fast-sailing clipper,
And many a question she put to the skipper.

She told him she never had been on the ocean.
And asked him if he had any sort of a notion
What kept the old thing in eternal commotion.

"What, think you, ran into and sank the Cunarder?"
The skipper looked up and appeared to regard her

[ As if he were sorry her question weren't harder.

"Why, bless ye," he said, as he glanced at the spanker
And motioned a sailor to Btand by the anchor,
'"Twas the 'Shooting Times,' I reckon, sank her !

"

[Could not be worse.

—

Ed.]

Anent Poachers.

detected in stealing game or fish, and invite "Boy" to send
the names of those mentioned in his properly indignant
remonstrance.

—

Ed.]

Golden Gate Gun Club.

The Golden Gate Club held its regular meeting at
McMahon's. The Lincoln Club had been invited to shoot
there, and the Golden Gates shot off their match after the
visitors had finished.

At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, 5 trap3; class shooting. First class
medal won by W. Ashcroft; second class by R. Kershaw.

FIBST CLASS.

W.Ashcrofi 1 0111111101011 1—12
A.Allen 1111011110111 1—12
Edg.Forster 0100101111111 1—10
S.Scovern 1110111001100 1—9
H. Mangels 01101011100011—8
F. Munson 01110101001000—6
R. Schlenter 1 00000011010110—6
C. Pardl 0111001011000 0—6
W. Dnnleavy 10100110000110—6
F.Mayer 10000110100010—5
H.Russ 00100010110100—6
Eugene Forster 1 1 1 1 0— 4

FEE6T CLASS TIES.

W. Ashcroft.l 11111101 0—8
|
A.Allen 100110011—6

SECOND CLASB SHOOT.

R.Kershaw 1 0101001010000 0—5
E.Garrett 1 0100000010011 0-5
W.Malone 0000000010110 0—3
J.Foley 1 0000000001010 0—3

SECOND CLASS TIES.

Kershaw 1 01011111 0—7
| Garrett 1 00010101 0—4

We learn that Mr. Ryan's offer to sell his first-rate hunting
ark, the Alameda, is the cause of much canvassing for new
ducking clubs. Fifteen or twenty mutually agreeable gentle-
men could not do better than to buy the boat and outfit, and
place her in commission at some of the famous shooting stands
on the San Joaquin river. She is now at Point Tiburon, and
can be inspected at little cost and time.

TRAP.
Eureka Gun Club.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Knowing you take inter-

est in carrying out the game laws, several sportsmen in this

vicinity beg to call your attention to some of your so-called

city sportsmen who violate the game laws, and who are

now coming into this country under the pretext of shooting
doves, but who bag every quail old or young they see on the
fences or ground. Only last Sunday two of your high-toned
city sports were seen on the ridge between Spanishtown and
Pilarcitos, killing every quail they could find. If your city

sportsmen do not respect the game laws how can you expect
the country boys to do so, much less the so-called country
Bportsmen who try and Bave some birds for the city sports
when they come along after the first of October? It is just

the same with trout. The city sports complain of the coun-
try boys taking all the trout in the close season, but they
don't say a word about themselves coming out and fishing

and violating the game laws more than all the boys, and if

those two pot-hunters try it again some of our boys will take
their case to a justice, and when he is through with them
they will have no reason of complaining, in the future, that'

they can't find birds in October. Yours respectfully,

Halfmoon Bay, Aug. 13, 1S86. Boy.

[as usual, when such complaints are made, there is such a

lack of specific details in "Boy's" note as to make it almost
impossible to effectively scarify the offenders. We do not
doubt that people from the cities violate game laws, nor do
we believe country people to be more careful in observing
them, but on one point we are unanimous, viz.; that all who
do break the laws relative to game and fish deserve obloquy,
and will have it heaped upon them if their names and the

facts come to us. For such vundals we have no sympathy.
We cannot afford to count them in the list' of friends, and
shall feel delinquent if we merit anything but disfavor from
them. We shall be pleased to publish all those who are

Seven members of the Eureka Club faced the traps yester-

day afternoon at Bird's Point in the fifth monthly competi-
tion for the Club trophies. The birds were a picked lot, quick
from the trap and last flyers, and having just wind enough
to make tailers frequent and bring second barrels into pretty
frequent use. Mr. Brown was appointed sole referee, and
the business commenced at 3 o'clock sharp. In the second,
ninth and tenth rounds each member grassed his bird. Mr.
Chapin carried off the honors with only one dove lost out of

his dozen, three scoring ten apiece and as many nine. Mr.
Black made his appearance after a somewhat long retirement,
and his practice suffered accordingly. On the whole the club
shoot assumed respectable figures—a little better than SO per
cent.

Nest in order was a sis-bird sweepstake, in which eight
sportsmen took part, entrance §2.50. Five out of the eight
tied with five birds each, and as time grew short, stakes
were drawn and each man paid for his own birds.

Appended are the complete scores:

Club shoot. 12 live birds each; 30 yards rise; 100 yards boundary; H. R.

BIack....llll 00101110—8Mayhew.l 10101101111—9
Haskell. .1 1111011110 1—10
Goodall..l 11011011110—9
Kellogg .0 1011111111 1—11

Six-bird sweepstake; 30 yards rise; 100 yards boundary.

Schwerin 11111001111 1—10
Chapin...! 1110111111 1—11

.0 1 1 1 0—3 1 I 1 1-4
bnooka 1 1 1 II 1 1-5 ....1 1 (1 1 1—

*

.1 1 1 1 1—5 Hill ....0 1 1 1 1 ]-fi
..1 1 1 1 1—6 1 1 1

Lincoln Gun Club.

The Lincoln Gun Club has been compelled to vacate its

delightful shooting grounds at Colma because of prosimity to

a church, the services at which were disturbed by the shoot-
ing; but the lack of a local habitation did not prevent the
regular monthly meeting on last Sunday.
The Golden Gate Gun Club, with a creditable, sportsmanly

generosity, offered the use of its grounds at McMahon's, and
the offer was accepted. The shooting was very good, and the
day thoroughly enjoyable.

At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, Straps. Class shooting. Medal in
first class won by Mr. C. H. Cate; in second class by Mr. Schendel,

FIBST CLASS.

Potter 1 1110110101111 1—12
Campbell 1 01111101001010-9
Ford 1 1111101001011 1—11
Brans 0111113110111 1—IB
Cate 1111011111111 1—13
Bichter 1 110110111U110 0—10
Venker, H 1 00111101100011—8
Maguire 1111101111000 1—10
Bovee 0001000001000 1—3
Parks 0011010101110 1-8

SECOND CLASS.

Schendel 1 110 110 11110 1 0—10
Nutz 1101000100110 1—7
Karney 1 1011000 11101 1—9
Horber 0101U100011010— 6
Cohen 1 1000111011100 1-9
Doane 1 0000000100010 0—3

State Fair Tournament.

Mr. D. J. Stevens, of Elk Grove, has been selected as man-
ager of a wing-shooting tournament, to be held during the

State Fair at Sacramento, on Sept. 14th and 15th. On the

14th the match will be at 20 live birds, Hurlingham style,

$20 entrance, prizes $100, $80, $65, $50, $35 and $20 guar-

anteed by the State Fair Association. The loth will be

devoted to pool shooting. Entries close Sept. 10th. The
events are open to all, and a large number of crack shots
will attend.

The American Clay Bird Company, under the able manage-
ment of Mr. J. E. Miller, is making great strides towards suc-

cess. The target is a first-rate one, being a sure breaker if

hit, and sharp flying. A good feature in connection with it

is that it does not break in transportation. A barrel of the

birds was seut to San Francisco some months ago, of which
less than one per cent, were broken in transit. Mr. Miller is

a very fine sLot, and lends his pleasant presence and gener-

ous offices to Cincinnati trap shooting events without

with the result that his target is about the only oil-

the clubs near him, and his energy has established

for them reaching as far as Portland and Seattle,

"are highly esteemed.
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Two Tear Olds.

olds, $1,500 added; the Welter Stakes, for all ages, $750

added; the Kacing Stakes, for three-year-olds and

upward, $1,000 added; the Sheepshead Stakes, for three-

year-olds (handicap), one mile and a quarter; the Belle's

Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, six furlongs, $1,000

added; the Gleaner's Stakes, for two-year-olds, six fur-

longs, on turf, $1,000 added. For the June Meeting,

1887, the Foam and Surf Stakes, both for two-year-olds,

five furlongs, $1,000 added. For the June Meeting,

1888, the Mermaid Stakes, for three-year-old fillies,

(now yearlings), nine furlongs, $1,250 added; the Tidal

Stakes, for three-year-olds, one mile, $1,500 added, and

the Coney Island Derby, for three-year-olds, $2,500

added.

The Monmouth Park Association offers, for the season

of 1887, the following stakes for two-year-olds, now

yearlings: The Hopeful, July, Tyro, Sapling, August,

and Criterion, each six furlongs, $1,500 added in each

case. Also, the Junior Champion Stakes, for two-year-

olds (now yearlings), six furlongs, $10,000 added. For

the season of 1888, the following stakes are open for

three -year-olds, now yearlings: The Lorillard, one mile

and a half, $10,000 added; the Monmouth Oaks (for

fillies), one mile and a quarter, $1,500 added; the Stock-

ton, one mile and a quarter, $2,500 added; the Stevens,

one mile and five furlongs, $2,500 added; the Omnibus,

one mile and a half, $10,000 added; the West End Hotel

Stakes (for fillies), one mile and a half, $1,000 added.

For the season of 1889 the Homebred Produce Stakes, for

the produce of mares served in 1886, $1,000 added.

The ladies who attend eastern race-courses bet not

merely a pair of gloves, a lace handkerchief, or a new

bonnet, but solid coin. They take the odds from the

book-makers, buy their favorites in the pools, and invest

freely in mutuals. The charm about these betting

ladies is that they never show any wry faces when they

lose, and can never restrain their joy when they win.

The Petaluma fair opens on Monday. The programme

which appears in our advertising columns indicates a

week's fine sport in both the trotting and running depart-

ments. The track is an excellent one, and the managers

of the fair are well up in the business they have taken

in hand. So taking it all round, Petaluma should be a

lively village during the next week of grace.

The Santa Rosa Fair.

The growth of racing throughout the country during

the pait six years has been equally rapid and substan-

tial. The foundation was laid broad and deep, the

superstructure is being built upon imposing lines. The

basis of successful racing is the stakes offered for two-

year-olds; and racing associations in the east are every

year increasing the number and value of these prizes.

When a two-year-old can win a stake worth from $5,000

to $10,000, there is the strongest inducement offered to

breeders to capture that amount. Each breeder and

owner of a youngster knows that the more liberal the

entries the greater the value of the return. Every entry

stimulates another, and as the largest owners, either by

breeding or purchase, has the greatest number of chances

of making a win, they are stimulated to nominate freely

.

The managers of the Coney Island, Monmouth Park,

Chicago and Saratoga Associations find that two-year-

old stakes are profitable. They bring out untried ani-

mals of the highest blood, and usually attract large

fields. They are the races the public like to see, and the

thorough-paced horseman never loses an opportunity to

witness the first spin of a colt or filly from the loins of

some grand racing sire and popular dam. Naturally

the entries for two-year-old stakes are rapidly increas-

ing. The Messrs. Dwyer, Corrigan, Swigert, Haggin

and Baldwin are keenly alive to their importance, and

they breed and buy with an eye on the first chance in

landing some of the valuable stakes that are increasing

year by year. _____^_

Eastern Autumn Meetings.

The new Brooklyn Jockey Club offers a brilliant array

of stakes of emorraous value, to be run at the coming

Autumn meeting—1886. These are the Inaugural

Handicap, for all ages, one mile and a quarter, $3,000

added, $500 to second; the Prospect Stakes, for two-year-

olds, $1,500 added; the Fulton Stakes, for three-year-

olds, one mile and a quarter, $1,500 added, and the

Speculation Stakes, for all ages, one mile, §1,000 added.

The Louisville Jockey Club offers for the autumn

meeting, 1886, the Belle Meade Maiden Stakes, $500

added; the Sanford Stakes, $500 added; the Blue Grass

Stakes, $500 added, all for two-year-olds. For all

ages it offers the Cash Handicap, $500 added, and

the Turf Stakes, onemile and a furlong, $500 added.

The following are now open, also for 1888: The Ken-

tucky Derby, with $2,500 added, for three-year-olds

(foals of 1885); the Clark Stakes $1,500 added; and

the Kentucky Oaks, for fillies, $1,250; the St. Leger,

two miles, $1,000 added; and the Great American Stallion

Stakes, the get of the sires nominated, $1,000.

The National Jockey Club, of Washington, D. C,

offers for the coming autumn meeting the Arlington

Stakes, for two-year-olds, $800 added; the Capital

Stakes, for two-year-oldB $800 added; the Anacostia

Stakes, for three-year-olds, $800 added; the Potomac

Stakes, for three-year-olds, $1,000 added; the Autumnal

Handicap, for all ages, $1,000 added; the Congress Stakes,

for all ages, $750 added; the McKibben Steeplechase,

$750 added.

The Coney Island Jockey Club offers: For the

Autumn Meeting, 1886, the great Fall Selling Stakes,

$1,000 added; the Bridge Handicap, for three-year-olds,

$2,500 added: the Great Eastern Handicap, for two-year-

olds, $5,000 added; the Flatbush Stakes, for two-year-

The Eastern sporting press are, with our voice, raising

a cry against the legal restrictions put upon betting on

races. They appeal to intelligent men who are un-

prejudiced to elect only such law-makers as shall repeal

the present odious restrictions placed upon racing

Since racing began betting has been its right-hand sup-

port. The two are inseparable, and an attempt to divorce,

them shows ignorant folly. Upon moral grounds betting

is altogether a negative vice, and is as legitimate as a

hundred other forms of speculation current in every

large city day after day. To keep up race-courses large

sums of money must be spent, and part of the profit

should come legitimately from the betting done.

Another strong reason why the paltry restrictions

should be removed is that respectable people do not like

to go to a place that is placed under the closest police

surv«illance, and where a quiet bet may bring one into

the clutches of the law. The law against betting in New

York was passed out of malice, and it is time that her

level-headed citizens took the work of repealing it

into their own hands. There is too much valuable

property at stake to allow the blight to continue, and

there is too abundant a lack of sport, for the people to

lose in globo the exhilarating pleasure of racing.

The lists of entries for the fixed events of the Blood

Horse Association for 1887 and 1888 appear in another

column. The list compares favorably with last year's

entries. Mr. Haggin has not so many, but the Santa

Anita stable is well represented, and Palo Alto has a few.

The new names of owners are Messrs. Adams, Halver-

son, Johnson, McDonald, Samuels. The names of the

sires indicate high breeding; Kyle Daly, Grinstead, Joe

Hooker, Norfolk, Glenelg, Rutherford, King Alfonso,

all belong to the highest class. Their produce should

turn out some grand racers.

A good steeplechase is the joy of the feminine heart

that beats so buoyantly upon eastern race-courses.

When the horses take a stiff and high fence, or go at a

stone wall, the fair ladies hide their faces with their

fans, and give a suppressed scream, but when a horse

falls and his rider is sent sprawling along the ground,

the ladies bound to their feet, crane their necks, and do

not sit down until they are assured either that the jockey

has had his collar bone broken, or until they see him

remount and ride for the next fence.

The managers of our San Francisco race meetings

might take a lesson from their Atlantic cousins. Next

to attracting good fields of horses, financial success de-

uends upon a brilliant display in the ladies' stand.

Youth, beauty, and fashion make a trinity of attractions

that have proved irresistible upon English and Atlantic

race-courses, and would, if fairly tested, be found equally

efficient in this city. A hint is as good as a nod to a

blind horse.

On eastern race-courses, at Coney Island, Monmouth

Park, Washington Park, and Saratoga, ladies are liberal

and enthusiastic patrons of the turf. The managers of

the tracks named have made provision for their enter-

tainment, and show wisdom in their generation. A single

beautiful accomplished and bewitching lady can always

be oounted upon to attract at the least five gentlemen.

The eighth annual fair of the Agricultural Park Association

opened Aug. 16th. Tbe race-track buildings are full of 6ne

trotting and running stock. Over seventy-five entries have

already been made for the purses, and everything points to

a large attendance and flattering success. All the space for

exhibits in the pavilion has been taken up, and exhibitors

have been busy all day arranging booths. The preliminaries

are very much behind, and it will be late Tuesday before

everything presents an orderly appearance. Stock, poultry

and material for the exhibition have been arriving all day.

The track performances begin to-morrow, and lists for eaoh

day of entries and engagements give assurance of exciting

turf sports. The town is fast filling up, and sporting men
are hanging around the horses and jockeys at the park. The

sports are making a close scrutiny and questioning sharply.

The usual number of Bide shows appear on every hand.

The exhibitors are still working in the pavilions, and the

display will not be fal y arranged until to-morrow. The flrst

race to-day, Aug. 17, was a half-mile and repeat. Cyclone

waB the favorite and won the heat in the fast time of 0:48;

Daisy D. second, Amy Hill third. Confidence last. Cyclone

won the next heat and race in 0:49, Daisy D. second. The

second race was for the 3:00 class, for a purse of $500. Lot

Slocum, Lottie M., Sunry, Kexford, Ned Forrest and Long-

fellow started. Slocum was the favorite, and won the first

heat in 2:25}, Ned Forrest second. Slocum also won the

second and third heats easily in 2:26} and 2:25}, Lottie sec-

ond, Eexford third, Sunry fourth, and Forrest distanced.

The last was for the 2:35 class, for pacers, for apurseof $300.

Peacock, Tony Lee, Peruvian Bitters and Fred Boss started.

Peacock won the first and second heats in 2:29} and 2:28.

Peruvian Bitters took the third heat in 2:34. The conclusion

of the race was postponed until to-morrow.

The attendance to-day Aug. 18th, was increased over that

of previous days. In tbe pavilion all the exhibits have been

put in place. The stock entries, completed to-day, comprise

seventeen different classes : Seven classes of horses, one of

jacks and mules, two of cattle and calves, one of sheep, one

of goats, and one of fowls. At one o'clock p. m. the unfin-

ished pacing race of yesterday was resumed. Toney Lee and

Peacock led around the track, the former winning tne heat

time, 2:30, Peacock second, Fred Boss third, Peruvian Bit-

ters iast. In the next heat, as in the previous one, Toney

Lee and Peacock led to within fifty feet of the wire, when

the latter forged ahead and won the heat and the race by four

lengths, time, 2:34, Toney Lee second, Fred Boss third,

Peruvian Bitters last.

The next race was a three-quarter of a mile dash, for a

purse of $150, $50 to the second horse. The entries were

Not Idle, Grover Cleveland and Neilson. In the first heat

Not Idle' led Neilson to the half, when the latter began to

close up, coming under the wire a length ahead, Not Idle

second, and Grover Cleveland last. Time, 1:15}.

In the next event, a trotting race, for a purse of $500, the

entries were Stamboul, Voucher, and Lucilla. In the pools

Vouoher was the favorite at great odds. In the first heat

Voucher had the advantage in starting, but Stamboul gained

gradually, coming in a length ahead, Voucher second, Lucilla

third. Time, 2:24|. In the next heat Voucher again had

the advantage on starting, but Stamboul gradually gained

till within thirty yards of the wire, when he was one length

ahead. Voucher made a brilliant spurt, making a dead heat

(time, 3:23), Lucilla third. In the next heat Stamboul and

Lucilla led, Voucher doing good trotting, but breaking badly

four times. Stamboul won in 2:25}, Lucilla second, Voucher

last. In the next heat Voucher was a head at the first

quarter, Stamboul a length behind. At the half the positions

were reversed, but when within a hundred yards of the wire

Stamboul broke, giving the race to Vouoher, who won by a

length and a half, time, 2:24, Luoilla an average third. In

the next heat Stamboul led Voucher half a length to the three-

auarter pole, but within two hundred yards of the wire,

Stamboul broke, giving the race to Voucher by a length

time, 2:24}, Lucilla eight lengths behind. In the last and

sixth heat Stamboul and Voucher kept nearly together, the

latter winning by three lengths. Time, 2:25. Lucilla did

not run in the last heat.

The next event was a trotting race for four-year-olds, for a

purBe of $400, the entries being Azmoor, Hidalgo, Apex, and

Merchant. Pools sold slowly as follows: Azmoor $20, Apex

$8, field $6. Apex and Hidalgo led in the first heat, the

latter gaining gradually and winning by a length and a half,

time, 2:30i, Apex second, Merchant third, Azmoor last.

Azmoor trotted well but broke badly four times, losing his

advantage. In the next heat Azmoor was still the favorite,

but Apex took the lead and held it to the end, ooming in half

a length ahead of Azmoor, time, 2:26, Hidalgo third, Mer-

chant fourth, Azmoor lost by still breaking badly. In the

next heat Hidalgo led to the half, Azmoor next. Between

the half and three-quarters Hidalgo broke and Azmoor won
easily by five lengths, time, 2:33, Merchant second, Apex

third, Hidalgo fourth. In the next heat Azmoor led to the

quarter, Hidalgo to the half, when Apex closed up and won
by two lengths. Time, 2:30. This finished the oontest.

Apex winning three heats and the race.

There was a good attendance at the Fair on Thursday. J.

N. Bailhache delivered the annual address to an appreciative

audience.
The first race was a trotting one, best two in three, two-

year-olds, for a purse of $300. Entered, Ella and Soudan.

Pools Bold at the opening, Soudan $20, Ella $13. The first

heat was closely contested all round between the distance

pole and the wire. Soudan broke and Ella won the heat by

two lengths. Time, 2:34}.

The next heat pools sold briskly. Ella $50, Soudan $17.

At the Btart Soudan had the advantage, but Ella took the

lead before the hall and hold all round, Soudan again break-
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ing within the distance pole, giving the heat and race to
Ella. Time, 2:33$.
The next was a running race, one and one-half mile dash,

free for all. Entered, Bellshaw and Allie Hill. Pools: Bell-

Bhaw $20, Allie Hill $11. A good start and a close race. At
the half mile the horse gradually gained, coming under the
•wire four lengths ahead. The mile was made in 1:40$ and
the mile and a half in 2:47.

Nest was a trotting race for three-year-olds, purse $300.
Entered, Valeusin and Alcazar. Pools: Alcazar $40; Valen-
Bin $20. Valensin on the inside in starting, made a close
race to the distance pole, when Valensin broke, losing by
three lengths. Time, 2:25. The second heat was very close;
Valensin held the lead to within two hundred yards of the
wire when he broke, and Alcazar won by a neck. Time, 2:34.
Third heat Alcazar kept the lead all round, winning by a
length. Time, 2:30. This made three straight heats for
Alcazar, giving him the race.

The next was a special race for local buggy horses.
Entered, Cloud, Steve Storey and Emma B. Cloud won the
first heat. Time, 2:44. Steve Storey second and Emma B.
last. In the second heat Steve Storey led all round, winning
the second; his time was 2:44$, Cloud secoDd, Emma B. last.

Third heat Cloud kept the lead to the end, winning by a neck.
Time, 2:43$. Emma B. seoond, Steve Storey last. This was
the best two in three and gave Cloud the race.

Chico Fair.

Tho seventh annual fair of the Third District Association
opened to-day, Aug. 17th, and the following were the races at
the Park: First race—Trotting, for two-year-old colts, mile
heats, best two in three, purse $250. First colt $150, second
$75, third $25. The entries were Lena S., Lulu B., I. L. and
Kipton. The first heat Lena S. won, Lulu B. second, I. L.
third. Time 3:12. The second heat Lulu B. won, Lena S.
second, I. L. third. Time, 3.10. The third heat Lulu B.
won. Lena S. was ruled out for foul driving.
The second race, trotting, for three-year-old colts, mile

heats, best three in five, to harness and rule, puree $300.
FirBt horse $180, second $90, third $30. The entries were
Bird, St. James, Mollis, Brignolia and Maud Sherman. The
first heat Brignolia won, Bird second, the other two being dis-
tanced. Time, 2:57. The Becond and third heats Brignolia
also won. Time, 2:51, 2:46.
There is a fine display of stock here, and Captain Smith

brought, to-day, eleven head of Governor Stanford's finest
cattle for exhibition. Armory Hall is not yet quite filled, this
being the first day. There was a good crowd at the traok for
the first day of the fair.

For the first race to-day, Aug. 18th, three-quarters of a mile
dash and repeat, for a purse of $200, A. I. West named Billy
the Kid, William Booth named Leda, Jef. Crum named
Emma T., Thomas Hazlett named Panama, and James Henry
named May Boy. The first was a dead heat between Leda
and Panama, May boy distanced. Time, 1:18. The second
heat was won by Leda, Panama a neck behind, Emma T dis-
tanced. Time, 1:17. The third heat was between Panama
and Leda, and was won easily by Leda in 1:19. Leda took
first money, Panama second. The second race was a mile
and quarter dash, for the purse of $175. L. H. Todhunter
named Monte Cristo, William Booth named Index, Thomas
Hazlett named Fred Collier, Foster Brothers named Lady
Foster, andM. P. Peasley named Hector. The dash was won
by Monte Cristo, Index second, Lady Foster third, Fred.
Collier fourth, Hector distanced. Time, 2:14. The third
race was a trot for stallions, for a purse of $300. Merrill <te

Marshall named Almont Hambletonian, Charles Sherman
named Chevalier, and C. H. Merrill named Major. Chevalier
won in two straight heats, in 2:53 and 2:43.
On Thursday the first race was a trot for four-year-olds.

P. Garrett named Wallace G., T. P. Hendricks named
Hindoo, and Charles Sherman named Maud S.
The first heat was won by Maud S. in 2:52i, Wallace G.
second, Hindoo third. The second, third and "fourth heats
were won by Wallace G., Maud S. second, Hindoo third.
The second event was a pacing race. Wm. Billups named
Almont Patchen, Chas. Sherman named Chevalier and E. B.
Johnston named Terra Cotta. The first was a dead beat be-
tween Almont Patchen and Chevalier. Time, 2:47}. The
second, third and fourth heats were won by Almont Patohen
in 2:41, 2:444; and 2:39. Chevalier took second money, Terra
Cotta third. In the third race, also pacing, J. T. Mcintosh
named Solitaire, William Leach named Naughty Tom, B. F.
Allen named Ben. A. Naughty Tom won the first two heats
in 2:58 each, Solitaire second. The third heat was won by
Solitaire in 3:03, Ben. A. second, Naughty Tom third. Ihe
remaining heats were postponed until to-morrow. The
races to-day were attended by a large crowd. The stock
exhibit this forenoon was better than was ever seen here
before. The fair is generally considered a big success.

New 2:30 Sires.

F5Latonia Jockey Club opens four stakes to be run at the
fall meeting, entrance for which closed on August 16th.
The Cincinnati Hotel Handicap is for all ages, $50 each,
half-forfeit, or only S10 if declared on or before October 12th
(money to accompany the declaration); weights to be announced
on October 9th, with $1,000 added; distance one mile and a
furlong. The Brewers' Stake is for all ages, $50 each, half-
forfeit, or only $10 if declared on or before October 1st, with
$1,000 added, with penalties and allowances; distance one
mile and a quarter. The Tobacco Stake is for three-year-olds
that have not won a race of any value prior to the closing of
this stake, $25 entrance, $15 forfeit, with $600 added; distance
one mile. The Maiden Stake is for two-year-olds that have
not wona race of any value up to the closing of this stake,
$23 entrance, $10 forfeit, with $500 added; distance three-
quarters of a mile. The meeting takes place on October 1st
10 16th. This quartette of stakes will command the full
support of western stables, and will be among the most
interesting features of the meeting.

Whenever you see or hear of an owner of a stallion kept for
public service going about denouncing the stallions owned by
his neighbors—trying to cast suspicion upon their pedigrees
and denouncing their owners, while he is profuse in praises
of his own, and unblushingly seeks to impress his auditors
with his superior knowledge and experience in horse matters—look out for him; it is ten to one he is a fraud and his
horse is a dung-hill. An honest man speaks well of his
neighbor, and if his horse has individual merit and good
hreeding he will not attempt to establish that reputation by
decrying and slandering others. The man who purposely
damages his neighbor's property, with a view to benefiting his
own, will steal if there is a fair chance to escape detection.

—

Western Sportsman.

Many race-horses in England are owned by ladies. The
Knighton plate of 600 sovereigns was won at Leicester by
Lady Charles Innis Kerr's br f by Trappist—Test.

Every performer at 2:30 or better is watohed with intereBt,
and the pedigree of the sire is eagerly and closely scanned.
The following list shows the most recent additions to the class:
1374—Athlete, b h, 16 hands, by Almont; dam Idaho by

Gill's Vermont, by Downing's Vermont, by Hill's Black
Hawk; 2d dam by Bonner's Snow Ball, by Gray Eagle, by
Woodpecker; 3d dam by Bonner's Saxe Weimer; 4th dam
by Slash'em.

1879—First Call, br g 2:254.

1877—Attorney, pacer, ch h, 15$ hands, by Harold, by Ham-
bletonian; dam Maud by Abdallah, by Hambletonian;
2d dam by Bobert Bruce, thoroughbred son of Clinton;
3d dam by Muckle John; 4th dam by Trumpeter; 5th
dam by Stamboul (Arabian).

1880—Mabel A., ch m 2:233.

1870—Berbrino, b h, 16 hands, by Mambrino Patchen (Herr's)
dam Lady Bumap by Capt Buford, by imp. Glencoe.

Castiuara, b m 2:29$.

1871—Clay Abdallah, bl h, 15$ hands, by Strader's Clay;
dam by Spaulding's Abdallah, by Treatlwell's Abdallah;
2d dam by Gray Eagle, by Woodpecker; 3d dam by Amer-
ican Eclipse; 4th dam by Bertrand.

1878—Marquis, bl h 2:294.

Dom Pedro, br h by Tom Patchen, by Geo. M. Patchen
2:23$; dam King Mare by Black Jack (Canadian); 2d dam
by Linnell Horse, by Hazzard Eclipse. Dom Pedro is full
brother to King Patchen, sire of Forrest Patchen, 2:19i.

Carrie T., br m 2":29.

1874—Hambletonian George, ch h, 16 hands, by Masterlode
by Hambletonian; dam Flora by Marshall Chief (sire of
Doc Lewis, 2:24), by Kilburn Horse, by Hill's Black
Hawk; 2d dam Nell by Blanchard Morgan; 3d dam by
Billy Duroc.

18S0—Ed. Mac, br g 2:29}.

1870—Pasacas, b h, 15$ hands, by Wither's Almont, dam
Glory by Western Star; a thoroughbred descendent of
imp. Diomed.

1880—Eva S., b m 2:30.

1861—Pacing Abdallah (Joe Love), br h, 16 hands, by Alex-
ander's Abdallah; dam Lydia Talbot by Taylor Messen-
ger; 2d dam unknown, by a colt; 3d dam Doll by Yarnall's
Whip; 4th dam Tib by Morning Glory; 5th dam the Gid
Houston Mare.
Bay Mate, b g 2:30.

1872—Richwood, b h, 15$ hands, hy Hambletonian; dam
Hoe Mare by Wilson's thoroughbred Sir Henry; 2d dam
by American Eclipse; 3d dam by Kedbird, by Bishop's
Hambletonian.

1876—Lady Kichwood, b m .'. 2:29$.

1873—Tyrone, pacer, ch h, 15$ hands, by Scott's Hiatoga;
dam by Scott's Hiatoga; 2d dam by a son of Dan Rice's
Arabian.

1S80—Stubby S., pacer, ch m 2:28$.

1871—Wide Awake, ch h, by Spaulding's Abdallah, by Tread-
well's Abdallah; dam Dolly Dixon by Potomac; 2d dam
by Iron's Cadmus.

1878—Lady Spanker, b m 2:26$.

Trotting in England.

Watch Your Yearlings.

Last spring (1885) Mr. Allen Bashford, Paris, Ky., had
several colts and fillies running in the same pasture. One
was a bay filly by Favorite Wilkes, dam by Black Eagle,

another a brown colt by Kansas Wilkes, dam by Woodford
Mambrino. The former was foaled in May and the latter in
June, 1884, and both were small but well-developed yearlings.

In July, 1885, a colored man on the farm reported that he
had just seen the filly served by the colt, and they were
accordingly separated. No one had an idea that the filly was
with foal, but late in June, 1886, she foaled a fair-sized, well-

developed filly, the produce of a yearling by a yearling.
Kansas Wilkes was by George Wilkes, dam by Almont. So
this youngster has two Wilkes crosses, two of Mambrino
Chief, aud one each of Pilot, Jr., and Alexander's Abdallah,
but will it be worth keeping? Can the produce of two colts

so young amount to anything? Mr. Bashford proposes to

put the case to a test.

—

Kentucky Stock Farm,

There has been a great deal of match racing done in the
eastern press this season, in which California horses have
been always represented. But beyond newspaper items the
results have been flat failures. Now the Monmouth Park
Association has come to the front and offered $3,000 of added
money for a three-year-old race between Dewdrop, Inspector
B., The Bard and Ben Ali, one mile and a half. The lot are
undoubtedly the finest three-year-olds of the season and
should make a grand race. It is significant thatBaldwin, who
has such a penchant for match racing, has held aloof from the

match which is to be run next Thursday.

The largest single consignment of horses ever on the ocean
for one man or firm lett Havre, France, Aug. 6th, on the

steamship Holland, of the National line, for Mr. M. W. Dun-
ham, of Wayne, 111. The consignment consists of 222 head
of stallions and mares, and includes thirty-five of the prin-

cipal prize-winners at the late great Percheron show at

Nogent-le-Botrou. Tbey will probably reach New York about
Aug. 20th, and will go thenoe by special train to Mr. Dun-
ham's Oaklawn stables.

The Dwyer Bros, manage to hold the lead in winnings for

the present season. Inspector B. has already won $36,700 in

stakes, with the prospects of more to come. Inspector B. is

a bay colt by Enquirer, out of Colossa, and is three years old.

Last season Wanda, of the Fleetwood slables, as a three-

year-old won $30,000. Of his thirteen races this season, In-
spector B. has won eight, aud was twice second, aud ran
unplaced but three times.

The time records in Australia are being cut down quite as

fast as here in America. Last season Inuendo did three
furlongs in 37$ seconds, while St. Paul ran four furlongs
and a half in 57 seconds, at Fiemington. CrosBtire ran her
mile in 1:41, and Volcano ran six furlongs in 1:14, with 114

lbs., while the flying filly Acme did her five furlongs in 1:01$,

in the Hawkesbury Claret Stakes.

Hidalgo has not been called upon often this season, but
whenever the black horse faces the starter his friends make
matters lively for the book-makers. On Tuesday he was
beaten by Bonanza, in the mile-aud-a-quarter race, at Mon-
mouth Park. The pair made a gallant finish.

There was given recently at Alexandra Park, near London,
Eug., a trotting meeting—at least the event was so announced
in the papers, but while it is true that trotting was the only
feature in the programme, the sport was conducted in a man-
ner so radically different from that followed in this country,
the birthplace of the trotter and the scene of his greatest tri-
umphs, as to evoke a smile of wonderment. However enter-
prising and progressive the English people may be in other
branches of sport, it is evident tnat in the matter of arranging
a trotting meeting, and especially the details of the various
events on the card, they are woefully behind the times. We
read in the announcements of the Alexandra Park meeting
that in the first race, which is a stake of 135 sovereigns, or
about $700 in American money, the horses are to be brought
to the post on as nearly even terms as possible, or, in other
words, handicapped by means of their respective size, and
this supposed equalization is accomplished by means of start-
ing them at various distances from each other, the supposition
apparently being that big horses have a natural advantage
over small ones. This has long been the custom in England
with trotters, and why it should obtain among that class of
horses, while runners are handicapped in afar more equitable
manner, it is difficult to see. Of course the relative speed of
the contestants, as ascertained by previous public perform-
ances, is considered, but not by auy means to the extent that
it is in this country, where a test of that character is the only
one applied. In other words, the time standard for trotters
is not in any way recognized by the English promoters of
trotting, while size is an important consideration. That this
plan is open to fatal objections is very apparent when we con-
sider the well-known fact that size has absolutely nothing at
all to do with spe. d in trotters; in other words, that a pony-
built horse may, and frequently does, prove faster than any
of the larger animals, and that many oi our best and fastest
light-harness horses have been below the average in point of
inches. Jay-Eye-See, for instance, is but a trifle over 14 hands
high, and yet his record of 2:10 has been beaten but by one
horse, Maud S. Atthis moment perhaps the best horseon the
American trotting turf is Harry Wilkes, who stands but 15
hands. Flora Temple, the first horse to beat in 2:20 in har-
ness, was a small mare, and so was Goldsmith Maid, whose
record of 2:14 stood unbeaten for half a dozen years. Lumps,
that would be a little lellow even among ponies, has a record
of 2:21, and it should be remembered by our Euglish readers
that all trotting records in harness in this country are made
under precisely the same conditions—that is, the horse must
draw a weight of 150 lbs. in the sulky.
But in other matters relating to trotters the English have

ideas which people on this side of the water would do well
to heed and adopt. For instance, in the race to which allu-
sion has been made the distance is two miles, which is a
welcome departure from the stereotyped mile heats that in
this country obtain to tho exclusion of everything else. Our
general plan of making the race one of heats is observed, but
with modifications which tend to prevent jobbery and collu-
sion among certain of the starters for the purpose of defeating
the best horse in the race. One of these modifications is a
clause in the condition stating how the heats shall be trotted.
It is stipulated that the first and second horses in the prelim-
inary heats shall be the only ones entitled to start in the
deciding heat, which shall be contested on the second day.
As to the other conditions we are not informed by the circu-
lar received, but it is probable that the rule which provides
that any horse making a brake must be stopped and turned
around before being allowed to again take part in the race, is
still in force, in which case it is certain that speed must be
wholly sacrificed to Bteadiness. Why this rule was ever
adopted is not clear, since no possible good is to be accom-
plished by it. A horse which breaks, even the handiest of
them, loses ground by the operation, and suitable punish-
ment for unsteadiness of gait may easily be inflicted without
resorting to the absurdity of compelling the animal to be
pulled to a standstill and then turned around.

—

Breeders'
Gazette.

m

Electioneer's Produce.

Jennie Treacey takes the fancy of the Saratoga trainers

more than anything else of the Ed Corrigan eastern division.

The following list gives the names, ages and records of the
get of the great Palo Alto trotting sire:

Adair, 2:17$, 6: Albert W., 2:20$, 6; Anteeo, 2:16$ 6-
Antevolo, 2:19$, 4; Bonita, 2:18$, 4; Carrie C, 2:24, 4; Clay
2:25, 6; Fred Crocker, 2:251, 2; Hinda Bose, 2:19$', 3'; Man-
zanita, 2:16}, 4; Wildflower, 2:21, 2: Palo Alto" 2-20 4-
Sphyux, 2:29$, 2.

On August 16th, at Saratoga, California came again nrom-
inently to the front in the opening race of one "mile on the
extra day. Santa Anita Belle secured a place, running third
to Pat Sheedy, and made a neck-and-neck race with Little *

Minnie for second place. The time was excellent, 1:44.
The third race of the dav, one mile and two hundred yards
was won by Lucky B. with ease in 2:15, beating Orlando and
Ultimatum.

The Realization stakes for 1889 of the Coney Island Jockey
Club, closed on July 15th with 217 entries. All the best-
known breeders in the country have colts and fillies entered.
One of the heaviest nominators is J. B. Haggin, 13; E.J.
Baldwin has 6, bat B. G. Thomas has 21, of which 15 are by
KingBan. N. W. Kittson has 13withagreat variety of names.
W. L. Scott has 18 of which 16 are the get of Kayon d'Or.

Messrs. Dwyer Bros, paid $29,500 for Dewdrop last winter
when she was a two-year-old; but she has already won
$17,000 in stakes, and, barring accidents, will probably rake
in her cost price before the season is over. The same firm
have not been so fortunate with Joe Cotton. He is reported to
have ruptured a small blood vessel in his head, whioh may
prevent him doing any more brilliant work.

Major Kathbone, President of tho Paciffo Coast Blood
Horse Association, has just returned from the eaBt, where he
spent several enjoyable weeks amongst the immense throngs
who crowded the race-courses at Monmouth Park, Chicago
aud Saratoga.

—

If Lulu B. was poisoned at Chico on Aug. 13th, as reported,
the wretch that did the deed deserves huDging. The mare
was the property of Mr. Marion Biggs, Jr., aud was an excel-
lent trotter.

Minnie B., owned by Commodore Kiltson, holds to the
paddock. Her records are: a 2:03.) pace with running mate;
2:16} pacing, and 2:19} trotting.

Fannie Witherspoon, 2:16}, another one of

Kittson's expensive bits of horseflesh, has been
nue, eon of Smuggler.

Mika Wilkes, the pacer, has been turned out uat
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Trotting Records.

With the trotting records at various ways of going and at

various ages constantly changing, even the careful reader of

such matters is apt to lose track of the exaot breeding of the

auimals that are by their performances in actual public

contests demonstrating the superiority of the blood in their

veins over that of any other family. From these records an
infallible guide for the breeder may be obtained. Speed at

the trot is what he seeks to produce. Other records, all

remarkably fast, have been established by trotters of all ages,

and their lessen may not be disregarded by the breeder who
looks for success in his venture. A glance at theBe records

will show, so great is the preponderance of evidence on one
side of the question, that in the male line nearly every one of

our greatest trotters is by a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The fastest mile ever made by a trotter is the 2:08$ of Maud

S., whose sire, Harold, is a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The fastest mile ever trotted by a gelding is the 2:10 of Jay-

Eye-See, whose sire, Dictator, is a Bon of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian.

The fastest mile ever trotted by a stallion is the 2:13\ of

Maxey Cobb, whose sire, Happy Medium, is a son of Rysdyk's
Hambletonian.
The fastest mile in a race with other horses is the 2:13J of

Maud S., whose sire, Harold, is a son of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian.

The fastest two consecutive heats, 2:11, 2:10J, were by Jay-

Eye-See, whose sire, Dictator, is a son of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian.

The fastest three consecutive heats 2:12, 2:13J, 2:12£, were
by Maud S., whose sire, Harold, is a son of Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian.

The fastest three consecutive heats in a race againBt other
horses, 2:16, 2:14|, 2:15f, were by Harry Wilkes, whose sire,

George Wilkes, was a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
The fastest three cousecntive heats by a stallion, 2:15,

2:14£, 2:15J, were by Phallas, whose sire, Dictator, is a son
of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The fastest four consecutive beats in a race with other

horses, 2:19|, 2:15^, 2:16|, 2:13|, were in a race won by
Phallas, whose sire, Dictator, is a son of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian.
The best two-mile record, 4:43, was made by Fanny Wither-

spoon, whose sire, Almont, was a grandson of Rysdyk's
Hambletonian.
The best three-mile record, 7:20£, was made by Huntress,

whose sire, Volunteer, is by a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The best yearling record, 2:36i, was made by Hinda Rose,

whose sire, Electioneer, is a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The best two-year-old record, 2:21, was made by Wild-

flower, also by Electioneer.

The best three-year-old record, 2:19£, was made by Hinda
Rose, also by Electioneer; and by Patron, a grandson of

Mambrino Chief.

The best four-year-old record, 2:16^, was made by Manzan-
ita, daughter of Electioneer.

The best five-year-old record, 2:10J, was made by Jay-Eye-
See, whose sire, Dictator, is a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
The best saddle record, 2:15|, was made by Great Eastern,

whose sire, Walkill Chief, was a son of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian.

The fastest record by a double team is the 2:15J of Maxey
Cobb and Neta Medium, both those horses being sired by
Happy Medium, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
Nine trotterB have made records of 2:14 or better—Maud

S., Jay-Eye-See, St. Julien, Maxey Cobb, Rarus, Phallas,

Clingstone, Goldsmith Maid, and Trinket. The sires of

seven of these horses were sons of Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
It is satisfactory to know that in the list of superlative

records California has a place four times, each scored by a
horse bred and trained at Palo Alto.

Horse Judges at the Fairs.

If fairs are essential anywhere it is certainly necessary that
they be found in the possession of good judges in the horse
show rings. It is none too soon for associations to look after

this matter at once in order to procure competent judges at

the coming exhibitions. If it requires a man of some experi-

ence and fair judgment to properly pass upon fat pigs and
bullocks when it is beef and pork that are the main objects
sought, how much more competent judges should there be
for horses, the utility of which maybe judged from a score or
more of standpoints? With as thorough an introduction of

the different breeds of horses as is found in nearly every
county or district in this country, a man must be pretty well
posted in horse lore to be capable to act in the capacity of a
judge anywhere. Men of judgment who have invested their

money in good horses of the best breeds dislike the idea of
inferior horses securing awards over theirs, simply because
their competitors' animals carried a little more "horse beef"
than their own. It should be borne in mind that the horses
which are in the most serviceable condition are not generally
in the best condition, and among stallions especially many
are found in tine show condition simply because their services
were not in demand enough to impair their condition.

The trotters that have won three or more races this season
are the following, the number of wins by each being also
given: Alert 3; Anna Carey 3; Belle Hamlin 5; Bertha Clay 3;
Billy C. 4; Black Tom 7; Capadura 3; Charley Boy 4; Civil-

ization 3; Daisy Gardner 3; David C. 3; Deadwood 4;
Diamond 3; Ernest Maltravers 4; Felix 3; Gazette 3; G. D.
S. 4; George A. 3; Grafton 4; Harry Wilkes 5; I. J. C. 6;
Jack Curry 4; Joe Davis 5; Lady Whitefoot5; Letty Watterson
3; Little Dick 6; Little Gift 3; Lizzie R. 4; Marquis 3; Marvel
4; Mary Powell 4; Maud B. 3; Milton 3; Milton Blackwood
3; Palo Alto 4; Peter K. 3; Rex 7; Richard Wilkes 3; Roland
8; Sam F. 4; Screwdriver 3; Sorrel Tom 4; Tom Jefferson 3;
Turk 3; Zahn 3.

^

The Baldwin Stable made up one of the principal features
of the Saratoga meeting on Tuesday. Three starters in five

events is sustaining California's reputation as the producer
of good stayers. Bonita was beaten in the seoond race, and
Lijero ran fourth in the penultimate event. But Solid Silver
carried off the race of tho day for the Foxhall Stakes, one
mile and five furlongs. There were but three starters but
they were all of high quality. Inspector B. and Elkwood, the
latter being a brilliant performer. The trio made a fine race,
but the California colt had the best of it and ran through the
mud in dashing style, and won by two lengths from Inspector
B., the value of the stakes being over $4,000.

Betting on Heats in Trotting Races-

One of the grandest races of the season was run at Mon-
j juth Park, on Tuesday last, (or the Choice Stakes, one mile
and a half. To see The Bard, Dewdrop and Ben Ali run that
distance, and each in good form, was worth a year of any
man's life. The Bard won by a neck, and Dewdrop beat the

lifornia colt for second place.

The right of a driver to drop a heat in a trotting race is

recognized. The practice is universal and the judges know it.

The general public alone are ignorant of the fact that it is

permitted and practiced; yet pools are sold on heats. The

public eagerly by pools on a horse that they believe can win
the heat, while his managers have him pulled and buy the

field against him. The result is, that having risked abso-

lutely nothing, the knowing ones pocket every dollar staked

on the heat except the percentage of the pool-seller. This is

robbery pure and simple, disgraceful and degrading alike to

those who steal the money and those who could prevent the

theft and failed to do so.

I recently heard an artless youth tell how, with hundreds of

others, he placed his money on a horse in a second heat that

had in the first shown his ability to win, and how the heat

was lost in slow time. The next two heats, to emphasize the

fraud practiced in the second, was taken by the winner of the

first in a jog, leaving the crowd no room to doubt that they
had been robbed and then laughed at. If such practices con-

tinue to be tolerated, they must inevitably break down the

interest they are so intimately associated with.

The theory upon which a driver is permitted to drop a heat
is that he must be the judge as to the best way to manage his

horse to win the race; and it is undoubtedly true that, in

some cases, the ultimate victory is best achived by saving a

horse in one or more heats. But unfortunately this plea is

too often UBed to cover frauds which bring trotting races into

disrepute. To remedy the evil, drivers must be required to

win every heat they start in, if they possibly can, or selling

pools on heats must be discontinued. The rules do not

recognize the right of a driver to pull his horse. On the con-

trary, they empower the judges "to deal summarily with him
if he fails to win when it isin his power to do 60. The right

is, however, asserted and exercised in defiance of the rules

and tolerated by judges. This should not be. Common
honesty demands that horses should be driven to win every

heat they start in, unless the purpose not to do so is pub-

licly proclaimed, or betting on heats should be suppressed as

relentlessly as are the acts of pickpockets and highwaymen.
—Kentucky Stock Farm.

The homely proverb, "You cannot eat your cake and' keep
it," is peculiarly applicable to race-horses, either in the trot-

ting or running turf. It is true a few notable exceptions

can be mentioned, but the rule of nature prevails that a

horse which has passed through two or three seasons of ardu-

ous campaigning will lose his form and strike his colors to

younger competitors—youth must be served. Take, for

example, the case of Judge Davis and Felix; they could trot

in 2:20 or thereabouts for the past two seasons, but they are

obliged to surrender when the fight waxes more fast and
furious.

ROD.
A Norwegian Fishing Episode.

A July sun was blazing hot,
The grass looked dry and brown,

The rivulets had ceased to flow,
The river had "gone down."

A salmon lay in Erik's pool
In contemplative mood

;

His balk was aldermanic, but
He seemed not keen for food.

And as he lay, and wagged his tail

In patriarchal style.
He beard a boat pushed off from shore,
A sound that made him smile.

"in this bright sun, the coming boat
ilost plainly will I see 1

And, thus reclining at my eaBe,
Their wiles I scorn," quoth be.

He waited all expectantly.
And watched the parr dart by

;

But though he sulked ten paces up,
No boat could he descry.

And then he dropped down yard by yard,
And looked at all around

;

'"Tis odd," thought he, "they do not try
Their fav'rite salmon ground."

And scornfully his tail he wagged,
"They know 'tis little good

To tempt an old experienced lax,
On such a day, with food I

"Poor creatures ! they've gone down to 'Sten,'
To snare the smaller fry-

By Jove I that's odd, whence did it drop?
Why, what a dainty fly I

"That must be natural, or I should
Have seen the boat pass by,

I saw no shadow, heard no swish,
I'll—yes, I'll have a try I"

"With one bright dash of silver grace
He seized the pretty bug,

And instantaneously he felt
That nasty little rug.

"It must have stung, the nasty brute

—

Ah not 'tis barbed steel,

It's in my snout—confounded art I

Yes, there's the screaming reel."

He was an old and portly fish
Of thirty pounds and more,

And, as he dashed down to his lair,

He heard "iTaa megit stor I" *

There, resting quietly, be drew
Fresh courage with each breath,

"I've broken stouter lines, and this
Shan't drag me to my death I"

And so, with many sullen nag,
He sauntered to and fro.

And then took up a 'vantage spot
Where raging rapids flow.

He lay behind a boulder large,
Safe from the current's bent,

While on thy tackle of the man
Their force tho waters spent.

Contented thus ho rubbed his snout
Against the rugged rock,

Until he saw a boat glide o'er,

And felt an ugly knock.

"Aba," thought he, "they'd slir ine up
From resting, with an oar;

I'll show them now that they were right
In shouting 'megit stor I'

"Already is their single gut
Chafed to a meagre thread;

Now let thein hold me, if they caul"
And down the stream he sped.

The bullet from the rifle's mouth.
The arrow from the string.

The fox just breaking from the wood,
The ryuor. well on wing.

No swifter speed along their way
Than down the current he,

Till, pausing for a moment's space
To start again a fiercer race,
He found with joy and ecstasy
The gut was broke and be was free.

He nagged his head from side to side,
And felt no check or strain;

But still deep-rooted in his snout
He felt the pricking pain.

"A toothache's better than a gaff;
But oh' to think that I

Should be cajoled in bright sunshine,
To touch a gaudy fly."

Tbe sun went down, and from the wave
Uprose the chilly dew;

And sullenly the old fish swam
Up to tho home he knew.

Ashamed, be passed by giddy grilse,
He shunned the nimble trout;

He knew they saw—it made him blush

—

A fly stuck in his snout.

By many a vicious rub and shake,
The hook at last dropped out;

And thus regaining self-esteem.
He scorned grilse, parr and trout.

For many a day, in ease secure,
He watched the angler ply;

And several grilse he laughed to see
Suck in the tempting fly,

Hopeful for ten successive days.
That angler plied in vain;

The sun shone bright, the copper sky
Showed not a sign of rain.

"Fish on ,

" soliloquized Herr Lax,
"Try every size and hue;

Black Dose, bright Doctor, Stephenson,
Bed Banger tipped with blue—

"I was a wise old fish before,
And now I'm doubly shrewd;

No up-stream cast, no gossamer
My cunning can delude.

"Armed by experience, hard got,
I fear no angler's test

And so, mon ennemi adieu!
Fish onl— or take your rest!"—Ex.

•Very big.

It is pleasing to read in the American Angler a commenda-
tion of the Bicknell fly

;
by Editor VV. C, Harris, whose judg-

ment cannot but be unerring in all that relates to fishing.

Iu our own hands the fly has had a fair test on lakes and in
stream work, and we find it very good where a darkish fly is

indicated. From remote old England a deft and noted work-
man sends a dozen of the Bicknells tied so beautifully that
trout should feel honored when they are offered an opportu-
nity to grab them.

Mr. Joseph O. Harold, of Mallow, Ireland, Bends some
sample flies whioh have been studied with interest. They
run large and in bright colors, but are neatly tied and worn-
manlike, and on a recent visit to Bowman's dam we used
them with good results. The sproat hooks are not so much
to our taste as a wide sneck bend.

Mr. C. F. Orvis sends from Manchester, Vt., some gut-
bodied, scale wing flies which look very taking, and should
be quite indestructible; whether they will cast as light as the
ordinary flies we shall determine to-morrow.

As the sear days of autumn draw on, the streams are run-
ning low and trout are growing hungry. The most encour-
aging reports come from the creeks along the upper coast.

The Noyo, Novarro, Ten-mile river, Gualala and other Men-
docino waters, will well repay visits at this time. The fish are
"off" in the Sierra streams and lakes. From Bowman's dam
General Dobbie reports that the surface water is so warm that
fishing is hardly worth while. At Webber nothing is being
done, although Mr. McShane still frets the bosom of that gem
of a lake with his spoons and flies.

Mr. McShane's reputation as a man of placidity is gone.
He has fished for years by trolling, and pulled in many a
half-pound trout without a quickened pulse; but a recent
experience showed that beneath the calm exterior there raged
a tire as hot asany Vesuvian. Mr. McShane was being rowed
about on Webber when a fish struck his spoon, and instantly

thereafter he felt a second and very much heavier strike. In
a moment the glassy mask of deportment which makes him
seem so courtly was shattered, and with an emphasis born of

urgency and a perfect acquaintance with the dialect of the
early mining camps, he insisted on being put ashore to play
what he vociferously claimed was a trout of monstrous size

and primordial ancestry. The friend who was rowing tugged
away towards a shelviDg beach, while Mr. McShane paid out
line rapidly, the fish being immovable. At last the veteran
fisherman was safely landed and began to handle his prize,

slowly reeling in what seemed to be a very heavy, but sur-

prisingly sluggish fish. Inch by inch the line was recovered,
and Mr. McShane's face grew flushed and turgid with exer-
tion and excitement. In a half hour all but twenty yards or
so were on the reel, and the great ripple made by the hooked
object showed it to be indeed larger than anything but a sea-

turtle. Finally it was drawn to the shore and lifted out; when
on the stretcher there was found a fish of a pound or so,

while the upper hand fly was firmly set in a big chunk of

dead wood. If Mr. McShane was emphatic when he hooked
the log, it may be said that his conversation was gorgeous
when he ascertained the character of his take, and certain

scientists, falsely so called, who happened to be at Independ-
. ence.seven miles away, speculated deeply upon possible causes
' of the roseate hue in the heavens, which actually blushed to

hear men and gods defied by the wrathy commodore.

At Soda Springs fishing is very good and Mr. Henry Bass-
ford, just back from the north fork of the American, reports
fair baskets easily had there.

If facilities for travel were better the south fork of the
American would be much visited. The fishing in that branch
of the river is better thau in the north fork, the trout averag-

ing much larger and being very plentiful.

General E. Kirkpatrick passed the law vacation about the

Yosemite and had great sport with his fly rod in the Merced
and creeks about Wawona. Most of his fishing was done in
company with Mr. Ed. Hill, a son of the famous painter
Thomas Hill, whose skill with the brush is not greater than
with^the split bamboo. General Kirkpatrick and Mr. Hill

made many baskets of fifteen pounds and upwards, with the
fly, the trout averaging nine inches, but many reaching a
hulf-pouud. Mr, Hill is said to have killed most fish, but
many days spent iu hooking trout with the General incline

us to believe that he strains the quality of oourtesy a little in

order to make his friends uppear tho better fishers, whereas,

in fact, few go afishing who work more carefully or more
successfully thau he.

Speaking of Yosemite brings to mind a rare littU genius-
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whose liome is there. Born in the shadow of El Capitan, and
lulled in babyhood by the murmur of Bridal Veil, the little

chap has grown to eleven or twelve years without knowledge
of the world, except as he sees its weaknesses exemplified in
the tourists who flock to the Valley. But if Charley is ill at

ease in the presence of the wonderful combinations of feathers,

bright eyes, comely faces, and limpid voices which are only
leBs attractive than the natural beauties of Yosemite, he
more than compensates for such Don-essentials by his wisdom
in wood craft. Given a hook and a feather duster and he
will quickly tie a fly that will do better work on Yosemite
Creek than any other, and with his "pole," sooted-cotton
line and rudely fashioned fly will take fine trout by the dish-
pan full, when none other can get a rise.

If fish grow tiresome the lad can take his rifle and trail

alone over the mountain meadows, clipping a grouse head
now and then, and knocking over a buck when a "fat" shot
is presented. Never lonely nor cast down, but strong, wiry,
clear-eyed and frank, he is quite superior in his simple arts

to the nasty, tallow-faced fingerling of the towns whose only
skill is in rolling cigaritos and retailing double entendres.

Recollections of a Veteran Fly-Fisher.

That, to our taste, best of living writers on angling, H. K.

Francis, M. A., contributes to the Fishing Gazette, London,

England, an article with the caption here used, which will

interest every fly-caster. He says:

Few occupations, whether pursued for business or diversion'

are wholly without their appropriate "pleasures of memory. 1
'

There are, indeed—and the fact is a very sad one—some of

our hard-working classes whose daily task is of so dreary and
monotonous a kind that it presents no pleasant features for

recollection. The twilight toil of the miner, the weary
"stitch, stitch, stitch" of the underpaid and overwrought
sempstress, can only be remembered with a dull sense of

thankfulness that they have been lived through. But there

are exceptional cases. The human mind has a happy instinct

of selection which generally enables it to dwell on the
brighter and pass lightly over the duller points in the
chequered scenery of the past.

The lawyer recalls his first brief, his first effective speech in
court. The physician looks back with pleasure on anxious
cases successfully treated—the engineer on the completion of

a difficult bridge or tunnel. The skilled arlizan likes to

recount to his wife and children how he turned out "that
pretty piece of workwood at S Hall." And when we pass
from work to sport, every harmless amusement has its own
retrospective engagements. A good day with the Quorn; a
heavy bag at a drive; a country cricket match pulled out of

the fire by a few runs—all recur to the "well-graced actors"
on each occasion, and show a softened and enlarged outline
through the mist of years. But I think the fly-fisher, more
than any other votary of field sports, may find delight in
memories of old scenes and old successes. The mental
pictures which he can call up at will are especially beautiful

and various—colored, too, by the fresh tints of

"The soote season, that bud and bloom forth brings,"

or by the riper glory of summer. His recollections of sport,

again, are the more vivid for being minutely localized

—

associated in detail with each bend and eddy of the river,

each burn-foot or rocky headland in the loch. For myself, I

know that the time is drawing to a close when the prospect of

an angler's holiday was blended with the retrospect of

bygone rambles by stream and pool,

"And hope and memory made a mingled joy."

Yet I can say with truth that

"I love the brooks that down their channels fret
Even more than when I skipp'd lightly as they,"

nor do I fear any severing of that love while I have an eye to
note their windings or an ear to listen to their murmured
music.
A veteran fly-fisher's recollections must involve an element

of comparison. In his, as in graver occupations, "the old
order changeth," and I trust my readers will bear with me
while I endeavor to trace faint outlines of the changes which
I have myself noticed in "the gentle art."

I have been an angler from my earliest boyhood—indeed,
I think it must have been about the year 1S20 that I first

began to be formidable to perch and roach in sundry well-

stocked pond6 in the neighborhood of Bury St. Edmund's,
when our family made their yearly migration into Suffolk for

the shooting season. But though, as I grew more ambitious
in my schooldays, I learned to throw a fly, I hardly got
beyond the capture of dace, bleak and small chub till I found
myself on a reading party in 1832—my final preparation for
my degree—at Bettws-y-Coed, in the vale of Llanrwst. I
had killed a sprinkling of good trout with the minnow, but
it was not till I got my first lessons from my mathematical
tutor—experienced in the ways of Scotch salmon and trout

—

that I could fairly call myself a fly-fisher, and began to make
creditable baskets of brown trout, varied occasionally by a
few sewin or a "happeningJiah," in the Conway, Llugwy,
and other neighboring streams, to say nothing of a score of
lakes. Looking back on those days I am struck by the
change that has come over Welch fly-fishing; the immense
increase of anglers, the diminished size of the flies in vogue,
and, sad to say, the comparative rarity of a good basket.
My favorite lake in those days was Llyn Ogwyn, where a good
hand on any fair fishing day from May to September might
take from three to four dozen vigorous, red-fleshed trout,

averaging about 10 oz. The best average I ever made there
was on what was reckoned a very bad day—squally and cold,

with heavy rain. It was very difficult to move a fish; but
when they did come, they came in earnest. My captures
weighed almost exactly fib. a-piece, but there were only
seventeen of them, so it was a poor result after all. But I

struck work early, that I might Bend them, as I had promised,
over the hills to the Kector of LlanTwst, who was entertain-
ing his bishop on that day. My only taking fly was a warm-
winged "Professor," nearly the size of an ordinary Green
Drake. I visited the same lake twenty-five years later, and
found it swarmiug with baby trout, which rose continually,
but, like MacFarlane's geese, "liked their play better than their
meat." Not one in twenty touched the hook; large, or even
middle-sized flies were out of the question. It is quite true
that this falling off in the character of the fish might be traced
to a peculiar cause. The owner of the water, the late
Lord Penrhyn, after being long in the practice of netting
the shallow end of the lake periodically, had, on the
receipt of a numerously signed petition (which I am
thankful to Bay I did not supDort), courteously withdrawn
hie nets. And I have no doubt that the increased num-
ber of breeding fish thus admitted into the small feeders
at the head of the lake caused the trout to multiply beyond
proper limits. But in truth this was only another form of
an evil which has been steadily increasing within my memory
in ao many English streams—viz., the disproportion of the

fish to the food. Improved drainage everywhere, regular
weed-cutting for the convenience of millers, cultivation car-
ried to the very edge of our rivers and brooks, and lastly, the
general lowering of our chalk springs by artesian wells and
otherwise, have seriously reduced the average volume of
water in the majority of our best trout streams, and have
reduced pari passu the dietary of the trout. When the num-
bers are kept up, this must involve a reduction in the weight
and flavor of the fish. Many well-meant attempts are being
made by angling clubs and individual proprietors to arrest
this degeneration by introducing stock of a superior variety

—

notably the trout of Loch Leven. But in nine cases out of
ten these attempts are doomed to certain failure. Where there
is a large sheet of water -with a fair supply of molluscous diet,

these ki'jh castt trout may retain a good deal of the excellence
which is the result of many centuries of high feeding. But,
generally speaking, when they are introduced into streams
in which the fish have for years shown a falling off in weight
and condition, they will "dwindle, peak, and pine." If the
indigenous inhabitants of a somewhat hungry stream gruw
early lank and flabby, the imported descendants of other
trout which for many generations have been exceptionally
well fed cannot be expected to thrive. You would not turn
out prize Southdowns on Esmoor, or pedigree shorthorns in
Lochaber. "The food, the food's the thiDg." No doubt the
bony skeleton of Salmo Levenensis bred in an English stream
would for some generations continue larger than that of trout
of an inferior variety at the same age. The point commonly
oveilooked is that the larger frame will require not less, but
more, filling up by abundance of appropriate diet. In con-
trasting my early days of English fly-fishing with my more
recent experiences, nothing strikes me more than the different
ages at which I have found trout at their best. To particularize
streams would involve me in tedious detail; but I have fully
half a dozen first-class trout streams in my mind's eye in
which the big fish, especially after May, used to be the best
for the table, whereas now the judicious gourmet would
almost always select for his breakfast or supper the smallest
trout which the rules permit to be killed. Where the 2-

pounder used of old to be red-fleshed, firm and combative, I
find, except in a few specially favored reaches, that hardly a
fish over 20 oz. is worth cooking, and that a J-pounder is

better for the table, as well as livelier on the hook, than his
seniors. And the ratio is much the same where my prize fish

of old used to be a simple pounder. The cause is obvious

—

commons run short, and the younger fish finds it easier to

get a bellyful than his elderly neighbor, who has a larger bulk
to nourish. Moral: If you want good trout, think more of
the feed and less of the breed. Quantity is in these days of
artificial propagation very easily obtained; quality is another
and a more difficult question. And I wish here to repeat
broadly what I have illustrated in detail elsewhere—that in
obtaining stock for a trout stream you will do well to get them
not from a water where the supply of food is better, but from
one where it is worse than in the new habitat for which they
are destined. Fish from a hungry moorland burn will thrive
where a finer variety from a noted lake or a good chalk stream
would fall away and degenerate.
Another change has occurred within my recollection quite

as marked as that widely traceable in the weight and condi-
tion of trout— I mean the general use of finer tackle and
smaller flies. To take one well-known stream as an example,
the flies which I now use at Driffield are hardly a fourth of
the size with which I used to kill nearly fifty years ago, and
there i-i no small difficulty in obtaining undrawn gut fine

enough for the angler's purpose. But Mackintosh, who
fished the same waters about the beginning of the century,
tells us, in his now-scarce book, of a time when the flies

thrown there were almost of lake size, and when he found it

a good plan to tie his droppers on hog's bristles! From his

day to the present there has been a gradual fining both of gut
and fly. Two principal causes have been, of course—the
diminished volume of the stream and the "higher education"
of the trout. But there is a third, not so generally recog-
nised—the gradual extinction of the larger species of water-
bred flies. I throw now the best imitation I can obtain of the
insects that are strong on the water, and I did the same forty-

eight years ago; but those insects are now, on the average,
far smaller than they were then. In wilder streams, less

interfered with by farmers and millers, there has been no such
change. The Teesdale flies and tackle have not altered trace-

ably during my memory, and I daresay Cotton redivivus

would still be able to kill fish in a Derbyshire stream with
lures not much smaller than those he recommends to his
visitor.

The dry fly—which I cannot help wishing was less in
vogue, deadly as it undoubtedly is—belongs to quite a
modern phase of the art. Of course it could not be wholly
unknown; every fly-fisher muBt have occasionally seen a fly,

which he had just bent on taken by a fish before it had
ceased to float. For myself, in fishing waters where the trout

were large I sometimes tried an up-stream throw before

drowning my fly, if the water ran favorably. But I never
felt quite clear that I was not taking a mean advantage of a

fish so beguiled, and was never drawn to the practice of

which I am, therefore, a prejudiced critic, I refer to it only
as one of the changes which have occurred within my
angling memory. There will be yet a further change which
I shall not see. A time will come when the trout of those
streams, in which the dry* fly is now most successful, will

have learnt caution from some mysterious transmission of

experience, and will scan the floating deceit with that minute
scrutiny which it is impossible to apply to the wet fly artist-

ically worked by wrist-play. The tastes of trout are in this

respect like our own—that "familiarity breeds contempt."
An angler, like a general, must show superior skill by vary-
ing his modes of attack.

The greatest alteration made by the last eventful half cen-

tury in the conditions of fly-fishing is doubtless due to the

increased number of its votaries. Exact statistics are, of

course, unattainable; but I am probably within the mark in

guessing that they have multiplied tenfold. Nor is it strange

that under these circumstances we have many loud com-
plaints as to the difficulty in obtaining not only good salmon
fishing, which always was and must be an expensive affair,

but good fly-fishing for trout or grayling. Yet while, to a

certain extent, I regret the times when anglers were fewer
and waters less carefully preserved, I cannot but think that

the complaints on this head are too many and too loud. In
most cases, too, I hear tbeni from people who do much to

create the difficulty of which they complain—men who seem
to think that they can never have enough of so good a thing;

who make of fly-fishing not so much a recreation as an occu-
pation, and instead of devoting an occasional day'B or week's
leisure to the sport, consider themselves injured if they can-

not be killing trout from March till September, and grayling
to the very confines of winter.

"My apprehension of an angler's part
Is different."

I would say of the fly-fisher's holidays

—

"When they seldom come, they wlah'd for come,"

The year on which I look back with most pleasure in a long
angling experience was one in which I took my fly-rod down
but thirteen times, stealing a day or half a day "as rare oppor-
tunity served me in the intervals of work. My thirteen days
or half days were snatched in Bix different counties, and my
baskets—of course, excluding hundreds of small fish returned
to the water—averaging 17£ lbs., varying from 7£lbs. on my
worst days to 29! lbs. on my best. I do not cito" this as any-
thing extraordinary; had I picked my days, or bid for the
best waters to which I might have had access, I should doubt-
less have done more. But it was the veiy fact of my taking
the chances as they came that made the result so speciallv
pleasant. I should ask pardon for this personal digression
were it not designed to point a moral—to remind my younger
brethren of the angle that moderation in the pursuit of their
fascinating amusement gives the highest relish to its engage-
ment. I will, in my next, proceed to point out sundry
respects in which the fly-fisher of to-day has an advantage
over him of fifty years since, which must be set off against
the great increase in the number of his competitors.

Another Colonel's Fish.

At dinner one evening at Simla, at one of the hotels there,
the conversation had turned on the famous stories of a great
shikarie out in India, and as several of the guests at table
were new in the country, here had been a good deal of
laughter over "the snipe and the elephant" and "the luck at
whist," &c, &c, and several of those present had a tendency
to emulate the famous shikarie in the wonder of some of their
personal adventures. After dinner when the cheroots were
going we were told the following:—

"Well, while all those fellows were joking and laughing at
those time-worn crackers, I did not like to relate my own fish-
ing adventure, for they would only have laughed and thought
it another yarn, but I can assure you chaps this is really true.
I don't know whether any of you are fishermen, but if you
are, you probably know the great pleasure to be derived from
"buchwa." I had takeu three days' leave and went up the
"Goomtee" last March, and was thoroughly enjoying myself
with my pipe and a light trout rod, whipping out the buchwa
almost as fast as I could cast a fly on the water. You know
what spleudidly game little beggars they are; the trout does
not beat them much. Well, I had been playing one for a
quarter of an hour, and was just feeling him giving, when I
saw a swirl in the water about where I knew the buchwa at
tho end of my line was, felt the line give, and saw a fine
niahseer—he aiust have been at least a 20-pounder— dart up
stream, having swallowed my buchwa. Of course there was
a tug, and whirr, whirr, out ran my line, and, to save it, in I
plunged into the stream, racing all I knew to save the'line.
To my delight it slackened at the edge of a large pool and
there I made sure my friend the mahseer had come to rest.
Now could I but land him with my trout rod it would be
something to buck about, so I set about plaving him. He
did not afford good sport, and after a 20-minutes bout I could
feel the beggar coming in as I coaxed him to the shore. The
water was clear and the bottom shelved up gradually towards
me from the pool, on the far side of which the bank was
rocky and boulders lying on the bottom of the stream. I had
actually got that mahseer so close that I could see the beggar
quite distinctly, and you may fancy how I was crowing in
anticipation, when, to my disgust, I saw a huge mass moving
out from the pool towards me raising a regular wave before it,

and, confound me, if there was not a huge "gonehe." I saw
the beast's gigantic jaws gape and down went the mahseer I
had so patiently fought with. You all know what a car the
gonehe is, so I had no doubt I would get him ashore; I let
him crawl back under a shelving rock and then set to haul
him in. I was in a mortal funk the line would give, but it
held, and I saw the ugly monster slowly moving towards me.
yelled to my coolie to come up aud catch hold of the beast,

and just aB the man arrived the brute's back was out of the
water, it was so shallow, the jaws slowly opened, and out
floated my mahseer evidently all the livelier for his temporary
incarceration. The gonehe gave a grunt, as much as to say,
"Well, I got well out of that," flapped his shiny, tail and
wriggled back to the shelter of his rock. That was a bit
annoying, wasn't it? However, Mr. Mahseer was still at the
end of the line, aud I had yet a chance of getting him. He
led me an awful dance, but skill and patience must tell in the
long run, and after a really game fight of over half an hour he
chucked up the spoDge, and I had the delight of again seeing
him, perfectly limp, floating in as I drew in the line; but I
was not iu luck's way; the mahseer had evidently taken a
wrinkle out of the gonche's inside, for, confound me, if he did
not play me exactly the same trick, i. e., let me see him to
admire him and long for him and then open his mouth and
release buchwa he had kept a prisoner for so long. I got
the buchwa after all, but wasn't it hard luck losing both the
mahseer and the gonehe.—H. F.

t
in Asian.

Book Review.

The American Salmon Fisherman, by Henry F. Wells
author of Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle; Harper & Bros., pub-
lishers, Naw York, 1S86. For sale by A. L. Bancroft & Co
607 Market St., San Francisco. Price $1.00.

In Mr. Wells' work on rods and tackle, published a year or
two ago, the writer was so evidently in command of his sub-
jects that the book exerted a very great influence, and at once
took position as authority upon the matters treated; but of
the book under review we fear so much cannot be truly said.
Of salmon fishing much has been written by many men, and
the art seems to have reached about its highest development.
Most of the literature of the sport is due to British authorB,
and it is not fulsome to say that they have quite covered the
ground. If Mr. Wells had written merely the opinions
resultant from a wide experience in the use of all improved
appliances for salmon fishing, or had given facts about the
various pools and landings of a number of rivers personally
known to him, the book would have had greater value. But
he seems to have felt it necessary to write tentatively, and in
so far as is known he has doDe but little fishing for salmon.
Then too, without sufficient premises, he ventures to oppose
cardinal doctrines, such, for instance, as that enjoining the
necessity of giving a breaching salmon slack line, by
depressing the tip at the instant that the fish breaks water.
He will be considered heterodox in this by the vast majority
of actual salmon fishermen. He does not pretend to write
exhaustively either of the tackle necessary, of the manner of
using it, nor of the best places of resort, and the book con-
tains little that has not been printed before. That it is read-
able is true. The author is one of the most charming of
angling essayists; writes with the spirit of the enthusimi
the book should have a place in the library of every ai

The novice may profit largely by it, and the veteruu uilf.
in it much to enjoy, even though some hoary dogmas
treated disrespectfully by Mr. Wells.
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DKAMA.
"Saints and Sinners" is a gloomy play. The

dialogue is on a low level, the situations

forced. There is but one saint in it, and he of

a mild innoxious sort. The scene is in En-

gland, somewhere in Yorkshire or one of the

northern counties. The action springs from

the affections and sorrows of an old, worn-out,

dissenting minister, Jacob Fletcher, a man of

mild character and easy-going habits of body

and mind. The members of his flock appear

a mean, scurvy lot, coarse in manners, and

destitute of even the semblance of piety. The

two deacons, Hoggard and Parable acted more

like bullies than children of a church. The

manner and matter of Huggard's speeches sug-

gested a quarrelsome, buer-drinkiug farmer;

Parable's manner was what might be expected

from a sneaking usurer, often found in English

villages. Such men are never sunporters of a

meek-eyed dissenting minister. The preacher

has a fair daughter Letty, who has not im-

bibed one grain of the teachings of her father;

she is precocious, nighty, and theatrical. Her

fate makes the plot of the play. A young

farmer, Kalph Kingsmill, is in love with her,

but she trifles with him in a silly sort of way.

A dashing army officer, Captain Eustice Fan-

shaw, has dazed her frivolous mind; he is as

handsome as he is unscrupulous, and as brutal

as he is determined.

The play opens with Kalph (Louis I. Ma6sen)

being dismissed by Letty (Miss Burroughs), a

very pretty scene, the lover going off wildly

distracted. Letty's father counsels her to

recall the youth, who has started for Aus-

tralia; the daughter, who is equally ready to

promise as she is to break, sends a present to

the dismissed youth, and calls him back.

The next day, on the slighest possible per-

suasion, she falls into the arms of Captain Fan-

shawe; he carried her off to London, and theD

to Edinburgh, where the pair go through a

mock marriage. But she is only half satisfied

with her new life and when her father fmdB

her out and claims her, she manifests the same

fickleness which she displayed in the earlier

Bceues. The scene between the father, his

daughter, and her seducer, is a very lively one,

and the interest is for a moment increased by

the appearance of the young farmer who had

sworn to be revenged upon the man who had

robbed him of his promised bride. But the

scene ends very tamely, when the minister

throws his arms around the neck of the im-

passioned young man and puts an end to what

should be a very even-handed fight. The err-

ing daughter throws off the diamonds, laces

and silks which she had graced so briefly,

aud shortly after appears as a penitent at

the door of the church where her father

is to preach. There the second affliction

meets him; Deacon Hoggard, to be revenged

for an old score threatens to denounce the

minister unless he will join Hoggard in

swindling a widow out of her property. The
minister refuses the bribe and with his

daughter is 6lowly reduced to poverty. When
their case has become apparently hopeless,

P.alph returns from Australia, announces the

death of Captain Fanshawe and is accepted by

Letty. Two characters in the play are not

unpleasant—Lat Durden, a young tanner, and

Lydia, the housekeeper of Joseph Fletcher.

There are several melodramatic scenes, the

principal being made by Tom Marks, a hideous

looking drunkard who is absurdly pitchforked

into the play. There is also a grossly exag-

gerated scene when Hoggard is hunted by a

lot of villagers whose earnings he had stolen

from a Savings Bank. Such scenes are

impossible in any English village. The whole

play is a jnmble of contradictions and untrue

to any religious association and especially to

modern English dissenting village church life.

In the leading part Mr. Stoddard played

Jacob Fletcher as if under protest, but he kept

up the weakness of the character throughout,

and dressed as shabbily as the poorest laborer

in the Lord's vineyard could be expected to

Mr. Kelcey played the handsome scoun-

A gTeat many people here are puzzled be-

cause the Irex is not sent over to sail for the

America's cup instead of the Galatea. The

matter can be explained in a few words. The

race made by Genesta was purely a private

venture of her owner, Sir Kichard Sutton,

approved by the yacht clubs of which he is a

member. The whole cost and risk of the

Genesta's trip was borne by her owner. The

details of the race were all conducted by Mr.

J. Bevoin Webb, the designer and builder of

Genesta, and when corresponding with the

New York Yacht Club in 1885, he stipulated

that should Genesta be beaten the challenge

of Galatea should be taken up. This was

a°reed to, . hence while the New York Yacht

Club had a race in its hands with Galatea, it

would be unfair to expect them to entertain a

challenge from Irex or any other English

yacht. Further, the owner of Irex could not

thrust his challenge in upon the Newrork

Yacht Club when he knew that Lieut. Henn s

craft bad an engagement with America's rep-

resentative.
, „ ..

The racing of the English cutters for the

America's Cup is purely a private venture for

the honor of recovering that memorable trophy.

To defend it American yachtsmen have made

most spirited and liberal combinations. The

Puritan, Priscilla, Mayflower and Atlantic

being built and sailed by separate syndicates.

In England the Galatea has been despised

by yachtsman, and where she has not been

despised pitv has been extended to her.

Since she arrived at Newport, the best critics

amongst eastern yachtsmen have looked her

over and many of them think her a much

finer boat than the Genesta. Within a month

we shall know all about her.

AUCTION SALE
-OF —

THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY CATTLE
-ON—

Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1886
_ AT-

State Fair Grounds, Sae'to.

On the above date we will offer for sale, immedi-

ately upon conclusion of parade in front of grand

stand, a draft of thoroughbred Jersey cattle from the

herd of Major Kobt. Beck, comprising six head 01

two-year-olds and under Bulls, and fourteen bead of

Cows and Heifers ranging from four-years-old to

yearlings, all registered stock. The reputation of

ibis herd is well known throughout the State. Cata-

logues may be obtained of the undersigned, or at the

office of the Pacific Coast Cattle Club, Boom 5, Stock

Exchange Building, Pine Street, S. F.

KILLIP & CO,
aiougtf

Auctioneers,
lt6 Montgomery St.
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drel well; it is not his fault that the character

is in many scenes repulsively brutal. Had hia

dupe ouegrain of womanly insight, she must

have seen through the mockery of love-mak-

ing which the part entails. Mr. Louis I.

Massen as Kalph, sustained an excellent York-

shire accent and pronounciation, and was al

impulsive and rash as the gallery could wiBh.

Deacon Hoggard, the vulgar, malicious tanner,

was made thoroughly repulsive by Mr.

Lemoyne. In a minor key Mr. Flockton's

Parable was the same sort of detestable char-

acter. Mr. Holland and MrB. Phillips were

the only agreeable people in the play, the

former as Lot Burden, aud the latter as Lydia.

They made some fun, and as far as the author

would allow, threw the only phase of genuine

life into the play. Miss Burroughs as Letty,

looked beautiful, and dressed appropriately.

The character is so hopelessly frivolous that

one cannot care much what becomes of her.

She ia not wicked, and no one could call her

good. But from the author's standpoint she is

the least inconsistent character of the group,

evidently born to bring people into trouble,

which she does with both hands. Some bright

little children appeared upon the stage, and

for a few moments brought with them a few

rays of sunshine. "Saints and Sinneis" is

below the standard of dignity which should be

a for in the Palmer Company, and in

comparison with their earlier work it is hope-

lessly insipid. In less artistic hands it would

be unendurable. .

On Monday night "Sealed Instructions' will

be produced at the Bame theatre—The Baldwin.

The coming week will be a sad one for trout

"f the south Yuba aud other adjacent streams.

The sporting editors of all the dailies in town

started yesterday for Cisco, from that point

they will go to theforkof every known and un-

known trout stream within an area of twenty

miles. The party is no ordinary gathering of

anglers, they are men who have written ' 'Trout-

ingnotes,""Keminiseences of Anglers," "Fish

Stories," "Fly Casting," "The Bod and How
to Use It," Spring Flies, ""Angler's Lore," and

every other description of literature relating

to augling. When the combined skill of this

aggregation of talent assaults the gentle trout

in their icy home, what havoc will follow! If

the company merely consisted of angling edi-

tors of the dailies, the case would be alarming

enough, but when to their joint wisdom is

added the over-topping knowledge and exper-

ience of the editor of rod and gun from thiB

journal, the chances of the trout from being

alarming, become absolutely hopeless. For

the truth must be told, the whole party are

proceeding under sealed instrnetions from this

office, which for a week past has been a scene

of glorious anticipations, with all the addenda

of trout baskets, fly rods, gum boots, wading

pants, leaders, fly books and other features of

an angling expedition.
-•-

The forty thieves who rule in the granite

walls of the Pine St. palace make things lively

for the twenty-nine dealers in golden grain

whose cavern is on the corner of California

and Liedesdorff Streets . They met on Thursday

afternoon at the Alameda baseball grounds

and each sent nine Btalwart champions into

the field to do battle for the supremacy of gold

or wheat. Metal won, the nine stock brokers

smote the nine wheat brokers, hip and thigh,

and there was great slaughter. The run get-

ters of the Stock board were Moran and Grash

who each got around the bases four times.

Hall, Shinn, Dyer and Laing made three

apiece, while Jones, Coffin and Hadley were

content with singles and a double. The bril-

liant pitching of Dyer knocked all the starch

out of the wheat men. Cohen was the only

man who could hit him and he did so with a

vengeance every time he stood over the home
plate. Only seven innings were played, in

which the stock brokers scored 24, and the

wheat men twelve. But the latter are not eou-

tent with their defeat, bat mean to wipe out

the deep disgrace at an early day.

LITTLE'S

Soluble Phenyle.

A recent decision of the Chancery Court necessitates

the Bale of the

GREAT
GLENVIEW
STUD AND FARM

which includes

MJinilOD. FANCOAST. CUTtLER, WICK.
IJH'i:. KOJIIXEE.

together with about one hundred ol the choicest
brood-mares In l'oal to the above stallions,

also some elegant and last two and three,

year-olds: about tliirty very superior year.

llllK colts and fillies. As an indication of their

promise, I am confidently of the opinion that but for

the pink eye or influenza, which troubled us this

spring, we could have had twenty yearlings
beat three minutes. There are also about

thirty-live ofthe Quest foals of this season
ever seen on the< arth in one lot.

I am authorized to sell the property as a whole,

and much prefer to do so, as it is almoBt a calamity

to the breeding Interest to break up such au estab-

lishment. I am compelled, however, if no buyer as

a whole appears, to sell at public auction, -which I

will do about the middle of October next, the exact

day will be named in the Catalogue which is now
preparing. "

, ,

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at pri-

vate sale until the Catalogue is issued, which will be

about the 20th of September, after which no animal

will be sold until the final public sale. If a pub 10

sale Bhall take place, which now seems inevitable,

the opportunity for purchasing the very highest

types of the very best blood lines known to

the trotting breeding interest will be afforded It is

needless to add that no such chance has ever hefor.

been offered, and probably a life-time will not see

another such. „„,,,«*
Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre

list of names, and you may be overlooked.
.1. IS. SlcliKKAn.

P. 0. Louisville, Ky. Executor.

21aug2mos.
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ABSOLUTE DISINFECTANT,

NON-POISONOUS,
BET EFFEtTITE.

For Kennel Use
It is the most absolute disinfectant ever used. Tts

value has been proved in a thousand instances

amongst the Kennels of Great Britain and Ireland,

where the breeders and owners of valuable dogs have

found it to be superior to every other preparation

offered for disinfecting purposes.

It is a Perfect Antidote for

MANGE.
Owners of Race-Horses, both trotters and thorough-

breds, who are now

Making the Circuit of the State,

Should disinfect with PHESYIE every box and
Btall used by their horses, and save their stock from
sickness and Joss of forni.

PHE3SYM5 is invaluable on the FARM, OR-
CHARD, VINEYARD, and GARDEN.

Bied Tender and ^rain Protector.—To protect

eed wheat against birds, slugs, wire-worms, etc.,

ind prevent smut, mix two pints of water with

half a pint of the fluid. This quantity will be suffi-

cient for about 500 pounds of wheat.

Aphis.—For clearing peach, apple and rose trees,

geraniums, etc., from the aphis, syringe with a mix-

ture of one teaspounful of fluid to four gallons water,

and syringe with clear water in a few minutes.

Apple Blight.—A strong solution—one teaspoonful

fluid to one quart of water—to be applied with a

paint brush.
Scale on Orange Trees .—Three, four, five and six

teaspoonfuls fluid to four gallons of water. Three
applications at eight days" interval completely de-

stroy the scale insects, and will free the tree fromthe
unsightly black excrement. Syringe off with clear

water fifteen minutes afterwards, more especially if

any younp foliage is upon the trees.

Sickly Vineb.—"Water the roots with twice the

above strength (1 in 50).

Disinfecting Cuttings of Vines.—Immerse ten

minutes in a solution of 1 to 50.

Falkner,Bell&Co.
AGENTS.

406 CALIFORNIA ST.,
Bah Fx&xotsco. 21augtf

Sale of Standard Bred

Trotting Stock.
PROPERTY OF

Late SILAS SKINNER
Formerly of Baker Co. , Oregon, and recently of Nap»

Co., Cal.,

Bred by TfM. T. WITHERS, and imported direct from

his Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

To be Sold by Public Auction

KILLIP & CO
DURING THE

The season of California racing cironit iB

npon us. The first meeting of the year has

just been brought to a close in Santa Bosa.

Petaluma follows next Monday. In due

course Oakland, Sacramento, Stockton,

Marysville and San Jose will hold their meet-

ings. For each of these centres many of the

same race-horses are entered andwill compete.

In making the circuit, both trotters and

thoroughbreds have to be boxed and stalled in

a dozen different places. Each change is liable

to work an injury upon these highly trained

animals who are peculiarly sensitive to infec-

tious disease, and sickness from foul air.

To avoid thiB grave risk horse owners, and

trainers especially should give particular at-

tention to disinfecting the boxes and stalls in

which their racing stock are to be housed.

For this purpose we confidently recommend

Little's Soluble Phenyle as an absolute disin-

fectant. It can be conveniently transported,

and used withont any trouble in preparation.

If local druggists do not keep it in stook, it can

always be had rroin the ageuts, Falkuer, Bell

& Co., 406 California St.

State Fair at Sacramento.

Time to be announced on a future day

Further particulars hereafter.

Sol. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883. by Alcona 730

be by Almont 3a, sire of Fannio "Witberapoon, 2:103

Piedmont, 2 :17!t, and 27 others with a record of 2:3

or better 1st" dam Namora by Almont Mambrinc

son of Almont; 2d dam the Lackey mare by Blood'

Black Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk.
No i Black filly, 2 years old, full sister to No. 1

No! 3! Bay colt, foaled April 1, 1885, full brothe

No i. Bay gelding, 2 years old, by Alcona, he b

Almont. be by Alexander's Abdallah, he by Ryadyk
Hambletonian. 1st dam Metaniora by Duke
Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, be by Helzell's Han
bletonian, full brother to Volunteer; 2d dam Viell

by Cassins M. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam by Alexander

Abdallah.
No. 5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No. «.

No. 6. Bay gelding by Alcona, he by Almont, he b

Alexander's Abdallah. son of Hambletonian. 1st dai

Pansy by Cassius 51. Clay, Jr.; 2d dam Lady Ricluelie

by Rlobielieu, son of .Mambriuo Chief; 3d dam Lad

Vance by Trimble's Eclipse, son of American Eclipi-

3d dam by Joe Gale, son of Marlboro; 4th dam t

James Lo'wvv's son of imported Hedgeford; Gth dftl

by Consul son of imp. Consul; Gth dam by lat]

M
No .T

'
Black filly, foaled Feb. 22, 1885, full sister I

No.' 8. Flora Bell, black maro. (with colt at foot

foaled Mar. 21, 1883, by Alcona, be by Almont. li

dam Fontana by Almont or Alniont Prince; 2nd du
Fannie Williams bv Alexander's Abdallah; (fore:

tended pedigree see Wallace's Register of StandM
Brood-mares); Coll by her side, foaled May 8. 168

by Alcona Clay, be by Alcona out of Madonna, 1

Cassius M. Clay, Jr. 2d dam by Alexander's Edw
Forrest. S1J""

Estrella landed another win at Saratoga on

Thursday, easily beating Matinee and Bees,

over a heavy track of a mile in 1:44J.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Stylos Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAI|

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup WebB, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pan

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.'
Stevens' Blister, Colo's OssldiDe, Kilchcl's Liniment, Dixon's, Going's aud DcBoise's ' Horse Reniedi

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION

J. A. McKERRON,
j

230 and 232 Ellis Street, - San FranciSO
21augtf

l
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ANNUAL FAIR
of t£e

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AXD BSD OS OCT. 3D.

\ 1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept, 2 5th.

FOB LOCAL HORSES.
Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 98th.

No. I—TROTTING—Purse 5400. Throe-vear-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—PurseSoOO. Three-minute Class.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 39th.
No. 3—RUNNING—Free Purse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
1300 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old,
5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, la lbs. Mile "heats.
No. 4—RUNNING—San Jose Stake; for two-year-

olds. ?25 entrance, $10 forfeit, 5-00added. §50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. 5*200; of which 850

to 3econd horse; fixed valuation §1,000; two pounds off
for each 3100 below; 2 lbs. added for each 8100 above
fixed value . One and one-eighth miles

.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30tb.
No.6—TROTTING—Purse 8500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse §S00. 2:22Class.
No. 8—PACING—Purse?500. Free for all.

FiTth Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—RUNNING--Free purse, $200, §50 to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed3
lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of
the value of $400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
NO. 10—RUNNING—Gilroy Stake, for two-Year-olds.

$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, §200 added; §50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

"Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No . 11-RUNNING—Selling Puree, 5200, of which *50

tosecend horse. Fixed valuation 3J.00O. 21bs.offfor
each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct *3d.

No. 12—TROTTING—Purse §500; 2:30 Class.
No. 13—TROTTING—Purse $1.000—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING-Purse §300. Two-year-olds
Mile andrepeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty per cent, to first horse, 25 percent, to
second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
nine, except as herein stated

.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race aJborse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and thiid
moneys.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trutting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill and and tliree or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a lesB
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be namedwith alien-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follow*: 66% to first horse, and 33J£ to
second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence 'each day at 2 p.m.
Entries to close August 1st, 1886.

N\ B. EDWARDS, President.
G. II. BRAGG, Secretary.

26Jn5 P. O. Box 159, San Jose. Cal.

Thirteenth District

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE.

SPEED PROGSA3JJIE.

First Day—Tuesday, August 31st.
Tbotttng—No. 1—Three-year-old class. Purse, $200,

Free to all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Ruxkisg—No. 2—Half-mil e and repeat. Purse.

$150. Free for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Tbotting—No. 3—Three*minute class. Purse, $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, Sept. 1st.

Tbotting—No. 4— 2:40 class. Purse, $300. Free for
all.
Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,

to go as they please. Purse. §50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First horse §20, second
§10, third §5. fourth §5. fifth §5, sixth §5.

Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse, $300.
Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, Sept. 2d.
Trotting—No. 7—2 :3G class. Purse. >(00. Free for

all.

Walking—No. 8—Best walking team $30, best
walking stall on §30. second best of either $20. Oue
mile. Purse, $100. For horses owned in this district.
Running—No. 9—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, 8200. Free for all.

Ladies' Riding—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, induci-
ng one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday, Sept. 3d.
Trotting—No. 10—2 :50 class. Purse, $200. Free for

all.
Trotting—No. U—Four-year-old class. Purse, §400.

Free for all. Apex barred.
Pacing—No. 12—Purse, §400. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Saturday. Sept. 4th.
Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse,§600. Freefor

aU.
Running—No. 11— Two-mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

COXD1TIOXS AJJD REMARKS
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing rsces are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the" purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums dividedat the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horsi1 . twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated and fail to win any part of the
pntse.willbave their entrance money returned to them.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half of the entrance retained bv the
Societv from the other entries for said lace, and to no
added money. A horse winnings race entitled to first

money onlv, except when distancing the field, then to
first and fourth moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, by 8 o'cloek p.m., or
they shall be required to start.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8, will

close with the Secretary August 10. 1886.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
OSS-No season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be requir«dto pay regular admissionfee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNTGilT, T- J. SHERWOOD,
19jnlJ President. Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,

Will sell by Public Auction at the

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,

DURING THE FAIR -WEEK,

The well-known and fashionably bred

TROTTIXG STAIXlOJi

ALCONA, 730
:

On account of his joint owners. Sir. A. C. GOODRICH
of Baker Co., Oregon, and Mrs. SILAS SKINNER, of
Napa Co., Cal., formerly of Baker Co., Oregon.

Alcona's (No. 730) pedigree is as follows;
CheBtnut horse, bred by W. T. "Withers, Lexington,

Ky., foaled April, 1877. Sired by Almont, sire of
Fanny Witherspoon record 2:16J, and sire of West-
mont, harness record pacing 2:133 and 2:013 with
running mate, and the sire of 27 others with records
better than 2:30. Sire of the dams of Catchfly 2:18};
McMahon, 2d9.j, and Durango, 2:233.

1st dam Queen Mary by Mambrino Chief, the sire of
Lady Thorn, record 2:18i; "Woodford Mambrino, rec-
ord 2:214, and sir« of the dams of Piedmont, 2:17£,
Director, 2:17, and Voltaire, 2:20i.

Almont sired by Alexander's Abdallab, aire of
Goldsmith Maid, 2:14. 1st dam by Mambrino Chief,
sire of Lady Thorn, 2 :18i ; second dam by Pilot, Jr.,

sire of John Morgan, 2:24, and sire of & others with
records better than 2:30. Also the sire of the dam of
Maud S., 2:082, Jay-Eye-Sep, 2:L0, Noontide 2:20,

Naiad Queen, 2:201," Mambrino Gift, stallion record
2:20, Nutwood, 2:182. The second dam of Alcona, a
fast mate whose pedigree has not yet been developed,
bred by D. S. Coleman, Fayette Co., Ky. Now Queen
Mary owned by "W. T. "Withers, Fairlawn Stock Farm,
Lexington, Ky,

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FBIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On bis Ranch at——

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

SIS. ARIEX IATHROP. Soom 69, C PR. B.

Bnilding. cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.
SOjul

SPEED PROGRAMME
OF THE

Seventeenth District

iORICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GLENBROOK PARK,
BETWEEN

Grass Valley and Nevada City.

COMMENCING

August 24th, 1886,
And communis: Fire Days,

Over $10,000 in Purses.
•-

SPEED PSOGS.Oi.liE.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada or
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District, and
El Dorado and Amador of the El Dorada District No.
S prior to June 1, lSo<3, unless otherwise specified.

Tuesday, August «4th.
§250. No. 1. TROTTING—DISTRICT-3:30 Class.

Purse $250.
$000. No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class—Free for aU.

Purse £600.
9300. No. a. TROTTING—For two years old or

under—17th District. Mile andrepeat. Purse $300.

Wednesday, August 25th.
*400. No. 4. RUNNING-Freeforall. SoOentrance,

?2o forfeit, $4u0 added. Second horse §100; third §50.
One mil*.- and repeat.

|150l So 5. RVNNING—Freefor all—For two-year-
olds. §"25 entrance, §10 forfeit, §150 added. Second
horse §50. third §25. Dash of half a mile.
•250. No.b. RUNNING—For 'aree-vear-olds—Free

for alt. §o0 entrance, i-25 forfeir, ?250 added. §75 to
rse , $50 to third. One mile.

5*0. No. 7. PACING—Freefor all. Purse 3600.
?2WJ. No. i>. TROTTING—One-vt^r-olds—One-half

mile and repeat. Parse yoo.

Thursday, August <S6th.
5250. No. 9. TROTTING—2:50 Class—Diatrict Purse

•250.
§1,000. No. 10. TROTTING—2 :2C Class—Free for all.

Purse §1,000.

§400. No. 11. TROTTING—Three.year-olds or under— For District. Mile and repeat. Phtb€
§50. No. 12. RUNNING—Saddle Hoese Stake—

District horses, catch weights. So entrance, f£0 added.
Four moneys—50, 2a, 15 and 10 percent.

Friday, August 2 7 th.

$500. No. 13. RUNNING—Freeforall. §50entrance,
§25 forfeit, §500 added. Second horse $150, third $75.
Two miles and repeat.

§200. No. 14. RUNNING—Freeforall. $25entrance,
§10 forfeit, $200 added. Second horse $75, third §50.
Three quarters.of a mile and repeat.
$300. No. 15. RUNNING—Freeforall. $25 entrance,

§10 forfeit, §300 added. Second horse $75, third $50.
One and one-eighth miles.
S5O0. No. 10. TROTTING—For Stallions owned in

the District. Pnrse$500.

Saturday, August 28th

.

£00. No. 17. RUNNING—Freeforall. ?25entrance,
$1Q forfeit, §200 added. $75 to secoud, $50 to third.
One half mile and repeat.

$500. No. IS. TROTTING—2:40 Clas3. Purse$500.
$1,200. No. 19. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse

$1,200.

CONDITIONS.
Alltrottiog and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; hve to enter.and three to start; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purs&.to
accompanv nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish anv day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66^ to the
first, and 33% to the Becond.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 f. a. of the

dav preceding the race shall be requiredto start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named by 6 p. sr. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors .which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1, 1SS6.

A. WAESATH. GEO. FJLETCHEH,
26jnl0 President. Secretary, Grass Valley.

Petaluma Fair.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiuifc
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to Wm. Corbltt.

^18 Oalif or:

Ben F

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

1 1 fi Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAED TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction arid private Bale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
tue State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Greek,
Sacramento.

j. P. Sabgest, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. B. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boeos
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walbath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haooin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock ofevery description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f'lll publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and saleB of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every descriotlon. We are author-

iiuie names are

jonwry Strwt,

From Aug. 23d to 28th, 1886,

inclusive.

Over $10,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, Comprising
tlie Counties or Sonoma, Marin,

IN'apa and Solano.

SPEED FSOGRAaCME.
First Day—Monday, August 33d.

No. 1. Trotting, District—Representative Trotting
Stallion Stake. For yearling colts and fillies. One
mile dash. Value of stake 5507.50. S100 to go to the
sire of the winning colt, balance to be divided in
three moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Closed May 1, 1880 with nine entries, the get of the
following stallions: Anteeo, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustic,
Wbippleton, Capri, Gen. McClelland, Jr., and Gen
Dana.

No. 2. Running, District—Mile dash, for all ages,
slo entrance, 310 forfeit; £100 added, $50 to second
horse.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 34th.
No. 3. Running—Free for all. One-half mile and

repeat. $20 entrance, 310 forfeit; £150 added, 550 to
second horse.

No. 4. Tbotting—Three-minute Class. Purse $600.

No. 5. Tbotting - For four-year-olds. Purse $600.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 25th.
No. 6. Running—Free for all. Three-fourths mile

dash. $20 entrance, 310 forfeit; $150 added, 350 to
second horse.

No. 7. Dotting—2 :27 Class. Purse $7C0.

No. 8. Tboi^-vg—For three-year-olds, excepting
all colts that have Lealen three minutes as two-year-
olds. Purse $500.

No. 9. Tbotting—Free for \\\ two-year-olds. Mile
andrepeat. $50 stake, $200 ada«3. Closed with five
entries.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aagn*; 36th.
No. 10. Running- SelliDg race, free for aj» One

and a half mile dash, c'25 entrance, $15 forfe:
added, $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation

I

2 pounds off for each $100 below, and 2 pound-
for each $100 above fixed valuation.

No. 11.—Pacing—Free for all. Purse - „

No. 12. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse$600.

No. 13. Trotting, District—2:38Class. Purse $306.

Fifth Day—Friday, August 37th.
No. 11. Running—Free for all. Mile and repeat

Free purse 3250; $50 to second horse.

No. 15. Tbotting—2:24 Class. Purse $800.

No. 16. Tbotttng, District—For two-year-olds.
Mile and repeat. $50 stake, $200 added. Closed with.

five entries.

No. 17. Tbotting, District—2:45 Class. For stal-

lions, Col. Gannon barred. Purse $300.

Sixth Day—Saturday, August 28!h.
No. 18. Running—For two-year-olds. Mile dash.

320 entrance, $10 forfeit; $150 added, 550 to second
horse.
No. 19. Tbotting—Free for all. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Tbotttng. District—For yearlings. Mile
dash. $50 stake, $150added. Closed with five entries.

No. 21. Tbotttng, District—For gentlemen's road-
sters. To be handicapped the day before the race.

Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated by
agreement.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz;

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., excepting Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 1, 9, 16 and 20, in which money to be
divided and races trotted according to published
conditions.

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats
of any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats, also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitl d

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money

only, except when distancing the field, then to first

and third moneys.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (0) months prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society, and expulsion from this

Association.
If, in the opinion of the judges, anv race cannot be

finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the j ndges.

In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold entries and start

a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

In the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and used in all beats.

Races commence each day at I o'clock p. it sharp.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1886, with Set

J. U. WHITE, I*

W.E. COX. Secretary
P. 0.37«,Pel*iumA,Cftl,
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CALIFORNIA

ANNUAL

OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST 1>AY—Thursday, Sept. 9th.

TROTTING.
No 1-THE OCCIDENT STAKE-Closed in 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, 81,1*00—2:24 Class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, $600—2:35 Class.

SECOND DAlf—Friday, Sept. 10th.
RUNNING.

No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-
olds; $26 entrance; -?10 forfeit; $250 added; ?50 to

second; third to save state. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds ; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foals of 1883; $50 entrance, p. p. ; $300 added ; $100 to
second; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.
One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds ;
?">0 entrance ; h. f , or only ?15 if declared on or

before September 1st. $300 added, of which $100 to
the second horse; $50 to the third. "Weights, five
pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to curry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, $250 -Winners of any race,
after August 1st. of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD OAY-Saturday, Sept. i 1 tb-

TROTTING.
Ko. 8—FOUR-rEAR-OLD TROTTING SiAKE—$100

entrance, of which $25 must accompp^y nomination;
$25 payable July 1st, and remaning $50 payable
August 10, 1886; S40H added "bj the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight notuinations. Mile beats, three

In five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, 5800—3 iOD Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:20 Class.

rOTZL-ra DAY-Monday. Sept. i 3th.
RUNNING.

Su. 11-THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared on or before
September 1st, with $31)0 added; $100 to second; third
to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.
So. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For

foals of 1884. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Second horse, $100; third horse. $5U. Closed in 1885
with fifteen nominations. One mile.
No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which $150 to second; 3100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be
made with the- Secretary by eight o'clock p. M., Sep-
tember 4tb. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
end one-quarter miles.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE. S250-Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds foreacn
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FKFTII DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, SI ,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 15th.
RUNNING.

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-vear-
old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st: $150 added;
$25 to Becond. Those not having run first or second,
in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

$50 entrance ; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added ; $10H to second, third
saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after
August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st. with $3u0 added; S100 to second;

ves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-
olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
beats.
No- 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that have not won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to
carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. One mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No. 22-TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.
No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile

beats. ?5D entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25
payable August 10th: $3L0 added by the Society.
Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 17th.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second
horse, $100; third, $50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st, with $250 added. $75 to

second ; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar
of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.
No. 27—THE GOLDEN -GATE STAKE-For three-

vear-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $3fio added.
Second horse, $100; third to save stake. Winner of
any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five
pouuda extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.
No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages.

.-'J entrance; $15 forfeit; $308 added, ?100 to second;

$50 to third; $200 additional to the winner if 1:424 is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1:42^1 Is oeaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $53

to second. Horse not haviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DAY—Saturday, Sept. I8ih.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1.500—Free
for all tioiting stallions.

No. 31 --TROTTING PURSE, 81,0Q0— 2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,C0D—2-30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on tberegnlir programm e:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-
trance ; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $5u to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $lw0 en-

trance; $25 forfeit.or only $10 if declared January I,

1*87; $250 added; second colt, $100: third, $50. One
mile.
N . 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; $15 if declared January 1, 1888; or $25 if de-

clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $100;.

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-yar-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to siart. But the Board
reserves the right io hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 663

to the first, and 93*t to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day pn-ceding the race shall he required to start.

Where there is more than cue entry by one person,

or in one interest, tue particular horse they are to

start most be named by 6 P. M. of the day preceding
the race, N,J added money paid for a walk-over.

liitiea of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
ps of distinct colors, which must be named in thtir

entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,
Saturday. July 31, 1886.

JESSE D. CAKR, EDMXV F. SMITH,
12jnS President, Secretary.

STOCKTON
FAIR.

Bept. 21 to25,'86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFE RED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cect. of all purses, to accompany

nominations.
In all races fonr moneys, viz. : 50,25,15 and 10 per cent.
Kaces commence each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, bay and str.iw free to competitors.
Entries t 1 Pacific Coast purses close August 1. 18S6.

For full conditions seesinall programmes.

Tuesday, September *S1, 1886.
No. 1. Running—District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash, $25 payable July 1st; S15 August 1st; S10 day
before race. 5230 added. 1 Closed with five entries.}

No. 2. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, $800.

No. 3. Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the
get of "Mambrino Wilkes; $20 entrance; $200 added by
owner of sire; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, $100—Five moneys.

Wednesday, September 2*2, 1886.
No. 4. Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.

No 5. Trotting— District. Two-year-olds or under
$500. Best 2 in .J. (Closed with five Entries.)

No. 6. Trotting— District. StallionR«ce,?500. (ClOBed
with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, 0600.

Thursday, September *23, it'86.

No. 8. Running—District. For three-year-olds or
under stake, mile dash; $25 payable July 1st; «I5 August
let; if10 day before race; $2o0 added. (Closed with five

entries.)
No.9. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:20 Class. $1,000.

No. 10. Trotting— Pacific Coast. For three-year-
olds, ?ini) stake; S4nn added. (Closed with five entries.)
State Equestrianism. 8100. Five money b.

Friday, September 34, 1886.
No. 11. Running— District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat. $500. Closed with seven entrieB.
No. 12. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For two-year-«lds,

$100 stake; $400 added; best 2 in 3. (Closed with eight
entries.)
No. 14. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, $800.

Saturday, September *S5. 188*.
No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

$500.
No.lfl. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500. (Closed

with six entries.)
No. 1". Trottinn- Pacific Coast. Free for nil, $1,000.

Board ol' Directors lor 1886.
E. l.SIIIPPEE. B. F. LAMJFORD.
JOHN E. MOOKK, .IAS. A. SHEPHEKD.
3AMES A. I.OI III I. IKED ARNOLD,
K. t . SARGENT, W. II. SKOw.

J. V. SHIPl'EE, President,
A. W. SIMPSON, Treasurer.

.1. Jl. TaRTE. Secretary.
p, 0, Box 188, Stockton, California

,

JolW

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day—Trotting.
No- 1—PTJRSE,8600—2:45elasa. Four monevs.
No. 2—PURSE, *750—2:22 class. Four moneys.
No. 3—PURSE, $150—Four-y ear-olds. Four moneys.

Second Day—Running.
No.4-THEALAllEIU STAKE-For all ages; $50

entrance; half-forfeit, or onlv }15, if declared on or be-
fore August 20th, with $300 added; sum t<> second;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three-yefra old. al-

lowed fife pounds, if foui years oldur ovsr, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE—For three,

year-olds; $50 entrance; half-forfeit; $303 added; $100
to second; $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. fi—THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $1" forfeit; $250 added; $50 to sec-
ond; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to Carry three pounds, of two
orraore five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 7—FREE FURsK- $2-50. Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of $300, to cam* five
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old", five
pounds: if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds.
"Uile heats.

Tliird Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8—PURSE, «SO0-2:35 Class. Four moneys.
No.9—PURSE,?100—Three-ve.ir-olds. Four moneys.
No. 10—PURSE, $500—Pacing —2:23 class. Four

moneys.
Fourth Day—Trotting.

No. 11—PURSE, $750-2:20 Class. Four moneys.
No. 12—PURSE. $750-2:24 Class. Four moneys.
No. 13—PURSE, $300—Two-year-olds. Three moneys

Fiftn Bay- Running.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE, $250—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l.00u; two pounds for each
$100helow; two pounds ad-ied for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 15-THE OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages;

$50 entrance: half-forfeit; $300 added; second horse
$IuO; third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 16—THE GULDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of anvtwo-vear-
old race after August 1st to carry three rounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake
at this meeting. Tl»ree pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17- FREE PURSE. $250—For all ages; $50 to

second,. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run second
or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
LADIES' EQUESTRIAN: TOURNAMENT—Purse

$100. For the most graceful rider $25; second 415;
third $10. For the most skillful rider $25; second
$15; third$10.

SIXTH DAY-Trotting.

No. IS—PURSE, $750-2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No, ]9—PURSE, $1,003. Trotting—Free for all. Fou

moneys.
No. 2j—PURSE, $600. Pacing—Free for all. Fou

moneys.
REMARKS AJtD CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all

theracesin theabove programme to hold a lessnum-
her thau five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Er.trwnce fee ten percent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of four
monevs divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to the first

horse", tweutv-fi ve per cent, to second, fifteen per cent.
to tnird, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting: hut

the Board reserves the ri^ht to trot heats of any tw«
classes altematelv, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shad he entitled only to the
entrance monev paidin. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance monev, to be divided as follows: 66J3 to the
first and 333^ to the second.
Io case auv named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given tothe parties interested
at any time previous to August loth.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the
day preceding the race shall be required to start
When there is more than one entry by one person, or

in one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named at G P. M. of the day preceding the race.
No added monev paid for a walk-ovtr.
Rules of the State Agricultural society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise

.

Non-starters in running races will be held for en.
trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, July 31, 1S86.

A. «'- D1ETZ, President,
E. WALKER. Secretary.

26jn Office, 20 Montgomery street, S. F.

J.A.MG

SADDLERY,

230 and 232 Ellis St., S. F., Cal.
15mytf

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL PRIEDHOFER,
351 Thlnl St.. San Fruit Cisco

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATl'KDAIT. OCTOBF.K 1 6tb, INCLUSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
C^An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:

First Bay-Tuesday, October -*2tli.

Ko.l.-Ruxnixg Back. Purse $150. dash^ of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse Sl-SO.dash H mile, free for

f««r all, weight for age.
3.—Trotting Race, Purse 9-500, for 2:35 Class.

Kecoi'd Bay—Wednesday, October 1 3tli.

4.—Running Race. Purse ?200, for three-year-olds,
% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse ?500, three-minute Class.

Wise's hlk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's hr c Contractor, 4,
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse 8250, IK mileB, free for

all, weight forage.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tbottixg Race, Purse $500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth. Bay—Friday, October 15th.
10.—Running Race, Purse §2o0, for three-yea r-olds,

IJJ miles.
11.—Runntng Race, Purse $200, selling race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for eachjioj above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 r!0 Class.

Fifth Bay—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, IX miles, free fo -

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Rcnning Race, Purse $200, one

mile, fieeforall and weight for age. For all horses that
have not won first monev during this meeting.
is.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entriesclose on SATURDAY. Julv 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks imd conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. CL 3fEWTO\. E. A. Det'AMP.

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

NO.2G0WB0YCINCHA
No. *a Price each . . . S3.50.

Sample Cinctias
Sent by mail upon receipt of

•85 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parlies once giving it a

trial will nse no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It hat* ai

double pnrchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 4*38 Battery St.,

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

Mechanics' Institute

FAIR
TWENTY-FIRST EXPOSITION.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1886.

Opens August *B4—Closes September *5.
in Texm

Immense Pavilion on Larkln street with a Grand
Display of NATURAL AND MANUFACTURED
PRODUCTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, including
a magnificent collection of Oil and Water-Color Paint-

ings. Art Work and Photography; MACHINERY in

operation; A SPECIAL FLORAL F.XITIBIT each
week; the finest display of FRUITS, GRAINS and
VEGETABLES ever bafore presented tothe people,
and a Gr.uul lustrum- ntal Conc.-rt dtiy and evening.
PRICKS OF \D.Ml--sioN: Double Se&son Tk-ket

$.->. Single Season Ticket 88; Adult's Single Admls*
inn Mi r, nty; Childr. »* Single Admission 25 Cents.
Members of the Institute entitled to SeaBon Ticket

at half rates. „ _
Full particulars Riven or sent on application to the

tVsststontSecr-.-tarv.No.'U PostPtr.-'
P. 1!." CORNWAL
J. H. GILMORK, Superintendent.
w. P. stout, Secravixy.

8ijui& J. H. CULVER, Ao«|«»Pt Secretary.
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SPORTSMEN,
ATTENTION!!

FOE SALE.

ARK ALAMEDA.'
A perfectly appointed bunting craft, with com-

plete outfit of duck boats, decoys, table furniture, etc

For full particulars inquire of

Messrs. LIDDLE & KAEDING,
538 "Washington Street.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 Montgomery Street,

B. T. ALLEN,
416 Market Street.

N. CURRY & BROS.,
113 Sansome Street.

BREEDER & SPORTSMAN Office.
Haugl

.GENUINE'

SlSPRATTS
<1M»X:

iq Best and Cheapest

U DOG FOOD.
aFEEDY0UR,D0GS

OS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE

:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean, Sound

Teeth! Regular Habit!

Sprint's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabroueh A GJolcher. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

licldle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.

Goldberg, Bowen A Co., 428 Pine Street.

M. Ehrman A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Bang...
fCoham'sBang.

i Price's Vesta.

DON
\(Vandevort's.) I

(Garth's Drake.
[Peg i

I. iSall,12S6E. K.C. S. B.

IN THE STUD. FEE $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

B. T. Yandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Sausalito Kennels.

Doss taken to train and board.

Dogs of my breaking: won first money
in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc.. address

GEO. 1' AXXEXDER.
Sausalito, 3JarIn Co, Cal

P IPS

1 for Doc Buyers' GWdCaf
mtalpj ng colored plants,100 en- £

^grmringa ofdiiTcreiit breeds,pricea ]•*— in worth, ud where (o boy 1
Also Cuts of Do* Fnrnlihbi 1

)f all kinds. Dlrectiona for fl

r Dogs and Breeding fetnU, j
ailed fop 15 Cents. r

TIAVTED FARCIEE3

PARKER GUN.

At tbe Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th, 1R85, the First Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Parker Gun. Among the contestants shooting other gnns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stitbbs, £rb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

6jnSmo PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

ATTENTION, RIFLEMEN!

The Troltlng Stallion

MONROECHIEF
"Will make Fall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1
at Oakland Race Track. Terms $GO the season.
For further parliculare address

Gl/S. WALTERS, Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-TRACK,

31JU1 15 Oakland, Cal.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF S.VN-;FHA>t'IS< «>. <AI„

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 /PISE STKKJET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P. FARNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Hankers, Nevada Bank or San Francisco.

31jul 12

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bogardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as bv old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than
any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price $2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-
timonials free.

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY,
lO.iul 4p T.AKGPOKT, CAT.

SaHwl

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection withlthe'CIP. & U. P. E. Es., forms the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.
:o;

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road running West, North and Jforth-west from Chicago.

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, XT. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A, T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London. England.

{Diploma dates April, 22.1870).

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, do^s.
etc., can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending Full particulars of disease and fl.

Send for BuzartTs Worm Powder* for
horses, and his Worm Mixture for dogs.
They never fail in their action. Will senda package

by mail for ?1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary
Rosi'louc3

331 KatODin St
'>,, Sa.n I' r*nciB<*o.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

CHICAGO

"north-western

1

" r
:V-—

-

w r mra

—

\tvsiiitiii? —
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Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the. Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Losing Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

For further information

17Jul 52

apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
Cieneral Aireiit. San Francisco. Cal.

glishMasti

Pups For Bale.

When old enongli to Rbip, a few pups by my

HERO 3d.,

Winner of First ana Special prizes at

PITTSBDKQ, 1886,

Out of my NELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 1886.

These pups have immense bone and good

muzzles, and are following closely the heavy

weight records of tbe famous Amidon pups,

which heretofore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

out of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,

Notice.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moBt popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. 0. 8. HALES", Sec'y.

iSTSend for eircnlar.TES
julaugsept

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

81Jul 8

General Wayne P.O.
Del. Co., Penna.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOJJJ8 A. (JOLDS3UTU.
Box 34?. Oakland, Oa*

Herdebt H. Bbowk.M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugest W. Bbown, I 0. Bbuce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq,

and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BKOS. A CO.,

"Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South WalBi,

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J3~seys of both sexes for sale. Postofflce address,

San Francisco, 0»1

COEKIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Snre cure for Swiuney, Weakness of the

Spfne, Sprains, strain*, etc.

The only remedy that does away with the use of the
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks nor scars. Val-
uable cure for rheumatism.
For sale bv Mrs. A. C. JoBeph, proprietor. G35 Geary

Btr*, et 1 San Francisco. Redington A Co. .San Francisco,
Melvin & Co., East Oakland, and all druggists. All
riehts ^utwI in it a -..*<.*»- office. Price 91.00 per

qmiioot

Secured bv letters Patent, July «fi, 1883
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part ©.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
openinglnto which the blind is fitted, substantially,

;i.< herein described.
2. Ina bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and venvilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to bo
set, substantially as herein described.

4. Ina bridle, and In combination with the check-
&ieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions ah- • e

and below the eyes, and having the adjoBting Bllfl sot
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein

5. In a bridle , and In combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
Btraps or bauds G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claimB allowed by the patent

office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut. the general principle will be under-
stood. . _. . ,

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the

same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as

Is induced by toe-weighta. ThiB is especially the case
whenyoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the

feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. SfcKERRO-
1*0,280 and 232 Elite St. Ban Tr
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, aud are dne to arrive
Sail Francisco.

From July 16. 1 886.

±8:00 a Mi
8:00 a MJ.
4A0FM
7:30 a M
•3:30 P M
S:30 A M
4:00 p m

•5:00
8:00
•5:30 A M
3:30 P

10:00 a M
8:00 P M
7:30 A M
7:30 A M
7:30 a m
8:30 a M
3:00 P M
«:00 P M

•1:00 p m
8:30 A M

J 10M A M
8.-00 P M
3:30 A M
•9:30 a m
•3:30 p Id

9:30 a M

..Byron -

..Calistoga and Napa

Hazel Creek, Redding <fc Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton..
Martinez
Milton.

Motive, lie-mint;, El Paso & East,
.. N lies and Haywards
.. ..Ogilen and East

. Red Bluff via Marysville
Reno, Truckee and Colfax....

Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore..
*' via Benicia

via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore
*• via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

16:10 pm
10:10 a m
6:10 p m
6:40 p m

•10:40 a m
5:40 P m

10:10 a m
•8:40 a m
6:10 P m

•7:40 p m
10:40 a M
3:40 p m

11:10 a M
5:40 p m
6:40 p M
6:40 P M
5:40 p M
11:10 a M
10:10 a M
•6:00 A M
*3:40 p h
{3:40 p m

:40 j

5:40 p if

•7:40 P M
10:40 a M

10 p M

DOG LICENSES

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks. Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, &c„ &c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes. —Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—a:W—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—ll:3i)—12:00—li;30
—1:00—1:30—2fl0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—'6:00—«6:30— *7:00-*7:30— •8:00-
•8:30—*3:30-«4:00—*l:3O--*5:«>—*5:30—"6:00—9:00.

TOFRDIT VALE (via Alameda}—•9:30 a—6:30p-12:00
TO ALAMEDA—*6:UU—•6:30-7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30 -

9:00-9:30—10:00—J 10 j3(t-ll:0!)—t11:30-12 :00—tl2:30-
1 :00—tl :30—2 :00—3 :00—3 :30—1 :00 — 4 :30— 5:00—5:30 -
5:00—6:30—7:00—8:0'.)—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*«:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8;30
—9:00—9:30—10:00—J10:30—11:00— 111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00 — 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—
7 :00—S:00—9 :00—10:00—11 :00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY -*6:00 — '6:30— 7:00—*7:30-
J8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—fl:00—2:00- 2:00- 4:01'

—*4:3Q-5:00—•5:30-6:00- -*ti:31—7:00.

To San Francisco l>ally.

•5 20 -*r:50

?HOM FRUIT VALE--6:
•8:53—•9:23—*10:20-*4:23^
•6:53—7:20-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)
16:50-19:20 -*3:2fl.

FROM EAST OASLAND-«5:30-*S:00- 6:30—7. X)

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00 — 11 -:j
(j

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30-2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:3C— 4:00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8;57-- :57—
10:57.

FROM BaOADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:28-*5:58-«6:28— 6:58 -'7:28 -

7:58-*S:28—8:58—9:28-9:58— J10:28— 10:58 - tll:28-
H-,58— J 12:28-12 :58-J 1:23-1: 58-2:58-3:28-3:58 —1:28
4:58—5:28—5:58—6:23-6:58—7:58—8:58—9:58—10:58.

FROMBERKELEY-«5:23-*5:53-*6:23-ti:53-*7:23-
7:53—*8:2i— 8:53— 9:23-9:53—±JU:23—10:53 —±11:23-
11:53—12:53-1:53— 2:53-3:23- 3:53—4:23—t:53-o:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53-8:53-9:53-10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:53—*6: 3—6:53—"7:23
—7:53—8:53— "9:23—9:53-10:53— 112:53— 1:53 — 2:53 -
3:53—4:53—*5:23—5:53—*6:23—tf«5H.

CKEER ROUTE.

FROM .SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15—11J5—1J5-
3:15—5:15,

FROM OAKLAND—*6 d5-8:15—10 :15 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

TIME SCHEDULE
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend .street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing May 2, 1836. ,
ARRIVE

8 00 a
10 :40 A
M:30a
*3:30 p
4:25 p
*5:loP
6:30 p

±11:45 P

..San Mateo, Redwood and..
Menlo Park

8;30a
10:40 a
•8:30 p
4:25 p

•10:02a
•3 :3fi r
±4:59 p
6:00 P

17:50 p
+8:15 p

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and..

.... Principal Way Stations

'10 ;02 A
•3:36 p
6:00 p
+8:15 P

. GUroy, Pajaro, Castro ville, ) i •10*2a

....Sahnas and Monterey.. J I 6:00 l*

lO-io a ( Wataonvllle, Camp Goodall
•3:30 p

'i

Aptos, New Uri^liti.m.^Soqi

LOOK AT THIS!

•Sundays excepted. ±Snndaysoniy.

Standard Time fnrniBhedby Lick Obseevatoey.

A. S. TOWXE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. eOOD^lAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A*i.

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.
o .

i—W. AC. Scott A Son Hammer-less B.I- Gun, "Premier Quality,' 7 10-gauge, 30 in..

81 lbs., with SOLE LEATB.EF CASE, nearly new, cost 5300 Price S-OO
B

—

W- A O. Scott A Sou Hammerlcss 15. L. Gun "Premier Quality." 12-guage, 30 in.

U lbs., rxst&JOO, will sellfor S*60
• 3—W. R. Pape Hammer E. Ii. Gun,12-gauge, 30 in,, 7 lbs. .cylinder bore, costS200, will sell

for $65
4—W. W. Greener Treble Wedge-last, Hammer B. I*. Gun, 10-gauge, 30 in., Q'i lbs , as

good as new, cost 5150, will sell for $85

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

,
numa, OC1V DllgUlOU, CiOllI .... / i 1! ,,r

I. tCapitulal and santa Cruz j :

b:W p

t7'50aU- Monterey and Santa Cruz ( (
.„ „Tf,WA

'i.. (Sunday Excursion) \\ tS:55r

10:40 a
1+ ..Hollister and Tres Pluos ..

10 :1"a i Soledad, Kings and Way statio ns.... I 6:00f
a—Morning ~~~

" p.—.Aiternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. +Snndays only. fTheatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Tinu- f umishi:iS"hy Randolph & Co., S . F.
Stage cc>vxkcth..ns are made with the 1U-4U a u~

Train, except Pescadkt.o Stages via San Mateo andRedwood, which connect with b:30 a.V Train
SPBciALRouNc-TaipTiCKBTs.at reducedrates—toMonterev, Aptos. Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero-

aiso, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs. '

EXCURSION TICKCIV.
For Snndays onlyA *

Sol(I
1
s,KDAY Moentkg; good") tor return same day.

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuxDAronly:
Sunday and- good for return until following Mon-
Monday, 1 day, inclu sive, at the following rates •

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Urn no $

75
1 00

Redwood. 1 00
1 25

Menlo Park... 1 25
1 25

S;sttO
Mon.
Tkt,

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara„...
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

12 00
225
250

5 00
5 00
5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street . G rand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. XUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
w

HARNESS and_ SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
ENNELL'S CYNTHIAXA HoHSE BOOTS.

J. H. FeSTON's Chicago Specialties.
Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebs.

GoaiBAuxT's Caustic Balsam.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

F.NQUIRE OF
HENRY MAI Ml,

Rnp't TlnniilnK HorBe Dep't,

15sept p«lo AU.o Stock Farm.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the nnmber of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
A.Te offered for sale at rednced prices during the Fall of 18S5, and up to the last of January,
1886. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-
Jieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmareB containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datf s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR S.VTX AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG B.OADSTEBS, as well as those who want

FIRST.CIASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT?. TNTE PftTfTF. PTiAl\r isstrictly adhered t0 atFairlawn, and the
XJJlJJ v-FU.lJ-1 1 111V/U i unii price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Lock Box 39«. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (jdd Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. H FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEEBLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

STJPEKIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line fori eachioff with Bpeed and comfort the
best placeB in the State for

Sea Batiling. Shooting and Fishinv.
TRAINS LEAVE 8AN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and winter Resort ot the
Pacific (.'oast,

with its beantifnl Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monte™-
may >-e had in season,

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon Rock Cod Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DELMONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports.
men.

THE B A THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

haying a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plnnee and ewlm.
mine baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
lndlvidnal baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

".own

Al'TOS, SOQUEL AND SANTA CRDZ
m VLA THE NORTHERN OIVIBION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gaupe)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara, Sau Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each of which abounds in game In gTewt
variety Notably

< t u ail. Pigeon, Snipe, luick. Geese, I>ecr
aud Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at Sau Mateo ior those well-known Retreats, Ptritis-
SIMA, SAN (.JREGOB.10 and 1'ENCADIORO We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at ami almut sAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. ««*»*
These resorts are but a short distance from San

FranciBco and ofTer special inducements to tie lovers
of tii In manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticket*

will he entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DO^*-

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge .(
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are lnstnir 1

to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggt-o

BS»-In order to guard against accidents to D b
while In transit, it io necessary that tliev be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fiahlng
Tackle will be carried freu ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken In Passenger Care.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

A. C. BASSETT.
8npenntends Dt.

B\ R. JTJDAH,
Asst. P«M, tod Tkt, 4-t,
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAE

Some Coming Racers.

California's Kentacky-bred youngsters at Monmouth Park
and Saratoga, in securing the rich Criterion and Kentucky
Stakes for the Haggin stable, demonstrated that the large
yearling investments last year of the Pacific Coast millionaire
were beginning to bear practical fruit in the shape of money
won by some very promising youngsters. In both events
the stable ran first and second, something which no other
owner has succeeded in doing east this year in a two-year-
old stake, except Mr. Haggin, he having accomplished the
same feat in the Saratoga Stakes week before last. Begin-
ning the season at San Francisco with the largest number of
two-year-olds in training of any stable in America, and
capturing every race for that age at the Pacific Coast Blood-
Horse Association meeting in April, the Haggin youngsters
failed to do well after coming over the mountains, and it

was not until the 20th of August, at Saratoga, that any of
them scored. From that time, however, Santa Rita, Ferenzi,
Alcalde, King Fox and Milton have pach shown so well in
public as to lend great interest to their subsequent efforts
with the other cracks of the T. Y. C. None of them, per-
haps, have as yet shown an ability to defeat Tremont, but
their steady improvement is manifest, with a probability that
Alcalde is the best of the lot. This youngster, a bay colt, by
Reform out of Flora, has given evidence in his two races at
Saratoga that he is much speedier than his stable companion
King Fox, and his running in the Kentucky Stakes on
Saturday last showed that he is the better of the pair at six
furlongs. In that race he got off behind King Fox, and
starting out to race Grisette in the interest of his stable com-
panion, made the running so well that he not only had the
Baldwin pair settled at the end of half a mile, but King Fox
as well. The stable had their money on the latter, however,
and so, like the colored boy Lewis on Chesapeake in the
Kentucky Derby of 1875, McCarthy, on Alcalde, began to
pull up at the furlong pole to let King Fox get up and win.
The latter, however, was very tired, and it was not until
they were well into the last furlong that he got ahead of the
Baldwin pair, and fifty yards from the wire he reached his
pulling up stable companion, finally finishing first. The
plungers who had backed him must have been on nettles
from the very start, as in the run out of the chute Grisette
and Alcalde were fully six lengths in front of Laredo and
King Fox, and as much on the turn after half the race had
been run. But the two Baldwin youngsters, of whom the
filly is generally at home in heavy going, Bhowed to poor
advantage, tiring so badly in the stretch as to enable King Fox
to get up and win as noted above. It was a big streafe of
luck for the backers of the colt, and the excitement near the
finish, as McCarthy began to pull Alcalde up, with the Bald-
win pair dangerously near, was very great.
Onfiamme, the California two-year-old, bred at ex-Gov.

Stanford's Palo Alto Farm, also won his maiden race east on
Saturday at Monmouth. His win in the all-aged handicap
for the Beacon Stakes was not specially meritorious, it is

true, but it shows that this speedy colt is coming back to his
Jerome form in June last, when, in the Sequence Stakes, he
was really second best to Tremont, although Austriana got
the place on that occasion. In Saturday's race he was giving
away weight to every horse in the field, and his strong finish
at seven furlongs will do to remember when he meets the
cracks at any distance over three-quarters of a mile. Ori-
flamme is a half-brother to the mare Freda, who carried the
Baldwin colors last year, and he is likely to turn out a bet-
ter three-year-old than she was. While not large, he is very
sturdily built on the big-little order, and may compensate the
Fairfax Btable in the near future for some of its disappoint-
ments this season.

—

N. Y. Sportsman.

At Maysville, Ky., on Wednesday last, Ben Hur won the
two-year-old trot in 2:35£ and 2:35£. Princess Russell,
Escape, Victor Wilkes and Mateer were behind him. Senator
Stanford's St. Bel took the 2:35 trot in straight heats from
Orianna, Nettie H., Strathblame, Baron Wilkes, Adelina
Patti and Guitar.

*>

Captain Lewis, 2:20}, the famous "plow horse" of 18S2,
seems to have captured a new lease of life and is looking fine.

Kelly gave him a quarter the other day in 35} seconds, which
is proof positive that he has plenty of speed left if his front
legs will stand the racket.

Gov. Stanford has presented the Santa Rosa Fair Associa-
tion with the purse won by Ella during the late meeting.

The Kentucky stakes at Saratoga were worth $3,500 to Mr.
Haggin—thanks to King Fox and Aloalde.

It is reported that Spellman has been engaged as one of the
jockeys of Mr. Haggin's stable next season.

Kiner Fox and Alcalde.

Although it was a long time before Mr. Haggin made up
his mind to start his two-year-olds, he has certainly made np
for lost time, as within the past fifteen days the Saratoga,
Kentucky, August and Criterion Stakes have fallen to his
share, and there can be little doubt that he has the best lot
of two-year-olds in training. It is only a few weeks since we
quoted the general curiosity as to what had become of his
two-year olds. He had some twenty-five engaged in stakes,
yet up to July 29 not one of them had appeared in public.
Then Ferenzi took the field, and the stable has since had a
career of almost uninterrupted conquest with King Fox,
Alcalde, Santa Rita, Ferenzi and Milton. Their perform-
ances have put an entirely new face upon the two-year-old
drama. Two weeks ago they were an unknown quantity; no
one thought of them. Now they are the rage.
The reasons which influenced Mr. Haggin to mask his bat-

teries throughout the early part of the season, and reserve
their fire until August, and thus forfeiting all claim to the
stakes of June and July, are not easy to determine. Of all

stables it is the most reserved and secretive in its move
ments. The brainer and jockeys have no voice in its policy.
They do not know what is to happen until the last moment,
when orders are issued by Mr. Ben AH Haggin, who is quite
an Osman Pasha in the subtility of his policy and the sud-
denness of his attack. When the stable was at Sheepshead
Bay in the spring, Mr. Haggin said they had a two-year-old
which could beat anything save Tremont, and as theDwyeis
seemed bent upon starting him in all the stakes, he did not
care to waste his ammunition upon the black. Most people
thought Mr. Haggin alluded to Milton when he spoke, as the
colt was then believed to be the crack of the Rancho del Paso
brigade. But there is no longer any doubt that King Fox and
Alcalde are the "cracks."

It is quite on the cards that, barring perhaps Tremont, the
colt King Fox is the best two-year-old that has appeared this

season. His Saratoga Stakes first attracted attention toward
him, but not so much as his trial with Alcalde, at Monmouth
Park, on the 11th. The pair had been brought down from
Saratoga to meet their engagement for the Junior Champion,
but did not, owing to the condition of the track. So, on the
11th, they were given their trial. The next day Mr. Withers
informed us they had run it in i:15f-. He seemed to think it

great, as did everyone, and so it was, as no such work had
been done during the season. But they did not get the time
correct. King Fox moved in l:14f with Alcalde almost on to

him. Among those outsiders who caught it was Green Mor-
ris. It was so fast that those who timed it could not believe
their watches, until a general consultation showed there was
no doubt about it. The next day the colts were shipped to

Saratoga, and on Saturday won the Kentucky Stakes.
The trial of King Fox and Alcalde was the most remarkable

of the season. It was not only faster than any trial run at

Monmouth, but faster than any race in public, and only
shows that the pair must be colts above the common.
Granted that the track was fast, faster than it has been ordi-

narily during the season, it nevertheless is so fast that it

makes both of the colts dangerous for events of the autumn
season. King Fox is an enormous two-year-old. He is a full

brother to Ban Fox, by King Ban, from Maude Hampton, but
is a much finer horse than his brother, and a much sounder
horse. That the stable tried him pretty highly early in the

season is rendered plausible from the fact that, upon coming
east, they at once opened negotiations for the purchase of

his dam, Maude Hampton, and never relaxed until they pur-
chased her for S 10, 000, the highest price ever given for a

brood-mare in this country,—j\
r

. Y. Spirit.

Jacobs, driver of the pacer Dan D., says: "I will put in

$1,000, Gossip put in $1,000 and Johnson $1,000, and we
will pace for it over Chicago, Cleveland, or Minneapolis
tracks, whichever will add the most, and let the second save

his stake, the first to take the balance. I mean pace, and
my money is ready at any time."

Crawford got Splan to drive Endymion the fourth heat in

the 2:27 class, Rochester. Splan put on his new white suit

made of "jersey " material, and got it so wet in the rain that

it took two "rubbers" to pull bis pants off after the race.

In the entries to the Los Angeles races printed last week,
one nomination was omitted, in race No. 2, F. Pico's b g
Jacinto. 4, by Klipspringer, dam Lady Fleet.

Billet, the thoroughbred stallion, although totally blind

and over 20 years of age, is as vigorous as ever, and exercises

four miles every day.

Patsy Duffy and Ab Stemler have returned to California.

The Chicago Poisoners,

"Texas Tom'* has been released trom jail in Chicago, after
paying a fine of $200. He was arrested, charged with dosing
some of Ed. Corrigan's horses, but as Mr. Corrigan could not
remain in Chicago to prosecute the case, the charge was
changed to disorderly conduct, with the upshot stated.
Parties from Chicago, now here, tell me that the proof against
"Texas" was of the convincing kind, as gleaned from the
statements of Detective Pinkerton and others; and if such is

the case, it is a pity he should be let off with a police-court
fine. Over three years ago he was ruled off the course at
^ew Orleans, and ordered out of the city, I believe, for
poisoning Carson and other animals. A year later, he was
arrested and jailed in St. Louis, for a similar offense; but, as
in the Chicago case, the parties prosecuting had to leave the
city, and the culprit was released. About that time Sam
Bryant informed me that the proof against the prisoner was
simply positive and overwhelming, and yet, for lack of a
vigorous prosecution, he was released. It is now almost cer-

tain, judging from the tenor of the dispatches and the state-

menta of various persons, that a number of Corrigan's horses
were tampered with during the season, a factwhich doubtless
accounts for the stable's marked deterioration. It is sincerely
to be hoped that a thorough investigation will help to fer-

ret out all the parties implicated in this outrageous business.
The pi ess dispatches intimate that a couple of book-makers
are mixed up in the disgraceful mess, as were one or two in
St. Louis a couple of years ago. For the credit of the craft,

let us hope that this is incorrect. As a class, the pencillers
are straightforward and honorable in their dealings, and
where I find one that can be classed as a vicious and drunken
ruffian, as I did in New Orleans, I find a hundred ihat are
quiet, reputable, and have a keen regard for their standing
and reputation. As a class they are keen and sharp-witted,
but they have need to be, as some gentry on the outside
occasionally have a good thing, and essay to paralyze the
ring. Is it any wonder, after all, that the book-makers once
in a while return the compliment? And so, while the frater-

nity may be possessed of unusual keenness, let us hope that
none have descended so low as to engage in the horse-poison-
ing business, and that the Chicago reports on the subject are
without foundation.

It is bad enough, though. Matters have surely come to a
pretty pass when the stables of the country are liable to be in-

vaded by this pool-room speculator, who is said to have pais
and confederates at various points to carry out his nefarious
schemes. It is to be hoped that in the interest of fair play
and criminal repression, Mr. Corrigan will help to push the
investigation until the guilty parties are ferretted out.

—

Broartckurch.

A colt without engagements it the most useless animal
imaginable. He is worth 50 per cent, less in value, a fact

which his owner is Boon brought to appreciate when he
offers him as a salable commodity. Does any body suppose
the Dwyers would have given $29,500 for Dewdrop if she
had not been engaged in $50,000 worth of stakes, or that

they would have given Mr. Swigert $15,000 for the two-
year-old Hindoo were he not engaged in stakes of equal
amount? It's all very well to say that with a good horse
you can win him out in the betting. But yon cannot do so.

The better a horse is the less you can win in the betting, for

his merit is discovered by the book-maker quite as soon, and
often (alas!) sooner than his owner discovers it, and there is

no betting against him. Here is where the rich stakes are
useful. They are the proper and legitimate reward of merit;
the best horses get them, and thus the owner benefits by his

possession.

—

Spirit.
m —

TThe Junior Champion stake was worth $9,050 and it made
tremont's thirteenth consecutive success, leaving him just

lhree behind The Bard's great two-year-old record in England
astyear. His total gross winnings now foot up the hand-
some sum of $40,435, a larger sum than was ever won by a
colt of his age in this country, and he has now placed to his

credit more races than any of the same age in the history of

the American turf.
<.

Tom Hal., the sire of the new pacing star, Brown Hal,

2:17*, and Little Brown Jog, 2=llf, though now twenty-sir

years old, is still vigorous and useful in the stud. He is

owned by F. G. Buford, of Buford, Giles Co., Tenn., who
will reserve him as a private stallion next year.

Woodnut. the s\x-vear old brother toManon, made a record

of 2:28£ at Butte City. Montana, during the late mee
that place. He w owned by B. C. Holly.

Hayward says The Bard is a very game but |deoide

colt.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Reno, Nev Oct. 4 to 9

Salinas, Cal Oct. 5 to 9

Oakland, Cal Aug. 80 to Sept. 4

Marysville, Cal... Aug. 31 to Sept. 4

Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9tolS

Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 25

EASTERN—RUNNING.

Coney Island.... Aug. 28 lo Sept. 21 Latonia X * ^1 ** ™
Rockaway Sept. 22 to 24 Baltimore Oct 19 to 23

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 1C, Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Colnxnbus, Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Oacaloosa, la Aug. 30 to Sept. 3

Rockville, 111 Aug. 31 to Sept. 3

Des Moines, la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 toll
Chicago, 111 Sept. 6 to 10

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to 9

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 10

Wilmington, O Sept. 7 to in

Toledo, O Sept. 7 to 11

Lincoln, Neb Sept. Hi to 17

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 1

Detroit, Mich.
Burlington, la
Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland , Sept. 14 to 1

7

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17

Grand Rapids, Mich. .Sept. 20 to 24

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

Mineola, L. I Sept. 21 to 24

Beading, Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24

Lebanon, O Sept. 21 to 24

Davton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pft. iP. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Sept. 13 to 18 Mount Holly. N. J Oct. 11 to 19

.Sept. 13 to IS Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15
"" Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloonisburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

At Santa Rosa.

August 17—The eighth, annual fair of the Sonoma county

Agricultural and Park Association is in process in the city

of roses this week, and the association is specially favored

with cool and clear weather. The opening day did not draw a

full house to the grounds, in fact it rarely does in this district,

but the attendance was fair notwithstanding the counterdraft

of a political convention in session in the city proper. The
track has been worked down to perfect smoothness, and though

a trifle hard, is very fast. Large delegations of city people

interested in the turf arrived to-day, and there will be a fresh

infusion of spirit daily from this to the close of the meeting,

nest Saturday.
Tlie Races.

The opening event of the meeting was a running race of half

mile heats, in which Confidence, the Fresno sprinter, was a hot

favorite, so much so that the party controlling him tried to

draw him from the race because they "couldn't make any
money." As he did not come anywhere near winning, they

probably made some other arrangement.

August 17.—Running—Sweepstake for all ages; $20 entrance; 510 for-

feit; 6160 added, of which £50 to the second. Half mile heals.

Willi ts &: Johnson's b g Cyclone, 4, by Ironclad, dam unknown, 115

lbs Lambert 1 1

BruceCockrill'sbf Daisy D.,4, by Wheatley, dam Black Maria, 113

lbs Apple by 2 2

Eill A: Griesbf Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, yo lbs
Nickerson 4 3

Blasingame & Rowell's ch h Confidence, ;.ged, bv Walnut Bark, dam
Delph, 127 lbs Hunt 3 4

Time, :48, :1<J.

Pools: First Heat—Confidence $20; field $15: mutuals paid S10.25.

Second Heat—Daisy D., $25; Cyclone $10; field 36. No mutuals sold.

First Heat.—After several breakaways the flag fell, with
Daisy D. and Cyclone a length to the good of the other two.
Confidence ran to them on the turn, but dropped back at the

three-quarter mark when Cyclone got his nose first at the

rapid clip of 23|. Up the stretch Cyclone and Daisy D. had it

to themselves, the gelding appearing to be well within himself
and reaching the post first by half a length, Confidence three
lengths behind the filly, and Allie Hill a length further be-

hind. Time, :4S.

Second Heat.—A tip was out that Daisy D. was sure to

win, but it did not realize. Cyclone beat her easier than be-
fore by a good half length, Allie Hill third, Confidence last.

Time, :49. Both Daisy D. and Confidence bursted plates in
the run.

THE THREE-MIX

L

rTE CLASS.

The trot for the three-minute class was called at 3 o'clock.

It brought out Lot Slocum, Kexford, Lottie AT., Ned Forrest
and Spry. Slocum was so warm a favorite that betting was
slow at the start, but the belief that if Rexford got a good
chance at his half-brother he could down him worked its

way through the crowd, and at the close of business at the
pool stand the average rate was, Slocum §20, Rexford ©15,
held £5.

First Uent.—The scroing was tedious, Forrest being auxiur.s
to get off in front. They finally got the word to a fair send
off, and Forrest rushed away, stringing the field out around
tbe turn in a long Hue. Rexford biuke when the bell tapped,
and at the quarter he was a distance behind the leader.
Slocum held the second position, Lottie M. third, Spry
fourth, and the procession held that order to the lower turn,
when Slocum came to the front and won with something
to spare, Forrest second, Lottie M. third, Spry fourth, Rex-
ford well inside tbe flag. Time, 2:25£.
Second Heat.—Pools: Slocum $ii0, field ©13. Slocum

and Forrest went away together, Lottie M. close up, Rexford
and Spry both breaking and falling way back" Slocum
never surrendered the lead, and won again handily, the only
thing of interest in the heat being the performance of Rex-
ford. He was sixty yards behind the leaders at the half-
mile pole, but he got settled on the turn and came home with
a rush under the whip, securing third place. Hu trotted
the last quarter in 33 seconds. Slocum's time was 2:26£.
Third Heat.—Slocum and Rexford headed the line "for a

furlong, but the Palo Alto representative broke before he
reached the quarter and Slocum sailed away without further
annoyance, winning the heat and race. Time, 2;25&. Spry
and Forrest collided on the lower turn, for which contretemps
the Judges distanced Foriest and he lost the second money.
Same Day.—Trotting. Purse £500. Three-minute class,

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer—E. M. Railton 1 1 1
Lottie M„ b m—Jno. E. Moore y 4 y
Rexford, b c—Palo Alto 5 a a
Spry, b g—A. Lathrop 4 G 4
Ned Forrest, ch g—D. M. Reavis 2 2 ds

Time, 2:25*. 2:2Gi, 2:254.

THE PACERS.

The next number on the card was a pacing race for the
2:35 class which brought out Fred Ross, Peacock, Tony Lee
uud Peruvian Bitters, and they took position in that order.
Bitters was a strong favorite before the start, notwithstanding
the report freely circulated that he was sore and lttnie from
bis runaway at the Bay District last Saturday. The rute waB
Bitters $20, Peacock $10, field $6.

First Heat—When they came up for the word Bitters
was in a run, but the Judges did not observe it and sent the

li. Peacock broke when the bell struck, and Tony Lee
with a whirl and at the quarter was ten lengths away

m the nearest horse. Peacock and Bitters both closed with
radually and on tho lower turn passed him. Bitters

went to a break in the stretch and Peacock won handily, Bit-

ters second, Lee third, Ross fourth. Time, 2:29J.
Second Heat.—Peacock and Bitters were like a double team

to the three-quarter pole, where Bitters broke up and Peacock

was an easy winner. Time, 2:28.

Third Heat.—The judges put up Walter Maybnrn behind

Bitters, but the result was not what the backers of the Elec-

tioneer pacer hoped for, as Fred Ross turned up the winner,

placing as per summary. Time, 2:29i.

Fourth Heat.—McCarthy eleoted to drive his horse himself

for the rest of the race, and did score the heat after a close

finish with Peacock. Time, 2:34. At this point the race was

postponed till Thursday, and the crowd of thoroughly tired

men and horses adjourned.

^Ug t is.—The attendance showed marked improvement
over the preceding day. Weather delightful. A parade of

stock occupied the morning hours, and it was a fine display

observed by a critical audience.

At one o'clock the finish of the vexatious pacing race was
called, and to add to the variety Tony Lee took a heat. On
the sixth mile, however, Peacock got in and ended the race,

and the track was cleared for the regular programme of the

day.

Aug. 17 and 19.—Pacing. Purse S350. 2:35 class.

Peacock, g g—0. G. Green 1 1 2 2 2 1

Tony Lee, g g—H.G. Cox 3 2 4 3 13
Peruvian Bitters, b g—D. McCarthy 2 3 3 13 4
Fred Ross, b g—E. Hart 4 4 14 4 2

Time, 2:29*. 2:28,2:29$, 2:34, 2:3f», 2:34.

Peruvian Bitters and Tony Lee divided second and third money.

Aug. 18.—The first on the programme was the runners, and
it was a matter easily disposed of.

Aug. 18.—Sweepstakes for all ages, S20 each, $10 forfeit, 3150 added*

of which ?50 to the second. Three-quarters of a mile.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W., 113 lbB.
Appleby 1

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, 2, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza, 84 lbs
Nickerson 2

M.Slorn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin Girl

111 lbs Lee 3

Time, 1 :15*.

Pools : Nielson §20, field S5.

The favorite won hands down, running a head in advance
of her half-sister, and being able to hold her safely. Cleve-

land kept company for a quarter, but indulged in a series of

bolts that gave his jockey all he could do to keep him in tbe

track.

THE 2:27 CLASS.

The trot for the 2:27 class brought out three starters—Vou-
cher, Stamboul and Lucille. The mare was outclassed, and
the race was a match between Stamboul and Voucher, and it

was a corker, sure enough. Before the start the betting was:

Stamboul $25, Voucher $13. Lucille $7, and a goodly sum of

Stockton money was put on the big son of Nephew at those

rates. Stamboul was a little high in condition for the hard
work he had before him, and the disadvantage was double,

for Voucher was ripe and ready for the fray.

First Heat.—Lucille broke at the start and fell back. Stam-
boul and Voucher held together for an eighth, but the big

horse broke on the turn, and the stallion opened a gap of three

lengths. Tbe quarter was reached in 3S. On the "back stretch

Voucher closed the gap, and was lapped on to the colt at the

half in 1:14 and three-quarters in 1:49£. At the head of the

stretch Voucher broke again, and was beaten a length to the

wire. Time, 2-.24f

.

Second Heat —Pools: Stamboul §25, field $9. Luoille col-

lared Stamboul at the start, and carried him fast while she

staid. They went to the quarter in 35 and the half in 1:11,

Voucher three lengths behind. On the turn Lucille let up, and
at the three-quarters, in 1 :47, Stamboul had near four lengths

the best of Voucher. In the stretch the big one made a game
effort, and a whipping finish resulted in a dead heat. Time,
2:23.

Third Heat.—This heat was lacking in incident, Stamboul
leading from wire to wire with that steady, true, "sweet"
stroke that makes him an ideal trotter. Lucille finished sec-

ond and Voucher third. Time, 2:25£.

Fourth Heat.—Houser resigned his seat behind Voucher to

Goldsmith when this heat was called, and the tide of battle

turned. He steadied the big fellow around the turns, took
him backwheu he tiptoed, and succeeded in keeping his horse
at work all the time. Stamboul led to the quarter in 36J, half

1:13, three-quarters 1:49£, but in the stretch Voucher came
with a brush that carried Stamboul to his first break, and
Voucher scored the heat by three lengths. Time, 2:24.

The fifth and sixth heats were so similar that little need be
said about them. Goldsmith had got the gelding working
well. He held him steady, three or four lengths behind
Stamboul, for three- quarters of a mile, and when they were
well into the home stretch, where the long stride of Voucher
could be safely indulged, he loosened his hold and landed
him winner of both heats. Time, 2:243-, 2:25.

I Altogether it was one of the finest races ever seen on this

!
track, or anywhere else, for that matter. Both horses were

| near the limit of their speed, and the time shows how gamely
the race was fought. Mr. Rose, though beaten, was more
than satisfied with Stamboul, and feels certain that later in
the circuit, when the colt shall get down to hard form, he will

knock a good big hole in his present record, good as it is.

Stamboul is perfection in his gait—speedy—and in this race
showed himself as game as a bull-dog.
Voucher's win and record of 2:23 is another good one for

Nephew, and Houser was happy when he dispatched the
news to the city on the slough.

Same Day.—Purse $500. 2:27 class.
Voucher, b g by Nephew— G. W. Trahern 2 U 1 1 1
Stamboul, b s— L. J, Rose 1 12 2 2
Lucille, bin—D. McCarthy 3 3 2 3 3ro

Time, 2:24^, 2:23, 2:25$, 2:24, 2:24$, 2:25,

THE FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.

The next event was the trot for the four-year-old class, and
it was another vexation for speculators. Azmoor, the hand-
some bay son of Electioneer, was believed to be fast and big
brained, and he was made a hot favorite. Although it was
well known that he, like all the rest of the Palo Alto stable
here, was Badly out of condition on account of imperfect
preparation. The betting was, Azmoor $20, field $9, before
the start, but the good thing never crystalized into tangible
shape, and the disappointed betters know now, after the race
is over, that their investments were lost through the incom-
petency of Azmoor's driver. The race was understood to be
between Azmoor and Apex, neither Hidalgo nor Merchant
being up to the mark. Dick Havey was in the seat behind
Apex, and he sat the little horse altogether too deep for Mr.
Sargent or anybody else as spasmodic aud " rattle-headed "

as Azmoor's driver. After the second heat the judges were
so'icited to put up another driver behind Azmoor, but Mr.
Surgent contended that they had no power to remove him ex-
cept for fraudulent practices, and to avoid a controversy the
change was given over.

First Heat.—Azmoor aud Apex went away together, Hi-
dalgo and Merchant breaking up and falling back. Azmoor
was first to the quarter in 35^ by a length. On the
back stretch Azmoor went through himself to a tumbling

break, and Apex had the heat won. He passed the half in

1:14, and jogged home in2:3(M. Azmoor came aronnd the
turn with a great rush, past Hidalgo and Merchant, and as
he had the stretch to himself Sargent pulled into the pole.

The judges ruled that he had violated a law by doing bo, and
placed him fourth. Later the judges became satisfied that

they had erred in the ruling, but the result was in no way
effected by the mistake.
Second Heat.—Pools: Azmoor $25, Apex $25, field $6.

Apex led all the way, Azmoor breaking frequently and get-

ting second place by rushing in the stretch. Time, :36, 1:14,

1:51 J, 2:26.

Third Heat.—Apex broke badly at the first turn and did
not make an effort for the heat, Azmoor winning in 2:33.

Fourth Heat.—Azmoor was handled in the old familiar

style, and Apex had no difficulty in beating him in the ridic*

ulous time of 2:30£.

Sasie Day.—Purse S400. Four-year-olds.
Apes, b s by Prompter—S. K. Trefry 1 13 1
Azmoor, b s—Palo Alto 4 2 1 2
Hidalgo, b g—San Mateo Stock Farm 2 3 4 3
Merchant, b g—J. D. Carr 3 4 2 4

Time, 2:30*, 2:26, 2:33, 2:30§.

Aug. 19.—Thursday was a light day in the programme,
but a good crowd attended, nevertheless. The first on the
card was tho two-year-old trot, which had only two starters,

the phenomenal Shamrock having been scratched. The
two were Gov. Stanford's Ella and Mr. Rose's Soudan. Mr.
Lathrop came up on the morning train, and having heard
something of the way the stable was being handled, he
brought up Jack Phippin from the ranch to do the driving.

Phippin has been in charge of the training stable at Palo
Alto for a short time, but had never driven a race, so both he
and the filly were to make their maiden effort. In the pools,

Soudan had the call at $20 to $10.
First Heat.—Ella made a skip at the start, but caught

quickly and had her shoulder on Soudan's wheel at the
quarter in 40, the half in 1:184-, and the three-quarters in
1:564. At the head of the stretch Phippin shook the filly up
a Uttle and she came through handily. After a brief wreBtle
Soudan broke and Ella won bv two lengths. Time, 2:34J.
Second Heat.—Pools: Ella* $30, Soudan $10. Ella was

two lengths back when the pair came up, but the gong struck.

Soudan went along at strong pace for a two-year-old, and at

the quarter 37 he had opened a gap of ten lengths. On the
back stretch Ella closed the gap about one-half. Soudan
reached the half-mile mark in 1:16, aud the three-quarters in
1:55. In the stretch the filly outstayed the colt and closing

with him carried him to a break and won the heat and race.

Time, 2:33£.

Aug. 19.—Trotting. Purse $200. Two-year-olds.
Ella, br f by Electioneer—Palo Alto 1 1
Soudan, blk c—L. J. Rose - 2 2

Time, 2:34i, 2:33*.

The stake for trotting yearlings failed to produce a race as
all, but one of the colts engaged forfeited. A. J. Zanes filly,

Clara Z., by Capri, walked over for the money, jogging the
mile in 3:17.

The running race of the day was a stake with selling al«

lowances, but it was in no sense a race. Belshaw and Allie

Hill started, and the brother to Nielson won all the way at a
gallop.

Same Day.—Running. Sweepstake for all ages, S20 each, $10 forfeit,

$200 added. Selling allowance. One mile and a half.

Lee Shaner's b g Belshaw, a, by Wildidle, dam Susie W., S500. 109
lbs Appleby 1

Hill & Gries, b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Marv Wade, 101
lbs 2

Time, 2:47.

The three-year-old trotters came next with only two start-

ers, Alcazar and Valensiu. This was a win for Mr. Rose at

last, but not very satisfactory to him as it was a hollow
victory. Valensin was way off and couldn't trot a little bit

when first brought out. He loosened up a little with work
and was on Alcazar's wheel in the third heat in 2:30, but at

no other time did he show any speed. Before the start there
was a little betting at $40 for Alcazar to $S for the Crown
Point colt.

Same Dat.—Trotting. Purse $300. Three-year-olds.
Alcazar, b s by Sultan—L. J. Rose 1 1 1
Valensin, ch s—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2

Time, 2:35. 2:34, 2:30.

The hour was early, and the association got up a little

purse for roadsters to fill out the afternoon. It was quite a
lively scramble, and was won by a steadiness in the victoi

that served him in place of speed.

Same Day—Special purse $75.

Cloud, g g (pacer)—M. Rollins 1 2 1 1

Steve Story, b g—R. Havey 2 12 3
EmmaB., blk m—Geo. Baylis 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:44, 2:44j, 2:4*2, 2:46$.

Aug. 20.—Another beautiful day and large attendance. The
overture was a mile da6h for two-year-olds, and it was a
genuine surprise. It was an empty victory for the fielders

—

empty because they had no money on it. A few minutes
before the start objection was made to the way in which the
pools had been sold. Todd and Laura Gardner were in the
same stable and interest, whereas they had been sold sepa-
rately in the pools. The judgeB declared the pools off, and
sent the horses to the post. There was no pooling in the
short time that intervened, except a little business in the
mutual box. Narcola seemed to have so little chance against
the other two that no one wanted to back her except Matt
Storns, aud he got no chance to speak of. Under all her dis-

advantage Narcola won, her Norfolk blood making her stick
to the finish, and ran a good "eend to eend" race.

Aug. 20.—Running. Sweepstake for two-year-olds; $20 each; $10
forfeit; $150 added, of which $50 to second. One mile.
Matt Storns' b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C. 107 lbs Lee 1
W. L. Appleby's ch c 0. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B., 110 lbs.

Appleby 2
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail, 107

lbs Emos 3
Time, 1:40*.

No auction pools. Mutuals paid 512.95. At the Btart

Laura Gardner was sent after Narcola, but the best she could
do was to carry her to the half in 53, Todd trailing four
lengths behind. At the half Gardner dropped out aud Ap-
pleby brought up Todd, but it was no use. "With all the coJt

could do Narcola beat him home by a neck, doing the sec-

ond half in ~i'X\. It was a game and good run, and the win-
ner was roundly cheered.

THE 2:24 CLASS.

The trot for the 2:24 class was put down in the publio
mind as likely to be one of the most interesting of the meet*
ing, but it proved barren of sensations. The starters were
Carrie C^, Dawn aud Wormwood, the last named a lame horse.
Carrie C. was the favorite at $20, Dawn $15 and Wormwood
$3 before the start.

First Heat.—At the outset the prospect for a race was slim.
Dawn led off, but broke three times before he reached the
quarter, in the slow time of 39, Carrie C. not showing speed
enough to overtake him even at that, Wormwood nowhere.
On the back stretch the pace improved a little, but Dawn
couldn't hold aud broke up badly, yielding the lead to tho
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mate, who got to the half in 1 :15}. At the three-quarter pole

she was four lengths ahead of Dawn. In the stretch he

closed with her, but went to pieces again, and the mare jogged

in winner. Time, 2:30}.

Second Heat—Carrie C.'s poor showing set her backers to

hedging, and there was some lively business at the pool

stand. Eates were: Dawn $20, Carrie C. $10, Wormwood §6.

Dawn broke at the turn, and the mare was sent along to open

a gap. She trotted the quarter in 35, the half in 1 :10}, and

the three-quarter in 1 A7, Dawn three lengths behind her.

But a change came suddenly. When fairly headed for the

wire, the dandy squared himself for a brush, but the mare
died in Phippin's hands, and Dawn jogged home in 224,

beating her way off.

The race was over now. The third and fourth heats were

both like the second, and Dawn walked in in 2:24}, 2:25f

.

Same Day—Trotting. Purse 8500; 2:24 class.

Dawn.ch s by Nutwood—A. L. Whitney 2 1

Carrie C, br m—Palo Alto 1 2

Wormwood, b g—Jobn Williams 3 3

Time, 2 :30J, 2 :24, 2 :21S, 2:25J.

FEEE-FOR-ALL PACEBS.

The free-for-all pace came nest, and it was another walk-

over. Maud, Prince and Nevada were in it, but the specula-

tion was on second money, with Prince a slight favorite.

He won the first heat by Maud's consent, and the mare went

on and finished the business. Prince was a good horse, as

he lapped the mare out in the third heat in2:21J, but she

beat him as she liked.

Sevekth Dat.—Pacing. Purse S400. Free for all.

Maud, b m by bertrand's Black Hawk—J. A.Goldsmith 2 111
Prince, b g—S. K. Trefry 1 2 2 2

Nevada, b s—A. L. Hinds 3 dis.

lime, 2:291, 2:27, 2:21}, 2:24J.

August 21st.—The closing day was not so perfect climatic-

ally as those that preceded it. The breeze hauled round to

the north, a quarter from which little coolness comes, and

the sun rode high and hot. The attendance was large. The

grand stand was packed, mainly with ladies and children,

while the paddock adjacent to the stretch was filled with ve-

hicles from which crowds viewed the races, The free-for-all

trot was put first on the card in order that people who had

miles to drive might see it and reach home in due season.

Adair, Guy Wilkes and Anteeo were announced to start, but

all understood that there were but two horses in it, as An-

teeo was in poor condition and only out for the work. Wilkes

was known to be short in his preparation, and what he would

do was conjectural, but Adair was called just right and safe

for the money. This was the outside view, and it made the

gelding a strong favorite in the betting. Adair $50, Wilkes

§30 and Anteeo $10 was the rate at the pool stand. While

warming up Adair was sent briskly around the track, doing

the last quarter in 34, but when he crossed the roadway that

led to the inner field he flinched on one foot, perceptibly

lame. Havey took his horse to the stable, but the Wilkes

party soon heard the news, and if they had been in any un-

certainty before as to the result, they hesitated no longer. In

a few minutes Wilkes' stock had boomed in the pools to $40,

against $1S for Adair and $7 for Anteeo. Havey applied to

the judges for permission to withdraw Adair, and the horse

was jogged np and down the stretch in front of the stand for

their inspection, but he seemed to go all right on soft ground

and they ordered him to take his place in the line.

First Heat.—Wilkes drew the pole, Anteeo second and

Adair outside, and after a few scores they came up in almost

an exact line and got the signal. Anteeo broke at the start

and fell back. Adair moved off first, and at the quarter in

35, was four lengths in front of Wilkes. On the back stretch

the stallion closed a little, and on the half, where Adair

marked l:09i, Wilkes had taken up about one-half the

ground. Bound the turn to the three-quarters in 1 :45 the

positions were unchanged. In the stretch Wilkes came on

but made two breaks before he reached the wire, Adair beat-

ing him there by two lengths. Time, 2:20. Adair trotted a

smooth and even mile. The quarters were, 35, 34}, 35} and

35, and he seemed to be going well within himself.

Second Heat.—Pools: Wilkes $25, Adair $14, Anteeo $4.

Anteeo was three lengths behind when the gong struck.

Wilkes and Adair went away head and head but at the cross

road Adair broke badly and made no effort to contest the heat.

Wilkes was sent along to the quarter in 35, half 1:08}, three-

quarters 1 :44, but as no one pursued him he was pulled up m
the stretch and came jogging'in in 2:22} both the other horses

dropping well inside the flag.

Third Heat.—They went away evenly, but Adair was ner-

vous and soon began to waver. Havey took him in hand

and did not let him go to a break, but the horse tiptoed all

the way aronnd the turn, and at the quarter in 35 Wilkes

had the best of it bv three lengths. Down the back stretch

the pace was scorching. Adair closed the gap, and for a few

strides had his head in front, but Wilkes let out another link

getting his head in front at the half in 1K)7}, trotting the

quarter in 32}. Around the turn Adair fell off a length and

a half Wilkes trotting the three-quarters in 1:41}. The

middle half in 1:06} almost made the spectators stop breath-

ing. After passing the three-quarter post Wilkes made a

break but soon recovered. Adair squared away for the wire,

and for a hundred yards the pace was terrific, but Adair

could not carry his speed, and with a sharp break he gave

up the fight. Wilkes was pulled np and jogged to the score

in 2:19}. „ , . -. . . .

Fourth Heat.—The race was practically ended, but interest

was renewed when the story went round that Mr. Corbett had

concluded to have Wilkes driven out to the wire in this heat.

Goldsmith protested that he was not ready to do any fancy

trotting but in deference to Mr. Corbett's wishes distance was

waived and the horse brought out for the trial. There was

no attempt to contest the ground with him. He went to the

quarter in 35, half in 1:07*, three-quarters m 1:41}. In the

stretch he tired a little and Goldsmith tapped him with the

whip sending to a break, but he settled at once and came

under the wire in 2:15}. Several outside watches made it

Blower, and the official report was questioned. The timers

were Judge Shatter, K. B. Milroy and G. Valensin. Judge

Shatter's watch stopped at 2:16, Mr. Milroy's at 2:15} and Mr.

Valensin'sat2:15 2-5. After a consultation with the timers

and an examination of the watches, the judges ordered the

time recorded as 2:15}. The quarters were :35, :32}, 33}

(middle half 1:06}) :34.

Aug. 21.—Purse 500. Free for all. . .

Guy Wilkes, b s by George Wilkes-Wm. Corbett 2 1 l l

Adair, b g-E. H. Miller, Jr 1
, , 3

Anteeo, b s-Sonoma Co. s. B. Association........ 3 3 a a

Time, 2:20, 2:22J, 2:191, 2:15}.

THE 2:35 CLASS.

The 2:35 class brought out Uncle True, Ned Forrest, Como,

SDrv and Billy Matthews with positions in that order. Oomo

was made the favorite before the start, though it was not plain

whv for he never got to a square gait and had to run for the

flae in the first heat. For mid-air performances he outshone

even Billy Matthews, who is a plunger from way back, i or-

rest won in straight heats, and there was no contest in any of

them

Same Day.—Purse S500. 2:35 Class.
Ned Forrest, ch g by Blackbird—D. 1L Reavis 1 1 1
Spry, b g—Palo Alto 2 2 3
Como, ch s—E. M. Railton 4 4 2
Uncle True, b g—S. Sperry 3 3 5
Billy Matthews, b s—Y. Sanchez 6 5 4

Time 2:25}, 2:28J, 2:28J.

THE LAST ACT.

The meeting closed with the trot for the 2:40 class but, like

the race that preceded it there was no contest. Lillie Stanley
had it all her own way. She lost the third heat to Lilly B."

but there was no real necessity for it, and nothing was gained
by the move.
Same Dat.—Purse S300. 2:40 Class.

Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippleton—N. Coombs 113 1

Lillie B., b m—C. H. Bane 3 2 12
Viking, g g—P. J. Shatter 2 3 2 3

Time, 2:32i, 2:33, 2:33}, 2:31.

This ended a pleasant and in every way successful meeting.

NOTES.

The track of the Santa Eosa Association now ranks as one
of the fastest in the State. A thick hedge has been grown
around the lower turn that acts as an effective wind-break,
and the only regret the Directors express is that the grand
stand and other buildings have not been placed on the west
side instead of the east, and thus avoid the sun in the after-

noon.
One of the incidents of the meeting was the running of

Cyclone in the half-mile heat race on the first day. He won
easily in 48, :49, and could have broken the record had he
been driven out. Cyclone is a big, powerful gelding, four
years old, bred and owned by H. WillittB of Little Lake
Valley, Mendocino county. He was sired by Ironclad (son
of Woodburn and Peggy Ringgold), but his dam is entirely
unknown. Mr. Willitts says she was bought from a
Spaniard in Marysville, and passed for a mustang, being
highly ornamented with brands. He has reasons for think-
ing she was a daughter of Eifleman. Cyclone can go further
than half a mile, and the way he stays indicates blood on
both sides of the family. Old Ironclad was on exhibition in
the class of thoroughbred stallions, and b6ars his eighteen
years well.

Neilson had almost a walk-over in the three-quarters of a

mile, so easy did she win in 1:15}. She would have beaten
1 :14 that day. The hard track suited her, and the tempera-
ture was just right for good work.
The exhibit of stock was quite large, and, in quality,

strictly first-class. It was the more meritorious from the

faot that it was strictly local. Evidently, the stock breeders
of Sonoma county are progressive, and can hold their own
with any other section of the Pacifio Coast.

The Anteeo colts that were at the track were uniformly
fine, and all born trotters. The resemblance to their sire

was striking. The owners of the horse are sanguine that he
will be a great breeder; and as one of them expressed it,

"We are better satisfied with him each succeeding day."
The bay mare, Lillie Stanly, that won the race for the 2:40

class on the last day, is the first of the set of Whippleton to

appear in the circuit. She won, which was all that was re-

quired, but it seemed that if her driver had so willed Whip-
pleton could have been placed among the sires of 2:30 trotters

that day.
The people of Santa Eosa received the visitors oordially,

and gave them what they paid for, which was all that could,

in fairness, be asked, but there seemed to be a lack of earnest-

ness in the support extended to the Association by some of

the business people. Aside from all considerations of pub-

lic spirit, the annual fair has a commercial value to the

town, and the most mercenary citizen can see, if he looks,

that it is a profitable thing to encourage.

Gentlemen's Driving Clubs.

Drivers and Driving.

The truth of the well-known aphorism "circumstances

alter cases," loses none of its force when applied to the train-

ing and driving of trotting horses. That there is a man for

almost every horse and a horse for every man has been fre-

quently proven by actual experience, with the necessary

limitation that the average of skill will prevail. Edwin Bither

can drive Jay-Eye-See in 2:10, and he is a good reinsman, yet

we have seen him try to drive Cornelia at Utica and fail. At

the same meeting by command of the judges he was put up
behind Flora Belle the pacer, and at Hampden Park, behind

Young Fullerton, and in neither case did he add to his pro-

fessional fame, chiefly because he was unacquainted with

their individual qualities of disposition and ability. Again

we saw Mace attempt to win with Phallas at Fleetwood. For

two heats he brought his arts of handling to bear on the bit

bnt withheld the whip, and therefore did not rally the stallion

to his speed. At this stage Bither mounted the sulky and

put in practice the theory we had a few days previously dis-

cussed with him, viz., that in nine cases out of ten it was

necessary to govern a trotting stallion in a race by fear and

not love. In warming up Phallas preparatory to the third

heat, Bither did not spare the whalebone. The consequence

was that the horse used his best efforts and forced Majolica

to trot in 2:17. Now, greatas Bither's success has been with

Phallas and Jye-Eye-See, it will hardly be contended that he

is the equal of Dan Mace as a driver and rider of trotters, for

Dan has done with such horses what Bither, in ourjudgment,

could hardly accomplish. Another case in point is that of

Budd Doble when he was campaigning Dexter. Once upon a

time he came to a meeting where a promising horse was

entered in a "green" race. The driver in charge had made

the horse, that is, had known and handled him from a colt,

and was familiar with all his pecularities. But in the helter-

skelter of a first heat his charge was beaten in slower time

than his trials justified. Thereupon, at the request of the

impatient owner, Doble got up behind the horse. He finished

just inside the flag. The young man was then re-instated in

his position and won the race.

To this day, the people in his immediate world will say

that he was a greater reinsman than Doble, yet the opinion

bears absurdity on its face. The only fair test of a driver's

skill is to let him pilot a horse through one week have

another drive the same animal the following week, in the

same company and under equal conditions, and compare the

positions maintained in each case. We do not give this as

an infallible test, for as we before remarked circumstances

alter cases, but given an equal day and track it will afford a

pretty good line on the respective merits of drivers.— Veritas.

What is fame? To-day a man or a horse may ride on the

top wave of public favor, and to-morrow be allowed to drift

along neglected and forgotten. Nothing to me seems so fickle

and ever-changing as public opinion or public favor. A horse

comes out and wins a great race, and his name is on every

tongue. "I always expected it." "I knew he was the coming

horse." The next weok possibly he is not at himself, a sudden

change of weather, or one of a thousand and one unlooked-for

events have caused him to lOBe bis fine edge and he is defeated.

The trotting horse is growing rapidly in quality, numbers
and popularity. If any proof is needed for this assertion, it

can be found in the brilliant facts cited in Secretary Vail's re-

port of the financial condition of the National Trotting
Association.

The entrance fees have amounted to $3,416,215.11, and
less than 8 per cent, of these fees have been in arrears.
When the association was first inaugurated less than t verity
societies formed its membership. Now there are 24S constitu-
ent members, while the purses and stakes for the past year
amounted to the enormous sum of $856,36S.60. This show-
ing, in connection with the racing statistics, clearly estab-
lishes the fact that the turf horse, in his dual capacity of
runner and trotter, is the national pride and amusement of
this country.
That the average trotting horse, in his preparation and

stamina, can be generally relied upon, is evidenced from the
report that two-thirds of the entries actually contest for the
purses, thus indicating that the amounts received from en-
trance fees furnish a very large proportion of the money offered

for the contest. The report states that they will aggregate at

least two-thirds of the purseB. The attendance at the course
of the members of the various circuits, including the vast
throngs at the more notable fairs, not only pay the running
expenses, but leave a handsome margin of profits to the re-

spective associations that are well managed.
The improvement in the morale of trotting races is also

very gratifying. During the whole period of the history of

the association only 312 persons have been expelled and
more than one-third of that number have been re-instated for

adequate causes. When it is remembered that these expul-
sions are primarily made by 248 associations of varied ex-

perience and intelligence, and not by the court of appeals, it

is an assuring fact that the morals of the trotting turf are be-

ing elevated. The requirements of decorum aie very string-

ent, extending to owners, drivers and attendants. These
citations furnish comprehensive reasons for the rapid im-
provement of the trotting horse, when taken in connection
with his more scientific breeding and training. Not only are

the managers of these associations gentlemen, as a rule, em-
bracing successful business men in the walks of life, but in
accordance with the demands of this elevation in the charac-

ter of the managers, the owners and trainers are men of

more respectable standing and intelligence.

But a more marked evidence of the elevation of the trot-

ting horse is his increased usefulness for road purposes, and
especially his appearance on private courses owned by clubs

of'roadites, who delight in more speed than can be developed
on public drives to road wagons.
Judging from the signs of the times, one of the most

delightful features in the ownership and speeding of the

American trotting horse, will be the springing up in the near

future of gentlemen's driving parks all over the country.

Already the largest and most wealthy cities have success-

fully inaugurated those pleasant resorts. The New York
Driving Club has become famous, not only from the public

races that have become historic as turf triumphs, but from
the wonderful performances of private horses driven by
their owners. On these grounds the late Mr. Vanderbilt

drove his team of Maud S. and Aldine, their unequaled per-

formance, while Dick Swiveller and Edward, Maxey Cobb
and Neta Medium, Cleora and Independence, and scores of

other double teams, in addition to fleet single horses almost

without number, have been driven remarkable trials by their

expert owners. Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago have had
their wealthy driving clubs for years. St. Louis has lately

swung into line with the inauguration of her creditable driv-

ing club. From the Secretary's report it appears that the

membership has been increased from 116 to 211 since the

advent of 1S85. During the last year the St. Louis Club gave

54 trotting and pacing races at its popular matinees, distribut-

ing 139 prizes to the contestants. These consisted of $1,495 in

cash, 17 gold medals, IS sih er medals, 7 horse-timing watches,

8 driving whips, 4 blankets and robes, 18 pieces of silver

plate, 1 set of harness, 1 punch bowl, and two clocks. At
the conclusion of this flattering report 28 new members
were elected. These private driving clubs should be en-

couraged. They furnish the middle ground upon which all

lovers' of the trotting horse can stand in common without

any reflection upon the religious professions of the strictest

sect in the community. The Eev. Henry Ward Beecher, in

extenuation of his occasional indulgence behind swift trot-

ing horses, once felicitously remarked: "God Almighty

made fast horses to go fast." There is no more harm, per se,

in driving a horse fast than in driving him slowly, provided,

always his strength is not overtaxed aDd he is not made the

subject of gambling. The most puritanical of our objectors

to trotting courses will admit this statement. Moreover, no .

other form of exercise is more healthful, more exhilirating,

more enjoyable. Nothing more effectually relieves the over-

taxed brain, either of the professional or business man, than

an electric air bath behind a fleet trotter, especially when the

electricity is heightened by a contest for superiority with a

desperate rival, who would rather die than be beaten. Now
these recreations, in the form of friendly road races, are be-

coming more dangerously impracticable every year in the

thronged avenues leading out of our large cities, where valu-

able roadsters are collected. Already some of the municipal

governments have limited the fast driving to certain avenues

on certain days of the week, while others have absolutely pro-

hibited this sport within the limits of their respective corpora-

tions. Meantime the productions of the trotting horses, as we
haveshown, is largelyon the increase and his diffusion among
all classes is rapidly taking place. The only means thereby

afforded for his innocent use by private citizens must ob-

viously be upon the courses of these private clubs, where-

on no offence is given to the most critical of purists.

They should, therefore, be earnestly encouraged and liber-

ally supported. Without the accessory of the odious pool-

box, or the debasing influence of gambling in any of its turf

forms, the private citizen can develop the speed of his

horse, together with his own skill, to the very highest of his

ambition, and at the same time enjoy healthful recreation.

Moreover, these gentlemen's driving clubs furnish a valuable

market for the increasing crop of speedy trotting horses.

They add to the demands already existing, and enable the

breeders to dispose of a medium grade that would not figure

prominently upon the sporting turf.

From every point of view, therefore, these driving clubs

are harmless and healthful, and they should be extended to

all populous oentres where the trotting horse abounds.—Live

Stock Journal.

In the special race at Rochester, between Harry Wilkes and

Majolica, the last-named won the first heat, AugUE

2:17}, Harry Wilkes taking the second in 2:17,
-

was postponed to the next day. Harry Wilkes w
heat, August 13th, in 2:18, when the race was again

j

August 14th, Harry Wilkes won the deciding heat 11:
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ROD.
The Reel: A Soner For an Angler's Dinner.

Brothers, lefa eupl pass round the cup,

From snuff-mull take a pinch;
Good fishers all, or great or small,

Let's drink our toast— "The Winch."

>To! lovely wench I '. . . . .

. . . . We on this bench
Will sit and kick the heel;

And while we cheer we'll think we hear
The Music of the Reel'.

Let fools go "puff " some doctor's stuff—

I we should get the gout,

Wf tkk* one cure, both safe and sure,

Andg > to fish for trout.

It may be that our hearts are sad.

It may be 6 ortune's wheel
Has back ^ar 1 gone
... . . We cease to moan
When once we hear the reel

!

It curetb every earthly ill,

It drives away the De'il

;

For who could sin when hauling in

The trout with Rod and Reel?

I'd pasB through life, sans care or strife,

Did Fortune but reveal
That by my side, as friend well tried,

Shall ever be—my Reel.

And when "the rattle" Bounds at last.

As Death shall o'ei me steal,

Grant I may hear, with joyful ear.

And think it but—My Reel

!

—E. M. Tod., In Eng. Fishing Gazette.

The Time it takes to Kill a Salmon-

Major John P. Traherne, one of the most-noted salmon

fishers, who has fished in many waters and whose habit it is

to be accurate, writes to the English Fishing Gazelle some notes

that may profitably be read by anglers. He says, in a reply

to a query from Editor Marston:

"Yon ask me to tell yon the average time it takes me to kill

salmon of the following weights: 7 lbs., lOlbs., 15 lbs., 20 lbs.,

25 lbs., 30 lbs., 35 lbs., 40 lbs.; also, what difference it makes
whether yon are in a boat or fishing from the bank.

"The time it takes to till a salmon depends on the sort of

rod that is used, the strain that is pnt on the line by the

angler, the pluck of the fish, and where he is hooked.
"The etiffer the rod the greater the strain that can be put

on the line, vice versa. A rod that will pull 3 lbs. on the steel

yard is a very powerful one, and there are few rods that are

intended for salmon-fishing with a fly that will pull over

that weight. The most powerful rod I ever used could not

pull more than 4 lbs., but this rod I only used for harling pur-

poses out of a boat ou a big river in Norway.
"A man that is playing a salmon with a whippy rod with a

weak top will probably not be able {do what he will) to put a
greater strain on his line than 1 lb. at the outside, and if he
meets with a plucky fish, say of 15 lbs., he may be two hours
killing him; whereas if he was using a rod that wonld pull

3 lbB. he might, if be chose, bring him to the gaff in less than
ten minutes. It will, however, depend a good deal as to the

time it will take tu kill salmon of any weight, or where they
are hooked. If they take the fly into their month, they fight

hardeBt when hooked in the cheek, and give in soonest when
hooked in the tongue; if hooked outside (or what is called

foul-hooked) there is no telling how long they will take to kill.

I once hooked a fish which was judged to be about 40 lbs. in

the Kirkcudbrightshire Dee, at 10 o'clock in the morning, and
had him on all day, and he broke me when it got dark. He
was plainly to be seen at times, and was hooked under the
chin.

"Salmon differ greatly as regards their pluck. I have been
as long killing a 6-lb. fish as I have been killing the biggest

salmon I ever caught, of 40 lbs., which I lauded in a minute
or two over half an hour, and I have seldom been over three-

quarters of an hour killing fish of any weight. I should say
that, as a rule, fish of betwen 14 and 25 lbs. fight harder than
fish of any other weight; but it is impossible to form a gen-
eral estimate of the time it will take to kill fish of the weight
you mention, which muBt depend entirely on circumstances.
"You are more helpless when fishing out of a boat than

when on the river bank, and the best thing you can do under
ordinary circumstances is to go on shore as quick as you can.

If, however, you should be fishing a big river, such as the

Shannon, or where you cannot follow your fish wben ashore,

you must follow him in the boat, when your chances of kill-

ing him will depend un the skill of your boatman. If you
are fishing in a lake, when you hook a fish drop your anchor
if Buch is practicable. You will kill your fish far quicker by
doing so than by rowingafter him, as is often done. If you
cannot drop your anchor, your boatman should keep the boat
as stationary as is possible under the circumstances."

Recipe for Dressing Lines.

The veteran Major Traherne contributes to the Fishing
Gazette a recipe for water-proofing lines, which seems good.
He says : "Mis a pint of linseed oil (not boiled oil) and a
pint of oopal varnish; boil till it singes a feather. (This
operation must be carried on in the open air, owing to the
inflammable nature of the solution.) When cold it is ready
for use.

"In dressing a Hue, I would allow it to remain in the solu-
tion that is used for at least a fortnight or three weeks, so as
to allow it to be thoroughly saturated, and the dressing to

become, when dried, as it were, part and parcel of the line.

This I hold to be absolutely necessary; and a line bo treated
would be impervious to wet, and should last for years. July
and August are the best months for the drying process. I
would, therefore commence operations by putting the line or
lines to soak in the dressing early in June, so as to have the
fall benefit of the drying in those months when the tempera-
ture is the highest during the year. In drying (which will
take a long time), the line, when taken out of the dressing,
should be fastened at both ends at full length about five feet
from the gronnd, to two poleB placed horizontally in the
ground in a garden or field where it cannot be meddled with.
Remove all the superfluous dressing by passing the hand gen-
tly two or three times down the line from end to end. Then,
as there will be always a certain amount of accumulation of
the dressing at the center of the bend which will run down
from both ends, finish off by removing this with a sponge or
flannel. When it is tolerably dry, dip it again in the solution
fo' a few hours, and repeal the process of removing the super-
fluous dressing. The longer it is left to dry the better. Take
( .-ery opportunity, when weather permits, of putting it out in
lie open air, and when in the house hang it up in a dry

l ace in large coils. The most perfect specimens of dressed
ss I ever saw were those that were exhibited by Mr. W.

Wells Ridley, at the International Fisheries Exhibition; but

such excellence can only be attained by the aid of a glazing

machine.
"For my own use I prefer a 40-yard solid plait, silk line

tnpered at both ends, undressed, attached to a back line of

a'jout 80 yards. I find that it is as pleasant to fish with as a

dressed line, and will last much longer, and I have not the

trouble of dressing it. If any of my brother anglers should

feel inclined to try one, I will engage they will not be disap-

pointed." ^—

_

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in allinstances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

Mr. M. P. McKoon, El Cajon, Cal., has sold:

To Dr. A. C. Davenport, Stockton, a liver with white frill,

cocker spaniel bitch puppy by Jet—Fanny.
To Dr. L. E. Goodell, Stockton, a black with white frill,

cocker spaniel bitch puppy by Jet—Fanny.
To Dr. L. D. Murphy, Tulare city, a liver with white frill,

cocker spaniel dog puppy by Jet—Fanny.
To Mr. Howard Marshall, San Diego, a liver with white

frill, cocker spaniel bitch puppy by Jet—Fanny.

California Kennels, Sacramento, have sold :

To Mr. Thomas Bennett, Oakland, Cal., lemon and white

Llewellin setter dog Sirins, whelped May 24, 1886, by Sports-

man (Gladstone—Sue)—Sweetheart (Count Noble—Dashing
Novice).
To Mr. H.C. Chipman, Sacramento, Cal., black, white and

tan dog Saladin, of same litter as preceding.

To Major J. W. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn., black, white and
tan bitch Queen of Hearts, of same litter as preceding.

To Mr. Thomas Bennett, Oakland, Cal., blue belton and
tan, Llewellin setter bitch Honor Bright, whelped April 29,

1886, by Harold (Gath—Gem)— Janet (Count Noble—Dash-
ing Novice).

Change of Name.

California Kennels, Sacramento, claim the name Sirtus

instead of "Sidney Carton" for lemon and white Llewellin

setter dog, whelped May 24, 1886, by Sportsman (Gladstone

—Sue)—Sweetheart (Count Noble—Dashing Novice).

We hope the gentlemen who have been fortunate enough
to secure cockers from Mr. McKoon's superb kennel, will

send us the names claimed for them, since it is well to pre-

serve clearly the history of these earlier cockers, which are

destined to become popular for California shooting.

As will be seen by reading the notices of sales in this

department, the superbly bred English setters of the Cali-

fornia Kennels are being sent out to purchasers in various

parts of the country. It need not be said that sportsmen will

follow their careers with interest, and hope for great futures

for them all. As usual, when an opportunity offers to

advance the English setter interest, Mr. Thomas Bennett is

on hand, full of enthusiasm, confident and ready to invest.

The pair purchased by him, one from Sweetheart and one

from Janet, are beautiful puppies, equal probably in form,

size and quality to any young dogs of the breed ever Been,

and certainly superior in antecedents to any ever bred in

the State heretofore. They are not handicapped by any lack

of field power in their immediate ancestry, and will be raised

as carefully and under as favorable conditions as can be

afforded to any dogs. But it can be safely predicated that

they will never do credit to breeder, owner, ancestry or them-
selves without good training. As months pass, and more
dogs come under observation, we incline the more strongly

to the belief that in training lies most of the excellence of

the sporting dog. True, it is, that intuitions go far to make
the training of the well-bred dog easy to accomplish, but,

with recollections of the many wretchedly broken animals

which must recur to readers, we think all will agree in pre-

ferring good breaking to good blood, if one must choose

between them.

And, indeed, if recent bench show practices here are in

accord with methods east and in England, we fail to see the

value of clear pedigrees as influencing bench judgments.
As we understand the matter, when classes are established

for various sorts of dogs, it is with the expectation that

entries in those classes will be such as can be accepted as

types of the sorts as nearly as may be, and the breeder relies

upon the ability of winning dogs in the various breeds to

transmit the characteristics which have entitled them to

designations as dogs of particular breeds.

Suppose the existence of a breed of green setters, and the

establishment of a bench class for such dogs, in is manifest

that the fancier of dogs of that sort should be able, in looking

over the class, to feel that the dogs entered therein are actually

dogs of that color and breeding. Now, it will be admitted

that if a setter of some other breed is dyed green, and entered

as a green setter, and the entry is accepted, the dog judged
and awarded a place, a fraud is committed which will entail

disaster in proportion as such a dog is utilized in the hope of

propagating the green breed.

What is true of the extreme hypothesis, is not less true of

certain entries at the recent bench show in this city.

For example, a class waB established for black and tan set-

ters. Reasonably construed, this means that dogs entered in

the class should be black and tan in color, and authorities

agree in permitting the presence of a little white in the

brisket and one or more white toes. But the evident intent

is that entries in such a class should be setters which can be
bred with a reasonable prospect of producing progeny like in

colors to the parents, and to insure such a result it is neces-
sary that the dogs entered shall have descended from genera-
tions of black and tan setters. If an artificially colored dog
is entered in the olass, all legitimate purposes to be served by
a bench Bhow are defeated, au-1 the Bhow becomes a positively

harmful thing.

A case in point is the black and tan bitch Mand, entered
in the black and tan class at the recent show, and awarded a
first prize.

The bitch is of uo distinctive form, very irregular markings
for a black and tan setter, according to the books, and is of
breeding known to be other tbnn black and tan, on the
maternal side. Htr sire was a black and tan dog of superior
Gordon blood, being by Blossom, 2G46, Vol. II, A. K. S. B.
out of Moll 910, Vol. I, A. K. S. B. Her dam was a white
and liver English setter Juno, by Belton II—Belle.

It may be asked on whom should blame rest for permitting;

such harmful and irregular classification? To our mind
the responsibility rests upon the manager of a show to.

insist upon placing dogs of known breeding in proper classes,,

and to refuse classification to dogs of unknown breeding,
except in classes specially created for such dogs, or in mis-
cellaneous classes.

It is not beyond possibility that some owner of a black,

and tan bred dog may desire to secure a superior bitch for

creeding purposes; and, with the knowledge that so ex-

bellent a setter judge as Mr. John Davidson had recently
passed upon some local dogs, he would naturally cast about
for a winning bitch under that gentleman. Suppose he
should breed to Maud. Can it be expected that black and tan
setters will result? If not, then it was wrong to place Maud
in that class, and to that extent the show just concluded has
done harm.

A judge cannot be expected either to know or ask the
breeding of animals submitted to him, except when two ani-

mals are equal in merit, and then pedigree must weigh, and
we do not in the least question Mr. Davidson's right to

judge the bitch when presented to him, but we do insist that
if Mr. Davidson did right in refusing to judge as au Irish
setter puppy a liver-colored, double-nosed mongrel, which
was led iuto the ring when the class was called, he had an
equal right to refuse to judge as a black and tan setter a
bitch which was not clearly black and tan in ancestry, but
which merely chanced to be so colored when the fact was
called to his attention.

We even go further than this, and believe it to be the duty
of a judge, when alleged facts are placed before him, which,
if actually so should debar a dog trom competition, to in-

quire iuto the statement presented, and if the truth appears
to be that a dog is wrongly classified, he should insist upon
a proper re-classification, or else reluse to award prizes in the

class.

One might as well urge that a chance red dog, such as oftett

comes in a Gordon litter, should be judged as an Irish setter,

as to claim that a chance black and tan of English setter

parentage, should be shown in a black and tan class.

In conversation with Mr. Davidson that gentleman
intimated that under present bench rulings and practice, it is

customary to classify without regard to pedigree, and, if so,

we cannot but deprecate what we conceive to be a vicious

habit, calculated to bring shows into disrepute and to make
them entail harmful results in many ways. We should be

pleased to learn the views of doggy men on the point raised.

Newark Coursing.

The Managing Committee of the Newark inclosed coursing
grounds met last Wednesday evening for the purpose of
drawing up a programme and appointing the officers for the
first coursing meeting of the season. Mr. H. Wormington, of

Redwood City, occupied the chair. The programme adopted
by the committee, and the list of officers elected by them to

carry out the meeting, are aB follows:

The Opening Stakes, for thirty-two all-aged greyhounds,
at §5 each, winner §80, runner-up S40, two dogs $20 each.

The Puppy Stakes, for sixteen greyhound puppies, at $5
each, winner $40, runner-up §20, two dogs $10 each.

Field stewards—J. McCormick, Samuel O. Gregory, F. J.

Macondray; slip steward, J. F. Carroll; flag steward, M. Hal-

pin; judge, J. B. McCarthy; slipper, James Wren.
The date of running will be on the 19th of September, and

the draw will take place on the Friday evening previous.

A Kennel Club at Last.

On Thursday evening last some twenty-five or more gentle-

men met at the Occidental Hotel, and discussed the matter of

forming a Kennel Club. The discussion covered a wide range,

and as a result a temporary organization waB effected.

Colonel Stuart Taylor was placed in the chair, and Mr.
Jas. E. Watson selected as secretary pro tempore. Free
interchange of opinions elicited many interesting facts relative

to kennel interests. Colonel Taylor related many bits of

experience, and Messrs. RamonE. Wilson, Homer Fritch, J.E.
Watson and others, offered suggestions. Messrs. R. E. Wil-

son, Dr. C. G. Toland, J. H. Mangels, J. E. Watson, Homer
Fritch and the Chairman were appointed a committee on
organization, to report on the evening of Sept. 8th, to a
meeting to be held in the Occidental Hotel.

The character of those present, of whom all signed a paper
recommending the formation of a Kennel Club, insures the

success of the enterprise, and it is anticipated that the many
gentlemen in various parts of the State who own and appre-

ciate good dogs, will co-operate in establishing and building

up a strong legitimate club for the purpose of giving bench
shows, and Bach ends as properly come within the scope of a

Kennel Club proper. The temporary Secretary, Mr. Watson,

may be addressed at Box 1833, San Francisco P. O., and he
desires to receive the names of such gentlemen as may care to

join the club.

Doers of the Occident.

In recent issues of Forest and Stream there have appeared
trashy letters, evidently written at very special instance by
some'one who knew little about California dogs, for the pur-
pose of puffing one or two San Francisco owners, and in the

iBBue of that paper of AuguBt 5th a breezy writer discusses

the letters referred to as follows:

In your journal of June 10th, appears a letter from San
Francisco, signed "Vox Populi," in which he is inclined to

take Col. Stuart Taylor to ta&k because, in the interest of

truth and the improvement of the various breeds of dogs in

San Francisco, he saw fit to say in hie letter, published May
13th, that, so farasheknew, "There was not here one mastiff,

St. Bernard, Newfoundland, deer-hound, field-spaniel, bull-

dog, bull-terrier (except his Kittie), which could, under a
good and conscientious judge, win even E. C. in an established

and reputable eastern bench show."

I regret your correspondence did not sign his name to his

letter, as we could then judge of biB capacity to estimate
what Col. Tavlor considers a No. 1 specimen of any of these

classes.

I inclose my name with this, and am willing to enter into a
discussion with "Vox Populi" over my own signature, if he
will reveal his identity, and discuss with him this interesting

question, and endeavor to prove Col. Taylor is right. Instead

of fiudiug fault with this gentleman because he has had the

courage to tell us facts, and because he is trying to stimulate

people who care for dogs to purchase the best and not to be
satisfied with inferior specimens, I think every man who
lores the canine race should thank him for inviting attention

M to the defects of our dogs and for his intelligent counsel.
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Col. Taylor knows what he is talking of, and his judgment

about the matters he has addressed yon npon is respected by
ell in San Francisco who know him, and his enthusiasm upon
a subject which for many years he has made a study and
which he so well comprehends. I concur with every word
he has written yon. As he says, "There are some fair setters
and some good greyhounds, and a few noticeable pointers
here." But the non-sporting classes are inferior as a rule.
By this, I mean they do not come up to the modern bench-
show standards.
Dogs are spoken of as belonging to such and such breeds

which are crossed with other breeds, and consequently are
mongrels.

So convinced am I that there is no purelv bred, superior
mastiff, or St. Bernard, or Newfoundland, "or Scotch deer-
hound, or bull-dog, or Yorkshire terrier, or bull-terrier (except
Col. Taylor's Kittie) owned at this date in San Francisco,
-which will elicit encomiums from such a judge as Mr. Mason^
or take even a second prize at the Westminster Kennel Club
exhibitions, or at any eastern show in good company, that I
am prepared to give a long figure for the production of such
an animal. If Mr. Mason comes out here this can be nut to
a test and I will be a ready purchaser, as I am looking for
first-class specimens of three of these breeds. I will °even
include fox-terriers in my remarks, for although several are
owned here not one is a superior specimen. Your cor-
respondent seems not to judge dogs by their appearance,
their bench-show qualities, their form, their points and
style. He appears to judge solely by pedigree.

This is a farcical way to judge and very fallible. Give me
the requisite compliance with the adopted standards, the
requisite form and carriage—and pedigree is all very good
afterward.

"Vox Populi" calls attention to Mr. Hearst's Irish setter
bitch Kate II and to Mr. Trueman's setters, and gives the
pedigree of each. All very good in its way is his letter in
these respects. Not desiring to hurt Mr. Hearst's or Mr.
Trueman's feelings or disparage their dogs, I must frankly
say that, having seen all of these, I courteously advance the
opinion that not one of them would take a third prize in
really good company. These _setters may be well trained,
they may have long pedigrees, they may possess wonderful
intelligence, and yet they lack many necessary points requisite
in the modern Irish setter, and are woefully'lacking in form
and style. Some of them would never even attract a second
glance from the eyes of a competent eastern judge. As for Mr.
Keading's (not "Keating") Irish setter, sired by Col. Gate's
Pat, he is not the proper type by any means; is quite as
defective as most of the others referred to, and no one knows
this better than Mr. Keading, who has acknowledged it in a
conversation with a prominent lover of the dog here.

Col. Taylor has informed me that he will be most happy to
enter into a discussion through your columns with "Vox
Populi," provided that writer will sign his own name to his
letters, in regard to the bench-show merits of the dogs
referred to and in regard to the true type of not only Irish
setters but non-sporting dogs generally.
Good judges of the dog know very well that there are often

found in litters from superior animals very poor specimens
of the required type. So it may be with us in San Francisco.
I do not refer to the whole State, for I know not what dogs
may be owned in other counties. Dogs sometimes fail to
take after their pas and mas just as children do. Father and
mother may be physically and mentally perfect and bright in
brain. Their offspring may be villainously ugly and men-
tally stupid. We see it daily. So with dogs. Poor puppies
come from long-pedigreed sires which have won many prizes
in many bench shows. "Vox Populi" must bear all this in
remembrance when he attempts to judge dogs by pedigrees.
My sole desire, Mr. Editor, as I am sure is Col. Taylor's, is
to see a great improvement made in San Francisco's breed of
dogs of all classes.

If we, away out here on the western shore, are so swollen
with admiration for ourselves and say, as I have heard many
good fellows say with more love of locality and pride of birth
than genuine knowledge of dogs (for they have not been east
in long years to see the vast improvement in the several
breeds), "Oh, we have got better dogs here than you can find
in London or New York; let them bring along their bench-
show winners, we'll beat them all to pieces," etc., etc.—if we
are so lost to all ideas of progress as to be thus prejudiced, if

we are so narrow-minded as to see only good in our neighbors
and none in the outside world, and tickle them because they
will tickle ub, why, don't let us invite any eastern judge of
good repute to come among us and show us our defects, but
let us have standards of our own, old-fashioned judges, and
stand stock-still and look wise.
Prejudice is the reason of fools, and I, for one, as a man

fond of good and grand types of men and women, and horses
and dogs, must say with all due courtesy and respect that I
fear, in his present criticisms of one who has done much to
show our people here the real value of first-class specimens
of the canine race, Mr. "Vox Populi" cannot prove in this
instance he is "Vox Dei."

Let Mr. Mason come out here and bring his pointer Beau-
fort and Kevel III or Jilt, not Seph. G., as she never should
have received first prize, I am told in a letter, being very
faulty. Let him borrow the Irish setters Elcho, Jr. and
Chief for the occasion; let him persuade the owner of Mer-
chant Prince and Duke of Leeds, St. Bernards; and Brano
and Major, Newfoundlands; and Nevison (faulty as he is in
head) and Hford Caution and Lady Gladys, mastiffs; and
Chieftain, Scotch deerhound; and Eoyal Duke, black and
tan setter; and Newton Abbot Lady, field spaniel; and Rich-
mond Olive, and Bacchanal, fox-terriers; and Bellissima, the
famous bitch, as a specimen of what a genuine bull-dog ought
to be. Let Mr. Mason come out herewith all these in his
charge, as excellent representatives of their respective classes,
and "my eyes for it," as an old sailor would say, the lovers
of dogs here would be able to see just where the faults lie in
their own dogs and would be a trifle less ready to believe we
own the victors of the world. Why, I heard a man say the
other day that he believed "We possess the best bull-terriers
in the world !" "Why ?" said a friend of his.

"Because they can lick any dog that can be brought here,"
was the answer.
The lover of Butchertown fighters evidently did not know

that the standard of bench-show bull-terriers had been so
varied that none but pure white will be allowed to enter the
ring. And they must have great length of jaw and black
noses, their ears must be well cropped, their tails fine and
straight as a line.

There is but one here (the bitch referred to above) that is

not of the old-fashioned type, with short, thick head, and
nearly all are of mixed colors and thick tailed. This is only
a fair illustration of the appearance of the several breeds
here, sporting and non-sporting.
Apologizing for the length of this letter and hoping it will

offend no one, as it is written purely in the interest of truth
and of solid facts and the breeding of better dogs, I am
Sax Fraxcisco, Cal., July 9. Free Laxce,

Dog Worship.

'Man is the god of the dog, "says Bacon. The coster-
monger lnlnach's sketch, when complimented on the rett-
ing demeanur ol his terrier, said, "Do I look like a man to
let my dawg walk afore me?" Everyone has a touch of the
costermonger and of George Eliot's "Grandcourt" in his
nature, and claims the exclusive suit, affection, and service
of his hound. The brute may bark all night if the master be
a sound sleeper; he may frighten children and kill cats and
poultry; but he is faithful, and that covers a multitude of
sins. What do we not suffer from other people's dogs? Our
own, of course, is a treasure of love and loyalty; he has a
splendid nose, is perfectly purely bred, and, in short, as
d°ggy people say, "He fills a gentlemen's eye."
But look at your neighbor's favorite. Suppose you take a

walk with your friend in town or country, does his dog make
things agreeable? Does he not insist in making scientific re-
searches which detain himround corners? or, if in the country
does he not make off after rabbits and have to be looked for?
Does your friend address to you one complete sentence, or—
what is far worse—does he not give to what you say a' most
distracted attention? He is always stopping and whistling,
and either falls into nervous tremors about the fate of his
cur, which is lost to view for the moment, or else he goes off
in ecstasies about its perfections. The more he is a lover of
dogs—a dog-worshipper—the less he is a fitting companion
for a thoughtful fellow-creature. Very likely his dog will
bite another man's dog, a crowd collects, there is a worry.
The spirited properietors of the animals then display a shock-
ing want of the elements of justice and fair play, for each kicks
and lashes the property of his opponent. Dog fights beget
quarrels among the most pacific men, and all because no one
can look at his terrier in a disinterested and truly human
attitude. It is always the other man's dog that is in the
wrong, and one's own dog 1b invariably in the right.
People who themselves possess canine favorites fail to see

these things clearly. They put up with other people's pets,
and claim similar consideration for their own. Not that they
ever see much good in another man's dog. The brute is
"not pure," they say, thereby meaning to disparage not his
morals but the selectness of his ancestry. His points are
not what they should be—his nose is not short enough, his
tail does not taper enough, his legs are not feathered as is
desirable, his gait is loppety-lop, and anything but aristo-
cratic. He has no pluck, he is not good at rats, he is a lag-
gard in love and a dastard in war. In short, somebody's
Bingo, Gyp or Topsy serves as a foil to somebody else's own
paragon of perfection, and as a topic of doggy "shop."
"The fact is that a great deal of sentimental stuff has been

talked by lovers of dogs," we once heard a cynical friend
remark. "They are never tired of contrasting his 'faithful-
ness,' which is, generally speaking, the mere mark of a
narrow canine mind, and of an offensive dogfish egotism,
with the more polished and high-bred indifference of the
cat. The cat," he said, "is man's friend, if you please,
and, as a rule, will behave with perfect courtesy to entire
strangers, and will accept favors, milk, and so on, with
gracious suavity from an, unfamiliar hand." We recollect
once seeing two pictures by an admirable artist—the one
representing the St. Bernard dog as he exists and lives in the
imagination of a dog-worshipper, with a brandy-flask round
his neck, searching for benighted travellers in the snow; the
other was a picture representing the hound in his native
state prowling among his own hills. The idea suggested
itself as an admirable illustration of dogs as they are and
dogs as they have been speciously represented.
From a utilitarian point of view there can be no doubt the

value of the dog has been ridiculously overestimated. Sup-
posing the Newfoundlands do save two lives a year among
them, and we throw in a third as due to the exertions of the
hound with the brandy-flask, how many lives do they shorten
with their nocturnal barking?

If your petted and pampered "house-guard" does once in a
life-time preserve your house from burglars, of how many a
night's rest is he himself a robber by his false alarms?
Lord Byron wrote a pompous epitaph on his brute com-

panion, who was so much more faithful than members of
mere humanity. He, in point of fact, like most persons who
are bo strong about the contrast between human fickleness
and canine fidelity, liked his favorite, not as a friend of man,
but as a creature exclusively devoted to himself and hostile
to everyone else. No, it is not on a utilitarian basis that
doggy attachments are formed, but from thatinnate love of an
exclusive worship which reposes in the human breast. A
"faithful" dog detests strangers, and is absolutely devoid of
the enthusiasm of humanity. Since his own Collies nearly
tore Odysseus to pieces on the threshold of his own steading,
merely because he was disguised as a beggar-maa, when have
dogs shown any true charity, any general welcome to our
race? Plato justly remarks that they always bark at, and
often bite Btrangers, thereby anticipating Dr. Watts and the
general evidence of the ages. The yelping and pampered
poodle who adds another torture to visits of ceremony, is

only displaying theingrained qualities of the "friend of man."
But the dog did not always hold such a distinguished

place among human kind as in our own times, although we
are told that in remote ages a nation or tribe of Ethiopia had
a dog for their king, which, arrayed in royal vestments,
wearing a crown, and seated on a throne, was as ardently
worshipped as is any drawing-room poodle of the nineteenth
century, indicating his approval by wagging his tail, and his
displeasure by a bark. One writer considers that it was the
homage rendered by the Egyptians to the dog which led to
that degradation of the animal discoverable in the Old amd
New Testaments. "Am I a dog's head?" or, as it is rendered
in the Syriac, "Am I the head of the dogs?" was the language
of Abner in reply to Ishbosheth, recalling, as it does, the
strong contempt expressed for this creature on other occasions.
The poets of Greece and Home likewise stigmatized the dog
as obscene and impure, and linked him with the sow that
loves to waliow in the mire. Even now he is rarely the com-
panion of a Jew, or an inmate of his house, and various
terms of reproach are still common amongst us, in spite of
our being a dog-loving nation, indicative of the true feeling
he most commonly discovers. "You area dog," "a our,"
"a hound," are terms of vulgar abuse; a person of a sullen or
morose disposition is said to be "dogged;" an article which
will bring scarcely any money is called "dog-cheap;" to be
extremely fatigued is said to be "dog-tired," and so on ad
infinitum. Even poor, loose, irregular measure in verse is

"doggerel," and when a young aristocrat declined to translate
an inscription over an alcove for Lady Wortley Montague
because he said it was "dog Latin," she remarked that it was
strange a puppy should not understand his mother tongue,
nor should it be overlooked that a man on the verge of ruin
is said to be "going to the dogs."
From an impartial review, however, of the whole question

of dogs and their admirers and detractors, we must confess to
a sneaking sympathy and sincere commiseration with those
persons who must sadly admit that they don't keep dogs, for

such people are in a minority, and an oppressed portion of
the community. There is a selfish feeling running strongly
against them. They suffer a good deal from physical terror
by day and noises by night, but there is still some hope for
them, for there is reason to believe, in spite of what some
folks in certain quarters may say to the contrary, that when
the doggy man is "admitted o that equal sky," his faithful
dog shall "not" bear him company.

—

Ex.

The Farm Dog and H s Training.

Our excellent exchange, the National Stockman and Farmer
recently offered valuable prizes for the best essavB upon the
Liest dog for farm use, and the best methods of training such
an animal. The subject is one to which little thought has
been given, but which is of very great importance. A good
dog on a farm saves manv steps, much time, and a great deal
of annoyance in handling stock, and, in addition, is a safe-
guard that may be made valuable. The competition brought
out but three essays, but those were of such interest and so
likely to be of profit to the farm readers, that we shall repro-
duce them. The essay to whicn first prize was awarded is
by Mr. John L. Sawyer, who writes as follows:
The most distinguished for intelligence, docility and attach-

ment to man, above all other of the inferior animals, the dog
is a worthy subject of the pen of any naturalist or student of
animaJ nature. The size of the frame, the beauty of the form
the strength of the body, the fleetnesB of the motions and
the other exterior qualities, are not the highest or noblest
properties that are to be found in an animated being. Inman we are wont to admire the understanding more than the
figure, his courage is of greater value than his strength, and
the purity and refinement of his sentiments are preferable to
his beauty; so it is that we esteem the interior qualities more
than the exterior among the inferior animals. It is in these
qualities and the application of them that beings possessed of
animation differ from the automaton, and it is by and throueh
these that they are raised above the vegetable, and made to
approach nearer to man. It is their delicate sense which
enhances their value, ennobles their being, regulates their
actions, enlivens their natures, and commands admiration.
The dog, independently of his beauty of form, strength' of

body, and swiftness of motion, possesses most if not all of
the qualities which can win the regard of man. When
domesticated he brings to the command of his master all his
strength, courage and talents, and patiently bides the time
when he receives order to use them. Possessed of none of
the vices of man, he has more of fidelity and constancy in his
affections, more of patience and submission in his nature.
He has no ambition further than the performance of duty
and the love of his master, and no fear other than his mas-
ter's displeasure. Being more flexible in nature he is more
susceptible of learning, and is soon instructed in the per-
formance of various duties. So liable is he to accept the
influences about him as the most eminently fitted for his
station, that he even absorbs the habits and manners of those
persons with whom he is brought to associate.
Of all animals the dog is the only one having an enduring

fidelity, the only one which shows his recognition of his
master or friends by a salutation evincive of joy or satisfaction;
the only one likely to take particular notice of a stranger as
soon as he makes his appearance, and warn the household of
hiB presence or conduct him to his master; the only one that
attempts to guard the premises against enemies during the
night or in the absence of the owners; the only one likely to
raise an alarm in the case of fire, or in case of an accident to
a member of the family, or to any animal belonging to the
premises; the only one fitted for the companionship of the
little child as it wanders about the farm or goes on an errand
to a neighbor's; the only one that actually assists his master
in driving, penuing or catching other animals, or in caring
for the same; the onyl one which, when he hasjlost his mas-
ter and cannot find him, calls for him with cries and lamen-
tations; the only one, in short, whose faculties are always
active, and whose education may be conducted into many
channels. One cannot fully reahze the value of a good farm
dog until he has possessed and lost one; then when he drives
the pigs out of the corn, the neighbors' horses out of the
meadow, the sheep into the fold, or the cows home at even-
tide, he remembers how many steps and how much patience
a faithful dog would save him.
The dog is a genus of digitigrade, carnivorous quadruped,

and has been a domestic animal from a very early date, as is

warranted from the fact that it is mentioned in the books of
Moses, by the Greet poet Homer, and by others. The period
of gestation is nine weeks or sixty-three days; the number of
young at a birth, from six to ten; the time required to reach
maturity, about two years; and the term of life is usually
from twelve to fourteen years.
Anecdotes illustrative of the instincts, affection and intelli-

gence of this animal are numerous and familiar to everyone,
forming one of the most interesting chapters of many works
on natural history. Many volumes have been filled, and
many more might be filled with anecdotes founded on facts,
and well-authenticated by passing circumstances, some of
which would bear repeating did time and space allow it.

The chief reason why farm dogs are not more fully appreci-
ated is because of the fact that farmers, as a rule, make little

or no effort to train or educate them to the extent to which
they are capable. As a result of this neglect hundreds of
dogB that ought to be sharers of the many cares and lighter
burdens of the farm are themselves burdens to be borne by
their masters. As the training of the child has to do with,
the future worth of man, so has the training of the pup to do
with the future value of the dog. You cannot allow a child
to run at large, choose his own associates, form all sorts of
evil habits, and still expect him to grow up a model young
man; neither can a dog be expected to educate himself with-
out the aid and watchful care of a master. But modes are
many and methods are various in application, so that he who
would train a dog to be serviceable in any particular vocation
must to some extent be au original tutor in the work. There
are certain principles, however, that should always bo
observed if the best results are to be attained. Some of
these, briefly stated, are:

Know your needs. Secure a dog of that species best
adapted to meet these needs. Teach but one thing at a time.
Teach it thoroughly, kindly, earnestly, patiently. Reward
prompt obedience by a kind word, nod of the head, pat of

the hand, or choice bits from the pantry. Punish disobedi-

ence by tone of voice. Never whip unless the case is a severe
one of repetition. Through careful training there is no
reason to doubt bnt that the noblept of animals may be brought
to serre some o f the noblest of purposes.

Outing, under the tasteful and painstaking guidance of
Editor Poulteney Bigelow, has come to be almo:-'

ble. A little in error in some minor details sucl

and kennel notes; it yet has monthly a grei.

written and well-edited matter of interest to a
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YACHTING.
The Brunhilde.

The New York yaclit Brunhilde left this port last Tuesday

for Monterey, where she will remain for a few days, and from

there go to the Sandwich Islands. Captain Phelphs' plan is

then to start for home, via Panama, Callao, "Valparaiso,

through the straits of Magellan to Monte "Video, Rio de

Janeiro, Havana and New York. It is to be regretted that

more courtesy and attention were not shown the owner of

this vessel by our local yachtsmen. As we have previously

mentioned, Captain Phelphs has shown an exceptional yacht-

ing spirit, which should be duly appreciated by us here.

Instead of making his visit an occasion for a special cruise in

his honor, tendering him a reception, or in some manner
showing that his cruise was appreciated, all the attention

paid him was to offer him the freedom of the Club houses,

and invite him to participate in the cruise of the Pacific

Yacht Club to Vallejo, not even escorting him to sea.

Although the Brunhilde waB anchored in the Pacific Yacht
Club cove, in company with all the big yachts here, all the

honor done him was the hoisting of flags (and that by the

boat-keepers), with the single exception of the Pearl, which
sailed with her for a short distance and fired a salute when
she parted company. This the visitors responded to grace-

fully. A new idea to San Francisco yachtsmen is the

manner in which sail is made on the Brunhilde: on account
of the weight of the mainsail and the flush deck which pre-

vents sufficient men from hauling on the halliards to advan-
tage, the crew, one by one, go aloft to the hounds of the

rigging, when they seize the halliards and drop to the deck,

aud by their weight hoising the sail. A regular procession is

thus kept up until the sail is set. We trust that Captain
Phelphs will have an agreeable and quick trip home. He
expresses his intention, after arriving at New York, to build

a steam-yacht, and again circumnavigate the globe.

The International Race.

Captain Joe Ellsworth, the builder of the Atlantic, Btates

(according to press dispatches), that in his opinion the Puri-
tan will prove the fastest Yankee yacht, and will again de-

fend the Cup; and also, that the Galatea is an abler vessel
than the Genesta.

Writing from such a distance from the scene of operations,

without having seen any of the yachts, our criticisms may
Beem out of place; but taking a summary of the writings of

the best American and English yachting authorities, we
would think he is wrong in his last statement, and was
proven wrong in the first, as the Mayflower has beaten all

the sloops handsomely, and been awarded the honor of de-
fending the Cup by the judges.
We hope, whatever the result may be, that when the

International races finally come off, both competitors will

have the same wind, and lots of it as well, and a fair field

and no favor.

The Pacific Yacht Club Regatta.

The annual regatta of this Club will take place on Septem-
ber 9th (Admission Day), and is looked forward to with con-
siderable interest, at which we are pleased. The course
will be as in former years, namely, from Long Bridge to

Hunter's Point, to Oakland Point, to Presidio wharf, and
back over the same route. The entries will probably in-

clude the Halcyon, Lurline, Aggie, Annie and Nellie. The
performance of the Halcyon, two weeks ago, when she
"cracked" the fleet from Vallejo down, has increased the ex-

citement; as yachtsmen are discussing whether that was
merely a fluke, or if the Halcyon won because she was bet-

ter handled than on previous occasions. We, however,
think that the Aggie will take the honors without time
allowance. We should like to see the Virginia (ex-Con O'Con-
nor) sail over the course with the others, even if she does
not enter, for the purpose of seeing how the former craok
yacht of the bay would now compare with the Nellie.

Last Saturday and Sunday were rather quiet. The large

vessels cruised in the channel and found lots of wind.
Quarry Cove on Angel Island looked like "old times"

again. The Pearl, Lolita, Spray and sloop Nellie assembling
there and making things lively. The Pearl and Spray had a
little friendly tussle through Raccoon Straits, and when
near Hospital Cove the sloop endeavored to weather the
yawl; the latter being on the starboard tack and consequently
having the right of way, the result was that the Pearl's
bowsprit stuck a hole through the Spray's mainsail, close to

the leech line. Some difficulty was had in getting clear,

but not much damage was done.

THE GUN.
Captain Edward Kemeys, Jr., in the excellent Outing for

August, spiritedly describes a rare incident in antelope shoot-

ing:

While hunting one day with our leader, we laid in wait,
as usual, for our cup game upon the side of a knoll, when I
noticed in the distance some airy forms which changed their
position with such incredible swiftness that they naturally
attracted my attention till near enough to make them out,
which a few moments later I had done, and decided them to
be a small baud of "prong horns," or "prong-horned ante-
lope." It was a beautiful sight to witness their evolutions,
as the graceful shapes flitted from shadowy hollow to sunny
ridge with a fleet, swinging gallop like the flight of a bird.
Anticipating the point at which they wouH descend to drink,
we made a short circuit at top speed and hid ourselves. The
hunter's calculations proved correct, for we were scarcely in
our places when I saw the horned head of the leader coming
over the knoll in front. What a beauty he looked! The slen-
der Hmb3 and small hoofs lent grace to his carriage, and scarce-
ly indented the turf as he walked upon it. Behind came the
does, confidently following in single file, entirely unconscious
of the danger ahead, down the narrow buffalo trail to water.
Slowly the heavy rifle came up to the level; one fatal glance
and the ringing crack follows as the leaden cone is driven
against the side of the doomed buck, which, springing wildly
ir?to the air, flies with his herd. Soon, however, he lags, then
scops, and finally lies down. Thinking that in afewmornentB
e would be weak from the loss of blood, we waited for u short
itfie, but had much mistaken our animal, for, upon proceed-

where he lay, he got upon his feet and made such good
hat we were fain to give him another ball, which broke

a hind leg. Still it seemed impossible to get within shot, and
the hunter was about to abandon the chase entirely. Not lik-

ing thiB plan, I asked if he thought a person could catch the

animal.
"It might be possible," he replied.

"Then I shall make the effort, for all hands are tired of

buffalo beef."

Accordingly, I took off my surplus accoutrements, tied a

handkerchief about my head, took up my belt a hole or two
and started, making a long detour to get around the animal,

leaving the hunter to watch in front.

Finally, reaching the proper point, I rested, and com-
menced my approach, until the buck was plainly visible,

about 100 yards in advance, lying down with his back
towards me. Considerably done up by my run, I feared each

moment that the creature would sight me with his quick eye;

therefore I lay as close as possible, screening myBelf with a

few tufta of grass, meanwhile trying to get my breath, for

the sight of the game so near at hand acted upon me very

much as my run had, so much so that it was physically

impossible to calm myself for the burst which was com-
ing. Just then the slender head of the antelope came round,

and, in a moment, though I lay perfectly motionless, I felt

his full eye gazing into mine. He arose, and I could discern

the track'of the first ball, and saw it might not cause death

for some time. A second he looked, then, striking the ground
with his sharp hoof, ran towards me, his broken leg swing-

ing at the hock. Knowing he would try to get to windward,
as all the species do, I braced myself for the struggle and,

as he came close, made a spring, when, by a quicker move-
ment than one would have thought him capable of, he
dodged, and passing upon the other side struck out upon
the plain. Turning almost as quickly as he I took after,

and he was obliged to double to avoid me. Feeling that I

could not hold the pace any longer I made my last spurt,

and throwing all my energy into one spring caught one hind
leg just as it was passing beyond my reach, and antelope and
I came to the ground together. He gave a quick bleat, and
then began to strike out with his feet so furiously that I was
forced to lie behind to avoid being severely torn. Madly the

prey struggled to get away; but I kept my hold, though
nearly exhausted, until our leader arriving handed me his

knife with which I speedily terminated the career of the

buck by opening his jugular.

On getting up my limbs shook so that I was scarcely able

to stand, so severe had been the exertion; indeed, it was
some time before I could move about. We took off the hind
quarters and, wrapping them in the skin, conveyed the choice

morsel to camp, and recounted our adventures that evening
over the sputtering steak which, for the time, had usurped
the place of cow buffalo.

TRAP.
Gun Club.

The seventh meeting of the Gun Club was held at Adams
Point on Saturday last. The day was pleasant, but a little

more windwould have made the shooting very difficult, as the
birds were superior.

Mr. Fred Butler scored every bird shot at during the day, a
clean twenty-six. He was closely followed by Mr. Orr with
twenty-five, killed with a seven-pound Hollis, twelve bore,

under a handicap of two yards.

At 12 live birds, 80 yards boundary, HurUngham style. For Club
medal.
Butler 11111111111 1—12
Laing 1111 011011 11—10
Ewing 110111111 10—9
Jellett H1111101U 1-11

Freeze-out. 52.50 entrance, same conditions
Jellett and Butler.

Ewing 1 —1 I Laing 1 10 —2
Jellett I 1 1 111 1 1—8 Orr 1111111 1—8
Butler 1 111111 1—8

|

At 3 pairs live birds, 18 yards rise, 82.50 entrance. Divided by But-
ler, Ewing and Orr.
Butler 11 11 11—6 1 Laing 11 10 w
Jellett 11 01 w Orr 11 11 11-6
Ewing 11 11 1 1—6

|

At 3 pairs live birds, §5.00 entrance, same conditions.
Ewing 10 11 ll-5|Laing li 11 1 1-6

Fox 10100 1100111- 7

Orr 1111111 1 1 lo 1—11
11001011010 0— 6

Divided by Messrs.

Adams Point.

A few gentlemen met at Adams' Point, on Sunday last, to

shoot clay pigeons. The scores indicate either a generous
enjoyment of liquid fire, or extraordinary inexperience. Mr.
Edw. Briggs must do a deal of work before he takes his win-
ning pointer Climax out, or the dog will be disappointed.
The matches were all at 10 clay birds each, 18 yards rise.

Hoitt 11111110 0-7 I Briggs 01100 10 0—3
Thomas ....010001100 1—4 Charterhouse 10000010 0—2
Tait 101010110 1—6

|

The next shoot was under similar conditions and the score came out
as below

:

Hoitt 1 01001111 1—7
I Briggs 01001 11 0—4

Thomas 000100111-4 Charterhouse 1 1010 10 1—5
Tait 1 00010011 1—5

|

In the next shoot, same match, the score stood;

Hoitt 1 11100110 0-6
|
Briggs 01001100 0—3

Thomas 010000000 0-1 Charterhouse 001000010 0—2
Tait 01100000 0—2

|

To-morrow at McMahon's station the Golden Gate Gun
Club gives its last open shoot of the season. Three matches
are on the card, all at clay pigeons, aud we hope they will

be well filled.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club shoots at Birds'
Point to-day, beginning at 1 o'clock p. m.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The weather on last Sunday forenoon at Shell Mound was
dark, with a strong, gusty gale blowing across the range,
making first-class scores almost impossible; but in the after-

noon the fog cleared off, and the conditions became more
favorable, when Beven excellent records were made.
The rifle team of B Company, First Infantry, held their

monthly medal Bhoot at the 200-yard target, with the follow-
ing result: First-class medal, F. A. Raunu, 41 out of a pos-
sible 50 points; second-class medal, L. R. Townsend, 42.

The Golden Gate Rifie Club competition was well attended.
Following are the best scores:

Stadfeld 200yards—

6

45465534 6-46
Ott 200 yards—

4

64446646 4—44
Rudolph 200yards—

6

34553544 4—42
Pendleton 200 yarda-3 44444646 4—41

Three teams of Battery A, Second Artillery, of four men
each, had a match at the pistol range, distance 100 feet, with
regulation revolvers. The teams were from the commissioned
officers of the company, the non-commissioned officera
and the privates. The privates won the match handsomely,
as the following showB: Privates' team—Graham, McVicker,
Smith and Wickenhauser—165; non-commissioned officers'

team—Sargeants Elliott, Stillwell, Cummings and d'Aroy

—

163; commissioned officers' team—Captain Sime, Lieuten-
ants Macdonald, Beatty and Fisher— 150.

Two catch teams shot another match under the same con-
ditions as the first match. The scores, by totals, were: Elliott

46, McVicker 46, Graham 42—134; Captain Smith, 48 Cum-
mings 44, dArcy 38—132. .

Ed. Hovey, with a 44-caliber Smith &Wesson revolver, 100
feet distance, made the following excellent score in twenty-
five shots:

Hovey ,100 feet— 5 55655666666655664
6 6 6 5 5

6—60
4-48
—25—123

Otto Lemcke, of C Company, Second Artillery, at 200
yards, made the annexed good scores:

Lemcke 200 yards—

4

5564454454544444 5—45
4—42 —87

F. Poulter, F Company, Fifth Infantry, made 88 in two
strings, at 200 yards, and P. E. Robertson, G Company,
First Infantry, made 89; C. F. Waltham, C Company, Fire*
Infantry, also made 89 at the short range.

A. Johnson and Ed. Hovey, both of G Company, First In-
fantry, had one of the most closely contested matches ever
shot on the Coast. They fired five 10-shot strings at the 200-

yard target—tying in 227 points each out of a possible 250,
but Johnson won by Creedmoor. The scores:

Johnson 200 yards—5 54554455 6—4744556544
6465454545446564

Hovey 200 yards—4 45544456554555464

445454545
5

5

6 5 4 4 4 5 5

4—44
4—46
5—46-
4—44
5—47
4-46

4 4 6 6 4 5—45456544554 4—45—227

Police Officer Harry Hook, though a right-handed man,
has, because of an eye failing him of late years, been com-
pelled to shoot "lefty," and can roll up first-class scores with
his left eye and hand. He has been ambitious to meet some
other marksman who is a right-hander, but shoots left-handed.
P. E. Robertson of G Company, First Infantry, fills the bilL

and says he will meet officer Hook in a double-string match,
at 200 and 500 yards at Shell Mound, the affair to be for a
small amount of blood. But as he has not much time at his
disposal, Mr. Robertson wants the match shot on Sunday
next- Officer Hook can consider this as Mr. Robertson's defi,

and if he wants to shoot he can take his gun and a $20 piece
over to Shell Mound on Sunday next and he will hear of
something to his advantage, or mayhap to his disadvantage.
We are indebted to Mr. A. Johnson who scored, for a report

of Sergeant Hovey's excellent pistol practice on last Sunday.

Telegraph Match,

A very interesting telegraph match was shot on August
21st, by Colonel Geo. C. Thaxter, of the Carson Guard, and
Mr. J. M. Bell of the Tacoma Rod and Gun Club. The
scores were very high and exceedingly creditable to both
gentlemen. The conditions were, fifty shots each, any bona
fide military rifle, six-pound pull, 200 yards off-hand without:
cleaning, and no sighting shots. Thaxter experienced some'
trouble with his sights in the first score, but he closed withi
the score of fifty—ten straight bull's-eyes, and won wagers;
made by his friends that he would average 45. Following i»
the detailed score which shows an average of 45 1-5 for eachi
score of ten shots. On the ring target it gives the remark-
able average of 75 4-5.

Only Mr. Bell's total has come to hand.
G. C. Thaxter 1st ten shots

—

i 44444445 6—42'

2d ten shots—4 45454446 6—44
3d ten shots—5 54555444 5—45
4th ten shots—4 54454455 4—44.

5th ten shots—5 55565565 6—60—226
J.M.Bell Total ^1

Handicapping.

Allow me to make a few observations on your editorial, in

the July number of The Rifle, entitled "The Evil of Handi-
capping." To begin, I was not aware till I had read the

aforesaid editorial that handicapping was an evil, or that it

had resulted in jockeying to any appreciable extent. If there
is anything wrong in our methods of conducting matches I
venture to suggest that the evil is to be sought elsewhere i

than in the principle of the handicap.
If rifle competitions were gotten up simply as a means of

encouraging the art, by distributing a lot of prizes among:
competitors without regard to receipts from entry-fees, the'
conditions would be very different from what they now are,,
in this neighborhood at least, and a handicap might then be-
very much out of place. Unfortunately moBt rifle clubs have
to depend upon the entry-fees received to defray the cost of
prizes, as also to cover all other attendant outlays. Thie-
makes our matches partake of the nature of a subscription,
or sweepstakes, and as the entry-fees are the same to the
novice, or duffer, as to the expert, I claim it is but simple
justice that the latter should allow some concessions to the
former by which the chances of winning something handsome
should be evened up. What would be thought of the expert
capable of making from 85 to 90 who should propose an in-
dividual match for a large stake, and with no allowances to a
novice, or duffer, who had never made better than 60 ? I
think it would be readily conceded that such a match would
be unfair, and that the expert who should propose it would
not be lacking in gall, to say the least; yet this is just what
our matches amount to when shot without a handicap. The
experts only have any possible show for a good prize; the
novices and duffers are invited to contribute equally of their
substance, but with no possible chance of getting their money
back. That mistakes are made in some instances in placing
a handicap does not militate against the principle, and that
the winners in our recent prize meeting did not stand in the
order which they would had there been no handicap, does not
prove that the handicap was all wrong, as you would have us
believe; A handicap that should effect no changes in the
relative positions of competitors would be a delusion and a
farce.

Theoretically a handicap should be so adjusted as that all

competitors would have an equal chance to wiu the first prize
upon an equal expenditure for entries. Because we cannot
practically make this absolutely perfect adjustment is no
reason why we should not try to approach it as nearly as wq
can.



1886 %hz %xzz&zx and jlporctsmati.

We learn, that the Winchester single-shot rifle is becoming
popular with hunters. An elk-shooter from Oregon called a
few days since, and was enthusiastic in praise of the gun,
whioh, he said, was a first-rate weapon, strong, simple, accurate
and easy to keep clean.

When gentlemen engage in a game of billiards, if there is a
marked difference in skiD between them it is very customary
for the more skilful to allow points to the inferiorplayer; and
I have never heard that this practice was wrong, or that it

led to jockeying, though no donbt it occasionally results in
the less skilful winning the game.

I should be loath to believe that expert riflemen are more
unfair than other people, or that, if they had an equal chance
with others who contribute equally towards the prizes, they
would complain.

I always supposed that the honor of making the highest
score—which no handicap ever deprives one of—counted for

something, though the plain inference to be drawn from your
editorial is, that there is no reward for skill outside the prize-

list. I am glad that all riflemen do not take this view. I

have already met several who are ambitious to endure a like

"injustice" (?) meted to Mr. Richardson, whenever, in the
honest judgment of their fellow-riflemen, they are thought
worthy of it. I am certain that Mr. Jewell prizes the inex-

pensive medal which he received for the highest score far

above the greater money value which he received under the
handicap.

In my judgment, the principle of the handicap ought not to

be so hastily condemned; the young riflemen do need some
encouragement. If the experts are actuated by the true in-

stincts of riflemen they will be willing to give their less

experienced or less skilful brethren a fair show; since, no
matter where the chief prizes may go, the honor will still

xemain with those who can handle the spiralled tube most
skilfully.

H*,

"The Ordnance Board of the United States government
announced, a few months ago, that it seemed the part of wis-

dom to postpone the adoption of a magazine arm for the ser-

vice, and wait for a reasonable time for further development
of the magazine system. It will be observed, by the letter of

our English correspondent, that the government small-arm
experts of the British army have arrived at a similar conclu-

sion. The question of equipping the armies of the world with
a magazine rifle has been under consideration by the various
governments for several years, and most powers recognize
that this arm will ultimately be in the hands of the troops of

different nations. This feeling has stimulated invention and
improvement in the magazine system, and at the present time
there are many more excellent magazine rifles in existence

suitable for military purposes than is generally believed.

Information gleaned from many sources forces us to believe

that France is far in advance of other European countries in

the knowledge of the use of the magazine arm, and in Ger-
many inventors are busy improving the system, and her
troops being initiated into the use of the arm. These two
mighty powers are perhaps more alive to the importance of

avoiding tardiness in keeping abreast with improvements in

this direction than other nations. It is likely, as our corres-

pondent states, that England is "much more unready" than
America to adopt a magazine rifle. In our trips among Ameri-
can armories we have, during the past year, examined many
new magazine rifles, most of which have not been put upon
the market; but should a call for such a weapon be made, a
large supply could be produced in a comparatively short space
of time.

"The decisions arrived at by the Ordnance Board of this

government and the small-arms committee of Great Britain,

that it is best to defer the general adoption of a magazine rifle

for the army, is perhaps a wise one; but when, considering

that the value of any new system or departure can only be
fully tested by actual trial in the service for one or two years,

it would seem that the example set by several foreign powers,
of arming a selected body of troops with the most approved
magazine rifle produced by their artisans, would give the

selected arm an exhaustive trial, and an opportunity to correct

defects before equipping the entire army with such a weapon,
and is worthy of imitation by the American and English
governments."

We use portions of the August issue of the new and
valuable journal, The JRifle.

"There are several sports in America which are considered
clean and wholesome, and the encouragement of which means
developing a nation of noble physical specimens of manhood.
A country without out-of-door sports is a land where man-
hood is dwarfed and undeveloped. There is no sport more
likely to develop the higher physical qualifications and
strengthen the nation's power than the encouragement of

skill with the rifle, and no better way to develop this skill

than to reward merit. It does not seem difficult to find

trophies of great value to award the champions of sports far

less wholesome than rifleshooting, and frequently more to a

nation's disgrace than to her credit.

"The Wimbledon meeting, in full operation as we write,

illustrates how much England recognizes the importance
of encouraging rifleshooting; prizes to the value of $60,000
being offered to her marksmen, and the visitors from her far-

off possessions are offered additional reward for skill, and
these honorably earned trophies are presented to the victors

by royal hands, and every encouragement given to the

skilled soldier rifleman, which is a just recognition of a
nation's defenders.

"The importance of encouragement to the riflemen of

America cannot be over-estimated, and a liberal support to

the National Kifle Association is matter of national import-

ance. Local clubs are important and should be organized,

sustained, and encouraged in every section of this country.

But Creedmoor is the ground where the excelsiors of the local

clubs should annually meet, measure their skill, and be
rewarded for excellence. It is to be hoped that greater recog-

nition will be given to American marksmen who meetannually
at Creedmoor, and that the recognition will come from
individuals outBide of the Association; from parties whose
national pride will prompt them to contribute towards devel-

oping a large body of skilled riflemen.

"There are a number of individuals in this country who
have labored with unceasing diligence for years to originate

the National Association, sustain it, and make rifleshooting

popular. The immense amount of labor and oftentimes unap-
preciative efforts are known only to themselves and a few
individuals free from local prejudices, and who wish to see

the National Association prosper, and Creedmoor thecommon
place of meeting, and sustained in a creditable manner.
"A few liberal annual donations would enable the National

Association to offer prizes tempting enough to draw forth eaeh

year the finest rifle shots in the land, and the spirit of emula-
tion cause many an indifferent rifleman to develop into an
expert marksman. The country can have no better safe-

guard than the knowledge that they possess large bodies of

skilled riflemen,"

BASE BALL.
Saturday's Play.

There was a large attendance last Saturday afternoon at
Alameda Park, to witness the baseball game between the
Haverlys and Pioneers. The latter won by the following
score

:

throughout, and passed off with litlle or no friction be-

tween the contesting players. Following is the score :

Lawton, c 4
Dolan, If 3
Haiiley, r f 5 1

Incell, p i 1

Piercy.s s. 3
Bennett, 1st b..4
Donahue, 3d b. .4

Stein, 2d b 3
Moran, cf 3

HAYEBLY8.
BS. IB. PO.A.E

1
1 U 1 1110 110

12
1

3
13 1

2

Totals 32 3 1 2 24 10 4

Caveny, r f 5

Taylor, 1 f 5

Gagus, s s i

Hayes, 3d b 4

Perrier, c f 4

Finn, p 4

Powers, 1st b.. -4

JBigelow, 2d b...4
Carroll, c 3

PIONEERS.
T. R. BS. IB. PO.A.E.

10 1

10
2 2 2

10 1

1 2 1G
12 2 2 2

5 10
Totals 37 6 6 9 27 13 7

Base on errors—Haverlys 5, Pioneers 4; left on bases—Haverlys 4,

Pioneers 8; base on called balls—Haverlys 2, Pioneers 1 ; struck out—
Finn 2; passed balls—Carroll 2; wild pitches— Finn 2, Bennett 1; two-
base hit—Taylor; umpire—Madison; time—lh. 20m.; scorer—Chas.
Van Haltren.

Sweeney, p 3

Meagher, 3d b. .4

Robertson, 2d b3
McLaughlin, c 4

Flint, c f ' 3
Fisher, If . . . 3

Ahem, 1st b.... 3

Newbert, s s 3
Hilbert, r f ...3

ALT AS,

ID. E lU. B S P.O. A.E
. . 3 o 2 1 10 1

o o i i :

5 5 1

1 G 4 (

1 (

1 (

1 11

(i

2 1

PIOXEEBS.
T.BR. IB. B.S. P.OA. E

Cavenyr f 4 110
Taylor, If 3 10
Gagus, ss 4 1 2 1
Hayes, 3d b 4 1 10 2 1

Buckley, 2d b...4 3 12
Perrier, cf 4 u 1

Powers, 1st b„.. 3 1 11 I

Carroll, c 3 8 2
McMullin, p....3 U 1 17

Totals aC 2 7 1 24 21 2Totals 29 3 5 2 27 20

'No one out in the ninth.
BUNS BT INNINGS.

Atlas 10 2—3
j
Pioneers 10 10 0—2

Earned runs—Atlas 1, Pioneers 1. Home run—McLaughlin.
Three-base hit—Gaveny. Two-base hit--Buckley. First base on errors

—Atlas 2, Pioneers 3. First base on balls—Atlas 2, Pioneers 1.

Struck out—By McMullin 9, Sweeney 5. Left on bases—Atlas 2,

Pioneers 4. Double play—Sweeney, McLaughlin, Robertson and
Abern. Passed balls—McLaughlin 1, Carroll 1. Umpire—H. C. Chip-
man. Time, 1 :40. Official scorer— Will H. Young.

Sunday's Game.

Fally 9,000 people assembled at the Alameda Park last

Sunday. The stands proved inadequate for the crowd, and
hundreds had to content themselves with stauding, or sitting

on the fence. Umpire Madison had charge of the game, and
though many of his decisions called forth criticism from the
crowd, they were in the main very fair.

The Haverlys won the choice and sent the G. & M.'s to the
bat, where they failed to score, although they batted Incell for

two safe hits during the inning. The Haverlys also failed to

score, going out in 1-2-3 order on strikes. From the first to

the fifth inning neither side scored, when Dolan, of the
Greenhoods, made a short hit to Donahue, which was thrown
to first and muffed by Sweeney. Dolan in the meantime
making third on errors of Stein and Levy, Cusic making his

first, steals second, and he and Dolan are brought home by a
two-bagger of Gurnett, who is in turn left at second base.
The Haverlys again failed to score.

In the sixth inning the Greenhoods score one, and the
Haverlys, by errors of Fisher and good base-running are
enabled to make three runs, Lawton, Hardie and Incell scor-

ing. During the seventh inning neither side scored, but in
the eighth Hanley again scored, winning the game for the
Haverlys by the good ran of 4 to 3. The following is the

score:
HAVEBLTS.

Lawton, If 2
Hardie, c 4

Hanley, r f i
Sweeny, 1 b...4
Incell, p 3

Donabne, 3db.3
Bennett, s s. . .4

Levy, c f 4
Stein, 2d b 3

T. H. BS. IB, PO. A. E.

1

18 3110
1 10

1 1 14
2 12
16

Fisher, 3 b 4

Long, r f 5

Brown, c 5

Van Haltren, p 4
Dolan, s s 4

Cahalan, If 4

Cusic, c f i

Gurnett, 2 b 4
Donovan, 1 b...O

Totals .

1 1

10
13 2

15
1 1

ATHLETICS.

We regret to learn that those whose duty it is to do so

refuse to rectify several clerical errors made in awarding the

prizes won at the Petalunia Turn Bezirk.

Accurate footing showed that Mr. E. A. Kolb was entitled

to second place over Mr. Popp, to whom it was awarded,

and when such appeared to be the fact, the places of the

gentlemen should have been changed.
«

Bundes Feat.

oo oooo
.34 3 5 1 21 21 7Totals 31 4 2 7 27 26 12

RUNS BI INNINGS.
G&DI. „..0 2 10 0—3

| Haverlys 3 1 *—

4

Two-base hits—Haverlys ; left on base- G. & M. 7. Haverly 6; first

base on errors—Haverly 7; base on called balls—Haverlys 4, G. & M-
1; struck out—Incell 11, Van Haltren. 12; wild pitches, Vau Haltren 2;

scorer, J. if. Hennessy.

The Maroons and the Clevelands, of the Amateur League,

played an interesting game at Alameda on Sunday forenoon
last, the Clevelands winning by a score of 11 to 10. Arm-
buster pitched for the Maroons, and proved too swift for the

catcher to hold. With another catcher the result would have
been different. The score is appended.

MABOONS.
T. B. BH. BS. TO. A. E.

CLEVELAJiDS
T. B- BH. BS. PO. A. E,

Redman, c 5 1 1 1) 11 2 II

Q. Stultz, 3d b.2 2 n 1 1 1 1

Aimbujter, p.. 5 1 l 1 2 11 1

Dow.2db 6 2 t 1 U

Kelly, W.,cf..5 U u 1 II

Roberts, If... 4 II II 1 « II

Kelly, G., as.. 3 2 1 1 « (J

Fljnn, Pi 4 2 1 .« u

Nelson, 1st b..l 3 1 7 1

Totals 34 11 6 4 27 21 3

Beckwith, p...3 2 1 2
Roaner, s 8 6 1 3 1 II 1 1

Shoemaker, c f.4 (1 (1 II

Gormley, 1st b.4 2 1 2 5 1 1

Grimes, 3d b..5 1 3 1 2 1 II

McCarthy, C...4 4 12 1 2

Nagle, 2db....3 1 II IJ 3 1 2

Heron, 1 t 3 1 1 (1 9 1

Lang, r f 4 1 '* II 3

Totals 3G 111 6 24 14 10

On Saturday, Snnday and Monday last, representatives

from the various Eintracht societies of the State gathered at

Stockton for the annual reunion of that order. Generous
preparations had been made for the reception and entertain-

ment of the visitors, and the Fest was pronounced most suc-

cessful.

The San Francisco Eintracht, as usual, proved invincible,

and carried away all of the first prizes. We append a list of

events and winners:

In turning, the medal for the first class was won by Mr. E.

A. Kolb; that of the second class by Mr. E. Broz, both of the

San Francisco Eintracht. In open air sports, Mr. M. H.

Loheide, also of the San Francisco Eintracht, was awarded

the medal.
The special medal for the best class, an elegant gold and

silver-mounted horn, was won by the Eintracht of San Fran-

cisco. In the shootiDg competitions the prize for company
shooting fell to the San Francisco Eintracht. That for the

best individual score to Capt. Fred. Kuhls, of the San Fran-

cisco Eintracht, who also won the medal for most bull's-eyes.

Mr. William Ehrenpfort won the second prize for individual

scores.

In the singing, the San Francisco Eintracht took the first

prize for best double quartet, second going to the San Fran-

cisco "Frohsiun."
For the best quartet the prize went to the San Francisco

Eintracht, which it appears won every prize in the Fest but

one, and that a second. -
Health and Athletics.

BUNS DI IN3TNGS.

Maroons 1 3 3-20001 0—10
;f
Clevelands.. .1 0140103 1—11

Base hit—Nagle; base on errors—Clevelands 3, Maroons 4 1

. left on
bases—Clevelands 6, Maroons 4; base on called balls—Clevelands 7,

Maroons 12; struck out—Armbuster 11, Heron 8; passed balls—Redman
6, McCarthy 4; wild pitch—Armbuster 4, Heron t>. Umpire, Dewitt
Van Court; scorer, John F. Hennessy.

At Sacramento.

The game between the Alta Baseball Club and the Pioneers,

at Agricultural Park, Sacramento, drew one of the largest

audiences of the season. Scores of ladies were among the

spectators, and lines of vehicles nearly encirled the space

allotted to the players. The fact that Sweeney the well-

known California player, who lately returned from St. Louis,

where he had been under engagement with the MaroonB,

was to pitch for the Altas, donbtless did much toward stimu-

lating public interest in the game- Although suffering of

late from an injury to his arm, Sweeney played a good game,

his pitching giving general satisfaction. The ground had
been considerably cut up by the army of circus-wagons which
occupied it on the proceeding day and night, and although

its condition was considerably improved by scraping and
rolling, still it was soft in places, to which fact may be largely

attributed such errors as were made. The Pioneers were

first at the bat, and yielded to their opponents without having

scored a ran. In the Altas' first inning, McJLaughlin, Sweeney,
Robertson and Ahem made a brilliant double play, which
drew from the spectators rounds of applause. In the second

inning Hayes made first on Meher's error, went to second on

a passed ball, and scored on Buckley's base hit. From this

until the sixth, when Caveny made a three-baBe hit and
scored time on Hayes' single, the visitors failed to add another

to theirsoore. In the third inning, Ahern, of the home club,

made a 'base hit, stole second and scored on Sweeney's hit.

This was the only run made by the Altas up to the ninth

inning. Great interest entered in the result of this inning.

The Pioueers failed to score, and the Altas went to the bat

strong with hope. Robertson went to first on balls, and
McLaughlin succeeded him at the bat The latter made a

magnificent strike on a swift ball from McMullin, sending the

sphere so far to right field that Robertson made the touroftbe

bags, followed by the gallaDt McLaughlin himself, who scored

a home run. This brilliant play by McLaughlin ^von the

game to the home club, and set the spectators wild with en-

thusiasm. Friends of McLaughlin became so demonstartive

in their exuberance of spirit, that they pioked him up bodily

,
and carried him off -the field. The game was well played

It would be superfluous to state that athletes are generally,

as they ought to be—the healthiest of mankind. This is the

rule, and it follows that deaths incurred by athletic exercise

are usually the result of accidents which may with due care

be avoided. There are exceptions, however, and among such

must be numbereda young man who is reported to have died

suddenly at Rockwell College, Cashel, from heart disease,

after winning a race. Such a sad occurrence, though rare, is

probably not unique. As we write we can recall a nearly

similar instance of sudden death. The moral is obvious, yet it

may very possibly pass unheeded by many who would do well

to consider it. Athletic men are not prone to trouble them-

selves with valetudinarian fancies, and we certainly have no

idea of introducing them to this unprofitable line of thought.

At the same time, it will be well if all such, before inaugur-

ating a course of severe bodily effort, were to assure them-

selves that no vital flaw entailed a wise abstinence upon them.

Boys at school are apt to be wholesomely free in the use of

their muscular powers, and gain thereby in strength and
resolution far more than they lose by fatigue. Yet it is most

necessary that the exceptions among them also should be

known and suitably restrained when necessary by their mas-

ters. With respect to heart disease, the question of strain is

a most important one, especially since the latent weakness

may not be apparent under ordinary exertion. It is surely

no more than reasonable to make some allowance for an

organ which, though unsound, is often capable, if protected

from heedless risk, of passing successfully through the work
aud worry of an ordinary active life.

CRICKET.
A novel, uneven, though interesting game of cricket was

played in the Central Park Grounds, last Saturday afternoon,

between the Meriou Cricket Club and a team of nautical men
representing the various British merchant vessels in harbor.

Messrs. J. Purdy, aud W. Pannell, the Euglish professional,

played with the visitors, who were, no doubt, greatly handi-

capped through want of practice, but who, nevertheless, in a

few cases, manifested a thorough knowledge of the game.

The attendance was better than usual, the supporters of the

seafaring team mustering in good force. Following are the

scores:
MEBION CRICKET CLUB.

J. J. Theobald b. Purdy
C. Goewey b. Pannell 7

Van Heckeren b. Pannell 1

R. Gibson b. Pannell M
J. Miller 1. b. w.. b. Pannell.... u

A. M. Squire b. Pannell 12

l. Muli i b. Pannell 4

L , G. Bnru.'tt I. Pannell 2

C. B. Hill b. Party o

R, 11. Cave b. Purdy 10
s. D. Newton, nnt out 2

Extras ... 8

Total
"°

BRITISH M v. II in i: M.V1UNK.

E. H. Dobbins, " Melanope," 1. b.w '*

p. Williamson, " Oedrtc the Saxon/ b. PbeobaU 2

Captain Thomas, " Palgrave." b. Hill ^

B. C. Ody, " Knight of Garter," run out 1

Captain Quail, ' , OrloBa,"b. Miller »

W. Pannell, b. Hill
<J

J. PurJy, c. Miller b. Hill *

captain Robson, "OaUlrboe." o. Goewey b. Mill

a. Mclntyre, " Oriesa," b. Hill

Captain Urhnsdllcli. "St. Magnus," not out

Captain Bailey," Drum Craig," b. Hill

Extras

Total .
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The Fair at Oakland.

Trie ninth annual fair of the Golden Gate Association

will open at the Oakland Trotting Park on Monday
next. The affairs of the association have been made the

subject of various items in the daily press for the past

week, hut, as is often the case, in order to make a good

story the wildest rumors were set down as established

facts, and a good deal of sifting is necessary to arrive at

a correct understanding. There has been a change in

the office of the secretary, but there were no serious com-

plications attending it, and the business is being rapidly

put into shape by the new official. Never in the history

of the enterprise has there been so bright an outlook.

The show in the various competitive departments prom-
ises to be greater than ever before, and the accommoda-
tions of the commodious grounds will be taxed to the

utmost to properly care for the live stock and other

exhibits. The racing cannot fail to be first-class. A
carefully prepared speed programme bore good fruit

The list shows one hundred and eighteen entries, and
there is hardly a race-horse in the State, either trotter or

runner, of any quality or reputation that is not fully

engaged at this meeting. The horses that have been

short in their work in the earlier races of the circuit

will be in gilt-edged condition by the time they reach

Oakland, and we know of more than one horseman who
expects to give a surprise party during the meeting.

There ought to be and undoubtedly will be a large

attendance from this side of the bay. The Trotting Park
is situated in the most equable climate to be found in

this section of the State; free from excessive heat, fogs,

or high wind, accessible from the city in thirty-five

minutes by the best equipped ferry route in the world,

with the expense of traveling merely nominal, San,

Franciscans are offered an opportunity to indulge in the

sport of kings, with racing of the first order, and with

surroundings agreeable and attractive to a degree. The
officers of the association will be prepared to entertain

all comers, no matter how numerous the company may
be.

Guy Wilkes.

Mr. Corbitt's great son of George Wilkes, distinguished

himself at Santa Rosa last Saturday, by trotting a mile

in 2:15£. The horse was not at his best by reason of a

two week's let up iu his work, but the track suited him,

and he seemed full of go, so he was sent along for what
he could do. The quarters were 35, 32£, 33$, 34, and
"Wilkes went alone working as well generally that way
as in company. He made one break in the mile.' He
rested himself a little by the relaxation, but gained no
ground as he never breaks into a "wild" gallop, and
does not seem to be able to run any faster than he can trot,

f no accident befalls him Wilkes will set the mark
lower before the season closes. It is unfair to handicap

the horse with prognostications, but it looks as though

the stallion record was in danger.

Glenview to be Sold.

The Glenview stud and farm, the home of Nutwood,
Pancoast, and Cuyler, will be sold at public auction to

>jttlo the estate of the late J. C. McFerran, the sale com-
mencing on Tuesday, Oct. 12th. Catalogues will soon

be ready, and may be had by addressing the executor

J. B. McFerran, Louisville, Kentucky,

Our readers who are interested in trotting stock will

find in our advertising columns a special advertisment

announcing the sale of a number of colts and fillies bred

by W. T. Withers of the Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexing-

ton, Ky., the get of Alcona from fashionably bred dams.

The sale will be conducted by Killip & Co., on account

of Mrs. Silas Skinner, of Napa Co., and will come off on

Wednesday, Sept. 8th, 18S6. The trotters have some of

the finest strains of blood in them ever introduced to this

State, and should prove a great attraction to all who
appreciate fashionably bred stock.

Amongst other sales to take place immediately after

the stock parade at the State Fair, Sacramento, on Wed-
nesday, Sept. 8th, by Killip & Co., is the splendid lot of

thoroughbred Jersey cattle from the herd of Major
Robert Beck, including bulls, cows and heifers, all regis-

tered stock, ranging from yearlings to four-year-olds,

and all reported to be in the finest condition.

The sale of the well-known trotting stallion Alcona,

recently announced to take place at the Oakland Trotting

Park, has been changed to Sacramento. The sale will

take place on Wednesday, Sept. Sth, at the State Fair

grounds, where other valuable stock will be disposed of

by Killip & Co. at public auction.

Mr. R. B. Conkling sends in a photo of his stallion

King Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes, dam Missie, by Brignoli,

son of Mambrino Chief. This stallion has lately come at

prominence through the performances of his son Oliver

K., his oldest colt, and the only one of his get yet

trained.

Arab was not entered in the 2:17 class at Utica, and will

not appear in public again until the Hartford meeting,

his race being set for September 3d.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegiaph.

G. H. B., Fresno, Cal.

When the first horse breaks, going under the wire, and the
second horse is within a half a length of him, is the first horse
entitled to the heat?
Answer.—The first horse is certainly entitled to the heat.

The rule says: "A horse breaking at or near the score, shall

be subject to no greater penalty than if he broke on any
other part of the track."

H. W. O., Downieville, Cal.

Was Thad Stevens the horse that ran 4 miles in San
Francisco? I think he ran with Joe Daniels and others. I
want to know if he was a stallion or gelding, and if there
was or is any other horse called Thad Stevens.
Answer.—Thad stevens is the horse, and he is a stallion.

There is no other horse of that name that we ever heard of.

E. G. M., Palo Alto, Cal.
Please let me know what horses run in the Pacific Stake?

It was two miles, April 10th.
Ansvrer.—Hidalgo, Yolante and Patti.

W. T. B., Winnemucca, Nev.
Billy Coombs by Shannon; first dam Ruth Ryan by Lodi;

second dam Eva Bulwer by Bulwer; third dam Emma
Taylor by imp. Glencoe, etc.

Names Claimed.

By P. Carroll, Bloornfield, Cal.
StLfDAY, for bay colt foaled 1SS4, by Ironclad dam Nellie

Shannon by Shannon, from Fajany Gordon bv Billy
Cheatham.

Pro, for bay colt foaled 18S5, by Ironclad, dam Fanny Gor-
don by Billy Cheatham, from Lawyor inare No. 1. by imp.
Lawyer.

Ironstone, for bay colt foaled 1885, by Ironclad, dam Nellie
Shannon, as above.
Ildegarda, for bay filly foaled 1886, by Ironclad, dam Nellie

Shannon, as above.
Inkerjiann, for bay colt foaled 18S6, by Ironclad dam

Alice by Wheatley, from Fanny Gordan by Billy Cheatham.
^

Trotting at the Bay District.

Aug. 13th. -Purse $500. 2:24 Class.
B. B., blk g by Millloian's Bellfounder—J. W. Donathan.. 2 2 111
Le Grange, blk g--L. E. Clawjon 1 12 3 3
Dawn, cb s—J. A. Goldsmith 3 3 3 2 2
Lucille, b m—D. McCarthy 4 4 di a

Time, 2:24, 2:23$, 2:2.'i, 2:2G, :>:2t>$.

Ant;. Hth.—Pacing. Purse S350. Free for all.
Peruvian Bitters, b g by Electioneer—D. McCarthy 1 1 4 1
Prince, bg--S. K. Trefry 2 3 1 3
Nevada, b s—A. L. Hiuds 3 2 2 2
Elina, cb m—J. W. Donathan 4 4 3 4

Time, 2:241. 2:2.'iJ, 2:30, 2:26.

Same Day.—Purse S500. 2:30Clas'j.
Como, cb a by Elmo—E. M. Kail ton. 2 3 1 1 1
Longfellow, ch g—Lee Sbaner _ J 4 3 2 2
Blaine, blk g—W. M. Fletcher 4 12 3 3
St. David, ch g—J. W. Donathan 3 2 4 4 4

Time, 2:33, 2:3y, 2:27,2:28, 2:27.

Saturday is John Murphy's regular day in the week on
which he goes up to Mr. Bonner's farm near Tarrytown to
speed and exercise some of the horses, o.rnong them being
Maud S. On the 14th inst. he was detained at Rochester and
could not get home in time, bo Mr. Bonner had the mare
hooked to a road-wagon, and, getting in himself, drove her a
mile over his three-quarter truck in the faiH time of 2:14.f,
which, although not stauding as a record, iai the fastest time
ever made by any trotling-horse, mare, or gelding that way
rigged, beating Hopeful's tiuiu of 2:184, which had never been
beaten since 1S78. Muud S. made this mile without any toe-
weights, and carried about 30 lbs. more than the regular
weight. This is remarkably fast performf.nce, and there
seems to be no reason why she s.hould not go a mile in better
than 2:08 in harness.

|

A Complaint About Retained Money.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Last fall, at the Fresno
fair, the day before Bay Rose was to start in a race, I was
shown by the judges a protest from Secretary Vail against ad-

mitting the horse on account of alleged "suppression of

time" in a race at Visalia, in June, 18S2. I deposited $145
under Rule 41, otherwise I would not have had standing

enough left to even defend the action. I deposited the

money with the Fresno Association, taking theii receipt, con-

ditioned that in case the charge was not sustained the money
would be refunded. I got a copy of the protest and what
testimony I could conveniently bearing on the case, and for-

warded the same to our District Board at their meeeting the

last of Dee., 1885, in San Francisco. This Board found the

charge not sustained, and ordered that the money be refunded,
etc. Mr. Vail paid no attention to their order, and when the
Board of Review met in Chicago last May, they examined the
papers and virtually affirmed the decision of the District
Board. Of course, the Fresno F. G. Ass'n is responsible to
me, but as they acted only as agent of the N. T. Ass'n, which
in this case was Secretary Vail, I do not desire to ask them
for it till returned to them by the N. T. Ass'n. Some time
since I requested the Secretary of the Fresno Ass'n to call the
attentien of Secretary Vail to the matter, which he writes me
he did; but so far, Mr. Vail has failed to send the money or
even answer his letter. I am not willing that the matter shall

rest here, so write this as foundation for an article by you on
this subject. Now, it is barely possible that Mr. Vail is cor-

rect in not sending the money under Rule 41. If so, let Rule
41 be so changed as to do justice to innocent parties. If Mr.
Vail is correct in his action, it is nothing less than a grand
swindle. In this case the Secretary Bits in office in the State

of Connecticut and protests against my horse. The charge
is entirely without foundation—based on a report of a race

copied from one of the San Francisco papers, whioh says
"time not reported." Because that reporter thought the
time too slow to report. I am found guilty and fined §145.
Fined without a hearing! It is a kind of " stand and deliver

operation." Now, after investigation, and it is found that

there was no money on my part, does that money properly
belong to the N. T. Ass'n? The money was wrongfully ob-

tained from me, and when so proven to the satisfaction of the

Board, it still sticks in the hands of the N. T. Ass'n. Is that

correct under the rule? If so, is it not time the rule was
changed ?

Lemoore, Aug. 21, 1S86. E. Giddings.

Arab Meets a Check.

The 2.-17 class at Rochester, in which Arab was beaten by
Oliver K., is described by the commissioner of the Chicago
Horseman.

First heat—Pools sold: Arab $25, Belle Hamlin $11,

and field $8. Yesterday they sold: Arab §150, Belle Ham-
lin $115, Oliver K. §55, field $26. At last the anxiously
awaited 2:17 class is called. It is a race of great expectations.

The fact that Oliver K., Arab and Belle Hamlin, all winners
in their respective classes at previous meetings, are to be
competitors here, has caused speculation to be extremely
brisk. The odds have varied but little from the announce-
ment of the betting. Murphy, with Maud Messenger, and
Golden, with Bonita, are scarcely thought to have a chance
to win—but who knows.
At the word Bonita, Belle and Oliver K. went to the front,

and at the quarter Bonita was first, Belle on her wheel, and
Oliver K. at hers. The second quarter was trotted with the

three leaders head and head, and the distance from the half

to the middle of the upper turn was trotted in the same
position. At this point Belle broke and fell back, and Oliver

K. came to the front and finished a length in advance of

Bonita, Belle Hamlin third, Arab fourth, Maud Messenger
fifth. Time. 2:18J.
Second heat—Pools: Arab $25, field $10. This time it

was evident Hickok was out for the money. Belle and Arab
went to the quarter lapped, Belle slightly in advance, Oliver

K. two lengths back for third, Maud and Bonita lapped, three

lengths behind Oliver. The second and third quarters were
trotted by the leaders head and head. It was a great sight;

occasionally Belle's head would appear in advance, but like

a flash Arab came to her, and they trotted like a pole team
again. The head of the stretch was reached with Belle

slightly in the lead, and at the pole. Down the stretch both

men were driving hard, and at the distance it seemed that

Arab was gradually gaining, but as Hickok called on him he
swerved and nearly went into Brown's sulky, but Hickok
gathered him together and finished at Belle's head. The
judges deliberated sometime, and called it a dead heat. Maud
Messenger was third, Bonita fourth, and Oliver K. fifth.

Oliver K. was laid np and made no move for the heat.

Time, 2:18J.
Third heat—Pools: Oliver K. $30, field $23. As the word

wbb given, Hickok sent Arab with a rush for the front, and at

the quarter was one-half length in the lead, Oliver second,

Maud third, Bonita fourth; the second quarter was trotted

with the four leaders in a hunch, Arab a trifle in the lead,

Oliver at his wheel; the third quarter was trotted in same
Dositions, and entering the stretch Arab and Oliver were
head and head; the race down the stretch was on even terms

between the two, until at a point five lengths from the wire,

where Oliver K. broke, and Arab won by a length. Bonita

was third, Maud Messenger fourth, Belle Hamlin fifth.

Time, 2:19$. Belle Hamlin was laid up this heat; Arab
went two hard heats iu succession.

Fourth heat.— Oliver K. was first at the quarter, Arab was
second, Maud Messenger third four leugthB back, Belle

fifth. The second and third quarters were trotted in the

same order, and down the stretch Oliver came two lengths

ahead, Arab second, Maud third, P>elle Hamlin fourth and
Bonita fifth; the wire was reached in the position just named.
Time, 2:18.

Fifth heat.—Oliver went to the quarter a length in the lead,

Arab second. Belle third. From this point Oliver increased

his lead, until at the head of the stretch he was four lengths

iu advance of Arab, Belle about the same distance back for

third; Oliver came fast and finished two lengths ahead of

Arab, Bonita third, Hamlin fourth. Time, 2:16A.

I wonder how fast Oliver K. can trot? He Boemed to finish

this mile easily.

Rochester, Aug. 14.-2:17 class. Purse $1,600.

Olivet K., bg, by King Wilkes—Geo. Forbes 16 2 11
Arab, b g—O. A. Hickok 4 12 2

Dalle HunUn, b m—O. J. Huolla 3 5 4 4
Bonita, b m- Janus (1 old en 2 4 3 6 3

Man. 1 Mt-avngcr, b m—Jobu Murphy 6 3 4 3 dr
Time, 2:184, 2:181, 2:lUft, 2:18, 2:1CJ.

Oliver K., the winner, is a bay gelding 16:2 hands high,

Bix years old, by King Wilkes, dam Bessie Turner by Vir-

ginias, son of Lexington; second dam by American Eclipse,

I
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Brown Hal Goes Home.

One of the most sensational horses that has appeared this

year is the brown horse Brown Hal, owned by Major Camp-

bell Brown, Spring Hill, Tennessee, and trained by John Bos-

tick. When at Pittsburg in July, Brown Hall made his

debut on the turf and easily defeated a field of fast pacers,

getting a record of 2:17£, he was the sensation of the hour,

and marvelous stories were afloat as to his speed, and five out

of every sis men one met believed be could defeat any pacer

on earth.

At Detroit he was not quite as good, but he jogged in the

last heat of the race to his record and still held public favor.

At Cleveland he was in still poorer form, and narrowly

escaped defeat by Messina Boy, and hiB followers began to

waver. Instead of believing him able to pace in 2:10, the

figures began to be set at 2:14, 15, or 16, but the climax was

reached at Rochester, when in the third heat he '

' gave it up "

and was beaten by Silver Thread in 2:18£.

"He won't quite do" was heard on every side. Few, if

any, stopped to seek a reason why he was beaten in such slow

time. He was no longer the public favorite and good enough

to carry the money at $100 to §25 over the field. It

mattered not that he was sick at Cleveland, that at Buffalo

he was not started and not worked, he had always proved

invincible, and if he was not so now the publio had no

further use for him. An analysis of the time would have

shown an intelligent reasoner that the clip in each heat was

enough to make any horse leg-weary that was short of work.

When a horse that is not keyed up goes around the first turn

to the quarter-pole in 32is., it is very apt to make him tired

before he reaches the wire.

Gossip Jr. had the same experience at Detroit and was

beaten, and the horse that defeated him has been so com-

pletelv knocked out that he has not paced a race since.

Bostnick has now decided to ship Brown Hal home, and

not start him again until he is right. It is but little satisfac-

tion for him to be polling races out of the fire with a horse,

that if right, would astonish the world. About two weeks

before shipping the horse to Pittsburg, Bostick gave him

three heats over the three-quarter mile track at the farm, in

2:14, 2:13, 2:12. The following week he was worked an

easy mile, and four days later driven a mile at speed, the

quarters being paced in 32s., 32i S ., 32£s., 32s., full mile,

2K)S5. After such a performance over the home track, the

owner and trainer had reason to believe that over a fast cir-

cuit track the horse could pace a mile in 2:05. Readers can

now easily understand why Bostick believed he had a world

beater; but experience has so far proven that the horse will

not stand shipping, and the consequent change of water, diet,

climate, etc., and retain his form. At the farm Major Brown

has a son of Hal's, foaled 18S3, dam Mattie Bethel, a fast

pacing mare that could show a quarter in 33s., but an injury

to a forward tendon prevented training her. The youngster

is a beauty and very fast, and when Bostwick gets ready to

bring him out he will, if present prospects are any indication,

be a credit to his sire. ^
Pocahontas,

[American Cultivator.]

Many of the brightest lights that have appeared upon the

trotting and pacing turf during the past half-century have

resulted from accidental breeding. But few, however, that

have possessed sufficient merit to carry them from the bot-

tom to the top-most round of the ladder of fame have exper-

ienced a more eventful career than the world-renowned pac-

ing mare Pocahontas. The most accurate and comprehensive

history of this great mare yet given to the public came from

the pen of Mr. D. W. Keed, who lived in the vicinity where

Pocahontas was raised, and from this account, as published

in "Wallace's Monthly" several yearsago, many of the follow-

ing facts were gleaned.

Pocahontas was bred by William Dine, of Butler county,

Ohio, and foaled the property of John C. Dine in the spring

of 1847, got by Iron's Cadmus, dam by Probascoe's Big

Shakespeare, by Shakespeare by Valerius, by son of imported

Badger; second dam by James Badger, by "Valerius, above

named. Iron's Cadmus was by Cadmus, son of American

Eclipse, he by Duroc, son of Diomed, from Miller's Damsel,

by imported Messenger. The dam of Iron's Cadmus was by

Brunswick, s. t. b., by Sumter, by SirArchy, son of imported

Diomed. The dam of old Cadmus was Die Vernon, by Ball's

FlorizeL by imp. Diomed, making the sire of Pocahontas

imbred to the winner of the first Derby ever ran in England,

and the progenitor of a greater number of speedy, courageous

race-horses in this country than have ever descended from any

other animal that has yet crossed the Atlantic.

Iron's Cadmus was a sixteen-hand, dark chestnut, with

four white feet, strong, active, and very bloodlike in appear-

ance, with an easy way of going, mixed-gaited, but apparently

as well suited with the pace as any. His speed wa3 never

developed. His dam was an active, nervy pacer, sorrel in

color, with four white legs, and evidently showed good breed-

ing in her form and quality. He was foaled the property of

John Irons and G. Coffein, of Lebanon, Warren county, Ohio,

in the spring of 1840, and kept by them about ten years,

when he pasBed to tne ownership of Spinney & Egbert; con-

sideration $200. They stood him at Richmond, Ind., one

season at $7 to insure, the number ot patrons aggregating

ninety. In 1851, he was bought by Anderson Sutton, of

"liberty, Ind., for $500, who stood him in that vicinity for

aree years. His patronage was liberal, ranging from SO to

113 each season at $7 to insure.

In the fall of 1854, Mr. George Shepherd, of Monroe, But-

ler county, Ohio, became his owner by paying $500. After

standing the horse one season at $20 to insure, Mr. Shep-

herd sold him, in 1856, to a company in Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia, for $1,500. This company kept him in Virginia two

years at $50 to insure, then sold him to a company in St.

Louis, Mo., for $3,000. He was shipped to St. Louis by boat

early in the spring of 185S, took cold upon the passage and

soon died.

Pocahontas was a chestnut sorrel with four white legs to

the knees; white face, large white spot on belly in front of

stifle, stood sixteen hands without shoes at maturity, with

broad, deep shoulders, high withers, big around the girth,

large hip bones well ribbed out, and broad across the loins,

so that the hips did not have a ragged appearance, long hips,

strong quarters, powerful gaskins, broad, clean limbs, short

cannon bones, clean head, broad between the eyes, very

slightly dished, deep, wide, thin jaw tapering well to the

nose, good ear, large, intelligent eye, wide nostril and very

large windpipe.
The dam of Pocahontas was a long-bodied, short-limbed,

16* hand bay mare, deep through the shoulders, well-

muscled, smoothly made, good coat, easily kept, a square

trotter, with more than ordinary trotting action and speed.

Her sire, Probascoe's Big Shakespeare, was a bean tifnl bay

with star, snip and two white hind feet, stood 16A hands

high, could go at all gaits with perfect ease, but could show

the most speed at a pace. His dam was said to have a cross

of the Arabian Pilot blood, from which it is thought Poca-
hontas inherited the peculiar white spot in front of her stifle.

The Badger family is noted by all old horsemen who weie
familiar with its members as being the best and fleetest of

their day at all gaits. Mr. Probaseoe is authority for the
statement that no stallion ever owned in his section could
excel the trotting gait of Old Badger until Neaues' Cassius
M. Clay was brought there from Orange county, New York.
As the dam of Pocahontas was by a son of Valerius, she was
inbred to this valuable thoroughbred strain.

Pocahontas was a large, growthy, clumsy, loose-jointed

filly, and a natural pacer from birth. When two years old

she was sold at public auction, the purchaser being William
Dine, to whom she was knocked down for the paltry sum of

$30. When coming three years old she was broken to sad-

dle, and at that time her withers were so low that it was im-
possible to keep the saddle from slipping over her head with-

out a crupper. After working her one day and finding her
perfectly kind, Mr. Dine gave her in charge of a boy, whom
he cautioned to work her lightly. Tbe youth had not suffi-

cient judgment to cany out theinstructions understanding^,
and the filly was soon so badly curbed in both legs that

when lying down, she could not get upon her feet without
assistance.

She wjs cured as speedily as possible, and sold to Mr.
Benjamin Gautchie the spring she was three years old for

$51. Mr. Gautchie used her during the sammer of 1S50 as

a general farm animal, considering her kind and serviceable,

but never dreamed of speed. The following fall he traded
her with Mr. Abraham Pearce, living near Winchester,

Preble county, for another animal of the same age. After

using her at general farm work for about a year, Mr. Pearce
sold her to a "Widow Flora" of that place, who used her

both to carriage and saddle for general family purposes until

the fall of 1852, when she sold her back to Mr. Pearce, from
whom she bought the mare.
At this time Pocahontas was five years old past, and had

developed into a large, strong animal. Mr. Pearce was
engaged in hauling logs with a four-horse team, and losing

one of the animals bought Pocahontas to fill its place,

keeping her at work until the following spring. On the 10th

of May, 1S53, Mr. Pearce bred her to PughV Aratus, and
eight days later sold her to Mr. William Potter of Trenton,

Butler county, for $135. Her new owner saw at once that

she possessed remarkably good action, and in a day or two
took her to the farm of L. D. Woodmansee, a trainer, who
lived only a few miles away, near a half-mile track. Mr.
Woodmansee gave her a trial to saddle, when she showed a

milein2:5S. This was her first introduction to a track.

On the 20th of May, two days after her sale to Mr. Potter,

Woodmansee bought her for $180, probably not knowing
that she had been bred.

She was trained carefully through the summer, and in the

fall was sent to the Queen City Course, Cincinnati, where
she first appeared upon the turf in a race against a pacing

horse called Crittenden, which she defeated easily in 2:40,

and was immediately matched against the fast pacer Ben
Higdon, best two in three. Tbe latter race came off at

Cincinnati, November 5, 1853, and proved a short victory for

Pocahontas; time, 2:41, 2:32. Immediately after this race a

half interest in her was sold to Messrs. Levi Dunham and
John Hopper of Cincinnati, for 31,000.

In December following she was taken to New Orleans

where she spent the winter, during which she captured three

races, beating the best pacers they could produce. The first

was against bilvertail, and occurred Jan. 29, 1S54, Pocahontas

winning in straight heats; time, 2-.25J, 2-Mh Seven days

later she won another match for $1,"000 against the Bame
horse, losing the first heat to him in2:33£, taking the next

three in 2:27f, 2:32|. 2:24£. The first heat in this race is

the only one she ever lost, and this was the result of an acci-

dent. She was a big-gaited mare and caught one hind foot in

the sulky wheel, breaking one or two spokes. Six days later,

Feb. 16, 1854, she beat the pacers Tecumseh and Dolly

Spanker in 2:20, 2:25, 2:20. distancing both in the last heat.

At the time of the last race she had become so large that

they had a snlky built for her, with the axletree six inches

wider than usual, to give her plenty of room between the

shafts. The was driven in these races by O. W. Dimmick,

one of the best reinsmen of his time. In March following she

was shipped back to Mr. Woodmansee's farm in Ohio, and on

the 21st of April, 1S54, just two months and nine days after

placing her mark at 2:20, she foaled a nice shape, bay colt,

now known as Tom Rolf. This colt was placed at once with

another mare whose foal had died, and Pocahontas was taken

to the track by Mr. Woodmansee, who immediately began

working her.

In the fall of 1S54, after being thoroughly conditioned by
Mr. Woodmansee, she was sent to Union Course, L. I., in

charge'of O. W. Dimmick, who before going east gave her a

trial in the presence of Mr. Horatio Page, then of Cincinnati,

who timed her and describes the event as follows: "Mr.

Dimmick gave me a confidential invitation to accompany him
very early a stated morning over the river to the Queen City

Course, to hold my watch on Pocahontas, to which I readily

consented . The mare was placed upon the track accompanied

by a boy on a running horse. The mare gut a good send-off

and maintained a steady pace to the half-mile pole, at which

place she showed a fearful burst of speed, drew away from the

runner, placing a wide gap between him and herself, and
finished her mile in the unheard-of time of 2:08J; coming

from the half-mile pole to the wire in the almost incredible

time of 57i seconds.

"As long as I live I cannot forget the appearance of this

wonderful animal as she neared the stand on the home
stretch. Nose thrown out on a parallel line with her neck

and body, mouth wide open, large nostrils fully distended,

white legs and face, large eyes glaring in the early morning
sun-light, her wonderful stride, her stroke as even as that of

a great engine, her smooth and easy way of going, presenting

almost the appearance of a trotter, was to me one of tbe most

thrilling scenes of my life. Taking into consideration the

fact that the Queen City was considered a long track, every-

thing convinces me that at the time she went east Pocahon-

tas, properly handled, good day and track, could have paced

her mile in 2:05, and I would not have been astonished had

she done it in two minutes."

Pocahontas was kept at the Union Course some six weeks,

when all efforts to match her failing, she was sold to Messrs.

Joseph Goodwin and James D. McMann of New York for

$2,500. She was finally matched against the pacer Hero for

$2,000 a side, Pocahontas to go to wagon and Hero to har-

ness. The race occurred at the Union Course, Long Island,

June 21, 1S55, the mare distancing her competitor the first

heat in the wonderful time of 2:17j a mark which lias only

been beaten by one other pacer to wagon up to tbe present

time, and that by only one-fourth of a second by Sweetzer at
:

al., Nov". 21, ISTs, where he started to beat Judge

Fullerton's time and accomplished the feat, winning the first

heat in 2;17j. This was the last appearance of Pocahontas

i upon the turf. Her speed was then known to be so much
[
greater than that no one was willing to make a match against
her and like the famous race-horse English Eclipse she
retired from the arena unbeaten.

It is stated that dnring the two seasons she was in Mr.
Woodmansee's hnnds he ofteu drove ber on the road to

buggy, when she inclined to trot and would jog a 3:30 gait

with ease. She was never driven to a break while speeding
upon the track, but is reported by him a3 being a remarkably
level-headed, good-natured, easy driver. After being handled
by Mr. Dimmick, however, and being allowed to show her
speed upon the home stretch, she soon developed so strong a
resolution to come to the wire like a tornado that it was
impossible to restrain her, and this fact accounts for her
distancing her competitor in her last two races.

Pocahontas was finally bought by Mr. Reuben S. Denny
of this city and put to breeding. Her produce have proved
remarkably speedy, particularly the descendants of Tom
Rolfe, which, as has already been stated, was by Pogh's
Aratus, a fine styled, beautifully gaited, 16 J -hand, 1300-

pound, bay horse, bred by John Pugh, Wayue Township,
Butler Co., Ohio, in 1S42. After becoming blemished, this

Pugh's Aratus was sold undeveloped in 1S50, when horses
were low, for $700, to Mr. Hornady, who took him to Illinois

some time in 1S53, and no traces of him have yet been dis-

covered so far as known.
"Puglrs Aratus was got by Joseph Phaie's Aratus of Wayne

Township; brought from Kentucky by Mr. DeWirt of Oxford,

Ohio, bred by Henry Clay, and got by his noted race-horse

Aratus, by Director, son of Sir Archy, by imported Diomed.
The first dam of Pagh's Aratus was a fine bay pacing mare,
sixteen hands high, bred by Mr. John Pugh, got by James
Wallace's Saxe Weimer, he by Drummond Hunt's Saxe
Weimer, son of Sir Archy, by imp. Diomed. The second dam
ot Pugh's Araluswas a powerful, 163-hand, chestnut mare of

Highflyer and Laboe stock. This mare was so powerful and
resolute that her owner offered to match her for a wager to

pull against any animal in the conntry.
"Tom Rolfe developed into a bold, stylish, rangy horse

about 15J hands high, and is said to have borne quite a close

resemblance to his sire. He was a natural trotter and
remarkably promising from the first. At three years of age
he was placed in the hands of Mr. Woodmansee, by whom
he was handled several years, developing a high rate of speed
and doing stud service every season. Mr. Woodmansee,
finally moved to Dayton, Ohio, taking Tom Rolfe along with
him, and while exhibiting him at speed on a small circle for

an Insignificant premium he struck his fore leg, injuring the

cord severely, and laming him so that he was thrown out of

training for a year. Previous to the accident Mr. Woodman-
see had made arrangements to take him east, where he
expected to astonish his friends with an exhibition of speed
not dreamed of. After the accident a half-interest in him
was sold to a company of breeders in the vicinity of Dayton,
Ohio, for $3,000."
In 1S6S Mr. Woodmansee sold his interest in Tom Rolfe to

a Mr. J. W. Pritz, who put him in two races and gave him a

record of 2:33^. Previous to his injury he showed Mr.
Woodmansee amilein2:23, and gave promise of doing even bet-

terthanthat. He was bought from Mr. Pritz by Mr. Wesley P.

Balch of this city, who kept him for stock purposes until his

death, which occurred in December, 1S77. While owned by
Mr. Balch he was bred to Judith, by Draco (2:30), son of

Young Morrill, and produced Young Rolfe, formerly owned
by C. H. Nelson of Waterville, Me., where he was kept for

stock purposes several years, then sold to Mr. John Shepard
of this

-

city, who placed him in the hands of James Golden.
The latter conditioned him, and started him in 10 races during
the season of 1SS4, winning first money in 7, second in 1, and
third in another, giving him a record of 2:21|. In his tenth

race, which was at Mystic Park, September IS. 1SS4, Young
Rolfe dropped dead upon the track before reaching the wire

in the first heat. An autopsy was held, and the veterinary

surgeon decided that death resulted from the bursting of a

blood vessel near the heart. Among the fastest got by
Young Rolfe is the wonderful trotting stallion Nelson, that

won a record of 2:263 on a half-mile track at Lewiston, Me.,

last fall, wben in his three-year-old form.

Following is a list of Tom RoltVs get with records below
2:30:

Sleepy Tom (pacer), 2:122; Gem (pacer), 2:13|; loung
Polfe, 2:21$; Tom Rolfe, 2:22$; Lady Rolfe, 2:22£; Tom
Hendricks, 2:25.

The average number of heats won below 2:30 by the six is

twenty-one, and their average record 2:19i. Pocohontas

Boy, by Tom Rolfe, is the sire of six pacers and four trotters,

with records from 2:12}, by the pacer Buffalo Girl, to 2:29$,

by the trotter Highland" Maid.

In 1S58 Mr. Denny bred Pocahontas to Ethan Allen, and
the next season she dropped a beautifnl filly, afterwards

known as Young Pocahontas
v
which, after getting a record of

2:26^ in ber fifst race, was bought by Robert Bonner for

about $35,000. After going to Mr. Robert Bonner's stables

she showed a mile in 2:18, and was timed a half at Fleet-

wood in 1:04*. In 1S60 Pocahontas brought May Queen, by
Ethan Alien," and was bred to Miles Standish, sou of Hill's

Black Hawk, the result being May Day, foaled in 1861.

Her next foal was Strideaway, dropped in 1863, got by
Black Hawk Telegraph. The latter was by Hill's Black

Hawk, first dam by Sir Walter, son of the thoroughbred Sir

Walter, second dam by Burger Horse, son of Sir Charles, by
Duroc. Strideaway was a remarkably speedy stallion, having
shown three trials the sume day in 2:19, 2:17-1, 2:15A, during

his preparation for the great stallion race which occurred at

Mystic in September, 1S74, but died in June that year. He
was valued very highly, having been sold for $25,000, and
was undoubtedly the fastest stallion living at that time.

Strideaway was the last of Pocahontas's produce that lived.

The old mare finally passed into the hands of AmasaSprague,
whose property she died about 1873 or 1874.

May Queen, full sister to Young Pocahontas (2:26^), was
very speedy when young, but went blind and was put to

breeding. She produced Prudence, Dolly Vardeo, May
Flower, May Morning (2:30), and a colt which died, all but

Daniel Lambert; Driving Wind, by Brignoli (2:29$): Hurri-

cane and Tempest, by Fearuaugbt; a colt which died, by
King Philip (2:21); also the fillies Virginia Jefferson and
Gipsy May, by Thomas Jefferson. May Morning (2:30), bred

to Smuggler, produced the Stallion Revenue (2:22 ;i. Most of

tbe other daughters of May Queen have produced foals.

Driving Wind has brought several by Wedgewood (2:19), and
13 now at the farm of her owner, J. R. Graham, in Lexington,

May Dav also brought several foals, one of which, Nanoy,
by DanielLambert, has a record of 2:22*. A daughter of

May Day, got by Broken Leg, son of Rysdyk'sHambletonian,

is now kept at the Bates Farm for brood purposes, and has a

very promising colt at foot by Wedgewood (2:19). Tl.

ory of this wonderful mare, Pocahontas, is su I

green by the performances of her progeny, which is n

ing rapidly in New England, the West uud Kentucky
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Washington Park Statistics.

During the summer meeting jnst closed there were twenty-

three regular and nine extra days' racing, during which one

hundred and seventy-one events were contested, of which

twentv-three were stakes.

In the running of these events three hundred and fifty-one

different horses engaged, of which one hundred and eighty-

two won money.
The total amount of money added by the club to the one

hundred and seventy-two races was SS6.525, which, added to

the amount of entrance money, makes the grand total of

$132,869, which were divided among one hundred and four

owners as follows :

E.J. Baldwin S27.900

E.Corrigan 12,937

E.P.Ashe 6,341

Johnson i: Thomas... 4,585

T.H.Stevens 4,548

J.S.Campbell 4,542

Easton & Larabee 4,095

W.E. Walker & Co. . 4,060

S. S. Brown 3,410

A. G. McCampbell 2,700

Wm. Mulkey 2,700

D. J. M. Adkins 1,930

Havdon & Barry 1, 800

J. S. Shaw 1,760

J. G. Greener 1,754

P. Corrigan 1,597

D. T. Palsifer 1,560

P.S.Donovan 1,525

L. K. Ketcham 1,48^

Cbinn & Morgan 1,48!

W. O. Scully 1,283

Carroll&Co 1,250

Hopedale Stable 1,212

J. M. Batchelor 1,205

C.B.Long 1,156

W. S. Barnes & Co 1,150

Jas. Surget 1,138
1,000

950
924

872
860
S50
824
795
736
70S
700
700
700
700

$500
460
450
420
420
400
400
400
400
400

K. W.Hopson 400

Highland Park Stable.

N. J. Douglass
J. M. Paul
J. A. Bruton
J.Shelly
J. Franklin
Geo. Clark
B. L. Coultis

C. A.Brown
J. C. Alexander.

M. J. Daly.
G. M. Bye
A. Perry
A. B. Goodwin...
Wm. Cottrill

J. N. Ackerman. .

.

E. L. Carmichael.

.

A. W. Weingardt..

C. Johnson
W.Sanford
E. Tucker
J. H. Thompson..
C.Bell
Grey & Co
J. G. McFadden..
P.H.Butler
Wynne & Son
D. A. Honig
M. A. Walden ..

W.Hull.

665
650
649
640
585

J. J. Tompkins 580
N. Becke
G. D. Wilson
Bell & Timberlake.

.

Wooding & Puryea.

.

H. D.Bellew

F. G.Zeibeg.
J.Nicholson.
W.Franklin
E. A.Swigert
S. Bryant
S. Cohen
W. P. Keegan
D. Abrams
C. F. Armstrong
Shawhan & Andersen.
H. C. Wolf
E. J. Wachter
J. S. Brannon
J. Blanchfield
Gillespie & Feeney
E. Fraser.

400
372
362
33S
352
350
350
350
340
300
300

300
300
300
300
300

Tracy & Levy 25S

Talbott Bros
W. McGuigan
O. E. LaFevre
L. Applegate
Paxton Bros
E. Lisle

J. Barclay
J. W. Rogers
Pulford & Co
J. A. Batchelor
J. H. McConnell
W. S. Anderson
P. G. Speth
R. J. Lucas
M.J. Doyle
N. Armstrong
Geo. Grime
Whitten Bros
T. Watkins
L. Curran
E. A. Trimmer
S. L. Gross
P. McAuley

250
250
250
230
230
212
200
200
150
120
115
107

100
100

100
100
75
75
66
50
50
25
10

Grand total..... .. $132,859

E. J. Baldwin's invincible stable carried off eight of the

richest stakes, as follows : The American Derby, the Cup,

the Columbia, Englewood, Drexel, Hyde Park, Society and

the Leland Hotel Stakes.

Ed. Corrigan captured the Boulevard, Competition and the

Palmer House Stakes.

Easton & Larabie also secured three, the Richelieu Hotel,

Maiden and the Woodlawn Stakes.

J. W. Guest's colt Terra Cotta placed the Tremont House
Stakes and the Lakeview Handicap to his credit.

Johnson & Thomas captured the Oakwood Handicap, S. S.

Brown the Great Western Handicap, J. S. Campbell the Dear-

born Handicap, the Highland Park Stable and Quickstep

Stakes, A. G. McCampbell the Kenwood Stakes and R. P.

Ashe the Sheridan Stakes.

The following table shows the winners of the various stakes

arranged according to ages, and also gives the weight carried

and the time made in tie race

:

TWO-YEAfi-OLD STAKES.

Lakeside Stakes, | m.—Wary, 110 lbs.; 1:021 $2,800

Kenwood StakeB, § m.—Jim Gore, 113 lbs.; 1:02 2,700

Hyde Park Stakes, J m—Grissetta, 107 lbs.; 1:20 3,755

Society Stakes, | m.—Laredo, 110 lbs.; 1:15 1,560

Leland Hotel Stakes, $ m.—Laredo, 105 lbs.; 1:15 2,330

Tremont House Stakes, 4m.—Terra Cotta, 105 lbs.;

1:29J ! 1,930

Lakeview Handicap, j m.—Terra Cotta, 95 lbs.; 1:16}. . 1,885

Quickstep StakeB, } m.—Faster, 102 lbs.; :48| 1,510

THB.EE-YEAR-0LD STAKES.

American Derby, 1J m.—Silver Cloud, 121 lbs.;2:37}.. 8,360

Sheridan Stakes, if m.—Ed. Corrigan, 118 lbs.; 2:09. . . . 3,790

Englewood Stakes, 1 m.—Estrella, 113 lbs.; 1:434 3,290

Drexel Stakes, 1 m.—Solid Silver, 118 lbs.; 1:55 2,980

Richelieu Hotel Stakes, 1-f
m.—Montana Regent, 113

lbs.; 2:23} 1,370

Maiden Stakes, 1J m.—Montana Regent, 118 lbs.;

1:56J
.1,685

Woodlawn Stakes, 1} m.—Montana Regent, 118 lbs...

2:35} 1,040

[Note.—This race was won by Jim Gray, but was given

to Regent on a foul.]

Dearborn Handicap, 1} m.—Jim Gray, 118 lbs.; 1:55}.. 1,500

all-age stakes.

Oakwood Handicap, 1} m.—Spalding, 4, 97 lbs.; 1:531. 2,e85

Boulevard Stakes, 11 m.—Lizzie Dwyer, 4, 113 lbs.;

2:08 910
Columbia Stakes, 1| m.—Volante, 4, 118 lbs.; 3:04 1,375

W. P. Cup, 2} m.—Lucky B., aged, 123 lbs.; 7:30

(w. o.) 1,525

Great Western Handicap, 1} m.—Jim Guest, 4, 98 lbs.:

2:34 1,980

Competition Stakes, 1} m.—Lizzie Dwyer, 4, 113 lbs.;.

2:361 . 1.180

Palmer House Stakes, 11 m.—Irish Pat, 4, 112 lbs.;

2:25 3. 525

Total first-money value of stakes $55,720

Never before was there as many fast performances witnessed

at one meeting as have been seen during the running of the

above stakes and purses.

During the meeting a mile was run in 1 :42 or better, six

imes; one mile and a furlong in 1:56 or better eight times;

one mile and a quarter in 2:09 or better five times, and one

mile and a half was compassed in 2:37 or better five times.

One mile and three furlongs was run in 2:23}, and one mile

and three-quarters in 3:04.

We have not the space of time to give a detailed statement

of all the fast times recorded, but appended is a table show-

ing the performances to which the word "best" can be applied

in some particular:

MILES. TISIE.

i Faster, 2, 102 10. (Best for the year) :48|

I Jim Gore, 2, 1 13 lb . (Best on this track) 1 :02

3 Charley Lucas, aged, 90 lb. (Best on this track). . . 1 :14

f Rico, 4, 90 lb. (Equals record) 1:27}

{ Col. Clark, 4, 1 18 lb. (Best at weight) 1 :2S}

I Ada p., 3, 106 lb. (Best at age) 1:414;

11-16 Jim Douglass, aged, 122 1b. (Best on record) 1:471

1J Spalding, 4, 97 lb. (Equals record) l:53"j

1* Scolding, 4, 118 ft. (Best at weight) 1:55

lj Blnnette, 5, 101 lb. (Best on record) 2:07}

II Lizzie Dwyer, 4, 113 ft. (Best at age and weight
by a filly) 2:08

H Jim Guest, 4, 9S ft. (Equals record) 2:34

1} Jim Gray, 3, 118 ft. (Best at age and weight) 2:35}

[Note.—Jim Gray was disqualified in this race.]

HEATS.

i Gleaner, aged, 1121b. (Best 3 in 5)... 1:15, 1:14}, 1:15}

1 Billy Gilmore, 5, 117 ft, won second
and third; Bootblack, 4, 113 ft,

won first. (Best at weight) 1:43J, 1:421, 1:44

11-16 Hopedale, 4, 110 ft, won first heat, and dis-

tanced by Ailee, 5, 110 ft, in second.
(Best first or single heat) 1:48, 1:59

Mile hurdle. Will Davis, 5, 140 ft. (Best first

heat) 1:49}, 1:51

The above tables have been carefully compared with the

official records, and they will be found reliable and aB near
correct as it is possible to make such a compilation.

—

Chicago

Horseman.

The Omnibus Stakes at Monmouth.

[N. T. Spirit.J

Racing, like nearly everything else, needs the arousing

element of sensation. It has got to be so much an everyday

matter wit h people that they are rapidly beginning to dis-

criminate, and the common order of events is in a degree
monotonous. It is to the public a means of making a new
interest in the sport when a more than ordinarily great event
is on the card. The race for the Omnibus Stakes, at Mon-
mouth, Thursday (12th), is only a recent illustration of this.

Racing had been continued and protracted at Monmouth for

a period of six weeks. It had been, on the whole, good; the

fields were large, and the horses competing the very best in

the country, tne betting had been heavy, the average attend-

ance large, but at no time during the meeting has there been
anything like the same display of enthusiasm as that which
preceded the great event, or during the running, and which
became a perfect tumult when The Bard came away in the

stretch and landed the great event to the great dismay of

those who had followed the fortunes of Dewdrop.
The day was oppressively warm. It was a typical August

day—hot, sultry, without a breath of air, but clear, except
for the seasonable haze which hung over the outlaying
fields, woods and meadows. Not a breath of air stirred, and
people were glad enough to escape the heat of the city. The
trains were heavily loaded, and the atteudancewas more than
usually large. A week or so before turfmen began to fear

the superiority of Dewdrop would reduce the Omnibus field

to small numbers; but when the morning papers announced
so large a field, the interest revived, and everyone who could
possibly get down to see the great race came.
Throughout the day there was a feeling prevading the

ground that Dewdrop would be beaten. Perhaps the general
public did not share this feeling, but the horsemen did. The
rather close finish which Preciosa made with her for the
West End Hotel Stakes, on the Tuesday before, had much to

do -with it. It was too close to be Dewdrop's real form, and
there was a feeling that the good filly was not quite herself,

especially for the Omnibus, in which she was meeting the
pick of the land with a 7-lb. penalty. When the betting

began the filly was, of course, a favorite, and a strong one.
Prestige stood her well in hand, however. The public dis-

counted the stories of the close thing with Preciosa, and
plunged upon the filly with the greatest vim, and when,
later in the day, the Dwyer money went on, it became odds
on her winning, and she went to the post as strong a favorite

as ever. When she appeared the best judgeB did not like her
any too well. Her grand actions remained, of course, but
Bhe looked dull and did not move with any snap. The Bard
had enjoyed a much-needed rest during the past fortnight,

and Mr. Cassatt made no secret of his hopes. The colt

looked better than he did in his last race, seeming a trifle

higher in flesh, but hard withal, and as he cantered down
the stretch, curling his tail in his own peculiar fashion, his

friends were not in the least dismayed. Hayward's appear-
ance in the saddle also contributed not a little to inspire his

friends with confidence, for, whether rightfully or wrongfully,
Fisher, his old pilot, has never had the confidence of the
public in his ability to ride the bay colt. But the greatesttip

of the race was Linden, the Preakness colt, who had, on
Tuesday morning, moved the distance in 2:421, and all the touts

went orazy over it, and tipped him as not only certain of the
place, but likely to beat Dewdrop. In addition to this his

trainer, Mr. Littlefield, was very sanguine of winning, and
his owner nearly so. The colt when he appeared certainly

justified much of the extravagant praise, as, since his last

appearance, he had shaped up wonderfully. From a big,

massive, hog-fat colt, he appeared trained down, showing his

fine conformation to great advantage. Ben Ali was generally
considered out of it with 125 lbs., good colt as be was
admitted to be, but towards the colse a heavy commission
from the stable sent him from tens to sixes in the betting, and
many of the public followed. Outside the four, however,
there was little backing, and the "ring" offered Dewdrop
and the Bard against the field.

It was a splendid sight to see the ten starters marshal ut

the post for the richest three-year-old event of the year.

There was Dewdrop, winner of the Oaks, West End, Stock-
ton, and Stevens; The Bard, winner of the Preakness, Spend-
thrift, and Barnegat; Ben Ali, winner of the Kentucky Derby
and St. Louis Derby; Charity, winner of the Karitau; Wiu-
fred, winner of the Emporium; Linden, winner of tuo
Newark. It was a battle of the season's winners in every
part of the Union, who met face to face for the first time to

decide the supremacy. Each was cheered as she or he made
their way to the post, and everyone was on the tip-toe of

expectation as they gathered there, their new "silks and
sutins" glimmering in the sunlight. When the Mag dropped
Preciosa set out on her mission to make the pace for

Ben Ali; she, with Woodford and Blue Day, had the lead.

Dewdrop was in the ruck with Ben Ali and The Bard lji
well back, waiting. There was no change to the end of t
mile, where Linden darted out and joined Preciosa .am

tremendous shouting from the fielders, who proclaimed t
" tip " could not lose it. At the same time Ben Ali shot n
and then Dewdrop, while, as they made the Oceanport tut
Hayward, on The Bard, joined the rush for the front. De
drop dashed past Ben Ali, and as her white face showed
front around the turn, and as she began to draw away, h
backers began proclaiming it was all over; but, as th
straightened for the run home, The Bard drew upon her, an
answering the whip at every call, with his tail curl
around his quarters. The Bard dashed past the filly. Tht
another shout from the Philadelphians followed. The Ba
drew away at every stride, and, amid a perfect ovation, w<

by half a dozen lengths, Dewdrop the same in front of B*
Ali, and acting as if she did not like punishment. Chari
ran a good fourth.
The success of Mr. Cassatt's colt was heartily received, 1

there is not a more popular man on the turf. Besides, Tl
Bard has always been a favorite with the public on accon
of his gameness. He ran a thoroughly game colt, as Ha
ward rode him every inch of the way the whole of the lfi

three furlongs. That Dewdrop was hardly herself was gem
ally agreed. It was a big task the filly had set her, to conoe
7 lbs. to so good a colt as The Bard, and many thong
McLaughlin made a mistake in deviating so far from 1

usual method of riding her as to make his run nearly a hi

mile from home. But there can hardly be a doubt that tl

best horse won. Ben Ali made a fairly creditable race wi
125 lbs., but he tired very much at the finish. Charity n
a good race too, bat the distance is a trifle far for that spew
filly. Linden was a great disappointment, as he was utter

unable to stand the pressure, but we think with time he w
yet be a formidable colt. The time was very good, consiek
ing the condition of the track, which has net been fast at ai

time this season. The quarter was made in 26} seconds; ti

half, 52 seconds; the three-quarters, 1:19|; the mile 1:46

and the mile and a quarter in 2:12 .

.

On the 17th inst., the veteran racer, Gen. Monroe, end*
his career where he began it six years ago, at Bright*

Beach. He fell in a race, broke his shoulder blade, lay whe
he fell for twenty-four hours, seemed to be in no pain, ai

finally sighed his life away on Sunday afternoon. He
buried almost where he fell. Poor old fellow, his care

ought to be an everlasting lesson to turf plungers. At thetl

of the heap in 1884—and at the very bottom in 1886!

On September 10th, at Chicago, Harry Wilkes will attem
to lower his record of 2:14^, for a special purse of $1,50
offered by citizens.

HERD AND SWINE.
The Oleomargarine Law.

The following is the official test of the bill passed at t)

last session of Congress to regulate the manufacture and sa

of butter substitutes:

An Act defining butter, also imposing atax upon and regulate

the manufacture, sale, importation and exportation
oleomargarine.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatir
of the United States of America, in Congress assemble
That for the purposes of this act the word "butter" shall

understood to mean the food product usually known as bi

ter, and which is made exclusively from milk or cream,
both, with or without common salt, and with or withoutad<
tional coloring matter.

Sec. 2.—That for the purposes of this act certain man
factured substances, certain extracts and certain mixtur
and compounds, including such mixtures and compouD
with butter, shall be known and designated as "oleomi
garine," namely: All substances heretofore known
oleomargarine, oleo, oleomargarine oiL butterine, lardir

euine, and neutral; all mixtures and compounds of oleomi
garine, oleo, oleomargarine oil, butterine, lardine, suir,

and neutral; all lard extracts and tallow extracts, ai

all mixtures and compounds of tallow, beef tat, suet, lar

lard oil, vegetable oil, annatto, and other coloring mattt

intestinal fat and offal fat made in imitation or semblance
butter, or when so made calculated or intended to be sold

butter or for butter.

AMOUNT OF LICENSE.

Sec. 3.—That special taxes are imposed as follows : Man
factnres of oleomargarine shall pay $600. Every person wJ
manufactures oleomargarine for sale shall be deemed a man
facturer of oleomargarine. Wholesale dealers in oleomi
garine shall pay $4S0. Every person who sells or offers t

sale'oleomargarine in the original manufacturer's packag
shall be deemed a wholesale dealer in oleomargarine. B
any manufacturer of oleomargarine who has given t
required bond and paid the special tax, and who sells od
oleomargarine of his own production, at tho place of man
facture, in the original packages to which the tax-paid stam
are affixed, shall not be required to pay the special tax of

wholesale dealer in oleomargarine on account of such salt

Retail dealers in oleomargarine shall pay $4S. Every per*
who sells oleomargarine in less quantities than ten ponnda
one time shall be regarded as a retail dealer in oleomargarii

And sections 3,232, 3,233, 3,234, 3.235, 3.23G, 3,237, 3,2;

3,230, 3,240, 3,241, and 3,243 of the revised statutes of t

United States are, so far as appliable, made to extend to a

include and apply to the special taxes imposed by this sects)

and to the persons upon whom they are imposed; provide

that in case any manufacturer of oleomargarine commeno
bnsiness subsequent to the 30th day of Jane in auy year, t

special tax shall be reckoned, from the 1st day of July in tb

year, and shall be $500.

PENALTIES AND KIN'ES.

Sbc. 4.—That every person who carries on the business

a manufacturer of oleomargarine without having paid t

special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides bei
liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $5,0
nor more than $5,000; and every person who carries on t

business of a wholeeale dealer iu oleomargarine, without ba

ing paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, sha
Wsiile* being liable to payment of the tax, be fined not li

than $500 nor more than $2,000; and every person who ct

ries on the business of a retail dealer in oleomargarine wit

out having paid the*special tax therefor, as required by la

slmll, besides being liable to the payment of the tax, be fin'

not less than $50 nor more than $500 for each and era
offense.

Sec. 5.—That every manufacturer of oleomargarine bhi

file with the collector of internal revenue of the district

i
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which hia manufactory is located such notices, inventories,

and bonds, shall keep such boobs and render such retnrns of

materials and products, shall pat np snch signs and affix

snch number to his factory, and conduct his business under
each surveillance of officers and agents as the commissioner
of internal revenue, with the approval of the secretary of the

treasury, may be regulation require. But the bond required
of such manufacturer shall be with sureties satisfactory to

the collector of internal revenue, and in a penal sum of not

less than $5,000; and the sum of said bond may be increased
from time to time, and additional sureties required at the
discretion of the collector, or under instructions of the com-
missioner of internal revenue.

PACKIXG AND BBAXDIXG.

Sec. 6.—That all oleomargarine shall be packed by the

manufacturer thereof in firkins, tubs, or other wooden pack-

ages not before used for that purpose, each containing not
less than ten pounds, and marked, stamped, and branded as

the commissioner of internal revenue, with the approval of

the secretary of the treasury, shall prescribe; and all sales

made by the manufacturers of oleomargarine and wholesale
dealers in oleomargarine shall be in original stamped pack-

ages. Retail dealers in oleomargarine must sell only from
original stamped packages in quantities not exceeding ten

pounds, and shall pack the oleomargarine sold by them in

suitable wooden or paper packages, which shall be marked
and branded as the commissioner of internal revenue, with
the approval of the secretary of the treasury, shall prescribe.

Every person who knowingly sells, or offers for sale, or

delivers, or offers to deliver any oleomargarine in any other

form than in new wooden or paper packages, as above
described, or who packs iu any package any oleomargarine
in any manner contrary to law, or who falsely brands any
package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting a less

amount of tax than that required by law, shall be fined for

each offense not more than §1,000 and be imprisoned not

more than two years.

LABELLING AND COLLECTING THE TAX.

Sec. 7.—That every manufacturer of oleomargarine shall

securely affix, by pasting, on each package containing oleo-

margarine manufactured by him, a label on which shall be
printed, besides the number of the manufactory and the

district and state in which it is situated, these words:

—

"Notice.—The manufacturer of the oleomargarine herein

contained has complied with all the requirements of law.

Every person is cautioned not to use either this package
again or the stamp thereon again, nor to remove the con-

tents of this package without destroying said stamp, under
the penalty provided by law in such cases." Every manu-
facturer of oleomargarine who neglects to affix such label to

any package containing oleomargarine made by him, or sold

or offered for sale by or for him, and every person who re-

moves any such label so affixed from any such package,

shall be fined $50 for each package in respect to which suoh
offense is committed.

Sec. 8.—That upon oleomargarine which shall be manu-
factured and sold, or removed for consumption or use, there

shall be assessed and collected a tax of two cents per pound,

to be paid by the manufacturer thereof; and any fractional

part of a pound in a package shall be taxed as a pound.
The tax levied by this section shall be represented by coupon
Btamps, and the provisions of existing laws governing the

engraving, issue, sale, accountability, effacement, and
destruction of stamps relating to tobacco and snuff, as far as

applicable, are hereby made to apply to stamps provided for

by this section.
ESTKA PENALTTEa.

Sec. 9.—That whenever any manufacturer of oleo-

margarine sells, or removes for sale or consumption, any
oleomargarine upon which the tax is required to be paid

by stamps, without the use of the proper stamps, it

shall be the duty of the commissioner of internal revenue,

within a period of not more than two years after

such sale or removal, upon satisfactory proof, to estimate

the amount of tax which has been ommitted to be paid, and

to make an assessment therefor and certify the same to the

collector. The tax so assessed shall be in addition to the

penalties imposed by law for such sale or removal.

Sec. 10.—That all oleomargarine imported from foreign

countries shall, in addition to any import duty imposed on

the same, pay an internal revenue tax of fifteen cents per

pound, such tax to be represented by coupon stamps as in

the case of oleomargarine manufactured in the United

States. The stamp shall be affixed and canceled by the

owner or importer of the oleomargarine while it is in the

custody of the proper cnstom-house officers, and the oleo-

margarine shall not pass out of the custody of said officers

until the stamps have been so affixed and canceled, but

shall be put up in wooden packages, each containing not

less than ten pounds, as prescribed in this act for oleo-

margarine manufactured in the United States before the

stamps are affixed; and the owner or importer of such oleo-

margarine shall be liable to all the penal provisions of this

act prescribed for manufacturers of oleomargarine manu-
factured in the United States. Whenever it is necessary to

take any oleomargarine so imported to any place other than

the public stores of the United States, for the purpose of

affixing and canceling such stamps, the collector of customs

of the port where such oleomargarine is entered shall desig-

nate a bonded warehouse to which it shall be taken, under

the control of such customs officer as such collector may
direct; and every officer of customs who permits any such

oleomargarine to pass out of his custody or control without

compliance by the owner or importer thereof, with the pro-

visions of this section relating thereto, shall be guilty of

misdemeanor, and shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor

more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months,

nor more than three years. Every person who sells, or

offers for sale, any imported oleomargarine, or oleomar-

garine purporting or claimed to have been imported, not put

up in packages and stamped as provided by this act, shall be

fined not less than §500 nor more than $5,000, and be im-

prisoned not less tban six months, nor more than two years.

Sec. 11.—That every person who knowingly purchases or

receives for sale any oleomargarine which has not been

branded or stamped according to law, shall be liable to a

penalty of $50 for each such offense.

Sec. 12.—That every person who knowingly purchases or

receives for sale any oleomargarine from any manufacturer

who has not paid the special tax, shall be liable for each

offense to a penalty of $100 and to a forfeiture of all articles

so purchased or received, or of the full value thereof.

Sec. 13.—That whenever any stamped package containing

oleomargarine is emptied, it shall be the doty of the person

in whose hands the same is, to destroy utterly the stamps

thereon; and any person who willfully neglects or refuses so

to do, shall for each such offense be fined not exceeding $50,

and imprisoned not less than ten days, nor more than six

months. And any person who fraudulently gives away or

accepts from another, or who sells, buys, or uses for pacbiDg

oleomargarine, aDy such stamped package, shall, for each
such offense, be fined not exceeding $100, and be imprisoned
not more than one year. Any revenue officer may destroy
any emptied oleomargarine package upon which the tax-paid
stamp is found.

CHEMICAL TESTS.

Sec. 14.—That there shall be in the office of the commis-
sioner of internal revenue an analytical chemist and a micro-
scopist, who shall each be appointed by the secretary of the
treasury, and shall each receive a sulary of $2, 500 per annum

;

and the commissioner of internal revenue may, whenever in
his judgment the necessities of the service so require, employ
chemists and microscopists, to be paid such compensation as

he may deem proper, not exceeding in the aggregate any ap-
propriation made for that purpose. And such commissioner
is authorized to decide what substances, extracts, mixtures, or
compounds which may be submitted for his inspection in con-
tested cases are to be taxed under this act; and his decision
in matters of taxation under this act shall be final. The com-
missioner may also decide whether any substance made in
imitation or semblance of butter, and intended for human
consumption, containing ingredients deleterious to the public
health: but in case of doubt or contest his decisions in this

class of cases may be appealed from to a board hereby consti-

tuted for the purpose, and composed of the surgeon-general
of the army, the surgeon-general of the navy, aud the com-
missioner of agriculture; and the decisions of this board shall

be final in the premises.

PENALTY FOR FAILING TO BRAND PACKAGES.

Sec. 15.—That all packages of oleomargarine subject to a
tax under this act that shall be found without stamps or
marks as herein provided, and all oleomargarine intended for

human consumption which contains ingredients adjudged, as
hereinbefore provided, to be deleterious to the public health,

shall be forfeited to the United States. Any person who shall

willfully remove or deface the stamps, marks, or brands on
packages containing oleomargarine taxed as provided herein,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a

fine of not less than $100 nor more than $2,000, and by im-
prisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than six

months.
Sec. 16.—That oleomargarine may be removed from the

place of manufacture for export to a foreign country without
payment of tax or affixing stamps thereto, under such regula-

tions and the filing of such bonds and other security as the
commissioner of internal revenue, with the approval of the

secretary of the treasury, may prescribe. Every person who
shall export oleomargarine shall brand upon every tub, firkin,

or other package containing such article the word "oleomar-
garine," in plain Roman letters not less than one-half inch
square.

Sec. 17.—That whenever any person engaged in carrying
on the business of manufacturing oleomargarine defrauds, or

attempts to defraud the United States of the tax on the

oleomargarine produced by him, or any part thereof, he shall

forfeit the factory and manufacturing apparatus ussd by him,
and all oleomargarine and all raw material for the production
of oleomargarine found in the factory premises, and shall be
fined not less than $500, nor more than $5,000, and be
imprisoned not less than six months nor more than three

years.
FINES AND FORFEITURES.

Sec. IS.—That if any manufacturer of oleomargarine, any
dealer therein, or any importer or exporter thereof, shall

knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or refuse to do, or cause
to be done, any of the things required by law in the carrying

on or conducting of his business, or shall do anything by
this act prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punish-
ment imposed by any other section of this act for the neglect-

ing, omitting, or refusing to do, or for the doing or causing
to be done the thing required or prohibited, he shall pay a

penalty of $1,000; and if the person so offending be themanu-
facturer of or wholesale dealer in oleomargarine, all the

oleomargarine owned by him, or in which he has any interest

as owner, shall be forfeited to the United States. -

Sec. 19.—That all fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed
by this act may be recovered in any court of competent
jurisdiction.

Sec. 20.—The commissioner of internal revenue, with the
approval of the secretary of the treasury, may make all roles

and regulations for the" carrying into effect of this act.

Sec. 21.—That this act shall go into effect on the ninetieth
day after its passage; and all wooden packages containing ten
or more pounds of oleomargarine found on the premises of

any dealer on or after the ninetieth day succeeding the date
of the passage of this act shall be deemed to be taxable under
Bection 8 of this act, and shall be taxed, and shall have
affixed thereto the stamps, marks, and brands required by
this act or by regulations made pursuant to this act; and for

the purposes of securing the affixing of the stamps, marks
and brands required by this act, the oleomargarine shall be
regarded as having been manufactured and sold, or removed
from the manufactory for consumption or use, on or after the

day this act takes effect; and such stock on hand at the time
of the taking effect of this act may be stamped, marked and
branded under special regulations of the commissioner of

internal revenue, approved by the secretary of the treasury;
and the commissioner of the internal revenue may authorize
the holder of such packages to mark and brand the same and
affix thereto the proper tax-paid stamps.

the first two-year-old at the Highland Society last year. Bred
by Mr. Duthie, Collynie, he is by Earl of March, and from his

quality and shape promises to be a grand old bull. Clear-

tbe-way, the four-year-old Sittyton-bred roan from Mains of
Cairnbrogie, came in third. He was the first winner at Udny
in the previous week, showing massive fore end and weight
of flesh, but not quite the style of the younger competitor
put before him. Miss Hepburn's roan three-year-old Royal
Nonsuch obtained the commendatian; he is a very worthy
representative of the Sittyton Nonpareil family, and got by
Reed Gauntlet. la the class was Sir. Still's white Sittyton-

bred four-year old Sacristan, which had in his younger years
carried highest honors at the Deeside Shows; and Mr.
Mutch's Inness of Clunv, a roan three-year-old bred at Cluny
Castle.

In the two-year-old bull class only four appeared, and Mr.
Duthie, Collynie, had the first place with Cupbearer, a roan of
twenty months, and thus only a very little over the age for the
yearling class. Cupbearer deserved the honor for his quality,

style and substance; and we may recall that he is a son of

Rob Roy, the red Arabella-bred sire that was sold last year to

America. Mr. Merson's Washington, the red and white
Arabelln-bred son of Hiawatha, came in second, as he did at

the Banffshire show this year. Messrs. Gall, Oldtown,
Atherb were third with Chieftain, the roan from the Gordon
Castle Flirt family, which stood second at Mintlaw in the
previous week. Baron Rosario, the roan from Rettie, the
only other in the class, was commended.
Yearling bulls were a very good lot of six, among which

the roan Matadore from Broadland won, as he did at the
Banffshire show. With plenty of size for his age, he is deep-
ribbed, of tine quality, and had fully more style than the
others. Mr. Duthie's red roan Scotland Yet, which won at

Udny the other day, was the strongest competitor, and,
though he now stands second, has promise of future dis-

tinction. Mr. Duthie was also third with My Favorite, a red
of his own breeding, got by Scottish Victor, a very sweet and
level little bull, but light enough behind. His quality must
have carried him in before the Mahdi, the red and white from
Arabella, which stood first at Forres two days before. Mr.
Gordon had also Macbeath, the second winner at Forres, but
he was here left unnoticed, as was also Mr. Still's big roan
Tip-Top.
Cows were of a middling class of five. Mr. Fortescue, of

Kingcausie, was first with Merry Thought, a white five-year,

old, bred by Mr. Nares, Brucktor. She is a good-sized,

straight-backed, well-fleshed, useful dam. Fairy Queen 4th,

the roan five-year-old, and Japonica, the roan three-year-old-

from Mains of Cairnbrogie, came in second aud third. They
were respectively the first and second winners at Udny, and
are both got by Mountain Chief. Belle of the Boyne 2d, the

roan four-year-old from Rettie, was commended, and the

other entry in the class was Cupbearer 3d, a six-year-old roan
from Auchnagathle.
For pairs of cows Mr. Mitchell, Auchnagathle, was first

with Britannia, a red and white five-year-old, and her dam
Bridget, a roan eight-year-old, both got by the Duke of Cham-
burgh, heavy cows, though not a very close match. In-
dividually they were superior to Marigold and Maple, the

well-matched young red cows from Rettie which come in

second.
In a lot of four two-year-old heifers, Mr. Bruce, Broad-

land, was an easy winner with Royal Rachael, the white which
stood first at the Banffshire show. Mr. Campbell, Kinella,

came in second with Maid of Yermont, a roan not quite so

level as the first winner. Balsam and Rosemary, roan
daughters of Altanower from Rettie, came in third and fourth.

A couple of two-year-old heifers with calves were shown.
Jessamine, the handsome roan from Mains of Cairnbrogie,

which stood first at Udny, was an easy winner over Mimulus,
a roan of the Manganese strain from Rettie.

A Remarkable Cow.

1

The Highland Cattle Show.

[THE BANFFSHIRE "JOUBNALV BEPOBT OF THE SHORTHORN CLASS.]

Shorthorns took the leading place among cattle, though
they made neither the strongest nor the most superior sec-

tion. Of 181 head of cattle in the yard forty-six were of the
Shorthorn breed. The collection could scarcely be regarded
as a fair representation of what are distinctively denomin-
ated Aberdeenshire Shorthorns. Some of the largest and best

herds of the county are not now known in the show yards,

and some new stimulus appears to be necessary to induce
breeders to aid in having such displays as used to be wit-

nessed in northern show yards some ten to fifteen years ago.

Material is undoubtedly available to make larger and better

classes than those of Thursday last. Eight of the entries

were aged bulls, and two of these were missing, namely, the
three-year-old Nelson from Broadland, and the three-year-old

Merry Monarch from Towie Barclay. The class had a dis-

tinctive head in Field Marshal, the four-year-old roan from
Collynie, which stood first at Aberdeen as a yearling, had the

cupsat Invernrieand Udny, and stood third at the Centen-
ary Show at Edinburgh as a two-year-old, and last year only
made one public appearance, when he won the cup at Ellon.

He has grown into a bull of great proportions, with immense
back and covering along the ribs. Bred at Sittyton, he is got

by Red Gauntlet, and has for dam Azalea. Mr. Law, New Keig,

had a capital second in his red and white three-year-old Re-
former, which took the cup at Alford two days before, and was

The Holstein-Friesian cow Sultana 1032 (H. H. B.), owned
by Henry C. Jewett & Co., Willink, N. Y., was seven years
old July 15, 1SS6. During the present season she has been
uniformly milked by Jas. Pingston, and in May and June
under the special attention of Mr. Jewett. According to the
sworn statement of Mr. Jewett and of the milker, during
these two months she gave 5,205 lbs. 11 oz, of milk, an
average daily yield of S5.34 lbs.; from May 14th to June 12th
inclusive, thirty days, she gave 2,789 lbs. 4 oz., a daily

average of 92.97 lbs.; from May 31st to June 9th inclusive,

ten days_. 974 lbs. 11 oz., a daily average of 97.47 lbs. For a
single dav her largest yields were: 101 lbs. 4 oz. June 3d,

100 lbs. 11 oz. June 4th, and 100 lbs. 2 oz. June 8th. During
the time of making these records she had good pasturage, and
was fed from 14 to 18 lbs. daily of the following mixture,

viz.: five parts ground oats, four parts shorts (coarse wheat
bran), one part finished middlings.

Sh6 was examined for Advanced Registry, June 15th, and
described as follows, viz.: Milk and beef form; head propor-
tionate, symmetrical; neck medium length, fine, drooping;
chin straight, single, open; loin and hips strong, level;

rump high, slightly uneven; escutcheon very large, fine;

udder very capacious, flexible, even; teats perfect; mammary
veins very long, very large, very crooked, double-branched,
double chest extension; handling very best; skin secretions
oliy, abundant; general appearance very vigorous, fine, stylish;

height shoulders 55^, hips 56; length body 69$, hips 23;
width hips 24, throat 21 1

;
girth 79 inches; weight 1,442 lbs.,

in fair condition; not in calf. S. Hoxie,
Superintendent of Advanced Registry.

The tendency of the live-stock business for the past few
years has been toward large herds. As the ranges in the
settled valleys have been eaten out, herds have been moved
to the frontier, being generally sold to frontier owners
and the disposition has been strong among the farmers to

keep only such stock as they could care for well. But as the
years pursue each other aud the farmers and ranchmen
become better fixed, they will enlarge their premises and be
enabled to care for more stock, and when the short range and
severe losses begin to curtail the profits of range husbandry
there will be a gradual return of nerds to small owners. The
eating out of the range will by no means put an end to stock
husbandry in these mountains. Nor will it diminish the beef

output. The profits in the business will probably be less,

but it will be much more satisfactory, as there will be less

risk and growers will be able to figure on a sure basis. Here-
tofore range husbandry has been pretty sure, but not entirely

so, and as the range becomes more and more crowded the risk

will be greater and the disposition to make it sure increased.

With the principal herds of the territory reduced to a con-
venieut nize and winter feeding adopted, more attention will

be given to the quality of the stock, the stall-fattiDg .

mals become prominent, and the industry pat on a
'

will be more permanent as well as prosperous.

—

Rocky
tain Husbandman.
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Stock Premiums at Santa Rosa.

THOEOUGHBRED HORSES.

Stallions.—P. Carroll, 4 years and over
Ironclad.

C. T. Mathison, 3yearaold, Argo.

P. Carroll, 2 years old, Sunday.
P. Carroll, 1 year old, Ito.

P. Carroll, colt under one year, Inkerman.
Mares.— P. Carroll, 4 years and over, Alice.

P. Carroll, suckling colt, Ildegarda.

Families.—P. Carroll, best thoroughbred,

Ironclad, sire4 years old and family of 5 colts.

P. Carroll, best thoroughbred mare Nelly and
family of 3 colts.

Graded.—J. H. Laughlin, best graded mare
4 years and over, Flora.

0. T. Mathison, graded mare, Lady Bell, 4

years and over with family of 3 colts.

ALL WORK CLASS

.

Stallions.—T. Skillman, 4 years and over,

Ekhausen.
C. M. Bosworth, best 2-year-old, Prince

Matchen.
J. T. Carmichael, best suckling colt, Pride of

Pacific Coast.

Mares.—D. McArthur, mare 4 years and
over, Fanny.
J. W. Wiley, 2 -year -old mare, Manda.
J. P. Kodehaver, best suckling mare colt,

Dolly.
Families.—J. T. Carmichael, best family

mare other than thoroughbred with 3 colts,

Nelly.

J. P. Kodehaver, best family stallion other

than thoroughbreds with 5 colts, Lafayette.

DRAFT HORSES.

Stock Breeders' Association, black stallion

4 years and over, Trumpete.
1. F. Cook, best 2-vear-old stallion, Crown

Duke.
Kobt. Crane, best one-year-old stallion, Duke.
J. M. Laughlin, best suckling horse colt,

Rossin the Bow.
Bobt. Crane, best 4-year-old and over mare,

Dolly; best 3-year-old mare, Maud.
K. B. Cannon, best 2-year-old mare, Daisy.

J. H. Laughlin, best suckling mare colt,

Black Bettie.

I. F. Cuok, best draft mare, Molly, with
family of 3 colts, Crown Duke, Maud and
suckling colt.

ROADSTERS

.

Stallions.—M. Rollins, best 4-year-old and
over, Rosewood.
B. £. Harris, best 3-year-old, Sir Whipple.
W. Wood, best 2-year-old, Mac.
H. C. Brooks, 1-year old stallion, Ado.
J. Eeeler, best suckling colt with mare,

Logan.
JohnMunson, best roadster gelding, Muuson.

Mares.—H. C. Brooks, best mare 4 years
old and over, Mag.
B. E. Harris, best mare 2 years old, Edna.
J. H. Laughlin, best 1 year old, Boxy.
C. T. Mathison, best suckling mare colt,

Lady Jane.
Families.—B. E. Harris, best family road-

ster, Adventure, with 5 colts.

CARRIAGE AND SADDLE HORSES.

Kufus Murphy, single buggy horse, Steve
Story.

B. E. Harris, best saddle horse, Duke.

STANDARD TROTTERS.

Stallions.—P. J. Shatter, 4 year old and
over, Rustic.

H. H. Button, 2 year old, Doc Button.
I. DeTurk, best yearling horse, Anteeo Button.
H. W. Peck, best mare, Danville Maid.
H. W. Peck, best suckliuc horse colt, Laurel

Dale.
Jacks.—J. S. White, Black Night.

CATTLE DURHAM.

Bulls.—V. Piezzi, 3 years and over, Sam.
V. Piezzi, best 1-year-old bull, Fingermark.
V. Piezzi, best bull calf, Golden west.

Cows.—Y. Piezzi, best 3-year-old cow, Fa-
vorite.

V. Piezzi, best two-year-old cow, Olive.

V. Piezzi, best heifer calf, Queen Livingstone
<

Bulls.—E. W. Woolsey & Son, best three

year old bull, Bonda.
E. W. Woolsey & Son, best two-year-old bull,

Miles Standish.
J.Miller, best one-vear-old bull, Wm. Situate

2d.

Cows.— E. W. Woolsey & Son, best 3-year-
old cow, Berkeley Maid.
E. W. Woolsey & Son, best 2-year-old cow,

Princess.

HOLSTEINS.

Bulls.—J. H. White, best 3-year-old, Usur-
per.

J. H. White, best 2-year-old, Prince of Har-
lem.

Ed.Steiger, best 1-year-old, Wm. Tell.

Gnerne & Murphy, best bull calf, Redwood
Hickey.

Cows.—J. H. White, best 3-year-old, Armer-
ridle.

J. H. White, best 2-year-old, Wayward.
J. H. White, best 1-year-old, Ocala.

J. H. White, best heifer calf, Sierra.

Devon.—V. Piezzi, best 3-year-old cow,
Lovey.

Ayershire.—J. Austin, best 3-year-old bull,

John.
GRADED.

Bulls.—V. Piezzi, best graded bull 4* years
and over, Prince.

D. McArthur, best bull over 1 year, Jack,
diploma.

Guerne & MuTphy, best bull calf, Lockwood,
diploma.

Cows.—V. Piezzi, best 4-year-old and over,

Flora.

V. Piezzi, best 3-year-old cow, Bell.

Gnerne & Murphy, heifer calf, Devon, di-

ploma.
V. Piezzi, best fat cow, Cotelda.

Spanish Merino.—E. W. Woolsey & Son,

4 rams.
E. W. Woolsey & Son, 5 ewes.
E. W. Woolsey & Son, 5 ewe lambs.
E. W. Woolsey & Son, 5 ram lambs.
Southdowns.—Robt. Crane, 1 best ram.

Robt. Crane, 5 ewes.
Robt. Crane, 5 ewe lambs.
Robt. Crane, 5 ram lambs.

Grades.—R. B. Cannon, 5 ram lambs.
R. B. Cannon, -o ewe lambs.

Goats, Angora.—C. W. Hardesty, buck 2

years old.

C. W. Hardesty, 4 ewes 4 years old.

C. W. Hardesty, billy goat.

C. W. Hardesty, 6 ewes under 2 years.

swrxE.

Berkshire.—V. Piezzi, best boar, Dan.
Duroc.—J. H. White, best boar 2 years.

J. H. White, best pen 5 pigs 6 months.

DRAMA-
" Sealed Instructions " is a delightful com-

edy. It is full of life and action, and yet the

characters never make a stampede. The play

has several dramatic stories unwound in its

action. The principal one is that Captain
Houghton, son of Lord Dorchester, the Eng-
lish ambassador at Paris, steals from a safe

in the embassy a package containing Cabinet
dispatches of the Britist Government in refer-

ence to recent phases of the Egyptian diffi-

culty. The Captain is a spendthrift, and
being tempted with the prospect of making a

successful deal in securities on the Bourse
through his confederate's knowledge of how
the dispatch will affect the finances of Europe,
he steals the sealed instructions from his

father's safe. That is the darkest blot on the

scroll of the Dorchester family. It is also

smeared with the plebeian, blood of a factory

girl that an elder son of the family had mar-
ried, and for which he had been disinherited

by the head of the family. That is blot No.
2, and its presence is brought before the audi-

enceinthe person Katharine, the daughterof the
disinherited son and his plebeian wife. Katha-
rine's share in the household duties is to act

as governess to Captain Houghton's daughter
Ada, who, with her mother, lives under her
grandfather's roof. Mrs. Houghton is a light-

hearted, bright-witted Frenchwoman, and
through her another story is worked out in

the drama. The Secretary of the Embassy
falls recklessly apd desperately in love with
Lord Dorchester's fascinating daughter-in-

law. This part of the plot is thickened by
tlie deep and abiding love which Katharine
cherishes for the handsome, gallant but err-

ing secretary. These three people love in the
most passionate style. But there are two
others who love quietly and pleasantly, and
their attachment runs through the whole
drama in the happiest fashion. They are

Ada, daughter of Captain Houghton, and
Gerald Dunbar, a banker. This pair, repre-

sented by Miss Annie Russell and Mr. Wafden
Ramsay, open the play very charmingly. Ada
is just sixteen, and has given up her love for

dolls and busies herself in being loved by a

man. Miss Russell played the girlish part

effectively; she looked slim enough for a

child of fourteen, and was sprightly enough
for a school girl of that age. Her young lover,

Gerald Dunbar, although too immature for a

banker, made a most impressionable lover.

Mr. Ramsay did the character ample justice?

his boyish manners, pathetic earnestness and
devotion to the hope and expectation of his

life, were as thorough as the most exacting

could desire. The most complete character

in the play is that of Mrs. Houghton, played

with finished excellence by Mios Caroline

Hill. A modern Frenchwoman, beautiful,

brilliant and gifted. Neglected by her hus-

band, she will have some ploasure in life,

and readily acceptB the devotion of Guy Dun-
bar, enjoying his fervent and somewhat
fevered attentions, and at the same time hold-

ing her own passions in check. To try and
save herself from the humiliation of depend-
ence, she tries speculations in securities.

Miss Hill gave Mrs. Houghton a delicious

French accent; the author has given her the

freshest arid most sparkling dialogue in the

play, and the most intensely dramatic scenes.

Of these the fair actress makes the most; she
charms every one by her polished manners,
brightens every eye with her gay speeches,

and awakens the highest admiration for her

skill in escaping from a compromising scene

with Guy Dunbar, and her noble scorn in

rejecting her husband's base demand that she
shall steal the dispatches from the safe in the

embassy. In these scenes which come along

rapidly, Miss Hill's genius is manifest; there

is nothing lacking; the eye is charmed by the

graces of her person, the ear by the music of

her voice, and the strong impress of a com-
plete and noble character flashes with the

clearness of lightning from a thunder-cloud.

Once challenged, the noble nature of the

woman asserts itself and in most unmistak-
able purity. While only the conventional forms
of life had to be met, and the gallantries of an
artificial society endured, the wife of Captain
Houghton could be as flippant as the rest,

and play with follies with apparent careless

ness; but when she was brutally commanded
to do a base act by her husband, she met him
with scorn that would have annihilated any
one with a skin less thin than a rhinosceros.

Mr.Kelsey played the spendthrift and criminal

son of Lord Dorchester with even excellence.

He is a detestable character, and in spite of

his own protest a coward. For a man that

would ask his wife to share a crime with him
is beneath contempt, Guy Dunbar belongs to

the mock heroic order of men, a class that

fume a great deal; by turns they rush into

follies, and then stand upon a high moral
platform and lecture their friends and associ-

ates. Mr. Massen gave to the icharacter all

the explosiveness and high-sounding grandeur
it demands. Miss Harrison looked as she
always does, lovely, and, as Katharine, acted

with her accustomed exquisite appreciation of

the character. Such characters may be nec-

essary for dramatic effect, but they are always
irksome when any attempt is made to analyze

them. Mr. Robinson presented a fine old

robust Englishman as Lord Rochester, genial,

hearty, and often jovial in manner, but not
the type of man who would disinherit his son
for marrying a factory girl, yet consistent

enough in banishing another son for theft.

This part of the play fills out three acts; the

fourth is a general making up, a healing of

wounds. Explanations and reconciliations

follow, and a double wedding in prospect.

Mr, Stoddart played the part of Benton, an
old and feeble retainer of the family, but
Benton has not much to do with the play.

The character of Dupois, the banker, wa3
played by Mr. Semoyne, tut it has not much
significance.

Miss May Robeson was excellent as Susanne
Mrs. Houghton's maid. She sustained the
French accent evenly, and dropped into

French phrases readily. The play is not
without inconsistencies, and is overburdened
with motives and actions. But none of the

scenes drag, and the dialogue is never forced.

It was beautifully put upon the stage, and
the acting adds to the fame of the Palmer
Company as accomplished artists. As on
previous occasions the Baldwin was crowded
with a very fashionable audience on the open-
ing night.

IMPORTANT
TO

Breeders and Trainers

FOR~S~ALE.
DAISY WHIPPLE, chestnut filly, 15.2 hand

foaled 1881, by Whipple's Hanibletonian, dam Dali
Burns, an imported Kentucky mare.
This filly has never been worked for speed, but bj

a naturally perfect trotting action, and shews a vft
rapid gait.

Address THIS OFFICE. 28augl

i

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with famfl;

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate. Hi
managed large estates in Scotland, and had tbirtee
years' experience on some of ib<.- best stock ar
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best|
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
LyntfaJe Farm.

2Saugtf Minneapolis, Minn.

AT THE

A Recent Decision of the Chancery Court necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Glenview Stud and Farm
WHICH INCLUDES

P

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
in foal to t in1 above stallions,
iliirij very superior yearling
ntly of the opinion that but for the
ve had twenty yt-arlinuN beat
ioais ui ihjs season ever seen

seventy-five lien<l, together with
ith all the necessary improvements,
k, and everything complete, to tin-

together with about one Hundred oi the choicest l»rood-niares
also some elegant autl last two and Iliree-year-oItLs; about
colts and fillies. As an indication of their promise, I am coufidt

pink eye or Influenza, which troubled us this spring, we could h:

three minutes. There are also about thirty-five of the finest
on the 'iirth in one lot.

I will sell the above stock, numbering about one hundred and
the Farm, consisting of about six huudrcd and thirty acres, w
Barns, Paddocks, etc., ail in running shape; a splendid mile trac
highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuing from day to day until all is sold;

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except laud, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four
equal yearly payments, with six per cent, interest ami a lieu.

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at private solo until tin- Catalog Q€ U i>- red, which will be
about the 20th of September, after wblcb no animal will be sold uulil tht- final public nab;. Tlie oppor-
tunity for purchasing the very hl-rhest types oi' the very best Mood Hues known to tb<

breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless lo add that no sucb chance has ever before been Offered,
and probably a life-time will not see another such.

Send address for Catalogue, as 1 have only a meagre list of names, and you may be overlooked.

P. O, Louisville, Ky,
J. B. McFERRAN,

Bxeoutor,

STATE FAIR
SACRAMENTO,

Wednesday, Sept. 8,1886

Sale of Standard Bre(

Trotting Stock
PROPERTY OF

Late SILAS SKINNER
Formerly of Baker Co., Oregon, and recently of Na|

Co., Cal.,

Bred by"WM. T. "WITHERS, and imported direct froi
bis Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

To be Sold by Public Auction
BY

KILLI^fe CO
Sol. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883. by Alcona 37

he by Almont 33, £ire of Fannie 'Witherspoon, 2:16
Piedmont, 2:17i, and 27 others with a record of 2:!

or better. 1st dam Namora by Almont Manibrln
son of Almont; 2d dam the Lackey mare by Blood
Black Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk.
No. 2. Black fillv, 2 vears old. full sister to No*.
No. 3. Bay colt, foaled April 1. 1885, full broth*

to No. 1.

No. 4. Bay gelding, 2 years old, by Alcona, be t
Almont. he by Alexander's Abdallab, he by Bysdyk
Hambletonian. lBt dam, Metamora by Duke (

Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, he by Hetzell's Han
bletouian, full brother to Volunteer; 2d dam VIel
bv Cassius 51. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam by Alexander
Abdallah.
No. 5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No. 4 t

No. 6. Bay gelding by Alcona, he by Almont, he I
Alexander's Abdallah, son of Hambletonian. 1st do:
Pansy by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.; 2d dam Lady Richielit
by Eichielieu, son of Mambrino Chief; 3d dam Lad
Vance by Trimble's Eclipse, son of American Eclips
3d dam by Joe Gale, son of Marlboro; 4th dam 1

James Lowry's son of imported Hedgeford; 5th dai
by Consul son of imp. Consul; 6th dam by ii

Medlev, etc.

No. 7. Black fillv, foaled Feb. 22, 188:.. full sisterl
No. 6.

No. 8. Flora Bell, black mare, twith colt at foot
foaled Mar. 24, 1883, by Alcona, he by Almont. I
dam Fontana by Almont or Almost Prince; 2nd d*
Fannie "Williams by Alexander's Abdallah; (fore:
tended pedigree see Wallace's Begister of Standai
Brood-mares); Colt by her side, foaled May 8, 1W
by Alcona Clay, he by Alcona out of Madonna, 1

Cassius M. Clay, Jr. 2d dam by Alexander's Edwl
Forrest.

ALSO,

On the same day, and at tH
same place,

Pne well-known and Inshlouably

TKOTTI>© STAXXIOH

ALCONA, 730
On account of his joint owners. Mr. A. C.GOODBJO

of Baker Co., Oregon, and Mrs. SiLAS SKINNER,
Napa Co., Cal., formerly of Baker Co., Oregon,

Alcona's (No. 7:)0t pedigree Is as follows;
Chestnut horse, bred by W. T. Withers. Le\Jngto:

Ky., foaled April, 1B77. Sired by Almont, sire i

Fanny Witherspoon record 2:1GJ, and sire of WM
mint, harness record pacing 2;VA'l and 2:011 wil
running mute, and th<- aire of 27 others with reoort
better tbau 2:30. Sire of the dams of Catchfiy 2:18

UoM&non, 2J91, and Durango, 2:281.
let dam Queen Marj bj Mambrino chief, the sir© 1

Lady Thorn, record 2:181; Woodford Mambrino, re
ord 2:214, and sire of the dams of Piedmont, 2:H
Director, 2:17, aud Voltaire, 2:201.

Almoin sired by Alexander's Abdallab, sire

Goldsmith Maid. .14. 1st dam by Mambrino chi«
fir.: of Lady Thorn, 2:181: second dam by Iilot.Jl
sire of John Morgan, -;24. and Bfw of ;i others
records bett.r than 2:30, also the hir<- of the dam

S., 2;08i, .Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Noontide 2:2

Naiad Queen. " Ion recoi

2:20, Nutwood, 2:IbJ. The second dnni oi Alcon
fast maie whose pedigree baa aol yot been develd
bred by D. 8. Coleman. Fayttte Co., Ky. Now Qi

Mary owned by W. T. "Withers, Fairlawn Stock
Lexington, Ky, aijui

ooa,

ss
kFKl
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annual faik Thirteenth District

Santa Clara Valley

IORICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

TO

Jommence on the 27th of Sept.

AXD EXD OS OCT. 3D.

1886.
AT

AN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Monday, Sept. 2 #ih.
SOB LOGAL HORSES.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. IStli.

No. I-TROTTING—Purse 3400. Three-vear-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—PurseSoOQ. Three-minute Class.

Tliird Day—Wednesday. Sept. 29th.
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Parse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
WOO to carry -5 lbs.; maidens all owed., if thr»-e rears old,
ilbs.; if four Years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile beats.
No. J-BUN'SISij-S'U Ji>se Stake: for two-year-

olds. $2-5 entrance. S'.O forfeit, 5200 added. $50 to 60C-
jnd, third to save stake. Winner of -'nv two-vear-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or" more, 5
lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. d—Rt'SSLVG-Selling Purse. $200; of which $50

to second horse; Sxed valuation Sl.liOO; two pounds off
for each $100 below; 21hB. added for each 5100 above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept- 30th.
No. ft—TROTTING—Purse S500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse 5S00. 2:22 Class.
No. 8—PACING— PurseSoOO. Free for all.

FiTth Day—Friday. October ist.
No. 9—RUNN1NG--Free parse, $200, $•>) to second

borse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3
.__. winners this year of any race at this distance of

the value of $400 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10-RUNNING—Gdrov Stake, fortwo-vear-olriB.

J2& entrance. $10 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.
Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lt>B. additional.
One mile.
No. 11-RCNNTNG—Selling Purse, $200, of which $30

tosecend horse. Fixed valuation ?i,000. 21bs. off for
oach$IOO below. 21bs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 9d.
No. 12—TROTTfNG—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
.No.13—TROTTING-Purse$1.000—Free for all.

No. 14-TROTTING—Purse $300. Two-year-oldB

.

Mile and repeat.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

fellows: Fifcy percent, to Brst horse. 25 percent, to
second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or ran heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary

.

Fot a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to
its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, thento firstand thiid
moneys

.

If In the opinion of the jndges, before starting a
race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries requiredto fill and and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and raeing colors to be named with all en-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse, and 33.J6 to
bond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the monev.
Races to commence each day at 2 p. M.
Entries to close August 1st, 18S6.

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG. Secretary.

26jn5 P. O. Box 159, San Jose. Cal.

AUCTION SALE
-OF —

THOROUGHBRED

JERSEY CATTLE
-ON—

Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1886
-AT-

State Fair Grounds, Sac'to.

On the ahove date we will offer for sale, immedi-
ately upon conclusion of parade in front of grand
atand, a draft of thoroughbred Jersey cattle from the
herd of Major Bobt. Beck, comprising six bead of
two-year-olds and under Bulls, and fourteen head of
Cows and Heifers ranging from four-years-old to
yearlings, all registered stock. The reputation of

.this herd i^ well known throughout the State. Cata-
logues may be obtained of the undersigned, or at the
office of the Pacific Coast Cattle Club, Room 5, Stock
Exchange Building, Pine Street, S. F.

KILLIP & CO,
Jliugtt

Auctioneers,
116 Montgomery St.

FAIR.
COMMENCING AUG. 31, 1886.

MARYSVILLE.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, August 31st.

Trotting—No. l—Three-year-old class. Purse, $200,
Free to all horses in the Third. Tidrteenth and Seven-
teenth districts.
Running—No. 2—Half-mile and repeat. Purse.

$150. Free for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth districts.
Trotting—No. 3—Three-minute class. Purse , ?2oo

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday. Sept- Ist.
Trotting—No. 4—2:40 class. Purse, $300. Free for

Trotting—No. 5—Four-minute class. Free for all,
to go as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to
four minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second
$10. third $-5. fourth ;.v. fifth $">, sixth $5.
Running—No. 6—One mile and repeat. Purse. $300.

Free for all.

Third Day-Thursday, Sept. fcd.

Trotting—No. 7—2:30 class. Purse. $400. Free for
alL
Wauling—No. 8—Best walking team $30, best

walking stall on 530, second best of either 920 One
mile. Purse, Sino. For liorsfs owned in this" district
Running—No. ^—One and one-half mile dash

Parse, -_ 0. Free for all.
Ladies* Riding—Free to all iu the District. No

entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ng one cash premium , $';0, by the Society.

Fourth Day. Friday, Sept. 3d.
Trotting—No. 10—2 :S0 class. Pnrse, $200. Free for

all.

Trotting—No. 11—Four-vear-old class. Purse, $400
Freeforall. Apex barred.
Pacing—No. 12—Parse, $400. Free for alL

Fifth Day—Saturday, Sept. 4th.
Trotting—No 13—2:22 class. Purse, $600. Free for

all.

Running—No. 14— Two-mile dash- Purse, $300.
Free for all.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules ti govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing r.^ces are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twentv-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen percent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid, and who go
in the race designated and fail to win anv part of the
purse.will have their entrance monev returned to tbem.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its en-

trance-fee and one-half nf the entrance retained by the
Society from the other entries for said lace, and to no
added money. Ahorse winning a race entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then to
first and fourth moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, byS o'clock p.m., or
they shall be required to start.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 8, will

close with the Secretary August 10. ISS6.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. >t., sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
B5F*No season tickets will he issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee.

Admission to the Fair Grounds,
50 cts.; Pavilion, 25 cts.

D. E. KNIGHT, T. J. SHERWOOD,
19jnlJ President. Secretary.

YERBA BUENA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD,

Registeied in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE- STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

llfi Montgomery Street, San Francisco,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAXD TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

WiJl Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbees,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sargent, Eso>,
Sargcnts.

Hon. JL. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Bogos
Colusa.

Eon. A. WaIiEATH,
Nevada.

J. E. Hagotn, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Co3&t. and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars,we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces evtrry breeder anddealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the 'gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KII.r.H* A CO.. 116 Montgomery Street.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Harming, and

Rornl horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco

WINNINGS AT THE FAIRS OF 1885:
At State Pair, Sacramento.

Eleven First Prizes In Classes for Age.
|
Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any agoOne second Prize m Classes for Age. ' b

HHTO PHIZES. SWEEPSTAKES.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle oyer 2 years I
Best bull, and three of bis calves of any age or breed

_ ?1}- .,.,.«..- I
—Jersey bull "Jack Love"

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 I Also, the. Gold Jledul award e I : for most
years old.

| meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Pair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old
One Second Prize in Classes for age. also. Herd prize, compering against Ayersbires andHerd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons

I
Devons under » years old.

RECORDS OF FOl'XD.VriUX STOCK.
MARY ASNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 36 lbs.. 12J ozs., 1 I ECROTAS, 778 lbs
week, A.J. C. C. test. 867 lbs., 14^ ozs., in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LA1LBERT, 30 lbs., 2J ozs, 1 week, A. J C
C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITTJATE, 25 lbs., 45 ozs., 1 week
Her likeness above.

n 11 months.
HON PLAtSIR, 18} lbs. in!l we. k.

PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12J o'zs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Becords of Families Represented in the Above Herd-
RIOTER AJLPHEA FAMILY.

ECROTAS, 7S3 lbs. 1 oz. In II months 6 days.
BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
PH-IDRA, 21 lbs. Ill ozs. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs. in 7 days.
PYRRHA, 17 lbs. 61 ozs. in 7 days'.

LADY ALICE OF HJXLCREST, 16 lbs. 14* ozs.. in 7

I

days.

LILY OF MAPLE GROTE. 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 .'.

CORN. 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.
COOSIASSIE FAMILY.

DAISY EROTTN-, 17 lbs. 6J ozs., in 7 days.
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 ozs. , in 7 days.
PRINCESS OF ASHANTEE, 16 lbs 12 ozs. 'ia 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs., in 6 days
TORMENTOR'S CINDERELLA. 16 lbs. 4J ozs.. in 7

davs.
DAISY'ytiEEN, 16 lbs. i ozs., in 7 days-

JERSEY BELLE OF SCUTATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITCATE, 705 lbs. ozs. in 1 I MINNIE OF SCITDATE. 11 lbs. 41 ozs., in 7 days.

BELLE oYsCITUATe! LftBaN ozs. in 7 days.
SCITCATE WORONOCO, 24 lbs- 14 ozs'.. in 7 days.

LASS OF SCITCATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs. in 7 days. | LILY SCITCATE, 21 lbs, 01 ozs , in 7 days.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco, Oal.
£5TJer8eys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club, of New York, sell as grades at half price East.

PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 121 ozs. in 7 davs.
OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
COOMASSIE, 16 lbs. u ozs. in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. 101 ozs. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
KING TRCST. 18 lbs. ozs in 7 days.
PCNCHLNELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7'days.
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. th ozs., m 7 days

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sicknesi and disease hy thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLFBLE PHENYLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENTLB,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENYLE, mixed with four quarts o'
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease.
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents.

llaugtf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants.

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidlne, Kjtchel's Liniment, Dixon's, GoiDg's and DcBoise'a 'Horse Remedies

TBACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Fran

aiangtf
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CALIFORNIA

ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAY—Thursday, Sept. 9tli.

TROTTING.

No 1-THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with
sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TBOTTTNG PURSE, 51,000—2:24Class.
No. 3—PACING PURSE, $600—2:35 Class,

SECOND DAY—Friday, Sept, tOtli,

RUNNING.
No. 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; 510 forfeit; S250 added; S50 to

second; third to save stake, "Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three pounds : of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 1883; £50 entrance, p.p.; $300 added; 8100 to

second: 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6-THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds ; $50 entrance ; h. f , or only $15 if declared on or
before Septem ber 1st. $300 added, of which $100 to

the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one
mile, after August 1st, to carry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, $250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four yearB or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 11 ih.

TROTTING.
Ho. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100

entrance, of which $25 must accompany nomination;
$25 payable July 1st, and remaining $50 payable
August 10, 1886; $40(1 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

in five.

Ho. 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800— 3:0n Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2 :20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. i3th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50
entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared onor before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds: if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1884. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; S250added.
Second horse, $100; third horse. $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.
No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. S100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be
made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m,, Sep-
tember 4tb. In no event will declaration be received
unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE, 8250-Of which S50 to

second. Fixed valuation, SI, 000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April loth with
eight nominations.
No. 16—TROTTING PURSE, 51,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17 -TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 1 5th.
RUNNING.

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-
old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $150 added;
$25 to second. Those not having run first or second,
in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—Forthree-year-olds.

$50 entrance ; 325 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third
saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after
August lBt, to carry five pounds extra; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-
olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to Becond. Horses

that have not won this year allowed five pounds.
"Winners this year of any race of the value of $400 to
carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. One mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTTNG.

No. 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25
payable August 10th: $300 added by the Society.
Closed April 15th, with nine nominations.
No. 24—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 17 th.

RUNNING.
No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For

foals of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added, Second
horse, S100; third, S50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
nominations.
No. 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st, with $250 added. $75 to

second; third to save Btake. Winner of any two-year-
old stake after August 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mile. •

No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added.
Second horse, $100; third to save stake. Winner of
any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile end three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages.

S5C entrance;W forfeit} |300 added, $joq to eecoed;

$60 to third; $200 additional to the winner if l:42jis

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-

hawk's time (1 :42J1 is beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ageB. $53

to secend. Horse not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat,

SIXTH DAV—Saturday, Sept. I8th.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1, 500—Free
for all trotting stallions

.

No. 31—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:30 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $50 to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

18B5, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1.1887; $15 if declared January 1,1888; or $25 if de-

clared May 1, 1868; $300 added; second horse, $100;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board

reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 25 per

cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 663

to the first, and 83J to the second.

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding

the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1886.

JESSE D. I'ARR, EDWIN F, SMITH,
12jn8 President, Secretary.

STOCKTON
F AI

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFPE "RED

Speed Programme.
—;o;—

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany
nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz.: 50, 25,15 and 10 per cent.
Races commence each day at one o'clock P. m, sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free ti> competitors.
Entries t j Pacific Coast purses close August 1. 1886.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, Septemt>er SI, 1886.
No. 1. Running—District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash" $-25 payable July 1st; $15 August 1st; $10 day
before race. $250 added. (Closed with five entries.)

No. '2. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, $S00.

No. 3. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the
pet of Mainbrino Wilkes; $20 entrance; $200 added by
owner of sire ; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, S100—Five moneys.

"Wednesday, September *2, 1886.
No, 4. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.

No! 5. Trotting—District, Two-year-olds or under
8500 Best 2 in 3. (Closed with five Entries.)

No. 6. Trotting—District. StalltonB.ace,$500. (Closed
with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, $600.

Thursday, September *3, t886.
No. 8. Running—District. For three-year-olds or

under stake, mile dash: *2 r
> pny;il.ile July 1st; $1S August

1st; $10 day before race; $260 added. (Closed with five

entries.) _
No. 9. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:20 Class, $1,000.

No. 10. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For three-year-
olds, $100 stake; 64O0 added. (Closed with five entries.)

State Equestrianism, $100. Five moneys.

Friday, September 24, 1886.
No. 11. Running—District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat, $500. Closed with seven entrieB.
No. 12. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For two-year-aids,

9100 stake; $400 added; best 2 in 3. (Closed with eight
entries.)
No. 14. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, $$00.

Saturday, September 35, 188 ».

No. 15. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,
$500.
No. 16. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500. (Closed

with six entries.)
No. 17. Trot ting-Pacific Coast. Free for all, $1,000.

Board oi" Directors lor 8 886.
I,. IT SHIPFEE ». E. LANUFURD.
JOHN E. MOORE. JAM. A. SHll'H II(1>
JASCBS A. Mil I TIT. FREO AHNOLO,
R. C. SAKCIEST. W. !i. SNOW.

L. n. shippek. President,
A. W. SI UPSON, Treasurer,

J. M. LaKUE, Secretary.
P, 0. Box m, Stockton, Caiilornia, jollO

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1886.
August 30th to Sept 4th.

First Day—Trotting.
No- 1—PURSE, $600—2:45 class. Four moneys.
No. 2—PURSE, n7S0—2:22 class. Four inone'ys.
No. 3—PURSE, $150—Four-year-olds. Four moneys.

Second Day—Running.
No.l-THEALAMBDA STAKE-For all ages; $50

entrance; half-forfeit, or only $15, if declared onor be-
fore August 20th, with $30!) added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three-years old. al-
lowed five pounds, if font years older over, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 6—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE-For three-

year-olds; $-50 entrance; half-forfeit; $300 added; $100
tosecond; $50to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6—THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; ^li> entrance; $lu forfeit; $25u added; $£0 to sec-
ond; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds, of two
or more five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 7—FREE PUR^E- 8250. Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of $300, to carrv five
pounds. -Maidens allowed, if three years old, five
pounds; if four vears or upwards, fifteen pounds.
31ile heats.

Third Day—Trotting and Pacing.
No. 8—PURSE, §600-2:35 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9—PURSE, $J0U—Three- vear-olds. Four tnonevs.
No. 10—PURSE, $500—Pacing— 2:23 class. Four

moneys.

Fourth Day—Trotting.
No. 11—PURSE, $750—2:20 Class . Four moneyB.
No. 12—PUR>E. >75!i--:i;i Class. Four moneys.
No. 13—PURSE, $300—Two-year-olds. Three moneyB

Fifth Day- Running.
No. 14—SELLING PURSE, $250—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds for each
$100 below ; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 15-THE OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages;

$50 entrnnce; half-forfeit; 8300 added; second horse
$100; third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 16—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance: $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pouuds extra. Of Juvenile Stake
at this meeting. Three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 17-FREE PURSE, 9250—For all ages; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run second
or better allowed ten pouuds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—Purse

$100. For the most graceful rider $25; second $15:
third S10. For the most skillful rider $25; second
$15; third$10.

SIXTH DAY-Trotting.
No. IS—PURSE, $7,50-2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 19-PURSE, $1,000. Trotting—Free for all. Fon

moneyB.
No. 20—PURSE, $600. Pacing—Free for all. Fou

moneys.
REHARK.S AND lONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all

the races in the above programme to hold a lees num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. Parses of four
moneys divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to the first

horse", twenty-five per cent, to Becond, fifteen percent,
to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the ri^ht to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over snail be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: d6>J to the
first and 33M to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties interested
at anv time previous to August 15th.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the
day preceding the race sh^Il be required'to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person, or

in one interest, the particular bor.se they are to start
must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the 'State Agricultural Society' to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise

.

Non-starters in running races will be held for en-
trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to he named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above raceB to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, July 31, 1886.

A. C. D1ETZ, President,
E. WAXKER, Secretary.

26jn Office, 26 Montgomery Street, S. F.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jg'-seys of both sexes for sale. Postoffice address,
Ran Frani-inm. Oal

COEEIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Swinney, M'eaVtuess of tlie

Spine, SpraiuH, Straluat, etc.

The only remedy that doea away with the use of tho
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks norscars. Val-
uable cure fur rheumatism.
For sale by Mrs. A. C\ Joseph, proprietor, BSS'Ge&xy

street, San Francisco. Rediiigton k Co., San Francisco,
Melvin &. Co., East Oakland, and all druggists. All
rights secured in U.S. patent oQlce. Price $1.00 per
bottle. 3Jnl lloct

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

No. 6. i

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY, OCTOBER i 6th, ISCXCSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$127000
In Purses and Premiums.
Ua^An Enlarged and Attractive Premium LiBt for *

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in I
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:

First Day-Tuesday, October QSth.
No. 1.-Running Kacu, Purse $150, dash;^ of a mile

free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse $150, dash % mile, free for

for all. weight for age.
3.—Tbotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:3d Class.

Second Day—Wednesday, October I 3th.
4.—Running Race, Purse $200, for three-year-olds,

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6,—Trotting Race, Purse $500, three-minute Class.

Wise's bit c Rajah, 3, and Flckett's br c Contractor, i,
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse $250, IX miles, free for

all, weight for age.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 :30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will he an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth. Day—Friday, October 15th.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

V,i miles.
ll.—Running Race. Purse $200, selling race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for each $100 above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, IX miles, free fo

all. weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile, ft ee foralland weight for age. For all horses that
have not won first monev during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp
Entries close on SATURDAY, July 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. NEWTON, E. A, Dei'AMP.

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 6 North Main St.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. 2 Price each . S2-50.

Sample Cinclias
Sent by mail upon receipt of

35 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages ean be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 4*8 Battery St..

24jul San Franolsco, Cal.

Mechanics' Institute

FAIR
TWENTY-FIRST EXPOSITION.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1886.

Opens August 94—Closes September 25.
IN THEItt

Immense Pavilion on Larkin street with a Grand
Display of NATURAL AND MANUFACTURED
PRODUCTS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, including
a magnificent collection of Oil and Water-Color Point-
ings, Art Work and Photography; MACHINERY in
operation; A SPECIAL FLORAL EXHIBIT each
week; tho finest display of FRUITS, GRAINS and
VEGETABLES ever before presented to the people,
and :\ Dr.ind Instrumental Concert day and evening.
PRICES OF ADMISSION: Double Season Ticket

$5. Single Reason Ticket $3; Adult's Single AdmJe-
eiitn SO Cents; Children's Single Admission 25 Cents.
Members of tho Institute entitled to Season Ticket

at half rates.
Full particulars given or sent on application to the

Assistant Seer tarv, No. 11 Post street.
P, b; CORNWALL, President,
J. H. GILMORE, Superintendent.
W, ?. STOUT. Secretary.

sijul 5 J. S, CULVER, Assistant Secretary,
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(English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

Then old enongh to ship, a few pups by my

HERO 3d.,
VInner of First and Special prizes at

PITTSBURG, 18fee.

hit of my NELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 1886.

These pups have immense bone and good

Mizzles, and are following closely the heavy

eeight records of the famous Amidon pupa,

rhich heretofore were never equalled. A
are opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

•nt of .proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,

81jul8

General Wayne P. O.
Del. Co., Pr-ilna.

GENUINE'

« Best and Cheapest

g DOG FOOD.

^FEEDYOURDOGS
iSIAMREDi. OS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WELL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean. Sonne!

Teeth! Regular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Poods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Brissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12cts.
The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing ; post free,

12 cts.

Onr goods may be obtained from
Clabrough A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Street,

E. T. AHen. 416 Market Street.

Liddle A Kiieding, 53S Washington Street.

Goldberg. Bowen A Co„ 428 Pine Street.

H. FJirman A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 jol 52

DON
(Vandevort'e.)

(Cohflrq'sBang.

( Price's "Vesta.

f Garth's Drake.
(Peg i

L { SaU, 1286 E. K. C. S. B.

IN THE STUD. FEE $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

K. T. Vandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

In each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. T ALLODEB.
Sansallto. Marin Co, Cal

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OW3IEBS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.
j

DOG LICENSES

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars. Locks. Bells. Leads. Chains, -Whips. Brushes, Combs, So.. Sc.nog ueoicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food. Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Cog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"0. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection withfthe'ClP. & TJ. P. R. Es„ forms the

^'CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

GommodioQS Kest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West, North and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

CHICAGO
AMD

NORTH-WESTERN

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17jul 52 General Agent. San Francisco. Cal.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.

REGAL AND NOBLESSE.
Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brows, M.P.

]
Geo. H. Holmes,

MtTGEST W. BBOWS, I 0. BRUCE LOWE.
tbadisq as

BROWN BROS. & CO,
STOCK*AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or tbey will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
lorCalifomia firms.

References kindly permiiied to J. B. Haggin. Esq,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

"Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOHN A. GOLDSMITH.
Box 242. Oakland, OaL

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on hand , and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my Etock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to Wm. C'orbitt.

218 California St.,

Ban Francisco.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL I.tTHROP,Room 69. O.P.R. R.
BuilUing. cor. 4th and Townsend, San Franctico

sqjni

Tlie Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. I
at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
For further particulars address

Gl'S. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-THACK,

SIJnT 15 Oakland, Cal.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SA3I FBAUC1SCO, CAL.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFM.I 410P1M: STJKEET
G. L.BRASDEE President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P. FABXFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers, Xevada Bank of San Francisco.

31Jul 12

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, Loudon, .England.

(Diploma dates April, 22, 1670).

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogs,
etc.. can have advice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and 81.

Send for Buzard's Worm Powders for
horses, and his Worm Mixture for dogs.
They never fail in their action. Will send a package

by mail for $1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogB.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Teterinary col-

lege, Toronto. Canada.

Teterinary Infirmary, 371 Natoma St
Reni'dence. Sfifi Howard St., Ran FranciRco.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Sec'y-

*®"Send for circular.TS1
julaugsept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by letters Patent, July 9A, iSS"3
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described,

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, Becured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described,

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions £>. bunds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to Becure the blind and allow it to bo
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bndle, and in combination with the check-
SieceB D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the Winds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad*
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows aa
Ib Induced by toe-weighte. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend tho »nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERROV
JJo.WandWBlUi 6fc B»n Fr»<
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, ami are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

From July 16, t886.

±8:00 a H
8:00 A M
4:00 P M
7:30 A M

•3 J30 f >i

S:80 a
1:00 p
•5:00 P M
8:00 .

•8:30 .

8:30 P M
10:00 a m
3:00 P M
7:30 A M
7:30 A M

3:00 P ii

4:00 p si

*lfl)P-\i
8:30 A M

110:00 A M
3:00 P M
8:30 a m
*9;H0 a M
*3:3il P M
«9:"0 a M

Byron •-

Calistoga and Napa

Hazel Creek, Redding & Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Kniehfs Landing.
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave , Demin^. El Paso & East.

.. Nilcs and Haywards
.. ..Ogden and East

. Bed Bluff via MaryBville
Reno.Trnckee and Colfax....

....Sacramento, via Benieia
" via Livermore.,

'"_]][ " via Benieia
„.].

*' via Benieia
!...„Sacramento River steamers..

San Jose

...Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez

.„ " via Martinez
"/Tulare and Fresno

16:10 P M
10:10 A M
6:10 P M
6:40 F M

"10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10 JO A M
•S:40 A M
6:10 P M

•7:40 P si

10:40 A M
3:40 P M

11:10 A M
5:40 p m
6:40 p M
6:40 P m
5.-40 p M

11:10 a m
10:10 A M
•fl:00 a M
•3:40 p M
13:4fJ p u
9:4i) a M
5:40 P M
*7:40PM

•10:40 a. M
40 P M

From San Francisco Bally.

TO EAST OAKItA2STD—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30-2:30—
8-30—9:00-9:30—10:00-10:30-11:00—11:30-12 :00-1J:30
_i :00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

— 5:30—6:00— 6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00-

TO FBUTT VALE—*6:00—•6:30— *7:00—*7:30—*8:00-
ivy

^.30—*3:30-*4:00-*4:30--,5:00—*5:30—"6:00-9:00.
TOFRCTT VALE < via Alameda)—"9:30 A—6:SOp-1'2:00

TO ALAMEDA- K6;00—•6:30-7:W--7:30-S:lM)-*S : :iU
-

"
9:00-9:30-10:00-110 30-11:00-tll:S0-12:00-J12:30-

1-00—U:30~2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00—4:30—5:00- 5:30

-

S-QJ—6-30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—'6:30—7:00-*7:3u— »:UO-*3:30

-9:00-9:80—10:00 -J10:30—11:00-111:30-12:00-1:0(1
—2-00—3:00—3:b0— 4:00 — 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6: 10-

7-uu—5:00—9 :00—10 :Q0—U :00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY—*6:0y-*6:30— 7:0U-»7:-10-

18:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11 :00—11:00—2:00--^ JO -4:i)

_*i:30-5:00—*S:30—6:00- -•8:80—7:00.

To San Francisco J)ally.

?ROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—*S:53—*7:23—*; :5J- *8:23

•8:53—•9:23—*10:20-*4:23—*4:"i3—•5:23—•5:53-'6:23—
•6:53—7^0-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 20 -*r:5Q

16:50—19:20—*3:20.
FROM EASTOAKLAND-*5:30- *S:00- 6:30-7 .KJ

7-30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :0fl— 11 v0
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30-2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:3C— 4 ;00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- > :57—
10:57. , t , LFROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minntes later

than from East Oakland. „
FROM ALAMEDA—«5:'.tf-*5:58-*6:28— 6:58-*7:28 -

7:58-^-2*—i:.^_<i:2S- 9 :-=S- 110 £5 — 10:58— JU :ZB-

11.5S_tl2-2*-12-.^-Il :2.S-l:5S-2:5^-3:26-3:58—1:28
4.58-5-2R—5:58—K: 26 -tl:5S—7:58-8:58-8:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY-*5:23-«5:53-*S:23-S:53-*7:23-
7:58—*3:2<—S:53— 9:;i3 -9:53—110:23-10:53 -111:23-
11:53—12:58-1:53— £:53 -3:23 -- 3:53-4:23—4:53-5:23—"=»:53-6:23—6:53—7:53-8:53—9 .-S3 -10:53,

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:53—*6: 3-0:53—*7:23

_7:53-r8:53— •9:23—9:53—10:53— {12:53—1:53— 2:53 -

3:53—} -53—*5:23—5 :53—*6 :'-3—6>5».

<kks:k KOI IE.

FROM SAN FRANC1SC0-*7:15—9:15—11:15—1 -A >-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—'6:15—S:15—10:15— 12:15— 2:15

LOOK AT THIS!

A Few BARGAINS in Fine Second-Hand Breech-

Loading Guns.—.

—

1 _w. A C. Scott A Son llammtrlws B. 1~ (inn, "Premier Quality," lO-gauge. 30 &>•

8J lbs., with SOLE LEATHEB CASE, nearly new, cost S300 Fnce $ SOU

S—W. A C. Scott A Son Hammcrless B. I. Gun "Premier Quality," 12-guage, 30 in.

7j lbs., cost S300, will sell ior SlOU
3_W. It. Pane Hammer B.LGnil, 12-gange, 30 in.. 7 lbs. ,

cylinder bore, cost 5200, will sell

4_\V. W. nreener Treble AVedffe-fast, Hammer B. L «nn, 10-gange. 30 in., 92 lbs., as

good as new, cost $150, will sell for.

.
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CLABROUGH & GOLCHER,
630 and 632 Montgomery St., S. F.

PARKER GUN.

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament beld at Sew

Orleans. La., Feb. 11th to 16tb, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the w'orld was won or B Teipel with a Parter Gun. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such

chamuion's asCarrer/Bogarius, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes

were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

53n=mo PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

ATTENTION, RIFLEMEN

•Sundays excepted. 1Sundays only

Standard Time furnished by Lick Oeseevatokt.

4. Si. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager.

T. U. «OD»3fAN,
Gen. Pass. ATfck Ae'.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Sparsest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND BETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOE
ENNELL'S CXNTHIANA HORBE BOOTS.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
De. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
IIKMtY WALSH.

Rnp't Rnnnlnff HoiBe Dep't,

15Bept Palo Alto stock Faxm.

^JJl^s/jHOTGUN^ CARTRIDGES

THElfSLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES
The simplest most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

Bo »ardus and toe'be^t shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters generally. More rapid and accurate than

any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price S2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-

timonials free.

lOjul 4p

SLOTTERBEK &McCRANEY,
tAKEFORT, CAi

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment'that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore ^ mG,HLY_BRED BROOD-MARES

Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885. and up to the last of January,

18S6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal. .-•«.• j- j
A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

orices with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datos of service, has been

Minted and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an

opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares m foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SATJE AT FAIREAWS.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG BOADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. STASDABB-BBEB TROTT1SG STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

mTT"P f^"^"^E, "DPTnT? PT A "NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

XXllJ Ull-Ei -T JaJ-VJXJ I-Un-1' price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue Pcchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock Bold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interost from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Eock Box 3B». WM. T, WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

loraERWiFti

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing Aug. 20, ISSfJ.

8:30 a
10:40 a

til :30 a
*3:S0p
4 :25 f
'5:1b T
6:30p

tlJ:45p

8:28A
•8:10a
9:03 a

10:40 a
•3:30 p
4:25p

. Principal Way Stations..

I':'.''-! A
'10:02 a
•3:3ti p
(5:00 P
tS:15P

. n , ft , I ( Watson ville, Camp Goodall ) i»
irirfl-i .

1? -.Sp! AP t0S - *ew Brighton. Suquel.... -
I ^J**' p

l / irapit.-ihii.-iiidS:iiitaCruz j ;

b -we
+-.-«, \

Muiit.rr.-v and Santa Cruz t „.„
tJ -D0A

i > (Sunday Kxenrsioni f I
^ -bb r

10 fiO A w ..lIollisterandTreaPinos .,

...Soledad, San Artlo and Way Si'ns.... I 6:00 p

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sunrtavsexcepted. tSnndays only. (Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Timp furnished' by Handnlpli A Co.. S. F.

StalK cnNNirnii.v- arc made with the lu:4(t A. M.
Train, except PesCadkiio Stages vi?. San ^[ateoand
Redwoof, whiclt connect with *vW a.m. Train.

Special Ruuxd-tkip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterev, Aptos, Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Cilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprirj£s.

KXCCBSIOS liiKEIN.
T?«r Onn(hva nnW i S(>la StTXDAY MOHNDtB; goodFor Snnaays only.j for ret,irn same day _

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturoai- and Sunday only;
Sunday and', good for return until following Mun-
Monday, ( day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Bound Trip
from San

Franc'.sco to

San Kruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
MayBeld

Sun.
I'kt.

ttatte
Mon.
Tkt.

§ ? 50

65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 75

Kuunu'lrip
from San

Francisco to

Muimt'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soqnel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

?1 50
I 50
1 75
1 75
2 75
3 00
3 M

Satto
Mon.
Tkt,

2 50
4 00
5 00
500
b DO
5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and >o. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. CBASSFjTT, H. B. JUDAJJ,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BE3PECTFUI.LY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFOBDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best placeB in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TEAINS LEAVE 8A2J FRANCISCO DAILY FOB.

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMISfa

.rummer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with itB beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may )« bad in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Bock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSUBPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(1)0x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bat be. with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE BOUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQFEI. AND SANTA CRTZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crus
and Monterey,each of which abounds In game In great
variety Notably

quail, Pigeon, Snipe, I>nck, Geese, l>eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILABCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv tliipline. Mages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo tor those well-known Retreats, PCKIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGOJSIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at anil about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer Bpeclal inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passago Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggageman. Train Baggagemen are lnstruced
toiaaue CHECKS for all dogs received in Bagg.wo
Cars.
C*-In order to guard against aceidents to D • s

while in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnus and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and secnrelv packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in i'-iypenger Cars.
TK'KKT OFFICES—Passenger Dopot, Townsond

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Marketst, Grar
Hotel.
A. O. BA88ETT, H. B. JUDAH,

8apertnUndent. Asst. Pmm. and Tkt Art.
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Sporting" Notes.

The Golden Gate Park is the beauty spot of this romantic
and strikingly situated city. Its flowers are fragrant, its

shrnbs art of the rarest kind, its forest trees are all of the

finest varieties, and the artistically constructed and well-

stocked conservatory does the donor immortal honor, and the

gardener great credit. The turf and the lawns that are free

from the intrusion of the hoggish multitude is like a carpet

of velvet. The drives are formed perfectly, they have the

charming variety of hill and dale. But there is noway to get

to this lovely spot unless by the cable cars. There is not a

road leading from Montgomery street to the Park, that is fit

to ride or drive over. A great many people daily risk life and
limb, in making the dangerous and tortnous journey. If on
horseback, they have to hear their horses feet ponnding over
hard, uneven rocks. If they drive, it is through a series of

ruts and over rocks that threaten to dash their vehicles to

pieces, and leave the driver and driven masses of mangled
flesh upon the road. The most skillful pilots who navigate

the course to the Park admit that the passage can never be
made with any positive assurance of safety. This is unfair.

The Park is certainly like a piece cut out of Paradise. But
why should everyone be compelled to drive throngh purga-

tory to get there? Flying over its smooth drives behind a

pair of fine horses is perfect bliss, but to reach that delight

what agonies have to be endured, and when the enjoyment is

over what an aftermath of misery follows. This should not
be. It is surely someone's business to make a road to the

Park. If the Board of Supervisors will not do it, then let the
hundreds of tormented people who fight their way there and
back daily take the task into their own hands, and by pri-

vate subscription form a road to the Park that shall be kept
in tact for the use of those who seek pleasure in riding or

driving over the roads of Golden Gate Park.

With the opening of September we may fairly look for the

cIobb of summer winds. As autumn creeps in, the waters of

our bay, that are usually so rough during the trade winds,

will become comparatively smooth. Then our oarsmen will

find some pleasure in rowing, and we may once more expect

to see them bending their backs to the oar. The year so far

has been the dreariest ever known amongst rowing men.
Thanksgiving Day is a long way ahead, but until it comes
we do not expect to see a regatta. The associations that

directs local rowing affairs would do well to take time by the

forelock and make up a programme at an early day. Stock-

ton and Yallejo should be remembered. Provision should
be made for both professional and amatear races. There
are not enough rowing-men in either class to make an
attractive day's sport separately, but combined they can
make a thoroughly representative showing. This lack of

sustainedinterestin rowing suggests that something should be
done to secure a good regatta course. Oakland creek is the

best place we have, but it needs many improvements before

it could be made thoroughly desirable. If the people of

Alameda county were thoroughly sensible of the financial

value of a good rowing course, they would not hesitate long
about forming one in Oakland creek. It would enhance the

value of property far beyond the interest on the money
expended, and at the same time making a spot that is now
an ej e-sore a charming resort. By straightening the San
Antonio creek, making drives along its banks, and planting

the mud flats with trees and shrubs, both Oakland and
Alameda would be gainers, and the rowing-men of the State

have a sheet of water fit to row a race upon in all weathers.

The victory of William Beach, the giant Australian sculler.

over the American and English champions, proves him to be
the master of the art of rowing which his friends have claimed
for him. Hanlan has more than once attempted to lessen

the value of Beach's victories over himself on the Parrametta
river, but the New South Welshman fairly rov/ed Teenier
down on Wednesday last, and Teemer was more thau a

match for Hanlan last year. Gaudaur will b6 Beach's next
victim, for the Australian will, barring accidents, make short

work of the St. Louis sculler. There is one charm about
Beach; his career, so far, has been above reproach. He has
never taken a hand in any race where the shadow of a job

protruded. Unfortunately there is not a professional oars-

man in this country of whom the same statement can be hon-
estly written.

England, France, Ireland and New Zealand will send rep-

resentatives to the great Springfield meeting of bicyclists,

which is to be held at the end of the month. There will be a

new crop of records immediately after the meeting. The
bicycle will beat the trotting horse before the investors give

it up,

The football matches, which formed such a pleasant feature
of last winter's out-door amusement, may be anticipated as

soon as the rains come to make the ground fit to play on.
The University, Wasp and Reliance clubs may be looked to

for the strongest teams. They will doubtless play another
series of matches even more brilliant than those of the past
season. The Orions may not play as a club this season, but
the members will certainly find their way into other clubs

where they will prove more than useful. The Wide
Awake, Union, Alert and Orient clubs will make up the
junior detachment. With two leagues the football excitement
should run high. The game, when properly played, is,

beyond comparison, the must exciting to onlookers of any in
the long list of out-door sports.

If there is anything in a name, the wheelmen of Alameda
have one to be ashamed of; th6y report themselves as "Ala-
meda scorchers." The designation is neither poetical nor
practical. Scorching is contemptible and associated with a

class of morals that are regarded as dangerons. If the men
who have chosen to be known as "scorchers" are in charac-

ter what they have assumed to be in name, it is time they
were looked after by the peace authorities of that rural ham-
let. The name must be a libel, and the sooner the perpe-
trators.are properly punished the better. Wheelmen are not
all gentlemen, but all Alameda Bicyclists have borne that

character hitherto. Can it be possible that weeds have been
flourishing in the rich soil so long famous for fruitful orchards
and beet farms?

There is an epidemic in Oakland, and the malady is

athletics. The youth who wander about under the shade of

its spreading oaks and tall poplars fancy themselves to be

direct descendants of the Greekheroes, and they goabout the

streets sighing for some San Franciscans to put up trophies

for them to capture. They need not wait long; a silversmith

on this side of the bay is busy making medals to decorate the

swelling breasts of triumphant athletes, and when the time
comes for these trophies to be won, Oakland will hear of it.

But for every nine competitors that she may send to win
them, let her be prepared to read of nineteen defeats.

The British shipmasters do not appear to relish playing a

losing game constantly, hence they have arranged for to-day

a match against the officers and apprentices of their own
ships, anticipating an easy victory. In the cricket field Jack
is as good as his master, therefore it will not be surprising

to find some of the youngsters who at sea have been
ordered aloft without ceremony by the skipper, thoroughly
enjoying the sight of the captain's leg stump being bowled
by the first ball. The match well certainly be much more
even and enjoyable than if one of the local clubs took part.

Mr. W. R. Palmer, the manager of the Palmer company, is

an ardent yachtsmen. He always spends his long vacations

around Marbleheador Newport, and is content with a thirty-

foot sloop, but he always keeps a skimmer of the seas, and
that shows her heels to all competitors of even inches. When
he has secured a fortune he intends making California his

home, and upon one of the bluffs of Sausalito he will build a

villa, and keep a dandy sloop moored opposite the Pacific

Club House, when he is not exploring the wiids of Angel
Island, Bed Kock, or the Brothers.

George, after being ignominously defeated by Meyers in

New York, returned to his native heath, and on August 23d,

at Lilliebridge, defeated the English champion Cummings at

one mile. But he did more than defeat Cummings, he

lowered the world's record for a mile to 4:12^. The figures

will awaken doubts amongst athletes generally, but when
the figures for each quarter is taken, appearances suggest

tbat George is really the man of the age for the distance.

Quarter in 59 seconds; half, 2:02; three-quarters, 3:7f.
Cummings's best record is 4:16 1-5.

The Pacific Yacht Club mado but few changes in the Board
of Directors at the annual meeting on Wednesday night.

Con O'Connor, Philip Cadne, A. B. Spreckels and O. F.

Willey served last year. The other names are J. M. Donahue
and Stuart Menzies. The latter was for many years the most
active spirit in the club, but a year ago he failed to secure re-elec-

tion. The only untried man is R. F. Morrow, who has a

great deal of practical business knowledge, and a good deal

of the go-ahead spirit. The new board has an ample field

for energy before it.

Hanlan beat Courtney on Thursday. He states that he
will at once start for London to see Beach and Gnndaur row,

and should Beach wiu Huuluu threaten to challenge him
for the championship.

The Philadelphians are obstinate people, but they love

sport. For years they ha\e ignored the thoroughbred,
although they have shown a strong affinity for the trotter.

On Monday the Quaker City will flock to Point Breeze Park
to see the first races ever held in that city. They are sure
to be a grand success, for the City of Brotherly Love never
does anything by halves, and having taken the thoroughbred
to her bosom she will not be satisfied until she can rival New
York, Chicago and St. Louis.

Tremont, the most wonderful two-year-old of the season,

or of any season, if judged by his performances, has had to

give up. After winning fourteen races for stakes in succes-

sion, one of his legs shows signs of weakness. It is not a
matter of surprise that he has broken down, the wonder is

that he lasted so long. The policy of burning the candle at

both ends, and then sticking a red-hot poker in the middle is

too often attempted by racing men.

Captain Turner, the designer and builder of Lurline, has
had that fine yacht in hand fo^ a couple of weeks, and will sail

hei in the regatta on Thursday. He will make some changes
both in her rig and below the water line, and with his

scientific and practical skill the Lurline should do her best

in the contest.

News of Maud S. will now he looked for eagerly every
day. Her owner intends having her driven against her own
record, 2:0Sf, but the track has not been named. Cleveland
and Rochester are both bidding warmly for the honor of see-

ing the noble mare attempt to eclipse her own matchless per-

formance.

Archer, the idol of the English racing world, must doff his

cap to Wood, his rival. The latter has won 104 out of 2S2
mounts. Archer has ridden 317 races, and only secured
first place 93 times. The season is so nearly over that the

champion can hardly make a dead heat with his rival.

Captain Murphy has had several important changes made
in Nellie, with the double object of increasing her speed and
making her stiffer. Next Thursday the value of these

changes will be tested when she will meet for the first time
in a bay race Aggie, Halcyon and Lurline.

The great success of the Eclipse Stakes offered by the San-
down Park Company, has led to another, similar in terms,

distance and amount. The Royal Stakes of $50,000 is

announced to be run in the spring of 1SS9, at Kempton Park,
near London.

There are now more than a dozen American-bred trotters

owned in Europe, with records of from 2:17A to 2:30.

The good, square walk as a gait for a farm horse is the

most valuable of any.
o

Steam and Horse Breeding.

When steam was first introduced many farmers thought it

would prove ruinous to those interested in breeding horses.

This would certainly have been thought of horses for speed
in traveling, if the superior velocity of railroad engines and
trains could have been foreseen. It is true that stage-ooach

traveling has for many years been in a state of decadence ;

but it is more because private conveyances have enormously
increased, than from competition with steam. The world
travels a thousandfold more than it did a few hundred years
ago, and, though horses are now rather subordinate to steam,

more traveling is done with them than in olden times, when
they were man's chief reliance for the means of easy locomo-
tion, so that the demand for fast horses is vastly greater than
it ever was before. More than this, the enormous increase in

the world's wealth which steam'has helped to create, makes it

possible to pay prices for horses which, one hundred, or even
fifty years ago, would have been deemed incredible. It is

wealth which adds thousands of dollars to the value of a trot-

ter for every fraction of a second gained in trotting a mile,

and this wealth is largely the creation of the steam engine.

H it were possible to do plowing and other farm work by
steam power it would not destroy, probably not even detract

from, the value of horses. Other uses would soon be found
for them, and the demand would increase.

A New Tent.

Mr. M. P. McCoun offers, by advertisemei

new sort of tent which appears to be au excellent t

the eiroyle device showu in the col t&6 whole Bpai

utilized and very much greater comfort attained U
Bible with the old style,
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIKCtJIT.

Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to lSlBeno, Nev. n^^l
Stockton. Cal Sept. 21 to 25 Salinas, Cal Oct. 5 to 9

Han Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2|

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Coney Island. . . . Ang. 28 lo Sept. 21 ILatonia .Oct. 1 to 16

Rnnklwav . .Sept. 22 to 2-i* Baltimore Oct. 19 to 2H

J^romr pLVi! '. :

:

'.Sept. 25
P
to Oct. 16| Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

) Ponghkeepsie.N. Y. . .Sept. 14 to 17

L Grand Rapids, Mich.. Sept. 20 to 24

] South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25

De8 Moines, la Sept. 3 to 10

Lawrence, Kan Sept. 5 to 11

Ohicapo, 111 Sept. G to 1C

Wheeling, W. Va Sept. 6 to 11

Kalamazoo, Mich.
(M. T. H. B. A) Sept. 7 to P

Rochester, N. Y.
(N. Y. S. T. H. B. A.). Sept. 7 to 9

Monmouth, Ag. So Sept. 7 to 3

Belvidere, 111 Sept. 7 to 11

Wilmington, Sept. 7tolr

Toledo, O Sept. 7 toll

Lincoln, Neb Sept. lit to 1 1

Kalamazoo, Mich Sept. 13 to 17

Detroit, Mich Sept. 13 to 18

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to 18

Fort Wayne, Ind Sept. 14 to 17

Woodstock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17

Cleveland, Sept. 14 to 17

Mystic Park Sept. 14 to 17

Mineola, L. I Sept. 21 to 24

Reading. Pa Sept. 21 to 24

Elkhoru, Mies Sepl. 21 to 24

Lebanon, Sept. '21 to 24

Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Waukegan, Ill...!v6ept. 27 to Oct. 2

Indianapolis, Ind. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Pottatown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30

Centreville, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Oxford, Pa ..Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Mount Holly. N.J Oct. 11 to 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to 15

Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 1C

The Fair at Petalunia.

Circumstances over which we had no control, and a combi-

nation of them at that, prevented the Breeder and Sports-

man from being specially represented at Petaluma last week.

The appended description of the racing is from the Argus,

and its lucidity and exactness will give readers as clear an

idea of that very interesting meeting as they could have

acquired by personal observation.

THE YEARLING TROT.

Aug. 24th.—The first race was a contest between the year-

lings for the "Representative Stallion Stake," dash of one

mile. The stake was worth $507.50, and $100 of this sum
went Capri, the sire of the winner.

At half-past one o'clock the bell sounded for the colts to

come to the stand. The entries were I DeTurk's b c Anti-

Coolie by Anteeo, and his b c Sunset by Auteeo; James

Laughlin's b f Eoxie by Anteeo; A. McFadyen's be Bedwood

by Anteeo; A. J. Zaue's gf Clara Z. by Capri, and A. L.

Whitney's ch c Pilgrim by Dawn. Only three appeared at

the starting post. Anti-Coolie had his name changed to

Yulupa, Bedwood appeared under the name of Adonis, and

Clara Z. under her own name.

They got off well together at the fourth attempt. Clara Z.

soon took the lead and showed the way to the half-mile post,

when Adonis—Bedwood—weut up to her and carried her off

of her feet for a moment only, when she got on herfeet hand-

ily and it was evident that Sperry held her around the turn as

the two came side by side until well in the last quarter. Here

Chra let out a length or two and that was too much for

Adonis who broke and fell back two or three lengths, which

position they crossed the score. Clara Z. first and first

money; Adonis second and second money; Yulupa third

and third money. It is only fair to state that Yulupa was in

no condition for the race as he was just recovering from a

pevere spell of influenza. We were in his stall frequently last

week and found him coughing so badly that we bad no idea

that he would start for even third money. All things con-

sidered this was a tine race for yearlings. Time, 3:05.

Petaluma, Aug. 24—Representative Trotting Stallion Stake. For

yearlin' colts and fillies One mile dash. Value of stake S507.50. 8100

to go to the sire of tbe winning colt, balance to be divided iu three

moneys. 00, 30 and ten per cent. Closed May 1. 1886, with nine entries,

the get of the following stallions: Auteeo, Hernanni, Dawn, Rustic,

Wbippleton, Capri, Gen McClennm, Jr., and Gen. Dana.

Clara Z., g f by Capri—A,. J. Zane 1

Adonis, be by Anteeo—A.- McFadyen 2

Yulupa, b c by Anteeo— 1. de Turk 3

Time, 3:05.

THREE-MINUTE CLASS.

The horses were promptly ordered out for the three-

minute class, when rive appeared. Valensin, St. David,

Longfellow, Lottie M., Asmoor, Lot Slocum.

First heat—After a tedious amount of scoring a tolerably

good start was had. Lot Slouum went to the front, closely

pursued by Lottie M. to the half, St. David ouly a little

behind, and tbe others well strung out. Valensin was so far

behiud when he reached the first quarter that it looked very

much as though he would get the flag in the face, but down
the back stretch he improved his position so that he camo iu

a good fourth. On the last turn Lottie M., who hud been

having a double-team affair with Lot Slocum, left bei feet and

fell two lengths behind. Lot Slocum kept the p.ice so hot

that Lottie M. could not get any nearer, aud in this way they

crossed the score. Lot Slocum first, Lottie H. second, St.

David third, Valensin fourth, and— very near the fl g— the

wind and dust was so bad at that time that four horses were
about all we could see. Time, 2:28.

Second heat—Lot Slocum went off and won as he pleased,

though there was quite an interesting race during the heat

between Azmoor and St. David, and the second position was

a matter of doubt until it was finished. Lot Slocum won the

heat with several lengths to spare, Azmoor second, aud

about one length ahead of St. David, Lottie M. fourth, and
Valensin fifth and last. Time, 2:2fM.

Third heat,—It is an old saying that the third time is the

charm, and in this instance the third heat was charming.

Four horses were bunched most of the way, with Vuleusiu

nlaying a lone hand in the rear. It was neck and neck

between Azmoor, Lot Slocum, St. David aud Lottie M. until

near the eud of the mile, when Azmoor forged ahead and won
the heat in the order named above. Whether Lot Slocum
was tired or his owner laying up a heat is one of those things

that no fellow can find out—as Dundreary would say. Prob-

ably tired—but the next heat will tell the story. Time, 2:30].

Fourth heat—Lot Slocum seemed to have recovered his

wind, for he won this heat with the greatest of ease. The
other three were close together and having a good race all to

themselves, with ValenBin as much behind them as Lot

Slocum was in front. The announcement was Lot Slocum
first and first money. Lottie M. second and third money.
St. David third. Azmoor fourth and second money. Time,

2:27 J.
Same Day.—Purse 8C0O. 3.00 Class.

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer-M. McMauus 1 1 2 1

Azmoor. ha by Electioneer—Palo Alto G 2 1 4

I.yilie M.,bni—John Williams 2 4 4 2

St David, ch r—R. Hughes 3 3 3 3

il.usiu. ch k—J. A. Goldsmith < 5 5 6

Time, 2:28, 2:20i, 2:301, 2:27*.

TWO-TWENTY-SEVEN CLASS.

The horses for the 2:27 class were now called up. Voucher
was a big favorite, bringing more than Blaine, Lucilla and
Cotuo combined.

First Heat—They got the word to a fair start the first time,

and it was two races all the w&v through the heat—Voucher

and Lucille in the lead and neck and neck to the outcome,

when Voucher crossed only a few inches in front of Lucille.

The same thing almost was going on abjutsix lengths iu the

reaT between Blaine and Como. Blaine coming in third, Como
a good fourth. Time, 2:27£. .

Second Heat—This heat was altogether a one-sided affair.

Voucher took the lead at the start and kept it all the way

home. Lucilla made several attempts to get up to him, bnt

they were futile, as she would break aud fall back. Blaiue

and" Como were haviug some fnu by themselves a long way

in the rear, aud were close together at the finish where Como
outfooted him. Voucher first, Lucilla second, Como third, aud

Blaine fourth. Time 256.
Third Heat—Voucher won without a struggle, Como

second, third money; Lucilla third and second money, and

Blaine last. Time 2:28.

Same Day—Purse 5700. 2:27 Class.

Voucher, b g by Nephew—O.W.Trabern 1 1 *

Lucille, bm—D. McCarthy j *
£

Como, ch s—M. McManus * a
j

Blaine, blk g- W. M. Fletcher 3 4 4

Time, 2:27*. 2:26, 2:28.

Aug. 25th.—The Stock Parade at ten o'clock was witnessed

by thousands of interested spectators. The morning was as per-

fect as could be desired, and the ladies of Petaluma and the sur-

rounding country were out iu full force to enjoy it. The

grand stand was filled with neatly dressed women and chil-

dren, while hundreds of wagon loads were on the inside of

the ring and witnessed the parade from that point.

The- procession was led by the old thoroughbred Ironclad

and his family, the property of P. Carroll, of Bloomfield. The

horses and cattle reached around the mile track. All of the

approved breeds of horses and cattle were largely represented,

and entirelv too numerous for separate mention. A novelty

of the parade was a four-in-hand driven by Benjamin Edwards,

consisting of yearlings. They were large, fine fellows, and a

credit to their illustrious sire, Dawn. The leaders were

bright bays, and the wheel "horses" chestnuts, closely resem-

bling Dawn.
THE RUNNERS.

The first thing on the card was a running race, three-quar-

ters of a mile dash, between E. S. Fallon's b f Harriet by

Flood, Wm. L. Aopleby'a b m Neilson by Wildidle, Matt

Storn's ch h Grover Cleveland by Monday, and Hill &
Gries' b f Allie Hill bv Wildidler.

Neilson was selling in the pools at $20 to $5 on the other

three as a field.

Aug aStb.-SweepstakeB, for all ages. S20 entrance; $10 forfeit; S15Q

added, of which $50 to second. Three-quarters of a mile. Seven sub-

w"l "ppleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W,, 113 lbs...

1

m'. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Eobin Gul,

R S Fallon's bf Harriet', 3," by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne, 100

lbs ;
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill. 3, 10C lbs u

Time,l:16j.

At the first attempt they got away to a perfectly even start,

Grover Cleveland jumped off in the lead and showed the way

to the half mile, where Nielson let out a link or two and

passed him with great ease, and from there home she galloped

in Grover was about three lengths behind her and nearly

that distance ahead of Harriet, while Allie Hill was a poor

fourth. It was too provoking to think that there was not a

horse in the race that could make "Nielson exert herself. Time

from the stand, l:16j.

TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS.

In this M O'Reilly, of East Petaluma, entered b f Anneto

by Anteeo, dam Emma Taylor. Wm. Bihler entered b c

Herman by Gen. Dana, dam by Gray McClellan, and F. W.

Loeber, of St. Helena, entered br c Free Willey, Whip-

pleton, dam Sallie Gosham. In the pools Herman sold for

$20, Anneto $8, and Free Willey $4.

First Heat—At the second attempt they were sent off with

Anneto in the lead, which she maintained to the half, closely

pressed by Herman, while Free Willey was a long way

behind. From the half-mile post it was a double-team affair

between the daughter of Anteeo and the son of Dana, and they

crossed the score so Dear together that tbe judges aunouueed

it a dead heat, Willey several lengths in the rear. Time, 2:57.

Second Heat—After the first heat the pools sold even on

Anneto and Herman. A vast amount of time was wasted in

waiting fox Free Willey. We were told that the driver was

fined ©5 for his laziness when he did appear for a start. At

the second attempt they got a better start, and Anneto imme-

diately took a commanding position and kept it throughout

the mile—coming in at her leisure several lengths ahead-

much to the delight of the friends of her father, and their

name is legion. Free Willey was a bad third. Time, 2:5-U-

Third Heat—Anneto won in a jog. Herman n poor second

and Free Willey a worse third. Time, 3:01J.

Same Day.—Stake or Purse, S50 each; $200 added. Two-year-old

ClaSB. • nil
Anneto, b f bv Anteeo—M. O. Reilly

f
1 1

Herman, be by Gen. Dana—Wm. Bibler "
f

Free Willey, br c— i)'. W. Loeber
Time, 2:67, 2:541, 3:014.

3 3

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.

J. D. Carr entered Merchant by Mambrino; J. A Gold-

smith, Hidalgo by Sultau; aud Ariel Lathrop, Spry by Gen,

Benton.
First Heat—The horses got a fair start and showed us a

very pretty heat. They were well tonether until the back

stretch was reached when Merchant broke up aud fell so far

behiud that he was practically out; but it was different with

Spry aud Hidalgo. From the half-mile post to the wire

they were fide by side, aud each doing his level best. So

they continued until the outcome, wheu both horses broke

and ran over the score. Hidalgo was a little the best run-

ner and was over first by a few feet. Time, 2:2SA.

Second Heat—This was another very interesting heat, and

it was in doubt between Hidalgo and Spry until within

twenty yards of the stand. It had been very close between

them up to this point, and the horses were apparently even

when the driver of Spry struck him severely with the whip

aud the horse broke aud lost the heat by a length, Mer-

chant about four lengths iu the rear. Time, 2:27*.

Third Heat—This was another red-hot heat between Spry

and Hidalgo, with Merchant again iu the rear. Spry took the

lead, and though Hidalgo lapped him most all the way around,

he could never get quite up even. Near the staud Hidalgo

broke and lost what chance he had by running. Time, 2:3U.

Fourth Heat—This was an ugly job. Hidalgo had evi-

dently tired out, and would have lost the heat if the driver

of Merchant had not put his horse in a run eo aa to get iu

front of Spry and prevent him from winning. The judges

announced !<o heat between Spry aud Hidalgo. Merchant

distanced. Time, 2:35.

Fifth Heat—For some reason Spry could not, or would

nut tint worth a ceut, and Hidalgo won the heat, race, first

and third money. Time, 2:32.

Same Day.—Purse 8C00. Four-year-olds.
Hidalgo, b g by Sultan—J. A. Goldsmith l 1 2 1

Spry, b g—Ariel Latbrop 2 2 1 2
Merchant, b g—J. D. Cair 3 3 3 die

Time, 2:28i, 2:27$, 2:314, 2:35, 2:32.

THE PACERS.

Goldsmith appeared behind Maude and a new driver behiud
Elnia, while McCarthy failed to put in an appearance with
Peruvian Bitters.

First Heat—Maude and E'ma got a good start, hut the sound
of the bell seemed to scare Elma aud she broke aud fell back
sis lengths. By auothtr break on the turn she was still

worse off, aud at the quarter it looked as if she was out of the
race, but do*u the back quarter Elma fairly flew and was
almost eveu at the half. Another break on the last turn
threw her behiud again, but she paced very fast down the lust
quarter aud was lapped on the wiuuer at the eud. Time,
2:24 |.

Second Heat—Maude won easily. Elma quit badly in the
last quarter. Time, 2:25£.

Third Heat—Maude won the heut, race, and first money.
Elma second, and second money. Time, 2:29.1.

Same Day—Pacing. Purse S400. Free for all.

Maude, bm-J. A. Goldsmith I \ \

Elma, ch m—J. W. Donathan 2 2 2
Time, 2:24}, 2:252, 2:29*.

Aug. 26.—The 2:45 class of district stallions was first on
the card. Conuemara, by Volunteer, dam by Speculation,
came out on the track promptly at 1 o'clock. In the coarse
of time ho was followed by Bell Eiuger, by Bellfouuder, dam
by David Hill's Blackhawk; then C. H. G, b sbyGus,
appeared, looking well, and the aristocratic gray son of Echo
and Ruth Eyau—Strathearu—failed to appear. Aud last

though not least iu size, came Alexander 2d, by Alexander,
dam by Wright's Boston. A new feature was iutrodnced aud
that was the hanp,iug out of the ''colors" from the judges'
staud so that the uninitiated could tell the horses.

First Heat—At the second attempt three horses were in a
liuo and Alexander in the rear. Connemara and Bell Binger
went off iu front, and for some unaccountable reason Bell
Kinger was driven to the outside of the track on the first

turn, which permitted C. H. G. to drop inside. Down the
back stretch the three were well together, but at the half Bell
Kiuger pulled ahead for a while aud then broke and fell back
to third place. Connemara aud C. H. G. kept company till

they got within fifty yards of the stand, when C. H. G. took
a length the lead. Bell Bioger broke badly in the last quarter
and ended a poor third, while Alexander barely saved his dis-

tance. This was a great disappointment, as everybody sup-
posed that Connemara and Bell Binger could trot in 2:40, but
now they are behind in the slow time of 2:45i.
Second Heat—This was a dismal affair. E*ell Binger broke

at the tap of the bell and fell so far behind that he had no
chance for the heat. C. H. G. trotted around about six

leugths in front of Connemara, who was about that distance
ahead of Bell Binger, and Alexander still behind. Time, 2:45.
Third Heat—Though this was slower than the other heats,

it was a great deal more interesting, as it was a race for three-
quarters of a mile between C. H. G., Connemara and Alex-
ander—all in a bunch. At this quarter Bell Binger passed
Alexander and maintained third position throughout the
heat. Connemara and C. H. G. continued through the last

quarter side by side, and in that position crossed the score

—

C. H. G. on a ruu. The heat was very properly awarded to
Counemara, in the slow time of 2:54.

Fourth Heat—This was the worst farce to be called a heat
that was ever seen on the track. No two horses were ever in
hailing distance of each other. It is enough to say C. H. G.
first and first money; Connemara second and second money;
Alexander third aud fourth money; Bell Kinger fourth and
third money. Time, 2:4S.

Aug. 26. -Purse $300. District Stallions. 2:45 Class.
C. H. G., b s by Gus—Jos. Edge 1 1 2 1
Connemara, bs — S. Sperry 2 2 1 2
Bell Ringer, b s—D. R. Misner 3 a 3 4
Alexander 2d, b 8—Wm. Beach 4 4 4 3

Time, 2:46*. 2:45, 2:51, 2:48.

Between the heats Shamrock walked over for the free-for-

all two-year-old race, and was timed in 3:19.

TWO-TWENTV-FOUR CLASS.

This was altogether one sided in the pools. There were
plenty who wished to buy Dawn, but none who would invest
on B. B. or La Grange,

First Heat—The second time they obtained a fair start.

Soon after starting Dawn broke badly and La Grange was
trotting fast. At the first quarter La Grunge was four
lengths ahead of B. B. aud eight to the good of Dawn.
But now Dawn concluded to trot the straight quurter, which
he did in fine style, closing np to even with the leader at ths
half. But here he broke again and was soon in third posi-
tion and five leugths behiud La Grange, with B. B. in the
middle, continuing so to the home stretch. Down this Dawn
came like a whirlwind until he passed the other two by so
much that his driver pulled him almost down to a walk as he
crossed the score. La Grange second, and B. B. a poor third.
Time, 2:25.

Second Heat—This was a good start. Dawn soon took the
lead aud was at the quarter iu 34 seconds, B. B. aud La
Grange close together and four lengths behind. Dawn con-
tinued at exactly the same rate of speed through the second
quarter, and reached the half iu 1:08, while the other two
were still close together but a long way behiud—perhaps ten
lengths. In the third quarter Dawu increased his speed
about two seconds—going to the third quarter at the rate of
2:0S to the mile. When he reached the end of the third quar-
ter his driver, seeing that this rate would distance both of the
other horses, began to pull up a little, and when within
oue huudred yards of the staud he commeuced taking him in
again, and he slowed him up so much that he crossed the
score, bb near as we could judge, at a 2:40 gait, B. B. second
and La Grange third, bnt very near the flag. Dawn oould
undoubtedly have trotted the heat in 2:15 if ho had been
driven for a record. Time, 2:19A.

Third Heat—When the word was given, Dawn and B. B.
were exactly evpu, and La Grange a few feet abend and trot-

ting very fast. He was scon in tbe lead and so anxious to
get the pole that we expeoted to see his driver fined—but per-
haps it looked different from the judges' stand. Dawn broko
twice in the first quarter and was third by several leugths.
Down the back stretch he went like a ghost, aud passed the
other two before reaching the half. He gradually increased
the daylight from there home, aud croBsed the score in a jog,

B. B. second, and La Grauge still further behind. The
anuouncemeut waB Dawu first, aud first money; B. B. second,
aud second money; La Grange third, and third money
Time, 2:21.

Same Day.—Purse, ?80u. 2:24 Claaa.

Dawn, ch a by Nutwood—A. L. Wliileui'y .,

B. M..blk g -J. W. Donathan
La Grange, blk g— L. E Glawson %

lime, 14:25, 3001,2:21.

Aug. 27.—The wonderful performance of Cyclone at Santa
Bosj> seemed to terrify all the hulf-milers except Daisy D.

1 1

2 2
3 a
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The dam of Cyclone has been pnt down as "unknown," but
we have been informed that there is no doubt but that she
was by Kifleman—one of the best sons of imported Glencoe.
Daisy D. is a daughter of Wkeatley and Black Maria.
Aug. 27—Sweepstakes for all ages. 820 entrance; 810 forfeit; 816o

added, of which. $50 to second. Half-mile heats. Four subscribers.
L. Sbaner's b f Daisy D., 3, by Wheatley, dam Black Maria, 108

lbs .- 1
"Willitts and Johnson's b g Cyclone, 4, by Ironclad, dam unknown",

110 lbs aIa
Time, :4«.

The start was even, bat in two jumps Cyclone was half a
length ahead, and in four jumps he was clean ahead
and had the track. Fifty yards further on Daisy
lapped him and 60 they ran through the half mile,
Daisy D. running game and straining every nerve, as the
time made shows, while Cyclone was running with perfect
ease, his rider was watching the nose of Daisy D., and appar-
ently trying to keep it even with his leg. When the judges
returned from the half-mile post and reported a "foul" on
Cyclone, in that he took the

t
traek too soon—or in other words

crossed over from outside to inside position, and thereby
impeded the stride of Daisy D— there was nothing for the
judges to do but to declare Cyclone distanced, and give the
race to Daisy D. Time, 48 seconds.

Clara Z. now walked over for the yearling stake and was
jogged around in 3:29.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS.

Goldsmith's s s Valensin by Crown Prince, and the Palo
Alto b c Kexford alone faced the starter. At the second
effort they are off, with Rexford slightly in the lead for the
first heat. Half-way to the quarter pole both horses broke,
but Rexford caught first and trotted away from Valensin so
far that it looked like the end had come before he got down to
his work, but on the back stretch he began to trot very fast,

and from there home he gained gradually and was lapped at
the outcome. Kexford first by half a length. Time, 2:30$.
Second Heat—Valensin got off in the rear but was soon in

front, and kept that position all the way home. On the first

turn Kexford got to pacing, and before his driver could get
him out of that gait he was too far behind to strive for the
heat. Time, 2:32.

Third heat—Rexford had the best of the start, and was
never headed in the race. Valensin broke twice in his effort
to close the gap, and was then satisfied to save his distance.
Rexford never made a skip in the mile, and was never urged.
Time, 2:29. Previous to this heat Valensin sold for $70 and
Kexford for S17. After this heat they sold even.
Fourth heat—This was a fine heat. Valensin broke at the

quarter, and fell back several lengths, bnt from there on he
trotted a fast and game race, passing Kexford in the last
quarter, and winning in the fast time for three-year-olds, of
2:27}.

Fifth heat—It was now two heats each, and the excitement
running high, and the crowd all remaining to see it out.
Valensin was evidently in the best condition, and outlasted
Kexford, winning the heat and first money by two lengths.
Kexford second and second money. Time 2:30$.
Same Day.—Purse 8500. Three-year-olds.

Valensin, ch s by Crown Point— J. A. Goldsmith 2 12 11
Rexford, b s by Electioneer—Palo Alto 12 12 2

Time, 2:30i, 2:32, 2:29, 2:271, 2:20*.

DISTRICT—2:38 CLASS.

First heat—Mow comes Lillie Stanley, Viking, Lillie B. and
Boss. After several efforts they got away with Lillie Stanley
in the lead, and Boss in the rear. They all broke before the
quarter was reached, but got together along the back stretch—three abreast, and Boss a long way behind. At the half
Stanley made another bad break to third place—Viking and
Lillie B. continuing side by side. On the last turn Stanley
took up the trotting, and was soon in the lead—coming in an
easy winner, Lillie B. second, Viking third and Boss last.
Time, 2:35J.

Second heat—Lillie Stanley played with them in this heat,
and won in a jog, Viking second, Boss third and Lillie B.
last. Time, 2:32}.

Third heat—This was altogether too much of a one-sided
affair. Stanley went off and won at her ease, while the
others were well strung out, and Viking, who had made sev-
eral bad breaks, had to run like a good fellow to get inside of
the flag, but it did not avail as he was distanced for his long
run. Stanley first and first money, Lillie B. second and
second money, Boss third and third money. Time, 2:30i.
8ame Day—Purse 8300. District, 2:38 Class.

Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippleton—N. Combs 1 l i
Lillie B , b m—Gus Carey '..'..'.'.2 4 2
Viking, g g—P. J. Shafter 3 2 a
Boss.bg—D. R. Misner .'." '433

Time, 2:355,2:323, 2:30i.

SIDE-WHEELERS.

A made-up pacing race was now announced, but few people
remained to witness it. Peacock, Toney Lee, Fred Koss and
Patchen T.

After scoring until the crowd were thoroughly disgusted,
the horses got off in good shape. The heat was a one-sided
affair, Peacock playing with the rest, coming in in 2:27i,
Fred Ross second, Patchen T. third and Toney Lee distanced'.
The second heat was a repetition of the first, Peacock came in
easily in 2:29, Patchen T. second, Koss third. The last heat
was in the "gloaming;" Peacock took it in 2:26J, PatchenT.
second, Fred Koss third.

Same Day. — Purse 9—. Special for Pacers.
Peacock, g g— C. G. Green 1 1 1
Patchen T.. b g

—

3 2 2
Fred Ross, b g—E. Hart 2 3 3
Toney Lee, g g—H. G. Cox dis

Time, 2:27*. 2:29, 2:26*.

Aug. 26.—First on the card was the stake for two-year-
olds, for which three faced the starter.

Aug. 26.—Sweepstakes for two-year-olds. 820 entrance: 810 forfeit;
8150 added, of which 850 to second. One mile. Five subscribers.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail

107 lbs .' 1

W. L. Appleby's ch c C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B„ 110 lbs. 2
M.Storn'a b f Narcola by Norfolk, dain Ada C., 107 lbs 3

Time, 1:47.

They were soon off to a very good start, Todd and Nar"
cola took up the running from the start, and continued to the
three-quarter pole as if they were glued together, with Laura
Gardner trailing, but always close up and ready for the home
run which she did handsomely, passing the other two half
way down the stretch and coming in over a length ahead,
Todd second, with Narcola lapped on him. Time, 1:47. In
vi<-w of the decision of the day before when Cyclone was dis-

tanced for taking the track too soon, it was generally
expected that Laura Gardner would be punished for run-
ning in front coming down the last quarter, but the judges
did not seem to think this a sufficient infraction of the rule
to warrant setting her back.

TROTTING FOR THE 2:35 CLASS.

Ned Forrest, Uncle True, Lottie M. and Como now appeared,
and scored until everybody was tired before they got off for

the

First Heat—Uncle True broke on the first turn and was
never afterwards in the race. Como and Lottie M. were close
enough together to make it look like a race for the three-
quarters, when Como fell back to third place, and Ned For-
rest came up and challenged Lottie for a brush down the
home stretch, and a very pretty one it was until near the
stand, when Forrest broke and lost a little. Lottie first,
with Forrest a neck behind, Como a good third and True a
bad fourth. Time, 2:24.
Second Heat—This time Lottie M. threw down her backers

by bad conduct from the quarter pole home, and was dis-
tanced for running about a quarter of a mile. Ned Forrest
won the heat, Uncle True second and six lengths behind
Como third. Time, 2:25$.
Third Heat—This was" a dismal heat. The horses were

never anywhere close together. Forrest indulged in several
rnns which seemed to rest him, and he always landed in a
fast trot and made by his breaks. The announcement was
Forrest first, Como second and True third. Time, 2:27}.
Fourth Heat—This was a repetition of the previous heat—

a little worse if possible. Forrest was the only horse in the
race, and the announcement was Forrest first and first
and fourth money; Como second and second money: Uncle
True third and third money. Time, 2:27$.
Same Day.—Purse, 8600. 2:35 Class

Ned Forrest, ch g by Blackbird—D. SI. Reavis 2 111
Conio, ch s— M. MeManus 3 309
Uncle True, b g-S. Sperry ....'.'. 4 033
Lottie M., bm—John Williams "'.'.!! "..'.'.

1 dis
Time, 2:24, 2:25i, 2:27V,*2:27i""

THE FREE-FOR-ALL.
First Heat—Guy Wilkes, Anteeo and Adair were now

brought out and warmed up for the race of the meeting. In
scoring for the heat it was plain to be seen that Anteeo was
in no condition for such company. He could not or would
not come up with the other horses, and when the word was
given he was away behind. He broke and lost several lengths
on the nrst turn, and before he reached the first quarter he
had repeated this foolishness so often that he was virtually
out of the race. Wilkes and Adair were going together like
a double team till they reached the half, when Wilkes took a
slight lead which he maintained throughout the heat. Time,
2:17*.

Second Heat—This was the prettiest heat ever witnessed
on this track. They got an even start and it was a headaud-
head affair all the way around, and at the finish they were so
close together that those around us called it a dead heat, but
in our opinion the judges were perfectly correct in givino it
to Wilkes. Time, 2:17$.
Third Heat—Another" magnificent heat. Adair broke just

as he got the word and was away behind at the quarter, but
gradually closed the gap, and was on even terms with Wilkes
half down the stretch where he broke again and lost the heat
by a trifle. Time, 2:16}.
Same Day—Purse, 81,000. Free for all.

Guy Wilkes, b s—San Mateo Stock Farm 111
Adair, b g—E. H.Miller. Jr '.'.'.".".

2 2 2
Anteeo, b s—Sonoma County S. B. Association'.'.'.' '.'

dis
Time, 2:17i, 2:174, 2:16i.

The Golden Gate Pair.

Aug. 30.—The Golden Gate Fair had an auspicious opening,
especially when the drawbacks were taken into consideration.
Until recently it was extremely doubtful if the grounds
could be obtained, and therefore the directors were reluctant
to take any steps until that was decided. As a matter of
course, many of the exhibitors were in the dark, and made no
preparations to attend that one of the series. Nevertheless,
there is a good show of stock, though there will be additions
before the entries close.

THE RACES.

The speed programme is always the most attractive
department to a large majority of those who attend, and two
very good trotting races were on the bill. The first was the
2:45 class, with ten entries. Of these three were drawn
leaving seven to contend for the §600 purse. These were
Lot Slocum, Hidalgo, St. David, Lillie Stanley, Komeo, Gus
Wilkes and Lottie M. Owing to the uniform success of Lot
Slocum he was largely the favorite in the pools, bringing $50
to §9 on Lottie M., the others grouped in "the field," with
supporters at §20. The backers of Lottie M. were governed
by a speed which their favorite had shown, better than any
public display of the favorite, and the hopes of the fielders
were based on Gns Wilkes and the debutante Lillie Stanley.
Taken altogether the race was unsatisfactory, owing to the
tactics of the drivers of the favorite and Lottie M. While it
is held that heats can be "laid up" without infringing on
the rules, the practice can only he sanctioned when such a
course increases the chances to win. When the object is to
influence the betting, it is so clearly reprehensible that pun-
ishment should follow. This was so evidently the case that
to the posted division the whole race was so nearly a farce
that little interest wa8 taken. With the two fastest horses
pegging along contentedly in the rear, there was little to
enthuse over in the efforts of the others, and even the unini-
tiated could not help but see how the affair was arranged by
the manipulators.

First heat—There was a race in the first heat between Gus.
Wilkes and Lillie Stanley, and a very good one indeed. Bnt
when after the finish, Gus Wilkes being first, Lillie Stanley
second, St. David third, Hidalgo fourth, Lot Slocum fifth,
Lottie M. sixth, Komeo last in 2-.1S3 and the odds on Lot
advanced to $50 to $22 on all the "others, the dullest conld
see that the placing was not in accordance with merit.
Second heat—Still more palpable did it appear after the

second heat. In that Gus and Lillie fought with resolution,
and the placing was exactly the same with the exception that
Komeo was distanced. There was an improvement in the
time, 2:17} being the mark. Pools now rated at $200 on Lot
Slocum to S50 on all the others. Thus before the start it was
$200 to $116, after the first heat $200 to $88, and now, when
the favorite had lost two heats, his stock appreciated to $"00
to $50.
Third heat—In the third heat the trumps were played.

As soon as the bell tapped Slocum shot away from the fifth
position and "took the pole" before a hundred yards were
made. Lottie M. was close after him at the quarter in 36}
seconds, and at the half, in 1:13, she was still closer, with all
the otherB far in the rear, and she was still closer at the
seven-furlong pole, though Slocum was trotting easily, and
won in 2:25$, the others so far behind that it is unnecessary
to give the placing.
Fourth he.it—The fourth heat can be epitomized by stat-

ing that Lottie II. broke soon after the word was given
Slocum going along by himself and evidently at his leisure'
jogging m in 2:291, Gus Wilkes, Lottie M. and St. David in
the order named.

Fifth heat—The fifth heat was a capital one, and though
it proved with mathematical certainty that the suspicions
were justified, it made amends for the poor display of pre-
vious heats. A new driver was put up by the judges behind

Lottie M. and though she got a very bad start, at IeaBt three
lengths behind all the others, and broke soon after she grad-
ually gained on Slocum. At the quarter in 37 seconds shewas third, at the half in 1:13 she was a fair second at the
three-quarters m 1 aO she was close on his wheel, and from
there Lome it was one of the finest contests ever witnessed
and had not the gallant colt stood the whip like a major and
kept struggling, she would surely have beaten him. He won
by a neck, m the good time, for this class of horses, of 2:26}.
Oakland, Aug. 30.—Purse 8600. 2:45 Class

Lot Slocum, b g—M. McManus s s 1 1 1
Gus Wilkes, b g-A. L. Hinds ? ? J 1 I
Lillie Stanley, b m-N. Coombs. 5 5 3 s 1
Lottie M., b m—John Williams c 5931
St. David, ch g-R. Hughes 3 3 \ , ?
Hidalgo, b g-J. A. Goldsmith ! 4 4 6 I aRomeo, b s-W. M. Henry 7 dis

Time,2:2Si, 2:27}, 2:25J, 2:29J, 2:26J.
' "'

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.
The second race was between three four-year-olds for a

purse of 5450, and it is seldom that better are seen on any
course. The starters were Stambonl by Sultan, Azmoor bv
IJectncian and Sprite by General Benton. Owing to the fine
form which Stambonl had shown in all bis former races in
this and previous years, he was largely the favorite in the
pools, the average of the sales being $300 against $75 Atmany times he was closely pressed by both, and in the' first
heat Azmoor led for nearly three-quarters of a mile The
heat was won m 2:25$, the last half in 1:10, by Stambou]Azmoor second The second heat he won in 2:27}, and the
third in 2:2/}, the position of the others as in the first heat
the general impression among horsemen is that while all are
good, more than good, in fact, Azmoor is likelv to prove a
top-sawyer in course of time.

"

Same Day.—purse 8450. Four-year-olds
Stamboul, b s—L. J. Rose. , .

Azmoor, b s—Palo Alto i i J
Spry, b g—Ariel Lathrop .'.'.".'

J 3 i
Time, 2:251, 2:274, 2:274.'.

Aug. 31.—The second day was marked by several good
features. In the first place the afternoon was beautiful A
little too cool, perhaps, for those who are denizens of warm
climates, though these could wear wraps and overcoats
while the home folks were comfortable in ordinary clothing
1 hen the races were in the main good . The first was easilywon by the favorite, the second brought a surprise in an out-
sider coming to the front, an unexpected downfall to the
talent, the third the premier in the pools captured, and then
the fourth, a race of heats, was a close contest from first to
last the finishing heat being one of the finest ever witnessed
There was a fair attnedance, notwithstanding the draw-

back of a circus in Oakland, and the more potent attraction
to many race-goers of the Demecratic Convention in San
Francisoo. First on the bill was the Alameda Stake, a dash
of three-quarters of a mile, for all ages, entrance $50 $350
added. The starters in this were Nielson, Lizzie Dunbar
Oro and Tom Atchison. Nielson was so much of a favorite
that she brought $30 to $10 on all the others, and this liberal
estimate was justified by the sequel.
Aug. 31.—Alameda Stakes for alt ages, 850 entrance, 825 forfeit. 8300added; slSO to second, third to save stakes. Three-quarters of a mile

Eight subscribers.
W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 6, by Vfliaidle, dam Susie W., 113 lbs.

W. L. Pri'tehard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6,' by Leinster,' dam Tibbie
Dunbar, 113 lbs. (carried 1181 Carillo 2W. M. -Murry's be Oro, 2, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate, 84 lbs.

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atcnison7i^¥y^Norfoii,~'a™ 'llav KataH51b3 x—-» McLaughlin
Time, 1J5£.

There was a good start. Atchison jumping off with the
lead, and going so fast as to make the quarter in 25 seconds,
the half in 50$ seconds. At that point Nielson was level
with him, and soon after he died away, when Lizzie took up
the running, but was unable to get near the favorite, who
won, with something to spare, in l:15i, Oro third, Atchison
a long way behind.

SECO.NTJ RACE.

The second was the California Stake, for three-year-olds
one and one-fourth miles, $50 each, $300 added; the starters'
—Miss Courtney, Moonlight, Lida and Harriet. In the pools
Miss Courtney brought $40, Moonlight $25, the other two
coupled, $6.

Same Day.—California Stakes, for three-year-olds; 850 entrance- 825
forfeit; 8300 added; 8100 to second; third to save stake. One mile'ftnd
a quarter. Sis subscribers.
R. S. Fallon's b f Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne, 113 lbs.,

Appleby 1
Tbeo. Winters b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 113

l°a Courtney 2
M. Johnson's b f Leda by Nathan CoombB, dam Gipsy, 113 lbs.

Carillo 3
Kelly & Lynch'8 b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 113

l"3 McLaughlin
Time, 2:10J.

There could not be a more even start, and the pace was
fast from the beginning. The stand was reached in 24}
seconds, Moonlight and Miss Courtney in the lead, though
soon after Moonlight went to the front, and at the' quarter
pole—a half mile run in 51$ seconds—she was two lengths in
front of Miss Courtney. It appeared as though the raoe was
between these two, but just as they came to the head of the
stretch Harriet moved up, and at the seven furlong mark it

was head and head with Harriet and Courtney. From there
Harriet had the best of it, winning by a length in 2:10},
Lida third and Moonlight last.

THIRD RACE.

Harriet's win gave the short-end buyers some confidence,
and in the next race, the Juvenile Stakes for two-year-olds, of
$25 each, $250 added, three-quarters of a mile, although MisB
Ford was the favorite at $40, Del Norte and Leap Year,
coupled, $29, Safe Ban, C. H. Todd and Idalene Cotton
grouped as the field $35, there were plenty of buyers for all.
The pool selling was lively, and there was little change in the
rates.

Same Day.—The Juvevile Stakes. -For two-year-olds. $25 entrance
810 forfeit, 8250 added, 850 to second, third to save stake. Winner of
any two-year-old race, after August 1st. to earn- three pounds; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile. Fifteen sub-
scribers.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Forcl, by Enquirer, dam Bribery, 107 lbs.,

- ••• Courtney 1
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban, by King Ban, dam Herzegovina, llii

11>8 .' Schlntins 2
W. L. Pritcbard's ch f Idalene Cotton, by Leinster, dam Lizzie P.. 110

lbs. (including 3 lbs pen Stewart 3
W. M. Murry's b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther, 110 lbs.. Ward
W. L. Appleby's ch c C. H. Todd, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B., 110

Iba tppleby
H. Lowdensbf Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 107 lbs..

Newell
Time, 1:161

When grouped at the starting point Miss Ford w
tioublesome, Leap Year so unmanageable that -

to jump over the ontside fence, struck the top rai

her rider under her, and laid there until her att-

from the starting place and got her up. The only
a bruise of the jockey's left arm, and when remn
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not long before the flag fell. C. H. Todd took tlie lead,

thoughat the half-mile mark, in 24£ seconds, Miss Ford was up
with him, and at the three-quarter pole, ran in 50 seconds, she

was in front. From there the contest was between Miss

Ford and Safe Ban, and for a time his chances seemed favor-

able. He was nearly at her head when they went under the

wire, losing the race by a trifle, which was run in 1:16$,

Idaleue Cotton third, the others unplaced.

FOCKTH RACE.

The concluding race was heats of a mile for all ages.

Parse S*250. The starters, Index, Jou Jou, Doubtaud Eddie

F. Daisy D. was favorite at S60. Doubt brought §40. Jou
Jou and Index 3*25. As in the preceding race the betting

was heavy with little variation from the above Kites.

Same Day.—Freepurse, S260. Winner of any race, after August 1st,

of the value of $30U,to carry five pounds. Maidens allowed, if ihree

years old, to carry five pounds; if four years c Id or upwards, fifteen

pounds.
&ellv k Lynch'a b g jou Jou, 5, by MonJay, dam Playthin k.

112 lbs McLaughlin 2 11
L. Shaner'e bf Daisy D., 4, by Wbeotley, dam Black Maria,

108 lbs Appleby 12 2

B. C. Holly's cb c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps,
lialbs McKay 4 3

M. Johnson's blk g Index, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Gipsy,
110 lbs Stewart 3 4

P. A. Finigan's b £ Edwin F., aged, by Norfolk.dam Balliuette,

95 lbs - . Ward 6 die

Time, 1:45. 1:44J, 1:49.

First Heat—The placing was in the order their names are

written in the first paragraph, and Index made the best of

his advantage by going at his best pace, but this was not fast

enough to prevent Jou Jou from being first at the quarter in

26 seconds. At the half in 5U seconds, Jou Jou led at the

three-quarter in 1:18 he was still in front. But Appleby on
the favorite was closing the gap, overtaking Jou Jou a little

before the winning score, gaining the heat in 1:45, Index
third, Doubt fourth, and Eddie F. last.

Second Heat—The result of the heat had not a great deal

of influence on the betting, the rates being Daisy D. S40,

Donbt S25, the field $20. Again Jou Jou took the lead,

with Index second at the quarter pole in 27 seconds. At the

half, in 52], he was in front, Daisy D. second, and there was
no chaDge from thence home. Though every effort was made >

by the rider of Daisy D. she could nut reach him, Jou Jou
winning in l;44f, Doubt third, Index fourth, Eddie F. dis-

j

tauced.
Third Heat—There were frantic efforts of the backers of

Daisy D. and Doubt to "get out" onehnndred and ten dollars

on Jou Jou to twenty-one dollars on Daisy D., Index and
Doubt having to go to the stable for not winning a heat in

two, and a great deal of money was risked at these long odds.

1 he third heat was as close as it was possible for one to be
without the finish being absolutely level. Daisy D. had a

trifle the best of the start, but after a few strides it was
impossible to say which was in front. At the quarter, in *27

seconds, there was no change; at the half, in 51f, the best

binoculars could not discover any difference. Although the

puce from there visibly slackened they were still linked. At
the trotting distance Daisy showed a few inches in front.

Both jockeys were doing their utmost best, but the better

breeding of Jou Jou told, and he won among the cheers of

winners and losers. The time, 1:49.

Third Day.

Sept. 1.—The third day was a remarkable success. The
morning parade of stock was a creditable display, every noted
equine and bovine family being represented.

The attendence was good, and one of the races the best,

considering the age of the contestants, which has ever been
trotted on this coast.

TWO-THIRTY-FIVE CLASS.

The first race was the 2:35 class, and owing to withdrawals
it virtually resulted in a match between Lottie M. and Coino.
The parse was $600, the distance the stereotyped "best 3 in 5
in harness."

First Heat—In the pools Lottie M. was so largely the
favorite that she brought $40 to $10 on Como, and the first

heat showed that the confidence of her backers was not mis-
placed. She broke, however, on the first turn, and fell so
far behind that she was fifty yards behind at the quarter,

which Como made in 3S seconds. At the half-mile, in 1:14,

Bhe had closed part of the gap, and from that point came so
fast that she won the heat in 2:27.

Second Heat—The second bent she broke on the back-
Btretch and Como opened a gap she could not close, winning
the heat in 2:26 if.

Previous to this heat the odds were 30
to 7 on the mare, and the loss of it made little change iu the
rates. Final, it is sufficient to say that Lottie M. won the
third heat iu 2:27

.J,
and the fourth iu 2:26^, as Como had not

speed enough to jeopardize her chances
Sept. 1. -Puree 3600. 2:25 Class.

Lottie M., biu by Nephew—John Williams 1 2 1 1

Como, cu s— M. McManus 2 1 2 2

Time,2:2T, 2:268, 2£7J, 2:2GJ.

THKEE-YEAR-OLDS.

The second race was a purse of $400for three-year-olds, and
it is safe to assert that it was one of the most remarkable ever
trotted in this or any other country. The starters were Alca-
zar, Rexford and Valensiu, and the betting unusually
heavy. Alcazar was the favorite at S100, Valensiu brought
$40 and Rexford S25. The placing, Alcazar the pole, Rex-
ford second gave Valensin outside.

First heat—Before fifty yards were trotted Valeusin broke
and fell far in the rear before he recovered, Alcazdr leading
Rexford by a length to the quarter in 38| seconds, and at tk6
half in 1:14} he had the best of Rexford by two lengths.
There was no difference in the relative position at the three-

quarter pole, though coming down the home stretch Rexford
gained on the leader inch by inch, was lapped on him
ut the one-hundred-yard mark, and, Alcazar breaking from
the fast pace he was going, Rexford beat him to the score in
2:27A, Valensin just inside the distance. After this heat the
betting was nearly level. Alcazar brought $32.50, Rexford
525 and Valensiu S20.
Second Heat— Iu the second Rexford lead to the quarter in

39 seconds, Alcazar on his wheel. Midway of the back
stretch, Alcazar broke. Valeusin passed him, when he also
broke. On the further turn both Alcazir and Valensin
broke, which gave an easy heat to Rexford in 2:2iU, Valensin
beating Alcazar for second place.

Third Heat—There was a change in the betting. Rexford
held the first place at £60, while each of the others brought
$30. There was considerable scoring, in each of which
Alcazar seemed to improve, and when the word was given he
-hot from the outside to the front. Rexford was next, and

Valensin broke it was evident the race laid between
the two bays. It was a close thing all the way around,
though Rexford could not reach his antagonist, who won in
2:27$. This victory reinstated Alcazar favorite, and the
ools ranged at §30 on him to $15 on each of the others.
Fourth Heat—The fourth heat resulted in another sur-

prise. Rexford took the lead, with ValenBin close up, and at
garter, jn 3S seconds, was not more than an open length

behind. The pace was fast down the back stretch, as Rex-
ford reached the half-mile in 1:14. He and Valeusin were
even at the three-quarter pole, but going wide as they came
to the stretch. Alcazar slipped to the inside, aud from there

it was a very pretty race. Rexford fell back a length, the

others nearly even at the distance pole. When within
twenty yards of the score Alcazar broke, not ten yards from
it Valensin followed snit, and both galloped across, Alcazar

slightly iu the lead, Rexford not more than three lengths

behind. Time, 2:26. The heat was awarded to Valensin,

which was indorsed by a majority as a correct decision.

Fifth Heat—Pools before the fifth heat were: Alcazar $30,

Valensin SIS, Rexford $14. Wben the word was given Rex-
ford was a length behind, and Valensin broke when a short

distance had been trotted. Alcazar was trotting fast, and at

the quarter was four lengths in front of the others, which
were close together. Again Valensin broke on the back
stretch, aud tbough Rexford and he closed a part of the gap
on the farther turn, it was evidently on sufferance, as Alcazar

won handily bjT six lengths in front of Valensiu, who was
two lengths in the lead of Rexford, but owing to the runs he
had made in tlie heat the judges placed him last. Time,
2:29}.

Sixth Heat—It was now $50 on Alcazar to $9 on both the

others, and from the showing in previous heats it was a

good investment. He had something the best of the start;

at the quarter he was ten lengths in the lead of Rexford,

Valensiu still further in the rear. The only change was that

the driver of Rexford, seeing that the case was hopeless, was
content to drop inside the distance. Alcazar jogging home
eight lengths in front of Valensiu in 2:313-.

1 Same Day.—Parse $100. Three-year-olds.
! Alcazar, h s bv Sultan—L. J. Rose 2 3 12 11
|

Rexford, b s—Palo Alto 1 12 3 2 3

Valtjnsin, ch s—J. A. Goldsmith 3 2 3 13 2

Time, 2:274,2:29}, 2:27A, 2:26$, 2:29^,2:31*.

Sept. 2.—There could not be a finer afternoon, and even
residents of Los Angeles who visited the fair cheerfully

admitted that it was nearly as perfect as they were accustomed
to. The morning, while not as sunshiny, was well adapted
for the business on hand, that being examinations of the dif-

ferent kinds of stock by the committees appointed to award
the premiums. The awards will not be made public uutil

Saturday morning, when the ribbons will be tied on, and
there will be a good deal of anxiety among exhibitors in the

interval. It was universally remarked that the committees
had arduous duties to perform, there beingsuch uniformity of

excellence that it was difficult to decide which was the best

entitled to preference.

TWO-TWENTr-FOOK CLASS.

There was a good bill for the afternoon—four races, with a
certainty of close contests all through. The first was the 2:24

class, purse $750, and of the seven entries four came to the

starting post. These were Dawn, B. B., Valentine and La
Grange, the positions awarded being as in the order given
above, aud, rather a singular coincidence in a race which took
six heats to decide, the same order prevailed at the conclu-
sion. Dawn was the favorite before the start, and in the pools
which were sold first he brought $50, B. B. $23, and the field

$9. As the selling progressed the stock of B B. rose in favor,

though at no time better than $26 on him to $40 on Dawn.
and $12 on the field.

First Heat—There was no scoring, and a good start was
obtained the first lime they came up, when Dawn took the

lead with B. B. second, and these positions were retained

until about half way around the turn, when Dawn broke and
then B. B. This gave La Grange the lead, and he passed the

quarter pole in front, aud as Dawn made another break he
had quite a lead, but before reaching the water-tank, which is

near Ike three-fnrloug mark, Dawn made up the lost ground
and passed him with a great burst of speed, making the half-

mile in 1:10|, so that Dawn must have trotted that quarter iu

33 seconds. At the three-quarters, in 1:47'., Dawn led La
Grange several lengths, and soon after B. B. took second
place. Dawn had it all his own way, however, and won the
heat in 2:24J, La Grange third and Valentine last. After this

Dawu brought $25, B. B. $16, field $3.
Second Heat^Again there was no scoring, and wheu the

gong tapped Dawn made play at a rapid pace. He led to the
quarter in 35i, to the half in 1:09]; B. B. was close up, and
when rounding the turn he was lapped on Dawn. From
there both horses were sent to their utmost capacity, but
Dawn was not to be denied, and came to the winning score
half a length in advance in the good time of 2:21 \, Valentine
third aud La Grange last.

Third Heat—The betting was now $40 on Dawn to $10 on
all the others. It took- four scores to get them off for the
third heat with Dawn iu the lead until he broke after a fur-

long had been trotted. La Grange first at the quarter in

34.] seconds. Before the half was made La Grange broke.

Dawn had also "left his feet'
;

for the second time, and B. B.
got to the half in 1 :09|. From there B. B. was not disturbed,

getting to the three-quarters in 1 :45, and when Goldsmith
gave up the chase as hopeless, Donathou eased B. B. to a
comparatively slow pace, winning the heat in 2:22}, Valen-
tine third, La Grange last.

Fourth Heat— It was now $50 on Dawn to $25 on the
others, and as he got a little the best of the start for the
fourth heat, he took the pole from B. B. at the outset. With
this advantage he could take it easily, and at the quarter in

36} seconds he was two leugths in the lead of B. B. At the

half, iu 1:10, B. B. was lapped on him, aud from there all the

way to the winning score it was a desperate contest. Dawn
broke twice coming down the stretch, and they went under the
wire so closely locked that the judges decided it a dead heat.

From the reporters' stand it looked as though Dawn led by
the length of a lead pencil, which had seen a good deal of

service, but as the judges are in the best position to see, this

was probably a wrong view.

Fifth Heat—Forty to twenty-five, with Dawn still favorite

before the start for the fifth heat, and though he broke twice
on the first turn, he did not lose much, aud he and B. B.
were locked at the quarter in 36 seconds, and at the half, in

1:12; there was a slight difference in favor of B. B. From
there B. B. had little trouble, as Dawn made a tired break
when within a furlong ot home, giving the heat to B. B. iu

2:26.',. Valentine third and La Grange fourth.

Sixth Heat—Under the rale B. B. and Dawn were tlie

onlv legal starters for the sixth heat, aud the pools were
$100 on B. B. to $28 on Dawu. The ftbseucfl.of Valentine
and La Grange was a benefit tu Dawn, aud he trotted steadily

a few leugths behind B. B. to the quarter in 37A, the half in

1:13. and waited until the home stretch was reached. It

was B. B.'s turn to tire, and Dawn won iu 2:25A, very good
lime, indeed, for a sixth heat.

Bept 26, -Puree &7OT; 2:24 Olaee'.

Dawu, che J.A.GoldBmita 1 12 2 1

B. U., i.l k k-3. W. Punalhtm 2 2 1 n 1 2

Valentine, b g-J. B Kelly 4 8 :t 3 3 ro
. bit g L i. i lawuon :i i 1 4 4 io

11:211, 2:3Ji 2 22 . 2:24, 2:20 . B
-"'.

TWO-YEAR OLDS.

The second race was a purse o' S300, for two-year olds,
and in it were: Soudau by Sultan. Ella by Electioneer, and
Shamrock by Buccaneer. Ella was the favorite iu the pools,
at the odds of $100 on her to $34 on Soudan and $31 on
Shamrock.
First Heat—As in the preceding race the first heat of this

was started without any scoring, Shamrock taking the lead,
with Ella second, to the quarter in -4U, to the half in 1:2(1.

The lime at the three-quarter was 1:5*9, and from there the
pace was very fast for two-year-olds. Ella caught SbainrnoK
not far from the outcome, and beat him in 2:35'. Soudan
made a break on the stretch which destroyed "what little

chance he had.
Second Heal—For the second heat Ella got a bad start, and

this discomposed her so much that she broke a bad break
which placed her far in the rear. Shamrock led to the
quarter in 39|, to the half in 1:15$, Soudau not far behind,
Ella contented to let the leaders struggle by themselves.
About tbeeame place where Ella passed Shamrock Soudan
repeated the performance, and won iu 2:33~r. The loss of
this beat increased the confidence of the backers of Soudan,
and the rales we le: Ella $50 and the other two $30.

Third Heat—The third heat she led from start to finish,

apparently going well within her rate, Soudan not far behind,
but as he broke twice on the lust quarter, the handsome filly

could come home at her ease, winning the heat in 2:33.1,

Shamrock quite a distance behind.

Same Day —Parse S300. Two-year olds.
Ella, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto 1 3 1
Soudan, blk s by Sultan—L. J. Hose 3 1 2
Shamrock, blk s -J. A. Goldsmith. 2 2 3

Time. 2:352,2:33*, 2:: ,; .

At the conclusion of the two-year-old trot a special pacing
race was called and three heats paced, but no conclusion
being reached the matter was continued to Friday.

ROD.
Things in a fishing way arequiet. Few successful excursions

are made, and such anglers as show tangible results vibit

remote points in the mountaius where streams are virgin.

Even of those who fish "far off," in both senses, many return
with such meagre baskets as would quite discourage any but
a sportsman.

A trip recently made by a conglomerate party may serve as
a type of late summer jaunts. t"p iu Yueaville, that land of
vines and huge-melting Susquehanna peaches, there lives a
restless fruit rancher, on whoiu the gods have showered tem-
poral blessings enough to make several common people happy,
whose name is not Joe. Bagstock, although the famous
"Joey's" initials are those of the rancher under dissection.

If he is called Joe. Bassford in this simple chronicle it will

serve. This rancher, moved by insatiate desire, is always
planning and executing schemes which take him from his
cosy, tig-shaded home into all manner of difficult places, in
quest of fish and game, and when recently he was visited for

dove-shooting by those anti-types, a newspaper scribbler aud
a tradesman in the gun aud tackle way. it was no surprise to

hear him remark that he believed there were several trout of

rive pounds weight left in an out-of-the-way place in the top
of the Sierra Nevada range, which, he thought, should be
taken in out of the wet. The seed sown by this gnome of
discontent fell on fertile ground, and in ten minutes a trip

was mapped out and the necessary agreements made.

Iueidently, a burly, canny, stock-broker Mackenzie, or
something like that by name, was added to the party, and
the whole outfit was then added to a versatile, ineradicable
genius who dispenses wisdom through the sportsman's niche
of the excellent daily Chronicle. The Chronicle man bad
been either born or cast at a brass foundry near the seat of

the Gordon's, in Scotland, and bore that venerabile nomen with
enough initials prefixed to keep a kindergarten busy for days.
Of course grim poverty hovered over the two newspaper
members of the party, aud the matter of supplies, in defer-

ence to their avowed dearth of even "light" pieces of silver,

was reduced simply to procuring some highly recommended
antedote for bites, and a few punkish weeds of decidedly
Mongolian characteristics.

Thus equipped, and with some rods and baskets for forms'
sake, the company took a sleeping car for Cisco, on the Cen-
tral Pacific. The car was not crowded, aud the attendant
was most obliging, but between the cacoethes carpencli of the
Chronicle man, the cacoethes loquendi of the gun-dealer, and
the excitement natural to the occasion, sleep was an unknown
quantity, and being dumped from the liain at Cisco, at 3
o'clock a. m., was a relief. Mr. Campbell's pleasant hotel

was closed, although he had thoughtfully left rooms
ready for the fishermen. They, however, preferred not lo

disrobe, but roosted about in chairs and on the parlor floor

for the hour or two until dawn, when they began urging an
immediate slurt for the fishing ground. An old problem was
soon solved. The party, combined, was an irresistible force,

and the force met an immovable obstacle in the shape of
"Alec" the pack-train man who was to transport it lo Fordyoe
Duni, some eight or nine miles away. The obstacle con-
quered and the force, pertorce, contented itself with a hearty
breakfast and a gradual start, the lust detachment leaving
Campbells at 7:30.

Duwu to the south Yuba, up a loug aud easy grade over
Bed Mountain, then down again over the rockiest road
possible, aud at half-past eleven Fordyce Dam aud Mr.
Boeing's neat and comfortable bachelor quarters were reached.
The only Gordon, like the pachyderm in the book, that would
go up ull manner of streets, managed to diverge from the trail

and got lost, together with "J. B."jjjid tueguu dealer, but
t breading back the lost at last were gathered into Mr.
Kouiug's fold, and repaid the kindness by absolutely clearing

a well uud bouutifnlly spread table. The afternoon was
spent in fishing; "J. B." aud the tackle dealer rowiug to the
extreme upper end of the lake, where the Middle Yuba comes
tumbling mlo it, aud there killing a few trout, about eight Oi
nine aveiagiug a scant pound in weight.

The Chronicle man, with a fad ubout down-stream fishing

to maintain, fished the river below his dam, and reported a
take of seven small fish. The other members visited an
inlet well up the lake, where a brook entered it, and found
enough good fish to make it interesting, because of tho quan-
tity of brush and snags which were in the pool made by tho
incoming creek. The finest drawn gut leadeisaud No's 1 and
2 sueck-beud hooks, lied into red spinners, red-winged coach-
men, aud hen pheasant hackle Hits were used. The tackle
wns gossamer, aud the tish had things pretty much their own
way smashing leaders at will, uutil the patience of one of

the fishermen was quite exhausted, while the other put on a
medium weight leader and No. iJ sproats, with which he held
his fish up sharply aud so basketed several beauties
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The bright hours of the afternoon slipped away rapidly,
and when the grey light came rising fish conld be seen in
numbers. One, which showed itself several times, was seen
to be very sizeable and to be rising within long casting from
the shore, and to this fish one of the twain devoted himself.
Flies of all shades and several sizes were offered without re-

sponse, while yet the good, big trout was keen on the feed,
and the book was turned through again and again to no profit,

until a blue dun was found in a pocket where it had been
stored against coming days at Webber Lake. A new leader of
lightest gut was put to soak, the snell likewise, and when
softened well the little rly was tied into the stretcher loop and
preparations made to dry fly-fish secundum arlem.

The old fish was carefully located and the distance closely
approximated, and after he had just pushed his old hooked
buluU above tba surface and sucked in a drowning gnat and
rested a bit, the little blue dun was entrusted to tbe gentle
evening breeze which was just rnfjuiug the dark waters of the
pent-up Yuba. The cast was a fair one, and as the gut line
straightened out the deadly little rly settled lightly over the
fish, and instantly the old fellow took it in. Something was
done by the wrist, and the trout was hooked. Then began a
series of rushes and borings, with now and then a stop and a
succession of shaking and tugs that brought wrinkles of soli-

citude to the face of the wrapt devotee who gingerly fingered
the screeching reel, and who would not have exchanged
places at that supreme moment with any m*u on the green
foot-stool, but one who was fast in a salmon.

The little Leonard never ceased its gentle strain upon the
game but not invincible fish, and altiiough proof against a
positive assault each leap was weaker, and each rush less
dogged until after twenty minutes, and when arms and fingers
were well wearied, the fine uld silvery fellow submitted to
an introduction to the landing net, and prospective assimila-
tion by his relentless captor.

The fish in Fordyce Dam were planted there by people who
procured the stock tish at Webber Lake which had been in
early years stocked with Feather-ris-er trout by Dr. Webber.
They do not seem to be true California brook trout, are less
grey in general tone and are pinkish in flesh, beside being
barred and striped in gold and red, with red spots upon the
lower portion of the gill covers. The heads are large and
long, iu marked contrast to those of the eastern brook trout.
The tish grow to great size. Oue was taken in Fordyce a
few weeks since that weighed fair seven and one-half pounds,
and many have been caught that pulled the scale to five
pounds. None suoh fell to the lot of the fishing party. That
one, of whose capture the story has been written, was the
largest taken by the party, and weighed but a full pound
and a half. Several reached a pound and a quarter, but the
average was near a pound. With darkness fishing ceased,
and the worn and sleepy piscators, after such a raresupperas
only Mr. Koning can prepare, slept hard until the early morn-
lDg, when another trip up the lake was made, the tackle-
dealer trolling and killing three good trout and taking two or
three on the fly, but the rest of the party doing nothing.

Arrangements had been mafle to return to CiBco in the
afternoon, but it was learned that only two horses could be
had, and so *'J. B.," ttiegun dealer, and this scribbler tramped
over tbe mountains to the starting place, leaving the stock-
broker and the Chronicle man to ride. Ever forehanded, the
two Gaels attempted to send tbe carefully boxed fish by a
quick dispatch, entrusting them to a chance traveller who
happened along, and who carried them for a few miles and
then deposited them in the trail to be picked up when the
paok train passed. But a short cut was taken, and tj this
clay an ancient and a fish-like soieli evolves from those
royal trout as they lie festering under the sun on the bald
granite mountain between Fordyce and Cisco.

Safely back at Cisco the stock broker and the scion of the
Gordons took first train for home, wiiile the gun mau. and
ibis easily persuaded writer were again beguiled by "J. B."
into remaining ovei a day aud tishiu» the Sjuth Yuba. Thir-
teen long hours spent iu crawling to likely holes, and in such
careful fishing as cannot but utterly wear out anv one, were
rewarded, iu the case of the writer, with but about three
dozens of fish, the whole weighing perhaps seven pounds,
while the two remaining fishers fared still and very much
worse, getting but oue fair fish and having to travel the
roughest bit of river in the knowladge of anyone who has
fished it.

Another restless night in a Silver Palace ear, and a trip was
ended of which much was expected, and but little was
realized.

As experience grows we find ourselves coming more and
more to dislike and deprecate the lack of courtesy and regard
for the proprieties which so often characterizes parties formed
for fishing and shooting excursions. There is no reason why
good manners should be put aside with one's ordinary habili-
ments, and rudeness assumed with the the togs of the craft.

There may be no virus in speeches that border upon the
insulting, and it may be true that a little laxity adds to the
pleasure of an outing, but it certainly is true that unvaryiug
consideration of the feelings and comfort of others is the rule
most likely to preserve mutual respect, and develop the
pleasures of days in the mountains to "the fullest extent.

Landing a Trout in Mid-stream.

Mr. E. M. Tod contributes to the Euglish Fishing Gazette
a wrinkle about carrying the landing-net, that is worth noting
We hnd a basket so fixed last week and used it on a trip to

Fordyce dam, witb very great satisfaction. At first off it was
a little awkward at times in passing along brushy trails, but
very soon we learned to so manipulate the net as to avoid all

trouble and we saved many a tish by the convenience of the
device which might otherwise have escaped. It occurs to

us that the net handle need not be more than thirty inches
loog. Mr. Tod writes:

I have for several years intended to give my brother
anglers—who, like myself, are accustomed to fish for trout
in rivers where wading is a necessity—the benefit of a very
simple contrivance for carrying the lauding-net. And. indeed,
were it merely to enable the fisherman to carry his landing-
net, I should not have troubled to write these lines at all.

This, unquestionably, is only its secondary value, for it is

of infinite value to the expert crattsman who handles his rod and
net smartly, and ought to help even a tyro. We all know how
many contrivances there are for carrying the net easily, all

more or less ingenious and some of them elaborate— the
jointed handle, the telescope handle with a steel spring to

clasp on the strap, aud many more ; but, so far as I have
ever seen, one and all of them possess one element of weak-
ness in common—namely, that when the trout is fairly in the
net the man is tempted to say, "Would X had a third
hand !

"

Now, I will take a certain pool I used to fish in a broad
river (North). I used to wade up the centre, which was
fairly wadeable, though deep, and cast towards the willows
on either side. It sometimes happened that I got the trout
feeding there when I had been elsewhere trying my best iu
vain, and I kuew well that upon my quickness depended the
basket of the day. I had from three-quarters to an hour,
during which the trout fed gently, and then went down lo
'"chew the cud" and reflect.

Bungliug with a useless landing-net could only be a seri-

ous drawback, as thus : A man, even one up to his work,
hooks a trout of, say 1 lb. on a No. 1 Adlington fly-hoou, and
to save disturbing a quarter of a mile of water, he must land
his trout as he stands there. He cannot follow him down the
whole length of the pool and come up wading against stream,
frightening the trout. Well, he hooks his trout (if tbe
trout is 2 lbs., all the wor&e for him), and the tish makes
a tight; he is compelled to use one hand to hold the rod aud
one to reel up the fish.

His landing-net, now, is a regular nuisance to him if it is

carried in one hand. If it is one of those I have just
mentioned, this stage pusses off quite satisfactorily. Now
comes the crucial test, aud I particularly would direct SDecial
attention to this stage. We will suppose it is the telescope-
handle net. It is grasped iu the left hand and made ready
for action, but the whole principle is a wrong one now. The
tront, only "blown," darts off like steam down the river,

and the reel suddenly chokes. The point of the rod is

pulled down, and the man is hampered with his net, he has
hurdly time to hitch it on to the strap again. It is in his
way till he does so, hampering his movements. If he had
no net he could free the reel in a second by giving a pull to

the line, or if the fish doubled on him be could reel up
rapidly. We go to the third stage. The trout at last is on
his side, the net is ready, the line shortened slowly, and the
tish is—netted.

Now what happens—a rod in one hand, a net in the other?
I nave taken the nandle of the net uuder my arm, and stuck
the butt of the rod into my waders or a pocket; but all this

time one is working in a feeble, cramped fashion, and the
trout has to be killed, hook taken out, and tish basketed
safely—yes, and rapidly. With the landing-net as an impedi-
ment, tuU does not go off well; much valuable time is

wasted, and much "friction" caused.
The idea of carrying aud using my net was au entirely

original one, so far as 1 am concerned, and has been used by
me for many years. It is absolutely inexpensive, and prac-

tical beyond all question. A very excellent fisherman, aud
brother-in-law to one of the most famous authorities iu

existence, was watching the fishing one day, wading deep,
aud the trout doing well.

He said afterwards, with a kind smile of approval, "I never
saw any man land trout in the water so rapidly as you did
to-day while I was watching you."

I hope no one will think I am introducing this to vaunt
my own praises. I have other matters to think of, and
regard fishing nowadays as a pleasing pastime once a year,

to be enjoyea for a few weeks as a means to an end, and that

end health for the rest of the year. But I think it is time
that I gave others the benefit of this simple affair. A gentle-

man to whom I had shown the idea met me this year at the
river side, aud said to me, "I would not be without your
lauding net rings now for a good deal."

I began by a single ring, and by degrees I adopted three.

When j. uttVd tuttiy gut lu&j a guud stream oi poui, I take

the net aud place it through the lower ring in fr >ut which I

do very easily iadeed. If it is in the way in waling, I

occasionally put i: in the top ring A instead of C, but very rarely.

Now we start with the supposition that, in a similar position

to the one already described, I hooka trout of 1 lb., and the

landiug-net is hanging by the lower front ring. I can fol-

low his motions with both hauds, as free as if I had no land-

ing-net with me. At last he comes near; a touch of the left

hand brings the net sliding out of its ring like a sword from
its scabbard. The line is short, aud I am just going to use

the net, when—whirr!—he is off" at racing speed. I gave a

little push with the left hand, and the net, obedient to the

least touch, slides back, and hangs against the small ring

—

out of the way. Both hands are thus free for auything.

And now tbe crucial test comes at the third stage. The
trout floats on his side; I shorten my line, and tnen, bending
my rod, slide gently out of its ring, but not altogether (never

altogether if I can do without it), the insidious landiug-net.

It is tilted to the side, aud the trout is quickly and safely

netted—no fuss whatever. 1 simply slide back the haudle
till tbe net is again home, hanging at my side.

So far as I am concerned that trout is sale, and I can do

as I like. I place the rod's butt into top of right waders,

allowing rod to lie over the bent elbuw of right arm. I then

place both hands—which, you see, are absolutely free—into

tbe net, and, as a first step I break the neck of the trout.

No one but a fool ever begins by taking out his hook, and
then kills his trout. A dozen accidents may happen from
this absurd habit, and we all know how ligaments, muscles

aud tendons relax after death, so that the hook is much more
easily and humanely removed after death. I then lift out of

the net my dead trout, which, if he falls into the stream (it

may happen once in a season), is easily renetted before he

can sink; I disengage my fly, lift up the lid, aud before you
can take a couple of breaths I am casting over another

tront. There is thus no loss of time; its worst fault is that

it costs so little, and has so little mechanism.
Now for the landing-net itself. I prefer a light steel ring

without joints, round, and with a simple ash handle. The
best i ever had i3 the butt of au old rod wtll thinned

down; I have it still. The usual form of attaching ring to

handle is a screw; but in walking about this is apt to become
detached by slowly unscrewing itself.

This year, however, I soon put an end to this, for I had a

hole drilled right through the screws of both haudle and net

(when the two were screwed up tight), in such a way that a

bit of copper wire to tit the hole effectually preventel them
unscrewing, and copper wire can be so easily rivetted by a

few taps of a hammer that it is a simple affair.

All the same, till I thought of this I have many a time had

my net unscrew itself, and I have had to retrace my steps

many a weary "bittock" of a mile, to find the handle and net
some yards apart. Those who tish from high banks will not
find it so valuable; to those who wade, and who wade deep,
it is invaluable, and any man may try it for a few pence.
Now the ring C should be sufficiently large to allow the

landing-net to be worked with freedom, as if in a ball-and-
socket joint; a narrow ring hampers a man in every way.
Any saddler can sew one on, or even the village shoemaker,
particularly if he be a fisherman!
There is oue more thiDg I should like to add to show the

faith I have iu the thing myself, and it is this: Supposing
that whilst wading aud standing in mid-stream I have been
once in a way compelled to take my landing net altogether
out of the "lauding-ring" (C), to reach a trout which has got
huDg up in a weed or branch, and basket him; or suppose a
rarer case: Last year I hooked three half-pound trout, one
on each fly, in a strong stream, and I dared not move, as the
wading was very dangerous—round stones, greasy and
treacherous. I lauded all three in the net, and the keeper,
who was watching me, knowing I could not hear his voice
beeanse of the boiling waters, took his bat off and waved it

with delight. But I now had the landiug-net in my left

hand, and I had to unhook and kill three good Eden tront,
and also to get my gut line out of the mess it was in, for I
fish "tine," and fine gut easily gets into a muddle.

Well, I pnt my rod into its old place iu the wader, grasped
the handle of the net in my right hand, and taking the ring
C in my left very easily inserted the handle iuto its old place.
I had but to slide it home, and then the killing aud unhook-
ing of the three trout was child's play.

I fear I have wearied my readers, but I think somehow I
will be forgiven when the invention is put to a practical test
by any good fisherman whose fingers are not all thumbs.
The fishing-trtckle makers alone will hardly thank me; but
this, of course, is a matter of no moment to me. If I have
left any point unexplained, I will gladly answer any com-
munications in "F. G."

I may mention that I have tried it in all positions and
places—on a strap placed round the waist, on the basket-
carrying strap, .fcc; but I find no place so handy as that
depicted. If anything, the lower ring is rather low; an inch
higher is better, and let the ring be roomy.
The only angler I ever met who had adopted a similar idea

without, I believe, seeing mine at all, was a friend in the
south of Scotland, Sheriff K . Years after I had been
using mine I found him carrying his net with a ring
attached to the strap of the basket, but he conld not use it in
the water as one can with my method; and so I regard my
own as by far the best and simplest invention of the kind I
have ever seen.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest poas 1

ble notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in tbeir kennels, in aliinstances writing plainly names of Bire and dam .

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Newark Park.

The first courting of the season attracted a goodly crowd
to Newark last Sunday. Enthusiastic coursers and their

dogs crowded the cars of the 8:30 o'clock train bound for the
Newark Coursing Park, where a series nf private matches
were set: down for decision. The long-talked-of match between
the crack brother and sister. Camellia and Prince, for $100
a side, best two courses out of three, was the main draw.
On arrival at the grounds it was evident from the nnmber
of greyhounds there present that the company were come
prepared for all the sport that could be got np. A stake was
accordingly started aud fourteen greyhounds were speedily

forthcoming to fillthe entry. Meauwhile the two competitors

in the match were put in slips. The first course resulted in a
slashing race, in which Prince showed marked superiority,

leading well and more than holding his own throughout.
Next time, though slightly lame. Prince led again to a rarely

good hare, but Camellia's merry afterwork more than bal-

anced matters, and she was awarded the course. By the

time tbe dogs went to the slips for the third and deciding
course of the match the excitement was considerable,

with the betting in proportion. To an even slip Camellia
was again led, but always had a little the best of the
exchanges, saving the course and winuing the match by a
cl-ver kill. The winner is the property of P. A. McDonald,
though run on this occasion iu the interest of D. D. Roach.
The result of tbe August stakes was as follows:

First Bound.—Shamrock Lass beat John L.; Snow beat

Atlanta; Maid of Erin beat Menlo Chief; Napoleon beat Neil

of Waterloo; Mszeppa beat Sleepy Dick; Sly Girl beat
Oceanic; Bobert Emmet beat Rosy.

First Ties.—Shamrock Lass beat Snow; Napoleon beat

Maid of Erin; Mazeppa beat Sly Girl; Bobert Emmet a bye.
Second Ties. Shamrock Lass beat Napoleon; Mazeppa

beat Robert Emmet.
Final.—Shamrock Lass bant W. Hatpin's Mazeppa, and won

the stake.
*- —

Eastern Field Trials Club.

Eighth annual meeting, to be held at High Point, North
Carolina, open to the world, commencing Thursday,
November 18, 1SS6, trials to be run on quail, under E. F. T.
Club rules. Order of tnnuing.
Members' Stakes.—Open only to club members, each entry

to be owned three months prior to closing of stakes, and
handled by the member making such entry. First prize,

Cup, value $100, to be known as Eastern Field Trials Cup;
second prize, tbe Sanborn Cup, value $75; third orize, a
piece of plate, value $50. Entries close October 1, 1886.

Each member allowed one entry free; each additional eDtry
$10.
Eastern Field Trial Derby.—Open t'o all setter and

pointer puppies whelped on or after January 1, 1S85.

Purse S700. First prize $-100, second prize $200, third

prize $100. Forest and Streams donates So0 to handler
of wioner of first; §10 forfeit; S10 additional to fill

nominations closed May 1, 1S8G. The club offers the

Eastern Field Trials Breeders' cup, value $100. to the breeder

of the wioner of first in Derby, tbe breeder to be the owner
of the dam of such winning puppy at the time the b'tch was
bred to the dog.

All-Aged Pointer Stake.—Open to all pointers, excepting

any first-prize winner of any All-Aged Stake, or winner of any
special pointer cup in All-Aged Stake, at any recognized field

trials. First priz~ £300, second prize $150; Sin forfeit; $13
additional to fill. Eu tries close October 1, 1886.

All-Aged Setter Stakes.—Open to all setters, except any
first-prize winner of any All-Aged Stake, or wini

special setter cup in All-Aged Stakes, at any
trials. First prize $300, second prize 9150;
additional to till. Entries close October I, 1880.
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Champion Sweepstakes of All-Aged Stakes.—Open to all

previous winners of first prize at any recognized field trials.

$10 forfeit; $15 additional to fill. Entries close October 1,

1886., except for winners of 1886, which are to qnahfy right

previous to running at $25. Two entries to fill makes a race.

Club adds $100 cash, and American Field donates a valuable

silver cup, value S 100, all to go to winner of first.

Notice.—Any trainer or owner working or shooting over

any dog or dogs entered for trials, south of the track of Pied-

mont Air Line, for a distance of seven miles above and below

and back of Hotel Bellevoe, from October 1st until conclusion

of trials, shall forfeit all entrance monies, purses and cups.

Good board at hotels from $1 up per day. Transportation

to and f:om grounds at moderate prices.

B. F. Wilson', President.

For further particulars and all communications, address

Washington-, A. Coster, Secretary and Treasurer, Box 30,

Flatbush, King county, N. Y.

ATHLETICS,

Olympic Election.

The annual election in the Olympic Club occurs on Mon-

day nest, September 6th. A good deal of button-holing and

log-rolling is being doue, with precisely what ends it is not

easy to say. The club is not in a perfectly healthy condition

because of certain misconceptions on the part of leading

members. The great majority of those who support the

institution do so primarily because of the opportunities

afforded for exercise and healthful development under com-

petent instructors. Added to gymnastic facility are perfect

bathing conveniences, and finally, there is a pleasant quiet

place always open to which members may resort for social

intercourse, and to consult current periodicals, or pass an

hour at billiards. The social atmosphere of the club is pure.

There is nothing in it or about it to induce or encourage

dissipation, but the prevailing tone of the great institution

is clean and manly.
The central idea must be the athletic. On that basis alone

can the organization meet its great outlays and grow, and it

need not be said that the personelle of the directorate has

m»ch to do with sustaining active interest in the gynasium.

A board of officers, which does not use the apparatus and
meet the members from time to time upon the common level,

which is the exercising floor, cannot but fail in justifying its

election. So, too, a board which gives especial prominence to

purely social entertainments which depend fcr success upon
adventitious aid, such as the presence of non-members, or

music, feasting, dancing or other like pleasures, cannot but
fail to maintain a strong interest in the ends for which
the club was founded, and in striving to attain which
it has endured through a career already so long and so

distinguished. It is generally true in clubs that certain men,
usually most unfit, try to wheedle and push themselves into

office, and in the election on Monday the great body of quiet

voting members will do well to select such of the candidates as

will steadily keep in view the athletic features of the club,

and are able to engage the interest and co-operation of the

members generally.

Questions of cruelty in sports are constantly cropping up.
Bull fighting, dog fighting, and cock fighting, are vulgar, and
each have elements of cruelty, but they have not gone out of

date. The old style of prize righting often caused protracted

struggles which made the men look like brutes, even if they
felt very much superior to bull-dogs. The new rules have
banished forever the disgusting features of the ring. A few
years ago pigeon shooting was hotly attacked on both
sides of the Atlantic, but the cruelty prevention people
allowed the discussion to drop. If all pain is cruel, then all

field sports come under the ban. Angling, hunting and shoot-

ing cannot be followed without inflicting pain. But the pain
is partly counterbalanced by the pleasure it affords the men
who take part in it, and there the discussion must end. When to

this argument is added the fact that the birds killed at matches
are carefully saved and utilized for food, the reasoning
against this sport falls unsupported. Hor&e racing has
recently come under discussion as one of the cruel sports.

There is often unwise punishment inflicted upon race-horses,

that is an evil which can be easily put an end to by trainers

and owners. In racing, the thoroughbred never knows what
pain is, rather it is the hope and joy of his life. The hard
knocks that come in football, baseball and cricket are pain-

ful; but what sane man will call either of the three sports

cruel? Extremists assume that no one has a right to inflict

pain, and especially that man should not cause the lower
animals to suffer. Looking at the world as it has bean, as it

is, and likely to be, candid minds will not deny that pain is

a necessity. Farther, that there are greater evils than its

infliction. If those who are so constantly raising an
outcry against cruelty could for a moment become practical,

they would see that an attempt to put an end to pain is one
of the grossest absurdities that a man can spend a second
thought upon. But they will cry out "we wage war against
the unnecessary infliction of pain,

1
' to which the final

answer must be that wherever and whenever the infliction of

pain alone can produce a higher order of pleasure or sub-
serve any great economic end, such infliction must, in the
nature of things, be not only justifiable but even a duty.

There is a phase of Edward Honlan's career that has
esoaped both his critics and his friends. While he was uni-
formly successful in winning his grand rowing matches, he
kept modestly out of sight of the world, except when he
appeared in hiB boat, or when he was cheered by the multi-
tude as the conquering hero of the day. But from the day
he was defeated by Beach on the Parramatta river he has
been another sort of man—a lower kind. He has constantly
sought newspaper notoriety, entered into discussions and
explanations of his many defeats, and in a whimpering tone
tried to belittle the men who worsted him, adding threats
that he would soon turn the tableson both Beach and Teenier.
In all these discussions and threats the once-incom-
parable champion hus come out second best. His lame
excuses for his defeats, aud his paltry threats of winning
back the world's championship, have dwarfed the giant oars-
man, and made many of his once-warm supporters doubt his
courage. To regain his lost pre-eminence he must row more,
and talk and write less. One good race with a man who is

a match for him, honestly rowed and fairly won, would do
more to restore popular faith in the ex-champion than all the
newspaper items that can be printed at his dictation betwixt
now and Christmas.

a little more than a year ago the Pacific Amateur Athletic
-iociation was formed. The members worked hard to
.•ure it public patronage and recognition and support from
mteur athletes. The managers gave a sports' meeting,

- ich was in many respects satisfactory. The promise then

was that the association would have annual gatherings. The
date for the meeting, if there is to be one this year, is

close at hand, but no one seems to know anything about it.

The most diligent search in the most likely quarters has not
brought any information to light. Can it be possible that the

association is dead? If so, who attended the funeral and
where is the corpse buried? We want to spread some
immortelles over the infant which departed this life before it

was a year old.

Amongst Lawn Tennis players there is a good deal of talk

about a tournament between all the clubs. The suggestion

has been made that a pair from each club enter, and that all

the matches be doubles. There are at present about eight

clubs in constant practice. Each of these could send a pair

able to make a good showing against any competitors. The
California Club in this city is perhaps the strongest. San
Rafael has two clubs, the San Kafael and Lotus, both very
evenly matched. In Alameda the Oak Leaf and Alameda Clubs
have some excellent players, and Oakland has two clubs in

good practice. A tournament with a pair from each of the

clubs named would show some fine play, and prove a great

attraction to the people who watch the club games with
unabated interest every week.

The California Branch of the League of American Wheel-
men will give a day's sport on Admission Day, which will

be in contrast to one of several of such exhibitions pre-

viously held here. There will be' no charge for admission.
Free shows are not to our liking, but the people of this city

take kindly to them in many instances. The programme for

this cyclists' festival is not out yet, but its leading features

will be a series of parades and drills. That these can be
made entertaining has been often proved, and the prospect is,

that on the 9th of September the exhibition will be of a very

high order of merit.

A number of youngsters who intend trying to learn to play
football recently held a meeting and formed an "Amateur
Football League." We suggest they at once call a meeting
and strike out the word "amateur," because there is no such
thing as a professional football player. The noble game of

football has so far escaped the tarnishing which comes from
professionals. It is not a money-making sport, but is played
all over the world by young Auglo-S*xon3 for the love of it,

and the hard knocks it brings.

A New Club.

A new athletic club, which is to have its rooms at 619
Grove street, has been formed. It is styled the Mission
Athletic Club, and has elected the following officers: F. Case-
ment, president; Wm, Heister, vice-president; C. Davis,

treasurer^ H. A. Livermore, secretary; Geo. McGill sergeant-

at-arms. Trustees—Wm. G. Buchanan, J. Mullen and C.

Hooper. Teachers—M. H. Loehide and A. H. Lean. The
club will give an exhibition in Mayberry's Hall, on Friday
evening, September 24th.

Swimming.

Last Sunday a large crowd gathered at Berg's Gentlemen's
Baths, at North Beach, to witness the grand Amateur Swim-
ming tournament. There were to be three amateur matches
and one 200-yard "splash" between the San Francisco cham-
pion, Joe McCarthy, and the Pacific Coast champion, Arthur
Wallace, of Santa Cruz. Although the day was rather
unfavorable and the water temperature was 69 degrees, a
large crowd of men, women and boys were enjoying the day
a swimming. A brass band discoursed sweet strains at

periodical intervals, boats of all kinds were brought into

use, children played in the sand, and take it all together
Sunday was a gala-day at the North Beach baths.

The races were all interesting, and good time was made in

each. The water in the afternoon was rather rough, and the
currents in places swift. The first race was a quarter-of-a-

mile swim. The prize was a large silver water pitcher. At
11 o'clock the entries, J. Coxen, A. V. Hall, Frank A.
Peltent and L. Quint, all of San Francisco, plunged in
together. A. V. Hall came in ahead of the rest and was
declared the winner. Time, 10:50. The second race was a
half-mile race, for a pair of opera glasses. William Kaler,
M. E. Harris, Fred. Kothay, of San Francisco, and Ed.
Hartley, of Berkeley, were entered for this race and all

started, the Berkeley champion winning in 18:10. It was
afternoon when the third race—a mile race—was called.

There were four entries and starters—J. A. Bnllard, William
C. Ullner, I. H. Spring, of San Francisco, and Ed. Hartley,
of Berkeley, the winner of the half-mile race. This was a
most interesting race, as it was a test of endurance, strength
and wind. At the time of starting a high wind was prevail-

ing, the tide was running out, and the waves were rather
formidable. The water was cold and the race came near
proving disastrous to one of the swimmers. The prize was a
gentleman's dressing case. * When the order to go was given,
the four contestants jumped and struck the water head first

almost at the same time. At the quarter-mile bony Ed.
Hartley signaled he had enough and crawled into a boat aud
rode back. At the half-mile turn I. H. Spring thought the
water too cold and the current too strong, so he crawled out.

Following him came J. A. Bullard, paddling along leisurely

with a long, easy stroke. He profited by his first trip out,

and, as it was a repeat, he swam well up above the bath-
house and came down to the turn with the tide. William
Ullner was close behind him, taking short, sharp strokes,
aud, after turning, made a straight line for the three-quarter-
mile turn. He seemed at first to make good headway and
hold his own against the tide. The lookers-on began to

think he would win the race, and a few backed up their

opinions with coin. When he got into the strongest current,
however, he lost ground lively, and Bullard was coming
down with the current which was running out six miles an
hour. Bullard turned the last quarter first. When near the
turn "Ullner was seen to suddenly turn on his back and stop.

The "Dolphin Club," who were close to him, immediately
picked him up unconscious. He was brought back, and,
while his weeping children were standing around, willing
hands endeavored to resuscitate him. After working with
him for near two hours, he was removed to his home, No.
2105 Jones street, still unconscious and suffering from severe
cramps iu the stomach, but pi'onounced out of danger. The
race was won by Bullard, who came iu thoroughly chilled

and exhausted. Timo, 52:31. The last race of the day was
n 200-yard race for $200, between Arthur Wallace, of Santa
Cruz, and Joe McCarthy, of San Francisco. They got an
equal start and swam beautifully. This was a very even
race, as they kept neck-and-neck all the way, and reached
for the buoy at the same time. Wallace having the longest
arms, carried 'off the colors, however. The judges awarded
him the race by three inches. The crowd generously
cheered the winning stranger, also their favorite. In the
excitement of this race the judges forgot to keep the time.

Lawn Tennis.

The ten o'clock boat for San Rafael last Sunday morning
carried over a thoroughly representative detachment of the
California Lawn Tennis Club, who journeyed to the pictur-
esque village that lies at the foot of Tamalpais to plav a series
of matches with the members of the San Rafael Club. The
day was charming and the fresh turf on the Club's lawn
looked most inviting to eyes accustomed to look upon the dry,
hard courts in this city. H. W. Loughhead acted as captain
for the visitors, Dr. Williams filled the same position for the
home playerB. Although the ground looked well it did not
play true, the balls often making wild and erratic curves not
intended by the players. This was very much against the
California men who are accustomed to play on an asphalluni
court that is as true as a die. But in the face of this manifest
disadvantage the visitors more than held their own against
the pick of the San Rafael Club. In the first match San
Rafael was represented by Dr. Williams and Southard Hoff-
man, E. M. Greenway and W. H. Taylor, Jr., playing for
California. The San Rafael men started with a won; the
next game was called "game and;" the third was won by
Greenway and Taylor; at the fourth the score was two all;

but the San Rafael men played up in fine style and carried
off the next four games rapidly, and won the set 6 to 2.
The winners opened the second set by taking the first and
second games; the third and fourth were easily won by
Greenway and Taylor; San Rafael won the fifth; the sixth
was a love game for the California pair, but the three follow-
ing games they lost in the softest style, the scores being,
game 15, game love, game love, the set going to San Rafael by
6 to 3. In the second match J. M. Kilgariff and Jesse God-
ley upheld the honor of the California Club, their opponents
being Ogden Hoffman and T. Beiry. This was the finest
match of the day, and was hotly contested from the first serve
until the last ball was sent out of court. Both pairs showed
xecellent form, and as the play was equally rapid and bril-

liant, it was watched with a great deal of interest. Kilgariff
and Godley led off by scoring game to love, game 'vantage;
game love; Hoffman and Berry won the fourth and fifth; the
California pair the sixth; the seventh and eighth were won by
San Rafael; the California taking ninth.and tenth and set by 6
to 4. In the second set the San Rafael men did much better,
they played up in fine style, and won easily the first and
Becond games, their opponents taking the third and fourth;
the San Rafael pair scored the fifth, sixth and seventh; the
eighth game was hotly contested, deuce and 'vantage being
called six times; the ninth and tenth games and set were won
by San Rafael, the score being 6 to 4 with set and, called as the
players faced each other for the final struggle. Game and,
was called when the second was finished, and again at the
fourth; there was no advantage at the sixth game, but Berry
and Hoffman won the seventh aud eightth; with 5 to 3 they
looked like winners, but thanks to EilgarifFs good serving
and fine placing the California men won the three following
games, the scores being game 15, game 30, game 15. The
match ending by 2 Bets to 1. In the third match E. Cohen
and V. N. Bee played for California, H. Francis and Ogden
Hoffman representing San Rafael. The match was altogether
one-sided. Cohen and Bee won the first set by six games to
love, and the second by 6 to 3. They both served rapidly,
brilliantly and accurately, the San Rafael men being both
completely nonplussed by their opponents dashing shots.
E. Cohen played a long and short set with Ogden and South-
ard Hoffman, and won both, the scores being 6 to 3 and4to 2.
During the afternoon a very nice lunch was spread in the
tent, and partaken of by the players and a large gathering of
ladies and gentlemen, guests of the club for the day.

BASE BALL.
Alameda Park seated probably four thousand on Sunday

last, the attraction being a league game between the Pioneers
and Greenhood & Moran Clubs

:

The G. & M.'s were the first to bat, and succeeded in
scoring two runs, the Pioneers doing likewise. The second
inning ended in a whitewash for botlTnines.
In the third inning the G. & M.'s succeeded in making

two runs, Long and Brown scoring. The Pioneers were less
fortunate, only being able to add one run, Caveny being the
lucky man. The fourth inning resulted in agoose egg for the
Oaklanders, and in one run for the Pioneers, Perrier being
the batsman to the score. Long was the first to bat for
the G. & M.'s in the fifth inning, andj succeeded in getting
first on a wild throw, and, by careful base running got third,
when he came home on Van Haltren's hit to left field, the
other players going outin one, two, three order. The Pioneers
succeeded in making two runs in this inning, Perrier aDd
Taylor scoring aud winning the game—both nines being
whitewashed in the next three innings. Following is the
score.

Caveny, r. f

.

Taylor, 1. f 4
Gagus, a. b 3

Haves, 3d b 4
Buckley 2d b... 4

Perrier, c. f 3
Powers, lsfb.. .3

Carroll, c 4
McMullen, p....

4

Totals 35

PIONEERS.
TD. E. DH B9. PO.A.E.

1

2
12 1

12 4

12 1

10
17

10 2
10

GREENHOOD 1c MORANS.
TB, R. IB. BS. PO.A.E.

Fisher 3 b 6 2 2 2
Loog.rf 4 3 110
Brown, c 4 10 6 2
Van Haltren, p. . 4 110 8
Dolan.ss 4 10 3
Donovan, lb.. 4 10 1
Catalan, 1 f 4 3
Gurnett, 2 b 4 13 3
Cuslc, o I 3 10 2

G 27 18 12 Totals 36 6 3 124 18 3

RUNS BY INNINGS.

G. & M 2 2 10 0—6
J
Pioneers 2 112 "—

G

Base on errors—Pioneers 2, Greenliootl &, Morans 7; 3 base hit—Van
Haltren: left on bases—Pioneers 4, Greenhood & Morans 7; bases
on culled balls—Pioneers 3, Greenhood k Morans 2; struck out—Van
Haltren 4, McMullen 8; wild pitches—Van Haltren 1, Mc Mullen 5.
Umpire—D. 0. Van Court. Scorer- John F. Heunessy.

Sacrarnento.

The game at Agricultural Park on Sunday last was largely
attended, and although not equal to some others of the cham-
pionship series, was nevertheless closely contested.
The Alta Club, under the brilliant mauagemont of Mr. W.

F. Huntoon, is playing good ball. The Haverlys played a
new catcher, their old reliable Hardie having accepted an
eastern engagement. It was quite evident to those com-
petent to judge that Sweeney could have kept the number of
base hits of the Haverlys down to much lower figures had
he been eo inclined. Meagher's and Lawton's batting, and
Robertson's, Sweeney's and Donahue's fielding were features
of the game. In the sixth inning Lawton, of the Haverly's,
made a three-base hit, and were it uot for a wonderful
throw by Borchers he would have made a home run. Iu thu
first inning Sweeney, of the Altas, went to first base on balls,

made second on Meagher's base hit, and scored on the short-
stop's error on Flint's batted ball. Meagher aud Flint scored
on Ahern's base hit to right field, Hanly's error and a passed
ball. In the third inning Meagher missed his third strike,
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Flint's base hit sent hiin to second, and error advanced each
a base, and Fisher's two-base hit (on which he tried to make
three bases, bnt failed) yielded the Altas three runs. In the
fifth the home club made two more ruus on Meagher's two-
base hit, two errors and a wild pitch. In the eighth Newbert
made first on a forced hit, took second on a passed ball, and
scored on. Borchers* two-base hit. Borchers also scored on a

passed ball and a wild pitch. la the second inning the

Haverlys made one run on Sweeney's error, a passed ball

and a base hit. In the sixth Lawton made a three-base hit,

and scored on Levy's hit. In the seventh the Haverlys got two
runs on Hanly's two-base hit, a passed ball and hits by
Stein and Lawton. They made their last run in the ninth
inning on Stein's and Lawton's base hies and McLaughlin's
throw to put out Lawton. Following is the score in detail:

Sweeney, p i

Meagher, 3d b. . .5

Robertson, 2d b.5
McLaughlin, c. .5

Flint, c f 4

Ahem, lat D A
Fisher, If 4

Newbert, as 4
Borchers, r f. ...4

u

12

1 U 1 G 4 1 1 3

3 10
3

Totals .

,

.39 10 9 5 27 10 7

HA

Lawton, If 5

Sweeueylstb2db5
Levy, c f 4
Donahue, ad b. .4

Incell, p 1st b...4

Hanly. rf 3

Bufford,2dbp...4
Bennett, s a 4

Stein, c 4

Totals 37 5 9 27 22 9

10 14 3

2 2 7 2 2

Altas..

BUNS BY INKINGS.
10 2 2 0—10]Haverlya 10 12 1—5

Earned runs—Haverlys 2. First base on errors—Altas 6, Haverlys 3.

Base on balls—Altas 1, Haverlys 1. Struck oat—Sweeney 5, Incell 9.

Left on bases—Altas 3, Haverlys 5. Two-base hits—Fisher, Meagher 2,

Borcbprs, Hanly and Levy. Three-base bits—Lawton. Passed balls

—McLaughlin 8, Stein 4. Wild pitches—Sweeney 1, Bufford 1, Incell

I. Umpire—H. C. Chipman. Scorer—Will. H. Young. Time, 2:05.

Catcher Hardie takeB east a load of good wishes for his

success, and many hopes that he will return in due time to

the fields which know him best aud appreciate him most
highly. He is an able man behind the bat, and a good ball

player.

The Record- Union says that during last Sunday's gam©
between the Altas and Haverlys a little girl 6ve or six years

old, who was in the front of tbe crowd which had infringed

upon the field allotted to the players, was hit in the face by
a spent ball and badly hurt. Had the ball struck her with

the usual force attained by those leaving the bat she might
have been killed. Why parents will permit children of such
tender years to get into dangerous places on a ball ground,

is one of those things that are past comprehension. They
might with equal proprietj' be allowed to stroll about between
the shooters aud the target at a rifle match.

CRICKET.

There was a close and exciting match played last Saturday at

Central Park between the Merion Cricket Club and a com-

bined eleven, a majority of whom played in the British ship-

masters last Saturday.
The Merions went first to the hat, and began their innings

very badly, both Goewy and Squire being dismissed for

ciphers, and Burnet, who followed, was bowled without scor-

ing. But Hill came to the rescue, and with Gibson's aid

ran up a presentable score, which, with Miller's tine not out

innings, and the small figures of several other players, reached

a total of 59. The captains and their Iriends made a good

beginning, Pearce scoring 11 early in the game. Jones and

Moreton also put in runs freely. But the chief interest was

centered upon Warren and Boyle, the two last men. When
they started together their side wanted 19 to win, and gradu-

ally they lessened the number by singles and twos and threes,

until it came down to 3 to tie and 4 to win, and the crowd

were all on the tiptoe of excitement. Bnt at this point Favra-

day put an end to the hopes of the combined nine, by catch-

ing Boyle off Hill in fine style. There was a large attendance

but the afternoon was a dreary one for cricket, the cold wind,

fog and dust being very disagreeable. The following is the

score.

IIIilili-i.i.A^i MEDAL.

C.W. Petry 200 yards—3 433444454 3—37
F0UBTH-CLAS3 MEDAL.

N.H.Booyer 200 yards—3 44443364 2—36

The winners of money prizes of C Company, First Infantry,
were: Champion class—First prize, T. E. Caison; .second,
Captain J. E. Klein. First-class—A. P. Ray© and A. J. Rud-
dock. Second-class—S. J. Pembroke and C. Meyer. Third-
class—R. H. Palm aud E. H. Kennedy. Fourth-class

—

Charles Jansen and W. J. Wisler.
A match was shot by teams of six men from G. and C. Com-

panies of the First Infantry, G's team winning handsomely.
The scores:

G COMPAKX's TEAM.

Johnson 2C0 yards—

5

45455456 4—46
Robertson 20U yards -5 55445545 4—46
Harvey 200 yards—

5

44556544 4—45
Heeth 200 yards—

4

5 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 -43
Diera 200 yards—

4

454545 14 4—43
Pembroke 200 yards—

3

4554 3 554 4—42—26G
c company's tram.

Capt. Klein. 200 yards—

5

44555444 4— 44
Snook 200 yards—

i

54545444 4-43
Waltham..- 200 yards—i 54444445 4—42
Caison 20u yards—

4

34544445 4—41
Raye 200 yards—

4

44445434 3-39
Lods 200yardd—

4

3444444 1 3—38—247

A Johnson, the Captain of C Company's Shooting Team,
challenges a team of six men from any military company in
the State, at the 200-yard target, 10 or 20 shotB each, military
rifles, under the rules.

C Company, Second Artillery, held their regular medal
shoot with the annexed result:

FinST-CLASS MEDAL.
Lieut. Wulbnrn 200 yards—5 354 5 4436 3—41

SECOND-CLASS MEDAL.

Corporal Ringen 200 yards—4 44454444 3—40
THIRD-CLASS MEDAL.

Schubach 200yards-4 44454334 4-39

It. R. Townsend aud V. A. Dods shot a double-string
match at the short range, the former winning. Their scores.

Townsend 200 yards—3 44444544 4—40555432442 0—34-74
Dods 200yards—4 42444244 4-36344344445 2—37—73

The German Fusileers, Captain H. Stettin, held their

annual picnic on the grounds, at the same time having their

yearly target practice. Following are the prize winners at

company target, two hundred yards distance, Mauser

TRAP.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club.

MEEION C. C.

Goewy c Pearce b Purdy
Squire lbw b Pannell
Hill run out 18

Burnett b Pannell
Gibson b Pannell 9

Keith b Pannell 2

Miller not out 16

Miller b Purdy
Morton b Pannell 2

Farraday b Pannell
Holroyd b Pannell 4

Extras 8

Total .

COMBINED TEAM.

Stevenson b Miller
Pearce b Miller 11

Robson c Goewy b Miller 1

Rpad c Hill b Miller
Purdy c Morton b Hill 1

Pannell b Hill
Jones b Hill 5

Moreton b Hill 8

Pinder b Hill
Warren not out 11

Boyle c Fardaday b Hill 8

Extras 11

the
rifles: First prize, Ludeke; second, Peterseu; third, Jansen
fourth, Trampett; fifth, Captain H. Stettin; sixth, Wohlsen
seventh, Lutz; eighth, Wolf; ninth, Lieutenant Schwaner;
tenth, Lieutenant Volkman; eleventh, Meyer; twelfth, Kling;
thirteenth, Dahse; fourteenth, Saltzman; fifteenth, Weitz;
sixteenth, Casebohm; seventeenth, Scafer; eighteenth, Quatier;
nineteenth, Schottman; twentieth, Valke; twenty-first, Seifert;

twenty-second, Niaak; twenty-third, Flieger; twenty-fourth,
Schafer; twenty-fifth, Kling; twenty-sixth, SchoEenberg;
twenty-seventh, Frumholz; twenty eighth, Breig.

Individual prizes were offered, the shooting for which was
very good. Annexed are the winners of the first four: Cap-
tain F. A. Kuhls, 62 points; Otto Lemcke, 59; Charles Thier-
back, 68; Louis HaakV, 58.

On the 25th inst., Captain L. Siebe, the proprietor of the

range, being the marker, J. A. A. Robinson, in a friendly

twenty-shot rest match with F. H. Vaslit, made the following
remarkable score at 200 yards, at the German ring target.

Both gentlemen used thirty-two calibre Winchester repeating
rifles, with Lyman sights. It is believed that this score has
never been beaten in a twenty-shot match by any rifle, either

muzzle or breech-loader, without the assistance of telescopic

sights. Mr. Robinson's rifle weighed nine and a quarter

pounds, had a twenty-four-inch barrel, and a trigger pull of

eight pounds. A strong wind blew from left to right across

the range, rendering the shooting extremely difficult. The
score:

J. A. A. Kobinson 22 21 21 19 25 25 22 24 22 24—225
25 20 24 24 18 22 22 23 24 24—226

Total 451

An average of 22 11-20 rings.

Captain Siebe has put up an elevated bulkhead for the par-

pose of catching the stray bullets of beginners.

Next Sunday and Monday the fall meeting of the San
Francisco Schuetzen Verein will be held at Shell Mound. A
number of valuable prizes are offered, amounting in the

aggregate to $2,000.

Sacramento.

The last meeting of this club for the season, at Bird's Point
on Saturday last, was an eventful one, from the fact that per-
haps the ten best shots in the club met at the traps and rolled
up a score which has never been equalled on the Pacific
Coast, and, in so far as our records go, excels any hitherto
made anywhere.
The men were all in first-class condition, and of the one

hundred and twenty birds shot at but ten got over bounds.
No score was in less than two figures, and five of the ten
shooters ended with clean scores. The day was windless,
and the birds, in consequence, were not particularly quick
from the traps, nor especially sharp flying when fully on the
wing, but they were good, fresh birds, aud quite up to the
average.

The Alameda Club has made great strides during the sea-
son just closed, and we doubt whether a team of ten men
can be selected from any club in the country with a reason-
able chance of beating a similar team from that club.

Dr. Slade killed his twelve without use of the second bar-
rel, shooting wood powder cartridges made by the Selby
Company.
Mr. Frank Norton closed the day without losing a bird

either in the main match or the freeze-out following. The
old reliable, Mr. A, F. Adams, lost one bird, and Mr. Ben-
nett, whose shooting has been very fine through the season,
scored but ten. Major Kellogg used the Harrington and
Richardson for twelve straight, and Mr. W. W. Haskell also
scored cleanly.

Mr. Cadman, whose field experience stands him in good
stead, killed his twelve cleanly.

The Club prizes are distributed at the close of each season
to those making the highest averages, and in accord with this

habit Mr. Cadman was found to have won first place, Mr.
Norton taking second, and Mr. Adams third.

At 12 live birda, 5 ground traps, 30 yarda rise, 100 yards boundary,
Hurlingbam style. For Club prizes. W. L. Eyre, referee.

Slade 11 111111111 1—12
Norton 1111 11111 111—12
Kellogg 11111111113 1—12
Adams 1 111111 10 111—11
Cadman.... 11 111111111 1—12
At 6 live birds, S2.50 entrance, same conditions

sixth rounl. Divided by Norton and Maybew.
Slade 1 1111
Norton 1 11111111
W. Mayhew 1 11111111
Brown 1 11111110
"Snooks" 1 11111111

Houghton ..1011111111 10—10
W. Mayhew. 1 11111110 11 1—11
Bennett 1 1110111101 1—10
Black 10011111111 1—10
Haskell ....1 1111111111 1—12

Freeze-out after

Total .

.

.50

THE RIFLE.
Practice at Carson.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—As a test of the strength

of the Carson Guard team for the match with the Virginia

Rifle Club and Military companies on September 4th, Cap-

tain Wright selected two teams of six each to shoot Sunday
against the scores of companies C aid G made on the same

day in their match at Shell Mound. It was an "off day" all

round, and the result was that the six selected to shoot

against the winning soore were beaten by nine points, while

the other six were successful.

1st team.
Thaxter 4 54444454 5

Holbrook...4 54544445 4

Saffell 4 54545444 4

Alley 4 44464535 5

Parker 5 44 4 44445 4

McCullough4 45644444 4—42

Total 256

2d TEAM
Richard ....4 44455444 5—43
Little 5 54464534 4—43
Dougherty. .4 54454455 3—43
Wilcox 4 44445534 4-41
Lee 5 46444245 4-41
Cogwin 4 43444444 5-40

Total 251

Below will be found a table showing the number of birds
killed by each member of the Alameda County Sportsmen's
Club at each of the regular meetings of the season just closed
and also the number killed in the team match with the Gun
Club. The table also shows the perceutage killed in the club
shoots and the percentage for the whole season of those who
shot against the Gun Club. It may be useful for reference.
The three prizes are awarded to the three gentlemen who
made the best averages in the six regular twelve-bird matches
of the Beason. The names are arranged according to the
merits of the members as shown by their percentages.

Carson City, Nev.
Very truly,

Aug. 31, 1886. Geo. C. Thaxter.

Shell Mound.

There was a large crowd at Shell Mound last Sunday, and

Borne excellent shooting was done at both 200 and 500 yards.

The Nationals held their regnlar monthly medal contest

with the following result:

CHAMPION CLABB MEDAL.

T E Carson 200 yards—4 46444645 5-44
500 yards—5 35655456 5—47—91

FIRST-CLASS MEDAL.

E N Snook 200 yards—4 4445464 3 5—42
500 yards—3 46545546 6—45-87

SECOND-CLASS MEDAL.

V A D ds 200 yards—4 44444351 3—39
'

600ysrda-3 3 4 15 1(35 3-38-79

The following scores were made last Sunday by members of

Company G at the range north of the city—distance 200

vards:
Captain Hall 5 44444544 4—42
Lieutenant Flaherty. 4 44443444 6—40

Sergeant Sbeeban 4 44356433 3—38
Sergeant Hefferman 4 44342444 4—37
Private Sheehan 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 6—42
Private Veirueister 2 35434424 4—36
Private Sterns 4 43444434 4-38
Private McKenna 3 33455342 4—36
Private Murray 4 3 4 6 4 3 4 4 4 4—39
Private Smith 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4-37
Private Kunz 3 44444445 4-40
Private Klein 5 34442442 4—36

Scores of honorary members of Company G

:

Captain Coffee 4 45445444 5—43
Sergeant Hugbes 4 44634454 4—41
Sergeant Williams 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 5 4-37

Pool-shooting, at same range:

Captain Coffee 6 4 6 5 4-23
Lieutenant Flaherty i <

\ \
4-20

Sergeant Sheehan 5 4 4 6-18

Sergeant Hefferman *
t . . i „X

°

Corporal Nichols 3 4 4 4 6—20

Private Veimeister 3 4 3 5 5—20
PrlvateKlein 3 4 4 3 4-18
PrivateKunz » 4 3 6 4—20-78

THE GUN.
The San Juan Times accuses two members of the Grass

Valley Ciub of killing colts for deer, and a rancher living in

the southern part of Nevada county tells this kind of a story

about some more of them. He claims that they killed does

and fawns while in his neighborhood, and immediately on

their return home the Club caused a notice to be printed to

the effect that it would prosecute all who violated the game

law. This so aroused the aforesaid rancher that he stuck np
the following notice on his ranch: "Positively no shooting

of does and fawns allowed on these grounds except by mem-
bers of the Grass Valley Sportman's Club."

[Such items are easily started and not easily corrected. We
learn that the supposed members of the Grass Valley Club

- were not so, in fact.—Ed.]

Cadman
Norton
Adams
Knowles
Houghton
W. E. Mayhew.

.

Kellogg
Bennett
Black
Haskell
H. A Mayhew .

.

Bell
Pollack
Hlc'cs
Eopcins
B.owi
WilEie
Crelin

819-10
80 5-9

77 7.9

76 4-10

75
88 7-9

87 1-2

83 1-3

83 1-3

811-5
79 1-6

79 1-10

72 11-12

66 2-3

63 8-9

60 1-2

60

80 4-5

79 7-10

81 1-3

81 2-3

Golden Gate Tournament.

The open shoot, given at SIcMahon's last Sunday by the Gol-

den Gate Club, was well attended. The scores were not
high.

At 16 olay pigeons, 18 yards rise.

..1 1 1 1Cate,
Allen 1 110
Lambert 1 1 1

Bruns 1 1 I

Schlueter 1 10C
Ashcroft 110
Naigel 1 1

Foley 1 (

Euss 1 1 1 (

G.Brown t

At 10 clay pigeons.

Cate 1 110 1110 11—1
Allen 1 10 10 11111—!
Lambert 1 1110 1110 1—
Bruns 1111000111—
At 10 clay pigeons.

Bruns 1 11111111 0—9|Cate
Allen 1 11111110 1—9Schlueter
E. Foster....! 111110 11 1—9 F.Cate...
Lambert ....110111111 1—9|

Bird's Point.

1110

1

1 0—14

0—10
0- 8

0— 8
1— 7

0— 6
0— 6
0— 2

Schlueter.,
Asbcroft.

.10 111110 0-6

.111001001 0—6
Naigel 01001000 1-3

.10 11110 1 1—7

.101000010 1—4
..0 00001001 1—3

On Sunday last a few gentlemen shot off some pools at

Bird's Point.

At 12 live birds. 35.00 entrance. Hurlingbam style.

Miller 1 212 1 10 2 2 0—8
Parsons 122211210010-9
George .....0021112 0110 2—8
"Castor" 1001221101 1—8

Ingalls 22012112002 2—9
Brown 11120000 2 21 0—7
Holmes ....12 2201101000-7
Denny 211021 10 20 2 0-8

Ties at four birda.

Ingalls 12 20—3| Parsons 201 0—2
* Fig. 2 signifies second barrel.

A 12 live birds, 21 yards rise, use of one barrel, grounl traps. For

rifle presented by Mr. Bird, and §6.00 entrance.

Pannell Ill 10 10 10 0— tllOrinps 00010000011 0—3
Benjamin..l0 01 1111111 1-?0|

Match £5 each, one barrel only, similar distances.

Pannell 11111 1 —
f

Benjamin o ]

-

Cripps 101111-5|

The California Wing Shooting Club meets for tht.

this season at San Bruno, September 12th.
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"Laying up Heats."

So general is the practice of laying up heats in trot-

ting races that men who do it may not be conscious of

wrong-doing. Therefore in denouncing it it must be borne

in mind that it is the custcm we reprobate and not

individual's censure. "We consider it one of the most

reprehensible features of trotting sports, and nearly as

pernicious as "pulling" all of the way through a race.

There are occasions when it is permissable, or it would

be better to say only one reason which can be offered in

justification, that is when by doing it the chances to win

are improved. It is the bane of heats, and the abolition

of "repeat" racing on the turf has been of great benefit

in purifying the sport. There is a strong temptation to

improve opportunities, and when men know that they

can, with nearly complete immunity, increase the

amount of their winnings, they cannot resist. The prac-

tice is not confined to the pirates of the tracks. 3Xen

who would disdain to throw a race see nothing that is

reprehensible in losing a heat or two, and when the evil

is fairly brought before them ^ill coincide in our

views. At best the laying up of heats can only be classed

as obtaining money under false pretences; that is when

the whole object is for the purpose of influencing the bet-

ting. It is akin to three card monte or the strap game
in which the whole aim is to deceive. There are "Stable

Secrets" which it is proper to confine to those who own
the horses. It is an undoubted right to disclose no more

of the capacity than what is necessary to win, but once

entered and started in a race there are public claims

which cannot be ignored. There are other interests than

the welfare of bettors to consider. There is a general

distrust of trotting races. There is a proneness to think

that every man connected with trotting horses is more

or less dishonest in connection with their management,

and hence there is an inclination to keep aloof from a

sport which would otherwise receive a full share of

patronage. No matter if these ideas are erroneous. It

may be—as undoubtedly is the case—that not one in fifty

races which are charged to be fraudulent are in reality

so; the stigma is on the whole, and every effort must be

made to remove the stain. When we have more leisure

this subject will receive the attention it demands. We
have written a good deal in regard to the reprehensible

practice in the past, but newspaper articles are soon for-

gotten. If at the next meeting of the National Trotting

Association a rule be adopted clearly defining the duties

of judges in respect to laying up heats, it will have a

more potent effect than columns of advice. With that

before them the magnates of the stand will have a clearer

perception of what to do, and though it can truthfully

be said that the present code does not sanction the evil,

anything approaching ambiguity must be made plain,

and a course marked out which can be easily followed

with a rule which peremptorily forbids "laying up" to

influence the betting, there will be fewer violations of

the moral principle, and though the idea of morality in

trotting races may appear ridiculous, in this, as every-

thing rfbe in life, honesty is the cardinal virtue, and
when that does not govern failue will follow.

Major Beck's herd of Jersey cattle is well known
throughout the State. On Wednesday next, at the State

Fair, a draft from this herd, including two-year-olds and
younger bulls, cows and heifers, from four-year-olds to

yearlings, will be sold at auction by Killip & Co.

The first auction sale of Hoistein-Friesian cattle will

be held on the ground of the State Agricultural Society

on Wednesday, September 15th, during the second week
of the fair. The sale will be conducted by Killip & Co.

The lot to be sold consists of thirty head of calves from

imported cows, and sired by bulls of the Netherland

and Aaggie families. The stock is strictly thorough-

bred, and comes from the Ontario ranch, Santa Barbara

County.

The State Fair season is always selected by stock

owners as one of the most favorable for making sales.

Amongst other sales worthy of mention is that

announced in our advertising columns of the fine young
Jersey ball Ansel, by Buffalo Bill (17) out of Diana.

This bull is a fine, handsome animal, and should attract

a great deal of attention from intending purchasers.

Racing men will find in our advertising columns a list

of fashionably bred young trotting stock, to be sold at

auction by Killip & Co., at the State Fair, next Wednes-

day. They are by Alcona out of Nainora, Metamore and

Pansy. These well known mares were bred by W. T.

Withers, of Lexington, Ky., and with the sire were pur-

chased by the late Silas Skinner, of Baker county, Or.,

where the stock were bred. The whole stock are reported

to be very attractive in appearance. The quality of their

breeding needs but to be referred to to show its high class.

It is only at long intervals that such a trotting stallion

as Alcona is offered at public action. He has the blood

of Almont, Alexander's Abdallah, Mambrino Chief, and

other grand trotters in his veins. He is just nine years

old, and should attract the attention of breeders from far

and near. Kellip & Co. will sell this stallion on Wed-
nesday next at the State Eair.

The Glenview Farm.

The following circular letter from the executor of the estate

of the late J. C. McFerran, explains the situation fnlly :

Some time in the coming fall, sale will be made for division

of Glenview Farm and Stud. This, a step taken oat of

respect to different rights, is done by direction to the
Executor, of the Chancellor, in accordance with the require-
ments of the laws of Kentucky touching the interests of
infants. Due notice uf date, with other leading matters
respecting the sale, will be given by advertisement.
In the meantime, the executor has authority from the

Chancery Court to negotiate a private sale of the entire prop-
erty—lands, stock, established business, good will, etc. If

the property is sold as a whole, with it goes a reputation that
has, in its line, no superior. Making Glenview Farm and
Stud what they are, national in character and reputation, was
the lifework of the late J. C. McFerran, and in" his devoted
labors in this service he would have only the best.

Embraced in Glenview Farm are SSI acres. Of these, 245
acres are specially devised, but can be purchased, if desired,

with the other 636 acres, the farm proper of the establish-

ment. The Glenview lands are of the first order of fertility,

the equal in this respect, and also as regards capacity for the
production of blue grass and all other grasses, of any in
Kentucky. The Glenview improvements are substantial and
commodious, both as regards residences and farm buildings.
Everywhere on the place there is a bountiful supply of pure
and unfailing springs of water. On this farm have been
bred the following named trotters: Elvira, 2:18}; Patron,
2:19*; Day Dream, 2215; Algath, 2:23; Princeton, 223}; Don
Carlos, 2:23-|; Euclid, 2S8_; Don Cossack, 2 :2S; Astral, 2:28};
Issaquena, 2:2S£; Nut-breaker, 1:29; Saint Arnaud, 2:29},
and Orient 2:30. And the fact should not be overlooked that
this surprising result is the outcome of the last two or three
years—the only years during which anything like regular
training has been done on the place.

Glenview is within a few miles of Louisville, and maybe
reached in three ways—by two turapikes, fronting as it

does on two roads, the river and the Brownsboro, and by the
Narrow Gauge railroad.

In Glenview Stud are three famous stallions—Nutwood,
Pancoast and Cuyler—and about one hundred head of brood
mares, the choicest of the choice both individually and in
breeding. Besides these there are some thirty head of year-
lings, thirty-five sucklings, and a number of two and three-
year-olds of the greatest promise.
An increasing number of the best men in the country find

in the ownership and breeding of fine trotters a rare pleasure,
and here, together with this, is provided an opportunity for
the highly profitable investment of money.
The order of the Louisville Chancery Court, by which the

present announcement is made, empowers the executor to
sell as stated, and also empowers him until the putting out
of a sale Catalogue to sell animals singly. The Catalogue is

now in course of preparation, and it is well within tbe mark
to say that it will be by far the most important of its kind
ever issued.

For any information in this relation required, commmuDi-
cate with John B. McFerran,
Aug. 7, IS36. Executor, Louisville, Kv.

Trottinff at Portland, Oregon.

Crrj View Park. August 2t. 1886.—Citizens' purse SI ,000.

S. G. Red < i r m fane L., by Hambletonlan Mambrino,
dam HolUe Welch, by Paul Jones—L. B. Llndsey 4 12 11

TanB. D«Ladbmutt'a b m El tty Lynch, bv UlUim.tn'n Bell-
fonnder, dam by Sumpter—James Mianer 1 2 ] 2 3

T. U. Tongue's ch b Fred Hambleion, by HorribleIonian
Mambrino, dam Springfield Maid, by Lakeland's
Abdallah—J. R. Sawyer..,. 3 4 3 3 _

Jay Beibch'a bh Altunont, by Almont, dam by Brown Chief
—Jay Beach i i i % _

Time. 2:36, 1.

August 22.—Tr- \ side.
Smith 'a brb Sheriff, by KisWr.dara by Bed Bird—Tennant 1 1 1
WintUr'i bit m Mla« Blackwood, by Kockwood—Pender 3 2 2

Time, 2:5^,2:53, 2:62.

Palo Alto Colts in Kentucky.

The following is the Live Stock Record's report of the races

at Marysville, in which Palo Alto colts were engaged:

Aug. 19.—Second race, 2:35 class. This was quite abetting
race, Oriana being the favorite till just before the start, when
St. Bel was made first choice. Oriana was not what she was
at Sharpsburg, and St. Bel won the race in hollow style. The
winner is a handsome black stallion, a full brother to Hinda
Bose. This performance added another 2:30 horse to Elec-
tioneer's long roll of honor, and added Beautiful Bells ,2:29*.
to the "List of Great brood-mares." She with a record her-
self of 2:29*. produced Cinda Bose, 2:19*. and St. Bel, and
her dam, the famous Minnehaha by Bald Chief, produced
four whose records range from 2:23* to 2:29*.
Aug. 18.—Purse 3250. 2:35 Class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk h St. Bel by Electioneer, dam Beauti-
ful Bells, byTbeMoore Ill

Morehead & Salter's b m Oriana by Red Wilkes, dam bv Bour-
bon Chief 2 2 3

H. P. Kelly's gr m Nettie H. by Richmond, dam by Grey Eagle 5 6 2
S. T. Carnes" b b Strathblane by Strathmore, dam Lady Carr by-

American Clay
'

3 ^ 4
A. Sharpe's b m Guitar by Prlnceps, dam Trio by Volunteer .7 3
R. G. Stoner's br h Baron Wilkes by Geo Wilkes, dam Belle

Patcheo 4 5 5
Chas. Gallina's b m Adelina Patti bv Idol Boy, dam Stella 6 7 6

Time, 2^85, 2:30,2:31.

Aug. 19.—In the free-for all Hinda Kose could go very fast
to the half, but could not beat the stallion from their home.
She is not what she once was, nor is Jerome Turner, for that
matter, but he is coming to himseif. After trotting the
second mile in 2:19£, Simons, the driver of Turner concluded
to go for a fast record and accordingly waived the distance,
but going down tbe back stretch he drove his horse to a break,
and though he sent him along from there out, he could go no
faster than 2:23*—a mistake.

Aug. 19.—Purse SOTO. Free for all.

H. Simon's b h Jerome Turner by Byerlv Abdallah l i i
Palo Alto Stock Farm's br m Hinda Roe'e by Electioneer] dam*

Beautiful Bells 2 2 3
Time, 2:'ili. 2:19J. 2:23i.

Aug. 21.—Second race. 2:2" class. Pools—St. Bel $10, Olaf
$5, Four Corners §4, field $6. The horses were allotted posi-
tions as follows: Astral at the pole, Olaf secoud, Texas Bill
third, Joshua Ewing fourth, St. Bel fifth, O. F. C. sixth, Four
Corners seventh, Grover Cleveland eighth. In scoring
Ewing acted badly, and refused to come up in a trot. After
the eleventh score his owner stated that the horse was
wrong and drew him. On the twelfth score the word was
given. St. Bel went right into a break, and his driver made
no play for the heat. Astral and Olaf cut out the work, but
the latter had the speed and won the heat by two lengths,
Astral second, O. F. C. third, the others away back, making
no tight except to fall inside the flag.

Second heat—St. Bel was still a favorite, for the word went
through the crowd that Olaf was a quitter and such a heat
would stop him. All came up promptly, however, and went
away together on the third score. Olaf went to the front with
Four Corners right at him. St. Bel made the break, whichMar-
vin seemiDgly intended him to make on the first turn and
was again saved. Four Corners made the fight, but Olaf had
too much speed and won easily in 2:24*, Four Corners
second, Aatral third, well up, St. Bel fourth, O. F. C. fifth,
Grover Cleveland and Texas* Bill distanced.
Third heat—This time Marvin brought his horse up very

fast and when the word was given he went right to the front,
followed by Four Corners. Olaf dropped back and trailed.
His driver saw he had no show for the heat and made no
attempt to do aaything bnt save his distance, which he did
easily. St. Bel was first, Four Corners second, O. F C third
Olaf fourth and Astral fifth. Time, 2:24.

Fourth heat—Olaf jnd Astral came up behind, but they
were going well and their diivers nodded for the word.
Bryan trailed till near the half where he disposed of O. F. C.
and trailed Four Corners. At the half he set sail for the
latter and settled her-before they got around the turn. There-
he settled down at St. Bel's wheel and turned into the home
stretch about a length behind him. From there home the
pace was terrific, but the Keotnckian had the speed and beat
the Californian by a scant half length. Time, 222|. This,
on Bryan's part/was about the best driven heat I have ever
seen in Kentucky.

Aug. 21.-2:27 Class. Purse. 52.-0.

W. G. Bryan's Olaf bv Waveland Chief.. 114 1
Palo Alto Sfablps' St. Bel by Electioneer _ 4 _ \ 2
Hacey Bros." Fcur Corners by Atambrlno Time "".".?

2 1 3
P. S. Talbert'a Astral by August Belmont '' 3 5 S
S. T. Carnes" O. F. C. by Onward 3 534
Bras field k Letcher's Grover Cleveland by Banco S dis.
Cnas. Gallina's Texas Bill by Pathfinder 6 dis

Time, 2:23, 2 -JU_, 2:24, 2:2J.

At Covington.
The Latonic Fair opened on the 24th, and we find the fol-

lowing notes of the first two days in the Western Sportsman,
(Indianapolis, Iud).
Aug. 24.—The Prodnce Stallion Stakes, for three-years

olds, had for starters, Snisun b f by Electioneer, owned by
Gov. Stanford of California; Estelle b f by Nutwood, dam
Starling by Cuyler, entered by Glenview Stock Farm, Ky.;
Chastelard b c by King Bene, dam by George Wilkes, entered
by H. C. McDowell, Lexington, Ky. The Electioneer tilly

won in straight heats as per

srM3*ABY.

Chastelard j 2
Estelle 3 3

Time, 2:45, 2.473.

Aug. 25.—There were two races, the 2:35 trot for a purse o
S700, and the three-year-old stake race, both of which were
captured by California horses. The first event was the 2:35
class of which the following is a

IUUUKT.
St. Bel 1 j J
OssieB ""j

3 »
Kitty Rolf ........""""« 2 6
Strathblane .-.- ... 3 4 V
Hamdallah '

G 5 4
Annie C ,..'....'. 5 6 6
Lena Wilkes -....7 dis

Time. 2:27i. 2:», 2:39.

Next was the atake race for three-year-olds, entrance $100,
with the following starters: Sphinx, b c by Electioner,
owned by Gov. Stanford of California; Geneva, ch f by
Abdallah Mambrino, entered by A. W. Smith, Ky., and
Pythias, ch c by King Bene, entered by E. W. Ayers of
Lexington.

RUMIil,
Sphini 1 1 1

Geneva -t -j j
Pythias— 3 3 2

Time, 2:37, 2:35, 2:33i.

Edwin Thome suggests that the monument erected to the
memory of Hambletonian be in the form of a bronze life-size

representation of the old horse.
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Diseases of the Horse.

-

Wind
-Unsoundness of

[By A. E. Buzard, 11. R. C T. S. L.J

The trne character of broken -wind (heaves) ib a matter upon

which veterinary pathologists are not agreed. The most

advanced exponents of the science consider the affection to

be of the natnre of asthma, and trace it to derangement of the

tomach, which influences the pnenmogastric nerve, and

through it the function of the lnrgs, to which organs the

nerve distributes some of its branches. Whether this view is

correct or Dot, there can be no doubt that stomach disease is

osely concerned with the difficulty of breathing, and certain

kinds of food are known to have a tendency to cause broken

wind. The injurious effects of turning horses out to grass

(particularly when no grain is allowed them) most horsemen

are well aware of, a method of treatment which often causes

considerable injury to the respiratory organs. The effects of

this system can be explained in two ways: First, it may be

assumed that the total change of food, from a highly concen-

rated form of nutriment to a succulent and bulky provender,

would cause indigestion and induce irritation of the lining

membrane of the stomach, leading to disease of the lungs

from the continuity of the nerve supply; or it may be sug-

gested that the total change of habit, the sudden cessation of

Hctive exercise, and the consumption of a watery diet, would

be attended with general debility of the system, and relaxa-

tion of the muscular tissues, both of the internal and external

parts of the respiratory system. A debilitated state of the

muscular and elastic tissues of the air tubes would be followed

by over-disteution, and the relaxed state would then become
permanent. Horses which are employed in draught work are

more exposed to injury from the consumption of course and
innutritions food, and as a natural consequence broken wind

is more common among them than among animals which are

more carefully tended in the stable and supplied with food

of the best quality. Draught horses may be affected with

difficulty of breathing to a limited extent without attract

i ng much attention, unless the animal is in the act of draw-

i ng a heavy load no hill, but even under these circumstances

the driver is content to let the horse rest for a short time to

"recover "his wind," and it probably does not occur to him
that the distress which the animal suffers is the result of a

diseased condition of the lungs. To get an idea of the extent

to which "broken wind" or "heaves" is prevalent among
draught horses it is only necessary to devote a short time to

the examination of a number of working horses used for agri-

cultural purposes. The peculiar double actionin the respira-

tory movement will be observed in many animals which
appear to be healthy in every other respect, and whose work-

ing powers are not seriously interfered with to cause any par-

ticular attention to be directed to them. That the peculiarity

in the respiratory movements does not depend on any
inherent defect iu the constitution of the heavier breeds is

proved by the fact in establishments where every care is

taken to keep the animals in good condition, no peculiarity

is observed. In addition to the causes of broken wind which
have been enumerated, there are to be considered acute dis-

eases of the lung tissues and violent exertion, both of which
are sometimes productive of a sudden attack of "broken
wind," or at least causes such changes of structure as here-

after result in the establishment of that condition. Acute
bronchitis appears in some cases to end in permanent
unsoundness of the respiration, in consequence of theunequal
pressure of the inspired air vesicles, some of which are com-
pressed and nearly obliterated in the congested parts of the

lungs, while the others are snbjected to the entire strain of

the distending atmosphere, the weight of which, in the nor-

mal state of the organ, would be distributed equally over

every part. Under these circumstances the elastic tissues of

the distending force yield to an extent which is beyond their

power of recovery, and consequently the previously elastic

tissue becomes incapable of regaining its natural position,

when the distending force ceases to act, and the walls of the air

vesicles so stretched remain in a state of permanent relaxation.

When the pressure is very severe or long continued, some of

the air sacs give way, and the rupture is never repaired, but
the air which should be retained in tne vesicles escapes and
enters the areolar tissues between the lobules of the lungs.

If the injury is limited to the loss of elastic power in the walls

of the air cells, the condition of vesicular emphysema is pro-

duced; but when some of the air cells are actually ruptured
and the atmosphere obtains a free passage into the areolar

tissues of the lungs, the state of interlobular emphysema is

superadded and the lungs on postmortem examination present

appearance which is seen in lungs of a calf into which air has

been forced by the butcherfor the purpose of impoving their

appearance. Sudden and violent exertion may be expected to

produce the same condition of the luDgsas that above referred

to, in a more rapid way and to a greater extent than the acute

disease produces it, not from the unequal distribution of

pressure, but rather from excess of pressure during the excited

action of the respiratory muscles. When the emphysematous
state of the lungs is fairly established, the pecular difficulty

in expiration, as snown by the labored action of the

expiratory muscles can be readily understood. In the healthy

condition of the lungs a considerable portion of the air in the

latter part of the expiratory process is expelled by the con-

traction of the elastic walls of the air cells in the attempt to

return to the state of rest. The elastic power being lost or

materially impaired, it follows that expiration must be imper-

fectly performed or some extra pressure must be brought to

bear on the respiratory organs to effect what these are now
unable to accomplish without assistance. To this end
the abdominal muscles contribute an important supplemental
force, and the more complete the loss of power in the elastic

structure of the lungs, the more energetic is the contraction

of the mnscles of the abdomen towards the termination of the

expiratory effort, the full limit of contraction being reached,

the overtasked muscles are relaxed, and the flanks fall sud-
denly to a position of rest at the moment when inspiration

again commences.
The management of broken winded horses, so as to get the

greatest amount of work done with the least distress to the

animal, is always a matter of anxious inquiry, and numerous
are the suggestions which have been made by practical men
on this subject. Cure of the disease is impossible, but its

effects may be moderated by judicious treatment, as we will

endeavor to show. Onr courseof treatment must be directed

by means grouped as (1) Dietetic; (2) Therapeutic.

1. Dietary.—There is no abnormal condition of the horse

which derives more benefit from dietary than broken wind.
This is not mere supposition, bnt is capable of demonstration,

the labored breathing being either aggravated or abated, in

conformity with the nature of food given, and the state of

the stomach and bowels. The main object in feeding ani-

mals affected with broken wind is not in overloading the

stomach and bowels, but in keeping them in a healthy
activity with food of a proper character, but not too
nutritious, and also by giving the food and water at periods
relating to the work of the animal, which will obviate dis-

comfort, and that will not disturb functional action.

2. Therapeutic Treatment.—The medicinal treatment of this

disease will apply to those agents which will improve the
general health of the patient, and especially those giving
tone to the digestive organs. Professor Robertson, London
Veterinary College, strongly recommends arsenic, given in

two-grain doses in combination with bicarbonate of potash,

twice daily; or a better form give Fowler's solution iu doses
of one and a half to twn drachms twice daily in the food or

water. Robertson recommends giving this agent daily for

two weeks in the quantities mentioned, afterwards give it

twice weekly. Flaxseed tea, given daily in the food, is also

strongly recommended. I find the aggravated symptoms
much relieved by giving daily half an ounce to an ounce of

the tincture nux vomica, continuing it until the breathing is

not so laborious, then afterwards give twice weekly.

The 510,000 Purse at Hartford.

Oliver K. won this race last Thursday, as predicted, Belie

F. trotting the two fastest heats. The followiDg is the tele-

graphic report:

Haedfoed, Conn., Sept. 2.-Pur=e¥]u,0i10.

Oliver £.. bg bv King Wilkes—J. J. Bowen ,.4 2 1 1 1

Beli F.,bmby MasterlcHe—W. S. Merriam J 1 3 3 3

Prince Wilkes, cb g by Red "Wilkes—Geo. A- Sin^erly 5 5 2 2 2

Kenilworth, b g by Wordford 4b<3a!1ab~J Mnrpby .2 i 4 5 4

Bonnie McGregor, cb s by Robert McGregor—S. W. Wheel-
ock 3 3 3 4 5

Time, 2:15i, 2:15j, 2:151, 2:16J, 2J.S.

After the race Oliver K. was sold to Chas. Schwartz, of Chi-

cago, for a reported price of $17,000.

Entries for Saratoga Races.

First in the field to announce its entry list to the stakes

for 1S37 and 188S, that closed on the loth, is the Saratoga

Association. The seven stakes that closed on thai date
received a tota* entry of 616, an average of SS to each one.

This is most gratifying, as showing a gain of nearly 40 per
cent, on the entry list of a year ago to the same events

Nearly all of the great stables are represented, including the

Dwyers', all the Californians*, Corrigan's, Scott's, Belmont's,

Brown's and others.

Last week was one of the quietest that we have had* th
is

season as regards yachting on this Coast. Last Saturday an
Sunday the bay, by comparison, was almost deserted, the few
yachts that were out cruising round in a desultory sort of

way. The only incidents of interest were the' brn>ij.-3

between the Lurline and Aggie, and between the Thetis and
Spray. Both these took place in .Raccoon Straits, and fon the
wind, from Lyfford's Puint to Sausalito. The Lurline came
into the Straits first of the big couple, and for a short time
increased her lead, but when the Aggie once got her sails

trimmed, she outpointed the bluck schooner aad .vent fully as

fast through the water, with the result that when Point Cavallo
was reached she was quite a long distance to windward.
Between the sloops it was almost a repetition of the above.
TLe Thetis had the lead at the start, which she increased
along the north shore on account of a strong ebb eddy there
running. When once in mid channel, however, she barely
managed to hold her own, and when clear of the straits, the
Spray took a better course and reached her moorings lirst.

The possibilities are that the Pearl and Ther's will have
a race of their own over the P- X. C. course on Admission
Day (the same day as that of the Club Tlegaitjj with the club
rules to govern. The Pearl, in spite of her yawl rig, will
have a much better chance to win over this long course than
over the Corinthian Club course, and we think she will land
a winner, bar accidents and flukes, although bandies;
the big time allowance. We should like to see this take nlace,
and also to see the Spray enter. A good proposition would
be to make the stakes nominal, s:;y a dinner for all hands,
r.vliich takes away the gambling idea) and test the boate for
the love of sport. This would form an interesting addition to

the main event. Anent the aforesaid main event, partisan
feeling runs high between the admirers of the Aggie and
Halcyon, and some wagers have been laid, with odds slightly
in favor of the centreboard. It would surprise some of the
local sharps if the Lurline should carry off the honors from
both; bnt this we think is unlikely. The Nellie has always
been looked upon as a much faster vessel than the Annie,
but may, judging from recent events, be compelled to lower
her colors to the flag-ship. Thus we see th^t on account of
the various interests involved the race will undoubtedly
prove exciting and intr-resting to all yachtsmen. We trust
that none of the above-mentioned vessels will fail to start.

Bonita at Utica.

VncA, X. T., Aug. 21, 1886 —2:17 Class. Purse SI ,000.

Manibiino Sparkle, b in—J. Splan 3 3

Bonita, b m—J. Golden 1 2

J. Q., b g—F. Tan Ness t 1

Maud Messenger—J. Murphy. 2 4
Time, 2:M1. 2-J8J, 2:20, 2:20£, 2:21J.

Names Claimed.

By D. S. Frasier, Petaluma, Cal.

Secretary/, for black colt, star in forehead, both hind feet

white, foaled March, 1SS6, by Director, dam Maud by Gold-

smith's Volunteer.
Medea, fur bay filly foaled March, 1SS4, by Anteeo. dam

Clara by Speculation.

The Pearl went on the beach on Tuesday to clean and
paint. This was necessary as her bottom w^s very foal, and
covered with small barnacles.

AQUATICS.
Oakland Canoe Club.

On Saturday last Mr. Smith's new boat, which has been
converted into a canoe, was brought to the boat-house. She
is very staunch, roomy and fairly fast for her size, and will

be one of the best sea boats in the fleet.

Sunday last saw the largest gathering on the Creek since

the return from Clear Lake. It was a pretty sight to see the

Mystic, Flirt, Eeho, Zephyr, Falcon, Zoe Mow, and the new
boat (unnamed) spinning up and down with all sail set to

the light breeze. The run was to the Alameda landing, thence

to Brooklyn where lunch was partaken of, then back to the

Alameda shore, and home.
The race back was very exciting, the little Zephyr making the

running, and coming in first. Mystic second. Echo and Flirt

having a tussle for third place, the former just getting it by
two or three yards. There was scarcely wind enough for the

larger boats. The Mystic afterwards had a race with the

Sneak-box, which proved too much for her, though her skip-

per announces his intention of beating it yet. At a meeting
of the club on Sunday morning, it was resolved to have a

cruise to Goat Island on Admission Day, and to invite the

Columbia Club and Yawl men to participate, in fact all of the

Mosquito fleet. Starting at 9:30 sharp, lunch will be taken

on the Island, after which, if the weather proves favorable,

all will sail out to see the yachts pass in their race, returning

on the flood tide. The club will muster at least a dozen sail,

each canoe taking a passenger and it is to be hoped that the

Mosquito fleet will so respond as to make a tine showing.

There can be no better way of promoting this sport than by
such cruises, which, besides giving so much enjoyment, are

of inestimable benefit to health.

The eastern yachtsmen are naturally all excited and inter-

ested in the coming races for the Queen's Cup, which rttke place
this month. Three races over different courses are to be sailed,

and the vessel winning two out of three takes the cup. We
think that only two will have to be sailed, as the Tankee
sIolp will win both without an effort. Considerable talk has
been indulged iu as to the reason why our British cousins
have not sent their fastest vessel to compete fur this cham-
pion trophy. This vessel is undoubtedly the Ires. Various
theories have been advanced; lack of spirit on the part of

her owner, business engagements, etc.: bat now it is stated

by an English paper, that the true reason is that Mr. J.

Beavor Webb, designer of both the GenesU and Galatea,
intends to settle in this country, and here follow out his
vocation, aud that he has been instrumental in making
arrangements for his vessels forestalling those of others.
This we should judge was rather '-far fetched."

A weakly paper, published in Sausalito, speaking about the

recent collision between the Spray and Pt-arl in Raccoon
Straits, says: "Evidently the Spray had the right of way."
We should like to know if the writer thereof knows port from
starboard, and which tack has the right of way. The Pearl
was on the starboard tack, and the Spray endeavored to

cross her bows, hence the collision; and, moreover, the owner
of the Spray apologized for the error in a gentlemanly man-
ner, and would have paid for any damages which might have
been done the Pearl. Luckily there were none.

A Chance for the Atlantic.

Canoeing has not yet attained the popularity to which its

many excellencies and charms jastly entitle it. Certain limi-

tations confine the steam yachtsman, while the sailor is quite

at the mercy of the wind, but the canoeman rises superior
alike to adverse enrrents aud unfavorable gales. Well fitted

with a boat, and fairly accustomed to its manipulation, he is

wafted when the breezes suit, and when they do not, be has
a sufficient resource in the light and powerfnl paddle with
which he can comfortably cover loug distances, despite
adverse zephyrs and baffling currents.

There is an exhilaration incident to canoeing very near
akin to that which inspires the equestrian who swings along
well mounted over sea sands in the brisk morning air. There
is a sense of freedom, and a feeling of supremity in coasting
about in the trusty canoe, every peculiarity and whim of

which comes to be known as well as does the individuality of

the setter or pointer, or the idiosyucracies of the gun.

Good canoeing waters are not just at hand about Sun Fran-
cisco, suitable for stated meetings, but there la ample room
for practice, and fairly good water for club meetings. T-» our
mind, the mbst enjoyable events in the sportsman's world,
east of the Eockys, must be those occasions on vfaicl

men, from jpidely separated sections, meet at some mountain
lake, each bringing his camping outfit of coffeepot and gril-

ling iron, and spend idyllic days in rest and recreation.

Lieut. Henn, of the English cutter Galatea, has addressed
the following challenge to all American sloops, through
the commodore of the New York X. C. As the Atlantic is,

by the statements of her sponsors, specially designed for

open water work and all that a voyage at sea implies, 6he
cannot plead lack of opportunity to demonstrate her powers
in the premises. It has also been universally insisted that

the modern English racing cutter is incapable of keeping the

sea, and only comes up occasionally to breathe. Manifestly,

according to the silly views which have been so strenuously
maintained on this side of the ocean, a match around Ber-

muda, in tumbling waters, ought to be the veriest picnic for

our sloops. But will they dare to show up in fact as they

so often do in printer's ink?
Oft Bay Ridge, Aug. 21.

To the Commodore of the New York T. C.

:

MiDeaes'ib: Inasmuch as an English y&tch, jllenging for the
America's Cup. has to cross lb? &tlanl re mosl be a

sea-going vessel, J, for this reason, consider it would be ad-.

.

test the sea-going qualities of the American and English type l>1 y-itchs

over an ocean-going course. Hence I now challenge ant single-malted
American yatch to race the Galatea from Sandy Hook lo and around
the Island of Bermuda and back to thf alanine point, the race to take
place ten days after the contest for the America's Cop has been con-
cluded; the prize to be a cup of a value exceed) t exceed-
ing ^500. The management of the race to be vested in ifce hands of
the New York Y. C; the difference of tcmoge for time allowance to

be based upon the tonnage rule of the United States. Trusting that

you may be able to briug about a contest, I am, my dear sir. yanrB
iaitLfully, " William Hf.>"N.

Ok Board FLAG-SHir EXBOXB*, i

Off Bat Rii-ge. Aug. 21. (

ToLiet.Henn, R. N.:
Deab Sir: I am In receipt of your communication of this date and

shall take pleasure in presenting it to the Club for consideration at

the earliest possible moment. 1 have the IiOdci lo remain
with great respect, ELBEir-E T, Qe&BY, Coiamodore.

The above challenge has not yet met with any acceptance,

although it has provoked some uncalled-for criticisms and
talk.

G&ptain Ellsworth is reported as saying that it does not
come from Lieut. Henn. but emanates fr >ai Mr. J. Beavor
Webb, and further implies that Lieut, lienn does not even
know where the Bermudas are. We tru^t th.tt he has been
misquoted by the press dispatches, as it is B most discourteous
and rude insinuation to publish. That Lieut. Henn who has
proven himself such a thorough and sportsman-like yachls-

m«n, who has followed the sea professionally for years, and
>*ith his wife has sailed lor years for pleasure, aud still not
know where tbe Bermudas are, is - .ad we should
consider the very novice in mutters aquatic, let aione a man
of Ellsworth's reputation, either ctazv or so biased or warped
by outside influences as to be irresponsible. It Lapl
worth did make such a statement we can only think

out of his mind by reason of the defeat of tbe Au
he designed.
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Progressive Agriculture.

Annual address delivered befoie the Santo Rosa Fair Association, by
Hon. John N. Bailhacne-J

Mr. President, Directors and Members of the Sonoma
County Agricultural Park Association.—Ladies and Gentle-
men: We are assembled here to witness and participate in

the eighth annual fair of this association. The houor has

been conferred ou me to deliver the accustomed annual
address. Since accepting the position, at first gratifying to

my pride, I have wished that it had been conferred upon one
better qualified for the task, yet, in fulfillment of that duty, I

hope in the short lirue I shall occupy your attention that I

may be able to say some things that will please and interest

you, though it may be but a repetition of what you have
heard and read often before; as one can hardly expect, in this

age of the rapid interchange of thought, to say anything new.
And, before I proceed further, allow me to say that I am duly
impressed with the sense of this distinction at the hands of

my associates, and profoundly grateful to you, my friends

and hearers, for the kindness shown me by your presence
here, and on behalf of the Association I return their hearty
thanks for the liberal attendance that has made this exhibition

a success.

The art of agriculture is the basis of all other arts, and in

all countries coeval with the first dawn of civilization. With-
out it man could have made little or no progress, from the
dawn of creation to the present time. It is the most universal,

as well as the most ancient of the arts, and requires the great-

est number of operators. It employs seven-eighths of the
population of almost all civilized communities. Agriculture
is not only indispensable to national prosperity, but is emi-
nently conductive to the welfare of those who are engaged in
it. It gives health to the body, energy to the mind, is favor-

able to virtuous and temperate habits and to knowledge and
purity of moral character, which are the pillars ot good
government and the true support of national independence.
The wisest and best of men, in all ages and all countries, have
been its patrons, and from their ranks have sprung the ablest
men in all the walks of life. Illustrations are not wanting to
the most casual reader or observer. To the farmer boy, who
is dissatisfied with what he deems the toil and drudgery of
the farm and sighs for the places of those he thinks more
favored in the employment of city life, let me say that, at
least until the years of the maturity of your mind and body,
you are cherishing a false idea.

Instances are familiar to you all in the names of thousands
of men who have gained honor, wealth and distinction in
your owu country, whose genius was developed on the farm,
making bright examples for the imitation of the youth of to-

day. The task is always easy to him who approaches it with
willing hands. When I see a boy go whistling to his work
with a cheerful look upon his face, I know he is going to
accomplish something. And this disposition, however high
his resolve, will be sure to accomplish it. Aim high, work
hard, always remembering that there is no excellence without
labor. And as I am writing this rather at random, without
any attempt at continuity of thought orexpressioD, let me say
that it takes as ninch brains, as much education, and as
highly a cultivated mind to make a good and successful
farmer, as it does to honorably fill any of the professions.
Laud, labor and learning, as has often been said, are the three
great factors in successful farming.
A careful training of the brain, the eye and the hand, is

essential to success no less in agricultural pursuits than in
other industrial avocations. And further, upon the productive
industries of a country does her commerce depend; and
upon the intelligence of those engaged in those industries
depends the value of that commerce.
Progress is the watchword of the age in which we live.

"Within my recollection, and yet comparatively a young man,
I recall the time when the harvest was gathered with cycle,
cradle aud rake, and thrashed with the flail, or by horses on
the tramping floor, aod cleaned with the wind-mill. When
the plows were made with a steel point and wooden mold-
board, the pitchfork of a forked stick; the harrow with
wooden teeth, and the horses hooked up with what they
called gear, with enough leather in them to make four sets
of the harness of the present day. The country blacksmith
made the nails with which the batton door was put together,
the balance of the building being fastened with wooden pins.
Why, my friends, even in Missouri, close to where I was
raised, they were so primitive, when I was a boy, that when
taking their grist to mill they balanced the sack on the horse's
back, with the corn on one side and a stone on the other.
In my earliest recollection the river steam-boats (there were

no ocean steamers) were slow, awkward affairs, to the swift,
trim-built palaces that now carry the commerce of the world
by water. No telegraph, no telephone, no railroad, no thrash-
ing machine, no mower, no harvester, no Anteeo, no peerless
Maud S. The spot where we now stand was the home of the
Indian, the deer, and the antelope, hardly known to civilized
man, and yet untouched with the magic wand of his enter-
prise. The comparison between then and now seems like the
realization of the enthusiast's dream.
More than thirty years ago I settled in this county.

Where your beautiful city of Santa Rosa now stands, with its

thousands of thrifty and happy population, there were but
three or four buildings. A two-horse stage brought us mail
aDd papers, two days' old, from San Francisco. A trail led
up the valley to Russian river, and thence on to Mendocino
county, then almost a terra incognito. A few wagons, mostly
drawn by oxen, hauled the scanty surplus of the farmer to
Petaluma for a market. What do we see to-day? A score of
thriving, prosperous cities and villages; the hills and valleys
dotted over with the happy homes of a thrifty and prosperous
population; three railroads, one of them traversing the entire
length of the county; on every side the hum of industry and
the evidence of progress. And to what, my hearers, are we
indebted for all this? The answer comes unquestioned and
unirnpeached

—

Agriculture !

During the year 1885, there was shipped over the road from
Clo^erdale to San Francisco alone :

Stock, cars 17G Wool 2 506 055
H.iy 112 Butter 512*722
Cliarcoal 254 Eggs 485.729

Fruit 4.973,10(1
Poultry 370,248
Hides 2.4J1.232
Hops 329,030
Quicksilver 447.O.J0
Brick h:15,0 (0

RliacellaneouB, pounds... 12,254, 121

Bark 149
Paving Blocks 742
Wood 1,090
Grain, pounds 2,460,233
Flour and mill stuff 4.772.H44
Bblnglea BBO.000
Lumber,feet. 1,160,630
Wine, pounds.. 8,133,030

The aggregate value of which I have not computed, but it

will reach into the millions. The number of passengers I
have not been able to obtain, but it amounts to hundreds for
one of thirty years ago.
The uneducated brain, the untrained eye, the unskilled

hand can accomplish little in this advanced age, and as these
are necesnary for the highest development of agriculture, it

should be the aim aud ambition of all who feel a pride in the
advancement and prosperity of the State to assist in their
promotion, ThiB education, training and skill is largely the

result of organized effort. The Agricultural Society becomes
elmost a necessity to those who engage in agricultural pur-

suits—the same as ministers bave their conferences, the

physicians, bankers, lawyers and miners their associations,

and the merchants their exchanges, all for the protection,

education and encouragement of those engaged in their

respective occupations. Intelligent agriculture will teach

you how to treat your soils, now so generous and prolific,

that they may yield your children a harvest as great or

greater than you now enjoy. To rear that kind of stock

that will yield the greatest return for the least consumption
of food, and in the shortest time. To fallow and rotate your
crops for the greatest return, and in your new effects to

plant that which will produce the most lasting benefits.

The opportunity afforded by these fairs for relating to each
other our experiences and observations, the interchange of

views and opinions, and display them in a practical man-
ner— in fine, the attrition of mind on mind, polishes those

that come in contact and results in the benefit of all. Each
recurring year brings the results of the experience of the

past, and we go on improving and advancing as time rolls on.

You, ladies, God's first and beBt gift to man, occupy a

responsible position in the army of progress. The influence
of the mother on the mind of the boy is the most lasting and
salutary. Your care, training, counsel and advice, while
under the home influence, does more to make the man than
all else besides. As wives, your aid, encouragement and
support does more to strengthen the arm and nerve, the

heart of the husband and father, than any other influence

that can be thrown around him. Yours will be no small

part in moving the arms and stimulating the energies of

those who are here to build up a county, grand in her his-

tory and glorious in her future. Nor is the part you take

in these fairs the least attractive or instructive of what we
see and learn. In yonder pavilion are many and various
products and proofs of your excellence as housewives, and
your handicraft in that class of work which exhibits skill and
taste aud makes home appear more cheerful, and in articles

of ornamentation, uniting the useful with the beautiful.

I would be neglectful of my whole duty, on this occasion,

were I to omit meution of the opportunity which has caused
all of us to be here; which has attracted us to this enlivening,

entertaining, gratifying scene. These annual fares are to us
as yearly reunions, at which we all, old and young, men and
women, youths and maidens, renew acquaintances, faster

bind old friendships, exchange the salutations of gladness
and encouragement, recount the memories of earlier events,

and comfort, when we cannot cheer, the bruised spirit.

And qow a few words for the farmer. As order was God's
first law, so should it be the governing principle of every
farmer. A place for everything and everything in its place.

When you return from work every tool used should be prop-
erly cared for and restored to its allotted place. Your
plows, when the season's work is over, should be put in

thorough repair, the mold-boards greased and ready for next
season's work. The old and time-worn maxims of "Do not
defer until to-morrow what can be done to-day," and a

"Stitch in time saves nine," should be written in glaring let-

ters all over the farm and their meaning enforced. Show me
a farm where the buildings, fences and yards are kept clean
and in order, where the fence rows are free from weeds,
where the farm implements are properly repaired and housed,
where the farm stock is gentle, sleek and fat, and I will show
you a man that is a prosperous and successful farmer; and
the antithesis of this is found in him who neglects these
things, in the plaster which his more thrifty neighbor holds
upon his place, through which he finally loses that which he
has called his home.
The soil is the source from whence we derive all that con-

stitutes wealth. Upon its products is founded the commerce
and all the civilization of the world, and agricultural societies

have done more to develop and advance it than any other
one agent. So count the week, and the few dollars for

the cost of your attendance, well Bpent, as it comes back to

you a thousand fold in the impetus you have given to those

to whom you must look for all your prosperity.

With the picture I have drawn of our advancement during
the past thirty years, who will dare predict that to be made
in the next three decades? Our county, embracing a terri-

tory almost equal to an empire, with every conceivable ele-

ment of wealth, a soil grateful and prolific almost beyond
belief, much of it yet in its virgin purity, blessed by heaven
annually with abundant rains, a climate the envy and
admiration of the world, a population daily augmented and
becoming better educated and more energetic, its most elo-

quent eulogist cannot draw the picture of enchantment that

will present itself to those who live to see that day. And
could that privilege be mine, spared to feast my eyes upon
the fairy scene, in closing them forever I would thank my
God that my lineB had been cast in so pleasant a spot.

i This is the eighth annual fair of this Association. Less
than ten years ago a few public-spirited citizens of Santa
Rosa and the ajacent country projected the establishment of

a County Agricultural Society, which should be self-support-

ing—or maintained by the voluntary contribution of citizens

—

without calling upon the State for material aid, as is the case

in moBt associations here of a like character, ind the grounds
where we are now assembled were chosen as the site. For a

few years the Association met with small encouragement, and
Borne of the original members became disheartened. But
there were others who possessed the pluck and energy to push
ahead. They knew no such word as fail.

The Association was reorganized under the name it now
bears. There was a change made in its management and a

broader scope adopted in the design of the corporation. A
pavilion was erected, and large additions made to the grand
stand, and stables and other sheds and buildings put up.
The grounds have been improved and beautified. This took
nerve and money, for at first theannual fairs were not so well
patronized as had been expected, and made heavy drafts on
the pockets of the shareholders, and caused some to doubt its

ultimate succeBs. But there remained a steadfast and san-

guine few who were never discouraged, and whose energies

are now rewarded by a self-sustaining enterprise, proven by
the scene that greets you here to-day—and their reward the

encouragement given by your presence here to-day, which
they take as your grateful appreciation of their efforts.

On behalf of the Association I greet and welcome you, and
thank you heartily for your attendance. The success of this

meeting is already assured. It will take rank with the most
successful fairs of the year.

That each and all of you may feel that you have been ably
recompensed for your attendance here, and that you will go
home with an ambition and firm resolve to make each suc-

ceeding meeting of this Association more instructive aud
successful than the lust, and that the success which awaits

on high resolve and virtuous endeavor may be the portion of

you, is the hope and wish of your humble servant.

Stock Premiums at Petaluma.

THOROUGHBRED HORSES.

P. Carroll, best stallion, four years old or over, Ironclad.
P. Carroll, best stallion one year old, Ito.
P. Carroll, second best stallion, one year old, Ironstone.
J. McM. Shafter, best stallion colt under twelve months,

no name.
P. Carroll, second best, Inkermau.
J. McM. Shatter, best mare four years old and over, Night-

hawk.
J. McM. Shafter, second best, Proserpine.
P. Carroll, best mare two years old, Mollie.
J. McM. Shafter, beBt mare colt under twelve months, no

name.
P. Carroll, second best, Icardy.
P. Carroll, stallion showing best five thoroughbred colts,

either sex, Ironclad.

STANDARD TROTTERS.

J. E. Eosej second best stallion four years old and over,
McPherson.
W. Page, best Btallion three years old, Polo.
W. P. Fine, best stallion two years old, Twilight.
P. J. Shafter, second best stallion two years old, Rustic

Boy.
A. L. Whitney, best stallion one year old, Pilgrim.
P. J. Shafter, second best, Hawkeye.
J. and W. S. Fritsch, best mare four years old and over.

Nellie R.
T. T. Unkless, second best, Raka Patcheu.
F. W. Loeber, best mare two years old, Emma H.
A. L. Whitney, best mare oue year old, Aurora.
F. W. Loeber, stallion showing best five colts, Whippleton,
A. L. Whitney, stallion showing second best colts, Dawn.

NORMAN AND OTHER FRENCH DRAFT BREEDS.

J.P. Rodehaver, best stallion four years old and over,
Beaufort.
H. Wilsey, second best, Logan.
J. R. Rose, best stallion three years old, Leon.
T. Skillman, second best, Brillando.
I. F. Cook, best stallion two years old, Crown Duke.
J. R. Rose, second best, Pete.
R. Crane, best stallion one year old, Duke de Chartres 2d.
L. A. Devoto, second best, Duke of Marin.
L. A. Devota, best stallion colt under twelve months, De

Chartre.

T. Maginnis, second best, Rustic.
R. P. Hill, best mare four years old and over, Lady Annie.
P. Henley, second best, Queen of the Valley.
M. McLaughlin, best mare two years old, Bess.
J. P. Rodehaver, second best, Kittie.

I. F. Cook, best mare colt under twelvemonths, Hand.
R. P. Hill, second best, Bess.
J. P. Rodehaver, stallion showing best five colts, Tony

Oakes.

Special premiums for get of Eotomago, given by D.
Misner.

E.

A. Keyser, best yearling, Young Rotornago.
A. Keyser, best suckling colt, Mago.
A. Keyser, second best suckling colt, Sherman.

CLYDESDALE AND OTHER ENGLISH DRAFT BREEDS.

Clydesdale Breeders' Association, best stallion four years
old aud over, Pointsman.

Clydesdale Breeders' Association, second best, Morning
Star.

W. Page, best stallion two years old, Premier.
E. Fine, best stallion one year old, Boss.
R. H. Crane, second best, Tarn O'Shanter.
L. A. Hardin, best stallion colt under twelve months, no

name.
P. Henley, second best, Pointsman, Jr.

Clydesdale Breeders' Association, best mare four years old
and over, Maid of the Mist.
Clydesdale Breeders' Association, second best, Blossom 2d.
W. Page, best mare two years old, Lass.
R. H. Crane, best mare one year old, Ann.
W. Page, second best, Freckle.
Clydesdale Breeders' Association,, best mare colt under

twelve months, Belle.

Clydesdale Breeders' Association, stallion showing best five
colts, Pointsman.

GENERAL PURPOSES.

T. Skillman, best stallion three years' old and over,
Echausen.

L. A. Devoto, Becond best, Prince William.
F. W. Loeber, best stallion two years old, Johnnie T.
W. P. Hinshaw, second best, Dan.
L. McDonald, best stallion colt under twelve months, Tom
A. J. Show, second best, George S.

Paine.
L. A. Hardin, best mare three years old and over, Kate.

L. McDonald, second best, Daisy.
G. A. Allen, best mare colt under twelve months, Queen

Esther.
CARRIAGE, SAUDLE AND ROADSTERS.

T. Skillman, best carriage team shown to carriage, Elector
and Echruul.

GENTLEMEN'S ROADSTERS.

J. R. Rose, best pair of mares or geldings to pole, Maud
and Minnie.
H. P. Brainerd, second best, Ned aud Joe.

J. and W. S. Fritsch, best single mare or gelding to buggy,
Abe Ward.
W. P. Fine, second best, Daisy.

SADDLE HORSES.

L. W. Walker, best mare or gelding, Black Prince.
A. L. SVhitney, second best, Duke.

It costs more to keep a poor horse than it does to keep a

good oue.

JACKS, JENNETS AND MULES.

S. Gilmore, best jack, three years old and over, Dexter.

CATTLE—SHORT nORNS.

W. Page, beet bull four years old and over. Catchpenny.
Andrew Smith, best bull three years old, Pharaoh.
W. Page, best bull two years old, Sonoma Chief.
John Lynch, second best bull \\\q years old, Sonoma Chief.
W. Page, best bull oue year old, Mugwump.
W. Page, second best. Antonio.
W. Puge, best bull calf under twelve months, Dandy

James.
W. Page, second best, Take the Cake.
W. Page, best cow four yenrs old and over, Belle Medico.
W. Page, best cow four years old and over, Belle of

Sonoma.
W. Page, best cow three yenrs old, Lady Harriet.
W. Page, second best, Manauga.
W. Page, best cow two years old, Peerless Rose,
W, Page, Beeond best, Belle Beauty.
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W. Page, best cow one year old, Lady Carolina.

W. Page, second best, Gold Ore.

W. Page, best heifer calf under twelve mouths, Belle of the

Mead.
\V. Page, second best, Christmas Eve.

HEED ASD SWEEPSTAKES.

W. Page, best herd to consist of one bull two years old or

over, two cows three years old, one cow two years old, one
cow one year old, and oue heifer calf under twelve months,
Catchpenny and five cows.
Andrew Smith, best bull any age, Pharoak.
W. Page, best cow auy age. Belle Medico.

DEVOXS.

J, E. Rose, best bull four years old or over, Gen. Yallejo.

J. R. Kose, best bull two years old, Nero.
J. R. Rose, best bull one year old, Louis.

J. R. Rose, best cow four years old or over, Blossom.
J. R. Rose, second best, Clarice.

J. R. Rose, best cow three years old, Katherine.
J. R. Rose, best cow two years old, Sophie.

J. R. Rose, best cow one year old, Frances.
J. R. Rose, second best, Edna.
J. R. Rose, best heifer calf under twelve months, Gladys.

HOLSTELXS.

J. H. White, best bull three years old, Usurper.
J. H. White, best bull two years old, Prince of Harlem.
J. H. White, best bull one year old, Oro Blanco.
E. Steiger, second best, Wm. Tell.

J. H. White, best bull calf under twelve months, Cochise.

J. H. White, second best, Huachuca.
J. H. While, best cow three years old and over, Annemie.
J. H. White, second best, Dagodine.
J. H. White, best cow two years old, Wayward.
J. H. White, secoud best, Annot Lyle.

J. H. White, best cow one year old, Ocala.

J. H. White, second best, Darkness.
J. H. White, best heifer calf under twelve months, Sierra.

J. H. White, second best, Lasquitu.

HERD AND SWEETSTAKES.

J. While, best herd, Usurper and five cows.
J. H. White, second best, Prince of Harlem and five cows.

J. H. White, best bull any age, Usurper.
J. H. White, best cow any age, Annemie.
J. H. White, second best cow any age, Dagodine.

JERSEYS AND GUERNSEYS.

W. D. Bliss, best bull four years old or over, Favorite.

E. W. Woolsey, best bull three years old, Ronda.
L. Walker, second best, Tom.
E. W. Woolsey, best bull two years old, Miles Standish.

Hall Brothers, best bull one year old, Wildwood.
W. D. Bliss, best bull calf under twelvemonths, Sarpedon.
Dan Brown, second best, Ivanhoe.
E. W. Woolsey, best cow four years old or over, Berkeley

Maid.
Dan Brown, second best, Moss Rose.

E. W. Woolsey, best cow two years old, Princess.

W. D. Bliss, best cow one year old, Jaanita 2d.

ATRSHIRES.

Tyler Beach, best bull four years old or over, Alexsis.

Geo. Bement & Son, second best, Archie.

Tyler Beach, best bull two years old, Burton.
Geo. Bement & Son, best bull one year old, Ethelbert.

Geo. Bement & Son, second best, Campbell.
Tyler Beach, best bull calf under twelve months, Quick-

silver.

Geo. Bement & Son, second best, Elector.

Geo. Bement & Son, best cow four years old or over, Lady
Faxon

.

"Tyler Beach, second best, Mamie Pearce.

Geo. Bement & Son, best cow three years old, Marian.
Geo. Bement & Son, best cow two years, old Sybilla.

Tyler Beach, secoud best, Dinah.
Tyler Beach, best cow one year old, Media.
Geo. Bement & Son, second best, Marilla.

Geo. Bement & Son, best heifer calf under twelve months,
Ethelberta.
-Tyler Beach, second best, Mattie B.

HERD AND SWEEPSTAKES.

Tyler Beach, best bull of any age, Alexsis.

Geo. Bement & Son, best cow any age, Lady Faxon.

SHEEP—SPANISH MERINOS.

E. Mills, best ram two years old and over; E. W. Woolsey,

second best. E. W. Woolsey, best ram one year old; E. W.
Woolsey, second best. E. Mills, best three ram lambs under
twelve months; E. W. Woolsey, second best. E. W.
Woolsey, best ewes two years old and overj E. W. Woolsey,

second best. E. W. Woolsey, best three ewes one year old;

E. W. Woolsey, second best. E. Mills, best three ewe lambs
under twelve months; E. W. Woolsey, second best.

SOUTH, SHROPSHIRE, OXFORD AND HAMPSHIRE DOWNS.

R. H. Crane, best ram two years old or over.

R. H. Crane, best ram one year old.

R. H. Crane, best three ram lambs.
R. K. Crane, best three ewes two years old or over.

K. H. Crane, best three ewe lambs under twelve months.

FINE wools.

W. Page, best ram's fleece.

E, Mills, best ewes' fleece.

W. Page, second best ewes' fleece.

W. Page, best five fleeces combing wool.

W. Page, best five fleeces De Lane wool.

SWINE—BERKSHIRE.

Andrew Smith, best boar, sis months old; Andrew Smith,

second best; Andrew Smith, best sow one year old or over.

POLAND CHINA.

R. H. Crane, best boar, one year old or over.

R. H. Crane, best sow oue year old or over. T. Skillmau,

second best.

T. Skiilman, best sow and five pigs.

JERSEY RED OR DTJROC.

J. H. White, best boar sis months old.

J. H. White, sow sis months old.

PURE BRED POULTRY.

Morris Bros., best pair Light Brahma fowls, J. H. Gwinn,
Becond best.

Morris Bros., best pair Light Brahma chick, S. H. Gwinn,
Becond best.

Morris Bros., best pair While Cochin fowls.

P. W. Meadows, best pair Buff Cochin fowls.

P. W. Meadows, best pair Buff Cochin chicks.

Morris Bros., best pair Plymouth Rock fowls; S. H.
Church, second best.

O. E. Elmore, best pair Plymouth Rock chicks.

Morris Bros., best pair Wyandotte fowls.

Morris Bros., best pair Wyandotte ohicks; John Steward,
second best.

Morris Bros., best pair Black Spanish fowls; S. H. Church,
second best.

Morris Bros., best pair White Leghorn fowls; J. Bowles,
secoud best.

Morris Bros., best pair White Leghorn chicks.
S. H. Church, best pair Brown Leghorn fowls.

S. H. Church, best pair Brown Legborn chicks.

S. H. Church, best pair Silver Spangled Hamburg fowls.

S. H. Church, best pair Silver Spangled Hamburg chicks.
0. Elmore, best pair Brown-Red Game fowls.

O. E. Elmore, best pair Dnckwing Game fowls.
Morris Bros., best pair Black-Breasted Game fowls; O. E.

Elmore, second best.

Morris Bros., best pair Black-Breasted Game chicks, A. J.

Show, second best.

L. W. Walker, best pair Bantam fowls; Frankie Shattuck.
second best.

L. W. Walker, best pair Bantam chicks, A. S. Show, second
best.

Morris Bros., best pair Bronze Turkey fowls.

Morris Bros., best pair Bronze chicks.
Morris Bros., best pair White Holland Turkey fowls.

Morris Bros., best pair White Holland chicks.
Morris Bros., best pair Rouer Drakes.
Morris Bros., best pair Pekin Ducks; O. E. Elmore, second

best.

R. H. Crane, best pair Touluse Geese; Morris Bros , second
best.

Morris Bros., best pair Embden Geese.

Horse scarlet fever is what an eminent doctor calls the

ordinary pink eye which prevails in mai.y sections of the

country each spring and fall. He concludes that the various

diseases of animals, communicable to man, and vice versa,

have frequently prevailed in our great car stables, and in

stables all over the country; among such diseases being
dipththeria, scarlatina and true measles, or a hybrid of

measles and scarlet fever. Inoculation with the blood, tears

and usual mucus has produced the disease, the so-called

pink eye having thus been conveyed from a thoroughbred
horse to a cart horse, from that to a Guinea pig, and from it

to a pouy. Young horses take the disease more frequently

than older animals, although the latter are not always kept

exempt. On the seventh day improvement generally com-
mences, but the disorder seems almost contagious at that

time. The trouble is self-limited ordinarily, so that palliative

treatment is all that is required.

The almost esclusive breeding of heavy draft horses in

some sections of the country has made good saddle and driv-

ing horses scarce.

HERD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers.

calf would seem low enough at §4. If tho value of these
several articles is reduced, than the value of the skim-milk
rises proportionally. I am confident from esperiments made
that 100 pounds of growth cannot be made for $4 when
the calf is allowed to suck the cow. Twenty-four cents
for 100 pounds may not seem a very high price for skim-
milk; yet with the present prices for cheese, full-milk at

the factory can scarcely realize over 50 cents per 100 pounds
to the producer.
These sis calves together gained 1,544 pounds, or over

three-quarters of a ton in twenty-one weeks, beiug an average
of over 12 pounds each per week.
The first three of the calves stood in a basement barn,

where it seldom froze during the coldest weather. Tbe last

three stood in a barn only partly occupied by slock, and
where it froze almost as hard as out of doors. The con-
ditions were certainly no better than the average farmer can
give to young stock.
We have had both good and poor results from feeding

skim-milk, and as a summary of experience offer the follow-
iug hints

:

Feed skim milk lightly. Eight to nine quarts in three
feeds is sufficient to make a thrifty calf gain from 12 to 14
pounds a week.
More calves are killed by over-feeding than the under-

feeding.

Feed three times a day if you wish good results.

Never let the milk go into the calf's stomach colder than
9S° Fahrenheit. Use the thermometer regularly in deter-

mining the warmth of the milk.

Make lime water by putting a lump of lime the size of a
hen's egg into a jug of water and shakiog. When the water
is clear it is ready for use. Keep the jug corked tight at all

limes. A tablespoonful of the clear lime water may be given
with each feed if the calf shows auy sigus of scours. If

scouring occurs reduce the amount of milk at once. An egg
stirred in the milk and parched flour are both excellent

,

remedies. Overfeeding, not feeding often enough, irregular-

ity and cold milk are the principal causes of scouting.

Teach the calf to eat whole oats by tho time it is three
weeks or a month old by slipping a few small handfuls into

its mouth just after it has drunk milk. When it has learned
to eat them keep a supply before it in a little bos. If you
haven't oats enough for the horses and calves both, let the

horses go without, rather than the calves. Don't waste time
grinding the oats. Bran, oat meal and other articles are good,
but oats is the most satisfactory of all. I never knew of a
calf eating too many. While young, keep each calf tied by
itself and if the flies are troublesome darken the stable. Don't
put the young things out into the hot sun with the idea that

the little grass they may eat will compensate for the blood
sucked by the myriads of flies that pester them. We have
had less trouble and better results with winter calves than
with those that come in the spring.

Dismiss all prejudice that a skim-milk calf must be a
stunted, unsightly thing. We are making as great advance-
ment in calf rearing as in butter or cneese-making, and old

ideas must be put away.

The Jersey as a Business Cow.

Ruby 5708, B. P. Bowman to Wm, and Jobn Craig, N. Danville, Vt.
Lottie Marsden 6525, Chapman Bros, to Eugene Shelp, Mill Point,

N. T.
Person 3420, N. B. Choate to B. B. Harris, Fort Collins, Col.

Ida 4th 3696, D. P. Cooley to JL Griffin, N. Granby, Ct.

Susan 6956, Wm. Coiirtice to Kuinsey Bros., Westrield, N. Y.
Mignon593d, J. N. Craig to C. L. Stevens, North Danville. Vt.
Farrell '2641; Beauty 7th 578; Fairy blst i!796; Jessie Davy 26th 2798;

Marilla 2799; Ascutney Belle 484U; Molly P. StarkB 6352; Rnby
Davis 5732; Queen of Clubs t>2Td; Depth 6385; Height 6386; Breadth
6387, Geo. F. Davis to L. B. Harris, Lyndonville, Vt.

Edith Phelps 4th 5646; Edith Phelps 5th 6647, W. L. Durand to E. S.

Smith Colebrook Itiver, Ct.

Vermont Champion 3716, S. F. Dutton to Ira Spencer, Williamstown,
Vt.

Postal 6694, L. "W. Foster to F. E. Carswell, Lone Bock, Wis.
Ida 4th 3096, Hilton Griffin to Cicero Weed, W. Granby, Ct,

Ida 4th 3696, M. A. Griffin to C. P. Gregory, North Granby, Ct.
Nydia 4143; lone 2d 4147, Stanley Griswold to J. B. Parmelee, Stepney,

Ct.

Ida 4th 3696, W. L. Hayes to Daniel Cooley, Granby, Ct.

Lady Stafford 4th 3444; Fairy 220l B. 4097; Lady Stafford P. 6961, Joseph
Holmes to C. M. Pendleton, Norwich Town, Ct.

General Grant 3802, F. W. Hotchkiss to F. L. Belden, Rocky Hill, Ct.

Phebe Hyde 6962, E. H. Hyde to C. M. Pendleton, Norwich Town, Ct.

Herbert 3722, E. H. Hyde to C. aud G. M. Putnam, Contoocook, N". H.
Arena 3435, J. W. Morse & Son to N. B. Choate, Waterloo, Iowa.
Nydia 4143; lone 2d 4147, J. B. Parmelee to David B. Parmelee, Stepney.

Ct.

Gen. Scott 2820; Cato 3737, C. H. Pendleton to F. C. Spaulding, South
Coventry, Conn.

Typical ti87b; Starter 6878; J. A. Pomeroy to S. R. Carson, Port Deposit,
Md.

Sup 3755; Attain 375C, J. A. Pomeroy to M. S. Crull, Newberrytown, Pa.

Sledge 38u4, L. Rawson & Son to Jas. Russell, Oconomowoc, Wis.
Gi^I'ion 3742; Mountain Maid 6871, N. B. Rued to E. J. Miller, Phil-

lipslon, Mass.
Sadia McMillen 4918, T. B. Ringer to Hiram Morehead, Galligher, O.
Princess Rosie 6524, James Shelo to H. D. Shelp, Mill Point, N. Y.
Belle Creole 5218, J. B Sims to Ventress Bros., Woodville Miss.
Edith Phelps 6th 5647. E. S. Smith to Jno. A. Merriman, Unionville,

Ct.

Mack 2998, C. S. Turner to S. Griffiths, Moosup Valley, R. I.

Delilah 6938, S. L. Waggoner to P. Palmer & Son. Whipple, O.

Ida 4th 3696, Cicero Wood to W. L. Hayes, Granby, Ct.

Feeding- Calves.

Prof. W. A. Henry, of the University of Wisconsin, gives

the following summary of the results of elaborate esperiments

carried on by him in calf-feeding :

In a study of these tables we note that the young calves

mude the largest gains for the food consumed, which is in

accordance with established facts.

To ascertain the value of the milk fed it is assumed that

each pound of growth is wonh four cents, and that hay is

worth §58, oil meal §25, bran $12 and ensilage §3 per ton,

and oats 32 cents per bushel, or a cent a pound. Charging

these prices for all that the calves ate, we get the value of the

food other than the milk consumed. By subtracting this

sum from the value of the increased weight at four cents per

pound, we have left the sum to the credit of the skim-milk,

lu the last column we have the value of the skim-milk per

100 quarts as returned by each Cdlf in accordance with the

above assumptions. This, it will be seen, varies from less than

nothing with the last calf, in the second trial, to 71 cents per

100 quarts with the fourth calf in the brst trial.

Two of the calves were sold before the expiration of the

trial, so that the average period is in fact twenty-one weeks
instead of twenty-two.
Tbe average return from the sis calves for the whole period

of twenty-one weeks, after allowing for all other food articles

consumed at the prices before named, is 48 cents per 100

quarts ot skim-milk, or about 24 cents per 100 puuuds.
Whether the assumptions that lead to the above conclusion

are correct or not, each reader can easily settle in his own
unm); the prices allowed for the food articles are certainly

high enough, and a gain of 100 pounds in the weight of a

I always read with interest the reports of milk and batter
yields from the different breeds of cattle. But as these.:*
generally tests of individual animals for seven days, i t I

occasionally thirty days, and once in a while for a year, the
cry is, put them in a dairy and see what they will do! The
ordinary opinion of Princess 2d, Eurotas, Mary Anne, &c, is

that they are of no more service in a working dairy than
Maud S. or Jay-Eye-See would be in a plow.

"Give us the yearly result, pasture, dry feed, drouth, &c,
which a practical dairy has to pull through, and then talk!"
This last sentence is often uttered, with much tragio

defiance predictive of defeat, on a worm fence on a Saturday
evening while bringing home the cows, as though it were a
foregone conclusion thut the carefully bred Jersey is of no
account. The opinion of the writer is, that there are hun-
dreds of well-bred Jerseys in and out of the herd book that

make annually a large amount of butter.

There are a few Jerseys that have come before the public
with wondrous records, but that does not mean at all that

they alone possess all the butter qualities. The Jersey cow
is becoming so fixed in family blood that she means butter
every time and all the time, whether tested for a day or a
year.

I lived in a family in 18S0, who owned an A. J. C. C. cow
that had been fed one day and neglected the next; thumped
with a milk-stool and kicked with a No. 8 brogan; spoken to

in a factory-whistle pitch of voice—and then she commenced
to give down her milk tremblinglT. "She doesn't give much
milk any more out of that quarter of the udder that was caked
so badly; she is pretty well gone in this one, too, but I stick

a stiff timothy straw up her teat; then she comes a-bihn', but
that doesn't do any more either." When fresh, the calf would
butt her around for six or seven weeks, and then she would
be allowed to stand in a cold stable all winter; yet she showed
qualities in wide contrast with those of a mountain cow along-
side of her.

The writer took the care and breeding of the cow in hand,
and on the system of breeding for sex, bred seven heifer

calves in straight succession, every time using a different

aire. I was laughed at for my theory of breeding for sex, but
the laugh is now on the other side. As a result of this care-

ful work, I have been handsomely remunerated. The much-
abused old cow has tbe honor of leaving a family of daughters
behind her, large, strong-boned, with good, square udders,
shapely incurving horns, mellow skins and good curvilineal

escutcheons.
We have never had one of her heifers to make less than 9£

pounds of butter with first calf in seven days, while the old

cow never, in my knowledge, made more than 7 pounds a

week. I always bred to the very best A. J, C. C. sire I could
tind within eight or nine miles of my home. Hence, I have
a little herd that we keep for dairy and family use.

I want to tell about the annual yield of three of old Daisy's
daughters in the churn from January, 18S4, to January, 1885,

using all the while milk and cream for a family of five. Feed-
ing in winter, as for a regular dairy, usiug roots, meal bran,

buy and fodder, and soiling entirely in summer, I made in
all 1,049 lbs. 2 oz. of marketable butter, salted one ounce to

the pound, from the three.

This year I have five at work, four of old Daisy's and a
granddaughter. They were fresh as follows: Patli, July S,

1885; Little Daisy, November 26, 1S85; Flossie, December 21,

1885; Carrie with first calf, February 18, 1SS6; Nelsie with
tirst calf, March 9, 1SS6. In the mouth of April, 1886, the
five made 1S1 lbs. 3 uz. of butter, worked into single pounds.
We pay little attention to the quauity of milk given, but last

winter we measured Little Daisy's milk when at her fullflow.

and she milked from 19 to 20 quarts a day. I am no breeder
and do not expect to be, but use the Jersey cow for

merits.

—

J, X). Dn in Country Gentkinan,
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DRAMA-
The manager of the Palmer Company, like

the nobleman who presided over the marriage

feast, has kept the best wine nntil the last.

This sentence is not written to detract an iota

from the brilliancy of "Sealed Instructions,"

the force of "Jim the Penman," or attractive

qualities of "Saints and Sinners." lint for an

evening'sunalloyed enjoyment nothing that has

been put upon the Baldwin stage, or any other

stage in the city for many years, can be com-

pared with "Broken Hearts" and "Old .Love

Lettters." The first a fairy play in three acts by

W. S. Oilbert. The second a one-act comedy by

Branson Howard. To describe Gilbert's play

every synonym tliat expresses pleasure or

appreciation might be used without overprais-

ing it one jot. The theme is fresh, and, joined

to the treatment, is original. Four noble

ladies of extreme poetical temperament have

retired from the busy world to a lovely trop-

ical island. The precise motive is not mani-

fest, for npon their first appearance none of

them are broken hearted. The reverse is sug-

gested by their oxquisite manners, freshness

and vivacity. The scene is called the Island

of Broken Hearts. It is as lovely a spot as ever

came from the bountiful hand of nature. Fairy

plays, like fairy pictures, should not be analy-

ized too closely. Their purpose is to enchant

the senses and delight the eyes. This Gilbert

has done with a master's hand. The play

opens with an exquisite scene, a bit of the

island studded with lovely trees, palms, tropi-

cal plants and flowers. The spot overlooks a
* charming prospect of the sea, which, as the

play is unfolded, changes with sunrise, mid-

da}', sunset and moonlight, the effects in

ench transformation being as beautiful as they

are accurate. There is a pretty little well in

the foreground surrounded with lotus leaves,

and into the well a bright, dancing, musical

stream of water runs throughout the play.
_

A sun dial stands in the back ground, which
implies that time of play is very far back in the

world's history; or it may be that the heroine

wished to show her indifference to modern
customs by ignoring clocks and watches. But
the sun dial is poetical—clocks and watches

are practical. The dial also plays a pretty

part in the drama, which would be impossible

in a thing with springs and hands, which to be

kept going must be constantly wound up.

When the curtain rose upon this enchanting

picture on Monday night, the lovely scene

made the hideous form of Mousta the dwarf

luok more distorted. He gave the play a

modern suggestion by reading part of the

witches scene from Macbeth. It was a wild

fancy for such a hunch-backed, gnarled-kneed,

one-eyed, black-skinned monstrosity to be

found reading the measured lines of the mas
ter of the dramatic art. There are five othei

characters in the play, but its action and motive

are sustained by Prince Florian, Lady Hilda,

Lady Vavir and Mousta, Lady Melusine and
Lady Amanthis having very little to do.

Prince Florian is a tall, handsome fellow,

beautifully dressed, an imperial figure, prince-

ly face and a voice as musical as Apollo's.

Nothing in stronger contrast could be pre-

sented than the god-like Florian and the

brutal Mousta. The Prince has an enchanted

net which, when he throws it over his head,

makes him invisible. By this net the drama
tic force of the play is worked- up. The
Prince arrives on the islands in a sail boat,

but he himself is invisible; with covered head

he hears Lady "Vavir pour out her devotion to

the suu dial, and while invisible answers her

with love.

When Lady Hilda is worshiping the spirit

of the spring the Prince answers her mono-
logue with rapture, and tells of his former

devotion to the fair speaker. The Lady
Melusina finds a divinity in her mirror Bpeak-

ing through the Prince's voice. The dia<

logoe between the two sparkles with some of

Gilbert's brightest and most fanciful touches of

wit. The climax is developed around the sun
dial. Vavir decorates it with wreaths, and
hears the Prince's gallant speeches in reply.

Mousta covets the talisman, and steels it from

the Prince while he ia asleep. Under cover of

the net he pours out to Hilda a long string

of vows which awakens her love, and she

pledges herself to the Bpirit of the spring by
throwing into the well a ring which the dwarf

recovers; he then reveals himself to his horrified

but pledged bride. Hilda rovengeB herself upon
the dwarf for his perfidy by taking the talis-

mau and making herself forever invisible to

Mousta. Robbed of his magic net, the

Prince is visible to mortal eyes, and is met
by Vavir. She is bewitched by his presence

and offershim her heart. He doeB not refuse,

but while he is trying to make some excuse

for not loving Vavir, Hilda appears, to

whom Florian" had just been offering the

devotion of his life. Vavir, when she finds

that the Prince and Hilda are pledged lovers
i

dies slowly of a broken heart. Hilda, to try

and save her sister, gave up her claim upon
the Prince, and made him promise to love

and cherish Vavir. This he tries to do, but in

spite of his protests she dies at the foot of

her dial and in her sister's arms, and thus the

play ends. The names of Miss Harrison and
Miss Russell muBt be written together as

representatives of Hilda and Vavir. Nothing

more ideal, poetioal and deliriously beautiful

was ever seen upon the stage thau these two

ladies. In figure, dress, movement, speech,

repose, complete self-forgetfulness and artistic

consistency, they were all that the most
thoughtful could demand. Mr. Massen's

Florian was on the same high plane, without

a flaw in delicate refinement, grace and man-
liness. Such a character must break hearts.

The charms of bit person, the irresistible

qu

tones of his voice, and the high courage so

manifest in his whole bearing, that ever-

lady upon the island would be sme to fall

helplessly in love with him should the

opportunity offer. As Mousta the hideous

dwarf, Mr. Lemoyne showed his skill in

adapting himself to an eccentric part. His

make-up was wonderful, and made one's flesh

creep by its hideous deformity, the only

defect being that his hands were not stained

to match his almost black face. The charac-

ter is a strong one, and by its baseness and

deformity gives vitality to the whole play.

It would be unreasonable to ask that the

character should be more evenly and forcibly

sustained. The whole play shows in a

stroDger light, than any other, the high stand-

ard of artistic excellence that the Palmer

Company have reached.

In the charming comedy that followed,

Mr. Kelcey and Miss Hill had the stage

to themselves. "Old Love Letters" is really

what its name implies. Mr. Warburtnn,

at forty, is a widower. Mrs. Brownlee,

at thirty, a widow. When they were re-

spectively twenty-seven aud nineteen they

affianced lovers, but separated in a

arrel. Each married. Mr. Warburton's

fe died, aud Mrs. Brownlee's husband did

likewise. The widow and widower kept

each others' love letters, and by a very proper

affinity each took them out on the same day

and read them. This revival of old memories

brought about a visit from Mr. Warburton to

Mrs. Brownlee. They went over their early

quarrel again, and each read, to the amuse-

ment of the listener and disgnst of the reader,

extracts from the passionate epistles written

thirteen years before. Both are somewhat

caustic, aud neither is deficient in the sense

of humor, hence there is a kiud of duel of

words, in which each by turns has the best of

it, and the laugh is first on one side of the

table and then on the other, but always rip-

pling in the audience. The mirth and wit

leads to a renewal of early vows. The whole

scene was delightful. Miss Hill, of course,

carrying off the honors, but Mr. Kelcey's

share was most ably sustained. The two

plays making up an evening's enjoyment that

will keep the Palmer Company fresh in the

memory of the audience for many a day.

Emerson, the price of minstrels, is once

more at the end of the crescent at the Stand-

ard. No one has yet described his jokes as

racy, although he haB been known to be

decidedly horsey since his return from Mel-

bourne. But on the stage he never indulges

-n horse plays.

On Monday night the city will be invaded

by the Mikado. Japanse loveliness, combined

with Sullivan's music and Gilbert's satire, will

take the town by storm. The box-office at

the Baldwin has been in a state of seige since

Wednesday.

The Tivoli managers have decided to run

Gilbert and Sullivan against Sullivan and

Gilbert. "Iolanthe" versus "Mikado." The
adds are in favor of Yum Yum.

The Sale of Glenview-

The "Private Secretary," with Jet Long in

the lead, is irresistible. The laugh will begin

in the Alcazar on Monday night, and will not

die out during the week.

The Kenner Stakes.

The recent race for the Kenner Stakes at

Saratoga won by the Virginia-bred colt Elk

wood, was so good a performance that it

merits more than a passing comment iu these

days of short races where speed is the great

desideration, and stamina is not so much
thought of.

Of the few stakes for three-year olds, at two

miles, now existing, the Kenner Stakes has

held its own well in the estimation of norse-

men and the public. Founded in 1870, the

late race was the seventeenth renewal of the

fixture, and from a time standpoint third best

in the history of the race. In 1S81 the great

Hindoo, hunted home by Crickmore, his

redoubtable antagonist, recorded 3:32 for the

Kenner Stakes, and the weights were then as

now, 118 lbs. In the following year Boatman,

the son of Bonnie Scotland, won in 3:34,

which are the only two occasions on which

Elkwood's late race has been excelled, and

the latter's race was one that was easily

achieved. ^
Henry Luke, the well-known English light,

weight jockey, is on his way to this country,

havTng been engaged to ride for Mr. Belmont-

at a salary of 83,500 per year, with the privi-

lege of accepting mouuts from other owners in

races in which Mr. Belmont's stable may not

be represented. His lowest riding weight is

96 pounds, and os good jockeys capable of

getting down to that weight are scarce, Luke

will doubtless prove a strong acquisition. He
will probably make his American debnt in the

pigskin at the coming Sheepshead Bay meet-

ing.
m

Major B. G. Thomas, Dixiana Stud Farm,

Lexington, Ky., lost on August 1 lth, by being

struck by lightning on the farm of R. H.

Innes, Jr., the following brood-mares: Flit

(sister to Warfield and Ello Warlield) bay,

fooled 1878, by War Dance, dam Florae by imp.

Mickey Free, her dam Dixie (Herzog'sdam), by

imp. Sovereign ont of St. Marys, by Hamlet;

Radiant, chesnut, foaled 1880, by imp.

Glenlyon. dam imp. Blue Stockings by

Thortnanby, her dam Bbb Bleu (Blue Gown's

dam), by Stookwell out of Vexation, by

Touohstoue, etc.

How many unlooked-for changes occur as

time rolls on and circumstances arise that

necessitate prompt and immediate action

!

Such an estate as the Glenview is seldom

thrown on the market, and those in search of

such ahome should not miss this opportunity,

as a similar one may not occur again during

an ordinary lifetime. In addition to the home-
stead, all the stock is to be sold, including

such well-known horses ns Nutwood, Pan-
coast, Cuyler, Wikliffee, Nominee, together

with about one hundred choice brood-mares

in foal, aud a large number of choicely bred

youngsters. In fact everything must go

under the hammer if not disposed of before

at private sale. The farm is in complete run-

ning order, with suitable barns and other out-

buildings, a good mile track and other con-

veniences that take many years to bring to a

state of perfection. All of the stock not sold

by Sept. 20 will be catalogued, and with the

homestead be offered at public sale, beginning

on Tuesday, Oct. 12, and continuing until

all is disposed of.
-^

The Ohio State Board of Live Stock Com
missioners has issued a bulletiu providing

under what condition cattle can be shipped

into the state from the quarantine districts.

The proclamation recites that the stock must
be accompauied by the certificate of the State

Vetinary Surgeon from the State from which
they come, the affidavit of two persons that

the stock has been exposed to no contagious

disease for four months previous to shipment,

and the affidavit of the owners of stock that

they have been shipped direct in cleansed and
disinfected cars, aud without unloading except

for feed and water. All railway companies
doing business in Ohio transporting catllefrom

the Gnlf States from May 1st to November 1st,

are prohibited from unloading such cattle in

the state unless they provide separate yards

for the Bame, which yards are not to be used
for cattle nntil they have been thoroughly

cleansed and disinfected.

Jersey Bull!

FOB SALE.

At the State Fair.

ANSEL (311) P. O. J- C. C. R.
Dropped Aug. Hth- )&8i.

By ISnfl'alo Bill i!3> ex-Diana, 15.

This bull|baa three crosses of 'roucli*>loneiN'o.Sll
A. J. C. C. It.), one through Dis sire and two throvfl
his dam. The latter is a large and exccedionly rich
milker. Ansel is verv bauasome, being solid durk

fawn. He can be seen at Fair Grounds.

ARTHUR C. JELLY.
P. O. Box 217, Sacramento. <'a1.

4eep2

Copt. Cottrill has returned from abroad

after a trip of some weeks' duration. He saw

Bendigo win the Eclipse Stakes at Sandown
Park, aud describes him as a grand horse,

16.2 high, and built in proportion. He asked

if Tristan was for sale, and ascertained that

he was cot. It is surprising how many
American breeders would prefer Tristan as a

stallion to any horse in the world. His first

crop of yearlings, they say, would sell for

more than the cost of the horse. Captain

Cottrill does not like Archer's style as a rider,

and prefers Murphy. He tells a characteristic

story of the renowned colored rider, which

goes to show just what a mau he is to have

on a horso. "Why do you lay back so far iu

a race?" asked the Captain one day. "Be-

cause," said Murphy, "I can see what the

others are doing."

AUCTION SALE
OF

THOROUGHBRED

H0LSTEIN- FRISIAN
CATTLE,

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1886

—AT—

State Fair Grounds,

SACRAMSNTO-

On the above dale we will offer for eale, in front o

Grand stand, at lu A. M... 3d head of tborougtawB
Ho1 = tein-Friesian Calves, from ONTARE RANCH
Santa Barbara, Cal. These calves arc from imported
cows and Uv Bulls of the well-known Netiierlam

j
and Aajcie families. Catalogues will oe furnirilie<

on day of sale.

KILLIP & CO.
4sept2 Auctioneer*.

We regret to learn, on Major Hubbard's

informatiou, that Com. Kittson will not cam-
paign on the turf after this season, but will

confine himself to the breeding and sale of

yearlings at Chestnut Hill. This is a great

blow to the running turf, for the Erdenheim
stable was thoroughly disinterested in its

connection with the turf. The proprietor was

not a heavy bettor. Major Hubbard, the con-

scientious representative of Com. Kittson,

had no thought but for the best interests of

the stable, aud hence the stable was alwavs a

popular though very unlucky one since Rata-

plan's day. Major Hubbard was contemplating

a trip to California, but at the urgent solicita-

tion of Com. Kittson he will remain on in

charge of the breeding establishment for at

least another year.

On the Inaugural Day of the Brooklyn

Jockey Club (Thursday), the jockey Garrison

won the first three races on Little Minch,

Swift nod Barnum. There was an enormous
attendance. In the Inaugural Handicap Bar-

num was sixth until half a mile from home,

when he and Hidalgo joined issue. Hidalgo

fell back ot the turn into the stretch, and

Burch challenged Barnum. Garrison rode

hard for a hundred yards, tbeu won rather

easily by three lengths from Burch. Time,

2:12}. Fourth race—Special Stake—Dewdrop
won, Ben Ali second. Time, 2:41.

WANTED.
By athoroiiRhly qualified Sootohman, with family,

a situation as Manager on d gentleman's eatate Has
managed larpe estates in Scot U nil, and had thirteen

years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of

references furnished. Address
JAMES silVIU.

LyucleJe Farm.
28augtf .niniH'ii polls. Mln 11.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
(Hill E 4 I O I'lMI NT.lr.KT

Q. L. 1IRANDEB !'
'

' "'

J. L. FLOOD.. Jlce-Prwldent
0. 1'. FAUN FIELD Secretary

J S ANOUS Assistant Mauagcr
Uaiiker*, Nevada llanlt ol San Frnuclnco,

91JU112

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent
(Patent applied for.)

I

I

Size. Extra sail drill. Sozarmy duck. 10 oz army due
Tx'.i ft... 512.00 S15.00 S17-00,

8x10 ft....$14.00 817-00 Mfl DO.

9x1 I ft. . . .$20.00 $24.0D - -
^fi.nii.

10X15 ft.. . .32'i.OO *25.00

Poles, Pins. Cases, etc., are all INCLUDED fn aboT

prices. Above si/t:s are MAIN body "I teniy. enclt

Blve of cud-. Add six to ten feet to lengths gin
aerordinp 1o size of tent, ^ivt-a k\ii;i:mk leugUfl
each including angular ends. Only best mated
and best workman used mid I'tiiph-yed. K.kster

patrons arc Biipplied from New York, Western p
trous from f'hJcatfo, and i-xtreinr wsI.tii ones frot

San FranolBCO iuil El Cajon. All nther styles an

sizes of tents iu use supplied, K.'iid order an

money by draft wltn order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
El Cajon, San Dlcgo Co.. Can

IMPORTANT
TO

Breeders and Trainers

FOR SALE.
&DAISY WHiriM.r, cnoBtmii Oily,

-i. 1... w blppli '• rlamuletonifcn, flam

Burns, an Imported Knntuck) a

Tiiis fillv baa never i>. bu worked for tip I, t»it bi

a naturally perfect trotting action, and hlicws a

rapid nit.
Address THIS OFFICE. 280/
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ONE HUNDRED HEAD,
Registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.

atthe auction sale YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS
STATE FAIR, thoroughbred

SACRAMENTO, JERSEY CATTLE
Wednesday, Sept. 8,1886.

fcale of Standard Bred
Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1886

-AT-

Trotting Stock,
PROPICETr OF

Late SILAS SKINNER,
Formerly of Eater Co.. Oregon, and recently of Napa

Co., Cal.,

Brel by WM. T. "WITHERS, and imported direct from
Lis Fairlawn Stock Farm, Lexington, Ey.

To be Sold by Public Auction

BY

KILLIP & CO.
>'ol. Bay filly, foaled April 7,1883. by Alcona 370,

be by ALmont 3:-f, sire of Fannie "Witherspoon, 2:!Gi,
Piedmont, 2:17i. and 27 others with a record of 2:30
or better. 1st dam Namora by Almont Mambrino,
eon of Almont; 2d dam the Lackey mare by Blood's
Black Hawk, bv Vermont Black Hawk.

No. 2. Black nllv, 2 years old, full sister to No. 1.

No. 3. Bay colt, foaled April 1, 1885, full brother
to No. 1.

No. 4. Bay gelding, 1 years old, by Alcona, be by
Almont, be by Alexander's Abdallah, be by Rysdyk's
Hani bk- Ionian. 1st dan. lletamora by Duke* of
Orange. Jr., by Duke of Orange, he by Hetzell's Ham-
bletonian, fi-li brother to Volunteer; 2d dam Viella
bv C:.<sins If. Clay, Jr.; 3rd dam bv Alexander's
Abdallab.
No. 5. Black filly, yearling, full sister to No. 4.

No. 6. Bay gelding by Alcona, be by Almont, he by
Alexander's Abdallah, son of Hambleionian 1st dam
Pansy by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.; ^d dam Lady Ricbielieu
by 3ichielien, son of Mambrino Chief; 3d dam Lady
Vance by Trimble's Eclipse, sen of American Eclipse:
3d (lam by Joe Gale, son of Marlboro: 4th dam by
James Lowry's son of imported Hedgeford; 5th dam
by Consul son of imp. Consul; 6th dam by imp.
Medley, etc.

"o.7. Black fillv, foaled Feb. 22, 1885, full sister to
No. 'j.

No. 8. Flora Bell, black mare, (with colt at foot).
Ma r. 24, 18S3,by Alcona, he by Almont. 1st

dam Fontana by Almont or Almost Prince; 2nddara
Fannie "Williams by Alexander's Abdallah; (for ex-
tended pedigree see Wallace's Register of Standard
Brood-mare?^; Colt by berside, foaled May 8, ltS6,
by Alcona Clay, be by Alcona out of Madonna, by
Cassias M. Clay, Jr. 2d dam by Alexander's Edwin
Forrest.

ALSO,

On the same day, and at the

same place,

TUe well-known and fashionably bred

TBOTTISG STAIXIOJI

ALCONA, 730,
On account of bis joint owners, Mr. A. C.GOODRICH

of Baker Co., Oregon, and Mrs. SILAS SKINNER, of
Napa Co., Cal., formerly of Baker Co., Oregon.

Alcona'* .No. 73P) pedigree is as follows;
Chestnut horse, bred by \V. T. Withers, Lexington,

Ky., foaled April, 1677, Sired by Almont, sire of
Fanny .Vitherspoon record 2:161, and sire of 'West-
mont. harness record pacing 2:13J and 2:ul2 with
fanning mate, and thp sire of 1:7 others with records
better than 2:3n. Sire of the dams of Catchfly 2J8J;
MuM.il •_>:., 2:19i, and Durango. 2:23;.

1st dam Queen Man' by Mambrino Chief, the sire of
Lady Thorn, record 2:18£; Woodford Mambrino, rec-
ord 2:21*. and sire of the dams of Piedmont, 2:17£,
Director, 2:)7, and Voltaire, 2:'20i.

Almont sired by Alexander's Abdallah, sire of
Goldsmith Maid, 2:14. 1st dam by Mambrino Chief,
sire of Lady Thorn, 2:18J; second dam by Pilot, Jr.,
Hire of John Morgan, 2:24, and sire of 9 others with
records better than 2:30. Also the sire of the dam of
Maud S. t 2:08;;, Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Noontide 2:20,
Naiad Queen, 2:20*, Mambrino Gift, stallion record
Js20, Nutwood, 2:18?. The second dam of Alcona, a
fast maie whose pedigree has not yet been developed,
bred by D. S. Coleman, Fayette Co., Kv. Now Queen
Mary owned by W. T. Withers, Fairlawn Stock Farm,
Lexington, Ky. 3]jul4sep

State Fair Grounds, Sac'to.

On the above dab' w« will offer for sale, immedi-
ately upon conclusion of par.ide in front of grand
stand, a draft of thorough i red Jersey cattle from the
herd of Major Root. Beck, comprising six bead of
two-year-olds and under B.'ls. aul fou-teen head of
Cows and Heifers ranging fiom fonr-years-olrt (o
yearlings, all registered stock. The lepulatiou of
this herd is well known throughout the Stale. Cata-
logues may be obtained of the nndersig or al the
office of the Pacific Coast Cattle Club, Room 5

Exchange Building, i'mc Struet, S. F.

KILLIP & CO,
Auctioneers,

21augtf 116 Montgomery St,

WINNINGS AT THE FAIRS OF 1885:
At State Pair, Sacramento-

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of an- -
One Second Prize in Classes for Age. „„„,„».

'

HERD HUZS*
|

SWEEPS!AKES.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years Best bull, and three of his calves of any age or breed
old -

| —Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7618).
Cost herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 I Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for most

years old.
j meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION S.KIR TC SAIJiS OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities ana Counties ol
tke Slate,

R EFE R ENC ES.

At Golden Gate Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes forage.

|
over 2 years old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. ' Also. Herd prize, competing
Herd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons

[ Devons under 'i years old.

RECORDS OF FOCSiDATIOX STOCK.

against Ayrshires and

MABT AN-SE OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12$ ozs. 1
week, A. J. C. C. test, 867 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months.

LDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 21 ozs. 1 week, A. J.C
C. test.

EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MOH PLAISIR, 183 lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 16 lbs. 121 ozs. in 7 days.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCTTTJATE, 25 lbs. 15 ozs. 1 week BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Her likeness above. 1 Young animals of both sexes for sale

.

Butter Records of Families Represented in the Above Herd-
RIOTER AUPHEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS. 788 lbs. 1 oz. in 11 months 6 days.
BOMBA. 22 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 davs.
PH31DEA. 21 lbs. 11. ozs. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. It ozs. in 7 days.
PYRRHA, 17 lbs. « oza. in 7 davs.

COOMASSIE FAMILY.

I LADY ALICE OF HILLCREST, 16 lbs. Hi ozs. ill 7
days.

LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
I CORN. 16 Its. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

DR. A. E. BUZARD,
Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, Fort Whipple, A. T
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, London, England.

(Diploma dates April, 22, 1S70).

Parties having sick or injured horses, cattle, dogB.
etc.. can haveadvice and prescriptions per return of
mail, by sending full particulars of disease and 21.

Send for Unzard's Worm Powders lor
horses, ami lit* Worm Mixture for dog's.
They never fail in their action. Will send a package

by mail for $1.

Special attention given to the diseases of dogs.

Hon. C. Gkeex,
Sacramento,

J. F. sargknt, Esq
Sargents.

Box. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hoar. J. D. Cakb,
Salinas.

II. 'N. John Eoggs
t'olusa.

HON. A. \V.\LB-iIH,
.Nevada.rtjjftcici:. .\evaaa.

B, Haggcj, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of everv description,
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling ns to
give fill publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stoCk
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILLIP .i CO.. 116 Montgomery Stwt.

PRINCESS 2d. 4V, lbs. 12* oz=. in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
COOMASSIE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. luA ozs. in 7 davs.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 davs.
KING TRUST, 18 lbs. ozs in 7 davs.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. II ozs. in 7 davs.
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 8$ ozs. m 7 days.

JERSEY BELIX OF
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs. ozs. in 1

|

year; 25 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
BELLE OF SCITUATE, IS lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs. in 7 days.

HENRY

DAISY BROWN. 17 lbs. 6* ozs. in 7 day?.
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
JRLNCESS OF ASHANTEE, 1G Ibs.12 ozs. in 7 days.

j
mUGIE BRIGHT. 16 lbs. 6 ozs. in 6 dav=

|
TORMENTOR'S CINDERELLA. 16 lbs. \i ozs. in

days.

I
DAISY QUEEN, 16 lbs. i ozs. in 7 days
SCITt'ATE FAMILY.
! MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. 4i ozs. in 7 days.
SCITUATE WORONOCO, 24 lbs, 14 ozs. in 7 days.

I
LILY SCITUATE, 24 lbs, 9-V ozs. in 7 days.

PIERCE, San Francisco, Gal.
£5fJerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York, sell as grades at half price r*- .st.

aug2S

The Owners and Trainers

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,

OF-

-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VISA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL LATHROP.Room69. C.P.R.R.
Bnihling. cor, 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjul

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, wltb SJTn.E'S SOIXBLE PHKRYI.E. The most absolnte disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that "horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
I

because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. T-> prevent this calamity
i and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily earned and used without trouble. One quart of PHENiLE, mixed with four quarts of

j
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

; Sweet, clean, sate, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my clock-farm. Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiuu
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Appjyto Wm. corbllt.

S18 California St.,
Rati FrancJct-n

liangtf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Outarfo Veterinary t'ol-

Jjt lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Natoma !

Residence, 966 Howard St,, San Francisco.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.—

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y.

larSend for<-ircnlar.Tft»

julaugsept

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups. Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidfue, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon'a

, Going's and DeBolse'b "Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street,

ijaogir
San Franci:
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CALIFORNIA

ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIKST DAY-Thursday, Sept. Sth.

TROTTING.

No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No 2—TROTTING PURSE, ?1 ,100—2:24 Class.

No. 3-PACING PURSE, ?600— 2:35 Class.

SECOND DAY-Friday, Sept. tOth,
RUNNING.

No 4—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-

olds; S'25 entrance; S10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to

second; third to Bave stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race after AuguBt 1st to carry three pounds : of two

or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals'of 188:*; £50 entrance, p.p.; S300 added;S100 to

second; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6-THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds; S50 entrance; h. f , or only £15 if declared on or

before September 1st. $300 added, of which S1O0 to

the second horse; S50 to the third. "Weights, five

pounds below the scale; winner of any race over one

mile, after August 1st, to Cirry rule weights. One
mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, S250 -Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of ?.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or opwards, fifteen pounds
Mile beats.

THSRD »AIT—Saturday, Sept. 11th.
TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—$100
entrance, of which ?25 must accompany nomination;

$25 payable July 1st, and remaining $50 payable

August" 10, 188C; 540U added by the Society. Closed

April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

in five.

No 9—TROTTING PURSE, $800-3:0(1 Class.

jjo. 10—TROTTING PURSE, §1,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY-SIonday, Sept. 13tli.

RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. S50

entrance; b. f., or only $15, if declared onor before

September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed

five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of 1S84. $150 entrance; $25 forfeit; 5250 added.

Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 1885

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ftoes' $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of

which $150 to second; 8100 to third. Weights an-

nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be

made with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-

tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received

nnless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No 14-SELLING PURSE, S250-Of which $50 to

Becond. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds foreach

$1(;0 below; two pounds added for each $100 above

fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with

elcbt nominations.
No 16—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 15th.
RUNNING.

No. 18-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-

old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared od or before September 1st; $150 added;

$25 to second. Those not having run first or second,

In any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-

eighths of a mile.

No.19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-olds.

$50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before

September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third

saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra; of two or more
ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20-THEDEL PASO STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or

before September 1st, with *300 added ; $100 to second

;

third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed

five pounds; four-year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.

No. 21—FREE PURSE, $300. $50 to second. Horses

that bave i>ot won this year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the value of $40u to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. One mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sent. 16th.
TROTTING.

No 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No ; 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $60 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining $25

payable August 10th; g:j(0 added by the Society.

Closed April 16th, with nine nominations.

No, 24—PACING PURSE, $£00—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 1 Jtli.

RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals"of 1883. $50 entrance, p. p; $300 added. Second

horse, $100; third, $50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen

nominations.
No.2C-THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds
'

S50 entxanoe; $25 forfeit; or only $15 If declared

on or before September 1st, with $250 added. $75 to

second; third to save stake. Winnerof any two-year-

old stake after Aug tint 1st, to carry five pounds ext;ar

of two or more, ten pounds. One mllo.

No. 27—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For Ihree-

year-olds. $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added.

Second horse, $100; third to save stake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry flvo

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounda. One
mile and three-quarters.

No 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages,

fCO eotoece; S|6 Jorjelt; ?30v RcNtf, ?JV to second;

$50 to third; 3200 additional to the winner if 1:42£ is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-

hawk's time (1 :42J) is beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $53

to second. Horse not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DAV—Saturday, Sept. 18th.

No . 90—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, $1, 500—Free
for all hotting stallions.

No. 81—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000— 2:22 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING PURSE, $1,1 0D-2-SO Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme:
No 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—For foals

of 1884. to be run at the State Fair of 1887. *50 en-

trance; $?5 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1887; $300 added, of which $100 to second, and $5o to

third horse. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CAL1FORN1A ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1887. $100 en-

trance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1,

1H87; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One

No". 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. S100 en-

trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January

1,1887; $15 if declared January 1,1888; or $25 if de-

clared May 1, 1888; $300 added; second horse, $10D;

third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to cuter, and three to start. But the Board

reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proporiiouate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per

cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth. . ,

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing or to trot a special race between heats. A

horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66j

to the first, and 33i to the second.

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall he required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding

the race No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

mnnng races, except when conditions named are

otherwise. ,„ . . ,_ ,
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting raceB drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in th lr

entries. ..,.,_.« • t a
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary,

Saturday, July 31, 1880.

JESSE D. (ARK, EDWIN F, SMITH.
12jn8 President, Secretary

STOC
FAIR

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFERED
Speed Programme.

—;o;—

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses, to accompany

In all races four moneys, viz. : 50,25,15 and 10 percent.

Races commence each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.

Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.

Entries t i Pacific Coast purses close August 1. 1886.

For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September fcl, 1886.
No 1 Running— District. Two-vear-old stake, mile

dash! ilh payable July 1st; 315 August 1st; S10 day

before race *'::>0 added. (Closed with live entries.)

No 2 Trotting- Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, $800.

No' 3 Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-y ear- olds, the

get of Mambrlno Wilkes; $20 entrance; $200 added by
owner of sire ; heft 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, 3100—Five moneys.

Wednesday. September M, 1886.

No 4 Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.

No' h Trotttnp—District. Two.year-olds or undor
i&A) Best 2 In j. (Closed with five Entries.)

No.fi. Trotting— District. Stallion Race ,?500. (Closed

with seven entries.)

No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all,?fi00.

Thursday. September *3, 1886.
No 8 Running—District. For three-year-oldfl or

under stake. mile dash; $2-'. payable July 1st; ?I5 August
1st; $10 day before race; S260 added. (Closed with live

Noli Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:20 Class, 91,000.

No' 10. Trotting— Pacific Coast. For three.year-

olda SlOOBtake; MM added- (Closed with five entries.)

State Equestrianism, ?10U. Five moneys.

Friday, September 24. 1886.
No. 11. Running— District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat. $5P0. Closed with seven entries.

No. 12 Trotting-Piiclflc Coast. For twn-yearolds,
8100 stake; $100 added; best 2 in 3. (Closed with eight

No. II. Trotting—Pacific Const. 2:25 Class, $800.

Saturday. September 25. 188 .

No. 16. Running— Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,

No. in. Trotting— District. 2:10 ClafiB, $500. (CloBed
with six entries.)
No. 17. Trotting—Pacific CoaBt. Free for al», $1,000.

Board of Directors lor 1886.

J,. U. SHIPPER B. 1\ LANGFOHD.
JOHN E. M001tr„ .IAN. A. SHKP1IEKD.
J AMI* A I.OI HIT. FRFJ» ARNOLD,
K. 4'. SARUJENT. W. II. SNOW,

1,. U. SHIPPER Pi .'sHlnii.

A. W. SIMPSON', Treasurer,
.1. M. I.a Itl I :. SCCreta r\.

V, 0. Box 188, Stockton, California, Ju)W

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGSICDLTHIUL ASSOCIATION.

TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

ASB ESD OS OCT. SD.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME-

First Day-Monday, Sept. 2?tli.

TROTTING—For Boggy Horses that have never
trotted for money and owned in the county. S10 en-
trance. S75 to first, set of track harness to second,
third to save entrance.
TROTTING—Nutwood stallions that have not made

a record. Purse $100. Four or more to enter, three

to start.

Entries for the above to close on Wednesday, Sept.

15th, 1886.

Second Ray—Tuesday, Sept. 98th.
No. I—TROTTING—Purse *J0O. Three-year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—FuraeSaW. Three-minute Class.

Third Day- Wednesday, sept. 2»ih
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Purse, S200; for all ages

Winners of any race after August 1st of the value of
?'jii0 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old.
5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, IS lbs. Mile heats.
No. 4—RUNNING—s hi Jose stake; for two-year-

olds. $25 entrance. 810 forfeit, $'200 added. $o0to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of "ny two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lt>s., of two or more, 5

lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse, £200; of which ?*fl

to second horse; fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds off

for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each §100 above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fourth Day—Thursday Sept- 30th.
No. 6—TROTTING— Purse $;>00. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse *S00. 2:22 Class.
No. 8- PACING— Purse $500. Free for all.

Filth Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—IIUNNING-Free purse, $200, S5n to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of

the value of 54im to carry 8 lbs. extra. One mile.
jjo_ io—RUNNING—Gilroy Stake, for two-year-olds.

$2-5 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lis. additional.

One mile.
No. 11—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200, of which $50

tOBecond horse. Fixed valuation $1,000. 2 lbs. off for

each $100 below, 2 lbs. added fnr each $100 above fixed

value. One and a quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 3d.

No 12—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
* No. 18—TROTTING—Pnjse 81,000—Free for all.

No. 14—TROTTING—Purse $300. Two-year-olds.
Mile and repeat.
In all Tiottingand Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: Fifty pur cent, to first horse. 25 percent, to

second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting or pacing races best 3-in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein staled.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other pai.l up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and thud
moneys. . „ . „
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of

the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill and and three or more horsesto
start. but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colorB to be named with all en-

trie 6.

When less than the required number of starters
appear, they mav contest fur the entrance money,
divided as follows: 06?-j to first horse, and 33>$ to

second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the inonev.
Races to commence each day at 2i'.M.
Entries to close August 1st, issfi.

N. It. EDWARDS, President.
ii. II. IIRAtiU. Secretary.

26jnfi P- O. Box Jfi9. San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOHN A. GOLDSMITH.
Box 242 Oakland. Onl.

The Trolling Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Pall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $0O llie NeaMon.
For further particulars nddroBB

(.IN WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACK-TRACK,

Hljul 16 Oakland, Cal.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure lor Nwliuiey, Weuktie*<* of the

S|ilne. SprutiiN, StrnliiK. ete.

The onlv renfodjl thai dOQB a way With the use of the
knife; leaves neither blletera, marka uoreoars, Val-
iuihh< <'iirv Inr rbetimatif in.
Fur sale by Mrs, a, O. Joseph, proprietOT.fSG Gears

ntr-et, Ban FranoiSOO, lledingtun A l"o.,S;iii 1'r.iMi'ihrn,

Melvln a Co.. Baal Oakland, and all dntggiuta. All
rights secured |n U.S. pttteut office. Price |1.00 pax
hnlHv- 3JU1 3lo0t

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR

DISTRICT

No. 6.

Lob Angeles)
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATUKMAY. OITOJU.K llilli. I.MMSIVK

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$is7ooo
In Purses and Premiums.
C®="An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List ffl

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments la
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:

First Bay—Tuesday, October fiStb,
.No. 1.—Running Rack. Purse $150, dash % of a mfl

free fnr all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Hack. Purse 5l-i0,dash ,s mile, free for

fiT all, weight for age.
3.—Teottins Race, Purse SiiOO, for 2:35 Class.

Second l).iy— Wednesday. October 13th.
4.—Running Race, Purse $200, for three-year-olda.

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight fui atje.

6.—Trotting RACE.Pur.se $500, three-minute CI
Wise's hlk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's hr c Contractor^!
eligible.

Third I>ay—Thursday, October I 4th.
7.—Running Race, Purse §250, IJtf miles, free fifi

all, weight for ago.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two.

year-olds.
1).—Trotting Race, Purse j?500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies" Riding Tournament
is heing considered fur Thursday, and -vs ill he an.
nouneeil in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October 1 5th. i

10.—Running Race. Purse $200. for three-year-olda
\)4 miles.
ll.—Running Race, Purse $200, selling race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added lor .-;ich;10M above,
and two pounds taken olT foreach >nm below one mile!
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, l>j miles, free to

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse ?2TW oat

mile.fiee for all and weight forage. For all horsesuB
have not won first inonev during this meeting
15.—Trotting Rack, Purse $.">!», free for all'.
All races will he called at I o'clock sharp
Entries close on SATURDAY. July 3ist.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions

and entry blanks furnished on application to ihe
Secretary.
J. C, KEH'TOX. E. A. Dci'A tt P.

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

N0.2C0WB0TCINCHA
No. « Price each . - - $5.5

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon reeetpfl ol

25 cents extra.

This Cincba is taking tlu

lead. Parties orjce giving it

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does nol

shift uor loosen. It has

double purchuse, and is easiex

ou the animal than any cincba

heietofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
436 and 438 italtery si.

21jul San Francisco, Cal.

Notice.
Hfjiukut H. BBOWN.MJ.

|
Oko, H. Holmes,

Noqent VI. Brown, 1 O. Brdce Lowe.
TKATUNG AS

BROWN BROS. & C0.J
STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse-, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen,

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders ID ^
lmerlca to select and forward stock from the An*
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to roc-IVt

ftml dispose of stock from America; or act as Agouti
forCalifornla Arms.
References kindly pemniied to J. B, Hagein, Esq.

and Major Rathhoue of Ban Francisco.
JtltOW N ItltOK. A CO ,

Wright, Jieaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South WolM.
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SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

CLABROUGH
HAMMER and HAMMERLESS

— GUNS —
Guaranteed the Best ir j

the Market, and more ir
J

use on this Coast than any
|

other make.

Clabrough & Golcher,

630 A 631 Montgomery St., S.F.

SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters,

W. & C. SCOTT & SON
HA MMER and HAMMSRLESS

—GUNS—
PARKER BROS.'

REMINGTON, COLT,
SMITH.

All (huh sold by us gnaran*
teed in every respect.

Clabrough & Golcher,
sail .V 633 Montgomery St .S.F.

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enough to ship, a few pups by my

HERO 3d.,

Winner of First and Special prizes at

PITTSBUEG, 1886,

Out of my XELL, Second prize winner at

Boston. 1886.

These pops have immense bone and good

muzzles, and are following closely the heavy

weight records of the famous Amidon pups,

which heretefore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

out of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,
General Wayne P. O.

81iul8 Del. Co.. Poiina.

f (Coham'sBang.
I Bang i

< Price's Vesta.

DON
\(Vande volt's.) I

(Garth's Drake.
(Peg 1

IN THE STUD- FEB $50.
To a limited number of approved bitches.

R. T. Vandevort,
Moline Avenue. Pasadena, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

PAEKEH GUN.

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New

Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th, 1*85, the First Prize and Diamond
Bad""e in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, was won by B. Teipel with a Farter Gun. Among the contestants shooting other trans were such
champions as Carver. Bogardus, Cody, Stnbbs, Erb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

SJu3n,o PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

LICENSES

Sausalito Kennels.

Dojrs taken to train and board.

Dogs of my breaking won first money
In each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. T ALLINDEB.
Sausalito. Marin Co. < al

DOG

Expired July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars. Locks, Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, ic, 4c.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
41 6 Market St., San Francisco.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1816. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

A Recent Decision of the Chancery Court necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Glewiow Stud and Farm
WHICH INCLUDES

GENUmET

Best and Cheapest

I DOG FOOD.

FEEDYOURDOGS
.STAMPEDE

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR CSB:
Immunity From Disease! Thick, Glo&sy

4,'oai! Sweet Breath! t'lean. Sound
Teeth! Reti'iikir Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and CalciDed
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

ete.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Bearing; past free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabrough *A (olcker. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 41G Market Street.

Liddle A Kaediug, 558 Washington Stn i t.

tioldherir- Bowen A «'o«428 Pine Strei t.

m. Elirmnn A Co., 104 Front Street. lOjuI Si

^HUBB'.v

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
together with about one hundred ot the choicest brood-mares in foal to the above stallions,
also some elegant and last two and three-year-olds; about thirty very superior yearling
colls and fillies. As an indication of their promise, I am confidently of the opinion that but for the

pink eye or influenza, which troubled ns this spring, we could have had twenty yearlings l>eat

three minutes. There are also abont thirty-live of the finest foals of this season ever seen
on the earth in one lot. -

I will sell the above stock, numbering about one hundred ami sevcnty-live head, together with

the Farm, consisting of about six hundred and thirty acres, with all the necessary improvements,
Barns, Paddocks, etc., ail in running shape; a splendid mile track, and everything complete, to the

highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuing from day to day until all is sold;

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except land, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four

equal yearly payments, with six per cent, interest and a lien.

1 am authorized to sell any of the animals at private wale until the Catalogue Is Issued, which will be
alxmt Ibf 50th of September, after which no animal will be sold until the final public sab'. The oppor-

tunity for purchasing the very highest types of the very lK>*t blood lines known to the trotting

breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before been offered,

and probably a life-time will not see another such.

Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre list of names, and yon may be overlooked,

J. B. McFERRAN,
P, O. Louisville, Ky, Exeoutor,

Seen red by letters Patent, .Inly flfl. 188T
" TTaving thus described n.y invention, what I Gift]

iis new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

i. The part D,Bupportedby the side straps ot the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front liavlng an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, In combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, Beeured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while cirfiimscribing the vision, snbst.tnri. illy u
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, tint

and washer E, to secure the blind ;md allow It to bo
set, substantially as herein described.

A, In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F. aB shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extension •

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose uerelr-
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 (nation with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle bo us to be
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
BtrapsorbaadsOand H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tbn Minds, .-.

instable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the intent
office, and though the corresponding letter
appear on the cut, the general principle « 111 be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation.dolng
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
point-thing of the Paio<- •- n< et OU the Rl

Is indacedhy too-weights. Tin
i

when young niitu are the pupils, teaching tin

bend the a nee without the strain of weight
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKEKKOV
No 330 and 2S3 Kills St. Han I
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave. a.:id are due to arrive ai
Sun Francisco.

le avki From July 1G. 1886.

Jg|GAG

T * I

7 30 A M
<-,::... P U
9:3U a m

«S:00 ? i (

10 ffl A JI

8:00 P H
7:30 A M
7:80 A M
7 :30 A v
S:30 A M
3:00 P si

1:00 pm
•1:00 p Si

8:30 a V
110:00 a w

3:00 P M
8:30 a M
•9:10 a m
•j

:
: i f •:

•3:'ffl a M

apa..

HozelCreek,Redding A Portland
Gait via Martinez
lout: via Livermore
Kuigbtfe Landing
I.iv.rii ore and i teasanton...
Martinez

.....Milton.
Mojave.Deniing, El Paso &. East.

., N lies and Haywards
.. ..Og.de n and East

He'd Blnlf via Murvsville
Reno, Trnckee mid Colfax....

ramento, viaBenieifl
via Livermore..

* via Wenieia
.....

" via R^nicia
Sacramento Rlvei Steamers
Ran Jose..

..Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez..
" via Martinez..

..Tnl-*re and Fresno

r,
: 4U p m

•10:10 a m
5:10 P M
10:10 A M
•3:40 A M
6:10 PU
"7:40 P M
10:40 a M
3:40 P M
11:10 a M
5:40 p m
6:40 P M
6:40 p M
5 -40 P U
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
•6:0:1 a m
•3:40 p m
t»:40 P M
9: U> a u
5:40 P «
*7 -P< p M

•10:4 i ft M
•7:40 r- m

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"0. & N.
"

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

[Townfieud Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San FranciBCO.

In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. B- Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Spleurli.l Track and Unequalerl Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Eest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.0UU miles orflrst-ilass road running West.Sortls and North-west from clilea-jo. I "Jig J

Comment-in.' Aug. 20, 1SS6.

i\\

I

Santa Clara, San Jose, and..
Principal Way Stations..

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE." M»rJ=^
From San Fraticisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAKD—•6:00-"ii:r>--:(M-,::^-,- :
-

8-80—9:00—9:S0—10:00-10:3'>—11:00—11 ::<i—l-:0i -W:3G

—I -00—1 30—2 HXi—2:30—3:00 —3:30—4:00—4 ;W1 - 5:00

— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:li0-S:0O—9:00— 10:00— 11:00-

TO FRUIT VALE-»6:00—*6:3U—*7:00— •7:30 -•?:(»

-

•8:30—*3:3O-*4:0O-»4:SlV -*r»
:oo—*5:30— *fi«0 ^-9:00.

TO FKL'iT VALifltviaAla:neda)--*9:i»A—H:S0p U:00

TO ALAMEUA—*6:0y—•6:jo—7:00—*7:a0—^lOii-'s^-J
9:00-9:30—10:00—}1030-H:00-tll:30-13:00-tl2:SO-
1-00—±1-30—2:00—3:i'V—3:30—4:09— 4:30— 5:00- 5 :d0

-

5:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELE ?—«t>:UU—•6:30—7:00—*7;3u— s:'J0-«S:3u

—9-00—3:30—10:00—{10:30-11:00—+11:30— 12:00 -1:00
—2-00—3-00—3:30— 4:00 -4;30—o:0u—5:30—fi:00—6:30—
7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—U:00—12:00.

TO "WEST BERKELEY— *6:00-*6:30— 7:J0-*7;30-
M-00—•S:2.i-a:00—10:00—11:00—11:00—2:*>- iMi- 4:l-

—«4:30—5:00—«o:30—6:00- -*(>:£>—7:00.

To San Francisco Rally.

?BOM FRUIT VALE—«6:2o—«*:53-*7:23—*,:5J- '8:23

•8:53—•9:23—*10::0-*4:23-«4:'i3-*5:23-•5:53-*6:23-
*G:-S3—7:20—9:50.

FROM FRLTT \" ALE (via Alameda)— *o 20 -*':50

16:50—i9:?0-*3:2n.
FROM EAsj.'OAK.LAND-*S:30- 15:00- 6:90—7

-. _ - . -^i—S :oo—9:3i)—10:00—10:30—11:0. —11 H,

12:00—18:30-1: O—1^0-2:00-2:30—3:O0—3;3C— 4 ^n

—

4:30—5:00 -5:30—6:0O-fi:3O—7:0u— 7:5"— 6:57- \-7—
111:57

FROM iillOADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minute later

tlisn from East Oakland.
FKOMAL.AMEOA—«5:J? •5:^S-*ti:28 — R:"8 26 -

;:58-*fe:iS-*:>S-U:^-*J:^-tlO:2S-10r8 -{UuS-
U58-tl2:ZS-12:58-tl:2S-l SB—2:53-3:28 -3£S 4:28

4:58—5^8—5:5S—fl:28-6:58—7:56 -8:58—9:58—10:58

FROM BERKELEY—*S:23—«5: B—«6.-23—fi:63-*7:2S -

7:53—•8:23—8:58—9:23—8:53—£0:23—10:53 -tH:23-
11:53 -12:53-1 :53— 2:53 -3:23 - 3:53—4:23—4:53-5:23
—->:53-«:23-G:53—7:?3-S:t3-9:53-HI:?3.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:53—*8: 3-6:53—*7:23
-7:53—8:53— *<t:2:j-S :53-l'i:53-- 112:53— 1:53 —2:53 -
3:53—4:5S—•5:33—5:53—*6:2S—ft9B.

iKEEli ROUTE.

FROM .SAX FRANCISCO-*T:15—9:15—11:15—ld:>-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*S;15—5:15—10:15— 12 ;15— 2:15-

4:15.

i;
:i
/| j", \ _..Aptos_, Ne« Bright n, & q i >]

\ Monterey and Santa Cruz

I,.;' ,*
J

HolliBteraudTrefl Plnoa

I "» :4.
r

i -\ sole^iid. s iUI r\rdo ami Way >;'iis

a—Morning.
•.SundHysescei.tett. tsnndaysonly

Satunlayfi only.'
Standard Time furnished l»y Kandclph A C
Stage coxski m>ss are made with the l<t

:v \.
Train, except Pescadeko Stages vi? San Mateo and

: . , which connect with »an a. m. Train.

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General Aareut, San Francisco. <'al.

attention, riflemen

(Caiiltoln ) -uid Santa Cn»

Special Roi'N i: -trip Tickets, «t reduce-i rate?— io
Monterey. Aptos. Sorjuel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Oilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

t'\« 5 KSIOX TI< KETIN.

For Sunday on,v,
j fof°&^»« *»»! g»»d

j
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sunday and good for return until following Mon-
Monday, / day. inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Frane'sco to

San Bruno.—
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
Maylield

1 25

•Nino
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mounfn View
Lawrences...—
Santa Clara
san Jose
Gilroy
Antos
Soquel ...

Santa Cruz
1 Monterey

II 5fl

Satto
Mon.
TIT,

•Sundays excepted. tSnndays only

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obsekvatoby,

4k. A. WWJiE.
Gen. W^naeer.

T. H. GV4ID51AS,
Gen. Pae^. ATtk Ae>.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
BHHBLL'S Cynthiasa Hobse Boots.

J. H. Festos's Chicago Specialties
De. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombault's Caustic Balsaii.

THE SLOTTERBEK SHOOTING SPECTACLES,
The simplest, most practical and best shooting spectacles ever invented. Endorsed by Capt. A. H.

BoETardus and the best shots on this Coast, as well as by old hunters Generally. More rapid and accurate thau

any globe or peep sight ever invented. Price S2.00. Discount to the trade. Descriptive circular with tes-

timonials free.

SLOTTERBEK & McCRANEY
;

lOjul 4p
T.AKt'PORT, «:A»

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FAR

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

qni.e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore ^ HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES

Are offered for s»le at reduced prices during the Fall of IS85, and up to the last of January,

1SS6. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal. .-«.
A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

prices with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datf-s of service, has been

printed and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an

opportunity to obtain at low prices highly- bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to 6ve-year-olds, all of my own breeding,Consisting

ABE OFFERED FOB SAU AT FAIREAWJi.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OK
III3BV WALSH,

Bnp't Running Horse Dep't,

LGeept P.lo AHn Kt«rlt l-'arm.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

r took has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG KOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIBST-CI ASS. STASiDABD-BREn TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

mTTTJ OMT? PPTPT? PJ. A AT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

X rjLHi v/iN J-i I JAi-LUJ-J X XJXiXl price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Pcchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

Uie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from diit?.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

TrcKET Offices.— Passenger Ueput. Townsend
strei-t, Valem-ia-street station, and ISO. 613 Market
street, CJrani! Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, Il.R.JUBAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
respectfully calls attention to thk

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BT THE "NORTHERN DIVISION*
of itsllneforieaching with speed and comfort the
best nlaces in the State for

Sea Battling:, Shooting and Fishing.
TBALNB LEAVE SAX fRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Paeiflc 1'oast,

with ita beantifnl Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beat of shooting
may >* had in season,

THE BA 7 OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar*
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-meutionea attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTIS," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT REACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain,

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) Tor warm ealt water plunge and swim-
mini; bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with donche and ehower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to tnoee wetl-knowo
Watering Places,

Ai'TOS. SIMirEL AKI> 8AKTA CRI'Z

IS VIA THE NORTHERN PIVIBION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE.
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sat i Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crui
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARGITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this liny, stages connect with trains (tally

at Sun Mateo for those vYfll-knowi; Retreats, ITRIS-
SIMA, !>AN HUKtii'KlO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unllmlti'd ex-
tent ot range at iiuil jilmut SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HoN's for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to tie lovers
ol this manly snort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ticket,

! Lock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Boad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
3l>l ThlrO SI.. Sao Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Ureed^r of thoroughbred Jena; Cattle. Registered

j

j.-ki-vb oi both nex«ji (or sale. Fostoffice a4dreas,
Sal Francisco. 0*1.

[

l
will bo entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOM"
when carried in Baggage CarB and put In charge o(
Train Baggagenien. Train Baggagemen are instrne'ed

j
to Issue CHbCKS for all dogs received In Bagg i e
Care.
Cn'ln order to guard against accidents to D s

whileintranslt.it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN, (inns and Fishing

I Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
' and eecurelv packetl in wood or leather cases may be-
taken in Passenger Cars.

j
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia station, and No 613 Market at,. Grar
Hotel.
A, 0. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

8aperu>tendent, AhL P«f , tnd Tkt, Artb
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Sporting Notes.

There is no out-door game in the world that is one-half so
cosmopolitan as Cricket. Its home is in England, but early

in life it was transplanted with her sons in Australia, where
it has became indigenons to the soil. Iu Canada it also pros-
pers. Baseball overtops it in the United States, but in Phila-
delphia the game has become thoroughly acclimated. It is

one of the fashionable games in the New England states, and
is popular in New York, Baltimore, Detroit, Chicago and St.

Louis. In China and Japan the game is played regularly by
Englishmen, and in the shadow of the lofty-Hiniilayas matches
are often played. In Ceylon it has taken root, and many of the
islands of the Indian Archipelago have their cricket clubs.
Every large city on the coast of South America sees a cricket

match at least once a week. Under the painted shadow of

the pyramids, in the face of the world's oldest civilization, the
game is kept up. The heat of the West Indies does not deter
the lovers of the game from following it. Parsees and Brah-
mins play in Bombay and Calcutta, and the Aborigines of

Australia have played matches on thegreenswards of old Eng-
land. Iu California the game has had an uncertain life for

many years. In the early 6fries, Marysville and Grass Valley
vied with San Francisco in having jovial cricket matches.
But last Saturday for the first time for many years, certainly

for the first time un record, two matches were played in the
city. The most interesting being between the captains, offi-

cers and apprentices of the British merchant ships in port.

The game was not very scientific, but it showed how
thoroughly the love of it is imbedded in the Anglo-Saxon
heart. Captains, first officers and boys, for the day, could
fancy themselves at home at school, with the hopes and
doubts of life pressing upon them or urging them into the
wider world. Here on the cricket field they met on common
ground, and had a day of unmixed pleasure. Is there any
other game that from the same elements could repeat a scene
in any form similar?

There is a grand, but partially unconscious struggle going
on in this country between the two branches of racing, the
trotting horse and the thoroughbred being the representa-
tives- The trotting has the first claim upon public support,
being the first form of horse racing to become thorooghly
popular in America. But the speed and high breeding of the
thoroughbred has enabled him to lessen the gap which the
trotter's long start gave him at the outset. Every thorough
horseman in the country, of evenly balanced mind, must hope
and wish that both forms of racing may continue to grow and
prosper. Running races at present show a more rapid growth
and well-rounded development than trotting races. The
public have adopted them, and what the public demands will

always be supplied. St. Louis, Coney Island, Monmouth
Park, Chicago, and Saratoga, have eclipsed Cleveland, De-
troit, and other popular trotting centres. But while thor-

oughbred racing must advance, there is no absolute reason
why trotting should retrograde. To prevent such a calamity
some well-timed changes might be made. The safest and
most effectual appears to be in modifying the system of heats.
Every sincere and honorable minded horseman who has been
intimately associated with trotting races has at one time or
another spoken out vigorously against the jobbery and
trickery practised in heats. The practical question is, would
mile or two-mile races won or lost at a single trial prove at-

tractive to the public? If they would, then the difficulty is

solved, for the worst schemes perpetrated in heat races would
be impossible. The change is worth attempting. It cannot
prove any worse than the present custom, and may turn out
to be the Baving of the popularity of the magnificent stepper.

There is not a grain of politics in the whole sack of wheat
which metaphorically represents the Olympic Club. But
many of its members are going through a course of training

which will make them rulers of the eonntry hereafter. If

any man doubts the assertion let him join the club and at-

tend one annual election, and he will hare his doubts ban-
ished at once and forever. The party spirit is held in utter

contempt by the members of the club. They take broad,
liberal, and enlightened views of its affairs. Their mimio
world is Utopian, its management the most perfect model of
a commonwealth. What Universities and schools of politi-

cal science have failed to do, the Olympic Club has accom-
plished, by showing, to whoever will take the trouble to find

out, that devotion to its service, knowledge of its degrees,
faith in its future, are certain to me«t the highest reward.
And yet there are men ignorant enough to speak of the club
as a mere institution for the development cf muscle. What
higher proof of intellectual independence could be shown

' than the management and result of the election last Monday
night?

At the winter race meeting of the Victoria Jockey Club, held
in Melbourne last July, a change in the mode of identifying
the horses running in the races was adopted, which proved
a great improvement. On the saddle cloth of each horse
numbers were attached corresponding with the numbers on
the race cards. Every horse, as he came iu sight, was at

once recognized even by the most stupid people. The rule
and custom of finding out the horses from the colors of the
riders is perplexing, and where two horses from the same
stable, both of the same color, run, the task is often not easy
and even for the most experienced horsemen. There is no
need to do away with the beautiful colors worn by jockeys,
but the addition of a number on the saddle-cloth is simple
and effective. For a horse once positively recognized can be
followed all through a race from start to finish, and the inter-

est of the spectators evenly sustained during the whole con-
test. This addition to the racing outfit is well worth adopt-
ing by managers of American race meetings.

Hanlan is an unfortunate man! No sooner does he find

himself able and willing to row Beach for the championship
of the world, than the latter says, "Yes, but it must be over
the Paramatta course." Beach is an obstinate man, bat he
has a perfect right to his opinions. He has not yet beaten
Gaudaur, and with such a match on his hands may deem
that he has plenty to do. Should he win, no one can justly
blame him for deciding to row Hanlan only over the course
upon which he won the championship. There is another
good reason that he may urge. The season in England is get-

ting late. Hanlans match could not come off until October
or November, when the frosty and foggy air of London might
tell disastrously against the Australian's training, hence his
caution against surprise must be commended. In addition
to these convincing arguments another may be named. The
people of Sydney want to see the champion race rowed before
them, not 12,000 miles away. Who shall blame them for

being covetous of such a sight?

It is pleasant to note the thorough interest shown by the
Tacht owners of the Pacific Club in the annual regatta. Too
often the owners of some ot the large boats hav« failed to enter
them for the race, and offered the flimsiest excuses for not
taking part. Aggie was the first to get in trim, Nellie fol-

lowed soon after, but when it came to Lurline and Halcyon
an unexpected difficulty was met. The dry dock on which
these yachts are usually cleaned is not in working order, and
no ways could be found where it would be safe to haal them
out. Thanks to the determined energy of Vice-Commodore
Spreckels, the Hunters' Point dry dock was secured and the

pair were docked and cleaned at the same time. Capt. Bruce
said that the big yachts looked like a pair of schooner-rigged
yawl boats when seen from the lofty sides of the dry dock.

The St. George Cricket Club has revived a name that was
once held by the foremost Cricket Club in California. The
question, will the new club take the position once held by its

predecessor of a quarter of a century? This like some other
questions is easier asked than answered. Butonethingis cer-

tain, there is abundant material available for a second Cricket
Club in this city. What is needed is good management which
the members of the club must see to for themselves. To-day
the St. George and Merrion teams are to play their first

match at Central Park.

The harbor of New York must have presented a grand sight

last Tuesday. Five thousand craft in motion at once must
have been an imposing spectaole. It would add a year to any
yachtsman's life to see such a race as that made by the May-
flower and Galatea for the America's cup.

The fate of America's Cup is not known at the hour when
this journal goes to press, but the general expectation is that

the Boston sloop will keep it on American soil. Any expres-

sions of satisfaction or exultation beforehand might prove
premature, hence a confident hope as to the ultimate result

will be enough for the present.

The most brilliant, evenly contested, and withal surprising

yacht race ever sailed in San Fraccisco bay, was won by Lur-
line on Thursday- Never before bid three yachts, so evenly
matched in size and rig, sailed over a set course in this bay.
The result pleased a great many people, and astonished a
great many more.

Theoretically the centreboard boat is regarded as the most
weatherly. Amongst a large number of yachtsmen here
Aggie has been held to be absolutely invincible, especially in

bay racing. On Thursday last Lurline proved herself to be
more than a match for her centreboard rival. The clamor
against keels may cease (or a while now,

The grandest yacht race ever seen on this bay was not half
seen on Thursday. Lurline, Aggie and Halcyon made a gal-

lant struggle, but they were invisible from the shore, and
only seen at intervals by the craft that attempted to go around
the course near them. Three such boats to sail over thirty
miles, with not less than seven minutes between them, is a
feat worth boasting about.

The Kenner of 1886-

Saeatoua, Aug. 27.—The Kenner was the centre of attac-
tion in connection with the day's sport, five pretty good per-
formers coming to the post. Except Panama, each was a
stake winner, Elkwood's recent performances bringing him
into no little prominence. He was, in consequence, backed
at even money, while Silver Cloud, with Murphy in the
saddle, was pTetty well supported, he being next in demand.
Blaylock had come here specially to nde Linden, a compact,
good-looking Longfellow colt belonging to the Feukness
stable, and he had some little following, but not much.
Panama was a sort of uncertain quantity, but on the strength
of his winning a purse race in mediocre company about a
week since, some few thought his capabilities might possibly
be up to the measure of a stake performer. When the flag

fell McLaughlin sent the favorite to the front, closely at-

tended by Solid Silver, who was to do the cutting-out work
for his stable companion. Considering the distance to be
covered, two miles, the pace was made pretty hot from the
word '"Go." For the first mile Elkwood and Solid Silver ran
almost lapped in the lead, Murphy trailing with Silver Cloud
in the extreme rear. There was but little change for the
next half mile, but after that work commenced in real earn-
est. Before the last turn had been rounded, Solid Silver had
fallen back hopelessly beaten, with Panama very little better
off, while McLaughlin sent Elkwood along so that he had a
lead of two open lengths entering the straight, while LindeD,
who had been running under a comfortable restraint all

along, had moved up to second. Indeed, at this time the
race was confined to these two, as Silver Cloud, now third,

was eight lengths away. Blaylock rode like a demon to over-
take the sonof Eolus, but McLaughlin rodewith equal energy,
and finally landed his mount the v inner of a remarkably
good performance by nearly two lengths, Silver Cloud a
dozen lengths away third. The time, 3:31}, with US lbs.

up, indicates a performance little short of first-class, if, in-

deed, it is not actually first-lass. Excepting one. that won
by Hindoo, it is the fastest Kenner ever run. Hindoo's time
was 3:32J. Last year the Kenner was won by Irish Pat, with
Bersan second, in 3:45, the track being very heavy.

Bonita at Albany, N. Y.

Islam) Park, Aug. 27.—2:19 Class. Billy Button was
thought to be about due for a victory, and he brought $50
and the field $2$.

First Heat—Button showed lame in scoriug. Bonita had
the inner position, and at the word settled down to her
work and took a lead which was not lost. The half was
done in 1:1 1|, and the little mare made an easy finish in

l:09f. Felix kept at her wheel, and Knapp cut him loose

coming home,' but the horse refused the brush and went
to a break, Bonita winning handily. Time, 2:21.

Second Heat—Bonita $15; field $50, was the rate this

time. The mare had undoubtedly the most speed, but it

was not thought she could stay up for two more miles. She
made the journey without a mistake, doing Felix up much as
before, Button again far from view. Time, 2:20j.

Third Heat—The mare sold even monty over the field. It

was door die this time for Button, and Turner set out to

win a heat. The horse, though still sore, responded gamely
to the half, which he reached in 1:09A, with a good lead.

His heart failed him soon after, and the little mare wasn't
to be denied, for she shot again to the front, and despite
Knapp 's diligence with Felix the heat was again secured by
the fleet daughter of Electioneer. Time, 2:19J.
Ang. 27.—2:19 Class. Purse $1,000.

Bonita, b m by Electioneer—J. Golden 1 1 1

Felix. bg-W. H. McCarthy 2 2 3

Blllv button, CD g—J. E. Turner 3 3 3
Time, 2:21, 2:20J, 2:13*.

The 2:19 Class at Hartford.

Sept. 1.-3:19 Class. 11.500.

Bonita. b iu — Fames Golden I

Felix, b g—W. H. McCarthy. .

Charles Hi Hon, b g-Geo. l>. Sisson
tgan, b g—Ilmbl Doble

William Anbur, be-C.T. Keoyon
rime
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFOEliSIA fall circuit.

Sacramento, Cal Sept. 9 to IS Reno, Nev Oct.4to9
Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 2o'Salinas, Cal Oct. 5 to 9

San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 4
EASTERN—BUNHING.

Coney I?l*nd A\ig. 28 1o Sept. 21 Latonia Oct. 1 to 1

6

Roekawav Sept. 22 to 2-4 1
Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Jerome i\»rk Sept. 25 to Oct. It, Washington Oct. 26 to 23

EASTERN—TROTTING.
Lincoln, Neb Sept into 17|Lebanon, O. .: Sept. 21 to 24

Kalamazoo, illch Sept. 18 to 17| Dayton, O Sept. 27 to Oct. 1

Detroit. -Mich Sept. 13 to 18 Wauiegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Burlington, la Sept. 13 to ltjjlndiauapolis, lnd. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2

Fori Wayne. Ind Sept. 14 to 17
:
Potts town, Fa. Sept. 28 to 30

Woo [stock, 111 Sept. 14 to 17JOentrevUle, Mich. Sept. 23 to Oct. 1

Cleveland, O Sept. 14 to 111 Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

Mystic Part Sept. 14 to 17, Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

Pouyhkfepsie, X. Y...Sept. 14 to 17. St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Grand Rapids, Mich .Sept. 2tl to 24 Pittsburg, Pa. iP. B. A.) Oct. G and 7

South Beni, Ind Sept. 20 to 2o! Mount Holly, >*. J Oct. 11 to 19

Miueoia, L.I Sept, 21 to 2M Predericfc, Aid Oct. 12 to 15

Beading. Pa Sept. 21 to 24. Greenfield, Oct. 13 to 15

Eikhorn, Miss Sept. 21 to 24,Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

The Golden Gate Fair.

Sept. 3,—The morning was clear, with a gentle breeze from

the south-east, and when the stock were brought on the track

for the final parade, though rather warm for those who had to

trudge along by the side of the horses and cattle, spectators

could not ask for anything better. The stock niuke a tine

showing. There would have been more had there been stalls

enough, us there were many applicants for room who had to

be turned away—quite a number of thoroughbred horses,

roadsters, carriage and draught horses. The cattle were
represented by shorthorns, Rolsteius, Ayrshires, Jerseys and
grades. Good judges claimed that they were of extra quality,

and, for the number, not likely to be excelled at the State Fair.

The sport in the afternoon was capital. The pacing race was
soon settle I by Peacock winning the heat, which gave him the

race, P&tchen T. being tne only one who escaped the red flag.

In fact, it was virtually a match, as Eluia and Fred Ross
were breaking and straggling far in the rear ere one-quarter of

the distance had been covered. The heat was paced in 2&7J.
Sept 2 and 3.—Special Pacing. Purse S 00.

Peacock, g g—C. (i. Green 3 1 1 1

Pit.-hen T-, bg J. A. Goldsmith. 2 4 2 2
Elra>., ch m—J. W. Donatban 4 3 3 din

Fred Ross, bg-E. Harl 5 5 4 die

Sam Lewis, o s—C. Hiven= I 2 dis
Time. 2:28*. 2:27*. 2:30, 2:27*.

The first regular race on the programme was a selling

purse of 3>2oU, the distauce one mile and au eighth, the

starters Juu Jou, Billy Ayers, Laura Gardner. Belshaw and
Index. In the pools Jou Jon was the favorite, bringing $60,

Billy Ayers $40, the held $32.50.

Sept. S.—Selling Purse, $250. of which $50 to second. Fixed valua-

tion --i.'ijir. two pounds for each SlUj below; two pounds added for

e too 8100 above fixed value. One mile and nu eighth.

W M. MurrvV b h Billv Ayers, 4, by Shaunon, dam Lady Clare.

SLOW, 118 lbs DuSv 1

Vi\ L Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner. 2, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,
-l.iu.i, 7S lbs (car. -1 lbs) Kavice 2

Kelly K Lynch's b g Juu Jou. 5, by Monday, dam Plaything, 81,00 I,

llfi Us McLaughlin 3

L. Shauer'c b g Belshaw, aged, by WiUidle, diui Su.-i*; W., SoUO, 105

lbs [car. 101' lbs). Appleby n

51. Johnson's blk g Index, i, by Thad Stevens, dam Gipsy, -r'l.Uiiu,

115 lbs Feeny
Time, 1:573.

The start was a very good one, and as they swept by the

stand in fourteen seconds they were closely bunched, though
Belshaw had a slight lead. When three-eighths were run,

time 40 seconds, Belshaw had increased his lead to a length,

Laura Gardner being second, Index third. At the half-mile

mark Laura had closed on Belshaw so that it could not be

told which whs in front. There was a general change of

positions on the further tarn. Belshaw* dropped back, Jon
Jou ran alongside of tbe tilly, Billy Ayers third. The race

down the stretch was very line between the three, Billy Ayers

on the inside. Laura Gardner next, Jou Jou outside. Patsy

Duffy was on Billy Ayers— his first mount since his return

from the east—and with one of his rushing finishes* he beat

the filly by half a length, Jou Jou a good third, lime,

1:57?.
MILE AND A HALF.

The second regular race was the 0\klaud Stake, of §50
eaoh, $300 added, one mile and a hnlf. The starters were
Harriet, Moonlight, Leda and Doubt. In the pools Harriet

was the favorite, owing to her winning the California Stakes

on Tuesday, at £40. Moonlight brought $34. Doubt md
Leda, couple-:), $32.

Same Day.—The Oakland £50 entrance; half

forfeit; 8300 added; second horse JluD, third £50. One. mile and a

half. Five subscribers

B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps, 118

]bi Feeny 1

Kelly 4 Lvnch's 1» f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight,
10 i lbs McLaughlin 2

M. Johnson's b f Le3a, '.i, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy, 103

lbd Stewart 3

R. S. Fallon's br f Harriet, 2, by Flood, dam Kattie Hawthorne,
104 Ibd Ward

Time, 2j38|.

There was auother good start, all being in a ruck until a

cmartar of a mile had been ran, when Uarriet showed a trifle

in fro at at the stand, the hdE mile being rnu in 54 seconds.

Hurriet and Doubt were head and head. At the quarter-pjie
—1:21—there was no change, thongh soon after Doubt
passed Uarriet. The mile was run in 1:47, and the secoud
rounding of the turn brought them all together. At the head

stretch Doubf, Moonlight and Harriet were parallel,

Harrist dropped back beaten, Doubt and Moonlight having
the battle to themselves. The former won by half a length,

Leda a fair third, the favorite some distauce behind. Time,
'J: ;

.

SEVEN-EIGHTHS OF A MILE.

The next race was the Golden Gate Stake, for two-year-olds.

of $25 each, $'250 added, seven-eighths of a mile. There
were nine nominations in this stake, eighth of which came to

the post. These were Bliss Ford, Safe Ban, Del Norte, Oro,

2s areola, Lady Leinster, Ilaleue Cotton and C. H. Todd.
Although Miss Fuid had incurred a penalty of three pounds
ou accouut of wiuuing ths Juvenile Stakes, she was a great

favorite with the bettors. She brought $140, Safe Ban $56",

and Oro and DA Norte being in the same stablewere coupled,

their price being S'23, and the others grouped in the Held $37.

s inn Day —The Golden Gate Stake, for two-year old^. 925 entrance,
810 forfeit, 3250 added, 8S la Becoud, third to sav< stake. Winner of

any two-year-old race, otter August 1st, to carry three pounds: ol two
. e, five ponudu extra. I 'i Jui --uile stake at tola meeting! three

laity, seven-eight? of a mile, S 'teen -: , >-

by Enquirer, dam Bribery, 110 lbs..

(including s lbs. peu Courtney 1

D.J. McCarthy's ch cO. H. Todd by JfO Hooker, dam Rosa B., llu
lbs. . ... Appleby 2

L. H.Todhimt- i - a by King Bid, daru Herzegovina. 110

lbs Scbluttus 3

W. M. Slurry's b c Del Norte by Flood . dam Esther, 110 lbs..Ho\vson
SLStorn's bf Sarcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada 0., llu lbs (including

3 lb?, pen.) McLaughlin
W. M. Murry's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate, 110 lbs.

Navies
W. L. Pritcoard's ch f Idalene Cotton by Jim Brown, dam Lizzie

P., 110 lbs (including 3 lbs. pen.) Stevens
W, L. Pritchard's b i Lady Leinsier by Leinster, dam Ad.lie A., 107

lbs Stewart
Time. 1:1:0.

It was an exciting race from the start. C, H. Todd had
a slight advantage when the flag fell, and he made the must
of it by setting a hot pace— a furlong in 13 seconds, three fur-

longs in 3S seconds, Miss Ford secoud and one of Murry's
third. Xeariug the three-quarter pole Miss Ford drew up to

the leader, Murry's pair abreast and a few lengths behind,
Safe Bun fifth at least sis leogths behind the leaders, the
others out of the race. Again there was a good race down
the stretch, though Miss Ford was running easily, C. H.
Todd and Safe Ban driving. Miss Ford wou as she liked

by a good length, Todd half a length in front of Safe Bau,
Murry's fourth and fifth, the others pulling up. Time, 1:30,

which is very good for the weight carried. The winner is a
very promising Ally, bred by General W. H. Harding of

Belle Meade, Tennessee, and was bought at his annual sale

of 1885 by Captain Moore for Theodore Winters. She is by
Enquirer, from Bribery by Bonnie Scotland, and is another
instance of this combination of blood being a "happy nick."'

SIX FI7RLONG HEATS.

The ia=t race of the day was heats of three-quarters of a
mile, for all ages, purse $250. In this there started Daisy D.,
Lizzie Danbar and Tom Atchison. Daisy D. brought $70,
Lizzie Dunbar $35, Tom Atchison $25. A good deal of

money was bet on this race, though as the book-selling
progressed the stock of the favorite depreciated while that
of Lizzie advanced.

Same Day.—Free purse. 3250. tor all ages. £"50 to second. Horses
not having won at this meeting allowed five pounds; horses that have
not run second or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter-mile
heats.
W. It. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, G, by Leinster, dam

Tibbie Dunbar, 105 lbs Stevens 2 11
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kaie, 100 lbs McLaughlin 13 2

L. Shaner*s b f Daisy D., i, by Wheat ley, dam Black Maria, 105
los., (car. 109 lbs.) Applebv 3 2

Time. 1:15*. 1:16,1:17.

Tom had rather the best of the start, and though Lizzie
closed on him at the finish so that ho won by a neck, he
was never second from start to finish, in the good time of

l:lo£. As many anticipated, Lizzie won the second and
third heats in 1:16 and 1:17, and at uo time were her chances
in real jeopardy.

Sept. 4.—The last day was a complete success in every
respect. Like the two which preceded it the weather was all

that the most exacting could desire. There was a very large

attendance. The award of premiums was in the main satis-

factory, and the animals decorated were tine specimens of the
various breeds. The afternoon was fully occupied. The
first thing on the programme was the ladies' equestrian tour-

nament, in which there were eight competitors, and a very
tine display they made. There were two sets of prizes— tirst,

second and third for those who exhibited the most skill in
managing their horses, a like divisiou for the most graceful

exhibit. The recipients of the first series were Miss Lottie
Evoy, Miss May Edwards and Hiss Kosie Ayers; in the
second, Miss Elliott, Miss F. H. De Pne and Miss Mollie
Brooks. Special premiums were awarded Miss Agues Bewley
and Miss Mattie Kalph.
The tirst race was the 2:27 class, in which started Voucher,

Stamboul, Maid of Oaks, Oomo and Bismarck. At the tirst

opening of the pooling Voucher brought §100, Stamboul
$100, all the others combined only $12.

First Heat—There was a tedious time in the effort to get
them off for the first heat. Nine ineffectual attempts; the
tenth was a very even send-off. That the favoritism was
well placed was evident when half the trip was made. Stam-
boul led at the quarter, 36] seconds, and :it the half-mile, in
1:11, he was two lengths in front ol Voucher, the others
away back. At the three-quarters, 1:1GV>, Stamboul still led,

though Voucher had closed tbe gap somewhat, and when
fairly straightened into the stretch he carried Stamboul to a
break—a good break, however; but the big bay is noted for

the speed he can show in the last quarter., and as a result he
came under the wire tirst by half a leDgth in 2:22, Corno was
third, Bismarck fourth, Maid of the Oaks distanced. Voucher
$50, held $25, was the estimate after this heat.

Second Heat—Again Stamboul took the lead, and at the
quarter in 37 seconds, the half in 1:12, and three-quarters in

1:47, he led Voucher by several lengths, Corno ana BismarcK
nowhere. Voucher came with his long-rating stride so rap-
idly that he overhauled Stamboul at the seven furlongs,

passed him in a short space, and won the heat by three
lengths, iu2:24.
Third Heat—There was a change in the third heat in oue

respect. Stamboul was first at the quarter, 36.1 sec mds,
Voucher the last of the lot aud fully fifty yards be 'i ind.

That he would lose the heat was conceded by every one,

thongh much to their surprise he passed all but Stambml
before the half-mile was made by the leader, aud at the three-

quarter pole he was within two lengths of the leader and from
there he wou as he liked in 2:26, the placing in every heat
being the sane as in the first.

Sept. i.—Purse $750. 2:27 Class.
Voucbir, b g by Nephew—G. W. Trahern 1 1 1
Stamboul, b s—L. J. Eose 2 2 2
Corno, ch 6—M. McManus. 3 3 3
Bismank, ch 6—J. Y*\ irorden 4 4 4
Maid of Oaka.ch m—G. Walters die

Time, 2:22, 2:24, 2:26.

Of course the great attraction was the free-for-all, with Guy
Wilkes, Adair and Auteeo to start. Guy Wilkes at Santa
Kosa and Petaluma had shown himself to be a great horse,

aud in the opinion of those who saw him trot he can beat any
stallion now on the turf. He is fast, gume and reliable, aud
one of the best "moneyed horses" imaginable. Adair had
also distiognished himself, showing au increase of capacity

over his form of last year. Anteeo is completely off. Not
worth a whoop in a swamp when compared with what he
had done, and this was so generally known that his poor
showing was anticipated. The positions allotted were Adair
tirst, Anteeo seoond, Guy Wilkes outside. With the bettors

Wilkes was the favorite at $60 to $25. with few to take the
short end.

First Heat—Mainly owing to the bad behavior of Anteeo it

took thirteen scores to get them off and when the gong
sounded Adair rushed off' with the lead. The quarter
was made in 35 seconds, Guy a length behind; ut the
half, in 1 .OS. Guy was only half a length bt dud Adair, and
at the three-quarters, 1:44, tliat was their rHutive positions.

From there the puce was fast, Wilkes making a break when
ueariug thescore, aud Adair winning theheul in 2:17',, Auteeo
about as close as he was at the half.

Second Heat—The second heat was so nearly sirnilur to

the first, that the only variation was a break of Wilkes on the

back stretch. The quarter was made in 35£ seconds, the half
in 1:0S|, three-quarters in 1:44, and the mile in 2:17J, Anteeo
a little closer than before. So great was the confidence of
the backers of Wilkes in his ability to win that he was sup-
ported at the odds of $50 ou him to $40 ou both the others-
notwithstanding the loss of two heats.
Third Heat—The third bent was so nearly a counterpart

of the others that all the description necessary is to say that
Adair led to three-quarters, Wilkes pressing him so closely
that ho broke and Wilkes won in 2:20, making the fraction
thus: quarter, Z5X; half, 1:09;!, three quarters in 1:45: mile,
2:?0.

Fourth Heat—The fuiirth heat Adair showed some lame-
ness, and, for the tirst time daring tbe race, he broke ou the
homestretch, aud tbat so badly that Anteeo beat him for
secondplace. He led Wilkes to the three-quarters and two frac-

tions more; quarter, 35 seconds; half, 1:09; three-quarters,
1:45; mile, 2301.

Fifth Heat—Adair gut a bud start in the fifth heat, though
a good one would not have made any difference, as Guy had
it all his own way, leading all around by many lengths, and
jogging in in 2:24.

l 1

3 2
2di»-

Same Day.—Purse ?l,C0''i. Free for all.
Guv Wilkes, b s—Wm. Corbitt 2
Adair, bg-E. H Miller, -Jr )

Anteeo, b s—L. W. Burns 3

Time, 2d7J, 2:17|,2:20, 2:20*;, 2:24.

There was a special purse of $250, between Allen Roy and
Sister. Allen Koy won the first and third heats in 2:23 and
2:26, bister the second in 2:24. when it was postponed to

Monday morning. At ten o'clock the finish was called, and
Allen .Roy won the fourth heat in the excellent time of 2:20$.

Seot. 4 and 6.— Special Purse. $250,
Allen Roy, g g by Patchen Vernon—J. VJ". Don.ithau 1 '2 1 ]

Sister, b m —A. J. Goldsmith y l 2 2
Time, i&t, 2:24, 2:25. 2:201.

Premiums at Oakland.

Thoroughbred stallions, three-years and over—First, Grover
Cleveland, Matt Storn owner.
Two-year-olds—First, Rathbone, J. C. Simpson; second.

Voltiguer, W. M. Murray.
One-year-olds—First, Dolly Dimple, W. M. Murray; no*

competition.
Thoroughbred Mares—Three-year-olds—First, Lady Viva,

owned by J. C. Simpson; second, bay mare, owned by Matt
Storn s.

Families—Stallions, other than thoroughbred, with not less

than live colts—First, Mambrino Wilkes, sis colts, owned by
Irvin Ayers; second, no prize. Dawn, with five colts, owned
by J. A. Goldsmith.

Mares, with not less than two colts—First, Brownie H ,

with three eolts.

Horses of all work, stallions—First, Duke of Ediubargh,
owned by (J. V. Fox, of San Jose; second, Gib, owned by F.
Ltmoreaux.

Two-year-olds—First, T. O., owned by F. Lamoreaux;
second, bay colt, owned by H. H. Emery.

Mares, three-year-olds—First, Brownie H., owned by L.
Hewlett; second, Mayblossom, same owner.
Mares, two-year-olds—First, Eiua, owned by B. E. Harris;

second, Veronica, owned by J. Ayers.

Mares, one-year-old—First. Beauty, owned by John Leach;
second, Belle, same owner.

Roadster stallions, four-year-olds aud over—First, Guy
Davis, owned by D. M. Ayers; second. Blue Bull, owned by
Sackrider A; Ghisholm.

Three-year-olds—First, Electric Light, owned by Ed.
Younger; second, Sir Whipple, owned by B. E. Harris.

Two-year-olds—First, Signal, owned by J. C. Smith; sec-

ond, owned by L. A. Richards.
One-year-olds—First, John, owned by L. A. Richards.
Suckling colts—First, bay colt, six months, owned by H.

H. Emery.
Mares, four-year-olds—First, Diana, owned by D. Greene;

second, Soudan, owned by M. Mendeshall.
Three-year-olds-- First, Clara P., owned by J. Ayers.
Two-year olds—Fu^t, owned by L. A. Richards; second,

Santa Rita, L. Hewlett, owner.
One-year-olds— First, B. G. Harris, owner.
Suckling Colts—First, owned by L. Hewlett.
Matched Span—First, Indian Girl and Lady Pierce, A. (J.

Dietz, owner; second, Dandy aud Trusty, S. K. Prentiss,
owner.
Draft Stallions. Three-year-olds—First, Rigelo, Sackrider

& Chisholm owners; second, Snow-flake, same owner.
Two-year-olds—First, Ye Bon, Sackrider & Chisholm,

owners.
One-year-olds—First, Peerless, Saci;rider k Chisholm

owners.
L'uder one year old—First, Brilliant, same owners.
Draft mares, three-year-old—First, Lacy, Charles Prario

owner; second, Fanny, same owner.
Span in harness—First, Lucy and Fanny, same owner.
Carriage horses—First, Orient and Berkeley, S. Harris,

owner; second, Brownie aud Mayblossom, L. Hewlett,
owner.

Saddle horses—First, Billy, B. E. Harris, owner; second,
bay horse, F. H. DePue, owner.

Sweepstakes, stallions—First, Mambrino "Wilkes, I. Ajers,
owner; second, Duke of Ediuburgh, L. L. Fox, owner.
Mares—First, Brownie H., L. Hewlett, owner; second,

Sackrider & Chisholm, owners.

TrottiDgr at Portland, Or.

Cm View P.vbk. Aug. 29. -Trotting, 3 iu 5: 5200 entrance; $200 added.
8. G. Reed's br m Jane L. (tocart)—L. B. Lindsey .1 L' ] 1 1

Van B. Dcl.ashmaii".- b M Kitiy Lynch— James Mieuer.. 1 1 7 3 2
Jay Beacli"« b h Altaroout—Jay Bejch i> S a 2 3

Tim©, 2:38, J:vUi. 3:30. 2:34-1, 2:32*.

Same Day.—Trotting, 2 in 3. Puree No.
!'i Vamnoncisc&r'a M. S.,eu y toy Al wood, dam Bellfoun>ler —

Misner j l

Chos. Ueyele's Lady Rookwood, by ltockwood ito cart}—L. B.
Lindsay. a

Time.2-.68, 2:53.

Isaac Mt.rphy's name appeurs for the first time as enteriug
a horse, he having put the b c Fabulous by Longfellow

—

Felicia, iuto some Saratoga slakes next year.

Falsetto is at the head ol the class of winning sires at
Mopmouth park with $29,600. Virgil comes next with
$23,000.

OowaL the jockey who was ruled off last year for foul rid*

ing, bus been reinstated on probation.

It is asserted that Oliver K.'s real time in the 2:17 trot at
Rochester was 2:15J, aud not 2Ai\\ .

There are Bixty-oue book-makers at $100 a day operating at

the new Brooklyn track.
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The Select Stakes at Monmouth—The Greatest
Race of the Tear.

[N. Y. Spirit.]

Aug. 19.—When the bell rang for the Select Stakes Louise
was the tirst to answer, looking very tit and well. Kingston,
too, looked as hard as nails, and showed that cunning old

Eph Snedeker had put forth all his arts to bring the brown
pet of Fordham to the post in a condition such as would
exonerate him of all blame should defeat come to them. Bel-

videre was admired for his good looks, despite his queer
action behind when he walks. But when the Califoruians
appeared there was a buzz of admiration. King Fox,
especially, was looked upon with the greatest curiosity, not
to say amazement. A more magnificent two-year-old had
never appeared in this section, certainly never a larger one,

while Alcalde, a large colt, too, with tine length, was admired
for his blood-like lines, and, moreover, his faultless condition.

The Californians were all the rage. They had made the fast-

est trial run of the season, in fact, the fastest trial on record
at Monmouth, l:14f, on the 11th, since which they had won
the Kentucky Stakes, defeating Mr. Baldwin's Californian-

bred heroes of the western meetings, and Mr. Haggin had
brought them down with the hope of meeting the mighty
Tremont, and was disappointed when the black failed to

respond. In the batting it was all Haggin. Snedeker's party
made no secret of their faith in Kingston. They told every-

body their colt would be hard to beat, but nobody would
believe them . It was Haggin at any price. Of the race itself,

Coldstream was left at the post, Alcalde made the running
and was under a pool all the way, apparently, with Kiug Fox
next, and it looked, Bure enough, as if the pair would finish

first and second as they turned Oeeanport corner. Kingston
had not got off any too well, but Mike Donohue rode him
desperately all the way, and in the stretch he drew up to

Alcalde and King Fox under the whip, and one of the most
desperately punishing finishes of the season began, and it

never ceased until Kingston landed the race by a neck in the
extraordinary time of 1:14£. Alcalde was less than two
lengths behind, with Louise a good fourth. The cheering
that greeted Kingston as he came back to scale was loud,

especially among the stable hands, with whom, for some
nnknown reason, Mr. Haggin is not popular. All the colts

were blown but rounded very soon. The time, when it was
announced, set the place in a frenzy of excitement. Nothing
like it had even been heard before, except Barrett's 1:14, in

1880, which had always been doubted. It was by long odds
the best two-year-old race of the year, and there was a gen-
eral regret that Tremont was an absentee, as had he been
present it would have given him a chance to show how good
he really is.

Last week, in dealing with the moderate capacity of the
two-year-olds of the present season, we held that only two,

Tremont and Hanover, had shown any approach to first-class

form in public. Our copy had scarcely goDe to press when
Kingston's Select Stakes was run, and its issue would indi-

cate that both Kingston and King Fox are first-class ones.

Up to the time of our last writing tbey had not shown it in
public, for King Fox's dual victories in the c Saratoga and
Kentucky Stakes were hardly tii-st-class. Kingston had
shown himself to be a colt of considerable merit, but had
accomplished nothing extraordinary in public. As long ago
as July 7th, he had a trial in 1:16, which we published at the

time, and called attention to the colt as one worth watching.
King Fox's trial of 1:14|, on the 11th inst., led us to believe

that he was possibly a great colt.

People are apt to ridicule trials, but we are not sure that

they are worthless. Subsequent performances in public

often make them appear to be, but trials are more correct

than public races. They show what a horse is capable of

doing unhampered. It is his real form. The race is dif-

ferent. There are a dozen things to make it wrong—the

delays at the post, or an uneven start to begin with. Then,
again, it may not be run at the same even rate as the trial,

but fast in one part, slow in others. There may be crowding,

pocketing, or a horse may have to pull out and mn round
his field on the outside. None of these things occur in a

trial with one or two stable companions.
Now, in the Select, King Fox proved that his trial in l:14f

was a true bill. He really beat his trial, which was the

fastest ever run at Monmouth. But Kingston could run it

faster. That is all there is about it. King Fox lost no
honors by being defeated. It was the best race run by two-

year-olds this season. He was conceding Kingston 5 lbs.,

and the latter barely gave him that much of a beating, as

the pair were ridden out "for all there was in them," as the

Baying is and King Fox was at the winner's shoulder. From
a time standpoint, the race was the best ever run in America.

Barrett ran it in 1:14 in 1880, but the time has always been
questioned. Besides, in 1880 tbe track at Monmouth was
faster than it has ever been. The start then was made at

the top of a hill, and the race was down hill for nearly a half

mile. In 18S3 this hill was cut down considerably, and
although there is a decline, it is comparatively inconse-

quential.
Of course, the great trial of King Fox and Alcalde, August

11th, their subsequent shipment to Saratoga, where they

won the Kentucky Stakes, made them the biggest kind of

favorites. They were such favorites that it was any oddB on
them, as Mr. Haggin had openly expressed his desire to

meet Tremont, and said he thought he could beat him.

There was a great crowding to the paddock to see the colts.

King Fox is the largest two-year-old of any value we have
ever seen. He would be too large were it not that, unlike

most two-year-olds, he is amply furnished and finished, and,

as John Spellmau remarked as he dismounted after the pre-

liminary and observed us watching the colt, "He would pass

for a four-year-old." He is a bright bay, with a star and
hind heel white, with a head like Vandall's, the high fore-

head, Roman nose, etc. He has a fine blood-like neck, 'aicer

shoulders than Ban Fox, and, although he stands on more
leg, has ample top. His mate, Alcalde, is scarcely his

inferior—a beautiful bay colt with a star and hind pasterns

white, with more length than most of the Reforms, good feet

and legs, and has a pretty way of going. His dam, Flora, is

a daughter of War Dance, out of old Flora Mclvor, the four-

miler, so dear to poor old Doctor Weldon's heart.

Kingston's performance was one of such merit as to place

him high among the elect of the season. He waB certainly

not favored in the Btart, and made up his ground nicely, and
of the two he was the least distressed at the finish. He is a

neat brown, with a star, bred by Mr. Keene, and sold at the

Madison Square Garden, in this city, June, 1885, to Mr,

Snedeker, for S2.200, Snedeker representing two young gen-

tlemen of means and high social position in this city, being

members of two of the oldest Manhattan families. They
always keep three or four in training with Snedeker, and
have been very successful with Giiofle, Duchess, Girofla,

Miss Lumley, etc. They purchased Kingston on the strength

of Kalula's trial, the filly being his half-sister.

In make-up, Kingston is not a large, but good-sized colt,

with a neat head and neck, which he gets from Newminster,
fair shoulders, good middle, and quarters well let down.
He is a good-tempered colt, like his sire, and easily placed.
When he was purchased he had a ourious indention in his
shoulder, which caused several to hold off in the bidding,
but it has never amounted to anything. He wiutered well
at Jerome Bark, but did not grow as fast as expected. He
had his sire's nice disposition, and, like him, he was found
to be rather a sluggard in his work, and required riding.
The Select was his fourth race. He was tried on the eve of
the July Stakes in 1:16, but picked up a stone and was
scratched. It was not until the Sapling that he made his
debut, and ran second to Hanover. He subsequently ran
second to Austriana in the Seabright and second to Tremont
in the Junior Champton.

Australian Racing Notes.

The winter steeplechase meeting of Victoria Racing Club,
was held at Melbourne on 17th duly, on the Flemington
course. Tnere was a brilliant gathering of spectators,
splendid weather for mid-winter, and a most attractive pro-
gramme, five of the six events being jumping races, and in

each struggle there was a liberal array of starters.

The first event was the Maiden Hurdle race, a sweepstakes
of 5 sovs. with 200 added; about two miles. It was won by
\V. Bailey's b g Sir Lancelot by King Arthur—PoetesB, 4
years, with 9 st. 7 lb. up, from a field of eight.

The Maiden Steeplechase, a sweepstakes of 5 sovs., with 200
added, the same distance, was won by G. Buckley's b g Wick-
liffe, aged, by Young Touchstone out of an Athelston mare,
carrying 10 st 13 lbs. Five others started.

The third event was the second in importance and value,

the

Gband National. Hurdle Race, a handicap sweepstakes of 1ft sovs.
each, 4 forfeit, with 400 added. The second horse to receive SOkovs ,and
the third 25 sovs. out of the stake. The winner of any handicap hurdle
race or steeplechase, after declaration of weights, to carry 7 lb. extra.

About three miles.
W. Moffatt's b g Ocean, aged, (pedigree unknown) 9 st. 3 lb.

Ferguson 1

G>. 0'Brien'& br in Ruby, aged, 10 st. 12 lb O'Brien 2

M. Loughlin's br h Sheet Anchor, aged, 11 st. 10 lb Corrigan 3

J. Cripps" bk h Duration, 5 yrs., 12 st. 7 lb M. Leod
W. Radcliffe's brh Tantalizer, aged, 10 st. 6 lb .-. . .Malone
S. filler's bg Koolyte, aged, lust. 4 1b Watson
W. Radcliffe's ch h Distiller, 5 yrs., 10 st. 3 lb M. Ivor
H. Chifney's bk h Hilltcp, 6 yrs., 10 st. 2 lb King
R. JIann's ch h Grattau, 6 yrs.. 9 st. 10 1b. Batty
P. T. Heywood's b h Ditto, 5 yrs.. 9 st. 21b Williams
J. H. Hill's b g "Wild Dos (late The Joker), aged, 9 st Murdoch

The event of the day and of the meeting was the

Gband National, Steeplechase, a handicap sweepstakes of 15 sovs.

each, 5 forfeit with 500 added. The second borseto receive 50 sovs. and
tbe third 25 sovs. out of the stake. The winner of any handicap hurdle
race or steeplechase, after declaration of weights, lo carry 7 lbs. extra.

Over such course and jumps as the stewards shall direct. About three

miles.
M. Loughlin's b g Game by Panic—Edith, aged, 11 st. 10 lb.

Gorrigan 1

E. Martin's b g Native, aged, 10 st. 8 lb Ferguson 2

W. Pearson's b m Lady Ashton, aged, 12 st. 5 lb Mr. A, M'Culloch 3

S. Miller's b g Studley, 5 yrs., 12 st Watson
E. Weeks' b g Bob Cooper, aged, 10 st. 11 lb Floyd
G. H. Read's br g Reticent, 5 yrs., 10 st. 7 lb Chaston
J. Harbottie's r g Roulette, 5 yrs., 10 st. 3 lb M'Gowan
G. T. Law's b g Kanaka, aged, 9 st. 12 lb Cree U

J. Latta's br m Sp-ingle, aged, 9 st. 10 lb J. M'Culloch
J. Pile's br g Brown Eagle, aged, 9 st. 9 lb J. Williams
S. S. Bailie's bk g Charcoal, 5 yrs. 9 st. 71b. (car. 9 st. 11 lbs.(..Powell
W. Moran's b g Nuisance, aged, 9 st. 7 lb A. Williams

The owner of the winner is well known to many California

sportsmen. During his short stay in this city, a few years

ago, he made himself thoroughly popular amongst horsemen.
The Selling Hurdle race followed, and was won by W. Lit-

tle's Bonnie Carlisle, from a field of rive. The day's sport

was concluded with the

Flat Race, a handicap of 5 sovs. each, 1 forfeit, with 105 added. For
two-year-olds and upwards. The winner of any handicap flat race,

after declaration of weights, to carry 7 lbs. extra. One mile.

C. Wilson's b m Gardenia, C yrs., by King of tbe Ring—Fleur-de-lis,
7st.lllb O'Brien 1

H. Jennings's brh Duke of At hoi, 6 yrs., 7 st. 2 lb Brown 2

W. E. Dakin's ch h Quintin Matsep, G yrs., 8 st. 2 lb Power 3

Plausable, Meteor, The Ghost, Middlemarch, Medea,
Bohemian, Kitawa, Straightshot, also ran unplaced.

Gleaaon's Method.

Professsor O. H. Gleason, who has been prominent in the

east this season as a horse tamer, gives the following as his

plan for breaking colts:

In breaking a colt, the first lesson should be to turn him
loose, either in a bos stall or carriage house, and, with the

whip in the light hand slowly approach him and crack the

whip. The colt will run away from you, and generally go

into the corner. Follow him up, however, and keep cracking

the whip until he turns his head towards you. The moment
he does this step right up to him, and caress him on the

point of the shoulder. If he should, as you approach him,

whirl around and kick at you, keep your eyes open aud
quickly give him a sharp cut on the hind legs with the whip.
By following this up carefully, in a very short time he will

learn to his sorrow that when he turns away from you and
attempts to let his heels fly he receives punishment, and that

when he looks you in the face be is treated well and rewarded.

The intelligenca of any colt is always sufficient to perceive

this, and in fifteen or thirty minutes he will follow you
around like a dog. As he will feel that you are his superior

and master, he will show no desire to kick. What the fingers

are to a man, the nostrils are to a horse; and any object that

seem to occasion a feeling of fear in the horse yon should

slowly either take him to or bring up to him aud permit him to

nose around it and smell it until he is satisfied it is harmless.

For instance, before making any attempt to put on the halter,

take it in your left hand and let him smell it; theu buckle it

over his neck. Always be very calm and quiet in your man-
ner, and talk softly to the horse, which goes a great way
towards getting him accustomed to your presence.

If the colt endeavors to pull away after the halter is on, my
plan is to circumvent him by alittle strategy. Take a common
knot around tbe body, drawing it moderately tight, and pass

the end up between the front legs through the halter. The
reason for doing this is very apparent. He caunot under-

stand how anything can pull the hind part of his body and

his hend at the same time, and on feeling tbe strain behind

he will go forward, and thus you will accomplish your object

j
without being compelled to use furce. Taking this rope in

the right haud, and standing flii tly in front of the colt, say

in a decided manner, "Come bur !" and at the same time pull

the rope sharply. The colt will invariably come forward,

aud wben he does so caress him. Repeat this two or threo

times, until he will qnickly move forward; then bay "Come
here!"

Next, with the rope, hitch him to the manger or to a post,

and standing in front of him open and shut umbrells

buffalo robes, aud beat tin pans— iu fact make us much noise

as possible without touchiug him. Of course, he cannot
think of two things at once, and the rope tied around him
behind catches him by surprise, and he will end by giving up
trying to get awuy when he finds that he is freer from pain
when be is quiet and still, than when jerking his head. For
a very nervous horue put the rope as far forward as possible
around the body. This treatment can be applied until he is

thoroughly halter-broken. The same arrangement is the most
successful one in existence for halter-pullers, and is also a
most valuable assistant iu leading a horse behind a wagon.
How many people are at their wits' ends continually when on
a long ride with a horse tied to the carriage behind—aud yet
this invention would prevent it all, and they would not be
obliged to even give the horse a thought.
The next lesson to be given the colt should be the harness-

ing. First put on the open bridle with the straight bar bit,

aud run the lines back through the thill straps. Then
teach the colt to turn to the right aud to the left, and to stop at
the word "whoa." These lessons should never bo longer
than an hour eacb, and generally ouly two a day. Check
reins I do not approve of, as, in my judgment, if a horse is

foaled without style you cannot help the matter any by
forcing him into it until you have thoroughly trained him
how to drive. Theu put on your check reins aud take him
up gradually, elevating his head only to a natural position.
In my opinion a colt should first be broken when only a
year old, but never worked in a vehicle until he is at least
five years of age, and furthermore, I believe that a great
many of oar horses are almost ruined, or at least greatly
decreased in value, by being broken too young. Any good,
practical mau, with good judgment, can break a colt; yet he
must never be impatient, but bear in mind that a colt is like
a child just learning his A B C's. All colts, of course, cannot
be handled alike; and, as perhaps you have already inferred
from the preceding, should each be handled according to bis
nature, while the common sense of the trainer should indi-
cate the most advisable course to pursue.

Humors of the Turf.

I have no doubt the majority of your readers know Robert
Anderson or "Bob," as he is more generally termed, who
makes his home in Tenneesee, but is always out with a flyer

or two when the big money is hung up in the Grand Circuit,
and generally manages to take a good sum back to his South-
ern home. Auderson once said to me: ,l

I was educated for
the law, but have dropped to a trainer of trotting horses;
don't you think it quite a fall?" "Oh. no," I replied, "I was
always a firm believer in the saying, 'the profession does
not make the man, but the man the profession, 'and I consider a
first-class trainer head and shoulders above a second-rate
lawyer." Anderson might have made a good lawyer, but I
doubt if in any profession he would have excelled the stand-
ing he has gained in his chosen vocation. John Spiau is an-
other example of what a man may attain if allowed to follow
his inclinations in choosing a vocation. John was born in
New York State thirty-eight years ago, and when a lad was
sent to Buffalo to begin an apprenticeship with J. P. New-
man, a leading merchaut in that city. John did not take
kindly to the confinement and dull routine life behind a
counter, and he soon struck up an acquiutauce with John
Stevenson, a leading trainer, aud it was not long before
young Splan transferred his services from the merchant to

the training stable. The first time John ever sat in a sulky
was on the Buffalo track behind Pelhani Tartar, and although
he was so small that his feet could scarcely reach the cross-

bar of the sulky, much less the foot rests, I doubt if he ever
felt larger in after-life, even wbeu over the same track I saw
him bring Barns to the wire in 2:13£. Nor yet when he
achieved the distinction, never as yet equaled by any man, of

fitting and driving a horse a mile in harness in 2:06;$-. What
would have been Splau's career hud he remained content
with the hum-drum of store life? He would probably be
measuring calico, or weighing sugar, unknown save by a few
personal acquaintances. In the profession to which his

tastes inclined he has become an acknowledged leader, and is

known by thousands, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as "the
only Splan." Where is there any profession that can show
a greater proportion of keen intellect or shrewd business men
than is found in the ranks of the trottiug-horse trainers now be-

fore the public? I spoke of Anderson in my opening, and I

cannotmiss the opportunity to tell your readers a good story of

which, while I do not vouch for the surmises, I know the

facts to be true. In 1S79 Anderson and Johuuy Campbell
were making a raid together. Bob having the blind horse Ed-
inburg, with a record of about 2:40, and Campbell the bay
gelding Harry G. The year previous Anderson had been
down at Little Rock, Ark., and found a blind horse owned
there that was considered a world beater. In chaffing Ander-
son, the owner said: "Bob, if you can bring a blind horse
down here that can beat my horse, you can win mouey
enough to load a steam-boat with cottou and take it back
home with you." Anderson had not forgotten the boast, and
when he started down iu Arkansas in 1S79, it was with a

strong expectation of "doing up" the Little Rock blind

stallion and his backers. Ediuburg was a small bay horse,

about lo£ hands, sired by Mambriuo Patchen, but during
the campaign of 79 he improved so fast iu speed and size,

that when they reached Pine Bluff, Ark., although still called

Ediuburg, had grown to 16 bauds in size, and his speed
would stop a watch close to 2:20. Here the Little Rock blind

horse and Anderson's blind horse came together, and as Ediu-
burg had a record of 2:4 U, the race was considered a gift for

the Arkansas horse. To tbe great surprise of the local dele-

gation Edinburg won the first two heals iu a jog, aud thou
Anderson coolly rode up to the judges' sland aud informed
them tbat if they would waive distauce he would show them a

fast mile in the third heat, whicb he did, Edinburg coming
home in about 2:21. The owner of the Arkansas horse was a
one-armed man, and running up iu front .of the judges,

stand, he shook his empty sleeve as he shouted, "Judges, I

protest that horse ain't Ediuburg. There is but oue blind

horse on earth that cau come dowu tbe home stretch al th •

clip, and that is Scott's Thomas, his record is 2:21." Lean-
ing forward the starting Judge replied, "We caunot entertain

the protest. These people have seen both horses trot, aud
bet their money on the horses, and nut uu their names. E i-

inburg wins the heat and race." When the boys chaff Bob
against riugiug, he always replies: "I would not have those

stiff Presbyteriaus in Tennessee think I would ring a horse,

not for a steamboat load of cotton."

—

Albsrmarl, iu X. Y.

Sportsmen.

Joe Qaisenbury did not do so badly with the trotting geld-

ing J. Q. He gave $140 for him as a three-year-oi

Slo.OUO with him, and sold him lo W. C. Franc
-•>

—

A driver who claims to hive had experience.

services through the advertising columns. 1'

addressed at thib office.
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YACHTING.
The Oakland Canoe Club.

The Canoe Clnb was all alive at nine o'clock on Thursday

worniug, in compliance with the general order of the Commo-
dore thut all should be afloat by 9:30. However, notwith-

standing all efforts, it was after ten wheu the hour for the

drawbridge was sounded, and a very strong white ash breeze

prevailed right through both bridges. The fleet, though

smaller than was anticipated, comprised eight canoes, yachts

Aloha and Stanley, and the skiffs Yum Yurn and Nautilus.

The breeze was very light all down the creek, dwindling

down to a dead calm before the Narrow-Gauge slip was made.

After drifting about for some time, during which time several

took the opportunity of a voluntary dip in the briny, a nice

nor'- westerly breeze sprung up, which soon took the whole

squadron over to Goat Island where they arrived about 1

o'clock. The canoes were Mystic, Flirt, Zoe Mou, Zephyr,

Undine, Shadow, Waif, and one unnamed. The Spray was

found awaiting them on the Island, her first appearance

since the return from Clear Lake, and very handsome she

looked with a new deck and a coat of varnish. When all had

got ashore, iucUiding the parties from the yachts and skiffs,

there was quite a gathering, and due justice was done to

lunch, the salt air sharpening appetites, and the eatables

proved so attractive that the yachts were, for the time, forgot-

ton, when suddenly the Commodore sung out, "Hullo, there

they go!'' and sure enough; just then the Lurline came along

aud went about right opposite the landing; she was shortly

followed by the Aggie and Halcyon. A hasty move was

made to the summitof the hill, but the haze was so thick they

were soon out of sight. Everyone was rather disappointed

at not being on the water wheu the yachts came by, and it

was determined that sooner than miss them a second time an

immediate start should be made for the Oakland stake boat

to await their return. There was a fine breeze after leaving

the Island, causing a few wet decks, but presently it lightened

again, and reefs were shaken out aud the fleet bowled merrily

past the Narrow-Gauge wharf. No sign could be seen of the

stake boat, so a course toward the lumber wharf was kept,

which proved jubt the thing, as, when about half-way there

the yachts hove in sight right astern, eomiog along iu grand

style with every stitcn of sail set. Right through the little

oauoe fleet caui'e the Lurline, and the boys flatter themselves

they had the prettiest view of the race 6een during the day.

Squaring off, they kept compauy as well as they could till the

Ag^ie aud Halcyon came by, the crews cheering the imma-
ture craft who had come out to see them. There was quite a

chop sea here, aud several of the skippers got a lap-ful uf the

briny, which added to the fuu. All the way back the breeze

kept falling, until when the creek was reached there was only

just enough to keep the boats moving. When the

boat-house was reached alt agreed that a pleasanter day's

sailing could not have been even ou the racing yachts.

It was understood that no ladies were to go on this trip,

but two who had been before turned up at the start and
would take no refusal, so took part aud expressed themselves

much pleased. The better half of tbe Shadow not to be out-

doue, took possession of the canoe ou the return aud had a

paddle up aud down the creek. There is some talk of a

cruise to the Island on Arbor day, aud Joaquin Miller has

expressed a desire to be of the party. The Cluo is now so well

kuowu on the Island it will be scarcely necessary for them to

plant a tree to keep green their memory, but in the event of

their so doiug it will tax their ingenuity to think of some-

thing appropriate to Ibeir sport.

The Annual Regatta of the Pacific Yacht Club was sailed

on Admission Day. The result was a surprise to nearly

every one interested. Lurline won. She beat Aggie when
the advantages where all in favor of the centerboard

schooner. The morning, as every one knows, opened with a

flat c-alm, and it continued ou the bay until 1 p. m. Odds
were offered that there would be no race, appearances indica-

ting that those who offered odds had a safe thing. At 1 p. m.
Aggie was lying at her moorings in Mission Bay, a short dis-

tance from the starting line. Lurline was down near Folsoni-

str^ec wharf, Halcyon, Nellie, Aunie and Thetis further down
the bay; all were struggling against the ebb tide, and iu the

calm scarcely holding their own. So doubtful was the out-

look that the Regatta Committee decided to extend the hour
of starling for a u hour, but while they were thinking about
ii Aggie got underlay and crossed the line in fine style.

Lurline came up soon after, but she was oue minute and 40

Hecs. behind toe time limit. Halcyon was eight iniuutes fur-

ther to the bdd, Neihe twelve iniuutes, and Auuielast, aquar-
ter of an hour. At the- first brush it seemed that the race

was Abie's, that with her time allowance aud long lead it

would be impossible for either of tbe others to catch her.

She held her own to Hunter's Point, but on the way to

Oakland stake boat lust her lead, Lurline passing her in fine

style half a mile before the second turn was reached. To
this point the three— Lurline, Aggie and Halcyon—carried all

the cauvas tbey could back on balloon jibs, big stay-sails,

paff-topsails and watersails. Lurliue's time was 2:QS:10;

Aggie, 2:08:50; Halcyon, 2:10:05. From there the windward
work began, light sails were either furled or stowed, sheets

were hauled flat aft, aud with tbe ebb tide under the lee bow
all thrte beaded for Goat Island ou the port tack. Lnrliue
was the first to go about, followed by Aggie, aud Halcyon's
fine sailing now showed for the first time that she was in the

race.

The second tack tool: Lurline abreast of Harrison-street

wharf, the third, which was tbe port, cairied her to the

northward of Alcatraz. In these moves she was followed by
Aggie and Halcyon, Lurbue holding her lead in grind style.

When the trio headed for Ciack Point on the starboard tack,

they looked splendid, Lurliue leading and to windward,
oext, with the same distance separating her from Hal-

cyon. Tbe breeze was strong and steady, aud the sea

remarkably smooth. Before reachiug Black Point Aggie
went abjut, Lurliue did the same, and Halcyon tollowed

suit. But the pair of keel boats stood on tbe port tack until

had the windward gauge of the stake-boat. Aggie made
hiti'h towards Harbor View, and the result was (hat

Imrline rounded the stake-buat first at 3:21:25, Halcyon sec-

ond ;it 3:24:05, Aggie at 3:25:00. Iu making the ruu to the

leeward Btuke-boat, kites were run up rapidly, gaff-topsails,

stay-sails, balloon jibs aud watersails were put iu place, aud
all three made line work of it. Lurliue held her lead, but
Halcyon lost ground to Aggie, the latter taking second place

lief'ne ronndiug the ieeward stake-boat.

To Hunter's point there was no chauge, and the finishing

crossed first by Lurliue, Aggie second, aud Halcyon
i nu three iu such close compauy that a single mistake
h p by the leader might have given the race to one of

er boats. The following table will show the relative

nt" sailing by nil tbe competing yachts, where the fig-

ures are omitted, isaccounted for by the judges notbeingable

see when tho boats passed the points named.

Lurline 1:1R:00

Ajjuie 1:13;

Hdlcvon '1:15:00

>T eUie ;i:15:00

Annie il:15:00

1:45:18
1:4*2: in

l:f.3:lfi

3:21 :'2

a ::5: I

R:'J4:0
:i:3H:Jii

3:4fi:-i<i

4 :5R:as

4:ft8:J4

5:17 :4<

•V33:.:

3:43:11
1:12:10
«:18:25

3:37:4*
3:4ii:fl4

8;4S:14

This table shows that Lurline won the race at all points

beam winds, on the winds, running, and again close hauled.

She managed to score a slight advantage at each point of

sailing, and therefore carries off second prize.

That she should beat Aggie close hauled will surprise a

great many people, but, such is the fact. She fairly outfooted

and entrenched her centreboard opponent.

Halcyon was undoubtedly heavily handicapped with the bad

start , but when she had Aggie astern of her at Fort Point,

she should have kept her there to sustain her high reputa-

tion.

Nellie never had a show. She sailed well but lost more

than her time allowance before she crossed the line, hence

she could not be expected to do anything.

Annie sailed well, but like Nellie, was never in the race

from the start to finish. But she had a quiet contest of her

own. She raced the big schooner Ariel over the course, and

finished less than a length behind. Thetis was never

reported to the judges, and^Freda did not go over the course.

A yacht club has been formed at Los Angeles which has

secured the Rambler. Mr. Ben. E. Ward is President, Mr.
|

Montgomery Secretary, and Col. H . H. Boyce Treasurer. .

The craft is moored at San Pedro. We hope the Secretary

or some interested member will send us notes of the excur-

sions made.

The Secretary of the Eastern Field Trials Club, Mr. Wash-
ington A. Coster, writes from Saratoga Springs, New York,

,
under date August 24th: "I enclose you, from my little

Bhooting box on the shore of Lake Saratoga, a programme of

the eighth annual meeting of the E. F. T. Club, which I

think it would give those interested in field trials a good idea

of the liberal management of our association. I trust that

you won't forget your promise to come east and attend our
Trials. We can show you something that will knock the spots

off auything else of the kiud in this country, and I think
anywhere. This may seem pretty loud, but it is true, I think.

, Well, I have been here witb my family all summer enjoying

I the cool breezes and freshness from water. I am, i. e.

my floor is, within forty yards of the shore. Have 6shed
very little for black bass, aud shot but little, as I am not an
appreciator of summer shooting; have gone out occasionally.

Shot some chickens, partridges, young ruffled grouse, and
I some summer duck, such as wood duck and teal. Soon I

will have to return and prepare for the fall meeting. Go
1 down in advance and prepare the road, and brush up ray dog
a little for tbe Tournament. Wishing you every success, and
that we shall meet in November."

The hot weather of the week past has made us long for one
of Mr. McKoou's patent tents, in a cool canyon, where quail

were plenty.

Pacific Keanel Club-

THE KENNEL.
Dos owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices ot whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in allinstances writing plainly names of sire and dam

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

"Porcupine" says that £150 is the sum demanded by Mr.

J. Davidson to judge at the California Club Show! Thnnder

and lightning! what next? Why, a moderate fiver is the rule

here, and most of the judges are not worth that. Dalziel

wouid judge twice over for £20, and some of our ignorant

"specialist" (save the rnaTk!) judges would pay to judge, in

order to lind a vent for their faddish incompetence.

—

Kclmir,

in Kennel Review, Eny.
["Porcupine" was misinformed., Nothing line the sum

mentioned was demanded by Mr. Davidson, and he received

but little more than one third of the amount, which was a

very moderate honorarium when it is considered that his

travelling expenses were not less than one hundred dollars,

and the time consumed in travel and judging was not less

than three weeks. Ketmir has no adequate conception of the

"magnificent distances" separating points on the Atlantic

seaboard from those bordering the Pacific. In fact, in one of

his pungent paragraphs he inferentially locates San Fran-

cisco in Canada, since he writes of the "Canadian Breeder

and Sportsman."—Ed.]

Mr. H. Boyd, well known as a fancier of greyhounds, sur-

prised us last week bv bringing in a very spirited crayon

picture of our red setter bitch, Belle, which was placed in one

or two of the earlier California field trials, and was well

known by nearly all local sporting dog men. Mr. Boyd tells

us that he has opened a studio at No. 18 Post street, San

Francisco, and is prepared to make portraits for a moderate

sum. Judging by such of his work as we have seen, we must

Bccord him distinction as a deft artist, and his fondness for

all canine flesh enables him to make his pictures of dogs

true "counterfeit presentments."

Speaking of Belle and trials brings to mind much that it is

pleasant to recollect, and not a little that would willingly be

forgotten. The first field trial held was a crude one. Except

by reading trial reports and thinking about the purpose of

snch meetings, no one was prepared to meet the demands of

Buch an affair. The trial idea had taken possession of a man
here and there, but no general discussion had aroused local

interest, and those who were present at the Gilroy trials of

1SS1 wiil remember the many vexing questions for which no

sufficient answer could be suggested.

The judges were expected to shoot over the dogs aud did

so. They enjoyed the sport, doubtless, but it is doubtful

whether they did not lose much of the work of the dogs in

their ardor about shooting. We remember with much amuse-

ment tbe solicitude of the three novices at field trial judging.

They were so anxious to be right, and so solicitous not to

cause bad feeling, that they made their labors doubly arduous.

The first field trial brought to notice the best English setter

we have seen at work, in Whittier's Rock, a heavy white aud

lemon dog, of Llewellin breeding. Eock was built ou gallop-

ing lines; had a high head and a very taking style. He was

a bidable dog as well, and, though perhaps not up to high

trial form, was a killing dog. No other dog of that year was

of eveu mediocre merit, as we recall them.

The difficulties in the way of ground and covet which

militated against the perfect success of the first trial, have

not yet been overcome. For tbe present year it is expected

that the Pacific Coast Club will visit Fresno County, where

birds are said to be plenty in alfalfa fields. An owner of

some thousands of acres of land has given the club an invita-

tion to go upon his premises, and assures Presidont Edwards

a hearty welcome and abundance of game.

The field trial interest has taken new life. It appeared to

be waning up to the events of last year, but the entries for

tbe coming meetings are many, aud the value of the prizes

great In several contemporaries a discussion about the

profitableness of bunch shows iB running. The writers all

hold such narrow views as to make their utterances of littlo

value They all write from the standpoint of the pointing

dog owner forgetting that setters and pointers lend but part

of tbe attractiveness to shows. It may be true thai a show

without sporting dogs would fail to draw sportsmen, but there

is a greut world of fanciers outside the ranks of lovers of the

gun.

Mr H. T. Payne, of Los Angeles, owuer o! a dog by Plant-

agenet—Countess Flirt, aud a bitch by Ra e—Iowa Queen,

lightened npou ns last Tuesday. He makes the regulation

report about tbe prosperity of his chosen city, aud reports

the Recreation Gun Team flourishing.

Judge C. N. Post writes that the California Kennels have

> dog puppy bv Sportsman—Sweetheart and a bitch by Har-

old—Janet still at the disposal of purchasers.

A kennel club was organized on Wednesday evening last,

by the adoption of a constitntiou and selection of officers,

under the name Pacific Kennel Club. Its objects are the
encouragement of breeding, owning of superior animals for

stud purposes, establishing a kennel register, and giving
bench shows. The meeting and organization were the out-
come of the general desire and demand for a kennel clnb
proper. Among those present were several fanciers of more
than local note, and the spirit of the meeting was satisfactory.

Discussion took a wide range aud was conducted with the
utmost freedom, but without bitterness or blackguardism. It

is the intention to enlist, if possible, tbe sympathy, member-
ship and active support of persons interested either directly

or indirectly in dogs, who live anywhere west of the Kocky
Mountains. No jealousy of similar organizations is likely to

mar the club, and it seems certain that the foundation of a
great institution has been laid. Its membership will in time,
include pretty much all dog owners on the Coast, and it would
not be surprising if it should come to own some such place
as that of the Westminster Club, where stud dogs can be
kept, and the dog6 of members be raised and boarded. It

was suggested that all stud-books be purchased, and
that the club also subscribe for all kennel papers, and
6eeure all desirable dog pictures, to be placed in proper
rooms, which could be used as headquarters by all fanciers,

and as a place for holding regular meetings by all local

shooting, fishing and kennel organizations. The idea iB a

good one, and we hope itwill be carried out. The cluhshould
register all local dogs, and require that all entries at its bench
shows be registered regularly with the Secretary. The
entrance fee, until Nov. Sth next, will be $2.50. From Nov. 8th
to Jan. 8th will be $5. and after Jan. 8th will be $10.
Monthly dues, 50 cents. The officers chosen for the first term
were as follow. President, Colonel Stuart Taylor; Vice-Pres-
idents, Ramon E. Wilson, H. T. Payne, with others to be
selected at a future meeting. Secretary and Treasurer Jas. E.
Watson, 516 Sacramento Street, S. F., or P. O. Box, 1838.

Executive Committee, Dr. C. G. Tolaud, J. H. Mangels, H.
H. Briggs, S. C. Alexander, J. F. Carroll, Ely T. Hutchinson
and J. H. Fritch. The constitution of the club requires that
when applications for membership are made, the initiatory

fee shall accompany them. The list numbers already eighty-

three actual members, and it is hoped that any who desire to

join will either call upon the Secretary or send applications

through some member.

Western Field Triala

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman:—I returned from

Abilene several days since, and find the prospects for birds

quite good. They are scarcely so numerous as last year, but

a better selection of grounds, aud more attention to their

preservation will secure a better show than we could make
last season. The prospect for entrieB is much better than
we had any right to expect. We have fifty in the Derby
aud expect a great many in tbe All-Aged. Yours,

S. C. Van Horn,
Kansas City, Sept. 2, 1886. Sec'y and Treas.

Newark Coursing.

On Sunday, September 19th, two good stakes will be ran
off at Newark Park. Some excellent young dogs are entered,

and others will be added. The event will draw a large num-
ber, and Mr. John Dugan, proprietor of the park, has added
conveniences suitable for entertaining comfortably all who
may atteud. The hares ate fresh from Merced, aud very
good sport is confidently expected.

Entries may be made with Mr. H. Boyd, at No, IS Post
street.

Shall Pointing Dogs be Taught to Retrieve?

The old question about the advisability of teaching pointers

and setters to retrieve is interestingly discussed by the secre-

tary of the EuRlisil Kennel Club in a receut exchange.
Locally applied it may be doubted whether all of his conclu-

sions are sound. There can be no more severe test of game-
ness aud staying power than ordinary hill buutiiig on Califor-

nia quails, aud only an auimal fittejd by nature fur long sus-

tained and speedy action can meet the demands of our sports-

men. Whether a retriever or spauiel can be bred to endure
the heat, lack of water, and heavy work is a question. We
are iucliued to doubt it, although not indifferent to the force

of Mr. Aspiuall's reasoning. He writes:

Tbe Americans, in taking up niauy of our canine breeds,

have beeu as practical as the inhabitants ou the other side of

the Atlautic usually are iu converting the qualiiies of our
dogs to their own particular uses. In England we want
pointers aud setters to hunt aud find game, aud the best

sportsmen are still of opinion that if they can do that prop-
erly it is as much as can be expected of them. It is very well
kiiown that they can' be taught to retrieve, but even before

the breechloader enforced greater celerity in walking to game,
it was voted that retrieving pointers or setters were far too

slow for the double employment, aud another breed altogether

was brought forward to take a share in the pastime of shoot-

ing. The majority of sportsmen of both tho past and present
geueratiou would express an opiuion that a pointer or setter

should work forward like a fox-hound, but in no way shonld
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be cast back after the fashion of a harrier or beagle. Now, i

retrieving he would be constantly required to retrace h'»
steps, and this, of itself, would have a tendency to check hi f
in his beat right or left of the gunner. At any rate a retries

ing setter or pointer invariably dwells too long on scent, and
when a bird has been dropped and retrieved he goes off again
with a cautious sort of dread that he may have left something
behind him. He is, in fact, always too cautious, and
although this extra care may be very billing for those who
like to do their shooting in the most leisurely manner possible,
it does not do for those wbo like to shoot grouse after the
orthodox fashion of the day. By such sportsmen the over-
excessively cautious dog is called a potterer, and few animals
are despised more. In him, the fine dash and fling of our
sporting dog is lost, and many would think that it would
injure the breeds to make them all retrievers.

Oar American friends think differently. It is well known
that all the imported dogs from England go through this

process, and an American writer considers that a dog should
be broken to game first before he is put under the severe
tuition necessary to complete his education as a retriever,

We think that this may be very feasible advice, as it is more
than possible, according to our way of thinking, that the
spike collar plan would cow a puppy so as to take all the
hunt out of him; but a bold, thoroughly broken pointer like

Bang Bang might naturally have such a love for his work as
to bear the spike punishment without any likelihood of

damage to his hunting propensities. At the same time we
should like to see some specimens of American trained dogs
run in our field trials, if only to dispel the impression which
we certainly hold at present, that retrieving has every ten-
dency to make a dog potter. We could go further aud state

that we have never seen a sporting dog that had been taught
to retrieve—whether pointer, setter or spaniel—that did not
potter. It is true our system to made them retrieve is Bome-
what different from the American plan, as no breaker of an
English retriever of any sort would believe in the same
amount of severity. We do not talk of the dog feeling this

or that pain, cr of slackening the punishment, &e.
In Ecgland we believe more in the natural instincts of the

animal, and it is astonishing how this belief is responded to

by almost natural results. Our well-bred poiuters and setters

point at objects as soon as they can run about as pu ppies, and
their subsequent training is simply a development of what
is in them. If it is otherwise, it is thought that something
must be wrong in their breeding. It is the same with our
present breed of retrievers. The puppies want to carry about
everything in their mouths as soon as they can waddle about,
and they are at once the ready material for conversion into
useful companions for the gun. To teach retrievers to

fetch and carry is no trouble at all; but the several require-
ments necessary to make them useful in -a sporting sense
requires patience aud some skill on the part of the breaker.
It Btrikes us, though, that what the American severity comes
in for is to make the dog do by force all and no more tban we
can breed him to do. Such being the case we think we can
afford to advance tbe claims of the English retriever over
those of the enforced retrieving setter or pointer of America.
The double capacity may be very useful for some countries,
but we can teach that even without any chance of interfer-

ence from that excellent Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.

At the Latonia fair on August 24th, there was a race
between a man at 100 yards and greyhounds at 150. The
man won.

Washington Coster has offered R. B. Morgan of Akron, O.,

$1,000 for the English setter Mandan.

ROD.
My Naiad.

[Written for Breeder and Sportsman.]

Over far hilla the rooming sun
Rose up and spread his mantle bright.
That wrapped the earth in golden light,

And forced her dawn's weak glance to shun.
Beside a merry meadow-brook.
That laughed "good morrow" to the lark.

And bade all nature to it hark,
Slowly my silent course I took.

Daisy and cowslip, as I passed,
Threw grave and wistful looks my way.
As if they fain would have me stay

Among them, while tbe Spring should last.

Within iny palm, my lissome rod
Lay still, as though it ne'er would bend,
And to my sport been pleasure lend.

Whene'er I gave the willing nod.

At length where hawthorn spread its shade;
And wild-rose threw its arms on high,
And working bees came humming nigh,

Gladly my roving Bteps I stayed.

Long casts in dark green pools I made.
That drew from home the silver trout,

"Which circled gracefully about,

As though no snare for them was laid.

Bat snares availed me not that morn;
In each new pool some silent spell.

Some weird enchantment seemed to dwell.
That taught tbe trout my flies to scorn.

"Worn out at length, I threw me down
Beneath an alder's grateful shade,

And for my head a pillow made
Of moss as soft as eider-down.

Ere long a ringing laugh I heard.
It fell upon the air so clear.

That e'en the brooklet paused to hear,

And for the time foigotits bird.

Breathless I lay, in wonder lost.

When through the hawthorn by the brook,

A face peeped forth, two brown hands shook
The branch and far its blossoms tossed.

"O, sweet, brown Naiad," soft I said,

"Have thy dark eyes bewitched the stream
And so my sport destroyed?" A gleam

Shot from them as Bhe raised her head,

And turned her face, now flushed and any,

To the soft couch whereon I lay,

And laughed her Naiad laughter gay,

"While reaching for the branches higu.

"Ask naught of me, O, Btranger fall,"

She Baid and pointed to the stream.

"Who craves must do and dare, not dream :

Wishing but drives us to despair."

'O, wcrt thou by my side in life,

I cried, upstarting from tbe earth,

"Great thoughts might in my mind have birth.

And fitme for Time's urgent strife."

"Pray come to me and be a guide,"

"Nay, nay," she anBwered soft and low,
"Each to his better self must grow,

Effort, alone, our path makes wide.

Thy careless love would rend my soul,

Thy wintry friendship break my heart.

Earth destined us to live apart,

Ana bo each other to control."

"And yet I'll not forsake thee, qnite,
While spring-time gay and summer law!,
Thy days with me may all be passed.

Winter must hide me from thy sight."
In check 1 held my eager heart.
Through long, warm months of friendship sweet,
So by the brooksidewe Hhould meet,

My sport grew dear as she took part.

I failed to note the passing days,
Till one grey morn I found her not,
How drear and lonely seemed the spot,

Where she so oft had met my gaze!
A chill through all my being ran.
That made the sky seem e'en more dark,
I could not to the brooklet hark,

My life had lost aliform and plan.

Sadly my Bteps Ihomeward turned,
And peace and solace strove to liud.
In work and thought, but still my mind,

Eor meadow-brook and Naiad yearned,
And far off now the spring days seem.
When I can clasp her hand again,
And wake anew love's tender pain.

In marking how her dark eyes gleam.
G - Petbonella.

Messrs. Clabrongh aud Golcher send sample leaders this
week, from a stock jnst received. They are of undrawn gut
of superb quality, aud very fine. The knotting is well done,
and the leaders stand our ordinary test for light gut. One
could ask for nothing better, and we regret not having had
Buch for the season's fishing.

In writing of Brother Gordon's fishing trip, last week, we
did him injustice by saying that he "claimed" to have caught
some fish. It was not our intention to cast doubt upon his
catch, 'and the word was inadvertently used.

"Petroneila," after silence all too long, rhymes a quaint
conceit this week, felicitously. It is uDfortuuate for "trout,
that all fishers are not gifted in reverie like the talented
authoress, since casts must be far between while one is men-
tally stringing such pearls of fancy.

The article on fishing with the wet fly, printed elsewhere,
contains a great body of sound available information, and
will repay close reading. All the flies mentioned therein at
useful upon British waters have been used by the writer dur-
ing the five months last past and found very killing. If

making a book we should add a few sorts to the list, but very
few, perhaps a dozen flies in all, each in two sizes. It is

probable that nest fishing season will brine trout flies of
tying and quality much superior to those now to be had.
There is already a demand for smaller hooks than heretofore,
and in light and fine tackle a very much heavier business has
been done during the season just closing than before.

It is easy to go to extremes in the matter of gut. In the
streams near the cities that are much fished, the finest fila-

ment procurable will kill when any thing heavier would only
alarm the trout, but in rivers more remote aud less whipped,
it is useless to refine upon one's casting line so greatly. In
fact, in a rushing mountain stream, such as the Feather or
Yuba or the American, the losses by smashing mure than off-

set the few failures to raise fish because of coarseish leaders.
The finest undrawn gut is quite light enough for ordinary
use, and is of strength sufficient to hold any fish likely to be
hooked.

Our experience with drawn gut inclines us to discard it at
least until the good fish refuse anything heavier. The
drawn article

(
frays easily, wears rapidly, and cannot be kiuked

without destroying it. It casts lightly and is round, but
despite these good qualities we prefer choice, picked un-
drawn strands.

It is probable that in May next anglers can procure gut
drawn in San Francisco, equal, if not superior, to any obtain-
able abroad. We are informed that the worms reach great
size here, and make large silk sacs, while the mulberry grows
quite as well in California as in Spain. The experiment will

be regarded with interest, and it is to be hoped will be suc-

cessful. If any reader chauces to have had experience in

drawing gut from the worm, we should be pleased to receive
information about the appliances and manipulations neces-

sary.

Jolly Friar Tuck, as sporting editor Hart of the Alta is

styled, has been reviving his energies by trolling at Santa
Catalina Island, off Los Angeles, for barracuda and bonita.
The feature of the trip was the killing of a jew fish weighing
two hundred pounds, on a hand line. The weight was esti-

mated by Mr. Tuck, and may be a hundred and ninety
pounds or so too high, but it was a big fish.

Webber Lake.

SeiniDfir Trout.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:— Will you please give

these few lines room in your valued paper?

Salmon trout, measuriug from eight to fourteen inches,

were taken from Eel river last fall in large quantities by

using seines. Every person here is of the opinion that thiB

is illegal, as a small mesh (about four inches) net is used.
There are a great many persons here who enjoy casting a fly

hook, and at times splendid sport can be had. If there is

any way to prevent nets from being used, what steps should
betaken? A fine lot of fish were brought to town to-day
which were taken with a seine. Subscriber R,
Rhonerville, Aug. 26, 1886.

[Section 633 of the Penal Code reads as follows: "Every
person who takes, catches or kills any speckled trout, brook
or salmon trout, or any variety of trout, between the first

day of November and tbe first day of April in the following
year, is guilty of a misdemeanor."
The Code thus specifies at least three sorts of trout which

are protected.

Section 632 of the same Code reads: "Every person who,
in the State of California, at any time takes or catches any
trout, except with hook and line, is guilty of a misdemeanor."
These sections seem to cover the point raised by "Sub-

scriber K."
Salmon trout cannot be legally taken by seine, pound,

weir or set net, traps or any fixed or permanent contrivance
for catching fish, and those who do take them by any of the
means mentioned, or by any device other than hook and
line, are clearly amenable to prosecution, and should be pro-
ceeded against.

It is the duty of the District Attorney of Humboldt county,
Mr. Geo. W. Hunter, who lives at Eureka, to prosecute all

who seine trout of any sort from the streams, after com-
plaint is filed against them, and we advise "Subscriber R" to

file such complaint. The Fish Commission, throngh its

Secretary, Hon. A. B. Dibble, of Grass Valley, will gladly aid

in suppressing the illicit fishing, if the facts are brought to its

knowledge.—Ed.]

Mr. Philip McShane writes from Webber that the prospects
for good fishing are excellent. A geutle breeze blows from
about 8 o'clock a.m. alldaj'. August was a windy mouth, and
little fishiog could be done. The Willard Grey, William's
Cow-Dung and light flies generally are best.

AnETliner Ethics.

Whether it be that augliug arl'ords opportunities for medi-

tation, or because it is free fruui the harsher characteristics

of sport with the guu, certain it is that it entices many quiet,

scholarly persons who have made for it a literature as rich

and choice as that of any pursuit. A British author thus

delicately discusses the proprieties in fishing:

"By common consent angling is "the f/etilk art." How is

it that such an epithet has come to be thus universally
applied to it? Is it because the pursuit itself is so quiet and
noiseless, aud all the delicate apparatus of it so oppostd to

all violence? Or is it that it naturally engenders and culti-

vates a geutle and amiable disposition in its votaries? Both
these reasons, no doubt, have contributed to the genesis of
the epithet. Nor cau it be doubted that some of the most
beautiful virtues and graces that can adorn human character
are developed and strengthened by this particular recreation.
We might show this in regard to Hope, Cheerfulness, and
even Courage; but we will con Hue ourselves now to Patience.
The patience of anglers is certainly proverbial; and angling
and patience are almost regarded as synonymous terms. Is

this because there is no art that more tries and exercises this

grace? Or is itbecause those who practice it really excel in

it? Here, again, I think we may say that both reasons may
help to explain the fact. If an angler's patience is very much
tried, and he fan still pursue his art in spite of all those
trials, then it is pretty certain that ho cau hardly continue an
impatient man, and, consequently, must excel in the opposite
virtue. If he were not patient, we do not think he could
long continue to practice this art, aud it is certain be never
could possibly become a proficient in it. Given, therefore, a
persevering and proficient angler, and you have a man who
must be characterized, to a considerable degree, by this lovely
grace". For really we know no kind of art— certainly no kind
of sport;— that does more seriously try patience. We do not
wonder that people generally aflfVct to admire our patience
(though we are always aware that there is a latent sneer at

our folly under the admiration), for certainly there is a vast

deal to exercise it, aud much more than even those who pity

us bave any idea of. Their idea of our trials is chiefly this.

that we have often to wait so long for a bite! But, bless their

iunoceut hearts, they woald pity us or laugh at us, as the
case may be, ten times more if they knew the manifold other
trials to which our patieure is subjected. What other sport

has so many trials of palience in regard to weather? Birds
can be got at in almost all weather, aud foxes, too, except in

deep snow, and weather rarely stops the fowler or the hunts-
man. But fancy the trial to patience of rising early to go a
distauce to a nice trout stream, and finding it blowing half a

gale from due east! Or of going the journey, and, when you
get to the stream, finding a gale from tbe nor'ard suddenly
spring up! Or, if the weather be fine, of discovering, just as

you have put your rod together, that yon have left your reel

or your fly-book behind! Or of fiudiug tbe fish rising well,

and, just as you are putting up, beholding a cargo of weeds
comiug down the water, indicating that some floodgates have
been opened above, and that your chance of getting a rise

now is over for at least two hours, and probably for the day!
Such trials are positively endless. A week or two ago, for

example, I went" to a river some distance off for some dace
fly-fishing, and I found the water being drawn off on account
of some repairs to the lot ks, and all the fish were in such a
state of fright that no art could get them up from the bottom,
or from among the weeds. Not a chance for thnt day. A
week after I went to the same place again, thinking the locks

would all be repaired by that time. So they were, and tbe

water was there; but not a si^n of a rise or a fish, How was
that? That very day they were letting the water in! and thnt,

of course, created such a commotion that not a fish would
stir to look at anything till that mysterious state of affairs

should be over, which would not be that day!"
But not to dwell on the many adversities of this kind, what

a vast number of little and hig trials vex patience, even when
weather is fair and matters seem pretty favorable! There is a
nice fish rising some twenty yards off—rising well, too, and I

should say a big fish by the ring. I must let out my line

some yards, and I shall get him. There, now, that will about do;

I shall get him. Bah! jnst that cast that was so nicely meas-
ured for him has been stopped behind by that beastly long

grass; and while I gn to release it he has seen my movement
and is gone. Now, if I can suffer that meekly, aud bless that

grass when I catch hold of it, and let off the explosive matter

that I feel rising in my corrupt heart in any other word than
one that begins with D, I think Patience must have had her
perfect work, aud I think, after snch self-conquest, my wife

may venture to giye me cold potatoes for dinner without
trembling for the consequences In this way, you see, my
patience is exercised aud strengthened. "But what if the

explosive matter does go off in a word thai begins with
D?" Yes, I know your libellous suggestion; but so it may,
and yet be not what you suggest. For instance, I have a

friend who always lets off such steam (for it caDnot but gen-

erate, except, perhaps in an angel, and angels do uot augle

—

I suppose), by exclaiming in Welsh, "No English" \Dhn
Sassenach) 1

. Another who does so by quoting the first line of

the song, "Strike the light and gay guitar." While another

is effusive with "Dean Swift." Anyway don't swear! Thnt
is not only unchristian but ungentlemanly, and wholly
destructive ot the angler's characteristic grace. Cultivate self-

control in these little things, and you will be able to exercise

it in greater things. But, to me, the greatest of all trials of

patience, and even of moial courage, is that terrible ordeal of

entering tbe home wicket-gate and meeting the eager inquiry

of the wife and children, "Well, what sport?" with my empty
creel. I have always tried to "screw my courage to the

Bticking-poiut" for that dread moment. For I know well that,

in spite of all their loving hero-worship of Pater, when they
listen to his account of the hopeless character of the day they
will still lack that implicit faith which is the evidence of

things not visible.

"A codfish is the only Annymal that niu't got no neck.

There ain't but one kind of fish in the World that lives on
tbe land and Flys round in tbe air, aud that is a fish-hawk. A
codfish has a large mouth, and my snnday-'-

got a large mouth too. Two kids got fighting in

one day and one of em pulled quite a lot of Jinn

other kids lied aud Superintending pounded ou-

withabookaud bo they quit. A fish won Ul

hey had legs and could run."

—

Squirrel hlan
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Fly-Fishing for Trout with the Wet Fly.

Most trout-fishing by our readers is done with the wet fly,

and it iB a pleasure to be able to present so able an essay

upon that art as that written recently for our English fishing

exchange by Mr. Henry Cadnian, of the Angler's Association

of Yorkshire, that locality so famous for its sportsmen of all

sorts. The author writes:

As an introduction to this essay, it appears to be convenient

to state that I have been a fly- fisher for upwards of twenty

years, and that I have fished principally in the northern

counties of England, North Wales and the Isle of Man. I

ha^e not yet had the pleasure of fishing in the South-country

streams. It may therefore be assumed that I know little

from practical experience of the art par excellence of my
brethren in the south, of "fishing with the dry fly."

About the time I commenced to be a fly-fisher, Mr. Stew-

art's "Practical Angler" was published. I read it and

digested the instruction contained in it, and I came to the

conclusion that Mr. Stewart's theories in support of fly-

fishing upstieam were based on common sense, and I can

now say that the conclusion I then formed has been strength-

ened by my subsequent experience. The reader is requested

to assume, unless the contrary be expressed, that the con-

tents of this essay are the results of the actual experience of

the writer. I am afraid that I shall not be able to tell the

veteran angler anythiug which he does not already know
perhaps more perfectly than myself; but to the uoinitiated I

hope to be of some use in assisting him to learn the art of

fly-tishing for trout with the wet fly.

It appeurs to be convenient to treat the subject under seven

heads, which are: 1. The rod. 2. Line and reel. 3. The
fly-cast (hair v. gut). 4. The flies. 5. How to fish.

6. Where to fish. 7- The strike, and landing the tish.

(1) As to the Hod.—The best rods are the built-cane rods,

and next those entirely of greeuheart.

The reason for the superiority of the built-cane rods over

all other rods is because of their elasticity in all their parts,

and this elasticity cau be regulated at the will of the rod-

maker. Because of this general elasticity the throwing

power of the built-cane rod is much superior to that of the

greenheart or any other rod. Some years ago I had a 12-ft.

greeuheart rod in two pieces spliced, made to order by an
eminent London maker. I considered this rod nearly perfec-

tion until I, two years ago, had a cane rod made to order by a

firm of eminent North country makers. This cane rod is 12 ft.

long, is in two pieces, fastened by the bayonet lock-fast joint,

cork handle, and weighs 12 oz. As evidence of the greater

throwing power of the cane rod, I may state that until I

became used to it I frequently threw too far, and so got caught
on the opposite bank. This shows that there is an economy
in labor in using the built-cane rod.

It is of very great importance that the rod should be stiff,

for it will then strike a fish better, and throw better on a

windy day. Most of the built-cane rods are too supple for

anythiug but very fair weather. For fly-fishing only the

most convenient length is from 10 ft. to 11 ft.; but if the angler
wants a rod suitable also for worm and minnow-fishing, as I

do, I recommend a rod of 12 ft. My 12 ft. cane rod throws
minnow and worm beautifully, aud although I have used it

for two seasons in all sorts of weather, it is as straight as ever

it was.

(2) As to the Line and Reel.—Until about seven or eight

years ago, a mixed line of silk aud hair was considered the

be3t sort of line. Oiled silk lines are now very generally

used, and I have come to the conclusion that they are the

best, and particularly so because they are also admirably
adapted for minnow and worm-fishing. Some anglers prefer

a tapered hair line to anything else; and as an instance I may
mention the Duke of Devonshire's keeper at Bolton Abbey,
who is an accomplished fisherman. The best kind of reel is

one of a check sufficient to strike and hook the trout when the
hand is off the reel line, and care should be t.iken that the
reel is neither too heavy nor too light for the rod. Messrs.
Hardy, of Alnwick, have an arrangement by which the reel is

affixed to the rod by means of a groove attached to the handle
of the rod, and the reel is kept in position by means of a
spring.

(3) As to the Fly-Cast or Collar.—This is really the most
important part of the augler's equipment; he may learn to
fish with any sort of a rod or line, but he must be provided
with a good fly-cast in order thaS he may tish successfully, and
he must ultimately decide for himself whether gut or hair
forms the fly-cast. Of course, where tront run over a pound
in weight, on the average, gut must bensed, because gut is very
much stronger than hair. The great desideratum is to use the
material which is less visible to trout. I shall, therefore,

first discuss the question as to whether hair or gut isthe less

visible. A good test is to place good hair and good gut into
a glass of water, and raise the glass to the light above the
eye of the beholder, and the ivsult is in favor of the hair;
aud this is the situation from the trout's point of view.
Another good test is, when fishing on a bright day in clear
water, to let your hair cast sink in the water at your feet,

aud gaze down upon it: then take off the hair cast and sub-
stitute a gut cast aud repeat the experiment—the result is

again iu favor of the hair. On the other hand, when actually
fishing, hair is more visible than gut to the fisherman as it

alights on the water. I have come to the conclusion that
hair is less visible than gut, and that, especially when the
weather is bright or the water low, the angler catches more
fish than with gut. Another advantage which hair has is

that it is more easy to throw, and hardly ever becomes entan-
gled. It also floats better, and when the fish are taking flies

floatiug on the water, it is important that the augler's flies

should be kept as near the surface as possible. Now as to

the disadvantages of hair: It is liable afier considerable use to
slip at the knots, aud it will at one time stand a given strain,

and at another break with the same degree of strain; but the
main disadvantage is that it is not nearly bo strong as gut,
so that if even a half-pounder should get into weeds, or under
a large stone out of reach, it is generally a breakage, when,
under the same circumstances gut might be strong enough
to draw the tront from his refuge. The only advantage
which gut has over hair is that it is much stronger and easier
to obtain than good hair. Whittaker the Duke of Devon-
shire's keeper at Bolton Abbey, sells excellent hair casts. In
selecting either hair or gut care should be taken that the
material is as round and transparent as possible, and undrawn
gut is better than drawn, provided it can be got sufficiently
fine and round. The best mode of rnakiog a hair-cast is, for
the top, two lengths of treble hair and one length of double
hair; the rest of the cast should be of single hair
tapered, the length of which should be proportioned
to the number of flies intended to be used. The best
knot for joining the hair is the double slip knot,
and the dropper flies should be knotted and placed
between the knots, aud the knots drawn tiflht. This method
''i perfeotly secure, and the flies maybe easily changed by

drawing aside the knots. To make a gut cast, commence
with three lengths of treble gut, and then use single gut

tapered to the required length. The knot before mentioned
may be used, but it is a good plan to affix the droppers to tlie

cast along with the gut for the cast by means of a single common
knot, which is the most secure way of fastening the droppers,

only the droppers cannot be detached without cutting the gut.

Should the droppers be fastened in the latter way to a hair

east by a single knot, the hair would run, and a double knot
would look clumsy. Gut should be stained to take off the

gloss; hair is better unstained. Some fishermen use hair in

fishing with the natural Stone Fly, on the ground that it is

less visible than gut. Curiously enough, the late Mr.
Stewart ignored hair, and stated that good gut was absolutely

indispensable to the angler.

(4) As to the Flies.—I am now getting into very debatable

ground. Every angler has his fads and fancies about flies.

Some men piu their faith on wiuged flies— (a bull. Have not
all flies wings?)—others on hackles (otherwise spiders); but
the majority rely on both. Should the angler, or would-be
angler, be cunous on the subject of entomology, by all means
let him study Eonalds's "Fly-Fisher's Entomology," Mr. Fran-
cis' ''Book on Angling," and Pritt's "Yorkshire Flies"

—

enough, no doubt, to make many good fellows throw up the

sponge in despair. They need not, however, despair; they

may have good sport all the season with half a dozen different

flies. Flies which will kill in Yorkshire will kill in any
other county, or in Scotland, as I have myself proven. All

North-country anglers are acquainted with the plain hackled
fly. It is not properly a Palmer, because the hackle is only
at the shoulder of the fly, and it is made much lighter in the

body than the Palmer. Mr. Pritt's work gives more promi-
nence to hackled flies than any other work I am acquainted
with, and as such I can fully recommend it to the North-
country angler. My favorite hackles are (1) duns, (2)

browns, (3) black. My favorite duns are Orange Curlew,
Yellow Curlew, Moor Poult, Orange Starling, Orange and
Yellow Light Snipe, the same Dark Snipe (outside the wing),

Yellow aud Orange Water-hen, or Coot.
Browns,—Yellow and Orange Woodcock (outside the wing),

with a little hare lug, Orange and Blue Partridge, and Yel-

low and Orange Landrail (outside the wing). For the black
hackle nothing can beat Stewart's Black Spider (starling

shonlder feathers) and brown silk. My favorite winged flies

are March Browns, Olive Dun, and duns of as many shades
as the haokles I have named. As most flies are duns of

some shade or other, the angler should be well provided with
duns. During last season I tried a kind of dun, whichl had
never tried before, made as follows: Wings, starling's quill;

legs, cochin hen's hackle; body, brown silk (slender); and it

was an excellent killer, especially in September. It is

interesting to speculate as to what trout take or mistake
hackle flies for; they can hardly be mistaken for the natural
flies which sail floating down the river with wings erect.

Some years ago, when looking into clear water on a warm
day, I saw innumerable small insects, very like my hackled
flies, moving about rapidly under the surface. I concluded
that they were flies in an imperfect state, and I came to the
further conclusion that trout mistake the hackle for them,
and this conclusion is corroborated by the fact that hackled
flies are frequently taken far under the surface. The hackled
fly certainly kills more fish than the winged fly early in the
season, before many flies appear on the water. During the
middle and at the end of the season they take winged flies

equally well, and sometimes better, especially in clear water.
It is an advantage to have nearly ail flies in three sizes,

because the size of the fly should, to a certain extent, be
governed by the condition of the water. Any of the angling
works I have named will sufficiently indicate the 3ize of the
flies recommended here. The flies mentioned will kill

during the whole season. There are always flies on the water
which some of them will sufficiently represent. The ques-
tion of color is an important one—very often more impoitant
in wet fly-fishing than an exact imitation of any particular
insect. I will give one illustration.

The trout are taking well, and there are duns of various
shades on the water The angler has several flies on his

cast, and one of them is a good imitation of one of the flies

on the water. One of the flies on the cast is an Orange
Woodcock hackle, or some other favorite hackle, unlike any
of the flies on the water. For some reason, unknown to the
angler, this hackle has been the favorite throughout the day,
aud the trout take it until there is scarcely any of the hackle
left.

The number of flies which should be used at a time should
be regulated by the state of the weather and the water. In
a good fly-water three or four may be used, but I prefer the
former number. When the water is low, or the fish are shy,
two flies should be, used. The distance between the flies

should be about two feet. The tail fly should be the one
which at the time is most in season. The other flies should
be quite different. The angler will thus ascertain the
favorite, for if he has three different flies adapted to the
season one of them is pretty certain to be attractive. The
following is a sample of a cast for April, when the March
Brown is supposed to be out: Tail fly March Brown, first

dropper Oruhge Snipe (dark), second dropper Olive Duu.
Should the March Brown be unattractive, substitute an
Orange or Yellow Dark Woodcock hackle, or Grey Partridge.
As the season advances small Duns of various shades and
colors and Black Midges will be preferred by the trout, aud
two flies only should be used, and the tail fly should be a

hackle, to represent imperfect flies, and the dropper winged
to represent the fly on the surface. When the Olive Dun is

on the water the trout feed most voraciously on it, and it is

advisable to have several shades of it. The same remark
applies to the Yellow Duu, a fly about which the trout is

often most fastidious. When there is a regular boil on aud
trout will not take your best imitation, try something quite
different, but before doing so give them the imitation as dry
as possible.

(5) /low to Fish. (C) Where to Fish. (7) The Strike and
Landing of the Fish,—I have now reached the essence of the
subject. "The bes* method of fishing for trout with the wet
fly." The best method may be expressed in three words.
"Fish upstream," but it is necessary to explain what "fiphiDg
up stream" means. Men may tish "going up stream"
and still not fish up stream. Izaak Walton advised his disci-

ples to turn their backs on the wind, and very good advice it

was, too. Whether the angler fishes up or down, wading is

very advantageous, and especially so when fishing up. Hav-
ing provided my would-be fisherman with the information
necessary to enable him to take to the river, I now accompany
him to it. It is a nice day in the middle of April—beloved
month of anglers, provided there bo not a frosty wind from
the east, the weather is alternate cloud and sunshine, rather
more of the former than the latter—a typical augler's day.
There ia a nice fly water—too much water to be able to wade
across—it is therefore necessary to decide which Bide to fish

from, aud here a knowledge of the stream comes in useful.
We must take the side on which the bankB ur shores ure low.

for the angler should always, where possible, fish from the
low side, because the lower the angler stands the less likely
the fish are to see him. Regard must also be taken to
Izaak Walton's advice, also to the sun, for it is better
to face the sun than turn your back to it. On
approaching the water, note should be taken whether there
is a rise on or not and the kind of fly on the water. The fly
cast should be selected accordingly. We approach a nice
pool, at the top of which there is a beautiful run or Btream,
where the trout lie near the surface on the look-out for sur-
face food. There are a few light March Browns on, also Dun
FlieB, so we have a March Brown for the tail, and Dark
Snipe and Olive Dun for the droppers. After attaching our
cast we soak it in the water until it is saturated. We are
now ready for action. We note rising fish—there is one in
the tail of the pool, one at the bottom of the neck of the
stream, one in the calmer water on the near side of the
stream, and the fourth iu similar water on the far side. The
opposite bank is rather high, fringed with willows. What a
beautiful picture to the angler! With good luck, all those
trout may be his. They are all feeding, as they ought to be,
one above another. The tail of the pool is ruffled by the
breeze. To get that fellow in the tail we must throw as dry
a wet fly as possible, and keep it on the surface. The shorter
the line the better. We must attack every trout in detail,
beginning with our friend at the tail, for should we attack
our larger friend at the neck and hook him, we should have
to drag him to the bottom of the pool to land him, and thus
frighten our trout at the tail. If we secure the latter we shall
have a good chance with the others; we must Jet our tail fly

alight about a foot above the trout at the tail. We get out
our line about half again as long as the rod for a commence-
ment, and take a couple of trial throws, and then whirl the
line through the air a few times to take off the wet aud make
it throw more lightly, and then make our attack. By a jerk
of the wrist the line is impelled forward; the point of the
rod is kept well elevated, with a slight backward movement,
and the fly alights at the desired p ace. Almost immediately
there is a dimple; we strike down as near horizontally as
possible, and we have him. If we can land him on the shore
without the net we do so, because a sight of the net makes
the trout redouble his efforts to escape. He is a nice little

fish of six ounces. We then make a similar attack on the
trout at the neck, and he is duly dragged down and landed,
and proves to be close on three-quarters of a pound. The
other trout are attacked in the same way.
When there is not any apparent rise of fish, they are

probably feeding below the surface. The flies should then be
allowed to sink, and should the water be rather still the line
should be gently drawn through it. Imagine rather a deep
pool, headed by a good run, where trout love to feed; you
fish the run up, but without success. There may be a good
fish or two roaming about feeding below the surface iu the
pool. The only possible way of catching such trout with the
fly is to let your flies float gently down the current and sink
gently down the pool. When they shall have got as far as
they will go, draw them gently towards you, and if a trout
should not have taken before, he will probably take immedi-
ately after the upward movement shall have commenced.
Speaking generally, the angler should fish up when possible,
throwing partly up and partly across, aud not letting the
line get below him. Should he, however, fish a rapid stream
up without success he should fish it down, taking care not to
allow the cast to lie like a thread on the water, but to keep it

rather below the surface. The flies should be allowed to
float down naturally; should a jerky movement be imparted
to the flies, only the smallest fish will becaught, for the big
ones know there is something uncanny. A man who fishes
wh>it is called a lively fly generally catches small fish. The
great advantages of fishing up are these: a shorter line can
be used; there is more certainty of hooking the fish; in land-
ing, the fish is pulled down towards the angler, consequently
the rest of the pool, or run, is undisturbed; the fly alights on
the water, and floats down more naturally, consequently
larger fish are caught fishing up than down. Fishing up is

specially advantageous in clear or low water. When there is a
heavy porter-coloured water, it is immaterial, so far as the vision
of the trout is concerned, whether the angler fishes up or down;
but it is still better, if possible, to strike down. The tail of
the pool is certain to hold some fish; also the thin sides and
flats. Nowis the time for the wet fly-fisher. The fish take the
fly considerably under the surface, and your first intimation
of a fish is a tug. Rather larger hooks should be used in a
fresh. When fishing down it is prudent to keep the hand off
the reel-line, and to let the reel strike the tish, otherwise
there will sooner or later be a smash. When fishing with
hair, strike more gently than with gut, and humour the
trout's first mad rush, for this is the time when hair is most
likely to break. After the first rush has subsided, there ia
little further danger. When fishing early in the season, and
there is hardly a fly on the water, aud the trout are not show-
ing themselves, a large-sized fly made of a waterhen feather,
from under the wing, body yellow silk, ribbed with silver
tinsel, will often kill trout when an imitation of any given
fly would be useless. April, May and September are the
best months for the wet-fly fisherman, July the worst; but in
a porter-coloured water large baskets are often taken in June,
July and August. On cool, cloudy days in the same mouths
good baskets are often obtained by means of the wet fly; and
even on bright, warm days during the summer months some
trout may be caught in thorough streams. During the warm
months night-fishing is often successful. Commence after
sunset, and fish until about 10 o'clock; when it becomes dusk
use large flies, say, one dark and the other light, and fish
down frequently, letting the flies sink. Fishing thus, fish
may be caught in still water, aud long after 10 o'clock in
warm weather, when there is no fog; but night-fishing is very
uninteresting, and, moreover, our friends, the trout, ought to
have some rest. Having brought my readers far into the
night, I will not lead them further lest they should become
benighted.

THEGTJN.
The business of the firm of Ckbrough & Golcber is being

continued by Messrs. Will J. and H. C. Qolcher, on the same
lines of prudent enterpsise on whioh it was built up into so
commanding a place. The yonug gentlemen have as many
friends as acquaintances, and can meet the demands of the
most exacting iu gun goods aud lishiug tackle.

Mr. E. T. Alleu moves along an even tenor of prosperity.
As October approaches his store begins to look likeanarHeunl.
As agent for the Parker gun, aud those of other r. liable
makers, his business grows steadily and satisfactorily, and
those who begin to trade with the pleasant firm continuo to
do so.

The markets are now well supplied with venison. The
deer killed near by are beginning to grow thick iu neok, and
will soon be uneatable. A good many ducks are on sale.
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A White Blacktail.

There are blacktail deer and whitetail deer, two distinct

Varieties of the same species, but until two weeks since a

white blacktail deer with black horns was unknown. Yet

this curious freak of nature has been found in the Owl moun-
tains, north of Lander, Wyoming Territory, and killed by
"Indian John," a half-breed hunter of that vicinity. The
animal was extraordinary in all respects. It was snow white,

was aigantic, comparatively, and was adorned with a pair of

antlers glossy black in hue and of enormous dimensions and
development, showing a total of twenty-four points aud meas-

uring two and a half feet from tip to tip.

This rare specimen was first seen by the successful hunter

about two weeks since, his white bncLship roaming through

tbe Owl Mountains, followed by a dozen head of the ordinary

blacktail deer. The hunter at once made up his mind to

slay the singular animal, but his eventful success was a long

distance off. The buck proved to be extremely wild and very

cunning, in these characteristics closely resembling the white-

tail, a variety mnch more active and keen of scent and hear-

ing than the blacktails.

Over mountain gulches and through mountain brakes the

pursuit was kept up for an entire week, during which period

the hunter could have shot any other deer of the bunch
repeatedly, and yet the active and cunning white buck was
still uninjured, and still tossed aloft his gleaming black

antlers in triumph. Something more than mere physical

exertion was called for, and accordingly onr hunter sat up
late at nights by his camp fire, "studying head work." He
had observed in the course of his week's fruitless pursuit

that the bnnch of deer had a certain beat. No matter how
far thev strayed on one side or the other fur grazing pur-

poses, the same general course was followed, and on this

fact he laid a plan resulting in the death of the white buck,

and the placing on his own body of certain deep and intricate

tracerv, scored by the keen black antlers. On the regular

beat of the deer the hunter had marked an ancient and spread-

ing cedar tree, rooted on the side of an almost precipitous

hill. The tree stood nearly straight with the hillside, and
from its top branches to the shingle below was a sheer drop

of twenty feet. One morning at dawn the hunter ensconced

himself in the knotted but ample branches of tbe old cedar,

and with a hunter's patience awaited the coming of his game.

Some three hours passed before the spreading black antlers

made their appearance, and then their while owner, stately

and proud, stepped into full view at the head of his harem.

As the white buck passed almost directly overhead, tbe

tiunter fired. The shot was difficult owing to the cramped
position, and the bullet inflicted only a flesh wound. This

served but to enrage the animal, and as the puff of smoke
curling from the branches of the cedar caught his eye he

charged straight at it. The limb of the old cedar cracked

and swayed and the hunter fell the twenty feet to the rough

and shelving shingles below, and went tumbling, together

with the buck, to the foot of the hill.

Brought to a halt by a huge pile of stones, the buck was
instantly on his feet and attacked the hunter with savage

fury. The hunter had lost his gun during his trip from the

tree top, and could only oppose his hunting knife to the

assault. The struggle was furious, but at length a lucky

thrust laid the white buck dead at the hunter's feet, and

none too soon. The stout buckskin hunting garb was torn

to shreds, and a goodly portion of the hide it covered was in

little better condition. Knowing that the horns and hide of

his prize were very valuable as curiosities, the hunter started

for this place with them, but in crossing the deep, turbulent

and dangerous Wind river his frail boat was capsized aud

the magnificent black antlers were lost. The hunter has the

white hide still, but he now refuses to part with it.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

Olympic Election.

A pleasanter day could not be imagined than last Sunday
was at Shell Mound. The temperature was perfect, and the

light and other conditions were as good as could be desired.

The San Francisco Schnetzen Verein held its Full meeting,

which was largely attended, and six targetswere used all day.
The shooting was first-class, and the averages of all the scores
at both the company and public targets were of an unusually
high character.
At the company targets J. H. J. S.jyden took the first prize,

and Captain A. Huber secoud prize. At tbe public target A.
Johnson won the first prize with 92 points, using a three-
pound pull Ballard, and A. Strecker took the second prize
with 91 points.
The prizes will be distributed September 19th, at Germania

Hall, corner of Bush and Powell streets, with the customary
social festivities.

Battery A, Second Artillery, held their monthly medal
shoot, with revolvers, at the lUO-foot target. Following were
the highest scores in the different classes:

First class—Sergeant Elliott, 49 out «*f a possible 50 points;
Sergeant d'Arcy, 46; Private McVicker, 46; Sergeant Cam-
mi ngs, 45.

Second class—Private Keller, 41; Private Mean i a in, 41;
Private Wiekenhanser, 39.

Third class—Private Jones, 43; Ed. Smith, 41; Sergeant
Stilwell; 40.

When the regular shooting was over a team match was
organized, with the following result:

Sergeants' team—Elliott, 48; Stilwell, 45; d'Arcy, 42; Cum-
mings, 40— 175.

Privates' team—Graham, 45; McVicker, 45; Smith, 44:
Wickenhausen, 40— 174.

Scratch team—Captain Sime, 47; Private Meachara, 44;
Corporal Johnson, 41, Private Jones, 35— 167.

P.E.Robertson, of G Company, First Infantry, shot two
double strings at the 200 and 500-yard ranges, making the
really excellent average of 92 per cent. His scores:

Robertson 200 yards—

4

554 5 1444 5—it
5H0 yards—

5

5 5 555445 4—4i—91
20.i yards—

4

4555 5 445 4-4 j

500 yards—

5

4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5—4«—^3
Last Saturday in this column an error occurred, which is

now corrected. It is G Company, First Infantry, team of

sis men, that challenges any company in the State to shoot
them. A challenge from the Carson Guard might be takeu,
if sent in good faith.

The Turner Sharpshooters, Captain Zimmer, will hold
their annual shooting festival at Harbor View, on the 19th
instant. There will be prizes for both the company and pub-
lic targets.

The San Francisco Fusileers, Compauy C, Second Artillery,

Captain A. Huber, will hold their annual shooting festival

and picuic at Shell Mound, on the 19th instant. Tbe shoot-

iug will be at the 200-yard target, with military rifles.

Many valuable prizes are hung out for winners.
Negotiations are going on to have a shooting festival at St.

Helena on the second Sunday in October. There is an
excellent shooting club in that town, numbering twenty-
seven members, and the California Schnetzen Club of this

city is more than well disposed to accommodate the St.

Helena Sharpshooters in a friendly shoot.

TEAP.
Golden City Tournament.

A rather small attendance disappointed tbe Golden City

Gun Club at its open shoot given on Sunday last, but those

who did enter shot very good scores.

At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise. Entrance, S2.50.

The annual election, on Monday last, at the Olympic
Athletic Club, was tbe occasion of much excitement and the
heaviest vote ever polled in tbe club. The regular ticket,

witb two exceptions, wns elected. Three hundred and
eighty votes were offered, of which some twenty-four were
rejected, some of them bring proxy votes. The officers

chosen and the votes for eft«h are as lollows:

President, W. Greer Harrison, 272; Vice-President, Dr. W.
T. Garwood, 257; Tre^urer, W. H. Souther, 191; Secretory,

F. S. Moody, 208; Leader, W. C. Brown, 237; Directors, E.
L. Khoder, 231;

Maxwell, 198; J.

P. Kellv. 221; C. R. Havens, 229; G. K.
Hulse/219; G. A. D.ill, 243.

BASE BALL.
Sacramento.

Sacramento.
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Brown 1 (1

110 1—13
1 I) 1 1-12

1 1 1-12
111 1-11
110 1—10
110—9

10 10—7
0— 7
1— 6

11110
At 10 clay pigeons, same conditions, entrance SI. 00.

Fanning 1 10 1110 11 1-8
I Pegullan... 110 10 3 1 1-0

McCarthy.. ..0 10 111111 1-S Burns L 110 10 11-0
Dunchee....O 01011111 1—7 T. Fanning. .1 1 1 1 1 1—0
Brown 1 1110 10 1 0—6

|
Adams 1011010 11-0

At 10 clay pigeons, same conditions, entrance SI. 00.

McCarthy... 1 nllllllll-9| Burns 1 "11010110 ~

Pegullan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—8
Fanning. ...101101111 1—8
O'Brien 1 101)11111 0—7

At 6 clay pigeons, same conditions, entrance SI .00.

"McCartbv" 1 1111 1—6
|
Fanning 10 11 1—4

T. Fanning 1 1110 1—5
Pegullan 1 H 1) 1 1—5
Brown 1 1110 1—5

T. Fanning. .1 10 10 10 10 1

Brown 10000110 11-5
Adams 1 00011101 U—

5

Adams 1 1 1-
Burna 10 1-

The following scores were made on Sunday last by mem-
bers of Company G, at the 200-yard range:

Captain Hall 4 44544544 4—42
Sergeant Heffernan 5 34443444 3—by
Sergeant Sheehan 4 33454444 4—39
Private Murray 3 43344343 4—35
Private McKenna 443324344 4—35
PrivateSmith 4 44430434 5— 35

Private Stearns 3 44433344 4—36
Private Eunz 3 44445334 4—38
PrivateKlein 4 45443544 4-41

Honorary members shot as follows, same distance :

Captain Coffee 4 55553545 5—46
Lieutenant Tellen 4 34444543 4—39
Sergeant Williams 4 44405435 4—37
Sergeant Hughes 4 54454444 4—42

Iu the engagement of Charlie Sweeney to occa py the box, the
Atlas put the right man in the right place. List Sunday they
met the remaining club of tbe League, the Greenbood &
Morans, of Oakland, and "did tbem up*' in au astonishing
manner, winning by a score of S to 0, with an iuuing to

Bpare. The attendance was nearly as large as at any time
during the season, aud while tbe spectators were enthusiastic
iu favor of the local club, they cheerfully recoguized good
playing by the visitors. J. M. Sullivan acted as umpire, and
both clubs were pleased with the manner in which he filled

the position. The game was played promptly and with spirit,

but without anything of au unpleasant character.
The Greenbood & Morans went to the bat first, and made

about the best showing they did during the game—the first

and la&t innings being their best. When the Atlas took their

turn, Sweeuey and Robertson were given bases on balls.

McLaughlin following them, hit to center field, not very
sharply; but enough to briug in tbe others, aud he himself
tallied on an overthrow. Flint struck to tbe pitcher and
was throwu out at first. Ahern's foul was looked after by
Brown, the catcher. Borcbers hit safely to right field, aud
tbe inning finished by Fisher's "fanning." In the fifth

inning Robertson sent the ball into left field, and was brought
home by McLaughlin's three-bagger, which would probably
have beeu a home run but for tbe ball roiling into the ring

left by the circus, on the east side of the iuclosure. Flint
knocked a good one into center field, where it was caught,
but McLaughlin tallied. Ahern wafted. Borchers and
Fisher each hit safely to Becond base, and Xewbert to right

field, but Borchers was put out while trying to get to third.

The next runs were made by the Atl is in the eighth inning.
Hilbert moved the ball toward the pitcher, who suppressed
him. Sweeney and Robertson both raised it to left field.

McLaughlin's foul was taken in charge by Brown. Flint fol-

lowed the example of Sweeney and Ro jertson, and Sweeney
tallied. Ahern found the ball at the third trial, and sent it to

second base, but Gurnett, who was guarding rknt position,

had a finger badly hurt last week, aud the little sphere struck
squarely on the end of the injured digit, and he not only
made a "muff, ' but fumbled the ball afterwards and finally

gave up trying to capture it, Robertson and Sweeney having
succeeded in crossing the home plate. Borchers bad a big

hole in his bat, aud closed the inning by striking out. The
annexed score shows who did tbe good work. One of the
finest incidents of tbe game was Brown's catc-hing a foul from
Sweeney's bat. which traveled swiftly backward toward the
club stand, and seemed almost high enough to go over tbe

latter. Brown is very tall, and when he commenced to

stretch himself the spectators watched the result eagerly. He
towered in the air, up went his hands, apparently as a process

of letting out another joint, and it seemed as if he never
would quit growing. Still the ball was above him, but with
an agile spring upward he accomplished his object, and as his

feet struck the ground again everybody cheered or otherwise
complimented him.

QUEENHOOD A MOHAN'S.

Sweeney, p 4 2
Robertson, 2d b.4 3

McLaughlin, c.5 2

Flint, ?db,c f.,5 1

Ahern, let h 5

Borchers,rf,3db. 5

Fisher, 1 f 3

Newbert, a a... .4

Hilbert, cf, rf..

4

2

10

2 13

3

10

Fisher, s a.

Long, rf 4

Brown, c 4
Van Haltren, p..

2

Dolan. 3d b o
Donovan. 1st b..3
Cabalan, 1 f 3

Gurnett, 2d D....3
Cualck, cf 3

tb. n.lB. BS.FO.
1 II

10
1

n i o o l

10

Birds' Point.

A number of the unattached trap shots met at Birds Point

on last Suuday for some pool shooting at clay pigeons. Mr.

E. W. Briggs is improving fast.

At 5 paira clay pigeons, 15 yards rise, 83.50 entrance. HoUz Brat, Mr.

Collins fecond.

Collins 11 11 10 01 11 00-8
j

Holtz 11 11 10 11 11 01—10

Lucas 00 in 10 11 00 00—4
i
Garden 01 0U QU 10 01 10— 4

Brown 10 10 00 01 10 10—5
|
Briggs 10 00 11 11 11 00— 7

At 10 single clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, $5.00 entrance. Mr. Holt?,

first, Mr. E. W. Briggs second.

Brigeg ...1110101111—8 I Collins 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—7
Holtz 1 11111111 1—10

I
Brown 10 1110 1 1—

G

At 5 paira clay pigeonB, 15 yards Tise, S10.C0 entrance.

Collins 11 11 H 01 ll-9
I
Holtz 1011 n ll 10_8

In the summary of the shooting of members of the Ala-

meda County Sportsmen's Club, printerl hist week, a typo-

graphical error credited two scores to Mr. U. A. Mayhew,
which should have been placed in Hi. W. E. Mayhew's

record. Mr. H. A. Mayhew shot but twice with tbe club,

scoring eleven each time. The correct totals for the gentlo-

men are: H. A. Mayhew shot at 24 birds and killed 22, au

average of 91 J per cent., the highest in the club. VV. E. May-

hew shot at BO birds and killed 48, an averagg of 80 per cent.

The State Fair Tournament entries will not close until Sept.

14th, on the ground.

ATHLETICS.
The interest in club affairs, resultant upon the recent elec-

tion, should he made useful by the incoming board of officers

in the way of securing desirable newmembers and strengthen-

ing the institution by inducing general participation in the

gymnastic exercises.

An excellent suggestion is that made by Mr. Robert F.

Bunker, which is that each present member shall induce

some eligible friend to join tbe Club during the coming sixty

days. The Club accommodations and facilities are ample
for at least fifteen hundred men, and its roll should reach

that number. The new board assumesoffice under favorable

auspices. Many of its members have for many years been
associated with the Club, and know all about the duties ot

office. It is decidedly in favor of relying upon internal

resources for entertainment, aud will probably restore much
of the old-time spirit about which old members are so fond

of talking, and will doubtless endeavor to carry out officially

all feasible ideas of improvement which may be suggested.

Thomas Stevens has reached the first Indian Port, Kurra-

chee, from whence he starts for the rest of his overland

journey. His last letter to the editor of Outing is dated

July 2Gth, and in this he states that he is in spendid health

and has before him a straight road, 1,350 miles long, leading

through Delhi, Agra, Lucknow, and other important cities, to

Calcutta. It was generally supposed that his rebuff in

Afghanistan would discourage him from any further attempt

to circumbicycle the globe, but in this the public was mis-

taken.

S. G. Spier, riding an "Expert Columbia" bicycle, presented

to him by the Pope Manufacturing Company of Boston, fin-

ished an across-the-contineut ride last Friday. He left New
York City at I o'clock r. M. ou Juuu 1st, aud thus beating

Mr. Thomas Steven's recotd of 105 days from New York.

During his trip he made tbe following fast records: Sixty

miles in four hours, 116 miles in twelve hours, and accom-

plished 3,000 miles in a space of thirty-eight days, running
time.

Total? 39 8 11 127 26 1[ Totils 28 a 124 3110
BUNS BY INSTSGS.

Atlas 3 2 3 *-8
]
Q. & M.s 0—0

Earned runs—Atlas 2. Three-base hit—McLaughlin. First base on
errors—Atlas 5, G. & M.s 1. Base on balls—Alias 8, G. k M B 2.

Struck out—Sweeney 12. Van Haltren 8. Left on bases—Atlas i', O, St

M.s J. Passed balls—McLaughlin 1, Brown 2. Umpire, J. M. Sulli-

van. Scorer, Will H. Young. Time, 1:40.

CRICKET.

Ou Saturday afternoon, at Central Park, the Merion Cricket

Club arranged to play the St. George Club. As only a few of

tbe members of the latter club appeared, however, scratch

elevens were made up, oue under Burnett of the Merions and
the other under J. M. Fisher of the St. George. About 200
spectators, mostly Eoglisbmen, with a small sprinkling of

ladies, assembled at Ceutral Park in anticipation of the

match. They were in some measure compensated for the dis-

appointment at cot watching the regular game by witnessing

what was on the whole a very good game.
The Burnett men went to the wickets first, Hill and Ross

trundling for the opposition. Tbe battiug was fair, two men
making double figures. The fielding was not good. Follow-

ing is the score:
Bi'nvETT's srni:.

J. Miller, run out GiO. Williams, b Roas Q

J. J. Theobald, c and b Hill. . .. B J. F, Bonne] i Flj

L. G. Burnett, b Ros* lfi W. Clagg, b Hill »

T. Miller, c Gibson, b Cohen 4 Extras 3

Moreton H
Boylo.bRose 7 Total

R. H. Holroyd. h Cohen 6|

Alter the usual fifteen minutes the Fisher men went to Iho

wickets against Miller and Moretons bowling. Guewt-y
played a capital game, putting his 20 runs very cleverly

together. The fielding of the Burnett men was good, but

Fisher's meu easily sneceeded in dotting up tberoquisite runs

to secure a victory and leave three wickets to fall. Following

is their score:
FlMtK.r:

J. M. Fisher, b Miller 10 MoOonnell, b Boyle
I

Charles Goewey, b Morctou 26 Jobllng, not run

R. Gibson, 1 b w 4
j

Extras

C. Ross, c Millar, b Moreton
8. Cohen, not out '>> Total

O, B. HiU.bBoyle 1
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Editorial Correspondence.

Sacramento, Sept. 7th.

In the twelve years of California life we have made
many trips to Sacramento. Some of them very pleasant

in every respect, a few when there was rather too much
fervidness in the atmosphere to suit one accustomed to the

temperature of Oakland. The visit previous to this was in

the middle of the leafy month of June, and the heat was

such as to create a desire for the quiet song of the brook

among the pines of the Sierras. So far everything has

been favorable. Though less than twenty-four hours is

the limit of our stay, yet we feel like prophesying that, as

last year,, there will be delightful weather with, as

before, one or two days of north wind. The journey

hither was very enjoyable. For companions men who
talked horse intelligently, and that is always enjoyable.

John Mackey recounted instances, anecdotes of his eastern

trips, aud he is a famous hand at this kind of talk.

Then, in connection with the importation of Darebin,

came disquisitions on breeding, the care of brood-mares

and foals, and the rearing of colts until active training

took the place of the paddock. By the way, we requested

an Australian to give us the pronunciation, according to

antipodean orthoepy, of the name of this famous son of

Lurline, and his answer was Dah-rae-bin, with the accent

on the first syllable. This is, at least, more euphonious

than when it is divided into two syllables with a long A
in the first. Old tempus fugits with a great rush of

speed when breeding, rearing, training, stable manage-

ment, &c, are the topics, and, consaquently, though the

train was a few minutes late we were in Sacramento

without being really aware of the time occupied in the

journey. Our rooms are within two blocks of the park,

and this morning we had been there some time before the

sun made his glorious advent to this part of the sphere. It

was magnificent beyond the power of words to portray.

Vivid streaks, differing from the Aurora Bor^alis in being

constant, and then an arc of fire spanning the mountains.

Then a huge dome of intensified light, so radiant that a

glance nearly blinded, and while these furtive glances

were taken it swung clear of the crests, and sailed

upward refulgent, overpowering, grand beyond concep-

tion. No wonder that the enthusiastic natures of the

residents of the far east saw the great architect of the

universe in the whole source of light, and went into

ecstacies of adoration at his diurnal appearance.

Thers is a freshness in these early Sacramento morn-

ings which make amends for early rising to those even

who like to linger between the sheets. They give an

old man the springy step of youth, and the racing colts

come out of their stalls with tails curved over their

backs, and some of them emulating the fancy dancing

*teps of their black attendants. The trotters are more

sedate, the shafts restraining them from terpsichorean

antic3, though there is a vim in their movements, and if

more likely to indulge in "breaks" they counteract the

loss by a greater rapidity of action when they square

away to work. Had we to trot against time for a big

reward, anl had the power to name the hour when the

race should come oft*, and also the track, we should

surely name the course of the California State Agri-

cultural Society, and the hour that when the sun was

not more than ten degrees above the summit of the

Sierras. Then, too, one wonld like to fill the stands and

the quarter-stretches with a cheering, jubilant multi-

tude, and line the field with carriages and smiling, happy
xaces, and bright colorF on every hand. A horse aud

man which could not outdo themselves on such an

occasion would have little "hot blood," and it is certain

that the main actor in the stirring spectacle had no

near crosses of royal lineage to give energy and courage.

It is yet too early to write of the fair further than to

say that never before was their so much promise. Car-

penters are busily engaged putting up extra stalls, the

Superintendent ransacking the neighborhood, to obtain

sunny places where an animal can be stalled. It is bound

to be the greatest exposition ever held in California, in

many respects superior to the""World's Fair" of the whole

country. If once, we have been asked fifty times, "What
is the matter with Anteeo?" Usually it is something of

a problem to discover the causes of a horse going so com-

pletely wrong where there is neither lameness or sickness

apparent. In this case we feel like answering authorita-

tively, replying with the confidence inspired by a capacity

of the patient to tell his own troubles. In the first place

he is altogether too "low." His neck is shrunk away to

about one-half of its natural proportions, his ribs show
through the skin with startling distinction. His feet

are in very bad shape. The wall is too long by nearly

half an inch, the sole has been pared away and the foot

surface of the shoe commenced so as to permit the dirt to

pack between it and the sole. Then as a source of irrita-

tion a "suspensory" is worn. It would be just as appro-

priate to put one on Adair.

Bad though these be, they are minor troubles. The whip-

pings, fightings and abuse have rendered him so obstin-

ate that he has firmly resolved to retaliate. "We saw him

lashed all around the turn of the Oakland track, lashed

when he came back, lashed when scoring. If he was in

the best possible condition as to body, legs and wind, he

would not trot for a man who punished him with sever-

ity. It did not take Goldsmith long to discover the bent

of his temper. At first he tried coercion, after that kind

usage, at the most swinging the whip over his back or

rattling the butt of his whip in the sulky wheel. Send-

ing him home from Oakland was a wise move. With

time to recover his equanimity, a much shorter period

will return his flesh, he will beat the " Stallion record."

Sept. Sth.—If anything, this forenoon is an improve-

ment on that of yesterday. It is cooler and the breeze is

more from the westward. The same gorgeous sunrise,

with a wider spread of the arc broken by several moun-

tain peaks, a still larger globe of luminosity impossible to

represent by paintings or words. There was some lively

work on both courses. On the inner oval thoroughbreds

were galloping, and not a few "short-horses," big, muscu-

lar, tapering from shoulder and quarter to feet, and with

arms and gaskins of such proportions as to appear swollen.

The quarter-horse is well fitted for other purposes beside

short brushes of speed. A majority of them are heavy-

bodied, short-limbed horses capable of pulling big loads

at a good rate and not a few are extra saddle horses.

The champion half-miler. Cyclone, has "two ends"

which will please a connoiseur; his "middle piece" is

spoiled by a back which has so much sway that a

line from withers to croup would not touch the saddle.

But the ribs are long and well placed, and we heard a

man claim, when discussing the "points" of a famous

quarter-horse of like form to Cyclone, that an inverted

arch was better for speed than a back which was at all

"roached," and we are not prepared to say that he was in

error. As a rule the race-horses are looking well. Those

which have been running at previous fairs show that the

work so far has not been injurious, and ailments are

almost unknown. That there will be fine racing is

assured; and people will learn that, notwithstanding the

large number of California horses now in the East,

euouo-h are left home to make exciting sport. The outer

track was in grand order. A thorough soaking during

the night, two watering carts being employed, and by 8

o'clock it harrowed up as friable as a premium onion bed

The horses were moving well all through. Some of

them, we thought, showing a very rapid gait, but as we

were busily engaged trying to get some "work into"

Antevolo, the only guide was ocular proof of speed as they

whirled past. It is not to be expected, however, in the

case of Antevolo that the work of three months can be

satisfactorily crowded into three weeks, and especially,

too, when there is a mass of adipose tissue inside and out.

He showed very well in the way of speed, trotting one

mile in 2:20, and repeating in 2:21^, though he was more

distressed than would have resulted from five heats at a

good pace at Oakland, and be "corded" over the loin.

Could his surplus flesh be transferred to his brother

Anteeo.it would bo a groat thing for both of them.

It may be as well to philosophize a little over the con-

dition of Antevolo, and, perhaps, derive Borne benefit

from the consideration of his case. During the "sea-

son" extending from the thirteenth of February to the

latter part of July, in which time sixty-five mares were

in his book, he was fed seven and a half quarts of

oats per day. He gained in flesh from 1,060 to some-

thing over 1,100 pounds. The first of August his rations

were reduced to six quarts per diem, and his work
increased to moves of a mile once or twice a week. He
had two "light scrapes," after which he weighed 1,095.

A move of two miles in4;51—nine seconds faster than
was intended—and a thorough scrape took off a little

more, though he cut his quarter after going the two
miles, and this necessitated a short "let-up." Now, it

is manifest that six quarts is very light feed for a horse

of his size, but it is also manifest that, when his flesh

held so firmly, and that without the least tendency to

"bake," it was enough. And now for the solution.

During the winter we purchased a lot of the best wheat
hay in the market. It had been cut just at the right

time and cured in the best manner. Some of the heads
were filled with shrunken kernels and the stalks were
rich in nutritious substances. With plenty of time to

get a horse in order, the benefit of this kind of hay
would be apparent, and had inferior forage been used
there would have been weakness due to emaciation, in

place of a building up of muscular fibre. That heat will

overcome a fat horse—especially when the internal

organs are overloaded—when it would have little effect

on one prepared to undergo the ordeal, "goes without
saying." We do not write this to apologize before-

hand for future shortcomings ofAntevolo, the object being

\o give a plain statement of facts in order that people
who are likely to be misled by flying reports may take

due notice and mark accordingly. Should the afternoon

of next Saturday be even moderately hot, it will be sur-

prising if a horse in his condition can trot three heats

anywhere near his best rate.

Sept. 9th.—It grew warm yesterday arternoon, and in

the pool room at the Golden Eagle there was a degree of

heat that even residents complained about. We have
oftentimes declared our preferences for pool-betting over

any other system of wagering on horse-races, and, as yet,

can see no good reason for changing that opinion.

Viewed from a gambling standpoint, book-betting may
afford superior advantages to those who desire to risk

large sums, but as an adjunct to the sport, a method of

increasing the revenues of Associations, auction and
mutual pools fill the place more satisfactorily. Without
some kind of speculative interest racing and trotting is

shorn of a great part of its fascination to a large majority

of those who witness the contest. One mutual ticket is

sufficient so inspire a fervor which is not felt when noth-

ing is at stake; the knowledge that others are investing

gives a charm to many who never stand a dollar on a
race, and when it is known that the struggling steeds are

deciding the wagers of hundreds, their course is scanned

with an exacting scrutiny. There can scarcely be a
doubt that colt-trotting is destined to be the main feature

of the sports of the track. It will be somewhat anala-

gous to the battles of the young blue-bloods of the turf,

and at all of the main meetings and fairs will awaken
the greatest enthusiasm. The old claim that they had
not speed enough to attract, cannot hold at the present

day. A California four-year-old, on two occasions, and
in actual races, lowered the record which gave Dexter
world-wide celebrity. A California three-year-old has
marked the teens, and a two-year-old, bred and reared

on the Pacific Slope, has knocked a whole handful of

seconds from the time of the Grey Empress, who carried

the sceptre from the Atlantic to the Great Lakes, and
from there to the Gulf which laves *,he land of the Mon-
tezuma*. The betting on the Occidental Stake was mort
spirited than on the other events. Alcazar having won
at Oakland, over Kexftud and Valensin, was the favorite

at $25, though Eexford pushed him closely at $15, and
Transit at $13. There was no fear on the part of the

bettors of any crookedness, and the most inveterate prog-
nosticator of wrong-doing on the part of the KnightB of
the Sulky had nothing to say in the way of impeaching
their intentions. This is written before the hour of
starting, and hence there is little use in prophecies which
a short period might prove altogether wrong. Alcazar
and Rexford we know to be great colts, from personal

observation, and we hear good reports of the son of

Prompter. This much we will predict: that it will be

the fastest three-year-old race over trotted in California

This is based mainly on the superb condition of the

track, which Director Green has.given such unremitted

attention, and then again the colts are improving with

every race.

The Monterey Agricultural Associations Fair will

open at Salinas City on Oct. 5th, and continue until the
9th. The programme of races for each day includes

miming, trotting and pacing. There are always some
excellent races at Salinas, and this year should not prove
an exception. The Association has a splendid area of
country to draw from, which should insure a large

attendance while the fair is in progress.

Henry Luke, a first-class Euglish light-weight, has arrived
in New York to ride for August Belmont. He can ride 96
lbs., and his retainer is $3,500 a year.
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Darebin.

The steamer Mararoa, which. arrived at this port last

Saturday evening, brought from Sydney Mr. J. B. Hag-

gin's latest purchase from the colonies, the thoroughbred

stallion Darebin. He is one of the famous horses of the

Australia turf. In blood he is a veritable Prince Royal

of the times, as indicated by the following geneological

tree.

fa /r>«mn. (Sorcerer.
ig ^Humphrey i

LomM
} Houghton Lais.

= I Clinker) ™.„Voiri« i Clinker.
I
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Seventeenth District Fair.
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The following summaries give the results at Glenbrook

Park:
Rmining.

Ang. 25.—Sweepstakes for all ages. §50 entrance, ?25 forfeit, ?400
added, S50 to second. Mile beats. Eight subscribers.
M. Johnson's b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs, dam u ipe y. 97 lba. 1 1
W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, dam Lady

Clare, 115 lbs 2 2
Kelly & Lynch'a b g Jou Jon, 5, 112 lbs 3 dis
C. Dorsey's br h Birdcatcher, aged, 1 15 lbs 1 die

Time, 1:44, 1:44*.

Both beats won hands down.
Same Day.—Sweepstakes for two-year-olds. S25 entrance; ?10 forfeit;

$150 added; $50 to second, third to save stake. Half a mile. Eight
subscribers.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalece Cotton by Jim Brown, darn Lizzie P.,

107 lbs 1
A. Coopar's ch c Dynamite by Joe Hooker, dam Chestnut Belle, 110

lbs a
L. H. Todhnnter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herzegovina. 110

lbs 3

M. Johnson's ch f Inquisitive by Enquirer, dam Analyne, 107 lbs...
Time, :49£.

Won by half a length after a driving finish.

Same Day.—Sweepstakes for three-year-olds. 550 entrance; 525 for-
feit; $^50 added; £75 to second, third to save stake. One mile. Six
subscribers.
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 113

Ang. 28.—Purse $— . Special.
Shaker, b g—Wm. Griffin , 2
Mlnk.bg—L. H. Todhunter 3

Pocahontas, cb m—S. C. Tryon 1

Time, 2:28, 2:25, 2:31, 2:36.

Com. Kittson Ketires.

2 1
1 2
di»

lbs

•Imported from England,

Performances.
Appended are some of the performances of Darebin:
At two years—He ran very well as a two-year-old, but being

' a big, overgrown youngster should never have been tried till

three years old. Won two-year-old Handicap, 122 lbs., beat-

ing a big field ridiculously easy by eight lengths in 1:17},

three-quarters of a mile.

At three years.—Won the great three-year-old event. Y.
E. C. Derby at Melbourne Spring meeting; colts 122 lbs;

fillies 119. "Darebin" was first in the then-fastest time, beat-

ing Commotion and others in 2:41£. Also at same meeting
won mares produce stakes, one and a quarter miles, 127 lbs.

in 2:12, with Commotion again behind him. He finished up
the season by winning the Adalaide Queen's Birthday Cup,
one and three-quarters miles, 3:08J.
At four years.—Won the Melbourne Stakes weight for age,

one and a quarter miles, a in canter time 2:13. At the same
meeting won Royal Park Stakes, weight for age, two miles,

126 lbB. 3:39i, by sis lengths easily. Also ran second to

Commotion in Canterbury plate, weight for age, just beaten
off two and one-quarter miles in 4:0J.
At the Australian Jockey Club meeting won the Sydney

Cup, two miles in 3.33J, with the big weight of 9st 81bs, up.
He also ran a great third 9st91b in Melbourn Cup giving over
2s t to two iirst-class horses. His trainer, Lamond, believed

that if he had stayed on till five years old he could have
eqnalled the Barb's performance of winning Sydney Cup
with 1481bs, up, as he was coming on every day, but his owner
Mr. Cox. wished to put him to the stud.

Darebin landed in fine shape, his thirty-eight days

etween decks having apparently been pleasant and

omfortable. He was taken to the ranch on Tuesday.

Ir. Simpson will visit him in his new home, and a

critical description of the horse by his pen will appear

later.

The entries for races of the Twelfth District Agricul-

tural Association at Lakeport will close on September

25th, and the first race will be run on October 5th, and

continued during the three following days. This ia

Lakeport's fourth year, and the officers of the Associa-

tion are making a determined effort to make the fair

attractive. The list of published premiums is a large

one, and should attract a great many exhibits.

2 2

The Kentucky Trotting" Stakes.

We gave, last week, some events of the firBt two days at the

Latonia Fair. The following are the events in which Cali-

fornia horses contended np to the close of the meeting:

Aug. 26.—Sweepstakes for four-year-oldi; $100 entrance, with 1(03

added by the association.

Manzonita, to m—Chas. Marvin 1 1 1

Eagle Bird.ro h—L. Is. Simmon* 2 2 3
Time.2:25i. 2:25i, 2:22.

Aug. 28.-2:30 class, 8800J
Clipper, b gby Lex—O. W. Jamison » 2 1 1 1

Graenlander, br h—Aug. Sharpe , .1 1 2 7 3

Bt. Bel, bl h—Chas. Marvin 7 8 4 2 2

Bessie C. ch m—G. & C. P. Cecil 2 3 S I *

Cadmus Hambletonian, br h—Adam Schantz 3 S 3 3 7

Oriana, b m—Moyehead & Salter 8 4 5 4 6

O. F.C.bh—3.T.Carnea 4 9 6 8 6

Maggie 0., ch m—K. X. Hardin 9 6 7 8 dr
Mattie Wilkes, br m—Andy Coleman 6 7 dr
Boyalmont, ch h—L. W. Cobb dli

JoBhua Ewing, cb g-J. B. Rogers dr
Time, 2:24i, 2:25, 2:23*. 2:25*. 2:24*.

Same Dav.—2:20 class; 31,000,

Palo Alto, b h—Chas. Marvin 5 4 3 1 1 1

Tom Bogers, bl h—K. K. Bugher 1 6 12 6 5

DeckWrigbt.bg—Jacob Knauber 2 1 2 6 8 i

C. F. Clay, b h—W. T. Buckner 6 3 4 3 3 re

Nellie G, br m—J. H. Outnwaite 4 2 6 4 4 re

8. J. Fletcher, br h—J. A. Lackey 3 5 7 5 5 re

Time, 2:20J, 2:22i, 2:23*. 2:22}, 2:262, 2 :27J.

At Lexington.

Aug. 31.—Agricultural Stakes, for two-year-olds. Value $1,115.

Palo Alto Stable's b f Suisun by Electioneer, dam Susie 3 1

J. Bryan, Jr. 's b c Ben Hur by Hambrino, dam by Hero of Thorn-
dale 1 2

P. S. Moore's be Victor Wilkes bv Victor Von Bismarck, dam Mat-
tie Wilkes 2 3

T. B. Muir'B blk f Georgette by Count Wilkes* dam by Eric 3 i

Time, 2 :i7J, 2:32-1, 2:*li.

Sept. 1 .—Mechanical Stakes, for three-year olds. Value 81,445.

B. J. Tracy's bike Bermuda by Banker, dam Pattie by Mambrino
Patchen 1 1

Palo Alto Stable's b c Sphinx by Electioneer, dam Sprite by Bel-

mont 3 3

Morebead & Salter'a b t Lena Wilkes, dam by £ rank Allen 3 3

L. E. Simmon's b f Casialia by Jay Bird, dam by George Wilkes.4 4

Time, ^^42.2:25,2:26.

Snapper Garrison was the first jockey weighed on the New
Brooklyn track, and he won the first, second and third races

inn there—on Little Minch, Swift and Barnum.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 113
lbs 2

L. H. Todhunter's eh c Monte Cristo bv King Alfonso, dam
GaUanthus, US lbs 3

C. Dorsey's ch c Pickpocket by Joe Daniels, dam Mattie C.. 118 lbs. .

Time, 1 :44*.

iliss Courtney led all the way, and won handily by a length.

Aug. 27.—Sweepstakes for all ages. $50 entrance; 325 forfeit; ?500
added; $150 to second, $75 to third. Two mile heats. Seven sub-
ecribers.
Kelly s. Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-

light, y3 lbs l 1

W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Mondav, dam Lady Clare,
11G lbs 2 2

Wm. Boots' blk g Lndex, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Gipsey, 110 lbs. 3 3
O. Dorsev's br n Birdcatcher, aged, 117 lbs dig

Time, 3:37, 3:38.

Both heats won easily without the whip.

Same Day.—Sweepstakes for all ages. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 8200
added; $75 to second, $50 to third. Three-quarter mile heats. Eight
subscribers.
W. A. Vestal's ch g Bertie E., aged, by Joe Hooker, dam un-

known, 110 lbs 1 1
Kellv s Lvnch's cb g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate, ] 10 lbs 2 2

C. Dorsey's ch c Pickpocket, 3, by Joe Daniels, dam Mattie C.
106 lbs 3 3

Time, 1:161,1:173.
Hard and close finishes to both heats. Bertie E. won the first by a

head, and the second by a nose only.

Same Day.—Sweepstakes for all ages. $25 entrance; -910 forfeit; $300
added; $76 to second; $50 to third. One mile and an eighth. Twelve
subscribers.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar, 115 lbs 1
Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney, 3, bv Norfolk, dam Ballinette,

102 lbs * 2
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso, dam

GaUanthus, 107 lbs 3
Time, 1:561.

Same Day.—Sweepstake for two-year-olds. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit,
$250 added. Three-quarters of a mile.

A. Cooper's ch c Dynamite by Joe Hooker, dam Chestnut Belle,
110 lb3 1

W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, dam Adbie A.,
107 lbs *

L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban bv King Ban, dam Herzegovina,
110 lbs •

M. Johnson's ch f Inquisitive by Enquirer, 107 lbs
Time, 1:16.

•Dead heat for second place.

Aug 28.—Sweepstakes for all ages. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200
added; $75 tosecond, S5Q to third. Half-mile heats. Ten subscribers.
W. A. Vestal's cb g Bertie E„ aged, by Joe Hooker, dam

unknown, 110 lb3 2 1 1

A. C. Smith's b g Bodie, aged, by Monday, dam unknown,
110 lbs 1

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam
Bay Kate, 110 lbs 4

JaB. Muse's g g Stoneman, aged, by Kirby Smith, 110 lbs 3
Time, :49, al9*j :50.

Trolling:.

Aug. 25.—Purse $250. District, 3:00 Class.

Barney, d g—S. A. Eddy 1

Ladv Hawkins, ch m—A. C. Smith 2
Black Pea, blk m—C. F. Taylor 3

Time, 2:51, 2:52, 2:49J.

Same Day.—Purse $600. 2:30 Clasd.

Apex, b s by Prompter—S. K. Trefry 1

Twinkle, bm—J. H. Tennent 3

Empress, bm—M. W. Hicks 2
Daisy S., ch m—Jno. Spnrgeon 7

Kate Bender, b m—J. B. Hodson 4

Zero, b g—S. A. Eddy 6
Lucy, b m—Wm. Griffin 5
Adrian, b a—J. M. Learned 8

Time, 2:32, 2:31i, 2:30i.

Aug. 26.—Purse $250. Special for named horses.

Blue Bell, blk m—S. Wheeler 2 13
Queen—Mr. Menner 12 1

Bailey, cb g-S. D. Avery 3 3 2

Sarah Althea, b m—W. Gardiner dis
Time, 2:l8j, 2:50, 2:48, 2:52$, 2:50.

Same Day.—Purse $400. Special for four-year-olda.

Florence B., ch f by Nutwood—Jas. Reynolds 2 1

Cubit, bs—C. R. Hoppin 1 3

Rosie Mac, b m—C. W. Woodward 3 2

SurDel, blas-B. H.Newton 4 4
Time, 2:39*. 2:10, 2:40, 2:40.

Same Day.—Purse $400. District three-year-olds or under,
beats.
Sarah Althea, b m by Brigadier—W. Gardiner 1

Sir Richard, ch c bv Doncaster— W. G. Bichards 2

Nettie J., ch f—C. i\ Taylor 3
Time, 3:12, 3:15,3:08.

Bame Day.—Purse $400. Special for named horses.
Empress, bm—M. W. Hicks 2 1

Fallis.bs—F. P. Lowell 1 2

Lucy, bm—Wm. GrilBn 3 3

Eat*= Bender, b m—J. B. Hudson. 4 4

Time, 2:30J, 2:33$, 2 ;33, 2;37.

Aug. 27*.—Purse $503. District Stallions.

Doncaster, cb s by Elmo—Jno. Dennen 1 2 1

Pasha, b s by Echo—W. Gardiner 2 1 3

Bichard Scott, g s—Geo. Dickinson 3 3 2

Frank, r s-Jos. Perrin dis
Time. 2:44. 2:39, 2:43, 2:41, 2:38.

•Fifth heat trotted Aug. 28.

Aug. 28.— Purse $500. 2:40 Class.
Daisy S., ch m by Tllton Almont—Jno. Spurgeon 1

Fallis, bs-F. P. Lowell 2

Reality, b m-J. M. Learned 4

Cbico, b g—M. W. Hicks 3

Pasha, b s—W. Gardiner dia
Time, 2:27, 2:27J, 2:28.

Same Day.—Purse 81,200. Free for all.

Manon, b m by Nutwood— J. A. Goldsmith 2 1 !

Albert W., b a by Electioneer—A. Waldsteln 1 2 :

Bay Frank, b g—J. R- Hodson 3 3 :

Time, 2:20. 2:22, 2:25, 2.251-

Pacing;.

Ang. 25.—Purse 3600. Free for all.

Killarney. blk s by Black Ralpn -P. Fitzgerald 1

Prince, b g—S. K. Trefry 3 :

Shaker, b g—Wm Griffin din
PocahonUs.cb m—S. C. Tryon dia

Mink.b g-L. H. Todhunter dla
Time, 2:201, 2:21, 2:27.

Wfl regret to announce the prospective withdrawal of Com-
modore N. W. Kittson from the ranks of active tnrfmen,
which event is regretable the more from the iact that ilr.

Kittson, during his turf career, has earned the admiration of

all racing men by the high-toned, sportsman-like attitude he
has always assumed in racing affairs. Mr. Kittson, how-
ever, is at an advanced age, and feels indisposed to continue
an active tarf career with its incidental cares and arxietiea.

He still intends remainiug in the ranks of the breeders, and
will hold annual sales of yearlings at the famous Erdenbeim
Stnd, where Parole, Iroquois, Sensation, bpinaway, Rataplan,
Issaquena, Onondaga, etc., were foaled, and where he has
one of the finest selections of brood-mares to be found. This
he considers more congenial, as he is a devoted lover of the
blood horse, and although removed from active participation

will feel none the less interested in the affairs of the turf,

and under the regime of his trusty agent, Major Hubbard,
the old Chestnut liill Stud will revive its old glories of the
Leamington era.

Mr. Kittson's career as a turfman began in 1331, but it was
Dot until 1SS3, after he had purchased the Erdenheim Stud
and all the stock of Mr. Aristides Welch, for $125,000. Then
the "blue and gold stripes" flaunted, and Issaquena won the
Hopeful Stakes at Monmouth, which began a very successful

career, as Panique followed it up, and in 1SS4 won both the
Withers and Belmont, and he was sold to the Dwyere for

§14,000. But the stable had a better one in Rataplan, who
won, too, winning the Emporium, Travers and Iroquois

Stakes, and in 1SS5 it is questionable if there was a greater

horse in training. Austriana and Raveller both helped to

keep np the stable prestige this seasen, after the magniticent

Pardee, one of the best horses ever shipped on this continent,

fell lame. It is just a question if Pardee would not have pat
the Commodore's name at the head of the "WinniDg Owners"
last season had he stood up. Next to him Issaquena was the

best that has ever carried the colors, and although Mr.
Kittson's reqime was short, it was signalized by the produc-
tion of some of the most brilliant racers of the decade.—
Vigilant.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns No replies by

mail or telegraph.

E. B. C, Oakland, Cal.

Will you kindly inform me of the name of the mare, out of

imported "Glencoe," grandam of "Joe Daniels," brought to

this State from Kentucky some ten or twelve years ago,

by Whipple?
Answer.—Whipple had a Glencoe mare called Revere, but

she was not the grandam of Joe Daniels.

J. C, "Windsor, Cal.

Would you please settle a dispute by letting me know what
was the sire of Whipple's Hambletonian and also the sire of

Hambletonian, Jr.?

Answer.—Whipple's Hambletonian was by Guy Miller.

Hambletonian, Jr., by Whipple's Hambletonian.

H. B. B., Santa Barbara, Cal.

Would one-sixteenth cold blood bar a horse from entering

as a thoroughbred?
Answer.—It would.

Equine Romance in Real Life-

Mile
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The romances of this world is not confined to humanity.
Could we read the inner life of our dumb animals there

would be unfolded to our astonished mental vision the dark
and bright sides of romances as striking as any told in story

books, or found in the experience of the human family. We
have seen a thousand things in the lives of our domestic ani-

mals that force ub to respect them as the possessors of an
instinct that borders so closely on the line of reason that the

place where instinct stops aud reason begins is undiscover-

able. We could recite iucident on incident that has come
within our own observation to show that not only do the

dumb animals possess reason, but all of the other mental con-

ditions found in man. These stories we will not inflict upon
our readers, but we cannot refrain from telling the recent

case of a proud heart broken and a life given up in grief.

Adams &, Shilling have a cattle ranch on the Promontory, a

long range of mountains and hills that project for twenty odd
miles into the great Salt Lake of Utah. Iu these mountains
and valleyB there have been horses breeding for nearly thirty

years, and some of them are as wild as the veritable wild

horses of the southern plains. A few weeks ago, the cowboyB
attached to the ranch above mentioned found an unbranded.

stallion in the mountains that was remarkable for symmetry
of form and magnificence of carriage. By a great effort they

succeeded in getting some of the domesticated animals into

his company, and, after hard riding, got them into a corral.

The stallion was roped and tied up iu the stable. He was
seven years old, weighed aboutone thousand pounds, and was
as nearly a perfect horse in form as could be drawn by the

peucil of an artist. He was not injured in being captured,

but the loss of his liberty caused his great heart to break. He
refused to eat, and after a little while died of pure grief.

Who will say that this proud specimen of the equine race did

not long for the open plains and the freedom to love his

female mates with whom he galloped over the mountain side,

and for whom he had fought many hard battles ? Who will

say that the pangs he Buffered were not intense, and of the

same nature as those suffered by human captives when
removed from home and loved ones? The boys who cared

for this noble animal say that his very soul shone out through
his eyes, and they could read his thoughts as he refused his

food and looked steadily back to the happy past. He died as

he had lived, proud and defiant, game to the very last breath.

Such iocidents should teach us humanity—to be kind and
generous in our treatment of those specimens of God's handi-

work that have been given us as contributors to our comfort

and happiness. The dumb creatures have a claim upon as
as well as we have upon them. There is a mutoal obligation,

and experience proves that the beasts of burden are more apt

to give trust for trust than are their masters. Rarely indeed

is found a case where one of our domestic animals will not

respond in the fullest measure of obedieuce aud gentleness to

onr kindness, but they are not always sure of sympathy and
gentleness iu return for their goodness. We have all gM n

good deal to learn yet in our manner of dealing witi.

creation. The more we study the forms of anim*.

more we will be convinced that God intended geL

tbe guiding ml*.—Cheyenne Journal.
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A Parmer's Talk to hia Neighbors.

The following pleasant address was delivered before the

Sonoma and Marin District Fair Association at Petalurna,

Aug. 25th, by P. 0. Shatter.

"When Adam delved and Eve spun,
"Who was then the gentleman?"

You all answer, the first man. He delved, he worked the

soil, the old rhyme saith. Then the first man was a farmer.

What has become of the farmers? Ask the merchant, the

sailor, the mechanic, he will tell you, I was raised ou ajfarm.

Then the farm is the foundation of all the trades, the nursery

of tbe cities.

The farmer said, long, so long ago, go children mine, the

parent hive is full; I delegate you to operate machinery and

carry on the details of trade, until I cannot produce enough

to feed and clothe those who produce nothing; then you must

come back, to the farm and swell the ranks from which you
came. As the world grew apace the husbandman supplied

the wants of wealthy appetites. He sent the fattest of his

flocks, the softest fleeces and finest silks to rill the markets

of the great cities. The seasons wait for no man. He labored

with his team aBeld, from the time the lark first sang to greet

the rising sun, through the long heat of summer days, until,

with his beams aslant, the great world of heat and light sank

to rest oeueath the western wave. In the early days when
the farmers had first sent their sons as their representatives

to the great cities to sell the produce of the land, the meat,

wool, wine and corn, a fellow feeling made them wondrous
kind. But soon, alas! the feeling changed, the tastes of the

cities dres.->ed the first born sons of the soil with new wants
and desires. Money was wanted to fulfill the desires of

fashion.
The honest simplicity of the days of 76 faded away. Moral

and mental worth were forgotten, until the blaze and roar of

war in '61 appealed to patriotism to leave the plow and smok-
ing team and uphold the truth that for aye and ever goes
marching on. "As Christ died to make men holy, let us die

to make men free," roused the sleeping fires of right and
libjoty throughout the land. I aver without fear of contra-

diction, that the farmers, as a class, shouldered the muske?
with purer patriotism and loftier thoughts of home and a

common destiny than any other class of men.
The owners of the soil are the esquires of the land. In the

possession and use of laud all true dignity rests. All honor
to him who owns and uses land for the welfare of his fellow

men. The country man may, if he will, on broad acres,

grass grown hillsides, bending trees and running streams,

trace whole sermons. It is not the mission of the country
alone to raise fine cattle and horses. Would that our men
were, physically, as perfect as our animals. In this age "111

fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, when wealth accum-
mutates and men decay." The city and farm are too far

apart. Luxury, the pride of place and power, is supposed to

give the citizen a place above the tiller of the soil. Girls sim-

per to see the bumpkins strive to please, and ladies turn their

heads to admire the landscape. Their eyes skim the sur-

face of the land; they do not se6 the rugged frame beneath
the homespun suit, nor honest eye beneath the straw-brimmed
hat. We farmers do not skim the cream from off the milk
first. No! We first plow deep the soil, then plant within the

seed to raise the hay, the beet and corn;, they make the

cream.
Neither does God first make a man rich, with soft hands,

effeminate graces and supercilious airs; he first makes him in

his own image, a living thing of action. Speech is human,
action is Godlike. Honest actions are much more Godlike
than dishonest ones. Simple country lives, free from temp-
tations, make honest men and women. Lives, when in the
struggle for place and power men wear their souls away, and
suffer the los3 of those attributes upon which eternal prosper-

ity rests, do not make a state. Free fellow-farmers and
friends, remember you are the foundation of the republic, as

is the land on which all the superstructure of wealth, arrog-

ance and power is built. The Waskingtons, Websters, Clays,

Calhouns, Jacksons and Lincolns came from country homes.
Do you want brilliant men alone to care for the destiny of

this dear land of ours, the land on which the sun from the

Atlantic first smiles; from which here, at the gates of the

west he lingering looks through the mist of tears, to leave the

laud he blesses? Boys and girls who live in the country do
not be ashamed of the lives you lead.

Perhaps in thin neglected spot is laid

Some heart once pregnant with celestial Qre;
Hands that the roll of Empire might have swayed,
Or wakel to ecstacy the living lyre.

But knowledge to their eyes, her ample page
Rich with the spoils of time did ne'er unroll,

Ohill penury repressed their noble rae©
And Iroze the genial current of the soul.

In this fair laud chill penury need not stop you from drink-
ing of the living waters of life. Sound bodies you must have.
Free schools you do have, generally ruled by good teachers;

then why shall you not have a sound mind in a sound body ?

'*No pent-up TJtica controls your powers."

You are better equipped than your city brother from the
start. It he can work five hours you can six. Good digestion

and hard work beat genius and talent nine times out of ten.

Don't be ashamed to acknowledge that you are country boys
and girls, but be ashamed to own that you are ignorant; be
not ashamed to do honest work. Sydney Smith has said, no
one has an excuse for being ignorant when he has knowledge
at his elbow. The world is full of men with soft hands and
soft heads, looking for soft things. The political boss and
corrupt office seeker often gets a soft thing, and rests in the
arms of state at Folsom or San Quentin. It is a great out-

rage that you, who have earned something, are taxed to sup-
port these fellows in idleness and comparative luxury. If

convicts are droues in the common hive, it is not political

economy to keep them so. Teach them to labor, and if they
do not then fulfil UBeful lives, make an example of them.
You old farmers, with tanned faces and hardened hands,
keep your sons out of temptation by seeing that they lead
useful lives. Independent thought and action made America
free. Every independent State floats a star on that banner.

Hence, I say, frown down any attempt of any man or body
of men who lockB up a single door to a useful vocation to a
son of yours or mine, in the land of the free and home of the
brave.

You, young men, young countrymen, I mean, you have
learned to labor, learn to wait. Some one has said:

"All thin'- come to him who waits."

Learn to wait patiently, not fretfully. It takes a long
time to grow a tree, it takes a long time to build a character
and make a man. Oh, teachers of all the laud, from the log
schoolhouse by tbe country road, up to the State Lniversity
opposite to the Golden Gate of light, remember this truth—
what makes a State*

"Wlmtconstitule? a State?
Not high-raised battlement or labored mouud,
Thick wall or moated gates;
Not cities proud, with spires and turrets crowned,
Not hays and broad armed ports
Where laughing at tbe storm rich navies vide. No!
Men, high-minded men, who their duties know.
But know their rights, and knowiDg dare maintain;
These constitute a State.

I am glad 1 have always been in favor of women's rights.

The greater her opportunities to earn an honest livelihood,

the less her temptation to become a bad woman. Each new
aveuue of employment makes our temptation less, and
shelters those we love. The woman is the home. What is

home without a mother? You statesmen who have gone to

Sacramento to take water on more propositions than one,
remember, Rome fell from her own rotteness, not greatness.

No foreign power can ever make America afraid or hurt this

Continent of ours.

Loyalty to truth, the same that made a Washington or a
Liucoin, if it shall control our wealth and power, shall make
us, as far as earthly governments go, immortal. Improved
farming machinery which does the work of a thousand hands
points the way to the city. We country boys are underpaid.
He says, I can run a steam-engine, drive Bix horses, milk,
mow, reap and sow. We work harder, we work longer, our
field of labor is larger—all out doors. Why does our city

brother get $75 per month, we ©30? I will soon write and
cipher as well as he, I will leave my bashfulness behind, go
to the city and get his assurance, and insure myself shorter
hours and better pay. Another has gone from the army of

producers. But
"As a hare whom hounds and horses pursue
P^nts to the place from whence at first he flew,
I still had hopes my long vexations past
Here to return and die at home at last."

Beautiful and costly homes of rest are built by the busy
sons of trade in the country, who, at life's close, go there to

spend their wealth and their declining years. Poisoned by
town life and town vices, the sufferer resolves: Well! my
children shall go back to the country, to be cured by that
which should have been my nursery and now shall be their

hospital. If economy is wealth, and to husband means to

garner and to keep, how necessary it is to store away all

your farming machinery. I have seen a threshing outfit, all

of it except the steam-engine, put under a tree to be rained
on, the iron to rust, the wood work to warp, swell and crack
under the effect of moisture and heat. This outfit cost the
farmer, two years before, $4,000 in hard-earned money.
A friend of mine told me he had seen a mowing machine

left at the end of its last swath in a field for a yearf until the
grass almost covered it from sight. If fanners leave their

tools out at the mercy of the elements for the benefit of the
blacksmith and depletion of their pocket, what shall we say
of him who leaveB the animals, which contribute to his wealth
and support, out through the winter to get a scanty liveli-

hood, cowering beneath some tree or rock for the shelter
which his improvident master has denied him ? Henry Ward
Beecher says: "At least this may be said of the flocks and
herds which supply both food and raiment to mankind, that,

with less moral range in organization they have more
morality than the human family. Of all the living things
he upper sections of mankind are the grandest, the most
Godlike, and the under section the meanest and most animal-
like. The majority of mankind live onlv as animals, and
man is the only animal which degrades himself. There are
no drunkards and no gluttons in the world except among
men. Animals live within the laws of their organization.
Man violates these laws by the wholesale. The diseases the
animals suffer are not those of excess, they are atmospheric
or fungal, or of germ invasions, but never or seldom of viola-

tion of natural laws. Man is at war with himself everywhere
and always. The animal receiving but small endowment at

his Creator's hands lives wisely; man royally endowed is a
spendthrift and a profligate."

Here is a whole sermon in a few words, and from those
dumb servants who, now that you think, have become your
teachers. Who does not love a horse ? You cannot find that

one here. St. John wrote, I saw the Heaven open and be-

held a white horse; he that sat upon him was called faithful

and true.

If ever an animal deserved itself the title of faithful and
true it is the horse. Loving liberty, how kindly he submits
to bondage. With ten times his strength, how docile he is to

his driver. How willing to learn, how anxious to please,

how utterly he gives up his life to serve the wants of others.
In speed like au eagle, in strength like a lion, in gentleness
a lamb. A youuglady, known to many of you, a rose of

Sonoma, told me: "Many a time in the winter, when
the storm king rode the blast, she had donned her
waterproof and gone to the stock barn to see the young
Normans and their mothers fed. 'Twas sweet to hear," the
lady said, " the storm beat on the roof o'erhead, feel the
warm breath of the sheltered horses, smell the sweet hay in

the box stalls, hear the happy ones whinny and neigh a wel-

come back, as they crunched their feed or trod the rustling

straw beneath their feet." No wonder Mr. R. gets big prices

for his stock. Some people find success; he does more, he
deserves it. Wander away to the sheep fields aud see the
barns that shelter them, the rack they eat from, and the
great fields of hay it takes to support them. My friend

Meacham said to me the other day, "I have spent $30,000 to

learn how to build a sheep barn. Gloves of gum trees

afford a shelter to the sheep on each one of his ranches.
The old man laughs at you when you decry wool and mutton.
"Never, no never, will sheep be bad property," our friend

says; "As long as babies come naked into this cold world;
they must be clothed and they must be fed."

Oh the cows! Not the distillery nor oleomargarine cow
whom the devil fodders, but the cows of our home show the

children cosset, whose great nowe eyes make our daughters
envious, whose full udders yield luxury to the poor man's
home. These, oh countrymen, are yours. They chew their

Bweet cuds, fragrant with the breath of spring or rich with
the juice of autumn, in your pastures. They nurse into life

the pulling babe, sustain the steps of declining age. How
the great oxen in our redwood forests pull the great paw logs

to the mills. How they haul and strain. How patiently

they try and try again, amongst brush aud fallen timber,

where a horse or mule would try in vain. How many of you,
in sheltering your cattle, protect the weak from the aggressiou

of the strong, aud the fury of the storms ? How many
remember and don't forget that half the breed is in the muz-
zle? Capt. Allen, my old friend of blessed memory, honored
his calling as a dairyman, and made his Green Valley ever-

green in the memory of his friouds. Abram Pierce, on Point
'fomales, has amplified his opportunities. His ranch, com-
plete in all its appointments, is a monument to the worth of

the man, and invites the attention of every progressive

farmer, stock raiser aud dairyman.
Oh, fair district, this of ours, a land flowing with milk and

honey. Your hillsides the home of the vine, your valleys

filled with waving grain and tasseled corn, lowing herds and

fleet horee3, brave men and fair women, what more do you
ask? Nothing but dependence on the sacred laws written
on the sacred mount. A pillar of fire by night, a cloud by
day, which alone leads to jieace on earth and rest in heaven.

There's many a hearth where the embers die glowing,
There's many a heart wilb its joys overflowing,
The hearths and tbe hearts from tbe world's rude alarma
Are safe in the homes that are reared on our faring,

Colusa Stock.

At the Chico fair W. W. Marshall's Bird took second
money in the trotting race for three-year-olds. Cbas. Mer-
rill's Major Mont took second money in the stallion race;
Marshall's Almout H. took third money. In the buggy race
W. K. Merrill's Lady Lightfoot took first money, and also first

premium for roadster; Marshall's Bird second premium. For
stallion roadsters, Chas. Merrill's Major Mont took the second
premium. For horses of all work, W. W. Marshall's Almout
H. took the first premium. Tilton Almout, owned by W. M.
Billups, of Colusa, took the first premium of a family of
horses, comprising Bird, Almont H., Maj ir Mont, Daisy S.,

and Lena S., the latter two the property of Johu Sourgeon.
This is an exceptionally good showing for Colusa county,

and is evidence of the fact that we have as fine-bred hor«es as
can be found in the State. We would like to see the Willuws
Agricultural Association get to work aud complete the race
course and grounds. There is no reason why the next District
Fair should not be held in Willows.— Willows Journal.

Dewdrop won $24,625 at Monmouth Park, The Bard
$19,060, andTremout $16,575.

George Tallman, of New York, bought the pacer Kichball
for $1,375.

Capt. Cottrill prefers Isaao Murphy's riding to that of Fred.
Archer.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Horses of the Past and Present.

Kecently a lecture was delivered at the London Institution

by Professor W. H. Flower, LL. D., F. E. S. {the director of
the Natural History Department of the British Museum).
The large assembly testified their thorough appreciation of
the lecture, which was illustrated by many excellent drawings
of ancient and modem specimens of the hoofed group of ani-
mals, aud also by skeletons of tbe jaws of a horse and the leg
of a pony. After some introductory remarks, the Drofessor
said that, as it was very difficult to understand what a horse
really was until they knew a good deal about the relations

and family history of the animal, he shonld have to travel
somewhat beyond the facts about the common animal spoken
of as a horse. He should, therefore, go intojthe history of
the whole group of the animals which was believed to be the
cousins and ancestors of the horse— or, at least, as many of
them as were known up to present time. There was a period
when naturalists looked upon the horse as ajvery isolated and
singular creature because it walked so differently from other
auimals; and the naturalists therefore made it an order by
itself, under the title of "solid hoof." The fuller knowledge
obtained during the past fifty years as to tbe comparative
anatomy of the horse, and as to the myriads of extinct forms
of animal life, had shown that the horse was only one of ft

large group of animals. He should have to assume Darwin's .

theory of derivation or descent of one form of animal from
another, and as he traced the history of some of the animals
the audience would be able to draw their own conclusion as
to whether that theory was borne out by facts. The group of

animals of which he would speak were those known as the
hoofed animals, and those which were existing now were
divided into two great and distinct groups. He then pro-

ceeded to deal with the relations between the horse, the
rhinoceros and the tapir. That group comprised the horse
and its most immediate allies, such as the donkey aud the
various forms of zebras, which were practically almost the
same iu their structure as a horse. More was known about
the ancient history of that group, because in earlier years it

was far more abundant in the world than at present. It

seemed to be on the decrease—dying out as itwere—and prob-
ubly would become extinct but for donkeysaud horses being
so valuable for man. The wild species had become fewer
aud fewer, and probably before long they would become
extinct. After going at some length it>to details as to the fos-

sils of the hoofed group of auimals which had been found in

the London clay, the professor gave some particulars us to tha
habits aud characteristics of both the tapir and rhinoceros

branches, aud then said that the horse family was that branch
which had undergone by far the greatest changes. It was,

too, the most interesting branch of the family. It had been
continually changing from its ancestors, and the points in

which the horse had differed were very numerous. It had
been gradually adaptiug itself to the changed conditions of

the times. It had gradually iucreased in size, and especially

in the length of the neck; its legs had lengthened, and its

toes had disappeared. There were certain alterations in the

structure ot the bones, but niaiuly the alterations were in two
points—in the teeth and the feet, both of which had been
adapting tint horse for the altered conditions oi his life. So
great had been the changes that specimens could be traced

back showing that at one time some of them were no bigger

than a hare. It was not difficult to find anything move per-

fect in its whole organization than the horse. It had ceased

to be anything like the tapir, and ns the horse was whrn it

lived in woods, forests, by lakes and ou marshy land. It had
become changed to an animal destined to inhabit the dry,

open plain, far away from the cover of woods and from the

swampy ground into which its feet might sink, and also des-

tined to live upon the food o"f the open plain—dry, hard,

harsh herbage that grew iu open spaces. The nioditicaiions

of the teeth bad now reached the poiut at which it was diffi-

cult to conceive anj'thiug better adapted for grinding hard
herbage, and the feet had got to the point which spuciaOj
faciliated speed over hard ground. The whole of the changes
had been obviously advantageous to the animal, for every-

thing seemed to be concentrated to one poiut, viz.; that of

enabling the animal to run speedily over the ground. Thd
foot had been modified into au organ simply for support, and
for that purpose it was about as perfect a-i anything oould be.

The existing species of horses, or horse-like animals, had
been divided iuto two kinds— that of tbe hors<> and donkey,
betweeu which the difference was not great. The principal

difference was that there was a great deal more hair in the tail

of the horse, and it came, as it were, from the root of the tuil;

whereas, in nearly nil forms of tbe donkey the hair grew more
like that of the cow's tail—at the end rather than at the root.

There were curiouw little horny patohes, something like oorni
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which grew on horses' legs bat their use or meaning was
entirely unknown. The donkey-like animals were divided into

two kinds—those which were striped and those which were
not. The striped ones all lived iu Africa, aud the btst known
was the zebra. The donkeys were mainly inhabitants of

Asia, and probably the ancestor of the present domestic don-
key was the Abyssinian wild ass. The true horse, so far as

they now know, was related to those which were found in the
highlands of Central Asia. The wild horse at oue time was
extremely numerous iu America. Whether, however, the
American horse was of the same species as the European
horse was rather doubtful. It was singular that the horse
once so abundant in America had become so extinct there.

The ancestral form of the horse was abundant in that coun-
try long before it was discovered by the Spaniards, but the
horses now in that country had been introduced from Europe.
The New World on the otherside of the Atlantic was certainly

well suited to the horse. There was little doubt but that the

present domestic horse of this country was derived from the
wild horse of Europe and Asia. There was considerable
doubt, however, as to the period at which they became
domesticated as it extended beyond the record of history.

The gradual modifications in the animal had all followed defi-

nite periods of the world's history. All the facts iu connec-
tion with the horse and its modifications pointed to the con-
clusion, which he thought it was impossible to resist, aud
which was now generally adopted by naturalists—and that

conclusion was one which the works of Darwin had helped
to inspire—viz., that the changes in the different animal? had
been gradual instead of each being a separate and distinct

creation. The changes in the horse had all been produced by
gradual modifications of an ancestral form.

Breeding Young Animals.

Should very young animals be bred? If they should,

Bhould their offspring be reared? Some think a heifer's

calves should be raised for dairy purposes, as they are thought
to make superior cows. Many suppose that pigs from young
bows and colts from young mares are as good as the progeny
of older animals. This is all a mistake. The offspring of

immature, undeveloped animals is inferior to that of matured
and full-grown parents. In the breeding of young beasts

there may be induced a sort of precocity and tendency to

early developmeutin certain directions, but the advantages
are more than offset by the lack of staying qualities and an
inclination to early decay. This is a legitimate deduction on
general principles, and observation will bear out the deduction.

The daughters of young heifers are often raised by parties

owning fancy stock, because there is a demand for that kind
of stock. Early or comparatively earl}- maternity may not

be objectionable iu itself, but the rearing of the first calves of

quite young mothers is a very questionable practice even
with thoroughbred stock, as immaturity here, the same as

.elsewhere, is still immaturity, and it is unreasonable to ex-

pect satisfactory results unless preceding conditions are

favorable, and immaturity cannot be classed among favorable

conditions.
Before animals are used for breeding purposes sufficient

time should be allowed for the quality and character of the

parents on both sides tu develop before the progeny is reared.

In this way something of the value of the offspring may be
predicted with much less risk of disappointment, because
every individual animal, male or female, has a character of

some kind to transmit with some modifications to its progeny.
This character may be positive, negative, or neutral, but what-
ever it is, something should be known about it before we
undertake its reproduction, for heredity has so much to do
with traits aud character in animals, as well as men, that

care should be exercised to know that animalB have good
characters as well as good constitutions. The dangbter of a

mischievous or kicking cow is pretty apt to be a kicker or a

sneak, and, other things being equal, the daughter of a cow
of correct habits and good disposition will not be a kicker or

a sneak unless she ismiseducated.
Defects, either constitutional or moral, do not show them-

selves, as a rule, until an animal has reaehed full physical

and mental development, and this does not always occur con-

temporaneously with pnberity; for animals quite immature
in their physical development may, and, as we know, do,

reproduce their kind and transmit to them whatever moral
and physical infirmities they may possess, plus the added
infirmity of a more or less weak physical constitution. A
cow's blood may be tainted with garget, or scrofala, or tuber-

culosis, and she will not show it until she is five or six or

may be eight years old. It is true she may never show it,

and it will reappear in her offspring in the same or some new
form as sterility, abortion, swelled jaw, etc.

It is inadmissible to prescribe hard aud fast rules with
reference to the age at^which different classes of stock may
be bred. The shorter-lived races, as sheep and swine, arrive

at maturity in less time than cattle aud horses. But in the

case of the shorter-lived animals it is best to await the period

of mature development if the breeder expects to reach the

best results. A sow or a ewe is as fully developed at one
year as a heifer at two-and-a-half, or a mare at three. But
the opinion of the best swine breeders favors mature rather

than immature sows for breeding purposes, and in very few
cases will last year'B lamb prove to be other than an indif-

ferent mother, with little or no milk, to say nothing of the

effect of retarded growth and development caused by
maternity at this early age. The level-headed breeder, of any
kind of stock will avoid using immature parents on other

than a purely speculative basis.

In the case of a dairy cow the conditions are somewhat
different. A heifer may drop her first calf when twenty-six

to thirty months old, but if a man would avoid the deteriora-

. tion of his stock, the offspring of so young a mother should
not be reared, nor should sows or ewes be coupled with the

male as early as they would copulate if one wants to keep his

herd or his flock up to a high standard of excellence. But
the early development of the dairy qualities of the heifer is

the excuse of breeding her early. If the practice accomplishes
the end sought, it may be justifiable within certain limits.

But it is a serious question whether that end is reached
profitably when heifers are allowed to drop calves at the age

of twenty-two months and unJer, as is so often done.
Maternity at so tender an age is a severe strain on the ani-

mal, and, as in the case of the yearling ewe, it so interferes

with her subsequent growth and development as to offset all

the advantages sought. If she is allowed to grow and gain

strength and size a few months longer, the dairy habit will

not suffer, and when she is three years old she is able to

more than make up any lost ground supposed to be gained
by dropping her first calf at twenty-one or twenty-two months
or under. Two and a half years of age is young enough for

a heifer to become a mother, unless uuder unusual and excep-

tional circumstances. But when the heifer has attained

what may be called a reasonable age, her first calves will not

be reared by an intelligent dairyman. When a cow hun had
her third or fourth calf her charaoter and habits will be

sufficiently developed to indicate her quality and value as an
animal from which to rear stock fur the dairy. If the
decision is in her favor, then by all means rear the calves.
If it is against her, fill tier place in the dairy with a better
cow.
The same reasoning is applicable to other classes of farm

stock, making proper allowance for the longevity and other
natural differences in the different classes. Swine, sheep
and poultry may be bied earlier than cattle and horses.
But in all cases allowances must be made for a reasonab'e
development of frame and character of both parents. The
best animals are always the offspring of mature parents on
both sides.

The foregoing line of argument and the conclusions from
it are accepted by nearly all. But it is odd, to say the least,

that the practice and the theory are so seldom seen to coin-
cide. Faulty breeding is more a result of carelessness or
negligence than of ignorance, but whatever may be the cause
the effect is the same, and iu producing a failure carelessness
is as culpable aud inexcusable as ignorance, and even more
so. Why should men complain of ill-success and bad luck
if they will not exercise intelligent and intelligible common
sense in the important parts of their business? Farmers
know that carelessness has its penalties, and that the ont-
come of carelessness, as well as its penalties, are cumulative
and in the end disastrous. The miscellaneous breeding of
immature animals costs the farmers of the nation many mil
lions of dollars each year. Deterioration and loss is the
inevitable outcome of the practice. Suppose that by
judicious breeding the economic value of each animal reared
in the United States was increased only one dollar. What
would the aggregate be when applied to the millions of live

stock in the country ? The average man does not tnink of

this. Perhaps it would not be putting it too strong to say
that the average man does not think much about anytbiugr
Is this complimentary to the said man? If it is not, who is

to blame but himself1—Pittsburg Stockman.

HERD AND SWINE.
Something About Piirs.

There can be no question that blood in swine breeding is

telling its tale. Since I have paid close attention to the
subject I have noticed this fact in all parts of England,
although so many breeders fail to see the necessity of enter-
ing in the Herd-book or of joining the Pig Association. It

is astonishing how much influence a single breeder can exert
in his own neighborhood if he keeps good stock and affords

the poorer classes facilities for service. Mr. James Howard's
breed cau be traced all over Bedfordshire, aud in a humbler
way my own breed has run through parish after parish,

changing the bony, snorting, flap-eared brutes of ten years
ago into something nearer to the typical pig. These bony
swine are commonly believed to be a "growing sort," fitting a

litter for market at eight weeks, and realizing by their greater

size higher prices. I have, however, proved constantly that

practical men are finding out that breed as denoted by ear,

snout, skin, hair, and fine bone produces more and better

meat, aud that they weigh much moreheaviiy than they look.

Once, upon sending some fat pigs to an auction, their small
size brought a proportionately low price; but the buyer came
to the piggery in a couple of days to buy more, having found,
upon killing, that they weighed nearly-AU per cent, more than
he supposed. To-day, in the same market, where hundreds
of pigs are sold weekly, they are of a far better type, and the

smaller White breeds realize infinitely higher prices, con-
stantly selling for 61. (12 cents) a pound carcass weight.

There is much yet to be learned in the management of pigs.

I remember a pamphlet appearing some years ago in which it

was shown, so the author said, how a sow could be made to

produce five litters in two years. Of course, this was all

very pretty to read, but utterly absurd in practice. Snccess
largely depends upon litters coming in at the right time.

Travel where you will, you find litters of pigs in January,
February, July, August, and so on, the very months when
there should be none. Pigs, like chickens and flowers, grow
best iu April, and the best time for the second litter is

October. This is too evident by the fact that, as a sow, to be
profitable, should breed twice a year, she must litter iu

October, or thereabouts, in order to come around in April

again. Five breeders out of six, however, entirely fail to

keep their sows to the exact period, and from one of two
causes—they leave the management of the breeding to the

stockman, who, however willing and efficient, commonly has

too much on his hands, and fails; or they rely upon some
distant boar instead of keeping one upon the premises. The
stockman, perhaps, permits a litter to remain a week or a

fortnight too long with a sow, forgetting that he is doing

what he ought not to do with impunity, postponing the next

litter by so long. Should he act the same way twice within

the year with one sow, the subsequent litters will fall a month
later, and so it goes on until she becomes a winter

breeder. I am aware that there is always a margin, because,

as a matter of fact, a sow does not remain pregnant four

calender mouths, but rather four lunar mouths. 1 find by
my own herd-book that the period lies with me between 109

aud 114 days; but the margin which this gives is barely

sufficient for ordinary purposes. With good management
a sow is usually induced to take service within a week of

leaving her pigs; but supposiug it does not succeed, at least

three weeks are lost, which is quite as sufficient space of

time to throw the whole order of breeding out of gear so far

as she is concerned.
With regard to the boar, it should not be forgotten that he

can be purchased now of any well known breeder at a very

moderate price, and that, if it is essential to breed pigs at all,

it is necessary to keep a boar. Many object to him as a nui-

sance, butl shall be borue out iu the statement that the bet-

ter the breed—especially with regard to the Middle and Small
Whites— the less troublesome are the mules. I have had ani-

mals which would allow me to examine their teeth—laying

quietly down for the purpose, and suffering almost anything

with a little coaxing. Boars are commonly kept too long,

and until their tempers are soured with age. Breeders who
are farmers dislike purchasing stud stock too often, and
seldom dream of producing their own. A well-bred boar

should, in my judgment, be allowed his liberty a few hours

daily, aud there can be no question that many of the puny
litters and the failures to breed are owning to the continual

confinement of the boar to a sty or den where he cannot

breathe pure air, aud where he gets only what is given him to

eat, At all times it is difficult to keep a male stock beast io

perfect he rtth, an 1 he cannot reproduce without it, but it i*

much more difficult when b • is routined, and consumes onlj

concentrated foods. Nothing is more advantageous than

exercise, air and feeding upon pasture. I have given par-

ticulars of experiments made in America upon clover and

grass feeding in the "Book of the Pig," and I feel sure that

these results will be borne out by anyone who tries soiling or
grazing pigs for himself. Soiling is troublesome, and less to
be commended because of the expense of mowing; and the
fact that the pigs tread a great percentage into waste; but
that they thrive there can be no question. A handful or two
of old beans or peas daily, and pasturing or soiling ad lib.,

and breeding pigs will grow well and keep in the most per-
fect condition. There is the old difficulty of fencing against
them, but it must be overcome; and every animal must be
rung, or, if it is not considered cruel, slit vertically at the
end of the snout. Pigs of pure breed do not dig so much as
the common breed, but they do dig, and one how will in a
day do considerable damage in a pasture. I have oftea
thought it possible that inferior laud might be made to pay
something for pig breeding if planted with Jerasalem arti-

chokes upon the American plau. It would coat nothing
either for digging or plauting—the pigs doing the one and
the plant invariably leaving sufficient small tubers behind to

provide for another year.

—

Prof. Long, in the London Live
Stock Journal.

Curing Warts.

A Peusylvania correspondent of the Ohio Farmer, in giving
his experience in curing warts, says:
"A few years ago we had a young mare that bad a large

wart above her left eye, and another about as large in circum-
ference as an old-fashioned cent on her neck. One day a
neighbor saw them and made the remark that ' some Friday
when the sign was right he would come and rub an onion on
them, and they would go away.'

"I never was much of a believer in 'signs' and 'moonshine'
theories, and I thought if an onion and 'a few words 1 wonld
take off a wart, the onion alone would do it, so I selected an
onion about oue and a half inches in diameter, cut it in two
equal parts, cutting crosswise, and gave one of the warts a
good rubbing with the pieces. In a few weeks the wart was
entirely gone, when I repeated the process with the other one
and in a short time it had disappeared. At the same time
one of my brothers had a stallion that had a large wart on his
scrotum that frequeusly bled piofusely. He applied the
onion a few times and the wart disappeared. About three
years ago I had a four-year-old gray mare that had a wart
about the size of a hickory nut ou her side, that was con-
stantly raw and bloody. I applied the onion twice and the
wart disappeared. This is all I know about the 'onion cure,*

but we have a muley cow that we set great store by. She
had a wart ou one of her teats, and it was growing so fast

that we began to fear that it would spoil her value as a cow.
Three weeks ago the wart was three-fourths of an inch long
and about one half an inch in diameter. An uncle from one
of the 'keow' districts of Ohio, told us to rub it with lard at

eafth milking, and it would come off. The wart was treated
as directed, and in a few days it came off. Whether the lard

caused a cure or not I cannot say, neither can I say that it

will prove a cure in every case."

Spaying Cows for Milk.

SI.. Vattemare, a French veterinary surgeon, gives the fol-

lowing advantages of the castration or spaying of cows for

milk, which may prove of interest to our northwestern dairy-
men. If we properly understand the matter, the effect of the
castration seems to be that it produces a more abundant sup-
ply of milk, which acquires at the same time a greater rich-

ness in quality, resulting in the following advantages to the
dairyman :

1. An increase of one-third in quality of milk. 2. Cer-
tainty of having a uniform quantity. 3. The cow is not exposed
to the accidents that often occur when she is in season.
4. As she will not generate, all the accidents of gestation and
calving are avoided. 5. Greater disposition to fatten, when
milk fails or the owner wishes to part with her.
This is the experience of one man. But now comes another

who reports as follows :

Of twenty-seven cows, aged from six to fifteen years, which
have been castrated, the results were : 1. Increase of milk
in cows of six or eight years. 2. Constant supply in those
above that age. 3. The milk i« richer than in the ordinary
cow, and consequently yields more butter; the butter is

always of a yellow color, aud has a taste aud flavor superior
to that of a cow not castrated.

The cow should not be operated upon until her lactative

powers are fully developed, sayat the age of six years, and
about forty days after calving, when she will, it is said, con-
tinue the same flow of milk as long as the owuer chooses to

keep her, food and other things being equal. Whether spay-
ing cows for milk would be a good thing in the north-west we
do not know, but we would like to see the experiment made
and results reported.

—

Farm, Stock and Home.

Scarlet Fever in the Cow.

Dr. James Cameron, says the Medical Record, has reported
the results of observations lending to show that cows may
suffer from a peculiar, hitherto undescribed infections
disease, and that consumers of milk of these cows may get
scarlet fever. His attentiou was attracted to the subject by
an outbreak of scarlet fever which ocourred in a certain
distriet in and near London. It was found that the families

in which the fever appeared used the milk from a certain

daily, the cows of which were affected by the peculiar disease
in question. The disease is not exactly a new one, being
known to farmers as "sore teats," "blistered teats," etc., but
its uatnre has not been recoguized. Iu veterinary test-books
it is spoken of as "erythema mammillarum." Dr. Cam-
eron believes it to be a specific contagious affec-

tiou occurring usually in the first instance among newly
calved cows, and capable of being communicated to healthy
cows by direct inoculation of the teats with virus conveyed
bv the bauds of the cowman. The disease may continue
from four to six weeks, and is characterized by general con-
stitutional disturbance, a short initiatory fever, a dry, hack-
ing cough, sometimes quickeued breathing, sore throat in

severe cases, discharges from the nostrils and eyes, an
eruption on the skiu round the eyes and hind quarters,

vesicl s on the teat aud udder, alteration iu the quality of the
milk secretiou, and well-marked visceral lesions. As it is

admitted, we believe, that scarlet fever may be disseminated
by milk, the importance and iuterest oi Dr. Cameron's
observations are at once apparent.

Crocks of butter to Vie kept for several months, says the
United States Dairyman, should never be placed upon tho
Hi bottom. This causes two degrees of temperature in the

crocks which will be at the expense of the quality of t'

battel- at the top. The crocks will keep their con
hotter if placed at least a foot from the cellar bottom w
bench, and a thick woolen cloth thrown over it.
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Eastern Trotting Gossip.

[N. Y. Sportsman.]

"Consistency, thou art a jewel." At the

spring meeting of the Island Park Association

Billy Button defeated Jerome Turner and

Judge Davis, and straightway the Newark

Sunday Call proceeded to belabor Gen. Turner

for winning when Jerome Turner was a prime

favorite, declaring that Button could not have

won had not Turner and the Judge been kept

in hand. Now the same paper again tires a

poisoned arrow at Mr. Turner, because in the

2:19 class race at Island Park last week, al-

though Billy Button was a strong favorite, he

was defeated. I do not know if the writer of

this "bosh" was present last week, but I took

occasion, after reading his comments last

spring, to tell the whole facts concerning the

race, and if it is desirable I can give another

bit of inside "Gossip" and tell why the writer

is oontinually berating the races and manage-

ment at Island Park. No fair-minded man
would attempt to vent a personal ill-will in

such a manner. Billy Button was lame last

week and entirely unable to win. The same
article says that Zahn could have won his race

had Dunham not been taken out, and this in

the face of the fact that with Dunham behind

him he finished second in the first heat and

third in the Becond, while Alta McDonald,

who had never before sat behind the horse,

brought him first to the wire in the third heat,

and was properly set back for a gaining break

and the heat declared dead. This was cer-

tainly quite an improvement over his former

position! The conclusion of the article showa

the motive:
"The racing at Island Park last week did

not attract very particular attention, the Hart-

ford races of this week absorbing the in-

terest."

Andrew Jackson Feek is pretty Bmooth

goods, and it is a very cold day when "Jack"

gets left in playing a race. He has not had

his lines drawn in pleasant places so far

through the Circuit, Spofford being in the

same class with Kitefoot, and having too much
speed for the big mare. "Jack," however,

quietly bided his time, and it came last week

at Island Park. Kitefoot is owned by a Mr.

Cramer, whob'edher, and has always kept

her in the family, but with all her speed she

has never been a source of much proot, owing

to a lack of management. After the meeting

at BooheBter, Feek said to the owner, "Be at

Island Park next week, and bring along a

bundle of money."
Feek had given out that he did not really

like his mare, and in the early selling she

brought $100 for first choice, the other start-

ers selling cheap, but all aggregating more

ti RB even money against the favorite. At

th.a odds the Kitefoot party played about

$2, 100, and the owner won the first money he

ever took out of the pool-box on his mare.

Feek bought a number of tickets later in

the day, when he had to give odds of two to

one, but his winnings amounted to nearly

$1,600. Kitefoot was a better mare than any-

one thought. Viking was a good horse, and

he Bold cheap in the betting. Golden had
backed him moderately, and stood to win
nearly $4,000.
"Jeems" took a good bundle out of the box

ou Bonita, and she is good enough now to

earry the money whenever she starts.

The free-to-all pace at Island Park, was a

horse-race, but McCarthy did not pursue the

taotics that McDonald used last year at Hart-

ford when he defeated Gossip.

After Jewett had won two* heats McDonald
"laid him up," while Billy S., was sent after

Gossip, and ohased him at a merry clip into

the home-stretch the third and fourth heats.

Then Jewett came back fresh in the fifth heat,

and won in 2:15J. Westmont was a better

horse last week than he has been before this

year, and had Bair pursued his waiting polioy

as he did at Dtica, he might have either won
or have forced Gossip to go faster. At Utioa,

however, the fifth heat was paced in 2:15, and
so Bair concluded he might as well start oat

and try to get a piece of the money from the

word at Island Park. Mr. Siddall, the owner
of Westmont, iB an enthusiastic lover of good

horses, and Bair has a commission at all timeB

to buy another good one when his judgment
prompts him to make a purchase. "Billy"

has been keeping an eye on Oliver K., but the

price is a long one considering the thousand
and one contingencies that high-priced horse-

flesh is heir to. Mr. Siddall is an expert in

soap, but he is still an amateur in horseflesh,

and this places Mr. Bair in a positon where
the whole responsibility would really fall

upon him. The management at Springfield

have just concluded arrangements fora speoial

race between Gossip. Jewett and Westmont to

take place on Thursday next. The free-to-all

pace has been the race of the Circuit, and I

am glad the Hampden Park Association has

secured this attraction.

I prophesied long ago that Belle Hamlin
would beat 2:20 this year, and Bince then I have
frequently asserted my belief that she could

trot a mile in 2:16. I am informed that on
Saturday last she trotted a mile over the

Buffalo Park in 2:16$. I presume there are

journalists who after having crossed their legs

under an owner's table feel it a duty to say

something pretty in return for the bounties

spread before them. Mr. Hamlin, however,

is a man of too much brains to admire
"slush," and when he reads the Belle is liable

to equal the record of St. Julien, 2:11}, he

knows that the writer is not only ridiculed by
the public, but the good that praise in moder-
ation might accomplish is turned into a farce

by exrageration, Belle is a very fast mare,

and some day, barring accidents, she will put

a record of 2:15 on the time board.

When last at Stony Ford I was greatly

pleased with the bay colt Antonio, and the

trainer, Mr. Hogan, assured me he was a

trotter, and that when given an opportunity

he would put another performer in the list to

the credit of his sire. The prediction has

now been verified. At Comack, L. I., on
Saturday last, Antonio was started in a match
race, two in three, against Clara A., the colt

winning in straight heats.

Comack, L. L., Aug. 28.—Match race, mile heats

:

two in three.
Antonio, b h bv Messenger Duroc—C. Bacbman.,1 1

Clara A., ch m bv Leland—C. D. iloas 2 2

Time, 2:28 3-6,2:30 1-5.

During the twenty-four days of the Mon-
mouth Park meeting 156 races were run, and

there was not a single postponement on ac-

count of the weather. The aggregate of

stakes and purses amounted to S250.000.

The moBt successful owners were the Dwyer
Bros., who won twenty-two races and SS5, 165.

A. J. CasBatt followed with eight races and

S22.502, principally earned by The Bard.

Then comes J. B. Haggin, whose stable

captured five races and §17,845, while the

Preakness Stable won eight races and $1,230.

Thirty-three other stables won amounts rang-

ing from $1,000 to $10,000.

It is said that an operation in tracheotomy

has been successfully performed on the chest-

nut gelding, Will Heath, by Almont Boy;

record, 2:32. The story goes that he has been

wind- broken, as a result of influenza, and that

he is likely to return to the turf and reBume

his promising career, through the aid of a

skillful veterinarian, who has inserted a silver

tube to distend his contracted larynx.

Mr. Haggin's Preciosa is a wonderful mare

She was one of the earliest starter B of the sea

son, and although unsuccessful In her firs

attempts, she has always managed to win when
least expected. The fielders must bless her

name, for she has brought them long odds

many a time. On Thursday, at Monmouth
Park, she won the mile handicap from a good

field including Nallisca, Pocomoke, Dry Mono-
pole and Markland. Time, 1:44.

A Philadelphia physican says a great dea1

of what passes for heart disease is only mild

dyspepsia, that nervousness is bad temper,

and that two thirds of the so-called malaria is

nothing but laziness. Imagination, he says,

is responsible for a multitude of ills, and he

gives as an instance the case of a clergyman

who, after preaching a Bermon, would take a

teaspoonful of sweetened water and doze off

ike a babe, under the impression that it was a

\onafide sedative.

DRAMA-
The Opera.

The "Mikado*' is too well known to need any
description. Like all Gilbert and Sullivan'i

oharmiDg works it depends upon dialogue for

a large Bhare of its attractiveness. The natire

of the "Mikado" is a shade keener than any of

its well-known companions. For while the

Bubject is far-fetched, the home thruita are

made at the highest British institutions. The
antithetic phrases of the opera are arranged

with the delicate skill whioh has made Gilbert

one of the most popular of living writera.

The music is by turns delicious and artistic,

the orchestral portions being full of bright-

ness and life. To be successfully presented

the "Mikado" must be in the hands of actors

as well as Bingers. Poor singers, but good

actors, would make a better fist of it than poor

actors with well-cultivated voices. It is a

rare thing to find both combined, yet of all

English operas Gilbert and Sullivan'B are the

most popular with the public, the most satis-

factory for companies, and the most profitable

for managers. The Duff Company opened at

the Baldwin on Monday night. Theaadience

was one of the largest and most fashionable

ever seen iu that house on a firBt night. The
membersofthe company cast for the "Mikado"
were with two exceptions strangers to this

city, the familiar pair being Mr. Dungan
and MrB. Seguin. Mr. Dungau began his

career as an opera singer in this city, and

took a leading part in "Patience" sevaral

years ago. He has a great manyfriendB here,

and on Monday night they welcomed him with

several rounds of applause. Mrs. Seguin has

often snng both in light and tragic opera, and

always satisfactorily. It is natural and nol

unfair to make comparisons between the
|

"Mikado" now running at the Baldwin, and

the same opera presented by the Carlton Com-
pany on the same stage several months ago.

The palm must be given to the Carlton Com-
pany, on the score of even excellence, and the

general aptitude of the leading performers.

Bat the present company offer a delightful

performance. It can be enjoyed from the first

note of orchestra until the curtain falls.

The two scenes, the Court yard of Ko Ko'e

official residence and his garden, are gems of

the scene painter's art. The houses, fences,

garden, pond and the general surroundinee

can only be described as lovely.

In the leading character, Ko Ko, Mr. Kyley

was excelleut. The text never suffered for

want of emphasis. He is an excellent

comedian, and where gymnastic freaka of

head, feet and hands were demanded he

brought out peals of heartiest laughter, and in

the intervals kept the audience in a ripple of

merriment. He is not much of a singer,

which rather strengthens then weakens hia

share in the performance. Mr. Hilliard the

tenor, has a pleasant voice. He sang the roman-
tic airs of isanki Poo very sweetly, and looked

all over a hapless lover. Poo Bah ranks next

in importance. Mr. Dungan did not show any
,

aptitude for the part. His face Las but one
expression, and no one can call it snearing.

Gilbert's satire carried him along cleverly, but

be did nothing to make that satire more
pointed. His singing voice is harsh, and per-

[

haps that was intended to be satirical. The
Three Little Maids suffered most by com- i

parison with the charming, refined, accom-
plished and musically cultivated ladies who
were intrusted with the parts of Yum Yum,
Pitti Sing and Peep Bo in the Carlton Com-
pany. The present trio lack the simple man-
ners, graceful movements, and fresh voices of

the singers who first made the music familiar

here. Mrs. Seguin sang correctly, and acted

appropriately the part of Katisha. So also

did Mr. Baudinat as Pish Tush,

The "Mikado" was very well played by

Mr. Hamilton, and he sang the music in a very

agreeable fashion. The chorus looked splen-

did—gorgeouB is perhaps the more correct

word. Their dresses were beautifully made,

the eolorB harmonized delicately, and they

moved about the stage with rythmical precis-

ion. If all opera choruses could be made upin
Japanese costumes what a joy it would be to

audiences everywhere. The Orchestra played

with a great deal of apparent energy, but not

always to secure harmony between the singers

and the instruments. The pleasant fact must
not be overlooked that the company carried

the audience with them. The opera was
enjoyed on the stage, and the spirit crossed

the footlights and entered the audience, who
were quick to catch the fine points to applaud

the flashes of satire, touches of humor and
happy turns of broad fun, making nearly

every face in the house radiant with pleasure.

ANNUAL PAIR
OF THE

MONTEREY
AGRICIJLTDR1L ASSOCIATION

District No. 7,

To be held at

SALINAS CITY,

The "Mikado" is to be kept on the Baldwin
stage during the coming week, and will be

followed either by "Iolanthe" or "A Trip to

Africa." A run of two weeks is something
remarkable for this city.

At the Bush street "Cad the Tomboy" has

been playii g his pranks, Carrie Swain at-

tracting the class of people who admire such.

material.
*

In spite of the tropical weather Emerson
has kept the Standard full throughout the

week. To write Emerson's name before a

Minstrel Company means that it shall be all

that can be demanded by lovers of burnt-cork

art.

Miss Jeffreys Lewis is anuounced to follow

the "Private Secretary" at the Alcazar, the

date not named. Miss Lewis is one of the

finest actrosses on the stage. When she takes

kindly to a piece that has merit it is sure to be

a success. What the "New East Lynne" may
be like remains to be seen, but if it follows in

the footsteps of the old play, it will be dreary

stuff.

"Fatinitza" is to follow "Iolanthe" at the

Tivoli. It is always an uttractive opera, and
will doubtless be welcomed as warmly as its

predecessor by the usual Tivoli audience.

. .».

The Loriner Club's Concert.

The Loring Club gave the first concert of

the tenth season at Odd Fellows' Hall on
Wednesday night. There was a large and
fashionable audience. Twelve numbers were
given, the majority being glees and choruses,

all sung with taste and precision. The most
attractive aud brilliant feature of the concert

was No. 9, Italian Salade by Genee, solo and
chorus. It is made of about 200 musical
terms which have no association with each
other. The solo was sang oy Mr. C. S.

!

Walton, in fine style, he having caught the)

spirit of the composition and gave to the Italian

words a delightfully correct and distinct pro-
nunciation. He was in fine voice and sang
deliciously. The chorus took their parts well,

the phrases running through the composition
in undertones being brought out veryclearly.

The piece took the audience by storm, and aB it

is new here the club will pleasejite many friends

by placing Italian Salade on its programme
again at an early day.
Herman Brandt played, as violin solos,

Conoerto No. S, by Spohr, and the Faust
Fantasie, by Sarsote. Both were played with
delicacy of feeling and strength, the latter

being of rare beauty. As Mr. Brandt grows
out of his nervousness his playing shows the
finished excellence of his style. Mrs. Carmi-
chael Carr played the accompaniments, and
in the Fantasie and Concerto her work was
done with ease, grace, and fine appreciation of

the beanties of .the composition. Mr. D. W.
Loring, as usual, wielded the baton with hie
accustomed skill and ease.

< omiueiH inii Oct. 5tl», nntl ending Oct. 9.
1886.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Tuesday Oct. 5tli.

No. 1. Trotting—For all horses owned in the Dis-
trict that have never beaten three minutes. Purai
$150.
No. 2. RunniDg—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse $150.

Wednesday Oct. 6tli.

No. 3. Trotting—For all double teams owued in the
District, both horses of each team to be owned by
one man July 1st, 1886. Beat 2 in 3. Purse $200.
No. 4. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat,

free for all. Purse S200.
No. 5. Trotting - For all two-year olds owned in the

District. Best 2 in 3. Purse j-150.

Thursday Oct, ?tli.

No. 6 Trotting—For all stallions owned in the Dis-
trict —Billy Matthews barred. Purse S2u0.
No. 7. Trotting—For all three-year-olds and under

owned in the District. Best 2 iu 4. Purse S200,
No. 8. Running—One-hMf mile and repeat, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse $160.

Friday, Oct 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Pur3e S50O.
No. 10. Pacing—Free for all horses that have never

beaten 2:30. Purse-Sl'00.
No. 11. Novelty Race—One and one-fourth milea.

Purse ?150. 1st quarter, S25; 2d quarter. $25; ad quar-
ter, §25; 4th quarter. S25; 5th quarler, S50.

Saturday, Oct. 9tli.

No. 12. Trotting—Two-mile heats, free for all;
best 2 in 3. Purse 3300.
No. 13. Running—One mile and repeat, free f(

all. Purse 8300.

.

.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate Haj
managed large estates In Scotland, ami had thirteen
years' experience on some of the beat stock and
cropping farm** In America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH.
1,3 mhiic Farm,

aSaugtf MliiueapolU, Minn.

REHADKS AKD COXDITIOXS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse. 3D per cent,
to second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
Bpecified.
Entries to all races and stakes to clos» with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m , September 1, 1886.
Mark the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1,1880, and in any District races not
owned within the District from June 15,1886, and
any entry by any person of any horse so disqualified
shall be held liable for the entrance-fee thus con-
tracted without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m., of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any racp a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance-fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field; then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances!
The attention of all parties interested is par*

ticularly called to the rules and regulations of the
National Trotting Association, under the provisions
of which, except as otherwise specified, all matters
appertaining to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot on run heata

of any two races alternately or to call a special race
between heats; also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 p. M. sharp.
Stalls, hav and straw free to competitors.

J. D. (AKK, i'n-sldcut
.1. J. KELLY, Secretary.

AUCTION SALE

THOROUGHBRED

H0LSTEIN-FRIE.SIA1

CATTLE,

Wednesday, Sept. 15. 1886

—AT-

State Fair Grounds,!

SACRAMENTO.

On the above date we will offer for sale, in front o fa
r,

Grand stand, at 10 A. M., 30 head of thoroughbred^
Ho'stcin-Friesian Calves, from OSTARE RANOH
Santa l'arbara. Cal. These calves an- from imported

COWS and by Bulls of the well-known N.-thi-rlam

and Aa^gie families. Catalogues will lie fiirnlshet

on day of sale,

KILLIP & CO.
.l SCpt2 Auctioneers* I

WANTED.
Situation to break, train, or drive trottinj

colts or horses, by a temperate, competen

man. Address DRIVER,
Uiepti Tliinomec
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A Kecent Deoisiou of the Chancery Conn necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Glesiview Stud end Form
WHICH INCLUDES

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
together wilh about one limiclrf><l of tlie choicest brood.marrs in fonl to the abo^e stallions
al*o some «?J«>s:aiii and last (wo and luree-year.olds; ahout thirty very superior yearliii<>
coils and fillies. As an indication of their promise, I am confidently of tbp opinion that but for the
pink eye or influenza, which troubled us this spring, we could have had i \v-tni yearJiii<>-s be-nthree mmil< s There are also about thirty-five of the fiuesl loals oi" this season ever wpion the « arth iu one lot.

cur m*;ii

I will sell the above stock, numbering about one hundred and seventy-five head to"ether with
the Farm, consisting of about six huudred and thirty acres*, with all the uecu^ury impnivemenu
Bains, Paddocks, etc., all in running shape; a splendid mile track, and everyr)nn.'"coi±ii>lete to rh^
highest bidder, beginning on F

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuing from day to day until all is sold.

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except land, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four
equal yearly payments, with six per cent, interest and a lien.

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at private sale until the Catalogue is issued which will he
about the 20th of September, after which no animal will he sold until the final public sale The on™
tunity for purchasing the very highest types of the very best blood lines known to the troitirie
breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before Iipwh nff«™H
and probably a life-time will not see another sucb.

I0 e oeen onered -

Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre list of names, and you may be overlooked

P. O. Louisville, Ky.
J. B. McFERRAN,

aug2i
Executor-

Twelfth District

AGRICULTURAL 4SS0CMM
Composed of the Counties of

Lake and Mendocino,
Will hold its

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
On the Grounds of the

Lakeport Agricultural

Park Association,

—AT—

LAKEPORT,
October 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1 886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day -October 4<h.

No. 1.—Running Race. PurseSlOO. Half-mile dash.
No, 2.—Running Race. Purse $100. Three-quarters

of a mile dash.
No. 3 —Running Race. Purse S50. Half-mile dash.

For two-year-olds. Three to euter, two to start.

Second Way—October 6th.

No. 4.—Running Race. Purse $250. First horse
*150; second, ST5; third, S25. Mile heats, three in

five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 p.m.
Tiiird Day—October Jtli,

No. 5.—Trotting Race. Purse 5250. First horse
8160; second, 475; third, 525, Mile heals, three in
five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 p. m.
Fourth Day—October 8th.

Ho. 6.—Running Race. Puise 3100. Half-mile
heats, two in three.

No. 7.—Trotting Race. Purse §100. Mile heats,

two in three.
N0- 8.—Trotting Race. Puree S50. For three-year-

olds. Mile heats, two in three. Four to enter, three
to start.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to close with Secretary at 8 p. M. of the

evening preceding the race in all cases, except Races
No. 4 and 5, which will close on September 25th.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise. National Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Entrance fee ten per cent., to accompany
nomination. Five or more to enter, three or more to

tart, unless otherwise stated. Races commpnce
each day at 2 p. m.

liberal Premiums offered for all Farm
Products and Manulactnred Articles.

8END TO SECRETARY FOR PREMIUM LIST.

I,. G. SIMMONS. President.
JKO. R. COOK, Secretary. septll 4t

IMPORTANT
TO

Breeders and Trainers!

F0K~SaLE.
DAISY WHIPPLE, chestnut filly, 15.2 bands,

foaled 1881, by Whipple's Hambletoniau, dam Daisy
Burns, an imported Kentucky mare.
This filly has never been worked for speed, but has

a naturally perfect trotting action, and nhews a very
rapid gait.

Address THIS OFFICE,

Jersey Bull
FOR SALE.

At the State Fair.

ANSEL (311) P. C- J. C. C. R.
Dropped Aug. 14th: 1884.

By Buffalo Bill (i?> ex-Diana, (IS).

This bullfhas tbrea crosses of Touchstone (No. 315
A. J. C. C. R.), one through his sire and two through
his dam. The latter is a large and exceedingly rich
milker. Ansel is very handsome, being solid dark
fawn. He can be seen at Fair Grounds.

ARTHUR C. JELLY.
P. O. Box 217. Sacramento, t'al.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Teterlnary Col-

lege, Toronto. Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary. 3J1 Natoiun SI
Roairtonoe, Of* Howard flt,, Ran Franc-moo.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL I. VTIIROP. Room 6!T, C. P.R. R.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

20jul

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelva
months old, bred from the beBt strains of Premiuin
stock, which I import yearly from England direo
Apply to Win. iorbitl,

318 Oalifornia St.,

Sao Frcncl&co.

YERBA BUBNA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD,

Registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.

WINNINGa AT THE FAIRS OF 1885
Eleven First Prizes in Classes for A Q _.

One Second Prizo in Classes for Age.
HERD PHIZES.

Best herd of thoroughbred jersey Cattle over 2 years
old.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2
years old.

At State Pair, Sacramento.
Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age

SWEEPSTAKES.
Best bull, and three of his calves of any age or breed
—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (75181.

Also, the Gold Me'lal awarded by the State for most
meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Pair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old
One Second Prize in Classes for age Also, Herd prize, 'competing against Ayrsnlres andHerd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons

|
Devons under 2 years old.

RECORDS OF FOl.M) V HON STOCK.
MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12i ozs. 1

week, A. J. C.C. test, 867 lbs. H3 ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2J ozs. 1 week, A. J.C

C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 4iozs. 1 week
Her likeness above.

ECROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAiSIR, 18} lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 121 ozs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both Bexes for sale

.

Butter Eecords of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTER A1PHEA FAMILY.

ECROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz. iu 11 months >

BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
PrLEDRA, 21 lbs. 114 ozs. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. la ozs. in 7 days.
PYRRHA, 17 lbs. 6J ozs. in 7 days.

days. I LADY ALICE OF HILLCREST, 16 lbs. UJ ozs. in 7

days.

LILY OF MAPLE GROVE, 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

.
CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

COOJIASSIE FAMILY.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
COOMASSIE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. 10* ozs. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
KING TRDST, 18 lbs. oza. in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. SJ ozs. in 7 days.

JERSEY BELLE OF
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs. ozs. in 1

year; 25 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 dayB.
BELLE OF SCITUATE, 18 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs. in 7 days.

I DAISY BROWN, 17 lbs. 61 ozs. in 7 days.
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 ozs. In 7 days.

1 JRINCESS OF ASHANTEE, 16 lbs.12 ozs. in 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs. in 6 days.

I TORMENTOR'S CINDERELLA. 16 lbs. 43 ozs. in T
days.

I
DAISY QUEEN, 16 lbs. 4 ozs. in 7 days •

SCITUATE FAMILY.
I MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. 41 ozs. in 7 days.

j
SCITUATE WORONOCO, 24 lbs, 14 ozs. in 7 days.
LILY SCITUATE, 24 lbs, 01 ozb. In 7 days.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco, Oal.
&&-'Jerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York, sell as grades at half price East.

aug28

The Owners and Trainers
OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor-

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHEKYLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity ,

and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHBNYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHEN'iLE, mixed with four quarto of
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

Haugtf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and ExerciBiug Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Panto.

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Colo's Ossidino, Kitcbel'n Liniment, Dixon'*, Going's and DeBoise's "Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Frai

3i*ugir
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CALIFORNIA

ANNUAL

State Fair
OPENS AT

SACRAMENTO,
September, 6th,

Closes September 18th, 1886.

NINE DAYS RACING.
FIRST DAY-Thursday, Sept. 9th.

TROTTING.
No 1—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1884, with

sixteen nominations.
No. 2—TROTTING PURSE, 81.CO0—2:24 Class.

No. 3-PACINGr PURSE, ?CC0—2:^5 Class.

SETOXJD DAY—Friday, Sept. lOth.
RUNNING.

No. 4-THE INTRODUCTION STAKE- For two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; ?10 forfeit; ?250 added; $50 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race after August 1st to carry three pounds ; of two
or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of aniile.

jj . 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS" STAKE—For
foals of 1883; -550 entrance, p. p. ; S300 added ; ¥100 to

second ; 50 to third. Closed in 1885 with five entries.

One mile and a quarter.

No. 6-THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-year-

olds; 550 entrance; h. f , or only $15 if declared on or

before September 1st. S30U added, of which $100 to

the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights, five

pounds below the scale ; winner of any race over one
Onemile, after August 1st, to c^rry rule weights

mile and five-eighths.

No. 7—FREE PURSE, S250—Winners of any race,

after August 1st. of the value of $.100, to carry five

pounds; maidens allowed, if three years old, five

pounds; if four years or upwards, fifteen pounds
Mile heats.

THIRD DAY—Saturday. Sept. IStli.

TROTTING.

No. 8—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—?100
entrance, of which 325 must accompany nomination:

S25 payable July 1st, and remaining S50 payable
August 10, 18SG; S10U added by the Societv. Closed

April 15th, with eight nominations. Mile heats, three

in five.

No. 9—TROTTING PURSE, 5800—3:0(1 Class.

No. 10—TROTTING PURSE, SI,200—2:20 Class.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 13th.
RUNNING.

No. 11—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages. $50

entrance; h. f., or only $15, if declared on or before
September 1st, with $3u0 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed
five pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For
foals of l88i. SI 50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250added.

Second horse, $100; third horse, $50. Closed in 18«5

with fifteen nominations. One mile.

No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap, for all

ages. $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with 8500 added, of

which $150 to second; 8100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 2d. Declaration, $20, to be

made with tbo Secretary by eight o'clock p. m., Sep-

tember 4th. In no event will declaration be received

unlesB accompanied with the amount fixed. Two
and one-quarter miles.

No. 14—SELLING PURSE. S250-Of which S50 to

econd. Fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds foreach

$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

FIFTH DAY—Tuesday, Sept. 14th.
TROTTING.

No. 15—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 8.) Closed April 15th with
eight nominations.
No 16—TKOri'ING PURSE, $1,000—2:36 Class.

No. 17-TROTTING PURSE, £1,200—Free for all.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 15th.
RUNNING.

No. 18—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-year-

old fillies. $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on orbefce September 1st; $150 added;
$25 to second. Those not having run first or second,

in any race this year allowed three pounds. Five-
eighths of a mile.
No.19—THE SBAFTER STAKE—Forthree-year-olds.

$Sli entrance ; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared before
September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second, third

saves stake. Winner of any three-year-old race, after

August 1st, to carry five pounds extra ; of two or more
ten poundR. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20—THE DEL PASO STAKE— For all ages. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $3u0 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-old maidens allowed
five pounds; four-year-old b, seven pounds; five-year-

olds and upwards, ten pounds. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21—FREE PURSE, $100. $50 to second. Horses

that have not won thi3 year allowed five pounds.
Winners this year of any race of the valueof $400 to

carry five pounds extra. Winners of No. 7, ten pounds
extra. Ono mile.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept. 16th.
TROTTING.

No 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 23—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—Mile
heats. $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination; 825 payable July 1st, and remaining $25

payable August 10th; 8300 added by the Society.

Closed April 15th. with nine nominations.

No. 24—PACING PURSE, 8800—Free for all.

EIWUTHDAY—Friday, Sept. 17th.
RUNNING.

No. 25—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For
foals of 1883. $50 entrance , p. p: 8800 added. Second
horse, S100; third, S50. Closed in 1884 with eighteen
Dominations.
No. 2''—THE PALO ALTO STAKE -For two-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; or only $15 if declared

on or before September 1st, with 8250 added. $75 to

second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-

ild stake after August 1st. to carry five pounds ext;ar

f two or more, teu ponndB. One mile.

,. 27-THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-

year-olds. 850 entrance; 325 forfeit; or only $16 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $:i5o added.
Second horse, $100; third to save Btake. Winner of

any three-year-old race at this meeting to carry five

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One
mile and three-quarters.

No. 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages.

f5Q entrance; ?» forfeit: 830o a44ed, ?ioo to second;

850 to third ; $200 additional to the winner if 1 :42$ is

beaten. Stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1 :42£) is beaten. One mile.
No. 29—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $53

to second. Horne not haviug won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-
ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

MVJlf DA V—Saturday, Sept. ISili.

No . 30—CHAMPION STALLION PURSE, 51,500—Free
for all hotting Btallious

.

No. 81--TROrriNG PURSE, S1.000—2-:a2 Class.
No. 82—TROWING PGRSK, Sl.t.00—2£Q Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1887-

88 were ordered to he closed at tut same time as the
races on the regular programme:
Ns. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDER'S STAKE—Fur fouls

of 1884, to he run at the State Fair of 1887. $50 en-
trance: $25 forfeit, or only >lu if declared January 1,

1B87; $300 added, of which §100 to second, and 55uto
third horse. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals of

ls85,to be run at the State Fair of 1887. £100 en-
trance; S25 forfeit,or only $10 if declared January 1,
lbS7; $250 added; second colt, $100; third, $50. One
mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals of

18S5, to be run at the State Fair of 188s. $lu0 en-
trance; $50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1,1887; $15 if declared January 1, 188$; or $25 if de-
clared May 1, 1688; g3DQ added; second horse, $100
third horse, $50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserve* the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee. lu per cent, on purse, to

accompany no'.uiuatum. Trotting and pacing purse-

divided at the rate of ^ii per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to onish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows : CoJ
to the first, and 33J to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races entries not declared out by C p. ai. of
the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money pail for a walk-over.
Rules of tbe Slate Agricultural Sooiety to govern

rnnnng races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in th^-ir

entries.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with tbe Secretary,
Saturday, July 31, 1886.

.IES.SE D. t'ARR, EDWIN F, SMITH,
12jn8 President, Secretary.

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AfflMTIM ASSOCIATION

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AM) EX» OS OCT. ID.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

STOCKTON
FAIR,.

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE D&YS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13,000 in Purses

OFFE RED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purscB, to accompany

nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz. : 50.25,15 and 10 per cent.
Races commence eacli d:iy at one o'clock p. m. sharp.
St ihles, hay and straw i rie tu competitors,
Entries t j Pacific Coast purses cloBe August 1, lwC.
For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September IB I, 1886.
No. 1. Running—District. Two-Year-old stake, mile

dash, Sio payable July 1st; 8)5 August 1st; Sio day
before race. Si'-O added. (Closed with live entries.)
No. 2. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class, $300.
No. a. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Two-year-olds, the

get of Mamhrino Wilkes; $2o entrance; $MQ added by
owner of sire ; nest 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, $100—Five moneys.

Wednesday, September S3, 1886.
No. 4. Running— Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.

No, 5. Trotting—District. Two-v ear-olds or under
$5ii0. Bent 2 in 3. [Closed with five Entries.)
No. 6, Trotting—District. Btallionltacc,S.

r

>00. (Closed
with eeven entries.)
No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, 3600.

Thursday. September 13. S8S6.
No. 6. Running—District. For three.vear-olds or

under stake, mile dash; ?2"i payable July 1st; $M August
1st; $10 day before race; $250 added, (Closed with u V e
entries.)
No. 9. Trotting— Pacific Coast. 2;U0 Class. $1,090.
No. 10. Trotting— Pacific Coast. For three v. ar-

ohia, $100 stake; $li)0 ud.h-d. (Closed with five entries.)
State Equestrianism, tioo. Five moneys.

Friday, September 34. 1886.
No. II. Running—District. Free for all. Mile and
ippat. $500. Closed •with seven Ou
No. 12 Trottiim'-P ai'iilc Cuaft. For t wo-vt-ar-ohls.

$100 stake; $-iUJ added; best -in -i. (.Cloned with eight
entiieB.)

"<j. ii. TrottiiiK-r.M'itir flu: i
. .. i 'i ,: :. ; n.

Saturday, September *5, 188 -.

_ o. 15. Running—Pacific Coast, Mile aud repeat,
$500.
No. in. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500, (Closed
itn bIx entries.)
No. l". Trotting—Pacific Consl . Free Coral), *i,ooo

Board of Directors lor 1886.
. V. SHIPPEE M. P. LANUFORD.
JOHN F. MOOItK. .lis. A. SIIF.P1IEKD
JAMES A. I.Ol 1 il I. FKF.I» ARNOLD,
K Vi SARGENT. W. ll.NXOu.

I,. V. SHIPPER President.
%. w. siHPsox, Treasurer,

j. xi LaRVJE. Secretary,
P, . Bos 1W, Stockton* C&Ulomln,

First Day-Monday. Sept. 971b.
TROTTING—For Buggy Horses that have never

trotted for money and owned in the county. $10 en-
trance. S75 10 hrpt. set of track harness to second,
third to save enti-. nee.

TROTTING—Nutwood stallions that have not made
1 record. Purse Si! LI. Four or more to enter, three
to start.

Entries for the above to close on Wednesday, Sept.
15th, 1886.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 38tli.
No. 1—TROTTING—Parse $400. Three -year-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse$3'JU. Three-iniuute Class.

Tliird Day—Wednesday. Sept. 79th
No. 3-RUNNING—Free Purse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of any race after August 1st of the valueof
3300 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens aliowed, if tlm*t years old.
5 [lit.; if four years or upwards, la lbs. aiile'heats.
No. 4—BUNKING—San Jose Stake; for two-year-

elds. *2o entrance. $10 forfeit. $200 added. 950 to sec-
ond, tliird to save stake. Winner of u ny two-vear-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more,5
lbs extra. Suvon-eighths of u mile.
No. 5—RTJNNI Mi—sellin" IM-.rse.J^O; of which $50

to second horse; Oxed valuation $1,000; two pounds off
for each 8100 below; 1 lbs. add.-d for each ?iuu above
fixedvalue. One and uue-elghth miles.

Fourth l>ay— tliursday Sept. 30th,
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse §500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTI NG—Purse SfiOO. 2:22 Class.
No. 8—PACING—Purse 8500. Free for all.

riitli Day—Friday. October 1st.

No. 9—RUNNING—Free purse, 9300, $5o to second
horse. Hoises that have not won this year allowed

3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance of
the value of $-i>>0 to carry 3 lbs. extra. One mile.

N'o. JO—RUNNING—Gilroy .Stake, for two-year-olds.
525 entrance. -?lo torfeit, $-0;' added; $-30 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Wiuners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No. 11-BUNNING—Selling Purse, fc!00, of which S50

to second horse. Fixed valuation?!,000. 2 lbs. oif for
each §100 below, 21bs. added for each §iuu above fixed
value . One and a quaiter mileB.

Sixth Day -Saturday, Oct 2d.
No 12—TROTTING—Purse $-J00: 2:30Claes.
No 13—T Ii' >TTING-Purse $1,W0—Free for all.

No. 14-TltOTTING—Purse 53J0. Two-year-olds.
Mile andrepeat.
In all Tiotting and Pacinp Races, purses divided as

follows: Fiftv percent, to firsthorse. 2a percent, to
second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

*«>"DHTO>S.
All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to covcrn trotting.and

Rules of the State Agricultural.Society to govern run-
uine, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween beats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrauce re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing tbe field, theuto first and thiid
moneys.
If in tbe opinion of tlie Judges, before starting a

race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
tbe Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries required to fill and and three or more hoisesto
Btirt.lmt the Hoard reserves Die right to bold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amountof tbe puree.
Trotting and racing colors to he named with all en-

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they mav contest for tbe entrance monev,
divided as follows: 6G=^ to first horse, and 'iVA to
second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by thw money.
Races to commence each day at 2 P. M.
Entries to close August 1st. 1SS6.

N.-B. EDWARDS, Fre.Mdeut.
ii. II. BKAGU, Secretary.

26inS P. O. Box 159. San Jose, Cal

FOR SALE.
Four Rrood-mares, in foul to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,
adi'ress JOIIA A. ttOLDSMIITI,
Box 242. Oak land. Cal

The Trotting Stallluu

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 188G from Aug. 1 to Nov. I

at Oakland Race Track. EVrms $60 the mh«.oii.
For further particulars address

GVS. WALTERS, AffCnt,
OAKLAND RACK-TRACK,

SlJUl 16 Oakland, Cal.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure tor Nwliinoy, iVeuliitess <>( tltt*

Spine, Sprains, Strains, etc
The only remed \ that floes away with the u*a of the

knife; leavi fi neither bllBters, marks uox acara, Val-
:

- III.

Pot sale Us BJ I'm. A . ('. jo&epl), DtOp]
ntfet, Sau Prani o.^BaaFxancuieo,
Mrlvln i O0..B1 I Oakland, and all drngglsta. All

.
rights secured In U.B. patent ofllct!. Price

JollO liottlo, UallloM

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-01' THE-

DISTRICT

1GMCCLTCRAL ASSOdiTiOA

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SA'Il'RDAY, OCTOIJFR 16tb. ISCLrslVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
057*An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active iireparation.

PItOiKASSUE <»F RACES:
First I>ay—Taesil ay, October £2th.

No. 1.—Running Rack, Purse £150. dash & of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse fl-W.dash )j mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—TaoTXiNb Race, Purse ?5O0, for 2:55 Class. -

Second D<ty— Wednesday, October 13th.
4.—Running Race, Purse 8200, for tliree-year-olds,

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all aud weight for aye.
0.—Trotting Hack, Purse So1"'!!, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's hr c Contractor, 4.
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October t4th.
7.—Running T*ace, Purse §250, IK miles, free for

all, wt ight for age.
S.—Running Rack, Puree 9200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tkotting Race, Purse $500, fur 2 :30 Class. '

Tlie programme for the Ladies* Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an.
nounced indue time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October loth.
10.—Running Race, Purse S250, for three-yea r-olds,

VA miles.
11.—Running Race. Purse $l»0, sellingrace. First

valuation 6750, two pounds added for each$l0J above,
and two pounds taken off for each ? ]i>0 below, one mile
12.—Trotting Race, Purse$oU0,for2;40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16«h.
13.—Running Race, I'urse $350, 1% miles, free fo

all, weicbt forage.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Puree $200, one

mile, tieeforall and weight for ajje, For all horses that
have not won first money during this meeting
is.—Tkotting Rack. Purse >'Cu. free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp
Entries close on SATU RDAY, July 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to tbe
Secretarj-.
J. C. NEWTON. E. A. DelAMP.

President. becretarr.
2Gjn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

No.SCOWBOYCINCHA
>o. *2 Price each . . . s^.TjO.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt o(

185 cents extra.

This CiDcba is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift uor loosen. It has a

double pnrchiise, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. CILHAM,
4S6 and 4*8 Battery St.,

24jul Pan Francisco, Cal.

Notice.
Uko. H. Holmes,
0. Buuce LOWS,

H^iiEiiT H. Brown, M.P
Nugent TV. Bbows,

BROWN TbROS. & CO,
STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In

LmerJca to aeleol and forwaTd Ptock from the .\uw

tralian Colonies: or they will uudcrtake to receive

r.nd dit-pose of stock from America; or act aa Agouti
forCaliforuia finue.

References kindly pi nniited to J. B. Haguin, E>»i

and Major Rathbone of Sjin Frauclaco.
ltKOWN ItKOS. A 4 O.,

Wright, Heatou'e Buildtngs,
l'itt Htrtot, Sydney,

New South W&le*.
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SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

CLABROUGH
HAMMER ar.d HAMMERLE1S

— GUNS —
Guaranteed the Best i;

the Market, and more i:

use on this Coast than aaj
other make.

Clabrough & Golcher,
630 <f 63? ."tJoiHsonierySt.S.r.

SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

W. & C. SCOTT & SON
IfA Y.I//./. I HAMMBSLES8

-GUNS—
PABSER BROS.'

REMINGTON, COLT,
TH.

ill Gutin solij i»> us Efiiarao*
teed iti ei trj rcspi ',-t.

Clabrough & Golcher,
f»3i> «.v 632 Honfgomery m . s.r

KILLIP & CO.,

1/F£ STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

1 1 fi 5Soulgomer> Street, Sail Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTEXTION" PAID TO SALES OF

High-Brod Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell !n All titles and Counties of
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
Hos. C. Geeks-, Hoy. J. D. Care,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. SAKGE.vT.Esa, Hon. John- BoeGa
Rargents. Colusa.

Hon. L J. Rose, Hon-. A. Waleath,
Loa Angeles. Nevada,
J. B. BLaggin*, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on t>>is Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars,we fer-1 justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties'for disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents emir -eder ^nd de:iler ofnroin-
Ineoce upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling* us to
give fill publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the uimo3t care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.KIMJP A CO.. UC Monteomcrr Stiwt.

PARKER GUN.

At the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament held at New
Orleans. La., Feb. 11th to 16th, 1885, the First Prize and Diamond
Badge in the International Individual Championship Match, open to all

the world, wa-s won oy B. Teipel with a Parker Gen. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bcgardus, Cody, Stubbs, £rb and others. During the entire tournament more prizes
were won with Parker guns, in proportion to the number used, than with any other gun.

6Jnjn>o PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Connecticut.

DOG LICENSES

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Expire'dJ July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars. Locks. Bells, Leads, Chains, Whips, Brushes, Combs, kc, kc.

Dog Medicines, Soaps and Washes.—Dog Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

Secnred by tetters Patent, July 2/i, 18839
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteid patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the fronr having an
cpeninp into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, scured to such ext ensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
hereiu described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E. to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and In coin' ination with the blinds F.
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble abont the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or band? G and H, and the I ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
viBion. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the *nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. »cfiERR05,
Kq 23Qacd233KUls St. San Francisco

DOGS-NOTICE
Buzard's Gelatin© Coated Doe Pills

Astringent Pills.
Foe Diaerhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severely of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fisting.
Distemper Pills.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pil. to very
smtll dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Pursing Pills.
DOSF.—One or two according to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organ 3 from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin aifections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acq aire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will besent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 5(1 cents
per bos. Full directions and particulars of treat-

ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. B. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L
Usept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

Sausalito Kennels.
Doss taken to train aud board.
Doss of niy breaking won first money

in eacli stake ot tlie Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc address

GEO. T AM.F\DFR.
Sausalito. Marin Co. tal

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P BXALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Sec'y.

*STSend lorclrcnlar.ia
jalaugsept

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.
(Patent applied for.)

Size. Extra sail drill, gozannyduck. lOozarmydnck
7x9 ft. . . . ?12.00 S15.00 817.00.

8slfl ft....S14.no $17.00 519 CO.

9xU ft . . .820.00 $24.00 826.00.

10x15 ft.. . .522.00 S25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main bodt of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen nsed and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enough to ship, a few pui>s by my

HERO 3d.,
Winner ot First an«l Special prizes at

PITTSBURG, 18 S,

Out of my XELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 1886.

These pops have immense bone and good
muzzles, and ure following closely the heavy
weight records of the famous Amidon paps,
which heretofore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

cut of proven stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,

SIJul 8

General "Wayne P. o.
Del. <'o . I-enna.

. gENUTOF

g SPRATTSj Best and Cheapest

||3 DOG FOOD.

'FEEDY0URD0GS

PATENT
iSKMREtt.

SPRATTS
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS "WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease: Thick. Glossy

Coat: Sweet Breath: Clean. Sound
Teeth: Regular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitut; 2 :. . ;,rti t

Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Eone Meals, and C.lcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing, post free.
12 cts.

Onr goods may be obtained from
Clabrough A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Street
E. T. Allen. 41C Market street.
Liddle A Kaeding. 528 Washington Street.
Goldberg. Itoivcn A < o.. 428 Pine Street.
M. Uirmaii A Co., 104 Front Street. lOjal 52

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO TI1E OWVKKS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
lor sale b> all the PrluelpaJ Bookwtlera

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer.
186 Tremont St., Boston

'
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

^™=, E
I
From July 16. 1886.

(FOB) I

*

18:00
8:00
4:00 p m
7:30 A M

•3 :30 p si

S:30 a m
4:00 p m
•5:00 P
6:00 a
•8:30 a m
3:30 P M

10:00 a M
S;00 pm
7:30 a m

8:30 .

3:00 P m
4:00 P M
•1:00 p si

8:30 A ><

Jl0:00 A M
3:00 P M
3:30 A >i

•9:30 a U
•3:30 P N
"9:30 A m

HazelOreek, Redding 3l Portland
Qaltvia Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livemiore and Fleasanton...
Martinez
Milton

Mojave.Deming.El Paso A East.
. Niles and Hay wards

.. ..Ogden and East
Red BliKf via Marysville
Reno.Truckee and Colfax ....

....Sacramento, via Benicia
« via Livermore.,

_...
*• via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose

...Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

"!Tulaieand Fresno

•7:40 p m
10:10 a M
3:10 p m
11:10 a M
5:40 p m
(5:40 p M
6:40 p M
5:40 P u
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
•6:00 a M
•3:49 p m
{3:40 p M
9:10 a m
5:40 p M
•7:4(» P M

•10:40 A. M
7:40 P w

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C P. & U. P. R. Es., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, od Passenger or Freight Trains.

CommodiouB Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

AVKI Commencing Aug. 20, 1S86. |
AKBIVE

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road running West, North and North-west from Chicago.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—*6:30-7:00—7:3n—«: w-
8-30—9:00-9:30—10 :<J0—10:30—11 :0n-ll;30— 12 :0:>-li:30

—1:00-1:30—2*0—2:80—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00— 9:00— 10:00— 1 1:00 -
12-00.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—»6;30— "7:00— *7:30— *S:00-
*8 :30—«3 :30 -*4 i*l-*\ :30- -*.i :00—* :Z0— *6 ;00 —9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda.)—*9:30 a—tJ:30p-12:00

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—'6:30—7:00—*7:30—«:0U— *b:30 -

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30-11:00—tll:30—12:00—112 :30-
1-00—11-30—2:00—3:00-3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30 -
6:00—5:30—7:00—8 :00-y;00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:u0-•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*S:30
—9-00—9:30—10:00—110:30-11:00—111:30— 12:00— 1:00

—2:00—3:00-3:30-4:00-4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00-6:30—
7-00—9-00-9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *ti:00~'6:30— 7:00-»7:30-

J8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00-11:00-11:00—2:00-3:UO-4:Jl
—•4:30—5:00—*5:30—6:0O -*6:30—7:00.

To Sau Frauclsco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:2b—*6:53—•7:23-*', :55-*S:23
•8;53_*9

:
23—•10::0-'4:23—*4: Ii3—•5:23-«5:53—•6-:£i—

*6:53—730-9:50.
FROM FR CUT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 20 - •? :50

16:50-19 :20-*3:2n.
FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- •8:00- fi:30—7.JU

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 ;W — 11 vHi

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3;3C— 4*0 _
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:5"— 8;57- :a7—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes Liter

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:23-*5:58-*6:28— 6:58 -»7"28 -

7:58-*)i::8—S:5S—9 :2S- 9:58- $10:28 — 10:^8-111:28-
U:58—112:28—12;.58-11:28-1:58—2:58—3:28-3:58—4:28
4:58—5:25—-5:58—6:23-6:58—7:58—8:58—9:58-10:58.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:23—*5:53—*6:23—6:53—*7 :23-
7:53—•8:23—8:53— 9:23-9:53—$10:23—10:53 —Jll :23—
11:53—»:53— 1:53— 2:53-3:23— 3:53— 4:23—1:&3—5:23
—5:53-0:23-5:53—7:53-8:53-9:53-10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:53—*6: 3—6:53-*7:23
—7:53—8:53— •9:23—9:53—10:53-- $12:53— 1:53— 2:53 -
3:53—4:53—"5 :23—5:53—•6:23—ate8.

1'REEK ROUTE.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General A-rent, San Francisco. Cal.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1S46. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

8 ;30 A
10:40 a

til :30 a
•8:30 p
4:25p
'5:16 P
•6:30 p

$Il:45p

6:23A
•8:10a
9:03a

•in: 02a
•3;S6 r
t4:59p
6:0Op
17:50 P
+8:15 P

10:40 a
•3:30 i'

4:25 p

...Santa Clttra. Ran Jose, and

.... Principal Way Stations

I
<J:03a

•10.112 a
•3:36 p
fi:00P

18:15 r
<\i Gilroy, 1'ajaro, Castroville, i ,111^2*
P'l Sahims and Monterey < I 6.-00 i«

•»**li3"
I Watsonville, CampGuorlall ) •mj-n
• Autos. New Brighton. Sncinel.... '• I

,0 *t *
H ';tpitn!;i >.tnd Santa Crilz

;}| t9^5P

.. Tlollister and Tres Pinos ..

10:40 A' Suledad.san Ardo and Way Sl'nS....! 6^0 p
a— Morning. p.— Afternoon.

•Sundaysexcepted. tSimdays only. ITheatre train.
Saturdays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph £ Co., S. P.
Stage connections are made with the 1U:1U a.m.

Train, except Pescadkro Stages vi-» San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Special Ruunc-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey. Aptos, Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
alsu, lo Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TICKFn.
For Snndays onlyA e

Sold Sunday Mobninq; goodiui outiuaiD ""^jfjfor return same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and StrNDAYonly;

Sunday and
-J
good for return until following Mon-

Monday, I day. inclusive, at the foilowing rates

:

Sound Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
May field

Round Trip
from San

FranciBco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
AptOB...,
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

*1 50

1 50

1 75
1 75
2 7.S

3 00

S no

3 DO
3 00

Sat to
Mon,
Tkt.

$2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
400
500
5^0
5 00
500

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10 05 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

*Snndays excepted. $Snndays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory .

4. S. TOWNS,
Gen. Wwnaeor,

T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A*'.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOE
eskell's Cynthiana Horse Boots.

J. H. Fektok's Chicago Specialties.
Db. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombault'b Caustic Balsam.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Rnp't Rnnnlng Hor8Q Dep't,
Usept P.ln Alio Htoflk Farm.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re

qui.e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for snie at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and up to the last of January,
1886. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SlU! AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG BOADSTEBS, as well as those who want

FIRST.CIASS. STAIUDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TT7"R ffl\TE PPTiTE PLAN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
-L -LLj-i V111J I IbXViJ 1 Uilll price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come folly up to
xhe descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

Lock Box 39fc. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

2*>»Stf

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

or SAN FRANCISCO, IAI,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4 1 FINE STREET

[i, BRANDER PriWdout
J. L. i-'LOOD Vice-President

C. P. FARNFIELD Secretary

J. S. ANGUS ABalstnnt Manager
Hankers, Nevada Rank oi'Sau rrniiri*™,

HjulU

TIPS.
Tips of all Bizes for Trotting, Running, and

Roml horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL PRIEDHOFER,
S5I Tilled SI.. Stm Vr,,ii(I.TO

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Brooder of tboroughbred Jersey Cattle. Regiotered

Js^eys or buth sexes for sale. Poitofflc» address,
San Francisco, Oil.

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and So. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Aest. Pass. 4 Tkt. Agt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line fori eachin^' with epeed and comfort the
best »ilaces in the State for

Sea Batbintf, Shooting and Fishing,
TEALNS LEAVE BAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOE

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and winter Resort of the
Pacific < oast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the Beveral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beat of shooting
may l-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
la noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in ita waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for eporte-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, M

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(Mtix-V) feet) for warm salt water plunge and BWim-
nilncbathB. with ELEUANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS. MM|li;i, AND SANTA CRUZ
K VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs throngh theconntles
Of San Mattu, Santa Clara. San Renito, Santa t'rnz
and Monterey,eacb of which abounds iu game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thialiue. Stages connect with trains daily
tit Ban Mateo EorthOflewelUknown Retreats, PURIS-
SI \IA, s.VN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at ;uid about SAN KRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from &an

Prancieco and olfer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly Buort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
and c

be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOMS

when carried In Baggage Care and put iu charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Bagga.-e
Cars.
OHff-In order to guard against accidents to D."s

while in transit, it is necessarv that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will bo carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and Becurely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken iu Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICKS-PaSBenper Depot, Townsend

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market Bt.Grar
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintend* nt, A«t, Pau, tnd Ttt> 4tfc
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Sporting: Notes.

Lieut. Henn, owner of the Galatea, is an Irishman, and is
not yet forty. He has seen service, first on the Britannia, as
naval cadet and midshipman, then, until 1S66 on the Galatea,
under the Dnke of Edinburgh. He was promoted to Lieut!
in 1867, and until 1871 served on board the Daphne and
Dryad, and had a share in the Abyssinian war, and in sup-
pressing the slave trade off the coast of Zanzibar, where he
assisted in the capture and destruction of seventeen slavers.
In 1872 he was second in command of the expedition sent to
succor Dr. Livingston. Since 1S75 he has been on the retired
list, and has spent most of his time in yachting, Erst in the
cutter Minnie, on the Mediterranean, then in the yawl Ger-
trude, the or same waters. He has been married for nine
years, and his wife is a devote to the sea as well as himself.
They have traveled together some 50,000 miles on theiryachts,
and do not appear to tire of the life of adventure and change
which it brings. Both have been delightfully entertained by
eastern yachtsmen.

What lively timee old Father Thames has witnessed during
a month past! Australian, American and English oarsmen
measuring blades. Beach, Teemer, Eoss, Lee, Masteraon,
Burhbear and Perkins. Australia has come out ahead, and
to-day the prospect is that the crowning victory of the
season will be won by her champion. English scullers do not
seem to make any headway. Year after year they are dis
posed of by Australians and Americans. There are no suc-
cessors to Benforth, Chambers and Kelly. But it is a long
lane that has no turning. The tide of victory may set toward
the Tyne or the Thames before long, when a new crop of
men with a new Btyle of rowing will come to the front and
eclipse the performances of Beach, Gaudaur, Teemei and
Hanlan. The last named has certainly the longest list of
triumphs of any man that ever sat in a wager boat. But he
has rowed long enough to pull himself into third place.

Thomas Stevens, the wheelman who is going around the
world on a bicycle, has many excellent qualities. He is a
graceful writer, has a fine sense of humor, and can keep
from talking without growing hoarse. But over and above
these gifts he has indomitable pluck. He faced difficulties
in Afghanistan that would have disheartened ninty-nine
out of a hundred ordinary men. Prevented by force from
teaching India by way of Herat, he travelled through Persia,
and arrived at Kurracha on July 26th. From that most
westerly of Indian ports he has a long road of 1,350 miles
before him through Delhi, Lucknow and Agra to Calcutta.
Unfortunately, his trip through India is at the least favorable
season. If his trip was made from December to February,
instead of from August to October, he would be charmed
with that glorioas country.

The president of the New York Fishery Commission is the
executive of the game laws of that Stale. But he does not
relish enforcing the provisions of the statutes. Eecently he
published a notice to market men, saying that he would not
urge his subordinates to prosecute violators of the laws; but
that ^'greedy and malicious persons might for the sake of
gain inform upon the law breakers, when he would be re-
luctantly compelled to allow the punishment to follow." The
same of this man is Kobert Barewell Boosevelt, and the
sooner he is deposed from a position which he disgraces, the
better it will be for all who have one genuine SDark of sport-
ing spirit.

The California Athletic Club has had a most prosperous
career. It has reached the highest expectations of its pro-
moters. Hitherto the energies of its active members have
been directed towards making it a successful in-door club;
now many of them contemplate securing a block of land in
the western part ot the city, and forming an athletic gTound.
There is ample scope for the enterprise, and every prospect of
success. There is not now a ground in or near the city fit to
hold an athletic meeting upon, and if the California Athletic
Club will take the project iu hand, they will be sure of gener-
ous support.

The match between the yachts Lurline, Halcyon and
Aggie, over the Pacific Yacht Club's course, which has been
bo much talked of during the week, has not been made, and
is not likely to come off this season. Had the three boats
named come to terms, Neliie would also have been included
in the fun. The four to sail for a purse of $1,000 would
certainly wind up the season gloriously.

The tennis championship of the United States was won for
the second time by Mr. B. D. Sears. The player up this year
being Beekman, who showed some brilliant play, and such a
grand improvemant upon his previous year's form that his
friends taint he will push the champion still closer next year,

Every sport has a language and literature of its own. The
horse, the dog, the gun, the rod, have associations that are
wide apart. In field sports and open-air games there is a
language that only the initiated can appreciate. The yacht-
man's talk has its phrases unintelligible to a landsman. But
there is a charm about them all. They are fresh and refresh-
ing. The man that has not learned the alphabet of these
living languages deserves more than pity, and if advice would
do him any good, the suggestion offered would be go and
learn how sportsmen live, and how they relish the language
they speak.

The future of the English Derby is threatened, and a prop-
osition has been named to change it from Epsom Downs to
Newmarket. Naturally this aroused great opposition, and
nothing definite has been done. The entries for the Derby
have fallen off greatly, other and more valuable stakes at-
tracting owners. To keep it foremost in the English racing
calendar a large amount of added money must go with the
stakes. This will doubtless be found before long, and the
grandest of the English classic racing events will maintain
the post of honor amongst a number of brilliant competitors.

Pigeon shooting at forty yards is unknown in California.
Therefore, William Graham, the English champion's score
at that distance will surprise our trap shots. From two
traps, 57 yards boundary, he killed 19 birds out of 20 at 40
yards, using both hands and his second barrell seven times.
But Btill more surprising was his feat of killing 28 birds out
of 30 at 30 yards from two traps and the some boundary, tint-
ting only one hand to his gun, and using the second barrell
but twice. This unusual and brilliant shooting was done at
Olympic Park, Philadelphia.

The Brooklyn Jocky Club started upon its career on
August 26th, with one of the largest gatherings ever seen at a
race meeting in the country. In addition to having a brilliant
audience the club muBt be congratulated upon presenting one
of the most attractive programmes of the season. And the
sport throughout the first day was of a very high order. The
managers of the club are experienced racing men, which
means that they are liberal, and the latter quality, if perse-
vered in will ceitainly secure them liberal recognition and
generous support.

The California Lawn Tennis Club is preparing a double
event; first, the members' handicap tournament, which will
come off in about three weeks, and will be arranged within a
few days. Second, the open tournament for pairs from all
clubs in the State, to follow immediately after the conclusion
of the members' handicap. With two such interesting events
on the card the courts of the club are not likely to have
much rest for the next two months. But as the season
advances the weather becomes more favorable for the game
in this city.

Amongst canoemen few names are better known than that
of W. Baden Powell. He has stuck steadily to his favorite
sport for many years, and it is a genuine pleasure to read of
his success in the International races of the N. Y. C. C, on
September 2d. He won the first race in the Nautilus from
Guenn, Lassie and Pearl, beating the second boat over a 4J-
mile course by 2 min. 5 sec. In the second race Lassie beat
Nautilus 15 sees., and the deciding struggle was left un-
finished through a calm meeting the fleet.

To-day the Galatea will make another attempt to sustain
the honor of English yachts in the Newport Begatta. But as
both the Mayflower and Puritan are named aa starters, the En-
glish cutter has not the ghost of a show to carry off the prize.
A rumor was current during the week that Lieutenant Henn
had made another match with the Mayflower, but it has not
been confirmed. Judged by the races already sailed, May-
flower can beat Galatea in any weather and over any course
where there is a time limit.

Slowly but surely the bicycle record is coming down. The
time for one mile is now 2 min., 30 sec, made by F. Furni-
val, at Long Eaton, England, on August 25th. Twenty-two
seconds more clipped off, and Maud S. will have to give in
to the wheelmen. There is no need to learn to fly! When a
man can cover a mile in two and one-half minutes seated in
a comfortable saddle, wings would only be an encumbrance.
The wheel will banish space, so far &b space needs to be
banished.

The Baldwin stable captured 6even stakes at the Saratoga
meeting. The cup with Volante. the Morrisey with Lucky B.,
the Steinway with Grissetta, the Virginia with Laredo, the Fox-
hall with Solid Silver, and the Keliof with Mollie McCarthy's
Last. That is good work for a single meeting, on the limited
number of starters.

The National Horse Show Association appears to be estab'
lished upon a firm basis. The first exhibition was held in
1883, and the fourth will open in New Yorkat Madison Square
Garden on November 1st, and continue until the 6th idem.
There is a pleasant satisfaction in knowing that the merits of
the Association were promptly recognized, both by exhibitors
and the public. It should have a career of added importance
and intrinsic value as it grows in age and stability.

To-day, Beach and Gaudaur are to row for the champion-
ship of the world over the Thames' course from Putney to
Mortlake. The Australian is the favorite, and should win with
comparative ease. Hanlan is announced to start for England
to-day, with the avowed object of making a match with
Beach. The latter seems to have inspired Teemer with
righteous dread. The Pittsburg sculler is reported as saying
that Beach can row away from any oarsman living.

Johnson, the winner of the last Sheffield handicap, and for
whom a record of 9:4-5 sec, at 100 vards, was recently
claimed, is expected to try and beat the 250 yard record to-day
at Louis. Meyers' figures for the distance is 26 sec If
Johnson can beat that, then he should be able to hold his
own against any man living, not excepting the world's cham-
pion Hntehens. There is some doubt about Johnson's time
for 100 yards being put on record.

The fisherman's net, which the Aggie picked up during the
race for the Pacific Yacht Club's prizes, has not been put on
exhibition yet. A great many yachtsmen are anxious to
measure the size of its meshes. Even the floats and sinkers
have become objects of interest. It is a great pi'y that some
fragments of the wreck were not saved; they would add
greatly to the attractions of the Club House, if properly
labeled and displayed.

Messrs. Freeze & Thomas, whose names have appeared on
the list of amateur sprinters, are announced to run 100 yards
for a gold medal at the Bay District Track to-morrow. Such
a proeeedingis unusual. Amateurs, aa a rule, avoid matches,
especially on a Sunday, which smack of the lowest class of
Hcky professionals. Neither of the runners named will add
one grain of lustre to their amateur fame by taking part in
to-morrow's match.

D. G. Sutherland, secretary, and C. L. Benjamin, president
of the East Saginaw Driving Park, have boneht of Charles
Marvin the three-year-old colt Sohiux (270, "record 2:294)
with his engagements, for $6,000. "Sphinx is by Electioneer,
dam Sprite by Belmont, second dam Waterwitch by Pilot]
Jr. Sphinx will make a short season next spring before
starting in his four-year-old stakes.

The St. George Cricket Club put in an appearance on the
cricket field for the first time last Saturday. Their weakest
point is in fielding. In bowling and batting they showed up
well, but in the field the Merions showed a great all-round
superiority. It was their good fielding that won them the
match, but the scores 97 to 76 were close enough to keep up
the interest all through the game.

The Beliance Football Club is early iu the field recruiting.
The officer detailed for that duty has made an excellent start
in securing such a fine all-round trio of players as Lange,
Comstock and Hutchinson. They are men that can be
depended upon to play in any place and always give a good
account of themselves. Each had an excellent training last
season in the Orion team.

The Wimbledon Cup was won by K. W. Todd, at Oreed-
moor, on Tuesday. His score was 115 at 1000 yards. He
deserves the trophy whioh he has won three years in succes-
sion. It was the gift of the National Rifle Association of
Great Britain. No other prize in the long list of Creedmoor
trophies was so much prized as the one won by Mr. Todd.

Galatea will have to return to her Island home without the
America's cup. She did not make nearly snch a good fight
for it as Genesta did a year ago. But Mayflower has proved
herself a much faster boat than Puritan. Both names are
dear to the American heart, and each with a distinctive
English origin.

E. J. Baldwin has engaged West the light-weight jockey
for next year. He is one of the most skillfull and determined
riders on the tnrf, and is reputedly above suspicion. Mr.
Baldwin evidently intcuds to make a determined effort tc
capture some of the valuable two-year-old stakes next ye

A portion of Baldwin's stable will go to Latonia fo.

meeting, but themajuiity will keep up the struggle
eastern cracks on their own ground.
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Dates for 1886-

GAIJFOR>"IA FALL CIRCUIT.

Stockton, Cal Sept. 21 to 251Reno, Nev Oct. 1 to 9

San Jose, Oal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2]Salinas, Cal Oct. 6 to 9

EASTERN'—BUNKING

.

Coney Island Ang. 28 to Sept. 21 Latonia Oct. 1 to 16

Rockaway Sept. 22 to 24 Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 16| Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Grand Rapids, Mien. .Sept. 20 to 2J|Centre'vilIe, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1

South Bend, Ind Sept. 20 to 25 Dover, Del Sepi. 28 to Oct. 1

Mineola, L.I Sept. 21 to 24'Oxiord, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. 1

Reading. Pa Sept. 21 to 24|St. Louis, Mo Oct. 4 to 9

Elkborn, Miss Sept. 21 to 21 Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.I Oct. 6 and 7

Lebanon, Sept. 21 to 24 Mount Holly, N. J Oct. 11 to 19

Dayton, Sept. 27 to Oct. lj Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Waukegan, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2 Greenfield, Oct. 13 to 15

Indianapolis, lnd. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2|Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Pottstown, Pa Sept. 28 to 30|

The State Fair Races.

Sept. 9th.—Weather hot. track fast. The 6rst race -was the

Occident States of $100 each, a gold cup of the value of $400

added; heats of a mile; best three in five, in harness. There

were sixteen nominations, five of -which paid the full amount

of the stakes. Three came to the starting post. These were:

Resford by Electioneer, his dam Rebecca by General Ben-
ton; Alcazar by Sultan, his dam Minnehaha; and Transit by
Prompter, Mb dam Venus by California Dexter. In the

pools Alcazar was the favorite, bringing $25 to $10 on each of

the others. As the rnutuals are decided by the result of the

heat, there was little difference, and a constant stream of five-

dollar pieces went into the box.

First Heat—Rexford had the pole, Alcazar second, Transit
outside. At the second score a capital start was given, but
before reaching the carriage way which crosses the track

Alcazar broke and lost several lengths. Eexford led around
the turn, and at the quarter, where 37J was scored, he was an
open length in the lead of Transit, though at the half, made
in 1: 13i, Transit's head was on the hip of the leader, Alcazar
having'closed a portion of the gap. They were close together

at the head of the home stretch, Resford a trifle in the lead,

though it was apparent it was going to be a sharp struggle for

the mastery. About 150 yards from home Transit broke.
Alcazar passed him and his head was on the shoulder of Rex-
ford. The latter breaking when within twenty yards of home,
Alcazar won the heat by a neck in the fine time, for three-

year-olds, of2:25i.

Second Heat—The betting was $40 on Alcazar to $12 on
the others, most people conceding that the race was his. A
very good start for the second heat was effected at the second
attempt, but Rexford broke a bad tangling break, from
which he did not recover until the others were far in the lead.

Alcazar led Transit a trifle at the quarter in 37 seconds.
There was not much difference at the half in 1:131, that being
in favor of Alcazar. Though Transit fought out the heat
resolutely, the nearest he could get to Alcazar was foor
lengths at the finish in 2:24^, Rexford dropping inside of the
distance. Two great heats' surely. There was no betting
after this heat.

Third Heat—The third heat was a genuine surprise. Alca*

zar broke at the carriage crossing, and, as in the first heat, lost

a great deal of ground. Transit led, and at the quarter was
half a length in advance of Rexford. Again Alcazar broke
when midway of the back stretch, which then threw him
beyond any reasonable show for the heat. It was a close

thing between Transit and Rexford, but the latter breaking
when half way around the farther turn his chance was out
too. Transit winning by four lengths over Rexford, Alcazar
ten more behind. Time, 2:26^.

Fourth Heat—The fourth heat was another surprise. Alca-
zar did not seem to be on his stride when the bell tapped and
he fell back, Transit and Rexford going around the first turn
in close company. Transit was first by a half length at the
quarter, in 37^ seconds, and at the half-mile, in 1:14, there
was not more than a neck between them, Alcazar not far

behind, and on the further turn the heat wasquite problemati-
cal. Alcazar broke soon after passing the three-quarter pole,

and the finish between Transit and Rexford was close and
exciting. The former wa3 struggling the hardest, Rexford
closing inch by inch. There was but three feet difference in
favor of Transit thirty feet from home, but when they went
under the wire Rexford had it by a short head. Owing to the
misplacement of the under wire, which runs from the judges'
stand to that of the press, it appeared to those on the outside
as though Transit was a few inches in the lead, but a proper
adjustment corrected the error.

Fifth Heat—In the effort to get the hoises off exactly level

sometime was consumed in scoring. When the bell sounded
all were so near together that it was impossible to say,

authoritatively, which had the advantage, though Alcazar
was trotting the fastest, and he had secured the pole before
going a furlong. From that time the only description
necessary is to state that Alcazar led at all the points, the
quarter in 36$, the half in 1:12, the mile in 2:26$, winning by
several lengths, Transit second, Rexford third.

Sacbamento, Aug.9th.—Occident Stake, for three-year-olds. Closed
with sixteen subscribers. Total value of stake $1,225; divided 60, 30
and 10 per cent.
Alcazar, bs by Sultan— L. J. Rose 1 13 3 1
Transit, bs by Prompter—M. Toomey 3 2 12 2
Eexford, b s by Electioneer—Palo Alto 2 3 2 ] 3

Time, 2:25J, 2:24*. 2:26j, 2:261, 2-.26J.

THE 2:24 CLASS

Was the next race. Therewere three starters, B. B., Dawn
and La Grange. The starting positions were ns above, and
Dawn was a big favorite with the bettors, bringing 25 to 10
on the others.

First Heat—Dawn broke at the carriage crossing, B. B.
leading La Grange at the quarter in 35$ seconds. At the half,

in 1:11, B. B. was two lengths in front, Dawn six lengths fur-

ther in the rear. Dawn again broke on the upper turn and
B. B. on the home stretch. Notwithstanding this contretemps
B. B. won the heat by a neck in 2:21^, Dawn pulling up when
well within the distance.

Second Heat—The field's Btock had appreciated so that it

brought $19 to $40 on Dawn. A more liberal advance would
have been justified by the result of the heat. B. B. had rather
the worst of the send-off, La Grange going fast and Dawn still

faster outside of him. Dawn broke opposite the furlong
mark, falling back. La Grange was first at the quarter in
35 seconds, and B. B. was close up at the half in 1:11. Dawn
made his second break soon after passing that point. Around
the turn B. B. closed on La Grange, passed him at the three-
quarters, and led by four lengths to the wire, Dawn jogging
inside the distance flag as B.B. got home. Time, 2:22. After
this heat it was $30 on the field to $26 on Dawn.
Third Heat—Although Dawn did not break in this heat

there was no time tliat he showed his usual speed, and the
best he could do was to beat La Grange home, but no nearer

than fifteen lengths of B. B. The fractions were: Quarter,
36*;half, 1:10$; mile, 2:2H.

Same Day.—Purse $1,000. 2:24 Class.
B. B.. blkg bvMilliman's Bellfonnder—J. W. Donatban 1 1 1

La Grange, blk g—L. E. Clawson 2 2 3
Dawn, ch s—J. A. Goldsmith 3 3 2

Time, 2:212. 2:22, 2:2U.

THE 2:35 PACERS.

There was a motley crowd of pacers in the 2:35 class, grays,

bays and browns, seven, the magic number of the side

wheelers, the purse $600. They were placed thus: Yolo,
Patti, Tony Lee, Almont Patchen, Mink, Peruvian Bitters,

Peacock. Before the start the pools ranged: Almont Patchen
$100; Peacock $100; Mink $27; field $31.

First Heat—At the fifth score they were off, and there was
a rare scattering before the quarter was paced. At the
quarter-pole Almont Patchen led Peacock by half a length,

Mink close up, the others straggling behind. The quarter
was made in 37 seconds, with an acceleration of pace down
the back stretch, so that the half marked 1:12, with no
change in the position of the trio in the lead. Nearing home
Almont Patchen went away from his competitors, Peacock
and Mink, passing the stand in this order. Until the judges
gave the positions it was doubtful how they would be placed,

as a good deal of running had been indulged in. The judicial

ruling, however, was Yolo fourth, Peruvian Bitters fifth,

Patti and Tony Lee distanced. Time, 2:24^.

Second Heat—Pools: Almont Patchen $100, Minfc $40,
Peacock $16, field $4. Almont Patchen broke on the tuin
and Mink went to the front. Peacock also broke bat caught
quicker than the other and was close to Mink at the quarter
and half in 36J and 1:12|. Almont Patchen was making up
his lost ground, and at the three-quarters it was a close tug
between the three. Peacock tired. Mink and Almont
Patchen came to the winning score so evenly that the judges
were unable to separate them, announcing a dead heat
between Almont Patchen and Mink, Peacock third, Peruvian
Bitters and Yolo distanced. Time, 2:23.

Third Heat—The pook sold: Almont Patchen $40, Mink
SIS, Peacock $12. The third heat requires but brief notice.

Almont Patchen went to the front. Mink broke and Pea-
cock broke, Almont Patchen being far in advance at the
quarter in 36 seconds, and the half in 1:10. Mink broke on
the further turn and he and Peacock on the home stretch,

Almont Patchen winning in a jog in 2:25, Peacock second.
Fourth Heat—The fourth heat was similar to the third,

Almont Patchen leading from start to finish. At no time
were his chances in jeopardy, Peacock second, Mink third.

Time, 2:26£.

Same Day.— Pacing. Purse $600; 2:36 Class.
Almont Patchen, b s by Juanlta—Wm. Billuns 1 11
Mink, b g—L. H. Todhunter 2 3 3
Peacock, g g—T. Kennedy 3 3 2 2

Yolo, b g-Albert Hiller 4 dis

Peruvian Bitters, b g—D. J. McCarthy 6 dis
Patti, b m—V. B. Raymond dis
Tonev Lee, g g—H. G, Cox dis

Time, 2-.2H, 2:23, 2:25, 2:26£.

Sept. 10th.—The morning was hot and still hotter was the
afternoon. There was an Indian summer-like haze, which
appeared to intensify the heat of the sun, and so little breeze
that the flags drooped from the Jaalyards, languor tipified.

Shade was at a premium, and yet there was little difference

between sunshine and shadow. Hot as it was the afternoon
was not bad for racing when the contests were limited to
dashes, with the exception of the last race of the day, when it

was likely to be cooler. The first event on the programme
was the Introduction Stake for two-year- olds, three-quarters
of a mile, with penalties for winning after the first day of
August. The bills showed twelve as probable starters, and
among them some of the best colts in the country. Narcola,
Miss Ford, Safe Ban, Del Norte, Leap Year, Jim Duffy, Oro,
C. H. Todd, Idalene Cotton, Notidle, Lady Leinster and
Carmelita. The above are the starting positions awarded.
Notwithstanding the fact that Miss Ford had incurred five

pounds penalty from her double victory at Oakland, she was
so much the favorite as to bring $25 against $5 on Safe Ban,
$2 on Carmelita, and $5 on the field. After a short space it

was $30 on Miss Ford to $20 on all the others. This seemed
to be wild betting in so large a field of two-years-olds, as a
had start for the favorite would more than counterbalance the
greater flight of speed.

Sept. 10.—Introduction Stakes, for two-year-old b, $25 each, S10 for-
feit, 5250 added, S50 to second, ?25 to third. Winner of any two-year-
old race after August 1st to carry three lbs.; of two or more, five lbs.
extra; Three-quarters of a mile. Seventeen subscribers.
Theo Winters' bf Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery, 112 l

Hs.
(including 5 lbs. pen.) 1

.M. F. Tarpey's ch f Noddle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza, 107 lbs 2
W. B. Todhunter's ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle,

lit lbs 3
Matt Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk. 110 lbs
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, 110 lbs
W.M. Murry'sbc Del Norte by Flood, 110 lbs
H. Lowden's bf Leap Tear by Norfolk, 107 Iba
W. M. Murry's ch c Oro by Norfolk, 110 lbs
W.L. Appleby's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, 110 lbs
M. Johnson's cb f Adeline bv Enquirer, 107 lbs
W. L. Pritcbard's ch f Lady Leinster. 107 lbs
A. Moran's b f Carmelita by Hardwood, 107 lbs

Time, l:lt>i.

The twelve colts made a fine appearance when marshaled
at the starting point, the bright colors changing with nearly
as much celerity as pieces of glass in a kaleidoscope. The
start was passable, considering the large field. Jim Duffy got

rather the best of the start, but before reaching the end of the
first furlong Carmelita went by him. At the quarter Car-

melita was still in the lead, Jim Duffy second, the favorite

about fifth. There was quite a difference between first and
last, and thuse in Iront of Miss Ford were so scattered that she
had no trouble in getting through. She was in the first flight

at the head of the stretch. She was clearly in the lead when
fifty yards more had been run, and from thence it was only
a "big gallop" for her. Notidle made a good rnu for second
place, making up a deal of ground lost at the start, and was
within two lengths of the winner. The race for third place

was very close. From the reporters' stand it looked as though
Del Norte had won it, but Jim Duffy received the official sanc-

tion, which was of more ayail. Time, 1:161.

MILE AND A QCAKTER.

Of tbe five nominations in the California Breeders' Stake,
one and a quarter miles, only two put in an appearance.
These were Edelweiss and Moonlight, the former bringing
$100 to $25 on Moonlight.

Same Day.—California Breeders" Stake for foals of 1883. $50entntiiciv
p. p., $300; $100 to second, $50 to third. One mile and a quarter. Five
Hiib^cribers.
F. Depoister's b f Edelweiss by Joe Hooker, dam Volona, 115 lbs 1

Kelly & Lvnchs b f Moonlight by Tbad Stevens, dam Twilight, U6
lb* 2

Time, 2:11.

The only description necessary is that Moonlight jumped
off in the leud with the dropping of the flag, was first at the
Btand in 26 seconds, the half in o'2\ seconds, the three-quar-
ters in 1: IS, the mile in 1:45. When nine furlongs were
accomplished, Edelweiss, who had been lying within striking

distance, moved up and passed her competitor and won a
ery easy race, for her, in 2:11.

MILE AND FIVE FURLONGS.
The Capital City Stake, one and five-eighths miles, also

resulted in a match, Doubt and Billy Avers being all that
were left of the six nominations. Doubt was the favorite at
$50 to S13 on Billy Ayers, the short-end buyers being some-
what discouraged by the success of the favorites in both the
previous raceB.

Same Day.—Capital City Stakes, for four-year-olds. $50eacb; $25 for-
feit; $15 if declared on or bf-fore September 1st; $300 added; $1(K> to
second, $50 to third. Weights five pounds below tbe scale. Winner of
any race over one mile, after August 1st, to carry rule weights. One
mile and five furlongs. Six subscribers.
B. C . Holly's ch c Doubt by St. Martin, dam Perhaps, 118 lbs I
VT. M. Murry's bh Billy Avers by Shannon, dam Lady Clare, 118 lbs. 2

Time, 2:56$.

It was a shame to start as lame a horse as Billy Ayers. His
off foreleg was enveloped in an elastic bandage, and with that
support it was painful to see him move. All there was of the
race was Doubt galloping by himself, the first part of it at a
good rate of speed, the last quarter in a canter. The five

furlongs were made in 1:04, the mile in l:45i, and the race in
2:56$.

MILE HEATS.

There was a long delay at tbe starting-post when the Free
Purse was called. It was heats of a mile, the recompense
being $250. The delay gave the pool-sellers a better chance,
as speculation ran rife. At first John A. was the favorite,

bringing $100 to $60 on Jon Jon, $55 on Dublin Bay, and
the field $21. As the selling progressed there was a change.
Dublin Bay took first place at $50, Jou Jon and John A. $35
each, and the field $10.

Same Day,—Free purse, $250. "Winners of any race after Angust 1st,
of tbe value of $300, to carry 5 pounds; maidens allowed, if three years
old, 5 pounds: if fouryears or upwards, 15 pounds. Mile beats.
W. B. "Todhunter's bib h John A., 5, bvjMondav, dam Lady

Clare , 11 3 lbs 3 1 1
Kellv & Lynch's b g Jou Jou, 5, by Mondav, dam Plaything,

. 110 lbs *.
1 3 2

Lee Shaner's b m Daisy D., 4, by Wheatley, dam Black Maria,
110 lbs l 2

D. Bridge's b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Gnnstead, 113 lbs 2 4
T. Hazlett's cb g Fred Collier, a, by Joe Hooker. 110 lbs 6 S
Hill & Ciries' b f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, 100 lbs dis
T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, 95 lbs die
H. J. Robinson's b m Emma T., 5, unknown, 110 lbs dis

Time, 1:45, 1:44*, 1:452.

First Heat—The horses were standing heads and points
almost under the wire wheu the flag fell, and consequently
there was a waste of time in getting in motion. Thus the
first quarter was as 6low as 27 seconds, Dublin Bay in the
lead. He led at the half mile in 52 seconds, though the
others were closing on him, and when fairly straightened
into the home stretch it was evident that there was going to

be a great race between the three favorites. John A. was on
the inside position, not half a length behind Dublin Bay at

the seven furlongs. Jou Jou was a length behind at that
point, and Patsy Duffy, his jockey, was biding his time
while the others were riding as though their lives depended
upon winning. With a well-timed rush Duffy brought Jou
Jou up, fairly threw him to the front by a last vigorous effort,

and won the heat by a head over Dublin Bay who was
scarcely more than that in advance of John A. It is scarcely

possible to imagine a more brilliant finish. There were
shouts and hurrahs when the horses were fifty feet away,
absolute stillness as they passed under the wire and for a
second or two after, then it seemed as if every one was bent
on making all the noise that human lungs can compass, and
there was another ovation as Patsy rode the victor back to

weigh in. The time was 1:45. Daisy D. fourth, Fred. Col-

lier fifth, Allie Hill, St. Patrick and* Emma T. distanced.
After the heat the pools were: Jou Jou $50, Dublin Bay
$20, field $17.
Second Heat—The pace for the first quarter in the second

heat was still slower. It took Fred Collier 28 seconds from
the dropping of the flag to reach the quarter pole, and he
was two lengths in front of the second horse. The rate was
increased on the back stretch, though Fred was first at the
half in 53 seconds, Dublin Bay second. John A. was not
far off, however, and when it came to the run home he had
the best of it, beating Daisv D. a couple of lengths, Jou Jou
third, Dublin Bay fourth, Fred Collier fifth. Time, 1:44£.

Third Heat—For the third heat only Jou Jou and John A.
could start, the rules requiring that one of two heats must
be won to stay in. Jou Jou showed more distress than John,

A., the latter being the favorite at S 100 to $20. The heat
requires few words to describe. John A. took the lead and
galloped along from one to three lengths in advance, winning
by twenty feet in 1:45}.

Sept. 11th.—The first event on the card, in a day devoted to

trotting, was the four-year-old trotting Btake, iu which Azmoor
Spry, Apes and Stamboul started, with positions in that j

order, Stamboul being so warm a favorite that $50 to $15 for

the field was the best odds obtainable.

First Heat—On the fourth attempt they got away even,

Stamboul and Apes leading off like a double team. Spry ;

broke a few yards past the wire and took the fourth position, J

and did not better it during the heat. To the quarter in 36J 1
and the half in 1:10$, positions were unchanged. On the J

further turn Apex broke and fell back to third position. At J
the finish Azmoor closed somewhat, but broke at the draw- I

gate, and Stamboul won handily by two lengths, Azmoor
'

second. Apes sis lengths farther back, Spry well inside the
flag. Time, 2:25.

Second Heat—The odds were so long on Stamboul that

there was no further speculation. The field was sent away
well on the third attempt. Stamboul was first as they went
around the turn, and at the quarter the position was Stam-
boul, Apes, Spry and Azmoor, with no daylight visible in the
line. Tbe quarter-pole was reached in thirty-seven seconds.

.

On the back quarter Spry moved up and from there home the •

race was between him and Stamboul. They passed the half

heud and head in 1:11*. In the home stretch Spry stayed

well, but the favorite drew away gradually and won by two
lengths, Azmoor third, Apex fourth. Time, 2:26$.

Third Heat—Stamboul beat the field off before be reached
the quarter, and there was not a semblance of a contest.

Spry fiuished second, Azmoor third, Apes distanced. Time,
2:32.
Sept. 11.—Four-year-old trotting stake. $100 entrance, of which W6'

must accompany nominations; RZ6 payable July 1st, and the remalnufl
$50 payable August lCtb; 9A00 added. Closed April 16th with eight
nominations.
Stamboul, bs bv Sultan—L. J.Rose 1 1 1

Spry, bg-A. Ltttbrop 4 2 2
Azmoor, b 8—Palo Alio - 3 3

Apex, be—S. K.Tiefry 8 4 dii'

Time, 2:25, 2:25J, 2:32.

THREE-MINUTE CLASS.

The second race was the three-minute class, which brought
out a large field and was the first defeat of Lot Slocum. The
starters were: St. David, Ned Forrest. Lottie M., Fallis,..

Lillie Stanley, Reality, Daisy S., Gas Wilkes and Lot Slocum,
in the order written. The pools were: Lottie M. §50, Lot'

Slocum $40, Daisy S. and Forrest each $15, field $5.
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First Heat—It was a straggling field and the judges ordered

them to score in two lines, five in the first tier. On the sixth

attempt they got away in an irregular banch. Lot Slocum
went through the party before they had gone a farlong, and
at the quarter, in 36 seconds, had a lead of three lengths over

his nearest neighbor, Ned Forrest, Fallis third, the rest well

strung out. At the half, in lrOSft, Fallis had taken second

place, the favorite being eighth. In the home stretch Gus
Wilkes moved up, but could get no better than fourth. Lot
Slocum was eased at the finish, and the line, which was a fur-

long in length on the further turn, closed np so that the dis-

tance flag had no victims. The order at the wire was: Lot

Slocum first, Fallis second, Ned Forrest third, Gus Wilkes

fourth, Lillie Stanley fifth, St. David 6ixth, Daisy seventh,

Lottie M. eighth, Reality ninth. Time, 2:23i.

Second Heat—Pools: Lot Slocum §S0, "Lottie SI. $45,

Ned Forrest $bo, field §42h. At the start Ned Forrest and
Fallis both broke but kept their positions. At the quarter, in

36, Lot Slocum had a lead of three lengths, Ned Forrest sec-

ond, Daisy S. third, the rest mixed in the rear. At the half

in 1:10 there was no change except that Lot Slocum had
increased his lead to six lengths and the distance had
increased all along the line. In the stretch Fallis and Ned
Forrest had a brush and both took a sharp run, for which
the judges gave Daisy S. precedence. The placing was Lot
Slocum first, Daisv S. second, Fallis third, NedForrest fourth,

Lottie M. fifth, Gus Wilkes sixth, Lillie Stanley seventh, St.

David eighth, Reality ninth. Time, 2:25.

Third Heat—There was a significant change in the betting.

Lot Slocum $60, Daisy S. S30, and the field $19 were the

odds. The start was indifferent, the field being scattered,

and few of them trotting square. Lot Slocum led off, but on

the first turn both Daisy S. and Lottie SI. emerged from the

ruck and the prospect for a real race brightened. At the

quarter, in 36| seconds, Lot Slocum was four lengths in front

of Daisy S. t with Lottie SI. third and one length further

back. On the back quarter the two mares were locked and
apparently trying to gain, but having no effect on Lot Slo-

cum 's lead. The favorite reached the half in 1:11 and was
sent along, but in the stretch he cried enough and finished

sixth in the line, Daisy S. first, Lottie SI. second, Guy
Wilkes third, Ned Forrest fourth, Fallis fifth, Slocum sixth,

St. David seventh, Lillie Stanley eighth, Reality ninth.

Time, 2:24.

Fourth Heat—Fools: Daisy $100, field S12, Lot Slocum
$13. The scoring was tedious, and on the ninth attempt they

were sent off in another straggling start. Daisy S. took the

lead, but a new competitor appeared in Gus Wilkes. At the

quarter he was a length behind the leader, with none of the

restin the hunt. The two had it close all the way, but Daisy

S. never surrendered the front place, and beat Gus Wilkes to

the wire by a length, Ned Forrest and St. David a dead heat

for third place, Lillie Stanley fifth, Lottie SI. sixth, Fallis

seventh. Lot Slocum eighth, Reality distanced. Time, 2:26£.

Fifth Heat—Daisy S. was first around the turn, Gus Wilkes

in close company. Lot Slocum went around the field with

something of his earlier speed, and at the quarter was a good

third. At that point Gus Wilkes broke and fell back, and
shortly after Daisy S. left her feet. These mistakes placed

Lot Slocum once more at the head of the line, but he could

not stay there, and Daisy S. had no great difficulty in winning

the heat and race, Ned Forrest being placed second, St. David
third, Gus Wilkes fourth, Lillie Stanley fifth, Fallis sixth,

Lot Slocum seventh, Lottie SI. eighth. Time, 2:28$.

Same Day.—Parse S800. 3:0flClass.

DaisyS., ch m by Tilton Almont—Jno.Spnrgeon 7 2 111
Lot aiocum.br g—M. McManns 1 16 8 7

Ned Forreet, ch g—D. M. Reavia 3 4 4 5

Goa 'Wilkes, b g—A. L. Hinds 4 6 3 2 4

Fallis, b s—F. P. Lowell 2 3 5 7 6

Lottie M., b m—John Williams 8 5 2 6 8

St. David, ch g-B. Hnghes 6 5 7 3

Lillie Stanley, b m—N. Coombs 5 7 8 5 5

Beality, bm-J.M. Learned 9 9 9 dis

Time, 2:23fc, 2:25, 2:21, 2:26i,2:2&i.

THE 250 CLASS.

The 2:20 class was the concluding event, and it was left

unfinished. Manon, Albert W., Antevolo and Bay Frank
started, the betting being: Manon $50, Antevolo $42, Albert

W. S10, Bay Frank $5.

First Heat—At the start ilanon and Antevolo had a little

the best of it, but at the turn the mare broke and Antevolo

took the lead, and at the quarter, in 35£ seconds, was a length

in front of Albert W., Manon third, Bay Frank last. Near

the half Antevolo made a break that threw him back to third

place. The field was strung out with wide intervals, and
there was no hope of heading Albert W. In the stretch

Antevolo passed Manon, and the order at the finish was:

Albert W. first, Antevolo second, Manon third, Bay Frank
fourth. Time, 2:22.

Second Heat—Pools: Manon $50, Antevolo $14, field $10.

At the start Antevolo and Bay Frank both broke, and at the

quarter, in 35 seconds, Albert W. and Manon had the heat to

themselves. The stallion had two lengths the best of the

battle, and at the half, in 1:09, he was still one length ahead.

They rounded the turn in that position, but at the finish the

mare beat him handily by a length, Antevolo third, and Bay
Frank fourth. Time 2:21£.

Third Heat—Pools: Manon $50, field $15. They went away
square and strung out into a line before they reached the

quarter, Manon first, Antevolo second, Albert W. third, Bay
Frank last. Down the back quarter Bay Frank fell off, the

other three closing in a bunch. On the further turn Antevolo

broke and Albert \V. took the second place, but in the stretch

the former horse regained his place and the brush between

him and Albert W. was the only contest in the heat. Manon
first, Antevolo second, Albert W. third, Frank fourth.

Time, 258.
Fourth Heat—It was quite dark when the horses came up

for the fourth heat, although the judges allowed them only

seventeen minutes for cooling out. Manon led around the

turn with Antevolo on her wheel, Albert W. six lengths back,

and Bay Frank further off. On the back stretch Antevolo was
on even terms for a few strides, but fell back again. At the

three-quarter pole Manon had two lengths the best of it, but

in the trot home Antevolo came up fast and beat her to the

wire by three lengths, Albert W. a poor third, Bay Frank

fourth by courtesy. Time, 2:23. The conclusion of the race

was then postponed till Monday at 11 o'clock.

Sept. 13th.—There was asoutherlybreeze, and consequently

a more acceptable temperature than prevailed last week. It

was still warm, however, but there was so great an improve-

ment over the real hot days that there was little grumbling.

The postponed 2:20 race was called at 11 o'clock. llauon

was largely the favorite in the pools, as it was evident that

Antevolo was her main competitor, and, in this, his first race

in 1886, he was likely to be unsteady. There was a good

deal of scoring when the word was given. Manon was a trifle

in the lead, but she broke, and Antevolo was first at the quar-

ter. Manon moved np to him on the back stretch, and got a

length in the lead, when he broke so badly that all passed

him. At the three-quarter pole Manon was two lengths in

the lead of Albert W,, or four in front of Bay Frank and at

least ten the better of Antevolo. The latter passed Albert
|

W. and Bay Frank, but could not quite reach Manon, who I

beat him half a length in 2:22$.

Sept. 11 and 13 —Parse Si, 200. 2:20 Class.
Manon, b ni—J. A. Goldsmith 3 1 1 2 l'
Antevolo, brs—J.C.Simpson 2 3 3 121
Albert "W.. b 3-A. Waldstein 1 2 2 3 3
Bay Franfc, b g—J. R. Hodson ". i 4 4 4 4 1

Time, 2:22, 2:21i, 2:23, 2:23, 2 :22l.

THE KU>">"EBS.

The afternoon's sport was inaugurated with the Pre-

mium Stake, a dash of three-quarters of a mile, and
in which started Pauama, Stoneman, Johnny Grey, Niel-

son and Lizzie Dunbar. The positions at the start were
as above. Xielson was such a favorite with the betto s that

she was barred in the pools. With her out, Lizzie Dunbar
brought $130, Johnny Grey §55, the field $30.

Sept. 13tb.—Premium Stake, for all ages, $50 each, S25 forfeit, S15 if

declared on or before September 1st ; 8300 added, 5100 to second horse,

350 to tbiid. Maidens, if three years old, allowed five pounds; it" fonr
years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarters of a mile. Fifteen
subscribers.
W. L.Appleby's bm Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W., 115 lbs. 1

W. L. Pritcbard's chm Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie
Dunbar, llo lbs 2

B. P. Hill's g g Johnnie Grey, a, by Sbilob, dam Margery, 115 lbs... 3

T. Hazlett's b g Panama, 6, by Shannon, 115 lbs

Jas. Muse's g g Stoneman, a, by £irby Smith, 115 lbs
Time, 1:15}.

A very good start was made without the usual delay, Niel-

son taking the lead from the dropping of the flag. Lizzie

Dunbar was in close attendance. The pace was very fast,

and the first quarter was run in 24A seconds, Nielson slightly

in the lead. At the half, in the very fast time of 4S£, Niel-

son had a lead of a length, and from there it was easy work
for her. She romped home in 1:15§. There was a fine race

beween Lizzie Dunbar and Johnny Grey for second place,

the pools as well as second money depending upon it. Lizzie

Dunbar lasted the longest and gained the trophies. Panama
was fourth, Stoneman last.

SAFE BAX A WINDER.

The second race was the California Annual Stake, a dash

of a mile, for two-year-olds. The starters and positions

awarded were Del Norte, Eobson, Laura Gardner, Yoltigeur,

Safe Ban and Jim Duffy. Eobson held the premiership in

the pools, bringing §60 to $27 on the field, and §10 on Del

Norte and Yoltigeur coupled.

Same Day.—California Annual Stakes, for foals of 1884; S100

entrance, S25 forfeit, S250 added, S100 to second, S50 to third. One
mile. Fifteen subscribers.

L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by -King Ban, dam Herzegovina,

110 lbs 1

W. M. Murry's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Lsther, 110 lbs 2

w' L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown.dam Avail, 107 lbs. 3

w! M. Murry's ch c Yoltigeur by Bullion, 110 lb3

Thos. Atchison's cb c Bobson by -Joe Hooker, 110 lbs

W B Todhunter's ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, L10 lbs
Time. 1:44*.

Again there was a good start. Del Norte rushed off with

the lead, Jim Duffy accompanying him, and these two were

first at the quarter in 26:} seconds, and first at the half in 51

seconds. There was a huddle around the further turn and a

change of positions which proved difficult to note, though

when fairly straightened into the home stretch it was seen

that Eobson, the favorite, was out of the race, the contest

lying between Del Norte and Safe Ban. The latter was man-

aged the best in not being pressed to his best pace in the first

half-mile, and he won by rather more than a length, in

1.-44*. Laura Gardner was third, Voltigeur fourth, Eobson

fifth, and Jim Duffy last.

MOONLIGHT STAYS THERE.

In the La Eue stake, handicap dash, two and a quarter

miles, John A. had the inside position at the start, his weight

being' 117 pounds; Moonlight second, 101 pounds; Bird-

catcher third 95 pounds, and Fred Collier fourth, 95 pounds.

Moonlight was the favorite at $120; John A. second choice,

$50; Birdcatcher and Fred Collier together, $15.

Same Day.—La Bue Stakes, a handicap for all ages, ?100 each, 550 for-

feit *500 added, S150 to second, 5100 to third. Weights announced

September 2d Declaration 520, to be made with the Secretary by 8

o'clock p. m., September 4th. Two miles and a quarter. >"ine sub-

EeUy iLynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight,

101 lbs 1

W. B Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, dam Lady Clare,

C Doreey'sbrh Birdcatcher, a, by Specter, dam Pet, 35 lbs 3

T* Hazlett's ch g Fred. Collier, a, by Joe Hooker, 95 lbs
Time. 4:051.

The start was from the three-quarter pole. Birdcatcher

took the lead at a slow pace, 28 seconds being the mark for

the firs* quarter, John A. second. At the half, in 55i

seconds, there was no change. When the three-quarters

were run, in 1:22', John A. was a little closer to the

leader and at the'finish of the first mile, in 1:50£, there

was not much variation from the former ranning. As they

passed the stand the second time, in 2:17£, as told by the

watches, Moonlight led, with John A. close up, Birdcatcher

third. Fred Collier far in the rear. The one mile and three-

quarters were run in 3: 10, Moonlight, John A., Birdcatcher

being the order. Soon after passing the half-mile mark
Birdcatcher moved up to second place, but could not retain

it and in spice of whip and spur Moonlight galloped in three

lengths in front of John A., there being nearly that much
between second and third, Fred Collier beaten off. Time,

4K)5i-
SELLING RACE.

Same Day.—Selling purse, S250; S50 to second. Fixed valuation

51,000; two pounds off for each S100 below; two pounds added for each

S10O above fixed value. One mile and a farlong.

"W. L.Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,

M Johnson's bf Leda. 3, ov Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy, 115 lba 2

L'shaner'sbgBelshaw, a, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown, 3031bs. 3

B" P Hill's g f Mollie Cam-on, 3, by Reveille, 105 lbs

w" L Pritchard's b h FrankRhoads, a, by Lelnster, llOlbs

P A Jjinigan'sbg Edwin F. a, by Norfolk. 101 lbs

t' G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, 105 lbs

H J Robinson's b m Emma T. 5, unknown, 101 lbs

T* Hazlett's cb g Joe Chamberlain, 5. by Rifleman, 105 lbs

S C Tryon's b h Pat Havden, 4, by Leinsier, JOS lbs *

Time, 2;C0J.

•Drawn at the post.

After being marshaled at the post, and subsequent to a few

breakawavs, the assistant starter dropped his flag, bnt not in

response to a signal from his chief, and away eight of the

horses went. Leda, who was the favorite in the pools at the

rate of $50 to $42.50 on all the others, was lying in a good

position, though Laura Gardner took the lead and retained it

until they were stopped at the head of the stretch. There

was a good deal of commotion, Belshnw galloping in the lead.

Pat Hayden had sprung a tendon and was withdrawn.

When the real start was effected the same tactics followed,

Laura Gardner catting out the pace, and was two lengths in

front when the stand was reached for the first time. At the

end of three furlongs, in 40 seconds, she was six lengths in

the lead, and at the half-mile mark, in 1:06, Bhe was still well

to the front. There Leda made her ran, and when coming

into tke homestretch she was close to the filly, the others

traggling all around the turn. The favorite was unable to
live the pace; the two-year-old led up and she was beaten by
three lengths, in 2:00$, Belshaw was third, a long way back,
Mollie Capron fourth, Pat. Hayden fifth, Edwin F. sixth,

the others pulling up near the starting point.
Sept. 14th.—The parade to-day showed the finest exhibition

of stock ever seen in California, excepting thoroughbred
horses. It is somewhat singular that the owners of thorough-
breds are so averse to showing them to the pablic. Rancho
Del Paso, Kancho Del Bio and Palo Alto could make a dis-

play that would be worthy of a journey from the most remote
sections of the Pacific Coast, and which would give foreign
visitors a better idea of how California stood in the way of
breeding blood-horses than chapters of printed description.
The afternoon was devoted to trotting, the first race being a

stake for three-year-olds, heats of a mile, best 3 in 5, the
amount at issue being $1,050. The starters were Alcazar,
Transit and Valensin. Alcazar brought $50, Valensin $14,
and Transit $4.

First Heat—When the bell sounded there was not a neck
difference in the three, all starting steadily. Alcazar had the
inside. Transit second, the latter evidently willing that the
others should make the fight for the first heat. Valensin was
close to Alcazar at the quarter, which was made in thirty-
eight seconds, passed him at the three-furlong pole and led to
the half in 1:14. Coming around the upper turn Alcazar
closed the larger part of the gap, and the contest from the
three-quarter mark home was close and exciting. Alcazar
kept up his rate to the wire, winning by a short neck in 2: 27£,
Transit coming along at his leisure. After this heat one or
two pools were sold at $50 on Alcazar to $13 on the other
side.

Second Heat—In the second heat Alcazar took the lead,
making the quarter in 3S£, the half in 1:14. Valensin closed
on him, carrying around the turn, and again there was a
pretty contest down the stretoh. In the effort to overhaul
Alcazar Valensin broke when within fifty feet of home, and
soon after Alcazar broke, both finishing on the run, Alcazar
in the lead, and he was awarded the heat in 256|, Transit
repeating his tactics of the preceding heat.

Third Heat—The third heat ended the battle. Alcazar, as
before, went away with the lead, reaching the quarter in
3S, the half in 1:13, Valensin second as before. Valensin
could not stand the pace, and broke when seven furlongs had
been trotted, and from that point there was nothing to endan-
ger the chances of Alcazar, who won in the very good time
of 224i.

Sept. 14tb.—Puree and Stake 51,050. Three-year-olds.
Alcazar, b s by Sultan

—

L.J.Rose.... 1 l l
Valensin, ch s—J. A. Goldsmith -.- 2 2 2
Transit, bs—M.Toomey 3 3 3

Time,2:27j,2:26i, 2:24$.

THE 2:36 CLASS.

The second race was for a porse of $1,000, 2:36 class.

The starters were Wallace G., Reality, Spry, Lottie M. and
Como. Lottie M. was the favorite with the bettors, bringing
$50 to $2S on Como, the others, bunched, bringing $23.

First Heat—Reality led for fifty yards, when she broke
and Spry took the first place, Lottie II. being second at the
quarter in 40£, and first at the half in 1:18. Como made no
effort for the heat, Lottie M. jogging in the winner, Spry
second, Wallace G. third, Como fourth, Reality distanced.
Time, 2:35. After this heat there was a change in the betting.

Como brought $90, Lottie M. $52.50, field $34.
Second Heat—The result of the second heat showed that

the favoritism was misplaced. Spry took the lead, with
Como second at the quarter in 39 seconds, to the half in
1:15, and in the endeavor to reach Spry Como broke twice on
the home stretch, and Spry had it all his own way, winning
the heat in 2:31, Como second, Wallace G. third, Lottie M.
last.

Third Heat—The third heat was ushered in by a change
of drivers on three of the horses. The new artists were:
Goldsmith behind Lottie II.; Walter Hayborn piloting

Como, and James Sullivan Wallace G. The change of

drivers did not deprive Spry of his chances to win, as he was
first all the way around, making the quarter in 3S4-, the half

in 1:14, and the mile in 2&8f, with Wallace G. second, Lottie

M. third and Como fourth. Previous to the heat Lottie II.

brought $60, Como $33, field $20, but a field horse winning
two heats, there was a change. The field brought $129, Lot-
tie M. $32.50, Como $27.50.

Fourth Heat—McManns resumed his place behind Como,
and when the word was given on the first score shot to the
front from the outside place. He was a different horse from
what he had been in the previous heats, making the quarter
in 33 seconds, the half in 1:12, a long way in the lead of the

others. Spry had broken on the first turn, and again he
went up on the second, when Lottie M. came next to the
leader, but all was of no avail, as he won by fifteen lengths,

in the improved time oi 2:27, Lottie SI. second, Spry third,

Wallace G. fourth. The unexpected display of speed which
Como showed in the last heat installed him the favorite at

the rate of $60 to $25 for the field, Lottie SI. $13.
Fifth Heat—The fifth heat was similar to its predecessor in

the respect of Como taking the lead and keeping it for the
mile; he made the qnarter in 3S£, broke slightly before

reaching the half in 1:15, and came home in 2:29; Spry was
second at the half-mile, and at seven furlongs still led.

Wallace G. came on the inside of the track so fast as to

obtain the second place. Spry third and Lottie M. fourth.

Under the rule Wallace G. had to go to the stable.

Sixth Heat—All that is necessary to say of the sixth heat is

that Como won it in 2-.3U, Lottie SI. second, Spry third, and
this ended a rather singular race.

Same Day.—Purse $1,000. 2:36 Class.

Como, ch s—M. McManns 4 3 4 111
Spry, b g—A. Lathrop 2 113 3 3
Lottie M-, b m-John Williams 1 4 3 2 4 2
Wallace G.. ch g-P. Garrett 3 3 2 4 2 ro

Time, 2:35, 2:31, 2:28*. 2:27, 2:29, 2:31j.

GCY WILKES AM> ADAIR.

The free-for-all was called after the third heat of the 2:36 class.

Adair and Guy Wilkes were the only starters, and what little

betting was done was at the rate of 2 to 1 in favor of Guy
Wilkes. Adair certainly showed the best in the preparatory

work, but then the most ardent speculators conceded him the

best at the opening.

First Heat—At the second score they were off at a very
level start, Adair a short neck perhaps in the lead. This he
increased to three lengths at the quarter, though made in

the comparatively slow time of 36 seconds. From there

he went at a clipping rate, trotting the back stretch in 324

seconds, the half mile in 1K)SA; from there he slackened his

pace and Gay Wilkes closed on him us they rounded the fur-

ther turn. There was not a great deal of difference when
fairly entered on the straight work here, and for a time it

appeared as though Gay hud a chance to win. Ho
however, this side of the seventh furlong, caught

but broke again when within sixty feet of home, and .

swept under the wire with his lung easy stride in 2:19.

Second He^t—The start of the second heat wa

Li
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fully 8Ten; looking directly over the wire it could not be said

which was favored. As before, Adair was the fastest away,

and at the quarter, in 35 seconds, he was 6rst by a length.

Not quite so fast as before doing the back stretch, though the

half was faster by half a second, in 1:08. Bounding the turn

Adair drew a little further away from Gny Wilkes, the latter

gaining when headed for home, and one of the finest strug-

gles ever seen on a trotting track was witnessed. Without a

break or wobble Guy Wilkes kept crawling up. It was

which and which 150 yards for home; fifty yards nearer Guy
had a few inches the advantage; this he kept increasing so as

to gain the victory by a length, in 2:17J.
Third Heat— There was no betting previous to the

third heat. It was a peculiar heat. When half way
around the first turn Adair broke and ran like a quarter-

horse, his driver apparently having lost all control of him,

and ran to the quarter-pole. In stoppinghim so much ground

was lost that Guv led him six seconds, Guy going the dis-

tance in 1:091 . The last half furlong was driven in a jog,

Guy crossing" the score in 2:32.

Fourth Heat—The concluding heat was one of, if not the

most remarkable ever trotted in California. The start was

very even, and the horses went head and head to the first

furlong pole; tben the head of Adair showed in front and he

was nearly a neck in advance, when they were hidden from

the view of the reporters by the judges' stand. The time

was a shade better than 35 seconds at the quarter, and when
the tangent was fairly began both horses were going at a tre-

mendous pace. Guy was showing the most speed, however,

and surely drawing away from Adair, who broke when about

fifty yards of the half mile. Guy flew past it in 1:07, or

better, and around the second semi-circle with undiminished

speed. It is difficult to tell the completion of the third

qnarter, thongh it was surely inside of 1:40, and there was a

good chance for him to lower the stallion record. But the

break had been a sad disaster to Adair, and there was danger

of him falling behind the flag. On came Guy with his rapid,

clean action until he was at the drawgate, when Goldsmith
looked around, and from that point he slackened his speed.

So palpable was the abatement that there was a general shout

of "Come on. Goldsmith," with the variations from his

friends, "Drive on, Johnny." He did not give heed to the

cries and came across thjjj score not faster than a 2:30 gait, in

2:16], Adair inside. There can scarcely be a doubt of the

capacity of Guy Wilkes to lower the time of Massy Cobb and
Phallas, and it is still a greater certainty that he can beat

any stallion in the country; more than that, there is not a

horse now trotting in public which, in the opinion of the

best judges here, can beat him, and should the flyers of the

orient come to this coast there will be plenty of backers at

evens of the home horse.

Same Day.—Purse 51,200. Free-for-all.

Guv Wilkes, bs—Sam Mateo Stock Farm 2 I i 1

Adair, b g-E. H. Miller, Jr 12 2 3

Time, 2:10, 2:17.J, 2:32, 2:16J.

Sept. 15th.—Bather warmer than yesterday, but not at all

oppressive, was the character of the weather this afternoon.

There was quite an increase in the attendance; all of the

stands being well patronized. There was bicycling in the

forenoon, and very graceful were the evolutions.

NOTIDLE COMES FIRST.

For the afternoon the regular programme was entirely

racing, a special purse being added for designated pacers.

The first regular event was the Sunny Slope Stake for two-

year-old fillies. The starters were: Notidle, Adeline and
Leap Year. In the pools Notidle was the favorite at $50,

Leap Year finding support at from $11 to $43, aud Adeline at

$6.

Sept. 15tb. -Sunny Slope Stakes for two-year-old fillies, $25 each; SI6
forfeit; 310 If declared onjor before September 1st; $150 added; S25 to

second. Those Rot having run first or second in any race this year
allowed three pounds. Five furlongs. Six subscribers.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza, 107 lbs 1

M. Johnson's ch f Adeline by Enquirer, dam Analyne, 104 lbs 2

H. Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 107 lbs 3

Time, 1:02J.

Leap Year is usually quite restive at the poBt, but in this

race she came up the first time, aud when the flag fell had the

advantage of the others, and running so fast that she made
the first furlong in twelve seconds. On the turn Notidle
went by her, going so well that the three-eighths were run in

36£ seconds. From that point Notidle had an easy thing.

Adeline also passed Leap Year, but could not reach Notidle,

who won "hands down" in l:02f.

A WINNER LOSES.

The second race was the Shatter Stakes for three-year-olds,

one and one-qnarter miles. In that started Miss Courtney,
Edelweiss, Moonlight and Leda, positions having been drawn
as above. With the bettors Edelweiss was a great favorite,

bringing $140 to $45 on Miss Courtney. Moonlight and Leda,
coupled, brought $30.

Same Day.—Shatter Stakes for three-year-olds, of 550 each; S25 for-
leit; 516 if declared before September lsl; $300 added; S10U to second;
SoOto third. Winner of any three-year-old race after August 1st to

carry five pounds; of two or more, ten pounds extra. One mile and a
quarter. Eight subscribers.
F. D^positer's br f Edelweiss by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona, 120 lbs 1
Theo. Winters' bf Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 120

lbs 2
Kellv & Lyncn's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 115

lbs 3
M. Johnson's b f Leda bv Nathan Coombs, 115 lbs

Time, 2:12J.

There was some delay at the start, though when the
flag fell there was little difference. Miss Courtney, who led
from the start, when she passed the stand was a length in

advance of Edelweiss. The quarter was ran in 27£ seconds
and the half in 55£ seconds. At that point Moonlight was on
even terms with Miss Courtney, aud for a greater part of the
way along the back stretch it was a head aud-head-race, and at
a fast pace. The three-quarters of a mile was made in 1:20,

Miss Courtney an open length in the lead of Moonlight. The
one mile was scored in 1:46£, with Moonlight and Edelweiss
close to the leader at the seven furlongs. Looking from the
press stand it seemed as if the three were abreast, and a capi-

tal race ensued, from there home Miss Courtney was
running without punishment, however, while whip and
steel were plied to the others, she came under the wire a neck
iu the lead of Moonlight, who was the Bame distance in front of

Edelweiss, Leda four lengths farther back. There was a claim
of foul by the rider ot Edelweiss to the effect that Miss
Courtney had cut him off from passing on the inside. The
claim was sustained by the judges, though from anything
that could be seen from the reporters' stand there were no
grounds for the oharge. The old racing rules were emphatio
iu declaring that when a jocky attempted to pass on the inBide
he did it at the peril of being "posted." As they stand now
they encourage a jocky to pull in when there is not room to

pass, hoping to intimidate the leader so that he will pnllout.
The judges placed Edelweiss first. Miss Courtney second,
Moonlight third, Leda fourth. Time 2:12J. This was
clearly wrong, for if there was a foul by Miss Courtney, she
6hould not have been "placed."

doubt's easy win.

The third race was called the Del Paso Stakes, heats of

three-quarters of a mile. The starters were a chestnut colt,

with the original name of Adam, Doubt and Jon Jou. Doubt
was the favorite with the bettors, and the result of the first

heat was a token that this confidence was not misplaced.

Same Dav.—Del Paso Stakes, for all ages. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit;

$25 if declared on or before September 1st, with $300 added ; $100 to sec-

ond; $50 to third. Three-year-old maidens allowed five pounds; four-

year-olds, seven pounds; five-year-olds and upwards, ten pounds.
Three-quarter-mile beats. Nine subscribers.

B. C. Holly's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps, 113 lbs 1 1

Kelly fcLyccb's bg Jou Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything, 110 lbs.. 3 2

B P Hill's ch g Adam, 1, by Reveille, dam unknown, 106 lbs 2 3

Time, 1:163, 1:10*-

First Heat—Adam jumped off with the lead, and retained it

to the quarter in 25 seconds, and to the half in 50i seconds,

though all three were close together at that point. Soon after

Doubt moved to the front, and from thence galloped at his

leisure, Jou Jou not making an effort for the heat, Adam
being unable to reach the leader. Time, 1:16|. The betting

previous to the start was $70 on Doubt to $60 on both the

others; after, it was $100 to $25.
8econd Heat—The Becond heat was another easy victory

for Doubt, making the quarter in 24J seconds, the half in 50,

and the race in 1:16£, Jou Jou second.

LIZZIE DTJNBAE LEADS.

There was a mob of starters for the fourth race, a dash of a

mile. The starters and their positions were as follows: Liz-

zie Dunbar, Mollie Capron, Daisy D. H., Irish Lass, Edwin
P., Valido, Laura Gardner, Dublin Bay, Ned Archer, Wild
Eye, Tom Atchison, Harriet, Grover Cleveland, Emma T.,

and Pickpocket. The pools sold: Dublin Bay $50, Lizzie

Dunbar $45, Laura Gardner $45, Harriet $40, field $40.
Speculation was quite brisk, and there was little variation in

the odds.

Same Day.—Free purse $300; ?50 to second. Horses that have not
won this year allowed 5 lbs. Winners this year of any race of the value
of £400 to carry 5 lbs. extra. Winner of No. 7 10 lbs. extra. One mile.

TV. L. Pritcbard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie Dun-
bar, 11 6 lbs 1

R. S. Fallon's br f Harriet, 3, by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne,
109 lbs 2

L. Shaner's b f Daisy D., 4, by Wheatley, dam Black Maria, 115 lbs.. 3

B. P. Hall's g i Mollie Capron, 3, by Reveille, 100 lbs
TV. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, 78 lbs

TYm. Boot'B br g Valido, 3, by Bob Wooding, 100 lbs
B. C. Holly'6 br f Irish Lass, 4, by Eyrie Daly, 100 lbs

D. Bridge's b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, 118 lbs C

C. Dorsey's ch c Fred Archer, 2, by Thad Stevens, 70 lbs

P. A. Finigan's b g Edwin F., a., by Norfolk, 110 lbs

T. Gaulfs b h Wild Eye by Wildidle, 103 lbs

Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, 110 lbs

Matt Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, 103 lbs
C. Dorsey's ch c Pickpocket, 3, by Joe Daniels, 103 lbs

H. J. Robinson's b m Emma T., 5, 110 lbs
Time, 1 :43.

They presented a fine appearance at the starting point,

there being so many bright colors and not a few handsome
horses. With the large field, and hampered by the absurd
starting rule, it took some time to get them off, and when the

flag fell three of them were at least thirty feet beyond the

starting point. Irish Lass was one of them, and she made
good use of her advantage, reaching the quarter pole, a length

in front of Lizzie Dunbar, in 25 seconds. The pace was still

faster along the back stretch, Lizzie Dunbar a little closer to

Irish Lass at the half in 501 seconds, Irish Lass was a mere
trifle in front at the three-quarters in 1:17, and from there

Lizzie Dunbar came away from the others and won handily
in 1:43, Daisy H. two lenghts behind, Harriet third, the

others scattering, some of them as far off as one hundred and
fifty yards behind.

A SPECIAL FOR PACERS.

The special pacing purse had for starters Mink, Shaker,

Pocahontas, Nevada and Peacock.

First Heat—Pacers are proverbially difficult horses to start,

and in this case it required nine scores to get them off. Poca-
hontas and Nevada were the most troublesome, and when the

word was given four of them were on a line, Pocahontas
three lengths behind. Mink soon led, Pocahontas second,

Shaker third, Nevada and Peacock in the rear. There was
no change in these positions at the quarter in 36£ seconds,

the half in 1:12, ana the three-quarters in 1:48. Pocahontas
broke at seven furlongs and galloped from there in. Mink
won the heat in 2:23^, Shaker second, Nevada third, Peacock
fourth. Pocahontas, who came in third, was placed last for

running. Before the start pools ranged as follows: Shaker
$50, Mink $22, Peacock $16. Nevada and Pocahontas, coup
led, $25. After the heat: Mink $40, Shaker $32 and the

field $30.
Second Heat—In the second heat Nevada and Peacock led

at all the points up to the three-quarters nearly abreast.

Nevada fallfcig back in the stretch and Shaker overhauling
Peacock at the drawgateand beating him to the score in 2:26A,

Peacock second, Mink third, Pocahontas distanced. The
pools after the heat sold: Shaker $160, Mink $52, held $45, a

great deal of money going into the box.
Third Heat—A good start was given them at the first

attempt, Mink breaking Boon after. Peacock led at the quar-

ter in 38A, Mink second; but at the half, in 1:14£, Mink held
first place. There was a gallant contest between the two all

the way home, Mink winning by a neck over Peacock in

2£7£, Shaker third, Nevada fourth. In the pools Mink
brought $150, Shaker $23, field $16. There were desperate

efforts by the bettors to get out Those who had taken in a

short end were on velvet, the givers of the long odds the

perilous position. Again there was a change and the fourth

heat set them all to guessing.
Fourth Heat—Again Mink led, with Peacock Becond Mid-

way of the further turn, when he broke, Peacock took first

place and retained it until within thirty feet of the score,

when Shaker got level with him by a short neck in 2:28, Mink
third and Nevada fourth.

It was now so dark that the finish of the race was post-

poned until to-morrow, at 10 A. m.

Sept. 16th.— "Rather warmer than yesterday," was repeated

many hundreds of times at Agricultural Park this afternoon,

but it was not so hot, however, as to be at all trying to visi-

tors from the bay, or cause unusual distress to the horses

engaged. The unfinished pacing race was the first thing on
the card. Shaker had two heats and Mink two. The
former was thought to be a sure winner, bringing $110 to $24
on Mink, and $11 on the field. The heat had queer features.

Peacock took the lead from Sbaker before one hundred yards
were made, Mink broke about midway of the turn and fell

back, though he paced so fast after he caught that he was
even with Peacock at the quarter in 37 seconds. Midway of

the back stretch he made another break, a very bad one, and
Shaker drew even with Peaoock at the half-mile in 1:13.

Peacock led two lengths at the three-quarters, Sbaker closing

the gap as they oarne down the home stretch. Peacock broke
at the draw gale, which insured the victory to Shaker. Time

2;28J.

Sept. 15th and 16th.—Purse $400. Special for pacers.
Shaker, be—Mr. Griffith 7. 2 13 11
Mink, b e—D. J. McCarthy 1 3 13 3
Peacock, g g—T. Kennedy i 2 2 2 2
Nevada, b h—A. L. Hinds a 4 4 4 4

Time. 2:23£, 2:26*. 2:27*. 2:28, 2;2BJ.

TOUCHER IN STRAIGHT HEATS.

The second race was for the 2:27 class, trotting, Aitist,

Longfellow, Voucher and Stamboul being the starters, with
positions in the order their names are written. Voucher was
first in the estimation of the bettors, and at such long odds
as $120 on him to $35 on Stamboul, $5 on the other two.

First Heat—Stamboul took the lead. At the crossing from
the entrance gate to the field Voucher broke and lost a deal
of ground. Stamboul passed the quarter with a commanding
lead in 33 seconds. At the half-mile it was a level thing
between Stamboul and Voucher. At the five furlong Stam-
boul broke, and then Voucher could complete the mile as he
chose, winning in 2:28i, Stamboul second, Longfellow third,

Artist distanced. $25 on Voucher, $5 on the other two
were the ruling odds after the heat.

Second Heat—The second heat was quite interesting.

Stamboul led off, and at the quarter, in 37 seconds, was two
lengths in the lead of Voucher. At the half, in 1:12, it was
about the same. Voucher closed a portion of the gap round-
ing the turn, though Stamboul had a decided lead. When
both were straightened into the stretch Stamboul broke, and
when he recovered it was which-and-which between them.
Voucher broke and lost only a trifle of ground, while Stam-
boul broke when so close to the score that he could not
recover, and Voucher won in 2:24^, Longfellow third.

Third Heat—The third heat settled the controversy in
favor of Voucher. Stamboul broke soon after the word was
given, caught again quickly and took the lead. Just before
getting to the quarter Voucher broke and Stamboul was first

at the half in 1:12J. Voucher closed on him around the turn
and outtrotted Stamboul all the way down the Btretch, and
won, with something to spare, in 2:24£. He got first and
foarth money, Stamboul second, Longfellow third.

Sept. 16.—Purse 31,000. 2:27 Class.
Voucher, b g by Nephew—G. W. Trahern 1 1 1
Stamboul, b s—L. J. .Rose 2 3 2
Longfellew, ch g—L. Shaner 3 3 3
Artist, blk g—J. R. Hodson dis

Time, 2:28*. 2:24*. 2:24*.

TWO-TEAR-OLDS.

The next race was a two-year-old 6take of the value of
$650. Heats of a mile, with two starters, Shamrock and
Soudan, the latter the favorite at $50 to $16. Shamrock
kept the lead to within 160 yards of the winniug post, when
he broke, Soudan gaining the heat in 2:35.

The second heat Shamrock went to the front when nearing
the quarter-pole, and kept it until he had passed the three-
quarters, when he broke, and Soudan took the heat, which
gave him the race. Time, 2:35$.

Same Day.—Two-year-old Trotting Stake, of 550 each, of which 910
must accompany nomination, §15 payable July 1st, S25 payable Auguat
10th, S300 added. Nine nominations.
Soudan, blk s by Sultan—L. J. Rose 1 l
Shamrock, br s—J. A. Goldsmith 2 3

Time, 2:35, 2:35j.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACERS.

The concluding event of the day was a pacing race, free-for-

all, in which started Killarney, pole, Lucy second, Maude
third, Nevada fourth, Prince fifth and Pocahontas sixth.
Killarney brought $100, Maude $60 and all the others
grouped as the field $15.
A very good start was effected at the fourth score, Maude

having some advantage which she made the most of by taking
the pole, with Prince in close company. The quarter was
made in 35 seconds, the head of Prince on the haunch of
Maude, Killarney third, thongh several lengths behind.
There was little change at the half-mile, which was made in
1:09}. Prince closed on Maude coming around the turn,
and when fairly at work in the stretch was close to her.
Killarney was also coming, but the breach was a wide one for
him to fill. Maude and Prince struggled gamely for the
heat. The mare broke when leading a length and only a few
yards from home, and she galloped across the line with
Prince's head on her shoulder, Killarney a length behind
Prince, and then came Pocahontas and Lucy, Nevada outside
the flag. Time, 2:22. There was a great deal of excitement
over the finish of the heat, there being a perfect roar of cheer-
ing from the seven-furlong mark to the further end of the seats.
Second Heat—Afterthe first heat the pools were: Killarney

S60, Maude $45, field $12. Before fifty yards were paced
Maude broke, a very bad one at that, Killarney taking the
lead with Prince iu close company. The pace was fast, 34f
seconds being the mark at the quarter. There was a per-
ceptible slackening of the rate between the quarter and half,

the latterpoint being made in 1:10, Killarney and Prince be-
ing locked all the way around the turn, and for a time it

looked as though he had a chance for the heat. Killarney
l

however, had a good deal left, and he came away as he liked,

and won the heat in 2:23£. Pocahontas gradually drew on
Prince and beat him for second place by a head, Lucy fourth,
Maude last. There was a lively time among the pool buyers
between the second and third heats. A great deal of money
went into the box at the rate of $240 on Killarney, $115 on
Maude, and $22 on the field.

Third Heat—The third heat was a singular heat in many
respects. Maude rushed away from the outside at a very fast
rate, and had the pole and a lead of two lengths before going
100 yards. She had gained quite a gap at the quarter, Kil-

larney second, in 34 1
. At the half, iu 1:094, he had reduced

it. Ke was on her when midway of the turuj when she broke,
and that so badly that she was passed by every horse in the
race. Killarney had a prominent lead when he swung into
the stretch, and his driver evidently thought he had the heat
safe, but Maude had resumed the lateral motion and used her
legs bo rapidly as to pass all the others, and reduced the dis-

tance at every stride between her and the leader, catching
him as he went under the wire, and so evenly that there was
no perceptible difference from the beBt points of observation.
A "dead head" was the fiat of the judges, and if ever two
horses came to the score on exactly even terms it was Kil-
larney aud Maude in the third heat of the free-for-all pacing,
Lucy was third, Prince fourth, Pocahontas last. Time, 2:26.

Fourth Heat—For the first time Maude beoame the favorite
at $100, Killarney $37.50, the field $11, and there was plenty
of support awarded her at these odds. Again she took the
lead when the bell sounded, and, as before, she went away
very fast. At the quarter, in 34 seconds, she was two lengths
in front of Killarney. At the half, in 1 :dS], there was not so
much between them. About midway of tne turn Killarney
passed her in a few strides, but, like Monsieur Tonsou, she
"came again," and the race home was very exciting. At the
drawgate she had a trifle the advantage, but she could not
hold the pace, breaking within a few feet of the score, the
horse winning the heat by a neck, Lucy was third, Priuce
fourth, Pocahontas distanced. Time, 2:204.

Fifth Heat—Sixty dollars on Killarney and $ IS on all the

others ruled after the heat, aud as Maude broke a few seconds
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after they were started on their journey—a ruinous contretemps
by which she lost mnch ground—it was for longer odds that

he would win. This he did without any trouble, going to I

the quarter in 36 seconds, to the half in 1:11, and home in

2:26?, Prince second, Maude third and Lucy fourth.

Killarney is owned in Woodland, Xolo county. In addition
to the citizens of that county already in attendance at the
fair there oame to-day four more passenger coaches loaded to

their fullest capacity, and when Killarney won it seemed as

though there were at least four thousand carloads shouting,
screeching and yelling from the time he came in, with a

momentary cessation, in which the announcement was made,
and then redoubled in volume. Yolo county would have
been "dead broke" if Killarney had been beaten. As it was
they were not only jubilant to the verge of madness, but also

carried back well-filled sacks—the fruits of victory. He is a

last, game, and very handsome horse, and it is not surprising

that there should be a home pride in him and his performance.

Same Day.—Parse S800. Free for all pacera.
Killarney, blk s by Black Kalph—P. Fitzgerald 3 10 11
Maude, b m—H. J. Agnew 1 5 2 3

Prince, brg—S.K. Trefry 2 3 4 4 2
Lucy, g m—"W. H.Vioget 5 &

Pochahontas.ch m—S. C. Tryon 4 2

Nevada, b s—W. B. Todhunter dis
Time, 2:22, 2:23^, 2:26, 2:20£, 2:26*.

3 4
dis

TEAP.
State Tournament.

i
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11111111
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1 1 1—14
1—14
1—14
0-14
1—13

Second match—At fifteen birds, same style. $10 entrance, in three
prizes,
F. Bassford 1 11101111111
Robinson 1 lllllllllli
Fay 1111
Donaldson 1 1 1 1 1
Cheatham 1 1110
Arnold 1 l 1 l
Norton 1 1111111
Pearson 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1

Wyckoff 1 1111111
Johnson 1 1 1 1 1 w

Ties at four birds.
F. Bassford 1111 Norton.....
Robinson 1111 Pearson
Fay 1111 Wyckoff...
Donaldson. 1 1 1
Divided by Bassford, Robinson and Fay.
Third match—At ten birds. So entrance.

111110111110 1

14

1—14
1—14

Fay 1 111110111
Donaldson 1 111111111
Albery 1 1 1 1 w
F. Bassford 1 1 1 \v

Bennett 1 110111111
Kellogg 1 111111101
Robinson 111111111
Cheatham 1 Q o w

On Tuesday and Wednesday last, a series of matches were
Bhot at Sacramento, under the auspices of the State Agricul-

tural Society which appropriated the generous sum of one
hundred and fifty dollars as prize money. The management
of the tournament was placed in the hands of Mr. D. J.

Stevens of Elk Grove, who has recently successfully managed
several similar events. Mr. Stevens added two hundred dol-

lars to the sum donated by the State, making in all a sum of

three hundred and fifty dollars, divided into sis prizes, §100,

$80, §65, $45, $30, $20. The entrance was fixed at $20, and
the price of birds at $3.50 per dozen. The tournament was
well advertised by Mr. Stevens, and a larger number attended

than has been seen at a wing shoot since the meeting of the

State Association in this city in 1S82, when some twelve hun-
dred dozens of pigeons were on hand. The timing of the

tournament was not of the best. It is likely the number of

shooters would have been doubled if it could have come off

on Friday and Saturday, Monday being steamer day, several

of the best trap shots could not leave business. Some twenty
attended, however, and they included many of the best and
stediest shots in the State. Theplace chosen for the shooting

was the centre of the race- track, where a space was cleared of the

high weeds for a distance of thirty-five or forty yards from the

centre trap, beyond which distance it was quite impossible to

locate a challenged bird with certainty. The ground should

have been cleared to the hundred-yards bound. The birds

were only a fair lot, and remained cooped in the heat all the

morning of Tuesday, up to half-past eleven o'clock, when
shooting commenced. The judges in the main match were
Frank Knutz of Sacramento, Lopez of Colusa, and W. E.
Saunders of Stockton. None of them were up in the rules,

and the fact interfered materially with the smoothness and
pleasure of the meeting. Of course, in a concourse of experts

superior shooting would be looked for, and the scores

show that the expectation was not misplaced. The first

round was almost without a break, and the eggs

that were scored were partly attributable to the lack

of knowledge on the part of the judges. Mr. Pear-

son's first bird, a strong traveling tailer, was chal-

lenged, and when Mr. Eobinson was retrieving it a number
of boys moving about near by after a winged bird started

Pearson's which went out. Throughout the shooting the

birds had every advantage, the judges giving them the

benefit of every doubt. It was with difficulty that adequate
notes of the meeting were taken, no provisions having been
made for the comfort of shooters, spectators or reporters.

In such details the manager showed himself provincial.

First money was won by Mr. A. L. Donaldson of Fairfield,

Solano County. Mr. Donaldson is a very young trap shot,

but is athletic in physique and stands the shoot of heavy
loads well. His shooting was all that could be desired.

Second and third monies, $185, were divided by Messrs.

Frank Bassford and J. Parrott. Mr. Robinson and Mr. Ed.
Fay divided fourth and fifth, $85, and Messrs. Cheatham
and McCnllough took each a moiety of sixth money. The
score in th e main match was as follows

:

At 20 live birds; 520 entrance. Hurlingham style.

J. B. Cheatham 1 1101111111111011]! 0—17
¥. Bassford 1 101111111111111111 1-19
D. H. Wyckoff 1 110101111111110101 1—16
F. B. Coffin 1 110111100101111111 1—16
Gil Coons 1 011100100111111101 1—14
O. Robinson 1111110111111111110 1—18
Ed. Fay 1 110111111111111101 1-18
O. Reed 011111310111100101 1—14
H. W.McCullough 011101111111111111 1-17
T.A.Pearson 111111101101111101 1—16

I A.L. Donaldson 1 111111111111111111 1—20
J. Parrott 1 111111111011111111 1—19
H. Alberry 1 100 111 11 11110 11B11 1—16

I O. J. Haas 1 011111011111111010 1—16

After the heavy match Messrs. Tom A. Pearson of this

oity, and Gil. Coons of Elk Grove, shot at twelve birds each,

for $20 a side, Mr. Pearson, after a close race, ontshooting
his opponent and winning out of hand.

At 12 birds, 320 a side, Hurlingham style.

Pearson 1 11110111111! Coons 1 111111101 1^1

First Ties.

Pearson 10 111 Coons .110 1

Second Ties.

Pearson 1 1 1 1 |
Coons 1 1 1 i

Third Ties.

Pearson Ill 1 | Coons 1101
The shooting on Wednesday was very fine, and the birds

better than on Tuesday, Messrs. Donaldson, Frank Bass-
ford, Robinson and Fay rather skimming the cream. The
shooting dragged painfully, the whole party stopping at each
heat of each race and running to points from which good
views could be had. It was feared that the noise of the

guns would scare the trotters and race-horses, but they did
not seem to notice it.

-At sis birds; Hurlingham style; ?5 entrance; In three

1111111111

California "Wing' Shooting Club.

This famous old club closed the season at San Bruno on
Sunday last, by a repetition of the brilliant scores for which
it has long been notable. But four members were present,
and Messrs. Frank B. Norton and Sheldon I. Kellogg were
invited to participate. The usual twenty-mile San Bruno
zephyr blew, and materially helped a very strong lot of birds.
Mr. John De Vaull, Jr., shot with good judgment, and, if pos-
sible, with more than usual grace. If he was a "coming"
shot, a few months since, his succession of double-figure
Bcores fairly entitle him to distinction as having arrived.
Doctor Knowles, Messrs. Eobinson and Fay shot well, as
usual. The first medal for the best average for the season.
falls to Mr. Robinson, second to Mr. Fay, and third to Dr.
Knowles.
At twelve live birds, 30 yards rise,

style. For club prizes.
Robinson 1 1

Fay j. 1

J. De Yaull, Jr 2 :

Kellogg.. 1 ;

Norton 1 :

Knowles i :

At twelve birds, same conditions.
Robinson...2 11 1111111 1—

U

Fay 111112111101—11
Ties at four birds.

Robinson 1 1 1 1
Fay 1 111
Second ties at four birds.

Robinson 1 10 1
Fay 1

Third ties at four birds.
Robinson 1

) yards boundary.

112 111:
Hurlingham

1-11
1—12
2-1

1

11112-

$5 entrance.
Knowles. ..2 II 11 112 121—11
Levy 11 10 11212 111—11

Knowles 1 111
Norton 1 111

1 1

Knowles 1
Norton1 1

Divided, because of lack of birds.
1 1 | Knowles 1

Fay 1 1 1 l | Norton 1

Subjoined appears a table showing the scores for the season
of the California W. S. Club. Mr. Robinson's is the highest
yet tabulated. We do not recall Mr. Baring, but, since the
Secretary of the Club, Doctor Knowles, sends his name and
score without comment, we conclude he is a member of the
club. Our recollection is that Mr. De Yaull has not missed
a meeting, and it may be that he used the name Baring,
because of a chance bad score in August. After all the club
averages are made we shall retabulate them.

Robinson..
Fay
Knowles .

.

De Vaull..
Parker . .

.

Brand
Rice
Baring

i t" r > '£ '£' «

96 5-6

81 17-18

57 79 1-6

81 2-3

66 2-3

58 1-3

54 26-31

50

John De Yaull, Jr.. has recently added to his skill at the
trap a very graceful use of the pen, as evidenced by his writing
for eastern readers an account of a ducking trip amongst the
San Joaquin tules.

Eureka Gun Club.

The final meeting of the season was one of the best held by
the Eureka Club. Despite a strong breeze aud an uncom-
monly fast lot of birds, five out of ten shooters scored double
figures. At the close of the match the Secretary of the
Club, Mr. H, C. Golcher, announced that the prize winners
were H. C. Golcher first, an elegant silver flask; Edwin
Goodall second, a richly chased gold match box; W. E. May-
hew third, a handsome silver match case. The prizes were
awarded to those making the three highest averages for the
season in not less than three meetings.

At 12 live pigeons, thirty yards rise, 100 yards boundary; Huiling-
ham style. For Club prizes. Messrs. Davis, Dutton and Chapin
using 12 bores, shot at 28 yards.

Sept. 15.-

prlzea.
Norton Ill
Johnson Ill
Cheatham 1 w
Pearson 110
Alberry Ill
Donaldson Ill
Ties at i birds.

Norton 1

, Donaldson 1

Bobinson 1

Robinson 1

F. Bassford 1
Wvckoff 1

KeUogg 1

Loeffler 1

Fay 1

1110 1111111111
F. Bassford.,
Fay

The four making clean scores in the tie shooting decided to let their
icores in the succeeding match carry th* money.

Goodall. ...11 11111111 11—12
Haskell....lll 1101 1111 1—11
Davis 1101111111 1 1—11
Dutton 1 10101111101—9
Travera....! 01 01 0000 1- 4

Chapin Ill 00111 io 11— 9
Schwerin.l 00011100110— 6
Mayhew....l 01101111110—9
Golcher lllllllllli 0—11
Kellogg.... 1 111111110 11—1]

A resume of the season's work dune by the Eureka Club is

appended

:

The Tribulations of Camp Life.

Editor Bbeedee axd Sportsman :—Were you ever the only

"horrid man" connected with a party of lady campers in the

mountains? If so, shake. For you have my most profound

sympathy. Camped in a lovely spot near the summit of the

Coast Range, overlooking a beautiful little valley, our tents

nestling beneath the perpetual shade of giant pines and
solemn cedars, fanned by an air pure, cool and invigorating

The party consisted of ourself—we put ourself first because
we are the sine qua non of this sketch—and four handsome,
lively, and truly affectionate ladies. Married, did you say?
Well, yes, somewhat. That is half of them are and the other
half want to be. Take them all and go to Utah? No, please
excuse us, we couldn't stand so much affection. You may
think it strange, but we were not born for a pet. With the
average woman we might submit under strong pressure. But
these are no ordinary mortals of the female persuasion.
They are perfect angels in their unselfish caie and solicitation,

and that's where the whole trouble comes in. They want to

fix us up so as to make us look "so nice and charming, you
know," that they won't let us out of their sight for a minute.
If we want to go out and look for doves or hunt deer they
can't spare our company, aud in the most winning way we are
reminded of a thousand little chores that are awaiting our
dear hands. Then, if we have the temerity to insist we are
informed that only a brute would think of leaving four hand-
some women "all alone and unprotected from the ravages of
bandits and icild men, which may be in the mountains for all

we hnoxo, " to say nothing of the danger of bear, deer and coyotes
devouring the whole camp. Then the next minute we are
the "kindest, dearest, bestest fellow in the whole world" if we
will only go out and hunt gum for them. N. B,—No danger
now from wild men, etc.

Now we don't mind hunting gum, nor barking our hands in
climbing trees to get it, if it was only applied to its legitimate
uses, and we want right here to put ourselves on record as a
non believer in the virtues of half-ripe pine gum as a cosmetic
for giving the eyebrows a certain arch, or curling the mus-
tache into the killing twiil of a bullock's horn. Nor do we
believe that the best hiding place for gum during the night is

on a man's pillow. Not so much that the hair oil and dan-
druff impairs the flavor of the gum, as that it interferes with
the combing operations next morning. We could write a
whole chapter on gum, and "pitch" into it most unmercifully.
But we stick at handling such a subject, and should we
"pine" over it much longer we might be called a "sap" head.
Now there are a great many kinds of gum. There is paraffine

gum, anti-dyspeptic gum, pitehpine gum and spruce gum,
besides gum boots and rum and gum. Having bad teeth we
prefer to chew the latter.

Did you ever chew gum? If nut you have lost a most
divine sensation. Our lady friends are advocates of all kinds
of reform, and, of course, they have been reforming us until

there is but little left of us. They commenced on gum as a
substitute for the weed. Of course, we fell into the trap. We
might as well have fallen into a caldron of melted gum. With
pure female innocence they advised us to commence on the
soft article so as not to hurt our teeth, and selected for us a
beautiful, bland and blasted piece, advising us to chew
vigorously. We crushed it between our teeth. It stuck like

a brother. One of the dear creatures took us fondly by the

chin while another gTasped the beautiful handle to our face

with the utmost affection; but their delicate hands were n. g.

At last, through the aid of an old file and a pickax, our jaws
flew asunder. The top of our head came so near doing the

same thing that it really made us "balsam." But we dare not
close our mouth again, aud the flies were bad. We used up
a whole box of toothpicks, but the gum, like the star spangled
banner, was still there. At last, in the kindness of their

hearts the ladies suggested a remedy. It was turpentine.

Turpentine would disolve pitch, and we were to gargle it. In
taking our bearings we made a slight mistake, and swallowed
half a pint. We got rid of the gum, however, but the ladies

came very near getting rid of us. And by the way this

reminds us of gum. We have acquired such a magnetic
character through the carelessness of the dear creatures in

laying their gum around promiscuously, that we have notbeen
able to sit down for a week without carrying off something.
Gum! Why the uses that gum can be put to would astonish

the world. The ladies say that "it covers a multitude of

sins"—we are inclined to think that they meant something
personal 'by this remark. Gum has been melted and fed to

us on our cakes from the syrup jug; it has been pulverized

and passed to us in the most innocent manner possible to

sweeten our coffee with; it has been sprinkled over our berries

and most delusively seasoned our pie. It has been smeared
over the sweat-band of our hat to prevent the wind from
blowing it off, and with female consideration and forethought

it has been run into our boots to exclude dampness and pre-

vent our catching cold. If we should die with those boots on
they will be sorry, for it would make so much difference in

the cost of the coffin. Speaking of gum, now there is some
pleasure connected with it after all, fnr our wife says she is

real proud of us since we have "spruced" up so much, and of

course we cannot help but feel glad that we are "resin" in her

estimation. Payne.

Eureka Club.

H. O. Golcher..
E. Goodall
Yv . E. Mayhew..
8. I. Kellogg...
W. W. Haskell..
H. Black
A. Schwerin....
H. A. Slayhew..
E. W. Cbapin..
W.J. Dutton...
W. 9. Davis
J. J. Roche
E. W.Travers..

812-3
79 1-6

76

63J73 11-18

68 3-4

66 2-3

60 2-3

65 5.18

63 8-9

C3 1-3

55 5-9

25

The Grass Valley Sportsmen's Club has set about making
preparations for the meeting of the California State Sports-

men's Association, which convenes there on Oct. 7th, next.

It is presumed that all of the clubs belonging to the Associa-

tion will send delegates, aud the Grass Valley sportsmen

are famous for their entertainment of visitors. Mr. Geo.

Fletcher, Dr. I. W. Hayes, Mr. M. P. Stone and Hon. A. B.

Dibble were appointed a committee of invitation and recep-

tion, and Capt. J. A. Bapp and Dr. I. W. Hayes elected dele-

gates to the annual meeting. The programme includes a wing
shoot at Glenbrook Park on Oct. 8th, and a grand quail hunt on

Oct. 9th. We hope the meeting will be largely attended and
effective. When such gentlemen as those named are directly

responsible for reception and enjoyment of guests, all may be

sure of a good time.

Hunting the Bighorn.

Chasing the buffalo across the plains on horseback and
killing them with a revolver, which was at one time the

favorite method of hunting the big bison, used to be the tie

plus ultra of Nimrodic amusements in Montana, but since

the buffalo have disappeared hunters have drifted back into

the mountains, where the "Ovis Montana" are to be found
during late years in the greatest abundance.
There may be lots of fun scampering over the prairie after

a 1,500-pound bull, but there is the heat and violent exercise,

not to speak of the danger of your horse plunging into a
prairie-dog hole and sending you downward to grass at an
angle of 15 or 20 degrees. The mountain sheep is always
found among the peaks and cliffs in cool altitudes and pretty

near the timber or perpetual snow hue. The big-horn sheep
of the Rocky Mountains is a most difficult animal to hag.

They are usually found in pairs, often in flocks of from four

to forty, and sometimes in bands of 100 or more. One old

sheep hunter living, relates that he saw not long ago a flock

of eighty-one sheep in the Bitter Root range, and about five

years ago, while scouting through the Teton basin in northern
Wyoming, near the southern boundary of the Yellowstone

National Park, he ran upon a band that must have numbered
over three hundred.
These animals range all the way from the Rio Grande to

the Mackenzie, but at the limits named they are ex<

scarce and most difficult to kill. They abound in

Horn Mountains, whence they are named.
Very little is kno-vn of the habits of this rare game ~

even by those who have written on the subject. T
winter and summer alike, in the same latitudes and ait.:
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only in summer they wander farther away than in the

opposite season. Daring the cold months they stay on the

southern slopes of the mountains so as to catch the sun. In

the summer they are generally found on the higher benches,

where the bunch grass and mountain clover are abundant.

Among the peaks where they habituate, one of the first things

to appear in the spring is the wild onion or leek, which is

eagerly sought out and devoured by them.
This wild plant imparts to the flesh a delightful flavor, and

makes the meat of tbe big horn the most delicious in the

mountains. Their greatest enemy is the mountain lion. In

fact the principal diet of the mountain lion is the tender

offspring of the "Ovis Montana." When lambs are not to be

had, the fierce North American panther does not object to

feasting on the parents. These rare sheep are also subject

to a sort of scab disease, which, when it becomes epidemic,

sweeps off at short notice scores of them, young and old

alike. The lambs are usually brought forth from the 5th to

the 20th of May.
The "Ovis Montana" is adorned with the most remarkable

head gear imaginable in the shape of monstrous horns.

These are used by them for various purposes, but principally

as a means of defence. Astonishing as it may seem they
also use their immense horns to assist them in descending
from one lofty eminence to a lower. If, in skipping from
crag to crag and from ridge to ridge it should become
necessary to make a jump downwards, no matter what the

height, they roll themselves up into a kind of ball, vault out
into the air, and, turning a succession of somersaults, keep
the ball rolling, so to speak, until they strike on their power-
ful horns below. The shock would kill an ordinary animal,

but these wary denizens of the mountains don't seem to mind
it much, for they spring to their feet and go bounding over
impassible chasms and jagged rocks until it becomes necessary
to make another descent, when the same tactics are repeated.

The following story of the capture of a big horn by F. F.

Baker, a Pennsylvania gentleman who has a Tauch in

Wyoming Territory, will seem most strange and surprising.

The story comes well authenticated, and there can bono
question about its veracity. Mr. Bakeractually accomplished
tne singular feat of catching and holding by his unaided
strength a wild Kocky Mountain sheep—a ewe. He came
upon her at the foot of a sloping bank which led up to a

steep but not very high cliff of rimrock. His dog, of the
shepherd breed, trained for hunting, was following, aud
when it saw the sheep pursued it up the bank to the
cliff, where it stood at bay, making demonstrations at the
dog which was prompt in returning them.
Mr. Baker sent a man, who accompanied them, back to the

house, a quarter of a mile away, for a gun. While he was
away Baker "made a sneak" on the sheep and came around
on the top of the cliff above the animal, whose attention was
still occupied with the dog. From this vantage point no
dropped astride of its back, and, grasping it around the neck
with his arm, held it firmly; but the wild denizen of the
mountains was not to be conquered so easily, and a struggle

began in which Mr. Baker and the sheep rolled over and
over down the bank, but were not separated. Just as they
reached the ground where it was level the man with tbe gun
arrived on horseback, trailing behind a long, sinew lariat.

Happy thought! By the aid of the rope the mountain ewe
was bound and taken to the house. But it refused to eat,

and from straining on the rope required constant watching
to prevent it from choking to death.

CRICKET.
A good match game at Cricket was played on Central Park

common last Saturday afternoon, by the Merion and St.

George Clubs. Tbe weather was unpropitions, being cold
and foggy, but the attendance was good notwithstanding.
Following are the respective scores :

MERIOS CEICKET CLUB.
J.Theobald, b Panneii 3

Hill, bPurdy 4

Gibson, b Pannell 6

G. Theobald, b Pannell, 14
Squires, c Richardson, bPurdy. 3
Von Hukeren, c Stewart, b „
Pannell 16

Keith, bPannell 3
J. Miller, b Purdy 29
Gowey, o Richardson, b Purdy.. 6
Burnett, b Purdy 4
T. Miller, not oat 3

Extras 7

Total 97

ST. GEOBGE CBICKET CLUB.
Captain Cutler, c Squires, b
Miller

"Wallace, b Miller
Fisher, b Miller 2
Pannell, c Theobald, b Miller. -.37

Purdy, run out 3

Tiichardaon, b Hill 9

Morton, b Hill 3

Boyle, bb wb Hill 8

Cohen, not out 2

Ros3,bHill
Holwyd.bHill
Extras 9

Total 73

THE RIFLE.
The following excellent record was made by Ed. Hovey at

the Harbor View rifle grounds, on Sunday last, the gun used
being a thirty-eight calibre Winchester, single loading, with a
twenty-five ring target, at 200 yards: 24, 23, IS, 23, 13, 21, 18,

22, 22, 20, 17. 19, 24, 23, 21, 23, IS, 22, 20, 23—419.

BASE BALL.
_
At Alameda Park, on Sunday last, the Maroons and Frank-

lins played the morning game for the amateur championship,
the Maroons winning by a score of 11 to 6. Appended is the
score

:

THlison, bs
Smith, c 5 2
Buick, p 4 1
8wett,2d b 4
Bradley, lb 4 1
McRenzie, 1 f. ..4 1
Levigne, 3d b...4 1

Pratt, cf .4
Cruise, r f 4

2 2 1

4 5 10 7 2
1 13
10 113

6 5

10
2 2 4 2 2
10

9 1

Beckwith, p 3

Roaner, ss 4
Shoemaker, c f..4

Gormlev, iBt b..4
Orth, 1 f 4
McCarthy, c 4
Nagle, 2d b 4
Heron, 3d b 3

Lang, r f 4

2 14
2 10

1

1 10
3 1112 2
2 10 8 5
13 14 1

12 11110 1

Totals 34 11 7 7 27 21 7Totals. 38 6 10 7 24 25 14

nr/Ns BI INNINGS.

Franklins 110 2 10 1—6
| Maroons 12 2 6 1 *—11

Three-base hit—Nagle. Two-base hits—McCarthy, Orth, Smith, Till,
son. First base on errors—Franklins 4, Maroons 7. Left on bases-
Franklins 4, Maroons 6- Base on called balls—Franklins 9, Maroons
7. Struck out—Buick 10. Beckwith 8. Double plays—Orth and Smith.
Passed balls—McCarthy 1, Smith 2. Wild pitches—Beckwith 2, Buick
1. Umpire, J. Madison. Time, 1:50. John F. Hennessy, scorer.

In the afternoon the Altas and Pioneers met in a game for
the California League championship. Sweeney, pitching for
the Altas, played a strong game, but might have had better
support,

PIONEERS

Sweeney, p 4
Meagher. 3d b...4
Bobertson, 2d b.3
McLaughlin, c..4
Flint,;;db,cf..4
Ahem, 1st b 3
Fisher, 1 f 3
Newbert, s s. .. .3

Hllbert, o f, rf..3

ALTAS.
TD. B.BH.BS.PO.

1 9
2 2 1

10 3 1

10 6
1 1 u

1 10 1

2 1

TotalB 31 2 4 24 14 6

Caveny, r. f 4
Taylor, 1. f 4
Gagus, s. e 4
Hayes, 3d b 3
Buckley 2d b...4
Perrier, c. f 4 1

Powers, lat b.. .4 1

Carroll, c 3

McMullen, p 3

TB. E. BH, BS. PO.A.E.
10

110 2 1

1

11
4 11

10 10
2 11

10 8 7

Totals 33 4 7 27 24 5

RUNS BT INNINGS.

Pioneers 2 2 '—4
| Altas 21000000 0—2

Earned run, Pioneers 1. Three-base hit- Powers. Two-base bit—
Gagus. First base on error—Altas 3, Pioneirs 4. Left on bases—Altas
3, Pioneers 6. Struck out—Sweeney 5, Mi-Mullin 11, Wild pitches-
Sweeney 1, McMullin 1. Umpire, Dewitt Van Court, John F.
Hennessy, official acorer.

ATHLETICS.
N. T. Robertson, a Washington bicyclist, went to

Cabin John bridge near Washington, and rode his machine
across on the coping, which is a wall three hundred feet long,
with a flat top fifteen inches wide, and a height on the left of
about three feet above the roadway of the bridge, and on the
right, at the middle, of about one hundred aud twenty-five
feet above the rocky gorge below. Mr. Robertson placed his
bicycle, a fifty-one inch "Star," upon the coping, where it

was held by one of his companions until he had mounted.
He then started on his perilous trip. Moving slowly, in an
almost straight line, he proceeded steadily to the middle of
the bridge, where for an instant he swayed slightly toward
the outside, but quickly recovered and kept ou. On nearing
the further end he tipped his little wheel up, and, with a
short ride on one wheel, dismounted backward in safely,
having crossed in three minutes.

Mr. J. A. A. Robinson feelB aggrieved at recent comments
on his score of 452 points, made at Shell Mound on August
25th, and has this to say about the matter:

"If any of the muzzle-loading fraternity would like to shoot
me a fifty-shot rest match at Shell Mound Park, I will go
them one just for luck, and shoot my little niue and a quarter-

pound repeating rifle, withLynmnsights, against their thirteen

and fourteen-pound muzzle-loaders, with doorknob-handles,
globe and peep sights and hair triggers, and will give them
their option, either to shoot off-hand against me or to use a

rest as I shall. Further, if I am permitted to shoot from
morning till night, as do the Schuetzen Club in theirmatches,
I will bet an even $100 I make a better score with a rest than
452 points. And still further, I will bet $100 that I will

beat with this rifle, sighted as it is, without altering or mak-
ing any additions to it, any of the owners of the muzzle-
loaders who will consent to shoot me the match, as challenged
in the San Francisco Chronicle for May 18th last, they
to select any rifle, breech or muzzle-loaders, as they may
choose."

Mr. C. S. Morgan of Minneapolis, Minn., writes to Major

Sheldon I. Kellogg of this city, as follows, in reference to

paster for use by riflemen:

"I think I have overcome the most troublesome and
vexatious part of a Secretary's or Range Committee's duty,

viz., to supply a convenient, reliable and cheap "paster" for

use in target practice. It has been my duty to supply targets

and pasters tor the Minneapolis Rifle Club for tbe paBt five

years, and during this time have tried every known form of

paster, and none have given so good satisfaction as the ones I

prepared, and which have been used by us exclusively for

over two years.

"The paster is in roll form, like a roll of ribbon 7-8 inch
wide, each strip being 12 feet long, and containing 175 squares
or pasters, which are drawn out of a tin case or paster holder
and torn off across a square edge of tin, making a paster

about the size of a postage stamp. Two rolls (black and white)

are put into it together so either can be drawn out and torn

off as may be desired. The other end of the holder has
storage for four rolls, making six in all that can be carried, or
enough for about 1,000 shots. They cannot be scattered by
wind or become scattered around by dropping or any other
cause. They can be handled faBter than any other form.
They can be laid down or put in the pocket, so both hands
can be used for any purpose, without wasting. They can be
handled with gloves in cold weather nearly as faBt as with
naked hands. They will not become wet by slight rain or
sweaty hands and stick together. They, being square, enable
a marker to detect a bullet hole more readily than among
round pasters. They are the stickiest pasters known, never
coming off the target except by long soaking. In case of

slight tear in the target (by a bullet throwing rock or dirt

through it) it can be repaired by long strips of pasters so the
shooting can proceed. They cost less than half what the
round, cut pasters do on account of the great waste of the
latter. As a rule not one-third of the cut pasters handed a
marker ever got on to the target. These pasters have been
used by the National Guard of Minnesota the past three years
at the encampments, and by various rifle clubs throughout
Minnesota, and, so far as known, have never failed to do their

part."

Shell Mound.

There was a very large crowd at Shell Mound last Sunday,
and nearly every target at both ranges was occupied during
the day. The conditions were all favorable, and there were
many good scores made.
The Nationals' Shooting Club held their monthly prize

Bhoot, and the following are the best scoreB:

CHAMPION CLASB.

P.E.Robertson 200 yards—4 45444445 4—42
B00 yards—4 55656564 6—48—00

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 vards—5 44466644 4-44
680 yards—4 5 4 555464 5—46—90

FIItST CLASS.

A.J. Ruddoch 200 yards—4 45444444 4-41
600 yards—6 53666525 6-45-86

SECOND CLASB.

C.Meyer 200yards-4 54436465 3-42
600 yards—5 54644445 5—46—87

THIRD CLASS.

C. Petry...r 200yardB-4 46364444 6-42
FOUIITH CLASS,

C.Jansen 200 yards—3 44536333 4—37

Companies C and G, First Infantry, and Capt. Keene's Cav-
alry Company, had their annual shoot nuder the State law.

The result will be announced through the regular channels
shortly.

CuptainFred A.Kuhls, with a Springfield, made 5, 5, 5, 5,4, 4,

5, 5, 5, 4—47 at 200 yards. Corporal J. C. Ringen, C Com-
pany, Second Artillery, shot with Capt. Kuhls for live shots

at the same distance and got 4, 5, 4, 5, 5—23.
LientenantUeorge H. Strong, Inspector of Rifle Practice,

First Infantry, for the first time in a year and a half tried hia

hand at u string on the two ranges. His scores:

Strong 200yardi-5 4464 5 645 4—46
600 yards—C 46465444 6—46—90

L. Barrere, another first-class shot, also a stranger to the
grounds of late, fired a string at the two distanoes. Hia
scores:

Barrere 200 yards—4 44545454 4—43
600 yards—4 4554644 6 6-45—88

Both gentlemen used government ammunition.
A. Johnson and P. E, Robertson on one side, and Captain

J. E. Klein and T. E. Carson on the other, settled a difference
of opinion in a match, with the following result:

500 yds. 500 yds. Totals.
Johnson 44 43 85
Robertson 40 45 85- 171
Kl«in 41 43 84
Carson 43 38 81—166

A. J. Ruddock, Chas. Lods and Mr. Rayehad a match at the
500-yard target. Following are the best scores of the match:
Ruddock 500 yards— 6 6655 4445 6—47

!

Raye 600yards-6 44555464 5-48
Lods ..500yards—5 33364546 5—42

A. J. Pembroke and Mr. Bowers had a difference of opinion
as to whom was the better shot at the short distance, and to
settle matters they tried a string. Their scores:

Pembroke aflO yards—5 45456444 4—44
Bowers 200 yards—4 33434325 6—40

R. C. Moore, A Company, Fifth Infantry, after an absence
from the range of nearly six months, brought out his Sharp-
Borchardt and fired two double strings at the 200-yard target.
He made 89 and 89, or a total of 178 out of a possible 200
points—good shooting for a man in constant practice.

Robertson, Moore, Johnson and Pembroke engaged in
matoh, every man for himself, for the refreshments. Their
scores:

Robertson.. 5 55454544 4—45
Moore 4 45445544 5—44

Johnson. ...4 54455445 4-44
Pembroke ..4 46445544 6—42

The same gentlemen had another match, same conditions,
which Robertson had to settle for, his score footing np 41
points. Johnson got the beEt string, making 46.
To-morrow, C Company, Second Artilery, Captain Adolph

Huber, will hold their annual picnic and target shoot at Shell
Mound. There will be many valuable prizes for the targets
and in the bowling alley.

Carson Scores-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Find enclosed scores of I

the different teams taking part in the military rifle contest at

Lhe Miners' Union Picnic which took place last Saturday

at Treadway's Park. The result shows that "The Carson

Champions" are not invincible, yet our California friends wil

see in the score of '"old reliable"—J. Saffell—who led off for

the Carson team, the main, if not the whole cause of our
defeat. We expect to turn the tables upon the victors in tbe
near future. Geo. C. Thaxteb,
Carson, Sept. 8, 1886.

NEVADA niFLE ASSOCIATION TEAM,

A.S. Wilion...5 44 4 54 4 555—45
X. Stocker 4 45464545 5—45
M. H. Burke... 4 5 44 454 4 5 5—44
J. D. Cameron. 5 45445446 4—44

J. Spargo 4456 444 4 54—43
J.E. Wratten..4 5 5444 4454—43
H. Cardew 4 44445664 4—43
Jas. Moore 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 5 4 5—42
T. Wren 4 43445444 5—41
J. C. Dnnlap ...344464454 4—41

Total 431

Emmet Guard 404

CABBON GUABD TEAM.

Geo.Cowing, Jr.5 54554465 6—47
]

Z. F. Alley 4 54564455 4—48
G. C. Thaxter..4 4 45554454—44^
Jas. Holbrook .4 4644545 4 4-43
S. L. Lee, M. D.444554444 4—42
E.S.Dougherty.4 35443555 4—42

1

H. G.Parker...4 54 4 4 44 4 4 4—41

1

F. MeCullough.5 53463463 4-41

1

Geo. Hark 4 44453444 4-40
J. Saffell 444 3444434—3S

Total 423

National Guard 401 5

Col. Geo. C. Thaxter and Dr. Lee shot a fifty-shot match
at Carson City on September 2d, with the following result:

Dr. Lee. ..46 44 42 43 42—217 | Thaxter 46 47 45 47 45—23q
j

It will be observed that Thaxter averaged 46, beating the
score he made in the match with Bell, of Tacoma, four
points. The score of Dr. Lee, taking into consideration that
he never did any rifle shooting until this year, is remarkable,
and shows that he is destined to become one of the crack
shots of the State. Thaxter's detailed score is attached:

5 4 5 6 5 6 4
4 4 4 6 5 5 4
4 6 4 5 5 6 6

6—47
6—46
6—47

46446645 5-45

Total 230'

ROD.
The Voices of the Eivulet.

[J. Harrington Keene.]

Bend over the rustic bridge
With its gnarled and twisted beami,

And its mosses tbat gem each ledge
And list to the flowing streams.

They gurgle a rippling song
As they dash o'«r tbe glistening iten»i

—

Anon with a voice that is strong,
Then in tenderest undertonea.

Close eyes to the scenes of the night'
Close ears to the voices of eve I

To tbe passion-red sunset light

Aud the coronach night wiuils w*aT«.
List only to the brook's ioft psalm
With its myriad symphonies '

To its music of strife and of calm.
And its quaint, quick melodies.

Not unto the city-born—
Ears dulled with itB greod and with c»r«—

Hearts cankered with malice and scorn

—

Are the mystic wbiBperings there.

Oh I only for those who dwell
By tbe stream of the mountain iid«

As it flashes through grot or dell

Are tbe hymns of the crystal tids.

An All-Night Fierht with a Salmon.

Some very interesting particulars about a long-protraoted

effort to kill a salmon, probably foul-hooked, are given in a

recent letter to Mr. R. B. Marston, oditor of our delightfn]

English fishing exchange. The writer says:

On the 8th of June I went up to the fishing cottage—at the

Nyth—close to Elwood Station, Radnorshire, on the Wye.
The river was in pretty good order, but rather high, if any-

thing, I began by hooking and killing a fish of 11 Iob.; then

one of 22 lbs., and another of 23 lbs. At 7:30 P. M. I went to

fish a catch called Never say Die, which is a very rapffl

stream, and almost always holds one or two very large linh.

I fished the catch carefully down, aud when I reached the tell

of it where the fish generally rise I Baw one come right across

the stream at me, and he showed himself distinctly, find I

put him down at once to be over 40 lbs, and a good deal over,,

too. With one rush he went into the pool below, called the

Agen, which is a very deep hole indeed. I had to get out of

.he water and follow him as best I could, for the river wua too
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high and rapid to cross over the planks, which I have had
put up to get round, to clear the line from under a very bad
rock; but luckily he passed this corner without getting fast,

and I then crossed, thongh with some difficulty, on to some
other planks, and got pretty well over him again; for at the

Nytb, and, indeed, on most of the upper part of the Wje,
there is a narrow gutter, and unless you can get well over it

the fish are sure to cut you against the sides of the rock.

He ran me well down to the tail of the pool, and I was in

hopes he was goirig down into the catch below; but unluckily

he turned up again, and got into the very deepest part of the

gutter, and there he went down to the bottom and sulked. At
last I moved him and got him again down to the tail, and,

knowing that I could never land him in that pool, I got off the

planks and into the river, and determined, though much
against my will, to try and pull him down stream to the nest
catch, where I could have got him out easily; but he would
not be pulled down, and back he went to where he was
before. I had now had him on for nearly two hours, and
my arms had begun to feel the weight that there was at the end of

the rod. It was beginning to get dusk, and my keeper and
myself agreed that it would never do to stay on the planks

in the middle of the river till it got dark, as we should uever

rind our way out; and, as it had been raining during the day,

we were afraid that the river would rise; so we decided to get

a little nearer to the bank, so moved back and took up our
position on a rock.

I then handed the rod over to my keeper, and we both sat

down on a small rock on which there was just room for us by
sitting with our feet in the water. Very little happened for

some time, except that the rish kept quietly sailing up anj.

down the cool. What we were frightened of was that he
would make a sudden rush, and as it was now quite dark this

would have been fatal, as we could not see the line. It waB
now about 10:30 p. m., and we were beginning to get hungry;
so I sent my under-keeper up to the fishing cottage (about

150 yards away) to get us something to eat and drink, my keeper

and myself taking turn and turn about at the rod, and when I tell

you I was fishing with a very stiff lS-ft. rod, made by Forrest,

of Kelso, and a very strong casting-line, which I had put on
expressly to fish the catch I hooked the fish on, that the rod

was at times almost bent double, you may imagine we had no
light pressure on him. Twelve o'clock came, and then we
thought the river was rising; so sent up for a lantern to

make certain, and sure enough it was, and we were afraid we
should have to get onto the bank; but we decided to stay

as long as we could where we were, for if we had got off the

rock we should have been too far away from the fish, and we
knew that if the river came down much we must lose the fish

as we could not have got near him when daylight came; but

luckily it only rose a very little.

One o'clock a. m. came, and two a. m.; then we could see a

little better, and at about three a. m. we determined to see if

we could not move him somewhere. First I tried to pull him
down, then my keeper did the same; bat only once did we
get him to the tail of the pool, and had we been able to have

got out quickly enough—which we were not able to do owing
to the height of the water and the very bad wading—I think

we should have this time got him down stream; but at last

he went back to the old place, and all we could do was to

keep a tremendous heavy strain on him, as we knew the

tackle would not give way. A few times we managed to lift

him a yard or two off the bottom, but only to sink down again

the nest moment. It was now sIsa. m., and both my keeper's

•end my arms and back were getting a bit tired, so I gave my
groom, who was up there with me, the rod to hold for a bit.

I had arranged a meet with my otter hounds on the Llyfni,

and had intended to go down by the 7:19 train to meet them;

bue I did not like to leave the fish, so wrote a letter and sent

it down by train to tell my huntsman that I was fast in a fish

and could not get away, and that he must go to the meet with-

out me, and that, if possible, I would get down by the nest

train. Having now had the fish on for nearly twelve hours

1 was beginning to think it was rather too much of a good

thing, so determined to see iE I could not move him by some

means, so sent for another rod, and fixed a good-sized brass

ring on to the end of the line, and then, as the ring opened

with a spring, clasped it on to my line in the hopes that the

ring would have gone down on to his nose, which, if it had,

would, without doubt, have made him move. But, alas
!
the

ring was not heavy enough to go down through the very

heavy stream, for, owing to the height of the water, we were

not able to get quite straight over the fish. Now that plan

had failed I sent two people across to the other side (by a

boat some distance up) with long poles to try and move him

with them; but the river was too high for them to get near the

place. It was now 7:30, and I did not want to have a day's

sitting on the rock, and perhaps another night; so I got back

with the rod on to the bank and put my keeper as close to the

stream as he could get with a gaff, and then told him to take

hold of the line beyond the rings and try and pull the fish

gently to him, and, if possible, gaff him. He came very nicely,

but very slowly, for some little time; then my keeper called

out to me that he was shaking his head badly, and the next

moment the hook came out of his mouth. No doubt the

length of time he had been on had worn a hole, and when a

different pressure was put on the hook came away. I only

eaw the fish once the whole time, and that was when he rose.

It is a mistake that the fish was supposed to have been seen

ta Builth. I believe, from what my keeper tells me, that the

very same fish was, till this last flood, in a pool just above my
water; at least he says he saw a fish there which he is quite

certain is between 40 lbs. and 50 lbs. I had an hour or two

to wait till my train went, so after I lost this fish I went and

tried for another, but did nothing, so had my breakfast,

(which I was not sorry for) and went down to meet the

hounds; and when I got to the river soon heard them, and as

I was walking along the railway I got on to the embankment

to see what they were doing, and I saw three or four couples

of old hounds hunting down the river, and thought I saw

them put an otter down close to me; but I waited till my
huntsman, Joe (whose horn I now heard) came down, and

asked him what he had done, His answer was, "Lost her,

Bir." I said, "I do not think so; the hounds have put her

down from here now." I tried them down and soon hit her

off and after a real good hunt of two hours killed. Tried on

down and found another, but conld do nothing with him,

and, it is needless to say, I was not Borry to get home that

evening.

The names of the people who were with me almost the

whole time I had the fish on were my keeper, S. Chnsmas;

under-keeper, J. Dance; my groom, W.Vaughan; my keep-

er's wife and a neDhew oi hers. I never knew a night pass

away bo quickly, and, as luck would have it, it was a lovely

night The fly and casting-line were as Rood as ever, and not

a bit rubbed which shows, I think, that the fish was merely

at the bottom of the pool, and not near a rock. I cannot help

thinking that the fish must have been hooked under the jaw,

for I cannot believe that a fish, let him be what weight he

may could ever have stood the very heavy strain we had on

him for twelve hours if he had been hooked in the mouth,

Bass Fishing.

In fly-fishing for bass the brightest fly should be the high-

est one on the leader. Make the cast good and lone, and let

the flies sink nearly to the bottom; then troll them
upward. Before the first one reaches the surface a bass will

be attracted by its bright color, and will dart for it, but seeing

the others trailing after it, will take one or the other of them.

If he seizes one of the upper flies, the chances are that before
the fish is landed another bass will have taken one of the lower
ones, and the angler will find his skill tased to the uttermost
by two of the hardest fighting fish in any waters. If the first

bass is hooked on the lower fly, I have observed, there will

be no strike by the second fish. Why this is so I don't know.
It is another one of the vagaries of the black bass. I am
speaking now particularly of fishing in lakes, In streams the
bass will rise to the fly like a trout, especially if it falls on
the edge of swift water, or of pools at the foot of dams or
falls. I have heard of instances where black bass have
rushed clear out of the water to meet the fly as it comes
down. Another peculiarity of fly-fishing for bass in run-
ning water is tbat the flies should be thrown abreast of

the current. As they swing around with it the line should be
kept taut and the flies allowed to be carried with the water.
When they have dropped to a position immediately below the
angler he should draw them gently toward him, and if there

is a bass within sight of the gaudy leaves he will immediately
make his presence known with a rush. Two or three casts

without a strike in such localities are all that the angler need
mako. That is enough to let him know whether or not he is

to have his labor for his pains.

Baits for black bass fishing are numerous and varied. The
common angle worm, live minnows, young frogs and toads,

the hideous larva of the helgramite, known as thedobson and
clipper, crickets, grasshoppers, beetles, fresh-water mussels,
shrimp, crayfish, are all good bait. There is no rule for

deciding which of thess baits is the best, for one day the bass
will take one to the esclusion of all the others, and the nest
day select some other article on the bill of fare. The wise
angler will go on the water well provided with as great a

variety as he can command. Whatever bait the bass will

choose, rest assured that it must be in the very best of condi-

tion, for although a gormandizer, the bass is particular as to

the serving of his food. Patience and good tackle are

requisites of the still fisherman.
If he is fishing with minnows he should know that a black

bass always swallows a minnow head first, and that the bait

should consequently be hooked through the back, just for-

ward of the dorsal fin. from side to side, without touching the

backbone, for if the hook strikes that bone the minnow will

soon die. The error that inexperienced anglers make when a

bass strikes their bait is that when they see the line rushing
away, and feel the strike of the fish, they pull up. Much to

their astonishment, they never hook their bass, but they
should not be astonished. There should be more cause for

astonishment if they did hook the fish. When a bass goes
for a minnow it goes like a steam-engine. Striking the bait,

the bass carries it on four or five feet before the impetus of

its rush is overcome. Then it stops, and then, the tyro

thinks, is the accepted time for him and he jerks away. The
result is that he jerks the bait out of the bass' mouth.
When the bass stops after his rush he Bhifts the minnow so

that he can get it pointed head first down his throat, and
then he proceeds to swallow it. The angler should wait, and
in a few seconds he will see his line moving away again. A
quick jerk of the rod, not a swish and a sweep, and he has
his bass hooked as safely as if he had a strap around him.
In fishing with the minnow the bait should be let down

midway between the surface and the bottom, where he is

allowed to swim at his will until he is gobbled by a bass.

The crayfish, on the contrary, should notbe suspended in the

water. This fish lives on the bottom, and is there hunted by
the bass. The angler will be annoyed greatly in fishing with

the crayfish, because it is constantly crawling under stones

and logs. By breaking off one of its claws this may be

guarded against in a great measure. A bass always swallows

a crayfish tail first, and the hook should be placed in under
the tail, near the body, and brought through to the back.

The same precaution is needed when the bass strikes the cray-

fish as when it takes a minnow, if the angler would be suc-

cessful in hooking his fish. The other baits the bass takes in

his mouth all at once, but even then it is best to give him
time and wait until he moves off the second time. The
September and October bass fishing is most enjoyable, and if

the angler will remember that in these months the bass frequents

rapid, deep currents, or in the shadow or at the foot of big

rocks, and in under roots and logs, and by rocky shores and
bottoms, among the weeds and lily pads, he will find himself

having some fine sport in the hazy, crisp days that are coming,

sport of a character not excelled with any fish that ever took

bait. Inch by inch, pound for pound, there is as much fight

in a small mouth black bass as any fish that swims the water.

pedigree; also a blue belton body and stylish tail (I believe it

is called "stern" nowadays). I got along with him so nicely

in the yard for eleven months that I was sure he would just

paralyze the whole of that year's dog crop. He was honored
by having his name printed in the list of field trial entries.

He was to be the Derby winner, sure. While esercising him
in the park, and when he would be running like a race-horse,

I would whistle; he would look, and as soon as I raised my
arm down he would go like a shot, flat upon the ground.
Promenaders would stop and admire him, then compliment
hiB happy handler.

Well, the ansious opening day of the season came. A
friend and myself hired a vehicle and a team for three days
and went to the neighboring foothills. I Bhot a quail and my
canine hopeful came near stepping on it, but shied off so as

not to injure it. I pioked the bird up, called in the Derby
winner, and placed the bird to his nose. He held his breath

and turned his head aside. I placed it against his nose again,

and he turned his head mournfully to the other side. I

became sick and wanted to go home at once, but my com-
panion was having too much pleasure with his excellent

pointer, and I thought I'd give the dog another chance. The
same thing was repeated again and again, and the next day I

made a present of the ignominious failure to a ranchman. I

told him I was wealthy, that I had a large kennel of sporting

dogs, and seldom shot over the same one twice. He accepted

the prize with thanks, and I went into his vineyard and ate

thirty cents worth of grapes (I was just twenty-nine cents and
nine mills ahead on the transaction). This was nearly a year

ago. A few months since the beautiful blue belton came to

town and made hie headquarters at a brewery. The proprie-

tor of the brewery has (I am told) been kind to him, and
proudly exhibits to his friends his thoroughbred "Lew Allen"

bird dog. Well, that dog's successor is now a year old, and
in six weeks I shall know whether or not this year's labors

have also been spent in vain. I have no fear, however. I

tried the pup one day on quail—the last of February—when
he was sis months old, and he pointed, ranged and retrieved

like a veteran. I have strong hopes that the blood of old

Sancho and Bow will not have been united in vain.

The American Coursiner Club-

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication tbe earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

A "Lew Allen" Doe.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The coursing interests

have been confined to the Western Coast Tip to the present

time, but there has lately arisen an interest reaching to the

Eastern Coast, and it promises to develop proportions that

will be extensive beyond our fondest expectations. The

American Coursing Club is now making rapid strides toward

preparations for the coming coursing meeting, on October

19th, and the indications are that we will have a large attend-

ance and a very interesting time. The prizes will aggregate

over a thousand dollars, and will be divided among about

twenty or twenty-four dogs. The prestige to the winners
will be considerable, and they will be the lions of the day.

The stakes will be: first. Sapling; second, All-Age; and third,

American Field Cup. The latter will probably be the main
event, and the winner declared the best greyhound in America.

We shall expect a goodly number of the prize winners from

the Pacific Coast, and without doubt they will quietly return

laden withspoils. Come over, brethren, and help us to lay

a foundation that will support a superstructure the propor-

tions of which will be without measure. The greyhound has

not had the place it deserves in the field of American sports,

but now he is destined to fill a conspicuous place, and we
hope to make the American Coursing Clubs' meetings the

leading sporting events of the season. We have selected a

location at once central and convenient, and at the close of

the meeting, October 19th, action will be taken toward ar-

ranging for permanent improvements.

Entries close Saturday, October 16th, in the evening of

which day the drawing will take place. Those coming from

the west will come by the Santa Fe to Great Bend, Kansas.

California coursers, we shall expect to see you at the meet-

ing. G. Irwin Royce,

Great Bend, Kansas. Sec. A. C. O.

[We publish the letter of Mr. Royce with pleasure, and
shall gladly do what we cau to insure the success of the

meeting and the club. We have seen no description of the

country chosen for the meeting that enables us to judge as to

its adaptability for the purpose, but it is presumable that some

of the members of the* club have seen coursing, and know
what is necessary to the success of the sport. It will bring a

Binile to the faces of local veterans at the slips, as they read

Mr. Boyce's assurance that the winning dog will be known as

the best greyhound in America. At best most of the entries

must be from the ranks of bench hounds, and it is doubtful

whether more than a small fraction will have seen a hare or

had anything like proper preparation before being sent to

Blips. It might be a good thing to open a subscription and

send Master Pippin, Gliding Maud, Tullamore, or some other

good dog, over from California to the meeting.—Ed]

From Mr. John Davidson.

Even our friend Mt. Nick. White, of Sacramento, on whom

the Fates should smile if studious avoidance of anything like

tempting them could win beneficence, has his little troubles

in a doggy way. He has, after months of feeding and semi-

occasional handling, felt compelled to part with dog after dog

because of lack of merit. Those who know his long-suffering

nature will readily believe that the dogs must have been very

bad indeed, to wring from him such a melancholy story as

that which he writes, as follows :

I used to have (ten years ago) a native Irish-Gordon dog

that did excellent work on quail. I once had shooting over

more than thirty Bquare points on single birds belonging to

two coveys within the space of an hour and a half, and it

is my recollection that not a bird was flushed during that

time by the report of the gun. They lay so close that the

dog frequently pointed birds while returning with one in

his mouth. Notwithstanding his obscure lineage that dog

had more real merit that some of the finest blooded oneB of

to-day. Had he been trained not to break Bhot (which was

abuut his only weakness) I believe he could not have been

beaten by any of our field-trial winners of the present time.

I have experimented with many others since then; indeed I

have spent all my spare time in trying to develop something

in the dog line, but with poor success. The laBt one had a

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I am home all right.

One dog died while I was gone, and three others are rather

shaky looking, but I hope with good care and attention they

may pull through. The medicine kindly presented to me

before leaving was quite an improvement on water straight,

while crossing the desert. I can now more fully appreciate

the gift and also the kindness of the givers, so please accept

thanks. I am delighted with your country, and qnite as

much so with your people, as never anywhere before have I

received such universal kindness from every one with whom
I came in contact. Although there might possibly be a lack of

harmony amongst your club, all were kind and courteous to

me. And I hope to learu of a more harmonious feeling

existing amongst sportsmen who really ought to be of one

family and work for one interest. Kindly remember me to

any friends who may not have forgotten the canny Scotch-

man. You may see Col. Taylor, if so, tell him he was so

much occupied with the G. A. K. that it was impossible for

me to do more than merely see him pass on the street, and

I congratulated the master (in my own mind) who taught

him how to sit a horse, as he was fairly entitled to first, in

my opiuioD, amongst any others I saw aloft in that prooes-

Biou, and do not think hiB knowledge of horsemanship was

gained in America. I may send yon occasionally a clipping

or something else to interest you, and hope that our short

acquaintance may be lasting. John Davidson.

[We shall be pleased to receive from Mr. Davidson any

communication he may see fit to make, and are glad I

of his health. It is not beyond possibility tha

visit San Francisco again, and if he does so he will I

few kindly disposed acquaintances.—Ed.]
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Editorial Correspondence-

Sacramento, Sept, 10th.—The main— altogether the

most prominent—feature of the trotting yesterday was the

Occident Stake. It is not so safe to trust to our memory as

was the case some years ago, though we feel a good deal of

confidence in claiming it to he the best three-year-old race

ever trotted. That is a bitter average for the number of

heats, and, trusting entirely to remembrance, cannot recall

three heats which will greatly outrank the first, second and

third of yesterday. Still, the assertion is not positive,

though you can readily verify it by referring to proofs in

the office. Though, of course, Alcazar is entitled to the

greatest credit, each of the colts engaged gained high

renown. Transit and Rexford showed capacity enough

to have won any Occident Stake previous to that of

1886, and it is somewhat remarkable that with only three

colts there should have been a representation of Clay,

Blue Bull and Hambletonian on the paternal side. Tha

study of the pedigrees of these colts will not be tim-s

wasted. Alcazar combines Clay, Hambletonian and

Mambrino Chief; Transit has Blue Bull and Hambleton-

ian; Eexford, Hambletonian and General Benton. Thus

the victorious blood of the hero of Chester runs through

all their veins, though a small proportion of it in Alcazar

and Transit. Dr. Hicks has "a right" to be gratified

over the performance of Transit. His sire, Prompter, has

been vilified and run down more than usually fails to

the lot of a stallion. He has been vilified on account of

his parentage, on account of his get. Apex is a remark-

ably speedy colt, so much so that he cannot hold it with

the practice he has had, and when he acquires the faculty

of "rating," the obloquy of softness will be remove*.

That Transit is both speedy and game is too evident to

require a line of endorsement to those who saw him trot

in the race of yesterday. It was a hard-fought battle

from start to finish, and gave great satisfaction to the

lookers-on. "When the records are within reach a com-

parison will be made with the best three-year-old races

of the East, and then there will be data for a correct

judgment.

Three, sometimes four journeys are made from our

rooms to the Park. As it is only four blocks it cannot

be called a tiresome walk. That in the early morn-

ing is very nleasant. On one place passed there are

three patches of white clover, two of them between the

sidewalk and street, the other extending all the way

from front to rear of the house lot. A few of the sweet white

blossoms are seen on the outside plats; on the inner more

attention is paid to cutting, and nothing shows save a

thick mat of green leaves. Few are the occasions when

we go bv without stopping to admire, and there is a feel-

in»- of repentance for the many times we have anathe-

matized a thing of so much beauty. But then it was cer-

tainly provocation of curses when horseB were standing

dejectedly with a stream of frothy saliva from nose to

ground, and mares and foals were losing flesh, and getting

worse and worse in spite of salt, sulphur and ashes.

When we "moved" to Iowa, 1851, the section in which

our habitation was located had a small proportion of

"tame" grapes. The "bottoms" bordering the Mississippi

and smaller rivers were covered with a growth of "blue-

joint" which astonished new comers. In the heaviest

portions it would hide a horse so that the tips of his ears

would be out of sight, no matter how high the head

were raised, and from four to six tons lo the acre not

uncommon. There were hazel thickets in the small

ravines and on the hillsides, in which quail were partial

to hide and rabbits to lurk. In time blue grass and

white clover eradicated the hazel patches, and in the

springtime these verdant glades presented a beautiful

appearance. But as the clover came with full bloom, and

there was the hum of bees and songs of birds, horses

which ate it ' 'slobbered' ' fearfully. There was no correc-

tion, and if allowed to run in fields where there was much

clover they were sure to become emaciated. It is very

beautiful, nevertheless, bordering the walks in Sacra-

mento.

Sept. 11th.—Friday the heat was more like the sultry

days of the East than what we have experienced before

in California. There was a haze which partially

obscured the sun, and there was little difference between

the shade and the mezzotinto sunshine. It was a racing

day, and race-horses appear to endure the heat better

than trotters. With the exception of one heat, the first,

in the "mile and repeat," there was little excitement in

the four races. Miss Ford "outclasses" the other two-

year-olds so much that a five-pound penalty goes a short

way in equalization. Edelweiss is too fast for Moon-

light at a mile and a quarter. Doubt had little trouble

in disposing of the terribly crippled Billy Ayers, and

the second and third heats were so easily won by John

A. that there was no enthusiasm. The first heat, when

Dublin Bay, John A. and Jou Jou made such a gallant

finish, made amends for much of the shortcomings, and

we cannot recall a more exciting struggle between three

horses. Each jockey rode well, Patsy Duffy more than

well. Dublin Bay and John A. led by half a length.

When within forty feet of the winning score, Patsy had

been sitting quietly, his horse well in hand, when at one

critical moment he made his rush; a touch of the

spurs, a movement of the bit, and Jou Jou runs in front

by a good head when the goal was reached, there was

scarcely more. The same difference between second and

third, and it came nearer a repetition of the famous dead

heat between El Hakein, Queen Bess and Princess in the

Cesarewitcb of so many years ago, than any race we can

remember witnessing.

Saturday there was an improvement in the weather,

much more pleasant than the preceding days, though

still full warm enough for comfort. The four-year-old

race Stamboul won in straight heats, and, as will be

seen by the report, in very good time. The three-minute

class brought out a field of very good animals. Good as

Lot Slocum is it was asking too much for a four-year-old,

which knows no other gait than a steady constant trot, to

contend against such odds. At present his gait is tire-

some, though in all probabilityas he gets more practice

there will be such an improvement as will carry him

through. The winner, Daisy S., is a young mare of great

promise, and there is little hazard in predicting a mark

for her in the teens before our State Fair of 1887 comes to

a clseo. Her sire, Tilton Almont, is likely to rank with

the great trotting sires of California. And, by the way,

it will be proper to correct an error which appeared in the

Record-Union, and which, inadvertently, we were the cause

of. The trainer and driver of Daisy S. and Almont

Patchen is a young man of whom we have had a good

opinion both as regards honesty and capacity. Before the

last heat of the pacing race on Thursday, a friend who had

some money on Almont Patchen was in the press stand.

It was evident that there was to be a change of drivers

for Mink, he having been bought by a man who thought

he could win if Donathon drove him in the heat. Our

friend felt a little anxious over the change, and we

assured him that in our opinion it did not matter who

piloted Mink, that the big colt would beat him. While

this conversation was going on the reporter of the

Record-Union enquired who the driver of Mink was.

Supposing that the driver of Almont Patchen was

alluded to, our answer was, "Oregon Jimey," and long

as we had known him we had never learned his surname.

The next morning the Record- Union brought the start-

ling intelligence to the driver of the winner in the race

that he had been "taken down" and Donathon substituted.

Had his name, James Sullivan, been given, a small pro-

portion of race-goers would have known who was meant,

whereas his track soubriquet individualized him so clearly

that some were misled. These track pseudonyms stick

like a plaster, and in many instances the right name is

completely lost sight of.

double

him to tire from his lack of condition, and so we were

agreeably disappointed that he could show so fast a pace

in the finish of a fourth heat. This partially atoned for

his "rankn«ss," as there is a good show for work and

races to correct the propensity, and that when in order

he will "behave like a gentleman." The finish of the

race was postponed to this morning at 11 o'clock, and as

this scribbling is done previous to that time, it will not do

to indulge in speculations which a few hours may explode.

The morning of yesterday was as fine as even a dweller

in Oakland could desire, and a drive from Sacramento to

Rancho del Paso was thoroughly enjoyable. The main
object of the visit was to see the stallions, especially the

last importation from Australia, and therefore the rest of

this epistle will be mainly devoted to a description of

this famous immigrant from the other side of the world.

Antevolo disappointed us in a double sense. Owing

to it being his first race and other notions which, per-

haps, the "season" had put in his head, he was wild in

scoring, rushing to the score at a rate which we could

not control, requiring every ounce of force at our com-

mand to pull him up after a false start, and prone to

make tangling breaks without apparent cause. So it

went for three heats. The fourth heat, when the time

came to start, it was growing dusk, and there was less

commotion. There was less scoring; he trotted steadily,

lying within a length of Manon, though driven wide on

the turns, uutil the home stretch was reached, and came

home fast and without a bobble in 2;2a. We expected

DAREBIN, brown horse, white stripe in face, left forefoot

white, sixteen hands two and a fourth inches in height,

weight 1,240 pounds; foaled 1878, bred by Mr. S. Gardiner,
Victoria, Australia.

The above, something after the formula of the Stud

Book, would convey a faint idea of what sort of a horse

Darebin is. In order that our readers may be prepared

for what may seem to be a description in which the pur-

pose was to flatter, we will begin by characterizing him
as the aery best big horse which has come under our

observation in the many years that horses have been

made a study.

The color is as handsome as the most aesthetic can

desire. A beautiful seal brown, shaded in places, or

rather blended with lighter tints not exactly tan-color,

but more delicate, like the edge of a purple cloud when
the sun has dropped below the horizon, or the hue of old

Tokay wine in an antique goblet. The white in the face

adds to its beauty. In the forehead the white is nearly

as large as the hand of a belle, narrowing to a line below

the eyes, and then widening again so as to take in part

of the left nostril. The eyes are a dark hazel, lustrous

and yet tranquil, giving evidence of strong will power

and also amiability of disposition. The ears are long,

thin and pointed, and set on in a way to please the most
fastidious observer. The jawbones are wide apart, giving

ample room for the large windpipe, and the nostrils,

when dilated, are more than usually large, with thin

edges. The breathing apparatus, or rather the channels

for respiration, from nostrils to thorax are of such mag-
nitude as to supply the lungs with air, no matter how
rapid the pace. The neck is muscular, of great depth

at its juncture with the body, tapering; and the setting

on of the head altogether admirable. The crest is sharp,

with just the right curves for beauty, and the side

muscles very strong. The line from the springing

of the withers to the poll is long and of graceful

sweep. The shoulder is first rate, scapula broad

and falling back into the sway, the point promi-
nent and the humerus long. There is an immense bulk

of muscle covering the humerus and the lower portion

of the scapula, the upper arm, as some term it, being
very prominent. The arm is large, the back muscle
huge for even so large a horse, and the tendons, to which
it is attached, big and clean. The knee is shaped
admirably. Just the right length, just the right width
to suit our idea, with the trapezium well developed, so

that there is no lack of space for the fastening of liga-

ments and tendons. The knee is "well let down," an
ambiguous phrase to those who are not posted in horse

terms, the meaning being that there is greater pro-

portionate length from the elbow to knee than from
knee to ankle, a conformation which meets with the
most favor, though we do not regard it as of so much
importance as we formerly did. And in mentioning the

elbow reminds us that that important point was nearly
overlooked in following the shape from withers to feet.

Like other parts it is "in keeping." The olecranon is

long, and the "set" is parallel with the body, ensuring
"straight action" and a thorough command of limbs and
feet. The canon bone is of good size, the flexor and
suspensory tendons larger than usual, clearly cut, and
giving a width of leg which is rarely mat. The ankles

are truly shaped and the pastern exactly what is

required to carry so heavy a body. There is the right

"spring," that is the angle from coronet to ankle, a
degree of obliquity which will ensure proper strength

and at the same time give elasticity of movement. The
lower part of the pastern swells out so as to fill the upper
part of the foot without that abrupt jog of the coronary

band which is sometimes seen, especially in large horses.

The foot is the only part of Darebin which gives an
opportunity for adverse criticism. In a horse of his

size a small foot would be a serious defect. What
would be considered a medium size in a horse of under
sixteen hands and one thousand or eleven hundred
pounds, would bo small for a horse of such ponderous
frame and muscular development. Still, his feet might
be curtailed somewhat and a sharper angle given to the

wall with advantage in point of looks. It is a good foot

in every other respeot. The frog is wide and the point
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of it well forward; the Bole has a good deal of concavity
and there is enough thickness of wall. The horn
is smooth and has the tough appearance rarely seen in
anything hut well-bred horses. In forming an opinion,

based on the present condition of the foot of Darebin, we
are liable to be misled. The shoes on his fore feet (the

hind feet are bare) were put on in Australia, in all prob-
ability about two months ago. Consequently there is

from a half to three-quarters of an inch growth of horn in

excess of what there should be, and we all know how
disfiguring that is. With his feet properly prepared and
decently shod, there will be such a vast improvement
that it will be difficult to recognize. If this is a speci-

men of Australian horse-shoeing, the smiths of the anti-

podes are far away behind the times in this important
part of stable economy. The shoe is simply a rough
band of iron with a huge clip at the toe, utterly devoid
of form or comeliness, or adapted for the purpose to

which it is put.

From the shoulders to the hind extremities the make-
up is so nearly perfect that the most exacting critic will
be troubled to pick a flaw. The "middle-piece" is

remarkable. A good girth, 74 inches, the back ribs long,
and so wide that the spaces can scarcely be observed,
elliptical in front so as to permit of the greatest expan-
sion, with an increasing curvature so that all the vital
organs have plenty of room. From the spring of the
withers to the "coupling'

-

there is just enough room for
a saddle with length cf tree for a man to sit comfortably
on, and at the same time bring the weight where it can
be carried the easiest and with the least hindrance to
speed. Owing to this formation the first glance might
mislead regarding the length of body, though more care-
ful examination will correct the erroneous impression
which the tape corroborates by proving his leno-th to be
nearly two inches in excess of his height. The hip is

long, with just the right deviation from a horizontal line
to give the proper angle to the femur, and this, as a general
rule, governs the "sweep" from the whirlbone to the
hock. The tibia is long, there being plenty of reach
from stifle to hock, the latter joiut being broad, with a
length of calcis which insures perfect command of the
lower limb. From hock to ankle is as good as can be.
Plenty of bone, still better, plenty of tendon.

As in the fore extremities ankle and pastern are capital,
and from the excess of horn being broken away the foot
shows much better. The hind feet are none too large,
and this is another proof that the greater portion of the
nnsightliness is due to the extra growth of horn. The
muscular covering of loin and quarters may be termed
remarkable. While the backbone is large, extraordinarily
large, the fillets which support it are immense. There
are masses of muscle where strength is needed, the upper
thigh being so clad that it projects beyond a line from
point of hip while the hips are wide without an approach
to raggedness. The gaskin or lower thigh is very full
inside and outside, the muscles dropping close to the
back hamstring (tendon Achilles) being also large.
One part we had nearly omitted, that being the brisket
and fork. The brisket is prominent, the fork moderately
close; the outside covering viz., skin and hair, is in
keeping with framework and motion power. The skin
thin and elastic, mane silky and not too heavy, flowing
tail. We have heretofore attended to his color, and the
rich tints would not show as they do if the coat were less
glossy. Attitude. Much is said, written and sung when
human beings are the theme, or even statues are the
topic, and the "pose" of a thoroughbred horse is just as
legitimately considered. Given his head, and that of
Darebin is as perfect as any king of the stage displays,
in fact, an equine picture. Standing squarely upon his
legs, his head elevated without showing a particle of
restraint or that the position was anything but natural,
ears pointed forward, the prominent eye glowing a
slight quiver of the distended nostril, and there he is a
true king of a royal line. Expression too. We are
prone to judge character in our own race by the
expression of the countenance; and those who are at all
familiar with horses are aware that it is a guide which
seldom fails. A better criterion, perhaps, in equine than
human, as they are not taught to dissimulate and there is
candor in place of disguise. Bean Swift had some
grounds for his biting satire embodied in Gulliver's
travels to the land where horses held the reins over the
Yahoos—we dare not attempt the spelling of the name
of the country without the book—and the praises not
without reason. The subject of this sketch is wonder-
fully endowed in this respect. Eye, forehead muzzle
play of the ears indicate kindness of disposition united
with resolution to carry him through the hardest con-
test. We took plenty of time to scan his form as he
stood under the big oak tree in front of the stable, and
after that he was turned into a paddock large enough to
give him a chance to exhibit his action. A rollln a
s»nd bed when he turned from side to side with nearly
as much ease as you can turn your hand, and then he

I

was off, bounding, curvetting, capricoling like a two-year-
old. In a fast gallop he glides along with smooth, equal
strides. When he trotted his action was "rounder'' and
he bent his knees and brought his haunches under him
with evident power.

It may be that we were so strongly impressed with the
big level-made, and consequently handsome throrough-
bred that judgment is biased, though we must reiterate
the belief that, if anything, the picture is underdrawn.
We have not time at present to give even an outline
sketch of the other Eancho del Paso stallions and the
wonderful array of thoroughbred yearlings in stables
and paddocks. Warwick, John HaDpy and Milner are
new to us. Sir Modred and Eyrie Daly we have hereto-
fore described. There are one hundred and twenty
yearlings and a number of brood-mares, foals, etc.
California can now show the greatest stud farms in the
world, and imagination is almost at a loss when attempt-
ing to prophesy what they will be in a few years hence.

Sept. 16th.—What with the trip to Del Paso, descrip-
tion of Darebin, driving and talking horse in the fore-
noon, telegraphic work at night, there has been little
time for general correspondence. Thanks to the treat-
ment of Dr. Lilliencranz, the kidney trouble which laid
us up for so many weeks has now been so nearly over-
come that we are not far from being in tip-top condition,
though it may be that the heavy events of last week
aided the medicinal treatment. There is so much to
write abouS outside of racing and trotting, that to give
even a synopsis would require more time and space than
can be granted at present, though it will keep, and we
have many notes stored away in the convolutions of the
cerebrum for future use. A part from thoroughbreds the
display of horses is very good. The royal line is poorly
represented to what it might be if the breeders of blood-
horses would take part in the exhibit. The catalogues of
Eancho del Paso, Eancho del Eio, Palo Alto, Eesaca,
Santa Anita, and several smaller breeding farms, aggre-
gate a large number of animals of the highest
breeding, and were each represented by a few of the
choicest, there would be a display worthy of a long jour
ney. There is a fine showing of cattle. Shorthorns"
Holsteins, polled Angus and Galloways, Jerseys!
Ayrshires, Herefords, 407 in all, and experts pronounce
them the finest, taken together, ever exhibited in Cali-
fornia. Quite a number of racers have gained distinction.
So far Miss Ford, Edelweiss, Lizzie Dunbar, Miss Court-
ney, Moonlight, Nielson, Laura Gardner, Doubt, John
A., Safe Ban, Notidle were winners of many good races.
The trotters which gained the most credit are Guy Wilkes
and the three-year-olds. Others did well, but these
are entitled to very high praise. In the report of the
races mention is made of Guy Wilkes, and in a previous
letter the three-year-olds have been noticed. In neither
case were the pictures too highly colored. We are firm in
the belief that Guy Wilkes is the equal of any trotter now
on the tracks, and should the best make the journey to
California the home horse will have plenty of backers.
Aloazar is an extra three-year-old, so is Transit, so is

Eexford. Not having paid much attention to the doings
of trotters or racers this season, we are far from being
posted, though we feel a good deal of confidence in claim-
ing that there are not three colts of the age in the whole
country which are superior. The four-year-olds, too,
have made a good record. Stamboul, Azmoor, Spry, etc.

'

are of undoubted merit, Stamboul having shown this so
conclusively as to be beyond contradiction.

We have taken a great fancy to Azmoor. Should
nothing befall him, we do not think there is any risk in
predicting that he will reach the teens before another
twelve months are gathered into history. Spry is such
an overgrown youngster that there must be time to
develop the muscles so as to give the power to manage
his huge frame.

So far Almont Patchen and Mink have shown the best in
the limited class, pacing; the free-for-all coming off this
afternoon, when the old-time celebrity Lucy will have
an opportunity to try the mettle of Killarney and
Maude. The talent think she has little show, the pool-
selling being $40 on Killarney, $37.50 on Maude and $10
on Lucy. There has only been one "mistake" in the
judges' stand, which elicited a great deal of bitter feel-
ing. That was the disqualification of Miss Courtney
and Moonlight, and awarding the race to Edelweiss who
ran third. The claim was foul riding, and as nearly as
we could judge from our own observation, and the reports
of those who were at the point where it was claimed the
foul was perpetrated, the jockey of Edelweiss was the
guilty party. Great care should be taken in receiving
the reports of riders in regard to fouls, and when not
sustained by other evidence it is hazardous to give the
unsupported testimony any weight. It is scarcely pos-
sible that both of those disqualified could have fouled
Edelweiss, and her owner promptly assured Mr. Winters
that he did not agree with the judges and would not
accept the money. It came very hard on the supporters

of Miss Courtney. There were congratulations and
handshaking among those who had backed her, and
when this was succeeded, after half an hour's delibera-
tion, by the announcement that the third horse had won,
there were maledictions uttered with a fervor that proved
they came from the heart.

Pall Meeting at the Bay District.

Mr. Hinchman proposes to close the trotting circuit with a
tall meeting at the Bay District, to follow the races at San
Jose. Liberal purses will be given for all classes. Arab will
be home in time to participate, and there are intimations that
he will be accompanied by some crack trotters of the East,
which will take part in the meeting and winter on this
coast. It is likely to be the most brilliant trotting meeting
ever given on the track, and we trust Mr. Hinchman will
reap a reward commensurate with his enterprise and courage.

Trotting in Kentucky.

The closing day of the fair at Lexington saw two California
colts on the track, and both winners. The races are reported
by the Live Stock Record:

Sept. 2d.—The first race was the Stallion Produce Stake for
three-year-olds, in which but two started, and which was
devoid of interest from the fact that Sphinx was known to
completely outclass Castalia. In the first heat Marvin laid
up Sphinx and allowed the mare to capture the heat in 2.-30J.Then he went right away and won in 2:254, 2:34}, and 2:244,
in the last heat distancing the filly, but the distance had been
waived.

Sept. 2.— Stallion Produce Stake for three-year-oldB.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Spbinx by Electioneeer, dam

Sprite, by Belmont 2 111
L. E. Simmons' b f Castalia by Jay Bird, dam by George

Wilkes
j 2 2 2

Time, 2:302, 2:252, 2:34i. 2:24}.

Sept. 3d.—First race, Association Stakes, for four-year-olds,
starters, Greenlander and Manzanita. The latter had trotted
at Cleveland in 2:16J, and was known to be iu tine form.
Greenlander went well aud his driver seemed to have hope
but not confidence. Iu the first heat Manzanita remained
right with the horse and beat him by only a length, time
2:22. The same thing was repeated in the second, time
2:22J, but in the third Marvin went for a record. The
watcbes in the crowd were closely watched, and when the
half was passed in 1 :0S every eye was on the flying filly from
Palo Alto. At the third quarter the time markers showed the
pace had been maintained, and on she came, Marvin urging
and driving for the honor of the record and the glory of the
farm. In the crowd the watches were compared, and moBt
of them read "2:16}," but the official time was 2:16. Green-
lander was just inside the flag, and had done considerable
running, but his sulky shaft had broken on the back stretch,
and the judges accordingly did not enforce the rule.

This was a great performance and puts the four-year-old
mark where many will have to shoot before one can hit it.

This gave the California stable three races out of four starts,
but the Kentuckians did not murmur, for the races were won
on their merits, and the Kentucky people, admiring the pluck
of the Californians, cheered their victory and congratulated
the driver.

Sept. 3d.—First Race—Association Stakes, for four-year-olda.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Manzanita by Electioneer, dam May-

flower Ill
A. Sbarpe'abl c Greenlander by Princeps, dam Juno 2 2 2

Time, 2:23, 2 :22i, 2:16.

A Circular from Glenview.

Mr. J. B. McFerran, the executor of the Glenview estate,
has issued the following circular letter to breeders and the
public in interest:

I beg to say to the public that the Glenview Sale
Catalogue has gone to press, and that no further private
sales will be made, in fact only one animal, a yearling
colt, has been sold since the sale announcement was first
made; so that no culling has taken place. The very heart of
twelve or fifteen years hard study and work, the very selec-
tions of selections, will pass under the auctioneer's hammer
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, October
12th, 13th, 14th and 15th next.

It is not at all probable that any of the heirs either
directly or indirectly will make a single bid (although they
are especially authorized by the Court to do so). The prop-
erty is completely at the mercy of the breeders of the country.
It remains for them to say whether the cream of trotting
stock is worth much or little. It is likely this sale will set a
mark for values of the trotter for some time to come, and it

certainly would seem in the interest of continuing breeders,
that it should be a liberal one.
Glenview, in its earlier days of weakness and struggle,

never resorted to questionable mothods in sales, and now in
the days of its dispersal, the public may rest assured that
honorable record shall not be tarnished. Every bidder may
know of a surety that his opposing bid represents real hard
cash.

May I not ask in behalf of those in interest, a number of
whom are infants, that same degroe of fairness upon the part
of buyers? J. B. McFerran, Exeoutor.

Louisville, Ky., September 8, 1886.

Payne Shafter Commended.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have just perused
with interest your issue of Sept. 11th., and regard the
Breeoer and Sportsman a journal worthy of its wide circu-
lation, and as meriting a place in every rural home. I am
especially captivated with the address by P. J. Shafter, Esq.,
of Olema, Marin Co., delivered before the Sonoma and Marin
District Fair Association, at Peteluma, Aug. 25th. Its spark-
ling wit, poetio sentences, terse, true and suggestive, show
that we need not go beyond the farm to find men of genius,
intelligence and culture. May yonr excellent paper fulfill ita

mission, aud may the rising generation learn that there is

health, wealth and dignity in labor. Let the mistaken idea
be corrected that only in the "city full" can be found the
secret springs of happiness aud success.

Olema, Sept. 14, 1886. F. M. P.

Boys and Giris may be had—particularly boyB— for service
at wages, for indenture, or for legal adoption, by
with recommendations to E. T. Dooley, Supt. Bovf* -

Aid Society, Baker street, corner of Grove V
Francisco.
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Arab at Hartford.

The appended notes of the 2:17 class at Hartford are from
the Chicago Horseman, and written by Mr. E. C. Walker
(Veritas)

:

Promptly on the stroke of one o'olock the 2:17 class was
called, for the days are getting short and it will not do to risk

any failure to clear up the card for the final day. Arab and
Sparkle had a match race of five heats, in which the Califor-

nia gelding proved superior, while Maud Messenger was a

lay figure that helped to swell the party without effecting the

determination of the bitter contest. The paoe waB rapid

throughout, ranging from 2:17$ to three seconds slower.

After a neck-and-neck finish the mare was declared beaten,

but she was so near victory that her defeat was almost a

triumph.
Haetford, Conn., Sept. i, 1886.-2:17 class. Purse 31,500.

Arab, b g—0. A. Hickok 112 3 1

MambrinoSparkle,bm-J. Splan ,...3 2 112
Aland MesseDger. b in—J. Murphv 2 2 3 2 3

Time, 2:202, 2:174, 2:18i, 2:20, 2:21$.

In the same report occurs the following description of Bon-
ita's race, the summary of which we published last week:

The sensational J. Q. was drawn for later efforts, and Billy

Button was not himself, so the contest waB confined to those

named in the summary. The judges, Arthur Benson
(starter), George Best and T. O. King, held their soul in

patience while BoniLa, the favorite, exercised the pacing pro-

clivities derived from her dam, as she turned, ambled,

waltzed, single-footed, and did everything but trot between
the distance stand and wire. The guides of her competitors

were very kind to her, as they waited and pulled back until

her ladyship took a notion to come down with them on a

trot. I noticed that William Arthur was not to an edge, but

he had plenty of speed. Charlie Hilton showed that he is

liable to beat Bonita when the day and hour arrives, and
Felix is another of the same sort. Charlie Hogan was in

downright earnest, for Doble drove him out under the whip
for second place, the best he could hope to get the first heat.

The pools before the Btart tell the tale of the race as per

sample; Bonita $60, Charlie Hogan $22, Felix $14, Charlie

Hilton $8, and William Arthur $7.

First Heat—Wm. Arthur had the pole, but broke just as

the word go was given. Bonita quickly assumed the post of

honor, and Felix ranged into second place. Thus they went
until the home stretch was reached, when Doble did his best

to land Charlie Hogan Becond. He collared Felix, both

broke, but Felix finished second. Doble called the attention

of the jndges to a run that Felix made on the back stretch,

hut they placed them in the order of finish. The first quarter

was made in 37 seconds by Bonita, and the half in 1:14,

rather waiting time for the 2:19 class. Wm. Arthur was dis-

tanced for running. I hear he was lame a few days ago.

Second Heat—Now Bonita was the pride of the inner circle,

and brought $50 to $14 for the field. A level send off was
given, with Hogan's driver nodding for the word a good
length behind. Bonita dashed off with the lead, and Hogan
was lapped on Felix a length behind the leader, to the half in

1:10J, which looked as if Hogan waB making them go some.
They were joined by Charlie Hilton on the third quarter, and
the trio were bunched on the upper turn. There Hilton

broke and fell back, leaving Felix to make the fight with

Hogan; he was not equal to the emergency, bo Hilton came
with a wet sheet down the home stretch and carried Hogan to

a losing brake at the longdistance stand. Hilton kept a going,

and finished strong as a lion on Bonita's wheel, with Golden
shouting at the low-headed Californian. Time, 2:1S£.

Third Eeat—Bonita was the girl of the knowing ones

choice At almost any odds. She was sent off even with Hil-

ton and Felix, but Hogan, who was clearly out for the money,
while trailing the pole horse, was sent off on a break as the

starting judge took a nod from Doble, while Hogan was trot-

ting, as a signal he was ready. Hogan fell behind nearly a

distance on hiB break, and the trio in advance took it easy to

the half in 1:12£. Inch by inch did Charlie Hogan close the

gap, and Golden, not looking for him, swung wide in coming
into the stretch. Doble brought Hogan up on the inside,

and half way down the stretch brought Bonita to the whip,

with Felix at hand ready to take care of him. The long

brush to close up the gap was too much for the Chicago

horse, and he surrendered, leaving Felix to finish on Bonita's

wheel, and Hilton, by a break on the upper turn, out of the

raee.
_ .»»

Oliver K.

While the big five were scoring up I took observation of

them; the favorite, Oliver K., naturally attracted first atten-

tion. He is a soft bay gelding, not quite sixteen and a quar-

ter hands in stature; he looks and acts considerably like Rams,
and as he proved the winner a description and history of him
will be in order. He is an evenly made horse, one of the

kind with an old head on young shoulders. He was foaled

in 1880, at Forest City Farm, Cleveland, Ohio, and his breeder,

Mr. C. F. Emery, thought so little of him that he sold him
for $300, as an unbroken two-year-old. A party named
Schank broke him and developed his speed. He quickly

showed his quality and could beat all the neighbors' horses,

old and young. A trial at four years in 2:23J, over a half-

mile track, was enough to set even a phlegmatic Teuton a lit-

tle bit wild, and Mr. Schank thereupon brought his colt to

Cleveland, and to ascertain that he had a trotter drove him
against Guy. He showed that he was just about as good as

Mr. Gordon's phenomenal youngster, for they trotted the last

half of a trial mile in 1:10. His abode was at Cleveland from
that time until the fall meeting, when he started against a

field of aged horses, and set everybody talking by beating

them after a tough contest, in which he obtained a mark of

2:24J. During this race Forbes bought him for $4, 000 and was
offered a handsome advance on the purchase price Boon after

by Alex. McLean, on behalf of his employer, Mr, John D.
Rockefeller, who wanted him to mate his noble-looking, level-

headed mare, Jessie Clark. They could not come to terms,

aud the horse remained Forbes* property. George is a sport-

ing Canadian; he has been identified with foot races and other

games since boyhood, and is a good loser as well as winner.
He is a cool, calculating fellow, as shown by the philosophic

way he otood his loss of fortune when a freshet came and
swept his lumber yard at Cleveland from the river into the

lake. He stood with his hands in his pockets and stoically

Baid, "There goes the value of May Morning, Revenue aud
Oliver K., but I'll weather the cape." Last year it looked as

if he would not, for Oliver K., his only hope, remained out of

condition all the season long. Some said it was rheumatism;
others, they knew not what. At any rate the horse was no
good in 18S5. Forbes took him in his own care and training

this season and fouud that he was all right. The attention

he gave him waB rewarded with extreme success.

From his opening race at Exposition Park the horse has
gone along his conquering way until his grand culminating
victory to-day stamps him the winner par excellence of the

present year, Though in the minds of many the result of the

big stake was a foregone conclusion for the doughty champion
of the year, and he reigned a favorite in the pool-box at $100
to $70 for the field, the episodes of the race were of a char-

acter to set the oldest turfite on edge, and the event will con-

tinue to form the burden of the gossip's refrain for many a
long day to come. After the numerous hard races in which
Mr. Long's mare, Belle F., had been engaged all along the

line, it was scarcely to be expected that she would come forth

to the great battle girt about with an amount of speed that

rendered victory a very possible thing. The story of the

struggle has long since been flashed over the extent of the

continent, and their remains but the thankless task of re-itera*

tion for the turf chronicler. Suffice it to say then that

McCarthy secured two consecutive heats for the great daugh-
ter of Masterlode; and had he been content to rest the mare
after so taxing her powers, there is no telling what the end
might have been. As it was she undoubtedly overreached
herself, and Forbes, having sensibly rested his big horse till

the proper moment, was enabled to make good the predictions

that have gone forth in favor of the King Wilkes gelding.

Two heats in 2:15| and 2:15J are a terrible draft on the pow-
ers of the gamest and most enduring of campaigners, however
much of glory may be attached to the performance. From
start to finish the race was full of the most intense interest,

and till the last inch of way was traversed no one could, with
any certainty, determine the result. Another member of the

Wilkes family, in the shape of Prince Wilkes, proved a dan-

gerous and sturdy opponent to the older relative, and each
time that Oliver K. scored a heat the Kentucky geldipg was
right after him. In the last and decisive struggle he had a
trifle the advantage, which, but for an untimely break, might
have been maintained long enough to have turned the tide of

battle. But of speculation enough. Oliver K. Btands winner
of the great $10,000 stake, and after all, that is a thousand
times superior to all the "might have beens" in the universe.

Mr. Baldwin's Beginning—Reminiscences
Ten Tears Ago.

of

Horseflesh ia peculiar stuff; there can be no doubt about
that, and men have peculiar notions about it. And so there
are many rough diamonds yet undiscovered. "Did yon
know that Mr. Brewster, the secretary of Washington Park
was an old-time thoroughbred man?" was asked the other
day. "Read this from the columns of the Chicago Tribune:"

"Yes, sir," said Mr. Brewster, "I sold Grinstead to Mr.
Baldwin, and it was one of the moBt peculiar sales that I have
ever heard of. Eleven years ago this month I was at Sara-
toga, and was stopping at the Grand Union. One. night
when I was not feeling very well I went to bed about ten
o'clock. I hadn't been abed but a few minutes, when a bell-

boy came np with a card from E. J. Baldwin. I didn't know
who E. J. Baldwin was, and, just as I felt at that time, didn't
caTe. So I told the boy to tell Mr. Baldwin that I would see
him at 8 o'clock the next morning. I got down to the office

at exactly 8 o'clock and went to the clerk and asked him if

he knew such a man as E. J. Baldwin. 'There he stands,
right there,' said he pointing to an elderly gentleman who
was leaning against the desk a few feet away. I went up to

him and introduced myself by saying that I had received a
card from him the night before. The first remark he made
was, 'Do you own a horse named Rutherford?' I was struck
by the extremely business-like manner of the man, but
promptly answered that I did own the horse. His next
remark was, 'Do you want to sell him?' I answered that I
would sell him if any man would give me my price, which
was probably more than he was worth. His next question
was, 'What is your price?' I told him $10,000, I thought
that would stagger him, but he simply asked, 'Can I see him?'
I said that he could, and finally drove him out to the track
to see the horse. He looked him all over and felt of his legs
in a way that made me think he couldn't tell whether the
horse was sound or not. Then he asked, 'Is he sound?' I
told him I would guarantee the horse was without a blemish.
He asked for a pen and ink, and I got them for him, and he
wrote out his check on the Chemical National Bank of New
York for $10,000. That was his first investment in race-
horses. On the way back to the hotel he told me that he
was going back to New York and would be back
in about a week. Rutherford was then four years old.
I owned him. Grinstead was of the same age and
was owned by Dennison and Crawford. They wanted fo sell

him to me, and I told them I didn't want him, but would try
and get them a customer. After left I was taken sick. He
was back in just a week from the time I received his card,
and came to my room to eee me. He told me he wanted a
oompetent man to take care of Rutherford, and I recom-
mended Albert Porter, the boy who had been taking care of
the horse. I sent for Albert, and advised him to engage with
Mr. Baldwin, and to go to California with the horse, and he
agreed to go. The next day Baldwin called again, and told
me he had engaged Albert; that the boy had advised him to

get another horse, and asked me if I knew of another good
horse that was for sale. I told him I did, and he asked me
the name of the horse and the price. I named Grinstead and
said I had been asking $7,500, but having sold him Ruther-
ford I would let him have the other for $7,000. That after-

noon I got up and we went out to see Grinstead. After we
looked him over he asked if he was sound. I told him the
horse was sound in every way except that he was a cribber.
'You don't call that unsound, do you?' he said. 'Some
people may not,' said I, 'but I do.' Then he asked how
good a race-horse he was, and I told him I would match him
against any horse in the country. He looked at me in
astonishment and exclaimed: 'He can't beat Rutherfordz' I
told him Grinstead could beat Rutherford any distance, from
a quarter of a mile to four mile heats. 'Well,' said he, 'yon
are the frankest man that I ever knew of that had anything
to do with horBes. You sold me a horse for $10,000, and
now you offer me another that can beat him for $7,000. I
explained that I was not selling for myself, aud could not
personally give him a bill of sale of the horse, but could get
him one the next morning. He looked at me as if I was a
enriosity, but finally said he would take the horse. The next
day I got his check, and I think he got the cheapest horse
that was ever sold in this country. He was a great race-
horse, and now he is a wonderful Bire. I have no idea at

what figure Baldwin places Grinstead's value as a stock-

horse, and do not suppose anybody could buy him. Shortly
after that Mark Littell, of New York took W'ildidle to Cali-

fornia. Then Bernard bought Col. McDaniel's interest in

Springbok and sent him over there. I went over to look
after Springbok, and got there September 15. They had
offered a purse of $20,000, 10 per cent, entrance, for a four-

mile heat race, and they all understood that I was over there

to beat them. Springbok was a great horse, and I made no
bones about what I was there for. I had Evans
come out there to ride him, and had him
stowed away in the top of the Occidental Hotel.
I stopped at the Lick House. The race was set for

November 13th, at the Bay District traok. A few days before

that time I left a party of my friends in the Lick House office
and told them I was going to bed. I went up one pair of
stairs, down another, and over to the Occidental where I got
Evans, and we drove to the track. It was a bright moonlight
night—the moonlight is much brighter there than it is here

—

and you could not only see the horse all over the track, but
could almost read a paper. About 3 o'clock in the morning, the
trainer brought out Springbok and Evana got up. I told
Evans to go three miles, and then, if I signaled him, to go on
half a mile more. That horse ran three miles faster than Ten
Broeck did when he ran for his record of 5:28, and then went
on another half mile in '51. I made up my mind that there
would be but one heat to that race, and was firmly resolved
to shut them all out in the first. I was sure I couJd do it.

We got back to the city without a living soul outside of the
trainer, Evans, and myself knowiog"what had happened.
The day before the race was to have taken place it began
raining, and it rained every day except Christmas for sixty
days. It rained hard every morning and then cleared up
every afternoon, and the race was declared off. To make
matters worse, Spriugbok stepped in a gopher hole, and
wrenched his ankle, and practically broke down. ChristmaB
day, the only fine day we had, there was a race between Joe
Daniels and Nell Flaherty iD which Joe Daniels conceded the
mare twelve pounds in a mile and a half and won. He was
a hundred pounds above racing weight, and I have occasion
to remember the race, because I did not believe he could win
and backed my opinion. They made up another race after the i

rain was over, and it was run February 22, 1876. Foster won ]
it. I got my moneyin on Rntherford, but got out after the
first heat and quit a little ahead on the race. Now you have
my experience in selling horses to Californians, going over
there and trying to beat them betting on their races."

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Sorting the Fillies.

Enterprise and capital are constantly filling the country
with a better class of horse stock, and it is time for farmers
to cast about and see whether or not they are raising un-
marketable stock, from mere force of habit, as they cling to
other things, permitting the more observing and enterprising
to pass them, taking an advanced position. As they sow, so
shall they reap, and if they continue to harbor upon the farm
and breed from the inefficient stock they will get outstripped
in the race, and will find themselves in the predicament of
the farmer who breeds only scrub steers.

By selecting the fillies we mean it in the same sense as
though we were talking of seed corn, for we only get first-claBS

returns when we use good seed and place this in good soil.

Selecting the fillies to be the future mothers of the colts it is

proposed to raise, is a thought that rarely enters the minds of
men, for if they are breeding only scrub stock then any filly

is good enough to be retained for this use. If merely draft
stock, then the average farmer would say, "I have secured
size; is not that what we want?" Under the influence of this

sort of sophistry a man will propagate the most glaring de-
fects and unsoundnesses. The breeder of recorded stock for
either of the speeding gaits hardly inclines to accept the idea
that any recordable animal he is breeding should be set apart
as unfit to breed from. Hence, all classes of fillies are held to
be served at the proper Beason, whereas quite a proportion
should be placed at service or sent forward, when of suitable
age, to be marketed for use in whatever line of work they are
adapted to.

It the government would take this matter into its own
hands, permitting no stallion to be used as a sire nntil he
had passed under the inspector's hands, subjecting the mares
to the same ordeal, in a decade or two many of the glaring
defects that do now so often appear in all classes of horse
stock, would be bred out. If the purpose of the breeder is to

raise very select stock of whatever sort he decides to handle,
the question could very properly be, what fillies shall we
accept? which, taken in the light intended, would mean that
under a reasonably close inspection the number retained
might be the lesser.

Disproportion between the parts may be set down as one
of the worst defects to be propagated. The horse having
digestive and respiratory 'organs not in keeping with his bulk
and with the character of service expected of him, will be
heavily discounted when sent forward to market. Hence, to

breed from a mare having this defect will insure its duplica-
tion in the offspring. Limbs and feet disproportioned to the
body should condemn a mare to be 6et apart for such service
and on such roads as she can stand, for if put upon hard
pavements, the legs being too light, she will soon get knee-
sprung. If the hocks are narrow, look out for a curb. In
nine cases out of ten, these and other defects will be dupli-

cated in the offspring, hence it is best not to incur the risk of

this by breeding from defective stock.

—

Live Stock Journal.

Selecting a Horse.

Mr. O. R. Gleason, "Professor of Horse Training," giveB

the following advice:
The question may arise: For steady hard work at moder- -

ate speed, will not a heavy-framed, strong-muscled animal,
with slight intelligence, like the mule, return more work for

the food than the one with higher mental faculties and more I
active nerves? Is not there a waste of force, of the power
desired, from the nutriment consumed, in the horse with a
highly developed nervous constitution? Mr. Gleason advises

to never select a horse having long ears, lined inside with
long, straight hair. Do not buy one that is narrow between
the ears and between the eyes; or that has flat, round eyes,

in sunken orbits, and whose nostrils are small aud thick ; for

he will certainly prove to be a beast of Brnall intelligence, hard
to teach, incapable of remembering, and liable to be obstin-

,

ate, just as stupid persons are. And do not buy the horse .

that is narrow at the top of the .head, bulging between the

eyes, and has a sunken dish-like face between them; for he
is sure to be vicious and treacherous. But take the horse

that has short ears, with short, curly hair inside them; that

is broad between the ears and eyes, with regular, straight

face, and large, thin nostrils; for in him you will find an
intelligent, spirited, yet willing servant and faithful friend, if

treated rightly.
o-

Nervous Horses.

Finely-bred, intelligent horses are very often nervons.
Thoy are quick to take notice, quick to take alarm, quick to

do what seems to theni, in moments of sudden terror, neces*

Bary to escape from possible harm from something they do I

not understand. That is what makes them shy, bolt aud run
away. We cannot tell what awful suggestions strange things

offer to their minds. For aught we pan tell, a sheet of white

paper in the road may seem to the nervous horse a yawnin,

a
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chasm, the open front of a baby carriage the jaws of a dragon
ready to devour him, and a man on a bicycle some terrifying

sort of a flying devil without wings. But we find that the
moment he becomes familiar with those things or any others
that affright him, and knows what they are, he grows indif-

ferent to them. Therefore, when your horse shies at any-
thing, make him acquainted with it; let him smell it, touch it

with hia sensitive upper lip and look closely at it. Remem-
ber, too, that you must familiarize both sides of him with the
dreaded object. If he only examines it with the near nostril

and eye, he will be very likely to scare at it when it appears
on his off side. So then rattle your paper, beat your brass
drum, flutter your umbrella, ran your baby carriage and your
bicycle, tire your pistol, and clatter jour tinware on both
sides of him and all around him, until he comes to regard the

nois6 simply as a nuisance and the material object as only
trivial things liable to get hurt if they are in his way. He
may not learn all that in one lesson, but continue the lesson
and you will cure all his nervousness.

A fast record! How much those three words mean in some
instances, says an exchange, and how little they amount to

in others! After years of careful watchfulness, nursing and
training, the young trotting star that has filled the patient

horseman with bright anticipations often amounts to nothiDg.

Again, an inferior colt frequently develops into a trotting

whirlwind and astonishes everybody. In a man, as well as a

horse, the youngster from whom we naturally expect the most
frequently amounts to the least.

About Churnmsr.

"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," is as appli-

cable to the genus equus as it is to the genus homo. The
Bpirit of many horses, which would otherwise be gay and
showy, is worked clear out of them.

The more substitutes the business world secures for the
labor of the horse, the greater does the market value of the

horse become. This seems a paradox, but it is nevertheless

Do not be afraid of excessive us6 of the brush. You will

not wear your horse out with it.

HERD AND SWINE.
Holstein Cattle.

The object of churning, says Prof. Baldwin, an expert of
Dublin, Ireland, is to break up the coats of the fatty globules,
and thus to set the fat or butter at liberty; this is effected by
the combined action of friction, beat and air. It is in the
proper combination of these agents that the perfection of
churning consists. When the friction is too violent, the
butter is produced too speedily, it is deficient in color, aud
it does not keep well. Heat expands the coats of the globules
and facilitates the procees of churning. If the temperature
is too low, the time aud friction consumed in churning are so
great that the butter becomes soft, deficient in color and fla-

vor, and does not keep well. We have found from 57° to 60°

F. the best temperature at which to put cream into the churn,
and during churning it rises from 2° to 4°. The proper tem-
perature can be increased in a variety of ways; as, for exam-
ple, by immersing the vessel containing the cream in cold
water in summer, and in hot water in winter. The influence
of the air on the time consumed in churning, as well as on
the quality of the butter, is not as well understood as it

should be. The oxygen of the air oxidizes the coats of the
fatty globules, and thus acts in setting the butter free.
Whatever churn is used it should not be filled with cream or
milk. When the churn is quite tilled it is almost impossible
to produce butter, not only because there is a want of air, but
also because the cream swells in the process of churning.
Churns are either "fixed" or "movable" for the purpose of
churning; and in each class some have a horizontal axis, and
others a vertical. The great desideratum in a churn is sim-
plicity of construction, because that meams facility of cleans-
ing. Therefore we should prefer round churns to angular
ones, those with simple beaters or dashboards to those with
no beaters at all. The number of revolutions or strokes of
the churn or its beaters per minute should vary according to
the proportion that exists between the capacity of the churn
and the power of the beaters. Butter should not be made
either too quickly or too slowly, as in either case the quality
will suffer. For this reason, when the surrounding atmos-
phere is hot the cream should be put in rather colder than
otherwise, and the revolutions or strokes should be rather
slower. As a rule, with a well-proportioned churn in an
atmosphere of 55° F., the number 60 is a fair guide for the
temperature of the cream and the number of revolutions of
the churn, and the butter should then come in 30 minutes;
but there are many exceptions to this rule.

and the success of the mixture in his practice will certainly
commend it to others.

—
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Gazette.

Not Wanted.

A butter-maker who uses his fingers instead of a ther-
mometer to find out the temperature of milk and cream, and
regards improved methods as "new-fangled notions."
Expensively built and equipped creameries which have to

be closed up at the end of a year or two.
Hired men who do not know the difference between hand-

ling a cow's udder and a pitchfork.
Cowswhose only reason for being allowed to exist is the

good nature of their owners.
Milk from cows that live on bitter or poisonous weeds and

drink stagnant water.
Butter that is coated with a layer of salt crystals.
Skim cheese which even pigs do not care to eat.

This race of cattle is too little known in the west, or they
would be found iu much larger numbers. That it is oneot the

oldest breeds of pure cattle known there is little doubt. They
have been bred for five hundred consecutive years, mainly for

dairy purposes, and wherever known are highly estimated for

their excellence in these respects. For quantity of milk they

have no superior, while for the cheese factory they are

unequalled. Many, moreover, who know them well and
have handled them for years claim that as a butter cow they
compare very favorably with the beat-bred Jerseys, besides

making double their weight when marketed for beef.

In saying this we mean no disrespect to the docile and
fawn-like Jersey, the pet of every member of the household
from baby up, and as much the poor man's friend as the rich

man's beauty. There is no possibility of discounting her nor
any necessity for attempting it. She stands upon her own
well-earned merits and is able to hold her own against all

comers.
But the Jersey has her place no more surely, and holds it

with no more certainty than does the Holstein hers, and it is

because the letter's place has not been recognized that we
wish to direct attention to it.

To show what that is, we gather a few facts and figures to

see what they teach us. One Holstein cow gave, in May last,

when four years old, 1,923 lbs. of milk, and in six

months 9,437 lbs.; another of the same age gave, in five

months, 7,632 lbs., and yet another, of equal age, 1,907

lbs., in the month of May, and in rive months 7,675 lbs. A
heifer dropped her calf when a little under two years old and
gave in one day 56 lbs., iu 31 days 1.606 lbs., and in five

months 6,347 lbs. Nor are these isolated cases by any means,

but are sufficient for our purpose, which is to show by con-

trast with the dairy stock at hand what they can do.

Visitors to the large fairs in the west, and readers of agricul-

tural papers, are familiar with their color and make-up, but

are not so well posted as to their qualities. In an address

delivered in New York recently, Prof. Roberts says of a visit

to Holland, where he saw them on their native pastures:

"I had the good fortune during the past summer to spend

some time in North Holland and Friesland. Here, in ancient

grass-bottomed lakes, snatched from the inroads of the sea by
the greatest skill and labor the world has ever known, I

found the ideal milk producer. Here favored, yet unfavored

by nature, these clean, plain, intelligent Dutch have reduced

to a science the economical production of milk. Of coarse

this could not be done without a good cow, and if anywhere
on the face of the globe there exists a race of uniformly good

milkers the Dutch have them. I care not what a man's prej-

udices are, whether an admirer of the fawn-eyed Jersey, or,

like myself, of the lordly Shorthorn, the noble Hereford or the

piebald Ayrshire, if he really admires a good cow, he cannot

help falling in love with the picturesque Holstein, as seen in

its native pastures in the North counties. He may return to

his American home and conclude that his circumstances are

better adapted to some other breed, but he will ever speak of

them with praise. I have said they were a race of good

milkers, but I have put it none too strong when I say truth-

fully that neither from Beemster Polder, northward, nor in

Friesland, did I see what might be called a poor cow, or even

an old cow, though I saw many hundreds. Here are people

occupying lands which are seldom sold for less than §500 per

acre.more frequently for a thousand and upwards, and pro-

ducing butter and cheese for the European market in success-

ful competition with that produced on land one-tenth of their

value. With these facts staring ns in the face, it looks quite

possible that we might learn something of more economical

production from these miscalled dumb Dutch, notwithstand-

ing they still cut their grass by hand and wear wooden

shoes."

A reddish sediment in the milk indicates inflammation of

the glands of the udder. It is caused by overfeeding of stim-

ulating food, or by violent exertion, as running or jumping,

which injures the udder, or by bruises inflicted in getting

over fences. The cause should be discovered and removed

before the right treatment can be specified. -If there is noth-

ing of these to cause the trouble it is due to some constitu-

tional defect. In any case it will be useful to give one ounce

doses of hyposulphate of soda daily, to feed lightly of grain,

aud to bathe the udder with hot water for a few minutes,

then wipe it dry and rub it gently with soap liniment and

camphor. Milking should be done gently, so as not to irri-

tate the udder.—Am. Dairyman,

Points in Manaeringr Milk.

When Prof. Arnold speaks dairymen listen. He contrib-

utes the following points to the columns of the N. Y. Tri-

bune:
1. To make the finest-flavored and longest-keeping butter

the cream must undergo a ripening process by exposure to

the oxygen of the air while it is rising. The ripening is

very tardy when the temperature is low.
2. After cream becomes sour, the more ripening the more it

depreciates. The sooner it is then skimmed and churned
the better, but it should not be churned while too new. The
best time for skimming and churning is just before acidity

becomes apparent.
3. Cream makes better butter to rise in cold air than to rise

in cold water, and the milk will keep sweet longer.

4. The deeper milk is set the less airing the cream gets

while rising.

5. The depth of setting should vary with the temperature;
the lower it is the deeper milk may be set; the higher, the

shallower it should be.

6. While milk is standing for cream to rise, the purity of

the cream, aud consequently the fine flavoT aud keeping of

the butter, will be injured if the surface of the cream is

exposed freely to air much warmer than the cream.
7. When cream is colder than the surrounding air, it takes

up moisture and impurities from the air. When the air is

colder than the cream, it takes up moisture and whatever
escapes from the cream. In the former case the cream puri-

fies the surrounding air; in the latter case the air helps to purify

the cream. The selection of a creamer should hinge on what
is most desired—highest quality, or greatest convenience and
economy in time, space and labor.

Keep Better Cows.

With a great many farmers a cow is a cow, whatever her
accomplishments at the milk pail. When ten or a dozen
cows aie kept on the farm very few farmers know with any
degree of certainty what each individual cow is accomplish-

ing in the way of butter yield. The quantity of milk a cow
gives is often deceptive as regards the butter product from
her milk. Instances are common where eighteen to twenty

pounds of milk of some cows will make a pound of butter,

and occasionally we hear of a cow whose milk is so rich that

fifteen pounds of it will make a pound of butter. It is plain,

then, that the cow which gives forty to sixty pounds of milk

a day, and requires but eighteen or twenty pounds of milk to

produce a pound of butter, is more profitable to keep than

one which will give a much smaller mess and yet requires

more milk to make a given amount of butter.

If a third or half of the cows in a dairy are ordinary and
barely pay expenses, it is easy to see the profits of the

remaining half or two-thirds have to be divided with the

poor cows to bring up the average to make even a small

profit. In other words, a farmer who has twenty cows giving

on an average 6,000 pounds of milk each a year, half mav
exceed the amount considerably, while the other half fall

much below it. It is plain that while the first ten cowb may
pay a fair profit, half of the profit is lost iu making up the

deficiency of the other ten which fall below the average.

The inference is easy to discern—adopt some means
whereby the accomplishments of all the cows may be

accurately known, then weed out the dairy and keep the best.

Col. Harris' Remedy for Black-Leg.

The best butter makers of the day stop the churn when
the butter is in the "granular" form, i. e., in small granules
or grains, none of them larger than a grain of wheat. In this
stage the butter-milk is drawn out of the churn, and cold
water turned in to wash the butter-milk out of the butter.
This is then drawn off and the process repeated until the
water comes away clear. A brine is then made and poured
into the churn, and (bedash is turned enough to bring the
brine in contact with the small particles of butter. The but-
ter is then removed from the churn and only worked enough
to remove the surplus brine and shape the butter into rolls
or prints for packing. In this way the grain is not injured,
and the good qualities of the butter are preserved in all their
integrity, constituting what is known as "gilt-edged" butter.
Of course all steps in the process are taken with due regard
to what is required to secure the desired product, proper
temperature, proper cleanliness, and proper deliberation and
accuracy in everything.

The hard lumps on a cow's udder and teats, and which are
surrounded by red, inflamed rings, are the pustules of cow-
pox. This is contagious, and spreads from one animal to
another if care is not exercised. The disease is not at all

serious, but goes through a course of three weeks and then
disappears. The pustules dry up, leaving scabs which fall

off. If, however, the scabs are broken, the sores may become
painful aud difficult to heal, sometimes running toeether and
forming ulcers. The treatment is to give one-ounce doses of
hyposulphite of soda daily, and to dress the pustules with a
mixture of glycerine two ounces, carbolic acid one dram.
This should be done twice a day. The affected cow should
be kept away from the others, and milked after them. If
they interfere with the milking, silver milking tubes should
be used. .

In response to several inquiries for a successful preventive

of black-leg, we present herewith a statement of Col. W. A.

Harris, of Linwood, Kan., well known as a very successful

cattle-breeder: "In reply to your note of the 11th, would say

the mixture for the prevention of black-leg is 10 lbs. sulphur,

6 lbs. copperas, 3 lbs. saltpetre, 3 lbs. air-slaked lime. Pul-

verize and mix, and use in the salt trough in the proportion

of a pint of the mixture to a gallon of salt, in the spring and

fall for a month or six weeks. I have used itsince 1S65, every

year but one (1S76) aud never had a case of black-leg <

that year when we lost thirteen head out of twenty-five . It

has been found effective by many stockmen to whom I have

mentioned it. It is excellent for hogs also." Col. Harris

furnishes the above in response to a request from The Gazette,

John Brooks, of Princeton, Mass., has become so thor-
oughly convinced that horns upon domesticated animals are
a nuisance that he has resolved upon giving the dehorning
process a thorough trial upon his Jersey cattle. He reports
to the New England Farmer the successful removal of the
horns of a pair of heifer calves. The little nubs, together
with a narrow ring of hair-producing skin, were nicely cut
away a few weeks ago, and now the spots are nicely healed
over, with no threatening of further growth. Mr. Brooks is

quite pleased with his prospect of a herd of polled Jerseys.
The bulls should be dehorned too.

Take Punch's advice to those about to marry, and "don't"
graze the bull. Let him have the run of an open yard all

summer, and supply him with soiling food. After bulls are
two years old they are more or less dangerous if allowed the
liberty of grazing with the herd. This is more especially the
case if the bull be well bred. Every summer there ara fre-

quent reports of death caused by vicious bulls in pastures.
Heat and flies seem to enrage them, and without any appar-
ent provocation they attack and seriously or fatally wound
persons who come in their way. It is much safer to confine
the bulls.

T. S. Cowper, the well-known breeder of dairy cattle, saya
he never lost a cow with milk fever when the following pre-
cautions was taken before calving: "Do not feed the cow
with any grain, and give her only good timothy hay (no
clover) and water; if fleshy give her wheat, straw and meal
instead of hay. Three weeks before calving give her, twice a
week, one ounce of saltpetre dissolved in cold water, and
when you see she is quite near calving, say within two or
three hours, give her one and a half pounds of Epsom salts

with a tablespoonful of ginger and gentian."

A large udder is not a sure indication that a cow gives a
laTge quantity of milk. The udder may be thick-skinned and
meaty, and consequently deceptive. The skin should be soft,

thin and velvety to the touch, with prominent milk veins and
milk ducts extending well forward, while the teats stand well
apart, and are uniform in size and shape. But the best teat

is to milk the udder out clean. If it still retains a large size

it is clearly a deceptive one. It should shrink to a small size

when milked out.

It seems that some of the farmers in the northwest have
been wondering why hay could not be cut and cured in the
shock like wheat and oats, and it is said that some of them
have been experimenting in this direction with snecess.

They have been cutting hay with the reaper and binder,
throwing the sheaves into shocks to cure. In hay cut near
the point of ripeness this would certainly work. And why
should it not succeed, with some modifications, in nearly all

haying?

Here is the standard, says the Dairy World, which a well-

known English dairyman has adopted, and he makes it a rnle

not to keep a cow any longer than he can help, however tine

looking she may be, unless she come up to it—six hundred
gallons of milk, 10 ppr cent, cream, 3 per cent, of fat, and 12

per cent, of solids. There would be a terrible slaughtering
if all cows in this ceuntry that could not come up to the
above were handed over to the butcher.

The following remedy for bloat is going the ronnds of tho

press: Grease a piece of rubber hose, five or six feet long,

and slip one end of it down the animal's Rnllet. This will

give an escape for the gas which has generated in the stomach,
furnishing instantaneous relief, and the stomach may then
be cleared by physic The use of the hose obviates a disa-

greeable and painful surgical operation, aud accomplishes
equally good results.

Farmers can get one good "pointer" from the plow jockeys;

the; are always careful to have a sharp plow when showing
off either good work or light draft. Moral:
your plow sharp. It makes better work, and is

both the team and the plowman,
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Mibs Woodford's Career.

The history of a great race-horse is like that ot a great general,

its career is illuminated with brilliant triumphs and with oc-

casional defeats, which throw up into bolder relief the ulti-

mate victories. Not often is it the good fortune of either to

close their careers in a blaze of glory, and retire from the

arena with all their blushing honors thick upon them. We
chroniole with pleasure the retirement of Miss Woodford, to

her well-earned rest, and congratulate the Dwyer Bros, in

sparing the great queen of the turf the possible defeats which
might have overtaken her, had the attempt been made to still

keep her in aotive service on the turf. The famous daughter

of Billet and Fancy Jane made her debut to the publio in the

Ladies' Stake at the Chicago spring meeting of 18S2. The
track was very heavy, and, piloted by Stoval, she defeated a

moderate field in the slow time of 1:20}. At Saratoga she

captured the SDinaway Stake, five furlongs, in 1:03J, her

most famous opponent, Empress, running third. In the

MiBses Stake, at the same meeting, she was again triumphant,

doing the three-quarters in 1:16, in a field of nine, and in that

field were such good ones as Vera, Bessie, and Empress. Re-
turning to the weit she captured the Filly Stake at Lexington,

Vera and Imogene being the pick of the party. At the same
meeting she placed to her credit the Colt and Filly Stake, dis-

tance one mile, in 1:44}, winning from Vera by three lengths,

Pike's Pride third, Queen Ban last. At Chicago she ran sec-

ond to Ascender in the Nursery Stakes; at Saratoga she ran
third to George Kinney and Empress in the Flash Stake, and
at the Louisville fall meeting, in the Blue Grass Stake, she

finished third to Queen Ban and Bellona. As a two-year-old

she started eight times, won five, was second once, and third

twice. Miss Woodford's three-year-old career was one blaze

of triumph. She started twelve times, scored ten victories,

made the running for her Btable companion, Geo. Kinney, in

the Monmouth Stakes, which he won, and she was defeated

by Empress once, when she was amiss. She marked her first

appearance as a three-year-old by winning the Ladies' Stake

at Jerome Park in a romp in 2:43£, there being nothing in it

to make her gallop. At Coney Island she captared the Mer-
maid Stake, in a common canter, from Carnation and Fair-

view. At Monmouth Park she continued her victorious

career by placing the Monmouth Oaks to her credit, in a canter,

by ten lengths. Seeking new worlds to conquer, the Alabama
Stake at Saratoga fell an easy prey, Bessie and Vera being

her only opponents. Returning to Monmouth Park she met
her old antagonists, Caramel and Carnation, in the West End
Hotel Stake, and walked away from them in 2:42. At Coney
Island, in the Great Eastern Handicap, she was assessed 112

lbs., but she won, pulling up at the wire ten lengths in front

of Referee, 97 lbs.; All Hands Round, 97 lbs., a poor third;

Empress, 100 lbs.; Blue Grass Belle, 104 lbs.; Bessie 92 lbs.;

Drake Carter, 118 lbs.; Carnation, 94 lbs.; Gonfalon, 95 lbs.;

and Pikes' Pride, 85 lbs., were in the field. Coming west to

the Louisville fall meeting she placed the Champion Stal-

lions' Stake to her credit in 2:37, Slocum, Wandering and
Wallflower finishing in the order named. Five days later we
find her back at Jerome Park in the Hunter Stake, one mile

and three-quarters, her only opponents being Carnation and
Bella, to each of whom she conceded 7 lbs., and won in a

walk by eight lengths. At Washington she met Drake Carter
and Eole in the District of Columbia Stake, and won from end
to end in the oapital time of 2:36|, pulling up under the wire.

At Baltimore she closed her victorious career for the year by
winning the Pimlico Stake, with George Kinney second,

Iroquois third, and Drake Carter fourth. The three-year-old

career of Miss Woodford is one of the most brilliant and suc-

cessful in the annals of the turf.

The year 1884 will probably be considered Miss Woodford's
grestest year, in it she started nine times and won every time.

The opening event for the season was at Coney Island in a
purse race, one mile and a half, and again we have to use the

oft-repeated phrase, that she won in a canter in 2:40}. On
the next racing day she met Royal Arch and carried him into

camp. In the Coney Island Stake, one mile and an eighth,

she easily defeated Kinglike and Miss Brewster in 1:56}. In
the Ocean Stake, at Monmouth Park, one mile and an eighth
she won, pulling double from George Kinney, Aranza and
Louisette in 2:0 U-. At the same meeting, in the Eatontown
Stake, one mile, she defeated Duchess, Little Minoh and
Aranza in the order named; and two days later won the
Champion Stake from Drake Carter, Monitor, Freda and Eole
in 2:40}. At the Coney Island fall meeting, in a seven-
eighths purse race, she won as she liked from a fast field in

158}, and at the same meeting won a match for $5,000 a side

with $2,000 added, from Drake Carter, at two miles and a
half, in 4:28}. Her last race for the season was the Long
Island Stake, two mile heats, Drake Carter and Eole were the
only opponents which had the temerity to meet the invincible

mare. She won each heat in a canter, time 3:33, 3:31£. The
remarkable fact of all her four-year-old races was that she won
with so much in hand, that it was impossible to estimate her
vast superiority to the best animals of the year. Last year
she started twelve times, won seven, ran second four times,
and for the second time in her life ran unplaced. She
opened the season at Jerome Park in a purse race, one mile
and an eighth, defeating Pampero, Caramel and Reveller. At
Coney Island she placed the Coney Island Stako to her credit,

Wanda, Louisette, Gen. Harding and Bonne Bouche finishing
behind her in the order named. At Monmouth Park, in the
Ocean Stake, she defeated Goano and Louisette; in the Cup, at

the same meeting, she again met and defeated her old oppo-
nent, Drake Carter, with Boatman third. In the Freehold
Stake she again defeated Drake Carter; at the same meeting
Bhe won the match for $7,500 by a head from Freeland, the
only antagonist which in a series of matches made her bite

the dust, and at Coney Island she won her last victory of the
year in the Great Long Island Stake, two mile heats, which
Bhe again won, the first heat by a neck and the seoond by a
length and a half from Binnette in 3:35 and 3;37£. In the
Farewell Stake she ran second to Thackeray. In the Cham-
pion Stake, at Monmouth, the mighty Freeland defeated her,
and in a special stake at the same meeting ne repeated the
dose, and in a last trial at Brightoh Beach the great mare had
again to play second fiddle to the mighty gelding. This sea-

son she started in seven races and won six of them. At
Jerome Park she opened the season by winning the Harlem
Stake; coming west to St. Louis she won the great $10,000
Eclipse Stake, with 117 lbs. up, in 2:35, defeating Volante,
Alta and Modesty. In the Coney Island Cup she ran a dead
heat with Barnum, and the stake was divided. At Monmouth
she captured the Ocean Stake, and at the same meeting the
Monmouth Cup. Saratoga saw the last of her triumphs in a

sweepstake of one mile, in which she defeated O'Fallon, Joe
Cotton, Katrina and Mona. Her solitary defeat this season
was when she met Troubadour. Her wonderful record
t inds at thirty-seven firsts, seven seconds, two thirds and
twice unplaced. When shall we look upon her like again.

—

Chicago Horseman.

After the defeat of the pacer Argyle by Cohannet at the

recent Albany meeting, wliich was a crushing surprise to the

talent, a number of the boys were discussing the uncertainties

of pacers, but as usual John Splan had the best story to tell.

Said he: "I should have a little idea of pacers, boys, for I

have driven the fastest and slowest heats with them of any
one in the business. 1 gave one the top record of 2:06}, and
got shut out in 2:33 with another that had a record of 2:15,

and I want to say that the man don't live who knows where
a pacer is going to land him."

Owing to the numerous complaints which the English

Jockey Club receive concerning the accommodation offered

by the railroad companies between London and Epsom, it is

seriously debating the advisability of transferring the Derby
race to Newmarket.

Clemmie G.. 2:15£, and Mambrino Sparkle, 2:17, will be

bred to Mr. Gordon's two-year-old brother to Clingstone.

Mr. Haggin has nominated over thirty yearlings for the

Coney Island Derby and Tidal stakes of 1S86.

George Forbes paid S4,500 two years ago for Oliver K.,

who has won him $20,000 this season.

Tbe Dwyers' yearling brother to Tremont has arrived in

New York from Kentucky.

LAWK TENNIS-
Last year Mr, George L. Brander presented a handsome

trophy to be competed for by the San Rafael and Lotus Lawn
Tennis Clubs. The terms of the gift were that eight players

from each club were to play foT it, in doubles, of fifty games
each, and the winners of the greatest number of games to be

the holders of the trophy, the club winning it three times

to be the owners. The first match, played in 18S5, was won
by San Rafael. On Admission Day the second series of

games were played, and, singularly enough, resulted in a tie.

The day was exceedingly hot, 98° in the Bhade, but the haze

in the atmosphere prevented the sun from being oppressive.

The attendance was not laTge, but the spectators watched the

play with intense interest, especially towards the close when
the result hung upon a single false or accurate stroke. The
four matches were played at once, two upon each ground,

and singulagly enough the home pairs led upon their own
turf. The scores are as follows:

Games won by Lotus Club.
G-. L. Brander ) ^g
W. McPheraon J

T-Berryl 35
B. Berry {

"W. B. Bradford ) ™
J.Allen J

W. B. Baboock I 19
A. V.Towle ]

Total.

.

.100

'Games won by San Rafael Club.
Dr. Williams

I 39
S. Hoffman J

H. Francis 1 1K
A. Dibbleef

10

H. Jackson 1 9Q
If. Heathcote J

""

O. Hoffman 1 .,,

W.Page ]

-1

Total 100

YACHTING.
This will be a gala day at the grounds of the Pacific Club.

The prizes won at the Regatta on Admission Day will be
distributed, and to give the occasion due eclat a band has
been engaged and a lunch will be spread in the club house
for the invited guests. The fortunate winners of prizes are

preparing speeches of thanks, and practising oratorial flour-

ishes of the moBt polished and graceful style.

One pleasant feature of the earlier yatching days will be
revived for this festive occasion. The fleet will rendezvous
off Front-street wharf, and in the afternoon embark the club's

guests and give them a sail across the channel to the club

house. The ladies of the party will thus have a ohance of

seeing for a short time the interest there is in a yacht race.

The Annual Regatta is still a subject of debate. The misera-

ble calm gave Annie, Nellie and Halcyon a wretched start.

Naturally enough the owners of the craft named do not relish

the result.

Halcyon has unbent her racing sails and stowed them away
for next season. She was out with her old canvas on Sun-
day, and in a run down the channel, past the Fort, outside the

headB, managed to hold more than her own with both Lurline

and Aggie. But scrub races never count for much. A set

course after all is the grand teBt.

Aggie has not kept her copper bright of late, in the last trip

from Vallejo, Halcyon waltzed away from her, and in the
windward work from Oakland stakeboat to Fort Point both
Lurline and Halcyon had a long way the best of it. In the

Regatta she looked as if she were somewhat straight laced,

especially in such a moderate breeze. Her very warm admir-
ers begin to think now that her strong point is in heavy
weather. This is a complete round turn from former days.

There is a great deal of misapprehension in regard to the

races of last seasons and those just concluded for America's
Cup. Both events were, so far as the English cutters were
concerned, managed by Mr. J. Beavor Webb, the designer

of both Genesta and Galetea. The cost of the out-

fit and managing of eaoh yacht being charged to the owners,

Sir Richard Sutton, for Genesta, and Lieut. Henn, for Gal-

atea. The British yacht clubs had no say in the matter

whatever. In San Francisco the question is constantly asked,

"Why do not English yachtsmen send over their best boat?"

The answer is that so long as private members of the clubs

were content to make the races and carry them out, there was
no need for the clubB to interfere. In addition to this, until

Mr. Webb's challenges were disposed of it would not have
been good form for any other parties, either private yachtsmen
or clubs, to dovetail a second challenge upon the New Yort
Yacht Club.
There is not much prospect of any British yacht club

attempting to build a boat to compete for the cup, for some
time at leaBt, for Mr. Coates, the owner of the Scotch cutter

Marjorie, intendB crossing the Atlantic in her next year, and
he will probably make a race for the cup before he returns.

Marjorie ranks next to the Irish cutter Ires, and both are

so nearly matched that should Marjorie fail to capture cue

America's Cup next year, British yachtsmen must then give

up the attempt to regain it or build something to outsail all

the crafts they have launched, so far.

Oakland Canoe Club.

Mi. Emery proposes to give $20,000 for Nutwood, if neceu-
jury, at the^approaohing Glenview sale.

There was a good attendance on the creek last Saturday
and Sunday, but the breeze was light both days. On Satur-

day afternoon the Zoe Mou and the new Rnshton canoe

"Echo," had several races, the Racine boat winning the ma-
jority. The skipper of the Echo is very averse to carrying

much sail at present, but will probably do so wheu he knows
his boat better. He certainly cannot do her justice with

mainsail only in these light breezes. Sunday morning the

Little Waif had a race with the Mystic, the latter carrying a

large lateen sail. This, though setting admirably, did not

improve her speed; in fact, diminished it in beating, and the
Waif saved the race on her time allowance. The Flirt and
Shadow shortly afterwards appeared on the scene and ran
down to Brooklyn to lunch, after a cruise around the basin,
taking a look at the miniature model race while passing.
When about to re-embark the Commodore turned up with a
suspicious dampness about his nether garments, and it pres-
ently transpired that in jibing round the point of marsh land
near the Wm. Taber, his main-boom had caught in the brail
of the driver, resulting in a spill. The crew, however, had
time to climb round as Bhe went over, 60 only got partially
wet. The breeze had freshened a bit for the run home, which
was made in good time. The misfortunes of the Mystic did
not end here, for shortly after in a race round the long course
she was beaten three minutes by the Spray, whose long lay
up has certainly been put to profitable advantage. Hermain-
mast has been stepped further for'ard, which alteration has
certainly increased her speed. The Flirt will shortly be re-
painted and varnished, and is laying low for a south-easter to
tackle the Mystic, heavy weather being her forte.

The International Canoe race having been won by the
American boat affords much satisfaction to most of the canoe
men, though the elub has several British members who fail

to see it in the same light. Some of the club are going to

Goat Island very soon to select a place to plant trees on Arbor
Day, when Joaquin Miller is to be the guest of the club. The
canoe men undoubtedly see more of the Island than anyone
else, and it is fitting that they should have something to com-
memorate their numerous visits.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association.

Fall Meeting 1886,

Nov. 13th, 16th, 18th and 20th.

PROGRAMME.
NOTE.—Additional Races and Extra Days will be an-

nounced later.

FIRST DAY.
No. 1.—Salutation Purse, $400, of which $50 to second; 326 to third;

for all agea. Non-winnera thia year, if three years old and upward,
allowed seven pounds ; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One miie and a sixteenth.

jlo. 2.—The Ladies' Stakes for two-year-old fillies; S50 each; $25
forfeit, or J10 if declared out August 1, 188G, with $300 added; second to
save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. S.

—

The Bay Crry Stakes, for all ages; $100 each; $50 forfeit;
$20 if declared out November 1, 1886, with $800 added; second horse to
receive $200; third to save stake. "Winners of two races this year of
the aggregate value of $5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No, 4.—Puese $400, of which 850 to second; $25 to third; for two-
year-old. colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any value
to carry rule weights . Colts that have run second, but not better, in
any two-year-old race allowed 3 pounds; all others 6 pounds. One
mile.

SECOND DAY.
No. 6.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for all ages.

"Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 10 pounds. One mile.

No. 6.

—

The Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each; p. p., with
$400 added; first horse to receive the added money; the second 70 per
cent., and the third 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of any two-
year-old race of the value of $300 to carry 3 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 7.—The Park Stakes, for all ages; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 if

declared out November 1st, with $600 added, of which $100 to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a slake race this year of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.
No. 8.

—

Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for three-
year-olds. "Winners of any race of the value of $1,000 this year to

carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year are
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY.
No. 9.

—

Selling Purse, $400, of which $50 to the second; $25 to tbe
third; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,500. Two pounds allowed for
each $100 below, and 3 pounds added for each $100 above fixed valua-
tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.—TheFintgan Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit;

$10 if declared out August 1, 1886, with $400 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 11.—The "Winter Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages; S100 eaoh;
$50 forfeit; $20 if declared out, with $800 added, of which $200 to

second horse; third to Bave stake. Weights announced on the first

day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
aDd three-eighths.
No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds ; $100 each ; $25 forfeit;

$300 added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed
August 1. 1884.

FOURTH DAY.
No. 13.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for two-year-

olds; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry pounds
extra; winner of one to carry 3 pounds extra; horses that have been
placed second but not better to carry rule weights; all others allowed
5 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-eighths
of a mile.
No. 14.

—

The Vestal Stakes.—For three-year-old fillies; $25 each;

p. p., -with $300 added; $100 to second; third to save stake. One mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884.

No. 16.—The Del Rio Stakes.—For all ages, $100 each; $60 forfeit;

$20 if declared out November 1, 1880 with $1,000 added; of which S200
to second; bird to save stake. Winners of a stake race this year of the

value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two milet, and an eighth.

No. 16.— Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; a free

handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a. m., the day
before the race; declarations due at 6 p, M. the same day. One mile.

CONDITIONS.
Starters In all races must be named to tbe Secretary, or through the

entry-box at the track at 6 o'clock p. m., tbe day before the race, when
the right to forfeit in stakes ceases. No horse so named as a starter

will be allowed to forfeit except by permission of the judges when tbe

race Is called, and then only when special and good cause is shown.
Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters can declare out at

G p. m. tbe day proceeding tbe race, by paying 5 percent, After that

time can only be excused by presiding judge, and In such case 10 per
ut. on amount of purse must be paid.

ceThe Association reserves the right to postpone races on account of
ufavorable weather or other sufficient cause,

c In the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all other declaration*

are oil.

All declarations Void unless accompanied by the money.
Allowances must be claimed when the entry is mode.

Parties not having registered colors will be required to name their

color with their entry.

Entries close with tbe Secretary on Saturday, October 16th.

J. r. RATiiltONE. President.
E. S. CVJhVER, Secretary. 608 Montgomery St., Boom 6.
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DRAMA.
The New Eaat Lynne, produced for the first

time by Miss Jeffreys Lewis at the Alcazar on
Monday night, is not any worse than the old
version. But it is bad enough to arouse vig-

orous antagonism. The more frequently it

has to be endured the stronger becomes the
feeling of repulsion which it awakens. The
construction of the play is without art. The
characters, with one exception, art) iuuuc or
contemptible. Everyone is familiar with tlu

overdrawn story and forced situations, and
the mawkish sentiment that runs through the
whole thing is simply nauseating to healthy
minds. The two scenes that give dramatic
force to the play are when Lady Isabel deserts
her husband, home and children, for the com-
panionship of a repulsive and worthless fel-

low, Sir Francis Levison. Only a woman who
was a hopeless idiot could for such small cause
and with such flimsy temptation accept the
criminal companionship of a man whose every
action was either cruel or vulgar. The sec-
ond scene, that has some elements of force, is

where Lady Isabel, disguised under the name
of Madame Vine, returns to her former home
as the teacher of her own children. Again the
step is that of a lunatic.- No sane woman
would ever plunge into the home she had de-

serted to again live amongst the children she
had borne, to meet the husband she had cast
off and face his second wife day after day.
But this is what Lady Isabel does, and the
least harsh summiDg up of her character
which can be made is that she was a born
lunatic.

This appears to be Miss Lewis' interpreta-

tion of the character. For certainly on Monday
night her Lady Isabel and Madame Vine were
handled in such a way as either to suggest a
burlesque of real character or that the genuine
woman held up before the audience was
insane. Nothing could be more grossly extrav-
agant than the assumption of jealousy mani-
fested by Lady Isabel when Sir Francis Levi-
son pointed out her husband walking in the
garden with Barbara Hare. The scenes be-
tween Lady Isabel and Sir Francis, when they
have grown weary of each other, are made up
of clap-trap sentiment on the woman's part,

and gross vulgarity on the part of the man.
The make-up of Madame Vine, and her wild
behavior when she found herself again in the
home of her husband and installed as the
teaohex of her own children, was a combina-
tion of grotesqueness and mock affection.

There is not a touch of nature in the whole
scene, and the art is not worthy of the name.
In the death scene the extravagance was still

more marked. Nothing could be more forced
than Miss Lewis' manner of dying, and when
the final paroxysm came the acrobat's feat of
throwing herself backwards from her bed into
the arms of Mr. Osbourne would have done
credit to a well-trained athlete. Why Miss
Lewis or any other actress of such noble gifts

should take part in such a trashy play as

"East Lynne," is a puzzle. She can do work
of the highest order, and has the capacity to

please and interest the most exacting audi-
ences, but "East Lynne" is only tit for the
unthinking multitude. Miss Fanny Young
played Miss Carlyle. She was effective, but
it was the burlesque element that pleased the
audience. Her make-up, the false key in
which her voice was pitched, and the prancing
she did over the stage were a hollow mockery
even of such a woman as the hero's sister.

Mr. Osbourne, as Archibald Carlyle, was the
only consistent character In the whole play.

He was calm and dignified, and when the two
leading women were ranting and raving, he
never betrayed the least inclination to join in

their vocal gymnastics. Mr. Buckley made
Sir Francis Levison a cad. What the author
intended him to be is doubtful from the con-
struction of the play. But cads are always
unpleasant even as villians. Mr. White and
Mr. Stockwell played the parts of Lord
Mount Severn and Mr. Dill respectively, and
each showed a hopeless want of knowledge of

what the parts demanded, unless they, like

Miss Lewis and Miss Young, had made up
their minds for a burlesque.
The parts of Barbara Hare, Richard Hare

and Joyce are not prominent. But Little

Willie, played by Daisy Chester, was an ex-

cellent piece of child acting. The orchestra

aided materially in making the play a lament-
able travestry by playing eternally "When
Other Lips and Other Hearts." The house was
well filled, for Miss Lewis is deservedly one
of the most popular actresses that has ever
made this city her home. On Monday night

the "Danicheffs" will be produced at the

same house. In the right hands this is one
of the most affecting and attractive of modern
plays. *
The Duff Company will appear in "Iolan*

the" Monday night at the Baldwin. While
it has not the picturesque elements of the

"Mikado" or "Patience," it is brimful of

caustic dialogue written in Gilbert's most
trenchent vein; and Sullivan's music in this,

as in his other operas, is tuneful and sparkling.

Emerson keeps to the fore. Mike McGee
and the Old Cabin Home gave him op-
portunities to show the extremes of humor
and pathos of which he is master.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California Marlcct.

The only place lu the Cily where sporting gentle-
men can see (he English

UaiJy Sporting: Chronicle. I8sept

Twelfth District

TBRBA BUENA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD,

Registei ed in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.
o

1

Composed of the I

Lake and Mendocino,
Will hold its

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
On the Grounds of the

Lakeport Agricultural

Park Association,

—AT—

LAKEPORT,
October 5, 6, 7and 8, 1 886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

At the Bash-street theatre there has been a

remarkable mixture of attractions. A "Moun-
tain Pink" and "Pygmalion and Galatea."

The two pieces are as wide apart as the poles.

To-morrow night the "Danites" will be put
on the stage.

"Fatinitza," with its beautiful scenery,

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
diversibea Characters, and light tripping managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen

music, holds the boards at the Tivoli; the
[

years' experience on some of the best stock and

Britorj, the Russian and the unspeakabL

First Day -October 4lli.
No. 1.—gunning Bace. Purse 5100. Half-mile dash
No. 2 -Running Eace. Purse S100. Three-quarters

of a mile dash.
No. 3 -Running Eace. Purse $50. Half-mile dashFor two-year-olds. Three to enter, two to start.

Second Day—October 6th.
No. 4.—Eunning Eace. Purse .9250. First horse

S160; second S75; third, $25. Mile beat*; three in
five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th
at 8 p. m. '

Third Day—October Jth..

oi?o°'
5--T

;
ot"?e Eace. Purse S260. First horse

S150; second, 575; third. 525. Mile heats, three in
five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

Fourth Day—October 8th.
No. 6.—Eunning Eace. Purse 5100.

heats, two in three.
No. 7.—Trotting Eace. Purse 5100.

two in three.

,?°' 8;—Trofng Race. Turse 550. For three-year-
olds. Mile heats, two in three. Four to enter, three
to start.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to close with Secretary at 8 p. m of theevening preceding the race in all cases, except EacesNo i and 5, which will close on September 25th.

Eules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise. National Association rules to govern trot-
ting races. Entrance fee ten per cent., to accompany
nomination. Five or more to enter, three or more to
start, unless otherwise stated. Eaces commence
each day at 2 P.M.

Liberal Premiums offered for all FarmProducts and Manufactured Articles.
SEND TO SECBETAEY FOE PREMIUM, LIST.

.»« D ..-.«.,
1,
i G - SIMMONS, President.

JNO. R, COOK, Secretary. septll 4t

WINNINGS AT THE FAIRS OF 1885:
At State Fair, Sacramento.

Eleven Fir,( Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any anOne rxcoiil Prize m Classes for Age. '
3 **

HEKn l-HIZES.
I

SWEEPSTAKES.
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years I

Beat Dul1
- and three of his calves of any age or breed

r, ,
ol

.

<1
'

, , ,. '
—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7518).

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2
|
Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for mostyears old.

j meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Pair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age.

j
over 2 years old

One Second Prize in Classes for age Also. Herd prize, 'competing against Ayrshires aniHerd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons
| Devons under 2 years old.

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK.
MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBEET, 36 lbs. 12J ozs. 1 I EUEOTAS, 778 lbs
week, A. J. C. 0. test, 867 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LAHBEET, 30 lbs. 21 ozs. 1 week, A. J.C
C. test.

JEESEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs
Her likeness above.

in 11 months.
MON ELAlSIE, 18J lbs. in 1 week.

Half-mile

Mile heats,

Jersey Bull
FOR SALE.

At the State Fair.

ANSEL (311) P. C J. C. C. R.
Dropped Aug. 14th. 1684.

By Buffalo Bill (t J) ex-Diana, (t S).

This bulljbas three crosses of Touchstone (No. 316
A, J. C. C. R.), one through nis sire and two through
hie dam. The latter is a large and exceedingly rich
milker. Ansel is very handsome, heing solid dart
fawn. He can he seen at Fair Grounds.

ARTHUR C. JELLY.

PEINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12J ozs. in 7 days.
4Jozs. 1 week

j

BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
I Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Records of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
KIOTEK AIFUEA FiUUIY.

LADY ALICE OF HILLCKEST, 16 lbs. Ui ozs. in T

I

days.

LILY OF MAPLE GEOVE, 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
COEN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

COOMASSIE FAMILY.
I DAISY BROWN, 17 lbs. 61 ozs. in 7 days.

|

LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs, 2 ozs. in 7 days.
1 JEINCESS OF ASHANTEE, 16 lbs.12 ozs. in 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs. in 6 days
TOEMENTOE'S CINDERELLA. 16 lbs. 4} ozs. in T

days.

EUBOTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz. in 11 months 6 days
BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
PH.EDBA, 21 lbs. Hi ozs. in 7 days.
TOEFEIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs. in 7 days.
PYERHA, 17 lbs. 6i ozs. in 7 days.

PEINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 121 ozs. in 7 days.
OXFOED KATE, 30 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
COOMASSIE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. 10i ozs. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAE, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
KING TEUST, 18 lbs. ozs. in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 81 ozs. in 7 days.

| DAISY'QUEEN, 16 lbs. i ozs.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE FAMILY.
JEESEY BELLE OF SOTTUATE, 70S lbs. ozs. in 1 I MINNIE OF SCITUATE 14 lbs 4t ozs in 7 days

year; 25 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days. oriTinTir wnRnwofio n ,,v ,, . „ „
BELLE OF SCITUATE, IS lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days. I

SCITUATE WOEONOCO, 24 lbs, 14 ozs. in 7 days.

LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs. in 7 days. |
LILY SCITUATE, 24 lbs, 01 ozs. in 7 days.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco, Cal.
35rJerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York, sell as grades at half price East.

aug2S

in 7 days •

The Owners and Trainers
-OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horseB from sickness and disease by thor-

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHENVLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another ore pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHBNYLB,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENYLE, mixed with four quarts of
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggiBts in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
14a°B" 406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

P. O. Box 217.

4sep2
Sacramento, Cal.

RACING OUTFITS.
Eace and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, WhipB, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Pants.

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon's Going's and DeBoiso's Horse Remedies,

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

Turk have each prominent places, and have
been welcomed nightly by the usqetl large

audiences,

cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH.
Lymlale Farm,

Minneapolis, Minn

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, ------ San Fra

ai*u,.

;
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A Eeoent Decision of the Chancery Court necessitates the Sale of the

GEE AT

Glenview Stud and Farm,
WHICH INCLUDES

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cnyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
tocether with about one nunclred of tlie cliolcest brood-mares in foal to tUe above stallions,

also some ele»ant and last two and tbree-year-olds: about thirty very superior yearling

colts and allies As an indication of their promise, I am confidently of the opinion that hut for the

tsiuk eve or influenza, which troubled us this spring, we could have had twenty yearlings beat

three minutes. There are also about thirty-five of the fiuest foals of this season ever seen

on the *>arth in one lot. ...

I will sell the above stock, numbering about one nnn<Ire«| and seventy-five head, together with

the Farm consisting of about six hundred and thirty acres, with all the necessary improvements,

Barns, Paddocks, etc., all in running shape; a splendid mile track, and everything complete, to the

highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuin.' from day to day until all is sold. .:-.....,. - .. fc

. . . ,

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except laud, that will be one-iourtu casb, balance in tour

eaual yearly payments, with six per cent, interest and a lien.

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at private sale until the Catalogue is issued, which will be

about the *>0th of September, after which no animal will be sold until the final public sale. The oppor-

tunity for purchasing the very highest types of the very best niood lines known to the trotting

breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before been offered,

and probably a life-time will not see another such.

Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre list of name', and you maybe overlooked.

No animals will be priced or sold at private sale. Everything will be sold at Public Auction.

J. B. McFERRAN,
Executor.P. O. Louisville, Ky.

aug21

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

MONTEREY
AMMURIL ASSOCIATION

District No. 7,

To be held at

SALINAS CITY,
Commencing Oct, 5th, and ending Oct. 9.

1886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday Oct. 5th.

No. 1. Trotting—For all horses owned in the Dis-

trict that have never beaten three minutes. Purse
8150.
No, 2. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse 8150.

Wednesday Oct. 6th.

No. 3. Trotting—For all double teams owned in the
District, both horses of each team to be owned by
one man July 1st, 1886. Best 2 in 3. Purse $200.

No. 4. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat,

free for all. Purse S200.

No. 5, Trotting— For all two-year olds owned in the
District. Best 2 in 3. Purse $150.

Thursday Oct, ?th.
No. 6. Trotting—For all stallions owned in the Dis-

trict —Billy Matthews barred. Purse $200.
No. 7. Trotting—For all three-year-olds and under

owned in the District. Best 2 in 4. Purse $200.

No. 8. Running—One-half mile and repeat, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse $150.

Friday, Oct 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.

No. 10. Pacing—Free for all horses that have never
beaten 2:30. Purse S200.

No, 11. Novelty Race—One and one-fourth miles.
Purse $150. 1st quarter, B25; 2d quarter, $25; 3d quar-
ter, $25; 4th quarter, fr'25; 5th quarter, S50.

Saturday, Oct. 9th.
No. 12. Trotting—Two-mile heafs, free for all;

best 2 in 3. Purse $300.

No. 13, Running— One mile and repeat, free for

all. Purse $300.

BEMAHKS AM> CONDITIONS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-lee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent.
to second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.

Entries to all races and stakes to clos*1 with the
Secretary at 9 o'clock p. M., September 1, 1886.
Mark the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that baa not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1886, and in any District races not
owned within the District from .tune 15,1886, and
any entry by any person of any horse so disqualified
shall be held liable for the entrance-fee thus con-
tracted without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m., of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to bis own entrance-fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field; then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested ia par-

ticularly called to the rules and regulations of the
National Trotting Association, under the provisions
of which, except as otherwise specified, all matters
appertaining to the hotting ractB will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
-'therwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot on run heats

of any two races alternately or to call a special race
between heats; also to change the day and hour of
any race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 p. m. sharp.
Stalls, bay and Btraw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHK, President.
J, J, KEJL1/V, Secretary.

STOCKTON
JC Jul. JL JuL> •

Sept. 21 to 25/86
FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.

Over$13
3
OO0in Purses

OFFERED
Speed Programme.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of aK purses, to accompany

nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz. : 50, 25, 15 and 10 Der cent.
Races commence each day atone o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, hay and straw frt-e tu competitors.
Entries t > Pacific Coast purses close August 1, 1886.
For full conditions see small programmes.

Tuesday, September 91, 1886,
No. 1. Running— District. Two-year-old stake, mile

dash, 325 payable July 1st; ?I5 August 1st; 310 day
before race. >.

r
>j added. (Closed with five entries )

No. 2. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:30 Class,S800.
No. 3. Trotting— Pacific Coast. Two-v ear- olds, the

get of Mambrino Wilkes; ?20 entrance; $200 added by
owner of sire ; best 2 in 3.

District Equestrianism, $100—Five moneys.
Wednesday, September BS, 1886.

No. 4. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile dash, $500.
No. o. Trotting—District. Two-v ear-olds or under

8500. Best. 2 in,(. (Closer) with five Entries.)
No.fi. Trotting— District, StallionRHce,8500, (Closed

with seven entries.)
No. 7. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free for all, 5600.

Thursday, September 93. 1886.
No. 8. Running— District. For three-year-olds or

under stake, mile dash; i?T< payable Jul v 1st; ?15 August
1st; $10 day before race; §250 added. (Closed with live
entries.)
No. 9. Trotting— Pacific Coast, 2 ;20 Glass. $1,000.
No. 10. Trotting—Pacific Coast. For thr f-e-v ear-

olds, *inn stake; S-kin added. (Closed with five entries.)
State Equestrianism, $101). Five money b.

Friday, September 94. 1886.
No. 1). Running— District. Free for all. Mile and

repeat. $500. Closed with seven entries.
No. 12 Trotting—Pacific Coast. For tvvo-vear-olds

5100 stake; $400 added; best 2 in 3. (ClORed with eight
entries.)
No. 14. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:25 Class, $800.

Saturday, September 95. 188 >.

No. 13. Running—Pacific Coast. Mile and repeat,
$400.

'

No. 16. Trotting—District. 2:10 Class, $500. (Closed
with six entries.)
No. 17. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Free for al), $1,000

Board of Directors tor 1886.
I,. IT. SHII'PEE, B. F. LAMilOUI).
JOlfXE. 5IOOXE. .IAS. A. SHFI'SIEKI)
3ABVSS A. rottTTTT, FRED AKXOM),
K. €. SA1EUEXT. W. H. KXOw.

I,. V. SHIPPER, President.
A. W. SlttPS«»X, Treasurer,

.1. M f.a KITE, Secretary.
P. O. BoxlR8. Stockton, California. jnllO

WANTED.
Situation to break, train, or drive trotting

colts or horses, by a temperate, competent
man. Address DRIVER,

llseptl Phis Office-

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 Natoma St
Residence, 966 Howard 6t„ San Francisco,

ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTHAl ASSOCIATION.

TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

AND END ON OCX. SB.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day—Monday, Sept. 97tb.
TROTTING—For Buggy Horses tbat have never

trotted for money and owned in the county. §10 en-

trance. ?75 to first, set of track harness to second,

third to save entrance.
TROTTING—Nutwood stallions that have not made

a record. Purse ?100. Four or more to enter, three

to start.

Entries for the above to close on "Wednesday, bept.

15th, 1886.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 38tli.

No 1—TROTTING—Purse $400. Three -year-old.

No. 2—TROTTING—Purse 3500. Three-minnte Class.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 29th.

No. 3-KUNNING-Free Purse, $200; for all ages.

Winners of anv race after August let of the value of
$311(1 to carry 51h8.; maidens allowed, if three years old,

5 lbs.: if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile beats.

No 4—RUN'NING-Sau Jose Stake: for two-year-

olds $2-t entrance. 510 forfeit, $200 added. 550 to sec-

ond, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-old

race after August 1st to carry 3 lbs., of two or more, 5

lbs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 5—RUNNING—Selling Purse.$200; of which So0

to second horse; fixed valuation il.fiOO; two pounds olt

for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each 51UU above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

fourth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.

No 6—TROTTING—Pnrse $500. 2:27 Class.

No. 7—TROTTIKG—P urse $800 . 2 :22 Class

.

No. 8—PACING—Purse §500. free for all.

lllllli Day—Friday. October 1st.

No 9—RUNNING- -Free purse, §200, $50 to second
horse. HotBes that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs : winners this year of any race at this distance of

the value of HuO to earrv 3 lbs. extra. One mile.

NO 10—RUNNING—Gilrov ^take, for two-year-olds.

*25 entrance $10 forfeit, ?200 added; $50 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. ).

Winners of San Jose Stake to carry 3 lbs. additional.

j Q̂
m
n—RUNNING—Selling Purse, $200, of which §50

tosecond horse. Fixed valuation*! ,000. 2 lbs. off for

each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed

value, Oneanda quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Oct 18d.

-Mo 12—TROTTING—Purse ?500; 2:30 Class.

No' 13—TROTTING-Purse §1,000—Free forall

No.' 14-TROTTING—Purse $?™»

Mile and repeat. _ , ,

In all Trotting and Pacing Race?, purses divided as

follows- Fifty percent, to first horse. 25 percent, to

second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth.

CONDITIONS.

Two-year-oldB

.

All trotting or pacing races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For awalk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse -winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and thiid

moneys. . , , _ . „
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, the race can not he finished ou the closing day of

the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more paid up

entries requiredto fill and and three or more burses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse. ._-, „
Trotting and racing colors to he named with all en.

tries. . , . ,

When less than the required number of starters

appear, thev mav contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse, and 3ZH to

In all' the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at 2 p. si.

Entries to close August 1st, 1986.

IS. K. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG, Secretary

26]nS P. O. Box 1R9, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOHN A. GOEDSMJ rH.
Box 242. Oakland. Oal

The Trotting Stalllou

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall Season of 1680 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
lor further particulars address

GITS. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RAOE-TKACK,

31jul 15 Oakland, Cal.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure lor Swinney, Weakness oi the

Spine, Sprains. Strains, etc.

The only remedy that does awav with the use of the
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks nor scars. Val-
uable euro fur rheumal lem,
For sale hy Mm. A. ('.Joseph, proprietor. iWo Geary

Ptr- et, San Francisco. Uodin^tou A Co,. San Francisco.
Milviu ii Co., East Oakland, and all druggists. All

rights secured in U t S. patent oflic*. Price Si.w per

bottle. SjuWLQQt

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
—OF THE—

DISTEICT

A6BICULTDBAL ASSOCIATION

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1 61 li, INCLUSIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
OSS^An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PROVHA3IME OF RACES:

First Day—Tuesday, October £3th.
No. 1,-Ednning Race, Purse $150. dash % of a mile

free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse $150, dash }< mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Trottins Race, Pnrse $500, for 2:35 Class.

Second Day—Wednesday, October 13th.
4.—Running Race, Purse $200, for three-year-olda,
% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
G.—Trotting Rack, Purse ?50O, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Pickett's br c Contractor, 4,
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse $250, VA miles, free for

all, weight for age.
s.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Pnrse $500, for 2 :30 Class.

The programme for the LadieB' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Bay—Friday. October 15tb.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

U4 miles.
11.—Running Race, Purse $200, sellingrace. First

valuation $760, two pounds added for each $100 above,
and two pounds taken uff for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 :40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Race, Purse $350, l^ miles, free fo

all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee for all and weight for age. Forall horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Trotting Rack, Purse $500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATURDAY, Julv 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J.C NEWTON. E. A. DelAMP.

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. 2 Price each . - - $9.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mall upon receipt of

185 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giviDg it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any oinoha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
4-26 and 498 Battery St.,

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

Notice.
Hkrbeet H. Brown, M.P.

|

Nugent "W. Brown, |

Geo. II. Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowe.

trading as

BROWN BROS. & C0.
t

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctitmeera, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

\merlca to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permiiied to J. B. Hoggin, Esq.

and Major Ratbhoue of San Francisco.
BKOWN BB«S. A fO..

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Htreet, Sydney,

New South Wales,
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SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

CLABROUGH
HAMMER and HA MMERLE^S

- GUNS —
Guaranteed the Best ir

the Market, and more ii

use on this Coast than any
other make.

Clabrougu & Golcher,

630 A 639 Montgomery St.. S.F.

SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

W. & C. SCOTT & SON
HA M.VER and HAMMERLESS

-GUNS-
PARKER BROS.'

3.EMINGTON, COLT,
SMITH.

All Gunt .'old by as ^iianm.
.eed in every respect.

Clabrough & Golcher,
630 .1 632 ."oiilaonnrj SI .S.F.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTEXTI05J PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All titles and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
HOS. C. Gsees,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sakgext.Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boggb
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walraih,
Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-hislf a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our li6t of corres-
{>ondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling ne to

give full publicitv to animals placed with ns for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live Btock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land, of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILUE* A CO.. 11B Montgomery Str«et,

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

DOG LICENSES

Expirejdj July First.
Large assortment of Dog Collars, Locks

;

Dog Medicines, Soaps and "Washes.—Doj
Bells, Leads, Chains, "Whips, Brushes, Combs, kc, tc.

Food, Biscuit and Cakes.—Treatise on the Care of the Dog Free.

E. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

DOG-S---NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog- Pills

Astringent Pills.
Fob Diabbhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severetv of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.
Distemper Pills.

D03E.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pill to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or twoaccording to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin affections.

T<mic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will "be sent by mail , or can he had from drug -

gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per bos. Full directions and particuiars of treat-

ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. B. BUZARD, M. R. O. V. S. L.
llsept Veterinary Snrgeon, Fort Grant. A. T.

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.

English Mastiff

Pups For Sale.

When old enongh to ship, a few pups by my

HERO 3d.,
Winner of First and Special prizes at

PITTSBURG, 18BC,

Out of my NELL, Second prize winner at

Boston, 1886.

These pnps have immense bone and good

muzzles, and are following closely the heavy

weight records of the famous Amidon pups,

which heretefore were never equalled. A
rare opportunity to secure typical mastiffs

out of pro cen stock.

Victor M. Haldeman,
iPatent applied for.)
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Sec-tired by letters Patent, Jnly */>, 188B
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind iB fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

1. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
SleceB D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 ination with the blinds F.
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bands G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
Btood. . . _
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
Ib Induced by toe-weighte. This is especially the case
whenyoang colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet. , .
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKKKKO.Y
No 230 and 282 EIUb St. San Francisco

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For priceB and catalogue address

MB. ABIiX HTHROP,Boom 69, ( . P.B.K
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjnl

Size. Extra sail drjll. 8ozarmyduck. lOozannyduck
7x9 ft $12.00 £15.00 517. 00.

8x10 ft.. . .811.00 817.00 S19.C0.

9x14 It. . . .820.00 824.00 $26.00.

10x15 ft. ...822.00 825.00 828.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main bodt of tents, exclu-

sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,

according to size of tent, gives extbemjs length of

each including angular ends. Only best material

and best workmen used and employed. Eastern

patrons are supplied from New York, "Western pa-

trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
El Cajon, San Diego Co.. Cal.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of PremJuu
stock, which I Import yearly from England dlrec
Apply to Wm. CornIIt,

216 CaUfornJa'St.,

Bon Fran Cisco,

Sausalito Kennels.
I»ii^ taken to train anil board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

In each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. T ai,i.i:ndi;k.
Sansallto, Marin Co. Cal

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San FranciBco.

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

E. P HEALD President. 0. B. HALEY, Sec'y.

iarSend forclrcular.ia
julaugeept

31jul 8

Genera] Wayne P. O.
B*l. Co., Penna.

GENU IH EL THE

g Best and Cheapest

| DOG FOOD.

'FEEDY0URD0GS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE

:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat! Sweet Breath: Clean. Sound

Teeth! Begnlar Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
CriBsel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Eeeping; post free,

12 cts.

Tbe Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Onr goods may be obtained from
Clabrongh A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Uddle A Kaeding, 638 Washington Street.

Goldberg. Bowen A Co.. 428 Pine Street.

St. Elirman A Co.. 101 Front Strtet 10 jul 53

AsLmiont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. L0RING THAYEP
186 Tremont St., Bostor
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are dne to arrive
Sau Francisco.

From July 16, 1886.

4 :00 F M
«5:00 p m
8:00 a M
•8:30 a m
3:30 p si

10:00 a m
3:00 p
7:30 A m
7:30 a M
7 :30 A M
8:30 A M
3:00 P m
4:00 p M
•1:00 P M
8:30 a si

il0:00 A M
8*0 P M
8:30 A si

•9:30 a M
•3:30 p m
•3:30 A ST

By roil
Calistoga ami Napa..

Hazel Creek, Redding & Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton..
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave.Denn'ng, El Paso A East
.. Nlles and Haywards
.. ..Ogden and East

Red Blntf via Marysville
Reno. Truckee and Colfax ....

Sacramento, via fienicia

,
" via Livermore.,
" via Kenicia.,
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose...

..Stockton via Livermore..
'* via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

t6:10 p m
10:10 A M
6:10 P m
6:40 p m

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10:10 A M
•3:40 A M
6:10 P u

•7:40 P M
10:40 a M
3:40 P U
11:10 A U
5:40 p M
6:10 p u
6:40 p m
5:40 P M
11;10 a M
10:10 a M
•0:03 a M
•3:10 p m
±3 : 10 p m
9: 10 a m
5:4 p «
*7:41 PM
'10:4 l t. m
*7:4' p M

From San Fraucisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND-*6:<lO—•6:30—7:00-7:30—8: i,~

8-30—9:00—9:30—10 ;{X)-10:30—11: 00-11:30- 12 :W-li: ft

—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— S:.'ftl

— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00— 9:00 — 10:00— 11:0l»-

12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—'6:30— *7:0O—*7:30 — *8:OJ
•8:30—*3:30—*4 :00—*4:30- -*5:00-*3:30—*6:0J-9:00

TO FRUIT VALK (.viaAlameda)—*9:30 A—6:3Uj*-V2:
TO ALAMEDA—'6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—>J:l)iJ — *5f:'iJ

9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30-ll:00—tll:30—12:00—tl»:3 i

1-00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—12:00,

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—«8;J
—9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—{11:30— 12:00-1:1
—2:00—3:00—3:30— 4:00 — 4:30—5:00—5;30—6:00—6:3'J—

7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO WEST BERKELEY—*6:00— «6:30— 7:00—»7:3Q-

18:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—U:00—{1:00—2.00- S:UO- 4: *
—*4:30—5:00—•5:80—6:00- -*6:30—7:00.

ffi^O
wama

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

-/Railway- "C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R- Ka., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

ttRHKBPft
TIME SCHEDULE.

Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streeta,
San Francisco.

Commencing Aug. 20, 1886,
ASRIVl
8. F.

10:40 a
Hi :30 a
•3:30 p
4:25p
5:15 P
G:30P

iH:45p

Over 6.000 miles offirst-class roa«l running West, XortJi and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA PAST FREIGHT LINE."

To Nan Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—"6:23—•fi:53-*7:23—". :51- *8:i3
•8:53—*9:23—*10:20-*4:23—*4:13—*5:23—*5:53—*6:U-
•6:53—7^0-9:50.

FROM FROIT VALE (via Alameda)—K 20 -'f:50

J6:50—{9:20-*3:2».FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- «6;00- R:T0—7 a
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— II "U
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30-2:00-2:30—3:00—3:3C— 4.-0H

-

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00-7:5"— 8:57- :L7-
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:23—*5:58-*6:28— 6:58 -•7:28 -

7:58—*8:28—8:58—9:28-9:68— ±10:28 — 10 :£8- 111:28-
11:58—112:28—12;58-il:28—1:58—2:58-3:28-3:58—4:28
4:58—5:28—5:58-6:28-6:58-7:58—8:58—9:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:23—*5:53—»6:23—6:53-*7:23-
7:53—•8:23—8:53— 9:23—9:53—J10:23—10:53 —111:23—
11:53—12:53-1:53— 2:53—3:23—3:53—4:23—4:53-5:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53-8:53—9:53—10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:53—*6: 3—6:53—»7:i3
—7:53—8:53— •9:23—9:53-10:53c-tl2:53— 1:51, -2:53-
3:53—1:53—*o:23-5:53-*6:23—®J8.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15-9:15—11:16-1 :1j-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—•6^5-8:15—10:15-12:15—2;*6-

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. JSundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory:

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. EL GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Rest Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
Fennell's Oynthiaka Hobse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Dr. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombauxt's Catjstio Balsam

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
tieneral Agent, Sau Francisco. Cnl.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of fcfdd Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES fER N. Y.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young

OFFERED

and 170
Trotters.

AT PRIVATE

..San Mateo, Redwood and..
Menlo Park

6:28a
•8:10a
9:03 a

•10:02 a
*3

:36r
t4 :59r
6:00p
t7:50i
t8:15P

10:40 a
•a :ao v
4:25 p

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and..

.... Principal Way -Stations
,

9:03 a
•10:02 a
•3:36 p
fi:00 p

t8 :15 F
10:40 ai ( Qilrov, Fajaro, Caetroville, ) i*10:02a
•3:30p''i Salinas and Monterey fl 6:00f

iiwha! i
WatBonville,Camp (ioodau

) |*, n4» .

tv.St h Aptus. New Brighton. Soquel.... -I "**
J -w p

l i (t.'apltola i-aiid Santa Cruz J :

6 - 00 p

+7.6,! . i 1 Mootercj and Santa Cruz ) . + , ,,
T '' -> A|

< (.Sunday Excursion) U Tj •*" *

10 :40 a i Soledad, San Ardo and Way Wt'na.... I 6:00p

Afternoon.
{Theatre train.

a—Morning, i

•Sundayaexcepted. tSundayBonly.
Satunlays only.

Standard Time furnislnjd'lty Randolph & Co., S. F.
Stack cuntnkutiuns «re made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages vis San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with S:30 a.m. Train.

Special RniiN'r.-TKlPTiCKKTS,<it reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiao and Paso Robles Springs.

i;\(lKSI(K\ TIC'KE-ns.
rnr Cn-davB nnlv i Sold SUNDAY MORNING

; goodFor Sundays only,^ for return 8ame day#
ForSaturday, ( Sold Satuebay and SuNDAYonlyj

Sunday andv good for return until following Mon.
Monday, t day, inclusive, at tlie following rates

:

Round Trip Sun.
i'kt.

from San
Franc -.BCO to

San Bruno #
Millbrae.

75
1 00

Redwood 1 00

Fair Oaks 1 25
Menlo Park... 1 25
MayfieH 1 25

.Sat to
Mon.
Tkt,

1 10
125
1 40

I 50

1 60
1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Sat to
Mod,
Tkt.

51 50

I .50

1 75
1 75

2 75

3 00
3 00

3 00
3 00

250
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Paaaenger Depot, Townaend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asat. Pass, k Tkt, Agt.

SALE.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY >VAI.SU.

Snp't Running Horse Dep't,
15sept Pain AIM Br^nv Farm.

« J.
|

STftWiMW tUNNffitWAW

3 gfo;

Shngtt

Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawu to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and np to the last of January,
1886. All tin mares have been bred to the Fairhvwn Stallions, and most of them are be-
lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlingB to 6ve -year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SATJE AT 1AIUI,V,V\

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

Ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

VOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FJRST.fi ASS, STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT?, (YNTR1
, PPTiTfi! PL AN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and theX JJ.XJ VX1 J_J X XtXUXJ X Uil J. 4 price of every au imal for saIe iB panted in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at esaotly the same prices aB if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

xhe descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Lock Fox 3US. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRAKCISl'O, < AI..

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4 1 VISiE STREET

L. BRANDER Prosldent
J. L. FLOOD Ylco-Pi-oEident
C. P. FARNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Mauager
Ranker*. Nevada Ruiik .>( suit Frauclsro,

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
»r>| Third St.. Sail »><n.-Uen

BREEDERS DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Ja-seys ot both seiea for sale. Poglofflce »ddress.
Ban Francisco, (hi.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BEBFECTFUXLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for teaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOE

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with ita beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beat of Bhooting
may l<e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTIS," liave made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AEE TJNSUKPASSBD,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pore white
Bi nd for surf bathing. The BATH-HOTJSE contains

EPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(1 -0x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and swim-
ming bathP. with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

IIIK FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Wuieriug Place3,

A ITOS, SO«ttTEL AND SANTA < KIZ
IH VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

T'So Northern Division runs through the counties
of fc. i Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cms
and Mu lurey.each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Uuck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thiB line. Srnces connect with trains dally
at ^iin Mateo for those weH-known Retreats, l'Pitis-
SIMA, RAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would imrticuliirly cull attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at ami about SAN BKUKO and MoMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reBorta are but a Bhort distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducementa to tl e lovers
of tluB manly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Care and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Bagga?e
Cars.
iKff"In order to guard against accidents to Dops

while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, TownBend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market at, Grar
Hotel.
A* C. BAS8ETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

BoperlntttndeRt, Ant. rut) »od Tkt, aj&
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The Dam of George M. Patchen.

Elsewhere will be found a very interesting sketch of

the dam of the above-noted horse, from the pen of Ran-

dolph Huntington. While few will agree with hiui in

his views, depreciating the value of Abdallah and Rysdyk
Hambletonian, there is a great deal of sense in his com-

munication. That Arab, Barb, and Spanish blood have

had an immense influence in bettering harness horses, as

well as those which gain renown on the turf, is beyond

question. The form of the Arab, especially soundness cf

feet and limbs, and adaptability to sustain rapid work
over a distance, owing to the respiratory organs being

first class, are important aids to the trotter. Elasticity

of action is another desirable feature in the horse of the

desert to perpetuate in the trotter, and our correspondent

is not far wrong in giving that race the prominence he

awards. The sketch is readable, and more than that, of

great interest, by placing the maternal line of George M.
Patchen beyond controversy.

The Stockton Fair.

Circumstances came in the way of our attendance at

the Stockton Fair this year, and that always pleasant

trip and sojourn had to be given up. Our associate,

however, has put in an appearance, and next week will

i give a full history of the exhibition. "We have oftentimes

Btated that horse owners were greatly indebted to Mr.
Shippee and the San Joaquin Fair for keeping up the

horses, and though in this fault-finding age harsh criti-

cisms are the order of the day, little can be said to the

detriment of the president and directors of that institu-

tion. From the reports which have come to hand the
exhibition has been successful, and that the track has
been kept in its usual capital condition is evident from
the speed that has been shown both in racing and trot-

ting.

Bay Ranch Sale.

On "Wednesday, October 20th, the standard bred trot-

ting stallions, brood-mares, colts, fillies, geldings, graded

Jersey cattle, farming implements, and all the appoint-

ments of Mr. J. T. Mcintosh's great stock ranch near

Chico, will be sold at auction by Messrs. Killip & Co.

Mr. Mcintosh's lease expires about that time, and other

heavy business interests make it impracticable for him
to continue his very successful venture in horse and
stock breeding. The opportunity is one seldom offered to

buyers, and will doubtless be improved. Catalogues

giving full descriptions and pedigrees may be had from
*he auctioneers or from Mr. Mcintosh.

C H. Todd.

This son of Joe Hooker and Rosa B. has taken the

front place, when measured by the time standard, of all

two-year-olds. A mile in 1:4 1-£ iB a great performance
:or horses of any age; when done by a baby it is wonder-
rul. The best proof of the excellency of the feat is that it

aeads the list, and among all the great colts which have
leretofore appeared, he stands at the Dux end of his class.

ffe have never given up the idea that the get of Joe
looker from good mares would be grand race-horses, and
Codd confirms the opinion.

Mr. J. I. Case has refused an offer from John Mitchell of
120,000 for the trotting stallion Phallas.

Edward 8. Stokes is io treaty to buy the trotter, Oliver K.

"Lena, the Horseshoer."

To tbe best of our recollection Cincinnati is the only

city which can boast of a female blacksmith, a descrip-

tion of her work and habits appearing in another column.

The only drawback which we can see is the opportunity
it gives her ne'er-do-weel husband to spend more time
over his beer-mug, and hope that the publicity given
may lead to his reform. Lena should compel him to

blow and strike and nail the shoe on after she had fitted

it to the foot, and thus escape the hardest part of the
work.

Sporting Notes.

What is a judge, umpire or referee? They are men who
decide disputed or delicate points in racing, and the various
forms of sporting contests, horse-racing, foot racing, yacht
and boat racing, cricket, baseball, football and billiard

matches; indeed every form of contest known to the sporting
calendar, demands a judge, umpire or referee. Usually it is

an hononary position, and the men who undertake its duties

are supposed to be selected for two reasons, their unimpeach-
able character and their absolute knowledge of the sport upon
which they may be called upon to decide. There is no need
for sporting men to go about like Diogenes with a lantern to

look for honest men. Fortunately in sporting circles there

are more men above reproach than can be found in propor-
tionate numbers amongst any other clas3. But there is often

a difficulty in securing men trained to the sport upon which
they are asked to judge. Within a few weeks very prominent
instances have come to the front, where honorable men have
brought a hornet's nest about their ears through incompetency,
and have caused much hard feelings against the managers of

the sports who selected them as the exponents of their laws and
customs. The only charge that can be fairly urged against such
judges, umpires and referees is their ignorance, but as it hap-
pens this is the worst offence they can be guilty of. A proved
dishonest judge can be desposed, but one that is ignorant is

beyond hope. No man should undertake an honorary task

without knowing absolutely the language and law of the

sport for which he is to be umpire. The fact that he does

his work unpaid is an assumption that he is a master of the

sport, and prepared to enforce its laws at all hazards without
fear or favor. It is a false principle to cover up the blunders
of judges by saying they are honest! Skill is more needed
than the article which passes as the best policy.

Twenty years ago when John Slacgregor made canoeing a

civilized sport, and attracted universal attention to the Bob
Roy by his notes of onuses on the Baltic, Rhine and Rhone,
many of his readers doubted the accuracy of his reports of

adventures, especially amongst the primitive people in the

wilds of Norway, and out-of-the-way corners in Germany;
one of the most remarkable was during a cruise on the Elbe,

when the villagers left their homes and work and followed

him along the bank of the river. For a while they gazed at

him and his fragile craft in awe; when that feeling died out

they became malicious and pelted the single-handed cruiser

with stones and clods; his signs of peace were unheeded, and
when he attempted to land the crowd gathered on the banks
of the river armed with scythes, axes, pitchforks and other

neaceful weapons, which they appeared intent upon using

with warlike intent. Such were the Germans twenty years

ago. Now Thomas Stevens has had a very similar experience

in Afghanistan where his wheel was looked upon as some-

thing fiendish, and where a multitude chased him with

stones and dirt. More recently news has come to hand that

Mr. Rialton had Btarted from Archangel in Russia to make
the trip from that point to the Crimea on a bicycle, but,

unlike Macgregor and Stevens, Rialton has not been heard

from, and the chances are that he has been less fortunate

than the other pair of Pioneer sportsmen, and has fallen into

the desperate hands of some harbarious Russian villagers.

The hunting season has not formally opened, but one death

ia already put ou record through careless handling of a shot

gun young Spencer Toland being the victim. We are such

a progressive people that boys always know everything about

fire-arms before they are out of their teens; at least that is

their practical version of the cuse for no one can teach them
anything. When too late trusting and confiding parents become
convinced that their precocious offspring would have lean

safer had some cool-headed, clear-minded and .well-trained

sportsman taken the youngsters in hand for a year and taught

them the thousand and one dangers of handling fire-arm* stu-

pidly. It is usually called carelessness, but accidents really

come from shameful ignorance, combined with hopeless con-

ceit,

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by

mail or telegiaph.

C. H. H., Fresno, Cal.

If in a trotting race a horse breaks foar or five times in a

mile, are the judges entitled to take the heat and race from
such a horse?
Answer.—Section 3, of Rule 30, of the National Trotting

Association is as follows: "In case any horse (in a trotting

race) repeatedly breaking, or running, or pacing, while

another horse is trotting, the jadges shall punish the horse so

breaking, running, or pacing, by placing him last in the

heat." This rale is usually left to the discretion of the

judges, and its interpretation depends very much upon their

skill and fairness.

The Dwyer's Winnings.

The following is a table of the Dwyer Brothers' winnings

to Sept. 14th.

Tremont, 2, by Titgil

Inspector B.,3, by Enquirer
Dew Drop, 3, by Falsetto
Mies WoodforcU 6, by Billet

Hanover, 2, by Hindoo..
Winfred, 3, bv Mortemer "

Millie, 3, by Billet

Bessie June, 2, by King Alfonzo
Pontile, 5, by Pero Gomez
Agnes, 2, by Onondaga
Tom Martin, 5, by Longfellow
Ferona, 3. by Glenelg
Toung Luke, 2, by Luke Blackburn .

.

Redmond, 4, by Virgil
Brambleton, 3, by Bramble
Pontico. 3, by Mortemer
Bedford, 2, by Billet
Louise, 2, by Lnke Blackburn
Buffalo, 2, by Billet

Bondsman. 2, by Virgil

Lenox, i, by Lisbon

Total 136 68 38 186,236 00

Net
Amount
Earned.

839,115 00
37,660 00
26.955 00
21,300 00
15,180 00
7,270 00

6,175 00
4.620 00
4,225 00
3.700 00
3,690 00
3,605 00
2,785 00
2,775 00
2,142 50

1,820 00
900 00
500 00
420 00
400 00
118 50

What a grand showing. Thirteen straight victories to

head the list with nearly $40,000. Four more that have won
between fifteen and forty thousand each, four more that have
won between four and seven thousand, three each that have

two and three thousand, and half a dozen minorwon
winners.

The Galesburg Trotting Association will hold a meeting at

the Gentleman's Driving Park, Galesburg, on October 5, 6

and 7, and invite nominations to the programme of purses.

The association is a new one, but the members start out in a

way which should commend them to the confidence of horse-

men and the public. The card for the opening day consists

of the 2:29 trotting class, the 2:25 pacing class, each for

purses of $300 each, and a running race, half-mile heats. On
Wednesday the 2:38 and the 3 K)0 classes will attend to the

trotting, while the runners will complete in a mile heats race.

The card for the last day consists of the free-for-all trot, purse

§400, and a two mile dash for the bang tails. The entry list

for trotters and pacers will close on October 2d, running
entries on October 4th. The entrance fee is ten per cent.,

one-half of which must accompany the nomination, the

balance to be paid the day before the race. We hope the new
Galesburg Association will be well supported by both horse-

men and the public.

The hard feeling between Ed. Corrigan and Starter Cald-

well is now a thing of the past.

Mr. E, T. Allen, at 416 Market street, has just received 3e
agency of the Imperial Arms Company, which is sending out
machine-made guns of good quality at figures that would
have seemed impossible a few years ago. Mr. Allen informs

us that he can sell a good serviceable double breech-loader

for thirty-five dollars, choke-bored and with pistol grip, a

well made and tasty weapon. He has also been having a run
on single breech loaders of which he chanced to secure a sup-
ply, and which he is selling for ten dollars each, aeemingly
low price for a sound arm such as these appear to be.

Allen store is full of new thiugs, hunting-clothes, b!

traps and everything likely to be called for at the openi:

the quail season.
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Dates for 1886.

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

San Jose, Cal Sept. 27 to Oct. 2]Salinas, Cal Oct. 5 to 9

Beno, Nev Oct. 4 to 9[

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Jerome Rirfe Sept. 25 to Oct. 16|Baltiruore Oct. 19 to 23

Latonia Oct. 1 to 1 6| Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING

.

Davton, Sept. 27 to Oct. l|St. Louis, Mo Oct. i to 9

Wauke^an, 111 Sept. 27 to Oct. 2 Pittsburg, Pa. (P. B. A.) Oct. 6 and 7

Indianapolis, lnd. Sept. 27 to Oct. 2|>Iount Holly, X. J Oct. 11 to 19

Pottstown, Pa.. Sept. 28 to 30| Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 15

Centreline, Mich. Sept. 28 to Oct. 1 Greenfield, O Oct. 13 to i5

Dover, Del Sept. 28 to Oct. 1 Bloonisburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 16

Oxford, Pa Sept. 29 to Oct. l|

Racing- at the State Fair.

Sept. 17.—The afternoon was devoted to racing, and with

the exception of the first race the entries were such as to give

promise of the best racing of the fair. Nearly all of the nomi-

nations in the California Derby were made by K. P. Ashe,

Palo Alto, and Del Paso, thirteen of the eighteen being named

from those Dlaces. Onlv two came to the post—Hill & Gries*

bay filly AJlie Hill, and W. B. Todhunter's MaybloBsom.

The distance is one and a half miles, the conventional route

for all Derbys, which brought the point of commencement at

the half-mile pole.

Sept. 17.—The California Derby, forfoals of 1883: ?50 entrance; p. p.;

?300 added: Becond horse, $100; third horse, §50. One mile and a half.

Eighteen subscriber.
W. B. Todhunter's b f Maybloseon by Joe Hooker, dam Maggie S.,

115 lbs 1

Hill & (Jries* b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, 115 lbs. .. 2
Time, 2:47i.

With only two to start it was little trouble to get them off,

and a few words will answer to describe the race. Allie Hill

had the inside, and Mayblossom laid within a length or two

until a mile had been ron, when she ran by without an effort

and galloped home twelve lengths in the lead. The quarter

was ran in 26 seconds, the half in 52 seconds, the three-

quarters in 1:20, the mile in 1:481, the full time being 2:47£.

MISS FORD AGAIN.

The second race was a dash of one mile for two-year-olds

under the title of the "Palo Alto" Stake. The starters and

positions awarded were: Safe Ban on the inside, C. H. Todd
second, Bobson third, Lady Leinster fourth, Idaline Cotton

fifth, and Miss Ford outside. In the pools Miss Ford brought

$100, Safe Ban $27, the field $21.

Same Day.—The Palo Alto Stake for two-year-olds. £50 entrance;

S25 forfeit; or only $15 if declared on or before September first; -with

S25n adde-i, of which S76 to second; third to save stake. Winner of any

two-year-old stake, after August 1st, to carry five pounds extra; of two

or more, ten pounds. One mile.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery, 117 lbs.

(including 10 lbs. pen.) 1

W.L. Appleby's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B., 13 lbs. 2

Thos Atchison's ch c Bobson by Joe Hooker, dam Eosetland, 110 lbs. 3

L. H. Todhunter's be Safe Ban by King Ban, 115 lbs., (including 5

lbs. pen.) °

W L Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster by Leinster, 107 lbs

W.' l! Pritchard*s ch f Idaline Cotton by Jim Brown, 112 lbs., (inclnd-
"

jngolb3.pen.)
Time. 1:44.

There was a long and provoking delay after the colts were

placed in charge of the starters, some of them breaking away

and there were others which would not come up. At least

foTty minutes were occupied in futile efforts, though when

the flag fell it was a very fair start. Miss Ford had rather the

advantage, though she was pulled back after rnnniug the

quarter in 27 seconds and Safe Ban took the lead. At the

half in 52 seconds, he was a clear length in front of all the

others. When nearing the three-quarter Miss Ford moved

from fifth place to third. C. H. Todd also bettered his posi-

tion. With straight work Miss Ford soon had her head in

front, the white face of C. H. Todd showing in second place,

Safe Ban dropping back. At the drawgate C. H. Todd ran

up to Miss Ford, and for a stride or two he was even. A
slackening of the reins by the jockey of Miss Ford and she

shot to the front again, winning a very good race by a neck,

C. H. Todd second. Bobson third. Safe Ban fourth, Lady

Leinster fifth and Idalene Cotton last. Time 1:44. As Miss

Ford carried a penalty of ten pounds, it must considered a

very good performance, especially when it was done with so

much apparent ease.

ANOTHER FOE DEL RIO.

The third Tace was the Golden Gate Stake, for three-year-

olds, in which started Moonlight, Miss Courtney and Harriet.

MisB Courtney was the favorite at an average rate of $S0 to

£35 on Moonlight, and S30 on Harriet.

Same Day.—The Golden Gate Slake for three-year-olds. S50

entrance- =2"5 forfeit; or only S15 if declared on or before September

1st- -with 3350 added, of which ?100 to second, third to save stake.

"Winner of'any three-year-old race at thi3 meeting to carry five pounds

extra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One mile and three-quarters.

Tneo Winters' bf Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 115

lljs • 1

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 115

R S Failon'sbrf Harriet by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne, 115 lbs. 3

Time, 3:07*.

The race was commenced at a moderate pace, Moonlight

taking the lead, with Miss Courtnev second and Harriet third.

The first quarter was run in 27£ seconds, the order beiDg Moon-

light Miss Courtney and Harriet. The half-mile was made

in 55 seconds, the three-quarters in 1:12$, the mile in 1:48*,

and the mile and a quarter in 2:IU, without much change in

the positions. There had been a little closing on the part of

the second and third horses, and when close to the three-

quarter pole Miss Courtney was scarcely a neck behind Moon-

light with Harriet lapped on her, but when the home stretch

was entered a few strides brought Miss Courtney to the front.

From the time of passing until she crossed the winning score

she ran easily, while both the others were 'driven to their

utmost. Miss Courtney won the race by a length, Moonlight

second, Harriet third. Time 3:07J.

NTELSON WISS THE NIGHTHAWK.

The third race was the Niguthawk Stake, a dash of a mile.

In it were Dublin Bay, John A., Lizzie Dunbar, Xielson and

Del Norte with starting positions as above. In the pools

Nielsou brought $100, Lizzie Dunbar $26, all the others

grouped in the field S30.

anrne Day —The Nigbthawk Stake, for all ages; ?50 entrance, S15

forfeit B30Q added, of whicbflOO to second, «50 to third; siidO additional

if 1 -4li is beaten. Stake to be named afterwinner if Nighthawk's time

ill r'i)"is beaten. One mile. Ten subscribers.

V. L. Applebv's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidlo dam Susie W 115 lbs 1

W. B. Todnunter'B blk h John A . 5, by Mouday, dam Lady Clare, 118

W. UpVi tchard'a'ch m Lizzie ' Dunbar," 5. by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar, 115 lbs £\l"A" '* 'HZW ^
D Bridge's bo Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, 118 lbs

W M vjurry's b c Bel Norte. 2, by Flood, 81 lbs
' ' Time, 1:48,

The start was not so long delayed as in the preceding race,

and a very fair start it was. LiE2ie Dunbar was the quickest

to get off, and she led at the quarter pole, Dublin Bay second,

John A. third, in 26 seconds. The two retained the lead all

the way along the back stretch, with the others in a bunch
some distance behind. The half was made in 5H seconds by
Lizzie Dunbar, Dublin Bay close at hand. But going around
the further semicircle there was a change of position. Niel-

sou came to the front at the seven furlongs and had no trouble

in retaining the lead to the end, winning by two lengths.

There was a fine contest for second place between Lizzie Dun-
bar and John A., the latter winning it by a neck. Dublin
Bay was fourth, Del Norte last. Time, 1 :43.

LEDA TO THE FOHE.

The last race of the day was heats of one mile and a six-

teenth, for a purse of §250, with five starters—Irish Lass,

Leda, St. Patrick, Daisy H. and Edwin F. Leda was the

favorite at $100, Irish Lass 565, Daisy H. §60, Edwin F. and
St. Patrick (coupled) $7.

Fbee Pubse. 8250. For all ages, of which $50 to second. Horses not
having won at this meeting allowed five pounds. Horses that have
not run second or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds. One
mile and a sixteenth and repeat.
31. Johnson's b f Leda, 3, bv Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy, 105

lbs * 3 1 1

B. C. Hollv's b f Irish Lass, i, by imp. Eyrie Daly, dam Daisy
Miller. 100 lbs 1 3 dr

Les Shaner's b f Daisv D. , 4, by Wheat-ley, dam Black Maria
I051bs 4 2

P A. Finigan's b g Edwin F., a, by Norfolk, 100 lbs 2 dis

T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, 1 00 lbs dis
Time, 1:52J, 1:51$, 0:00.

First Heat—When the flag fell Edwin F. had the best of

the start, and with his light weight of 100 pounds he made
the running. He was first past the stand, first at the quarter-

post and half-mile mark. Irish Lass was running second,

evidently well within her rate, until she came to the three-

quarter mark. After passing that point she took a lead of

two lengths, and galloping easy won by two lengths, Edwiu
F. second, Leda third, Daisy H. fourth and St. Patrick dis-

tanced. Time of the heat, l:52x .

Second Heat—The betting was: Leda $100, the field $45,

Irish Lass $ 10. The retrogression of Irish Lass was owing
to her pulling up lame after the first heat. Notwithstanding

her lameness she took the lead and held it until she came
into the stretch, when Leda, who had run a waiting race up to

thatpoint, passed her. DaisyD. also gave IrishLassthe go-by,

but she could not get nearer than three lengths of Leda, who
won handily in 1:5U, Irish Lass third, Edwin F. distanced.

Third Heat—Irish~Lass showed so lame that permission

was given to draw her, and, as under the rules a horse which
does not win a heat in two cannot start for a third, there was
none to contend against Leda, she galloped by herself for

the deciding heat. It was a great day for the favorites, every

race having been won by the tirst choice of the bettors.

Sept. IS.—The first race was the Stallion trot, with Guy
Wilkes, Antevolo and Como as starters. There was no
betting.

First Heat—Guy Wilkes led around the turn, and at the

quarter was two lengths ahead of Antevolo, Como three

lengths further back. At the three-eighths mark Guy Wilkes

broke, and Antevolo showed in front for a few strides, but

Guy Wilkes came on and at the half was again in front. In
the stretch both were trotting fast, but at the distance post

Antevolo broke, and Guy Wilkes jogged to the wire ahead,

Antevolo second, Como distanced. Time, 2:20J.

Second Heat—Guy Wilkes drew away on the turn, and the

two trotted the mile with a length of daylight between them.

At the head of the stretch Antevolo broke, but Guy Wilkes

slowed up and the relative positions were resumed and held

to the score. Time, 2:20.

Third Heat—At the start both broke, Guy Wilkes settling

first and leading to the quarter in thirty-five seconds by two
lengths. At the back quarter Guy Wilkes was urged but made
a break. He did not gain or lose distance, but ran faster

and further than he usually does on his breaks. At the half,

in 1:08£, he was five lengths to the fore. In the stretch Ante-

volo closed to three lengths, and in that position they

passed the score. Time, 2:17|. The official time of Antevolo

was 2:19.

Sept. 18.—Purse SI, 500. Free for all stallions.

Guv Wilkes, bs—Wm. Corbitt 1 1 1

Antevolo, br s—J. C. Simpson 2 2 2

Como, ch s—M.. McManus dis

Time, 2:20£, 2:20, 2:17j£. '

The second race was a special for Sister and Allan Boy, the

last named at the pole. In the betting it was twenty to one in

favor of Sister.

First Heat—Allan Roy was away first, and at the quarter

was the leader by a length and a half. He increased his lead

to two lengths in the nest furlong, but near the half made a

skip that let Sister close the gap. Around the turn and well

in the stretch they went without change, but at the 100-yard

mark Allan Boy broke, and Sister beat him to the wire by

two lengths. Time, 2:23}.

Second Heat—The betting was, Sister $S0, Allan Boy §30.

Allan Boy led off and opened a gap from the start. At the

quarter, in 37 seconds, he was two lengths in advauce, and

at the half, in 1:22, he was five lengths in the lead. From
there home Sister gradually closed, but could not reach the

gi-av horse's head, and she lost the heat by three parts of

a length. Time, 2:24.

Third Heat—At the start Sister pulled in a length and 'a

half behind Allan Boy, and held that position for seven-

eighths of a mile. The first quarter was trotted in 37A

seconds, and the half in 1 :14. In the last furlong Sister closed

the gap, aod under persuasion worked to the front, winning

the heat by a neck. Time, 2:26£.

Fourth Heat—Dan McCarthy appeared behind Allan Boy,

and they went away level and fast. At the turn the mare
drew ahead a little, but on the back stretch tbe gray horse

moved to the front and led to the half by two lengths. On
the turn he broke twice and in the stretch twice more, coming

to the wire first by a short head in 2:26. As Sister hud

trotted every step of the mile, it looked like her heat by rigbt,

but the judges ruled differently and awarded the place to

Allan Boy.
Fifth Heat—Allan Roy took first place at once and never

surrendered it. He made a slight break in the lower turn,

but held his own, and in the stretch Sister made a bad break

and gave up the fight. Time, 2:21k.

Same Day —Purse $350. Special.

Allan Boy, g G, by Patctieu Vernon—J W. Donathan 2 12 11
Sister, bm—J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 1 2 2

Time, 2:2»4, 2:24, 2:261,2:26, 2:274,

The third race, the 2:30 oloss, was culled between the heats

of the special. The starters were: Ed, Maid of Oaks, Ned
Forrest, Daisy S., Twinkle, Apex, Li He Stanley, Como and

Valentine, with positions in that order. In tbe pools Daisy

S. was tbe favorite at $50, Valentine $3S, tho field $22.

First Heat—The start was not of the best, but good for so

large a field. Ed took the lead at once, Daisy S., the favorite,

making a compound break that sent her to the rear before

the first furlong was covered. At the quarter, in 37 seconds,

Apes had second place, Valentine third, the rest strung out.

On the back stretch Apes began a series of breaks that threw
him bacK to third place. He kept on for a quarter of a mile
without striking a trot. At the half, in 1:15, Valentine was
within two lengths of Ed, but on the further turn he broke
and fell off two lengths more. He made a good effort in the
stretch, but Ed was too far in advance and won the heat by a
leDgth and a half, Valentine second, Lillie Stanley third, Ned
Forrest fourth. Twinkle fifth, Maid of Outs s>ixth, Daisy
S. seventh, Como eighth, Apes distanced for running,
lime, 2:26|.
Second Heat—Pools: Daisy S.S60, Valentine $21, field $Mi

At the start Ed, Yaleotine and Daisy S. all broke, Valentine
dropping to the rear position. At the quarter Ned Foxt8eK
was well in the lead, with Ed second and Twinkle iLird,

which positions were held to the half in 1:123, Valentine a
hundred yards behind the leader. Around tbe turn and up
the stretch there was a good deal of skipping and shifting of

plaees on the part of the rear guard, the field crossiug the
score in the following order: Ned Forrest first, Lillie Stanley
second, Ed third, Twinkle fourth, Slaid of Oaks fifth, Como
sixth, Valentine seventh, Daisy S. eighth. Time 2:27.

Third Heat—The start was exceptionally good, but before
a quarter had been trotted the line was long. Ned Forrest
was first, Lillie Stanley second, Ed third, Daisy S. fourth,
the rest out of it. They went to the three-quarters without
change. In the stretch Daisy S. made a move for the lead
but after a lively finish she could not beat Ned Forrest or
Lillie Stanley. The placing was : Ned Forrest first, Lillie

Stanley second, Daisy S. third, Ed fourth, Como fifth, Maid
of Oaks sisth, Twinkle seventh, Valentine eighth. Time,
2:28.

Fourth Heat—Daisy 3. continued to be the favorite at

shortened odds, $100 on her to $95 for all the rest being the
rate before the start for this heat. Ned Forrest and Daisy S.
got off in front, but the mare broke on the turn and fell back
to fourth position. Ned Fjrrest led, with Como second, and
to the three-quarter pole the two appeared to have it to them*
selves. In th6 stretch Como broke and fell out. Daisy S.
came up suddenly on the inside and collared Ned Forrest,
and the two had a hot brush of it for the last hundred yards.
Forty yards from the wire the mare had her nose in front,

but both horses broke. Ned Forrest first caught and
under the wire trotting, Daisy S. a neck behind rnnuin
The placing was as follows: Ned Forrest first, Daisy
second, Como third, Maid of Oaks fourth, Lillie Stanley tiftl

Valentine sisth. Twinkle behind the flag and Ed distant
for fouling Daisy S. Time, 2:26£.

Same Day.—Purse $1,(100. 2:30 Class.
Ned Forrest, ch g by Blackbird -D. M. Eeavis 4 1 1
Lillie Stanley, bm—N. Coombs 3 2 2
Daisy S., ch m—J. Spurgeon 7 8 3
Como, ch s—M. McManus 8 6 6
Valentine, br g—J. H. Kelly 2 7 8
Maid of Oaks, ch m—G. Walters C 5 (i

Ed, b g-A. T. Jackson 1 3 ii
Twinkle, b m—J. H. Tennent 5 4 7d
Apes, bs—S. K. Trefry dis

Time, 2:262, 2:27, 2:28. 2:26*.

Gardey's First Victory.

The California-bred colt Gardey scored his first victory
Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 13th inst. As the track was very
heavy the time is not a criterion of his quality. The follow-

ing is from the New York Herald:
Fmsi Eace,—Pnrse $750, for horses that have not won a race thl

year. Entrance money i£20 each) to second. One mile.
Fairfax Stable's ch c Gardey, 3 years, by Flood—Sallie Gardner, 1C8

lbs Caldwell
G. B. Morris" ch f Ermine, 2 years, by Ten Broeck—Sallie M. i

Elike
T. W. Doswell's b f Thomasia, i years, by Eolus—Lizzie Hazlewood,

115 lbs Hale
Lulu, 3 years, 105 lbs. (carried 111) lbs.), J. McLaughlin; L I

years, 118 lbs., BUylock; Blue Peter, 6 years, 115 lbs., Garrison; St.

Augustine, 4 years, 118 lbs., Griffiu; Bonnie Lad, 2 years, 81 lba.j

Koerber; Ferg Kyle, 6 years. 118 lbs., McCarthy; Laura Garrlson/I
years, 105 lbs., Rafferty: Maggie J., 4 years, 115 lbs., Hamilton; Flor-
ence Fonso, 3 years, 105 lbs., Meehan; Red Girl, aged, 115 lbs.. Farley
and Doininick B., 2 years, 78 lbs. (carried 83 lbs. ), Palmer, ran unplaced.

Time. 1:48.

The Betting.—F.ve to one eacb, Ermine. Maggie J. and
Florence Fonso, 2 to 1 each place; 7 to 1, Gardey, 3 to 1

place; S to 1 each, Lulu and Ferg Kyle. 3 to 1 place; 15 to I

each, Bonnie Lad, Thomasia and St. Augustine, 7 to 1 each
place; 20 to 1, Rainbow, S to 1 place; 30 to 1 each, Bed Girl

and Laura Garrison, 10 to 1 each place; 50 to 1 each, Blue
Peter and Doniinick B., 15 to 1 each place.

The Race.—After many attempts they were sent away to a

fair start, with Gardey in front, St. Augustine second and
Blue Peter third. Maggie J. assumed command on the turn,

and at the quarter-pole led Ferg Kyle half a length, with
Thomasia third and Gardey fourth. The positions of tbe
leaders were unchanged to the lower turn, where Maggie J.

was three lengths before Thomasia, Gardey third.

J. entered the stretch well in front of Thomasia, but here
Gardey and Ermine made their efforts, and at the furlong
Gardey was the leader, and coming on won easily by four
lengths, Ermine second, one length before ThomasiatLird,
theu Laura Garrison, Florence Fonso, Blue Peter, Maggie 3.

and Bounie Lad, the rest pulled up.

Arab at Springfield.

N. Y. Herald.

The 2:27 class produced some pretty trotters, though Arab
had little trouble in leading at the wire and winning three of
the four heats. Belle F. was the favorite in the pools, selling Jl

for ?25 to $22 on the Mild, which included only Arab and
Bonita. The horses had good^send offs in each heat. In the
first Belle took tbe lead at tbe turn, with Arab a neck behind
and Bonita trailing. Belle broke at the half and lost two
lengths, giviug Arab a clear lead, which be kept to the wire.
Belle made a close race with Bonita for second place, bnt
weni off her f*'et rive yards from. the wire, and came in run-
ning a head behind Bonita. The favorite took th L-

heat, obtaining the lead at the start and holding it. The
three stretched out aioug the track in procession, and tame in

easily three lengths apart, Belle winning, Arab second aud
Bonita third. Arab came to the front again in the third and
fourth heats. In the third he had a close brush with Bolle,

while Bonita only cleared the distance flag by a few yards.
In the fourth Bonita pressed Arab, and Belle finished au easy
third, being sure of second money. Thu summary follows:

Sept 10.—Eighth race.—Tho 2:17 closa; purse 81,000, divided; mlla
b^eati, three In live In haruesb.
O. A. liickok's b b Arab l 2
W. H. MoCarthy'Mhni Belle F 3 i

Jamos Goldcn'» 1> m litmita 2 3 :i 1

TDK,
Quarter. Half. Milt.

First heat 35 J :09j 'J:lH
Second heat 30 1:1 1J 'J:2J

Third beat 36 J :UJ 2:!

Fourth heat ; 861 1:11

d; milo

Mil
1

: 3

Mr. Sheridan is starter for the Brooklyn Jockey club,
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The Closing Day at Coaey Island-

New Yore, Sept. 21.—Porter Ashe was in hard luck to-day

at Sheepshead Bay, the last of the fall meeting of the Coney
Island Jockey Club. In the second race, a sweepstake for

two-year-olds, he started Vera. Bessie June was a strong

favorite at rive to three on; Vera was second choice at five to

one against. There was another Californian in the race, the

Fairfax stable's Hypasia. There was a good start when the

flag fell with BeBsie June first to show, Strideaway second.

Alma third, Matins fourth and Vera fifth. Strideaway at

once took the track and at the half-mile pole she led half a

length, with Bessie June second a half a length in front of

Hypasia, Matins fourth. Before reaching jthe half-mile pole

along the back stretch Vera stumbled and fell, her jockey

escaping unhurt. In the run to the three-quarters Bessie

June worked to the front again, and closely pressed by Stride-

away and Hypasia, led into the stretch. When straightened

out Hypasia and Strideaway were beaten and Bessie June,

drawing away, won very easily by three lengths; Alma, who
came very strong in the last furlong second, six lengths in

frontof Hypasia. Time, 1:16. When Vera was on her feet

again it was found that she had dislocated her stifle joint.

She was taken back to the stable with difficulty. Half an hour
later she died from internal injuries which she received in the

fall.

In the fourth race, however, Porter Ashe received some
compensation for his loss. It was a selling sweepstakes, at a

mile and three-sixteenths. Six started. King of Norfolk

was an outsider, eight to three being quoted against him.
OTallon was a strong favorite, at four to five, Birthday being

second choice at three to one. Pasha, Wildwood and Pontico

made the running alternately, and all close together until

turning into the stretch, when OTallon took the lead, fol-

lowed by Pontico and King of Norfolk. When straightened,

King of Norfolk shot to the front, under the whip, and stay-

ing there won easily by two lengths, O'Fallon second, a

length in front of Birthday, who swerved and bolted badly.

Time. 2:04. King of Norfolk was entered to be sold for $2,000

and Mr. Ashe let him go for $2,025, at which price he was
purchased by J. H. Harbeck of New York.

For the opening dash of three-quarters of a mile the only

Caiifornian entered was the Fairfax stable's Gardey. Lizzie

Kreops was the favorite at eight to five, Little Minch being

seeo'nd choice at three to one. To a straggling start Bay Rebel

was first away, withLafitre second and Lizzie Krepps third.

They ran in this order till turning in for home, when
Lizzie Krepps drew away and won easily by two lengths,

Lafitte second, three lengths in front of Gardey. Time, 1:15.

Kiner Fox's Heavy Impost-—Winning1 th9 Great
Eastern Handicap from a Bie Field.

N. T. Herald.

The Coney Island Jockey Club presented a grand racing

card yesterday, and it drew to the track thousands of ladies

and gentlemen. The squall of Sunday evening, that wrought
so much havoc in that neighborhood, only seemed to brighten

the buildings and grounds, so that the sweetest of panoramas
was presented to the spectators. Betting was universal

throughout the day, and the book-makers were as happy a3

their peculiar calling will allow them to become. Many dis-

tinguished citizens of New York were among the crowd at

the°club house during the afternoon.

The All-Aged Sweepstakes, of one mile, that opened the

sport, though with a reduced field, produced a surprise, as

Telie Doe, like a shot from a gun, took the lead at the falling

of the flag and continued in front courageously to the end,

leaving the favorite, Electric, so far in the rear, it was consid-

ered by all hands a thorough beating. In the second race, a

handicap sweepstakes of one mile and a furlong, the favorite

was again compelled to strike her colors. Lucy H. stood cot

prominently as being a sure winner, but Peekskill had much
in hand as he finished four lengths in front. The third con-

test, a handicap sweepstakes of one mile and three-sixteenths,

brought another fielder to the front. The well informed

considered Yalet and Binette to be in superior winning form,

but Editor leported first to the judges, and the favorites

finished second and third.

The Great Eastern Handicap, fourth on the card, was the

race of the day. Around this event hang recollections that

warm the coldest turfman's heart, and as the record is turned

over there are first smiles and then almost tears. Last year

twenty-one faced the starter, and gentle Dew Drop, pride of

Brooklyn, now gone where a thousand Jimmy McLaughlins
cannot call her to duty and victory, won by four lengths as

she pleased. Her rider wore the favorite cherry and black of

Mr. Pierre Lorillard, and second home was the then great

two-year-old Inspector B., of the Dwyer Brothers' stable.

Dew"Drop passed into the Dwyers' hands last spring, and, as

every turfman from New Orleans to San Francisco knows,
recently passed out of their hands by death. Great victories

are in store for future two-year-olds in this Great Eastern

Handicap, but the memory of Dew Drop's easy conquest will

assert itself whatever the future record of the races. King
Fox yesterday carried 125 pounds, and carried it grandly to

the end, winning as only a true, courageous colt can win with

snch an impost. Fifteen started, and he held them safe at

till times, and when he pushed the orange and blue of his

owner past the judges there was great and deserved applause.

In 18S4, the winner of the race placed $7,710 to the credit of

his owner; last year Dew Drop's victory was worth $7,592,

and King Fox's earnings yesterday amount, to about $8,500.

In the fifth and sixth races the favorites won, but the con-

tests were determined and greatly pleased the large number
of spectators. Details of the racing follow:

Fourth Bace.—The Great Eastern Handicap, for two-year-old 3, foals

of ISM, a handicap sweepstakes of 815U each for starters; So,000 to be
added by the association; the second to receive ?I,0QO of the added
money a'nd twenty per cent of the stakes, the third S500 of the added
money and ten per cent of the stakes; three-quarters of a mile.

J. B. Haggin's b c King Fox by King Ban—Maude Hampton, 115 lbs
Spellinan 1

Oakwool Stable's b f Connemara by Stratford—Tara, 115 lbs

; McCarthy 2

Santa Anita Stable's ch c Laredo by Grinstead"—flermosa, 108 lbs
Garrison 3

Koi d'Or, 98 lbs., Meehan; Htnda, 108 lbs.. Fuller; Grissetta, 1H5 lbs-

Godfrey; Bessie Jane, 113 lbs., J. McLaughlin; Montrose, 108 lbs.,

Withers; Bndford, 'JS lb3., Littleneld; Kingdom. 93 lbs., Palmer; Belvi-

dere, 1C8 lbs., Blaylock; Agnes, 103 lbs., Rafferly; Oriflamrae, 105 lbs.,

Caldwell; Vera, yC lbs., O'Brien and Falsestep, 97 lbs, Davis, ran
unplaced.

Time, 1 :15.

The Betting.—2 to 1, King Fox, 3 to 5 place; 5 to 1, Conne
mara, 2 to 1 place; S to 1 each, Grissette, Belvidere, Laredo

-and Montrose, 3 to 1 each place; 10 to 1 each, Roi d'Or,

Hinda, Bessie June, Bradford, Kingdom, Agnes, Vera and
Oriflamme, 6 to 1 each place; 30 to 1, Falsestep, 10 to 1

place.

The Race.—This was the race of the day. Men, women
and children were interested, and, leaving the ohildren out,

everybody had money on it. The fourteenth attempt they

got away,~with Falsestep in front, Bessie June second and

Monhrose third, with the balance well up. King Fox ran in
front before one-eighth of a mile was gone, Bessie June
accompanying him second, and then Kingdom third. Along
the back stretch King Fox held all the others in good style,

and when half a mite was run was a neck the best of Laredo
second, Grissette third and Connemara fourth. Around the
lower turn and into the home stretch King Fox was leading
Laredo a head, Connemarra third, Grissette fourth and Roi
d'Or fifth. The audience was more excited, if possible, than
the jockeys at this point, and the former cheered heartily
when King Fox maintained his lead. As the competing horses
straightened for home King Fox was fought and tussled with
by Connemara and Laredo, but with a finish that establishes

him a superior two-year-old he won by one length, Conne-
mara second, two before Laredo third, then Grissette, Bessie
June, Bradford and Vera, with the rest puiled up.

George M. Patchen.

Edftok Bbeedee a>t> Sportsman:—A Chicago turf journal

recently published an extract from some hastily written letter

of mine relating to the breeding of the dam of George H.
Patchen. As many young readers may be deceived, I will

give the facts in full as I knew them to be. I will first say

that I confess to being very tired of trying to encourage

truthful breedings in prominent horses dead and gone. It

don't pay. As a rule the public care little. One breeding

with it answers just as well as another, and if the blood of a

horse has proved valuable in his descendants, his pedigree will

be made to fill the most fashionable demand, regardless of truth.

Men who write horse and formulate pedigrees are not horse-
men; seldom is it that a paper man can harness or drive a
horse properly; but they can write, and the public believe

what is in print. Forty years ago I was with the old South-
ern Drug House of Havilaud, Keese & Co., No. 80 Maiden
Lane, New York City, nearly opposite Gold street. Maiden
Lane, Piatt and John streets ran parallel from William
toward the river. Schieffelin & Bradhurst were in the drug
trade on John street, about where Peter C. Kellogg has his

office. Schieffelin & Bradhurst ran through into Piatt, oppo-
site to where we had storehouses. Mr. Bradhurst was Alder-
man, also had to do with the street department. Alexander
Campbell was the prominent stable-keeper at "Bull's Head,"
then way out of town on Twenty-fourth street near Third
Avenue. Droves of horses coming in for sale landed in Mr.
Campbell's or McChesney's stables. Bradhurst employed
men with dump-carts for street cleaning in those days, the

same as to-day. The place for a kicking work horse is in a
dump-cart, for they cannot hurt anything. An Irishman
working for Bradhurst lost his horse and came to Campbell
saying that he had just S40 and wanted its worth in horse-

flesh. There was a big, yellow bay mare among a lot of cheap
workers, that was a noted kicker when in heat. Campbell
sold the Irishman this mare. Alderman Bradhurst was very
fond of horses, and had two colts by Trustee, out of good
ordinary mares not thoroughbred. Tbe street gang were
working near Bradhurst's place when this Irishman's mare
was having one of her kicking scrapes. As she was in season,

it was proposed by the men as they ate their noon meal by
the roadside to stint the mere to one of these colts, and it

was done. Mr. Carman, who was a brick manufacturer, also

contractor, was a horse lover and intimate friend of Alderman
Bradhurst. Carman employed this same Irishman with his

mare and dump-cart, and knew, as did Bradhurst, that she
was with foal to one of the half-bred Trustee colts. When
the foal came and was weaned, Mr. Carman bought and
grew it to maturity, expecting great things from its Trustee
blood. It was a bay filly. Now the dam was a big, coarse,

yellow bay, sow-eared brute, worth the $40 in the dump-cart.
Her filly by the half-bred colt did not prove much of a mare
for any purpose, so Carman gave her to a relative in New
Jersey, who bred her to Cassias M. Clay, and the foal grew
up to be called George M. Patchen. Those who remember
George M. Patchen know that he was a big. strong, and
coarse bnt as game a trotter as ever lived. Neither Mani-
brino nor Abdallah ever got so good a stallion as George M.
Patchen, nor did imported Trustee; so permit me to ask
whether it was the blood of the Arab-bred horse in his son
Cassias, or whether it was the Irishman's dump-cart mare
that made George M. Pachen such a wonderful horse under
training? The physical coarseness of Patchen is easily

accounted for in his gTandam, the dump-cart mare, and in

old Jersey Kate or Cuningham mare, the dam of Cassias M.
Clay, the sire of George M. Patchen. The get of imp.
Trustee from well-bred mares were very handsome, and so

were the get of Henry Clay; but both horses, when bred to

dung-hill mares, gave themselves away in physical outline a3
well as nerve quality. Now as Trustee was of the "Catton"
family, close and well-bred to Arab blood, we have a -vitaliz-

ing point in Trustee. On the other side we find Henry
Clay was still stronger bred in Arab blood, so when the two
affinity bloods of Trustee and Clay came together in the

Irishman's S40 dump-cart mare, it was condensing the vital-

izing blood of the Arab in George M. Patchen. The colt

Patchen took on the brute form of the dam of Cassius M.
Clay and of the dam of the colt's mother; but the game do-or-

die nerve power of the Arab was intensified in his brain, body
and bone, to transmit to well-bred mares, thus making his

name valued in himself as a great horse and getter of great

merit. Did Trustee himself or any of his sons get such a

horse as George M. Patchen; Never! And yet the Arab
blood of Andrew Jackson and his son got many
such. At this point let me tell you what the
sow-eared, kicking grandam of George M. Patchen united

with its mongrel affinity blood in the dam of Cassius

M. Clay did do for Patchen in the stud. It gave to a large

percentage of his colts bad hocks in curbs, thoroughpin and
bog spavins, called full or soft hocks. The late Mr. Hall,

who bought and stood him in the stud here at Rochester for

two years, saw it would never do to stand htm in competition

with his grandsire Old Henry Clay, hence sold him to Wal-
termire in his trotting prime, while he was worth the money
for sporting speed. There is more in the sentence "blood
will tell" than yonng breeders understand. Many a horse

is himself a remarkable performer, when his get are failures;

and this fact is going to kill "standard bred!" If the gen-
tlemen who caused the adoption of the term "standard

bred" are not disgusted with its use and application, I would
advise them to travel in rural districts, then attend the coun-
try fairs, and wiud up among the low class of horse dealers.

Thecommon horse jockeys, den i< gin bone-yardsubjects, have
got Mr. Gentleman horse fnncier this time, certain—"Stan-

dard bred!" The Arabian is remarked for his superior

bertaty, for his truly aristocratic character, for his intelli-

gently gentle temper, knowing and appreciating gentle kind-

ness, but resenting coarse treatment. He has also a fine

sensitive mouth, delightfully efisy gaits or paces, with won-
derful powers of endurance from the best constitution found

in horses. He is also remarked for soundness in feet, bone 1

joints and wind. Now, all these characteristics were in
Henry Clay, and which he transmitted to this present time
through well-bred dams; but a son by Henry Clay from cold
blooded dams could not do justice to his sire's honored
name. Argument: New Jersey is full of Patchen bluod, and
while they are strong, serviceable horses, they would not be
recognized in Old Henry Clay's country as creditable to the
name, any more than would be the "Alfred's." The reason
why George Wilkes was so famous as & sire was owing to
the Arabian blood of Henry Clay in his daughter Doliy
Spanker, who was the mother of George Wilkes. There are
cases in the human family where the son has taken the family
name of his mother because of the greater merit upon the
maternal side; and as no other son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian
in any way approached George Wilkes, either as a horse or
as a sire, it seems to me that the most ordinarily informed
man would natarally credit all good in George Wilkes to the
Arabian-bred sire—Old Henry Clay. In this case we have a
legitimate and honorable name with princely blood and
breeding in Henry Clay, while in Hambletonian we know it

should be Abdallah, also that the blood was but a question
above or below the damp-cart grandam of George M. Patchen.
For blood influences in affinity form. i. e., approaching the
primitive or Arabian, let us take California Patchen by
George M. Patchen. He took on the coarse form of his 6ire

and paternal grandams, and with supeiior advantages was
greatly inferior to his sire as a performer, also as a getter; but
when he covered a really well-bred mare he got Sam Purdy,
one of the fastest of stallions, also a greatly superior getter
to either his sire or grandsire. Then compare Seneca
Patchen by George M. with his half-brother California
Patchen, and we find Seneca Patchen by far the handsomest
horse and best one as a horse, also as a sire. A great deal
has been said about imported Trustee blood, which is

superficially recognized as an English thoroughbred, and
because his blood is good in the trotting horse any and all

thoroughbreds must give like results. Here let me ask the
reader to analyze his blood and breeding, and he will find

the Arabian in unfixed or pliable form; hence, when united
with its affinity blood in Clay, the produce will fly at the trot,

also have greater beauty. When our breeders stop all roving
and settle upon the honored truth that "blood will tell," we
shall have fewer and better horses, with uniformly better
prices. The best American stallions in France and Scotland
to-day, are of our Clay family. This may be news to some.

Truly, Randolph Huntington.
Rochester, X. Y., Aug. 20, 1886.

The American Jockey Club.

New York, Sept. 21.—The committee having in charge the
arrangements for the dinner at Delmonico's this evening, to

celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the opening of Jerome
Park by the American Jockey Club, comprises August Belmont,
President of the American Jockey Club; A. J. Cassatt, Presi-

dent of the Monmouth Park Association, and Leonard W.
Jerome, President of the Coney Island Jockey Club. These
three gentlemen report satisfactory progress, and believe the
dinner will be of a character to fittingly commemorate one of

the grandest departures in the history of racing in this coun-
try. About one hundred gentlemen will be present, and
among them Chauucey M. Depew, ex-Gov. Bowie, President
Maryland Jockey Club; Thomas Boswell of Virginia, Gen.
McMahon, Louis McMahone, Louis M. Clark, President
Louisville Jockey Clnb; ex-Senator Conkling, Phil. Sheridan,
President of the Washington Park Clnb of Chicago; H. J. Cas-
satt, William R. Travers, William K. Yanderbilt, B. A. Hag-
gin, A. Pierre Lorrillard, George Peabody Wetmore, FranK
Worth, Sir Roderick Cameron, August Belmont, Congressman
Belmont, H. W. T. Matti, Colonel Lawrence Kip, Lorillard

Spencer, J. B. Houston, Randolph Ellis, J. Sargent Cram,
Charles D. Harrison, Joseph A. Gostini, Wm. M. Lent, J. W.
Vanderhoeff, Purdy James of Galway, F. G. K. Dnn, A. Wal-
cott, E. G. Field, Capt. William U. Conmer, A. Wright San-
ford, H. J. Nichols, A. Newbold Morris, Wm. J. West, R. C.
Livingston, W. J. G. R.Lawrence, James R. Keene, George
J. Whalen, Capt. J. H. Coster, John G. Gleckesher and J. O.
Douner.
The banquet hall will be elaborate and fittingly decorated.

The tables, it is said, in their ornamentation will pleasingly

remind the gentlemen of the early days of Jerome, and the
track, club-house, grand stand and surroundings may be
shown in miniature, while some of the racers of that period

are likely to be reproduced in fancy pieces in a manner to

forcibly remind the veterans present of the opening struggles

of that' day. Then there will be present those who love the

horse for his noble qualities and have been instrumental in

improving the breed of thoroughbreds, and their experiences,

their defeats and successes are likely to be entertainly given

to the company.

Trotting Horse Breeders at Albany.

Sept. 21.—The first day of the tenth annual meeting of the

National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders had a small

attendance. There were four races on the programme, but

a walk-over was the unsatisfactory rule in three of them.
The stakes for mares and stallions of any age and for geldings

of five years and under, never having beaten 2:40, valued at

S375, was a walk-over for ex-Governor Stanford's Palo Alto.

Time, 2:40. The stallion stakes for foals of 1S82, valued at

SI, 540, was a wait-over for ex-Governor Stanford's Man-
zanita. Time, 2:24. The Juvenile stakes, for foals of 1SS3,

for stallions that have never beaten 2:30 at three years old

or under, value of stake $1,050, was contested by the

Patchen stock farm's Sunrise and the Glenview stock farm's

Nntbreaker. Sunrise won in two straight heats. Best time,

2:30. The stakes for foals of 1SS4, valued at $730, was a

walk-over for C. L. Hamilton's Chimes. Time, 2:48}.

A Biff Trot In Prospect.

Chicago, Sept. 11.—The Washington Park Club has offered

a special sweepstakes of $.300 each for the sensational trotters

Oliver K., Harry Wilkes and Belle F., for a race of mile heats,

three in live, to be trotted Wednesday, September 29, the

club to add $3,000; fifty per cent, of stakes and added nxmey
to first horse, thirty-five to second, and fifteen to thirds

For two years past Harry Wilkea has easily defeated all

rivals, but the recent performances ot Oliver K. and Belle F.

in the great ten thousand dollar race at Hartford, where one
obtained a record of 2:15}, and the other 2:16} justifies the

belief that either is the equal of Harry Wilkes.

Ed. West is engaged to ride the Baldwin light-w--:

season.

A. McCarthy, Jr., rlVs for the Baldwin stable iu

this fall-
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The Fair at Stockton.

Sept. 21.—The sixth annual fair of the San Joaquin Volley

District, opened to-day with fine weather but light atten-

dance, although the latter item is the usual first day expert

ienee at Stockton. The display of stock is good, and the

pavilion in Court House Square is crowded with exhibits.

The track is very fast though a trifle hard for runners. The
first race of the meeting was a stake for district two-year-olds,

and it was a matter of much interest to local horsemen.

Sweepstake for district two-year-olds. £50 each; i?250 added; total

money divided 50, ?5, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile. Five subscribers.

A. Miller's b c Jack Brady by Wildidle, dam by Norfolk, 110 lbs

, Brown 1

A. Miller's cb c Duke of Stanislaus by Joe Daniels, dam Black
Willow, 110 lbs Appleby 2

C. Doisey's ch cFred Archer by Thad Stevens, dam MattieC, 110
lbs Newington 3

W. "R. Ruggles' b f Kachel by Joe Daniels, dam by Woodbnm, 1ii7

lbs Stevens 4

N. S. Harrold 's b f Lulu H. by Joo Daniels, 107 lbs Howson
Time. 1:493.

Pools.—Fred Archer S25; Jack Brady and the Duke, coupled, $19;
field 321.

They went away in a bunch Brady leading slightly, and he
held the place to the end without special effort.

The second race was for trotters of the 2:30 class. The
starters were Voucher, Valentine, Maid of Oaks, Twinkle,
Reality, Apex aud Lilhe Stanley. Voucher was a favorite in
the pools, selling $50 to §10 for the field. A proposition was
made to allow Voucher to take the first money and leave the
others to contest for the remainder of the purse, but one
owner objected. A number of pools were sold with Voucher
barred, but finally they sold in the proportion noted above.
It was generally conceded that Voucher could win the race in
three straight heats, but his chances for such work were
lessened when the positions were assigned and he was placed
"out in the grass" on the outside. Positions were given as
follows: Valentine on the inside, Oaks second. Twinkle third,
Reality fourth, Apex fifth, Stanley sixth and Voucher on the
outside.

After several attempts to get the word, the seven trotters

were sent off with Valentine leading at the pole. Voucher
broke on the first turn, and at the quarter Valentine held the
lead with Stanley second and Voucher crowding up. Coining
into the home stretch Voucher broke again, but "was pulled
down, and while struggling to reach the wire he broke for the
third time and fell back. Valentine won the heat in 2:24.

with Stanley second, Oaks third, Voucher fourth, Twinkle
fifth, Apex sixth, and Reality distanced.
Voucher still sold favorite in the pools. When the horses

were called up for the second heat, a complaint had been
made against the driver of Lillie Stanley. Some one thought
the mare could have been driven faster, and it was said she
was being held up to keep her from making a record. Walter
Mayberry was ordered to drive the mare. John Goldsmith,
the driver of Apex, who saved his distance by a scratch, was
superseded by Trefry.

Voucher had trotted a loug mile on the outside, and in the
second heat he was expected to do better. Goldsmith was
asked to drive him, but declined. Valentine and Voucher
struggled for the lead in the second heat, and both horses
came in so near together that the judges decided it a dead
heat in 2:22], with Stanley second, Twinkle third and Apex
fourth.
The backers of Voucher did not lose confidence in the

gamey trotter, and he was relied upon as a stayer. He won
the third heat in 2:22, with Valentine second, Stanley third,
Apex fourth, Maid fifth and Twinkle sixth.

The fourth heat was won by Valentine by about eighteen
inches in 2:24£, with Voucher second, Stanley third, Maid
fourth, Twinkle fifth and Apex sixth.

Goldsmith drove Voucher for the fifth heat, and he won the
heat in 2:24, with Valentine second, Stanley third, Maid
fourth, Twinkle fifth and Apex distanced. Darkness coming
on the race was postponed.

Sept. 22.—The second day of the fair was a slight improve-
ment on the first in point of weather aud attendance. The
stock parade in the morning was large and imposing. In the
speeding the first business at hand was the deciding heat
between Voucher and Valentine. Both horses appeared in
Rood fix, although Voucher nodded a little as he jogged as if

he was slightly lame. They went away exactly even, but
Valentine left his feet and danced for a furlong. Voucher
went to the half in 1:11 and had Valentine more than a dis-
tance behind him, but slowed up in the stretch and finished
jn a jog, winner of the heat and race. Time, 2:31*.

Same Day.—Purse S500. 2:30 Class.
Voucher, b g—G. W. Trahern 4 12 11
Valentine; br g—J. H. Kelly 10 2 12 2
Lillie Stanley, b m— N. Coombs 2 3 3 3 3 ro
Maid of Oaks, cb m—G. Walters 3 6 5 4 4 ro
Twinkle, b m—J. H. Teonant 5 4 g 5 5 ro
Apex, b s—S. K. Trefry .6640 dis
Reality, b m—J. M. Learned \ dia

Time, 2:24, 2:221, 2:22, 2:243, 2:2*.

The regular card of the day began with a running race, a
dash of a mile, for a purse of $500. The starters were C. H.
Todd, Certiorari, Leda, Adam, Moonlight, John A. and Dub-
lin Bay, and they took positions in that order. C. H. Todd
had the best of the start by a length, Leda and Moonlight
next, the rest well in a bunch. O. H. Todd increased his
lead around the turn, and at the half in 50 seconds was four
lengths ahead of Leda second, Moonlight third. Around the
turn there was a stir in the whole field, and on the three-
quarters all were riding hard. John A. had run into second
place, aud set out after she leader, but C. H. Todd kept on
bravely and won by two lengths, John A. second, Loda
third, then came Moonlight, Dublin Bay and Certiorari.
Time, the best record for a mile ever made by a two-year-old!
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H . Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B. , 81

W. B. TouhuDter's blk h John A, 5, by Monday, dam Lady Clare!" 118
lbs Carillo 2Wm. Boot's b t Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs, flam Gipaey, 105 lbs

Kelly fcLynoVs b f Moonlight, 3, 105 lbs
"!".'."."!. ".*.".".' '

McLaucbHn
D. Bridges' hb Dublin Bay. 5. 118 lbs LVvov
B. P. Hill's chg Adam, 4, 115 lbs *" Apnlebv

Time, 1:41A.
J

G. W. Trabem's ch g Certiorari, a, 115 lbs". Howson
Pools: John A. $25, C. H. Todd 89, Moonlight P8, field *s Mutatis

paid 622.10.

The second number was a trotting event for district stal-
lions, for a purse of $500. The starters were Mount Varuon,
Adrian and Bay Rose. In the pouls Adrian was a strong
favorite. In the first heat Bay Kose broke at the start, and
lost a distance of ground which he never recovered. Mount
Vernon led from start to finish, Adrian second, Bay Rose dis-
tanced. Time, 2:27*. The betting was now: Mount Vernon
$25, Adrian $15. In the second heat Mount Vernon led from
wire to wire, Adrian breaking badly in his attempts to go to
the front. Time, 2:2S. In the third heat there was a change.
Mount Vernon led off, Adrian trailing three lengths behind
for three-quarters of the mile, but in the stretch he closed the
gap, and at the distance post Mount Vernon made his first
break in the race, Adrian winning by four lengths. Time
2;26£. In the fourth heat Adrian led off, but Mount Vernon

clung close to him, and at the lower turn Adrian made a com-
pound break that lost him the heat and race. Mount Vernon
went to the half in 1:15 aud home in 2:30.

Same Day.—Purse ?500; District Stallions.
Mount Vernon, b b by Nutwood—J. A. McCloud 112 1

Adrian, b s by Reuance—J, M. Learned 2 2 12
Bay Sose, b s—J. N. Avers dis

Time;2:27i, 2:25, 2:26*, 2:30.

The day ended with a buggy race, owners to drive, for a
purse of $100. There were seven starters, and the race was
won in straight heats by J. K. Doak and his speedy black
mare. Time, 2:52£, 2:46," 2:39£.

Sept. 23.—The third day of the fair was a great success,

and the grounds have been thronged with people all day.
The first race was for numerous district three-year-olds.

The starters were: Bardpinch, Bell Tone, Pickpocket and
Lousia D., and they took positions at the post in that order.
In the betting Pickpocket was quoted at $22, Bell Tone S20
and the field $25. Pickpocket was two lengths behind when
the flag fell. Hardpinch led off, Louisa D. running up to

him on the turn aud keeping his company to the half, the
other two two lengths behind them. On the further turn
Louisa D. fell out of the fight, and at the three quarters
Hardpinch and Bell Tone had the race between them. The
filly proved the best aud won by a length aud a half, Hard-
pinch second, Pickpocket third, Louisa D.last. Time, l:46i.

The second race was a stake for three-year-oldtrotters, $100
each, with $400 added. The starters were: Alcazar, Tempest
and Valensin. In the pools Alcazar sold for $50 to $10 for

the field. In the first heat Alcazar led off, Tempest trotting

up to him in the first quarter, but the good one from Sunny
Slope was never in danger, and he won the heat by four
lengths, Valensin second, four lengths ahead of Tempest.
Time, 2:27£.

In the second heat Alcazar led around the turn, Valensin
breaking at the furlong pole and falling back. Alcazar and
Tempest went down the back stretch head and head, but near
the half Alcazar made a bad break and fell back to third plaoe.

He settled and came on fast, and at the three-quarter mark
he was again in front, but the rest were close on his wheel.
In the trot home Alcazar was a trifle flurried, and at the
distance made a rank break that gave Valensin the heat.

Alcazar and Tempest had a brief struggle for second place,

but the filly left her feet and came in last. Time, 2:2S.f

.

In the third heat Valensin was in a break when the word
was given, and at the turn was threelengths behind. Alcazar
was sent along and widened the gap, Tempest being unable
keep him company. Before the half was reached Valensin
was in the second place, but came around the turn ten
lengths behind Alcazar. In the stretch Goldsmith rallied

his colt, and he drew up on the leader rapidly. At the
distance Valensin was at Alcazar's shoulder, and a short but
sharp struggle followed. The courage of Valensin, and some
masterly work on the part of his driver, brought the two head
and head before they had gone twenty yards further. Thirty
feet from the score Alcazar broke and ran under the wire.

The heat was awarded to Valensin, Tempest third. Time,
2:25. Speculation was now resumed at the rate of Alcazar
$50, field $35.
In the fourth heat they got well away, Alcazar drawing

ahead in the turn. At the quarter he was a length and a
half ahead, and in the next furlong he increased the gap to

four lengths. Near the half he broke up and Valensin went
by him at a tremendous pace. He trotted the back quarter
in 34 seconds. Around the turn Alcazar got steady aud
closed the gap, but Valensin held him safe and beat him to

the wire by half a length, Tempest third. Time, 2:23.

This is the fastest three-year-old stallion record on this

Coast, and is the fastest fourth heat for a three-year-old on
record.
The third race was a special for pacers with Pocahontas,

Mink, Shaker, "Nevada, Fred Ackerman and Peacock in the
line in that order. In the first heat Ackerman rushed off in

the lead, closely followed by Shaker and Mink, the others
straggling behind. At the quarter they were all out of it

except Shaker and Ackerman. Shaker gained steadily and
came to the wire first by a length, Ackerman second, Nevada
third, Peacock fourth, Mink fifth Pocahontas sixth. Time,
2:27.

In the second heat Pocahontas led to the half-mile, where
she broke and gave way to Ackerman. On the lower turn
Peacock came to the front and after a rattling rush with
Ackerman, won the heat by half a length, Shaker third,

Mink fourth, Nevada fifth, Pocahontas last. Time, 2:23*.

In the third heat Peacock aud Ackerman led off, but
Pocahontas gradually worked to the front and won the heat
by two lengths, Shaker second, Peacock third, Nevada fourth,

Mink fifth, Ackerman sixth. Time, 2:25.

In the fourth heat Pocahoutas led from start to finish,

Shaker second, Ackerman third, Peacock fourth, Nevada
fifth, Mink sixth. Time, 2:24.

In the fifth heat Ackerman and Shaker had a hot time of

it for the entire mile, Ackerman winning by a head in a
whipping finish, Peacock third, Mink fourth, Pocahontas
fifth, Nevada sixth. Time, 2:27. The race was then post-

poned till to-morrow at noon.

YACHTING.
The distribution of prizes won at the Pacific Yacht Club's

Regatta, on the 9th inst., was, taking it all in all, a very
interesting occasion. The Commodore's orders were that the
fleet should rendezvous off Front-street wharf last Saturday
morning, and at 1 p. M. the starting signal would be given.
When the gun fire came promptly from the deck of the
flag-ship, only Lurline, Aggie and the Commodore's sloop got
under way. Tbe race over was really a contest between
Lurline aud Aggie, Annie having no show with such large
competitors. The pair got off on very even terms, Lurline
having the windward gauge of her rival.

There was steady breeze, but as the tide was running strong
flood the centreboard boat was supposed to have the advan-
tage. The pair headed for Alcatraz, Aggie being the first to
go about, and as she stood upon the starboard tack she
passed under Lurline's stern. The latter went about u few
moments later, both heading for Black Point, Lurline still

holding the windward position. On the next port tack Aggie
went through the water faster, but when they went about in
mid-channel aud headed for Harbor View, Lurline kept her
windward position. In the slack water Aggie improved her
position, aud as she went about ou the port she headed
directly for Lurline; the latter, standing on the starboard tuck
and holding her course, compelled Aggie to go about again
after a very short hitch. The pair came so close together as
to cause a little flutter on board the Aggie.
When Lurline went about she laid her course for Sausalito,

passing mid-channel buoy on starboard hand, Aggie following
close up. Lurline ran up her stay-sail, but it wns not well
handled aud did not do inuch service. With started sheets
the pair made a brilliant run from the buoy, almost to tho
Club House, but 200 yards from the wharf, the wind died

out, Lurline having kept her lead over the whole distance.
Both were towed to their moorings with the yawl boats, and
dropped anchor at 2 p. m. Lurline carried over a distin-
guished party, guests of vice-Commodore Speecktds, Sir Peter
Fowler, Ex., Lord Mayor of London, and now M. P. of
London, and his son, Sir James Ashbnry, ex-Commodore of the
Royal Harwich Yacht Club, and M. P. for Brighton; Colonel
George Macfarlaue of Honolnln was also amongst the vice-
Coinmodore's guests. When Annie, Wkitewingand the vener-
able Azaleue arrived the whole party assembled in the Club
House, Admiral O'Connor presiding. Mr. George Fritck of
Regatta Committee handed over the prizes to the president,
and he at once called upon Mr. Stewart Menzies to present
the first prize to Lurline, the prize flag for the season and a
handsome bronze clock ornamented with a ship's quarter
deck and a man at the wheel. Colonel Talcott returned
thauks for Lurline in a very pleasant vein. Colonel Hunt,
ex-President of the Madison Yacht Club, presented the
second prize to Aggie. He spoke in a thoroughly nautical
strain, aud was warmly applauded. Sir Robert Fowler made
the presentation speech for the Annie's prize, and in the
absence of Commodore Caduc Mr. Stewart Menzies returned
thauks for the flag-ship in graceful terms. The fourth prize,

won by Thetis, was presented by Mr. Leon Weill, who. as
usual, stirred up much mirth by his happy allusions to the
experiences of yachtsmen afloat and ashore. As Thetis was
becalmed a mile away from the club house, her owners conld
not easily get ashore to return thanks, and that pleasant duty
was undertaken for them by Mr. J. Sanderson. When the
ceremony was over many of the ladies and gentlemen present
took part in dancing. Later in the afternoon the Aggie went
over to the city with a large party on board, who enjoyed the
run over in the spanking breeze.

The San Francisco Yacht Ciub has been the patron saint
of the small yachts and sail boats for the last seven years.
This year Commodore Gutte will not be behind hand. He
has been the moving spirit in arranging the Mosquito regatta

*for October 2d. The course this year is longer than upon
previous years, and has some windward work impossible ou
the old course. The start will be made from Mission Rock,
thence to Goat Island, with the wind abeam; from there tha
fleet will haul on the wind and beat down the channel to a
stakeboat near Anita Rock, and finish the race with a free

run to Meiggs' wharf, about twelve miles, all told. The race
is open to all classes of sail boats from 15 to 45 feet, and will

certainly attract a large number of entries. The only proba-
ble drawback to the day's fun is the risk of a calm. The
chances are that there will be a good sailing breeze, and there
will certainly be a good share of excitement, as from 30 to 40
boats will start. They will be divided into classes, and for

each class suitable prizes will be awarded. The sight of so
many boats in racing trim is always one of the most agreeable
witnessed upon our bay; and as each crew is as deeply
interested in the resnlt of the race as if they were sailing for

an International trophy, excitement will not be wanting.

The race for the Citizens' Gup off Newport, in which May-
flower, Puritan and Galatea competed last Saturday, was one
of the most unsatisfactory of the season. There was no time
limit, and as a flat calm met the fleet before the race was half

finished, it ended in a drifting match. It is now reported
that the race has been awarded to Mayflower on account of a
foul on the part of Galatea. The drift was finished in the

dark. Galatea has one more chance—she is to race Mayflower
over a 30-mile course off Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay. The
date has not been fixed, but both yachts have agreed to wait
for a breeze. If the breeze comes Mayflower will almost cer-

tainly win. She has shown herself superior to Galatea in all

weathers.

Both Halcyon and Nellie were absent from the fleet of the

Pacifio Yacht Club on the occasion of tbe distribution of

prizes last Saturday. Neither were prevented by accidents

or other engagements from sharing in the festivities. Their
owners have a grievance, and for cause of complaint urge

that the Regatta Committee of the club did not treat them
fair ou Admission Day in starting the race when only one
yacht crossed the line within the limit. It has since become
known that when the starting signal was given Halcyon was
at anchor, Nellie, Freda, Annie and Thetis being out of sight

of the line. Halcyon lost seventeen minutes, and Nellie lost

nineteen minutes from the leading boat, both oeing supposed .

to be out of the race when the signal was given. Capt.

Murphy, who, as usual, sailed Nellie, claims that he supposed
the start was delayed on account of the calm, and further

that as the Regatta Committee actually changed the starting

hour from 1 p. m to 2 P. M., they should have recalled the

solitary boat that crossed within the limit. Neither the

owners of Nellie or Halcyon think of contesting the positions

secured by the winning boats, but both claim that some con-

sideration should have been shown them by the Regatta

Committee, who were well aware of the snrrouudings which
made it impossible for either Nellie or Halcyon to sail up to

the starting line within the time limit. They further claim

that changing the starting signal from gun fire to a whistle

led to confusion. In justice to the Regatta Committee a

few linos must be written. They have had no experience

in staraiug races in a calm. Should another difficulty such

as that of the 9th inst. come up, they will doubtless act with

both decision aud promptness. Whatever oversight the

Regatta Committee may have committed, yacht owners can-

not be commended for neglecting the Commodore's orders.

The interests of the club should be paramount, and mishaps

arising from mistakes made in the management of races or

regattas should not be oharged to the body corporate.

Oakland Canoe Club.

There has been considerable rivalry amongst the canoe I

skippers lately, hope having arisen in their breasts after the 1

defeat of the Mystic by the Spray last week. The Zoe Mou
and Mystic had several races during the past few days, with

about even results, and the skipper of the former was propor* I

tiouately elated. On Sunday morning there was very little 4
wind, and the Mystic and Flirt had it all to themselves, taking

4

a most enjoyable cruise around the basin and back. By J
noon the Spray, Waif, Zoe Mou and Shadow were all afloat, m
aud the Spray was challenged to another race by the Mystic;

the latter had made some alterations and considerably

increased her sail area since last Sunday; they got away with

a good start, when the Mystic at once took the lead and %

rounded the post a little ahead; returning against the wind I
she continued to increase her distance, and came in an easy

wiuner by about 6 minutes. The Spray, not being eutirely

satisfied, arranged a secoud race, when she carried the Flirt's

big mainsail, but was agtiu easily beaten. This leaves no I

doubt that there is no canoe on the creek that cau bent the

Mystic, but, as there are many enthusiasts in the club it is

problematical that there will be competitors for the champion- -

ship all the time. The club is in a very healthy state and

expects to enjoy some fine cruises this winter.
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THE KENNEL,
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of wbeips, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
And of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Names Claimed.

By Dr. A. C. Davenport, Stockton.

Ruby, for liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, by McKoon's
Jet—Fanny.
By Dr. L.Goodelt, Stockton.

Jessie, for black and white cocker spaniel bitch, by McKoon's
Jet—Fanny. ^
The enthnsiasm about quail shooting is more general this

year than in former years. Judge Craig of Auburn proposes to

inaugurate quail pot pies on the first. Judge Post and Clay

Chipman have preparations completed for a destructive raid

from Sacramento, accompanied by Harold, Sweetheart, Janet,

and beautiful old red Dido. They will drive to some place in

Eldorado county, probably near White Kock, in Walltown
Timber, sacred as the place of the first and second field trials

of the Pacific Coast Club. It is to be hoped they will find

birds plentier and hares fewer than did the trialers.

Messrs. Wm. Schreiber, P. D. Linville, Robert Liddle,

Jerry Browell and friends, expect to use Mr. Allender's string

of well-broken pointers on Throckmorton Ranch on the open-

ing. Enviable men, who can see such sport!

Mr. Will Kittle will visit Baron Lucas near San Rafael,

where he thinks he has a young setter by Carl R.—Bessie that

is a -wonder. The youngster is speedy and shows great

staunchness as well as a marked degTee of bird sense, beside

being a rare beauty in style. The puppy is very handsome,
and we hope will not disappoint his enthusiastic owner. His

breeding is good, hi3 dam being a sister of Kaeding's Fanny,

and his sire a Leicester—Dart.

Duck shooting seems fairly upon us. Mr. J. B. Mayaard
took in fifty-two Mallards aud seven Widgeon in a morning's

work last week on the San Joaquin. A good bag cannot,

however, be certainly looked for on the same ground yet, as

proved by the fact that the Messrs. Homer S. King, and Henry
Havens passed two hot mosquito-swarming days there, just

after Maynard, with but two dozeu to show as compensation

for facesso bitten and burned as to make life burdensome.

The Teal and Tule Belle clubs opened their quarters on the

loth. Their ponds contain nothing, yet, but the few local

breeding birds, which afford but one or two days' sport before

leaving. The feed is said to be first-class all along the Sui-

Bun marsh, and a good season is anticipated. A new club has

been formed and leased the Philes ponds near the town of

Suisun. Mr. Will Golcher is the moving spirit, and the shoot-

ing, if as in former years, will be good. The club will control

three ponds, readily accessible and large enough to accommo-

date two or three men each.

We hope the Golcher Club will have betteT luck at Philes

than did a dismal party which visited the place two or three

years ago. "Venerable Mr. Fred. Taft was the censor of the

company, and with two giddy boys, Joe and George Bass-

ford, and a writer, made up in various ways for a brilliant

lack' of skill with the gun. George Bassford and another

eager duck shot infested one of the Philes ponds from

early morning until dewy eve and had but one shot, and that

at a lean old widgeon which was blown into their blind.

A very handsome pair of hammerless guns came to Will

Golcher by express last week. One is a seven and three-

quaiter pound, 32-inch barrels, Hurlingham gun, built to

order. The other a ten-bore of nine and three-quarter pounds

weight. Both are superbly fitted and finished, and do infinite

credit to the makers, J. P. Clabrough & Bros.

The Winchester Company is out with a new repeating rifle,

that is, if possible, an improvement upon their generally

known system. Sportsmen will do well to call and examine

the arm. Messrs. Liddle and Kaeding showed us one a day

or two since, and it is probable all dealers have them. The

system is a new one. It is manipulated like the Winchester

by a finger lever. This part has a short movement enabling

easy and rapid firing of the gun from the shoulder. The gun

is locked by two bolts, having a motion like the old Sharp's

breech block, which show on the top of the gun when it is

closed. In this position the locking bolts lie one on each

side of the breech bolt, each fitting into its slot in the frame

on the one side, and into a similar slot in the breech bolt on

the other. A glance at the gun will convince any one that

this is a most simple and solid locking device. The first

opening motion of the lever withdraws and locks back the

firing pin until the gun is again ready for firing. A hook

attached to the finger lever draws the cartridges out of the

magazine into the carrier block. This enables the use of a

weak magazine spring, which permits the magazine to be eas-

ily filled." The cartridge is forced from the carrier into the

chamber by the forward movement of the breech bolt. The
arrangement of the breech bolt, finger lever and locking bolts

gives power to put in and take out a cartridge, and to with-

stand any charge. The magazine is filled while the gun is

closed through a spring cover at the side, and is provided

with a stop which permits the use of cartridges having the

same shell, of varying lengths less than the standard. Thus
the same gun will use 4o-70-405 or 45-70-500 Government

cartridges.

Mr. E. Leavesly writes that he will offer a number of

English, Irish and Gordon setters, and some Cocker spaniels

for sale at Central Park, in this city, on Friday, October

1st, and until October 2d, when an auction will be made.

He describes the dogs as broken animals and puppies ot

various ages, and all thoroughbred, with guaranteed pedi-

The Opening of the Coursing Season at

Newark.

On last Sunday morning ten carloads of coursing men and

lovers of the sport, with a fair sprinkling of ladies, left the

Alameda Narrow Gauge mole en-route for Newark. Arrived

at the coursing park the crowd was swelled by a strong con-

tingent from the country, until at least fifteen hundred peo-

ple were gathered together. The first event on the card was

the Opening Stakes, for thirty-two all-aged dogs, at $5 each.

Winner $80, runner-un $40, and two dogs $20
^
each.

At a quarter to eleven Halpin's Mazeppa and Cronin's Jack

r

Dempsey went to the slips, and after a somewhat tedious

delay in getting a hare out of the corral, a moderate one was

let go, and Mazeppa won a short course with but little to

Spare,

Casserly's Elvira beat McDonald's Cruiskeen to a fair

hare, the former showing the more pace and making a prettj
kill.

Casserly's Killarney and Casserly's Maid of Nob Hill
were slipped to an indifferent hare, the former winning,
though by no means easily.

Foley's Fanny and Wren's Short-stop ran a pretty course
to a good hare, the former taking the first turn and never
letting Short-stop in.

The course between Eagan's Sly Girl and Burke's Moll Roe
was the best and longest run of the day. Sly Girl outpaced
Moll Roe from the stait, and doing all the work won easily,

making a clever kill.

Shea's Lady Hercules ran right up to a slow hare and
picked it up before Wormington's Lazy Dick fairly knew
what was the matter.
The course between Brady's Byron and Perry's Peasant

Girl was a rather good one, and although the judge gave the
veidict in favor of Byron, tbe public was almost unanimous
in declaring that Peasant Girl won easily. There may have
been fine points which the public could not see, but it cer-

tainly looked as if the girl had wou.
Perry's Eldridge and Brady's Oceanic were the next on the

card, but so dissatisfied was Perry with the decision in the
last course, that he withdrew Eldridge, and Oceanic ran a bye.

Perrigo's Wee Lassie beat McCormick's J. C. P. after two
undecideds, to a twisting hare.

Eagan's Maid of Erin beat Wormington's Redwood Chief,

the latter being dead lame from a trod-npon foot.

Fowler's Spot got away with Murphy's noted dog Tulla-

more in a short and almost pointless course, beating him up
to the hare and killing on the first turn.

Roche's John Mitchell beat Mores Folsom-street Belle in

a short, quickrun.
Lyman's Belva made a sad example of Winter's Dean

Swift, in a short course.
Lowery's Lizzie D. defeated Shea's Jim Douglas, but it

was by no means a walk-over for her.

Tiernan's John L. beat Thompson's Napa Lad from slip3

to kill, hardly allowing the latter a sight at puss.
Garvey's Hat my Father Wore beat Cronin's Chief after one

undecided. The undecided was caused by two other dogs
getting loose and joining in the fun.

FIRST TIES.

Mazeppa beat Elvira to a good hare in a short ran.
Killarny disposed somewhat easily of Fanny.
Sly Girl beat Lady Hercules to a good hare in a speed-test-

ing course, by a point.

Byron had the better of Oceanic in a short course.

The Lassie easily beat Maid of Erin to a moderately good
hare.
John Mitchell beat Sport in a short and unsatisfactory run.

Lizzie D. raced right up to her hare and killed it before

Belva could score a point.

John L. beat Hat my Father Wore after a hard straggle.

SECOND TIES.

Killarny beat Mazeppa.
In the Puppy Stakes for 16 puppies, at §5 each, winner

$40, runner-up S20, two dogs $10 each, Kelly's Jack
Dempsey, Jr., easily beat Cnrteis' Spring.

ij'oley's Menlo Rattler beat Flynn's Connaught Ranger
after an undecided. Ranger had the pace to the hare, but
when once Rattler got off he stayed there and did some of tbe

closest work done during the day.

Graham's Grover Cleveland beat Kelly's Cyclone, showiog
fair pace, and racing past Cyclone over and again.

Murphy's Sister Mary had no trouble in beating Shea's

Mountain Daisy.
Halpin's Handy Andy beat Tiernan's Belle of Waterloo

after a lively struggle to a stay-at-home hare.

Bernal's Flying Cloud beat Round's Bonita, after a hard

fight to a good hare.

Keelan's Mayflower easily got away with Shea's Gladstone.

McDonald's Marshal Ney made G. O. C.'s Home Rule very

sick in a short course.

FIRST TIES. .

Menlo Rattler out-paced Jack Dempsey, Jr., and beat him to

a good hare.

Sister Mary was given her course against Grover Cleveland,

but it was so close a thing that opinions were much divided

upon the justness of the verdict.

Handy Andy won his course with Flying Cloud on nearly

equal points by making a good kill.

Marshal Ney gave Mayflower a fearful dressing over, beat-

ing her with ease.

As it was now six o'clock and the cars for home were seen

approaching, the running off of the stakes was postponed

until Sunday next, when an extra stake will be got up to fill

in the time.

The day was hot and the ground very hard and trying to

the dogs' feet. The bares might have been better, and will, no

doubt, show more sport when they are more accustomed to

the field they are to be coursed in. As it was, they seemed

lost, and most of them made for the paddock from which

they were let out. Some 400 pools were sold on the different

courses, and quite a sum of money changed hands. Mr.

Dugan had a fine lunch for those who needed solid refresh-

ment, and John Dugan looked after the interests of the

thirsty ones. J. B. McCarthy, who acted as judge for the first

time, has still much to learn before he can rank as A 1. in

several instances, notably in the cases of Peasant Girl and

Oceanic, Sister Mary and Grover Cleveland, his judgment

was declared, by more competent judges than he, to be at

fault. There can, however, be no question as to McCarthy's

fairness, and if the public know that a judge is square, it can

overlook a few errors of judgment.

The hares, as a whole, did not run well. The day was hot

and Dugan has not yet had time to educate them. After they

have been driven eight or ten times (as they should be)

through the park, they will know the ropes better and show

more sport.
suintAEV.

Opening Stakes—For 32 all-age greyhounds. Entrance 85- Winner

$80 Bnnner-np 540. Two dogs, S20 eacb. Newark, Sept. 19, 188C.

Jndge, J. B. McCarthy. Stake run tbrongh first ties and one brace of

second ties. To be finished Sept. 26, 18H6, at Newark.

Mazeppa, bd w d, owner, "W. Halpln,
beat

Jack Dempsey, bd w d, owner, T. J.Cronln,
Elvira, w b, owner, Tbos. Casserly,

beat
Cruiskeen, fw b. owner, P. A. McDonald.
Killarney, w d, owner, T. J. Cronin,

beat
Maid of Nob Hill, bd w b, owner. Tb03. Casserly.

Fanny, fw b, owner, P. Foley,
beat

Short Stop, bk w d, owner, -Tag. Wren.
Sly Girl, bd w b, owner, John Eagan,

beai

Moll Roe, bd w b, owner, Thos. Bnrke.
Lady Hercnles, be w b, owner, J. abeo,

beat
Lazy Dick, bd w d, owner. H. Wonningron,

Eyron, w bd d, owner, T. Brady,
beat

Peasant Girl, bd w b, owner, W. Perry.
Oceanic n, bd w b, owner, T. Brady, a bye.
Wee Lassie, be w b, owner, J. Perrigo,

beat
J.C. P., bk wd, owner, J. McCormick.
Maid of Erin, w bd b, owner, John Eagan,

beat
Redwood Chief, w d, owner, H. Wormington.

Spot, bk w d, owner, W. C. Fowler,
beat

Tullamore. r w d, owner, J. J. Mnrphy.
John Mitchell, r w d, owner, D. D. Roche,

beat
Folsom-street Belle, fw b, owner, Tony Moore.

Belva, w b, owm-r, r'. Lyman,
beat

Dean Swift, bd w d, owner, J. Winter.
Lizzi-! D., bd w b, owner, D. J. Lowery,

beat
Jim Douglas, bd w d, owner, J. Shea.
John L., bj w d, owner, W. Tiernan,

beat
Napa Lad, be w d, owner, W. J. Thompson.

Tbe Hat My Father Wore, be w d, owner, P. Garvey,
beat

Chief, f w d, owner, T. J. Cronin.

Mazeppa beat Elvira.
Killarney beat Fanny.
Sly Girl beat Lady Hercules.
Byron beat Oceanic IL

FTRST TIES.

Wee Lassie beat Maid of Erin.
John Mitcbell beat Spot.
Lizzie D. beat Belva.
John L. b't Tbe Hat My Father Wore^

SECO>Tj ties.
Eillamey beat Mazeppa.
The Newark Puppv Stakes.—For 16 pnppies. Entrance ?5. Winner

S40. Runner-up *20. Two dogs Sin each. Newark. Sept. 19, 1886.
Judge, J. B. McCarthy. Run through the first ties. To be finished
Sept 26th, at Newark.
Jack Dempsey, Jr., bk w dby Spotter—Rose Helena, owner, T. E, Kelly,

beat
Spring, be wd by , owner, Mitcbell Curtis.

Menlo Rattler, be w d by Russian Consul—Menlo Belle, owner, P. Foley,
beat

Cannaught Ranger, w bd d by Tribute- Culverine, owner, Thos. Flynn.
Grover Cleveland bk w d by Speculation, Jr., owner, Alex. Graham,

beat
Cyclone, bk w b by 3potter—Rose Helena, owner, T. E. Kelly.

Sister Mary, be w b by Speculation—Wee Lassie, owner, Frank Murphy,
beat

Lone Mountain Daisy, w b by Carrickburn—Beauty, owner, J. K. Shea
Handy Andy, bk w d by Tribute —Culverine, owner, W. Halpin,

beat
Belle of Waterloo, bdw b by Tribute—Tempete, owner, M. Tiernan.

Flying Cloud, bd w d by Speculation—Queen Bee, owner, F. F. Beraal,
beat

Bonita f w b by Sultan -Fly, owner, F. Rounds.
Mayflower, bk w b by Gentleman Jones, Jr —Sister to Lady Franklin,

owner, M. J. Keelan,
beat

Gladstone, bd w d, by Tribnte—Tempete, owner, J. E. Shea.
Marshal Ney, bd w d by Brother to Thornbill—Wicklow Lass, owner, P.

A. McDonald,
beat

Home Rule, bk w d by Tribute -Culverine, owner, G. O. C.

FTBST TTE3.
Menlo Rattler b't Jack Dempsey, Jr.lHandy Andy beat Flying Cloud.
Sister Mary beat Grover Cleveland.! Marshall Ney beat Mayflower.

Mr. McCarthy's Judging-.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I beg leave to call a
little attention to the outrageous decisions of Judge McCarthy
which were almost unanimously condemned by nil present,
especially the race between Peasant Girl and Byron. I
think it should not escape notice in your next issue. If such
decisions are let pass by the sporting papers, the respectable
part of the community which takes interest in coursing will
soon get disgusted and retire from the sport, feeling as I did
on Sunday. Hoping to see an allusion to it in your nest
issue, I remain an old subscriber, Arthur C. Jones.
San Francisco, Sept. 22, 1SS6.

[We give place to Mr. Jones' rather heated communication
because we consider him entitled to express his opinion, and
not because we consider that the decisions of Judge McCarthy
were "outrageous" or anything else, but as good as he could
make. .Reference to our report of the course, shows that the
reporter considered the decision erroneous, and conversation
with people who were present inclines us to think that the
judge did mistake the dogs in adding up the points scored.
The position of Coursing -Judge is an onerous and thankless
one at best.

—

Ed.]
„>

Pacific Kennel Club.

The Executive Committee of the Pacific Kennel CInb, Dr.
C. G. Toland, chairmaD, met on September 16th, and
directed the Secretary to issue the following circular letter,

which will be sent to gentlemen in all parts of the Paoific

slope.
516 Sacramento St.

San Francisco, Sept. 20, 1886.
Dear Sir:—A number of gentlemen appreciating the

importance of a Kennel Club with a membership extending
all over the Coast, recently met and perfected such an organ-
ization under the name of the "Pacific Kennel Club."
The objects, as expressed in its constitution, are as follows:

First.—To promote, encourage and improve the breeding of

a superior class of dogs, and their exhibition.

Second.—To publish a Kennel Register or Stud Book for

the registration of pedigrees.

Third.—To own dogs for stud and breeding purposes only.
Fourth.—To hold Bench Shows and to adopt rales and

regulations for conducting the same.
Fifth.—For mutual improvement and dissemination of

knowledge on all maiters pertaining to dogs, and to procure
and maintain a library for the use of the members.
The admission fee is as follows: Any person joining within

sixty days from the Sth of September, lSSO, $2.50. Any per-
son joining after the Sth day of November, 1886, and before
the Sth day of January, 18S7, So, and any person joining
after the 8th day of January, 1S87, $10.

The mouthly dues are 50 cents, payable quarterly. Each
application must be accompanied by tbe admission fee.

Knowing that you ate deeply interested in all matters per-

taining to the dog, this circular is sent to you for your infor-

mation .

The present officers of the club are as follows: Col. Stuart
Taylor, President, Naval Officer, Custom House; Bamon E.
Wilson, E3q. t

first Vice-President, 419 California St.; H. T.
Payne, Esq., second Vice-President, Los Angeles; James E.
Watson, Secretary and Treasurer, 516 Sacramento St.

Executive Committee: Dr. C. G. Toland, 7 Montgomery
avenue; J. Homer Fritch, Esq., 143 East St.; J. H. Mangels,

Esq., 327 Market St.; S. Cameron Alexander, Esq., Bank of

Brit. Col., Sansome and California Sts.; H. H. Briggs, Esq.,

Breeder and Sportsman, 50S Montgomery St.; John F. Car-
roll, Esq , 1323 Oak St.; Ely I. Hutchinson, Esq., 419 Cali-

fornia St.

For further information apply to the Secretary, I

1833, San Francisco.
*. •

The Field Trial C!nb should select its judges, fix

of meeting and settle upon grounds.
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BASE BALL.
Sacramento.

During the State Fair it was found necessary to remove the

seats from the ball ground in Agricultural Park, and on Sat-

urday evening at 6 o'clock nothiug had been done toward re-

placing them. But soon after that hour the enterprising

manager of the Alta Club, Mr. Will F. Huntoon appeared,

and under his direction the erection of seats was actively

pushed, so that on Sunday, when the game was called for the

match between the Altas and Pioneers, about two-thirds of the

benches were in position.

Capt. J. D. Young makes the following full and racy report

of the game:
The game began rather late, owAng to difficulty in

securing an umpire. H. C. Chipman declined to serve,

and finally Romeo Barry, though a member of the Altas,

was complimented by a call to rill the position. Dar-
ing the game he made an occasional error, but the

visiting club could not complain of- ill-treatment at his

hands. The Altas went to the bat first, and from the manner
in which McMullin struck out the first two meu, Sweeney
and Meagher, it was argued that the home nine had a hard
job on hand. Robertson, nest to take up the ash, got his base
on balls, stole second and made a rush for third. Carroll

overthrew to that base, the ball went into the crowd and was
picked up by some extra-officious spectator and handed to

third baseman, who sent it home before Robertson got there;

but on a claim of blocked ball his run counted. McLaughlin's
hit to second, who froze to it. When the Pioneers came up,
Caveney "fanned." Taylor tapped the ball for a few feet

and managed to get to first. Gagus struck to second, and
found the ball at first when he arrived. Hayes sent a fine

three-bagger to center field, bringing in Taylor with the credit

of an earned run. Buckley's skyscraper to left field was se-

cured by Fisher, who during the game redeemed his bad error

of the week before by grasping everything that came near him.
In the Altas' second inning Fisher knocked the sphere into
center field for three bags, and scored an earned run on
Ahern's safe hit to !<«££ field. The Pioneers in that inning
went out in one, two, three order.

The third inning was bitter for the visitors. Sweeney hit

safely to third, Meagher to right field, and Robertson to cen-

ter field, bringing Sweeney in. McLaughlin punted tho ball

a few yards, and Hayes and Gagus both ran for it. Prior to

this they had been having a little * 'back talk" between them-
selves relative to mistakes they had made in the game, and
when they reached the ball, almost simultaneous^', each
waited for the other to take it, and meanwhile Meagher ran
home. Short-stop and third base continuing to look at each
other and then at the ball, Robertson thought he had better
start for the plate, and got there. About the time McLaughlin
reached second base the neglected ball was picked up.
Flint's good one to center field gave McLaughlin a chance to
tally, while Flint journeyed to second. Fisher struck out.
Ahern's effort went to short-stop, who muffed, and Flint ran
home. Newbert raised one to left field, but getting ambi-
tious he was put out at second. Borchers drovehis to short-
stop safely. Sweeney took his turn at the bat for the second
time in the inning, and his hit to center field was caught;
but meanwhile Borchers scored on a passed ball. With seven
runs in one inning against them, and two made previously,
the Pioneers were disheartened and they failed to score when
their men came up. Neither side scored in the fourth inning.
In the fifth inning Flint got first on balls. Fisher struck

to left field, advancing Flint, who got home on an overthrow
of Carroll's to third, but Fisher was put out. Ahem hit

safely to short. Newbert meant well, but Buckley suppressed
him. Borchers hit to center field, Sweeney to right field,

and Meagher, following Sweeney's example, gave Ahern a
tally. While Robertson was striking out, having found a bat
with a hole in it, Borchers got home on a passed ball.

Power, for the Pioneers, got his base "on balls. Carroll
tapped a little one, but Sweeney was after it like a flash, and
put him out at first. McMullin brought Power home with a
strong flyer to right field, upon which, Borchers failing to

stop it, he made third base. Caveney brought McMullin in.
Taylor sent the ball to left field, and Fisher made a splendid
running catch. Gagus played sky ball, andNewbertreceived
much applause for his fine work in catohing after a brisk ran.
In the sixth inning Perrier tallied for the Pioneers, making
their fourth and last.

In the seventh inning Sweeney brought Newbert safely
over the home plate. In the eighth McLaughlin did a like
kindly act for Meagher. In the ninth Fisher and Ahem hit
safely to third, and Newbert to right field. Borchers found
the ball where he wanted it, and before the center fielder

could send it back into the diamond, Fisher and Ahern were
catching their wind smilingly on the safe side of the catcher.
Sweeney hit to short stop and was put out, and Borchers was
shut off at second at the same time by a double play.

The result of the game was a great surprise to all. The
Altas batted McMullin freely, securing fourteen base hits,

while there were but six made off of Sweeney's pitching. The
latter, in the closing half of the game, pitched scarcely any-
thing but straight balls, with change of pace now and then
and an occasional "shoot." This gave the Pioneers oppor-
tunity to find the ball, and made the game more interesting to
the spectators, who like to see the fielders at work. He was
evidently in good trim, and his quick movements in getting a
ball knocked but a few yards from the batter and sending it to
first base were almost marvelous. All the members of the
nine played "good ball," and only three errors were made,
but those making them compensated by good service at other
stages of the game. On the part of the Pioneers the neatest
work was done by Power. McMullin struck out eight of his
opponents, and had eleven assists, but the Altas had "got
onto " his pitching, and- he couldn't fool them as on the occa-
sion of the Alameda game. Carroll was " off" and did not do
himself credit. Buckley, though he did make an error, was
strong at second, and Taylor and Perrier did all that they had
a chance to. Following is the

OFFICIAL SCORE:

Sweeney, p 6 1

Meagher, 3d b..5 2
Robertson, 2d b.4 2
McLaughlin, c.

5

1

Flint, c f 4 2
Fisher, If R 2

Ahern, 1st b 5 3
Newbert, s a 5 1

Borchers, r f 5 2

14
2

Caveny, r f 4

Taylor, 1 f 4
Gagus, s s 4

" Hayes, 3d b 3
Buckley, 2d b...4
Perrier, cf 4

Power. 1st b 3

Carroll, e 4
McMullin, p... 3

PIONEERS.
TB. R.HB.BS. PO. A. E.

Totals 44 16 14 4 27 19

1

10
7

Totals 33 4 G 27 23 12

RUNS BY INNINGS.

Altas 1 17 3 11 2—1C | Pioneers 1 00021000—4
i runs—Altas 2, Pioneers i. Three-base bits—Hayes and

Fisher. First base on errors—Altas 8, Pioneers 1. First base on
l.alis—Altas 2, Pioneers 2. Left on bases—Altas 3, Pioneers 1.
:' u-uck out—By Sweeney 4, McMullin 8. .Double plays—Newbert, Rob-

ertson and Ahern; Carroll, Buckley and Power; Gagus and Power.
Passed balls—McLaughlin 1, Carroll 5. Wild pitches—McMullin, 2.

Umpire, Roineo Barry. Scorer, "Win H. Young. Time, 2:15.

Alameda Park.

The usual vast crowd filled the stands at Alameda Park on
last Sunday, the attraction being a game between the Haverly
and Greenhood & Moran clubs.
Pete Meegan was put in to pitch for the Haverlys, and after

the first inning, when he was batted for. three hits, including
Van Haltren's double, got a better command of the ball and
delivered the sphere with telling effect. Van Haltren proved
the same old puzzler to the Haverlys, and allowed his oppo-
nents to select only four well-scattered hits, including
Sweeney's terrific corker to right field, which yielded three
bases.

As an exhibition of fancy batting and brilliant fielding the
game was a complete success. Both teams excelled in this
respect, and, of the six errors made, four are credited to the
batteries, and one each to the first basemen. The game
opened auspiciously for the Oakland pets, three runs being
scored in the first inning on Fisher's single, Long's base on
balls. Brown's muffed third strike, Van Haltren's double and
Dolan's baser.

The Haverlys scored twice when they came to the bat.

Lawton was given a base on balls and scored on Donohue's
single. The latter went to third on Incell's sacrifice to Van
Haltren and scored on a passed ball. In the third inning,
after cautiously waiting, Lawton was sent to first on called
balls, and second on Van Haltren's error; Donohue hit to

Van Haltren and was safe on an error, Lawton scoring.
Incell's hit was productive of another tally by Donohue. In
the sixth the last run of the game was made, Meegan reaching
the initial on Donovan's error and scoring on Sweeney's triple

to right field.

Shea, late of the Knickerbockers, made his first appearance
with the G. & M.'s, but had nothing to do to distinguish
himself. In the second inning Fisher sent a high fly to

short centre, and Bennett, who got under it, juggled as the
ball reached his hauds. Ineell was close by and caught the
ball before it touched the grass. Levy received well-merited
applause for catching three difficult sky-scrapers. Donohue's
Fisher's, Gurnett's and Incell's fielding were alsoof a very high
order. The score is as follows:

HAVERLYS.
TR. R.BH.BS.PO. A.

Lawton, rf 2 2 1

Donohue, 3 b... 3 2 10 2 2
Ineell, If 4 1 1 2
Hanly,2b 4 14
Meegan, p 4 1 2 10
Sweeney, lb. ..4 2 7 1

Levy, cf 3 3 (1

Bennett, s s 3 1 3
Stein, .c 3 8 1

Totals. 4 1 27 21 3

Fisher, s s 4
Long, c f 2

Brown, c 4
Van Haltren, p.

4

Dolan,3b 4
Donovan, 1 b. .4

Cahalan, 1 f....4
Shea, rf 4
Gurnett, 2b 4

Totals 34

110 2
10
1 11 3

1 1 15
10 1

1 1 10
10 10

U 1

13
C 1 24 24 3

HUNS BY INNINGS.
Haverlys 2 2 10 *—5 | G. & M.s 3 0—3
Earned runs— Haverly 0, G. & M.s 0. Three base hit—Sweeney-

Two-base bit—Van Haltren. One base on error— Haverly 2, G. & M.s
2. Left on bases—Haverlys 4, G. & M.s 3. Base 9n called balls—Hav-
erlys 3, G. & M.s 2. Struck out—By Meegan 7, by Van Haltren 11.
Passed balls—By Stein 2, by Brown 1. Wiia pitch—Meegan 0, Van
Haltren 1. Umpire, De Witt Van Court. Time, 1 :30. J. F. Hennessey,
official scorer.

The California League record to date shows the Haverlys
in the first place, with the Atlas a practically assured second.

Haverlys
Atlas
Greenhood & Morans.
Pioneers

Total lost. 1111114 42 ...

Captain Bellairs says of Lou Hardie, upon his first appear-
ance in St. Louis: "The Chicago team played one of its

prettiest games. Hardie, their new California catcher,

appeared behind the bat and played perfectly. He is a sam-
ple of the luck which follows the Chicago club, which
secured him a week or two ago only. Before he arrived in

Chicago no one ever considered him a player of any particu-

lar promise, nor indeed would one take him to be on a first

glance at his work, but he is composed of that kind of

material which makes a success of whatever he undertakes,
and being possessed of that peculiar nerve and self-confidence

which distinguishes the Chicago players, he will undoubtedly
prove a success."

THE GUN".

On Friday next the season for quail opens, and the
thousand superb Clabronghs, Parkers, Seotts and Greeners
will belch destruction to carefully protected bevies in every can-

yon. In every gun shop there is an air of business which
foretells a general output of sportsmen in the near future.

Some of them have preserves—enviable mortals!—to which
they may go, assured of many fair shots aud bags gauged only
by the skill of the hunter. The ^reat majority, however, will

go out to grounds open to all, and consequently already more
or less shot over. San Mateo county, anywhere below Mil-

brae, always has its full quota ou the first day of the season.
Marin, more accessible, if possible, will be overrun with
eager quail shots. Napa, not difficult of access, will afford

good sport. The hills along the California Pacifio railway
will certainly afford a few good shouts, and the Mt. Diablo
range, which can be reached at so little expense in time,

will reward its visitors, as for many years, with very large

numbers of birds.

More gratifying reports about the abundance of birds have
not come for many years past, and it is probable that the sea-

son about to open will be a memorable one, of course, noth-
ing like those of which veterans are pleased to talk, when a
hundred birds were merely a good score. But any able-bodied

sportsman may go from San Francisco on Friday or Saturday
next, and, barring accidents, rely upon returning with two or
three dozenB of fine young birds.

Dr. Burdell, who owns a vast body of land in Marin county,
along the line of the North Pacific Coast railroad, has ex-

pressed his willingness that gentlemen should have unrestricted

access to bis premises, aud there is much good groun, I thus
opened that has hitherto been inaccessible. The railroad

company, through its acting manager, Mr. J. B. Russell, has
placed fares at a low figure and runs its trains at convenient
hours. It might make one change with advantage. If the
round-trip tickets at reduced rates could be made available

from Fridays to Mondays, it would be a good thing.

Mr. Charles Slotterbek.

A few days ago, in his home at Lakeport, Mr. Charles
Slotterbek, well known to all Pacific Coast riflemen and gun fan-
ciers, died. Mr. Slotterbek, as we learn from one of his earliest
acquaintances, Mr. Charles Kaeding, came to San Francisco
about 1856, after serving an apprenticeship in Philadelphia
to the rifle and pistol-making trade. Heat firstwas employed
by A. J. Plate & Co., and then entered into partnership with
Mr. Joe Villegia on Washington street, where he remained for
several years. He owned a ranch near Lakeport and, tiring
of the bench, went up there to live, amusing himself in spare
moments by inventing several improvements in gun gear and
manufacturing a few very finemuzzle-loading rifles, for which
he received prices ranging from $150 to $250. While there
he patented a breech-loading rifle, and also a combined rifle
and shotgun. But he grew restless in the quiet little town,
and soon returned to this city, and was employed by Messrs.
Liddle and Kaeding for some time and then by N. Curry &
Bro. In 1884 he returned to Lakeport to remain, and between
his ranch and his shop was passing his days in study and
experiment. Several weeks bidcs he attempted to decap a
loaded shell which exploded, the base of the shell striking
his forehead and fracturing the frontal bone. He recovered
from the shock aud was thought to be in a fair way to recover,
but relapsed, grew weaker and died. He was, without doubt,
the best gunsmith of this State, thoroughly versed in mate-
rials and manipulations, aud a studious, progressive man.
Many of his masterpieces remain in the hauds of his long-
time friends, Dr. Downs, Dr. Pardee, Warren Loud, aud
other riflemen, an I for shooting qualities, beauty of model-
ling, and exquisite finish, the arms cannot be excelled. He
had numberless friends who will regret to learn of his
untimely taking off, and the gnn trade will suffer the loss of
one of its most expert and conscientious members.

The remarkable serial story called "The Sunset Land,"
now running in Outing, is by Capt. Kemeys, who is known to
New Yorkers and others who have frequented Central Park
by the grand bronze statue of the "Crouching Panther" that
ornaments the driveway there. In connection with thin
story it is worthy of notice that the illustrations owe their
life-like character to the fact that the author himself has posed
for the principal figures, and has contributed to the artist's
assistance the costuming and accessories.

TRAP.
Lincoln Club Tournament.

The new shooting grounds of the Lincoln Gun Club were
crowded on Sunday last by scatter-gun experts and specta-
tors. As usual in open shoots given by the club there was a
large entry list.

Mr. A. L. Donaldson, after a most successful trap-shooting
visit to Sacramento, dropped into the Lincoln shoot and car-
ried away the lion's share of the prize money.
Mr. Laing broke fourteen out of fifteen birds, many of them

from hard traps. The meeting, as a whole, was the most suc-
cessful of the season.

At 16 clay pigeons, screened traps, 18 yards rise. Entrance 82.
Four prizes. Laing first, Donaldson second, Venker third, Cate
fourth.
Venker o
Cate
Cooper o 1
Richter..
Hammond.
Burns
Campbell..

...0
..0

..0

-.1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n n n i i l-n
1 1 1 w 1 II 1 1 i n l i i l-n
1 1 1 u II II II 1 ii ii n n 1 0— 6
i u 1 u 1 II I II i l 1 i 1 0— 9

I 1 1 i 1 1 i i n i 0— 9
I 1 1 1 l l i n 1 t3— 8

1 1 1 1 1) 1 i n 1 1— 9
1 (1 1 II II 1 1 n n I) 0—
1 u J. 1 1 II 1 1 1 l i i 1 1—13

J. 1 1 1- 1 1 II n i l n 0- 8
1 1 1 1 J 1 II n i n 0- 8
1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 i i l l 1—14
1 I I) 1 1 1 1) 1 n n l 0- 8
1 1 II II II II II II 1 n i n l 0— 5
1 i 1 1 l i 0— Ii

Brinn 1
Donaldson 1

Robinson
Potter 1

Laing 1
Golcher 1
Torey
Black o

First ties, at three pairs, 15 yards.
Venker 00 11 01—3 | Cate 10 10 01—3
Second ties, 18 yards.

Venker 10 10 01—3
J
Cate 00 01 11—3

Third ties, 21 yards.
Venker 11 11 00—J

|
Cate 10 11 00—3

At 5 clay pigeons, same conditions. SI entrance. Divided by Camp-
bell, Nutz and Hammond.
Potter 1

Fox
Venker 1

Nutz 1

Blinn 1

10 1 0—3
1—1

1 1—3
111 1—5
10 0—2

Hammond 1

Richter 1
Campbell 1
Page

1—

5

1—3
1--9
0-0

At 10 clay pigeons, same conditions. SI entrance. Divided by Cate,
Cooper and Donaldson.

Venker, F...1 11110000 0—6
Laing, C....1 11101101 0—7
Cooper 1 0111111 1 0—8
Bruns 1 001010011-5
Donaldson.. 1 10110111 1—8
Peterson 10010011 0—4
Horber 1 00000000 1—

a

Page 10 111 1—5
Golcher 11011 111 0—7

Cate 1 11110011 1-8
Cohen 01010011 0—4
Campbell.. .1 10101101 1—7
Hinch 10101001 0—4
Black 10810110 1—

G

Venker, H.. 110111100 0—5
Brown, 0....1 10011100 1—0
Richter 10ff010100 0—3
Potter 1 11000011 0-6
At 5 pairs, 15 yards rise. SI entrance. Cate first, Donaldson second.

Cate 11 ul 10 10 11—7 I Campbell 11 10 10 10 00-S
Donaldson... 11 00 01 01 11— G H. Venker. . ..01 00 00 00 11—

S

O. Brown 00 Id 10 10 10—1 |
Bruna 01 01 11 00 Ofl—

4

At five pairs, 15 yards rise; SI entrance. Laing first, Veuker and
Cate divided second.
F. Venker. 1 11 10 00 10-
Potter 10 10 11 00 10-
Hinch 1 10 0,-

Cate 1 1 11 10 10-
P. Brown.. 1 00 01 00 1-

I
Bruns 10 01 09 01 10—4
Hart 18 10—2
Donaldson.10 01 11 1 01—6
IJuinton.. .00 01 00 00 10—2

i C. Laiug...0 10 11 11 11—7

The Lincoln Club meets to morrow on its grounds at

Alameda Point.

Golden Gate Gun Club.

The club of experts who reside iu the Mission wound up
the season by a very pleasant meeting at McMahon's Station
on Sunday last. The conditions were favorable for high
scores, but the average was below the high standard usually
attained by the club. The medals for the season were
awarded to Edgar Foster for the first class, and to R. Kershaw
for the second class. The scores for the day were as follows:

FIRST CLASS.

At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise.

Eduar Foster 1110101111011 0—10
R. Schlueter 1 1111101011010 0—10
H.Mangels 1 1060111110101 1-10
W. Aahcroft.... 1 10010101101011— 'J

F. Muneon o 01000111 11010 1—8
A.Allen 1 0101001011100 0-7
Bug. Foster 1 Oil 111000000 1— 7

S.Scovern 1O001 11000000 1—6
F. M&yer 1 000000001 0000 0—2
The ties were shot off at five pairs of dquble birds, Edgar Foster

getting nine and Schlueter and Mangels five each.
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10
I1000011Q

0-6
0—5
0—5
1-3
0—1

SECOND CLASS.
Same conditions.

J.Foley 1
H. Kershaw
E. Garrett 1 i

P.Keller i

JF. O'Connell
'

At 10 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise.

Edgar Foster.. 11 1111111 1—10
A. Allen 11 11110111—9
S. Scovern....ll01 11111—8
Eug.Foster.-.OOlll 01111—7
R. Scblueter. .0 1 lUlllOli— 7

W.Ashcroft...l 00111110 1— 7

K. Kershaw..-00 01 11110 1— 6

At 10 clay pigeons, use of both barrels; those broken with second
barrel to count one-half.

F. Munson 1 100101081—5
E. Garrett 11110010 0—5
H. Mangels 16100100 1—4
J. Foley 1 1 1— .i

P. Keller 11000000 U—2
F.Mayer. 000 00 1000 0—1

W. Ashcroft..l 1101 H * n i—CJ
S. Scovern 1 10£i*001 1—5*
S. Saudback...! i001 01 1—4i
A. Allen 00000111 0—3

Edgar Foster. . 1 1 1 1 1 } 1 1 1—8i
B. Schlueter. .ill * 1 101 11—8
Eug. Forster..ll 111*1 1 i 0—

8

H. Mangels... 11 10 00 111 1—7
Schlueter and Eugene Forster divided second and third money.
At 5 pairs clay pigeons, 15 yards rise.

R.Scblueterl 1 11 1 11 1 1—y|E. Forster..11 10 1 0—4
Asbcroft-.-.l 10 10 11 10—6 Allen 11 00 11 00 0—4
Scovern 11 10 10 10 1 0—6|Sandback..O 10 00 00 0—1
Ashcroftand Scovern divided second and third money.

Gun Club.

An exceptionally interesting season of trap snooting was
closed on Saturday last at Adams' Point by the Gun Club.
Twelve men appeared, and all seemed to be in first-class con-
dition, as indicated by the high scores made. Adams' Point
is a very pleasant ground, although the shooting there is not
quite so difficult as at San Bruno, because of absence of

strong wind. Mr. Ewing killed twenty-eight straight during
the day.

At 12 live birda, 100 yards boundary, Hurlingbam style. For club
medal won by Mr. Thomas Ewing.
Wilson 30—1 1

"W. Golcher 30—1
HavenB 28—2 1

Grant 28—0
Earl 30—1 1
Jellelt 30-2 1

Ewing 30—1 2 2 l a l 2 2

Butler 30-1 1112 2 1

Laing 28—2 2 112 2 1
Gordon 28—2 12 2 12 1

Smith 30—1 2

2 2 2 1-1 1
120 2 222121121112

1—10
1-

Orr.
lies at 4 birds.

Wilaon 1

Jellett 1

Second ties at 4 birds.

Wilson

-1112 11

1 1

2 2

2 2

1 1

1—11
2—12
1-12
1-11
0—10
1-11
2— 9
1—11

II Ewing 1 111

1 1 1 I Ewing 1 1 1 1

Freeze-out; ?2.50 entrance; conditions as usual.

Smith 1 1110 Jellett 1 111 1-5
Ewing 1 111 1—5 Orr 1 1

Gilbert 1 1 Laing 1 110
Golcber 1 111 1—5 Gordon 1 1

Ewing, Golcher and Jellett divided.

Freeze-out; same entrance money and conditions.

Smith I Golcher 1 1 1—3
Ewing 1 1 1—3 Jellett

Gilbert 1 1
I
Laing

Ewing and Golcher divided.

A table, showing the scores by members of the Gun Club

for the season of 1SS6, is appended, the names appearing in

the order of merit. The prize in the Gun Club is awarded to

the gentleman who makes the best three scores, and for the

season just closed it goes to Mr. Thomas Ewing, who killed

twelve straight on each of three occasions. Mr. Wilson's

record of forty-five out of forty-eight is very fine, and ranks

with the best of the year:
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e 58 1-3
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67 1-7

Selby Tournament.

IHTJID CLASS.
J. Collins, Seattle 9G 550
L. Booth, Seattle 93 30
E. W. Moore, Portland 85 20
W. J. Riley, Portland 71 10
F. D. Jones, Portland ci
•Received also S100 additional given by Parker Bros, if the largest

score in tb* first class was made with a Parker gun.

That the race is not alwaya to the swift, nor thy battle to
the strong, was proven by the fact that soma of the con-
testants when shooting for class position, made a larger score
than the winner of the first prize. There wus considerable
surprise among the boys when the reports began to come in
from the "country precincts," and some of them began to
look rather glum when it was found that but a small share of
the prize money was to remain in Portland.
Chung Lung must be a "cousin" of Won Lnng, well known

.0 patrons of a Chinese laundry here.

Occidental Club.

The following score was made by the Occidental Club, at
Blankens, on Sunday last:

At twelve live birds; Hurlingham style. $2.50 entrance. Divided by
BojEhS, P. Funcke and E. Dunsbee.
F.Williams 1111110111 1-10
H. Blanken 1 1011101111 1-10
F. M. Rojas 1 lllllillii 1—12
P. Funcke 1 11 1*1 1113 11 1—12
E. Dunsbee 1 1111111111 1—12
T. Hedley 1 nil 1111101 1—10
W. Dunsker 1 ] 1011U0100 1—7
T. Cronin 1 0U01111111 1—9
J. O'Brien 1 lllililiio 1—11
Scbulfcz 1 01101111011— y
Garuns 1111011111 1—10

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The scores of the trap-match for $500, donated to the

shooters of the north-west by the Selby Smelting and Lead
Company of this city, for the purpose of bringing into

prominence the shells loaded by the Chamberlin machine,
came to hand in such crude form that we hesitate to present

them, but in the absence of better are compelled to do so.

The only condition required from the shooter was that he
should use cartridges made by the Selby Company. The
large scores made in these matches demonstrate the superior-

ity of the ammunition, as no such scores have ever been made
on the Coast with hand-made cartridges.

The shooting wa3 in three classes, Messrs. Chapman and
Johnson, judges, and A. B. Rickey referee. Each competitor

had some time previously shot at 100 "Blue Rock pigeons"

artificial, those breaking over SO of them being first class,

those breaking between 65 and 80 the second class, and those

breaking from 50 to 65 the third class. There were shoots at

Walla Walla and Seattle, the results of which were received by
telegraph. Each class shot at 100 of the same targets with
the following result:

FIRST CLASS.
Name and Place. Score. Prize.

•W. A. Eberley, Walla Walla 93 8100
J. J. Evans, Portland 8ft 85
W. Roberton, Seattle . 87 40
W. D. Close, Kalama 73
J. Paquet, East Portland 80
E. J.Stu..rt, Portland tift

Geo. Sharp, Portland 07

SECOND CLASS.
S. T. Stine, Walla Walla 95 890
H. H. Lewis, Seattle 87 45

O. Scbumacber, Walla Walla 83 30
John Morgan, Portland 78
H. T. Hudson, Portland 7ti

Tbeo. Davit?. Portland 76
Hy. Eanert, Portland 76

Chung Lung •*» * 63 „

Arrangements for the Sharpshooters' excursion, to St.

Helena are about completed.
Colonel Geo. C. Thaxter, of Carson, in a match at that

place September 2d, made the annexed score in a fifty-shot

contest at the short range:

Tbaxter l>tJ0 vards—4 44555646 4—15454555564 5-47544455645 6-46545455554 5—17445445545 6—45-230

A contest between teams of the Nevada Rifle Association

and the Carson Guard, at Carson, on the 4th inst., resulted

in the Carson team getting beaten. Ten men shot on a side

at 200 yards, ten shots for each man, allowing of a possible

500 points. The Association team made an aggregate of 431
points, or 86 1-5 per cent. The Carson team made 423.

There was an unusually large attendance at Shell Mound
range last Sunday, and every 200-yard target was in use.
The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein and the German Fusi-
leers held their regular monthly medal contests. B Company,
First Infantry, were out in full force for practice, and G and
E Companies, Third Infantry, C, E, G and H Companies,
Second Artillery, held their annual shoot under the State law.
And besides these, there was the usual delegation of marks-
men who practice regularly. Inspector of Rifle Practice,

Lieutenant J. J. O'Brien, superintended the shooting of the
companies of the Third Infantry, and Lieutenant H. H. Scott
supervised the practice of the First Infantry Companies.
The result of the contest of the San Francisco Schuetzen

Yerein was as follows: First-class medal—K. Wertheimer,
421 rings; second-class medal—Lieutenant A. Browning, 362
rings; third-class medal—John Plath, 33S- rings; fourth-class
medal—John Broyer, for the third time, and it is now his
individual property.
The German Fusileers' prize shoot was well attended. The

members shot with their Mausers and did well. Annexed
are the best scores—ten shots—for each man at the 200-yard
target: First—Lieutenant Schwaner, 40; second—Petersen,
40; third—Yolkmann, 33; fourth—Captain Stetten, 3S; fifth

—Schottmann, 37; sixth—Johnson, 36; seventh—Scharfan-
berg, 35; eighth—Dahse, 34; ninth—Cassebohm, 34; tenth

—

Quartier, 34; eleventh—Trompelt, 33; twelfth—Luedeke, 33;
thirteenth—Lotez, 30; fourteenth—Seifert, 30.

C Company, (San Francisco Fusileers) Second Artillery,

had their annual picnic and target shoot. The competition
at both the company and public targets was keen and the
shooting first-class. The Fusileers will undoubtedly have
the highest percentage in the National Guard in the annual
practice, for the company shot their State records at the same
time. Following are the prize winners at the public target:

First, A. Johnson, 69 rings, out of a possible 75, $15; Lieu-
tenant H. Mangels, 6S rings, $10; third, Charles Theirbach,
66 rings, S7.50; fourth, Captain J. E. Klein, 65 rings, S6;
fifth, L. Haake, 64 rings, S5; sixth, L. Barrere, 63 rings, S3;
seventh, S. Marcus, 63 rings, $2.50; eighth, 63 rings, $1.
The prizes will be distributed next month, on which occasion
the company will give an invitation ball.

Lieutenant H. J. Mangels, who won the second prize, did
some good shooting. In the company contest he made 5, 5,

5, 4, 4—23, the best score of the day; and at the public target

he tired three strings, 18, IS, 25—61; 17, 23, 20—60: 23. 24,

21—6S, the laBt score obtaining second prize for him. He
shot, as did all the other competitors, the Springfield rifle.

P. E. Robertson, G Company, First Infantry, and Mr[
Poulter, F Company, Fifth Infantry, fired double strings a
the 500-yard target. It was not a match, as both men used
the same gun. The scores were way up in the 90's, as annexed:

Robertson 500 yards—5 54554465 5—47454454565 5—4C—93
Poulter 500 yards—4 45456655 6—47453555535 5—45—92

O. H. Wescott, formerly of the Marysville Rifle Club, made
his first appearance on the range, and borrowing Tom Car-

son's "Bull's-eye" gun, made a record that veterans could brag
of. His score:

Wescott 200yarda-5 44455665 4—46
500yard9-3 45445555 5—45—91

Captain J. E. Klein was the happiest man on the range

—

he was too much overjoyed to hold his rifle as straight as

usual. It is a Boy!
Jack Dempsey, accompanied by his wife, was an interested

spectator of the shooting. Major Sproul explained to the

ohampion how the thing was done, and invited him to try

his skill at the targets. The invitation was refused, Mr.
Dempsey saying he never tackled anything he did not under-
stand.

The match between the Nationals and the Carson Guard is

off. The match was to have been between teams of two men
from both organizations, ten Bhots at 200 and 500 yards for

each man. The Carson Company, however, withdrew from

this agreement, and now offer to shoot teams of thirty men
at 200 yards only. Captain Klein, for the Nationals, refuses

to entertain this offer until the original match is shot—then

he will be prepared to talk. The Carson Company wrote to

Captain Klein that if the Nationals did not have marksmen
enough to make up the larger team, they would be allowed to

select the number that might be wanted from the First or

any other regiment. The captain replied that he was not

looking for anybody outside of the Nationals' Shooting Club

just now. If the Washoe men wanted a regimental or a

brigade match, there were proper officers to confer with.

Tho Nationals stand ready to shoot the match as originally

agreed upon.

At the last medal shoot of the Germania Schuetzen Club,

at Harbor View, Leo Kiots won the first-class medal with 408

I lings; second-class medal, 362 rings; third- class, 308 lings,

Sacramento.

Members of Company G made the following scores at the
200-yard range last Sunday:
Sergeant Sbeeban 5 45344456 4—43
Sergeant Heffernan 4 4 6 6 4 3 3 4 6 4—41

Corporal Quinn 3 34445343 2—35
Private Bloom 3 43334344 4—35

Private Viemeister 4 43431464 4-38
Private Dumpby 3 4 4 2 3 4 4 3 4 4—35
Private Stearns 3 43434334 4—35
Private Kopp. 3 33443443 4—35
Private Klein 4 33455433 5—39

Honorary members made these scores:

Colonel Sbeehan 3 44434443 3—36
Captain Sheeban 4 43444444 4—39
CaptainCoffey 4 54464444 4—42
Captain Neary 5 44444444 4-41
Lieutenant Miller 4 55545643 4—44
Private Eckbart 5 44345454 4-42

Pool shooting resulted as follows:

Captain Neary 3 6 5 4 5—22 (Lieutenant Miller. .3 5 4 4 4—20—38
Private Klein 4 4 3 4 4-19—41 Sergeant Heffernan.4 4 5 5 4—22
Captain Coffey 3 3 34 5—18 |Private Viemeister.4 4 4 4 4—20—42

Sights for Military Rifles.

The Rife editorially says about that very important matter,

rifle sights

:

The armorers of the world for some time past have been
endeavoring to solve the problem of how to construct a sight

for military rifles which will be suitable for rough campaign
work, and at the same time be capable of aiding in performing

fine work at the long ranges. This means the production of

coarse sights and fine ones, which to combine in one is no
easy task, as those who have been studying this problem have
before this learned. Thinking riflemen perceive that this is

no easy task, but one which will be accomplished probably at

no very distant day.

The new sight on the Springfield rifle has been in the hands
of many expert riflemen for some monihs past, and the

excellent results obtained with this sight give evidence that

fine shooting can be done with it; but if we record the testi-

mony of old American army officers we mustnote that the sight

is not suitable for military purposes, and if coupled with this

testimony is the verdict of the Board of Small Arms Com-
mittee of the English government, which was that the sight

was un6t for military purposes, we may conclude that, though
the sight be an excellent one for exclusive target practice, it

is not suitable for all branches of military service, and con-

sequently not the one likely to be eventually adopted. The
tipping of the rear sight in but one direction is, perhaps, the

most serious objection, and it has been prophesied that a

rough campaign of a week's duration would find many of

these sights broken if in the hands of a regiment armed with

rifles with this sight.

The belief is growing among riflemen that the desideratum

may be reached in the following manner: Construct the

front sight as broad and strong as required. The old Sharp's

rifle front sight has been found after years of use to be unsur-

passed for general use, and the latest model of rear sight with

a sliding-bar upon the same arm is an excellent one, and with

this rifle so sighted some of the finest off-hand and short-

range shooting has been done that was ever witnessed at home
or abroad. There are other short-range military sights in

existence which are suitable for military rifles. They are

practicable and strong enough to stand the rough work a

soldier is liable to be called upon to perform, and know now
to secure the fine work atlong range. It is generally admitted

that a peep-sight is desirable to do good work at the long

ranges. It is considered by experts to have a peep-sight as

near the eye as possible. Why not then have a detachable

peep-sight with the aperture so arranged as to permit of

increasing or decreasing its size, and have this sight attached

to the grip of the rifle 1 There are numerous ways of doiBg

this which would make the sight a valuable adjunct to the

sharpshooter, to whom they should alone be issued. A sight

could be constructed which could tip forward and back. It

could sink into the grip, or it could be detached and carried

in a receptacle in the stock of the gun or elsewhere, and leave

the rifle, when this long-range sight is detached, a practicable,

serviceable weapon with proper military sight. As some of

our best experts use a coarser forward sight than is now on
the Springfield rifle, for their special military rifles, and have

secured tine results, it is fair to presume that a fine forward

sight is not essential. ^

The English government is considering a new military arm,

the merits and demerits of which are thus discussed in an

English contemporary:
"On now considering over our new acquisition, let us see

what are the advantages gained over the older weapon. A
flatter trajectory and greater range is, there can be no doubt,

a great improvement. The smaller bore makes the ammuni-
tion a little lighter, which is a gain. The hand protector can

just as easily be applied to any rifle. Tbe same may be said

of the improved back-sight with adjustable wind-gauge and

tho quick loader. The minor improvements in the details of

the action can hardly be considered of sufficient importance

to warrant the issue of an entirely new arm, while, as already

Bhown, it is heavier, has greater recoil, and is more compli-

cated. So that, practically, the new rifle only presents tbe

one advantage of greater muzzle velocity over the existing

arm, and to gain this we have to go not only to the expense

of arming all the troops, but to the confusion of learning and

becoming accustomed to its use, and the issue of a totally

different kind of ammunition. Meanwhile, two of the most

serious faults of the present rifle, great recoil and bad extract-

ing action, are to be as bad as, it not worse, than before. Yet

in a few years' time there is every prospect of our continental

neigubors being armed with repeating rifles, and we shall

surely find ourselves bound to follow suit. So why not con-

tinue* with our present rifles, adding such details as hand pro-

tectors, quick loaders, solid-drawn cartridge cases, an

new back-sights, until some really good repeating rifl

vented?"
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Editorial Correspondence.

Sacramento, Sept. 17th.—Two more days and the

thirty-third fair of the California State Agricultural

Society will come to a close, and even those who have

criticized the management harshly must concede that it

has been one of the most successful ever held. It is easy

to find fault. Honest criticism is advantageous, inas-

much as pointing out errors is likely to lead to correction,

but indiscriminate attacks, carpimgs which trend so

closely to abuse of individuals that the dividing line is

difficult to distinguish, must meet with reprobation from

all fair-minded men. With one exception the directors

of the State Agricultural Society are men who are justly

held in esteem. They are prominent in the history of

California, many of them of national reputation. That

mistakes have been made cannot be denied. "When a fair

or race-meeting, covering a period of two weeks, is

entirely free from error, it can be marked with a cart-

load of white stones. In our opinion the gravest error

was the disqualification of Hiss Courtney and Moonlight.

Not that there could be any doubt of honest purpose in

making the decision, but evidence misled which should

never have been admitted. There are owners, trainers,

and jockeys who make a practice of entering complaints,

and, whenever beaten, fly to that as a dernier resort.

Those who have money at stake are blinded by self-

interest. Others, well-meaning men, too, think they see

things which never occurred, and were ready to testify

when they were not in a position to obtain a correct idea.

There was a forcible illustration of this propensity in the

Nighthawk Stake. There was a charge of foul riding

preferred. The nature of it was not known in the press

stand, though one man jumped to the conclusion that it

was an indictment of Lizzie Dunbar for fouling Del

Norte. He was sure of it, as he was watching the race

closely through his glass, and after the horses left the

half-mile pole he had seen her collide with Del Norte

who fell back to the rear. As Lizzie led all the way from

the start to tbe three-quarters, Del Norte in the tail of

the ruck, it was manifestly impossible that she should

jostle him, and it proved to be an accusation that John

A. was the offending party, and in lieu of Lizzie doing

the damage, it was she who sustained the injury. "While

the charge against Hiss Courtney and Moonlight was
under consideration, the reporters could only guess at

what they were accused of. We were led into error

thinking that the fouls consisted in Miss Courtney leav-

ing room enough on the turn between her and the pole

for a horse to come through and cutting across so as to

force Edelweiss back. In lieu of that the charge impli-

cated the two mares, Miss Courtney and Moonlight. To
be of any service to Edelweiss it was necessary that both

should be accused. Were it the fault of Miss Courtney,

Moonlight was entitled to the race; if Moonlight, then

the first past the post should receive the emoluments.

While the evidence presented to the judges sustained the

dual indictment in a measure, it should have been

weighed with extreme caution when so much was at

stake. The evidence of the rider of Miss Courtney, and
that of the starter who was stationed at the three-quarter

pole, was in accord in relation to the distance Miss

Courtney " laid away " from the pole from three to five

feet, not enough to warrant the rider of Kdelweiss to

lake an attempt to go through. That he did and was
forced to pull back was further proof, sustaining the oral

testimony. When he did so, in place of taking a positio11

outside of the two leaders, he endeavored to force his

way through. It is a favorite trick wtth some jock-

eys to take an inside place and yell to the other to "pull

out" especially when the contending jock is a begin-

ner or known to be at all timid. If successful,

ground has been earned; if otherwise there is the handy

plea of foul riding to fall back upon, and, as Dan Denison

used to say, there is a chance for argument. These "win,

tie or wrangle" men manage to succeed oftener than

would be possible for them if judges were better posted

as to their real character, and acquainted with the

motives whioh govern their actions. The rider of

Edelweiss is one of the most capable of California jock-

eys. He is also one of the shrewdest managers, and had

he been confident that his mare could win there would

have been a different procedure. A desperate case

required heroic treatment. Saving every inch of ground

on the semicircle brought him. near the inside, and to

take a position on the outside before reaching the straight

run home would necessitate the loss of several feet.

Aware that such a loss would entail defeat he took the

hazard and, though unsuccessful in the attempt to demor-

alize the other jockeys, the forlorn hope was successful

and the last assault a victory. When a case of this kind

occurs plenty of time should be given to consider the

evidence. All of the testimony should be reduced to

writing and signed by the witnesses. In the turmoil and

hurry of the races proper consideration cannot be given,

and the better plan would be to postpone the hearing to

a time when there would be less disturbance. As it was,

one of the judges did not agree with his associates and

desired to have his dissent made public. As he is noted

for a cool head and clearness of perception, it might have

been that a more thorough investigation would have

I

resulted in the majority coinciding in his opinion. People

who are no*, acquainted with the judges may be pardoned

for questioning their motives. Those who have the

slightest knowledge of the gentlemen have not the slight-

est thread to sustain them in making accusations of being

biased by pecuniary matters. The stranger might think

that when two horses were disqualified in order that the

favorite in the pools should win, there was something

which he could not see to warp their judgment; those

who know Messrs. Boggs and Hancock are well aware

that all the money posted on the race would not tempt

them to deviate a hair' s breadth from what they considered

their duty.

Sept. 18th.—The racing yesterday afternoon could be

called favorites' day. Every race was won by the first

choice of the bettors, for though there were a few changes

these were only momentary, and the great bulk of the

money went on those who came in first in all of the

races. Miss Ford carried her penalty in a way that

proved twice the added avoirdupois would not have

placed her second. Miss Nielson was left out of the pools,

as no one could be tempted by the largest kind of odds.

And, by the way, Miss Nielson is another illustration of

the value of breaking race-horses to harness. Formerly

she was one of the most intractable brutes to start in

California. Her legs gave way, and Appleby bought her

her for almost a song and a short one at that. She

took kindly, as most race-horses do, to harness work,

galloped so kindly between the shafts that she made an

admirable "teaser" for fast trotters, and now she will

await the falling of the starting flag with admirable

equanimity. Although the favorites won "straight

through" the sport was good, and with the exception of

Miss Ford and Nielson there were close contests.

Sunday Morning.—The State Fair of 1886 has come to

an end. There are exaltations and depressions. Proud

people who led animals with blue ribbons adorning their

heads in the parade of yesterday; those who had drawn

the more brilliant red with a less satisfied expression,

and yet with complacency strongly marked on their

countenances. The afternoon was hot, the hottest so far

of the week, and as the Champion Stallion Stake was the

first on the programme, we had some misgivings of the

effect of the heat on Antevolo. Again we were agreeably

disappointed. H*> stood the heat well, behaved well and

trotted well. There were none so verdant as to think he

had the "ghost of a show" against Guy Wilkes, and

consequently no betting. There was little scoring,

and Wilkes went away rapidly which suited Ante-

volo. As Conio dropped back Wilkes took the pole,

and Antevolo bettered his position from third to second.

Going up tbe back stretch we were a little in advance

and Wilkes broke. There was nearly room enough to

take the inside, though the champion soon shut it up.

There was a wide swing on the turn on account of the

deep ground prepared for the race-horses. Wilkes lost

at least a second in making the detour, Antevolo outside

of him. At the hundred-yards mark Antevolo broke,

caught well for him, and as Wilkes went under the wire

in 2:20£, he wa« only half a second behind, Como dis-

tanced. The second heat was somewhat similar, only

that Wilkes did not break, and Antevolo had to be con-

tented to stay a couple cf lengths behind. He broke

soon after'passing the three-quarter-pole, passably well,

however, and again was within half a second of Wilkes,

with the time reduced to 2:20. The third heat both horses

were trotting fast when the bell sounded. Wilkes broke

first and then Antevolo before one hundred yards were
trotted. Antevolo made a good break for him. Wilkes

so much better that at the quarter-pole he was four

lengths in advance. Wilkes made two breaks on the

back stretch, though they were handily done, and
there was rather more space between the horses at the

half, which Wilkes made in 1:08. There was an advan-

tage to Antevolo in being further back. Wilkes went
bo wide to escape the deep ground that Antevolo could

take a position nearer the pole and not be troubled with

the dirt, which, as the track "cupped" badly, came in a

stream from the feet of the leader. He closed a part of

the gap on the home stretch, Wilkes making the mile in

2:17$, Antevolo as second horse, 2:19, by the official timers,

while some of the outsiders made it 2: ISA and 2:18f.
Goldsmith pronounced the track considerably slower

than when Wilkes trotted before, though had it been

firm so that he could have driven him near the inner

fence from the half mile home, there is no doubt that

Wilkes would have trotted in 2:15, and we are still

stronger in the belief that he can lower the stallion

record.

The Sister -Allan Roy race was a peculiar one in

many respects. Both were left below under the charge
of the men who take care of them, neither having been

given fast work since the heat trotted on Monday, Sept.

6th, over the Oakland track. They arrived at Sacramento
so late that nothing in the way of sharp work could be

given. Under these conditions it could not be expected

that they would show their true form or within several

seconds of it. The grey proved the better horse, and for

this there are reasons which it may be as well to consider.

A practice has prevailed among some of the trainers of

trotters of dashing cold water over them between the

heats, and this was done with Sister. In our opinion it

is emphatically a pernicious practice, which, in a large

majority of cases, will prove prejudicial. When there is

much internal distress the natural relief is copious per-

spiration. The exudation through the pores of the skin

relieves the lungs and heart, and the sudden check,

occasioned by a deluge of cold water, is an interference

which can only result in increasing the labor of these

important organs. It may be that in cases of muscular
flaccidity, oceassioned by rapid motion, that the con-

stricting effects of a cold bath prove beneficial; but if

there is internal distress as well as the tiring of the

external muscles, the benefit will be far overbalanced by
stopping the flow of blood to the exterior conduits. This

is too important, however, to be treated in these gossipy

pages, and a proper consideration will entail research

and study which cannot be given at present. Sister was
very much distressed, whatever the cause, and was
beaten in slow time. The final race of the fair was
quite an exciting contest, and completely demoralized

those who have a fondness for backing favorites. There
was a wavering in the ranks when Allan Roy won the
deciding heat; it was a regular stampede when Ned For-
rest wound the thing up with second, third and fourth

heats to his credit. There were nine starters. Daisy S.

was the favorite in the pools, Yaleutine second choice

all the others grouped in the "field," with not a very
strong support at that. The race which Valentine was
in at Oakland hardly justified the sanguine estimates of

his ability, and there were tips and tips as to his powers.
His driver felt so much confidence in the good thing that

he invested nearly all of his winnings all through the

circuit—and this was a considerable sum—on him, and
this induced others to follow his example. From the
speed he showed in the first and second heats there is

little question that he has shown enough to warrant the

good opinion, and in future races dhow better metal.
Daisy S. was not the mare she was in her former race,

flighty and unsteady at first. A bad break at the com-
mencement of the deciding heat threw her back, and
then she was interfered with going up the back stretch

by a horse which the judges punished by distancing

him. According to the complaint of the driver of Daisy
S. it was fortunate for the culprit that there was no
patrol on that part of the track,* "or he would have been
penalized to the full extent of the law. We have no
sympathy for a man who drives foul to assist another to

win. When in the fierce heat of the strife ho goes a

little beyond the strict letter of the law to gain the

victory for himself, the fault can be condoned; when the

only motive is to act as a "helper" in order that bets be
won, the first offense should be the last by perpetual

ostracism. Still it is doubtful if Daisy S. had won the

fourth heat that she could have captured the fifth and
sixth. The Blackbird in Forrest is sure to give a
potency which does not flinch at any number of hard-

fought heats, and though the mare may have a trifle

more speed, his handiness offsets that, and gives him a
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pull which is hard to overcome. That both of these

horses are of the improving kind is beyond question,

and that another year will see them demonstrate that

they are "sure-enough trotters" is an opinion that can

safely be recorded. Lillie Stanley, although not a win-

ner of a heat, was so close up in all of them that she is

entitled to a full share of praise. She is a large, fine-

looking young mare, and gives her sire, Whip-

pleton, a good send-off as the progenitor of fast

trotters. Ed did well in winning the first heat, and

showed a flight of speed unlooked for by those who had

known him ever since he was a colt. Only a short time

before he picked up a ten-penny nail, which perforated a

hind foot from about the middle of the commissure to the

upper part of the heel

On the cars, Monday morning, Sept. 20th.—The after-

noon of Sunday was hot, and yet there was a large

assemblage to witness the baseball game between the

Altas and Pioneers. "We never could master the mysteries

of the present scientific game which has driven the old-

fashioned play so completely out of the field that only

gray-headed men can recall what sort of a play it was.

It was a spirited pastime, however, which boys and full-

grown men entered into with a vim that attracted a

lar°"e assemblage when the ground of contest was the vil-

lage green. A good thrower and catcher was the main

dependence, though a " striker," who could send the ball

far off in an unexpected direction, was a welcome auxi-

liary. The ball was thrown, not pitched, and the catcher

stood so close to the striker that he would catch it close

to the latter's ear, or, if not quick with the " club," in

front of that implement. A " tick and a catch" put

the striker out, three strikes without hitting the ball and

he had to run when it was nearly certain that he would

not reach the first base without receiving a hard thump

from the flying missile. They tell us that there is no

comparison between the new and the old, and that base-

ball of to-day is more scientific than cricket or any other

game at all kindred in feature, and necessarily we must

coincide in that view. Still we must admit that our pref-

erence would be for the village green with the old-time

players, boys again, and the bright-eyed girls, and the

shouts and cheers of forty years ago.

"We always leave Sacramento with a shade of regret,

if even the temperature brings a desire for the breeze

which comes with such freshness through Golden Gate,

bearing- ozone, gathered from contact with thousands of

miles of salt water, and dispelling all traces of the lassi-

tude engendered by heat which is measured far up in the

nineties with an occasional blast superheated to over a

hundred degrees. There are lots of pleasant people there,

and many beautiful homes rendered doubly attractive by

flowers and shrubs, magnificent tree3, lawns and grass

plats, so brilliantly green as to rival the sheen of the

emerald.

"We had a novel experience in the trip from Sacra-

mento to Oakland. It is a point of value to secure seats

in palace or parlor car in order to get a better opportu-

nity to scribble on our way. Selecting one which showed

plenty of room, in fact no one visible excepting the

porter in charge, our application for two seats brought

out the response "certainly," with the further informa-

tion to select which we preferred. Supposing that the

prior occupants were breakfasting at the depot hotel we

looked for central seats with no evidence of previous occu-

pancy. We were soon busily engaged in writing these

pa^es, and it was only after the train had crossed the

river and was nearing Davisville, that we became aware

that there were no other passengers. A whole palace car

to our better-half and ourselves, with a fine-looking

quadroon for an attendant, genteel and obliging, anxious

to make us as comfortable at possible. What if it was

one of the old-fashioned kind; it might be tho same on

which we crossed the mountains over twelve years ago,

though still in good order, and ran so smoothly that

writing was as easily accomplished a3 in our quiit snug-

gery at home.
From Port Costa to Sixteenth street a superlative

grumbler could not find fault with the temperature, albeit

there was a buttoning of coats and a closer drawing of

wraps. The heat of the valley opened the pores and
cleared the system of much morbific matter, the stimu-

lus of the ocean breeze gave ton«, elevated the spirits,

and we returned home feeling as gay as a two-year-old.

Kiner of Norfolk. Unfair Attacks.

R. Porter Ashe has been peculiarly unfortunate in

gelling King of Norfolk just as he was coming around.

To be sold on Tuesday, and the next day not ouly win a

race but also defeat the cracks Barnum and Favor in

very good time, proves that tho disposal was premature.

"We have never given up the idea that this colt would

prove a race-horse in any company, and this last race

establishes the fact. The members of the Norfolk

—

Marion family have been race-horses, or are likely to

prove such. Duchess of Norfolk may be ranked with

the great mares, her performance in the Pacific Cup
entitling to her that distinction. The time, 3:5S^—if our

memory be correct—is the best ever made by a three-

year-old at the distance of two and one-fourth miles,

and only beaten a few times by horses of any age. The

Duke and Prince of Norfolk were very speedy, and we
have the utmost confidence that "Vera will yet show the

family characteristics. And, by the way, some of the

bad luck which has followed Vera may be attributed to

the change from Queen of Norfolk to that she now
wears, at least we have heard men—and these not very

hishly tinctured with superstition—ascribe their ill -

fortune to slighter cause. We are responsible for the

titles given the sons and daughters of Marion. Having

bred and sold her to Mr. Winters, it was natural that

we should take a great deal of interest in her progeny.

Her second foal was a horse colt, and, when a weanling,

one of the best we ever saw. The name Mr. Winters

had selected we did not fancy, and he turned over the

christening to us. At that time Duke of Magenta was

among the foremost horses of the day, and as the blood

of his dam and that of Marion's dam was nearly alike,

and Norfolk a half-brother, in the common accepta-

tion of the term, Duke of Norfolk was suggested with

the approval of Mr. Winters. The next being a filly,

Duchess of Norfolk came in appropriately, and as it

would not do to sink to minor titles, Prince, King, Queen
and Emperor followed. It may be said that the names
are of the unwieldy sort, but then there is an advantage

in keeping up the family nomenclature. Ou the same
day that King of Norfolk won, his cousin Princess ran

Becond to Burch, and that, also, in fast time. She is from

a sister to Marion, which we also bred and sold to

Canada parties. That we should take more than a pass-

inf interest in the progeny of these two mares is easily

understood by those who are in a like situation.

Manzanita.

Bay District Trotting* Meetine.

Mr. Hinchman informs us that he has decided to hold

his fall trotting meeting, commencing the 9th of October

and continuing all through the month. He has received

a letter from O. A. Hickok that he would start for Cali-

fornia the fore part of October, and that a number of

trotters would accompany him and two or three pacers.

With Arab and others of the same, or nearly the same
class, trotting will be lively for the remainder of the

season, and with these foreign attractions there should be

crowds of people at the Bay District. The programme ap-

pears in the advertising column, and will be noticed in

full next week.

The following is the y. Y. Herald account of the race

won by Manzanita, which differs in a material point from

that copied from the Kentucky Lite-Stock Rewrd. It was

stated in the Kentucky paper that in the crowd the

watches were compared, and most of them read 2:16^,

but the official time was 2:16£. Papers published out-

side of Kentucky agree with the Herald that a majority

of outside watches made it 15^. We have heretofore

stated that, barring accident, Manzanita had a good

chance to lower the record, and we are still firmer in the

belief. A second and a half faster than the famous trial

of Maud S., and that done in a third heat of a race, must

be admitted strong grounds on which to base the asser-

tion. That in a very few years a whole lot of Palo Alto-

bred colts will trot low down in the teens is as nearly a

certainty as anything of that nature for the future to

prove.

Lexington, Ky., Sept. 3, 18S6.—Five thousand people

attended the trotting races to-day and had the pleasure of

witnessing a magnificent specimen of trotting by a four-year-

old mare. It was in the first race, the Association Stakes, and

the high repute of two of the probable starters kept the others

from coming to the post. The two starters were the wonder-

ful CalifornTa filly Manzanita and the fine young Kentucky

stallion Greenlander. The first and second heats were close,

but when the flag fell in the third heat the filly drew away

from Greenlander as though he was standing still. At the

quarter pole the filly was going a terrific gait, the watches

marking 34 seconds, and as she went up the hill Greenlander

had to break into a run, which he kept up to nearly the half-

mile pole. It was 1:0$ as she reached the half-mile pole, and

then came on again, turning in and down the home stretch

with unfaltering stride, and at a uniform speed. Jnst before

reaching the wire her driver gave her several smart taps and

she dashed nnder it, the watches differing between 2:15$ and

and 2:16. The latter figure was hung out amid the wildest

applause. The time is the best on record for four-year-olds,

and the filly lowers her own record one-quarter of a second.

The second race for the three-minute class was won in

splendid time by Favorite Wilkes, a young stallion owned by

James Miller, of Kentucky, and sired by George Wilkes, dam
by Alexander's Abdallah. Following are the summaries:

First Race.—The Aaaociatlon Stakes, for four-year-olds.

We were pained to read unwarranted attacks in the Sacra-

mento papers in relation to the management of the State Fair,

which came to a close last Saturday. In some cases the criti-

cisms that were made were mere virulent personal abuse, and

though there may have been some ground for fault-finding

there is not a shadow of foundation for the personalities so

liberally bestowed. It may be that in guarding against a

fraudulent use of tickets that employes acted with rudeness,

though we heard of cases where there was palpable evidence

of an intention to defraud, and when such an attempt is

clearly indicated it is not surprising that gate-keepers should

be discourteous. So far as we were informed the oDly devia-

tion from previous practice was the printing of tickets some-

thing after the plan of the commutation tickets in use

between San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley.

On the margin of the ticket were numbers corresponding to

the days of the fair, and when the holders passed through the

proper number was canceled by being punched. In previous

years membership tickets were nsed over and over again, and

in adopting a plan to gaard against this petty swindling the

directors should receive praises in lieu of maledictions.

Petty swindling, bo far as regards those who save a few

dollars in this way though the aggregate, is an amount which

seriously encroaches on the revenues of the society. People

who have no experience in this line of business can scarcely

appreciate the trouble there is in keeping men, aye and

women, too, from "beating their way" through the gate of a

fair or race-meeting, and it takes a wonderful command of

temper not to become ruffled and perhaps somewhat imper-

tinent.

The charges against the directors will not have the weight

of a feather of a hummingbird with those who know the real

character of the gentlemen assailed. It is a waste of time to

defend when the charges are manifestly at variance with

truth. The whole animus can be traced to men smarting

nnder defeat, and who will not stop at anything to gratify

their malicious dispositions. Ever since the fight about the

pool-selling commenced there has been a bitter warfare. Pre-

vious to that there was a successful effort to punish an officer

of the society for doing hia duty, and as it was at a

time when the President and Directors were elected by
the members, a few hundred dollars expended secured the

end. There never was a grosser outrage of the kind perpe-

trated, and again, when an election went contrary to the

wishes of the clique, there appeared in the Argo-

naut an attack on the society and the people of Sac-

ramento, which, we understand, was got in through the

misrepresentations of those who had no regard for

truth, when truth came in the way of their venomous
scandals. In the present case there is little doubt that the

aspersions on the character of tho maligned officers originated

from the same source. It may have been done in a way
which misled some of the editors, and, not knowing of the

pollution which poisoned the source of the stream, were

hoodwinked, made parties to a scheme which, if understood,

would have been denounced in terms of unmistakable import.

That this will be proved at no distant day we are just as sure

of as that the seasons will come in proper rotation, and it

behooves those who have been so grossly libeled to use every

effort to show this by evidence which will be incontrovertible.
The attack on the Secretary was a prominent feature in the
campaign incited by malignant feelings. That he has been
an efficient officer is admitted by at least ninety per cent, of
those who have had dealings with him, and were a vote of
the directors taken there would be only one voice in the
negative when our question is has he performed the duties
of his office honeslly, capably and in a manner which ia

eminently satisfactory to his employers? It is an office

which requires more than good business capacity to conduct
it properly, a position which few men are constituted to fill

acceptably. That the present incumbent has the necessary
qualifications even those who have so grossly slandered him
cannot deny; that he would not take part in their nefarious
Bchemes is the whole cause of the late attack.

Mr. Waldstein's Sale.

Manzanita -

Greenlander £

Time, 2:22, 2:221, 2:16.

Second Race.—Three-minute Class. Purse $250.

Favorite "Wilkes * 1

J.R. Shedd l *

Colonel Sellers j* •?

Danville Wilkes 2 3

Time, 2:281, 2:20, 2:28,2:25i.

Names Claimed-

By 11. W. Peck, Heahlsburg, Cal.

Laurel DALE, for dark brown colt foaled May 1, 1836, by

Anteeo, dam Danville Maid, by Don Juan; second dam by

Niagara.
By W. A. Munion, Dixon.
Antelope, foaled March 24, 1886, by Anteeo, dam by Elmo,

A. Waldstein, the breeder and owner of Albert TT. and

other fast horses, advertises a number of highly-bred

trotters at private sale. It is certainly a good chance to

obtain some good animals at a moderate figure. Among
them is the dam of Albert W., Nellie W., tho Nutwood
mare, and Bonanza. She is the sister to Governor Stan-

ford's Aurora, andean be rated as one of the great brood-

mares of the State. Her daughter Nellie W. is by
Electioneer, and therefore a sister; to Albert W. She
showed a great deal of speed before being thrown out of

training; of good size, and with every prospect of being

a still better progenitress than her mother.

The Nutwood maro is a very fast pacer, also large,

and of such a form as to warrant the prediction that she

will throw colts of a quality as good as the best. As she

is in foal to Antevolo, we are well pleased and confident

that it will be a bright feather in his plume. The Amer-
ican Star mare (Roach's) is likely to prove a first-class

brood-mare. Her sire was a gamo resolute trotter, her
dam of Black Hawk blood, and a noted roadster.

Bonanza bids fair to be a fast trotter. lie is large mid
his action is such as to warrant the prediction. There is

sound evidence to prove that Albert W. will be the sire

of East trotters. The tbrf-e-yoar-old filly from an Elmo
mare is very fast. Bhe U one of twins and tho only
instance we have known where both lived. Tl

year-old from the Star mare also shows that he
speed, and so far as can be thought from field

are sure to trot.
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The Washington Park Club's Pall Meeting.

It is a genuine pleasure to be able to present our readers

the grand programme of stake races which the Washington

Park Club have prepared for the meeting of 1SS7, and we
think they have done wisely also in inviting nominations for

several stakes which will form part of the programme of the

summer meeting of 1SSS. The dates of nest year's meeting

will run from Saturday, June 25, to Saturday, July 16, with

thirteen regular days and a sufficient number of extra days to

satisfy both horsemen and the public. The first stake to at-

tract attention is the American Derby, which has certainly a

good title to the name, as the added money has been increased

iOO, making it the most valuable stake of its class in

the Union. The conditions are for each nomination $250;

$100 forfeit, or only $20 if declared out ou or before February

1, 1SS7, or $40 April 1, 1SS7; all declarations void unless

accompanied with the money; with $7,500 added, the second to

receive $1,000, the third 3400 out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of $2,000 to carry

3 lbs; of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

5 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs.; to be run on the first

day of the meeting; one mile and a half.- This stake is surely

entitled to be one of the great events of the year, and as the

total value ought to figure up close to $15,000 we shall expect

to see the Eastern stables show some sportsman-like enter-

prise, and enter liberally. There is nothing sectional about

Chicago or the Washington Park Club; the latter hung out

the money, and the former wants a good race and the best

horse to win. We hope the large amount of added money,

and the princely value of this stake will secure a full repre-

sentation of stables from all parts of the Union. The Engle-

wood Stake is for three-year-old fillies: it is a sweepstakes of

$100 eaeh.ihalf-forfeit, or only $10 if declared out on or before

February 1, 1SS7, or $20 April 1, 1SS7; all declarations void

unless accompanied with the money; with $1,000 added, the

second to receive $200, and the third $100 out of the stakes;

a winner of any three-year-old stake race of the value of

$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of $1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more
three-year-old stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra; maidens

allowed 7 lbs.; distance one mile.

The ladies will have a good chance here to show how fast

they can go, and the conditions are so liberal that a good field

ought to be a certainty. The Drexel Stake, for three-year-

old colts, has the same conditions as the Euglewood Stake;

the distance, one mile, is a popular one, and the club may
reasonably expect to obtain a full nomination list. The
Sheridan Stake is still more attractive, it is also for three-

year-olds; $100 each, half-forfeit, or only $10 if declared out

on or before February 1st; or $30 April 1, 1SS7. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with $2,500

added, the second to receive $400, and the third $200 out of

the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stake race of the

value of $1,000 to carry" three pounds; of $1,500, five

pounds; of three or more such stakes of any value seven

pounds extra; maidens allowed ten pounds; distance, one
mile and a quarter. The Sheridan Stake with an average

support will be a rich stake, with the immense nomination
lists tnat the Washington Park Club have always been
favored, it should be one of the bright particular features of

the meeting. A new and exceedingly popular stake is the

Finality Stake, for which no entrance is required, it being a

sequel to the American Derby. The conditions are very
simple, the stake is a sweepstake for three-year-olds, in which
horses entered in the American Derby, and not declared out,

will be eligible to start, and without incurring liability for

forfeit; starting fee $200, with $3:
000 added, of which $500

to the second, and $200 to the third borse; the winner of the

American Derby to carry ten pounds; the second horse five

pounds, and the third three pounds extra; to be run on the

last day of the meeting; distance, one mile and a half. This
race will be a grand sequel to the Derby, and should be
equally interesting. The Finality Stake ought also to induce
more nominations to the Derby, as, if owners cannot win the

first event, the penalties on the placed horses in that event

will give them an excellent handicap in the second. The
juveniles will have a capital opportunity of distinguishing

themselves in the Lakeside Stake for fillies, distance five fur-

longs; with $1,000 added money; the Kenwood Stake for

colts with the same conditions, and the Hyde Park Stake for

both sexes, for which the conditions are $100 each, half-for-

feit, or oDly $10 if declared out on or before February 1st; or

$30 by April 1, 1SS7; all declarations void unless accompanied
with the money; with $2,500 added, the second to receive

$400 and the third $200 out of the stakes; a winner of any
stake race of the value of $1,500 to carry three pounds; of

three or more stake races of any value seven pounds extra;

maidens allowed five pounds; distance, three-qaarters of a

mile.

With $2,500 added money, this stake will command the
nominations of all the most likely youngsters of the year,

and we shall expect to see it surpass in quality any two-year-

old stake yet opened. For the summer meeting of 18S8 the

stewards have wisely determined to also close on October
15th, the American Derby, the Englewood, the Sheridan and
the Finality Stakes; the conditions are the same as those for

the meeting of 1SS7, with the exception of the dates for pay-
ing forfeits. This rich list of stake entries, which will close

on October loth, will be still further augmented by the Great
Western, Oakwood and Palmer House handicaps, and the
Washington Park Cup, the entries for which will close on
January 15. 1S87. The purse and stake total of the meeting
for 1887 will be $55,500, without reckoning the extra days.
We commend the stakes now open to the attention of the
horsemen of California, feeling perfectly satisfied they will

receive the response to which they are so full eutitled.

The Virginia State Fair will open at Richmond, on October
20th, and the speed department has not been neglected. On
the card for the first day there is a dash of three-quarters of

a mile for two-year-olds, a running race for saddle horses,

with geutlemen riders, a trotting race for stallions which have
made the past season in Virginia, and the 2:30 trotting class.

Ou Thursday, the second day of the meeting, the sport opens
with a running race, mile heats, a gentlemen drivers' race to

wagon, owners to drive, follows; a eentlemeus' race for saddle
horses, and the 2:40 trotting class completing tho card. The
bill of fare for Friday is a very complete and generous one.
The running department consists of a mile and u quarter
heats race, and a consolation purse, the latter for gentlemen
riders. The trotting will be attended to by the three-year-old

class, mile heats, two in three, and the free-for all cla>is. This
latter class calls for a purse of $500, and should attract a good
field. Trotting entries close on October 7th; running entries

on the day before the race. We commend the Virginia State
Fair meeting to tho favorable attention of horsemen and the
_nblic.

Johnson 2:0G}, is being taught to trot, and has made rapid
progress, having recently trotted a quarter in 35 seconds.

Inspector B, has won the Dwyers $33,700 this season.

Illustrious Deaths.

The death list is a very important one this week, claiming

as it does the illustrious name of Virgil among its victims.

We have seen many romances of the turf, and the career of

Virgil was certainly one of them. At one time so little

thought of that he was given away, and in a few years prov-

iug himself such a great sire that he was eagerly bought

back by the gentleman who had given him away. Virgil was
foaled in 1S64. He was by the famous Vandal, out of Hymeuia
by imp. Yorkshire. His career on the turf was not a brilliant

success, and in 1S70 he was taught timber topping, and
joined the jumpiDg brigade. He did not find his true voca-

tion in this department of sport, and later on he was broken

to harness and subjected to the indignity of being driven

about New Orleans to a buggy. In 1S73 he was purchased by

Mr. Sanford, who made him a present to B. G. Bruce, of the

Kentucky Live Stock Record, who offered him for sale without

obtaining a purchaser. Fortunately for the stallion and the

turf he had covered a few mares, and in 1875 Vagrant, a son

of his, did excellent work at the western meetings, and the

following year captured the Kentucky Derby. He was pur-

chased by Mr. Sanford, and was sold with Elmendorf when
that gentleman sold to Mr. Dan Swigert. Last year the

earnings of his get were $71,518, and in the grand list of his

sons and daughters which have perpetuated his name and

fame, will be found such good ones as Hindoo, Vagrant,

Memento, Portland, Himalaya, Richmond, Lady Wayward,
Ben Ali. Virgil has proved himself to be a sire of the first

rank, and one whose stud services cannot be replaced.

In speaking of the dead sire, a writer in last week's Ken-

tucky Live Stock Record, who is evidently thoroughly familiar

with his subject, says:

"He was bought by the late Mr. M. H. Sanford, Preakness

Stud, from Mr. D. Swigert, aud passed backintoMr. Swigert's

possession when he bought out the Preakness Stud in 1SS1.

Virgil's merits as a sire come accidentally. Baywood, who
was in the same stud, was taken sick during the season of

1872, and was unable to do service, so rather than have the

mares go barren Virgil finished his season. Mr. Nelson Dud-
ley who was then superintendent for Mr. Sanford, had a

great aversion to Virgil, as he had for his sire Vandal, believing

both to be delicate animals. After the season of 1873 was
over Mr. Sanford, to please Mr. Dudley, presented Virgil to

the writer, who, having no place to put him, tried hard to sell

him for $300. .Failing to sell, he gave half of him away to

Messrs, Williams & Owens to keep him. He stood in 1S74 at

Frankfort, Ky., and covered one thoroughbred mare that year

and she slipped her foal. Vagrant, Virginius and Harry Hill

appeared in 1S75, and Fair play, a four-year-old, won some
races which attracted attention to Virgil.

The writar, after the appearance of Vagrant, refused first

S5U0, then $750, then $1,000, then $1,500, aud finally in

1S76, after Vagrant won the Kentucky Derby, refused $2,000,

and as he had cost the writer nothing, let Mr. Sanford have

him back at $2,000. Mi. Sanford afterwards refused $25,000

in gold for him; priced him once at $40,000, and wheu there

was a probability of his sale at these figures, advanced to

$60,000. So here was a horse who went a begging at one
time for $300, who could have been sold for $40,000, and his

owner put him at $60,000. Such is fame and the changing

value of a successful sire.

Virgil's get have won the Kentucky Derby three times

—

Vagrant in 1876, Hindoo in 1881, and Ben Ali in 1SS6.

Strangely enough, his fillies seldom amounted to much after

their two-year-old career. But that he was a sire of sterling

merit is proven by the following list of winnings of his get

since 1S73 up to the end of August. The total amounts to

$421,452.74.

Year.
1S73..

1S74..

1S7.

Amount.
$ 2,000.00

650.00

8,275.00

1876 38,005.00

1S77 21,3S5.00

1878 6,615.00

1879 4,905.00

1880 18,037.50

Year. Amount.
1881 $79,2S9.00

1882 42.9S5.25
1883 '..... 14,808.00
1884 36,276.73
1885 71,482.50

1886 up to Aug. 27 76,738.66

Total $421,452.74

Lena, the Horseshoer.

Of the 2S0.O0O women and girls in Chicago who sew, cook,

clerk, wash, scrub, nurse, teach, set type, trim hats, dress

hair or keep boarders for a living, less than twenty have
turned out of the beaten tracks in sear'ch of bread and butter.

The most remarkable of this score of pioneers is Lena, the

horseshoer, mother of two sons, and wife of a drunken black-

smith, with whom she lives on Larrabee street. He of the

lager-loving propensities is a member of a Turner club which
meets regularly every Sunday in a Lincoln Park Pavilion.

Excellent orchestral music is furnished in the afternoon with
frankfurts, potato salad, rye bread and beer, cul lib. There is

a ball in the evening the year round, and the dances are so

numerous that in order to keep their engagements on a full

programme the Suabiun belles go from the arms of their part-

ners on Monday morning diredly to the wash tubs along the

avenues of the North Side. Jacob, the husband of the horse-

shoer, takes a lively interest in all these merry-go-rounds,

and when they are over is good for nothing till Wednesday or

Thursday. Notwithstanding this regular indisposition of the

boss, the shop is open at sun-rise six days in the week. His
better half blows the furnace and fires the irous. Wheu
necessity requires her to be up-stairs tending to her house-
hold cares her 111 tie eight-year-old son mends the "fire and
keeps shop, using a toy whistle to call her when a customer
stops in front of the door. At the first sound of the reed she
drops her baby or sewing and in a minute or so is standing

in the doorway with her hands on her hips, her brow wrinkled
with thoughts of the possible difficulties of the job, her arms
and throat bare, and wearing a leather-fronted, gored dress

just clearing her knees. Her feet are covered with stout slip-

pers of goat skin not high enough to conceal a pair of high
boottops which are not noticed till she pushes her dress to

one side and gets the horse's foot between her kuees. The
hoof is pared and trimmed just as any smith would prepare

it, and when the right sized shoes are found she begins to

hum triumphantly to herself, and between the clink of the

nails and the raps of the hammer one may hear strains from
Strauss, or the music of the future. It is enough to say of

her work that customers who know her never mistrust her
ability to shoe a horse or set a broken axle, while those who
visit her for the first time are favorably impressed with her
still tongue and businesslike manner. As an innovation she
is certainly an admirable substitute, because her patrons

never feel called upon to pay for the drinks, there is no pro-

fanity iu her shop, and there is no room for the neighborhood
loungers. But for all these virtues she is not likely to become
popular, for it does violence to the taste of the city to see her

matrons reduced to the trades that have degraded the world
of woman in Austria, Germany and merry England.

—

Ameri-

J can Sportsman, Cin., O.

Death of Dew Drop.

Dew Drop, the famous three-year-old daughter of Falsetto

and Explosion, died at noon, the 11th inst., in the stables

occupied by her owners, the Dwyer Brothers, on the grounds
of the Coney Island Jocky Club, at Sheapshead Bay. Her
death is ascribed to cerebro- spinal meningitis. Dew Drop, as a

two-year-old, ran in the colors of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, aud
when that gentleman retired from the turf the filly was pur-
chased by the Dwyer Brothers at the great Rancocas sale,

February 27th of the current year, for $29,000. Dew Drop
was considered one of the greatest of American racers, and
although her career was short, she earned over $47,000 on
the turf. A brief history of the famous mare is as follows:

Dew Drop ran ten times as a two-year-old, winning six

races, finishing second in oue and running unplaced in three.

Her total winnings in 18S5 amounted to $17,097. One of her
great victories of that year was scored in the Great Eastern
Handicap, three-quarters of a mile, at Sheepshead Bay, when
she ran away from a field of nineteen of her age, and won in

a canter by four lengths, in 1:16|. In the Champagne Stakes
for two-year-olds, at Jerome Park, she took up 122 lbs. and
beat a good field, finishing in a canter by one length and a
half, iu 1:18|, Her last race of that year was in the Electric

Stakes, oue mile, at Baltimore, when she again won easily in

1:44}, with 107 lbs. up.
As a three-year-old Dew Drop started thirteen times, win-

ning eight races, running second in four and third in one.

Her total winnings for the year foot up $30,225. In her first

race of the year she was beaten 03- The Bard, to whom she
conceded 4 lbs., in the Spindrift Stakes, at a mile and quarter,

in 2:09£. She won the Monmouth Oaks, same distance, very
easily in 2:10^; romped away with the Stockton Stakes,

Bame distance, in 2:13:j and easily secured the Stevens Stakes,

one mile and five furlongs, in 2:54J. In this race she virtu-

ally gave The Bard 5 lbs, as both carried 118 lbs. The Pali-

sade Stakes, mile and an eighth, Dew Drop won under a

strong pull in 2:025, with 120 lbs. up. She won the Eaton-
town Stakes, one mile, in 1:43}, and the West End Stakes,

mile and a half, in 2:43, with 120 lbs. up.

Stock Premiums at the State Fair.

HORSES THOROUGHBRED.

Stallions—Best four-year-old and over, H. S. Sargent's

Joe Daniels; second, T. Jones' King Daniels.

Best three-year-old, L. H. Todhunter's Monte Cristo.

Best two-year-old, F. Depoister's Blackstone.

Best one year-old, C. Halverson's Daisy Dumple; second,

W. M. Murry' Brother to Collier.

Mares—Best three-year-old, C. Halverson's Louise D.;
second, C. Halverson's Nellie Fashion.

Be6t mare colt under one year, C. Halverson.
Families—Best thoroughbred dam with not less than two

of her colts, all thoroughbreds, C. Halverson's Maggie S.

HOUSES FOE ALE WORK.

Stallions—Best four years aud over, J. Soverign, Wood-
land, Grover Cleveland; second, C. L. Fox, San Jose, Edin-
burgh.
Best three-year-old, W. E. Comstock, Pleasant Grove,

General: second, Wm. Bandeen, Sacramento, Silver Leaf.

Best two-year-old, W. F. Bryan, Koutiers, Comet; second,

Walter Mastin, Davisville, Yolo Chief.

Under one year, R. J. Merkley, Sacramento, Bay Tim;
second, A. D. Miller, Walsh's Station, Bay Deforest.

Mares—Best four-year-old and one with colt, M. Wick,
Oroville, Fly and colt; second, P. Kussell, Brighton, Kate and
colt.

Best four-year-old, W. E. Comstock, Lena Leinster; second,

J. T. Mackintosh, Chico, Solitaire.

Best three-year-old, W. E. Comstock, Dolly Douglass;
second, A. D. Miller, Buttercup.
Best two-year-old, Ben E. Harris, San Francisco, Edna;

second, W. A. Munion, Dixon, Minnie.
Best one-year-old, A. D. Miller, Luella; second, W. A.

Munion, Susie.

Best suckling colt, R. J. Merkley, Nan; second, A. D.
Miller, Rosebud.
Best stallion, other than thoroughbred, with not less than

five of his colts, open to all, Irwin Ayres' Mambrino Wilkes.

Best dam, other than thoroughbred, with not less than two
of her colts, M. W. Hicks' Mary.

DRAFT HORSES—PERCHERONS.

Stallions—Best four-year-nld and over, C. E. Porter's Ber-

tem; second, L. C. Ruble's Damala.
Best two-year-old, C. K. Bailey :

s Black.

CLYDESDALES.

Stallions—Best four-year-old and over, C. Halverson's
Canadian King.
Best three-year-old, James Roberts' Duke.
Mares—Best four-year-old aud over with colt, J. Roberts'

Jule.

Best two-year-old, J. Roberts' Damsel.
Best one-year-old, J. Roberts' Dolly.

DRAFT HORSES OTHER THAN NORMANS, PERCHERONS OR CLYDES-
DALES.

Stallions—Best four years old and over, H. S. Madison
Young's Donald Diunie; second, B. J. Merkley's Belgrave,
Best three years old, R. J. Merkley's St. Lawrence; second

F. Cox's Black Prince.
Best two years old, W. L. Overhiser's Granger; second, A.

F. Cos's Charley.
Best one-year-old, R. J. Merkley's Vandee, Jr.; second, A.

J. Ogden's Napoleon.
Best under oue year old, C. K. Bailey; second, R. J.

Merkley.
Mares—Best four-year-old and over, with colt. R. J.

Merkley's Fauchon; second, J. T. Whitney's Catoh.
Best four-year-old, R. J. Merkley? second, J. T. Whitney,
Best three-year-old, C. E. Porter; secoud, H. H. Wilson.
B^st two-year old, C. P. Berry; second, R. J. Merkley.
Best one-year-old, Mike Judge; second, J. T. Whitney.
Best suckling colt, J. T. Whitney.

STANDARD TROTTERS.

Stallions—Best four-year-old and over, W. M. Billups,

Colusa, Tiltou Almont; second, H. S. Beals, Sacramento,
Berlin.

Best three-year-old, J. W. Martin, Yolo, Clay Duke; sec-

ond, L. Whitimore, Wuodlaud, Caliph.
Best, two-year-old, Irviu Ayres, Oakland, Romain; second,

C. B. Abrams, Biggs, I. L.
Best one-year-old, M. W. Hicks' Waverly.
Best suckling colt, M. W. Hicks' Majesty; second, G. W.

Hancock's Specie.

Mares—Best four-year-old and over, F. T. Underhill's Acme;
second, J. H. Tennant's Arthena.
Best three-year-old, H. S. Beals' Miller's Maid.
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Best two-year-old, Irvin AyreB* Veronica; second, G. W.
Hancock's Daisy.

Best one-year-old, E. McEnespey's Bridget 31c; second, J.

A. McClond's Carrie Ternon.
Best suckling colt, il. W. Hicks' llollie.

JACKS, JENNIES AND MOLES.

Jacks—Four years and over, Henry Klemp, Pleasant Grove,
Jumbo, W.L. Ashe, Stockton, Blocking Bird.

Sueklincs—Levi Carter, Ceres, Washington Eclipse, Jr.,

W- A. Munion, Black Jack.

Jennies—Four-year-olds, Levi Carter, Ceres, Julia; W. A.

Munion, Dixon, Fanny.
Mules—Span of any age, C. P. Berry, Wheatland, Done and

Bummer; W. A. Munion, Dixon, Susie and Beauty.

CATTLE—DURHAMS

.

Bulls—Best three-year-old and over, Colonel Younger, San
Jose, Forest King; second, Hyde & Moore, Visalia; Oxford
Duke Third.
Best two-year-old, Peter Peterson, Maxwell, Maxwell Chief;

second, Colonel Younger, San Jose; Third, Kirklevington of

F. H.
Best one-year-old, Peter Peterson, King Phillis; second, B.

J. Merbley, Sacramento, Lafayette.

Best bull calf, R. J. Merkley, Sacramento, Pat Henry;
second, Hyde & Moore, Kaweah Duke Third.

Cows—Best three-year-old and over. Colonel Younger, Bed
Dolly Fourteenth; second, Wilford Page, Petaluma, Belle

Medico.
Best two-year-old, Colonel Younger, Amelia Eleventh;

second, W. Page, Peerless.

Best one-year-old, Colonel Younger, Oxford Bose Sixth;

second, Peter Peterson, Bosalie K.
Best heifer calf. Peter Peterson, Jennie McL; second, W.

Page, Belle of the Meade.
Herd—Best herd of thoroughbred Durham cattle, over two

years old, one male and four females, silver pitcher or cash,

$60, Colonel Younger.

JERSEYS AND GUERNSEYS.

Bulls—Best three-year-old and over, Thomas Ward, Oak-
land, William; second, H. S. Sargent, Stockton, Earl of Mame-
luke.
Best two-year-old, E. W. Maslin, Loomis, Rino; second,

Thomas Ward, Oakland Chief.

Best one-year-old, Thomas Ward, William; second, Robert
Beck, San Francisco, Roderick Dhu.
Best bull calf, Robert Beck, Fitz-James; second, A. L.

Nichols, Sacramento, Ben Nevis.

Cows—Best three years and over, J. D. Smith, Livermore,

Susan Titus; second, H. S. Sargent, Daisy W.
Best two-year-old, H. S. Sargent, Queenie; second, Thomas

Ward, Lady Maud.
Best one-year-old, A. L. Nichols, Bellaire; second, H. S.

Sargent, May Day.
Best heifer calf, H. S. Sargent, calf by Earl Mameluke;

second, fawn calf by Bay Knight of St. Louis.

Herds—Best herd of thoroughbreds over two years, H. S.

Sargent, Earl Mameluke, silver pitcher or $6*0.

Best uhder two years, H. S. Sargent, Earl of Lockford and
four cows, silver pitcher or S30.

DBVOSS.

Bulls—Best one-year-old, R. McEnespey, Chico, Salute.

Cows—Best three-year-old and over, R. McEnespey, May-
flower; second, R. McEnespey, Princess.

Best one-year-old, R. McEnespey, Helene.

AYRSHIRES.

Bulls—Best three-year-old and over, Tyler Beach, San Jose,

Narragansett Chief; second, Bement & Son, Linda 2d.

Best two-year-old, Tyler Beach, Burton.

Best one-year-old, Bement & Son, Ethelbert; second,

Bement & Son, Campbell.
Best bull calf, Bement & Son, Elector; second, Tyler

Beach, Quicksilver.

Cows—Best three-year-old and over, Tyler Beach, Prissy;

second, Bement & Son, Stelleta.

Best two-year-old, Bement & Son, Sybella; second, Tyler

Beach, Dina.
Best one-vear-old, Bement & Son, Mirella; second, Tyler

Beach, Medea.
Best heifer calf, Bement & Son, Ethelberta; second, Tyler

Beach, Mattie B.

Herd—Best thoroughbreds, of any age, to consist of one
male and four females, owned by one person, silver pitcher or

$60, Bement & Son, Archie, Stelleta, Lady Faxon, Mariania

and Sybella.
HEEEFORDS.

Bulls—Best three-year-old and over, Williams & Saxe, San
Francisco, Poverty.

Best two-year-old, Williams & Saxe, Rocket.

Best one-year-old, Williams & Saxe, Fairfax; second, Wil-

liams & Saxe, Pleasant Wilton.

HOLSTEIN OR FRIESIAN.

Balls—Best three-year-old and over, J. H. White, Lake-

ville, Usurper; second, L. Stanford's Yount Kurt.

Best two-year-old, L. Stanford's Mahomet of Palo Alto;

second, J. H. White's Prince of Harlem.
Best one-year-old, L. Stanford's Nodine Yeeman; second,

J. H. White's Liecester.

Best bull calf, J. H. White's Cochise; second, L. Stanford's

Lecto.
Cows—Best three-year-old and over, L. Stanford's Clara

Hamilton; second, J. H. White's Aunemie.
Best two-year-old, J. H. White's Wayward; second, F. T.

Underbill, Santa Barbara, Dame Trot 3d.

Best one-year-old, J. H. White's Oscala; second, L. Stan-

ford's Barbara Maid.
Best heifer calf, L. Stanford's Infelice, second; J. H.

White's Lasquite.
Herd—Best herd of any age, one male and four females,

silver pitcher or $60, J. H. White's Usnrper, Annemie, Way-
ward, Oscala and Sierra.

ANGUS OR GALLOWAYS.

Bulls—Best three-year-old and over, Leonard Bros.' Sir

Stafford; second, Leonard Bros.' Hopeful of Lyons.
Best two-year-old, Leonard Bros.' The Badger; second,

Leonard Bros.' Lyman of Mt. Leonard.
Best one-year-old, Leonard Bros.' The Boss; second,

Marysville Live Stock Company's Leander.

Beat bull calf, Leonard Bros.' Bruce of MountLeonard;
second, Leonard Bros.' Lux of Mt. Leonard.

Cows—Best three-year-old and over, Leonard Bros.' Dolly

Second of Tarbreoch; second, Leonard Bros.' Sally of the

Hirst.

Best two-year old, Marysville Live Stock Company's Forest

Rose; second, Leonard Bros.' Crathet of Mt. Leonard.

Best one-year-old, Leonard Bros.' Nancy Lee of Mt. Leon-
ard; second, Marysville Live Stock Company's Princess

Isabel.

Best heifer calf, Leonard Bros.'Joy of Mt. Leonard; second,
Leonard Bros. 1 Romola Second.
Herd—Best herd of thoroughbred Angus or Galloway cat-

tle, of any age, one male and four females, silver pitcher or
$60, Leonard Bros.

GRADED CATTLE.

Cows—Best three-year-old and over, Robert Ashburner,
Baden Station, Music.

Best two-year-old, P. H. Murphy, Brighton, Daisy.
Best one-year-old, P. Peterson, Maxwell, Rose.

SWEEPSTAKES.
Bull of any age or breed—Robert Ashburner, Baden, silver

pitcher or $100.
Best cow ofany age—Colonel Younger, San Jose, Red Dolly,

silver pitcher or §100.
Best bull and three of his calves—Colonel Younger, Fifth

Kirklevington, silver pitcher or §100.

HEED SWEEPSTAKES.

Beef breeds—Best herd one boll and live cows or heifers,
ColonelYounger, ForestKing and family.
Milk breeds—Best herd one bull and five cows or heifers,

Leland Stanford, San Francisco, Mahomet of Palo Alto and
family.

SHEEP.

Merinos—Best ram, two-year-old and over. F. Bullard's
Long Wool; second, James Roberts, Irvington Squatter.

Best ram, one-year-old and under two, F. Ballard's Goldeu
Fleece; second, James Robert's Bulger.
Best three ram lambs, F. Bullard; second, James Roberts.
Best pen of not less than five ewes, two-years old and over,

F. Bullard; second, James Roberts.
Best pen of noc less than rive ewes, one-year-old and under

two, F. B lllard; second, James Roberts.
Best pen of not less than five ewe lambs, F. Bullard;

second, James Roberts.
Best ram and five of his lambs, F. Bullard; second, James

Roberts.
Southdowus—Best ram, any age, R. H. Crane, Petaluma;

second, George Bement, Redwood City.

Best pen ewes, not less than five, of any age, R. H. Crane;
second, George Bement.
Best ram and five of his lambs, R.H.Crane; second, George

Bement.
Sweepstakes—Best ram of any age or any breed, and five of

his lambs, F. Bullard, Woodland.

ANGORA GOATS.

Thoroughbreds—Best buck, two-years old and over, T. H,
Harlan, Williams, Governor Helm.
Best buck under two-years old, M. Wick, Oroville, Law-

rence.

Best pen of not less than three does, two-years old and
ver, J. Weyaud, Colusa.
Best pen of not less than three does, under two years, T.

H. Harlan.
Graded—Best pen of not less than three does, two-years

old and over, J. Weyand.
Best pen of not less than three does, under two years, T.

H. Harlan.
Herd—Best herd of not less than ten of any age or breed,

J. Weyand.
SWINE.

Berkshire—Bestboartwo years old and over, A. Smith, Red-
wood City, Redwood Duke; second, J. Rider, Sacramento,
Royal Bismarck.
Best boar under two years, J. Rider, Mingo Chief.
Best boar six months old and under one year, Andrew

Smith, Redwood Duke 2d; second, A. Smith's Tyrant.
Best breeding sow, John Rider's Princess Bismark; second,

Andrew Smith's Belle Roche Princess.
Best sow six mont is old and under one year, Andrew

Smith. Redwood Princess; second, Andrew Smith, Redwood
Lass 2d.

Best pair of pigs under six months old, Andrew Smith;
second, Andrew Smith.
Essex—Best pair of pigs under six months old, George

Bement «fc Son, Redwood City.

Poland-China—Best boar two years old and over, J. Mei-
vin, Davisville, Arthur; second. J. Melvin's Stubby.
Best boar under two years old, J. Melvin's Spotted Dick;

second, J. Melvin's Black Duke.
Best boar six months old and under one year, J. Melvin's

Stubby Seco'nd; second, J. Melvin's Stubby Third.
Best breeding sow, J: Melvin's Bertha Bess; second, J.

Melvin's Angela Golddust.
Best sow six months old and under one year, J. Melvin'6

Annie; second. J. Melvin's Betty.

Best pair of pigs under six months old, J. Melvin's King
and Lily; secoud, P. H. Murphy, Brighton, Dick and Bess.
Duroc or Jersey Red3—Best boar under two-years old, J.

Kennedy, Sacramento, Dick.
Best breeding sow, J. Kennedy's Susie; second, T. Waite,

Brighton, Shippe.
Best sow six months old and under one year, J. Kennedy's

Phcebe Jane.
Sweepstakes—Best boar, any age or breed, A.Smith's Red-

wood Duke. Best sow, any age or breed, A. Smith. Best
pen of six pigs, under six months, A. Smith. Best family all

of the same breed, one boar, two sows and six pigs, A. Smith.

POULTRY.

Light Brahmas—Best cock and hen, M. W. Parker, Biggs;

best cock and pullet, to same; best breeding pen, one male
and four females, to same.
Dark Brahmas—Best cock and hen, Pacific Incubator Co.,

Oakland; best cock and pullet, T. -Waite, Brighton; best

breeding pen, one mrle and four females, to same.
Langshans—Best pair, to same; best cock and pullet, to

same; best breeding pen, one male and four females, to same.
Buff Cochins—Best pair, M. W. Parker; best cock and

pullet, E. I. Robinson; best breeding pen, one male and four
females, to same.

Partridge Cochins—Best pair. Pacific Incubator Co.; best

cock and pullet, T. Waite; best breeding pen, one male aud
four females, Puciic Incubator Co.

Plymouth Rocks—Best pair, J. J. Jones; best cockerel and
pullet, T. Waite: best breeding pen, J. J. Jones.
Brown Leghorns—Best pair, J. J. Jones; best cockerel and

pullet, T. Waite; best breeding pen, J. J. Jones.
White Leghorns—Best pair, T. Waite; best cockerel and

pullet, J. J. Jones; best breeding pen, J. J. Jones.
White-faced Black Spanish—Best pair, E. I. Robinson;

best cockerel and pullet, to same; best breeding pen to same.
Hon dans—Best pair, Pacific Incubator Company; best

breeding pen, to same.
Silver-spangled Hamburgs—Best pair, best cockerel and

pullet, and best breeding peu, T. Waite.
Polish—Best pair white-crested, T. Waite; best pair Golden

spargled. Pacific Iucnba'or Company; best cockerel and pul-

let, T. Waite; best breeding pen, T, Waite.

Wyandottes—Best pair, T. Waite; best cockerel and pullet,
to same; best breeding pen, to same.

Seabright Bantams—Best pair, Pacific Incubator Co.
Black-breasted Red Game Bantams—Best pair, Pacific Incu-

bator Co.
Pit Games—Best pair, P. J. Williams, Sacramento; best

breeding pen, to same.
Turkeys—Best pair bronze, T. Waite.
Geese—Best pair, T. Waite, Toulouse geese.
Ducks—Best pair Rouens, T. Waite; best pair Pekins, to

same.
Guinea Fowls—Best pair. Pacific Incubator Co.
The Pacific Incobator Company has an exhibit of six

carrier pigeons, for which the committee recommends a special
premium.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association.

Fall Meeting 18S6,

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th,

TUESDAY, Nov. 16th,

THURSDAY, Nov. 13th,

SATURDAY. Nov. 20th.

Additional Races aud Extra Days will be annonnced
later. The following Slakes aud Purses will close

Saturday, October 16th.

FIRST DAY.
No. 1.—Salutation Puese, $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third ;

for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three years old 3nd upward"
allowed seven pounds; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.—The Ladies' Stakes for two-year-old fillies; 850 each; $25
forfeit, or $10 if declared out August 1 , 1886, with -9300 added; second to
save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. n.—The Bat Crrr Stakes, for all ages; $100 each; $50 forfeit*
S2C if declared out November 1, 1S86, with 3800 added; second horse to
receive $2u0 ; third to save stake. Winners of two races this year of
the aggregate value of $5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No. 4.—Pcese $400, of which S50 to second; $25 to third; for two*
year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any value
to carry rule weights. Colts that have run second, but not better, in
any two-year-old race allowed 3 pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds.
One mile.

SECOND DAY.
No. 5.—Pcese $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for all ages.

"Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 10 pounds. One mile.

No. 6.—The Eqtjitt Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each; p. p., with
$400 added; first horse to receive the added money; the second 70 per
cent., and the third 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of anv two-
year-old race of the value of $300 to carry 5 pounds extra; of two or
more such races 7 pounds extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.

No. 7.—The Pabk Stages, for all ages; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 if
declared out November 1st, with $6oD added, of which $luo to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake race this year of the
value) of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.
No. 8.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for three-

year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of $1,000 this year to
carry* 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and au eighth.

THIRD DAY.
No. 9.—Selling Puiise, $400, of which $50 to the second; $25 to the

third; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,500. Two pounds allowed for
each $100 below, and 2 pounds added for each $100 above fixed valua-
tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.- The Finigan Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each; S25 forfeit-
S10 if declared out August 1, 1886, with $400 adJed; second to save
slake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 11.—The Wisteb Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages : SICO each*
Sou forfeit; $ii0 if declared out, with $800 added, of which $200 to
second horse; third to save stake. Weights announced on the first
day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
and three-eighths.

No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds
; $100 each ; $2J forfeit

$300 added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Two miles Closed'
August 1. 1884.

FOURTH DAY.
No. 13.—Pt?ese$400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for two-year-

oldB; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry 5 pounds
extra; winner of one to carry 3 pounds extra; horses that have been
placed second but not better to carry rule weights ; all others allowed
5 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seveu.ei<*blhs
of a mile.

No. 14.—The Vestal Stakes. -For three-year-old fillies; $25 each;
p. p., with $300 added; $100 to second; third to save stake.

'

One mile'
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884.

No. 15.—The Del Bio Stakes.—For all ages, $100 each; $50 forfeit;
tWit declared out November 1, 1886 with $1,000 added; of whfch $ao6
to second; bird to save stake. Winners of a stake race this vear of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles and r»n eighth.

No. 16.—Puiise $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; a free
handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a. m., the day
before the race; declarations due at 6 p. m. the same day. Oue mile.

CONDITIONS.
Starters in all races must be named to the Secretary, nr through the

entry-box at the track at G o'clock p. If., thu day before the race, when
the right to forfeit in stakes ceases. No horse so uimeJ as a starter
will be allowed to forfeit except by permission of the judges when tha
race is called, and then only when .special and good cause is shown.
Entrance free forstarters in purses. Non-starters can declare out at

6 P. m. the day proceeding the race, by paying .

r
> per cent. After that

time can only be excused by presiding judge, and iu such case 10 per
cent, on amount of purse must be paid.

The Association reserves the right to postpone races on account of
unfavorable weather or other sufficient cause.

lu the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all'other decl-uationa
are oil.

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money.
Allowances must be claimed when the entry i-j made.
Parties not having registered colors will be required to name their

color with tb- ir entry.
Entries close with the Secretary on Saturdav, October lGtb.

J. I* KATilHONE*. l'i

E. 8. CUI/VEB, Secretary. 50b Montgomery St..

sept 18
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Sportinsr Notes.

It is very amusing to read the comments
upon Beach's refusal of Haitian's challenge

to row over the Tyne champion course.

Some Eastern sporting papers have dubbed
Beach a coward, showing their own ignorance
of the meaning of the word and the character

of the man upon whom they would fasten the

reproach. The actual case is as follows:

Beach had beaten Hanlan twice, with greater

ease in the second than iu the 6rst race.

Since then Hanlan has been defeated by Tee-
/oer, and the latter in due course by Gaudaur,
and within a month Beach has defeated both
Teemer and Gaudaur. The Australian has
been in London since May, but Hanlan never
offered a challenge until Beach was preparing

to start for Sydney. The champion replied

that he would row Hanlan over the Parra-

metta course and stake §5,000 against Eton-

ian's §4,000. This is not an unreasonable
reply. If Hanlan really warts to row Beach
and has any expectation of beating him, $1,000
is sufficient margin for him to make the trip

to Sydney, Australia.

That Englishmen or Britishers do not lack

courage has just been pleasantly proved. No
sooner were the results of Galatea's races for

the America's cup known, than another chal-

lenge is issued and again by a private yachts-

man. Mr. James Bell of the Royal Clyde
Club has sent a formal challenge to the New
"York Yacht Club to race for the America's cup
next season. And he has given an order to

Fyfe, the well-known Clyde builder, to put a

cutter together for that purpose. She is to be
ready for the opening of the English racing

season, and thoroughly tried against the pick
of the racing fleet in English waters, then cross

the Atlantic and enter the lists against what-
ever craft American yachtsmen may nominate.
The builder is one of the most successful on
the Clyde; his Clara has distanced all American
sloops and cutters of her class, and should
Fyfe do as well with a 90-ton yacht as he has
done with this 30-tonner, she will give a good
account of herself. Yachtsmen may therefore

anticipate another brilliant seaeon in Eastern
waters next year.

The growth of International sporting con-
tests Is one of the pleasant features of the age.

Since the cold, damp morning when Heenau
and Sayers punched each other's heads inter-

nationally, there has been great advancement
in the forms of contest for supremacy in sport

between this country and Great Britain.

Rifle matches, rowing matches, yacht races

and cricket matches have taken place with
the country's honor at stake in each. The
rule has been that they have all promoted
good feeling, and much mutual admiration.

The latest thing is an International pigeon-
shooting match. The suggestion has been
made by this country, but as the terms of the
proposed match names clay pigeons, it is a
matter of doubt whether the Britishers will

care to exchange Blue Bocks for Willow Bat-

tern Plates.

Sir James Ashbury, ex-Commodore of the
Royal Harwich Yacht Club, is at present
making a flying visit to this city. He was
one of the first British yachtsmen to compete
for the America's Cup, which he did with
Cambria. He has been the owner of several

fine cruisers, and still ownB one, but he has
not seen her for seven years. In 1876 he
made a long visit to this city, and presented a
very handsome tankard to be competed for by
the fleet of the San Francisco Yacht Club. It

was won by the Consuelo then in her palmy
days, and owned by Messrs. Spreckels.

There is a danger that this moral city may
become puritanical. A movement has been
made to suppress betting. This reads like a
return to the old days when in Massachusetts
kissing in public was a penal offence. There
is not a close affinity between betting and
kissing, but enough to adorn a moral. If the

matter of betting should be seriously looked
into those who wish to suppress it would find

that the opinion of backers of horses was that

the game is rapidly suppressing itself, a
much more desirable form of remedy than an
ordinance of the Board of Supervisors.

In the East an outcry is being raised against

the constant addition of racing associations,

and the multiplication of racing meetings.
Doubtless they have good grounds for com-
plaint. Here, instead of there being a plethora
of sport, the difficulty is the other way.
Californians have not seen enough good horse
racing to beoome thoroughly imbued with
its spirit. But the seed has been sown in
productive soil and will bear fruit in good
season with all the luxuriousness which has
made the soil and climate of the State famous
throughout the world.

Next Saturday the California Lawn Tennis
Club will start a series of champion matches
for members of the club. They will all be sin*

gles and no handicaps made. There will

also be a series of matches for ladies on even
terms. For each series suitable trophies will be
secured. One advantage of the non-handicap
system is that the matches can be played off

rapidly.

There is a pleasant report to hand that
Galatea is to remain in American waters next
reason. Should she be joined by Marjorie
and the new Clyde yacht, British racing
pernan',s will become quite familiar in New
York, Boston and Newport waters. Happily
there is room enough for them all,

No fly fisherman of more than a very short lent appreciation of the delicate harmony that
experience can have failed to appreciate the
defects common to pretty much all reels

found in the Bhops. Many of them are of
superior workmanship, but in principle are
faulty. Others approximate correctness in
principle, while being too heavy or imperfect
in detail of construction. There is a olass

which prefers multipliers, which must of
necessity embody mechanism which adds
weight to what should be as light as possible.

We are of those who use and prefer the
plain click reel. In the years largely given
up to fishing, we have owned a great many
reels of that style, made in all ordinary
material, and of varying Bizes and weights,
but have never found one which met all

proper demands from such an appliance.
The oost of the reels has by no means meas-
ured their excellence. Some of the dearest
have been most objectionable, while others of
very moderate price have given a good deal
of satisfaction. During the season just clos-

ing we have used several brass-bound, rubber
reels, fairly fitted, and quite comfortable to

manipulate, but unnecessarily heavy, and of
little lasting worth.

From time to time we have ventured from
the beaten track and had reels made, but to

no marked advantage, either because unfor-
tunate in choosing bungling mechanics, or
because of faulty specifications. The reels es-

pecially made have been no better than those to

be had from dealers. For a year past we have
been studying and experimenting with alum-
inum under difficulties and without conclu-
sive results, and some months since we con-
sulted Messrs. Clabrough & Golcher, with a
view of getting them to attempt to carry out cer-

tain notions about a reel for fly-fishing. They
did not rise to the offer with eagerness, but at

last agreed to try and follow suggestions, and
on last Wednesday sent to us a seventy-five
yard reel, of such superb proportioning, ex-

quisite workmanship and perfect adaptability
to the uses to which it is likely to be put, that
it cannot but interest fishermen and serve as

a pattern for other orders.

It is a raised pillar with handle Bet in a
plate that revolves flush with the frame. The
bearings are ground pivots of hardened steel,

all else is aluminum. The reel holds, with-
out jamming, seventy-five yards of ordinary
fine waterproof silk line. It weighs scant two
ounces and a quarter, although of solid
metal, of thickness sufficient to insure rigidity

and prevent injury from knocks. Its color,

the bluish-white of aluminum, is not par-
ticularly objectionable, and when weighed
against its many goodnesses is a trifle. JSVe

can find no fault with it and consider it a
perfect instrument.

In justice to its skillful makers, and in
order to gratify those who will wish to

examine it, we shall leave it with the Messrs.
Golcher on Monday next, and hope the many
excellent fishers will see it and suggest im-
provements, if possible. To our notion it is

the ideal reel.

THE OPEftA.
Iolanthe.

The production of this opera on Monday
night by the Duff Company, at the Baldwin,

was a complete success. Every phrase that

can be used to express the highest order

of pleasure would be quite appropriate in

describing it. In many respects it is the finest

work that Gilbert and Sullivan have jointly
produced. The character of the music is of a
high order. There is a fine balance preserved
between the orchestral and vocal numbers,
and the allotments for the leading characters
and chorus secures a spirited variety all

through. If this may be allowed as au excel-

lence, then Iolanthe is most excellent. The
demands made upon the voices are never too
severe, and yet there is enough force put into
the compositions to make them worthy of
artists of the most perfect cultivation. Th
parts that are written in a purely comio vein
have all those happy contrasts which Sullivan
uses with a master's hand. Gilbert's share of
the work is a blending of humor and satire
that sustains a constant ripple of merriment.
His home thrusts at the British House of Peers
are audacious but never coarse, and the ridi-

cule he heaps upon the members, coming
from themselves, cuts deeply without wound-
ing. The opera has been made familiar to
San Francisco audiences by several produc-
tions, many of them of the cheap kind, but it

has elements which to be thoroughly enjoyed
must be made familiar. When it was played
by the Abbott Company, at the same theatre,
a couple of years ago, it was new, and much of
its brightness and vim were lost to the audi-
ence, through the flashes of humor and satiri-

cal thrusts following each other so rapidly
that they lessened the force eaoh of the
other. But on Monday night this loss wbb
not appareut. The audience not only caught
the spirit of the whole performance, but they
grasped oach happy allusion, grotesque para-
dox and far-fetched transition with avidity
that was delightful to share.
The fairy element in the piece allowed the

manager to show his taste in a lot of rich and
artistic garments. The leadiug ladies were
beautifully and poetically robed, and the
picturesque costumes of the British nobility
two hundred years ago, made np a brilliant
contrast to the classical dresses of" the ladies.

can be produced by negative colors. The
male chorus wore the Bplendid robes of the
period of the restoration. Of the characters
the highest praise must be written. MiBs
Russell, as Phyllis, left nothing to be desired.
She has a lovely figure, just suited to such a
part, the ideal Arcadian shepherdess. Her
beautiful face is full of changing expressions,
as soft as the light on meadow or brook; her
voice rich, clear, and under perfect control.
She sang as if born to sing such a part. She
has rare gifts as an actress, never once over-
stepping the modest manner of a maiden, con-
scious of being amongst her superiors, and
yet not failing to see the fun of the absurd
situations. Her graceful movements, perfect
ease and manifest spirit of knowing just what
to do and how it should be done, made up a
combination of excellencies new to comic
opera in this city, and as delightful as it was
fresh. The Lord Chancellor could hardly be
done better than by Mr. Ryley, his small
almost wizened figure, his rapid movements,
his keen appreciation of the burlesque ele-

ment, and his evident relish for the fun of
the moment, carried the whole house with
him. People were read? to laugh when he
opened his lips, long before the sound of
his voice had crossed the footlights. His
singing added force to the general complete-
ness of the character.

Mr Hilliard sang deliciously as Earl Tollol-

ler, and he looked all over the innocent mor-
tal that his speeches suggest him to be. The
Earl of Mountararat was in good hands and
Mr. Hamilton's name is opposite the Earl's.

The two noble Lords were a splendid foil to

each other, and kept their share of the fun in

good running order. Mr. Dungan looked a

very handsome Strephon, and played the char-

acter of the half-and-half fairy and mortal
splendidly; he sang well, and did his full

share to make the piece "go." Mrs. Seguin
looked queenly as Queen of Fairies. She
acted well, as she always does, and her fine

voice added to the charm of the beautiful

music allotted to the Fairy Queen. Iolanthe
was taken by Miss Jarbeau, of which she tried

to make the most. The three Fairies were the
Misses Cleveland, Millard and Nash, and they
made a very pleasant trio. Mr. Edwin Webb,
as the Lord Chancellor's train-bearer, showed
him how much can be done with a small part;

so did Mr. Boudinot as Private Willits. The
dialogue was spoken with a great deal of pre-
cision, showing excellent training, and the tine

appreciation of the speakers for Gilbert's

comedy. In the solo "Good morrow, good
lover," Miss Russell sang bewitchingly, and in

the duet with Strephon, "None shall part us
from each other" they won a recall; and again
in the duet "If we're weak enough to tarry

ere we marry." Mr. Ryley sang "The law is

a true embodiment of everything that's excel-

lent, " and was loudly encored; and also for the

song "When I went to the bar as a very
young man, said I to myself, said I," he was
kept busy adding gags for several minutes.
Mr. Hamilton sang the fine old song, "Britian

really ruled the waves in good Queen Bess'

time," with great spirit, and like all the other
good things, it was re-demanded. The chorus
"JUoudly let the trumpet bray" brought on the

chorus, and they made an excellent impres-
sion, which was sustained throughout the

evening. Mrs. Seguin's best number was the
song "Think you because his brave array my
bosom thaws, I'd disobey our fairy laws,"

which she rendered beautifully. The opera
will be continued next week. Every one
should see it, for a more perfectly rounded
performance could not be desired. Strong in

every part, and as pleasing as it is finished.

No screaming farce could be one-half so effec-

tive in banishing the blues as the present

Iolanthe at the Baldwin.

AUCTION SALE
-OF —

Standard Bred

Trotting Stallions,
Brood-ISares. Colts, Fillies and Ueldings.

Graded Jersey Cattle. Farming
Implements, etc., etc.

PROPERTY OF

J. T. Mcintosh, Esq.,
(Sold on account of the expiration of leas© of Farm)

AT

BAY RANCH,
3 milt?, from I'lIM'O. Butte Co.,

-ON-

Wednesday, Oct. 20, '86.

At tO A.ltf.

CATALOGUES giving full description ami pedi-
gree maybe hail upon application to MR. McINTOSH,
P. O. Box CO Clilco, or to the Auctioneers.
Term* ol Sale—All eumV under 8100 cub; over

that amount ten months, approved paper, interest 10
per cent, per annum.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers,

The chorus of fairiea was dressed with excel- ' 1 16 Montgomery Street, San I'runclaco.

Eintracht Exhibition.

The visitors evening at the Eintracht Hall,
on Thursday last, was one of the pleasantest
yet enjoyed there. Jumping, parallel bars,
ladder act, fencing, boxing and wrestling were
the events. The feature being two Grajco-
ISoman wrestling bouts by Messrs. Davis of
the Olympic Club, and E. A. Kolb of the
Eintracht. Davis is strong for his weight,
Bcienced and plucky, while Kolb, weighing
Borne sixteen pounds more is equally at home
in that style, and of course baa the advantage
of reach and weight. The honors were
divided, each winning a fall.

The boxing craze seems likely to revive.
Professionals are flocking to San Francisco,
and amateurs not uufreqnently indulge in
hard encounters.

Professor Watson of the Olympic and Acme
Clubs is developing a superior lot of boxers.
He seems to have the facultyof instilling both
a knowledge of the art and courage as well.
Several of his pupils, eepecially iu the Acme
Club being already very stout boxers.

THE

Rancocas Stud
Will be sold at Public Auction, without reserve, a

Jobsiown. N. J..

Friday,Octoberl5,1886,
AT NOON.

The sale will include the five stallions

Imp. Mortemer,
Duke of Magenta,

Iroquois,

Pizzaro and
Imp. Siddartha,

And also 59 Brood-mares, among which are

Acrenoria, sister to Pizarro and dam of Pontiac.
Blairgowrie, clam of Breeze and Blossom.
Svxploslon, dam of Dew Drop.
Florence, dam of Hindoo.
Hortense, dam of Young Duke.
tetola. dam of Unrest.
lazzie Lucas, dam of Cbimera, Cyclops, etc.
Loulanier, dam of Katrine.
Minnie "'.iuor. dam of Wanda.
Ontario, dam of McWhirter, Hypasia, etc.

Pera, sister to Iroquois.
Perfection, sister to Parol.
Second Hand, dam of Exile.
Susan Ann, dam of Tfcora.
Vandalite, dam of Hiawasse, Housatonic, etc.
Wanda, Spinaway, and a number of other highly

bred ones from distinguished racing families.
Catalogues will be ready shortly, and can be had

on application at the office of the Breeder and
Sportsman, or from

S. DURIUT, Auctioneer.
41 Park Row, N. IT. City.
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Bay District

ASSOCIATION.

Notice for Entries for Fall Meet i he.

Saturday, Oct. 9. -Purse S500 for the following
named horses: Blaine, Lillie Stanley, Perihelion,
St. David, Borneo, Heality, Bay Rose, Merchant,
Artist, Adrian, Jennie B, Apex, Twinkle, Maid of
Oaks, Kate Bender, Wallace G,
Thursday, Oct. 14.—Purse $500 for the follow-

ing named pacers: Tony Leo, Fred Ross, Peacock,
Mink, Shaker, Nevada, Pocahontas, Patchen T,, Yolo,
Pedro, Patti, Elma, Sam Lewis.
Saturday, Oct, 10 —Purse S600 for the follow-

ing nanied horses: Dawn, Tbapsin, Antevolo, B. B.,
Voucher, Bay Frank, Valentine.
Thursday, Oct. "Z 1 .—Purse $500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Gus Wilkes, Como, Neil Forrest,
Fallis, Valensiu, Lottie M., Marin.
Saturday, Oct. '£3.—Purse $500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Vanderlynn, Menlo. Allan Roy,
"istcr, Manon, Albert W., B. B., Antevolo, Thapsin,
Bay Frank, Voucher, Valentine,
Thursday. Oct. 48.—Purse $400 for the follow-

ing named horses: Uncle Tom, Norval, Spry,
Hidalgo. Billy Matthews, Ed, Longfellow, Transit.
Blaine.

Saturday, Oct. 30.—Purse -S500 forthe follow-
ing named horses:—Lot Slocum, La Orange, Worm-
wood, Carrie O,, Pans-cy, Stamboul. Daisy S., Marin.
Saturday Nov. 6.— Purse $400: free for all

pacers.
These races are open to all other horses in their

respective classes.

The Association also intends to give a
Running Meeting lm-oujunction with the
above, die programme of which will be
published shortly.

S3" Entries for the above contests, will close with
the Secretary, Monday, October 4 th.

Five or more to enter; three or more to start; but
the Association reserves the right to hold a leys umn-
bextofill by deducting a proportionate amount of
tbe pureo.
The Association also proposes n Grand

Ladies' Equestrian Tournament
To Becure on entertainment of this character, that

will invite tbe approval and Interest ofthe DLOSl K\B<
tfdtouB, the association will be assisted by Capt. Bon
I'J. Harris, who will have Die personal superintend'
ouco of i in -j (V itoro of the programme, and who, as

i
.. .i ... 1

1- Board oi Dirootors, will carefully
serutiiii. '

' '; at j to Insure the undoubted
i. .] i ctalu llty ni .

.

W. H. HINCHMAN
Secretary.

25sopt2 l-iyc California Str«et , San Franc isco
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THIRTEEN REGULAR DAYS' RACING!

$55,500 in Added Money.

THE WASHINGTON PARK CLUB,
: CHICAGO, lit -

YERBA BUBNA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

Registeied in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15, 1886, and to be run tit their Summer Meeting of 1887*1

beginning Saturday, June 25tn, and ending Saturday, July 16th, including thirteen regular days' racing.

$7,500. THE AMERICAN DERBY. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1384), at $250 each, $100 f., or only $20 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or ¥40 April 1st. 18H7. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
J7,!i00 added, the second to Teceive ?l,fi00, the tbird $500 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old

stake race of the value of $3,000 to carry three lbs.; of thrae or more three-year-uld stake races of any value
five lbs. extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be ruu on the first day of the meeting. One mile and
a hall'.

$l,UOO. Tlie lakeside Stakes. $i,OOU.

A Sweepstakws for fillies two years old (foals of

18&5): $50 each h f ; or only $10 if declared out on
or before February 1st: or $15 by April "1st, 1887. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $1,000 added, thesecond to receive S200,

and the third ^1 00 out of the stakes. A winner of

any stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of

three or more such races of any value, 7 lbs.

extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

$1,000. The Kenwood Stakes. SS-OOO-
A Sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of 1885);

860 each, h f: or only Sid if declared out on or be-

fore February 1st; or $15by April 1st, 1887. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with SI,000 added, the second to receive SJOO and the

third >=1Q0 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake

race of the value of 31,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or

more Btake races of any value, 7 lb3. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

$fc,5O0. TJie Hyde Park Stakes. $9,500.

A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1885);

$100 each, h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or before

February lBt; or $'10 by April 1st, 1887. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money,
with ?2,500 added, the second to receive $400

and the third $260 out of the stakes. A winner
of any stake race of the value of 81,500 to carry-3 lbs.,

of three or more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra.

Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Si-OOO. The £ii£lewnctd Stake*. $fl,O0O
A Sweepstakes for allies three years old (foals of

1884); $Iu0 each, h f; or only $10 "if declared out on
or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1887. All dec-
larations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,000 added, the second to receive S200 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-
year-old stake race of the value of §1,000 to carry 3
lbs. ; of $l,50n, 5 lbs , of three or more three-year-old
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$1,000 The Drexel Slakes. SA.OOO.
A Sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of

1834); SI 00 each, h f; or only Sin if declared out on or
before February 1st; or$20April 1st, 18*7. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200, and the
third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any tbree-
year-old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3
lbs.; or $1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more three-year-old
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$9,500 The Sheridan Stakes. $9,500;
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884)

S100 each, h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or before
February 1st; or $30 April 1st, 1887. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; with $2,500
added, the second to receive $400, and the third $200
out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
$1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more such stakes of any
value7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. Oue mile
and a quarter.

WINNINGS AT THE FAIRS OF 1885:
At State Pair, Sacramento.

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any aceOne Second Prize in Classes for Age. ,.__.,,.,
HH1D PHIZES.

|

BWEEPSTAKE?.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years 1
Eest hull, and three of his calves of any age or breed

„ old -
I

—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7M8).
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 I Also, the Gold 3Ier!:.l awarded bv the State for most

years old.
|

meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old.
One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also, Herd prize, competin? against Ayrshlrea and
Herd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons

|
Devons under 2 years old.

UECtlBDS OF FUUMBATIOX S'I'OCK.

1887. $3,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000. 1887.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884). in which only horses entered in the American Derby
and not declared out will be eligible to start, and without incurring liability for forfeit. Starting fee S200,

with $3,000 added, of which $5U0 to the second, and $200 to the third horse. The winner of the American
Derby to carry 10 lbs.; the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be rnn on the last day of the
meeting. One mile and a half.

In addition to the above, other stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages, including the Washington
Park Cup, the Great Western, Oakwood and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due time, to

close January 15, 1887. A programme will be arranged for thirteen regular days' racing, including eighteen
stake events, and five or more races will be given each day, to which .$55,500 in added money, will be given
by the club.

In all purse races, on regular days, the added money will be not less than $500.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1888.
To close October 15th, 1886, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1683, beginning last Saturday In June.

$7,500. 1888. THE AMERICAN DERBY- 1888. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1835), at $200 each, $100 f . ; or only $20 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or $40 April 1, 1888. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; w'th
87,200 added, the second to receive $1,000, the third $500 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of $2,000 to carry 3 lbs., of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5

lbB. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run on the first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

The Hyde Park Stakes. $^.500. $100 out of the stakes. A winner ol any three-year-$9,500,
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1886); $100

each, bf;or only S10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 by April 1 st, 1888. All declarations

void unless accompanied with the money; with
$2,500 added, the second to receive $400 and the third

S200 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race of

the value of 81,500 to carry 3 lbs,, of three or more
stake races of any value. 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

$1,250. The Englcwood Stakea. $t,950,
A Sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

1885); $10fi each, h f; or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st, or 820 April 1st, 1888. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with
§1 ,250 added, the second to receive $250, and the third

old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs., of
$1,500, 6 lbs.; of three or more three-year-old stake
races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7
lbs. One mile.

$2,500. The Sheridan Stakes. $3,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1885);

$100 each, h f ; or onlv $10 if declared out on or before
February 1st, or 930 April 1st, 18S8. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; with
$2,500 added, the second to receive $400 and the third
$200 out of the stakes. A winner of aDy three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
$1,500, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such stakes of any
value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. One
mile and a quarter.

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, ?,6 lbs. 12J ozs. 1

week, A. J. C.C. test, 867 lbs. 143 ozs. inll months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2* ozs. 1 week, A. J.C

. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SOITUATE, 25 lbs. 4iozs. lweek
Her likeness above.

EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAiSIR, 18J lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Records of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTEK AlPHEA FAMILY.

LADY ALICE OF HTLLCREST, 1G lbs. UJ ozb. in T

I

days.

LILY OF MAPLE GROVE, 1C lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

C003IASS1E FAMILY.
I DAISY BROWN, 17 lbs. 6* ozs. in 7 days.
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.

|
jRINCESS OF ASHANTEE, 16 lbs.12 ozb. "in 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs. in 6 days.

16 lbs. ii ozs. in T

EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz. in 11 months 6 days.
BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
PHJEDRA, 21 lbs. 114 ozs. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 10 lbs. 13 ozs. in 7 days.
PYP.RHA, 17 lbs. 6i ozs. in 7 days.

PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 124 ozs. in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 days.
COOMASSIE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. 104 ozs. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.
KING TRUST, 18 lbs. ozb. in 7 days. | TORMENTOR'S CINDERELLA
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.

,
days.

ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 84 ozs. in 7 days.
| DAISY QUEEN, 1G lbs. i ozb. in 7 days-

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs. ozs. in 1 I MINNIE OF SOITUATE, 14 lbs. 4* ozs. in 7 days

year; 25 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days. L_ .. - - ,
BELLE OF SCITUATE, IS lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.

SCITUATE TVORONOCO, 24 lbs, 14 ozs. in 7 days.

LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozb. in 7 days. |
LILY SCITUATE, 24 lbs, 91 ozs. in 7 days.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco, Gal.
S3TJerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York, sell as gradrs at half price East

aug28

1888- $3,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000. 1888.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1885), in which only horses entered in the American Derby
and not declared out, will be eligible to Btart, and without incurring liability for forfeit. Starting fee $200,
with $3,000 added, of which $500 to the secoud and .$200 to the third horse. The winner of the American Derby
to carry 10 lbs., the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be run on the last day of the meet-
ing. One mile and a half.

Please observe that in the above siakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain ihem by applying to the Secretary.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Room 27, Palmer House, Chicago,

III.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H. SHERIBAN, Lieut..Gen. C. S. A.. President.

Notice.
HEBBEnT H. Bbown, M.P.
Nugent W. Bkown,

Geo. H, Holmes,
0. Eetjce Lowe,

TBADLNO .

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
America to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and diBpose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Hagsin, Esq.
and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.

BROWN BROS. A CO.,
"Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
Nww South Wale*

The Weekly
Breeder

and
Sportsman.

One Yeai', $5.00

Six Months, 3.00
Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known
on application.

No. 508 Montgomery St.,
SAN FEANCISCO. CAL.

P.O.Box soon-

The Owners and Trainers
OP

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor-

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHCSY1E The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germ=t of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHBNYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHEN'iLE, mixed with four quarts of
water, and spilnkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

liaugtf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding PanU.

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossldiue, Kitcbel's Liniment, Dixon'", Going's and DeBolse's Horse Remedlei

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, ------ San Fran

aiuuitf
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A Kecent Decision of the Chancery Court necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Glenview Stud and Farm,
WHICH INCLUDES

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
getter wtttaW o»e*u^^^^^

„*!£rsmt ami last iwo and lliree.year-olils: about llifrly Terr superior ji

...i «TiipH i= an indication of their promise, I am confidently of the opinion (hat bl
" fiV^ia which troubled us ibis sprinR, we could bave bad IW'nlj y.'arlin

but for the
ss (teat

also some
colts all

lUrel miuuier
D
Tbero a'rTaisoTbout ii.Iriy.flve 5'f the flncst toals of this season ever seen

0,1
I^Us^e^tavfstock, numbering about one bumlrert an«l seventy.five I.eaO. together with

... i .„„J^iin,.nf about si-t liunilrea and tliirty acres, with all tbe necessary improvements,

BarSTaddoS, eta. alfin ruiSng shape; a splendid mile track, and everything complete, to the

highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,

ana
Term,Tf

n
sal™°,ntt fofeVeiyttiaB^apt land, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four

equal yearly£&£%™!*«?JK^£^t prfvaM' saie until the Catalogue is issued, which will be

„ \*% Sh „f September"after which no animal will be sold until the liual public sale. Tbe oppor-
abont tbe ™th "f =^jemDir,

, tynes of the very best Mood Hues known to the trotting

b seMne'iESt will be aflmoea It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before been offered.

^Vf^s^'orCahro^e^s fhaTonfy fmeagre list of name-, and you maybe overlooked.

No"auS"will be pricJd or sold at private sale. Everything will be sold at Public Auction.

J. B. McFEKRAN,
P. O. Louisville, Ky. Executor-

Twelfth District

Composed of the Counties of

Lake andMendocino,
Will bold its

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
On tbe Grounds of the

Lakeport Agricultural

Park Association,
—AT—

LAKEPORT,
October 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1 886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Ray -October 4«h.

No. I.—BunningKace. Purse 3100. Half-mile dash.

No. 2.—Running Race. Purse $100. Three-quarters

of a mile dash.
No. 3 -Running Race. Purse $50. Half-mile dash.

For two-year-olds. Three to enter, two to start.

Second Day—October Gth.

No. 4.—Running Race. Purse S250. First horse

©150; second, 375; third. -925. Mile heats, three in

five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 p.m.
Third I»ay—October 7tl».

Ho. S -Trotting Race. Purse S250. First horse

S160: second, -<75; third. ?25. Mile heats, three in

five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 P. si. „ „
Fourth Day—October 8tli.

No. 6.—Running Race. Purse $100. Half-niile

heats, two in three.

No. 7.—Trotting Race. Purse S100. Milo heats,

two in three.

Xo. 8.—Trotting Race. Purse $50. For three-year-

olds. Mile beats, two in three. Four to enter, three

to start.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to close with Secretary at 8 p. m. of the

evening preceding the race in all cases, except Races
No. 4 and 5, which will close on September 25th.

Rules of the Stat* Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise. National Association rules to govern trot-

ting racou. Entrance fee ten per cent., to accompany
nomination. Five or more to enter, three or more to

start, unless otherwise- stated. Races commence
each day at 2 p. M.

Liberal premiums ofFereel lor all Farm
Products anil Manufactured Articles.

SEND TO SECRETARY FOR PREMIUM LIST.

I. Q. NIM.ttOXS, President.
JSO. R, COOK. Secretary. Beptn it

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For term-, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOIIX A. GOLDSMITH.
Box 242. Oakland. CM

Tbe Trolling Stallion

MONROECHIEF
Will make Fall SeaBon of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
For further particulars address

UUS. WALTERS. A-ent,
OAKLAND RACE-TRACK,

3ljul 15 Oakland, Cal.

ANNUAL FAIR

MONTEREY
AGWiTlTDBil ISSOdAWON

District No. 7,

To be held at

SALINAS CITY,
Commencing Oct. Silt, and ending Oct. 9.

1886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday Oct. 5th.

No. 1. Trotting—For all horses owned in the Dis-
trict that have never beaten three minutes. Purse
5150.
No. 2. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse $150.

Wednesday Oct. 6tli.

No. 3. Trotting—For all double teams owned in the
District, both horses of each team to be owned by
one man July 1st, 1686. Best 2 in 3. Purse §200.

No. 4. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat,
free for all. Purse S200.
No. 5. Trotting— For all two-year olds owned in the

District. Best 'A in 3. Purse §150.

Thursday Oct. 3th.
No. 6. Trotting—For all stallions owned in tbe Dis-

trict —Billy Matthews barred. Purse $200.
No. 7. Trotting—For all three-year-olds and under

owned in the District. Best 2 in 4. Purse §200.
No. S. Running—One-half mile and repeat, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse 5158.

Friday, Oct 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $500.
No. 10. Pacing—Free for all horses that have never

beaten 2:30. Purse 5200.

No. 11. Novelty Race—One and one-fourth miles.
Purse 5150. ,1st quarter, 525; 2d quarter. 525; 3d quar-
ter, 525; 4th quarter, £25; 5th quarter, 550.

Saturday, Oct. 9th.
No. 12. Trotting—Two-mile heats, free for all;

best 2 in 3. Purse 5300.

No. 13. Running—One mile and repeat, free for
all. Purse 5300.

REMARKS AM» CONDITIONS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to bold a less number
than five to fill, by tbe withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of €0 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent,
to second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to closo with the

Secretary at o'clock P. M , September 1, 1886.
Mark tbe envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1880, and in any District races not
owned within the District from June 15,1886, and
any entry by any person of any horse so disqualified
shall be held liable for the entrance-fee thus con-
tracted without tbe riyht to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. m., of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only bo withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over iu any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance-fee and one-quarter of
tbe entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race la entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field; th-n
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties Interested is pir-

Hculaxly called to the mien and regulations of tbe
National Trotting Association, under the pro^ l< i

ol which, except as otherwise specified, all matters
appfnaming to the i cot! lug ract s will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to

running races, except when conditions named arc
otherwise.
The Board reserves) the right to trot on run beats

of any two raceB alternately ox to oall a special race
between heats; auto to change the day ami hour of
any r.icc if deemed neo
Races to begin at 1 p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hav and straw free to competitors.

J. d. tAKH. President.
J. J. KELLY, Seerelary.

ANNUAL FAIR

OF THE

Santa Clara Valley

AGWCBITIM ASSOCIATION.

TO

Commence on the 27th of Sept.

A1VD EJi» «>N OCT. SB.

1886.
AT

SAN JOSE.
SPEED PROGRAMME-

First Day-Monday, Sept. 37th.
TROTTING—For Buggy Horses that have never

trotted for money and owned in the county. SIO en-
trance, ?75 lo first, set of track harness to second,
third to save entrance.
TROTTING—Nutwood stallions that have not made

a record. Purse flUO. Four or more to enter, three
to start.

Entries for the above to clo.se on "Wednesday, Sept.

15th, 1886.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 9StIi.

No. 1—TROTTING—Purse WD0. Three-vear-old.
No. 2—TROTTING—Purse?o 10. Three-minute Class.

Third Day-Wednesday, Sept. 29th.
No. 3-KUNNING—Free Purse, $2fH>; for all ages,

Winners of any raee after August 1st of the value of
S300 to carry 5 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three years old.
5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 15 lbs. Mile beats.
No. 4—RUNNING—Kan Jose state; for two-year-

olds. S2o entrance. $10 forfeit, $200 added. $50 to sec-
ond, third to save stake. Winner of «ny two-year-old
race after August 1st to carry 3 IHb., of two or* more, 5
lhs. extra. Seven-eighths of a mile.
No,5—RUNNING—Selling Purse. $200; of which $50

to second horse; fixcil valuation 51.000; two pounds off
for each $100 below; 2 lbs. added for each JhJU above
fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

Fonrth Day—Thursday Sept. 30th.
No. 6—TROTTING—Purse S500. 2:27 Class.
No. 7—TROTTING—Purse r SOU. 2:22 Class.
No. 8—PACING— Purse $5U0. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. October I st.

No. 9—RUNNING—Free purse, ?200, $5» to second
horse. Horses that have not won this year allowed 3

lbs.: winners this year of any race at this distance uf
the value ot *4<jri to carrv s lbs. extra. One mile.
No. 10-RUNNING -Gil rov Stake, for two-v ear-olds.

$25 entrance. $10 forfeit, $200 added; §30 to second
horse; third to save stakes. Same penalties as No. 4.

Wiunera of San Jose Staketocarry 3 lbs. additional.
One mile.
No. 11—RUNNING—Selling Purse, S200, of which 850

to second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000. 2 lbs. oft" for
each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for each $100 above fixed
value. Oneanda quarter miles.

Sixth Day-Satnrday, Oct 2d.
No. 12—TROTTING—Purse $500; 2:30 Class.
No. 13—TROTTING-Purse $1,000—Free fur all.

No. 14-THOTTING—Purse $300. Two-year-olds.
Mileaiidrepeat.
Jn all Tiottinpand Pacing Races, pnrsesdividedas

follows: Fifty percent, to first horse, 25 percent, to
second, 15 percent, to third, and lo per cent to fourth.

COXDITMUES.
All trotting or pacing races beet 3 in 5,eseeptas

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to eovern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run beats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween beats, also to change tbe day and hour of am*
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of tbe e'ntrance re-
ceived from tbe other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first monev only,

except when distancing the field, the nto first and third
moneys.

II in the opinion of tbe -judges, before starting a
race, the race can not be finished on the closing day of
the F.iiT-, it may be continued.
In all trotting or pacing races five or more p.iid np

entries required to li i I and and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trottiug and racing colors to be named with alien,

tries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear, they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: CG,^ to first horse, and 33J< to
second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at 2 p.m.
Entries to close August 1st, 1886.

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
G. II. KRAGG, Secretary.

26jn5 P. O. Box 150, San Jose. Cal.

No.2COWBOYCINCHA

Sample Cinclias
Sent I»> mail upon receipt ol

185 cents extra.

This Ciucliu is tuking tbe

lend. Parlies once giving it a

trial will use no other.

lis mauy advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It- has a

double purchase, and is easier

no the auinifil than any oinoha

re invented,

F. M. C1LHAM,
11C* and 438 fluttery St..

24Jul San Francisco, CaL

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

aun

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,

SATIKDAY. OCTOBER 16tb, IStXFSlVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
fi57-An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

tbe Horticultural and Agricultural Departments In
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:

First Day—Tuesday, October iUHi.
No.l.—Busking Rack. Purse f150. dash fi of a mile

free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Hack, Purse SlSO.dash 'A mile.free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—TBOTTtNG Race, Pnrse $500, for 2:S5 Class.

Second Day—Wednesday. October 13th.
4,—Running Race, Purse $200, for three-year-olds,

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Tbotting Race, Purse 8500, three-mi nut* Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's br c Contractor, 4,
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14th.
7.—Running Race, Purse ?250, IX miles, free for

all, weight for age.
».—Running Race, Purse ?200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Trotting Race, Purse $.500, for 2 :30 Class.

The programme for tbe Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and wiU be An-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday. October 15th.
10.—Running Race, Purse $250, for three-year-olds,

\}i miles.
11.—Running Race, Purse ?200, selliugrace. Fim

valuation $750, two pounds added for eaeb$10J above,
and two pounds taken off for each 5100 helmv, one mile.
12.—Tbotting Rack, Purse $o!>0, for 2 :40 Class.

Fifth »ay—Saturday. October 16th.
13,—Running Race, Purse $350, 1% miles, free fo

all. weight for age.
li.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

inile.fiee for all and weight forage. For all horses that
bave not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Tbotting Race, Purse $-500, free for all.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATU R DAY, July 3lst.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to tue
Secretary.
J.C NEWTON. E. A. Del AM P.

President. Secretary.

26jn6 3 and 6 North Main St.

HIGH-BRED
Trotting Stock,

FOE SALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to I

nor Slaoford's Aurora.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare by Roach's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert,
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her
dam by Geo, M. Patcben, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.

No. 1 —Gvpsey mare pedigree unknown. Stintod
to Albert "W.

No. 6.—Hay mare seven years old by Electioneer,
her dam tbe dam of Albert W. stinted to Syd

No. C—Chestnut more, a very fast pacer, by Nut-
wood, her dam tbo dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Autevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert "W,, her
dam the Nelson—Patches mare, No. 3.

No. B.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arlhurtou. bin dam th( dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurtou, her dam tho Nutwood ruare

No. B,

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.
luy tiiiy by Albert w?, b- r dam
Bay ally by Albert \\\, her dam the Gvpsev marc,

No. i.

Bay coll by Albert YS" , bis dam the Nelson—Patcben
s.i, ;t.

'Ihi-iliMve arc now al thrt Oakland Trotting Park.
Bor price and any further Information apply to

A. WALDSTKIN.
320 Sannome M.

aept 35 ,nhm FrancJmco, Cal

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure Tor Sivltniej, Weakness ol the

Spine* sprain*, strains, etc.

The only remedy that does awaj ^ ith the use «>f the
knife; [eaves neither blisters, marks nor scars. V»l-
liable cure for rheumatism

.

For sale by Mre. A. C Josoph, i'r.ii>ri.-t<ir,G35aeary
!,l r rt, s.i!) Fraiietwco. Ko. Unfit D li A Co., Sun Fra n

MolVlri A 00.,Ea8t Oal.lanil.aJLl all OTUgglete. Alt
rights Becurod in U.S. patent oH)c«, Price 91.00 nor
buttle. 8Jul gloot
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SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

CLABROUGH
HAMMER and HAMMERLE'iS

— GUNS — I

Guaranteed the Best ii I

the Market, and more i; 1

use on this Coast than an j I

other make.

Clabrough & Goleher
630 A 63 2 Montgomery St., S.P.

SPORTSMEN'S
Headquarters.

W. & C. SCOTT & SON
HAMMER I HAMME1

-GUNS—
PARSER BROS.'

S.EMINGTON, COLT,
SMITH.

All <;nirs sold by us guaran-
eed In eve) > .--.

i

Clabrough & Goleher,
«30 A fi3'i Montgomery M .S.P.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Ho;?. C. Ghees, Hon*. J. D. Cake,
Sacramento. Balinas.

J. P. Raksent, Esq., Hon, John Boggs
Sargents. Oolnsa,

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Los Anpeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
bnsiness on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified iu claiming unequalled facili-

ties fox disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our Tjst of corres-
Eondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
lenee upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
snipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery Street.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

B. T. ALLEN.
41 6 Market St., San Francisco.

Seenred for letters Patent, Juiy S/i, iSSS
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure mylettei 6 patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantiaUy,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the e.Ttensions D,
the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, mi

t

nnd washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with tbe check-
&leces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions ahove

and below the eyes, and haviag the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an 1 for the purpose hereir
described-

5. In a bridle, and In combination witb the blinds F.
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
ntraps or band? G and H, and the i <-ar band J and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenyoung colts are the pnplls, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHS A. MgKERROX
No 280 and 232 Ellis St. San Fiancisco

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate. Has
managed large estates in Gcotland, and had thirteen

years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farma in America as Manager. The best of

references furnished. Address
JAMES SMITH,

Eyndale Farm.
2Saugtf Minneapolis. Minn.

FOE SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MB. ARIEL rATHROP.Room 69. C.P.K.R.

Building:, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjul

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, 8an Mateo Co.

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiun,
stock, which I import yearly from England direc

apply to Wm. Corbitt,
218 CalifornJa'St,

Ran Franclpco

Size. Extra sai I drill. 8 oz 3rmy duck. 10 oz army duck
7x9 ft. . ..S12.00 SI 5.00 S17-00.

Ssln ft -~14.no SI 7.00 S10.CO.

9x14 ft S20.QO $24.00 S26.0U.

10x15 ft.. . .$22.00 S25.00 428.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in ahove
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-

sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extheme length of

each including angular ends. Only. be3t material

and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, "Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
El Cajon, San Diego Co., Cat.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

So. 8 Summer St , near California Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-

men can see the English
Daily Sporting Chronicle. 18sept

Harry E. Carpenter, V. 3.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary, 37 1 Natoma St
Residence, 966 Howard 8t„ 8an Franclaco.

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.

Dogs of my breaking won first money
in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

GEO. I' AI.LE\DER.
Sausalito, Marin Co. i al

>«-DO YOUiWANT A DOCK'S*!
a^"*^Jf •<>, Mod for Doc Raj-cra* Cwidc.1
Jri? i

^y^*V»nt*iniDf; cfllorvd plau*,10uea-

1

'
"~~-\f U"7 »« worth, knd where to buy f

(Mtbem. AIM Cut* of Dnf rai-ikbiar £
P0*oda of all kind*. Direction i to? fl

for IS Cent*
PCTATED FANCIERS .\ Slh Stmt, PhO»d£^Jitf

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Franc inco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P UEALD President. C. B. HALEY, Sec'y.

£5TSenrt for clrcnlar.'CJ
juUugsept

DOGS—NOTICE !

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog- Fills

Astringent Pills.
Fnn Diarrhoea. POSf:.- One or two occasionally.

according to size of dot; and severely >
.

Worm Pill i.

DOSE. -One Pill ; be given fa-ting.
Distemper Pills.

D09E.—One or two aco
as occasion may require. Give half a Pil.
small dogs. Full directions on tregen<
of distemper sent with each box of pills.

Purging Pills,
DOSE.—One or two according to :he size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will grad
the condition and functions of organs from adi
io a healthy state. They are also of great Bervlce in
all .-kin affections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day. These Pills II

radnally improve the condition and function-
digestive orjzans, so as to enable the
acquire increased vigor. These Gel
Pills wilt be sent by mail, or can be ha
gists and dealers in sportsmen's good?,
per box. Full directions and particulars of
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in al

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
'

llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant. A.
'r

.

GENUINE'

giSPRATTS;

§S.P4TENT;

THE

|| Bestand Cheapest
Is

SPRATTS

DOG FOOD.

°FEEDY0°URD0GS

Dog
PATENT

Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS "WILL FOLLOW THEIR USB:
Imninnitv From Disease! Thick. (;lossy

Coat! Sweet Breath* Clean, Sound
Teeth! Regular Habit!

Spratt*s Patent Poultry. Pigeon and Cattle
Foods. Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Heat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, i.8

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; prist free

,

12 cts.

Onr goods may be obtained from
Clabrough A Goleher. GJ0 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street
Eiddle A Kaeding, 5U8 Washington Street.
(ioldbcrg. Dowen'A Co.. 428 Pine :

M. Ehrmail A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOCS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Boohsellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. LORING THA7

186 Tremont St., Bos
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive a*
San Francisco.

±8:00 a M
8:00 a m
4WP M

•3 :30 p M
S:30
4:00 P M

•5:00 p u
8:00 a i

•8:30 a s

3:30 p u
10 SW a
3:00 P M
7:30 a M

L M7:3C
7:30 am
S:30 A M
3 :00 p M
4;00 p ji

•1:00 P M
8:30 A y

RCAG
IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

HuzelCreek, Redding & Portland
Gait via Martinez..
lone via Livermo

Martinez
Milton.

Moiave.Deining, El Paso &. East
. Niles and Haywards

.. ..Ogden and Bast
Bed Bluff via Marvsvilte
Reno, Truckee and Colfax ....

.Sacramento, via Eenicia
" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers,
San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

fi:4U p m
•10:40 a M
5:40 P M
10:10 a m
•d:40
6:10 p M

*7:40 p M
1U:40 a m
3:40 p si

11:10
,5:10 P M
fi:10 t

6:40 f

5:40 p M
11:10 .

10:10 a M
•6:00 ,

•3:10 p m
tSiJO p M
9:10 a M
5:4 p y
*7:4- r U

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•0:00—*->:3j—7:00—7:Sj—o: n-
8:80—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:09-1::*
—1 :00—1:30—2 flO—2:30—3 :(W — 3:30— 1 :!)0 - 4 : 30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:'i(i—S:00— 9:00— 10:00—11 :0J -

12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*3:30— *7:00— *7:30— •8:0)
•8:30—*3:30-*4:U0—*\:?S\- -*5:00—*o:S0 — *6 £3-9:00

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30 A—8:.nip-K:
TO ALAMEDA—*6;00—*<i:30—7:00—*7:30—1:00 — •SrSi

9:00—9:3'>—10 :00—J10 :30—11 :00—1.11:30—12:00—JLi;3J-
1:00—tl:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30 — 5:00— 5:3'

6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:IX»—*6:3:)—7:00—-7 :30--8:00—*5:3
—9:00—9;30—10:00—110:30—11:00—tl 1:30— 12:00 -1:'
—2:00—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-
7:»0—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00 — '6:30— 7:W—'7:30-
18:00—*S:30—9:00—10:00—11 :00—11:00—2;00- i:'M -4:>
—*l:30-5;00—*5:30-6:00--*6:30—7:00,

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:2o-'fi:53-'7:23—*i:5i- -8:23

*b:53—*9:23—*10:20-*4:23—*4;«—*5:23—*5:53—*G;24 -

6:63—7:20—9:50.
FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 20 -*?:E0

16:50-19:20 -*3:'.X
FROM KASTOAKLAND-*5:30- "5:00- 6:^0—7 .0

7:S>—S:0O—8:3tJ—9:00—

9

tSO—10:00— !0:ai—11:0. —II -'0

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:3C— 4:0n -
1:80—5:00—6:30—6:00—6:30—7:00- 7:5" — 6:57 - : 7-
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAHID-7 minntaa later
than from East Oakland.

FROM ALAMEDA—*5:28—•5:5S-*6:2S— 6:58 -'7:23 -

7:58—*\->:-S —S:5=,-9:2S-9:r)S- tl0:28— 10:E8 -ill:28-

11:58—tl2:28—12:58-11 :2S-l :5S—2:58—3:25-3:58—1:28
4:58—5:28—5:56—6:28—6:58—7:58—8:58—9:58—10:58.

FROM BERKELEY—"5:23—»5:53 —*6:23—6:53-«7:23-
7:53—*8:2:J— 8:53— 9:23—9:53—JJ0:23—10:53 — 111:23-
11:53—12:53-1:53— 2:53-3:23— 3:53—4:23—4:53-5:23
—5:53-6:23—6:53—7:53—8:53—9:53—10:53.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:53—*6: 3—6:53—*7:^3
—7:53—8:53— *0:23—9: 53-10: 54- tl2:53— 1:5b -2:53-
3:53—1:53—*5:23—5:53—*6:23—6iQ8.

1REE14. ROUTE.

THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C.P.'.'&'U. P. E- Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequnlerl Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its mvu or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

WlHEffllCiR
S7 COMPANY, -gj

j

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

fl'ownsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San FraneiBCo.

LEAVE] Commencing Aug. 20, 1886. |
AKKIVK

Over 6.O0O miles of first-class road mailing West, North and Norih.west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17jul 52 Genera.] Axcnt, Sani-'raiU'isco.Ca],

8:30 a
10 :-t0 a

f.i :
:-;ua

•8:30p
4;35p
*5:15p
0:30 p

tll:46p

..San Mateo, Redwood and.,
Menlo Park

6;3s A
•8:10a
9:03a

•10:02 a
•3 ;36 p
tl :59 p
6:00P

17:50 r
+8:15 p

Santa C'hira, San Jose, and...
Principal Way Stations..,

tl

9:03 a
•10:02 a
•3:36 p
0:00 P

10 HO a I ) Gliroy, Pajarn, Castro ville, > *I0-GBa
*3:3np , .Salinas and Monterey.. f I 6*0 i1

in-ifjA 1

i
Waisonville CnnpUooduIl i i», n^ .

Kf.l Aptos, New Brighton. s<.o.neL... l™**-V)1
I t M'apitol.i. md saut^i Cruz \

b:lj[' p

.(Sunday Excursion)....

..HolUater aud Tres Pinos
I

I "HO a
' Soledad. San Arrio and W»J St'ns....! «:i'0p

a—SCorning. p.—Afternoon.
Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysouly. (Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.
Stage CONNECTIONS arc made with the 10:!Oa._..

Train, except Pesc »j>eho Stages vis* San Mateo and
Redwood. whicl» cunnect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

FragraiiL Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGAEETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHES fER, N. Y.

FKOJI SAN FRANCISCO—«7:15-9:15—11:15-1:1)
3:15—5:15.

FEOM OAKLAND—"6:15—8:15-10 :15—12:15— 2:'5

4:15.

*Snn(iaye excepted. tSnndayB only.

Standard Time famished by Lick Observatory.

4. a. ItJWJliE, T. B, SOODMAJi,
Gen. ^^nager. Gen. PaBS. ATtk Aer.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tiie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
I-'enxelx's Cinthiana IIoeke Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties
Db. Dixon's Condixion Powdeks.

Gombault's Oauktio Balsam

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

•spkcial Roi'NL-TRii-TiCKKTSjUt roduceil rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soqnel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprincs.

£XtilRS10> TICKE'I'S.
For Rnndavn nnlv \ 8olti St/N\DAY Mobnko; goodhot biinaays om>

,j for return same day _

For Saturday, ( Sold SATURDAy and Sunday only;
Sunday and-i good for return until following Hon.
Mondny, ( flay, inclusive , at the following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno *
Millhrae..

75
1 00

Redwood. 1 00
1 25

Menlo Park... 1 25
1 25

Mill.

i'kt.

S;it to
Mem.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa. Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mod.
Tkt.

12 00
226
2 50
2 50

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
Btreet, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R.JTJDAH,

Superintendent. AeBt. Pass, k Tkt. Agt

,

TO

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Snp't Running Horse Dep't,
losept Pain Altn fii^clt Farm.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Pairlawn to 75.
Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa le at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,
1886. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-
lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SATJE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting
f toek has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable
YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-IT ASS, STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTC 0N"R P"RT(TR PTjAN Isetrictly adliered t0 atFairlawn, and theX-LLJ-I \JL\U XXLXUXJ iiiXlH price of every animalfor sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
tiie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, addross

Lock Rox 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

<\ii- £W~
loOlOh !
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'.'$ '/ SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

28»uftt

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAX FBASGISCO, <AL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
<>i 1 1 i: 4 1 « i-im: m hiki
G. L. BRANDEK President
J. L. FLOOO Vlcc-PretitU-jit

C. P. FAKNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS AsHiHtant Manager
Hunker*, Nevada Hank of San Francisco.

J! Jul 12

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Ennning, and

liuiui horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOPER,
SRI Third s«.. snI , Francl««o

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Ureefler of thoroughbred Jeraey Cattle. Registered

Js-seys ol both Bezos for Balo. Poilofflco uddieM.
San rranolsco, Oftl.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line fori eachlng with speed and comfort the
best places In the State for

Sea Ratbins, Shooting and Fishing.
TEALN8 LEA\TE SAN FEANCISCO DAELT EOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may lie had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSUBPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and swim,
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQtTFX AND SANTA t'Kl'Z

IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

Tho Northern Division runs through theoountles
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Mon teruy,each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Qrin.il, E*i;rcon. Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
aud Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv thiB line. Stagcn connect with trains daily
at S;in Mateo .or those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GltEGORIO and PEsCAPKRO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PBAOTICB.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducement* to tie lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will he entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Trail] Baggagemen are instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggt-e
Cars.
iWln order to guurd against accidents to D • a

while In transit, It is netieBRarv that they he provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will he carried freoofeharge. Gnnstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia station, and No 613 Market St., Qrar
Hotel.
A, C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent, ijaM'ws, andTkt, A.**,
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Sporting Notes.

Bacing judges are not like poets and musicians. They are

made, not born. It takes years of experience to make a judge
thoroughly competent. He must be a man who lives only by
seconds, and able to split that slight division of time if neces-

sary, without any tramels of memory as to the past, and free

from all shades of anticipation as to the future. He must
ignore all favorites amongst horses, and be dead to every
impulse of friendship for drivers or jockeys. He should
never harbor a foregone conclusion as to which horse should
win, or anticipate by a breathing the possibility of any horse's

defeat. His work begins the instant a race starts, and from that

second until the finish he should have but one sense in active

service—sight. He should be all eyes, and take in like a

camera every movement of horse and rider, or driver in the

struggle from the first step or stride to the last. His duly is

to see that the noble horse is not worsted by the ignoble man
on his back or behind him. It is no child's play, but rather

the task of a Hercules. Such men are hard to find, but when
they come to the front they should have the most absolute

recognition. The office is a noble one, and when nobly filled

should be rewarded by the highest pay. If the judging of

racing were left to one man, and he paid amply for his ser-

vices, there would soon be a restoration of confidence and
interest in trotting and pacing races. His pay should be high

enough to keep him independent of any business entangle-

ments, for a man who is under an obligation to a horse owner
or expects a favor from some one interested in the race, will

certainly have some bias towards both. With one judge abso-

lutely competent, and with an independent income to make
the circuit of the fairs of the State and decide the result of

every race, a new era would dawn upon the sport that would,

be hailed with acclamation by every lover of the noble horse
and supporter of legitimate speculation on the results of the

races.

It is a strange fact that with the advance made in racing,

the science shown in training horses, and all the adventitious

aids that have been piled up to make money by horse-racing,

no one has ever seriously contemplated the important part a

judge beaTs in making a race meeting satisfactory. In a

certain sense judges are left to take care of themselves,

except when a party interested hopes to get to the ear

of one or more of them for dishonest purposes. They
. have a stand, but it is not usually the best place to

watch a race from the start to the finish. The field glasses

provided for judges are often of a poor description. Many
and striking improvements might be made to enable the judge

of race to become a perfect autocrat. He should be alone,

and his box provided with a revolving seat, that could be
regulated at will to move with the pace of the racers. A
powerful glass should be adjusted to this seat, sothatitwould
cover the space of ground upon which the horses were at any
instant running. The glass should be strong enough to

"bring both horses, riders, or drivers near enough to the judge

for every movement to be distinctly visible; the motion of

t the seat, and the adjustment of the glass to be so simple that

both would move in perfect harmony with the judges' will.

Such a plan would unable a judge to detect at a glance dis-

honest riding or driving, and really give the best horse a fair

chance to win, which at present is not his.

The circuit of the fairs has almost been made. There has

: been as much, or more, growling this season as upon previous

Bimilar occasions. The patrons of the sport who have to

back their opinions in the pools have raised a general cry

against the innovation of bettiDg on the heats of a race instead

of the result. The change is not an improvement; it is rather

a retrograde movement. It leads men into temptation, especi-

ally the men who sit behind trotters and pacers in a race. If

the managers of the pool-selling business had a proper regard

for the salvation of the souls of racing drivers, they would

cease at once and forever to place such a series of temptations

as "money on heats" at the tips of the fingers of men who
are so often sorely beset with inducements to go astray. The
trotter is a noble animal! And a trotting race is often full of

nervous excitement. But how many genial, skillful, and
experienced drivers have been brought under the ban of

public dip£race through palpably dishonest driving? Their

name is legion, and, while betting heats are persevered in,

alarming additions will be made.

Mr. W. J. S. McGavin, who for several years has held the

foremost place in the ranks of the San Rafael Lawn Tenuis
Club, returned last week from a long vacation trip to Europe.

He will doubtless put in an appearauce on the club's lawn
to-day, aud it will be pleasant watching him play in his usual

brilliant and dashing form.

If there is one possession more than another that a sports-

man delights in it is "light hands." But they must be strong
as steel; the horseman who would guide his steed over a rough
road, across broken country, down steep hills, steady him
over a high or wide jump, at a high rate of speed, with ease
and safety must have "light hands." The angler who would
strike a trout effectively, tie a leader safely, bind ally neatly,

cast a line deftly, must have "light hands." The hunter who
fills his bag with quail, duck, snipe, or doves, or crowns him-
self with honor by killing a deer, must know the value of

"light hands." In all the games played upon the turf, such
as baseball, cricket, lawn tennis, quoits and lacrosse, "light

hands" are indespensible to success. The oarsman, yachts-
man and canoeman are each "light-handed." The wheel-
man's graceful motions depend as much upon "light hands,"
as upon any other part of the body. To be a master of any
sport light hands are indispensable. What would billiards,

chess and cards be if the players were not "light-handed.'
But "light hands" never implies that they are weak, the
reverse is the rule. "Light-handed." men are strong; they
have fingers of steel, palms of iroD, and sinews strong as the
finest silk, with the capacity to hold, on with an iron grip,

while there is anything to cling to or resist. And yet they
are always gentle! That is the undying charm that separates
the sportsman from the braggart or buffoon.

Yesterday was one of the memorable days of the year.
The open season for quail began. Taking it all in all, quail
shooting is the most regal sport of this democratic State. It

has a charm for San Francisco sportsmen greater than any of

its competitors. No other city in the world can truthfully

boast equal advantages in quail shooting. Yesterday, to-day
and to-morrow, within an area of twenty miles from the
Palace Hotel, hundreds of eager, nervous, confident, hopeful
and expectant hunters will tramp over the grass and through
the brush in Marin, Contra Costa, Alameda and San Mateo
counties, each with a setter or pointer ranging in front of

him, both men and dogs keyed up to the highest pitch of

eager expectation. A few will be disappointed, but the
majority will have an opportunity to burn powder. For
months to come "quail on toast" will be added to the luxuries
of the breakfast table, or make a delightful dish for a late

supper. Who will say that we are now a provincial people?

Ours is an angler's country ! And of every twenty men
who have ever hooked or landed a trout, nineteen have
written a description of "my first trout." The stories are all

penned in a charming vein, humor and satire blending deli-

ciously. If any fault may be urged against these continuous
fish stories it is that there are too many of them pub-
lished. No one cau seriously urge any objection to their

being written, but some regard should be shown for people
who are compelled to read them. If the future is to be a
reproduction of the past, then recitals of "my first trout" will

continue so long as a fish can be taken from a stream. As an
offset to these stories let the hunters begin and write up
thrilling paragraphs upon "my first quail." The season is

here aud" the opportunity to make antithesis to these eternal

trout stories should not be heedlessly passed by.

Two well-known scientific boxers have made a match,
Queensberry rules, to a finish, for a valuable consideration, and
have put up a forfeit in one of the city newspaper offices.

The match will be fought out in one of the two well-known
athletic clubs where boxing matches are made a leading
attraction. The men are very evenly matched physically and
mentally, one having attained eminence and tbe other
notoriety in literary circles; the challenger being a writer of

delicious rhymes, and the challenged having won his spurs in

heroic blank verse. An early application for seats to witness
the mill may secure the privilege, for the manager of the club
states that he is overwhelmed with applications. Both men
are reported to be going through a much-needed and severe
course of training.

Mr. J. W. Flyun is an excellent amateur sprinter, but he
has allowed his name to appear as willing to run a match for

$100 gold medal. Amateurs should never issue challenges

either public or private, and if they wish to retain their stand-

ing should avoid public matches, except when under the
management of some thoroughly well-known athletic club.

Unpleasant illustrations of the evils of amateur matches are
abundant in our athletic records. They should act as beacons
for ull who do not oontemplete entering upon a professional
career. The subject of this note has been already hauled up
to the drum head to answer some unpleasant questions as to

his running in matches. To avoid a second scandal it will be
well for him not to covet $100 gold medals won in public

matches, ^ /

Mr. J. H. Bylay, of the Duff Opera Company, the Eo Ko
of the "Mikado," and the Lord Chancellor of "Iolanthe," is &
well-trained and accomplished yachtsman. Unfortunately
he has reached us just as the sun in the yachtsman's horizon
is setting for the present season, otherwise we should have
had much pleasure in making known to the readers of this

column his skill in trimming a jib sheet, his ability in

making a gaff-topsail set on the wind, or the ease and rapidity

with which he could bend on a stay-sail. There is much to

be learned in handling light sails by yachtsmen on this edge
of the continent, and if Mr. JSyley knows as well how to

manage kites on a yacht as he does about the handling of the

Lord Chancellor's train in "Iolanthe," then he would be a

most desirable addition to any yachting crew that sail in this

breezy harbor of San Francisco.

A small mouth for a woman is what the gallant delights in.

A soft mouth for a horse is a pleasure to the rider or driver.

The setter, pointer, retriever or spaniel should have a fine

mouth. A trout without a strong mouth is a disappointment
to the angler. A large mouth is a prime requisite for a good
singer or an effective speaker. But for an advertising mouth
the hippopatamus leads the world. For a week the dead
walls of the city have been a source of wonder and delight to

the juveniles, and of standing curiosity to the grave and
potent seniors. Both have stood side by side with arms
akimbo, and gazed with mingled feelings at the pictures of the
expanded jaws of the brace of hippopotami.

If Hanlan could only win back the sculling championship
by writing items for the newspapers, how soon he would wear
the laurel crown aud pocket the ducats which follow it? The
ex-champion's persistence shows that he has tenacity, but
Beach is manifestly his master, not only as an oarsman, but
in working the oracle. The Australian will entrap Hanlan
and his friends into a match for stakes that will make Beach
rich, for that he will certainly defeat the Canadian no one
who has any knowledge of rowing can doubt. Always except-

ing Hanlan and his supporters, Hanlan finds it hard to

keep his place amongst oarsmen, but the inevitable is upon
him, aud that is the bane of all heroes.

The associated press is a never-failing fountain of news.
True or false it comes across the wires. The latest item has
doubtless already surprised that most genial and modest
yachtsman, Peter J. Donabue. The announcement is th;it he
has purchased the famous English cutter Krimhelda, 105 tons,

designed by Dixon Kemp, and that Mr. Donahue is to sail

the craft in Eastern waters next season! The fact is that a few
months ago a son of ex-Commodore J . Mcadonough chartered
Krimhelda for a cruise in the North Sea; he may bring her to

New York, but for a genuine California yachtsman, such as

P. J. Donahue, to be the owner of au English cutter is piling

on the agony.

Now that October has come walking parties will again be in
fashion, the park will once more be a scene of animation.
Long striders will be seen and recognized a mile off, v

shoes, worsted stockings, knickerbockers and sack coats will

blossom like flowers of the spriug. It is not a very noble sort

of exercise but is preeminently healthy, and, above all other
forms of promoting strength, is independent. It can be taken
alone like a dose of physic, or in the cozy company of a

charming companion. There is no limit to the number of
walkers who may enrol themselves in a party, save the width
and length of the road.

Charles Slater, who was for some years one of the most
thorough all-round atbletes in the Olympic Club, now lives a

retired life in the rustic village of Santa Rosa. He spent last

week among his familiar acquaintances in this city, and of

course was warmly welcomed. In speaking of San Francisco
to a group of his chums he said, "the old place becomes
dearer to me every time I leave it," and he laid stronger
emphasis upon the second adjective than any other word in

the sentence.

To-day the champion matches of the California Lawn
Tennis Club will begin at the club's grouuds, Van Ness
avenue aud Sutter street. Tbe entries closed yesterday, but
toojate for the names to appear in this item. There will

certainly be a large attendance of spectators, and the Judica-

tions are that the weather will be ;i;_,'reeable. The club has
amongst its members several cf tbe finest players in tbe

State, should they all outer soma fine sport will be witnessed.

The Wilkes family aro supporting both ends of the c

nent—Harry Wilkesintbo East aud Guy Wilkes here,

performances are nenrly of equal merit. What a gram:

thflj w-.uld make bii'iiid tbeymeet? The country :i f
<

end would turn out en manse to see them.
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Dates for 1886-

CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

Beno.Nev Oct.4to9 |
Salinas, Cal Oct. 6 to 9

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Jerom. Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 161 Baltimore Oct 19 to 23

Latonia Oct. 1 to 16lwashington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

St. Louis, Mo Oct.4to9|Frederick. Jld £cH2j!j2
Pittsburg, Pa. IP. E. A.) Oct. 6 and 7 Oreenfield, Oct. 13 tc 1

Mount Holly. N.J Oct. 11 to l»|Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. Id to 19

The Pair at Stockton.

Sept 24 —In point of attendance the fourth day exceeded

all others of the meeting. The grangers were present in force,

and in the city business was almost wholly suspended in order

to allow all concerned to make a day of it. The association

did their part bv arranging a full afternoon's sport, five races

bein» on the card in addition to the unfinished pacing race.

This last-named event was called first, four horses being left

in Shaker with one heat, Ackerman with one, Peacock

with one, and Pocahontas with two. The mare was a hot

favorite in the betting. At the start Pocahontas broke, and

at the quarter Ackerman was first by three lengths, Shaker

second Peacock third. On the back stretch Pocahontas got

under wav again, and at the half the three were in a bunch,

one length behind Ackerman. On the lower turn Pocahontas

came to the front and led to the stretch. Shaker came up on the

outside and an exciting finish resulted, Pocahontas winning

by a neck. Shaker second, Ackerman third, Peacock fourth.

Time, 2 -.22J.

Sept. 23 and 24: Purse, S ; special for pacers.

Pocahontas, ch m-S. C. Tryon ' '

Shaker, bg-J. Blue
J ;

Fred Ackerman, b g—D. Denmson
t T 5 2 i 2

Peacock, g g-EM. Railton * 5 4 5 C ro
Nevada, bs-A.LHmda t ™
Afink, b g-D. McCarthy ^^^A\

'
b

Time, 2:27, 2:533, 2:25, 2:21, 2:27, 2:2'ii.

MONEY FOR THE FIELDERS.

The first regular race of the day was a purse for runners of

all ages mile heats. The starters were; Manzanita, Eackety

Jack Louisa D., Hardfinish, Certiorari, Bivdcatcher and Joe

Walker, and the places at the post were in that order.

Sent 24 —RunninK- District purse S500 for alleges. Mile heats.

Joaquin Cabrera's ch f Manzanita, a, pedigree unknown. 110

jkg >> elen l o l

CDowey'sbbBiracatcheT, 5. by Spectre, dam Pet. 113 lbs.,

. . . . . ......... Device 2 12
G, w'TrVberiVscbg Certiorari, a, by Joe Daniels, dam by
"'

Norfolk. 110 lbs V--V— «""i"'^nfi°n

Owen Bros', cb h Joe Walker, a, by Joe Daniels, 11 d lbs.,
1 Appleby 5 4

J McAfee's 'ch'b "BacketyJack, a," by Ramodano, 113 lbs.,

Brown 3 dis

N a' HaMOld'B ch* o Hardfinish^ *3, by Joe Daniels, 103 lbs.,
A1 *

°* Ward dis

H wWinVsbi'LouisaD.'.'^by Norfolk, 100 lbs. (car. 105)
° Howson dis

Time! 1:15,1:45*, 0:00.

Pools: First Heat.—Certiorari 640, Walker 817, Birdcatcber $10,

fir

Sei5nd Heat-Certiorari S40, Walker ?16, Birdcatcber 3fi, field S16.

Third Heat—Birdcatcber $60, Manzanita $30.

First Heat—Manzanita jumped off in the lead and was

never headed, winning the heat "hands down.' ; Jaekety

Jack was a good second for half a mile, but gave way to Bird-

catcher on the tarn. At the finish Birdcatcher was ridden

bard but to no purpose. The places were: Manzanita first,

Birdcatcher second, Jaekety Jack third, Certiorari fourth,

Joe Walker iifth, Hardfinish and Louisa D. distanced.

Time, 1:45. ..

Second Heat—Manzanita was first away, closely followed

by Joe Walker second, Birdcatcher, Certiorari and Backety

Jack in that order. On the back stretch Birdcatcber moved

into second place, and thus they ran to the three-quarter

pole. In the stretch all were riding hard, and after a whip-

ping finish, Birdcatcher won by a neck, Certiorari second,

Manzanita third and Joe Walker fourth. Jack distanced.

Time. 1:45;V. ,,,,,,
Third Heat—At the start Manzanita took the lead, but at

the quarter Birdcatcher passed her, and at the half seemed to

have the race won. In tbe stretch the filly rallied and beat

him to the wire by a length. No time taken.

SLOW FOR THE TRACK.

3ame Da?.—Free Purse 8150. Forallages. Three-quarter-mile heats.

R 3 Fallon's br f Harriett, 3, by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-
'

flhorne.l041b8 •-- •- -Stevens 3 1 1

Kelly & Synch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Norfolk, dam bay

Kate 110 lbs McLaughlin 12 2

L Shane'rsb g Belshaw, a, by Wildidle, d*m Susie W., 313

!ba Appleby i 3

B P Hill's a e Johnny Gray, a, by Shiloh, 110 lbs. [carried 114)

,

Devoy 2 dr.

Time, 1 :18, 1 :17l, 1:19*. .

First Heat—Johnny Gray was first off, with Harriett on his

hip, Belshaw third, Tom Atchison last. They ran in this posi-

tion to tbe half. On the lower turn Tom Atchison came to the

front and beat Johnny Gray to the wire by half a length,

Harriett third, Belshaw last. Time 1:18. Johnny Gray

was badly cut down by Harriett, and was drawn.

Second Heat—The horses ran in a bunch to the half,

where Atchison drew away a leDgth. In the stretch Harriett

collared him, and won the heat by a nose, Belshaw third.

Time, 1:171.
, „ ,

Third Heat—The filly won in a gallop in the absurdly slow

time of 1:19}.
SHAMROCK BEATS SOUDAN.

The third race was trotting for two-year-olds; Shamrock.

Soudan and Edna started. Shamrock won iu btvaight heats

in a jog, Soudan second, Edna distanced in the first heat.

Time, 2:38, 2:34.

Same Day.—Trotting. Stakes of S100 each; S400 added for two-year

olds.
Shamrock, br s by Buccaneer—J. A. Goldsmith 1 1

Soudan, blk s—L. J. Hose 2 2

Edna, b f—G. W. Trahern dis

Time, 2:38, 2:31.

ANOTHER FAVORITE DOWN.

The fourth race was for trotters of the 2:25 class, for a

purse of $5U0. The starters were Daisy 8, Wormwood aud
Joe Arthurton, in that order. In the batting Jue Arthurton

jold for two to one over the other two as the field.

First Heat—After half an hour consumed in false starts

they were sent off with Daisy S. five lengths ahead of the

other two. Wormwood broke at once and Daisy S. soon fol-

lowed suit, Joe Arthurton going to the front with h long lead

.

The pace was slow, aud Wormwood closed the gap gradually,

Joe Arthurton winning by half a length, Daisy S. a bad third.

Time, 2:31V. The bettijg was now Joe Arthurton §30, field

§25.
Second Heat—Daisy S. had three lengths the bast of the

start. Joe Arthurton closed with her gradually and passed

her on the back stretch. He was first to the half in 1:11 by
two lengths. On the turn the mare closed again and in the

stretch carriedJJoe Arthurton to a break, winning the heat by

four lengths, Wormwood third. Time, 2:23£. The betting

afterthe heat was Daisy S. $30, field SIS.

Third Heat—Daisy S. was in a break when the word was

given, and at the half she was rive lengths behind Joe Arthur-

ton, Wormwood still further back. On the turn they closed

in a bunch, and at the finish Daisy S. was first by a length,

Wormwood second, Joe Arthurton third. Time, 2:26£.

Fourth Heat—Daisy S. led from wire to wire, Wormwood
finishing second, Joe Arthurton third. Time, 2:25.

Same Day.—Trotting: Purse .^00. 2:25 Class.

DaisyS., ch m by Tilton Almont-J. Spurgeon 3 111
Joe Arthurton, b g— J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 3 3

Wormwood, b g—Jno. Williams 2 3 2 2

Time, 2:31*. 2:23?,, 2:281, 2:25.

ED TO THE FRONT.

The fifth race was a special for trotters of the 2:30 class.

The horses interested were Twinkle, ColoDel I' skins, Apes,

and Ed, aud they were placed iu that order on the start.

First Heat—The first heat was won by Apex after a lively

trot up the stretch, Ed second, Colonel H<-tkins third,

Twinkle fourth, all in a line and lapped. Time, 2:29.

Second Heat—Ed was in a break on the start, and ran

nearly to the quarter pole. He finished first, but the judges

placed Apes first, Hawkins second. Twinkle third, Ed fourth.

Time, 2:29i.
The race" was then postponed.
Sept. 25th.—This was the closing day of the fair, and the

only matters of interest were the races. The unfinished trot

was called at 12:30 o'clock. In the pools Apes sold for two to

one over the field.

Third Heat—The Favorite led for three-quarters of a mile,

but made a double break, which gave the heat to Ed, Hawkins
second, Twinkle third, Apes fourth. Time, 2:29.

Fourth Heafc—Apes broke at the turn and acted very rank.

Twinkle led to tbe head of the stretch, with Ed and Apes on
her wheel at that point. At the finish the contest was wholly

between Apes and Ed, the latter winning by two lengths,

Apes second, Twiukle third, Hawkins fonrtb. Time, 2:28.

Fifth Heat—Betting was resumed at the rate of the Held

$25, Apes §8. Ed and Apes went away like a double team,

and held together to the half in 1:18. On the lower turn Ed
drew ahead, and before the head of the stretch Apes broke
and gave it up. Ed finished in a jog, Hawkins second,

Twiukle third, Apes fourth. Time, 2:28.

Sept. 21th and 25th.—Purse S . Special.

Ed, bg—A. T. Jackson 2 4 111
Apes, b s—S. K. Trefry 114 2 4

Col. Hawkins, br g 3 2 2 4 2

Twinkle, b m—J. H. Tennant 4 3 3 3 3
Time, 2:29, 2:2i% 2;29, 2:28, 2:27£.

MILE HEATS.

Sept. 25. - Running. Purse S500, for all ages. Mile heats.

M. Johnson's b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Combs, dam Gipsy, 105

lbs Stewart 3 11
D. Bridge's b h Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam Amanda For-

tune, 113 lbs Appleby 2 2

Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou-Jou, a, by Monday, dam Plaything,
110 lbs McLaughlin 1 dis.

Time, 1;4S, 1:44, 0:00.

Pools: First Heat—Leda £30, Jou-Jou $15, Dublin Bay $10, Mnluals
paid ?8.26.

Second Heat—Leda 560, Jou-Jou $21, Dublin Bay $10. Mutuals paid
S6.H0.

First Heat—Jou-Jou and Dublin Bay went together from
start to finish, Leda waiting. In the stretch both the leaders

were ridden hard, and at the seven-furlong pole Dublin Bay
had his nose in front, but Jou-Jou came on again and won
tbe heat by a neck, Leda five lengths back. Time, 1:43.

Second Heat—They got away together and ran lapped to

the half, Jou-Jou first, Dublin Bay second, Leda third.

Around the turn Leda came to the front and in the stretch

she drew ahead rapidly, and easily coming to the winning
post under a pull in 1:44. Jou-Jou and Dublin Bay were
running together in the rear. Dublin Bay was a little ahead
and got the distance flag across his head, Oou-Jou getting it

full iu the face. Leda galloped over for the last heat and the

race ended.
A MATCH.

The second race was a match between Thomas H. Williams'

black horse Bryant W., carrying 122 pounds, and Dr. Long's
chestnut gelding Frank by Joe Dauiels, 100 pounds. The
betting was lively, with Bryaut W. the favorite at $100 to

$45. The favorite was ridden by Patsy Duffy, and won in a

gallop, having never been extended inthe mile. Time, 1:53J.

THE LAST ACT.

The third race was for trotters of the 2:40 class, and the
starters were Tempest, Bay Rose, Lottie M. andMouut Yernon,
and their places at the start were in that order. The pools
were: Lottie M. $25, Mount Vernon $1S. field $9.

First Heat—Mount Vernou and Bay Rose both broke at

the turn, Lottie M. going to the front with a series of skips,

Tempest second and the only horse in the field that was
going square. On the back stretch the favorite got settled

and strung the field out, the positions not beiug changed
again during the mile. Lottie M. first, Tempest second,
Mount Yernon third, Bay Rose fourth. Time, 2:27£.

Second Heat—Lottie M. was rank at the start, and on the
turn was brought almost to a standstill. The contest was
between Tempest and Mount Yernon, the filly having tbe
best of it all the way and winning by half a length. Lottie M.
third, Bay Rose distanced for running. Time, 2:29.

Third Heat—Lottie M. and Tempest went away together at

a fast pace for the class of horses. At the half, in 1:10J,
Tempest was a neck in the lead, but she broke soon after and
Lottie M. won by sis lengths, Mount Vernon third. Time,
2:24.

Fourth Heat—Lottie M. weut away from the field at the
start and won in a jog, Tempest second, Mount Vernon third.

Time, 2:26.
Same Day.—Trotting. Purse ?.",00; District 2:40Clasa.
LotHoM., b m—John Williams 1 3 1 1

Tempest, bf—H. Whiting 2 12 2

Mt. Vernon, b s—J. A. McCloud 3 2 3 3
Bay Rose, b s—J. N. Ayers 4 dis

Time, 2:27$, 2:21), 2:24, 2:2C.

Between the races the ladies' equestrienne prizes were
ridden for. In the district competition the first prize wos
awarded to Miss Leadbetter, and the second to Miss Jennie
Sexton. In the free-to-all the first was awarded to Miss
Leadbetter, tbe second to Miss Sexton, the third to Miss
Bewley and the fourth to Miss McPherson,

SUMMARIES.
The following is the record of the races of the 23d,

descriptions of which were published last week without
summaries attached

:

Sept. 23.—Sweep3taltc for district three-year-olds, S50 each, $250
adaed; total money divided, 69, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. O
Four subscribers.
Owens Bros", cb f Bell Tone by Hubbard, dam Maggie Early, 115 lbs.

.'. Appleby l

N. fl. Harrold's ch c Hardfinish by Joe Daniel*, d.. in bv Uanlum-d,
118 lbs Brown "

c. Dorsey'c oh c Pickpocket by Joe Daniels, dnm by Spectre, us lbs.

Newingtou 3
H. Whiting'b b f Louisa D. by Norfolk, dam Tillle O., 116 lbs.

J

I

Time, 1 :46|,

Pools: Pickpocket $22, Bell Tone $20, field $25. Mutuals paid
$15. GO.

Same Day.—Trotting Stake of $100 each, $100 added. Tbree-year-olds.
Valensin, ch s by Crown Point—J. A. Goldsmith 2 1 1 1

Alcazar, b s—ft. J. Hobo 12 2 2
Tempest, b f-H. Whiting 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:273,2:282,2:25, 2:23.

Our New York Letter.

The successes of the California race-horses now on Coney
Island have electrified race-goers in the east, who have come to

regard the Pacific Slopers as the best and finest runners we
have. Beaconsfield has so far proven the exception to this rule,

as, after having been iu retirement for three weeks, he started

to-day at Graveseud only to be beaten. The circumstances,
however, excuse the result, for his jockey pulled him np at
the start, thinking it was not a go, and by the time he got
under way the others were fifty yards ahead of him. In half

a mile he made up this gup, but he tired in the last furlong
and was beaten; unfortunate for the owners, as it showed
the horse up well enough to insure his being taken care of by
the handicappers.

Baldwin's quadruple success at Sheepshead Bay Saturday
was a great feat. Four of tbe six events on the programme
failing to the "black with red maltese cross" was glory enuugh
for one day, the Rancocas and Dwyer stables being tbe only
ones who have equalled this feat on eastern tracks, though ~

Corrigan did at Chicago last year. Just now the latter's

string is'mostly laid up for repairs and have been ever since
Chicago. Moral—adverse to so much continuous racing.
The first race won by the Santa Anita stable to-day was a
mile aud three furlongs, and in the betting Binette and Mollie
McCarthy's Last were the favorites, though tbe latter was
giving weight away to everything in the race. Her last two
races, however, previous to to-day, were of such u consistent
nature, in each she being run second iu large fields, that she
wa3 well-backed to-day, aud when Godfrey made his run with
her in the last quarter she outran the others very cleverly
winning in the fastest time made at this distance this year,
and only a quarter of a second slower than the best ou
record. Binette, on whom McLaughlin was rather tardy
in making his run, was two lengths behind, and she
seemed to be catching Baldwin's filly at the finish. Ashe's
mare is not a good beginner in her races, and with this in
mind her pilotage of late looks to have been rather poor, tho
race she lost at the Gravesend track yesterday being one that
she ought to have certainly won had she been sent along
sooner. In the second race to-day the Santa Anita stable had
entered Mollie McCarthy's Last, but after her hard race,

which she won as described, she was scratched. The third
event, also at a mile and three furlongs, a handicap in which
LuckyB., 120, Barnum, 119, andPavor,118, were pitted against
eaoh other, was thought to be rather too short for Lucky B.
who likes a distance of ground. Another thing which seemed
to militate against his chances was Murphy's absence in
Louisville, whither he had gone to ride Silver Cloud, and he
was thought to understand the big horse better than any one
else. To-day Hayward, although he had only ridden
the horse once before, got probably as much out of him as
Murphy or anyone else could have done, and after the others
bad fought it out to the last furlong, and Favor appeared to

hold the trump card over Barnum, Lucky B.'s long strides

quickened under Hayward's strong persuasion, aud reaching
the struggling leaders he beat them both to the post, heads
only between the three. It was a splendid effort for both
horse and rider, and the crowd wildly applauded both to the
echo, renewing the same as they came back to the scales.

The handicap fully equaled the best efforts of Mr. Lawrence,
who, in bringing together so closely three horse3 who canied
120, 119 and 118 pounds respectively, deserves great credit.

The present season has shown the best work he has ever
done, and when past years are remembered with their
Suburbans and Twin Cities, this is saying a great deal.

Grissette scored the third event for California to-day, beating
such fast fillies as Bessie June, Lizzie Krepps, Vera and others
in the fast time, fur six furlongs, of 1:14£. The filly got off well,

and outrunning the others all the way stalled off each and
every challenge in gallant styl6. Godfrey, who was on
Grissette rode her and rode her well. When the fifth

race was called many of the spectators, realizing that the day
was a "California'

1

day, hastened to back Estrella, but as the
filly was asked to go a distance .it which she had so far this

season failed, many had their doubts of her success ou this

account, her forte being supposed to be at a mile or less.

To-day, however, she beat a fast field nine furlongs in 1:554,

showing both speed and stamina, aud brought off the fourth
win of tbe day for the Santa Anita stable. By race-goers the
stable is well-liked, as a comparison of their efforts shows
truer running and more consistent form than can be said of
the other most prominent stable from California. The chief
jockey of that stable is one whose riding on recent occasions
has been open to much criticism, and if persisted in will tend
to shake public confidence in its integrity.

Lucky B.'s victory curiously enough did a noted firm of
book-makers out of some $15,000, iu the following manner:
Tbe day before tbe horse had run very poorly at Gravesend,
his rider Hayward saying, as he got off, "he wouldn't try a
bit." This caused the same jockey to say again the next day
that he did not think the borse could win, which, coming to

the ears of these book-makers, caused them to lay 12 to 1

against Lucky B. when their brethren were laying several
points less. Of course they got all the money and had to pay
out a correspondingly large amount after the race.

The Lorillard safe of stallions, mares, and other horses will

attract buyers from all portious on the 15th of next month.
Some of the stock will bring large figures, and it is quite on
the cards that California will bid as high as any one. There-
fore, let those who wish to be represented take time by the
forelock. Yours, Pacific.
New York, Sept. 20, 1SS6.

The most important feature of the raciug at Sheepshead, on
September 11th, was the breaking of the mile-anddivi -inr-

long record, which is now 2:481. Ou that account the day's *

sport will form a part of turf history, and the race won by
Exile it is likely will be remembered for some time to come.
The seven furlong mark also came very near being wiped
out, as the two-year-old King Fox run the distance in 1:273a

which is within a quarter of a second of the best recorded
time. He finished quite easily, aud could no doubt have
made the besl performance at the distance had he been urged *

alo*ng to the end of the race.

The authorities of the Georgia State Fair have decided to

extend the time for making entries to Oetobet 25th, or two
days before the opening cf the meeting. Other important
and excellent alterations in the conditions have been made, I

to which the attention of horsemen and the public is called. *

The Georgia State Fair offers an excellent speed programme, *,

and we hope it will receive the full support it merits.
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''Lucky" Baldwin's Day.

[N. Y. Herald.]

There was much sport at the Coney Island Jockey Club
grounds yesterday, and the favorites in the several races were
bowled over remorselessly. Not one rirst choice on the cards

passed the judges a winner. The result from a bettingstand-

point was disastrous to the many who consider themselves an
authority in racing matters, and outsiders, with little or no
knowledge of the horses, carried away the bulk of the money.
The opening even*- was a consolation clash of one mile and
three furlongs. It was deemed almost a gift for the mare
Binelte. but Mollie McCarthy's Last captured it without diffi-

culty. The Santa Anita stable, from which she hails, is

owned by "Lucky" Baldwin, and as the racing progressed it

was evident that the black and red with Maltese cross, the

colors of this California millionaire, were not being shown
for fan, but for victory and what naturally follows. The
Speedwell Stakes, for three-year-olds and upward, second on
the card, sent nine horses before tlie starter, and Mono,
against whom 5 to 1 was freely laid, was first* home, while
Harefoot, one of the favorites, managed to reach third place

at the finish, and Guenn, equally well backed, was not iu the

hunt. The third race opened still wider the eyes of those

who believe it good policy to back favorites. It was the

Mayflower Handicap, and it was fitting it should be run the

afternoon of the great yacht race off Newport, where May-
flower, Galatea and Puritan were contending for a valuable

trophy. Five started, and the four-year-old colt Favor was
exceedingly well thought of and sold a big favorite. But
here the fighting colors of "Lucky" Baldwin were again out to

win. Hayward was on the battle-worn, sis-year-old Lucky
B., and he piloted him to victory by a head, beating Old Bar-
num and the favorite, Favor, in a mauner which establishes

Lucky B. a courageous horse, inasmuch as he carried the top

weight. The race was much enjoyed, and the winning horse
and jockey merited the applause they received.

"Lucky" Baldwin had captured two out of the three races,

and the next on the programme was the Adieu Stakes. Lizzie

Krepps was first choice, and the Dwyers' Bessie June had
countless friends. The contest was very interesting, and
once more the black and red, with Maltese cross, was in the

tussle. Godfrey wore them on the bay filly Grissette. She
was first to pass the judges and that in 1j14|, the best two-
year-old time of the year at Sheepshead for three-quarters of

a mile. Though "Lucky" Baldwin had three races more,
good luck was in store for him. The fifth race, one mile and
a furlong, had seven starters, and Supervisor and Florence
M. were the favorites. Estrella, with Godfrey wearing the
formidable black and red, with Maltese cross, with 4 to 1

against her in the books, won handsomely without trouble.

Four races for "Lucky" Baldwin and three for Godfrey the

jockey! This was glory enough for one day, and the success
of the Santa Anita colors reminded many of the palmy racing
days of the Lorillards. A battle between five on the turf

wound up the glorious sport, and Becky B. had no trouble in

securing the prize. She was fourth in tne betting, and her
victory was the last feather which broke the financial backB
of those who always invest upon the favorites. With the
decision of the Parting Stakes the regular meeting closed, but
an extra card will be given on Tuesday. Details of the racing

follow

:

MILE AND THREE FUELOXGS.

First Race,—A handicap sweepstakes of S30 each, and only So if

declared, with $750 added, of which $150 to the second. One mile and
three furlongs-
Santa Anita Stable's b f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 3 years, by Ruther-

ford—Mollie McCarthy, 100 lbs Godfrey 1

B. P. Ashe's b m Einette, 5 years, by Billet—Mirab, IOC lbs
J. McLaughlin 2

A. J. Cassatt's b m Heel and Toe, 6 years, by Glenelg-La Polka, 103

lbs Fisher 3

Ten Strifee, 5 years, 108 lbs., Hamilton; Tolu, 5 years, 105 lbs., Meehan;
King George, 4 years, 90 lbs., EiJke and Clonmel, 6 years, 87 lbs.,

Church, ran unplaced.
Time, 2:22.

The betting: 8 to 5 Einette, 3 to 5 place; 2} to 1 Mollie McCarthy's
Last, 3 to 5 place; 4 to 1 Ten Strike, 8 to 5 place; 8 to 1 Heel and Toe,
3 to 1 place; 25 to 1 each Tolu, King George and Clonmel, 8 to 1 each
place.

The Race.—After four breaksaway the flag fell to a good
start, with Binette first, Heel and Toe second and Mollie

McCarthy's Last third . Passing the stand Heel and Toe was
half a length the best of Tolu second, Mollie McCarthy's Last
third, and King George fourth, all well bunched. They went
around the turn with Heel and Toe still in front, Mollie Mc-
Carthy's Last second. King George third, and the leaders shot

by the quarter pole in this manner, but the whole field was
well together. Along the back stretch- Heel and Toe still led

and also showed the way around the lower turn and into the

home stretch, where the positions were: Heel and Toe, Tolu,

King George and Mollie McCarthy's Last. When well

straightened for home Binette came from the ruck and chal-

lenged the leaders, and Mollie McCarthy's Last followed suit,

and, with a very merry trnssle home Mollie McCarthy's Last

won by a length and a half, Binette second, half a length ia

front of Heel and Toe third, Tolu fourth, Ten Strike fifth,

King George sixth and Clonmel last.

SEVEN FURLONGS.

Second Race.—The Speedwell Stakes, for three-year-olds and up-
ward; a sweepstakes of 55u each, 510 forfeit; with Si.000 added, of

which 3200 to the second, and SI00 to the third. Seven furlongs.

S.S. Brown's ch m Mona, 5 years, by Buckden—Monomania, ys lbs.,

Eilke 1

J. V. Elliott's b g Pericles, 5 years, by Strachino -Grecian Maid, P5

lbs H. Lewis 2

B. Tucker's ch c Harefoot, 4 years, by Harold—Letty, 98 lbs.
- Littlefield 3

Gonfalon, 6 years, 25 lbs., McGoldrick; Sutler, aged, 98 lb3„ Hogan;
Guenn, 3 years, 109 lbs., J. McLaughlin; Elizabeth, 4 years, 95 lbs..

Steppe; Electric, 3 years, 102 lbs., Godfrey; and Maggie J., 4 years, 95

lbs., Church, ran unplaced.
Time, 1:281.

The betting: *2fc to 1 each Harefoot and Guenn, 4 to 5 each place; 5

tol each MoDa, Pericles and Goufalon, 2 to 1 each place; 12 to 1

Electric, 5 to 1 place. 15 to 1 Maggie J., 5 to 1 place; 20 to 1 Sutler, 8

to 1 place; 30 to 1 Elizabeth, 8 to 1 place.

The Race.—To a very fine start Guenn was the first away,

Pericles second and Sutler third. Down the back stretch

Mona rushed to the post of honor, Pericles second, Electric

third and Maggie J. fourth. Mona continued in command
around the lower turn, one length and a half the best of Peri-

cles second, who was half a length before Electric third,

Maggie J. fourth, the same distance away, and the others

straggling lengths away. Mona was two lengths in front

along the bend into the stretch, Pericles second and Harefoot

third. In this manner the leaders straightened for home, and,

comiug aloDg in good shape. Mona won by half a length,

Perkles second, the same distance before Harefoot third,

Electric fourth and the balance pulled up.

THE MAXFLOWEH HANDICAP.

Thihd RACE.-The Mayflower Handicap; a handicap sweepstakes of
-°?5 .-rich, and only £5 it declared, with si, 25ft added, of which 3250 to

the second, and the third to receive ^100 ont of the stakes. One mile and
three furlongs.
8anta Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., 6 years, by Rutherford—M iggJe

Emerson, 120 lbs Hayward 1

H J Wood foul's bg Barnum, aged, by Bonnie Scotland -Charlotte

Thompson, 119 lbs Whyburn 2

B. G. Morris" b c Favor, 4 years, by Pat Malloy- Favorite, 118 lbs,

J. McLaughlin 3
Editor, 4 yearB, ldj lbs ; Littlefield and Ferona, 3 years, lu5 lbs.,

Meehan, ran unplaced.
Tim«, 2:23J. '

The betting: Even money, favor, 1 to 3 place; 2$ to 1 Barnum, 4 to 5
place; 7 to 1 Editor, 8 to 5 place; 8 to 1 each Lucky B. and Eerona, 2J
to 1 each place.

The Race.—The start was excellent, Editor having little the
best of the send-off, Ferona second, Barnum third, Lucky B.
fourth and Favor last. PassiDg the stand at a slow pace
Editor was leading one length and a half, Barnum second,
one length before Lucky B. third, Ferona fourth and Favor
last. Around the turn Editor increased his advantage to two
lengths, Barnum second, a head tlie best of Lucky B. third,

and Ferona and Favor as before rated. At the quarter pole
Editor led by tfiree lengths, Barnum now a neck only in
front of Lncky B. Down the back stretch the pace was much
faster, and Editor fell off to two lengths the leader, Barnum
still second and the others as previously named. The same
positions were maintained around the lower turn, but Editor
was gradually falling back, and a quarter of a mile from home
Editor, Barnum and Favor were racing head and head, half a
length before Lucky B., and Ferona last. Editor was beaten
when well into the stretch, and from the furlong pole home
there was a rattling struggle between Lucky B., Barnum and
Favor, which ended with Lucky B. winning by a head, Bar-
num second, a neck before Favor third, who was three
lengths the best of Editor and Ferona last.

THE ADIEU STAKES.

Fourth Day.—Tte Adieu Stakes, for two-y«ar-olds; a sweepstake of
?50 each, $10 forfeit, with 51,000 added, of which $200 to the second and
?10ij to the third. Three-quarters of a mile.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Grissette by Glenelg—Malta, 102 lbs..Godfrey 1
Dwyer Brothers' br f Bessie June by King Alfonso

—
"Virga, 112 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 2
R. P.Ashe's b f Vera by Xorfoik—Marian, 95 lbs Eilke 3
Lizzie Krepps, 192 lbs., Meehan; Montrose, 105 lbs., Withers; Alaric,

98 lbs., Fitzpatrick, and Strideway, 98 lbs., Littlefield ran unplaced.
Time, 1:1 ii.

The betting: Even money, Lizzie Krepps; 3 to 2 each Bessie June
and Grissette, 4 to 5 each place; 8 to 1 Vera, 3 to 1 pl<ice.; 10 to 1 each,
Montrose and Strideaway, 4 to 1 each place; 25 to 1 Alaric, 8 to 1 place.

The Race.—Lizzie Krepps was first away to a good start,

Grissette second, Bessie June third, Strideaway fourth, Alaric

sixth and Montrose seventh. Around the turn Lizzie Krepps
and Grissette were on even terms, two lengths before Bessie
June third, with Strideaway fourth, Vera fifth, Alaric sixth and
Montrose last. On the bend into the stretch Grissette went to

the front and led Lizzie Krepps half a length second, Bessie
June third, and the others as previously noted. When well
into the stretch Bessie June took second place, but she could
not catch Grissette, who, coming along in fine shape, won a
rattling race by one length and a half, Bessie June second
two lengths before Tern, who was half a length in advance of

Lizzie Krepps fourth, Strideaway fifth, Alario sixth and
Montrose seventh.

MTLE AXB A FUKLONG.

FriTH Race.—A handicap sweepstakes, of ?30 each, and only $5 if

declared, with 51,OOOadded, of which S200 to the second and ?100 to
the third horse. One mile and a furlong.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella, 3 years, by Rutherford—SiBter

Anne, 100 lbs Godfrey 1

W. C. Daly's blk f Florence M., 4 years, by Alarm or Strachino

—

Flash of Lightning, 95 lbs Palmer 2
H. A. Newton's b g Supervisor, 4 years, by Buckden—Mrs. Grigsby,

111 lbs Hamilton 3

Blue Wing, 3 years, 110 lbs., Withers; Eurus, 3 years, 100 lbs., Davis;
Revoke, aged, ?71bs., Littlefield, and Thomasia, 4 years, 95 lbs., Charles-
ton, ran unplaced.

Time, 1:55*.

The betting : 9 to 5 Blue Wing, 3 to 5 place; 2J to 1 Supervisor, 4 to

5
place; i to 1 each Estrella and Florence it. 7 to 5 place ; 15 to 1 each

gurus, Tboniasia and Revoke, 6 to 1 each place.

The Race.—Florence M. jumped in front when the flag

fell, Thomasia second and Revoke third. These positions
were maintained by the leaders passing the stand, and around
the turn it was Florence M., Kevoke, Eurus and Thomasia
only a neck apart. Estrella was last, but being ridden nicely

and with a view to a rushing finish. Passing along the
back stretch Florence M. fell back to third place, and Kevoke
assumed command, with Eurus second. Around the lower
turn Revoke was a neck the best of Eurus, who was the same
distance before Blue Wing third, with Supervisor fourth.
Coming into the stretch Revoke seemed to have enough of it,

and Estrella rushed from the rear into first place, with Blue
Wing second and Revoke a bad third. Straightening for

home Estrella was half a length the best of Florence M. who
had again become dangerous, and Supervisor third, looking
as if he might be among the leaders at the end. The finish

was exciting, and Estrella landed the winner by one length,

Florence M. second, the same distance before Supervisor
third, then Revoke, Thomasia, Blue Wing, and Eurus last.

ONE arjLE OS TcnF.

SrxxH Race.—The Parting Stakes, for three years old and upward; a
sweepstakes of 530 each, and only $10 if declared, with §750 added, of
which ?150 to the second, the third to receive §50 out of the stakes;
selling allowances. One mile, on turf.

D. O'Connor's ch f Becky B., 4 years, by Longbow—Betty Magruder,
101 lbs., ?1,800 Charleston 1

J. Rowe & Co'sb h War Eagle, 6 years, by Leader—Red Eyes, no
lbs. , ?2,000 J. McLaughlin 2

J. S. Ferguson's ch f Three Cheers, 4 years, by Hurrah—Chance, 107
Lbs., ^2.000 Hamilton 3

Witch. 3 years. 76 lbs.. 81,300, Eilke, and Markland, 6 years, 104 lbs.,

81,300, McGoldrick, ran unplaced.
Time, 1:43.

The betting: 2} to 1 each, Witch and War Eagle, 3 to 6 each place;
3 to 1 each Becky B. and Markland, 7 to 5 each place ; 7 to 1 Three Cheers
9 to 5 place.

The Race.—This race was run on the turf. War Eagle
was so far in front when the flag fell the spectators hissed the
starter. Around the turn Witch tooK first place, War Eagle
second and Markland third. Witch kept in front around the
back stretch, but at the half-mile pole Becky B., who had
been running from the quarter, assumed commaud, and was
not afterward dislodged. She had one length the best of it

entering the homestretch, with War Eagle second, the same
distance before Witch. Becky B. had no difficulty in leading
the others all the way home, and she finished the winner by
one length, War Eagle second, half a length the best of Three
Cheers, who was four lengths in advance of Witch, and Mark-
land last, the same distance away.

Mistakes at the Distance Stand.

The importance of having thoroughly reliable and intelli"

gent men at the distance stand cannot be overestimated.
Frequently the result of the race hinges on the word of the
distance judge. In some respects he litis more power than
the judges of the race. If one of tuem is inclined to err, the
other two serve to bob! him in check. Let us take a case in
point. The last great §10,000 race ut Hartford. I have heard
it stated more than onoe that both Oliver K.and Prince Wilkes
were behind the flag. They started to lay up the heat; but
Belle F., Bonnie McGregor and Kenilworth set the pace so

fast and kept it up so long, that Forbes and Davis were
caught napping. Others say that the distance judge was
so interested in looking down the stretch at the finish that he
forgot the pair in the rear, and when he turned his attention

so them his flag fell opposite Oliver K.'s shouldera. If this be
to, Prince Wilkes was distanced. At any rate there was con-
siderable talk about the matter. The starting judge on being
spoken to regarding it, said : "We had no discretion. The
distance judge reported them both 'inside.

1 " We do not
think that the distance judge, iu this case, favored either of
the parties designedly, if at all, but we fear he is not fully alive
to the duties of his position. Apropos of this question, a gentle-
man from Providence, R. I., told us a capital story. He *aid:

"One time I was present at a race and casually remarked to a
friend standing near me, 'I'll bet $50 a certain horse, that
we both know well, gets shut out.' I was surprised that my
friend promptly took the bet. The heat was trotted, and the
horse was away behind the flag. To make sure work, I met
the distance judge before he reported at the judges' stand,
and said to him, 'Ben, I'll give you S10 to tell the truth.'

'I'll do it snr.' To my surprise the judges did not distance
the horse. I learnt afterwards that the party who took my
bet saw Ben later and promised him a suit of clothes if he
would say the horse saved his distance," Now if Ben
had been a trustworthy man, justice would have been done
to all parties interested.

—

Chicago Horseman.

An Estimate of Dew Drop.

fN. Y. Spirit.]

The death of Dew Drop came like a thunderbolt to the

assemblage at Coney Island, on Saturday last, the 11th ult.,

she having died at noon of cerebro-spinal meningitis. The
filly had acted strangely for some time, and iu her last races

at Gravesend she seemed to go weak behind. On Friday she
acted badly, and the veterinary was sent for. Meantime,
Byrnes, her trainer, did all he could. She seemed to lose the
power of her legs, and sank gradually until it was seen she
was quite beyond human aid.

As to Dew Drop's position on the turf there is much diver-
sity of opinion, as there is in the case of all great race-horses.
There are some who consider Dew Drop one of the best
mares ever foaled—the equal of Miss Woodford, if not her
superior. Others, while admitting her great speed, consider
her as wanting in ability to finish.—a very desirable quality
in a Tace-horse. They claim that she could run like the
winds under a pull, but when it came to iinishing under pres-
sure, she went all to pieces. We are disposed to take this

view of it, also; but certainly vre caunot shut our eyes to the
fact that Dew Drop was a filly far above the common order.
In our judgment she was one of the best mares we ever saw.
In proof of this we need only cite that at two she conceded
Inspector B. 10 lbs. and beat him in a canter for the Cham-
pagne .

Dew Drop's three-year-old career surpasses that of any
three-year-old filly that has performed in this country. She
is the only filly which has taken part regularly in the early

colt stakes of June, July and August. As a xnle. fillies

have been run in stakes reserved exclusively to their sex."
Occasionally they take part in the colt stakes, but not regu-
larly. The noblemen of England and the gentlemen of

America who race horses have never been blind to the fact that
that fillies suffer from sexual exeilabilities which militate

them in the early season. Hence the rule which allows fillies

5 lbs. up to September 1st. September is the great mares'
month, and from then until the close of the season fillies

join the colts in the struggle for supremacy, and are physi-
cally able to hold their own, as the history of racing shows.
We have before pointed out that few cf the great fillies

which have appeared from time to time ever took part in the
early colt stakes. It is a curious fact that all of the English
fillies which did so faded early. Blink Bonny did, and it

ruined her. Shotover did, and her light went out prema-
turely. Brigantine did, and she, too, "cracked." But
Queen Bertha did not; neither did Achievement, nor Cane-
zon, nor Apology, nor Marie Stuart. In this country we can
only recall Euthless as a filly who ran regularly with the colts

iu their early stakes, and she never raced after three, and
Wanda soon went the same way.
But Dew Drop uot only entered the lists early against the

colts, but gave them weights in lumps in June, July and
August—an incident unprecedented in the racing history of

this country. In the Spindrift, at Coney Island, in June, she
conceded The Bard six pounds; ia the Stockton, seven pounds
to Linden; in the Stevens, five pounds to all save Linden,
and twelve pounds to him; iu the Palisade, twenty-two
pounds to each of the colts; in the Eatoutown, twenty-one
pounds to Gardey, nineteen pounds to Elgin, fourteen pounds
to Bonanza; in the West End, seven pounds to Preciosa, and
in the Omnibus, seven pounds to all except Bea Ali. The
Dwyers never set Miss Woodford such a task as this at three,

for they ran her only in filly stakes up to September.
We have no desire to reflect upon the Dwyers. but we cer-

tainly think, in view of the above, that they have been unduly
severe upon the great filly. But there are palliating circum-
stances to be urged in their favor, perhaps. They saved the
filly as long as they could. Portland had failed them, and
Insneccor B. had accumulated penalties, and when it came to

Monmouth, she was the only staff upon which they could
lean in the great three-year-old battles. Besides, they are not
"sentimental turfmen "—they make no claim to beiuc. To
them it was a matter of business. They had paid $29,500 for

the filly—a big sum—and they naturally desired to realize ou
the investment. They succeeded, but we cannot help believ-

ing that they killed the goose that laid the golden egg. That
Dew Drop was well and herself we did not believe when Pre-
ciosa ran her so close for the West End, and we called atten-

tion to it in these columns. But they kept on racing her.
When The Bard beat her at Monmuuth it should have been
clear to them that she was amiss, as she could always just

about beat The Bard when she was right. Still they kept her
racing away until disease developed from her exhausted ener-

gies. Had she been stopped after her defeat at Monmouth it

is likely she would be alive to-day. Poor Dew Drop ! Little

did we imagine, ou that great day, last February, when she
walked out of the Raucocas ring amid such cheers as fairly

rent the cloud", that we should so soon be called upon to

chronicle her death. The racing world was at her feet.

Millionaire turfmen fought for possession of her until the

hammer fell to the highest bid ever made for a race-horse ia

America. She ruled the turf a queen, but man's greed and
ambition, which has shaken stronger monarchies than hers
has laid her low, and her fame, like lhat of all things earthly
is, after all, only "a fancied life in other breaths."

With yesterday the red-letter day of the setters and pointers

arrived. October 1st means thut hunting dogs have an
immediate importance. Many good dogs will have their tem-
pers sorely tried by bad masters, and the majority will take
abuse with morn tbun christian resignation. A f I

masters will be driven tn their wits ends by bad <i

the mental equipoise between dogs and their

, ,
season of the year will have many dements of c
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels , in all instances writing plainly names of sire »nd data

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Names Claimed.

By Mr. F. L. Macondray, San Francisco.

Diana, for black and white greyhound bitch, whelped Dec.

24, 1SS5, by Wren's Short StOD—Culverine.
Little Brudder, for fawn and white greyhound dog,

whelped Jnne 26, 1886, by Kelly's Bones—Lady Bird.

By W. S. KiUle, San Francisco, Cal.

Donna Drab, for lemon and white bitch pup, whelped

Jnne 1st, by Vandevort's Don—Vandevort's Drab.

Rum, foi lemon and white pointer dog pup, whelped June

3d, by LemmieB.—Surf.

Rye, for lemon and white ticked pointer bitch pup, whelped

June 3d, by Lemmie B.—Surf.

Maid, for lemon and white pointer bitch pup, whelped

June 3d, by Lemmie B.—Surf.

The Pacific Kennel Club begins existence under what are

generally considered favorable auspices. The membership

already includes many gentlemen of standing and responsi-

bility, and in so far as we know, there are no objectionable

persons in it. It is purely democratic in every respect, using

the word in its larger sense, and there can be no emasculating

ring management or arrogation of superior rights or privileges

while those now in office continue to hold the reins.

It is probable than from certain irresponsible mouths and
pens many untruthful statements will come about the club,

bat they can do no more than passing harm and in reaction

*rill help it. Itwill disregard all stuff of the sort, and hold an

even tenor in its progress toward strength and usefulness.

It has no fault to find with similar organizations, nor has it

any jealousy of or nnkindness toward them. The more of such

olubs the better, if they are decently managed.

In company with several English setter experts, while in

{Sacramento a few days ago, we saw puppies of the two litters

recently bred by the California Kennels. There is a notice-

able difference in form and general style between the Sports-

man—Sweetheart youngsters and those by Harold—Janet.

The Sportsman puppies are lighter all round and will be

rangy dogs, while those by Harold are inclined to stockiness

and closely resemble their dam.

Which are preferable we should not like to say, all of both
litters are sizeable dogs and seem hearty. The Sportsman
pup reserved for Major Human, owner of the sire, is a very
choice bitch of good size, as is the Harold bitoh owned by
Thos. Bennet, Esq.

To our notion, the pair being raised by Mr. Clay Chip-
man, Sirrocco and Stephanie, both by Sportsman, are the

handsomest of those seen, and Mr. Chipman is caring for

them with excellent judgment.

Last Wednesday we saw another of the Sportsman litter

which has been raised in Oakland. For some reason, pos-
sibly because of proximity to the bay and consequent cool air,

it is much larger than those kept in Sacramento. It is a
beautiful, intelligent and taking dog and promises great
things. Owners of all of the puppies should let them severely
alone in so far as handling is concerned, until they are a

year old. It is a great mistake, in our opinion, to be fussing
with and lecturing them while passing through puppyhood.
A good many rare young ones have been ruined by such
practice within our knowledge. Those so fortunate as to

possess really well-bred young English setters, will do well
enough if they carry their pups through to hardy yearling
form without any attempt to train them. At best they are
superior only at cost of currish toughness.

The Pacific Coast Trial Derby of 1SS7 will be worth going
many miles to see, If the setters noted, and others of less

fashionable breeding, together with a field of first rate young
pointers, start.

From all those who have had opportunities to study the
Vandevort's Don—Beautiful Queen puppies, theopinion comes
that they bid fair to be good ones. Several of them are run-
ning about on a ranch near Yacaville, whose owner writeB
that they are already pointing staunchly and all backing. A
continuation of our opinion that Don must certainly get good
puppies if bred to bitches of anything like field excellence.

The pointer seems to engage the feminine affections more
than the setter. Daring the last bench shjw numbers of
ladies hung about Tom Pinch caressing him, and many of
them even going so far as to hug and kiss the imperturbable
grandson of Sensation. He is a beanty and never looked bet-

ter than now, as he is midway in his preparation for the field

trial, under the able care of Mr. Allender.

Mr. H. T. Payne's visit to the city last week induced a trip

with him to the Marin County Kennels, near Sausalito. The
suave young proprietor turned out for inspection as hand-
somely kept and high-spirited a lot of pointers and setters
as can be imagined. All of them cool, sweet and in perfect
health, and all taking kindly to training methods. Even Mr.
Payne, inclined to oynicism, could not refrain from unre-
served expressions of admiration for Shot, Lassie, Tom Pinch,
Hidalgo, Climax and the other good ones. Among the dogs
was a black and tan by Taft's Dorr out of Dorris, a daughter
of Dorr. The pup is not a beauty, but he is a keen one, and
in the opinion of Mr. Allender will be a good one. It is

to be hoped that old Dorr will leave at least one representative
as good as himself.

Officer P. D. Linville will receive, on Tuesday next, a
young black pointer from John Drees, at Little Rock, Arkan-
sas. The puppy strains to what is known as the "Pape"
stock; the gun-maker of that name, at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
having for some years bred black pointers, which have been
pronounced good Held dogs. Mr. Linville's youngster is by
Joe Pape—Nellie Pape, and is about three months old. It
will certainly be a beauty, and if unsparing endeavors aud
lavish expenditure can make a first-rate fielder of it, the dog
vr 111 be a wonder. Some equally enthusiastic pointer fancier
should import a good bitch of the Pape strain, and establish
the variety here by crossing with the Linville dog.

Since writing the foregoing several items of interest con-
cerning the Linville puppy have come to hand. Its sire, Joe
Pape, by Pape's Sambo the Devil—Pape's Spot, is said to be a

. large and strong dog, quick and a fine worker. Of its dim,
lie Pape, by Pape's Sweepout—Pape's Nell, Mr. George

. Ballentine, at Washingtonville, Ohio, says, "Nellie Pape
'-- large handsome bitch, a good worker, having plenty of

-"ted, style, nose and staunchness; is a merry worker, with

fine tail action, and no brier patch is too thick for her."

Mr. W, R. Pape, breeder of Joe and Nellie, writes thus of the

strains: "The parents are the best ever run on game. This

stock I imported by special favor from a count's kennel in

Spain, in 1858, and crossed with a black pointer bitch in

Admiral Mitford's kennel that had been bred pure for many
years. Out of the first lot of puppies I kept Sweep I.; next

by Sweep was Sam; next by Sam was Prince; next by Prince

was Sweepout of to-day. Sweep I I shot over myself thir-

teen seasons. I then presented him to .General York, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, who ran him two seasons after that and
said he was the best dog he ever had, and hunted well when
seventeen years old."

Newark Coursingr.

The stakes left unfinished on Sept. 19th were run out on
last Sunday at Newark. Only two or three Unndredwent
down to see the finish. The hares were not butter than on
the Sunday before, although the day was much more favor-

able.
SU1DIABY.

Opening Stakes:
Killarney beat Mazeppa.
Sly Girl a bye.

SECOND TIES.
IJohn Mitchell beat Wee Lassie.
John L. beat Lizzie D.

Killarney beat Sly GirL
THTBD TIES.

I
John L. beat John Mitchell.

FINAL.
Killarney beat John L. and won. IJohn L. runner-up. SiO.

Killarney, winner, S80. |Sly Girl and John Mitchell, each$20.

Newark Puppy Stakes:
SECOND TIES.

Menlo Rattier beat Sister Mary. | Handy Andy beat Marshal Xey.

FINAL.
Handy Andy beat Menlo Rattier, I Menlo Rattler, runner-up, $20.

Hey, and win. |Sister Mary and Marshal Ney each
Handy Andy, winner, §40. j

$10.

Consolation Stake—For non-winners of the meeting. Entrance $5.

Camellia beat Jack Dempsey. I Wee Lassie beat Killarney Boy.
Sleepy Dick beat Oceanic II.

FIEST TIES.

Sleepy Dick beat Camellia. |
Wee Lassie a bye.

FINAL.
Wee Lassie beat Sleepy Dick and won.

Scratch matches—Each for 55 a side.

Maid of Erin beat Sleepy Dick. (Nucleus beat Fraud.
Napoleon beat White Lily. [Spinaway beat Jim Douglas.

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the club was
held in this city, on Sept. 2oth, President J. G. Edwards,
Judge Post, G. W. Bassford and Win. Schrieber were present.

It was decided to hold the trial in Fresno county or Tulare,

the precise location to be selected by Mr. Edwards who will

visit the various likely places. Messrs. R. T. Vandevort of

Pasadena, F. A.Taft of Truckee and D. M.Pyle of San Jose,

were selected as judges. The Trial will begin on Monday,
December 13th, and if earnest efforts to make them success-

ful meet proper appreciation, they will well repay attendance.

It seems certain that birds will be plenty and the ground level

and free from brush and high cover.

A Gordon Dog Wanted.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Will you kindly men-
tion in your column reserved for the "Kennel" that I am
desirous of breeding my thoroughbred Gordon setter bitch,

and would like to meet a brother sportsman having an
equally good dog? Gustave Mahe.

110 Kearny St., Sept. 27, 1SS6.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the above club will be help
at parlor A, Palace Hotel, on Wednesday evening, Oct. 6th,

at 8 o'clock sharp. James E. Watson,
Secretary.

AQUATICS.

Oakland Canoe Club.

There waB so little wind on the estuary last Saturday and
Sunday that there was small satisfaction to be got out of sail-

ing; notwithslanding this drawback there was quite a respect-

able gathering afloat in the hope of an afternoon breeze.

Lunch was enjoyed in the club-room, and plans for the future
discussed. The breeze showed signs of improvement about
2 o'clock, and the canoes sailed up to the basin; but it soon
dropped again. The Zoe Mou had her new main-sail hoisted,

but was doomed to disappointment, as she did not sail nearly
so well as with her old suit. However, it is not yet properly
stretched and may yet be a success. The Flirt and Shadow
each had a passenger aboard who took a lively interest in the
proceedings; after a sail aroand the basin the stern-wheeler,

A. C. Freese was boarded to find out if she was suitable for

picnics, and it was decided to make her the rendezvous next
Saturday, when some ladies are to be the guests of the club.

ROD.
Three Fishers.

Three fisher.? went fishing into the sea
With bottles well filled with regular bait:

They burned in the sun and told stories with alee
And caught one see-robin, a crab anil a skate;

But. as they were told on the previous day,
More fishes were caught than were earned away,

And then were these fishers a-groanin,;.

Three fishers all blistered crawled homeward, intent
With cussing tbeir luck and without any bait,

And also without tbe small fortune they'd spent
For one old sea-robin, a crab and a skate

;

But then—if the wind or the tide bad been right.

Or different bait, or fishes would bite,

These fishers would not be a-groaulng.

Three fishers went telling some terrible lies

Of how they returned with a ton or so weight;
The fish, they kept growing in numbers and alze

As fast as tbe fishers could swallow mora "bait."
For spinning of yvas is the
Of fishers who fisb without g<

And who, wLen alone, are a-groanlng.

Mr. Philip McShuue, on hi* return trip from Webber Lake
last Saturday, was thrown from a stage and is con lined to his

room with a sprained ankle, lie will be abuut iu a few days,

Elsewhere, under the "Rod," a recent angling trip to the
headwaters of the Sacramento river is described by one to

whom it was a first experience with rod aud reel. If the

description omits all account of the fishing und soars oil' iuto

brook symphonies and pine tree requiems, it mast be attrib-

uted to the fact that the writer is more at home in an opera
chair than up to his hips in a rushing, icy river, with furious
spent-salmon making mad rushes at his cricket pants under
the mistaken impression that the white flannel-covered
leglets are mammoth pine grubs.

Such an array of fishermen as loaded the excursion train
is seldom seen. Charley Green and John Lemmer, with
grilse rods were there. Jos. and Ed. Shain, Fred Johnson,
John Lohse, Sam Valleau, John White, John Durkee, and a
score more from San Francisco; Chris. Ecklon and J. H.
Burnham, from Folsom; a Sacramento contingent, and stray
anglers from a dozen other places, all outfitted in anproved
style, and most of them quite up in trout fishing. Some were
provided with bait, roe, shrimps and worms, but most relied
upon flies alone. The average catch was about one fish per
man. The party noted in the article printed elsewhere had
rather better luck than the rest, probably because its members
worked harder.

Sam Yalleau fished seven miles of the river on Sunday and
scored twenty-eight good pan fish. Mr. John Cadmau was
nest with twenty decent brook trout, if, indeed, the fish in the
river are trout. They certainly look like carr, and shed
scales, but are white fleshed.

The trip gave us an opportunity to use the reel built by
Clabrough and Golcher, which was described hist week. Once,
a trout of perhaps a pound and a quarter was foul hooked,
the fly engaging in the side of the fish just midway of its

depth and directly below the dorsal fin. The current was
swift and the strain heavy, but, in so far as the reel was con-
cerned the trout was under easy control, and was neatly
netted by Ramon Wilson, after a few rushes.

The leaders used on the trip were of the fine undrawn gut
recently laid in stock by the Golcher brothers, and it was
equal to all demands; wore without fraying and proved itself

in every way the best we have had.

One incident of the trip was of peculiar interest to ns. We
hesitate to mention it, lest those incorrigible jokers, brothers
Gordon of the Chronicle and Hart of the Alta be given an
opening for some such dismally funny things as they have
recently vented at our expense. On Saturday afternoon after
reaching Hazel Creek the party divided, three fishing up stream
and two down. The up-stream waders were Ramon Wilson,
perfectly adept with a fly rod, Fred. Butler as keen to fish as
the most enthusiastic, and the writer. The down-stream
representatives were Mr. Cadman, as good a fisherman as we
have seen for many a day, and Mr. Sanderson, notexperienced
but persistent in exposing his white cricket pants to the mad
waves. There was little difference as to water, shade,
bottom cover for fish, or accessibility to the stream; yet the
np-stream division scored thirty-three trout, against two
which were proudly produced by those who went down.

The disparity walTnot due to differences in flies or tackle
or skill, and cannot be explained except by the rule that
those who fish up stream can usually discount those who do
not.

The Upper Sacramento.

Several angling parties journeyed from this city to Shasta
county on the excursion train last week. If the success of an
angling trip is to be judged solely by the number of fish

landed, then all the parties who whipped the rapid running
waters of the Sacramento last Saturday and Sunday were
failures. But of one party that went and fished the word
failure must not be written, yet they returned with very light
baskets, and the few trout taken were not large. The party
all told made up a quintette; the musical term is perfectly
allowable when applied to them, for they sang glees, songs,
ballads, operatic airs, both tragic and comic, the different num-
bers being rendered in solo, duo, trio, quartette, and at inter-

vals with the full strength of the company. As a musical
party these five anglers made a complete success; they took
possession of the smoking compartment, and entertained
large parties of passing friends and casual visitors. There
were no reserved seats; the audience had to hold on to the
sides of the coach to support themselves. The performers
looked picturesque, and each one might have been mistaken
for the hero of Masinello, Billie Taylor, the Pirates, or any
opera in which an outlandish garb is deemed appropriate.
The audience were rather cold in applause, but the singers
made up for the lack of that stimulant by the warmth of their
interpretation of tbe soul-stirring music.

It is no libel to write that the party was of a distinguished
order. It included a popular orator, a distinguished artist, a
poet, a champion wing-shot, and a writer of sporting squibs,
which are often referred to as rockets. They have one cardi-
nal virtue which the love of truth in the present writer must
shock—that is modesty. Their names are Ramon Wilson, H.
H. Briggs, J. O. Cadman, F. S. Butler and J. Sanderson.
The providore of the party did his work well; the baskets of
provisions were ample, and the selection of solids and liquids
both appetizing, satisfyins and stimulating. At miduight
on Friday, near Davisville, the order to "turn in" was given,
and everyone slept the sleep of the just until rosy dawn
appeared kissing the pine-clad hills near Red Bluff. Break-
fast followed, but was preceded by a hunt made for fresh eggs
by two scouts of the party, who foraged amongst the hen-
roosts of Red Bluff and returned in triumph with supplies.
Hazel Creek was reached at noon, only five hours behind
time. The whole party dumped themselves aud their sup-
plies out of the train near the banks of the Sacramento, and
soon were delighted with the sight of Southern's face, and he
took-the baggage in baud aud left the anglers free to get their
fish; ug tackle in order; within half an hour five lines were
being cast on the rapid surface of the river. It is a noble
stream to fish iu, broad, rapid and deep; plenty of riffles and
very few snugs, and there is enough ot-4t to allow a hundred
anglers to fish tor a week and never get in sight of each other.
Last week there were very few fish seen iu it, and only

small ones wore taken out. The blasting done along the banks
for many months has kept the stream riled, and prevented
the li&j from rising. The laborers working on the road have
made many hauls upon the stream, and the report was cur-
rent that giant powder had been used with the usual'infernal
effect. The party fished with persistence, but no one was
rewarded with much sport, and Saturday night found all

bauds gathered around Southern's hospitable board, where
ample justice was done to the evening meal. Early to bed
was the command, and the luxury of neat rooms, downy
beds and an atmosphere made sweet by the contact with the
fragrant pine trees, was most welcome and enjoyed by the
whole tired party. The lishiug on Sunday wis nut a great
improvement upon Saturday. A few scraggy-looking salmon
were seen. One member of the party who. had wailed up to

Lis knees stated that a hangiy-lookiug salmon had came
nosiug around the calves of his legs as if he would relish a
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bite. Late in the day another member of the quintette fotmd ebonite to papier inache, the best being, I think, those of
some amusement in watching an Iudian spearing and landing ebonite bound with German silver, as they are very light
a large fish about sis or seven pounds. And so the trip

|
and the metal binding protects the ebonite, so that with ordi-

ended without excitement, without adventure, and with very nary care they will last several seasons. Above all things, do
few fish, bnt a great deal of quiet enjoyment. The home not have a winch with a hard check, as nothing is so likely to
journey was made much more rapidly than the outward trip,

j

produce a smash with a somersaulting salmon as to have a
the party crossing from Oakland on the 8:30 A M. boat, on reel with a pull of more than is sufficient to prevent overrun-
Monday morning.

Los G-atos Note.

Editor Breeder a>-d Sportsman:—I have bean watching

very carefully all through the season, but have failed to see

you "materialize" at the "Forest House," according to prom-

ise made last spring. I expected sure to see you at Newark
|

ends have a tendency to work out, which, of course,' tends to

last Sunday, but again yon failed to connect. What is the |

weak
?
u_}*" However, if the cast be from time' to time

matter? Have you "gone back" on the "long tails" and

mng.
Having now considered what may be called the permanent

part of the fly-fisher's tackle, I now come to the other portion
that is continually being changed to suit different circum-
stances and which consists of the Gut Casting Line and the
Flies. The gut casting line is made of two or three parts,
that next the reel line being of treble gut twisted or plaited.
The plaited trace being without knots is preferable; but the

myself, or what is the matter? It may interest you to know
that the fishing in the Los Gatos has been better this season
than for yeaTs past, and that thousands of tTout, running from
6 to IS inches in length, have been taken out of it. But
what is the nse in talking to a man about such sport who
don't care enough for it to take a two-and-a-half-hour ride in

a Palace car to get it.

Forest House, Sept. 24. Sam'l. O. Gregory.

±Jly Fishing for Salmon.

An essay written by Mr. C. W. S. Gould, in competition for

valuable prizes offered by the Fishing Gazette, covers the

whole art of fishing with the fly for salmon so succinctly that

it cannot but repay close reading. It won the first prize.

The author writes:

Many fishermen have already gone forth and done battle

with the lordly salmon; but many others, like myself, have
to reserve ourselves until the year gets older before we shall

be able to get an opportunity of trying our luck, and every

year there are many who have never yet killed a salmon, but
who now, for the first time, are determined to see what they

can do, and it is for them principally that these practical

hints are written. However, I hope that some remarks may
be of use to more experienced hands, though, as a rule, we
salmon anglers are very conservative in our notions, and do

not like departing fTom well-trodden paths, Some take to

fishing almost naturally, while many, though they have fished

for years, never really attain proficiency, merely managing to

take a few fish more by luck than skill.

The great thing is to begin well, and not to fall into a care-

less or slovenly way of fishing, or it will be most difficult to

get out of it, while, if the beginner from the outset is made
to fish the "catches" through fnirly from head to tail, with-

out skipping any of the water, and at the same time throwing

a nice "clean" line, the habit will become a second nature,

and I can assure him that his sport will be increased to a

large extent. The true fisherman is he who, at the end of a

long day's fishing—a day, perhaps, during which not a fish

has been moved—makes each cast ]ust as carefnlly, and fishes

just as pluckily as when he began in the full expectation of

making a good bag. To go on thus "from smiling morn till

dewy eve" requires a deal of determination; but the reward

is often ample, as salmon are most capricious in the their

appetites; and how often is it the case that when
all those who have been dancing attendance upon them
the whole day have gone home, having lost patience,

time, and perhaps temper, some indefatigable disciple

of the -rod, thrashing away as hopefully as ever, manages

to land fish after fish? Beginners should never despair,

as their luck is proverbial, many of the heaviest fish

falling to their rod. The heaviest salmon I have ever killed,

and most likely ever shall, was one of the very first fish I had
the luck to hook; and how well do I remember the pride with

which I held quite a levee of those who wished to see the

monster and hear the history of his capture; and I have seen

the same good luck occur to many novices who knew little of

salmon fishing.

I will not waste any more space with introductory remarks,

but will at once go into practical details of how to fish for

salmon with the fly, which, however, I must preface with a

description of the instruments and tackle used for that par-

pose.
To begin with the most important, namely, the Bod. This

must, of course, be of a size proportionate to the strength of the

wielder, and, naturally, if the river be wide, and long casting

be necessary, a long rod will have an advantage over a shorter

one. Bods are of all shapes and sizes, some as whippy as

willows, while some are quite the reverse, in each of which
many firmly believe;but the Tod that I strongly recommend
is a Castle Connell, with an enlarged butt, about seventeen

to eighteen feet in length. Such a rod as this I saw at the

Fisheries Exhibition at Messrs. Farlcws' stall. It should

bend equally from butt to top, and it is surprising how little

exertion is required to throw with it, and what a length of

line may be thrown; also they are very powerful when fight-

ing a fish, and that is a most important element in their favor,

particularly when the fish run large or the current is strong.

I very rarely use any other- rod than one like what I have

described, made of greenheart, or greenheart with top joint of

Washaba. (This wood ought to be used a great deal more
than it is for making salmon fly-rods. It never snaps sud-

denly as greenheart sometimes will, does not warp, and has

great power.) Cane rods are powerful and light, but are

expensive, and will not stand the knocking about which a

rod in constant use must get, and, moreover, are very difficult

to get mended in out-of-the-way places. Let the rings on the

rod be upright, not folding, as with the former severalyards

more line can be thrown by letting it shoot through the rings

than could be managed with the folding ones, especially if

the line be thoroughly wet. In nearly all fishing a deal

depends on the extent of water that can be covered, and in

fishing for salmon this is of the highest importance; so that

every contrivance whereby an additional yard or so can be

added to one's leDgth of cast should at least be considered.

Next we come to the Eeel Line, which must, of course, be

of a size and weight to suit the rod; and for one such as 1

have described, a rather heavy line will be found to be

required; but do not have it a bit heavier than is absolutely

necessarv. There are so many good, bad and indifferent

lines sold, that I shall make no particular remark except to

say that the taper lines of the Manchester Spinning Company
are very strong and nice to fish with. The length of the line,

of course, varies according to the size of the river and the size

of the fish expected to be met with; but, as a rule, one will

not come to grief through not having enough rope if there

be a hundred yards on one's Beel, which is the next article to

be spoken of. It should be as light as possible consistent

with strength, and must be large enough to carry the line

easily. Keels are made of many different materials, from

i weaken it. However, if th_
examined and its strength tested, the plaited one will be
perfectly trustworthy, and I do not remember to have ever
been deceived by one, although I rarely use anv other. The
length of this part of the casting line should be"about 3 ft. or

J" , m succeeded by a similar length of double gut
twisted. To the latter is attached the single trace, varying
in length from 3 ft. to 6 ft. It should be composed of care-
fully selected strands of gut fall flat or shivelled pieces being
discarded), tied after being soaked for some days in rain water
or milk and water. No whippings should be used at the
knots, and the gut should he of its natural color, as its trans-
parency renders it almost invisible to anything looking
upward through the water. (Try the experiment in an
aquarium. It can hardly be tried in a globe, as the size of
the gut becomes so magnified.)

If the river be high or discolored, no single gut need be
used; and I believe that a fish, if really eager for the flv, will
not be deterred by the vision of a little of the connecting
link between the rod and the hook. At the same time, if the
river be low and clear, I have no doubt that the finest tackle
should be used, as the salmon are then almost always off
their feed, and require a deal of tempting before they will
take anything. Under such circumstances the best thing to
be done is to discard all the treble gut, usiDg only the double
and a very long cast—say 6 ft. or 8 ft. of fine single. At no
time should a longer casting line than 11 ft. or 12 ft. be used,
as in bringing a fish to gaff it might be wound up within the
rings of the rod, and many a break nas been caused thereby.

Last, but I am sure not the least important is that wonder-
ful combination of fur, feather and other materials which
together form the Fly—the cause of many a tragedy in the
history of the Salmo salar. Many fishermen believe only in
certain set patterns, and would not think of fishing with flies
of a nondescript character; but 1 believe that pattern counts
for very little, while size is of the greatest importance. There
is no doubt that some colors are, under certain conditions
more visible in the water than others; as, for instance, if the
river be discolored, red or black will show more plainly than
other colors, and therefore flies of those hues should be used.
The point to be aimed at is to make the salmon see the fly.
If he sees it and is a feeding fish, he will come at it whatever
may be the pattern. It is a very different matter with regard
to trout-flies, as they have to imitate to a nicety the natural
insect which is on the water; but it is hardly necessary to say
there is no insect the least like an artificial salmon-fly. Cer-
tain patterns are said to be certain killers, and in time get to be
called standard flies; but I think the reason is this Suppose
the river is in splendid trim, well-stocked with fish, which
are fresh run and therefore eager to feed on whatever is
offered, I tie up a fly of quite an original design, and have
capital sport, as, indeed, I could hardly fail to with all the
conditions so favorable. Coming back I meet B., who asks
what was the fly which did the mischief. I show him. He
immediately ties one like it, and all the conditions being
equally favorable, perhap3 he also has good sport. The
pattern thus spreads, and very likely is christened, many
fish being taken by it for the simple reason that so many
fishermen are using it. Anyhow I have always found that
flies of a nondescript pattern kill just as well a3
standards, always supposing that they are not of an
unreasonable description. Another point to be con-
sidered is what size flies ought to be made. In this, one has
to be guided almost entirely by the locality, as in many rivers
the fish will not rise at anything smaller than a humming-
bird, while in others the smaller the fly the better. As small
a fly as will move the fish shculd be used, a3 they often take
a large fly very "short," that is, "just getting into their mouth,
but not sufficiently for it to take a good hold, whereas on
changing to a small one it will be taken properly. The best
way, if you have plenty of time, is to fish down the catch with
a small fly first, afterwards using flies of a larger size. Have
nothing to do with double hooks for they are in every way
inferior to the single: they are difficult to throw against a
breeze, catch all rubbish, such as floating leaves, &c, are
generally rendered brittle by the brazing, and, as there are
two hooks, are twice as likely to run against a bone in the
fish's mouth. One matter I have forgotten to mention. The
attractive part of a fly is the hackle, therefore always have
plenty of it; in fact, flies made without any wings at all are
often very killing.

The articles used in fly-fishing having been described, the
next thing to be done is to explain how to ase them. I shall
suppose that the beginner is able to throw a fairly long and
light line, as he cannot learn how to throw from what is

written, but must pick it up from practical teaching by the
river side. Besides, there are so many different styles of
throwing peculiar to different places, that it would require a
deal of space to discuss them all.

Having arrived at the head of the pool or catch, and fastened
on a fly suitable for the conditions of the water, notice
whether it swims traly under the surface. Should it do
otherwise, or "skirt 1

' the surface, take it off and replace it

with another that will not make any ripple, as nothing so
effectually scares a salmon as a fly which leaves a wake like a
small steamer.

I find I shall first have to describe how to fish a catch
through which a good stream (that is, at not less than about
three miles an hour) is running, and afterwards one which
consists of slack water, as one will require very different

treatment to the other.
To begin with the former. Go to the head of the catch,

and throw well down stream and across, covering all the
likely water you can manage. Of course, this will necessitate
casting a long line; but the advantages overthrowing straight

across the river, or nearly so, are: first, the fly will remain
longer over any fish that maybe lyiDg there, so that it will

be likely to attract its attention; secondly, tbe line will be
kept more taut by the current, and therefore more motion
can be imparted to the fly; and, lastly, should any salmon
snatch at the fly he will be more apt to hook himself than if

he had to race across the pool after the fly.

As regards the jerking motion imparted to the fly, I believe

it is a great element in success, for surely a salmon's sight

must be somewhat like our own, and all who have seen the

advertisement of the Nubian blacking at the London under-
ground stations know how itsmoviDg letters force themselves
on one, whereas if they were still we should not notice them,
and I believe that it is much the same with a salmon, and that
he is bound to notice a fly properly "worked" which he
would not pay attention to if it came round over him steadily.
This "work" is put on the fly by raising the rod's point two
or three feet and letting it fall again. More play than this is

not good, for if the rod be waved wildly many a fiBh may be
missed if they come short. In working the fly round after the
cast is made, keep the point of the rod in its direction and
very low, so as to have as much as possible the bine and rod
in one and the same straight line, as Euclid has it, when, if

a salmon does take he has a dead pull on the line, as the
spring of the rod is not brought into play, and he is pretty
certain to hook himself, and no strike is necessary. Fish on
carefully, taking a step between each throw, and gathering in
a yard or so of line before making a fresh cast, as salmon not
unfrequeutly make up their minds at the last minute.
Now I must go back to show how to fish a slack, which ia

much more difficult than to fish a swift-running stream. Here
a long line cannot well be used, as it will sink so deep that it

would only be recovered to make a fresh throw, with great
risk to the top joint, so we must, perforce, content ourselves
with a short line and throw almost straight across, and
instead of keeping the rod point low as in fishing a stream, it

must be pointed more and more upwards, so as to keep the
line at all taut. If a salmon should take the fly, he must be
struck, and struck hard, as there is no current to make him
hook himself. In all cases, should a fish rise at the fly and
not take it, do not snatch it away, but remain standing
exactly where you were; then, having waited half a minute,
throw over him again, and if there be another refusal, try a
change of flies {putting on a smaller one). If no answer,
mark the place where the fish rose from so as to remember il

again, and finish the catch, and the chances are if you try
him again half an hour later he will be ready and waiting. If
the river be inclined to rise. I have generally found that if a
fish does not take the first time he rises he will not come
again.

A salmon now having been hooked, I should advise that he
be dealt with thus: First of all hold your rod pointing
upwards so as to bring the spring of it to bear with all its

power on the fish; then ''hang on" to the fish and do not let

him have any more line than you can possibly help, as the
less line there is between you and the fish the better for
you and the worse tor your quarry, as, if there is much line
out it may get foul of some obstacle, and the force of the
current will put a heavy strain on. If the fish is determined
to run, he will take line, and should he take to somersault-
ing, at each jump the line must be quite loose, and the rod's
point dipped; but in any other case it is best not to give a
foot of line, provided the rod be kept upwards, as no rod
(or at any rate no ordinary rod) can put on more strain than
three or four pounds, so there is little or no danger of a
break. In this manner many a little fish of not more than six or
seven pounds weight may be speedily killed without allowing
a great deal of water to be disturbed, and by keeping such a
tight line fish may be landed into which the hook has not
gone over the barb, whereas if they had not been held in tight
the hook would have dropped out. I need scarcely say that
a fish, if small, must be kept; if large, coaxed away from any
obstacle. Should he go to the bottom like a log, as large ones
sometimes do, get below him if possible, and pall hard at
him. If this does not start him, pelt him with stones. This
will generally succeed; but sometimes more severe measures
have to be taken, as at Langrwyney, in the TJsk, last season.
A salmon weighing 42 lbs. on being hooked sank to th«
bottom, and was only moved by a gallant colonel who was
present, stripping and swimming in after it.

The fish having been fairly tired out may be brought to.

gaff, or if a sloping gravel be convenient may be pulled out
on to it; but a large one, I think, should always be gaffed, as
the strain required to pull him out might be too much for
the hold of the hook. If yon have a gillie to use the gaff, and
he is an adept, (as unfortunately very few are) he will advise
you what to do; but in nearly all cases they are worse than
useless, as they get so excited that they scarcely know what
they are doing. Under these circumstances it is better to gaff
your fish yourself, unless the place is such as to preclude
your doing so. The way to manage it is to wind the salmon
in until the line is very short; then put the gaff in the water
and pull him over it. Do not strike wildly at him unless it

be a case of "now or never," and never try at a plunging fish,

or you will be very likely to gaff the bine, when an almost
certain result is a smash. A gaff should have a slight barb,
as it is sometimes necessary to gaff a fish when wading deep,
when he will not unfrequeutly spring off the hook unless it

be barbed; but a large barb ia sometimes very difficult to
extract from a salmon, and always disfigures it.

A few remarks on the best time for fishing may not be out
of place. Salmon, as I said in the beginning of this paper,
are most capricious; but still they generally feed more at
certain times. On days when the sun comes out occasion-
ally, but a good many clouds are about; if the weather has
been cold, with an east wind, as soon as ever the wind
changes to a warmer quarter; on windy days, after still

weather; on rough days after fine weather, and generally
when a strong wind is blowing, except it be from the east,

there is a chance of taking salmon.

Cooking: Perch-

Perch may be cooked in several different ways; they are

good-flavored and firm when in proper condition. One of

the most simple modes—probably the best—is as follows:
The fish is not to be scaled or opened, but placed, just as it

is caught, upon a gridiron over a clear fire. When thoroughly
cooked it will begin to split at the back, when it should be
laid open with a fish knife, and the back bone, ribs aDd
interior removed. A little butter, and finally a little chop-
ped parsley, with salt and pepper, according to taste, should
then be applied and the fish served then and there on a hot
dish. Some people are fond of water souchy; perch are par-
ticularly suitable for this dish, and this is the way to pro-
ceed: "Put some water into a stew-pan with a bunch of

chopped parsley (sic), some carrots, turnips and onions and
sufficient salt to make it brackish. Let this simmer for an
hour and then stew the fish in it. When partially done take
it out and remove the scales with a clean cloth, afterwards
replace it until thoroughly cooked. When done take it out to
drain, having ready some fine chopped parsley and a few
roots cut into slices of about one inch thick and an inch in
length. Put tbe fish in a tureen or deep dish, strain the
liquor, letting it flow over them, and add the min<^ 1

and roots. Serve with b^own bread and
improvement. A few flounders, small eels an'',

when obtainable, may be added to tbe concoct:
indebted to Mi. Beeton's excellent work one
latter receipe.
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Thos. H- Chubb.

The name is one known to anglers everywhere, as one

which is a guarantee of absolute worth in any article on which

it appears, and also as that of a man in whom are combined

so many good qualities as to make him noteworthy, aside

from the business phases of his character. Beginning in a

small way to manufacture rods, rod Bttings and tackle gen-

erally, he has built up the greatest factory in the world of

angling appliauces at Post Mills, Vermont. He has made his

way by pure force of character, marked sagacity, energy and

upright dealings with his fellows. Conservative by nature,

yet progressive, the contributions he has made to the social

and political philosophy of his state have all been elevating

in tone and inspiring to the youug men of Vermont and cal-

culated to ground them upon those broad doctrines which

yield the greatest good to the largest numbers, and it is not

snrnrisiug that he should have been selected as nominee for

the" State Treasurer's place. That he will be elected, all

anglers devoutly hope, and it would seem quite impossible to

defeat one in whom so great Btr.ess for an office of such vast

responsibility exists. Personally Captain Chubb is a most
approachable man. Exteriorly calm, he is yet genial, warm-
hearted and tairly enthusiastic, although never parting with

the mental equipoise and business sagacity which have enabled

him to carry to fruition the great objects of his life. Only a

few days ago there came a note from him which indicated a

thoroughly appreciative, generous spirit such as best char-

acterizes an angler. We regret that distance forbids active

support of the gentleman in his canvass, but in so far as a

friendly word may help we are glad to offer it.

"Old Dominion" writes from White Post, Virginia, that the

untoward fortune which he has so long avoided, has at last

dec'mated his keouel. His English setter bitch Rosa lost a

litter bv Coster's Buckellew. Three of his brood bitches, two

poin era Lady Fern and Nixonia, and one Irish red bitch,

Gypsv, by Elcho, have died within a few weeks, the latter

from puerperal peritonites, although he managed to save six

of the puppies. Two litches bred to Mainspring, missed,

and a'so one bred to Joker, Jr. He still has fourteen bitches,

seven pointers and seven setters, and will quickly recoup
himself.

ATHLETICS,
Olympic Club.

The recently installed Board of Officers of the Olympic
Club has prepared a circular letter, in which a plea is made
for greater activity on the part of present members in the

matter of bringing new men into the club. The suggestion

is au excellent ODe and should meet a generous response.

Nothing is impossible, and the club can very soon double its

membership by merely presenting the advantages incident to

membership init. The circular is as follows:

Olympic Club Rooms,
San Francisco, Sept, 27, 1SS6.

Dear Sir:—Tour Board of Directors of the Olympic Club,

upon taking their offices, find that it is absolutely necessary

to immediately increase our revenue. We contemplate mak-
ing a number of advantageous and beneficial improvements,
which cannot be done unless their is sufficient money, and
unless we receive the encouragement and support of the
individual members of the club. Without your aid and
assistance we can accomplish nothing. Our primary idea is

to iucrease the available resources of the club, and it is with
that object in view that we address to you this circular. We
desire you to do all in your power to increase the member-
ship, and if possible bring in a new member yourself. The
receipts from all sources are scarely sufficient to meet all

necessary expenditures. If each member will bring in a new
man, our membership will be doubled, aud our available

resources and revenue correspondingly increased. We
urgently desire, and earnestly hope that you will become
sufficiently interested so as to give us your hearty co-opera-

tion. We trust that you will do your utmost to increase,

through your individual efforts, our membership at least one,

thus aiding us to consumate the desired objects.

Billiards.—Regarding the billiard-room, we have the

pleasure of notifying you that we have taken an entirely new
departure, by securing for the club aTeacher of Billiards, who
will be on duty in the billiard-room from S to 10:30 p. m. on
each and every Tuesday, Thursday aud Saturday evening,
until further notice.

As a billiard and pool tournament will take place not later

than November 15th, the members are urgently solicited to

make the best possible use of the opportunity furnished for

free billiard instruction.

Your atteution is also called to the fact that all supplies
sold to members are, practically speaking, furnished at whole-
sale rates.

Socials.—Commencing Friday, October 22d, monthly
socials, for members and their lady friends only, will be held
in the club-rooms, such socials to be preceded by a short
gymnastic exhibition. The exhibition to commence at Sp.m.,
dancing from 9 to 11:30 p. m.

The Wheelmen.

Last Wednesday evening a new bicycle club was formed in
Oakland, and the following members signed the roll: Guy E.
Earl. H. J. Bowman, L. A. Kelly, Robeit Edgar, A. S.

Ireland, L. Sears, J. S. Tisdale, R. H. McGill, W. W. Harral-
son, P. H. Butean, J. Aikinsou, C. A. Bidenbach. Guy C.
Karl was elected president of the organization; J. L. Tisdale,
vice-president; Robert Edgar, treasurer and secretary; R. H.
McGill, captain, and Louis Sears, first lienteuant. The mem-
bers were unable to decide upon a name fur the club, and a
committee was appointed for that purpose to report at the
next meeting. The meetings of the club will be held on the
first Wednesday in every month.

There was a fair attendance at North Beach last Snuday
afternoon to witness the diving contest under the auspices of
the North Beach Swimming and Bathing Company. The
contestants were William Smith, Otto Cratle and Joseph
McCarthy. The diving point was from a tower thirty feet

high and in about ten feet of water. The different positions

in diving were: higb, drop, splash, running springboard,
tending, stop sitting, somersault aud buck dives. Messrs.

Collins and Tiuworthy acted as judges. William Smith, the
winner of last Sunday's diving conteat, was declared the
winner, being the most graceful and fearless in his leaps
from the lofty tower. To-morrow there will be a swimming
natch for the atnuteur championship of the State, open to

i comers.

Tennis.

The world's championship at court tennis is now held by
the Boston professional expert, Thomas Pettitt. The London
Field, in an article on the subject of the tenuis championship,

says:
"To all who follow the annals of tennis, last year will

always be very memorable as an epoch-marking time, inasmuch
as then, after a very close contest, the championship of tennis

passed from George Lambert to Pettitt, from England to the

United States, from the old to the new world. That it should
be taken now from Pettitt's hands, he must be challenged and
conquered in a neutral court. Such a task is not a light one,

though there is a chance it may be attempted by some one of

our younger players. Among the younger professionals,

Charles Saunders, of Prince's court, has for some years

attracted notice, and last season distinguished himself, es-

pecially by two matches with the amateur champion, the

holder of the gold prize, Hon. Alfred Lyttleton. In the first

match, Saunders received a bisque, and won by 3 sets to 0.

In the second, played on even terms, after a remarkably bril-

liant match and close contest Saunders lost by 1 to 3. After-

ward, in last November, he visited the United States and
played three matches with Pettitt in his court at Boston,
receiving 15 for a bisque. Of these he won 2 to 1. The Amer-
ican court is in some respects different from ours, and the

balls used there are much smaller and made of cotton twine
instead of hard cloth. This makes it difficult for the Euglish
player, and all the more remarkable, perhaps, that Pettitt

should have been able so thoroughly to master the English
conditions of the game. The championship of the world
having thus passed to a distance, it has been thought a reason-

able gratification both to English players and to English spec-

tators to start a contest for an English championship; aud
that such a thing is a complete novelty has not been found to

stand in the way of carrying it out. The honor would natur-

ally fall upon George Lambert as the late holder of the inter-

national championship, but this year Charles Saunders has
challenged his claim on not unreasonable grounds. For each
party backers were found, and a match was consequently
arranged for the English championship and £100 a side. Four
sets were to be played at Prince's, as being Saunders* court;

four sets afterward at Lord's, as being Lambert's court; and
if it should turn out that eaflh player wins four sets, then a

deciding match is to be played at some neutral court, either

Hampton court or Manchester." In the sets played at

Prince's court Saunders won all four. The Field says: "There
was a great deal of very close competition and fine play in the
match, though Saunders had on the whole the best of it all

the way through."
It will be seen that England is training up a ohampion to

bring back the championship from America.

BASE BALL.
Sacramento.

On Sunday last the Haverlys met the Altas at Sacramento
and "got even" for the defeat which the Sacramento club
gave them a few weeks ago. The visitors were reinforced by
Meegan, who pitched an admirable game, and DeVaull, who
appeared in place of Hanley and proved to be a very capable
player. The Haverlys went to the bat first, made a run, and
added to their score every succeeding inning with the excep-
tion of the second and seventh, closing the game with a total

of 12, their opponents only succeeding in getting two runs
which Sweeney and Fisher achieved in the fifth inning.
Sweeney's failure as a pitcher was the primary cause of the
Altas' defeat. The Haverlys pounded him all over the field,

securing ten base hits off his pitching in five innings. The
fielders did tolerably well during these innings, but made
some serious errors as well, aud luck seemed to be against
them. In the sixth inning Borchers was substituted for

Sweeney in the box, and, though being without practice, did
much better than the professional, though he gave
McLaughlin hard work behind the bat, and was, as might be
expected, uncertain. In the five innings he pitched he
struck out five, and the Haverlys only made two base
hits. Sweeney struck out one. The latter is one of the most
graceful pitchers that ever twirled a ball, and at one time was
in the front rank for effectiveness, but he will have to take
better care of himself aud "attend to business" more carefully

or he will soon find it necessary to secure some other occupa-
tion. The Altas did not, as a general thing, show the posses-
sion of that very desirable quality known sometimes as
"sand"—of course there were praiseworthy exceptions. When
they found themselves badly in the background they seemed
to lose heart, and the spectators were disgusted with their

lack of energy. No game that is played, no matter of what
kind, is out "till it is played out," and while it is bad to be
beaten, people admire those who struggle gamely aguust fate.

It is evident, however, that all clubs are liable to meet their

Waterloo. The Haverlys, Greenhood & Moransand Pioneers
were each beaten as sadly as the Altas were Sunday, on their last

visit to this city. The Haverlys played a strong game, making
only two errors, aud probably had the best nine they have ever
brought to the city. Their position as "champions" is now
beyond danger for this season. Barry, who umpired the
game, was not as successful as on the Sunday previous,
making several errors as to "balls" and "strikes," but they
did not affect the general result to any extent worth mention-
ing. The following score shows the good work and the bad:

aCtas.HAVEHLY8.
TO. B.BH. B9. PO.A

Lawton, r f....l 2 1 1

Donohue, 3 b. ..4

Encell, 2 b 5

Do Vaull, If.. ..5

Meegan, p 5

P. Sweeney, 1 b.fi

Levy, c f J

Bennett, as '-i

Stein, c 4

I 1 1

2 3

110
1 11
110

2 1 10 2

Sweeney, p, s 8. .4

Meagher, :)b 4

McLaughlin, c..4
Hint, c f 4

Ahern. 1 b 3
Borchers, p, H s.4
Fisher, 1 i I

Hilbert, r t 4

Robertson, 2 b..4

Tli.R.BH.BS.PO. A. E.

1

1 1

7
1

13

1
6 3 4

Totals 89 1312 127 20 2 Totals 35 2 7 3 27 25 9

BUN8 BY INNINGS.
Haverlys 10 14 12 1 2—12

| Altas 2 0-2
Earned runa—Haverlys 2, Altas 1. Three-base hits—P. Sweeney of the

Haverlys, De Vaull. Two-baso bite—Bennett, Meagher, ihern. First

base on orrors—Haverlys 6, Altas 1. Loft on bases—Haverlys 4, Altas
?. Bases on called balls—Haverlys :i. Altas 1. Struck out—By Meegan 7.

by Sweeney 1, by Borohera 5, Passed balls—Stefn 2, McLangbltnS. Wild
pitch—Meegan 1, Borcliersl. Umpire, Romeo Barry. Scorer, W, H

.

Young. Time, 2 hours. -
Alameda Park.

The Pioneers suffered defeat last Sunday at the Alameda
grounds at the bauds of the Greenhood & Moran Club. The
latter nine began the gamo with bard hitting, Fisher scoring
bis first two-bagger this season, and winding up the inning by
11 scon: of ronr runs, gained through the assistance of Unyes
and Gagus. The Pioneers scored two runs in the lirst inning
aud received only goose eggs for the other eight times at the

bat. There was ineffective playing on the part of the Green*
hood & Morau nine after the first inning until their fifth time
at the bat, when another run was placed to their credit.
The special feature of the game was the good batting of

Brown and Gagus aud the superb fielding of "Live" Taylor
and Caveny, both of whom accomplished fine double plays by
the rapid return of the ball after capturing difficult fly catches.
Powers was considerably uff at first. The score is as follows:

Fisher, s s 4

Long, c f 6

Dolan,3 b 4
Brown, c 4
Val Haltr<m, p..

4

Donovan, lb 4
Cahalan, If... .4

Sbea.r f 4
Qnrnett, 2 b 3

Totals 36

1

10
12 2

3 13 1

18 1

10
2 2 4 1

Caveny, r f 4

Taylor, 1 f 3

Gagus, s s 4
Hayes, 3 b 4

Buckley, 2 b....4
Penier, c f 2

Powers, 1 b 4
Carroll, c 4
McMullen. p.. .4

1 1

U

5.PO. A. E.
) 1 1

> 3 1

! 3 1
10 14 1

2 4
U 1 3 11 C 1

11 3
9 4 1

10 U

G. &M.,

4 27 20 5 Totals..

BUNS BY INNINGS.

40001000 0—5
I
Pioneers.

..33 2 6 5 27 27

C—

2

Two-base bita—Fisher. First base on errors—Greenhood & Morans
6, Pioneers 4. Left on bases—Greenhood & Morans 4, pioneers 7. Base
on callad balls—Greenhood & Morans 2, Pioneers 3. Slruok out—Mc-
Mullen 9, Van Haltren Id. Double plays—Taylor, Buckley and Powers,
Caveny and Hayes. Passed balls—Carroll 2, Brown 1. Wild pitches—
McMullen 2, Van Haltren 1. Umpire, J. Madison. Time of game—One
hour and forty-five minutes.

The Nationals and Maroons being tied for first place in
the Amateur League, played the deciding contest at Alameda
last Sunday. The former club had everything its own way
until the ninth inning, when the Maroons rapped the ball
around pretty lively, but were uuable to reach the lead before
the third man was struck out. The following is the score:

Nationals 13u2020 1—9
| Maroons 00002014—

The League Record.

Now that the Haverlys have won the league pennant, the
interest in the games now to be played will be in seeing how
near the other clubs can nudge up to the top-most record. The
Atlas are assured of second place in the league, and the
Pioneers are invincible in keepiDg behind. The record,
stands, to date:

Amateur League Averages.

The batting and fielding averages of some of the members of

the Oakland and ban Francisco Amateur Baseball League, that

finished its schedule last Saturday, would not discredit pro-
fessionals or players whose hands are toughened by more vio-
lent exercise than wielding a pen through the week. Mr. W..
B. Schofield, the League's clever scorer, has furnished the fol-

lowing as the percentages of those who have played three or
more games during the series.
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THE GOT.
Messrs. John Stack, EC. Spencer, Captain T. C. Walker,

Fred. Pntzman and John Neild have had a wagon-load of
cartridges made, with which they expect to decimate the
quail near CopperopHs, above Stockton.

Mr. John Lucas is also fittiug ouHu a way that argues his
intention to work his puppies heavily. Messrs. Clabrough
aud Golcher have boxed some twelve tbousand quail cart-
ridges to order for the opeuiug day. aud Mr. Allen has also
been keeping all his available force at similar work.

State Sportsman's Association.

Messrs. George Fletcher, I. W. Hays, Jr., and A. B. Dibble

the committee on reception appointed by the Grass Valley

Sportsman's Club to arrange a programme of entertain-

ment for the annual meeting of the State Association, have
completed their work and are sending invitations broadcast.

Their programme is as tollows:

Thursday, October 7.— 10 a. m., visiting mines and mills
in viciuily of Grass Valley and social intercourse; S i\ u
meeting of Convention.
Friday, Oct. S.—9 a. m., pigeon shooting. J



1886 %\xt f^miler anil j$pjorctsmatt.

First Match.—Twelve single rises, 21 yards; entrance, S5.
Second Match.—Sis double rises, IS yards; entrance, $5.
Third Match.—Twelve birds, Hurlingharn rules; entrance,

$5.
If time permits other matches will be arranged, open to all.

A supply of birds will be on hand.
All prizes to be divided, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.; open

to all members of the State Association, unless otherwise
specified.

State Sportsman's Association Kales to govern.

Eight* P. m.—Convention.
Saturday, Oct. 9.—Convention will go into camp for a

quail shoot and sportman's camp stew as guests of the

Grass Yalley Sportsman's Club, leaving town at 6 o'clock

a. M., returning same evening.

Trains leave San Francisco at 7 :30 A. m. and 3 p. m. ; arrive

at Grass Valley 4:25 p.m. and 12:30a.m. Committee on
Reception will meet delegates on arrival and escort them to

hotel.
«.

Selby Cartridge List.

Major Sheldon I. Kellogg has just issued, for the Selby

Smelting and Lead Company, a price list of the various styles

of shot cartridges manufactured by that company under the

Chaniberlin patents. The pamphlet is very tastefully pre-

pared and printed, and embodies much useful information

besides that about the cartridges. The number of pellets to

the ounce of the various makes of English and American shot

is given in. convenient form. The game laws of the Pacific

Coast States and Teiritories appear in tabular form, and are

worth preserving. A great list of favorable testimonials from

well-known sportsmen, Dr. Kuowles, 41. Havens, Colonel

Beaver, Crittenden Robinson, Henry Bassford, and a host of

others, indicates a general liking for the machine-loaded

ammunition. Some two hundred and fifty loads are described

in various gauges, and at prices ranging from $2.75 to $4.50

per hundred. The pamphlet is well worth sending for and
preserving. ^

Pacific Life Gun Club.

The Pacific Life Gun Club held itsannual meeting on Mon-

day last at Centreville, and elected as officers for the ensuing

year: President Chas. A. Plummer, of Centreville; Vice-Presi-

dent, Win. McGregor of San Francisco; Secretary, T. S.

Cooper of Sonoma; Treasurer. D. E. Goodman of San Fran-

cisco. The club controls shootings in Alameda and Sonoma
counties, and will open the season by a meeting atthe Cooper

Ranch near Suuoma on to-day and to-morrow for quail shoot

ing. The Ducking grounds near Alvarado, will be visited on

November 23d and 24th, when friends of the members are

invited to attend and shoot over the ©reserve.

TRAP.
Lincoln Gun Club.

The Lincoln Gun Club ended the competition of the season

last Sunday. Campbell won the first class medal for the sea-

son, having defeated his opponents in three shoots. The
following are the last scores made:

FIKST CLASS—EIGHTEEN YARDS.

1 111100111

1

1 1 1

Cate !
J

Potter x

Campbell J
}

Ford 1

H. Yenber 1 *

Brown *

In the second-class shoot Schendel and Quinton tied

off at three pairs, the latter won with three to two.

SECOND CLASS, 15 SINGLES.

1 11—7
In the shoot-

0111011110 1 C-9

1

Schendel u

Nntz 1

Karney 1 ,J

Hober }

Bovee } u

Cohen. i 1

Quinton ° 1

Doane •• ° Ouu^-vw----^^ u—

~

On shooting off the tie the score stood:

Quinton 10 10 1-3
)
Schendel 01 00 10—2

After the medal shoots had been decided pool shooting was in order,

with the following results

Ten single birds, 18 yards.

Cate 10 10 10 1—4
Cooper 00010010 1-3
Bricgs 1 11001100 0—5
Ford .-* 1 100011011-6
Karney 11100011 0—5
Rhodes 110 10 1-4
Bruns 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—7

In shooting off Bruns won first money.

In a ten-bird match, with the use of both barrels, Cate, Bruns and

Rainey tied on seven each and divided the spoil.

Ten birds, 18 yards

Hellish 10100000 0—2
Campbell. ...1 11110011 0—7
Foster 11001101 0—5
Venker 1 010101111-7
Sloane 100000 110 0—3
Potter 1 1 1 n 0—3
Horber 00100100 0—2

Ford 01011000 0—3
Cate 1 1110 111 0—7
Quinton 00100111 0-4
Venker 1100U111 0—5
Bruns * 10111*110—

7

Potter DJIOIOH 1-5

Rainey 1 11100101 1—7
Rhodes 11001000 0—3
Edlar 00100111 1—5
Horber 000000000 0—0
Bovee 01000110 0—3
Cohen 11001*1* 0-5

Blanken's.

again came out victorious, killing five out of the sis, while
Lawson only secured three.

The birds, taken all through, were good, strong flyers.

The stock of live birds having become exhausted, a sweep-
stakes match at clay birds was inaugurated. Four shooters
contested, and Schul'z again won first money, $20.
Mr. Blanken acted as judge in the events of the day.

Bird's Point.

Last Saturday, at Bird's Point, Alameda, seven gentlemen
who do not belong to any of the San Francisco clubs, crossed
the bay to shoot a twelve-bird sweepstake for a pool of $5
each and a dinner, to be paid for by the lowest scorer.

George Martin was "elected" for the dinner. Mr. Black won
the money with eleven birds fairly well killed. Mr. David-
son made a good second with the score of ten. The birds
were easy, left quarters predominating, aud flew into the
wind, where they were readily massacred. Following is the
score.

Holtz 1101 1001011—7
Black 1 111 10 11111 1-11
Neumann. .0 11011011111—9
Martin 10 001001000 0— 3

Daviison. .1111111110 1 0—10
Hart 1011 1110 11—8
Lange 1 10111011001—8

As soon as the first contest was finished a $2.50 freeze-out

took place, in which Mr. Lange carried off the money on a
tally of seven straight. Holtz lost his last bird "dead out of

bounds." The weather was too warm for fast work, and there
was very little wind. The score, therefore was below the
average. W. Carr officiated as referee. Following is the
score of the freeze-out. C

Holtz i 11111 0—6
Black 1 1110 0—4
Neumann 1 11110 0—5
Martin 0—0

Davidson..
Hart
Lange

..1 10 0-

..1111100-

..1111111-

Sacramento.

The Pacific Sportsmen's Club held its closing pigeon shoot
of the season at agricultural Park on Sunday last. The birds
were an unusually strong lot, aud apparently commenced to

fly before the traps were opened. The medal shoot resulted

as follows:

Damm 28 yards-1 0111111111 1—11
Flohr 28yards—1 1111111110 1—11
Pedlar 30 vards—1 00111010111—8
Wittenbrock 28 yards— 01101011111-8
Morrison 28 yards—1 1111111010 1—10
Chapman 28 yards— 11111010111—9
Starr 28 yards-1 1010011110 1—8
Graves 28yards-l 0111011111 1—10

In the shoot-off of the ties on 11 Adam Damm won, gain-

ing the gold medal. J. M. Morrison won in the shoot-off of

the ties on 10, and got the silver medal. Wittenbrock won
the leather medal. A match at five birds, $2.50 entrance,

was then contested, resulting as follows.

Pedlar *0 1 1 1 1—4 I Morrison 0111 1—4
Wittenbrock 1 111 1—5 Chapman 1 111 1—5
Starr 1 1 1 1 1-5

1

The ties divided the money. A match at six clay pigeons
was shot, Graves winning first money with a clean score.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound-

tinguished, and for which it will long be remembered, by the
extraordinary record made by Adolph Strecker, who made
ninety-seven rings out of a possible 100—the best string ever
made at the 25-ring target in four shots. For a long time the
ninety-five made by John Utschig has been the top score,

but Mr. Strecker is now champion. Philo Jacoby, in his

paper The Hebrew, pays the following deserved tribute to

Mr. Strecker and his record:

"A. Strecker's shooting last Sunday, at the Turner's Festi-

val at Harbor View, was wonderful. He came to thestand in

the afternoon and took three tickets of four shots each; one
trial ticket aud two scoriug. After setting his rifle with the
former he made in the first three shots of his first ticket

seventy-two rings. He changed to another target and made
in the first three shots of the second ticket seventy-three.
After having refreshed himself and invited his friends to do
so, he shot his last shot on his second ticket, twenty-
one rings, making ninety-four, and the last shot on
his first ticket, twenty-five rings, making his champion
score of ninety-seven riugs out of a possible 100 rings.

According to measurement, each of his shots was about three
quarters of an inch from the ceutre. This is a Bcore which
we wager cannot be beaten at 200 yards, even at double rest

and with telescope sights."

At the Turner targets the shooting was, on an average, as

good as was ever done on the range, and the percentages of

the first twenty prize-winners would win at any meeting of

sharpshooters anywhere. Following are the scores;

Public target—A. Strecker, 97 rings; second, A. Rahwyler,
94; third, F. O. Young, 92; fourth, K. Wertheimer, 90; fifth,

James Stanton, 90; sixth, P. Jacoby, 89; seventh, John
Utschig, S9; eighth, —Dornbier, S3; ninth, William Ehrenp-
fort, 85; tench, O. Barnieister, 83; eleventh, R. Finking, 83;
twelfth, J. Bachmann, S2; thirteenth, F. Attinger, 81; four-

teenth, Charles Sagehorn, 80; fifteenth, — Zahn, 79; sixteenth

Charles Hubert, 7S; seventeenth, D. Shoenfeld, 76; eight-

eenth, — Fields, 72; nineteenth, J. Straub, 70; twentieth,

Capt. C. K. Zimmer, 70.

First bull's-eye, forenoon, John Utschig; last, O. F. Young,
First bull's-eye, afternoon, A. Rahwyler; last, J. Utschig.
Company Target—First prize, John Utschig, 65 rings;

second, D. Schoenfeld, 60; third, A. Utschig, 58; fourth,

Louis Hinz, 57; fifth, Captain C. K. Zimmer, 55; sixth,

P. Jacoby, 54; seventh, D. A. Worth, 54; eighth, Joseph
Wagner, 48; ninth, Charles Hubert, 46; tenth, E. Fink-
ing, 44; eleventh, Chr. Bruse, 42; twelfth, O. Bnrmeister
42; thirteenth, Attinger, 42; fourteenth, Charles Sagehorn,

38; fifteenth, Aug. Hagedorn, 36; sixteenth. F. Acker, 35;

seventeenth, Wm. Noklen 35; eighteenth, H. Plagemann, 33;

nineteentb, Aug. Otto, 33; twentieth, W. Glindeman, 31;

twenty-first, Charles Hommer; twenty- second, F. E. Miller;

twenty-third, Charles Hartman; twenty-fourth, Samuel Levy;
twenty-fifth, Bob. Wieland; twenty-sixth, L. Losisch; twenty-
seventh, Ch. Herrmann; twenty-eighth, F. Komraer; twenty-
ninth, L. Thierbach; thirtieth, P. Schafer; thirty-first, Gus
Schwarzman; thirty-second, Aug. Lang; thirty-third, A.

Schoenfeld; thirty-fourth, H. Turk; thirty- fifth, L. Markus.
For the last two best shots, John Utschig, medal, presented

by Mr. Henne. »
Polsom.

Shell Mound range was crowded last Sunday as it has
seldom been filled before. Nine companies of the National

Guard held their annual target shoots, and the Nationals'

Club had their regular monthly prize contest. Besides these,

there were a good mauy individual marksmen.
The Nationals turned out in large numbers and did some

excellent shooting. The following are the best scores in the

several classes:
CHAMPION CLASS.

C F. Waltham 20o yards—4 54455444 5—44
500 yards— 5 55445455 5—47-91

P. M. Dieis..

R. H. Palm..

C. W. Petry.,

FIRST CLASS.
.200 yards—5 4 4
500 yards—5 4 5

SECOND CLASS.
.200 vards— 4 4 4
500 yards—8 5 3

THIRD CLASS.
200 yards -3 4 4 4

FOURTH CLASS.

4 5 3 2 4

5—43
4_4i_87

4—39
5—36—75

4 4 3 4 3 4-37

A large number of sports assembled at Blanken's Six-mile

House on the San Bruno road, last Sunday, to witness the

pigeon-shooting match for §100 a side between G. Schnltz

and A. Lawson, both of this city. The conditions were

twelve single birds, thirty yards rise and 100 yards boundary.

Ten-bore gnus were used, and the match was Bhot under

Hurlingham rales. Schnltz having won the toss selected to

shoot first, and opened the ball with a miss, the bird—a white

one—flying against the wind and escaping both barrels.

Lawson dropped his first bird with the second barrel, and

Schnltz missed his second bird making Lawson's chances

look good. Indifferent shooting on both sides left the .men

ties on Bix when they started on the eleventh bird. Neither

of them killed till the end of the twelve-bird match, so that

the tie still remained.
The following are the scores

:

Schnltz 12 11110 0-6
Lawson 2 2 10 110 10 0-6

It; had been provided that in the event of a tie three double

birds were to be shot at. This latter match was undersimilar

conditions, with the exception that the rise was eighteen

yards. Schnltz killed one bird each in his three doubles,

and his opponent ooly killed one in his last pair, upon which

Mr. Blanken declared Schnltz the winner. The scores made

in shouting at doubles were as folio vs :

Schnltz 01 10 10-3|Law?on 00 00 01-1

LawBon immediately challenged the victor to a $10 match,

sis single birds, at thirty yards. Schultz aoquieaced and

W. J. Wlsler 200 yards—6 43444450 4—37

Companies H, D, F, B and A of the First Infantry, under
the supervision of Inspector of Rifle Practice, Jbien tenant

George H. Strong, aud Companies C, B, D, and F Third

Infantry, under Lieutenant O'Brien, shot their State records,

the reports of which will be forwarded to the commanding
officers of the two regiments.

Johnson and Bobertson and Carson and Wescott made a

double team match at the short range, which was won by the

two last-named gentlemen by Creedmoor, though the totals

were the same. Not being satisfied with this result, they had

it over again, and this time Johnson and Robertson beat

their opponents by one point. The shooting was excellent,

the average being 89} per cent. Their scores:

FIRST MATCH.

200 yards—5 45545544 5—46
200yards-5 44444554 5—44—90
2r0yards—4 455455 5 5 5—47
200 yards—4 544 14545 4—43-90
. SECOND MATCH.

Rohertson 200yards-5 46456445 4—45
Johnson 200 yards—

4

44555444 5-44—89
Carson 2 DO yards—

5

45555454 4—16

Wescott 200yards—

4

4 5 345445 4-42-88

Harbor View-

Carson
Wescott..

.

Johnson..
Robertson

On Sunday last the California Schnetzen Club held their

deferred monthly contest at Harbor View. The champion
medal was won by Captain A. Bahwyler with 402 rings; first

class medal, Ed. Hovey, 426 rings; second class medal, C.

Adams, 394; third class medal, B. Finking, 371 rings; fourth

class medal, — Waller, 341 ringa.

Adolph Strecker shot a twenty-shot match against a record,

betting he could beat 430 rings, and won, with the splendid

total of 449, shooting off-hand. The detailed score:

Strecker 200 yards -25 25 23 23 19 22 23 24 24 20—228
21 19 24 24 19 23 24 22 23 23—221—449

The Italian Bersaglicri Military Company held their annual

picnic on the grounds last Sunday, which was well attended,

and was a very enjoyable affiiir. Prizes were offered at the

targets, which" were shot for with tho company guns—the

old-fashioned rim-fire, 50- calibre Remington. L. Kadovich

won the first prize, au oil painting; Simi Attilio second prize,

and J. Bachmann third prize.

On the 19th the Turner Sharpshooters, Captain C. K.

Zimmer, held their Fall shoot in the range, which was dis-

Last Sunday morning a special train left Sacramento con-

veyed Companies A, B, E and G of the First Artillery

Eegiment to Folsotn, where the annual target practice took

place. Company B took one of the Gatling-guns along with

them, using it in the practice. The ranges were about a mile

from town, and were from the top of a knoll over a swale in

the land, against the base of another knoll. The ranges were
not placed to the best advantage, as the sunlight glared side-

ways upon the sights, and a breeze was blowing directly

across the range.

The companies turned outwith quite full ranks, and a large

number of field and staff officers were present. Adjutant-

General Geo. B. Cosby and Assistant Adjutant-General

Kewen also attended. The following are the scores of the

various companies, the distance being 200 yards, and five

shoots per man:
Company A—Captain Stevens 19, Lieutenant Birdsell 20,

Lieutenant Glass 15. Sergeants—Loyd 15, Bnrk 14-, Bark-

worth 20. Corporals—McCasliu 15, Humphrey 16, Blake 12,

Doehemer 14, Huntoon 17. Privates—Anderson 14, Cook
17. Contell 14, Conners 11, Ellsworth 15, Faurett 14, Gron-

dona 16, Hook 15, Leise 11, McNalty 15, Palm 14, Pittman
14 Pierson 20, Scrogga 14, Sweeney 11, Sullivan 15, Thacham
19^ Wallace 16, Waliard 13, Wells 14, Whittier 18, De Chills

15, Murphy 20, Cummings 21.

Company B—Captain Cook IS, Lieutenant Carroll 3,

Lienteoant Wiseman 9, Lieutenant Kay 16, Lieutenant

Strong 0. Sergeants—Druzeberger 18, Roach 2, Woods 19.

Corporals—Baize 14, Crone 14, Levy 0, Asher 11, Freeman
16, Mandeville 6, O'Brien 3. Privates—Burns 13, Boquet,
14* Barclay 6, Brannan 14, Best 14, Campbell 12, Closs 0,

Champon 6, Freeman 5, Haggerty 6, Koffman 7, Kane 12,

Lambkin 15, Latson 2, G. Sodder 8, F. Sodder 10, Tan-

quay 0, Wood 10.

Company E—Lieutenant Seymour 9. Sergeants—John-

son 0, "Little 21. Corporals—Broch 14, Wilkie 10. Privates

—Grooms 6, Ginsberg 0, Hughes 11, Lusk 16, Maun 13,

Peyran 16, Quinn 7, Reed 10, Sanborn 14, Stillman 13,

Smith 7, Toomey 6, Williams 19, Wood 10.

Company G—Captain Hall 19, Lieutenant Sheehan 20,

O'Flaberty 19. Sergeants—Sheehan 17, Mott 19, Pratt 5,

Adrianri 13, Roeth 7, Coyne 17. Corporals—Maydwell 18,

Lowell 20, Coe 11, Quinn S. Privates—Bryant 14, Bloom 12,

Coulter 12, Carroll 16, Towler 17, Folger 11, Hefferman 20,

Klein 16, Kripp 0, Kunz 20, Kennedy 13, Kopp 16, Lang 13,

Latham 14, Linn 11, Lee 6, McKenna 18, Mitchell 0, Mc«
Dougall 9, Sheehan 16, Stearns 13, Wallerspeil 10, White 15.

Immediately after the rifle practice came volley firing by a

squad of twelve men from each company for a handsome
revolver offered by Colonel Sheehan. Company G's squad

won, as may be seen from the annexed score. Company G's

squad has to contest for the individual ownership of the prize.

Company A—First volloy 22; second 34; third 23. Total 79.

Company B—First volley 29; second 27; third 29. Total 85.

Company E—First volley 15, second 34; third 19. Total 68.

Company G—First volley 27; second 33; third 32. Total 92.

A squad handling the Gatling gun made the following

record: Captain Cook, 22; Lieutenant Carroll, 13; Sergeant

Woods, 13, Sergeant Baize, 14; Corporal Boquet, 14; Corporal

Mandevillo, 10.

At the conclusion of the volley firing the companies and

the band marched to the State Prison, where, afterviewing

aud inspecting the prison, they left for town. Previous to

departure the baud played several fine selections in the prison

yard und serenaded Warden John McCuinb. The boys who
wcro not musicians, not to he outdone, gave

cheers and a tiger for the Warden. Just before 1

home a dress parade was held on Fol^om's main .

rather what is loft of it since the recent big the.
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Treatment of Superheated Horses.

an

Tth
ca

It wa3 somewhat difficult to select a title which, would
outline, in a few words, the proper treatment of horses

Id the interval between heats; especially the propriety of

applying cold water outwardly and copiously. There

are quite a number who advocate the practice and give

instances when relief was so palpable as to be beyond

contradiction. That they are sincere in the belief doea

not admit of a doubt; that there have been cases which
warrant the conclusions is also probable, but that

numerous instances can be cited where great injury fol-

lowed is still more certain. As was stated in the few
lines upon the subject published last week, the stimulus

of cold applications may have been of service in restor-

ing the tone of tired muscles when that was the pre-

ponderating cause of distress. When the relaxation of

muscular tissue is a greater hindrance to active exertion

than is occasioned by the strain on heart and lungs, the

rapid cooling of the outward portion of the body nii°-ht

be serviceable, though we are not fully convinced that

such is the case; but those who have the least acquaint-
ance with the physiology of the organs involved during
violent and continued exertion, will admit that the

course is likely to be detrimental in the extreme. There
may be nearly complete exhaustion of muscular force,

aod yet relief will follow from a short rest. This

is proved by the race-horse "changing his feet," and
going at an accelerated pace the instant the change has

been made. Whether the "leading leg" or its mate per-

forms the most labor is difficult to determine, though
instantaneous photography has given some light on the

subject, and iu all probability a greater strain is on the
leg which gives the final impulse to hurl the body for-

ward while it is without support. When that has done
the work 'until the muscles become weary, relief is

sought by throwing the weight on theother limb, just as

a man frequently changes from hand to hand a burden
that tires the strength of one arm. A short period of

rest restores the power, and we present this as an illus-

tration of how soon nature corrects the effects of the
severe tension of muscular fibre. But when the heart
and lungs are involved, when exhaustion is due to pro-

longed exercise of the ciUil parts, longer time is necessarv

to give relief. Nature's panacea is profuse perspiration.

Iu order to understand why relief should follow the
forcing of portioDS of the blood through the pores of the
skin, it will be necessary to consider the functions of the
heart and lungs.

As has been heretofore stated profuse perspiration is

the means which Nature uses to relieve distress incident

to violent exertion. Sweat, like all other constituents of

the body, is derived from the blood. It is deposited in

vessels which are termed follicles, or sweat elands.

These are located near the surface, and in shape can be
compared to an onion, the extreme outside vent beinw
represented by the stalk, the vessels which contain the
fluid the bulb, provided the onion had a cavity only
eacircled by the outer rind. As the contents are
exhausted there must be replacement from the original

source. The heart propels the blood through the arteries

and it is returned by the veins to the lungs where it is

.crated and deprived of qualities which are inimical to

e well-doing of the animal. Accelerated movements
cause more rapid action of heart and lun^s. In a horse
at rest the respirations are from four to eight in a minute
the pulsations from thirty-six to forty. After violent
and continued exertion the respirations are increased

four fold or more; the throbs of the heart are doubled,

that powerful muscle is forcing the blood through the

channels with twice its normal velocity; the lungs are
working with still greater rapidity to perform the labor

which must be done. Every motion of the muscles

entails loss, and that loss must be made good or there

will be a lack of power. If the throttle valve of a steam-

engine be thrown wide open, the fires must be kept burn-

ing to supply the demand. When the waste of tissue is

rapid there must be a corresponding renewal or exhaus-

tion ensues. This rapid work creates heat. It is well

known that surface evaporation cools the interior. Thus
by pouring out the contents of the sweat glands the skin

is thoroughly saturated, the saturation being more com-
plete from the epiderines being covered with a thick coat-

ing of hair. The natural fluid is warm, and this increases

the rapidity with which the moisture is changed into

vapor, as all know that soon after reaching the boiling,

point 212 degrees Fahrenheit, steam is formed, and that is

speedily vaporized so that it is lost to human vision. It

does not matter how violent the ebulitions or fierce the
fire, plunge a thermometer in an uncovered vessel and
the degree of heat does not vary. But pour in a fluid

which is lighter than water, though requiring a greater

degree of heat to make it boil, and a similar effect to

heating in a close vessel follows, and the heat is increased

below the surface coating. Cold or moderately cold

water, when dashed over a heated horse, has something of

a kindred effect. The hair holds it by capillary attrac-

tion, and evaporation is checked by replacing a fluid

which is more ethereal by that which is not so readily

turned into vapor. It was a practice among Scotch
shepherds when compelled to pass a night on the moors

j
to soak their plaids in water before lying down. A

I

double advantage was thus secured. Water filled the

interstices between the woolen fibres, thus keeping cold air

out, and the bodily heat retained. Paradoxical as it may
appear, an outward, cold application certainly increases

interior heat for a time, and though a momentary chill

may be followed by a glow due to the blood rushing to

the surface to repair the damage, one shock is all that is

admissable, and that when water is used under different

conditions than saturating the dense coating of hair on a
heated horse. From the good effects of a dash of cold

water on a pedestrian who has finished his work, it is

argued that like results will follow when horses are the

subject. There is slight analogy in the cases. The man
is rubbed dry in a few moments, there is no thickly hair-

clod cuticle to obstruct the removal of superfluous fluid,

the network of small blood-vessels which are so close at

hand are stimulated into increased activity, and the

blood flows in unobstructed channels. We have yet to

hear of a trainer of athletes who starts his man in thick

drawers and undershirt, and on the completion of his

sweating gallop throws a bucket of water all over" him,

and rubs and rubs, and all the time fancies he is prepar-

ing him to repeat his previous task. We have heard,

however, that the first instance of cold-water deluging on
this Coast was on the recommendation of a professor of

watercure, and he used it in the form of a "wet pack."

There are, undoubtedly, cases when that form of treat-

ment has proved advantageous. In cases of ordinary

sore throat a wet towel or bandage encircled by a dry
wrapping is oftentimes efficacious, and it may be that

the whole body can be thus enveloped without injury.

But as we understand the modus operandi^ after amummv-
like envelopment quietude is insisted upon, the patient is

kept in bed, and the envelopes acting as a suporific as

well as a sudorific, sleep follows the opening of the orifioes

of the sweat glands.

The consequences which follow the closing of the necks

of the follicles by the constricting effects of cold water a:re

more disastrous than the hindrance to evaporation. The
latter may retard the "cooling out" without serious

injury resulting; when the functions of the heart and
lungs are interfered with, and those important organs
called upon to perform duties wnich can only be done
under the most favorable circumstances, it may require a

long time to restore the wasted vigor. The consideration

however, demands more time than can be given at

present.

Alcazar.

A second heat in 2:23, a third in 2:23$, places Alcazar
among the very best of three-year-olds which have yet
appeared. He is rarely bred, and of rare form. Mr*
Rose likes his shape better than any colt he has yet
reared, and few will disagree with him. He is more of

the greyhound shape than Stamboul, his depth of chest

causing an apparent shortness of the back ribs. Taken
on the whole and he has a racing look seldom found out-

side of the thoroughbred. California assuredly leads in

great three-year-olds, and half a dozen can be selected

which oan win at least four of the six races, though pitited

against the best of any other State in the Union.

Boots.

There are endless varieties of boots, from the delicate

number three worn by the belle- of the town, to the
huge military affairs, which, especially in olden days,
reached from the ends of the metacarplats well up to the
whirlbone. Protection to the feet and legs is the first

consideration, though ornamentation is lavishly expendedt
and the swells' annual shoemaker's bill reaches to an
amount that would appal an ordinary man. Boots for

horses, however, will interest more of oui readers than
an elaborate disquisition on pedal appendages of man-
kind, and at this time the intention is to briefly notice

a quarter-boot which comes nearer filling our ideal than
any heretofore tried. In races quarter-boots are tha
only kind worn on Antevolo, and the favorite pattern
was a tunnel boot made of felt with the upper part
covered with heavily wooled sheepskin, the lower pro-
tected by leather. This was fastened by a strap running
through two loops pierciug corresponding orifices, and
was free to turn around the hoof. In the race with Guy
Wilkes, Antevolo succeeded in getting under the boot,

i. e., catching his hind tip on the inside quarter of each
forefoot, when, owing to the position of the forefoot the

boot was raised so as to leave it exposed. There was a
slight cut, though quite a severe bruise, and our first

business after arriving at home was to "make tracks"

for McKerrons to have a pair made that would obviate

the difficulty. Mc has made boots, studied boots,

thought of them when eating and drinking, and we are

not sure that the minister's discourse is heard, his mind
being on boots Sundays more than any day of the week.

He surely dreams of a million or more patterns, and
could there be a horse with as many legs as a centipede

that would be the breed that would meet his fancy.

When the trouble was stated he proposed a remedy
without a moment's hesitation. He would not trust any
measurement we might make so a trip to Oakland on
Sunday, and Wednesday morning the boots were at the

office. Thursday a trial was given and the results more
than met expectations. The boot is the same as formerly

worn, with the exception that a couple of triangular

pieces were cut out of the felt at the heel, and the leather

covering shortened so as to fit the slope of the heels below

the bulb of the coronet. To guard against turning on
the foot the strap which fastens the boot was made long

enough so that it reached the toe. Half an inch above

a hole was punched, and a small screw, No. 6§, held it in

place. The heavy sheepskin forms a roil above the

quarter which the hardest hitler could scarcely cut

through, and so elastic is the material that it would
be nearly impossible to bruise the quarter which is so

amply protected. Should further trials corroborate the

evidence of one, it is sure to be a valuable improvement.

It is imperative that exact measurements be made in

order to secure as perfect a fit as the iniatory pattern.

Washington Park Club.

That Chicago, or rather the Washington Park Club of

that lively city, has offered inducements which will en-

sure the largest list of nominations yet recorded, cannot

be denied by anyone who reads the advertisement which
appears in this number. Seven thousand, five hundred
dollars added to the American Derby, three thousand to

the Finality Stakes, a sequel to the Derby, with no risk

to run in the shape of forfeits, a nomination in the Derby,

without subsequent declaration, giving the right to start

on payment of the stake. The allowance of seven pounds

to maidens in the Derby is a valuable concession to those

who have not started, or which have been unsuccessful in

their two-year-old form, and in the Finality there are

penalties to equalize the chances. Fifty-five thousand

five hundred dollars is a very large sum to add when the

meeting is restricted to twenty-five days, but owing to

the good management of the officers of the Club racing

is so well established on the City-by-the-lake that risks

are taken with impunity. It is supererogatory to reiterate

the advantages which follow the naming of colts in these

events to the race-horse breeders of California. Were it

not for the opportunities afforded by Eastern race meet-

ings, the breeding of thoroughbreds on this Coast would
be limited, and any pecuniary return out of the question.

With that ground to rely upon there is a sure remunera-

tion, and not only a profitable pursuit added to the

resources of this State, but gives a zest to home race meet-

ings and fairs, which would otherwise be wanting.

That there will be a liberal response to the liberal offer

of the Washington Park Club wa feel assured, and when
th<;' lists are published in full we expect to see California

lead. It is needless to call attention to all of the stakes

advertise'!, aud which close October 15th. All the neces-
]

sary information in be obtained from the ad., and

before the day of closing there will be entry blanks at i

thii office, and any needed assistance given to fill them
properly.
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The Stockton Fair. Palo Alto.

There were still more sorrowful regrets that we were

unable to attend the fair of the San Joaquin Agricultural

Society, when we read such glorious accounts of the rac-

ing and trotting, supplemented by eulogies from those who

were present. The weather was remarkably fine and not

a single mosquito to interfere. Things in general went

along smoothly, and there was less grumbling over

decisions than is usually indulged in.

It did not require corroborative testimony to prove

that the track was in good order, as the "time" showed

that beyond question. It is reported to have been in

first-class condition without a spot of inferior ground in

the whole circuit. Perhaps the most notable perfor-

mance was the running of Todd, the victory of Talensin

and the improvement over previous performances shown

by Yalentiue. The two-year-old run of Todd may be

called superlative, as a mile in 1:4H is beyond the ordin-

ary for any age, and however light the weight. The

account published last week claimed it to be the fastest

mile ever run by a two-year-old, and, writing at home

with few references, we cannot recall an instance which

is faster. Vp to 1S84 there were only four which

excelled it, and by four-year-olds or upwards. Still

Todd must be given high rank among the stars of the

turf, when the test is a comparison with the beatings of

the watch. He is a well-bred fellow, too, being by

Joe Hooker from Eosa B., a daughter of Norfolk and

Mattie A., by imp. Australia. It is worthy of note that

at the Raneho del Eio sale of yearlings—1885—he was

bought for $330, the lowest price of the sale, the average

being over &900. Yery frequently this has been the

result, and yearlings which attracted little notice under

the auctioneer's hammer, have forced their way to high

positions.

A mile in 2:23 is well up to the top notch in a three-

year-old stallion- Again trusting to memory, Patron is

the only one which has beaten it, and there are not many

of any sex which have a lower record. Then again, Tal-

ensin is an overgrown colt, and a few months ago had

anyone predicted that he would trot anywhere nearly so

fast before September was passed, we would have

thought him foolish to the verge of lunacy. That he is

of the "improving sort" is evident, and that when fully

matured he will go very fast can scarcely be gainsaid by

the ultra-critical.

Xot the grand breeding farm but the colt named after

his birthplace, is the subject of these few lines. Victorious

in nearly every instance he has started, and to heighten

the value of his conquests he has come so near to reduc-

ing the record for entire colts of his age that there is only

a margin of three-quarters of a secoud to overcome. His

last race which we have a report of was at Cleveland,

Ohio, in which he defeated Deck Wright, Alert. Georgie

W., and Harry Roberts. Deck Wright won the first and

fifth in 2:20^, 2:25; Harry Roberts the second in

2:20; Palo Alto the third, fourth and sixth in

2:21, 2:2 U, 2:20^. The telegraph reported 2:20

as the time of the sixth heat, and had it been true it

would have given eight "2:20 or better" performers to

Electioneer, and all of them made by young horses.

Manzanita, four years, 2:16; Anteeo, six years, 2:16q;;

Adair, seven years, 2:17; Hinda Rose, three years, 2:19|;

Antevolo, four years, 2:19^; Albert "W., eight years, 2:20.

And again we imagine that Marvin, finding that he

had a grand campaigner in the ''Dame Winnie Colt,"

thought it the best policy to win with him in as slow

time as possible, looking for the hereafter. From a

trotting point of view this is good logic, particularly

with a young horse, and one which is not necessary to

put in the stud. By restricting him in this respect

until fully matured, it is reasonable to expect that he

will take the lead in the champion stallion record.

Mortemer, Duke of Magenta, Iroquois, Pizzaro, and Sid-

dartha, horses that have made the country famous in all

lands as the Lome of thoroughbreds. The mares are

Agenoria, Blairgowrie, Explosion, Florence, Hortense,

Letola, Lizzie Lucas, Loulanier, Wanda, Spinaway

and seventy others. Their produce carried Lorillard's

colors to the front in many a gallant struggle. For

many years the stable was peerless. Hindoo, Wanda,
Pontiac, and the immortal Dew Drop all spring from

this stud. But they are to be scattered. May good

fortuue and long purses land some of the noblest in Cali-

fornia. There is room here for them all.

Trottinsr in Russia.

Santa Clara and San Mateo Fair,

Bay District Trotting Meeting.

It must be borne iu mind that Monday next, the 4th

inst., the entries for the trotting purses of the Bay Dis-

trict meeting will close. The classification of horses is

such as to assure the closest kind of contests, and the

selection of winners will be an arduous task for the

shrewdest. Judging from what has been done in the

past every animal name! will have a good show, and

prove more satisfactory than if eligibility depended on

actual records. We are somewhat disappointed in not

being justified in entering Antevolo in the classes in which

he is named. Since his return from Sacramento he has been

attacked with influenza, though so far in a mild form.

The probable cause was putting a yearling colt in his

stall, during his sojourn at the State Fair, which had still

a taint of the disease. When Antevolo had it before it

affected him so little that we are in hopes that it will no.

be at all serious, though it will be as well to be cautioust

There are so many in these classes, however, that drop-

ping out one or two will not materially affect, and there

is little question of there being large fields in all of

them.

October is usually one of the finest months in the San

Francisco years, and though there may be occasional

rains the absence of trade winds and dust make amends

for a little mud at times. The track will be in the best

possible condition as there is the power to postpone when

it is not good, and that everything will be done on the

part of the management to give satisfaction to all around

is well known. That Mr. Hinchman intends to make
the month a pleasant one for horse owners and the pub-

lic is beyond controversy, and that he will succeed in

doing so we have the utmost faith

.

Thert has been some fine sport on the beautiful grounds

of the above association. As at preceding fairs, among
the most notable events are the performances of the

trotting three-year-olds and the runniug of C. H. Todd.

Alcazar won a great victory and we learn of rather a

queer state of affairs in the races between Talensin and

he. From Talensin winning the fastest heat at Oakland

and an evident improvement afterward, it was thought

by a person interested in the colt that he would win at

Sacramento. He put his money on in accordance with

his judgment and lost. At Stockton he held that the

^ast and game son of Sultan "could not lose" and again

his money was squandered. At San Jose he played a

lively game of "double and quit," and so pertinaciously

did he adhere to the belief that he plunged and plunged

up to the start for the last heat. In that the big colt

struck his quarter or leg and the last tumble was the

worst of all. As his speculations were well inside of his

means, and he takes things with a good share of phil-

osophy that teaches to take the bitter with the sweet

with good grace; he joins in the laugh over the "whip-

sawing." Todd has added to his reputation by carrying

full two-year-old weights and lowering the record of his

class to 1:2S^, for sevon furlongs. This is written while

the fair is in progress, and consequently a review would

be premature. The attendance has been above the

standard of former years, and we hear that there has

been no jars to mar the pleasure of the exhibition.

A subscriber to the Breeder a>t> Sportsman, a subject

and citizen of France, sends us a sporting journal con-

taining animportant official announcement by the Czar of

Russia. Translated into the vernacular of Yankeedom it

states in effect that, after January 1, 1SS7, the St. Peters-

burg and Moscow Trotting Associations will give prizes

open to the world, under the same characters heretofore

applicable only to horses of Russian breeding and owner-
ship. The season at St. Petersburg opens January 1st, and
closes March 15th, the prizes aggregating ¥5,478. The
Moscow meeting begins June 19th and ends August 1st,

the prizes aggregating $4,S00. There will also be inter-

national prizes offered offrom $500 to $3,000. In addition

the stables, paddocks and training grounds hitherto used

only by the imperial stud and by horses of a special class

will be subject to rental and occupation by horsemen of
all countries and nationalities. This proclamation is

made in the name of the Imperial authority, by Prince
Sergius Galatzin, m. p. of Moscow, Russia ,who will fur-

nish all information upon application by mail or other-

wise.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns,
mail or telegiaph.

"So replies by

Electioneer-St- Clair.

The GlenviewSale.

Early this week we received from Mr. J. B. McFerran

catalogues of this important event, the greatest sale of

fashionably bred trotting stock that ha3 ever been named.

"We have sent by mail copies of the catalogue to a num-
ber of our readers who may be probable purchasers, but

have retained a lew copies for reference should we have

overlooked any intending purchasers. The great Glen-

view stud farm was the life work of the late J. O. McFer-

ran, and now to close up the estate every one of the noble

animals listed upon its register must be sold without

reserve. Privato sales ceased when the catalogue was

printed, so that intending purchasers can rely upon every

animal listed being sold to the highest bidder.

The first high-credit mark Electioneer obtained was

through a daughter of St. Clair. Fred Crocker startled

the trotting world with his 2:254; as a two-year-old; then

Wildflower reduced that, at the same age, to 2:21.

Bonita, too, made the high mark of 2:24£ when her

years were no more, and, when four years, took the head

of the class with 2:1S^; and now Manzanita has so far

excelled all previous doings that her title cannot be

disputed. "When it comes to reducing records which are

below twenty, fractions of seconds are of Dotent signifi-

cance. Encroaching so closely on the very fastest, at an

immature age, what may be expected when full maturity

is reached? It is not oversanguineness which places

Manzanita on a higher pedestal than that of the present

queen of the tracks, having beaten her famous trial one

and a half seconds, and that in the third heat of an

"actual race." "While Electioneer has produced speed

from various lines of blood in the dams, the nick with

that of St. Clair has proved to be fortunate indeed. That

it will continue to be a factor—and very prominently so

—in the future, is as well assured a3 anytbiug of that

nature can be determined.

The Rancocas Sale.

Withou 1
, exception, the sale, by auction, of the RaDcocas

Stud on Oct. 15th, at Jobstown, X. J., is the most

important event of that character which has ever been

announced in this country. As every racing man knows,

Mr. Pierre Lorilhird has retired from the turf, and bis

entire stud will be disposed of uuder the hammer by

Col. S. D. Bruce. The names of the stallions is enough

to make the sale take the highest rank and eclipse all

previous opportunities to secure such superior blood.

John McK., Bloomfield, Cal.

Will you please give pedigree and performances of Com-
anche, owned by Mr. Nathan Coombs, of Napa, about twenty
years ago?
Answer.—Comanche, ch h, foaled 1S62, by Billy Cheatham,

by Cracker, son of Boston; tirst dam Lawyer Mare by imp'.
Lawyer; second dam Kate Simpsoa by imp. Leviathan; third
dam Betsy Miller by Eertrand; fourth dam imp! Jane
Shore by Whisker, etc. We have no record of the racing in
Comanche's time, and cannot give his performances.

E. O. N„ Visalia, Cal.

Please publish in your nest issue; 1. The pedigree of the
old race-horse Boston. 2, Where the American Stud Book
can be had, and at what price?

Answer.— 1. Boston, ch h, foaled 1S33, by Timoleon, by
Sir Archy, son of imp. Diomed; first dam sister to Tuckahoe
by Ball's Florizel; second dam by imp. Alderman; third dam
by imp. Clockfast; fourth dam, Young Kitty Fisher by imp.
Fearnought; fifth dam Braxton's imp. Kitty Fisher by Cade;
sixth dam by Cullen Arabian; seventh dam Bald Charlotte
by old Koyal; eighth dam by Bethell's Castaway; ninth dam
by Brimmer. 2. Address Col. S. D. Bruce. 39 and 42 Park
Kow, New York. The price is §10 per volume, or the four
volumes for §35.

Khonerville, Cal.

Please inform me if "Salt Water Jim" is entitled to second
money under the following circumstances. In a niile-and-
repeat race Jim wins first heat, Volante second; second heat,
Yolaute first, Jim second. Before commencing the third
heat Jim withdraws, by permission of the judges, on account
of an ailment. Yolante gallops around the track alone and
takes first money. Is Jim entitled to any monev?
Answer.—He is not. A drawu horse is in the same position

as a distanced horse; that is, he has lost all claim to the prize
contended for.

^

The Mosquito Yacht Race arranged for to-day has been

postponed until next Saturday. The course is an untried

one, and should prove satisfactory. The start from Mission

Kock, thence around a stake boat off Goat Island, where the
windward work begins and continues to the turning point in
the channel, the Anita Rock splindle. The finish to be made
with a free inn to Meiggs' wharf. A fleet of sixty boats may
be expected to start, including Italian fishing boats, White-
halls, and ships' boats, each in separate classes. The plungers
and outside yachts will be in a class by themselves, and the
yachts enrolled in the three clubs will race together. Money
prizes will be given to the fishing and Whitehall boats, and
also to the plungers and yachts used for hire. For the ships'
boats and yachts suitable trophies will be presented. Each
class will be started separately at intervals of five minutes.
For the benefit of spectators each craft will carry a number
ou the mainsail, so that its name and class can be promptly
recognized. Where time allowance is given it will be com-
puted at one inch to the foot. The regatta is tinder the man-
agement of the San Francisco Yacht Club, Commodore
Gutte being the moving spirit in promoting the affair. The
details are being attended to by the able secretary of the club,
Charles G. Yale. There have been several mosquito regattas
in our bay, and each one has been an absolute success. The
owners of the various competing boats are makiDg elaborate
preparations for the day. The sight should be most pictur-
esque; if the day is clear the whole race can be seen from
start to finish from Telegraph Hill. The season is somewhat
late, but the chances of a breeze are as good for nest Saturday
iis they have been for a month past. There is one slight
drawback, the entries do not close until next Friday, hence it

will not be known until Saturday morning what boats may
be looked for as starters. It would have helped matters very
much had the list closed yesterday. The prizes will be dis-

tributed on Monday afternoon after the race at the Merchant's
Exchange.

Kingston (the Kapanga colt) cost $2,200 last

yearliDg.
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Clam-bake for -Racine- Men.

LN. Y. Herald.]

At the end of the fall meeting of the Coney Island Jockey
Club there is, each yeaT, a commemorative clam-bake near its

grounds. Racing men and their friends attend and smoke
the pipe of peace aud drink the crystal waters of Sheepshead
Bay, and, possibly, the insinuating beverages concocted by
designing humanity against the harmony of society. The
clam-bake marking the conclusion of the autumnal reunion of

this year -was held yesterday at the Hotel Jerome. This inn
is almost hipped by the waters of Sheepshead Bay, an.l

beyond it, only a biscuit toss away, are the Oriental, Man-
hattan and Brighton hotels.

THE ENTRIES.

Flags fluttered in the fresh south-east breeze, and the

cloths covering scores of tables about the broad grounds and
wide piazzas snapped a merry welcome to hundreds. Veteran
horseman and expert clam-bakesman Babcock was master of

ceremonies. With him were sixty or seventy waiters, white

and black. While the bnshels of ingredients smoked and
cooked, the crowd gathered and talked and anticipated. Men
and women of note were there. Kacing men, both well and
slightly known, wore the smiles of hope3, and jockeys of

prominence had "weighed in" for a good meal. They had it,

and so did everybody else that was there. Toni Dongan, tbe

proprietor of the hotel, wus ill, but Mr. Phillipigue took his

place discreetly and successfully. Big Mr. John F. Erennan,
with his six feet five inches and 256 pounds, snuffed the

ocean air aud smiled. Big Mr. A. H. Battersby, racing

man, with his six feet five inches and 260 pounds avoirdupois,

also wooed the salt laden atmosphere of the sea aud laughed.

These two men were introduced. Brennan cautiously asked
Battersby his height and weight, and Battersby answered
diplomatically. No jealousy by any means between them,
but each was seeking information. A comparison of notes

found them of the same gigantic height and only four pounds
difference in weight. The waters of Sheepshead Bay suffered

in the mental jottings of this fact. Babcock early began his

bake, or rather he early began to prepare something like the

following:
1,500 pounds of Sheepshead h'sh.

300 pairs of spring chickens.
Five barrels of white aud five barrels of sweet potatoes.

2,500 ears of sweet corn.

500 lobsters.

3,000 ovsters.

5,000 clams.

500 yards of tripe.

And in good season they were cooked to the king's taste.

AT THE POST.

Meanwhile the crowd selected their tables and waiters*

Babcock perspired as man never before perspired. He looked
like n veterau water dog; but then clam-bakes and Babcock's
sauce brewing are very warming trifles, and honest perspira-

tion could be excused. Owners and jockeys walked together.

Mike and Philip Dwyer looked and laughed, and, in good time,

ate. Mr. C. H. Applegate imagined he was among his Kose-
bnd favorites, and laughed and then ate. "Smiling" John
Kelly, race-horse admirer and genial speculator, did likewise.

C. J. Kelly, owner and trainer, followed suit, and afterward
admitted, "It is the grandest meal I've had in a year."
Jockeys in training do not often allow themselver the luxuries
of a Babcock bake. Fitzpatrick, Shauer, Blaylock, Brennan,
Delaney and Godfrey forgot their victories and defeats, and
only thought of the future, and that futura was the clam-bake.
Godfrey's three winning mounts at Sheepshead on Saturday
only seemed to give him the nerve necessary for the grand
exertion requisite to satisfactorily arrive at the winning post
in the bake. Ned Gilmore was there, and foil of fun. Wash-
ington Bndine everybody saw, and he was glad to see every-
body. Veteran James McGowan, thirty years on the turf,

aud the custodian of the strong box at the Saratoga track
when Morrissey was alive, came with his little daughter
Abbie and her friend Miss Anna Gillespie. Detectives
mingled among the crowd; not that they were on hand offici-

ally, but no one ever knew a detective that didn't like a clam-
bake, and, to go a little furihei', didn't like the fun of horse
racing. Others, too, men and women, were present to the
number of about five hundred, and as the flags snapped in
the breeze and the south-east wind gave them appetites, they
talked of "bakes" and horses.

THE FLAG CHOPS.

At last Babcock, the autocrat of the feast, waved his hand
and the "bake" was opened. Whew! Sheepshead disap-
peared and were placed on the scores of tables. In a moment
there were Sheepshead uo longer. The bones told the story

of their destruction. There was power in the hands of the
people attending the feast, and power in their appetites.

Chickens came next—juicy fowl, indeed—and, like the fish,

they were not long left at the post—i. e., on the tables.

Chickens seem to be a favorite with those who love clam-bakes.
Of corn, sweet and on the ear, there was an abundance, and
it was funny to see how jockeys love corn. And so it went
on. Lobsters were never before so quickly devoured by
mortal man, and as for oysters and clams, oh, my ! The
thousands in the hands of soventy waiters were quickly dis-

tributed and quickly eaten.

There is, after all, a limit to the appetites of clam-bake
patrons, and at last men, women and children leaned back in
their chairs and shut their eyes. Enough was better than too

much of a feast. It may be inimical to tell just how much
some of the boys ate of Babcock's succulent dishes; but then
if Mr. i). H. Applegate doesn't weigh more than 247 pounds
to-day, Mr. A. H. Battersby more than 260, Mr. John F.
Brennan more than 256 pounds, Mr. James McGowan more
than 146 pounds, and if Shauer rides to-day at 112 pounds,
Blaylook at 106 pounds, Kelley at 130 pounds, Brennan at
lid pounds, or Godfrey at 102 pounds, it will be among the
remarkable events of the year.

that the best of hunters, when, kept as stallions, if they are
only half-bred, never get their own merit. There was a
noticeable case of this in Devonshire years ago. Gains-
borough by Rubens, was the best sire ever known in the
western counties, as everything he got was a hunter. To
make a hunter breed, as it was anticipated, a young Gains-
borough was kept by Gainsborough out of a half-bred mare,
and alwa}-s under the most jealous if not the hardest rider
in the nuut. Nothing could beat him over any country
with anything like a start. With this sort of reputation
he was as largely patronized by the farmers as the
old horse, bu t he never got one worth two ten-

pound notes. I ha^e never heard of a half-bred one that did,

and there have been a good many in the country since Gains-
borough's time, and there are a great many in the country
still, with many people, I am sorry to say, foolish enough to

use them. There is time, indeed, to be lost when breeding in
the orthodox fashion by the true thoroughbred, without trying
other expensive experiments; and when those who are now
using their best efforts toward the encouragement of the best
thoroughbred hunting sires can succeed in lessening the risk
of failures, they will deserve well of their countrymen."

Half-Bred Hunters.

A writer in The London Field, in an article on Hunting Sires,

says: "There is no other way to get hunters than by
thoroughbred sires, aud for the sake of our own national
prestige, sportsmen should be more particular than they are
in making qnite sure that they have the genuine article,

instead of the spurious imitations that are passed off as weight
carriers. Thoy are sure to find it out in the long run, as a
twenty minutes' burst with hounds will bring out some very
undesirable indications, and, long before a season is out, the
bad-bred ouo on the sire's side as well as the dam's, is certain
to co all to piuces. It seems to be the one essential in a hun-
ter that his sire should be thoroughbred, though any amount
of allowance may be given to the dam for coarse hairs in her
composition. Her inferiority of blood only appears to come
out when her offspring is put into race-horse sort of training;

but in a hunter proper it may never Bhow, It is odd, though,

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Vice in the Horse.

There is probably no more healthy exercise than riding on
horseback. In large cities, schools are established for the

purpose of teaching the art of riding, and the demand for hue,

well-broken saddle-horses is constantly increasing. The fol-

jowiug directions for training a saddle-horse are from the pen
of a noted expert rider and trainer, Mr. Edward L. Anderson,

from whose work on horses and riding we have made extracts
heretofore:

When we consider the rough and crude methods that are
usually employed in training and educating our horses, we
shoul-inotbe surprised that every year thousands of these
animals are rendered dangerous to those who ride or drive
them. Doubtless many overfed and underworked horses
become difficult to manage in the hands of irresolute or timid
owners; but such animals can readily be brought back to a
state of discipline by a strong and determined rider. By far
the greater number of really dangerous horses have been
made vicious by the incompetency of those who have under-
taken to prepare them for usefulness, and it is the more diffi-

cult to correct the faults of such horses, seeing that there has
never been any discipline which might be re-established.
To one who has had experience in the training of voung

horses, it is easy to imagine the steps by which a generous
and spirited colt is brought to a condition of continuous and
active mutiny. An itching skin, a pinching saddle-tree, a
tender mouth, may induce a young and undisciplined horse
to rub itself against the wall, to crouch, and even to lie down,
or to throw up its head, and perhaps to rear. The breaker at
once sees, in these ordinary actions of an animal that has
hitherto been permitted to follow its own devices, sigos of a
vicious and headstrong disposition, and he flogs the horse for
doing that which was, under the circumstances, natural and
without sinister motives. The next time that the colt wishes
to scratch its side, or feels the piuchingof the saddle, or is hurt
by the bit, it will remember the punishment that followed its
previous effort for relief, and nervous, excited and forebod-
ing evil, but still in ignorance of any real wrong on its part,
it will rush up to the wall or throw itself down, or rear
higher than it intended. Another whipping, and we have a
dangerous habit fixed in the animal's mind, a habit that can-
not be eradicated under the course of treatment by which it

was induced, and therefore in all probability the horse
becomes vicious.

Because certain of the movements that are employed in the
schools for disciplining the horse are used for show in tbe
circus-ring, there is now a prejudice against anything that
savorsof themanage. Thesemovementsareusefulin preparing
horses for any purpose, although not absolutely necessary in
training well-disposed horses for ordinary hack-work; but the
"suppling" and "uniting" that form the groundwork of the
school methods are of the highest importance, for bv their
means the horse is most easily and quickly taught to obey the
bit and the heels, and to carry itself gracefully and lightly.
The few good horsemen who do not follow the school method
ride their horses up to "the union" between gentle tension
upon tbe reins and cautious pressure of the spurs; but this
takes much longer, and is more difficult to accomplish than to
bring about the union of the extremities between hand and
heels after the horse has had tbe preparatory lessons on foot,
by which the meanings of the indication of the bit and Bpurs
are gradually taught.
There are a few cases of vice in the saddle-horse that can-

not be prevented or cured by the school method of training,
for by easy lessons the horse is so disciplined that obedience
becomes a habit.

Nearly every horse finds certain forms of resistance easier
than others, and this is due in a great measure to the confor-
mation of the animal.*1 Horses that are high and strong in
the forehand are more apt to rear or grow restive than horses
whioh are high aud strong in the hind-quarters. The latter
will usually resist control by bolting or by kicking. The
reasons for these kinds of misconduct is that in the horses
first described the weights and forces of the fore-hand are
thrown back, and that part is made lighter; while, in the case
of horses with high aud strong hind-quarters, the weights and
forces are thrown forward, and the fore-hand is hampered
while the croup is lightened. The disposition of the horse
will usually be influenced by its conformation, certainly its

resistance will in most cases be governed by its conformation.
A well-balanced horse, that can obey the demands of its

rider with more ease and comfort than an ill-tormed one, is
less likely to show vice, und generally has a bettor temper
than the horse that is ill-balanced. The first duty of the
trainer, then, should be to direct his work with reference to
the conformation of the animal he has in hand, and by chang-
ing the carriage of the horse to correct in effect its faults of
form, so that it may not rind difficulty in obeying the hnud
and heel of its rider.

Whatever may be the form of a horse, it must be suppled
n the neck aud jaw, so that it will answer to the bit at" tbe
ightest pressure upon the bars of the mouth, and will raise

aor depress the head at the demands of the hand. It must
lso be taught to answer the pressure of the rider's heels
without reluotauce or struggling. The horse that is too high

•A horse with a stilt unyielding jaw, and a horse with a tender
mouth, will in' apt to rear; the lir.'-t, because it opp "its fho hand until
the i>H hurts It; the second, beoanae even a slight pressure «i the btlin- reeable, A horse with a "roach back" Is m ire likely to plunge
than one that has & depression between the withers and the" croup \a
ii rule tii borse with :i "dished" faco is nervous, the horse with a
Soman nose is headstrong, aud the horse with a small protuberant eye
Is suspicious and excitable,

in the fore-hand can then be taught to move with its head so
lowered and its hind-quarters so well brought up that the
weights and forces may be brought to a point of balance
under the rider, so thai the movements of the animal can
easily be directed. As long as the jaw yields to the bit, and
the croup answers to the heels, the horse will neither rear nor
grow restive; and it is a mere question of time and patience
to confirm the horse in this obedience, for, as I shall show,
the impulses of the horse are cultivated in the direction of
this obedience, and it answers to bit and spur instinctively.
The horse that is low in front and strong and high in the

hind-quarters will be made to move with its head carried up,
by which means the weights and forces of the fore-hand are
carried back, while the hind legs will be brought under the
body to lower the croup, until the weights and forces of the
extremities are brought to a point of union and balance under
the rider, and the horse will have no difficulty in answ'ering
the demands of its rider. It would be impossible for a horse
so trained to bolt or to kick, for the rider can bring tbe hind
legs of the horse under the mass, and with the hand throw
back the forces of the fore-hand, and so bring it to an instan-
taneous halt from any pace.

I wish, in a few words to explain what I mean by cultivat-
ing the impulses of the horse in the direction of obedience,
for in that lies the whole success of the school method. The
first impulse of the horse upon feeling the piessure of the bit
against the jaw is to yield; the second is to oppose the pres-
sure. The first impulse of the horse upou feeling the touch
of the spur is to draw forward the hind legs; the second is

to extend the flexed hind legs. By carefully conducted les-
sons these first impulses, the instinctive muscular actions of
the animal, are cultivated, until the hand controls and directs
the fore-hand and measures the propulsion from the hind-
quarters. In ordinary training, as must occur to any reader,
the second impulses are unwittingly cultivated to the detri-
ment of the first impulses, for most horses wait for a more or
less forcible reminder from the bit. and spring forward at the
touch of the spurs.
Doubtless the greater number of horses that are in daily

work were trained without reference to "the point of balance,
of the forces," but all horses that can be ridden, whether
intentionally or not, are to a greater or less extent taught
obedience through their instinctive yielding to the aids; and
it cannot be contended that those broken by rough and crnde
modes are under tbe same control as that exhibited by horses
which are prepared by discipline and an acquired equilibrium
to instinctively obey every demand of their riders.

One is often called upon to ride a difficult horse before he
has had an opportunity of training it sufficiently to compel
its obedience, and under such circumstances I think the
following suggestions may be of value. It is of the first

importance in riding a vicious horse to keep it moving, never
permitting it, when showing signs of temper, to come to a
stop. If a "fresh" horse makes a few curvets or leaps, the
rider should not at once confine the head too closely, but,
holding the reins so that the animal can not get its head
down, make it advance, and then gently bring it back to a
quiet pace, and afterwards increase the speed if it be desir-
able. To check or to punish the horse at the moment it is
restless, will induce the animal to rear or to plunge. If a
horse rear, the rider should release the tension of the reins
and press his legs against the animal's sides at the moment
the fore-hand comes down, to drive it forward; but the spurs
should not be applied with severity, for that will not cure the
horse of rearing, and may add plunging to its vices. A horse
can be cured of the vice of rearing only by the suppling of
the jaw. If a young horse rears without malice, as many do
in their early lessons, a light tap on the neck and a harsh
word from its master will often prevent a repetition of its

action, but a horse should never be punished for vice. For
many years I have kept my horses at riding-schools where
the masters undertook to break the horses of their patrons
from bad habits. I have seen all kinds of methods employed,
and I have myself tried all, and I never knew severity to
succeed; but I have often seen horses that were dangerous to
ride made safe and quiet by a kind and strict discipline. A
really vicious horse works itself up into a rage, and punish-
ment can do nothing more than to increase the violence of
its madness. If the horse can not be brought to know that
the rider will not hurt it, the animal must remain incurably
vicious. If the rider can obtain the confidence of his horse,
he may then cultivate its obedience, until to yield to bit and
spur becomes instinctive; but I believe that there are some
horses which can not be broken from bad habits, and any of
them are liable to relapse iuto vice through injudicious treat-

ment.

Most young horses plunge, more or less violently for the
first three or four times they are mounted. If at this time
the animal is not carefully ridden, plungiug may become a

\

vice. When a horse plunges it must be driven forward in
any pace or action that it will take, the rider giving it a loose
rein, but taking care that it does not get its head down, for
the horse will then stop in spite of all the man can do, and
probably unseat bim. I mean by giving the horse a loose
rein that it should not feel the restraint of the bit, but if the

)

animal lowers its head the rider should give one or two
sharp pulls upward to elevate it. When the horse goes tor-

'

ward for a few strides, the rider should take a light tension
upon the reins and gently regulate the pace aud the direction.

Many horses will plunge if mounted immediately after being
saddled, and it is a good rule to have all horses saddled at

least half an hour before thev are used. In winter the bit

should be warmed before being put on the horse, and it

would be an excellent plan to have all bits covered with hard
rabbet or some other non-conductor of cold. If a horse 1

kick, its head should be olevated by short, sharp pulls upon
the rein, from below upward, and the animal driven forward,
tbe rider correcting the fault by speaking harshly. Whip
blows will almost invariably confirm the horse in the vice, .

and will teach the animal to cringe and to start at any move-
ment of the rider." A bolting horse may be prevented from *

indulging in its vice by the rider applying both spurs, lean- |

ing back his body, and raising his bridle hand. I believo 1
that any horse may be brought from moderate speed to a j
halt, without any previous special.training, by this method. 1
When a horse has broken away from all control, and madly \
gallops on with his unwilling rider, there is nothing to be
done but to make occasional efforts to recover command of 1
the horse's mouth, for by a steady pull the rider would too
soon exhaust himself. If there be a "rough-and-ready" cure I

for a runaway horse, which I doubt, it consists in riding it

to a stand-still. But a determined rider prevents the horse
gelting away with him by using the spurs as I have directed. 1
If a horse "shies" at an object, the moat injudicious thing a
rider can do is to make the animal face it. By turning the
horse's head away from the object, and pressing in his

Opposite heel, the rider can compel the horse to pass any-
thing, and the bent position in which the horse is placed will

prevont it going in the direction it wishes—that is, away
from that of which it is afraid. After the animal has been
made to go by the object, the rider should calm it by caresses

[
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B
nd kind words, and in time it will lose all fear of strange
ights, for, having obtained confidence in respect to one
thing that has caused it fear, it will be less shy of others that

are straDge and terrifying. A horse may be taught in a few
lessons to face flying paper, banners, etc., if it be fed on car-

rots laid upon a piece of paper, and be gradually accnstomed
to having the paper afterwards flourished in its face, and
then placed upon the ground for it to walk over. I may say
here that an unwilling horse may be led almost anywhere if

the man will walk quietly forward with his back to the
animal.

I believe that the methods I have described are the best

that a iider can employ in controlling difficult horses, but
vice can be repressed or cured only by snppling the horse
and teaching it to instinctively obey the bit and the heels in

the manuer I explained at the outset. There are very few
horses that can uot be made, by skill and patience, perfectly

obedient, and once the theory of such a method is acquired
there is neither difficulty nor danger in following it.

—

Rational Live-Stock Journal.

Horses for Government Service.

In war times there has always been in the selection of

horses, as in the eelection of men, a good deal of careless-

ness. Thus, men are inspected and passed, having hernia,

chronic rheumatism, etc., and we had knowledge of a man
who died in the service in whose ease a post-mortem showed
an entire absence of the left lung, an occurrence of years

prior, through inflammation and abscess. Yet this man
passed inspection, no discovery being made of the absence of

any respiration in the left chest. So, if these things can
occnr under medical inspection, how much easier is it for

horses to pass under the inspection of men not versed in

veterinary science, mere livery men, or who are known as

horse-dealers? This, as stated, applies to war times, but the

ease in times of peace is very different.

The government details veterinary inspectors, educated
men, who pride themselves on their critical knowledge of

horse flesh, whether sound or unsound, and naturally

endeavor to fortify themselves against unfortunate results

with the horses they approve and that are bought upon their

certificates of adaptability and soundness. Their future
position depends upon the future efficiency of the horses

they pass favorably upon, and this factor may be added to

their pride in the calling as furnishing the only avenue
through which the department can secure immunity from all

manner of unsoundness and impositions.

We deduce from this that when, in time of peace, the

government sends out inspectors to buy horses for cavalrj

or artillery, the farmer or dealer having horses to sell may
look for a rejection of say three horses out of four that are

offered. One may have a slight defect of wind, a tickling in

his throat, very likely a "give away" as to a previous severe

cold and bronchitis. Another may have indications of

chronic rheumatism, lingering after previous exposure, or he
flinches from pressure upon the lumber muscles at the loin.

Of course, either of these defects will cause rejection. They
may not stand out boldly as at the moment of inspection

being important, bnt they tell of liabilities when the horse is

exposed to inclemencies—nights without bed or shelter

—

after an exhaustive day's service. Then again a horse may
lack size, or ho may have size of body without size of bone to

carry him. He may be too narrow in the hock; too small in

the feet; may interfere, cut himself when pushed. He may
not be strong enough in hi? loins; may be a stumbler, from
having too upright a shoulder or too weak an arm. But not

to enumerate further, the intending seller will be very likely

to have his attention called to the defects that he had not

considered as such, and he will further make up his mind
that when the department sets out to buy horses at S125 to

©175, it will get the full value of the prices paid. The evi-

dences will be the animals you are short of, and the rejected

ones remaining on your hands.

HEED AND SWINE.
Dairying and Raising: Cattle.

to guard against waste or extravagance, as there is a limita-
tion in feeding that will pay to come up to, but not to go
beyond. We must, in fact, always keep in view where the
profit lies.

WaiviDg, for the present, the question which naturally
arises, " Why the rearing of home-bred animalB is so much
neglected, and the buying of lean cattle so much practiced,
in some districts," let us see how the case stands between
dairyiug and fat stock. Much will depend on established
practices, but where the choice is open aud opiuion unpreju-
diced, not a few, we believe, would be found to choose the
latter. The expense of utensils and of working a fattening
stock is very small in comparison with that of a dairy, and
the iacome per head will only, in exceptional cases, be in favor
of the dairy. The dairy farmer, in truth, has a great deal of
expense and anxiety to encounter that the cattle feeder knows
nothing of. The annual expense of labor upon each cow
amounts to not less than £2 10s., aud in many cases it

reaches as much as £3. Then the risk of calving has also to
be considered. And, it will be urged by some, one-third more
in number can be kept of fattening stock than of dairy cows
on the same land. On two farms of ordinary size, alike in
every point, aud in the same locality, where the conditions do
not preponderate in favor of either system, it would seem
probable, therefore, that a fattening stock would be more
profitable than dairying pure and simple.

If, however, dairy farmers were to employ pedigree bulls in
their herds, with the object of rearing the whole of their
calves instead of sacrificing so many of them at a few days
old, as is done at present, it would probably be found that a
combined system of stock-rearing and dairying would be the
most profitable system. The scarcity of really good home-
bred store cattle for grazing purposes would always be found to

afford a safe recompense to the dairy farmer for any sacrifice of
milk with this object. But, indeed, with so many admirable
milk substitutes in the market, he need not necessarily make
any such sacrifice; and herein lies the greatest possibilities in
adopting the change. In some butter-making dairies the
skim-mil £ is at present almost a waste product, and might be
appropriated to calf-rearing without interfering with the
butter produce. Mixed with oatmeal or well-boiled linseed,

no better substance for rearing calves can be desired, but
some of the milk substitutes would be equally cheap.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has decided to
place a fine engraving of the Treasury Building upon the
special $500 oleomargarine stamp. The designs for the
smaller denominations have not yet been selected.

Influences that Affected the Breeding of
Short-Horns.

Revenue Regulations for Oleomargarine.

The question often comes up whether it will be found more

profitable for a farmer to follow dairying alone, than to

attempt this in connection with the breeding and feeding of

cattle. The editor of the Agricultural Gazelle, London, in

replying to one of his correspondents, brings up points that

are as applicable on this side of the water as in England, and

Bo we give place to his reply as follows:

A correspondent asks whether dairying or cattle-farming is

the more profitable. This question admits of many answers.
The success of either dairyiug or stock-farming depends on so

many conditions—such as fertility of soil, crops grown, local-

ity, proximity lo markets, current prices of labor, produce,

etc., class of stock available, the system pursued, and the

amount of enterprise and skill displayedin managing the busi-

ness—that without the conditions being known there is really

a great deal to be said on both sides. We do not mean to say
that the system of dairying or stock-farming adopted is the

most important of the conditions referred to; but the infinite

variety of practice which opens out under thi3 head makes it

quite clear that the path chosen may be one which as easily

leads to failure as to success.

In stock-iarming, for instance, we have not merely to

choose between breeding, rearing, and fattening, or buying
lean stock to. fatten, but in a breeding herd much depends on
the system of rearing; in buying cattle for rearing or fatten-

ing, much depends on the age at which they are bought, and
when thej are to be fattened; and in fattening success may
depend on whether we go in for summer or winter feeding

—

if the former, whether on the pastures or in the yards—or for

young or old beef. In dairying, again, is it to be a milk
dairy ?—that is, is the milk to be sold as milk, or is it first to

. be made into butter or cheese ?—oris it to be a "bowing"
dairy?—that is, are the cows to be kept by the farmer and let

or rented to a practical dairyman?—or is there any facility for

seudiDg the produce of the cows to a creamery or cheese

factory ?

The subject raised is a very large one, and there is, perhaps,

none more important to the farmer at the present time.

Dairying has, within the last few years, become a leading

branch of farming, and many have anticipated profits from it,

which, we fear, they have not realized. Yet we are not going

to declare generally in favor of either dairying or any particu-

lar system of cattle farming. If readers who are engaged
would relate their experiences, it would be a benefit to one
aud all, and we might be able to see more clearly which sys-

tem tends to most profit. Whatever system is pursued, the

principal thing is to have the animals well fed, well housed,

and properly attended to, with plenty of grass in summer
and a sufficiency of house feeding in winter, care beiDg taken

The Commissioner of Internal Be venue has prepared a set

of regulations concerning the manufacture of oleomargarine
under the Internal Kevenue laws, which will be sent to all

collectors for their guidance. Beginning with a definition of
butter and oleomargarine and other imitations of butter, as

given in the act of Congress passed at the last session, the
regulations declare that Congress has relieved Internal
Bevenue officers from the necessity of proving the imitation
or even the resemblance of the compounds to butter, except
as to the mixtures of tallow, beef fat, suet, etc.

Attention is called to the fact that establishments of the
magnitude necessary for the successful conduct of the busi-

nessof nianufacturingoleoinargarine may be easily discovered,

and are likely to be found adjoining slanghter-houses.
The amount of the special tax to be levied on manufacturers,

and the method of making proportionate reckonings of the tax

to be paid in cases where the business is begun after the act

goes into effect (October 31, 1SS6J, are stated in detail.

Manufacturers are required to rile a bond with the collectors

in the districts where their factories are located, in an
amount to be fixed by their collectors, of not less than $5,000;
and inventories are also required to keep books which shall

be open to the inspection of Internal Bevenue agents, show-
ing all materials used in the manufacture of oleomargarine,

and make monthly returns in duplicate form of their books as

to materials and products. The manufacturer is also required

to displ&y a sign on his factory giving his full name and busi-

ness, and the number of his factory, which shall be designated
by the collector.

Wholesale dealers will keep a book and make monthly
returns, showing the oleomargarine received by them, and
from whom received, and to whom sold or delivered. Minute
directions are given for stamping, branding, cancelling and
numbering each original package in conformity with law;

and the use of tin in packing by manufacturers is forbidden,

except upon special permission of the commissioner. Each
retailer's wooden or paper package must have, besides the

name and address of the dealer, printed or branded thereou
;

in letters not less than one-quarter of an inch square, the

word "Oleomargarine," and the quantity in pounds contained
therein, written or printed thereon, as follows:

"Half pound.—Oleomargarine."
"One pound.—Oleomargarine,"

as the case may be. Oleomargarine imported from foreign

countries is not required to have the Iuterual Bevenue stamps
affixed thereto, and canceled unless it is withdrawn from the

Custom House for consumption or sale in the United States.

In case the holder of any substance declared by any Collector

of Internal Bevenue to be oleomargarine and liable to tax is

claimed by the holder to be butter or some other substance

not liable to tax, the decision of the Collector will govern in

the matter unless the claimant shall submit a sample of the

article for the decision of the Commission of Internal Bevenue.
The fifteenth section of the act forfeiting unstamped oleo-

margarine, or that containing deleterious matter, is quoted,

and it is stated that in case the substance is detained by the

Collector as containing ingredients deleterious to the public

health, samples may be forwarded to the Commissioner as in

cases involving the question of tax, aud may be disposed of

in the same manner. If, howevei, the claimant is unwilling

to accept the decision of the Commissioner, he may in this

class of cases appeal under the law to a Board composed of

the Surgeon- General of the Army, Surgeon-General of the

Navy and the Commissioner of Agriculture, whose decision

in the matter is declared to be final. If finally found to be

deleterious to the public health, the compound is to be so

branded and sold while unstamped, and forfeited oleo-

margarine is to be sold by the Collector subject to the pay-

ment of the tax.

The form of bond to be filed by exporters of oleomargarine

is given in full, with the stipulation that in no case is the

penalty provisions to be less than $5,000, and collectors are

instructed as to the procedure in cases where withdrawals

are made for export from fuctories situated at places other

than the ports of exportation. On the 31st of October, 1SSG,

all oleomargarine on the premises of any dealer must be in

wooden packages, containing nut le33 than teu pounds each,

aud each denier is required to make an inventory of tLe

stock on hand, mark the packages with their weight aud
st. mip, aud cancel each package.

Immediately after the 31st of October, 1SSG, or as soon
thereafter as practicable, the Internal Bevenue officers will

travel over the district, inspect the stuck on hand, and seize

all that is not found duly marked, branded and stamped,

The following contribution from the pen of our English
correspondent, Mr. Wm. Housman, regarding the influences
that have had an unfavorable effect on the breeding of Short-
horns, is taken from Bell's Messenger, London. He says:
In reviewing the history of the Short-horn we can scarcely

fail to recognize two opposite influences which have both
proved inimical to the breed; and we must also see with
satisfaction that neither of those influences is in the ascend-
ant now. First, dating from 1S10, when the Ketton sale
brought the Short-horn into general notice and proved to
the world what might be done by selection, with the aid of
memoranda of ancestry; the old-type farmer of the period
promptly assumed an attitude of dogged antagonism to the
new doctrines—those of reduction of bone, of the uses of in-

breeding, and of preserving, by means of written pedigree,
knowledge of the descent of breeding stock. It was the last

chiefly that aroused his scorn. He could partly understand
that a calf "off a good un" was more likely to become a good
cow than one from an inferior dam, and he could not deny
that the chances were the more or less favorable iu proportion
to the merits or demerits of the calf's sire. Beyond this he
could not go. His mind got into a maze if be attempted to

trace back. He had a mind capable of owning the result of
adding one to one, the addition of two to two began to be
burdensome, at four to four he became impatient, at eight to

eight perplexed, and at any further enumeration of ancestry
exasperated. What did an animal want with so many
progenitors? What was the use of this new-fangled notion
of asking how an animal was bred, beyond its father and
mother? If it was from good parents, aud itself good, that
was enough; if the parents were good and the offspring was
bad, the difficulty presented was dismissed, if not solved, by
the convenient creed that "there's no accounting."
So the mental labor of going back a step or two to ascertain

the cause was happily avoided. The ordinary farmer went
on in the ordinary way, and bred, consequently, ordinary
stock. The breeder capable of higher mental exertion bred
Favorite and Comet, Duchess and Old Daisy. These and
their kindred were looked upon with wonder by the ordinary
farmer, who, nevertheless, stuck to his creed "there is no
accounting." Fully one human generation passed before
"pedigree" had any chance of respectful attention, extensively,

among farmers; although in the meantime some of the most
uncompromising scorners were quietly gleaning from the
harvest of the great breeders by the use (of course without
memoranda) of well-bred bulls. To the principle of breeding
pedigree stock the country is indebted for much of the excel-

lence of its stock without pedigree. The second influence
injurious to the Short horn was the opposite one of unrea-
soning reliance upon mere pedigree, upon records which
told the names—often very high-sounding names, some-
times extremely silly names—of the progenitors of cattle,

without serving as evidences of careful and of judicious
breeding; the only care having been to unite animals of

imaginary "blue blood," without regard to their intrinsic

qualities, and the exercise of Judgment having been sus-
pended in deference to an extravagant demand for animals
bred within narrow limits of selection. It is. perhaps, ques-
tionable whether the latter evil has not proved greater than
the former. In the former, no doubt, there was much per-
verse, or, as it may be appropriately termed, "pig-headed"
opposition to useful progress, but the leading breeders,

although receiving much less encouragement than they
deserved, were doing good work, aud yearly sending out
bulls which left strong marks of improvement upon the

general stock of the country. The latter evil has to a con-
siderable extent sapped the very sources of improvement,
lowering the quality of many herds which have produced
stock bulls for farmers, and lessening, proportionately, the

benefit derived from the use of those bulls. It is well that

this evil, like the former one, may be described as past, and
that Short-horn breeders generally, so far as they have been
able to overcome the depressing circumstances of recent

years, have shown something like earnestness in attempting
to return to sound systems and to breed for useful types
instead of fancy pedigTees.

Selecting" the Breed of Swine.

There is no better time than during the summer growth of

swine, or during the annual fairs, for the intending beginner

to select a breed to adhere to. It may be to his interest to

grow very large swine; but it certainly is to every man's inter-

est, not only to select a breed but the specimens of a breed
that will grow to a fair marketable size at an early age. The
color, as in cattle, is mainly a matter of fancy, for while it

may not be denied that some swine are liable to ailments of

the skin that do not commonly affect others having the hair

and outer coating of the skin differently colored, yet the color

cuts no figure in fixiug the fattening tendency or in determin-

ing the quality of the flesh. By examining different herds of

breeding swine, and the offshoots of those that are being fed

for markets, the latter on some farms being made up of the

leavings—such as do not meet the demands for breeding pur-

poses—as these are upou grass, depending mainly upon this

for sustenance, 0De can make a better estimate of the value of

a given herd as " self-tenders," than where they are kept up
in close quarters and fed on rich foods prepared from grains,

oil cake, meal, etc.

Then again, it is an aid of no mean importance in making
selections to be able to look over a lot of brood-sows having
their litters with them, as in this way we are enabled to see

what the tendencies are in breeding; that is, whether they
are inclined to bring good litters as to numbers, and good also

in the matters of growth, form, and tendency to fatten

promptly. If one will keep an eye out for pointers that will

aid him he will get these by observing a not unusual sight,

namely: that a portion of the sows, so fine-looking them-
selves, are followed by one or two good pig*, another not so

good, and a puny runt. These are some of the advantages
seemed by visiting herds in summer, as one can then most
easily trace family characteristics in the matter of prolific-

ness, not only of the older sows, but of the offshoots of those

that have been put to breeding. There is a natural tendency
lo variation in all kinds of domestic animals, and swine stock
coming into breeding no early aud maturing so rapidly, it is

not unreasonable to exppct ptril ing variations. Heuce, if we
can find within a given herd a family line more uniform in

important features than other family lines in the "collection,

reasonably prolific as breeders, good growers and shapely in

form, these are the families out of whioh we should select,

getting our male from a different, and, if necessary

herd.—Rural flew Yorker.
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Turfmen's Jubilee.

The committee haritig in charge the arrangements for the

dinner at Delmonico's on Saturday evening, to celebrate the

twentieth anniversary of the opening of Jerome Park by the

American Jockey Club, comprises Mr. August Belmont,

President of the American Jockey Club; Mr. A. J. Cassatt,

President of the Monmouth Park Association, and Mr.

Leonard W. Jerome, President of the Coney Island Jockey

Club. These three gentlemen report satisfactory progress

and believe the dinner will be of a character to fittingly com-

memorate one of the grandest departures in the history of

racing in this country. About one hundred gentlemen will be

present, and among them Mr. Chauncey M. Depew; ex-Gov<

ernor Bowie, President of the Maryland Jockey Club; Mr
Thomas W. Doswell, of Virginia; General McMahon; Mr.

Louis M. Clark, President of the Louisville Jockey Club;

ex-Senator Boscoe Conkling; General Philip H. Sheridan,

President of the Washington Park Club, Chicago; Mr. A.J.

Cassatt, Mr. William K. Travers, Mr. William K. Vanderbilt,

Mr. B. A. Haggin. Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Mr. George Peabody
Wetmore, Mr. Frank Work, Sir Roderick Cameron, Mr.

August Belmont, Congressman Perry Belmont, Mr. H. W.T.
Mali. Colonel Lawrence Kip, Mr. Lorillard Spenoer, Mr. J.

B. Houston, Mr. Kandolph Ellis, Mr. J. Sargent Cram, Mr.

Charles D. Harrison, Mr, Joseph Agostini, Mr. William M.
Lent, Mr. E. W. Yanderhoof, Mr. A. Belmont Purdy, Mr.

James Galway, Mr. J. G. K. Duer, Mr. A. F. Walcott, JDr. E.

G. Field. Captain William M. Conner. Mr. A. Wright San-

ford. Mr. H. J.Nichols, Mr. A. Newbnld Morris, Mr. E. C.

Levingston, Mr. J. G. K. Lawrence, Mr. James K. Keene,

Captain J. H. Coster, Mr. John G. Heekscher and Mr. J. 0.

Donner.
TWENTY TEAKS AGO.

The banquet ball at Delmonico's will be elaborately and

fittingly decorated. The tables, it is said, in their ornamenta-

tion will pleasingly remind the gentlemen of the early days at

Jerome, and the track, club house, grand stand and sur-

roundings maybe shown in miniature, while some of the

racers of that period are likely to be reproduced in fancy pieces

in a manner to forcibly remind the veterans present of the

opening straggles at that day. Then there will be present

eloquent men, those who love the horse for his noble qualities

and have been instrumental in improving the breed of th.6

thoroughbred, and their experiences, their defects and suc-

cesses are likely to be entertainingly given to the company.

"That was a great day," 6aid Mr. Leonard W. Jerome yester-

day, when referring to the opening of Jerome Park. "There

were sometbing like §17,000 taken in at the Rates, and there

was no betting except the auction pools by Dr. Underwood,

and the club received nothing for that privilege. So the

matter of betting in those days seems to me to have been bet-

ter arranged than at present, and the club did not depend

upon the sale of their betting privileges to keep them in

existence. The opening day," Mr. Jerome went on to say,

"was a great success. Many of the distinguished people of

the city and country were there and thoroughly enjoyed the

sport. Qn the quarter stretch, after the first race, were scores

of the prominent turfmen of the day, and their faces fairly

beamed with delight at the grand scene spread out before

them."
THE INAUGURAL RACES.

Two races were ran that day—Tuesday, September 25,

1866. First, to excite the interest and admiration of the

great gathering, was a dash of one mile and a quarter for

tnree-year-olds. There were six starters, and it ended with

Mr. K. C. Alexander's Bayswater winning, Dr. J. W. Weldon's

Local second, Mr. Milton H. Sanford's Tisdale third, Colonel

McDaniePs Ripley fourth, Mr. S. J. Carter's Delegate fifth,

and Mr. D. Reedy's Tom Woolford sixth. The time of the

dash was 2:17. The next race was the Inauguration Stakes,

of four-mile heats, and it produced great enthusiasm, and the

vast assemblage eagerly waited for the horses to appear. Four
competed, and the official summary of the race, taken from

the club records, is as follows:

John Hunter's b h Kentucky by Leiington—Magnolia by Glen-
cne, 5years,lU lbs Littlefield 1 1

Forbes & Jerome's ch h Fleetwing by imp. Balrownie, 6 years, 114

lbs Smith and Abe 3 2

J. 9. "Watson's ch c Onward by Ringgold—My Lady by Glencoe, 4

years. 104 lbs McCarry 2 3

E.A. Alexander's b m Idlewild by Lexington, dam byJGlencoe,

aged, 111 lbs -Abe dis.

Time.—First heat—One mile, 1:51; two mileB, 3:42; three miles, 5:36;

four miles, 7:35.

Second heat—One mile, 1:59; two miles, 3:53$; three miles, 5:48;

four miles. 7:41$.

The entrance to the stakes was $200, half-forfeit, and t
ne

club added $5,000. Of twenty-nine subscribers twenty-five

paid forfeit. The second horse received $1,000 out of th*

stakes, and the third saved his entrance. That day's racing

was the talk of the town. Th6 club had made a hit, and the

intelligent gentlemen having the park in hand were satisfied

that success would attend their efforts. The second day of

the meeting was on October 1, and the Nursery Stakes, for

two-year-olds, was run, the distance being one mile. F.

Morris' bay filly Ruthless captured it in 1:49. There were

five others in the race. A two-mile heat contest gave great

satisfaction, and that those curiously inclined may know how
the first two-mile heat race on the Jerome track was run, the

following summary is appended:

John Hunter's b h Areola by Leamington—Topsy by Glencoe, 5

years, 114 lbs Littleield 13 1

J. S
" Watson's b c Delaware by Ringgold—Ariel, 4 years. 104

lbs McCarry 2 12
D. McDaniel's b c Julius by Lexington— Julia, 4 years, 104 lbs.

Albert 3 4 5

J. W. Weldon's b c Knighthood by Knight of SL George, 4

years, 104 lbs Abe 4 2 4

First heat, 3 :50i; second, 3:40$; third, 3:52J.

LONG RACES AND HEATS FASHIONABLE.

A post stake of three miles wound up the day, in which
Mr. J. S. Watson's Aldebaran won in 5:45J from a field of

five. Long distances and heat contests were fashionable in

those days, as the first hurdle race run on the track was of two
miles, over eight hurdles, which was won by Dr.
Kerwin's Citadel, ridden by Pepper. This race took place on
October 2, 1866, and the same day the Jerome Stakes, for

three-year-olds, was inaugurated. It was of mile heats then,

but now of one mile and three-quarters, and it was captured

by Mr. R. A. Alexander's chestnut colt Watson, by Lexington

—Annie Watson, in straight heats, in 1 :50 and
1:48.1. Match racing began early on the track, and
and "the firBt race of this kind was between two-year-olds,

turee-quarters of a mile, for $500 a side, Mr. A. Belmont
naming the imported bay filly Maid of Honor and Messrs.

Forbes & Jerome the bay filly Red Wing. Maid of Honor
wod in 1:21. The Grand 'National Handicap, Btill a favorite

race, was also inaugurated at this meeting, but it was then

two mile3 and three-quarters, instead of one mile and a half

as now. There wore seventeen subscribers, of which seven
paid forfeit and five declared out. Kentucky won it, carrying

1 24 lbs., with Littlefield on his back; Mr. J. S. Watson's

Aldebaran, 105 lbs., being senond, and Mr. M. H. Sanford's
Nannie Butler, 100 lbs., third. The colts Onward and Luther
were not placed. Time, 5:04. The club gave an extra day'a

racing on November 8th, and that closed the work for the

iuaugural year. The success of the club was insured. From
one end of the Union to the other racing men admired and
applauded the Board of Directors, which comprised Mr.
August Belmont, President; Mr. W. B. Duncan, Treasurer;
Mr. Leonard W. Jerome, Hr. J. F. Purdy and Mr. W. B.
Travers. And the racing at Jerome at that time did much to

bring together and reunite the turfmen of the North and
South, so long separated by the war.

EVENTS NEVER TO BE FORGOTTEN.

From that time the club has moved onward and has never
relsased its position of being in the foremost ranks of liberal

associations. Struggles that have passed into racing history

as memorable contests have been run at Jerome, and breeders
from all over the world have visited the magnificent grounds
with profit and delight. On Thursday, October 17, 1S67,

during the regular fall meeting, Kentucky attempted to run
four miles in 7:20, carrying 120 pounds. The match was for

§5,000, and the crowd that gathered to see the noble stallion

make the trial of his life was equal to that of the opening
day, a little more than a year before. Kentucky was ridden
by Littlefield, but the stallion failed in his effort, the miles
being run as follows: first, 1:48; second, 1:48; third, 1:53;

fourth, 2:02^—7:31&. And many unexpected victories and
defeats have been witnessed on this track. Thousands can
recall the great work of Mr. Sanford's Monarchist, when, on
October 12, 1S71, then three years old, he won the annual
sweepstakes of 56,000, two miles, and the same afternoon
captured, without trouble, the Grand National Handicap, two
and three-quarter miles; and perhaps it maybe remembere 1

how Monarchist, the following year, October 12, 1872, beat
Harry Bassett, four miles, for a pnise of $1,200, the time
being 7:33£.

*

The Pennsylvania Association of Trotting Horse Breeders
invite nominations to a list of stakes and purses includ-
ing the Juvenile Stake, for foals of 18S5 to be trotted at

the meeting of 1SSS, §30 entrance, with §100 added;
$5 to accompany the nomination on October 1st, $5
on March 1. 1SS7, $5 on Sept. 1, 1SS7, $5 on March 1, 1SSS,

and the balance $ 10 on the night before the meeting. The
Nursery Stake for foals of 1SS6, mile heats, two in three, has
the same conditions as the Juvenile Stake. Two purses are
opened for the meeting of 1SS6, which will take place on
October 6th and 7th, at Pittsburg; they are for the 3:00 and
2:40 trotting classes.

DRAMA .

The "Two Orphans" is a well-constructed play; it is full of

rapid movement, and the changes are of the most exciting
character. It is true to life. The people it introduces, both
of the heroic and base types, act from every-day motives, and
follow the bent of their purposes without doing violence to

the probabilities of life. The leading characters are all some-
what high strung, but not more so than is common amongst
a large class of French people. The play has been put upon
the stage so often in this city that everyone is familiar with its

story, which embraces the two extremes of Parisian life, and
has a good filling up of the intermediate qualities. Without
descending to comparisons, it may be stated with candor that
the several previous performances of the "Two Orphans" in
this city were all of a higher character than that which has
been given during the week at the Alcazar. The play brings
a lot of people on the stage; ten have important parts, any-
one of which in weak hands may mar the general effect from
first to last. The present company at the Alcazar is not a
strong one, and in two instances the ambition of the manage-
ment has run away with its good judgmeniin selecting two plays
like the "Danicheffs" and the "Two Orphans," each demand-
ing a large company of highly trained artists, and each in two
instances depending very much upon ladies of rare personal
and mental gifts and graces. Miss Jeffreys Lewis has rare
mental powers, and in a special line of characters Bhe cannot
be surpassed on the American stage. But unfortunately the
characters of Anna in the "Danicheffs," and Henriette in the
"Two Orphans," are beyond her grasp, and she has no longer
the willowy figure which would have made them a delight to

the eyes had she played both three or four years ago.

On Monday night she played with a great deal of earnest-
ness and made Henriette the most striking figure in the cast;

but the character lacked refinement and easy grace, and the
indefinable finish which one longed to applaud. As La
Frochard.the detestable old hag, Miss Fanny Young was made
up to perfection, and she gave the character much hideous
force and a strong flavor of coarseness. Only that it lacked
shades of cruel irony, and gross humor it would have been
faultless. Miss Eleanor Barry is physically too robust for the
ill-used, ill-fed and practically imprisoned Louise, and there
was lacking the simulation of blindness which makes the
woes of the ill-used and unhappy girl so realistic. Yet Miss
Barry played many of the scenes with rare intelligence, and
she spoke the lines with fine shadings of pathetic sorrow.
The part of Pierre is so full of pathos, he is so gentle and
through his rough clothes there shines so much that is noble,

that he wins bis way to every heart in the audience. Mr.
Osbourne played the part smoothly and naturally, and some-
times with intelligent force. The cowardly bully Jacques was
entrusted to Mr. Roberts, and he made him brutal enough.
But Jacques is more than a brute, he is a bull-dog with the
cunning of a fox, and that low order of mind Mr. Roberts
failed to grasp, and Jacques was to that extent ineffective.

Miss Esther Williams played Marianne very forcibly and with
intelligence. The part is not an easy one, and the young
lady showed no disposition to overact it, a temptation not
always successfully resisted. In the aristocratic circle Count
De Liniers was played by Mr. Frank Richardson, who failed

to Bhow either its dignity or subtlety. As the heroic
Chevalier De Vaudrey Mr. Emmett looked very handsome,
walked about gracefully, but spoke in such monotonous tones

as to become wearisome before the second act was finished,

Mr. Stockwell as Pickard tried bard to be funny, but the

effort was so constantly palpable that it was not comfortable

to laugh at Pickard, or easy to resist the impulse to laugh at

Mr. Stockwell. The rest cf the characters are important, and
in the cast were neither particuaDy good nor bad. There
was a large audience and many of them appeared to enjoy the
play; doubtless they saw it for the first time.

Iolantbe has held its own on the Baldwin stage during this,

the second week, and has continued to delight large audi-

ences, many of whom have gone to see it twice, and have been
more than satisfied with its almost perfect rendering. On
Monday night a Trip to Africa will be given for the first time

in this city. Naturally there has been a great demand for

seats, and the Baldwin will certainly present a brilliant spec-

tacle on that evening.

A Tin Soldier produced for the first time at the Bnsh-street t

Theater on Monday night, might as well be called "A China
Butcher" or "Wax Doll." The name stands for nothing to
indicate the fun of the piece. It belongs to the coarse order,
but its coarseness is amusing. It is something to laugh at,

bu* nothing to think about or write upon. Within its purpose
it is complete, and that is the highest order of praise that can
be offered to any play.

Emerson started the week with a new programme, which.]
has proved as attractive as its predecessors. The Standard*
has been well filled, and the fun does not diminish with thej
advance of time.

The musical comedy, "Business is Business" is within the!
reach of the Tivoli Company, and was greeted by a large!
audience on the opening night, last Monday. It will be fol-

\

lowed by The Robbers, also new to Tivoli audiences.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association. I

Fall Meeting 1886, 1

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th,

TUESDAY, Nov. 16th,

THURSDAY, Nov. 18th,

SATURDAY, Nov. 20th.

Ailrlilioual Races and Extra Days -will be announced
later. The following Stakes and Parses Trill close

Saturday, October 16th.

;

FIRST DAT.
No. 1.—Salutation Puese, $400, of which $50 to second: $25 to third

;

for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three years old and upward, •

allowed Beven pounds; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.—The Ladies' Stakes for two-year-old fillies: $50 each: $25
forfeit, or J10 if declared out August 1, 1886, with $300 added; second to
save stake. Three-quarters of a mile, Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 3.—The Bat Citt Stakes, for all ages; $100 each; $50 forfeit;
$20 if declared out November 1, 188(i, with tSOP added; second horse to
receive $200; third to save stake. Winners of two races this vear of
the aggregate value of $5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No. i.~Pcese $400, of which $50 to second: $25 to third; for two-
year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-yenr-old race of anv value
to carry rule weights . Colts that have run second, but not better. In

"

any two-year-old race allowed S pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds.
One mile.

SECOND DAY.
No. 5.—PunsE $400, of which $50 to second ; $25 to third: for all ages.

"Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maideus
allowed 10 pounds. One mile.

No. 6.

—

The Equity Stages, for two-year-olds; $10 each; p. p., with
$400 added; first horse to receive the added money; the second TO per ',

cent., and the third 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of anv two-
year-old race of the value of $300 to carry 5 pounds extra; of "two or
more such races 7 pounds eitra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.

No. 7.—The Pake Stakes, for all ages; $50 each; S25 forfeit: ^10 if

declared out November 1st, with $0U3 added, of which $10u to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake race this year of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

No. 8.

—

Pdkse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for three- I

year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of $1,000 this year to

-

carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY.
No. 9.—Selling Puuse, $40n, of which $50 to the second; $25 to the

third; for all ages; fixed valuation $l,5iJJ. Two pounds allowed for
each $1C0 below, and 2 pounds added for each $lu0 abovo fixed valua-
tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.— The Finigan Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each ; $25 forfeit

;

$10 if declared out August 1,1886. with $400 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 11 .—The Winter Handicap ; a sweepstake for all ages ; $100 eaoh

;

$5u forfeit; $20 if declared out, with $800 added, of which $200 to
second horse; third to save Btake. Weights announced on the first

day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
and three-eighths.

No. 12.—The Fame Stages, for three-year-olds; $100 each
; $25forfeit;

$300 added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed
August 1. 1884.

FOURTH DAY.
No. 13.—Ptirse$400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third: fortwo-yi_

olds; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry 5 poundi
extra; winner of one to carry 3 pounds extra; horses that have Ucn
placed Becond but not better to carry rule weights; all others allowed
6 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-eighths
of a mile.

No. 14.—The Vestal Stakes. -For three-year-old fillies; $25 each:

^

p. p., with $300 added; $100 to second; third to save stake. One mile
,

and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884.

No. 15.—The Del Bro Stakes.—For all ages, $100 each; $50 forfeit;
$201f declared out November 1, l$8Gwllb si, utiu added; of which $200
to second: bird tosuve sttko. Winners of a stake race this vear of the
value of 11,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles and an eighth.

No. 16.— Purse $400, of which $50 -to second; $25 to third; a freei
handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a. m,, the day]
before the race; declarations due at 6 r. m, the same day. One mile.

CONDITIONS.
Starters In all races must be named to the Secretary, or through the

eniry-box at the track at 6 o'clock v. m., the day before the race

In all slakes (he r'ujht to forfeit ceases at 12 o'clock noon
the day on which the race is run.

Entrance free for starters in purse-. Non-starters can declare out at
6 v. m. the day proceeding the race, by paying 5 per cent. After that
time can only be excused by presiding judge, and tn such cast

ceat. on amount of purse must he paid,
TJic Association reserves the right to postpone races on account oi

vinfavot-.ii.ie weather or other sufficientcause.
In the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all other decliratlO!

are off.

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money
Allowances must be claimed when the entry la made.

nol having registered colors will he required to name
color with their entry.

Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October ICth.
J. I* RATHMXt J'retiffeiit,

E. 8. CXLYEK, Secretary, gob Montgomery St., Room 6.
sept 18

'

me their

Ideiit.
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The Dwyers' Sale.

The Dwyers have every reason to congratu-

late themselves over the success of their weed-
ing-out sale, which occurred on the track

yesterday, at noon, in the paddock of the Brook-

lyn Jockey Club's track. The seventeen offered

brought 51~,275, or an average of $1,016.

This, considering the fact that this is the fall

of the year, when the racing season is fast

auproaching its close, is really a surprising

average. Col. S. D. Bruce was the auctioneer

.and he performed his duties with address and
Skill and in a manner creditable to himself as

well as remunerative to his patrons.

> The attendance was very large. None of

'the great stables were represented among the

lookers-on, but the great middle class of horse-

men were out in force, and the competition

among them was very keen. The highest-

priced one was the sensational Pontico, whom
the Dwyers last year bid up to §15,000 in a

Belling race at Jerome Park, and bought this

spring at the breaking np of Rancocas for

$S,000. He was a costly investment for them
and I should fancy that his new owner will

have a haid time getting his money out.

Xest to Poutico came the two-year-old

Esquire, who was knocked down to H. A.
Newton for $2,400, and is sure to prove a good
investmen, as he undoubtedly has speed. Ful-

ton was purchased by es-Mayor Nolan, and as

he was bought on the advice of that excellent

jndge James Lee, the colt will no doubt pay
Jus way before the snow falls. Mr. Nolan
also purchased Buffalo, who will probably be

put over the sticks.

Richmond was purchased by a new firm of

racing men, Messrs, K. C. Both & Co. The
horse has been turned over to BenPryor to be

trained, and it is to be hoped that he will

have good luck with him. Mr. Pryor thinks

a good deal of this horse, but it will not do to

expect too much from him. I think the last

race which Richmond won stamps him as any-

thing but a good colt.

Mr. H. C. Ditmus got Portland for §1,050,

and he will probably be trained by old "Hick-

ory Jim" Davis. He is just the man, I should

judge, for a horse like Portland—one who
needs nursing and coddling. If they ever get

Portland oeer that nervousness of his, Mr.
Ditmus will have a very speedy horse and a

very cheap one. If his new owner is wise he
will not dram away at him, as the horse is

hardly in a condition for it. By pursuing a

waiting policy he is sure to have a good horse

nest year. Portland was and is an unusually

speedy horse. If a trainer can manage him so

that he can carry his speed, the black colt

ought to prove a gold mine.
Bankrupt went for S1,000. Poor fellow!

They broke his heart with excessive two-year-

old racing, and when the Dwyers bought him
last fallfor $6,500, if I remember rightly, he
proved a very bad investment for them, as he
never won a race. As regards the others, they

all brought good prices—not, of course, what
they cost, but very excellent market rates.

—

Sportinq World.

Wm. Hayward, Jr., a son of the well-known
jockey, made his first appearance in the

saddle atSheepshead Bay, on Thursday, Sept.

16th, when he rode Moss Rose for Appleby &
Johnson, his father riding the winner, Kupert,

for the Preakness Stable.

A Recent Decision of the Chancery Court necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Glenview Stud and Farm,
WHICH INCLUDES

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
together with about one linnclred ot the choicest brood-mares in foal to the above stallions.
also some ele<rant and last two and three-year.olds: about thirty verr superior yearling
coJts and fillies. As an indication of their promise, I am confidently of the opinion that but for the
pink eye or influenza, which troubled us this spring, we could have had twenty yearlings beat
three minutes. There are also about thirty. live of the finest foals of this season ever seen
011 the earth in one lot.

I will sell the above stook, numbering about one hundred and seyenty.five head, together with
the Farm, consisting of about six hundred and thirty acres, with all the necessary improvements.
Barns, Paddocks, etc., all in running shape; a splendid mile track, and everything complete, to the
highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuinj from day to d^y until all is sold.

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except land, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four
equal yearly payments, with six per cent, interest and a lien.

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at private sale until the Catalogue is issued, which will be
about the '20th of September, after which no animal will be sold until the final public sale. The oppor-
tunity for purchasing the very highest types of the very best biood lines known to the trotting
breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before been offered,
and probably a life-time will not see another such.

Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre list of names, and you maybe overlooked.
No animals will be priced or sold at private sale. Everything will be sold at Public Auction.

P. O. Louisville, Ky.
J. B. McFERRAN,

Executor-

Mr. P. H. Ryan has purchased of Mr.
Haggin the two-year-old chestnut gelding

Theodosius by Joe Hooker, out of Abbie W.
He showed a great deal of temper on. his first

appearance at Brighton.

THE

Rancocas Stud
By order ol Pierre Lorillard, Esq.,

Will be sold at Public Auction, without reserve, at

Jobstown, N. J.,

Friday,Octoberl5,1886,

The sale will include the five stallions

Imp. Mortemer,
Duke of Magenta,

Iroquois,

Pizzaro and
Imp. Siddartha,

And also 79 Brood-mares, among which are

Aerenoria. sister to Pizarro and dam of Pontiac.
Blairgowrie, dam of Breeze and Blossom.
Explosion, dam of Dew Drop.
Florence, dam of Hindoo.
Horten.se. dam of Young Duke.
Letola, dam of Unrest-
lizzie Lucas, dam of Chimera, Cyclops, etc.

Loalanier, dam of Katrine.
Minnie Minor, dam of Wanda.
Ontario, dam of JfcWbirter, Hypasia, etc.

Pera, sister to Iroquois.
Perlection, sister to Parol.
Second Hand, dam of Exile.
Susan Ann. dam of Thora.
Tandalite. dam of Hiawasse, Housatouic, etc.

"Wanda, Spinan ay. anil a number of other highly
bred ones from distinguished racing families.

Next Spring the remainder of the Rancocas Stud,
65 Yearlings, will be sold without reserve.
Catalogues can be bad on application at the office

of the Breeder and Sportsman, or from
S.B'KKl'rR. Auctioneer.

WeeptS 41 Park Bote-, X. Y.City,

Twelfth District

(MMURAL ASF
A|

Composed of the Counties of

Lake andMendocino,
Will hold its

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
On the Grounds of the

Lakeport Agricultural

Park Association,
—AT—

LAKEPORT,
October 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1 886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day -October 4tU.

No. 1.—Running Race. Purse 5100. Half-mile dash.

No. 2.—Running Race. Purse §100. Three-quarters

of a mile dash.
No. 3 —Running Race. Purse 850. Half-mile dash.

For two-year-olds. Three to enter, two to start.

Second Day—October 6tu.

No. 4.—Running Race. Purse §250- First horse

S150; second, §75; third, ?25. Mile heats, three in

five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 p. m,
Tuird Day—October Stli.

No. 5.—Trotting Race. Purse 3250. First horse

?150; second, §75; third. §25. Mile heats, three in

five. Free for all. Entries to close September 25th,

at 8 p.m.
Fourth. Day—October 8tli.

No. 6.—Running Race. Purs© §100. Half-mile

heats, two in three.

No. 7.—Trotting Race. Purse §100. Mile heats,

two in three.

No. 8.—Trotting Race. Purse §50. For three-year-

olds. Mile heats, two in three. Four to enter, three

to start.
CONDITIONS.

Entries to close with Secretary at 8 p. it. of the

evening preceding the race in all cases, except Races
No. 4 aud 5, which will close on September 25th.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise. National Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Entrance fee ten per cent., to accompany
nomination. Five or more to enter, three or more to

start, unless otherwise stated. Races commence
each day at 2 P. M.

Liberal Premiums offered for all Farm
Products and Manufactured Articles.

SEND TO SECRETARY FOR PREMIUM LIST.

r G. SIMMONS, President.
JNO. R, COOK, Secretary. septll It

ANNUAL FAIR

MONTEREY

FOR SUPERVISOR,
EIGHTH WARD,

A. F. KNORP.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE,

2oct

AflMClIMll ASSOCIATION

District No. 7,

To be held at

SALINAS CITY,
Commencing Oct, 5th, and ending Oct, 9.

1886.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday Oct. 5th.

No. I. Trotting—For all horses owned in the Dis-
trict that have never beaten three minutes. Purse
$150.
No. 2. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse S150.

Wednesday Oct. 6th.
No. 3. Trotting—For all double teams owned in the

District, both horses of each team to be owned by
one man July 1st, 1886. Best 2 in 3. Purse $200.
No. 4. Running—Three-quarter mile and reneat,

free for all. Purse S200.
No, 5. Trotting—For all two-year olds owned in the

District. Best 2 in 3. Purse S150.

Thursday Oct, Tfh.
No. 6. Trotting—For all stallions owned in the Dis-

trict —Billy Matthews barred. Purse 5200.
No. 7. Trotting—For all three-year-olds and under

owned in the District. Best 2 in 4. Purse 5200.
No. 8. Running—One-half mile and repeat, for all

horses owned in the District. Purse $158.

Friday, Oct 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse S500.
No. 10. Pacing—Free for all horses that have never

beaten 2:30. Purse $200.
No. 11. Novelty Race—One and one-fourth miles.

Purse $150. 1st quarter, $25 ; 2d quarter. $25; 3d quar-
ter, $25; 4th quarter, $25; 5th quarter, $50.

Saturday, Oct. 9th.
No. 12. Trotting—Two-mile heats, free for all;

best 2 in 3. Purse $300.
No. 13. Running—One mile and repeat, free for

all. Purse $300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wiss specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance-fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nomination. Parses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse. 30 per cent,
to second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to clos" with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock e. m., September 1, 188C.
Mark the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1886, and in any District races not
owned within the District from June 16,1886, and
any entry by any person of any horse so disqualified
shall be held liable for the entrance-fee thus con-
tracted without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m., of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a wait-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance-fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse ; aud a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field; then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties Interested is par-

ticularly called to the rules and regulations of the
National Trotting Association, under the provisions
of which, except as otherwise specified, all matters
appertaining to the trotting rac< s will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot on run heats

of any two races alternately or to call a special race
between be."-ts; also to change the day and hour of

If deemed nee
Races to begin at 1 p.m. sharp.
SUlls, hav and straw free to competitors.

J. D. t.VKli. president.
J. J. KE1XV, Secretary. llsept

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
-OF THE-

DISTRICT

AGRIClITIiRAL ASSOCIATION

No. 6.

Lob Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATIBDAY, OITOBFR 161b. IStI.1 SIVE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
C35~An Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation.

PROGRAMME OF RACES:
First Day-Tuesday, October astb.

IS'o.l.—RtTxxrs-G Racl. Purse 3150. dash % of a mile
free for all two-year-olds.
2.—Running Race, Purse $l-W,dash >: mile, free for

for all, weight for age.
3.—Teottlno Race, Purse SoOO, for 2:i5 Class.

Second Day—Wednesday. October 13th.
4.

—

Running Race. Purse $200, for three-year-olds,
% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse $150, mile dash, free for

all and weight for atje.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Pickett's br c Contractor. 4,
eligible.

Third Day—Thursday. Oetober 14 th.
7.—Runneng Race, Purse $250, \% miles, free for

all, weight for age.
8.—Running Race, Purse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tbotttng Race, Purse $500, for 2:30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will be an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October 15th.
10.

—

Running Race, Purse $260, for three-year-olds,
IK miles.
11.—Running Race, Purse $200, selling race. First

valuation $750, two pounds added for each. $100 above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Thotting Race, Purse $500, for 2 ;40 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 1 6ih.
13.

—

Running Race, Purse $350, ijj miles, free fo
all, weight for age.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse $200, one

mile.fiee for all and weight forage. Forall horses that
have not won first money during this meeting.
15.—Teotting Race, Purse $500, free for all.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
Entries close on SATO RDAY, Julv 31st.
Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,

and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. C. S'EWTO.V E. A. DeCAHP,

President. Secretary.
26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

HIG-H-BRBD

Trotting Stock,
FORJ3ALE.

No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert V7. and other
very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare by Roach's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her
dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 4.—Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert TV.

No. 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,
her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.

No. 6.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-
wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert W. (
her

dam the Nelson—Patchen mare. No. 3.

No. 8.—Chestnut colt. Bonanza, three years, by
Artburton, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Artburton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 6.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.

Bay filly by Albert W., her dam
Bav filly by Albert Vf., her dam the Gypsey mare.

No. 4.

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam (he Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at (he Oakland Trotting Park.
*or price and any further information apply to

A. WALDSTEIN.
320 Sansozne St.

25sept San Franrlwo, Cal.

COEEIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Swiimey, Weakliest ot the

Spine, sprain-.. Strains, etc.

The only remedy that does away with the use of the
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks norscur«. Vul.
n ible '''.ire for rheumatism.
For sale by Mrs. A. C. Joseph, proprietor S

str- ct, .'-.to Francisco. Redlogton A Co., San Frsin
|

Melvin & Co., East Oakland, »n-l all dm .

rights secured in V.B. patent eOlcv. Price
btttje,
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YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD,

Registeied in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York.

WINNINGS FAIRS OF 1885:
At State Fair, Sacramento.

"Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best nerd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age
One Second Prize in Classes for .age. sweepstakes

HERD PRIZES. _ , , ,, , - _
"'

.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years Eesf huU
>
aucl three of bls calves of any age or breed

old. I
—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7518).

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 I Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for most
years old.

|
meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At G-olden Gate Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 yeavs old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also, Hard prize, competing against Ayrshires and
Herd Prize, competing agaius t Ayrshires and Devons

|

Devons under 'i, years old.

RE4'<»R0>S OF FO!J.\a>.V!nmX STOCK.
MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3G lbs. 125 ozs. 1 EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
week, A.J. C.C. test, 8G7 lba. 143 ozs. in U months, mon PLAtSIR 18 : ' lb* in 1 wppIt

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2.V ozs. 1 week, A. J C
: f
™ ™

i i ,k ,oi ,\
q tes( I

PRINCESb 2d, £G lbs. 12* ozs. m 7 days.

JERSEY BELLE OF SC1TUATE,

!

Her likeness above.
ilbs. 4iozs. 1 week BLOOD relatives of the above cows.

1 Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Records of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTER ALPIIEA FAMILY.

LADY ALICE OF HILLCREST, 16 lbs. Uh ozs. in
days,

t LILY OF MAPLE GROVE, 1G lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

I CORN, lfi lbs. a uzs. in 7 days.

COOAIASSIE FAMILY
DAISY BfiOWN, 17 lbs. Gh ozs. in 7 days.

LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lb3. 2 ozs. in 7 days.

JRINCESS OF ASHANTEE, 1« lbs.12 ozs. in 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. G ozs. in 6 days.

EDROTAR, 788 ll>s. 1 oz. in 11 monliis G days
BOMHA, Ti lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
PHiEDRA, 21 lbs. HI ozs. in 7 dr\ys.

TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 1* oz«. in 7 d-.ys.

PYRKHA, 17 lbs. Gh ozs. iu 7 days.

PRINCES? 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs. 2 ozs. in 7 clays.

COOMASSIK, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days.

ONA, 22 lbs. 1 Ok ozs. in 7 days.

ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs. in 7 days.

KING- TRUST, 18 lbs. Oozr. in 7 days. | TORMENTOR'S CINDERELLA, 16 lbs ii ozs. in
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs. in 7 days. days.
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 8J ozs. in 7 days.

| DAISY QUEEN, 16 lbs. 4 ozs. in 7 days
JERSEY BELLE OF SO't'WATE FAMILY.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs. ozs. in 1 I MINNIE OF SCITUATE, li lbs. 4£ ozs. in 7 days£ oV&ItSat£ iVfc o ZS . in 7 day8 .

SCITUATE WOEONOCO, 21 lbs, 14 o,8 . in 7 days.

LASS OF SCITUATE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs. In 7 days.
I
LILY SCITUATE, 21 lbs, BJ ozs. in 7 days.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco, Gal.
aSTJerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York, sell as grades at half price Eas
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The Owners and Trainers
OF-

TEOTTERS and THOROUGHBBEBS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and diseaserby thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and. Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLIUM!' PHENYjLli The most absolute disinfectant eyer used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knews that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLB,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENVLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and spiinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

14augtf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Baddies, Bridles, Siirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding rants.

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's OsBtdine, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon's, Going's and DeDoise'B tlorso Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION,

J. A. McKEREON,
330 and 232 Ellis Street,

UOTgtl
San Francisco

THIRTEEN REGULAR DAYS' RACING!

$55 5
500 in Added Money.

THE WASHINGTON PARK CLUB,
:<KHA<;o. 11,1,.-

Announce the following stakes, lo close Oct. 15, 188fi, and to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1887,

beginning Saturday, Junp -nth, and ending Saturday, July IGth, including thirteen regular days' racing.

$7,500. THE AMERICAN" DERBY. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three- year-olds (foals of 18K4), at $'150 each, 3100 f ., or only SDO if declared out on or

before February ]si . or £10 April 1st, 1SS7. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with

S7 500 added, the second to receive $1,000, the third §500 nut of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old

stake race of the value of $2,1)00 to carry three lbs.; of three or more three-year-uld stake races of any value

five lbs. extra. Maidens allowedseven pounds. To beruu ou the first day of the meeting. One mile and
a half,

SB,OWO. The lakeside Stakes. $I.OOO.

A Sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

18&5); $50 each li f; or only 310 if declared out on

or before Fel ruary 1st; or §15 by April 1st, 1887. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with §1,000 added, thesecond to receive 8200,

and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of

three or more such races of any value. 7 lbs.

extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

$1,000. Tlic Kenwood Stakes. $1,000
A Sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of 1885j;

S3(j each, h f ; or only Pin if declared out on or be-

fore February 1st; or SIGbyAprillst, 1887. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with 3],000 added, the second to receive §200 and the

third S1U0 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake

race of the value of Sl.OnO to carry 3 lbs.; of three or

more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens

allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

$2,500- The Hyde Park Stakes. $9,500.

A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1885);

§160 each, h f ; or only $3 if declared out on or before

February 1st; or t 'it 'by April 1st, 1887. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money,
with P2.500 added, the second to receive 8400

and the third §200 out of the stakes. A winner

of any stake race of the value of SI, 500 to carry-3 lbs.,

of three or more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra.

Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Sl.OOO. The EueJewood Stakes. $I.OOO.
A Sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

18841; §1: each, h f; or only $10 if declared out on
or before February 1st; or «20 April 1st, 1887. All dec-
larations void unless accompanied with the money;
with SI, 000 added, the second to receive S200 and the
third $1U0 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-
year-old stake race of the value of §1,000 to carry 3
lbs.; of $l,50n, 5' lbs., of three or more three-year-old
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$ft,O00. The nrcxel Stakes. $l,QOO.
A Sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of

1884); §10(1 each, h f; oronly$H' if declared out on or
before February 1st; or$2HApril 1st, 188/. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with §1,000 added, the second to receive $200, and the
third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-
year-old stake raee of the value of $1,0D() to carry 3
lbs.; or $1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more three-year-old
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$2,500 The Mieridan Stakes. $7,500;
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884)

$100 each, h f; or only $10 if declartd out on or before
February 1st; or $30 April 1st, 1887. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; with §2,500
added, the second to receive §400, and the third §200
out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of §1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
SI, 500, 5 lbs.; of three or more such stakes of any
value 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. One mile
and a quarter.

1887. $3,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000. 1887.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884), in which only horses entered in the American Derby
and not declared out will he eligible to start, and without incurring liability for forfeit. Starting fee $200,

with S3 000 added, of which $5U0 to the second, and §200 to the third horse. The winner of the American
Derby to carry 10 lbs.; the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be rnn on the last day of the

meeting. One mile and a half.

In addition to the above, other stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages, including the "Washington

Park Cup the Great Western, Oakwood and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due lime, to

close January 15, 1887. A programme will be arranged for tbirteeu regular days' racing, including eighteen

stake events, and five or more races will be given each day, to which $55,500 in added money, will be given

In all purse races, on regular days, the added money will be not less than $500.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1888.
To close October 15th, 1886, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1838, beginning last Saturday in June.

$7,500. 1888. THE AMERICAN DERBY. 1888. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1885), at §200 each, $100 f.; or only §20 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or $40 April 1, 1888. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
£7 200 added, the second to receive $1,000, the third $500 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old

Btake race of the value of 52.000 to carry 3 lbs., of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5
ibs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run on tho first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

$S,500. The Hyde Park Stakes. $fc.SOO. §100 out of the stakes. A winner^ ot any three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,1100 to carry 3 lbs., of
$1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more three-year-old stake
races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7
lbs. One mile.

$3,500. Tlae Sheridan Stakes. $3,500.
A Sweepstakes for tbree-year-olds (foals of 1885);

$100 each.h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or before
February 1st, or $30 April 1st, 1888. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; with
$2,500 added, the second to receive§400 and the third
§20(1 out of the stakes. A winner of any (hree-vear-
old stake race of the value of si,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
§1,500, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such stakes of any
value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. One
mile and a quarter.

1888. $3,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000. 1888.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1885), in which only horses entered in tho American Derby
and not declared out, will be eligible to start, and without incurring liability for forfeit. Starting fee §200,

with §3.000 added, of which $500 to the second and §200 to the third horse. The winner of the American Derby
to carry 10 lbs., the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be run on the last day of the meet-
ing. One mile and a half.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit,

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain ihem by applying to the Secretary.

Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Seoretary, Room 27, Palmer House, Chicago,
111.

J.E. BREWSTER. Secretary. 1\ H. SHERIDAN, Meat-Gen. V. S. A.. President.
25sept

A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1880); $100

each hf;or onlv $10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or 830 by April 1 st, 18B8. All declarations

void unless accompanied with the money; with

$2,500 added, the second to receive $41,0 and the third

S200 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race of

the value of §1,500 to carry 3 lbs., of three or more
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed fi lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

$1,250. The Euglcwood Stakes. SB--50.

A Sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

1885); §100 each, h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st. or $20 April 1st, 1888. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with

§1,250 added, the second to receive $250, and the third

The Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF
will make Fall Season of 188C from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. TeruiN $60 tke season.
For further particulars address

OVS, WALTERS. Assent,
OAKLAND RACK-TRACK,

31jul 15 Oakland, Cal.

Notice.
Herbbrt n. Brown, M.P.

|Nugent W. Brown,
Oeo. H. Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowk,

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Home, battle, and Properly

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders iu

liuerica to select and forward stock from the &.HB-

Indian Colonies; or tbey will undertake to receive
r.nd dispose of Btock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia oruiB.

li!-;>r>'niM'ri kindly pernniied to J. B. Hagi'tu, Epq
and Major Etathbone of San Francisco.

imOWN RKON. A CO.,
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Btreet, Sydney,
New Bouto Wales

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

ObJef. For terms, pcdigreeB, and other particulars,
adi'roBS .BOII.%- A. MMJISMI I'll.

Box '242 Oakland. Cal

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. ^ Price cae!i - - . $2.50.

* Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt of

25 cents extra.

This CiDcba is taking the

lead. Partios once Riving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many tidvautnges can be

seen at a giiiuce. It does not

shift nor loosen. It haa a

double purohase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F..M. GILHAM,
426 and 43H Battery St.,

aijul Sao Francisco, Cal.
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Standard Bred

Trotting Stallions,
Brobrt- Hares, Colts, Fillies and Geldings.

Graded Jersey Cattle. Farming
Implements, etc, etc.

PROPERTY OF

J. T. Mcintosh, Esq.,
(Sold on account of the expiration of lease of Farm)

AT

BAY RANCH,
3 miles froni 4'HIl'O, Suite Co.,

-ON—

Wednesday, Oct. 20, '86.

AtiOA.M.

CATALOGUES giving full description and pedi-
gree may be had upon application to MR. McLVfOSH,
P. O. Box 60 Chico, or to the Auctioneers.
ienns «ii Sale—All sums under >100 cash; over

that amount ten months, approved paper, interest 10

per cent, per annum.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
25sept

Bay District

ASSOCIATION.

Motice for Entries for Fall MeetinE.

Saturday. Oct. 9.—Purse $500 for the following
named horses: Blaine, Lillie Stanley, Perihelion,

St. David, Romeo, Reality, Bay Eose, Merchant,
Artist, Adrian, Jennie B, Apes, Twinkle, Maid of
Oaks, Kate Bender, "Wallace Cx.

Thursday, Oct. 14.—Purse SoOO for the follow-
ing named pacers: Tony Lee, Fred Ross, Peacock,
Mink, Shaker, Nevada, Pocahontas, PatchenT., Yolo,
Pedro, Patti, Elma, Sam Lewis.
Saturday, Oct. 16.—Purse 8500 for the follow-

ing namedhorses: Dawn, Thapsin, Antevolo, B. B.,

Voucher, Bay Frank, Valentine.
Thursday, Oct. 21.—Purse S500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Gus "Wilkes, Como, Ned Forrest,
Fallis, Valeusin, Lottie M., Mann.
Saturday, Oct. 23.—Purse 5500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Vanderlynn, Menlo, Allan Roy,
Sister, Manon, Albert W., B. B., Antevolo, Thapsin,
Bay Frank, Voucher, Valentine.
Thursday, Oct. 28.—Purse 5400 for the follow-

ing named horses: Uncle Tom, Norval, Spry,
Hidalco. Billy Matthews, Ed, Longfellow, Transit.
Blaine.

Saturday. Oct. 30.—Purse §500 forthe follow-
ing named horses:—Lot Slocum, La Grange, Worm-
wood, Carrie O., Pani-ey, Stambonl, Daisy S-, Marin.
Saturday Kov. 6.—Purse $400: free for all

pacers.
These races are open to all other horses in their

respective classes.

The Association also intends to give a
Running Meeting in conjunction vcith the
above, the programme of which will be
published shortly.

*t£T Entries for the above contests, will close with
the Secretary, Monday, October 4th.

Five or more to enter; three or more to start; but
the Association reserves the right to hold a less num
bertonll by deducting a proportionate amount of
the purse.
The Association also proposes a Grand

Ladies' Equestrian Tournament
To secure an entertainment of this character, that

will invite the approval and interest of the most fas-

tidious, the association will be assisted by Capt. Ben
E. Harris, who will have the personal superintend-
ence of this feature of the programme, and who, as-

sisted by two 0/ the Board of Directors, will carefully
scrutinize every entry to insure the undoubted
respectability of all competitors.

W. H. HINCHMAN,
Secretary.

25sept2 1135 California Street, San Francisco

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

ilfi Montgomery Street. San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

Higu-Brod Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Greek, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sakqent.Esq,, Hon. John Boogs
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walrath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haggtn, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million i\£

dollars, we fei-1 justified in cliiiming unequ.t lied facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private s.nle. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give fill publicity to animals placeri with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and Btock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made uf land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery Street.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
Eyndale Farm,

28augtf , Minneapolis, Minn.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 331 Natonia St
Residence, 966 Howard St,, San Francisco*

Secured by letters Patent, Jnly 9 ft, 188:8
Having thus described n.y invention, what I clai

ob new, and desire to secure my lettei a patent, is:

1. The part D,Bupjiurtedbv the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as hereindescrihed.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved Minds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eve while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
Rtrapsor band? Gaud H, and theiearband 1 and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

, ,_ ^ j ,

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
Rom 'thing of the same effect on the action follows as

is indueedby toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenvoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the itnee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. JIcKEKKO.Y
No 230 and 232 Bills St, San Francisco

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

Size. Extrasaildrill. 8 oz army duck. 10 oz army duck
7x9 ft 512.00 S3 5.00 £17.00.
8x10 ft §14.00 817.00 S19.00.
9x14 ft 820.00 824.00 526.00.
10x15 ft. ...822.00 825.00 S28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New Vork, "Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sepUtf El Cajon, San Diego Co., Ca

FOE SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Eanch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MB. ARIEL IATHROP,Room 69, C.P.R. R.
Bnilding, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjul

DOGS—NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog- Pills
Astringent Pill*.

For Diarbboea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally
according to size of dog and severety of symptoms.Worm Pills.
DOSE. -One Pill to be given fasting.

Distemper rills.
DOSE.—One or iuo according to size of dog. Give

as occasion may require. Give hfff a PiL to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills,

Punriiis: fills.
DOSE.—One or two according to !he size of the dog

Alterative Pills
DOSE.—One Pill night 3nd morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs: they will gradually1 change
the condition and functions of organifrom adl
lo a healthy state. They are also of grea i service iu
all skin affections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of ihe
digestive organs, so as to enable the Bysti
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 51 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all clim

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZAED, M. R. C. V. S. L.
Ilsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand , and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiruui
ptock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to Wnii trorbltt,

218 California St.,
'tfin FraticlPcji

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

So, 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Daily Sporting Chronicle-. iSsept

.GErTomp; THE

c Best and Cheapest
n
- DOG FOOD.

-;o:

—

SPRATTS
Dog

qFEEDY0UR'D0GS
ON

PATENT
Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease! Thick, tilossy

Coat! Sweet Hrealli! Clean. Sound
Teeth! Regular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Pmirie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post fiee. 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Eeeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabrousrli A fciolcher. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Eiddle A Kaeding, 638 Washington Street.
Goldberg. Boweu A i'o., 428 Pine Street.
M. Ehrman A Co., 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc. address

GEO. I ALLEXDER.
Sausaiito. Marin Co. < al

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,
1 86 Tremont St.. Boston Mass.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the (

E. P HEALD President. O. 9. HAL T

tarSend forctroul&r.*tt3t

jqlitngaept
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, anil arc due to arrive i

Sail Francisco.
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.Dunsmuir, Redding A Portland
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lone via Liver mure
Knight's iiam
Liverniore ami I Leaeanton...
Martinez.
Milton

Mojave.Deming, El P;iso A £ast
.. Nlles and Hay war. Ih

.. ..Ogden and East
, Red Bluff via Marvsville
Reno, Truckee and Colfax ....

Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livennore..""" ' via Benicia
" via Benicia

.'."..Sacramento River Steamers
San Jose..

I
16:10 i

10:10
«:10 i

6:40 i

•10:40 >

5:10 I

10:10 t

•d;40 /

..Stockton via Liven. lore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno
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11:10 t

5:10 I

6:40 1

6:40 i

5:41) i

11:10 i

10:10 i

•6:00 j
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9:40 /

5:40 l
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From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— *tf:UU-ti:3u— /:im.i—7: >:
—

•: "-
8*80—9:00—9:30-10:00—10:30—11:00-11:30—l2:0J-ti:!0
J.! -oo—l -30—2 flO—2:30—3 :00 — 3:30— 4 :00— 1 :30 - 5 :00

5-30— 6:00— *>:30— 7:00—8:00—S:*1—10:00- 11:00-12:0,.

TO FRUIT VALE—*ti:0U—*6:30— *7:U0— *7:!flJ— ••):0

8-30— «2:30-*3:30-*i:00-*4:30- >5:00-*5:33-*6.-C0-
•6£0—8:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)~*9:30—7:00-12: '
.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:UU—6:30—7:uU—*7:30—»au — *b:3:i

-

9:00—9:30—10 :00-tl0 30—ll :00-J 11:30—12:fo—ju ;
^»_

1.00-11:30—2:00-ii:i0—3:00—3:3L-1:00—I: :0- 5 :U0

5.30-0:00—6:30—7:00—3:00-9:00— 10:W—U:u0—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—"6:o0-*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00-->f 30

9-00— 9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11 :0n—111:30—12:00—} 12: Hi)

1-. 0-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30—1:00-4:30—5:00—
5-30—6:00—6:3U—7-iW—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12 : C0.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:O0 — ,tt:3U—7:-'U--7-3'i -

8-00— *3:30— 9:00— 'J:30— 10:00-tl'i::{0-n:00—til :30—
12-00—112-30—1:00-11:30—2:00 $2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
_4:30—

5

:00—5:30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—8:00—9:03—10:00—
11 :00—12 :00.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*S:?3— *;:Jo—*. :5 J- '8:23— *S;53
•9:23—"10:19—*4:23—•4:S3—*5:23—*o:53-*6:23 -*6:53—
7:49—9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—^ 22 - f:52 -

•6:22-19 :22—*3:22.
FROM EAST iiakTjAND-*5:30- 8:00- 8:30—7

7:30—8:00—8:30 -9:00-9:30—10:00— 111 :30 —1L:0<— M Hi

12:00—12:30—J:l«»-l:30-2-00-2:30—3:O0-3 :3C— 4 :"0 -
4:30—5:00 -5: i0-U:00—6:30 —7:00 — 7:5"— 8:57 - :;7-
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minilfos later

than from East Oakland.
PBOMALAMEDA-"5:30-6:00 -•6:30—7:00 *:;30 - 00

•8:30-9:00-9:30—10:00—110:30—ll:iO - Jll:30— UiiiO—
112:30—1:00— 11 :;;0-2:00— ^2:30-3:00-3:30—1:00-4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00 -6:30-7 :00-8:00-9:00-10:00-ll:u0.

FROM RERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—'6:25—6:>5-*7 :25-
7:56—•8:25—8^5—9:25—9 :55~tl0:25—10:55- til :25-
11:55— ±12:25- 12:55— tl:25— 1:55- ±2:25-2:55-3:25

-

3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—*:55—
0:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY —*5:25—5:55-*6: 5-6:55
— •7:^5—7:55—•8:25—8:55-9:25—9:55— $.10:25—10:55—
111:25—11 :-55— 112:25-12:55— 11:25— 1:55- 12-2V- 2;55
—3:25—8:55—4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—«55—755—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

(REEK ROUTE.
FROM aa is

7

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6d5—8:15—10:15

4:15.

FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15-1:1 •

12:15—2:li-

•Sunriays excepted. I.Sundays only

Standard Time furoiBiiedby Lick Observatory.
A. £i. TO WWfc,

Gen. WanAner.
I'. H. UOODMAK,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agi.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and isesi Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOK
Fennell's Cynthiaka Horse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties
Db. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombadlt's Caustic Balsam

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQHIBE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Snp't Running Hoiee Dep't,
15aept Palo Alto Stock Farm.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. r P.:&: U. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uuequalod Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles offirst-Glass roatl running West. -tortti ami North-west from <iiiiajro.

The Original ''CALIFOMIaTa ST FREIGHT LINE."

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing Au

8 30 A
10:40 a

f

1

11:30 a
•8:80 1

1

4:25p
•10:02 a
•3 :3fl p
t* £9 P
S fiQ p
(7:501
t8:15 y

S:30a
10:10 a

4:25 p

Santa CUra, Ban Jose, rind...

Principal Way Stations

9:oa a

6:00 P

t>:15p

LOrfO a \ Oilrov, Pajaro, CaetrovlUe, 1

*3:30p l '\ Salinas and Monterey '

,
,1 1 Wateimvilie.UHmpGooil.ill / .,

' ..\nto_s.New liri-lit..i,. -
... Watsonville, Ch
Aptos, New Brlgbtun, soquei,..,

I I (L'apitnl:i| ii'(] s :t iit:-t Cruz ) j

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
(eneral Aa:ci»t. San Francisco. Cal.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.

REGAL AND NOBLESSE.
Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot, be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1S46. 14 FIEST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. T.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Pairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,

1SS6. All tht mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS;i, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly* bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions asd Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFEKED FOB SAIE AT FAIBXAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG KOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIKST-CIASS, STANDARD-BBED TBOTTISG STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TUT?. ONT?, PPTf!r7. PT, A TVT Isstnotly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
A-Li-U v^XKJJ X XbXUJJ J. JJX1J.U price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully np to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

Lock BOX 3H». WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horseB can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
SH! Tbtai St., San Francisco

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRANCISCO, «AL.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE HdrlMi STREET
G. L. BIUNDEK p,-, , .! ,,i

J. L. FLOOD Vlre-PT
0. P. FAItNFIELD B

J. S. ANGFS iBSlstUll M
lluukci-4, Nevada Itank of San Frauciscu.

31JUU3

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Urectlor of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Rogistered

J>-seys ot both Boxes for Kale. PoBtofflce addrenn.

4 -Or- o_L ,-

W/r ~^l
SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

aaangtt

-!::::::.
5 inta Cruz I

\

..UolliBtL-r iind Trea Pinoa .

ifi
:
iii,\ Soledad, Wan Ardoand Way St'nB....

a— MoruhiM. p.—Afternoon.
•Sun.iuveexcepted. tSimdays onl-, . fTheat re 1 mi n

.

Saturdays ouly.
Standfirri Tinv:- .

>. i^nnlnlph A Co.. S. F.

Stage cunnkcthins ;in.* made with the 10;I

Train, except Pe&cadkko Stages vw Sau Mateo and
Redwooii, which cuiiiiLHt with .-<:30 a. m. Train.
-:-

: \ l. ;
i
:

.
- n.: i I' i

1 ': i-.TS, .it r..(Uh'i.'t( rates—10
Moutcrey, Aptos, Poquel Santa Crnz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Piraiso and Paso Roblee Sprints.

FXCUR&IOK TICKET*.
Pot Sundays onlv $

Sol(l Sdj,dat Moesdjg; goodtor SMinoays oniy,i for return same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sunday and/ good for return until following Mon-
Monday, ( day.incluBlve, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno. ..

Millbrae .

Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Memo Park.
Mayneld

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Monnfn View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquei
S;irita Cruz
Monterey

n so
1 50
1 76
1 75

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

$2 00
225
2 50
2 50
400
500

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and ^o. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt

,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BKSPKCTFOLLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION*
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best -daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fisuiug.
TRAINS LEAV3: BAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMKG

Summer and V. inter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may I* had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
ah omul in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acnda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates or fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
&10STXJ3," have made Monterey a paradise for Bporta-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(1-50X&0 feet) for warm salt water plunge and n-vim-
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS. SO**FEI. AND SANTA CKVZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
0! mm Mateo, Santa Clara. Ban Benito, Santa Cruz
and MuntiTey.each of which abounds iu game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon. Snipe, Duck, Geeite, Deer
and Dear.

PIDARCTrOS and SAN ANDREAS arc
st!it;i'« iv.nnect witli trains .latlv

«ll-known Retreats, PUBIS
r,; iched by this line.

at San .Mateo for those v.

—

AN GREGOBIO and PESCADKRO. We
would partlrularlv call attention to the mdiinlted OX»
tent of rum;i' at ;uid about SAN BRUNO and MoMA-
HON'8 for RIFLE PRACT in:,

roBOTta are but a short distaueo from San
Francisco and offer fipeolal indncements to tie lovers
of tins manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Hvortsmen and others presenting Pausage Tickets

will baentil
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOUo

when carried hi Baggage Can and pat in charge of
1

! I..: 1
...11.

1 rain Baggagemen an lusttuoled
to IsBue OHSOKS for all dogs received in Bagg4ne
Cars.

. opiir tn RUi.nl iii;,ii!int accidents tu D' B
whlli In transit, It is necessary that they im provide!
v h CO] I

- R AN" CHAIN. Guns and i

Tackle win beearrtedfreaofoharge, Gunstaken apart
an . oouroly packed In wood or leather cases may no
takon In Pal senger Cars.
TK'KKT OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Towumnd

Plr..i, ValenolH station, and No 613 Market Bt., Grar
Hotel.
A, C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Supmlnt*nd*nt. last. Pa«. and Tkt. As*.
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Sporting Notes.

=

The trials recently held in Brooklyn, N. Y., where the
Coney Island Jockey Clubs and the Brighton Beaoh Associa-
tion were arraigned for allowing betting to take place on their
tracks, came to a close by the juries in each case disagreeing.
Great Scott! Are there twenty-four men to be found in New
York who can disagree upon the right of sovereign citizens of
these United States to bet on a horse-race? Let whoever will,

stand aghast, for the fact stares them in the face. Why, in
that down-trodden and rjyally oppressed kingdom called
Britain, princes, nobles, jury-men, judges, boot-blacks, stock
brokers and editors bet on the Derby or any other race that
can be named. Yet the sovereign voters of tbis democratic-
republican liberty-loving people dare not wager a five cent
piece upon the grandest race-horses in the world. This all

comes from that Bartholde statue. Until that monstrosity was
erected we were a fairly sensible race and could commit ordi-

nary sins with our right hands and cover them up with our
left, but tho figure of Liberty enlightening the world has turned
the nation's bead. If so much evil came from merely building
the figure, what will happen when the statue is unveiled? If

instead of enlightening the world some one could be found
to enlighten Brooklyn, there would then be some hope that
this fair land would be fit to live in; but with betting on a
horse-race shut out respectable people must seek some more
genial clime.

England and Australia are to meet on the cinder path.
They have met on the cricket field and on the river over
and over again. Now Hutchens, the champion sprinter of the
world, and Malone, the Australian champion, are to run 120
yards for £500 aside. The race should be a grand struggle.
But the distauce is too short to give any satisfaction in watch-
ing the contest. From the second that the pistol flashes until
the tape is presented a bare twelve seconds Is allowed for the
eager on-looker to get properly excited. Where so much
depends upon the result it is only fair that the spectators
should have time to draw two breaths, one a cheer for the win-
ner the other a sigh for the loser. In a race of 300 yards,
the half minute it tabes gives a looker on time to think how
near to flying the pace comes! The race will come off in
Sydney, and Hutchens will start nest Saturday for the Sunny
South.

The Beach-Hanlau discussion is not ended, and will not
end until tbey row again. And when they measure blades
for the third time, Haulan's defeat will be more signal than
upon the two previous occasions. The day has passed when
he could play with his competitors and it will never return.
Teemer and Gaudaur are men of different stripe from Hosmer
and Boss, and Beach overtops them all. His rowing on the
Thames proved that. His refusal to row Hanlau except on
the Parametta River has the appearance of churlishness. Bnt
Haulan's waiting for six months before he made the challenge,
and then only when Beach had fixed the date for his return,
was childish. Some people like childish men; others have a
preference for such as are manifestly churlish.

The race between Freeze and Thomas, which came off at
the Oakland trotting track last Sunday, has had an effect that
every amateur athlete must deprecate. Freeze won and a
wrangle followed. A second match was made, moremoney will
be bet, and both runners will soon find themselves mixed up
with a low rabble that are hangers-on of tricky Sunday races.
If these two men must race let them boldly enter the pro-
fessional ranks, and no will expect anything respectable from
them. Bnt while tbey keep within the amateur bounds by
running for medals, they must bear the brunt of being
forcibly told that they are disgracing themselves; and should
both be refused entrance to future amateur contests they will
meet a fate they have consistently earned.

There 'are not many yacht clubs in the world who have the
distinguished honor of sporting a king's name on the roll of
members. Bat if there are many, the Pacific is one of
them. Kalakau I is enrolled amongst the members of that
club. His name has been on the list for ten years. Now be
has shown his appreciation of the attentions shown him by
members of the club when he visited the club house during
his tour through this country. He has offered three prizes to
be sailed for by the fleet of the Club, the race to be from this
harbor-to Honolulu and to come off next month. The prizes
offered are more valuable than any trophies ever sailed for in
Pacific waters. They are Royal, and the offer must com-
mand profound admiration.

Beach disposed of Roas over the champion course, on Sept.
th, with consummate ease. When three strokes had been

'owed the Australian took the lead, and the race to the finish
»8 a hollow procession made in very alow time.

Amongst many pleasant and notable items associated with
the opening of the hunting season was the excellent bag of
quail shot by Messrs. Charles Kaeding and Frank Modesty.
These two well-known and adept hunters did but two day's
shooting and they returned to town on Tuesday with two
hundred and fifty birds, royal sport even for such deadly
shots and unwearying hunters as they are known to be.

They made their joint bag iu Mystery valley, one of the
most delightful and secluded spots in the State. The place
is rarely visited, and no one need attempt to shoot over it

now. The birds which its cover once protected have all made
satisfying dishes with the addenda of toast and butter.

The Chronicle is very much at sea upon one of two points.
Either it does not understand the meaning of the word
amateur, or it is ignorant of the standing of th6 team of

English cricketers now playing through the Eastern cities.

Editorially it harps upon the string that the Englishmen
were beaten by amateurs. The fact is, that the team of English-
men now playing in this country has not a professional in it,

and has only a few of the leading gentlemen players of
England, Mr. Roller being the only one at all likely to be
selected to play for England. They are amateurs in the best
sense of the word, and their visit to Canada and the United
States is merely a vacation trip for most of them.

Monuments to race-horses are becoming fashionable, and
a most excellent fashinn it is to follow. American Girl has a

grand monument at Elmira, New York. Dew Drop is to have
a memorial stone placed over the sod that covers her bones.
The trotting men of the country have united to erect a monu-
ment to keep the memory of Rysdyk's Hambletonian forever
fresh. Virgil's resting place should have more than rank
grass to cover it, for the story of his life is as sensational as

one of Hugo's stories. Horse literature is growing every day,
and a Pantheon for the heroes of the turf would be as aopro-
priate a reflex of the present age as the most exact historian
could demand.

The junior foot-ball teams have announced a series of

matches to begin to-day. This is ill-advised; the ground is at

present too hard for foot-ball. Matches played before rain sets

in are likely to result in painful accidents. Foot-ball is a
rough game; hard knocks follow when Greek meets Greek, as
the opposing sides charge into each other. But the thing
which every sensible toot-baller dreads most is hard ground.
Last season many serious mishaps would have been avoided
had play ceased when the ground ceased to be soft. If these
youngsters will take a word of advice they will not run the
risk of breaking their bones on a foot-ball ground that is like a
barn floor in elasticity.

The Mosquito Regatta of the San Francisco Yacht Club
which will be sailed to-day, will be one of the sights of the
season. From fifty to seventy-five craft will sail over the
course, each manned by a crew sworn to win a prize or sink
his ship. There will be some lively sailing, strange rigs, and
piratical looking crews. A new feature in these regattas vrill

be the appearance for the first time in a race with other
craft, of the canoe club. With admirable pluck they claim to

be able to hold their own with the ponderous whitehalls.

As the tide will run strong ebb during nearly the whole of

the race, the fleet should get over the course rapidly.

The race between Beach and Gaudaur, over the champion
course on Sept. 18th., was rowed iu 56 seconds less than the

best time ever made by an eight-oared crew, and estimated to

be half a mile faster than any sculling race over the same
course. It must hare been a clippiug pace all through.
Twice Gaudaur rowed Beach to a stand-still, but the Australian
showed how genuine his pluck is, and the grandeur of his

style of rowing. From a stern chase to a lead of four lengths

at the finish shows the almost perfect condition the winner
must have been in. Apart from the speed of the race it was
one of the grandest sculling struggles ever seen.

Every cricketer in town has been enjoying a laugh at the
Chronicle's expense. On Sunday it published a despatch
headed "Beaten at Their Own Game," in reference to the
match between the gentlemen of England and the gentlemen
of Philadelphia, last Saturday. Of course the Philadelphiaus
may have won, but the Chronicle's figures showed the
opposite. The scores reported were much mixed, but the
appearance is that the Philndelphiuns merely saved n one
innings defeat, but the Chronicle managed to twist it into a

victory. The bungling must have been done by an amatour.

Race-horses have their ups and downs as well as the nobler
animal man. In 1SS3 Pierre Lorillard paid $17,500 for Drake
Carter; he had just won the Omnibus Stakes at Monmouth
Park. Since then he passed into the hands of Dwyer Bros.,

and within a fortnight was Hold under the hammer for $100.

Darius Davidson claims to be able to model a cutter that

will sail 20 miles an hour, and a schooner that will log off 25
knots, giving each a gale of wind. He states that his vessel

will be a hodge-podge, combining the stability of the cutter,

the light draughtof the centreboard, and thespeed of the cata-

maran. The three styles do not mix easily, and Mr. David-
son will have to talk a long time before practical men will

swallow his theories or build from his models.

Accidents to cricketers are usually either to the hands or

shins. But recently Mr.F. Henderson, of Claphara, England,
broke his arm in throwing a ball to the wickets from the Jong
field. Eight years ago a similar accident happened to Mr.
George Bailey, of the Australian Eleven, who played in this

city. Soon after the team returned to Australia Mr. Bailey

when-playing in a match in Tasmania, threw a ball in from
mid off, and broke his arm above the wrist.

The mile bicycle race for the world's championship at

Springfield, on September 16th, was won by Rowe, the

American rider who defeated Wood the Englishman. The
latter is reported as stating after the race that the Pope
Manufacturing Co. gave him $1,500 to finish behind Rowe.
The charge is printed in the N. Y. Spirit of the Times. There
shonld be some hauling over the coals whether the statement

be true or false.

The timing of the bicycle races at the great Springfield

Tournament, on September 16th and ISth, was done by elec-

tricity, and proved a complete success. In this country

where the watch is made so much of in all races the use of

electrical apparatus will doubtless soon supersede watches for

time-keeping. Should it be adapted for horse racing what a

world of disputes will be forever banished.

Courtney and Petersen have commenced a match on paper.

If it takes as long to bring the race off as these men usually

do, Courtney may be looked for five years from now. He is a

good sculler, and Petersen can row fast and far, hence a

match between them would be well-worth seeing. But alas!

They are the most long-winded pair that ever sat in a boat;

thatis, in making terms.

Ormonde was backed to win the St. Leger at seven to one.

Never, since racing has been instituted in England, has a

horse started for an event of that class carrying such odds

in his favor, until the Duke of Westminster's grand colt

appeared. The easy way in which he beat his field of seven

showed how well placed was the confidence iu him.

Although the weather just now is beautiful summer, the

majority of the yachtsmen are seeking winter quarters. After

to-day's spin with the Mosquito fleet very few of the yachts

will be seen on the bay. The winds are too uncertaiu for the

majority. There is one bright exception—Chispa; for her the

breeze blows twelve months in the year.

The Woodland Olympic Club gave a successful opening on

Sept. 29th. Messrs. Mudgett, Utting and Pace on the hori-

zontal bar were good. Masters Barclay and Gwiun wrestled

Grzeco-Romau, and Pace and Mudgett did some neat

tumbling. District Attorney F. S. Sprague is President of

the club, and is pushing it into success.

The Dolphin Rowing Club have again taken to the wnter

after a long term ashore. When will the Pioneers, Ariels,

Golden Gates, and South EndB follow? The moruings are

now nearly perfect for rowing and many uf the afternoons are

suitable. There is no announcement so far as to the Thanks-

giving regatta.

No important records were broken at the Sgringfield

Bicycle Tournament last month. This is in sharp contrast to

last year's meeting, wheu the figures for nearly every distauce

were changed. The grand touruameut is not keeping up its

earlier character, aud there was a notable tailing off in the

attendance.

The glove contest between two well-known literary men
referred to last week is off, Mayor Bartlett having refused to

grant a license for the match to go on. This is a grerit disap-

pointment to their numerous friends who bad anticipated a

cheap evening's amusement.

The latest thing in yachting is the report that Mr. James Bell,

of the Royal Clyde Yacht Club, has sent to get the Hues of

Mayflower to build a yacht to race for America's Cnp.

This looks like quick conversion, but the report need

matiou to be of any value.

Archer has passed Woods in the numberof winning

for the season. The St. Leger put him ejgl

month ago this seenu-d improbable, but fate is ftlwrr*

Aroher.
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Dates for 1886.

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

Jerome Park Sept. 25 to Oct. 161 Baltimore Oct. 19 to 23

Latonia Oct. 1 to 16| Washington Oct 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Mount Holly. X. J Oct. 11 to 19|GreenBeld, O Oct. 13 tc 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to 19|Bloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 19

Raciner in Oregon.

The Oregon State Fair was held at Salem, Sept. 14 to ISth

inclusive, and the meeting wenfoff with spiritand satisfaction.

Billy Ayrea had the betting privilege and he reports the best

business he has ever seen at an Oregon race meeting. The

appended account of the racing is appropriated from the

columns of the Rural Spirit.

First Day.

Sept. 13th.—The weather was fine, track considered good but

rather hard. Fifty cents was charged at the race -course gates,

and not much of a crowd assembled' to see the races. The

judges were C.P. Bacon, Raleigh Stott and J. T. Appersou.

THE FIRST RACE

Was a handicap dash of five-eighths of a mile, with. Bogus,

Quebec. Neyella and Lady Duffy as starters. Lila Ferguson,

Glenbrook and Keepsake were eligible to start but were with-

drawn. Iu the pools Bogus and Quebec selling together as

"Stable" brought §20, Neyella $20, Lady Duffy $10. For

positions they were placed as follows: Quebec, Neyella,

"Hogus, Lady Duffy. After the usual delay in running races

they started with Bogus leading, Neyella nest, the others

trailing. At the three-quarter post Lady Duffy began to pass

them one by one, and before the stretch was reached she was

ahead, and was being pulled by young Matlock. She won
easily by two lengths, Bogus second, Neyella third under

the whip. Quebec was a fair fourth. The time was li-
very fast in any country.

Oregon State Fair Groottds, Salem, Sept. 13, 188C—Running,
five-eighths of a mile handicap. Purse Sol'O.

T Milarkey's ch f Lady Duffy, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam by Monte Cnsto,

106 lbs Matlock 1

W H Babb's ch g Bogus, aged, by Ophir, dam unknown, 124 lbs.,

McCaugb 2

Oregon Stable's h in Nevella, aged, by California, dam Laura Barnes,

]04lbs J.J.Tompkins 3

B Perkin'ssg Quebec, aged, by Norfolk, dam Jennie Hull. 120 lbs.,

Epperson
Time, 1 :02.

SECOND KACE.

The nest was the trot for 3:00 class, with Mamie Comet,

Kitty Ham, Rockwood, Jr., and Palatina as starters. Metro-

politan, Fleta A. and Diamond forfeited their payments.

Mamie Comet was regarded as such a sure winner that she

was left out of the pools, and for second place Rockwood, Jr.,

sold favorite at 310, Kitty Ham S7, Palatina $3.

First Heat—Mamie took the lead to a good start, Rock-

wood breaking just after the first turn was passed. Kitty

passed Mamie at the half, but Mamie resumed the lead before

100 vards had been trotted, and won very easily By two

lengths, Kitty two lengths ahead of Rockwood, Jr.. Palatina

distanced beyond a doubt, but there was no distance judge.

Time, 2:37.

Second Heat—Kitty now sold for §10, Rockwood, Jr., S5,

Palatina $3. Rather poor start for Comet, but she had speed

enough to get the lead before 20 yards had been trotted. It

was a procession to the half, where Palatina passed Rockwood

and made play for the leaders. Kitty broke on the stretch

and wasonly a length ahead of Palatina, Rockwood fourth.

Mamie won easily in 2:34.

Third Heat—After a dozen attempts the horses were ordered

to score by Comet. She took the lead and maintained it to

the three-quarter post, where Kitty passed her for an instant,

but Mamie won bv two lengths in 2:3S. The other two made
a bad showing in'this heat, breaking and skipping at short

intervals, but made a pretty race down the stretch for third

place, Palatina winning by a leugth.

Same Day.—Trotting for 3: 00 class. Purse *503.

H. S Hogoboom's am Mamie Comet by Nutwood, dam oy

Sportsman 1 1 1

J. Pi. Sawyer's br m Kitty Ham by Hambletonian Mambrino. . 2 2 2

L. B. Llndsey's sp f Palatina by Milton Medium 4 3 3

Geo. H Thompson's b h Rockwood, Jr. by Kockwood 3 4 4

Time, 2:37, 2:34,2:38.

THIRL) RACE.

The next race was a dash of five-eighths of a mile for two-year-

olds, and it attracted a great deal of attention. The starters were

Duffy Winters, Kitty Wells, Laura D„ Caddie P., and Mark
Twain. Diavola did notstart. For positions the horses were

placed in the foregoingorder. In thepoois Mark Twain brought

$15, Winters $10 and field $15. After some funny manoeuvres

on the part of Caddie P. tbey got off to a good start, and

Mark Twain was seen to leave the bunch and led by two

lengths, running easy. He maintained this lead to the wire,

winning under a strong pull in the good time of 1:05, Duffy

Winters second, Kitty Wells third, Laura D. fourth and

Caddie P. away behind.

Same Day.—Running, five-eighths of a mile, for all two-year-olds bred

or owned in Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho and the northern
district of California prior to January I, 1H8G. Puree 8500.

Oregon Stable's ch c Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie C, 110 lbs.

J. J. Tompkins 1

W. H. Babb's b g Duffy Winters by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters,

107 lbs Epperson 2

Vf. B, MoAUster'B b f Kitty Wells by Woodburry, dam unknown, 107

lb8 McCaugh 3

J. R Sawyer's ch f Laura D. by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C, 107 lbs.

Peppers
J A Porter's b f Caddie P. by Glen Dudley, dam Caddie R., lu? lbs.

J. W. Tompkins
Time, 1 :0B.

Second May.

Sept. 14th.—The weather was very warm, but was attended

by a cool breeze. The crowd was large, the big stand being

filled. The judges were C. P. Bacon, Raleigh Stott and Wm.
Nesmith.

THE FIRST RACE

Was a dash of one and one-eightli miles for three-year-olds. The
starters were Why Not, Lady Duffy aud Tom Dealy. Dudley
Howard and Argo were withdrawn. Positions: Dealy, Why
Not, Lady Duffy. In the poolB Dealy brought $20, Duffy $14,

Why Not §6. Avery good start, the colt dropping behind.

The fillies went even to the half where Lady tuuk the lead to

the three-quarters, and was then passed by Why Not. Tom
Dealy then began to come, and the three raced even to the

drawgate, whore Lady Duffy shot out and won by a length

in 2:04.t, Why Not half a length ahead of Dealy.

Sept. 1-itb.—Itunning, one aud one-eighth miles; for all three-

year-oldB bred or owned iu Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho aud

the northern district of California, prior to January 1, 188G. purse

8500.
T Mllarkey's ch f Lady Duffy by Patsy Duffy, dam by Moule

OriBto, 115 lbs Matlock 1

-uble'scbf Why Not by George Wilkes, dam Flora A., 115

lbs J. J- Tompkiua 2

\V. H. Babb's Oh g Tom Dealy by Patay Duffy, dam Sunshine by

Dasher, 116 lbs Epperson 3

Time, 2:04*.

SECOND KACE.

And now we come to the dandy—the three-year-old trot. It

proved to be the most fluctuating race ever trotted on this

track. Every horse in it was favorite at one time. A mint
of money went into the bos. Nautilla started off favorite.

Then the Nautilla men tried to hedge out on Geranium,
aud then bought a couple on Mattie to play safety. Then
Geranium got another heat and she was a tremendous
favorite. But Palatina was pretty close up in this heat, and
rumors about her began floating in. Men in couples were
seen on the track whispering, shaking their heads, and
looking wise, with a kind of a you-must-not-tell-auybody-

else look o"u their faces. Then Palatina won a heat, and she
became a favorite at big odds. Then another and she
was favorite at any odds. It was the best race ever
trotted on the North Pacific by horses of their age, and
compares favorably with three-year-old races in uuy country.
Mattie P, tied the three-year-old record of Lady Maud.
Lindsey deserves great credit for the way hehanuied "Spotty"
in this race, for she had been sick, and was nervous aud out
of sorts at the beginning of the race and had to belaid up,

petted and humored just as she was or she would never have
won it. But when she got settled down, why, she just said

nothing and sawed wooa. But to the facts:

First Heat—Pools: Nautilla §20, Mattie P. §S, Palalina

S7. Geranium $4. Positions: Mattie, Geranium, Nautilla,

Palatina. They were tapped off with Nautilla a length ahead.
Mattie broke at the turn. Nautilla led to the half, where she
broke and allowed Geranium to pass her and gain a lead of

ten lengths which she cut down to four lengths at the wire.

Palatiua was third, Mattie P. a good ways behind. The
quarter was made in 0:40, the half in 1:21, the three-quarters

in 2:02, the mile in 2:42.

Second Heat—Pools: Geranium $20, Nautilla $16, Pala-
tiua $9, Mattie $6. J. Misner was now put up behind
Nautilla in place of Pender. Nautilla took the lead at the
start and held it to the quarter, where she was passed by
Geranium, aud a little later by Mattie P., who passed the

big bay and led by four lengths at the head of the stretch,

wheie Geranium drew up and the two trotted a very exciting

finish, Mattie winning by a short head, Nautilla third, Pala-

tina fourth, both away off. Time, the quarter in 0:39}, the
half in 1:18, the three-quarters in 1:57, and the mile in 2:34i.

Third Heat—Pools: Geranium $20, Mattie P. §15, Palatina

$5, Nautilla $3. To a fair start Geranium took the lead and
held it clear aiound. Mattie broke at the eighth, and she and
Nautilla were out of the heat. Palatina commenced to move
at the half and trotted like the wind from there home, but
she was beaten by two lengths, Mattie a bad third, Nautilla

distanced. Time, the quarter in 0:39, the half in L:18£, the
three-ouarters in 1:57, and the mile in 2:35.

Fourth Heat—Pools: Geranium $20, Palatina $4, Maltie

SI. This heat resulted in a surprise. Geranium got the best

of the start, and Mattie broke at the first turn and was 10

lengths behind at the quarter. Palatina trotted a length
behind Geiauium to the head of the stretch, and then began
to come aud won the heat by a length, amid uproarious cheers.

Geranium seemed very much worried, and made a kind of

feverish break just before the wire was reached. Mattie P.
was away behind. Time, the quarter in 0:39, the half in 1:18,

the three-quarters in 1 :56.V, and the mile in 2:35.

Fifth Heat —Pools: Palatina $20, Geranium $15, Mattie P.
$4. This heat was an easy victory for Palatina. She got the
best of the start, and forced Geranium to break at the first

turn. Mattie P. and Palatina trotted like a team from the

quarter to the half, when Mattie led a little while and then
fell behind and was passed by Geranium at the head of the

stretch. Geranium made a play for Palatina, but could not
reach her, the spotted filly winning easily by two lengths,

Mattie P. a bad third. Time, the quarter in 0:40, the half in

1:18, the three-quarters in 1:57, and the mile in 2:37.

Sixth Heat—Pools: Palatina $20, field $10. Another easy
beat for Palatina. bhe got ahead and led all the way.
Miit tie broke on the back strstch, and fell away behind. Ger-
anium did her best, but lacked three lengths of winning.
Mattie was distanced. Time, the quarter in 0:3S£, the half

io 1:19, the three-quarters in 1:58, and the mile in 2:38.

Same Day.—Trotting for three-year-olds. Purse S760.

L. B. Lindsey's sp f Palatina by Milton Medium, dam
by Snowstorm 3 4 2 111

Isaac Morehouse's "o l' Geranium by Commodore Bel-
mont -. .. 12 12 2 2

J. L. Hallett's cb f Mattie P. by Maine Slasher 4 1 3 3 3 ds
John Pender's blk f Nautilla by Rockwood 2 8 dls

Time, 2 :42, 2 :34$ , 2 :35, 2 :35, 2 :37, 2 :38.

Third Day.
Sept. 15th.—Weather fine. Crowd increased very much.

The races to-day attracted a great deal of attention. The
judges were C. P. Bacon, Raleigh Stott and W. J. Snodgrass.

FIRST RACE.

The first event of the day was a dash of one and one-sixteenth
miles, free for all, with Repetta, Keepsake, George Winters,
Becky K. and Neyella as starters. Billy Ayresand Quebec were
withdrawn. Pools, with Repetta left out; Keepsake $20, Neyella
$16, Winters $14, Becky K. $7. Positions: Neyella, Becky
K., Keepsake, Repetta, Winters. At the first attempt they
got away, Winters getting the worst of the start. Repetta got
the lead aud stayed there to the end. Tlie race was a very
pretty one for the other horses. They ran in a bunch to the
half where Becky began to drop back, and Neyella and Winters
to go ahead. Repetta won as she pleased, and Neyella beat
Winters two lengths for second place, Keepsake half a length
ahead of Becky K. Time 1:51. A protest was made by
Peppers, for the reason that, as he said, the rider of Neyella
fouled him. The claim, however, was not allowed.

Sept. 15th.—Running, one and one-sixteenth milea, free for all.

Purse $500.
Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam Long

Nine. 115 lbs Matlock 1

Oregon Stable's b m Neyella, aged, by California, dam Laura Barnes,
115 lbs J. J. Tompkins 2

Best & Gray's b g Geo. Winters, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Abide
W., 115 lbs Peppurs 3

Jos. Pacquet's b f Keepsake, 3, by Flood, dam Katbarion, lu'J lbs.
. ..Epperson

Wm. Tompkins' cb m Becky K., 4, by Georgo Wilkes, dam Flora A.,
115 lbs Wm. Tompkins

Time, 1:51.

SECOND KACE.

The next waB the 2:35 class, a race that was much talked
about, and one that attracted a great deal of attention from
pool buyers, breeders and people who like to see trials of

speed. Lady Maud, Fred Hambleton, Oleander and Alta

were the starters. Susie S, Lulu 13., Nellie R., Almouette
aud Melrose were withdrawn. Fools: Lady Maud $25,
Hambleton $20, Alta $4, Oleander $3. Fur positions the
horses were placed: Hambleton, Maud, Oleauder, Alta.

First Hoat—To agood start Alta aud Hamliktoushot ahead.
Lady Maul broke badly and was uncontrollable, and it was
lil linly seen thai t Meander and she were going to be shut out.
At the quarter in 0:39 llumbloton was ahead, Alta next,

Oleander third, Maud fourth. The half was reached in 1:17}-,

aud Alta had passed Hambleton and Maud was a little

closer to Oleander, but both far behind. Hambleton had

gone past Alta again, and led at the three-quarters in 1:56,
and Lady Maud passed Oleander and was trying to save her
distance but it was too late, and the stallion defeated Alta by
three lengths, with the other two shut out. Time 2:32.
And right here we would like to say something. The

reason why Lady Maud got shut out was that she got into
one of those uncoutrollabe fits that auy trotting horse, and
especially a young one, is liable to be overtaken by at any
time during a race. L. B. Lindsey nor no other man living
could have made her trot at that time. She herself was at
fault, not Lindsey. But she can trot as was shown a little

later by Dan McCarthy driving her a full mile in 2:29£
official time.

Second Heat—Pools: Hambleton $10, Alta $2. Hambleton
took the lead and was never headed, winning easily by four
lengths. They did some very pretty trotting on the back
stretch, but Fred was too heavy for her. Time, one-quarter
in 0:38J, half iu 1:16*, three-quarters in 1:53^, mile in 2:31.
Third Heat—Pools now went begging on Alta. Fred was

sent for a record in this heat, aud he got it, after making two
bobbles. Alta shot ahead when he went into the air, but he
caught very nicely, and won by large odds. Time, one-
quarter in 0:37, half in 1:15, three-qnarters in 1:52, and
the mile in 2:27}. Two outside watches in the reporters'
stand made it 2:26i, and Bob Bybee says he trotted the
last half in 1:11$.

Same Day.—Trotting. 2:35 Class. Purse S8H0.
T. H. Tongue's ch h Fred Hambleton by Hambletonian Mam-

brino i i i
L. Peacock's b m AUa by Altamont 2 2 2
A. C. Brey's br f Lady Maud by Rockwood die
Geo. Misner's br m Oleauder by Menelaus dia

Time, 2:32, 2:31, 2:27$.

FourtU Day.
Sept. 16th.—Weatherfine. Very large crowd in attendance*

Same judges as yesterday.

FIRST RACE.

The first race was a dash of three quarters of a mile for two-
year-olds. The starters were Mark Twain, Duffy Winters
and Laura D. The pools sold: Mark Twain S10, Winters
$3, Laara $1. Mark got the inside aud the tilly the outside.
At the first attempt they got away with Laura a little ahead.
She led by a length to the head of the stretch, where Winters
came up aud passed her aud won by a length, Twain third,
all three jockeys whipping. A protest was sent iD, and Dofty
Winters was placed last on account of a foul, Laura D. first

and Twain second. The rider of Winters was fined $10 for
foul riding, and the rider of Laura was fined $10 for
not trying to win. Time, 1:21.

SBpt. 16th.—Running, three-quarters of a mile daah, for two-year-old8

bred or owned in Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho, aud the north"
ern district of California prior fo January 1, 1886. Purse $500. Winner
of other two-year old race to carry seven lbs. penalty ; of second money,
three lbs.

J. R. Sawyer's ch f Laura. T). by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C, 11*7 lbs.

Peppers 1
Oregon Stable's ch c Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie C, 117 lbs.

J. J. Tuompkins 2
W. H. Babb's b g Duffy Winters by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters,

11 lb3 McLaughlin 3
Time, 1:21.

SECOND RACE.

This was the trot for two-year-olds, for which Altago*
Mignonette, Clara, Foxy V., VonTiump, Cicero and May F.
were the starters. Susie H., Lady Bassett, Democrat and
Cleveland Brown were withdrawn. Pools: Mignonette $25,
Von Trump $7, Altago $4, field $5. Positions: Clara, Altago,
Foxy V., Mignonette, Von Trump, May F., Cicero.

First Heat—To a good start for all except Altago Clara took
the lead and kept it till the back 6tretch was reached, when
Mignonette, Von Trump and Altago began to move up.
Mignonette led from there to the wire. Von Trump was
second at the three-quarters, but broke and Altago passed
him. Mignonette won the heat by two lengths, Altago
second, Von Trump third, Clara fourth, Foxy V. fifth, Cicero
and May F. distanced. Time, 2:57.

Second heat.—Mignonette was now a big favorite, Altago
second choice. Mignonette took the lead at the start, aud
she maintained it all the way around, distancing all the rest.

Time, 2:43.

Same Day.—Trotting for two-year-olds, mile heats, 2 in 3. Purse
*5un. All money derived from nominations and entrance fees over
and above 5500 added to the purse,
F. L. Duncan's b f Mignonette uy Antelope 1 1
Jay Beach's blk c Altago by Altamont 2 d
J. R. Sawyer's b c Von Trump by Badger Boy 3 d
S. G. Reed's br f Clara by Adirondack i d,

C. Russell's blk m Foxy V. by Meredith 5 d
P. J. Mann's br f May F. by Adirondack dis
J. L. Hallett's br c Cicero by Adirondack dia

Time, 2:56,2:18.

Fifth Day.

Sept. 27th.—Weather very tine. Same judges as yesterday.

FIRST RACE.
The first event for to-day was a dash of one and one-eighth

miles, with Repetta, Jim Merritt, Tom Dealy and George Winters
as starters. In the pools Repetta brought §40, Merritt $10,
Dealy $7, Winters S3. For positions the horses were placed:
Merritt, Winters, Dealy. Repetta. After some delay, owing
to the actions of Winters, they got off to a very good 6tart,

and Repetta took the lead aud iuside before the stand was
reached, followed by Merritt, Winters, Dealy, the latter away
behind. They ran in this order to the head of the stretch,
where Winters and Dealy began to move up. Repetta won
under a strong pull by two lengths, Tom Dealy, who made a
terrible fine run on tho stretch, winning second money by
half a length, Merritt half a length ahead of Winters. Time,
1:5S£. Repetta ran the first mile in 1:44.

Sept. 17th.—Running, one and ouc -eighth miles, free for all. Winner
of one and one-sixteenth dash to carry 7 lbs. penalty; of second money,
3 lbs. Purse S500.
Matlock Bros.* b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam Long

Nine, 122 lbs Matlock 1 J
W. H. Babb's ch g Tom Dealy, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Sunshine, 109

lbs McLaughlin 3
W. G. Scoggln's br g Jim Merritt, a^ed, by Langford, dam Sweet-

water, 115 lbs : j. J.Tompkins 3
Best k G ray's b g Geo. Winters, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Abble W.,

H5 lbs Peppers -

Time, 1:684-

SECOND RACE.
The next race was a match of one-half mile dash for SI0O

a side, between Flavella and King. Flavella brought $20 iu the
pools against S10. Flavella drew the iuside, got the best of
the start aud was uever headed. She won by four lengths.
Same Day.— M itob race, One-naif mile dash, catch weights; SlOOnbfde. \

Peroivnl'a gr i Flavella, 8, by Glen Dudley, dam Ella Fay i

Tartar's » br h Kiuy, aged, by Delaware, dam Pluck a
Time, 0;

THIRD RACE.

The next race called was a trot for 2:45 class, with Mamie
Comet. Com II. and Ooqueta as starters. Susie S.

(
Mattie P. A

aud Metropolitan weru withdrawn. Pools: Comet 920,
Coqueta $10, Cora H. $4. Positions: Comet, Cora, Coqueta*. fc

First Heat—After a little scoring, in which Geo. Misner waa
fined $10 for sponging out, Mamie got the lead and kept it

clear around, Coqueta broke ou the first turn, and the roan'
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and she were a distance behind at the half, but Hogoboom
slowed up and allowed them to get inside the flag. The
quarter was made in 0:37, the half in 1:16, three-quarters in

1:54, and the mile in 2:36.

Second Heat—Poola now sold in favor of Mamie at the

rate of $20 to §4 for the other two. After the usual delay

they got off well together, Comet taking the lead. Cora broke

on the first turn, and again at the half. Comet won as she

liked, Coqueta two lengths behind, Cora a bad third. Time,
t>ne-qnarter in 0:38, half in 1:16, three-quarters in 1:54,

mile in 2:32.

Third Heat—After a half dozen trials the trio came up
together, Hogoboom's eye indicating war to the hilt. The
start was fair. The first turn had not been rounded when
the black filly left her feet. Hogoboom appreciated his advan-

tage and spoke to Comet, who moved away as though she had
just been invited to a feast of fat things. She made the quar-

ter in 0:37, with Cora five lengths behind, and Coqueta a

dozen or more. Comet was now under sail, and was moving
away from her competitors at a rate of speed that made
them wonder what manner of beings they were. The half

was made in 1:11 J, and a shout came across the track from
the grand stand that reminded even the church members that

people still live who admire Bpeed. Beach by this time had
placed his filly close up to Cora H. Before the three-quarter

post was reached, which was done in 1:47$, everybody saw
that neither the roan nor black would get inside the flag, and
thousands of voices went up: "They are both shut out!"

, 'Did you ever see the like?" On came Comet, as steady as a

piece of well-oiled machinery, widening the gap at each pace.

The bell tapped and the A&r; fell with Cora and Coqueta
several lengths behind it. All eyes were now on the stand,

waiting for the time, and when it was announced as 2:23^ an
inexperienced attendant at the race-course could have reason-

ably concluded that the air had been attacked by a congestive

chill, for certainly never did people hurrah longer or louder

over an event of this character. Hogoboom is certainly

entitled to much credit for his system of handling a trotter,

as instanced by this one, as well as conditioning for a race.

Same Day.—Trotting, for 2 :4G Class. Purse S760.

H. 1. Hogoboom's ch m Mamie Comet by Nutwood 1 1 J

Jay Beach's blk m Coqueta by Altamont -. 3 2 d
George Misner's rn ro, Cora H. by Kisber 2 3 d

Time, 2:36,2:32, 2:J3£.

SixHi Day.

Sept. ISth.—Weather fine and large crowd. Same judges.

FTRST RACE.

The first race was a handicap dash of seven-eighths of a

mile, with Kepetta, Bogns, Keepsake, Winters and Why Not
as the starters. Quebec, Dudl3y Howard, Mark Twain, Tom
Dealy. Becky K. and Del Norte were withdrawn. In the

pools Repetta brought S20, Bogus $3, field ©8. For positions

they were placed: Bogus, Winters, Keepsake, Eepetta, Why
Not. At the first attempt at a start Keepsake ran away with

her rider, J. J. Tompkins, throwing him at the head of the

Btretch. He held on to the bridle aud was dragged about 50

yards. The filly was stopped after running about a mile,

thereby lessening her chances for the race. The rider was
not hurt badly, but was quite lame. After the jockeys had
been mounted again the horses got a fair start, with Why Not
in the rear. Keepsake led to the quarter where Repetta
passed her, her weight seemingly not stopping her in the

least. She led from there to the wire, Bogus second by a

length, Keepsake third, Winters ahead of Why Not, but both

away back. The first quarter was run in 0:25, half in 0:50,

and the whole distance in 1:30, very good time, especially

with 127 lbs. up.

Sept. 18th.—Running, handicap, seven-eighths mile. Purse S5Q0.

Matlock Bro3.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam Long
Nine,12Tlbs Matlock 1

W, H. Babb's ch g Bogus, aged, by Ophir, dam unknown, 120 lbs.

McCaugh 2

Jos. Pacquefs b f Keepsake, 3, by Flood, dam Katharion, 98 lbs.
J. J.Tompkins 3

Eest& Gray's b g Geo. Winters, by Joe Hooker, dam Abbia W„ 107

lbs Peppers
Oregon Stable's ch f "Why Not, 3, by George Wilkes, dam Flora A., 80

lbs "Williams
Time, 1 :30.

SECOND RACE.
This was considered to be the race of the year. All the

good fast horses in the north-west, except Mamie Comet, were
entered, namely: Jane L., Fred Eambleton, Kitty Lynch,
Tempest and Altamont. Lady Maud, Almonette and Melrose
were withdrawn. In the pools Jane L. brought $S0, Hnmble-
ton $40, Tempest §25, Lynch S20, Altamont $5, and thou-

sands of dollars went into the box. For positions they drew
as follows: Hambleton, Lynch, Jane L., Altamont, Tempest.

First Heat—At the third attempt they got off to a good
start. Lynch took the pole and led to the quarter in 0:37,

Jane next. Hambleton broke just before the quarter was
reached, and fell away behind. At the half, in 1:13, they

were in the same order, and had not changed at the three-

quarters, which was made in 1:50. Coming into the stretch

Jane L. and Kitty Lynch were about even, but Lindsey,
behind Jane, touched her up in his own way, and she won by
a length, Tempest third, Hambleton fourth, Altamont last.

Time, 2:26£.

Second Heat—Jane was now left out of the pools, and
Lynch brought $20, Hambleton $10, field $4. After a little

scoring the drivers of Jane L., Lynch and Tempest thought
they got the word, and trotted to the three-quarter pole before

they knew the difference. They were then stopped a little,

but trotted the mile out in 2:31. At the next attempt they gut

off together, and Lynch led to the quarter in 0:37, Tempest
next; Hambleton went into the air, but caught again, and was
second to Lynch at the half in 1:13£. Then Hambleton took

the lead and led from there home, the three-quarters being
made in 1:49$, and the mile in 2:26. Lynch was second, Jane
third. Tempest fourth, Altamont distanced.

Third Heat—Pools were now even on Hambleton and Jane.

They got off to a very good start, Lynch leading to the quarter

in 0:37£. They all passed her in the half in 1 :14£, Hambleton
ahead; Ham was also ahead at the three-quarters in 1:50}.

Jane then began one of those fini&hers, but she could not
reach her half-brother, who won in 2:2b', Tempest third,

Lynch shut out.

Fourth Heat—Pools now sold: Hambleton $30, field §20.

Another good start. Jan6 broke at the first turn, and fell

away behind. Hambleton and Tempest then ran a little, and
the quarter was reached in 0:37$, Hambleton ahead. Between
the quarter and half they ran a little more, and the half was
reached in 1:14. Then they went at it some more between
the half and three-quarters, which was made in 1:50. Ham-
bleton was ahead at the wire. Tempest second, Jane third, but
the* two horses were set back for running, and the heat was
given to Jane L, Time, 2:28.

Fifth Heat—Pools e/en on Jane and Hambleton. Tempest
took the lead and led to the quarter in 0:35, where Jane
passed him, and a little later was passed by Hambleton. Jane
led from there home. The half was made in 1:13, the three-

quarters in 1:51, and the mile in 2:27, Jane winning as she
liked, Hambleton second,

Same Day.—Trotting, free for all. Purse §1,000.

S. G, Heed's brm Jane L. by Hambletonian Mambrino... 13 2 11
J. R. Sawyer's ch h Fred Hambleton by Hambletonian

Mambrino .' 4 112 3
Oharles Russell's ch g Tempest, by Milliman's Bell-

founder 3 4 & 3 3
J. Misner's b m Kitty Lynch by Milliman's Bellfounder 2 2 dis

Jay Beach's br h Altamont by Almont 5 dis

Time, 2:261, 2:2(5,2:26, 2:28, 2:27.

Racing: at Salt Lake.

The fall meeting of the Utah Driving Park Association was

held at Salt Lake, September 27th to October 1st inclusive.

For the summaries of the races we are under obligations to

Mr. T. F. Hulloy, Secretary.

RUNNING.

Sept. 27th. —Purse 8200. For all ages Half-mile heats.

B C. Holly's ch m Lida Ferguson, 4, pedigree unknown 3 1 1

H. R. Baker's b g Sunday, 5, by Sundance, dam Norma 1 3 2

A. Grant's br g Policy, a, by Osceola 4 2

Blivens & McLaughlin's ch f Ida Glenn, 4, by Glenelm, dam
Queen 2 i

Time, :51, :62, :54.

Same Day.—Purse §200. For all ages. One mile.

B. C Holly's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine 1

H. R. Baker's ch g Vice-Regent, 4, by Regent, dam Christine 2

J, B Hay's ch g Delaney, aged, by Leinster, dam Sophie Jennison. . 3

Time, 1:47.

Sent. 28th. -Purse 8200. For two-year-olds. Five furlongs.

B. G~ Holly's ch f Ninena by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hubbard 1

S. S. "Walker's ch c Rajah by Euchre, dam Formosa 2

S. F. Walker's b c Marquis de Piro by Red Boy, dam Lilly 3

H. R Baker's b c Green Prewitt by Peedee, dam Norma 4
Time, 1:061.

Same Day.—Purse 3150. Handicap for all ages. Three-quarter mile
heats.
Bliv**ns & McLaughlin's ch f Ida Glenn, 4, by Glenelm, dam

Queen 1 1

A. Grant's br g Policy, aged, by Osceola 2 2

E.Taylor's br h Idle Boy, aged, by King Lear 3 3
Time, 1:21,1:21.

Same Day.—Purso $200. For all ages. One mile and a quarter.

BUvens & McLaughlin's ch g Daniel B., 3, by Glenelm, dam Nettler 1

B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra 2

H. R. Baker's ch g Vice-Regent, 4, by Regent, dam Christine 3
Time, 2:181.

Sept. 29th.—Purse .9200. For all ages. Three-quarters of a mile.
B. C. Holly's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunrise 1

H. R. Baker's ch g Vice-Regent, 4, by Regent, dam Christine 2

Blivens & McLaughlin's cli f Ida GlenD, 4, by Glenelm, dam Queen. . 3

Time, 1:191.

Same Day.—Purse 3200. For three-year-olds. Seven furlongs.

Blivens & McLaughlin's ch e Daniel B., by Glenelm, dam Nettler.. 1

B. O Holly's b g Argo, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters 2
Time, 1:341.

Sept. 30th.—Purse 3150. For all ages. Half a mile.

B. C. Holly's ch m Lida Ferguson, 4, pedigree unknown 1

H. R. Baker's b g Sunday, 5, by Sundance, dam Norma 2

A. Rysdale's ch g Mosby, aged, pedigree unknown 3
Time, :491,

Same Day.—Purse 3250. For all ages. Mile and a-half.

B. C. Holly's ch gEcho, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine 1

Blivens & McLaughlin's ch f Ida Glenn. 4, byGlenelm, dam Queen.. 2

A. Grant's br g Policy, agDd, by Osceola _ 3
Time, 2:45.

Oct. 1st.—Purse 3100. For two-year-olds. Half a mile.

S. S. Walker's ch c Rajah by Euchre, dam Formosa 1

H, R. Baker's b c Green Prewitt by Peedee, dam Norma 2
Time, :51.

TROTTING.
Sflpt 27th.—Purse 3300. 2:34 Class.

Wells Fargo, chg by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.—B. C. Holly Ill
Blaizwood, b g by Blaizwood—J- K. Gillespie 2 2 2

Denny Ryan, br s—S. C. Ewing dis

Birdseye, d m—J. C. O. Glanfield dis
Time, 2:35, 2:36,2:39.

Sept. 29th.—Purse 3250. 2:40 Class.

Blaizword, b g by Blaizword—J. K. Gillespie 3 1 1 1

William M., big by Hobson's Bashaw—William Duffey 13 2 2

Denny Ryan, br s—S. C. Ewing 2 2 3 3

Time, 2:371, 2:39$, 2:391, 2:421.

Sept. 30th.—Purse 3500- Free for all.

Woodnut, ch b by Nutwood—B. C. Holly 1 1 1

Harry Velos, b g by Veins— J. Glendeming. 2 2 2

Kanchero, ch s—S. Scott .... dis
Time, 2:30, 2:31, 2:31.

A G-ood Three-Tear-Old.

The race for the Great American Stallion Stakes, run at

Louisville on Friday, ought to have attracted a larger crowd
than turned out. As it was the grand stand was a little over
half full, and those present witnessed a very enjoyable after-

noon's sport. Out of 117 entries only four faced the flag, but
they were more than an ordinarily formidable quartette, each
having been a stake winner. Jim Gray's previous successes

had been the most conspicuous, his victory in the Bridge Handi
cap at Sheepshead Bay about ten days previous having been
one of the most notable performances of the season. On the

strength of this he was heavily backed to win, although up to

the last moment even money could be had against him. The
fact that Isaac Murphy came all the way from Coney Island

to ride the California colt Silver Cloud brought some support
to the latter, while Sir Joseph steadily sold as second choice.

Garrison, imported specially for the occasion, had the mount
on Gray; West, one of the best jockeys east or west, piloted

Sir Joseph, and to Link Jones was entrusted Chinn & Mor-
gan's Bob Fisher. The race, a very creditable one, was run
in rather peculiar fashion. At first Sir Joseph cut out the
running with Jim Gray last. Before a halfhad been covered
Garrison sent Gray to the front, aud he led past the stand by
nearly two lengths, Sir Joseph next aud Silver Cloud last, the

pace not being fast, it having taken 58 seconds to run the first

half mile. The natural supposition was that Garrison having
assumed the lead with Gray he would endeavor to maintain it,

but rounding the first turn, when nearly a mile had been cov-

ered West sent Sir Joseph along with quite a spurt, and when
straight work commenced on the back stretch he was leading

by about three open lengths, Gray nest, and Silver Cloud
st ill trailing. The pace from there to the string, was hot and
fast, Sir Joseph holding his own until near the head of the

home stretch. Here Garrison brought all his powers of per-

suasion into play, and sending Gray along for all he was
worth the latter rushed to the van and had a clear lead of

two lengths when the eighth pole was reached. From there

home he had things his own way, winning with comparative
ease by a couple of lengths. Murphy came very strong at

the finish with Silver Cloud, but could not quite secure second
money, Sir Joseph beating him out by a scant head, Bob
Fisher a length and a half away. The last mile was run in

l;44J-. While Gray had a comparatively easy task at the

finish after he once secured agood lead on the stretch, hemust
have been sharply urged down tho back stretch as his sides

showed the marks of Garrison'-i vigorous graelling. Still, as

he won a good race handily enough, the claim can be made
for him that he is the best three-year-old in tbe west, and if

he has any equals iu the east, outside The Bard, they are

very few indeed, if any.—iV. Y. Spirit.

Racing at San Jose.

Annual fair of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Associa-

tion.
BURNING.

Sept. 29th.—Purse S200. 8pecial- Mile heats.

Kelly & Lynch 's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight. 100 lbs 2 1 1

M. Stone's ch c GroverOleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin
Girl,1031bg 13 2

Wm. Boots' b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy, 100

lbs 3 2
Time, 1 :43, 1 :432, 1 :471, 1 :47.

Same Day.—San Jose Stake, for two-year-olds. $25 entrance, 510

forfeit, $200 added. S50 to secoud horse, third to save stake. Winner
of any two-year-old race after August 1st, to carry 3 lbs., of two or
more 5 lbs. extra. Seventh-eighths of amile. Nine subscribers.

D. J. McCarthy's ch cC. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B., 110

lbB 1
M. Storn's b f Narcola by Norfollt, dam Addie C, 110 lbs 2

W. L. Pritcbard's ch f ldalene Cotton by Jim Brown, dam Lizzie P.,

110 lbs 3

M. Johnson's ch f Adeline by Engulrer. 107 lbs
Time, 1:284.

Same Day.—Selling purse $200, of which £50 to second horse. Fixed
valuation 51,000; two pounds off for each ?100 below: two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One and one-eighth miles.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,

81,000, 78 lbs 1

W. L. Prilchard's b h Frank Rhodes, a, by Leinster, dam Ada A.,

8630, 110 lbs 3
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jon-Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything, §1,000,

115 lbs 3
L. Sbaner's b g Belshaw, a, by Wildidlf. dam busie W., $500, 105 lbs..

Time, 1 :67i.

Oct. 1st.—Free purse £200. 350 to second horse. Horses that have not
won tbisyear allowed three pounds. Winners thi3 year of any race at

this distance of the value of $400 to carry three lbg. extra,

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W,, 115 lbs.. 1

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie
Dunbar, 115 lbs 2

M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin Girl, 106
lbs..

Wm. Boots' br gValido, 3, by Bob Wooding, ICG lbs

T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, 112 lbs
Time. 1;42.

Same Day.—Gilroy Stakes, for two-year-olds. S25 entrance; SI fl for-
feit; $200 added; 850 to second horse, third to save stakes. Same
penalties aa No. 4. Winners of San Jose Stakes to carry 3 lbs.
additional. One mile. Eleven subscribers.

D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B., 113
lbs.

Budd Doble thinks that Bonnie McGregor can be made

,

two seconds faster than his 2:16 record.

Thos Atchison's ch c Robson by JoegHooker, dam Rosetland, 110
lbs 3

M. Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C, 110 lbs 3
Time, 1:43*;.

Same Day.—Selling purse, $200; of which $50 to second horse. Fixed
valuation, S1.00O. Two lbs. off for each $100 below, 2 lbs. added for
each 310n above fixed value. One and one-quarter miles-
W. L. Pritchard's bh Frank Rhoads, a, by Leinster, dam Ada A..3G00,

110 lbs 1

Kellr St Lynch's b gJouJou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything, $1,000,

115 lbs a
T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, dam by Monday, $5u0,

105 lbs 3
Time, 2:12.

TROTTING.

Sept. 27th.—Purse $— . For Nutwood stallions without a record.
Tommy T., ch s—W. H. Vioget 2 2 111
Commodore Nutwood, ch s—H. Seig 1 1 2 2 2

Nutwood Boy, ch s—J. Buffington dis
Time, 2:462, 2:51, 2.45, 2:4G1, 2:551.

Same Day.—Purse $— . Buggy race for horses without a record.
Maud Palmer, ch m—H.J. Cox 113 1

Pink, bm—L. Johnson , 4 4 12
(jneen, ch m—G. Y. Bollinger 3 2 2 3
Flora, ch ru—W. H. Viupet 2 3 4 4

Time, 2:56*. 2:51, 2:60, 2:47£.

Sept. 28th.—Purse S400. Three-year-olds.

Alcazar, b s-L. J. Rose.. 3 1 1 2 1

ValenBin, ch s—J. A. Goldsmith 12 2 13
Rexford.bs—Palo Alto 2 3 3 3 2

Time, 2:25?, 2 :23, 2 :23J, 2 :25l, 2 :28J.

Same Day.—Purse 8500. Three-minute Class.

LotSlocum, br g—M. McManus Ill
Spry, b g—A. Lathrop 3 2 2
Longfellow, ch g—L. Sbaner 2 3 3
Belle S., b m—Gus Walters 4 4 4

Time. 2:31, 2:31, 2:26.

Sept. 30th.—Purse S500. 2:27 Class.

Stamboul, b s—L. J. Rose 1 I l

Blaine, blk g—W. M. Fletcher 2 2 2
Artist, blk g—J. R. Hodson dis

Time, 2:30£, 2:311, 2:23J.

Same Day.—Purse 3500. 2:22 Class.

Allan Roy, g g—J. W. Donathan Ill
Sister, bm—J. A Goldsmith 2 2 2

Time, 2:174,2:20,2:25.

Oct. 2d.—Purse $300. Two -year-olds.

Soudan, blk c— L. J. Rose l 1

Shamrock, br c—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2
Time, 2:321, 2:35.

Same Day.*—Purse $500. 2:li0 Class.

Daisy 3., ch m—J. Spurgeon 13 12 2 1
Valentine, br g - J. H. Kelly 2 12 16 2
Maid of Oaks, ch m—Gus Walters 3 4 3 3 13
Como, ch s—M. McManus 6 2 6 6 4 re
Bismarck, ch s—J. Gordon 6 6 5 5 3 ro
Apex, b s-S. K. Trefry 4 6 4 4 6 ro

Time, 2:26, 2:28^,2:251, 2:25. 2:28, 2:251.

•Sixth heat trotted October 4th.

Same Day.*—Purse S . Two-mile heats.

Blaine, blk g—W. M. Fletcher 2 3 11
Longfellow, ch g—L. Shaner 1 2 2 2
St. David, ch g—J. W. Donathan 3 13 3

Time, 5:10*. 5:08. 5:00,5:121.

*Third and fourth heats trotted October 4th.

PACrNG.

Oct lstand 2d.*—Purse $500. Free for all.

Maude, V m—H. J. Agnew 5 2 5 13 11
Prince, b g—S. K. Trefry 4 12 3 13 2
Nevada, bs—A. L. Hinds. 3 3 14 2 2 8
Pocahontas, ch m—S. C. Tryou 1 6 4 2 dis
Lucy, g m—W. H. Vioget 2 4 3 dis

Time, 2:24, 2::
J
<0, 2:28, 2:27, 2:264, 2:27, 2:26.

•First three heats paced October 1st.

The "Bar" Idea Revived.

The snmmaries of the races at Albany, N. T., under the

auspices of the National Association of Trottiog Horse

Breeders, will be found in another column. The New York

correspondent of the Chicago Horseman writing of the meet-

ing says:

We need not enter into the realms of conjecture to find a

reason for the lack of exciting races at this meeting. The
truth is evident that the Palo Alto contingent was considered

unbeatable, and eastern nominators preferred withdrawal to

defeat.

Besides having an exceeding large nnraber of youngsters

to select from, Senator Stanford has a great advautage in

climatic influence for early training. The fact is dawning on
the minds of northern and western breeders that Kentucky
and California have about a year's start of them. That is to

soy, a three-year-old colt, bred, raised and trained in these

mild latitudes, isubout as faradvancedas afour-yeur-. i

n

in the snow or ice-bound regions. Outhisossnmptioi

be advisable to bur Kentucky and California from som-

colt stakes, or require them to give uorthern
f
bred

year's start.
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Man Against Horse.

On Wednesday of last week, at San Jose, there was a eon-

test of man againat horse, which is thus described by the

Mt rcury:

The conditions were: The man to go five miles while the

horse went twelve. The man was Harry Smith of Watson-

ville a muscular negro of 35 years, whose weight is io2

pounds. He told a reporter that he had made five miles iu

32 minutes. His face and form clearly showed that he was

not lacking in nerve and endurance, and when he made his

appearance on the track he was clad m light blue striped

flannel tights, and looked fresh and in excellent form. The

horse was a small gray ridden by a San Jose boy named

William Johnson. Betting was slow, a few pools being sold

with the man favorite at $25 against 1»10 on the horse. The

man won with apparent ease, completing his fifth mile while

the horse was yet on hiB tenth. The complete records is as

follows, the time for each mile being given:

Horse- 1—2:45; 2-2:47; 3-5:27;. 4—3:30; 5-4:26}; b—
i.lK. 7—S.23; S—3:22; 9—3:11.

Man: i-fi^Oi; 2-7:11; 3-7:17; 4-7:15; 5-6:58.}. Total

—35 minutes 3 seconds.

As a novelty the affair may be considered to have been a

success, but as a test of the comparative staying powers of

the biped and the quadruped, the popular verdict is that it

was a failure for the reason that it is suspected that the horse

was not ridden to win. As comparatively few outside bets

were made, no strong kick was indulged in, the spectators

satisfying themselves by jeering the boy rider, who was, of

course, acting under orders.

Pitzpatrick's retainer to ride for the Fairfax stable next

year is 58,000, while Bender, the light weight, gets $3,000

from the same owner.

YACHTING.
The following letter was placed in the hands of Commodore

Caduc last Monday.
Iol.vsi Palace, Sept. 25, 1886.

To the Commodore ot the Pacific Yacht Club, San Francisco—Sir:
His Majesty, the King of Hawaii, desiring to show his appreciation for

the friendly feelings which have always beensbowu him by the officers

and members of the Pacific Yacht Club, has commanded me to extend

an invitation to your club to be present at the festivities to be held at

Iolani Palace, in Honolulu, on the occasion of his Majesty's fiftieth

birthdav, the ICth of November next. HiB Majesty desires me further

to add that by way of inducing the owners of yachts to visit the Islands

he will offer prizes for an ocean race from San Francisco to Honolulu,
said race to take place so as to admit of the yachts arriving here on or

about the 16th of November next, or a few days later. The first prize

will bea trophy valued at $l,00i); the second, valued at $500; and the

third a cup to be presented by the Hawaiian Boating Association.

The race to be under the auspices of the Pacific Yacht Club.

I will also beg leave to add that a residence will be placed at the

disposal of the officers and guests coming with any of the yachts under
this invitation.

With the assurance of my highest regard and esteem, I have the

honor to be. Sir, your very obedient servant. Curtis P Jaukea.
His Majesty's Ghamberlin and Private Secretary.

Immediately upon receiviug the above letter Commodore
Caduc decided to call the yacht owners together to decide

what should be done in the matter. The result came too late

for notice in this issue. One thiog is certain, whether the

club accepts the invitation or not every one must admire the

sportsman-like spirit of the Hawaiian Kiug. Should the race

come off it will make the season of 1SS6 memorable in the

yachting annals of the Pacific. Every yachtsman here will

learn with pleasure that Commodore Caduc at once expressed

his readiness to start if the rest were willing. For such a trip

Lurliue is always ready, and Halcyon should so ditto, Casco
knows the road, and deep-water sailing in her owner's delight.

These four may be depended upon, with Aggie as a probable

Hfth. They would make a fine fleet and stir things up gen-

erally in Kalukua's kingdom. But it is useless to speculate,

the test will come when the yacht owners answer the question

who is ready to go?

Oakland Canoe Club.

Saturday last was intended to be a "Ladies' day" on
the creek, but as very few of the fair sex turned up it was not

a success socially. The wind was very light and variable.

On Sunday most of the boats were out. The captain of

Spray arrived with a very smiling countenance, bearing

a huge bonnet containing about twenty feet, with «hieh
addition to his present large mainsail he expected to

leave the hVet pretty badly; he was, however, doomed
to disappointment. Thj wind was very light which
should have been all in Uis favor; the Mystic had no
difficulty in beating him. Lunch was enjoyed in the club
room and another sail attempted in tbe afternoon, but the

wind dropped almost entirely; it got so hut that "Flirt's"

skipper was obliged to go overboard for a voluntury dip, and
the rest were glad to do so on returning to the boat house.
The club will be well represented at the Mosquito Regatta
next Saturday, and have chartered the steam tug Nellie to

tow the canoes to the starting point and to accompany them
round the course, bearing the guests of the club, luncheon,
dry clothes, etc. The canoes entered are Mystic, Commodore
Blow; Flirt, vice-Commodore A. D. Harrison; Zoe Mou, H.
Darneal; Shadow, G. Wright; Waif, R. Tallant and possibly

others. All these named are old hands aud not afraid of a
wet deck, and it will be interesting to see how they make out
with the Whitehall boats. It is to be hoped the committee
will not put the canoes in a separate class, as they have done
lots of racing amongst themselves and are naturally auxious
to compete with other boats. After the race the fleet will

rendezvous at Goat Island, where they will camp during the
night, returning to tbe boat house on Sunday. The donor of

the canoe badge, awarded to the best camp out (it before the
start to Clear Lake, iu June, aud now worn by "Spray," has
notified the Commodore of his decision to have it competed
for the second Sunday of every quarter, all canoes to enter
receiving time, allowance, etc., under the established rules
of the club. The first race for it will consequently be on the
17th iust., and a hearty competition certain.

The following orders have been issued by vice-Commodore
Chapman of the Corinthian Yacht Club.

CLOSING CRUISE OF 1880.

Saturday, October 9th.—Yachts of the club will assemble
during the afternoou and evening in Quarry Cove, Angel
Island, coming to an anchor for the night.

Sunday, October 10th.—Eight a. m. colors. 10 a. m. yachts
will get under way at a signal from the flag-ship, for a cruise
in squadron around the bay. The fleet will doubtlesR take
the opportunity of witnessing the Mosquito Regatta on
Saturday afternoon, and then hie to the rendezvous. The
whole cruise should make up a delightful wind-up of u
pleasant season.

BASE BALL.
Alameda Park.

The Alta Club met disaster at the hands of the Greenhood
& Moran aggregation last Sunday. At the last game played
between these two clubs the Altas white-washed the G. &
Ms to the tune of 8 to 0, and many thought they would
repeat the dose; but in this they were mistaken, as the G. &
M.s won by a score of 1G to 2 making 9 hits off Sweeney
while only 5 were made off Van Haltren who succeeded in

striking out S men to Sweeney's 4. The support of the out-

field of the Alias was miserable, Fisher distinguishing himself

by muffing everything that came his way. The G. & M.s
were the first to bat, and sent two men to ba-es on called

balls, and had the three bags full when Van Halu-en came to

the bat, and by a hard hit 1 1 right succeeded iu making the

tour and bringing in the other three men.
Donovan by a three-bagger brought in Blakiston. The

inning ended after the full nine had scored, although only
three hits were made. The Altas were less fortunate, going
out in 1, 2 and 3 order, and they were unable to get a man as

far as third base until the fourth inning, when Ahem suc-

ceeded in getting there through a wild throw, but he was left

by Flint's going out on three strikes.

Van Haltren and Donovan scored in the fifth inning,

making the score stand 11 to 1, Hilbert making the initial

run for the Altas. Fisher was also successful in getting

home in the seventh inning, but his tally completed their

run-getting. The score is as follows:

Fisher, s.s B

Long, c f 6

Dolan, 3d b G

Brown, c 5
Van Haltren, p. .5

Blakiston, r f...5
Donovan, 1st b..4
Shea, If 5
Gurnett, 2d b...4

110 13]
110
2 14
3 2 17 4 2

3 2 4 1 14
2 10 10 1

11 10

Sweeney, p ..

McLaughlin, c
Meagher, 3d b...

4

o

Abern, lstb 3
Flint, c f 4

Fisher.lf 3 1

Borchers, s a 3

Hilbert, rf 2 1

Rob«rtson,2d b..2

ALTAS.
TB. R.BH.BS.PO. A. E.

10
10 6 3 1

15 1

4 27 20 16Totals 46 16 10 7 27 26 4 Totals 29

BUNS BY INNTNGB.

G. & M.S 2 4 1 0—16
|
Altas 10 1 0—2

Three base bits-G. Fisher, Donovan. Two base hits—Donovan,
Blakiston. Earned runs—G. & M. 3. One base on error—Altas 1,

G. & M.s 11. Left on bases—AltaB 7, G. & M.s 3. Base on called balls
—Altas 4, G. & M.s 4. Struck out—Sweeney 4, Van Haltren
8. Double plays—Sweeney, Robertson and Ahern. Passed balls

—

Brown 1. Wild pitch—Sweeney 3, Van Haltren 1. Home runs—Van
Haltren. Time of game, 2 hours. Umpire, Dewitt Van Court.
Scorer, John F. Hennessy.

The St. Louis Republican says: It is pretty well settled

now that the St. Louis Browns will go to California dur-
ing the winter. Correspondence with the principal San Fran-
cisco club has been going on for some time, aud arrangements
are about completed whereby the club will leave on November
1st, aud play in San Francisco from six to eight weeks. The
ouly member of the team who will not accompany them is

Billy Gleason, who says he does not care about going. It is

probable, therefore, that Nicol will play short and the
pitchers alternate iu right field.

LAWN TENNIS-
The championship games of the California Club were

started last Saturday. There was but a slim attendance of

spectators, although the afternoon was beautifully fine.

Ten members entered and they were drawn to play as follows:

H. W. Loughhead v. R. C. Hooker, W. H. Taylor v. J. E.
Godley, M. S. Wilson v.E, Greenway, E.N. Bee v. S. Howard,
J. M. Kilgarif v. A. H. Small; the terms of the matches to

be six out of eleven games, and two out of three sets, no
handicaps. This made the scorer's work very simple.

Taylor and Godley were the first to face each other. They
played in the Eastern court, and Taylor opened the service
with the sun at his back from the south end. Both players
are young and active; each plays a dashing game in good form,
Taylor having the most taking btyle. Godley scored the first

point, game to 15, the second game with the same figures, the
third game to 30, the fourth game 15. Four eames in suc-
cession lost by Taylor surprised his friends and supporters,
but he won the fifth to love, the sixth to 15, Godley took the
seventh, game 30; Taylor the eight and ninth, each game 30,

and the score stood 5 to 4 in Godley's favor, and he won the
tenth to 30, and the set by G to 4. The play had been very
rapid, and many of the strokes brilliant on both aides.

The second sot was eveu better than the first. Taylor
served more evenly, and Godley placed the ball with liner

judgment. Taylor started off ia hue style taking three
games in succession, but they all reached vantage several

times. Godley won the fourth to 15, Taylor the fifth to 15,

aud with 4 to 1 he looked all over a winner of the second set.

Bat Godley played up and wou the sixth, Taylor responded
with the seventh, when the eighth was finished the score
stood four aud. The ninth Taylor took, but Godley carried
off the tenth and eleventh and won the set by 6 to 5, aud the
match by 2 sets to love. Rarely has a match been played in

that court in such good form and at the same time so rapidly.

Iu the second match Loughhead and Hooker were com-
petitors. They played very cautiously, the style of both
being the opposite of the pair that preceded them. At the
end of the fourth game each had scored 2, and the score stood
3 and when the sixth was finished. The same result was
called at the end of the eighth. Hooker won the uinth and
tenth, and the set by 6 to 4. Both took a breathing epaee
between the sets. Hooker led off in the second set, and
won 5 out of 6 gamos, Loughhead taking the fourth which
reached 'vantage. Loughhead's turn came and he carried off

the seventh, eighth and ninth, but Hooker finished the match
by winning the tenth, the set being called (> to 4, and the
match 2 setu to love.

On Suuday Bee and Howard played off, Bee wou the first

set by six games to love, Howard never scored more than a

single point. Iu the second set he wou the third, fourth aud
fifth games, Bee taking the other six easily. On Wednesday
E. Greenway and M. 8, Wilson played; Wilson led off with a

win, and he also took the seveuth and eighth games; but
Greenway was too good for him, his placing being made with
fine judgment. He won the set by G to 3. In the second set

Greenway played a still stronger game, he took the first four

games in order. Wilson wou the fifth aud sixth: the seventh
and eighth Greeuway won, which gave him the set and mutch.
To-day the series will bo brought to a clone, the players left

in are Godley, Hooker, Bee and Greenway. Hooker will

drop out whoever he may play. This will leave the tussle

between Godley, Bee au.l Greenway, with either Kilgarif or
•Small as fourth num. The final match will be exciting. It

is not easy to pick out the winner between Bee, Small and
Greenway. Kilgarif is not in good practice, and Godley is

likely to "become nervous.

CRICKET.
The gentlemen of England played their first match at

Longwood grounds, Boston, on Sept. 16th, against eighteen
of that club, and won by two runs and three wickets. On Sept.
17th and ISth they beat fifteen of New Euglaud on the Long-
wood grouuds by 252 to 109. On Sept. 20th and 21st, at
Mount Washington, Baltimore, they beat eighteen of Balti-
more by an innings and 5S runs. At Philadelphia, on
Sept. 23d, they beat eleven of Philadelphia by an innings and
16 runs, the soores being:

PHH.&DELEEUA,
First Innings. Second Innings.

J. A. Scott, c Welmau, b Buck-
laud 18 c and b Buckland 31

G. S. Patterson, b Buckland '61 run out ia
W. 0. Morgan, Jr., b Buckland.. 27 c Wolman, b Bucklaud 3
It. S. Newhall, c Wei man, b
Buckland He "sub." b Roller 25

W. Brokie.-Jr., cau'l b Bucklaud b Buckland i

E. W. Clark. Jr., c Turner 9 b Buckland o
C. A. Newhall. b Turner IS b Uine-Havcock 15
W. Scott, b Rotherham C c Roller, b Buckland g
F. W. Balaton, Jr., c and b Buck-
laud 7 c Cottrell, b Roller 32

F. E. Brewster, not out ... 15 run out i

H. I Brown, b Cottrell c "eub," b Buckland
Byes, 8; leg-byes, 8 IU Byes, 2; leg-byes, 2; wides, 2; no

ball, 1 7

Total 168 Total...

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

First Inuings.
n. i

Rotherham 80 ;

Roller. 11C *

Cottrell. ... 105 j

Buckland 180 i

Turner 60 S

Second Innings.
B. B. M. W,

Rotherham 44 14 4
Buckland 150 52 14 (i

1 Turner 60 24 7
Hiue- Haycock 16 5 2 1

Roller 52 9 lu 2
Cottrell 12 23 11
tJaiubridce 8 5 10
Wides—Turner, 1; Bainbridge.

j
Roller bowled 1 no ball.

ENGLISH GENTLEMEN.
J. A. Turner, b C. A. Newhall n
H. Vt. Bainbridge, c Brewster, b W.Scott io
X. J. Key, c W. Scott, b Brown. 109
W. E. Roller, c Clark, b Brown 75
T. R. Hine-Haycock, b Brown 5
E. H. Buckland, c Brewster, b U. A. Newhall io
A. R. Cobb, c R. S. Newhall, b Brown 14
Rev. A. T. Fortesciie, c C. A. Newhall, b Brown 31
C. E. Cottrell, c Morgan, bC. A. Newhall 2
H. Rotherham, c Morgan, b C. A. Newhall 27
F. T. Welman, notout 7
Byes, 4; leg-byes, 5; wides, 4 13

Total 323

BOWLING ANALTSIS.

B. R. M. W.
Patterson 96 43 11
Brown 224 113 16 5
Clark 62 ^8 2

Brockie 16
W. Scott T6

O. A. Newhall 192

It. M. W.
11 2 C

61 3 1

64 24 4

THE OPERA.
"A Trip to Africa."

Von Suppe's charming comic opera was presented for the
first lime at the Baldwin by the Duff Company on Monday
night. It is needless to say that the house was crowded,
every seat being occupied, the upper boxes filled, and the
standing-room not left vacant. It was the same audience
that has tilled the house on tirst nights for past two months,
since the opening of the Palmer Company. "A trip to
Africa" is not new here, but very few in the house on Monday
night had seen it when it was produced some months ugo.
The story is so good that it is worth telling: Muradillo, a
Eniopean traveller, has made his way to Cairo where his
funds are exhausted, and he is being threatened by the land-
lord of the hotel with all sorts of punishments unless he pays
up forthwith. At this juncture Titania Fanfani, niece of the
Pasha, arrives at the hotel to meet her uncle, the said uncle
being anxious to marry her aud secure heriortune of two mil-
lions; to escape from her uncle she seizes Muradillo aud
claims him as her husband. He plays the part on condition that
his debts are to be paid, which is agreed to. While the
arrangements are bting made Autarsid, Prince of the
Mironite, arrives, and Titania proceeds to make love to him,
to which he gallantly responds like a sensible man. The
complication is made up by the arrival of Tessa, a French
milliner, in search of Muradillo, ana when she rinds the
latter, her pledged lover, wedded to a princess, she naturally
becomes desperate, aud vows to join the hurem of Pasha Fan-
fani as Mrs. Fanfani No. 47. Tessa is accumpauied by a
sprightly chaperoue, Buccametta, who is ready fur fun on
her own account in addition to leadiug her charge into
bowers of bliss. The Pasha is an Englishman thoroughly
reconciled to Turkish ways, especially the Turk's way uf getting
into debt and living iu maguiiicence. The other people go to

make up the excellent by-play, and there is a goou share of it.

The scene being Egyptian gives ample opportunities for mag-
nificent costumes and three tine stage settings. The dresses
were as lovely as they were picturesque; tu say that they made
a grand display of oriental magnificence is but a tame way of
expressing the exquisite blending of rich colors, Hud the
charming form of the garments worn both by the principals and
the ohorus. The latter made a series of most artistic groups,
delightful to look at and pleasant to remember. Of the lead-
iug characters only the highest praise should be written.
Miss Hussell as Titania looking bewitching, her figure, face

and manner fitting the gay character as if she were born just
such a girl. She sang deliciously; the music wus rendered
with ease, grace, accuracy, and that evident relish which is

such a charm in all kinds of acting, especially in characters
that are the embodiment of gaiety and light-heartedness. Her
voice was absolutely true, and in the most delicate phrases
uud the passuges demanding strength she wus equally satisfac-

tory. Mr. Billiard had as Antawsid several beautiful num-
bers to sing, and his voice seemed richer, truer and stronger
than in either of the parts in which he sung before. He was
dressed most gaily but iu appropriate taste. Mr. Lunyuu
appeared for tbe tirst time tu bo thoroughly at home as Mura-
dillo; he sang with ease aud confidence, uud there were no
traces of hur.shuess iu his voice. His acting was excellent.
He, like the others, appeared to enjoy the work he had in
hand. Mr. Kyley as the Pasha was fuuuy, as he must be.
The fun of tbe Pusha is not very broad, nor very long, neither
is it deep, but Mr. Kyley made the most of it. Miss Jarbeau
as* Tessa dressed gloriously iu the second act; her
garments were exquisite. Miss Lucelte also appeared
iu beautiful sltirts, and she played Buccemetta with vim.
Miss Seguin disappeared after the tirst nut. She made the small
part of Sbbil conspicuous while she was on the stage. She is

such a genuine artist tuat it is always a pleasure to watch her
even in minor rolos. Whatever she does is marked by
thorough intelligence and she sings, as ever, delightfully.

Perioles brought Mr. Nash on the stage for the tirst time thir

t
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season; he has an agreeably well-trained voice, and made the
hotel-keeper prominent during the first act. The Muezzein
was played by Mr. Baudiuot; he had uot much to do but he
sang well. The music is sparkliug, and has plenty of fire and
life, like many other compositions of Von Suppe. Mr.
Dungan sang "I sail over every ocean" with easy
grace and finish. Mr. Hillurd was warmly applauded for the
song "Like Winds that Lightly," which he sang withtasteaud
precision. The trio "Big Beard Visage Flaming," was given
with plenty of life by Mr. Ryley, Miss Jarbeau and Miss
Lucette; they all entered into the fun of it with abandon.
The "Flower Duett" is the gem of theopera, Miss Kusselland
Mr. Hilliard sang it just as it should be sung, leaving the
desire to hear it again as the most prominent sensation when
it was finished. That it was encored was perfectly natural.
The chorus was under excellent control; they had plenty to

do, and were much more satisfactory than in either of the
operas that were brought on earlier. The three scenes were
beautifully put on the stage, the garden of Fanfani's Palace
the best. The rising of the Nile at the close of the second act

was well managed. For style, finish and even excellence a
"Trip to Africa" surpasses the production of both the
*'Mikado" and "Iolanthe." It seems a pity that it was not
put on earlier, for if either of the three operas warranted a
run of twu weeks it is certainly the one where the limit of
time only allowed it being played for a single week. The
engagement ends to-night. Every lover of good music
rendered by thorough artists must regret that Mr. Duff was
unable to produce in the same finished Btyle a greater number
of equally delightful operas. The company will be looked
for again in this city with pleasant anticipations, and should
Mr. Duff return with Lillian Russell, Byley, Hilliard and
Dungan he can depend upon a brilliant welcome and a
profitable season.

On Monday night Mr. Osmond Tearle will appear at the
Baldwin in "Kenneth Gordon," a play that has attracted a
great deal of attention in England under the title of "Man
and Man." Mr. Tearle is very thorough in whatever he does.
Of the Bupport more will be known on Monday night.

Miss Jeffreys Lewis has added another to a list of artistic

failures in appearing as Zoein the "Octoroon." The play has
all the dramatic force and contrast of which Boucicault is a
master, but with the heroine at war with the author's pur-
pose it is a dismal thing to look at. Excepting Mr. Osbonrne
no one in the cast appeared to have any fine perception of the
demands of the play. On Monday night "Article 47," will be
produced by the same company at the same house, the
Alcazar, and Miss Lewis will take the part of Cora.

"Business is Business" has served theTivoli Company well
during the week, and will be continued until the "Bobbers"
is ready.

As Moriarity Emerson is irresistible, and the Standard has
rung with applause and encores nightly during the week.

"The Tin Soldier" has not lost a grain of attraction. The
manager announces crowded houses every night at the Bush
St. Theatre, and many more in anticipation.

On Wednesday next, at Pioneer Hall, Mrs. Norton will

give one of her delightful song recitals, which for several

years have proved the most satisfactory and enjoyable
musical events of the year. Mrs. Norton has a style of her
own which is never approached by any other arrist here in

concert for excellence both in the character and quality of

the music she sings. The programme for Wednesday night
has ten numbers including such gems as Mary Morisou by
Sallivan, Traueme by Wagner and three songs by A. C.
McKeuzie to words of Tennyson's; the closing numbers being
four ballads from English, Scotch and Irish composers. Mrs.
Norton will be assisted by Miss Amy Gell as pianiste, and her
selections on the programme include the works of Mendels-
sohn, Chopin and Greig.

EOD.
The choice contributions of "Petronella"to the Eod depart-

ment of this paper have not only interested local readers, but
it appears have excited admiration in quarters more remote.
Last week there came to her, from Captain Thos. H. Chubb,
of Post Mill, Vermont, a split bamboo, fly-rod, reel, line and
flies as a token of appreciation of the poem "My Naiad"
which was published on Sept. 1 1th. The gift was appreciated,

and we hope the lady will let us know something of her
experiences in the use of the tackle.

Waders.

on the inside. The boots should afterwards be put on boot
srees, so as to keep them of full t-ize, as otherwise they shrink
and become light and troublesome to put on.
Being made of a stiff and somewhat unyielding material, it

will be found they are apt to run into holes on the inside the
knees by the friction of one surface of leather against the
other, if much walked in.
This is easily remedied by having a pair of covers made

for them of woven flax cloth, extending from the tops of the
boots to a few inches below the knee, with a small loop for
the strap of the fishing boots to pass through and keep them
in their places.

They will thus be completely protected from all injury, and
last many seasons. The great ease with which these boots
are put on and taken off is alone a great recommendation;
instead of having to put on fishing stockings, then socks over
them, and afterwards brogues, two pair obviates all objection
to them, as while one pair is being aried the other pair can
be used.
As the weather becomes milder, a lighter description of

waders becomes desirable, and this want is met in the shape
of wading stockings made of stout black felt waterproofed
outside. These will be found warm and comfortable, possess-
ing the great advantage that they can easily be turned inside
out to be dried.

This kind of fishingstockings is especially recommeuded,
because they are composed of soft and pliable material, and
if accidentally injured, the waterproofing being on the out
tide, the damaged spot can be immediately discovered and
repaired with a piece of waterproof material attached to the
outside. Ordinary fishingstockings consist of double-cotton
fabric with a thin layer of waterproof between; and as this is

a solution of India rubber in mineral naphtha, which is very
volatile, the latter soon evaporates, and when long exposed
to the air, its waterproof qualities disappear and the stock-
ings let in water in many places, the attempts to remedy this
soon making them resemble patchwork; when this happens,
the sooner they- are discarded the better. Thus, while one
pair of the thick felt fishing stockings, waterproofed outside
with due care, will last several seasons, those generally pur-
chased on account of their low price will seldom last one
season, and often not so long.
When the hot weather of summer arrives, a still lighter

description of waders would be found advantageous, but they
should be made of black waterproof material. White is as
improper for this purpose as for any other article comprised

j

in the equipment of the angler, owing to its presenting when
in the water a glaring and conspicuous appearance.
The two latter description of waders are to be worn with

brogues with worsted stockings over them to protect them
from friction.

As to fishing trousers for wading when trout-fishing, it

would be well if every fishing association, having the power
to do so, strictly forbid their use in every trout stream of
moderate size in England. They certainly give those who
wear them considerable advantages over those only provided
with fishing stockings; but fishermen who come behind one
of these amphibious sportsmen have very little chance of suc-
cess for several hours afterwards, the fish having been
thoroughly disturbed in the most secure retreats. While
objecting to wading trousers for trout-fishing in trout streams
of moderate size, it must be added that they are quite indis-
pensable when fishing for salmon in wide and deep waters, in
order to enable the fishermen to reach the haunts of salmon,
often inaccessible by any other means.

It must not be forgotten that grease of any description has
a great affinity for India rubber, immediately combining with
it; grease of any description must not therefore be used to

soften either fishing boots or fishing stockings. Now it will

probably be said that these suggestions with regard to wadera
for fishing are all very well; but that the expense of providing
three descriptions for the season would prevent many persons
from adopting them.
For those who are of this opinion, the intermediate felt fish-

ing stockings, waterproofed outside, will be the best to pur-
chase for use for the whole season; hut for those able and
willing to incur the outlay, the three pairs of the different

kinds recommended will prove advantageous.
The most expensive outfit we can possibly procure for

trout-fishing will not amount to a ruinous amount; and cheap
fishing-tackle being a delusion and a snare, those who obtain
everything of the very best quality will never regTet having
made such an investment.

Care of Rode.

Doctor Downes, whose pertinent suggestions in the Fishing

Gazette, have often been adopted, recently discussed waders

in a fruitful way, and we venture to offer his views as those

of a veteran, to our readers. He says:

Anglers are often perplexed in coming to a decision as to

what description of waders they should provide themselves
with. Now, it may be said with truth of waders, as well as
of rods, lines and flies, that one description will not prove
adapted for all purposes or parts of the fishing season.
In Devonshire, and in some other counties in England,

this begins early in February, when the water is very cold
and easterly winds prevail. While such a state of things
exist many fishermen refrain altogether from wadiug, con-
tenting themselves with fishing from the hank; bnt there are

those who have sufficient confidence in the strength of their

constitutions to wish to do so.

For such waders must meet these requirements : To keen
out the water, to exclude the cold, and to retain the heat
emanating from the human body. The Messrs. Cording, 125
Eegent street, provide fishing boots which admirably meet
all the above. They are m8de complete, in the first instance,
in the same way as fishing stockings, soles with nails being
afterwards added. Water is thus effectually excluded, and,
as the material of which they are composed is a thick leather
water-proofed outside, they both exclude cold and retain heat.
The objection often made to these boots is that they cannot

be turned inside out, so as to be easily dried when theinsides
have become moist from condensed perspiration. But when
we consider the season of the year for which they are recom-
mended, it will be found that as the insensible perspiration
emanating from the human body is theu very slight, this will

hardly be perceptible; and if the boots are made sufficiently

large and easy, the greater part of it will escape in the form
of Viipijr betweeu the boots and stnekiugs, and not become in
any degree condensed on the stockings worn under them. A
pair of flannel bags filled with sawdust is supplied with these
boots, and if put into the oven for a few hours and then
placed within them, the boots will Boon become perfectly dry

at the very most; it is perfectly safe, and the pain is nil—
absolutely nil.

In bringing the point and barb out, care should be taken
not to change the position of the hook, so that the point
should be made to travel outwards exactly in the same plane
as it got in.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps 7 sales, names claimed, presentations and deafh3
in their kennels , in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

"Whelps.

Col. S. 0. Gregory's brindle greyhound Juanita, by Lord
Bakersfield—Black Bess II, whelped four—two bitches—on
February 11, 1SS6, to Davy Crockett.

Presentation.

Colonel S. O. Gregory, Forest House, has presented a
dark brindle greyhound dog puppy, whelped Feb. 11, 18S6,
by Davy Croekett--Juanita to* Mr. Caryl 0. Wilkinson.

Sales.

Mr J. M, Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, has sold pointer puppies
bred by H. H. Briqgs, whelped April 21, 1SS6, by Vandevort's
Don—Beautiful Qneeo:
To His Excellency T. Yasuta, Governor of Ibaraki, Japan,

a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. S. Fnjii, San Francisco, a bitch, white and liver.

To Mr. J. G. Edward*, Oakland, a dog, white and lemon.
To Mr. H. A. Bassford, Vacaville, a bitch, white and liver,

and a dog, white aud liver.

To Dr. B. F. Taylor, Napa, a dog. white and lemon.
To Mr. Beecher Bassford, Suisun, a bitch, white and

lemon.
To Mr. T. L. Eobinson, Vallejo, a bitch, white and liver.

To Mr. Abe Bassford, Vacaville, a bitch, white and liver.

To Mr. Chas. Kaeding, San Francisco, a dog, white and
liver.

To Mr. J. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, a dog, white and liver,

and a bitch, white and liver.

Mr. E. Leavesley has sold:

To Mr. F. D. Black, San Francisco, the English—Gordon
setter dog Duke by Modoc— Cleo.

To Mr. H. R. Brown, San Francisco, the Irish red setter

Pat by Nemo—Nida.
«.

Names Claimed-

The approaching close of the trout fishing season reminds
me that more rods are damaged or destroyed by lack of

proper care during the winter than by actual use ia the sum-
mer. Atmosphere that is too moist or too dry is injurious to

fine rods. It laid away when damp, and allowed to dry
without attention, a rod is very liable to become curved, and
in the spring the mountings and windings are pretty sure to

be loose. Many a good rod has been taken out for the first

day's fishing and found to be worthless. If a rod is per-

mitted to get very dry it detracts from the life and strength of

the wood and it becomes brittle. Every fisherman knows that

a brittle rod is valueless. It behooves every man who owns a

fine rod to take special care in laying it away for the winter.

The best contrivance for keeping rods through the winter

which I have ever seen is a rod case which I chanced to see

the other day at Von Lengerke & Detrnold's, 14 Murray St.,

New York. It is a water-proof, air-tight case, made of heavy
compressed paper; treated with parafine and japaned. It is

mouuted with fine niokle-plated ends, has screw joint and is

very durable. The case costs only about a third as much as

those made of leather, and it seems to me to be better aud
more practical. It is compact for traveling by rail, boat or

on foot, and is an especial safeguard against atmospheric

changes. The contrivance is patented, but I did not learn

the manufacturer. I know of no more desirable case in

which to preserve fine rods during the winter.

—

Ex.

An "Old Angler " tells us in the Gazette how to remove
hooks that get into wrong places:

Seize the shank of the hook firmly between the thumb and
first finger, press the shank backward by a quick but steady

motion, without jerk, so as to cause the point to muke a

second hole in the skin opposite the hole of entrance; through

that second hole bring the barb well aud entirely out of the

flesh; now take small pliers, place one of the jaws horizon-

tally between the shank of the hook and the face of the barb,

the other jaw being, of course, on the outside of the barb, so

that the whole of the barb be caught between the jaws of the

pliers: theu break the barb off by squeezing it sharply with

and between the jaws of the pliers, giving the latter a slightly

outward motion. Then seize the bend of the hook witn fin-

gers or pliers, and gently pull the hook backward out of the

hole it made on entering. Press the wound lightly so as to

make it bleed a little at both holes, and—continue your fish-

ing. The whole operation will take fifteen or twenty seconds

For pointer puppies by Vandevort's Don—Beautiful
Queen, whelped April 21, 18S6:

By Mr. 8. Fujii:

Eeno, {pronounced Ken-no) for white and liver bitch.

By Mr. J.G. Edwards:
Hidalgo, for white and lemon dog.

By Mr. H. A . Bassford:

Bessie D., for white and liver bitch.

Va>", for white and liver dog.

By Dr. R. F. Taylor:

Joco, for white and lemon dog.

By Mr. Beecher Bassford:

Essie D., for white and lemon bitch.

By T. L. Robinson:
Esthek, for white and liver bitch.

By Mr. Abe Bassford:

Lizzie, for white and liver bitch.

By Mr. Chas. Kaeding:
Bud K„ for white and liver dog.

By Mr. J. M. Bassford. Jr:

Don Ranges, for white and liver dog.

Stjste D., for white and liver bitch.

By Caryl C. Wilkinson, near Alma.
Bingo, for greyhound dog whelped Feb. 11, 1886, by Davy

Crockett—Juanita.

In a contemporary a writer signing the initials "S. T." dis-

cusses the bench show given here in July, exhaustively, and

in a most interesting manner, but many of the conclusion::

reached we cannot accept. His critcisms of the non-sporting

classes were justified; in the sporting classes he seems to have

done injustice to some of the dogs. He says, of pointers,

setters and spaniels.
pointers.

In the larger class there was one dog, Tcm Pinch, by Wise's

Tom—Beulah, which was a very good specimeu of the mod-
ern type of his breed. His head is not quite what it ought to

be lacking, as it is, somewhat in character. His neck is

good, body good, tail fair, not carried quite as straight as I

like. He is rather leggy and light in bone, but take him all in

all he is a clean-cut, "taking" dog. If Beaufort and Tcm
Pinch were side by side and I was judging, without a

moment's hesitation the blue ribbon would decorate the

former. He is a more muscular dog, with better loins, and

looks as if he would last longer afield. Tom Pinch has a good,

deep chest, but might have more depth in the back ribs. He
is doubtless a fast dog aud a pointer, but I do not enthuse

over him, only as he appeared" better than any shown in same
class. The judge spoke very kindly of most of those in this

class. I cannot quite agree with him. They were, to my
eyes, only a fair lot. Each had some glaring fault and a ten-

dency to fox hound or sickle tail. In several the head was

woefully deficient in occipital development, not broad

enough and lacking in furrow, nnd the nose was too pointed.

In others the lips were too long or had too much flew. Imny
seem hypercritical, but not one of those was to me the fulfill-

ment of my ideas of what a poiuter proper should be; and I

always will maintain there were grander, more typical point-

ers twenty years ago than now. It is true they were heavier

made, but they showed more muscle, more quality, more
style. I don't care a penny for your long-nosed, slim-

hound-tailed pointer. Give me more character and less

speed. The famous old dog Don, owned by Mr. Vandcvort,

was shown. He is, I am told, a grand field dog, but he cer-

tainly is not a bench-show dog.

Tom Pinch, winner in the large class, is a lemon ticked dog.

My sense of color (very defective it may be) does not permit

me to fall in love with lemon ticks. If I were. a man of

wealth, owning a large kennel, never would lemon aud white

pointers be bred therein. This color has to me a

wishy-washv look, like the faded calico frock of a fit

faced chambermaid in a third class country tavern, -

ornamental fly-paper hangs over the soiled table cloth,

first pointer of any fame I ever saw to show this mai
Sensation; and this color, together with his fault
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prejudice me against bim. lhad been on tbis coast for many
years, and my eyes were accustomed to tbe liver patches and

white of the pointers left behind me. And I prefer that color

yet. Apropos of this, I may say that Mr. "Davidson quite

agrees with my opinion of Sensation and Croxteth, long ago

expressed iu your columns. I had been much amused here

to listen to tbe lavish praises of both these dogs, which be

bad never seen, by the owner of a Sensation puppy. He said

he believed tbey were the greatest pointers alive. I told him

what Mr. Davidson and Mr. C. H. Mason (whom Davidson

considers the best all-round judge he knows) said, but even

this did not convince, and he "holds the same opinion still."

Strange how some people take notions!

There were several other fair pointers shown. In the

small class Climax (Bang-Bang—Bellona) was awarded first.

I connot call him or his two companions "splendid," as does

my friend, the accomplished kennel editor of our Breeder
and Sportsman1

. No particularly glaring faults, but a lack of

auality and general style and character. I will frankly con-

fess that mauy of these dogs were only looked at in their

kennels, A glance is .sufficient for any man familiar with

pointer character. One man's vision or judgment may be
harder to please than another's; and what I have said has

been written almost with fear and trembling, lest I wound
where it would be more agreeable to appease. Because I

love my neighbor or my neighbor's wife is no reason why
their dogs should be called perfect. Although I must confess

one would be far more likely to find favor in the eyes of fboth

could one give taffy instead of truth! We all have our
ideas of form and color and style. Mine, unfortunately, are

exacting, and unless I can gratify them I prefer to be

minus the offending objects.

SETTERS—ENGLISH, IRISH, AND BLACK AND TAN.

In these classes I prefer not to go into details. Mr. David-

son may not be hard to please. He judged the classes and
made the awards, and I am certain was conscientious and
correct according to his vision and knowledge of form. But,

with all due courtesy and respect, I saw not one English
setter quite abreast with a high standard and capable of

winning in first-class company. Yon ask me where the faults

were. I respond, it would take too long to tell. They were
many and can be summed up in the five words, lacking in

quality and substance. There was not a stylish dog amongthe
lot; most were coarse in make-up and coat, and off in form. As
they went the judge, it seems to me, awarded properly.

The field qualities of many of these dogs may be splendid,

but we are not now talking of field qualities or pedigrees; it

is their show features which are under discussion. An
exhibitor said to me, when I- reluctantly, at his request,

pointed out certain defects in his dog, "but he's got a grand
pedigree and ought to win!" He did win a ribbon. Bat Mr.
Davidson did not give it to you, Mr. Exhibitor, on account of

his pedigree, but because he was better than many in same
class.

In Irish setters, my good friend Mason would have with-
held first prizes for dogs or bitches. That Mr. Davidson did
nol was owing to his desire, I believe, to place the best of a
poor lot. This may be just, but it is not instructive. Give
no dog a first prize who lacks the essential features demanded
by the standard. Heads were bad, ears set on too high in

many and very coarse, eyes of some were pale in color and of

a gooseberry hue, some nosts were black, some bodies were
bad, loins tucked up. and in nearly all the flags were too
busby and carried with a curl. One of the prize-winners,
which I especially noted, was one of the coarsest-looking
animals ever entitled to the name of Irish setter. Why, if

such a dog as Eleho, Jr., Chief, Glencho, or even old Berke-
ley, were by chance to wander hitherward, you might possi-

bly convince some of the good fellows here that, in comparison
with them, their favorites were like water unto wine or palest

moonlight to the sun's beams at noontide. Otherwise, if

judges go on awarding honors to meager merit you cannot
persuade owners they do not show clinkers. I think it would
be a grand thing if the judges of setters and pointers could
be accompanied by a No. 1 specimen of each of these breeds
whenever he visits a place like San Francisco, so far from the
great centres, and after he has judged these classes then let

emerge from his hiding place the champion of either type he
has brought and exhibit bim in comparison. This would be
a practical lesson, and with progressive men woul t effect

much good.
The black and tan setters, of which seven or eight were

entered, were so inferior that comment is uncalled for. The
winner of first in the bitch class, Maud, was fathered by a
Gordou aud mothered by a white aud liver English setter
named Juno, she byBelton II out of Belle. Great Czesar!
How could the owner, knowing this, enter her in this cltss?
How could the superintendent allow it? How could tbe judge
be so imposed on? Not oue of these animals would have
received even H. C. in good company. They ought to have been
excluded. Faults were: lack of type, form, quality. Tbey
were not black and tan setters, but mongrels.
Of the remainder of the classes there were one or two

fair (only fair) Irish water spaniels, not one typical bull-
terrier and ouly one good Yorkshire. His body color was not
quite dark blue enough for the standard, and he lacked in the
rich golden tan about the head and legs; but he was a hand-
some little dog and deserved his honors.

SPANIELS.

A poorer lot of cockers I never saw. There was not a single
field spaniel, and yet my excellent friend Mr. Davidson gave
prizes to oue black and white and one liver and white so-
called field spaniels. One of these does, Snipe, winner of
first, weighed 55 lbs., and was liver and white. The other
winner was a black aud white bitch weighing 35 lbs. Black
is the true and only color for this valuable breed, and my
kind-hearted frieud, the judge, certainly was in error when
he made any award in this class. If exhibitors would only
read "Stoueheuge," Dalziel, or Vero Shaw, they would never
make such a mistake as to enter black aud white moDgrels in
the field spaniel class. There is almost as much difference
between the true cockers aud th^ne black favorites as there is

between a St. Bernard and a Newfoundland—a difference iu
head, ears, nose, size, and in coat and color. A cocker is

shorter in back, higher on the legs, and altogether of another
conformation. I have never seen a genuine field spaniel in
San Francisco, and I doubt very much if there is a true type
of the cocker. If there is, (he undersigned will be very glad
to see him. There certainly was not one in our recent show
deserviug even a third prize.

In connection with the foregoing by "S. T.," we suggest
that the opinion of Mr. John D.ividson about our setters,
priuted this week, be read. In terms Mr. Davidson states
that the English setters shown here in July were betb r than
those he has seen nt any show since. It may be worth while
to examine the classes which he has seen and jadeed since
his visit to San Francisco. On September Sih Mr. D.ividson
judged English setters at the dog show of tho Hornell Kennel
Club at Hornellsville, New York. On that occasion twenty-
seven dogB were shown, Amongst them were Liddesdale by

Douglass—Alisa, wiuner of three firsts and a championship;
Kockiugham uy Belthus— Be.ss, winuer of first in Eng'aud
aud many first prizes and specials in America; Larue by
London—May; Marc by Prince Pucebas—Canadian Kittie;

Royal Prince by Sir Allister—Novelty; Lassie by Dick
Laveraek—Liddesdale; Foremauby Dashing Monarch—Fairy
I; Don Petrel by Don Juan—Petrel III; Lulu by Mock B.

—

Beauty, and many others of more or less iashionable breed-
ing. Some of tbe dogs are of known form and quality, yet
Mr. Davidson, admittedly a judge of setters, found them, as

a whole, not so fine as those shown here.
On Sept. 14th Mr. Davidson judged English setters at the

show given by the New Jersey Kennel Club, at Waverly,
where a class of thirty-eight of that breed was shown,
Rockingham, Foreman and Liddesdale again meeting. Knight
of Snowden, Herz, Prince Dash, Royal Sultau, Cora of

Wetherall, Daisy Foreman, and a host of others equally
good were passed upon, and again Mr. Davidson voluntarily
admits that collectively the dogs were not as fine as those
submitted to his keen judgment here. Either those shown in
San Francisco must have been exceedingly good, or the noted
dogs mentioned must have been shown in wretchedly bad
company. It seems hardly credible that a class containing
Rockingham, Foreman, Liddesdale, and others but little

inferior, could have been exctlled by the class of English
setters exhibited here in July, but Mr. Davidson evidently
believes the setters of this city to be better than we imagined.
That he differs with "S. T." is clear. Aline from "S. T."
elsewhere says that he does not condemn the setters here,
only the want of style and character in them. The points
that make character are pretty much all on which a dog is

judged, while style—if by the word is meant carriage—is
largely a matter of accident. The average animal, unused to

being shown, is naturally cowed and devoid of the pleasing,
slashing appearance which may characterize the veteran
mug hunter.

The notes by "S. T." seem to us to do both the brilliant

author and the animals written of injustice. That the gentle-
man is fond of dogs is not doubted, nor can anyone doubt
his having had unusual opportunities for seeiug typical ani-

mals of the many breeds both in America and in England.
And we willingly accord him possession of that quick, almost
intuitive perception so necessary when forming an artistic

judgment about the beauty of any animal. To those who
have read his contributions to kennel literature it need not
be said that they ar6 always eloquent. But despite the
many engaging qualities of the gifted writer, we cannot but
differ with him about the bench worth of some of the dogs
which he either ignores or damns by faint praise.

We cannot believe that "S. T." Saw the dogs under favor-
able conditions. He says that he saw many of them "only
in their kennels." We presume he would not judge horses
or cattle in stalls, and it certainly is not easier to reach a just
estimate of dog form when the animal is crouched in a corner
of the little bench compartment in common use, or is stand-
ing with lowered head, tugging at a short chain, and is only
seen foreshortened.

"S. T." refuses to "enthuse" over the winning pointer in
the heavy class for dogs, yet, of all the pointers he has seen,
selects Beaufort as the dog to beat Tom Pinch. To our
notion, if none but a perfect dog should arouse enthusiasm
dog shows would not live long. Mr. Davidson, who has
judged both Beaufort and Tom Pinch, said many times that
Tom Pinch was so good that before deciding which was best,

Beaufort or Pinch, he should feel compelled to judge them
together. It is probable that "S. T." will admit M.r. David-
son's right to the opinion, particularly since he is so scrupu-
lous in examining every animal submitted to him. "S. T. ; '

criticises some of the dogs shown as to deep flews, yet in the
next sentence intimates his preference for the heavy-headed,
stocky, deep-lipped dog of twenty years ago, of varying form
and hardly pi-epotent. He does not like "long-nosed, slim-

bodied, hound-tailed" pointers because they lack character,
yet objects to Yandevort's Don, a dog quite of the opposite
type, and necessarily a dog of fair form, because he has often
demonstrated his ability to go fast and stay long.

We quite disagree with "S. T." in estimating the quality of
several other pointers shown. Climax by Bung Bang

—

Bellona, is a pony-built dog, but is very near perfect form, to

our notion, aod shows as much of that indefinable compound
of color, skin, coat, form and style demonstrated "quality"
as any dog shown in July, and we think as much as any dog
can show. Matchless by Match—Belle, rather "runty" aud
bad in head, yet shows a deal of quality and is of good form
back from the occiput. Vandevon's Don is short in muzzle,
heavy in head, and a little wiry in coat, yet has as good legs

and feet as are desirable, and a model chest and loin for a dog
of the type. Scheiber's Lassie goes near to perfect form, aud
in our opinion is full of "quality." Mountain Boy, almost
paradoxically, is assailable almost throughout in form, yet
gives the impression of breeding and quality. Rush T. by
Sensation—Seph G., we thought a. puppy of much quality,

while its litter sisters, Donna Seusation aud Romp P., are
hard to excel in character and quality, in our opiuion. Van-
devort's Drab, a superb bitch throughout, we suspect would
near fill "S. T.V eye if he could see her off the bench, yet
she was not at all up to show form, having recently littered.

Besides these mentioned were several of marked poiuter
character, but of less quality, any of which might justify

praise. If "S. T." accepts Beaufort as nearer to beiug bis
ideal pointer than any other, we cannot reconcile the fact

with his criticism of the dogs shown here, nor can we think
he does Beaufort justice, because he prefers a coarseisb,

stocky dog, aud Beaufort, as we picture him, is rather of the
recent racy form.

As to setters, we feed bound, by what we consider facts, to

differ even more radically with "S. T." Few of the dogs
shown, it is tine, were of the type which we prefer, but to

onr eyes they were not amenable to criticism for coarseness
in "make up aud coat." It seemed to us thut the opposite
was true, and that most of the setters shown showed clearly

a closeness of inbreeding that had spindled down their bones,
and fined their coats almost into tiuffinoss, while most were
lacking iu chest, aud nearly all were poorly bark-rihued and
slack in loin. Yet there wero several of marked setter char-
acter. Regent by Royal Duke—Gift, barring a docked tail,

is a good dog all rouud, and in our opiuiou is not coarse in
makeup; Kliuker D. by Regeut—Waddin^ton's Daisy, is

all over ft setter, except at elbows; Shot by Regent—Fannie,
is well-boned, aud able-looking, not coarse; Carl R, by
Leiuster— Dart, badly shown, yet has much Better character;
Topsy by Dan—Sybil, rather small, is nevertheless all Better,

and good setter at that, Nora C, a litter sister to Kiinker
D. above mentioned, is better if anythiug than her brother,
which is saying much; Fanny by Fred—(Jypsie, is goo I oil

over; Wildflower by Cambridge—Pet Laveraok, very badly
shown, is well-proportioned and of marked quality; lii

Vernon by Rook—Daisy, light in frame, is well-balanced aud

very good. A few others might be noted as showing strong
setter character. Mike T. by Nemo—Nida, perfectly shown"
we thought, looked the Irish setter as he walked about the
ring, aud Pat O'More by Rory O'More—Nora O'More, shown
as badly as he could be, was a close second, if not better.
"S. T." says that if Eleho, Jr., were to wander hitherward
some might be convinced that in comparison with him local
Irish setters are like pale moonlight "unto tbe sun's rays.
Oue of the Irish setter shown here is a full-sister to Eleho,
Jr., being by Eleho— Voreeo, and it is quite likely is not
much, if any, inferior to that dog. It is true that of all Irish
setters she is tardy in reaching adult form, but she cannot,
unless a cull, be markedly different from other dogs and
bitches of like breeding, which are sweeping bench-show
prizes throughout the eastern circuit. We venture the
assertion that when thirty months old she will be fit company
for any Irish setter bitch Id America.

The water spaniels might hav« been iu better condition but
were all of breeding, unexceptionable breeding, and one of
them, Brian Boru, in Mr. Davidson's opinion, was near per-
fect in form, although almost without coat.

It seems that "S. T." did not give quite such careful study-
to the dogs as he would consider only proper if presenting
oue of his own for examination, and we incline to the belief
that he would modify some of his opinions if he could see the
dogs under better conditions, and when engagements per-
mitted more than a passing glance.

Mr. Dick Brooks showed us, a few days ago, his bitch Trix
by Regent-Kaedings Fannie, whelped April 2, 1SS5. She is
small, weighing about forty-two pounds, but is well propor-
tioned and a stayer. Like all of the puppies of that cross she
is a very good field dog, beside beiug" handsome.

In the advertising column this week appears the card of
Mr. H. Boyd, the well-kuown coursing enthusiast. Mr.
Boyd is an artist of rare skill, as his work now in the hands of
fanciers attests, and his fees are so moderate that any owner
can secure a first-rate crayon of his pet.

The Kennel Club.

The Pacific Kennel Club met in Parlor A, of the Palace
Hotel, on Wednesday evening, and in the absence of President
Col. Stuart Taylor vice-President Ramon E. Wilson occupied
the chair. The Treasurer's report showed that the sum of
$82.50 had been received for admission fees; S5.75 had been
expended during the month. Judge E. Leavesley of Gilroy
was elected Third vice-President and Judge C. N. Post of
Sacramento Fourth vice-President. The following new mem-
bers were admitted: C. R. Winslow, C. A. Low, Chas. Kead-
ing, J. H. McMenomy, Winfield S. Davis, T. J. O'Keeffe, C.
N. Post, L. C. Frazer, James M. Donahue, H. E. Deane, Jno!
W. Hood, Charles A. Hug, A. B. Spreckels and John F.
Lohse. The club then adjourned to meet the first Wednesday
in November.

An Opinion of California Setters.

Under date September 2-lth last, Mr. John Davidson writes
to Judge Leavesley as follows: "I suppose ere this reaches
you you have located your camp and are busy with the
quails. Would that I were with you away from this busy
crowd. I love the solitude of the glens and hills with a good
companion and our dogs and gnus along. I have not shot
my gun since my return from Mississippi last March. Very
unusual for me to be so long without doing so, but I expect
to get at work on my dogs now. / have not seen as manyfine
setters at a show in the English classes as I saw at San Fran-
cisco, since leaving there."

+-

A Note from"S. T."

Lditor Breeder and Sportsman:—Please do me the favor
to say that I do not condemn the setters here—only the
want of style and character in many.
San Francisco, Oct. 4, 1SS6. s. T.

How to Arrange and Manage a Doff Show.

Our excellent exchange the London Stock-Keeper, has begun
publishing a series of articles by Dr. H. H. Seelig, of Brighton,
Eng., an able writer on such matters, about the best method
in which to originate and mauage bench shows. Dr. Seelig is
entirely practical iu his views, and has had much experience.
We commend the first installment to our dog-owning readers
all of whom may profit by it.

Many a time and oft have I lately been asked by intending
promoters of dog shows to give them a hint how to arrange
and mauage a dog show, and in this paper I purpose to sketch
out my idea of how the object in view is to be attained.
The first thing to do is to get together, say, about six

gentlemen interested in promoting a show, fix upon a locale,
then call a public meeting by advertisement in the local press
and by circulars to the principal inhabitants of the town and
county gentry, and get the Mayor or some other promiueut
man to preside on that occasion. Let the chairman place the
matter before the public iu such a manner that it will bo
brought home to them that the holding of a show is sure to
draw visitors to the town, and that these in turn will bring
trade with them. Let the Mayor appeal for subscriptions,
and also start a Riiarantee fund in the room. Promises of
subscriptions ought also to be got before this public meet-
ing takes place aud put on the list, as it is hard to get people
at meetings to let their names head the list, whereas a good
many will not mind following that of others. The meeting
should elect from those preseut a general committee of, say,
twenty gentlemen, including tbe six original members] and
from that general committee an.executive of not more than
six members besides the secretary should be chosen, who are
to have the exclusive arrangement of the details. From these I

six gentlemen one should be selected to act as chairman, the
oue commanding the greatest amount of influence beiny pre-
ferred. This done, a paragraph stating the date of the show "

us decided upou by the committee should be sent to the
sporting papers, so as to prevent the dates of other shows
clashing with the one chosen. The secretary should then
write to all the specialist clubs (the nddresses of their secre-
taries can always be oblaiued) asking for their sunport iu tho
w-ay of giving apeoial prizes. Their auswers received, the I

committee should proceed to draw np a schedule, talcing as
a basis the catalogues of tho principle shows held during the
last twelve months, iuclndiug some, however, held in towns
of similar size as to the one where it is proposed to get thisv-
unv up. Wherever it is possible, challenge classes ought to
be yiveu, not because these classes ever pay by way of eutr*^
foes—on the coutrary they are usually a loss in that respect-
but because visitors will always prefer going to those shows
where they can see the "aristocracy of the canine breeds,"
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Should it be deemed inexpedient to divide the sexes in a
challenge class, it is most advisable to give two prizes, or even
three, if the fnnds admit of it, so that owners of champion
bitches may be induced to make entries with the prospect of

gaining a prize. In the open classes, wherever practicable,

the Beses should be divided; and where warranted by the
result at other shows of similar size as the one proposed,
puppy classes should be added. On no account should
breeds for which specialist clubs exist be omitted from the
schedule, even if only one class each be allotted to them.
There should also be a variety class pr two, divided according
to weight—over 30 lbs. and under oO lbs.—including those
bieeds not already classified, and one or two selling classes,

the price being limited to £10 and £5 respectively. In sum-
mer shows Jitter classes may be added. These are a source
of profit to the committee, a good many puppies usually
being sold at shows, from tbe purchase money of which the
committee receive 10 per cent, commission. Whilst -the

schedule is in couise of preparation the secretary should put
himself in communication with the railway officials whose
lines pass the town where the show is to be held, so as to

obtaiu such facilities as they will grant. Arrangements
should also be made fur the conveyance of the dogs from tbe
stations to the sbow-grouud, and after the show back to the
stations. Secretaries will tind that it is uiuoh better aud
cheaper to get the railway people to do this, as they can be
more relied upon than private carriers, and as their vans will

be at the stations to meet all trains, and the exhibits will not
have to wait long before they are benched. All these arrange-
ments should be stated in the schedule in a couspicuous
place, so as to "catch the eye."
The rules and regulations of the show should be simple

and concise. They should be drawn out with the idea that

they are to be strictly enforced, aud not merely copied from
the schedule of some other show, as is so often the caso. If

the show is to be held under Kennel Club Rules (and no
general show ought to be held otherwise), particular care

should be taken not to let the show rules clash with those
of the Kennel Club. The obsolete rule about plain collars

ought to be eliminated. This only applied to Birmingham
where the judging took place in private, and where people
were afraid the judges might let the name on a dog's collar

influence their decision. Nous avons passe tout cela. For
the convenience of exhibitors, the names of some respectable

hotels should be given in the front part of the schedule, and
also a table Btating what time trains arrive and depart. In
the list of judges it is better to give the names of breeds
first, in alphabetical order, and opposite to each breed that of

the judges, so as to facilitate the search for any particular

breed of dogs and its judge. The names of the president
(if possible, some couuty magnate) and viee-presidems or

patrons (I myself prefer the latter appellation), all consisting

of subscribers, should be given, including the names of the

clubs supporting the show, all in alphabetical order, so as not

to wound the susceptibilities of anyone by seeing some one
else's name arbitrarily placed above his. This list should be
followed by the names of the general and executive com-
mittees, of the honarary treasurer, bankers, veterinary

inspector and secretary, the address of the committee's
offices being also stated. On the next page, just above the

enumeration of the classes, it is advisable to state who does
the benching aud feeding, and also who disinfects the show.
I take it now that the whole schedule is ready for the printer.

Before giving the work in hand I rind out which will be the

most advantageous way to get the printing done, and thus
far I have always succeeded in getting the printer to pay the

committee for the privilege of doing the work. Thus the

committee are supplied by the priuter with from 3,000 to

5,000 schedules, and from 5,000 to S,000 entry-forms, the

weight of each schedule containing two entry and two
registration forms to be such that it can be sent for one half-

penny through the post office, an important factor in the

expenditure. The printer agrees to supply the committee
with fifty catalogues (thirty interleaved and with prizes

marked, and twenty plain ones), and besides this he pays a

bonns of from £8 to £16, as tbe case may be. In return for

this the committee allow the printer, as long as he keeps the

weight of the schedule within the prescribed limit, to get as

many advertisements aB he can procure, and the sole right

of selling the catalogue at the show. The price of the cata-

logue ought to be, if containing less than four hundred
exhibits, sixpence, a shilling if over that number, and six-

pence extra if interleaved; a certain number of the latter kind
ought to be stipulated to be on sale for those exhibitors who
take notes. Should the secretary not be able to get such
favorable terms, the other alternative remaining to him is to

invite tenders for the printing of the schedules and cata-

logues, including in the price always the proofs that are

required, and to either let out the right of advertising or get

the advertisements himself, and also to arrange for the sale of

the catalogues at the show. My first plan is the better, for

the reason that it saves so much bother and time. Whilst

the schedules are being done I get plain, unstamped news-
paper wrappers (100 for 4^d.), have them addressed at the

rate of from 3s. 6d. to 5s. p'er 1,000 from catalogues of some
of the leading shows, and from the directories of the county
and town where the show is to be held. I prefer plain

wrappers to stamped ones for economical reasons, for every
stamped one that is spoilt costs three-farthiugs, whereas a

plain one costs only a fraction of one farthing, and the task

of sticking on the stamps is not great. The proofs have by
this time been most carefully read twice, no mistake, or

hardly any mistake, is found, the required number has been
sent in by the printer, a notice is sent round to the members
of the executive committee to attend a meeting, the secretary

sees that refreshments and cigars are at hand, and all then

set to work; one folds the entry forms, another the registra-

tion form, a third slips them into tbe schedule which then
is folded by the fifth, the sixth wrapping them up and
stamping them, whilst the secrerary looks on smiling in a

happy way to see how well his executive committee work.
(So pleased is he with them that he looks after their creature

comforts, conversation flows on merrily, and when the last

schedule is ready and sent off by post all seem sorry that at

present there is no more work for them to do.
Meanwhile, many will be the letters that the secretary

will have received, and which he ought always to answer
immediately in the most courteous manner. Courtesy is a

cheap commodity, and goes a long way. Having arranged
that tbe advertisements are duly inserted in tbe sportiug,

country and town papers, bills posted in the towns and along
the railway liue, the secretary has now a breathing spell, and
must employ it to train hia temper to be like onto that of

an angel; he must try and imitate Job's patience must train

his memory so that he c;in remember what Jones wrote
about, how Browu wishes to have his little Toy Terrier

benched, etc. He will by-and-bye require his temper,

patience, and memory not to fail him. Leaving him thus
pleasantly occupied, I will break off here, giving in my next
chapter a few hints of what the hard-working secretary has
to do till the time that the entries close,

l

Some Likely Puppies.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman"

t

—Will you kindly put an
advertisement for me about the three pups I wish to sell? I

enclose you the pedigi*ee of them so far as I have it. The
breed has been, since 1S30, in Colonel Edward's family. Tbe
originals were of very pure pedigree, and he has taken great

care to preserve the breed. The dog Ranger died suddenly
last month, so I fear I shall not have auy more pups for

sale till lean get another dog from England of puie breed.

Of course I have not broken in any of these pups, but any one
understanding doing so will soon train them. I slmll be

happy to see you any time you can come here. If I can get

$20 fur each pup I will take it, as I have too many dogs on
the place and it is a heavy expense feeding them.
Agua Rica, Sept. 29, 1SS0. H. E. Boyks.

Judge Leavesley attempted to sell some setters and spaniels

on Tuesday last at auction, but dog buyers were scarce. He
had previously sold several of the dogs brought down at

private sale to better advantage, and after a farcial bid or two
withdrew them all. Carlo by Silva—Daisy, 15 months old,

went for $13.00. Several liver spaniels of Cocker—Water
spaniel blood were sold at from thiee to four and one-half

dollars each. The money bia for the dogs would not more than
pay for the food used in raising them.

Colonel Sam Beaver aud officer P. D. Linville visited the

McCue rauch in Marin on Saturday, with meagre results.

The birds seem to have been much shot at already.

The Bear Valley party—Messrs. Orr, Black and Harrison

—

had great shooting, as is usual at that choice spot.

J. M. Kilgarif aud Frank Hicks went down to the Espiuo?a
Club near Ciistroville for ducks, shooliug two days, each
bagging about twenty-five.

Dr. Knowles picked up an even dozen of ducks at Alvarado
on the third, six teal and a pair each of mallard, sprig, and
widgeon.

Collating the reports from the varioos localities it seems
likely that an unusually good quail season is before sports-

men.

Deer shooting about Alma is good. Mr. Charley Gregory
of the Forest House killed a buck on Sunday last and one
on the 4th.

An eight-pound hammerless colt gun, perfectly new, and an
uncommonly close shooting weapon, is for sale ana can be
seen upon application at this office. It is offered at a nominal
figure and is a bargain.

THE GOT.
The Fisher's Island Gun Club and the Westminster Ken-

nel Clu b at New York stocked Fisher's Island with long-legged
English hares a year or more ago, and the hares thrived
wonderfully. There are no trees on the island, and they find

coverts in the almost impenetrable shrub copses in the
hollows between the hills. Thence they emerge into the cul-

tivated fields and gobble up the young crops. When a man
comes near them they gallop across the hills, bounding like

kangaroos over obstructions, and get into their retreats. It

having become desirable to reduce their numbers, a premium
of S 1,000 was offered to the member of the club bagging the
greatest number of hares for the season of 'S6. Also a purse
of $250 for the dog which does the best field work of the
season. The sport of hunting them began September 1st, and
crack New York shots visited the island during September.
In hunting the iiares the hounds penetrate into the thickets

and drive the game out, and the hunters shoot the hares
while they are careering through the air in their astonishing
jumps. It is not easy to hit a hare in full spring, the perfor-

mance combining the fine points of both bird shooting and
fox hunting, aud the sportsmen waste a great many shots on
the Atlantic Ocean. But as the hares cannot get oft the island,

the chances of one once started for escape are limited. Hares
weighing eighteen pounds were shot in September.

The Santa Eosa Republican tells an absurd story about how
some one at White Sulphur Springs caught a "buck of

immense size " by the hind legs and dragged it down to his
shanty, where his wife cut its throat. If the Republican man
ever climbs down from the bad eminence styled tripod and
attempts a like feat he will return with an anatomy full of

holes. The toes of a striking deer are sharper than a serpent's

tooth.

Pretty much all talk among sportsmen now is of quail and
ducks. In no way can the increase in the number of those
fond of field sports be measured than by noting the prepara-
tions made for the opening day. Each year a lot of new faces

appear about the various gun stores, and with many ques-
tions and much profound deliberation secure their guns and
traps. This year it seems that tho whole generation of

youths is bent on shooting. Never has the demand for guns
been so brisk and the 6ale of ammunition so great.

All the cute old hands quietly made their purchases at

odd times, when they would not meet inquisitive people who
might insist upon specific answers as to the localities to be
visited. Probably not less than fifteen hundred persons
went shooting on Friday, Saturday and Sunday of last week,
aud in so far as information has been had from the hunters
themselves, the success of them all was extraordinary.
Several have been interviewed who disclaimed having bagged
many birds, and some have even admitted a miss now and
then, but the average shooting done has been about twelve
shells for eleven and one-half birds.

No accidents marred the opening, except to Mr. Robert
Liddle, who shot over Throckmorton ranch. A horse
unused to gun firing was given him, and when a tempting
shot offered and was taken the brute shyed and threw its

rider, shaking him up badly. The pluck of Uncle Robert
stood him in good stead, however, and he remaiued in the
field the rest of the day, bagging thirty young birds.

Messrs. David Thorns and Clarence Haight went down to

Niles and shot along the Alameda Creek, over their young
pointers Dick and Sport, getting two dozen. They report
that Mr. Haight's dog Dick showed well in the field, being
steady and having good nose. Mr. Thorns' Sport had pace
and good style, but not quite so much nose as Dick.

John De Vaull, Jr., with a friend shot Saturday and Sun-
day near Petaluma without a dog, yet retrieved five and one-
half dozen together.

Mr. Charles Laing sweltered over the Sunol hills on Sunday
returning with twenty-three quail.

Dr. Bell discarded homeopathic pellets on Sunday and sub-
stituted No. 8 shot with protit, as his bag of three dozen fat

birds showed.

Young Ted Schwerin put in Friday, Saturday and Sunday
near Haywards, killing over five dozen.

Messrs. Dick, Brooks, Charley DalL and Philip Funck, Sr.,

were also back of Haywards but found few birds, the party
scoring but seven.

Mr. Harry R. Brown, in company with Mr. H. J. Brand,
had rare sport about Blythedale in Marin county. Mr.
Brown took out his little pointer, Donna Sensation, aud was
pleased with the natural qualities of the youngster.

George Mailer, with his fine setter Carlo, hunted near
Spanishtown, bringing in about thirty birds.

The Stack party which visited tho country about Copper-
opolis reports birds in abundance on easy ground.

J. G. EAwards and Thomas Beuuet went up to Olema for

the first day, intending to throw themselves on the hospitality

of that rare entertainer, Mr. Payne Shatter.

Mr. Will Kittle is still away with Mr. John Lucas in the
hills back of San Rafael. Birds are plenty there.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

More than an average crowd was over at Shell Mound
range on Sunday last— the San Francisco Schuetzen Vereiu,
Independent Rifles and the San Francisco Fnsileers turning
out in large numbers to attend the regulai monthly medal
contests of their respective organizations.

The monthly shoot of the San Francisco Schuetzen Verein
resulted as follows: First class medal—K. Wertheimer, 422
rings; second class medal—F. Krahmann, 347 rings; third
class medal—John Plath, 340 rings; fourth class medal

—

F. Atzroth, 102 rings.

The monthly contest of C Company, Second Artillery, San
Francisco Fusileers, with Springfield rifles, at the 200-yard
target, gave the annexed as the medal winners.

AHSUAI, HIEDAL.
Sergeant Fred A. Kuhls 2C0 yards— 5 4 4 4 5-21

CHAMPION MEDAL.
Sergeant Fred A. Kuhls 200 yards-5 44454554 4-44

FIRST CLASS 2IEDAL.
Louis Haafee 200 yards—4 35445534 6—42

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
H.Brooks 200 yards—3 4 3 454444 5—40

THIRD CLASS MEDAL.
W. Wessliog 2U0 yards—3 54554354 3—41

The Independent Rifle Club held the first day of their

regular monthly prize shoot, the secondand last to comeoffon
Sunday next. Following are the best scores.

J.R.Pahl 200 yard3—

4

44444444 5-41
Lieut J. Kuhlke 2Q0 yards—

4

44544444 4-41
H. Gaetgen 200 yards—

4

54345334 5—41)

H. Stedeinann 203 yards—

3

42444444 4—37
M. Fischer 2u0 yards—

3

34454424 4-37
v. Stedemaun 2UU yards—:* 50445442 5—36
Geo. Miller 200 yards—

I

22444344 4—35
T. Lulje 2u0yards-4 44333243 2—32
T. Sauer 200 yards—

2

34334442 3—32

C. F. Waltham tried his hand at the two distances. His
scores:
Waltham 200 yards—4 5445554 54 — 45

680 yards—5 54454455 5-46—91

Poulter of F and Moore of A Company, Fifth Infantry,

exercised themselves at the 200 and 500-yard target, firing

two strings at both ranges—Moore getting 87 and 89, and
Poulter 85 and 86.

Fred. Worlh, of C Company. Third Infantry, and D. G.
Browu of F Company, Fifth Infantry, fired their guns at 200

and 500 yards for the first time in their lives, and, for begin-

ners, made records that should encourage them to keep at it.

Worth made 43 at 200 yards and 39 at 500 yards—a total of

S2. Brown got 37 at the short range and 39 at 500 yards—

a

total of 76.

F. Bechmann fired three strings at the short range, scoring

42, 42, 43 or 127 out of a possible 150. Chas. Heinbach, in

practice, made 43, 45 or 8S in two strings at the 200-yard

target.

Saturday evening last the Xational Shooting Club awarded
the prizes won in the halt-yearly contest, and after the distri-

bution the club adjourned to a restaurant, where the event

was celebrated in the same style that has made the sym-
posiums of the N. C.'s famous the country over. Following

are the prize winners: .

First prize, Edward Hovey, shooting club badge; second

prize, Peter Diers, cane; third prize, R. PZ. Palm, clock;

fourth prize, C. W. Petry, ink stand; fifth prize, J. a. Bowers
cane; sixth prize, O. Meyer, cane; seventh prize, 0. Nolte,

cane; eighth prize, P. E. Vandor, money prize; ninth prize,

W. J. Wisler, cartridge box; tenth prize, J. E. Klein, funcy

suspenders; eleventh prize, J. T. Disperry, sleeve buttons;

twelfth prize, E. H. Kennedy, necktie; thirteenth prize, W.
H. McLean, 50 Winchester shells; fourteenth prize, C. F.

Waltham, ink stand; fifteenth prize, 8. J. Pembroke, fishing

pole; sixteenth prize, J. H. Mahan, pearl handled knife;

seventeenth prize, P. E. Robertson, writing material; eight-

eenth prize, A. J. Ruddock, gun cleaner; nineteenth prize,

W. fl. Mills, cane; twentieth prize, O. H. Wescott, cane;

twenty-first prize, T. E. Carson, box of cigars; twenty-second

prize, A. Johnson, cigarette case; twenty-third prize, T"I.

Heeth, merschaum pipe and pencil. The leather medal was
won for the ensuing month by W. n. Mills.

Sacramento-

3 5

3—4b
3-41
3—41

41

Members of Company G made the following scores at th. ir

200-yard range yesterday:

Lieutenant Sbeehan 4 54433444 4- -

Lieutenant Flaherty 4 4 4

Sergeant Heflernan 4 4 (

Private Sheehan 3 6 *

Private Murray 4 6 4

Private Carroll ....4 8 4

Private Kunz 4 2 •

Private Klein 4 3 I

Honorary members 8hot as follows, same distance:

Captain Dalton 5 444 14424 4-30
Captain Coffey 4 4K544444 4—43
Captain Sheehan 5 334444 3 4 3-37
Lieutenant Miller 4 54443445 4—41
Sergeant Willi.vms 3 43444434 4—37
Sergeant Hughes 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4-42

There followed pool shooting between two teams—ouo con-

sisting of Captains Coffey aud Sheehan aud ptivat

and the other of Sergeant Mott and privates Sbetha
Kunz. The latter won by a score 01 to 51, as fullows:

Captain Coffey....3 4 -1 4 4— iu I Sergeant Mott 4 8 3

Caplafn Sheehan. 3 3 3 4 2—15 Private Sbeehan.. 4 i

Private Klein.. ..5 3 3 * 3-17
|
Private Kuuz.. . .4 1 ;. JEt- . I
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The Aristrocacy of the Turf.

"When so much attention is given to the genealogy of

the main actors in turf spectacles, it is not surprising that

there should be a like scrutiny of the forms and blood of

those who are part and parcel of the show. This may be

one, if not the main, reason for the jockey clubs in

Europe being so exclusive, requiring that membership be

only vouchsafed to those of illustrious lineage, and that

high social position is all that will ensure admittance.

There are plenty of pedigreed people in those older coun-

tries where racing flourishes. Far further back than the

time of the "royal mares," antedating even the days

when the ball was run for on Sniithfield's common, do

many date the founding of their families. By the help

of laws which were especially favorable to keeping up

class distinctions, they were enabled to retain the prestige

generation after generation, and this not only intensified

their self-importance but also taught an inferior grade

—socially measured —to believe that birth was something

worthy of reverence, reverence which was not awarded

in many cases from personal attributes, but owing to

hu^e properties handed down from a long list of

ancestors. In not a few instances the first lucky one of

the race gained the property through intrigue or by

qualities the reverse of honorable, and even the exceptions

scarcely had irerit enough to warrant the grant. There

have been deteriorations in reverse order from the breeding

of horses. "With equine advancement there was a settled

purpose to improve and an axiom that "like produces

like" was accepted from tbe era of Flying Childers on.

The main consideration was capacity to go fast and

"stay" over trying courses. Fortunately these qualities

required a certain type, which, still more fortunately, is

closely allied to beauty in the highest degree. There

came other elements of value from the care taken in

breeding horses for the race-course. Although the

aristocratic position of thoroughbreds had to be sustained

by those of clear pedigree, the commingling of blue blood

with inferior strains has resulted in bettering all classes

of horses, with the exception, perhaps, of those ponderous

animals used in heavy, slow draft. More useful, in a

literal sense, if not so brilliant as their relations of the

turf, they may be compared to the "middle classes" of

Europe which of late years are taking more prominent

places than were formerly accorded them, reaching social

positions which a few decades ago would have been

thought presumptuous in them to aspire to. They

became breeders, raced horses of their own rearing, one

of the grandest studs in England being owned by a

linen-draper, whereas under the old dispensation it

would have been considered an impertinent encroach-

ment on the prerogatives of gentlemen that a tradesman

should thrust himself into such prominence. Times

change and men change with them, and when it was

evident that racing prospered and race-horses did not

degenerate when men not recorded in "Burke" took a

prominent position on the turf, there has been a

change in public opinion. There is unquestionably a

harmony between aristocratic belongings and racing.

Dress and equipage are in keeping with the "royal

sport" and no matter how uncompromising a man may

l,o in his democratic notions, if of ordinary aesthetic

tastes he cannot fail of being pleased with the har-

monious combination. Take a well-conducted rice-course

of the present day and contrast it with those of forty

years ago, and young men could scarcely be made

to believe that such an impiovement was possible. Not

that there was a lack of a great deal to please in the old

methods of management, much that could be copied to

advantage. Tbe chief owners of race-horses in those

good old days were less intent on pecuniary returns.

Making a business of racing never entered into the

thoughts of those old-time magnates of the turf. They

bred, reared and ran their horses from the pleasure they

took in the pursuit, a joyful relaxation from the usual

routine of life, and at the same time a part and parcel of

the state of a gentleman. The Taylos, Ogles, Hamp-

tens, "Wynns, Bowies and others of the South, met the

Stevens, Craigs, Coldens and Halls of the North in

friendly rivalry with colts bred at home on the courses of

the Atlantic seaboard, while west of the Alleghanies the

gentlemen of Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama were

equally as spirited in sustaining the noblest of all out-

door sports. "While the turf of those days had a tendency

to foster an oligarchy in the way of governing officials,

it was also a democratic institution. All classes, except-

ing those under the ban of criminality or the taint of

dishonor, met on nearly a common footing, and the cheers

of artisans, small farmers and laborers mingled with

those from the throats of statesmen, merchants and

planters, rising in unison over the success of joint

favorites. However, it may have been in England

when royalty was virtually warned off Newmarket

Heath, and a few men who ranked not a great deal lower

in the Herald's College, were guilty of corrupt practices

on the turf, the old-timers of America were above the

breath of suspicion. Such a thing as a gentleman

engaging in fraudulent conduct in connection with racing

was never thought of, and in contemporaneous accounts

there is not a surmise or hint of what is a common

accusation at the present time.

Back Again.

The horses from Oakland Trotting Park which took

part in the Grand Circuit, have returned to their home-

quarters. Nearly all of them look very well, and con-

sidering their many arduous job', extremely well. The

big three-year-old Yalensin has stood his work surpris-

ingly. Commencing on the Bay District, then Santa

Rosa, Petaluma, Oakland, Sacramento, Stockton and

San Jose, these seven hard contests, most of them with

broken heats, have not left an injurious mark. "Without

a doubt he and Alcazar outrank any and all three-year-

olds when the number of fast heats are counted. This

year eclipses its predecessors in the show of trottiug

three-year-olds. California has excelled even her former

high record and shows three and four-year-olds which

cannot be equalled. Mauzanita has knocked the black

out of all previous reoords and trials, while Palo Alto

has marched from victory to victory with only one

check. Our three-year-olds at home which are worthy

of a hio-h place are not confined to the two mentioned.

Transit, Rexford and Tempest are only a shade inferior,

and it is safe to say that this quintette can be pitted

against any fine breed east of the mountains, and win

four, if not every one, of the battles. Guy Wilkes is

looking strong and as hearty as can be. He, too, does

not exhibit any ill-effects from his fast races, and he will

have plenty of supporters when he meets Arab and the

other flyers which will soon arrive. Mauou was slipping

over the ground fast and graceful on the Oakland track

last Tuesday, and fast as Allan Boy showed at San Jose

he will have to keep moving to beat her in the match to

be decided to-day. We have not liked the looks of Sister

since and before she trotted at Oakland, and though she

has come home looking none the worse, in our opinion she

might be in better ordsr. Taken together, Goldsmith's

been well-cared for

during the campaign.

English Horses for America.

From an esteemed friend and correspondent who is

now residing in London, we learn of a shipment of

English horses, thoroughbreds and coach stallions, to

Lexington, Ky. The sender is Mr. Withers, of London,

and his representative in this country is Mr. Eginont

Lawrence of Lexington, Ky. Our correspondent speaks

in the highest terms of Mr. Withers as an honorable

man and his capability as a "judge of horses." Both

are essential characteristics in this department of busi-

ness, as honesty, when not supported by thorough

knowledge, is of little avail in the selection of horses,

especially when the selection is of animals desigued for

the stud. The closing sentence of our friend's letter is,

"I need scarcely add that Mr. Withers is a thoroughly

reliable gentleman, an enthusiastic and fully-posted

horseman." Enthusiasm is on? of the most valuable

qualities in our list of points. We have yet to meet a

man devoid of this quality who was of much account.

There may be cold-blooded, calculating men who cannot

be "enthused, successful in money-malting, but these

are not the kind who do the most good. Therefore,

when that word is used in describing Mr. Withers, we

feel that there is little hazard of his sending across the

ocean an inferior lot. More than that, when taken in

connection with his other qualities, there is a strong

probability of the shipment containing some extra ani-

mals. We are promised "priced catalogues," when a

better knowledge will bp obtained of the strains of blood

sent.

Trotting on the Bay District.

In addition to the race on the regular programme
there is set for to-day two additional events. One of

these is the match between Manon and Allan Roy for

$1,000, and which came out of the race at San Jose, in

which Allan Roy defeated Sister, one of his heats being

in the very fast time of 2:17£. The general impression

is that Manon is somewhat faster than her stable com-

panion Sister, and as the latter was within half a length

of the winner in the fast heat, a very little more would

have emblazoned victory on the Goldsmith banner.

That it will be a close and exciting contest is nearly

certain, and the chances of the heats being broken will

warrant long odds. The other event is to be a trial of

Antevolo to trot three heats in 2:20 or better. This is

quite a "hard stent" for a five-year-old stallion,

especially after a season commencing the 13th of

February and extending to nearly the 1st of August,

and should he succeed will add to his former achieve-

ments. The course could not be in better order, and

there are the best of prospects of good weather. For

the past week the weather has been so fine at the Bay
District that florid euiogiums would not be out of place.

A string of superlatives could be employed in describ-

ing it and then fall short of the reality. The trotters

which are now on their journey from the East are

expected to arrive the middle of next week, and when
they join in the fray lively, very lively, will be the

tussle.

Rancocas Sale.

Of all the horses now offered for sale we would be

the most gratified to see Iroquois come to California. It

is something to have a real Derby winner among the

blood stock of this Coast. To have an American-bred,

double-eventer is something which is not likely to

happen until a delegation is sent from this side of the

continent. Any of our large breeders of thoroughbreds

can well afford the investment, as a dozen yearlings by

him from good mares will recoup the cost. Rancho del

Paso has such a grand lot of stallions that it would seem

supererrogatory to add to them, and yet we believe that

Iroquois would make a handsome return whatever the

price paid. Palo Alto or Rancho del Rio could use him
to the greatest advantage. Norfolk is not likely to be

oi service more than one year, and that to a limited

number of mares, and though we have an abiding faith

in Joe Hooker, the number of mares Mr. Winters own3

requires a choice of mates. At 'Palo Alto the loss of

Monday can scarcely be made good by Shannon and

Flood. Both are ereJited with colts which have won
], and both can be called successful, though we are

partial to the j-onnger. There are choice mares at Palo

Alto, imported and native, and well worthy of a com-

panion as celebrated as Iroquois. Catalogues of the

sale can be obtained at this office, and Col. S. D. Bruce,

of the Turfy Field and Farm, will execute commissions

entrusted to him. That he will give satisfaction to his

principals does not require any guarantee.

The Blood Horse Association.

Horse owners and horse men generally must not over-

look the fact that next Saturday, 16th hist., the entries

for the following races will close, as per advertisement

in another column. First day, Salutation purse, $400

for all ages, one mile and a sixteenth. Tuts Bay City

Stakes, for all ages, one mile and a half. Purse of $400

for two-year-old colts. On the second day, purse $400

for all ages, one mile. The Equity Stakes, for two-year-

old fillies, three-quarters of a mile. The Park Stakes, for

all ages, one mile and a quarter. Purse $400 for three-

year-olds, one mile and an eight. Ou third day, the sell-

ino- purse of $400, one nrilc heats. The Winter handicap

a sweepstake for all ages, one mile and three-eighths.

The Washington Park Club.

^Ye have again much pleasure in calling attention to

the closing o£ entries for next year's meetings of this

class and the fixed events for 1888. The last day is next

Saturday, Oct 16th. A complete description of each

stake appears in our advertising columns, to which

horsemen are especially directed. "Wo hope to see Cali-

fornia liberally represented upon all principal events of

these fraud meetings. Our horse-owners have always*

done Will at Washington Park, and they will doubtless

take every care to be well provided with entries.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. Xo replies by
moil orteleeiaph.

Kohnerville, Cal.

Please inform me if Role 52 does not apply to case answered

in your last issue under the name of "Bohnerville," and if so,

"if~distance is waived in final heat,"doas this entitle Salt-

water Jim to second money?
Answer.—Saltwater Jim was no longer in the race, and

thereforo -was not entitled to be placed. By withdrawing

before the race was finished he had surrendered all claim to a

place or to any part of the money. This is turf law and

usage all over the world. Rule 52 provides for ranking

horses that "remain in the race entitled to be placed." Salt-

water Jim did not come under that head.

Greenville, Cal.

Are Anteeo and Antevolo related by blood in any way
to Reavis' Blackbird? Was A. W. Richmond and Reavis'

Blackbird got by the same horse (Simpson' Blackbird)? By
deciding the blood question you will oblige.

Answer.—A. W. Richmond and Reavis' Blackbird are both

sons of Simpson's Blackbird.

L. C.B., Gridley, Cal.

Can you give me any information in regard to the name and

pedigree of a mare once owned by Jack Hawkins, the dam of

Baby Dale?
Answer.—We have been unable to establish her name. She

was by Jack Hawkins out of a common mare of unknown
breeding.

The Great Trot at Chicago.

purposes an imported stallion with the advantage of a turf
career in America which can be easily appreciated. He beat
the renowned George Kinney and Kinglike in the Ocean
Stakes, one of the rare occasions when that stake was not
held in mortgage by theDwyers; he beat Jack of Hearts, Little
Miuch, Buckstone, Euclid, Barnum, etc., in the Eatontown
Stakes, a race noted for bringing out the speediest horses in
training; he won a handicap at a mile and a quarter in 2: 1(H,

beating Topsey at her favorite distance and conceding her
two years; won mile heats, and was allotted 12-t lbs. in
the following year's Suburban, won by General Monroe, who
was in receipt of 7 lbs. from Pizarro when the weight was
first announced.

England's Cracks.

Clubs Win at Jerome Park.

Editor. Breeder and Sportsman*:—We have had a beautif-il

day for the race and a good attendance; 15,000 people wit-

nessed the even). It was truly a carriage day, elegant equi-

pages and beautiful toilets, and every one seeme i satisfied

except, as usual, the losers. I enclose programme marked
and time attached:

Oct. 2d.—Special sweepstakes of S20D each, and silver enp valued at

¥500.
Dick Stxnffer. cli g by Blue Bull—P. V. Johnson 1 1 1

Editor, b g by Princess—Badd Doble 2 4 2

Opal, b m by Jay Goald—J. J. Kelly 3 2 3

Jeanne tt, b in by Don Cossack —A. L. Thomas 4 3 4

Time, 2:21j, 2:23i, 2:22.

Same Day.—Grand Special sweepstakes. 5509 entrance; S3.CO0 added.
Harry Wilkes, b g—F. Van Ness 1 1 1

OliverK , bg—Budd Doble 2 2 2

Belle F., b m—W. H. McCarthy 3 3 3

Time, 2:16£. 2a7±, 2:lfli.

Chicago, October 2d.

A Superb Quintette of Stallions.

Y7.

The catalogues of the forthcoming Kancocas sale are now
baing circulated. It took many days of research, added to a

thorough knowledge of turf lineage on the part of the com-
piler, Col. Bruce, to prepare these catalogues, and a few

cursory remarks cannot begin to do justice to the excellence

of the work, and its great help to prospective buyers, who
have neither the time nor the inclination to trace up the

ramifications of any one family, to say nothing of dozens of

them.
There ought to be a scramble for Iroquois, the only

American horse who ever won the Derby and St. Leger, and
the only colt of any country who won the Prince of Wales'

Stakes in addition to the other two great races. The family

from which he descends is one of the most prepotent in the

stud book. His dead brother, Harold, begot in Harefoot a

very fast colt, and there can be little doubt that Harold would
have been a great success at the stud. Magnolia, great-

grandam of Iroquois, was a veritable gold mine to her owner,

as, in addition to Kentucky, she threw Daniel Boone, Charley

Ball, Gilroy, Victory, Skedaddle, etc. Skedaddle threw

Saucebox, Scramble, Florence B , Sly Boots, Joe S., The
Slashes, and Squeez'em dam of Day Star who beat Himyar
in the Kentucky Derby. Sly Boots threw Sachem, Leveler,

Sly Dance, and Savanac, third in the Suburban, and who, if

he had not been lamed, would, on that running, have been a

winner of many great races this year. In mentioning
Iroquois' turf career all allusion to his second to Tristan in

the Harwicke Stakes of 1883 is omitted. We consider this

one of the best tests of his ability. He had not been out in

two seasons, yet ran the best long-distance horse in England
or France a good race at a mile and a half. And such a race!

Each carried 138 lbs. over a course of which the last mile is

up hill. Just before this the famous Barcaldine, 143 lbs.,

beat Tristan, 146 lbs., at a mile and a quarter. Now, we ask

every impartial person if there, is a horse in America with a

better reputation than Iroquois.

Mortemer is now twenty-one years old. He is absolutely

the best public performer ever brought to America, ^o race

was too far, no weight too excessive. He was a winner at two
years old, and trained till he was six years old. Admiral
Rous, who ought to have been a good judge, and who was not

likely to be blinded by prejudice as he was a French horse,

declared him the best in Eoglund by 7 lb3. When he retired

to the stud he begot winners very fast—amongst others

Chanant, winner of the Two Thousand iu 1877, and a moral
certainty for the Derby but for going amiss. Then came
Verneuil (winner of the Gold Vase, Gold Cup, and Alexandra,

Cap at Ascot in one season); St. Christophe (winner of the

Grand Prix de Paris of 1S77, and other good races}, Clemen-
tine (winner of the Champagne Stakes at Doucaster at two

years old) and others. The very first crop of foals he got in

this country included the peerless Wanda, Chimera, Exile,

Unrest, Adonis. Katrine and Cholnla, while the next year's

lot embraced Winfred, Pontico, Savanao, Cyclops, Housatonic

Saluda, Restless, etc.

We now come to Dake of Magenta, one of Lexington's best

sons—indeed it would be difficult to name a better one. The
present generation of turf-goers do not recollect a great deal of

"the great Duke," as he was called. It was he who won for

the late Mr. George Lorillard his first great three-year-old

sweepstakes. At two years old, as often happens in racing,

he was no better than several, such as Perfection, Spartan,

Pride of the Village, etc.;butat three he had outstripped all

competitors in lusty health, thanks to Wyndham Walden'a

unremitting attentions, and he won every race but one in

which he ran. The exception was the Jersey Derby, won by
Spartan, who afterwards lost his form. He won the Travera

while only just recovering from a severe attack of colic.

Bramble, good horse that he was, could never beat "the

Duke;" aud it was due to the unfortunate mistake made in

sending the Dake to England that Bramble's four year-old

cup career was so resplendent.

The last of the quintette of stallions to be sold is Pizarro,

by Adventurer out of Milliner, by Rataplan. His blood is

the most fashionable that could be got if England were
searched from one end to the other. To any breeder who
will exercise his own good sense, Pizarro is to all intents and

It is probable that the great sweepstakes race between
Melton, Ormonde, The Bard and Bendigo will excite a greater

and widespread interest than auy event of the kind that hrts

been decided in England within the present century. The
race is set for the last day of the Newmarket Houghton Meet-
ing, which this season falls on Friday, October 29th, and such
is the interest already felt in it on this side of the Atlantic

that in all probability there wfll be a large American contin-
gent present. _ The race originated in a friendly banter
between Lord Hastings, the owner of Melton, and the Duke
of Westminster, the owner of Ormonde, the idea being to test

the Derby winners of 1835 and 1SS6 in a friendly match.
Since then, however, there has grown a desire to see Bendigo,
the winner of the great Eclipse Stakes, take part, and the
partisans of The Bard have urged his claims so vigorously
that it has been agreed that there shall be a sweepstakes uf

£1,000 each, Bendigo, Ormonde and Melton to carry 122 lbs-,

while The Bard is asked to carry only 112 lbs. This is as the

cable report has it, but we cannot understand the object of

the special arrangement. The weights are certaiuly very
favorable to Bendigo. This mast be apparent to the merest
tyro in racing, as he is a six-year-old, and, according to this,

has 4 lbs. less than he should carry, while Ormonde gets 1 lb.

more than he would be required. The special weights make
it apparent that the Duke of Westminster has an exalted idea

of the powers of Ormonde. Despite that colt's great feat of

capturing the Two Thousand Guineas, Derby and St. Leger,

all iu a single season, a feat only equalled three times in the
century, they should not have lost sight of the merits of

Beudigo, who is not only one of the best horses of the decade
but has proved it by more severe tests than those to which
the three-year-olds have been put.

It is the custom to make light of the pretentions of a horse
after his fifth year, but the case of Bendigo is a peculiar one.

Old horses have ceased to bear the palm with three-year olds

because they are usually hammered to death at two and three

years old. Bendigo is the most notable exception in the

annals of modern British racing. He is 'Trish-born,
:
' and

did not start at two years old. Then be fell into the hands
of a very conservative owner in Mr. Barclay. He is one of

the few—alas ! too rare—who appreciate a great race-horse,

and the honor the possession of so great a one confers upon
an owner. He never runs the horse above two or three races

during the season. Whether this is because he cannot always
"get his money on," or because he will only start nini when
he has a good chance cf winning, is a question we cannot
answer. Suffice it to say that, although the horse has started

on an average about three times each season, he has won the

majority of his races. Again, such handling as this renders

his powers conserved. Although a six-year-old, he is as fresh

in speed and stamina as a three-year-old; more so than most
three-year-olds at this season. The ease with which he
played with his field in the Eclipse Stakes at Sandown, in

July—a field composed of such good ones as St. Gatien, Miss
Jummy, etc.—beatiDg them to a standstill, demonstrated all

this. Ormonde may be a great colt, as is claimed, but he will

need to be "the horse of the century," as his admirers claim,

to defeat Bendigo at the weights. Should he succeed in

doiDg so, the Duke of Westminster can retire him to the stud,

where Touchstone, Doncaster and Bend 'Or have all reigned

in their day, with the satisfaction of having the most highly

tried horse in the world.

—

N. T. Spirit.

[Sporting World, Sept. 29th.

J

The darkest day that racing has had in this vicinity occurred
yesterday at Jerome Park. The minions of the law were
there in full force, and if the thieves, cut-throats, burglars,
bunkomen, etc., with which every great city and particularly
New York is infested, were aware of the fact that the police
were massed at Jerome Park, they must have reaped a rich
harvest.

The quarter stretch bristled with men in uniform, headed
by that faithful and immaculate public servant, Inspector
DUks. The betting inclosure swarmed with policemen and
detectives in civilians' clothes. It was generally understood
that the police were there, not alone to stop the recording of
wagers, but to prevent even wagers made by word of mouth,
and hence, under this construction, both layers and takers of
odds were eqnally liable to arrest. 1 asked Inspector DUks
whether backers would be liable to arrest, but "the evasive
answer was that the police were there to arrest anybody who
violated the law.

Altogether, Jerome Park looked, and for that matter felt, as
if there was a gathering of anarchists who had met to reverse
the existing order of things, and had dynamite stored away in
quantities sufficient to indict worse destruction on the city of
New York than an earthquake, with all its horrors, could,

create.

And yet the people who were at Jerome Park were not such
a very bad lot. It is true, in the eyes of the police, they were
an infamous lot, but viewed oy the eyes of people who are not
invested with the dignity of wearing brass buttons or carrying
a club, or who pull the strings which make the bebuttoned
and beclubbedgeDtry move, they were quite harmless. There
were only a few thousand ladies and gentlemen gathered
together to see grandly-bred racers try their mettle, and to

wager a few dollars on their opinion. That is all. They were
there to amuse themselves, and to enjoy the grandest sport
there is on the face of the earth—a contest of speed between
horses bred and trained for the purpose; but there was not a
gentleman or lady present who was not made to feel that he
or she was a criminal, and that it was luck pare and simple
that he or she was not behind prison bars.

An outrage! Of course it was aa outrage, but what is the
use of playing when clubs are trumps every time. In the
race The Club has so much the best of it that there is no use
starting against it, and thus everybody acted wisely by
scratching withont ado and giving The Club a walk-over.
There was no public or private betting. Of course, acquain-
tances made a few wagers among themselves occasionally, but
that can be hardly characterized as betting.

The veteran Judge Monson, who is not alone a thorough
sportsman but a gentleman of the good old school, fairly

shook with indignation over the state of affairs that prevailed,

but he was powerless to do anything. All he could do was
what everybody else did. denounce the outrage. I asked him
what steps the American Jockey Club proposed to take. He
replied that, of course, he was not able to state, but that a
meeting of the Executive Committee would be called for
to-day and a decision would be arrived at before Thursday
morning.
Toward the end of the racing Mr. Leonard Jerome took the

trouble to come up on the reporter's division of the stand and
informed them that on Thursday next a new system of wager-
ing would be introduced, which had met with the thorough
approval of the authorities. He declined to state what that

system was or in what way or ways it differed from the
commission system which stood the test of two trials in Kings
County, but, he said, there would be no trouble in carrying
it out.

_

Ormonde's St. Legrer.

Betting on Heats.

The toleration of this practice, and the recognition at the rn°re money than brains was found to lay 1,000

same time of the right of a driver in a race to drop a heat, ^^J* *!l5£^^^^
has, on innumerable occasions, made trotting cours9S scenes

of wholesale robbery. The right to drop a heat has grown to

be the common or unwritten law of the track. The discre-

tion conferred by this custom is used by men who would
scorn to do a dishonorable act, and they are tired of being

classed with the robber who sends his agents to buy all the

pools against his horse, then drops the heat for no other pur-

pose than to consummate the deliberately planned steal.

When the public know the ability of a horse to win a

heat they will put up ten dollars that he will do so

to one staked by the agent that he won't. The result is

obvious. One such transaction casts odium on an entire

meetina, and induces the humbugged and swindled public to

suspect the purpose of auy driver who drops a heat, though

he may have done so from a conviction that it was necessary

to win the race. To shield the honest man from unjust

suspicion from a degrading classification, and the judges from

the odium of tolerating a practice that may be used to rob the

unsuspecting, it has been found necessary to forbid the sale

of pools on heats. It is said by those who favor existing

methods, that "shut this door to fraud," and the practice of

manipulating results will be mote common and equally

lucrative. We say, ioresponse, that the powers of the judges

are ample, the opportunities for the detection of fraud that

may be practiced when there is no betting on heats is greater,

and that a few expulsions will soon convince the evil disposed

that "honesty is the best policy." If all fails then pool-sell

ing must be classed with other disreputable methods of

gambling and be banished from respectable tracks.

Trainers, drivers and breeders are not only constrained by
the principles of common hontsty to shield the industry from
disrepute, but to do so is a condition of success. They know
that its profits as well as its respectability depend largely on
the honesty of its methods and the good opinion of the public.

Veritas says, in a recent number of the Horseman, that "The
three great enemies of speed contests which steal on like

thieves in the night, at fairs, and, in fact, at meetings of

greater pretensions, are the ignorant or corrupt judges."

The permanence and success of the interest demands that

those in authority shall be honest, firm and intelligent. The
driver who finds these qualities in authority without satis-

faction and cordial support, is uudermining his own \ iui and

fig tree, and will find it bare and bareu in his ol i age when
otherwise it would have afforded him shelter and sustenance.

—Kentucky Stock Farm.

Losnos", Sept. ISth.—Paradoxical as it may appear, Or-
monde was at once the success and the failure of the St. Leger,

for without him there would have doubtless been a lot of run-
ners, with no interest whatever attaching to the issue, while

his presence of itself went far to sustain the prestige in the

affair. The horse started an unprecedently hot favorite, and
hence there were some curious bets upon the issue. A lot of

money was betted at 5 to 2 against placing them, and whereas
100 to* 30 was laid on St. Mirin obtaining a place, one with

to 60 twice
Here, loo,

may be noted another sensational bet during the week, viz.,

4,000 to 1,000 laid by a plunger on Ganzerschiff.

Ormonde, after his arrival at Doncaster, was criticised in no
very complimentary terms by a great number of people after

they had seen him at exercise on Tuesday morning, when,
in consequence of the extremely oppressive atmosphere, the

horse, who is a free sweater, broke out profusely, as even did

those who stood still watching the proceedings. He was
described as a fat horse, was stigmatized as coachy, and John
Porter was roundly abused for having brought his

charge to Doncaster only half-trained. Utter confusion, how-
ever, awaited his detractors on Wednesday, when he rolled

home without an effort, and, upon pulling up, was so little

distressed that he would not have blown a caudle out.

In finishing second, St. Mirin exactly corroborated public

form as gauged through the Derby, but easily as the son of

Hermit and Lady Paramount beat Exmoor and the others, it

is impossible even to guess how much weight would have
been required to bring him on a level with his conqueror,

whose vast superiority to all other three-year-olds entitles him
to rank very high upon the roll of equine fame, for there is

no getting away from the fact that The Bard showed himself

a clinker in the race for the Manchester Cup.
The race itself is easily described. After one breakaway

the seven horses were started on even terms. Exmoor was
the first to break the line, and was followed by Coracle, St.

Mirin, Lord Lu-nley, Ormonde and St. Michael, with Easiug-

ton last. Approaching the mile-and-a-half post Easiugton

drew up to St. Michael, and at the post Exmoor held a clear

lead of Coracle, a wide interval separating the pair from St.

Miriu, Ormonde and the rest. Kxcept that the favorite ran

into third place just before they were out of sight, no ma'erial

change occurred until prior to reaching the butts, when
Coracle joined Exmoor, Ormonde lying next jnst clear of

Easington. Coricle then took up the running, and main-

tained his position until five furlongs from home, where,

without an effort, Ormonde made his way to the front,

followed by St. Mirin, Coracle at the same time giving way.

After rounding the bend St. Mirin made an attempt to join

Ormoude, who simply can tere 1 in aa easy winner by four

lengths; Exmoor was a bad third, St. Michael was fourth,

a sixth and Lord Lumley last.

Chinn & Morgan sell all of their Tacing stock during the

Latonia meeting and will confine their attention to breeding.

Mr. F. Faucher. an Eastern trainer of experiet

California iu search of business. He will be in tLU

ing the Bay District Meeting, and may be seen 1
;

nient at this office by any parties seeking a trainer

breeding faim ox xace-courses.
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Kin? of Norfolk.

The appearance of the King at Sheepshead Bay as a selling

plafer, and the sale of the colt after winning the race, have

be -ported by telegraph last week. The Sporting World

gives the details of the race:

Sept. 22d. -Fourth Race.—A sweepstakes for three-year-old?, of S25

eaco, with $750 idded; the second to receive 8200 out of the stakes; the

winner to be sold for S5.O00; ifior?4,00ii allowed four pound?; if for

N nved seven pounds; §2,000 twelve pounds: 1 pound allowed

S20U less lown to SI ,000. which shall be the minimum selling

beaten horses not liable to be claimed; horses entered not to be
so d to earn- 7 pounds extra. One mile and three-sixteenths.

R.P. Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk bv Norfolk-Marion, $2,000,100

jlv O'Brien 1

S S Brown's br c O'Fallon by Harry O'Fallon-Grace Darling, £4,000

114 lbs Fitzpatrick 2

le Bios.' ch g Birthday bv fiienelg—Vitality, $2,000, 103 lbs.
Godfrey 3

Dwyer Bros.' b c Ponlico by Mortemer—Agenoria, $3,000, 111 lbs.

McLaughlin
"W Oloey's br g Pasha by Saxon—Pappoose, $1,40", 100 lbs Martin

C Boyle Jr.'s ch g "Wildwood by Atilla— Wild Rose, $1,000, 98 lbs.

Steppe
Time, 2:04.

Betting: Even against O'Fallon 3 to 1 Birthday, 5 to 1 each Pasha
and Poutico. 8 to 1 King of Norfolk and 10 to I Wildwood.

Place: 5 to 2 on O'Fallon. even against Birthday, 7 to 5 Pontico, 2 to

1 Pasha, 3 to 1 King of Norfolk, 4 to 1 Wildwood.

Pasha was first away, but Pontico at once took the track

and at the stand led a neck, with Wildwood second a length

ami a half in front of O'Fallun, Birthday bringing up the

rear. At the quarter Wildwood led a neck, with Poutico

second a length in front of Pasha, Kiug of Norfolk fourth.

Along the back stretch the entiie Held took close order, and at

the half Wildwood led a half leugth, with. Pasha second a

length in front of Pontico, O'Fallon fourth. Pontico again

showed in front at the head of the stretch, but when well

straightened out O'Fallon drew out followed by Pontico, King

of Norfolk and Birthday as named. Under the whip King of

Norfolk drew out and won by two lengths, O'Fallon second, a

length, in front of Birthday who came very wide in the

stretch. The winner was sold to J. H. Harbeck for §2,025,

525 over the entered selling price.

On the following day the King won at Prospect Park for his

new owner.

Fourth Race.—The Parkville Handicap, for three-year-olds and
upwards. $25 each, or $10 if declared; the club to add $1,000, of which
g25fl to ? Qconi and $100 to third. One mile and an eighth.

J H Barbeck's ch c King of Noriolb, -i, by Norfolk—Marion, 98
'

.' MoCarty 1

G. B. Morris' b c Favor, 4. by Pat Malloy—Favorite, 113.. McLaughlin 2

H. J. Woodford's b g Barnum, a, by Bonnie Scotland—Charlotte

Thompson, 119 Garrison 3

J. & J. Christy's ch g Bonanza, 4, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn, 108
Hamilton

E Corrisan's ch f Lizzie Dwyer, 4, by King Alfonso—Lilly Duke. 107
Fuller

"W. B. Jennings' br g Ten Strike, 5, by Ten Broeck—Mannie Grey, 106
Meihan

Time, l:Soi.

Betting: 8 to 5 against Favor, 2 to 1 Barnum, 5 to 1 Bonanza, 7 to 1

Lizzie Dwyer, 10 to 1 King of Norfolk, and 12 to 1 Ten Strike.

Place : 6 to 3 on Favor. 10 to 7 on Barnum, 8 to 5 against Bonanza, 2

to 1 Lizzie Dwyer, 4 to 1 King of Norfolk, and 5 to 1 Ten Strike.

Bonanza was 6rst to show to a good start, with Ten Strike

Becondand Favor third. As they passed the stand TenStrike

led by half a length, with King of Norfolk second a length

and a half in front of Bonanza, Favor and Barnum next. At

the qnarter nost Ten Strike had increased his lead to a length

and a half, King of Norfolk second, two lengths from

Bonanza, Barnnm fourth lappe I by Favor. At the half they

took closer order, but there was no change in the positions.

At the clnb-house turn Barnum began to move up, and
nearing the three-quarters he got to King of Norfolk's bead;

Favor was then third, a length behind. In the stretch

Barnum gained a slight advantage, A furlong from home
Favor overhauled him. The two then began a desperate

final struggle, but in the last hundred yards McCarty brought

King of Norfolk up with a linal effort, and won on the post

by half a length, Favor second, a short head in front of

Barnum.

Easy Winnings.

The stakes of the National Association of Trotting Horse

Breeders were trotted for at Albany, N. Y., Sept. 21st and 22d.

The record is;

Sept. 21.—Stallion Stakes; foals of 1882. Value $1,540.

Manzanita, b f , i, by Electioneer—Palo Alto Stock Farm wo
Time, 2:24.

Same Day.—Stakes for mares and stallions of any age, and for geld-

ings of five years old or under only, never having beaten 2:40. Value

$375.
Palo Alto, h c, 4, by Electioneer—Palo Alto Stock Farm w o

Time, 2:24.

Same Day.—Stake for foals of 1881. Value S730.

Chimes, b c by Electioneer—C. J. Hamliu wo
Time, 2:48*.

Same Day.—Stakes for foals of 1S83, by stallions wbo3e get had never

beaten 2:30 at three years old and under. Value 81,100, Mile heats.

Sunrise Patchen, b c by Seneca Patchen—Patchen Stock Farm ... 11
Kutbreaker, b c by Nutwood 2 2

Time, 2:30,2:30.

Sept. 22.—Stakes for three-year-olds. Value ?^15.

Clayueld.bc by Harry Clay—Middletown Stock Farm wo
Time, 2:52.

Same Day.—Stakes for four-year-olds never having beaten 2:15.

Value $340.

St. Bel, blk c by Flee tioneer—Palo Alto Stock Farm wo
Time, 2:f5.

Same Day.—Stakes for mares and stallions of any age and geldings of

flvi years old or under only, never havinc beaten 2:30. Value ?4J5.

Volmer.be by Gambeita—S. D. Kitrredge 2 111
Hartford, be by Harold— J. C. Brown 13 2 2

Lucy Walter, bm, by Sir Walter—T. Kilpatrick 3 2 3dis

Time, 2:27 T , 2:28, 2:2y, 2:26.

Same Day.—National Trotting Sires Stakes; for foals of 1883-

Value £925.
Sphinx, b c bv Electioneer—Palo Alto Slock Farm wo

Time, 2:39.

fcamc Day.—Stakes for five-year-olds never having beat 2:45. Value
$295.

Cypress, ch s by Kentucky Prince—C. Bassini wo**
Time, 2:52*.

Same Day.—Annual Nursery Stakes; for foals of 1883. Value -?1, 170.

Sphinx, b c by Electioneer—Palo Alto Stock Farm w o
No time.

Same Day.—Everett House Stakes; for foals Of 1883. Value 81,050.

Crescendo, ch c by Mambrino Dudley—J. H. Shults 1 1

EaBt Brtfnev, ch c by Touchstone— J. O'Rorke.... 2 2

Time. 2:47i, 2:45j.

The following seven sons and daughters of the dead George

Wilkes have joined the 2:30 list this season; B g Ira Wilkes

(pacer), 2:22|; blk m Qneeu Wilkes, 2:23:j; b g Wilcox (pacer).

2:24; b m Favorita, 2:25j; b h Favorite Wilkes, 2rf2oj; bg
Richard Wilkes, 2:29A; b m Mattie Wilkes, 2:30.

"Krik," in a masterly article in the New York World, points

nt that the differeuce of climate, of seasons, of fashion, the

i tor dates and the enormous extent of our raciug make
: formation of a national jocky club with power overall

* our courses an impossibility.

Anent the Turf Reporter.

What a wondrons change iu racing these latter *

an industry it has become, to be sure! Who would believe

that scarce twenty year3 ago the reporters woul-1 never think
of going into their stand unless as decorously gloved as

though at a state dinner? Why, a gentleman well known as

"mine host" of one of New York's famous hotels, and who was
also in his day a celebrated starter, would not think, when a
reporter, of beginuiug a meeting at the old Metairie Jockey
Club of New Orleans without first having purchased a brand-
new pair of lavender kids.

In those days the reporters' box was located in the very
midst of the most fashionoble part of the stand ; in fact, it was
the "beauty's corner," and in that spot all that was noble, all

that was gallant, all that was aristocratic, all that was notable
was g ithered within the range and pen, and on equal footing

with the reporters. Did Miss Kavisliingly Beautiful, escorted

by Mr. Faultlessly Attired, visit the track, theu the day's
programme was not fully carried out unless the famous visit-

ors were introduced during the afternoon to the celebrated

Mr. Userpeu of the Glorious Gusher, and Mr. Sharpencil,
the representative of the Daily JS'oe'rcount.

Then, too, remember the caste. Mr. Howard, of Louisiana
lottery fame, was wealthy as Croesus. But he could not j tin

that old Metairie Club because of his marital relations, which
were offensive to pure society and therefore offensive to jockey
club morals. He tried and tried again without success, and
found, at least in those days, money could not buy every-

thing. It could not buy the entree to that famous old club.

But money could ruin the club. Mr. Howard finally got marl,

and towering aloft in his great wealth declared he would
turn that race-course into a grave-yard. And he kept his

word.
In later days, too, the decorum of the press stand was vigor-

ously and zealously maintained. The old-time sporting
reporters would put in their appearance at the opening of the

American Jockey Club's spring meeting, attired in a brand-
new suit of elolhe>. True, the lavender gloves and silK hat
had disappeared, but the white hat reigned as uncompromis-
ingly. For many years Uncle Jo Elliott and his side partner,

H. G. Crickmore, appeared on the first day at Jerome Park
with new white hats. They would not wear them one day
earlier; they would as soon thins of leaving note books and
pencils behind once the first day of the meeting was at hand.
And in the fall, too, once the Jerome Park autumn meeting
began white hats were discarded, and natty looking black hats
took their place. When the Coney Island Jockey Club was
inaugurated a change of custom was made, its spring and
autumn meetings making the red-letter days for the regulation

of headgear.
But now all this is changed, and the reporter selects usually

his shabbest suit in which to go through the fatiguing routine

of his racing season. Old clothes, clothes that do not show
the dust, and clothes that are the most comfortable are now
used by the devoted slave of everyday racing. Leon N.
Salmon's boutonniere, plucked fresh and bright from his own
Brooklyn garden, has given place to a brown linen duster and
a pepper-and-salt colored straw hat, while some of the boys
actually get down to their shirt sleeves on some of the blazing

hot days of summer.
Of course there are a few aristocratic repor beg pardon,

turf writers, I mean, left, but very few. There are one or two
still left to sit in the members' stand and exchange confidential

horse talk with the nabobs of the turf, who believe the racing

should be concluded early enough to allow of them reaching

home in time for an early dinner, bo that a refreshing even-
ing's rest can be obtained prior to the next morning's arduous
work of making their reports from the daily papers. 1 am
told the principal objection to the Brooklyn Jockey Club's

new track in the miuds of these one or two young gentlemen
is because there is no reserved stand, and they don't want to

mix with those daily reporters, you know.
But the average every-day reporter has to work downright

hard, many of them for the past few years having visited a

race-track every day in the season, barring Sundays, from
early in May until well on iu November.
On Wednesday last the veteran reporter Jo Elliott put in an

appearance on the new track of the Brooklyn Jockey Club.

He wondered and wondered at the enormous changes that

have been wrought on the ground, every foot of which he was
familiar with under its old surroundings. It was his first and
only visit to the race-course this season, I believe, and he
looked as if he thoroughly enjoyed it. The old gentleman
looks stout and healthy, a thorough patriarch in appearance,
and his memory is much better than during the early days of

his illness.—JV*. T. Letter.

Nutwoods up North.

Last year Mr. F. L. Duncan left California and headed
northward in search of a home. He traveled overland
through eastern Oregon, and not finding a suitable location,

finally, after many months, reached Walla Walla, and like

everybody else that is fortunate enough to ever visit that

locality, at once exclaimed "Eureka." Among other valuable
auimals Mr. Duncan brought with him a five-ye nr-old chest-

nut mare, Mamie Comet by Nutwood, son of Belmont and
Miss Knssell, mother of Maud S. and Mignonette, bay tilly

one year old, by Antelope, son of Nutwood, dam by Nut-
wood. Very soou after the State Fair entires had closed

{May 1, 1686) both of these new comers entered—Mamie
Comet, by H. S. Hogoboom, who had already leased the
mare for the season, and the other by her owner; Mamie
Comet in the 3:00 and 2:45 classes, and Mignonette in the
two-year-old race. Tlie reports were quietly circulated thtit

these two would virtually have a walk-over. They were
also entered in the races at Butte City and Helena, Montana,
where they first appeared in a race, both winning, the time
being so slow that but little attention was paid to them.
Regarding the performances of the mare and filly at the State

Fair we refer the reader to our report of the races in this

issue. In this connection we will say that they have only
attracted the people, for it is clear to all that neither of them
has as yet done more than to give small samples of what she
is able to do. At the close of Mamie Comet's race, when she
distanced the two others and made her 2:23$ record, with
one of her boots loose on her foot and flapping around as

though it was fighting the bot flv, she was sold to Isaac Ellis,

Esq., of Olympia, for $3,500.
Saturday morning, the lust day of the Fair, Mignonette, we

are told, trotted better than 2:40, and shows fractions of a
mile at the rate of a 2:24 gait.

They are truly wonderful animals, and both Mr. Hogobsoru
and Mr. Daucau have proved to the people of the
Pacific that they know how to bring a trotter to a race, for

neither Mamie Comot nor Mignonette made a skip. Mr.
Duucan owns both of Mignonette's parents, also a full sister

to her.

—

Rural Spirit.

W. Maney, the jockey, is ruled off the course for foul

riding at Philadelphia,

A New Plunger.

During the past season the turf book-makers have been
to content their souls in comparative peace. Numer-

ous combinations have been formed to " break them," but the
goddess of good lack has invariably seen to it that her
children of chance were, at all times, snugly rocked in her
cradle after every day's races had been run, lost and won.
The daring and reckless Walton, surnamed "The Plunger,"
hud for a time succumbed to his fate, good, bad or indifferent,
whatever it might be, and he no longer was a spectre of dis-
aster to haunt the roseate visions of fortune that constantly
dance before the professional book-maker's eyes. Time and
oft had he in the past blighted many bright hopes by his reck-
less but lacky plunging into the sea of uncertainty that
surrounds the sport of the race-track.

" At last," said the book-makers, "he has been engulfed
and he will trouble us no more."
Appearances have indicated that the book-makers have,

indeed, had cause for congratulation in the sudden and
mysterious disappearance of Plunger Walton from the leading
race-tracks of the country. Only last season he was a promi-
nent figure at Saratoga, Monmouth, Sheepshead Bay and all

tUe important tracks of the country, but, although occasion-
ally seen thisyear.be suddenly dwindled into such insig-
niticance that no one has considered his movements worth
noticing The book-makers have rejoiced with an exceeding
joy that their ancient enemy has been squelched.

Foolish, trusting mortals! It never occurred to them that
his counterpart could arise and that he would prove a verit-
able terror, surpassing by a long way in dash, in boldness and
in luck the great aud original plunger of the American and
English turf. But he has—from among a people least likely
to produce such a man.
His name is Samuel Dinkelspiel. He is engaged in the

insurance business in New York, and its chance-taking char-
acter no doubt inspired him with the idea that there was luck
aud money in anything for him who had the nerve and bold-
oc.ss to try. The long list of turf speculators who had won
fortunes rapidly on the race-track and then as quickly lost
them, did not deter him from trying his fate in the same
treacherous way.
The past spring, shortly after the opening of the racing

season, he put $500 in his pocket, and going to Saratoga
engaged quarters at the United States hotel. It was noticed
by the Paul Pry guests that his favorite part of the news-
paper were the columus devoted to racing matters instead of
stock and general business affairs.

His immaculate shirt front at all times glistened with "gems
of the purest ray serene," his dress being of the latest pattern
and make. His quiet and aristocratic bearing made him an
object of interest and inquiry among his fellow guests. It

was hinted that he was a foreigner of great distinction, per-
haps a scion of the Kothchild's, imbued with a love of the
turf, who had coni6 to America to gratify his passion. He
paid no attention to their gossip, but kept his counsels
entirely to himself and bided the time to reveal himself in the
line he had marked out for himself as the daring, most reck-
less and most successful speculator on the American turf.

As soon as the horses that were to take part in the summer
racing programme began to arrive, M. Dinkelspiel began to
develop a deep interest, separately and severally, in their
condition, pedigree and records. The jockeys and stable
attendants never suspected that he was other than a gentle-
man wholly absorbed in his love of the turf, so unobtrusively
and quietly did he put his inquiries.

On the opening day of the races at the Springs he burst
upon the book-makers like a meteor of chance, dazzling them
by the way in which he backed obscure short horses.

"I'll bet you $500 on this horse," he ordered; naming an
animal that had never accomplished anything more than
commonplace, and against whom heavy oddshas been played.
The knowing ones smiled at what they considered the "silly

foreigner's folly," and predicted that his diamonds and fine

clothes would soon be in charge of his uncle if he made a few
more such foolish bets. Dinkelspiel heard their commenta
and paid no attention to them, satisfied that it would be his
time to smile last to good purposes.
At the conclusion of the race it was seen that he had won,

and his good judgment was warmly praised. In ail of his
ventures thereafter he was accepted as a criterion of good
luck, and the book-makers after had cause to regret hi3
appearance among them. He sent for his family and installed

them at the United States Hotel and kept them in a style equal
to the best in Saratoga. His elegant turnout, as it rolled down
the road to the races, mounted by uniformed coachmen and
footmen, was the envy and admiration of many owners of fine

equipages.
Leaving his family in the grand stand he would haunt the

paddock aud the pool booths until the close of the day's
sport, invariably returning to the hotel at night with his

pockets bulging with the proceeds of his luck. At the close

of the Saratoga season he appeared at Sheepshead Bay, and
here good fortune still attended him.

Dinkelspiel is a medium-sized man of trim, neat figure.

His head is covered by wavy black hair, and his keen black
eyes are on the lookout all the time for the main chance.

"He's a dandy aud no mistake," is the verdiot of all the
book-makers.

Beaconsfleld's Bad Luck.

Beaconsfield, after a protracted period of idleness from acci-

dents, epezootic aud what not, started in & race at Prospect

Park on September 20th, but his unlucky star has not yet set.

The Sporting World describes how a circumstance done up
the big horse :

Hamilton, who had ridden an extremely clever race on
Wickham, made a very unfortunate blunder in the next event,

a mile and a sixteenth. He had the mount on the California-

bri l BeaoonsOeld, who has been so" singularly unfortunate
this year, although lust year he proved himself a very phenom-
enon of speed. It was only late this summer that he could
be really trained, and, though coming very fast, is not yet up
to the mark. For yesterday's race Ada D. was at first a hot
favorite, scarcely anything being backed outside of her, except
Richmond for a very little. After a few minutes, however,
tho money came on him so strongly that the odds against him
went toppling, and he closed at 2 to 1.

The start was au excellent one, but somehow Hamilton did
not watch the advance flag, and kept his eye on Mr. Sheridan,
who was waiting to see whether they would be all close

together as they passed him. Hamilton, presumably think-
iug that there would be no start, pulled up, aud before he
realized the situation the others were far away. Then Hamil-
ton for an instaut seemed to debate iu his mind whether to go
on or to canter over the course. Meanwhile the others kept
on until at the quarter pole he was fully fifteen lengths

behind. At this point Richmond led a length and a half,

Duke of Montalban second a length in front of Ada D. The
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pnce, however, was very slow. Along the back stretch Ham-
ilton made up his mind to race for it, and then he sent his

horse up with such a rush that at the balf-mile pole he was
only two lengths behind. Duke of Montalban then led a

head, with .Richmond second a lengthin front of Ada D. On
the far turu the entire field took order, Beaconsfield being

right up with the leaders. In the stretch Montalban retained

his lead, but now Ada D. came up very strong and wearing
down all opposition won cleverly by a length from Dake of

Montalban. Under the whip Richmond came again, and Duke
of Montalban just managed to get second place by a neck.

Beaconsfield was close up.
A number of escited individuals rushed up to the judge's

stand and wanted all bets on Beaconsfield declared off. Others

wanted the entire race run over again; still others blamed the

starter, while the scandal mongers shook their heads omin-
ously and said that there was another African buried some-

where. All this was the veriest nonsense. Beaconsfield was
heavily bacfied by his own party, and no fault could be found
with the start. Hamilton simply made an unfortunate mis-

take by not looking ahead, bat the lad, who usually rides so

well, should not be unduly censored for this, for the best of

men are liable to make a mistake.

Where he did make a grievous mistake, however, and
whioh, experienced jockey that he is, he should not have
made, is that after he had no earthly chance to win he should
have so thoroughly exposed the horse, and thereby the owner
will suffer, for no hiudicapper in the country can get away
from that turn of speed. Mr. Clifton Bell has had to keep
his horse a year in practical idleness. Just now, when he
could be of some use before weight is clapped on him his

path is made hard. This is hard lines. As regards the

demand for declaring bets off that was absurd, and utter

unfairness and silliness is hardly worth pointing out.

tion of the parts, the animal being young and all the parts

flexible aud capable of being influenced. Great care must be

exercised, however, to not overweight, or the result will, of

course, be harmful instead of beneficial. It is not at all likely

that any marked change could be produced even by this

method of treatment when the subject has become sufficiently

aged for the parts to be thoroughly settled and strengthened in

the deformity, but it is worth a judicious trial upon every
young horse so afflicted.— Wallace's Monthly.

nourishment. The digestive process requires the expenditure

of a considerable amount of force, and only what is left after

this is available for labor or for gaining flesh. Grass, being
soft, often scours horses, and this is always very weakening.

Quinine in the Stable.

During the State Fair at Salem, Or., Jay Beach sold to W.
McConneil, of Yreka, Cal., bay mare Wanda, 5, by Alta-

mont, dam Maud by Mike, son of Vermont. Also a bay
mare, 5, by Altamont, dam Ribbon by Vermont; grandam
Young Kate by Black Satin; great grandam Old Kate, dam of

Barney (record 2:25) and Ella Lewis (2:27).

John Pender, of Vancouver, and E. J. Jeffrey, of Portland,

have sold to Van B. DeLashmutt, Portland, Nautilla, blk f,

3, by Eockwood, dam Old Fly by Fly-by-Night; price $1,550.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Straightening the Back of a

Horse.
'Hollow-Backed"

Many farmers find themselves occasionally in possession of

a horse or full-grown colt that is very hollow in the back

—

sometimes called "sway or swale back," in which the spinal

column does not preserve the true line from front to back.

By some it is considered an evidence of weakness, either

inherited or the result of an accident; by all it is considered a

disfigurement of the animal, and consequently the market value
of tbe disfigured animal is lessened. I do not remember ever to

have heard it called an unsoundness, however, nor have I ever

knowu of men inquiring for or recommending anyremedy forit.

Seeming to take it for grauted that it could not be helped, it

is passed by without au effort to straighten it. Thinking per-

haps a statement of a case in my own experience will be of

benefit to our readers, I will relate the facts. Horses other-

wise well formed and of desirable quality are, on account of

this one point alone, depreciated in selling value at least

twenty-five per cent., and the chances of sale are reduced
even to greater per cent. Now, if such defects of contour
can be successfully obliterated it is certainly worthy of every

breeder's attention, as it will greatly increase the salableness

and value of such animals, especially if the remedial process

is simple, inexpensive, and easily applied, and it certainly is.

But I will state the case to which I have referred. Some
twelve years ago I bought a three-year-old colt—a gelding, of

very fair breeding, excellent harness qualities, handsome
blood bay with black points; a fellow of stylish carriage and
fine disposition—indeed, a very remarkably desirable horse

in every respect except that he was very low in the back.

This fault did not seem to hurt him for work in harness,

though the breeder from whom 1 got him would not allow

him to be saddled because of the supposed weakness of

his back; but the faulty contour made him unsalable, and this

was the reason I became his owner at the low price of ninety-

five dollars for an otherwise handsome horse, perfectly sound,
full 16 hands, and over 1.10U pounds at three years old—ahorse
that but for the extreme unfavorable curvature of his spine

would readily have sold for $200 or more. My professional

duties at that time required that I should frequently travel in

the saddle instead of baggy. For some time after getting this

young horse I hesitated to mount him because of the com-
mon notion that I have already referred to, and I did not
wish to subject him to more than he could easily do, or inflict

on him anything akin to cruelty; yet it did not suit my con-

venience to leave him in the barn at such time, and having
added to this the too-frequent comment of others that "it was
such a pity so fine a horse should have such a back," which
soon became annoying, I was led into a careful study as to

whether it would be possible to remedy the defect, and if so,

how?
I finally concluded that if the theory that people who are

in the habit of carrying heavy parcels on their heads derived

their erect carriage from such custom was correct, and the

recommendation of certain physicians to patients afflicted

with curvatures to engage reasonably in the practice of

weight-carrying was wisdom, it must be that the same theory

would hold good in regard to horses. Accordingly I resolved

to test the matter, though with proper care to not overdo tbe

treatment. This was in the late fall, at the beginning of bad
roads, and as weeks passed I could see the back coming
up to a truer line, yet sometimes would conclude it was
only my imagination arising from my anxiety for success.

But after tbe spring began to appioach one could plainly see

that the remedy was all I had hoped for. I had noticed people

did not speak so often of his "low back," and finally i spoke
of my effort, aud that I thought it was succeeding. Before

good roads came in the spring Uan's back was as straight as

the most fastidious could desire, and the man who bred him
aud all my neighbors conceded it was unquestionably weight-

carrying that had caused the cure.

As the horse-buyers besau to gather up animals suited for

the cities that spring, I had many chances to sell to men who
would not have bought him before at any price. I kept him
about a year longer and then sold him to a bnyer from this

city. I was than living in Northern Ohio. I have dince rec-

ommended this course privately to various gentlemen, who
have applied it successfully. It is simple, easy to apply, and
accords with natural law in its principle. The exertion to

support the weight placed upon it results in a gradual eleva-

When an animal comes down with the distemper, says the

American Cultivator, it should be placed in a quiet, comforta
ble enclosure, where there is an abundance of pure air and
sunlight. At this season of the year the windows ol the stall

should be covered with a netting of some kind to keep out
the flies, which are very annoying even to a healthy animal.

Feed upon cut grass and bran mashes, with an occasional

mess of apples or potatoes. Most horses will prefer

the former. Sour apples sometimes appear to have
a better effect than sweet fruit in cases of distemper.

Medicines should be given with caution. Quinine
is one "of the latest aud probably the most valuable of

remedies for distemper. In a communication to tbe Win*
terset Madisonian, Mr. L. Broadhead, well-known throughout
the country as the able superintendent and agent of the

world-renowned Woodburn Farm, Lexington, Ky., where
Maud S. (2:0S3) and a host of the brilliant lights of the turf

were bred, makes the following suggestious in treating dis-

temper: "Give weanlings from fifteen to twenty grains of

quinine a day. We generally give this quantity once a day,

but when first taken and the fever is high give about fifteen

grains twice a day, morning and night. If the attack is mild,

give but one dose daily until the disease has left the system.

The quinine allays the fever, soothes the inflamed throat, and
is an excellent tonic. So far it has cured every case we have
had, which to the present time numbers not less than 150.

In the early spring we had several very severe cases that I am
sure we should have lost had it not been for the quinine.

These were yearlings, and we gave twenty grains at a dose

twice a day. Older horses can have thirty grains at a dose
morning and night, making sixty grains daily. Whenever
fever exists m an animal's system, no matter from what
cause, use quinine freely. It is almost a specific for lung

fever or pneumonia when administered in season. I have
cured two cases of lock-jaw in Bucklings with quinine and
atrophia, twenty drops of the latter to a dose. We are not

particular to weigh the quinine. We guess at a dose, put it

in a spoon, pull the animal's tongue aside without elevating

its head, insert the spoon in its mouth, turn it over and wipe
on the tongue as it is withdrawn from the mouth. It is easily

administered in this manner, and the animal gets it all. It is

perfectly safe, and there it little if any danger in giving too

much. I have used quinine four or five years, and always
with good results." Quinine can be obtained of any druggist,

and in getting a supply we would recommend having it put
up in powders of twenty grains each; then if thirty-grain

doses are wanted for a grown animal, take three powders,
divide one equally and add it to the other two, or if fifteen

grain doses are wanted for a weanling, take one-fourth, as

near as can he estimated, from each of these powders, and
place the three portions in a paper by itself. This will give

four powders of fifteen grains each. Be careful to get the

pure article. It is an expensive drug, and when it is offered

at a low price is pretty sure to have been adulterated.

A hot temper. How many a noble horse has been
abused, yes spoiled, by a man with a hot temper. We have

seen a horse cruelly beaten for stepping on a man's toes,

when the horse was as innocent as an unborn foal of any
intentional wrong. Every day horses are mistreated by
cruel, heartless men, who have hot tempers. A man who
can't control his temper has no business with horses. If any
thing goes wrong he wreaks his vengeance on the horse he is

handling if he happens to make the least mistake. Those
who have horses should guard their tempers with great care.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association.

Fall Meeting 1886,

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th,

TUESDAY, Nov. 16th,

THURSDAY, Nov. 18th,

SATURDAY, Nov. 20th.

How to Feed Mares and Colts.

When a colt is born every farmer ought to know, says the

Massachusetts Ploughman, how to treat his mare so as to

increase her flow of milk. He should give the colt all the

nutrition that is possible, and keep it growing as well as he
can while it is still upon the dam's udder. Many of these

old mares are poor milkers, and all that can be done should

be done to increase the flow of milk, and that is a matter that

all faimers understand thoroughly in dealing with their cows.

The same thing that produces a good flow of milk in a cow
will produce a good flow of milk in a mare. If the mare is

put where the eoit can get at the feed, within two or three

weeks the colt will be eating freely of bruised oats and sweet
hay. Young things need to grow and to sleep. The flies in

one of our summer pastures torment a poor young foal

beyond endurance. There is no pedigree or royal line of

equine blood that can stand the torment of flies. It is an old

English proverb that half a horae goes down his throat.

There is also another proverb that the breed is in the mouth.
This means that no matter how well yon may feed your
horse the breed will not amount to anything unless the

animal has good appetite and digestion. You must have a

good appetite in the animal if you ever expect to have stamina
and vigor of constitution. A colt wants to be kept eating and
growing and exercising and anything except fattening, as

long as he has a time assigned him by nature to grow. You
can starve an old horse. You can turn him out somewhere
upon a barren pasture or a rough hillside to fight flies in

the summer and battle with the elements, and if yon bring

him back in the fall and put him into the barn and give him
good keeping you can get him in good condition again, an!
nature will restore the waste and make him a strong horse

again. But if you stint a young animal during the growing
period of life yon have lost the precious time that will never

again come to you. This opportunity lost is never regained.

When you have once made a stunted animal you can never
again make the bone and stature that nature would have
allowed if you had given generuus feed. One of the com-
monest thingB in this commonwealth is to have men point to

a well-grown yearling colt raised on their farm and say, there

is a splendid colt that never had a particle of grain in his life.

Their boast is never true. They think that it is a credit

that no grain has been fed. It would be like a man pointing

to his child and telling how cheaply he hnd raise 1 him.
Every boy ought to have abundance to eat, and it is so with

the animals about our home. Itreminds me of what a man
said about religion—that he had enjoyed religion for twenty-

five years aud it hadn't cost him twenty-five cents. This
getting something lor nothing is a very fallacious doctrine,

aud it never works well in breeding horses. There is no
such thing as making horses without grain and without care

and vigilance, if you expect to get any that are worth raising.

There is nothing that is worth having that you can get with-

out cost.

If a horse is not working the general idea is that he does

not need graining. Bnt a litrfe time on cr<isa with nothing

to do will soon unfit any horse for hard labor, and require

extra feed to get him into condition again. In nearly all

cases a little grain is the most economical feed even for

horses at rest. They are not compelled to distend their

stomachs by too bulky food in order to get the required

Additional Races and Extra Days Trill be announced
later. I lie following Stakes and Parses will close

Saturday, October 16th.

FIRST DAT.
No. 1.—Salutation Purse, 8400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third;

for all ages. Son-winners this year, if three years old and upward,
allowed seven pounds ; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.—Tee E-adie3* Stakes for two-year-old fillies; $50 each; -325

forfeit, or J10 if declared ont August I, 1886, with $400 added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 3.—The Bat City Stakes, for all ages; $100 each; $50 forfeit;

$2C if declared out November I, 1886, with 6800 added; second horse to
receive $200; third to save stake. Winners of two races this year of
the aggregate value of $5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No. 4.

—

Purse $400, of which $50 to second; 825 to third; for two-
year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any value
to carry rule weights. Colts that have run second, but not better, in
any two-year-old race allowed 3 pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds.
One mile.

SEl'OXD DAY.
Xo. 5.

—

Pcbse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third: for all ages.

Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 10 pounds. One mile/"

No. G.

—

The Equtty Stakes, for two-year-olds; 810 each; p. p., with
$400 added; first horse to receive the added money; the second 70 per
cent., and the third 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of any two-
year-old race of the value of $300 to carry 5 pounds extra; of two or
more such races 7 pounds extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.

No. 7.

—

The Park Stakes, for all ages; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 if

declared out November let, with $6uj added, of which $100 to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake race this year of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

Xo 8.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $i-3 to third; for three-

year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of $1,000 this year to

carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY.
No. 9.—Selling Purse, S40u, of which $50 to the second; $25 to the

third; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,500. Two pounds allowed for

each $100 below, and 2 pounds added for each $100 above fixed valua-

tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.— TheFixioajt Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit;

Siu if declared out August 1,1886, with $400 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 11.

—

The Winter Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages: 81C0 each;
$5\s forfeit; $20 if declared out, with $800 added, of which $200 to

second horse; third tn save stake. Weights announced on the first

day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
and three-eighths.

No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds; $100 each; 325 forfeit;

$3UU added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed
August 1, 1884.

FOURTH DAY.

No. 13.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for two-year-

olds; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry S pounda
extra; winner of one to carry 3 pounds extra; horses that have been
placed second but not better to carry rule weights; all others allowed
5 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-eighths
of a mile.

No_ i4.

—

the Vestal Stake?.—For three-year-old fillies; $25 each;

p. p., with$3u0 added; $100 to second; third to save stake. One mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884.

jj _ 15,

—

the Del Bto Stakes.—For all ages, S100 each; $50 forfeit;

520 if declared out November 1, 1886 with $1,H00 added; of which $200

to second; hird to save stake. Winners of a stake race this year of the

value of 31,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles and an eighth.

No. 16.—Purse $400, of which ?50 to second; $25 to third; a free

handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a. m., the day
before the race; declarations due at 6 r. m. the same day. One mile.

COIHUTIOBIS.
Starters in all races must be named to the Secretary, or through tho

eniry-box at the track at 6 o'clock p. m., tbe day before the race

In all stakes the right toforfeit ceases at 12 o'clock noon of
the day on which the race h run.

Entrance free forBtarters In purses. Non-starters can declare out at

6 p. m. tbe day proceeding the race, by paying 5 percent. After that

time can only be excused by presiding Judge, and in such case 10 per
cent, on amount of purse must be paid.

The Association reserves the right to postpone races on account of
unfavorable weather or other sufficient cause.

in the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all other declarations

are off.

All lU'daration* void unless accompanied by the money.
Allowances must be claimed when tho entry Is made.

Parties not having registered colors will be required (<

color with their entry.
Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1

"

J. I* RATHHONH I

E. S. CIXVEP, Secretary. 50b Montgomery St..

lept 18
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Stock Premiums at San Jose.

HORSES—THOROUGHBREDS

.

Stallion, 4 years old and oTer—Vf. Boots,

Nathan Coombs.
Stallion, 3 years old—T. Ganlt's Wild Eye.

Hare, 4 years old andover—W. Boots'Leda.

Colt, under 1 yeir—Wm. Boots' No Name.
FAMILIES.

Stallion, other than thoroughbred with not

less than tiye of his colts—J. Boyd's Grosve-

nor and colts.

Dam, other than thoroughbred with not less

than three of her colts—E. lounger's Addie

and culls.
NORMANS.

Stallions, 4 years old and over—E. J.

Turner's Milo.

Stallions. 3 years old— J. E. Wright's keno.

Hares, 3 years old—N. B. Edwards' Chub.

GRADED DRAFT.

Stallions, 4 years old and over—D. J. Mur-

phy's Prince Albert.

Stallions, 3 years old—H. McGee's Pat.

Stallions, 2 years old—J. G. Hessersmith's

Samson, Jr.

Stallions, 1 year old—G. P. Bull's Monte.

Stallions, sucking colt—D. J. Murphy's

Brierwood Jr.

Mares, 4 years old and over—G. B. Bulls

Chubby.
Mares, 3 years old—Mrs. J. Lendrum s

Black Bess.

Mares, 2 years old—G. W. Bull's Dora.

Mares, 1 vear old—O. Bolien's No Name.
Mares, families—G. W. Bull's Nora and colts.

ROADSTERS.

Stallion, 4 years old and over— J. Boyd's

Grosvenor.
Stallions, 3 years old—Ed lounger's Elec-

tric Light.
Stallions, 2 years old—J. K. Buffington s

Liuuwood.
Stallions, 1 year old—J. Weatherhead's

Hollywood.
Mares, 4 years old and over—H. G. Cox's

Maud.
Mares, 3 veare old—Massey Thomas' Anna

M -

Mares, 2 years old—G. H. Bragg's Eose.

Mares, 1 year old—E. Topham's Lady Gros-

venor.
Geldings—Ed lounger's Whisper.

CARRIAGE HORSES.

L. K. Mills' Jim and Frank.

HORSES OF ALL WORK.
Stallions, 4 years old and over—H. Pierce's

Alonzo Hay ward.
Stallions, 2 years old—K. D. Fox's Bis-

Stullions, 1 year old—J. S. Ballard's Frauk.

Hares, 4 years old and over—R. D. Fox's

Lizzie.

Mares, 2 years old—Ed. lounger's Sweet
Secret.

Mares, sucking colt—Ed. Younger's No
Name.

JACKS.

Three years old and over—J. Boyd's Well-

ington.
SPECIAL.

Offered by Mr. J. T. Boyd for the get of

Grosvenor.
One year old—E. Topham's Lady Gros-

venor.
Sucking colt—P. C. Wartenbangh.

CATTTE—DURHAM

.

Bulls, 3 years old and over—C. Younger's

Forest King.
Bnlls, 2 years old—C. Yonnger's 3d Kirk

Levington of F. H.
Bulls, 1 year old—K. Ashbnrner's Baden

Duke 17th.

Buls under one year—C. Younger's 13th

Kirk Livington of F. H.
Cows and calf—W.Quinu'sMary A. and calf

.

Cows, 3 years old and over—C. Younger's

Bed Dolly 14th.

Cows, two years old—C. Yonnger's Amelia
11th.

Cows, one year old—C. Younger's Bed
Dolly 21st.

Heifer calf—C. Younger's Bonnie Belle 8th.

AYRSHIRE.

Biills, three years old and over—Tyler

Beach's Narragansett Chief.

Bulls, two years old—T. Beach's Berton.

Bull calf—T. Beach's Quicksilver.

Cuw and calf—T. Beach's Linda 2d and
call.

Cows, three years and over—T. Beach's

Fialnuia.

Cows, two years old—T. Beach's Dinah.
Cows, one year old—T. Beach's Delia.

Heifer calf—T. Beach's Mattiie 15.

JERSEY.

Bulls, 3 years old and over—J. S. Connor's

Billy E.
Bulls, 2 years old—C. B, Polhemus' Kajah.

Bulls, 1 year old— J. B. Briggs' Black
Prince.

Bull calf—C. B. Polhemus' Orphan Boy.
Cow and calf—C. B. Polhemus' Jersey Maid

and calf.

Cows, 3 years old and over-C. B. Pol-

hemus' Charlotte.

Cows, 2 years old—C. B. Polhemus' E litu.

Cow, 1 year old—C. B. Polhemus' Katy
Felton.

Heifer calf—C. B. Polhemus' Pinkey.

HEREFORD.

Bulls. 3 years old and over—Williams' &
's Poverty.

Bulls, 2 years old—Williams' and Base's

Bulls, 1 year old—Williams' & Saxe's Pleas-

ant Wilton,

HOI.STEIN.

Bulls, 3 years old and over—Mrs. E.D.
Knott's Ansonia.

Bnlls, 2 years old—F. H. Burke's Ledo

31G3.
Bulls,.l year old—F.H.Bnrke's Kingsbury.

Bull calf—F. H. Burke's El Aqnita.

Cow and calf—W. Farrington's Rebecca

Egmond aud bull calf.

Cow. 3 years old and over—F. H. Burke's

Lena Witt 1469.

Cows, 2 years old—F. H. Burke's Kentucky

Gem.
Cow, 1 year old—F. li. Burke's Edna of

Troy.
Heifer calf—W. Farrington's Amy.

GALLOWAY.

Bulls, 3 years old and over—Leonard Bros.'

Hopeful and Lymds, recommended.
Bull, 2 years old—Leonard Bros.' Badger,

recommended.
Bull, 1 year old—Leonard Bros.' The Boss,

recommended.
Bull calf—Leonard Bros.' Lux of Mt.

Leonard, recommended.
Cow, 3 years old aud over—Leonard Bros.'

Davina, recommended.
Cow, 2 years old—Leonard Bros.' Blossom,

recommended.
Cow, 1 year old—Leonard Bros.' Flustra II,

recommended.
GRADED.

Cows, 3 years old and over—K. Ashbnrner's

Music.
Cows, 2 yearB old—A. Smith's Daisy.

Fat cow or steer—H. Abel's Duke of Mil-

pitas.

HERDS.

Thoroughbred herd for beef purposes—C.
Younger's Forest King aud cows.

Thoroughbred herd for dairy purposes—C.
B. Polhemus' Jersey Boy and cows.

Herd of any breed or age—C. Younger's

Forest King and cows.

SWEEPSTAKES.

Bull of any herd or age—R. Ashburner's

Baden.
Cow of any herd or age—R. Ashburner'B

Minstrel Gwynne.
SHEEP.

Southdown, rams—K. H. Crane's Long John'

Southdown, ewes—K. H. Crane's Petaluma.

Cotswold, ram—C. lounger's No Name.
Colswold, ewe—C. Younger's No Name.
Coltswold, pen of 5 ewe lambs—C. Younger's

pen.
SWINE.

Berkshire boav over 1 year—A. Smith's

Redwood Dnke.
Berkshire boar under 1 year—A. Smith's

Grover.
Berkshire sow 1 year and over—A. Smith's

Western Dale.
Berkshire sow under 1 year—J. S. Connor's

Dora.
Essex boar 1 year and over—T. Beach's

Tarbox.
Essex boar under 1 year—T.Beaoh's Sweep.

Esses sow 1 year and over—T. Beach's

Blonde.

Esses sow under 1 year—T. Beach's Blonde.

Poland China boar 1 year and over—W. D.
Rucker's Gennie Convin.
Poland China boar under 1 year—W. D.

Rucker's Jumbo.
Poland China sow 1 year and over—W. D.

Rucker's Anna T.
Poland China sow under 1 year—W. D.

Rucker's Anna T. II.

Chester white boar 1 year and over—W. B.

Rodger's Garfield B.
Chester white sow 1 year and over— W. B.

Rodger's Jersey Lily, recommended.
Pen of 5 pigs under 6 months—W. D.

Ruc-ker.

Finest and fattest hog—T. Beach's Bruiser.

POULTRY.

Light Brahmas, fowls—E. H. Freeman.

Light Brahmas, chickens—E. H. Freeman.
Plymouth Rock, fowls—E. H. Freeman.
Plymouth Rock, chickens—E. H. Freeman.

Partridge Cochins, fowls—E. H. Freeman.

Partridge Cochins, chickeus—E. H.Freeman.
White Leghorn, fowls—D. J. Murphy.
Langhans, fowls—E. H. Freeman.
Langshans, chickens—E. H. Freeman.

Sumatra, game—D.J. Murphy.
Menoshki, game—D J. Mnrphy.
Wyandotte, (owls— E. H. Freeman.
Wyandotte, chickens—D. J. Murphy.
White Cochin—D J. Murphy.
Houdans—E. H. Freeman.
Black-brrasted red game fowls— W. Fischer.

Black-breasted red game chickens—D. J.

Mnrphy.
Bantams, fowls—E. H. Freeman.

Bantams, chickens—E. U. Freeman.

Seabright bantams, fowls—W. Fischer.

Seabright bantams, chickens— W. Fischer.

Brown Leghorn, fowls— A. Smith.

Brown Leghorn, chickeus—E. U. Freeman.

Buff laced Polish— E. U. Freemau.
Bronze Turkeys—D. J. Mnrphy, recom-

mended.

Animal Portraits.

Domestic Peta, Field Doge. Iloraes, Cattle, aud all

description of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Orlgin-il desiguB or drawiriL-H on alone, wood, etc.,

for Illustration purposes, far&lflbed ut tbe shortest

notice. H. Hoy«l. Artist.
9octf 18 Post Street

Hunters' Outfit

M.J.FLAVIN&CO
We offer a most complete stock of Hunting

Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS
and CAPS, CARTRIDGE

VESTS, etc,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted

up to the Btandard of former years.

Sportsmen Attention!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market St.

NEXT THE BALDWIN.
9ocl2

WM. McMANN.
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOB.

SHERIFF.

HIGH-BRED

Trotting Stock,

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert *W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-

nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare by Roach's American Star,

dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted

to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her

dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.

No, 4 —Gvpsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert W.
No, 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,

her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.

JJNo. 6.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to

Antevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert "W., her

dam the Nelson— Patchen mare. No. 3.

No. 8.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Artburton, bis dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2 :3B fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay Ally by Artburton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 6.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.

Bay fillv bv Albert W., her dam
Bay filly by Albert W., her dam the Gypsey mare.

No. 4.

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam the Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park,
.tor price and any further information apply to

A- WALDSTKIN.
330 Sansome St.

25sept sail Francisco, Cal,

Horse Clippers

Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and

Roaching Shears!
At L.oiv l*riees.

WILL & FINCK,
818 Marise Street.

&$T Goods delivered in Oakland, Alamada and
Berkeley free. 9oc tf

Dogs For Sale.

Brerf by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire. Eng.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI— by Lloyd of As ton's
prize winner, 1pC2; Donna lex-Nellie 11, by Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

.In no III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Hiiii«ir III, five and a half months old. By

Ranger II.—Spot II. Spot II ex-Nellie II, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno I.

Names of the dogs In tbe breed between 1830 and
18*52 have been lost,

$25.OO eaeli. To be se"u at subscriber'^ place.
is. i: iiovis,

Agpa llicn. Sonniiia i n.

oc9 tf Railway depot, Pionee vGrove.

FOE SALE.
Remington JTpw Tons; Range Military

Rifle. No. .1.

Full round barrel. Side lever. Rebounding ham-
mer. Checked trigger. Fine oiled walnut stock.
Combined rear screw wlud-ftauge and nlevaltng
(spiilt level it'wiHliiKli Bi^ht. Thirl vtwn Inch Imrrel,
91 lbs.,44 cal., 'J fl-10 la straight shell. Twi
flred new sbella mora or leBBi Loading tools. Cover
with lock. Rod. oto. Double mould for lubricated
bullets made to order by tl n axporl rlfleamlrb
on tliin t'*o.ist, \ i' ! .ili ly In porft'Ct order, A com-
plete outfit Coat over 180. For Bale cheap for want
of use, or will exchange for a good grade 10*G. B. L.
shot gun of approved make. Addrcua, 1'rawr, tbla
office.

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOE

City and County Attorney,

GEO. FLOURNOY, Jr.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Mayor

E. B. POND,

Present Supervisor from the Sixth
Ward.

9004

FOR CORONER

Dr. James Stanton

Regular Democratic Nominee.

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Maj. E.B.Stonehill.
9ooi

Regular Democratic Nominee

For County Clerk,

James J. Flynn.

(Present Incumbent.)
Booi

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Recorder,

Albert T. Spotts.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Tax " Collector,

James C. Nealow.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Assessor,

William Kreling.
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A Eecent Decision of the Chancery Cdnrt necessitates the Sale of the

GREAT

Gienview Stud and Farm
WHICH INCLUDES

P

THIRTEEN REGULAR DAYS' RACING!

$55,500 in Added Money.

THE WASHINGTON PARK CLUB,

Nutwood, Pancoast, Cuyler,

Wickliffe and Nominee,
together with about one hundred ot the choicest brood-mares in foal to the above stallions,
also some elesraut and last two and ihree-year.olds: about thirty very superior yearling
colts and fillies. As an indication of their promise, I am confidently of the opinion that but for the

pink eye or influenza, which troubled us this spring, we could have had twenty yearlings beat
three initiates. There are also about thirty-fire of the finest loals ot" this season ever seen
on the * arth in one lot.

I will sell the above stock, numbering about one hundred and seventy-five head, together with
the Farm, consisting of about six hundred and thirty acres, with all the necessary improvements,
Barns, Paddocks, etc., all in running shape; a splendid mile track, and everything complete, to the

highest bidder, beginning on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1886,
and continuing from day to day until all is Bold.

Terms of sale will be cash for everything except land, that will be one-fourth cash, balance in four

equal yearlv pavments, with six per cent, interest and a lien.

I am authorized to sell any of the animals at private sale until the Catalogue is issued, which will be

about the 20th of September, after which no animal will be sold until the final public sale. The oppor-

tunity for purchasing the very highest types of the very best blood lines known to the trotting

breeding interest will be afforded. It is needless to add that no such chance has ever before been offered,

and probably a life-time will not see another such.

Send address for Catalogue, as I have only a meagre list of names, and you may be overlooked.

No animals will be priced or sold at private sale. Everything will be sold at Public Auction.

P. O. Louisville, Ky.
J. B. McFERRAN,

Executor.

i CHICAGO, UX.-

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15, 188G, and to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1887.
beginning Saturday, Jun*> '25th, and ending Saturday, July ICtb, Including thirteen regular days' racing.

$7,500. THE AMERICAN DERBY. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884), at $250 each, 8100 f., or only 320 if declared oui on or

before February 1st, or £40 April 1st. 1SB7. All declarations void unless accompanied with the moi.i
$7,500 added, the second to receive $1,000, the third 5500 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of 32,1 00 to carry thr^e lbs.; of tbr.-e or more three-year-old stake races of any value
five lbs. extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds. To berun on the first day of the meeting. One mile and
„balf.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEEES,

tl<J Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALE8 OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

WOl Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Greejt, Hon. J. T>. Case,
Sacramento. _ Salinas,

j P sakrf.st, EsOi., Hon. John Bosgb
'fiargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hoar. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. E. Haggxn, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on tins Coast, and having conducted the

important auction Bales in this line for the past

fifteen Years, amounting to one-half a million ol

dollars, we f^l justified in claiming unequalled iarili-

tiesfor disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres

nondenrs embraces every hreeder and dealer ot prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

eive Mil publicity to animals placed with us for sale

Private purchases ana saleB of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock

shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. V\ e are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are

«Tn«t Out ByPROF. E». F.
ft.HAW, late instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With 40 ele-
gant new illus-
trations photo*
graphed from life
especially fop
this work. Positive-
ly the most perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and hest
ooott on Boxing
ever publish ed*
Handsomely Lou ad.

Price, paper, SO
cts.; Cloth, gl.OO. For sale by all newsdealers and
btktHiu nmds houses, or 6ent by mail on receipt of pnee
bV the publishers. JOHX P. LOVELL'S
SONS, J505TOZV, A1A.SS.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate
.
Has

managed large estates in 3cotland, and had thirteen

years' experience on some of the be3t Btock and

cropping farms in America as Manager. The best oi

references furnished. Address
JAMES SMITH,

J.jmlale Farm.
28augtf Minneapolis. Minn.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Vptprinary Infirmary. 371 Natorun si
Rdeirloneo OfW Hrvwo.r<l St.. S<v.ti Fr*nc!ui*r>.

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure enre for Swinncy, M'eakueim ol the

Spine, Sprains, Strains, ete.

The only remedy that does sway with the use of the
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks norscars. Vat-
uable cure for rheumatism.
For sale hv Mrs. A.C Joseph, pmprie tor. R3o Geary

street, San Francisco, RedinKton ± Co.,San FranciBCO,
Melviu A Co., Bast Oakland, and all druggists. All

riehts secured in U.S. patent office. Price Sl.COper

b»ttl». JJuiaioot

1886. SEVENTH 1886.

ANNUAL FAIR
—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRicmTHii issocunos

No. 6.

Los Angeles,
CAL.

Monday, October 11th,
— TO —

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 16«ll. ISCIXS1VE.

The Best Racing List Ever Of-

fered.

$12^)00
In Purses and Premiums.
CSPAn Enlarged and Attractive Premium List for

the Horticultural and Agricultural Departments in
active preparation,

PROGRAMME OP RACES:

First Day—Tuesday, October £2th.
N'o. 1.—Rcnxixg Rack. Purse ?150. dash % of a mile

free for all two-vear-olcis.
2.—Running Rauis, Purse $150, dash lA mile, free for

f rail, weight fur a^e.
3.—Trottin--* Race, Purse 3500, for 2:3d Class.

Seco-d Day—Wednesday, October 13th.

4.—Eosning Race, Purse ?200, for three-year-olds,

% of a mile.
5.—Running Race, Purse 81S0, mile dash, free for

all and weight for age.
6.—Trotting Race, Purse 8500, three-minute Class.

Wise's blk c Rajah, 3, and Fickett's br c Contractor, 4.

eligible.

Third Day—Thursday, October 14tli.

7.—Running Race, Purse $250, V£ miles, free for
all, weight forage.
8.—Running Race, Parse $200, one mile, for two-

year-olds.
9.—Tkotting Race, Purse S-500, for 2 ;30 Class.

The programme for the Ladies' Riding Tournament
is being considered for Thursday, and will he an-
nounced in due time.

Fourth Day—Friday, October lotli.

10.—Running Race, Purse §250, for three-year-olds,

V% miles.
li,—running Race, Purse jaw, sellingrace. First

valuation $7-50, two pounds added for each?10» above,
and two pounds taken off for each $100 below, one mile.
12.—Trotting Race, Purse $500, for 2:10 Class.

Fifth Day—Saturday. October 16th.
13.—Running Rack, Purse $350, 1M miles, free fo

all, weight forage.
14.—Consolation Running Race, Purse ?200, one

nille.fiee for all and weight forage. For all horses that
have notwon first money during this meeting.
IS.—Trotting Race, Purse $o00, free Tor all.

All races will be called at l o'clock sharp.
Entries cluse ou SATCRDAY. July aist.

Circulars containing rules, remarks and conditions,
and entry blanks furnished on application to the
Secretary.
J. ft >EWTO>. E. A. DeCAMP.

President. Secretary.

26jn6 3 and 5 North Main St.

$1,000. The Lakeside Stakes. $1,000.

A Sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of
1865); $50 each h f; or only $10 if declared out on
or before Fel-ruary 1st; or £15 by Jpnl 1st, 1887. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money: with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200,
and tLe third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of
any stake race of the value of 31,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
three or more such races of any value. 7 lbs.
extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

81,000. The Kenwood Stakes. Sl.oOO-
A Sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of 1885);

S50 each, h f; or only :1 > if declared out on or be-

fore February 1st; or ?15 by April 1st, 1887. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money:
with 3 1,000 added, the second to receive $200 and the
third S100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake
race of the value of $1,0 '0 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or
more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

S«,500- The Hyde Park Stakes. $*,500.
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1885);

S1C0 each, h f; or only $10 if declared out on or before
February 1st; orS'O by April 1st, 1887. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money,
with ?2,500 added, the second to receive $-J0»

and the third 3200 out of the stakes. A winner
of any stake race of the value of 31,500 to carry- 6 lbs.,

of three or more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra.

Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

$1,000. The Ensrlewood Stakes. -l.Olilk.
A Sweep:it.ibes for fillies three years old (foals of

lt-4 :
-4 -0 each, h f; or only 310 if declared ort on

or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1887. Alldcc-
larations void unless accompanied with the money;
with >l,ii00 added, the second to receive
third 310(1 out of the stakes. A winner of anv three-
year-old stake race of the value of 31,000 to carry 8
lbs.; of $1,500, 5 lbs , of three or more three-year-old
stake race^ of any value, 7 lbs. extra. &]

allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$I.OOO The Orexel Stakes. Sl.OOO-
A Sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of

]--: S100 each, h f; or only $lu if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $2H April '.st,188v. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,100 added, the second to receive 3200, and the
third §100 out of the stakes. A winner of an-
year-old stake race of the value of 31,000 to

'

lbs.; or $1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more three-v* .r-old
stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maiden*
allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

$2,500 The Sheridan Stakes. $9,500;
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of lt-84,

$100 each, h f; or only 310 if declared out on or before
February 1st; or $30 April 1st, 1887. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; wll
added, the second to receive 3400, and the th:
out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
£1,500, 5 lbs.; of three or more such stake3 of any
value 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. One mile
and a quarter.

1887. $3,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000. 1887.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1884). in which only horses entered in the American Dfrby
and not declared out will be eligible to start, and without incurring liability for forfeit. Starting fee -i-00,

with $3,C00 added, of which $5 to the second, and £200 to the third horse. The winner of the ''..

Derby to carry 10 lbs.; the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be run on the last dav of the
meeting. One mile and a half.

In addition to theabove, other stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages, including the Washington
Park Cup, the Great Western, Oakwood and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due
close January 15, 1887. A programme will be arranged for thirteen regular days* raciag, including eighteen
stake events, and five or more races will be given each day, to which $55,500 in added money, will be given
by the club.

In all purse races, on regular days, the added money will he not less than $500.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1888.
To cDse October 15th, 1886, to be ran at the Summer Meeting of 1888, beginning last Saturday in June.

$7,500. 1888. THE AMERICAN DERBY. 1888. $7,500.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1885J. at 3200 each. ?1C0 f.: or only 320 if declared out on or

before Hebruary 1st, or $10 April 1, 1888. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
$7 2i>0 added, the second to receive $1,000, the third $500 out of the stakes. A winner of any tbree-y -•-

r-old
stake race of the value of S2.000 to carry 3 lbs., of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value 5
bs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run on the first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

FOR SUPERVISOR,
I M.lllll WARD.

A. F. KN0EP.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE,

aoct

x1

$2,500. The Hyde Park Stakes. S--500-
ASweepstakes fortwo-yeir-olds (foals of 1680); $100

each bf-or only 310 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 by April 1 st, 1888. All declarations

void unless accompanied with the money; with

;2,5C0 added, the second to rwwive $4C0 and the third

S-00 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race of

the value of Sl,50fl to carry 3 lbs., of three or more
s-ake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens

allowed K lbs. Three-quarters of a n.ile.

$1,250. The Eng'ewood stakes. Sl-'SSO.

A Sweepstakes for fillies ihree years old (foals of

18851' $10" each, h f; or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st. or $20 April 1st, 1888. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with

31,250 added, the second to receive $250, and ihe third

$10,1 out of the stakes. A winder ot any three-year-
old sttke race of the value of $1,' CO to carry 3 ib.s , of
31,500, 6 lbs.

;
of three or more three-year-old stake

races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7
Us. One mile.

$2,5QO. The Sheridan Stakes. S2.50O.
A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals o* 1885>-

$1P0 each, h f ; or only slO if declared out on or before
February 1st, or $10 April 1st, 18S8. All declarations
void unless accompanied with the monev with
$2,500 adderf, the second to receive$400 and the third
g2no out nf the stakes. A winner of any three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry
81,5 ,5 lbs.; of three or more such stakes of any
value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed lu lbs One
mile and a quarter.

1888. $8,000. THE FINALITY STAKES. $3,000.
A Sequel to the American Derby. No Entry required.

1888.

A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 18351, in which only horses entered in the American Derby
and not declared out, will be eligible to start, aad without incurring liability for forfeit. Staning ft-e *20u
with S3.00U added, of which $500 to the second and $200 to the third hor^e. The winner of the American Derby
to carry 10 lbs., the second horse 5 lbs., and the third 3 lbs. extra. To be run on the last day of the meet-
ing One mile and a half.

Please observe that in the above slakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks cm obtain ibem by applying to the Secretary.

Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Room 27, Palmer House Chicago
ni.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H. SIIER1DA>, Mout.-Gcu C. S. A., President
25sept

The Troltliis Stallion

MONROECHIEF
will make Fall Season of 1880 from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 the season.
For further particulars address

Gl'S. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-TKACK,

31jul 15 Oakland, Cal.

Notice.
Hebbehi H. Beowx. M.P. I Geo. B. Bouu,
Nugent TV. Bnows. I

0. Bruce Lowe.

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horst, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents

forCalifornla firms. ,»»«.»
References kindly penumed to J. B. Hacyio, E*q

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BKowy imov a <o..

WriRht, Heaton'B Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydnev,

NtV Sotltb WaJei.

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monto,

Cbief. for terms, pedigrees, and other partlcuUr.
address JOHX A. (;<>!. IIS ill | II "

Bo* HI Oakland. CI

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
Ho. * Price each . - . gV.SO.

Sample Cinclias
Sent by mall upon receipt ot

*5 ..ins extra.

This Cincha is taking tbe
lead. Parlies ooce giving it a
trial will use no other.

Its maDy advantages can be
seen at a glance. It docs not
shift nor loosen. It ba< a
doable purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILH
llfi anil 4S8 Italic
2'j"l 9»a F-
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AUCTION SALE

Standard Bred

Trotting Stallions,

Brood-llares. Colls. Fillies and GeWInes.
Graded Jersey tattle. Farming

Implements, etc. etc.

PROPERTY OF

J. T. Mcintosh, Esq.,

(Sold on account of toe expiration of lease of Farm)

AT

BAY RANCH,
3 mUes from t'HIt o. Bntte Co..

Wednesday, Oct. 20, '86.

At 10 A.M.

CATALOGUES giving full description and pedi-

gree may be bad upon application to MR. McINTOSH,
P. 0. Box tit) Chico, or to the Auctioneers.

Terms of Sale—All sums under ?1U0 cash; over

that amount ten months, approved paper, interest 10

per cent, per annum.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers,

116 Montsjoinery Street, San Francisco.
25sept

Bay District

ASSOCIATION.

NOTICE—The Closing of Entries
ie hereby postponed until Monday,
Oct. 11 1886.

Saturday, Oct, 9.—Purse §500 for the following
named horses: Blaine, Lillie Stanley, Perihelion,

St. David, Romeo, Reality, Bay Rose. Merchant,
Artist, Adrian, Jennie B, Apex, Twinkle, Maid of

Oaks, Kate Bender, Wallace CK
Thursday, Oct. 14.—Purse S500 for the follow-

ing named pacers: Tony Lee, Fred Ross, Peacock,

Mink, Shaker, Nevada, Pocahontas, PatchenT., Yolo,

Pedro, Patti, Elina, Sam Lewis.
Saturday. Oct, 1 6 —Purse S500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Dawn. Thapsin, Antevolo, B. B.,

Voucher, Bay Frank, Valentine.
Thursday, Oct 21 .—Purse 5500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Gus Wilkes, Como, Ned Forrest,

Fallis, Valeusin, Lottie M.. Mann.
Saturday, Oct. **3. — Purse 5500 for the follow-

ing named horses: Vanderlynn, Menlo, Allan Roy,
Sister, Manon, Albert W„ B. B., Antevolo, Thapsin,
Bay Frank, Voucher, Valentine.
Thursday, Oct, »8.—Purse S40U for the follow-

ing named horses : Uncle Tom, Norval, Spry,

Hidalgo. Billy Matthews, Ed, Longfellow, Transit.

Blaine.

Saturday, Oct. 30.—Purse S500 forthe follow-

ing named horses:—Lot Slocum, La Grange, Worm-
wood, Carrie C, Pant-ey, Stamboul, Daisy S., Marin.
Saturday Jiov. 6.—Purse $400: free for all

respective classes.

The Association also intends to give a
Bun n i he Meeting in conjunction with the
above, (he programme ol' which will he
published shortly.
Five or more to enter; three or more to start; but

the Association reserves the right to hold a less num-
ber to fill by deducting a proportionate amount of

the purse.
The Association also proposes a Grand

Ladies' Equestrian Tournament
To secure an entertainment of this character, that

will inviie the approval and interest of the most fas-

tidious, the association will be assisted by Capt. Ben
E. Harris, who will have the personal superintend-
ence of this feature of the programme, and who, as-

sisted by two o/ the Board of Directors, will carefully

scrutinize every entry to insure the undoubted
respectability of all competitors.

W- H. HINCHMAN,
Secretary.

25sept2 1435 California Street, San Francisco

GUNS,
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., - ----- San Francisco.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Daily Sportfnsr. Chronicle. ISsept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

1 have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelv»
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
utock, which I Jmport yearly from England direc

Apply tO " Win. Corbitt,
g\B California St.,

San Francisco.

Secured by letters Patent, July 3 ft, 188%
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D,Bupported by the side Btraps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening Into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D»
the curved blinds F, Beoured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
heroin described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to Becure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
SleceB D and blinds F, as Bhown, the straps or bands
and Et. connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckleB, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridleso as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
6trap b orbandV G and II, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad'
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claimB allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general prluclplo will be under-
stood.

It meetB with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and nt the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the Bams eftect on the action fallows as
ia induced by toe-weights. Thin in especially the case
when young colts are the pujiils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MeKEKRON.
No 380 and 383 Elite 8t. Ban Fxftncleoo

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

Size. Extra Bail drill. Sozarmyduck. lOozarmyduck
7x9 ft. . . .SI 2.00 SI 5.00 £17.00.

8x10 ft. . . .814.00 £17.00 810.00.

9x14 ft. . . .S20.00 824.00 826.00.

10x15 ft.. . .822.00 825.00 828.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc, are all included in above
priceB. Above bizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other Btyles and
Bizes of tents in use supplied, Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
seputf El Cajon, San Diego Co., Cal,

KOS.R.CHUBB.
slierofJ^ROD-JVfAKi

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,

DOGS-NOTICE

!

Buzard'e Gelatine Coated Doer Pills

Astringent Plus,
For Diarrhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severely of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

DOSE.—One Pill to he given fasting.

Distemper rills,
DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give

as occasion may require. Give half a Pill to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and funci ions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin aflections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can he had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for anv length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V- S. L.
llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

_GEflUTNET

'= Best and Cheapest

[4 ;x° 'M DOG FOOD

H2I!y3FEEDY0URD0GS
iSMMREQi. ON

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS "WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease: Thick, dilossy

Coat! Sweet If real in Clean. Sound
Teeth: Regular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared BoneMealB, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines.
The Common Sense of Dog Dootoring; post free, 28

ots.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12cts.
The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cis.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabroush *fc Ciolelier. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Lidule *1 Kaedlng, 538 Washington Street.
Goldbergs Bowen »i Co., 428 Pine Street.
M. Ehrmau A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 62

-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue oddroaa

MR. ARIEL I. till Hop. Room 69. «'. IMI. R.
Building, cor. itb and Townsend, San Francisco,

SOjul

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
'Dogs ol my breaking won first money
in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1 885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

tiV.i> V AI.C.FVDm.
»utt*.-iti ". Muriel Co. i :•»

y**-DO YOU.WANT A DOCf-W
Ta&#''F*te^r K^Bcsd for Doc Buyer** Gttido,l^ -^*5vcontainlDg colored ptatee.lOOen. f->gr»*ingHordiflcrentbre«lii,prloe« ]

tin.-/ »re worth, and wbcro to boy I
J?thcm. Also Cuts of Don: Furnlohlni
$ Goods or ol! kinds. Dlrtutipni fore

j and Bre*dlnff FtTTtta. 1
1 for 15 Cents.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Rooksellera

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St.. Boston Mass.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular BChool on the Cooat.

E, P UEALD President. O. S. HALEY, Sec'y,

larSend forcironiftr.TBJ

julaugetpt
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PAOIFIO STSTEil.)

rains leave. an<l are due to arrive i

Nan FranclMCO.

?„
A
™,

B
\
From Sept. SS, 1886. K?«"

18:00 j

8:00 A M
4:00 p M
7:30 A m
•3 :30 p M
3:30 a m
4:00 P si

'5:00 p M
8:00 a M
•8:30 j

3:30 P m
10:00 a M
3:00 p m

7 :30 a v
8&0 A M
3:00 P M
4*0 P M
•1*0 P M

*9:30 A M
•3:30 p m
•9:30 a M

..Byron „.

..Calistoga and Napa..

...Donsmuir, Redding k Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore .'..

Knight's Landing.
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave.Deming, El Paso &East.
.. Niles and Haywards
.. ..Ogden and East

Red BlnfT via Marysville
Reno.Truckee and Colfax....

.....Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.,

.
*' via Benicia.
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose.....—

..Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

$6:10 p M
]0;io a m
B:lfl r M
6:40 p m

•10:40 a Si

5:40 p H
10:10 a m
*S:40 A M
6;10 P It

•7:40 v m
10:40 A M
3:40 p m
11:10 A M
5:40 p M
8:40 p u
6:40 p M
5^0 p si

11:10 a M
10:10 a M
•5:00 a m
•3:40 p M
13:40 p m
#40 A M
5:40 p u
•7:40 P si

•10:40 a *
:40 P M

From Sau Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:a -
:

-

8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00-10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00— 1.1:.ffl

—1:00—1:313—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— «:00— «:30- 7:00-8:00—9 ;0f>—10:00-11:00—12:0L

TO FRUIT VALE-'6:00—«6;3Q— «7:0U-*7:30— -S:00

8:30— •2:30— %3:30— S*0—•4:30- -•5:00—*5:30-»6 *0-
•630—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00—12:1 .

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—6:30—7:00—•7:30—S:U0— *8:30-
9:00—9:30—10:00—$10:30-11:00—in :30-12:00--tl> :;< r-

1:00—tl:30—2:00—±2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:?0—fi:0n—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00— in :<>0—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—*6:3O—7:00—*7: 30 -8:00 -•« 30
i) :0o— 9:3n— 10:(K*— t-0:30—11:00—til :30—I2*w—{12:3 -

1: 0-11:30 -2:00—1'2:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—«:(»—6:N"—7 -rKt—5:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12 :C0.

TO WEST BERKELEY—*6.00— *6:S0—7:uu-*7 :30
8:00— •8:30— 9:00— 9 :30— m ;(.)0—}10 :31—11 :00—{11:30—
12:00—112^0—1:00 -11:30-2:*) i2:H0—3:00-3:30—4:00
—4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00- -6:33—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—
11:00—12*0.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:t3—*7:23—«1 :5S- •8:23—"8:53
•9 :23—no : I9-*4 :23—*4 :'»3—«5 :23—*o :53-*6 : 23 - «6 :53—
7:49-9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 22 -=:52

FROM EAST OAKLAND— «5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7- 4)

7:30-5:00—8:30—9 :00—9 :30—10:00—10 :30 —11 :0i — 1 1
•'

12:00—12:30—1 :00—1:30-2:00—2:30—3 :00— 3 :3C— 4 fin —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57_8;57-. :67-
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.

FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:nO-«3:30—7:00 -*7;30-8:00
•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— ±10:30—11: CO- 111:30—12:00—
t!2:30—1:00— J 1:30—2:00— .(2:30-3:00-3 -30 -4:00-4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00-6:30-7:00-8:00—9:00-10:00-11:10

FROM BERKELEY — *5:2-5—5:55-*H:25-6:55-*7;25-
7;55—«8:25—855— 9:25—9:55— tl0:25—10:55- tH :25-
11:55— 112:25— 12:55— ±1:25— 1 :55- {2:25-2:55-3 :25 -
3:55—4:2.5— 4:55-5:25—i:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—S:55—
9:55—10:*5.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—*6: 5-6:55
— -7:.5-7 :55— '3:25— 8:55-9:25-9:55— ±10:25— 10:55—
{11:25-11:55— {12:25- 12:55— {1:25— 1:55- ±i:25— 2:55
—3:25— 8:55—4:25—4:55—5:25— 5:55—6:-25—0:55—7:55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREEK. ROVTE.
FROM SAN

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND

4:15.

FRANCISCO—•7:1a—9:15—11 Uo~t:l >-

:6a5—8:15—10:15— 12 '15—2:15

-

•MnndayB excepted. {.Sundays only

furnished by Lick Observatory.
A. Si* wivw;

Gen. Vanaeflr.
T. H. UOOOMaN,
Gen. Pass. A Ttk A el

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
Fennell's Oyt-thiasa Hobse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebs.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HE.VP.V WALSH.

Bnp't Running Holfle Dep't,
15Bept P.lftAltnSw.kFarm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, KunniDg, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
88S Third St„ San Francisco

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C P. & U. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With SplendidiTrack anoHUnequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West, >ort!i and Nortli.ivest from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE.' :

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
(eneral Aerent. San Francisco, Cal.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of treM Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS. ROCHES 1ER. N. Y.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FAR

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.
Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sal e at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and np to the last of January,
1SS6. All th* mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be
lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1S85, and dat>s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions a^d Fillies from yearlings to 6ve- year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SA7.E AT FAIRLA.W.V

It is confidently believed that- no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

1 tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring Sne, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

F1RST.CIASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTIXG STOCK
For breeding pnrposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTi1

, 01NTR. P"RT(TFi PLAN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
J.X1.LJ Ua^-U X XtJ-UXJ i JJJ3.J.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from dats.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1S85, or further information, address

Lock Pox 39^. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SA>' FBA>«TS< O, «'AE,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,OOO
OFFK E 410 FUSE STREET
G. L. BR.VNDER President

J. L. FLOOD Vice-Wetldent
C. P. FARN'FIELD Secretory

J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
BanKers Nevada Bank cl'Suii Fraiicteco.

31juU3 J

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J?-seyB Ot both eeiea for h*1p PrmtHfTW (wklrfas
Ebb fnn.-isrn Pil

pamgtt

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depotn uwnaond Street, between Third and Fourth Streets

:-,m Fr.mcisco.

LKAVl
*. F.

8:30,
10:40

rii :
; ."-

'3:30
!

4 :-2o I

Commencing Aug. 20, 1886.

San Msteo, Redwood and..
Menlo Park

S -jo) p
17:50 T
t»:15f

Santa Clara, San JoBe.and....
Principal Way Stations

1
9:03 a

:*10:02a
•3-J6P
6:00 P
t»:15p

k t tiilroy, Pajaro, Castroville ) 1*10 :02 a
p ;

* Srtlinas and -Monterey f I 6:00 ?

m-JOA 1 ( WataonviUe, Camp OoodsU ;,.„,.„ .

^ > ....Antos.Xew Bri^hton.StHjuel.... [ I 'Jg*..(Capito)a land Santa
. suquei.„. > 1

Cruz S :

4.7.™ . . \ Monterey and Santa Cruz..
' 'auA

i

\ (Sunday Excursion)

..Hollister and Tres Pinos .,

10:40 a SoIedad.SaD Ardo and Way St'ns.. 1

'. i p

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSnndaye only. {Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furuKsh^l'iiv Randolph k Co.. S. F.

Stack connkctions are made with the 10:Hja.m.
Train, except Pkscadebo Stages vi?. San Mateo and
Redwooi'. whicl cunjitiut »ith »:3<> a. m. Train.

Special Roi'nd-tbip Tickets, nt reduced r;itt^— 10
.Mouterev, Aptos. Soquel Santa Cruz and Pesoadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paao Robles SprlngB.

EXCDRMON TICKETS.
Fnr Snndava onlv $

Sold SDXDAY Mos.vd.-g;
lDJy,

> for return same day.
good

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SrxnAVonly;
Sunday and< good for return until following Mon-
MondaT, ' flay, inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip

Fran s's so t 1

-^

-hi Bruno ...

.

MiUbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ....

Fair OafcR
Menlo Park,.
May field

.sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

1 10
1 25
1 4C
1 50
1 60
1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Moant'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
san JoBe .

Gilroy
Aptos...
soquel
Santa Cruz
M outer. -v

Slit to

Tkt.

?2«r
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00
5 00
5 f<>

5 0>>

5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and So. 613 Market
street, r;rand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R. JTTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BESPECTFUIXT calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Maces in the State for

Sea Bathing, shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILT FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

mmmer and 'Winter Resort ot the
Pacific 1'oa.st,

xylth its beantiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity oi Monterey, and the best of shooting
may >* had in Eeason.

THE BA T OE MONTEREY
fs noted for the ertent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, I'ompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
1 he low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL, DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AEE UNSUBPASSED,

havinK a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for 9urf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOO.FEL AMI SAKTA CRFZ
IS VTA THE NOETHKBN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Bro;id Gauge)

Hie Northern Division rune through the counties
oi -v. Mateo, santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crni
and Monterey,each ot which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

({nail. Pigeon, Snipe. i>tu-k. Geeae, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv thin Hue. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo Zor those well-known Retreats, PTJRIfiU
SIMA, SAN QREGORIO and HEsCADKRO. We
would particularlv call attention to the unlimited ex*
tent ofrange at and abont SAN BRUNO and atcMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a Bhort distance from San

Franclsc/) and offer special Induceniente to tl e lovera
of t liis manly Sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR nOu-

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge ^f
[rain BaggaeemeD. Trabi Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CilEC"
1

l
.

ECKS for all dogs received In Bagg4M

order to guard against accidents to D s
. transit, it is necessary that they l>e provided
ILLAB AND CHAIN. Guns and F

raclcle "'ill lw carried frei'ofchargc. Qui
and securely packed in wood or I'.ailier

taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot,

*\r set, Valencia Station, and No 613 Mark.'
Hotel.

*V, C. BA6SETT, H. B. JUDAH.
SoDerLntendent: 45|t, p»j|f *> „
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STANDARD»

CHAMBERLIH MACHINE-LOADED,

SHOT DGES,
PERFECT AT THE TRAP,

KILLING IN THE FIELD,

POPULAR EVERYWHERE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS OS LOADED TO ORDER.

(M Ew S".MWJIW» tr\r\W6WVVc\

typ*?/ SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

Selby Smelting and
SAN FRANCISCO.

SAL*

RANCH

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

Ey order ot Pierre LorUlarci, Est;., I -trill sell at Public Auction,

WITHOUT RESERVE,
Ills entire Breeding: Stud, consisting of tlte

5 STALLIONS
Imp. Mortemer,

Duke of Magenta,
Iroquois,

Pizzaro,
Imp. Siddartha.

79 BROOD-MARES,
-INCLUDING

-

Alienor in, sister to Pizarro and dam of Pontiac.

IllalrgOM rio, clam of Breeze and Blossom.

Kxploslon. dam of Dew Drop.

Florence, dam of HfDdoo.
MorteUNC. dam of Young Duke.
I*el«la, dum of Cores t.

Lizzie Lucas, dam of Chimera, Cycloids, etc.

Loulanicr. dam of Katrine.

Hi rime Minor, dam of Wanda.
Ontario* dam of McWhirter, Hypasia, etc.

Hera, sister to Iroquois.
Perlecllon, sister to Parol.
Second Hand, dam of Exile.
Susan Ann. dam of Thora.
Vandalite. dam of Hiawasse, Housatonic, etc.
Wanda, Spinnw ay. and a number of other highly

bred ones from distinguished racing families.

The Sale will be held at the

RANGOGAS STUD FARM,
JOBSTOWN, N. J.

On Friday, October 15th, 1886.
Commencing; 'at 1 2 o'clock.

Next Spring the remainder ofJMbe Kancocas Stud, r,5 Yearlings, will be sold without reserve.
Catalogues ean he bad on application at UtuoSUe of the liKt:t:i>Klt unci StPORTSMAN, or from

S. ». IIKI < l . Auctioneer
SesepK 41 Park Bow, Jf. Y.t'll}'.

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor-

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with UT'iXE'S SOXl'BLE PMKNVIiE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knews that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
s in which they are housed contain germs of disease.
ctly salubrious aud healthy, they should be disinfec

SOLUBLE PHBNYLB,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. Ti prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious aud healthy, they should be disinfected with

which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENaLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and spiiukled over the floor aud sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
llaugtf 406 California Street, San Francisco.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, "Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Kitchel's Liniment, DixouV, Going's and DeBoise's Horse Remedies*

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON
230 and 232 Ellis Street,

MaugtX
San Francisco
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Sporting Notes.

The folly of trying to bring men to one moral or immoral
level by legislature has been made signally manifest in the

case of the American Jockey Club. The New York laws
against betting on racehorses and at race courses have been
pressed with such vindictive malice against the managers and
patrons of this well-known tTack, that the fall meeting has
been broken up before it was half finished. Fifty thousand
people have been deprived every week of their favorite

pleasure, and for what? To gratify a malicious spite. The
dog in the manager is a prince in generosity when compared
with the man who is unable to enjoy the exhilirating excite-

ment of a horse-race and plans, schemes andjplots to rob his

neighbor of that pleasure. The opponents of horse Bracing,

and betting on the turf lack the first requisite which must
be demanded of all self-announced reformers. They must be
sincere. Lacking that quality they are as nothing. The sound-
ing brass and tinkling cymbal deserve more serious attention.

If these New York reformers really had the welfare of the

multitude at heart there are ten thousand gross and debasiug

evils for them to tight against which are being enacted under
their very noses every day. But these shameless, rampant,
cruel, hideous breaches of the law of decency, good health

and correct murals are winked at, and a noble sport is

attacked. Why? For the gratification of the basest of human
passions—malice. Fanatical moralists, and would be purists,

cannot enjoy a soul-stirring, and heart-lightening sport

themselves, and like curs they must snarl at their superiors

who can. No one will deny that evils are inseparably

linked- with horse racing. Men will gamble upon the

result and risk money beyond sums which they can
afford to lose. The result may mean in many cases that

families are brought to want, that peculatious are suggested

and embezzlements follow. But the evils of racing are mere
drops in the buoket compared with the dishonesty that is

daily brought to light in financial and commercial circles.

Look at the bankers, brokers, and merchants of New York.

Read do'wn the list of brilliant failures in the rank and tile of

clearing houses, the stock boards, the produce and oil

exchanges, and add to them the longlist of defaulters amongst
merchants and insurance men; compare the standard of

morality between the two classes of those who ruin them-

selves by betting upon the turf, and of those who bring irrepar-

able loss upon their associates in business circles, and the

turfmen will be found as white as riven suow when placed

side by side with blackened humanity of their puritanical

Last Saturday's regatta had some amusing incidents-

Four reporters went to see it and take notes of its incidents,

two of them were old salts, the other brace being land -lub-

bers. At the outset, just off Harrison-street wharf, as the

Sea Lion was heading for Mission Rock, one of the sea dogs of

the press allowed his new ten-dollar hat to blow overboard

and the cruel waves carried off for the intimate companion

of many brilliant ideas, flashes of merriment and wit in

galore.
" When the tog arrived at Mission Eock three of the

four reporters climbed up the side of a ship tying -at the

dock, and from her lofty deck watched the start. They were

so much interested in the mishaps of the starting fleet that

they did not notice when the lines of the tug were cast off,

and all stared at each other in blank amazement when they

saw the Sea Lion three hundred yards away. A ship's boat

came to the rescue and carried off one member of the press,

but left two lamenting. They made frantic signals to the

tug and were taken off the rock in about half an hour. The
third, in the ship's boat was carried hither and thither for a

long time by the rough blast and angry waves, and was

finally picked up by the tug in a condition of hopeless

despair; he had become reconciled to his fate, and was mak-
ing notes upon the pleasant sensations experienced in drown-

ing. His reverie was rudely broken up by ex-Commodore
MacdoDaugh seizing him with an iron grip and hauling him
over the bulwarks of the tug.

Tho great breeders of thoroughbreds in this country have

been Messrs. Lorillard, Withers, Scott, Reed, Cassatt,

Swigert and Haggin. The first named is no more, alas! so

far as vital interest in the business is concerned. With the

ealeof the Euncocas Stud he has disappeared. Who will be his

successor will probably be decided before this item reaches the

teadersof this journal. Writing before t he event,but with hopes

and anticipations of its result, the name of J. B. Haggin is

transposed from the last to the first place in the list. With

Darebin, Sir Modred, Kyrle Daly, and the probable selection

of the choicest blood from Rancocas*for sires, Maud Hamp-
ton, Miss Woodford, and the present stock at Rancho del

Paso, Mr. Haggin will, with a bound, step into the foremost

rank as a breeder of thoroughbreds, not only in this country

but in the world,

The Pacific Amateur Athletic Association have announced
their programme for Thanksgiving Day. It is commended
to the support of every athlete in the country who desires to

see an honorable sport flourish. Will our oarsmen allow the
Bame grand national holiday toj pass unobserved? It is by
long odds the most desirable day in the year for boat
racing. If the Pacific Rowing Association will take
the matter in hand at once, arrange a good programme,
invite all the clubs in the State to participate, and above all

start the events early, a grand day's racing may follow.

There were never more boats for competing crews. There is

ample time for training, and the prizes can be secured for the

asking. What is wanted is some enthusiastic spirit to take
the lead and success will follow. Who is the man or where
are the men?

Sunday picnics and base-ball matches played on Sunday by
professionals have become familiar by age. There the limit

may be very properly allowed to stop. Recently an attempt
has been made to make amateur athletic meetings part of

Sunday's pleasures, but it has proved a dismal failure. The
best supporters of that form of sport in this city find stronger
attractions elsewhere, hence the attendance has been com-
posed chiefly of riff-raff, who expect Sunday sports to end in

a row, and for that addition there is always a strong party of

loafers to be found in every city. If the amateurs who have
started this innovation have really a sincere regard for the

future of their favorite sport, they will hold aloof from the
unwashed element who climb the fences of race-tracks to see

these Sunday sports.

The death of Captain Duckworth in Calcutta recently was a

great surprise to his friends in this city. He left here on the

W. J. Pirrie about a year ago, he was then in robust health
and as jovial as ever. But the climate of India proved fatal

to him. No man that ever sailed a British ship into this port

was more popular. On the cricket field, the race-course, and
amongst yachtsmen his face was equally familiar. There
was no form of sport in which he was not ready to take a

hand. But cricket was his favorite amusement; he would
make any sacrafice to take part in a match and no one could
be more untiring in the field than he. Everyone who knew
him will regret his untimely taking off in the prime of early

manhood.

The Canadian Athletic Association is generous, if not wise.

At its champion meeting held on Sept. 25th, at Montreal,

fourteen contests were named. Of these theNew York Athletic

Club captured ten first prizes, the Manhattan Athletic Club
three, and the Yale College Club one, not one of the events

named being taken by amateurs of the Dominion. The
Canadians were, for the most part, content to let the events go
without a struggle. But a village like Montreal cannot be
expected to compete with a city such as the capital of the

United States. That is really what the Canadian Champion
Athletic meeting means.

The four youngsters who went out to see the Mosquito
regatta in a whiteh&ll boat, and were capsized near Mission
rock, had a close call. The chances that some of them would
be drowned, as one after another they went under water,

looked seriously imminent. But the crew of the British ehip

Clau Macfarlaue, in their schooner saved them in gallaut

style. The officer at the tiller kept the way on his boat until

almost abreast of them, then he doused his canvas in an
instant, put his tiller up, and in less than a moment had the

four unfortunates in the stern sheets.

The leadiug amateur athletic clubs of the east appear to

have some very contemptible men in prominent positions.

M. W. Ford, Esq., Captain of the Brooklyn Athletic Associa-

tion, and a member of the New York Athletic Club, has got

into hot water; he is distinctly charged with running in a

professional race, under au assumed name, for a money
prize of $25, and making a journey from New York to

Springfield, Mass., for that purpose. He won, received the

money and is now paying the penalty of having the charge

made public. _______
Mr. William Scriptor, the brilliant turf contributor of the

St. Lonis Republican, has a most charming wife. She attends

all the race meetings which her husband reports, and her

keen eyes help her to pick out the winuers of three out of

live races that she sees run. In speukingof this brilliaut

lady's skill as a judge of horse flesh her husband often says:

"When it comes to uuming a winner my wife can give me
tea paunds and a beating any day in tho week."

Beach has made $50,000 by rowing. He has had enough of

it, and when he returns to Australia will retire to his farm on
the Clarence river the unbeaten champion of the world.

Sensible man; doubly so if he keeps resolutely to his purpose

Mr. Osmond Tearle is an accomplished and scientific boxer.
As Kenneth Gordon he has to put up his hands several times
with Richard Ellerton. In the first round he knocks hiui

out with a straight left hander, but after that the play
demands thatEllerton should have the best of the pummell-
ing matches. Gordon is floored three times with blows that

only a schoolboy would hit. How it must jarupon the nerves
of the well-trained boxer not to be allowed toward off such
windmill blows and counter upon the unguarded body of his

enemy.

Boat sailers usually make the mistake of ballasting their

craft with solid material, pig iron or bugs of slag. Where open
boats are thus ballasted there is a great risk when heeled

over, of their filling and sinking and lying on their bot-

tom out of reach, if in deep water. If these boats were
ballasted with chain with a line and buoy made fast to it,

the boat might fill aud capsize but the chain would then
drop out and the boat remain afloat, and the ballast could
be recovered with the line fastened to it.

The match in which, according to the Chronicle, the Phila-

delphians beat the Englishmen, was only finished on Oct.

4th, and ended in a victory for the visitors by 6 wickets, the

scores being: English gentlemen, 235 and 40 for four wickets,

Philadelphian gentlemen, 12S aud 146. Yet the Chronicle's

report of the Englishmen "beaten at their own game!" was
printed two days before the match was finished. This imita-

tion of Wiggins in anticipating disasters that never come
must be eminently gratifying.

The greatest trotting dam is Miss Russell, made so by her
queenly daughter Maud S. The grandest sire of trotters ib

Electioneer. Miss Russell is now on her way to Palo Alto.

With her will come Russia, a sister of Maud S.; Nntalia, a

sister of Nutwood. The three will be bred to Electioneer,

and their produce will be watched with an interest that has
never been attached to any trotting colts in the country.

Marvin has charge of the three mares, which ensures them
the most perfect care.

M. W. Ford, the beclouded amateur sprinter, is charged
with being the most bitter opponent of Myers during
his amateur days, and the prime mover in bringing charts
against Myers to damage his standing. When Myers
stepped down into the professional ranks Ford siood at the

head of the amateur sprinters. Now, if the charge made
against him be sustained, he will, if he runs at all, have to

take second place to Myers and third to many others.

The great race between Beach and Gaudaur is the leading

theme of English and eastorn rowing critics. Gaudaur has
returned home. He confirms Teemer's report that Beach is

the greatest of living oarsmen. Beach and his companions
have started for home, and they carry with them heavy sacks

of American dollars and English sovereigns won by honorable
efforts.

The Eleven of England have Btartod for Australia, where
they will play a series of matches agiuust the leading clubs of

the colonies. They are a fine all-round team, including

Shrewsbury, Barlow, Scotton, Read, Shaw. Briggs, Lobman,
Suerwin, Bates and others of less note. The team is under the

able management of Shaw, Shrewsbury and Lillywhite.

The foot-ball matches put down'for last Saturday did not

come off, the clubs not having secured a ground. The junior

clubs still persist in calling themselves "amateurs," au
unpardonable display of ignorance as to the game and the

meaning of the name. But schoolboys never learn anything.

It is pleasant to Bee the name of H. C. Finkler once more
prominent amongst wheelmen. He is a member of the

Division Racing Board L. A. W. There was a time wheu his

name was a terror to nil comptitores in bicycle races, no

matter how heavily he might be haudicayjped.

The Australian Eleven are on their way home via New
York aud this city. They will probably play in Philadelphia

und New York, but there is no hope of seeing them don their

Uaunels in this city. There is not au acre of ground tit to

ask them to play upon.

The California Lawn Tennis Club will have a special pro-

gramme of games for November 2d., which should prove very

interesting. The members are now beginuing to show their

real form, and tho spectators watch the play with increased

interest every week.

To-day the Mevion Cricket Club will play another

with the British ship capl 9 are of a

oujoyuble chuvdcUi ly relished by both hu

andmariuers.
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Dates for 1886.

EASTERN—RUNNING

.

altimore Oct. 19 to 23
|
Washington Oct. 26 to 29

EASTERN—TROTTING.

Mount Holly. N. J Oct. 11 to 19|Green6eld, O Oct. 13 te 19

Frederick, Md Oct. 12 to lalBloomsburg, Pa Oct. 13 to 19

Trotting on the Bay District.

Oct. 9th.—The extra fine weather of the whole week, pre-

vious to yesterday, was accepted as a favorable angary for

the opening day of the trotting meeting on the Bay District

course. There were disappointments, however, as the

morning was ushered in with a strong breeze from the north-

west, and as the day progressed there was a greater atmos-

pheric commotion, and soon after mid-day there was nearly a

gale. There was chilliness, too, and almost frigidity in the

blast. It sent the dust whirling in clouds from the exposed

parts of the track, and waB a serious obstacle for the horses to

overcome.
Owing to the unfavorable weather the owner of Antevolo

decided not to start him in the arduous task of trotting three

heats in 2:20 or better, thinking that he could only accom-
plish it under the most favorable auspices. He was mistaken

in the estimate, as was shown by his making two heats in

2:19i and 2:20, so if he had been started there would have
been three chanceB more to make the stipulated time. The
track was in splendid condition, and had the afternoon been

at all favorable a better opportunity could not be desired.

The first race was a match of 32,000 between Allan Roy
and Manon. Owing to his three victories over Sister, the

stable companion of Manon, Allan Roy, was the favorite with

the bettors at the opening of the pool-sales, bringing $25 to

SIS on the mare, and as the selling progressed the backers of

Manon had more confidence and they were willing to give

$20 to $25. The race sustained the estimate of those who
put their faith on Allan, as he won in "straight heats," and
so nearly alike that a description of one will suffice for all,

excepting the small variation in time. Allan Roy drew the

pole and he had a neck the best of the send-off. Manon
broke soon after the bell sounded, and at the quarter, in 35

seconds, Allan was a length in the lead. The half was made
in 1:0S|, the relative positions being about the same. From
that point home the horses had to face the strong wind with
clouds of dnst obstructing their nostrils, and though Manon
closed a portion of the gap she could not reach an equality

with Allan, who won with something to spare iu 2:19]-. The
backers of Manon did not lose all hopes of a change in their

favor, aud were willing to risk Sll against §25 that she would
win. Vain hopes:—Allan winning the second heat in 2:19|
and the third in 2:20:}. The half-mile in the second heat was
made in l:0S£andin the third in 1:09, showing that if the

weather had been favorable the time would have been faster.

Oct. 9th—Match for 52,000.

Allan Roy, g g by Patchen Vernon—J. W. Donathan 1 1 l

Manon, b m by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Time, 2:19*, 2:19J, 2:204.

The second race was a contest between two pacers, Elma,
and Sam Lewis, and the trotter Blaine. It proved a hard
tussle all through, and with so many variations as to bewilder
the sports. Blaine was the most favored before the start,

bringing $25 to $16 on Elma and $9 for Sam Lewis. Elma
won the first heat in 2:25}, when she was the choice at $40 to

©18 for Sam Lewis, Blaine bringing S17. SamLewis won the
second heat in 2:27£ when he became favorite, and scoring
the third in 2:2S his" chances were rated at §40 to $19 on both
the others. Then Blaine won the fourth in 2:30^, when there
was a rapid advance in the stock of the trotter, $50 to $2S
being wagered that he would win. The fifth was also placed
to his credit in 2:32, when the finish was postponed until
Monday.
On Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock the finish was called,

Elma being a strong favorite. Elma broke at the star* and
was not again in the race. Lewis led Blaine to the wire and
won the heat and race. Time, 2:25.

Oct. 9th and 11th.—Purse aud Stake $200.

Sam Lewis, b s i pacer)—J. A. Goldsmith 2 1 1 2 2 1
Blaine, blk fi—W. JI. Fletcher .8 3 3 112
Elma, ch m (pacer)-il. Smith.. 12 2 3 3 3

Time, 2:25i,2:27i, 2:28, 2:30j. 2:32, 2:25.

Racing: at the Yreka Fair.

RUNNING.
Sept. 29th.—Puree s200; S50 to second. Mile heats.

I). Shearer's brg Garfield 1 i
Owner's b g Snap 2 2

Time, 1:564, 2:01.

Snap broke down In the first heat but was galloped in the second.
Same Day.—Purse -5100. Five furlongs

.

E. Flitner'.s bm Minnie K 1
G. L. Richardson's b g Prince o
— McDonald's b e Dutchman 3
Q. W. Moore's r m Maggie R 4

Time, 1:03$.

Sept. 30th.—Stake and purae 3205, for two-year-olds. Half a!mile
E. Flitaer'sb g Patti A
S. Richardson's b f Ruby *

"
g

Time, :55.

Same Day.—Novelty Race. Purse £150. One mile.
Jas. McCuleaf's b g Piince 2 111
E. Flitner'K b m Miunie R 1 2 2 3
I>. Sbearer'B brg Garfield .' 3 3 3 2— McDonald's b g Dutchman
G, W. Moore's ch m Swamp -,

Time, ;23, £1.1:18, 1:49.

Oct. 1st.—Purse 8200. S50 to second. Half-mile heats.
E. Flitner's I- m Minnie R 1 ±
X. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain ....!!!!" 2 2
J. Johnson's chg A. A. P 3 3

Time, :49, :60.

Oct. 2d.—Purse .9200. $50 to second. Three-quarter-mile heats.
J. MoOuleafB b g Prince 1 1
T. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier 2 2
I>. Shearer's brg Garfield

, 3 3
Time, 1:18, 1:19$.

Same Day—Special purse 850. $5 entrance to go to second horse.
T. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain

Q j
E. Flitner'a ch m Minnie R \[\'

m q g
J. Johnson's ch g A. A. P 3
R. G. O'Shay's chm Nettie Mack 4

Time, 1:03, 1:03$.

Oct. 4th.—Subscription purse 5117.50. One mile and a half
T. Hazlett's ch g Fred Collier

*

j
D. Shearer's br g Garfield ...."..'.'.'.'.'.'.'."....

2
Jas. McCuleaf's b g Prince 3

Time, 2:45.

Same Day.—Match for 350. Quarter of a mile.
J. Johnson's ch g A. A. P.

,

i

E. FUt»er's b f Patti <2) -

2
Time, :24}.

TROTTING.
Sept. 29th.—Purse $200. Four-year-olds

Honest Mike, bs 1 1 1

JayB.,bB . > .,

Time, 3:23, 3;22f 3;17.

Sept. 30th.—Purse and Stake S435. Two-year-olde.
AltaClay, blk f—J. H. Miller 1 1
Altena. blk f—L. Swan 2 3
Wm. Tell, bs—E. Flituer 3 2
Susie H., bf—A. Hawkins| 4 dB

Time, 3:06, 3:05.

Oct. 1st.—Purse §200. 2 :50 Class.
Zilophone, b s—Jas. Sutherland l
Queen, ch m—G. W\ Moore ds

Time, 2:37.

Same Day.—purse S— . To beat best record of the track, Maggi8
Arnold, 2:35.

Nellie Kahler, br m—Jas. Evans 1
Time 2

Time, 2:33.

Oct. 2d.—Purse S200. Special.
Zilophone, b s—Jas. Sutherland 1 1
Siphon, h g—J. C. Evans 2 2

Time, 2:41, 2:38.

The Grand National at Jerome.

[Sporting World.]

Sept. 30tb.- The Grand National Handicap. A sweepstakes of S100
each, h f, or only$20 if declared by 4 p. 11. on the day before the day
appointed for the race, with §1,500 added, of which §500 to the second.
One mile and a half.
P. H. Grill's ch c Wickham, 4, by Willful—Ecliptic, 115 ... . Garrison 1
A. J. Cassatt's b m Heel-and-Toe, e,. by Glenelg—La Polka, 100

Fisher 2
Preakness Stable's b g Rupert, 4, by Falsetto—Marguerite, 114

Rupert 3
Toronto Stable's b g Ten Booker, 4, by Ten Broeck—Nellie Booker,

97 Littlefield
J.B. Haggio'sblkc Hidalgo, i, by Joe Daniels—Electra, 118..Hayward
E. J. Baldwin's b h Lucky B., 6, by Rutherford—Maggie Emerson, 122

Fitzpatrick
G. B. Morris' b c Favor, 4, by Pat Malloy—Favorite, 118

J. McLaughlin
J. Cotton's ch c Alf Estill, 4, bv Norfolk—Lady Jane, 103.. ..Raiferty

Time, 2:40.
No betting.

Eight came to the post and so well were each of them
thought of by their respective owners that had speculation
been possible the event would have turned out one of the
greatest betting races of the year. As it was there was quite
a little wagering among some of the owners and their friends,
and among some of them Rupert was thought to have a shade
the best chance.

After two attempts Mr. Caldwell succeeded in getting the
lot off to a beautiful start. Hidalgo was the first to show,
followed by Lucky B. and Heel-and-Toe. Rafferty, however,
at once took Alf Estill to the front, and coming to the stand
he had a lead of two lengths. Nest came Lucky B., a neck in
front of Favor, Rupert fourth, Hidalgo fifth. Along the turn
Alf Estill increased his lead to three lengths, an advantage
which he retained to the quarter pole. There, however, he
shut up like a jack-knife. Two strides further the entire field

swept by him, and he was absolutely last and hopelessly
beaten.
When the horses disappeared behind the hill Rupert led by

a half length, with Favor second the same distance in front
of Ten Booker, and Wickham moving up. When they came
in sight again, Wickham was in front, a length to the good,
with Rupert second, a length and a half in front of Ten
Booker, and Favor fourth. As they swung into the
stretch Heel-and-Toe moved up, and after passing the seven-
furloug pole Fisher brought her up with a rush. Garrison
on Wickham, however, was prepared for such a challenge,
and hustling his mount along he won cleverly by a length
and a half, with Heel-and-Toe second, three lengths from
Rupert.
Poor old Favor! The many hard races he has had of late,

with heavy weights up, seem to have taken the heart out of
him. Mr. Morris thought very highly of his chances yester-
day. Going round the hill he moved along very easy and
strong. But he began to falter as they neared the three-
quarter pole. In the stretch he managed to keep his place to
the seven-furlong pole, but he lacked the vim to go up, and
finished behind among the beaten lot. Mr. Morris is in very
hard luck this fall, and it is to be hoped both in his case and
that of Mr. Corrigan that there will be a turn in the tide
before long.

Miss Woodford Coming.

Miss Woodford's destiny is California. That is settled
upon, as Mr. J. B. Haggin, of the Rancho del Paso stud of
Sacramento, Cal., has come to an understanding with the
Dwyer Bros, whereby he takes their mares as soon as they
have ceased racing. The Dwyers have but few mares, but
their best ones will go to Mr. Haggin, and Miss Woodford
and Dewdrop were included in the bargain. The ultimate
destination of Miss Woodford is, however, an item of more
importance to the racing world than the private bargains of
Messrs. Haggin and Dwyer. She is the greatest—certainly
the most popular—mare that has ever appeared before an
American public. The Northumbrians swore by Beeswing,
Formosa was the pride of Wiltshire, but Miss Woodford was
the boast of all Americans, without regard to section, and they
will watch her future with more interest than attaches to the
numberless mares who flash upon the scene from time to
time, only to disappear as suddenly as they came. When the
mare broke down at Saratoga, there were reports that the
Dwyers would retain her and breed her to Hindoo. Another
story was to the effect that they would present her to Mr. D.
L. Alexander, while the generally accepted belief was that she
would be sold back to her breeders, Messrs. Clay & Wocd-
ford. It will be remembered by our readers that when Mr.
Catesby Woodford was in town, in A.ugust, we interviewed
him on the subject, and he replied: "Well, Mr. 'Vigilant,

1 Mr.
Haggin will get her, I fancy. He will outbid us. He can
outbid anyone now in the business, and I have reason to
think he will make an offer." Mr. Woodford must have had
some hint when he spoke. At any rate it is settled upon.
Miss Woodford leaves for California very shortly. She will,

we suppose, be bred to Darebin, or Iroquois should Mr.
Haggin purchase him at the coming sale. Thus far the Billet

mares have bred very well, Walter H. and Montrose being
from them. Still, Miss Woodford has been raced for five

seasons, and it may be several years before she will have
recovered sufficiently to breed great colts.—J¥". T. Spirit,

Freda, in foal to Longfellow, is on her way home. Mr.
Baldwin's yearlings purchased at the sales last spring are
in the same car. They are: ch c by Priuce Charlie, dam
Salina by Lexington; b c by Prince Charlie, dnm Nota Bene
by Glenelg; ch f by Glenelg, dam La Polka by Lexington;
blk f by Virgil, dam Fair by Glen Athol.

Mr. A. J. Alexander of Wnodborn Farm, Kentucky, bus
shipped six mares to California to be bred to Electioneer.
Among them are Miss Russell, dam of Maud S.; Nutula, full

sister to Nutwood, and Russia, full sister to Maud S.

During the grand circuit from Detroit to Springfield there
were 303 heats trotted, at an average of closedown to 2:22,
and 34 paced at 2:19.

The Big Race at Chicago.

We gave last week the result of the sweepstake trot at
Chicago on the 2d. The description of the work done is from
a Chicago daily:
Next on the card was the big event that brought out the

three cracks of the season—Harry Wilkes, Belle F. and Oliver
K. In the pools that were sold the night before at the
Palmer Oliver K. was a hot favorite, and for a time at the
track he maintained his position. The Harry Wilkes end
became stronger and stronger toward the close, however, and
finally he sold at even money against the field. Specimen
pools and their fluctuations were as follows: Oliver K. $130
Harry Wilkes $125, Belle F. $35. Oliver K. $100 Harry
Willies $100, Belle F. S28. Harry Wilkes SJ00, field $100.
Each of the horses received an ovation from the grand stand,
and when the members went up it waB found that Oliver K.
had drawn the pole, with Belle F. second and Harry Wilkei
on the outside.

First Heat—They were sent away on nearly even terms at
the fourth score. Oliver K. left his feet on the club house
tarn, and the latter-day favorite went to the front, opening
up a gap of three lengths at the quarter in 34J, Belle F. third
and on a break. Down the back stretch Wilkes went like a
bird, and at the half, in liOSJ, he was two lengths to the good,
Belle F. a bad third. On the stable turn Oliver K. crept up
a little, and at the three-quarters, in 1:43, he was at the little
fellow's wheel. Wilkes, without even being shaken up, came
away iu the stretch aud won in a jog by three lengths in
2:16$, Belle F. a poor third.

Second Heat—The backers of Oliver K. looked blankly at
each other, but still stood to their guns and bought the field
at $20 against S 100 for Wilkes. It was a mere procession
from start to finish, as Wilkes, taking the lead at the start,
was never once headed, he trotting the quarter in 351, the
half inl:09|, the three-quarters in 1:44, and the mile in
2:17^, and won in a jog by three parts of a length, Belle F.
again a poor third.

Third Heat—"We are all suckers,'' said a field-buyer.
"They can't beat the little horse to-day," and there was a
rush for the box. Pools sold: Wilkes $50, and the field $8,
but the field end was a trifle weak. They were given the
word at the third time of scoring, the send-off being a very
even one. Going around the club-house turn the two leaders
trotted like a double team, and at the quarter in 34| Wilkes
led Oliver K. by a half-length only. Down the back stretch
the race was a pretty one, and, passing the half in 1:08$,
Oliver K. still clung like a leech to the leader's wheel. On
the stable turn Van Ness let the little fellow out a link, and,
passing the three-quarters in 1:43|, he had a good length the
best of it. Oliver K. came again in the stretch, but it was of
no use, for the little chap had the foot of time, and won
handily by three parts of a length, pulling up in 2:16}, Belle
"F. a fair third.

»

The First Horses seen by Hawaiians,

In 1803 Capt. Richard Cleveland of Salem took to the Sand-
wich Islands several horses, an event thus recorded in his
life, by his son, just published by the Harpers:
Touching at St. Lucus where they purchased "another

pretty mare with foal"—for which they paid in goods which
cost in Europe $1.50—they took their departure on the 30th
of May and arrived at Karakaroa Bay, Sandwich Islands, on
the 21st of Jnne. They found it was the season of a periodi-
cal taboo, during which no canoes were allowed to stir; but
the next day John Young came on board and told them that
the King was at Maui.
Young was very desirious of having one of the horses, and

thinking that the probability of their increase would be better
secured by leaviug them in different places, they next day
removed to Tooagah Bay, near Young's residence, and lauded
the mare, of which he took charge. This was the first horse
ever seen in Owyhee, aud naturally excited great astonish-
ment among the natives.

From here they went to Maui, and were first boarded by
Isaac Davis, who, with John Young, comprised at that time
the European population of the Islands.

Soon after a large double canoe came off, from whioh a
powerfully built, athletic man, nearly naked, came on board,
aud was introduced by Mr. Davis as Tamaahmaah, the great
king. His reception of them was not such as they had
anticipated, nor could they account for his apparent goodness
and lack of interest except on the supposition that it was mere
affectation. He took only a careless look at the horses, and
returned to the shore without expressing any curiosity about
them. His subjects, however, were not restrained by any
suoh desire to appear unconcerned. The news of the arrival
of the wonderful auimals spread rapidly, the decks were
crowded with visitors, aud next day, when they were landed,
a great multitude had assembled, evidently with no definite
conception of any use that could be made of them. As might
be expected from people who had never seen a larger animal
than a pig they were at first afraid to approach them, and
their amazement xeached its climax when one of the sailors
mounted the back of one of them and galloped up and down
upon the beach. They were greatly alarmed at first for the
safety of the rider, but when they saw how completely he
controlled the animal, and how submissively and quietly
the latter exerted his powers iu obedience to his will, they
seemed- to have a dawning conception of the value of such
a possession, and rent the air with shouts of admiration.
The king, however, could not be betrayed into any

expression of wonder or surprise, and although he expressed
his thanks when told they were intended as a present to him-
self, he only remarked that he could not perceive that their
ability to carry a man quickly from one place to another
would be a sufficient compensation for the great amount of
food they would necessarily require.

The Question of Supremacy in Colt Records.

Hitherto the rivalry in fast records by young trotters has
been confined to Kentucky and California, and northern
breeders seemed to have concluded that their geographical
position precluded them from having any part iu the honors,
which were left to sunnier climes. There was that, it was
supposed, in the climate of Kentucky which gave the youug
performer an advantage over those bred where winters are

j

colder and summer opens later. But events have shown this

natural advantage to be more fictitious than real. Last year J
the performance of Nelson, three-year-old record 2:263, and
Lord Nelson, three-year-old record 2:26.}, awakened the far-

northern breeders to the fact that even the comparatively
rigorous climates of Maine aud the north-west presented no
insuperable barrier to the production of great youngsters, and
this year we have evidences that New York need lower her
colors to nn southern neighbor in this regard. The perform-
ance of Mamie Wood, the New -York two-year-old that
trotted a mile at Rochester in 2:2"A, throws completely into

the shade the 2:29$ of the Kentucky Nn (breaker, Nutwood's*,*
precocious son. And now we see the Renie, a northem*bre4'
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year-dlS that w*r? sold at the Rochester meeting, has beaten
alitfhe'Kentucky yearlings at quarter mile heats.

TJJhe fault has been not with oar northern climate bat with
<our northern breeders. Kentucky has held the supremacy
'because her breeders have made it their business to do so.
"Thatf&ftte has long drawn to itself the best blood of the north,
and with the prestige and the confidence born of long pre-

- eminence, her breeders have kept in the front by carefully
imsaroving every opportunity and every superior method.

' Tfcere is, we think, enough in the performance of 18S6, which
we refer to above, to dispel from the minds of northern
"breeders any lingering idea that their lines are cast in a place
where the equal of Kentucky youngsters cannot be bred.
There is no real obstacle in the way—no real reason why the
breeders of New York State cannot prodace as great young-
sters as Kentucky or California, and she can enter the lists

with those states with good prospects of carrying off her share
of honors just as soon as her breeders resolve that what
others have done they also can do.

—

L., in Wallace's Monthly.

The Way Records are Made in Kentucky.

The Lexington Fair, as well as the Kentucky Breeders
Meeting, offer a premium to all horses with inferior records
that make a record of 2:30 or better trotting against time.
The making ol these records, in this community of breeders,
is a source of much entertainment, and at both associations
the act is rserfectly guarded against fradulent practices. It is

required; that contestants for these premiums shall start

between heats, and that notice of the intention to start "must
t^esgrven to the Secretary the day preceding the trial. The
Snorters are published on the daily programmes with name,
Jsex, color and pedigree, and also the name ef the owner.
'The regular judges and the regular timers are in the stand,
;and ltUie trials are made in the presence of a large public gath-
ering, consisting, at the fair, of man}' thousand spectators;
-an$ it is safe to say that not less than a hundred watches are
'b*;ld on each trial. The drivers are weighed in and out, and
t'ne result is announced by the starting judge, generally the
president of the Association, and it is placarded on the timer's
stand in front of the multitude. A record is made in the
books of the association, signed by the judges, by the timers
and by the clerk, and this is forwarded to the National Trotting
Association for preservation and reference. All these con-
ditions having been complied with, the animal winning the
premium is under the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, entitled to and accredited with the record made. It

must be borne in mind that the N.ttional Trotting Association
is really a National Association. Its members are the prin-
cipal trotting associations in the whole country, and they
number in the hundreds. Its Congress is attended by dele-
gates from these associations, who meet in respectable num-
bers at stated intervals, intent on business and business
alone. Its rales are the guide for all trotting contests, and the
decrees of its court for a violation of these rules are enforced
with as much certainty as those of the highest tribunal in
the land. Opposing this is the National Association of Trot-
tang Horse Breeders, an eminently respectable organization,
Ibnt it would be unjust to accord to its rights not enjoyed by
Ihundreds of other associations in this country of equal
dignity, power and importance. Its assumption of the right
cto dictate rules for its peers, calls to mind the trio of shoe-
makers who embodied the result of their deliberations in a
series of resolutions, beginning: "We, the People of the
United States," and displays the character of self-assertion

and wisdom shown by the bull when he confronted the engine
on its own track. This rebellious position would be serious
if the power of these gentlemen was commensurate with their
pretensions; for they show a willingness to abrogate the rules
of the National Association and reduce it to a condition of
contemptible vassalage.

This organization has assumed to declare, in effect, that
time records, made as herein before stated (trials against
time), shall not be records; that to constitute a record there
must be a race against another horse or horses, and a
wager laid on the result. But for the fact of registration,

which is based on the reoord, this declaration would be idle.

As it is, such breeders as will not gamble may suffer some
detriment. Of course breeders in New York are also anxious
to obtain records, and this can be accomplished as easily

tinder the one method as the other, provided the breeders
have no conscientious scruples about betting. To show how
it is done we select the reported case of Mr. Chas. Backman.

"FIVE IS" THE LIST.
"

"Antonio, bay stallion, six years old, by Messenger Duroc,
out of Green Mountain Maid, has entered the 2:30 list. His
owDer, Mr. Backman, ran down to Comae from Stony Ford,
on Saturday, August 28th, and matched him for a small sum
against the chestnut mare Clara by Leland, owned by Mr.
0. D. Morse. A number of friends were present, and W. R.
Tilletts, Chas. V. Scudderand John B. Scudder were selected

judges, and Chas. H. Kerner and Jesse Caril acted as
timers. The contest was close, but Antonio won both heats,

he first in 2:28£ and the second in 2:30J." (The italics are
ours.)

Now, the names of these gentlemen constitute a sufficient

uarantee that this race was properly conducted, but the point
tre make it that there is no greater security against fraudulent
records under such an arrangement than if the trot had been
.gainst time, nor is it possible to prevent a match being made
l which the one horse is a mere nonentity, adding to the
chievementof thewinnerovera timeevent. Itwill be observed
at only Mr. Backman's friends are reported as present, and

I Mr. Morse's horse could not have trotted the mile out in

: minutes, it would have made no difference. If a breeder
Fishes to obtain a record under this rule, all he has to do i3

> invite a friend to his private track to act as judge, stake-
holder and timer, and to get John Smith to bet him a penny
pn a mile dash between their respective horses when it may
'

i that all hands know that th^j/nith horse can not trot in
rix minutes, and will not be in the race after the first stride.

EJ, as contended, this rule was adopted to prevent fraud and
) secure a contest with another, it is clearly inefficient. It

an prevent breeders who have conscientious scruples against
etting from obtaining records, and this is all it can possibly

o. Mr. Alexander, a large and reputable breeder, has
btained records for some of his stock at the Lexington Fair,

Qd at the Kentucky Breeders' Meeting, trotting for a pre-
lium against time. He could not be induced to bet "a small
um;"no, not even a penny, and if records could only be
nade under the rules of the National Breeders' Association,

hen such breeders as he would labor under a serious disad-

j
vantage. It has been the impression that the National
Breeders' Association was much opposed to gambling, and

I why it should insist on a wager to complete a record is pass-
' ing strange. Its rule can affect only those who are too

j
conscientious to gamble, and it is believed by many that this

J

alone was the reason for enactment.
There are none who recognize more clearly than we the

i

superiority of a record made in a heated contest' over one

made against time. But all records made in races are not of

equal value. The record made in the fourth or fifth heat of

an actual contest against a field of horses of nearly equal
speed and endurance, so far surpasses a record made early in

a race by a horse out-classing his competitors by many
seconds, as to bear no comparison. The record of Maxey
Cobb, though a fraction of a second faster than Phallas'

2:13f, which was made in a fourth heat has never
shed the lustre on its maker that the latter has on
Phallas, A fixed-up match where one horse is sent to stimu-
late the record-seeker, or started merely that a wager may be
laid, carries with the record no greater force than a match
against time. The record shows the speed of the horse made
in public. What the public and what breeders desire to

know is, has the horse satisfactorily demonstrated the fact

that he has the speed of a trotter for a mile with proper
weights? It is not practicable, with any amount of legislation,

to make records equal in time of equal value, and the rule

adopted by the National Association of Trotting Horse
Breeders is a glaring instance of the failure of the attempt if

such was the object.

Mr. Alexander trotted Xuba, four years old, on Sept. 2d at

Lexington Fair, in the presence of eight thousand spectators,

for a premium offered by the Association to beat 2:30, and
Yuba made a record of 2:28jj-. Mr. Backman trotted Antonio,
six years old, on August 2Sth at Comae, in the presence of
hie friends for a small sum against Mr. Morse's mare Clara,

and won both heats, the first in 2:28^ and the second in 2:30*-.

Waiving the time, is the record of Antonio superior to that
of Yuba? Both performances were to obtain records, and it

seems to us that of Yuba will carry more force with the public
than that of Antonio.

—

Slock Farm.

Complimenting a Just Judge-

The versatile Harry Lowden, commercial traveller, turf-

man, secretary, man about town and speculator in combina-
tions happened in Yreka during the district fair recently held
there. The directors of the association desired to have
honest racing, but found themselves confronted by a squad
of turf guerrillas, keen, cunning and hard to circumvent. It

was whispered that Harry knew the law, the men and the

horses, and he was pressed into duty as presiding judge. He
proved the right man. He did yeoman service to the end of

the meeting, taking special care of Harry Stover and his ilk,

and defeating most, if not all, of their schemes of plunder.
The association was happy and the attending spectators
delighted. The best horses won and everybody had a run
for his money. At the close of the meeting an incident

occurred which is thus noted in a local paper, the Journal:
Wm. McConnell, President of Mr. Shasta Agricultural

Association, announced from the stand that a motion had
been made and seconded extending a vote of thanks to Mr.
H. Lowden, of San Francisco, for the able, conscientious and
fearless manner in which he discharged the duties of Judge
in the stand during this Fair, and all in favor say "aye,"
which was responded to unanimously in deafening tone,

followed with a further demonstration of three rousing cheers
in favor of Mr. Lowden.

Californians at St. Louis.

The St. Louis Fair and Trotting Meeting closed last

Saturday, the 9th inst. The record of the races in which
California horses started is taken from the Republican;

Oct. 4th.—First race 2:25 class. Starters: Astral, St. Bel,

Alert, Principe, Consul, Almont and Prince Edward.
First Heat—Pools: field $25, Alert §10, Astral $10; Mr.

Pad field's Chestnut Boy was drawn just before the race on
account of lameness.

After four scorings an excellent start was effected, St. Bel
having just a shade the worst of the occasion. Astral trotted

past into the lead at the first turn, where he lead by a
length, Principe, who broke immediately afterward, being
third, and Alert fourth. At the head of the back stretch
Astral had a comfortable lead of two lengths of Almont, who
now was half a length clear of Principe, Alert being fourth.
At the half Astral had doubled his advantage of Almont, and
was trotting so easily within himself that the heat was clearly

his, bar accidents. At the stable turn he was half a dozen
lengths clear of Almont, with whom Alert and St. Bel were
now pretty nearly level. At the bend for home Alert passed
Almont, but never got on anything like terms with Astral,

who won by nearly ten lengths. Half a length separated
Alert from Almont, and St. Bel finished handy. Prince
Edward was flagged. Time, 2:22£.

Second Heat—Pools: Astral §30, field S15. Almont
behaved very badly before the send-off, but when the word
was given went to the front with Astral and Consul, who
were about equal in getting to work. St. Bel broke opposite
the club house and was well in tne rear as the eastern curves
were rounded. Almont led into the back stretch just clear of
Astral, Consul being two lengths off and St. Bel still trailing.

At the half-mile Almont had Astral at his quarters, Consul
was third, three lengths off, Alert was fourth and St. Bel still

acted as rear guard. At the stable turn Almont and Astral

were fighting like man and wife, and the only noteworthy
change of the balance was that St. Bel was coming. At the
home turn Astral got level with Almont but broke badly.
Consul looked dangerous and the others closed into a bunch.
When straightened for the wire St. Bel came along outside of

bis horses very fast, and though he did not quite reach
Almont, he finished the strongest of the two at the leader's

wheel. Astral was third, some distance away, Alert was
fourth and Consul fifth. Time, 2:24.

Third Heat—Pools: field $25, Almont S17, Astral $17.
The lot were sent off even excepting that Principe was a trifle

behind the others. Almont led at the first turn with St. Bel
and Astral handy, but the California colt at once began to

leave his company and entered the back stretch three lengths
clear of Consul, who had come through his horses very fast,

Almont now being third. At the half St. Bel led Consul by
two lengths, Almont was third on a dead run, Alert fourlh
and Astral fifth. At the stable turn Consul had decreased
his interval from St. Bel by 50 per cent, and the still-galloping

Almont was fast falling to the rear. As the home bend was
made St. Bel had settled his following and Alert drew up to

Consul, the heat being finally won very readily by St. Bel a

length ahead of Alert; Consul was third a length off, Astral
was fourth and Almont was distanced. Time, 2:25.

Fourth Heat—Pools: St. Bel, $50; field, S2S. Orrin
Hickok drove Alert in the heat. The start was excellent.

St. Bel at once went out and rounding the eastern cuTve had
a command of a length of Astral, Principe being third. Con-
sul fourth and Alert fifth, a position he stuck to religiously

for the whole of the journey. At the opening of the back
stretch St. Bel was five lengths clear of Astral, at whose wheel
Principe was laboring. No material change was effected

until just before the turn for home was commenced, when St.

Bel broke very badly and lost a deal of ground* This left

Astral in command and coming along fast up the straight; he

won by four lengths from St. Bel, who had recovered lost

ground rapidly and who preceded Principe under the wire
by three lengths. Time, 2:22$.

Fifth Heat—There was a rush for Astral in the pool ring
and he sold at $25 to $17 for the field. After a magnificent
send-off St. Bel was sent along and led Astral round the
ampitheatre curve by half a length, with Principe and Con-
sul lying handy. Entering the back stretch St. Bel was half
a length in front of Principe, who wassucceeded at the same
interval by Astral, Alert being next. These orders were pre-
served to the turn, where Astral closed to a level with St.

Bel, who he soon afterward had_ in tronble. The whip failed

to bring out the Californian, who trotted gamely enough but
was beaten under the wire by Astral by a length. Alert was
third, two lengths off, and a head in front of Principe.
Time, 2:23.

Oct. 4th.—2:25 cla39. Purse $1,500.
Astral, b g— W. T. Wayne 1 3 4 1 1
St. Bel. blk h—Chas. Marvin 4 2 12 2
Alert, b h—J. D. Ladd 2 4 2 5 3
Principe, br h—E. Dickson 5 6 G 8 4
Consul, ch h—C. E. Wayne 6 5 3 4 5
Almont, b g—Keeler & Skinner 3 1 dis
Prince Edward, b h—J. F. Galloway dia

Time, 2:22V, 2:24*, 2:25, 2:22A, 2:23.

Same Day—Osage Stakes for two-year-olds. Starters,
Chimes, "Victor Wilkes and Georgette.

First Heat—Pools: Chimes S25;' field $12. No difficulty

was experienced in sending the trio off on a dead level.

Chimes broke just after the word was given and lost a length
or so before being steadied. Georgette went to the front
when passing the club-house and was nearly a length clear of
the others, who was head and head as the back stretch turn
was made. Chimes then assumed the command and had
matters all his own way for the balance of the journey.
Georgette broke before reaching the half and was at once
passed by Victor Wilkes. Chimes won in a jog by ten lengths
from Wilkes, who broke near home but finished the same dis-
tance in front of Georgette. Time, 2:39£.
Second Heat—Pools : Chimes $50 ; field §10. Orrin

Hickok drove Victor Wilkes in this heat. They were sent
off evenly, but at the first trdrn each made a bit of a skip and
Georgette, by dint of galloping, had assumed a length lead at
the head of the back stretch. Chimes, who had trotted
second fiddle so far, now began to close, and as soon as the
trio were well straightened carried the filly off her feet, and
she was promptly passed, in consequence, by Victor Wilkes.
The latter showed a wonderful burst of speed at the stable
turn, where he, for a moment, shot by Chimes; but it was on
snfference only, for Mr. Hamlin's colt reassumed command
at the beginning of the straight, and coming along won most
handily by a dozen lengths. Victor Wilkes finished nearly
the same distance in front of Georgette. Time, 2:33J.

Same Day.— Osage Stakes. $5Q0 for two-year-olds.
Chimes, b c—Chas. Marvin i i
Victor Wilkes, b c—S. P. Moore 2 3
Georgette, brf—T. B. Hair 3 3

Time. 2:39£, 2:33*.

Oct. 7th.—The Gasconade Stakes, for two-year-olds.
Starters: Nutbreaker, Sphinx, Diatonic and Kentucky Ham-
bletonlan.

First Heat—Pools: Nutbreaker $25, field $10. A mag-
nificent start was effected at the second attempt, Mr. McEin-
n6y being loudly applauded from the stand for the excellence
of the send-off. Nutbreaker at once went to the front, Sphinx
trotting second to him all the way round. At the head of the
back stretch and at the half Nutbreaker's lead was one of two
lengths, but this was reduced by a half at the stable turn.
Bounding for home the leader shook out a reef and Sphinx
breaking half way up the straight Nutbreaker took the heat
in a jog by a dozen lengths. Kentucky Hambletonian was
third throughout, and finished five lengths behind Sphinx and
three *in advance of Diatonic. Time, 36f, 1:13$, 1:50$-, 2:27.
Second Heat—Pools : Nutbreaker S50, field S10. After a

perfect start Nutbreaker trotted to the front. At the club
house he was a length clear of Kentucky Hambletonian, who
was then running. Sphinx being third. At the head of the
back stretch Nutbreaker was well clear, Sphinx and Hamble-
ton ;an being on a run. At the half the leader had a com-
mand of ten lengths of Diatonic, who had passed Sphinx
while the latter was being steadied. By the stable turn (he
Egyptian had again trotted into second place; but he never
got on anything like terms with Nutbreaker, who won by t n
lengths. Sphinx led Diatonic under the wire by a third >f

this distance, and Kentucky Hambletonian was ilagged tor
galloping. Time, 2:31f.
Third Heat—Pools: Nutbreaker 650, field S5. This was

a procession for Nutbreaker, who increased a six-lengths hid
at the second turn to one of twenty before comuleting the
back stretch, and, trotting entirely within himself, he won an
uneventful heat by a dozen lengths from Sphinx, who nad
galloped in the back stretch and straight, but who beat Dia-
tonic, who had also misbehaved, by a length under the wire.
Time, 2:29.

Oct. 7th. -Gasconade Stakes S600. For three-year-olds.
XutbreaSer, b c by Xutwood—-Jno. Fisher l i i
Sphinx, b c by Electioneer—Palo Alto 2 2 2
Diatonic, blk c by Fairy Gift—Y. D. Scales i 3 3
Kentucky Hambletonian, br c—J. S. Moore 3 dia

Time, 2:27, 2:31$, 2:29.

Same Day.—The Mississippi Stakes for four-year-olds.
Starters: Manzanita, Patron, and Eagle Bird.

First Heat—Pools: Manzanita $50, field §44. There was
no trouble in sending them off, and the track has never seen
a more interesting race than that which followed. Manzanita
and Patron went out locked and never left each other's
withers from the club house to the stable turn. Here Manza-
nita took a neck lead, but Patron challenged it a moment
later and the pair rounded into the straight almost on a level.

It appeared to be anybody's race at the last furkmg, but the
California filly lasted the longest and finally won a grand race
by a shade over half a length. Eagle Bird, who was last
throughout, was ten lengths off. Time, 2:17 .

Second Heat—Pools: Manzanita $25, field $15. The start

agaiu provoked enthusiasm, the trio being sent off on a dead
level. Manzanita and Patron again worked in partnership,
the former leading by half a length round and into the back
stretch and by a trifle less to the stable turn. Here the Cali-

fornia filly began to get the best of her rival, and though the
race was of the prettiest until the very end, she had the best
of it all along, and won a most interesting heat by three parts
of a length. Eagle Bird was last, ten lengths off. Time,
2:19|.
Third Heat—Pools: Manzanita S50, field §12. Manzanita

and Patron trotted ont together to the half, where the last-

named broke and left the California filly in entirely undis-
puted command. Eagle Bird passed Patron before the stable
turn, and the heat resulted in a victory for Manzanita by
fifteen lengths from Eagle Bird, who finished two in front of
Patron, time, 2:20.

Same Day.—The Mississippi Stakes. §75 entrance, $7S0 added,
four-year-olds.
Manzanita, b f by Electioneer -Palo Alto
Patron, b s by I : HcFerrau

,

Kaglo Bird, rcby J' !"
Tim-
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Oct. 8th.—2:20 class. Starters: Palo Alto, Charlie Hogan,

Albeit France, C. F. Clay and Libbie S.

First Heat—Pools: Palo Alto $45, Charlie Hogan $40,

Libbie S. $36, field S17. Mr. McKiuney was very firm with

the drivers, and there were eleven scorings before a send-ofi

was effected. Palo Alto was then a length behind, but Charlie

Marvin nodded for the word. Libbie S. at once took the

command and led Charlie Hogan round the amphitheatre

curves by a length, C. F. Clay being third and three lengths

from Hogan, Palo Alto last. Going into the back stretch

Charlie Hogan closed to the wheelof Libbie 3., and a moment

later sent her into the air. Her break was a bad one, and

she was soon afterwards passed by Clay, while Palo Alto gave

Albert France the go-by at the same point, both being then

ten lengths behind the roan mare. At the half Hogan was a

length in advance of Clay, Libbie being ten lengths behind.

When making the stable turn Clay drew into a level with the

leader and had him settled half way between that point and

the bend for home. The race remained interesting through-

out, Clay finally winning from Hogan by three parts of a

length. Libbie S. was third, ten lengths off and just clear of

Palo Alto, who was four lengths' clear of Albert France,

Time, 2:1S.

Second Heat—Pools: field $27, C. F. Clay $25. Libbie S.

had a shade the worst of an otherwise perfect send-off. Clay

trotted round the first turn with Hogan at his wheel, and

Libbie S. went up into third place. Going into the back

stretch Charlie Hogan came to the front and led Clay by a

neck, the last-named being just clear of the mare. While

going down the back stretch Palo Alto broke and fell from

fourth position to last, and at the half Clay also broke badly

and was passed by Libbie S. and Albert France. At the

stable turn Hogan was well clear of Libbie S., France being

sis lengths off. No change was made round the homing

bend and Charlie Hogan had no great trouble in winning by

three parts of a length from Libbie S. Albert France was

third three lengths away, and Palo Alto passed Ciay in the

straight. Time, 2:20£.

Third Heat—Pools: Charlie Hogan $17, field $35. Eogan
had a shade the best of the send-off and trotted round into

the back stretch with Libbie S., Albert France and C. F. Clay

close up and in that order. Going down to the half Clay

broke and was passed by Palo Alto. At the stable turn

Charlie Hogan was half a length in advance of Libbie S.,

France being very handy. As the home bend was made
Palo Alto came very fast, and when straightened had

thoroughly disposed of his oompany. Finishing on the out-

side he led Libbie S. home by three lengths, France being

next, close up. Clay was last. Time, 2:21.

Fourth Heat—Pools: Palo Alto $75, field $25. A most

excellent start was given. Palo Alto at once went tv the

front, with Libbie S. second, Albert France thiid and Hogan
fourth. The latter, however, soon afterwards fell to the

rear and remained there until the last 100 yards of the heat.

Palo Alto led Libbie by a length tit the club house, but the

mare decreased that distance by half before the back stretch

was made. At the half-mile she led the Californian by a

head, France being third, five lengths off'. At the stable turn

Palo Alto led Libbie by a head, and increased this advantage

to a neck at the home bend. When straightened out Palo

Alto took a two-length lead, bat broke 150 yards from home.

Libbie S. finished at his hub. Albert France was four

lengths away and that same distance in advance of Charlie

Hogan. Time, 2:21].

Fifth Heat—Pools: Palo Alto $25, field $7. It was almost

dark before the horses were got on the track. George Brown
drove Libbie S. After an excellent start Libbie broke badly,

and France also made a skip. Palo Alto left his feet after

rounding the club-house corner, and Hogan then went into

the lead. He trotted well clear of Albert France into the

back stretch, Clay being third and the California colt behind

them. At the half Hogan was two lengths clear of Clay,

France being handy. At the stable turn Palo Alto again ran

a bit and the heat was over as far as he was concerned. At

the foot of the straight France went to the front and trotting

very gamely under desperately severe punishment won the

heat by three lengths from Charlie Hogan. Clay was third,

well up, Palo Alto lost a shoe during the heat, which caused

him to act as badly as he did. Time, 2:24]-.

Sixth Heat—Palo Alto $25, field $S. It was impossible to

distinguish the four horses while trotting. Libbie S. had

been sent to the stables for not winning a heat in five.

Albert France led Hogan into the back stretch. Clay here

being third and Palo Alto fourth. At the half France was a

length clear of Hogau and Palo Alto began to close. No
more of the race was distinguishable until the horses were

w ell up the straight, where it was 6een that Palo Alto had it.

jje won by two lengths from Albert France, who beat C. F.

Qay by the same distance. Charlie Hogan was five lengths

off. Time, 2:25.

Oct. 8th.—Purse S1.G00. 2:20 Class.

Palo Alto, b 8—Cha*. Marvin 4 4 114 1

Charlie Hogan, b g—Budd Doble 2 14 4 2 4

Albert France, u g—F. Van Ness 6 3 3 3 12
C. F. Clay, b s W. P. Maxwell 15 5 5 3 6

Libbie S., bni-Cooli & Craig 3 2 2 2 5 ro

Time, 2 :18, 2 :20J, 2 :21, 2 :23 \, 2 :24*. 2 :26.

Mr. Marvin in Kentucky.

The finishing races of the Lexington meeting are thus

described by the correspondent of the Live-Stock Record:

Oct. 1st.—The Blue Grass Stakes, for four-year-olds, was
easily won by Manzanita. On it there was very little betting,

as Manzanita was sure to win, and everybody was certain that

Greenlauder would be second; but the calculation as to the

latter was knocked to pieces by Augustus Haverstick easily

bentiug liiui for the place. In the first heat they were sent

away cold, and finished iu 2:32',, Greenlauder second. By
that time they were warmed up aud began to go some, but

Greenlauder could not keep up the clip aud the little gelding

was second to the California mare in 2:22 and 2:24^.

flOct. 1, 18H0.—Blue Grass Staken. For four -year-olds.
Manzanita, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto 1 1 1

Augustus Haverstiek.bg by Strathiuore— J. T, McMillan 3 2 2

Greenlauder, bl o by Princops 2 3 3

Time, 2:32J, 2:22, 2:241.

In the 2:20 class, however, a great field of horses responded

to the call. Pools sold fast, Patron bringing $25, the field

going at $35. Dick Wright went lame and was drawn before

the start. The drivers meant busiuese and scored promptly

and fast. Hinda Hobo had the pole and got away in the lead.

On the back stretch C. F. Clay trotted very fast, aud at the

half he and Patron were lapped on Hinda Rose, but both

broke going around the turn, and the mare held her position

three lengths from theothers, all bunched. Ouce in the home
stretch Tom Rogers, Lizzie Wilkes and Clay began to drive,

but Clay broke and fell back. The others could not catch the

California mare, aud Marvin landed her a winnor by two
lengths in 2:21.}, Rogers second. Patron was fourth, but his

backers stood tirm.

In the next heat all got away together and it was impossible

to tell who had the best of it at the quarter, Patron had

broken on the turn aud at the quarter was a poor sixth, but

he was going very fast and before the half was reached he was
up in the bunch. I have never Been faster trotting than he
did in closing that gap. Hinda Rose had the advantage of

the pole, however, and got into the home stretch in the lead,

but Patron got through the crowd and came home very fast.

At the distance stand she had the best of him, but he beat her

to the wire by a neck in 2:20i.
In the third heat there was no waiting, but Patron held

the pole and the lead from wire to wire; Hinda Rose could

not win and Marvin dropped her just inside the flag. Lizzie

Wilkes was second. Time, 2:21;].

A "kick" was now made that Marvin was pulling Hinda
Rose, and at his (Marvin's) request Wiley Brasfield was put
up to drive her. He drove her a good heat, but could get no
better position than third, but it was a great heat, and all

except Olaf finished right up together, and he was not more
than three lengths back. Time, 2:2l|-.

Same Day. -2:20 Class. £400.

Patron, b c by Pancoast—Glenview Stock Farm 4 1 1 1

Hinda Rose, frm by Electioneer—Palo Alto 12 6 3

Tom Rogers, bl h by Geo. Wilkes—K. X. Bugber 2 8 6 2

Lizzie Wilkes, blm by Geo. Wilkes—C. Davie 3 4 2 6

O. F. Clay, bb by Caliban—W. S. Buckner 5 6 4 4

Olaf, br g by Waveland Chief -W. G. Bryan 6 5 3 6

Time, 2:2H, 2:20i, 2:21J, 2;2U.

Oct. 2d.—In the Stallion Produce Stakes, for three-year-olds,

the starters were Bermuda, Nutbreaker and Sphynx. The
speedy Wild Rake was out of the way aud a hard race was
the result. Bermuda had the pole, but Nutbreaker out-scored

him aud took it before they reached the half. The race home
was a beautiful one. Bermuda crept up inch by inch, and at

the distance stand was at Nutbreaker's flank. Tb is was a

race for blood, and both Fuller and Treacy were driving like

their lives were at stake, but the latter lifted his col t just before

he reached the wire and put him on even terms with the Bon
of Nutwood, and they shot under the wire head and head.

Almost everybody thought Bermuda won the heat, but it

was very close and the judges decided it a dead heat. Time,

2:24|.

Nutbreaker had the pole advantage and the second heat

was even a more stubborn contest than the first. They went
lapped the whole mile; the driving at the finish was repeated,

and another dead heat was the result. It was a dead heat if

there was ever one. Time, 2:24|.

In the third Nutbreaker broke" about half way between the

quarter and half and lost at least fifty yards. Bermuda was
kept going right along at his full speed and driven to a breuk.

Nutbreakei by this time was trotting very fast, and they

entered the home stretch both trotting together. On they

came, head and head, and it looked like another dead
beat would be the result, but at the distance stand Bermuda
broke and Nutbreaker won in 2:26.

Fourth heat—This was but a repetition of the third, except

that Nutbreaker broke at the distance stand aud Bermuda
won in 2:25£.

In the next heat Nutbreaker went like he was sore, and
I understand he had a bad quarter crack, which was out oi

place on the iron track his feet had to strike; but the trotted a

good, game mile and forced Bermuda out in 2:26|.

The sixth heat settled it. Bermuda led all the way and
won as he liked in 2:29. No horses could have made a

harder or gamer race. If both colts train on after it, tbey

must be considered ironclads. It wasabitterstruggle between
the two, for Sphynx was at no time in the race. It was the

event of the week, and in my opinion the greatest race of the

year.

Oct, 2d.—Stallion Produce Stakes. Three-year-olds.

Bermuda, bike by Banker—B. J. Treacy 2 111
Nutbreaker, be by Nutwood—J. W. Fisher 1.2 2 2

Sphynx, b c by Electioneer—Palo Alto 3 3 3 3 3 ro
Time, 2:243, 2:24_V, 2:20, 2:25*, 2:262. 2:29.

Volante.

Volante won his race at Jerome Park on the closing day

like a truly great race-horse. He never appeared to greater

advantage, as he came bounding down the stretch like a

feathered Mercury before the start. He was, as McClelland,

his trainer, admitted, a bit above himself. "But," said he,

"my experience with him is that he runs best in flesh." This
is a characteristic of horses of great constitution. Preakness
was a conspicuous instance of it, as when trained fine he lost

all power, and Dr. Dixon and other contemporaneous
authorities have left it on record that the Blacklocks, Mel-
bournes, ani other gross strains of England were the same.
Volante is a horse we could look at all day. The shortness of

his back, his arched loin, and his massive quarters, muscled
down to his hocks, are a sight to behold. He is the most
mnscularjjhorse we have seen since Luke Blackburn, but his

action is much easier. Yet he is not a tall horse. In fact,

he is undersized. Blithe is, indeed, "a chunk of ahorse,"
as we heard a trainer remark.
We took great pleasure iu calling the attention of Mr. Pat-

terson, of Toronto, to Volante, as he had long desired to

inspect him. Mr. P. has seen all the great horses of England
and America of the last forty years. "Why, he reminds me
more of Lord Lyon than any other horse I can recall," was
his remark. "Maybe he is notastall, nor has he the quality,

but he has a great deal of his style, a great substantial,

chunky fellow, 'a big little un,' as the old trainers would
say." Speaking of his running best in flesh, McClellaud
says he thinks he overtrained him in the spring for his race

at San Francisco, for which he was beaten, and it was some
time before he could get him right again. He sayu he is a

fairly good tempered horse. Mr. Baldwin fairly dotes upon
him as the best California horse ever produced, while Mrs.
B. has already claimed him as a saddle horse when he shall

have retired. But Mr. Baldwin is fixed in his determination

to put him at the head of the Santa Anita Stud, to succeed

his sire Grinstead, who is now in his sixteenth year, and
will be reserved fur the Glenelg mares, with whom he crosses

so well.

—

N. Y. Spirit.

Desert Born.

People who think they have seen flat-footed horses will

have their minds disabused when they read the following

from the Los Augeles Tribune. Sunday afternoon there will

be an exhibition of broncho riding at Agricultural park that

will be well-worth witnessing. There are five horses, the first

genuine bronchos ever brought to Los Angeles. The captors,

M. H. Crain and assistants, residents of Elizabeth Lake, spent

six weeks iu accomplishing their capture aud briuging them
here. There is no question as to their being regular Sahara
horses. One of the animals, a bright sorrel, has been Bee u un
the desert for years, aud numerous attempts have been
made to accomplish his capture but heretofore these

tfforts have beeu unavailable owing to the cun-
ning and swiftness of the old stalwart. There cau be
no question as to the horse being desert-born, for his trucks

measure fully eleven inches across.

Horse Lore from John Mackay.

The Chicago hiter-Ocean of the 5th inst. says:
"Those intending to make purchases and who were present

at the great spring sales of thoroughbred youngsters both this
year aud last in Kentucky, have good cause to remember a
stockily-built man, rather above the medium height, with a
ruddy, smoothly shaven face and iron-grey hair, w£o, when
he once took a fancy to a colt or filly, was bound to have it at
any cost, and whose purse seemed to be both as wide aud as
deep as a well.

"It was John Mackay of California, the superintendent of
Mr. Haggin's millionaire breedine establishment and racing
stable. A shrewd, keen-witted Irishman, he picked out the
best that was to be had in the market, and that he knew a
a good horse when he paw one is proved by the fact that Mr.
Haggin's two-year-olds this season have swept nearly every-
thing before them, It was he who purchased the now famous
King Fox by King Bang, out of Maude Hampton, at Major
Thomas' sale iu Lexington, Ky., a year ago for the sum of
$G10, and so little did the colt impress horsemen at that time
that he was laughed at for buying him even at that cheap
price. Now he is (he king of the two-year-old division, and
§20,000 in cash would not buy him.
"Mr. Mackay passed through the city yesterday en route to

New York, where he proposes to attend the Lorillard and
Kittson sales this month and make arrangements for the
return of the Haggin string to California, where they will be
wintered. Sitting in the offiice of the Washington Park
Clqb, while surrouuded by a little group of frieuds, Mi.
Mackay gave away some very interesting information.

"'I bought King Fox for myself,' he said, 'and not for
Mr. Haggin, and I sold him afterwards to another party of
whom Mr. Haggin purchased him after his brother, Ban Fox,
had won the Champion Stakes at Monmouth. The majority
of turfmen who saw hinj did not like him. They said he. was
too wide in front, and did not fork right for a race-horse; but
I saw that he had the driving power behind, and that was
what I wanted. He has turned out a great colt, aud, in my
opinion, will make a good three-year-old. By the way, I'll

tell you something about youngsters. Buying youngsters ia

a lottery, as you know, but if you cau see a colt or a filly

when it is about six weeks old, you will see then his Hues
and conformation when he is three or four years old. You
can tell a great deal more about him then than you can in
his yearling form.'

" 'If you had Tremont, King Fox and Kingston in a race,

Mr. Mackay, how would you bet your money?' asked a
bystander.

" 'Well, that's a pretty hard question to answer. If the
distance were a mile you would see one of the greatest races,
even with all of them fit and well. Tremont, to be sure,
placed thirteen straight races to his credit, but he didn't beat
a really good colt at that. The Dwyers were wise to retire

him when they did, I think. They saw King Fox run at

Saratoga, and knew that their black colt would have to run a
different race than he had run to beat him. They didu't want
him beaten very bad. You remember Bankrupt and his

unbroken Beries uf victories a year ago? He never met a good
colt until he struck Ban Fox at St. Louis, and then his vica-
rious career was ended. Hearst telegraphed me early iu the
seasonto buy him for $15,000, and I telegraphed back that I I

did not want him. I then got a message to buy him for him
but I paid no attention to it and left the same evening for New
York. He was glad afterward that I didn't get him.'

"

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns,
mail ortelegiaph.

No replloe by

H. D. E., Oakland, Cal.

Please inform a subscriber the height of the two stallions

Monroe Chief and Guy Wilkes?
Answer.—Monroe Chief 16 bauds; Guy Wilkes 15^- hands.

A. B. S., San Francisco.

Will you kindly trace for me pedigree of the stallion "Bull
Pup?" He was imported here from the East by steamer Borne

15 to 17 years ago.

Answer.—Bull Pup was by January St. Lawrence, a grand-
son of the Canada horse old St. Lawrence. The breeding of

Bull Pup's dam we have been unable to trace. A correspond-
ent who knew her well assures us that she was well bred but
gives no pedigree.

A., San Francisco.

Will you kindly oblige a subscriber by answering the follow-

ing question? I purchased a mare at public auction from
Killip & Co.; nothing was said by them, nor was it stated in

the hand-bills circulated by them that this mare had engage-

ments. But since then the forfeits due on said mare have
been presented to me for payment. I sold this mare a few
days later and she was shipped to a foreign country, ami
liable for the forfeit due?
Answer.—You are not.

THE GUN.
The Selby cartridges are fast superceding all others both

for field and trap shooting, The company is aotively push*
ing its wares, and wherever sportsmen become acquainted
with them a demand is at once established. After seeing the
wood powder cartridges used at the State Association meeting,
Doctor Cross and Mr. Haas at ouce placed large orders for

shells similarly loaded.

Mr. William Ryan informs us that the pending negotiations
about the hunting ark Alameda, which he has for sale, have
failed because of the inability of the inteuding purchasers to

secure the preserve they deseed. The boat is still for sale,

and is well worth the sum asked for her. She may bo seen
at Point Tiburon.

Judge Post writes from Sacramento that on October 2d and
3d he aud Mr. Clay Chipman had very good sport. They
hunted parts of two days over Sweetheart, Janet and Harold.
It was very warm, the cover high, and trees in full foliage,

Birds were plenty aud the two gentlemen bagged seventy-

four, getting about thirty points from the dogs, tiveon eovieft

Mr. Nick White narrowly escaped "going out" on the first,l

hut sober second thought prevailed aud he and Sancho I'm si J

will wait fct a goutle rain and a nipping frost before tempti
fortune.

Messrs. Wm. Schreiber and P. D. Liuvillo shot in Ten-
nessee Valley and toward the coast from Thruckmortou CreflJ

on Wednesday last, with but ordinary success. Birds were

wild. Mr. Schreiber's pointers M6uutain Boy and Lassie c

some first class work aud were under very good control,

ie did
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Mr. A. F. Adams shot over the preserve of the Alameda
County Sportsmen's Club at Washington Lake, in Alameda
county, last Sunday, and bagged twenty-one English snipe
and eighteen ducks—mallard, teal and sprig.

' Officer P. D. Linville showed us last Tuesday a recent
acquisition in the shape of a beautiful seven-pound hammer-
less twelve of the Clabrongh make. It is as good a gun as
any one can need, and not extravagantly high in prioe.

Our occasional correspondent, at Los Angeles, Mr. H. T.
Payne, has assumed charge of the Los Angeles Tribune as
business manager, and the paper is to be congratulated upon
securing a man so able and enterprising. As was to be
expected from a sportsman so genuine, Mr. Payne has estab-

lished a weekly column devoted to all legitimate sport, from
which we extract several items of interest.

A statement of the amount of money invested in Loa
Angeles county in the pursuit of out-door sports would
astonish the person not conversant with such matters. The
Recreation Gun Team, as an instance, is an incorporation
composed of twenty-seven gentlemen, many of whom occupy
prominent social, political and financial positions in our city.

This club is the owner of about 400 acres of marsh land
located about fifteen miles from the city. On their preserve
they have erected a comfortable house and stable. The capi-

tal stock of the company is ©13,500, and while it has not yet
all been called in, its property represents nearly, if not quite,

the foil par value of its capital stock, and its members individ-

ually have invested in guns, boats and dogs nearly as much
more. During the duck season this club keeps at its house
b good caterer and a generous supply of provisions. Visiting

sportsmen are invariably given the warmest of welcomes, and
shown that hospitality which the true lover of the dog and
gun so generously extends.

We wish to say to the Pacitic Coast Field Trial Club that

if they really want good ground and plenty of birds they
should continue their journey still farther south and come
to Los Angeles county where the best of conditions can be
obtained.
The quail season opened with the first of October, and

those of our local shots who have been fortunate enough to

find time for a day's outing have been rewarded with fine

bags—two, three, four dozen to the gun being common, and
that, too, without being compelled to climb the interminable
hills that our brother sportsmen of the Bay City have to toil

over.

—

Los Angeles Tribune.

[If Brother Payne imagines that he can, by Buch siren

cordiality, induce northern sportsmen to face the virulent

oholla and other forms of cactus which infest the plains

about Los Angeles, he is mistaken. It is on record that the

cactus on the San Fernando desert actually jumps at the only
half-tanned visitor from quail ground where it does not grow,
and in one instance a cholla ball is said to have pursued a

Grass Valley man named Fletcher, who only escaped by
reason of the good wind developed in hunting at Penn Valley

near his home.

Sixth Annual Meeting California State Sports-
man's Association.

The sixth of the annual gatherings of the State Association

was convened at Grass Valley, Nevada county, on Thursday

evening, October 7th, in Fireman's hall. Present: Hon. A.B.

Dibble President, Dr. S. E. Knowles, and Mr. Edward Fay of

San Francisco; Dr. S. N. Cross, Dr. A. C. Davenport and Air.

C. J. Haas of Stookton; George Fletcher, Captain J. A. Rapp,
Dr. I. W. Hays, Mr. Hugh Elias, Mr. Coon Seaman, Mr.
E. A. Roberts, Mr. M. P. Stone and Mr. Giffen of Grass
Valley and Nevada City; Hon. T. J. Sherwood and Mr. S. C.

Hare of Marysville, and Hon. R. H. Buckingham of Sacra-
mento. Mr. Crittenden Robinson was a delegate, but could
not attend because of pressing engagements, and assigned a

proxy to Dr. Knowles.
The convention was called to order by the president at S:20

p. M., when the minutes of the previous meeting at Chico
were read and approved. The report ot the secretary was
read, adopted, and ordered printed in the Breeder asd
Sportsman, where it will appear in the next issue. After the
reading of the reports the president, Judge Dibble, delivered

the annual address, which was also ordered to be printed in the
Breeder a>*d Sportsman. [It appears elsewhere in this

issue.] After the President's most cordial and valuable
address, Mr. George Fletcher, of the Grass Valley Club, in a
characteristically quaint and witty way moved an adjourn-
ment until the succeeding evening, and invited those present
to accompany him to Stokes' restaurant where a banquet was
ready. The delegates were not slow in accepting, and were
soon seated about a richly spread table which groaned with
delicacies and was fairly burdened with vintages of California.

Seats were filled by Judge Dibble, Dr. Hays, Mr. Seaman,
Mr. Hare, Mr. Buckingham, Editor Jas. Shoemaker of the
Tidings, Capt. Rapp, Mr. Byrne, Mr. Fletcher, Mr. Fay, Mr.
Giffen, Editor Mitchell of the GrasB Valley Union, Mr. M. P.
Stone, Dr. Cross, Dr. Harris, Dr. Knowles, and. Fish Commis-
sioner Sherwood. Many little speeches were made which this

reporter would gladly have preserved. Mr. M. P. Stone,
President of the Grass Valley Sportsman's Club, was particu-
larly happy in extending the compliments of his club to the
visiting sportsmen. The evident sincerity of the speaker,
combined with the many courtesies already shown the dele-

gates to convince them that in coming to Grass Valley they
had builded better than they knew and were at home in the
hands of as hospitable brother sportsmen as the most favored
city could present. Each of those at the table responded to

toasts, and among the responses were speeches varying
through all gradations from grave to gay. Of course Mr.
Fletcher, keenly appreciative of the ludicrous, had to have his
little joke, which took the form of a letter from Judge Rose, of
Yuba county, in which that gentleman sent his regrets and
much other matter of a pointed character, finishing with a
reference to a poem descriptive of an incident at Chico in
which Judge Dibble was the hero. Mr. Buckingham chanced
to have a copy of the poem and persisted in reading it, to the
delight of all who heard it. The banquet closed early
to give opportunity for rest to those who contemplated trap-

shooting on the next day.
On Friday evening the Association again met and listened

to the report of the Treasurer, Dr. S. E, Knowles. The
report showed a large balance in hand and no outstanding
liabilities. It was received and ordered on file. The final

order of business—election of officers—being reached, an
election wasTiad regularly, which resulted in the choice of

the following gentlemen: President. Hon. L. D. Freer, of

Oroville; Vice-President, Mr. Edward FayT of San Francisco;
Secretary, H. H. Briggs, of San Francisco; Treasurer, Dr.
8. E. Knowles, of San Francisco; Directors, Ramon E. Wilson,
of SanFraucisco, Dr. I. W. Hays, Jr., of Grass. Valley, Dr. S.
N. Cross, of Stockton, J. M. Bassford, Jr., of Vacaville, and

. T. Payne, of Los Angeles. Judge Freer not being present,

Mr. Fay, the vice-president elect, was placed iu the chair by
the out-goiug president. Judge Dibble, and made a very neat
address, promising to devote time to the affairs of the Associa-
tion, and to enlist the aid of all his friends in its behalf. San
Francisco wus chosen as the next place of meeting, on October
8. 1887.

After finishing business a general discussion was partici-

pated in by all present about possible amendments to exist-

ing game Jaws and ways of enforcing tbem, and it was
ordered that the Board of Directors draft provisions covering
the whole matter of protection for game and fish, to be sub-
mitted to the next legislature as substitutes for all present
enactments. It was ordered that at tbe next meeting of the
Association a special shoot be instituted for a suitable trophy
to be prepared, the tropby to be shot for under conditions
similar to those governing the disposition of the diamond
badge of the New York State Sportsman's Association, The
winner of the trophy to hold it from the time of winning it

until the next meeting of the Association following, when it

must be surrendered, and tbe holder receive the entrance fees
for the trophy shoot at which it is surrendered. The by-laws
forbid the use of any money from funds of the Association
as prizes, and the vice-president, Mr. Fay, promised to secure
a sum sufficient to purchase a proper badge which would be
presented to the Association, to be contested for under the
conditions named. The medal project was advocated by Dr.
A. C.Davenport, Dr. Cross, Mr. Buckingham and others, and
was especially urged by Dr. Kuowles, who remarked that he
regarded the shooting done at the anuuul meetings as merely
incidental, and he preferred some sort of trophy to actual
cash as a reward of skill in the shooting events. It was
further ordered that rules 6, 7, S and 20 of the State Associa-
tion rules for ground trap shooting be amended so as to read
as follows.

Rule 6.—The gun shall be held fairly down from the
shoulder when the word "pull" is given, and the bird shall be
shot at when fully on the wiug with the first barrel, after
which the second barrel may be used as the shooter likes,

without leaving his position.

Rule 7.—Should the bird refuse to fly in moderate time, i.

e., one-half minute, the referee shall call a "no bird," and
another shall be trapped and the die thrown again, but it shall

be optional with the shooter to call for another bird
immediately.
Rule S.—A bird shot at on the ground with the first barrel

shall be scored "no bird;" the referee shall order another bird
if he has any doubt.
Rule 20.—If a bird flies so that to shoot in proper time

would endanger life or property, the referee shall order
another bird.

After the nsual expressions of thanks the Association
adjourned to meet in San Francisco on October 8, 1887.

INCIDENTS OE THE MEETING.

The previous meetings of the Association have been
occasions of much pleasure to all who have attended them,
but it may fairly be said that none of them have exceeded the
Grass Valley meeting just ended in any respect. At Chico
last year the delegation from Grass Valley invited the
Association to their city with such heartiness as left no doubt
but that they really wished the Convention to assemble there,

and the invitation was accepted without debate. That it was
the proper thing to do will be testified to by all who were in
attendance at the meeting just closed. The delegates were
not numerous, but were without exception most charming
gentlemen and accomplished sportsmen, and the entertain-

ment provided for them in the intervals between sessions

was of delightful character.

Every hour of spare time had its alloted pleasure, and
throughout all the lavish provision there was a hearty
informality which made all feel at home. On Thursday
carriages were ready soon after breakfast, and visits were
made to quartz mines near Grass Valley, the Idaho and
Empire. In each the visitors were politely shown through
all departments by pains-taking officers, and all the multiplex

operations incident to the separation of gold from various
matrices explained. The mining machinery could not but
impress one; it is of such vast power and yet so perfectly

adapted to the uses to which it is put. Steam is not used, the

motive power being generated by the "Pelton" water wheel,

an arrangement of little buckets upon the periphery of a plate

of biaBsor iron, against which a small stream of water is

thrown under a pressure varying from four hundred to five

hundred and forty pounds to the inch. The wheel is a great

economizer of power, there being a loBsof but five per cent, in

its use. Wheels of sizes varying from nine inches diameter
to fifty, and given from one-half horse power to sixty were
shown. The machine seems perfect, and will certainly

come into use wherever a strong head of water can be had.

The pumping machinery was especially interesting, raising

water in one shaft some fifteen hundred feet. In all of the

mills a steam plant i3 held in reserve to be used if flumes
break or pipes are carried away by land slides. After a fore-

noon of climbing about mining buildings the party returned

to Grass Valley for luncheon. In the afternoon a visit was
made to Nevada City, four miles distant, where the Providence
mine and others were examined. While in Nevada the dele-

gates were taken in tow by Messrs. R. C. Walrath, Captain
Rapp, Mr. Coon Seaman and 1. J. Rolf, and nearly water
logged. Champagne, an elegant dinner, and hilarity tilled the

too-shori hours, and sent the company back to Grass Valley

in the late afternoon impressed with respect for the enter-

taining capacity of Nevada's leading citizens, and with busily

wagging tongues, which even yet wag on about the pleasures

of the visit.

Friday was spent in trap shooting, an account of which is

printed in the proper department. A more perfectly appointed
trap ground we do not remember to have seen, and a more
pleasant day could not have been had. The entries were all

thoroughbred and each match was filled as soon as opened.
On Saturday, after all the serious business of the Association

was done, the delegates were invited to take part in a grand
quail hunt and camp dinner.

Pretty much all the conveyances in the city were chartered,

and horses of all sorts, sizes and degrees of tractability pro-

cured for the drive to Penn Valley, some eight miles down
the foothills from Grass Valley. Six o'clock in the morning
was the starting hour, and it is to the credit of all that the

time set saw the procession moving. The frosty air enlivened

the horses and exhilarated those whu rode, so that the dis-

tance was covered in a time that seemed very short. The
road ran through old Rough and Ready, once famous as a
mining town of many thousands, but now only a quiet home
for a few substantial farmers and stock ranchers. Tbe camp-
ground chosen was but a short distance below Rough and
Ready, and the party dispersed in various directions after

reaching it to shoot a few quail while breakfast was being
made ready by Captain Stokes and his assistant. A more
fit spot for such uses could not have been selected. It has
been similarly used for several years by the Grass Valley

Club, which meets there in the summer for a dove shoot
and again in the fall for quails. A long table of rough boards
and benches were knocked together, aud water brought from
a cold spring a few rods awuy, while Captain Stokes was
starting the tire and sliciug up bacon and potatoes with
steaks and chops. By ten o'clock the hunters had all come
in, most of them having had fair luck, and all of them with
insatiable appetites. They cleared off round after round of

juicy meats grilled over a bed of hard-wood coals and served
just from the tire. Excellent coffee with luscious fresh-

plucked grapes, furnished by Mr. A. B. Driesbach, made up a
bill of fair worthy the table of those less hungry than the
hill-climbing quail hunters. Breakfast over the shooting
members of the party aiain tramped off with guns and dogs,

and very soon a fusilade began all about tbe camp. Birds
were very plenty, but the brush was high and no frost sharp
enough to cause the leaves to fall had come, so that most of

the shooting was of the snap sort and most of the birds
escaped. Later in the year, it is said, very heavy bags can
be made in the neighborhood, and the statement was readily

believed after seeing the hundreds of birds on almost every
hill. Doctor Cross, Mr. Buckingham and a reporter of the
Breeder and Sportsman ranged off for a quiet little shoot
with but one gun for the three. First tbe reporter was given
the sbootiog iron, but it was evident, after three or four
absurd misses, that he could not kill anything with a gun,
and the weapon was handed over to tbe Doctor, while the
reporter took to the brush a la dog. After thrashing around
awhile a fox broke cover and took away toward Doctor Cross,

with the reporter trailing well behind. A few yells intimated
to tbe Doctor that something was coming, and he assumed
the proper Michigan form just at the edge of the thicket, pre-

pared for birds, "bar" or anything else, but nothing appeared.

The reporter was sent back to stir up the fox, and on entering

the thicket found it backed up against a log. He walked up
expecting it to run, but the little brut6 stood its ground
and snapped like a coyote; In fright the reporter kicked at

it, and by chance stunned it, when a few more kicks placed

it beyond combativeness, and it was carried out to where
Doctor Cross stood waiting for a shot at it. The surprise

Bhown in his face can better be imagined than depcribed.

The fox was carried to camp, revived and seemed likely to

live, until some overzealons person poured a cocktail into it,

which laid it out. Those who did not go shooting passed
the day in yarning and chaff about the camp. Wisely timing
their visit, a large party of candidates for local offices, with
Mr. A. Walrath, President of Seventeenth District Agri-

cultural Association, who is making a canvass for the State

Senate, drove up about dinner time and were profusely

entertained. The shooting was done on the ranches of

Messrs. Church, Driesbach and Montglory, and these gentle-

men dropped in to enjoy the dry stories and join in the camp
stew which was simmering over the coals. That stew was a
wonderful dish. Captain Stokes, with the advice of

Judge Dibble, put into it a little of everything eatable

that could be picked up. Rabbits, quails, potatoes,

garlic, tomatoes, bacon, onions, green peppers, chickens,

meat and several other things. Two immense caldrons were
packed full in the way indicated, and into each was poured
just enough water to keep the stew from burning. The pots

were then hung over an open fire, and kept just simmering
for four or five hours. The result can only be properly

estimated by those who have assisted at such a feast. Not
cloying but strengthening, simple but satisfying, a camp stew
such as that of Penn Valley is really the apotheosis of cook-

ery. By three o'clock the hunters returned with quails

galore. Mr. Haas was credited with the best score of the

afternoon, while Dr. Hays was top-gun for the day. Piled

together the aggregate looked large, although but two or three

hundred birds had fallen to the twenty-five or more guns. Aa
each tired man came in, a visit was made to the sideboard, where
rejuvenators of all conceivable sorts were offered in limitlese

numbers, and those who came in early had not only revived

their energies, but had also reached a condition of hunger bor-

dering upon the frantic, before dinner was called. The table

was tilled instantly and the stew served in generous portions.

That it was appreciated was shown by the frequent refilling

of the plates. Even ascetic Dr. Knowles repeated, although

we do not credit the rumor that he sent his plate to the kettle

thirteen times. He could not. It was but eleven journeys

that the plate made. A jollier company never joked through
a model hunter's spread. At the table were George Lord, \V.

H. Mitchell, O. H. Reynolds, S. D. Avery, Coon Seaman,
Hugh Elias, F. W. Craven, M. P. Stone, Dr. I. W. Hays Jr.,

Judge Dibble, Louis Dorsey, E. A. Roberts, C. H. Mitchell

and a dozen others from Grass Valley; A. Walrath, I. J.

Rolf, W. D. Long, J. A. Rapp, W. Giffen aud a large dele-

gation from Nevada city; T. J. Sherwoodand S. C. Hare from
Marysville; Dr. Cross, Dr. Davenport and Charley Haas from
Stockton; Mr. Buckingham from Sacramento; Messrs.

Martell, Gassaway, Stocks, Jim O'Brien and Driesbach from

the neighborhood, and enough more to make up the

number seventy, which sat down to that memorable
repast under the wide-reaching oaks. Beu Van Slyke, the

local champion in the field, dropped in to tell of bags of five

or six dozens often secured. Everybody was happy and the

stew decreased. When the wretched, gaunt handful of men
who could not get seats at the first table reached their places,

they felt pangs panging at them that words cannot
adequately picture. The pangs developed into cries and
lamentations, when they were informed that but three quarts

of the stew remained which had been ordered reserved for

Mr. C. H. Mitchell's return. A great oversight omitted the

fox from the stew. Soon after it was announced that the stew

had given out everybody seemed to lose interest in the camp,
and within an hour the road to Grass Valley was lined with
wagou-loadB of happy sportsmen, all of whom reached that

city safe and much pleased with the day.

The meeting brought to acquaintauce many most estimable

gentlemen. Doctor S. N. Cross, of Stockton, proved himself

a very fine shot as well as a most interesting companion.
Stockton was particularly fortunate in its delegation through-

out. Doctor Davenport is always instructive and full of sly

humor, while Mr. Haas is quite the equal of Sauuders in the

way of sly fun.

The San Francisco representatives—Doctor Knowles aDd
Mr. Ed. Fay—left none but very favorable impressions

behind.

The venerable Mr. Sherwood renewed his youth and grew
as frisky as he was when Marysville first knew him.

The president elect, Judge Freer, was chosen unanimously
and is a very strong and popular man.
Tne vice-president has a wide acquaintance, and is an

enthusiast. He will do the Association much good.

Alio! the other officers have served in time past, except

Director Cross, aud as to his efficiency there is no doubt among
those who know him.
But one lament follows the meeting, which is caus

Ed. Robert's practical joke in hiding the skin of the

. to death by the repctter.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire inddam
and of grandparents, colore, dates, and breed.

Visit.

Drake, liv w dog by Croxtetb, ex Lass.

I

William Tallman, Tarrytown, N, T„ enters
' Foreman, tricolor dog by Dashing .Monarch, ex Fairy II.

i Dr. James X. Maclin, Keeling, Tenn.. enters

Gath's Mark, tricolor English setter dog by Gath, ex Gem.
I Memphis & Avent Kennels, Hickory Valley. Tenn., enters
i Koderigo, tricolor dog by Count Noble, ex Twin Maude.

]
Paul Gladstone, tricolor dog by Gladstone, ex Lavalette.

"S. T." Responds.
California Kennel's Irish setter bitch. Dido by Ben— .Tessift

to same owners' Harold by Gath—Gem on Sept. 25th, 1886.

Mr. A. W. Sissou, of Sisson, Crocker & Co., this- city,

writes us that he lost his orange and white setter dcgTaft,
a few days ago in this city. The dog is thin in flesh,, long in
mnzzle, and stands about twenty-tive inches at the shoulder.
Is partially broken. Sportsmen will confer a.fa-vor by keep-
ing the loss in mind and assisting to recover, the animal.

We acknowledge receipt from Mr. John Davidson of
catalogues of the show at Hornellsvil-e and Waverly, as well
as a list of the awards made by Ms. Davidson at a horse show
recently given in Monroe, Mich. He seems to be in demand
as a judge.

*

Eastern Field Trial Club Entries.

Mr. Washington A. Coster sends the entries to the All-Aged-
Stakes of his.club for the coming trials, and also those to the
Champion Stakes. The list includes many first-rate animals,
and indicates no decrease of interest in, trials. The entries
are:

All-Agea Setter Stake.
Chas. T. Thompson, Philadelphia, Pa., enters

Molly Bawn, red Irish setter bitch by Glencho, ex Colleen 3nwn t
Nellie, red Irish bitch by G-I&ncho, ex Bess.
Edward Dexter, Boston* Mass., enters

Gloster, tricolor dog by Dashing Rover, ex -Trinket.
Belle of Piedmont, tricolor bitch by Dashing Rover, ex Ranee.
Ramapo Kennels, Ramsey, N. J., enters

Princess Helen, orw bitch by Thunder, ex Bessie.
Prince Imperial, or w dog by Emperor Fred, ex Bessie.
Clifford, tricolor dog by Emperor Fred, ex Fairy Belle

J. O'H. Denney, Pitteburgh, Pa., enters
Brandon, lem belton dog by Royal Rock, ex Nellie.

E. W. Clark, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., enters
Boy Monarch, bik w tic dog by Dashing Monarch, ex List.

B. P. Holliday, Prairie Station, Miss., enters
Gay Gladstone, or w bitch by Gladstone, ex Flounce.
R, B. "Morgan, Akron, O., enters

Mandan, blue belton dog by Count Xoser, ex Lola.
N. Wallace, Waterbury, Conn., enters

Mack, blk w dog by Perry's Pete, ex Knight's Tip.
Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. 1\, enters

9t. Elmo 4th, tricolor dog by St. Elmo, ex Clio
Windermere, or w dog bv Druid, ex Counter »
Pittsburg Eennel, Pittsburgh, Pa., ente- 's Lou>se.

Dashing Noble, tricolor dog by Count Nr -*
Daisy Queen, tricolor bitch by Rock, e- '<>*"• ex Dasning Novice.

Jean Gros\enor, Boston, Mass., en* * aSeg".

Banker, red Irish dog bv Gleneho, ' -
4
^
s"

Jno. Simpkins, Sew York Citv, ** z *lda.

Slocum, b and t Gordon dog by * -*1*™
Geo. T. Leach, New York Ci'*

inx
f*

e -: Beauty.

Pendragon, tricolor dog by r
i>
c'

, ^n*e^s
T. M. Aldrich, Manton, R f*

1*} Noble, ex Floy.

Ben Partington, tricolor * - 1, voters

Gene, blk and w dog V . *?*}* un£nown, ex Fly.

Ernest F. Thomas, F./>~,mrX >
ex Hamilton's Ruby.

Miss Elsie, tricolor^: n,,?(
;',®n

'

,

N - *-. enters

King Leo, tricolor „„f'?, b? ^ount Noble, ex Hamilton's Ruby,
D E Rose La- " J ^ount Noble, ex Hamilton's Ruby.

Sato% if™
^rencebr.u-g, Tenn ent

ljr, n. l.. Hampton, A thens, Ga., enters
Bob H.j bite w dog by 'Count Noble, ex Belle Boyd
Can-Can, tricolor bitch by Count Noble, ex Belle Boyd

VVbyte Bedford, Horn Lake, Miss., enters
E^ <^lt

f
3
i.

t" c 'jlor d°S ^y Count Rnpier, ex Belle of Hatchie.
jp>. H. & D. Bryson, -Viemphis, Tenn., enter

Lillian, tricolor bitcfc by G.adstone, ex Sue.
Pet Gladstone, tricolor bitch by Gladstone, ex Sue.
Chickasaw 2d, tricolor dog by Gladstone, ex Sue.
Pan Gladstone, tricolor dog by Gladstone, ex Sue
B. M. Stephensoa, La Grange, Tenn., enters

Lady C, tricolor bitch by Coleman's London, ex. Belle of Hatchie,
Noble 0., tncoior dog by Count Rapier, ex Belle of Haicbie
Saubarn Kenned, Pittsburgh, Pa., enters

Fred V."., tricolor dog by Count Noble, ex Spark.
E. E. Pray, Colorado Kennels, Deuver, Col., enters

Bridgeport, tricolor English setter dog by Dashing Monarch, e t Van-
nette.

Claire-reeta Kennels, Palmyra, N. Y., enter
Glenclaire, red Irish setter dog by Glencbo, ex Claire.

Dr. Jas N. Maclin, Keeling, Tenn.. enters
Gath's Joy, tricolor English setter dog by Gath, ex Gem

O. W. Bird, New York Ciiy, N. V., enters
Belle, blk tan native setter bitch by Boyce's Dan, ex a natirff pitch.

All-Aged Pointer stake.
Jno. E. Gill, Franklin, Pa., enters

Richraoud, lem w dog by Vandevort's Don, excise's Beulah
Don's Dot, liv w bitch by Vandevort's Don, ex Gremorne *

Edward Dexter, Boston, Mass., enters
Half-aud-Half, liv w dog by Priam, ex Malt.
Hops, blk w tic bitch by Mike, ex Romp.

J. O'H. Denny, Pittsbmg, Pa., enters
Prince, lem w dog by Minnesota Prince, ex Countess,

F. It. Hitchcock, New York City, N. Y., enters
Tammany, liv w dog by Tory, ex Moonstone.
Duke of Bergen, liv w dog by Bing Bung, ex Fan Fan
Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. Isd., enters

Bang Bang, orv doe byChamp. Bang, ex Princess Kate
Naso ol Kippen, liv w dog by Naso II, ex Champ Maggie'
Luckystone, liv w bilcb bv Tory, ex Moonstone.

C. D. Ingersoll, New York City, N. Y., enters
OldPebo, liv w doy by Bang Bing, ex Kelley's Lill

J. R. Andrews, New York City, N. Y., enters
Dlxey, lem w dog by Sensation, ex Lotta.
Highland Kennels, N. Y., enters

Robert le Diable, liv w dog by Croxteth, ex Spinaway -

Jas. P. Swain, Jr., Yonkers, N. Y., enters
Bill, lem w dog by Rush, ex Nan.
Nev-.rsink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, Or Co N V • -~i

Neversink, liv w dog by Croxteth, ex Lady Gwend'r "
i.''

„

D. S. Gregory, Jr., New York City, enters ' 6 '

Flash R., liv w bitch by Dilley's Ranger, ex Dille „„ ttU( *•«'„
Jno. E. Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., enters y« White Lill T-

Result, liv w dog by Hart's Shot, ex Thayer's Fl- .„
Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., enters 5 '

Rapid, or w dog by Bang Bung, ex Rue L
Rue II, or w bitch by Bang Bang, ex Rue I
Thos. M. Aldrich, Manton, R. I., enters

Dean, liv w dog by Sensation, ex Daisy Dean
Chas. J. Peshall, Jersey City, N. J., enters

Jiminie, liv w dog by Start, ex Maude.
Nick of Naso, liv \v dog bv Naso II, ex « e'^
Luke \V. White, Ramsey, N. J„ enters

^v> '
"

Laila Rookh, or w bitch by Sensation's &n fr n •

Chas. H. Odell, New York City, enters '
Grace '-

Consolation, or w dog by Bang Bang, ex Grar»m
Pittsburgh Kennel Club, Ktt8bui£h Vt «nJ?"Jetsam, blk bitch by Satubo, ex Dii.na

8

Flotsam blk bitch by Sambo, ex Diana.
Sweep, blk dog by King, ex Lulu

Clifton Kennels, Jersey Olty, N. j„ enters

qSS Bow!
"C titCh by Do,,aW

'

ex Dwk™w.
John Drees, Little Rock, Ark., enters

Joe Paps, bit dog by Sancho the Devil, ex Snot
i nd Kennels enters '

POt '

alite a-, w bitch by Meteor, ex Dell
Owtlemain Kennels, Trenton, Tenn., enterRod. liv w dog by Meteor, ex Dell

Krupp, Uv w dog by Meteor, ex Dell.

< 1 tampion Stake.
I

.

Perkins, Brooklyn, N. Y., enters
P> lug, Uv w dog by Mike, eiHomp

Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guytnard, N. Y., enter «J

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—"Yotircommentsnpon my
i letter in Forest and Stream are certainly entitled to reBpect

! and consideration. But they do not change the situation, or
' my views. I am quite ready to prove what I have written,

i whenever the dogs you refer to so pleasantly are produced,

i If you will reread my letter you will see that I expressly said

there was a difference in the vision of men and their range of

criticism. You see with your eyes, I see with my eyes. You
may care only for a setter's pedigree and his prowess iu the

field, his powers of scent, and staunchness, training etc.

I was not writing of these but of his bench show form.

And so I claim to have been right and reiterate precisely

what I said, viz. That all the setters I saw at ourrecent show,

lacked in character and style. I care not what Mr. Davidson

wrote or writes to you or anybody else. If he insists that

the setters exhibited" here were" of a high class and full of

typical beauty and style, I differ with him, that is all, and
will have to conclude he is easy to please. I challenge you or

any other man here to produce iu your office, or elsewhere,

a grand "up and up," stylish English setter dog or bitcb, full

of substance and character—which carries himself or herself

as a setter proper should, aud whose tail or flag corresponds

in type with the head, or, in other words, is not flippy-floppy,

or does not curl more than the standard allows. Inasmuch
as I am prejudiced against the black and white* color, I ask

that the animal produced shall be an orange and white,

known as orange belton, or shall be a lemon and white. I
want to see that dog in the street and with another dog,

for only by this can we determine the character and style

aud mode of carriage. You allude to Regent and seem to

tind fault with his "docked tail." Now I, for one, believe in

"docking" (as you call it) tails, if by this means we can
improve the dog's style, and cure that curse—a curly tail!

Regent, when I saw him on the street, had more
setter character and style than any setter I have
yet seen here. You refer to the pointer Beaufort

as a racy form of dog. He is not, as you seem to under-

stand the word. He is not a coarse dog, but he is

stocky and far from being what I so much denounce, a slim,

long-nosed, hound-tailed pointer. Let him stand side by
side with any pointer shown here, and you, my valued and
Christian friend, will see the difference, and will then know
just what I mean, To sum it all up, not desiring to go
into details and dispute your opinions, I am now more than

ever convinced I was correct in all I wrote, and stand ready

to purchase a really handsome, orange and white setter dog,

nqt over five years old, which comes up to my requirements,

no matter whether he has a long pedigree or not. I want a

dog, not his ancestry. I want a setter, not an apology for

one. Now, Sir. Kennel Editor, whistle him to me and you
shall have the amount named on the piece of paper enclosed.

His field qualities are not to be considered at all. Best

assured that my eagerness is so great to possess such an

animal, that one single glance will suffice to tell you whether

he will' ba mine or not. I have received a letter from a well-

known lover and judge of field spaniels and cockers, iu

which he says that ilr. Davidson corroborated all that I saiil

about those breeds. What else he said I will not repeat. It

might only open a discussion which would not effect any

benefit, and might displease some sensitive souls. I hope
your able pen will go ahead and advocate more character and
quality and style in the setters and pointers of our State.

You know how much* they need all these, aud your keen

judgment and powers of analysis and criticism will then be

well employed in finding examples of cauine perfection.

And how much gratification we will have in reading' your

graphic description of the dogs exhibited by the Pacific

Kennel Club, whose reputation is bound to be national.

Thine modestly,

October 13, 1386. S. T.

[
;

'S. T." is not unduly severe, perhaps, but he would be

more convincing if he would point out in particular dogs the

vices of form which in his eyes damn nearly those shown here

recently. The actual owner and handler of setters and
pointers is slow to condemu, unless unniistakeable faults ap-

pear. It is hardly possible to establish a standard for any

breed except by inspection of representatives, aud it is never

safe to permit fancy to lead one into desiring animals of

form and character which do not appear in those of the best

breeding and most prefect adaptability to the uses to which

they are commonly put. Style is largely a matter of

accident, and weighs lightly iu estimating the bench excel-

lence of dogs. Bench points if useful, must be so, because

they measure accurately the form and qualities most likely

to insure good field performance, always of course, exceptiug

nose or refinement of scenting power. As to "S. T."s will-

ingness to examine any setter shown him and purchase him

if fancied, he must see the intolerable annoyance which an at-

tempt to bring to his notice all the good setters known to us,

would entail. But we can do this, we insure to himgenerous

treatment and hospitality if he will visit some of the kennels

where good animals are kept. The California Kennels are

-ientohim,audthe setters there are very good types, although

bnt three or four are other than tricolored. A visit to Sacra-

mento would show him a dozen good setters not in perfect

showforTB. but "S. T."s keen eye would detect beneath the

rather unkempt coats, pretty nearly all points which go to

make the good setter. Ed]

that Gliding Mr*Tid will Lave to do some of her tallest gliding
to secure the helt. By all means send over your dogs.
Telegraph entries before October 16th. We shall expect you.

G. Irwin Royce,
Secretary A. C. C.

[Dr. Royce shows, pardonable enthusiasm and positiveness,
just the qualities essential in the .secretary of any sportsman's
club. A certain amount of coursing should be done after the
draw before trophies are won, and we suspeot very much of

the coursing east of the Rocky mountains is by word of

mouth rather than from slips; but we may be in error, and in
any event are disposed to give the American Coursing Club
the benefit of t'tie doubt. It will be much easier for the owner
of the dog whi ch wins the main event in the National meeting
to bring it to California than to select a dozen or more of our
dogs and sb ip them to Kansas, and we do not doubt that
anyone cox. secure a match here for any reasonable sum.
We are glad to kuow that Dr. Royce has given up the idea
of couisiXig wolves and antelopes, as was suggested by some
advocated of the National Club. The Kansas, Nebraska, and
Coloia^.o men may smile, but we doubt whether their smiles
are tor-jader than those to be seen whenever a coursing man of
any Experience reads the posters sent out by the American
Conirsing Club. The owner of Gliding Maud authorizes us to

say that he will match two dogs against any two which may
be. slipped at the National meeting for $1,000, and allow $100
to.T expenses if the match be coursed in California.

—

Ed.]

English Judges Abroad.

American Coureine Club.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsmax:—Your comment on the

article written yon, and published in your issue of Sept. 18th,

naturally brings a smile to the countenance of a Kansas,

Nebraska or Colorado man. Our dogs are not as green aud fresh

as you might suppose, and I can assure you that they are not of

the bench type, but are upand after jacks before they are weaned.

This is not an exaggeration, for, to my knowledge, a young

one killed a uest of rabbits when less than three months old.

Without doubt we will have entries from the extreme east,

but there are several fine ones that have been imported even

in New York and Massachusetts. This is the natural ground

for coursing, we haviDfe bouudless prairies, plenty of j:icks,

aud some of the best dogs, althongh of native stock, that the

country affords. This beipg the National meeting for America,

we are 'justified in giving the title of champion to the dog

wiuniu" the American field cup, and should (he California

men wish it held by the Coast cracks, bring over a delegation

and try conclusions with ns, and I will wager a whole nickel

Under the title here used the Stock-Keeper editorially

speaks with great severity about some of those persons who-

have visited America for the purpose of judging at dog shows-

Of the entire correctness of the opinions we cannot judge,

bnt it seems probable that there is justification for such

terrible scoring as is given. Our contemporary says:

A sufficiently soothing duration of time has elapsed since
the last great continental and American shows, to permit us
to express a few thoughts upon the subject of English dog.
jndges abroad without appearing to be making pointed and
personal references. Not in all instances, we are relieved to

say, but in far too many, have foreign committees who
desired the presence of an English judge made disastrous
selection from the ranks of our kennel men.
At times these committees have been led away by names

that have long outlived their reputation in this country, and
at other times their choice has lain upon the business dog-
men who possess, with satisfaction to themselves, a certain
notoriety liere which abroad is easily mistaken for fame..
However much we may be disheartened and disgusted, we'
confess to feeling but little surprise when, after these foreign:

shows where such English judges have officiated, ignominious;
little bits of news leak out through the press, and more oftem
through private correspondence. On the Continent apd in
the United States, English dog-breeders, exhibitors aud judges
have been looked up to as the authorities in canine matters,
and when members of our kennel world have visited foreign
shows in a judicial capacity, they have been invariably
received and treated with the highest consideration.

The classes who keep dogs abroad are usually of exalted
social standing, and to them it is a rude shock when they
find that their English guests combine, with the appearance of

a coachman or a reporter of coroner's inquests, the needy
tactics of a commercial traveler and the behavior of a Bac-
chanalian bargee.
We have on occasion been consulted upon the choice of

English judges for abroad, and the application has be*n
accompanied with the plaint: "Recommend to us men who
are above running from one foreign nobleman to another,
booking with nimble pencil orders for dogs, 'sporting or other-
wise; tell me what you want and I'll get it for you when I
return. Just say what's your figure, and a dog or bitch?' "

Above all, our friends abroad say they require men as

judges who, for the time being, at least, will act like gentlemen.
It is a miserable scandal that shameless fee-snatchers should:
have exposed our kennel world to such reproaches and such
taunts. We are confident of giving voice to the feelings of
our readers when we beg that those unfortunate persons who-
are incapable of keeping themselves under control may not be*

regarded as fair samples of the whole community, aud to-

this we must also express our concern that men so wanting;
iu this virtue and self-respect should ever have been given.

the chance to slur the honor of Euglish judges by the public

exposure, in the very performance of their duties, of pitif all

personal infirmities. This is a very grave matter, and how
far its seriousness extends can only be fully realized by those*

who travel and miss the favorable regard that was formerly
felt for our doggy countrymen. We have been extremely
chary of giving advice, when solicited, upon the choice of

jndges, as the responsibility of doiug so was more than we
desired to assume. But we have much satisfaction in inform-
ing foreign secretaries that they have an accessible guide to

baud whenever they require the services of Englishmen in
their show-rings. They uee~douly refer to the recent catalogue
of shows held by the Kennel Club. They will tind there is

the lists of judges the names of gentlemen who have been
selected (by a body possessing special facilities for acquiring
correct information—the Keuuel Club committee) as being
worthy of the exhibitors' confidence alike for their integrity

and their power to fill the important office of judge iu a
capable and creditable manner. In addition to this we would
urge our foreign frieuds to take the additional prsoaiuion of ,

inquiring into the characters of the persons their choice
incliues to. This can be done of any responsible official in fl

our keuuel world, the secretary of the Kennel Club for 4
instance. By this means they would avoid the chance of 9
selecting men who have misbehaved themselves in our owns
shows, or who have been found guilty and been suspended for J
discreditable conduct in connection with dogs. There are J
many who, by the high character they bear in this country, J

merit the houor of being chosen to represent the Euglish ,

kennel community abroad, aud with little trouble we could a
compose a list of them, but such an undertaking would not;
unlikely become an invidious one. We may, however, be
pardoned by Mr. Redmond for publicly mentioning him, in.

order to state that in such a. list his name would find a place, .1

and iu order to congratulate onr Americau cousins upon*
having secured iu this gentleman one of the jndges whom ve4
in Eugluud delight to honor. We have done; we have said

what we have long contemplated saying. We have ownsdi
to past humiliations, it is for our frieuds abroad to profit by
our candor, it is for them to spare us in the future the morti--*

fication of "excusing them whom we accuse."

But one pack of foxhounds exists in California, that owned'

by Mr. Dan Murphy of San Jose. The huntsman is Mr. P. L.-i

Wilson, and the dogs are kenneled at Coyote Kennels near-

Gilroy. Mr. Wilson has recently imported from the kennels,.

of Lord Middletou in Yorkshire, England, a fine b!u '-honnct
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Landlord, which -will doubtless improve the stock of the
kennel. Mr. Wilson is a huntsman by hereditary right, his

father having been a huntsman and a notablerider to hounds,
and hunts the Murphy packiutrue English style. We hope
he will throw his influence with the Pacific Kennel Club, and
show his pack of deep-mouthed beauties at the bench 6how
of that olub next year.

CRICKET.

BASE BALL.
Alameda Point.

The game at Alameda last Sunday between the Haverlys and
Pioneers drew a large crowd. The contest was exciting from
the start to the finish, the Pioneers leading until the fifth

inning, the Haverlys taking the lead and holding it until the

ninth inning, when the Pioneers tied the score. In the tenth

inning tne Haverlys were blanked, but the Pioneers opened
with hits by Powers and Carroll, and odds were offered freely

on the Pioneers as they appeared to be sure winners with a

man on second and third, but the Haverlys by sharp fielding

retired them without a ran. The eleventh inning opened
.auspiciously for the Haverlys. Incell started off with a three-

bagger, followed by a single by Sweeney, the Haverly
sloggers sizing up McMullin very effectively in tnis

inning and hitting him for five runs. The Pioneers followed,

scoring two runs on hits by Buckley and Gagus.
Lawton, Stein and Incell led the Haverlys in batting, Incell

making two throe-baggers. Taylor, Gagus and Powers did

the slogging for the Pioneers. Sweeney had an off day, mak
ing five errors at first base. Incell covered second base in

the worst form seen at Alameda this season. Both batteries

played excellent games, doing very good work for their clubs

at critical points. The Haverlys have secured an able

substitute for Hardie in Stein as catcher, he having
improved wonderfully in catching. His weak point is in

throwing to bases; otherwise his catching is perfection, hold-

ing both Incell and Meegan with equal ease. Following is

the score:
HAVERLYS.

IB.E. BH.lB. PO.A.E.

The Merion Club has for a long time held the premier place
in the cricket field, but last Saturday the St. George, who
have only played together twice, scored an emphatic victory
over their experienced opponents, for the winners Moreton
and Pnrdy did the batting, scoring 25 and 24 respectively. In
the field Cohen and Purdy did effective work with the balls
the former securing four wickets, and the latter three. For
the Merions Squire and Goewey rendered the best service
with the bat, the former playing ia his usual dashing form
for 35, and Goewey just getting beyond the double. Both
teams fielded well, the St. George showing a great improve-
ment upon their first day's work. Purdy, who is one of the
finest fielders that ever played on a cricket field, caught
Squire magnificently. The scores are as follows.

ST. GEOBGE.
Boyle, b Miller 1

Fisher, c Gibson, b Hill 5
A, Moreton, run out 25
Purdy, c Goewey, b Van Heek-
eren 24

Captain Robson,run out
Pierce, b Theobald o
Keleher, run out o
Cohen, b Theobald 3
Holroyd, b Van Heeteren
Klein, u Theobald o
Faraday, not out
Extras 13

Total 71

HEBXOKS.
"Jones," runout
Goewey. b Purdy 11

Gibson, run out
Squire, c Purdy, b Cohen 35
Van Heekeren, c Moreton, b
Purdy

Eeith, c Boyle, o Cohen 1

Theobald, not out 6
Miller, b Cohen
Hill, c Klein, b Cohen
McConiiell, run out 1

Boardman, b Purdy
Extras 2

Total 56

TRAP.

At 12 live birds, plunge traps, 21 yards rise, use of one barrel. S5
entrance, in four prizes. Judges: R. H. Buckingham, Pr. A. C. Daven-
port. Referee. H. H. Briggs. First won by Mr. Ed. Fay; second and
third divided by Dr. S. N. Cross and Dr. I. W. Hays, Jr; fourth left to be
decided by scores in the next match, and then won by Mx. C. J. Haas.

E. Fay 1 J 1 11 111 11 11-12
G. Slade ....110111111010- 9
G. Fletcher .0 1 1 1 1 1 w
C. Seaman ..111110111010—9
S. N. Cross ..1 1111110111 1—11

At 12 live birds, Si

Gautbier. ..OllllOOw
C.J. Haas. .11 1111110 1 1 0-1O
I.W. Hays..l 1 1 1 I 1 11110 1—11
P. C. Byrne.I 1111111101 0-IU
F.W.CravenOlllll 01119 w

entrance, same conditions. First and second
divided by Messrs. Haas and Fay; third and fourth by Messrs. Byrne
and Dorsey.

Fay 1 11 1 1 1 1 1011 1—11
Byrne 11111111101 1—11
Hays 10 1 111111010— *J

Gauthier...l 1 1 w
Seaman.... 11 101 101 10 11— 9

Haas 1 1111110111 1-11
Slade Ill 101 101 1 w
Fletcher... 10111110100 1— 8
Dorsey .... illnilOlll 1—11
Cross 1 101 1110111O-
Tiee on 11 at four birds, same conditions.

Haas 1 1111 Sky 1 111
Dorsey 1 | Byrne 1

At 12 live birds, Hurlingbam style, $5 entrance, same conditions.
First and second divided by Dr. Slade and Mr. Haas; third won by
Craven; fourth divided by Fay, Fletcher and Taylor.

Fay 1 0111110110 1-9
Slade 1 11 1 01111 m-ii
Seaman llQllOUw
Byrne 1 OllOlOlOw
Blight 01001111111—8
Hays OlOllOllOw

Fletcher. ...111000111111—9
Taylor 10 111 1 1 1 1 1—
Gautbier. . .i> o 1 1 1 1 1 w
Craven 1111011111 1-10
Haas 11 1011 111111—11
Roberts 1 1 1 1 w

At6 birds, Hurlinsham style, ?5 entrance. First and second divided
by Fay and Dr. Slade; third and fourth by Dr. Cross, Blight, Hare,
Fletcher and Seaman.

Fay 11111 1-G
Cross 11111 0—5
Blight 1111 1—5
Hays 1 w
Slade 11111 1-6

flare 1 1111 0—5
Fletcher 1 1 1 1 1—5
Haas 1 110 1-4
Seaman 1 1110 1—5

Caveny, rf 5 3 1 1

Taylor, 1 f.

Gagus, s s b

Hayes L
3d b 6

Buckley, 2d b...5
Perrier, c f 5

Power3,lst b 6
Carroll, c 5

McMullen.p 5

1
2 1

2
2 2 2

1 1

2 3 15
1 1 1 10 3

2 2 1 15

Totals 48 9 6 12 33 26 5

Lawton, r f 6

Donahue, 3db..5
Incell, 2d b. 5

Sweeney, 1st b...5

Meegan, p 5

Levy, c f 6

Pe Vaull, If ....5

Bennett, s s 5

Stein, c 5

3 2
2 2

3 2 2

1 13 1

2 10

10
10 4

3 11

Totals 47 12 1 11 33 21 11

BUSS B* nrSTNOS.

Haverlys. 2 000500000 5-12
|
Pioneers..O 023000020 2—

9

Earned runs—Haverlys 2. Three-base bits—Incell 2. Two-base bits

—Buckley, Bennett. First base on error—Haverlys 4, Pioneers 9.

Left on bases—Haverlys 1, Pioneers 8. Base on called balls— Haverlya
1, Pioneers 1. Struck" out— Meegan 8, McMullen 10. Passed balls-
Carroll 3, Stein 2. Wild pitches—Meegan 2. Umpire, Madison, Time
of game, two hours and ten minutes. Official scorer, Bennett.

Sacramento.

The weather was very pleasant at Sacramento on Sunday
last, when a match game was played by the Altas and Green-

hood & Horans, and spectators and players evidently felt

well, Charles Fehl was chosen to act as umpire, and did much
better than was expected from one who has not had much
experience in filling the thankless position. In the first

inuingthere was a dispute as to whether Meagher was not put

out at second, when the umpire decided that he was safe, and

in the latter part of the sixth inning there was a big trouble

relative to one of the visiting club being declared out at first,

of which more hereafter. The game was a brilliant one while

it lasted, the pitchers holding the batters down to one run on

each side. Tbe Altas made four errors and the Green-

hoods but one. The Altas secured two base hits, and

their opponents none. Flint made a fine two-bagger.

Borchers occupied the box for:; the home club, and

showed great improvement in his pitching—the result of

practice during the week. The first run, made in the third

inning, was by Robertson of the Alias, who did some splendid

playing during the game. He hit to third, who overthrew to

tirst, and Robertson gained the second bag. He stole third

handsomely, and got home afterwards by the "skin of his

teeth." In the fifth inning Van Haltrengothis base on balls,

and tallied on a throw of McLaughlin's to third, which

passed by Meagher who shonld have got out after it, but

probably did not see it in time because of the base-runner

being in the way. In the last half of the sixth inning the

Greenhoods had two men out when Fisher was given first

base on balls, and made his way to third, assisted by Long's

hit to that base. Long, while Dolau was at the bat, started

for second, when Borchers threw the ball to Sweeney (short-

stop), who made a ' 'bluff' to throw it to the home plate to keep

Fisher from running in, then threw it like lightning to first,

who caught it and touched Long as he was hurrying back.

The umpire declared Long out, and then the "Pets" "kicked

their shoes off." The umpire stuck to his decision and the

Altas to him. After fifteen minutes of wrangling, during which

the Oaklanders expressed willingness to go on with the game

if another umpire was substituted, which the Altas, believing

the acting official to have been right, could not agree to, the

umpire called "game,"" and the Greenhoods not resuming

nlay in five minutes he declared the Altas winners of the

game under the rule by a score of 9 to 0. During the dis-

pute the spectators warmly encouraged the umpire and the

Altas to hold their ground, as they had always heretofore

been willing to yield a point rather than disappoint spectators,

when the visiting clubs "kicked." The treatment umpire

Van Court gave the Sacramentans at Alameda a week ago

was too recent to be forgotten, and the Oaklanders were not

allowed to have their own way. They objected to Fehl as

not being a league umpire, but they forgot that there is no

league umpire here, Chipman having refused to serve longer

because of their fault-finding. Following is the score so far

as the game went. It is rather puzzling that the Greenhoods

did not play the game out under protest

ALXA8
TB. It. ill BS.PO. A. E.

8weenev, s 3...1 1 1 1

Meagher, 3d b.. a 13
McLaughlin, c.3 (J 2 4

CJ 2 6

Ahem, lstb. ...2 7 8

Flint.rf 2 1 110
Fisher, If 2 u 10 u

Bilbert, r f 1 11

Robertson. 2 b.2 1 a 1 4

2 2 18 14 4

Fisher, s s 2
Long, c f 3

Dolan. 3d b....2
Brown, c 2

Van Haltren, p.l
Blakiston.r f...2

Donovan, 1st b.2
Bhea.lf 2

Gurnett, 2d b..2

G A M.S.

TB.E.BH.BS. PO. A. E.

10
12 1

8 3
i o o a io o

5
10
3 10

Totals IS 1 1 18 16 1

BTTN8 BY IKMNOS.
Altas 10 0—l|0.fcM.S 1 0—1
Two-base hit—Flint. First base on errors—Altas 1, &. tz M.s a.

First base on balls-Altas 4, G. &. M.s 2. Struck out—Van Haltren 9,

Borchers 4. Left on bases—Altas 4, G. k M.s 1. Passed balls—Brown

2. Wild pitches—Van Haltren 1, Borchers 1. Umpire, Cnas. Fehl.

Scorer, W. H. Young. Time, 1:15.

State Sportsman's Association.

The sixth meeting of the State Association, at the trap, was
one of the most delightful that has been had. The Grass
Valley Sportsman's Club selected Glenbrook Park, about mid-
way between Grass Valley and Nevada city as the place for

shooting. The park is an inclosureon alittleflat, surrounded
by gentle slopes covered with second-growth pines. Commo-
dious stands, stables and sheds have been erected, a good
fence put up, and a fast mile track laid out. The Seventh
District Agricultural Association holdB its annual fairs and
races at the park, and a more beautiful place could not have
been selected. The enterprise shown by citizens of the
adjacent towns argues much for their public spirit and gener-

osity. Convenient sheds and loading tables had been built

near tbe centre of the park, and on Friday when the visitors

reached the ground traps were in position, birds ready, and
shooting began immediately. A better day could not have
been desired. A cool breeze blew all day, clearing away smoke
and making the birds lively. Hon. R. H. Buckingham and
Dr. A. C. Davenport were selected as judges, while a repre-

sentative of the Beeedee and Sportsman endured the smoke
and labors incident to the place of referee. In arranging a

programme the Grass Valley Club listed both plunge and
ground trap matches in order to give all who might wish to

shoot an opportunity of engaging in that style to which they
were accustomed, and the wisdom of the course was shown in

the large number of entries in each match. It might be sug-

gested that the club would do well to instruct those who pull

the plunge traps to do so vigorously. The average bird will

get away sharply from properly pulled traps, and afford much
better sport.

The first match was called at 9 o'clock, and from that hour
until twilight the shooting was continuous, except for a half

hour's intermission at one o'clock, when an adjournment was
made to the park restaurant to discuss an elegant luncheon

provided by the club. All of the matches were shot under the

Association rules, and in all of them the prizes were fifty,

twenty-five, fifteen and ten per cent of the entrance monies.

The shooting throughout was very fine. It is expected that

Mr. Fay, Doctor Knowles, Mr. Haas, Doctor Hays and
almost all who enter matches now will shoot well, but an

agreeable surprise was offered in the shooting of Doctor

Cross of the Stockton Gun Club and Messrs. Fletcher, Hare,

Seaman, Gauthier, Byrne, Craven, Blight, Eoberts, Taylor

and Dorsey of the Grass Valley Club, who do not shoot

over the traps so often as some of those in the larger cities.

The skill of most of those last mentioned was unknown to this

reDorter, but when they were first called to the traps a glance

showed that they were perfectly at ease with guns in their

hands, and they impressed us as first-class shots. The trap

shooting game is one requiring a little study, and some
practice° in addition to that which is had in field shooting.

Haste is never admissible in either, but in match shooting

the utmost quickness consistent with certainty is essential to

success and it is in being too deliberate that comparative

novices' at the traps fail. Then, too, it is really a handicap to

shoot a common cylinder gun at the Hurlingham match

against the superb improved arms in the hands of gentlemen

who are abreast ot the times in trap shooting. In the plunge

trap matches Doctor Knowles, who had not shot snch a race

for several years, was beaten. Mr. Fay, never in better form,

shot through all the matches and got into the money in all

except one° Mr. Haas, despite a blinding headache, shot

evenly and with his usual grace. Doctor Cross, a new man
at the trap in California but an old Michigan shot, did

superb shooting. Doctor I. W. Hays, Jr., who was formerly

a member of the California Club in this city, was not in

practice, but shot quite in his old-time form. Mr. Coon

Seaman' of the home club, and one of its cracks had bad

lack throughout. Mr. Gauthier, another steady fielder, lost

several birds in each match because he was a little slow. Mr.

P. C. Byrne shot well and with excellent judgment. Messrs.

Craven, Taylor and Blight were nervous, as was Mr. Dorsey,

although the latter by reason of extraordinary quickness

scored well. Mr. E. A. Roberts, a very fine shot usually,

was not in good trim, and did not shoot out any score. The
indefatigable general manager, Mr. Geo. Fletcher, in intervals

when not busy with trappers, birds or visitors, shot out some

scores quite inferior to those asnal to him.

Doctor Slade used the Selby Company's Standard

Chamberlin cartridges, loaded with wood powder, to very

threat advantage. The power of the loads seemed greater

than w?th black powder, and the lack of amoke and recoil

were noticeable.

As a whole the shoot was the best managed, and most

pleasant affair of the sort yet engaged in by the association.

Just at the close of the last match of the day a bevy of

moutain quail flew down to a spring not far from the trups, and

Mr. Fay unloosed his setter and started for them. He was

rewarded by a beautiful specimen which is being mounted as

a souvenir of the meeting. m
A greater degree of cordiality could not have been shown

than whs exhibited by the gentlemen of the Grass Valley

Club, and if in future they extend an invitation to another

meeting, none who were present at that just finished will fail

to be on hand. The Bcores are appended:

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The usual large gathering of rifle experts taxed Captain
Siebe's patience and capacity to entertain on Sunday last.

The recent improvements made at Shell Mound add much to
the pleasure of visitors to that beautiful ground.
Company C, the Nationals of the First Infantry, held their

regular monthly medal contest, with the following result:

CHAMPION MEDAL.
200 yds.

Wescott 42
500 yds.

18
Total.

90

ETBST-CXA33 MEDAL.
Diers 41 45 86

SECOM3-CLASS MEDAL.
Pembroke 4G 46 92
Kyers 44 43 87

THTBD-CLASS MEDAL.
Petry 37

FOUKIH-CLASS MEDAL.
Jansen 37

R. H. Aiken, a Californian, but now a resident of Texas
and a first-class shot, was on the range, and tried his hand
with a borrowed Springfield at the two distances, and the
scores he made show that he can come as near to the limit
as most men. His scores:

Aiken 200 yds—4 55554445 6—4G
500 yds— 5 43455554 5—45—91

Vogt, C Company, Third Infantry, and Brown, F Company,
Fifth Infantry, two young gentlemen who have recently
entered the ranks of shooters, tried their guns at the short
range, with the following result:

Brown 200 yds—3 55445445 4-43
Yogt 200yds—i 44543454 4—41

Afterwards, Moore and Poulter shot Brown and Vogt a
match at 200 and 500 yards, th* former giving the two last-

named gentlemen the oddB of 20 points. Their scores:

Ponlter 200 yards—

4

50e yards—

4

Moore 290 yards—

5

500 yards—

5

Brown 200 yards—

4

500 yards—

S

Vogt 200 yards—

4

500 yards—

5

Robertson and Poulter shot a friendly match at the doable
distance to settle a dispute, with the incidentals thrown in.

Their scores:

Robertson 200 yards—4 54565544 4—45
5UU yards— 4 54545555 5—47—92

Poulter 200 yards—4 45544444 5—43
500 yards—4 45555455 5—47—90

R. C. Moore shot two strings at the short range all by him*
self, and made 89 out of a possible 100 points.

The police team have begun practicing again.

4 i 5 4 5 3 5 5 4—13
b 5 4 4 6 4 5 4 b—4C—89
b t> 4 4 4 4 4 4 5—14
b 3 4 5 5 4 4 5 5-45—80—178
4 4 6 3 4 4 4 4 4-40
5 3 a 4 3 5 1 5 5-38—78
4 4 4 a 4 4 4 4 4—41
4 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 3-34—75—153

Sacramento.

Some good shooting was done on Sandfly last by the mem-
bers of Company G at the '200-yard range, as will be seen by
the following score

:

Captain Hall 5 5 3 5 4 3 4

Lieutenant Sheehan 3 6 3 4 4 4 4

MajorMcNetl 3 5 4 6 4 4 4

Sergeant Sheehan 3 3 4 4 4 3 4

Sergeant Coyne 3 4 4 5 4 3 3

Sergeant Mott 4 4 4 3 4 2 4

Sergeant Heffernan 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Corporal Lowell 4 3 3 4 4 4 3

Private Laing 5 4 4 4 4 5 4

Private Sheehan 3 3 4 6 4 5 4

Private Kennedy 5 4 4 3 4 3 4

Private Kunz 4 3 3 4 4 4 5

Private Klein 3 4 3 6 4 5 4

Private Murray... 4 3 4 5 3 3 4

These scores were made by honorary members at the same
distance

:

Captain Coffey 4 4 4 4 4 4 5

Sergeant Hughes 4 4 4 5 4 4 4

Sergeant Williams 4 4 4 4 5 5 4

Private Eckhavdt 4 3 4 4 4

Private MoMuUen 5 44333313 3-35

A team pool-shooting match, between Cochran and Mcllnllen

on one side, and llott and Klein on the other, resulted in

favor of the latter by a score of 30 to 28, as follows:

Private Cochran.. .3 3 2 4 4—1« ISergeant Molt 2 :j 4 2 2—13
Private McMullen.4 2 3 3-12—58|Private Klein 3 4 3 3 4-17-3C

Remington new long-range military rifle, No. 3, fall, round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer; checked trigger; fiuo

oiled walnut stock; combined rear screw wind-gange and elevat-

ing (spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel; 9J lbs.,

44 cal., 2 6- 10 in straight shell; two hundred new shells more
or less; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc. Double moulds

for lubricated bullets made to order by the most ex

smith on this coast; absolutely in perfect ord.

outfit; cost over $S0. For sale cheap for want of

exchange for a g^id grade 10-G. B. L. shotgun of

make. Address, Fraser, this office.

5-41
6—31)
5—42
4—35

4—40
4—36
3—41
6-41

4-38
5—11
6—39

5-42
E—43
4—12
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Between Heats.

In a former article the bad effects of throwing buckets

of cold water between heats on a horse which had been

subjected to violent exertions were considered. In that,

however, the main attention was given to the effect on

the skin, and the hindrance to evaporation, whereas

there are more serious results attending the practice. It

must be borne in mind that the object is to prepare for a

repetition of violent exertion, and part of the problem

which is presented for solution is, how shall the debilitat-

ing results of the previous exertion be best remedied so

that the animal may repeat what has already taxed the

powers so severely? There is a great difference between

the heats of a race and when the strain has come to an

end, and it does not require long arguments to prove that

what will be proper treatment in one case will not answer

in the other. Though copious perspiration relieves the

internal organs, and is also of service in giving pliancy

to the muscles, it is well known to weaken the forces.

There is a drain which, though beneficial to a certain

extent, if carried too far is sure to injure. "With so brief

a period as twenty-five minutes between heats it is essen-

tial that every minute should be properly used. The

usual practice after the finish of a heat, briefly stated, is

to throw a blanket over the horse the moment he is

pulled up and the driver asks the privilege to dismount.

Then he is led to his stall, unhitched from the sulky

without uncovering him, harness taken off, blankets

secured by skewers and surcingle, boots taken off, legs

bandaged, and, it may be, other blankets and heavy hood

put on, walked about for a few minutes, brought into the

stall, scraped and vigorously rubbed, blanketed again

though with lighter clothing, walked until the "five-

minute bell" is rung, then back to the stall, bandages

removed, legs and body rubbed, harnessed just as the

last call is sounded from the judges' stand. Many
trainers are not contented with this simple formula.

Soma use rum or other alcoholic washes, soaking the hair

thoroughly over the loin, shoulders and thighs, rubbing

it in thoroughly and putting additional clothing over the

loin, while the body covering is so arranged that quar-

ters, gaskins, shoulders, breast, arms, all of the animal in

fact from knees and hocks up are covered save the eyes

and nose. There is a good deal of "sponging" too, and,

as was stated in the former article, a few are in favor of

deluging with cold water. As the race progresses there

is likely to be further methods of relief practical, and

stimulants called upon to aid in restoring vigor. We
have gone through that course many times, and twenty

odd years ago were firm in the belief of the efficacy of

such treatment and thought the observance imperative

to success. As an illustration it will not be out of place to

«opy from "Horse Portraiture" the treatment we recoin-

aieuded between heats and after the race was finished,

and contrast tbat with present practice.

Precentor.—Now, boys, remove the harness, and one of

you wipe the sweat off. Throw on that long blanket and
woolen hood, sponge out the horse's mouth and nostrils, aud
walk him a few minutes. There, that will do; turn his head

to the wind aud scrape him as expeditiously as you can. Put
on the clothes and walk hi in again. You can now re-scrape

him, give hira a mouthful of water, straighten the hair with

your rubbers, throw the blanket and hood on, leave ofl the

sway and surcingle, and walk him four or live minutes. He
sweats freely, and is cooling and recovering capitally. His

breathing has now become natural, so you can dry up these

remaining wet patches. Rub lightly, his coat is looking

almost as glossy as before the start. Put a linen sheet and
:, the woolen might cause him to break out again, and

day is m warm thai the only clothing required is to keep

the sun off. Now walk him about slowly till the bell rings to

harness. •

That was after one heat had been won. After the

second, also won, the instructions were a trifle different,

as follows.

Bravo, again! Two of the games towards the long rubber;

though that was a harder and faster heat than the other, and
Never Mind shows a good deal more distress. His legs are

shaky, and his breathing more labored. Wrap him up as

soon as you can. Walk him along till you get out of the way
of the crowd. He scrapes freely, which is one great thing in

his favor. Another swallow pf water. Now off with him.

Yon may give him a mouthful of gruel. I think we will not

use the sherry yet, as I would much rather he would get

along without it. He does not cool out as well as he did

before. Hold his head to the breeze, aud shower some water

on his poll. That will do, his eye looks a little brighter.

Walk him again when you can finish drying him.

The third heat was lost, and there was another varia-

tion.

Well, our flag is lowered, and that heat is lost. We will not

throw up the sponge, however, until compelled. You will

observe how differently he breathes now from what he did

after the first heal. The respirations were quicker then, but
he "blew out" forcibly, and there was not so much abdominal
effort. He still sweats freely, which will aid in recovering

him from internal difficulty. Rub him dry rapidly, aud while

the boys are at work envelop the legs with blindages, putting

them on reasonably Bnug. Pick a little grass for him to be

eating. You were only beaten at the very last, and I thought
you had the race safe until you were half down the stretch.

The fourth heat was "laid up," and the advice was in

the following language, though to properly understand

it, the book was written in the form of a dialogue between

"Preceptor and Pupil" the former giving instructions

while the latter was the driver.

Pupil.—I am afraid they will not, as they are evidently in

collusion. As you could see, one horse was driven at me for

the half mile, when his driver pulled him to the outside,

allowing the horse that was trailing to come up, without-
trotting round the other. This was a great saving to the
winner of the heat, and not having been pushed, he could
make this brush at the turn, where he lapped me widh
impunity. Perhaps the sherry will revive Never Mind so

that he can win this next heat. Is it not time that we were
giving it to him?

Pre'ceptor.—It would be, if I intended to give it this heat.

But I think there is a better plan to follow. We will lay him
up this heat aud allow the others to struggle for mastery, and
before the nest, we will give him the stimulus. By dropping
him inside the distance he will partially recover, and then,

with the aid of sherry, I think he will trot the fifth heat
nearly as fast as he did the third, which will be sure to win.
I am confident that both parties are anxious to win, and while

they would "double team" on you, as soon as they think your
chances are out, will endeavor to gain the race from each
other. Never Mind will go comparatively at his ease, when
he has the benefit of the eight seconds which he can avail

himself of. To get the full benefit, you will have to be very
careful to lose the ground gradually. In going the sixteen

hundred aud sixty yards while the others are making the mile
it will be as well for you to be within twenty yards of the
leader at the quarter, forty yards at tbehalf mile, and seventy
at the three-quarters, when you can drop the balance cuming
down the stretch, and pull up as soon as you are inside the
red flag. If possible, aid the outside horse in getting the best

of the send-off, and drop immediately behind the leader.

This will aid you in two ways—your own horse will be more
likely to go easier, and give the one that has not won a heat
the chance to commence the contest at once, without losing

ground in going around you. They are very jubilant over
winning this trick, and could hardly stopshoutiug when they
knew they had gained it. Never Mind, the advice is good
not to halloo till out of the woods, and they will find there is

some very tall timber to traverse before the clearing is in

view. Delay a little this time—not enough to try the patience

of the judges, but sufficient to have them imagine you are

more anxious than you are to gain time.

Upon my word, you did it well, and the horse dropped
back so gradually that it appeared as though he was too tired

to do more than save his distance, and speculations were rife

that he would be "shut out." He is not near so much
distressed as he was in the previous heat, and has recoveied
wonderfully. Barring accidents. I would not give five per
cent, to be insured this race. He is now selling for a trifle in
the pools, and we must deputise some oue to buy him in all

of them, provided he can do it without engendering suspiciou.
You attend strictly to cooling him out. I will go and arrange
the pool matter, and take a look at the other horses. I will

be back in time to give him the wine.

As predicted, the fifth heat was won and then came
from the Preceptor.

There, boys, you can cheer now, if you desire to do so,

though I always prefer to see people, when victorious, exhibit
no more excitement than they can help, and accept defeat
with the same equanimity. To you, my scholar, I must
offer my congratulations on the skill you have shown in

driving, when the chance of defeat appeared greatly to over-
weigh those of success, following my orders when another
course might have looked better. You frightened me at first

by appearing a little nervous before you took your seat in the
sulky, though I saw you were as cool as a veteran when you
became engaged in the actual contest.

The judges have anuouueed a postponement of the oiher
trot, so one of the boys can go to the barn and give the
Falcon half a pail of water and a little hay. Never Mind will

require aud deserves the best attention. Scrape what water
you cau from his coat, clothe him, walk a few minutes, and
bring him to the barn. Con, you go to the house aud get a
couple of buckets of hot water. When yon have him rubbed
dry, take both foot tubs and bathe his legs from the knees
and hocks to the feet, then put the baudages on and walk him
for ten minutes, I will prepaie a mash. When the boy is

walking him give him a sup or two of gruel, and allow him
to pick a little hay out of the hand. The mash must contain
ingredients that will act as a cordial and touic, and the water
I[ta J '.lufiiii jo rnufuo qiiAi p9iTJ[npp» ba uvo sjpiup 9q
make the mash witb two quarts of the huminy and outs,

and the same amount of wheat bran, a tablesponnful of sulphur
and ground charcoal, a teaspnonful of powdered golden seal,

and the same amount of feniigH ek seed. This mash must be
made with boiling water and given wht-u still worm. When
the walk is finished give two quarts of the oatmeal gruel,

and while he is being cleaned and brushed be can be allowed
to eat a small quantity of hay and the nmnh proffered him.
Should he appear to have no appetite make up his bed, aud

by shutting up the Btable he may lie down for an hour or two
when a little of the tepid acidulated drink can be given.
From his appearance Ijndge there will be no trouble in getting

him to eat, therefore you cau give him the mash before he lies

down. Iu three hours more his clothes can be taken off, his
body lightly wisped, the bandages removed and his legs well
hand-rabbed. Should there be any swelling or heat perceiv-
able the tubs must again be used, bathing his legs with hot
water for an hour, then dry tbem and bandage, after having
thoroughly moistened them with tincture of arnica diluted
with twice its bulk of water. His walk to-morrow morning
should be for an hour and a half, clothed so that he will be
comfortable but not too warm. He must be gradually
returned to his full feed and exercise, and if he does as well
as I think he will, two days will be the farthest time that will

be required. I forgot to tell you to give him two quarts of
the mixed hominy and oats and three pound of hay before
shutting up the stable for the night. In the morning give
him half his usual feed, and after he has finished the walk he
can be permitted to pick grass for a quarter of an hour. Two
hours' walk in the afternoon will not be too much, provided
his legs, or rather his joints, be not swolleu, and the follow-
ing morning he cau be jogged three miles with a brush the
length of the stretch.

Our "system" at the present time is so widely differ-

ent that frequently we have been taken to task for not

"practicing what was preached." To this we can answer

that twenty-five years of study have led to the belief

that very many of our former ideas were erroneous, and,

so far as we are capable uf judging, have been supple-

mented with better. Our object in quoting from "Horse

Portraiture" is to show that we have practiced what is

still the methods of many, and therefore familiar with the

system. In order to show that there is something besides

theory, our daily journal will be quoted and the actual

work copied. This of course limits the account to what

was done in exercise, as it would be such an innovation

in an "actual race" that it might lead to strictures and
criticisms which, as yet, we are not ready to face. Before

giving the work we will state that Antevolo never ate a

mash, never wore a bandage, excepting on the near hind

leg, the ankle of which he strained slightly when a

three-year-old, never wore a blanket, save when prepar-

ing to scrape or in cooling out, and never wore a shoe

on either fore or hind feet. "We would also call attention

to the fact that his season of sixty-five mares extended

from February 13th to July 20th, and though towards

the close of the season he was moved from one-quarter

to three-quarters of a mile occasionally, his first mile at

a high rate of speed was given July 31st. To explain

further, my stable is nearly a mile from the track, and

until Antevolo was taken to Sacramento he was never

put in another stall than his own, and when unharnessed

between heats, in his exercise, he was taken care of on

the track. In every instance the time between the heats

of his work was within the requirements of the rules

when trotting in races and walking and jogging, so

measured as to be ready to start before the expiration of

twenty-five minutes. At present we will give literal

copies of the journal-, and postpone to the future our

theory of the causes which led to the adoption of the

plan. In the work previous to the mile on the 3 1st of

July the brushes had been fast, commencing with moves
of less than a quarter of a mile, then quarters in 36, 3o,

34 seconds, until he was ready to move half miles, these

ranging from 1:13 to 1:08$, three-quarters in 1:44£.

This will account for his ability to make his first mile at

speed in 2:23. The journal extracts are,

July 31st.—Drove Antaeus in the morning. In the fore-
noon "worked" Antevolo, Sir Thad galloping with him to
score twice, and from half-mile pole to half-mile pole.
Jogged and moved part way through the stretches; walked
and jogged two miles, scored twice, drove slow to near hali-

mile mark, and trotted the mile, going well outside of Thad,
in 2:23 by Morrison; others made it 2:22^. Jogged and
walked three miles before bringing him home.
August 7th.—Drove Antaeus in the morning and then

Antevolo. Jogged him 2] miles, moved through the stretches,
each of them twice. Walked aud jogged two miles, then in
company with Sir Thad drove a mile in 2:24}. Morris
walked and jogged him two miles, scored three times and
drove a mile in 2:2U|. Iu both of these heats drove outside
of Sir Thad. Morris walked and jogged him a mile and
brought him home.'

From the last date to the week of the Golden Gate
Fair his work was mainly jogging, as a good part of the

time we were confined to the room, and under charge of a

physician. The trouble was an acute kidney disease

which he said was aggravated by the jolting in a sulky,

and at times having to "pull" to the extent of our

strength. He also cut his quarter pretty severely, so

that from the 14th of August until the 1st of September
he was only "worked out" once, and shipped to the State

Fair on September 6th. He came home on the 21st of

September. The next day he was driven half miles,

jogging aud walking between the moves, trotting iu

1:10, 1:08. In the trot with Guy Wilkes he struck his

quarters from the boots raising. The entry for the next

date in the journal is:

September 25th.—Fixed quarter*boots for Antevolo in
the morning. Cut the old bell boots bo as to bring
them in at tue bottom; put a strap all of the way around near
the lower edge to buckle it Bnug, a piece of leather at the toe
to fasten it with a screw to prevent it from rising or turning.
Took Antevolo to track at 9 a. m., walked him to track, jogged
three miles, scored him in company with X X three times,
and theu went a mile in 2:22.{, keeping him about midway
of the traok. After that Morris jogged and walked him two
miles when I drove him again. Scored as before X X acooirj-
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panying him to quarter pole. He trotted that mile in 2:18£,

with oue break soon after starting. Unharnessed and scraped
lightly. Drove, after that, two miles intending to make 1£ of

it at the rate of 2:28. He made the first mile "in 2:25i, 3:37,

went quite slow around the further turn with a fast brush
from neven-furlong pole in. Mr. Miller timed the two miles
in 4:53. He was then taken out of the harness, heavy blanket
and hood put on, scraped off thoroughly and led home.
October 2d.—Drove Antevolo, jogged three and one-

quarter miles with occasional brushes. Trotted a mile, not

timed but as good as 2:25. Morris walked him one mile

and jogged him a mile, then drove him in 2:20. Walked and
jogged a mile and then driven in 2:2I£. After that he was
taken out of the shafts, unharnessed and scraped lightly, and
then driven a mile within his rate in 2:23J. Scraped what
Bweat was in his coat away, walked him in hand and drove
the fifth heat in 2:19. The last two heats X Xwent with him.
Did some scoring. He did not break in any of the heats

though he did in scoring.

The following "Wednesday took hiru to the Bay District

Course, Thursday moved him brushes in which he trotted

three-eights in 51 and 51-£, intending to trot him the

next Saturday, the object being to make three heats in

five in 2:20 or better. As the wind blew nearly a gale did

not make the attempt, but as he was prepared for work

gave him two heats. The first after jogging, with short

brushes three miles, drove him the first heat in 2:19;}-,

took bun out, scraped lightly and repeated in 2:20. Now,
with one exception, it will be noticed that his fastest

miles were made after the walks and jog3, and the

instance where the fastest heat was the fifth a greater

effort was made in that than in any previous heat.

Without further trials we would not like to recommend

so great an innovation from our former practice, and

also that which prevails among a great majority of the

present day. That so far the results have been satisfac-

tory can scarcely be gainsaid, and hereafter we will give

our reasons for it being successful.

Occident Versus Orient.

more, one California breeding farm, has met the pick of

all on the other side in the young division, and our only
aged representative, Arab, has done his share to sustain

the Occident in the battle against tremendous numerical
odds.

The great success of California horses in the East this

season will justify exultation. The scribe, in calling

attention to the numerous victories, may be pardoned for

using terms which, to the defeated, may seem to be

altogether too jubilantly worded. At the same time

when California was beaten in a race in which the great

Kentucky-bred four-year-old defeated Hinda Rase, there

was exultation on the part of those who are interested in

keeping up the prestige of home stock of this exhibition

we cannot complain. In fact we are always well pleased

to see people interested in home horses, and cannot find

the least fault however loudly they hurrah over their

success. But it dots appear as though some praise should

be awarded to horses which have shown speed so much

faster than has been exhibited prior to the accomplish-

ments by papers which are ready to laud to the skies

others which are far inferior. Had two eastern-bred

four-year-olds shown performances such as Palo Alto

and Manzanita have to their credit, columns and pages

would have been devoted to their praise. Palo Alto has

gone through a campaign which no colt of his size can

approximate, while Manzanita has knocked all previous

trials and private doings into such infinitessimal

smithereens that it is difficult to draw a comparison

which will properly illustrate the difference.

There are many good colts bred and reared on eastern

farms, some of them well worthy to be called great.

Patron, in our estimation, is the best four-year-old ever

bred on that side of the Sierras, and assuredly the best

three-y?ar-old, as was proved last year. The race in

which he defeated Hinda Eose may be termed a magnifi-

cent display. She won the first heat in 2:2l£, the

second, third and fourth in 2:20£, 2:213, 2:21£- Ifc is

scarcely necessary to offer excuses for an animal beaten

in such time, though it is well known that Hinda had

been ailing for some time, and she was sent East on the

"off chance" of recovery. The telegraph sent from

Lexington, Ky., to the N. T. Herald wound up with the

sentence, "It was a triumph of Kentucky over Califor-

nia." As Manzanita won the "Blue Grass Stakes" the

same day, beating two Kentucky-bred colts, honors were

even. There are several eastern three-year-olds which

can be classed as very nearly the top-notch, and taking

time as a guage Wild Rake is of very high class as bis

third heat in 2:22£, alter two preceding heats in 2:24|,

2:24J, manifestly establishes. Then in that race he beat

Bermuda and Nutbreaker, and these two fought a

tremendous battle on the last day of the Lexington

meeting. First and second heats were "dead" between

them in 2:24jJ, 2:24-£. Nut.breaker won the third in 2:26

and then Bermuda went through straight in 2:2o£, 2:26|,

2:29. Since writing the above we have received the

report of the race at St. Louis in which Manzanita,

Patron and Eagle Bird were the starters, and from that

report, which appears in another column, it will be seen

that California had the crowning triumph of winning in

2:17£, 2:19| and 2:20. "When a full history of the doings

of our colts during the past season is given, it will be a

grand page in the history of trotting.

Palo Alto has only been beaten ouce in his many races,

Manzanita has surpassed all previous performances of

colts of her age a long way, and othurs have figured so

prominently as to entitle them to a high place. Further-

Bay District Trotting.

Had the weather been at all favorable the opening day

of the Bay District Trotting meeting would have been

eminently successful in point of attendance. As it was
there was a very fair turnout, and we heard of several

who turned back when the high wind and clouds of dust

were encountered. The trotting was good, for though

Allan Boy won the match in straight heats, Manon
trotted the bes: race of her life. The time was certainly

equivalent to two seconds faster on a favorable day, as

for nearly three-quarters of a mile the wind was a serious

drawback. Strange as it may appear there was no
assistance derived from the blast. Usually there is some
compensation in the way of being pushed along where

the force is behind, but in that case the direction of the

gale was such that the stands, stables, club-house, hotel

and the high bulkhead on the first turn intercepted it

when it would have been of service, and when beyond
the shelter it blew directly across a dead beat to wind-

ward around the turn, and again a strong side wind on

the home stretch until one hundred and fifty yards from

the score. Having driven two heats, one of them previous

to the first heat of the match the other before the second

was trotted, we had a good chance to know.

The second race resulted in such a stubborn fight

between Sam Lewis, Blaine andElma that the finish had

to be postponed until Monday. As the same horses

contend again to-day there is likelihood of there being

such a variety of opinion as will imsure a good deal of

money going into the pool box. It appeared to lookers-

on that Elma was made too free with in the first parts

of the heats, especially the first and second. In both of

these she had a long lead at the half and fell back before

reaching the three-quarter pole, but it may be that she

is of the sort that cannot be restrained. Blaine's chances

which would have been rosy red could the race have been

finished Saturday, will be very good if the heats are

broken, though Sam Lewis hangs on pretty well himself,

and so the question is an open one notwithstanding the

pointer of a week ago.

It is doubtful if three horses can be brought together

which are more evenly matched than Dawn, Albert W.
and B. B,, and we expect to see each of them favorites

before the race is finished. Dawn has an immense turn

of speed, and so has Albert "W., while B. B. will keep

pegging away with his peculiar gait, never letting up or

flinching a particle until the last of the race, no matter

how many heats there may be. Promptitude must be

the order, and sandwiching from the start, for sure as

"eggs is eggs" there will be no straight heats accredited

to the winner in either of to-day's races.

The track is in perfect condition, and from start to

finish there is not a yard of bad going. With reasonably
good weather there will be a concourse of people which
will bring to remembrance the days of the bonanzas, and
Mr. Hinchman is well entitled to remuneration for his

efforts to uphold honest trotting.

Queer Changes.

We have read stories which recountered how children

were changed by fairies and gypsies, and listened to

others which told of foals being shifted for various pur-

poses. Now comes the report that the two-year-old filly

Mignonette, which has been showing so well in Oregon

lately, is a daughter of Anteeo in place of Antelope. We
can hardly believe that Mr. Duncan has willfully mis-

stated the breeding of his very promising filly, and, as

the names are something similar, it is more than likely

that the error is clerical. Take an 1 and a p from Ante

lope and the remaining letters spell Anteeo, and this is a

trifling interpolation to some we have known in the way
of "fixing pedigrees." We understand that Mr. Duncan

did not purchase Antelope until the fall of 1883 or early

in the spring of 1884. February 27, 1883, F. L. Duucan

bought a brown mare, Nellie H., about fifteen and a

quarter hands, lengthy and very muscular, a little white

in mane and root of tail, said to have shown 2:28 trotting

and 2:50 pacing, by Signal, her dam by Henry Clay.

Date of services, Feb. 27th, March 31st, May 3d; May
2oth went away. The above is copied from Anteeo's book

18S3, and the spring of 1884 she dropped a filly at Santa

Rosa, the entry in the book being "filly all bay." We
saw the filly at Santa Rosa when she was about two

months old, and a very handsome youngster she was.

Mr. Duncan thought so highly of her that he priced her

at $800, and emphatically stated that was the lowest cent

that would buy her. He bred Nellie H. in 1884 to Anti

lope, so that in all probability he has a half-sister to

Mignonette and not a "full sister," as the Sural Spirit has
it. If not a clerical error it will be proper for Mr.
Duncan to show what he has done with the Antueo filly

and give fuller particulars about the breediug ofMignon-
ette, as the general impression here is that the handsome
filly with a fragrant name is a daughter of Anteeo.

An Intricate Question.

The following letter came to hand on the day it ig

dated, but the queries are so difficult to answer that mor®
time will have to be given to the consideration than there

was between receipt of letter and the hour of going to

press. There are features which are novel to us, and
without further explanation we cannot understand how
Modesty should be in a race at one time, "declared out"

at another, and then reinstated. Our correspondent does

not present sufficient data to form an opinion upon, and
his statement is somewhat ambiguous. The time when this

race was posted on the blackboard should be given, and
also a distinct specification of the causes that led to the

declaration of the judges. There mHy have been an
erroneous publication of weights when the fault would
pe at the door of the racing officials. If from a fault of

the owners, then Modesty would be disqualified and not

permitted to start without affecting the others. The
matter is so thoroughly mixed up that answers worthy
of acceptance will have to be reached after close scrutiny
of the betting rules where thd race was run, and careful
study of all the points so as to sustain by argument the
position taken. This we will endeavor to do in time to
answer in the next number.

Jos. Cairn- Simpson-, Esq:—A pool room in this city haa
the following established rules:

"Money refunded on non-starters."
"All bets follow the decision of the Judges."
A race is posted on their blackboard embracing, say twelve

entries, including Modesty and Guenn. Before the race takes
place a dispatch is received from the judges declaring all bets
uu Modesty up to 3 o'clock, New York time, off. The book-
maker refunds all Modesty bets, but lets the bets on the other
entries stand. An error in the weight to be carried by
Modesty is corrected, and her name is again placed on the
board and she winy, with Guenn seco d.

Was not Modesty really a "non-starter' in bets made with
this book-maker be/ore 3 o'clock? Who wins the money bet
on Guenn before that hour? An answer in this week's issue
of your journal will confer a favor on

Yours very truly, Volney Wright.
San Francisco, Cab, Oct. 13, 1SS6.

A Sensible Answer.

NARY TIP.

St. Lopis, Mo., Oct. 2d.—[Editor Republican ]— Please give
a few constant readers of your paper your tips daily during
the various races for the next month. By so doing you will
greatly oblige yours truly, Constant Reader.
The in-and-out racing and the deliberate swiudlings down

east make this impossible. The Republican gives the pool
prices paid on the spot as a guide to the pulse of the market
and the fairest method of supplying information to its

readers.

The above was cut from the St. Louis Republican of

October 3d, and it is good advice for all the "sporting"

knights of the pencil to follow. Leaving out "deliberate

swindles" it is a mere guess on the part of those who
claim knowledge enough to place horses in a race to

come. The practice of publishing tips is copied from
English papers, and as racing in this country becomes
more and more akin to the old country methods, the bad
features are retained with the good. There is little

danger of men being misled who are conversant with
racing affairs, but the tyro bases his views on those of
men not a whit more capable of foretelling, and loses
money that he would never have ventured.

Guy and Harry.

It is extremely gratifying to learn that Harry Wilkes

will accompany the western-bound equine tourists

to this Coast. The opportunity will be afforded of seeing

*he crack of the East and the home champion in the

lists. Harry has a trifle the best of it, taking their

records as a measuring rod, while he has the additional

advantage in age and consequently more practice than

his kinshorse, which is a strong pull in his favor.

That Guy will make a good showing, win or lose, is a

certainty, his condition being all right, and that he will

be in good order when the time comes is altogether likely.

The interest will be heightened should they meet in a
field, and with Arab, Adair and Allan Roy participating
the contest will attract people from all sections of the
Coast. In all probability such a race will prove the best
of the season, without excepting even the race for the
big purse at Hartford and that between Harry Wilkes
Oliver K. and Belle F. of Chicago.

Sales from Palo Alto.

Mr. Blagrave has purchased from Palo Alto the following
thoroughbreds for the eastern confederacy known as the
Fairfax Stable:

Brown gelding, Regal, 4, by Shannon, dam Riglin by imp.
Glengarry.

yearlings.

Bay colt by Flood, dam Piney Lewis by Longfellow.
Chestnut colt by Flood, dam Evangeline by Longfellow.
Buy colt by Flood, dam Katbarion by Harry of the West.
Chestnut colt by Flood, dam Lizzie Whips by Enquirer.
Bay colt by tthanuou, dam Miss Pexton by imy. Glengarry.
Chestnut colt by Monday, dam Gleudew by imp. Glengarry.
Bay colt by Monday, dam Bettie Bishop by imp. Buckden.
Bay colt by Monday, dam Eiglin by imp Glengarry.
Chestnut tilly by Monday or Shannon, dam FoBtresa by

Foster.

Bay tilly by Flood, dam Florence Auderson by Enquirer.
Bay filly by Shanunu, dam Tipperu by Tipperary.
Black lilly by Wild idle, dam Frolic by Thundur.
Chestnut tilly by Monday, dam Jennie C. by Norfr: I

Bay filly by Monday, dam Fannie Lewiw by im]

Bay tilly by Shannon, dam Marshra by Planet.

Bay filly by Shannon, dam Demirep by Melbourne,
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Eclipse.

On the 1st of April, 1761, during an eclipse of the sun,

Spiletta, a mare belonging to the Duke of Cumberland, in

England, gave birth to a chestnut colt, which was at once

named Eclipse, in consequence of the heavenly phenomenon

attendant at his birth. He had a royal pedigree, tracing

back his descent through the best of England's horses to

those flying children of the desert which had been imported

in the previous century. The Duke of Cumberland, uncle of

George III, was a patron of prize-fighters and of the turf, and

is kuown in history as Butcher Cumberland, hero of

Culloden. He died the year after the chestnut colt was born,

and his stud was sold, Eclipse among the rest. He was a

very unpretending looking chestnut colt, with a white blaze

from his forehead to his nose, his off hind leg white from the

top of the shauk to the foot. He was short iu the forehand

and high in the hips, and had an uncommonly bad temper.

H« bit and kicked and shied and struck out with his forelegs

like a boxer. He was, in fact, an unpromising yearling, and

at the sale was knocked down to a Mr." Wildrnan, who knew

a thing or two about horses, for seventy-rive guineas. His

temper was certainly very provoking, and Mr. Wildnian got

out of patience with him very often, and at last, in a rage, put

him in tbe hands of a rough-riding poacher, who rode him

about all day from stable to stable, and at night took him to

the cover side and made him wait whila the poacher was

taking unlawful game. The rough treatment brought tbe

colt somewhat to terms and rendered him more docile, but

his spirit remained unbroken. When he was 4 years old

Colonel Dennis O'Kelly paid Wildmau 250 guineas for a half-

interest in him, and shortly afterwards gave 750 guineas for

the remaining interest, and thus became his sole owner.

Colonel O'Kelly was an Irish adventurer, springing from a

very low origin, who suddenly appeared on the English turf

with a great horse and a pocket full of money. He had led a

wild and scrambling life, sometimes meeting with great

reverses, and once iinding himself in prison for debt. Escap-

ing from the toils of his creditor through the assistance of a

lady friend who gave him her last £100, fortune now seemed

to turn in his favor and everything he touched turned to

gold. But he could not get admitted to the Jockey nor into

the social clubs of London, and the aristocracy would have

nothing to do with him notwithstanding his money. But

he had courage, patience, industry and sagacity, and in his

way was as invincible as his horse. To prevent his jockey

being bought over he paid him an annual salary with the

privilege of taking other mounts when O'Kelly had no horse

in the same race, an arrangement now very common and

usual, but at that time unknown.
Having his plans now all perfected, O'Kelly entered Eclipse

for a small race at Epsom Downs. It was £50 entry, horses

that had never won £30 matches excepted. Eclipse was five

years old, and this was his first race. The day before the

race O'Kelly took odds to a large amount, and just before the

race bet even money, and then five and six to four that his

horse would win. Nay, more, this noisy and obstreperous

Irishman offers a large amount of even money that he can

place the horse3 in the race, so everybody is willing to

accommodate Colonel O'Kelly when he can place those horses.

It is the 3d of May 1769. The saddling bell rings and the

horses appear for the trial canter. The English Bquires, as

they look at O'Kelly's light chestnut, don't see much in him.

His forequarters siuk in his stride, there is something very

odd about his withers, and heaven of heavens! he is a roarer

and blowB like a grumpus. There can't be much in that

beast. The horses are ready, tbe starter comes forward, and
O'Kelly is called on to declare. He violently shouts out the

sentence, now proverbial: "Eclipse first, the rest nowhere."

The flag drops, and the horses start. It is a four-mile race.

At the three-mile post the horses are all together; the chestnut

has not come forward yet. But now he comes, with his

jockey pulling him as hard as he can, and the great horse

distances all the others under a pull and without turning a

hair. As the crowd close in around the unruffled winner they

begin to see his beauties. He has shoulders like a greyhound,
his quarters are finely proportioned, and the muscles of fore-

arm and thigh are like steel.

The triumphant jockey tells the noisy, exulting Colonel

that Eclipse had made the running, and then broke clean

away from the ruck. It was a great day for the Irishman.

The same season Eclipse won race after race, king's plates,

city cups and nurses and bets of allkinds for his owner. Nor
was there any uncertainty about his victories. He cut down
the field at once and shot in like a rifle ball.

The next year, 1770, it was the same story over again. So
great became his celebrity that the greatest odds, ten and
twenty to one, had to be laid on him to get a bet. Many
horses would not start against him, so he only had a walk-

over. He won for O'Kelly a wagon-load of gold cups, silver

plates, and golden guineas. He ran against the best horses

that could be produced, and he distanced them all. There
was no struggle, no effort, no neck-and-neck contest. He
never seemed to be put to his best speed. He was never

struck by whip or spur. In all the pictures of him extant

his jockey is seen sitting in the saddle.

His career on the turf lasted one year and five months,
during which time he was never forced to the top of his

speed. He ran all distances, but it waB not the custom in

those days to time races, so his time was never taken. Old
men. who had known Flying Childers, who went nearly a

mile a minute, suppose that Eclipse was his equal. O'Kelly
won enough money on him to buy himself a magnificent

country seat at Cannons, Middlesex, England. There the

paragon of race-horses waB placed in the Btud, where he
became the sire of 335 winners, who won among them
£160,000, exclusive of plates and cups.

He died on the 26th of February, 1789, in the 26th year of

his age. His heart weighed fourteen pounds, and it was
doubtless to this immense organ that his extraordinary
courage and power were due. There is no doubt he was very
thick-winded, and he was called a "roarer" which was said

to be due to his early poaching days.

Of O'Kelly some anecdotes are preserved, though of his

ultimate fate history is silent. He became a successful

breeder of race-horses, and in point of judgment on racing

and race-horses was considered one of tbe first men of his

time. His gains from this source were said to be immense.
He was an inveterate gambler, and passed a great portion of

his time at the hazard table. He would often have in his

bauds or his pockets as much as £7,000 or £3,000 in notes.

A bet for a large sum was once proposed to him which be at

once accepted. The proposer asked O'Kelly where lay his

estate to answer for the amount if ho lost.

"My estates!" cried O'Kelly. "Oh, if that's what you mane
I've a map of them here," and opening his pocket-book he
exhibited bank notes to ten times tbe sum in question, and
ultimately added the inquirer's contribution to them. It was
his custom to carry a great number of bank notes in liU waist-

coat pocket, twisted up together. Once he was standing at

be hazard table, the chairs being all full, the players opposite

O'Kelly observed a person behind him in the act of picking

his pocket. The alarm was given and the offender arrested,

the company demanding that he should be taken before a

magistrate. But O'Kelly seized him by the collar, kicked him

down stairs, and exclaimed: "Twas a sufficient punishment

for the blackguard to be deprived of the pleasure of keeping

company with gentlemen."
He was a noisy, romping, roariug, good-natured son of

Erin. One would like to know what ultimately became of

him. ^

The Business Forgottec

The anniversary banquet in New York on the 25th nit.,

was expected to bring about an understanding as to the

proposed National Jockey Club, but the hilarity got posses-

sion of the hall and business was famished. There were sixty

gentlemen, pillars of the turf, present, and the proceedings

were reported in the New York Herald.

The members and guests present were seated around a

table in double L shape. They included: August Belmont,

Gen. T. Kellv Smith, A. S. Sullivan, A. C. Monson, J. B.

Haggin, D. D. Withers, W. C. DeWitt, Alexander Mitchell,

F. A. Loncraft, H. J. Calleu, Jr., Chas. W.Bathgate, Paul
Dana, J. G. K. Duer, Sir Roderick Cameron, Col. Lewis
Clark, Leonard Jerome, A. J. Cassatt, A. Belmont Purdy,

Odeu Bowie, Jr., T. W. DoBwell, Col. McCaull, Julian L.

Meyers, Joseph Agostini, Col. Lawrence Kip, J. B. Houston,
R. P. Ashe, Ed. Du Yivier, B. A. Haggin, W. M. Conner, A.
Wright Sanford, T. S. Jerome, Col. T. A. Hardy, J. O.
Donuer, D. Van Emburgh, Phil Dwyer, Col. S. D. Bruce.

Schuyler Warren, E. Berry Wall, Frederick Gebhart, N,

Griswold Lorillard, James Galway, J. Sargent Crane, J. G.K.
Lawrence, J. H. Breslin, C. D. Harrison, Henry Jerome, E.

D. La Montague, A. F. Walcott, David Thompson, Capt. J.

H. Coster, Rudolph EUib, John Hunter, T. C. Pattison,

Lawrence R. Jerome, William Dorsheimer, C. E. Sears, E. W.
Vanderhoof, C. A. Seward,. J. A. Wernberg, E. A. Buck, W.
S. Brown, W. S. Bower, William M. Lent, William Turnbull,

and R. C. Livingston.

'Order, gentlemen! Order!" cried Mr. August Belmont, the

president, as the last glass of claret passed away with the

choice bits of quail and salad. "I am called upon, gentlemen
to address a few words to you on this occasiou as president

of the club. There are plenty of the handsomest men about
town around me, and I would much prefer that they should
speak for me. However, I will say that on this twentieth

anniversary of the founding of the oldest jockey club iu the

land, I am more than pleased to meet all you who, with me,
have seen the rise of sport and the triumph of racing. You
have Leonard W. Jerome in all his glory, the President of the

Louisville Jockey club, and all the rest who are known to

you. They will talk to you and will tell you more than I."

[cheers, clapping of hands aud loud cries of "hear, hear!" as

the president resumed his seat.]

Mr. Jerome rose from his seat at the foot of the board in

answer to the cries of "Jerome!" "Leonard!" repeated again
aud again.

"No one more than I would like to do honor to our worthy
president," began Mr. Jerome.

"Louder, Leonard, louder!" interposed the always pleasant

Mr. "Larry" Jerome.
"Twenty years ago,

3
' resumed Mr. Jerome, "headed by

your best people"
"Louder, Leonard, louder!" again broke in Mr. "Larry"

Jerome.
At this point the guests broke out into cheers and sang

"Fur he's a jolly good fellow."

"Fill a bumper to Mr. Jerome," cried the president. The
glass emptied, Mr. Jerome resumed his speech.

"As most of you know," he said, "it is not my habit to

make speeches. I let my brother Larry do the talking for the

family. On this occasion, however, I must say a word or

two. It may not be wit, but I think it will be wisdom. I

want to say first that I don't know anything so gratifying as

this proof of good friendship that you are offering me. Now,
gentlemen, it seems to me that on an occasion like this we
should take a calm survey of the present condition of racing

in this country. Let us look at the real interests of racing.

It is a topic of vital importance. I believe, gentlemen, that at

this very meeting to-night, where the four great race-courses

of the east are represented, we will be able to come to some
arrangement that will insure the success of all as well as of

one. We have sixty-eight racing days on the calendar, or

seventeen for each club, and we can arrange"—and Mr.
Jerome, with the interests of the sport for which has labored

was about to describe plans and projects, but once more
"Larry" interposed with cries of "Louder; to business!"

"This night settles the future racing of the country, and I

think all will be well. The racing of the present day has got

to be regulated, and the men who are to do it are here
to-night. I thank you all, gentlemen for your hearty good
will, and to please Larry I'll sit down."

Col. Lewis Clark, at Mr. Belmont's request, rising, spoke a

few words of the great work of the American Jockey Club as

the parent of honest racing in this country. "We owe to

some of you gentlemen here present," he continued, "the
existence of an honest race-course and of a track that, like

Ccesar's wife, is above suspicion. That track is Jerome Park!"
[Cries of "Hear, bear!"]

"I'll speak louder than Leonard, "cried Mr "Larry" Jerome,
in a voice audible certainly as far as the cafe, as he rose in

turn. "As an orator I'm going to resign. This is not a busi-

ness meeting. It seems to me only a day since I came back
from the war and brought a race-horse with me. He didn't

win. Oh no; he never did. Twenty years ago! There it is

again; but on that day Mr. Belmont drove his drag to Jerome
Park for the opening. Leonard drove, I think, six horses,

aud I drove out with Gen. Grant aud Paul Forbes on my
drag. I can remember how I was appointed distance judge
aud there wasn't any distance. I thought everything was
lots of fun in those days, and I enjoyed a race keenly. There
was a great picnic at Jerome Park on that da}', twenty years
ago—a picnic with a race or two thrown in. Now it is racing

pure and simple. I don't think I like it so well. There's

plenty of music and all that, but I don't think it is just tbe

same as then."
Turning to Sir Roderick Cameron, at his right, Mr.

Belmont proposed the health of "the gentleman who imported
Leamington to Amerioa." Sir Roderick responded in a few
graceful words. Mr. DeWitt spoke at length upon tbe prose-

cution of the Couey Island Jockey Club, in Brooklyn, on a

charge of permitting pool-selling. The speech-making, inter-

spersed with many toasts, continued until a late hour.

Gen. W. H. Jackson, manager of Belle Meade, has bought
in Vermont two Morgan stallions and sixteen brood-mares,

and will breed eoachers as well as thoroughbreds.

The Sporf.inif World estimates Pierre Lorillard'a outlay in

brood-marea at $1,000,000.

Our Three-Year-Old Trotters.

It is just a dozen years ago this month that 2:30 was for
the first time beaten by a tbree-year-old trotter, the animal
to whose credit this performance was placed being the bay
filly Lady Stout, a daughter of Mambrino Patchen, that horse
being a son of Mambrino Chief. Lady Stout's record was
2:29, made in the third heat of a race against Blackwood, Jr.,

Balsora, Proteine, Birdie Girl, Girlie, Maud Macy, Brown
Chief and Althea, and it was so far in advance of anything
ever done by a trotter of her age, that she became at once
alike the cyuoBure of horsemen aud the general public.
More than this, her great mile called attention to the blood
lines of which her pedigree was composed. That her sire was
a full brother of Lady Thome, one of the best of our early
trotters, largely influenced those who preferred, other things
being equal, a performing ancestry, is no doubt true, while
to the large class who were advocates of the then-popular
theory that the blood of tbe thoroughbred runner was a
potent element lor good in a trotting pedigree, the blood lines
of Lady Stout were little short of perfection, so strongly was
the trotting blood of her grandsire, Mambrino Chief, crossed
with that of the thoroughbred in the succeeding generations.
But Lady Stout, although a fast filly, was not an improving

one, and although sold for a long price to so experienced a
judge of horseflesh as Mr. Robert Bonner, she never showed
the slightest signs of improvement under the careful and
judicious handling given her by that gentleman, and at last,

when it was evident that she was never tobea trotter of more
than ordinary speed, Lady Stout was retired to the breeding
ranks. Her work as a three-year-old, however, was of
immense value to her sire, all of his get being handled by
men who had made the development of speed at the trotting
gait a study, and by means of this concerted action Mambrino
Patchen was enabled to make a more than ordinarily good
showing as a sire. But although many of his get were speedy,
it cannot be said that he ever gave the turf a first-class trotter
and campaigner, and even before his death, two years ago, it

had become evident that Mambrino Patcben's givatest fame
would come from the wonderful success of his daughters as
brood-mares, especially when they were mated with stallions
of the Hambletonian familv. Elvira, four vear-old record
2:18£; Rosa Wilkes, 2:18}; Guy Wilkes, 2:15}; Beatrice (dam
of Patron, three-year-old record 2:19|), and a dozen others
with fast records that are out of Mambrino Patchen mares
soon convinced breeders that the golden streak in this branch
of the Mambrino Chief family was to be found in the maternal
line, and to-day the Mambriuo Patchen mares are in as great
demand as were the daughters of Pilot Jr. after Maud S.,

Jay-Eye-See, Noontide, Nutwood, and others had demon-
strated the value of the blood.
This was the real lesson which the training of Lady Stout

as a two and three-year-old taught the trotting-horse breeders,
and the few overzealous persons who have periodically raised
the cry that early training does far more harm than good
should bear this fact in mind. After Lady Stout had shown
what could be done by a young horse properly handled, the
three-year-old trotters began coming so fast that little surprise
was expressed at their performances until Phil Thompson
came out in 1S81 and astonished even the most sanguine
people by placing 2:21 to his credit. There has] been some
fast work done by three-year-olds in California since the days
of Lady Stout, Fred Crocker, Sweetheart, and others having
lowered the record set by her, and in Kentucky the best per-
formance of all had been made by Jewett, the black son of

Allie West, trotting a mile as a three-year-old over the Lexing-
ton track in 2:23£. Phil Thompson's great performance at

Chicago in 1881 was made in a race in which all the other
starters were four-year-olds, his time being 2:25, 2:24i|, 2:21,

and it is interesting to note that every one of the five young-
sters that took part in the race—Phil Thompson, Director,
Clemmie G., Mamie and Tucker—not only trained on but
made fast records. Phil Thompson subsequently reduced his
mark to 2:16}. Director showed himself tbe gamest trotter

the world has ever seen, and went into the stud with 2:17 to

his credit. Clemmie G., has been trotting every season since

18S0, and her record of 2:15J was made in 1884. Mamie
reached her limit at 2:21}, and *Tucker's record of 2:18* was
made this season. Two of these five baby trotters—Director
and Tucker—were by sons of Rysdyk's Hambletonian j

another, Phil Thompson, was by a grandson of the same
horse; Mamie was by the pacer Blue Bull, and Clemmie G.
by Magic, that good sou of American Clay. The> were also

well bred in the maternal line, the dam of Director being
likewise the dam of Thorudale, 2:22}, and Onward, 2:25};
while the dam of Mamie produced Silverton, 2:20}, and Clem-
mie G.'s dam has four in the 2:30 list.

The horses that have steadily reduced the three-year-old

record since the days of Lady Stout were, without exception,

direct descendants in the male line of Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
and thus far that family has maintained its place at the front.

The first three-year-old to beat 2:20 was Hinda Rose by
Electioneer, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and the only
other trotter of that age that has accomplished that feat-
Patron—is out of a mare by Cuyler, son of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, his sire being a grandson of Mambrino Chief in the
potent Woodford Mambrino line of tbe house. The three-

year-old trotters of 18S6 have, so far as the matter of time is

concerned, not done as well as their predecessors, but in the

way of closely contested races in which a number of the

starters have showed the ability to beat 2:25 they are in

nowise behind the times. At Lexington during the early

part of last week Wild Rake, a three-year-old son of Hamble-
tonian Mambrino, beat Bermuda, Nutbreaker and Sphinx in

2:24£, 2:24}, 2:22iJ, aud it is significant that all the starters in

this race were Hambietonians. Hambletonian Mambrino,
sire of the winner, was himself a trotter, havingmade a record

of 2:21} in 1878; and he was by Curtis' Hambletonian, son of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Bermuda is by Banker, son of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Nutbreaker is by Nutwood, a direct

desceudant in the male Hue of the same horse, and Sphinx is

by Electioneer, son of Rysdyk^s Hambletonian. Last
Saturday Bermuda, Nutbreaker and Sphinx came together

again, and a desperate battle ensued between the first two,

they making the first and second heats dead ones in 2:24.^,

2:24£. Theu Nutbreaker won tbe third heat in 2:2G, after

which Bermuda came to the front in 2:25J, 2:2Gf(, 2:29, these

two colts having gone six heats with each other, all better

thon 2:30, two of the miles being better than 2:25.

This is certainly the best performance on record between
two trotters of tlie age named where they were first and
second in every heat of the six, and their blood lines cannot
be two carefully considered. Bermuda is by Banker, son of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, his dam being by Mambrino Patchen.
Nntbieaker is by Nutwood, dam by Aberdeen, son ot Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, so that he has a double infusion of tbe blood,

Nutwood being by Belmont, son of Alexander's Abdallah, and
out of MiBS Russell (dam of Maud S.) by Pilot Jr. Sphiux is

by Electioneer, son of RyBdyk's Hambletonian, and his dam,
Sprite.is also by Belmont, aud out of the famous mare Water-
witch (dam of Mambrino Gift, 2:20; Viking, 2

:20J,
and Scotland,

2:22.1), so that the dam of Sphinx is a sister to Viking, These1
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colts that trot six heats better than 2:30 when bnt three years

old are full of performing blood, and Wild Kake, that beat

them earlier in the week, is bred the same way.—Breeder's

Gazelle.

Brooklyn Jockey Club.

The Brooklyn Jockey Club opened their inaugural meeting

on August 26th and eontinned fourteen days, ending on

September 26th, and it was a grand snccess from the start to

the finish. Below will be fonnd a list of winning owners and

sires. In the amount credited to owners and sires is included

the entrance money to purses which went to second, and the

surplus in selling races"which went to second and third.

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.

Dwyer Bros.—Millie, S4.7S5 817,512 50

H J Woodford—Barnnm, 36, 155 6, 155 00

J. B. Haggin—Preciosa, SI, 900 4,640 00

Le MaBney Bros.—Climax, S3.110 4,610 00

S S. Brown—O'Fallon, SI, 600 4,062 00

W B Jennings—Frank Ward, §2,732.50 3,752 00

,J. McMahoo— Swift, S2.930 3,520 00

W. Gratz—Elkwood, S2.475 3,375 00

W. C.Daly—Florence M., $1,152.50 2,967 50

S. W.Kittson—Ittilala, SI, S10 2, SCO 50

G. B. Morris—Favor, §2,025 2,835 00

G. H. Kernaghan—Bnrch, §2,710 2,710 00

J. J. Carter—Aretino, S2.040 2,570 00

Hayden & Barry—Gleaner,S2,370 2,370 00

£. Heffner—Markland, §2.020,.. 2,020 00

"Hudson Stable—Broughton, §1,352.50 1,955 00

Oakwood Stable—Counemara, $1,810 1,840 00

Kevere Stable—Herbert, S900 1,650 00

Fairfax Stable—Gxrdey, S750 1,510 00

W. S. Barnes & Co.—Blue Wing, §945 1, 195 00

JL V. Elliott—Pericles, §1,170 1,170 00

Kinibel & Co.—Lucy H., §1,090 1,090 00

Montgomery Stable—Gonfalon, S1.0S0 1,0S0 00

E. Tucker—Barefoot, §1,070 1,070 00

JP Grill—Wickham, 81,060 1,060 00

Hurrah—Three Cheers, S200
Jack Hardy—Bill Sterritt, S1S0.
Glengarry—Graciosa, S1S0
Plenipo—Prima Donna, §150...
Oakdale—Daly Oak, $140
Fellowcraft—Boaz, $100

200 00
ISO 00
180 00
150 00
140 00
100 00

Total §100,240 00

The Quarter-Mile Running Record.

W. Olney—Pasha, $970

J. A. Batchelor—Princess, §950

J. H. Harbeck—King of Norfolk, §935. . . . .

.

W. McGuigan—Sunbeam, S930
Wooding & Paryear—Ada D., §900
J. De Long—Bonnie S., $900
Excelsior Stable—Lord Lome, $750 .

70 00
950 00
935 00
930 00
900 00
900 00
900 00

C. Johnson—Jim Douglas, §900 900 00

Stoops & Co.—Tornado, S880 880 00

C. H. Pettingill—Valet, S750 870 00

H. A. Newton—Marsh Eedon, $750 850 00

J. S. Shaw—Mamie Hunt, S750 750 00

P. H. Kyan—Freedom, §750 750 00

H. McCarron, Jr.—Nellie B., §750 750 00

Blohm & Co .—Little Minch, $750 750 00

H. W. Behman—Broughton, §750 750 00

J. Oliver—Frolic, §662.50 662 50

J. Forbes—Zamora, §462.50 [ 462 50

Santa Anita Stable—Mollie McCarthy's Last, §250.. 450 00

C. Askey—Santa Claus, S400 400 00

N. H. Snyder—Pilot, S330 330 00

G. W. Poole—MeBowling, $300 300 00

B. C. Pate—Prima Donna, $150 270 00

E. P. Ashe—Binette, $240 240 00

Ganley & Co.—Witch, $240 240 00

G. Cook—Mute, $220 220 00

W. Lakeland—Exile, S200 200 00

E. Corrigan—Lizzie Dwyer, $200 200 00

J. H. McOormick—Three Cheers, $200 200 00

W. P. Burch—Telie Doe, $180 180 00

Lone Star Stable -Bill Sterritt, $ 180 180 00

H. D. Markstone—Florence M.. S150 150 00

Applegate Bros.—Birthday, §150 150 00

D. O'Connor—Una B., $150 150 00

B. Kahn—Saxony, $100 100 00

V7. Donohue—Elgin, $100 100 00

Emerv & Cotton—Matins, $100 100 00

.$100,240 00Total

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Glenelg—Gleaner, $2,370 $14,582 50

Billet—Millie, §4,785 7,795 00

Bonnie Scotland—Barnnm, S6.115 6,115 00

Enquirer—Burch, $2,710 5,230 00

King Alfonso—Bessie June, $3,120 4,940 00

Reform—Ittilala, $1,810 4,210 00

Falsetto—Dew Drop, §3,300 3,300 00

John Carter—Climax, $3, 120 3, 120 00

Great Tom—Swift, §2,930 3,110 00

Voltigeur—Frank Ward, §2, 732.50 2, 732 50

Glenlyon—Gonfalon, S1.0SO 2,562 50

Eolus—Elkwood, $2,475 2.475 00

Mortemer—Pontico, $1,057.50 2,2o7 oO

Springbok—Markland, $2,040 2,120 00

Aramis—Aretino, $2,020 2,040 00

Pat Malloy—Favor, §2,025 2,025 00

Stratford—Connemara, §1,S40 1,840 00

Virgil—Eichmond, $1,010 1,8S0 00

Harry O'Fallon—O'Fallon, $1,600 1,600 00

Saxon—Pasha, S970 1,532 50

Stonehenge—Marsh Eedon, $750 1,412 50

Alarm or Strachino—Florence M., §1,302.50 1,302 50

Ten Broeck—Ten Strike, $920 1,280 00

Strachino—Pericles, §1, 170 1, 170 00

Barnton—Lucy H., §1,090 1,090 00

Luke Blaekburn—Louise, $900 1, 080 00

Harold—Harefoot, §1,070 1,070 00

Wilfnl—Wickham, $1,060 1,060 00

Buckden—Mona, $952.50 1,052 50

Princeton—Princess, $950 950 00

Norfolk—KiDg of Norfolk, $935 935 00

Hindoo—Sunbeam, $930 930 00

Wildidle—Jim Douglas, §900 900 00

Scotland—Bonnie S., $900 900 00

Dickens—Lord Lome, $750 900 00

Alarm—Petticoat, $750 850 00

Flood—Gardev, $950 750 00

Ill-TJsed—Delilah, S750 750 00

Frogtown—Mamie Hunt, $750 7o0 00

War Dance—Valet, §750 750 00

Fonso—Freedom, $750 750 00

Monarchist—Frankie B., $590 740 1 10

Hyder Ali—Hermitage, $530 530 00

Eutherford—Mollie McCarthy's Last, $250 450 00

Intruder—Santa Claus, $400 400 00

Kyrle Daly—Pilot, $330 330 00

Tom Bowling—MeBowling, $300 300 00

Dake of Montiose—Montrose, §250 2o0 00

Silent Friend—Mute, $220 220 00 J

In the Chicago Inler-Ocean of a recent date the following

interesting story is told of the race in which the running

record at a quarter of a mile was made:

"I saw one hoss race I'll remember as long as I live," said

the old-timer as he brushed the cobwebs from his hat and
leaned back in the corner of the chair where the mirror made
a good support for his backbone. "I saw more money lost

before you could fairly look around than 1 ever saw lost on a
race before or since."

"How was it?" chimed in all the boys together.
"Well, I'll tell you. In 1SS0 Ihappened downjat Galveston,

Texas, long in June, when the oleanders were all in blossom
and the whole roadways were just lined with their red and
white blossoms. There was a firm of liverymen there called

Levy Bros, and they had a mare called St. Mary that the
whole town had just gone wild over. She was one of the
"dam unknown" kind, but as racy a looking animal as yon
ever set your eyes on, standing about 15.1, and muscled all

over like a catamount. She was a beauty, and no mistake,
and for a little ways she could run as fast that even a deer
would be ashamed of himself. Well, the Levy boys thought
that they had a great thing in her, and after trying'her several

times they issued a challenge offering to match her against
anything in the State of Texas for §500 a side, at a quarter of

a mile. The ink that the challenge was printed with had
hardly had time to grow cold upon the paper before there
appeared in Galveston a little granger-looking chap, who give
his name as Tom Harris, and said that he would like to

match against the Galveston crack. There was considerable
beating about the bush and no end of talk, but finally the
match was made, to be run on July 3d, and the money to be
put up in responsible hands. This done the stranger, who
refused to name his mare, disappeared as mysteriously as he
came. A few days afterward, however, there appeared in

the town a lank, lean cow-boy indivdnal, who gave his name
as Joe Davis, and who said he hailed from Liberty County,
Texas. He said the unknown mare was owned somewhere
round about where he lived, and he'd like to get a part of

Tom Harris' match. He appeared to weaken a little, how-
ever, after he saw St. Mary, and instead of being willing to

bet the odds as he was before, he wanted 'em. Anyhow, he
kept getting on the money, and as the papers were full ot

talk aboat the match the excitement ran up to fever heat.

The whole town of Galveston was a backing St. Mary,
and there was more rumors flying about than you
could shake a stick at. Some said the unknown horse was
Grey Eagle who was being brought on from Colorado, and
others were equally positive that it was Eed Cross, a quarter-

miler that had become famous over the Mexican border.

Two days before the race St. Mary showed a quarter in 22
seconds, and this was the last straw that broke the camel's

back. Everybody made a rush to back her, and the granger-

looking chap from Liberty County was bet to a stand-still.

The day before the race, however, he received reinforcements

in the shape of Tom Harris (?) and a party of cowboys, and
the way they bet their money on the unknown niare was a
caution. The eventful clay arrived, and long before 2 o'clock

p. 31. nearly every business place at Galveston was closed.

Men, women and children had all gone to see the race upon
the result of which over $20,000 was depending. Nobody as

yet had seen the unknown, and when she was led on the

track there was a general rush to get a glimpse of her. Lord,

bovs, but she was pretty. A light chestnut in color, she

stood about fifteen hands, with a bloodlike head and legs like

a deer's. Just before the start Tom Harris bet the mare
against St. Mary that she'd win. The start was made at the

three-quarter pole, and St. Mary had at least a half-length

the best of it. This advantage she held to within a half-

length of the finish, and then the unknown mare shot to the

front like a rocket and won by half a length in 21|- seconds.

It was the greatest race I ever saw, and more money was lost

and won on it than any race of the kind, I guess, before or

since.
"Oh, you want to know who the parties were, do you?

SYell, the little chap who gave his name as Tom Harris waB
Jim Brown, the Sheriff of Giddings county, Texas, who has

since owned some famous horses, among them being Fletch

Taylor, Amanda Brown and others, and the mare was one of

unknown breeding called Belle. Her sire was supposed to

have been old Eebel, bnt what her dam was the Lord oniy

knows. Just turn back the pages of your Goodwin, and
heading the list of best on records you will rind this entry;

'Quarter mile—Belle, age and weight unknown; Galveston,

Texas, July 3, 1880, 0:21$.'

-"I met Jim Brown this spring down at New Orleans, and

from him I learned that Belle was 6 years old and carried in

that match 115 pound, 35 pounds of which was lead, as little

Aiken, who rode him, only weighed SO pounds. Aiken was
afterward killed by a fall at Austin, Texas. He was a great

little jock in his day, but like all the rest of 'em he rode one

race too often and weighed in for the last time; but in all the

races that he ever rode he never showed to better advantage

than he did the day Belle made the record. Peace to his

were in their holiday dress, and added immensely to the

pleasure of the ride. The English roads are our especial

admiration; they are kept smooth as ahouse uoorall through
the country, as far as we have yet seen. Piles of finely

broken stone are at intervals placed along the wayside for

immediate repair of any hole or uneven surface, and the

heavy rollers soon make the new-made spots of uniform
smoothness. No wonder that the ride was so easy, with no
jar or jolting to annoy the passengers.

Was ever country so charming!—trees, hedges and fields

fresh and green, and the villages with many quaint houses,

and here and there some nobleman's residence and well-kept

grounds adding immensely to the beauty.

Another halt, to change horses at Surbitou, and then we
dashed through Ewell and Epsom, in Bight of the famous race

grounds, and again fresh horses at Ashtead. Between Sur-
biton and Epsom we entered Kingston, and upon slackening

the speed of our "fiery chargers," we were pointed out the

stone on which the Saxon kings were accustomed to be
crowned, a large stone, about two feet high, now enclosed by
stone posts to protect it, making a decided contrast between
the splendors of the coronations of the present day.

On entering a town or village, or when in sight of travellers

or teams—indeed, at every turn of the road on our way, the

guard's horn wakened the echoes with its wild notes, giving

ample warning ot our rapid approach.
Change of horses was made once more at Ashtead, and then

passing through Leatherhead, Miekleham and Box Hill, we
reached Dorking, the terminus of this wonderful ride, but
were comforted with the thought that after a rest of an hour
and a half and our dinner we should repeat the pleasure as

we returned to London. So the day's enjoyment was but half

over. A ride of nearly thirty miles in three hours, with so

little fatigue, and full of unalloyed happiness, was to us a

wonderful feat.

—

H. Ward Beecher.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Wounds.

Beecher on an English Tally-ho.

A few days since, through the kindness of good friends, we
had the great pleasure of riding between 30 and 40 miles

through some of the most beautiful places in England, with a

pleasant party, on the top of a private "four-in-hand" coach.

The coach was a very fine one, with easy and commodious
seats on top, the luggage and wraps all stowed inside. There

were fourteen in the party, all harmonious and entertaining.

Four superb horses were managed by the gentlemen in turn

with admirable skill. The day was charming, sufficiently

cloudy to prevent the sun from making us uncomfortable.

At eleven o'clock in the morning we started from Piccadilly,

the "merry horn" of the guard giving warning for a

clear passage through the crowded streets of London. The
horses were so well trained, and kept such regular speed, that

there was no feeling of riding fast, yet in forty-live minutes

we reached RockamDton, ten miles from London, where fresh

horses stood ready for us. The country was must beautiful,

everything looking bright and fresh from the rain of the night

before. The whole air was fragrant with the perfume of

roses and the fragrance of new-mown hay. Large flower,

fruit and vegetable gardens, whioh help to supply London,

There are two principal methods by which wounds are

repaired. The first of these, and the more favorable of the
two, is the method termed by surgeons healing by the first

intention. Under favorable circumstances this takes place in

an incised wound when the cut surfaces are brought carefully

together and maintained in close contact after bleeding has
ceased. The two surfaces then become cemented together by
the formation of a thin intermediate layer of new tissue.

The other principal mode of repair is healing by the second
intention. This is what takes place in large incised woundB
when the cut surfaces cannot be brought and maintained in
apposition, and it is the invariable method of repair in
punctured and lacerated wounds. Here the gap in the
textures becomes filled up by the growth of new material
taking place from the bottom of the wound, while a new skin
grows inwards from the edges of the wound. This new skin,

however, is not exactly similar to the natural healthy skin
from which it extends, being thinner, more delicate, and
without any hairs. A third and much rarer process of heal-

ing in wounds is what is termed immediate union. In this,

it is said, the divided surfaces being brought into accurate
contact unite without the intermediate growth of any new
textures. It is questionable if Buch is really the case, but it

is certain that sometimes in small wounds the cut surfaces,

when placed together, unite so speedily and exactly that no
scar is left.

In an incised wound, treatment, in the first instance, should
be directed towards favoring union by the first intention.

The essentials for this are: a sound constitution on the part

of the animal, accurate and close contact of the divided sur-

faces, and the absence of inflammation in the wound.
Without man's interference this process would saldom or

never ensue in the lower animals, for in all wounds, except

the smallest, the cut surfaces gape apart, unless some means
be adopted to keep them together. The means commonly
adopted by surgeons for this purpose are the applications of

strips of plaster across the surface of the wound, or the pass-

ing of sntures through its edge. In adopting the former plan,

a few strips according to the length of the wound should be
applied at intervals; but the entire surface should never be
covered over by the plaster. The surfaces, moreover, should
not be brought together until bleeding has been arrested; for,

should a clot of blood be effused into the wound it would
prevent healing by this method. Satures are simply stitches

used to tie ot sew the edges or surfaces of a wound together.

They are used of various materials, such as thread, horse-
hair, cat-cut and wire. Nothing farther need be said about
the application of these, since their insertion into a wound
should always be left to a veterinary surgeon.

In a punctared or a contused or lacerated wound, or in an
incised wound where the surfaces cannot be maintained
together, or where inflammation ensues in such a wound,
then the treatment must be that favorable to healing by the

second intention. Inflammation, shown by redness, swell-

ing, aud great tenderness of the edges of the wound, should
be combated by assiduous bathing with hot water. In a con-
tused and lacerated wound, such as "broken knees," particles

of sand and other foreign matter must be carefully and lightly

sponged from the surface; in punctured wounds, or stabs, it

must be made certain that nothing remains in the bottom of

the wound; and in all classes of wounds healing in this way,
provision must be made to allow the discharge from the

wound a ready escape. With the last object it is often

necessary in a punctured wound to enlarge the opening, or to

make what is called a "counter-opening"—that is, one run-
ning from the surface upwards to the deepest part of the

wound. The necessity for a free escape from a punctured
wound is seen in the case of "pricks" of the feet. These are
generally simple in their effects if the track of the nail be
carefully followed and enlarged; but if not, the nail-hole is

apt to become obstructed and prove insufficient for the escape

of the discharge from the wound. In that case the discharge
accumulates within the hoof, and gradually forces its way
towards the surface in the direction of least resistance, and
hence comes to burst out at the top of the hoof.

In all wounds union is promoted by putting the part at

rest. In the case of such large animals as the horse this is

often extremely difficult, and sometimes it may be necessary
to put the animal in slings.

Healthy wounds are seldom much benefited by the applica-

tion of lotions or ointments. When the wound is of small
size it is beet to leave it uncovered, and if it be in summer it

may be smeared with zinc ointment, or with forty parts of

olive oil to one of carbolic acid. In large wounds the surface

should be lightly covered with a cloth kept wet with a solution

of carbolic acid in forty parts of water. When '

showB what is called "proud-flesh," it should be r
at its most prominent part with sulphate of c
stone"), or washed with a solution containing tv,

sugar of lead to a pint bottle of water.
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The Kittson Sale.

[Sporting World, Oct. 7th.]

The breaking-up sale of the Erdenheim training stable,

together with that of twentv-one yearlings, took plaee yester-

day at noon at Jerome Park. The attendance was quite large,

and in some instances the bidding was brisk. Colonel S.

Bruce was the auctioneer, and acquitted himself well, but the

prices obtained did not come up to expectation, as the total

sale only aggregated $29,370. Among the prominent horse-

men present were Mr. A. J. Cassatt, Mr. Galway, Mr. J
.
B.

Hae<nu Mr. John Mackey, Mr. Fred Gebhardt, Mr. Charles

Mcl/uire Mr. L. E. Appleby, Mr. David Gideon and a score

or more of well-known trainers and owners of smaller stables.

BeM.los these a number of well-known racing men and leading

iockeys made up a very respectable-sized crowd. The sale

took place in a paddock fronting the Kittson stables. After

the regular sale Colonel Bruce disposed of Fritz and Clonmel

at. email figures. Following are the details of the day's trans-

actions:
THBEE-XEAR-OLDS.

BrownDuke, org by Beform—Madge. LiMaBney Bros S1J60

Miali brcbyRsform-Nenieais. D. D. Dixon 66

Headlad, oh o by Reform-Artifice. J. 3. Ferguson 650

Stalwart, cb c by Alarm-Preciosa. P.Weber 62o

The Doctor, b c by Reform—Essayez II. P.Weber -13ft

Total 83"??'

Average
TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Bustler, br c by Reform -Yorkshire Lass. DavidGideon S2

Racquet, b c bv Reform—Waltz. W. Walker

Reveller, br c bv Reform-Madge. E. Heffner 2,

Ruse, cb h by Reform—ArUbce. J. S. Ferguson

Woodson, b c by Woodlands—Algebra. H. Alexander. .

.

Luxury, cb f by Alarm—Lady Luniley. 0. Mooney
Aasuiana, bf by Alarm-Australme. R. Tucker

Itulala, cb i by Reform - Essayez II. C. Thomas
Eufaula, br f bv Reform—Elastic. E. Heffner

Revelry, cb f by Reform -Temptation. A. Lakeland..

.

Total
Average

yeahlings.

Onas, cb c by Reform-Maggie B, B. F. Gebhardt S3,

Rebus, b c by Reform—Elastic. J. B. Haggin

Ohambly, br c bv Reform—Madge, li. R. Buchanan

Reguius", brc by Reform-imp Victoria. 0. T. Perry

Ausirieune, ch f by Alarm—Australind. A. J. Cassatt

Rermesse, cb f by Alarm—Waltz. R. Tucker i

Aura, bf by Alarm—Blue Lodge. Blohm fil Co

Essay, ch f by Alarm—Essayez II. D. O'Connor.

Ranette, b C by Woodlands—Ranee. A. Lakeland

Merci, b f by Woodlands—Sister of Mercy. K. Tucker. . .

.

Theora. cb f by Alarm-Xheodosia. David Gideon

Counier, be by Alarm—Lady's Maid. D. O'Connor

Alban, ch c by Alarm—Rachel. W. Gratz..

Afternoon, cbc by Alarm- Misty Morn. A. Lakeland

Sagart, b c by Alarm—Tuscaloosa. W. H. Timmons
Woden, ch c'by Woodlands—Beresina. John Mackey

Rural o c by Woodlands—Preciosa. John Mackey 1

Luminary, o f by Reform—Lady Luniley. John Hyland

Raid, ch f by Reform-Dorothy Vernon. D. O'Connor.

.

Rivet, b f by Reform -Temptation. R. Tucker

Kirena, b f by Leonatus—Auricula. J. H. Harbeck

. SU
.1,14

Total
Average.

.

S11,G70

697.00

Grand total S29."g

Grand average 815 • !i ',

MISCELLANEOUS LOTS.

Fritz chc 2, by imp. Fecbter—Holuidel. Ungerland & French. .. .3126

Clomiiel, b h, 6, by King Alfonso-Britomarte. Thos. Courtney 140

Additional Eastern Field Trial Entries.

After the list of entries printed elsewhere had gone to press

we received those following from Mr. Coster:

All-Ase Setter Slakes.

Memphis and Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn. ,
enter

Canada Peg, tricolor dog by Cambridge—Marchioness Peg.

Juno A., blkw bitch by Druid -Hamilton's Ruby.

Jean Valjean, tricolor dog by Mingo -Twin Manne.

Chance, tricolor dog by Kodengo—Bo Peep.

Cassio, tricolor dog by Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins,
Sanborn Kennel, Pittsburgh, Pa., enters

Fannie W., blue belton bitch by Sig—BesBie.

AU.Ase pointer stakes.

Royal Robinson, Indianapolis. Ind., enters

Nameless, (formerly Meteor's Maid) liv w bitch by Meteor-Dell.

Castleman Kennels, Trenton. Tenn., enters

Nellie F. .^___^____—__

YACHTING.
The Mosquito Regatta last Saturday was a failure, and

the disappointment came from too much wind. Beiug late

in the season the managers anticipated a light day, and

made their arrangements to suit a driftine; match. But
instead of light airs and a smooth sea they found half a gale

blowing, with white caps on the Bay on Saturday morning.

At the outset the canoemen suffered. Their misfortunes are

graphically described elsewhere. The start at 1:45 P. m. from
Mission Rock was made with difficulty. It was impossible to

start the wnitehalls and ship's boats from a line as intended,

hence at the signal they got off as best they could. Of white-

halln, ship's boats, plungers and sloops about twenty faced the

rough water, but when they got to Goat Island there was no
stake-boat there, and every one hauled on tue wind in go-as-

you-please style. A few gave up when they fouud there was
no stake-boat to round, others held on to the Presidio and
came to the finishing line off Mteiggs' wharf. Of the wnitehalls

Belfast Maid, sailed by J. Gately, did the best work, and led

all the others by several minutes. Then came Captain Sennett,

Dreadnaught and others; they were all half-fall of water, and
had to be bailed out constantly during tha race. Their crews

were drenched from head to foot when they came in. The
sloops Lively and Fleetwing had a fine brush in the channel.

Both held on in fine style, with the water often coming over

the cockpit rails, and each in turn plunging bowsprits under.

The jib-halyards of Lively parted aud she went to her
moorings. Of the ship's boats the Star of Scotia made the

best weather of it; she came to the finish a long way ahead of

the others in her class. As there was no stake-boat at Goat
Island the race muBt be sailed over again, and the date

named by the committee is to-day, over thosame course, with
the same entries and conditions.

The Oakland Canoe Club.

Canoemen, as a rule, rather flatter themselves on their good
luck on the principle that people who are constantly taking

risks are generally favored by fortune; but when those mem-
bers of the Canoe Club who had entered for the Mosquito
J " :ce assembled at the club house last Saturday, they certainly

had rtjuson to consider themselves badly treated by the tickle

goddess. At nine o'clock it was blowing a gale, and not a

'unoe gale at that, aud when the tug Millie arrived at 10, it

was, if possible, worse than before, it being especially aggra-

vating as the first heavy wind in six weekB. However, the

ciub has never yat tamed back for bad weather, and the

canoes were soon equipped and strung out in a Hue behind

the tug in the following order: Flirt, Mystic, Coney Island,

Spray, Shadow, the little Waif being stowed on board. The
skippers of the three last boats in the line occupied the cocks-

pit at first, but when two breakages of painters had occurred

going down the creek, they camo on board to lighten the

strain, all except Shadow, who, being last on the line, was
useful where he was to steer. There was quite a sea in the

creek as a warning of what was to come, and on reachiug the

narroiv-gange slip the boats began pitching heavily. When
about 300 yards outside the sea was very high, aud several of

those on the tug were forced to pay tribute to Father Neptune.

Presently Coney Island's painter parted, and Messrs. Cooper,

Harrison and Moutauya went to the rescue of the three

derelicts in the tug's boat. Just then, while in the trough of

the sea, in turning the tug the Flirt was upset but immedi-
ately righted agaiu, and the tug proceeded to the month of

the creek where Commodore Blow got into the Mystic.

Returning the canoes had scarcely been again secured when
the Spray went overhand directly afterwards Coney Island and
Firt followed suit. At this juueture it certaiuly looked as if it

was all up with the Oakland Canoe Club. The painter attach-

ing Spray and Couey Island parted, and leaving Shadow in

charge the tug proceded to the narrow-gauge wharf with the

other two. All hands had as much as they could do to fend

off Flirt, and several times she was almost under the tug; she

also stove a hole in Coney Island's bow. Leaving them at

the wharf the Millie at once returned to the Spray. With
much difficulty her painter was secured, but on hoisting her

bow out all tbe ballast fell into her stern, and the ring draw-

ing out of her stem she slowly sank before a fresh hold could

begot. Shadow paddled into the wharf and shortly after

sailed back up the creek under dandy only, in company with

Mystic and Flirt after the latter had been bailed out. Much
sympathy is expressed for Mr. Engelbrecht. The Spray was
one of the crack canoes of the fleet, and is a loss to the club

as well as her skipper; her sinking was owing to her not

being provided with air-tight compartments. Flirt was badly

rubbed, but stood it wonderfully. Coney Island slightly

stove in. Mystic got on the rooks but was not damaged.
Most of the members afterwards went over in the Millie to

see what they could of the race and explain why they did not

turn up. All were disappointed at not getting over, so as to

make a start for tne race anyhow, as the canoes could have
stood the sea well under sail. It was being towed through it

which caused the mishaps, but no one can accuse them of

not having tried hard enough to keep their engagements.

LAWN TENNIS-
The championship of the California Club has been won and

A. H. Small wears the laurel crown won after a close and

brilliant struggle in which the play was the finest of the

Beason. After our report of last week closed Small and Kil-

garif played on Thursday. Kilgarif started and won the first

game easily, 40 to 15. The second reached 'vantage and was
won by Small; the third was scored by Kilgarif 40 to 15. In
the fourth the positions were reversed. In the fifth game
Kilgarif again took the lead which reached deuce and 'vantage
several times; "three and" was called at the end of the sixth;

the seventh was won by Small the first love game of the set.

At eight the scores were even, Kilgarif winning the 'vantage

point; Small won the ninth, another 'vantage, and with five

to four the odds were strongly in his favor. But his oppo-
nent would not be denied, and by determined play came up
even on the tenth, again scoring the coveted 'vantage point.

But Kilgarif won the eleventh by game 30, and the set by
6 to 5.

In the second set Small led off well by winning tbe first and
second games from 'vantage; the third was taken by Kilgarif

from 'vantage; at the fourth which reached deuce and 'vantage
three times the scores were even. Small won the fifth; at the
sixth he had 4 to 2. Kilgarif took the seventh, game 15.

Small won the eighth which went to 'vantage several times.

The ninth Kilgarif voa by game 15, and the tenth positions

and scores were reversed, Small winning the set by 6 to 4.

In the third set the hard work began to tell on Kilgarif,

and Small's better coudition was manifest; he played a hard
driving game, taking the first to 30; the second was 'vantage,

the third to 15, the fourth to 30, the fifth to 15. With the
sixth Kilgarif won his first and only game in the set. The
seventh was taken easily by Small, giving him the set by 6 to 1

and the match by 2 sets to 1.

On Saturday Greenway and Bee started the fun, each hav-
ing won a set, Greenway defeating Wilson, and Bee getting
the best of Howard early in the week. Bee led off with the
first and second games, 40 to 30 and 40 to 15 Greenway the
third and fourth by 40 to 30 and 'vantage; at the end of

the sixth game the score was called four and, Bee won the
seventh to love; at eight they were even, Greenway had a lead

at the ninth, the tenth was called five and, Bee took the
eleventh game 15, the set 6 to 5.

In the second set Greenway reversed the order of things,

he took the first, second and third games easily, Bee took the
fourth, Greenway the sixth to love, the seventh was won by
Greenway from 'vantage, Bee won the eighth to love, and
Greenway carried off the ninth, which gave him the set by 6

to 3.

The third set was fought out vigorously by both men; at

the sixth game Greenway had a lead of 4 to 2. At the niuth
Bee had improved his chances, the scores then being 5 to 4 in
Green way's favor; at the tenth they were eveo, but Greenway
won the eleventh by 40 to love which gave him the set by 6
to 5 and the match by 2 sets to 1.

Small and Godley then faced each other, Godley opened
with a win, and the match proceeded game by game to the
sixth, where the score was called 3 and; Small led at the
seventh, at the eighth they were eveu, the ninth and tenth
were won by Godley, whioh gave him the set by 6 to 4, to

the surprise of every one.

In the second set Small opeued well, taking tho first and
second games, Godley won the third, Small the fourth and
fifth, the sixth was taken by Godley, the seventh aud eighth
were taken by Small, the last reaching deuce and 'vantage

five times; he won the set by G to 2.

Godley fell off in the third set very much; he won the third

game which reached 'vantage, but all the rest were won
rapidly by Small, who took the set by 6 games to 1, and
the match by 2 sets to 1.

The closing match was between the winners Small and
Greenway. The excitement was by this time running high;

each had warm supporters amongst the audience, every bit of

fine or dashing piay was vigurously applauded. Small led off

with three games, the fourth Greenway won, the fifth was
taker by Small, Greenway won the sixth, but the seventh
and eighth fell easily to Small who took the net by 6 to 2.

In the second set Greenway played up in grand form,

taking the first and second games brilliantly, Small won the

third, the fourth was deuce and 'vantage five times, the rallies

being rapid and accurate, Greenway scoring the point; the
sixth was also fought out with determination and taken by
Greenway with 4 to 2, he played with confidence and
precision; Small won the seventh, Greenway the eighth, Small
the ninth, and after a fine tussle Greenway carried off the
tenth which gave him the set by 6 to 4. Set and, was called as
they faced each other for the third time, while Small by
dashiug and accurate play walked away from his opponent.
The first game he won to 15, the second ditto, the third
was deuce and 'vantage four times, the fourth love, fifth to

30, sixth same, set to love and the match by 2 to 1,

and the championship by three well earned victories. He
was, of course, warmly and deservedly applauded for the
strength and finish he had shown in pluying throughout all

his matches.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association.

Fall Meeting 1886,

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th,

TUESDAY, Nov. 16th,

THURSDAY, Nov. 18th,

SATURDAY, Nov. 20tb.

Additional Katei and Extra Buys will be announced
later. Tiie following stakes and Purses will close

Saturday, October 16th.

FIRST DAY.
No. 1.—Salutation Pubse, $400, of which $50 to second: 325 to third

;

for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three years old and upward,
allowed seven pounds; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.—The Ladies' Stakes for two-year-old fillies; $50 each; 325
forfeit, or $10 if declared out August 1, 188G, with SUOO added; second to
save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 16, 1885.

No. 3.—The Bay City Stakes, for all ages; ?100 each; §50 forfeit;
$20 if declared out November 1, 1886, with S80U added; second horse to
receive S20ti; third to save stake. Winners of two races this year of
the aggregate value of §5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No. 4.—Purse 5400, of which S50 to second; S25 to third; for two
year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any value
to carry rule weights . Colts that have run second, but not better, in
any two-year-old race allowed 3 pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds.
One mile.

SECOND DAY.
No. 6.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for all ages.

Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 10 pounds. One mile.

No. 6.—The Equity. Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each; p. p., with
S400 added; first horse to receive the added money; the second 70 per
cent., and the third 30 per 'cent, of the stakes. Winners of any two-
year-old race of the value of $300 to carry 5 pounds extra; of two or
more such races 7 pounds extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.

No. 7.—The Park Stakes, for all ages; S50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 if
declared out November 1st, with $6i)0 added, of which $100 to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake race this year of the
value of £1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

No. 8.—Porse$400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for three-
year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of $l,00u this year to
carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY.
No. 9,—Selling Purse, $40n, of which $50 to the second; $25 to the

third; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,500. Two pounds allowed for
each $100 below, and 2 pounds added for each glOO above fixed valua-
tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.- The Finigan Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit;
$10 if declared out August 1,1886, with $100 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed Auguot 15, 1885.

No. 11.—The Winter Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages; $100 eaoh;
?5u forfeit; $20 if declared out, with $800 added, of which $200 to
second horse; third to save stake. Weights announced on the first
day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
and three-eigb ths.

No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds
; $100 each ; $25 forfeit

$300 added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed
August 1. 1884.

lOIKfil DAY.
No. 18.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for two-year-

olds; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry B pounds
extra; winner of one to carry o pounds extra; horses that have been
placed second but not better to carry rule weights; all others allowed
6 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-eighths
of a mile.

No. 14.—The Vestal Stakes.—For three-year-old fillies; $25 each;
p. p., with $.tuo added; *100 to second; third to save stake. One mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1881.

No. 16.—The Del Rio Stakes.—For all ages, $100 each; $50 forfeit;
$20 if declared out November 1, 188C with $1,11(10 added; of which $200
to second; hlrd to save stake. Winners of a stake race this year of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles, and an eighth.

No. 1G. -Purse $40o, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; a free
handicap for all ages; weights announced" "at 10 o'clock a, m., the day
before tho nice; declarations due at ti p. m. tbe Baine day. One mile.

CONDITIONS.
Starters in all races must be named to tho Secretary, or through the

enlry-box at the track at <> o'clock p. m., the day before the race

In all staken the right to forfeit ceases at 12 o'clock noon of
the day on tohkh the race is run.

Entrance free forstarters in purses. Nou-startora can declaro out at
6 p. »l. the day preceeiling tbe race, by paying 6 percent. After that
time can only be excused by presiding judge, and in such case 10 per
cent, on amount of purao must be paid.
Tho Association reserves tbe right to postpone races on account of

unfavorable weather or other sutficicnt cause.
In the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all other d eel irations

are off.

All declarations void unless accompanied by tho money.
Allowances must be claimed when the entry i* made.
Purlieu uot having registered colors will be required to name their

color with tlH'lr entry.
Entrlej close with tho Secretary on Saturdnv, Octnber lGtb.

J. a., ra i n bom;. I'rcwidem.
E. S. CULVER, Secretary, sob Montgomery St., Room 6.

sept 18
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DRAMA. Article 47.

' 'Kenneth Gordon" was produced for the first

time in this country at the Baldwin Theatre

on Monday night. It is not often that San

Francisco leads New York in presenting any

new dramatic or operatic work. In the ca8e

of "Kenneth Gordon," there is nothing to hoast

of in bringing it first before the pnblic.

Rather, the managers who have refused to

make room for it should be commended for

their good taste. That it has had a remark-

able ruu of prosperity in England is another

proof of how often the multitude will run

after a play that is absolutely worthless. It

is a melodrama of the worst type, for it is

made up of scraps from ail Us predecessors of

the same class. The characters are a forger,

sneak thief, murderer, seducer, and a thorough-

paced all-round villain. In opposition to these

a mock-heroic young man, an innocent, con-

fiding, but not very brilliant young woman, a

fair tvpeof a young English parson, and several

dolts*. The scenes are made up of several

fightB between the hero and the villain, a

revolt in a prison, a railroad smash-up, and

closes with au attempt at murder. They are

all of a paltry character, except the Tailroad

accident which is well managed. With such

characters and incidents the play meets the

approval of the gallery, but on Monday night

the audience in the lower part of the house

gave evident signs that the stuff was not ior

them. They first tittered and then laughed

outright at the fustian sentiment, and met the

forced situations and manufactured dralogue

with broad smiles. In England the play is

reported to be running under the name of

"Man to Man," which is a more suitable

designation that "Kenneth Gordon." It is

rilled up with the incidents which are pitch-

forked together in a struggle between the hero

and Richard Ellerton for the possession of

Edith Mavtnorn, a young English maiden.

Kenneth Gordon is reputedly the adopted son

of "Old Ellerton," and" Herbert Archer figures

for a time as the old man's real son. The

play opens with the scene of an Eaglish vil-

lage, and the intended marriage of Gordon to

Edith Maythorn is announced. To prevent

this Ellerton seeks aqnarrel with Gordon, and

when they strip off their coats to fight Eller-

ton puts in Gordon's pocket a package of

bonds which he, Ellerton, had stolen from his

lather's safe. Then follows the wedding,

Gordon's arrest, trial, conviction and impris-

onment for the stealiog of the bonds. Under

pretense of taking Gordon's wife to visit her

husband in Portland prison Ellerton attempts

to carry her off to the continent, but the train

is smashed up, the accident being caused by a

party of escaped prisoners amongst whom is

Gordon. He with his pals make their way to

a barn, where he sinks unconscious on a heap

of straw, his companions cover him up and

then leave him to his fate. In a few moments

Ellerton arrives with Gordon's wife on a

stretcher, she is also unconscious and is very

properly left by her companion alone in the

barn with her husband. Of course they

recover consciousness at the same moment
the husband accuses his wife of being

false to him, basing the charge on her

letter to Ellerton which, as a matter of course,

fell into Gordon's hands the iustant he recov-

ered. Then follows a wild scene; theabductor

returns and shoots the husband, but does not

kill him. The end is bronght aboot by Gor-

don appearing disguised in a gypsey's hovel;

there Ellerton comes at the gypsey's call; he

is exposed as a bastard, and Gordon is pro-

claimed as "Old Ellerton's" legitimate son, in

addition to being the legal heir named in the

old man's will, he having died and cast off his

reputedly legitimate son. These scenes, with

the scene in Portland prison, make up "Ken-

neth Gordon." As the hero Mr. Tearle played

with his usual vigor and intelligence; he made

all that the part would allow out of such a

paltry character; a man who consistently gets

the worst of everything, upon whose tongue

there is always a glib commonplace sentence

of cheap moral twaddle, whose actions are

weak in proportion to the strength of his

assertions. The play gives Mr. Tearle plenty

of opportunity of indulging his unpleasant

mannerism of gasping whenever an emotional

sentence has to be spoken.

Mr. Archer, as Richard Ellerton. played the

villain effectively. He was by turns, plausible,

cynical, vindictive and brutal, but always

cool headed. Mr. Archer has a fine style, a good

figure, and evident ability for work of a high

order. The most consistent character in the

play is Bill Burkly, a cowardly murderer; Mr.

Emmet sustained the demands of the part

with even excellence. It was a relief to find

one natural character in such a waste of

humanity, for which thanks are due to Mr.

Emmett's clear uerceptions. Mr. Branscomb

spoke with ease'the part of the Rev. Phillip

Osmond. He is put into the play to make

room for the phrase of "the mad parson,"

while he really displays less insanity than the

bulk of the other characters. The play could

go on just as badly without him. The part of

Edith Maythorn was done full justice to by

Miss Morris, and the same order of praise

must be written of Miss Conway's Madge tbe

gypsey. Miss Adams, as Miss Dove, and Mr.

Ray as Plumtreewere equal to the low comedy

parts for which they were cast. The other

characters have not much to do, and were of

course welcomed proportionately in the ratio

of the insignificance of their parts.

Miss Jeffreys Lewis has returned to her

best, if not her first, love. As Cora she had
no equal npon the 6tage. Her lessened force

in the character now, compared with its

effectiveness a few years ago, is not due to

any falling off of quick and keen perceptions,

or the ability to make the rapid transitions

which it demands, but from physical causes
which naturally follow added years. The
play is one of the most detestable on the

stage. There is not a pleasant character of

any prominence in it; of the whole tribe who
make themselves thoroughly known each one
has either qualities or associations that lire

repulsive. The cast with which the play was
presented at the Alcazar Monday night was
singularly weak, excepting the lending part

and the Baroness ce Mirac. Only the most
erractic imagination conld fancy Frank Mor-
daunt asGeorgeDuhamel. In figure, voice and
manner Mr. Mordaunt must be as far apart

from the author's character as are the poles.

Mr. Long has not much to do as Count de
Rives, and he did not make theGount a char-

acter which one could wish to see more of.

Dr. Coombs was in the hands of Mr. Caiue.

who failed altosetLer to understand the part.

Mr. Stockwell forgot that Potitin wasaFrench-
man, he made him an American yahoo dressed

up in fashionably cut clothes. Miss Foltz as

the Baroness was a delightful contrast to th

groups that usually surrounded her. She
pitched her voice in the artificially high key
so common to woi^en of her character and
class. She was innocently impudent, charm-
ingly indifferent, and hAd a good lead of thoBB

who sought her society. Miss Williams played
Marcelle, and overplayed it. In the scene

where she makes love to George Dubmael she
stepped beyond the bounds of modesty which
are everywhere demanded of a young and
innocent girl. There is enough in the play to

shock the finer sensibilities of the audience,
which comes from those well-schooled in vice,

without an addition of vulgar movements
from a maiden who has been reputedly
secluded from the grossness of the world.

Mr. Osbourne played the small part of Old
Simon effectively. The rest of the cast neither

make nor mar the play. Cora is one of ihe

most remarkable characters on the stage.

She does not belong to ordinary humanity,
such women may be possible, but it is a mat-
ter of congratulation that they are very
improbable. Selfish to the core, passionate

to brutality, vindictive to hideousness. Such
is Cora, and she loses not one jot of her
deformities in Miss Lewis' hands. They are

rather intensified, and every shade of gross-

ness is developed with glaring intensity

.

Such a woman must be insane, and when
Cora becomes a raving maniac the condition

of her mind in all the wild scenes preceediDg
is indicated as the slow development of insan-

ity.

minor op. 25, No, 19, (c) C minor op. 10, No.
12. The laat was a gem, and was most heart-

ily applauded. Three German songs "Die
Pritizes^iu," E. Griea, "Marie," R. Franz,
'Fruebliugsnacht" A. Jensen, each sho:t,

full of music and meaning. "Marie"
is full of sweetness, and Mrs. Norton Bang it

with perfect expression. From Walter Mac-
Farren Miss Gell played "Bourree Nouvelle"
in G major and Toccata in G minor. Both
are brilliant compositions, the audience
warmly applauding the player's skill.

The recital was brought to a close with four

old songs, three by J. B. Wekerliu, "Annie
Lawrie" "Believe me, if all those eudeariDg
young charms" "The Minstrel Boy" and
"Phillis on the new made hay" by The-?.

Marzials. Annie Lawrie was snug as only
Mrs. Norton can sing it, with charming accent

and easy grace. "Phillis on the new made
hay," is full of merriment, and w»s sung with

spirited emphasis. The pathetic words of

Tom Moore's songs were rendered with keen-

est appreciation of their force, and the

plain'ive music was sung as if the singer's soul

were floating away in its expression.

Albert I. Spotts is named to ride for

Recorder as first choice from the Democratic
stable. He has the blood of many ooble
thoroughbreds in his veins. In the political

stud book they stand high. To win a race is

the object of every honest man who makes au
entry. There is no fear that Albert I. will

be scratched on the morning of the event.

He will
, run the whole distance,

and is us likely as any man to catch the
judges' eye first.

William Kreling is a heavy weight athlete,

a man that can stund a power of work and
never flinch. The Democratic party have
mimed hiiu as first choice for Tax Collector.

The race for first place may be a bard one, but
not a whit less hard than many a struggle

Kreling bus gone through already. He is an
all round man, a good fencer, fine sailor, a
powerful gymnast, and as a weight carrier ia

hard to beat. These are the prime reqi >

which should be looked for in a man who
would run for Tax Collector, and Kreling has
been proved to have them all in full working
order.

On Monday ui^lit diplomacy will be put on
the stage at the Alcazar. It is one of the most
perfectly aud consistently coustrueted of mod-

Fheie « as a lime when Jeffreys

Le /is was peerless as Countess Zica. W hether

she has retained her power, grace, force and
..-. y in that character wilt be manifeston
euing night, Unfortunately the company

are all new to the play, which nas so many
nobly drawn characters.

The "Tin Soldier," has continued to fill

the Bush-street House dariug the week.
The announcement is made that he has

mounted guard for the last time. What is to

follow has not been stated. Wheu he is once
under marching orders a sense of relief

should take possession of every sedate mind

The "Robbers" will take the place of "Busi-

ness is Business" at the Tivoli on Monday
night. The Opera has been thoroughly
rehearsed and will he produced with all the

attention to details which forms such a con-

spicuous feature of the management of this

popular house.

THOS. H. CHUBB,
TQE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST 3IILIA. orange County. Vermont

SEND FOR PRICF LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, FLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

anglers' supplies.

to thITtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 [een\ to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine price3. 16octf

"Moriarity" with Emerson's rich brogue,

pathetic cadences, and with hilarity holds the

place of honor at the Standard. To be enjoyed
it must be seen, once seen it can never be
forgotten.

The Race for Office-

Dwyer Bros, have purchased Mr. P. Loril

lard's rou

Mrs. Norton's Concert.

Last Wednesday night Sirs. Norton gave

her eighth Song Eecital. For several years

these delightful evening entertainments have

been given in Irving Hall, but on this occa-

sion a change was made to Pioneer Hall. The

room is small but very handsomely decorated

and has a cosy appearance well adapted to

small audiences.

The attendance on Wednesday night was
not large, but many of the most prominent
and thorough musicians, both professional

and amateur, were present. There was a

general air of refinement, musical culture and
appreciation apparent in all present. The
programme was selected with that excellent

taste and artistic knowledge for which the

singer is so justly celebrated. The recital

also introduced to a San Francisco audience

Hiss Amy Gell as pianiste. Her numbers were
all taken from the works of the best com-

posers. She played in a finished and graceful

style, and in the accompaniments showed
equal taste and appreciation of the vocal parts

of the programme. Mrs. ^Norton opened well

with an ''Old German love rhyme" by Erik

Meyer-Helmund, followed by Sullivan's

"Mary Moripon," both showing that the fair

singer was in excellent voice and confident of

her ability to carry the audience with her.

Mendelssohn's Characterstueck, in A major,

Van Gluck's minuetto gragioso and the son-

ata in A major of E. Scarlatti, served to

introduce Miss Gell. She played each number
in a finished and artistic style, showing
that she had been trained in one of the best

schools and that she is an enthusiastic

student. Tbe sonata was the most brilliant

of the three, and captured the audience at

once.
Mrs. Norton's three songs that came next

werefrom the French. "Chanson de Florian,"

by B. Goddard, "Si vous n' avez rien a me
dire," by Halfdan Kjerulf, "Si j' etais roi," by

A. Goring Thomas, were each rendered delici-

ously, the singer passing from and to the

different styles of each composer with delight-

ful facilitv." Three gems by A. C. Mackenzie

followed." "What does little birdie say?,"

"When I am dead" and the seranade "While tier. Whatever Jim NealoD goes for is sure

My Lady Sleepeth." The lust was sung with ', to come to gi e any opponent

delicate expression, every word coming as ten pounds and a beating over the course,

clear as a silver bell. The Kondo Piacevole, laid out for November 2d. He is a thorough

in E major, by Sterndale Bennett, was Miss
i
stayer, and in the race for office, as in many

Gell's next' number. It is full of life and
(

other exciting struggles, good, houeBtprepara-

harmony, and was given with firmness and > tory work is sure to be rewarded. Jim's

ease. The two numbers by Wagner, Traueme trainer claims for his man the most docile

i and Schmerzeu, sung by Mrs. Norton, were disposition, combined with a voracious appe

'justly and vigorously applauded. Chopin tite fox work

This grand and exciting sporting event will

come off on November 2d. The principal races

will be run in this city, but throughout the

State separate heats will be contested. Every
one is interested in the result. The stakes

are heavy, and the betting is already brisk.

Several entries have been sent to this office,

the majority being Democrats. The first name
on the list is William McMann, democratic,

nominee for sheriff, he carries only weight for

age, and should therefore make easy running.

The odds reported are two to one in favor of

his election.

Major E. B. Stonehill is nominated for Dis-

trict Attorney. He comes of a racing family

aud looks fit for any contest. He has been in

regular training for several months past, and
will come to the scratch in fine fettle.

The man who is to carry the Democratic
colors for Coroner is Dr. James Stanton. His
name and lineage are both political. He
belongs to a family of prize-winners, and is

heavily backed to carry off the laurel wreath
worn by tbe coroners of this city and county.

George Flouruoy, Jr., is only a colt, but he
has the courage to enter the lists against the

oldest of war horses. He is the regular Demo-
cratic nominee for City and County Attorney.

In the betting market he commauds a good
price which has continued steady since the

day he was nominated.
For Mayor the entry is E. B. Pond. He is not

a dark horse; rather a tine shade ot brown, but

a splendid animal to bet on. He has run many
a hard race, andgivenlibeial handicaps to a host

of competitors, but he always managed to catch

the judge's eye first. The Democratic party

has bet its pile on E. B. Pond to win the race

for Mayor.

The present County Clerk has become so

familiar with the track that he is ready to go
again. He is a sure starter, a good runner,

and tbe man who takes any odds against Jas.

J. Flynn, the Democratic nominee, will have
no one to blame but himself should he loose,

j

It is a good thing to select winners to carry

odds; especially when like Flynn, they have
shown good condition all through their train-

ing.
m

The entry for Assessor who will carry the

Democratic colors, is James C. Nealon. In

HIGH-BRED

Trotting Stock,

FORJ5ALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare by Soacb's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mire by John Nelson, her
dam by Geo. 31. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 4 —Gyosey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

}o Albert W.
No 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,

her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.

No. 6.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-
wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7.—E^y filly three years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson—Patchen mare. No. o.

No. 8.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurtou, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlin;"*.

Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mara
No. 6.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.

Bay filly by Albert W., her dam
Bay filly by Albert "W., her dam the Gvpsey mare.

No. i.

Bay colt by Albert \T., his dam iheNeleoa—Patchem
m:»re No. 8.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park,
ror price and any further information applv to

A. WALDST.HIN.
3?t> SansoiueM.

25Bept San i'rancisco. Cal

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monro*

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulais,
address JoilA A. (iOLDStiliU.
Box 242. Oakland. Oal.

FOR SUPERVISOR,
EIGHTH WARD,

A. F. KNORP.
REPUBLICAN

Soot

NOMINEE,

FRANK J. SULLIVAN,

walking matches, football matches, and lieU Reguiar Democratic Nominee for
sport generally, he has proved himself a win-

Congress.

5th CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

n'rT'stable "at Jerome and have
i

was on the programme to] I
ibers, sueh a contest, oan any

l^iwUBgaln^ lEtudeMaj AmSjor op. 25, So. 13; (b) C
i chances forwrnmngV

"I believe the Silver Dollar of the

h Equalities and in
should be equal in value to

doubt Sealon'a "» Capitalist,

established their yearlings
I

ICco
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WM. McMANN.
DEMOCRATICNOMINEE

FOE

SHERIFF.

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR

City and County Attorney,

GEO. FLOURNOY, Jr.
9oc4

Kegular Democratic Nominee

For Mayor

E. B. POND,

Present Supervisor from the Sixth
Ward.

We offer a most complete stook of Hunting Goods snch, as

COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

11 of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard" of former years.

SUITS,

SPORTMBN ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE UALmVl>.

YERBA BUENA JERSEYS.
REGISTERED IS THE AMERICAS JERSEY CATTLE (MB OF NEW "YORK.

FOR CORONER

Dr. James Stanton

Regular Democratic Nominee.

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Maj. E.B.Stonehill.

Regular. Democratic Nominee

For County Clerk,

James J. Flynn.

(Present Incumbent.)
3oc4

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Recorder,

Albert T. Spotts.

1885:
At State Fair, Sacramento.

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age
One SecoDd Prize in Classes for Age. sweepstakes

HEED PRIZES.
|

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years Best oull> and tnree of nis cal yes of any a6e or breed

old.
J

—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7318).

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 I Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for most
years old. | meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gale Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also, Herd prize, competing against Ayrshires and
Herd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons | Devons under 2 years old.

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK-

Horse Clippers
Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and

Roaching Shears!
At Low Prices.

WILL & PINCK,
818 Marke Street.

SST Goods delivered in Oakland, Alamada and
Berkeley free. 9oc tf

The Trotting: Stallion

MONROECHIEF
will make Fall Season of 1886 from Aug. 1 to Nov 1
at Oakland Kace Track. Terms §60 the season.
For further particulars address

31jnl 15

GVS. WALTERS. Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-TRACK,

OATTT.AJ.-ri_ CAL.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years" experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farm* in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
Lyndale Farm.

28an?tf Minneapolis. Minn.

—J?n£$ Oat ByPKOF. E». F.SHAW, lute instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. ~With 40 de-
cant new illus-
trations photo*
graphed fromlife
especially forthmwork. Positive-
ly tie most perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and best
book on Boxinc
ever published.
^ujdsomely bound.

Cts.J Cloth, $1.00. For sale bv all news deal-raand
sporting goods houses, or sent by mail on receipt of price
by the publishers. JOHV F*. LOT F.T.

f

.*&

MAKY ANNT3 OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12J ozs. 1

week.A.J.C.C. test, 867 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2£ ozs. 1 -week, A. J.O

C. teBt.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCIT0ATE, 25 lb.s. H ozs. 1 week
Her likeness above.

EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAISIR, 182 lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, i6 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.

Blood Relatives of tlie above Cows, Youns Animals of Botli Sexes, lor Sale.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco. eowtf

The Owners and Trainers
OF-

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Assessor,

James C. Nealon.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Tax Collector,

William Kreling.

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

ougbly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
uses, with IJTTI.E'S sol.l'is J.ID PHENVI.E. Tlie most absolute disinfectant aver usea.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are boused contain germs of disease. Ta prevent this calamity
and make such Btables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHEN'iLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and spiinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
1J -ne" 406 California Street, San Francisco.

No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA
JVo. fc Price eacli ... $2.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt of

2 5 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

> trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

6hift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 428 Battery St.,

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Brown,

Geo. H. HOLMES,
0. Bruce Lowe,

tradixg .

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EYERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and ExerciBing Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, ltitcbel's Liniment, Dixon'*, Going's and DeBolse's Horse Remedies.

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Properly

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
lmerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or tbey will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia orniB.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin. Esq,
and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.

itit<n\ > 1SKOV A * o..
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
New South Wales.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 37 1 Katornn Nfl

Rftalrlonre Oflfi Howard St.. Ann Fr»nciai'o,

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street,

HMgU
San Francisco

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Swinuey. Weakness of the

Spine, Sprains, Slraius. etc.

The oniv remedy that does away with the use of the
knife; leaves neither Mister*, m:irks nnrscars. V.il.

uable cure for rheumatism,
For sale by Mrs. A. C. Joseph, proprietor. 635 Geary

Btr< et, Ban Francisco. BedlngtOfc k L'u.,Saii FranelBCO,
Melviu £ Co.. East Oakland, and all druggists. All

hta accural in u.B. patent office Price Ji.ooper
Sjul 3ioot

rights t

hsttie.
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AUCTION SALE

Standard Bred

Trotting Stallions,

Brood-5Iares, Colts, Fillies and Geldings.
Graded Jersey Cattle. Farming

Implements, etc., etc.

PROPEBTT OF

J. T. Mcintosh, Esq.,

(Sold on account of the expiration of lease of Farm>

AT

BAY RANCH,
3 miles from cmeo. Butte Co.,

-OX—

Wednesday, Oct. 20, '86.

At iO A.M.

CATALOGUES giving full description and pedi-

gree may be bad upon application to MR.McLNTOSH,
P. O. Box 60 Chico, or to tbe Auctioneers.
Terms ol Sale—All sums under ?100 casb; over

that amount ten months, approved paper, interest 10

per cent, per annum.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
25sept

GUNS,
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

DOGS—NOTICE !

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog Pills

Astringent Pill*.
For Diarbhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and seventy of symptoms.
Worm 1'ills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.
" Distemper PllLs.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pili to very
small do^s. I' nil directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or twoaccording to tbe size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

axe invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin ailections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of ibe
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated.
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per bos. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues lor any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
Ilsept Veti r-,i,ry Surgeon, Fort Grant. A. T.

BENU1HE

H*i%
!= Bestand Cheapest

DOG FOOD.
LBRTENT

'FEEDY0URD0GS

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

iiC Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAXD TO SALE8 OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Ho.v. C. Gbees, Host. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sargent, Escj., Hon. Joas Bos«a
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L- J. Hose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. HAGGrs", Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established Qrm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this Hue for the past
fifteen Years, amounting to one-half a million of

dollars, we feel iustified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

pondents embraces everv breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicitv to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with tbe utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of laud of every description. W e are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILLIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery Street

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St near California Market.

gentle-The only place In tbe City where sportin;

men can see tbe English
Daily Sportinir Chronicle. ISsept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RAGE HORSES.

FOE SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MB. ABIEE LATHROP.Room 69, C.P.B.R.

Building, cor. ith and Townsend, San Francisco.
SOjul

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.
iPatent applied for.)

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS TTILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

Immunity From Disease! 'Illicit. Glossy
Coat: Sweet Breath: Clean, Sound

Teeth: Regular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Cris3el. Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keening; post free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabronirh A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Uddle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.

Goldberg, ICotTcn A Co- 128 Pine Street.

M. Elirnian A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

GEO. T AEEEADEB.
Sansaliin. Marin in.tal

..$17.00.

..S19.C0.

. .S2C.CU.

..$28.00.

Size. Extra sail drill. S ozr.rrjv i

7x9 ft . ..S12.00 SI 5.00.

8x10 ft. . . .814.00 817.00.

9x14 ft . . .820.00 824.00.

10x15 ft.. . .522.00 825.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all ejclttded in above
prices. Above sizes are aura bodt of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, givea exteejte length of
each EiCXtmsG angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme vrestern ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premimx;
stock, which I import yearly from England direc

Apply to Win. Corbitt,
218 California St.,

3an Francisco.

Seenred by Letters Patent, July 9fl. 188T
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire tosecore mvletteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supyorted by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, tbe front having an
openinginto which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described. .

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the

eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, not
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially a3 herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
G and H. connecting: the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
bockles, substantiaUy asanlfor the purpose heretr

5 In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
Bupportedardpivotedto the bridlesoas to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-

strapsor bands GandH, and tbe lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-

justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent

office, and though the corresponding letters do not

]
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

' It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the

same time giving complete control ot the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as

is induced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
whenvonne colts are the j.»; - them to

bend the Knee without the strain ol weights on the

1 feet.
! For bridles of all descriptio ns apply to

JOHN A. McKEKBO.
No 2MandWSlU0 St. Ban Francisco

sept4tf

Merritt P. McKoon,
El Cajon, San Diego Co., Col.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDAED WORK
On The Subject.

Dogs For Sale. An Indispensable Guide
T<» THE m\ NKK5 OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Animal Portraits. libALU S
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs. Horses. Cattle, and all T> oj^poo fJnlWp 94 pnof Qf

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order, AJUolllCoo UUUCg C, *0-± i UD U Ob

Bred by CoJ. EDWARDS, Shropshire. Eng. I

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Banger II—
j

Donnal. Banger LT by Bover VI—by Lloyd of Aston's i

prize winner, 1S62; Donna I exO\ellie n, by Juno EI,

ex-Juno 1.

Jnno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Banger III, five and a half months old. By

Banger H.—Spot LT. Spot LT ex-Xellie n, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

Names of the dogs In the breed between 1830 and
1862 have been lost.

S-5.00 eaeh. To be se«»n at subscriber's place.
H. i:. BOYES,

Agua R im. Souoma Co.
oc9 tf Railway depot, Flonee rGrove.

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc,

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. Boyd. Artist.

9octf 18 Post Street.

San Francisco.

The moat popular school on the C

E. P ITKU.D President. C. 8. HALL
jarSend for circular."yi

jubjp.|»tpt
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains Ieape. au<) are doe to arrive a
Si*ii Francisco. ^^^^

x. e a v r.
|
From Sept. 'in.

±s:l.ki

8:00
4:00

4:00 J

•5:00 i

8:00 ^

•8:30 .

H:30 i

LOlOO .i

3:0" i

*1.0" i

8:89 i

110:00 j

3*0 i

B:3i) «

*!i :30 ;

•8:3*1 i

•9:30 *

.. ..Calistoga and Napa

.V.Duusmnir. Redding <t PorUanl
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore ami lieasantou...
Martinez
Milton

Mojave.Deming, El P.iso A East.

. Nilesaud Haywards
.. ..Ogden and Bast

Red Ulutf via Marysville
...... Heno.Truck'-e and Colfax....

....Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
' via Benicia

^....Sactamento River Steamers.,
Ran Jose

...Stockton via Livermore..
via Martinez
via Martinez

- mid Fresno .1

16:10 I'

10 :10 a
6:10 p
G:40 P

•10;10 a
5:10 p

10:10 A
•8:40 A
6:10 v :

"7:40 p !

10:40 a :

3:40 e :

U:li) a ;

5:40 p I

6:10 p :

6:40 p :

5:10 p i

11:10 a ]

10:10 A I

•6:00 A 2

*3:4l» p j

"tiiriO p l

9:4H a ;

5:40 p .•

•7:40 p !

*10:40 a !

*7:40 P :

Front Kan Frauctaco Daily.

TO KAsT i).vkLAMj-*li:'Ai-K:ai-;:tiO-;:a'.'-.-:>>-

8-aO—0:00—9^0—10:10— I«:^J—ll: f,0—ll:»i—l-:0:J—li;-J(J

-1-00-1:30-2«0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 3:00

5-80— fi:00— S:l l— 7-.H0-* 0-9:0'—10:00 !l:00—12:0li

TO FRUIT VALK—•«:U0—*fi:80— *7:0U— *7:80— *h:0)

8:80— *2:30— *3:80— •4.-0O—*4:30- -*S:00—*5:30-*fifl0-

•6:30— : I

TO PHI; IT VALE (via Maraecla)—•9:30—7:00—12:' .

TO ALAMEDA —-*i.t>J— S:.a»— 7:UO—*7:Ky- -.».>-':•: -

9:00-9:30—i0:M-tlO:3O-n:00—1":30-12:00—tl2:3J-
l'00-t»:30—2:00-12: 0—3:90—3:30—1:00—1:30—5:00 -

t; : --0—fi:['!l-fi:3y—7:ii!»-S:0:>-9:(>i—10:00—U:W»—12:0J

TO BERKELEY—*<i:00-*6:3U—7 :Rl—*7:30 -&:U0-"* 30 i

9:00—9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11:00-111:30-12:00—J12:3-i

J- 0-tl:30 -2:00- 1-:3'":—

3

:
00— 3::i0— 1:00—4:30-4:00—

5-80-fi-00-fi:T—7 '^—^OO—9:00—10:00—11 :00—12:00.

TO WEST dKRKELEY —•6:00—*B:3U— 7:"0 - -< 30 -

8:00— •s:W-9:C0— 9:30— 10:00-110:30— 11:00—111:30—

12 :l"vl—112 -30—1 ;i)0 - tl :30 -«:"' J2:30-3 :00-3 :3U— 4:00
—4-30-^:0(1—5:30—6:0O--6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00— 10 :00—
11:00—12:110.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"O. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C P. & TJ. P. R- Bs., formB the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uaequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class roail running West. XortSs ami >ortli-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINB.' ;

To Nrm PrauclNCo inaity.

FROM FKL'IT VALE—*6:58—•7:23—*i:51- "8:23—*8:53
•9;33_*10;19—*4:23—«?:t-J—*S:23—*5:53-*-'i:il -*6:53—
7:49-9:50.

FROM KiU'IT V \LE (via Alameda)— '5 22 -*:52
•6:22-19:22 -•3:22.

FROM BAST OA*£LAN'l)-*5:30-*i:00- fl-'-O— 7
7:30-8:00—S:30—9:00-9:30—10:00 -10:30—U:0t— i "'i«

12:00—12:30-1 :00— 1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:3C— 4^in —
4 :30—o:00 -5; 10—ii:UO~6:30 —7 :00 - 7:5" — 8 ;57 - : .7-

10:57
FROM URO\DWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes Uter
than from Ri.st Oakland.

FROM AliAMEDA—*5:30—6:00 -•.5:30—7:00 -*":30-S:00
•8:30-8:00-9:30—10:00—$10 :30— 1):00- JU:30-12:ilO—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:C1 - (2:30-3:00-3-30-4:00-4:30
5:00-5:ao-fl:0O-6:S0-7:00-8:00-9:00-10:00-11:00

FROM BERKELEY— •5:2-5—5:55—•6:25-6:55-*7:25-
7:55—"S:25— 8:55— 9:2-5-9:55— 110:25— 10:55 -til :25-
11:55— 112:25-12:55— Jl :25- 1:55- {2:25-2:55-3 :25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55-10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY -•5:25-5:55-»6: 5-6:55
— *7:-5-7:55—*S::5— 8:55-9:25-9:55— $10:25— 10:55—
tll:25-ll;55— 112:25-12:55— $1:25— 1:55- 12-25— 2-55
—';2o— «:55—4 J-5— 4 :55—5 :25— 5 :55—6 :25—6«5—7 ;55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

('KEEK ROUTE.
FKUJl &A.N FitA jNCISCO

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND-*6:15-8:15-10:15

:16—9:15—11:15-1:1 i

-2:1.

$sni"1av3 only.

ne furnished by Lick Obsekvatoby.
A. M. nmAb,

Gen. Manager,

ESTABLISHED 1S55.

Race Goods.
Largest and Rest Stock on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
Fencell's Cyntrtasa Horse Boors.

J. H. Fekton'6 Chicago Specialties
Da, Dixon's Condition Powdeiis.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General Airent, Kan Z'ranciseo. Cal.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ield Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Onr Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1S46. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS. ROCHES 1 ER. N. Y.

STOCK FA
Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

FORJ3ALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HF.NKY WALSH,

Snp't Running Horse Dep't,
l'.sept T>»ln AltoRtook Fann.

TIPS.
r

Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and
Houtl horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFBR,
9IH TMrd Sk, Sen Frsnctaco

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawu to 75.
Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,
1SS6. All uV mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-
lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and datps of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly- bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions asd Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SA^E AX FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more higlily-bred or promising young trotting
rtock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

1'OUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS, STANDARD 1SRED TROTTING STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TrTE ONTT, PTJTnTi1
, PT-AN l98trictly adhered t0 at Fairlawn, and the

±J_LJJ v/X^iJ lltlVJJJlUH.il price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

lOTERllCti

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend .street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
Sun Francisco.

E
I

Commencing Aug. 20, 1886. I

*

10:40,
1 11:30,

4 :25 i

.

r;5or
1:15 p

lr!
:4

!' *
j Santa Clara, San Jose, and...

;-',;. „l J Principal Way Stations..,

1

1

")
I

u:03*

id
*10*2J

I
' R:0D i

in-inil (
Wateonville, Camp Ooodall , :«10<,

n .

1S:Sp Aptos.N«« UriKht..ii.*u.',. l el.. .. - !

]

J;
y*iM *\ I tCapitola>aud santa Cruz S

L -mP
+ ;.=ft .

I

1 Monterey ana Suit : i 'rr.y. » , „

... Hollister and Tree Pinos „
I 1*10:02 j

KMO A ..Suledad, San Arrlo and VVa; St'm .... I

a—Morning. p.— .\ Iternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSnndavB onlv. {TLieatre train.

Saturdays only.
St.-in-UrdTime fi:rn..ri t t-.i u< );:n.dnl]d' A Co., S. F.

STAbE unvxK' 1 iin'.s are iu.uk- with the 1UH0 l.M,
Train, except Pe~cm>kko Stages \l* San Matey and
Hedwooi', which conned with a:3d a. u. Train.

Spkci\l Rounc-tkip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos. Roquel Santa i'raz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprlnes.

EXCURSION TICKEl-S.
p„, c liri(iaV B nniv i

Sold SrNDAY Morning; goodtor Sundaje onlj,1fM return same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SrjNDAronly;

Sundav and- good for return until followinjMon-
Monday, ( naY.inclnsivt', at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc :sco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
MenloPark...
Mayfield

Satto
Won
Tl t

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Monnt'n View
LawTences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos....
Soquel ...

Santa Cruz
Monterey

2 50
1 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and Jfo. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. 4 Tkt. Agt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line fori eaching with speed and comfort the
heat places in the State for

Sea Bathing;, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE sroST CHARMING

Snmmer and Winter Resort or the
Pacific t oast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may l-e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
(he low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL.
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradiBe for sports>
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"EOTSL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for Burf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
0*0x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE
Watering Places,

A3TD SANTA

to those well-known

CRUZ

Lock Fox 39». WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAM FRANCISCO, < 41.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
ofi-'i i f. 4 1 (> i-im: sthef/i
r,. L.BRANDER President
J, L. 1 r.OOD Vlce-Pref ident
O. 1'. FAUNFIELD St-creUiy
J. S. ANGUS Assfstiu.t Manager
Hankers, »VH<lu Hunk nl Sail I I :ill<-isc,i.

Sljul 13

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoronghbrf>d Jersey Cattle. Registered

1 .-s.v.h ot both Bexen for sale. Pontofflee fulclrcss.

Mtagtl

Ai'TOS. SOQFEI.

IS VIA THE NOKTHKUN DIVISION.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
tM -! Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Mouterey.eaoh of which abounds in game in gre^it

variety Notably

4rur.il, Wgcon, Snipe, Dnck. Gce^e. IK-cr

a nil Rear.

tiSfcCB PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS art
rticbedby tills line. Stapes connect witli trains daily
ai San Mateo for Uiopo « I'lt-kiKiwi: Hetreatfl, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GRKCORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and UiMA-
HON'S Bor RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

l-'TriiK'ls.'o and offer special inducements to tie lovers
of thiB manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticket*

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOU«

when carried in Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all doffs received in Bagg i u
Cars,
m-In order to guard against accidents to D s

while to transit. It 1b neceeaarr that they be provided
v.nli COLLAB AND CHAIN. Guaa and Flailing
Taekle w ill be carried lreeof charge. Onus taken apart
and Becurely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in r.inr!cn;rrr earn.
TK IK ET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia station, and No 613 Market at., Orar
lintel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Sorsrlntandent. Atit. PftM. tndTkt. Ast,
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Sporting Notes.

The advent of the trotter on the banks of the Spree has
been frequently noticed in these columns. Now comes the
report of the fall meeting at Vienna, in which imported
American horses were prominent as entries and conspicuous
as winners. The Russians sent their best animals" Each
race makes a big demand upon figures, the first being 2,400
metres. The competitors were Blue Belle, Van Buren Girl,

Gladys, Benefice and Silver Leaf, which Van BurenGirl won.
The next race was 3,600 metres, in which Gladys, Nabob,
Russian, Amelia C. and Amber were easily beaten by Blue
Bull mare. The great event of the meeting was a mile heat
race for a purse of 4,000 francs, (big figures again), the con-
ditions being that a horse winning two out of three heats
should receive the purse, but in case of a split in single heats
five should be trotted. The horse securing the largest
number in rive to receive the purse for first place, 28,000
francs; of the five horses that started Amelia C, Amber
and Blue Belle each won a heat, but Blue Belle took two of
the five and carried off the purse. This race was followed
by an event for doubles, 3,600 metres. Bedouin and Woras
were started against Van Buren Girl and Russian Spy; the
former brace won. No time is reported, which lessens the
interest somewhat for our readers, but the pleasant fact
remains that the citizens of the most beautiful capital iu
Europe have seen genuine American trotters perform upon
their own soil, and have thus gained another valuable lesson
as to how we amuse ourselves on this expanded and expand-
ing continent. The races were trotted on September 29th and
30th and attracted large audiences, including princes of royal
blood.

Every day in these dull weeks, and every hour of each
dreary day, sights meet horsemen on our streetB that make
their blood rise to boiling point. At every corner, at each
turn, wherever there is a smooth or rough bit of road,-iorses
are being thrown down with utter recklessness and through
disgraceful stupidity of the bunglers who drive them. They
are absolutely pulled off their feet. That their knees, necks
and baoks are not oftener broken is a source of wonder. The
evil is growing and should be put a stop to by the firm hand
of the law. The army of incompetent asses who attempt to
drive horses through this town and at the first turn throw
them down with a thud on the cobbles, might very properly
be harnessed to the wagons they break and made to draw
them until they learn the A B C of horse travel. It is an
evil that can be cured, a disgrace that should be wiped out,
and the muggins who throws a horse from his feet on the
pavement deserves to be jeered rather than helped by the
crowd of onlookers.

There is an unexplored field of usefulness open to the
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals in this city.

It is to arreet the drivers of butcher carts, grocers and other
delivery wagons, who are so constantly shocking the finer
sensibilities of our people by recklessly and disgracefully
throwing the horses they drive upon the pavements. An
action for assault and battery should stand against every man
whose criminal negligence injures a uohle horse. He is one
of the most sensitive of animals, and as sensible as sensitive
of pain. If these hoards of unskilled drivers were to inflict a
tithe of the same punishment upon men that they cause to the
horses, they would be beaten to a jelly sis times a week, and
the avengers applauded for every blow. Either let men learn
to drive or be content to be driven. If they refuse to accept
the first alternative, then some sure and swift punishment
should be meted out against them.

The high standing which racing has reached in this country
and the strong hold it has secured upon popular favor, is, in a
great measure, due to the brilliant yet conservative management
of the American Jockey Club. Jerome Park has giveu the cue
to all other racing clubs and associations in the country. Its
followers have succeeded; the corporations who have
attempted garish methods have failed both in the character of
the sport offered and the support received from the public.
Now comes the rumor that Jerome Park has seen its last race
meeting, that its beautiful site will be cut up and sold in
building lots. May this prove an evil rumor concocted by its
enemies, for such an end to such a place would be a national
calamity. True or false the rumor shows the malice of
politicians who have failed to extort from the American
Jockey Club the money which they demanded to quiet their
fiendish attacks.

Malone, the Australian sprinter, must have his hands full.
He has a match on with Hutcbens at 100 and 150 yards, and
his challenge to run any man in the world 600, 800 and 1,000
yards has been accepted by George, the latter to receive
$500 for expenses, and to meet Malone in Sydney.

The accident which happened to the Whitehall Chief
Crowley, in last Saturday's Mosquito Regatta, deserves special
record. The boy thatfell overboard was a splendid swimmer,
and he selected the right time for his mishap. The boat was
within ten strokes of Meiggs' wharf, and just abreast of the
steps that lead from the wharf to the water. The unfortunate
accident came just at the right instant, five minutes earlier or
later and the boy wbuld have had half a mile to swim, and
possibly an awkward place to make a landing. The accident
must be universally commended. Of its class it is one of the
most exemplary on record. Let every one who seriously
contemplates falling overboord in a yacht race select a point
of time when the craft is jammed close inshore, and when
there is an easy means of climbing out of the water at hand.

A few weeks ago attention was called in this column to a
statement in the J?. Y. Spirit of Ike Times to the effect that F.
Woods, the English Bicycler, had been paid by ihe Pope Manu-
facturing Company to lose a race at Springfield. Thecbarge was
so plain that nothing but a confirmation or a denial could be
anticipated. Our New York contemporary now states that the
story was manufactured out of whole cloth, and that the
correspondent who furnished the item has been dropped from
the list. Very light punishment for such an offense. The
charge may not have had much effect on the professional rider;

the class to which he belongs are proverbially thick-skinned,
but the Pope Manufacturing Company has a reputation for
honor which should not be lightly impagned even by inn-
endo, for a good name is better than riches.

It will be news to many of our yachtsmen to know that the
challenge of Mr. James Bell, of the Royal Clyde Yacht Club
does not comply with the conditions of the gift of America's
Cup to the custody of the New York Yacht Club. The six
months' notice is all right, but with the challenge there must
come a custom-house certificate of the dimensions of the
challenging boat. As the Royal Clyde's boat is not yet built

the challenge cannot be immediately entertained. But should
the Clyde cutter be finished by April, her challenge can be
accepted. Doubtless the New York Yacht Club will not be
exacting in claiming the strict letter of the law. Puritan's
victory and Mayflower's triumph were both so emphatic that
the holders of the Cup can afford to be generous.

The man who can makean undisputed claim of even timefor
100 yards does not live. For Johnson, 9 4-5 seconds, made at

Cleveland, was claimed for several weeks, but the athletic air

iu the East is now clouded with protests. Authorities are
quoted, previous performances are named, the man who
fired the pistol is unearthed, and the time keepers are scored
as manufacturers of records. Men of means offer to bet
even money that Johnson cannot beat 10{ for 100 yards, and
he makes no reply to the challenge. May the next claimant
for the honor of beating even time have time keepers worthy
of credence. The whole surroundings of Johnson's race
have a fishy odor, and it is the unpleasant odor of stale fish.

One hundred and forty thousand people attended the last

of the closing day's sport of the St. Louis Fair Association,
and during the last week three hundred thousand people
passed through the turnstiles. This grand multitude were
gathered from every State in the Union, and were well
rewarded for the trouble they took to be present. The reason
for this imposing gathering may be briefly stated, good
management, equally brilliant and honorable. It is pleasant
to know that California was well represented before the grand
throng, Manzanita and Palo Alto each winning their races
in splendid style. A third representative, Chimes by Elec-
tioneer, canying off the Osage Stake.

Mr. Harry Eabcock, one of the crack shots of the Gun Club,
has just returned from a long trip through Europe and the
E'ist. The best pigeon shooting which he saw was at Monte
Carlo, many of the finest amateur shots in Europe taking
part. The style was very similiar to the Hurlingham. An
ex-king, many dukes and earls aud knights in abundance
faced the traps and shot in flue form. In London Mr.
Babeock saw the Eatou .fe Harrow match at Lords, the most
fashionable of all the cricket gatherings of the world.
Surpassing the University match in style, but, of course,

being far behind the latter in science.

Frank Maskey, whose name once Btood at the head of the
Cosmopolitan Club, and who was for a time the finest shot at

double birds in the State, now rarely sights a gun, and never
attempts to stop a toiler from a trap. The sweets of business
have weaned him from his manly love. He is not bound like

Samson, but candidly confesses to being fettered. The only
charm left him in life is to read of the bags of quail aud duck
brought home by his former confreres, and the clean scores
made by his once generous rivals before the traps.

Mr. A. Carey Smith, the New York yacht designer, is best

known in this city to yachtsmen by his model of Carmelita,

made for Hon. J. V. Coleman. The yacht started for this

port, but before out-half her trip was completed she was
ordered back to New York where she was sold on account of

her owner. Carmelita's designer has since modeled Oriole, a
centreboard schooner, 85 feet over all, and ehe won the

Prince of Wales Cup in the Royal Canadian Regatta on Sept.

18th. Her competitor was the Verve, an imported cutter,

designed by Watson. The Oriole led the Verve by eight

minutes, including time allowance.

Mr. Frank Mordaunt is one of the finest swimmers on the

stage. It is tho form of exercise which he likes above all

others. Like other masters of the art he is indifferent to

weather, heedless of rough seas and strong tides. The bath-

ing suit he wore during his college days has shrunk from his

present girth, but it is decorated with medals won in many a

brilliant coutest, and the proudest moment of his life is when
he can exhibit his well-won trophies to a group of admiring
friends, who can equally admire his skill and appreciate his

genuine good nature.

It is not easy to get out of the harness when a man is

hitched up to business. The difficulty increases as years

came upon the toiler. Some meu break loose in a fit of

desperation and cast aside all the withes that once bound
them, but they ofteu tire of hastily sought leisure. Such a

man was and is William Lay, the veteran English trainer.

He gave up his life work a few years ago, but has been
restless ever since. Now he has announced himself as once
more in the field and can be fouud at Coombe, on the

Salisbury Plains.

The Chicago Veterinary College is progressing rapidly. It

has completed a new and handsome building, with lecture

room, pharmacy, operating room and museum, and has fifty

students. The rapid growth of the stock interests of the

country demand large crops of well-trained veterinary sur-

geons. If sonie of the crowd of youngsters who are pressing

into the thick ranks of the physicians would direct their

studies towards healing stock, they wouid find a wider aud
more profitable field open to them.

James A. Griustead, who bred the Sire of Volante, Gano,
Solid Silver, and Silver Cloud, died at Lexington, Ky., on the
10th inst. He became a turfman by accident, but gained an
honorable name amongst the limited number of people to

whom his horses were known. The best were Gilroy, Brad-
mount and Bradamante, Picayune, Doubloon, but the horse he
sold to Bal<!wi'\ made him famous, and his name will now be
linked to turf topics so long as a thoroughbred shall continue
to run.

Twenty one miles within an hour beats the world on
wheels. On October 8th, at Springfield, Mass., William A.
Rhodes, of Dorchester, Mass., performed the feat, covering
the distance iu 59:12 2-5. He is only a boy 19 years old, but
6 feet \\- inches high, and carries about with him 180 pounds.
He began bicycling iu 18S4 and entered his first race last

year. Now there is not a creature near him.

Bubear, the English sculler, has shown improved form o*

late. In the International Sculling Handicap he received

eight seconds start aud won. Ross, Teemer, Lee, Ten Eyck
and Hamm, Americans, rowed Neisen, the Australian.

Pearce and East, of London, also started. Ten Eyck and
Burbear were the last in the race and the Putney man won
with ease.

With Oliver K., Charley Hilton, Jay-Eye-See and Harry
Wilkes amongst local trotters, horsemen will have something
to look at, and should they race, there will be exciting timeB,

with Palo Alto, Guy Wilkes, Arab and Adair in the field.

The year may yet close gloriously so far as good racing can
make it.

There will be a chance for the short-distance men in

Australia next June. For three races—75, 100 and 120 yards

—530,000 is offered to the winners, as follows: $20,000 to the

firsL, $7,500 to the second and $2,500 to the third. A lot of

money for very brief exertion.

Mr. George A. Kohn, one of the most enthusiastic yachts-

men in the Pacific Club, now drives the quill forthat ancient,

honorable and progressive institution. The new Secretary

haB an easy task set him in following in the footsteps of his

indefatigable predecessor.

The winner of the Great Eclipse Stakes is reporter
-

; to 1>o

seriously lame. Bendigo was supposed to be of all Imrse^ tho

best cared for in Eug ;unl. lie was not giveu any L

until after his fourth year, and was counted upon i

several seasons yet.

^\
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Racine at the Los Angeles Fair.

Oct. 12th.—The Brst race was the trot for the 2:35 class, for

purse of $500. Only Como showed when tbe Horses were

called for tbe start, the others having been withdrawn, and

AicManus gave him an easy mile for tbe money in 2:35.

THE RUSHERS.

Same Day.—Purse S1S0. For two-year-olds. Five furlcmgs.

A. Moran's b f Carmelita by Hardwood, dam by Sbilob, 107 lbs.
Devise 1

A J." Hutchinson's bf Manzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of tbe

Mist, 107 lbs Peppera 2

Chas. Thomas, Jr.'s ch g David Copperfipld by Balboa, dam Little

Sally, 107 lbs Brenen 3
Time, 1:03*.

Pools —Manzanita $20. Carmelita $12, Copperneld §12, Mutuals

paid $20.20.

They got away at the second trial, Manzanita leading

slightly. Carmelita beaded the leader at tbe quarter, and

drew away steadily, winning handily by an open length,

Copperneld a poor third. Time, I:03J.

HALF A MILE,

Same Day. — Puree 5150. Forall ages. Haifa mile.

Tbos. Strat'ton's blk f Minnie Stratton, 3, by Reveille, dam unknown,
110 lbs Devise 1

C. Thomas. Jr.'s eh g Oliver Twist, 3, by Balboa, dam Little Sally,

U0 lbs • . .Brenen 2

Hill i: Gries' L f Allie Hill, 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary "Wade, 110 lbs.
McCurdy 3

Time, :50.

Pools ; Oliver Twist 920, Minnie Stratton SIS, Allie Hill $5. Mutuals
paid $12.65.

Owing to tbe nervousness of Twist there was some little

difficulty in starting, but they got away very well finally. It

was a close race to the quarter between Oliver Twist and
Minnie Stratton, but the mare drew away slowly as they came
rushing up tbe stretch, aud was landed under tbe wire a good
length ahead of Oliver. Allie Hill was a good third. Time
50 seconds.

AN ODD DISTANCE.

SameDay.—Purse S] 50. Forall ages. Heats of seven-sixteenths of
a mile.
S. B. Stroud's b g Amazon. 4, byBowhocks, dam unknown, 115 lbs.

Clifford 1 1

J. H. Kelly's br g Telephone, aged, 115 lbs Kelly 3 2

Gas Walters' ch g Billy Johnson, aged, 115 lbs Carillo 2 3
Time, -Ai, :43f.

Pools: First beat: Amazon SE0, Johnson $40, Telephone- 310. Mutuals
paid $8.10. Second heat; Amazon $20, field $8. Mutuals paid $10.85.

They got away on the second trial and Johnson lead to the
quarter, with Amazon close up and Telephone trailing. The
leaders came up the stretch nose to nose, and for a time it

seemed the beat must be a draw. Amazon got there first,

however, by a bare sis inches, with Telephone a good third.

Time, 44 seconds.
For tbe second beat they got away on the first trial, and

Amazon lead all tbe way around, although Telephone made a
desperate effort to head tbe winner on the stretch. The
effort was futile, and Amazon won in a gallop, Telephone
second and Billy Johnson third. Time, 43^ seconds.

Second I>uy.

Oct. 13th.—Purse $200, for three-year-olds. Seven furlongs.
B. P. Hill's g f Mollie Capron by Reveille, dam by Jack Hawkins,

115 lbs Devise 1
Hill & Gries" bf Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, 115 lbs.

McCurdy 2
Chas. Thomas Jr.'s ch g Oliver Twist by Balboa, dam Little Sally, 110

lbs . Brenan 3
M. A. Forster'sb f Fleet by Grins tead, dam Lady Fleet, 115 lbs.

CUfford
Time, 1-30J.

Pools: Mollie Capron >20; Oliver Twist S5; field $5, Mutuals paid
$7.30.

Mollie drew the pole, Fleet second, Oliver Twist third, and
Allie Hill on the outside. Five men put the saddle on Twist,
and Allie Hill's rider broke a stirrup strap and was compelled
to come back for repairs, but they got away finally, Twist
leading. For some unexplained reason Fleet's rider failed

to start. Twist led to the half, with Millie Capron trailing

way behind, but on tbe back stretch they bunched up and
came arouud tbe torn in close order. Mollie galloped np tbe
stretch an easy winner, with Allie a good second and Twist a
good third. Time 1:30}.

FJiEE-FOE, ALL TEOT.

For the special trot for §500, between Lot Slucuni, Como,
and Stamboul. Stamboul was favorite at $20 against Slocum
at $20 and Como at §10.

First Heat—Como had the pole, Stamboul second and
Slocum outside. They got away easily, Slocum leading all

the way around. Stamboul made a desperate effort to bead
him uu the back stretch and another on the turn, but broke
badly both times. Slocum won easily by an open length,
witb Stamboul second and Como a ooor third. Time, :34.1

1:09$, 1:45$, 2:2U.
Second Heat—In tbe pools Slocum went to tbe front at $40

to $25 on Stamboul and $3 on Como. They got away on tbe
first trial, and Slocum went ahead with Stamboul close up,
Como trailing. There was daylight between them on the
turn, but Stamboul came up to the stretch bravely. Only a

.k under tbe wire lost him the beat. Como was still

a p ir ["bird. Time, :35, 1:11, 1 :4(j, 2:23.

Third Heat—Stamboul now became favorite at $30 to $17
on Slucum and $2 on Como. They only scored twice, Stam-
boul having a little the best of the start. Slocum again went
to the front, aud on the back stretcb Como was a close third,
but there was daylight between the leaders. It was any-
body's race to the half, but Stamboul went off his feet and
Slocum rounded into the stretch ahead. They came up the
stretch working like automatons, Stamboul gaining steadily,
and he was an easy winner by an open length, Como a poor
third. Tune, :3", 1:10.;, 1:48,2:25.

Fourth Heat—Stamboul waa still a favorite at $20. Slocum
broughl ) $2. They got away ut once, Stamboul
leading tu the quarter. He led all around thu [urn and was
an easy winner, although Slocum made a gamey effort to

irn. Como was a good second this time,
but the footing was too hot on the stretch and he went into
the air. Lot Slucum third. Time, :3~i\, l:l(Jj, 1:48, 2:25.',.

Fifth Heat—Slambonl brought $20,"iSlacnm $5 and Como
$2. They were bent off on the third trial, and Slocum led to
the quarter. Como showed ahead three lengths at tbe half.
Stamboul began to close the gap and they came down the

together, but the bay stallion went off his feet and
Comu won handily. Time, 2:20. The driver of Stamboul
claimed a ionl against Como. but tbe claim was not allowed.

Sixth Heat—Stamboul was still tbe favorite ut $20 to $16
for Como, aud $14 for Slocum. It was too dark when they
got away for the sixth heat, to see mauy details of the race,
'"'nly a groat roar from the crowd along the stretch announced

at the beat was a close one. Stambonl passed th« wire first,

line in on tbe run, and Slocum was a poor third'
ime, 2:29.

,.-Vu rae 8600. Free-for-all

.

Sultan—L. J. ltoae y 2 1 1 •• )

am, br g—M, HoMmhu 1 1 2 9 3 3
9—Geo. Bay II

a

8 8 3 3] 1

TU" :.J5, 2:25J,2:29,2:29.

1 1 1

2 2 2

JIM POLK A WINNER.

Same Dav.—Purse $250. For all ages. One mile.

S. S. Stroud's b h Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules, 118 lbs.,

McCurdy 1

B. P. Hill's ch g Adam, 4, by Reveille, dam unknown, 115 Iba.,

Devise 2

D. Bridge's b b Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda Fortune,
118 lb3 De voy 3

Time, 1:452.

Pools:—Dublin Bay ?20, Adam S12, Jim Polk 89. Mutuals, paid $37.

They got away on the second trial, and Adam lead to the

quarter. They were bunched to tbe half, and it was
anybody's race. At the quarter Polk began to draw away
slowly, and passed under the wire a neck ahead of Adam,
Dublin Bay third. Time, l:45f.

Third I>ay.

Oct. 14th.—The first race was trotting for the 2:30 class, for

a purse of $500. The starters were Blee's Hunter, driven by
Williams, and Kelly's Valentine driven by owner.

First Heat—Valentine was favorite at $20 to $5. They got

away on the first trial, with Hunter slightly in the lead. He
led^to the quarter in 35 seconds, and opened a gap of two
lengths on the back stretch, leading to tbe half in 1:12. The
bay gelding began to close the gap on the turn, but Hunter
was still ahead at the three-quarter in 1:50, and Valentine
going off his feet on the stretch Blee's gelding won the heat
handily in 2:25J.

Second Heat—Valentine was still a heavy favorite at $20 to

§5. Again they got away without difficulty, and Hunter led

to the quarter in 36. He ehowed an open length ahead of

the favorite on tbe back stretch. Hunter kept a slight lead at

the half in 1:12, though Valentine was closing tbe gap rapidly.

The latter made tbe three-quarters in 1:51, and came up the
stretch an easy winner in 2:30.

Third Heat—Valentine was now a stronger favorite than
ever. He got a little the better of the start, and was four
lengths in the lead at the quarter in 39J. The gap grew
wider as they trotted down the back stretch, and at the half,

in 1:17, Valentine was a good length ahead and trotting

squarely. He passed the three-quarters in 1:56, and although
Hunter struggled nobly upon the stretch, the favorite jogged
in three lengths the winner in 2:33i.

Fourth Heat— On the fourth and last heat the pool-box was
barren of investment. On the first score Valentine trotted

right away from the blue gelding and was never headed. It

was useless, indeed for Hunter to endeavor to beat him, for

he was badly outfooted. The winner passed the quarter in

37, the half in :12^, the three-quarters in 1:54 and jogged in
easily in 2:30, winning tbe beat, race and first money.
Hunter finished four lengths behind.

Oct. 14tb.—Purse $500. 2 :30 Class.

Valentine, br g—J. H. Eelly
,

Huctr, b g—It. J. Blee
Time, 2:25*. 2:33, 2:33*. 2:30.

MILE AND A QUARTER.
Same Day. —Purse $250. For all ages. One mile and a quarter.

O. M. Covarrubias* cb g Galgo, i, by Rutherford, dam Nina R., 115
lbs Clifford 1

D. Bridges' b b Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda Fortune,
118 lbs Devise 2

S. S. Stroud's b b Jim Polk, 5, by Sbiloh, dam by Hercules, 118 lbs.

McCurdy 3
HU1& Gries bf Allie Hill. 3, by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, 10S

lbs Peppers
Time, 2:13.

Pools: Allie Hill *20, Galgo $10, Dublin Bay ?5, Jim Polk $5.

Muruals paid 823.50.

Dublin Bay drew the pole, Galgo second, Allie third, and
Polk outside, and they went away at once. Galgo led past
the stand, with Dublin second, going under a strong pull,

and Jim Polk behind. Gaigo led to the quarter, but Allie

came up and passed him on the back stretch, and at the half

they were bunched, with the mare slightly in tbe lead. It

was anybody's race arouud the turn. Hill led past the last

quarter, but the pace was too hot up the stretch, and Galgo,
Dublin and Polk passed the favorite. Galgo was fairly lifted

under the wire, a neck ahead of Dublin, with Polk close np,
Allie Hill a good third. Time, 2:13.

ONE FOR CIENEGA.

Same Day.—Purse S200, for two-year-olds. One mile.
A. J. Hutchinson's b f Manzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of the

Hist, 107 lbs Peppers 1

A. Moran'e b f Carmalita by Hardwood, dam by Sbiloh, 107 lbs
Devise 2

Cbas. Thomas, -Tr.'s, eb g David Copperneld by Balboa, dam Little
Sally, 107 lbs Brenan 3

Time. 1 :46.

Pools: Carmalita £20; Manzanita $15; Copperneld §5. Mutuals paid
$11.40.

They got away together, Manzanita leading to the quarter.
Carmelita passed her on tbe stretch and the two went together
to the half, Copperneld trailing. The pace was too hot for

tbe favorite, however, and Hutchinson's mare won the most
closely contested race of tbe meeting, CopperBeld a poor
third. Time, 1:46.

Fonrtli Day.
Oct. 15th.—All of the other contestants in tbe 2:40 trot

baving been withdrawn, Mr. Durfee gave Geronimo an easy
mile for the entrance money, no time being given.

DEL SUB, WINS A MATCH.
For tbe match trot, mile heats, two in three, between Dur-

fees' Del Sur, driven by owner, and Gardiner's Lady E.
Williams' Del Sur was tbe favorite at $20 to $7.

First Heut—The stallion drew tbe pole, Lady E. outside,

and they went away on the first trial. They went around the
turn to the quarter in 0:38, with the mare on Del Sur's
wheel. On the back stretch the favorite opened a little

daylight, but they were still going well together at tbe half in

1:15|. Del Sur increased his lead a trifle on the turn, passing
the three-quarters in 1:55; but the tnare came up closer now,
and for a time it was a pretty race down the stretch. At the
distance flag Lady E. went into tbe air, and tbe favorite

jogged in an easy winner, under a strong pull, at least a
length and a half ahead. Time, 2:32.

Second Heat—Del Sur was the favorite at $20 to $5, with
very few takers on tbe mare, and they got away well together
on the first score. The stallion led to tbe quarter in 2u, aud
increased his lead down the back stretch to the half in 1:18|,
He led arouud the turn to the three-quarters in 1:5S, and
jogged home an easy winner, completely outfooting Lady E.
in 2:33. He was awarded the race and first money, Lady E.
second.

Oct. 15.—Purse $150. Specaal.
Del Sur, blk b -C. A Durfee 1 1

LadyE., m—E. Williams 2 2
Time, 2:32,2:33.

THE LAST HORSE FIRST.
Borne Day.—Parse 8260. For three-year-olds. One mile aud a

Quartt ".

Chan. Tl om . Jr/fi eta g Oliver Twist, by Balboa, dam Lt;tle Sallv
1161b 1;.. i

!:. I . Uill'fl g t Mollie Capron by Reveille, dam by Jack HawklDe
....[' - I 9

Hill & Qrles' I) f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, U r, n a .

McCurdy 3
M a. Poster's b f Ilee t by GriuBtead, dam Lady Fleet, L16 lba.

Peppers
Time, 2:17.

UlloHtllgao, Mollie C&prou P16, Fleet f5, Oliver Twist ?3.

Twist drew the pole, Mollie second, Fleet third, and Allie
Hill outside, and though there was some difficulty in starting,
they got away on an even start finally. Twist led to tbe
stand with Allie second, Capron third and going under a
strong pull, and Fleet last. They kept this order along the
back stretch, though Allie made a desperate effort to head the
leader, and it was anybody's race around the turn. Twist
headed the crowd into the stretch, and Allie still being out-
paced, Capron showed second and attempted to pass the
gelding. The effort failed, Twist winning the race and first
money by a neck in 2:17, Mollie Capron second, Allie Hill
third, and Fleet a poor fourth. Paris mutuals paid $90, and
the plungers were bitten.

BILLY JOHNSON REPEATS.
Same Day.—Purse ?20i Special. Half-mile beats.

Gus Walters" ch g Billy Jobuson, aged, by Glenelg, dam
Planetarium, 115 lbs Carillo 2 11

S. B. Stroud's b g Amazon, 4, by Bowbocks, dam unknown, 115
J os -----...-.».......,*,...,,. Peppers 12 3

T. Stratton's bin f Minnie Stratton. 3, by Reveille, dam
unknown, 11)6 lbs Devise 3 3

Time, :i0i, :50.V, :51J.
Pools: lirst heat—Johnson S25, Amazon £11, Stratton $6. Mutuals.

paid >?. Second heat—Johnson S25, Amazon S10, Stratton S5 Mutual.
paidt'6.90. Third heat no bettin-.

«.u.u»u>

First Heat—They went away at once with Amazon leading,
Johnson close up and Mollie trailing. They were all together
on the turn. Amazon drew away as they neared the wire
and won easily by an open length, Johnson second, llollie
Stratton a good third. Time, t49J.
Second Heat—It was already growing dark when thev got

away, aud they came np the stretch like shadows. Johnson
gathered himself for a Sua] effort and landed under the wire
a neck ahead of Stratton, Amazon third. Time, :50.1.

Third Heat—The judges now sent Minnie Stratton to the
stable for not having won a heat. No pools were sold, and
tbe third heat was run after dark. Johnson took it, with first
money, in 51}, Amazon second.

Flltli Bay.
Oct 16th.—For the free-for all trotting race, three in five

purse $500, the starters were Hunter, Valentine, Lot Slocum'
Como and Stamboul.

First Heat—Stamboul was choice at $20 to $10 on Slocum
$8 for Valentine and $5 for the other two iu the field. Como
drew the pole, Hunter second, Slocum third, Stamboul fourth
and Valentine outside, and they went away, after much
scoring, Como leading slightly. Hunter and Stamboul went
to the front at once and went neck and neck to the quarter in
37, with Slocum and Valentine trailing them and Como away
behind the field. They kept this order down the back stretch
Stamboul leading slightly to the half in 1:12, and Valentine
pulling a distance behind the leader. Kelly's gelding over-
took the others around the turn, and Stamboul led into the
stretch in 1:59, Hunter still a close second, Como third
Slocum on his wheel and Valentine close enoueh to save his
distance. The favorite got the best of it under the wire by a
length, Hunter second, Slocum passing Como for third and
Valentine last. Time, 2:24.

Second Heat—Stambonl was still favorite at $20 to $11 for
Slocum, $6 for Valentine and $5 for the field, aud the mutual
men sold Stamboul, Slocum and the others in the field.
There was much difficulty in scoring, but Slocum got the
best of it and led to the quarter iu 0:37J, with Stamboul close
up, Valentine aud Como following in the order named, and
Hunter away behind. They kept their order all the' way
around, Stamboul giving the leader a hot struggle on the
back stretch, and Valentine coming up to the contest for first
place on the last quarter. He went off his feet, and Eailton's
nag was not headed, leading to the half in 1:13, the three-
quarters in 1:591, and under the wire in 2:25J. Valentine
was second, Stamboul third, Hunter fourth and Como behind.
Third Heat—Stamboul continued to head the pools at $21

to S20 for Slocum, $11 for Valentine and $6 for the field.
They were sent away with Como behind, and Slocum lead to
the quarter in 0:37f, with Valentine on his wheel. The
leader showed daylignt between himself and Kelly's gelding
on the back stretch, and Stamboul, breaking badly, was teD
lengths in the rear. Como and Hunter were" 'traveling
together, well up for place. In this order they went to the
half in 1:13}, and to the three-quarter pole in 1:59}. Valen-
tine made a desperate effort to head the leader on the stretch,
but he went into tbe air aud Slocum jogged in easily in 2:25^,
Valentine second, Como third, Stambonl fourth and Hunter
last.

Fourth Heat—Slocum now went ahead in the pools at $30
to $23 for Stamboul, $S for Valentine and $6 for the field.

They went away on the lirst trial, with Slocum ahead aud the
others close up. He led to the quarter in 0:36}, with Stam-
bonl pressing bim closely. Hunter was behind and losing
rapidly. Knilton's gelding led down the back stretch to the
half in 1:11, but the others began to close the gapon the turn,
aud it was anybody's race to the three-quarters in laS*.
Rounding into the stretch Valentine came up and gave Slocum
the noblest struggle yet seen upon the quarter-stretch, win-
ning the heat by half a neok in 2:23i, Slocum second, Como
third, Stamboul fourth and Hunter last.

Fifth Heat—Valentine became favorite now at $20 to S15
for Stamboul, $6 for Slocum and $5 for the field. Stamboul
had a length the best of the start, and weut to the quarter in
0:36}. He led Valentine down the back stretch to the halt by
a nose in 1:11, with Como, Slocum aud Hunter in order.
Here Valentine broke and weut back, Stamboul leading to the
three-quarters in 1:5S}. Valentine recovered himself and
followed the stallion very closely up the stretch, but could
not pass him. Stamboul jogged in easily in 2:23}, Valentine
second, Como third, Hunter fourth and Slocum a long way iu
the rear.

Sixth Heat—No pools were sold. Como aud Hunter were
withdrawn aud the others were sent away without difficulty.

Stamboul led to the quarter in 0:37J, and down the back
stretch to lib half in 1:12, with Slocum on his wheel and j
Valentine trailing. The stallion was not headed to the three-
quarters in 1 ..";<>;, but he broke on the stretch, and Valentine
Cittne up aud raced him for a short distance. The pace was
too hot for the fielding, Stamboul finishing his mile in a jog
in 2:24, takiug the heat and first money; Valentine second
and Slocum third.

Oct. ltlth.—Purse 85il0. Free for all.

Stauiboul, bs by Sultan—L. J. Hose 1 3 1 i 1 1

Lot Slocum, br g—M. MeMiiuus 3 112 5a
VAlenrJno.-br g—3. H. Kelly 5 2 2 12 3
Oomo, oh 8—Geo. fiaylla , 5 3 3 3 ro
Uuntcr. b g—B. WflUatos 2 4 6 6 4 ro

018,2 -
:

.
-. .-':. 2J3J, 2:21.

MAKZANXTA AGAIN.

8ame Day. — Pnrse S350, for all aaos. One mile- aud a half.

A. J. Hntclitnaon'a b I Manzanita, 2, by Hardwoi 1, dam M:tid of the
SI.-wort 1

D. 1'. Hill's <-h g Adam, i, by It, vcilk-, dun urj.uowu, US lbs

Devise 2
O. M. Cuvarrubias' ch 6 Galgo, 6, by Rutherford, dam Nina R.. 116

lbs Carillo 3
S. D. Strouds' b h Jliu Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam Margery, 120 lbs.

McCurdy
Time, 2:3B».

fools: Galgo 325 i lUnzanita BMj Held 87, Mutuals paid $17.(0,
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Adam had the pole, with Polk Recond, Manzanita third

and Galgo outside. Manzanita's rider could hardly manage
the filly, bat they got away finally, Galgo leading to the

quarter. Adam came up to contest the lead and they dashed
past the stand with the sorrels close together, Polk third and
Manzanita, going under strong pull, behind. They kept this

order to the quarter and down the back stretch, but were

bunched at the half and all around the turn it whs hard to see

who was leading. They came into the stretch four abreast,

all the riders whipping for dear life, and Adam and Manzanita
were so close together that the crowd awaited anxiously the

judges' decision. The race and first money was given to

Manzanita, amidst much cheeiiDg, Adam second, Galgo third

and Jim Polk fourth. Time, 2:39*.

FINALE.

Same Day.—Consolation Puise ^200. One mile.

D. Bridge's b h Dublin Bay, 5, by Grinstead, dam Amanda Fortnne,
118 lbs Devise 1

Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill, 3, by "Wildidler, dam Mary Wade, 106

lbs Peppers 2

M. A Forster'e b f Fleet, 3, by Grinstead, dam Lady Fleet, lOti lbs
Carillo 3

Time, 1:45V.

Pools: Allie Hill 520; Dublin Bay $16; Fleet S10. Mutnals paid 37.10.

Allie drew the pole, Dublin second and Fleet outside, and
they went along very well together. Dublin led to the quar-

ter, with Hill close up and Fleet trailing. Allie and the

stallion raced splendidly down the back stretch, with Fleet

gaining upon them, and they were bunched at the half and
around the turn. Allie Hill drew away and led into the

stretch, but the pace was too fast and Dublin Bay passed

under the wire an open length in the lead, Allie Hill second.

Fleet a poor third. Time, 1:45*.

THE LADY EEOEES.

On the third day (Thursday) the ladies rode for the

Society's prizes which were awarded as follows: First prize,

$50, Miss Sarah Baker; second, $25, Miss Lottie D. Curtis;

third, $15, Miss Mary Baker; fourth, §10. Miss Ruby Kice.

The special prize given by the Fr.tzer Cart Co., a handsome
whip to the best lady rider under fourteen .years of age, was
awarded to Miss Libbie M. Small.

OUR NEW yoke: LETTER.

Visit to Rancocas—Volante'a Two Victories

and His Defeat by Barnum—Kentucky
Brood-mares for California-

Death of Mr. Forbes,
etc., etc.

John Forbes, the well-known Canadian turfman who died
here recently, was one of the most prominent owners in the
Dominion. He had Bill Bruca and Yicfcslnug some years
since , and latterly a number of good race hi-rses. He was
buried at Newstadi, Out., week before last. lours,
New York, Oct. 10, 1S86. Pacific.

During the last week your correspondent, with a party of

invited guests, inspected the stock at Lorillard's Rancocas

Farm, that will be dispersed to many different buyers long

before these lines reach your readers. The sires and matrons

looked in Al condition, and it was generally conceded that

Iroquois would briug the highest price of any, so grand a

looking horse has the Derby winner grown to be. In the

party there were two distinguished Frenchmen, Vieomte de la

Motte Rouge, Inspector General of the Government Stud in

France, and Comte de Caumont, one of his confreres.

They gave some interesting details of the management
of the French stud, which is maintained on a most systematic
plan. Its object is to replenish and improve the breed of

cavalry horses. The Government "haras" or studs are

therefore supplied with superior throughbred stallions from
all parts of Europe, England and Australia. For a small sum
twenty-tive francs ($4.00) to thirty francs (§6.00) the peasants
and farmers of La Belle France, can take their brood-mares of

cold blood to the adjacent "haras" and obtain the serviee of

blooded stallions that will infuse the best strains into their

stock. The government, hereafter, is to have the privilege of

retaining any of the produce desired on payment of a fixed

price. The result of this system is a corresponding improve-
ment of both the farmer's stock throughout France and of

the cavalry horses purchased fiom this source. Among the
government stallions are winners of many classic events of

he French, English and Austrian turf. The object of the
visit of the gentleman named above to America is to report
and observe on the qualities of our horses,

Yolante's three races in this vicinity during the last week
have all been sensational one?, as the wires have doubtless
informed you. The one on the last Jane day was so easily

achieved that everyone was prepared to see the horse finish

the season up without another defeat, an opinion which was
still further confirmed by his win at Gravesend on Tuesday
last from Millie and Jim Douglas, where he pot up
123 lbs., and recorded 2:08j for the mile and a qnarter, the

best race at the distance on record with the weight up, just

15 lbs. more, by the way, than his sire Grinstead carried iu

1875, when he won the Excelsior Slake at Saratoga in the

same time. Yesterday, however, Yoluute was again pulled

out, this time against Millie and Baruom, the famous old
Bonnie Scotland gelding, who is probably as well known now
as Lis namesake the great showman. The weights carried

were nearly the same as on Tuesday, 125 lbs. on Volante, 123

lbs. on Barnum, and 113 lbs. on the three-year-old, the distance
being nine furlongs. The betting showed Volante a great

favorite at 10 to 7, but the race was badly engineered for the
eon of Grinstead, who is a horse able, when right, to go from
"end to end" of a contest. Instead of that they galloped the
first furlongs in about 1:10, Barnum leadiDg two lengths and
then began to race with the finish only three furlongs away.
The pace home was terrific, but Baruom held his advantage,
and was never headed, winning iu time (1:56£) considerably
slower than either of the three u;m accomplish when called

on. Volante polled up little tired apparently. The
Old Brighton Beecher is a wouderful horse, just now, and
must be endowed with a set of iron limbs, as only the day
before .Friday, he carried 120 pounds and beat a good field a
mile and a quarter at Brighton. He has Deen more knocked
about than most horses not possessing a tenth of his merit.

Old Barnum's career is certainly a wonderful one, and the
horse is deservedly a great public favorite who are aware that

for much of his in-and-out running he is not responsible.

It is to be hoped that before Volante goes to Baltimore these
two may meet again over a longer route than yesterday's
struggle.

Mr. Baldwin hasshipped home Freda, in foal to Longfellow,
and the following grandly bred yearlings purchased at the
spring sales: ch c by Prince Charlie, out of Salina by Lexing-
ton; b c by Prince Charlie out of Nuta Bene by Glenelg, a
Glenelg—La Polka filly, and a Virgil—Fair filly.

At the St. Louis fair this week, Miss Russell, dam of Mand
B., Nutula, the seven-year-old sister to Nutwood, and Russia,
a three-year-old sister to Maud S., were entered, and next
week are to be forwarded to Palo Alto to b* bred to T.i-r-

rioneer.

The Free-For-All at St. Louis.

[Chicago Horseman.]

Arab drew the pole, Harry Wilkes second, Phyllis third,

Charley Hilton fourth, Oliver K. fifth. Never iu my racing
experience have I seen such a heat as this proved to be; the
start was made with five horses all abreast. Arab was first

around the turn, Oliver E. at his wheel, Harry jast behind
him. At the quarter Arab and Oliver K. were lapped, and
Harry at Oliver E.'s wheel. The second quarter was trotted

with the three in a bunch, and at the halt Arab was a neck
and shoolders ahead, Oliver second, Harry third one length
behind. The third quarter was trotted in the same position,

until well into the torn, when Van Ness sent Harry at a
terrific gait, and at the three-quarters the three were so close

that it was almost impossible to determiue which was in the
lead, but Arab was a trifle in advance. Into the stretch they
came all abreast, and to the distance the pace was niarvelously
fast; there Oliver K. fell back lor an instant, and Harry
Wilkes poked his nose in front of Arab; in a dozen yards
Doble was in his place again, and the finish was one of the
closest ever seen on a race track, Oliver K. being first by a
neck, Harry second, Arab third on Harry's wheel, Hilton
fourth, Phyllis fifth. Time, :35, 1:08, 1:41, 2:16|. The
second quarter was trotted in 33 seconds, and the third

quarter the same, making the middle half in 1 :06.

Pools now sold: Oliver E. $100, (ieids $50. Ooce again a

vast audience was treated to one of the grandest exhibitions
of speed and endurance ever witnessed in a race; it was the

Harry Wilkes and Clingstone first heat over again, with
Oliver E. substituted for Clingstone. Oliver E. was a trifle

in the lead at the turn, Harry second. At the quarter Harry
was at his throat, all the way up the second quarter the only
advantage Oliver E. had was his length; the third quarter
was trotted with the two head and head, and swinging into

the stretch they were on even terms; down the stretch to the
distance the pace was fearful, but at this point Oliver pulled
ahead and finished two lengths in advance with apparent
ease. At the half Arab led Hilton by a length, Phyllis close

up. all of them ten lengths behind the leaders. At the three-

quarters they were all lapped iu same positions, and six

lengths behind, Arab finished third, Hilton fourth, a neck
behind Arab, Phyllis fifth a leugth behind. Time, :33£, 1:06,

1:40,2:16}. The second quarter was trotted in 32£ seconds.
Pools sold: Oliver E. S100, field $12. The excitement in

this heat was intense. Oliver E. and Harry went away well

together, but on the turn Harry outtrotted Oliver, and at the
quarter Harry was a length iu advance; the second quarter
was trotted with Harry a trifle in advance; Oliver E. at his

wheel, and Arab had come up to within one length of Oliver

E.; the third quarter was trotted with the three in the same
position, and at the three-quarters there was scarcely a

perceptible difference; down the stretch Oliver K outtrotted

Harry and Arab and made a great play for the heat, finishing

on Oliver E.'s wheel, Harry third, Hilton fourth, Phyllis

fifth. Time, :33A, 1:05.]-, 1:40, 2:17. The second quarter was
trotted in 32 seconds.

Oct. 9. 1886. —Free for all trot . Purse 32,500.

Oliver K., b g—Budd Doble Ill
Harrv Wilkes, b g—Frank Van Ness 2 2 3
Arab" b g—Orrin Hickok 3 3 2
Charlie Hilton, b g—W. H. Crawford 4 i 4

Phvllis, br m—Cbaa. Wagner 5 5 5
Time, 2:16i. 2:16$, 2:17.

Going for Bob.

A writer in the Rural New Yorker, Clem Anidon, is after

Robert J. Ingersoll for saying in his speech on "Farm Life

as it Might be," that it is not necessary in the present age for

the farmer to rise in the middle of the night and begin his

work. The man who joins the theologians in finding fault

with the great orator says:

There are three classes of farmers in this busy world of

ours. There is the practical farmer who sows and reaps his

crops for money; then there is the "fancy farmer" who
experiments for his own pleasure and the benefit of his

neighbor; there is the professional man who doesn't know
anything about farming but who is always ready at every
agricultural meeting and county fair to make a little speech
and give them lots of cheap advice.

Robert Ingersoll is a smart man, and like many other smart
men he rides his hobbies and rides them pretty hard. He
enjoys the reputation of beiDg a very "funny" man, and
when the fit comes on him it takes him like the cramp colic,

he has to give it his entire attention. He "gets funny" at

the expense of argument, and uses sarcasm as a substitute

for reason; and it is quite probable that Robert knows a great

deal more about the other world and "orthodox perdition"

than he does about farming. His remarks are calculated to

throw cold water in the face of the energetic man who gets

up in the morning, and it is safe to venture the assertion that

any man who deprecates early rising for the farmer is either

too luzy to work on the farm himself, or else he knows noth-

ing about the business.

The writer thinks the advice foolish and pernicious, and
adds:
The coming generation of American farmers have enough

"elevated"' ideas and enough aversion to work without being

told that they should avoid early rising. Who are the

farmers of thrift and enterprise? Who are the shiftless, care-

less, three-banded farmers ? Go through any wealthy farming
community and see who own the tine houses and the good
fences, and the large, well-stored barns. Ask them if they
surround themselves with comforts by lying abed in the
morning? Look at the farmer whose tools and machinery are
exposed to the weather, whose barn is old and rickety, whose
fences have to have a prop to hold them up. and ask him if

this was all brought about by his early rising? Where is tbe

man who has fat, sleek horses, with good harness and good
wagons? See if he doesn't get up in the morning. Watch
the man who has round, plump cows aud fine calveB and gets

more milk than his neighbors, and see if he keeps them
penned up in the morning until tbe sun is two hours high.

There are the chick .'.to be let on t at daylight;

there are the cows that milked and turned out to

graze before the sun has made the air hot; there are the

horses that have been standing in the baru with empty
mangers for several hours and want to be fed and have some
time to eat before they ;ire put in the harness.

Ingersoll says: "When you get up at 4 and work till dark,

what ib life worth?" The man whu gets up at 1 bas I

done when evening comes, and then he has gome time for

enjoyment. It's the man who lies abed in the morning that
goes poking around with a lantern after dark.
Any man cau only sleep so many hours. Let him sleep

those hours in the night, as fowls do, and get up in the
moruing as men should do. I have observed this thing a
little, and am beginning to believe that the man who is con-
tinually objecting to early rising is in some sense a sort of a
mean man.

The Old Driver's Last Ride.

IN. r. Herald.;

About the last of the old trainers and drivers of trotting

horses—John L. Rogers— was conveyed to his final resting
place yesterday. Fur many and many a year past he had
been a conspicuous figure among horsemen aud turfmen and
all who were connected with sporting matters.
"Kuow John Rogars !" exclaimed a well-known trainer at

the funeral yesterday; "why, who didn't know John? He
was as good a jockey as he was a trainer. Dan Mace (if he
was liviu'J and Hiram Howe could talk to you about him.
So couid Charley Dickernian, Dan Pfifer or Jack Phillips.
Oh, John in his prime used to be with all these. I've seen
him do fusl-iate things with trotting horses under saddle.
He was an Al whip, aud in those races always had the call.

Poor fellow : his own race is run now."
Rogars' funeral took place from his late home, No. 654 East

lb'2d street, at 1 p. m. It is a substantial two-story and base-
ment frame house, surrounded by a little plot of ground.
Here tbe trainer had lived for ten or fifteen years, having
bought the bouse. He was sixty-six years old at the time of

his death, and for some months had been ailing. For years
before his death he used to train trotters for gentlemen in this

city. Latterly, of course, he was unable to be in the saddle,

but still he was able to train.

Rogars died on Thursday last. For a time his mind wan-
dered, but just before his last hours he understood every-

thing going un around him.
A large number of persons, principally women, attended

the funeral yesterday. There were present several well-

known men connected with the deceased's occupation.
Shortly after noon an old gentleman with a clean-shaven
face, thin, silvery locks appearing under a white "billycock,"

and who wore a blue suit, was seen inquiring his way at

Courtlandt avenue. With feeble steps he passed the house
of death, and at the end of I62d street inquired of the Herald
reporter if "he knew a man named Rogars who was dead in.

162a street?"

The aged inquirer was Jacob W. E. Somerindyke, of a
Knickerbocker family, an old-time driver whose name is

known in every stable, public or private, throughout the city.

Mr. Somerindyke bears his seventy-eight years remarkably
well, and indeed looks almost twenty years younger than he
is. Foityormore years ago he was the first to drive the

stages from Harlem to High Bridge.
"How New York is changed since my time!" said the old

man, as he opened the garden gate leading to tbe house
where the dead lay. "Why I didn't know this place when I

came along this morning. Morrisania seems quite different

to what it used to be, and as for Harlem—well, that is the

most astonishing change of all. My father, like me, was born
in this city, and if he could see it now he'd wonder what
had become of the woods and hills and ponds of Manhattan
Island."
Mr. Somerindyke entered the chamber of death and gazed

for some minutes upon the face in the coffin he had known
so well. Then he came out aud sat down in the hallway.

"John used to work for me forty years ago," said the aged
driver, "and a better man I never had. He was the cleanest

and most careful young man I ever knew. He never came
into the house but he was always shaven and had his

best clothes on. He was a first-class hand at training young
colts, and I didn't know his equal in those days. How thin

poor John looks now! The sight of him brings back the

memory of my youuger days. Have I done anything in the

racing Hne? Ah! that I have. I was the very first to drive

in '28 to harness. It was reckoned splendid time in them
days

—
'48 or '49. That was Pelham, and he beat Lady Suffolk

and Jack Ross. Pelham won the first heat but it killed him.

for he was only a light horse."

Just then Gabe Chase drove up aud greeted Mr. Somerin-

dyke. Gabe, looking sad and solemn, rolled into the room to

look upon the white face of his old friend. Many a time had
he seen him on the road and flyiDg past his ancient hostelry.

Then came Mr. Quinn, the livery-stable keeper of 12oth

street, who was also well-acquainted with the famous trainer.

Next came the well-known trainer, John Murphy, who drove

up with his wife and family. Mr. Murphy's fifty years sat as

lightly upon him as though they were no more than thirty.

Lots of other "horsey" friends were there in tight trowsers

and cutaway coats.

The body lay in tbe front parlor. The casket was a hand-

some one of cloth, with silver handles, and on the foot and
head a plate with the inscription, "Rest in peace." A floral

horseshoe lay upon the coffin, and below it a wreath of white

roses and other flowers, the gift of Mrs. Murphy. A pillow

of roses was at the head of the coffin.

The Rev. John Rowe, of the Washington Avenue Centenary

Methodist Episcopal Church performed th<; burial service.

He made a long discourse upon death which seemed to

deeply impress his hearers. He referred to the virtues of the

deceased, and closed with a touching prayer.

The coffin was boroe to the hearse by John Murphy, John
Day and James and Alexander McDonough, all old friends

of Rogars. There were many coaches in attendance, and the

drivers of these, who, under ordinary funeral circumstances

are tbe most stolid of human beings, on this occasion mani-.

fested great interest and sought to obtain a view of the coffin

as it was carried to tin; hearse.

The crowd in the street had increased greatly, and hats

were respectfully doffed as the procession passed. The
remains were conveyed to Greenwood Cemetery, where they

arrived about 4 p. u.

Rogars leaves a widow aud one sou—tho boy being about

twelve or fourteen. He also leaves an adopted son about ten

years old. The old trainer was very lond of children. Tears

ago he lost all his own with the exception of the boy

referred to.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer says that Orrin Hickok

would have bought Oliver K. for Ed. Stokes of New York,

but that Prof. Tuurd slated the horse had all the symptoms

of navicular arthritis.

Fred Archer has ridden six winners of the St. Leger:

Silvio in 1S77. Jannette in 137S, Iroquois in 1881, Dutch

Oven in 1882, Melton in 1885 and Ormonde in 1836.

Eastern papers state that John Spellman h -.-

position of first jockey to Mr. Haggia's Staid*

confine his attention t'< his own horses.

Rosa WUkes, 2;18$, baa ioaled a biowa colt
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THE KENNEL
Dog owners are requested to Bend for publication the earliest possi-

bles, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their fcennels, in all Instances writing plainly names of sire ind dam
iwndparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr. Jas. Lawler's black retriever bitch Juno, (second prize

winner S. F. Bench Show, 1S83,) whelped, October 9, 1886,

eight—five dogs—to J. Homer Fritch's black retriever dog

Dan (first prize winner S. F. Bench Show ISSlj.

Sales.

California Kennel, Sacramento, Cal., have sold:

Tu William De Alotc, Stockton, Cal., blue belton Llewellin

setter bitch puppy Haroldine, whelped April 29, 1886, by

Harold (Gath—Gem)—Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice).

Mr. ViotorM. Haldeman, General Wayne P.O. Pa., hassold:

To Mr. E. F. Preston, San Francisco, a mastiff bitch

puppy bj Hero 3d—Nell.

Names Claimed.

California Kennels, Sacramento, Cal., changes name of

white, chestnut and tan Llewellin setter dog puppy, whelped

May ,24, 1SS6, by Sportsman (Gladstone—Sue)—Sweetheart
(Count Noble—Dashing Novice) from Strideaway to Sidney

Carton .

Chauges name of blue belton Llewellin setter bitch puppy,

whelped April 29, 1SS6, by Harold (Gath—Gem)—Janet
(Count Noble—Dashing Novice), from Henriette to Harol-
dine.

Doer Pound.

A large greyhound entered the business place of Mr.
Fiulay Boss, at 131S Market street, on last Wednesday night,

and is still there waiting for an o*?ner to appear.

At the studio of Mr. H. Boyd, No. IS Post street, is a very
fine picture of Mr. J. G. Edward's handsome English setter

Royal Duke II. It shows the dog very well.

Our esteemed correspondent "Waltonian" reappears this

week. His friends will be glad to learn that he is likely to

return next May. "

"Amicus" addresses "S. T." rather pungently, but the latter

wields a trenchant pen, and may be relied upon to protect

himself.

The clipper ship Burrowdale, soon due from Liverpool, has
on board a pair of retrievers—dog and bitch—for Mr. JameB
Lawler of this city. The dogs are of the curly-coated variety,

end will be well worth close examination. They are of good
breeding.

Mr, James E. Watson, Secretary of the Pacific Kennel Club,
left with us a few dtiys ago the plans and specifications under
which he has recently erected a terrier kenuel. Provision is

made for dryness, light, warmth and ventilation, and the
kennel is so arranged that any portion of it may readily be
reached to cleanse it. It seems to be a modification of that
recommended by "Stouehenge."

Colonel Taylor, and other fanciers of the large breeds, will

be pleased to know that Mr. E. F. Preston, of this city, has
secured a mastiff puppy of unexceptionable breeding. The
sire of Mr. Preston's puppy is a notable bench winner and is

of fashionable blood, being by Hero II—Madge; Hero II by
Salisbury—Venus; Madge by Sultan—Queen. Hero 3d,

although a young dog, weighs one hundred and seventy-five
pounds, and stands easily thirty-one aud a half inches at
shoulder. Mr. Preston's puppy reached this city on Friday
last in good condition. He has named it Queen, and is

jnstifiedly proud of his treasure. It is a very handsome
creature of great size, and four months old. It is probably
the first clear-bred mastiff brought to California.

The kennel editor of the Breeder and Sportsman will
attend all of the Eastern field trials during November and
December, leaving for those of Ihe Western Field Triul

ion on Nov. 1st. He will take pleasure in being of
to such subscribers of the paper as may desire

iuformattou abjut kennel matters.

From "Waltonian."

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—¥ou cannot say, and be
truthful, that I have of late pestered or tantalized you with
my handiwork in the form of correspondence. I can assure
you the respite has not been from choice on my part, but due
rather to the orders of my physician under whose direction I
have been compelled to refrain from exertion of any soit. I

teen almost like Jonah after undergoiug deglutition by
that mythical whale, shut out from the world and unable to
go romping around in search of stray items. Well, my good
Breedi wan, I was in beloved Frisco a few days
ago, in imagination, and must a3k to be excused for not giving
you a call in your cosy sanctum. If you forgive me and pre-
serve the equanimity usual to you, I will promise to give yon
some acribblings occasionally. Since addressing you last I

bad visits from many old Californians, Messrs. J. Nor-
man aud Wm. Davidson of the "White House," Mr. Hutchiu.
Bon and wife of San Francisco; Mr. W. Campbell wife and
daughter, pioneers of Grass Valley, and lust, though not
least, Mr. Andrew Foreman of type-foundry fume and wife.
You may safely wager a trade dollar thut chatterboxes were
at a premium on each occasion of meeting the dear old
friends. Wo left nothing unsaid about things in general and

bout the good people of the beautiful Golden
West. Take my word for it our tongues never rested. My
spirits have not been so buoyant for many months, as, under

i

hi
- association with those tu whom I am bound

my tics forged in tbe earlier years when we wero ull

d in founding a state on the Pacific Coast, I would fail

sribiug our meetings, bo yon and others must picture
them in imagination. Suffice it to say that wn made the old

ueltoriug place quake insomuch that the soot
to tumble down the chimney, rubbing tho sweeper of a

job.

About matters in tho way of sport. I had ulways believed
I had seen every kind of sport in which dogs are prominent
but not until the other day had I seon rat coursing adver-
ted. A rat coursing match was announced to take place in

lens, but two hundred yards from wlmre my
tarn i. Of course, your humble servant had to take

it in as a finishing touch tu a course in "dogolugy" of many
uars. So I paid theadmissioniee, sixpence, uud was ushered

into a motley crowd of broken-nosed shoulder-strikers with
their crazy dogs. We cannot at all times choose our company
when out sight-seeing. I took a back seat and was soon
satisfied with the sport. It is done like rabbit coursing, a

catch and kill win under a peculiar system of handicapping.
An astonishing feature of the performance was to see a bare-

armed fellow put his hand into a bag and bring out a rat by
the neck, seemingly without fear of being bitten. The rats

were very small, not half the size of the California Market
rats. The whole thing was a farce, and I am not anxious for

a repetition of the so-called sport.

Lovers of the leash are singing the Te Deum now, because
their days of pleasure are near at hand. Ireland has set the
ball in motion. The Mourne Park meeting, judging from
reports, was not quite up to the mark, bi-r.tuse of the
absence of many celebrities and the overabundance of very
young hares. The bulk of the purses in 'fiat meeting
remained in the land of bogs. Gosforth Pari; meeting the
first of the season in England, finished four days' sport on
September 24th. I am told the attendance waB pretty good,
and a fair show of saplings was made. Kangaroo, the winner
of the gold onp and one thousand pounds last year, did not
perform at the late meeting. He was looked upon by old

coursers as the fastest dog living, but he had to strike his

colors at the first time of asking at the Mourne Park meeting.
Time will tell whether he is a fraud or not.

I am sorry to note that a few staunch supporters of coursing
are -vithdrawing this season from the noble sport aud selling

out their kennels. Among them the Earl of Haddington, whose
luck has been invariably bad since the palmy days when his

Honeywood, Herera, Haidee and Hornpipe were sent from the
slips. The old veterans, Sir Thomas Brocklebank, Sir Robert
Jardine, Messrs. A. J. Alexander and T. D. Hornby are going
out of the fanoy. The former has been going from bad to

worse since he coursed his celebrated Brigade and the equally
famous Bacchante some years ago, although ne has managed
since to run up for the Waterloo Cup, to Princess Dagmar,
with Bishop. He keeps pegging away, hoping for a favorable
turn, and I hope he has reached bedrock in the matter of

adverse fortune, aud will soon be again in the front rank as
of yore. Sir Bobert Jardine is in the same boat since winning
the blue ribbon with Murial. Mr. Alexander has followed in
the wake of those preceding since his crack Alec. Holliday
won honor. It cannot be said that Mr. Hornby is quite so
unlucky as the rest, since he has had a pull at the money bag
occasionally, heavy enough to pay expenses and has had the
fun thrown in. Those named are the oldest coursers we have
that now follow the sport. They represent England, Ireland
and Scotland.

Observation of the influence of inclosed coursing compels me
to believe that it will not be many years before that style of

coursing will be in the hands of book-makers, betting men,
sharpers and blacklegs, and when that time comes good-bye to

honest sport. Those clubs which adhere to open coursing forbid
entrance of undesirable members, but here, at least, the clubs
which go in for Plumpton coursing are made up of people of

all classes, many of them of very questionable character.
They go into coursing as a speculation, and look first to the
gate money and profits and next to the sport. So long as
inclosed coursing is free from chicanery I shall indulge in it,

for I like it; but when it is degraded into a mere thieving
game, many who now uphold ic will cease to interest themselves
in its behalf, and will not be mealy-mouthed in denouncing
it I get my Breeder and Sportsman regularly, and read it

with high appreciation. I note that the long-tailB have put in
an appearance at Newark Park, and with all my heart wish
friend Dugao great success. I hope the sport and all dog
interests will grow every year, until Calilornians can justly

claim preeminence all through the world of sport as they now
can in racing. Waltonian.
Liverpool, Sept. 27, 18S6.

Reply to "S.T." on San Francisco Bench Show.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In the Fored and Stream
of September 23d, appears an article from a correspondent
in San Francisco, signing himself S. T., in which he
denounces in unmeasured terms the whole show from the
judge to the superintendent, and from the St. Bernards to the
pugs. He does it, he says, "with no unkind spirit, and with
malice towards none." We accept it in that light but cannot
help thinking that such a declainier is a good deal like

Hamlet's "no offense, no offense i' the world," while at the
same time he is harrowing the king's soul with the represen-
tation of his brother's murder. It is a disputed point whether
Hamlet was really mad, or only when the wind was "north-
north- west;" so, also, itmay be questioned whether S. T. is not
occasionally afflicted with the same malady in the form of a
canine craze when writing on the subject of dogs. The
kenuel editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, in his able
comments on S. T.'s article, admits his genius, but demurs to

many of his conclusions. Genius and crankiness are
generally allied. There is the mischievous crank, and the
harinl ss and amusing crank. Goldsmith, whose crankiness
arose from his intense egotism—and who dressed in a blue
coat with brass buttons—was called by Dr. Johnson "an
inspired idiot." Boswell, who wrote the best biography ever
writteo, was another of these amusing cranks. S. T., notwith-
standing he writes well onsome subjects, is a canine crank of

the first water. His kind of criticism is nothiug new; it has
been satirized years ago by one of our wittiest writers in the
form of a dialogue between a nobleman and a critic.

Lord—"How did Garrick speak the soliloquy last night?"
Critic—"Oh, out of all rule, my Lord. He neither suited

th« action to the word, nor the word to the action, aud
between the verb and the nominative case, which your lordship
knows should govern the verb, he suspended his voice for

seven seconds and three-fifths by my stop watch, my Lord."
Lord— "But did you closely observe? Was there not some

expression of eye or foature, something that denoted tho
emotions passing in the actor's miud?"

Critic— "I merely looked at the stop-watch, my Lord."
Lord— "Admirable critic!"

S. T. iw like lago, "nothing if not Olitioal," but after

reading his stop-watch criticism carefully through, I feel

compelled to say, "Admirable critic!"

We have another S.T. in the popular comedy of "Used
Up," where tho principal character bus traveled and seon so
much tbat he is oompfelely bla*e and can see u<> tiling in any-
thing. To cap tfio eliinax of his absurdities ho had done
Vesuvius—looked into the crater—no tiling in it! Good sound
criticism is always interesting and instructive, but it should
be based upon superior knowledge of the m (fleet criticised, or
it fails of its object. I loo': upon S. T.'s whole article as
written when thewind was "i lorih- north- wcisl," a ml not worthy
of an answer in detail, as what was written in unreason cannot
be answered with reason, but will merely say gouerally, that
the sporting dogs in the late show wore, nearly all of them
descendants of the best dogs in the East, and nearly related
tu the present prize-winners at the best show under differen

judges. If the setters, as S. T. says, do not show charade*

and style, neither do the best dogs that have been imported
from Mr. Llewellin's kennel, for we are familiar with them all
from photographs or drawings. S. T. admits that he merely
examined some of them in their keunels, and yet speaks of
their want of stylo. If he knew anything about hunting a doe
in the field, he would know that "style" refers to a dog's
action and carriage. Of the non-sporting classes, in some
instances, S. T. may be right, with the exception of bull-
terriers. The much be-praised Kitty, belonging to Colonel
Stuart Taylor, which was on exhibition for a short time, was
pretty to look at, but all the bull-terrier quality appeared to
be washed out of her to obtain color—pure white—and she
looked only fit for a glass case. I thought if she should come
across a good-sized rat it would be nip aud tuck which
whipped. Breeding for color only will soon ruin any class of
dogs. S. T. had one lucid interval when he preferred the
liver to the lemon color in pointers, aud his comparison of the
lemon color to tbe faded calico frock of a freckle-faced chamber-
maid is, like Polonius' "mobled queen" — good. S. T.
appears to be terribly exercised because "Vox Populi,"who
criticised him some time ago, will not come out of his shell
and figure in hi3 true name. He addresses him in the heroic
strain after the manner of Bombastes Furiso

—

"Whoever dares tlieee boots displace.
Shall meet BombasteB face to face."

He says : "Come out from thy shell, oh! Vox Populi, and
flaunt thy true flag 'are thou darest.'" It is not clear how
any one writing under the initials of S. T. has the right to
request ' 'Vox Populi" to ooine out of his shell. S. T. censures
the superintendent for instructing Mr. Davidson respecting
the judging at the show. I am informed by that gentleman
that he gave him no instructions—exchanged but a few words
with him previous to the judging—and carefully avoided any
reference to the dogs or. exhibition, but that Mr. Lewis, the
Chairman of the Executive Committee, advised him to be
somewi..t liberal in his awards, as the people of this Coast
were not familiar with bench shows. I think Mr. Lewis was
right. l

Jeople cannot be educated up to the standard by one
bench B low, and the difficulty was to induce them to exhibit
their dogs at all. Should we have bench shows more fre-
quently hey will soon learn the style of dogs that will obtain
recognition on the bench.

S. T. eoncluded by saying "We are forming a new club and
it is a horse to a hairpin that no superintendent of its bench
show will be allowed to run the thing that way." I hope to
see the new club get up a bench show, aud have no doubt
that it would be well supported, but if S.T. is going to install
his dudish ideas into the judge, it will not be mnch better
nor more satisfactory to the exhibitors than was the judging
at the last show. I suggest that the next time S. T. criticises
a bench show he engage some fair amanuensis to furnish
him with a chestnut bell, with instructions to sound the gong
whenever he uses his unmeaning aud stereotyped phrases
"lack of quality," "lack of character, style, "etc. S.T. appeared
again last week in reply to the Kennel*Editor of the Breeder
and Spoilsman to reiterate everything he stated in his first
article, and signs himself "Thine nicdesly." That reminds
me of the Frenchman who complimented a lady on her sing-
ing with "Madame, I wish I had your assurance "

Oct. 19, 1886. Amicus.

A Pacific Kennel Stud Book.

Mr. H. T. Payne, Vice-President of the PaciBc Kennel
Club, in Mb newspaper the Los Angeles Tribune, discusses
the stud book project of the club in this wise:

"The flattering success attending the organization of the
Pacific Kennel Club cannot help but be looked upon as an
earnest of its future prosperity by all persons interested in
the development of man's most faithful friend. The new club
has a field open before it worthy of its most earnest thought
and faithful labor. And from the composition of its member-
ship and most excellent selection of its hoard of directors it
goes without saying that its management will be fearless
discreet and comprehensive—its forthcoming bench shows
conducted with iairuess, intelligence and liberality, while
animals intrusted to its care will be safe from the contagions
arising from carelessness or the dastardly acts of vicious
attendants.
"In the publication of its register too much thought cannot

be given to the formulation of the rules governing its entries
so as to effectually guard against fraud and misrepresentation,
as well as confusion in pedigrees caused by the duplication of
names. We trust that the board will profit by the mistakes
made by other publishers, aud make the Pacific Kennel
Register the model stud book.
"While we have the most implicit confidence in the board of

directors in this, as well as all other branches of the affairs of
the club, we would like to make a few suggestions if they will
pardon us for the intrusion on their domain.
"First—We should require undoubted proof of the correct-

ness of all entries.

"Second—We should, under no circumstances, allow two or
more dogs of the same breed to he registered under the same
name without the addition of some prefix or suffix plainly
distinguishable. We speak of this, because of the confusion
caused by the duplications in both the Euglish and American
registers. The difference in the numbers not being sufficient
to prevent even the best posted from getting the dogs mixed

"As an example, it took us half a day of hard talking and
searching over of pedigrees to convince one of the best-posted
dog men in the State that Dash II and Dash II (E. K C S
B.) wero not one aud the same d- g. Of course, it" wo had had
the English Kenuel Club Stud Book at baud, so as to have
fouud tho two entries in full reading, us they do, 1341 Dish II
by Sting out of Corn II, aud the other, 5,039J Dash II by
Blue Prince out of Old Kate, tho matter would have been
very plain and the subject of the dog's breeding easily settled.
"Third—Would it not be of great importance to dog-owners

on the Pacific I loast to commence the registerwitk the names
and pedigrees of all the prominent sires aud dams of American
dogs and especially those of dogs owned on this Coast. We
admit that these names might run into several hundreds and
cause a considerable outlay of money, but would not the *

subsonbera to the register be more than willing to pay for
the additional labor in order to have in their possession so
valuable a work as this would make it? It would thou be
almost a full library of dog- lore, and he who commenced with
the Bret number and continued his subscription would havo
In his posaosSBion all the data regarding the ancestry and
breeding of all dogs ou the Coast, as each successive entry
would lead back to those already entered in tho register.

* 'There is also another point to ho considered in tho matter
of cost. Would not (he onoe entering of prominent sires and
dams in subsequent entries a great deal of composition
whioh could be saved by simply referring to tho registered
numbers ot these sires and dams'.

"As an illustration, suppose in the course of a year or two
thero should bo registered u dozen or mure young dogs Bired
by Gladstone. Then if Gladstone was already registered all
that would be necessary to give a full pedigree of the puppy
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would be to make the entry, for example, Brimstone, sire

Gladstone (1001), instead of the repetitioo, sire Gladstone by
Dan, oatof Petrel by Prince, out of Lill II, Dan by Duke, out
of Rhoebe, etc. Therefore, we believe that in the long run it

would be the cheaper for the club, as well as the most con-
venient for its patrons, to commence the register with a good
list of all the prominent sires and dams of all breeds, even if

they should be found to run into several hundreds."
[We had not supposed that the Pacific Keuuel Club contem-

plated the establisuuient of a stud book to include more than
the dogs owned within the territory covered by its member-
ship. It is a constant source of vexation that there is no
generally patronized kennel stud book in America. Bat a
small fraction of the dogs bred are recorded at all, and such
records as are made are divided between two or three oubliea-

tions. The American Kennel Stud Book, published" by Dr.
Rowe, presents the names and breeding of a few ;.uinials.

The American Kennel Register published by the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company gives reliable data about a few
more. But there is need of a carefully edited publication

which shall have very general support, and which shall give

clearly all facts necessary to the tracing of the pedigrees of all

dogs of any worth. The advisability of consolidating the

interests of the various kennel registers is now under discus-

sion in Kennel and Gun, Forest and Stream, Turf, Field and
Farm and other papers, but it seems likely that the talk will

end without satisfactory results. It is absurd to urge the

publication by the Pacific Kennel Club of auything more than
ajpurely local register, and even though that be ^one the

entries published should be made part of some general regis-

ter. A very few pages would contain the names of the dogs

now owned on the Pacific Coast, and the cost of printing

them would be slight. Members of the club would be fur-

nished with them and they would afford a che-il. on the

fanciful pedigrees constantly being given for dogs of catch

breeding. To us it appears that the club might wen request

all owners to forward proper particulars about their animals

to the secretary to be copied into a proper reg ter and
preserved though not published. If this was done it would
be easy to trace all local dogs. Mr. Payne's suggestion about
refusing to record dogs under names which had ali^dy been
placed in the register is an excellent one. It has !;een ihe

practice, except with the American Kennel Registe:, to pub-
lish entries as they were sent in, merely correcting mistakes

in pedigrees. Thus, some names are repeated several timea,

and the novice in pedigree-searching is confused and the

door opened to errors. We are informed that the Secretary

of the Pacific Kennel Club will soon be prepared to furnish

proper entry blanks, and we hope every dog owner will be at

the slight trouble involved in filling them out accurately and
returning them to the club to be made part of its records.

—

Ed.]

In relation to this matter the editor oiKenntland Gun says,

"Our equine contemporary has declared for an official kennel

stud book. Bravo, brother, give us your hand. We forgive

everything now. Together we will labor in this just cause,

and together let us succeed. If we don't.let us start kennel

stud books of our own, and get all the boodle we can. Breeders

and owners of dogs will get mixed, perhaps, but that is nothing.

Somebody will get the boodle. Breeders will have quite a

selection* of registers which is perhaps a good thing. They
will then be able to choose between the A merican Field Kennel
Stud Book, the Kennel and Gun Kennel Stud Book, Canadian

Kennel Monthly's Kennel Stud Book, the Western Sportman's

Kennel Stud Book, the Beeeder and Sportsman's Kennel
Stud Book, the Turf, Field and Farm's Kennel Stud Book,

&c, &c, &c.
The only trouble would be that with so many competitors

in the field prices might be "cut" below a living figure and we
would not be surprised to see one or more of our con-

temporaries being obliged to register dogs free and throw in

a chromo to each of their patrons.

inform me what dots determine if! I had in my barbaric Btatement, if brae, like the traditional "flowers lint bloom In tlio

ignorance supposed that the Stouehenge and other standards spring".''nave nothing to do with toe case. Che final

were adoptedTin order to have a fixed role a* t.. what Irion" of
favorof ti.eCheub.Who.Clnb was revived with coeers and ,]

&. Critiqve of Mr. Leavesley.

applause, the decision beingespei I

the 1 titer Btyle of decidi I

i ign« a half»centnryago,
where the players not only perspired profusely, and txequentl]
sun-hurm-.l, but I a linger or

I

shin in the rough, brutal method of deciding the Superiority of rival

cluba at thai period. Jones, the captain of the Cheni- W]
openly sneered at by the Dellf-Railte because be did not know I

for a base-ball bai 01 i which be tumbled when descending with hi«

victorious nine from the platform
: bai thi knowledge is not at all

riseful or necessary at the present b seen that thecrli
was unjust and moat unsportsmanlike. We understand that ihe
DcJlf-Railts have disbanded, and th:<t

determined to never vimit another clufc which persists in actually
playing ball, but has amended the constitution so that in future all

members shall be held strictly to the modem and more refined game,
of which the Chenb-Whos are the exponents ani invincible
champions.

Co operative Breeding.

a looking dog of a certain strain would be the bant in the
field, and tu the dog which looked us if be wonld be a good
dog or the t»est dog in the field wonld be awarded the prize,

the judges being required to u*e their eyes considerably. I

thonght that perfection in "anatomical structure, m
development, symmetry and quality" made u dog gooi

ing, but it seems not. Mr. Lyavesley's igooiance of the full

force of the English language may have caused him to make
this error, but it could hardly justify him io his palpable and
unfair effort to distort my language in the next paragraph
where he tried to make me say that field trials are no test of a
dog's field qualities, although I have repeatedly said in the
American Field that, while field trials are not a perfect test,

they are the best we have in use at present; surely Mr.
Leavesley knows a thing may be good without being perfect.

Such unfairness in controversy as this is to be expected in
police courts and ward caucuses, but not where sportsmen
try to arrive at the truth and to advance and ennoble field i AH I conceive necessary to establish a breeding kennel is

sports by discussions in our great journal; but Mr. Leaves- that half a dozen ora dozen dog-loving people agree each to

ley's next remark is so wildly absurd that I can excuse the keep one or more dogs of a kind or kinds to be agreed upon
foregoing. Kead it and consider well the utter blindness of for breeding purposes, the mating of them to be a qn
one who will assert that, because an anatomical judge has for friendly consultation and not regulated by any hard-and-
judged some dozen or two dogs in the presence of a pi'aetical fast rules of a committee of direction; for the object to be
sportsman at a bench show held in a badly constructed and ' attained having been clearly defined and agreed upon, the
poorly lighted hall, the effect will be so overpowering that the I only question left would be the best means of attaining it,

practical sportsman will, without more ado, go home and shoot ' and in the consideration of these means I think it is not
half his dogs. I suppose if he had only one he would shoot unreasonable to expect that a multitude of counsellors would
off the part that did not, in anatomy, come up to " the bench- bring wisdom. There would, of course, be no kennelsin corn-

show standard," and the remainder he would preserve as"a:mon, but there would be no stud fees, and the selected

type.'
1 The show was held the last week of July. Mr. progeny for further breeding would be kept among this

Leavesley wrote his article, I suppose, early in September,
j

association of breeders in aid of the general pnrp ...

and yet he states in that brief time such has been the force of
|
other pups being disposed of at the will of the actual breeder.

the aforesaid anatomical judging that many dogs heretofore
}

Co-operation is a necessity in experimental breeding,
held as of no account are now prominent for tbeir excellent

1 except to the few who, by their wealth, can carryout theories

Mr. E. Leavesley recently ventured into a discussion about

the usefulness of dog shows, which has been running in the

American Field for some weeks. The result was to draw

down upon his venerable head one of the keenest bits of kennel

writing that has appeared for many months. The author,

"Jacob Staff' is not unknown to readers of sportsmen's

papers, bat has never been credited with especial acuteness

in controversy. The article reprinted this week stamps him
as a foeman worthy of respect. It remains to be seen how
Mr. Leavesley will* parry the cimitar cuts of "Jacob Staff."

The latter writes:

I wonld respectfully ask my brother sportsmen to read witb

care the production of Mr. E. Leavesley, appearing in the

American Field of September 18th, for in it they will find the

very doctrine I have been so strenuously combating. I

believe it is not necessary to discuss it, but, upon its own
merits to let the case here go to the jury before which it

is being tried—the practical sportsmen; but I cannot resist

making a few remarks. After reading Mr. Leavesley's article

carefully and with due consideration, and also the account of

the bench show he alludes to, please say if there is a line,

word, or syllable in it which shows that the writer has the

remotest idea what a bird dog exists for, and how its good

qualities should be ascertained and decided? He starts out

with the proposition that certain bench-show judges who have

studied the anatomy of dogs should be the ones to decide

upon their good qualities, although one of those he mentions

has in all probability never shot a bird on the wing over a

bird dog in his life. If Mr. Leavesley is correct, why not call

in A. H. Baker, or some other celebrated veterinary surgeon,

and have him decide all our dog contests? Such men have

studied the most closely, and are the highest authorities upon

dog anatomy. The end and object of the existence of bird

dogs are to assist practical sportsmen in shooting game birds

in the field, and it would seem to an ordinary mortal that the

proper method to ascertain the good qualities of our bird dogs

would be to have such sportsmen judge them in contests had

in the field as nearly like the ordinary sports as possible.

But no, this is not to be thought of; the dog's anatomy and

the bench show must be the test, and when we, w,ao have

followed our dogs in the field and never sought the crowded

cities to participate in these high anatomical tribunals, do

happen to be present at one, we will, so says Mr. Leavesley,

upon seeing an anatomical judge display his auatomical

knowledge, depart wiser but not better men. Yea verily!

In this I can agree with Mr. Leavesley. From what I have

read in sportsmen's papers, and from what I have been told

by some of those who have been there, the true sportsman

frequently leaves the bench show wiser but not better.

The apple of knowledge has always been attractive, but it

is notorious that in the first great instance the world wns not

the better for its having been tasted. The show he] I in Sau

Francisco not mauy years ago doubtless caused this remark

to slip unintentionally from the writer, who further states

that the award of premiums at bench shows is not, as I claim,

determined by the good looks of the dogs. Will be please

qualities. May I ask if there has been any work in the field

to assist in this wonderful revolution, or has the ipse dixit of

one man made on an anatomical basis accomplished the whole
thing? Have the sportsmen of California all, like Mr. Leaves-
ley, so little practical knowledge and so little stability in their

opinions that Ihey will, upon such authority as this, abandon
their old hunting companions which they have found to be
good in the field and take np those which, in tbe opinion of

one man, are anatomically superior? I was staggered by this

for a moment and thought of sending my half dozen or more
dogs to Mr. Davidson with a request that he spend a half

hour examining them, select those which were good, if I have
any such, from the bad and thereby put me forward many
years in my efforts to breed and develop bird dogs. I

mention Mr. Davidson because he seems to have utterly cap- I

tured and enthused Mr. Leavesley, but as Cinna entertains a
different opinion, and doubtless kuows as much about dogs
and the judges thereof as does Mr. Leavesley. I concluded to

continue on in my benighted course. But, jesting aside, I

am confident that Mr. Davidson is hardly grateful for any
such extravagant adulation as has been bestowed upon him by
Mr. Leavesley. Mr. Leavesley closes his article with about a
quarter of a column of bench-show platitudes in which we
rind the usual amount relating to the set of the tails, the color

of the eyes, the width of the heads, shape of the feet, etc., etc.,

showing that he is a bench-show man only, and that of the

yard-stick type. If he were, instead of this, to assist Messrs.
Basslord and others in their efforts to develop the bird dogs
of the Pacific Slope by field trial tests, he would produce
something doubtless of much more interest to practical

sportsmen than he has done in the present instance.

After reading Mr. Leavesley's article and indulging at a

late hour last night in too liberal a repast of hard-boiled eggs,

I went to sleep, but not to repose, for in my sleep strange

dreams did come. It appeared to me that I had leaped for-

ward a half-century in time, and was a resident citizen of our
great Republic in the high state of civilization which it is

certain to reach in the next fifty years. It seemed that I still

preserved my old taste for field sports and athletic games. I

sat in the reading-room of some well-conducted club, and I saw
the American Field which, still "in the lead on all matters of

interest to sportsmen," had considerably enlarged its base-ball

department, and therein I read the report of a great game of

base-ball in our national capital Columbia, in the State of

Dakota. After reading it I awoke, troubled in spirit, but wi'h

three things firmly fixed in my mind, the first being that I

had written enough on the subject of bench shows to last the

readers of the American Field for quite awhile; the second

being the fact that human science and progress would event-

ually reach that point where all canine matters could and
would be accurately, fully and finally settled by professional

bench-show judges; the third was the aforesaid report from
your staff correspondent, which yon will find below exactly as

I read it in the spectral copy of the American Field in that

visionary club room. (If you do not believe this dream 1 can

show you the shells of the hard-boiled eggs I ate for supper,

and for further evidence refer yon to Mr. Leavesley's article):

{By Our Staff Reporter.)
Columbia, Dakota, April l, 193G

A. moat entertaining treat was in store for those who witnessed the

grand base-hall match at Muh-gub Park to-day between tbe Chenb-
Whos and the Dielf-Railt nines to decide the championship of the

world. The day was lovely. The gentle heat of the afternoon sun was
tempered by a soft breeze. The champion pennant, with its gold and
purple, glittered aloft above the platform where tbe stalwart players

were arranged for their final and decisive struggle. Everyman wis
looking bis best, and as their grooms and spongers threw off the

drapery which hid the matchless forma from the public gaze, a shout >f

admiration arose from the assembled multitude. Time was called

promptly, and in breathless silence tbe vast andienre gazed upon
Doctor MyoL-.na as he proceeded to pass judgment He examine',

plaver after player carefully and with evident fairness. Ail eyes werp
riveted upon the bulletin board showing the standing awarded the

various players, and the decisions were, as a general rule, received

with much good humor and evident approval on the part of the- crowd;
but when Dr. .lyotuia decided that Johnson, short-stop for th Dlelf-

Railt Club, would make two muff* in the fifth inning, owing to his

having a freckle on his left eyelid, a roar of disapproval went up
from tbe backers of that club, they asserting wilh much earnestness

that in actual play Johnson had not made a muff during woven years.

Tbe police soon restored quiet, and the game proceeded amid' Intense,

but suppress' d excitement. We think that to the enlightened b

player the Mi-dnessof the above decision will be apparent without
explanation or comment; we cannot too strongly condemn tbe old-fogy

idea of bring! < up i
record made while Indulging In the vulgar habit

of actually playing bane-! i
decisions of our great exhibi-

tion umpires who have devoted their lives to studying, in tbe "

room, huuiuu anatomy, physical structure, and muscular devi
I

Some dissatisfaction was shown by 1 lie friends of the Cheab-Wbos
Club when Vr. .Mvot.ni decided that in the middle of thn ninth Inning

Smith, pitcher for tbe Chenb-Whos Club, on account of having -

of breeding on a large scale. Iu the case of the resusoitation

of the Irish wolf-hound, Captain G. A. Graham, working at

first iu friendly conjunction with General Gamier, was, by
circumstances, compelled to carry on the work alone for many
years, and partially succeeded in his object. If he had had
a dozen earnest coadjutors the object would have been long
ago attained.

I am aware I may be and will be called a theorist and a

visionary, and so be it. I am content to believe that there

are men who keep and breed dogs for love of the dog, and
who take a fancier's and scientific interest iu breeding, and
who can carry on the work without the incentive of gain, or

the honors of the show ring; and, if I am right in my con-

jectures, I hope that such of your readers as entertain similar

views to mine will express them in your columns, or if diffi-

dent about rushing into print, will communicate with me
privately through you, if I maybe so bold as to anticipate

this courtesy from you.
There is no opposition in what I propose to any established

institution whatever. On the contrary, such experimental

breeding as I suggest would eventually prove a valuable

source of increase to the diversity and tbe interest and valne

of existing clubs and shows.

—

Glympicu

Pacific Coast Coursing Club.

The fall meeting of the club began at Merced on Wednesday
last and was continued through Thursday. The weather
was suitable, hares plenty and in good, clean condition. The
fun began with an AU-Age Stake for thirty-two dogs, after

which a Puppy Stake and a Consolation Stare were brought
off. The attendance was very small because of the fact that

many members of the club are more or less interested in

politics, but enough went down to Merced to make the meet-

ing enjoyable. The visitors were well entertained by the

hospitable Fahey, Hall, Baker, Mercedite and others of

Merced. Tom Hall ran old Muldoon through the Consola-

tion Stake into first money. The old dog runs a good hound
yet, and may prove a dangerous competitor at the meetiug of

the California CoursiDg Club next month. In the AU-Age
Stake the winner was T. Brady's Menlo Chief, runner-up T.

J. Croniu's Thoruhill; two placed dogs, M. Mercedite's Kitty

from Cork and T. Brady's Oceanic. In the Puppy Stake, W.
Fahey's Tuolumne Belle won first; M. McDonald's Marshal
Isey, runner-op. The Consolation Stake was won by T. Hall's

Muldoon; J. Shea's Hercules, runner-up. A scratch for

S-iO between Mark Devlin's Elvira and John Eagau's Maid of

Erin was won by the former.

Pacific Kennel Club.

A meeting of the Executive Committee will be held on
Tuesday, October 26tb, at the rooms of Dr. C. G. Toland,

No. 7 Montgomery Avenue, beginning at 8 p. m.
Jab. E. Watson.

Eintracht Wrestliner-

On last Thursday evening, after the regular class exei

the Eintracht Athletic Club, the wrestling canvas was laid aud
a very pretty boutat Graeco-Romau style indulged in.

friendly there was yet a spirit of rivalry arising from i

that the young gentlemen are employed iu different mai Lets,

Mr. Huny Pntchard in tbe California, and Mr. Will

in the Clay street. The bont was best two falls in th;

was stubbornly contested. When time was called by tho

referee, Mr. Dewitt Davis, Mr. Prilchard appeared in the

better form; his opponent, while stoutly built, showed plenti-

ful lack of training. Neither man kept his head loug, and
the first bont grew tame, lasting Ihrouuh an hour, when Mr.
Keyser flattened his man out. The second was won by Mr.
rriichard in one minute and a half, the third and match,

by Mr. Keyser in twelve miuutes. Mr. Keyser has the form

i 1 a wrestler and could be inadeag".>d mnn. Bothgenth men
made tho mistake of wasting strength in trying Iheimi'

J bey both attempted throat-latchee, imperfect Nelson's, and a

b t of other devices which have Sen pm, ifn! by

TibbatU, Uugerman, Kolb, Davis, and other experts at tho

^tme. Mr. Prilchard is a pupil of Mr. Uugerman, ai i

lair wrestler in practice. The entertainment was

enjoyed by the hundred or more gu

The Olympic Club might well introflnce something like the

Roman noael would have a base givpn to Brown of the Dellf-Railt Club sv stem of teaching followed at the Eiutracht. Subordination

i discipline are usofnl in themselves, and they go far to

keep up interest in athletics. If a sense of obligation to

exercise co upon, tho Olympic members a

in that club a very large nm
superb athletes. The materi

bio to spat the members up to work.

on called balls. Some think that this decision was of doubtful

neBB. but when wo consider tbe great ability of the umpire and bis

profound an tomlcal knowledge, we should at once defer to I

ment, especially as we baveslnco tearm I Bo Fl

admirer ol - ' ll olnc
iood and plvon them a thorough,

I

: aucatloQ u base-b ilUsta, l i

shot five of his sons dead, having learned fro id eel Ions of Dr.

Myotana that ihey could never play ou

This inataiiL'L' of Roman fortitude Is to be highly commended, aud

should not be disparaged by tbe Idle statement Hint th*- Immolated]

bohs were i ii M itly superior to tho survivors, whb^
The trotting stallion, Ulnck Stranger, im

by J. W. Nesmith, died on the 10th iust.
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ROD.
The "Tod" Carryin? Rinss-

Editor Breeder and Si-ortsmaxi-Id your lssne of tbe 4tu

of September I observe an article, apparently editorial giving

mv paper in extenso on 'Landing a Trout in Mid-Stream

Made Easy." I am really very pleased to have been of service

to mv trans-Atlantic frieods, and to yon, sir. I observe that

yon advise a short handle . Now, sir, I am quite sure when

yon have had years instead of hours of practice yon will see

the follv of this. No doubt it is easier to carry, and particu-

larly in" "brushy trails," but this, after all. is a matter of expe-

rience. You can, in some cases, carry your net in the two

lower rings or even in a fourth ring to allow you to carry the

net horizontally for snch places, but it is apt to drop out, net

ring foremost, and so I constructed it so as to carry on a

slope In fishiug a broad sheet of water wheTe you are wad-

in" often in midstream, it is of the utmost importance not to

ha°ve too short a landing net handle, for you can reach a troot

some distance off and never have to take the handle ont

of the ring C. In my own hands it works like a piece of clock

work audi have used it for years with great advantage to

myself. I myself have a family connection with America and

a strong affection for its people, and if in auy way I can be

of anv service to von, sir, or any of my American cousins, by

giving them the benefit of any fishing kuowledge which I may

possess, I shall be truly delighted. Do strive to master the

use of my rings with a handle like mine, which is the butt of

an old trout rod, 39 to 40 inches long. I have added to this

a flattened spike of five and a quarter inches to enable rae to

use the landing net in crossing a rapid, swollen river, or in

wading amongst slippery rocks or round stones. It is on such

occasions alone that I take the lauding net out of the carry-

ing ring when in use and when I am wading.

Tours sincerely,

Brighton-, Eng. E. M. Tod.

[It was with great pleasure tbat we received Mr Tod's fish-

erinanly and very interesting letter, and we accept without

reserve his offer to give our readers bits of an experience of

many years in angling. As to the length of handle suitable

for use with his rings, we cannot but think the conditions

under which the best trout-fishing is done here are quite differ-

ent to those under which Mr. Tod and other accomplished

anglers of Great Britain rind snch sport. Since writing of

using the rings v. e have had another basket fitted with them,

more uearlv. we imagine, as Mr. Tod would desire, and have

nsed it continuously for several days with the utmost satis-

faction, and not a few grateful acknowledgements of the kind-

ness of the inventor iu making known so simple and so good

a device for accomplishing easily that most burdensome task

usually—carrying the lauding net. The fishing was done on

one of the best rivers in the State, unusually open and free

from brush, and in most parts wadeable. But even on that

river it was not infrequently necessary to take the bank for

a distance when thick brush made carrying anything incon-

venient, and unless great care was used the net and handle

persisted in fastening into the tangled mass even with the

thir!v-inch handle in use. But despite that drawback, which

is easily overcome by removing the net and carrying it in the

hand temporarily, we feel a personal debt to Mr. Tod, and

can give no more useful hint to those who fish for trout of

size enough to make a net desirable than to suggest the wisdom

of having rings sewn on their baskets as shown in a cut

printed in this paper on September 4th. We hope to receive

further communications from Mr. Tod.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Ford. Bassford, one of the Bassford brothers, who is

interested in seal and otter hunting along the Alaskan coast,

returned a few days since full of yarns about the wonderful

fishing to he had in that country. Trout of all sizes and
salmon in measmeless numbers are in all streams. In one

afternoon his ship's crew, in a creek on Synac Island killed

three hundred and forty silver salmon ranging from eight to

twenty pounds in weight, which were salted for future use.

Halibut, cod and other fish swarm in the sea, while the rivers

offer, perhaps, the rarest sport with the rod to be had in the

world. Mr. Bassford has promised us an account of his

adventures, which, we are sure will interest all readers.

Mr. A. A. Rice, a very affable and interesting representative

of the firm of Wm. Mills & Son, New York, spent last week
in San Francisco in behalf of his bouse, and made many
friends both for himself and the superior fishing tackle in

which he deals.

ATHLETICS,

Messrs. John P. Lovell's Sons, of Boston, send this week a

copy of the manual on sparring of which an advertisement
appears elsewhere. It is well written and covers the whole
art. Its instructions are almost identical with those offered

by Professor Watson at the Olympic Club, and the book can

be used to advantage by his pupils. Od6 little difference

that we note is that the manual recommends making the left

hand lead at the head by "bringing the glove back to the

shoulder," instead of leading from guard as Professor Watson's
pupils are taught to do.

Olympic Social.

On last evening a social was given at the Olympic Club
rooms for members and ladies only. It was the Hrst under
the new directorate, and it may be said that the good sense
shown by the new officers in all their other attempts to arouse
interest in the clob characterized their management of the
social. A few events in gymnastics, boxing and fencing were
brought off, and the remainder of the evening given up to

BOcial pleasure.

Albion Open-Air Meeting.

At the Oakland Trotting Park on Sunday several mem-
bera of the Albion Atbletic Club took part in a portion of

the series of twelve events intended to prove who the best
five all-round athletes in the club are. The first event was a
100-yard run, which was won by W. J. Kenealey in 10$
seconds, R. Lnttringer second, Morgan third, G. W. Hupers
fourth and A. W. Brown fifth. Only five competed.
The second event was a 220 yard run. Kenealey won

easily in 24 seconds, T. Sixsmith second, Morgan third,

Hupers fourth and R. H. Holroyd fifth. Only five contested
in this race also.

The last event of the day was a one-mile walk, which
proved exciting. P. N. Gafney cut out the pace and was
closely followed by W. J. Kenealey, Hupers being about fifty

yards in the rear. When the first hulf-mile was finished

Gafney and Kenealey were walking side by side, and were
evidently taking their time. HuperB made several attempts

to catch up with the leaders, but without success. Gafney,

who was entirely out of condition, spurted when about 200

varda from the Upe and won easily in 8 minutes 7 seconds,

Kenealey being a close second, Hupers, Sixsmith andHolroyd

coming in as named.
Next Sunday at the same place the following events will be

decided: Ruuuing long jump, running high jump and half

mile run. The following points are given for each event:

Winuer 10, second 7, third 5, fourth 3. fifth 1. Fine medals

will be awarded the five men scoring the highest number of

points. The medals are one gold, two silver and two bronze.

The score now stands: W. J. Kenealey 27 points, G. W.

Hupers 11, P. N. G.ifuey 10, Morgau 10, T. Sixsmith 10, R.

Luttringer 7, R. H. Holroyd 2 and A. W. Brown.

Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association.

A meeting of the Exeutive Committee of the Pacific Coast

Amateur Athletic Association was held Tuesday evening

at the Olympic Club, W. C. Brown occupying the chair. A
resolution was passed to the effect that no athlete who was

not a member of one of the associate clubs previous to the

date of this meeting should be entitled to the privilege of

compedngatthe cha'mpionshipgames. It wasdecided to hold

the annual championship meeting on Thanksgiving Day next,

November 25th, and the following programme was arranged:

100-yards' run, 220 yards' run, half-mile run, one-mile run,

three-mile walk, runoing long jump, runnicg high jump,
putting 16-pound shot. Entries will be received by the secre-

taries of the different associate clubs.

Los Angeles Athletic Club.

One of the most important associations of that city is the

Los Angeles Athletic Club, composed of the very cream of the

youug men of the city. The club has spacious quarters in

Downey Block, comprising a large gymnasium, well filled

with all modern appliances, a ladies' reception room, reading

room, card-room, billiard-room, store-room, bath-room, etc.

The club has now an active membership of about 250,

and is in a very prosperous condition. Many new improve-

ments have been lately made and many more are con-

templated to take place in the near future.

THE GUK
Mr. Payne J. Shaffer writes from Olema that bears are

uncommonly plenty this year on his Taumlpais rancho, and
very fat, from feeding on the huckleberries which are
abundant in all the canyons, Why does not Mr. Shafter
invite Colonel Beaver, J. E. Watson, Homer Fritch and others
of the bear-killing brotherhood up for a raid on the beasts?
Mr. Shafter adds that he has received from Mr. Kaeding a

handsome setter~tlitch puppy by Regent—Fannie. If it is

equal in natural qualities to others of the same breeding.it is

well worth careful training.

Mr. E. T. Allen has on exhibition at 416 Market street, a
Parker gun recently finished to order for Mr. James S.Gerard,
of Woodbridge, San Juaquin county. The gun is a double
eight-bore, thirty-four-inch barrels, and weighs twelve and
one-half pounds. It is well proportioned and balances per-

fectly, feeling quite light in the hand. Full choked in both
barrels and altogether a formidable weapon. At forty-five

yards each barrel putsonehnndredand twenty No. 4 shot into

a twenty-four-inch circle, a very close pattern. It was built

for goose-shooting and seems well adapts I to that use. It is

worth inspection, as refutirjg several oft-repeated statements
about the lack of proportion in American guns.

Dr. C. G. Toland, wife and a friend, shot in the "Hard
Land Ponds" in Suisun Marsh, last week, and scored rive

dozen of good ducks. Mrs. Toland brought down seveD of

the birds as handsomely as her stalwart husband could.

That popular prosector of porter house, Mr. Harry
Thompson, had great sport last Saturday quail shooting. He
bagged five dozens over his fiue Gordon.

Recently a gentleman asked the opinion of Doctor S. E,
Knowles about the best load of American wood powder for

use in an eight-pound 12-bore, and the doctor's answer
contained much useful information. He wrote: "I have
found shells loaded with wood powder by hand to be deficient

in penetration, but to give close patterns, closer than with black
powder. The wood powder cartridges from the Selby
machine, however, give as good penetration as those loaded
with black powder, and, much to my surprise, spread the
patterns to such an extent as to be readily observeij. I tested

wood powder some time since, but gave it up as too weak for

trap work, but at that time all shells used in the test were
hand loaded. There is something peculiar about the effect of

the gradual pressure as applied by the Chumberlin machine;
at any rate I have failed to get as good results from the most
carefully hand-loaded ammunition.

The most convincing proof of the excellence of the wood
powder loads, spoken of by Doctor Knowles, is to see them
used at the trap. They certainly do not lack power, indeed,

appear more killing than black powder. It seems likely that

the powder will come into general use.

Messrs. John M. Adams, O. H. Bogart and E. F. Preston
visited their preserve at the Thiekbroom track last week and
killed about sixty ducks.

Mr. Fred S. Butler, whoso weakuessiscauvasback shooting,

and who has kept a record relative to the royal birds for seven
years, informs us that they made their first appearance for

this Beason in the San Fraucisco markets on Oct. IGth. The
earliest date at which they have been placed on sale heretofore,

was Oct. 22d. Mr. Butler is confident that a very good
ducking season is ahead.

We are glad to note, in Trap and Trigqer, that Mr. Arthur
W, Du Bray, whose writings as "Gaucho" from Newport, Ky.,

have attracted much attention, is to live at Walla Walla, W.
T., for several years to come. It is to be hoped that he will

not discontinue his contributions to sportsmen's papers.

Judge Post and Mr. Clay Chipuian, of Sacramento, shot
over the ground at Walltown Timbers, on Saturday last, but
bagged only seven birds. They report that the cover is

good, but the birds seem to have migrated.

Messrs. S. A. D. Jones & Co., 100 California street, send
this week a sample of gun lubricant, the "Bessemer Com-
pound" for which they are agents. It covers well and is non-
gumming, two very good qnalities.

The rumor comes from Chicago that Mr. S. A. Tucker is

soon to take to himself n wife. He always was lueky.

State Sportsman's Association.

[Annual address by tfae President, Hon. A. B Dibble.]

Gentlemen" of the State Sportsman's Association:—In
the name of the Grass Vulley Sportsman's Club, and in behalf
of our citizens, I bid you welcome to our homes and hearts.

Since we last met iu Convention at Chico, a year of much
pleasure, laced with a few hues of sorrow, has passed. Again
we have come together to consider the welfare of the organi-

zation, to plan measures fur the protection, preservation and
propagation of the game of field, forest and brook, to inter-

change hearty greetings, and for a brief season to enjoy some
of the pleasures of skill and field by us so much appreciated.

Some of our beloved associates are not here to cheer us
with their presence, or to give us the benefit and advice of

their matured experience. Their presence survives only in

the offering of memory. Honored by us in life we are

permitted now and then to stand reverently, with uncovered
heads, in the places they loved so well aud where they peace-
fully sleep.

The fields and waters of California, during the past year,

have yielded real satisfaction, true pleasure and good health to

thousands of tourists and citizen sportsmen. During theyear
we have regretfully heard of the great waste of game taken
by murderous methods aud for unlawful purposes; still we
have had some counter satisfaction in knowing that honest
aud persevering efforts have been successfully made to enforce

our fish and game laws.

restoration: and preservation of fish.

In the direction of the restoration and preservation of fish,

the commission having the work in charge has been zealous
in its efforts to bring offenders to punishment, and also to

replenish and restock the waters of the State with favored

fish. Patrol work done in protecting our inland waters baB
resulted in the arrest, conviction and punishment of over six

hundred marauders and law violators. Although the work
has been expensive, measurably the result has been satis-

factory. The fish exhaust of our waters, by the thousands of

law-abiding fishermen, has been great, but the exhaust by
illicit methods of fishing, practiced by vandals and poachers
has been fearfully greater, and calls, if not for vengeance, for

severest and unpardouing punishment. Annnally thousands
of tons of small fish, mere fingerlings, are seined from our
waters, dried upon our soil and deported from our land. The
depredations of Asiatic spoilers should be stayed by the

strong arm of home rule, and their deportations should be
prevented by federal law. There is very little use for plant-

ing for such a harvest. I am painfully reminded that there

is another class of individuals in our commonwealth, many to

the manor born, who designedly and secretly defy our laws
for the protection of fish, and stealthily steal them from oar
bays, rivers and brooks. This class fish in close seasons,

use unlawful seines, and cowardly kill with poisonous
compounds. Not possessing a manly or any conscience at all

they are not self-punished, and because they do their mean
work—like other thieves, stealthily—they escape detection

and evade punishment.
There is another class of citizens in the State, few in

number, generally honorable in their conduct and fair in

their dealings, who effectually barricade rivers and streams
with unladdered dams, and thus dishonorably and needlessly

prevent the passage of fish in wonted courses to their

spawning fields, and thus deprive hundreds of their fellow-

citizens of the pleasures of angling, as also of much coveted
and healthful food. That they cause a deprivation of a
coveted pleasure and a valued food they know, and why do
they do it when they know that the expenditure of a few
dollars would remove the cause and the grievous wrong?

FIELD GAME LAWS.

The general law of the State relating to the destruction of

quail, partridges, grouse, rail, doves, male deer, elk, ante-

lope or mountain sheep, female deer or doe, spotted fawns,
etc., is found in Sections 626, 631, Chapter I, Title XV of

the Penal Code. In my judgment the general law should
be amended in some particulars, and especially in relation

to the protection of deer. President Orr, in his annual
address of 18S3, referring to legislation of that year, stated

that "The does and spotted fawns, I am glad to say,

are to receive protection at all seasons' for all future time,

and the law remains the same as before on bucks." The
law seems to be ample, but protection, as a fact, has
been a vain promise. Some time ago, standing on the bridge
spanning the Little Sacramento, an old, honored resident
sportsman informed me that iu his section of the State thou-
sands of deer were annually slaughtered by squaw men and
tramp hunters for their pelts, and their carcasseB left to

rot; that no season was respected, and no age or sex was
spared by those ruthless and insatiate scoundrels.

SPECIAL FIELD GAME LAWS.

Special acts have been passed for the protection of certain

kinds of game covering the counties of San Bernardino^ Loa
Angeles, Sierra, Plumas, Lassen, El Dorado, Placer, Siskiyou,
San Mateo and Nevada. Notably as to open and close sea-

sons, applied to certain species of game, these special acta

contravene the provisions of the general law (i. e. Sections
626, 631, Chapter I, Title XV of the Penal Code), and if

valid should be considered with reference to their application

to other and similarly situated counties. In many of the
counties of the State, especially those of high altitudes, true
sportsmen—law-abiding as they are, eager for the fray, ready
for winnings, with game around them ripe and coquetiug to

be taken—are debarred from all pleasure of chase and victory.

How long will these persons, our brother sportsmen, suffer

choicest pleasures and ligitimate game to escape them to be
enjoyed by more favored sportsmen in the lower plains?

Believe me, it is asking very much from the mountaineer, in
obedience to law, to leave unused his swift and chosen gun,
in autlered rest, when the game passes by.

In view of all these facts, and to do justice to all, in my
judgment, it will be well for this convention to appoint a
committee of wise and experienced gentlemen to carefully

examine and review the existiug-genertil and special acts, and
to draft and submit to the next legislature a matured, fair and
comprehensive code.

FARMING LANDS AND PRIVATE GROUNDS.

Special acts to prevent hunting and shootiug on private

grounds have been enacted, covering the counties of San
Francisco. Napa, Butte, Alameda, Sau Maten, Marin, San Ber<
nardiuo, San Diego, Colusa, Sacramento, Souoma, Nevada,
Humboldt. Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Contra Costa, Sau
Luis Obispo, Mendocino, Yolo.

Notwithstanding these acts much complaint, and with good
reason, has been made by farmers whose lands have been
invaded and stock killed by trespassers who call themselves
sportsmen. Iu Nevada county, during the last year, two
valuable younz colts were killed on the Montgomery Farm
by pursuers of game, either carelessly or wantonly, entailing a
severe loss, and the owners, heretofore friendly to sportsmen,
kindly offering them every facility, and partakers of their

camp cheer and stews, now, for goni reasons, are opposed to
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field sports upon their domains, and prejudiced against menwho mdnlge in it. For the same reasons the prejudice has
grown and is increasing. The criminal law for the protection
of private gronnds from invasion by unlicensed marauders
shonld be enforced, and true sportsmen should hasten to aid
in that direction. I agree with the sentiment expressed by
Director Wilson that "the man who needs a criminal law to
teach him what is right and to respect the rights of others
should be driven froru the field and should be tabooed from
the ranks of sportsmen."
Fellow Sportsmen—In the wearying and anxious consider-

ations of personal affairs, I have been prevented from present-
ing to yon other matters of interest to our Association In
conclusion be reminded by me that our fields, forests' and
streams demand our fostering care and watchful protection
Stepping aside, as some of us are, into the recess of age it is
our privileged duty to secure to the Native Sons preserved
and increased avenues, and opportunities to enjoy, in full
measure, the same cheering, charming and healt'h-oivino
sports, by us often sought and found.

°

Mr. Edwin Goodall knocked down thirty sprig and widgeon
at Teal. Mr. G. Frank Smith got into a good flight at Teal
also.

At the Philes ponds Will Golcher, Chas. Laing, Will Kittle
and Ed. Wattles bagged seventy good ducks.

TEAP.

Sacramento.

The Record Union says: The Forester Gnn Club held its
monthly medal shoot at Agricultural Park yesterday morn-
ing. As many members of the club had taken advantaoe of
the favorable weather to go out after dncks and quailfbut
nine contested at the trap. The birds were a remarkably
strong and lively lot, and nearly all became tailers, several of
them carrying a load of shot outside of the bounds. The
Gerber brothers made the best shooting, John carrying off
the gold medal with a score of eleven out of twelve
and Henry and William E. tieing on ten. After the medai
shoot, in matches of doable birds, John kept up his reputa-
tion for effectiveness by killing fifteen ont of ei°hteen
Following is the score of the main shoot:
Watson 1 o a
J. (Jerber 1 1 j
Eckbardt 1
H. Gerber .'.1 1
Schrotb 1
Ankener 1 fi q
Miller 10 1
W.E. Gerber 1 1
Rnbstaller 1 i j

t.oa from the rain, and all against good balling, Moreton
headed his side with a score of 10, the only double tionre
attained in the match, and was well backed up bv Xewton
With 9 not out. The latter got a hard smack in the eye from
a 'kicking ball of Theobald's. The whole side counted themild total of 31. Their opponents did even worse, being
all dismissed for 10, six of the side discredited with zeros
J be ground had become more difficult, and Hill and Coh-n
bowled well, sharing the wickets equally. Theobald, Stuartand^Van Heekeren did the bowling for the losers. Appended
is the full score
A. Moreton c Gibson b Theobald.10
J. Glider run out 2
Matthison b Van Heekeren
Cohenb Van Heekeren
Goewey ron out
Xewton not oat 9
E. Moreton run out.. ^

Hill b Stuart ...". 2
Byes

_ ] j
Leg Byes 1
Wides '.'.'.'.'.

1

Total n

Gibson c ana b Hill 3
VanHeekeren c Theobald b Coben'u
T.Theobald b Cohen
Stewart, absent
Fisher bHill ft

T. Millar bHill '.'.'.'.'.'

Cogglns not ont. \q
Boyle c A. Moreton b Cohen. .'. 6
Byes ,

1 1 1 0— 6
1 1 1 1 1 1—11
1 1 1 i 1 I 0- 8
1 1 1 1 1 1 0—10

1 1 1 1 1 1- 8
1 II 1 1 1 t) 1— 7
1 1 u 1 1 1— 8
1 1 1 1 1 1—10
1 1 1 1 1 0— 9

CRICKET.

Cricket Averages.

The following are the averages of the Philadelphia plavers
in the recent international cricket matches:

BATTING AVEBAGES.

BASE BALL.
Sacramento-

At the SnowflakePark, Sacramento, ou last Sunday afternoon
a game was played between the Altas and Snowflakes an
attemp being made to make the nines nearlv even bv Meagher
of the Altas acting as catcher for the Snowflakes, while Geo
McLaughlin, for the junior club, caught for the Altas and
the box was occupied for the latter by Robertson first and
then by Fisher. McMalliu, pitcher of the Pioneers, came tip
from the bay Saturday evening, not knowing that the Pioneer-
Alta game for yesterday had been postponed, and to pass the
time he played first base for the Snowflakes. The "rounds
were mnddy in places and slippery in others, and durino
a portion ot the game there was a light fall of rain!
Ihe players, being unable to keep their feet nnder
control, involuntarily went through all sortsof funny motions,
and those indulged in slides who never slid before and the
experts in tnat line introduced them in the most reckless
manner without regard to whether they were near bases or
not. Of course, errors were nnmerous, and after awhile the
players, the Altas especially, went in for a picnic of fnn and
not only had a good time themselves but kept the spectators
roaring with laughter. As regards ball-playing it was notmuch of a game-though there were several fine plays made—as the Altas were too heavy for their opponents. The lat-
ter managed to keep close np, however, and were only beaten
one run

:

ALTAS.
BUSS. OUTS.

Name. a

Z

- -

a

CO

4

4

4
4
2

4
4
2
2

i

4
2
2

1

2

1

n

;

45*

31
32
15*

25
18

12

13
6
9
9
5

1

103

76

83
65
16
69
62

12
19

11
17
17
7

W.C. Morgan, Jr
25.33

J. A. Scott
F. TV. Ralston, Jr

16.00K. S Xewhall
C. A. Xewhall

13.00
E. T. Comfort
J.B. Thayer, Jr

9.50W.Scott

E.W.Clark. Jr
W. C. Lowry

3.50W.Brockie, Jr

"Xot out.

BOWLTS-G AVERAGES.

E. W. Clark, Jr. .

.

"W. C. Lowry
C. A. Xewhall....
H. I. Brown
|W. Scott
G. S. Patterson...
W. 3rockie, Jr....
E. T. Comfort

12.5:1

13.75
2J.60
27.14

61.00

Sweenay.s a..
W. McLaughlin, 3db.0
Borchers. 2d b
Ahern, If
Flint, c f 2
Fisher, 1st b p 1
Hilbert, r f 1
Robertson, p. 1st b..l
G. McLaughlin, c

Totals 7

SJCOWFT.AKES.
ED7SS. OUTS. B.

Gorman, 3d b 2 3
Hapeman, p. c f 1 3
Renfro. c f, p 2 3
Bi.lwell, rt 1 1
Meagher, c 3
McKune, ss 2
Malone. If 4
McMnlliu.lstb 4
Stafford, 2d b 4

Totals. 27

Alameda Park.

The cricket coat and cap offered by Messrs. K. Dunlap &
Co., Jfo. 912 Chestnut street, for the highest battino average
on the Philadelphia side, was won by Mr. George Stua°rt
Patterson, of the Germantown Cricket Club

BATTING AVERAGES—ENGLISH ELEVEN.

E. H. Buckland
K. J.Kev
W.E. Roller
A. R. Cobb
H. Botherham
Bev. A. T. Fortescue..
F. T. Welman
H. W. Bainbridge
J. A. Turner
O. E. Cornell
T. R. Hine-Haycock...

•Xot out.

ag

58.60
4C.33

35.00
32.50
32.00

21.50
13.00

10.00
COO
4.50

4.00

BOWLTNQ AVERAGES.

iB. Hine-Haycock ... 1 ,
HH.Buckland ml»E. Roller

i J,
S. E.CottreU '....'.'.'.'.'.

433
J^A. Turner '"

!.il20H. Botherham !!!.!!!! "!!!!" 204H. W. Bainbridge *"'
"I g

8.00
10.14
10.33
20.07

23.00
26.67

The cncket match announced for Saturday last was that
between the Merion Club and eleven British sea captains
witb jlr. J. Purdy conceded as a bowler. The heavy rain ofFriday night, however, seemed to scare the sons of Neptune

[

and neither they nor their Adjutant pnt in an appearance'.An impromptu game was gotten np, the side3 being handledoy Captain Gibson of the Merions, and A. Moreton of the
B«. George's respectively. Moreton won the toss and took

:
We wiokets, the ground even then being in a rotten condi-

Despite the coldness of the day several thousands of
interested people were at Alameda Park on last Sunday
iN either club played in extraordinary form, the Haverlvs
being markedly "off." The victors did better work than
their opponents both at ths bat and in the field Brown
caught a faultless game, and his throwing to bases won the
admiration of all. Van Haltren, barring a little wildness in
granting his opponents bases on balls, pitched a good game
his deceptive twirling showing to good advantage when men
were on bases and "hits" meant runs. Stein did not receive
Meegan as well as might be exnected and his throwing to
bases was lamentably weak.
Huns were scored' in fonr innings. In the fourth Dolan

was granted a life on a missed third strike and scored the
Erst run of the game on Stein's overthrow to second and
Levy s error. Brown flew to Levy. Van Haltren came next
with a triple to right field, and scored on Blakiston's sacrifice
to Donohne. Donovan was safe on Donohue's error stole
second and scored on Lawton's throw over third base

'

Wi'h
three runs in the lead, the G. & M.s took the field. Lawtonm the same inning, went ont from Dolan, and Donohne sent
a baser to left field, Incell was safe on Van Haltren's error
and Sweeney's hit to Van Haltren forced Donohue out at
third. With two on bases and two out Meegan came to the
bat and assumed a home-run posture. He made three over-
the-fence dnves at the ball, but Van Haltren was accurate in
his aim and each time sent the ball through a hole in Pete's
bat, retiring the side and leaving Incell and Sweeney on the
bases. In the sixth the Haverlys were more fortunate and
scored their first rnn. Lawton opened with a double to left
field and went to third on Brown's passed ball. Donohne hit
to Gnrnett, who made a wonderful stop, but threw wild to
the initial, and before the ball was recovered Lawton had
tallied.

In the seventh the Oaklanders increased their lead by two
runs, Fisher coming to the bat when two of his nine were
retired and surprising Meegan with a single to left. Long
came next with a two-bagger to the left garden, and a moment
later Dolan sent a doable to right field and Fisher and Long
crossed the plate—the only earned runs of the game. In the
next inning the Haverlys lessened their defeat bv two runs
Stem and Lawton each reached the initial on called balls and
the former went out at third on Donohue's sacrifice to Van
Haltren. The bases were filled with Incell's hit, and Lawton
ana Donohne scored on Sweeney's double to left field This
terminated run-getting, and the score closed in favor of the
Greenhood & Morans—5 to 3.
Dolan at third base played his position for all it was worth

his one error being a dropped fly-ball. In the third innin"
he made a remarkable stop of Bennett's hard-hit grounder"
Brown in the fifth inning hit a hard ball to Donohne which
the third baseman fielded well, and both he and Sweeney were
liberally applauded for the excellent assist and put out The
score is:

GREENHOOD t AIORANS.
|

TB. R. BH.8S.P0 A. E.[
Fisher, 1 f 4 110 01 Lawton, 2 b
Long.cf 3 12 2 10 01 Donohue, 3 b.. 4 110 13 6 1 Incell. If 3

C 9 2 OP. Sweeney, 1 b. 4
1 2 1 4 12 ljtteegan.p 4

ft 2 OLevv. cf.... 4 n10 9 ODe Vaull, r 1....1
Bennett, as 310 10 listein.c 3

T^ebit^.^Lor.f:'^;;.
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Shell Mound.
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ad a good attendance last Sundav andalthough the cloudy weather made shooting somewhat u„„tain, the scares came very close to the averageF Company, Fifth Infantry, held their monthly medal conest, Poulter obtaining the first-class medal and FG Brownthe second-class medal. *•». .crown

The German Fusileers held their recml»» m „j 1

The Independent Eifles, Captain Schmalholz had their

w^e':1a=K^^
Staude, second; third prize, Ga.tg'nf^SS.fl^.ySg'
Hnber; sixth, Woest; seventh, H Gaetaen- riohrt. n 5 -

'

Schmalholz; ninth, J. Staude; tenth Mifler'
8

'

Captam

„ttb^f00
'.^ -

lnb is being or«anized, which will practiceat Shell Mound twice a month. The best «i„(. ! n , ,
and San Francisco will join.

°'S o£ 0akland
Ed. Hovey brought over a brand-new Hotchkiss of «,.>atest pattern and tried his hand at the two Sauces ana forthe brst time the gun was ever fired, shot well. H?s scows-H0Te

-v 200yards-5 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4-,,'
500yards-4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 fc£-«

L. Barrere, the always reliable, fired two strings and made-Barrere 200 yatds-5 5 4 5 a , , . - . .„

Moore and Ponlter have made ud a match tn h* „i._»
th^last day of the month, at the M-^i.^ ^shoTs

4/4? M
1 fi

,

r
|.
d ««ee strings at the 500-yard target, and made

,r "r?
34

;

0r Wlthm one P°lut °l 90 per centMoore, Poulter, Hovey and Barrere engaged in a fnnr

as

a

?o
d
.lo

d
ws

"teStat200 rardS
'

tW° StringS -c^which resulted

Moore 200 yards—

4

Hove7 200 yards-4

BMIere 200 yards—

5

p°nItet 200 yards-

5

4 4 5 4 4 6 4
5 4 5 5 6 6 4

4 4 4 4 4
4 4 6

-42
-47—89

4 4 5—12—86
5 4 4 4 4 4-

4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5—44—87
3—40

. , „ 001104444 5—44—81
Annexed are the scores m detail made by members of theNationals Shooting Club at Shell Mound on Sunday last'

_, CHAMPION" JTEDAL.
O.H. TVescott 200 yards—

4

4 5
600 yards—

5

5 5
Captain Klein 200 yards—

5

6 t
500 yards—

1

3 4
C. F. Waltham 200 yards—

4

4 5
600 yards—

5

5 3

„ ,, ,, FIRST CLASS.
P. 1\T. Diers 200 yards—t 5 4

500 yards—5 4 5 :

Jnlins Klein 200 yards-4 3 3 .

500 yards—5 5 5 1

A. J. Ruddock £00 yards—4 4 5
500 yards—5 5 3 t

second ciass.
S.J.Pembroke 200 yards—4 5 5 <

500 yards—5 o 5 -

Chris. Meyer 200 yards—o 4 4 1

530 yards—5 4 5 .

IHTED CLASS.
C. W. Petry 200 vards—3 4
Pan! E. Tandor 200 yards—4 4

fotrain class.
Chas. Jansen 2fl0 yards—5 3
"W. J. Wisler 200 Vards—4 4
J. A. Bowers 200 yards—2 2

Sacramento.

4 5 4
5 5 5
5 4 4
5 5 5
4 4 4
5 5 4

4
5
4

4

5

4 4-42
3 5—48—00
5 5—15
4 5—45—90
4 4-42
4 5—40—88

4 4 4
4 5 4
4 4 4
4 5 5
4 3 4

3 3

4
5
3
3
1
3

4 4-41
5 5—45—86
4 4-37
5 6-47—81
4 4-40
4 0—30—70

4 5 5
4 5 5
3 5 4

4 4 4

4

5
4
4

4 5-46
4 4—46—92
5 5—44
4 4—43—87

5 4 4
4 4 4

3
3

3 4 2-35
4 2—31

4 4 4
3 4 4
4 4 4

3

a

4

3 3 4-37
3 4 3-36
4 4 8—35

on Sunday

The following scores were made by the members of
Company G at the 200 yard range at Sacramento
last:

Sergeant Sheehan 4 3 5 4 4 3 4Sergeant Coyne 4 4 3 3 3 , *

Sergeant Heffernan 5 4 4 4 4-4
Corporal Lowell 4 5 4 4 4 4 4
Private Sheehan 4 3 4 4 4 5 4
Private Murray 3 4 4 4 q . o
Private Carroll 4 3 4 2 6 3 4Private Kennedy 5 3 4 5 4 4 i
PrivateKIein t

5—40
4—36

3 4 3 5 4

4-41
4—30
3-3G
4—37
3—40
2—31

H4VE31LYS.
TB. B. BH.B5. TO
..8210

Dolan. 3 b 4
Brown, c 4
Van Haltren, p..

4

Blakiston, s S...4
Donovan, 1 b 1

Shea.r i 4
Gnrnett, 2 b 4

Totals 35 5 6 4 27 21 s| Totals 12

_ . ,,
nc^-'s by rs-N-iKGs.GiM - 8 ° 3 2 u 0-5

I
Haverlys 10 2 0—3

1 5

12

3 11
2

10
1 2

16 2

Scores of honorary members, same range

•SUSSSa" 4 4 4 1 4 5 till
8"8 '' WiUi—3 "3354444-3;

Pool shooting was indulged in, with the following result:
Klein s 4
Hogau 4
McMillan 4

Kennedy 4 6
Heffernan 4 4

» 4—21
I
Coyne 4 4 4

5 4-13 Coffey a ,,,
3 3-14 Qninn 2 4 ->

1 3—19 Sheehan 3 3 6 4
4 4—19

4—2-1

4—20
0—8
4-19

4 1 27 20 8

Harbor View.
The regular monthly point shooting of the San Francisco

lurnerbchuetzenClub, lust Sunday, twenty shots each at 200
yards, resulted in the recording of several very excellent
scores. The following were the eight highest: Philo Jacobv
54 poims, John Utscuig 52, D. Schoenfeld 51, R. Finking 49
O. Baumeister 47, Chas. Sagehorn 41. P. Attinger 3S Charles
Hubert 36, A. Pracht 36, A. Otto 22.

a,UDBer *». carles

In the centre shooting of the Eintracht Club of sharp.
shooters, bull's-eyes only to count, F. A. Knhls made the
highest number of points, Louis Schmidt being second on the
score. Mr. Knhls, in addition to striking centre oftener than
any of the other members of the club, counted on both his
first and last sbot.
The California Scliuetzeu CInb were present and proved

themselves 10 sphndid form during an ordinary pool shoot
A. Ackerman, the champion ride shot of Sicriiniento m«
present, a guest of the club. During thelattershoot \

Ehrenpfort, A. Ackerman, Philo Jacoby and James
Sr., entered a pool and faced the range in the ord. 1

Eaohon his first shot struck close to the needle-po
the three-qoarter-inoh ring. The tie was not shot off
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Answer to Volney Wright's Queries.

-A pool room in this city has the
Jos. Cairn Simpsom, Esq

following established rules:

"Money refunded on non-starters."

"All bets follow the decision of the Judges.

A race is posted on their blackboard embracing, say, twelve

entries including Modesty and Guenn. Before the race takes

dace a dispatch is received from the judges declaring all bets

on Modesty ud to 3 o'clock, New York time, off. The book-

maker refunds all Modestv bets, but lets the bets on the other

entries stand. An error' in the weight to be carried by

Modestv is corrected, and her name is again placed on the

board and she wins, with Guenn second.

Was not Modestv really a "non-starter' m bets made with

thiB book-maker before 3 o'clock? Who wins the money bet

on Guenn before that hour? An answer in this week s issue

of your journal will confer a favor on
Yours, very truly, Volney Wright.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 13, 18S6.

As was stated, an answer to the above question was

deferred to give an opportunity of obtaining more infor-

mation. Taking the evidence in the letter and formulat-

ing an answer on that data alone, it does not require

much study to arrive at a conclusion. The "rules of the

room" making the decision of the judges final, is observed

by declaring the bets, up to a specified hour, off on

Modesty, without affecting the standing ot the others, as

this was the only declaration of the judges according to

the averments in the communication.

There was a recognition of Modesty occupying a similar

position to a "non-starter" in canceling tbe wagers laid

on her. As the judges limited their decision to her alone,

respec'ing the starters of the bets, the others stood.

"Whether the judges were right in their action does not

appear from tbe statement. There is a great difference

between pools and book-betting, which will be explained

hereafter. If Modesty was first stated as carrying more

weight than she bore in the nice, the backers of Guenn

would be clearly entitled to a return of their money laid

before the change was made. In that case their money was

risked on a wrong allotment. Men might hold that five

pounds would give Guenn the advantage and wagered

under that belief, while they would not have risked a dollar

at any odds under a different allotment. But if the weight

on Modesty was increased it added to their chances to

win, and afforded no reason for an abrogation of bets on

Guenn. The book-maker, that is the "layer," was

jeopardized by the action of the judges. If Guenn had

won, the moneys depended upon to pay tbe losses would

not be forthcoming. It might bo that the only bets made

were on these two mares, and in that case there would

have been a total loss. Admiral Rous declared that rac-

ing was simply a game of weights. By that he meant

that race-horses could be brought to an absolute equality

by imposing a heavier burden on the superior, provided

the allotment was made by a competent handicapper who

had an intimate knowledge of the horses. That owners

coincide in the views of that eminent turfite is shown by

engaging in handicaps when it is known that horses will

also be named which could win handily under "rule

weights." Assuming then that the mistake in the case of

Modesty was representing that Bhe had less weight to

carry than the conditions of the race imposed, it was only

fair to her backers that there should be a cancellation of

wagers made under erroneous conditions. In such a

case takers of odds could say, with good reason to sup-

port their claim, that she was backed under false aver-

ments, and that it would be clearly fraudulent to hold

them to a contract made under such misrepresentations'

In common phraseology book-makers would have "the

best of it," so far as this one horse was concerned, as

their odds were predicated on the task being easier than

it eventually proved. They had the "worst of it" when

the judges did not cancel all bets laid on the race up to a

certain time, as their calculations were made on false

data. Willing to wager 3 to 1 against Guenn on one

schedule, when five pounds were added to the weight of

another which had been a potent factor in fixing their

rates, they could sa7, with justice to sustain them, that it

was not a "fair shake." Transpose the case and assume

that Modesty carried less weight than she was first

"slated" at, and then the backers of all the others are

held at a disadvantage. In that case it was clearly tbe

duty of the judges to declare all bets off which were

made prior to the correction, and that this was not done

warrants the assumption that the weights were increased

on Modesty. In justice to the book-makers this should

have been done, and had the result been that Modesty

lost, there would have been good grounds for growling

by the metallicians.

Even then there would have been no excuse to refuse

payment, as their posted rules that "all bets follow the

decision of the judges" would be a bar which could not

be overcome. However absurd, no matter how palpably

wrong the decision might bej the arbitrament must be

accepted without appeal. The questions submitted did

not require any examination outside of the statements

made, although our impression was different on the first

receipt of the letter. No reasons were given for the

mandate of the judges, and it was not necessary as that

was not the point at issue. The judges decided that all

money betted on Modesty, previous to a stated hour,

should be returned. It is not claimed that this mandate

was not complied with. Subsequently the same tribunal

declared Modesty a winner, so that it proved a lucky

stroke for those who bad laid against her that so much

of their money was saved. And yet it may have been

the reverse of fortunate by increasing their confidence

that she would be beaten, and so induced them to lay

more money than they would have risked under prior

conditions. The last decision left them no other course

than to pay on Modesty, receive on all the others,

Guenu's backers being no better off than tbe supporters

of those who failed to get a place.

Although a few sentences would be sufficient to show

cause for answering the direct questions, viz., "Was not

Modesty really a 'non-starter' in bets made with the

book-maker before 3 o'clock?" and second, "Who wins

the money bet on Guenn before that hour?" the first by

replying that a non-starter can only be determined when

the time comes to determine, and the second by saying

the party who wagered she would not win. We have

treated it at length in order to show that there was equity

as well as technicalities to warrant in such a. decision.

Now for the difference batween book-making and pool-

sellino-. The book-maker bets bis own money against

that of those who take the converse. The pool-seller is

merely a custodian of money betted by others. The rules

which govern are entirely different. One party to the

wa°*er. i. e.. the book-maker, bets against a horse or

horses winning; in the pool sales, the bettor places his

money that his selection will win. Now, in book-betting,

if a horse wins which no one has supported, the book-

maker makes a clean sweep, in pools the next best horse

which has been bought decides. In a beat race, should a

horse which had not been sold in the pools distance

all which had been bought in pools in the same

heat the money would be refunded to ticket-holders;

in books it would have no such effect. Pools sold previous

to the time specified Guenn would be the winner. That

followinc the verdict of the judges. While it might be a

mooted point as to whether the judges would have been

justified in declaring bets on all the horses off, as that was

not done the money on non-winners is lost. If Guenn
was entitled to "straight" bets, then the horse which ran

third if backed for a place 1 2 would also win for a place.

Note.—Since the above was put iu type the following state-

nient referring to the same matter has been handed us from

Killip & Co. It will receive attention next week:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Will you please give

your decision iu the following matter:

On the 3d of August, 'S6, tbe following horses started in a

race at Chicago: Modesty, Guenn, Finality, Fred Wooley,

Dawn of Day, Nora M., Porter Ashe, Sa'u Powers, May
Williams, Swipes, Priucess and Faith Thompson. "Modesty"
waB bulletined at 113 pounds, which was afterwards changed

by the judgeB to 10S lbs., as Modesty had not won a sufficient

amount in purses to compel her to carry the penalty. In our

pool rooms we had the horse bulletined according to our first

dispatch, and altered the weight as soon as we received the

dispatch to that effect (some hours before tbe race).
J

Anniversary.

Prior

to this alteration Guenn was backed with qb, and the backer

claims that as the weight on Modesty was changed nnd
Gueuu came in second he is entitled to the niouey he placed

on Guenn, on the grounds that the judges of the race

declared all pools on Modesty made up to 3 o'clock,

New York time, off. The backer claims that when the

weight was changed ModeBty was virtually a scratched horse;

but we maintain that as it was a purse race she could uot

have started at all had Bhe been once scratohed. After

the weight was changed on our board we gave all bettors the

privilege of drawing their bets or changing them. The
backer of Gueuu allowed his money to stand on Guenn,
Modesty won the race. Does the person who backed Guenn
to win the iace win or lose? Killip & Co.

San Francisco, Oct. 22d.

A queer name for a horse, most people will say, and

when the mare who wears it was thus named we expected

to see it travestied if the wearer was ever fortunate

enough to attract attention. When the journey Califor-

nia-ward was fully resolved upon we had a few more

horses than could be crowded into one car; and there was

another difficulty in the way, that being that three mares

were not in a shape to stand the long journey with any

degree of safety. These were Columbia and Wauanita

by Bonnie Scotland, and Oriole by Simpson's Blackbird.

AH were supposed to be in foal to A. W. Richmond,

Columbia and Oriole quite heavy when they were shipped

to Lancaster, Ohio. The sisters were good enough and

highly-bred enough to rear race-horses, prospectively as

good as any, and from the trotting step which Thre

Cheers showed we fancied that the union of Hurrah and

Blackbird blood would result in a trotter. Three Cheers,

too, was a sure-enough race-horse as was proved by

two races in Chicago the summer before, and as he an

Columbia and Wauanita were from Young Fashion, there

was the highest kind of expectations of the progeny all

around. The purpose was to leave them with Mr. Reber

two or three years, and then bring them here with the

Eichnionds and Hurrahs. Never the least concern that

there would be any pecuniary trouble in the way. Not

many months after arriving in California we heard that

Columbia had a very handsome bay filly and Oriole a

big gray colt, a "full" brother to Mavis, a mare well-

known in tbe lower country. A year from that time

there came tbe intelligence that Columbia had a chestnut

colt and Oriole a brown filly, both by imported Hurrah.

Mr. Reber wrote that the colt was a big, strapping fellow,

tbe filly one of tbe handsomest he had ever seen. The

latter was foaled on the 16th of April, and that being the

fiftieth anniversary of our birthday the peculiar name

was suggested; and, by the way, there was a queer

change in the name of Columbia's colt. We dubbed him

Whooo-Lab, but Mr. Eeber got it mixed, and when he

sold him gave the name Hopland. Columbia's Richmond

filly we named Coila, and under that title she is recorded

in th" stud book; but she was also rechristened, and

under the name of Lady Eichmond gained a good deal of

celebrity from the speed she showed in her work. She

was a "full sister" tc the dam of Anteeo and Antevolo,

and though she died two years ago, she left some colts

which are accounted very promising.

The contract we made with Mr. Eeber was that he

should keep the stock three years, at the expiration of

which the indebtedness was to be liquidated. We owed

him a balance of $1,600 on the purchase of Hock-Hock-

ing and Lady Amanda, and $1,000 for Lady Middleton,

contracted when she was a yearling. He was so liberal,

however, that, at the expiration of tbe time the whole

indebtedness was only a little over $4,000, and there were

in his charge ten in all belonging to us. It might just as

well have been $40,000 at that time, and though we made

every endeavor to get the amount due Mr. Eeber, and

enough more to cover the expenses to bring them out,

the efforts were futile. He kept them a year longer than

the contract called for, and offered to give still more time

to enable us to accomplish our great desire, as he was

well aware of the high estimate we placed upon them.

But the colts were ready to go to work and it was asking

too much of him to assume the heavy expenses of train-

ing. There was no use trying further, and so we sent

him a bill of sale of the stock with the exception of Anni-

versary, requesting him to cancel the notes he held and

send receipt in full. Anniversary was to be sent here,

provided he got an opportunity to ship her with others,

and Orrin A. Hickok kindly agreed to bring her on his

return from tbe first trip, with St. Julien; but Mr. Eebsr

did not receive notice in time to send her to Chicago, so

as yet there was no "break" in the run of bad luck, and

all of the horses left behind were lost. The reasons for

leavino- Anniversary out of the bill of sale in preference

to either of the other colts were that, on thought, Mr.

Reber would value her less than those from the thorough-

breds, and we appreciated his kindness too highly to aak

him for more. Then we felt convinced that she would

surely prove a trotter as her mother had shown well. Her

daughter Mavis was so goodthat we were offered $3,000

for her when a four-year-old. Another daughter by,

Alhambra, which wo brought here when a yearling, was of

the finest promise until she met with an accident, and then,

to crown all, here was a filly without a drop of "known"

blood other than thoroughbred, and three-quarters known

of pure lineage. We had given up hopes of hearing from.!

her until a letter was received from Mr. Gerker of Phila-

delphia, and that has been supplemented by seeing her

frequently recorded as a starter this season. There hava

been the queerest kind of features in the often-tirues pub-

lished summaries.

So far we have not discovered a winning heat. She

seems to have a faculty, or it may be ber driver who u

thus peculiarly endowed, of trotting second no matter'
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what report the watches mate. It appears to be all the

9ame, whether the heats are "low in the twenties" or well

up in the thirties there is a provoking sameness in the

placing The paper which brought the intelligence of

Palo Alto's grand victory at St. Louis, and which was

published last week, had the following brief statement

and summary annexed.

In- the 2:30 class, G. B., the favorite, trotted very fast to the

half, when he made an ugly break and was nearly shut out,

in fact he was declared distanced before the judges discovered

that the distance judge was not at the right point. The heat

was won by Louis R., a son of Manrmont. brother of Pied-

mont. A new driver now got up behind G. B., and he won
the other heats in hand. A large amount of money changed
hands on the two races. G. B. is a Kansas horse of untraced
blood.

Second Race.—The 2:30 class. Puree ?1,500, divided. Miles beat in

harness.
P. Stewart's b g G. B 6 111
J. W. Race's ch g Louis R 1 3 3 5

W. H. McCarthy's br Anniversary 2 2 2 3

M. Xewgrass' b m Iris 3 4 i 2

Thomas Dickinson's ch g Jay Frank 7 S 5 4

W. T. Woodard's ch gWoodard and Harbison 4 7 6 7

Belvue Stock Farm's b s O. F. C 5 6 7 6

Time, 2:23, 2:26, 2:28*, 2:26.

From the above summary it will be seen that

Anniversary would have won if G. B. had been distanced

in the first heat excepting Iris, and three other heats

would have been necessary to decide. Thd winner of the

first heat, from that on she finished in front of him, and as

third money was won no matter what position she

occupied in the last heat so long as G. B. won it, in all

probability there was no desire to get another 2 to her

credit.

This brief history is given to show why we take so

much interest in the performances of Anniversary, but

all hopes are surrendered for this year.

The Glenview Sale and Its Lessons to Cali-

fornia Breeders.

The result of the Glenview sale is welcome intelligence

to those engaged in breeding trotters of a high class,

especially to those who have embarked in the enterprise

on a large scale. As will be learned from the reports

given elsewhere, it was the best sale of trotting stock ever

held. Never before a trotting stallion which brought so

much money as Pancoast, never two which reached so

large a sum as 550,000. Brood-mares running from

"four figures" to so large a sum as $7,500 and youngsters,

from sucklings to three-year-olds, bringing sums unheard

of before. "While it was expected chat two as celebrated

stallions as Nutwood and Pancoast would be eagerly

sought by breeders, the most sanguine predictions were

exceeded in the prices throughout. Even granting that

the stock was of a high degree of excellence, and *he

prices paid are so much above previous realizations that it

proves that the decadence of trotting, so frequently

claimed, is more imaginary than real. Men who are in

the best position to know have so much confidence in the

future of this truly American sport that they are willing

to make investments, looking to the future for reimburse-

ment. Men who are not visionary, who are noted for

clear-headedness in business affairs, who are not prone to

let enthusiasm run away with their judgment, do not

hesitate to pay prices which to an observer at a distance

appear to be in the highest degree unwarranted.

Californians have been misled by reports into the belief

that the sports of the track were destined to sink into

comparative nothingn ss. People reasoned that from the

immense attendance at the prominent race meetings, an

attendance far beyond what the trotters brought out in

the same localities, that every year would bring out fewer

spectators, and that the once-popular recreation would

lapse into insignificance. This sale will go a long way

towards correcting these false impressions and restore a

confidence which was inclined to wane. It is quite true

that the breeding of fast trotters in this State has draw-

backs not met with in the East. It will be proper to put

it in the singular and limit the term to drawback. That

one thing is distance from market. The home demand

does not equal the home supply, and the problem is how

shall we manage to dispose of the surplus at remunerative

prices? Palo Alto presented a solution by shipping a

large number of young trotters which brought good

prices at auction in New York city. Previous to that

shipment L. J. Pose sent a few to Chicago, but there

were not enough to attract much attention. The success

of the Glenview sale was mainly attributable to the Large

number catalogued, and with few exceptions all of them

"rarely bred." California has as good trotting stock as

can be found in any country. There is not a strain of

blood which was found at Glenview that has not repre-

sentatives on this Coast. Hambletonian, of course,

predominated, and that through some of the most

fashionable descendants of the Hero of Chester. Nutwood

left quite a numerous progeny in California, very many

of them of a high order of merit. Pancoast, which

reached the large figure of $28,000, has brought the

"Woodford Mambrino family prominently before the

public. There is a good deal of that blood here, showing

its potency in a way that cannot be ignored. In a direct

male line from Kysdyk's Hambletonian there are a great

many and of such character as to merit first place on

matter how large the exhibit.

There are a number of mares of this blood, and we
doubt if Reina Victoria, the highest priced matron of the

Glenview Stud, is a whit superior to many that could

be named. George "Wilkes has two sons in this country

which are sure to perpetuate the family characteristics,

and so the recital might be carried on indefinitely.

Every trotting family that has gained any prominence

in the East can be found in California, and to these can

be added rich blood unknown in other regions. That of

St. Clair has forced itself to the very summit of hippie

renown, and the end is not yet. With these to draw tvpc n,

with the conceded climatic advantages to bring perfec-

tion, with what has already been proved by California-

bred horses, the question as to quality is set at rest.

There is still another element to give value to the produce

of our breeding farms, that being the advantages which

follow a change of location. The husbandman learned

a long time ago the great importance of securing seed

from a distance, and ;bat there is a corresponding benefit

in animal reproduction is nearly as certain. Numerous
instances can be cited where a change frum native soil

has been followed by a far superior progeny than was
begotten at home, and though it has been claimed in the

case of stallions that this superiority has resulted from

being mated with a better class of mares, but this

estimate came from not considering other causes not so

easily understood. That California has at disposal stock

which can be rated as A No. 1 cannot be denied, and
that one drawback overcome there will be no trouble in

setting prices which will amply repay the breeder of this

class. Palo Alto has surmounted the difficulty, but there

is not another breeding farm which can send a long train

of cars laden with young colts of a character which

will draw a concourse of purchasers. But there can be

a "combination" which will effect the purpose. Not
a combination sale made up of weeds and cast-offs, with

now and then an animal of merit to leaven the mass, but

everyone of the shipment such as to pass a rigid inspection

both as to breeding and form.

Our plan would be for the breeders to unite in sending

a large number at one time. The first thing to agree

upon would be a guarantee of a certain number,

the aggregate being sufficient to fill every car of the

train which was to convey them East. In the first

place better terms could be obtained from the railroads;

in the second it could be run on fast time, and such cars

furnished as would be the best adapted to carry the stock

safely. Probably from 150 to 200 colts could bo sent at

one time, and it is highly important that the consignment

should be so large as to attract bidders from all sections

of the country.

An important feature would be to appoint a capable

inspector, or a committee if thought advisable, in order

to insure that every animal be up to the standard, and

that so high as to preclude anything like an inferior

grade. This would make the first venture successful and

open the way for a continuation of success.

The great sale of the Glenview trotters has proved that

even what seemed an unwarranted expense was a

judicious investment and must be highly gratifying to

the recipients of the good fortune; more than in a

pecuniary sense by proving that the founder of the Glen-

view acted wisely in incurring an outlay which many
termed "foolishness."

While extremely gratifying to the family of Mr. Mc-
Ferran it must be a satisfaction to breeders of trotting

horses in every part of the country, and, though Cali-

fornia is at the furthest point from the centre, the benefits

can hardly be overestimated.

We congratulate the executor, J. B. McFerran, on the

result of his very able management. Notwithstanding

the merits of the stock had the affairs been less ably
handled the sale would have fallen far short of tha
figures reached.

The Tiffany mare, dam of Gibraltar, 2:22-£, and tha

Cal. Rearues' good colt Coligny, both of Echo, died at the

Oregon Slough ranch, Siskiyou county, on the 14th.

The early history of this mare was never cleared up, but

she was full of quality and what evidence was found as

to her breeding pointed to Owen Dale as her sire. She

died of debility attendant on old age.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions auswered only through these cslamns. No rapliea by
m^il or tele^iaph.

S. D. P., Yreka, Cal.

Class II, Graded Horses: In this department none will be
be allowed to compete but snch as furnish satisfactory proof
of a cross of either sire or dam with thoroughbreds.
Does the above mean that the animal's sire or dam must be

thoroughbred, or the sire or thedamof theanimalmnst te by a
thoroughbred making the animal one-quarter thoroughbred?
If you will kindly explain the above to me you will greatly
oblige.

Answer.—By all rules of construction the condition quoted
requires the animal to be at least quarter-bred. A cross of
either sire or dam with thoroughbreds specifies that either the
sire or dam must be not less than half-bred. The condition
seems to fix the minimum of thoroughbred blood allowed.

The Glenview Sale.

The Rancocas Sale-

The mail accounts of the sale of Pierre Lorillard's stud did

not arrive in time to be published this week. That which

came over the wires was somewhat of a disappointment

to those who thought that higher prices would be realized

for the stallions. Still, Mortemer at 21 years cannot be

expected to last much longer and may fail at any
moment. Iroquois is untried, though there is so much to

recommend him to the notice of breeders that he may be

termed a cheap horse at the price of $20,000. Belle

Meade is now very well served and at the annual sales

when the Iroquois yearlings are offered there will be

lively competition. Doubling the Leamington blood is

a good move, especially for that breeding farm, havin^

proved such a faoious nick with Bonnie Scotland mares.

Then, Enquirer is getting along in years, and Bramble
and L"ke Blackburn can only be used on a portion of
the nitres. When full accounts are received a batter
understanding will be obtained than from meagre tele-

graphic notices.

On page 266 will be found the result of the first two days

of the great sale of trotters at Glenview. The following

transactions were on the third day, the report not reaching

ub until the tirst forms had gone to press:

Starling, b m, 12 years, by Cuyler, dam Artless—R. H.
Robinson, Nashville, Tenn., $1,025.

Pretty Maid, b f, foaled 1SS6, by Nutwood, dam Lizzie
Wilkes—A. H. Wilson, Danville, 111., §1,500.
Lizzie Wilkes, b m, 10 vears, by George Wilkes, dam

Ladoga— J. I. Case, Racine. Wis., $3,200.
Stray Moments, ch f, foaled 1836, by Nutwood, dum Totsey

—Ed. Gray, Pittsburg, Pa., §1,075.
Totsey, ch m, 13 year:--, by Mambrino Transport, dam

Lucia—May Overton, Nashville, Tenn., $1,375.
Fair Day, ch c, foaled 1SS5, by Cuyler, dam Lucia—Charles

Spriels, Logansport, Ind., $600.
Lucia, b m, 18 years, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam

Trusty—R. B. Rutherford, llliuois, $725.
Matilda, b m, 2 years, by Nutwood, dam Lualaba— J. I.

Case, $3,300.
Sweet Drop, b f, foaled 1886, by Nutwood, dam Lualaba

—

Mr. Cheffuer, Michigan, $675.
Hickory Nut, br c, 3 yours, by Nutwood, dam Lualaba

—

W. L. Needhani, Racine, Wis., $1,000.
Lualaba, b m, 23 years, by Berkley's Edwin Forrest, dam!

by Gray Eagle—R. J. Thompson, Sedalia, Mo., $275.
Maggie Wilkes, b m, 10 years, by George Wilkes, dam

Princess Clay—J. H. Shultz, Brooklyn, N. T., 83,500.
Wilkeswood, be, 2 years, bv Nntwood, dam Maggie Wilkes

—S. G. Peabody, Indiana, $3,025.
Pacolet, b o, foaled 1886, by Pancoast, dam May Wilkes

—J. O'Connor, Montreal, $1,100.
May Wilkes, b in, 7 years, bv George Wilkes, dam by

Enfield—F. D. Stout, Dubuque, Iowa, $2,025.
Glenview Belle, b f, foaled 1SS6, by Nutwood, dam Mel-

rose—S. Black, Frankfort, Ky., $1,725.
Melrose, b m, 4 years, by George Wilkes, dam Moss Rose

—

W. P. I. James, Terre Haute, Ind., $4,050.
Midge, c m, 14 years, by Belmont, dam Little Meg—William

Ousley, Shelby county, Ky., $875.
Mileta, ch m, 2 years, by Nutwood, dam Hilda—G. W.

Wrenn, Nashville, Tenn., $1,025.
Minuet, b m, 8 years, by Harold, dam Cracovienne—May

Overton, $1,625.
Rivulet.jb m, 12 years, by George Wilkes, dam "Old"

Sophy—S. H. Rundle, Danburry, Conn., $1,575.
Equity, b c, foaled 1SS6, by WickJiffe, dam Rivulet—J.

Frazier, Kansas City, $620.
Isaac Vernon, b i, 2 years, by Nutwood, dam Streamlet

—

W. T. Withers, Lexington, Ky., $2,600.
Pacetti, b c, 1 year, by Pancoast, dam Streamlet—D. L.

Parker, New Bedford, Mass., $3,300.

Leather Patch, b c, foaled 18S6, by Nutwood, dam Stream-
let—W.T. Withers, $1,700.

Streamlet, b m, 11 years, by Almont, dam "Old" Sophy

—

J. A. Middleton, Shelbyville, Ky., $3,000.
Willie Wilkes, blk m, 5 years, by George Wilkes, dam Sally

Southworth—R. G. Stoner, Paris," Ky., $2,275.
Chesterwood, b c, foaled 1886, by Nutwood, dam Willie

Wilkes—W. T. Withers, $1,600.
Myrtle, b m, 2 years, by Nutwood, dam Moss Rose—W. T.

Withers, $2,100.
Nora Wilkes, b m, 4 years, by George Wilkes, dam Nora

Lee—F. D. Stout, Dubuque, Iowa, $6,050.
Moss Rose, br m, 13 years, by Woodford Mambrino, dam

Primrose—R. A. Hunter, Westport, Mo., $2,225.
Nora Lee, 12 years—W. R. Dickerman, New York, $2,000.
Peach Bloom, foaled 1SS6—J. T. Donovan, St. Louis,

Mo., $575.
Ocala, 1 year—V.M. Hubbard, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, $1,025.
Nora Norman, 15 years—J. B. Paine, Lexington, Ky., $625.
Orlando, foaled 1886—W. P. Milner, Missouri, $700.
Bessie Burton, 1 year—J. Rupert, New York, $1,200.
Moto, 5 years—J. Rupert, New York, $1,300.
Patchen Maid—D. H. Bundle, Danbury, Conn., $700.
Prescott, foaled ISS6—W. T. Newsom, Colnmbus, Ind.,

$1,550.
Pan, 1 year— O. Posy, Rushville, Ind., $1,600.
Whisper, 4years—May Overton, Nashville, $1,525.
Silence, 21 years—W. E. Mackafee, Louisville, $675.
Bordon, 1 year— J. E. Waters, Wisconsin, $550.
Zeither, 16 years—W. H. Fleming, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

$2,050.
Zalda, 7 years—May Overton, Nashville, $1,C75.

Ruby, 8 years—G. M. Fogg, Nashville, S2. 100.

Brentwood, foaled 1SS6—F. D. Waters, Wisconsin, $1,250.
Tot, 7 years—D. L. Bowen, Missouri, $2,100.
Lockwood, foaled 18S6—G. H. Kherwood, St. Paul, $1,025.
RapidaD, 8 yours—W. E. Mackafee, Louisville, $1,825.
Greystone, foaled 18S6—M. L. Hare, Indianapolis, $1,500.
Starling Wilkes, 2 years—M. L Hare, Indianapolis, $2,650.
Silver Bell, 2 years'—R. F. Lakeland, Kansas City, $875.
Fancy Work, foaled LS36— A. Frazier, Kansas Citv, $1,050.
Teney, 11 years— W. R. Brash, Fort Wayne, $1

'""

Jas. Beach has moved his stable from
Vancouver, W.T,
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Buyers and Prices at the Gleaview Sale.

Nutwood, chestnut stallion, by Belmont, dam Miss Russell

bv Pilot Jr.; foaled 1S70—F. D. Stout Dubuque, Iowa,

S:
J-2,000.

Pancoast, bav stallion, bv Woodford Mambrino, dam Bieara

bv Harold; foaled 1877—Jobn H. Shultz, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

$28,000.
Cuyler, bay stallion, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam Grey

Rose by Harris' Hambletonian; foaled 1S6S—John H. Shultz,

Brooklvn, N. Y., S4.000.
Wicldiffe, bay stallion, by George Wilkes, damPatcben Maid

by Mambrino Patchen; foaled 18S2—J. Plerozier, Upland,

Penn., $6,900.
iSuLuinee, bay colt, by Stranger (son of Gen. Washington

and Goldsmith Maid), dam Sapphire by Jay Gould; foaled

1885—Elizur Smith, Lee, Mass., $3,000,

Wedding Bell, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Orange Girl by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian; foaled 1885—John S. Clark, New
Brur/swick, N. J., $1,600.

Orange Girl, bay mare, by Rysdyk's Harnbletooian, dam
Dolly Mills by Seely's American Star; foaled 1871, record

2:20—Augustus E. Sharpe, Louisville.

Preceptor, chestnut colt, by Nutwood, dam Precept by
Pancoast; foaled 1SS5—C. C. Gardner, Prince Edwards Island,

Canada, §1,710.
St. Valentine, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam Precept by

Pancoast; foaled 1886—P. D. Barton, Vergenues, Vt., S2,450.

Precept, bay mare, by Paucoast, dam Artless (own sister to

Orange Girl) by Rysdyk's Hauibletonian dam Dolly Mills by
Seeley's American Star; foaled 18S0—John Shultz, Brooklyn,
s_>,500.

Artifice, bay fillv, by Nutwood, dam Artless; foaled 18S4

—

A. L. Craighead, Nashville, 82,100.

Tampa, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Artless; foaled 1885

—

M. Overton, Nashville, $1,300.

Artless, bay mare, by Rvsdyk's Hambletonian, dam Dolly
Mills; foaled 1868—Wm, D'iston, Philadelphia, S950.

Choral, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Anthem by Cnyler;

foaled 18S4—S. F. Waters. Genoa Junction, Wis., $1,525,

Cadence, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Anthem; foaled 1S85
—James G. Boyd, Milwaukee, $1,025.

Spriugtime, ohestnut filly, by Nutwood, dam Anthem:
foaled 1886—Daniel Heffernan, Manistee, Mich., $500.
Anthem, bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Augusta bv Rvsdyk's

Bellfounder; foaled 1S76-S. H. Wheeler, Chicago* $1,000.

Volusia, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Augusta; foaled 1SS5
—Robert Steel, Philadelphia, $775.

Augustine, bay mare, bv Pancoast, dam Augusta; foaled

1SS1—Gen. W. T. Withers, Lexington, Ky., $1,150.
Springbok, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam Augusta; foaled

1SS6—Robert Steel, Philadelphia, $725.
Augusta, brown mare, bv Rysdyk's Bellfounder, dam Dolly

Mills; foaled 1S69—F. F. Folger, Kingston, Canada, $600.
Timoka, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Argentine by

Cuyler; foaled 1885—John B. Graham, Lexington, Ky., $625.
Argentine, bay mare, by Cnyler, dam Lilla by Alexander's

Norman; foaled 1875—M. Scholl, York, Pa., S625.
Bonnie Wood, bay colt {full brother of Nutbreaker), by

Nutwood, dam Bonny Doon by Aberdeen; foaled 1S35—M.
Overton, Nashville, Tenu„ $4,200.

Red Letter, bay filly, bv Nutwood, dam Bonny Doon;
foaled 1836—Robert Steel, Philadelphia, $1,625.
Bonny Doon, bay mare, by Aberdeen, dam Ariel by Ethan

Allen; foaled 1S71—J. I. Case, Racine, Wis., $3,250.
Candase, chestnut mare, by Harold, dam Fairy Belle by

Belmont; foaled 1S81—G. W. Henry, Chicago, 111., $4,000.
Mermaid, bay mare, bv Monte Carlo, dam Watersprite by

Belmont; foaled 1S84—W. C. Simpson, New York, $1,650.
Topic, chestnut filly, by Nutwood, dam Custom by Cuyler;

foaled 18S5—R. B. Metcalf, Lexington, $750.
Custom, bay mare, by Cuvler, dam Tallulah by Hero of

Thorndale; foaled 18S2—S. F. Waters, Genoa Junction, Wis.,
$875.
Sanquoit, black mare, by George Wilkes, dam Ellen Briggs

by Blackwood; foaled 1S80—G. W. Henry, Chicago, $3,500.
Vesper Bell, bav filly, bv Nutwood, dam Sanquoit; foaled

18S6—Charles H.'Tenny, New York, $1,500.
Elies, bay mare, by George Wilkes, dam Ellen Briggs by

Blackwood—foaled 1882; J. B. Payne, Lexington, $1,100.
Beatrice (dam of Patron), bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Mary

Mambrino by Mambrino Patchen; foaled 1875—John E.
Shultz, Brooklyn, $4,850.

Clarinda, bav filly, bv Nutwood, dam Beatrice; foaled 1SS4
—J. I. Case, Racine, Wis., $2,825.

Elvira (blind), black mare, by Cnyler, dam Mary Mambrino;
foaled 18S0; four-year-old record 2:18£—John Overton, Nash-
ville, $3,050.

Marcella, bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Mary Mambrino;
foaled 1SS1—Johnson Bros., Greenville, Mich., $2,100.
Mary Mambrino (lam of Elvira and Beatrice), bay mare,

bv M iin> rino Patchen, dam Belle Wagner by Embry's
Wagner; foaled 1870—Ed Collins, Milan, $300.

Valdosta, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Emma Arterburn
by Mambrino Patchen; foaled 18S5—Robert Steel, Phila-
delphia, $750.
Mereedita, black mare, by Cuyler, dam Emma Arterburn;

foaled 1879—S.B. Metcalf, Lexingtou, $1,000.
Thornwood, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam Emma Arterburn;

foaled 1SS6—Albertiougworth, McLean, 111., $1,025.
Emma Arterburn, black mare, by Mambrino Patchen, dam

Jennie Johnson by Sweet Owen; foaled 1871—John R.
Graham, Lexington, $1,650.

Mystic, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Emma Arterburn;
foaled 1S83—J. I. Case, Racine, Wis., $1,475.

Brenner, bay colt, by Cuyler, dam Emma N., by Strader's
C.M.Clay, Jr.; fouled 1885—James T. Donovan, St. Louis,
$325.
Lace Gown, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Emma N.; foaled

1886—J. W. Crawford, Nashua, N. H., $925.
Emma N.

(
bay mare, bySirader's C. M. Clay, dam Lady Alice

by Mambrino Chief; foaled 1876—F. S. Waters, Genoa Junc-
tion, Wis.. $1,125.

Etruscau, bay mare, by Dictator, dam Stella Sturgis by
Andrew Johnston; foaled 1881—George H. Ely, Elvria O
$1,350.

Melissa, bay tilly, by Nutwood, dam Endora by Cuyler;
fooled 1884—Samuel Gaveritt, Lexington, Ky., $3,250.
Ha Ha, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Endora; foaled 1SS5—E. H. Douglas, Nashville, Tenn., $1,025.
Ividora, black mare, by Cnyler, dam Irina G. by Woodford

Mambrino; foaled 18S0—Gen. W.T. Withers, Lexington Kv.
$2,550.

y

Fidelia, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Marcia S. by William's
Mambrino; foaled 1SC>4— William Distou, Philadelphia, $1,750.

-is, black filly, by Nntwood, dam Four Lines, by
B ...id; foaled 1883—H. P. Ijams, Terra Haute, Iud.,
S3,0DU.
Nevada chestnut filly, by Nutwood, damFour Lines; foaled

]$<1-C. F. Emery, Cleveland, $1,925.
Lines, black mare, by Blackwood, dam Venus by

lin'a Star; foaled 1874—G. W.Henry, Chicago, $2,050,

Frances Medium, bay fillv, by Happy Medium, dam Anna-
bel, by Geo. Wilkes; foaled 18S5—Robert Steel, Philadelphia,

$1,375,
Gleam, black mare, by Dictator, dam Burchwood, by

Blackwood; foaled 1SS1—W. P. Clancy, Louisville, $1,475.

Manipulator, bay colt, by Nutwood, d»m Gladys; foaled

1SS6—James G. Boyd, Milwaukee, $1,450.
Gladys, bay mare, by Hetzell's Hambletonian (own brother

of Volunteer), dam by Woodford Mambriuo; foaled 1881—T.
J. Jefferson, Lexington, Ky., $2,250.

Litta, brown mare, by George Wilkes, dam Lady Adams
bv Amos" Cassius M. Clay; foaled 1877—G. M. Fogg, Nash-
ville, $1

;
225.

Helen, brown filly, by Nutwood, dam Hermia by Woodford
Mambrino; foaled 1SS4—J. I. Case, Racine, $2,050.

Dream Land, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Hermia; foaled

1SS5—Arthur Sherwood, Green Farm, Conn., $1,100.

Reception Day, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Hermia; foaled

18S6—J. G. Boyd, Milwaukee, $S75.

Hermia, bay mare, by Woodford Mambrino, dam Hermosa
by Edwin Forrest; foaled 1874—J. I. Case, Racine, $2,350.

Hermione, bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Hermia; foaled 1881

--M. Overton, Nashville, Tenn., $2,500.

Margot, bay tilly, by Nutwood, dam Hermione; foaled 1S86
—M. Overton, Nashville, $2,500.

Hilda, bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Nora Norman by Black-

wood; foale*d 1880—M. Overton, Nashville, $1,825.

Enright, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam La Gracie by Cuvler;

foaled 1SS5—J. I. Case, Racine, $1,050.
Calendar, bay colt, by Pancoast, dam Hull Trapp by

Cuyler; foaled 1885—David L. Parker, New Bedford, Mass.,

$1,300.
Perryander, bay gelding, bv Pancoast, dam Huli Trapp;

foaled 18S4—B. Donnelly, Montreal, $300.
Irma Wilkes, black mare, by George Wilkes, dam Irma G.

by Woodford Mambrino; foaled 1S82—R. B. Metcalf, Lexing-

ton, $3,500.
Cherry Wood, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam Irma Wilkes;

foaled 1S86—R. J. Watson, Rushville, Ind., $3,075.
Issaquena, brown mare, by Pancoast, dam Laytham Lass

by Alexander's Abdallah; foaled 18S1; record as a four-year-

old, 2=28.}—John H. Shultz, Brooklyn, N. T., $3,500.
Miss Multon, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Laythan Lass,

foaled 1SS5—S. P. Hazard, Peoria, $1,150.

Some Day, chestnut colt, by Nutwood, dam Kate Patcheu
by Mambrino Patchen; foaled 18S6—C. M.Clough, Rochester,

Minn., $2,300,
Kate Patchen, cheRtnut mare, by Mambrino Patchen, dam

Lady Abdallah by Alexander's Abdallah; foaled 1S70—F. S.

Waters, Genoa Junction, Wis., $2,000.
Fresco, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Thistle by Cuyler;

foaled 18S4—G. M. Fogg, Nashville, $2,075.

Sea Side, bay filly, by Wickliffe, dam Thistle by Cuyler;

foaled 1886—Arthur Sherwood, Green Farm, Conn., $500.
Thistle, bay mare, by Cuyler, dam Lady Abdallah; foaled

1874—E. W. Barker, Clarksville, Tenn., $550.
Keenmore, chestnut mare, by Strathmore, dam Laura Fair

by Ratler; foaled 1S80—E. A. Collins, Milan, Tenn., $1,050.

Prindine, brown mare, by Princeps, dam Haroldine by
Harold; foaled 1881—S. B. Oldham, Newcastle, Ky., $2,000.

Pin Money, bay filly, by Nutwood, dam Prindine; foaled

1S86—Gen. W. T. Withers, Lexington, $650.

Inter Laken, black filly, by Cuyler, dam Kitty Johnson by
Mambrino Patchen; foaled 1S85—Dr. R. T. Preston, Montreal,

$1,125.
Kitty Johnson, black mare, by Mambrino Patchen, dam

Jennie Johnson by Sweet Owen; foaled 1S72—H. W. Fleming,
Fort Wayne, $650.
Rigbtaway, bay filly, by Cuyler, dam Lady Prewitt by

Clark Chief; foaled 18S5—C. M. Smith, Earlville, 111., $1,500.
Lady Prewitt, bay mare, by Clark Chief, dam Lady Wallen-

stein bv Lexington; foaled 1S72—J. J. Crawford, Nashua, N.
H., $1,000.

Gaslight, chestnut filly, by Nutwood, dam Lady Alice;

foaled 1885—Edward Martin, St. Luuis, $1,050.

Lady Alice, bav mare, by Mambrino Chief, dam Fannie by
Hayden's Pilot; foaled 1862—R. H. Peterson, Chicago, $275.
Lady Abdallah's Last, bay filly, by Cnyler, dam Lady

Abdallah; foaled 1885—T. J. Jefferson, Eminence, Ky., $105.
Ladv Majolica, bay mare, by Dictator, dam by Brown Chief;

foaled*187S; record 2:25—R. J. Stone, Paris, Ky., $1,325.
Teresa, black filly, by Nutwood, dam Lizzie Wilkes; foaled

1SS4—William Cottrill, Mount Clemens, Mich., $2,145.
New Era, bay colt, by Nutwood, dam Prefix by Pancoast;

foaled 1886-J. S. Riggs, Dallas, Texas, $S5S.
Prefix, brown mare, by Pancoast, dam Galatea by Messenger

Duroc—Peter Hopkins, St. Paul, Minn., $2,600.

Tablet, bay tilly, by Cuyler, dam Prefix by PaDCoast; foaled

1885—T. J. Jefferson, Eminence, Ky., $1,500.

Reina Victoria, (dam of Princeton) bay mare, by Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, dam Hyacinth by Volunteer; foaled 1875

—

Frederick Seacord, Gale'sburgh, $7,025.
Sweet Cicily, chestnut filly, by Nutwood, dam Hyacinth;

foaled 1SS5—William Cottrill* Mount Clemens, Mich., $1,725.
Russia, chestnut colt, by Nutwood, dam Reina Victoria;

foaled 1884—0. Pasey, Rushville, Md., $2,960.
Muscovite, chestnut colt, by Nutwood, dam Reina Victoria;

foaled 1885—G. A. Languedue, Montreal, $2,450.
Philosopher, bay colt, by Pancoast, dam Reina Victoria;

foaled 18S6—M. Overton, Nashville, $2,450,

A Rody Patterson Fund-

The New York Sportsman of the 9th contains the follow,

ing editorial announcement:
After mature deliberation and consultation with intimate

friends of the late Rody Patterson, Jr., we have decided to

open a fund for the benefit of the widow and children who
have been suddenly deprived of a husband and father, and
left alone to face the stern realities of life.

Mr. Patterson left his family but little save his good name,
and that, rich though in memory, will scarcely supply the

comforts of life that the strong right hand formerly provided.
We know there are thousands of friends throughout the land
who would gladly contribute a trifle towards placiug the fam-
ily in a position of independence for the time being if a proper
opportunity or channel for the reception of such contributions

was opened, and believing this we have decided to become
the custodian of such contributions and head the list with
a personal donation of one hundred dollars. We need not
dwell upon the worthiness of the object, for all who know
Mr. Patterson personally, will feel a rare pleasure in adding
their mite toward making those hecherished happy and com-
fortable, and we trust all will realize that "there is no time like

the present," and at once forward whatever sum they feel like

contiib itiug without waiting for a personal appeal from us.

We shall keep our readers informed as to the progress of the
movement, and gratefully acknowledge all contributions.

A Little Truck Patch.

Kern county contains the biggest farm in the world. I
spean advisedly. In this imperial domain of the Messrs.
Haggin & Carr there are four iiundred and forty thousand
acres which cannot be surpassed anywhere for fertility. We
drove down to the Bellevue ranch, the home ranch of Mr. W.
B. Carr. Our road during nearly the entire seven miles lay
between rich corn and alfalfa fields. The several ranchoa of
these gentlemen are divided up into plots of eight hundred
and a thousand acres. Stock browse in innumerable
paddocks. A large proportion of the cattle is of very famous
breeds—Holsteins, Short-horns, etc., and the work of raising
graded beef is going on on a gigantic scale. Bellevue is now
being fitted up for the permanent residence of Mr. Carr, who
is about to bring his family there.

The appointments of the farm are on an immense scale,
embracing offices, carpenter and blacksmith shops, and every
convenience which can be found in a town of, say, a thousand
inhabitants. Every acre of this immense domain is fenced in
in good shape. Large ditches carry the water everywhere,
although at this season of the year only enough is run for
watering the cattle. We were fortunate enough to find Mr.
Carr at home, and this redoubtable political wire-puller and
astute politician might very well have been mistaken for a
guileless granger. There was an occasional twinkle in his
shrewd brown eyes, however, which bespoke the boss manip-
ulator, and held out to the wary the caution involved in the
law phrase, caveat emptor. He informed us that they
employed on their half-million-acre farm from eight hundred
to two thousand men, according to the season. The territory
covered by their title was a neat little stretch, fifty by thirty
miles. Just think of a farmer who can ride around for a
week or two on his own land without going over the same
place twice! Of course all this land has not been brought op
to the same high degree of cultivation which characterizes
Bellevue, the Stockdale and the Livermore ranchos. Mr.
Carr informed us that the plan of his partner and himself
had been to improve large tracts here and there to show what
could be done, with a view of selling in small tracts to set-
tlers. The riparian decision of the Supreme Court, however,
had deranged this part of their programme. During tbe
course of the conversation he stated that they had already
40,000 acres in alfalfa, and that they had largely abandoned
the raising of hogs because eastern competition, favored by
the very low rates of transportation, had sent the prices down
from tne six and seven cents of several years ago to the two
and tnree cents which is the ruling rate of to-day.

After leaving the Bellevue ranch we drove to the Stock-
dale farm, which is presided over by Capt. Taylor, formerly
of Fredricksburg, Virginia. Here we were shown some of
the famous imported and other fine stock which the Messrs.
Haggin & Carr kept on their Kern county property. The
racing stock which is making such a furor in the East is

bred by Mr. Haggin on his Sacramento place. He keeps it

there for the convenience of being able to run up and see it

whenever the humor seizes him. At Stockdale, however,
there are some splendid stallions and colts, amongst the latter

a fine lot of young Hambletonians. What greatly interested

me was the famous old stallion Patchen, known as the "Cali-
fornia Patchen." He is in his thirty-third year, and as
irascible an equine as ever pawed stable floor. The only
human being he will allow to approach him is his negro
groom, who feeds him, and for whom he has a great affection.

This is the horse that trotted with Dexter when that famous
animal lowered the stallion record to 2:18, beating the
California Patchen by only a neck. The latter is amongst
stallions what August the Strong of Poland was amongst
men. He has a registered "get" of five hundred colts. Noble
old equine Patriarch! May the day be long deferred when
he will pass in his checks and go to the horses' happy
coursing grounds. He is made much of by Captain Taylor
for what he has been. Patchen's age is equivalent to over a
century in a man. There is also at the Stockdale farm a
fine line of Percheron horses.

—

Los Angeles Herald.

The New York Horse Market.

The Latonia people have set their faces dead against
jumping races.

The horse market is picking up. There were no very
important sales last week, nor did many horses exchange
hands. Still the prices given were fair, and the horse frater-

nity in the neighborhood of the Bull's Head is inclined to be
happier than it has been for some time. John Whitson, of

No. 144 East Twenty-fourth street, got rid of between sixty

and seventy horses for railroad purposes, the Sixth avenue
railroad, which, Mr. Whitson says, has better horses than any
other car line in the city, being the purchaser. The prices

averaged $250. Fox and Doer sold eleven horses to Piercy
Brothers for trucking purposes at $210 apiece.

Van Tassell & Kearney will sell to-morrow morning at their

stables at No. 554 West Twenty-eighth street, some valuable
trucking stock formerly the property of Mr. L. E. Jones. The
lots include a pair of dapple gray Clydesdales, sixteen hands
high, and winners of the first premiums at the National Horse
Show.
What the weather has to do with selling horses it would be

hard to say, but the horsemen look for better times as soon as
the weather changes. Unseasonable weather is bad for the
horse trade, they say, as well as for every other business.

For forty years Mr. Isaac H. Dahlman has been engaged in

the horse business. He should therefore know something
about it. He is perfectly satisfied at the present condition of

the market, though not enthusiastic.

It was in 1846, when Mr. Dahlman was a raw lad of four-

teen, that he brought his first drove of horses uu to the Bull's

Head, having driven them all the way from Indiana. It was
a very different business in those days from what it is now.
Forty dollars would buy as good a horse as the country could
produce. There were no railroads to bring the horses from
what was then considered the Far West, and it took about
three months to bring a drove from Indiana to New York
city.

East Twenty-fourth street was then iu the country and was
occupied by cattle pens. The old Bull's Head, built on the

site where Fox & Doer's stables now are, became the head-
quarters of the drovers.

"It was pretty hard work but it was healthy," said Mr.
Dahlman, while speaking about his experiences to a Herald
reporter yesterday. "For fifteen years I rode on an average
twenty-five miles a day. It was very cold sometimes going
across the Alieghanies in winter, but it hardened me so that

now I am one of the healthiest men in the business."

From his small drove of horses Mr. Dahlmnu has now
increased.his business to such an extent that from fourteen to

fifteen thousand horses pass through his bunds every year.
His stables, all of them in East Twenty-fourth street between
Second and Third avenues, cover ten city lots and are built

on his own ground. The majority of the stables in the

neighborhood belong to the Lorillard estate. Mr. Dahhnan's
stables show how devoted their owner is to horseflesh. They
are so neatly kept that they would do honor to any large
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English country place. Yesterday there were 532 horses in
Mr. Dahlman's stables, besides fifty in the hospital suffering
more or less from colds.

"I understand, Mr. Dahlman," said the reporter, "that
you return the purchase mouey to your patrons if the pur-
chases do not suit them."

"Yes, that is my invariable custom and always has been so.

And I tell you I have never lost in any way by it. The pub-
lic seems to have an impression that a man to be in the horse
business must be no better than an escaped convict. I tell

you honesty pays just as well in dealing in horses as in sell-

ing dry goods. If 1 sell Mr. Jones a roarer Mr. Jone3 is as
likely as not to tell Mr. Smith that that man Dahlman is

a rascal. That stops Mr. Smith becoming one of my
customers, and I lose at the same time the patronage of Mr.
Jones. Do you think if I s">ld a lady a horse that shied at
the elevated roads she would ever come near me again? By
the way, that adds a good deal to the trouble of horse dealing
—teaching the horses to stand the racket of steam.
"The horse business is not an easy one. It's not all beer

and skittles. If I were to start life anew I would never go
into the horse business. Of course, as you can see, I have
been successful, perhaps the most successful horse dealer in
the country. But see how I am tied down to my work. I

have no holiday, and am kepi continually anxious about the
condition of horses."

If Mr. Dahlman is the king of the horse dealers, Archibald
Johnston, generally known as "Archie" Johnston, is the
musician of the fraternity. He is the author of the once-
popular soDg "Baby Mine," and claims to have cleared ©9,000
as his share of the profits from the ballad. Mr. Johnston was
a good deal of a pianist, too, in former days, but for the last

few years he has suffered very much from rheumatism and is

now quite unable to use his hands at the piano.
Mr. Johnston is the pioneer of the present mode of selling

horses by auction with warranty and privilege of trial. At
the time that he started the system it was considered imprac-
ticable, but has proved a great success, and has worked
wonders in the way of reform in the entire horse business.
Formerly Mr. Jobnston belonged to the tirm of Johnston &

Broughton, general auctioneers in Nassau street. The horses
were then sold out on the street in front of the auction rooms.
From Nassau street he moved up to Thirteenth street, and
devoted himself entirely to the sale of horses, carriages and
harness, Mr. Van Tassell being his partner. Mr. Van Tassell
retired from the tirm and started in business with Mr.
Kearney as a partner.

Mr. Sol Mehrbach, one of the directors of the Broadway
Surface Koad, has, with Mr. Smith, of Oakley & Smith, the
honor of being the most imposing-looking of the horse
dealers. Mr. Mehrbach principally deals in trucking and
railroad horses. Last week he sold a batch of them to the
Broadway road. The majority of these horses come from
Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Colorado is becoming now one of the most important horse

breeding states. The Colorado breeders have great faith in
the Percheron horse, which they use for crossing with native
mares. In the east, however, the Clydesdale is still the most
popular horse for trucking and farm purposes.
Nest week a number of fine horses are expected from the

west by most of the horse dealers.

"From'Eend to Eend."

It is related that Luke, the English jockey lately imported

by Mr. August Belmont, was much surprised, when he took

his first American mount, at the difference between the

Yankee and English ways of racing. To see the pace set hot

from the fall of the flag was new to him. Pendragon, of the

London Referee, who sailed and railed around the world last

spring, is working up the notes of his trip in his paper and

makes this mention of the style in Australia:

Nobody can go to an Australian Jockey Club meeting, or a
meeting held under the rules and regulations of that influen-

tial and really hard-working body, without being struck with
many things which are done so differently here and in Eng-
land. I do not for one moment suppose that everything we do
at home is right; neither would it be fair to assume that every-

thing we do is wrong—it may be enough if I point out two or
three of the most noticeable differences between the racing of

England and the racing of Australia. Many people who come
over here declare vigorously against Australian riding.

What an English jockey of rank could do here I will not
attempt to say, but I most certainly do not suppose he would
be able to take such liberties with his Australian rivals as

many cheap and easy critics, who imagine that whatever we
do at home is bound to be best, have when out here in the
most off-hand manner asserted. To listen to them one would
think there is no possible doubt about it. But there is, for all

that. Speaking entirely for myself, I can, after looking at a

dozen or more flat races in Melbourne and Sydney, only
wonder what an English jockey would do so as to show his

superiority. He would have to subscribe to the system here,

or be right out of the hunt at half distance. This system is

simply to get away home as fast as you can from start to

finish. All races are officially timed, and time is as great a

factor in the decision of a Victoria or New South Wales
thoroughbred's exact class as it is among Sheffield sprinters or
American trotters. The effect of this is not difficult to dis-

cover. Riders have to make good time as well as to get home
in front. A race run in slow time would lead to an outburst
of popular indignation. The press and public would feel

certain that the losers, or most of them, were all non-spinners.
Thus we see the entire field coming away from score in mile-

and-a-half and two-mile races in a way which would make an
English trainer, owner, or rider open his eyes in very wonder.
I have been told several times since I have been in New South
Wales that Englishmen who come here say, almost with one
voice, "O, Fred Archer would lie off, and then, when the

others had run themselves to a stand-still, he would come with
& rush and win easily, " or words to the same effect, the name
of some other jockey— Wood, Watts, or Cannon—being some-
times substituted for that of Archer.

Now, with all deference, this strikes me as being simply
nonsense. No English jockey would dare lie off to the extent

of riding here as he would ride at home; he must be there or
thereabouts when he wanted to make his rush, or his rush
would only result in landing him at one end of the finish

—

the wrong end—instead of at the other. And if he kept
sufficiently near the leaders to make a rush practicable, it is

just on the cards that his horse wouldn't have the required
amount left in him when its extraction became most desirable.

Again, I say, it is nonsense to decide off-hand what would be
done by any English rider who is worthy of being considered
representative. He might find the new system better than the

old; he might find it always left him behind unless be went with
it; he might find a compromise effective; or he might find any
one of half a dozen things which have never seemed to strike

those book-makers and others who have decided at once and
for ever that an English jockey would make a complete show
of all Australian jockeys. If an Australian jockey came to
England it is most liktly he would find our way of riding
put him all abroad; but then he would have to ride our wav;
an Euglish jockey in Australia would have to ride the
Australian way; and if he didn't he would have do show
whatsoever. The Australian way is one which leaves little

opportunity for what we call fine ridiDg. There is no doubt
they run their races in Australia faster than we run ours;
theie is not much opportunity for finesse when everybody in
a race is making the pace red-hot from the moment "that "the
flag falls till the judge's box is reached—slways providingthat
he can stay the distance. No finerproverb exists than the one
which tells that when you are in Rome yon must do as is done
by the Eomans. A system is bound to be too much for an
individual should he endeavor by his own unaided exertions
to overthrow it. If Archer came out here the very best he
could do would be to make a compromise, and even if he
could do that his riding would be robbed of more than half
its brilliancy.

The Kittson sale, though it must be admitted to be a suc-
cess, is an illustration of the oft-repeated adage, that the
spring time is the correct time to sell racing stock. The sale
was excellently managed, and Colonel S. D. Bruce played the
part of the accomplished auctioneer, or prices would "hardly
have attained the average they did. The catalogue called for
thirty-six lots, which sold for $29,550, an average of SS20.
The brown gelding Brown Duke, by Reform out of Madge,
by imp. Australian, sold very cheap at SI, 750. An offer of

S3. 000 from a western buyer arrived too late. Raveller, a full

brother, two years old, sold at S2,000, and Rustler, a yearling,
sold for $2,300. Anstriana, by Alarm, dam of imp.
Australian, went for SI, 600, and tbe excellent public per-
former Ittilala went for the low figure of S2, 100. In the
yearling brigade, the champion sale was the chestnut cnlt

Onas by Reform, dam Maggie B. B., the dam of Iroquois, for
the sum of S3, 100, to F. Gebhardt, who is credited with the
intention of running an extensive stable next season.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Feeding- Unthrifty Colts.

For four to six months the colt takes its natural food—the
milk of the dam. If this is in liberal supply the colt will be
sufficiently nourished with the addition of the grass it will

get in pasture. But care must be taken to ascertain whether
the dam gives sufficient milk to produce a strong growth.
Scanty nourishment at this period is often fatal to foil
development afterward. The whole system of the young animal
is plastic in the hands of the skillful feeder. Full rations
of appropriate food will give it the habit of strong and rapid
growth, which is easily continued after weaning; but, on the
other hand, deficient nourishment will not only contract its

present growth but also contract its powers of digestion so as
to incapacitate it for using sufficient food to give full growth
after weaning. The vigorous growth of a colt while young is

too important to be neglected on any pretext such as that
"whip-cord, muscle, and solid bone must be grown very
slowly that the fibres may become perfect," etc. There is a

vast amount of such humbug afloat. Slow growth presup-
poses scanty food; does insufficient nutrition produce the
most perfect development? Taking a lesson from tree growth:
How does the fibre of the slow-growing, large, forest hickory
compare with that of the rapid, open-field, second-growth
hickory—the grain of the latter being twice or thrice the
thickness of the former? Will the expert who wants an
ax-helve or spokes for a trotting sulky choose the slow-
growing hickory in preference to the rapid second-growth?
I think the same rule will hold between two colts, the one
scantily and the other abundantly fed. But as in this case
of the rapidly growing hickory, we wish it seasoned to give
us the full force of its springy fibre; so, likewise, the rapidly
growing colt must have a time of seasoning to perfect, by
temperate use and intelligent training, its wonderful power of

muscular endurance. I believe this foolish prejudice against
good feeding for colts has arisen from the fact that high feed-

ing and fattening have been considered synonymous. Such
food as would produce fat rather than muscle can not be too
strongly condemned.

If the dam yields too little milk to produce vigorous
growth in the colt, it should be increased by food of as
nearly the same composition as may be. This is nearly
always at hand in cow's milk. A little practice will soon
teach the young colt to take cow's milk with a relish. New
milk may be given at first but soon replaced with skim-milk,
which, possessing so large a proportion of casein or muscle-
forming food and phosphate of lime, is exactly adapted to the
growth of muscle and bone. This is also so cheap that

vigorous growth may be kept up at very small cost. For colts

one or two months old one quart of milk given morning and
evening will be sufficient. It may be sweetened a little at

first to render it more palatable. Colts, like children, are

fond of sweets; but sugar should only be added as a tempta-
tion in teaching them to eat, for it is a fattening food and
improper to be given as a diet. This use of cow's milk in

growing colts is not a mere theory with the writer, he has
tested it in many instances and found it admirably adapted
to the purpose. He raised two yearlings that were fed a little

skim-milk after two months old until weaned, and then con-

tinued in larger quantity after weaning and through the first

winter. They were given from four to six quarts of milk
each per day, with hay and one quart of oats, until one year
old. These colts grew veTy steadily, developing all parts of

the body evenly, and made horses 100 pounds heavier than
either sire or dam. They were much inclined to exercise and
test comparative speed at all periods during growth, and more
muscular horses of their inches are seldom seen. I once
purchased some colts six months old, of a good breed, that

had been kept on insufficient food and not properly
developed for that age. To make amends for this want of

care and food four quarts of skim-milk was given to each
colt for one month and then increased to six quarts, which
ration, with two quarts of oats per day, was continued for six

months or until one year old. This produced a development
which no grain ration could have done. The advantage of

the milk ration over a like amount of food containing the

same elements in another form is, that the food in the milk
is in solution and very easily digested. Stress is laid upon
this milk feeding for colt3, first, because it is a most appro-
priate food; secondly, because in large portions of tbe country
skim-milk can be had cheap, and it may be thus turned to the

best account, for horse flesh is more valuable than that of

other animals. If milk is not easily obtained, then the colt

may be fed a pint of oats twice a day, in addition to the milk
of its dam, if that is too small ip quantity. Before the colt is

weaned, it is well to teach it to eat a little oil-meal with ifr.

oats. When deprived of the dam's milk this oil-meal v,ill

prevent constipation and furnish a large proportion of
muscle-forming food as well as bone material. About one
pint of oil-meal per day will be sufficient. Another food
which I have used very profitably for the young colt is

linseed or flaxseed. A half-pint of flaxseed boiled in four
quarts of water, and then two quarts of bran or oatmeal
boiled with it, makes an excellent day's ratiou, given in two
parts— the oil and the albuminoids seem to be in just the
right proportion. I have found this ration of flaxseed and
oatmeal gruel the best preventive of relaxation or constipation
of the bowel?, both in the colt and the calf. The small
quantity of oil seems to be very soothing to the alimentary
canal, and it gives a smooth, glossy coat.

—

Prof. E W
Stewart.

Comfort for Working Horses.

Iu a recent lecture before the Pennsylvania State Board o*
Agriculture, Dr. HaTvey, among other good things, said the
following iu regard to the above-named topic: The horse
should be made comfortable at his work. His harness should
fit without galling. His bridle should be long enough to
bring the bit down to the angles of his lips—not so short as
to bring them up an inch or two above their natural position,
as is so frequently the case. The blinds should not touch
his eyes, nor his eyelids, either. His head should not be
reined uncomfortably high. On a long journey, or in pulling
a heavy load, he should not be reined up at all. He is surer
footed when his head is free, and if he should stumble he
recovers better if he cau throw his head down and thereby
relieve his forelegs of a part of the weight of his body until
they get in place again. It is the same principle as is applied
when men jump and throw a stone backward from each hand
at the same time. If a horse's neck is tired by tight reining,
ue is a tired horse, and he has been tired without having
accomplished anything to show for it. We have all felt what
it is to be tired all over by the torture of tight shoes, and the
relief that comes to the whole body with a pair of slippers.
He should always have a free head when traveling in
the night. He needs then the free use of all his faculties.
Do not understand me as meaning that the check rein should
never be nsed at all. It has several uses. A
horse can be more easily managed, if he is disposed
to be a Httle too lively, by checking his head up.
Horses naturally carry their heads up when excited, and
joining them up into that position excites them. A dull
horse may, for a short time, be made much more lively by
checking his head up a little while he is going. This effect
will not continue long, but for a short drive about a town,
with a light weight behind him, there is not much objection
to it if the horse is fresh. When a horse is checked ud while
going he should be unchecked while standing that he may
rest. The check rein should be easily shortened and length-
ened, so that his neck may be relieved without giving him
entire control of his head while standing, for he might rub
his bridle off or get his foot over the lines if he could put
his head low down.

HERD AND SWINE.
Danish Butter.

About twenty years ago Danish butter began to find
a market in England. It was poor "in qnality,
yet by reason of its low price it sold fairly well to the
trade. Its price was from fonr to tive cents per ponnd
less than what was known as No. 1 Cork better, and also
other fair brands of Irish make. By degrees, howeTer, the
Danish bntter improved in qnality and in price nntil it not
only reached the standard of the best Irish bntter. but passed
it in qnality and in price. Now such has been the improve-
ment in Danish butter that it surpasses in quality the average
bntter product of the British Isles, and in fact it now leads
the market there. So large is the importation of Danish
bntter that last year no less than S10, 000,000 worth was sent
to England. How came the Danes to excel all others in the
bntter trade? Simply by changing and refoyning the processes
and manipulations on their farms and in their dairies. Agri-
cultural colleges were established in Denmark, and in these
institutions dairying was and is tanght in the most thoroughly
scientific manner. On the farms cleaner meadows and
pastnres were urged, the best of grasses and herbage grown,
and everything done to enhance the value of the dairy
product. When the dairymaids 9re graduated at these Danish
colleges, diplomas areawarSed in which a specified permission
is given to each graduate to take into tnilion rive or more
pupils, according to the nnmber stated in the diploma. So
complete has been the transformation and so thorough is the
education of the dairymen and dairymaids in Denmark that
they now command the British butter market. The Italians
are now moving in the same direction and with decided
progress. It seems to me that this statement of facts is a
lesson and an incentive to the dairymen of the United States.
It is a certain fact that there are individual bntter makers in
this country whose product is equal in quality to any in the
world. Are we in Central New York even progressing in the
art of dairying as we should?—Daniel Bachelder, be/ore the
New York Farmer's Club.

It is an easy thing (o milk, says the U. S. Dairyman, if one
Jcnows how. All he has to do is to take hold of the teat and
Squeeze. The trouble consists in knowing how io squeeze.
One way of doing it will drive the milk back into the ndder
instead of out into the milk pail. This is not a way to be com-
mended, bnt it is likely to be the way of the first attempt at
milking. To milk right one should partially grasp a portion
of the udder and give it a downward rnb or slight squeeze so
as to drive the milk into the teat. Then the thumb and
forefinger should grasp snugly but gently around the teat
next to the udder so as to prevent any return of milk upward.
Then squeeze the teat below by carefully closing the hand, the
upper fingers a little in advauce of the lower. In this way
the milk in the udder is coaxed into tbe teat and then forced
outward into the pail. If skillfully done it gives pleasure
and satisfaction to the cow instead of pain.

If you make good butter do not hesitate to lot it be known
that it is your product. When yon are manufacturing a
prime article it is a matter of satisfaction as well as of profit
to connect your name with it wherever ft is sold. A reputa-
tion established in this way is worth solid cents per pound
difference on all tbe batter which leaves the farm. If you are
not making that kind, then the best thing you can do is to
get to making it as soon aa possible. There is only
of getting a solid reputation for producing the
is toproduce il.
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Stock Premiums at Los Angeles.

Best thoroughbred stallion, Bachelor, 4 years—John Gri6S,

Couiptou.
Beit thoroughbred stallion, 1 year or under, Four Aces—

A. J. Hutchinson, Cienega.

Best thoroughbred stallion, I year, Ed. McGinnis—H. L.

SaniUL-ls, Ljs Augeles.

Best thoroughbred mare, 4 years and over, Maid cf the

Mist and colt—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best thoroughbred mare, 3 years or over, Lydia—Br. B.F.

Bragg, Los Angeles.

Bust thoroughbred mare, 2 years old, Manzauita—A. J.

Hutchinson. ,

Best thoroughbred mare 1 year or under, Novia—H. L.

Samuels.
Best thoroughbred mare, dam aud two colts, Maid of the

Mist and Maozaniia and Four Aces—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best graded stallion, Del Sur and sis colts—C. A. Durfee.

Best graded dam and two colts, Miss Eoland and two

allies by Pasha—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best graded stallion 4 years and over, Comet—A. Goodwin,

Tnstiu.

Best grade stallion 3 years, Falcon—George Carson, Comp-
ton.

Best grade stallion 2 years, Accident—Canavan &. Tnayer,

Downey.
Best grade stallion colt 1 year or under, Lightfoot—John

JRalston, El Monte.
Best general purpose stallions, 4 years and over, John

Morgan, Jr.—J. H. Thompson, Compton.
Best general purpose stallion, 2 years, Gen. Washington

—

J. M. Dawson, L. A.

Best general purpose stallion, 1 year or over, Prince—George

Klein, Compton.
Best horse colt yearling, Briney—J. M. Dawson, L. A.

Best horse colt, suckling—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best mare colt, yearling—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best mare colt suckling, Brownie—Ben Walton, Compton.

Best sis colts owned by one person—A. J. Hutchinson.

Special §100 premium, Patterson prize to Leon second, 3

months old horse colt by Leon—J. Y. Saviers, Hueneme.
Best sweepstake stallion, Bachelor—John Gries, Compton.

Second best sweepstake stallions Clifton Bell—Win. Green,

Green Meadows.
Best sweepstake mare, Maid of Mist—A. J. Hutchinson.

Second best sweepstake mares, brown mare 4 years, by Sul-

tan—C. A. Durfee.

Best grade mare, 4 years and over and colt, Nellie and colt

Lightfoot—John Ralston, El Monte.

Best grade mare, 3 years, by Sultan—C. A. Durfee.

Best draft 6tallion, 3 years and over, Leon—JohnPatterson,

Hueneme.
Best draft stallion, 2 years, Tom Thumb—J. H. Thompson,

Compton.
Best draft mare, 3 years and over and colt, Betts and colt

Brown—Ben Walton, Compton.
Best draft mare, 3 years, no colt, Burlingame—Wm. Rose,

Maehado; special premium.
Best draft mare, 2 years, Roan M. Ballona—Wm. Rose,

Machedo.
Best roadster stallion, 4 years and over, Del Sur—C. A.

Durfte.
Best roadster stallion, 2 years, Jack Hill—Jno. Gries,

Cumpton.
Best roadster gelding, Peudennis—Dr. C. Edgar Smith, Los

Angeles.
Best roadster mare, 2 yeaTs, Fannie—A. J. Hutchinson.

Best roadster mare, 3years, Sultana B.—Dr. C.EdgarSmith.
Best carriage team, 2years old, Caesar and Pompey (bays)—

A. J. Hutchinson.
Best saddle horse, Four Bits—A. J. Hutchinson.

CATTLE—DUE.HAM

.

Best Durham bull, 3-year-old, Prof. Mike; second best

Durham bull calf, B'dno Wiley 3Sth; best, Bernardino Bride

1st; second best, Ardress Cherry 2d; best yearling, B'dno

Lady 6th; second best yearling, B'dno Admiral 2d; best heifer

calf, B'dno Daisy 13th; second best heifer calf, B'dno White

RoBe 3d; best bull and four cows, Durham—J. W. Waters,

Jr., San Bernardino, Cal.

Second best Durham bull, 3-year-old, Pharaoh—Andrew
Smith, Redwood City.

Best Hereford bull, 2-year-old, Parker—J. W. Bisby, Ala-

mitos.
Best Durham yearling, Duke 2d of Ranchito; best Durham

bull calf, Duke 3d of Ranchito—C. A. Coffman, Ranchito.

JERSEYS.

Best Jersey bull, 3-year-old, Jo Romero; second best Jersey

bull, 3 years, Josephus; best Jersey bull, 2 years, Buckboard;
best Jersey bull, 1 year, Chunga; best Jersey bull calf,

Moxley; second best bull calf, Yolo; best Jersey cow, 3 years,

Lady Ethel; second beat Jersey cow, 3 yeaTs, Sam Ward 2d;

second best Jersey cow, 2 years, Beauty of Ipswich; best

Jersey cow, 2 years, Alazardi; best Jersey cow, 1 year, Aliso

2d; second best Jersey cow, 1 year, Mira Miranda; best Jersey

heifer calf, Carmina; second best Jersey heifer calf, Philo-

mena—F. J. Barretto, Downey.

HOLSTEIN9.

Second best Holstein bull, 3 years, Shadeland Duke; second
best Holstein bull, 2 years, Plumed Knight; Holstein bull, 1

year, Alamitos Prince; best Holstein bull calf, Alamitos Hale;

best Holstein bull calf, Alamitos Duke; best Holstein cow,

37 Bonnie; best Holstein cow, 29 Cameo; best Holstein cow,

17 Alamitos Queen; Best Holstein heifer calf, AlamitoB Sally

2d; best herd any breed or age Shadeland (Holsteiu) and 4

cows; best 2-year-old herd, Alamitos Prince and four fe r ales,

all owned by J. W. Bisby & Co., Alamitos.

Second best aged herd, Jo Romero (Jersey) and four cows;
second best 2-year-old herd (Jerseys)—F. J. Barretto.

SWEEPSTAKES.

Best bull any age or breed, Shadeland (Holstein)—J. W.
Bisby & Co., Alamitos.
Second best (Holstein) Plumed Knight—same owners.
Best cow, Aggie Bonnie (Holstein); second best cow Cameo,

(Holstein), both owned by J. W. Bisby & Co., Alamitos.

GRADES.

Best cow, 3-year-old Biddy—C. A. Coffman, Ranchito.

Best cow, 2-year-old, Alice; best heifer calf, Lizzie—F. J.

Barretto, Downey.
Best jack, Raven—B. S. Gibson, Savannah.
Best span mules—C. A. Coffman, Ranchito. and diploma.

Best span horse ponies, (Brown's)—Master Bisby, Alamitos.

Best span mare ponies (Piutos)—Master Covarrubias.

swine.

Best Berkshire boar, 2 years, Redwood, premium; best
ire boar, 6 months old, Duke 2d; second best Berk-

shire boars, 6 months old, Dandy; second best Berkshire

breeding sows, Redwood L.; best Berkshire sow, 6 months
old, Redwood Maid; second best Berkshire sow, 6 months
old, Sally; best Berkshire pigs; best sweepstakes boar, Red-
wood Duke; best sweepEtakes sow, Redwood Maid; best

sweepstakes pen sis pigs; best sweepstakes family pigs; all

owned by Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Second best Berkshire boar, 2 years old, Tom, premium;
best breeding sow, Sally—C. A. Coffman, Ranchito.

General display poultry—J. T. Brown, Los Angeles.

Past and Present.

It is a question often mooted among racing men whether
the thoroughbred race-horse has really improved in speed,
stamina, ability to carry weight, and such other essentials to

high form, as it is the custom of many to claim. Of course,

with a majority, the answer is in the affirmative. To them it

does not admit of the possibility of a doubt, and he must,
indeed, be a bold man who would espress a doubt, for the
chances are he would be either laughed out of court or
considered a pessimist, and that, to most people, is something
too horrible to contemplate. The late Admiral Rous, although
he valued a picture of Eclipse by Stubbs as the gem of his

extensive collection, did so more from a veneration for all

Eclipse had done in founding the Wasy- Whalebone than his
own merits as a race-horse. It was his opinion that the breed
of race-horses had improved to such an estent that, had
Eclipse met West Australian, the Flying Dutchman, or
Gladiateur, either of that famous trio could have readily
conceded him 28 lbs. and a beating. In America Mr. D. D*.

Withers, a profound student of racing, and a man of esceed-
ingly clear judgment, has held that our own famous Kentucky,
the hero of 1S65-66, would not rank above selling-plate

form if he were to take the tield at the present time.
Opinions such as the above, and entertained by gentlemen

whose position entitle them to the utmost weight, are not,

however, universally shared. There are those whose judg-
ment is esteemed escellent, and whose esperience is scarcely
a whit less, who hold to the contrary. Capt. J. H. Coster, the
efficient Secretary of the American Jockey Club and Mon-
mouth Park Association, holds that prior to the Civil Wat
there were horses quite the peer of any of to-day in speed,
and cites Fashion, Lesington, Boston, Peytona, Planet, etc.,

while for qualities of constitution he thinks they were per-

haps superior to the horses of to-day. Mr. Chas. W. Bath-
gate, a gentleman of the most wide and prolonged esperience,

has told us that he believed Fashion quite the peer of any
horse he has ever seen, and that Boston could run any dis-

tance from a half-mile to four-mile heats as fast_as any horse
of the day. Mr. Isaac Woodruff, a brother of the late Hiram,
was a jockey of considerable note fifty yeaTS ago, and he
assured us that the speed of the horses of that period was
quite equal to those of to-day, not as a class, but that the
best horse was fully up to the present standard.
Then let us revert to the different system employed in

racing, and, hence, training. The late John Minor was con-
sidered, we believe, one of the most consummate trainers

America has produced. He had a long and varied esperience
both here and in England. Shortly before his death, when
the time records began lowering with wonderful rapidity, Mr.
Minor was asked if the horses had not improved greatly in
speed within the past few years. He replied: "Perhaps they
have improved some, but the system of training for speed has
improved more." The remark showed the keen perception of

the man. Up to 1865, when racing revived in the North,
heats were the rule and dashes the esception. In those days
if a horse ran eight or nine races of heats in a Beason he was
considered to have campaigned hard. In order to fit horses
for such races as heats of one, two, three and often four miles,

they were required to do a great amount of work. Nor was
the mere galloping alone deemed sufficient, for they were put
under heavy clothes and sweated after having heavy physicB.
The whole object aimed at was to enable them to stand the
severe task of repeating. In short, it was for the develop-
ment of stamina. But with the revival of racing North the
system of racing changed. Heats were voted down and
dashes substituted. The object seemed to be to develop the
highest speed for short dashes, and the horses ran double the
number of races in a season.
With so great a conflict of opinion it is rather a difficult

matter to form an opinion on the subject. But there is one
consideration which many have overlooked, namely, that the
system of racing is radically different from that which existed
prior to the war. Before entering upon a consideration of

that matter it is worth noting that the time records have been
materially cut down in recent years. Up to 1869 Legal
Tender's 1:44 stood as the best on record. In that year
Herzog did it in 1:43. Now a mile in 1:41J is qnite frequent.
It will perhaps be reasoned that this is an evidence of the
improvement in speed, as the two-mile, three-mile and four-

mile records also show a proportionate cutting down. But
that does not follow, although it is quite plausible. The fact

is that nearly all the best time records in recent years have
been made on tracks which have recently sprung into exist-

ence, and were constructed with a special view to the develop-
ment of time records, and that they are specially prepared by
trackmasters who vie with each other for the honor of the
fastest records, and thus exert themselves in giving their

tracks the necessary preparation by the means of harrowing,
brushbarrowing, grading, etc., a thing comparatively neglected
in olden time.

To-day it is not uncommon for a two-year-old to run
twenty races, and for an old horse to run fifty or sixty races
during a year. The races are over short courses, and it does not
require that he should be so "tit," as the older generations
required their horses to be to run heats, as they virtually

run themselves into condition, Indeed, it is now the effort

of the trainer to keep his horse fresh and "green" in order
that he may run frequently. Such a thing as galloping in

clothes is scarcely ever seen nowadays, escept in the case of

a gross horse, and scraping, once so common, is now more
honored in the breach than in the observance. It is quite
reasonable, then, to conclude that the system of our fathers,

that of heats, and the system of training incidental to it was
not favorable to the breaking of time records, while that of

to-day is. The severe training of any animal is not conducive
to speed. The half-prepared yearling will run three furlongs
faster than the well-prepared three-year-old. Myers, the
athlete, can run a quarter fresh from his beer, as fast as he
can when well trained. The gamecock untrained will fight

fiercer for a short period than the one carefully "ordered."
It is only when the effort must be sustained for any length
that the previous prepuration improves. Two-thirds of the
races of to-day are under a mile. Had the Bostons, Fashions,
Peytonas, Mtdocs, Lexingtons, Lecomptes aud Planets of

antebellum days raced under the same conditions as govern
to duy, is it safe to say that Ten Broeck would have made
the record at one, two and four miles, or Drake Carter at

three?—JV. T. Spirit.
*

The place where Dew Drop's boneB are laid will be marked
by a memorial stone.

Death of Mr. James A. Grinstead.

Mr. James A. Grinstead, who has been complaining for tho
past month, died Saturday night, October 9th, in the seventy-
seventh year of his age, and was buried in the Lexington
Cemetery on Sunday, October 10th. Mr. Grinstead wbb a
bachelor and in his time played many parts. Born of hum-
ble and poor parents, by his industry he rose from a clerk in
a store to an officer in the banks, was for many years
county clerk, cashier of the Agricultural Bank, and after-
wards partner in the banking house of Grinstead & Bradley.
The latter died in 18S3, which dissolved the firm, and Mr.
Grinstead failed and since that time has been in no active
business.
Mr. Grinstead was more widely known as a leading turf-

man and breeder of thoroughbred horses, but his first

connection with the turf was rurely accidental. In 1845,
when county clerk, he was security for the late Joseph G.
Boswell, the lucky Kentuckian, as he was called, and to
secure himself bought at sheriff's sale the brood-mare
Picayune by Medoc, dam Sally Howe by Sir William of
Transport, with the chestnut colt, Doubloon by imp. Mar-
grave, at her side, and in foal again to the same horse, for
$400. Instead of proving a loss Picayune was the foundation
stone of his subsequent career on the turf, and yielded him
over $30,000 in produce alone, besides the stakes and purses
they won. She produced for him Doubloon, Florin, Louis
D'Or, ch f (Alabama's dam,) by Boston, Moidore, Rosette,
Lindora, Sherrod, Dabrao and Rouble.
He met with such success with the" produce of Picayune

that he embarked largely in breeding and met with wonderful
success. From Rosette, by imp. Yorkshire, out of Picayune,
he bred Carolin, Copec, Luileme, Gerald, Quartermaster, etc.
Besides those mentioned above he either bought or bred the
following well-known horses. He bought GUroy and imp.
Cicily Jopson. From the latter bred Waverly, Gold Ban, etc.
He bought the sister to Ruric and from her bred Grinstead, the
distinguished California stallion, Viceroy, Gilliflower, Tilford,
PatFarrel, Kelpie, Janet, Miss Austine, Duke of Montroseand
Kelp. He owned Sequin who produced Jean Val Jean, Mohur,
Smilas, Alleveor, etc. He bought Mishap, who produced for
him Crockford, Misfortune, Misdeal, Perhaps, Mischief, etc.
From Misfortune he bred Abbotsford (late Mistake) Miss
Dance and Hopeful. He owned Income at one time, and
from her ored Goldmine, Incommode. Wavelet, etc., and he
either bred or owned a part interest in D'Artagnan, St. Martin
Bob Pate, All Hands Around, Call Duck, Decoy Duck, Tom
O'Neil, Phooabe Mayflower, Phyllis, Katie, Mettle, Jennie V.,
Chance, Serpolette, Fatinitza, Modesty, Blue Grass Belle,
Tom Martin, etc.

He made a deal of money out of thoroughbred horses, and
it was a great surprise 1o the public after the death of his
partner, Mr. Bradley, to find that Mr. Grinstead was insolvent,
and that he had largely involved his best and staunchest
friends. It is pretty well understood that the whirlpool of
Wall street caused his downfall, and it was sad to see the
once proud banker, turfman and breeder bnried by the
charity of his old friends. An old man, broken in health and
fortune, let his better qualities live in memory, and his faults
like, his weary bones, lie at rest.

—

Lire-Stock Record.

Suisun, 2, by Electioneer, for whom J. B. Houston paid
$5,000 a fortnight since, will be bred to Kentucky Prince
before being trained.

Capt. Lewis, the plough-horse, has broken down.

YACHTING.
San Francisco Yacht Club.

"

The San Francisco Yacht Clnb had a delightful day for the
Mosquito Kegatta last Saturday. There -was breeze enough
for all the small fry to get over the course in good time, and
without the crews being drenched from foot to head during
the whole race, as on the previous Saturday. The postpone-
ment caused several of the fleet to draw out, most notably
the canoes; other engagements for the day prevented them
from taking a share in the fun which they would all have
enjoyed.
The start was put down for 1:43 p. m., but the hour was

just past two when Captain Turner got the first starters off,

they were the Whitehall class. They were ranged in line
from the cattle wliarf to a plunger anchored about fifty yards
in the stream. Six of the class started—Patti Rose, Chief
Crowley, Dreadnaught, Fleetwing, Mayflower and Belfast
Maid. Fleetwing got out of the ruck first, being well-
handled by Heory Petersen, the boatman and oarsman.
They all made a good race of it, the crews of each boat
workiDg like Trojans to get or keep the lead. In the run
Fleetwing, Chief Crowley and Belfast Maid always appeared,
but so close together that the issue was for a long time in
doubt. Chispa was the first stakeboat; she was anchored off
the north-west end of Goat Island; it was a beam wind to that
point and very light, but once round and when the sheets
were hauled aft the breeze freshened. The fleet had the ebb
tide with them, which made the beat down the channel very
easy, only four and five hitches being necessary to weather
the windward stakeboat off the Presidio wharf. The Fleet-
wing, Chief Crowley and Belfast Maid kept to the front down
the channel, and were so close when rounding the stakeboat
that it was anybody's race. But in the ruu to the finish
Petersen secured a good lead, crossing the winning line first.

The time for the Whitehall claBs being as follows:

Fleetwing ... 2:09:57 Patti Rose .... 2:13:21
Mayflower ... 2:12:33 Belfast Maid .... 2:14:03
Chief Crowley. .

.

... 2:12:33 Dreadnaught .... 2:17:00

This shows only seven minutes between the sis boats, and
barely two and one-half minutes between the leading trio.

They were all well handled, and each member of the crews
worked as if he were sailing for dear life.

The Italian fishing boats were the second class sent off,

they were also started from a line, sis of them competing.
The names are: Julia. Three Brothers, Shamrock, Bottlemier,
Joe and Four Brothers. Julia was the first to show in front,
she and Three Brothers having a hot contest over every foot
of the course. Julia did the be3c work by long odds. She is

only twenty-four feet long, and her immediate rival, Three
Brothers, is thirty-two feet, but the smaller craft did the
better sailing, and both outfooted and outpointed her big
competitor. The time for the class is as follows:

Julia, ... 2:07:32 Joe ... 2:11:35
Three Brothers. .

.

... 2:07 :3S Bottlemier ... 2:12:35
Shamrock. .. 2:11:13 Four Brothers. . .

.

... 2:15:33

Sis ships' boats started next. They were all from British
ships. One American boat entered but failed to put in an
appearance. The names of the ships represented are: Star of
Scotia, Cambrian Chieftain. Clan Mackenzie, Copley, City
of Carlisle and Morna, the Star of Scotia tal'ing a clear lead
of a length when the word was given.
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In the channel all the classes got mixed tip. and they

looked very handsome. The whitehalls under mainsail and

jib; the Italians with their big lateen sails and jibs; the ship's

boats were cntters, and schooners, and many of them had
very fine canvas. The Cambrian Chieftain carried mainsail, jib,

flying-jib, and gaff-topsail, and every stitch drew beautifully.

It was the handsomest suit of sails seen out that day. The
Clan Mackenzies' boat had main and foresails, with gaff-top

sails above each and also jib and jigger. The winner carried

only mainsail and jib, and carried both sails very low, but

they held the wind splendidly. In the small classes the

ship's boats made the best time, as the following figures will

show.

Star of Scotia 2:06:03 Copley 2:17:24

Oimbrian Chieftain. . .2:06:1S City of Carlisle 2:31:29

Clan Mackenzie 2:12:50 Morna 2:30:20

In the sloop and plunger class there were also six starters:

Sadie, Rough & Ready, Seventy-six, Freda, Elia and Lively,

making a fleet of twenty-four. Of course, the Elia walked
through them all, her length and spread of canvas telling the

usual tale when large and small boats meet. The big boats

would have liked more wind, but the little fellows had about

as much as they wanted to carry all sail. In tbe sloop and
plunger class time allowance was given, and the result is

shown in the following table.

Name. Start. Finish.
Elap-ei
Time.

Corrected
Time.

Elia*

Rough & Ready*...
Seven ty-Sisi

Freda*
Lively*

2:15:26

2:13:05

2:14:00

2:15:02

2:15:12
2:20:00

4:06:54
4:35:2S
4:41:22

4:15:33
4:19:55

4:28:09

1:51:34

2:23:00

2:2223
2:00:31

2 04:43
2:0S:09

1:51:34

2:04:30

2:06:30

1:47:16

1:56:43

1:55:24

*31oop. tPlunger.

Immediately upon the conclusion of the Whitehall race, a

protest was made by the crew of the Mayflower against tbe

Crowley, on account of the latter boat finishing ibe race with
ODly three men, when the conditions demanded four, the

number started with. The Regatta Committee heard the

evidence on both sides and decided not to disqualify Fitz-

gerald who sailed the Crowley. The race as a whole was a

thorough success. A more perfect day for small boats coald
not have been found if made to order.

Captain Cotter, of the Star of Scotia, sailed his own boat in

the Alosqaito Regatta last Saturday, and again, as on the

previous Saturday, led all his competitors. That he is a

thorough boat sailer was conclusively proved by his itble

handling of bis craft, both in the half gale and the light airs

of last week.
Yachtsmen who cling so tenaciously to bay sailing should

have joined Lnrline in her cruise outside last Sunday. Her
owner, Mr. John D. Spreckels, was on board just before 11

o'clock, and the yacht left her moorings in a light south-

westerly breeze and with the ebb tide. The channel was very
smooth past Fort Point, the lighthouse, and away beyond
fifteen-fathom buoy; the sea had jast a ripple upon it, but the

breeze was steady and Lurline glided along as smoothly as if

her keel were resting upon a velvet carpet. When near the

whistling buoy the yacht was headed toward Point San Pedro,

and, when almost abreast of that well-known landmark, her
course was again changed to the westward. After standing

on until within easy view of the Farralones, the yacht was
put about, sheets were slacked off, and the course was laid for

the channel. Meiggs' whaif was reached soon after 6 p. m.,

the whole run of seven hours being made without a calm
streak or a baffling air, and over a sea that was the perfection

of smoothness. Such sailing is impossible in the harbor and
the weather could not be surpassed for mild loveliness.

The closing celebration of the Pacific Club arranged for last

Saturday was interrupted by rain. The lunch, dance and other

festivities were therefore postponed, and also the cruise from
Saucelito to Vallejo and back. The first part of the double

event will take place to-day, the second to-morrow, as per

Pacific Yacht Clue House,
October 20, 1SS6.

Orders No. 2—Tbe Pacific Yacht Club squadron will assemble

off the Club House at Saucelito, on Sunday morning, October
24, 1SS6, at 9 a. m.
At 9: 15 a preparatory gun will be fired from flag-ship.

At 9:30 a. m. a second gun will be fired, at which signal the

yachts will get under way for Vallejo, and return, passing

stake-boat off clubhouse on port hani, thence to Vallejo,

passing flag-buoy on the port hand, and return to San Fran-
cisco, passing Blcssom Rock to the westward, and crossing an
imaginary line from the intersection of Greenwich street and
Seawall and north end of Goat Island.

Time will be taken of all yachts from the point of departure

and arrival.

Yachts of the club will carry club flag. Other vessels

accompanying fleet are respectfully requested to comply with

these orders. Philip Caduc, Commodore.
Geo. A. Kohn, Secretary.

P. S. Steamer will leave for Saucelito, Sunday, at S a. m.

The Oakland Canoe Club.

There was a fine sou'-westerly breeze both Saturday and
Sunday, and the canoes were out in force on the estuary.

Saturday afternoon the Mystic, Flirt and Echo did consider-

able sailing around the former, experimenting in storm rigs,

and showing the possibility of sailing under so little canvas
that the tiny canoe surges along through rough water in the

same stately and sedate way as a large ship. The Waterlily

also put in an appearance after lying by for a long time.

Properly fitted up she would make a very fast boat, but her

owner seems lacking in that enterprise so essential to success.

On Sunday was the race for the chumpionship badge
presented by Mr. Mayrisch, to be sailed for every quarter.

There were five entries, Mystic, Zephyr, Zoe Mou, Flirt and
Coney Island, which were dispatched to a good start by Mr.
Piatt, who so hospitably entertained the club at Clear Lake.

The Mystic at once took the lead followed by the Zoe Mou,
the other three keeping close together right down to the stake.

In rounding the Mystic missed stays, thereby losing her lead

of about SO yards, the Zoe Mou turning close up to her and
about 50 yards ahead of Flirt. The wind was southerly,

which enabled the canoes to make the return trip in about 3

long tacks. Flirt drew ahead of Zoe Mou, and at one time

looked like having a chance of winning, bat the Mystic,

though a little behind, was to windward, and went ahead in

the last tack. The following is the time:

Start. Finish. Time.
Mystic 2 :20 :35 3 -3 :01 42 :2G

Fin 3:3:50 43:15

Zoe Mou 3:5:20 44:15

Conev Island »:6:*6 45 :iq

Zephyr 3:5:46 45:11

This is very good time for the canoes, and one of the pret-

tiest races of the season, the canoes being close together

most of the time.

Thetis is on the ways at Stone's. Lively has gone to Corte '.

Madera Creek for the shooting ^eason. Lolita in moored in
Sonoma Creek where her owners will use her as a shooting bos
during the winter. Spray and Ripple, will go to Petalnma I

creek for wiuter quarters. Whitewings will this season be :

used by Cordelia Club as a shooting box.

Cbispa went up to Benicia on Monday to be cleaned for the
winter season. Commodore Gutte will, as usual, keep bis

'

fine craft in commission all through the winter.

Anita went on the Chickens recently, staving in some of

her planking. She was taken to Oakland Creek and is being ,

repaired.

Commodore Moody of the Corinthian Club is expected back
within a few days, and with him will come Solon Williams.
They are reported to have sold Bonita in Mexico.

Nellie has been strangely quiet of late, she has not had her
canvas stretched since Sept. 9th. She is now lying at
Tiburon.

The yacht race to Honolulu is off. Commodore Caduc
could only get two entries—Lurline and Aggie—so he advised
his Majesty Kalakau that his generous offer of trophies for the
event could not be accepted.

DRAMA -

Diplomacy has been played in this city with a cast so nearly
perfect that the weaknesses of the consirnction of the drama
were completely obliterated, and each scene as it moved along
appeared to be the development of two leading phases of
human life—generosity and selfishness. The reverse was the
case on Monday night, when the play was produce 3 at the
Alcazar. The cast might have been worse, for there is but a
remote limit to weakness. But it is not unfair to state that
the present production of the play is the weakest that has
ever been exhibited to an audience in this city.

The failures can be named in very brief detail. Henry
Beauclerc is the noblest character in the play, and one of the
most consistent and attractive men drawn for the modern
stage; a thorough gentleman, as chivalrous as he is keen,
as generous as he is brave; a man free from overwhelming
sorrows of his own, and not bolstered up bv either a roman-
tic sentiment or an absorbing passion, yet he is the central
figare of the play. The rest flatter, faint, groan, threaten,
storm and rave around him. With dazzling perceptions he
sees through them all, sifts them like chaff, and either bends
them to his will or breaks them by its force.

To play such a character Mr. Frank Mordaunt has not a
single qualification. The assertion is sweeping, but there is

no need to make it good either by illustration or argument,
the actor himself has done that with a vengence. Mr.
Mainhall has an excellent appreciation of Julian Beauclerc's
character, especially of its weaknesses. The greatest lack on
Monday night was the absence of repose, and the presence of

coarse manneiisms, the first a prime quality in an English
officer, and the second an unpleasant characteristic never
associated with an educated gentlemen. Yet Mr. Mainhall
was so thoroughly engrossed with his part, and was so con-
spicuously earnest, that he often appeared brilliant by contrast

with those around him. Baron Stein is in the play a
most dramatic figure, but Mr. Osbourne took from him
much of his force and vitality. That fur-lined overcoat
seemed to weigh him down, and the extreme baldness of his

head suggested that those about him could see his brains.

The Baron only attempts what he believes he can accomplish,

and is therefore confident and at ease. Mr. Osbourne's Stem,
is a feeble-kneed, vacilating, gouty-looking old fogy. Count
Orlofi has one strong scene, which Mr. Esmonds spoiled.

His training upon the stage has been in very different char-

acters, many of them pleasantly eccentric, and there he is at

home. But in the garb of a man watched by the secret police

of Russia he is as much out of place as would be a land-

lubber at the wheel of a ship in a gale. It was pitiful to

watch Mr. Stockwell's efforts not be grossly funny as Lord
Fairfax. But when a man's face, figure, voice, pose aod walk
belong to the low comedy school, he may be pardoned for not

being able to assume a high comedy part at a moment's notice.

The Countess Zicka made Miss Jeffreys Lewis illustrious,

and will keep her famous so long as she may choose to play

the character, but it has lost its charm of six years ago, when
the actress had a willowy figure, a bewitching face, and a step

as light as a fawn. To make up for these irreparable losses

Miss Lewis makes the Countess a tigress in fierceness. She
steps upon the stage with a preoccupied gleam of malice in

her face, with strides as desperate as ever Lady Macbeth took

when, with a dagger in her hand, she stalks to Duncan's
chamber. Thus Miss Lewis looked and walked before she

has spoken a word. In her first scene she began by playing

at the audience, and she kept up the disagreeable habit all

through tbe play. There was an evident intent in her voice

and manner to force the fighting from the first encounter. In
the scene with Baron Stein she broke out into positive rant-

ing, and her usual flexible voice became harsh, grating, and
screechy to repulsion. Miss Fanny Young may have intended

to make a burlesque of her part as Marquise de Rio Zares.

If such was her intention, she succeeded admirably; if she

was seriously portraying an accomplished woman of the

world who drew men of the highest rank about her and enter-

tained them and willingly or unwillingly used them to her

advantage, then Miss Young made a dismal failure.

The play was saved from utter dreariness by Miss
Eleanor Barry. She played the part of Dora as it had never

been played before in this city. She looked beautiful; tall,

graceful, with easy movements, a clear, subdued voice, and a

manner that was a perfect index to purity, sincerity, and
innocence. In the scene where Julian makes love, her shrink-

ing modesty and injured innocence were charming. Where
he accuses her of stealing, the tracing, her pride, dignity,

offended honor, mingled with the struggling faith in her

accuser was a brilliant piece of acting. It was worth endur
ing all the insipid scenes that had gone before to see snch a

flash of genius. It is pleasant to add that in the scenes where

Dora's part is altogether negative, Miss Barry was easy, grace-

ful and ladylike, the nearest approach to the ideal Dora that

a San Francisco audience has seen. With such a Dora the

Countess Zicka, as played on Monday night, becomes a second-

ary character in Diplomacy.

The dreary stuff which has held the boards at the Baldwin

for a fortnight under the name of Kenneth Gordon will be

followed by a Scrap of Paper on Monday night. It is not

new, neither is it bright or charming, but any change from

Kenneth Gordon will be a happy relief to all who feel com-

pelled to undergo the penance of a bad play once a week.

Emerson has held hi3 own during the week with the regular

bill and to its attractions the sketches of Marriage Bells and
Katy-Kiss-'Em. There is no change announced ioi the com-

ing week at the Standard.

"The Robbers" at she Tivoli are the mildest kind of thieves;
they have stolen the peace of mind dear to every critic.

Anyone may look at them without growing desperate. Many
of them wear good clothes like orlicary thieves, but none of
them suggest that a mau should lake special care of his closet
key. Singing and stealing are often intimately connected,
and the company of tbe Tivoli are no exception "to the rule.

The Bnsh Street house is closed The 'Tin Soldier" was
too much for the management. When such fun results in
plethoric coffers something must give way. The actors have
gone off on a protracted jubilee, ptrb'ps never to return.

On Monday night Lady Audley's Secret will be produced
ai tbe Alcazar. It beloDgs to the Sensational order, and
should not be beyond the capacity of the present company.

PACIFIC COAST

BLOOD HORSE

Association.

Fall Meeting 1386,

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th,

TUESDAY, Nov. 16th,

THURSDAY, Nov. 18th,

SATURDAY. Nov. 20tb.

Additional Kact-s and Exira Days will be announced
laier. Tlie following Slakes aud Purees will close

Saturday, October 16th.

F1KST DAY.
No. 1.—Salutation Ptjese, $400, of which 850 to second: 325 to third :

for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three years old and upward,
allowed seven pounds ; maidens, if three years old and upward, allowed
twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

Xo. 2.—The Ladies' Stakes for two-year-old fillies: 350 each: $26
forfeit, or §10 if declared out August 1, 1886, with $300 added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

yG. 3.—The Bat Crxr STAKEs_for all ages; 8100 each; $50 forfeit;

S2C if declared out November 1, 1S8S, with c800 added; second h- rse to
receive 82.u0; third to save stake. Winners of two races this year of
the aggregate value of 85,000 to cany 5 pounds extra. One mile and
a half.

No. t.—POB9BS400, of which §50 to second; S25 to third; for two"
vear-uld colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any v.-.lne

to carry role weights . Colts that have run second, but not better, in
any two-year-old race allowed 3 pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds.
One TDile.

SECOND DAY.
jjo. 5.

—

Pubse 8400, of which 850 to second ; S25 to third; for all ages.
Winner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; maidens
allowed 10 pounds. One mile.

Ho. s.—The Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds; §10 each; p. p., with
8400 added; first horse to receive the added money; tbe second 70 per
cent., and the third 30 per cent of the stakes. Winners of any two-
year-oid race of thevslueof J300 to carry 5 pounds extra; of iwoor
more snch races 7 pounds extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.

>; , 7,—The Pake Stakes, for all ages; S50 each; 825 forfeit; 810 if

declared out November 1st, with $600 added, of which R0O to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a slake race this year ol the
value of 81,000 to cany 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

No 8.—Purse ?400, of which 850 to second; $25 to third; for three-
year-olds. Winners of any race of the vala« of 81,000 thi-

carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not been placed this year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY.
2j _ 9.

—

Selling Pubse, 840.1, of which 850 to tbe second; 325 to the
third: for aliases; axed valuation 81,500. Two pounds allow
each 8100 below, and 2 pounds added for each §100 above fixed valua-

tion. Mile heats.

No. 10.—The Fisigas Stakes, for two-year-olds; 850 each; 825 forfeit;

510 if declared out August 1, 1886. with $100 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885.

No. 11.—The WiTiTEn Handicap; a sweepstake for allages; 81C0 each;
85U forfeit; --

I
if declared out, with 8800 added, of which

second horse; third t« save stake. Weights announced on the Brat
day of the meeting; declarations due on the second day. One mile
and three-eighths.

No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for tbree-year-ol Is : $100 each : ?2-5 forfeit

$300 added; -*150 to second; third to save sta'-te. Two miles. Closed
August 1. 1884.

FOf-'KTH DAY.
No. 13.

—

Pubse $400, of which 850 to second; 825 to third; for two-
olds; winners of two or more two-year-old races to carry 5 pounds
extra; winner of one to carry.; pounds extra; horses that have bten
placed second but not better to carry rule weights: all others allowed
5 pounds. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-
of a mile.

jj 14.—Tbe Vestal Stakes. -For three-year-old fillies; 825 each:
p. p., with 8M0 added: S100 to second; third tot one mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884.

No. 15.—The Del Rio Stakes.— For all ages, $100 each; 860 forfeit:

820 if declared out November 1, 1886 with 81,000 added; of which 8200
to second; bird to save stake. Winners of a stake race this year of the
value of 31,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles and an eighth.

No. 1C — Pcr.3E§4(Vi, of which 960 lo second; 825 to third; a free
handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a. w.,the day
before the race; declarations due :tt 6 v. si. the same day. One mile.

condition*.
Starters In all races must be name 1 1 .• tbe Secretary, or through the

>x al the tract at 6 o'clock p. si., the day before tbe race

In all stales the right to forfeit ceases at 12 o'clock noon of
the day on which the race i\ rim.

Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters can declare out at
6p.M. the day preceedlng the race, by paying 5 percent. After that
time can only be excused by presiding judge, and In such case 10 per
cent, on amonnt of pun-e miiHt I

The Association reserves the right to p^.stpone-races on account of
unfavorable weather or otbersufficientcauae.

In the event of postponement, handicaps stand, all other declarations
are off.

All declaration? void unless accompanied by theiii'

Allowan .-n tbo entry i-

Parties noi having registered colors will be required to aitmo their
color with th^t.- sntry.

Entries aloae with the Secretary on Saturday, Octotx r

J I. KATUBONE. Pn
E, S. UXVER, Secretary. Si a Montgomery St.. Bo

sept It)
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, aiul are «Isie to arrive at
Nan FraiicfNt!!).

From Sept. *»5, I88fi. I V K

4 .00 P SI

7:30 A >

•3:30 PM
8:30 a. M
4:00 P m
•5:00 p M
8:00 a m
•8:30
3:30 P m

10:00 .

3:00 p M
7:30 :

7:30 A M
7 :30 A M
8:30 am
3:00 P M
4:00 P si

•1:00 P M
8:30 A si

110:00 A M
3:00 P M
1:30 J

•9:30 a si

•3:30 p m
•9:TO A m

...Pmmmiir, Redding A Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton

MojavL'.Deming, El Paso A East
.. Niles and Haj wards
.. ..Ogden and East

. Red Bluff tia Marysville.
Reno, Truckee and Colfax ...

....Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.

„,„
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers.
-San Jose.. :

Stockton via Livermore..
" v'a Martinez....,
*' via Martinez....

.|....Tulare and Fresno

t(i:10 PM
10 :10 A m
(5:11) P M
B:4U P M

'10 HO A M
5:40 P M

10:10 A M
•8:40 a M
6:10 r m

•7:40 P st

10:40 a M
3:40 P M
11:10 a m
5:40 P M
6:40 p m
6:40 p m
5;40 p M
11:10 a si

10:10 A M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p si

J3:I0 P M
9:40 A M
6:40 p M
•7 :-W p M

•10:40 A M
•7:40 p M

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:JU-
8-30-9:00-9:30—10:00-10:30-11:00-11:30—12 :00-li:30
—1 -00—1 :30—Z #0—2 :30-3 :00 — 3 :30— 4 :00 - i :30 — 5 :0fl

5-30— fi:00— 6:30— 7:00-S:(>0—9:0f— 10:00- 11:00—12:01,

TO FRUIT VALE—•fi-.OU—*6:30— «7:00— *7:30— *S:0J

8-30— '2-30- *3:30— *4:00-*4:3Q- -*5:00—•5:30-»6:00~
•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE {via Alameda)—*9:30—7:00—12: ' .

TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—6:30—7:00—*7:30— t*:».u — "«:3:.! -

9:00 -9:30—10:00~tl0 30-11 ;00—ill :30-12:00-tl'2:-I '-

1 -00-tl -30—2:00—1- : 0-3 :00—3 :80— 1 :00 — i :30— 5:00

5 ;
:
J0—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00— II :W—12:00

TO BERKELEY"—«P :0Q—*6 :30—7:00—*7:30-«:00- *H 30
9-00—9:30—10:00 110:30-11 :QTi—til :30- 12:<m— J12.-3

1

1- 0-tl:30 -2:00—12:31—3:00— 3:3C— i:00- i;d,Q—b:Wt—

5.3O—fi:00—fi;3<—7'N'—*:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO WEST BERKELEY -*6:00— *6:Sli— 7:tw- -7 30

8-00— *8:30— 9:00— 9:30— 10:00-tl0:30— 11 :00—Jll:TO—
12:00—112:30— I :W -tl:30-2:<i') J2:30-3:00-3:30-4:00
-4:30-5:011—5 :30-6:O0- -6:30-7:00-8:00—9:00-10:00—
11 :00—12 :00.

To San Francisco OaElv.

FUOM FRUIT VALE-"ti:53-»7:23—*. :5*-*8:23—•8:53
•9-23—*10:lD-*4:23—MiSS—-5:23—*5:53-*6:23 -*6:53—
7:49-8:50.

PROM FttL'tr VALE {via Alameda)— ".} 22 -N52
6:22 -19:22 -•3:22.

FROM EAST IJAKLANIJ -*5;S0 - S;00- f :0— 7 U

7:30-8:00—8*0—9:00—9:30—10:00 -10:30—11:0- — 'l u
li

12:00—12:30-1:00—1:30-2:00 -2:30—3:00— 3 :3C— 4;in -
4:30-5:00 -5: 10—6:00—6:30 —7:00 -7:5~— 8:57 : 7-
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAELAND-7 minutes later

than £roin East Oakland.
FROM AbAMEDA—'5:30-6:n0 -•6:30—7:00 *7:30-8:00

•8:30-0 :00-9:W-10:on—tlO -30—11:00- ttl:30—12:00—
£12:30—1:00-11:30—2:01) - (2:30-3:00-3:30-4:00-4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00-6:30-7:00-8:00-9:00-10:00—11:00

FROM BERKELEY— •S:2s_s
;
-,5-*6:25-«:&.5-«7:25

-

7:55—*8:25- 6:55- 9:25 -9:55— 110:25-10:55- tl ':25

-

11:55— £12:25-12:55— $1:25— 1:55- $2:25-2:55-3 :25-
3:5o—4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—S:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY -•5:25-5:55—*6: 5-6:55
— •7::5-7:55— "8:25— 8:55-9:25-9:55— 110:25— 10:55—
tll:25—11:55— tl2:25- 12:55— Jl:25—1 ;5a- ii-2i—

2

:55
—3:25—3:55—4 :25— 4 :55—5 :25— 5 :55—d :25—6tS5—7 :55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. <fe N. W. Ey."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R- Bs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Oars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Best, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West, Xorl'i and >*ortli-west from Cliicagro.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
<-enernl Asm it. San Francisco, ral.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
Han Francisco.

LKAVEj
S. F. I

Commencing Oct. IB,

8:30 a
10:40 a
til :110 a
*3:30p
4:25p
"5:loP
6:30 p

tU:45p

....Santa Clara, San Jose, and..
Principal Way Stations ,

6:28 a
•8:10a
9:03 a

•10:02a

17:50 t

t8:15 p

. Gilroy, Pajaro, CastroviUe, ) ,*10:U2 /
...Salinas and Monterey ( I 6:00 v

10-40A (
"Watsonville, CanipGoodall...

•3':30P , Aptos, New Briyhton.^Soqjiel..
f—.(.Capltola i and Santa Cruz

;}| t9:55P

Hollister and Trea Pinos ,„,

10;40a ...Soledad, S.ui Mi^iiW and Way Sfns.... I 6 :
l">0 p

a- Morning, p.—Afternoon.
•SundiiyBexcepted. tSundaysonly. {Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time furnished by Randolph A Co., S. F.
Stage c»nnkctiu.\s aiv Made with the 10:10 a. m.

Train, except PesCadero Stages vip SanMateoand
Rtidwoof, whicli connect with H-.'ii) a.m. Train.

rREEK ROUTE.
FROM SAN FKAJSU1SCU—•7:15—9:15—11:15-1:1 .

.

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6 :15—8:15—10 :15 -12 -15-2:1 ; -

4:15.

^Sundays excepted. t.smidays only.

Standard Time furnished by LiCK Observatoky,
A. S. HIHftt

Gen. Wananer.
I. M.. <tiiH»O.Y3 .IK,
Ren. Pass. .tTrk A?i.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest ana IScHt Stock on tlie coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
FENKELL'S CVNTHIASA HOUSE BoOXS,

J. U. Ff.nton's Chicago Specialties
Dn. Dixon's Condition Powders

Gombaolt'b Caostic Balsam

Fragrani Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ield Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS. ROCHES fER. N. Y.

FAIRLAWN
GK FAR

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Special Rounl-trip Tickets, at reduced rates— co
Monterey, Aptos, fioqufl Santa Cruz and Peseadero;
also, to Gilroy , Paraiao and Paso RobleB Springs.

EXCL'RSfOX TICKKTN.
For Sundays only,{^MSj«D«

e
Mom™

: good

ForSatiirday, ( Sold .Saturday and Sunday only ;

Sunday and J good for return until following Jloii.
Monday, I day,incUiRiv<-,at the following rates:

Round Trip v SjittO

from San
ikt.Franc'Bco to Tkt.

San Bruno ...

.

* 9 50
Uillbrae 63

90
Sau Mateo 75 1 10

1 00 1 25
Iledwood, .... I 00 1 -JO

1 '25 1 50
tfenlo Park... 1 25 1 60

1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'u "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
AptoF ...

Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Sat to
Mori.
Tkt.

$2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00
sa>
5 00
5 00
5 on

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and So. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSKTT, R. R.JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Act

,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Maces in the State for

Mea Bathing, Shooting: and Fishing.
TRAINS LKAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILT FOR

MONTEREY,

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OP
uraRY wai.sh.

Snp't Running HorBO Pep't,
lSgept Pttlo AlfnWfrrtT.lt Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Koad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
BM TPlrt S?.. San Francisco

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re

qui*-e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and up to the last of January,
1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datrs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOB SA1J3 AT 1A1KL.VW.N

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftoet has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

yOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST.CI ASS, STANDAHD-BBED TBOTTIXU STOCK
For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TUT?. ONT?, P"RTP,T?. PLAN Is strictlv adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XJ.J.JJ ^/IMAJ -L -U/J.U.U X JJXX1? price of every animalfor sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

tiie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from data.

For special list of Brood-maies and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

Summer
THE MOST CHARMING

and Winter Resort
Pacific Coast,

ot the

Lock Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAI„

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2, 000,000
OFFICE 4IO «"INE STREET
a. T..KBANDEK Frcsldenl
J. L. floud Vice-President
c. I>. FARNKIELD Secretary
J. s. ANGUS AnHlstiuit Manager
Hniiker* Ncvuria Hunk of Sail Frullt'Iwo.

3JJ1IU2

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey rattle. Registered

Ji-peys of both Bexen for Bale. Vnntomce address.

SHOTCUN CARTRIDGES

Hingtt

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful Drivee. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may >! had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably .Salmon, Ttock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, SpaniBli Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions. In connection with
lUe low rates of tare,, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTF.L DEL
MONTK," have made Monterey a paradise for snorts-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AEE UNSURPASSED,

havinc a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf batliinc. The BAT1I-HOU8E eoiitaiiiM

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) fOT warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQCffX AND SANTA CRCZ
IS VIA THK NOKTHKBN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

Tbo Northern Division runs through the counties
of Ba»i Mateo, Santa Clam, wan Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey .each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

tfcmiil. Pigeon, Snipe, innii, Geese, l>eer
antl Bear.

Lakes PILARC1TOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this Hue. Stages connect with trains daily
at Sau Mateo Tor those well-known Retreats, 1'UIU^-
SIMA, SAN GRKGOllIO and PESCADERO. Wo
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reBorta are but a Bbort distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly syort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

will bo entitled to
FREE TltANSPORTATIONOF THEIR DOG*

when carried In Baggage Cars and put iu charge of
Train Baggageinen. Train Baggagemen are instrucied
to instil) CHECKS for all dogs received Ju Ilagga.-e
Cars.
nsv~In order to guard against accidents to Do> s

while in trannlt, it Is necessary that thev ho provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Ouns and Fishing
Tackle will bo carried fren of charge. Guns token apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may Imj

taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET 0FFI0K8—Jpaaaenger Depot, Townaend

Btroot, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grar
Hotel.
A. C. BASSKTT, H. R. JUDAH,

eaperlntendcnt, AflBt.l'aw, andTkf. 43t>
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THOS. H. CHUBB,

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST MILLS. Orause Comity, Vermont

SEND FOE PRICE LIST OF^

—

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS.'ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies,

to the trade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 {sent to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Not. 1st. Send for

one and examine prices. 16octf

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

lift Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon*. G. Queen,
Sacramento.

j. P. Sargent, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boggb
Colusa,

Hon. A. "Walbath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every descriptioD,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corree-

fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
neuce upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling ub to

give fill publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP «fc CO.. 116 Montgomery Street,

ond

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Swinney, Weakness of the

Spine, Sprains, Strains, etc.

The only remedv that does away with the use of the
knife; leiivps neitht-r blisters.marks norscars. Val-
uable cuto for rheumatism.
For sale hv Mrs. A. C. Joseph, proprietor, 635 Geary

street, -Sun Francisco. Redinjrtun i Co., San Francisco,
Melvin & Co.,Eist Oakland, and all druggists. All
rights secured in V -=

. patent office PTir.e ?1 Wper

<Tnmt Out. ByPROF. E». F.8HAW.late instruc-
tor at H arvard Universi-
ty. With -lO ele-
f*ant new illuu-
trations photo*
graphedfrom life
especially fop
this work. Positive-
ly the most perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and best
book on Boxing
ever published.
Handsomely bound.

cts.J Cloth, Sl.OO. For sale by all news deal«rs and
BDortin^ poods houses, or sent bv mail on receipt of prico

by the publishers. JOHN T. LOV-EEJL'S
SONS, BOSTON, MASS, >

GUNS,
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

DOGS—NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog- Pills
Astringent Pill*.

Fob Diabbhoea. Di >S E. I ine or two occasionally
according to .si;;. verety of symptomsWorm rills.

Pill to bi | -liny.
ii-:-.d inner rills.

-One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pili to very

ogs. full directions on thegeneraltre
of distemper sent wilh each box of Pills

J'nrging Mils.
DOSE.—One or two according lo the size of the doe

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—C-De Pill night and morning. These PiJls

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a b« .li by state. They are also of great service in
all skin aliectioBS.

T'Hiie Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day. These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will he sent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 60
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. Thev will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates

Add: be -

Dr. A. B. BUZAED, M. R. C. V. S. L.
llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant. A. T.

GERnrar?

Best and Cheapest
'% DOG FOOD.

'fEEDYOURDOGS

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Kanch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. ¥or prices and catalogue address

MB. ARIELUTHROP.Room 69, C.P.R.R.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

20jul

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Daily Sporting: Chronicle. lSsept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied- for.)

%tSPRATTS

sp ***•.
z|o * x>ir «!j,

g|S PATENT

SPEATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Hisease: TUick. <i lossy

Coal! .sweet Hrcaih! Clean. Sound
Teeilt! Regular Habit:

Spratl's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Pralri
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Boue .Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring: "post fri e 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
ClaI>rou<rli A. CSolelier. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. il6 Market Street.
Eidd)e A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg, Uoweu A Co.. 428 Pine Street.
M. Elirman A Co.. 1(14 Front Street. 30 Jul 52

Sausalito Kennels.
Rous taken to train and board.
Dogs ol my breaking won first money

in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 4 885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

T AI.I.ESDER,
•aiisnll ?ls*rfn Co. i i»l

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on ha 1 Qd B »lo at reasonable

prlceB.at my stock-farm, Oafe Ol ' San Mateo Co-

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the be t strains of Preminto
stock, which I import yearly from England direc

Apply to Wni. 1'orbUt,
818 California St.,

flu Francisco.

Secured by betters Patent, July 3/J. 188"S
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

aB new, and desire to secure my lettei s patent, is:

1. The part D.Bupported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
2. In a bridle , in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ano
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventihition to the
eve while circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
3. In a bridle, and In combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A.tlie Bcrew.not
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
G and H. connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F.
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
Me about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or band* and H, and the iear band I and the
throat-iatch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut. the general principle will be mider-
stood.

,

It meets with universal approbation, fining nwav
with all the ol-| ,'-«tioii3 urged ng."iinnt blinds, -ukI at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of thr blind up
something of the same eftectonthe action follows as
is induced bv to.^-weighta. This is especially the case
whenvoung colts are the pupUs, teaching them to

Lend the snee withoutthe strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all deROriptioiis apply to

JOKTN A. 3UKERRO>.
No 230 andm Bills St, e<*n Francisco

Size. Extra sail drill. 8 oz army duck. lOozarmydnck
7x9ft....?12.00 SI 5.00 S17.00.

8xlli ft. . . ;SH.0O $17.00 §19.00.

9x1 4 ft. . . -$20.1)0 S24.00 826.00.

10x15 ft.. . .§22.00 825.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., arc all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-

sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme leugth of

each including angular ends. Only best material

and best workmen used and employed. Eastern

patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-

trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sepUtf Et Cajon, San Riego Co.,CaI.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. ERWARRS, Shropshire, Eng.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Aston's

prize winner, 1H62; Donna I ex-Nellie II, by Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

Juno III, seven mouths old, of same breeding as

preceding.
, ., _

Ranger III, five and a half months old. By
Ranger II.—Spot II. Spot H ex-Nellie H, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno I.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1&02 have been lost.

«;£5 OO each. To be seen at subscriber's place.

H. E. ROVES,
Agua Rica, Sonoma Co.

ocq tf Railway depot, Pionee rGrovo.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Prluelpal BookaeJlera

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St.. Boston Mass.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Teta, Field Dogs. Horgea, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Livestock drawn or painted to ordor,

either frnui pbotOgra.pl] or from life.

Original deaigna or drawings on utoiiL-, wood, etc.

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. lloyrt. ArtUI

90C t( J8J09t Sheet

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Pos1

San Francisco.

Tbe most popular achool on V. •

E, V HEAI.D Piv.tdeiit. 0,8. H;
«ySend for, ircuUr.-Ki

ond
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Andrew J. Moulder
Regular Democratic Nominee.

FOR

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUB-

LIC INSTRUCTION.

For Sheriff,

W. W .Dodge.

Independeot Republican Nominee.

For Assesor,

John D. Daly.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE.

WM. McMANN.
DEMOCRATICNOMINEE

FOE

SHERIFF.

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR

City and County Attorney,

GEO. FLOURNOY, Jr.
9oc4

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Mayor

E. B. POND,

Present Supervisor from the Sixth
Ward.

FOR CORONER

Dr. James Stanton

Regular Democratic Nominee.

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Maj. E.B. Stonehill.
9oc4

Regular Democratic Nominee

For County Clerk,

James J. Flynn.

(Present Incumbent.)
9oo4

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Recorder,

Albert T. Spotts.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Assessor,

James C. Nealon.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Tax Collector,

William Kreling.

FOR SUPERVISOR,
EIGHTH WABB,

A. F. KNORP.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE,

2oct

BRANK J. SULLIVAN,

Regular Democratic Nominee for

Congress.

5th CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

,,I believe the Silver Dollar of the poor man
should be equal in value to the Gold Dollar of

the Capitalist."
16co

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and otber particulars,

ad.'ress JOHN A. <;<>M>s.ttJ I'M.
Box 242 Oakland. Oal.

Horse Clippers

Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and

Roaching Shears!
At tow Prices.

WILL & PINCK,
818 Marke Street.

Kir Goods delivered
Berkeley free.

Oakland, Alaniada and
'Joe If

The Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF
will make Fall Season of 188C from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland B^ce Track. Terms $4>0 tlie season.
For further particulars address

(*V'S. WAITERS, Agent,
OAKLAND RACE-TRACE,

Sljul 15 Oakland, Cal.

HUNTER'S FITS.
J. FLAVIN & CO.,

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods rach, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

ur fl Jj it 1 £ A Jj
p

924 to 928 Market Street.
NEXT THE BALDWIN

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making tine circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHENYLE. The most absolute disinfectant aver used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENiLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and spiinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
"sept* 406 California Street, San Francisco.

HIGH-BRED
Trotting Stock,

F0RJ3ALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and otber

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2 —Chestnut inaro by Itoach's American Star,
dnm of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, lift]

dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 4 --Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert "W.

No. 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,
her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.
No. G.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, ber dam the dam of Albert \V. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson— Patchen mare, No. i>.

No 8.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurton, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 tractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. e.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.
Bay filly by Albert YV., her dam
Bay filly by Albert W., ber dam the Gypsey mare.

No. 4.

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam ihe Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park.
*or price and any further information apply to

A. WALDSTEIN.
3*20 Saiisome M.

26sept San Franeisco, Cal.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

Now Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, "Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Ridiny Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
StevenB' Blister, Cole'fl Oasidlno, Kitchel's Lininfent, Dixon'w, Golng'a and DcBoIbo's Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 ancl 232 Ellis Street,

Slaugtf
San Francisco

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate. Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The beet of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
i.y mlale Farm.

28augtf Minneapolis. Minn.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. 18 Price each - - - S3.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt of

185 cents extra.

This Cincba is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It ban a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincba

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
436 and 4188 Battery St.

24jul San Francisco. Cal.

Notice.
Herbebt H. Brown. M.P.

|

Nugent W. Brown,
Geo. H. HoLMKa,
0. Bruce Lowe.

trad in a AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
Iraerica to select antt forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or net as Agents
furCalifornia firms.

Keferenci's kindly permiiled to J. B. Hngyln, Esq,
ami Major Kathbone of San Francisco.

r.K4»M > UKOS. A CO.,
Wright, Hentou's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
New Poutti Wnlf..

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary a radii ate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Naloma St
Residence, 966 Howard 8t„ 8an Franolioo,

1
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Sporting Notes.

In one respect California breeders of thoroughbreds are

behind the age, and it is most conspicuous. Many of them
brand their horses with most grotesque names. In illustration

take Lucky B., John A., Clara D., Billy*lhe-Kid, Billy Ayres,
Jim Douglas, and many others with an unpleasant ring. A
noble horse should not have an ignoble name. He may not
run faster, stay longer, or be a better weight carrier for hav-
ing either a classical or poetical name, but the latter look
much better in print and sound pleasant on the ear. Race-
horses that gain any fame must be written about and talked

about. Hence every man who names a horse should give

him one tbat is agreeable, rather than the opposite. The
practice is going out here and should be forever extinguished.

In the eist a few breeders also indulge iu the graceless habit,

for John Sallivan, Irish Pat, Parnell, Tipsy and Jim Nave are

found, but these are offset by Wanda. Dew Drop, Freeland,

Eloise, Modesty, Tronbador, The Bard and Grisette. In En-
gland they do still better and keep up faraily names as far as

possible, like Rose, Moss Rose, Rosebud, Rosalie, Sunrise.

Sunset and Sunbeam, Queen Mary, Qneen of Scotland, Queen
of Hearts, Queen Mab and of the Lady's the annals of fiction

are drawn upon with equal constancy and appropriateness.

They make much pleasanter reatiing for everyone interested

in turf matters, which includes all classes of people who
deserve to have anything of interest placed before them.

The sport which above all others is adapted to San Fran-

cisco is yachting. No other bay in the world has Buch even

and Btrong summer breezes. The yachtsmen of this city are

wealthy, as they should be, and many of tnem are good
yacht sailers. But the sport is not growing in popularity.

The two senior clubs find great difficulty in carrying out any
sailing programmes. The most dismal failure was the clos-

ing cruise of the PaciBc Club last Sunday. Had the breeze

allowed a start at the appointed hoar only two yachts would
have been in the race, with such a disparity in size that

there would not have been a spark of interest iu the contest

between them to Vallejo and back. Year by year the fleet

has dwindled down until but two starters can be found for

one of the most important events of the year. This result has

come out in the face of the most earnest and constant

devotion to the interests of the club by the ablest Commodore
that has ever filled that office.

On her trip from Marblehead to New York Galatea narrowly

escaped being run down by a steamer just before entering

Long Island Sound. The night was clear and Galatea had
her lights burning brightly; the steamer's lights were visible

for some time but she never altered her course. When within

fifty yards of the steamer Lieut. Heun ordered Galatea's helm
to be put hard down; she answered it beautifully, and as she

came about the steamer crossed her bows barely clearing ber

bow sprit. She passed on without taking the slightest notice

of tho hailing on board the yacht. Unfortunately her name
was not found out, or else her captain might have been held

up to well-deserved execration. The rule of the road at sea

demands that steamers shall keep out of the way of vessels

under sail. Galatea is laid up in New York.

The bicycle record has been lowered another peg. This
time by William A. Rowe of Lynn, Mass. At Hampden
Park, Springfield, Mass., on October 12th, he rode 21 mileB in

58:19 2-5 sec, and within the hour 2U miles and 260 yards.

This beats all previous performances, and gives Rowe the

records for all distances from six to twenty-one miles Ou
the following day he broke the two, four and five-mile records.

His time: two miles 5:14, four miles 10:45, five miles 13:30,

which are the world's records for the distance. On the 14th

he secured the three-mile record, with 7:48 4-5. He now
holds the record for all distances from two to twenty-one miles,

his ten-mile figures being 27:37 1-5. Rhodes will now have a

task set him to wipe out these splendid figures.

Few things can be more deplor.il le than the ignorance of

the editor of the Anglo-American Times. That journal states

that "Guy Wilkes, son of thelate George Wilkes, who founded
the Spirit of the Times, trotted a mile in two minutes, fifteen

and a half seconds, at Santa Rosa, Cal." If this piece of news
came from a simple Euglish pappr it would be bad enough,
but being printed in an Anglo American newspaper the

offence is unpardonable. There is some satisfaction in find-

ing the strong faith the English journalist has in the speed of

American newspaper men. Who but the son of a sporting

editor could cover a mile in 2:15A? And what climate but
California's could bring a man up to such speed?

Harry Blaylock has been engaged by Corrigan as first rider

for next season. He ia a successful rider, and a good judge
of pace, ^

The rains have come most opportunely for the foot-ball

men. The grounds upon which the principal matches will oe
played are now rapidly becoming fit to play upon with the

minimum of risk as to broken limbs or damaged skin. That
the game is roagh no one will attempt to deny, but that it is

dangerous, in comparison with many other sports, is non-
sense. Look at the fatal accidents from hunting and shoot-
ing; compare the list with the casualties in the foot-ball field

and the manly game is nowhere. Deaths from following
hounds and from shooting accidents are ten to one in favor of

foot-ball.

Admiral Seymour, of the Triumph, is a thorough sportsman.
During the past summer he, in company with Commander
Simpson, hunted the Big-Horn or mountain sheep on the
mountains of British Columbia. These sheep are only found
above the timber line and are very shy, and as there is no
cover where they feed, it is hard to get within range. The
Admiral and Mr. Simpson killed eleven, several of them
weighing over 400 lbs. They offer the finest sport of any
game in British Columbia, and make a fine dish for the table_

A British man-of-war invariably carries a good array of

sporting talent. The Triumph, now in port, has on board
an excellent cricket team, a fine foot-ball team and a lot of
dashing lawn tennis players. Nearly every officer on board
is a good quail or duck shot, and a deer at 100 yards would
not have a long lease of life from any of them. As fly-casters

they are all expert. For all-round sportsmen they are hard
to beat. Naturally they take kindly to British Columbia where
they find endless opportunities for indulging in their favorite

sport.

Irex, the crack English cutter, started iu thirty-four races
during the season and won sixteen first prizes. Marjorie,

who reputedly ranks next as a racer, started thirty-five times
and only won niue first prizes. Genesta made ten starts and
won a single first prize. If Mr. Bell's Clydecutter, now being
built, can beat Irex, her owner may have some hope of beat-

ing Mayflower; but should Irex hold first place in English
waters next season, then Mr. Bell will act wisely if he should
decide not to cross the Atlantic.

Mr. Harry Mainhall, of the Jeffreys Lewis Company, is a

magnificent swordsman. Rapier, broadsword, shortswor^, or

any kind of sword come alike to him; he is master of them
all; a surprising list of accomplishments in one so young.
Unfortunately the class of plays presented at the Alcazar do
not give an opportunity for duelling with Damascus blades,

else would Harry the Fair make the sparks fly from the weapon
of any unhappy victim who might be drawn to oppose him.

Creedmoor is doomed. Steps have already been taken to

find another rifle range for marksmen of the country. It has

a history, pleasant for the most part, with records of many a

well-won contest for the honor and glory of American rifle

shots. It seems hard that time should work such changes and
force men from such pleasant associations. But the grim
giant is remorseless and carries all before him. Even so

innocent a thing as a rifle range cannot escape.

The cutter versus sloop fight is still being waged in the

East. The yacht scribes cannot give it up. Galatea was
hopelessly beaten by Mayflower, but Stranger has come to

the rescue and defeated Thetis in two racesout of three. The
sloop scored her victory in a stiff breeze over a lODg course;

the cutter won her two races in light weather and a sea.

ThiB upsets the claim made for cutters that they are best iu

heavy weather and rough water.

In England the other day they had a trotting match against

time, Juggler being backed to trot ten miles inside of thirty

minutes. The race came off at Abbey Hey, and was very

exciting. The horse never had the race on the right Bide,

and at the six miles was 21 seconds behind. He reduced the

figures as the miles were rolled off, and at ten miles came out a

loser by three seconds, each of which represented £100 to

the backer of the horse.

The 9th of September and the 9th of October were in sharp

contrast, and the first named day the Pacific Yacht Clnb's

regatta was held, and the fleet of big yachts could not get up
to the starting line in time, owing to the lack of wind. On
thesecond day the Mosquito Regatta of the Sau Francisco

Club was spoiled through too ainuhwiud. The seasons in

this fair city are, like many people, uncertain, and come
often with contrariness.

Harvard will have a fino foot-hall team this season, and will

make a hard struggle to regain its lost prestige. The list will

include many of the best of last year's men, <md tho sti

players that come forward in the class learns during the

eason,

No brace of oarsmen ever abused each other with more
pointed mn!>e than Hanlan and. Teemer. Sword's points!
daggeis in. .. i ! war to the knife! were the only terms that
could be used to moderately express the love they bore each
other. Now they are to row in the same boat, Treemersittiug
in the bow and Hanlan pulling stroke. What a delightful
change! The next thiDg will be Courtney, Hmlan and
Beach, rowing one, three and four in a four-oared crew and
giving a liberal handicap to the rest of the world.

C. P. Kunhardt, of the Forest and Stream, scores one good
point in favor of cutters. He gives a list of twenty-three
races where first-class cutters and sloops met, the results
showing that the cutters won twenty-one. The winners were
Clara, Bedouin, TJlidia and Shona; they usually had a whole
fleet of centreboard sloops to compete against. The best
known competitors amongst the sloops were Gracie, Daphne,
Cinderella andAthlone.

Fat is now being attacked . Fat hogs, fat sheep, fat cattle, are
no longer to be held in the highest regard. The animal that
will grow the largest percentage of edible meat, rather than
the heaviest amount of talluw, is to be the standard. The
change is an admirable one, and will be appreciated by the
unhappy animals who carry about with them 1,600 or 1,300
lbs., where 900 ibs. or l,1001hs. wonld prove just as valuable.

There is a warm fight progressing between the eastern
sporting papers and T. J. Vail, Secretary of the National
Trotting Association. The latter has possession of the
Association and seems determined to hold it. But his foes
are strong, relentless and active. They wound their enemy
on all sides, and he can do nothing but cover his head like
the hunted ostrich.

Mr. E. S. Babcock, Jr., of San Diego, is reported to have
purchased the catboat Teaser from Mr. J. A. Relyea, an
eastern yachtsmen. The Teaser is only eighteen feet long,
and is a prize winner of high degree. She has sailed in
twenty-eight races of which she won twenty-six first prizes and
one special prize. The boat is on her way to San Diego,
overland.

Stranger and Thetis sailed their last race for the season
on October 11th. At Marblehead the cutter beat the
sloop ten minutes over a thirty-mile course. The pair have
done a great deal of racing, with honors about equally
divided, but with oue exception Stranger's victories were
much more emphatic than the races won by the sloop.

There is in that well-known sporting county Shasta a little

village named Delta, where many anglers mak6 a stoppiug
place when whipping the upper Sacramento. On a bluff over-
looking the stream there is a drinking place with a si«n over
it which reads, "Murphy's Sloon," The phonetic "style of
spelling has evidently penetrated to Shasta.

The Bard has run fourteen races since the 15th of May and
has been kept in fix four months. He has outlasted and' out-
run all the three-year-olds of the season, and has a good
prospect of winding up the season in porfect condition after
the close of the Baltimore meeting.

The white horses had a race to themselves in Boston
recently, which Charlie Thorne won. The sulky in which ho
was driven was white, his harness was painted white an<l his
driver wore a suit of white flannel. A colorless turnout
altogether, but the race was a warm one.

Hanlan is bound to keep himself before the public. Since
Beach refused to row him except on the Parramatta river
Hanlan has anuouueed himself as champion of the world!
The assumption of the title is the most hollow piece of vanity
which Hanlan has displayed.

During the week the officers of the Triumph have been
guests of the California Lawn Tennis Club, and mauy of
them have enjoyed an afternoon's play on the club's court
Admiral Seymour and Lieut. Garforth being amoDgst the
earliest visitors.

Kittleman and Gibson are to run 150 yurds race at Wichita
Kansas, ou Friday uext, for $2,500 a side. Tbey alwavs
manage to talk and write abont big ligureB. It helps the bet-
ting, and never leaves either man mnch richer or poorer.

On Tuesday the race for the Melbourne cup will be run at
Flemington, and 150,000 people will meet on the bai
Baltwater river to see the graudest sporting event of

I

em world.

The Dwyers disposed of both Poutiac nnd Kebi
song. The pair were at once started in separate ra<

new owners, aud each won handsomely,
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Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association—Entries
to the Fall Meeting.

No. 1.—Salutation Pubse, $400, of which $50 to second;

$25 to third; for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three

years old and upward, allowed seven pounds; maidens, if

three years old and upward, allowed twelve pounds. One
mile and a sixteenth.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

Wm. Boots' br g Yalido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam Brown
Maria.

R. S. Fallon's br f Harriett, 3, by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-
thorne.

J. B, Haggin's ch h Marc Daly, 5, by Kyrle Daly, dam Cor-

delia.

B. C. Holly's b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters.

H. Lowden's b f Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

Kelly & Lynch's b g Jou Jou, aged, by Monday, dam Play-

thing.

S. Meninall's b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens,

dam Lady Amanda.
D. M. Murphy's ch g Thad Hobson, 6, pedigree unknown.
Jas. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella, 3, by Rutherford, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Bonita, 3, by Grinstead, dam Maggie

Emerson.
Mr. Stem's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

W. B. Todhuuter's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk, dam
Marion.

Theo. Winters' ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.

No. 2.

—

The Ladies' Stakes, for two-year-old fillies; $50
each; $25 forfeit, or §10 if declared out August 1, 18S6, with

$300 added; second to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

Closed August 15, 1SS5, with 24 nominations, of which 11

declared out.

E. K. Alsip's b f Lady Boots by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.

W. L. Appleby 'sell f Laura Garduer by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

R. P. Ashe's b f Vera (dead) by Norfolk, dam Marion.
J. B. Haggin's b f Napa by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
H. Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Arita by Virgil, dam Persia.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Gleuelg, dam Malta,

Santa Anita Stable's b f Gloritta by Lever, dam Return.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
H. I. Thornton's b f Clytie by Wheatley, dam Lillie Reis.

H. I. Thornton'B b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

W. B. Todhuuter's blk f by Compromise, dam Mollie Stockton.
Theo. Winter's b f Chatelaine by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

No. 3.

—

The Bay City Stakes, for all ages; $100 each; $50
forfeit, $20 if declared out November 1, 18S6, with $800
added; second borse to receive $200; third to save stake.

Winners of two races this year of the aggregate value of

$5,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a half.

B. C Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevons, dam
Twilight.

T. H. Lottridge's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., 6, by Rutherford, dam

Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last by Ruther-

ford, dam Mollie McCarthy.
L, H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso,

dam Galanthis.

W. B. Todhuuter's blk h, John A., 5, by Monday, dam Ladv
Clare.

W. B. Todhunter's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk, dam
Marion.

Theo. Winter's b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-
ette.

No. 4.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third;

for two-year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old
race of any value to carry rule weights. Colts that have run
second, but not better, in any two-year-old race allowed 3
pounds; all others allowed 5 pounds. One mile.

R. P, Ashe's b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zicka.

R. P. Ashe's br c Modesto by Monday, dam Rivulet.

Tiios. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dum Rosetland.
D. J. McCarthy's ch e C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam RosaB.
W. M. Murry's cb c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam. Jessamine

Porter.

Palo Alto's b c imp. Cyrus by Wenlock, dam imp. Teardrop.
Santa Auita Stable's ch c Laredo by Grinstead, dam Herniosa.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herze-

govina.

W. B. Todhuuter's ch g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by
Wildidle.

No. 5.—Parse $400, oE which $50 to second; $25 to third;
for all ages. Wiuner of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 5
pouuds extra; maidens allowed 10 pounds. One mile.
W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
Thos. Atchison's chc Robson, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Roset-

land.

J. B. Haggin's ch h Marc Daly, 5, by Kyrle Daly, dam Cor-
delia.

T. Hazlitt's b g Panama, C. by Shannon, dam Abbie W.
B. C. Holly's b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Plato, 3, bj Shannon, dam Planetia.
Kelly it Lynch's b n Jou Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything.
T. H. Lottridge's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine.
H. Lowden's b f Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam LadyJane.
W. M. Murry's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine

Porter.
Jus. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
W. L. Pritchard's b f Lady Leinster, 2, by Leiustor, dam

Addie A.

Santa Anita Stable's b u Silver Cloud, 3, by Grinstead, dam
Experiment.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella, 3, by Rutherford, dam
Sister Anne.

Santa Auita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister
Anne.

Santa Anita Stable's br f Bonita, 3, by Griustead, dam Maggie
Emerson.

M. Storn'e oh g Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin
Girl.

L. 11. Todhuuter's b c Safe Bun, 2, by King Ban, dam Herze-
govina.

W. B. Todhuntor's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk, dam
Marion.

Theo. Winter's ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.

No. 6.

—

The Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each;

p. p., with $400 added; first horse to receive the added
money; the second 70 per cent., and the third 30 per cent, of

the stakes. Winners of any two-year-old race of the value of

$300 to carry 5 pouuds extra; of two or more such races 7

pouuds extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of

a mile.

R. P. Ashe's b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka.

R. P. Ashe's br c Modesto by Monday, dam Rivulet.

J. B. Haggin's b c Klamath by Gleuelg, dam Alis.

J. B. Haggin's b g Silver Bow by Fechter, dam Belle of the

Meade.
D. J. McCarthy's ch cC. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam RosaB.
Palo Alto's b c imp. Cyrus by Wenlock, dam imp. Teardrop.
Palo Alto's b f imp. Getaway by Balfe, dam imp. Goneaway.
W. L. Pritchard's ch f Idalene Cotton by Jim Brown, dam

Lizzie P.
M. Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

M. F. Tarpey'B ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herze-

govina.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.

No. 7.—The Park Stakes, for all ages; $50 each; $25 forfeit;

$10 if declared out November 1st, with $600 added, of which
$100 to the second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake

race this year of the value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra.

One mile and a quarter.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
R. P. Ashe's b m Binette, 5, by Billet, dam Mirah.
R. P. Ashe's b m Gueuu, 3, by Flood, dam Glendew.
Wm. Boot's b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

T. H. Lottridge's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam

Rosa B.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., 6, by Rutherford, dam

Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Solid Silver, 3, by Grinstead, dam

Josie C.

Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last by Ruther-
ford, dam Mollie McCarthy.

W. B. Todhunter's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk, dam
Marion.

W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A,, 5, by Monday, dam Ladv
Clare.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam
Ballinette.

No. 8.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third;

for three-year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of

$1,000 this year to carry 5 pounds extra; horses that have not
been placed this year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and an
eighth.

R. P. Ashe's b f Guenn by Flood, dam Glendew.
Wm. Boots' br g Valido by Bob Wooding, dam Brown Maria.
R. S. Fallon's br f Harriett by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne.
B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado by Wheatley, dam Electra.
Santa Anita Stable's eh c Solid Silver by Grinstead, dam

Josie C.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Silver Cloud by Grinstead, dam

Experiment.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Bonita by Rutherford, dam Maggie

Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella by Rutherford, dam Sister

Anne.
M. Storn's ch o Grover Cleveland by Monday, dam Robin Girl.

L. H. Todhunter's ch e Monte Cristo by King Alfonso, dam
Galanthis.

No. 9.—Selling Purse, $400, of which $50 to the second; $25
to the third; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,500, Two pounds
allowed for each $100 below and two pounds added for each
$100 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

W. H. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

C. Dorsey's br hBirdcatoher, aged, by Specter, dam Pet; $600.
T. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain, 5, by Norfolk, dam by

Rifleman; $S00.
B. C. Holly's b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters:

$S00.
T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, dam by Monday.
J. B. Haggin's ch h Marc Daly, 5, by Kyle Daly, dam Cordelia;

$1,000.
Kelly <fc Lvnch's b g Jou-Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything;

$1,200.
T.H.Ljttridge'schgEcho, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine; $700.
S. Meninall's b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens,

dam Lady Amanda; $800.
L. Shaner's b g Belshaw, a, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.; $100.
W. B. Todhuuter's b f Mayblossom, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam

Maggie S; $800.

No. 10.

—

The Finigan Stakes, fortwo-year-olds; $50 each;
$25 forfeit; $10 if declared out Augnst 1, 1SS6, with $400
added; second to save stake. One irile. Closed August 15,

18S5, with 50 nominations of which 17 declared out.
E. K. Alsip's b f Lady Boots by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
W. L. Appleby's oh f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

R. P. Ashe's ch e Elwood by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.
R. P. Ashe's b o Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka.
R. P. Ashe's b f Vera (dead) by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Thos. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
T. Delaney's blk c Modesto by Monday, dam Rivulet.
J. B. Haggin's b f Napa by Enquirer, dam Baudana.
H. Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
W. M. Murry's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
W. M. Murry's b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Goldun Gate.
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
Palo Alto's ch c Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Santa Anita Stable's br c Pendeuuis by Virgil, dam Persia.
Sauta Anita Stable's b o Goliah by Grinstead, dam Maggie

Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Laredo by Griustead, dam Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable's ch or g o El Monte by Rutherford, dam

Ophir.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Gleuelg, dam Malta.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Gloritta by Lever, dam Return.
J. C. Simpson's br c Rathbone by imp. Youug Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Harry I, Thornton's b f Clytie by Wheatley, dam Lillio Reis.
Harry I. Thornton's b i Narcola by Norfolk*, dam Ada O.
L. II. Todhuuter's b c Safu Ban by King Ban, dum Herze-

govina.
W. B. Todhunter's b o Marks by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter's ch g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dum by

Wildidle.

W. B. Todhunter's b o Miser by Compromise, dam by Wild-
idle.

W. B. Todhunter's blkf by Compromise, dam Mollie Stockton.
W. B. Todhunters's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessa-

mine Porter.
G. W. Trahern's ch f Blue Bonnet by Joe Hooker, dam Kate

Carson.
A. F. Walcott's b c Shasta by Flood, dam Demirep.
Theo. Winters' b c Afcatraz by Joe Hooker, dam Farralone.
Theo. Winters' b f Chatelaine by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

No. 11.

—

The Winter Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages;
$100 each; $50 forfeit; $20 if declared out, with $800 added,
of which $200 to second horse; third to save stake. Weights
announced on the tirat day of the meeting; declarations due
on the second day. One mile and three-eighths.
W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.
B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra.
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam

Twilight.
T. H. Lottridge's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Molly McCarthy's Last, 3, by Ruther-

ford, dam Mollie McCarthy.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Solid Silver, 3, by Grinstead, dam

Josie C.

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso,
dam Galanthis.

W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-
ette.

No. 12.—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds; $100 each;
$25 forfeit; $300 added; S 150 to second; third to save stake.
Two miles. Closed August 1, 1884.

R. P. Ashe's ch f Minuet by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
R. P. Ashe's ch c Ingleside (dead) by Norfolk, dam Dlusion.
R. P. Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam Marion.
R. P. ABhe's ch c Gaston (dead) by Norfolk, dam Mattie

Glenn.
R. P. Ashe's ch c Ed. Corrigan by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zicka.
R. P. Ashe's b f Guenn by Flood, dam Glendew.
J. T. Courtney's ch c Porter Ashe by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie.
Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
Hill & Gries' b c Robert the Kid by Hardwood, dam Maid of

the Mist.
A.O.Hutchinson's ch f Eda by Hock-Hocking, dam Eva

Coombs.
W. B. Todhunter's b f Mayblossom by Joe Hooker, dam

Maggie S.

Palo Alto's b c Whit tier by Flood, dam Lizzie Whips.
Palo Alto's b f Robin Lass by Flood, dam Robin Girl.

Palo Alto's b f Keepsake by Flood, dam Katharion.
A. F. Walcott's ch c Gardey by Flood, dam Sallie Gardner.

No 13.—PuasE $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third;

for two-year-olds; winners of two or more two-year-old race*

to carry 5 pounds extra; winner of one to carry 3 pounds
extra; horses that have been placed second but not better to

carry rule weights; all othersallowed 5 pounds. Qualification

dates from time of starting. Seven-eighths of a mile.

R. P. Ashe's b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka.

R. P. Ashe's blk c Modesto by Monday, dam Rivulet.

J. B. Haggin's b c Klamath by Gleuelg, dam Alii*.

J. B. Haggin's b g Silver Bow by Fechter, dam Belle of the
Meade.

D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B,
W. M. Murry's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine

Porter.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta.

Santa Anita Stable's b c Goliah by Grinstead, dam Maggie
Emerson.

Santa Anita Stable's ch c Laredo by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
M. Storn's b f Narcohi. by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herze<

govina.
W. B. Todhunter's oh g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by

Wildidle.

Theo. Winter's ch f Adeline by Enquirer, dam Analyne.

Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.

No. 14.

—

The Vestal Stakes, for three-year-old fillies;

$25 each; p. p.. with $400 added; $100 to second; third to

save stake. One mile and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1S84.

R. P.Ashe's ch f Minuet by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

R. P. Ashe's b f Guenn by Flood, dam Glendew.
Wm. Boot's b f Leda by NUhan Coombs, dam Gipsy.

R. S. B'allou's br f Harriett by Flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne.
J. B. Haggin's b f Ysabel by Leinster, dam Ada A.

J. B. Haggin's b f Fortuua by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.

Hill & Gries' b f Allie Hill by Wildidler, dam Mary Wade.
A. J. Hutchinson's ch f Eda by Hock-Hooking, dam Eva

Coombs.
Palo Alto's b f Keepsake by 1'lood, dam Katharion.

Palo Alto's b f Robin Lass by Flood, dam Robin Girl.

W. B. Todhuuter's b f Mayblossom by Joe Hooker, dam
Maggie S-

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

No. 15.—The Del Rio Stakes; for all agea, $100 each; S50
forfeit;" $20 if declared out November 1, 1880, with $1,000

added, of which $200 to second; third to save stake. Winners
of a stake race this year of the value of $1,000 to carry 5
pounds extra. Two miles and an eighth.

R. P. Ashe's b m Binette, 5, by Billet, dam Mirah.

11, P. Ashe's b f Guenn, 3, by Flood, dam Gleudew.

B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

T. H. Lottridge's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.

Santa Auita Stable's bh Luol;y B., 6, by Rutherford, dam
Maggie Emersou.

Santa Auita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 3, by Ruther-

ford, dam Mollie McCarthy.

L. H. Todhunter's oh o Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso,

dam Galanthis.

W. B. Todhuuter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

Theo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

No. 10. -FUBSE $100, of which $50 to second; $25 to third;

ji lix-v handicap for all ogee; weights auuouuced at 10 o'clodfl

a. m. theday before the race; declarations due at ti i\ at. the

sfiino day. Oue mile.

W. L. Appleby's oh f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

e-
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Thos. Atchison's ch o Robson 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Roset-

iand.
Wm. Boot's br g Valido, 3, by Bub Wooding, dam Brown

Maria.
B. S. Fallon's brf Harriett, 3, by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-

thorne.
Jas. Garland's ch g Fred. Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam

Pnss.
J. B. Haggin's ch h Hare Daly, 5, by Kyrle Daly, dam Cor-

delia.

B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra.
B. C. Holly's b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Daffy, dam Neva Winters.
B. C. Holly's ch £ Niuena, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Nannie

Hubbard.
B. C. Holly's ch m Lida Ferguson, 5, pedigree unknown.
T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, bv Hubbard, dam by Mon-

day.
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam

Bay Kate.
Kelly & Lynch's b g Jon Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything.
T. H. Lottridge's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine.
H. Lowden's b £ Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
D. M. Murphy's ch g Thad Hobson, 6, pedigree unknown.
Jas. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
Santa Anita Stable's brf Bonita, 3, by Eitherford, dam Mag-

gie Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's b £ Estrella, 3, by Rutherford, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Solid Silrer, 3, by Grinstead, dam

Josie C.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Silver Cloud, 3, by Grinstead, dam

Experiment.
Santa Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., 6, by Kutherford, dam

Maggie Emerson.
M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, bv Monday, dam Bobin

Girl.

M. F. Tarpey's ch £ Notidle, 2, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
W. B. Todhunter's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk,

dam Marion.
Theo. Winter's ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford, 2, by Enquirer, dam Bribery.

The End at Rancocas.

than I had of flying. I have plenty of them now, bnt when
1 saw this grand horse here I did not want to see him leave
this country without a struggle, and I bid on him. He isnine now. and although I came here with no intention ofbuying him or any other stallion, I must say that I am gladnow that I got him." B

There was but little competition over poor old Mortemer

«o=!m"'t>
!'he "-s

.,
bad uo difficulty in securing him for

Inl'S' hi. Magfnta, as 8randa looking horse as everlooked through a bridle, excited but little sympathy in a

SI ™"3" "eus
S;.

and Mr
- W. H. Forbes secured him for

' V i0T Plzzaru 'here was considerable competitionamong the western men, but Milton Yonng, bystrong bidding,

for $7,500
C°mpetlti0D

'
and eventually became his ownfr

Following are the lots in detail, with the buyers and pricesobtained.

STALLIONS.
1. Siddartha (imp.), bay, foaled 1S80, by Pero Gomez-

the Pearl by Newminster. S. Coulsen S750
2. Iroquois, brown, foaled 1878, by Leamington

-Maggie B. B. by Australian. Gen. W H
Jackson '20 000

3. Mortemer (imp.), chestnut, foaled 1865, "by Com- '

peigne—Comptesse by The Baron or Nuncio. DD. Withers
4. Duke of Magenta, bay, 'foaie'd'l'sYs'.'bvLexin^ton-

Magenta by Yorkshire. W. H. Forbes.
5. Pizzaro (lmpi bay> (oa ,ed lgs Adventurer- '

2,500

rSporting World.]

The days of Bancocas are no mere. The choice collection

of stallions and brood-mares, which have been the pride of the

east for years, are scattered thoroughout the country, and
Bancocas will be heard of no more as the birthplace of future

conquerors on the turf.

There was a capital atteudence at the sale. Upwards of 300
gentleman, nearly all well known in the racing or breeding
world, met on the special train which left Jersey City yester-
day morning direct for Jobstown, aud judging from the
calibre of the leaders of the east and the west, it was to be
expected that the bidding would be very brisk. Among
those present were : A. J. Cassatt, L. A. Ehier, Gen. Wm. H.
Jackson, Chas. Reed, James Galway, Clarence Hall, E. Berry
Wall, D. D. Withers, L. A. Kittson, Dan Swigert, J. G. K.
Lawrence, Gen. G. P. Wetmore, W. H. Tearing, Major T.
W. Doswell, Carroll Livingston, Sir Roderick Cameron, B. A.
Haggin, L. O. Appleby, G. T. Johnson, Major J. E. Hnbbard,
H. H. Longstreet, W. Lakeland, John Tucker, John Mackay
Dr. Farley, W. S. Barnes, T. C. O'Reilly, R. E. Roberts, c!
H. Gillock, Matthew Byrnes, Charles McGuire, Col. W. C.
Goodloe, Capt. Carter, A. T. Walcott, Major Wynn, Milton
Young, Col. M. Lewis Clark, Gen. John and his son Gen. W.
Preston, C. Boyle, J. E. McDonald, Col. Frank Hall, R. Por-
ter Ashe, J.G. Kreyer.
In one sense the sale was a big success, in so far as the

brood-mares were concerned, for while none of them brought
fancy prices, nearly all, except the very old ones, brought
uniformly good prices, and the average, taken a3 a whole,
was really capital. That average was SI, 422. 37. Now, when
it is considered that this was brought about, not by sensa-
tional figures for a few and beggarly prices for the bulk, by a
just and due estimation for the true merits of each one of the
candidates as they were led into the ring, Mr. Lorillard has
every reason to feel satisfied.

But the sale of the stallions was a woeful failure, and
had Mr. Lorillard himself been present one might
imagine how he would have chafed. Considering the prices
American breeders have been paying for Derby winners and
other horseB that have never achieved Blue Ribbon or Leger
honors, it was but fair to presume that Iroquois, who won
the famous triple event of his year, would fetch at least
between $30,000 and 835,000. He went at 520,000. Pizzaro
went at half his value for $7,500. Siddartha was sent to
Canada for S750. Mr. Withers got Mortemer for a song at

$2,500, and Doke of Magenta was given away at $1,200 to
Mr. W. H. Forbes of Boston.

It was expected that the stallions would make the sale a
sensational one. As it turned the mares had to carry them
through. The total for the five was $31,950, or an average of
$6,390, and they swelled the grand total of the sale to
$142,895, which makes the grand average $1,721.62.
The special train reached Jobstown about 11.30. Lunch

and a preliminary inspection of the animals consumed but a
Bhort time, and at 12.30 promptly Col. S. D. Bruce mounted
his rostrum and began the sale. Before going on let me say
a word of well-merited compliment. He fairly excelled him-
self as an auctioneer. Quick and clever," courteous and
pleasant and accommodating to all, he conducted the sale in
a perfectly admirable manner, and dispatched the horses so
rapidly that he disposed of the eighty-three lots in three
hours and a half—really phenomenal work.

Siddartha was first led into the ring. Mr. Dan Swigert
started off with a bid of $200; then the price was raised by
hundreds till $500 was reached, and a lull ensued. It was
then evident that the horse would not reach the figure
estimated. After several small bids Siddartha was finally
knocked down to Mr. S. Conlson, of Montreal, Canada for
$750.
Now Iroquois was led into the ring. His brown coat

glistened in the sunlight, and many were the expressions of
admiration over the noble creature. Col. Brace's introduc-
tion was brief but to the point, aud then Mr. Milton Young set
the ball rolling by starting him at 310,000. Mr. Ehlers of the
Ferneliff Stud went $500 better, when Mr. Haggiu called out
"$15,000." Mr. Withers then tookup the running, and stayed
till $17,500 was reached, which was his last bid. Gen. Jackson
of Belle Meade topped this with $20,000 and the horse was
knocked down to him.
Cheers greeted the announcement. Gen. Jackson got np

on his feet, and, addressing the gathering said: "Gentlemen,
when I am came here I had ao more idea of buying a stallion

Milliner by Rataplan. Milton Young!

Total
Average

BROOD-SLAKES.
Agenoria (imp.), brown, foaled 1876, by Adventurer
-Milliner by Rataplan. Bred to Iroquois. A.W. Walcott

Aranza, bay, foaled 1S7S, byBonnie" Scotland-
Arizona by Lexington. Bred to Mortemer L
A. Eblers

3. Bertha, bay, foaled 1875, by Gienelg—Stamps' by
L»xington. Bred to Iroquois. Milton Yoono

4. Blairgowrie (imp.), bay, foaled 1872, by Breadalbane—Klarnet by De Ciare. Bred to Iroquois. L A
Ehlers

_

5. Baby, brown, foaled 1876. bv Strachino—Ecliptic by
Eclipse. Bred to Duke of Ma°enta. N W
Kittson

6. Anstrine, chestnut, foaled is70, by Australian—Kate
Hayes by Albion. Bred to Iroquois. L. A
Enters

7 - Fa?°y Ludlow, bay, foaled '
1865,'

' by
'

Eclipse—
Mollie Jackson by Vandal. Bred to Duke of
Magenta. L. A. Ehlers

8. Breeze, bay, foaled 1S80, by Alarm—Biai'rg'owri'e'b4
Breadalbane. Bred to Mortemer. E. W. Cameron

9. Benlah, bay, foaled 1S67, by Lexington—Eureka by
Glencoe. Bred to Pizzaro. Col. W. C. Goodloe..

10. Explosion, bay, foaled 1873, by Hampton Court
-Naptha by Eclipse. Bred to Iroquois. A F
Walcott

11. Chimera, chestnut, foaled isS2,"bv" Mortemer—
Lizzie Lucas by Australian. Bred to Iroqnois

Walcott

7,500

$31,950
6,390

3,000

4,700

3,000

2,100

650

1,350

650

2,000

325

36. Hortense (imp.), bay, foaled 1866, by Knight ofEars—Josephine by Irish Birdcatcher. Bred toDuke of Magenta. Fashion Stnd Farm..
37. Sallie, bay, foaled 1S63, bj Lexington—Salli'e by

Buford. Bred to Pizzaro. Charles Boyle.
38. Pera, bay, foaled 1873, by Leamington—Maggie B.

B. by Australian. Bred to Mortemer. A L
Ehlers

39. Judith, bay, foaled 1S75,"
'

by
'

Gienelg—Madam
Dudley by Lexington. Bred to Mortemer. A F
Walcott

40. Second Hand (imp.), bay, foaled lSoij by Stock-
well— Gaiety by Touchstone. Bred to Duke of
Magenta. Charles Reed

41. Perfection, bay, foaled 1875, by" Leamington-
Maiden by Lexington. Bred to Pizzaro. Milton
loung

42.

45.

46.

12.

A. F.
Carrie Atherton, bay, foaled" IS65", bv Lexington—
Glycera by Sovereign. Bred to Pizzaro. W J
Weldon

13. Florence, chestnut, foaled 1S69, "by Lexington—
Weatherwitch by Weatherbit. Bred to Iroquois.

4,010

1,550

100

53. Su

54.

55.

14

1.5

4,060

1,500

A. F. Walcott
Flight, bay, foaled 1879, by"Alarm—Cbina'bv
Lexington. Bred to Mortemer. W. C. Goodloe
Electra, chestnut, foaled 1S70, by Kentucky—
Bermce by Stookwell. Bred to Mortemer Milton
Young

50Q
16. Katie Pearce, bay, foaled 1S72, bv Leamington-

Stamps by Lexington. Bred to Mortemer. A F
Walcott
Geranium, bay, foaled 1878, by Saxon -Girl of the
Period by Virgil. Bred to Pizzaro. L. A. Ehlers
Evadne, chestnut, foaled, 1867, by Lexington-
Volga by Glencoe. Bred to Iroquois. A J Cas-
satt

2,900

1,550

SOU

•22.

23.

19. Letola, bay, foaled 1871, by Lexington—Capitoia
by Vandal. Bred to Iroqnois. A. F. Walcott

20. Glengarine, bay, foaled 1S79, by Glengarry—
Romping Girl by Jack Malone . Bred to Iroq nois
F.J. Mason

_

21. Evelyn Carter, bay, foaled 1872. by" Anstr'a'lia'n—
Miss Carter by Sovereign. Bred to Iroquois A
J. Cassatt
Lizzie Lucas, gray, foaled 1S70, by Australian—
Eagless by Glencoe. Bred to Mortemer. A F
Walcott
Hiawassee, brown, foaled 1879, by Saxon—Vanda-
lise by Vandal. Bred to Mortemer. W. H.
Jackson

24. Gyptis, brown, foaled 1872, by' Australian —
Mazurka by Lexington

. Bred to Duke of Magenta
W. S. Tearney, Newminster Stud

25. Lou Lanier, chestnut, foaled 1875, by Lever-
Lady Hardaway by Commodore. Bred" by Morte-
mer. A. F. Walcott

26. Katrine, chestnut, foaled 1SS2, "by Mortemer—
Lou Lanier by Lever. Bred to Iroquois. A F
Walcott

27. Heva, chestnut, foaled isS2, by Mortemer

—

Ontario by Bonnie Scotland. Bred to Iroqnois.
L. A. Ehlers ' 1350

28. Minnie Minor, bay, foaled 1861, by Lexington-
Julia by Glencoe. Bred to Iroqnois. C Boyle

29. Nereid, bay, foaled 1877, by Saxon—Highland
Lassie by Blair Athol. Bred to Pizzaro. "Lewis
Stewart

30. Highland Lassie (imp.), brown, foaled 186"" by
Blair Athol—Rupee by The Nabob. Bred to Iro-
qnois. Lewis Stewart 425

31. Oliata, chestnut, foaled 1862, by Lexington-
Fanny Fern by Glencoe. Bred to Iroquois.
Hosea Ball /*

Papnoose, chestnut, foaled 1877, by Leaniinriton—
Maiden by Lexington. Bred to Duke of Magenta
Milton Yonng 1500
Hildegarde, brown, foaled 1875, by Lexington-
Miss Carter by Sovereign. Bred to Mortemer.
F. T. Mason

j ^qq
34. Ontario, chestnut, foaled 1865, by Bonnie Scotland

—Lady Lancaster by Monarch . Bred to Iroquois.
Matthew Byrnes.

j q-q
35. Pnrthenia, bay, foaled 1880, by A] irui— Maiden by '

Lexington, Bred to Iroquois. A. F. Wftloott, .. 2,500

:;:

33

3,000

1,200

1,400

1,200

2,100

400

1,900

3,500

100

650

50

Kaskaskia. bay, foaled 1881, by Saxon—Florence
by Lexington. Bred to Duke of Magenta HB
Heatley

43. Squeeze 'Em, chestnut, foaled 1869, by Lexington—Skeddadle by Yorkshire. Bred to Mortemer
L. A. Ehlers

44. Pinafore, chestnut, foaled 1879, by Enquirer—
Molly Rogers by Sovereign. Bred to PizzaroW . H. Jackson
Marvel, chestnut, foaled 1882, by Mortemer—
Marie Michon by Melbourne, Jr. Bred to
Iroqnois. S. Sanford
Snsan Ann, bay, foaled 1S67, by Lexington—
Boxana by Chesterfield. Bred to Pizzaro. New-
minster Stnd

47. Sly Dance, chestnut, foaled 1877, by War Dance-
Sly Boots by Rivoli. Bred to Mortemer A F
Walcott

48. Matchless (imp.j, chestnut, foaled 1869, by Stock*
well—Nonpariel by Kingston. Bred to Mortemer
A. F. Walcott

49. The Banshee, bay, foaled 1S65, by Lexington-
Balloon by Yorkshire. Bred to Mortemer. Chas.
Boyle

50. Spinaway, chestnut, foaled 1S7S, by Leamington—
Megara by Eclipse. Bred to Mortemer. Milton
Yonng

51. Miso O...W... bay, foaled 1883, by Saxon—Judith by
Gienelg. Bred to Pizzaro. H. B. Headley.

52. Vandalite, bay, foaled 1371, by Vandal—Vesper-
light by Childe Harold. Bred to Iroauois AF
Walcott

'
,_ -\

udie McNairy, chestnut, foaled 1S30, by Enquirer
-Nannie McNairy by Jeff Davis. Bred to Duke
of Magenta. Gen. W. H. Jackson
Nettie Hinde, bay, foaled 1868, by. Lexington-
Kate Anderson by Sovereign. Bred to Iroquois.
Milton Yonng
Wanda, chestnut, foaled 1S82, by Mortemer—
Minnie Minor by Lexington. Bred to Iroquois.
Milton Yon ng

56. Nirvana, bay, foaled 1881, by Saxon—Virginia by
Nottingham. Bred to Pizzaro. Milton Yonng.

57. Zoo Zoo, bay, foaled 1S74, by Australian—Mazurka
by Lexington. Bred to Iroquois. Miltun Young

58. Nutwood Maid, bay, foaled 1S6S, by Lexington—
Vandalia by Vandal. Bred to Pizzaro. S. M.
Shoemaker

59. La Gloria, chestnut, foaled 1S79, by Lever—Alii by
Australian. Bred to Mortemer. L. A. Ehlers.

60. Peoria, chestnut, foaled 1882, by Mortemer—
Matchless by Stoekwell. Bred to Iroauois. LA
Ehlers ". '

61. Blossom, bay, foaled 1SSL by Saxon—Blairgowrie
by Breadalbane. Bred to Dake of Magenta F
T. Mason ._ '

62. Queen (imp ), bay, foaled 1880, by Scottish Chief
—Gertrude by Permesan. Bred to IroquoiB A
F. Walcott

'

63. Refreshment (imp.), bay, foaled 186S, by Caterer-
Circe by Armandall. Bred to Duke of Magenta.
S. M. Shoemaker

64. Spirit, chestnut, foaled 1876, by Australian—Spring-
brook by Lexington. Bred to Iroquois. Milton
Y'oung

65. Alice Ward, chestnut, foaled 1S67, by Lexington-
Laura White by Glencoe. Bred to Mortemer.
Chas. Boyle
Tonch-Me-Not, chestnut, foaled 1SS0, by Great
Tom—Woodbine by Lexington. Bred tolroquois
Gen. W. H. Jackson
Sarah G, chestnut, foaled 1870, by War Dance-
Wild Duck by Eclipse. Bred to Iroquois. N. W.
Kittson
Wild Briar, chestnut, foaled 1S72. by Australian-
Wild Duck by Eclipse. Bred to Iroquois. L. A
Ehlers

_

Bonnie Doon, bay, foaled 1864, by Balrownie
Pasta by Revenue. Bred to Duke of Magenta.
Andrew Byrnes

70. Wyandotte, chestnut, foaled 1878, by Leamington-
Nemesis by Eclipse. Bred to Duke of Magenta
D. D. Withers

71. Virginia (imp.), bay, foaled 1S6U by Nottingham-
Miss Baxter by Pompey. Bred to Dake of
Magenta. W. J. Wheedon

72. Morlacchi, brown, foaled 1S67, by Lexington Ban-
ner by Albion. Bred to Mortemer. W. C. Good-
loe

73. Zicka, chestnut, foaled 1877, by Australian—
Mazurka by Lexington. Bred to Pizzaro. X. W.
Kittson

]

74. Bertie W, brown, foaled 1874, by Lexington—Em
Robinson by Knight of St. George. Bred to
Duke of Magenta. Chas. Reed

75. Wanculla, brown, foaled 1879, bv Hurrah—Sunrise
by Kingfold. Bred to Dnke of Magenta. New-
minster Stud

76. Hallowe'en, brown, foaled 18S2, by Mortemer—
Hildegarde by Lexington. Bred to Iroqnois. W.
H. Forbes 1

77. Coquette, cbestnnt, foaled 1S66, by Lexington-
Susan Harris by Revenue. Bred to Mortemer.
Newminster Stud

78. Genista (imp.), bay, foaled 1863. by King Tom-
Scrubbing Brush by Touchstone. Bred to Dake
of Magenta. Westminster Stud

Total
Average

Grand Total
Grand average 17

66.

G7.

69.

375

150

2,100

1,500

100

1,600

2,550

1,550

1,100

1,350

850

C?b0

I, JOG

25

3,250

850

4,000

850

650

3,000

500

2,000

400

1,600

2,050

850

2,000

375

1,500

400

1,200

1,050

1,200

50

1,300

100

725

1,200

375

450

1,550

400

100

Badly constructed stable floors have injured
thau hard work.
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DRAMA.
Sardou i».a brilliant writer and a play wright of the highest

nnalitv No better proof of the assertion can be offered than

?he n/mber ofhis plays that retain brilliancy, force and grace

in spite of the blunders of translators. But a Scrap of Paper

sanSceptionjitisflimsy in style, faulty in construction,

J,nd the Xt is oaltrv. Part of its faults may be charged to

?he transUato biit ft has weaknesses for which the author

alone "responsible. The characters are contradictions.

Prosper Couraniont is introduced as a juvenile cynic, a very

voun« man oj the world, who has seen everything and .8

carets about all things except obeying a particular whim of

Ss uncle's in regard to his marriage. The cynic is sustained

through two acts, in the third he becomes a spooney: the

chang! is of course possible, but there is no motive for it in

the play The character of Baron De La Glacere ,s another

absurd character. He comes upon the stage as the persomn-

cation of indifference. Yet for no reason that is developed

i

?
n the play he becomes jealous almost to madness. Mdlle

Suzanne De Ruseville has an important part in the develop-

ment of the play, yet there is no practical .motive or all her

activity The other characters are lugged in to fill up, and

heyiiduloeinalotof milk-and-water dialogue of an inane

order What the play would be in the hands of accomplished

Mies and gentlemen need not be stated, but as Presented at

the Baldwin on Uonday night it was dull, stale flat and

unprofitable to the last echo. A scrap of paper with suitable

words written upon it is as 2ood a theme to construct a drama

upon a! anything else. The particular scrap which Sardou

u£d acks both point and character. It is dragged into the

LloV,.e with wearisome reiteration. As Prosper Couraniont

M? Tearle was equal to the demands of the part The so^e

must be written of Mr. Branscomb as Baron De La Glacier^

The juvenile part of Anatole was taken bv Mr^ Belmonr The

character is vapid to vexation, and Mr. Belmour did not
'

succeed in adding a grain of interest to it. Miss Conway

Played Suzanne De Kuseville with energy and inte llgeoce

hut no one can fancy Miss Conway as the original Mi.s

Annie Adams appeared as Mdlle Zenob.e. She dressed

grotesnuelv enough for the old maid, but her strong western

Irawl made it impossible for any to think of her as a French

woman. The other characters have very lit tie to do and

carefully avoided making any attempt o do that 1> tie well

The house was not full, and the majority of the audience

showed their appreciation of the play by evident signs of

weariness before it was half over.

Ladv Andley's Secret is within the grasp of the company

at nresent playing at the Alcazar. This is not saying much

etheAorthedrama or the company. The former .s florid,

sensational and overdrawn, the latter is for the most common-

place Miss Lewis, in the leading role, did her ladyship full

justice. Mr. Mainhall is quite equal to the demands made

upon him by the part of Eobcrt Audley. George Talboy s

adventures seemed to suit Mr. Edmonds very well. As usual

Mr Osbonrne was effective as Luke Marks Miss Williams

played Alice well enough, and the rest of the characters

appeared to be perfectly at home. The play is very tedious

with its sis acts and the intervening music which suggests

that orchestras are a needless expense and very tiresome

additions to sensational plays. There was _a moderate attend-

ance early in the week, and the drama evidently pleased the

majority of the audience, which suggests that the play was

jndicionslv put upon the stage. But for all that Lady

Audlev's Secret is a play not worth thinking about, and it

has nothing either in construction or matter that demands

any extended notice. It belongs neither to the hopelessly had

or the preternatural!} good order. It is from beginning to

end commonplace.

The Daly Vacation Company open at the Bush-street House

on Monday night. This company, or a company under that

name, is well known to those who frequent the Bush-street

Theatre.

\t the Baldwin the Komance of a Poor Youne Man will be

eiven on Monday. The play has been given in this city with

an excellent cast, which the present company cannot hope to

equal.

For the coming week Miss Lewis will produce Forget-Me-

Not. Her Stephanie will afford another opportunity for com-

parison with her former self.

The Robbers continue to delight the Tivoli audiences, and

will hold the board, next week as it has done lor two weeks

past.

Emerson takes a rest after this week, and Wood and Kvinau's

minstrel and specialty company follow him at the Standard.

YACHTING.
The season is practically over, and the principal interets

yachtsmen have uow is where to lay np their boats.

The Pacific Club formerly closed the season last Saturday

and Sunday. On Saturday there was a party at the club

house, a dance and lunch daring the afternoon. The
weather was luvely, Richardson's bay was as smooth as glass

bright as burnished silver.

The fleet moored off the clnb house were: Annie (flagship),

Lnrlim.-. Nellie, Halcyon, Aggie and Virginia. They were

bat there was not enough wind to blow

the signals from the halyards. Many of the owners of the

yachts were conspicuous by their absence, aud tbe gay parties

ih'' usually visit the fleet on closing days were missed.

On shore" everything looked lovely, the grounds were in

perfect order, the flowers fr3griut as if loaded with airs from

e evergreens looked as fresh us if the day were

I coring rather than the cln^e of summer. The
11 by comparison with previons years, but

re present sp^nt a most enjoyable afternoon.

For Sunday a race to Vallejo and back was fixed, bat it

did not come off for lack of wind; but had there been a good

breeze blowing the event would have been withniit a shadow
of interest as only Annie and Aggie would have talteu part,

and a race between such a pair would be but a waiting match.

At the starting hour there was a flat calm in Richardson's

bay, and tbe ebb tide was running. The sigurd was given

punctually, but neither Annie nor A^gie oould bB moved
from their mooring. The Commodore sent out bin small

boat and the Sag-ship was towed out into the bay where
she drifted about for half an hour. About 10 o'clock a light

nir from the north-west was stirring in Richardson's bay but

nowhere else. Annie returned to the ileet aud tacked in aud
out amongst tbeni for an hour, but there was not breeze

enough to fill Aggie's big jib, and she hung to her mooring
with all canvas set, a picture of idleness.

At eleven o'clock Nellie's sails were hoisted, and twentv

minutes later her anohorwae hoisted and sbemovi
ully towards Kaoooon straits, followed by Aggie, the Com-

modore being well up to windward. There was just breeze

enough to give the trio steerage way. At Kershaw's Point

the land cut it off, and as the tide was running rapidly

through the Straits it wbb impossible to make any headway.
For an hour the drifting match was kept up, then as the

yachts were within speuking distance the race was given np,

and the closing cruise of the Pacific Yacht Club for 18S6 came
to a very paltry tinish.

In the go-as-you-please sailing that followed Nellie went
outside. Near the lighthouse she was becalmed for a long

time; what other adventures, if any, she had have not been
reported. Annie and Aggie went down to the Fort and had a

long tussle with the tide, which, as there was no wind, had
the best of it for a good while. Aggie worked her way to Arch
rock, from there to the clnb house and made fast to her

moorings; Annie got out the daldrums later an I made several

reaches up aud down the bay, then the Commodore stood

outside and was lost to view. He had a pU-a^aiit party of

ladies and gentlemen on board, who, if they were disap-

pointed in not sharing the excitement of a race, had the

pleasure of a delightful cruise in the warm and genial sun-

shine.

During the time when all this thrilling work was going on
Lurline and Halcyon were lying idly at their moorings,
neither showing any outward sign of interest in the closing

event of the year. From Virginia nothing could be expected;

she never sails except when sure that no other yacht is under
canvas. But from Lurline and Halcyon—Lurline especially

— the club expected some recognition of the event. Unfor-
tunately the vice-Commodore wasnnable to take a hand in the

sport; for some weeks he has not been able to do any sailing

through a sprained ankle, which has compelled him to avoid

all exercise. He has been much missed by his numeious
friends and by all his confreres in yachting circles.

Chispa came down from Benicia on Sunday. She had very
light airs all the way to Saucelito.

Aggie has gone up to Benicia and will be laid up for the

winter.
Ripple is on the ways at Stone's Yard.
Lively is being used as a shooting box in Corte Madera

slough, near Tamalpais station.

Oakland Canoe Club.

There was not much sailing done on Oakland Creek last

Saturday and Sunday, there being very little wind and the
tides unfavorable. Sunday morninggenial old Captain Buudy
turned up; he is the leading light in boating matters at

Lakeport, and gave the club the free ran of his boat house all

the time they were there. The Commodore, wishing to show
him where the club disported itself in these waters, took him
ont to Goat Island in the Mystic, accompanied by the Zephyr,
returning at about 3:30. Flirt is completely dismantled and
undergoing complete repairs; it was found she had not
escaped quite so scatheless as supposed in the Mosquito race

disaster, her starboard quarter being quite badly stove. The
boys say she is not the only Flirt given toljeing painted, but
as in this case it is being done by her greatest admirer, it

certainly cannot be with intent to deceive. Falcon was again
afloat and perfectly tight after the repairs she has undergone.
There will probably be some trips settled on for the approach-
ing holidays.

On Tuesday, Nov. 2d, the club will hold what is to be called

"Second Class Day". The programme will be: meet at 11

a. m. for crnise down the creek and around basin, ladies to be
invited and luncheon provided at boathouse. The club hav-
ing been presented with a handsome silver cup by Messrs
Edwards & Co., it is suggested that it should pe put up for

competition by the second class canoes, who shall race for it

monthly. This will encourage those members owning smaller
boats and enliven competition; so a very pleasant day's sport
may be looked for next Tuesday.

brought the same number of runs, and so it ran on. At five
ruinates to five thirty mns had been made and the next three
minutes found the same number added and the match was
won amidst intense excitement with two minutes and three
wickets to spare. The score is as follows:

CRICKET.

One of the closest, interesting and most evenly contested
matches ever played in this city came oft on Thursday
at Central Park. The competing teams were the officers of
H. B. M.'s ship Triumph, and an eleven selected from the
local clubs. Matches with representatives of the British
Navy have been popular here for many years. In the early
days of cricket teams from the Zealous, Tenedos, Opal, were
played, aud later on the matches with the Swiftsure were very
interesting. The landsnen have invariably won, and Thurs-
day's match was no exception. The games have always been
marked by the utmost good feeling and generous rivalry.

Owing to the short notice at which this match was arranged
it did not attract much public attention, and the local. men
had but little time to prepare for the entertainment of their
guests. The hoar for starting was fixed for 10:30 a. m., and
soon after both teams put in an appearance. The Triumph
meu won the toss and elected to take the wickets first, which
were in fairly good condition, much better than usual in
Central Park. The day was threatening, but by noon the
clouds cleared away aud the sun shone out pleasantly during
the whole match.
The first representatives ef the Triumph were Messrs.

Petch and Bath; they gave a good account of themselves,
Bath especially batting in fine form. Paisley followed and
played neatly. Then the captain of the team, Liout. Gaisford,
appeared, and just when he began to look dangerous was dis
missed with a good ball. Scriveu followed and played a lino

dashing iuuiDgs; he hit freely all round, and showod excellent
defence. Jeffreys and Reeves made a good stand, and just
before 1 p. m. the side was dismissed for a total of 70". Lnuch
followed and rafter that interval the local meu took the
wickets; the start was rather weak, but when Moreton and
Fisher got together they changed the appearance of tbp
game, and Burnell, who followed, played a fine innings,
but when all were disposed of the Triumph meu had a lead of
five rang, close enough to be interesting. No time was lost

between the next innings; the local men were promptly in

the field, and the visitors at the wiokets. The home loam
showed a great improvement in the field a<* compared with
their first attempt, the bowling was belter, and they worked
together in good style, and one by one the visitors were dis-

posed of, none of tbem reaching double figuros. v
|

last wicket fell they had only n total of '27 nu lit.' score book.
This with the lend of live '>n tin- fir.^f innings gave ,!

men some hope of victory. They bad for thi on

regarded the match as lost on the first innings, but t
1

only 33 to secure a win; that number they -vere confident of

making if time would allow it, but Ihey had just 35
to make the runs, as tbo wickets had to bo drawn at

oVlock. 'I'll, should the runs not be made by that time tbe
i uph ni^n would be victors. 'Die rule was clogging, and
every man
A ihe ' ar advanced enchrnu was counted, and each moment
ninrkod off on the huoda of tho olook; the first ten minute,,

Second Innings.
i- Lewis b Q tlsfoi

I .

13

8 AS FBA.SCISCO CBICEETEns
First Inuin^---.

G. Theobald r, and b <.i;tisford

Gibson b Petch 1
Squire b Gaisford 2 b Scriven
Miller c Scri'. en 1> G.^f.inl 8 bScriveD
Morelon cGaisford b Scrivt-u...

.

11 Nut out ....
J Theobald b Petch 3 b Gaisford .' n
Fisher c Lewis b Gaisford 18 b r-'criv.u. ".'.'..!! 1
Burnell not ont :? l. Scriven "'.."!" 3
Cohen c Jeffreys b Gr.isforo' u Not out 5
SandersoD b Gaisford ci b striven
Goewey b Petch
Extras BExlras.... .7." 6

Total 71 Total ^3

H. B. :d.'o SHIP TBIDMPH.

First Inniugs. Second Innings.
Petch c Sub bTheobald 4 b Miller 1
Bath b Miller ]0 c Sanderson b J. Theobald.! .'.'.'.

1
Paisley b Sanderson 4 b Miller.
Gaisford b .I.Theobald 6 L. B. W. b Miller.. . n
ScrivnerbJ Theobald 19 b Miller r,

G'rforthc Miller b Cohen Bun out 8
Dick b Sanderson lb Miller

, 1
Jeffreys b J. Theobald 7 b Saudersou 4
Reeves b Miller 6 b Miller ',.. ...[

'.

Lambert not out b Miller ,,, \
Lewis b Miller 6 Not out ... y
Extras 13 Extras '.".". ".*.'.

i

Total Total 37

Three to one is heavy odds, but that is how the St. George
men beat the Merions on Saturday last. This is the second
time that the senior club has suffered defeat at tbe hands of
its younger rival. The principal feature of the St. George
innings was the score of Moreton 38, he was supported ably
by Lewis and Fisher in tarn, who put together 16 aud 12.

None of the Merions made a stand. The collapse all round
being one of the remarkable features of the game. The same
clubs play again to-day. The score is as follows:

ST. GEOBGE.
Fisher b Miller 12
Lewis b Van Heeikin 16
Vaughan b MilUr
Moreton b Theobald 38
Boyle b Stewart 9

Holroyd b Miller 3
Blank bStewart
Bray b Theobald 4
Cohen bTheobald 1

IbbsbMiller 7
Pierce not out 1

Rxtras 8

Total 99

MEMOS.
Hill st Fisher bVaughan 4
Goewey bibbs 5
Gibson b Vaughan
Squires b Ibbs 3
Millerb Ibbs 4
Theobald c Boyle b Cohen 3
Stewart st Fisher b Cohen 6
Van Heeilcin st Fisher b Cohen.

.

2
Millar sf Fisher b Cohen
Newton c Ibbs b Cohen 1
Farraday not out
Extras. G

Total... 33

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliec

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentation? and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire ind dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

The Kennel editor of the Breeder and Sportsman may be
addressed personally, from November 1st to November 6th,

at Abilene, Kansas; from November 6th to November 18th at

High Point, North Carolina; from November ISth to Decem-
ber 4th at Grand Junction, Tenn. Letters sent to him in care
of the American-Angler, 252 Broadway, New York City, will

reach him until December 12tb.

Visits.

Mr. James Mahon's (Colfax) native setter Fanny to Mr.
Fred A. Taft's Gordon, Dorr, on October 21st.

Whelps.

Mr. John Binkle's setter Bird whelped, October, six—three
dogs—to Mr. F. A. Taft's Dorr.
Mr. Win. B. Spaulding's sett- 1 Dorris whelped, October,

eight—four dogs—to Mr. F. A. Tift's Dorr.

Death.

Mr. A. W. Van Arsdale has lost, by death, on October 18th,

from pneumonia, the blaek-and-tan setter Dorr, Jr., by Taft's

Dorr—Spaulding's Dorris.
^

The yearly season of distemper has come round, aud very
many puppies are suffering. Sume will die inevitably, brit

many which are lost could be saved by assiduous care and
use of rational medication. Readers of the Breeder and
Sportsman will do well to study the article on distemper by
Dr. Buzard, which appeared several weeks ago. A great deal
of sound, practical information may be gained by study of
Ashmout's Disease of Dogs, which may be obtained at Messrs.
Clabrough and Golcher's. After all study, however, it is essen-
tial that the course of treatment decided upon should be con-
scientiously followed. A little neglect at a critical point in
the progress of disease often kills. Clean quarters, warm, dry
air, no draughts, simple, digestible food, plenty of fresh 1

water, proper brushiug and such medicines as are recom*
nieuded by Ashmont or Dr. Buziird, wilJ go far to carry through
to health most of the puppies which are Biok.

Mr. P. D. Linville roceived on lust Tuesday, from John;
Drees, Little Bock, Arkansas, the black pointer mentioned!
in this column several weeks ago. The puppy came by the
southern ronte, aud arrived clean and lively. It is four

'

mouths old, black as Erebas, without n white hair, of good)
size, aud b indsome as it picture. It gives the iniprc*-

i

"quality" thorooRhont, isof very fine form, with good head
well-hung, nDe*loathered enrs,"straight back, well-set Ming
tail, good straight legs, perfect at hocks, and close feet. It

is quite impossible to forecast tbe matured form of the dog,;
but, to our notion, nbont the only change we would make in
it would be to deepen the muzzle a trifle, it seems a little too*
fine. Its owner is to be congratulated upon possession of as
handsome a pointer as there is in the State,

Mr. Oharlea L. Northoraft, at Los Angeles, lost last week*.
by death temper, the Don—Drab pointer which*
he purohased from Mr. Vandevort. The deaih of any of

Don's get is a lose that can hardly be repaired, and is 1

particularly to be deplored when the puppies lost are from
Drab. Tbo youngsters by Don— Beautiful Queen are com-4
ing on well. Most of them will be large dogs, aud, if present
indioatioi I

np"". will be good hunters. They
how good noseband are stuuncb to point aud back

We cannot but feci t'
1

\\ '
I owner/a of good pointer brood

bitohes will regret not utilizing the Hcrrioea of Don at ever;

cpp"itnnity while hiH strength remains.
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A gentleman who wisbes a broken setter or pointer adver-
j

rises his watit elsewhere this week. We hope those readers
[

who may be able to supply his need will open a corres-

pondence with him.

Mr. MeKoon, at El Cajon, is quite sure that his cockers

will prove useful in quail shooting. We invite those who
have used the little fellows to let us know results.

Judge Post, John Shepherd and. Clay Chipman bagged

seventy-three quail, near Sacramento, one day last week.

Western Field Trials Entries.

Field Merit vs. Bench Form.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have read with not

a little interest the recent controveisies in the Breeder and
Sportsman", and also its Eastern contemporaries, over the

respective merits of bench show and field dogs, and it seems

to me that a great deal of feeling and printers' ink has been

wasted in the apparent attempt to harmonize the opinions

held on widely divergent subjects. Not that bench shows

and field trials should not harmonize—for I think they should

Du t somehow or other those who seem disposed to do the

chief writing for the press are extremists. On the one side

the bench show is held to be the only true method of

determining a dog's merits, and on the other nothing good

can be seen in bench shows at all. It seems to me that the

dog -loving portion of humanity is pretty squarely divided on

these two theories, leaving but a comparatively small element

(but one that embraces the real sportsmen of the country) to

occupy the middle ground of upholding both bench shows

and field trials. It stands to reason that bench shows can be

but auxiliaries to the development of the better field qualities

in doss. (Of course, reference is made to sporting dogs

exclusively.) Although some bench show enthusiasts

ignore all else in pointer or setter merit—disposition, hunt-

ing instinct, level-headedness, nose, speed, etc., and claim

that unless a dog carries his tail just so, and has a fine coat,

or certain lines of conformation about the head and body, he

is of no account, it seems to me that the origination of bench

shows had a very different end in view. It must have been

the original purpose of bench shows to determine whether

certain classes or breeds of dogs possessed at least outward
qualifications for the special work required of them. Now,
the work required of setters and pointers is to assist the

sportsman afield; and when we find a dog that has shown
himself to be absolute perfection on game, of what use is it for

any person to say that such a dog is not to be thought of in

counection with a bench show? What if he does curl his tail

a trifle, or what if he is too "stocky" to look pretty, or has a

"heavy head," or "a little too much leather about the

throat," or is deficient in "flag," and lacking in that very

elastic, comprehensive, often mysterious, but never-defined

qualification termed "quality?" Facts are facts; and if his

field excellence is admitted by alL what is the use of talking

about such a dog failing to come up to bench requirements?

Would it not be more reasonable to admit that judges are

fallible, or possibly too set in their tastes, than to ignore the

plain fact that dogs which they claim to be no good—from
their standpoint—are really good, and had proven their

merit in field work? I admit the right of every man
to set himself up as the better judge of what he

likes in the way of dog flesh, and to declare his

dislike for all canines that do not come up to his idea

of what a dog should look like; but such a person should

never, in my opinion, presume to judge dogs for anyone but

himself. Suppose some cranky admirer of horse flesh, who
had in his mind's eye just the sort of animal he liked—and
outside of which type there could not, in his opinion, be a

horse worth having—suppose such a person should go to

Baldwin and tell him that he ought to take Tolante out and

shoot him. "Why," Baldwin would say, "there stands the

best four-year-old on this year'3 turf—the best race-horse of

his age in America." "Yes, that may all be. No doubt he

can run fast enough to beat them all, and can win more money
in a season than he could carry, but all the same yon ought

to kill him, or turn him out. Why, just see " how he carrieB

his tail! It's positively shocking! A horse shouldn't carry

his tail in that fashion; and beside his color isn't just what it

ought to be. No, sir, I know something about horses,

although I never attend races, and I tell you that no horse-

man of good judgment and taste would award your horse a

prize at an exhibition." I can just imagine you would hear

Baldwin say something like ' 'To with your exhibitions!" as

he walked his champion off to his stall. I presume the chief

mission in life of a bull-dog is to fight; and I can'tnndersiand

why a bull-dog without a tail at all should not fight just as well

as one with a caudal appendage of the regulation pattern.

Not but that I like a handsome dog myself; indeed, I believe

we all prefer shapeliness to ugliness. But when it comes to

judging dogs whose business it is to hunt game and to make
their work as nearly perfection as possible, it does seem to me
that it is very foolish for man to overlook proven qualities and

stick to visionary theories that are predicated on no more solid

facts than the varying tastes of individuals. Bench shows

must be good things; but they must—so far as sporting dogs

are concerned—be secondary to field work; and it is my
humble opinion that they should be governed entirely in

their standards by the developments and requirements of the

field. And furthermore, I do not think that any man should

ever be allowed to judge the sporting classes in a bench show
unless he be himself a practical field sportsman and one who
knows from hard experience what to expect of a dog. It

would be just as hazardous to select as judges of a field trial

—

or field work, if you will, without any competitive trial—men
who never had experience with dogs in the field, however
many bench shows they might have attended. N. E. W.

'"I Sacramento, Oct. IS, 18S6.

3

Mr. K. C. Van Horn, Secretary and Treasurer of the
Western Field Trials Association, sends the entries to the All-

Aged Stake of that Club. Fifteen pointers and thirteen setters

appear:
POINTERS.

Castleman Kennel's liver and white dog Bod bv Meteor, ex
Dell.

Castleman Kennel's liver and white dog Krnpp by Meteor,
ex Dell.

Castleman Kennel's liver and white bitch Nellie F., by
Croxteth's Ranger, ex Fannie.
Dayton Kennel Club's white and liver dog Bull's-Eye by

Meteor, ex Diana.
Dayton Kennel Club's white and liver ricked dog Eumpty

by Meteor, ex Diana.
Dayton Kennel Club's white and liver dog Pap Smizer by

Meteor, ex Diana.
Dayton Kennel Club's white and liver ticked dog King Shot

by Meteor, ex Diana.
J. W. Blythe's liver and white dog Corner Stone by

Meteor, ex Accident.

J. R. Daugherty's black dog Crow by Starr's Broncho, ex
Waddell's Fan.
The Graphic Kennel's liver, white and ticked dog Graphic

by Bonus—Sancho, ex Fursdon—Juno.
The Graphic Kennel's liver, white and ticked dog Lad of

Bow by Champion Graphic, ex Price's Climax.
The Graphic Kennel's liver, white and ricked dog Bracket

by Champion Graphic, ex Leach's Bloomo, formerly Bloom.
The Graphic Kennel's liver, white and licked bitch Bevel

3d by Champioo Graphic, ex Champion Beryl.

The Graphic Kennel's liver, white and ticked bitch Lass of

Bow by Champion Graphic, ex Price's Climax.
A. J. Gleason's white and liver bitch Nellie Tren by Bobert

le Diable, ex Dixie.

setters.

E. E. Pray's black, white and tan dog Bridgeport by Dash-
ing Monarch, ex Vannette.
G.H. Laughton's black, white and tan dog Don Burglar D.

by Burglar, ex Queen Dido.
G. H. Laughton's lemon and white bitch Countess Llewel-

lyn by Druid, ex Princess Draco.
W. B. Smith's black, white and tan dog Blitz Burglar D.

by Burglar, ex Queen Dido.
n.P Dillon's black, white and tan dog Dick Berwyn by

Dashing Berwyn, ex Vanity Fair.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s blue belton bitch Spot Belton by Dick
B., ex Belle Belton.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s black and white dog Dick B. by McKinney,
ex Flossy.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s blue belton dog King Belton by Count
Nolle, ex Bosalind.

Amos L. Campbell's lemon belton bitch Pearl Laverack by
Colonel Thunder, ex Princess Belle.

K. C. Vac Horn's red dog Patsy D. by Lord Dufferin, ex
Qneen Bess.
N. B. Nesbitt's black and white dog Dick T. by Cashier, ex

Flake.
N. B. Nesbitt's blue belton and tan bitch Lufra by Dog

Whip, ex Harrison's Juno.
J. Hayward, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Natalie by

Gladstone, ex Donna J.

run on a quarter-mile track prepared especially for the
purpose. The grand stand has a seating capacity of 1,000
persons. Entries will be received by the secretary, and will

close Saturday, Nov. 20th. Entrance free. N. A. A. A. A.

rules govern all contests. The committee reserve the right to

decline or strike out any entry.
Address all communications to the Secretary.

J. S. Thater,
Los Angeles, Oct. 25,

!

S6. Nadeau Block, Los Angeles.

New Rules For Heavy-Weight Competitions

Pacific Kennel Club.

The Executive Committee of the Pacific Kennel Club met
at Doctor Toland's rooms, on Tuesday evening last. All but

two were present, and a very profitable discussion of various

matters of interest was had. The Secretary reported that he
had a large list of applications for membership, and inspec-

tion of the list showed that the clnb is enrolling the very best

of the fanciers. Cheerful and encouraging letters from Mr.
J. Martin Barney, at Lowell Hill. Mr. M. P. McKoon, at El

Cajon, Mr. B. T. Vandevort, at Pasadena, and others were
read. They agree in giving hearty support to the enterprise,

and with such backing it cannot fail. Entry blanks and a

circular of information were ordered printed, and will be sent

to members and others soon. Prospects are that the club

will soon have a very large membership.

California Coursing: Club.

At a meeting of the club, held on last Wednesday evening,

it was decided to leave for Merced for the fall meeting on
Tuesday, November 16th. Bound-trip ticket, price S5, may
be had at the ferry office foot of Market street. Two stakes

will be made—an old dog and a sapliDg—and the reputation
of the club insnres a pleasant and successful meeting.

At its meeting, Oct. 6th, the Executive Committee of the
National Association of Amateur Athletes repealed the old
rules forhauimer, shot, and 06-lb. weight, and adopted thenew
laws given below, which ara a great imDroveinent.

THROWING THE HAM3IER.

The hammer head shall be a metal sphere weighing 16 lbs.;

the handle shall be of wood, and the combined length of the
head and handle shall be 4 ft.

The hammer shall be thrown from a circle 7 ft. in diameter.
Foul throws, which shall not be measured but shall count

as throws, are as follows:

1. Letting go of the hammer in an attempt.
2. Liftingfrom theground the foot nearest the circumference

of the circle, while the hammer is in the hand.
3. Touching the ground outside the circle, with any portion

of the body while the hammer is in hand.
4. Touching on the ground forward of the front half of the

circle with any portion of the body before the throw is

measured.
Each competitor shall be allowed three throws, and tbe best

three men in the first trial shall be allowed three more throws.
Each competitor shall be credited with the best of all his
throws.
The measurement of the throw shall be from the nearest

edge of the first mark made by the head of the hammer to

the point of the circumference of the circle nearest such
mark.

PFTTING XHBSHCT.

The shot shall be a metal sphere weighing 16 lbs. It shall
be put from the shoulder with one hand, and during the
attempt it shaU not pass behind nor below the shoulder.

It shall be pnt from a circle 7 ft. in diameter, two feet of

[
whose circumference shall be a toe board 4 in. ia height.

Foul puts, which shall not be measured, but shall count as
puts, areas follows:

1. Letting go of the shot in an attempt.
2. Touching the ground outside the circle with any portion

of the body while the shot is in band.

3. Touching the ground forward of the front half of the
circle with any portion of the body before the putismeasured.
Each competitor shall be allowed three puts, and the best

three men in the first trial shall be allowed three more puts.
Each competitor shall be credited with the best of all his

puts.

The measurement of the put shall be from the nearest edge
of the mark made by the shot to the point of the circumfer-

ence of the circle nearest such mark.

THROWING 56-LB. WEIGHT.

The weight shall be a metal sphere with a handle attached;
shall measure, with the handle, 16 in. in height, and shall
weigh including handle, 56 lbs.

It shall be thrown from a circle 7 ft. in diameter. The
competitor shall stand facing as he pleases.

Foul throws, which shall not be measured but shall count
as throws, are as follows:

1. LettiDg go of the weight in an attempt.

2. Lifting from the ground the foot nearest the circumfer-
ence of the circle while the weight is in hand.

3. Touching the ground outside the circle with any portion
of the body while the weignt is in hand.

4. Touching the ground forward of the front half of the
circle with any portion of the body before the throw is

measured.
Each competitor shall be allowed three throws, and tha best

three men in the first trial shall be allowed three more
throws. Each competitor shall be credited with the best of

all his throws.

The measurement of the throw shall be from the nearest
edge of the first mark made by the weight, esciusive of
handle, to the point of the circumference ot the circle nearest
such mark. — -

Physical Culture-

Pacific Kennel Club.

Newark Coursing.

The committee of management of Newark Coursing Park
announces the following programme for the coursing meet-

ing at Newark, on November 7th

:

The Fall Cup: all aged; unlimited; at 85 each, the winner
to receive in aldition to a first money prize a valuable silver

cup, the gift of Mrs. John Dugan.
The Fall Plate: for dogs beaten in the first round of the

cup, the winner to receive a handsome coursing trophy.

The November Puppy Stakes: for an unlimited number of

greyhound puppies, under 18 months old, at $5 each.

Entries, accompanied by one dollar additional as hare-

money, may be made with the Secretary, 18 Post street, San
Francisco, at any time prior to or at the draw, which will

take place at the club "rooms, 539 California street, Friday
- XT L-_ K.U «* O t

The regular monthly meeting of the above Club will be held

at Parlor A., Palace Hotel, on Wednesday evening, November
3d, at 8 o'clock sharp. James E. Watson,

Secretary.
o

We are sure readers will agree with us in thanking "M."
for the very interesting article on deer hunting which appears

elsewhere. The writer is an enthusiast, but always is within
bounds.

ATHLETICS.

We commend to the study of all readers the paper on
athletics, by Mr. S. C. Hunter, a portion of which is published

in this issue, the remaining part to appear next week. The
article was prepared for the annual convention of the ¥. M.
C. A., which met in Los Angeles last week.

Los Angeles Open Air Sports.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The members of the

various amateur athletic clubs are cordially invited to take

part in the third annual meeting of the Los Angeles Athletic

Club, to be held at Agricultural Park, Los Angeles, on
Thursday, November 25th, at 10:30 o'clock a. h.

Entries are solicited for the open events, open to amateurs
only, on the following programme: 120 yards hurdle race;

putting the shot, 16 lbs., open; 100 yards dash; one-mile

bicycle race, open; running high jump, open; 120 yards
dash, open; throwing the base-ball, open; half mile bioycle

evening, November 5th, at 8 p. m., when the prizes will be ' race, 1st beat; one-mile walk; quarter-mile run; half-mile

apportioned. The officers appointed to conduct the meeting I bicycle race, 2d heat; naming broad jump, open; one-mile

are: Field Stewards—F. L. Mucondray, John Grace, Samuel ' run; tng-of-war, teams of four, limit 650 lbs., open; obstacle

O. Gregorv. Slip Steward—W. Halpin. Flag Steward—John ! race 440 yards. A handsome gold medal will be given to the

Perrigo. Judge—James B. McCarthy, and Slipper—James
j
winner in each event. In the tng-of-war each member of the

Wren! winning team will receive a silver medal. The races will be

;Bt S. C. Hunter, Mimberof tbe Olympic C]

We believe there is much truth in the statement that on
the subject of physical exercise most people are fools. Brains
and intellectual power and mental capacity rank high in the

economy of modern life, but we have comparatively little of

the greater advantages of well-rounded chests, quick, graceful
movements, and fresh, healthy color. The most casual
observation indicates that parents take a greater pride in their

little ones when their heads become cn.mmed full of odds
and ends of information, than they do to find them becoming
proficient in such occupations and pastimes as may help to

plant the precious spark of a vigorous health in every fibre of

their youthful limbs, thereby laying the foundations of a long
and happy life. It is not sufficiently emphasized that robust
health constitutes about three-quarters of the problem of
human happiness, and that training the young to overlook
this important truth is scarcely less than criminal. Half the

men in the world are broken down with dyspepsia, and the

other half are broken up with rheumatism, and the women

—

ah, indeed, the poor creatures! It is almost conceded that

they haven't any muscles at all, and so it is their privilege to

indulge, without stint, in the luxuries of sick headache and
neuralgia. Whoever hears of ladies becoming enthn
over really beneficial exercise? Until lawn-tennis became
thoroughly popularized in this country there was scarcely n
single organization which had for its aim, or which could
number among its advantages, some sort of vigorous outdoor
work for the ladies, which required the active use of their

muscular organisms.

And the men, too—they, as a rule, are Badly in want of a
knowledge of the very first principles of this subjei

yon were to step intu rmy of the greet^ thoroughfares of 0D8
of our large cities, and inviting the first score of men you
meet to accompany yon into a gymnasium, then turn them
loose for an hour's torture oa the parallel bar.-, [adders, pnll-

i iog weights, rings and heavy dumb-bells, what do yon
imagine would be the result? It is no esaggei

that it would require at least a week's time for

recover from the aches and pains incident to such
activity. Or, if you invited them out intu '

started n cross-country run of a fe

two might keep it up for an hour, after a terribl

the chances are that the majority would have to be
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usiderably less time, with express wagons find ambulances.
|

Now, we are certainly not rip to the secret of right living as I

a people, or else a few hours* hard exercise would never do
j

us harm. It is certainly a truth that no man lives well, or
j

even fairly well, who Hoes not set apart a period in the
|

twenty-four hours to be devoted exclusively to some sort of

work or action which has for its object the upbuilding and
strengthening of the pbysical system. As a result of not

[

Moran Clubs. A pleasant day and a close game well-repaid all

attending properly to this simple duty we find ourselves who went over.

asthmatic, rheumatic, spleeny and bard to please both at Thegame opened with the Greenhood & Morans at the bat.

home and abroad. Fisher started the ball with a single to right field, but was
We do not wish to be misunderstood, either, in our refer-

|

forced off at second on Long's tap to Hayes. A balk gave

BASE BALL.
Alameda Park.

A full stand was on baud on last Sunday at Alameda
Park, to see the game between the Pioneers and Greenhood &

enee to this matter of regular exercise; and we would not

convey the impression that it is necessary, in order to over-

come the various diseases among us, to traiu up and convert

communities into athletes, in the usual acceptance of this

term. Such a scheme has not our advocacy at all; for if past

civilizations have pointed out its virtues, they have also

demonstrated with equal clearness its vices, aud the necessi-

ties of modern life are fur in advance of those ancient theories.

We have learned to-day that great knotted bands of muscles
standing out over the body are not necessary for the mainten-

ance of health. On the contrary, unless the greatest care is

used in briuging them up they are apt to prejudice health

most seriously. But, on the other hand, we know that a

system of light exercise, calculated to oriug into play the

greatest number of muscles, is as necessary to perfect health

as blood is to life. It will appeal to anyone's reason that the

body, being supplied with certain muscles, will be in a better

condition when these muscles are flushed with fresh blood
periodically than if they were left to become weak and stag-

nant through lack of any action at all.

Again, we learn from medical men that we are almost con-

stantly living in an atmosphere of disease. The very air we
breathe, they say, contains the floating germs of corruption

and decay, which, by tbe natural and necessary action of

breathing, find an entrance to our systems. If this is true,

it, need not be aigned that the physique which can best with-

stand contamination is the one wherein the blood is quickest
purified and sent with freshest vigor to the furthest corner of

the body.
It is also quite astonishing to observe bow little is really

known about the advautagesiof having a deep and spacious

chest. As this region or division of the body is identical

with the very seat of life, it is beyond a question the first

thing to be considered in any scheme of exercise. More
attention should be given to obtaining a good, sound chest

capacity than anything else in one's development. The heart
ran lungs are sheltered here, aud to give these organs plenty

of room for action is prerequisite to aoy degree of health, or

perfection in physical attainments. Blaikie, the American
authority on physical culture, is particularly emphatic on
this point of chest development. He quotes, in one of his

books, the following bit of information, which certainly goes
far towards demonstrating the advantages of an abundance of

breathing room. We copy as follows: "Dr. Morgan, in his

English University Oars, on this point says: 'An addition of

three inches to the circumference of the chest implies that

the lungs, instead of containing 250 cubic iuches of air, as

they did before their functional activity was exalted, are now
capable of receiving 300 cubic inches of air within their cells;

the value of this augmented lung accommodation will readily

be admitted. Suppose, for example, that a man is attacked
by inflammation of the lungs, by pleurisy, or some one of

the varied forms of consumption, it may readily be conceived
that, in such an emergency, the possession of enough lung
tissue to admit forty or fifty additional cubic inches of air

will amply suffice to turn the scale on the side of recovery.

It assists a patient successfully to tide over the critical stage

of his disease.'"

It is strauge, but true, that among those who most habit-

ually frequent gymnasiums but a very small proportion
follow any Bystem of chest expansion from the inside. We
have observed men of splendid muscle and powerful build
who know really nothing of tbe true methods of chest
enlargement. This is, no doubt, the cause of men breaking
down from heart trouble who engage in athletic sports
requiring great lung and heart labor. They have not begun
by gradually increasing their capacity by a legitimate process
of inhalation, but jump into a course of hard training, for

which their delicate internal organism has never been pre-

pared.
And now for a few practical suggestions regarding exercise;

for. after all, this is the main object of this paper.
We will suppose the question put then, what shall I do,

where shall I go, or in what manner is it possible for me to

obtain this necessary muscular action each day?
Tbe Y. M. C. A. headquarters in the various cities over the

face of this bright land of ours will answer these questions to

the satisfaction of any earnest inquirer. It is to the honor of

the great organization which is represented here to-day that

under the Christian banner which they wave aloft ample
provision has been made for everything conducive to the
making of a true and manly man. Physical development has
not been forgotten. The gymnasiums of the Y. M. C. A.
throughout America and England are the finest in the world.
For the youth, then, who has the time to spare, there is no
excuse for lack of opportnnity. A few minutes a day carefully

spent in these gymnasium halls will do the needful, with the
simple addition of a few miles of ordinary outdoor walking.

This, of course, is all very well for thoBe who have the
time to give, but it is for another class we must provide, and
that is the class who cannot rind time to attend a gymnasium
on account of business confinement and the necessity of being
abroad from early morning till late at night. It is usually
found to be the case that those who need tbe most exercise
find the least time for it. Well, of course, some sacrifice is

necessary in order to obtain anythiug worth having. We do not
propose to offer a highway to health and development which
may be successfully pursued without an effort on tbe part of
the aspirant. But we will guarantee that our suggestions
will reduce that effort to a minimum.
Good habits, reasonably early hours, regular rest and

substantial food are, of course, absolutely necessary to
a sound body. But these do not come under the head
of the present discussion, which is intended more espec-
ially to emphasize the matter of exercise. We would
merely say in this connection, then, that at least half
an hour should intervene between rising and the first

meal. If this can be made an hour, so much the better.
As we are offering suggestions to men who have to work
on a time limit, we will suppose it is half an hour.
Well the first fifteen minntos of this time should be spent in
exercising. Where? you ask. Why, right in your bedroom,
we answer. Iu these fifteen minutes there are ten or twelve
exercises possible with a pair of eight-pound dumb-bells and
a couple of chairs, which will bring into play every essential
muscle of tbe back, chest, waist and arms. A few more
movements with the legs will toughen up the muscles of these
members magnificently, and at the same time produce a rapid
breathing and healthy perspiration, if persisted in vigorously.

[Continued in our next isBue.]

Long the second bag, and when a moment later McMullin
throw wild to Buckley the diminutive centre fielder reached
third base. Dolau Bent a grounder which Hayes fumbled and
Long scored on the error. Brown's skykisser was drawn from
the Bkies by Taylor, and Vau Haltren went out from McMullen.
The first inning for the Pioneers could properly be termed a
"force-out" inning. Cavenny, the first batter, was sent to

the initial on called balls, aud was advanced to second on
Taylor's kit to Dolan, the latter making an error. Gagus' sacri-

fice to Fisher forced Cavenny out at third, and Hayes' sacrifice

to Dolau performed a similar service for Taylor. Buckley hit

to Gurnett and retired, leaving Gagus aud Hayes perched on
the bases. In the five succeeding innings both teams drew
blanks, and the Pioneers scored their only run in the seventh.
Carroll was disposed uf by tbe Dolan route, and McMullen
reached second on a single to left and Shea's error. Cavenny's
bounder to Donovan enabled McMullen to reach third, and
he tied the score on FiBher's bad error in fumbling Taylor's
grounder. The Oaklander's again took the lead in the eighth,
Brown coming to the bat when two were oat and reaching
second on a single to centre and Perrier's error. Van Haltren
sent Brown across tbe plate with a single to left-centre and
scored the only earned run of the game on Blakiston's single

to left. Donovan scored the last run of the gamein the ninth
by reaching the initial on Hayes' error, stealing second,
reaching third on Gurnett's out, and scoring on Fisher's
sacrifice to Gagus.
Donovan made some very good base steals, but their effect

was marred by the way that player would smile at the grand
stand immediately after. Live Taylor caught four flies in left

field in his unpretentious style, which won the applause of

the crowd. The playing of the sixth inning was the feature
of the game. Buckley reached the initial on a baser to centre.

Perrier, the next batter, hit a hard "liner" to Van Haltren,
who, quick as a flash, caught Buckley in trying to get back to

first, from which he had not gone over a few feet when the
ball was batted. The inning ended as remarkable asit began,
Dolan looming up before Powers' corker, and retiring that

runner. Following is the score:

Among the "Sporting Notions" in the San Francisco News
Letter at last week, was a line to the effect that the California
State Sportsman's Association, at its recent meeting, had freed
itself of an "incubus" in the person of last year's President—
hon. A.B. Dibble. The News Letter does itself, the Associa-
tion and Judge Dibble a great injustice by the remark and
should undo its wrong by withdrawing the insulting opinion
which it, doubtless unwittingly, has given circulation.

"

Mr. AI. Hall brought in our office on Saturday last a three-
point blacktail deer, weighing 112 pounds, which he had
killed the day before at Point Arena. The deer was in good
condition, and, strange to say, was not perceptibly thickened
in neck Mr. Hall has taken up a fine quarter section of
timber land on the Garcia.

The cold weather has started" the deer from the high
Sierras into the foothills, and the woods south of Grass

They will soon be unfit to eat,
Valley abound with them,
because of seasonable propensities.

Deer Hunting.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:-Hunters Lave had good
success around the Loina Prieta this summer This is
one of the largest and highest of tbe Coast Range having
a base of fifteen or twenty miles across, and rising to a height
of 4,000 feet. It is not heavily timbered. except around the

ig nigged rocks clothed in chaparral
generally almost impenetrable thicketsof live oak and wild berries. No ' "

and the ravines

GREENHOOD & MOHAN3.
TB. R.BH.BS. PO.

Fisher, as 5 1 2

Long, of 5 10 0)
Dolau, 8 b..
lirown, c...
VanHaltreD, p. .3

Blakiston, rf.,
Donovan, 1 b....3
Shea, If...

Gurnett, 2 b 3

1 1

1

1

1

TotalB 33 4 6 7 27 20 6

Cavenny, r f.

Taylor, If i
Gagus, s s 4
Hayes, 3 b 4
Buckley, r f 4

Perrier, c i 4

Powers, 1 b 4
Carroll, c 3
McMullen, p 4

PIONEERS.
TB. R.BH.BS.PO.

14

111
2 12 U

5 4

110 7 1

Totals.. .33 1 5 1 27 22 4

RUNS BX INNINGS.
G. &M.s 1 2 1—4

|
Pioneers 1 0—1

Earned runs—Greenhood & Morana 1, Pioneers 0. Two-base hit

—

Van Haltren. First base ou error—Greenboocl & Morans 2, Pioneers i.

Left on bases—Greenhood & Morans 4, Pioneers 6. Bases on called
balls—Greenhood & Morans 5, Pioneers 3. Struck out—By Van Haltren
3, by McMullen 5. Passed balls—Brown 0, Carroll 0. Wild pitch—Van
Haltren 0, McMulli u 0. Double play—Van Haltren aud Donovan.

The Sacramento Bee says: "The Directory of the Alta Club
held a meeting last Friday night and resolved to disorganize,
the object for which the club was created having been
attained in the close of the summer series of games. The
nine will continue for the present, however, under the
management of W. P. Huntoon. At the conclusion of the
meeting V. S. McClatchy, president of the club, on behalf of
the directory, presented Manager Huntoon with a cross-bar

for a watch chain in the form of a bat, and a pendant in the
shape of the regulation League ball. Both are of gold and
appropriately inscribed. The return of the base-ball enthu-
siasts into the rauks of ordinary citizens was celebrated by a
banquet. The names of the gentlemen who have acquired
enough glory for one season are W. F. Huntoon, Charles A.
Luhrs, Henry A. Heilbron, T. L, Enright, Charles C. Robert-
sou, T. J. Urquhart, John Gerber, V. S. McClatchy, A.J.
Johnstone, E.M.Thomas, John Barrett, J. T. Stafford and
E. C. Boeder."

The Alcazar Club, of this city, played a match game on
Sunday at St. Helena, with the Unity Club of that town, and
won by a score of 9 to 7 runs. The game was for $25 a side

and half of gate receipts. Some outsiders had placed money
on the game, backing the Unity Club, and their losses so
angered them that tbey threatened to wipe out the umpire.
The St. Helena players had no fault to find with the umpire,
and treated the visiting club very haudsomely.

LAWN TENNIS-
The California Lawn Tennis Club has issued invitations to

other clubs in the State to join them in friendly matches
next Tuesday, the 2d inst. The members of the club will

undoubtedly turn out in large numbers on that date, and
visiting members of other clubs will be most cordially wel-
comed. Tbe first match will commence at 11a.m., and play
will continue throughout the day.
Messrs. McGavin and Dr. Williams, Willie, O. and S.

Hoffman and Arthur Page, of the Sau Kafael Club, have been
constantly praotioiug on the ground of late, and should the
Lotus and Alameda Clubs be well represented there will be
soaie exciting aud interesting matches next Tuesday.

THE GUN.
Editor Mitchell, of the Grass Valley Union, usually wears

an open, guileless face, but there are reasons for believing
him capable of a practical joke. Taking the bald fact of the
death of a fox at the recent meeting of tbe State Association
as a text, tbe jolly editor has so adorned the story that it

appears to impress the shears fiends of all his exchanges as a
good thing, and as one man they clip and print the yarn
with the gun editor of the BREEDER anu Sportsman aB tbe
hero. All available revenues are exhausted iu explaining to
curious friends just how the story started, and with poverty
impending we demand a full retraction from the Union,

Jos. M. Bassford, Jr., with Mr. Henry Allen of Vacaville,
is deer hunting in Shasta county. Every craok of the Little
Lyman-sigh ted .32 Winchester means meat, either grouse or
venison. The gentlemen took rods with them.

.- better natural creservfi
or game can be found and probably all kinds $] nerehnd then-last retreat as the country is cleared of brush andplanted to grape vines and fruit trees. The deer rangearound the base of the mountain and adjoining riXaud are quite destructive to young trees and ™„ '

consequently the fruit growers encourage the hunters Par
ties from a distance generally camp over night, and are onthe best ground at sunrise. Camping in a gorge of themountain, protected from the sharp sea breeze by intervening
hills, is comfortable enough if preparations have been madewarm blankets, hot coffee and plenty of eatables beinp
requisite. Then there is enjoyment in looking the starswhich, in the clear upper atmosphere, seem but a mile or twoaway. The sharp yelp of the fox, the prolonged howl of thecoyotes the w-h-o w-h-o of the owl, and perhaps the screams
of a panther-that somehow reminds one of the awful aeonv ofa human being in death tortures-all mingling with the sonoh
ing of the night wind through tbe leaves of th^uY pine fresuggestive of strange feelings and furnish romantic and noeticminds with ample material for thought. The camp fire bumslow. One by one the tired hunters fall to sleep and at mid
night the owl will almost flap the faces of the sleepers in his
efforts to become better acquainted with his new neighborsand if no watchful dogs guard the camp the sneaking coyote
will come near enough to pick up the cast-away remains ofthe supper. With the first streaks of daylight breakingthrough the red mists of the distant Sierra Nevada range heparty is astir, and the coffee pot is soon boiling over thescraped-together brands of the evening's fire. LonS before the
eye can draw a bead through the fine notch of the block siohr
the parties are in the ground well marked with "deer shin"
selected the previous evening for the hunt. Well who candescube the joy, the excitement, as, after listening painfully ahalf hour, hearing only the beating of one's heart, a bounding
of feet along the ridge is audible; a buck with pronged antlerscomes m sight and passes a moment between you and sun-
rise You have time to notice his dark gray coat, fading fromblack on his back to almost while on his flanks! You mark
his flashing, lordly eye, hear the snort of defiance, and see thepuff of vapor from his swelling nostrils-only for a second
and he bounds away. Your chance for a shot is gone Half
angry at your weakness, half pleased that yon have not com-
untied murder, you let the hammer of your Winchester downaud resolve not to tell your comrades of having the "buck
fever.' The

,

sharp ring of a
]

rifle farther down tile ridge and
a triumphant "hallo tells the story. Another of the partywho is too old a hunter to catch buck fever, has stopped the
deer. A few minutes rapid walk brings you to the death
If your humanity has not been dulled you will half resolve asyou witness the dying struggles to make this your last hunt-
but you will not. As an old hauler would say, "

ver nocker-
lated; yen come agin, sure."
Not.long since Will Wright, of this place, piloted a partyfrom Oak and into the deer region, provisions and blankets

being packed on a couple of horses. Two of the party wereEnglishmen, unused to the country or to mountain travelWhen the camp was selected they were missing. Nothine was
thought of it until darkness came on, when their continued
absence caused some anxiety. Signal guns were fired and
beacon hies lighted. They came into camp about tenworn out with the tramp; it seemed they took a trail leadine
into another gorge of the mountain. A few minutes consul-
tation enabled them to recall to their minds the trail thev had
left, and give them an idea of the probable direotion of the
ca.np. Climbing the ridge in that direction they had the
satisfaction of seeing one of the beacon fires a mile away across
a deep ravine. An hour's scramble brought them into camp.
They asserted that they were attacked by a mountain lion in
the deep hollow and drove him off by repeatedly shootine him
with a pistol. They offered, in proof of the story, numerous
soratches on their hands and faces, and badly torn clothes
As there were no wounds that could not have been made bv
the stiff, lagged chaparral, their stories were taken cum qrano
salts. They "olarsted" the couulry aud made many unfavor
able comparisons between Hamerica and Hold Heu'glaud A
hearty supper aud other comfort put them in better humor
and by morning they were ready for their share of the sport'Two fine bucks were killed and packed on the snmpter horses'The party reached Alma in time for the evening train to San
Francisco, having veuison for all-their friends, and stories
enough with economy and judicious exaggeration to last until
huuting Beason comes again.
Ed. Schultheis, of Patohen, is the acknowledged ohampion

of the deer hunters. He reckons three a week as a low
average. He is an expert shot and has been kuown to knock
over three of a running gang before thev eot out of reach of
his Winchester. Colouel Gregory of the" Forest House and
Major Floyd of the Alma Hotel, ore also successful hunters
Los Gatos also hns some good hunters. Abe Lee has killed'
six in one mormug'B hunt, aud will bet even on getting one at
any lime. Several deer have been brought into Los Gates
weighing, when the head and entrails were removed one
hnndred and twenty-five pounds. One was killed on Boulder
Creek, on the Santa Cruz side of the mountains, which after
being dressed, weighed one hundred and sevenly-four pounds
About one hundred wore killed this season within a couple of
hours' walk of Alma, whioh seems to be the headquarters for
deer hunters. Many were found dead, after fires whioh raced
for a couple of weeks in ohaparral ridges. M
Nov. 6, 1886.
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California State Sportsman's Association.

[Secretary's Report.]

Mr. President, it is with many excuses, born of varied

demands upon time and strength, that the Secretary's report

for the year ending November 1st, 1SSG is presented. No one

can be more keenly conscions than he of the responsibility

resting upon all who till offices the very nature of which

requires the exercise of powers which make so strongly for or

against the repute of those most vitally interested in the

matters brought to the Dotice of the State Sportsmen's Asso-

ciation. The mere business details of the office are as

nothing, thanks to the efficiency of the officers of the auxil-

iary clubs. The burden lies in the necessity of instituting close

inquiry into reported violations of the game and fish laws,

and in the inflexible prosecution of offenders against whom
srich evidence can be secured as insures removal of all reason-

able doubts as to their guilt. Before entering into details

as to what has been attempted during the year just closing,

it may be well to state briefly the transactions of the year.

The income has not been great, But it has much more than

sufficed to meet all outlays, and a substantial balance

remains in the treasury, as will appear from the report of the

Treasurer. The membership has been somewhat reduced

because of the disorganization and withdrawal of the Neophyte

Gun Oiub, which dissolved in April last and donated to the

Association the sum remaining in the club treasury which was

So.25. One name has been added to the list of individual

members, that of Major Sheldon I. Kellogg, already well

known to western sportsmen. The expenditures made have

been lor little incidentals, and for fares of persons sent to

gather evidence against reported violators of the laws. These

sums have been expended by the Secretary, and bills are

presented with this report. The sums paid out by no means
represent the demands made upon the Secretary. During

the close season hardly a week passed without receipt of one

or more letters intimating the willingness of the writers to be

rewarded for alleged services in behalf of game protection.

In each case a close scrutiny was made and the conclusion

reached that neither the fundamental law of the organization

nor common equity demanded the payment of rewards. The
reward system, while in many cases the only system insuring

activity, is yet so liable to abuse, and in some of its features

so repugnant to most people, that it may profitably be dis-

cussed by this convention with a view to formulating some

opinion which may guide its officers in considering requests

for payment for especial detective efforts. When nnnsnal vigi-

lance is shown by regularly employed officers of the law, it may,

perhaps, not be "harmful to show our appreciation by a timely

donation; but in very many cases information is laid by wholly

irresponsible persons who are not themselves in possession

of facts sufficient to convict, but who, having nothing to lose,

chance nothing in involving others in legal complications.

In certain cases, neighbors, through spite, have made com-,

plaint, and before conviction have claimed a reward, besides

announcing that their action was taken at the instance of the

Association, a course which has placed the representatives of

this body on the defensive, and tended to bring it into dis-

repute with those who jump at conclusions. Of the tangible

good effected by the Association very much may be said. It

is within the memory of all those who are here that game-

dealers wore defiant in exposing venison and quails before the

opening of the season. Now, in so far as the knowledge of

the Secretary goes, in no city in California is it possible to go

to the game stalls and openly purchase any sort of game

before it may legally be offered for sale. If the Association

had dono nothing but bring about this great change, it

has just reason for self-gratulation. But it has done more

than this. It has enlisted the active interest of the great

transportation companies through which alone can any great

volume of illicit business in game be done. None of these

companies will receive game for shipment during times of

prohibition, and all of them have, at instance of this body,

formally instructed their employes to assist in all possible

ways in stopping the destruction which a few miserable

vandals would work if not restrained. It may be urged that

even yet there is game killed and sold before it Bhould be, and

candor compels admission of the fact. But to the contrary it

seems only reasonable to urge the practical impossibility of

preventing all infractions of any law, even the most beneficent,

and to many minds the game laws, which to us seem based in

pure reason and sustained by the results of centuries of trial,

have only the weight of special enactments, and are regarded

as a species of class legislation. Writing in the light of the

records of earlier years, it appears that very much influence

has been exerted by this body, both in the way of lessening

the illicit destruction of game and fish and in the way

of educating public sentiment up to an appreciation of

the nobility of the aims of the sportsman, properly so-

called. In this presence, where leaders in sportsmanship

from widely separated parts of this almost boundless

State are gathered, no argument need be made in

behalf of the elevating influence and multiform excellen-

cies of that art of arts which we style sportsmanship.

Drawing as it does, upon all other arts for the appliances

incident to its best exercise, and tending, as it must, to

attract its devotee away from gross forms of indulgence, it

cannot but be worthy the consideration of the most thought-

ful and the ineradicable love of those to whom its

forms and rules are "twice told tales." If this Association

could receive unction from no other hands, it would yet be

warmly regarded by that great body of young sportsmen who

imitate its members, and whose proudest distinction is that they

can handle the gun like Mr. Kobinson, Doctor Knowle3, Mr.

Haas and others among its members, or can cast gossamergut

and delicate flies to warv trout as truly and as gracefully as

Mr. Wilson and Mr. Wi'llard. Nor do these younger sports-

men draw knowledge alone from the accomplished gentlemen

of the Association. With technical skill they cannot fail to

imbibe more or less of the high spirit and tender manhood
characteristic of him to whom the title "sportsman" is more

than an unmerited honor. These coming men, to whom in a

little while it must be given to guard that faith which we so

jealously preserve, will certainly meet their high dnty with

knightly fealty, if this Association and similar bodies preserve

the high standard now common to them, and continue to live

up to the highest demands of the sportsman's code. As to

the relation which this body should hold with thelaw-making

power, it may be worth while to speculate a little. It is

apparent that professing the highest regard for law this body

cannot move except in certain prescribed ways. It must

bring about results by applying cansatory forces at proper

times and in proper manner. Legislation always follows

popular demand, never leads it, and as to those subjects in

which we are more particularly interested we can only hope

for general support and consequent recognition, after impress-

ing legislators with the fact that sportsmen are numbered by

thousands and are in earnest in demanding the measures

suggested by their experience, or proven wise by t

experience of brethren in other states and countries JNeither

the average legislator nor, indeed, the ordinary citizen, has
any adequate conception of the vast material interests
represented largely by this body. A better illustration of the
magnitude of the benefits resulting from intelligent expendi-
ture upon one of the lines of work prescribed for this Associa-
tion than the results of pisciculture cannot be had. A few
years ago experiments were instituted in the hope of establish-
ing fish hatcheries, which received but luke-warm support
and spasmodic appropriations. The clear-headed men" who
made ihein were commonly regarded as harmless lunatics,
and their prophecies as the vaporings of visionaries; but the
passing years have demonstrated the soundness of their
views, and their labors have proved of almost incalculable
value to the common people, for whom all reforms must be
inaugurated, and by whom all public enterprises must be
supported. The fish consumption of that portion of the
country supplied from the bays along the Pacific Coast is
immense. To one not familiarwith fishingindnstries itseems
incredible that San Francisco alone should consume three
thousand five hundred tons of fish yearly, yet that is the
estimate of perhaps the best authority in California, Hon. B.
H. Buckingham, President of the Fish Commission. The
interior towns consume vast quantities, and an additional
amount is canned. Beside the legitimate drains upon the
bays and rivers there is another source of depletion in the
Chinese fishermen who seine and dry shiploads of small fish
for export. Experience has shown that the natural sources
of supply are inadequate to meet these demands at the
present day, and howlongsome sorts of fish will be etsily pro-
curable is to be determined, in the opinions of those who
have studied the subject, by the activity of the authorities in
whom is vested the power to stock waters with artificinlly
propagated salmon, trout, shad and other edible fishes. The
introduction of black bass has given a food supply which
now reaches respectable proportions, and is increasing with
astonishing rapidity. Shad are as cheap in the marKets of
San Francisco as they are in those of Washington. Cattish
are to be had in any quantity, of large size and superior qual-
ity. Adapting the words of a writer on fish culture it may
be said, that "from every standpoint the practical benefits of
fish culture have been cheaply purchased at their cost, even
if they did not extend beyond the present time. On the con-
trary, the good done to-day is very scant measure to the
returns we will receive if the country is wise enough to go
on in the path marked out. It is not expected nor intended
that the Commission will carry the fishery interests of the
country upon its back, but only that it will lend a helping
baud to those who try to help themselves.

"Ifstates whose waters have been made productive do not care
to keep them up to the standard, the loss is no concern of the
Commission; it has done its work and there its responsibility
ends. It is simply a question for the people who recognize
the good which has been done, whether they will continue it or
not. If they do, they will certainly be the gainers, but if they
do not, their failure cannot be quoted as proof that there is
no practical benefit in fish culture."
Game protection and propagation have never received the

popular consideration accorded to piscine interests, but the
value of the birds and animals, properly classed as game,
merely as a food supply is immense. Precise figures are hard
to obtain, but, estimating from the most reliable data accessi-
ble, it may be said that a sum not less than one and one-half
millions of dollars is used in handling venison, ducks, quail,
and other varieties of game, and the legislative interest should
be sufficiently great to insure respectful hearing when the
members of this Association present their arguments in behalf
of protection, even though they include those species of ducks
which remain and breed in the marshes of the State. Perhaps
much of the indisposition to regard the claims of sportsmen is

due to the fact that so many of those who go shooting are
really reckle-s and irresponsible. The obloquy attaching to
these unthinking and too-often vicious and careless ones,
attaches in a degree to all who love and use the gun.

It is impossible to meet all violations of law with arrest and
penalties, and in the cases of those of respectability and
social position an attempt to check their poaching generally
arouses their friends to energetic efforts to influence judicial
interference, often with the result of emasculating justice. It
seems harsh to class those whose only lapse from good
citizenship is to shoot a few birds out of season with criminals,
yet there is logically no escape from conclusion that the
disregard of common rights which leads them to trespass in
the matter of game is evidence of a lawlessness of spirit which
should make them amenable to precisely those penalties
which follow misdemeanors of any of the kind specified in the
criminal code. It has been vigorously said that

"Game-thieves are as dangerous to the community as any
others. What they steal may not have as great intrinsic value
as gold, jewels or plate, bnt what is wanting in this respect is

made up for m others. We have Erst the bad example, all the
more pernicious because it emanates so often from men who
are expected to be models to their fellow-men; and next, we
have too frequently in these cases a hypocrisy which is not
present in any other. In nine cases out of ten these game-
thieves are the loudest shouters for good laws and efficient
protection.

"To hear such men talk one would suppose they gave their
uttermost efforts to game preservation. Thus their words
and their actions confliot, and weak-minded men are led to
think if men who profess to be interested so much in good
game laws find themselves justified in breaking those now in
force, there certainly cannot be wrong in others, who are less
well-posted, following their example. With a certain class it

is folly to claim that there is not anything which can justify a
breach of the law, and others seeking justification quote the
example of members of sportsmen's clubs who are guilty of
similar acts. Thus we see the evil does not stop with the
offenders, but reaches out and strengthens all who from any
motive are inclined to do wrong.

"That the law is strong enough to cope with such cases if

properly appealed to is undeniable, but how seldom is its

machinery set in motion. The law requires moral as well as
practical support, the support of a strong publio sentiment.
It is every sportsman's duty to do all in his power to aid the
work of game preservation, even apart from the fact that by
not doing so he loses his own share of the game. The man
who will not descend to the dirty practice of stealing game
should set his face as flint against those who are suspected
reasonably of it, even although legal proof sufficient to secure
conviction is wantiDg. If the thief is one with whom he has
been accustomed to associate^self-respect demands the with-
drawal of friendly communication.
"An honest man cannot afford to associate with a game thief

any more than with one who has been guilty of stealing in
any other line. Many men guilty of this act are abundantly
able to pay their fines if detected, but such payment should
not reinstate them with their fellows. They should bo taught
that this offense will be followed by social ostracism, because
it makes them unworthy to be recognized by gentlemen. The
lash of public sentiment cuts deeper often than the blow from
the strong arm of the law. Both should be employed upon
those who deserve them, no matter what their station in

society has been, or what their Decuniary circumstances may
be."
The President of the National Association for the Protection

of Game, Dr. N. Bowe, once said: "The permanence of
sportsmanship depends not upon the number of sportsmen,
not upon the best laws if unenforced, not upon wealthy clubs
and costly outfits in guns and dogs, but simply upon enforce-
ment of wise laws, and the limitation of slauehter within
reasonable bounds. A thousand sportsmen will naturally
destroy more game than an hundred, and with a limited
supply, for the supply is indeed limited now, the end will
soon be reached if the thousand will not consent to reduce
their bags proportionally, until natural increase, aided by
special efforts in restocking, shall bring the supply above its
present limit."

But your patience is not all-enduring, and this report
has already overreached proper limits, so with many
acknowledgements of tho uniform kindness of those mem-
bers of the Association with whom relations have been
had during the past year, and with unreserved endorsement
of all of the official acts of the body, I venture to leave this
resume with you, trusting that in all future meetings there
may he the same geniality and thorough devotion shown as
have made this one of the most pleasant of the gatherings
yet held under the auspices of the California State Sportsman's
Association.

Killing of quails or any imported game birds or their
progeny is prohibited in Utah, until March 8th, 18S7. Elk,
mountain sheep and antelope cannot be killed in that territory
until March 20th, 1S90.

The Western Sportsman for September prints an excellent
picture of Mr. B. K. Buffham, whose squibs over the nom de
plume "Almo"have often stirred np discussion in relation to
shooting matters.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

Theie was not much of a crowd at Shell Mound last Sunday,
the open season for game and the election taking awav uearly
all the regular attendants; bnt there were some enthusiasts
on the range who shot in a perfunctory sort of way to keep
their hands in, and, considering the surroundings, they made
excellent scores.

P. M. Diers, of the National Club, made SS at the twa
distances in practice, and other members of the club did
almost as well.

Capt. Fred. A. Knhls and Gen. Lew Townsend had several
scraps at the 200-yard target, and the General furnished
Captain Kahls with all the beer he wanted to drink, cigars he
wished to smoke, and all the sandwiches his appetite craved
for—because Fred held hie gun straighter than Lew did.
The City Guard (B Company, First Infantry) Rifle Club had

its regular monthly medal shoot, with the following result:

FIRST CLASS MEDAL.

A , S. Kamm 200 yards—5 45445444 4—13

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.

A. Shula 2C0 yards— 4 4445 5 544 5—44
THIRD CLASS MEDAL.

F.S.Taylor 200 yards—3 34345344 3-36

Numbers of the Police Team have been practicing lately,

and the scores from this first-class body of marksmen have
kept np their high averages.

There will be no fall meeting of the California Rifle Associa-
tion this year, and that organization appears to have died
from lack of interest in it.

The new rifle club organized in Oakland, it is expected.,

will be ready for business about the middle of November, and
will be ready to talk from the beginning.

Sacramento-

Members of Company G made the following scores last

Sunday at the 200-yard range:

Captain Hall 5 5
Sergeant Coyne 3 3

Sergeant Mott 4 4
Sergeant Heffernaa .4 4

Private Stearns 4 3

Private Duuphy 2

Private Murray 5

Private McDougall 3

Private Carroll 4

Private Kennedy 4

Private Klein 4

4 6 5 4

4 4

4 4
2 3

4—14
4—b5
4-Lt7
4—41
3—35
4—35

4 3

5 3

3—35
4—37
4—41
4—40

Honorary members shot as follows at the same distance:

Captain Plant 6

Captain Coffey 5

Sergeant Hughes 4

Sergeant Williams 3

Private McMillan 4

64445444343435544644555445553454
4—43
4—40
4-11
4—43

4 3 4 4 4 3—37

Harbor View.

The California Schuetzen Club held a bull's-eye prize shoot-

ing on Sunday last at Harbor View. Only membera were
allowed to compete. Twenty shots were given each; nearest

the centre to wiu. Following is the result: First prize, A.
Zecher, dead centre; F. O. Young, 44 points; Captain Klein,

61.1 points; JamesStanton, 72\ points; O.Bnrrneister, 70 points:

Arnold Pollak, 7S points; Reubold, S9i points; F. Boeck-
mann, 91 J points; Wm. Ehrenpfort, I01J points; A. T. Field,

102J points; Chas.Sagehorn, 10S points: Stranb, 108 points; D.
Schoenfield, 117* points; J. H. Browning, 119A points; P. E.
Robertson, 123 points; E. Hovey, 124 pointsfn. Heeth, 131

points; A. Strecker, 136 points; A. Rahwyler, 145 points;

A. Johnson, 147 points.
»

The Washington Territory National Guard have the shoot-

ing fever bad, and take every opportunity to indulge iu.

matches. The latest contest was on the 16th ioBtaitt, .it

Seattle, when three teams, of ten man each from, the Terri-

torial Battalion shot for a S100 gold medal. Coinpauy D.,

of Seattle, won, with an aggregate of 384 out of a possible

500 points at the 200-yard target. The Seattle Rifles made
j71, and the Home Guard obtained 3G7.

Remington new lung-range military rifle, No. 3, full, round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer; checked trigt:<:r; tin.'

oiled walnut stock ; combined rear screw wind-gauge and elevat-

ing {spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel; 9

1

lbs., 44 cal., 2 6-10 iu straight shell; two hundred now sheila

more or less; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc.

moulds for lubricated bullets made to order by
expert riflesmith on this coast; absolutely in pi

complete outfit; cost over $S0. For sale cheap (

use, or will exchange for a good grade 10-G. 11. 1

approved make. Address, Eraser, this Office.
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Pilot Jr .

It is not surprising that there was a furore over Pilot

Jr.'s blood, when Maud S. and. Jay-Eye-See showed

that a modicum of it coursed in the veins of the two fastest

trotters the world, has yet seen. That others of high

merit shared in a small portion of the blood of the

"Kanuck" intensified the desire to obtain it, and, a few

•years ago, breeders were willing to pay long prices for

mares possessing the desired infusion. But a calm review,

a close scrutiny, will reveal other causes for speed follow-

ing than the trifling amount of that of the black pacing

pony.

Pilot Jr. is the only son of old Pilot that has gained

distinction. Whatever side of the controversy regarding

the dam of Pilot Jr. be accepted, it is beyond question

that she was a mare of some breeding, that is, that she

possessed more or less thoroughbred blood.

The most noted sons of Pilot Jr. were John Morgan,

Tattler aud Pilot Temple; by far his best daughters Miss

Russell and Midnight. All but Pilot Temple had
thoroughbred mothers. It required this blood to soften

the asperities of temper which Pilot transmitted He was
"crazy-headed" himself; his progeny have inherited it

in a greater or less degree. So ungovernable that he had

to be ridden with pullies to increase the power of the

rider, forced to wear a breeching to prevent him pulling

the saddle over his low shoulders. This hot-headedness

is the only drawback to the California jjrogeny of Nut-
wood. With that remedied, and there are several of his

get here which would be able to cope with the best, speed

that would indicate capacity to go so low down as fo set

the riiost stolid into enthusiastic cheers, and yet so diffi-

cult of control as to render them comparatively of little

value. It is unnecessary to give individual illustrations

as the propensity is so well known as to be generally

acknowledged. That this follows the Pilot strain is

beyond successful contradiction. It was a characteristic

of the stock when the Pilots were at their best, and the

fastest of the tribe we ever saw was the worst. This was
Queen-of-the-West, a mare which was reported to have
hauled a wagon half a mile in 1:03, and from what we
have seea her do in her exercise have no doubt of the

accuracy of the statement. There is little doubt that

this infirmity of temper was aggravated in many cases

by bad usage. We owned at one time a stallion by Pilot,

Jr., Samuel Clifton Pilot. He was bred by the same
man—Mr. Bradley, of Kentucky—who bred, reared and
trained John Morgan, (Medoc) and Clifton was thought
to be of equal promise, when first broken, as that noted
horse. Severe castigations rendered him worthless for

track purposes, and Milton S. Patrick, of Chicago,
bought him for a race-horse. He was so gentle on the
road that Mrs. Patrick drove him, feeling the utmost
safety in any position. We took him to Iowa and
worked him on a training track which was located in the
middle of a field without fences of any description. A
favorite trick of Clifton was to go over the inside fnuce
when driven to a break, and he was ready to leave his
feet without a moment's warning. By constant kind
usage, humoring him in his quirks, he became reliable

and trotted several very good races before we sold bim
t/> C. A. "Vogt, of Iowa City. But the tendency to hot-
headedness cannot be ascribed to bad treatment in all

eases, and there is unquestionably an inherited disposition
in that direction. Singular as it may appear to those
.-ho rail against near crosses of thoroughbred blood

in fast trotters, claiming that their temper is not sedate

enough for harness work, the best correction for this evil is

in further infusions of the kind that made possible a Maud
S. and Jay-Eye-See. One of the most reliable Nutwoods

on this coast is Menlo, and his dam was by imported

Hercules. There are other mixtures which seem, to have

a good effect, viz., the Mambrino Chief in Almont, and

the added strain of Hambletonian in Manon and Wood-

nut. The latter appears to be as reliable as any one

could desire and with speed to make his reliability

effective. His sister Manon cannot be termed unreliable,

though she is prone to work harder than is necessary,

and her action is such as to be trying to her powers of

endurance. She bends her knees less than any fast

trotter we can recall, and has a very peculiar way of

thrusting her feet forward. It may not be quite so tiring

as excessive knee -action, thongh it cannot be so easy as

that which tends to a quicker recovery. We have

always placed a very high estimate on Dawn, though he

shows a good deal of the Pilot temper. He has improved

so much, however, in the last year that there can scarcely

be a doubt of his ultimately taking a very high place

among the great trotters. Brown Jug was the most

provoking of all. There were days when he would show

a flight of speed that was a premonition of victories over

the best, and then he could not be coaxed or driven to

make any sort of a show. The pacing filly out of the

darn of Albert W. was nearly as bad, and Belmont Boy
was prone to eccentricities when things did not exactly

suit him. Still there is another quality inherent in this

family—the Nutwood—which will make amends for a

few of the members being somewhat erratic, and that is

speed at the trot. That a portion of this is due to the

Pilot Jr. strain is very likely, in fact more than likely,

though we would advise intensifying it by in-breeding.

The Stanford Stake.

We doubt very much if ever two better three-year-old

stallions came together than the two which met in the

Stanford Stake last Saturday, so very good that it does

not affect the fair fame of the defeated colt that he had to

lower his colors to one he had served the same sauce.

According to the old-time "copy books" "Comparisons

are odious," and there is no necessity for giving one the

preference over the other. There is no question that

Rexford was in better order than in his previous contests

with Alcazar, and then he had the advantage of his old

driver to pilot him. In contradistinction Alcazar had to

haul twenty-seven pounds over his weight, and this was
something of a drawback. Still it must be rated as

equal to any race that Alcazar had trotted. There was

a second taken by him from the record of the second

heat, and we are well aware what a second means when
it is taken from 2:24. But in the race last Saturday both

colts went wide on the turn. The track was a trifle soft

next the pole, and Marvin could choose his position, com-
pelling Alcazar to keep outside of him on both semi-

circles. Now every foot added to the radius is equivalent

to a loss of six feet, and so there is no doubt that Rexford
trotted forty feet more than a mile, and Alcazar half as

much more. It also seemed as if Rexford could have

gone a little faster, and doubtless if the positions had
been reversed Alcazar would have trotted in 2:23; and,

maybe, the winner something below that figure. We
have heard a rumor that Alcazar may be transferred to

Palo Alto, and a lot of Electioneer mares to Sunny Slope.

Should this be true we have not the least hesitation in

predicting great results from the change of location.

The mingling of Electioneer and The Moor blood has

told, and we think that Sultan will be still better than

his sire in this respect; and Alcazar is likely to improve
on both. Sultan brings another Hambletonian strain;

Alcazar adds that of Mambrino Chief; then Hinda Rose,

St. Bel and Chimes are from a three quarter sister of

Alcazar, so that little is left to conjecture when speaking

of the likelihood of there being a happy nick from future

unions. It is not easy to pick a fault in the form of

Alcazar, and the only point which will sustain any
degree of adverse criticism is inclination to shortness of

back ribs. When mated to the big-barreled Electioneers

this will, in all probabiltiy, be remedied, and with that

accomplished there will be small ground for complaint.

The participants in the Stanford of 1886 are eminently

members of the two great trotting families in California.

Not that the whole merit is confined to their sires or the

families to which they belong, but when measured by

records Electioneer takes the first place; Sultan the

second for colts at nearly ajl ages. Electioneer lay?

claim to all the records from yearlings to four-year-olds;

only one case where there is a tie. Sultan, from the time

Sweetheart trotted in 2:26}, as a two-year-old. until the

prebent day, has sired many distinguished sons and
daughters to do him honor. That Palo Alto and Sunny
Slope will show more of the right good sort is as near

certain as anj thing in the future can be foretold.

The Great Auction Sales.

Last week we called attention to the bearing the
G-lenview sale had on the trotting interests of the country
at large. Mail accounts of the Rancocas sale had not
come to hand at the da le of writing, and were not
received until after the Breeder akd Sportsman had gone
to press. Without doubt those two sales are the most
important ever held iu the United States, and there has
never been a parallel to that of Glenview in any country.
It would only be possible in this country to equal it, and
with one exception it can scarcely be approached.
Thoroughbreds are bred in many countries on an exten-
sive scale. England, France, Australia and North
America have large studs, though it is doubtful if there
is one in either of these countries which is superior to

that so lately broken up in New Jersey. We doubt if so

large a stud can be profitably carried on in any of the
northern States. While it is true that in the good old
days of racing northern champions upheld the credit of
their birthplace satisfactorily, there were striking
differences then from what is the situation at the present
time. Colt-racing was an unimportant feature in the
programme, and the older horses were nowhere near the
class which are now on the turf. But when the racing
of two and three-year-olds became the star events of
the seasons, and when men iu more favored climes began-
to give attention to rearing their youngsters in the best
manner, it was manifestly up-hill work for those who
were in adverse situations to enter into successful compe-
tition. That adverse climatic condition can be partially
overcome by artificial adjuncts is beyond question, and a
breeder who has the means to avail himself of sheltered
paddocks, covered gallops, and all of the etceteras which
money can furnish, will battle without such heavy odds
against him as will follow cramped circumstances. And
yet even unlimited capital cannot overcome all of the
disadvantages which are attendant upon climates not
favorable for the growth of race-horses. The larger the
number the greater the comparative outlay, and when
seventy-eight thoroughbred brood-mares are congregated
on one farm, the expenditure necessary is enough to make
serious inroads on even large fortunes.

That the Rancocas brood-mares were of high character
is shown by the prices paid. The average for seventy-
eight was $1,422.37, and this was not due to any very
high individual prices, as the top-notch was $4,700.
Forty-seven ran into four figures, and there was a singu-
lar uniformity shown. Thus four of them brought
$3,000 each; three $2,000: two $1,600; four $1,550, and
five $1,500 each. The second price, $4,060, among the
mares, was brought by Florence by Lexington fromt

imported Waterwitch, and she and the third, fourth, fifth;

and sixth were baught by A. F. Walcott, of the Fairfax;

Stables. This gentleman was reported to be purchasing;
for Rancho-del Paso, and should that be true California

will be greatly benefited. He bought fifteen in all for

an aggregate of $39,920, an average of over $2,661 each,

ten of them carrying from $2,000 to $4,060.

Had it not been for the amount which Iroquois brought
the stallion average would have been low. The transfer

of Iroquois to Belle Meade is likely to be a fine acquisi-

tion to that breeding farm. The Leamingtou blood has
mingled kindly with that of Bonnie Scotland, and for

that matter with nearly all of our popular strains.

Enquirer is getting along in years, and from some cause
which we do not understand there appears to be a preju-
dice against his get. It will be two years before the
Tennessee progeny of the Derby, St. Leger and Prince of
Wales can figure in a sales-ring, but when they do
they will bring big prices is reasonably sure.

The dissemination of the Rancocas stock will, in a
measure, make amends for the withdrawal of Mr. Loril-

lard from racing and breeding. While immense estab-

lishments for the breeding cf race-horses attract from
their immensity and dazzle by display, the turf is better

upheld by a more general and consequently more popu-
lar support.

Trotters from the East.

In a brief conversation with Orriu A. Hickok, Wednes-
day afternoon, we wore informed That when he "left the

horses last Sunday in Denver, they were all in good con-

dition. As they will arrive before this paper is published.

there will be an opportunity to see them before writing

descriptioos, though in all probability that will be
delayed until the next issue. That the advent of so

many celebrities of the track will have a potent effect on
trotting sports during the winter is well-assured, and
that they will "fall in" with some of our home celebrities

so as to inako some lively contests is also certain. Guy
Wilkes will have to be pitted against the best, and that

means Harry Wilkes and Arab, as Oliver K. will not

reach here for some time. It may appear over-sanguine

to anticipate a victory for the California member of the

great family, but if in as good order "all round" as he
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was in his race with Adair at Sacramento, he will he

"thar or tharabonts" when it conies to a test. Arab is

not very far behind, and his feet once more on his native

heath there maj be more spring and snap to bring him

to the front. Charlie Hilton, J. Q., Adair and Allan

Roy are so nearly together, when measured by the time-

gauge that only a small fraction of the tick of an old-

fashioned clock marks the difference. Endymion will

find several of our young stallions ready to try conclu-

sions if the purpose be to trot him, and so we think that

there will be places enough before their return to give an

opportunity to show their metal. N"ot knowing what

will be done with the Palo Alto trotters, there is little

use in speculations, but should some of them put in an
appearance, the interest of the situation will be greatly

increased.

Glorious Weather,

real autumnal rain came Friday

Entri es for Fall Meeting:.

There is little necessity for doing more than calling

attention to the list of entries and nominations for the

fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood-Horse Association.

They largely outnumber those Df any previous meeting,

and with a likelihood of a large majority of them putting

in an appearance. Numbers are not the sole recommen-

dation. Some of the greatest race-horses of the year are

named, and it does not require an inside knowledge of

turf affairs to recognize this important point for a success-

ful meeting. Horses which have beaten the best of the

East, as the victorious Santa Anita stable, is represented

in full. Binette, Guenn and others which have gained

renown on the crack courses of the Orient, will do their

share in upholding the royal sport, and then the home
division are wonderfully strong. Miss Ford and- C. H.
Todd have demonstrated ability to meet the fleetest of

the two-year-olds of any country, and there are a number
of juveniles not much behind them. Among the older

The first real autumnal rain came Friday night

and Saturday morning of week before last. For a short
,, i .....r n ., n -i j-j „„ *«-ui« are some very fine race-horses, and all that is needed is

time there was a copious downiall, and it did acceptable I

work in laying the dust which had been several months

in accumulating. Since that time the weather has been

beautiful. A slight shower last Tuesday night, and

occasionally on "Wednesday there were clouds which

looked vapory, and then the sun would break through

the rifts with increased splendor. "We crossed the bay on

the 12:30 boat, and the big thermometer in. the depot

marked seventy-eight degrees Fahrenheit. The trip on the

dummy of the McAllister-street cars was as pleasant as

need be, and there is sterling enjoyment in walking from

the terminus of the cable road to the course. A person

who does not admire the view has little appreciation of

the beauties of nature, and it is so little effort to walk

down the incline that there are no impediments in the

way to mar the pleasure. The Bay District is looking

more cheerful since the present proprietor has had

carpenters and painters at work, and though not quite so

bright as it was in its pristine form, there is nothing

lacking for the comfort of those who attend. Now that

the trade winds will cease to blow for a few months the

loveliest portion of the year is at hand. Some discom-

fort at times, maybe, from mud and sloppiness, but

enough of the most glorious kind of weather to make
amends for ten times the amount of discomfort found in

a California winter.

Tips on Ed-

the right sort of weather for the November meeting of

18S6 to be the most brilliant in the turf records of the

Pacific Coast.

Two hundred and forty-three are on the bills for

sixteen races, the lowest number in any one race being

nine. That is a purse for two-year-olds and each is

likely to start, and eight of them have shown fine speed.

There is such an array of names that it is difEcuU to

award preferences. This trouble is not found in one race

as all of them present intricate questions to solve. It

may be queried what possible chance is there to beat

Tolante when it is admitted that he is the grand crack of

the year?

As it is near election time the simile may be quoted

with appropriateness that "it is nuver known who will be

Governor till the votes are all counted," and there are so

many "glorious uncertainties" attendant on the royal

sport that it is never safe to hurrah until the verdict of

the judges is pronounced. The list of entries which

appears in this number, will give plenty of opportunity

for cogitating for a week to come, and by that time there

will be other news to chronicle. Not many days will

elapse until the horses will be on hand taking strong

work to prepare them for their arduous duties to

commence on the 13th proximo, and there will be many
anxious watchers to note the gallops.

Ed is a trotting golding, now seven years old, that has

lad quite an experience in more than one respect. He
-was turned out and starved during his colthood until at

three years old he was not as large as a good-sized

yearling, and though he has recovered sufficiently as to

be a horse of fair size, there is not a doubt that it was

a serious drawback to his fast trotting. All that we will

write about him now is in relation to his pedal

extremities, as he has shown that he can wear tips

without the serious injuries which many prophecy will

follow their use. His owner is a blacksmith who for-

merly did a good deal of work for us and did it well,

too, when he could be prevailed upon to work. Part of

the time he shod his own horse with tips and other times

with shoes. This season he has adhered to tips on his

fore feet. Previous to this year he had a record of 2:29,

and during last winter he had serious trouble in one of

his hips. This delayed his work so that he started him

into the circuit not in the best of order. He trotted him

at Chico, Marysville, Sacramento, Stockton, at Reno two

races, at Carson two, and at Winnemucca. He has

shown well in all of his races with one exception when

he choked down (this might be as properly charged to

tips as many other indictments), lowering his record to

2:26$, and never having worn a bandage during the

campaign. At Winnemucca he was beaten by a stallion

which also wore tip3.

An Important Sale of Stock.

On November 17th, the well-known trotting stallion

Elmo will be sold by auction, with the entire stock of trot-

ting stallions, brood-mares, roadsters, carriage and driving

teams, farm horses, farming implements, etc., the property

of H. "W. Seale, of Mayfield. Mr. Seale has decided to

retire from the stock-raising business. He has leased all

his grazing and farming land, and the whole of his

valuable and highly bred stock will be sold under the

hammer. Catalogues will be ready next Tuesday, and

can be had at the office of the auctioneers, Messrs. Killip

i& Co., 116 Montgomery Street.

Wanted Iroquois.

Stakes Opened.

.As will be seen by referring to the advertising depart-

ment, Los Angeles has opened stakes for 1887-1888.

This is a move in the right direction, and will add greatly

to the interest of the meetings. The almost phenomenal

growth of that country, or rather the immense increase

of population in the past two years, will sustain first-class

meetings, and if the people which are newcomers have

anything like the spirit of the old residents, there will be

plenty of support. Favored, as nearly all parts of Cali-

fornia are in the way of breeding and rearing fast horses,

the southern country has still superior advantages in that

line. This has been shown most emphatically by Santa

Anita, Sunny Slope, Ela Hills and Dewdrop, and from

each of these breeding farms have come remarkable colts.

There is not a parallel to Santa Anita in the whole his-

tory of race-horse production. With comparatively few

mares Mr. Baldwin has shown a succession of animals

that have run in all parts of the country with a great

degree of success. More than successful, they have given

to California-bred race-horses a position which is at the

top, and which is too palpable to be denied.

That there was an English commission to purchase Iro*

quois we hinted in these columns several weeks since. It

was subsequently doubted, and many doubt it still. Bat
that there was a commission is, nevertheless, a fact. It was
on the part of Messrs. Weatherby, and intrusted to Mr. D. D.
Withers, of this city, and limited, we believe, to $17,500.

From certain remarks Mr. Withers made before the sale, it

was supposed that he wanted Iroquois for his own stud, and
such was the general supposition when he bid; but the fact is,

the English saw enough of the Derby winner in England to

consider him a very desirable horse. He was finely bred, and
he stood the most severe preparation as a three-year-old they

had ever witnessed. They do not rank him with Petrarch,

Bend 'Or, or Ormonde, but they imagined they could purchase

him for much less than they would have to pay for his equal

at borne.

A prominent American turfman endeavored to form a

syndicate to prevent Iroquois from going to England as soon

as he heard of the English commission. The gentleman is

one of the best types of the tree sportsman we have, one to

whom sport has never become a business, but rather a relaxa-

tion from it. We allude to the owner of Girofle and the pro-

prietor of the Ramapo Stable. While racing is with him a

sentiment, he is an eminently practical man, and was one of

the first to appreciate the value of Leamington as a sire and
the tremendous influence of his male line upon oar racing

blood. He considered Iroquois the soundest, hardiest, and
one of the best of the Leamiugtons, and desired his retention

in this country alike from patriotic and interested motives, as

he maintains a select stud of mares. His plan was to form a

syndicate, composed of himself, Mr. Withers, Mr. Cassatt,

Mr. Galway, Mr. Astor, and such other breeders of this

vicinity as might desire the services of Iroquois for their

mares, the syndicate to subscribe $30,000. As Gen. Jackson

has since assured us $25,000 was his limit, the amount thus

subscribed would have purchased the horse. Besides pos-

sessing the services of the horse the gentlemen considered

that by limiting him to fifteen outside mares each season at a

good figure a respectable dividend might be realized.

But the scheme never materialized, as some of the proposed

members of the syndicate were indifferent. As it results

there was no need of it. As the gentleman alluded to has

since remarked to us, "We are satisfied to let the Belle Meade
Stud have him. Our object was to prevent Iroquois going to

either England or California, as iu either event he would
never be of any use to us. At Belle Meade he is of more use

to us than even at a private stud, for now we can purchase

his colts and fillies at public sale every year. So you see it

has turned out for the best after all."— Vigilant,

Racing: Notes from the North.

The fair which ended at Walla Walla on the 24th was a
success in every way, as it was well attended in bad weather
and witnessed some very fast time made on a very bad track.

The two-year-old race between Diavolo and Mark Twain, for

the rest were never in the hunt after the flag fell, was soruf'-

tbiug of a surprise as the sorrel colt looked to be the stronger
and better able to handle himself on the heavy track. But
when they were once fairly under way it seemed that
Diavolo's mechanical, fos-like gait suited the mud just as well
as it did a good track. Bybee said: ''Well, I am sure of one
thing—that fellow always can beat me iu the mud. If ever
I do beat him it will have to be on a fast track. I lost my
money, for which I don't care, and I lost the race for whicn
I do care."

Having already given the pedigree of Mark Twain W9
proceed to give that of the quiet-looking dark bay that bus
proven his vanquisher. Diavolo was bred by Governor
Leland Stanford at Palo Alto, and is by Shannon out of Dauie
Winnie by Planet, 2d dam Liz Marcus by Glencoe, 3d dam
Fannie G. by Margrave, out of Lancess by Lance, »on of
American Eclipse and owd brother to Ariel. Planet was the
great long-distance horse of twenty-five years. He was by
Revenue out of Nina by Boston, and her dam was an Englisu
mare by Lottery. Revenue was by the imported horse/Trusiee
out of Hosalie "Somers by Sir Charles, her dam Mischief by
Virginian. Glencoe was the greatest sire imported to America
up to the time of his death in 1857. He won the Two
Thousand Guineas of 1S34, and ran second to Plempoten-
taiy for the Derby. He won the Goodwood Cup the
same year, the first time that long and severe race was
ever won by a three-year-old. Margrave won the JSc. Le^er
of 1831, and was imported into Virginia by Dr. Meinu
Shannon. Diavolo's sire, was by Monday (also the sire of
Mark Twain) out of Heunie Farrow by bhamrock, and she
was the dam of Mollie McCarthy; 2d dam Ida by Belshazzar,
son of Blaeklock, and so on through seventeen authenticated
crosses. Monday was by Colton (he by Lexington out of
Topaz by Glencoe) out of Mollie Jackson by Vandal, whose
race at three-mile heats is still unbeaten. His dam was by
Margrave.

It is a grave doubt whether there is a higher bred celt in
America than Diavolo. He has three crosses of Glencoe,
through Vandal, Topaz and Liz Mardis, all good perlormtrs.
He has two crosses of Margrave, through Fanuie G. and the
dam of Molly Jackson; two of Blaeklock, thruugh Bel-
shazzar and Lottery; two of old Boston, through Nina and
Lexington; two of Muley, through Emerald and Culton, the
sire of Trustee; and no less than six crosses of Sir Archy, the
very fountain head of American racing blood, through such
illustrious sons as Timoleon, Sir Charles, Virginian, Sir
Bichard, Trunipator and Sumpter. In our boyhood's days
Topaz was the fastest mare in the south at a two-mile da=n,
but could not repeat well. Five years later along came the
little flying filly Hegira by Ambassador, famous now as the
grandain of Himyar. Like Topaz she could not repeat within
a distance of her first heat, and, still worse, could not carry
her weight. Hegira was matched for §2,000 a side at catcu
weights against Fannie G. who had three times beaten her at
heats, to run two miles out. She won the race in 3:35, the
last mile having been run in 1:45£. The owner of Fannie G.
(W. F. Harper) offered to run the race over in one hour for

$5,000 on Fannie G. against $2,500 on Hegira. but found no
takers. He then offered to run two-mile heats on the follow-
ing day for §10,000 on Fannie G. against $3,00u on Hegira,
but that was also declined. Piannet was the "traveling con-
quering terror" from 1S58 to 1862. His paternal grandsire,
Timoleon, won the fastest mile race ever run in Virginia (1:47-

1:48) in 1879; and the time was never equalled till Planet wa*
three years old when he made it i:4S, 1:47. Planet won z7
races out of 31 starts, having been beaten by Socks at mile
heats; by Panic at three mile heats; and by Uncle Jeff and
Albine at heats of four miles. He won at mile heats sis time^;
at two-mile heats five times; at three-mile heats seven times;
and at four-mile heats nine times. So greatly was he feared
that in five other races he received pars of tne purse not to
start.

The three-quarter mile race between Repetta and Bogus
(for the other two starters were never bona tide contestants
after they had gone 3U0 yards) was the best race ever run
north of Sacramento, when we consider the condition of the
track. It had dried somewhat since the two-year-old race,

but it was far from being any suoh thing as a fast track, lc
was a duel between Repetta and Bogus as soon as they fairly

got straightened out. At the half mile Bogus was a neck iu
advance under a big pull; and at the head of the stretch he
was still leading but the big mare hung to him like his
shadow. The hnal rally down the stretch was a most exciting
struggle and the sharp crack of eager whips fairly cut thj
frosty air as Repetta put her nose up to Bogus' throatlatch.
Young Matlock rode like a demon, and just in the last jump
dropped his reins forward and the big mare stuck her nose
out, winning the race by "half a jaw, ' as the gentleman from
Africa remarked at Pendleton last year. The time wus 1:1b',

very fast tor so bad a track, and all parties conceded it was
the most brilliant finish ever seen in the north-west.
The trot for the 2:28 class on Thursday was a very fine

race, although the lime was not what it might have been had
the day been warm and the track good. The Yreku mave
Alia, driven by old man Peacock, won in straight heats,
Tempest second and Goldfoil third. The firstheat was 2:32A,
the fasteBt in the race, while the deciding heat was 2:40, little

better than a jog for the big and handsome daughter of Alta-
-mont. A ramor is current that Alta was purchased at Pendle-
ton by Van B. DeLashmutt, of this city, but that gentleman
denies the soft impeachment. Alta is out of a mure by Pen-
ninger's Mike, a son of old Vermont, who was also the sire of
Parrott, Blue Mountain Boy aud Faustina. Her grandam
was McDouough's old Kate, the dam of Kellogg's Mountain
Boy, said to be to this day the best road horse ever hitched up
iu San Francisco. Kate was also the dam of Barney Flanders,
whose record is 2:28. The get of Altamont were twice suc-
cessful during the meeting, Coquetta having won the purse
fur the 2:45 class on the secona day. Such results must be
highly gratifying to Mr. Jay Beach, the owner of Almont.

The dash of one mile and five furlongs, on Thursday (the
longest race in the whole programme), was won by Repetta,
who had a trifle In hand, although the distance is too far for

her in good company. Villard ran at her with unflinching
bottom, like the good and game horse that he is, but she had
too much speed and won the race in 2:59£. The stallion trot

was won by the Baker City colt Blackwood, with Antelope
aud Bellfounder Chief making equal scores for the second and
third moneys, which were divided. The beat time made was
2:30.;, in the final heat. The bay horse Rockwood,
distanced for ruuuiug iu the third heat. He is <

Thompson, of The Dalles, and a very fair coit, I

outclassed in that kind of company.— T, B, Merry.

The pulse of a healthy horse should beat for
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Trotting and Pacing- at the Bay Dietrict.

Oct. 22d.—The first heat was between Dawn, B. B. and

Albert W. Dawn was the favorite with, the bettors, bringing

S-20 to ©16 ou B. B„ §6 oo Albert W.
First Heat—They were sent off very evenly on the third

score, though Dawn was moving so much faster that he

obtained the lead before fifty yards were covered. Albert W.

broke soon after the bell struck and fell back. At the

quarter, in 33 seconds, Dawn had a long lead, with B. B.

second, Albert W. several leugths in the rear. B. B. broke

at the three-furlong mark, and Albert W. took second

place at the half, which Dawn made in 1:091. Bounding

the further turn Albert W. closed some of the gap,

and for a time it looked as though he had some chance for

the heat. He marie a break when half way down the home
stretch, and though he lost very little ground, it made a sure

thing for Dawn, who finished easily two lengths in front of

Albert W.in2:2I£. It was evident that after the break on

the back stretch the driver of B. B. did not make an effort,

jogging in just fairly inside of the distance flag. This dis-

couraged his backers so that they were willing to pay §13 on

B. B. to $20 on Dawn, while $3 was all that could be got for

the chances of Albert W.
Second Heat—The second score they were sent off, and, as

before, Dawn rushed to the front with B. B. second. When
a furlong had been reached D.iwn broke, a capital break for

him, and at the quarter, in 35 seconds, he was three lengths

in front of B. B., Albert as much more behind. B. B. broke

at nearlv the same point as iu the preceding heat, Albert

passing him. At the half, l:09j, Dawn was four lengths in

front of Albert, aud though the latter decreased the space, a

break when midway of the turn dropped him behind. Again

he closed and again broke, breaking twice more before Dawu
reached the wire. The time was 2:21£, which the winner

could have reduced.
Third Heat—There were more buyers for Dawn at $30

than for the other two combined at ©6. It seemed a foregone

conclusion that the handsome eon of Nutwood would win.

That he had the speed of the others was too palpable to be

overlooked, and so far he had been on his good behavior.

Tne third start showed a change. The start was favorable to

Dawn, adverse to Albert W , who was three lengths behind

when they were sent off. The similarity to former beats was
very close until after the half was trotted. Dawn led around

the turn, notwithstanding a break, B. B. second. The
quarter was 35} seconds. B, B. broke soon after passing

that point, and Albert W. was second at the half, made by
Dawn in 1:10. Half way around the turn Albert W. got on
even terms with Dawn, broke, caught quickly and was only

a length behind when they were straightened into the home
stretch. Inch by inch he gained on the leader, was even with
him at the 150-yard mark, carried him to a break at the

drawgate, and won by a length amid the Bhouts of the

lookerson, who had money against Dawn. Time, 2:24£.

Fourth Heat—Then came a change in the betting. It was
Dawn against the field, and there was little difference in the

amounts brought. In one pool Dawn brought $30, the field

$32; in another, Dawn $20, field SIS. There was a change
in the order of trotting. B. B. on the outside, airied by a

couple of skips, took the pole Boon after starting and led at

the quarter, two lengths in front of Dawn, in 36£. He was
still further in advance at the half in 1:11, and with quite an
advantage at the three-quarters. Dawn was closing on him,

however, and was nearly at his wheel at the drawgate, when
B. B. broke, and though he galloped across the score half a

length in the lead, the judges very properly gave Dawn the

heat, which ended the race. Time, 2:24.

Oct. 22d.—Purse $500. Special.
DawD, ch s by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith 1 1 2 1

Albert ff.,bs-A. Waldstein 2 2 13
B. B.,blkg—J. \V. Donatban 3 3 3 2

Time, 2:21$, 2:2U, 2:24i, 2:24.

The second race was a mixed gaited one, the contestants

being the two pacers Etma and Sam Lewis and the trotter

Blaine.
First Heat—No pools were sold previous to the first heat,

and the only description necessary is to state that Elma took
the lead, was first past the quarter in 37, made a frightful

break on the back stretch which she could never recover from,
Sam Lewis aud Blaine passing the half-mile even in 1:11, the
former winning the heat in 2:26£.

Second Heat—Blaine was the favorite, bringing $25 to $15
on Elma, $13 on Sam Lewis. This heat Elma led from start

to finish, winning with a good deal in hand, Blaine second.
Time, 2:27.

Third Heat—Elma went to the front as usual, with Blaine
Becouri, Sam quite a distance behind at quarter, half and
three-quarters, when Blaine broke and Sum came very fast.

The finish was so close between Sam and Elma that the judges
called it dead between them. Time, 2:20.

Fourth Heat—Blaine was still the favorite, and he justified

the estimate by winning the heat in 2:28£.
Fifth Heat—Blaine was largely the favorite after his first

victorious heat, and the fifth heat he had it all his own way.
Lewis broke soon after the word was given, and that so badly
that he was a distance out at the quarter, Elma kept the lead

beyond the half, when Blaine came and won the heat in 2:35.

Sixth Heat—It was growing dusk when the time came to

call them out. The sun was out of sight when the fifth was
finished, and there was an extra chilliuess in the air. The
frigidity did not prevent Blaine from winning, as he led from
start to finish. Sam Lewis broke on the stretch when he had
a show to win. Time, 2:31£.

Same Day.—Purse and stake §360.
Blaiue, blk g-W. M. Fletcher 2 2 3 1 1 i
Bam Lewis, b a 13 2 3 2
Elma, ch m (pacer) 3 1 3 2 3

Time, 2:2C3, 2:27,2:26, 2:28i, 2:35, 2:31J.

Oct. 23d.—The first race on the programme was the Stanford
Stake for three-year-olds. This is the largest stake for colts

of that age there is, and though curtailed since its inception
there is more for each competitor to put up than in any other.
The first stake was trotted four years ago. Then it was $300
each, and there were entries enough to aggregate $3,600. A
peculiar feature was that the three starters were sons of
Electioneer. Adair won it, Clay getting second and Anteeo
third money. Under the original conditions $100 had to be
paid at the time of closing, which is the first of January, when
the colts rate as two-year-olds; $100 the next 1st of January,
and $100 before the day fixed for the trot. As it now stands,
the first payment is $25, the second $50, and the third $100.
There were only two colts which made the final payment,
these being Palo Alto's Eexford and Sunny Slope's Alcazar,
These two colts had met at all the places in the circuit, and
in many instances Alcazar had proved too much for Rexford.
Sat it was admitted that Rexford was in "no sort of order"
when he started into the campaign, aud there were other
drawbacks to operate adversely. His old trainer, Charles
Marvin, returned from his eastern tour, which was brilliant

i n the extreme, and though his arrival was so short a lime ago
as last Thursday, it was held to bo so important a move in
favor of Bedford that he was backed against his many-times

conqueror at the rate of $15 to $30. This was quite a recog-

nition of Marvin's skill, as those who bncked Rexford were

aware he rated as oue of the very best three-year-olds of 1S86.

He had trotted in 2:23, and is as game as he is speedy. There

is scarcely a requirement for a detailed description of the

heats. In the first Rexford obtained the heat at the quarter-

pole, opening a gao of two lengths, which he held to the

finish. Time, 2:25£. This changed the betting to $40 ou

Rexford to §26 on Alcazar, and in the second heat there was

a time when it appeared as though the son of Sultan had a

show. Rexford led until about half-way down the stretch,

when Alcazar moved up, and was only a short way behind at

the drawgate. At this point he broke, galloping from there

over the course a trifle in the lead, though the heat was

awarded to Rexford. Time, 2:24. The third heat the colts

went very evenly to the quarter, when Bexford drew away,

and when two lengths and a quarter in front of Alcazar the

latter broke. From there Rexford had little trouble, and

though Alcazar closed on him coming down the stretch, the

pace was too fast for him to hold, and he broke when within

150 yards of home. Time, 2:24J.

Oct. 2»d.—Tbe Stanford Stakes, for three-year-olds.

Bexford, be by Electioneer—P&lo Alto Ill
Alcazar, b 8 by Sultan—L. J. Rose. 2 2 2

Time, 2 :25i, 2:24,2:24ft.

The second race was a purse for a specified class of trotters,

viz: Woodnut, Blaine, Mount Vernon and Longfellow. The
former is a "full-brother" of Manon, was bred by Peter

Coutts of the Matadero Rancho, and when that place was
purchased by ex- Governor Stanford all of the stock was
embraced in the sale. Matadero was incorporated iu Palo

Alto, absorbed in that grand breeding farm, and Woodnut
was reckoned one of the bright stars in the great array of

brilliant youngsters; not quite up to the standard of some of

the others, though crowding them so closely that a large price

was put ou him. He was purchased by Mr. Holley, of Idaho,

and has scored many victories this season on the other side

of the mountains. There was another son of Nutwood in the

race called Mount Vernon; Blaine, who won the race yester-

day, and a horse from the lower country yclept Longfellow.

Before the start the pools sold at the following rates: Wood-
nut $25, Mount Vernon 821, Blaine $17, Longfellow $16.

This was such even betting as to prove that there were strong

believers in the prowess of each of the contestants.

First Heat—There were four ineffectual scores before the

horses were even enough to justify a strike of the gong. The
fifth score resulted in a very level send-off. Woodnut had
the inside position, Blaine second, Mount Vernon third and
Longfellow fourth. They had not trotted far when it was
evident that Woodnut held his competitors safely, and, bar-

ring accident, was nearly certain of winning. First at the

quarter in 37 seconds, with the head of Blaine on his wheel,

first at the half in 1:12, Blaine a little furtner back, coming
home at his ease and wiuning the heat in 2:25£, Blaine

second, Mount Vernon third, Longfellow fourth. The betting

after this heat was $50 on Woodnut to $24 on all the others.

Second Heat—When the start was given Blaine was nearly

a length in front of Woodnut, and this advantage enabled him
to take the inside before the turn was reached. Woodnut
broke as Blaine passed him, and for a time he was in the

rear of all. At the quarter, however, in 37£ seconds, he was
second, and at the half, in 1:13, he had gained the lead

Blaine making a break at about the three-furlong mark.
From the half mile home there was nothing to jeopardize, and
though Mount Vernon made a rush which carried him to a

break and ran across the score in front of Blaine, the judges
placing him third, the heat was won by Woodnut in 2:27-

Third Heat—Pool-selling was at an end; none would risk

anything on the defeat of Woodnut. The third heat proved
the wisdom of such a conclusion. Owing to a break of

Woodnut, about a furlong from tho start, Blaine got

the lead, and at the quarter, in 37 seconds, had a

length the best of it. At the half, in 1:13$, there was little

difference between the two leaders, and all the way around
the further turn there was scarcely any change. It was evi-

dent, however, that Woodnut held the black at his mercy,
and, when neariug the three-quaiters, Blaine broke; from
thence the favorite was not approachable, and came home in

a jog in 2:26$. The positions of tho others were the same in

every heat, viz.: Blaine second, Mount Vernon third and
Longfellow last.

Same Day.—Purse S400.
"Woodnut, ch 8 by Nutwood-B. C. Holly 1 1 1

Blaine, blk g—W. M. Fletcber 2 2 2
Mt. Vernon, b s—J. A. .Goldsmith 3 3 3

Longfellow, ch g—L. Shaner 1 4 i
Time, 2:254, 2:27, 2:26^.

The third race was for pacers, with eight starters, and with
this big field of side-wheelers it seemed to be any odds that

there would be a change from unbroken heats to a fight

which would require at least five heats to bring it to a close.

The pacers were held to be closely matched, four of them
very near of the same caliber, and yet the result was the

same. In all of the heats Mink led from the first time tbe

bell gave the signal to start uutil the close of the contest, his

head clearly in front in all of the circuits.

First Heat—Prince was the contending horse until nearing

the wire, when Pocahontas shot in front of him, gaining

second place by a neck, Prince third, Ackerman fourth, Lida
W. fifth, Shaker sixth, Peacock seventh and Nevada last.

Time, 2:23£. There had been no pool-selling before the start,

but the result of the heat inspired quite a number to back
Pocahontns, though Mink wasthe favorite with a majority.

SecoDd Heat—Pocahontas was on a break when the word
was given, and as she is not easily controlled, her mistake
caused a loss of fifty yards before Bhe could be brought to her
work again. This left the battle to Mink, Prince and Lida
W., and though Lida paced very fast the last quarter, she
could not get nearer than two lengths of Mink, Peacock
third, Prince fourth, Ackerman filth, Shaker sixth, Pocahon-
tas seventh, Nevada distauced. Time, 2:22j}. Before the

second heat the betting was S30 on Mink, $10 on Pocahontas,
$4 on Prince; theremainiug quartet grouped in the fiel I at a
joint valuation of $15. The success of Mink in two games of

the rubber established his position as favorite so firmly that

there were none rash enough to venture against him at any
odds.
Third Heat—Peacock made his effort in this heat, and he

and Pocahontas kept close company with Miuk uutil the

half-mile was covered. Soon after passing that point
Pocahontas broke, and Peacock, not being gifted with a higher

degree of celerity, could not bring the favorite into trouble.

Then Shaker essayed the task but fell two leugths short of

accomplishing it, giviug the heat and race to Mink in the

good time, for this class of horses, of 2:22.1.

Same Day.- Purae *
;
pacing.

Ml nk, b g -D. McCarthy 1 1 1

PocataontftH, cli m 9 7 4

Lida W G 2 7

Shaker, b u 8 2
Peacock, gg 7 3 3

Princo, b g :i 1 fi

Fred Ackerman, b g 4 C (i

Nevada, bs a dia
Time, 2:23*. 2:222, 2:22J.

Oct. 27th.—A genuine spring afternoon was that of
Wednesday. A darkish cloud, a few drops of rain and then
sunshine and balmy air. Already there is a green tint on the
field inside of the track, and the shower of last night had
washed the shrubbery and trees into brilliant verdancy.
Fino as the afternoon was the attendance was small.

Pacing horseB are not much fancied by frequenters of the

track, although it was conceded that there was a chance for a
bitterly fought battle, and there was some lively betting before
the stnrt. The pools sold: Shaker $25, Pocahontas $20,
Prince ©10. The others, whatever might start, sold as the
field and brought $16. Peacock, Ackerman and Lida W.
composed this division, so that the field was not numerically
strong, and the hopes of those who supported it were mainly
on Lida W. The placing gave Ackerman the pole, Peacock
second, Pocahontas third, Shaker fourth, Prince fifth, Lida
W. outside.

First Heat—The sixth attempt resulted in a very fair start.

Ackerman broke and was passed by Pocahontas, with Lida
W. hanging on her wheel until the latter broke and Pocahontas
was first at the quarter in thirty-seven seconds. There was a
very pretty struggle all the way along the back stretch between
Prince and Pocahontas, the former first at the half in 1:12.

He mauaged to retain the lead to the seven-furlong mark,
when Pocahontas came up, and Lida W. was alternating

between a fast pace and a slow gallop, but Pocahontas had
little difficulty in winning the heat, Prince second, Lida W.
third, Shaker fourth, Ackerman fifth, Peacock last. Time,
2:25. After the heat Pocahontas was the favorite, bringing
§25 to $15 on Shaker, ©15 on the field, and $6 on Prince.
Second Heat—While the result of the secund heat was the

same as regards the winner, there were changes among the
others. Shaker had not moved for the first beat, but in this

the tactics were changed. Prince again took the lend, with
Pocahontas second and Shaker third, at quarter and half. He
still kept the lead at the three-quarter mark, Pocahontas,
however, closing on him, and Shaker mending his position.

There was quite a struggle between Pocahontas and Shaker
all the way down the stretch, the mare winning by half a
length in 2:25}, Prince third, Lida W. fourth, Ackerman fifth,

Peacock last. After the heat the betting was Pocahontas
against all the others. It opened at §25 to $8, but as the sell-

ing progressed the field advanced in favoruutil it reached $16
toS25.
Third Heat—There was little change in tne third heat from

that which preceded it. Prince led as before with Pocahontas
second . There was another struggle down the stretch between
Pocahontas and Shaker, the former winning as before in the
improved time of 2:24.1, Peacock third, Prince fourth, Acker-
man fifth and Lida \V. last.

Oct."27.—Purse S400. Pacers.
Pocahontas, ch ra 1 1 1

Shaker, bg 4 2 2
Prince, bg 2 3 4
LldaW., m 3 4 6

Peacock, gg 6 6 3

Fred Ackerman, bg 5 5 5

Time, 2:25, 2:25i, 2:24*.

Mr. Marvin Sketched.

The Chicago Horseman, of the 21st inst., contains portraits

of Manzanita, Hinda Bose, St. Bel and Palo Alto, with Mr.

Marvin as a centre-piece. Accompanying the portraits is this

sketch of the Palo Alto trainer's career:

Mr. Charles Marvin was born in Genesee County, N. Y., in

1839. When he was five years old his father moved to Lowell
Mich., where they remained until Charles was twelve years

of age when they moved to Illinois. In 1S56 the family went
to Iowa where they remained until in I860. Charles having
become infected with the western fever moved to Pikes Peak.
In 1862 he enlisted in the Second Colorado regiment, and
served acceptably until 1S65 when he was honorably
discharged. During the year 1S65 he moved to Kansas City
where he pickod up a couple of runners and commenced the

business of training race-horses. Then as now he rode to win,
and his success attracted the attention of E. L. Mitchell, a
liveryman of Kansas City, and at the close of the season of

1865 he secured Marvin's services. He remained in this

position two years acquiring considerable reputation in con-

verting pacers to the trotting gait. In 1S67 he went to

Mexico, remaining there iu the miuing camp until 1869, at

which time Mr. Mitchell sent for him, and returning he
formed a partnership with Mr. Mitchell, and met with success

in developing and selling a few trotters and pacers. In 1872
they moved to Olathe, Kan., built a track and commenced
the business of training on a larger scale. During thatyeara
Mr. Morgan brought to them a big grown pacer to be trained.

Marvin, after examining the horse, concluded to nuike a
trotter of him, and Mitchell and Morgun secured a half

interest in the horse, and on Aug. 9, 1872, he commenced the

seemingly hopeless task of learning Smuggler to trot. One of

Marvin's characteristics is a seemingly inexhaustible patience,

and in training Smuggler he had occasion for the exercise of

this valuable quality. All the ordinary devices and expedients

were tried without success, the horse persistently refusing to

trot a step. For twenty-eight dayB Marvin worked at him
and only succeeded by the novel device of driving him round
and round in a small circle; the first day he trotted he had
been driven around the circle eleven times when he struck a

trot aud kept it for about a quarter of a mile, the thirteenth

time around he trotted a full mile in an awkward, Bhambling
sort of way, but seemed delighted to find a new gait and
seemed to choose the trotting gait from this time. Marvin
had gradually increased his weight until at this time he
carried 24 ounces. The third day after, he trotted a full mile

in 4:20, the fifth day in four minutes, the seventh day in 2:59,

the thirteenth day in 2:4U, the twenty-first day three heats in

2:4S}, 2:38 and 2:321, the "twenty-eighth day, two miles, 2:32J
and 2:30^. He was then let up and during the winter had a
severe attack of epizootic. The next spring he was slowly

jogged during March aud April, and May 1st was given his

first mile at speed, making the trial in 2:27. A week later he
went a mile in 2:26, one week later a mile in 2:25, aud three

days after he went a mile in 2:23, and Mr. Akers offered

$10,000 for him which was refnsed. One week later he went
a mile in 2:22 and in a week from that time he went three

miles in 2:26, 2:21$ and 2:20; one week from that time he
trotted two miles, the first in 2:193 and 2:20*. He was then
sold to Captain Tough, of Leavenworth, Kan., for $12,000
and immediately sent to New York where, after being on his

feet in a car for five days he was given a trial iu 2:19 2-5,

2:2U; 2:22A, and sold to Col. EusBell, of Boston, for $40,000.

His subsequent grand career undor Marvin's guidance is well

known to the public. Iu the winter of 1877 and 78 Marvin
took Smuggler to California, but he went wrong aud was
shipped home, Marvin remaining in California, boiug pleased

with the climate. HesawPalo Alto and was greatly impressed

with the stock and applied to Gov. Stanford for a position;

the Governor replied he would prefer a young man who
would grow up with and become identified with the place.

Marvin replied he would like to go on trial and if not satis*
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factory he wonld not expect to stay. The Governor replied

that he was pleased with that idea and Marvin went on trial

and is still there apparently on trial, as nothing farther ha3
been said about it. This was in the spring of 1S7S. and
nothing had yet been done with Gov. Stanford's stock.

The first colt he worked was the yearling Fred Crocker by
Electioneer, in 1SS0. He gave him a two-year-old record of

2:25;}; this was an exhibition to beat Sweetheart's mile in

2:26l. The nest one was Wildflower by Electioneer, in 1SS1;

as a two-year-old he gave him a record of 2:21. The same
year the two-year-old filly Bonita by Electioneer got a record

of 2:24i, and dnring the same season Hinda Rose, a yearling

by Electioneer, got a record of 2:36&. In 18S2 she secured a

record of 2:31. In 1S83 he came east and at Lexington, Ky.,

gave Bonita a four-year-old record of 2:18£, and in the same
year gave Hinda Rose a three-year-old mark of 2:19£. In
1884 Gov. Stanford's son died and Marvin made no campaign,
but in the fall at Bay District track he gave Sallie Benton a

four-year-old record of 2:17j. In 1SS5 he came east and gave
Carrie C, by Electioneer, a record of 2:24; also Manzanita a
three-year-old record in 2:23j, and Sphynx, by Electioneer, a

two-year-old record in 2:29.*. In 1SS6 be brought out the

four-year-old Palo Alto by Electioneer, and gave him a record

in 2:20^; ho gave St. Bel, a four-year-old, by Electioneer, a

record in 2:24, reduced Manzanita's record to 2:16, and
Spbynx's record to 2:24£.

The year he gave Fred Crocker his record he had only five

colts to choose from, the next year only thirteen, the next

twenty-two and the next only thirty-five, and the public will

be surprised to learn that up to this year Electioneer has in

all not more than 185 foals.

This is in brief a history of the life-work of Chas. Marvin,

one of the most successful trainers and drivers of trotting

horses ever known. Marvin is a man of great will, inex-

haustible patience and excellent judgment. He is a modest

and exceedingly reticent man, seldom speaking unless he has

something to say. In all bis dealings he is trustworthy and
honorable, and to his great credit, be it said, he invariably

drives to win. His friends love him, and he is respected and
esteemed by the public.

Extra Day at Los Angeles.

On Wednesday last two match races, that grew out of the

late Fair meeting, were decided at Los Angeles. The first was

a trot between Lot Slocum and Valentine, in which Slocnm

•was a 2 to 1 favorite. The day was fine and the track fast.

Oct. 20th.—Match for S100 a side. $150 added.
Lot Slocum, br g—M. McManus 1 1 1

Valentine, br g—J. H. Kelly 2 2 2
Time, 2:27, 2:22, 2:24J.

Same Day.—Match for 5100 a side. One mile.

S. B. Stroud'a b h Jim Polk, 5, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules, 118 lbs.

McCurdy 1

Gn9 Walter's cb g Billy Johnson, aged, by Glsnelg, dam Planetarium,
115 lbs Peppare 2

Time, 1 :47.

Pools: Even money. Mutuals paid $6.60.

Nothing will keep a stable so free from bad odors as the

use of dry earth, and every one keeping horses or cattle will

find it pays to keep a heap of it on hand, to be used daily.

A few shovelfuls of earth scattered over the floor after clean-

ing will render the apartments pure and wholesome. The
value of the season's manure pile most be largely increased

by the free use of such absorbents.
*

Post yourself in regard to the different diseases your horses

are subject to, and find out what is the best treatment for at

least the ordinary ailments that are liable to attack them at

any time. After a horse is once sick you will have but little

time to look up these matters, and the delay which it would

make may cost yon a valuable animal.

ROD.
Ply-B'ishinff for Trout with the Wet Fly-

Mr. E. M. Tod contributes to a late issue of the excellent

English Fishing Gazette an essay on Wet Fly Fishing, which

contains a world of valuable hints, as indeed all of the writ-

ings of that gentleman do. He writes:

Fly-fishing for trout with the wet fly demands, in the first

instance, a few preliminary remarks as to outfit. The rod

should be one-handed, and its length and weight naturally a

matter for the angler to decide upon himself. For instance,

one fisherman uses a heavy rod of 13 ft. v.ith perfect ease and
precision, and another finds a 10-ft. rod fatigue and palsy his

wrist. The breadth of stream and the amount of water to be

commanded must be sensible factors in the choice of a Tod.

For my own part I like one (such as I have used for twenty

''years) of 12 ft., or even 11 ft. 6 in., and such a rod, built by

Forrest & Son, of Kelso, I deem the perfection of a rod.

Indeed, his name is sufficient, and the wise will purchase his

first quality, all made of picked and seasoned wood.

The luxury of an American cane-bnilt fly-rod is obvious;

but the price is rather prohibitive to many an angler. The
reel I use is one of 2\ in. in diameter, with a click; but it

must run out freely. I now prefer the prepared American
tapered lines to all others; this, with a length or two of hand-

twisted horsehair, white or gray, should set up anyone.

Occasionally I dispense with this hair casting-line, and
simply place two or three good stiff threads of gut at the top

of my fine-drawn gut casting-line, tapering them carefully and
attaching the gut-loop to the reel-line by a knot. I make a

tight knot on the end of the reel-line and cut the end off close,

and then anyone can put on the casting-line in a few seconds

by tieing a simple knot over the gut-loop.

For fly-book I prefer two rather small-sized ones, one in

either pocket, to a large one, however commodious and elab-

orate. The one thing I must have ia tine-drawn gut, and this

being so it is monstrous to suppose that I can tolerate tmut
flies which are tied on thick gut. I am of opinion, however,

that for the tail fly alone is the finest gut an absolute neces-

sity; and for the "droppers" gut which, though not thick, is

yet fairly stiff, the best suited. Very fine gut used for these

flies eets soft when wet, and is apt to twist around the cast-

ing-line.

I never put the droppers on with a loop, but tie them with

a double knot just above a knot in the line, giving them the

inclination to hang towards the reel-line, so that in use it

stands out straight.

I generally use three, about 3 ft. to Z\ ft. apart, so I have

generally a gut casting-line larger than my rod by a foot or

two. Baskets we all know abou t, but I am much struck by the

wooden creels made all around Carlisle, painted white inside,

drying easterly wind, to find my trout inclosed in a wicker
pannier all snivelled up whilst his remained firm and moist.
Moreover, the wooden creel can be used as a seat, which is a
consideration in wet weather. I still have a French wicker
basket, but I seriously think of supplanting it with a wooden
one if I am in Carlisle this year. A landing-netlis a necessity,

and should be light and handy and easily carried about. I

have a plan of my own which needs a special paper, and
which, with drawings. I intend to publish for the benefit of

others, as it has been of enormous service to myself for many
years, and was my own idea from first to last. It would take
up too much room in this paper to describe it properly.
Next come flies, and here we must be guided, to a certain

extent, by season, state of river and of wind, etc.,
— "fly on

the water," last, not least. Many use eyed-hooks, but as yet
I do not like them for wet fly-fishing. I wish I could honestly
say that I do. In my hands they don't seem to kill well, and
I consequently seldom or never put one on my line, although
I possess some of the most beautiful specimens tied by that

master ofhisart, Holland, late of Failsworth, near Manchester,
now in Salisbury.

It may be prejudice and partly my bad luck; but T lost

faith in them after due trial, and so far am I from being prej-

udiced that if I fished side by side with a man who was kill-

ing tront with eyed-hooks as well as I was, I should certainly

adopt them and use nothing else. It is obvious to anyone,
provided they kill equally well, that they are the hooks of the
future, and if they but achieve this I know that they will be
found at the front, despite failure or prejudice of mine or of

others.
|

At present, when I dress flies, and I have tied any number,
I have the finest wires I can purchase—ronnd bend blue steel,

such as Hutchins <fc Son, of Kendal, turn out, and these
dressed on finest gut. Those intended for "droppers" can be
tied on gut not quite so fine—short lengths, or even tied ou
both ends of a thread of gut, afterwards cut in the middle. I,

myself, having found them crack at the weak point where gut
and steel join, get Holland to tie mine on the principle

already explained fully in the Finking Gazette in two separate
papers, illustrated—"Mr. Tod's Triple Gut Hinge;" the fly,

having three threads close to the head to play upon, must last

longer.

It would seem ridiculous to take up time enumerating the
various flies and the manner of dressing them, from the good-
sized March Brown of the early spring to the double hooked
Midge, so deftly tied by Forrest, of Kelso, or the "Little Cuss,"
so faithfully and beautifully tied by Holland. People laugh,

I fancy, as I speak of one or two old friends, for I never go
without them! I place in the van Greeuwell's Glory. It bns
taken the best place with me many a day in the Eden Cumber-
land {even though spider flie3 are all the rage there), the

Tweed, Teviot, the Tummel, and even far north on the Naver
as it issues out of Loch Naver. It is about the best fly I ever
saw for generaluse. Canon Greenwell deserves all our thanks
for his fly, and mine are gladly accorded here. Then a fly I

used to dress hundreds of is Starling Wing (inside of feather),

and the neck hackle from same bird; body, orange silk, with
which I dress the fly—nothing else—woodcock wing and soft

hen's hackle, black, red, and dnn, or even hare's ear, and you
have my ordinary flies.

I uBe the duns, the Willow fly, the anything, in fact, upon
which I find the trout feeding. One cannot go wrong to

imitate nature, and no fly will kill when the March Brown is

"up" so well as a close imitation of that fly. At times, how-
ever, trout keenly take a fly whieh bears no resemblance to

the fly on the water; and I believe that they are not so very
particular, as we are, as to minutiee. The one point to insist

on is to have the flies tied lightly, not a mountain of wing and
haclde, as in dry fly— at least, like some of the dry flies used.
The color of the fly on the water should be nearly

approached, and when this is done the rest remains for the
fisherman. I, for one, tie my flies very simply, and I find

that in my hands they kill well, and many a man with a
bookful has been grateful to me for a few of my own when he
has seen my basket, and found his book much fuller of flies

than his creel of trout, at the riverside. I say all this without
a thought of brag, which I despise heartily; but to emphasize
the truth of my theory, that, given a near approach to the fly

on the water, fight dressing, fine wires, and fine gut, the rest

is in the hands of the fisherman.
Now, as to casting the line. I cast from the wrist and

forearm with a quick, sharp swish; and I always avow that I

oan tell a good man when I hear him fishing. No tyro can
make the peculiar coot! coot! which the point of the rod
makes as it cleaves the air at each throw, particularly with a

light wind dead against one, and I have seen many fishermen
stare to see me casting in the teeth of a good wind, with
drawn gut; and under such circumstances the "coot," as the

rod whistles through the air, is a pleasing sound. I was once
fishing that hard-fished river, the Teviot, and I saw a fellow

with wading trousers at work. I stood some distance off, and
this is what I saw; he was fishing the Walker's boat-hole

{below Nisbet) down the centre of which runs a strong stream
having an eddy at the further side, where is a steep

bank with willow bushes growing here and there close to the

water. He was wading pretty deep, his face up stream. The
day was fine, with a light wind—in his face—down stream.

I was below him, and the little wind there was brought the

sound of his rod to my ear. I was perhaps fifty or sixty

yards off. I said to myself, "Who is this intruder?" for I had
fished the river many a year before, though I myself now was
the visitor to the dear old neighborhood. As I stood still I

heard the sharp sound repeated at every cast, and as I

watched the process intently I noticed that the hand and
wrist wielded the rod without any apparent effort, and that the

line never was allowed to dwell on the water more than a few
Beconds. Coot! coot! coot! on it went. "Hang the fellow,"

said I; "ho is a perfect past master. I don't think I ever saw
a man fish better, if so well. Who can he be? " And when I

went home to my friend D 's house, I said to him: "Old
fellow, I have often heard of E , but I believe I have seen
him to-day, for 1 never saw a man fish more perfectly since I

handled a rod." And I found that I was correct. He
would make a few casts upwards on his own side towards the

"thin," and then gradually work round to the main current,

and so over to the eddy beyond and then moved on. He
did not kill many, and was pestered, I saw, with smolts; but
the whole process was a treat to me, or to any save a "jealous
fisher." Subsequently I was fishing the Kale, and I saw him
at work, and we sat down together and had a long yarn.

No better man ever put hand to a rod. He is a private

gentleman, but I was staggered to hear that his keenness was
wearing off of late years.

Now, in introducing this, I have tried to show how a river

clear as crysTal, containing trout, fished hard by men who use
fine tackle, and which has not a very largo body of water like

the parent stream, the Tweed, ought to be fished. [N. D -

The river was low. Had it been full he would have tnr<

down to meet me. The angle was so sharp that I saw his
line cast time after time before I saw him, and I said:

"Look! see how clean and quick each cast is delivered.

The man, whoever he may be, is a fishermaD, and a right

good one, too!"

We afterwards met, and I found he was a nephew of a
neighboring baronet, and the crack man on the Tyne.
This is no imaginary yarn, but a statement of facta occurring

but a few years ago, when I was on a visit to an old friend at

Prestonpaus whose son took me by train to the Tyne, a river

I had once before fished years ago and never since have seen.

In a large river my plan is to cast above and across, allow the
line to float a few yards, and repeat the cast wading down,
but I vary my style of fishing very much. For instance,

when the river is low, and particularly when trout are rising
well, I adopt the principle so beautifully exemplified by E
in bis fishing of the Teviot just described.

Then you cannot float the flies too much, and I wished
always in the old days, as I do now, to grasp the hand of a
true dry-fly adept on Tweedside to see what he would do
when the trout were feeding, and the fisherman doing his
best, regularly done brown by the cunning old "foxes." Such
days all of us experience on the Tweed, and particularly on
the Teviot, its main tributary. Then when the fly is not
"up" I often try (it is well to try all manner of tactics with a
cunning foe) the sinking of the fly several inches beneath the
surface. I have often killed fish thus when it was useless to

float the fly.

With a good high wind going dead against the pool and
making a wave, I throw across and above, drop the rod's

point rather down stream close to the water, and, keepingmy
finger off the reel line, let it sink for a few yards, and ihen
give It a little subtle motion. This kills well at times, though
it would be a rotten principle, and must be the crutch, not
the staff, of the true fisherman. Again, I have found it pay
thus: Many years ago, to illustrate it by another narrative,

my friend, Captain D , then a young fellow lite myself,
was fishing the Tweed, at Maxton, one fine evening in May.
He being my guest that night Imadehim fish alotof streams
in front of me, whilst I fished some forty yards behind him
over the same water. He was a capital "fisher," as all his
family were and are. Nevertheless, he was doing nothing,
and my reel every now and agaiu was goingout with its shrill

music, causing him to look around his shoulder pretty often.

At last he turned round and shouted out (we were both wad-
ing down stream), "How the deuce are you hooking your
trout? I can't get a rise!" I laughed and said, ' Yuu haven't
the knack," in all good hnmor; but I knew well that he
could hold his own with most fellows on the Teviot, and
was pretty good on the Tweed. This was the difference: he
simply fished the surface, and the trout not feeding on the
surface he fished in vain. Now, I had remarked that the
evening fly came on in clouds about 8 p. m., and I had
noticed a tendency about seven o'clock for trout to take a
sunk fly an honr before the usual time for dinner. My brain
fell a thinking one evening, and Icame to the conclusion that

some of the flies (I may say that I am shamefully ignorant of
natural history in this respect, save from observation), not
waiting for eight o'clock, tried to emerge from the bottom and
burst their tiny wings on the surface, but were seized upon
by the trout, either on their way to the surface or when they
were carried forcibly down stream nolens volens; and I fished

thuB: I cast well to the far side, but down stream, a long line;

then 1 held up the rod aud so began dropping the rod, all

the while allowing the fly to sink until the rod and line were
straight below me, giving a motion all the time to the flies,

¥ou see, in a swift stream, such a thing can't be done fishing

up, particularly if the wind be down stream; aud I found I
was constantly hooking good trout but losing an abnormally
large proportion, from the fact that they went down stream
pell-mell at the first, and I, though I tried hard to let out
line as quickly as possible and get to shore, found that the
strain was too great, and I lost very many. Still, I utterly
nonplussed and "licked into a cocked hat" my friend— native
bred and born though he was to the district. If this proves,
nothing more, it proves that no hard-and-fast rule should be
rigidly adhered to. Yet another instance of the value of an
inventive faculty. My old preceptor, Mark Aitken—an
absolutely reliable man and a splendid "fisher"—told me the
story many a year since (he has joined the majority long ago)

.

He was fisherman to the Marquis of Lothian, and was on this

occasion very anxious to get a basket of tront for his master's
table. He had been fishing all day, aud was baffled, had
reeled up, and was trudging homewards along the riverside,

when he suddenly espied some trout feeding keenly on the
further side of a pool overhung by trees—what trees I fail to

remember. He waded in and began work. He had two flies

(he seldom used more in the Teviot, placing them six feet

apart). His tail fly was woodcock and hare's ear—the light

part of the hare's ear- -no hackle. By the way, his were the
plainest of flies and he used but few varieties, and yet he
stood alone as a finished angler; but line gut and light

dressing he swore by. He fished bis best, casting over the
trout as they rose; but, as he used to say quaintly, "I micht
as weel ha' put on ma hat."

He was very observant aud patient, and so he waded in
still further and tried to find out by inspection the fly on the
water.

'•It was nae flee at n', Bir," he would say, "but a wee roon
(round) seed drappin' doon fiae the trees that was settin'

them on the feed."

I remember his remark: "I gaed back, thinkin' I was fairly

beat this time, and sat doon."
However, he soon thought of a practical imitation. He

plucked the wings off his tuil fly, taking the dropper, I think,

off altogether, and this left a round knob of yellowish hare's
ear on the hook and nothing besides. He then waded in
again, and at his first cast he hooked a trout. Nor did his
sport terminate till he had filled his large "creel" to the lid,

all with the little round ball of hare's ear, imitating the seedB
dropping in the water so well. He used to say very gently
that it was a sort of thing seldom or never to be repeated in a
man's lifetime; but he used to point out the necessity for

fishing "with brains," as well as "witb flies," by such
instances. I may add that I have seen the trout feeding on
the selfsame small seeds more than once, but all my efforts

to imitate tbem failed signally. Still, knowing the character
of the mau, his quiet, nnobtrusive nature, and his high
principle, I state it as a fact, for I never met a man more
reliable, so entirely trulbful in fishing matters. The fishing

of small tributary streams with the wet fly embraces all the
best principles of fishing up stream. Never fish down, is my
rule, in a small water, if the wind allows yon to fish np.
Keep out of sight—by wading below your fish— by taking
advantage of bushes, by going on your knees, and so forth;

and in such small livers of which W. C. Stewurt
exponent and fit teacher, I should be inclined to

his principle of wingleBs flies—spiders, in fact,wu
and sold by the widow of the late Dicky Routledge, the best | more across and allowed the line to dwell longer.) I remem- Partridge, Black, Blue, lied, and so forth—and I

practical angler of that wide district, and who u Bed nothing ber a very odd circumstance. I wad fishing the Tyne up! casting inces-antly. Use such a rod as yon

else. (Haddington) up, and giving a boy a lesson. I fished np with ease; a built-cane rod from Hardy Brothers.

I was struck at times, in a windy day with heat, or ia a stream, and turning a bend above me was a fisherman ooming afford it, wonld be a great comfort and good luck u
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Summary of a Sale.

Mr. J. B. McFerran bas sent us a report of the great sale of

trotters at Glenview, but it bas been anticipated in these

columns. He summarizes the result as follows:

The 16S head of stock averaged $1,932.14. Sixty-one by

Nutwood brought $100,700; average, SI, 650.82. Twenty-two

by Cuyler brought $30,645; average, S1.393. Eleven by Fan-

coast brought $21,250; average, SI, 932. Twelve brood-mares,

by George Wilkes, brought §33,675; average, $2,806.25. Four

brood-mares by Hambletouian brought $10,675; average,

$2,668.75. Four brood-mares hy Woodford Mambiino brought

S8'625; average, 82,156.25. Seven brood-mares by Dictator

brought $11,875; average, Sl.696.43. Five brood-mares by

Mambrino Patct en brought 55,300; average, §1,060. Three

brood-mares by Harold brought $6,S00; average, S2,266.66.

The farm, 647.44 acres, purchased by Mr. J. I.

Case, of Racine, Wis., and Mr. S. H. Wheeler,

of Chicago, for $113.50 per acre $73,474.44

Tbe total for the breediug animals belonging to the

estate is 324,650.00

Total for land and breeding animals $398,124.44

The Free-For-All at St. Louis—Some Notes
Thereon by Mambrino.

H. D. McKinney (Mambrino), who acted as starter during

the St. Louis Fair races, discusses the free-for-all in the N-

T. Spirit :

Since the defeat of Oliver EL., at Washington Park, the St.

Louis free-for-all has been tbe principal topic of discussion

among the admirers of trotting horses. Opinion as to results

has been widely divided. The best informed were confident

that it would prove no easy but a sure victory for Harry
Wilkes. Tbe Chicago Board of Trade contingent, however,

believed in Ctiarley Schwartz and his grand young horse,

Oliver K., expressing willingness to back their faith and
judgment with money, that Bad.l Doble would pilot the sen-

sational youug horse to sure victory. Orrin Hiekok's speedy
and game sou of Arthurton also found many admirers, bank-
ing a good deal on the astuteness and acknowledged skill an<?

ability of his driver. Not a few remembered the game old

mare Phyllis kindly for having won the shekels for them in

the great St. Louis race of 1SS5. Charlie Hilton, a game and
cunning young horse, was considered outclassed.

Meeting John W. Conley upon the quarter stretch, just

previous to the race, he asked the opinion of the writer as to

the result of the race. We replied, over the Chicago track,

which was a "velvet track,
:
' offeriug little resistance, we pre-

dicted Harry Wilkes would win. Over this tract which is

really a good one, but not "gilt edge," we look for Oliver K.
to win.

Previous to the race we were aware that the nsual amount
of preliminary talk had been indulged in of pooling winnings,

etc., but yet driving to win, etc., but were perfectly satisfied

that when tbe anxious drivers mounted their sulkies to right

the battle, a determination had been arrived at that the best

horse must win, and ho diversion to be indulged in. The
day was favorable, one of the loveliest of our autumn months.
The track, while not as fast as the old West Side of Chicago

(we always place that first among fast tracks), the Washington
Park, Detroit or Cleveland, was as good as any other of the
Circuit tracks, with the possible exception of Hartford.
While not fast, it should rate as good, but favoring a horse of

considerable physical power over a small horse like Harry
Wilkes. A peculiar feature of the track is that the horses all

seem to go fast for one-half or three-quarters of a mile, and
then seem to get leg-weary and tire, requiring physical power,
as well as a stout heart, to go the route. This cannot be
accounted for by grade, as the track is almost a spirit level,

but a little wavy. The surface of the track is also uniform,
but, instead of cupping, seems to have a shelly surface, that

breaks a little and causes leg-weariness. As St. Louis does
not propose to take second place to any city or association

in any appointment of its fair, we may soon expect to hear of

a greatly improved track. A good deep coating of clay

would, we should think, make it very fast, as the natural soil

is a light, sandy loam. Previous to the start betting had
improved so mnch on Oliver K. that he brought nearly as

much as Harry Wilkes, abontS90 to S100; fieldfor$20 to $25.
The judges of the race were Edward Martin, Julius Walsh,

and John Scullin; H. D. McKinney officiating as starter.

At the conclusion of the race the enthusiasm of the vast
crowd foond relief in rousing cheers aud frantic exclamations
of delight that fairly made the immense grand stand tremble,

a most fitting finale to the greatest week of enjoyment ever
experienced by the writer. Of course, "Budd" became the
hero of the hour, and many were the warm congratulations he
received. We doubt if ever, among the grand achievements
of Doble, he drove a race with better judgment, more skill,

or courage than he displayed in this race. He was pitted

against four skilled reinsmen, but only two, in fact, were in

the race at any time, and they were there all the time. We
have always regarded Orrin Hickok the equal of any driver.

In the race he sustained the good opinion of his friends; his

horse was fast, but he did not like the track. The result

demonstrated conclusively that over a track that offers much
resistance Oliver EL. can beat Harry Wilkes or Arab single-

handed, and Saturday he could beat them both despite the
tactics of "laying up'' one horse and fighting alternate heats
with the other. Over a gilt-edged traok it is an open ques-
tion which is the better horse, Oliver EL., Arab, or Harry
Wilkes; but all things considered—color, size and speed
Oliver K. is one of the grandest trotting geldingB ever seen
upon track or road. What a pole team Oliver EL. and Mr.
Merriam's Adelaide would make!
After the race the usual amount of wisdom was ventilated

by those who knew little but professed to know a great deal.

We were surprised to bear one old turfman openly state that
"Orrin played money on Oliver EL. and he knew it.'' Now
the fact that he did was no crime of Hickok's for it is easily

explained away, but such remarks leave a bad impression
among the uninitiated. Orrin could buy his own horse, sold
out SS3 in a hundred; he would and did buy his own horse
to win "big money." Then, believing Oliver EL, could beat
Harry over this track, he also would play Oliver K. $50 to

S150 to $200 against it. Then, if he could win he would win
largely, aDd if Oliver EL. could beat him he would cover bis
money on Arab and still win handsomely. That he did not
try to win we do not believe, whateverhis confidential friends
may say to the contrary. We do not place Hickok among a
class of men who think more of the reputation of their horse
vhan they do of their own good name. We happen to kuow of
tbe peculiar desires of thedifferentpartiesininterest before the
race, and of propositions made, etc., but we feel justified in
"ing that the best horse won and no rebates were indulged
y the winner.
Ir. Schwartz's victory was a popular one and deservedly
for no man in the west, with probably one exception, ha8

paid more liberally for trotting speed or done more to promote
honest turf sports than he.

For the benefit of owners, drivers and trainers, we will

introduce a few remarks made by John W. Conley, to the
writer, relating to tbe Chicago race, and possible cause of

losing same, and Oliver K.'s improved form at St. Louis:
"When Forbes started Oliver K., at Detroit, he carried

eighteen ounzes. The weight was gradually reduced so that

in his Hartford race his shoes weighed but eleven ounces.
Before shipping the horse from Hartford Doble took the

horse to a blacksmith's shop, and in presence also of Forbes
he was shod with twelve-ounce shoes. Arriving in Chicago
he was worked but little. The let-up and the cold weather, just

previous to the race, seemed to 'tie him up/so that in his race

his performance was most unsatisfactory to Budd. After the
second heat, at the suggestion of Peter Johnston, Budd added
to his twelve-ounce shoes a three-ounce toe-weight, and the
result was Oliver EL. lost the heat by a short head—by far the
best heat of the race. Immediately thereafter he was shod
with a sixteen-ounce shoe, and a clip weighing an ounce put
on him, and he seemed like another horse."
The result of tbe St. Louis race demonstrates the wisdom

of the chauge, and shows how essential to success is the
proper application of artificial appliances to the horse's foot

to balance his action.

Since writing the above I have had an interview with Mr.
Schwartz, and his reason for the unsatisfactory performance
of Oliver K. at Washington Park seems to furnish a most
satisfactory solution of the question. George Forbes weighed
twenty-five pounds more than Doble. With this extra weight
behind him, Oliver KL. required but eleven-ounce shoes to

balance his action, but with the twenty-five pounds removed
from the sulky the eleven-ounce shoes failed to steady the
horse, and give him confidence to extend his stride. The six

ounces added to his shoes gave him his usual confidence, and
with that came his speed. It would seem from this experience
that six ounces added to the foot is equivalent to twenty-five
poundB in the sulky. No doubt the weight in the shoe can
be gradually reduced as the horse becomes accustomed to

Doble's weight, and then the horse, relieved of the twenty-
five pounds handicap of the sulky and also the six-ounce
handicap of th3 shoe, will be able to correspondingly increase

his speed.
Here is a subject for the intelligent thought and careful

study of every driver and trainer. Starters and judges of

races should also learn from this teaching the importance of

putting up drivers, where one is removed, of as near the
weight of the one removed as possible.

Lonsdale Sells His Horses—A Swell Crowd at
Tattersall's.

The Bard's Dixie victory, in 3:33, for the two miles, is the
fastest-run race ever recorded for this time-honored event,

that has included among its contestants since 1870 some of

the best three-year-olds of the American turf. In speaking of

this event last week we noted the fact that outside of Blue
Wing there was nothing likely to start against The Bard to

make him extend himself, but expressed the opinion that if

Blue Wing did etart The Bard would not have a bloodless
victory. The sequel bore this out to the letter, and McLaugh-
lin on Blue Wing forced Hayward on The Bard to keep mov-
ing at such a lively gait, that the latter scored the great

record noted above, which, for a three-year-old, with 118
pounds, is a noteworthy performance. Montana Regent's
recent race at Covington, when he recorded two miles in 3:34,

with 123 pounds up, pushes it close in front of merit, how-
ever, and the backers of tbe latter declare that the Montana-
bred colt would give The Bard a great race at two miles. But
the latter's September Stakes at Sheepshead Bay, where, with
125 pounds, the mile and three-quarters was covered in 3:05,

was probably a better race than either, as there is no doubt
that The Bard could have run the last quarter in 27 seconds
or better.

—

Sportsman.

Amongst other fine stock that will appear at the National
Horse Show are the following from Caton Stock Farm, Joliet,

111.: The grand Btallion Don Cossack, record 2:2S, made as a
tive-year-old. He stands 16^ hands, and is a horse of splendid
development. The bay mare Jeannette, by Don Cossack,
record as a three-year-old of 2:26£, is in the lot.

Next is Cossack Maid, 2:3SJ at three years, by Don Cossack,
dam Louisville Maid. Cossack Maid and Jeannette make a
tine team, working evenly and smoothly to the pole, and are
well matched. When only two-year-olds they trotted a balf-

mile to the pole in 1:24. Lady Cossack is another tine speci-

men of the Don Cossack family. She is well developed, and
her actions and gait are simply perfection. The others are
Cossack Lass by Don Cossack, dam Louisville Maid; Sally
Cossack by Don Gossack, dam Almonia; Alta Cossack by Don
Cossack, dam Misnomer; Bashaw Cossack by Don Cossack,
dam Kate Carmen, and King Cossack by Don Cossack, dam
May Queen.
Besides this, they have in their lot the seven-year-old black

mare Lizzie C, 2:29J, by Dr. Herr, dam Mattie Clay by Whip
Clay. This little mare is very fast, and can step off a quarter
to the tune of 32 seconds.

John Murphy recently drove the bay gelding Kenilworth a
mile in harness iu 2:28, and then drove Mr. Matthew Riley's

chestnut gelding Dan a mile in harness in 2:29, going the
first half in 1:11$. Mr. G. N. Percy has sold to George A.
Beck, of Poughkeepsie, the bay gelding Bay Tom 2:24$, by
Honest John, dam by Gray Jack. Price said to be S 10,000.

Bay Tom was recently hitched to the pole with Billy D.,

pulling a top road wagon; Dr. McCormac drove them the
first mile together in 2:28, going to the half in 1:15, and
repeated in 2:22|, making the half in 1:0H. John Murphy
also drove Mr. E. L. Agon's, of Hoossck Falls, N. Y., gray
gelding Edward L., by N. Y. Ledger, dam by Young America.
He trotted a mile very handily in 2:33£, considering it was
his first appearance on the track. He also drove Mr. John
Barry's bay gelding Tiny, six years, a mile in haruess in

2:33*, going the first half in 1:12}. Then he sent Mr. M.
Dnrfs bay gelding John J. a mile in harness in 2:32J, and
repeated in 2:34.

Mr. D. Swigert, Elmendorf Stud, Muis, Ky., lost a few days
since the brood-mare, Optima, bay, foaled 1S62, by Knight of

St. George out of Glenluce by Glencoe, her dam by American
Eclipse. The following is a list of her
Produce:—1867—B f by Hartington.

1868—By Censor.
1874—B f by Panic.

1876—B f Peru by Glengarry.
1877—B c Moscow by War Dance.
1878—B f Jeannie by Lever.
1880—B c (died) by Lever.
1881—B c Richard L. by Lever.
1883—B c Toboggan by Glenelg.
1S85—B c by Lever.
1886—B f by Glenelg.

Barren 1875, 1879, 1882 and 1884. No report for years from
1868 to 1874. Pern threw the well-known turf performer
Dry Monopole,

London*, Oct. ISth.—A society weekly last Saturday had
this paragraph: "Lord Lonsdale's stud is for sale, and in the

catalogue are included all the fine chestnut coach horses and
Lady Lonsdale's ponies. Lowther Castle is to be shut up
and once more the fine old place will be given up to dust and
dullness. The trustees of the estate have no easy time of
it."

The Field and all the sporting papers contained advertise-
ments of the sale for this morning. Many dailies mentioned
the fact, which notoriety, added to the copious extracts in
many London papers describing the odd New Ybik scenes
wherein the noble earl has figured, attracted great crowds to
the famous Tattersall's at Albert Gate.
Among those best known, facing the healthfnl, jolly coun-

tenance of the auctioneer in the rostrum, a grandson of
Tattersall's, the founder of his horse mart, were the Duchess
of Montrose, with a scarlet bow in her bat, known on the turf
as "Mr. Manton;" Lord Marcus Beresford, the official starter
of tbe Jockey Club, wearing a check suit of the "Palmerston"'
pattern; Colonel Forester, manager of Lord Bradford's stud;
the young Marquis of Choimondeley, best known on the turf
as "Earl Rocksavage;" Lord Arthur Somerset, often a gentle-
man rider; the Hon. E. A. Pelham, well known in America,
and whose stud was also sold; Lord Clonmel, the famous
four-in-hander; Count Kinsky, owner of Zoedoue, who rode
the latter to victory at tbe Grand National Steeplechase in
1SS3; Marquis Omer Talon, the North County sportsman, and
Henry Chaplin, a better sportsman than Parliamentary
debater.

The "hunting swells" present included Mr. Coupland,
recently master of the Quorn bounds of the Melton-Mowbray
country; Mr. Blagrave, Captain Owen and Lord Douglas
Gordon; also the gentleman rider Captain Towusend.
There were scores of other gentlemen known to turfites,

and to name or describe whom would fill columns The fre=h
tan was surrounded, too, by veritable parterres of gorgeous
morning toilets worn by titled and society women. Not least
in the crowd was the Marquis of Waterford, whose fourteen
hunters had been sold just before the hammer was taken for
Lord Lonsdale's stud, and for 3,725 guineas, an average of
287 guineas each.
As I moved amid the brilliant throng I found conversation

ran entirely on Lonsdale's American debnt and his New York
woes and joys. I heard him dubbed "the erratic" "the
erotic," the "queer starter," and his doings epilogaed with
innumerable "fancy thats!"

Questions crossed—"Why does he sell?" "Is it a break
up?" "Does he cease as Nimrod and Jehu to become a Bar-
num, a Mapleson or an Abbey?" But a sharp tap at the
hammer at the rostrum changes the topics, particularly when,
according to the catalogue, No. 96 is called, and there is pre-
sented a fine chestnut gelding named Brocken, who looka
wonderingly around as if a semi- "Brocken" scene from
"Faust" were opening for him. His nostrils seem to quiver
as he hears his low price—70 guineas.
He is followed by Haymaker, a brown gelding, who brings

100 guineas. A chestnut mare, Redwing, reaciies265 guineas,
and, still on the ascending scale, a brown gelding, Kohinoor,
who champs at the bit as if proud of his name, fetches 380
guineas. The chestnut gelding Shillelah, nervously shaking
like one and seeming to be gathering for a six-bar gate,

mounts to 400 guineas after as brisk a contest as Kohinoor
had invited. The brown gelding Claverhoose, looking as
resolute as his historical namesake, brought 300 guineas.
Lord Choimondeley did not looked pleased when his name-

sake, another brown gelding, fetched only 55 guineas. A
brown and chestnut gelding pleasantly named respectively

Happy Returns and Birthday, brought 160 aud 300 guineas.
"Bring out Barrabas!" cried the auctioneer. He came ont,

a chestnut gelding looking very unlike a robber, but he
brought only 170 guineas. "Now for an Irish bid," said the
auctioneer, looking toward Lord Clonmel and calling No. 109,

named Napper Tandy, also a chestnut gelding. "This showy
beast," he adds, "has been generally ridden by a lady," but it

dropped to 125 guineas.
Yet another side-saddle gelding, also a chestnut, went away

for 300 guineas, and Prince, a chestnut, classed as a park
hack, was favored with 290 guineas.
Then, with the hunters finished, the members of the

Coaching and Four-in-hand Clubs came to the fore of the tan,

as the Earl's coaching team, so often seen in Hyde Park and
the races, were brought in with their alliterative and palatable

names—the leaders Sherbet and Syrup and the wheelers
Sugar and Salt, all well-matched chestnuts. They were
destined to be parted. Sherbet fetched 310 guineas, Syrup
150 guineas, Sugar 130 guineas, Salt— "fullj worth his salt,"

interposed the ready auctioneer—but Salt ran up only- to 120
guineas.

Next, the ladies bustled to the tan front as Lady Lonsdale's
Victoria horses—Citron and Lemon—driven as a pair, were
trotted gayly around. They seemed to kDow their worth by
their steps, when, after a spirited bidding between two
Koigbtsbridge dealers, they heard the hammer fall, doubtless
for some aristocratic owner, at 500 guineas.
The best price obtained was for a gray gelding, said to be

Lonsdale's favorite hunter, named Rainbow, who jumped
away to 510 guineas. I could not obtain the names of the
buyers. The bidders were mainly agents. These are never
announced, and Tattersall etiquette denies mention without
permission of the buyers, which there is no time for in cabling.

So far as to-day's sale goes, perhaps Lord Lonsdale has no
reason to regret his supposed change of career from stnd-

owner to theatrical manager. The net result of the sale was
about $26,000, nearly an average of a thousand dollars per
horse.

Tattersall's large, oblong, glass-covered salesroom was
crowded with a more refined mixture of noblemen and horse
sharps than the October sales at Tattersall's usually briug
together. Behind the tan gallop the crowd was so dense that

it was almost impossible to change position, and an umbrella
dropped remained on the floor indefinitely, as it was almost
impossible to stoop to pick it up. A stableman of low degree
used the back of a dignified Pall Mall Club man as a table

npou which to place his catalogue for annotating purposes.
The tan gallop directly in front of the auctioneer's stand

was so full of men of weight and money that a restive horse
could hardly kick without knocking over a lord's son. In
fact, tbe park back Springwater, which lashed out vigorously
with bis hind legs when the auctioneer announced bis sale

for ouly SS75, came near maiming more peers* relations than
fell in the Soudan.
When the hammering ceased over Lonsdale twenty-five

more lots remained on the catalogue, the property of "a gen-
tleman" and drivers nobodies, for which the aristocrats aud
swells didn't remain. I remained a little while, however,
and from the low prices then obtained discovered that either

aristocratic ownership or aristocratic judgment in horse-flesh

gave courage and interest to horse auctions.—N. Yt Hcrald %
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AUCTION SALE
YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS. THE
KEGISTEKEO IN THE AHt BK'AK JERSEY CA'ITEE «l »F SEW YORK.

Trotting Stock
including the famous stallion

ELMO,
Broo<! Mares, and youu? horses sired by

ELMO. PAIXIS. (one ol the best

sons ofElectioneeri EROS and
other noted stallions.

Roadsters, Carriage and Driving

Teams, Work Horses, Farm-
ing" implements, &c.

6th District

AGRKTLTnUL iSSOCMlOV

AND THE

WINNINGS AT THE FAIRS OF 1885:

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age
One Second Prize in Classes for Age.

At State Fair. Sacramento.

I

Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age

SWEEPSTAEES.

—PBOPEBTT OF—

HENRY W.SEALE, Esq.

AT HIS RANCH

MAYFIELD,
Santa Clara Co.

(S. P. K.E. Station.)

At 1 1 A. M.

—ON—

Wednesday, Nov. 17 '86

Catalogues giving fnll description, pedigree,

terms of sale, &c. may be had after November
2d riDon application to Mr. Seale or the under
signed.

KILLIP & CO.
116 Montgomery St., S. F.

FOE SALE.
The trotting mare Baby Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Barns. Nephew by Marabrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Black Boy", by McCracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine ib 5 years old.record 2:-J4:. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 hands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Blaek, perfectly sound and gentle

Forli'urther particulars address this Office, or
AV. M. 3101R.

Fruitvaic. East Oakland

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years I

Best bnl1
'
and tbree of bis salves of any age or breed

old.
I

—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7518).
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2

]
Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for most

years old. | meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old.
One Second Prize in Classes forage. Also, Herd prize, competing against Ayrshires and
Herd Prize, competi Dg agal ast Ayrshire^ and Devons | Devons under 2 years old.

RElOP.!)S OF FOVM>ATIO>" STOCK.
MARY ANNE OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lb3. 12J ozs. 1

week, A.J. C.C. test, 867 lbs. 14 1 ozs. inllmontbs.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCnUATE, 25 lbs. 4iozs. lweek
Her likeness above.

EUBOTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAISIR, 18] lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12i ozs. in 7 days.

Blood Relatives of the above Con's, Tonnj Animals of Both Sexes, for Sale.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco. «>wtf

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2i ozs. 1 week. A. J.C

C. test.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McSerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EYERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Satchel's Liniment, Dixon's, Going's and DeBoise's Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION

WANTED.
A well trained setter or pointer about 4

years old. Address, giving breed and age.
P. ERNST,

854 31ar y et St., Oakland.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco

W. W. MORROW,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

Fourth Congressional District.

L. RADOVICH,
CANTDATE FOR

SUPERVISOR EIGHTH WARD.
LABOR CONVENTION NoaiNEE

AND
Indorsed by Many Societies.

FOR SUPERVISOR,
EIGHTH WARD,

A. F. KNORP.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE,

2oct

FOR SALE.
Four Brood-mares, in foal to Director and Monroe

Chief. For terms, pedigrees, and other particulars,

address JOllA A. GOIDSJU Mi,
Box 242. Oakland, Cal.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Tax Collector,

William Kreling.

The Trotting Stallion

MONROECHIEF

Regular Democratic Nominee

For Assessor,

James C. Nealon.

For Assessor,

John D. Daly.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE.

WE McMANN.
DEMOCRATICNOMINEE

FOE

SHfcRIFF.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR

City and County Attorney,

GEO. FLOURNOY, Jr.

Regular Democratic Nominee
For Mayor

E. B. POND,
Present Supervisor from the Sixth

Ward.
9oc4

will make Fall Season of 188G from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1

at Oakland Race Track. Terms $60 tlie season.
For further particulars address

GVS. WAI/TERS, >
OAKLAND BACE-TKACK,

31jul 15 Oakland, Cal.

FRANK J. SULLIVAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee for

Congress.
5th CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
"I believe the Silver Dollar of the poor man I

should be equal in value to the Gold Dollar of i

the Capitalist.

"

Moo

as* !Andrew J. Moulder
Regular Democratic Nominee.

FOR

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUB-

FOR CORONER
Dr. James Stanton
Regular Democratic Nominee.

LIC INSTRUCTION.

Regular Democratic Nominee

For County Clerk,

James J. Flynn.
(Prea&nt Incumbent.)

Riot

Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Maj. E.B.Stonehill.
9oc4

For Sheriff,

W. W. Dodge.
Independent Republican Nominee.

Los Angeles

TURF CLUB.
Colt Stakes, Running and Trot-

ting, Spring and Fall Meet-
ings of 1887-1888,

Over the Agricultural Pars
Course at Los Angeles, Cal.

CONDITIONS.
All nominations to be made on or before 12 o'clock

midnight. December 1, 2KS6. with the SecretaryMoney toaccompany all declaraiiuns.
No stake to be considered filled unle.33 with five ormore entne3.
No added money to be paid for a W. O. All stakes

to be compiled and the gross amounts lo be divided
CO per cent, to first. 3u per cent to second and
«
e «* 1° lhird horse

*
RnIea of Atonal Trottine and

P. C. B. H. Association to govetn all races.

The Sixth District Agricultural

Association.

For 1887.
1.—The Santa AnitaStakes, for two-year-olds, foala

of 1885, to be run at Autumn Fair on first dav of meet-
ing, 1887. $50 entrance, 525 forfeit, or only Sjn if
declared ont on January 1, 1687. 3200 addel
mile. Stake for 1888 to be named after the winner of
this event.

2.-The Los Angeles Derby; stake for three-year-
olds, foals of 1884; to be run last day of \uturnn
Fair of 1887; £50 entrance with 525 forfeit or only
sis if declared out January 1,1887. $300 added One
and one-half miles.

'.(.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-
olds, foals of 1685; S50 entrance: §25 forfeit or onlv
$10 if declared January I, 1887; $200 added; mile and
repeat; to be trotted second day of the Fiir, fall of

4.-The Southern California Trotting Stake for
three-year-olds, foals of 188i; 53Q entrance. --*-_'.»' for-
feit, or only S15 if declared January 1, 1887-
added; mile heats, best iu 3 In 5; to be trotted third
regular day of Fair of 1887.

For 1888.
i.—The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 1886- S50

entrance, 825 forfeit, 519 if declared out Januarv 1
1887, or 515 if declared January i, 1888. $200 added :

to be run first day of Autumn Fair. 1888. One mile'
6.—Los Angeles Derby, for three-year-olds, foals of

1885; $50 entrance. $i!5 forfeit, or onlv 510 if declared
ont January 1 „ 1887, or $15 if declared out January 1

1888; 5300 added; to be run on last day of Autumn
Fair, 1888. One and one half miles.
7.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-vear-

olda, foals of 1886; 550 entrance. g25 forfeit or only
510 if declared January 1, 1837, or $15 if 'declared
January 1,1888; 5200 added; mile and r^p^t; to be
trotted on second regular day of Fair t

8—The Southern California Trotting Stake tcx
three year olds, foals of 1885; ?50 entrance. ^2$' for-
feit, or only $10 if declared January 1, i&bt or *15
if declared January 1, 18*8; $300 added; mile

I

best 3 in 5; to be trotted on third regular dav of
Fair of 1888.

Los Angeles Turf Club.
For 1883.

9.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds
foals of 1&35; 55 u entrance. Sifi forfeit, or only $10 if
declared January 1, 1887: $200 added; to be run first
day of meeting. May 19, 1887. Three-fourths mile.
10.—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-

olds, foals of 188J; $50 entrance. 325 forfeit, or only
515 if declared January 1. 1&87; $3Gi)addea; to be run
fourth day of meeting, May 22, 1887. One and one-half
miles.
11.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, colta and

fillies of 1*85; 550 entrance, $J5 forfeit, or only $10 If
declared January 1 , 1887; $'J00 addeO ; mile heats. 2 in
3; to be trotted third day of meeting. Mty 21, 1887.

12. -Trotting Stake, for three-vear-olds, foala of
1884; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared
January 1, 1887; $300 added; mile heats, 3 in 5; to be
trotted second day of meeting. M-iy 20, 1887,

For 1888.
13.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two -year-old e,

foals of 1886: $50 entrance, Siifi forfeit, or only '10 if
declared January 1. 1887, or 515 if declared January
1,1888; 5300 added; three-quarters of a mile; to bo
tun on first day of meeting, I8P8.
14.—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-

olds, foals of 1885; $50 enbance, $25 forfeit, or only
510 if declared January 1, 1887, or 816 if declared
January 1, lb88; $300 added; one and a half miles; to
be run fourth day of meeting. 18S8.
15.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, foals of 1886;

$50 entrance. $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
January 1, 1887, or 515 if declared January 1, K&S-
$200added; mileheafs, 2in3; to be trotted third day
of meeting, 1888.

16.- Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, foala of
1885: 550 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
January 1,1887, or $15 if declared Januarv 1, 1688;
$300 added; mile heats, 3 In 5; to be trotted on second
day of meeting,! 1888.

E. A. DefAMP.
Box »iO. Secretary of Both Associations

J. C. New-ton, President. | 6th Dlstri
E. F. Spe>'CE, Treasurer. J A«"

A.Covabxbiai, President
|

Hon. T. D. Mr/n, Tre»3UTor, i I>p A"
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THOS. H. CHUBB,

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST HILLS, orange County, Vermont

SEND FOR PJRICE LI9T OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS.'ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies.

TO THE TRADE
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1837 (sent to Dealers

only) ivill be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for

one and examine prices. ICoctf

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

lt« Montgomery Street, San Francisco

BPliXJAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction aud private Rale.

Sell in Ail Cities and Counties*
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gree.v,
Sacramento.

J. P. sakqent, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Kosk,
Los Angeles.

Hux. J. C Carr,
Kaunas.

HON. John Bogos
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walrath,
Nevada.

J. E. Haowin, Ks«., San Francisco.

Being tbe oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction s.iles in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to ouc-half a million i>f

dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for dlsposincof live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

ftondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling "6 to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases aud sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made, ou commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made uf land of every description. We areauthor-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

K1IXIP A CO.. J16 Montgomery Street,

on d

CORRIN'S GREAT
HORSE LINIMENT
Sure cure for Swinney, Weakness oi tlie

Spine. Sprains, Strains, etc.

The only remedy that does away with the use of the
knife; leaves neither blisters, marks nor scars. Val-
uable cure for rheumatism.
For sale by Mrs. \ . 0. Joseph, proprietor. G35 Geary

str'et, San Francisco. Redington .fc Co., San FranciBCO.
Melvin A Co., East Oakland, and all druggists. All
rights secured in U.S. patent office Price §1.00 per
bottle. BJu] 3loc

Jost Ont. BrPROF. ED. F.
SMAW.lntc instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With 40 «-!<-
frant new illus-
trations photo^
graphed from Hf-n
especially to
thisworJi. Posith t
lyUie most perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and beau
book ou JJoxine
ever published.
Handsomely bound.

Prk-e,paper, i>4>
cta.i Cloth, St-OO. For silebv nit news. dcalors and
Sporting gno&Bliouscs, or sent hvmnilon receipt of rv ice

by uie r»''ii*hers. .johw i*. x,ov.Er.JL's
SOS.,, AtOa'fOK, rl-iflb,

SoclO

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
-From Herd of-

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

Jilt. VHP!:!. I.ATIIKOP.Kooill 6». i.lMI.B.
lltl Lilting, cor. 4th r.ud Townsend, San Francisco.

snjul

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pig£.

I have now ou hand, and offer for sale- at reasonable
j.-irfc«fl t at uiy Block-form, Oak Grove, Sau Mateo Co,
d choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
"''y.10 Wni. Corbltt,

318 California St.,

Ban ffranolBCO,

GUNS,
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLGHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

B. T. ALLEN.
416 Market St., San Francisco.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California Market.

Tbe only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Daily Sportful Chronicle. 18sept

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Sccurea by Tetters Patent, July art, 188*
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letter d patent, ia:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind la fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, seeured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom aud ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds P, and side straps A, the screw.nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow It to be
set.BUbBtantiallv as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check.
Sleces D and blinds F, as shown, the strap b or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes* and having the adjusting slides or
booklet), substantially as and for the purpoBB herein
described.

6. In a bridle, and in com' in:ition with the blinds P,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle bo aa to be movnt
bio about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandY Q and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the Minds, and ad-

i

JiiHtable, substantially as herein described.

j
The above are the claims allowed by the patent

I office, and though the corresponding letters do not
' appear on the cut, tbe general principle will bo under-
stood.

I It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the obfectioiiR urged against blinds, and at tbe
Bame time giving complete control of the line of

|
vision. Bv throwing the tower portion of the blind up
something of the name eftccl on the action follows as
ia induced by toe-weighta. This is especially the case
when young cults are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee withoutthe strain of weights on tbe
foot.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. ,M< KlIiltON.
No 2W »h4 3N Kills Bt. Sau Francleoo

TENTS.
THE •

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

Size. Extra sail drill. Sozarmyduck. lOozarmyduck
7x9 ft... .$12.00 SI 5. 00 S17.00.
8x10 ft. . . .$14.00 $17.00 S19.00.
9x14 ft. . . .520.00 S24.00.' S26.00.
10x15 ft.. . .$22.00 $25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
septitf El Cajon, Sau Diego Co., Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire, Eng.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Aston's
prizo winner, 1UG2: Donna I ex-Nellie II, by Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Hunger III, five and a half months old. By

Ranger II.—Spot II. Spot II ex-Nellie II, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno I.

Names of llio dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1802 have been lost.

$%>VOO each. To be seen at subscriber's place.
II. E. BOYES,

Air ii ii iti":i, Sonoma Co.
oc9 If Railway depot, Pionee rGrove.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Livestock drawn or painted lo order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc-

for illustration purposes, furnished.
|l. Kind, Artist.

Hoc K ig Pout Street,

DOGS-NOTICE !

Buzard's GelatiDe Coated Dog Pills
Astringent Pills.

Foit DiAnitnoKA. DOSE.-One or two occasionally,
according lo size of dog and severely of symptoms.norm Pill*.
DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.

BMsii'iiiper trill*.
DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give

as occasion may require. Give half a PiU to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE,—One Pill night and rooming. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin affections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition'and functions of tbe
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be bad from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. B. BUZARD. M. R. C. V. S. L.
llao.pt Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

GENUINE THE

Best and Cheapest

'% DOG FOOD.

'feedyourdogs
STAMPED:*

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy

Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean. Sound
Teeth: Kegular Habit:

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabrough A Golcher, G30 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. 41fi Market Street.
lartflle A Haediug, 638 Washington Street.
t»oI<IB>erg. fEoweu A Co., 428 Pine Street.
M. Ehrman A Vo.. 104 Front Street. 10 jnl 52

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

In each stake oi the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

GEO. 1 ALLESDEK.
Sausalito. .Marin Co, Cal

«*-Dp YOU WANT A DOGJTsai
t&r^*£ »"j«oJ tor ttoa Bnyem* CtoJde»f

ijr - ' ^y-^^^coBtnining colore plrtWa.lOOeft-l
i'it 1 • \-'r/r^£r*rlng*or&iE£src.:bTdj; pdet* *

,**' r»\M \V ^^ *ro worth, and whe.-c ia boy |

Ll&tled far 15 Ccnt&m
>*k^

.ABMUIATEO FAFCIEBS

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
T<> the <>«m:us or

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price. $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

1 86 Tremont St.. Boston Mass.

HEAID'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular Bohool on the Coast.

E. P UEALD President. O. B. HALES, 8eo'y,

legend for I'iroular.Tga

dno



1886 glue fgriecter anxl jlpcrrtsmaw.

(Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, ait ; are due to arrive ai

v San Francisco.

^, E
|
From Sep.. »5. 1886. [*,"£

18:00 a si

S:00 a M
4:00 P m
7:30 a M
•3 :30 P si

S:30 A M
4:00 p M
•5:00 P m
fi:00 a m
•8:30 a M
3:30 P si

WW AM
3:00 P M
7;30 a m
7:30 a M
7 :80 am
6:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 P M

•9^0 A M
•3:30 P M
•9:30 AM

..Bvron

..Calistoga and Napa

...Dunsnioir, Redding jfc Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore J.

Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave.Deming, El Paso & East.
.. Niles and Hajwards
.. ..Ogrten and East

. Bed Bluff > ia Marysville
Beno.Truckee and Colfax....
Sacramento, viaEenicia

" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers.,
San Jose —

..Stockton via Livermore..
_ " v"_a Martinez

" via Martinez
..Tulare and Fresno

$6:10 p sr

10:10 a M
6:10 p M
6:10 P M

[10:40 A M
5:40 P M

10:10 a m
*3:40 A M
6:10 P li

•7:40 p si

10:40 a M
3:40 p M
11:10 a M
5:40 f m
6:40 p m
6:40 p M
5 :40 P M
11:10 a M
10:10 A M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p M
±3:40 p M
9:40 a m
5:40 p M
•7:40 p U

•10 -.40 A M
•7:40 P M

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLA-N'D- "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:3U—o:Xt—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00-11:30—12 :00—12:30
—1-00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

5-30— 6:00— 6::«— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:0".

TO FRUIT VALL—"6:00—'6:30— *7:0O—*7:30— *8:00

-

8:30—»2:30-*3:30— *4 .-00—*1:30- -•5:00—»5:30-*6 flO-
•6:30—3:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via AlamedaV-*9:30—7:00—\2\1\
TO ALAAIEDA—*6:00—6:30—":C0—*7:30—ft:00—*8:30-

9:00 —9:30—10:00—110 :30-ll :00—ill :30—12:00—112:3 '-

1-00—il'30—2:00—12:30—3:00—3 :3C— 1:00— 4:30— 5:00

5l?0-6:00—6:30—7 iOJ—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*'? :00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8;30

9-00— 9:3:»— 10:00 - 110:30—11:00—111:30-12:00—il2:3)
1-. 0-11-30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5-aO—fi-OO—6:3T—7:i>!— (*:0O—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY—*6:00—•6:30—7:^— "7:30 -

8-00— •8-30—9:00— 9:30— 10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30—
12-00—112-30—l:00-tl:30-2:00 12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
—4 -30-5 :00—5 :30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—8 :00—9 :00—10 :00—
11:00—12 00.

To San Francisco I>aily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—«8:53—-7:23—*i :5i- -8:23—•8:58
•<,.'>5_*iO:I9—*4:23—*4:t3—*S:23—*5:53-,6:23 -*6:53—
7:4H-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 22 -?:52 -

•6:22—19:22—•3:22.
FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7'CO

7:30-8:00—8;30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -?0

12:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 30— 4 rf)n —
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-: :57-
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 mlnnte3 later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:3O—i):nO-«S:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— 110:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
tl2:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00-12:30-3:00-3:30—4:00-4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—•0:25—6:55—*7 :25-
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55 -Jll :?5-
11:55— ±12:25— 12:55— 11:25—1:55- 12:25—2:55-3:25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55— 5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—*6:5—6:55
— *7:i5-7:55— *8:25— Sw-a:^--9:55—110:25— 10:55—
((1:25—11:55—#2:25—12:55— $1:25— 1:55- £2:2-1—2:55
—3:25—3:55—1:2-5—4:55—5:25— 5:55—6:25—6*55—7 :55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREEK BOl'TE.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—=7:15—9:15—11;15-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*S :15—8:15—10 :15 —12 -15-

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. jsundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obsebvatobt.
A. N. TO ffXt,

Gen. Manager,
T. 11. ttOOD-lIAJU,
Oen. Pass. ATtk. Ai*i.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Ue«rt Stock, on tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
EN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR.
Fexneia's Cysthiasa Hobse Boots.

J. H. Feston's Chicago Specialties.
De. Dixon's Contrition Powdees.

Gombatjxt's Caustic Balsak

FORJ3ALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HDHY WAISH,

Snp't Running HoiBe Dep't,
ISflept T*fti« Alto 8t«e.k Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Koad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
3Si Tliird St„ Sail i'ruuilsco

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"O. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & TJ. P. E. Ss., forms the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and. Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodions Best, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road running; West, Nortls aud Xorlli-Ttest from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17jul 52 General Ascent. San Francisco. <al.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FAIELAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,

18S6. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and datrs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions az>d Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SAT.E AT FAIUXAWJi.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG EOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIBST-OASS. STAS»AR»-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? INT?, PT?Tr,T?, PL A 1ST Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
A J-LU \J±* -Li A Al/iUJ_l A XJZ3.J.1 price o£ every an jmai £or saje is printed in the

catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

Forspecial list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAX FBAXCISCO. CAE.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4IIIPISE STREET
G. L. BBArTDER Pi

J. h. FLOOD Vice- I'm Ideal

C. P. FAENF1ELD Secretary

J. S. ANGUS Aasistiiijt Manager
Baiihers, Xcvacla Bank of San Fraiiclscu.

Sljulia

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

j3-seys ol both Bexee for Pale. FrtRtofTic* (wldrwm.
Rflitp F>"iTiHH*"n '"Nil

40 i

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Tralr.s leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
Sin r>*r;inc1scn.

Commencing Oct. IB, 1888.
ARRIVE

I S. P.

•5:15 F
6:30 p

tl):45p

« :

i°,i J Santa Clara. San Jose, and..

4J25 p j
Principal Way Stations......

6.-28 A
*:10 A
9:03a

10:02a
•3:36 p
ttaSfl ?
6:00 P
17:50 P
?S:15p

9:03 a
'10:02 a
«3iJ6P
6:00 P

tS :15 P
10 :40 a , ( Gilroy, Piijaro, Castroville, ) «ia ;<i2 a
^rBOr i Salinas and Monterey.. i

.
> ,•

in.jn a I

( Watsonville, Camp Goodall t ,, lfl ,.„ ,

«*Mp Aptos. New Brighton. Sr-qu^!.... ';' «t

..Hollister and Tres PUios

10:10 a ...Sulednfi. S;iit Mi^n.-l hiiij Way St'r.s.... fj-/\i p

a—Siorning. p.— .-\ fternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundays only. (Theatre train.

Saturdays only.
Standard Time fnniii'hed'bT Kandolph k Co., S. F.
"stage c>'V,vf-:i>TK.>Ns ar* made with the lu:K a. m.
Train, except Pescadeko Stages via San lfat*ro and
Rtfdwoo<t, wliicl' connect with 8:3" a. m. Train.

Special Kuunc-tbip Tickets, at reduced rates— i q
Monterey, Aptos. Soquel Santa Cruz and Pescadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprinfis.

£XVi}BSION TICKERi.
For SundavB onlr ,{ ^t'.Sf^e^™B : S1>0d

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satuhda v and Sunday only ;

Sunday and- good for return until following Mon-
Monday, I day.incliiBivf . at the following rates:

Bound Trip
from San

Francrsco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
Mayfield

I'kt.
Mon.
Tkt.

$ $ 50
65
90

75 I 10

1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 GO
1 25 1 ">

Bulled Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mouiit'u View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
So(jm-l ...

Santa Cruz
M outer y

Salto
Mon.
Tbt.

2 60
4 fO

5 00
5 0:i

5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Ucpot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, ami ISO. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASS KTT, II. K.J IT)AH,

Superintendent. Asst Pass, i Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EE8PECTFCLLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TE3

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

ShootingSea Bathing, Slioottng and I'i^lilr.u.

TEAINS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO BAILY FOK

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHASMXNG

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trent
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may > -t had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Floiin.ler.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sporta-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ABE UNSTXRPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS S"W1MMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plnnge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJPTOS, SOQCEX ANJ» VYAT.V (KIZ
1- VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Bau Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Croz
and Monterey,each of which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Occr
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo ior those well- knowr. Retreats, PLTtrs-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and MeMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer Bpeclal inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Bportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOUa

OMtfl

Cars.
OSyln order to guard against accidents to D e

while in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gmis and Pishing
Tackle will be carried free offCharge. Gnnst
and securelv packed In wood or leather r

taken lu Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot

Btreet.VAlenclaStatioo.andNo 613 U
Hotel.

I A. C. BAS9ETT, H. R. JCDAH

,

anpertntemleiit, AMt.PtM, \
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MARK!

EBERLY AND ESTEB.

Walla Walla, W. T., Oct. 15, 1SS6.

Mr. Bcell Lambeeson: Dear Sir—Tour

draft for $100 received^ few days since as

first prize in "Standard'^Chamherlin Cartridge

Contest of Sept. ll'b. Many thanks. Icj
not speak in too high praise of (be "Standard"
GUamberlin mac iiue-loaded e-artridges, and I
have fully deci !ud to use them in all my trap

shootiug herealtt r. I ai-o consider the Clevi

land Blue E >ck Targets the most homst
breakers I have ever seen. I remain

Most respectfully.

W. A. Eberly.

i^TsSm^mS twM^s^vm

^Ji=,~J SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES
,

">/ SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

.STMWHWfc CMTOtm*\M\

Si SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES I

CALL OFFICE.

Sax Francisco, Oct. 8, 1886.

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.: Gentlemen

—In my capacity as pigeon-shooting reporter

for the Call during the past seasoD, I have had
every opportunity for judging of the merits of
the "Standard 1

' Chamberlin cartridges. I
have seen them tried over and over again, and
have never heard any hut favorable comments
upon their evenness of loading, true driving
home of wads, good material and general
reliability, both for field and trap shooting.

I am yours truly,

W. LoyxlEyre.

:5V SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES
- /- .>...- t.^— , mn '

gqS9

Horse dippers
Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and
Roaching Shears!

J

JAY EYE SEE SKELETON TROTTING WAGON.
I

Made of all white, second growth hickory. A XL-IS beet, solid steel, 11-16 inch, with wrought t

chilled boxes, bedded into axle bed; weight, about iO lbs. strong and light Si 50 OO ;

TROTTING SULKIES AND CARTS IN GREAT VARIETY-
We liave the finest Carriage Repository on (lie Pacific Coast.

SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

At Low Prices.

WILL & FINCK,
818 Harke Street.

£Sf Goods
Berkeley free

delivered In Oakland, Alamada and
yoctf

TRUMAN, ISHAM
421 to 427 Market St

& HOOKER,
S.F., Cal.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storins of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money adv;n c*d at lowest rales of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rates.

: o :

Information legardmg Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

HIGH-BRED
Trotting Stock,

FOR SALE.
Xo - 1—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

I So. 2 —Chestnut mare bv Itoach's American Star.a«n of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
1 to Albert W.
I ^Jo. S.—Light Chestnut mare bv John Nelson, hej
•torn by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.

No. 4 --Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted
to Albert W.

' No. 5.—Bay mare seven yearB old by Electioneer,
1 her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.

^T°- 6 -—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-
wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7—Bay filly three years old by Albert W., herdam the Nelson—Patchen mare, No. 3.

No 8.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three rears, bv
Arthurton, his dam the dam of Albert "W Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No 8.
Bay filly by Albert W., her dam
Bay filly by Albert W., her dam the Gypsey mare

No. 4. "" J '

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam the Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park,
tor price and any further information apply to

A. WALDSTEIN.
330 Salome St.

25se P fe San Francisco, Cal,

GEO. L. BRANDER,
President.

W. R. PRICE,
Secretary:

HUNTER'S OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

. :0:

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goodg such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH.
Ivmkile Farm.
Minneapolis, Mimi.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE BALDWIN

The Owners and Trainers
OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the Slate, should protect their horses from sickness- and disease by thor

ougbly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHEJN1TLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. Ti prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily carried and used wlthont trouble. One quart of PHEN'iI-E, mixed with four quarts o
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make Jt

Sweet, clean, sate, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
ll80I" f 406 California Street, Sac Francisco.

F. M. GILHAM,
496 and 438 Battery St.

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.

|Nugent W. Brown,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bruce Lowe.

trading .

BEOWN BROS. & CO,
STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Hagfiin, Esq.

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BKOS. A < «)..

Wright, Heaton s Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

Naw Rontb WalAi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, « anada.

Voterluary Infirmary. 391 \atomn St
Residence, 966 Howard 8t„ B*n FnnoliM.

No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA
No. 9 Price each . - . $9.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mall upon receipt of

S5 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be
seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.
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Sporting: Notes.

Last season's football was tbe most brilliant ever seen siuce

the game was first introduced to this State, six years ago.

The teams of the University, Wa.-.p, Reliauce and Orion Clubs
played in grand form, many of the matcties showing a style of

play by individual members that would pass muster any-
where. Never before had four clubs so evenly matched
taken the field, and the interest aroused by tbe matches sur-

passed everything previously associated with the sport. Iu
their palmy days the Wanderers and Phcenix Clubs were
superior to any team that played last season, but tbe
attractions were not so great as when four clubs meet in suc-

ceeding order. Unfortunately the play last season was pro-

tracted so late into early summer that the ground was
dangerous to play upon, and several accidents came in rapid

order near the end of tbe season, which would never have
happened had the matches been Drought to a close when the

ground ceased to be soft. The result is that several of the

clubs that played bucq exciting matches in the presence of

thousands of spectators last season will be weakened by the
withdrawal of many of the foremost players. The University
team, the champions of last ye;»r, may not take the field this

season. The Wasps will be short many of their best men.
The Reliance Clubis reported to be stronger than last year,

but the Orioua have practically gone to pieces. Hence, a fall-

ing off in the sport must not be regarded with surprise,

although it cannot be wriiten of without regret. The demand
for new blood is the need of the hour in football circles, but
where it is to come from is an unsolved problem.

The California Lawn Tennis Club had a delightful day for

their games on Tuesday. The visiting players were Messrs.
W. McGavin, W. Page, Ogden and Southard Hoffman of the

San Rafael Clnb, and W. McPherson of the Lotus Club.
Play began about 11 a. m., and was continued throughout the
day. The games were all informal. Messrs. Kilgarif, M.S.
Wilson, Small, Bee, Godley, Taylor, Simpkins, R. C. Hooker
and others taking part in doubles with the club s guests, and
some fine matches were played, but as no scores were kept,

the results cannot be accurately reported. Of the lady
members present the Misses Hooker, Kittle and Robinson
played in excellent form. The guests of the ctub included

a great many ladies, and all were entertained at lunch during
the afternoon. The club will Bhortly be compelled to leave

its present quarters, and seek a new site for its courts and
club house.

Justice is reputedly blind, but injustice has the eyes of an
argus. Last Friday night a police officer arrested the man-
ager of the California Athletic Club for acting as referee to a

boxing match. The officer allowed the match to proceed
through sis rounds and then arrested the principals and
manager. The absurd feature of the arrest is, that if the con-
test was a breach of law in the sixth round, it was equally so

in the first. The match has been reported as interesting,

hence Officer Nash's good taste must be commended, what-
ever may be said of bis dereliction of duty. Even a police-

man must be commended for his love of sport, which caused
him to struggle heroically for balf an hour against the stern

demands of duty. But alas for Seymour, Riordan and Cos-
tello, the majesty of the law proved to be supreme, and Nash,
moved almost to tears, conveyed the trio to headquarters.

Mr. J. K. Bachus, of Gridley, is a sportsman of killing

propensities. Last Sunday a thick fog hung over the pic-

turesque country around Gridley, so thick that idleness was
an enforced virtue. While the fog lasted the wild geese flew.

Mr. Bachns did not attempt to Bhoot them for fear of hitting

anj befogged traveller who might be parsing, so he grasped
an axe-handle and hit out right and left at the geese that

were brushing his hair with their wings. When the fog

cleared away he found 123 noble birds with broken necks,

broken legs and mashed wines, dead, half dead and dyiDg all

around him. What strange things some men do under the

name of sport!

Lewis, at one time the ideal of pedestrian hone-ty, and the

hero of a hundred newspaper soraps in this city, has been
playing prankB in Amador, Jackson county, that would not

be despised by his instructor KUtleman. Lewis made a race

with a man named Ryan who cannot run at all; the betting,

of oourse, was on Lewis, but during the race of one hundred
yards, in order to make sure that Ryan would win he came
to a fnll stop, and then followed Ryan slowly to tbe tape.

Lewis' backers lost $1,0C0, but gained a little experience as

to the oharacter of professional foot-racers.

The Paoific Athletic Association will give a special athletic

entertainment, in their rooms, on Tuesday night. An
elaborate programme has been prepared,

Is it luck, good judgment, or what is it that lands Bald-
win's horses winners so often? With Volante his success
must be pat down to the fine form, grand breeding and good
constitution of that noble four-year-old. But iu the race for

the Arlington Stakes at Washington, sisfurlongs, for two-year-
olds, he had three starters. Grisette, Laredo and Goliah, and
they ran first, second and third iu the order of their names,
each carrying 115 pounds against 102, 110 and 112 pounds
ou the backs of their competitors. Such a victory is some-
thing new in racing annals. Both Laredo and Goliah are

Grinstead colts, but Grisette is a Gienelg filly.

Mr. George Walleurod, the successful newspaper manager
keen dramatic critic, and brilliant theatrical manager, is also

au enthusiastic sportsman. He handles a rifle as deftly as
many a young dude does his cane, and for long-distance range
he is a marvellous shot. His favorite game isground squirrels,

and he can knock one over at 100 yards every time he brings
his shooting iron to his shoulder; like Daniel Boone, of sainted
memory, he never spoils a skin; every squirrel killed by the
illustrious George is shot through the head.

The following extract from the report of the Investigation
Committee of tbe National Trotting Association who
examined Secretary Vail's accounts, will be appreciated by
many horsemen in this State. "There was a Btudied neglect

of just demands, and an obstinate refusal on the part of the
secretary to furnish enquiring members with the information
they were entitled to at the hands of the servant of the
association. Such conduct on the part of a commercial firm

would result in bankruptcy."

Sailor Prince won the Cambridgeshire Handicap from a

good field, including Carlton, St. Mirin, Harpendon, Tyrone,
Melton aud Mephisto. The winner is six years old and
curried 105 pounds. When the lot had travelled 300 yards
Carlton took up the running, with Mephisto and Tyrone close

at baud. Melton and St. Mirin made the pace hot in the last

quarter, but Sailor Prince, with the lightest weight of the lot

drew out and won by a short head.

The game bags that reached this city from the Suisun
marshes last Sunday were very light. The members of the
Teal, Tnle Belle and Cordelia Clubs brought home a very
poor average of mallard, teal, sprig and widgeon. Messrs.
Ramon E. Wilson and J. M. Adams were amongst the fortun-

ate ones and were favored with several good flights which
they welcomed in true duck-hunting fashion, and brought
home the proofs in plethoric hags.

Messrs. Haight, Towne and Curry had some fine sport last

Sunday. They tramped over the hills, south of Niles, each
with his favorite pointer. The dogs worked perfectly. The
recent rains made the scent good, and all three hunters found
some good sport. Once during the day they came upon a

covey of quail, and the three dogs came to a point at the same
instant, a coincidence which rarely happens in the experience
of hunters.

The rains last Friday and Saturday were not a Bonrce of

pleasure to duck hunters. The birds gave tbe ponds a wide
berth, aud went off on various junketing trips amongst the

pools that formed on the solid ground. There they doubtless
held a corroboree while the hunters were sittiug in the

blinds amongst the tules with the hot suu beating down
upon their burdened he;ids.

Call off your dogs, lay aside your rifles, ye men that chase
or stalk tbe bounding buck, as you know the season for

killing male deer closed last Sunday! Seek some other sport,

quail, snipe or duck shooting will keep your hands steady
and eyes clear. Aud if you avoid drawing a bead on a deer
until July next, you will also have a clear conscience upon
one score.

T. J. Vail. tbeSecretary of theNationalTrottinglAssociation,

resembled Napoleon Bonaparte; he would never answer a

letter unless he believed it was to bis own advantage to do so.

He also reBembU'n Napoleon in having met his Waterloo.

The allied army of the Investigation Committee have over-

hauled Vail's accounts and found them like Pandora's box.

Baldwin is to pay West S5.000 for his services as second
jockey next season. Murphy's figure for next year is reported

to be $10,000. There is nothing like being in the front rank,

whether it he in law, politics, poetry, the drama or horse-

racing. Editors are the only fry for whose services no one
ever makes an extravagant bid.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club will give a parly at Union
Square Hall on December 3d. These are always most enjoy-

able gatherings,

Graham, the English champion wing shot, bas three
matches on hand. The first with Miss Oakley, at Pastime
P.irk. Phil i lelphia, at twenty-five birds, Graham to use but
one baud, fur SI, 000 a side. The second with Dr. Carver, at

one hundred birds, the third with Budd, champion wing shot
of Illinois, at one hundred birds. The three matches will be
under Hurlingham rules.

The Philistines are upon T. J. Vail, the Samson of the
Natioual Trotting Association. Tbeyhave already shorn him
of his locks, and for the future the Divinity who has held in

his hands the suspension fund of the association will find

himself weak as other men, and weaker than any man whose
strength lies in his ability to face his accusers with a firm

front.

Messrs. McShane aud Flood spent Sunday flushing quail

in Novato Valley. They had beautiful weather, fine walking,
the dogs worked handsomely, but tLe ground had been shot
over so persistently for several weeks that birds were scarce.

The few that were left the dogs scented and were in due
course bagged, but the numbers were too scant for publication.

Twice in his long life as a driver Marvin bas been
suspected of not driving his horse for all that waB in the ani-

mal. The last time was at Lexington. The instant the rumor
reached the veteran's ears he gave up his seat behind Hinda
Rose to Brasfield, and tbe fourth heat which followed showed
conclusively that it was au off-day with the beautiful mare.

Mr. H. N. Smith, of the Fashion Stud Farm, New Jersey,

has three famous trotters with odd names. Slander, Tattler,

and Rumor. The latter at Suffolk Park, Philadelphia, on
October 21st, entered the 2:30 list by trotting a fifth heat in

2:29^. The race was won by Mambrino Clay and the best

time in the six heats, 2:28}, made by b g Carver.

Mr. Schultz, of Brooklyn, the purchaser of Pancoast, is

reported as having an offer of an advance of $2,0CO on the
purchase price of the great horse. That would make Pan-
coast's price $30,000 now, but his owner intends to extend
his breeding interests, and with Pancoast and Cuyler he has
a pair of potent stallions.

The San Fraucisco Bicycle Club will make a run to Hay-
wards to-morrow. Tbe road which leads to that attractive

suburb is now in first-rate order, and the wheelmen may
anticipate a genuine pleasure from the ride and the lunch
which always comes in between the outward and homeward
trips.

President Cleveland has never been seen on a race course.
At least there is no report to that effect. It is sad to think
that hundreds of stable boys who sleep on walleta of straw in
odd corners of boxes and stalls see and feel more of the real

pleasure of lifethan theohief magistrate of this soverign people.

Hunters who pride themselves upon their skill with the

rifle and knowledge of woodcraft, cau find excitiDg sport
around Ukiah. Coyotes and wild cats are abundant, and the
farmers in that part of Mendocino county will welcome any
man who will rid the country of these destructive pests.

The foatball event for to-day is the match between the
junior teams, the Alerts and Wide Awakes, at Oakland.
These matches are chiefly interesting as a promise of what
the players may do hereafter. At present the football played
by them is very feeble.

The Ivy filly, winner of the Newmarket October Handicap,
beat Scottilla by a neck iu the race and burst a blood veBBel

in doing so. The principal interest in the event was the
appearance and defeat of Mtlton, one of tbe gamest horses

in the kingdom; but he was overweighted.

The foot-ball season in the east is now in full swing. Tale
bas acored a win by beating the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The winners scored 56 points in the first half

and 40 in the second to by the Institute.

There will be a professional atbletio tournament at Dick
Cunningham's, Sac Bruno road, i-n the 14th iust,, for which
prizes in cash are announced. The general arrangements are

to be managed by Barry aud Brady.

Slosaon has again come to tbf front by beating Scbnefer

at 14-inch balk line game, at St. Paul, Minn. Slosson rr

600 to 401 by Scbaefer. The winner's overage was
his best ran 221.

The rain last Friday and Saturday stopped tl.

between tbe Afterion and St. George Clubs. The ^-l.

take place this afternoon at Central Park,
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER. Trotting- in France.

Californians at the Rancocas Sale—King Fox's

Recent Illness—General News, etc, etc.

At the Rancocas sale a week ago to-day your correspondent

saw among other well known Pacific Coast turfmen, B. A.

Haggin, John Mackay, G. K. Buchanan and H. Porter Ashe.

The latter denies his reported letirement from the turf,

says that his horses were at St. Louis under the care of Mat

Allen; may stay there all winter instead of wintering in Cali-

fornia. Mackay reports King Fox out of danger after his

recent severe sickness at JeromePark. It would be strauge if

the colt was not sick after the severe drumming be got in his

preparation for his September engagements at Sheepshead.

They thought that King Fos was a world beater before his

defeat by Kingston at Monmouth Park. That race opened

their eyes, and they sent the big brother to Ban Fox along as

it he was to be prepared for a four-mile race. That the

heroic treatment did not ruin the youngster proves anew his

great excellence, but after his great races, culminating in the

Great Eastern victory, the re-action naturally came and his

life was despaired ot for a time. The stable has been waiting on

him at Jerome before leaving for home. They were expected

to start this week.
Probably few of the visitors to Rancocas at the recent sale

icily realize the importance of the occasion. For years

Americans have had England held up to them as the acme of

perfection in turf matters, not only in regard to the turf itself,

but also as to the quality of the blooded families that shall

produce the racers of the future. The deeds of Iroquois and

Foxhall showed the belief of the dogmatic souls in the (to

them) axiom that an American-bred horse was not within a

stone of an English horse, taking as a standard the per-

formances of the best horses of that period. As to stud

matrons the English brood-mare was supposed to be so far ahead

of her American sister that such a thing as an equality of

excellence was not to be thought of. The Rancocas collection

has in a measure exploded all such incomprehensible and
narrow-minded lines of argument. Here was a stallion that

had won the English Derby and St. Leger after journey-

ing across the ocean to give battle to the English colts.

Here was a galaxy of brood-mares not to be excelled

or even equalled by any one similar collection in any
thoroughbred Btud of the British Islands, Continental

Ea rope or far-away Australia. Not any sale in England of

recent years, either the Londesburgh, Dangu, Falmouth or

Middle Park sales in any degree approached the Rancocas
sale as to the quality of the brood-mares disposed of. Here
was the dams of Hindoo, Thora, Pontiac, Wanda, Dewdrop,
Olitipa, McWhirter and other great race-horses, to say nothing

of the mares Aranza, Sly Dunce, Wanda, Hiawassee, Katrine,

Katie Pearce, Lizzie Lucas, Vandalite and many others, all

very fast performers on the turf themselves. The totals that

were wired to you last showed that these and others brought
an unusually good average. Some of the mares, however,

weut far below their purchase prices. Mr. Lorillard gave
$6,500 for Susan Ann, and the old mare was sold last July for

$150. For Sly Dance, Aranza and others he gave much more
money than they brought, but some lots were quite the other

way. " Several of the mares, Austrine, Evelyn Carter, Sarah
G . Wild Briar, etc., that Mr. Lorillard bought in Canada
brought over twice as much money as he gave for them.
ExDlosion, that the late Mr. J. Carter Brown had hard work to

sell for a few hundred dollars, brought as many thousands at

the sale a3 she cost in hundreds. These and other incidents

of the occasion giving themes for fruitful discussion

and unlimited reminiscence. Iroquois was unquestion-
ably au equine king as far as looks went. On the
supposition that he will follow in the footsteps of the other
LeaniingtoD in the stud, he was a cheap horse at $20,000.
The i.'aliformans, Haggiu aud Mackay, stopped bidding at

§16,000, to most persons' surprise. It is undoubtedly the
public gain, however, that be did not go to Del Paso. There
his get would never have been ottered to public competitors,
while at Belle Meade farm all may have a cbauce in subse-
quent years to purchase the yearlings sired by the only
American Derby winner. The lesson of Mr. LoriUard's costly

venture at Rancocas is not hard to find. The laud on which
the farm is located was not the rjlace by any means to raise

rare-horses. Sandy, and iu spots almost sterile, nothing but
the hardest work made it what it is. Had he located in
Kentucky or Tennessee the animals bred would unquestion-
ably have been better ones iu every way. Still, as it is,

Rancocas has made a mark in the annals of breeders not to

be effaced. Whether it will be kept up by the family is

•uncertain. One of the sous is very likely to retain it if the
farm is not sold this winter, and if he does it is said that he
will retain the fifty-five yearlings now at Rancocas as the
mideus of a racing stable.

Other turfmen to sell off are said to be W, J. Barnes,
(Melbourne Stablea) R. C. Pate and Chinn <k Morgan. The
horse^ are to be all sold together in the sale at Lexington, Ky.,
in December nest, At the recent race meeting there the
innovation was put into practice of having each horse's num-
ber attached to his headgear, for better convenience of the
public. It was first used iu Australia, I believe. Yours,
New Yore, Oct. 22, 1SS6. Pacific.

Prof. Gleason and his Progress.

Prof. Gleasou bus continued on the even tenor of his way
at Cosmopolitan Hall, Now York, in presence each night c'f

hundreds of the most enlightened citizens of the metropolis,
who are heart and soul with the blonde giant in his really
praiseworthy-efforts in behalf of mankind versus bad-tern

pared horses The experiment with Panique was undertaken
on Saturday evening, aud with the very best results as fur as
it went, but owing-to a misunderstanding with the owner of
the horse, (now Mr. F. II. Unmmell, we bi lieve) the Professor
would go no further with Panique after about half an hour's
wurk. This is much Co be regretted, for there were a large
proportion of visitors to the entertainment who were drawn
fcy Pauique's name, and though as far as ii6 weut the

ior couviuced the fairest critics that, iike so many others
ui his euli.li_r-blooded predecessors, it was only a matter of time
(and no very long time, either) before Panique, too, would
trot in harness at th< bidding of the Professor; it was regretta-
ble that the thorough subjection of the horse was prevented
by any clash be! ween owuci and exhibitor. It has been sug-
gested that Prof. Gleason should take hold of some thorough-
bred yearlings aud break them in presence of his audiences;
i^nt ihUis rendered-almost impossible by the conservatism

i owners who would prefer to jog along iu the old way
rather than take any chances of injuring a valuable colt.
There is, liowever, abundant material ha- the Professor ail

this great country; and as he proposes making a tour of
considerable duration, wo have no hesitation in stamping his
methods as something well worth (seeing and imitating.

—

tiportsmem.

Paris, Oct. 12th.—Once more the rays of a bright sun

deigned to shed their warm caresses on the trotters and

patrons on the course of Vincennes yesterday; still, the rain

of the previous day had somewhat softened the track, and the

horses kept pulling up chunks of turf at almost every stride,

which, joined to the inveterate French habit of giving horses

two and three mile heats, did not go far to improve the rate of

speed. To improve matters yesterday the second race was

three miles and three-quarters, and the state of the horses at

the end showed plainly the efforts they had to make to get

through the muck and the heat. There were sis races on the

programme, and the first was:

Prix de MoutigDj et de Victot, to saddle, 3.000 f; for entire colts and

fillies born iu France in 1883 and raised there, and brud from a s:re or

dam inscribed in the French or English stnd-book. 2,0 '0 f and entries

to first; l.OflOf to second; third gets back his entry; mtryl.OQ f, h.f..

weight 132 lbs; distance two miles and a half at one dash.

Farceuse, b f by Lavater—Augustine, 7:07 1-5(2:54 per mile) 1

Fee, b f by Tigris-Alice. 7:034-5 2

Figaro, b c by Lavater—Heir of Linn, 7:14 4-5 3

Out of 26 colts and fillies engaged only four came to the

post. There was not the least doubt in my mind, but they

entirely filled the bill; that is, that they had a good dash of

thoroughbred blood coursing in their veins, for they kept

breaking aud gallopiug at every opportunity. Still, you see

how much they prize thoroughbred blood iu a trotter over

here, since a race and a prize are manufactured on purpose

for them. Besides, 1 am strongly inclined to think that the

second horse was pulled to allow Farceuse to come in first,

for reasons best kuown to the book makers, I presume. At

any rate, the rider of Fee tugged at her mouth in such a

vicious manner, a hundred yards from the post, that she

broke, and Farceuse went pa^t a winner. Let their con-

science settle the matter.

Prix du Bois; Interuational, to saddle; 3,00(1 f; for stallions, geldings

and mares of all countries; 1,800 f and entries to nrst; 800 f to second
;

400 f to third; fourth gets back his entry; entry 125 f; forfeit 50 f;

weights: 3 years, 132 lus; 4 years, 145 lbs; 5 years 151 lbs; ti years and over

105 lbs; any horse having won over 2,000 f in France, since Jan 1, !884,

to i-.irry 0.1; 'lbs overweight; for twice that amount 11 lbs; three times

171 lbs; any foreign horse that has not already trotted several times in

France during thf six months preceding the race, will cjrry the maxi-

mum weight; distance three miles and three-quarters at one dash.

Petite-Chance, b f , 6 years, 10:06 2-5 (2 :42 per mile) 1

Bonita, ch m, 7 years, 10:u8 2

Duegne, ch m, 6 years, 10:12 »

Indiseret, be, 5 vears, 10:18 4
Unplaced: Ecoliere, Figlard, Reseda, Email, Kosir, Sopend.

Out of 17 entries 10 horses came to the post. Bonita, who
came in secoud, trotted au excellent race, going strong and level,

though she carried 171 lbs; but was passed near the post by

the winner, who, nevertheless carried 176 lb, All the horses

in the ruck were French but two, one of which was the

Russian stallion Kozir, mentioned in my previous letter

as being about the best trotter in France, at present.

And so he is, but since he left the hands of his

former trainer, A. Mills, he has been so injudiciously

handled that he made a very poor show yesterday,

breaking repeatedly, and showing by his action that he

was leg-weary; and so he might well be, for they overdid him
both in his racing aud in his training, giving him almost

daily the most escrutiatiag trials, three miles and three-quar-

ters at a dash, in which he acquitted himself very creditably;

but having had too many of them it is no wonder that the

day of the race found him wanting. When will people learn

that a horse is not a steam engine?

Prix de la Pelouse, to saddle; 2,500 f; for stallions and mares four

and five years old, born and raised in France. 1,500 f and entries to

first; 75flf to second; 250 f to third; fourth gets back bis entry; entry

75 f ; forfeit 25 f. weights: 4 years, 149 lbs; 5 years, 1C0 lbs; distance

two miles and a half. Eleven entries.

Navarre b f, 4 years, by Tigris—Esmeralda, 6:66(2:47j per mile) 1

Mile, de Long-Huit, rn m, 5 year*, by Serpolot—Sausbaa 7:01 2

Ga/.elle, b f , 4 year.s, by Lavater—Ugolin 7:00 2-5 3

Loise, b f, 4 years, by Qui-Vive—P^rvenche, 7:10 1-5 4

Uni)liu:od:"-Douville, Dicftlteur H.

The winner is a very ordinary looking horse, much too

thin and long in his middlepiece. Gazelle weut well, ahead
of all the first mile and a half, but gave up toward the last;

still she pleases me more as a trotting model than the winner
himself.

Prix de l'Qippodrome, to harness, 3,000 f; for stallions and mares
three, four and five years old, born and raised in France; 1,800 f and
entries to first; 800 f to second; 400 f to third; fourth gels back his

entry; entry 75 f; forfeit Jiti f; weight optional; the five-year-old allow:

30 seconds to the three-yaar-old, and 10 seconds to the four-year-old

the four-year-old allows 20 seconds to the three-year-old; distance two
miles and a half at one dash. Twelve entries.

Etincelle, ch f, 3 years, by Ph:eton—Centaur, 7:07 3-5. (2:543 per

Froudeur II, b c, 3 years, by Lavater—Pretty Boy, 7:15 1-5

Varvar, gr c, 4 years, by Peretz—Mechta, 7:16

Thisia H, h f , i years, by PhJBton-Faust 7 :24 1-5 4

So you see the rendering of 10 seconds gave the race to the

young colts, but whether this is a fair way of handicapping I

will not assume to decide, though I am not myself of that

opinion. Varvar took the lead and was never headed for the

good reason that he has more speed. It would be much fairer,

iu case of colts, to put them all of the same age in one class,

then it could not be said that any favor was shown. In this

race Fied Archer, that you may remember iu my last letter as

beiug handicapped by double lines, curb-bit and a brutal

driver, had been brought to go with one pair of horses, but

the brutal driver and curb-bit still remainiug kept the colt on

a gallop for over a hundred yards at a time, his head being

almost jerked away with a vicious, cruel and resentful tug at

every stride he took.

Poule Internationale de Paris; to harness; 3,000 f.; for all stallions.

geldings aud mares, of all ages mid all conditions; itdded fo a pool of

200 f. ior e.ich horse; l.f-OO f . and the muounl of pool to thfl firat; BU0 f.

to Beoond; 1(10 i. to third; fourth gats back bla entry; entry 20n f ; h f

;

weight optional; distance three miles three furlongs and a ha]

meters), i leve itrles, two Pr sli, the rest americau,
Capuelue i Freuoh mare), 9:25 (U:45 per mile) I

Kremenc iJEtusaian stallion), 9:14 •
'-'

Diugaway (Husshin stallion) -

Unplaced: Figlard. Paid forfeit: Hardy, Johnny Go*
CJeorgelte. Kozir, Disqualified: Amberand Gladys.

I need not tell your readers who Amberand Gladys are; they

know them well. These trotters came from Vienna to com-
pete at this meeting. The mare Gladys honestly and fairly

won this race, coming iu first iu 9:24 3-5, winuiugtirstinoney;

Amber in 9:25 3-5, wiuniug third money, but this did not

suit neither the vanity nor the pocket-books of those who
had bet on Capucine, the great Freuoh favorite and Idol of

the public, and they claimed a foul. What foul? Why, m
the first place, the driver of the French mare did uot have

the faintest idea that he had been fouled. I saw him come
before the judges, with whom I was standing, aud dismount

at their command, without as muoh as hinting that be had

any foul to oompl du of; but immediately a crowd of yelling

maniacs, disappointed iu their expectations, splurted out to

him: ''Go in and claim a foul." He was uot slow at catching

on, rushed to 'ho judges, and did as he was ordered. First,

he said that Amber aud Gladys would uot allow him to pass

them. 1 asked him in which way: he said he wanted to pass

between the two. I told him it was against the rule, anil

that he did so at his own peril; for certainly auy driver beiug

ahead would be a fool or "a knave to get out of the way to

allow his competitor to pass. Then he claimed that'Gladys*
sulky wheel had hit his; but, on examination, no such
reliable mark was to be seen; and, although I gave a fair

interpretation of Gladys' driver's explanation (it was McPhee):
although I assured the owner of Capucine, who was on my
left, and the judges, who were on my right, that certainly no
foul had been committed, that the race had beeu honestly,
aud even artistically driven by McPhee and fairly won by
Gladys, I could not convince them (while the surging and
yelling crowd outside reminded them of the claims of their

compatriots) that the American mare was the fair winner.
Her record is 2:22. Capucine's record is 2:29. Ah! And so,

amid the joyous yells of those who had their money on Capu-
cine at something. I believe, like 100 to 1, the French mare
was declared the winner, though she came at the post second.
Neither of the American horses broke during the long journey of
almost three miles and a half; the French mare broke twice.
She went ahead on the start and took the pole, which she kept
to the first half-mile, and then Amber and Gladys passed her,
the other three horses virtually out of the race, as you may
see by their time, 20 seconds behind. There was no change
on the second turn. » Capucine tried to pass before the grand
stand, and made a noble effort, for she isa noble mare, but she'
broke aud fell back. She broke once more on the turn before
the home stretch, and they came iu, Gladys, well in hand,
anil Capucine under the whip, which she stood like a Spartan,
never wincing and never breaking this time. She had fully

won secoud money, but first, no, never! This is my opinion,
aud I record it here in full aud will stand by it. I think
Amber had enough at the finish; which is not strange, for

three miles and a half on a soggy track will wind out almost
any horse. The American horses are going from here to

Lyons; though I will not be there I will inform you of the
result. We expect to have our last meeting here Nov. 2d.
This Comedy of Errors was followed by the best race of the

day, which was:

Prix de Normandie. to saddle; 3,000 f. ; for entire colts and Allies horn
iu France in 188;i, and raised there; 1,8000 f. and entries to first: bOfi f.

to second; duo f . to third; fourth gets hack his entry; entry, 100 f. ; for-
feit, 25 f,; weight, 13*2 lbs.; distance, two miles and a half. Twenty-
one entries.
Vilna, ch c by Peritz—Derskaya, 7:0 (rate of 2:48 per mile) 1
Duchesae, b f by Tigress—Fadette, 7 :03 2
Filibuster, ch c by Pha-ton- Gull, 7:07 3

Fanfan, b c by Serpolet—Quicklet, 7:08... i

As for giving you the least detail of the last race, it is not
possible, for I will confess that I did not even look at it. To
see horses plodding along at a 2:48 gait is nothing very
unusual for "one who has spent twenty-eight years of his life

iu America, aud I was so disappointed with the decision of

the judges, who meant to be, I think, fair and square, but in
this instance allowed themselves, probably, to be overruled

by the prevailing sentiment of a madly hooting crowd; I was
so disappointed, I say, and wouuded iu my own sense of jus-

tice and fair play, that I resolutely turned my back on the

track during the race, hastily took the time on the board and
hurried home in order not to meet any one on whom I could
vent my indignation.

But, you know, time brings solace, and the impression is

wearing off. I wonder whether it would wear off so easily

had I beeu a betting man aud invested on the disqualified

winner. Hardly, eh?—if. Y. Spirit.
.

The Monument to Hambletonian.

Hon. Leland Stanford, under date of October 16tb, writes

from San Francisco. "Before I left Washington I received

from you a letter relative to a monument to be erected to per-

petuate the memory of Hambletonian. I intended to have
answered then, expressing my willingness to subscribe, but in

the hurry of departure I forgot to do so. If it is not too late,

I shall be glad to subscribe from $100 to §500, as may be

necessary.
"I sometimes think it might be well to erect a monument to

old Harry Clay, for I think his blood of great value. Several

yeai's ago, when the epizootic prevailed in this State to such

au extent that horses were generally laid up, I appreciated,

as 1 never had before, the great value to the iudustries of the

country of the horse.

*'I have noticed that the period of service of Clay stock is

often from two to three times greater than with horses of

apparently about the same value prior to the commencmeut
of service. The difference in value of such a horse is, of

course, very great. I am satisfied that sufficient attention

has not been given to producing the horse which can give a

long time for service, and the period of time when he is a

matter of expense, uot being able to render service, is no
greater in the case of this valuable horse than in one of less

value."
Governor Stanford makes a handsome offer. No breeder

appreciates the Hambletonian blood more highly than he, as

evidenced by his owning the great Electioneer, and that worthy

sou of Almont, Piedmont, 2:17}. Doubtless, he means old

Henry Clay in his communication, as Harry Clay still lives,

though no longer useful. AU that is mortal of the founder of

the Clay family is in the Smithsonian Institute at Washington.

His form is reproduced in that of the noble steed bestrode by

the bronze figure of the Father of our Country, in Union

Square.
We have never gone into the branch of statistics referred to

by Gov. Stanford, and therefore have little data for com-

parison. Several members of the Clay family were louglived

aud had lengthy service in the stud, notably Harry Clay and

Strader's Cassins M. Clay. Of all the Clays, however, 3ultari

stands at the head as a horse that began stud service at an
early period. Ho is now in his eleventh year, and has more

2:30 perforruaners to ais oredit than any sire of the same age. i

Longevity seems to run in some families. Henry Olay whs

foaled 1S37 and died 1807. Harry Clay was foaled 1853 and

still live;. Strader's C. M. Clay was foaled 1852 aud died

1882. Individuals of other leading families have also lived

beyond the allotted span of horse life. Ethau Allen was

foaled 1849 and died at the age of twenty-seven years. Ilia

sou, Daniel Lambert, was fonled 1858 aud is still doing good

stud service. The Hambletouiaus are proverbially longlived

and retaiu vigor up to a late age. Old Abdullah was thirty-

one years old when he died, aud was twenty-five yearn old

when he got his great sou Hainbletouiau. Hambletonian
j

was tweuty-seveu years old when ho passed from life. When
two years' old he got Alexander's Abdallah, aud the year-j

before he died made a moderate season, getting a good per--*

centage of foalB. His sou Volunteer was foaled 1854, aud up
to 1884 was doing acud service. Wood's Hambletonian firm

saw the lighl in I858s
and is still siring trotters. George*

Wilkes performed little stud service until bis track career had -J

closed. We all know what he has done through his progeny. J

—JV. r. Spirit, ^_ i

The starter iu England at most of- the first-class courses is

Lord MarouB Beresford, and there ib u greal deal of grumbling

going on about his methods. He is as aggressive as any man
who ever held a public podition, and is uot popular with tor

jockeys.

i
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The First Kentucky Derby.

The last race was in and the result had been placed upon
the blackboard when the old-timer reached the pool room,
Bays the Chicago Inter-Ocean. Taking his accustomed seat in

the corner he asked, after a brief interval of silence:

"Who'll be winter favorite for the Kentucky Derby this

time?"
"King Fox," answered half a dozen at once.

"Yes, I snppose so. Everybody 1

!! go as crazy over him as

they did over Favor and B.iu Fox, but they didn't either of

them carry off the Blue Ribbon. Let me see, the first

Kentucky Derby was run eleven years ago last spring, and I

ain't missed seeing it run a siugle once yet. I remember the

first one well, and Lord! what a surprise party it was for the

talent, and what a crowd of people saw the race! They came
from all over the country by tr.iiu, by boat and by wagon,
and the night before you could hardly get a bed in the town
to sleep in. The Gait House corridors were full to overflow-

ing, and it was a difficult matter to get either into or out of

the building.

"The crowd that gathered about the pool stand was a big

one, and the money went into the box as though such a thing

as hard times had never been heard of in the Blue Grass
State. Of the original list of forty- two nominations with
which the stake closed nearly one-third of them were boarded,

and the twelve colts and two hJlies had nearly all of them
been winners. It was just following tbe meetingatLexiugton
where Chesapeake, MeGrath's crack colt, had won the

Citizens' Stake, two miles, in 3:37}, beating Ten Broeck and
three others, and taking this race as a criterion to go by the

talent thought he could not lose it. He wasn't the only good
one in it, though, by a long ways. Searcher, an Enquirer
colt, at the same meeting had run a mile in 1 -A\\, and was bred

to go the whole route. Ten Broeck, Harper's great colt by
Phaeton, had won the Phoenix Hotel Stakes at the same place,

beating Bill Brace, Aristides and others.

"Bob Woolley had also a good race run at the same place to

Ms credit. Verdigris, by Versailles, and Volcano, by Vandal,
had both shown good form at Nashville. Besides these there

were Vagabond, Bill Bruce, McCreery, Enlister, Warsaw,
Greenobie and the two fillies, Ascension, by Australian, belong-

ing to Capt. Cot trill, and Gold Mine, by tbe same sire, the

property of Mr. Grinstead. That was the list boarded the night

before, and a great field it made, too, and alough one to pick a

winner in. It was big money from the jump off, Chesapeake
being a warm favorite, a specimen pool being: Chesapeake
$600, Ascension $325, Searcher $250, Ten Broeck S200,
Verdigris $120, Bob Woolley $100, and the Held $200. I

wasn't betting much. It was too tough a race for me, and I

only just bought one small ticket on Ascension, thinking that

perhaps I might hit it.

"The next day was a beauty, and about 11 o'clock a friend

of mine came and told me that Price McGrath had declared

his intention of starting Aristides as well as Chesapeake,
calculating to make the running for the former. This did

not seem to affect the betting any, us Aristides had made such
a poor showing at Lexington nobody supposed he would be

in it, and in this opinion his owner concurred, he not expect-

ing him to do more than a mile at the rate he would have to

cut the pace. After Capt. CottrilFs mare Bonaventure had
won the first r*ce, thanks to Billy Lakeland's good ridiog,

his filly Ascension became quite a tip for the Derby, and the

betting was hot and heavy, there being about 1S,'»00 people

on the grounds. It would be hard to imagine a prettier

scene thau those fifteen Btarters presented as they cavorted

and pranced about the starting post. TenBroeck, with Monroe
Kelso in the Harper colors, orange and criniBon; Ascension,

with Billy Lakeland, in the red with white sash of Capt.
Cottrill; Searcher, with Colston in the saddle; the McGrath.

pair, with tbe two colored jocks, Lewis and Henry, in the

orange and green, on Aristides and Chesapeake, and Bob
Woolley, a rather undersized brown colt, with Walker up in

the orange and black stripes of Robinson & Moran, attracting

the most attention. Volcano, Verdigris and Vagabond delayed

the start for some time, the two former being evidently

impatient to get away while the other hung back; but at last

the flag went down and the cry went up 'They're off,' Vol-

cano's blue and white colors being in front, and Chesapeake,

the favorite, bringing up the rear. The pace was a terrific

one from the start, as they swept around into the stretch

pretty well bunched, with Volcano, Verdigris and Aristides

in the front rank, and Enlister, Vagabond and Chesapeake
acting as the file closers.

"At the end of the first half mile, run in the fast time of

50£ seconds, Volcano was first by half a length, with Verdi-

gris second and Aristides a close third, and at the quarter-

pole, in 1-.16.V, the latter had drawn up even with Verdigris,

Volcano stilfshowing the way. The fast pace had now com-
menced to tell its tale on the rest of the field, and they were
beginning to string out. When the leaders finished the mile

it was easy enough to see that there were but three in it if

they could only keep up the clip. At this point, in 1:43J,
Aristides had given Verdigris the go by and was lapped on
the leader. Verdigris being close up, however. Rounding
the lower turn Aristides headed Volcano, and entering the

stretch he was nearly a length to the good and running
easily. Lewis, his jock, now looked around for Chesapeake,
with whom McGrath had declared to win, but he was away
back in the ruck, and Volcano and Verdigris were danger-

ously near.

"Price McGrath, who stood there, signalled Lewis to go on,

and the jockey obeyed. Volcano came again with a game
rnsh in the straight, and reaching Aristides' quarters the pair

run a close race home, the orauge and green gaining slightly

at the finish, and finishing first by a short length, amid the

Sheers of the fielders, in 2:37ij, the fastest time ever niude

by a three-year-old up to that tunc. Verdigris was third, two
lengths away, Bob Woolley fourth, Ten Broeck fifth and the

rest nowhere, so I tore np the ticket I had bought on
Ascension. The talent were dazed, and men looked at each

other in a paralyzed sort of way for a moment, and then, as

Lewis returned with 'the red horse,' a name given to Aristides

because of his peculiar color, to weigh in. the cheers burst

forth anew. That was the first Kentucky Derby, aud it was
won by the rankest sort of a rank outsider, and it is a matter

of record that the favorites have not won it very often siuee."

The Chicago delegation who went down to St. Louis were
well repaid for their journey by backing the wonderfnl son of

King Wilkes in the free-for-all. In this race Oliver K. fully

demonstrated his ability—when properly balanced—to beat

the sensational cracks of the turf. Since his defeat in this

city Doble has made a change in his shoeing, and the result

was apparent to all wbo saw the horse in both races. It is

the intention of Budd to take Oliver K. to California, and
I give him moderate work through the winter, and in 1887 he
expects to have a great horse.

Ormonde's St. Leger was worth £4,175, and the victory

was tbe first in that race which has fallen to the Duke of

Westminster.

What Killed Brighton Beach.

The statements made from time to time in the turf column
of the Mail and Express, in relation to blackmail, are confirmed
iu pretty strong stylo by one of the officers of the now defunct
Brighton Beach Association. The officer is Judge Wheeler,
and his sutement was in the editorial columns of last Friday's
Brooklyn Eagle. Here it is:

The reigu of blackmail began on tbe 2Sth day of Jnne,
1879, when the Brighton Beach Racing Association inaugur-
ated racing on Coney Island. It has, therefore, had an
uninterrupted period of prosperity of seven years, three
months and twenty days (measuring up to the time of the
enforced closing of the track, Out. 16, 18S6). Seven years,
three months and twenty days, of the continuous blackmailing
of one institution, aud thut institution organized for a noble
purpose— the improving of the breed of men as well as of
horses! Statistics are in course cf preparation to show how
much this systematic robbery has amounted to in the course
of these seven years and odd months. It will foot np a fear-
ful sum—amounting seme years to from 460,000 to £70, 000.
Matter is also being prepared showing who have been the
minions of King Blackmail—the unlawful, self-constituted
beneficiaries of the truck during these tyrannous yearns. Its
publication will be interesting reading, and a social tremor
will accompany it to which that which shook down Charles-
town was quite insignificant. The protean forms of power
which blackmail has taken will afford material for philosophic
study, and meditation, too. Now a friendly loan never to be
repaid; now a thousand-dollar contribution to the success of
somebody's campaign; now the enforced employment of hun-
dreds and hundreds of useless healers of the influential
persons of both parties; now the direct and unblushing
demand of political potentates; now an exhorbitant charge for
services, rendered or not as the case may have teen.

Mr. Battersby, treasurer, now promises to furnish the
public with a list of the blackmailers.

A recent case of attempted turf fraud cropped up at Liver-
pool, Eng., recently. It seems that Josiah Brett, trainer,
was churged with having, last April and on subsequent dates,
conspired with Matthew Charles Wigan and Alfred Laloubere,
alias Count Laloubere, to defraud Thomas U'eatherby, Secre-
tary of the United Border Hunters' Steeplechases, at Kelso,

.
and the stewards of the said steeplechases, and to obtain from

I them large sums of money by false pretences. Laloubere also
appeared to a summons charging him with having conspired
with Brett and Wigan to defraud Weatherby and otliers. It
was stated that Wigan had not yet been heard of, and it was
believed that he was out of the country. Whitten, whose
previous evidence was read over, said he had received a letter

from Brett asking him to ride the Turkey horse at Kelso.
He made arrangements with Wigan. Did not see Laloubere
in connection with the race. Harry Day, trainer, New-
market, said he was assisting in Sadler's stables last December
when the horse Freney was brought into the stables. In
February it was sold at Sandown. In August he saw the
horse in Liverpool, and on the first inst. at Aintree. Its
mane had been houghed and its tail docked. Freney was by
Lord Gough out of Rapine. Arthur James Roden, profes-
sional jockey, said he entered Brett's service last May, Brett
had then four horses—Freney, Nightingale, Deepdale and
Hose de Ragusa—aud the horse King Solomon came about a
month later. He had never heard of, nor had he ever seen
the Turkey horse. Laloubere had nothing to do with the
horses. Witness rode Deepdale at York, Cambridge, iu South
Wales, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Staveley and Skegness under
different names. In July Brett told witness he would have
to lake Freney to France. He met Wigan at the railway
station, and when the horse was unboxed witness found him-
self at Dumferline. He won the race with Freney, but did
not kuow what name the horse was to ran in or what was
given as the owner's name. The horse was objected to and
he took it back to Liverpool. While in Brett's service he
never heard of the horse by Candidate out of Turkey. Steel,

the trainer for Mr. Orr-Ev/ing, said he saw the horse entered
at the Kelso meeting in April as Mr. F. Moore's bay horse by
Candidate out of Turkey. At Dumferline he recognized the
same horse, which was running as Nil Desperaudum, with
Mr. H. Gilmour as owner. He had since, in company with
Day, seen the horse at Liverpool. Two witnesses, named
Moore and Gilmoui, said they had given no authority to
Wigan to use their names. The defendants were committed
for trial, bail being accepted.

In his "Four Georges" Thackeray gave it as his opinion
that the England of our ancestors was a merrier England than
we inhabit, and that the people, high and low, amused them-
selves very much more. "One hundred and twenty years
ago, " he says, "every town had a fair, and every village its

wake. The old poets have sung a hundred ditties about great
cudgel plr.yings, famous grinnings through borse-collars, great
May-pole meetings aud merrie dances. The girls used to run
races clad iu very light attire, and the kind gentry and good
parsons thought no shame in looking on." He adds, *'I nave
calculated the manner in which statesmen and persons of

condition passed their time, »ud, what with drinking and
dining and suppiDg and cards, wondered how they managed to

get through their business at all." That they did manage to

work, and to get through a considerable amount of it is quite
clear, and probably did so in consequence of taking their

pleasure first, for it should be remembered with our fore-

fathers, when the roost cock sounded his clarion they sounded
their horn, throwing off the hounds as soon as they could
distinguish a stile from a gate. But then the hare was
hunted to by the trail and the fox to his lair by the drag,

and as the scent grew warmer, the certainty of finding was
confirmed, the mu&io uf the pack increased, and, the game
being afoot, away went the houuds with a crash. Still, those
early honrs, those starlight rides to the covert side, must
have broken greatly into the nights' rest of "the squires of

old, who roused the day to the sound of the bngfe-horn."
especially when we think of the longish canter before starling

each had to take, as well of that hour's hairdres=ing with
powder and pomatum, and plaiting into a knot or club, as it

was called by their vnllets, each had to undergo. The pro-

tecting mud boots, the canteriug hack, the second horse in

the field, were all luxuries unknown to them, though one and
all indispensable to the hunting man of the present day.

The National Horse Show Association received an unusu-
ally large list of entries for tbe coming show at Madison
juare Garden, Nov. 1 to 6. The trotting classes are particu-

larly well represented. Don Cossacb and eight of his get are
now at tbe New York Driving Park, and will, as last year, be
one of the features of the exhibition. The thoroughbred type
will, as usual, be represented by the best specimens. The
heavy draft classes all filled well with entries by representa-

tive breeders. The carriage, saddle- and hunting classes are

up to tbe mark, and the outlook is most favorabli for thv best

exhibition ever held by the Association,

Eastern Notes.

Senator Beck of Kentucky is a great big, stalwart Scot, who
emigrated to the dark and bloody ground when but a youth,
to fortune and to fame unknown. For several years he acted
as superintendent of a blue-grass farm, but, believing that he
wasbetter fitted for the law, he studied hard and was admitted
to practice at the bar at Lexington, He soon rose to promi-
nence and formed a partnership with John C. Breckenridge,
then the idol of young Kentucky. Like most men raised
around Kentucky, Beck is fond of fist horses. When but a
young lawyer he was selected to act as distance judge during
one of the meetings of the Kentucky Association of Lexington,
Ky. In telling his#experience, the Senator says: "I was
proud of the honor conferred on me, and I took np my
position for the first race, determined to do my duty without
fear or favor. A friend of mine had a horse in the race, and
I was very anxious that he should win. When the start was
given I kept my eyes on him all around the course. He won,
and I was elated beyond measure until I was told that in my
excitement I had neglected to drop my flag and shut out two
horses that were clearly distanced. Then I was so chagrined
that I threw up my position and mentally resolved that I
would never act as a course official again. I kept iny word
for over twenty years, and then, after my friend Grinstead
had named his Waverly colt after me, 1 broke it to oblige a
an ruber of Kentucky friends. It was at Pimlico, near
Baltimore, the day that Parole, Tom Ochiltree and Ten
Broeck ran. Ten Broeck was the pet of Kentucky, and un-
friends thought it would be a great' thing for our state pride
if Kentucky's Seuator should, as judge, be among those who
pronounced Kentucky's greatest race-horse the victor of the
day. Well, I served as judge, but, toour disgnst, Parole won,
and Ten Broeck was but a bad second. L don't think I am a
success as a race official, and I don't intend to tempt fate

further in that direction."

The Chicago Inter-Ocean says: The entries for the thirteen

stiikes of the Washington Park Club, which closed on Oct.

15th, show a decided falling off when compared with last year,

a fact owing doubtless to the reason that it costs more money
to enter and start in the big events than it did a year ago.

The total number of entries is 902, aud these are divided

among ti>p different sbike? as follows: The American Derby
for 1SS7. I

'-'• nominations, the Sheridan Stakes 49, Drexcl 33,

Englewood 31, Hyde Park 88, Kenwood 54, Lakeside 62.

The four stakes for 1888 that closed are as follows: The
American Derby 112, the Sheridan Stakes 86, Englewood 68,

find the Hyde Park 80. It is a noticeable fact that J. B.
Haggin's California stable, which last year was so liberally

represented in the two-year-old events id this season, are

absent, he having nominated but seven colts to run next

season, all of which are in one stake, the American Derby,
while he has ten nominated for the same stake in 1S8S.

There are eighty-one owners represented in the list, many of

whom are new comers on the turf.

That The Bard is the three-year-old of 18' 6 few will deny.
Without detracting from the merits of Elkwood, Inspector

B , Montana Regent, Jim Gray and Sir Joseph, it may be
fairly claimed that he is the champion of his year. He has
started sixteen times, winning ten races, being second five

times and unplaced but once, and that in a race on the turf

at Sheepshead Bay, where, perhaps, the going did not suit

him. His gross winnings foot up 841,705, divided as follow*:

1 Preakness $1,575 I
2 Raritan $ 500

2 Belmont 300
;

1 Freehold 2. 350
Green Grass 1 Omnibus 8,500

2 Stud 500 I Choice 4,395

2 Emporium 2,120 j
1 September 3,900

1 Spendthrift 4,025 1 Jerome 3.000

1 Barnegat 1,815
j

1 Dixie 3,455

2 Stevens 500
I
1 Breckenridge 4,770

Tuesday week was a good day for "Lucky" Baldwin at

Washington, it being the opening day of the National Jockey
Club meeting. He won the Autumnal Handicap with Volante,

and ran first, second and third for the Arlington Stakes with
Grisette, Laredo and Goliah. Laredo could have won, but
was cased up at the finish in favor of his stable companion.
Volante carried the top weight of the handicap, 125 lbs., and
ran the mile and a half in 2:36i. The Dwyers' cast-off Rich-

mond was the leader entering the stretch, but quit at the first

touch of the whip. Gleaner won the opening dash of six fur-

longs in 1:15}, securiog his eleventh consecutive victory.

The son of Glenelg is a great bread-winner. The other
winners were Millie and Pegasus on the flat and Abraham in

the steeple-chase. The latter's victory was unexpected, and
mutuals paid §91.

The affairs of the National Trotting Association are in an
awful muddle. The amount which should have passed into

the Treasurer's hands for suspensions is SC42.8-J8.97; of this

sum $417,S63.35 has been roceived. and the accounts for the

littler have been kept on "scraps of paper." An expert, who
has examined these "scraps of paper," states that the balance
shown to be on baud is $24,640.05, which is S15, 336.74 more
than the amount reported by the secretary at the last Con-
gress. Evidently Mr. Vail's despotic rule of the affairs of the

National Trotting Association is drawing to a close, and a
gloomy one at that.

The family of King Wilkes which are to represent their

sire at the Nalional horse show this week, are Gracie Wilkes,

1S82, dam Grace Roeers (thoroughbred) by Master Lightfoot,

son of Lexington. Bay gelding Sheedrake, yearling brotherto

Gracie Wilkes. Anna Wilkes, b f, 15^ hands, dam Suffolk by
Conklin's Abdallab, sire of Rams. Lncy Wilkes, b f, 15f
hands, two years old, dam Puzzle by Celebre, (he out of the

dam of Rarus), second dam Grace Rogers. The string belong
to Mr. R. B. Couklin.

«,

Glenarm, a bay stallion, by Constitution, and owned by
Mr. C. P. Drake, trotted a mile agaiust time to beat 2:30, in a
wagon at Lewiston, Me., for a bet of S100. Iu the first

attempt the old man with scythe had the best of it, Glenarm
covering the distance in 2:39|; in the second attempt he won
his owner's money by getting around in 2:2S 1-5. 2:30 is the
best time ever made in a wagon in Maine.

The Island Park Trotting Association of Albany and Troy,
N. Y., recently held a reunion and dinner to celebrate the

close of the seasoD. The racing was done by horses belong-

ing to members of the association, and honor more than
wealth was the coveted prize. Thiscustom might b>: h

more in its observance than breach by the fair associ

California.

The famous horse Harold left but one represents
pad he won many a eood race nuriogthe

i
i
cent race one .-this pasterns was fatally in;

the oolt had to bo destroyed last week.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In ibeir kennels, inall instances writing plainly names of sire and dam

and of grand p-irenta, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr. T. N. Andrew's, St. Bernard bitch Midget, whelped. Oct

1st, sis—four dogs, two bitches—five living, to Sailor.

A Probable Fraud-

Editor Breeder and Sfortssias:—As is well known, I

have for mftDy months had at my place and in my charge

Mr. J. Martin Barney's pointer dog Tom Pinch by Wise's

Tom—Colburn's Belle. It has been my endeavor to care prop-

erly for the dog and guard him against all overt acts, and the

safeguards used make it impossible for strangers to gain access

to any of the animals with the care of which I have been

favored. Exercising so much care, you may judge with what

indignation I heard last week that some person in San

Francisco claimed to own a bitch in whelp to the dog and

about to litter. The story is this: Mr. P. D. Linville was

approached by a man who had with him a pointer bitch which

he claimed to own, and which, he said, was the winner of

tirst in the class for pointer bitches under fifty pounds at the

last Sau Francisco dog show. The man stated further that

he had bred his bitch to Tom Pinch surreptitiously and

offered Mr. Linville a puppy of that breeding. I desire to

stamp the man referred to as a common liar, and to warn all

sportsmen not to touch any pointer puppy for which is given

a oedigree by Tom Pinch and the bitch referred to, which was

Beauty. Only one bitch was shown in the light class, and

she was entered as owned by P. J. Powers, and Darned Beauty.

I shall take measures to trace the man who approached Mr.

Linville, and shall not hesitate to tell the whole truth about

him and his doings. Geo. T. Allender,

Oct. 29, 1886, Proprietor Marin County Kennels.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The above club held their regular monthly meeting in

Parlor A., Palace Hotel, on the 3d inst., Col. Stuart Taylor
presiding.

After the reading of the minutes of the last monthly meet-

ing and the meeting of the Executive Committee held Oct.

26tb, the treasurer reported a balance of ©111 cash on hand
and all bills paid. Tfie election of members being then iu

order the Committee on Admissions presented the following

eighteen names: Henry C. Golcher, A. L. Seligtnan, Chas. D.
Luiug, A. B. Grosh, W. K. Eckart. John Sluan, O. Shatter

Howard, Hall McAllister, Jr., Matt Kerr. Harry Wort, Edward
C. Fay, all of this city, and Fred. A. Taft, Truckee; M. P.
HcKoon, El Cajon; George B. Polhemus, Cayote; Hon. M. E.

C. Monday, Petaluma; J. Lawrence Watson, Glen Ellen; C.

L. Ecklon, Folsoin; J. Martin Barney, Lowell Hill, all of

whom were ballottedfor and unanimously elected. Secretary

Watson presented a blank form of entry for the stud book, as

recommended by the Executive Committee, which, after con-

siderable debate and some alterations to make it more binding
and correct, was adopted. He also presented a draft of cir-

cular to be sent to all known dog men in the State, calliug

attention to and accompanied by entry blanks. It is hoped
for the benefit of all interested that owners of dogs will avail

themselves of this opportunity to register their dogs, usiDg
tho greatest possible care to make the entries as full and correct

as possible. A committee will be appointed to investigate all

entries.

Coursing.

The Newark Coursing Club will hold a meeting at Newark
Park to-morrow. The stakes are:

The Fall Cup—All ages; unlimited; at $5 each; the winner
to receive, in addition to a first-money prize, a valuable silver

cup, the gift of Mrs. John Dngan.
The Fall Prize—For dogs beaten in the first round of the

cup, the winner to receive a handsome coursing trophy.
The November Poppy Stakes—For an unlimited number of

greyhound puppies, under eighteen months old, at §5 each.

The officers to conduct the meeting are: F. L. Macondray,
John Grace and Samuel O.Gregory, field stewards; W. Halpin,

slip steward; John Perrigo, flag steward; James B. McCarthy,
judge; James Wren, slipper. The grounds have greatly

improved since the last ineeLiug. Hares are reported to be
abundant and in fine condition.

I li California Club will bold its fall meeting at Merced on
the 17th and 18th inst. The members of the club and their

friends will leave the city on the 16th inst.

Tne System of Judging.

The recent correspondence that has taken place on this

subject has become rather amusing, writes the editor of the

Eu^'isl1 Kennel Gazette, as two very worthy champions put
their heads together to make the world wiser, and just as they
had laid aside their weapons of warfare, or rather, we may
say, of peace, up jumps a third opponent to declare that
the co-champions have been fighting on his private

ground. This might lead up to a very pretty little play,

but we must express an opinion that the single-handed

warrior has, to a great extent, proved his case, although
we arc- sorry to see that such au old practiced hand
has not been couvinced yet by hard and fast results. It has
been tolerably clear, ever since shows of all kinds have been
inaugurated, that no system of judging c<tu be absolutely per-

fect. Man is not infallible, and if called upuu to use the best

of his abilities for the fulfillment of any 9pecufic task, he may
fail. In the use of his judgment only he is still more likely

to falter, as circumstances may induce him tod viate slightly,

aud his nerves at one moment or another may result

in a deliberate or prolonged decision, with all the differ-

ence. As regards judging dogs in particular, it is

bnt natural to suppose that the long-established owner
of a breed is more likely to arrive at his decisions
correctly than another of less experience; but this has not
always been the case, as can be very easily seen by anyone
who has been associated with dog shows for any length of

time. Some of the most experienced breeders have proved
very poor judges, and in nearly every case it would be very
unjust to impute motives for a large amount of the eccen-
tricities and disparities seen. We are quite aware that

judges have even contradicted their own awards at different

show's within the same month, and in doiDg so they have
certainly shown a want of the best quality that should belong

to a judge, namely, consistent; but if the records are

searched through it will be found that the offenders in this

way have not, as a rule, been practiced judges; and there are

plenty of proofs to show that the novice hands, or those
judging but rarely, have in most cases committed such errors.

However, it is quite necessary to have fresh blood infused
into the list of judges at very frequent periods, and those in

authority or in a position to observe, are the best entitled to

decide as to the competency of any individual to judge. The
greatest errors in judging dogs that we have ever seen have
been committed by those who would have been least expected
to give such results. Sporting men who have had a breed
perhaps all their lives, and occupying such high social posi-

tions as to render them quite beyond suspicion, have given

the oddest decisions that could well be imagined, and it

could be perceived often enough that their method of judging
was quite of a character to confuse themselves as well as

other people. There is, then, the man who is biased to one
particular quality, such as to legs and feel, or necks and
shoulders, or to a type that nothing can wean him from, and
in consequence he neglects everything else. The nervous,
good-natured man, who does not like to give the least offense

to any one, is another bete noire in the list of judges; and the

well-meaning man, who is probably honest enough in all his

intentions, but who is known as a buyer and seller of dogs,

must sometimes be avoided, because the public may regard
him with suspicion.
What is a committee to do with all such well-known

difficulties to contend with? A practical experience has
shown too painfully that if a committee does not perform
the duty of selecting judges, but reposes that trust

to the exhibitors, this confusion is only confused.

There was never a greater fiasco than at Nottingham,
where the election of the judges by the exhibitors was
tried. To begin with, the most ludicious mistakes were made
in the choice of persons thought eligible. One judge so elected

had been dead six months, and others, whose names appeared
in a list as defeated candidates, took umbrage at such a test

of their popularity being resorted to without any permission.

This latter objection would be sufficient to stamp the plan as

au impossible one, as allowing that some people like to be
posed before the public, many others have a great dislike to

anything of the sort. There was a great flourish of trumpets
on the eve of the Nottingham show in question, announcing
that the greatest sportsmen and highest in the land were com-
prised in the list of the elected judges; but the upshot of it

was that no show was ever worse judged, and as some decid-

edly shady individuals did creep in amongst the elected ones,

there was more than one memorable scandal that helped, at

any rate, to close the doors of the National Canine Society.

Under such a system there can be no check to prevent inter-

ested persons from forwarding the claims of their own candi-

dates, or any preventive against improper persons appear-
ing amongst a list of judges. A breed may belong to a ring,

and such a combination could elect its own judge, no matter
how objectionable such an individual might be in the eyes of

a respectable committee. Opportunities would be afforded

also to ring the changes, by one circle of friends being elected

for on one occasion, and a return of compliments on the next.

We feel convinced that these objections, and many more,
have never been sufficiently weighed by the advocates of

judges, by election on the part of exhibitors, as in the present

case we are perfectly aware that the best and most disinter-

ested intentions prompted the writers in the correspondence
alluded to, and their doughty opponent has always had our
sincere esteem for honesty of purpose, albeit that his ideas

about Home Rule are not exactly our own. We assert that it

must be left to a committee to elect judges. In private counsel
its members can discuss the peculiarities or the eligible quali-

ties of everyone proposed, aud the pros aud cons of every
important point can only be made clear at such discussions.

After this the best system must be to publish the names of

the judges before the entries are made, as this gives everyone
the opportunity to do as he pleases; ,and if the list of dog-
show judges may not be perfect—and we fear it never will be
—those who are invited to take such responsibilities upon
themselves are exposed to the full glare of public opinion and
press criticism, and whether they continue to be dog-show
judges or not, is chiefly decided in one way or other by the

vox populi.

YACHTING.
Very early in the year 1878, Mr. Lester Wallack, the cele-

brated actor, at that time the owner of the famous schooner

Columbia, was elected Commodore of the Brooklyn Yacht

Club, and he was, I think, its last commodore for many
years. In a little speech which he made on assuming his
office, Mr. Wallack fraukly confessed that he was no great
sailor aud no great yachtsman. He was, as all know, a very
estimable gentleman, but about the most unsuitable person
that the club could have selected, in view of its waning
fortune, to take the executive charge.

I may mention, as something which has had a decided
influence for good on American yachting, that during the
winter of 1S78 Mr. A. Gary Smith, by invitation of the Sea-
wanhaka Yacht Club, delivered a series of lectures before its

members at Delmonico's, on Naval Architecture. The
information thus obtained has been supplemented by study
in other quarters, and the result has been the introduction of

a better class of yachts, and more perfectly tilted than before.

It was in the early pavtuf IS7S that the keel schooner Intrepid
was built at Brooklyn by the Poillous, from a design by Mr.
A, Cary Smith. While upon the stocks she was very exten-
sively criticised. It was asserted that she was too fiue for-

ward, her "dead flat" too far aft, that she would bury in
driving hard, etc. She falsified the predictions of these wise
people by proving a success in every way, aud was one of the
finest yachts in the fleet. Her owner, Mr. Lloyd Pheoix,
being an expert navigator, has made several foreign cruises

in her.

—

Capt. Coffin, in Outing.

The season is over for the majority. Cruises for 1S86 are
a thing of the past where company can be depeuded upon.
Lurline and Hulcyou will be moored side by side in the slough
near Antioch. Aggie will have a quiet berth .it Benicia.
Casco is snugly covered up iu Oakland Creek. What Nellie
will do is yet uncertain, but Chispa will be kept under canvas
throughout the winter. Neither southeaster nor norwesters
have any terrors for Commodore Gntte.

Nellie had a delightful cruise last Sunday. Au early start

was made from Front-street wharf. The yacht was headed
for Sau Pablo, in light airsand a smooth sea. Red ltock, The
Brothers and Pinole were passed, then she was hauled on the
wind aud made a fine run back to The Brothers iu a strong
breeze, which died out at Red Rock. The drift buck to Front-
street wharf was very pleaB&nl and enjoyed thoroughly by
htr owner, J. M. Donahue, and a small party of friends who
were on board.

Oakland Canoe Club.

On Sunday there was quite a fair sailing breeze on the
creek and the Zoe Mou, Mystic and Falcon did some 6ne
sailing, and located a place for the picnic on Tuesday. The
Zephyr was also out and distanced the larger boats in splendid
style coming home. When the canoemen assembled on Tues-
day morning there was not a ripple on the creek, and it looked
very much like as if the race for the second class boats would
be a failure; but, though bad for racing it was pleasant in the
warm sunshine, and presently there was quite a fleet afloat
ready to take the ladies down to Mr. Von Schmidt's big rafts,
which had been chosen for a lunching place and view of the
race. The following caaoes took part: Mvstie, Zoe Mou,
Zephyr, Coney Island, Waif, Shadow, Columbia, Falcon, two
yawls, and several whitehalls. It took some time to get
up to the basin, the breeze being so very light, and, on
arriving, it was decided to have luncheon first in hopes of it

springing up later. Ample justice was done to the
substantials by all, and it was a good thing that the
canoeists are accustomed to lake along lots to eat,
for there were fully thirty-five to forty people to orovide
for on this occasion. By the time lunch was done quite a nice
little breeze had got up from the north-east, and the canoes
were promptly dispatched to a good start. Waif took the lead
at once leaving the rest rapidly, Falcon second. Shadow got
a bad start but kept pulling up. Waif kept her distance right
through, winning by some three minutes, Falcon second half
a length ahead of Shadow. By this time it was beginning to
get chilly, and a general move was made for home, which was
reached about 5:30. The ladies expressed themselves much
pleased with their expedition, and are beginning to lose their
distrust in the stability of the light craft, and to be willing to
enjoy a spin up and down the creek as much as the greatest
enthusiasts could wish. There are rumors that there may
shortly be some lady skippers managing their own canoes.

CLASS FIRST AND SECOND.

Course East Oakland basin, triangular distance, two miles.
Prize, miniature bottle of Bourbon.

Sailed by

Mystic
Zoe Mou
Waif
Coney Island,

Zephyr
Columbia
Shadow
Falcon

W. W. Blow..
H. Darueal.

.

F. Tallaut...
E, R. Cooper,
A. H. Blow.

.

P. Gonzalez..
G.T.Wright.,
Abe Gump. .,

3:00

S't Finish Time

3:41:001 41 KM)

3:43:00! 43:00
3:46:00; 40:00
3:45 :30J 45:30
3:46:45; 46:45

3:50:30 50:30
3:50:00* 50:00
3:51:45 51:45

Allow-
ance

Allows
:48

2.-OS

1:09

1:52

2:0}
1:26

:14

Cor.
Time

41:00
42:12
43:52
44:21

44:53
4S:29
48:34
51:31

SECOND CLASS.

Course East Oakland basin, triangular distance, two miles.
Prize, the Edwards' Silver Cup.

Canoes Sailed by

WaiE iF.Tallant
Falcon ;Abe Gump
Shadow JG. Wright
Columbia |P, Gonzalez. .

.

Start | Finish

2:07 2:49:00

2:54:00

2:54:30

Did not finish.

Time

~42l00
47:00
47:30

In Outing, for October, Captain Coffin says, speaking of the
first introduction of the catamaran by Herreshoffs: "For an
open yacht the catamarans are superior to all others in every
way. They are faster, safer, handier. They will not only
sail fast but they will lie still." In the face of these well
recognized facts it is surprising that there is not a larger fleet
of this type iu our waters, but tho complicated fastenings and
bolting together of the double hull is doubtless the real draw-
back to their being more extensively built.

ROD.
"Petrouella," in satisfaction of a promise pending since

long ago, writes for ns this week part of a description of her
last summer outing. That it is graphic, Doetio and philo-
sophic goes without saying—she wrote it! That it will
interest all healthy lovers of the angle we are sure.

The open season ior catching brook trout and salmon tront
with rod and line came to an end on Sunday last. From now
until April 1st every honorable angler should take what
means he can to prevent illicit aud illegal fishing in streams,
lakes and ponds. Anglers need not lay aside their fishing
tackle, for during the present mouth and for many weeks to
come there will be the usual run of salmon tront from the
bay and oceau into the streams. These fish cau be taken in
tide water. Unfortunately the limit of tide water is not
clearly deliued, aud too often unscrupulous lishermeu follow
the streams nearer to the headwaters than to tide water, and
take whatever fish they can. It is this pernicious custom
that so ofteu wrings lamentations from conscientious anglers
when they find Iheir favorite stream depleted of fish before
the first week of the open season has passed.

A Summer Outing:. No. 1.

Heishts.
-Ascending the

mther wo bring
Om Innecl miseries to the rook;

Ami iLe whole Sight, will, pestering wing.
Vanish, irmurtug,—

. . dedicated blocks
Wblch who can tell wbal mason laid?

—"Monad I." ! in

The diotuni of :\ celebrated writer, that a man must love his
work and not be always looting over the edge of it to see
where his play begins if he would wiu a priEe iu life, is true
beyond all question. And yet there come times to the best of
ns when we need some chauge from the unbroken routine of
daily effort, some Soma juice to deaden the effect of the small
stingiug tribe of business cares and worries that throng our
way. Men, there are, who claim to gel this necessary relief
from the study of philosophy; aud, in leisure moment's, they
follow Socrates to the market place aud listen with rapt
attentiou to his nr^uments on justice and piety, or
walk with Plato iu the groves of the academy and con-
verse on the immortality of the soul, or help constrnot
theoretio republics. But my constitution seems to demand
a different course of treatment. I hnve not the needful
interest iu philosophy. It appears to me a medicine we
are more fond of reoommending to others than of apply-
ing to our own sore joints. When the brain wearies of
all its creations, or becomes absolutely unable to create, and
the body is in a generally bruised condition from the rub-
bing of life's baruess, it takes something more than nncom-
fortable truths, stated in terse language, to bring one backtoa
condition of cheerful activity. My thoughts are then dis-
turbed by visions of running streams, blue skies and budding
trees, and, in imagination, I am casting my finely braidei5
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trout line over the unsuspecting head of some member of the
family salmofontinalis. Such was my condition of mind and
body in the early part of the present year, and it determined
me to seek a rest as far from civilization as possible. Had I
been willing to tarn myself into an enlarged exclamation
point, for the gratification of friends, Imight]bave gone to the
Tosemite with a party of merry young pleasure-seekers; but I
had Dot grace enough left to do it. All my desires carried me
in another direction, and Webber Lake, in the bosom of the
far and high Sierras, seemed to offer every balsam for my needs
With courage and energy, born of the eager desire for free-
dom, I worked my business into the best possible shape,
talked nervous clients round to a state of calmness sufficient
to keep them above water for a fortnight, made steady,
sensible ones see things as I did, and locked the door of
my private office witn a sharp click expressive of my
firm determination to be off. No exile returning to
his native laud after long years of banishment ever
felt keener joy than rushed over me when, on the morn-
ing of June ISth, with fly-rods in hand, I boarded the ferry
boat that connected with the day train running between
San Francisco and Renoj It was a beautiful morning in spite
of the faint haze that rested lightly on the far green hills
like a first sorrow on the heart of youth. As I glanced back
from my seat on deck Titan Tamalpais bared his scarred
brow to the morning sunlight, and the haze on every side
broke into light clouds that left broad sweeps of blue between.
A faint swell under bright glancing wavelets stirred the
waters of the bay, and busy tugs—swift gossips of the port-
plied constantly to and fro intent on tilling up the measure of
their usefulness. On board the « 'white-winged 1 " ships, so
snugly moored in different parts of the harbor, saucy tars
might be seen about their duties, and from each topmast
bloated an ensign. It was a cheerful, busy scene, yet in my
worn mood I was glad to get away from it to my cosy seat in
the parlor car. Wh3n we had taken leave of our Athenian
suburb—Oakland—and gone well beyond West Berkeley,
alternate glimpses of water, marsh and farm land formed "a
pleasant background formy dreamy thoughts.

It has always seemed to me that perfect quiet within and
•without was necessary to the full enjoyment of nature; and
I have often remarked that people who keep continually
rushing around in the vain endeavor to absorb every detail of
a scene, while travelling, miss the grandeur of the whole. I

The most complete sensation ot enjoyment is not reached
|

rom tile simple view of a scene, but comes with the feeling
|

which the view inspires. In excited action that feeliDg is

dissipated and all full effect destroyed. So this morning I

was well contented with my quiet loneliness and better

pleased the farther we went. Even the Suisun marshes, with
their dead level of green, were made gay to my sight by
imaginary water-nixies who gamboled in the shade of typka
and tule. And the demure club house of the Tule Belle
called to memory many a happy day when ducks flew well

and the club "Betsy" was not too large a winner. After
leaving Elmira, a low, continuous range of bills on the left

and pleasant orchard country on the right opened up our
way to the golden grain fields of the Suisun plains, which, in

turn, made the Briggs' vineyard, with its broad stretch of
green vines and gently flowing Putah creek, a delight to

the eye. Now a growth of willow and oak tell we are Bear-
ing some goodly watercourse, and swift as thought could
speed we have crossed the sluggish and travel stained Sacra-
mento river, and are puffing into the depot at Sacramento in

time for lunch—that is if one is not in the habit of taking
that meal exactly at midday. Even with an appetite well
sharpened by an early breakfast and several boors' ride, I

realized how unfair it would be to judge the State capital

altogether by the quality of its sandwiches and coffee. For
this reason I spent as short a time in refreshing myself as
was consistent with health, and took a turn around in the
neighborhood of the depot. Bat alas, for the good intentions

of man! No more imposing picture remains in my mind
than of a bustling railroad centre brightened np by myriads
of graceful maidens clad in the daintiest of summer gowns.
And I am even obliged to make the humiliating confession
that too-protracted gazing at these fair descendants of Eve
came very near causing me to lose my train, which was just
beginning to creep out of the depot when I threw myself on
board and found the seat where I had previously bestowed
my traps.

Swiftly we stole away from the yellow Sacramento fringed

with willows, and gliding slowly in and out under the golden
sunlight like some huge, topaz-tinted serpent seeking a hiding
place. And even more swiftly we crossed the brave Ameri-
can that bears its load of slickens as the human heart learns

to bear sorrow in melancholy silence. Not all the brightness
of the Sacramento valley, with its rich fields of grain and
sturdy, sentinel oaks, could dispel the heavy feeling of sad-

ness that gathered over me at sight of these noble streams so

laden down by foul refuse. NeitheT was I cheered by the
reflection that their condition is typical of the condition of the
human race whose natural free-flowing goodness and nobility

is weighed down by the mixed deposits of various sins.

But sadness of all kinds would soon lose power over me,
for I was neariDg new and grander scenes. Even now from
the car window I could catch glimpses of a tall peak of the

Sierra Nevada—a Dominican mother, hooded and cloaked in
white, keeping steady and faithful watch over her lesser

sisters. Then Rocklin was passed and we were in the
glorious mountain land. No moan of the sea here, no
glimpse of her gray vestments, no odor of her salt breath!

All clear sky and spicy air and warm sunshine! While the

country around was like a hero armed for battle: on one side

the massive blocks of granite from Penryn quarry, on another
the firm cobble wails of Bloomer Cut, and farther on solid

bars of iron from a mountain mine told tales of strength and
solidity that made all weaker things seem petty and mean.
But here, too, bloomed tne mountain lilac and spread the
twisted manzanita, and at many places fruit could be had
which rivaled in delicious freshness every product of the
valleys. Before such a combination of grace and power my
cares grew dim aB the vivid red of the sarcodes sanguinea
pale3 in the light of sunbeams.
The red and yellow streaks—glowing reminders of the days

of hydraulic mining—now visible in many places on the far

mountain side, turned my mind, for a short time, away from
the scene around me, and as the train rushed on through a
forest growth of oak and maple, pine and fir, my thoughts
went back to the time of gravel mining when fiery argonauts
unclasped the golden girdle of California and gave her
treasures to the world. Fancy in a trice called the eager band
to my side. Even those among them "who drooped and
fainted in the fierce race for wealth" roamed amid the moun-
tain Bbadows, their hollow cough mocking the gay song of a

_
hearty brother well satisfied with his claim. But as the train

' suddenly came to a stand-still Jthey all vanished, and Hooked
out alone on the grand, wild features of Cape Horn. The scene,

for a moment, took me in its grasp and thrust speech and
thought away; then a picture of steep, bold canyons, covered
with a nebulous cloud of purple, of a noble river made foul

and impure by man, and of a mighty mountain rent almost in

twain, painted uself on my memory. It is there still—mv
amulet to charm away whatsoever is lowand mean, and to helpme keep God's heights of life in view. Earthly heights there
were now in plenty on every side of me, with wide stretches
of distance between and soft shadows hiding all jagged rough-
ness. How wonderful is this ethereal veil of nature' Seen
through it the gaping wounds left in the mountain at Dutch
Flat and Gold Run by hydraulic mining lost half their raw
ugliness. As an offset to these melancholy towns came
beautiful Blue Canyon—a shy mystic robed in gold and azure
—and a glimpse of the waters of the American as pure and
sparkling as they leave their source. Then we entered the
snow-sheds, and life, for an hour or two, became a misery. I
know these snow-sheds are an absolute necessity and that not
a word must be said against them, so I bow to the unalterable
and only lament the fact that necessary things are generally
disagreeable. There were bright spots, though, as we sped
along, when a glimpse of a bit of rugged rock, or a cluster of
tall pines would repay one for long half hours of blinking.
And perhaps it was due to the manner in which we were
housed that the sharp air of the summit did not form too
intimute an acquaintance with our noses. At any rate, I
know that everyone, myself included, appreciated the fall
broad view of Donner Lake, nestled low amid its pines like
an Indian maiden in the forest of her forefathers, the more
from previous imprisonment. I wish I could be equally sure
that all kept the memory of its pure waters as a safeguard
against the seductive influence of the eighteen first and last
"chances" of Truckee, which was r-»ached some time after
my appetite had begun to clamor for dinner.
Kind friends had whispered to me what it was to spend a

night in Trucked, unless I could get a backroom—an admoni-
tion that made me careful. With discretion proclaiming
itself from every feature, I sought out the landlord of the
hotel nearest the railroad, made my wants known, and was
quickly installed in a room that claimed first cousinship with
the kitchen. To remove the dust of travel and get readv for
what I hoped would be a substantial meal, was but a work of
a few moments, and I soon found myself seated in the dining-
room with an attentive waiter at my elbow. I was placed at
table with a judge, a doctor, and a politician, whose con-
versation led me to suppose that they had recently been fish-
ing and had brought in some trout, "which," said the elder
of the party, "is most fortunate, for my teeth always draw the
line at Truckee beefsteak." I found that my teeth performed
the same feat as the old gentleman's, and was much relieved
when he asked me to share his trout. I am quite confident
the delicious morsel kept my shade from haunting the chief
of the kitchen that night. Although there was not much to
see, I would have enjoyed wandering about the town with my
new-found acquaintances that evening, and even a quiet
rubber at whist would not have been objectionable, but pre-
monitory symptoms of a headache, due, without doubt, to the
rarity of the air, made me forego both and seek my bed very
early. During the night I awoke but once, and then the wild
ringing of bells and strange puffings and roarings made me
imagine, for a moment, that I had reached the habitation of
which a good old deacon used to tell me tales in childhood.
I waited for no summons next morning, but was up and
abroad in the sharp morning air, that spoke plainly of the
near neighborhood of snow, before there was much stir in the
town. Breakfast seemed just a trifle worse than dinner, but
my appetite had lost all fastidiousness, and I ate gristle with
the best of them. Thus fortified I went out under the clear,
blue sky and into the dazzling sunlight to look around'.
Nothing would please me better than to say a good word for
Trackee, which, doubtless, has its uses—most ugly things
have. But, as I wandered about and let my glanceB rest first

upon the snowy mountain peaks on every side and then upon
the low wooden houses and innumerable railroad tracks of
the town, I was bound to confess that, aside from the natural
grace of its situation, beauty was not there. All the mountain
sides in the neighborhood had been robbed of their timber,
principally for use in the Comstock mine, and their bald
fronts were as pitiful a sight under the morning sunshine as
a man without honor, or a woman without virtue.
That portion of Chinatown which lay close to the Truckee

River had been recently burned, and "its smouldering rains
were still poisoning the air with detestable odors. A number
of the frightened denizens, who were glad to escape with their
lives, had found refuge among brothers or cousins across the
way, and looked curiously at me as I stood on the bridge that
crossed the river near their quarters. But my thoughts were
far from them and their condition. 1 was watching the dark
green waters of the river, heavy with sawdust and other
refuse, and wondering if it were one of the highest arts of
modern civilization to render every pure and beautiful stream
unfit for all the uses of natural existence.
"The old Romans knew better. They thought the Tiber

worthy of prayers. We consider ourselves immeasurably
superior to them, and dedicate our streams to saw-mills and
slaughter houses." Anger and disgust got the better of my
calmness, and I spoke aloud. Aly last words brought forth a
laugh near me. I turned quickly, prepared to argue the
proposition, and looked straight into the honest blue eyes of
my friend, Joe Graves.
"What in the name of common sense brought you here?'' I

said, laughing as I grasped his hand.
"I don't think there was much common sense about it. I

came up to fish the American, and found it too full. Yuba
ditto, so wandered over here. Where are you bound?"
"To Webber. Come along."
Joe made a terrific grimace. He hated lake fishing. Bat

he wasf jud enough of me to put up with a good many things,
so I began to walk aloDg, pretty sure of his final conclusion.
I was not disappointed. In a moment he had made up his
mind to go, and was in a frantic state lest we should miss the
stage.

As it was we were none too soon. The Tahoe stage, laden
to its last inch, was just leaving, and the uncovered red wagon
that carried jolly anglers to Webber was ready to take its

place.

"Choose your seat, old fellow," said Joe, with that generous
self-forgetfulness which always makes him the best of com-
panions.

"Oh, I don't care what seat I have. Get in."

"What's the use of talking like that? Ton know you like a
straight-out look at the country. Jump up there by the
driver."

I did as he suggested, and watched with quiet amusement
while he fixed himself on the back seat.

"There now, driver, start up your four prancing steeds," he
said at last, settling himself comfortably with his soft hat
shading his eyes.

Rare old Joe! He knew how well I loved the mountain
scenes through which we were about to take our way!

It was now between eight and nine in the morning, and the
air was mild and spring-like. As we went slowly along the
up-hill road that leads from Truckee, locusts were chirping
vigorously in the sparse growth of pine and tamarack by the
wayside, and white, fleecy clouds sailed across the wide
expanse of blue sky like ships across an open sea. A glance

back at the town showed engines puffing forth clouds of
black smoke, and cars moving slowly back and forth in such
numbers that the low houses seemed but an adjunct instead
of a principle part, while behind it all rose the lofty moun-
tains wrapped in a solemn winding-sheet of snow.
Our pace quickened as we went down the descent that shut

Truckee from view, and left us only glimDses of mountain
peaks on every side. Joe and I are both silent travelers, and
our driver proved to be of the same kind, giving most of his
attention to the horses and answering questions intelligently
but tersely.

A small, green, mountain meadow, with a band of cattle
grazing on one side of it and Prosser Creek running through
the other, brought forth a few remarks even from Joe, who is
accustomed to rural scenes and never permits himself to grow
wildly enthusiastic over what he terms "green grass and
cows." Then we struck into a thick, silent forest of fir, pine
and tamarack, and each one was left to his thoughts. Not a
bird's note broke the solemn stillness; not an animal call of
any kind lessened the majestic harmony of growth among
the mountain monarchs. Occasionally a" pine or a ground
squirrel scampered swiftly from our sight to seek shelter in
some favorite tree trunk. And everywhere about us white
mountain lilac and lavender squaw bed spread their wild
beauty. It was a scene that made the world and ir« cares
seem far distant.

Somewhere near the middle of the morning we came upon
another meadow and its band of cattle. Connected with this
was a small, white house which we were invited to enter while
the driver watered his horses. We went in and found every-
thing from the sittingroom to the kitchen as neat and cosy
as a bird's nest. And the woman who gave us delicious, rich
milk to drink was just such a one as should be found in a
mountain home—stroDg, vigorous and cleanly. After this
brightening up we started afresh ou our journey, winding in
and out and up and down as if Puck were guiding us. Sage
Hen Creek ran along on our right until we again entered
the narrow forest aisles when it was shut from view, and we
contented ourselves with admiring the scarlet bells of the
snow plant, the yellow petals of the grindelia, and the burning
corolla of the frail tree cypress which stared up at ns like
innocent children disturbed in sport. Every moment now
the scene about us was changing; open spaces were more
frequent, and tall peaks cut the blue ether at every turn.
The quiet waters of Coldstream, and the saucy, tumbling
wavelets of the Little Truckee, looked so sparkling and clear as
we came upon them that we found it difficult to believe no
trout sported in their deep pools.

The driver added a stirring interest to the Little Truckee
by speaking of it as the outlet of Webber. "Good," thought
I, "the lake cannot be far from its outlet"—a stupid conclu.

sion that proved delusive, for quite a drive still lay before ns.
Not even '.he delicate, res'less leaves of the mouutain poplars
that rustled by the roadside led a more nervous, trembling
existence for the next few minutes than did I. The ragged
jaws of the canyou that guards tbe entrance to the outlet
falls, aud the yeasty waters of the fails themselves almost
escaped notice, so overpowering was my desire to see the lake.

At length, through the thick growth of tamarack something
that seemed like a baDk of soft purple haze caught my sight,
then tbe green belt suddeuly parted and Webber was before
me. Look through my eyes good reader, and see an almost
circular sheet of water the color of amethyst in the centre,
but tinged with green at the edges from reflecting its girdle of
tamarack. At the far end this girdle parts and is clasped by
a bright green meadow chased with low willows which mark
the inlet, aud back of this meadow rise lofty mountains white
with their winter crown of snow, and throwing off spurs on
everyside of thelake. "A rather nice pond, "said Joe, when the
driver drew up his horses so we might get a good view. "But
there's one thing this stop shows me and that is that the mos-
quitoes are thicker than warts on a toad." This sally would not
have been amusing to me had I not known that in his secret
soul Joe admired the scene as much as I, and only assumed
indifference for the sake of teasing. His remark about the
mosquitoes, though, was painfully true, and the driver was
glad when we told him to whip np his horses, and lost little

time in getting us to the hotel.

I paid no attention to the imposing knot of gentlemen with
mosquito netting over their hats and silk handkerchiefs
around their necks who stood on the beach as we drove np,
but jumped from the stage, shook hands with Stiles (our host),

introduced him to Joe, made extraordinary demands for
lunch, and acted in all ways as a man intoxicated with moun-
tain air is prone to.

I was at Webber; fishing was reported good, and disagree-
ables could not touch me for a fortnight. If to rejoice in my
freedom was cowardly, then for once I was a coward and a
happy one. Petroxeixa.

A Screed From Los Gatos.

Editor Breeder. a>t>Sportrma>- :—The trout fishing season
is closed. It continued good, with few exceptiuns, all

summer. This statement has to be taken in a limited sense,
for not all who fish for tront catch them. Encouraged by
reports of full baskets many try it only to be disappointed.
A local fisherman one day filled his basket so full on Lyndon
Gulch that the trout kicked out through the drop bole, when,
for very shame, the angler quit. An editor here who had
never fished for trout borrowed the same tackle, and after a
whole day's fishing returned wet, hungry, exhausted aud exas-

perated, with six fingerlings. A half houi's special instruction
from the expert, as to how and whereto fish, availed nothing
The editor was thoroughly convinced that there were no trou
there—a mistaken notion. For the following week the first

party again had as good success as before. The castaway
poles and lines and camp debris, such a-^ whisky bottles,

fruit and oyster caus, copies of the Breeder and Sportsman,
American Fieid, Texas Siftings, etc., show the style and zest

of tbe fishers.

What absurd ideas some people entertain of trout. Think
of fishing for the wariest of all fish, with a pole only six feet long,

heavy enough to brain a bear, a white cotton line, and a cod-
fish hook baited with a piece of mutton, or a chunk of dough
mixed with cotton as large as two fingers! Yet the writer saw
just such a rig. The owner fished all day and wondered
why he had not got a bite. By the way, that fellow never
read the above-named papers or any others for that matter.
Daring the summer the trout gradually worked their way

up to the pools and spring holes of the npper waters of the
creeks, where overhanging alders made fishing difficult. This
is probably the salvation of trout propagation, for it the
streams were easily fished they would soon be depleted.

No fish of consequence have been caught in main L
creek for a month or two, though they were plentiful ei

Sometimes a half dozen good sized trout could be
apparently sunning themselves in quite shall

approached even so cautiously nothing in the shape
grasshopper, wet or dry fly, would induce them i

hook. At the least disturbance they would dart swat
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from sight. An examination of the bonlders in the creek

showed >\ vast nam ber of worms in all stages of growth, which

must, io the course of iiisect life, emerge from the water.

Perhaps the trout were gorged with food.

Mr. Editor, did yon ever examine, after the water had ceased

ronuing, a favorite resort for trout? In almost every instance

one mi- more shelving rocks will be found in deep water, where

the tr.int can lie concealed in a situation to watch the whole

pool. A knowledge of this fact, and the ability to approach

the pool towards the side of the rock opposite the lair, will be

greatly conducive to success. When once the trout has

started for his supposed prey, without having seen the risher,

he will generally make several strikes before he discovers his

enemy. No matter how many years one has fished he will

continually find unsolved questions. How long a shank
should a hook have? The writer has used the long-shanked

ones made by Carlisle, making flics on them to sait the season,

but from the nn ruber of trout that got hooked on the outside

of the mouth concluded that the fish many times bite at the

black shank ra'her than the fly. Removing the fastening of

the hook, cutting off one-third of the shank and tyiDg the SDell

neax-er the point, no more lish got a foul hook. It would seem
also that a short shank facilitated the turning of the point so

as to enter the mouth. The writer would not use a shank
..id twice the spread of the hook in length. What is

: rieuce of others in this respect?

more question will bring this communication toaclose.

A reliable, truthful gentleman, who has a trout pond, asserts

thiil trout have a habit, at certain seasons of the year, of

casting the coats of their stomachs, during which time, for two

or three mouths, they eat nothing and hide away from sight.

Is this theory true, or is there some mouth disease which
resembles a strange moulting of the digestive orgaos? The
-writer fished as man aud boy in the trout streams in the

settled parts of New Hampshire, Vermont and New York, but
nowhere iu those States did he make such strings as he does

here, bo he thinks the fishing very good. M.
Nov., '86.

^

"Oars is the angler's country," says the San Francisco

Breeder and Sportsman". Well, so is ours, and "ours"
includes West Virgiuia, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Oh no! we wouldn't trade ours even for yours.— Trap and
Trigger.

[Territory equivalent to the four States mentioned, might
be segregated in Northern California and Sonthern Oregon,
and not include one-third of the easily accessible and compara-
tively virgin streams of the Coast.

—

Ed.]

ATHLETICS.

Physical Culture.

[Continued.]

Following this up sharply with, a sponge bach, or rapid
Rry rub, whichever is most convenient, the skin over
the eucire surface of the body will glow and tingle with the
actiou of the quickened blood. The stomach, after this
process, has become thoroughly awakened and is ready to
take good care of a plain, wholesome breakfast. If this can
be supplemented by a brisk wa'k to business, so much the
better, and the beneficial effects of the morning's work will be
felt dnriug the whole day, and will lend a new snap aud
animus to the discharge of every duty. For thoss who are
confined all day in offices or stores, where there is always
more or less foul air, ail the walking to and from their places
of business they can get is a grand thing. There is a way to
walk, too, which should be cultivated. It should not be done
with a loose shambiiug gait. The body should be held erect,
witu chest well distended, so the lungs may have full play'.

The step should be quick aud elastic. With a very little

practice any man may acquire a graceful carriage and "correct
many of the inherited faults which characterize the men of
to-day.

After the diy's work is done it is an excellent plan for
those who suffer from unusual confinement during working
lionrs to put in about ten or fifteen minutes light dumb-bell
work just before retiring for the night. It opens the lungs
and roukes sleep freer and more easy. ' During all this bed-
room exercise there should be plenty of fresh air admitted;
throw open the windows, there is not the slightest danger of
catchiug cold so long as there is no draught aud one keeps
exercisiog. The clothing should be as near nothing as one
can make it. The fresh, pure air, in its action upon the
skin when thus active, is most beneficial. Here, then, is a
scheme of exercise within everyone's reach. The smallest
sort of a bed-room can be made serviceable, and the great
beauty of the thing is the way one can dispense with compli-
cated machinery and multiplied apparatus. A pair of dumb-
bells at five centB a pound completes the outfit and puts an
amount uf exercise within the reach of all, which is bound to
do much physical good if adhered to and persisted in with a
reasonable amount of regularity. The writer experimented
some years ago, aud after giviug half an hour to this
bedroom work every morning aud fifteen minutes in the
evening, he found at the end of two months it took
jnst two and a half inches more of tape line to get
around his chest than before, and other parts of his
body had increased proportionately. The exercise, too, was
taken part of the time in a room 14xS, containing besides
a single bed a small bureau and chair. Of course, this plan of
exercise will merely afford to the experimenter u suggestion
of what may be accomplished by persistent effort. It suffices,
however, to maintain a rotust health, other things being
equal. Tweuty minutes' work each day, in this line, would
hardly satisfy enthusiasts. It must not be supposed, either,
that proficient gymnasts and athletes are turned outbv this
simple process. It merely suffices to stimulate the blood in a
plain, common-sense way, and adds a little toughness to the
muscles. It is indeed a natural tonic, which acts very
speedily upon the stomach and digestive organs, as thev
immediately respond to the treatment hy doing better work
than formerly. This latter fact is of sufficient importance
to recommend this light exercise, if nothing else could be said
in its favor.

The advanced stages of physical training, and the meanB
pursued by athletes in their preparation for contests requir-
ing great streugth and endurance, is a division of our subject
which we can only touch upon briefly at this time.

It was not so long ago when a course of training meant an
ordeal of fasting and denial which made life a burden to those
who had the temerity to attempt it. But now—thanks to a
few trusty scientific men who have given the subject much
thought and study— all this is changed, and instead of con-
tinually doing that which deprives the system of its normal
stamina, the prescribed rules lay out a course which gives
way to the natural cravings incident to a sound, healthy body
for substantial food and drink, and results have shown that
when the only stricture is a proper temperance the best work
can be produced.

The detrimental effect of alcohol is exposed by the verdict

of such men as McClaren and Sargent, who claim that when
the system is undergoing its preparation for great exertion,

nothing— (I have it underscored here aud emphasized accord-

ingly)—nothing can take the place of clear, fresh water for

driuking purposes. We have do patience with the sort of

cant that advocates alcohol as a stimulant to digestion. If

the stomach Deeds a stimulant, go abroad into the open air

and seek it with activity in the sunshine. Did anyone ever
hear of an active athlete needing a stimulant so long as he
keeps his strength well in hand? Moreover, the "stimulat-

ing digestion" theory is old. The latest scientific research in

this line declares that alcohol retards digestion upon its

entrance into the stomach—paralyzes the action, as it were

—

and that water, taken in moderate quantities while eating,

acts as the much-coveted stimulant. In a month's time any
ordinarily healthy man can, by conscientious training, put
himself in condition for almost anything. The idea is to

bring all the muscles of the body up to a pitch of perfection.

A mistake often made by many is to abandon every kind of

exercise when training for a certain event, except that which
only briDgs the muscles to be used into action. This is such
a one-sided theory as to be against all reason. A man in fine

athletic condition is truly a beautiful spectacle. We can
sympathize most heartily with the aucient Grecian's devoted
admiration of perfect physical manhood. The skin from
frequent bathing and rnbbing is white and smooth and deli-

cate. The muscles, not too conspicuous and yet well-

rounded, lend a completeness to the form which it is a

pleasure to look upon*s-no superfluous flesh mars the even
symmetry of trunk and limbs, and when :n action the entire

body moves with an easy, befitting grace.

There is so much evil and hard living among professional

athletes that many are inclined to sneer al all athletic work
as smacking of something below the plane of respectability.

This is certainly a very partial criticism. It is coudemniug
the fruit because it happens frequently to fall into wicked
hands—and we have observed, furthermore, that, iu nine
cases out of ten, it is an extremely convenient cloak to screen
inexcusable laziness. To be an athlete one must be active

aud fond of exerting himself. He cannot at the same time
indulge the wine cup, nor can he participate iD any sort of

irregularity or dissipation without ultimately jeopardizing his

health. This explains why so many athletic men break down
at rriddle age. It should not be attributed to their athletic

work, but to the tremendous rounds of dissipation they indulge
in. Ordinary men could never stand the strain they put upon
themselves iu their many nights of rioting an 1 drnnkeuness.
And even with the athlete his day is short. He only lasts till

his extraordinary fund of strength is so overtaxed audoutraged
that it gives away with v collapse never to be recovered.

In conclusion, we could discourse indefinitely ou this

subject of exercise, which is so essential to a fall enjoyment
oflife. The Gladstone, Kuskiu, Hugo, Bryant aud Washing-
ton type of men demonstrate beyond a question the grand
results of a little care given to the body. God has given us
bodies, beauliful and perfect in mechanism. If we allow

them to be abused, and run to waste and neglect, it is a sinful

misuse of a rich endowment. We deny that, under any
circumstances, physical exercise is a waste of time, and
refuse to accept the theory wbi<-h proclaims it wrong and
unchristian to indulge in any upright athletic pastime. And,
in conclusion, we can only hope that our hearers this after-

noon have been impressed with the fact that it is worth the
consideration of any Christian to strive for "a sound mind in a

sound body."
o

Football.

The Junior Football League played their third match last

Saturday, the Union team of San Francisco meeting the

Alerts of Brooklyn. The play was altogether in favor of the

Brooklyn youngsters. In the first half they scored S points

to for the UnioDs, and in the second added six more,
making 14 points 0. The game was late in starting, and
darkness came on before it was finished.

BASE BALL.
At Stockton.

The Altas and Greeubood & Morans, tbe teams represent-
ing Sacramento and Oakland in the California League, went
to Stockton last Sunday, there to deciue the disputed
championship game of the 10th nit., which was abandoued
without a decisive result on account of an erratic decision by
tbe umpire. Chas. Fehls of Sacramento. It was a gala day
in base-ball circles, and both teams had chartered special

trains to convey their admirers to tbe Wind Mill city. The
Alta train was first to arrive, and the Sicrameutaus were
about an hour discussing the final result of tbe game when
tbey were startled by the sounds of martial music, and soon
tbe Oakland "pets," lead by Manager Robinson and the
Oakland city band, hove into sight heading for tbe Commer-
cial Hotel, there to satisfy the inner man. It was a sight

never before witnessed in the history of the National game in

this State, and tbe inspiring airs which the musicians tooted
seemed to stimulate the Oaklanders and encourage the ball-

tossers. The Sacramentans were first on the field, aud
promptly at 2 o'clock tbe Oaklaud team, headed by the band,
marched out, and after a preliminary practice both teams
were ready and "game" was called by umpire De Witt Van
Court. The Altas lost the toss and took the field. Fisher
was safe on Meagher's error, aud ou two wild pitches and a
passed ball scored the first run of the game. Long was given
a base on called balls and went to second when Dolau was
similarly favored by Borchers. Brown's hit to Newbert
retired Dolan at second and Long scored ou the play. Van
Haltreu was disposed of ou strikes, aud, on McLaughlin's
muff of Blakiston's third strike, "silent" Bob was safe and
Brown scored. Gurnett made three attempts to hit tbe ball,

but as he failed each time he aud his side took the held with
three runs in their favor. In tbe same inuing the Altas'

scored their only run. Meagher wafted and McLaughlin sent

a single to left Held. McLaughlin reached second ou Fisher's
out, stole third aud scored ou Brown's throw to Fisher, which
induced him to run. Flint struck out, and the run-getting
terminated.
Meagher and Dolan eaoh caught "line" hits in tbe third

inning—a coincidence being that the ball was ouencb occasion
hit by the first batter "up"—Meagher retiring Van Haltreu,

aud Dolan rendering a similar favor for Newbert. All went
well until the fifth inning, when a decision by the umpire
exasperated the Altas to such an extent that they refused to

finish tbe game. Brown was granted a life by Meagher, but
died a moment later on Van Haltreu's sacrifice to Robertson.
The latter took second ou a passed ball, and McLaugulin's
poor throw to second enabled him to reach the "rliffionlt

corner." Blakiston was given a base on balls, and Guruett's
third strike was muffed by McLaughlin who threw the runner

out at the initial. During this play Van Haltren had darted
for home and "antiquity" Ahem threw to McLaughlin, but
the ball arriving the same moment as the runner, the
umpire gave the benefit of the doubt to the Oakland nine.
The Sacramentans protested this decision and abandoned
the field, which was soon swarmed with people, and the
umpire had to be conveyed to the hotel aud guar led bv con-
stables until the excursionists were ready to depart homeward.
The score stood:

QUEENHOOD A MORANS.
TB.n. BH.BB. PO. A. 1

Fisher, s a 2 1 U
Loag, cf J 110
Dolan. 3 b 2 tl 1 1

Brown, c 3 1 1 2 1
Van Haltren, p..

3

BlakiBton, rf...2
Gurnett, 2 b 2 II 2
Donovan, 1 b... .2 10 7
Shea, If 2 u

Totals.

10 4

10

Meagher, 3b... 2
McLaughlin, c...

2

Fisher, If 2
Flint, cf 1

Robertson, 2 b. ..2
Abern, lb 1
Borchers, p 1
Neubert, s s 1

Hubert, rf 1

TR. R. BH.B9. PO.
2 3 2

..19 3

10
3 10
5 1

3 12 7 Totals 13 1 1 2 15 13 6

G. !! M.s

Earned run

BDNS BT INNINGS.
.3 a 0-3

| Altas. 1 0—1
Earned run B-G. & M.s 0. Altas 1. First base on errors—G £ M s 4

AltasO. Leftonbases-G. A: M.s fi. Altas ]. Bases ou called bills—
G. & M.s 6, Altas 1. Strncl; out—Hy Van Haltren 3, by Borchers 3Passed balls-Brown 0, McLan .hliu 2. mid pilch-Van Haltrea o'
Borchers 4. Umpire- DeHitt Van Court. Scorer—W. H Voung Time
of game—one hour fifteen minutes.

At Alameda.

Last Sunday was a day above all others when good ball
playing would be appreciated—a cold day it was, and nn'cr.
tuuately the game was not of a calibre as would invite
the enthusiasm of tbe 2,000 spectators assembled ou the
grounds and afford them an opportunity to keep their blood
circulating. The contestants were the Haverlysaud Pioneers
and the game proved to be utterly devoid of interest Law-
ton covered the second bag in a manner which would not be
creditable to a young amateur. Powers did equally as poor
at the initial. The game opened with the Pioneers at the
bat, and before they took the field they sent three men across
the plate—Caveuny, Gagus and Hayes—scoring principally on
errors by Stein and Bennett, and Meegan's granting two
bases on called bolls. The Haverlys failed to score until the
second inning when they sent Levy across tbe plate In the
fourth the Haverlys took the lead by adding three runs to
their score, and iu the sixth thev increased the lead by four

IV
D^_,,

Dce
,
U

'
Sweeney. Stein, Meegan and DeVaull gauging

McMullen for bases. B B

An incident of the game was the unexpected arrival of Loo.
Hardie, the Haverlys former catcher on thegrounds while the
first inning was in progress. The score is:

Lawton, 2 b..
Donobue, 3 b...3
Incell, If 5

P. Sweeney, 1 b.4
Levy, c f i
Bennett, s s d
Stein, c 4
Meegan, p 3

DeVaull, If....4

HAVERLYS.
TB.R.BH.BS. PO. A. E

2 13
1

2 110
11

I

12 1

1 12
1

Cavenny, 3 b
Tayloi, If 4
Gagus, s s 3
Hayes, r f 3
Buckley, 2b. ...4
Perrler, c f 4
Powers, 1 b 4
Carroll, c 3
McMullen, p...3

.4 1

.4

. BH.BB.PO.A. E.

2
1 2

1
5 1

1
3
7 2

11

Totals 35 8 8 27 iO 8 Totals 32 4 2 6 24 17'

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Haverlys 1 3 4 » 0—8

| Pioneers 3 1 0-4
Earned runs—Haverlys 0, Pioneers 0. Two-base hit—Gagus Firstbase on error-Haverlys 4, Pioneers 5. Left on bases -Haverlys 6Pioneers 3. Bases on called balls-Haverlys 4. Pioneers 3 Structmit-By McMullen 7. by Meegan 0. Passed balls-Carroll o' Stein 4NWld pilches-McMulleu 1, Meegan 1. Umpire-Madison. Scorer-Hennessy. Time of game—oue hourand forty minutes.

At Central Park.

The newly organized Chronicle nine demonstrated that
they were ball-players last Sunday, when they met the
veteran Knicks at Central Park aud made the latter team
"play ball" to win. The Knicks made twice as many errors
as their opponents, and managed to score runs iu the same
ratio. Jim McDonald went behind the bat for the first time
in many months and received the swift pacers of Bnflord in
fine form. Bnfford pitched a good game, disposing of seven
on strikes and allowing only three hits. Monet, late of the
Amateur Mystics, was put iu the box for the Chronicles and
was ably supported by Garbarino, tbe former catcher of
pitcher Hearty, of the Originals. Monet was batted safely
live times, and caused six of his opponents to carve the air
The Chronicles were first to bat, and both teams scored blanks
in the two first innings. The Knicks scored the first run of
the game in the third inning, but were tied iu the fourth
Tbe Chronicles scored a run in the fifth and last innings, but
the Knicks managed to score five runs in the fifth and' two
succeeding innings, winning the game by a score of 6 to 3.
Features of the game were Moran's catch of a high-fly and

ugly twister back of second base, and Pope's terrific attempts
at base-stealing. The score was

:

CHRONICLES
TH. B.BH

McCord.ss 4 1

FitKgerald.l b..4
0'Day,3b 4

Monet, p 4
Rittinger, r f...4 1

Moran, 2b.. ....4
Garbarino, c ...4 1
(THara, If 4

Scully.cf I

IS. PO. A.E.

2
10
3 1]

1 1 10 2

1 1 J

14 1

1 1

1

McDonald, e
Elilridge, ss..

KNICKERBOCKERS.
IB. R.BH B9. PO. A.E.
.4

.4
Bufford, p 4 o 1
Pope, 2 b 3 1
Evatt. Sb 3
Canuon, c f 3 2 1
Maguire, 1 f 3 2 1
Levy, rl 3 1 1

IJuitzow, lb 3

7

4 2
1 II 1

12 3 1
3 111101110

10
1 1.1 2

Totals 35 3 3 24 21 C Totals 30 6 3 27 27 12
RONS BY INMNCfi.

Knicks 10 3 110 '—6
| Chronicles. ...0 110 1—3

Twu-base hit—Monet, Garbarino, Levy. First-baseon errors-Cbroui-
eles !). Knickerbockers 4. Left on bases-Chronicles 5, Knickerbockers
U. Base on -ailed bulla -Chronicles 0. Knickerbockers 1 Base on
struck by pitcher—Chronicles 0. Knickerbockers 1. Struck out-by
Monet C, by Bufford 7. Double plays—o'Hara and Fitzgerald Passed
balls-Garharino 2. McDonald 2. Wilijjitch -Monet. Umpire—J Q
Chesley. Scorer- Waller Wallace. Time of game—1 honr 32 minutes.'

Broken Batp.

Hayes is a fine thrower.

McMullen uses no headwork.
Eddie Bennett is a "chin musician."

Live Taylor is an expert fly catcher.

Levy strikes at a ball on a rauge with his left ear.

Manager Piercy has been Rtyled the Alameda "Vanderbilt."
An in-field error—when n farmer cuts his grain before it is

ripe.

There is no kicking at the umpire over the games at Central
Park.

Never "sell" a game; peddling matches is a mighty poor
business.

Perrier's base-running is likened to an ice-wagon rumbling
down the street.

li



1886 3P« greefor and ^pcrrisnran. ^0
Wonders will never cease. And nowFrank Carroll is going

to become a Benedict.

Hennessy and Bonnet have entered a protest against Piercy's

putting ice in the scorer's bos.

Moran's catch of a high Hy and ugly twister back of second
base last Sunday was phenomenal.

In the sixth inning of last Sunday's game at Alameda,
MeMullen struck out Lawton on three pitched balls.

The latest sarcastic allusion to a player's batting ability is:

"He couldn't hit a flock of balloons with a bass fiddle."

Manager Mike Finn stumped the Hayes "Valley District

in the interest of Frank Sullivan during the campaign.

McDonald, for the first time in many months, went behind
the bat again and caught the swift pacers of Bufford in mas-
terly style.

A passed ball, dear boy, is a ball which the catcher does not
catch. Sometimes he lets it pass because he wants it to cool

off before picking it up.

De Vaull is said to be so slow in batting that when he
strikes at a ball it is generally when it is being returned from
the catcher to the pitcher.

The individual base-ball players who visit the Coast this

winter will play where they can get the highest remuneration
for their services. It's business with them.

In the early part of the season the Alameda grounds were
ridiculed for having a balloon ascension as an accompaniment
to a ball game. And now McNeil is using the same "mascot."

The "Rooster" which the Oakland Times displays at the

head of its base-ball column every Monday, will look rather

odd, when, at its next appearance, it will be tnrned upside

down.

Scorer Hennessy is a politician. When a sky-ball is batted

he utilizes the time which elapses from the moment it leaves

the ba'- until it reaches the ground by copying off the names
of "slate" candidates.

Manager Eobinson, of the G. & M.s, continues to lead the

boys to the plate, but as he has discarded the "pill-box" some
sympathizing Iriendshave donated him a drum-major's baton.

It will be more esthetic, you know.

The immense tarpaulin sheds which McNeill places over

the diamond during heavy rain storms, works to perfection.

Notwithstanding the hard rain of Saturday Ceniral Park
field was in superb condition for the Knicks-Chronicle

game.

Morris brought here with him a full complement of uni-

forms and an immense quantity of balls. He practiced pitch-

ing with Pete Meegan at the receiving end last Monday at

Central Park. He has a slow, deceptive drop ball which falls

right at the plate.

Base-ball is played scientifically in Los Angeles. A recent

game between the Damianas and Los Angeles team being

remarkable for superb fielding, the former team making lb'

errors and their opponents only 17. The score stood 16 to 10

in favor of Los Angeles.

In the six World's Championship games the Chicagos

scored in every inning excepting the ninth, and scored their

greatest number of runs, seven, in the first. The Browns
also failed to score in the ninth and were most fortunate in

the sixth when they piled up eight runs.

While Arlie Latham, of the St. Louis Browns, was coaching

"Scissors
1
' Foutz in the first game of the world's champion-

ship series, the convent bell near the grounds suddenly began

its dismal clanging. Chestnut, chestnut! it seemed to say,

until the big crowd took up the cry and broke forth in a peal

of laughter.

The Missouri Pacific branches (Council Grove, Osage City

and Ottawa Bailway), have named their stations after the

members of the St. Louis Browns, world's champions. It

seems rather funny to see: Ottawa to Foutz 36.7 miles;

Ottawa to Bushong 56 miles; Ottawa to Latham 41.3 miles,

and Ottawa to Comiskey 62.5 miles.

Owing to the stupidity of the watchman over the balloon

on Saturday night, during its inflation, much gas escaped,

causing a delay of three hours in filling, and that is the cause

of the Commercial League boys not playing their schedule

game. The J. J.'s and O. C. M.'s were all on hand, together

with a large crowd of their friends, who were loud in their

expressions of disgust.

The Louisville Club, with a full complement of men,

including two extra pitchers who will strengthen the local

teams, are now en route, playing at Los Angeles on their

way, where they will pick up De Pangher who will accom-

pany them to this city. The Louisvilles will positively

appear in this city on the 13th (weather permitting) and under

the terms of their contract play on no other field but that

of Central Park during their stay.

Hart is not the present manager of the Louisvilles, but

nevertheless he will control the destinies of the team that

will play the series of games at Central Park during the

winter. Mr. Hart is credited with being one of the most

energetic managers in the base-ball arena, and when he

retired a Bhort time ago, from the management of the nine

with whom he was associated, he was presented by the players

with a large diamond pin as a token of the esteem they bore

him.

Morris, Carroll and Brown, of the Pittsburg team, arrived

here last Sunday. Ed. Morris is the king of twirlers, and has

been re-engaged for next season by the Alleghany management,

at a fabulous salary. Fred Carroll, Morris 7

catcher, is one of

the best exponents" of that position in the country, and will

receive a little more than the limit for next season's services.

Tom Brown is the greatest "punter" in the country. He his

a good batting record, and his mode of getting base hits is to

block the ball and beat it to first.

Letters just received from Manager Hart, of the Louisvilles,

who with his team will positively appear at Central Park on

the 13th, inform us that" he has received several anonymous
communications advising him not to come, and also disparag-

ing the grounds. These scribes seem to forget that Mr.

Hart was out here last winter and then satisfied himself that

a nine of new faces would draw well here. Since that visit

the interest in the game has steadily been on the increase,

and there is no doubt that his aggregation will surely attract

remunerative crowds.

-Terry Denny and Parnell Cahill, the third baseman and

right fielder respectively of the St. Louis Maroons, will don

the uniform of the G. & M.s to-morrow. Robinson, the man-
ager of that nine, has secured employment for Denny during

the winter, and he will find it more profitable to play ball here

than thaw water pipes in the east. Cahill, the "large crani-

nmed right fielder" and player who, when at the bat,

assumes a "bull-frog" attitude, played here last winter with

the Stars. He will play in St. Louis next season, and, as an

inducement to secure his services, he has been offered the

position of Governor of Missouri.

The California League magnates showed very poor judg-
ment when they detailed DetVitt Van Court to umpire the
game in Stockton last Sunday. The Greenhood it Morbus
have always favored the selection of Van Conrt to officiate
when they play ball, and as the two teams squabbled over the
umpire's decision on a previous occasion, it only intensified
the feeling between the two nines when Van Court was
selected. One thing is certain, the Altas were as much
entitled to leave the field as were the Oaklauders, and both
should be temporarily suspended for playing such ball as
they have of late. Johnny Mone will have to figure around
this matter, and in all probability it will be amicably settled.

Lou Hardie, the catcher of the Haverlys, who left this city
a few months ago to play with the Chicagos of the National
League, returned home last Sunday. Since he left here
Hardie has established a record for himself which compares
well with that made by the older and more experienced ball-

players. During his short engagement East he caught for
Flynn, the pitcher whose record surpasses all other twirlers'

for the season. The success of a pitcher is due in a great
measure to the support accorded by the catcher, and the
work done by Hardie in receiving Flynn is certainly u factor
of the latter's great success. "Lou" didn't catch in any of
the World's Championship games, but when spoken about that
series said, "Well, the St. Louis Browns know how to play
ball." Had it not been for the late arrival of the overland
train Hardie would have caught last Sunday's game for the
Haverlys. He will, however, don his old uniform to-morrow,
and IueeU, whose arm is once more in good condition, will do
the twirling.

A drummer for a Boston house sat amid a group of col-

leagues at the Bingham House, Philadelphia, engaged in

spinning "ealkers," when one of the gang said: "Tell us a

fish yarn, Bob." "I'll go ye," said Bob, and forthwith he
commenced: "When I took my vacation a few weeks ago I

ran across President Cleveland, who was fishing in the
Adirondacks. I invited myself to become one of the party,

and had a good time. While we were throwing flies into the

pools Grover dropped his seal ring into the water. He took
it easy, as though he never expected to see it again. About
half an hour later we hooked a line large trout, which, when
he was landed, we cut open, and what do yon think we found
in him?" "Here, here!" the crowd exclaimed; "somebody
pull the chestnut bell." "You can't pull any bells on that

unless you can tell what was in the trout." "Spring some-
thing new, Bob; the ring story is too old." "I have said

nothing about the ring. When the tront was opened we
found the New York Base Ball Club hiding away from the

Philadelphias."

Everybody knows Live Taylor; from Patricius Cahill's

younger brother to the gray-headed admirer of the sport, and

everybody who has seen a game at the Alameda grounds is

aware oi the fact that he keeps whacking the home plate after

every pitcned ball. Being asked by a reporter of the Breeder
his reason for so doing, he replied, "Well, perhaps it is all

from habit, but I first got the idea in tb.6 East a few seasons

ago. Our nine were playing and we were at the bat for our

last time, with one run to tie and two to win with two on

bases when I came to the bat. Directly opposite the ball

ground was a hill on which cattle were grazing. The pitcher

was just pie for me, and would you believe it them ft Hows went

to work and placed a cow out on that slope ready to eat the

ball when I sent it over the fence and get the game on a

technicality?" Just here the left fielder gave a violent ahem!

and proceeded. "I knew what they were up to, so I sent our

'mascot' out to clear that field, and as I stepped to the batter's

mark the two men on bases prepared to run. The first ball

pitched was just my size, and I made a swipe which made me
think that the cover had blown off the sphere, when to my
surprise- the bat broke and the ball was punted right into the

first baseman's hands, and he sent the ball to the third

bagman, who assisted in retiring the other runner at second

and accomplishing a triple play. Ever since that I hit the

plate with the bat to find out if there is a flaw in it."

no chances, and omit no precautions in handling fire-arms.
To him recreation will be the primary object, and the bagging
of game a secondary consideration in hunting in the field orin
the forest. The story of the killed, the blinded, aud the crip-
pled of last year ought to give ceaseless care and eternal
vigilance in handling tire-arms the rank aud dignity of a
moral principle, and make them a matter of conscience among
sportsmen.

The Amateur Hunter and His Dogr.

Using a bird dog in the field is too often a case of uninten-
tionally abasing him. Any sportsman thatlacks the patience
and the knowledge necessary to intelligently aud therefore
humanely handle his dog at work, is in duty bound to acquire
both or give up the business. A thoroughly trained dog is

rare. An owner, to properly use a dog that has been trained
for him, needs the qualities of a "breaker." He should be
able to successfully "break" dogs himself were he to give his
attention to it. Patience is the one indispensable qualifica-
tion for either breaking or handling. Of course, immediate
and complete obedience must be exacted of the dog when
given a command that he understands perfectly. Here the
judgment of the handler comes into play. Has the dog been
trained to understand the order? Has the command been
given him in the words to which he has been accustomed,
and in a tone of voice that he could hear? If so, in each
case he disobeys he will understand and profit by pnnish-
ment suited to the offense and to his temperament. No rigid

rules can be laid down for this. Each dog has his individ-
uality, and he must be handled accordingly. It is safe to
enjoin the handler to first be sure of his ground, and then
be firm and gain his point in every case by the easiest effect-

ive means. Every successful handler learns early the
absolute necessity of patience and perfect self-control. A
great point is in knowing what to expect of your dog. No
order should be given him except when it is absolutely neces-
sary. If your dog in the field has been trained to come in at
an order, no matter what the temptation to go on, he is in
form to learnall the other accomplishments. To a youngdog
the sportsman must give his undivided attention and prevent
his wrong-doing. A thing to be avoided is the trying to give
him too many accomplishments the first or second season.
If he has a good nose and is steady on a point, better be
satisfied with that aud try no experiments with him. In
shooting before him it is better to bring do*vn a single, and
as soon as the gun cracks give attention to the dog to restrain
him from chasiug. Betrieving had better be left till after he
has learned the rudiments ot his business. Go slow and
sure and keep going, is a safe role of action for the amateur.—Trap and Trigger.
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Counter Jumper, assisting the beaters in an autumn battue

flushes a woodcock. C. S. (to nearest beater): "'Any, wot's

thatbloomin' bird with a stick in 'is mouth? "

—

Shooting Times,

London.

THE GTJN.

The Huntsman Periled and Perilous.

Now that the open season for game is on, says Trap and

Trigger forcibly, we may well fear the nsual accidents from

thoughtless handling of fire-arms. No field sportsman is

careless in his own eyes, however reckless he may appear to

the eyes of his comrades. Even the most careful man is

liable to have spells of thoughtlessness that astonish him
when he comes to himself. A little forethought and the

observance of a few simple rules may save many a life. In

the first place, presence of mind—in other words, coolness

and common sense—is the first condition of safety to all con-

cerned . Who that has shot over a dog, with the wolfish man
insanely eager to kill and bag as many birds as possible, ever

ceased to fear and tremble during that experience? Who can

recall it without a shudder? Why the very thought of it is

harrowing. Does any reader exclaim, "I am not such a

man!" Are vou very sure you are not? Submit yourself to

an examination. When yon see your dog standing a bird, do

vou shont, "hope! hope!'' and rush to him as if going for the

doctor or chasing a railway train? Or do yon, after dropping

a bird, or a pair of them, spriog forward for the game, like a

hawk for its prey, as if you and not the dog were the retriever ?

If you answer truly "yes'
1

to either or to both of these ques-

tions, then write yourself down as a stranger to the instincts

of the real sportsman. Depend upon it, your comrades, if

not afflicted with the same malady, will keep a wary eye on

you in the open, and will not venture into cover with you

upon any consideration. Ion are a dangerous man with a

gun in yonr hand and birds in the field. Are you sensible

of your misery, and do yon really want to reform? If "yes,"

aud your disease has not become deep-seated and chronic,

there is still hope for you. A severe course of treatment may
be necessary. In the very outset bring youiself to a sense of

the fact that your greed for game is not the sportsman's noble

passion, but the pothunter's ravenousinstinct. Revolve that

in your'mind till you disgust yourself with yourself. That is

all. If you are not cured then of yelling "whoap!" to your

dog when he has already "whoaped," and is stiff as a statue,

the only one of the two that understands his business, why
then you are simply incurable, and if you fail to disgust him

before you killa bird you will still go on and run a wild foot

race with him to retrieve it. You will climb a fence, and pull

your gnu through it muzzle foremost, or lumber over with gun

in hand, loaded and cocked. It you are curious to know

what other reckless things you will do, just get some level-

he ided friend to make a list of nil possible follies, and of all

conceivable crimes of carelessness and thoughtlessness in

handling fire-arms, and set it down for a certainty that yon

will be guilty of every one of them if you have but the oppor-

tunity and the time. The thoughtful, sensible man will take

TRAP.
On Sunday last there was a large exodus of the sporting

fraternity to Morago Valley, where the solemn festivities of a
bull's head breakfast were celebrated with the usual obser-

vances. As an offset to this n_

ost sedate proceeding some
nigeon shooting was improvised, with the following result:

Match for S5 each, 21 yards, plunge traps.

H. G. Windeler .1 1110 1—5
|
A It. Reynolds. 1 1111 1—

C

Match, same conditions.

A F. Windeler. .1 110 1 1-5
[
A. R.Reynolds.

1

Match for 35 each, 21 yards.
C. Windeler 11110 1

A.F.Windeler ...1 1110 1

Ties, double birds.

C. "Windeler 1 1—2 [ A. F. Windeler 1

Handicap Mveepstakes, 21 yards, 510 each.

A. F. Windeler. ..30-1 lulO 1—4
|

W. Jones 30-1 110 1—4
A.R.Reynolds..21— l 10 1 1—4

;

M. Bragg 30—0 10 10 0—2
H. G. Windeler..30- 11 1—3

|

Ties on a freeze-out.
A.R.Rejnolds lo I W. Jones 111101 ni „,,,.,.

A. F. Windeler 10 | C. Windeler.. 1 1 1 1 Of
1J1" uea -

The birds were a good lot, but as the traps were placed

with a steep hill at their backs, the pigeons had a poor show
to escape, and but few tailers left the trap. The day was fine

but chilly, and by 5 p. m. most of the hundred and odd teams
had left for home.

l 1-c

1 1 1-

THEEIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The weather was nearly perfect for rifle shooting last Sun-
day, and the attendance at Shell Mound was satisfactory.

The scores made by the Nationals were as follows:

CHAMPION CLASS.

C. F. Walthara 200 yards—

4

45544544 5—44
500 yards—

5

55545655 5—49—93
Ed. Hover 20(1 yards—

5

544555654-47
500 yards—

3

4 3 545555 5—1.4-91
A.Johnson 200 yards—

4

44544544 E—IS

600 yards-4 44555645 5-4C— 89

FTJIST CLASS.

P. M. Diera 200 yards -5 45 4 44664 4—44
500 yards—

6

45455556 4—47—91
A P. Raye ^00 yards—

4

6453464 5 5—44
o'lO yards—

3

56555656 4—47—91
S J.Pembroke 200 yards—4 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 4-40

500 yards—

3

56465555 4—4C—88
The contest among the members of Company C, Second

Artillery, under Captain Huber, resulted as follows:

CHAMPION CLASS.

Lieutenant H. J. Mangels. . .^ o yards—G 55444446 5—46
gprgeactF. A. Kuhls 200 yards—4 5 4464454 6—44

FIRST CLASS.

SergeantLerncke 200 yards—i 44444564 6-43
Sergeant Marcua 200 yards—4 44345444 4—40

SECOND CLASS.

O Huber 200 yards—6 34434343 4—37
H. Thiesen 20(i yards—4 44434443 3-37

Tllir.D CLASS,

Corporal TooIn 300 yards—4 2 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 4—36
W Scbubacn 200 yards—3 43444433 4-35
Corporal Wiesllng 200 yards—3 30434334 4—31

•»

—

Kemington new long-range military rifle, No. 3, full, round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer; checked trigger; fine

oiled walnu t stock ; combined rear screw wind-gauge aud elevat-

ing {spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel; 0}

lbs., 44 cal.. 2 6-10 iu straight shell; two hundred new shells

more or lesr;; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc. Trouble

moulds for lubricated bullets made to order by

expert riflesmith on this coast; absolutely in pc

complete outfit; cost over S80. For sale cheap

nse, or will exchange for a good grade 10-G. B. I

approved make. Address, Fraser, this Offioe.
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Fall Race Meeting.

The rain came opportunely last Saturday, A good soak-

ing rain which started the grass finely, and with warm
weather there would soon be quite a bite in the pastures.

This is not likely, however, as last Tuesday morning

there was a sharp touch of frost, and at this season of the

year there is likely to be a succession of them to retard

vegetation. But opportune, nevertheless, it gives reason-

able expections of fine weather during the race meeting,

as there are good grounds for believing that there will

be fair weather until the winter downfall is inaugurated.

There cannot be anything better for racing than the Cali-

fornia afternoons which follow a white frost in the early

morning. From nine o'clock of the morning until loDg

after the sun went down, last Tuesday was as fine as fine

could be. There was not even a zephyr to stir the elec-

tion banners, and people sauntered around the polls in

their shirt sleeves enjoying the balmy atmosphere, some
of them too listless to electioneer with the usual vim.

With good weather there will be nothing lacking. For

a time it seemed as though there was likely to be a

scarcity of stalls, and without plenty of stable room there

would be small chance for a race meeting. But carpen-

ters have been set busily at worJc, and there are so many
sheds that can be utilized on the Bay District Course,

it does not take long to transform them into comfortable

boxes. Stabling assured, good prospects for favorable

weather, and with such a rare list of entries it certainly

seems as though the outlook could not be "brighter.

Take the opening day for an illustration—and the iuau°^

nratory is not a whit superior to those which follow—and
Bee what a rare bill there is. The first race is the

Salutation Ftjbse $400. The following are named:
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

Win. Boots' br g Yalido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam Brown
Maria.

R. S. Fallon's br f Harriett, 3, by Flood, dam Hattie Haw-
thorne.

J. B. Haggins's ch h Marc Daly, 5, by Kyrle Daly, dam Cor-
delia.

B. C. Holly'c b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters.
H. Lowden's b f Leap Tear. 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady JaDe.
Kelly & Lynch's bg Oou Jo u, aged, by Monday, dam Play-

thing.

S. Memnall's b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Tbad Stevens,
dam Lady Amanda.

D. M. Murphy's ch g Thad Hobson, 6, pedigree unknown.
Jas. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
W. L. Pritcbard'e ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dnni Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella, 3, by Rutherford, dam Sister

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Bonita, 3, by Grinstead, dam Maggie

Emerson.
M. Storn's ch o Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday dam Robin

Girl.

W. B. Todhunter's ch h Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk
dam Marion.

Theo. Winter's ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Analvne.

The distance is one mile and a sixteenth, and there are

allowances for non-winners of this year and maidens.
What can beat Santa Anita in it? is a question that will

be frequently propounded between now and the time of

starting, and the an-wer cannot be at all definite. While
it would seem rather too plucky to offer to back a named
animal against Volante, the old adage that "the field is

Iways a good horse" is applicable in this casi as well as

others. There are several good horses beside those which
bear the Maltese Cross, fast, and will go that route from
end to end at a pace which will try the best. The second

race is:

The Ladies* Stake, which closed August 15, 1885, and

of the twenty-four nominations there remain

E. K. Alsip's b f Lady Boots by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.

W.L.Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

J. B. Haggin's b f Napa by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
H. Lowden's b f Leap Tear by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

S:inta Anita Stable's b f Arita by Virgil, dam Persia.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Gloritta by Lever, dam Return.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
H. I. Thornton's b f Clytie by Wheatley, dam Lillie Reis.

H. I. Thornton's b f Narcolaby Norfolk, dam Ada C.

W. B. Todhunter's blk f by Compromiee, dam Mollie Stockton.

Theo. Winter's b f Chatelaine by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

This is one of the "fixed events," a dash of three-

quarters of a mile, and it will be noticed that several of

the fillies have already won fame. The third race, viz.:

The Bay City Staker, one mile and a half, for all ages,

with the good stake of $100 each, with $800 added. Ten

are named:

B. C. Holly's b c El Dorado, 3, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Kellv & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

T. H. Lmridge's ch c Doubt, 4, by St. Martin, dam Perhaps.

Santa Anita Stable's b o Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam SiBter

Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's b h Lucky B., 6, by Rutherford, dam

Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last by Ruther-

ford, dam Mollie McCarthy.
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso, dam

Galanthis.
W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, dam Lady

Clare
W. B. Todhunter's ch c Prince of Norfolk, 5, by Norfolk, dam

Marion.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-

ette.

This is nearly sure to be a "clinker," for to meet

Santa Anita are horses that have proved themselves

competent to act well their part in any company. The

concluding race is a purse of $400 for two-year-olds,

with allowances to those which have not won up to the

present time. The distance is one mile, the entries being

R. P. Ashe's b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka.

R. P. Ashe's br c Modesto by Monday, dam Rivulet.

Thos. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.

D. J. McCarthy's eh c C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
W. M. Murry's oh e Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine

Porter.
Palo Alto's b c imp. Cyrus by Wenlock, dam imp. Teardrop.
Santa Anita Stable's ch e Laredo by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by KiDg Ban, dam Herze-

govina.
W. B. Todhunter's ch g Jim Duffv by Joe Hooker, dam by

Wildidle.

C. H. Todd, with his grand racers at Stockton and San

Jose to bring him prominently before the public, will

probably be the favorite with those who measure favorite -

ism by the money carried, but he is likely to have

warm, and it may be hot, competition before the mile is

finished. There is a totally unknown quantity in the

imported colt Cyrus, and his pedigree is good enough to

make it warm for anybody's colt. There are famous

strains in his genealogical tree, going back on his dam's

side to the great brood-mare Phryne by Touchstone, and

on the way to that noted matron of the stud bringing in

a Pantaloon cros3 on the way. Then we do know that

Safe Ban, Laredo, Modesto, Eobdon, Voltiguer, and the

other two Joe Hookers can race and race well, so that

there is everything to betoken one of the best races of the

meeting in the juvenile contest.

With fair weather the course is bound to be in as good
condition as it is possible for a track to be. The rain of

last Saturday was sufficient to moisten the substratum of

sand so thoroughly that it is bound to be elastic without

further wetting. We heard a man tell about lubricating

soil with manure and lime, and it would certainly be as

appropriate to say that the rain had lubricated the Bay
District so that the horses will slip over it like it were
oiled.

Adjourned Meeting N. T. A.

The adjourned meeting of the National Trotting

Association will be held in Cleveland, Ohio, commencing
on the 17th inst. EdwiD F. Smith, Secretary of the
California State Board of Agriculture, will attend as the

representative of that society and will act for any other

members who desire him to do so. It is important that
California members be represented, and Mr. Smith will

be an efficient agent in every respect. He will start

from Sacramento on Monday next, but any letters which
arrive after his departure will be forwarded to Cleveland
There is the report of the committee to be acted upon,
and from the conclusions reached it is sure that there

will be lively work at the coming convention. The
members of the committee, General W. S. Tilton, Colonel
E. S. Edwards and David Bonner are gentlemen who
would not make such a statement as follows without good
grounds. A former committee whitewashed with the
biggest kind of a brush. Mr. Smith should receive a
proxy from every member on this Coast:

"From observation it is apparent to your committee that
much useless expense and waste of labor are incurred in the
conduct of the office. A repetition of the work often occurs
and the wretched system adopted to record the finances of the
association has necessarily created much confusion, where a
proper and well organized system would have produced better
results at much less cost. The system of keeping the

accounts in vogue in the office is such that there is no means
of knowing or informing one of the entire income and expendi-
tures of the association. There are no regular books of
account, but the matter is kept upon memorandums simply
end compiled in statements monthly and furnished the
treasurers at the convenience of the secretary. Should one of
these memorandum slips be mislaid or lost no record would
exist except from memory. The accounts of this vast associa-
tion, the greatest turf organization in the world, and its obliga-
tions, involving hundreds of thousands of dollars, have been
in part kept in a memorandum book. * *

"That there was studied neglect of just demands and an
obstinate refusal on the part of the secretary tofnrnishinquir-
ing members with the information they were entitled to at the
hands of the servants of the association.
"The committee have to congratulate the Congress upon

the success which has attended the association during the
past year as seen in the added membership, and in the
increase in the volume of business, the receipts being nearly
twenty per cent, greater than last year."
The committee concluded by saying: "It is satisfactory to

state that although irregularities have existed in withholding
moneyB from the treasuier in contravention of the rules and
laws of the association, the finances have been adjusted, no
criminal purpose exists."

Racing the Year Round.

Continually racing. There is scarcely a day in the

year, always excepting Sundays, that is a blank day in

the royal sport. After the northern meetings are

wound up then Baltimore, Washington, Memphis and
other southern points swing into the circle, and some of

the horses are kept busily at work for the whole of the

year. A third of a century ago people would have
thought it impossible to run horses so frequently and
keep them on their legs for half a year. In the days

when Boston was the "travelling terror" his peregrina-

tions were bounded by New Tork and Augusta, Georgia,

with only one trip so far south as the latter place. With
that exception his racing was done in New York, New
Jersey, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.

He began his turf career in 1S36, when three years old,

and ended it in 1S41, starting thiry-eight times in the six

seasons. His last race in 1836 was on November 3d, his

first in 1837 May 4th. October 26th his last for 1837, his

first in 1838 May 3d. November 9th closed that season.

April 16th and October 23d is the record for 1839. May
1st December 17, 1840, that being the year he made
his southern tour, while in 1S41 he did not begin until

September 30th, having made a season in the spring,

retiring October 2Sth. It will be observed that there

were long intervals in which he was at rest, and this was
held indispensable in that era of heats at long distances.

The abolition of heats inaugurated a different system,

and in our opinion, the change was a grand improve-

ment from every view-point. Adding to the well-

doing of the horses, increasing the interest of the

spectators, making it truly a sport in place of

absolute cruelty, and a far fairer test of the

relative powers of the animals engaged. Racing

nowadays in a great measure takes the place of exer-

cising. When the old practice of "lettiug-up" is

followed there must be a period of training to fit them

for the first races, though when the spring campaign is

inaugurated there is little necessity for rapid work in the

intervals between the meetings. One of the most astute

of English managers declared that he preferred to sweat

his horses in public; meaning that he would rather run

tbem in races than to follow what was then con-

sidered the orthodox method of getting them in condition.

When some grand coup is contemplated that is rather too

public a plan to suit those who intend playing for a big

stake, and anticipate putting the pot on for a large

amount. In that case every precaution is taken to keep

the runs a3 secret as possible; but as only one of these

plots in a great many result in success, no harm would

be done if private trials were abandoned for the more

reliable line of public performances. When the truly

palmy days of the turf arrive there will be less looking

after good things in the shape of betting by owners of

horses. That speculation on the contest is an absolute

necessity to keep up the spirit and enthusiasm of a large

majority of race-goers cannot be controverted. When
it is made the chief aim of owners, and the only entice-

ment of ownership measured by dollars won in wagers,

there is sure to be retrogression. Whon all are governed

by that one sordid motive there will be no end to schemes

to overreach each other and hoodwink those who specu-

late; and a colt or horse, which is*" of promise sufficient,

kept from sweating in public until it suits the book of

his owner to have him appear.

A succession of race meetings are a boon to those who
cannot afford the luxury of occasional chances, or who

have not money enough to take the risk of venturing a

sum on one event which would sorely cripple them to

lo?e. We have heard the argument advanced that it was

just as well to risk $1,000 on one race as to scatter it

over ten with $100 for the limit. Were all lost the rea-

soning would hold good, but the odds in favor of the

more prudent system are apparent to any one who will

give the subject any consideration. California labor9

under the disadvantage of a long break in the racing

circuit. The meetings of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
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Association and Capital Turf Club are all the spring

events within reach, though from the opening of the fairs

to the close of the fall meeting, P. C. B. H. A., there is

quite a busy time. By holding an extra meeting after

the Blood Horse, say about Christmas time, and still

another in Oakland between that and the regular spring

affairs, supplementing these with meetings at San Jose,

Santa Cruz and other favorable points, aud the whole
year would be occupied to the benefit of those interested.

California Trotting Colts.

Anno Domini, 1886, has been a great epoch for Cali-

fornia-bred trotters. The showing of yearlings has been

fair, two-year- olds a good deal better than the average

of the last seasons; three and four-year-olds exceptionally

brilliant. Ella, Soudan and Shamrock are worthy of

more than a notice en passant, and while neither of them

have shown such a flight of speed as some of their

predecessors, have shown capacity which is an augury of

future celebrity. Shamrock has been something of a dis-

appointment. The phenomal speed he exhibited the fall

of his yearling form led to the belief that he was destined

to lower the records, and, in common with many others,

we had no hesitation in predicting that low down in

the twenties would be marked to his credit before he was

thirty months old. It cannot be said that he is a failure;

in fact, when all the circumstances are taken into con-

sideration he has not done so badly. He had to be

"thrown up" for a long time in the early summer owing

to ft bad curb, and. when once fairly at work again, he

cut his quarters so seriously as to again put a stop to his

training. A colt of such a wonderful flight of speed

must be in the best possible condition to "carry it,'.' and

Shamrock does not appear to have a medium rate in his

control. When restrained he frets and pulls, and thus

worries himself. "When allowed to go along at his best

pace he must tire before going one-half of the required

1760 lards. That he will be abetter three-year-old,

accordingly, than he has shown as a two-year-old, is very

nearly certain. Ella did not trot in as many plaoes as

the others, but that she is the best of her age of those

which have come before the public is generally conceded.

Soudan is a thoroughly honest and game colt. He is

so large that many people claim that he is too big to

stand a fair chance until five or six years old, but the

old-time belief that overgrown colts were worthless

until maturity is not universally accepted at the present

day. When of the right form, size is an advantage in

place of being detrimental, and with the right sort of

breeding to back configuration, our voice will be for

above rather than below the average standard of height

and length.

There has been a grand display of three-year-olds.

Alcazar, Eexford, Talensin, Transit, Tempest, etc., form

an array which is hard to excel. Taken together the

quintet named a*e the equal—we claim them superior

—

to any five that can be selected in the whole country.

Wild Rake, Bermuda and Nutbreaker, of Kentucky

breeding, are so strong that it may appear to be undue

favoritism for our home stock that leads to a conclusion

in favor of the Occidentals. At all events there is so

little difference iu speed that the issue would rest on

endurance, and without questioning the "staying" pro-

clivities of the Blue-grass representatives, our colts

possess the attribute in an eminent degree.

When it comes to California-bred four-year-olds the

two which made the Eastern campaign are superior to

all others. There is so long a gap between Manzanita

and all other colts and fillies of her age, that compari-

sons are nearly out of the question. The next to her

when measured by the watch, is Patron, but in giving

him second place his three-year-old record must be taken,

else her stable companion Palo Alto is entitled to it.

Well she met Patron at St. Louis, puttrotted and out-

stayed him beyond a question. Then, too, there are 3^

seconds to her credit, 1£ seconds faster than the famed

trial of Maud S. whem & four-year-old, and this, in actual

racing, without favoritism, the truth being that every-

thing that could be consistently done in the way of plac-

ing obstacles in her way was resorted to.

It may not have been quite so palpable at other places

as Cleveland, where, in the deciding beat with Belle

Hamlin, twenty-three scores were permitted and all to

her detriment. That judges could not put a stop to such

unwarranted proceeding is too silly for credence. If they

could not, they were singularly incapable, and it is also

singular that men of that stamp ware put in the stand

of one of the most prominent trotting tracks in the

country. Palo Alto, too, had to fight his battles against

fearful odd3, and encounter old campaigners on every

field. But the sterling stuff brought him through, and, to

appropriate the sentiment of an old-time sea ballad,

though rated a colt he has the heart of a horse and the

pluck of the blood of the desert. Giving these two Cali-

fornia, bred youngsters the first plaoa of all four-year-

olds of this or preceding years, there are at home those of

sterling merit. Stamboul and Lot Slocum are of the

highest class, and we shall be hugely disappointed if

Azmoor does not occupy a very prominent position ere he

is two years older.

When the records are made up so that a general review

can be prepared., without so much labor in arranging

statistics as would be required at this date, the showing

will be remarkable.

One point is likely to be overlooked, that being the

small proportion of colts trained here when compared

with the country bounded by the Missouri and Missis-

sippi on the west, the Gulf on the south, the Atlantic on

the east, and by a very high latitude on the north. One
breeding farm entered the Eastern lists against the pick

of an empire and gained a succession of victories.

A Lesson Worth Studying-

very many of the ideas which still prevail are centuries

old. If you endeavor to obtain reasons for adhering to

practices which seem erroneous, explanations are not

forthcoming, the only reply is that such has been the

custom ever since they knew anj-thing about horses.

Treatment so grossly absurd, when compared with

rational systems that it is akin to the twisting of the old

hand-brakes or the long links which took years to replace

with air-brakes and improved buffers and platforms.

Mignonette-

Iu an article in the Evening Bulletin of last Wednesday,

under the head of "Railway Accidents," are hints which

it would be well for horsemen to ponder over. It shows

that prejudices are strongest among men who should be

the first to see the advantages in new inventions. Writ-

ing of the dangers from telescoping under the old system

of coupling, and tersely proving the disadvantages, he

uses the following illustrations:

The improved plan of Miller was to construct cars in snch
a way as to cause them to come in contact iu the line of tbnir

greatest resisting power, while in coupling he introduce!
both tension aud compression. Thus, when the couplers or

buffers spring together the train stood practically one solid

body from end to end. It could no more swing or crush than
one car could swing or crush. With this system was also

introduced greater weight and strength iu the construction of

the cars. As is usual with improvements which are deemed
an innovation by men who fondly cling to time-worn methods
they know to be defective, because they are too dull to amend
their faults, railroad officials throughout the country opposed
the introduction of the Miller improvements as unnecessary
and useless. Though nearly 1,400 patents have b'-en issued
for similar contrivances, the Miller platform and buffer is the

most valuable one now in use. Its introduction marked a new
era in railroading, through which the safety and comfort of

the traveler was vastly enhanced, while a rate of speed hitherto

obviously impracticable was attained.

Those who are old enough to recall the method of

coupling iu vogue will remember the succession of clanks

whenever a train was stopped or started. A succession

of jars when the train came to a stand, of jerks when it

started, owing to the play in the long links of the chain

which formed the connection between the cars. This was

held to be essential in order that the train could be

started a car at a time; but it should have been at once

recognized that when the leading engine and carB came

to an abrupt stop, telescoping must result.

Then with increased speed came the momentous question

huw it should be governed. This is the way the Bulletin

correspondent portrays it:

This increased velocity of train-movement gave rise to a

new terror through the difficulty of control over it. The old-

fashioned hand- brakes were now as deprecable as had been

the crude methods of construction referred to. With %

momentum of forty to sixty miles per hour thus made pos-

sible, the proper control of a train demanded more perfect

appliances than the primitive and uncertain contrivances

whose forty years of ineffectual use had demonstrated their

worthlessness as to the control of a mechanical thunderbolt.

Each operation of engineer and too often tardy brakemen
required time, and every second of time represented many
feet of space. A train consisting of a locomotive and from

six to twelve cars, moving at a speed of forty-five miles per

hour, could not be brought to a stand-Btill in less than one

minute, or before it had made a distance of half a mile.

With one or more derailed cars dragging and plunging over

the ties such a distance, the probabilities of wreckage and of

injury—if not loss of life—to the passengers were almost cer-

tain. Toe necessity ot a continuous train-brake, under the

control of and to be operated only by the engineer, became
urgent, and numerous appliances for this purpose were

patented both iu this country and in Europe.

Until the development of the Westincjhourie air-brake, in 1869,

little or no progress had been made toward this end. Mr.
Westinghouse, like Mr. Miller, found the strongest opposition

in a quarter whence he had most reason to expect a hearty

support and substantial encouragement, viz., the railroad

officials and mechanics, who, with a pertinacity worthy of a

better cause, met with innumerable objections his efforts to

introduce a Bystem that has since become universal. The
Pullman Car Company, always anxious to avail themselves of

every appliance for Bafety and comfort, were the first to adopt

the Westinghouse brake. Yet there was something in tlie

delicacy aud precision of this new contrivance that was
peculiarly distasteful to the railroad mechanic. It was only

when a Beries of accidents, involving great loss of life and

much destruction of railroad property had made imperative a

departure from time-honored methods that the new brake

gained sufficiently in favor to permit of its adoption, though

ratUeras a dernier ressort. In a surprisiugly short time it

came into use on every important railway line in America.

It is now a much more perfect appliance than at the date

referred to—1871—and it has wonderfully increased the com-

fort and safety of travelers and trainmen alike.

Now. one not hampered by the idea that old ruts were

the best and safest, should have grasped, almost instinct-

ively, the superior advantages following the instantan-

eous application of friction to every wheel iu the train,

under control of one man, and be in a position to apply

it at the proper moment. President and directors could

understand the benefit; "railroad men," master mechan-

ics and employes struggled and fought against ita

adoption to the last.

There are none more bigoted in adhering to old prac-

tices than horsemen. Any change from deeply-worn

grooves ia deprecated, and though there has been progress,

A correspondent in Washington Territory thus writes:

"We of the northwest are decidedly of the opinion that

you are on the right lead in supposiug that Anteeo is the

sire of Mignonette, as the filly is as unlike Antelope as can

be imagined. She is also much of the form and disposition

of Anteeo and Antevolo, is a clear bay, without marks,

and has the pure, frintionless gait of the Electioneers."

In the absence of any explanation from Mr. Duncan the

surmise that a wrong pedigree has been given the filly

is strengthened until only the most convincing proofs

will remove the belief chat she is a daughter of Anteeo.

Foals-

Property of Judge J. McM. Shafler, San Francisco.

The following thoroughbreds, not heretofore published,
have been forwarded to Col. Bruce for registration in the
American Stud Book.

Alice T., b f, foaled 1SS4, by Haddington, dam Una, by
Daniel Boone; second dam by Beacon.
Olemcs, b c, foaled 18S5. by Haddington, dam Una, as above.
Louise M., b f, foaled 1SS6, by Kyrle Daly, dam Proserpine,

by Daniel Boone, from Anna H. by Lee Paul.
Bowlf, b c, foaled 1SS6, by Kyrle Daly, dam Nighthawk, by

imp. Haddington, from Napa Queen by Norfolk.

Gctrth, ch c, foaled 18S6, by Joe Hooker, dam Una, by Daniel
Booue, as above.
Nighthawk, Proserpine and Una were all bred to Wildidle

this Beason.

Names Claimed-

By P. J. Shafter, Olema, Cat.

Daytime, for chestnut colt foaled 1SS6, by Dawn, dam
Gazelle by Gen. McClellan, from Shepherd Mare by Belmont.

Sacramento Colt Stakes.

The Sacramento Yearling Stake, the first of the series of

Sacramento Colt Stakes, was trotted on Wednesday last. The
summary is all the description necessary.

Saceamento, Nov. 3d.— Sacramento^Yearling Stakes. Half-mile beats-
Value of stake 55^0.

Minot, b c by Bay Bose—E. Giddinga 1 1

Rill, ch f by Prompter—M. W. Hicks 2 2

Koaebnd, b f by Prompter-C. Kf-rby 3 3
Triumph, b c by Prompter—M. Toomey i 4

Time, l:38i, 1:35.

Same Day.—Match for $20 a 6ide.

Empress, br m by Flaitail (harness)--M. W. Hicka 1 1

Patti b m ipacer) by Chrismac's Patchan (wagon* 2 ds
Time, 2:291, 2:31.

Note—Patti fell in the second heat.

A Story of Nutwood.

Nutwood, for whom $22,000 was paid at the Glenview sale,

was once the property of a gentleman now reporting on one
of the St. Louis dailies, says the Republican. The ownership
was brief, bnt would have been permanent had the gentleman
subordinated his own judgment to that of the previous pos-

sessor of the horse. The story was as follows: Iu 1871, J. W.
Knox, of Pittsburgh, attended one of the A. J. Alexander's

sales, at Woodburn, Ky., and among other animals he took

the yearling son of Belmont and Miss Russell back to his

valley farm near the Smoky City. Mr. Knox, who was
partner in a large glass business, had a large number of horses

on the farm, and, never doing much good with them, used to

keep it going with his profits iu the glass house. This set

him and his partner at loggerheads, and they quarreled so

often on the subject that he finally decided to close out both

glass and horse, sell off everything and go to California for a

fresh start. He was great friends with the newspaper man
whom he induced to draw up his catalogue and to stay with

hitn on the farm till the sale was over. The night before

this took place Mr. Knox told his friend that though there

was no reserve set on any of the stock, yet there were a few

he did not like to let go for a song, aud he therefore suggested

that the newspaper man should keep his eyes open and make
a bid for certain of them if they were going over cheaply.

Among them were Nutwood aud a filly. Neither evoked
smart bidding, and the penman bought the colt for $170 and
the filly for §140. He paid his money to the auctioneer and
wulked off with the bill of sale in his pocket. In the evening

he told Mr. Knox after supper that he would keep the filly,

but handed over the bill of sale on Nutwood and asked for

his $170. Knox said he would not return him the money,
as he intended his friend should have the colt. He was sure

it was a wonder, and he was determined that the newspaper
man should not throw away a great chance. He would
gladly take over the filly as had been agreed, but he was sore

he was doing the scribe a life's service if he refused to take

back the colt. The newspaper man, however, was obstinate,

and after an hour's reasoning Knox finally paid over the

money and tore up the bill of sale. He was to start in a few

days for Oakland, Cal., and again and again during this

interval did he urge his friend to a reconsideration. The
scribe went to the depot to see htm off. and just as the train

was about to pull out Kuox once again assured him thut the

colt was a phenomenon at.d begged to he allowed to take it

off the cars then and there for him. Newspaperman was,

however, satisfied with his filly and obdurate. Mr. Knox
took the youngster to California, obtained a 2:18| record for

him, aud sold him for $18,000.
«

Fred Archer is said to be about to marry a daughter of

Bloss, the Newmarket trainer, and to retire from the suddle at

the expiration of this year, provided he holds his piesent lead

of winning mounts.

Mr. Gordon's great Cleveland string of button
8parkle, Clemmie G., Noby, etc., will not be can.

after this season.
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The Variations.

There is one branch of the breeding question in which the

maov centuries that have passed since Jacob got the better of

Lftban in a breeding speculation have revealed little. As to

what the exact influences are which combine to produce the

striking differences and variations observed in the offspring

of the same parents, and why these certain influences com-

bine exactly as they do and are active in the process of repro-

duction while other characteristics in the inheritance are

dormant or seem wholly lost—it is concerning these points

that we lose our grip of the certain and grope in the mists

and shadows of an "undiscovered country". Bat from time

immemorial the human mind has sought to reach into the

unknown, and had this inherent instinct, this longing to

comprehend the seemingly incomprehensible, not been

implanted deeply in the soul of man by his Creator, the

human race would never have emerged lrom the darkness

of the beginning. It will not do for us to sit down content

in our ignorance aud say this thing cannot be discovered.

Mans chief end in life is to know, to discover more than his

ancestors did; and if the time ever comes when there is no

more of the mysterious which noble endeavor can reveal,

when the ambition that longs for knowledge "as the deer for

the water-springs" shall, like Alexander, rind no more worlds

to conquer, time will be ripe for the exit of "the lastof human

To" discover, then, the why and the wherefore of these

unknown phenomena in animal creation, where we reach out

beyond the region where known facts are our stepping-stones,

our only guiding light is the torch of reason. We reason

from the known to the unknown, and though, without data,

the clearest and most decisive reasoning cannot prove any-

thing, it can go far to establish an hypothesis which shall be

conclusive only in so far it accords with reason, philos-

ophy, and natural law.

The story of Jacob's experiments with Laban's herds, the

Oriental story that the custom in Arabia is to walk the sire in

front of the dam to impress the offspring with his form and

color, and many kindred traditions, do not depend for their

value' so much upon their absolute truth as upon the fact that

they show that from the earliest ages there has been a sort of

instinct in man that mental influences were the potent factors

in reproduction. One of the most convincing arguments that

the haman soul is immortal is the instinctive feeling, theunac-

couniable conviction, in ail races and all ages, that there is

in man something that shall triumph over physical death. If

this argument of the truth of inherent instinct be acceptable

as a proof in the greater mystery, surely we can give it some

weight in the lesser problem. This theory, then, that seems

to have in some way been dimly comprehended in all times,

that the physical condition of the parents at the time of pro-

creation governs the character of the offspring, seems entirely

reasonable. Every being, from the lowest form of the brute

creation to the human, has, what we may call, a dual organiz-

ation—the psychical and the physical—and while we can pretty

distinctly say where the one ends and the other begins, itis not

so easy to detine just what the influences of each over each

are. Although there are cases where the mental qualities in

a beiufe seem to have sprung from one element in his inherit-

ance, and the bodily or merely structural qualities point

directly to another factor in his ancestral line, the rule seems

undoubtedly to be that the offspring partakes of the mental

and physical qualities of the parents in such a combination

that we are impelled to conclude that the ruling elements in

both mind and body come from one source. If this be

true, it follows that in reproduction certain physical and cer-

tain mental qualities link themselves together and are depend-

ant upon each other; and we must conclude that either the

physical influences are, in procreation, subordinate to the

psychical, or vice versa.

Observation tends to show that whatever influence the

mental condition of the parentB exerts over the physical

characteristics of the offspring, their physical condition can
exert little or no influence upon the mental capacities of the

new being. We, of course, can only reach thiB conclusion by
reasoning from analogy, which, like circumstantial evidence

in law, often leads as irresistibly to a conclusion as the most
closely linked chain of facts. If physical condition was the

governing influence in reproduction, there would be scarcely

any discernable variation in the offspring of uniformly healthy

parents, for their physical condition is almoBt changeless.

We believe that the variation in the individuals of any species

is not greater or less than the variation in the mental condi-

tion of that species. Differences exist in the offspring oi the

same parents which mere physical variations utterly fail to

account for, and reason supported by such instances of

observation as are on record, points directly to the conclusion

that the traits uppermost in the minds of the parents at the

time of copulation determine the character of the offspring.

If this hypothesis be entirely sound—and it does seem to fit

exactly with what is known of the laws of heredity—it has an
important bearing upon the breeding of the trotting horse. It

settles the auestions of developed versus undeveloped dams.
It teaches that the capacities and instincts that we desire to

reproduce must not be allowed to slumber or become
dormant, and that the favorable moment for coupling is when
both sire aud dam have their energies awakened and their

desire fixed on doing their utmost at the trot.

There seems to exist no reason why continuous and care-

fully conducted observation should not afford such data as

would prove and demonstrate the truth in these premises
beyond doubt or cavil. We should think it would be an
attractive study for a breeder to devote a portion of his

attention to, and the ultimate solution would beample reward
for all the thought and time expended upon so important a

subject.— Wallace's Monthly.
.*.

A Continental paper states that Count Nicholas Esterhazy
has just presented the Huogarian Jockey Club with an
appropriate piece of ground at Totis, in Hungary, for the
purpose of converting it into a race-course. This new race-

course, which adjoins the Count's estate, is only a short
distance from the railway station, and will, in all probability,

prove very successful. Totis is situated about midway
between Vienna and Budapest, and is not far from the other
training grounds of God, Kaposztas-Megyer and St. Marlon.
Folly one-half of the Hungarian racers are being trained at

Totis at the present time.

George Fuller has made an engagement with Mr. C. F.
Emery, Forest City Farm, Cleveland, O. Lately, in the
presence of Messrs. J. I. CaBe, J. H. Shultz, T. B. Armitage,
Steve Maxwell aud others, he gave Patron a mile over Glen-
view track. The track waa very treacherous, full of holes and
shifty in the footing, yet the four-year-old wonder trotted the
first quarter in 34 seconds, thp half in 1 :10A, the three-quarters
in 1:15, the last quarter in 33i seconds, and the full mile in

2:1S£. Fullerwill take Patron to Cleveland, and, if condition*
are favorable later on, will send him to beat the best four-

year-old mark.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Medico vs. Veterinary.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of the

23d inst. I notice a paragraph relating to the progress of the

Chicago Veterinary College, the success of which is very

pleasing to me, as anything pertaining to the welfare of the

veterinary profession always ispleasiDg to one of its members,

and also because one of the professors of said college was a

fellow student of mine in Glasgow, Scotland.

However, I wish to direct your attention to the last sentence

of the paragraph in question, viz.— "If some of the crowd of

youngsters who are pressing iuto the thick ranks of

physicians would direct their studies towards healing stock,

they would find a wider and more profitable field open to

them." Now sir. I am a qualified member nf the Boyal Col-

lege of Veterinary Surgeons of Great Britain, and I must say

that, judging from my experience in this country I would
never advise any young man to enter the veterinary profession

in preference to the medical. My reasons for saying so are

various.

1st. I am not aware of there being any law in this country

to Drotect the members of the veterinary profession; there is

one to protect the medical.

2d. Take the required amount of time and money neces-

sary to qualify as a veterinary surgeon, and compare it with

the required time and money to become a medical mau, and

there is very little difference.

3d. In my opiniou the study attached to the one pro-

fession is just as great as to the other. A student at one of the

veterinary colleges of Great Britain is required, in his first

session, to study and pass in the following subjects:

Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Toxicology and Pharmacy.

Chemistry, theoretical and practical. Botany, theoretical ana

practical.

No medical student is asked to know more about the

above subjects than we are. In the second session a student

is required to study and pass in the following subjects:

Special Anatomy; Comparative Anatomy and Dissections,

Physiology and Histology.

We have to study the anatomy, not of one species, but

of at least four. We take the horse as the standard and

compare with it the ox, sheep, dog and pig, so that we have

more anatomy to study than the medical student. Our
dessections require to be executed with as much care as those

of the sister profession. The physiology and histology

are the same in all vertebrates, consequently medical

students are not required to kuow more than veterinary

students. In the third session a student is required to study

and pass in the following subjects:

Morbid Anatomy; Pathology; Pathological Toxicology;

diseases of the horse, including veterinary medicine; surgery

and theraDeutics. Diseases of other domesticated animals,

including veterinary medicine, surgery and therapeutics. He
has also to undergo a practical examination as to the sound-

ness and diseases of horses, in writing of certificates and pre-

scriptions, and in dispensing medicines; likewise as_ to the

diseases of the other domesticated animals, and in writing of

certificates. Included in the foregoing, are the subjects:

Ophthalmology, Otology, Obstetrics, Gynecology and Hel-

miuthology. etc. Taking all the subjects into consideration

I think a veterinary student has as much to study as the

medical student.
Now we come to that portion of the paragraph aforemen-

tioned—"Young men would find a ivider field open to them."

That I do not dispute, at the same time those same young

men must not overlook the fact that they, when in practice,

will require a much wider field to work upon than a medical

man requires. Next in order comes the word "profitable."

"Voune men would find a more profitable field open to them."

I fail to see it. Is there a veterinary surgeon outside of any

of the large cities of this State making the same amount per

annum as the medical man id the same location?

Are the leading veterinary surgeons of, say, San Francisco,

making as much per annum as the leading medical men of

said city ?

Where is the veterinary surgeon that has the opportunity

of obtaining from four to five thousand dollar for attendance

on one case?
What do you think of an extensive and wealthy stock-

owner expecting a qualified veterinary surgeon to travel

twelve miles from home and castrate four colts for S-J?

What a very simple operation some medical men will perform

in their office in, say, ten minuteB for the same amount of

money ($4) if not more. We will now suppose a ranch to be

six miles from the location of the medical man aud veterinary

surgeon; both are called to attend npon patients at said

ranch, and both make ten visits at So per visit; the medical

man will obtain his ©50 without a grumble, whereas the

veterinary surgeon will probably get about one-half that

amount, and the owner of the animal will consider him well

paid for services. Is he? I think not; in fact, he ought to

receive the same amount, if not more, because the diaguosis

and treatment of the disease his patient may be suffering

from is much more difficult; he has to form his diagnosis

without any assistance from his patient, and the history of the

case, which sometimes helps in proving a correct diaguosis,

is often withheld, or some falsehood is told for reasons best

known to the owner or driver of the animal. Further, we
may have to administer medicine, aud, as you know, that is

sometimes no easy matter aud at the same time dangerous.

We may have to leave medicine to be given two or three

times a day or oftener, as the case may be, and in plenty of

cases it is thrown on the manure heap, aud the nostrum of

some empiric is substituted and given to the suffering animal.

How many cases pass through the hands of men who presume
to be veterinary surgeons before reaching the regular prac-

titioner, and when he is called the animal is so near death

that, qualified though he may be, he cannot save the life that

is fast ebbing away, and he obtains the credit of being a "no
good.'
Now, let us look at some of the books published in this

country, to be fouud in the possession of horsemen, Btock-

owners, etc. Take for example "The Complete Horse
Doctor," by I. McKenzie, Munro, Veterinary Surgeon, San
Francihco, published in 1881; and the "Horseman's Friend,"

by Professor A. A. Antrim, Iowa, published in ISS5. The
latter work advises the reader to give two andone-h;ilf ounces

Cape Aloes (nearly twenty drams) to a horse suffering from

lung fever. Just think of a rancher or horseman or stuik-

owne'r giving that dose to bis horse suffering from lung pier.

Finding it does not help the animal, he sends for the veterinary

surgeon to cure it, after administering a dose that would kill

a great many healthy horseB. However, I must not take up
more of your space about such rubbish, suffice for me to Bay

that some men will put more confidence in such works than

they will in a professional man. I now ask the question,

What encouragement is there for any young man to join the

veterinary profession when plenty of men are practicing who
can neither read Dor write their own name? In various parts
of America I know where intelligent people engage those men
in preference to a qualified man, because the anack may
charge a half-dollar or so less. Now, let ue see what rela-

tionship exists between the medical aud veterinary professions.
They are sister professions, but how few medical men recog-
nize the fact. Let me quote from an introductory lecture
delivered by an eminent lawyer at the opening of the winter
session of the Glasgow Veterinary College, in l"$$0. He said:

There is in the present day a circumstance that at once
extends the bounds of veterinary science and gives it an
importance never felt before.

You are all aware of the modern theory of evolutioD, based
on what is termed natural selection or survival of the fittest

in the continued struggle for existence. Its most ardent and
advanced votaries claim for this theory the real explanation.
Dot of the origin of creation as some have supposed, but of
the origin of species; in other words, the real cause of the
various types of life heretofore and now existing on the
earth. I cannot say that I am a convert to tbis notion. I do
not think that the ascertained facts are a sufficient basis to

support the vast theory which is attempted to be reared on
them. But whether I am right or not in this view, one thing,
I think, has been clearly established, and that is, that among
all the vetebrates— man included—the materials, organs and
structure of the body are so connected with some underlying
plan or law that all are in strict analogy, and are only
adaptations of one common set to the wants and requirements
of each separate species. This adaptation appears to be
brought about by theprocesses of development, as though the
great Creator had utilized certain typical organs for every
purpose comprised within the beneticient scheme of animal
life.

Thus, to take two of the most divergent instances—the
horse and man—the stifle joint of the horse is the analogue
of the human knee, the hock of the heel, the single toe on
which the horse walks is the aualogue of the central digit in
the human hand or foot, the other digits being represented in
the existing horse by the spliut bones, which, in the earlier

equine species, carried hoofs, and in still earlier forms appear
to have reached the typical number of five. These and
thousands of similar analogues do not, to my mind, prove
community of origin, but they prove unity of plan, and
strangely point to this, that if ever the science of life and
curative medicine are to be prosecuted in an exhaustive and
effectual mauner, it must be by comparative anatomy, com-
parative physiology, comparative science, in short, universally.

Veterinary science has thus assumed vast importance, and
has come into line with human medicine and surgery.
Neither of those two sciences can hereafter stand apart. The
veterinarian has much to learn from the medical man, and
the medical man fiom the veterinarian. Indeed the time
cannot be far distant when for all the highest purposes the
two provinces of medical science must coalesce. He says the
time cannot be far distant; I hope not, because the present
knowledge that a great many medical men possess about
comparative anatomy is very meagre. I met a medical
gentlemen once who was utterly astouished to learn that a
horse had gluteal muscles; another was surprised to learn
that a horse possessed a masseter muscle, and soon; yet,

notwithstanding the fact that the average veterinarian is as
well educated, as scientific, and as gentlemanly as the average
medical man, he canuot, does not, nor never will hold the
same social position, because the one devotes his time to the
study of the lower animals, while he other devotes it to that

of the higher animals (noble man and noble woman); the one
has to pass by the back gate to the stable and grooms, while
the other passeslhrough the front door to the bedroom or
parlor. I think I have said enough to show you that the medical
profession is by far the most profitable, and, iu the eyes of the
people, the most gentlemanly. However, it lies with the
veterinary suTgeons themselves whether they be gentlemen or
not. That you cannot help, but you and such as you can
help us to obtain the passage of a bill that wilLdrive empiricism
into eternity. Then and then oDly will the veterinary
suigeons of America find a reward for the time, labor and
money they have expended in gaining a knowledge of

veterinary medicine and surgery. Trusting I have not
trespassed too much on your valuable space, I beg to remaiD,
dear sir, Tours Respectfully,

Thomas Mackat, M. E. C. V. S.

Petaluma, Cal. Oct. 2S, 1SS6.

HERD AND SWINE.
Shorthorns as Milkers.

Shorthorns as milkers! At the very suggestion of snch a
theme our friends, the Jersey and Holstein breeders, hold np
their hands iu holy terror. "Shorthorns as milkers!" Waa
anything ever heard so preposterous as to think of a Short*
horn as a milker! And yet I am a great believer iu the milk-
ing qualities of the Shorthorn, and I rarely lose an opportunity
of having a word or two on the subject.

The idea that the Durham breed are not good milkers is of
comparatively recent origin. They were regarded in the
early days in England as the general purpose cow, good alike

for meat aud milk. In that early day the. Longhorn stood
over against them much as the Hereford does now. The
Longhorns had fallen first of all British cattle iuto the hands
of truly large-minded and far-sighted improvers. Bakewell
was the father of the improver of cattle. When he took the
Longhorns in hand they were great, large-boned, rangy cattle,

with some promise of a better form if bred wisely. He worked
with them long and judiciously, and as a result he produced
a breed still too large and coarse, too large of frame and too
loosely knit, but withal an excellent beef breed for the day;
iu accomplishing this, however, he sacrificed the milking
qualities. Over in the next county of Durham, and in some
parts of Yorkshire, too, the native oreed of smaller cattle soon
found admirers who considered their more compact forms and
fine milking traits more to be desired than the best of Bake-
well's herd. Iu very early days a number of both breeds were
imported iuto Maryland and Virginia, and thence into

Kentucky, where, from their introducer they were called
Pattou stock, and the character of each, as then considered,
is well seen in the fact that the Longhorns were popularly
called the "beef breed" and the Shorthorns the "milk breed."
Thus it may be seen at a glance that the basis of the claim

that Shorthorns have from time immemorial been regarded
as excellent milkers is firmly laid. Throughout the period of

the growth of the Shorthorn out of the native Durhntu we
remark an insistence upon the importance of milking capacity.
Among the breeders of the first decades of this century Mr.
Whitaker stauds deservedly high, aud especially so from an
American point of view, since from his herd were made many
important draughts forimportation. Mr. Whitaker especially

insisted on milk—beef was not neglected, but milk he would
have. He had a large estate in which were great coal mines,
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"nd he expected his Shorthorns to supply tbe great number
M miners with milk, and he made tneiL do it. In the famous
pamphlet of Rev. Henry Berry are enumerated tbe records of
nine of the cows then at Mr. Whitaker's. 1 hey are as follows:
Yellow Rose, at three years old, gave four gallons two quarts

twice a day; at four years, gave four gallons three auarts
twice a day.
Red Daisy gave four gallons twice a day.
Magdalena upward of four gallons twice a day.
Western Lady three gallons two quarts twice a day.
Venus, sixteen years old, three gallons one quart twice a

day.
Alfreda three gallons twice a day.
Adela, 6rst calf, three gallons twice a day.
Yarm, three gallons twice a day.
Not mean records these, and it appears that they were by

no means remarkable. All the cattle that Mr. Whitaker sent
to America bore out bis English reputation, especially those
by the great milk bull Frederick! ). The cattle of Mr.
John Hare Powell, of Powellton, near Philadelphia, were
largely bought from or by Mr. Whitaker, and sowed the
good seed broadly through the land, in New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio aud Kentucky especially. Among the Powell
cattle oue cow was especially famous in this direction. She
was bred by Mr. Whitaker and called Beliaa, and gave, on a
special test, between Tuesday morning, 24th of May, 1S27,
and Saturday evening, the 26th, i. e., in three days, milk
which made eight pounds thirteen ounces of butter, "by the
usual process," that is, at the rate of twenty and one-half
pounds per week. She was hardly a cow to be accused of
giving poor milk, and not unworthy to be named beside the
gilt-edged strains of to-day when on full butter feed, and she
was fed only ordinary rations. She transmitted her goud
qualities to her descendants, too. For instance, we find in
Vol. II, A. H. B., in foot notes to her granddaughter, and
great-granddaughter Belina the 3d and 4th, that the former
gave thirty two quarts daily and tbe latter was equally good
as a milker. I have chosen these as two closely connected
herds showing what has been done in the way of building up
a milking herd.
Let us now somewhat at random choose a few cases out of

the notes to the early volumes of the A. H.B. Thus, in volume
1, Appalonia, 24 to 30 quarts a day; Blanche, 36 quarts;
Celeste, 33 to 35 quarts.; Cream Pot, 30 quarts; Dime 30
quarts and upwards; Lucilla. 55 pounds, and 15 pounds 3
ounces of butter in a week. In volume II Ruby gave in 80
days over 4,000 pounds of milk, and in 20 days made over 40
pounds of butter. Daisy gave 34 quarts daily, and her daugh-
ter had given about 40 quarts, and was then giving that
amount. Eunice 4th made 19& pounds of butter in one
week. In volume II, Eunice of Grantham, a sister of the
last named, made the same quantity of butter, and so on.
From these records it is easy to see how safe is the claim

that Shorthorns have been and ought now to be good milkers.
Such were they in the hands of our fathers—what are they in
ours? I do not think I go far astray when I say that as a
general thing in this country tbe milk-giving powers of our
cattle are sadly neglected. Some few breeders everywhere
attend to them. In a few places they receive special atten-
tion, but generally speaking the meat standard is the stand-
ard to which they are bred. Pedigree has come to be a great
factor—yes, even the great factor—and if good beef form can
be added to this most of us are content. But it is surely
wrong to stop here. We ought to preserve without prejudice
all the good traits that have come down to us. For myself,
while I can say that there is rarely a time when I have not
several cows that give from 25 to 35 quarts a day, that cows
of that stamp are rarer now than they were twenty, much
rather than they were forty years ago. It is harder now to find

a bull to head my herd, that will be sure to get good milkers
as well as feeders, and despite every effort and the most san-
guine hopes I can see no advance in milk-production now or
recently. When progress rules elsewhere, why should we
have stagnation here?
But the outlook is by no means at the point of despair. If

fine milking Shorthorns are not to be found everywhere as
they once were, they arn not yet scarce, and in some places
they still abound. In New York State many great dairies
have all Shorthorns, and hold them incomparably best. In
England the great milk prize at the Royal Show goes to the
Shorthorns every year with commendable regularity. Every
man of wide experience, too, can testify to the desirable char-
acter of Shorthorn milk, for if it be not quite so rich in fatty
matter as the Jersey's, and so a little less well adapted to
butter making; if it be not quite so great in quantity as the
Holstein's, it is better for milk, cream, butter and cheese than
either of the others. That is to say, it is not at either extreme,
but a good average product, rich in fat, rich, too, in casein,
not thin and watery or oily as a milk to drink. All these
things ought to be considered and are considered by the prac-
tical dairyman, aud where all the products of the milk are
desired Shorthorn milk stands deservedly high.
The Shorthorns have been neglected for about fifty years,

now, in this direction, and yet they have not become poor
milkers. There is no comparing a Shorthorn with a Here-
ford in this lespect, or with an Angus or Galloway. And now
and then we find a herd in which the milk production has
played a prominent part, and always that herd is fonnd fit to

stand by the best of the so-called milk breeds. I was very
much interested some time since in tbe experience of a freind
of mine, Dr. W. H. Cundiff, of Cass county, Missouri, in
exhibiting his herd of Shorthorns as a dairy breed. It was in
1880 that he appeared at the Western National Fair, with a
herd that went through the beef rings with signal success.
When the ring for the best dairy herd was called, and the
Jerseys had settled down to a quiet little family contest, in
walked thevictorious beefherd. There was an instant flutter,

a protest, and a long right to exclude tbe Shorthorns. The
contest was postponed till the next day, when it was decided
that the Shorthorns were notincluded in the open offer to any
breed of dairy cattle. The next year's catalogue was careful

to define what the board of that fair meant by dairy cattle,

which, in opposition to the claims of Durham breeders of

every land and every time, did not include the red, white and
roans. The next year the same herd appeared at the first

Kansas State Fair, and again was entered for the dairy herd
prize. This time the board had more backbone, and told the
Jersey, Holstein and Ayrshire men that if the Shorthorns
proved themselves better dairy cattle than any of their rivals

they should have the first prize, and afcer a long and careful

trial the verdict went to the despised beef cattle. The next
year the vaunted butter breed and the dauntless black and
whites had enough influence to have the same course carried

through that had been followed in the previously cited

instance, and the eligible breeds were catalogued to the exclu-

sion of the Shorthorns.
So it seems that milkiug tests even now don't always go

against our cattle. I believe that if a few Shorthorn breeders
would go to work on the Jersey plan, feed their cattle milk-
making food, and direct their attention studiously to that

end, even now such tests could be shown and such records

made, both at the pail, the churn and the cheese-press, as

wouid open the eyes of a great many people. It was only
recently that a geutlemau living near me ventured I

that the merit of the Shorthorn at the pail was equal to that
of any other breed, before anumberof Jersey breeders. They
ridiculed the idea. He then offered to make a wager with
them that if they would send their picked cow he would send
his, and they should be turned out on the same pasture and
fed no other food and the owner of the winning milk and
butter producer take both cows. They declined the wager,
and any kind of proposition which had as its basis a lest
from pasture only. But surely that is the best possible test.
If we could only revive the old interest in cattle matters, aud
could get the people to forget pedigree, aud remember that
in letting any good trait go to loss from neglect we are injur-
ing our cattle, we could hope to get them reinstated in their
old and appropriate place.

History has given the lie to all the fine arguments going to
prove that a superior beef breed cannot nroduee milk freely.
We have pointed out a few instances to "this effect, but they
can be produced indefinitely, and wnut our cattle have bc-eu
they ought to be now and continue to be in the future.

If a few earnest men wuuld take hold of this question,
select a few tine milkers, and take the meacs to obtain high
tests that the breeders of "butter breeds" do, and publish
them to the world, systematically aod steadily, I have no
doubt that the needed reaction could be produced, and men
would again say, "Take her for first and last, for milk and
cream, for butter and cheese, the Shorthorn knows no
superior."— William Warjidd, in National Stockman.
Grasmere, Oct. 18S6.

A New Poison in Milk.

Dr. Y.C. Yaughan, of theUuiversity of Michigan, succeeded
about a year ago in separating from some specimens of ehee, e
which had produced alarming symptoms in many per.-ous, a
highly poisonous substance which he named tyrotoxicon
(cheese poison). A sample of ice cream, which had made
eighteen persons sick, also yielded tyrotoxicon. Dr. Yaughun
thinks the production of the poison is dut directly or indi-
rectly to the growth of some micro-organism,

.isusi the tow Go?
fTbe following contribution W3S forwarded by tbe late Dr. A. M

Dickie of Doylestown, Pa., shortly before bis dearb.J

Since the passage of the Oleomargarine Bill, which, it is
claimed, recognizes and legalizes the manufacture and sale of
fraudulent butter, some levelheaded and by no means pes-
simistic people think the dairy interest of the com. try is con-
fronted with a competition that will prove destructive of the
dairy industry. They hold that the cow cannot compete w*ith
the ste6r and the pig as a butter-producing animal and that
she will have to go.

While it is hoped the situation is not so dismal as that, it is

yet perfectly plain that the dairyman will have a hard row to
hoe from this time on. Some idea of what it may be like
may be formed from the experience of the last two years. If
it were not that low prices have prevailed for all kinds of
produce, it would be thougnt that the very bottom had
fallen out of the dairy markets. The outlouk is not encour-
aging, and certainly does not lead to' a belief that old-time
prices will ever again be reached. The probabilities are that
in the future the average price of butter will not rule above
25 cents a pound in the New York market. This means IS
to 20 cents net to the producer, and is the situation that he must
face, and he must make his estimates on a basis of not over
25 cents a pound, and it would probably be safer to estimate
on 20 or 23 cents a pound—that is 15 to IS cents net.
The question, then, is to decide whether butter can be put

upon the market at that price. It must be understood that
it shall be fairly good butter—not the frowsy, bad-smeiling,
ill-flavored stuff" which invoked and popularized oleomargar-
ine— but a passable article that shall compare favoiably with
the substitutes by whatever name they may be known. The
masses have been taught to eat these substitutes, and to
believe they are superior as an article of food to the off-quality
butter made on many farms and sold nt country stores.and it

must be admitted thata taste which prefers oleomargarine, a3 it

is made now, to poor dair}- butter should not be uncondition-
ally condemned. There is not the least doubt that the
masses of consumers have bought and used the substitutes
without knowing that they were substitutes, and now when
they buy the same thing knowing it to be a substitute they
will be indifferent about making investigations and compari-
sons between the genuine and counterfeit articles. These
are the facts that confront the dairyman; he must meet them
squarely, and with a full knowledge of their bearing and force,

decide upon his chances in an encounter with them.
There is no use disguising the fact that tbe present plight

of dairymen is not improved by the passage of the Oleomar-
garine Bill, and that the prospect is anything but enconrag-
ing. The only ray of hope is in better management, cneaper
production and high quality of product. The average cow
whose annual yield is 125 pounds of butter must go, and her
place must be taken by a cow that will produce from 250 to

300 pounds in a year. This means a different sort of cow and
different management from that which is ordinarily seen.
In sections which are known as distinctively dairy dis-

tricts, where the price of land is advanced, it will he more of

a question whether butter can be produced to sell in competi-
tion with oleomargarine. If it is attempted it must be on the
basis of such competition, and unless production is cheapened
the outlook is gloomy enough.
At preseut the ratio of labor to product is 15 per cent.; add (o

this the interest on land and general plant 35 per cent.; then
the cost of maintenance of the stock must be set down at 50
per cent, of the product. This makes an aggregate of ratio of

expense to product of 100 per cent., and leaves no margin pi
product. This means either that expense must be reduced or
business suspended. Which shall it be? There is opportu-
nity to reduce expense in the item of labor, aud also in the
item of maintenance of stock—the one by associated effort,

the other by soiling. On these two items a reduction of 20
per cent, is within reach, which makes tbe ratio of cost to

product 80 per cent., and leaves a margin of 20 per cent, for

profit, which, speaking in a general way, appears to be a
liberal one, though it amounts to a very small sum on the
unit of product. It is claimed that high farming increases
the ratio of labor to product. This is quite true in ordinary
crop farming, such as grain, frnit, vegetables, and specialties

generally, except dairying. In thelatter theprodtrctincrc-ases

so rapidly under improved methods as to yield a fair profit on
the increased labor required. If this were not so it is evident
the cow must go at once, without prolonging the struggle. If

she is to be retained a new departure must be taken in the
general management of dairy operations from begiuuiug to

end. Only cows of good quality nanat be kept, and the
strictest economy must be practiced in their maiuteuance and
in the handling of their products.
The lack of organized effort on the part of dairymen works

to their disadvantage. On the other hand, the manufacturers
of oleomargarine understand the power and uses of organiza-

tion and combination. They will so arrange their business
by co-operation and the use of organized capital and brains as
to reduce the cost of their product to the lowest possible
point, and so improve its quality that the outcome will be a
keener competition tLau ibe dairyman has yet encountered.
The owner of the cow must gird up his loins, accept the situ-
ation, and meet his enemy by organization aud combination
on his side of the line of battle. Whatever tactics, diplomacy
and determined energy the dairymen can command must be
employed, or they will be driven from tbe field.

It is evident that if butter is to be made and sold in the
market it must be on the basis of associated effort. The
t-xpense must be cut down and the quality improved, the
work must be done in factories, and these must be operated
in an efficient, economical and strictly business way. The
same thing is true in the matter of prod'ueing milk, though, of
course, co-operation in this must take a different form—the
form of keeping better stock, buying supplies at wholesale
and thus reduce to themininjum the cost of producing the raw
material to be worked up in the factories. After all, when the
dairymen have done their best they will find they are not on
board an express train leading to sudden wealth. But each
one will have to work out the problem for himself. If he
can make a good quality of butter on a basis of 20 cents a
pound, even though the margiu is very small, the cow will
not necessarily have to go. But there can be no doubt she
must accept a more subordinate position in the future than
she has occupied in the past.

Ensilage.

The last volume of the Michigan Board of Agriculture gives
an account of a very inter, sting experiment made with a silo
The building, which held 50,000 pounds of ensilage, built of
stone, cost? 151.80. About two acres were planted' early in
June with the Hathaway dent corn, and it was cut Sept. 13th.
The corn was then cut in one-half inch pieces, run direct to"

the silo, aud stamped down as compactly as possible. The
ensilage was then carefully leveled so that the pressure
would be equal, and planks two inches thick and eight inches
wide were nicely fitted as a covering. These planks were
then weighted with stones at the rate cf 900 pounds to the
square yard. The expense of raising the corn and putting
same in silo is given as follows:

Plowing and harrowi ng 1 1 acres 33 CO
Marking aud planting "

"
-.

Three bushels seed at £1
'

£ nn
Cultivating tnree times '.'.'.'.'.'.

[

i so
aOJ hours student labor at 8 cents .......... 24 00
'2«i hours team labor at 1 shilling

[
. «.

15 hours men's labor at 1 shilling " " , go

This makes the entire cost of growing corn and placing in
silo §2 09 per ton. On December 15th the silo was opened.
The ensilage was found to be nicely preserved. The report
says that not one of the least important considerations of ensi-
lage is the fact that so large an aniou nt of it can be packed in a
comparatively small space. A cubic foot of ensilage from this
silo weighs 35 pounas. From 5 to 6 per cent, of the live
weight of the animal will be a daily ration, or 50 or 75 pounds
for an ordinary cow. It is thus au easy matter to compute
the number of cubic feet necessary to contain the food tor a
certain number of animals. The'silo at the college is 14x15
feet inside the walls aud S feet high, containing 1 6S0 cubic
feet. Allowing 40 pounds to the cubic foot, they have a
capacity of almost 39 tons of ensilage, or enough to feed 5
cows 200 days a daily ration of 60 poui.ds each. During the
winter it was found that the cows did *well on this feed and
did not let down hardly any on their milk.

Fodder Corn and Ensilage.

Director Goessmann, of the Massachusetts Experiment
Station, says that the amount of vegetable matter in a given
weight of greeu fodder corn, cut at the beginning of the glaz-
ing of the kernels, is known to be not only twice as large as
compared with that contained in an equal weieht of green
corn fodder cut when just showing the tassels; it is also
known to be pound for pound more nutritious, for it contains
more starch, more sugar, more of valuable nitrogenous
matter, etc. He also says of ensilage experiments under his
supervision: The silos of the station were filled last autumn
with fodder corn which had just reached the point when the
kernels began to glaze over, expectioc to secure an ensilage
of superior feeding value. The results of these experiments
in that direction have been very satisfactory. 1st. The course
adopted for the production of corn fodder for the silo secures
the largest amount of valuable vegetable matter which a given
area of land planted with fodder corn can produce under
corresponding circumstances as far as land aud season are
concerned. 21. The ensilage of the more matured fodder
corn has a higher feeding value, pound for pound, as compared
with that cut at au earlier stage of growth. 3d. The more
matured fodder corn, on account of a harder texture, is less
crushed by close packing, and consequently better resists the
peculiar influences which tend to deteriorate aud ultimately
destroy the contents of the silo. The corn fodder, when cut
for the silo, September 3d and 4th, began to acquire a slightly
yellowish tint along the outside of the field, yet was still greeu
and succulent in the interior parts; the kernels were soft
their contents somewhat milky, and their outside just begin-
ning to glaze.

Hi&h Standards.

All associations of bleeders seem to recognize that the very
best of individual animals they may own are below the stand-
ard of perfect models of their kind. The very best evidence
.if this is that the full scale of points adopted as a standard of
measurement for any breed is never filled by any score made
by a competent judge. With one hundred poiuts'as perfection
ninety is usually consider^ a high measurement, whilfl
instances are extremely rare where as much as ninety-five is
credited to the candidate for judgment. The most perfect
specimens we have, then, must lack just a little somewhere of
being exactly what is considered the ne plug ultra in breeding.
The average animals shown as pure bred, and generally
accepted as fairly representative, will not, though, score above
seventy-five or eighty points.
What does all thi.s show, above everything else, if it is not

that there is in the best of breeding some room for improve-
ment, aud that in the average breeding there is a good deal of
this room? This is tbe unmistakable meaning of the fact that
the standards are higher than the stock they represent. Aud
thisi - it should i.e. If any breeder is able to reach the
Stan lard of his breed, his ability to do so should be taken as

that the time has come for elevating the standard
i.till higher. Even the most pains-taking stoekm- i

incentive furnished by the knowledge that there
higher point to be reached, aod no one can have ai_

tion of this uu'ess the standard is above him.-
Slockman.
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At the Bay District.

Oct. 29th.—The first race was for a purse of S400; the

starters, TJacle True, Wells Fargo, Lougfellow, Ned and

Twinkle, the ordi r of starting being as above. In the pools

Wells Fargo w.n ilie favorite, bringing 820 to $6 on Long-

fellow, $4 on Ned, und $3 on the other two coupled.

First Heat— At Hie second score they were sent off to a fair

start. Wells Fargo took the lead, with Twinkle second, until

nearing the quarts pole, when Longfellow took second place.

The Quarter was made in 38* seconds, the half in 1:15, Wells

Fargo" being two l.-ugths in front of Longfellow. The latter

closed some of the garj coming around the turn, though a

break at the head of the stretch operated so adversely to him

that Wells Fargo jogged in a winner by three lengths in J.UV,,

with Longfellow second, Twinkle third, Uncle True fourth

and Ned last. The result of this heat increased Wells Fargo

in the estimation of the bettors, and he brought S20 to $5 on

Longfellow. , , , . .. ,

Second Heat—As before, Wells Fargo took the lead, though

Longfellow was pressing him closely, and at the quarter, m
38 seconds, there was barely a length between them. An

increase of pace on the part of the leader did not reBu t in

shaking off Longfellow, who was close up at the half in 1:13.

Bounding the further semi-circle Longfellow kept crawling

closer to the brown, and as they came down the home stretoh

it was evident that there was trouble in store for Wells Fargo.

And sure enough it was so serious as to place him second

Longfellow winning in 2:26}, Twinkle third, Uncle True fourth

"Third Heat—The pools sold Longfellow $62.50, Wells Fargo

S60 all the others $5. Wells Fargo weut off with the lead

and before fifty yards were trotted had taken the inside. He

was two open lengths in the lead of Longfellow at the first

furlong pole. At the quarter he had twice that advantage, but

after passing that point Lougfellow began to close. At the

half in 1-13, there were two lengths between the leaders; halt

way round the turn Longfellow had his head on the hip of his

competitor. At the seven furlongs they were oven, when

soon after Wells Fargo broke and Lougfellow shot past him.

The black broke again at the drawgate and Lougfellow came

in at his leisure in 2:2SJ, Wells Fargo second, Twinkle third,

Uncle True fourth, Ned distanced.

Fourth Heat—The betling was $25 on Longfellow to §o

on all the others, and the result of the heat proved that the

estimate was correct. Wells Fargo followed his previous

course, taking the lead and retaining it until about the same

place in the home stretch where Longfellow gave him the go-

by before. It was the closest finish, however, of the four,

resulting in Longfellow winning it by a scant half length

over Wells Fargo, Twinkle third, Uncle True fourth. Time,

2:28J.
Oct. 23th; purse S400.

. .

Longfellow, ch g—L. Shatter *
i i i

Wells Fargo, bg-B 0. Holly
J iii

Twinkle, b m—1. H. Tennent »
J J J

TJncle True, b g—Mr. Slizner
J ill

ma,bg-J. Green ° 5 6 6

Time, 2 :29i, 2:26J, 2 :28i, 2:28J.

MAUD AND MINK.

A heat of the pacing match was decided between the second

and third of the trotters. The match was for $500 a side, H.

A. Agnew's Maud and D. McCarthy's Mink being the parties.

In the pool sales Maud was the favorite at $20 to $16 on

Mink.
First Heat—The race was rather tame in the first game of

the rubber. Maud led a trifle at the quarter in 35 seconds,

and at the half, in 1:09J, was quite a distance in the lead of

Mink, who made a break when half way along the back

stretch. He broke again when coming home and Maud won
the heat handily in 2:22.

Second Heat—The betting was now $25 on Maud to $11 on

Mink, and a good deal of money went into the box at those

odds. The starting gong had scarcely stopped vibrating from

signaling the start for the heat when Maud made a disastrous

break, losing at least fifty yards before she recovered the pace.

Still there was nearly as ranch of a gap at the quarter—fully

thirty yards at the half. From there she gained steadily, and

succeeded in going under the wire so nearly level with Mink
that the judges declared the heat dead. Time, 2:24.

Third Heat—There were still backers for Mink, as it was
thought that the forty pounds above her regular weight which
Maud had to haul would tell in a long race, and in the third

heat it seemed as though there was logic in the reasoning.

She broke when not more than two lengths on the journey

and lost nearly as much ground as before. She closed it

before reaching the three-quarter pole, and when she ranged

alongside of Mink he broke. The driver of Maud, thinking

he had the heat safe, eased her when nearing home and Mink
coming with a rush got his head to her throatlatch when they

went acroSB the winning Boore. Pools $25 on Maud to $6
on Mink.
Fourth Heat—Maud delayed her usual break until s"he had

passed the quarter. In the meantime Mink had broken and
he was some distance behind the quarter, though when she

left her feet he passed her and it was his turn to take the lead.

This he retained to the end, winning the heat in 2:24J.
Fifth Heat—Mink was never headed, and increasing the

lead from the start, won the heat by twelve lengths in 2:22£.

The quarter was passed in 35J seconds and the half in 1:10.

Both Mink and Maud now had two heats and the darkness
preventing an immediate settlement the concluding heat was
postponed until Saturday.

The rain of Friday night and Saturdaymorning necessitated

a further postponement until Monday afternoon, when Maud
finished the race by winning the deciding heat in 2:23J.

Oct. 29th and Nov. 1st.—Match for 3600. Paoera.
Maud, bm-H. J. Agnew 10 12 2 1

Mink, b g-D. McCarthy 2 2 113
Time, 3:22, 2:24, 0:00, 2:211, 2:221, 2:231.

LONGFELLOW AND BLAINE.

Nov. 3d.—As fine an afternoon as the most exacting could
desire, and a track which the most hypercritical of drivers

could not pick a flaw or point to a bad place in, favored the
patrons of the Bay District track yesterday. These were
important points, and from the bill presented it seemed aB

though there should have been a large attendance. Doubt-
less the excitement of election militated against people leaving

bulletin boards and headquarters of committees, and there

were few visitors on hand.
The firBt race was a match between Blnine and Longfellow,

heats of two miles, the stakes $500 a side. Longfellow was
the favorite with the bettors, bringing $40 to $21 on Blaine,

though the stock of the latter appreciated as the pool selling

advanced.
First Heat—The first heat was as tame as oould be. Long-

ijllow broke soon after the word was given, and Blaine led

him six lengths at the quarter, though the pace was slow, 38
seconds. The black increased the lead, so that when the first

mile was trotted, in 2:33, Ljnglellow was 31 seconds behind,
Thiy gap Longfellow scarcely made a semblance of closing,

Elaine winning the heat in 5:02£.

Second Heat—There was rather more spirit in the second

heat. Both horses broke as the bell sounded. Blaine caught

first, and at the quarter, in 40 seconds, had two lengths to

his advantage; at the half, in 1:18), there was rather more

room between them, but coming down the home stretch Long-

fellow moved up. It was a head-aud-bead affair at the finish

of the first mile in 2:32, when Blaine broke and Longfellow

took the lead, which he never relinquished, winning the heat

easilvin 5:01}. That the first heat was not wanted by the

driver of Longfellow was shown by the betting before the

second heat, as he brought $50 to $17 on Blaine, and after

the heat there was no betting.

Third Heat—The third heat was the best of the series.

Blaine led for one and a half miles, passing the quarter in

38 J, the half in 1:16.5, first mile in 2:30|, one and a half in

3:46, when Longfellow drew up to him, was even midway
of the turn, came into the stretch two lengths in the lead and

won the heat, which gav6 him the match. Time, 5:01}.

Nov. 3d.—Match trot for S500. Two mile heats.

Longfellow, ch g-L. Shaner 2 1 1
Blaine, blk g-W.M. Flfitcher 12 2

Time, 6:021, 5:011, 5:011.

A MILE RON.

Between heats the race-horses were brought out for their

warming-up canter. These were Echo, Fred Collier and Tom
Atchison. Echo was the favorite, $50 being wagered on

him, $14 on Collier, $5 on Atchison. The horses are nearly

of the.same shade of chestnut though Collier and Atchison

are well marked with white, there being seven white legs

between the two.

Same Day.—Stake $400. One mile.
T. H. Lottiidge's cb g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine, 120 lbs

Feeney 1

Jas. Garland's ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss,

120 lbs .Easterbrook *

Kelly & Lynch's'ch gTom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay Kate

120 lbs McLaughlin *

Time, 1:48.

*Dead heat.

At the first attempt they were sent off, Echo having a

length the be?t of it, but they had not galloped 100 yards

until all interest was lost. Echo cantered in the lead, finish-

ing the mile at least six lengths in front of Collier, who was a

short head in front of Atchison. Time, 1:4S. In placing the

horses the judges gave a dead heat for second place.

ANOTHER POSTPONED.

The concluding race was between two trotters and a pacer,

the trotters L. E. C. and Gleaner, the pacer Bell K. There was

a great deal of betting on the scrimmage. At the first of the

pool selling L. E. C. brought $25, Bell K. $25, Gleaner $15.

L. E. 0. dropped back. Gleaner advanced so that the betting

was nearly even between him and Bell B.
First Heat—The first heat was so slow as to be laughable.

Gleaner won it in 3:01, Bell B. nearly a distance behind the

whole of the mile. It was evident that she could pace far

faster, and just before the start for the second heat Bell B.

brought $60, Gleaner $33, L. E. C. $8.

Second Heat—Bell K. took the lead and held it until seven

furlongs were made, when Gleaner drew even with her, car-

ried her to a break at the drawgate and won the heat in

2: 37J. Gleaner was now the favorite at $55 to $23 on both

the others.

Third Heat—The third heat brought a change. Bell B.

took the lead and retained it throughout, Gleaner losing his

chances by a break on the stretch. The time improved to

2:40}, L. E. C. being distanced.

Fourth Heat—The fourth heat showed conclusively that the

mare was the better horse, as she won in 2:29}, when the

raoe was postponed until Thursday.

The Washington Park Club.

The following stakes closed for the summer meeting on
October 15th, last, the races to begin on June 25th and end
July 16th, 1887. The meeting for 1888, to open on last

Saturday in June.
The Drexel Stakes, 1887, for three-year-old colts, one mile,

has 34 entries. California is represented by:

D. J.McOarty's O. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.

Santa Anita Stable's entries are: b c Goliah by Grinstead,

dam Maggie Emerson; br or blk c Pendennis by Virgil, dam
Persia; gr c El Monte by Rutherford, dam Ophir; L. H. Tod-
hunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herzegovina.

L. H. Todhunter's b c Tom Hood by Virgil, dam La Belle

Helene.
Theo. Winter's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Kosetland.

The Englewood Stakes 1887, for three-year-old fillies, one
mile, has 31 entries, of which but three are from California:

Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta.

Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.

Theo. Winter's ch f Adaline by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
The American Derby 1887, for three-year-olds, one mile and

a half, 64 entries. The California entries are:

J. B. Haggin's b cKing Fox by King Ban, dam Maud Hamp-
ton.

J. B. Haggin's b c Alcalde by Beform, dam Flora.

J^ B. Haggin's ch c Ontario by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggin's b g Silver Bow by Fletcher, dam Belle of the

Meade.
J. B. Haggin's b c Klamath by Glenelg, dam Aliz.

J. B. Haggin's br c Prodigal by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggin's b gTerah by Glenelg, dam Anna Bush.
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H.Todd by Joe Hooker, dam RosaB.
Santa Anita Stable's br or blk c Pendennis by Virgil, dam

Persia.

Santa Anita Stable's b c Goliah by Grinstead, dam Maggie
Emerson.

Santa Anita Stable's ch c Laredo by Griustead, dam Hermosa.
Sauta Anita Stable's gr c El Monte by Rutherford, dam Ophir.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta.

L. H. Todhunter's b c Tom Hood by Virgil, dam La Belle

Helene.

L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herze-

govina,

Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery.

Theo. Winter's ch c Bobson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.

The Sheridan Stakes, one and a quarter miles, for three-year-

olds, has 50 entries.

The California list is headed by C. H. Todd, and from Santa

Anita, GriBsette, Pendennis, Laredo, Goliah and El Monte are

entered. Saf6 Ban is entered by Mr. Todhunter, the trio

from Mr. Winter's stable being Miss Ford, Adaline and
Robson.
The Hyde Park Slakes, for two-year-olds, three-quarters of

a mile, has 88 entries. The California stable (Mr. W. B.

Todhunter's) has two entries: breby Wildidle, dam Augusta E.;

ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka. E. J. Baldwin is the

inoat liberal subscriber on the list, ten entries coming from the

Santa Anita Stable: ch c Priam by Prince ChafHe, damSalina;
br c Notary by Prince Charlie, dam Nota Bene; blk f Fa Quir
by Virgil, dam Fair; ch f Los Angeles by Glenelg, dam La
Polka; ch c California by Rutherford, dam Josie C; b f

Winona by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne; b t Lillitti by

Rutherford, dam Maggie Emerson; ch c Puenteby Grinstead,
dam Hermosa; ch or gr c Monterey by Rutherford, dam
Ophir. Theo Winters has a trio: be Emperor of Norfolk by
Norfolk, dam Marian; b or br c Bolero by Norfolk, dam
Neapolitan; ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker, dam Collie Smart.
The Lakeside Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, five furlongs,

has 62 entries. For this event four entries have been made by
the Santa Anita stable. Fa Quir, Winona, Los Angeles,
Lillitti. Theo. Winter's nominations are: Corona, b f by
Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery; ch f Serpolette by Norfolk,
dam Mattie Glen; b f Zuleika by Euquirer, dam Bribery.
The Kenwood Stakes, for two-year-old colts, five furlongs,

has 54 entries. From the California stable the Joe Hooker
and Wildidle colts are entered. Sis are named from the
Santa Anita stable: Priam, Notary, California, Puente,
Monterey and Wonderland, br c by Grinstead, dam Sister

Anne. Emperor of Norfolk, Bolero and Coloma are nomi-
nated by Mr. Winters.
The Hyde Park Stakes, 1883, for two-year-olds, three-

quarters of a mile, has 79 nominations. For this stake
California heads the list with thirteen entries by the Santa
Anita Btable, indicating that Lucky Baldwin deserves the
name of Plucky Baldwin, The entries are: b c Grannymede
by Grinstead, dam Jennie B ; b f Alaho by Grinstead, dam
Experiment; bf Janova by Grinstead, dam Jennie D.; be
Carrentes by Grinstead, dam Blossom; b f Paola by Ruther-
ford, dam Santa Anita; b f Lady Lulu by Rutherford, dam
Maggie Emerson; b c Gladiator by Grinstead, dam Althola;
b f Rosebud by Grinstead, dam Clara D.; b c Opal by Gano,
dam Ophir; ch c Vivian by Grinstead, dam Hermosa; ch c
Marquer by Rutherford, dam Marie Stuart; ch e Salute by
Rutherford, dam Savanna; b f Vienta by Grinstead, dam
Sister Anne.
Theodore Winters follows hard after Mr. Baldwin with

eleven entries for the same stake. Nearly one-third of the
complete nominations are California bred stock. This speaks
volumns for the two leading breeders of thoroughbreds in this

State.

Mr. Winter's list are unnamed. Ch c by Norfolk, dam
Marian; ch c by Norfolk, dam Ballinette; b c by Norfolk,
dam Sister to Lottery; b c by Joe HooKer, dam Illusion; ch o
by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka; ch c by Joe Hooker,
dam Laura Winston; ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B,; ch c
by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.; b c by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Lou Spencer; ch i by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland; b c by
Three Cheers, dam Question.
For the Sheridan Stakes of 188S, one mile and a quarter,

for three-year-olds, the California entries are: Priam, Notary,
Pa Quir, Las Angeles, Winona, Wonderland, Lillitti, Puente
and Monterey of the Santa Anita Stable, Emperor of Norfolk,
Balero, and Coloma by Theo. Winters. The total nomina-
tions being SS.

The American Derby for 1888, for three-year-olds, one mile
and a half, has 112 entries, the longest list of the meetings of

either 1887 or 1888.

The California Stable has two entries: br o by Wildidle,

dam Augusta E.; ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zicka.
J. B.Haggin has ten nominations: b c Ferdinand by Kyrle
Daly, dam La Favorite; bl c Falcon by Falsetto, dam Mollie
Wood; b c Talisman by Ten Broeck, dam Alexander; b c
Alexander by King Alfonso, dam Jamaica; br c Fitz James by
Kyrle Daly, dam Eleclra; ch c Pinto by Powhattan, dam
Atalanta; b c The Minstrel by Longfellow, dam Slipper; ch o
Don Carlos by Prince Charlie, dam Anna Bush, br c Ven-
gance by Virgil, dam Requa; br e Schoolboy by King Alfonso,
dam Glenluine. W. L. Pritchard has two unnamed colts: b c

by Leinster, dam Ada A.; ch c by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dun-
bar. From Santa Anita the list is Priam, Notary, Fa Quir,

Los Angeles, California, Winona, Wonderland, Puente, Mon-
terey. Mr. Winter's trio are Emperor of Norfolk, Balero,
Coloma.
The Englewood Stakes of 1888, for three-year-old fillies,

one mile, has 63 nominations. Fa Quir, Los Angeles, Winona
and Lillitti being the representatives of Santa Anita. Zuleika,
Serpolette and Corona are the trio named by Mr. Winters.

Farmers' Institutes.

Prof. G. E. Morrow gives some good hints on the manage-
ment of institutes. Among the things which will help make
a useful meeting may be named the following: The selection

of topics for discussion which Bhall be of importance and
direct interest in the vicinity. Having discussion opened by
a competent person who has made careful preparation.
Avoiding the mistake of having so many topics or such big

papers that there is no time for free discussion—rarely is

it wise to have more than three topics for any half day session.
Keeping the men who have private or personal "axes to

grind" and also all "crauks" in the background. Avoiding
topics which would lead to political or other partisan disous-

sion, and including some of special interest to the families of

farmers; also some of interest to all oitizens. The meetings
should be held where it will be most convenient for farmers
and their families to attend. Often a small village is better
than an ambitious city. Usually it is well to have a few men
to take part from without the district or oounty; but, ordinar-
ily, the larger work of the institute may be safely left to resi-

dents.

The London Referee has the following sensible item upon
Beach's refusal to row Hanlan. The inference is precisely

the sameas that printed in these columns when Beach's answer
to Hanlan's challenge was sent over the wires:

Beach will leave us bejring with him everyone's good word
as an honest man, a tine sculler, and a plucky one. I have
already said that he has shown himself a model professional
athlete throughout his stay in Eugland, and behaved as a
champion should who believes in his own ability. He held
to the opinion that he could beat auy other sculler. The
belief was expressed modestly enough, but the man aud the
money were always there to back it. He was prepared to do
his best honestly, aud no one who saw him struggle on with
Gandaur can doubt his fulfilling his programme to the letter.

It is not generally known that Beach was not quite himself
on that memorable day. One cau hardly believe it possible
for a man not in' lirst-rate trim to come again twice after

being so far beaten that he was obliged to stop. But bo it

was. Knowing what I do, I cau supply the key to Hanlan's
failure to get a match on. I do not believe that the Austra-
lian party would have beenunshakuble in their determination
not to let Beach row after September but for his haviug gone
off a bit before meeting Gauduur. They then recognized the
possibility of this beiug a sign that it was time to take him
out of training, aud were agreeably surprised to see him fare

so well while under engagement with Ross. Looking baok
for a inomeut to the Gaudaur-Beach-Ross matches, it was
wonderful how the Australian nulled himself together for the
later of those two. He fell stale prior to the Gaudaur con-
test, and that circumstance supplies the reason for declining
Hanlan's offer, which, viewed by public form, was a very
tempting one.
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BICYCLING-
Two Minutes, 29 4-5 Seconds for

One Mile.

The one-mile bioyele record bag been
reduced to 2 min. 29 4-5 sec. In England, on
August 24th, Percy Furnival put it at 2 min.
30 sec. George M. Hendee made an American
record of 2 min. 31 sec. on the last day of the

SprinaKeld tournament, a month agOi On
Oct. 21stf

William A. Kowe, of Lyun, put it

down to 2 min. 29 4-5 sec. on the Hampden
Park track, at Springfield, Mass. Kowe and
Hendee both withdrew from the promateur
ranks the same morning, and rode as profes-

sionals with professionals as pacemakers that

they might have better paciDg than the availa-

ble promateurs could give. Kowe in his

mile ride had W. M. Woodside, G. M. Hendef-

H. G. Crocker for paoemakers, and they oar-

ried him around in good shape. His times

were: Qnarter-mile, 37 2-5 sec; half, 1 min.
14 2-5 sec; three-quarters, 1 min. 50 1-5 sec;
mile, 2 mio. 29 4-5 sec. The last two times

are world's records, and now Kowe holds the

world's record for all distances from a

quarter of a mile to twenty-one miles, and for

the hoar.
Horace G. Crocker, of Newton, a profes-

sional, then tried for the ten-mile tricycle

world's record, held by G. E. Gatchonze, of

England. He missed it by 28 seconds, but

made new professional world's record and
American records for all distances over the

mile, and dow holds all but the three quarters

and the mile which Howell has held for a

year. Crocker was paced by Woodside, Kowe
and Hendee on bicycles. His times were:
Quarter mile, 45 4-5 sec; half mile, 1 min. 2S

4-5 sec; three-quartets, 2 min. 12 2-5 sec;
mile, 2 min. 57 sec; two miles, 5 min. 53 4-5

sec; three miles, S min. 49 1-5 sec; four miles,

11 min. 50 sec; five miles, 14 min. 15 1-5 sec;
six miles, 17 min. 49 4-5 sec; seven miles,

20 min. CI sec; eight miles, 23 min. 53 3-5

sec; nine miles, 26 mm. 56 sec, and ten

miles, 29 min. 54 3-5 sec The time-keepers

were Ethan C. Kobinson, G. C. Robinson and
Chas. T. Shean. Keferee, H. P. Morrill.

min. 192-5 sec; five miles, 16 min. 46 2-5 sec;
sis miles, 20 min. 35 1-5 sec; seven miles, 23
min. 45 2-5 sec; eight miles, 27 min. 13 sec;
nine miles, 31 min. 1 2-5 sec; ten miles, C3
min. 19 2-5 sec The timers were J. W.
Smith, W. A. Belcher and Dr. T. N. Gray.
At New Haven, Conn., Oct. 23, 1SS6, in a

trial at the Yale field, William Hanner, of the
class of '90, of Philadelphia, ran two miles in
10 min. 40 4-5 sec, treaking the intercol-

legiate record of 11 min. 2 sec.

Twenty-four-Hour Tandem Record.

At the Lynn (Mass.) track, Oct. 19, Morgan
and MUe. Armaiudo, on a Marlbaro Club tan-

dem, completed 250 miles within the 24 hours,
and had nearly 40 minutes to spare. Riding
time was 18 h.4S min. 42sec; they rested 4 h.

33 min. This is a record for the tandem in
America. The scorers and timers were Messrs.
Howard Crowell, Charles H. Annis, W. G.
Foster and T. A. Carroll. The watcherB or
checkers were Messrs. E. G. Gordon, C. E.
Whitten, C. W. Wilson, Taylor and Butler.
On the same day T. W. Eck started for the
50-mile tricycle record, but he stopped at the
25-mile mark having captured the American
professional tricycle record, from 4 to 25 miles
inclusive.

Miles.Miles
1...

2...

3...

4...

H. M.
3

12

16

19

23
26
30
33
37
41
44

S.

13

30 1 5
41 1-5

54 4-5

17 1-5

45 1-5

7 25
34 3-5

13-5
4S2-5
30 4 5

14 2-5

46

....1

....1
1

....1

....1

.. .1

1

1

H. M.
4S

.. 52
55
59
3
6
10

14
17

21

25
28

35 4-5

16
49 3 5

212 5
425
36 4-5

25 2-5

4
48 4-5

314-5
3 3-5

26 1-5

Whittaker's 300-Mile Ride.

Particulars of Whittaker's 300-mile 24 hour
road record have come to haud. The ride

was made over the New Richmond and Potato

Creek gravel roads in Montgomery County,

Ind., over a 50-mile course. At 4 a. m. Oct.

18th, he was sent off. It was a perfect morn-
ing, the moon shining brightly. Scarce a leaf

Btirred, so quiet was the wind. He covered

25 milesiu 1 hour 28 min. 10 sec, the trip, 50

miles, in 2 hours 59 miu. 50 2-5 sec, slower

by about four minutes than the first 50 at the

former trial; rested 2 hours 49 min. 3-5 sec;

was off again on the other 25-mile stretch;

finished 75 miles in 4 hours 36 miu., and 100

miles in 6 hours, 1 min. 15 sec After riding

the fastest 100 miles ever ridden on the road,

he sprang off his wheel and ran unaided to

the tent, where he was well-rubbed down and
given plenty of nourishment. He rested 42
min. 45 sec. and started to break the 24 hour
record; finished 125 miles in 8 hours 23 min.

35 sec, and 150 miles in 10 hours 23 min. 52

sec. Sprang off wheel alone, and ran to his

tent, where the rubbing and feeding act was
repeated. After resting 49 min. 38 sec, he

started as fresh as ever, 175 miles being cov-

ered in 12 hours 59 min. 20 sec; 200 miles in

15 hours, 13 min. 34 1-5 sec, when he
received his third rub down and food. Rested

but 20 min. 55 4-5 sec Made 225 miles in

17 hours 18 min. 6 sec; 250 miles in 19 hours
20 min. 50 sec, and again ran unaided to his

tent, where he was rubbed down and giveu

what he wished to eat, and allowed to rest 27

min. 50 sec. Again he started, finishing 275

mileBin 21 hours 37 miu. 27 sec, and 300

miles, amid the wildest kind of cheering in 23

hours 46 min. 16 3-5 sec, thus discounting

every effort ever made on so long a course,

ana beating the American record 40i miles.

At Coventry, on Friday, Tom Battensby,

of Newcastle, lowered the professional tricycle

records from two miles to ten, as follows:

One mile, 2 min. 58 1-5 sec; two miles, omiu.
47 2-5 sec; three miles, S min. 45 sec ; four

ruileB, 11 min. 41 1-5 sec; five miles, 14 mia.

42 sec; six miles, 17 min. 40 4-5 sec; seven

miles, 20 min. 41 sec; eight miles, 23 min. 45

sec; nine miles, 26 miu. 47 sec; ton miles, 29

min. 3-5 sec

—

London Sporting Life, Oct

12th.

A Twenty-four Hour Record.

On Oct. 23d, at Lynn, Mass., Mile.
Armaindo and W. J. Morgan attempted to

lower the world's five-mile tandem record of

16 min. 49 45 sec, with Merrill and Eyck as

pace-makers. They broke the record by over
a miuute. The 16 miu. 49 4-5 sec. world's
record was made by two men, Furnival and
Cripps, two of the best riders of England, at

Springfield last year. The time wasas follows:

One mile 3 min. 9 sec; two, 6 min. 19 sec.

three, 9 min. 30 sec; four, 12 min. 39 2-5 sec
five, 15 min. 47 2-5 sec.

The wheelman who will in all probability

hold the world's record for the greatest num-
ber of miles cycled on the road during 18S6,

will be William W. Sheen, of Qnincy, Mass.
fie has already covered this season about
6,500 miles, and he feels confidant of his ability

to ride at least 500 more before the season
closes, making a total for the year of 7,000
miles. Mr. Sheen is a sturdily built young
man about twenty-two years of age, and has
been interested in cycling for several years.

At the beginning of tbe season he announced
his intention of trying for a record of 5,000
miles, and made his preparations accordingly,

but the 5,000 miles were rolled up by the

middle of September, and stillleaving a couple
of months of excellent riding he determined
to continue on for a couple of thousand more
miles.

ly figure does not lessen the force and tire of

her speeches; compared with her acting 6ix

years at:o the only unpleasant changes were
some facial contortions, and a few ranting
sentences in the scenes where Sttphanie defies

Sir Horace Welby to do his worst. Apart
from these defects Miss Lewis' Forget-Me-
Not is one of the most complete, thrilling

and withal the most instructive characters on
the stage. Had she played it earlier and
followed it withLaBelle KeesehereDgagement
would have been an artistic success instead of

the gloomy failure it has proved.
Of the other characters in Forget-Me-Not,

Miss Fannie Young must be< named next. She,
as usual, played Mrs. Foley excellently; every
shade of the prudent but ambitious old maid's
character was developed with that nice balance
between extravagance and restraint which
Miss Young strikes so often with judicious

force. Mr. Mordaunt played the eccentric
Prince MalJeotti with excellent taste; he gave
the gouty old beau all the uuciiousuess which
belongs to such characters, and he spoke his

platitudes with the hesitancy of a foreigner

who has on :yhalf learned ih.j English language
and knows very little of its refinements. He
looked the character also, aud moved abjut
with uncertain step so often the penalty of

uncalled fur maturity. Mr. Osbourne mad®
Barrati look like a brigand; in that regard he
may or may not be right, but his picture of

the desperate and vindictive Corsican was
complete. Miss Williams played Alice Verney
as she plays many other characters, in a fashion
that is her own, which is not artistic. Mr.
Main hall struggled hard with the part of Sir

Horace Welby, but it was so evidently a

straggle that there was no pleasure in looking
at him and less in hearing him speak; but
after seeing Vernou in the same character, with
his match'ess tase, grace and power, it is not
easy to be content with an utterly common-
place picture of an accomplished gentleman.
There was a very slim attendance on the open-
ing night.

m

Mr. and Mrs. Florence will be warmly wel-
comed at the Baldwiu on Monday night. They
belong to the genuine 6tyle of actors whose
work it is always a pleasure to review. Their
new play. The Governor, with which they
will open, is by a brace of well-known authors,
one of whom is, or was, a Califoruian. On
that account the play should be appreciated.

The Daly company allowed us a vacation
for two years. On Mouday night they re-

appeared at th«Bnsh-street house. Naturally
enough they were greeted with a large audience.
Mixed performances such as they present
must be a temporary attraction, and as the
manager is wise enough to keep moving at

suitable intervals, the bill of fare does not stale

often.

aciSc Coast

Blood Horse

sooiation.

At the Standard Theatre something new has
been for once presented, and Messrs. Wood
and Kyman must be congratulated upon their

success. The opening performance was a
pleasant surprise to a large audience. Of the
wearing quality of the combination a more
satisfactory judgment may be pronounced
next week.

Boccaccio for the second time has had a
good run at the Tivoli duriDg the week, and
is announced for next week.

Fall Racing Meeting,

BAY DISTRICT COURSE.
SAN FRANCISCO.

SATURDAY Sov. 13tll.

tCESDAV Xof. 161b.
THURSDAY Nov. 18«b.

SATURDAY Nov. 201U

First Race at 2 o'Clock Sharp.

Aflmis Ion to Grounds and Grand Stand $1.00-

J. I. R.ITIICllJE, President
E. S. «TTtYF.R, Secretary. nov6

BERKSHIRE
Hogs For Sale.

Boar and sow fifieen months old from tbe celebrated
stock of Wm. Corbitt, San Mateo, which are rated A
No. 1, as having first Premiums at all the fairs where
they have been shown. The sow baa had one litter
of pigs, both in prime order. Enquire at 21

H

Adeline Street, Oakland.

DRAMA-

At Crawfordsville, Ind., October 19th, S. G-

Whittaker started for every road bicycle record

in 24 hours on a 50 mile straightaway sur-

veyed road under A. C. U. rules. He did the

fifty miles in 2 hours 59 min. 50 2 5 sec—four
minutes behind his own previous world's

record. The 100 miles was done in 6 hours 1

min. 15 sec.—25 minutes ahead of the world's

record and over a minute ahead of the track

record for this distance at Springfield, Mass.,

by Ives, of Meriden, Conn. Ihe 200 miles

was done in 15 hours min. 30 seo. He
stopped in 23 hours 46 min. 16 3-5 sec, 41

miles ahead of the beat previous 24 hours'

reoord.
^*-

At Newark, N. J., Oct. 23, 18S6, the Ameri-

can tandem tricyle records for four, six, seven,

eight, nine and ten miles were lowered by
Harry Walcott and Llewellyn H. Johnson,

of the Orange Wanderers, over the Roseville

tract. The record, by miles, is: One mile, 3

min. 18 2-5 sec; two miles, 6 min. 36 4-5 sec;

three miles, 10 miu. 15 2-5 sec.j four miles, 13

GRAND

FALL MEETING,
-OF THE

CALIFORNIA

cursing Club.

MERCED,
Nov. nth and lath, '86,

LeaviDg San Francisco, Tuesday, Nov. 16th,

at 3-30 o'clock P. M.

Para for the Round Trip $5.00.

Tickets for Sale at E. E. Ticket Office foot of

Market Street.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

11Q Montgomery Street, San JFranclsco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Forget-Me Not is one of the most brilliant

of modern plays. It is full of life and action,

yet never approaches the boisterous. The
changes are rapid but never furced. It is

inteusely human, the weaknesses of low
humanity in high life. A small company can
play it, the demand being for ais prominent
characters, but the strength of the play rests

with four persons. The character of Stephanie
was first iatroduced to this city by Jeffreys

Lewis about sis years ago, and captivated all

who saw her brilliant acting. The story of

Countess de Uohrivart's life is known, or

ought to be known to every one who is fami-

liar with stage characters. An educated, gifted,

polished aud accomplished woman of the

aristocratic world who has led a wild and
desperate life as the decoy for a gambling
house in Paris where tlm nubility of Europe,
with a penchant for gaming and a leaning for

reckless dissipation were lured if not to de-

struction to wholesale fleecing. The Count <le

Mohrivurt was reputedly a villain, a titled

ruffian. His young nud beautiful wife fur a

time shared in and negatively enjoyed her

husband's raids upon his wealthy associates,

by whom she was known as Forge t-He- Nut.
Few monologues on the stage are more
pathetic than Jeffreys Lewis' recital of her

early and mature married life. No one can
withold sympathy from the repenting Pariah.

Her desire to regain the position which her

unhappy marriage had cut her off from, has in

it some nobleness, but the means she uses,

and is prepared to use to secure her ends,

belong to the basest order of sellishness.

Here the author's consistency anrl artshiueout

as twin jewels. He makes the outcast woman
desperate, haughty, persuasive, seductive, im-

ploring and threatening by turns, but sellish

to the core in every mood, and willing to in-

flict any evil upon anyone that may either

oppose or stand in the way of her seltish pur- !___-,-._ _«.«. _-,..— -kt -n rn m
poles. She, with the consistency of her CORCORAN S HARNESS
training, would crush the weak, corrupt the

j

innocent and entrap the strong, do any
'

desperate deed to gain her ends. The charac-

ter of Stepbanie is despicable but womanly,

and has never had a more consistent exponent

,

in this city than Jeffreys Lewis, H« matron-

1

230 ailtt 232 ElllS Street,

Will Sell in All Cities and Countfe* of
tbe State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbeen,
Sacramento.

j. P. >.,kgknt, Esq.,
Sar^ents.

Hour. L. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

. Ha

HOS. J. D. C'AEK,
Kalinag.

Hun. John Bunion
Colusa.

Hon. a. w.au.iTH,
Nevada,

ggin. Esq., San Francisco.

Being tbe oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on tliis Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen Tear', amounting to one-half a million <>f

dollars, we fee l justified iu claiming unequalled (acui-
ties for disposing of live stock or everv description,
either at auction or private sale. Our fist <>i corres-
pondents embraces every breeder ami dealer (it prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
nivc fMll publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock .if all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and pales
made <if land i;f every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names iro
appended.

Ivll 111' A Oft.. 1IC Montgomery Street,
ond

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RAGING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Baddies, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Hxon's, Going's and DeBolse'a Horso RemediesStevens' Blister, Cole's OssIJine, Kitchel's Linin

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
• - San

M»o«M
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AUCTION SALE

UNS,
Trotting Stock

including tbe famous stallion

ELMO,

Brood Mares, and young horses sired by

ELMO. FAIXIS. (one ol Uie best

sons of Electioneer) EKOS and
other noted stallions.

Roadsters, Carriage and Driving-

Teams, Work Horses, Farm-
ing implements, &c.

—PROPERTY OF—

HENRY W.8EALE,Esq.

AT HIS RANCH

MAYFIELD,

Santa Clara Co.
(S. P. R R. Station.)

At 1 1 A. M.

—ON—

Wednesday, Nov. 17 '86

Catalogues giving full description, pedigree,

terms vi sale. &e. may be had after November
2d npon application to Mr. Sealeor the under-

signed .

KILLIP & CO.
116 Montgomery St., S. F.

oe39

Wholesale and Retail.

|

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

Jnot Oat. ByPItOF. KU. F.MH A.W.uuc instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With 4© ele-
c:int new illutv
trillions plinlo-
Ci"iph6df>'OEaIit<»
especially fo >

thi" ivork. Pcsitivi-
Jytfce most perfect
teacher, and the
briuhtesCsnabesC
bimU on Uoiin;
ever publisheU.
Ha i Isomely bound.

Prif*-, paper, SO
ctt.jCloth.Sl-OO. For sale by :iil news dealers and
eDortm~'i:'>™.sh"ii£e£, or sent bvrrmlon receipt of price
by i .JoriTV I*. JLOY-El^L.':*
bO.'.' 3l iiOSTOX, AIA-SS>.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue oil.lress

MR. A KIEL 1.VTIIROP. Room 69. «'. PR. R.
Bnlldins;. cor. 41L and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOtnl

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on baud, and offer for sale at rL-sHtmalOe
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the b*»st strains of Premium
-lock, which 1 import yearly from tnpland dlrce

Wm. Corbitt,
818 California St.,

CIABROUGH & GOLCHEE.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

E. T. ALLEN.
4 1 6 Market St., ------ San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
The trotting mare iiaby Jainc by Nephew, darn

Lady Burns;. Nephew by Mambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Bl^ck Boy. by MeCracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record U-.-'Ai. Can Irot in

2:25 when in condition. Shi iG 15.2 hands, weighs
1,000 lb3. Jet Blaek, perfectly Bound and gentle
FotJtUrther particulars a Idiess this Office, or

W. M. ?Hlll,
Fruitvale. East Oakland

oc30

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.
i Patent applied for.)

Secured i» Eetters Patent, July 3/i, 188*8
Having tlius described n.y invention, what I clai

ds new, anil desire to secure my letteis patent, is:
1. The part D.supportedby the Bide swaps of the bri-

dle, extending back is Bhown, the (rout having an
into whieli the blind is fitted, substantially,

;:>.-d,

2. In a nblnntlon vflth the extensions Df
tlie curved lain icli exteii lons.ano
as Bbapi ii -..-.. .. n to the
eye wul - ubstantialiy at?

ribtd.
S. In ah ... :th the exten-

Blons U. blinds F,and - ,the Bcrew.nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, sul'stanti illy ap lit- rein descril ed,

4. In a bridle, .;nii In combination with the check
&leces D and blinds F, as Bhown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, ami havi.ig the adjusting slides or
bnckles, substantially as an( ioi the purpose hereir
detmrlbed

5. In a bridle, and in com Ination with the blinds F.
supported ar<d pivoted to the bridle so us to be tnovat
Li. B,boi . ti point of support, the adjustable rron-
Btrapnorl indrGaud FI, and the tear band I and the
throat-lntcli or l ujta connected with the blinds, and ad-

f, substantial!] as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
nfflce, and though the corresponding i« tters do not
appeal on the cnt, I be gi neral principle will be under
stood,

it meets with universal approbation, doing awaj
with all the oblectlons urged rr ii aal blinds, and at the
Bame Unit; pvtjiE ommeti contra ol the Ibis of
vision. By thron fng the lower portion of the blind up
pi.m tiling ol the Bame efteot on the action follows as
1b Induced by toe-weights. TblB Is especially tbe case
whenyonng colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend UL6 xneewitlimitthe strain of weights on the
Ceet
For bridles of nil detvrlptlons apply to

JOHN A. HcKEBRON.
No JMftDflSWauis St, Mn Fraucieco,

Size. Extra sail drill. Sozarmvduek. lOozarmyduck
7x9 ft. . . .£12.00 SI 5.00 ?17.00.

Sxlfi ft.... S14.ro 517.00 $19.1)0.

9x14 ft S20.00 $24.00 826.00.
10x15 ft.. . -S22.00 S25.00 £28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of euds. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extiif.me length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trous from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
septltf El Cajon, San Diego Co.. Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire, Bug

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Banger ii—
Donna I. Ranger II by Hover VI—byLloyd of As ton's
prize winner, 1WS2; Donna I ex-Nellie II. by Juno II.

ex -Juno 1.

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger HI, five and a half months old. By

Banner IL—Spot II. Spot II ex-Nellie U, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1862 have been lost.

$25.OO eaeh. To be ee«!i at subscriber's place.
II. r. i;ovis.

A*tjih Him Sonoma *'o.

ocP tf y depot, l'iouee rGrove.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St , near California Market.

The only place in tin' City where sporting gentle-
men can see the En

Dully Nportlus lUrouUiv. iSsept

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
.VAXUFACTUREB.

POST MILLS. Orange t'ouutj-, Vermont

SEND FOR PRICE- LIST OF^

—

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS/ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies,

to theTtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (Bent to Dealers

only) will l>e ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. 26octf

DOGS—NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dogr Pills
Astringent Pills.

Fob Diarbbuea. DOSE.-One or two occasionally,
according to size of dog and severely of svmptomsWorm Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.

Distemper fills.
DO^E.—One or two according to size of dog. (live

as occasion may require. Give half a Pih to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purlins: fills.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the do<*.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to doge: they will graduallv change
the condition and functions of organs from a'dise-ased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin aHections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organc, so as to enable tbe system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug -

gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. Thev will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
Ilsei't. Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

GENUTOF

Bestand Cheapest

*3 DOG FOOD.

VEEDYOUR'DOGS
.SMMP-EDi.

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease! Thick, (ilossy

Coat: Sweet Wreath! Clean, sound
Teeth! Regular Habit*

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel. Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
"The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free. 39

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabromrli A Goleher. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.
l.iildle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg. Boiven A Co., 4-28 Pine Street.
M. Kin-man A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptiorin of Livestock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Origin.il designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc-

for illustration purposes, furnished.
it Uo}d. Artist.

Stout f 1M Pout Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

hi eaeh slake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials ot IH85.
For terms, particulars, ete^ address

«F«. t AH.FNDER.
SansalllO. Marin Co. tal

. rs bo

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

Tho most popular school on tbe Coast.

3 > HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Seo'f,

larSend for circular.^)
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

*^roli*l From Sept. »5, 1886.

1S:00
8:00
4:00
7:30

3:30
10 :00

3*0
7:30
7-30
7:30
S:30
3:00
4*0
1:00
8:30

tlOflO
3*0
8:30
*9:30
*a:30 ]

•9:30 ,

Byron
Calistoga and Napa..

...Punsniuir, Redding & Portland
Gait via Martinez. ......

lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Liverraore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton. ~ _-

Mojave, Demintr, El Paso A East.
. Nilws and Haswards

.. ..Ogden and East —
. Bed Bluff ^ la Marysville
Reno.Truckee and Colfax....

.....Sacraniento, via Benicia
'* via Livermore..
" via Benicia.

..„..
* via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose ™

..Stockton via Livermore.. ..

" v'a Martinez ,

" via Martinez
,

..Tulare and Fresno

i«:10 p St

10 JO A M
6:10 p «
6:40 P M

•10:10 a «
5:10 p H

10:10 a m
*»:40 A M
6:10 P M

*7:40 P U
l'.i:40 A M
3:10 P M
11:10 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 p M
6:40 P M
5:40 p SI

11:10 a m
10:10 a ai

•6:00 A M
•3:40 p M
13:10 p M
9:40 A M
5:40 P M
*7:40 p M

*10:40 A M
~~:40 P M

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

"C. & N. W. By."
In Connection with the C P. & U. P. R. Rs., forms the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Tract and aUneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

Over 6.000 niiles offirst-class road runniugj West, >"ortIi aud >ort!i>wcst from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— *6:>At—o:^;—7 :.-)—7:i'>—fi:Xl—

8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—U:00—11:30—12:00— 1J:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:1)0

5-30— fi:OT — 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:0b
TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— •7:30—*8:W

-

8 -30— *2 -30— *3 :30— *4 *0—1 :30- -*5 :00—«5 :30—*6*0—
•6:30—9:00.

TO FBCIT VALE (via Alamedal—•9:30—7*0—12:T'.
TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— •3:30-

9:00—9:30—10:00—tf0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:S)-
1:00—U:30—2:00—12:20—3:00—3:30—4:00— 1:30— 5:00 -

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—^OQ—•6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—*8;30

9-00— 9:30— 10:00 -tlO:30—11:00—tll:30—12:00—$12:30
1- 0-11:30-2:00—±2:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5.30—R:00—«3:3<'—7-»0—*;00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:C0.

TO WEST BERKELEY- *6:00— "6:30— 7:W— "7:30-
r-OO— •8:30— 9:00— 9:30— 10:00—110:30—11:00—ill :30—

12:00—112:30—1:00-11:30—2:00 £2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
—4:30—5 :00—5 :30—6 :00- -6:33—7:00—8 :00—9 :00—10 :0O—
11 :00—12 *0. ______

To San Francisco Baity.

FROM FRUIT VALE—«6:55—•7:23—*i :5i-*8:23—*8:53
•9:23—*10: 19—*4:23—N:53—•5:23—*o:53—'5:23 -*6:53—
7:49-9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 22 - ?:52-
•6:22—19:22—•3:22.

FROM EAiT OAKLAXD— •5:30-6:00-6:30— 7'JO

7:30-8:00—5:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :W— 11 ?0
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4*1 —
4;3O—S:00-5:3O—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—8»7—: :57—
10:57

FBOM BROADWAY, OAEJLAND-7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30-6;!>0-*S:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— J;I0r3O—11 :C0- Jll:30—12:u0—

t!2:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00-^2:30-3:00-3:30—1:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:^0.

FROM BEREELEY —5:25—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25—8 £5—9:25 —9:55— {10:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55— 1 12:25— 12:55— {1:25— 1:55— 1/2:25—2:55—3:25-
3:56— 4:25— 4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—8:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-*S:25—i5:55—*6: 5—6:55
— •7:-5—7:55— •8:25—5:->5—9:2-:^9:55—il0:25— 10:55—
111^5-11:55— {12:25—12:55—{1:25— 1:55- 12:25—2:55
—3:25— 3:55—1:25—4:55—5:25— 5:55—6:25—6t55—7 :55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREEK KOl'TE.
FRANCISCO—•7:15—3:15—UU5-1 :l5-

12:15—2:15-

FROM SAN
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAK_A_TD—'6:15—8:15—10 :15

-4:15.

•Sundays excepted. l-^undays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.
A. Ji. TOWAE.

Oen. Manager,
T. *f. U4WDJ1A.V
Oen. Pass. ATtk A.",

ESTABLISHED 1S5-5.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Slock, on the Coast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
Fpx-vt-tt'b CySTHIANA HOESE BOOTS. '

J. H. Feston's Chicago Specialties.
Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebs.

Gombauli's Caustic Balsam

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
UK.VKY WALSH,

Sop't RticniD* Boieo Dep't,

lfeept -.
P*'" Altn stor-k Vnrtn.

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
njnl 52 General Aseut. San Fratiei«wo. «'al.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (jold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTAJBLISHKD
1S46." 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER N. T.

FAIELAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

qnL'e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa le at reduced prices during the Fall of 18S5, and up to the last of January,

18S6. All tbf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmareB containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dat^s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-brfd mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions asd Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SATX AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more higlily-bred or promising young trotting

i rock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOtrXG EOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIBST-CI ASS. STA3fDABD-BBED TKOTTFAG STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

10:40 a
til :30a
*3:30 p
4 :25 P
-SrloP
R:30p

{U :45 P

Commencing Oct. 31, 1886. IABR1VX
I S. F.

..San Mateo, Redwood and I

Menlo Park >

adhered to at Fairlawn, and theHPTf!? fXNV, PPTPiPi PT.AN Isstrictly-
J..LL-L1 v/A*-E-l J- -LlfXVJ-i X XJ£iJ.i price of every animal for sale is printed in the

ne. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

t in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1S85, or further information, address

i:30 a
10 :40 a
•3 rjffl p
4:25 P

8:28a
•8:10 a
9:03a

*10:02a
•3;3fip
t4:59f
6:00f
t7:-50P
f8:l5 p

1 Santa Clara, San Jose, and
I

Principal Way Stations

10:10 a ( GOroy, Pajaro, CastroviUe,
*o:30p I Salinas and Monterey..

•10 :03 a
*3:36p
«:00F
t8J5F

10:40 a
i S

*3:30p,

. "Watsonville.CampGoodall , „„„,
„._Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel... !?^*

t (Capitoiu, and Santa Cniz ) :

6 :0OF

- Monterey and Santa Cruz )

- (Snnday Excursion)
i"

!

:;^ A !>pi
-| Hollisterand Tres PinoB .

10:i0A'...Soledad, PasoRol..lfs and Way St'ns.... i 6^)0f
„ a—Morning. e —A fternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSnndays only. ^Theatre train

Saturdays only.
Standard Time famished" bv Handolph A Co S F
Stage coxnkctions are made with the 1u-40a.M

Train, except Pescadero Stages vi? San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with n

;3n a . m. Triiu.

Special Rorxc-TRip Tickets, at reduced racee—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soqnel Santa Craz and Pescadero-
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCtTRSIOA TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Mobxing ; good
> for return same day.

For Sundays only,-

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satueoa t and So-day only *
Sunday and ? good for return until following Mon-
Monday, t dav.inclupiv-, at the frillpwing rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Francesco to

San Bruno....
MiUbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks

,

MenloPark..
Mayfield

1 00
1 00

II

Satto
Mou.
Tkt.

140
1 50
1 fiO

1 75
I

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

JJuunt'n View
Lawrences
^acta Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Somi el
Santa Cruz
Monterey

H ;0

1

'

1 75

SattO
Mon.
Tkt.

$2 00

2 50
250
4 00
5 On
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. fil3 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JT7DAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTFTJIXY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for teaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Ratliing. Shooting aud Flsblng.
TEAKS LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAKMDTO

Summer and M Inter Kesort ol ilie
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may ' c had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MOSTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

Eock Pox 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

TIPS.
Tips of all ^izes for Trotting, Banning, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOPER,
Sfil Tisird M , San Francisco

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAS FRASCISCO, CAI*

FIRE AND MARINE,
i CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFI4 E 410 1*I>E STREET

I G. L. BRANDEK President

J. L. FLOOD Vice-PrerideDt

, C. P. FARNFIELD Secretary

J 5 1N6TJS Assistnut Manager

I
Banker'., 5ieva<la Bank of San Francisco.

8JJ ,!^

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

j9-seys ol both pe\ o " for n.tle. Postoflic* address
Sri. rnnHorn, OkI

MMgH

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sandfor surf bathing. The BATH-HOUs£ contalna

SPACIOUS S"WTMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwim-
nilng nathB, with ELEGANT RO< >M 8 connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places

,

APTOS, SOQCTX AND SAJITA CRFZ
16 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION',

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gangcl

The Northern Division runs through th*r . uuntiea
o( Sa . Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cnu
and Uonteres .each of which abounds iu gauie In great
Variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck. Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect w itb trains rt.iily

at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURls-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would i»articularly call attention to the unlimited ex.
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S f .r RIFLE PRACTICE.
These rrsorts are bnt a short distance from S«n

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this o.aily eport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
BportBmen and others presenting Passage Ttcketa

will bv entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Bsg£Hi>" Cant and put In charge of
Train Baguage men. Tn.ln Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogB received in Baggwe
Cara.
tsrln order to guard against accidents to D i

while In transit, it Is necessary that they be juv. W!(>d
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Qnns
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Qui
and securely packed in wood or leather <

taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Dep

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Mark'
Hotel.
A, C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDA J

Banertntecdanr, AjtdFtH. «.
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THE

6th District

AGRICULTURAL

AND THE

Los Angeles

TURF CLUB.

Colt Stakes, Running1 and Trot-

tinsr, Sprine and Fall Meet-
ings of 1887-1888,

Over the Agricultural Pars

Course at Los Angeles, Cal.

COAOITIOKS.
All nominations to be rx adf* on or before 12 o'clock

midnight, December 1, IWJK, wiih the Secretary.

Money to accompany all declarations.

No stake to he considered rilled unless with five or

more entries.

No added money to b* paid for a W. O. All stakes

to he compih d i u/1 the gross anion Mts to be divided,

CO per cent to ntht, 3i' jit cent io second and 10 per

cent, tn third horse. Hules of National Trotting and
P. C. B. 11. AtKUL-idtiOQ to g.iveru . 11 races.

The Sixth District Agricultural

Association.

For 1887.
1.—The Santa Anita Stakes, for two-year-olds, foals

of 1 8^5, to be run at Autumn Fair on first day of meet-

ing, 1887. £50 entrance, 825 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared out on January 1, 1&87. S20U added. One
mile. Stake for 1888 to he named after the winner of

tbie Rveat.
2,—The Los Augeles Derby; stake for tbree-year-

olils.fojt.sol lfctil; to be run last day of Autumn
Fair of JHS7; .-3n entrance with S25 forfeit, or only
$15 if declared out January 1, 1887. §3U0 added. One
and one-half miles.

3.—The Sunny Slope Trotting stake, for two-year-

olds, foflls of IS85; 850 entrance; $2G forfeit, or only
sm if declared January 1. IfeST: $2nti added; mile and
repeat; tobeirotted second day of the Fair, fall of
1887.

4.—The Southern California Trotting Stake, for
three-year olds, foals of 1884; $50 entrance, $25 for-

feit, or only SJ5 if declared January 1, 1887; SiOO
added; mile heats, best in 3 in 5; to be trotted third
regular day of Fair of 1887.

For 1888.
6.—The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 188C; $50

entrance, ^2.1 forfeit, Sio if declared out January I

J 887. or iK> if declared January 1, 1888. §200 added
to be run first day of Autumn Fair, 1888. One mile

6.— Los Angeles Derby, for three-year-olds, foals of
1885; S5u entrance, ?25 forfeit, or only BIO if declared
out January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared out January 1,

1888; 6300 added; to be run on last day of Autumn
Fair, 1888. One and one half miles.
7.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-

olds, foals of 1880; $50 entrance. g25 forfeit, or only
810 if declared January 1, 1887, or ==15 if declared
January 1, la88; $200 added; mile and repeat; to be
trotted on second regular day of Fair of 1888.

8 —The Southern California Trotting Stake, fcr
three year olds, foals of 1H85; $50 entrance, $25 for-
feit, or only $10 if declared January I, 1887, or $15
ir declared January 1, 1888; $300 added; mile heats,
best '-i in 5; to be trotted on third regular day of
Fair of 1888.

JAY EYE SEE SKELETON TROTTING WAGON.
Made of all white, second growth hickory. AXLIS beet, fcolid steel, 11-16 inch, with wrought

chilled boxes, uedded into axle bed; weight, about W lbs. strong and light - S'oO OO

TROTTING SULKIES AND CARTS IN GREAT VARIETY-
We have the Hurst Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ADDEESS

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St., S. P., Cal.

Nevada Warehouse & Book Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT C0STA

:

CAL.

Storage Capacity
j
100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-

house for San Francisco Produce Exchange
Call Board.

These "Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for
the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in 'Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rctes.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

Los Angeles Turf Club.
for 1887.

9.—The Nodeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds,
foals of 1885; $50 entrance, 8t6 forfeit, or only $10 if
declared January 1, 1887: S'200 added; to he run first

day of meeting. May 19, 1887, Three-fourths mile.
10.—The Southern California Derby, for three -year-

olds, foals of 1884; 650 entrance, S25, forfeil, or only
$15 If declared January 1. I8h7, *:mu added; to he run
fourth day t*t meeting, May 22, J887, One and one-half
miles.
11.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, colts and

fillies of 1 '•"'•. 950 entrance, £25 forfeit, or nnlv $10 if

declare..! January J
. 1887; 5200 added ; mile heats. 2 in

3; to he trotted third day of meeting. May 21, 3887.
12, —Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, foals of

1884 ; 850 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only §15 if declared
January 1, 1887; $.100 added; mile beats, 3 in 5; to be
trotted second day of meeting, May 20, 1887.

For 1888.
IS.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds,

foals Of 188G; $50 entrance, 3^5 forfeit, or only SlOif
declared January 1, J 887, or $15 if declared January
1, 1888;$3(i0 added: three-quarters of a mile; to be
inn on tirst day of meeting, 18f8.

U.—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-
olds, foalw of 1885; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only
810 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared
January 1, 1888; §300 added; one and a half miles; to
be run fourth day of meeting, 18^8.

15.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, foals of 1886;
850 entrance. $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
January 1, ]H87, or $15 If declared January 1, 188H;
82»0added; mile heatp, 2in3; to bo trotted third day
of meeting, 1888.

ir,. Trotting Stoke, for three -year- olds, foals of
1885; $50 entrance, £25 forfeit, oronly SWif declared
January 1,1687, or $15 if declared January 1, 1888;
S.idO added; mile heats, 3 in 6; to be trotted'ou second
day of meeting, 1688.

E. A. DcfAMl'.
Box ^BIO. Secretary of Both Associations

J. C. Newton, President. 1 6th District Agricultural
L V. Spence, Treasurer.

J
" Association.

N. A.Covabubiab, President. 1 -. »,.„.„ ™_. „. -

HW. T. P. Moil, Trweuier. I

Loa Au««»«^ C»*b.

0630

HUNTER'S OUTFITS.
. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

:o:

We offer a most complete stook of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, OOATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

SiEXT THE BALDWIN lfioMQ

The Owners and Trainers

Horse Clippers
Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and
Roaching Shears!

At Low Prices.

WILL & FINCK,
8 I '(.liar Ui- Street.

g& Goods delivered In Oakland. Alaraada and
Berkeley free. 9oc ,f

HIGH-BRED
Trotting Stock,

FOEJ3ALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2 —Chestnut mare by Hoacb's American Star,
drnu of the fast Iwo -year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare bv John Nelson. h*7
dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 4 —Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert W.

No. 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,
her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.
No. 6.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson— Patcben mare. No. 3.

No 8.— Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurton. his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 6.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No 8
Bay filly by Albert W. ( her dam
Bay filly by Albert W., her dam the Gypsey mare,

No. 4.

Bay colt by Albert W. , bis dam (he Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park,
tor price and any further information apply to

A. WALDSTKIN.
390 Sansome M.

oc23 Sail Francisco. Cal

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation an .Manager on a gentleman's estate. Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the beat stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The beat of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
Lyndale Farm,

28augtf Minneapolis, Minn.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. 3 Price each. . - - $S.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent ny mall upon receipt of

25 cents extra.

This Cincba is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

|

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 4*8 Battery St.

21jul San Francisco, Cal.

Notice.

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the Slat*, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by tbor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLl'BLE PIIKSYLK. The moat absolule disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knews that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

*

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which thoy aro housed conlaln germs of disease. T-> prevent tbifi calamity
and make such stables perf>-ctly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLS,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PUEN'iLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
14"»,{ 40Q California Street, San Francisco.

Herbert H, Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Bbown,

Geo. H. HOLMES,
O. BiiUCE l,owE.

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

~Sales?nen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
America to select aud forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act aB Agents
forCaltfornia Arms,
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggln, Esq.

and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.
IJKOWN KKOS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton'e BuildingB,
Pitt Street, 8ydney,

New Bonlh Waiei

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 391 Natoma St
fl&iidftnce, 966 Howard St., fifth FnmoUco.
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Sporting1 Notes.

When Jessop and Gill handed their play "Oar Governor"
to W. J. Florence, he was delighted with its tone and general

character, but many of the stories put in the month of Pinto
Perkins were so palpably overdrawn that even Florence could

not stand them, and to the disgust of one of the authors,

Jessop, they were struck out. A few specimens are as follows

:

"When I was fishing on the McLeod river with Charley
Kaeding (before yon were born my dear) the trout began to

rise before I could cost a fly. I had a royal coachman on the

end of my leader, and brown gnataoove it. They got tangled

just as I was goiug to make my first cast. I was standing on
a flat stone about ten feet from the bank of the river, and
when I separated the two flies and left them dangling In the

air for an instant, a brace of trout rose from the stream and
each 'seized a fly. I held tham at arm's length for an instant,

then gradually dropped them into the surface of the stream
where they stood on their tails for half an hour splashing the

water ten feet high at every stroke. When they, got tired I

nut them on the scale and they weighed 17 pounds 3 ounces.

The McLeod is a wonderful trout stream, at least it was when
I was an angler!" The second story is like the first: "I am
very fond of hunting. California is the finest hunting coun-

try in the world, and Lake county the finest in California for

the noble sport. One day I went out deer hunting with
Capt. Dick Floyd on Clear Lake. We each had a Winchester
rifle, and we hunted in canoes, for the Lake county deer are

very fond of the water, especially in the month of August. We
had only paddled about a mile from the shore when the

Captain put up his telescope towards Uncle Sam, and as he took

a sight called to me 'here they enine!' and sure enough, nine-

teen noble antlered bucks came down the spur of the moun-
tain and in single file started to swim across the lake. In
half an hour they were close upon us. They swam in regular

line as if the leader had the other eighteen in tow. The
captain's orders were, 'you take them on the starboard hand
and begin astern audi will fire from the port side andbeginon
the port hand.' We did; each man killed his nine bucks
with nine bullets, not a shot wasted. There was one back left.

Floyd wanted to kill him, but I said 'no!' and took a line

from the bottom of my canoe, made a runningknot at the end
of it, and threw it over the buck's horns. Then we picked
up the dead deer, fastened them to the line and made the
grandest buck of the herd tiw his dead comrades ashore,

when we tied the American flag to his horns and gave him
what every man in this gloricns country claims—liberty.

Four hundred and sixty-three yearling thoroughbreds, 230
colts, and 233 fillies have been soldat auction during the year.
Virgil is the sire that has the largest number, 23, and they
average $998.45. Glenelg comes nest with 21, averaging
$921.90. Twenty, the get of Falsetto, average ©1,607.50, the
most attractive figures of the year. King Ban has 18, and
they average $1,220.27. Billet'aud King Alfonso 16 each, the
former averaging $1,451.50, and the other SI, 405. Enquirer
has 15 on the list, the average being $638.33. Luke Black-
bum and Onondaga have each 14, Luke's average being
$992.£5, Onondago's being much higher ©1,282.14. Great
Tom and Springbok have each 12 and they average
respectively S904.16 and §527.08. Spendthrift's 11 average
$1,477.21. Bramble and Hindoo have ten each, for which
the figures are Bramble $755, Hindoo $808.50. The highest
price realized for a single animal is 56,100 for a King Alfonso,

King Ban following close with $5, 100. The best price for a
Falsetto is $4, 100, Virgil coming next with $4,000 as top fig-

ures. Billet, Glenelg, Great Tom, Longfellow, Mortemer,
Prince Charlie, Reform and Spendthrift's produce have real-

ized in single sales $3,000 to $3,500. The gross sales of Fal-

setto's prod nee amount to $32,150. Billet, King Alfonso and
King Ban's get bronght over $20,000 in the aggregate.

The man and tho wheel continue to perform wonders.
Last week in these columns the fact was noted that Whittaker,
of Indianapolis, had made 300 miles in 23 hrs. 46 min. 16 sec.

On the day that record was published here McCurdy. of Lynn,
MaB8., lowered it by riding 305 miles in 23 hrs. 57 min. 45
sec, a decidedly better performance than Whittaker's. The
remarkable part of the feat 13 that McCurdy is reported as
making the distance on 4S-inch wheels. In a race Whittaker
would probably beat McCurdy if the time of each rider is

correctly reported. Whittaker's actual riding timefor 300
miles was 21 hrs. 26 min. 48 sec. McCurdy's for 305 miles 22
hrs. 30 sec. Allowing McCurdy 20 minutes for the extra five

miles and Whittaker still has 13 min. 42 sec. to the good on
actual riding time.

Mrs.Langtry, with eminent fitness, appeared at the National
Horse Show and carried off a prize with Pauline. The judges
would have been cruel had they failed to recognize the
symmetry and noble beating of the Lady of Lyons,

The Clyde cutter challenge for America's cup is not settled

yet. As was pointed out in this journal recently, British
yachtsmen do not propose racing with any small craft.

Their aim is to get a vessel as nearly as possible of

the dimensions of the yacht which they must sail against.

The suggestion of the secretary of the Royal Clyde Club
was that if the New ¥ork Yacht Club does not intend
to race Mayflower in the next contest, that yachts of

sixty-five to seventy-five feet in length would be less

expensive for both the attacking and depending parties.

The holders of the cup have not deigned any polite reply

to the suggestion, but merely informed the challengers
that until their challenge was put in proper form, and the
conditions of the trust deed complied with, the challenge
could not be entertained. This is undoubtedly legal, but
there was no need to drag legal quibbles into an inter-

national sporting event.

Prophets will be in demand to-day at the Bay District

Course. No one with the divine afflatus will be demanded to

look very far ahead. Thirty minutes is enough; that amount
of accurate foresight will land $100 for each moment. Here
is a guess for the Salutation Purse, one mile and a sixteenth,

Prince of Norfolk, Estrella, Sir Thad. For the Ladies' Stake,
two-year-old fillies, three-quarters of a mile—Grisette, Napa,
Leap Year. For the Bay City Stakes—Volante, Monte Cristo.

For the purse, one mile, Cyrus, C. H. Todd; that is, if they
start. Failings to weigh in the names are worthless, but fit

and well with colors up they will be close enough at the
finish to make their backers hopeful for their money.
Tuesday is too far off to name any winners. Let the day
take care of itself. But the sport will be of the finest kind
throughout, and neither a prophet nor the son of a prophet is

needed to make that assurance.

There are men who rail at horse-racing, and who rank
jockeys as beneath contempt. Such folly is the outgrowth of

ignorance. Of all men in the world who have to withstand
temptation the jockey is the most conspicuous. Of all men
in the world who can yield to temptation with the smallest

chance of being found out, the jockey is foremost. Archer,
perhaps, more than any other man was, in his day, plied by
unscrupulous men to let them into his secrets, but his name
stands untarnished, an honor to a calling that needs much
bolstering up. Ot his mental or social qualities nothing need
be said. But the highest honor a jockey can attain is the
reputation of always riding to win; that was Archer's.

Neitherenvy, malice nor covetousness ever mastered him. He
lived, rode and died a fearless jockey!

The cricket match between the Merion audSt. George Clubs,
announced for last Saturday, did not come off, although the
weather was in every way favorable. The indications afc

present are that there is an end of cricket for the present
season. The games played this year have been of a very mild
order, and the interest shown in the noble game both by play-

ers and public, smaller than any time for fourteen years past.

The reason is, doubtless, that the Occident Club which, for

many years kept the sport alive, failed to take the field this

season. ApaTt from this drawback, there is another potent
reason—the clubs of this city were never before so badly off

for a ground to play upon. Unless some change in this

regard is made early next season there can be no hope ot see-

ing iiuy first-class playing.

Archer's tragic death must cast a gloom over English racing

for a while. Only meagre accounts have come by wire, but
enough to make every one feel sad. His name for ten years
has been a household word wherever racing was spoken of,

the hero of more than a thousand well-won races. The idol

of English horsemen; peerless in the saddle. Such a rider bus
never been known since racing began. Year afteryearhe has
held the foremost place, and his mounts were backed by many
men who regarded him as possessed of some magic force that

landed his horses winners. His most signal successes have
been in the great events, which he has captured often as if

by magic. But the end came suddenly in the midst of his

triumphs.

These are the days when yachtsmeu spin long yarns
They have nothing else to do but talk of reefing breezes,

heavy seas, hard blows in the channel, lumpy water in San
Pablo, but of jolly days all around. Aggie is stripped and at

her mooring in Saucelito, Lnrline and Halcyon ditto. Nellie

is still in commibnion but she rarely airs her duck. Chispa
keeps going, like Tennyson's song of the brook. One gallant

yachting skipper has signed articles for a long cruise, Capt. J.

D.Grant of the Halcyon being no longer a bachelor. May
the happy pair escape storms and calms and be favored full

sails and a pleasant breeze to the end of the ornise. Fortn-
nately Mrs. Grant early imbibed her husband's lovo for blue
water,

The past week was decidedly an off week in all departments
of hunting. The reports from the ponds and preserves near
Suisun indicate that tbe ducks were still away amongst the
fresh wale!- pools. They will, of course, return shortly to

their favorite feeding grounds, and the members of the

various shooting clubs will once more enjoy some genuine
sport. Canvasbaek are coming in slowly, but a good north-

erly blow before Thanksgiving will bring with it a stock of

the royal bird for that day's shooting, and then the devout
prayers of a hundred sincere hunters will be answered.

Goldsmith's double victory last Saturday i3 another feather

in that clear-headed driver's cap. With a rank outsider he
carried off the money from sucn good horses as Blaine and
Longfellow, and a pair of inferior horses. The odds were all

against him, but he was equal to the number of emergencies
which the five heats brought about. In the match race he
certainly drove the inferior horse, but managed to keep him
at his work at the right time, and for the second time carried

off the pot.

The betting market has had an unusual feature during the

week. Heavy odds have beeu laid against the weather for

to-day. The prioe was, on Monday 6 to 1, with a point lower

each day as the week advanced. Yesterday only even money
could be had on "rain or no rain." All the weather sharps
in the city, and the greater number who hail from the country
have been appealed to, with eager expectations as to the near
and remote prospects of tine weather today.

Solid business men habitually sneer at horse-racing as a
legitimate business, and point to the numerous cases of bank-
ruptcy which come to light as the result of owning a stable of

thoroughbreds. The sneer may be on the wroDg side. If

accurate statistics should ever be prepared, the number of

insolvent merchants and the losses they inflict upon creditors

would probably outnumber the bankrupt horsemen and their

unpaid debts by 40 to 1, good betting odds.

Every local yachtsman remembers Lancashire Witch and
the stir ahe made about six years ago, when she steamed into

the bay with Sir Thomas Hesketh on board. She is now
the property of Mr. H. I. James, aud he recently started in

her "on" a cruise to Bombay, India. Sir Thomas Brassey's

Sunbeam is aunounced to follow Lancashire Witch very soon
to the same destination.

Maud Hampton and Explosion are undoubtedly two of the

most celebrated brood-mares at present in the country. Mr.
Haggin will nut briug them to California for some time. Xhe
first named will be again bred to Kiug Bau and t lie second to

Falsetto. Should duplicates of King Fox and Dew Drop
follow, what a sweep the pair will make of the two-year-old

stakes ot 1889.

Only a week siuce it was aunounced that Archer was soon
to be married to the daughter of a well-known Newmarket
trainer. He was then on the home stretch aud soon after

cruelly cut down by tbe old man with the scythe. The latest

reports of his racing career place him well in front with 159

wius out of 478 mounts for the present Beason.

The California Lawn Tennis Club will shortly move their

courts from the present site to the corner of Bush and Scott

streets. The new site is on a very sheltered spot, and
should prove admirably adapted for lawn tennis. When
the conrts and club rooms are completed, the club will give a

special day's play to celebrate the eveut.

The New York Yacht Club has, with appropriate good taste,

passed a resolution of thanks to General Paine for his success-

ful defense of America's Cup with Mayflower, aud appointed
a committee to select for th« gallant yachtsman a suitable

piece of silver to ciMumemorale his yachts brilliant victory.

The most notable wiuners of the American tart who tollow

Miss Woodford are Parole SS2.0S4, Hindoo $71,875, Wanda
$65,510, George Kinney S6*2, S70, Dew Drop, with the shortest

career of them all. $45,722. These are tall figures, and yet

some men wonder what fascination there cau be in racing.

The Sin Francisco Bicycle Club, the oldest wheelmen's
club west of the Mississippi, aud the most conservatively

managed of locul clubs, have decided to seek for themselves

a local habitation in the form of a club room, for the trans-

action of regalar business and social intercourse.

Matt Byrnes, who was for some time Mr. P. Loril! r
'

trainer, closed his eugugemeut with that gentleman

inst., and signed a contract to train for Mr. Haggin e\> I

Archer made his I'rst and last visit to Ireland last ;

Oo October 101b ho rode Ciuibuaumre for Lord Lon lor

at Cv.rragh, for the Lord Lieutenant's Cup, aud won.
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Eacing at the Bay District.

Nov. 6th.—The purse race was first od the programme, the

starters Ed., Mount Vernon, Harry Velox, Longfellow and

Blaine, being placed in the order their names are here given.

In thebettiug Blaine was the favorite bringing §50 lo §40 on

Longfellow, $20 on Harry Velox, Mount Vernon and Ed.

united at S13.
First Heat—There was a good deal of scoring before a start

was effected for the first heat. The advantage of the inside

position was made the most of by the driver of Ed., who kept

him going with Mount Vernon in close attendance. Ed.

retained the lead until so near home that it seemed the heat

was his beyond a peradventure, but he broke when within

forty yards of the score and Mount Vernon won the heat,

Ed. second, Harry Velox third, Longfellow fourth and Blaine

last. Time, 2:26§. The loss of the heat did not change the

opinion of those who were supporting Blaine, as he was still

favorite, bringing S40, field (Mount Vernon and Ed.) $21,

Longfellow S19, Harry Velox 811.

Second Heat—When started on the fifth score, MountVernon
went away with the lead, Ed. breaking at the outset, which

gave Harry Velox the second place. When the quarter was
passed Mount Vernon was first, Velox second, Ed. third, and

there was no change at the half, 1:13$ being tbe time at that

point. Bounding the turn Ed. closed a trifle on Mount
Vernon, but could not get near enough to endanger the leader's

chances, Mount Vernon winning in 2:27^, Ed., Blaine, Long-

fellow and Harry Velox finishing in the order named. The
bettiDg before the third heat was S30 on the field, which now
contained Ed., Mount Vernon and Velox, Blaine S18, Long-
fellow SI 5.

Third Heat—At the sixth score they were sent off to a very

good start, though Velox broke and ran in the way of Long-

fellow; Ed. took the pole from Mount Vernon, with Blaine a

trifle in the lead, and by the time the quarter was reached

Blaine had a lead of two lengths, Velox, by dint of running,

being second, Ed. third. Midway of the back stretch Velox

ran up to Blaine who broke, and Longfellow also passed

him. Continuing his runs, Velox was first at the half in

1:14 J, with Longfellow on his wheel. From there home
Velox ran more than he trotted, crossing the score half a

length in front of Longfellow, but the judges very properly

set him back to third place, and they would have been still

more just to have put him last, Ed. second, Blaine fourth,

Mount Vernon, who made no effort for the heat after he lost

the lead, fifth. Time, 2:27*. The betting continued brisk, field

still the favorite bringing §50, though Longfellow came
closely after at $45, while Blaine had fallen back to $9.
Fourth Heat—The fourth heat was prolific of changes.

Blaine secured the lead at first furlong mark with Mount
Vernon lapped on him, and at the quarter the latter led with
Longfellow second. At the half, 1:14$, Mount Vernon had a

little the best of Longfellow, but breaking soon after he fell back,

and Longfellow was at least six lengths in front, at the three-

quarter pole, the others bunched. His driver eased him on
the home stretch, and by so doing very nearly lost the heat,

Ed. and Mount Vernon closing on him rapidly. A shake of

the reins and a tap of the whip brought Longfellow to the
score first by half a length, the judges placing Ed. second,
Mount Vernon third, Velox fourth and Blaine last. Time,
2:2!). Betting: field $40, Longfellow §23, Blaine S4.

Fifth Heat—There were few changes in the fifth heat.

Mount Vernon got the lead in the first fifty yards, Blaine
second, and these positions were retained until Blaine broke
when he was scarcely a neck behind the leader. After that
Mount Vernon had it all his own way, and though driven to

a break when opposite the drawgate, he won by many
lengths, with Blaine second, Ed. third, Longfellow fourth,'
Velox last. Time, 2:27£.

Nov. 3d.—Purse ?400.

Mount Vernon, b s by Nutwood— J. A.. Goldsmith 115 3 1
r.ongf ellow, ch r—L. Shaner i 4 1 1 4
Ed.. bg-A.T. Jackson 2 2 3 2a
Blaine, blk—W. M. Fletcher 5 3 4 5 2
Harry Velos, b g--E. G. Holly 3 5 3 4 5

Time, 2:^, 2:274.2:274, 2:29, 2:27$.

The match between Gus and Ned also took five heats
to decide, the horses being so closely- together in speed that a
little bad luck would turn the table. There was not much
betting on the result of the match before the horses appeared,
as the chief interest of the spectators was in the race with five

participants. The horses on which the match was made were
different in several respects. Gus is a large, fine-looking
stallion, and this was his first race, while Ned is not so
attractive in appearance but had the benefit of the experi-
ence of campaigning for two seasons. For a brush Gus was
the fastest, and in every heat, excepting the last, led until near -

iug home. The first heat was won by Ned, Gus breaking
when within a hundred yards of the winning score. In the
second heat Gus was driven by Hickok and he won the heat
quite handily. The third heat was the most exciting of the
day. Gus drew away from his opponent so that there were
two lengths between them at the half, and one clean length
when they came into the home stretoh. From thence Ned
gradually drew on the leader, and a skip on the part of Gus
lost him ground enough so that they went under the wire so
nearly together that the judges were unable to separate them
and declared it a dead heat. A double break in tbe fourth
heat, made when he seemed to have the heat won, lost that to
Gus, and the fifth heat Ned led after passing the quarter all of
the way around.

Same Day. -Match S250.
Ned, b g—5. A. Goldsmith 1 2 fl l l
Gus Spreckels, ba 2 1 2 2

Time, 2:33, 2:303, 2:30, 2:32^, 2:31^.
-»

The English Racing Calendar, of October 21st, gives the
information for next year: At Derby five stakes are announced,
to each of which £1,000 is added. Three are for two-year-
olds to run in 1887; oue for two-year-olds to run in 1888, and
one for three-year-olds to run in 1S89. The Kempton Park
authorities announce a three-thousand-guineas handicap to
be. run May 0. 18S7, and for the autumn meeting in October,
1SS9, a £5.000 stake for then two-year-olds. At Leicester a
£1,000 stake for two-year-olds is announced for next July,
with a similar race for tbe spring me&ting in 1SS8, with
£2,000 added to the Zetland Stakes for 1888, and £2,000 for
the Midland Derby for three-year-olds iu 1889. The Kemp-
ti.u Park Xtoyul Stakes of £10,000, which will be deoided at
the spring meeting in 18S9, has closed with 254 nominations,
including ihe Prince of Wales' Loyalist, an own brother to
Paradox; also Ormonde and The Burd, both of which will
then be six years old.

The Norfolk Park is the latest addition to racing centres
near Boston; it is at Keadville, Norfolk Co. Tbe owners are
Messrs. George H. Warren, Augustus Henimenway and R.
Stevenson, prominent horsemen of Norfolk Co. It is expected
to be in Hue order for next season's racing.

Jay-EyeSee is reportod to be recovering. His owner Mr. J.
I. CaBe will probably prepare him for next year's racing.

^Washington Park Club.

"We have before us the full list of nominations to the stakes

of the Washington Park Club which closed on October loth.

The thirteen stakes have secured a total entry of 921, and
though in some stakes there is a falling off in numbers, the

quality is excellent, and what is far better, there are no entries

of such marked superiority as to deprive the stakes of their

legitimate interest. The stakes for 1888 being like those of

1SS7 for two and three-year-olds, can not be discussed now,

but a passing glance at the stakes which will be run at the

next summer meeting may be interesting. The American
Derby haB secured Bixty-five nominations, the majority of

which have given ns some indication of their powers in their

two-year-old form. Among the colts the pick of the lot on
public form are Montrose, Duke of Bourbuu, Terra Cotta,

King Fox, Poteen, C. H. Todd, Jim Gore, Golialiand Laredo,

while the pick of the fillies are Lizzie Krepps, Juuuie Treacy,

Sunbeam, Hinda, Grisette and Wary. If we cjuld be assured
of a field of fifteen as good as these in the next American
Derby, we should see one of the grandest races of the year.

King Fox on his two-year-old form will be the winter favorite

if any books are opened, and his racing season has certainly

been a most brilliant one. At Saratoga he opened the ball by
winning the Select Stake, though his stable companion Alcalde,

that ran second, could have won easily, time 1:16. In the

Kentucky Stake at the same meeting he won under a pull,

defeating Alcalde, Laredo and Grisette. At Coney Island in

the Flatbush Stake he won in a canter from Kingston, Lizzie

Krepps and Bessie June, and on the next racing day he won
the greatest triumph of his two-year-old career iu the Great
Eastern Handicap. The weight adjuster assigned him 125
pounds, Conamara 115 pounds, Laredo 108 pounds (he carried

llOi pounds), this trio finished in the order named in the

remarkably fast time of 1:15. In the field was Grisette 105

pounds, Bessie June 113 pounds, Vera 96 pounds, Falsestep

97 pounds, Montrose 108 pounds, Roi d'Or 98 pounds, Brad-
ford 98 pounds, Orirlamme 105 pounds, Kingdom 95 pounds,
Hinda 108 pounds, Agnes 103 pounds, and Belvidere 108

pounds. This was a wonderful performance, and if the three-

year-old form is an exact reproduction of this season's run-
ning, then the three-year-old stake races are at the mercy of

this great son of King Ban. His only defeat was in the
Select Stakes at Monmouth, when, with 115 pounds up, he was
defeated by Kingston, 110 pounds, in the phenomenally fast

time of 1:14}. King Fox is undoubtedly oue of the great two-
year-olds of the year, and at present the most formidable
candidate for next year's American Derby. C. H. Todd,
is a famous Californiau, which this fall has won a mile dash
in 1:41}, and a seven-eights in l:2Si. The time test is decep-
tive, and it is seldom that the performers from the Pacific

Slope can equal in the east the performances they have
undoubtedly made there. If C. H. Todd can overcome this

difficulty he should be a likely candidate next June. Terra
Cotta is a handsome fellow and has run very creditably; he
strikes us as one of the improving sort, and he will be likely

to give a good account of himself in any company. Jim
Gore, Goliah and Laredo have all done well, especially the
latter, his friends thinking him the bright, particular star of

the Sauta Anita Stable. The fillies are exceedingly formida-
ble, and it is quite on the cards with such good ones in as Lizzie
Krepps, Jenny Treacy and Grisette, that a mare may win the
coveted prize. Tbe Finality Stake is a copy of the Derby.
The Sheridan Stake is conspicuous by the absence of King
Fox. In the Drexel Stakes we have an excellent array of

colts, and in the Englewood an equally good one of fillies.

In the two-year-old stakes all the leading western and
Califoruian stables are well represented, and as usual we
may expect large fields of excellent quality. The list of

stakes and the total number of entries are as follows:

American Derby, (18S7).. . 65 American Derby, (1888)... .111
Sherirlau Stakes, " .. .. 50 Finality Stake, " . .111

Finality " " .. . 65 Sberidau " " . . 88
Drexel '* " .. . 33 Englewood " " .. . 63
Englewood " " .

.

.. 32 Hyde Park " *'
.. . 79

Hyde Park " " .

.

.. 8S —
Lakeside " " .

.

.. 8'-> Total number of entries .921

Kenwood " " .

.

.. 54

We regret to notice the absence of eastern nominations,
and we think eastern owners will regret so, too, should the
pool law not be amended during the coming winter. We con-
gratulate the club upon the success of the stakes; they may not
have quite as large a number of nominations as they had last

year, but we think there is sufficient material to produoe
splendid racing, and the enlarged amount of added money will

keep the horses here and insure large fields in all the Btakes.

Young Trotting Stock at Danbury, Conn-, Fair.

As usual the Danbury Fair was a success in all depart-
ments, one of the special features having been tbe exhibit of
standard-bred trotters. The managemeut offered liberal

prizes, to which Mr. Newbold Morris added two handsome
pieces of silver; it was announced that a day would be set

apart for the horse show, and that the judges would use the
new scale of points in making awards, all of whicb had the
desired effect of bringing out a most excellent lot of well bred
animals. Messrs. Newbold Morris, W. W. Shuit and Gurney
C. Gue were selected to score the entries, and the horses
were shown on the stretch in order that "action" and "sym-
metry and style" might be seen to the best advantage.
In the class for three-year-olds Mr. S. H. Bundle's Quarter-

master proved the winner, with a score of 125J out of a pos-
sible 150, while Mr. George L. Clark's Haldaue was given
second prize, scoring 114.J-. Quartermaster's score shows
him a great colt both in structure and point of breeding. He
is by Alcyone, out of Qui-Vive by Sentinel, and she a
daughter of the famous Missie, the dam of King Wilkes and
Cascarilla. He is a rich brown in color, of good length, size
and substance, with the high finish and quality of his 6ire at

all points. His strong points are a blood-like head and neck,
muscular sloping shonlders, great length and Btrenyth of fore-

arm, and a remarkably clean, hard-looking set of legs. If

one could pick a fault with this fellow it would be that his
barrel is a shade light; he lacks finish, though not strength,
at the coupling, and is not quite so close and full in the
breeching as might be wished. Taken altogether, however,
or v/hen "picked to pieces," this colt is well-nigh perfection.
His action was scored 7 out of a possible 8, and he has the
resolution to go on. H.ildane, by Mambrino Russell, out of a
full sister to Col. Moulton and Nonesuch, by Daniel Lambert,
is a superior youngster and a fast one, but his hooks are
somewhat mussed up and he has not the finish of Quarter-
maHter.
The two-year-olds were a choice lot. Foxwood by Nut-

wood, ont of Lady Foxie, 2:24}, by Daniel Lambert, owned
by Mr. S. H. Hundle, carried off the honors and an exquisite
piece of silver, with a score of 119. This is a great little

horse, finished and furnished like a five-year-old at the age
of two: aud he is a trotter at both ends, with a rapid, nervy
way of going which indicates that he will trot fast. Foxwood

has a most expressive and intelligent face, and is smoothly
turned and strong all over. He has good hone, but his legs

are not so clean and hard-looking as Quartermaster's; iu fact,

he is not a eolt of very high quulity anywhere. Albion, who
scored second best, is a great growthy fellow that will improve
with age; he will never make a handsome horse, however,
and his breeding, .ilthough good, is not quite up to the murk
for a first-class stock-horse. Albion is a big-guited youngster
and should make a fast horse when age has given him
streugth. He is by Bostwick's Almout, Jr., and his dam is

by Trouble, another son of Almont.
These were the most notable of the colts. Among the

fillies Electa, by Electioneer, was the flower of the Hock, and
she is oue of the sweetest-gaited ones the writer has ever
seen. She is two years old, goes as straight as a reed, and
can speed a 2:25 clip without apparent effort. Judging from
the appearance of her legs, her owner likes to see her move I

pretty well. Other animals in all classes are deserving of

mention, but space forbids au extended review of all the

good ones. Horsemen were quite enthusiastic over the new
method of judging, and all pronounced it much more satis-

factory than the old plan of looking over the fit-Id and then
guessing at the best horse.

—

Horseman.

One of Virgil's Daughters.

The seductive tones of William Biley's beseeching voice had
ju3t ceased echoing through the pool room, says the Chicago
fnter-Octtii, aud the clanging of the little bell on the oper-

ator's desk had announced to the crowd of eager speculators

present that the horses were at the post for the last race of

the day at Latouia as the Old-Timer entered the room.
Taking a seat in the further corner, aud biting the end off

a fresh cigar, he lit it with an evident air of satisfaction. For
a minute -he seemed lost in thought aud then he said:

"Boys, did any of you stop to thiuk what was the best of

Virgil's get? The most of you youngsters will probably say
Tretnont, the Dwyer Bros., unbeaten black colt, aud he is a
pretty good animal, I am willing to admit, but I'll tell you,
the dead hero of Elmendorf sired a filly once that was as good
an animal as ever I saw, but at the same time she was the

unluokiest one that ever looked through a bridle. What was
her name? Anglia by Virgil, out of Lag by Loadstone, aud
her career on the turf was both short and eventful. Iu color

she was an iron gray, with a beautiful head and neck, power-
ful quarters, and legs like whipcord. She belonged to George
Wintz of New Orleans, a young fellow who, though he knew
but little about horses, was about as shrewd in a general

business way as anybody, and knew a g^od thing when he
had it.

"The first time I ever laid eyes on her was at the spring

meeting of the Louisville Jockey Club in 1881, when she woa
every stake for which she started, beating her fields as easy as

though she were only out for exercise. She had a phenom-
enal burst of speed, but was naturally lazy, and it took a
smart application of both whip and steel to make her extend

herself. The boys didn't do much with her that season, but
the next spring they started in *or a killing. Kuunymede, the

Dwyer's colt, was that year Ihe favorite for the Kentucky
Derby, while Apollo, a colt belonging to Green B. Morns, was
the second choice in public estimation. The latter was
entered in both the Pickwick aud Cottrill Slakes at New
Orleans, that spring, and so was the gray filly. The night

before the Pickwick was run they were selling pools in the

Crescent Billiard Hall, and the betting was hot and heavy.
Just as I was going into the door I met Wintz coming out.

'Get a couple of tickets on my maie for to-morrow,' he whis-"

pered, and before I could ask him a question he had jumped
on a car and was gone.

"Bride was doing the pool selling, and it didn't take more
than two minutes to find out that Apollo was a strong favorite,

aud Morris gave it out as a dead sure thing for his colt. I

felt like backing the colt myself, but somehow after wh.a.%

George had told me I could'nt doit, and taking his advice I got.

a couple of tickets on the mare that called for S5U0 odd, and
cost me about SI 50. The boys in the pool stand oil gave me
the laugh when I bought 'em, but I'd seeu them wrong abont
as often as anybody, and it didn't bather me much. The
next day at the track Apollo was even a bigger favorite than

the night before, aud getting a little scared I just concluded

that I'd stand pat and not btt another ceut on the race. She
was a good-lookiug mare as she galloped by the stand, with

Fitzpatrick up, on her way to the starting post, but her color

was against her.

"I never did like grays auyhow, aud I almost wished I'd

hedged as I saw Apollo, a dark chestnut, gallop by the stand

followed by Warrington and two or three others, whose names
1 have forgotten now. It was a mile and a quarter, and for

more than half the distauce Fitzpatrick seemed laboring to

get the mare on to her stride. Half a mile from home -lie

was catching whip and spur, and seemed to be really out ol

the hunt. She was the'very last horse in the race and at

least twelve lengths behind Morris' colt. Suddenly she

seemed to take a notion into her head to show what she

could do. It didn't seem to me that she took more than a

dozen jumps, and there she was sailing along iu front under

a hard pull, with Fitzpatrick looking back over his shoulder

and grinning like a monkey as she shot under the wire

winner by half a dozen lengths. It was the biggest burst of

speed that ever I saw a race-horse make, and no wonder the

Wiutz family was jubilaut. It looked like they had a world

beater and no mistake.

"Fitzpatriok had to go back e:ist that night and could not

stay to ride her iu the Cottrill. If he had I don't

believe that the accident I am going to tell you about

would have happened. It was a mile aud a hall ibis

time, and it looked like a sure thing for her, so tbo boys

put up the next thing to a st ible boy—that is, alight-weight

jockey. She started favorite,, of oourse, and I pluuged on ,<
:

her straight auct place. She got off well, and when about

half the distance was over she was right in the bunch and

running easy. All of a sudden Warrington, which was justfl

front of her", went down and over him weut the gnu matj
Scrambling to her feet she-jumped the fence like a deer au'

bolted for the stable, taking my money with her. If she'^

stood up she couldn't have lost it, and she was never au

goo \ afterward. She didn't seem to he hurt any, how eve:

and the boys took her to Louisville. There she worked i

fast on several occasions that she broke the matches, and

.they brought her on here to win a couple of stakes that slit

was entered iu.

"It was a sure thing. I thought so, and so did evoiybodjffr

else who*d seen her work, but it wasn't. We uever got tin

tickets cashed. She led her field for about a nnle aud thet

doubled up like a jackkuife. Wiutz got broke, aud liuallj

sold her to somebody in Cincinnati, who bred her to Billet ,J

think. She had a fine-looking colt, but soon aftar it wtti

foaled the pair were killed while running iu tbe pasture

Her dam Lag, was out of Lightning, and lightning elaiinec

her as its own. She was a great filly, boys, aud one of tki

best that Virgil ever Hired, but luok was agin her."
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Opening the National Show at Madison Square
Garden.

EN. r. Herald.]

Nov. 2d.—It was a busy scene at Madison Square Garden
yesterday nioxniug at nine o'clock. The doors of the vast

• inclosure had been thrown open to admit early comers to the
great horse show, given fur the fourth time under the
auspices of the National Association. Three hundred and
fifty sleek animals were in their places. Officers and attend-
ants moved quickly from place to place, the former giving
orders and the latter obeying them with alacrity. The sun
glinted through'the glass-covered apertures in the roof upon
the bunting lavishly displayed from end to end of the build-
ing, and upon the ring and upon the horses. Arbnckle's
band was stationed in the balcony on the Madison avenue
side. With a flourish of brass instruments music tilled the
place, and Secretary Wharton proclaimed the show to be
formally opened. There were nearly three hundred ladies and
gentlemen present before ten o'clock. The horses had then
recovered from the fright produced by the music and by the
number of people about them. Everything was working
smoothly, and the cries of the catalogue boys in jockey cos
tumes, as new comers arrived, were neard upon every side.

J In nearly every stall, looking after the equine pets, were busy
men. It seemed impossible to make the animals look haud-

I poiner or that their coats could glisten a particle more, but
i» the robbing, the patting, the smoothing of inaues, the

stroking of necks and thescores of other little acts which caughtr
the eye of the observing spectator proclaimed the fact that
indeed there were valuable pets on exhibition. Two hours
were taken up with the exercise of the horses in the ring.
Big and little, in harness, to carriages, under saddle or being
led, from the proud stallion to the diminutive pony, went

F.aroundand around the vast stretch of tan bark, glad to be
free from halters, while the rail about the ring was fairly
crowded with interested men and. women.

HORSES OF QUALITY.

To the left of the Madison avenue entrance there was an
impatient throng before an hour had elapsed. A middle-aged
gentleman busied himself about the two box stalls there, aud
.gave heqnent directions to three or four men in working
clothes. This was Mr. John H. Shultz, of Brooklyn, and the
horses there quartered were Paneoast and Cuyler, from Ken-

,
tucky. Paneoast, the trotting world of America knows,

"brought $28,000 and Cuyler $4,000 at auction. The former'
of course, with his grand record as a sire, commands the most
attention. "Oh," answered Mr. Shultz to a question, "we
arrived from Kentucky on Friday last in good condition, and
I have consented to show Paneoast and Cuyler because
hundreds of friends wanted to see them. They are not
entered for competition, but simply brought here for the pur-
pose stated. Step into Pancoust's stall." The Kentucky
stallion will bear scrutiny. Paneoast is a grand animal, and
though hundreds of strange hands caressed him during the
day he was gentle as a kitten, and after a while he seemed
to enjoy the music and excitement. "It is a pleasure to look
at such a noble animal," said a gentleman, "but to own him
must surely be a source of much satisfaction." Along the
Stretch of Twenty-sixth street were horses of high degree? At

- the Fourth avenue side were stallions of record and trotters
Of repute. Under the galleries on either side of the buildiug

" were grand displays, and fronting Madison avenue exhibits of
rare excellence. "This show is improving yearly," exclaimed
Colonel De Lancey Kane, "and it is pleasant to note the great
interest taken here in horses. Many of the weeds are miss-
ing, and it is gratifying the fact i3 appreciated that owners
realize that indifferent horses will fail to receive official recog-
nition." Mr. Prescott Lawrence was an early visitor; so was
Mr. William H. Osgood. Mr. Frederic Bronson had critically
glanced at the majority of the exhibits before 12 o'clock, and
Mr. J. E. Roosevelt was equally active. Vice-President
Heckscher seemed to be everywhere, and the Misses Heck-
scher came immediately after luncheon. So did hundreds
of otber ladies, and by 2 o'clock the Garden was thronged
with as animated and intelligent a throng as could be wished;
and the whole outlook for success was so pleasant the manage-
ment were in high glee.

1IBS. LANGTKi' AND PAULINE.
The judging began at two o'clock. Fifteen minutes later

there was something approaching a sensation near the Madi-
son-avemie entrance. Nothing had happened to the horses
3& that locality, but all eyes were directed toward the ladies
Who were with Mr. Edward G. Gilmore. They were Mrs.
Gilmore and Mrs. Langtry. For minutes it seemed as if Mrs
Langtry would prove the greatest attraction. The party
turned to the left upon entering, and passing under the
Madison avenue balcony went to stall No. 215, where Mrs.
Langtry's imported Pauline, entered in class No. 69, saddle
horses, was quartered. Those who recognized the party fol-
lowed with their eyes only, but it was evidant that the
actress was an attraction. Then Mr. Gilmore escorted the
ladies about the building, and immediately after Pauline's
stall was again visited, and Sirs. Langtry charmingly praised
the animal and was "sure she had no tricks." Pauline
looked worthy her fair owner's commendation. Upon regain-
ing the side of the ring Mrs. Langtry said to -a Herald
»porter: "This is a lovely place for such a show, and it is

bo quiet, it is very charming. lam sorry that I can't get
here during the evening, as with the crowd and the lights
and the excitement of judging the classes it must be jolly."

"Yes, I have three horses in the t=how, but Pauline is my
favorite. But see, they are about to judge the class in which
Pauline is entered."
Sure enough, class No. 69 had been called. Mrs. Langtry

and party stood at the side of the ring near the Madison-
avenue entrance. She was nervous as a child. She talked
with friends, but Pauline was everything to her just then.
At last it was over. The numbers were about to be dis-
played. They ran from No. 20S to 216 inclusive, and the
last figure must be hung up before th6 result for first place
Could be known.
"Two, one, five—215; that's Pauline! Ain't that jolly?"

was exclaimed.
There may have been happier women in the Garden that

moment than Mrs. Langtry, but it is extremely problematical.
Congratulations came thick and fast. "It is "very pleasant,"
Bhe said, "and I think I shall make my home in America
now. I don't want to live in Euglaud any more."
In judging the class Panliue was immediately nicked oat

by the judges as worthy the bine rosette, aud the'only hesi-
tancy, if there was the least exhibited, was in selecting the
winner of the second prize. Peter Smith, who is employed

I by Mr. Gebhardt, rode Pauline during tne trial.

i

Second Day.
Though there were counter attractions of a positively

,
detrimental nature, such as an interesting racing programme

i Jerome Park and the fascinations of a heated politicai con-
he attendance at the horse show yesterday was of a very

the minds of the management, nor was it hooed for; but in
the afternoon thousauds who love the horse went to the
Garden and were well repaid for the visit. There is a more
critical comparison of the exhibits by the majority of those
who have attended the present show than ever before noticed,
and it was not an unusual thing yesterday to observe both
ladies and gentlemen in animated discussion regarding the
merits of winners, as compared with those that did not receive
official indorsement. Until twelve o'clock there were many
horses exercised in the ring, and the rail around it was
fringed three or four deep with old and young. Paneoast
received much attention in the early morning hours, and
now and then the smallest of the grand lot of ponies was
surrounded with children of an appreciative turn of mind.
At noon the judging was resumed and ponies under saddle
came in for a full share of attention. It was not an easy job
to^ make the awards, "as they all looked alike," explained an
official, but Master August Beimont 3d, was made happv
when his tiny Punch carried off the blue rosette in the class
not exceeding fourteen hands, four vears old and over. Like
pleasure was experienced by Mr. J. B. Edgar in the Shetland
stallion class, not exceeding twelve hands, and Mr. Prescott
Lawience, with Racket, left the ring in trinmphant style with
the winning mark in the mare or gelding class over thirteen,
and not exceeding fourteen hands one inch.

THE GATHERING CROWX>.
With the afternoon came the crowds. Numerous society

ladies and escorts desired to witness the display of trotters
during the judging of classes 14 and 20, and it also brought
to the show hundreds of appreciative out of town people.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelins Fellowes, Mr. and Mrs. Griswold
Gray, Mr. aud Mrs. A. M. Dodge, Secretary Whitney's family,
Mr. and Mrs. Stout, Mr. and Mrs. B.. I. Cutting and many
others were in the boxes when the stallions in class 14 were
called before the judges. The handsome King Wilkes, Don
Cossack, Bayonne Prince and others which were entered for
competition, and the costly Paneoast whose owner does not
care for prizes, were led out. There was much applause
when each showed his stepping qualities, and a loud cheer
went to the roof as an attendant affixed the blue rosette to
the head of King Wilkes indicating his superiority over the
rest in the opinion of the judges, who were Messrs. A. A.
Bonner, Newbold Morris and L. M. Payne. Don Cossack,
from tbe west, secured the second premium, aud rightly so;
while Bayonne Prince, from New Jersey, was very highly
commended, and Belvidere, also from the latter State, highly
commended. King Wilkes is the son of George Wilkes, and,
though he sired but ten colts foaled prior to 1S86 that are
now living, one of them, Oliver K., six years old, made such
a sensation during the trotliug season just passed that he will
not likely be soon forgotten. When the applause had Bub-
sided and King Wilkes and the otber ribbon bearers had gone
to their box stalls, trotting teams were displayed. There
were only four of them, but the exhibition was particularly
pleasing, and admiration was expressed throughout the
building. One was well known to every rider iu New York.
They were Mr. Nathan Strauss' matched browns, Fanny
Temple and Bessie Sprague. Fanny's sire was Startle, and
she was bred by Mr. Robert Bonner, while Bessie was sired
by Governor Spiague and was bred in Wisconsin. A hand-
somer team was never shown in the Garden, and it did not
take long for the officials to direct the coveted blue rosette
to be affixed to one of their heads. The applause caused the
driver of the team to blush, and it really seemed that the
mares so often successful in giving their dust to road com-
petitors, knew they had again distanced all comers.

engine bounded into the ring, all done, it is said, in 1J
seconds, the best on record for tbis kind of work. Noon
brought cobs before the judges, and these being disposed of,
ponies of the Shetland variety, mare or gelding, not exceed-
ing eleven hands were called. Master Belmont's piebald
Judy won the blue ribbon, and this pocket edition of a pony
attracted much attention and set the children almost wild.
Judy shook her head and winked at the little ones, and they
clapped their hands in glee at the tiny circus marked pet.
And another Judy of the Shetlands, in class 80, brood-mares
in foal or with foal at foot, carried off the blue rosette, and
one golden haired miss wanted to kuow why thev didn't tie
a ribbon about Judy's neck. With recess there was some-
thing like quietude iu the Garden, but before two o'clock the
promenade about the ring was crowded with ladies and gen-
tlemen, aud while they looked and admired the exhibits they
discussed horse until oue concluded that every voung lady in
town was thoroughly posted iu this particular.

"

Trotters, class 17, which calls for stallions two-years old,
were greatly admired. Eight handsome aaimats were pro-
duced. Some of them are held at fabulous prices by their
owners, possibly because they do not want to sell them, and
while the candidates for official recognition were being led or
trotted about, there was not an available spot along the rail
and words of commendation were frequent. Mr. Shepherd
Knapp looked on, and as he turned for an instant, Mr. Gil-
bert Reynolds, once owner of old Kemble Jackson, greeted
him with:

"Well, Mr. Knapp, it is more than thirty years since I saw
you, and I am right glad to meet you here." Mr. Knapp
responded with a curious wrinkle about his eyes, and when the
horses had been briefly referred to he whispered, "My, that
was a long time ago, but old Kemble was one of the best!"
Don Cossack won the badge of superiority in the class, and

Victor Thome, from Kensselaer county, this State, took

{ratifying cbarieter. The morning patrons, however, were
i»t of that numerical strength suggestive of contentment in

CREDITABLE EXHIBITS.
Coaching stallions were judged about three o'clock, and by

this time the Garden was a pretty picture. It was with some
difficulty that one could pass along the promenade on either
side of the ring, while the boxes and reserved seats were
well filled. The ladies in many instances wore corsage
bouquets, aud the gentlemen tiny buds in their buttonholes.
After all, the world of New York society was not wholly at
Jerome, nor all the men in Gotham active politicians. Four
coaching stallions appeared, and Dr. Charles C. McLean's
Drap d'Or took first prize. Pbaron 2d was second, while
Grover Cleveland and Lafayette were not considered good
enough to be commended. A commotion followed the en-
trance of class 56, which included thirteen carriage horses.
These were shown in dog carts, T carts, gigs aud other
carriages, and no finer display was ever seen at the show. It
required much time to consider the class, but the blue ribbon
at last went to Mr. W. E. D. Stokes' The Devil, aud right glad
the owner who exhibited his horse seemed to be over the
result, and his friends gave him a very hearty welcome when
he again found his way among them. " Mr. Francis T. Under-
bill's Fairy received the red rosette, designating second prize,
and Mr. William H. Osgood's Adonis was very highly com-
mended. The "best and fastest walker," class 110, had eight
contestants, and Mr. Hugh Stevenson's Black Prince had no
trouble in walking off with the special prize, the gift of Mr.
A. J. Cas3att. Ponies and cobs were interesting, and the
afternoon's judging ended with the ponies in class 88 for
hunters, and Miss Edna Johnson's Kittie was successful.
The attendance iu the evening was very large, and it

seemed that most of the pretty women and prominent men
of the city were either in the reserved seats or walking about
the ring. The judging in class 68, saddle horses, excited
much interest, and the victory of Mr. John B. Morris Jr.'s,

Frank was very popular. Black Priuce, who so distinguished
himself iu the afternoon by his walking, secured second
prize and Mrs. Hadden's Winsome was very highly com-
mended.

Third Bay.
Mr. A. J. Cassatt—"A very fine show indeed."
Mr. Shepherd Knapp—"The show is very satisfactory and

worth many visits."

Mr. James Galway— "It is a fine exhibition of horses, and
I am not surprised at the attendance."

Colonel S. D. Bruce—"The quality of the exhibits should
commend the show to all who love horses."
Mr, James H. Breslin— "I like to come here, as the horses

are worth seeing again and again."

Colonel De Lancey Kaue—"There is an improvement iu all

the classes, and in good time the show will be a grand affair.

It merits liberal recognition and patronage."
Captain William M. Connor—"Too much praise cannot be

given the show and the management."
Mr. Larry Jerome— "I like it. Give it a show. It is the

only way to produce keen competition among breeders, and
that is wanted. Yes, advise everybody to come among the
horses, for they will find friends."

Expressions of this nature were heard yesterday by the
score at the horse show, now the attraction of the town.
There were no dissenting voices, and the popularity of the
exhibition is assured.
When the time uiven for the exercise of the several classes

had expired yesterday morning, the horses of the tire engine
No. *24, of Morton street, showed what they could do. The
bell tapped, the horses jumped from the platform and the

second prize. It was the judging of this class that attracted
many out of-town people to the Garden during the afternoon.
Thoroughbred stallions followed. Duke of Magenta, Victor
Quito and Woodstock were shown. Tne Duke looked well
and was received in a manner due his breeding. Everybody
had a word to say about him. Believe what you heard and
there were around you scores who had seen the Duke in all
his races, seen him on shipboard bound for England with a
good chauce of winning gold and fame there, knew all about
how be i" .--me a "roarer," seen him on English turf, seen
him wheu be got back to America, and was present at the
breaking up of the Kancocas Farm, where he was sold dirt
cheap. So they admired the horses as they obeyed their
attendants, and were docile as kittens, cantering, walking,
going about iu a circle circus fashion or standing still, and also"
gazing with alleged critical eyes. Of course the judges heard
not the opinion of those beyond the rail, and if they had,
would not have been influenced, but at last the Duke was
given the rosette of honor, and there was much applause.
Quito, from Montreal, took second prize, and deserved it.

Necks were craned when class 104~was called. The response
was thirteen saddle horses (Park hacks) and the lot was a good
one. Mrs. Langtry's Pauline, winner of the blue ribbon in
another class on Monday, was among them. Al Colley was
in the saddle, but. pretty as Pauline is, the judges passed her
by this time. The requirements were "manners, style of
going and action in the walk, trot and canter, as well as con-
formation." It may not have taken long to decide first place,
but the horses were before the judges longer than usual, and
meanwhile there was much anxiety expressed bv the very
large number of spectators. At last the bay gelding Fencer,
owned and ridden by Mr. H. L. de Bussigny, of Boston, was
given the prize. The exhibit was exceptionally good. High
steppers followed, and there were many owners who con-
sidered their entries capable of winning the prize. Style of
going and soundness were also cocsidered. Much interest
was manifested during the exhibition of the grand array of
handsome animals, and applause was frequent as they went
round and round the ring. With due consideration the
judges gave the blue ribbon to Mr. E. D. Stokes' The Devil
and he stepped off with it in a style that made many believe
he was appropriately named.

The jumps were then awarded and class S6, ladies' qualified
hunters up to carrying 150 pounds, called into the riug. It
proved the sensation of the show. Mr. August Belmont Jr.'s
Carmelite, Mr. Llewellyn Lloyd's Punch (formerly Lord of
the Isles), Mr. John B. Morris Jr.'s Talisman, and Mrs. A.
Belmont Purdy's Lady Evelyn. There were several gentle-
men at the judges' stand other than the officials, among whom
was Mr. August Belmont Sr. Carmelite, ridden by Mr.
August Belmout Sr., took a!l the obstacles in fine shape, amid
great applause. When Mr. Belmont had concluded his three
trials, Lady Evelyn came into the ring, and the judges
decided that she was in time to compete. Mr. A. B. Purdy
took the mount but Mr. Belmont appeared to take his place
aud did so. The Lady was unwilling to jump, but Mr. Bel-
mont was determined that she should. He took her over the
fences the first time in very good shape, but at the post and
rails on the Twenty-sixth street side, the second time around,
she leaped the first and then refused the bridge. Persuasion
was had and the Lady, though still obstinate, made a feeble
attempt, struck the timber and Mr. Belmont was thrown a
bumper that must have shaken him considerably. Quick as
a cat he was on his feet, again in the saddle aud continuing
the trial. The next jump was well taken, but at the brush on
the Twenty-seventh street side there was trouble. The Lady
stopped. She was urged, but she wouldn't jump. More per-
suasion and 6he maiie a feeble attempt. Her hind feet struck
it. Mr. Belmout fell forward on her neck, and she turned a
somersault. Mr. Belmont went with her, but he extricated
himself just in the nick of time, and escaped injury. But
hearts beat fast and cries of alarm were heard on all sides.
Mr. Belmont Sr. walked over to his son, but he was quickly
on his feet and assured his friends he was not hurt. Again
he took the saddle, aud with perseverance and a good deal of
nerve, finally sent the Lady over all the jumps. The house
cheered when he took the brush safely.

In the evening there were five thousand ladies and gentle-
men in the Garden, and the majority were representative and
society people of the city and vicinity. It was the best evi-
dence in the world that the love of horses extends to all
classes, and it also demonstrates that the jumping trials are
very popular. There was an extended programme of the
latter, and iu the class that took the regular fences there were
fifteen that appeared. It was finally reduced to two. Lady
Golightly and Punch, and with two trials to decide the tie
Punch won at 5 feet to 2 inches. The high jump for green
hunters brought out five—Chas. Pfizer Jr.'s Marquis and C.
Weidenfeld's Frank, F. Gebhard's Peter, August I

Jr.'s The Mouk, and Oliver H. P. Belmout's Topsy. I

was first to retire, and his rider, Patrick Devlin, w;
den the ring iu futnre by Secretary Wharton for
indecent langnaae. There was intense excitement th
out the house during the trials. The Monk won th:
prize, and tbe Marquis and Topsy had the same numb-.
points for the second when the jumping ceased.
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ROD.
Another chapter of "Petronella's" charming story appears

this week, in which will be found much quaint speculation

and a strong flavor of gentle Isaak's art.

Apache Land.

Fort Grant, A. T., Nov. 6, 1S86.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I write you from a

point 5,000 feet above your official sanctum, almost at

the head of a great valley called Graham, twenty-eight

miles north of Wilcox on the S. P. E. K. This valley

sweeps downward to the Gulf of California, and is

thinly peopled with cattle kings, thickly with cattle

coyotes, mesquite and cactus. On the east rises Graham
mountains, towering nearly 5,000 feet above us. On the

west the San Benito range borders the valley. The sun

rises in Stockton Pass, four miles below us, and sets at the

head of High Creek in the Sao Benito. In the mountains on

each side there is quite a variety of game, black bear, American
bear, silver tip bear (a near relation to the grizzly), mule deer

cotton-tail deer. In the San Benitos a few musk hogs, some
wild turkeys, wild pigeons in season, some quail, a few doves,

and in the val'eys coyotes and foxes and an occasional wolf.

Tbe skunk is almost a domestic animal here; his disinfecting

odor can be drawn from under every house. While (he

variety of game is great the quantily of each species is not, f n i

hunting means hunting. Afewantelope scour the plains and
teal ducks swarm in the sparse water holes. The climate is

perfection, the scenery attractive. The mountains are

covered with oak, poplar, and pine, and the gramma grass

grows everywhere. I have hunted with varied success, but

there is no question of the success of the patieut deer stalker

or bear hunter. I may have an opportunity to write you
again from tbis point, but expect in a few days to leave for the

north, and will drop you an occasional item. Alexis.

The Best Salmon of the .Tear.

Mr. K. G. Dun, of the great commercial agency, is respon-
sible for the best salmon of the season, aud probably one of the

best of all time, a fifty-four ponnd fish, caught in the Cascapedia
river, New York, which stream is leased by Mr. Dun and
Lord Lansdowne. The salmon measured four feet six inches

in length, girth two feet fonr inches, and had a fourteen-ioch
spread of tail. It was perfect in shape and condition, and was
taken on a fifteen and one-half foot split bamboo rod with a
No. 2 oiled silk line aud single gut. The fly used was a silver

gray, not unlike the silver doctor.

The New York Fiah Commission.

The fourteenth biennial report of the Commissioners on
Fisheries of the State of New York exhibits a state of activity

which is certainly commendable, and which deserves the
emulation of other states. The five hatcheries—Hudson
River, Caledonia. Cold Spring, Adirondack and Clayton

—

reoort large distributions of fry, and what is just as impor-
tant, yet often disregarded, they have taken measures to pro-

tect tbe plants aud see that the fish attain the proper size

before they are molested. This care in the distribution and
watchfulness in the preservation have borne their fruit, and
to-day the streams of New York State are more completely
stocked with the better varieties of game and food fish than
those of any other State.

The commissioners deem it a waste of time and effort to

attempt to stock streams, and especially trout streams, which
have shrunken iu volume and change! in temperature;
neither can large fish be grown in ponds or waters of limited
extent, uo matter how superior the other conditions. Wide
range, abnn Jant food, with shade above and shelter below
are all necessary concomitants to the successful rearing of

fish of good size and desirable qualities.

The failure to stock any water tbe commissioners attribute,

in all cases, either to lack of suitable examination in regard
to temperature, purity and food supply; to ca'elessuess in

transporting fry; or in the selection or manner aud place of

makiDg the deposit.

The fish best adapted to the stocking of waters in the well-

settled sections are, in the estimation of the commissioners,
the black bass and wall-eye or perch pike. These fish are not
only hardy and able to protect themselves, but they are also
of excellent food qualities, while the bass furnishes splendid
sport to tbe angler. The carp is recommended for slaggish
waters and pouds in whicb other fish will not thrive, and in
this way it can furnish an excellent and abundant food sup-
ply at little cost and slight labor.

Relative to the cost of artificial production the cornmis
sioners state that each fish hatched costs bnt one-quarter ol

a cent, and, providing one-fourth (which is an exceedingly
small proportion) reach maturity, each fish would involve a
cost of but one cent and have a marketable value of at least
fifteen cents. Artificial propagation, therefore, brings to the
State of New York a return of fifteen hundred per cent, on
the investment.
In the light of these facts would it not be to the advantage

of other states, as well as a profitable investment for the peo-
ple's money, to imitate the well-equipped and ably managed
Fish Commission of New York?

A Summer Outing No. 2—Among the Pines,

All that are lovers of virtue,
Be quiet and go a—anelinc.

"Complete Angler"—Walton.
Haste thee, Nymph, an<l brivg with thee.
Jest and youthful Jollity,
Quips, and CraDks, aDd Wanton Wiles,
Nods, and Becks and Wreathed Smiles.

Sport that wrinkled Care demies,
And Laughter holding both his sides.

"I/Allegro"—Milton.

The first move Joe and I made after locating ourselves in a
oomfortable room whose windows commanded a view of the
lake, was to remove tbe generous coating of dust that covered
hands and face, and made us, in color, at least, bear a striking
resemblance to Mongolians. Then I set about donning my
fishing rig, whicb consisted of kuiokerbocker pants, a sm-ill
felt hat, dnrk woolen stockings, stout shoes, a woolen shirt,
(not red) and, for Bpecial occasions, a very much faded and
nondescript coat. Joe watched my preparations in amused
silence. He would have considered it a great affectation on
his part to wear anything else than his oldest Huit of "every-
days;" but one of the chief delights of having him for a com-

I ly in the fact that he did not measure every man's
actions by his own line und plummet. "Tbe world's broad
enough for us nil to turn in if we don't insist ou everybody
elne going our way," was his favorite Baying,

I had succeeded in getting one Blocking on and was pulling
up the other when there came a knook at the door. With
careful disregard of my e'mb'n'rrWslng situation, Joe shouted

out "Come in!" It was a decided relief to me as the door
opened to recognize the features of my much prized legal

brother Bob Gibson, instead of the blushing countenance of

a w<n iering chambermaid. Bob was a royal fellow, modest,

unassuming and trus. Joe looked upon him as approaching

perfection, and I whs not Ut behind him in my estimate.

"You're a nice fellow," he said as soon as he recovered

his hand from Joe's truly fraternal grip. "Pass a friend right

by without a word."
"What," said I, pausing in the effoit to condense my sub-

stantial body within the limits of a recently laundried woolen
shirt, "Were yon one of that mosquito-netted lot of dudes on
the beach as we came up?"

"Yes, I was, and don't you be too free with remarks adverse

to mosquito-netting, old fellow. It's not well to be proud of

gait when our's in a bog. And you may take to something
worse than netting if this small game continues as plentiful

as it has for the last twenty-four hours. Smell tbat."

He held up his hand and the odor of pennyroyal nearly

nauseated me.
"A fine prospect for sleep,

1 ' said Joe, crossing his legs and
swinging one foot back and forth. It was the position he
invariably assumed when anything annoyed him.

"There's where you :

re wrong. These mosquitoes never
come into the house," said Bob.

"Oh, then we're all right. Pluck up courage Joe and let's

think more of the fishing and not so much of the biting.

What in the name of common sense is that?" I said, finishing

mysentence in a different manner than dictated by first inten-

tion, as the hoarse notes of a horn rang out over the lake.

"That is the lunch horn," said Bob, rising hastily from his

seat on the bed. "It has blown about a dozen times, and I

expect the cook's dancing a war dance. We all went up to the

spawning ground this morning, and just got back as yo*
came in. Hurry up and get into your togs and come to my
table."

"Hold on," I asked, "Who sits at your table?"

"Only Mrs. Gibson and our small boy. Does that suit?"

"Exactly."
I had heard too much of Mrs. Gibson as an expert with

rod anj reel not to feel pleased with an opportunity of meet-
ing her. But, at the same time, it was not a thing to rush into

heedlessly, for. of course, the stories told of her had been
exaggerated. I was morally certain she went out in a boat

with a long dress on, and screamed wildly every time any-

body stepped a little to one side or the other. And then no
matter what she did, Bob would naturally enough think it

perfect, and expect me to praise her, aud that was such a bore!

"Oh, be spry," said Joe, as, occupied by my thoughts, I

was slowly giving the finishing touch to a rather melancholy
looking necktie in front of the glass. "If I was as fat as you
and had common gray eyes and brown hair, I'd never look at

myself."
Joe's chaffing rarely hurt because the expression of his face

always contradicted his words, and perhaps on this occasion

I was sustained by the inner consciousness that though my
eyes might be gray they were certainly not common and
never failed to do duty when occasion required. At any rate

I was able to join heartily in the laugh against myself, as I

followed my friends down stairs and into the dining room.
The table to which Bob led us was quite near the door, and
Mrs. Gibson and her son were already seated when we
entered. She welcomed ns heartily, but with a quiet dignity
that made us feel her perfect womanliness. At first I found
myself regretting that to Joe was assigned the seat next her
while I was placed opposite, but a moment later I congratu-

lated myself on the better opportunity it gave me for observa-

tion. In person Mrs. Gibson was tall aud slender, but with

a full and perfectly rounded form that for grace and straight-

ness might be compared to a forest tree; her hair was a deep
rich bronze tint, her eyes brown, long and full-lashed, her
complexion dark, with tbe vivid stain of health on rounded
cheek and full, curving lips. When she spoke or smiled
every feature sympathized, und the picture was complete.
Her hands would not meet the approbation of dainty ladies;

they were large, brown, and had tbe square palm and broad
fingers common to people of philosophical habitsof mind. In
watching her closely one instinctively felt that here was a

woman who would never deliberately do a foolish thing or
lend countenance to a wicked one. I say deliberately with
purpose, for there was an occasional sudden outburst as
quickly checked, that showed conflict between will and
impulse, and where impulsiveness is a characteristic it cannot
always be made to down. For the rest she was a delightful

presence, and her voice was as deep and rich as the notes of

an organ—a great relief after the high-pitched head tone
affected by so many women. Her ease routed Joe's shyness
at once, but I was not so fortunate, for when she turned to

me aud said: "Yoa are a passionate devotee of the rod, I

believe," I answered "Ob yes," in my stupidly indifferent

way, and was straightway as embarrassed as possible until
little Harold helped me out by exclaiming:

"I'se de botee of the wod, too. Ain't I, papa?
"Yes, indeed, my boy," said Bob, looking earnestly into his

boy's blue eyes (they were a perfect reflection of Bob's own)
and trying hard not to smile.

After this the conversation turned chiefly upon the other
guests, and Joe and I learned that the tall gentleman with the
gray beard and bright blue eyes, who was constantly varying
the conversation at his table by saying "Oh, ho!" iu a rich,

vibrating voice, was Professor Jones, of Sau Jose, and that his

companions were Mr. Keames and Miss Morris from the same
place,

"There's the man we call the genius of Webber," said Bob,
directing my attention to the table behind me. I looked and
saw that gonial angler General Gray. He was accompanied
by Major Iteiuhold. Both were well known iu piscatorial

circles, and gave us a hearty welcome to Webber.
"That's a very devoted couple," said Mrs. Gibson. "We

call them the lovers."

My desire to get out on the lake was too great to

permit me to manifest interest in other guests; and as
Bob and Joe both shared my anxiety, we excused ourselves

to Mrs, Gibson and were soon beside the boats trying

to arrive at a conclusion as to how we would pair off. After
some talk on the subject, during which our boatmen sat

patiently awaiting the decision, Joe settled matters in his

usual way by sayitig: "Let the one who likes to fish by him-
self go with Tom aud the other two can get iu here with Ned.
I knew what that meant, so instantly jumped into the boat
where Tom was and we were soon ou onr way to the far end
of the lake, my leader trailing in the dark water. Tom proved
to be a quaint fellow, who had followed stage driving and
many other occupations dariug his fifty odd years of life. He
knew every spot of ground about Webber as intimately nsaboy
kuows his favorite haunts, and bad as strong a love for the
fair gem of a lake as an Indiun has for his native hunting
grounds.

"This spot here," he said, ns we were crossing a part of
tbe lake near tbe outlet, "iB tine trolling grounds in the
morning about 10 o'clock. I've seen some pretty big trout
oome out o' these holes."

"What, do the men aronnd here troll?" I asked with some
disdain.

"O, bless you, yes, most on 'em; 'specially if the're in a
hurry to send off a big box. I don't see much fun iu it my-
self. To my thiLking a sport gets poorer and poorer tLe easier
you make it." After this statement he rowed awhile in
silence, then rested on hi« oars and snid:

"If yen don't mind we'll stop now. Yonder is the inlet
where you see that growth o' willows, and knowing fellows
mostly cast about here. I'll turn tbe boat a bit and hold her
steady. As soon as we were in position I stood up and sent
my flies speeding lightly over the water. Since morning a
breeze had arisen and the bosom of the lake was no longer
smooth; tiny waves chased each other here and there, and The
tall pines on the mountain side answered tbe wind with a
wail of sadness. I felt all the rich beauty of lake and sky,
mountain and meadow, as I made cast after cast in the hope
to lure some patriarchal trout from his weedy stronghold.
At last he comes! I see a small rippling circle iu the neighbor-
hood of my tail fly, then the deceptive insect is taken. I give
a light, quick strike, and tbe song of my reel speedily tells
that a gamey captive is making his determined rush for free-
dom. Some good chances are his, too, for I am using a six
and three-quarter rod, very small flies and a light leader,
but 'tis truer sport to me so. And this warrior with whom
have come in coutact means to give me plenty. How oi

sulks! By the shade of good Sir Izaak that was a clever das!
inward for slack! but my reel was equal to it. Now he rest,

again, drawing steadily until the tip of my slender rod almoBl
touches water. Whet a dart! right under the boat! I feel ii

almost wrong to use the butt against him iu his brave fighi

but cannot afford to have my leader sawed in two, so out h<_

must go. Not so far, my good fellow, even though tbe strain
is growing less tense. That was a long spell of ill-temper,
and again he goes swiftly round the boat, much to the despair
of Tom, who waits anxiously landiug net in hand. But he is
not quite ready yet; two more darts are made before the final
yielding; then he comes in slowly, slowly, "like some tired
human creature that, worn out in struggling with the tempta-
tions of the world, gives way, at last, to what we term Fate,"
I thought, as I raised the tip of my rod and guided him into
the net.

"A good even two pounds, sir, and a beauty; see, he has all

the rainbow colors, said Tom as he lifted him from the scales
and slipped him into the car at the side of the boat.
Rises were frequent after this, and before the hoarse bray

of the dinner horn sounded across the water Tom counted
ten prizes in the car.

"What luck?" I asked as W6 rowed close to Bob and Joe
on our way to the house.

"Pretty fair—about fifteen. How many have yon ?"

"Ten. I like the trout, too; they make an interesting
fight."

"Pooh!" said Joe, I don't think much of 'em. Why they
never hop up to your fly at all."

"Hop up to your fly," said 1, imitating Joe's dry tone.
"Whoever heard of a fish hopping. I think they take" the fly
first-rate, considering the quantity of mosquitoes around.
What do you say, Bob?"
"They hop enough forme. I'm as happy as a frog in a

full pond. Coming out to-night?"
"Yes; if any one else does."
"Why, that's the time everybody turns out. The sport's

very fine for about two hours."
"All right, then, let's harry up and get dinner," said Joe,

forgetting his desire that the trout should be possessed ol
hopping qualities in his eagerness for more sport.
"About what time is it now?"
"Just five, sir," answered Tom, as he rowed away. When

we were nearing the beach I noticed that a new and rathei
large house was in process of building just below the old one.
"What is that for, Tom," I asked, pointing toward it,

"That's the new hotel, sir. There'll be some fine rooms
there when its done, and you can see the lake from must ot

them. It stands a bit back under the trees, but most people
like that. It'll be lively times here if ever both h
filled up."

I assented and jumped ashore quickly when the bow of thf

boat grated on the beach. None of us lost any time il

getting ready for dinuerorin eating it, though that best o:

condiments, unvenomed wit, made it a merry meal. Mis
Gibson dis-jppointed my expectations in regard to a lonj
dress, and looked bewitching (Mr. Howells to the contran
notwithstanding) in dark flaunel bloomers. Every thinf

about her, from the dainty white collar and careless s.iilo:

knot of blue ribbou at her throat, to the neat, well-tittinj

shoes that protected her feet, was artistic, and made her appea
the ideal tisherwomau. I am perfectly willing to grant, how
ever, that all members of the opposite sex might not hat»
looked so well, but that need not be considered altogether i

fault of the costume, since there were, doubtless, man;
Athenian maidens who looked coarse iu the loose, flown
robes of the ancient Greeks. My admiration was ovidentl;

shared by the youngest member of the group, who suddenl;
stopped eating to say:

"I likes my mamma in dat dess; she doiu' fishin'. Id
bed, and "Snappers" read me 'bout sheeps and tails."

"Harold," said Mrs. Gibson gently, "I have told you man;
times not to call Lizzie 'Snappers,* and the story is 'LitU
Bo-peep.' The small fellow received this reproof by pnllin

his long, yellow curls over bis face and looking out be twee
them as a cherub might steal glances through bars of light

"I do find Lizzie und tiss her," he said, after a moment'
thought. And away he trotted.

"I supnose Bob will take Mrs. Gibson, ao yon had bettt

go with me," I said to Joe as we reached down our rods an
prepared to start.

"Any way so you're happy," he answered, and in ale
moments we were moving leisurely over tbe water with Toi
at the oars. Nothing con Id be more peaceful than tbe 1st

at this hour. There was less breeze than in the n\

and broad bands of warm sunlight rested ou the p
snowy mountain summits with a lingering caress. The bit

sky was hidden here and there by masses of dark
red clouds, and deep shadows fell across the trunks of tl

tamaracks. A baud of cattle were feeding in the meado
near tbe inlet, and tbeir restless movements sent a janjfl
chorus of bells across the lake.

"There's an echo hereabuuts, gentlemen, if yon'd like

try it," said Tom, pointing toward the shore on tbe
after we had gone some distance. The knowledge that
was an echo was enough to make us shout as long as it

reply, and stray verses of college songs aud bits of rl_„_

disturbed the quiet of the scene for the next five minute
Our boat was first to reach tbe casting ground, aud we
meeting with good success when General Gray and the Mi
drew near. The General was manifestly disturbed; he
been trolling and there was a good trout on his spoon, but
nautical tactics of tbe Major, who was plying the oars,
not suit him, and the first thing we heard was:
"In the name of wonder, man, what do yon mean—tun
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me round this way like a gimlet in a hole! Can't vou see
I've had a strike? Do yon think yon can help a man land
a trout by sailing round and round like a dog after his tail'"
Joe and I looked on with deep interest. We were bound to

acknowledge the absolute justice of the General's strictures
but we could also see that the Major's mistakes arose from a
desire to do too many things at once. He was rowing mak-
ing a determined effort to get his line in (he had been trolling
with a rest), and preparing to land the General's tish, which,
as he had Out the additional one pair of hands, was a multi-
plication of tasks conducive to failure.

While Joe was busy playing a tish the general burst ont
again, 'There he's ronnd by the oar, keep still now Major
and you'll have him! What the deuce is the matter with you
that you're not got yonr line in yet? There you go a°ain as
if we were bobbing for eels! Quiet now, ouiet! He's a bis
one, I tell you."

*

Here the trout made a quick dash toward the boat; the tip
- of the general's rod trembled like the top of a sapling in the

wind, and his low exclamation of "A thousand fires scorch
him," told that another trout with pricked month had gone to
tell the tale to his fellow sufferers.

"Did you land your fish, General?" I asked as innocently
as though I had not been watching the whole proceeding.

"Xo.no. Those big fellows make a strong tight. But lam
always satisfied. Two or three are as good as a bushel when
you're not hungry.'"

"That's what you'd call peaceful acquiescence in the will
of Providence, I suppose," said Joe laughing. "I'll take the
bushel of tish just now. I want some to send home."

"Oh, I wouldn't send these Webber trout, if I were you,
Joe," said I with good-natured sarcasm, "they are not so very
gamey, and may lack in other qualities."

"I think better of them since I've learned their forefathers
came from Feather river," said Joe with a perfectly frank
smile.

It was a pretty sight to see the fish constantly breaking
around us, some would throw themselves quite out of water
as though not content with their natural dwelling place,
while others wonld merely come near enough to the surface
to make small circles and then dart down again to the depths.
Every moment I spent on the lake was freighted with

pleasure! There was a healing balm in the quiet air,
a music in the dip of the oars, a rhythm in the
casting, and materials for a new existence in the whole
grand picture of which we formed the lesser part. As
we drifted occasionally in the near neighborhood of Bob's
boat I was much interested in watching his wife. More
graceful casting I am sure I never saw. Her firm wrist did
its duty with exactness; the line straightened perfectly and
the flies touched the water as lightly as the summer wind
kisses the flowers. While playing a fish she managed her
rod in every respect as well as any member of the opposite
sex on the iake. Several tiroes both she and Bob had a fish
on at once, but neither showed any undue excitement and the
final reckoning showed that she lost no more than her com-
panion. Bob's pride in her skill was delightful to see; it

spoke in his actions, his words, even in the tone of his voice.
I was willing enough to praise and just a trifle disappointed
because none was asked of me.
When the shadows deepened so we could not see to land

our fish we began drifting in the direction of home. The
brightly lighted windows of the hotel beckoned us for-
ward, andwe were soon with the group on the narrow
porch where the General and his chum. Major Reinhold, were
discussing the relative merits of beer and whisky as tonics.
The air began to grow chilly before it was finally decided that
whisky carried the day, and we were glad to gather round the
cheery wood fire in the parlor. Bob made us acquainted with
the professor and his party who were in the room, and we all
snt down for a social chat before seeking our quarters. Joe
nnd I were very tired, but the company was too pleasant to
forsake and to-morrow was Sunday.
"What should we do without you ?" said Mrs. Gibson to

Miss Morris, who was brightening up the fire as she came in,
"Ton are a quiet presence but a very necessary one, like the
dew or summer rain."

Miss Morris flushed and disclaimed any special goodness,
it was her way, I afterward found, to do for everyone and
accept no thanks), but the professor shook his finger at Mrs.
Gibson and said: "Oh, ho! I see what you're up to; trying to
make her so we can't manage her at home. Beside, there was
a good deal of oil in that remark. Do you happen to remem-
ber what a very bright chap has called oily conversation?"
"Oil of vitriol." said Mrs. Gibson laughing, "but that doesn't
hurt me in the least. I think my remark was decidedly
.watery." This turned the laugh against the professor, who
sought balm in a game of cribbage. We who did not care for
cards sat around the stove and told fish stories until, as Miss
Morris said, the very walls flushed at the untruthful reports
of catches. When the card players had finished their game,
with San Jose ahead, the professor reminded Mr. Eeames of
a promised trip to Independence Lake, and asked if anv
other guest would like to accompany them.
"Count me for one," said Bob, "and Mrs. Gibson for two.

How about Harold?"
"O, he can go splendidly," said Miss Morris.
"Yes, yes," added the professor. "He'll brighten us allnp.

"Come, count noses now; the biggest wagon we can get wili \

only hold six."

In a few moments a party was made up consisting of Miss
|

Morris, Mrs. Gibson and Harold, the Professor and Mr. \

Beams, Bob and myself.

y Mr. Stiles was interviewed and could let ns have a team l

and big wagon early Monday morning, an arrangement that
suited exactly.

m As we were on our way upstairs, after the "good nights"
[had been said, Joe expressed his entire and complete satis- s

faction in not feeling obliged to go to Independence, which he i

condemned as next to the meanest place on earth.' Which.
place he considered fully the meanest I could not draw from ?

him, but the last words I heard were:
"if you catch any fish with ordinary tackle in that lake '

you're a wizard." The faint washing of water on the beach i

and the low song of pines in the distance were melodies that
'

soon wrapped me in a slumber which I hoped would last fan- !

into the next day.

.
What, then, was my anger to be awakened about two o'clocS I

by Joe who sat, partially dressed, on the edge of the bed. >

Seen by the light of an economically burning candle his fafie
looted rather pale, and I asked if he were sick.

"No, listen," he said, shortly.
Instantly my only half-aroused brain was peopled by waat

Carlyle would term "the distilled rascality of our plaa*V
.and I readily imagined every one in the house as being robbed

' or murdered. Quickly I drew on a garment or two, &ea
I listened again. Surely there was talking quite near—hwd
threatening talking too, and soon I heard some one say, quiti,
distinctly:

"Come on all of you! Bring an avalanche! You'll be dasied
Sri pieces like empty bottles! Be off you indigent beggar! Q,
It's fighting you want? Well, take that, and that, and tba^."

Here followed the sound of blows accompanied by heavy
breathing, then came a sharp, sudden crash like the breaking
of a piece of furniture. On the instant Joe and I rushed out-
cautiously we made our way past the head of the stairs and
into the hall beyond. Here my shins suddenly came in con-
tact with an empty fruit box standing on end, and my twohundred pounds of good solid flesh came to the floor with a
noise that, accompanied by the crash of the box under me
was enough to awaken every sleeper in miles.

"O, thunder!" said Joe with energy. He did well to say
something, for every door (it seemed to me) in the hallway
instantly opened and all variety of heads, accompanied by an
equal variety of lamps and candles, came forth to ascertain
the cause of this new commotion. Itis, perhaps, needless to
add that they disappeared as quickly as they came, and
equally without comment.

"What's the matter with you two fellows," said Bob sud-
denly coming on the scene with a lamp.

"O, nothing/' said I, gathering myself together after my
tumble and trying to seem unconcerned.

"Joe thought he heard suspicions noises and we turned out
to investigate. I suppose somebody's tricked us "
"What sort of noises were they?" asked Bob, laughing.
"As if a man were having a fisticuff with somebody,"

answered Joe, also commencing to show affected risibles.
"Well, you must be anxious for a joke to go to all this

trouble for it," I said, turning on him.
"0 don't get mad, old fellow, " said' Bob. "I thought you

knew about the General's dreaming. Let's look in and see if
he s all right."

The General's dreaming! A nice thing to lose an hour's
sleep for! But there was no use in talking. It would be
better to join Joe and Bob and peer cautiously into the
active sleeper's room. He sat on a chair in the corner as col-
orless as ashes from the effect of his dream and the noises
outside. His bed was a wreck and his pillows lay on the
floor.

"Hello, old man," said Bob, laying a hand affectionately
on his shoulder, "what's the matter?"
"My bed broke down. Uncommon mean thing to happen.

Gave me a miserable shake up."
"O, yes," said Joe, trying to keep his substantial sides from

shaking; "Let's see if we can't fix it! After some ineffectual
attempts the bed was righted, mutual explanations were
exchanged, and peace reigned once more.

"Nice place, Webber," said Joe, as we got into bed.
"If you had my sore shins you might make some remarks,"

said I sharply, "but as it is I think you've come out ahead.
Go to sleep."

Joe made no reply, and after some tossing, caused by the
odor of Pond's extract which the General had insisted on
applying to my bruises, I fell asleep, and in my dreams trav-
eled a rough road on an imaginary trip to Independence.

Petboxella .

ROWING.
The Championship of France.

Pablis, Oct. 12th.—The race for the sculling championship
of France gave rise, this year, to a splendid contest. Though
the date of tho occurrence was as late as October 3d, summer-
like weather prevailed to the extent of being absolutely
oppressive and exhaustive. To this cause was due rather an
unfortunate accident connected with the occasion. There
"was a satisfactory number of engagements, comprising Messrs.
A. d'Hauttefeuille, A. Lein, Haueur, Bidault and F. Schwab.
Bidault, as I have mentioned before to the readers of The
Spirit, is a gigantic specimen of the French Southerner, and
rows with a pair of overgrown sculls resembling oars, in a
skiff like a torpedo boat. He won last year's race through
sheer strength, not skill, and we all know that the successes
of your untutored Hercules aboardship are not for long. In
my remarks concerning JI. Bidault I have never shown any
reliance in the continuance of his aquatic supremacy; but,
on the contrary, in my last letter to you, set down my belief
that H. Lein would regain pride of place this year. He has
done so and done so most handsomely, as will be gleaned
from the following brief description of the race:

There were some half-dozen starters, the usual plan being
folio ft ed of having the men row in triplets in two preliminary
heats, and then admitting to the final the first two men in
each preliminary. Thus four came together in the conclud-
ing contest, and, as victory in that was sufficient to definitely
secure the prize, it appeared rather immaterial whether the
sculler scored first or second honors in his initial essay. This
was the explanation which the enthusiastic partisans of
Bidault did not fail to assign to their champion's defeat by
Lein in his preliminary, where Lein, getting away the
smartest, soon took the lead, and, shaking off his opponents
when they came toward the finish, won with an easy stroke
by two lengths or more. Bidault was second. Previously,
d'Hauttefeuille had beaten Haueur in the first heat of all, so
that the quartette let into the concluding trial were those two
and Lein and Bidault.
There was delay before the start, and when Bidault, in his

red cap, black vest and breeches, showed the way down to

the starring stake, some barges got in the way and further
cut time to waste. There was, also, a large number of small
craft lining the course, among these being a boat filled with
American ladies and gentlemen, and flying the Stars and
Stripes. As an admirer of American aquatics I should have
preferred to see the glorious colors sported by some trans-
atlantic competitor in the race—especially a flyer. It is to be
remembered that the race is open to all comers, and whatever
I may have said relative to the virtual prohibition under
which German scullers labor, nothing but the greatest
courtesy and cordiality would greet an American participator.
Perhaps Young America will favor us next year?
To resume my summary recital, the four got off on very

equal terms d'Hauttefeuille, however, soon utilizing his
possession of the best post by drawing out half a length.
Lein rowed next, and Bidault, who went very gingerly, a bad
third. In fact it soon became apparent that something was
the matter with the giant bculler, for he dropped more and
more to the rear, till finally, after going about 200 yards, he
desisted from rowing, having, it was ascertained, been over-
come by the excessive heat. Strange, this, for a countryman
of torrid Southern France, all sun and suffocation at this
season. Lein now overhauled d'Hauttefeuille, and the latter

was, at this exciting juncture, unfortunate enough to accident-
ally unship hie right scull, whereupon Lein came up with a
rnsh, and something like a fooi occurred apparently in favor
of Lein. The pair kept going, however, as fast as possible in
their pumped-out condition, and a grand struggle home, row-
lock tu rowlock, resulted in a half a length win for Lein, who
dashed in half a dozen splendid strokes near the winning
line. Both men were very much exhausted. There was
much cheering, and the enthusiasm displayed among the
crowds on the banks and in the attending steamers and boats
seemed very genuine and spontaneous. Altogether, thtro

were healthier signs about the whole affair than have ever
before been associated, in my experience, with aquatics in
France.—N. Y. Spirit.

THE GUN".
A Large Lot of Ecglish Pheasants.

The Bremen steamer Fulda, which arrived last week, had
on board the largest lot of EoglisU pheasants ever sent to
America. There were about two thousand of them They
??, L

he fifst
1

iust»lln>ent of many that are to be imported this
fall by Charles Eeiche & Brother, for stocking game preserves.
Most of this lot were sent to Pierre Lorillard, at Tuxedo ParkLew Jersey. It is expected that this shipment will be entirely
acclimated and in good condition by spring, and that they
will breed as freely here as at home.

The State Sportsman's Association would do well to have
one of its officers visit Shasta county. Several reports have
recently come to hand that female deer have been ruthlessly
slaughtered in that county. The present is, a"ove all others
the season when these animals should be protected.

A Night Above The Ulouds—No. 3.

When Mowitsman ended his legend he gave a triumphant
look at the settler that seemed to convey, "See what you arem for now, old fellow." But the latter was not disconcertedm the least, and laughingly replied "that he dreaded the
abscence of the spirits that were sometimes mixed with water
more than the presence of the imaginary ones that the Indian
feared. An hour had passed since thev had stopped to rest
and the engineer knew that if they wished to reach the snow
line before sanset they must set off at once. Before parting
with the settler he made them promise to stay a day with him
on their return and have a grand bear hunt, he promising to
borrow a pair of famous bear dogs that belonged to an Indian
doctor who lived at the forks of the STootsock, but who had a
contract to frighten some devils that were besetting a sick
tilhcnm at a rancherie near Jlowitsman's, and who had
brought his dogs to set upon the devils, when he had exor-
cised them from the body of his patient, and chase them far
up the mountain side to their father the Skyo. And with
these devil-chasing dogs they would have such a bear hunt
that they would become famous in the idyls of the Lnmmi's'
and Mowitsman would sing songs of their bravery and prow-
ess at the grand annual potlach for many a year to come.
Before they staited Mowitsman beckoned the engineer aside
and whispered to him: "When climbing the mountain be care-
ful not to look behind you; if you do the slaves of the Skyu
will roll the stones from beneath your feet, and you will fall
over a precipice and be killed." When the engineer a=ked
why such a heavy penalty should be inflicted on him for so
slight an action, the Indian made no rej lr except a shrug of
his shoulders. Slinging their packs on their shoulders and
bidding the siwash and settler good-by, they began anew 'their
journey, and a rough one it was. The mountain side was so
steep that at any time they could reach out their hands and
touch the ground before them. Two years previous a great
forest tire had swept over the mountain, and had bnrned
many of the great larch trees down. Over the blackened logs
had crept festoons of flowery brier vines, among which grew
a thick growth of tall ferns that made their forward process
very tiresome. In one place they encountered a wind-fall
of over half a mile in extent. The great trees overlapped
each other in every direction, and in places were piled upon
each other to the height of thirty feet. Great caution had to
be exercised by the hunters to avoid accidents; a slip would
cause a terrible fall. After an hour's climbing over and under
these fallen trees they reached the precipitous edge of a deep
canyon, and to their great joy found a well-beaten elk trail
leading np the mountain. Stopping here for a short time to
rest, as they were weary after their journey over the windfall,
the worst of their journey appeared to be over, as they could
trace the windings of the elk trail along the canyon side for
a mile or more. Grouse were here in numbers, the males
booming on all sides. While they were resting a large gray
eagle came circling down from the height above and alighted
on a dead tree at the edge of the canyon. Besting his Win-
chester over a fallen log the engineer tired at him, and he
went whirling down into the canyon below, never again to
molest fawn or kid on that mountain. When the echo of the
rifle had died away they saw, to their astonishment, two
swans rise above the tree-tops a short distance, c>"rcle around
and alight again. Hurrying forward along the elk trail they
soon reached a small level plateau thickly covered with
cotton-woods. Leaving the trail they forced their way
through the dense underbrush and found a deep pond of two
or three acres in extent, but the noise they made in
passing through the brash bad frightened the swans away.
Retracing their steps they again sought the trail and began
their upward way. Following the path for a mile or more
they found another canyon running parallel with the one
they had been following, a narrow ridge or hogback dividing
them, over which the trail followed. At the bottom of the
second canyon was a lake of water several acres in extent
whose waters were so clear and pore that the logs that were
floating on their surface seemed suspended in the air, and the
myriads of trout that were darting here and there seemed to
be strange birds drifting through the liquid ether.
The younger of the firemen was an ardent angler. In hia

youth he beguiled many a wary trout in thestreanis of northern
Canada. The sight of so great a number of fishes incited him
to rebellion. He stoutly declared that the journey for that
day must end at once, that a path to descend to the shore of
the lake must be sought for, and the rest of the day be devoted
to fishing. The elder of the firemen objected to this arrange-
ment; he was as determined to shoot grouse as the other was
to catch tish. After a wordy dispute between them the
engineer offered a compromise—that the angler should stay
and Hsh for two hours while he and the elder fireman followed
the trail to the snow line, and that the firemen should shoot
grouse while the engineer climbed to the higher peaks in
hopes of shooting a ptarmigan, as he had long desired to pro-
cure one for a specimen; and that all should meet in a grove
of firs that grew in a gulch at the foot of the highest spur of
the mountain, and prepare eamp for the night. To this all
consented, and, when the farther end of the hogback was
reached a trail was found leading down to the lake. An
unfortunate pine grosbeak was shot for bait for the fisherman,
arid with a word of caution to beware of skyus and w
kelpies, and such other uncanny creatures, thev
scrambling down the trail, intent on killing t]

dwellers in the crystal lake below. After an hour's c

a hill, from which the timber had all been burne
was now covered with a growth of coarse grass'res':-
wild oats, among which were many beautiful flo.

reached a tableland very flat and swampy and covc-i
stunted jack pines mixed in places with crsb-appk
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In the centre of this plateau was a little lake. When they

reached it they saw a doe and fawn on the farther shore,

withiu rifle range. As the fawn was not more than a month

old, it would have been a sacrilege to have shot the doe.

While they stood admiring the beautiful picture a great blue

heron rose screaming from tbe sedges on the shore. At the

sound of his harsh voice the deer made a few bounds and dis-

appeared in the bushes.

Circliog around the lake a stream was reached that came

roaring and tumbling down from through a wide gulch that

appeared to extend to the suow line. Following the course

of this stream they found the way a very rugged one; after

scaling manv fallen trees and tumbled rocks they reached a

little grassv'valley sheltered by a great wall of rock on one

side and bv a thick grove of pines on the other. They deter-

mined to camp here for the night; hanging their packs on the

limb of a tree they set at work to mase a tire. Two large logs

were rolled together, many armloads of dry branches were

piled upon them, the match was applied, and soon a huge

wreath of smoke streamed sky waTfl as a beacon to guide the

loitering fisherman to camp. While on their way up the gulch

many grouse had been seen. As soon as the fireman had

finished building the tire ha desired to begin a war upon them.

Now another dissention arose: the fireman had never used a

rifle, and tbe engineer wanted the shot gun to procure the

ptarmigans should he find any. To this the fireman would

not conseut as he wanted the shotgun to shoot grouse. In

order to setlle thedispute the engineer proposed that he should

try his skill at a grouse that was booming in a treetop near

at hand. After seeing him tire fifteen times atthe bird without

hittine it, the engineer handed him the shot-gun and it fell at

the fiTst report. The fireman had prospects of good sport,

for, on the small trees that clothed the sides of tbe mountain

could be seen many of these birds, and their continued boom-

ing was heaTd in all directions. Telling him that he would

return to camp at dusk the engineer shouldered his rifle, and,

Rcaling the bluff above the camp, found a rough, rock-strewn

path, the track of an avalanche that haa swept down that

ragged hillside perhaps centuries before. A decided change

could now be observed in the vegetation. Instead of the firs

and larches so abundant on the lower slopes, yew, birch, and

laurel covered the ground; the rocks were covered with a

curious lichen, part white and part gray, and on every hand

could be seen alpine flowers. As he proceeded upwards the

birch and laurel vanished, first huckleberry bushes taking

their places and they in turn giving way to a shrub that

caused a thrill of pleasure, as he recognized it to be the plant

dear to the Scottish heart—highland heather. Among the

rocks he sawseveral small animals. Shootingone he found it

to be an alpine marmot, and on farther investigation he found

tbe hillside honeycomed with their burrows. There were also

many small birds resembling sparrows darting among the

heather, and on every side could be seen very recent signs of

elk. At last the engineer reached the limit of vegetation,

where only lichens covered the rocks, and a small moss
covered with benight colored flowers of every hue that abounded
where there was soil between the rocks; in turn these ceased

and the mountain side grew desolate, being covered with

boulders of basalt rocks that extended for half a mile and then

the snow line was reached . The mountain now rose abinptly,

and it was not more than 300 yards to the summit. Looking
at his watch the engineer saw "that it was half-past six; he was
very tired yet a thought came over his mind— he had yet two

hours of daylight, and why not climb to the very summit aud

be the first white man that ever stood upon the peak? To
think was to act. Stripping off his coat and vest he laid them
upon the snow and placed his rifle upon them. Then, giving

a war whoop he began the final ascent; the snow was soft and
yielding at first, but a few inches in depth; before he was half

way up to the peak it reached above his knees at every step.

His breath seemed to give way, and he had a bad case of

bellows to mend. When be reached the morine of & glacier

that gave firm footing, being ice instead of snow; following

this he soon stood upon the summit of the peak on the roof

of the Skyu's palace at last. There are times in the life of every

man upon this earth when he thinks he has done a deed of

daring and heroism, that his soul will soar far beyond the

thoughts of self and worldliness. As the engineer stood upon
that towering peak his thoughts were not those of self-glory.

The knowledge that his was tbe first Saxon foot that ever

marked its snows, and his voice the first to break the silence

that had hovered around it since the stars first gave light,

never occurred to him. His heart was tilled with gladness

that he, and he alone, should be the first to gaze upon the

scene, fairer than a poet's dream that was unrolled before him.
And how he longed for the power to describe the beauties that

a generou=, lavish nature has bestowed upon this fair, bright

world. The engineer turned from one point to another and
each wonder he saw was greater than the last. Id the north,

far as the eye could reach, stretch snow-capped mountains
broken only by a great gorge from whence

"Onward toward the golden west,
To end Its toil on ocean's breast,

Tbe mighty Frazer flows.
Its waters gathered far away,
"Where mountains rise to Vtar the day.

Old with eternal snows."

Above him loomed Mount Chem, sacred in Indian eyes as

the home of the immortal white deer.

"His head in wintry grandeur towers,
All whitened with eternal sleet,

While summer in a vale of flowers
Lies sleeping rosy at his feet."

In the west the Gulf of Georgia lay glittering. Faraway on
the horizon could be seen a ship whose white sails glowed as
rosy in the light of the setting sun as if she had come

"Hose tinted from the ielr of flowcrfl,

And was sailing with soft silken sails
Frorc far-off dreamland into ours."

In the south, gemmed with many islands set in a crystal
sea, lay the Mediterranean of the West Paget Sound. The
water was bo blue it seemed

"That the sea is but another sky,
Tbe skya nc-a as well,

And which is heaven and which is earth
The eye can -scarcely tell."

In the east lay a wild field of mountains, some of them
with sides covered with evergreens, others bare but all snow-
capped. In the southwest, likea great saw, the Olympic ranee
wound its sinuous length. Through a gap among its peaks
he saw a glow of light like the blush of dawn in the sky, and
knew it to be the ureat restless Pacific Ocean. Beneath the
shadow of the peak that he stood upon slept the beautiful
Sumas valley. In the prarie in the centre of the valley he
could see the house he had lelt that morning, and wondered
if the inmates could see him as he stood wit bin the haven of
his long desire upon the roof of the skyu's palace. Before bo
had left home that morning he had placed the large field glass
upon its tripod, and told them to Took upon the summit of
the peak and they would see him thereat sunset, aud they did.
As he stood gazing upon these scenes and longing for power
to describe them, there came floating on the air the sound of
a human voice. Looking down he saw one of the firemen

beckoning him. Leaving his elevated post he went

down the morine of the glacier, and soon rejoined his com-
rade. The fireman had a tale of woe to tell. After ranging
along the mountain slope he returned to camp, and found
that during his absence there had been a visitor there, who
had torn the packs into shreds and devoured the contents.

"I saw him,'' said the fireman, "he was a big yellow bear as

large as a cow, and when he saw me he went pacing down tbe

mountain. If he meets the fisherman I expect he will eat

him up." But this fear was groundless, for on their arrival

they found the fisherman busy roasting trout that he had
skewered on sticks beforethe fire. Hehad brought thirty-one

trout he had caught; they would average about one pound
each. All the provisions they had brought, with the excep-

tion of a few sandwiches that the angler had in his pack, had
been destroyed by the bear. The elder fireman had shot
twelve blue grouse, that, with the angler's trout, would furnish

them with food for the morrow, and they decided to return

to the settler's house the next afternoon aud to seek a different

route to descend than the way they asceuded, in order to

avoid the journey over the windfall. Three of the grouse
were skinned and roasted, and with trout and the remaining
sandwiches they made a hearty meal. As they had brought
no blankets with them the question of a shelter for the night

arose aud a plan was speedily determined upon. A place

was found sought for under an overhanging rock. In this

sheltered nook a fire was built, and when the dampness was
all dried from the rocks and the place thoroughly heated, the

fire was scattered and the rocks swept clean. With their

hunting knives they cut several armfuls of pine boughs and
laid them in the heated nook for a mattress. A fire was built

in front of the alcove and the bed chamber was ready for

oceapancy. Placing the guns where they could be reached at

a second's warning, in case their robber ursine friend should
return, the hunters stretched their tired forms side by side on
the rude bed. In a few seconds the heavy breathing of the

firemen gave notice that they were travelers in the Land of

Nod. Tiie engineer could not sleep, the situation was so new
aud novel to him. The night wind now rose and came sigh-

ing and moaning through the pines. From the lower slopes

of the mountains came the distant, dismal howling of the

gray wolf. These were the only voices of the night. At last

the round, brilliant moon rose and flooded the mountain
valley and sea with a strange unearthly brightness. A bank
of clouds now came floatiug from the south and spread its

silver veil over the valley. For an hour the engineer watched
the changes of the stars as they sank beneath the mountains.
Then oblivion came over him, and he knew no more of

earthly events that night.

A heavy hand laid on his shoulder awoke him from his

dreamless slumber. He sprang to his feet and saw that the

sun was far above the horizon; looking at his watch he st»w

that it was half-past six. Asking the firemen how long they
had been awake, they replied "more than two hours; we have
killed seven grouse and two mottled quails. 1

' A glance at the
quailsshowed that they were ptarmigans, but both had been
shot with the rifle and were spoiled for specimens. One of

the firemen told him to come to breakfast, that the table

was spread. After performing his ablutions be returned to

the fire, and found that the fireman had roasted four grouse
and the remainder of the trout for breakfast. It was not an
epicurean repast. Grouse half-cooked before a fire without salt

to season it, is a dish that those who partook of it that morn-
iug never have desired it since. The tront were an improve-
ment on the grouse, yet to this day that elevated meal looms
up through the past as a dismal failure. The firemen had
lost all desire to scale the peak; the cloud that had overcast

the valley last night still lingered over it. From the level on
which they stood a great sea of gray covered everything
below with a misty veil. Above the sun was shining, and
the peaks glittered as brightly as yesterday, but being shut
out from the world below brought a sense of loneliness and
desolation. They now determined to return at once; having
no packs to carry they were in light marching order. Ascend-
ing the mountain to the foot of the snow line they circled

around it until the mist rose. At one time they plainly saw,
standing on a peak high above them, a mountain goat. A
shot from the rifle was fired at him, but he was far out of
range. When the sound of the report reached him, he went
skipping out of sight around a cliff. A pair of ptarrnigaus

were seen, and one of them immolated on the altar of science.

When the fog lifted they saw a green celt of timber that

seemed to reach down into the foothills; entering this

it was found to be free from underbrush, so their descent was
rapid. In crossing a little gulch they found the skeleton of a
bull elk that had fallen a victim to wolves tbe winter before.

His antlers were the largest that any of the party had ever
seen; they were placed high up in the branches of a fir, to be
called for at some future day. Nothing of farther importance
occurred; the rest of the descent was safely aud easily accom-
plished, and they reached the settlers house, both tired and
hungry. After a fierce onslaught on his puntry and a com-
fortable smoke, the settler saddled two ponies, and he and
the engineer rode down to the Indian encampment to borrow
the "doctor's" dogs for the bear hunt that was to ensue the
following day, leaving the firemen to keep house while they
were gone. When they arrived atthe rancheriersthey were
almost deafened with a loud noise of drumming and howling.
Mowitsman met them at the door of his house, and greeted

them warmly. On asking why the pandemonium of noise

was made, Mowitsman informed the engineer that the "doctor"'

was performing his "tomauawas."' Silaltcum.

ATHLETICS.
it the Carnival.

The Olympic Club made up a very attractive item on the
Paper Carnival programme at the Mechanics Pavilion on
Monday night, opening the evening's biil with a magDilicent
performance on tbe ladders— pvramids. The participants
were L. P. Ward. G. A. D.iil. 1!.' Stombs, E. N. Short, J. G.
Manslield, E. A. Kolb, G. W. Uarrold and G. C. Konse. Their
balancing was excellent and elicited lunch deserved applause.
H. M. Vanghan, W. Smyth and K. T. Stombs followed in a

very neat club-swinging act, which was somewhat marred by
the incidental music and the insufficiency of the cilcium
lights.

The sparring was not very auimated, but several scientific
bouts were heartily apjlaurted. G. P. Wilson and J V
O'Brien led off, followed by P. T. Goodloe and J. J. Corbett!
The two latter gave a rather pleasing exhibition.
Tbe horizontal bar acts of J. G. Mansfield, E. A. Kolb G

W. Harrold, E. N. Short. C. H. Schuster, G. C. Eouse, R. T.
Stombs and W. Smyth were very good and attracted' much
attention.

The fencing contest between Captain J. Martin and L. P.
Ward was probably the best thing oh the programme. It was
a skillful and exceedingly interesting exhibition, eliciting
frequent applause.
The acrobatic feats of E. A. Kolb, K. T. Stombs and W,

Smyth were very good, and the wrestlinc m.itch between
Mr. Kolb and D. C. Davis was quite interesting.

Albion Athletic Club.

Last Sunday the members of the club continued their
sports meeting at the Oakland Trotting Park. The weather
was favorable, the track in good condition, and many of the
contests interesting. The first on the programme was a mile
race. The contest was witnessed by a large number of
amateur athletes. The contestants were W. J. K
James Sexsmith and William Morgan. Kenealy immediately
cnt out the pace and continued in the lead until he reached
the half-mile post. At this point Sexsmith Fpurted and
lapped Kenealy. Both ran shoulder to shoulder until Hear-
ing the three-quarter pole, when Kenealy, who was the
strongest, shot to the front and came home at a rattling pace,
leading his competitors by several yards. Time, 5:29. The
next event was a running long jump, which was won handily
by William Morgan, with Keuealy second and Sexsmith third.
The distance cleared was IS feet 5 inch; s. The club scores
now stand Kenealy 61, Morgan 55, Sexsmith 32. The final
contests for the club trophies will be decided to-morrow.

Canadian Cross-Country Championship.

The annual race for the cross-country championship of the
Dominion took place on Saturday.afternoon, Oct. 3utb, nnder
the auspices of the Toronto Lacrosse Club. The course wis
about five and a quarter miles from the Eosedale grounds
from there going to Taylor's Mills up the Don Flats, and
finishing at Aulcott's Hotel, Eglinton. The race was an
excellent one between the two Montreal men. S. D. Jones
and J. J. Boss, who, after the first two miles had been covered
were away ahead of all the other competitors, Jones event-
ually winning a most exciting race by about ten yards, J. J.
Boss second, over a mile ahead of the third man, A. Kirtland
of Toronto a mile and a half behind. Besult: S. D. Jones,
M. A. A. A., first, 36 m. 57 1-5 s.; J. J. Boss, M. A. A. A..)

36 m. 59 s.; A. McKenzie, T.L. C. 4om. 35 s. P.D. Ross was
referee, J. Grant starter, and Jas. Pearsman and F. W. Garvin
timekeepers.

THEJRIFLE.
A.t Harbor View.

The California Schuetzeu Verein held its monthly medal
shoot on Sunday at Harbor View, and the following were the
successful shots: Champion medal, Ed. Hovey, 409 rings; first

class medal, P. E. Robertson, 40S rings; second class medal,
A. T. Fields, SOS rings; third class medal, 0. Burmeister, 353
rings; fourth class medal, A. Utschig, 37S rings.

The Eintracht Schuetzen Section's regular monthly contest
resulted as follows: Champion medal, Captain Fred. A.
Kuhls, 422 rings; first class medal, H. Kopke, 370 rings;

second class medal, G. Yung, 345 riu^s; third uhtss medal,
Mr. Wolff, 324 rings; best centre shot, H. Gumbel.

Shell Mound.

There was but a small attendance of rifleuiou at Shell Mound,
last Sunday, although the day waR perfect (it shooting, C. F.
Wnltbam, in a double Btring store, made, at 200yar'ls, 41. and
at 500 yards 45, a total of S6. L. Barrere nlso shot two stores.

making 42 at 200 yards and 46 at tbe 500 yards' target, a total

of 88 The best score of the day was made by F. P. 1\ ulter,

who made a total of 01, as follows:

2U0vardP...5 44444564 6—41
| 6 \ ard . , .. I 45465555 0*47

Total ,9

BICYCLING-
Around the World on a Bicycle.

Calc-ctta, Sent. 14, 18S6.
I take pleasure in announcing my safe arrival in Calcutta,

after a very trying journey through "India. My tour has been
accomplished in the season when all Europeans, who can
possibly escape from business, are up in the hill stations, and
where exposure and much exertion is considered highlv indis-
creet. I have, however, escaped with only one slight' attack
of fever which laid me up for a couple of days at Benares.
It is regarded as remarkable, by the Euglish in Calcitta, that
I have traversed 1,400 miles of Indian roads on a bicycle, at
this season of the year, and escaped with one slight attack of
fever. The weather has been very trying and fever-inducing.
All through Lower Bengal, the clouds were hovering near the"
tree-tops; when it wasn't pouring rain it was drizzling, and
the roads were shallow streams.
What with the profuse perspiration, the rain and the exces-

sively humid atmosphere, a dry thread of clothing was
entirely out of the qnestion. I passed through districts
where the natives were dying at a fearful rate, with a
peculiarly malignant type of fever. My own imumnity from
serious illness I credit to the daily exercise. It must be
this; because, from sheer necessity, I have daily drunk indif-
ferent water, slept in damp clothes, and committed various
other indiscretions inseparable from a bicycle tour through
India in August and September.
Notwithstanding these discomforts and drawbacks, there

has been, all along, a genuine element of pleasure aud' satis-
faction in tbe splendidly metalled roads, smooth for the most
part as an asphalt pavement, as well as in the many interest-
ing objects and equally interesting people so different from
any other country. From Lahore to Sasseraw, a distance of
about 1,000 uiiles, the road may truthfully be described as the
Hnest in the world. It is perfectly level, metalled with
Kunkah, which makes a smooth cemeut-like surfaoe, and for
a good portion of the way it is no exaggeration to call it an
avenue. Through the Bengal "hills it is less level and is
metalled with rock; the drenching monsoon rains b:ive
washed away the earth and left the surface rough and trying
on a wheel.
My stay in Calcutta will be but three or four days, as I am

j
anxious to push on to China aud avoid the possibility of
being overtaken by wintry weather in the interior of that
country. I intend, if possible, to get through tbe China and
Japan towns, nud return home by Christmas or New Years. \
Thomi.-i St<irns, in Outing.

Merrill, who is well known as a job rider in this part of tbe i
world, has been for some time in Maine. He has not captured i

any records, neither has he secured any purses of value, but ho
has made a slave of the bicycling world, and that

j

names his every-day performances as something wonderful.
The best of tbeui, however, oan be beaten by a hundred men
every day in the week. Merrill always bad" a gift for pulling
the wool over the eyes of half-informed newspaper men,

k
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BASE BALL.
At Alameda-

The announcement tnat Denny and Cahill of the St. Louis
Maroons, and Hardie of the National League Champions
would play in the Haveily -Greenhood & Moran game last

Sunday, had an electric effect upon the base-ball going public,

and more than 10,000 people wended their way to the Alameda
Ball Purk, there to yell themselves hoarse in serving in the

self-appointed capacity of "assistant"' umpires, and in approv-

ing the many difficult plays. It was a great game and resulted

in a well-earned viccory for the Haverlys, who deserve still

greater credit for more than holding their own against teams
strengthened by high-salaried artists.

Jerry Denny, the third-base king pin, had little to do in the

game, his only chance being accepted in a manner that sur-

prised Lawton, who was caught running along the line.

Denny is a powerful batter and the way he sent the ball down
to the left Held fence surprised the natives. John Patrick

Paruell Cahill played in a manner that did not excite the

admiration of the crowd; one would think that a season east

would teach him a little about base-running, but, neverthe-

less, he hugged the bags, and on one occasion was thrown out

at third for running on a rly-out. Lou Hardie was not up to

his old standard in receiving Incell, but gave evidence of an
improvement in base-running and coaching.

Van Haitian's left-handed curves seem to puzzle the

Haverlys more and more the oftener the two teams come
together, and Lawton was the only player who could send the

ball outside the diamond for a hit—a feat he performed twice.

Brown's hand was injured in the first inning and the catcher's

position was tilled to perfection by Dolan, who played with

but a single passed ball and threw to bases remarkably well.

Incell reappeared in the bos and pitched a tine game, being

hit sat'ely tive times, and two of the basers being blocked balls.

The game opened with the Greenhood & Morans at the bat,

and Cahill and Denny reached the first bag only to be forced

out on Fisher's poor judgment in running on a purposely

missed third strike. In the fourth inning they scored the

first run of the game. Fisher punted to Hanly and reached

second on a passed ball. Dolan fanned, and a wild pitch

sent Fisher to third. Brown struck out and Fisher scored on
Goruetta bagger. The latter was thrown out in stealing

second base. The Haverlys then went to the bat and tied the

snore. Bennett was granted a life by Gurnett, and Incell was
similarly favored by Donovan. Hanly wafted, and Bennett

scored on Sweeney's out. Stein retired on a hit to Donovan.
In the nest inning both nines were blanked; the Haverly

batters being disposed of on three strikes. In the sixth Hardie

was given a base on called balls and reached third on errors

by Dolan and Brown. Bennett fanned and Hardie scored on

Incell's sacrifice to Donovan. Hanly's sacrifice to Van Hal-

tren retired Incell at second, and Sweeney flew to Blakiston.

In the seventh Meegan came to the bat when tv/o were

out, took a base on bails, and scored on Lawton's doable. His

was the last run scored by the Haverlys. In the eighth

inning Donovan retired on a tap to Sweeney. Van Haltren

came to the bat, punted the ball a la Tom Brown of Pittsburg,

and reached the initial before Hanly sent the ball there.

Cahill took the bat next and struck a bull-frog attitude. He
hit to Hanly, who threw wild, and before the ball was

recovered Van and Cahill were perched on third and second

respectively. Denny batted five fouls, and Incell finally gave

him a base on balls. Fisher sent a fly to short left field,

which Meegan caught, Van Haltren scoring on the play and

Cahill being retired at third. Thus terminated the run-

getting, but the Haverlys came very near losing the game in

the ninth inning, and, were it not for Meegan's double play, a

big black mark would be placed to the Greenhood & Morans'

credit. Dolan was given a base on called balls, but was

forced out at second on Brown's sacrifice to Meegan who threw

to Stein and the latter assisted in doubling up Brown at the

initial. Gurnett sent a single to left field and Blakiston was

safe on Lawton's error. With two out and two on bases "Je"

Donovan came to the bat and punted a fly which Sweeney
caught and terminated the game. The score is

HAVEELYS. I
GEEEKHOOD A MORAXS.

TR. B. BH.BS.PO. A. E.| TB. B. BH.B9.P0. A. E.

At Central Park.

Despite the large crowd that congregated at the ball grounds
across the Bay, there was a goud attendance at Central Park,
where a miserable game was played by the Californiaa and
Damianas. Dolan, of Haverly-Alta, fourteen-inning fame,
was put in to pitch for the Damianas and was batted unmerci-
fully, his delivery being gauged no less than thirteen times
for hits witli a total of sixteen bases. The game was replete

with glaring errors, which were numerous with the Damianas
aud responsible for .an overwhelming defeat. The score
stood:

Fitzgerald, lb.
Thornton, s s..4
Pope, 2 b 4

Armbruster, c f.4

Qnitzow, c i
Levy, If 4
Arlington, r f..3
Dolan, p 4

Lyman, 3 b 4

DAMIANAS.
TB. B. 1B.B3-F0. J

10 11
13 4 3

10 8

12 7 5110 10 1

2 2 10 10
1 2 It 3

4 2

Totals 35 6 8 2 27 20 11

CAUFORK1A3.
TB. B. lB.B9.FO-A.
,613107

11

3
1

1

McCord,
Burlord, 1 f 5

Reeder.l b 5 1
Smith. 3 b 5 1
Gtirbarino, rt..,4 1

O'Dea, '2 b 5 1

De Pangher, c. 5 1

Monet, p /3 2

D*Alrua, cf 4 2

Totals 4110 13 2 27 24 3

1 1 12

.0 2202003 1-lfl

Earned runs—Califomias 2. Three-base hits—Arlington 1, McCord 2.

Oarl'arino I. Two-base bits—Qnitzow, Pope, Levy! First base on
errors—Damianas 3, Califomias 8. Left on bases— Damianas 1, Cali-
foruias 5. Base on called balls—Damianas 1, Cilifornias 2. Base on
struck by Ditcher—Damianas 0. Califoraias 1. Struck out—By Dolan
4, by Monet 7. Passed balls—Qnitzow 5, DePangher 2. Wild pitch—
Dolanl. Umpire—Chesley. Time of game—Two h^urs. Walter Wallace
Scorer.

Lawton, rf 4

Hardie, c 3 1

Bennett, 1 f 4 1

Incell. p 3 u

Hanlv, 3 b '•>

P. Sweeney, 1 b..3

Stein, 2b 2

Levy.cf 3

Meegan s a 1 1

5

1 2

2
13
4

e o
o 1

1 Cabill.rfands s.4

2 Denny, 3 b 2

0iFisb.er.lf 4
0! Dolan, s s and c 2

a c

Brown, c and c f.4

Gurnett. 2 b 3

Blakiston ,c f, rf 4
Donovan, 1 b 4

Yan Haltren, p..

3

5 1

1 1

2 2

8 1

1 1 1 12

Totals 30 2 6 1 24 20Totals 2G 3 2 2 27 23 4

RUNS BT nrSTXGS.

, Haverlys 10 110 *—3 |
G. k M.s 10 1 0—2

Three-base hits—Jeremiah Denny. Two-base bits—Lawton. First

base on errors—Haverlys 2, G. and M.s 4. Left on bases—Haverlys 2,

' O. & ll.s 5. Base on called balls—Haverlys 5, G. & M.s 5. Struck out

p—By Incell 5, by Van Haltren 10. Passed balls—Hardie 1, Brown 1.

•Dolan 1. Double play— Meegan, Stein and Sweeney. L'mpire— J.

jMadison. Scorer—Henneasy. Time of game—Two hours and five

minutes.

At Sacramento.

1 The last league game of the season, in which the Pioneers

and Alias were to contest, was played at Agricultural Park last

:Sunday, and proved to be a very bad combination of errors

which were so costly that in most pases they allowed two bases

and disgusted the spectators who assembled to see at least a

Jfairiy played came. "Grasshopper" Flint has gone on a vaci-

ftion to Shasta"! and his place was more than tilled by Bidwell

[oi the Snowflakes who tallied every time he was at the bat

and rapped out two hits. A special feature of the game was
'the hard batting of Cavenny, who, in the second inning, gauged

Borehers for a ' 'homer" to right field, and again in the seventh

|*he sent the ball to the same place for three bags. The score

stood:
PIONEER3.

TB.B. BH.BS.PO. A. E...4121162
10 1

5 1

ALTAS.
TB. B. BH.B3.PO. A.

Meagher, 3b.. ..5 3 110
McLaughlin, c. 5 1 10 4
SNeubert, s a 5 12
"Pisbur. If 5

i jon, 2 b..5 1 1 5 G

ALtrn, lb .5 1 10
Borehers. p 5 1 1 1 10

Hilhert, r f b 2 110
Bidwf;ll.c.' 4 4 2

Totals 42 10 7 4 27 23 11

Cavenny, 3 b.

Taylor, 1 f 5

Gagus, s s 4

Hayes, r f 2

Buckley, 2 b 3

Perrier, c f 4

Powers, 1 b 4
Carroll, c 3

McMullin, p.. ..4

3

14
1 1 C 3 1

10 2 9 1

Totals 33 4 2 2 27 25 12

T.VSS BT ISNINGS.
Alta= 1 10 3 10 4 U— 10. ! Pioneers 3 10 0—4

Earned run3—Pioneers 1. Home run—Cavenny. Three-base bit

—

CaveDnv. Two-'oase hit?—McLaughlin and Borehers. Fir->
KL^.,, '<h...-q pioneers 7. First base on ualls—Altas 1, Pioneers 5.

Struck out—By Borehers 8, McMulltn G. Left on bases

-

Pioneers 7. Double plays—Robertson and Ahem, Carroll and Buckley;
Borehers, McLaughlin andAhern. Pasi-ed balls—Carroll 4, McLaughlin

Wild pitches—McMullin 1, Borehers 2.

Bcorer-W. H. Younj*. Time-
Umpire— J. M. Sullivan.

•Two hours and twenty minutes.

Sky Scrapers.

Jerry Denny.
Hardie and his pad.

John Patrick Parnell Cahill, Esq.
Only two hits and both by Lawton.
"Say, Gagus, what are you kicking about?"
Who said Incell was a broken down pitcher?

Ileegan's double play saved the game for the Haverlys.

Pete Sweeney and Jerry Benny have a great resemblance to

each other.

And the first ball pitched went clean over the fence. Ah,

there, Incell!

Wonder if Tom Brown saw Van Haltren punt the ball and

beat it down?
Incell gives Manager Harris credit for possessing a very

long cranium.

Denny's hands have not lost their resemblance to two huge,

covered hams.

Base hits die of convulsions when they breathe the same
atmosphere as Jerry Denny.

Many patrons wondered if Stein would resort to his old

tactics on second, but were disappointed.

Now that Hanly is once more restored to the Eaverly3, he

should brace up and abandon bad habits.

That was a great fake of Blakiston's to throw the ball to

Van Haltren after making the scoop. It paralyzed Madison.

Manager Robinson should read the "Riot Act" to John

Patrick Parnell Cahill before sending him on the field to-mor-

Dolan and Donohue are styled the "Siamese twins;" they

both guard the third bag in good style and rank well up in

batting.

Just think of it! Lou Hardie can now, actually, dispute a

decision of the umpire. What woudrous cranks the Chicagos

must be.

Jim O'Rourke, of the New York Giants, says punting the

ball is the latest mean trick in base ball, as it always frightens

the catcher.

Now that Morris is to do the bos work for the Piorjeers, it

will afford McMullin an opportunity to give his arm a much-
needed rest.

Jim Chesley, of the State League, is the equal of Eugen9

Van Court as an umpire, and that is the highest praise that

could be given him.

"Je" Donovan, is too sensitive for a ball-player. He rarely

makes an error, aud when one does appear opposite his name

he does'nt get over it for a week.

Quiet Eddie Bennett came nearly killing a dozen of the

spectators in endeavoring to capture a sky-kisser, and when

he did get it, received no credit.

It is stated that Shea, the now exploded "slide" phenom-

enon, has affixed his autograph to a contract to play with

the Califomias during the winter.

The "pet" rooster which our Oakland contemporary was

inflicting on the eyes of its readers did not appear last Mon-

day— "illness" being the cause. There will be a need for its

funeral to-morrow.

When will the Easterners quit arriving? The latest are

Kirby of the St. Louis Maroons and Conley of the Haverhills,

and now Eilroy the south-paw phenomenon is thinking of

following their example. Great Scott!

The Greenhood & Moran's are young in their career as

professionals, and deserve unlimited praise for the manner

in which, they have played ball. They can "find" any pitcher

that will stand before them, while for fielding they are not

benind any team in the California League.

La3t Sunday it is safe to say that Cahill was not up to the

standard that won for him the encomiumsof the St.Louisans.

He played ball in a listless way that was anything but satis-

factory. Come, Parnell! throw yourself to-morrow and give

the patrons of the game a sample of genuine "profesh" coach-

ing.
Fred Dolan, the gentlemanly youth who guards third base

for the Greenhood & Morans, is one of the few players who
can till satisfactorily any position in a nine. Tom Robinson

should not let Brown go behind the bat until his hand gets

entirely well again, and in the meantime Dolan would do the

back stop work right up to the handle.

None of the Philadelphias would sign League contracts for

next season until they see what action the Ball Players' Pro-

tective Association would take toward having objectionable

clauses in the contract, as now made up, struck out. The

most offensive clause is that which give3 the manager the

power to stop the aalary of men who are forced to temporarily

abandon work on account of illness. »

Wizard Shaw, the pitcher of the WashingtoDS, is the most

sanctimonious ball-player in the profession. He is awfully

superstitions; his particular hobby being to enter the box

from the rear and no power on earth could induce him to

take his position in the points by stepping over the front or

side boundaries. He may be standing directly in front of the

"6x4 ' when the sphere is delivered to him, hot it makes no

difference, and he piously walks ajround and enters by the

: rear door.

"Say, Bill, I'd try him on a straight," said Meegan to Incell
after Denny had batted his third foul. A straight ball was
given, but when the great third baseman sent it down to the
gate, the crack twirler looked desparingly at the short-stop.
"Well, wind ifc around his neck," said Pete. "All right; I'll

'woind' it 'round his neck,"' and immediately after Denny
wound it down deep centre for three bases,

Morris, Carroll and Brown will strengthen the "tail-ender's"

for to-morrow's conflict with the "Petti;"' the two former, the
World's premier battery, occupying the points, and Tom
Brown to guard right field. With Denny and Cahill with the
Oaklander's, the attraction offered by the Alameda manage-
ment will draw an immense crowd. At Ceuhal Paik tbe
attraction wili be the Louisville's pitted against the strongest
possible team of State Leaguers! In many respects the game
will be a lest; a test as to whether a team of new faces will

draw when counteracted by expert California boys returned
crowned with the laurels of success.

Jerry Denny has not given up his old habit—tobacco chew-
ing. It is stated on good authority that when Denny was
returning east some seasons ago, when last out here, he selected

a prominent pile on the Oakland pier, and took a piece of

hard, sweetened tobacco and deposited it there for some lone
stranger to find. On getting off the train a week ago, he went
to the aforesaid pile, and there found the s^inie identical

piece of weed which he carried to the ball field the next day
and "chewed on" as the club went out to practice.

Base-ball players, when on the field in "fighting costume,"
have what most people might term a decidedly tough appear-

ance. This is an undoubted fact, and, as a lady remarked at

one of the recent games between the Browns and Chicagos,

"They are a rough-looking lot of fellows." Just what there

is about a base-ball suit to make a man look tough is hard to

say, yet there is something. A uniform may be as clean as a

new pin, fresh from the laundry, and all that, yet it loses

none of its toughness. A great many ball-players are really

handsome fellows, both in face and form, but no matter what
quantity of good looks nature has bestowed upon them as

soon as they don their uniforms their beauty vanishes.

Probably the most responsible article is the cap. It is generally

drawn tightly over the head in a manner which gives the ears

a chance to stick out prominently. The shirt and pants are

generally baggy misfits. It would surprise many people to

stand near the dressing room of the Browns and watch the

plavers as they emerge therefrom in their street clothes. They
areall well-dressed men. Some of them are what might I e

called "dudisb." Take Caruthers off the fieldand there isnot

a better dressed nor more genteel-1 joking fellow in St. Louis.

He wears a neat-titting suit cut in the latest style, a siylish

stiff hat, carries a light cane, and at the present time supports

an expensive light-colored overcoat. Latham and Hudson are

no less stylish than Caiuthers. Gleason, Welch, O'Neill, Com-
iskey, Foutz and Nichol are notquite so extravagant as the

first mentioned gentlemen, but all dress well. "D c' Bushong
arrays himself appropriately to his "regular busi- ness" and
looks every inch a doctor. The Browns, taken as a body, can-

not be said to be a good-looking lot of fellows, for good looks

in that club are, truthfully speaking, scarce. O'Neill, accord-

ing io the general opinion of the ladies, is the most graceful of

the crowd; but while he has a pleasant face, he has a counte-

nance like a sheep. Comiskey is as ugly as a mud fence on a

rainy day. Welch might be considered handsome if it

was "not for his face, and soon down the line. The Chicago

and New York teams contain many good looking fellows, some
of them might be termed "portly." They dress in good style

and look more liko business men than ballplayers.—St. Louis

Sayings.

While rummaging through a desk in the Breeder axd
Sportsman sanctum the other day, looking for a 65,000

check, which, when found, displayed on its back a pencilling

of Gagus laving for a sacrificer, a drawing by the office boy,

we met with the subjoined clipping from the Pittsburg

Chronicle- Telegraph:

It is not only the young man who is deeply interested in

base ball. The school" boy is, as the following letter written

by a boy of fourteen to his father in this city will show. The
boy is spending his vacation in Columbus, Ohio, and had

promised to his father faithful accounts of what he saw on the

road and what was of interest to him in Columbus. He did

so, and it is easily seen by his letter where his mind is at

present. The letter is well written, and is well worth read-

ing. It is as follows:
Columbus, O., July 16, 1SS6.

Dear Papa:—I got here safe and sound la3t evening abont

dark. It was a splendid trip, and, according to promise I

will write you all about it. The only thing I regretted in

leaving was that I missed the last game of the series between

the Allegheuys and the Mets, but we got a telegram last night

that the game went all right. What a dandy pitcher that

Morris is! Pa, you should go to see some of the games; you

don't know wha't you miss. You might take Ma, too, on

Thursdays; no charge for ladies on that day. I generally sit

on the right where I can see the fellows put out at first. If

you had been there the other day and had seen Shomberg's

three-baser you'd have gone home wild. Shomberg is the

new man—new first base for the Alleghenys. But I forgot

that you don't know anything about base ball.

The first place we stopped was at Rochester, about twenty-

eight miles out. I do not think they have a club there

—

though a boy on the platform told me there was one at

Beaver, and another at New Brighton, towns near by. I am
sorry I could not find just how they stood; they are not in

the association anyhow. After a while we got out of the

hills, and when we got nast Dennison, and from that all the

way to Columbus, I never saw such a base ball country. Yon

may not believe me, but there is just one field after another—

only most of them were allowed to grow in corn or wheat this

vear. This is the country where the Sunday-school excur-

sions should run to—plenty of room for all the boys to play,

aud no such thing os allowing only two bags for a three-baser

when the balls hit the rocks, as they are at Rock Point, Alli-

qnippa and those other places.

I suppose before the Columbus Club was sold to Pittsburg

all these corn fields were diamonds. It certainly looks

desolate now with cattle roaming and nothing but harvest

hands trudging around.

I Uke Columbus, but don't want to stay here long. Next

vacation please send me to Cleveland or some other place

where they have a live club. Columbus is too capital of Ohio

—the proprietor of the hotel told me that the place was called

after Christopher Columbus, who discovered America in H92.

You see I have done as you said—got the history of the place

tbe first thing. The Columbus people are almost as prond

of the Allies as we are; ^ness they must be s.»rry Lb

out. I am going to Newark on an excursion t

Newarks vs. Z tnesvilles this afternoon, and will wi

description and history of that place also, asaoou a- I

Love to Ma. Willi . Sadie and Johnny.—Your aff.

P. S.—Don't let Johnny have my Drofessional de

to play with. The water i'n the gutter is terrible on hors

H
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Base Ball.

There is no mistaking the interest which is now taken

in the "American game." It overshadows all other

athletic sports combined in attracting public attention,

pedestrianism, rowing and Jarenic contests paling in the

intense light reflected from the "diamond" field. It was

a happy christening when the name was conferred, as it

has proved a pure gem in the way of recreation to the

players, of amusement to the lookers-on. "We have vivid

remembrances of the old-time ball play, and without any

effort of memory recall the village green field or common

adjacent to the country schoolhouse, which was the

theatre where the sport was displayed. It was a lively

game there, albeit it has been improved and brought to

such a scientific pinnacle that it requires experts to bring

out the prominent beauties. A language of its own

which also requires an expert to properly handle in order

to convey the salient features to readers. Headers must

also have an understanding, as we are forced to acknowl-

edge such total ignorance that the description of the

games between the Altas and Greenhood & Morans,

which appeared in the Breeder and Sportsman of last

Saturday, is beyond our comprehension. Still we are

assured that it is an admirable representation of the

game, and that we needed to be told that which was the

most palpable proof of a lack of knowledge of the

graadest of all grand games. But thirty years in the

harness, tugging with might and main to master some of

the intricacies of horse management, has so completely

absorbed attention that other things connected with a

sportsman
1

s paper has been neglected. Forty years ago

if some one had predicted that a passion for shooting and

fishing would be so completely eradicated that a gun

had not been fired or a line wetted in ten years, the

prophet would have been classed as being more out of

bounds than "Wiggins, or rather the arch predictor of the

day Miller. That old-time passion helped in the way of

"gun and rod," and under the management of our asso-

ciate, who has charge of that department, felt that the

Breeder and Sportsman was entitled to a fair position

in that field. More than that, as correspondents

have placed it in the front rank, and many of their

communications will bear comparison with those

from the pens of masters of graphic description apper-

taining to forest and field. In order that "baseball"

should be as well handled the services of a competent

man has been engaged, and judging by his initial essay

the right man has been found. "We do not need an
endorsement of "Broken Bats," and the couple of columns

of brevities nnder that heading are assuredly clever.

Hereafter this department will receive due attention, and

we feel confident that it will be conducted satisfactorily

to the patrons of the sport.

Elmo.

Next "Wednesday, at the stcck farm of Henry W. Seale,

Esq., of May field, this splendid trotting stallion will be

sold at public auction, and also the whole of Mr. Seale's

brood-mares and young horses. The catalogue contains

pl long list of stylish roadsters, handsome carriage

horseo, fast driving teams and valuable work horsi 0.

The owner has decided to relinquish all his breeding

u teres te and dispose of his entire stock. This is a rare

- ;>portunity to secure some fashionable strains of trotting

blood and good everyday animals of the finest classes.

Racing for Recreation.

In the good old days of racing, men of wealth partici-

pated in the sport more for recreation than as a business

pursuit. In the colonial days a majority of turfmen were

of high political station, and after the revolution the

landed gentlemen of the country were the chief supporters

of the turf. In "Virginia, Maryland and the Carolinas

it was held a part of the panoply of a country estate to

keep a few thoroughbred brood-mares and race their

progeny, while in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
York nearly everyone engaged in rearing and racing

horses were men of means. With the settlement of the

country to the westward there grew the same fondness

for turf sports. Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio,

Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, "Wisconsin and Michigan had

enthusiastic breeders, many of them, in some of the

States named, a half a century ago.

There were more race-courses then in those States than

there are at the present day, and though there was little

ornamentation on even the most pretentious, there was a

great deal of enjoyment and good feeling. Race week

was the grand gala time of spring and autumn. Master

and man shared in the enthusiasm, and in the States

where slavery ruled a great part of the assemblage was

of the dusky hue. "When there were races which brought

prominent horses from different sections of the country,

there was an intensity of feeling unknown at the present

time. "When horses from the Eastern shore, or the ground

which claimed to be the mother of presidents, met those

of New York and New Jersey, there were rousing cheers

for the victors, the applause not stimulated by wagers

depending, but on the honest pride which gloried in the

success of home horses.

In later days, there was still more excitement in the

battles when North against South was the watchword,

and fully as much when Tennessee entered the lists

against Kentucky, the culmination being when Maryland

sent "Wagner to tear the laurels from Kentucky's cham-

pion, Grey Eagle. Apart from the contests which were

run on Long Island, when the South sent Henry to duel

with Eclipse, Flirtilla with Ariel, John Bascombe versus

Postboy, Boston against Fashion, and Peytona against

Fashion, the race of "Wagner and Grey Eagle attracted

the largest attendance ever seen on an American course.

Money depending was a consideration of little moment
when compared with the glory of victory. Hundreds

of thoueauds of dollars won would not have been thought

any compensation for defeat, and a Kentuckian who had

speculated on the defeat of his horse would have been

ostracized with an emphasis which would have made

residence in the blue-grass country an insupportable tor-

ment.

It may be that the stimulus of large rewards, inci-

dental to betting, has improved the breed of race-horses,

and that the superiority of those of the present to their

ancestors is due to the large amounts which can be

gained. Admitting this, has not the consequence also

been a deterioration of the owners? Perhaps it will be

better to word it a deterioration in practices rather than

retrogression in the breed of turfmen, as what would

have been held dishonorable in the old days is now of

such common occurence that it is seldom rebuked.

There are, of course, widely different conditions than

those which prevailed before the change in the system

from heats to dashes. It would have been impossible

under the old programme to find places for the large

strings of the present day. As illustrations, the opening

days at Monmouth Park, Conej Island and Chicago can

be taken. At Monmouth there were six races and a

steeplechase with fifty-five starters; at Coney Island six

flat races, with an aggregate of sixty-eight starters, and

at Chicago four flat races and a hurdle race brought

sixty-one out. Thirty years ago thirty would have been

a large number of starters at one meeting, and on the

Fashion Course, Long Island, the spring meeting of

1856 showed a total of eighteen starters. Heats were the

rule in those days, dashes so exceptional that five days'

racing had not more than one, in many cases not even

one. What would have been considered a large stable

fifty years ago would make a poor showing now so far

as numbers go, and yet the longest "strings" may not

afford the profit of smaller establishments, and compel

making a business of what ought to be recreation.

Go to the Races!

By all means go to the races. There is likely to be

some very exciting contests, and several horses which
have gained huge renown in the Eastern campaign will

run. It is the easiest thing in the world to get there.

The Geary street cars run within a few yards of the

entrance gate, and the McAllister from the ferry land-

ing, at the foot of Market street, to the summit of the

hill which leaves only a short distance to walk, and a
pleasant short walk it is. The fare by either route is

only five cents, so that it is virtually free transportation.

Charles Schwartz.

We were much pleased to meet the old friend whose
name appears above last Thursday at the Palace Hotel,

and still more gratified to see that thirteen years, the

period since we last saw him, had made so little change
in his appearance that in the dim light of the office he

did not seem a day older. Time has, indeed, touched

him gently, and as the old scythe-bearer is prone to

favor those of genial, happy disposition, we naturally

expected to see "Charley" as of yore. And, by the way,
whenever we hear a man designated by his given name,
especially when transformed into a pet appellation, you
may be sure that he is popular, that is, among his

friends and comrades, and in a place where he has lived

many years. What would be disrespect in those who
are not on intimate terms is a token of affection among
friends, far more honorable than any title of inherited

nobility. Mr. Schwartz has led a busy life, one of the

most active of Chicago's attractive business men, and
that, with his happy, cordial disposition has doubtless

been the rills which, in his case, have formed the foun-

tain of youth. Notwithstanding business pursuits of such

magnitude that most men would deem them a first

mortgage on all their time, he has been one of the

staunchest supporters of the turf and track for nearly

twenty years. His fondness for fast trotters did not come
in the way of him taking a zealous part in the organiza,

tion of Washington Park, and as one of the vioe-presi-

dents he has done efficient service. It may appear some-
what anomalous to claim that the absence of what can
be termed turfmen in that prominent association has

been one of the elements of success, and yet there are

good grounds to support that statement. When
organized, the Secretary, Mr. Brewster and A. S. Gao-e

were the only members that had the slightest knowledge
of racing, and as it now stands there is not a prominent
racing man in the club. Quite a number, however, who
owned fast trotters and with the grand drives park-
wards there was the pleasure of going to the races

behind a fast team and with brushes on the the way
about as exciting as the strife of the thoroughbreds.

Then, too, what Chicago people can do must not be
taken as a criterion to build expectations upon in other

cities. There is no end to the energy displayed, and any
scheme which promises to be of benefit to the "City by
the Lake" will meet with hearty support. Mr. Schwartz
informs us that Washington Park cleared .$40,000 the

past season, and that proves that the people sustain it in

the same spirit that prompted the construction. We had
always implicit faith that Chicago would be a °rand
"turf centre." This was the prophecy we made more
then twenty years ago and "put it in print," so that

the vaticination cannot be said to be on the back-action

principle. We were instrumental in getting up the first

regular race meeting that had been held there in a
score of years. This was in 1S64, and among other good
horses which took part was the celebrated Idlewild.

Mr. Schwartz is the owner of the famous trotter Oliver

K., and he is now with several other fast trotters in Los
Angeles county under the charge of Budd Doble. In
all probability he will put in an appearance here before

his return to Chicago. He is one of the sensational

trotters of the year. Yictorious with one exception, and
then he turned the tables on his conqueror, Harry Wilkes
by defeating him at St. Louis in the last race they came
together. We sincerely hope that Mr. Schwartz may
pass the whole of the winter in California. If not the
whole, enough of it to realize what our glorious climate
really is. By Christmas time there will be verdure, and
when he hears of the mercury sinking almost into the
bulb in Chicago there will be June weather on this side

of the mountains. We are just as well pleased, however,
that his trotters are too far off to tempt him to take up
his old practice of road-driving. It is useless to apologize

for the drives of San Francisco. Outside of the hard
surfaces of the park roadways, where speed is tabooed,

there is not a road on this side of the bay that is fit for a
light vehicle. Still it is not many years since Chicago
was just as badly off, but then there was the sleighin^ in

the winter, and until the water in the Chicago river

became too thick from the debouchment of sewers, and
too warm from the escape of steam of factories on the
banks, it was the grandest place imaginable for ice-

trotting. Let us hope that the speed-drive in Golden
Gate Park will be an accomplished fact before many
more seasons are passed, and then there will be an addi-
tional inducement for gentlemen of means in tho East to
bring their trotters.

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 2, 18SG.—C. F. Emery, of the Forest
City Ftirni, to-day bought of Morrill & Scott, Telsoubnrg,
Out., a half iutereat in the boy stallion Patron, four years, bv
Puucoast, dam Beatrice, hy Cuyler, with a three-year-old
record of 2:19£. The price was $12,500, and Patron's future
home will be in Cleveland where he will remain the coming
winter. He will be put on the track next season to go through
the circuit and try to lower his record. But for the bad weather
and track he would have been sent to lower Manzamta's four-
year-old record of 2:16, this week.
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Fall Race Meeting. Great Sale of Thoroughbreds.

What shall we say about the race-meeting which opens

to-day? Heretofore it lias been written that good

weather was the only thing needed to ensure success.

That one firm belief is now guaranteed. This is

written on Thursday evening, something after 8 o'clock.

Two hours ago the full moon peeped over the Contra

Costa hills as radian t as a mirror, and as she moved

higher the brilliancy increased. Far away to the north-

ward of where it is usual for her to climb the hills, and

this is also an augury of dry weather, though mornings

and evenings may be a trifle chilly. Then, too, during

the afternoon what little breeze there was from the

north, and it was so dessicating that the dust was flying

at 3 p. m. on the Oakland track, which was too wet to

harrow until the forenoon was well under way. Good

weather for the races! "Who can doubt it? The blood-

horse has been a boon to the State, as nearly at every

meeting there has been downpourings, copious as the

most inveterate grumbler could ask for. Every inch of

rain, until the average is reached, is worth a "king's

ransom'* to California, and the engineer whose duty it is

to pull the string which opens the valves of the skies has

a grudge, which, for once maj 1- have been forgotten, or,

perhaps, there is a better-natured fellow holding the ropes.

We would a great deal rather wager on good weather pre-

vailing for the coming ten days than on the favorites

winning, and there are plenty who think that a -'horse

reporter" must necessarily have the faculty of "picking

'em out" before the start with as much certainty as after

the winning score has been reached.

Though partial to our kind of tips, we have so little

faith in touting predictions or those of ambitious knights

of the pencil, that they are never indulged in. Now it

would be very easy to write that if Yolante starts in the

"Salutation" he cannot lose, and yet we have known just

as "sure things," apparently, prove another of the

glorious uncertainties.

The Ladies' Stake has a round dozen of good fillies

which are sure to leave it an open question to the last

moment. The Bay City Stakes may be thought to lay

under a heavy incubus in the shape of the Santa Anita

nominations, but there are many good ones to meet those

which were foaled among the orange groves and green

vineyards. The purse for two-year-old colts is wonder-

fully strong. Laredo has won and lost; so have others,

and with some who have come so near winning that there

is a chance for reversal. That is the bill for to-day,

Saturday, and that it is a good one goes without preach-

ing. The second day is still stronger, twenty entries in

the purse, twelve in the Equity Stages, fifteen in the

Park Stakes and ten in the purse. The third day opens,

with a selling purse and as the prizes run from $100 to

$1,500 with two pounds taken off of the rule weights for

each one hundred below the latter sum, the one hundred-

dollar fellow gets rid of "two stun" in a rice of mile heats.

The second race is a stake with thirty-two nominations

eligible to start. No. 3 is the Winter handicap with

eleven in it and the last race of the day is the Fame
Stake, the great race of the California year for three-

year-olds.

As the fourth day will come after the publication of

the next number, comment will be in better order in

that issue. That the meeting will be a good one is as

nearly assured as can be, and visitors will be well repaid

for their attendance. There is another thing at stake as

well as the pleasure of those who attend. Much depends

on this meeting whether California has a race-course in

the near future, or whether that ardently desired consum-

mation be deferred. By that we mean a race-course

owned by a racing association, and which the main

object will be a suitable place for "running races." With
the furore which now spreads all over the East for this

kind of sport, and the recognized advantages which Cali-

fornia presents for breeding and rearing race-horses, it.

is somewhat surprising that a course of that description

is for the future to provide.

Attention is called to the notice in another column of

a joint sale of horses in training, brood-mares and yearl-

ings, to take place at the stables of Treacy & Wilson,

Lexington, Ky., on Dec. loth. The list consists of eighty

head, comprising the horses in training and yearlings of

the Melbourne Stable, of Mr. E. C. Pate, Messrs. Chinn
& Morgan and other gentlemen. The lot is as fine as

any ever offered, and among the choice animals to be

sold are Blue Wing, one of the greatest three-year-olds of

this year; Pure Rye, an elegant filly; Duke of Bourbon,

Montrose and eight elegantly bred and valuably engaged

yearlings, the get of the great Hindoo and Billet, from

mares of the choicest breeding, and belonging to the

Melbourne Stable. In Mr. Pate's lot are Boatman,

Monogram, Editor, King Kyrle, Tattoo and Belle Pate,

and several two-year-olds that will make their mark
another season. Messrs. Chinn & Morgan offer a choice lot

among them several valuable three and two-year-olds, and
a very select lot of yearlings by Dalnacardoch, Oaondaga,

Wanderer, Leonatus, Spindrift and Macduff, all from

dams of fine racing lineage. Among the other yearlings

are the get of the great race-horses Bertram, Bramble and
Enquirer, out of mares of extra good breeding. For all

in search of first-class stock for racing or breeding an
opportunity will be offered on Dec. loth, which should

not be overlooked. The sale will be absolutely without

reserve to the highest bidder, and all purchasers can rest

assured that there will be no unfair dealings nor by-bid-

ding, as the stock will be sold for what it will bring.

The stock to be disposed of is of a very select quality,

and the sale should command wide-spread attention

among breeders and turfmen. The race of Blue Wing in

the Sheepshead Stakes, one mile and a quarter, which he

won in 2:08, is the fastest time the distance was ever run

in on the Sheepshead Bay track. Pure Rye won the Ash-

land Oaks and the Kentucky Oaks in fine style, showing

herself a great filly. Editor is one of the fastest horses

on the turf, and Boatman, Monogram, and King Kyrle

are very speedy.

Hilarity is a very fast horse, and has to his eredit

many good races, and the yearlings of the great race

horse Leonatus, who is one of the most highly bred stal-

lions in the stud, should command attention and good

prices. Leonatus is by Longfellow, and Semper Felix

runs back into the famous Levity family. The other

yearlings by Enquirer, Bertram and Bramble, are bred

to the mark, and are strong enough in winning blood to

attract purchasers from all part* of the country. The
sale should be a great one, for the quality of the animals
could hardly be better.

The sale will be conducted by Mr. S. D. Bruce, whose
New York address is 16, Times Building.

The Sixth District Agricultural Association
and the Los Angeles Turf Club-

Special attention is called to the closing of entries for

the stakes of the above named association and club, of

which full particulars can be found in another column.

For 1SS7, the Santa Anita Stakes for two-year-olds,

one mile, to be run at the autumn fair. The Los Angeles

Derby for three-year-olds, one mile and a half, to be run

at the autumn fair meeting. The Sunny Slope Trotting

Stake for two-year-olds, added mile and repeat, and the

Southern California Trotting Stake for three-year-olds,

mile heats, best three in five, both to be trotted at the

autumn fair meeting.

For 1S8S, the stake for two-year-olds, and the Los
Angeles Derby for three-year-olds. Same distances as

1SS7.

The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake and the Southern

California Trotting Stake, same distances as for 1S87.

The L03 Angeles Turf Club announcements are for

1887.

The Nadeau House Stakes for two-year-olds, three-

quarters of a mile, to be run on May 19, 18S7. The

Southern California Derby, for three-year-olds, one and
a half miles, to be run on May 22d.

Trotting Stake for two-year-olds, mile heats, best two
in three, to be trotted May 21, 1887. Trotting Stake for
tbree-year-old3, mile heats, three in five, to be trotted
May 20, 1SS7. For 188S. The Nadeau House Stakes
and Southern California Derby, same as for 1887, and
the two and three-year-old trotting stakes, same as 1887.
Nominations for all these events close Dec. 1. 1886.

The Free-For-All Trot.

Santa Anita's Settlement.

\

Petronella.

Elsewhere we have attended to the correspondents who

have done so much for the Breeder a>t> Sportsman, and

if anyone thinks the praise too highly colored let them

read again "A Summer Outing" No. 1, and they will

heartily agree in the estimate. All are good but there is

a freshness, a flavor, an aroma in the communication

that cannot fail to please. Suggestions may be, and yet

they carry us into where the brook is babbling over

the boulders, and where the sun glints through rifts in

the foliage making a bright streak on the gray-colored

rocks and the trout are cavorting in the pools below the

mimic waterfalls. There is a quiet tune sung by the

breeze in the branches of the pines, and the notes come

ladened with an incense, a perfume more delicate than

can be concocted outside of nature's laboratory. It is

well that the closing notes are those of fiendish mosqui-

tos, else we would all be tempted to cut loose wben the

next leafy month is ushered in, regardless how pressing

the business which compels staying at home,

It will be remembered by those who "keep the run

of things pertaining to the turf that the proprietor of the

Santa Anita Rancho wa3 sued for an alleged breach of

contract by trainer and jockey. The following cut from

the 2S". Y. Herald of the 3d inst., shows that a settlement

has been effected:

Mr. Ellas 3. Baldwin, the California millionaire, better

known as "Lucky" Baldwin, was the defendent in a suit tried

yesterday before Judge Beach, in tne Supreme Court Circuit.

The complainants were James Stewart, the well-known horse
trainer, and Lloyd Hughes, the jockey.

Stewart charged that he was engaged by Mr. Baldwin as his

horse trainer for last year at a salary of §2,000, The engage-
ment was through Mr. O. P. Keys, the reputed agent of Mr.
Baldwin, but Mr. Baldwin repudiated the contract. Mr.
Hughes' case was about the same, except that jockeys rate

their compensation at a higher figure than trainers. His
claim was $4,400. Mr. Baldwin in his answer denied the

contract. The case of Stewart was tirst called to trial.

In response to questions by Mr, John M. Bower?, his

counsel, Stewart recited the facts as set forth in his complaint.

He gave to the narrative a certain "horsey" flavor, a la Bouci-
canlt in The Jilt.

Mr. Baldwin, in answer to Mr. Abe H. Hummel, his coun-
sel, denied the contract. The trial went on with stereotyped
monotony until the cross-examination of Mr. Baldwin, when
matters began to assume a more lively turn.

"What is your occupation, Mr. Baldwin?" he was asked,
"Almost everything."
"Specify some of the things."

"I raise horses, I own a farm, I carry on a vineyard, I run
a hotel, I

"

"That's enough."
The counsel summed up and the crowd of turfmen present

listened with interest. Mr. Hutumel's impassioned peroration
was still lingering in the ears of the jnrors and a deep silence

pervaded the court room.
"Can't we settle this case without the help of the jury?"

asked Mr. Bowers, suddenly rising and breaking the 6pell.

A consultation followed. Mr. Bowers was willing to settle

for his clients in view of the fact that winter was coming on
and they were out of employment and hard ap. Mr. Baldwin
was tired of litigation and willing to do anything reasonable.

It was finally arranged to compromise both claims for $2,400.
"When will you pay?" asked Mr. Bowers, looking anxiously

at Mr. Hummel.
"Now." was the quiet response.
"And here ia the cash," said Mr. Baldwin, pulling out a

plethoric wallet from an inside pocket.

Everybody seemed pleased with the result.

It is reasonable to expect one of the grandest trots of

the season in the free-for-all to be trotted on Thanks-
giving Day, Bay District Course. In the first place the

purse is large, $5,000, being worthy of a heroic struggle

to capture. Then the horses are here, and so many of

them, that there is sure to be a large field of starters.

Harry Wilkes, Guy "Wilkes, Slanzanita, Adair, Arab,

Charley Hilton, Allan Roy, J. Q.
f
and perhaps others

which are close enough to the cracks to warrant giving

them a chance in the big race.

The track and day must be good so that all will have
an equal show, for on a heavy track the champion

would have the "worst of it." To the deep going at St.

Louis was ascribed his defeat by Oliver K., and as

Harry "Wilkes is of light build there are reasons to think

that the supposition was warranted. When at its best

the Bay District is as good as can be, and assuredly a3
fast as any which is 1,760 yards by correct measurement.

Should five horses start—and the probabilities are that

that number will be on hand when the bell rings— it will

be something of a task to select the winner before a heat
is trotted. Though the two sons of George Wilkes have
the fastest record to their credit, two and three-quarter
seconds mark the difference between the fastest and
slowest of the six named. Three of them are so closely

matched, judging by the watch, that the least bobble
will turn the scale.

The entries close to-day and we mark six as the number
which will be found in.

H. H. Bribers on an Eastern Tour.

Our associate, H. H. Biiggs, who has charge of the

departments of the Breeder axd Sportsman pertaining to

"Rod and Gun" is now in the East, the object of his trip

being to witness the Eastern field trials. Mr. Briggs is

thoroughly conversant with the field sports of this Coast,

and he will have a good opportunity of becoming

acquainted with sportsmen of that section, and learn

much which will be of great interest to our readers. We
will be under obligations to our many friends in that sec-

tion if they will assist Mr. Briggs in obtaining information
and aiding him in the business he has in view. He is

authorized to act as agent for the paper and empowered
to make contracts.

The queen, princess and heroine of the American tarf is Miss
Woodford. She ran, during five seasons, forty-eight races and
won thirty-seven, the stakes for which amount to $117,916,

the largest sum ever won by an American horse,

The Western Field Trials.

fSpecial dispatch from onr own Commissioner.]

Abilene, Kan., Nov. 11, 1886.

The Western Field Trials Association's matches opened
to-day. The weather is bitterly cold, the cover on the
selected ground very poor, birds scarce and shy. The attend-
ance is excellent, sportsmen from all parts of the country
being on hand. The dogs are a very ordinary lot, and there
is enough of them. The judges are Arthur llerriman, A. A.
Whipple, H. H. Briggs. There were seventeen starters.

Two hents remain to decide first money, either Castleman'fl

pointer Rod, Nesbitt's setter Lufra, or Case's setter Spot
Belton must win.

Fall Meeting of the California Coursing Club.

On Tuesday next a special train will leave this city for

ilerced, at 3:30 p. m. It will carry the members of the above
club and their gnests to the grand coursing grounds on
Merced Plains. The meeting will open on Wednesday, and
continue throughout the day and Thursday. The entries for

the various stakes have been thoroughly satisfactory, and two
splendid day's sport may be anticipated with perfect coi

Pacific Kennel Club.

On the 8th inst. the entrance fee to the abov.

raised to $5, at which it will remain nntil the 8th i

13S7, after which it will be $10. The monthly
cents.
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THE KENNEL
Dor owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps *rtes, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennel*, i" ill instances writing plainly names of eireand dam

and of yrandpareuia, olors, dates, und breed.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The Following circular will interest all flog owners:
516 Sacramento St.,

San Francisco, Nov.3, 18S6.

Dfvr Sir:—The Pacific Kennel Club, in furtherance of one

of the objects of its organization, has in course of preparation

a "K-uuel Register or Stud Book," in which it is proposed

to enter all the dogs on the Pacific Coast when requested by

owners. This book will be ready for use in a short time.

Blank forms of entry have been prepared. If you are desir-

ous of having your dog entered in the Register, the Club will

be pleased to send you blank forms on application. It is

expected this Register will be of great interest and value to

dog owners, and you are requested to exercise the utmost care

in tilling up the blank. For the present no charge will be

made for making entries in the Register.

Yours respectfully,

P. O. Box 1S3S. James E. Watson, Secretary.

The following circular, showing the strength of the Pacific

Kennel Club, illustrates what successful ^management and a

keen appreciation of the work in hand can be accomplished

by a few thorough sportsmen. The Pacific Kennel Club is

not yet.three months old, but it is already established beyond

a peradventure:
.November 3, 1886.

Dear Sir:—For your information, I beg to present the

list of officers and members of the above club.

Tours respectfully,

James E. Watson, Secretary.

OFFICERS OF THE CLUB, 1886-87.

President—Col. Stuart Taylor; Vice-Presidents—Ramon E.

Wilson, H. T. Payne, Chas. N. Post, E. Leavesley; Secretary

and Treasurer—James E. Watson, 516 Sacramento street, San
Francisco. P. 0. Bos 183S; Executive Committee—Br. C. G.

Toland, S. Cameron Alexander, J. Homer Fritch, H. H.

Briggs, J. H. Mangels, John F. Carroll, Ely I. Hutchinson.

MEMBERS.

John M. Adams, H. S. Aiken, S. C. Alexander, Geo. T.

Allender, W. H. Ashcroft, J. Martin Barney, George Bird,

Hugh Boyd, ;H. H. Briggs, H. R. Brown, John F. Carroll,

Robert Conning, Win field S. Davis, H. E. Deaue, James M.
Donahue, Charles Dore, John Dugan, W. R. Eckart, 0. L.

E'.ddon, Edward C. Fay, Edward P. Fish, Louis C. Fraser,

E. H. Fritch, J. Homer Fritch, Henry C. Golcher, A. M. R.

Gordon, Mathias Gray, A. B. Grosh, W. Greer Harrison, W.
J. ITelm, W, F. Hillegass, Dr. John W. Hood, O. Shaftei

Howard, Chas. A. Hug, Thos. H. Euges, Ely I. Hutchinson,

R. T. Jacobs, C. H. Jouett, Chas. Kaeding, Sheldon I. Kel-

logg, Matt. Kerry W. S. Kittle, Clans Krooss, Cnas. D. Laiug,

James Lawlor, E. Leavesley, P. D. Linville, John F. Lohse,

C. A. Lowe, P. Lyman, Fred JLi. Macondray, Gustave Mahe,
J. Henry Mangels, Thos. S. Mofiitt, Frank C. Mousou, Hon.
M. E. C, Munday, Hall McAllister, Jr., M. P. McKoon, J. H.
MeMenomy, Thos. J. O'Keefe, Robert J. O'Reilly, Donald
Fatten, H. T. P^vne, W. J. Pettigrew, Jr., Geo. B. Polhemus,
C. N. Post, George Ross, John H. Ryan, H. W. M. Sandbach,
R. H. Schlueter, Wm. Schreiber, Stanley G. Scovern, A. L.

Seligman, Capt. James Sennett, John Sloan, A. B. Spreckels,

John Stack, S.F.Southerland, Fred A. Taft, John D. Tallant,

Ool Stuart Taylor, Dr. C. G. Toland, Oscar A. Tolle, James
E. Watson, J. Lawrence Watson, Wm. P. Willard, Ramon E.
Wilson, C. R. Winslow, John H. Wise, Harry Wort, John
Zammitt. •

Coursing.

The open coursing meeting at Newark Park last Sunday
was well attended. The arrangements of the Committee of

Management were all that could be desired; the weather was
perfect for the sport, and Mr. Dugan, as usual, devoted him-
self to cariug for his patrons with unremitting attention.

The sport throughout was excellent, and naturally enough
excitement often ran high. The judge most signally failed to

give satisfaction, and the spectators were not back in letting

that official know wliat they thought of his failings. To-mor-
row the Fall Plate will be run for over the same ground.
The coursing was for the fall cup presented by Mrs.

Dugan, and the dogs were drawn in the following order:
C. H. Nash's b d and w b Peasant Girl against T. J. Cronin's

w d Killarney. Both dogs sighted the hare at the start,

but on recovery the dog made the running and finished with
a clean kill near the tule cover, winning by five points.

J. Eagan's be and w b Atlanta Blue against T. J. Cronin's
w b Lady Collins. This was a short, sharp course, the dogs
making very level running until close to cover, where Atlanta
Blue killed and won by two points.

S, O. Gregory's b d and w d Forrest against T. J. Cronin's
bk and w b Rose of Tralee. The latter won, after a very
good course, by three points. The dog was allowed, through
carelessness, to run down and liill another hare before he was
secured.

C. H. Nash's b d and w d Ellridge against H. Wormington's
w and f d Redwood Chief. Two hares were started, both of
which were killed by Redwood Chief, but the brindle, a
remarkably handsome dog, won the course by a point.
D. 0. Lowrib's r and w d Jaok Burke against J. J. Terry's

b d and w d Boneta. Two hares were again killed and Jack
Burke won by three points.

P. Brophy's b d and w b Benicia Queen against John Shea's
f and w b Low Mountain Belle. The Queen won, beating
the Belle almost pointless.

T. J. Cronin's b d and w d Jack Dempsey against E. Beidle-
man'a be and w d Cid. A repetition of the previous race,
ending in favor of Cid.

P. Canavau's bdand wd Sleepy Dick against S. Jaquillard's
b d and w d Jay-Eye See. Sleepy Dick killed the first hare
started, but the judge ruled "no course." Another hare waB
found near the cover and was killed by Jay-Eye-See, but
Sleepy Dick won by a point and a half. The dogs then
started a hare on their own account, and after an excep-
tionally good run it was killed by Jay-Eye-See, but, of course,
without scoring.

Samuel O. Gregory's bd and w d Davy Crockett against
William Halpin's bk and w d Handy Andy. This course,
somewhat questionable in its result, was awarded by the
judge to Handy Andy. A fresh young lad from the redwoods
attempted to remonstrate with the judge and got a taste of the
butt 'of his heavy whip on the head, which silenced, if it did

convince him.
P. Ounavan's bd and w d Gladstone against Tony Moore's
Lid w b Folsom-street Belle. The Belle won handily, after
i.ort course.

T. Brady's w and bd b Oceanic II against J. Shea's w and

b d Ben Ali. Contrary to all expectation Oceanic, the

favorite by 2 to 1 in the pools, was beaten in a short, straight

ran.
R. Balke's w and bd b White Lily against E. Beidleman's

w and bk b Mollie Bawn. Another straight run in which
White Lily won easily by a pick-up.

M. Tiernan's bd and w d John L, against D. Roche's be and
w d May Morning. JohnL., apowerful, stub-tailed dog, made
the running from the slip, and after two wrencheB killed his

hare without giving the bitch a show.
M. Nolan's bd and w d Port Costa Chief against J. Shea's

be and w b Lady Hercules. Lady Hercn les made the ru nning,

but unsighted the hare and allowed the Chief to kill and win.

P. A. McDonald's bd and w b Kenluck Lass against J.

Grace's Washington B. The dog won "hands down," Ken-
tuck Lass failing to make a point.

J. Eagan's w and bd b Fly Girl against T. J. Cronin's f and
w d Paddy Ryan. After a capital run the namesake of the

Troy champion won easily.

In the first ties Atlanta Blue beat Killarney, Rose of Tralee

beat Ellridge, Benicia Queen beat Jack Burke, Cid beat

Sleepy Dick, Handy Andy beat Folsom-street Belle, Ben Ali

beat White Lily (disputed), Johu L. beat Port Costa Chief, and
Paddy Ryan beat Washington B.
In the second ties Rose of Tralee beat AtlantaBlue, Benicia

Queen beat Cid, Handy Anny beat Ben Ali, and John L. beat

Paddy Ryan.
In the third ties Benicia Queen beat Rose of Tralee, and

John L. beat Handy Andy.
The final course was thus between Benicia Queen and John

L., and the elegant little bitch ran away from the stub-tail

right from the slip, scored a wrench, a turn, two go-byes and
a kill, and yet, for some inexplicable reason, John L. was
awarded the course and cup.

Diseases of the Dogr, by A. B. Buzard, M.
C V. S. L.

R<

THE EYE AND ITS DISEASES.

The object of the sense of virion is to acquaint the animal

with the existence of light and form of surrounding objects-

etc. The most important parts of the eye concerned directly in

vision are—the expansion of the optic nerve {the retina) in
front of which we have the transparent refracting media,
the vitreous humour crystalline lens, and aqueous humour,
to transmit the light and bring it to a focus upon the retina.

The following are the various parts of the eye; to retain
the figure of the retina and to protect it, we have the
sclerotic coat, a white, fibrous tissue, opaque excepting
in front where it is modified in structure, and becomes
transparent to allow the light to enter, and is called

the cornea; between the sclerotic coat and the retina

we have interposed a layer of dark pigment in a delicate

membrane termed the choroid, which absorbs the rays of light

after making the impression on the retina. In front of the
retina are the transparent media: First, the vitreous humour
contained within the cup which the retina forms, giving an
internal support to it as the sclerotic does an external; this

humour occupies four-fifths of the whole globe. Imbedded
in its anterior part is a double, convex lens, the crystalline

coming nearly up to the cornea, leaving, however, a small
cavity which contains watery fluid, the aqueous humour,
between itself and that transparent part of the external case.

Across this cavity, and dividing into an anterior and posterior
chamber, haDgs a vertical, curtain-liKe process, called the iris,

perforated in the centre by an aperture—the pupil—for the
admission of light to the anterior chamber, and contractile

under the influence of light on the retina, regulating the
amount of light entering tfie organ. The fluidity of the
aqueous humour is a provision to allow the expansion and
contraction of the pupil, and the movements of the lens to or
from the cornea. After the optic nerve enters the eye it

divides and spreads into numerous inosoulating fibrilla, form-
ing a plexus, which plexus is brought into relation with
numerous vessels and a layer of ganglionic cells, which layer
of cells forms the internal layer of the true retina. The
cause of the dilation and contraction of the pupil is through a
circular (sphincter) muscle, deriving its energy from the
third pair of nerves (motores oculorum) under the stimulus
of light. The dilation is caused probably by the elasticity of
the tissue of the iris, after the contractility has ceased. The
office of the transparent media is to refract and modify the
rays of light, and thereby overcome the spherical and chro-
matic aberation. The nerves particularly devoted to the sense
of vision are the optic nerves, or second pair. Each eye has
six muscles, the recti or four straight, and two oblique,
superior and inferior. The action of these muscles is

as follows: when all the recti, or straight muscles act
together they fix the ball; when either one or the
other alone, it draws the ball toward their respective
Bides. The oblique muscles antagonize the recti, and
also when acting together they draw the globe inwards and
converge the axis of the eye, the superior oblique, acting
alone, turns the eye inward and downward, and the inferior
oblique upward and inward. The offices of the eyelids are to
shield the eye from too strong a light, and to protect its

anterior surface from hurtful substances. The superior lid

is much larger and more movable than the inferior; it has a
thin sheet of cartilage, fitted to it to allow of easy motion over
the globe of the eye, called tarsal cartilage, to which the
muscle is attached to elevate the lid. The lower lid has also
a narrow slip of cartilage which meets the upper at each side.

The hairs along the free margin of the upper lid, called lashes,
intercept the entry of foreign particles against the eye, and
assist in defending the organs from excess of light. There is

also another wise provision in protecting so delicate an organ
from foreign bodies. I refer to the cartilage nictitans (haw or
nictitating membrane); though not so largely developed in
the dog as in some animals, is, nevertheless, of sufficient size
to afford considerable nrotection to the outer surface of the
ye, and greatly assists in preventing the accumulation of seeds,
which the hunting dog. especially, would suffer much from.
This membrane is found at the inner canthus (corner) of the
eye. The membrane reflected over the front of the globe of
the eye is called the conjunctival membrane. The front of
the eye is irrigated by lachrymal fluid (tears), secreted by a
gland of that name which is placed within the orbit; after
lubricating the conjunctival membrane the fluid passes off
into the nostril. In studying the physiology of vision it is

necessary to be acquainted with the general laws of light and
optics. After giving a slight description of the different parts
of the eye and their uses, I will now treat on the diseases that
organ is liable to.

opthalmia.

The eye of the dog is very susceptible to this disorder. II
is the result of exposure either to heat or to cold, violent
exertion, or it may be caused by dirt, thorns, or portions of
leaves getting into them. It is coujunotivitis or inflammation
of the membrane covering the external portion of the eye and

lining the lids. The symptoms are: constant closing of the
lid, and injected state of the blood vessels of the conjunctival
membrane lining the lids, while the same membrane covering
the ball of the eye is of a white color; dryness of the eye at
first, followed afterwards by a copious discharge of tears and
mucous. The treatment in this affection is purging, and the
application of cooling, sedative lotions to the eyes. I
recommend the following recipes: Calomel, three to five
grains: jalap, ten to twenty grains; mix with syrup and give
as a pill. Also apply any of the following lotions to the eyes
three times a day: Liquor plumbi subacet, twelve drops;
tincture of opium, lilty drops; rose water, eight ounces, mix;
or Bulphate of zinc, one scruple; chloride of sodium, one
scruple; rose water, eight ounces, mix; or sulphate of atropia,
six grains; water, two ounces, mix. The latter is more used
in dilating the pupil. Keep the dog in a moderately dark
place and allow a low diet; if the disease becomes chronic
the application of nitrate of silver may be necessary; nitrate
of silver, one to three grains; rose water, one ounce, mix.
The proper manner in which to apply this wash is as follows:
Take a camel's hair brush, pour some of the liquid into a
small vessel, saturate the brush in the liquid, separate the
eyelids, then draw the brush across the eye. When opthalmia
exists in the latter stages of distemper, the treatment must be
quite opposite to that just given above. This state must be
treated by tonics given internally, such as the following
recipe: "Sulphate of quinine, one to three grains; acid sul-
phate arom., sixteen drops; water, one ounce and a half;
syrup of caryophyl, half an ounce, mix and give one or two
teaspoonfuls three times a day. When this disease arrises
from the presence of foreign bodies in the eye, it is always
necessary at once to remove the article, which will generally
produce a cure; sometimes, howevei', it is necessary to use a
cooling lotion and administer a purge.

(To be continued.)

The Sporting Dogs of the Ancients.

Neither history nor tradition runs back far enough to mark
the advent of the dog upon the hunter's horizon. From
what can be determined, it would seem to have been when
man was but a savage, almost houseless, and perhaps much
more nearly weaponless.

It is the natural instinct of the dog to hunt in packs, just
as its cousins, the jackals and the wolves, do. The savages
of to-day, when they employ dogs in the chase, nearly always
use them in numbers, and care little more for one dog than
for another. It is beyond doubt true that the prehistoric
savage followed a similar course, and cared only to avail him-
self, in such general manner as he might of the untaught
instinct of servants scarce less ferocious and intractable than
the animals which they sometimes pursued.

It is very questionable whether man at first ever used the
dog for the purpose of finding or starting the game, for man's
nose and eyesight were then probably as good as many dogs'.
The Indian hunters of our own continent to-day rarely
employ dogs, but rely upon their own sharply tutored senses.

All that the dog did was to furnish his own superior fleet-

ness, lung power and ability to tear down a flying beast.
Later on, when man may be fairly said to have become
civilized, the dog aided the hunter in jet other ways, and
gradually became the indispensable ally which he is to-day.
Of the different kinds of dogs used by different nations in
their early hunting days, it may be interesting to say a few
words.
The Egyptian hunting dog is not represented by any living

breed. Its head, as Bhowu in drawings and restorations,
would appear to be that of the hound—which dog, as pos-
sessing courage, fleetness and natural propensity for hunting
in packs, was beyond doubt the first sporting dog of all.

The Jews do not appear to have availed themselves of the
dog in their practice of field sports. But in the earliest fables
of the Greeks we see abundance of references to the use by
that people of hounds, probably both for finding and for pur-
suing.
The Spartan hound had early a pre-eminent reputation,

and of it Shakespeare, who covered the earth and its customs
in the sweep of his knowledge, seems to have known some-
thing; for he makes Hippolvta say, in Midsummer Night's
Dream, describing a hunt in Crete:

"The skies, the fountains, every region near,
Seemed nil one mutual cry, I never heard
So musical a discord, such sweet thunder."

And Theseus then describes his hounds in the oft-quoted
lines:

"My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind;
So flewed, so sanded; and their heads are bung
With ears that sweep away the morning dew;
Croolc-kueed and dew-lopped like Tbessaliau bulls;
Slow in pursuit, but matched in mouth like bells,
Each unto each. A cry more tunable
"Was never holla'd to, nor cheered with horn.
In Crete, in Sparta, nor in Thessaly."

Homer speaks often of the hound, but from what he says it

is difficult to learn whether it was used solely for pursuit, or
lor both finding and pursuit. It is Homer who gives to us
the first instance of an attachment between a man and a dog,
and of the first dog which had an individual reputation.
We are told of the old hound Argos—the story of whose

devotion and affection for his wandering master, Ulysses, has
been handed down to us as being of equal worth with those
which chronicled the warlike deeds of kings and princes

—

that his scent was perfect, and that so swift of foot was he
that no animal once sighted by him could escape from him.
In the time of Xeuophon, hounds were employed both for

starting and for pursuing the game. Besides hunting hares,
which seems fo have been that ardent sportsman's favorite

pastime, Xeuophon mentions stag huutiug and boar hunting
as requiring the use of hounds. For the chase of the stag,

Xeuophon advises that theludian houndshould be employed.
Whether these dogs were brought from India by Alexander,
or whether the Greeks had obtained tliem at so early a date
by traffic with intermediary nations, is hard to tell, but they
seem to have been a clearly defined breed, and ate described
as being of great stature, fleet, strong and most courageous.
For boar hunting Xeuophon says that the commou hound

should not be used. The Spartan hound, being keener of

scent, should be employed first to start the boar which should
then be chased with Indian, Locrian or Cretan hounds.
Hunting tbo boar was perhaps the most exciting and

dangerous sport in which hounds were used, as the ferocity

and the invulnerability of that animal made him dreadfnl
alike to dog or man. Very spirited are some of the descrip-

tions of boar hunts given us by ancient writers, and all agree
that it is a sport for men and warriors, as the boy Adonis, who
essayed it, found to his sorrow.

Shakespeare, in describing the sorrows of tbo Queen of
Love, who went searching through the woods for the slain

Adonis, gives us a word or two regarding the hounds which
made that woeful chase. Venus hears the braying of the puck,

and pauses;
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"For now sba knows It Is no gentle chase,
But the blunt boar, rough hear, or linn proud,

Because the cryremaineth in one place,
Where fearfully the dogs exclaim aloud;

Finding their enemy to he so curst,
They all strain courtesy who shall cope him first."

Then passes the boar,

"Whose frothy mouth's lip painted all with red,
Like milk and blood being mingled both together;"

and at length, after the chase has passed by, she begins to

meet the hounds:
"Here kenneled in a brake she. finds a hound;
And asks the weary caitiff for bis master:

And there another licking of his wound,
'tiainst venomed wounds the only sovereign plaster;

And hereshe meets another sadly scowling,
To whom she speaks, and he replies with howling.

"When he hath ceased his ill-resounding noise.

Another fiap-mouthed mourner, black and grim,
Against the welkin vollies out bis voice;
Ano! her and another answer him.

Clapping their proud tails to the ground below,
Shaking their scratched ears, bleeding as they go."

Can anything be more beautifully descriptive of the chase

with honuds than the last two stanzas? The words serve

well enough, also, to describe typically the part the dug
played in the Held in the days of the ancient pasi. Since

those days the range of Held sports has not decreased but
widened, and many different kinds of dogs are now used fur

many different purposes. But we still letain at least a few of

the ideas of those old times, and count few sports second to

those wherein the
— Flap-mouthed mourner, black and grim.
Against the welkin vollies out his voice."

Until the fall of the Republic the Romans do not appear to

have been enthusiastic hunters. Possibly they had their

hands full of other matters. At any rate, there was not any
breed of dogs in Italy which was noted for its desirable

qualities. Bat when in the early days of the Empire hunting

became a popular sport, dogs were imported from many
different countries, and from the writings of that date it would
appear that much attention was paid to the breeding and
training of hounds.

Gratius Faliscus in the Cynegeticon mentions more than

twenty kiuds of dogs, including the Median, the Persian, the

Gelonian, the Chinese, the Umbrian, the Celtic, the Gallic

and the British, and describes the good and bad qualities of

each. He appears to have been partial to the British dog or

mastiff, which was doubtless well suited for the favorite sport

of boar huntiDg.
The author of the Cyneget'tcon, supposed to have been con-

temporary with the Augustan age, is probably the first writer

upon the breeding of dogs. He advises the crossing of the

breeds named above, and gives advice as to what are the best

breeds to cross. The Romans used also the slow, yet staunch

Greek hound of Sparta, possibly the progenitor of our fox-

hound.
But what ia most interesting about the customs of the

Romans in the Held is the fact that they first definitely set

apart a class of dogs for use solely in rinding game. There

is not any doubt that they trained some of their hounds to

point game; and some of the descriptions of dogs so trained

rend almost as if written for the Held dog of to-day.

Pliuy says: "The dog examiues and follows up the trail,

leading the accompanying hunter, by the leash, up to the

game, of having seen which he gives first a slight and then

an indubitable proof, first by the tail and then by the nose."

Lucan speaks also— to give a free rendering—of the dog

"pointing out the hiding-place of the game, while trembling

upon the leash"; and Gratius Paliscus, referred to above,

describes the dog as standing "rooted to the ground," and

"snuffing the lofty breeze with his nostrils." Who does not

recognize the picture?

—

American Field.

HEED AND SWINE.
Milk and Butter Tests—Report of those Madeat

Wisconsin State Fair.

Selecting the Bull.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Stone in the Bladder of Horses.

We are constantly being reminded of the similarity and, in

some instances, the identity of human and animal ailments,

says the London Live-Stock Journal, and although the possi-

ble occurrence of a stone in the bladder of one's horse is no

matter for congratulation, it must be somewhat of a relief to

horsemen to know that such morbid productions are not

beyond the reach and disposal of veterinary surgery. For a

long period the practitioners of human medicine have been

steadily but surely overcoming those natural obstacles which

stand between him and the various internal organs whose ail-

ments he is called upon to treat, until it has come to pass

that, in the present day, there exists scarcely a part of the

body which is not capable of being brought within the range

of the surgeon's kniie.

Veterinary surgeons, it would seem, are not altogether

indifferent to the achievements of the sister profession, and

the great principles and devices established by the latter in

the walk of human surgery will, most likely, as time goes on,

be enlisted in the service of the comparative pathologist in

dealing with the disorders of our domesticated creatures. At

a recent meeting of the Midland Counties'Veterinary Medical

Society, Professor Wortley Axe delivered a lecture in which

he recounted his experiences and successes in the operation

of lithotomy or "catting for stone."

The professor remarked that stone in the bladder of the horse

was not to be regarded as quite so rare an affection as some

practitioners appear to consider it. He thought that were it

mora often suspected and searched alter with that practical

minuteness which such cases demand, it would be more

frequently detected, and that, having been recognized, he was

encouraged by past experience to think that in tutored hands

the operation of removal was capable of being effected with

tolerable facility and success.

The symptoms indicating stone in the bladder vary in

different cases; the more prominent among them are a fre-

quent desire to urinate, the occasional exhibition of colicky

pains, such as pawing the ground, switching the tail, looking

towards the tlank, lying down, rolling, etc. The quantity of

urine voided at one time is usually small, and may be ejected

in a succession of spurts instead of in a continuous stream.

The desire to stale is specially provoked by exercise, and

the movement of the stone during progression leads to

an outpouriug of blood with the urine. Wherever the last-

named symptom exists stone is to be suspected. In some

cases the hiud limbs are moved with a straddling gait when

in action, and in the stable they are occasionally held up as

if in pain. The conclusive test is supplied in an examination

of the bladder by introducing the baud into the rectnm or

nosterior bowel, when, should a stone be present, it may be

distinctly felt and its size and form determined.

Professor Axe entered minutely iDto the details of the

operation, in the course of which he pointed out the difficul-

ties and dangers to be met and overcome, and briefly referred

to the instruments ne had recently designed to render the

operation more easy of performance and successful in its

results,

At the recent Wisconsin State Fair at Milwaukee, some
interesting milking and dairy tests were mude uuder the

supervision of Prof . P. H. Arrnsby, Associate Director of the

Experiment Station. Prof. Armsby's report of these tests has

recently been made to the State Board of Agriculture and
embodied in a Bulletin (No. 10) from the Experiment Station.

There were three different tests; one for milk, another for

butter, and another for cheese, but by a singular provision of

the rules a cow having competed for one premium was not
allowed to compete for the others. The awards were made
according to a scale of points, in which one point is allowed
for each ten days since calving, and in the case of milch cows
one point for every ounce of total solid matter produced in
twenty-four hours; in the case of butter cows three points for

every ounce of fat produced in twenty-four hours, and in the

case of cheese cows three points for every ounce of proteine

produced iu twenty-four hours, with a deduction of three
points iu case the fat is "less than one and one-seventh times
the proteine." The cows were fed at the pleasure of the
owner, but a record was made in each case. The test cov-

ered two days, and the cows were milked at 6 a. m, and 6

p. m. The entries in the milk test and the details as to each
cow were as follows:

Schoone 5995, Holstein-Friesian—Owned by H. Rust &
Bros., North Greenfield, Wis.; three years old; last calf July

53, 18S6; weight 1,030 lbs.; feed, 17.19 lbs. of wheat mid-
dlings in twenty-four hours. Average amount of milk in

twenty-fonT hours, 42 lbs. 8 oz.; total Bolids in forty-eight

hours, 84.19 oz. Awarded 90.19 points in the scale.

Gabriel Champion 14102, Jersey—Owned by John Boyd,
Chicago; six years old; last calf Aug. 4, 18S6; weight 840 lbs.;

feed in twenty-four hours, 13.59 lbs. of a mixture of three

quarts of brau, four quarts of ground oats, one quart of corn
meal, and one quart of Blatchford's Royal stock food. Aver-
age amount of milk in twenty-four hours, 27.84 lbs.; total

solids in forty-eight hours, 61.34 oz. Awarded 66.14 points

in the scale.

Sitster Rex 13.194, Jersey—Owned by John Boyd, Chicago:
five years old; last calf Aug. 13, 1SS6; weight 840 lbs.; feed,

same as Gabriel Champion, 13.81 lbs. iu twenty-four hours,

average amount of milk in twenty-four hours, 37.7S lbs,; total

solids iu forty-eight hours, 74.11 oz. Awarded 78.01 in the

scale.

Beauty, grade, one-fourth Devon, three-eighths Shorthorn,
and three-eighths unknown blood—Owned by Henry Boorse,

Milwaukee, Wis.; three years old; last calf June 1, 1SS6;

weight, l,0'201bs.; feed, 17.63 lbs. in twenty-four hours, equal

parts corn meal and bran. Average amount of milk in

twenty-four hours, 36.44 lbs.; solids in forty-eight hours,

80.7S oz. Awarded 91.93 points in the scale and the prize.

The test for best butter cow was as follows. Mr. Boyd
being allowed to have his cows included in the test, as not
being a citizen of Wisconsin he could not compete:
Fyke 6527, Holstein-Friesian—Owned by Butler & Hem-

mingwav, Oconomowoe, Wis.; aged three years; last calf July

23, 1SS6"; weight 1,040 lbs.; feed 13.09 lb3. of one-third each

of corn meal, oat meal and barley meal by measure, 100

lbs. of this added to 100 lbs. of brau, Average amount of

milk in twenty-four hours 27.73 lbs.; average of fat pro-

duced in twenty-four hours 12.61 oz. Awarded 43.83 points

in the scale.

Gabriel Champion, Jersey—Details of ownership, feed and
milk yield previously given. Average of fat produced in

twenty-four hours, 23.8 oz. Awarded 76.20 points in the

scale.

Sister Rex, Jersey—Details previously given . Average of fat

produced in twenty-four hours 22.67 oz. Awarded 71.91

points in the scale.

Coraline 1190, Guernsey—Owned by I. J. Clapp, Kenosha,
Wis.,; aged six years; calved May 26, 1886; weight 960 lbs.;

feed 12.47 lbs. in twenty-four hours, equal parts oats and
bran by measure, half lb. of corn meal and half lb. Blatch-

ford's Royal stock food added to first feed. Average
amount of milk in twenty-four hours 23.4S lbs.; average of

fat produced in twenty-four hours 18.74 oz. Awarded 68.02

points in the scale.

Rosa, grade, half Devon, one-quarter Shorthorn and one-

quarter unknown blood—Owned by Henry Boorse, Mil-

waukee, Wis.; ten years old j last calf Jnne21, 18S6; weight

990 lbs.; feed 18.11 lbs. in twenty-four hours, equal parts of

corn meal and bran by measure. Average amount of milk

in twenty-four hours 23.48 lbs.; average amount of fat pro-

duced in twenty-foor hours 2S.09 oz. Awarded 93.47 in

the scale, and the prize.

The test for cheese was not completed in consequence of

an accident in the laboratory, by which a part of the milk

was lost and analysis prevented.

Many farmers look about them during the fall for theyoung
bull desired for use nest season. This grows in part ont of
toe leisure the fall affords, and in part ont of the fact that in
the fall there is a pretty good stock of weanlings, and it is

generally expected that a }*oung bull can be bought cheaper in
the fall than after he has Leen wintered, the buyer counting
the expense to himself of wintering as of nominal consequence.
The added expense put on by the seller on account of fcaving

in part or in whole wintered the young animal is a very
uncertain sum, and ordinarily amounts to but little.

The principal advantage, however, iu buyinc the youug
animal in the fall rests in the fact that in a collection of
unculled young bulls, well weanerl and well settled down to

eating rations of grass, hay and grain, there is excellent

opportunity for selecting. The buyer has the opportunity
for suiting himself in the breeding, he can judge of the feed-

ing and growing qualities, he can scrutinize the parentage
and the young stock descended from the same strain or strains
of blood; can have his choice as to age, color, general make-
up and promise.

It is not every one who can tell what shape a young bull at

eight months will take on at eighteen months. Novices are
likely to pay undue attention to unimportant points, for

iustance the horn, the head and the color. The head never
gets on the dinner plate. The horn goes to the comb-maker,
the hair to the mortar-bed. The neck is a fancy point with
some, yet it is neither broiled nor roasted. Good feeding
qualities, growing tendency, plenty of stamina, good breeding
with a wide-spread top from eud to end, are the more impor-
tant points, which, together, make up a good bull. Buy with
these things in view and you will not be disappointed.

—

National Live-Stock Journal.

Mottled Butter.

This puzzling production is discussed by Agricultttre as
follows: Many butter makers are sorely troubled with mottled
or streaky butter and are at a loss to tell what causos it.

Many writers attempt to throw a great mystery around the
subject by attributing the trouble to sour cream, age of the
cream, food the cows eat, and many other causes that may
possibly have done it, just as it may possibiy have been
caused by any other foreign substance getting into milk,
cream or butter, Why briug about all thiB confusion while
the fact is that in ninety-nine in every hundred cases where
mottles appear in the butter it is caused directly by the salt

put in it? To prove this, take the point of a toothpick and
taste some from the different colored parts of the butter, and
the fresh taste of some and salt taste of others will satisfy the

most skeptical. The remedy lies in two directions. First

use very tine grained salt and spread it thoroughly over the

butter while it is worked out into a thin sheet. Put the salt

in a little at a time, and after it is pretty well incorporated
with the bntier set the mass away for at least two hours, and
then work it sufficient to destroy all streaks and mottles.

The other way is to stop the churn and draw off the butter

milk when the butter is the size of wheat grains or a little

smaller, and then thoroughly wash the butter in a strong
brine. The only trouble with this last method is that it

hardly gives a salt enough taste to the batter to suit the open
market, though it is sufficient for the better or higher-priced
customers. The butter maker must be governed by the tastes

of those who buy his butter.

Does Milk Come From Blood?

Convention of American Humane Association

The American Humane Association will hold its Tenth
Annual Convention at Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, Novem-
ber 17, 18 and 19, 18S6. The following is an outline of sub-

jects that will be considered:

Preventirm of Cruelty to Animal*.

The President of the Association will lead on the following

subjects:

1

.

The mission and scope of the American Humane Associa-

tion.

2. General insufficiency of winter shelter and food for range

cattle.

3. Condition of range cattle at points of shipment.

4. Overdeep and unnecessary branding among range cattle.

5. Memorial to Congress on the subject of transportation of

animals.
6. General condition of stock-car servioe.

7. The effect upon the public mind of horse-taming exhibi-

tions.

8. Hydrophobia, to what extent is there need of alarm?

Papers upon the following subjects will be presented by the

various members of the Convention:

Protection of Birds.—Work already done. The American

Ornithologists' Union. The Audubon Society. What remains

to be done.
Humane Benevolence.—Drinking Fountains. Ambulances.

Veterinary Infirmaries. Places of Refuge for Domestic Pets.

Training of Horses.—How to secure gentleness, reliabiliiy

and intelligent usefulness.

Veterinary Knowledge.—Have we a Model Veterinnry

Schoul iu the United States? What veterinary knowledge

ought all owneis of auimalB to possess?

A complete report of the proceedings will be properly appre-

ciated in this office,

The U. S. Dairyman thinks it does. Listen: How is milk
secreted? Is it an excretion from consumed tissues, or is it

elaborated from the blood? Experiments have shown that it

cannot all be derived directly from the food eaten by the cow,
as the food does not contain enough of the ingredients

required to make the milk given. Where does the surplus
come from? Some of it must come from the air breathed
by the cow, and some, perhaps, from the transmutation of

some of the ingredients of the food that are not suspected
into ingredients necessary for the elaboration of milk. Some
may be drawn from the tissues of the body, but we suspect
that whatever the ingredients used in the elaboration of milk,

and from whatever source they may be derived, they are first

taken into the blood and thence converted into milk— iu brief,

that milk is purified and chemically changed blood. We do
not suppose that the distended udder is rilled entirely with
elaborated milk, but that much of it is pure blood, ready for

elaboration as soon as the exciting cause of milking or the
sucking of the calf is begun, just as the saliva of the month
is poured out by the stimulus of the presence of food.

Brine tor Seasoning.

The best butter-makers in England, Ireland and Jersey, as

well as in this country, says the Canadian Partners' Ad vocate,

are gradually dropping the practice of seasoning butter with
salt, and are using brine in its place. Those who are iar

enough along to appreciate the difference between gathering
butter in a lump and handling it in granules, are in a position

to adopt brine seasoning with ease and a decided beuefit. All

that is necessary for such a butter-maker to do is, when his

butter has come, to wash in the usual way with water till it

has run off clear, and then immerse the granules of butter in

brine as strong as it can be made, and let the butter lie in it

the same length of time he would to have the salt dissolve if

he had used dry salt, and then press the butter into a solid

form, avoiding any friction or grinding motion while redua-

ing it to a solid. In this way all working will be avoided, and
the butter left in the best possible condition for keeping, and
have an even color and the highest flavor it is^possible for it

to have. By laying in stroDg brine a few hours the brine will

draw the water out of the butter the same as dry salt would.

Milk as an Odor Absorbent.

Those dairymen who do not believe in the power of milk to

ranidly absorb and become contaminated by snrrouudiug
noxious smells, will do well to try the following simple test,

which is suggested by the Scientific American: Tako a wide
bowl or soup plate to the cow stable when you go to milk;

pour into it a pint of fresh milk, set it on the floor, or at the

height of a milk stool, so as to expose it frilly to the air of the
stable, behind and close to the cows. If the day is close and
heavy and the milk is cool, and the stable not cleaned out and
aired, the result will be surprising. Take it to the house or
anywhere away from the stable and try to drink it.

A suckling by Lumps, son of George Wilkes

sold for $1,000 to Charles Wilcox of Ithaca, N.
dam is by Happy Medium.
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Trotters Under the Hammer.

Quite a nnrober of horsemen and others were gathered at

the American Horse Exchange yeBterday forenoon, when

Peter C Kellogg & Co. disposed of the trotting stock com-

prising the Spring Hill stud of Flushing, L. I. The siud was

sold by order of Mr. E. P. U. Durkee, executor of the estate

of the late Harrison Durkee. The prices obtained are

regarded as fair, forty-seven head bringing $21,470. A list of

the horses sold, names of the purchasers and the prices real-

ized as follows:

Kentucky Dictator, b s, 1S82; H. 0. Woodnut, Mineola,

L. I $2,600

Adonai. blk m, 1SS1 ; J. C. Sibley, Prankliu, Pa 1,250

Black Diamond, blk m, 1S77; A. W.Smith, city 1,025

Adina, blkm, 1881; W. K. Willetts, JttoBlyn, N. T 1,000

Dauphtness, br f, 1SS4; J. C. Sibley 840

Dauut, blkg, 1SS1; Nathan Straus, city 810

Delenate, b g, 1S80; William Loveil, city 800

Satinwood, blkg, 1876; Charles E. Tayntor, city 710

Soring Hill, b s, 1873; M. Murply, Philadelphia 660

MttH-ie D., br m, 1877; J. W. Griswold, Troy, K. Y.. . . 610

Dignity, b g, 1SS0; John B. Gale, Troy, N. Y 580

Vi?e, br g, 1S77; S. C. Wilson, Baldwin, L. I 5S0

Bertha, br m, 1873; J. S. Atwood, city 590

Dictation, bg, 1SS1; W. J. Enrich, city . . „ 480

Endurer b s, 18S3; William Loveil, city 450

Tom Hyer, bg, 1SS1; W. J. Eurich, city 420

Perhaps, br g, 1S78; D. M. Page, Taunton, Mass 410

Kosewood, br m, 1870; D. B. Harrington, city 400

Little Man, br g, 1870; J. B. Gale 400

Lulotte, blk m, 1870; M. Murphy 400

Dismay, blk g, 18S0; C. S. Browne, Flushing 400

Lizzie D., b m, 187 J; J. W. Griswold 400

Blacklock, blk c, 18S6; W. D. F. Baker, Philadelphia. . 375

Diction, b g, 1S81 ; J. A. Manning, Trov, N. Y 360

Fidget, b m, 1873; K. Tower, Waterville, N. Y 360

Clarita, blk m, 1875; J. W. Ogden, city 360

Debater, br g, 1SS 1 ; T. Vail, Troy, N. Y 350

Bosenetta, b f, 1886; D. B. Herrington, city 325

Jennie G., b m, 1874; C. A.Hotchkiss, Bridgeport, Conn. 320

Burchwood, b m, 1876; J. W. Ogden 320

Adora, b f, 1S84; G. H. Sharkey, Tarrytown 305

Koodoo, b g, 1883; J. B. Gale 300

Goodwood, b s, 1873; D. T. White, Brooklyn 300

McAlpin, b g, 1880; J. O. Morgan, Newark, N. J 290

Goodman, br g, 18S0; Dr. M. Page 290

Mica, b g, 1883; Dr. M. Page 280

Springwood, b c, 1885; J. Lvons, East New York 280

Jnror, b g, 1883; A. Candeld, Newark, N. J 230

Kenworth, be, 1SS6; G. Cummings, Brooklyn 230

Adwood, b c, 18S5; John B. Gale, Troy 210

Adama, b f, 1835; J. B. Wood, Bichmond, Va 200

Kingwood, br c, 1886; C. S. Bowne 185

Enrol, b a, 1835; D. C. Keid, Brooklyn 185

Grayhill, b g, 18S4; J. A. Manning 175

Miss Grafton, b m, 1874; W. D. F. Baker 170

Cosmo, b g, 18S4; W. D. F. Baker 160

Adatha, b f, 1885; J. B. Gale 100

Coney Island Jockey Club.

This vigorous organization is out with its dates for nest

year, which are herewith given:

JDNE MEETING.
Thursday—June 9th (Subur-

ban Day).
Saturday—June 11th.

Tuesday—June 14th.

Thursday—June 16th.

Saturday—June 18th.

Tuesday—June 21st.

Thursday—June 23d.

Saturday—June 25th.

Tuesday—June 28th.

Thursday—June 30th.

FALL MEETING,
Saturday—Aug. 27th.

Tuesday—Aug. 31st.

Thursday—Sept. 1st.

Saturday— Sept. 3d.

Tuesday—Sept. 6th.

Thursday—Sept. 8th.

Saturday—Sept. 10th.

Tuesday—Sept. 13th.

Thursday—Sept. 15th.

Saturday—Sept. 17th.

Tuesday-Sept, 20, {extra day).

The club also announce a slight change in the conditions

of the Futurity Stakes for 1889. This, destined to be prob-

ably the richest stake in the world, has the same amount of

added money, but winners are more heavily penalized. For
instance, a winner of a stake worth S 10, 000, when carrying

standard weight for age, will be penalized 12 lbs. The object

is to keep out a colt like Tremont, but it is safe to say that

he could have put up that penalty and won as long as he

was on the turf. But the Futurity will be a fall stake.

"Whether that will he for its benefit or not remains to be seen.

In future all the starting money ($250) will be divided

between second and third, in proportion of two-thirds and
one-third. Another good thing will be that there will be a

further date of declariug, inasmuch as two-year-olds may be
struck out in the July of their two-year-old form, or about
six weeks prior to the day of the race. It will cost but $100
to do this, so that for this comparatively small sum an owner
has a chance to win the magnificent sum of seveniy-jive thou'

sand dollars! This is no extravagant calculation. The first

Futurity to be run (in 1888) was estimated at $30,000, based
on an entry of 400 mares. Inasmuch as there were 752
entries (of which 175 were void), it is extremely likely that

the stake will be worth $50,000.

An amusing incident recently occurred at Baltimore when
Mollie McCarthy's Last and Volante ran first and second for

the Oriole Handicap. A bystander, evidently from the rural

district, did not seem to be able to distinguish the identity of

the various horses in the race, and as the field rushed by the

wire with McCarthy's Last a short length in front, and
Volante, Maggie J. and Telie Doe on almost even terms, the

E. V. asked his adjoining neighbor what horse was first.

The answer came very quickly "McCarthy's Last." With a

puzzled expression the E. V. replied: "
it, man, I did

not ask you which was last, but which was first.'' The roar

of laughter from hiB neighbor did not tend to enlighten him
until some one explained to him^the name of the winner, who,
though oddly enough christened, bid3 fair with another
year'B maturity to rival the deeds of her famous dam, the

fleet and game daughter of Monday and the Shamrock mare
Hennie Farrow.

—

Sportsman.

Mr. A. G. Fell, of Ogden, Utah, is the owner of a son
of Electioneer, dam Juniatta, br m (sister to Clay, 2:28),

15.1 hands, foaled April 10, 1875, by Fred Low, son of St.

Clair. 1st dam Maid of Clay (dam of Carrie C, 2:24, Clay, 2:25,

Capt. Smith, 2:29), by Henry Clay, second dam by Dey's
Me^anger; third dam by Ballface Consul. Henry Clay by
Andrew Jackson son of Young Bashaw, dam the famous

tiu£ mare Surry. Dey's Messenger by Liberty, son of

, Messenger, dam by Corriander, son of imp. Messenger.
.''[ace Consul by Bond's Consul, dam by Corriander, Bon of

Messenger. The black colt sold to Mr. Fell was foaled

.rch 31, 1881, and covered twenty mares during the past

Manhattan tf'ood.

The attention of horsemen and breeders of stock is called

to the Manhattan Food referred to in another column. The
manufacturers claim for it many desirable qualities in pre-

venting disease and maintaining animals in a high condition

of health. For dairy use it enriches the quality and increases

the quantity of milk. It is ciaimed to be particularly bene-

ficial in restoring to good condition horses that have been

overworked, and as a preventive of disease. For pigs, poul-

try and other young and growing animals it is claimed to be

invaluable. The manufacturers have already received very

satisfactory testimonials from horse owners in this city as to

its value in promoting the health and good feeding of their

stock. --

Death has, in the past week, deprived the trotting turf of one

of its shining lights. Samuel D. Shipman, a life-long friend

of Mr. Charles Backman, and identified with Stoney Ford

Stud from its inception, passed away October 26th, and was

interred in Greenwood Cemetery the following Friday. Mr.

Shipman was Mr. Backman's right-hand man. He assumed

the management of the great Orange County breeding farm,

and relieved the proprietor of many cares. He was method-

ical and systematic in his habits, paying attention to the

slightest details connected with the farm. Every incident

that was likely to be of interest or valuable was carefully

noted in a book kept for the purpose. His system of book-

keeping was a model of completeness and freedom from com-

plexity. Everywhere on the farm were evidences of his

thoughtfulness and watchful care. By nature Mr. Shipman

was a modest, retiring man. Always delicate in constitution,

he shrank from the hurlv burly of bustling business life, but

in his own way was an earnest and hard worker. He placed

self in the background, and devoted all his abilities and life

to the interests of his friend. He was courteous in manner,

well informed, of strict integrity, and a man of high religious

principles. Mr. Shipman was sixty-five years old, and left a

wife and two daughters.

Iroquois' arrival at Nashville was made the occasion of

quite an ovation to the great horse. He was exhibited at

Black's stable on North Cherry street. A large number of

people went down and paid their respects. The big brown

horse never looked better. He is worthy the honors of the

paddock at Belle Meade, made famous by the deeds and

progeny of the great Bonnie Scotland, Great Tom, Enquirer,

Luke Blackburn and Bramble.

YACHTING.
One of our BDorting dailies states that the Eoyal Clyde

Yacht Club will build a yacht about seventy-Sve feet long, to

compete for America's cup next year, hoping that the lime

allowance will enable the new boat to win. The writer of

the item adds: "This is just what was feared the challengers

would do." The question will naturally be asked, Who
feared this possible seventy-rive foot boat? Not the

New York Yacht Club nor the owners of Mayflower.

The smaller the boat sent over by British yachtsmen

the less chance will she have of capturing the cup. Who-

ever wrote the inference as to the possible length of the

next British cutter that will race for America's cup evidently

knows nothing about yachting. The experience of yachts-

men all over the world is that, all other things being equal,

length will tell. Large yachts invariably have the best of it

in races with small competitors. What the Clyde Yacht Club

is most likely to do is to build the largest possible cutter that

can carry to the best advantage a single mast, and put her

against the finest sloop America can produce. One thing

above all others they must look to, that is that the yacht

which they send shall not be handicapped twenty-five per

cent, less canvas than her opponent. That was the relative

comparison between Mayflower and Galatea.

Oakland Canoe Club.

Last Sunday there was so little breeze that very few canoes

went out at all. Echo was out most of the day, her skipper

being glad of the opportunity of getting at home in his boat

in fair weather. Falcon was afloat with a big new mainsail,

but gave it up in the middle of the day. Zoe Mou contem-

plates enlarging his cock-pit, so as to make it more convenient

for carrying a passenger, his centre-board case standing up
about four inches. Flirt looks very smart after her repairs,

and will probably be afloat next Sunday. There will be a

general meeting of the elnb on Sunday, 14tb, to discuss and

make arrangements for the celebration of Arbor Day, and

time allowance in the Thanksgiving-Day races.

DRAMA .

There Is a cb.irin in welcoming old friends, which it is

much easier to feel than describe. When a welcome is rushed

across the footlights of a familiar stage, the sensation is one

of the pleasantest. This is a fair inference as to the feelings of

the audience; what the actor or actress who is welcomed

may feel belongs to the other side of the house. Yet if tradi-

tion can be depended upon, the majority of artists who return

after an absence of several years to scenes of former triumphs

are conscious of quickened sensations of pride and delight

when the house, from the orchestra to gallery, rings with

genuine and spontaneous applause. Such was the greeting

which met Mrs. Florence when she stepped od the Baldwin

stage on Monday night, and which was renewed with added

vigor a few moments later when Mr. Florence's familiar figure

followed.
There are not many actors and actresses that are more

thoroughly popular in this city than genial Florence and his

gifted wife, and with good reason, for they are both genuine

artists, well trained in their profession, and the playB tbey

have presented have borne the stamp of thoroughness. In

Our Governor, on Monday night, the rule was delightfully sus-

tained. The play has very little plot, it does not need any,

and the nnmber of characters is for the same reason limited.

The two leading characters are absurdly consistent and gro-

tesquely natural. There are many men of the Pinto Perkins

stripe, but lacking his vivacity and gnod nature, and in

Bubdued forms the prototypes of Miss Matilda Starr are con-

stantly floating around loose. The authors have taken a fair

sample of what is known sb a "blowhard" and a "pretonded

innocent,'* and pushed each to exaggerated extremes. The
result is—Our Governor. How much of the spirit, life aud

"go" of the play must be put down to the authors, and the

amount of credit due to the leading pair in the cast, there iB

no need to describe. But one thing is certain that without

either Pinto Perkins or Matilda Starr on the stage Our

Governor is a very commonplace and rather dreary perfor-
mance. The play is practically written in two keys, the
major natural but exaggerated to the highest note, the minor
weak in tone and sentiment. Nothing could suit the
Florences better; they play together in perfect harmony.
There is beneath all Pinto Perkins' grotesque humor and
reckless stories a quiet vein of satire upon the versatility of
the average American mind, and the confidence shown by
half educated men in undertaking any class of work for which
their training, associations and mental calibre have eminently
unfitted them. Miss Matilda Starr is simply a burlesque
upon the type of the Euglish blue stocking, sometimes met in
this country.
To analyze fun would be nonsense, especially the fun of

which Florence is the biggest candle. The Governor has but
one aim in life, to arouse the wonder of his friends. To do
that he rushes recklessly around the word; India, China,
Japan, Persia. Russia, the South Sea Islands, and all the
states in the Union, with the Territory of Alaska, pointedly
added, are ransacked for illustrations; every office within the
reach of a sovereign, American citizen, and including judge,
colonel, governor, general, chief, consul, admiral he captures
and lays claim to; occupations in life, from boat steerer in
whaling ship to foreman in watch factory; the trades, arta and
sciences are at his mercy, aud each must dance when he
pipes. The effect is that every one laughs, there is no help
for it; to see him is enough, that sly look out of the corner of
his eyes when not quite sure of who may be witbin earshot,
and to hear the tones of offended honor in his voice when
the smallest doubt as to his veracity was manifested. Either
must provoke a laugh, both must shake the sides of every
honest man with merit. The "Alaska Bear," "The Cross-
eyed Girl," "The Ten Millions of Texan Steers," "The Ride
over Niagara," will not soon be forgotten, and every one will

remember the "years and years" since Miss Matilda Starr's
poems were published, whenever Mrs. Florence's name is

called to mind. But to be appreciated Our Governor must
be seen, and once seeu muBt be forever remembered with
pleasure.

Next to Pinto Perkins and Miss Matilda Starr must be
named Stella Perkins, the "Governor's" daughter. She is a
bright girl, not lacking in wit, and the use to which she puts
"Over the Garden Wall," is a decided improvement upon the
ordinary associations of that song. Miss Laura Clarian
played the character well enough. The man and wife of the
play are Robert Kingsley and Emma Kingsley, a very insipid
pair. Two young Englishmen are brought iu, Captain New-
ton and Hon. Beverley Outran. Although they have high
sounding names they are very commonplace. Mrs. Monroe
Jennings is a mild type of a treacheronswoman. These people
have practically nothing to do, and like practical people do
nothing. Hence it was always pleasant to see the stage with-
out them as part of the furniture. Doubtless the intent of
the authors was to concentrate all the fun in the leading pair,

and by making the other characters namby-pamby to add
force to the principals. If so, they have succeeded admirably.

Mrs. Carmiohael-Carr and Miss Amy Gell announce a
Piauo Recital to be givenaboutthe end. of themonth. Among
other attractive compositions which they will present are
Rondo for 2 pianos, op. 73, Chopin, and variations upon a
theme of Beethoven by Saint Saens, The vocal numbers
have not yet been announced, neither is the name of the
singer made known, but as Mrs. Carr and Miss Gell are
both thorough, artistic and cultivated musicians, their joint
recital will certainly prove a great attraction to all lovers of

good music.

The Pyke Opera Company opened at the Alcazar on Mon-
day night in Boccaccio. The opera has been pretty
thoroughly worn here, and the audience that usually assem-
bles at the Alcazar have had Boccaccio for a long time before
them at the Tivoli. Many members of the Pyke Company
are new to audiences here, but none of them are ot the
highest quality. The performance went smoothly enough on
the opening night, and appeared to please a moderate
audience.

On Monday night Prince Methusalem will take Boccaccio's
place at the Alcazar. This is another well-worn opera, but
one of the brightest of the class. The character of the Prince
should suit Miss Winston admirably.

On Monday night Mr. and Mrs. Florence will produce The
Mighty Dollar. As the Hon. Bardwell Slote Florence is as
amusing as a man can be in the same number of hours.

The Daly Vacation Company take Harvard versus Yale to
other scenes and pastures new on Monday, and in their place
the evergreen Sol. Smith Russell will appear in Pa.

At the Tivoli the ever-popular Harry Gates will appear as
Fra Diavolo. The character is not in Gates' favorite line, but
he will, as usual, make much of it.

Wood and Rynian keep to the fore at the Standard, and
for next week announce Les Trois Robes Rouge.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES,
WILL, DURING THEBEABON OF 1887 AND TUP.RtiAFTliU, REMAIN

at home in the city of Oakland.

A limited nnmber of approved niarnH will be bred at $ JJi the Heason.

Further particulars will be answered later, or may be had at the

DEXTER STABLES, Oakland, Cal,
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Adirondack Deer-

The open season for deer shooting in this

State, which closed yesterday, has been, taken
all in all, a fairly successful one for hunters.
Thanks to the section in the revised game
laws which provides that only three dear can
be killed in a season by one hunter, and pro-

hibits the transportation of mure than one
deer belonging to the same person, the

despicable practice of slaughteriog deerfor the

market and formoneyhas received aueffectual
damper, and the chief incentive being
removed the destruction of the animals has,

in a measure, been checked. Certainly the
slaughter has not been as great as when the
use of hounds was permitted duriug the
entire open season. The present law regulat-

ing hunting deer with dogs is the result of a

compromise between the advocates and oppo-
nents of the practice, and most sportsmen in
this section think it is open to criticism in many
respects. In the hrst place the better class of

sportsmen in Central New York are uncon-
ditionally opposed to honuding deer. Secondly,
the opening of the season for hounding as

early as September 1st is objected to on the
grounds that the deer, the does more especially,

aie not in a fit condition to run, and it is cruel

to force them to do so in hot weather.
Thirdly, the hounding season closes October
5th, just at the time when the deer are becom-
ing tit for venison; they are not, as a general
thing, in their prime until a little later in the

season than that even.
But in spite of its faults the new law has

operatei better, and given better satisfaction

than many of us feared it would. One of the

good results has been to distribute the deer
killed more equally among the many parties

visiting the Wilderness, and it is safe to say
that more amateur hunters have had shots at

deer this year than in any season previous.
The numerous pot-hunters, who, with their

packs of hounds scoured the woods and
slaughtered hundreds of deer for the markets
two and three years ago, have not appeare r1

The members of the Bisby Club have killed

twenty deer this fall, and about the same
number have been taken at and near Jock's

Lake. A party of seven hunters from New
Haven, Conn., killed ten deer ou Fourth Lake
of the Fulton Chain. As far as can be ascer-

tained about thirty have been killed on North
and South Lakes and Black River, and proba-
bly fifty or more in the Moose River region.
Reports from the northern part of the Wilder-

ness stute that the hunting there has also been
good.

—

Fortsa, in Forest and Stream.

Notable Winners of the English
Turf-

In a recent issue the London Sporting and
Dramatic Nevis says: "It seems in the highest
degree probable that Ormonde will win a
greater amount in stakes than has ever been
won before by any English race-horse. His
successes up to the present time include
£3,00S won as a two-year-old, and this year
the Two Thousand (£4,000); the Derby,
£4,700; The St. Leger £4,475 (all these being
exceptionally low for these three races, worth
this year £17,175, were in 1S79 worth £20,800);
and other stakes, including the Hardwicke of

£2,43$. Up to the present lime the son of

Bend'Or and Lily Agnes has run eight times,

and credited the Duke of Westminster with
£21,736. Here is a comparative table of some
fumous horses' wins: Achievement £22,422,

Ormonde £21,736, Robert the Devil £17,S53,

Bend 'Or £17,517; West Australian £14,135.

But Ormonde has still three engagements this

year, and it is understood that he will run for

the Champion Stakes and the Newmarket
Derby next week. It he does this will add as

nearly as possible £2,000 to his sum total,

making it £23,730, to which the Free Handi-
cap Sweepstakes would add another £500 or

£600; possibly, also, there will be the Great
Champion Sweepstakes. Ormonde is thor-

oughly sound, and will, no doubt, go on win-
ning races if all continnes well with him fur

a couple of years or so more. Let it be added,

for the edification of those who have no
means of reference handy, that Caller Ou won
49 races out of 98 starts, Kincsem was never
beaten and ran 54 times, and Fisherman won
70 races out of 120 attempts; but in many
cases the stakes were what would nowadays
be regarded as very low."

Trainers, drivers and their assistants are as
much entitled to a day of rest as any other
class of honest workers. Mr. John H. Shultz,
of Brooklyn, has set a worthy example to
wealthy owners by informing his trainer,
Charley Moser, that he need not do any driv-
ing on Sundays. Charley says "that's the
sort of a man yon can do six days' solid work
for when you htwe the seventh to yourself."

GRAND

FALL MEETING,
OF THE

CALIFORNIA
a

1!

MERGED,
Nov. 17th and 18th, '86,

Leaving San Francisco, Tne6day, Nov. 16th,

at 3-30 o'clock P. 33.

Fare for the Round Trip $5.00.
Tickets for Sale at K. E. Ticket Office foot of

Market Street.

CONSUMPTION.
I have a positive romedy for the above disease; by its use

thousands of cases of the worst Vlnd and of tone s-andinij
have been cored. Indeed, so Ptrnntr is mv fat tb in its efficacy

that I will send TWO BOTTLES FKEE, tn^e:licr with a VAL-
UABLE TBEATISE on this diseai- p. fan v sufferer. Give ex-
press & P- O. address. Dr.. T. A. SLOCU1I, 181 PearlSt X. ST

Pacific Coast

Hood Horse

Association,

Fall Racing Meeting,
BAY DISTRICT COURSE.

SAN FRANCISCO.

SATURDAY Sov. 13tli.
ll'ESDtl Sov. I6«h.

IHI EMI.IV Sov. 18th.
SATURDAY 5rov. Both

First Race at 2 o'clock Sharp.

Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand s! .00

J. 1. R.ITHBUME, President.
CC1TEB, Secretary. nov6

Manhattan Food!
A rmtritioua candiment for Horses. Cattle, Pigs,

Sheep and Poultry, prepared and For Sale by

MANHATTAN FOOD Co.
1Sn* 206 Sacramento Street, S. F.

1 PURE FITS!wnenisaj euro 1 do not mean merely to erop Uiem n>ratime an.l then have them rerurn a^ain. I mean a radical cure

lrn™o'22
da KV P' :,-° " r F1TS

-
EPILEPSY Or FALLING

SICKNEob a life-long study. Iwarraiu; mv remedy to euro
the worst cases. Becan mothers have tailed is no reason Tor
not nowrecelvingacnro. tiendat one; f,.r a treatise and a
Free BOttlo ormy Infallible remedy. Give Express and Post
Office. It costs you nothing for n trial, and I wlllcnro yon

Address Br. II. G. BOOT, 183 Pearl St.^New York.

YBRBA BUBNA JERSEYS,
BEGISTEBED IS THK A1IKICAX JEBSEY CATTLE <T.I~ «F XPIW T«EK.

e

KILLLP & CO.r

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Franeisco

SPECIAL ATTKNTlnN PAln TO SALKS OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell lu All titles and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. G. Green, Hon. J. D. Caer,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. sakqent, Esq., Hon. John Boggb
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Hagqin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen Years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock or every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
mence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling ns to

?'ve fill publicity to animals placed with us for sale,

rivate purchases and Bales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made ou commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to tbe gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIKXir «i «>.4 I1G Montgomery Street.

on a

WTNNINiiij AT THE FAIRS O*' 1885:
At State Fair, Sacramento.

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age. I Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age
One Second Prize in Classes for Age. sweepstake=

iiEllD PHIZES.
|

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years 1
Best bull » and ,bree of DIS calves of any age or breed

old. | —Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7618).

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2 Also, the Go!d Medal awarded by the State for most
years old. | meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Golden Gate Fair. Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age.

j
over 2 years old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also, Herd prize, competing against Ayrsbires and
Herd Prize, competing against Ayrsbires and Devons | Devons under 2 years old.

RECOROS OF FOI'NOVI'IOX STOCK.
MARY AJTNE OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12$ ozs. 1

week, A. J. C.C. test, 867 lbs. 14 3 ozs. in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2j ozs. 1 week, A. J.C

C. test.

JERSEY EELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lb3. 4* ozs. 1 week
Her likeness above.

ECROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAISIR, 18J lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 davs.

JJlood Relatives oi the above Cows, Younir Animals of BotU Sexes, lor Sale.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco. oeiceowtf

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety MciCerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon'fl, Going's and DeBolse's Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

THE

6th District

AGRICULTURll ISSOCTAIM

AND THE

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street,

llnngtf
San FrwicfFoo

os Angela

TURF CLUB.

Colt Stakes, Running and Trot-

ting', Spring and Fall Meet-
ings of 1887-1888,

Over the Agricultural Pare

Course at Los Angeles, Cal.

COSIMTIOXS.
All nominations to benade on or before 12 o'clock

midnight, December 1, 188fi, with the Secretary.
Money to accompany all declarations.

Xo stake to be considered filltd unless with five or
more entries.
No added money to bn paid for a W. O. All slakes

to be compiled and the gross amounts to be rii Ided,

CO per cent, to first, 3U per cent to second and 10 per
cent, to third horse. Rules of National Trotting and
P. C. B. B. Association to govern all races.

The Sixth District Agricultural

Association.

For 1887.
1.—The Santa Anita Stakes, for two-yeir-olds. foals

of 18P5, to be run at Autumn Fair on first day of meet-
ing, 1887. $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only 910 if

declared ont on January ), 1887. ?200 addfd. One
mile. Stake for 1888 to be named after the winner of
this event.
2.—The Los Angeles Derby; stake for three-year-

olds, foals of 1884; to be run last day of Autumn
Fair of 1S87; $50 entrance with $25 forleit. or only
$15 if declared out January 1, 16S7. $300 added. One
and one-half miles.
3.—Tbe Sunny Slope TrottiDg Stake, for two-year-

olds, foals of 1685; $50 entrance: $25 forfeit, or only
$10 if declared January 1, 1887; $2f'0 added; mile and
repeat; lobe trotted second day of the Fair, fall of
1887.
4.—The Southern California Trotting Stake, for

three-year-olds, foals of 1881: $50 entrance, £25 for-

felt, or only £15 if declared January I, 1887; - 00

added; mile* heats, be--t in 3 in 5; to be trotted ibird
regular day of Fair of 1887.

For 1888.
5. — The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 1PR6; $50

entrance, $25 forfeit, $10 if declared out January 1,

1887, or $15 if declared January 1, 1888 52 D added;
to be run first day of Autumn Fair, 1888 One mile.

6.—Los Angeles Derby, for three-year-olds, foils of
1885; 55 entrance, 5i5 forfeit, or only $1(1 if d< c :..red

out January 1. 11-87, or$15 if declared on; January 1,

188S; s3>J0 "added; to be run on Inst day of Autumn
Fair. 1888. One and one half miles.

7.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-
olds, foals of 1886; 85tl entrance. g25 forfeit, or oulj
$10 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared
January 1, 1888; $200 added; mile and repeat ; to he
trotted on second regular day of Fair of 1SE-8.

8 —Tbe Southern California Trotting Stake, fcr
three year olds, foals of 1WJ5; $50 entrance, $25 for-

feit, or only $10 if declared January 1,1887, or $16
if declared January 1, 1888; $300 added; mile heats,

best 3 in 6; to be trotted on third regular day of
Fair of 1888.

Los Angeles Turf Club.
For 188 J.

9.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds,

foals of 1885; $60 entrance. $;5 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January I, 1687: $200»dded; to be run first

day of meeting, May 19, 1887. Three- fourths mile.
10.—The Southern California Derby, for three -year-

olds, foals of 1881; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only
-15 if declared January 1, 1887; 8300 added; to be run
fourth day of meeting, May22, 1887. Oneaudone-balf
miles.

11.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, colts and
Allies of 1HB5; 350 entranci $26 forfeit or only $10 if

declared January ) , 1887; $200 added; mile heats, 2 hi
d; to be trotted third day ol iu< !*87.

13. —Trotting Stake, for tUre< year-olds, ;!- of
1884; - '<•' entrance, $26 forfeit, or only $16 il di eland
January 1.1887; $300 added; mile heats, 3 in 5; to be
trotted'secoud day of meeting, May 20, 1887.

For 1888.
13.—The Nadeau House Stake*, for. two-year-olds,

foals of 188C; $50 enliauc*-, $-5 forfeit, or only glQif
declared January I, 1887, <->r $16 if declared January
1, 1888; $3t'U added; three-quarters of a mile; to be
tun on first dar of meeting, II

H.—The Southern California Derby, for thn t-ycar-

olds, foals of 1885; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only
$10 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15 If declared
January 1, 1888; $300 added; one and a half nil It-; to

be run fourth day of meeting, 18S8.

15.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, foals of 1886;

$50 entrance. $25 forfeit, or only $10 :f declared
January 1, 1887, or $15 If declared January 1, IfcSS;

$200 added; mile hea's, 2 in 3; to be trotted third day
of meeting, 1888.

16.- Trotting Stake, for three-rear-olds. (•' da of

1885; SS0 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 II declared
January 1. 1887, or $1 > if declared January I, 1888;

$300 added; mile beats, 3 In 5; to be trotted on second
day cf meeting, 1883.

E. A. IWAMI».
llox IBIO. Secretary of Both Assocla(lon.B

J, C. Newton, President.) Cth
i. . j a •' b, Treasurer, i

N. A.Covabtjbias, Preeiib nt.
i

-

Hon. T.D. Mott, Treasurer.
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AUCTION SALE

Trottjing" Stock
including the famous stallion

BLMO,
Urood Marcs, and yonna liorses sired by

IvI.HO. IALI.IS. (one ol tlic best

sons of Electioneer) HMr> and
otlier noted stallions.

Roadsters, Carriage and Driving

Teams, Work Horses, Farm-
ing implements, &c.

—PKOPERTY OF—

HENRY W.SEALE.Esq. I

AT HIS RANCH

Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

Santa Clara Co.
(S. P. E K. Station.)

At 1 1 A. M.

Wednesday, Nov. 17 '86

Catalogues giving full description, pedigree,

terms of sale. <tc. may be bad after November
2d npoD application to Mr.Sealeor the under-

signed .

KILLIP & CO.
116 Montgomery St.,

oc39
S. F.

I
I

'

Jn«t Oat ByFTSOF. El*. F.
f$I£A.W,hUc instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With 40 tie-
can t new illus-
trations |>hot^
Crnphedfroinlil-.
eKpecially lo >

ihiMwork. iViLiv,;-
Jy the most perfect
teacher, nml ihq
l>ri u litset and best
Jjjuif; on Boxing
ever published.
Handsomely bound.

Piicf, paper, SO
l.OO. for .;ale by Mlncw.j dealers nnd

. .. -.i- .'!' Irv nsntlL.n r'-ccipt of p-icH
«. JOHN 1". IM~V&Ll*'a
TOSi, Al-iSS.

OoclO

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
-On his Ranch at—

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. AKIKL LATHKOP.Rooin 69, C.P.R.R.
IS 11 11 tling, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjnl

BERKSHIRE
Hogs For Sale.

< r r-nd sow fifteen months old from the celebrated
. of Wm. Corbitt, ban Mateo, which are rated A
:, as having first Premiums at all the fairs where

,-i been shown. The sow has had oue littfr

,
Loth iu primo jrder. Enquire at 2111

!t&e Street, OnkDnna.

Largest assortment Guns, Ammunition and Sportsmen's sundries,

E. T. ALLEN.
4i 8 Market St., - - - - - San Francisco.

FOE SALE.
The (rotting mare Hahy Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by Mambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Itysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Bbck Boy, by McOracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record V:'->-i

:

l. Can trot in
2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 hands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Blaek. perfectly sound and gentle
Forj/urlher particulars address this Office, or

W. 31. ZtlOIR,
Fruitvale, East Oakland

oc30

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by letters Patent, July S ft, 1887
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteid patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
die, extending hack ae Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
;iB li.-rein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while cirfMi inscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
net, Biibstantl illy as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and In combination with the check-
pieces I) and blinds F. as shown, the Btraps or hands
O and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
,ii, d below the Byes, and having the adjusting slides or
bnckleB, substantially as and for, the purpose herein
described,

B, In a bri lie, and in com' In.ition with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle ho us to be movat
trie about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandr G and H f and the l ear band 1 and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the Minds, and art*

Instable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the clainiB allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear ou the cut, the general principle will be under
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, anil at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing, 1 he lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftecton the action i'oHowh lis

is induced by toe-weights. This in especially the case
(vhenyonng colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the *.nee without the Btrain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MtKKBKON.
So F r ^ttWJHUls Bfc. »»b rniAlsov.

TENTS.
• THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.

Pfc£&;

Size. Extra sail drill.

7x9 ft... 912.00
8x10 ft. ...$14.00
9xl4ft....S20.00
10x15 ft.... 522.00

oz array duck. 10 oz army duck
... $15.00 ?17.00.

.. ..'=17.00 .919.00.

.. .824.00 S26.0U.

...S25.00 S2S.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all inxluded in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet io lengths given,
according to size of tent, [rives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York. "Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon.
septitf EI Cajon, San Diego Co.. Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred) by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire. Ens.

Uypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of baton's
prize winner, 1*02; Donna lex-Nellie II, by Juno II

ex-Juno J.

.In it o HI, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger III, five and a half monthB old. By

Ranger II.—Spot H. Spot H ex-Nellie II, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno I.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1802 have been lost.

$25.OO each. To be seen at subscriber's place,
II. E. ROVES,

AfEUa Iticn, Sonoma Co.
oc9 tf Railway depot, Pioueo rGrove.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see tbe English

Dally Snorting! chronicle iBaep.

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST 3111.1. s. Orange County, Vermont
SEND FOK PRICE LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

iXD

anglers' supplies,

to theTtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 {sent to Dealers

only) will be reajy for mailing Not. 1st. Seud for
one and esamine prices. ICoctf

DOGS-NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog- Pills
Astringent Pills.

Foe Diardhuea. DOSE.-One or two occasionally
according to size of dog and severely of symptomsWorm Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.

Distemper Pills.
DOSE,—One or two according to size of do" Give

as occasion may require. Give half a Pil, to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills

Purging Puis.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the don

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—Oue Pill night and morning Tbese Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy stale. They are also of great service in
all skin affections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 5i) cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
llsei r Ye:,-unary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A.T.

GENUINE THE

as' Best and Cheapest
' 3 DOG POOD.

^FEEDYOURDOGS
iSffiMREDi. OS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THELR TJSE:

Immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat: Sweet Wreath! Clean, Sound

Teeth! Regular Habit;

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabronirh A Uolcher. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Allen, ilf! Market Street.
Li<i<I)c A Kaeiling, 538 Washington Street.
tiolelberg. Rowcn A <"o., 428 Pine Street.
M. FJirman A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on atone, wood, etc-

for illustration purposes, furnished.
II. ISoy<l. Artist.

^octf is Post Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Do^s taken to train and board.
floss of my brcakiug won first money

Sn eaeli stake of llie Pacific I'oast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc.. address

GEO. I At.lKVDKK.
snnsaltlo. Marin Co, tal

'O «*-pp YOU WANT ADOG^H
V S'7'^^lr °%l""i *f ,

r,T Bore™1 Gnfdo,

>'* r.
' VV6

yVr«""""'»"'''"r,'n'«l,m^,.l,rlcM
/,A (V-l ^ v

H ' y *"-' w" rL1', >"d wh.ru lobar

Cond. of .11 Jdn-lH. Dlrcctioni t& D
, IHuIleil for IO fl rutm. C

r; »« e. eth stm, ptiud"-!

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco,

The most popular school on the Coast.

i V UEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, 8eo'y.

tW8»nd for circular,-^
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rraiiis leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

(pori *roiu sept, -a, isau.
[ [FROSI

J>:i>i a :'

8J»A M
4:00 P M
7:80 a m:

•3:50 p u
S:S0 A >!

4:00 p m
•5:00 P M
8:00 a m
•8:30 a m
3:30 P M
10*0 A M
3*0 P M
7:30 a si

7:30 a m
7:30 AM
830 am
3:00 P M
4*0 P M
•1*0 P M
S:30 a v

J10*0 A M
3*0 P M
8:30 a M
*9:30 A M
•3::J0 p M
«9i» A M

.....Byron

.. ..Calistoga and Napa

..jSunsmnir, Redding Jt Portland

...-.Galtvia Martinez.
lone viaJiivermore
Knight's Landing
Ltverinore and Pleasanton...
Martinez „
Milton. „

Mojave, Dentins;, El PasoAKast
.. Niles and Ha> wards
.. ..Ogdea anil East

. Red Bluff * ia, Marvsville
Reno.Truekee and Colfax...
Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Livennore.
_„. " via Benicia

" via Benicia
......Sacramento River Steamers..

San Jose...™

..Stockton via Livermore
" v'a Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno. _

ltJ:l0 p M
ic ao a m
6:10 p m
6:40 P M

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10:10 a m

6:10 r M
*7:40 P U
10:40 a M
3:40 P Si

11:10 A if

5:40 p M
6:40 P M
6:40 p sj

5:10 p si

11:10 a si

10:10 a si

•6:00 a M
•3:40 p M
J3:40PM
9:40 a M
5:40 p si

*7rt0 p s/

•10:40 A M
40 p s*

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

From Sao. Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAXD-*^: | t.'-^::-'J-::: '—::";.—-: >.—

8 -30—9 :r,>—9 :30—10:00—10 :30—11 : 0-V-11 :30—12:*)— 1 i:30

—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5-30—-fi :tW — 6::»— 7:00—S:'"J0—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:0b

TO FRCIT VALK-"6:00—"6:30— »7:00— *7:30— *8:0U-
8:30— *2 -30 — *3:30— «4 *0—*4:30- -•5:00—*5:30—"6*0—
•630—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE via Alameda)—•9:30—7*0—12:^ .

TO AXAMEDA—•6:'>J—6:&J—7-.0O—*7:30—8;l 0— r~:4: -
9:00—9:30-10:CO—tlO :30-lI :00-tl! -.30-1:: :C0-tl2:-Y'-
1-ffl—tl:30—2:00—fi: 'J—3:JO—3:3C— 1:00—4:%— 5:00 -

_rt;0O—6:30—7 :0O—S;00—3:00—10:00—11 :U0—12:00.
TO BEREELEV—

*

p :00—-6:30—7:00—•7:M— J:00-*8.30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00 - 110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:«'.'—£12:30
1- 0-tl:30 -2:00—12:30-3:00— 3:30—4:00—4:30—5:00—
5-30—^ -03—^':'f —7: »—-i:0n—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— «6:00— *6:3Q— 7:u0-*7:30-
fi :no— -8:30— 9:00— 9 :30— 10 :00—tl0:30—U :00—ill :30—

I 0—112 -30—1 :0Q -tl :30—2:00 $2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
_4 :3o—Ji ;(io—5:30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—3 :00—9 :00—10 :00—
11:00—12*0.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:53—*7:23—*,:51- *8:^3—*S:53
*y -Si—*10:19—•4:23—«4:53—*5:23—*5:53—*6:23 -•6:53—
7:49—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22-?:52-
*6:23-i9:22—*3:22.

FSOU EAST OAKLANT>-*S:30-6:00-6:3O— T'jO
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:0C— 11 vti

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4*0—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:0")—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-. :57—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minntes later
tlian from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30—6:n0—"6:c0—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:0"T— $10:3-3—11:00- $11:30—12:00—
$12:30—1:00— $1:30—2:00— $2:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4

:~

5:00—5:30—fi:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—0:00-10:00—11:00.
FROM EKP.EELEY — *5:2-5—5:55—*6:25—6:55—«7 :25-

7:55—*8:25— 3:55— 9:25-9:55— $10:25—10:55- $11 ;25-
11:55- $12:25— 12:55— $1:25— 1:55— $2:25-2:55-3:25
3:55— 4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8;5&
9:55—1 - : ".

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—«6:'.H—6:55
— «7: .5-7:55— •8:25— 8:55-9:25—9:55— $10:25— 10:55—
JU3S-11S5—$12:25—12»5—$1:25— 1:55- $2:25—255
—3:25— 3:55—1:25—4:55—5:2a— 5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—
5:55—0:55—10:55.

< KEEK KOVTE.

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with'the C P. & U. P. K. Bs., forms the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and^Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ail along
the line.

Over 6.0 !IO utiles ol"first-class roa-1 running West, North anil North-west from Chicago.

FROM SAH FKANCISCO-
8:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6-T5—8:15—10:15—12:15
4:15.

•7:15—a:15—1105-l:ls

2:15

*Mnndayg excepted. (Sundays only.

StandarnTm.e fnrnished by LiCK Qbsebvatoby.

A. i*. lOHMi,
Gen. Manager Gen. Pasa. ATtk Aai.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Slock on ilie toast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE ASD RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
Ken:«ell's Citnthlixa Hoese Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties
Ds. Bison's Condition Powdep.3.

GoiujirLT's Caustic Balsam

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

BBQU1BE OF
HOBI WALSH,

8op't Kunning Horee Dep't,

15seyt p<*10 A'to Btoelc Farm.

TIPS.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

, J. MEREDITH DAVIES.
17}al 52 General Aireut, San Francisco. «'al.

FAIELAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Kunning, and
Uoiul borses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
861 IMrd S«„ San rrimcUico

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

qni/e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and np to the last of January,
1SS6. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees aDd
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dat^s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SAIX AT FA1BLAWK.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

; tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

1'OITNG EOADSTEBS, as well as those who want

FIRST-IT ASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTEHS STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TITF. 0N"R PriTP/R PTjA"N" Isstrictly adhered to ^Fairlawn, and thelXXCj vJi\.Ei XX\J.UJJ lilXlll price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come folly np to

tiie descriptions given.

TIME SCHEDULE-
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

i Tuwnseud Mretrt, l*twtc-n Third and Foartli Streets
San Francisco.

8:30 a
10:40 a
tU:30A
3:::.' P

#35 p
'5:15 p
6:30 p

t» :45 p

Commencing Oct. 31,1386.

..San Mateo, Redwood and...
Menlu Park

8 :30 a I (

•a-ai p J Santa Clara, San Jose, and..

4:35 Pi Principal Way Statiuns

9:03a
10:02a
•3-J6P
+4:69 £
6:00p
t7:50 P
t8:15p

A

F

10:40 a ( GDroy, Pajaro, CastroTille, * • r
*3:^0p ( ... Salinas and Monterey > SjDOp
i .4oa ( WataonviUe, Camp Goodall » *,-^ .

*A)t ,
AW"*.Ne« Brighton. i*oqJ -*JP

; H-.M i nd santa Croz..„ r

.Monterey anil saiita Cruz i

>-.ili'i r-- K:<i.-'ir-j.iTi I

Holli3ter and Tree Pinos .,

10:-i'"iA ...s. t ,i^-hi,i. i- l? „ p.pi.i.-sanrt V,'

a—Morning. p.—Af:. rt.t-oi,.
•Sundaysescepted. TSimdaveonly. tTbuJtrt triin

Satardays only.
Stan*Ur'lTiriT-- fur i.isln.-.| nv Kandolj.'!. j .,. g y
BTAtE COS.VKCTIDNS

I rlO A, M
Train, except l'» -

Aedwno*i, whicti connect with - -3f\ a. m. Train.

SpkCTal lt»i'M.-TRiF Tickkts, at reduced r^.i--—to
Monterey, Aptos, 55oque! Santa Cruz u
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles S;

For Snnday3 «*,.{,***££££& %£****> g00d

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satetbday and Sunday only ;

Sunday and good for return until following Mon-
M-'in':^ , ' ';..-', in - 1 »=1" . .:* the : :: _ »

Eoni'.i! Trip >un.
ikt.

tiatto
Croiii San Moil

Francisco to Tkfc

>an Bruno ...

.

f ? 50
MiDbrae 65
Oak Grove 90
San Mateo 75 1 10
Belmont 100 1 25
Redwood 1 00 1 40
Fair Oaks 1 25 150
ftfenlo Park... 1 25 1 '

1 2-5 175

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
I^iu-renees....
Santa Clara..,
,San Jose
GUroy
Aptos
Soqtiel
Santa Cruz...
'Monterey .

Sun.|f»"<>,:-. .'Ion.

_ _l^.
r
_J

11 SO
^-~

:

" 2 2S
1 It ZX"

_
T

2 75 1 00
3 CC 5 a»
3 '

' :> ".>

3 00 3 00
100 5 00

Ticket Officks.— Passenger Depot. Towi^end
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 3

street. Grand Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H.R.JUDAH.

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1S85, or further information, address

Lock Fox 399- WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Geld Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

Ol' SA> FRAMISCO. III.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFIOE 41»WSE STREET
G. L. BIMSDEB President

J L FLOOD Vice-President

C. P. FABSFIELD Secretary

J. S. ANGUS Aisistint Manager
Bunkers, Jievada Bank of San Francisco.

31jul 13

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Beglstered

Js-seys or both sexe*) for sale. PostofSce addreea.
Ran Francwfl, Hal

4
a,vr;

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BESFSCTFmXY CALLS ATTESTIW TO TUB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NOBTHEBN DIVISION"
of its line for i eaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea .Bathing, Shooting and Fi*hln°:.
TBAINS LEAVE SA.N FP-AXCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMEVG

summer and v.'iutor Resort ot the
Pacific i'oast.

with its beatitifa. Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may ' -e had in season.

THE BAT OF MOXTEXET
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in Its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomj'ino, Spanish Mackerel, .

The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL.
MO>"rE," have made Monterey a paradise for sporte-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
havinB a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet j for warm salt water plunge and swim-
mine baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those weU-knowo
Watering Places,

APTOS. SOQFFX A>» SABTTA CBCZ
IS VIA THE SOBTHEEK DIVISIOX,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through tht
of -. Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Sam.i Gnu
and Moiterev.each of which abounds in game to great
variety Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Dock. Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS «re
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains (hilly
at San M:-teo lor those well-known Retre^rs. PCRI8-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PE^CADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the nj.limited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO hUA McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

and offer special Inducements to tie lovers
of this D ft ily sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen And others preseutliig Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIB IX)U»

when carried in Baggage Care aod pnt In i !

Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are In! d
to Issue CHI3CKS for all dogs received In B
Cars.

£**-- In order to guard against accidents lo D s
vrliile in transit, it ts nece'siry that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gi
Tackle will be carried Brae ofchai
and securelv packed In wood or i

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Pftseeng

efT'^t. Valencia Station, and No >

!
Hotel.
A. C. BAJSSETT, H. R. XI

eapenntendtat. Aul i
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Mi^MfSHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

Parker Gun

Cartridges.

CHALLENGE QUALITY.

We would call the attention of sportsmen,

owners of Parker and other guns requiring

extra large wade, to the list of our

Chamberlin Cartridges,

which are loaded with wads one size larger

than the calibre of the shell.

Selby Smelting

his i

'rtl- £ SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

JOINT SALE
— OF —

Th'rouihkeds
-AT-

PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT THE STABLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
IBXItJU fOS, Kl\,

WEDNESDAY, DEO. 15th 1386.

The Bale will include tap horses of the

MELBOURNE STABLE,
SALE TO COMMENCE

AT 1 1 O'CLOCK, A. M.

among which are the prominent t.^ce-horses BLUE
WING, PPEE ItYE. THE BODEBON. DUKE OF
BOURBON, MONTROSE, and EISHT YEARLINK8
the get of HINDOO and IMP. BILLET; the owners of

the MELBOURNE Stahlea retiring absolutely from
the turf.

Tho stable of

R. C. PATE,
consisting of EDITOK, BOATMAN, MONOGRAM,
TATTOO, BELLE PATE and others.

Tbe entire stable of

Messrs. Chinn & Morgan,
consisting of HORSES IN TRAINING, four years old
and upward, three-year-olds, two-year-olds, and year
lings, by DALNACARDOCH, ONONDAGA. WAN-
DERER, LEONATU8 and other lots of yearlings, etc.,

from the best racing families, consisting in all of
EIGHTV-ONE HEAD.
Thie Is one of the most valuable lots of horses ever

offered. The sale will be without reverse, absolutely
to the highest bidder.

Catalogues will be ready in a few days, and can bo
had at the office of this paper, or from

s. D. Bmicn, Auctioneer,
I8UOV5 Room 16, Times Buiding, New York-

JAY EYE SEE SKELETON TROTTING WAGON.
Made of all -white, second growth hickory. AXLES beat, solid steel, 11-1G inch, with wrought

chilled boxes, bedded into axle bed; weight, about 90 lbs. strong and light $150 00

TROTTING SULKIES AND CARTS IN GREAT VARIETY.
We have tlie finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ADDRESS

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St., S. F„ Cal.

WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are tbe largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished! with the latest improvements for

Ibe rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for-cteaniuf; foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rcles.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAM FBANCI8C0, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

J. FLAVI
We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

924 to 928 Market Street.
NEXT THE BALDWIK

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

ougbly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with I.IT'IXE'S SOLUBLE PHENYI.E. Tl,e most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knowB that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germa of disease. Ti prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disiufected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHEN'xLE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sidus of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by tbe principal druggists in tlie country, and by tho agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
llsep" 406 California Street, San Francisco.

Horse Clippers
Power Clipping Machines!

Singeing Lamps and

Roaching Shears!
At low Prices.

WILL & FINOK,
81 8 Mar lie Street

flgT Goods delivered in Oakland, Alamada and
Berkeley free. Ooo tf

HIGH-BRED
Trotting Stock,

FOB SALE.
No. 1.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other

very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare by Roach's American Star,
d*m of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 3.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her
dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 4 ~Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert "W.

No. 5.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer,
her dam the dam of Albert W. 8tinted to Sydney.
No. 6.—CheBtnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 7.—Bay filly three years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson—Patchen mare, No. 3.

No. 8.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurton, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 6.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 8.
Bay filly by Albert W., her dam
-Bay filly by Albert "W., her dam the Gypsey mare.

No. 4.

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam the Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

The above are now at the Oakland Trotting Park.
*or price and any further information apply to

A. WALDSTEIN.
390 Sansome St.

oc23 san Francisco, Cal

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate. Has
managed large estates in Gcotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

.VARIES SMITH,
I.ynuale Farm,

28augtf Minneapolis. Minn.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. 18 Price each . S3.SO.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mail upon receipt oi

25 cents extra.

This Ciucba is taking the

lend. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glauce. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

ou the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
496 ami 498 Battery St.

24jul San Francisoo, Cal.

Notice.
Behbert R. BaoWN, M.P.
Nugent w. Bhown,

Geo. H. Holmes,
0. Bhuce Lowe.

BROWN BEOS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
\merioa to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggiu, Esq,

and Major Hathbone of San Francisco.
UKOWN IEKOS. A CO.,

Wright, Beaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

Npw flonth Waleo

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary QtrBduate of

Ontario Vetcrl nary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 391 Nafomn St
Bflflidenoo, 960 Bowud St., Ban FranoUoo.
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Sporting- Notes.

The annual fall handicap meeting of the Harvard Athletic
Association took place ou Holmes' Field, Cambridge, Mass.,
Nov. 1st. No records were broken and no very remarkable
time was made, although Yale's Fall records were beaten in
the 440-yard dash, the half-mile run. the mile run, the mile
walk and tied in the 220-yard dash. In the 100-yard dash
Rogers, '87, handicapped 5 yards, won in 10J sec, with
Brown, '90, a good second. The running high jumo was
taken by Alexander, '90, who had a 12-ioch handicap, with 5
ft. 1H in. Paul, 10 in. handicap, w«s second with 5 ft. 9.*

in. The 440-yard dash was won by Wells, L. S-, from
scratch, in 51 4-5 seconds. Endicott, '90, was a very close
second. In the half-mile run Coggswell, '88 (scratch), made
the distance in 2 min. If sec. - Staont, '90, 25 yards handi-
cap, was second. Putting the shot was won by Faulkner,
'90, distance 29 ft. 1U in. In the mile run Davenport, '90,

with a handicap of 100 yards, won in 4 in. 45 sec, with Hale,
'88 (scratch), second, in 4 min. 49 sec The mile walk was
won by Beruis, 'S7, who was handicapped 20 sec; Norton,
•^8, was second. Perry, 'S9, 6-in. handicap, won the running
broad jump with 19 ft. j in. The 220-yard dash was won by
Rogers, '87 (scratch), in 23] ^ec. Brown, '90, was second.
The bicycle race between White and Merrill was very close
and exciting, and was won by Merrill in 6 min. 57 2-5 sec

m

The winners of the fall meeting of the Blood Horse Asso-
ciation uu to Thursday are as follows: Argo twice, Napa,
Mollie McCarthy's Last, C. H. Todd, Sir Thad, Adeline, Miss
Ford, Lizzie Dunbar, Monte Cristo, Dynamite, Safe Ban,
Nielson, Guenu; two of Joe Hooker's sons are on the list-
Dynamite and C. U. Todd. Enquirer has three daughters,
Napa, Adeline, Miss Ford. Kutherford is represented by
Moilie McCarthy's Last. Thad Steven's son, Sir Thad placed
a fine race to his credit. The win made by Lizzie Dunbar
attracted much attention to her sire Bazaar. King Alfonso's
Bon, Monte Cristo, could not be denied an event. King Ban's
Bon, Safe Ban also showed amongst the winners. Nielson
brought to mind many a good race won by his sire Wildidle.
"Guenn, the handsome daughter of Flood, brought honor to her
young sire, while Argo added to Patsy Duffy's fame by
winning a race both on Saturday and Thursday. The fortu-
nate owners are B. C. Holly two, J. B. Haggin one, E. J.
Baldwin one, D. J. McCarthy one, Theodore Winters two, L.
H. Todhunter two, W. L. Appleby one, R.P. Ashe one. This
is a liberal division of the spoils. The lion's share is not
nearly bo marked as at the spring meeting. The racing all
through showing the wonderful fecundity of this State in
producing fast race-horses.

The New York Athletic Club held its fourth annual cross-
country championship run on Nov. 11th. The start and
finish were made at the Club's Mott Haven grounds. At the
word "Go!" T. J. F. Murphy, of the Spartan Harriers:
George Thompson, of the New York Athletic Club; P. D",

Skillman, Manhattan Athletic Club; W. F. Thompson,
Olympic Athletic Club; Ed. McMahon, West Side Athletic
Club; E. C. Carter, New York Athletic Club; M. F. Dulau,
Scottish-American Athletic Club; G. Y. Gilbert, Staten Island
Athletic Club, and J. Larkins, Scottish-American Athletic Club,
sprang away on a fast run in a northeasterly direction for
Fleetwood Park. The athletes had to skirt along the edge of
the driving park until they reached the open country, when
they went acrosB some wooded land, then due west across
Jerome avenue on to a macadamized road beyond, which
they followed for a quarter of a mile till they were again led
?n to Jerome avenue. After crossing the wooden bridge at
165th street the run home was reached by way of Gerard
uenne down to the cedars bordering on the Hudson River
ttailroad, and thence to the club grounds. E. C. Carter got
lome first in 13l minutes. He was chased in by Ed. McMahon.
T. Larkin was third and P. D. Skillman fourth.

The foremost sportsman of the couulry is dead! Ex-
. resident Arthur was a gentleman of refined mind, a lover of
i good horse, food of a faithful dog, skilled in the use of a
od, and a gun in his hand was never used awkwardly. Take
iim for all in all he was a noble fellow, unselfish, heroic, the
ype of man the country should honor. His early life was
pent amongst streams and hills. He was, when a boy, as
uniliar with woods and gladns as he afterward became with

\ ae streets and buildings of our great cities. The foundation
f the noblest the most charming side of his character was
»d during the years of his early yunth when following field
ports with the ardor of a devotee.

The records of the week have several black borders, King
ox, Silver Cloud, Lizzie Dwyer, three grund race-horses, and
lirah the dam of many winners. The noblest blood has to
> down and make room for more.

There is a rule amongst sporting men that is rarely stepped
over; once a ped always a ped. An oarsman rarely takes to
contests on land, a pug is a bruiser to the end unless he
becomes a preacher, and a joe is a horseman to the end of
his days. But this, like every other well-defined rule, has its

exceptions. Sol Smith Russell began his public career as a
featherweight jockey and was very successful for a few years.
At a Liverpool meeting he won a great deal of money and
thought he would see the world before he returned to the
confinement of the stable and training paddock. He began
his fun by visiting music halls and learned all the popular
songs of the day, which he sung to coteries of boon com-
panions. When his sack was wasted he looked about for

something to do and was offered a place in a travelling con-
cert company. He soon developed talents for mimicry, and
became very popular for the vim he threw into the doggrel
songs of the day. Step by Btep he advanced, and to-day is

one of the most successful managers and actors who combine
both branches of the light dramatic profession,

Thomas Stevens, the wheelman, has made much better prog-
ress through India and China than he did over tha wilds of
Turkistan, Persia and Afghanistan. Amongst other startling

teats which he contemplates performing before returning
home, is to ride over the Great Wall of China. Should he
succeed in this project he will perform what no other man
has ever succeeded in doing. And if he fails he has still

glory enough left to make his name immortal amongst wheel-
men. A thousand years hence when a bicycle ride through
Siberia, Tartary and Russian Asia will be but a summer's
jaunt, the name of Stevens will be placed above many a
wheelman's shrine as the first to cross the great continent on
a pair of wheels. The halo around his courageous head will

never grow dim, for hero worshipers like heroes, must be
immortal. The most remarkable fact connected with this

long trip is that the rider hails from Boston and expects to

eat his Christmas pork and beans in that charming city this

year.

Toboggan is the newest sport introduced to New York, and
is expected to become very popular during the winter. Last
year a uumber of clubs enjoyed the sport on the Orange
Mountains, New Jersey. Montreal, Canada, is the home of

toboggan; there it is often kept up for six months in the
year. In the Polo grounds, New York, artificial slides are

being built, and every baseball ground arouud the city will

be turned into a toboggan ground for the winter, with artificial

slides. The ladies are makinggreat preparations for this new
style of sport. Normandie caps of knitted worsted are to be
the headdress. In Montreal the clubs wear uniforms, with
heavy Scotch woolen underwear which Jack Frost cannot
penetrate. The shoes are cloth, rubber soled arctics, orna-

mented with beads. In Albany and Saratoga Toboggan
clubs are being formed by ladies of wealth and fashion.

Hunters are fearless men, Like Nelson they only know
fear by the way it is spelled. Mr. Fred Duncan belongs to

the brotherhood, and last Sunday improved his holiday by
the rather ignoble sport of shooting rail near the Alameda
Slough. One of his birdsfell in the soft mud. He went for

it, sunk above his knees, then to his waist, the downward
movement continuing until only the huntei's neck and head
showed above the mire. For three horrible hours his soft

and slimy prison held him as fast as if he were in a vise; the

signals of distress fired from his gun failed to attract any
attention. Night and the tide approached together, and only
when his ease seemed hopeless did help come. A few good
S;imaritans saw him, rowed to his assistance and drew him from
a very dirty death. Bail hunters should carry a pair of snow
shoes when such retrieving ha.s to be done.

The sporting writers of the dailies are, as a class, a brilliant

set of men. But occasionally the wrong man is set to do the

right work. Within a few days a member of the Evening

Post's staff attempted to write up a description of several

race-horses. Amongst others that were maligned by his pen

was the peerless Volante. The noble son of Griustead and
Sister Anne was described as being "more like a bull-dog

than a thoroughbred." The writer has not done Volante

much harm, for that gallant steed never reads the Evening

Post, but the would-be critic has proved two things, his

ignorance of thoroughbreds and bull-dogs. And tho man
who knows nothing of the faithful dog, and is hopelessly

ignorant of the noble horse, must belong to the pariah class,

and hunt with curs.

Decoration Day for 1SS7 is a loug way ahead. When it

comes it will have some additional iuterest for fashionable

horsemen in New York, as on that date tbero will be a half-

mile rase between Mr. F, Gebliardt's pony Rosarium and Mr.

Griswold Lorillard's pony Wild Tom, for $1,000 a side,

Two Texas ranchmen recently indulged in a form of rifle

shooting that is more to be commended in the breach than in

the observance. They had a dispute about a trifling sum of

SlO.OOu w.irthof cattle, and agreed to settle it by proving
which was the better marksman. The weapons used were
Winchester rifles, and the range 100 yards. The marksmen
and targets were named respectively Hiram Benuett and John
Rumh'eld. The latter proved himself the better snap shot of

the pair, for at the first fire Bennett bit the dnst in the most
heroic fashion, and Kumfield rode off* with a bullet in his
snowy thigh. The scene of the event bears the poetical name
of Zavalla.

The memberB of the shooting clubs near Suisun had varied
sport last Sunday. The Cordelia and its men were unfortu-
nate and unhappy. The Tule Belle and Teal Clubs were suc-
cessful and came home radiant. Messrs. Kamon Wilson and
O. Bogart each bagged about thirty, but none were canvas-
backs. Mallard, teal and widgeon in about equal numbers
filled the bags. The week has been one of the most desirable

for duck hunting, and the few who have been able to leave
business since Monday have found royal sport. The breeze
has been just right, and from the most coveted quarter.
Should it continue to-morrow there will be some grand sport.

The ten mile amateur record has been lowered by Mr. E.
C. Carter of the New York Athletic Clnb.' On November 6th,

at Mott Haven, he beat a field of eight starters for the distance,

and covered the ten miles in 52 min. 5S 3-5 sec. This is

really a splendid performance. The American record was
previously held by Thomas Delaney 56 nin, 9 2-5 sec. The
English Amateur record made by George before he became a
professional was 61 min. 20 sec. It is worthy of note that

both Delaney and George deserted the amateur ranks. Mr.
Carter's time is only 1 min. 50 sec. slower than the b6st pro-

fessional record made by Cummings 51 min. C 3-5 sec.

The Hanlau-Beach controversy is kept up with persistence.

All sorts of motives are charged to the champion because he
would not row Haulan on the Thames. Beach's critics deny
him the right to please himself, and insist that he should at

all times row to please Hanlan. That is the whole story in a
nutshell; the discussion will only end when the pair have
again measured blades. Hanlan's side of the dispute is not
strengthened by his match with Gaudaur. Had the ex-

champijn been as anxious to row as he professes, why did
he not make a race with the St. Louis man for last month,
instead of putting the date off until next spring.

At New Haven, Conn., on November 6th, the Yale Athletic

Association revived the old-fashioned hare and hounds club,

which has npt been in existence for the past two years. Their
first run was very interesting. Pettee, 'S7, and Lane 'SS, were
the hares, and 21 of the other students filled the role of hounds
and followed them in their course. Phelps, '87, was the first

hound in and won the first prize, a silver medal. Goodwin,
'S9, won the sprinter's prize, which was also a silver medal.
Tho course was nine miles in length and the hares had ten

minutes start.

Saucelito is an ideal spot for winter rowing. Au enthusi-
astic oarsman of that picturesque Alpine-looking village is

actively engaged in forming a rowing club. The said
enthusiast is to be captain and general trainer. He promises
within six months to have three crews that will lead any
pair of oars, double scull and four-oar in these waters over a
two-mile course. The vision is a very bright one, but alas!

only a vision which may vanish much sooner than the
November fogs do from the steep hills that over-hang Richard-
son's Bay.

Six feet, eight inches is a pretty high jump; very few men
living could look over a fence that high, but Mr, Foxhall
Keene's hnnter Hemnstead made the jump at Madison Sqaart
Gardens last week, beating Mr. P. F. Collier's Majestic wh
failed at that height, but cleared six feet, six and a half inchc
That the thousands present watched the jump with breathless

suspense, hope and fear, at the take off, and burst into wildest
enthusiasm when the bar was cleared, can he understood by
everyone with nerveB more delicate than a mules.

The ex-captain of the Brooklyn Athletic Association, M. W.
Ford, who has been charged with competing for money prizes

as a professional under an assumed name, has not yet had the
charges cleared. But the Montreal Gazette has come t<> his

aid and asserts that the charges are base falsehoods. If so,

the coward who manufactured the accusations shoul
kicked and cuffed by every athlete whose path he may

Harry Kelly who, many years ago, surrendered lb-

piouahip of tho world to Robert Chambers, ha* iv.

challenge to row any man oi his age, 54 years, for $200 ?
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National Horse Show.
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Fourth Day-The glory of the horse show culminated last

night The dav had been eventful throughout in the quality

nf the exhibits in the ring and in the interest taken in the

detttons.of .badges, thousands left satisfied at the -
elusion of the afternoon's performance, and thousands

reewnedin the evening. By nine o'clock there were seven

thousand people in the building. Every bos, every reserved

s«at was taken, and men and women stood ten deep around

the rirfs Sweep your eye about and it met an ocean of pretty

aces of manly faces, of faces of the more ^st.ngu.shed ladies

and gentlemen in the city, leaders m society and
.

leader .in

th Tworld of finance and commerce. Such a scene has never

been equalled in Kew York. There have oeen vast crowds in

the Garden in previous years, but none to surpass that of last

Light in wealth, in beauty, and in the standing in the com-

munity of the greater portion of it.

The pairs of high steppers had been judged and gone out of

the ring with Mr W. E V. Stokes' team the winners. Next

hunterf, capable of carrying 224 pounds to hounds, passed

oefoe official eyes, and Mr. George Work's Tycoon received

the blue rosette denoting first prize and Mr.
.

£ Ge^ardt s

Peter the red ribbon, showing second prize. Then came the

event of the night and proved the event of the show

I

was a Drize of S100 in plate, offered by Mr. P. F. Collier

for the best high jumper. Four horses were entered

n the class and* all responded they being Mr. Foxhall

Keene's Hempstead, Mr. P. F. Collier s Majestic Mr. George

Work's Tycoon and Mr. F. Gebhardt's Peter The

rails were first placed at 4 feet 9 inches, and all went over

without touching. The height was then made o feet 4 inches

and Tycoon and Peter failed. This left Hempstead and

Majestic the only competitors. The rails were placed at 5

feet 7 inches and both accomplished it. amid excitement.

Then it was made 6 feet, and at the first attempt Hempstead did

it There were cheers, waving of handkerchiefs and clapping

of'hands. Majestic tried and failed, "But ah!" said thous-

ands "he has two trials more." Majestic accomplished it the

second attempt, and the cheers were deafening. Everybody

was excited. The enthusiasm was tremendous. You hardly

need look into the ring to tell whether the one or tne other

horse was successful. You could see it all by looking into

the face or the eyes of the hundreds of ladies.

Then the height was made 6 feet, 6i inches. The world s

record was 6 feet, 6 inches, made by Mr. Gebhardt's Leo, in

1SS4 at the Garden. The announcement that hair an inch

more than the record was to be attempted made the excite-

ment more intense. People moved uneasily in their seats.

Those around in the ring pressed the rails closer and closer.

Hempstead succeeded and the Garden was wild Majestic

succeeded and hundreds acted as if beside themselves. The

world's record beaten by both competitors, and not a tumble

during the trials. Once more the rails were raised, this time

to 6 feet "? inches. The announcement of the height was

received with tremendous cheers. "Could they do it?" "Is

it possible that a horse can jump that height? "ISO, there

will be disaster, somebody hurt or killed." Thns hundreds

said but old Hempstead obeyed the call of his rider and tried.

He failed. Majestic tried and failed. Hempstead made the

second attempt and succeeded. Was everybody crazy ? It

looked so as you saw the waving of handkerchiefs and of

hats and heard the cheers. Majestic can't do it. Well, give

the aged gelding a chance. He took his chance and cleared

the obstacle. More cries, more hats in the air, enthusiasm

unbounded. A spirit level and a standard was produced by

the master carpenter and the height proven to be as stated.

The owner of Majestic proposed to compromise and make it a

draw. Probably his willing animal was tired, but fatigued

or not Mr. Foxhall Keene desired to go on, and Secretary

Wharton ordered the height to be made 6 feet, 8 inches. The

standard and spirit level were again produced, and the height

verified in the presence of a dozen well-known gentlemen and

club members. "They never can make that jump," was in

the minds of every man and woman in the excited assem-

blage. Well, give them a trial. Charley Mason, the rider of

Hempstead, had finished shaking hands with Frank Alfort,

the mount on Majestic, when he slowly took Hempstead

down to the Fourth-avenue end of the ring, talked to the old

horse, and then sent him toward the obstacle. As the horse

rose in the air so did thousands from their seats and hearts

beat as trip hammers. Hempstead did it! "Bravo!"

"Bravo!" from throats that could shout, and the Garden was

white with handkerchiefs. You could not hear your nearest

neighbor speak, and you didn't want to. Meanwhile Hemp-
stead walked about like an old woman and didn't mind the

fuss a bit. Majestic's trial was to take place. He failed the

first time, refused the second, and failed the third. Willing

animal, but beaten!

Hempstead, by his victory, takes the plate and the 5100

offered by vice-President Heckscher that has been standing

for two years to any horse beating Leo's record.

Mrs. Laugtry and Mrs. E. G. Gilmore, laden with crysan-

themnms, came into the horse show yesterday afternoon with

Mr. Gilmore. The party went to the stalls where Mrs.

Langtry's horses are quartered, and then took seats in a

box in a Twenty-sixthstreet side of the building.

"tVe have been to the flower show," said Mrs. Langtry to a

Herald reporter, "and this is the result," pointing to a chair

where the crysanthemums were lying in bunches.

"And," she continued, happy as a child, "this white speci-

men has been named 'Laugtry'—isn't it nice?"

"And this," remarked Mrs. Gilmore, pointing to a golden

crysauthemum, "has been mimed 'Gilmore.'"

"And this," excluimed Mis. Langtry, showing another

pretty flower with purple tipped leaves, "has been called

'Pauline.'

"

"But," and her expression was that of disappointment,

"Pauline hasn't had any more luck at the show here. The
judges didn't notice her yesterday, but I know what a sweet,

true pet she is, and that she is worthy of the blue ribbon she

was given on Monday."
Then the party left their seats and the building, Mrs.

Langtry being recoguized by scores.

The crowd at the horse show throughout the day was very

satisfactory. The majority of the boxes and about one-half

of the reserved seats were occupied at times and the judging

continued to prove attractive. The feature of the afternoon

was the bringing into the ring of the trotting stallions, with

four of their progeny, as called for by Class No. 13. With

King Wilkes came Gracie Wilkes, four years; Anna Wilkes,

three years; Sheldrake, one year, and Lucy Wilkes, two years.

Their attendants were gorgeous in purple jackets and caps and

white trousers. Don Cossack came in followed by Jeanette,

four years; Lady Cossack, three years, and Sally Cossack and

King Cossack, two years old. The men with them were in

blue jackets and caps and white trousers. The judges were

Messrs. A. A. Bonner, J. B. Houston and U. S. Moulton.

The trial of gait was exhaustive, and after a longtime the blue

ribbon was given to King Wilkes. The applause that fol-

lowed was loud and long, but there were also some expres-

sions of dissatisfaction on the part of a few onlookers, lhe

trial was witnessed by a hundred or more sentlenien of *ew

York and vicinity who own and have bred trotters. Mr.

Conklin, the owner of King Wilkes, in speaking of the compe-

tition regretted that he had lost his two-year-old colt Saturn a

few weeks ago, the result of a severe cold. "There wasn t a spot

about him," he said, "that you could place your finger on and

ask nature to improve it. At two years he was as fast as

Earns was at five." , . ,

There was a good deal of fun in the early morning when

the mules in classes Nos. 98 and 99 were shown for official

scrutiny. It was difficult for the management to find a third

judge, and at last the assistant secretary askea Mr. Fred Geb-

hardt to act. With the utmost good nature he consented, with

the remark. "Guess that I know a good mule when I see one.

And he did. There was no question about the judgment.

The afternoon's programme, as usual, was concluded with

the exhibition of half-bred qualified hunters, class No. 84.

Seven tried the jumps, but the exhibition was indifferent.

Mr. August Belmont, Jr., with the seat on Carmelite, got

another light tumble, but he quickly remounted. Mr.

Francis T. Underbill's Lady Golightly took first and Carmel-

ite second prize. ., 3 ., ,„„;„„
Fifth Day—Four 'thousand persons witnessed the closing

hours of the horse show, and the majority of this number

were representative citizens and members of their families.

Had it hot rained heavilv in the early evening the attendance

would have been immense, as the programme of jumping

arranged by the management was very attractive. ±lre

eneines and truck companies paraded at eight o clock, and all

the prize winners and commended horses were brought into

the ring a little later on. The fences were put in place for the

hi°h jump, Class No. 90, about nine o'clock and Mr. E. Bel-

mont's The Goat, Mr. H. L. Washington's Dundee, and Mr.

Llewllyn Lloyds Punch responded. The conditions were

three times over the ordinary obstacles, and then the high

jump of post and rails, the latter being first placed at a height

of four feet nine inches. All leaped it amid much applause,

but both The Goat and Dundee went out at five feet one inch,

which Punch cleared in style and won amid cheers. Captain

William M. Connor laughingly remarked it wasn t a good

ni-ht for jumDing, to which Colonel Dodge seriously replied

that there was more fact than nonsense in the remark.

The champion prize, open to all first prize takers in the

hunter classes, called out Mr. George Work's Tycoon, Mr.

Llewellyn Llovd's Punch, Mr. Griswold Lorillard s Lochin-

var Mr. Francis F. Underbill's Lady Golightly and Mr.

A-aust Belmont's Carmelite and The Monk. Mr Work rode

Tycoon and Mr. Belmont both his horses. The jumping

caused much enthusiasm, and was done without accident.

Lady Golightly and Punch cleared five feet three inches, but

the latter took the high jump with so much more ease than

the former that he obtained the first prize. The audience

cheered repeatedly when the winning badge was tied to his

head The house at this time was brilliant. Only a few

reserved seats were vacant. In the boxes were seen Mrs. J.

B Houston and daughter, Mrs. Eichardson, Mrs. John G.

Heckscher, the Misses Heckscher, Mrs. Fanny Pryor, Mrs

Bobbins, Mrs. Woolsey, Mrs. J. D. Cheever Miss May and

Miss Kitty Brady, Judge Brady, Mrs. W F Wharton,

Mrs W W. Astor, Mrs. Ladenbnrg, Mrs. J. Smith Sadden,

Colonel and Mrs. William Jay, Mr. and Mrs J. Frederick

Schenck, Mrs. Captain William M. Conner, Mrs Alexander

Brown, Miss Janney, Miss Katie Beach Miss Emily Wallach,

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dodge, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Drayton

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Sands, Mr. Foxhall Keene, Mrs. Edward

Potter, Miss Stevens, Miss Keene, Mrs. Emmet, Mr. Pier-

pont Morgan, Mr. Wright Sanford, and hundreds of others

equally prominent in social circles.

The programme was finished and the show closed with a

special prize of §50 for maiden high jumpers. Mr P. 1

.

Collier's Majestic, the hunter that made such a stubborn

battle with Hempstead on Friday night and cleared 6 .feet

73 inches, was tue first to appear. There isn t anything

majestic in the appearance of this horse, but, on the contrary

he looks more like a gigantic mule than anything else, yet

for all that he is a jumper and a good one. The audience

recognized the ungainly animal and applauded horse and

rider heartily. Tycoon was the second entry, and Mr.

George Work had the mount. It was plncky business for a

younl gentleman, and the people aPP^'ed the risk he was

takinl Frank, owned by Mr. C. Weidenfeld, was the third

entry The rails were placed at 4 feet 9 inches to begin

with and all cleared the height prettily. Then ofeet 4 inches

was ordered and Frank failed, but Majestic and Tycoon did it

in grand shape. The thousands began to show considerable

excitement, and as 5 feet 10 inches was announced as the

height next to be attempted, there were whisperings and

fears expressed that one or the other of the riders would be

hurt. Both horses cleared the height the first trial, and the

cheers were deafening. Now 6 feet 1J inches was to be

essayed. The ugly Majestic did it easily the first asking and

Tycoon cleared "it the second attempt. More cheers and

handkerchiefs waved from end to end of the vast constructure.

"This is an age of jumpers," exclaimed Mr. James B.

Keene and in the light of what has been accomplished during

the past week at the horse show the gentleman was correct.

"I take it all back-'tis a good night for jumping,

remarked Captain William M. Conner, and. his hearers coin-

cided.

The bars were placed at 6 feet 4 inches. Frank Alfort

called upon Majestic. He tried, struck the top rail, and over

went horse and rider in a heap. The audience were on their

feet in a second, and cries of "Is he hurt?" were heard on all

sides; but Alfort was quickly on his feet, and though dazed

he instinctively walked to his horse but did not remount for

a minute or two. A fclass of water and he was all right

Courageously he took Majestic to the end of the ring, talked

to him and again tried. Majestic wouldn't have it. He was

stubborn. By this time Alfort was himself, and for a moment

he humored the animal, and that did it. The th.rd trial was

a brilliant success, and Majestic was cheered to the echo.

Mr Work was unable to make Tycoon attempt the he.ght,

and the prize went to Majestic. The audience wanted more,

but the programme was ended, the show over. Arbuckle

sent "Home, Sweet Home," through the structure and ladies

and gentlemen looked at each other, laughed quietly, took up

their wraps and slowly wended their way to the street happy

that thev had come, happy at what they had seen, and happy

that the'National Association's fourth annual exhibition ol

horses had been such a success.

The afternoon attendence was excellent. There were two

classes judged that excited unusual interest. First of these

was for the best roadster, and the appointments of the road-

rig" were also to be considered. Twelve entries appeared in

the catalogue, and ten responded to the summons. The

majority of the owners are well known in the Park, on tne

road bevond, and at the track of the Driving Unb in Morri-

eanio. "Mr. Nathan Straus' Fanny Temple, Mr. J. A. Baileys

Florence, Mr. Henry L. Grant's Kitty, Mr. John J. Quinn ,

Nellie Q., Mr. Isidor Cohnrield's Jimmie C, Mr. Frank Fer-

guson's George Daniels, Mr. J. K. P. Pine's Belle Allen, Mr.

Sheppard F. Knapp's Glenville, Mr. John Schoonmaker's

Charles and Mr. E. K. Bowno's Greylock comprised the

exhibit. All the owners were friends and time and again had

met each other up the road behind the horses named and

tested their speed by repeated brushes. In the ring at the

horse show, the same as on Jerome avenue, each wanted to

win, the blue rosette of the National Association being a cov-

eted mark of merit that could not only be pointed to with

pride for a vear to come, bnt in the long winter nights of the

winter at hand would prove a fruitful scource of discussion

regarding that thoroughly useful and valuable horse—the

American trotter. Many New Yorkers, famous for their

stables of fast trotters, watched with interest the judging of

this class. An extended trial resulted in first prize and the

blue ribbon going to Florence, chestnut mare, 15.2 hands, ten

years old, by Highland, dam Polly Daly, and bred by her

owner. Mr. Ferguson's chestnut gelding George Daniels, an

old track campaigner, took second prize, while Mr. Quinn's

Nellie Q. was very highly commended and Mr. Browne's Grey-

lock highly commended. The decisions proved particularly

satisfactory.

The association offered a cup, valued at S50, to the best

driver in single harness, it being understood the coachmen

were to compete. Poles representing the huge figure 8 were

placed in the ring for the purpose, and the drivers required

to go through them. These poles were at first seven feet

apart but auickly put six inches closer. Twelve entries

were made: "Wm. Matthews, in the employ of Mr. Theodore

O Havermeyer; Henry Buckles, employed by Mr. Prescott

Lawrence; Henry Pellow, by Mr. E. N. Dickerson; David

Davis, bv Mr. Frederick Gebhardt; George Morley, by Mr. . F.

Schenck; Edward E. Smith (colored), by Mr. Francis T.

Underbill; George Bachus, by Mr. August Belmont, Jr.;

Frank Swailes, by Mr. James Hefferuan; Eichard Corbett, by

Mr. John Sloane; Willium Martin, by Mr. E. D. Stokes; M.
Shaughnessy, by Mr. William H. Osgood, and Charles Potter,

by Mr. George Palmer. The drivers were on their mettle,

and it is 6aid had bet considerable money on the result. It

was an interesting contest, and finally awarded Wm. Matthews,

who drove a gray horse to a Stanhope gig. Mr. Perry Bel-

mont and Mr. B. J. Eoosevelt, Mr. Hugo O. Fntch, Captain

William M. Connor, Mr. A. Wright Sanford and other gentle-

men equally well known were at the judges' stand during the

trial and thoroughly enjoyed the efforts of the hopeful

coachers. , .....
During the afternoon Mr. Fred Gebhardt made a match with

Mr. George Work for a pony race, to be run next spring. He
named his imported Bosarienm against Mr. Griswold Lonllard's

Wild Tom, named by Mr. Work. The match is for 81,000 a

side, half forfeit, and will be decided at Jerome Park on Deco-

ration Day, if all things are satisfactory to the governors of

the latter; or, if not, at the Coney Island Jocky Club track

duiing the first meeting next spring, on a day to be named by

the Executive Committee.

The veterinaries reported last evening that the health of tne

horses had been excellent, and only one or two trivial accidents

had occurred. A horse had been kicked and another had

slipped and wrenched himself.

The G6m of the Road.

Is a light, three-quarter buggy, weighing about 150 lbs.,

hung on Bice's Spiral Springs. The springs are made on

thoroughly mechanical principles; the inner ends are rigidly

secured to the cross sills, the straight portion rests in rubber

cushioned bronze boxes on the side sills. The outer ends of

the arms are attached to the head block and baok axle by

slip shackles, so that when the wheels pass over obstructions

the outer end of the arms will be elevated, the bearing por-

tion rotating freely in the boxes. The coils being wound up

the motion is distributed throughout their entire length, and

so completely neutralized that the body remains practically at

rest. The superior rising of the Bice springs is due to their

extreme length, each of the four springs composing a set

nearly six feet long. The gear and wheels of this buggy are

of the finest selected white hickory. The body of ash, framed

with white wood panels. The axles are of the finest three-

quarter inch steel, the hubs of highly seasoned elm. The

wheels and gear are painted in carmine, with fine lines of

black, the body black with gold trimmings, the seat, rail,

axle, nuts and bands are gold. The cushions and seat trim-

mings wine colored cloth. The workmanship in every detail

is perfect; the taste shown in color, finish and style is

absolutely faultless. Everything is light, and strength M
secured by the soundness of every inch of material used.

This gem of a buggy has just be6n finished to the order of a

well known and modest sporting man by A. Folsom & Son, of

217 Ellis St.

The past season has witnessed important changes of location

in regard to trotting stallions, kept for public service, and the

indications are that next year we shall see other removals of

equal movement. In 18S6 Sultan was brought from California

to Kentucky; Jersey Wilkes found a new home in Indiana: Jay

Gould after long service at Fashion Farm, was removed to

Kentucky; Director became the stable companion of Princeps

at Indian Hill; and Epaulette took up his permanent abode at

Cedar Park Farm, near Philadelphia. The outlook for next

season shows that Puallas will stand at Glenview; Nutwood

will be one of the greatest acquisitions ever secured by Iowa;

Pancoast will bring much strength to the breeding interests of

Chicago and vicinity. We hear there is a pressing demand

for the services of Kentucky Wilkes, at Boston, where he left

some most promising youngsters. The speed shown by the

get of Wedgewood and his near relatives, will add to his

flourishing business at the Bates Farm, Watertowu, Mass.

George Sturges, for fourteen years a member of the Board

of Beview of the National Trotting Association, died at

Philadelphia Saturday last, of paralyBis. At the time of his

death he was the oldest miblie official in the city of Phil-

adelphia. He was born in 1805, and spent an eventful life.

He was a great traveler, visiting neariy every part of the

globe and acquiring an interesting store of reminiscences.

Mr. Sturgis was a true lover of the horse, and in the councils

of the association was respected for his sagacity and sound-

ness of opinion. He was one of the pillars of the National

Association and rendered it sterliug service.

Jim Gray, a turfman of the old school—honest and straight-

forward—will have a siring of nine next season, all of whom
will winter at Chicago. They are Emma Mauly, Wicklow,

three-year-olds (by Jan. 1), and four two-year-olds. The latter

are all by Faustus, as are two of the coming three-year-olds

the other being by Monarchist. If he shoulddevelop another,

Jim Gray from among the lot he will be in luck, as hiB equine

namesake, whom he once owned and trained, is now con-

sidered the three-year-old orack of the We3(.
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The Blood Horse Fail Meeting-

An ultia glorious afternoon was that of Saturday.

Previous meetings of the Paci6c Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion have been characterized with plenty of rainfall, and

necessarily a heavy track. For the opening day of the fall

meeting of 1S86 there was vouchsafed weather which the

most exacting could not grumble at. In the first place sun-

shine, in the second an atmosphere more like a day in the

leafy month of June than one so near the middle of gloomy

November. Scarcely any breeze to hinder the speed of the
horses, and a course which, for safety and speed combined,
would be hard to excel. Not so fast, perhaps, as when the

surface has not been so deeply harrowed, though, as trainers

are prone to anathematize when too hard to suit them, there

was universal approbation. The attendance was good—very
good. Stands and balconies reasonably well occupied, more
than the usual number of carriages in the field, showy four-

in-hands, handsome carriages ot all descriptions, while under
the sheds were rows of trotters hitched to the truly American
vehicle, the light road-wagon, some of them so fragile in
appearance that European visitors are loth to believe that a
full-grown man can ride in them with any safety, though,
notwithstanding the gossamer, spider-web wheels, light bjdy,
slender bars and shafts, they will stand more banging at a
rapid rate than foreign constmcted wagons- of four times

their weight. There was quite a number of those in attend-

ance who live in the East, and though the racing was highly

interesting, more of their talk was of the beautiful weather.

The management was also good, and with the single excep-

tion of being somewhat dilatory in getting the races off, even
the usually hypercritical could not find fault with the way
things were conducted. There was no jarring or discords,

and when the fifth race came to an end there was a general

admission that the sport of the afternoon had been very good.

The betting was quite heavy, and, fortunately for the book-
makers, the favorites were beaten in three of the five races.

The Santa Anita contingent did well, considering that four

days were all that intervened after a journey of thousands of

miles and the day of racing. First in one race, second in

two, third in the other, all of them in good time, one very
fast.

The celebrated Miss Woodford was exhibited between the

races, and as she was led up past the stands there were many
admirers, while the horsemen who thronged around her on
the stretch were loud in their praises. She has been rated

as the best race-horse which has appeared in several years,

and those who have seen her run are ready to swear that she

is as good as ever looked through a bridle. She was one of

the great successes of the Dwyer stable, animmense turn of

speed and with capacity to go any distance. She has lately

been purchased for Eancho del Paso, and is a bright jewel to

sparkle in the paddocks of that great breeding farm. She is

a wonderfully handsome mare, a dark bay, with a little touch
of white on each hind foot, tremendously muscular, and yet

with a great deal of quality. Her quarters are extraordinarily

powerful, and so are her gaskins and arms, while her shoul-

ders are superb, which is not usually the case in horses of so

much muscular development. Her head is handsome, with
beautifully long taperiDg ears, and as she has earned the title

of the "Queen of the Turf," she is likely to add to it the

mother of future kings and queens of the courses.

Nov. 13tb—First Race.—Salutation Purse, $ACO, of which ?50 to

second; $25 to third; for all ages. Non-winners this year, if three

years old and upward, allowed seven pounds; maidens, if three yeara

old and upward, allowed twelve pounds. One mile and a sixteenth,

B C. Holly's b g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva "Winters by Joe
Hooker, 94 Iba Stewart 1

Santa Anita Stable's b f Estrella. 3, by Rutherford, dam Sister Anne,
lOti-lbs - Miller •}

W. L. Pritcbard's cb m Lizzie Dunbar, o, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie
Dunbar, 115 lbs Ross 3

M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin GirL 97

lbs O'Brien

W. L. Appleby's cb f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,

80 lbs Nickerson

Wm. Boots' br g Valido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam Brown Maria, t>4

lbs Ward
H. Lowden's b f Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 80 lbs

Monoghan
Kelly & Ljnch's b g Jou Jou, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything, 115 lbs

mmwm
- McLaughlin

S MeninaU'a b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad StevenB, dam Lady
Amanda, 115 lbs Newell o

D. M. Murphy's ch g Thad Hobson, 5, pedigree unknown, 103 lbs icar-

ried 108) Appleby
Theo Winters' ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Analyne, 80 lbs

Wi nchell

Jas Muse's' blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke, 103 lbs.

(carried 107*i Bernard
Time, 1:492.

Pools: Estrella $100, Lizzie Dunbar $20, Jou Jou $12, field $32.

Mutuals paid $11.45

Betting: 7 to 10 against Estrella, 5 to 1 Jou Jou and Grover Cleveland,

10 to 1 Laura Gardner, Argo and Adeline, 20 to 1 Sir Thad, 30 to 1 Thad
Hobson, Valido and Leap Year, 60 to 1 Black Pilot.

The start was very good for so large a field of horses, though

the flag fell before they were in motion, and the first half fur-

long was run in seven seconds. The race was a sixteenth

over a mile, and when they led past the stand Lizzie was half

a length in front. They were so closely bnnched at the quar-

ter, and the leaders so near together at the half, that it was dif-

ficult to separate them, though the flaming Maltese cross on

Estrella was nearing the front as they swept around the turn,

Lizzie Dunbar and Argo evidently to be the contending nags

in thernnhome. For awhile it was very exciting. "Estrella!

Estrella!" was the loudest shouted name at the seven-furlong

mark. At the drawgate the refrain was "Argo!" Argo! come
along, my Argo!" from those who had purchased the Idaho

colt in the field. In a moment the shooting ceased, and then

as Argo swept around the torn half a length in the lead of

Estrella, there was an uproar of jubilant voices. Lizzie was

only a short neck behind Estrella, the others in straggling

order behind.

Second Race.—The Ladies' Stakes, for two-year-old filliea; $50 each;

825 forfeit, or $10 if declared out August 1, 1886, with $300 added;

second to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August 15,

1885, with 24 subscribers, of which 11 declared. Net value to winner
$735.'

J B Haegin's br f ^Japa DJ"
Euquirer, dam Bandana. 107 lbs.

Littleneld 1

Santa Anita Stable's ch f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta, 107 lbs.

„ Miller 2

W L Appleby's ch i'Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail. Iu7
'

lbs Appleby 3
H I. Thornton's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C, 107 lbs... Kelly U

Time, 1:15*.

Pools: Grisette $00, field $23. Mutuals paid $12.35.

Betting: 2 to 5 against Grisette, 9 to 5 Napa. 25 to 1 the others.

A good start after a short delay, Napa leading at all points.

Coming down the home stretch Grisette made her effort, but

it was unavailing, Napa winning by three-quarters of a

length from Grisette, Laura Gardner third, Narcola last.

The winner is a very handsome tilly, and it is said to

bear a great resemblance to Dew Drop, the filly which Dwyer
paid $*29,000 for at the Lorillard sale. She is by Enquirer

| from Bandana by Bonnie Scotland, another evidence of

that union of blood being a happy nick, j

Third Race.—The Bay Citv Stakes, for all ages. $100 each: $50 for-
feit; $20 if declared out November 1.1886, with $t>00 added; second
horse to receive S201; third to save stake. Winners of two races this
year of the aggregate value of $",000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile
and a half. Nine subscribers, of which three declared. Net value to
winner $810.

Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 3, by Rutherford,
dam Mollie McCarthy, 104 lbs Miller 1

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso, dam
Galanthis, 107 lbs Schlutius 2

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, bv Thad Stevens, dam Twilight,
104 lbs McLaughlin 3

Time, 2:37*.
Pools:—Mollie McCarthy's Last $100, field ?50. Mutuals paid $7.30.

Though Moonlight took the lead and kept it for nearly a
mile, it was only on sufferance, as Mollie ran by her easily,

Monte Cristo also passing Moonlight on the last turn. The
order at the finish was Mollie McCarthy's Last first, Monte
Cristo second, Moonlight third.

Fourth Race.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second; $25 to third; for
two-year-old colts. Winners this year of a two-year-old race of any
value to carry rule weights. Colts that have run second, but not
better, in any two-year-old raca allowed 3 pounds; all others allowed
5 pounds. One mile.
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B„ 110

lbs A ppleby 1
W. B. Todhunter's ch g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle,

107 lbs Ross 2
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Laredo bv Grinstead, dam Henuosa, 110

lbs Miller 3
W. M. Murry's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter, 110

lbs O'flara
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herzegovina, 110

lbs Littlefield
Taos. Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland, lu7

lbs O'Brien
Time, 1:422.

Poole: O.H.Todd $79, Laredo $43, Safe Ban 527, field $21. Mutuals
paid $11.25.

Betting: 6 to 5 against C. H. Todd, 8 to 5 Laredo, 10 to 1 Jim Duffy,
12 to 1 Safe Ban, 15 to 1 Voltiguer and Robson.

There was a long delay at the starting post. Some of the
colts would not come up, others were too eager, and fully
three-quarters of an hour was spent in futile and vexatious
attempts. When they did start Safe Ban had rather the best
of it, and his rider seemed to be under the impression that the
race was after the quarter-horse pattern. He commenced
whipping before he was a hundred yards on the journey, had
a clear lead at the quarter in 25^ seconds, and also led at the
half in 50 seconds. Laredo was second at the latter point,
Todd third and in a good position, with Duffy close up. Safe
Ban and Laredo were locked at three-quarters, with Todd only
a length behind, and it was palpable that there was going to

be a close run home. Midway of the stretch Safe Ban gave
it up, Todd came and so did Duffy. Todd was at least two
lengths in the lead at the drawgate, when he swerved a trifle

toward the inside, Appleby changing the whip into his left

hand to straighten him, which he accomplished before he got
in the way of the others, and won by three lengths. There
was a sharp straggle for second place, Duffy beating Laredo
for it by a short head. Time, 1:42£. This was capital time
for a two-year-old with 110 pounds up, proving that Todd's
late victories were not flukes, but the meed of merit.

Fifth Race.—Purse $200. §50 to second. Handicap for aU ages.
Seven furlongs.
S. Meninall'f b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens, dam Lady

Amanda.llO lbs Newell 1

E. B. Johnston's ch g Bertie R-, 5, by Joe Hooker, dam by Dasher,
118 lbs Cooper 2

Jas. Garland's ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss,
105 lbs O'Brien 3

A. Cooper's ch c Dynamite, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Chestnut Belle, 97
lbs Wincheli

T. H. Lottridge's b g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine, 118 lbs.

Tompkins
Kelly & Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate, 110 lbs McLaugh li n
T. G. Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 6, by Hubbard, dam by Monday, 90 lbs.

Hart
F. Hazletet's b g Panama, 5, bv Shannon, dam Abbie W. by Don Victor,

110 lbs Appleby
D. Dennison's ch g Certiorari, a, by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk,

100 lbs Dennison
Jas. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke, 105 lbs..

Bernard
Time, 1:30*.

Pools; Dynamite $25, Echo $10, field 520. Mutuals paid $10.«0.
Betting: Eight to 6 against Dynamite, 2 to 1 Echo, 4 to 1 Bertie R.,

12 io 20 to 1 against the others. Sir Thad at the last-named figure.

It was growing dusk when the flag fell, and as three of the
horses, all by Joe Hooker, looked alike in the distance, and
the colors indistinct in the darkening snadows, it was hard
to say whether Dynamite, Tom Atchison or Fred. Collier led
on the back stretch, though there was little difference between
first and last, and they were still in a compact body when
rounding the turn. As they came into the stretch the white
face of one of the Hookers shone in front, another was not
far behind, and all of the backers of the favorite were shout-
ing "Dynamite wins!'' It was rather premature; a bay mare
closing as they rattled past the seven-furlong, there was
another chestnut in a dangerous position. Fifty yards from
home the bay passes Dynamite, a sharp tight with Bertie R.,

and Sir Thad wins by a head over Bertie K.j Dynamite is not
more than half a length further back, the others in open
order behind.

Second Dav.

Nov. 16th.—The second day was successful from every
point of view. There were good reasons why it should be.

There were good horses to contend in all of the events. The
afternoon was beautiful and the course in the very best con-
dition. The attendance was large for the day of the week, as
Tuesday is a busy day for those who have business to do,

and even gentlemen of leisure are prone to put off their race-

course visits until later in the week. Race-goers like to be a
portion of a crowd, and a majority of them feel somewhat
lonely when the stands are empty and there is no bustlo and
hustle in the betting quarters. Those who stayed away on
that accounton Tuesday afternoon made a big mistake. There
were goodly numbers in all of the stands and on the bal-

conies, and an excited mass occupying all of the space in the
vicinity of poolsellers and bookmakers. A very orderly
assemblage withal, and the greatest stickler for decorum
could not object to the behavior. Cheers, of course, and
waving of handkerchiefs and tossing of hats when the
"fielder" won, and a race-course without hurrahs would be a
dull place indeed. With the exception of the bad start in the
last race everything was eminently satisfactory. The dilatori-

ness of the opening day was avoided, and five races finished in
good time. The racing was extraordinarily uood; every race
closely contested and some of the finishes intensely exciting.

As was anticipated by a few of the shrewd calculators, the long
journe}* told against the Santa Anita horses, though in every
race they started a place was won, and that in time which
would be considered good were the pick of the country
brought together.

First Race.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second, 825 to third. For all

ages. Winner of Ho. 1 at this meeting to carry five pounds extra.

Ualdens allowed ten pounds. One mile.
Theo. Winter's ch f Adeline. 2, bv Enquirer, dam Analyne. 80 lbs.

Wincheli 1

Santa Anita Stable's b f Eslrella, 3, by Butharford, Qua Ulster o-nne,
100 lbs Mill-r 2

B. C. Holly's, bn Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters, 101 lbs.

Stewart B

W. M Murry's chc Voltiguer, 2, by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter,
8S1 bs Navice

T. H. Lottridge's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine, 115 lbs.

„ Kelly
Jas. Muse's ulk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke, 105 lbs.

Bernard
H. Lowdens b f Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, SO lbs.

Nickersen
Time, l:42i.

Pools: Estrella $40, Argo $11, Echo $5, field $8.

A very good start was effected without much delay. Echo
took the lead, and at the quarter, in 26J seconds, was a trifle
in front of Leap Year, Estrella third. At the half, 5ia
seconds, Argo and Estrella were together, with Adeline not
far off, and when all of them were fairly at work in the
straight running it was evident that the race lay between
^hese three. Opposite the seven-furlong mark it .was difficult
to say which of them had the lead, but soon after'passing that
point Adeline had a decided advantage, and from thence the
race was never in doubt, as she won by two lengths; behind,
a very close battle for second place, which Estrella gained by
a head over Argo, the others strung out. Time, lj42£. The
winner is a very handsome racing like filly. She was bred
on the celebrated stud farm Belle Meade, near Nashville,
Tenn., and was purchased there for Eancho del Rio at the
annual sale of 1SS5. She is by Enquirer, from Anodyne, and
is two years old.

Second Race.—The Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each; p. p.,
with $400 added; first horse to leceive Ihe added money; the second
70 per cent., and the third 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of any
two-year-old race of the value of $300 to carry five pounds extra; of two
or niort such races seven pounds extra; maidens allowed five pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile. Twelve subscribers.
Tieo. Winters' bf Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery. 114 lbs

unci. 7 1b. pen.) ConMaev 1
w. L.Pntchaid's ch f Idalene Cotton by Jim Brown, dam LizzV) P.".

1W lbs Newell 2
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Heze»ovina» 115

lbs. (incl. 5 lbs pen.) Schlutius 3
H.I. Thornton's b fSarcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C, 107 lbs.. .Kelly
J. B. flagging b c Elamath by Glenelg, dam Alix, 105 lbs.. Littleneld

Time, 1:15}.
Pools: Miss Ford $110, Klamath $30, field $22.

The start was from the quarter-pole, and though there
were a few false attempts, when the flag fell all were on fair
terms. Safe Ban and Klamath made the running, Miss Ford
in a good place when a quarter was run in 25} seconds.
Going around the further turn she moved closer, and Idalene
Cotton also bettered her position. Miss Ford and Safe Ban
came inlu the home stretch together, but the filly outran him
and had a length the best of it at the seven furlongs. Ida-
lene Cotton was coming up, however, and the rider of Miss
Ford not looking for any danger outside, came very near
being caught napping. Idalene shot to the head of Miss
Ford at the drawgate. When within forty yards of home
her head was in front. The backers of the favorite were
quaking, and there was no certain relief until the numbers
went up. Miss Ford gained the award by a head over Ida-
lene, Safe Ban two ieigths further away.
Miss Ford was also bred at Belle Meade, and purchased at

the same time as Idalene for Mr. Winters. She is the same
age, 2 years, and is also by Enquirer, her dam by imported
Bonnie Scotland. Sbe is a filly of very high form, and has
won every race she has started in.

Third Race.—The Park Stakes, for all ages. $50 each; $25 forfeit; SIQ
if declared out Xovember 1st, with $600 added, of which 51l0 to the
second; third to save stake. Winner of a stake race this year of the
value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and "a quarter
Fifteen subscribers. Net value to winner $970.
W.L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 5, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar, 115 lbs Kelly 1
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, 4, by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne

123 lbs Miller 3
Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 3, by Butherford,

dam Mollie McCarthy, 111 lbs O'Hara 3
W. L. Appleby's b m Nieison, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W.',"il5 lbs,,

Appleby
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Eosa B , 83

1133 Nickerson
B. P. Ashesbm Binette, 5, by Billet, dam Mirah.115 lbs. ..Holloway
W. B. Todhunter's blk h John A., 5, by Monday, nam Lady Clare, 118

Ids Carrillo
Time, 2:08*.

Pools : Volante 5210, Todd S16o, field $77.50.

There was a long delay at the start. Lizzie Dunbar wa3
fractious, Binette would not come up. At last they were sent
off very evenly and the youngster set the pace. "When they
swept by the stand, in 26 seconds, he was half a length in front
of Mollie McCarthy's Last, all the others close. At the
quarter mark he was rather further in front, Mollie still the
runner up. That half was 51f seconds, and the nest point

—

half-mile pole—in 1:17, the order was still the same, with all
of the rest of them well bunched and not far behind. On the
turn Volante went up, and so did Lizzie Dunbar, and when
the starting point was reached, in 1:43, though Todd still led,
it was apparent that he would have a good deal of difficulty
in retaining it. Gallantly the youDgster struggled. He did
not give the fight up when Volante ranged alongside, as well
as Mollie, and even when Lizzie joined in the fray his heart
did not fail. But young thews could not possibly stand the
Btraio and he had to succumb, while Lizzie at last gave
Volante the go-by and gained the score a length in the lead
of Volante, who was half a length in front of his stable com-
panion, Mollie, the others not far behind. Binette came very
fast down the stretch, and for a time it looked as though she
had a show for the heat, none of the others looking at all
dangerous at any stage. Time, 2;0S*, though many outside
watches made it 2:0S—a few still foster. The winner is by
Bazaar, her dam Tibbie Dunbar by imported Bonnie Scot-
land, so that there were two triumphs for that blood during
the afternoon. There were a few fortunate individuals who
backed Lizzie in the bookB. One man won $1,000 with $20;
another captured $500 with $10.
Fourth Race.—Purse S40P, of which $50 to second; $25 to third. For

three-year-olds. Winners of any race of the value of ?i,noo this year
to carry five pounds extra; horses that have not been placed tbi* year
allowed five pounds One mile and an eighth.
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso, dam Qslart-

this, 118 lbs ScblHiius 1
E. P. A she's b f Ouenn by Flood, dam Glendew, 120 lbs. ilncl. 5 lbs.

peu-> Holloway 2
Wm. Boot's br g Valido by Bob Wooding, dim Brown Maria, 110 lbs

Littleneld 3
M. Storn'B ch c Grover Cleveland by Mondav, dam Kobin Girl, 118

lbs ' Kelly
Time. 1 £6

Pools: Guenn $110, Monte Cristo S37, field $26.

Valido went off with the lead, Guenn attending, though
apparently running easily, Monte Cristo biding his time.
When Guenn passed Valido Monte also set sail, and the race
for a time as they were coming homo looked as though it

migbt turn in favor of either. This was delusive, however,
and the backers of the favorite were chagrined to see Monte
Cristo gallop in comparatively easy, Valido third. Time, 1:58.
Monte Crisio is Kentucky-bred, and was purchased there by
L. E. Todhuuter. He is by King Alfonso, his dam Galanthis.

Fifth Race.—Purse $200; $50 to second; $25 to third. Ban
all ages. Three-quarters of a mile.
A. Cooper's ch c Dynamite by Joe Hooker, dam Chestnut 1

Ibe..

Kelly & Lynch's o g Jou Jon, 5, by Monday, dam Plaything,

Caxtny'fl oh g Fi?d Collier, ftged, by Joe Hwker, <l-tr

lbs
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B. UemnaU's bgpThad,6.1181bs •

•.•.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.Cooper

E. B. Johnston's ch c Bertie K„ 5, 118
;

lbs. •• £ee „

C. Dorsey'sbrbBlrdcatcher.aeed 97 1bs .. ....Hart
T. G. Jones' cb g St. Patriot, 5 So lbs .

. .Dennison
D.

Dennison'scbgCerhoran.aged.STlbs
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EOD.
Under the head of Hod will be found No. 3 of "Petronella's"

obaraiing Sommer Outing.

A Summer Outing No. 3-Mountain Wander-
ings.

beams of warm sunshine BteaUng in to kiss onr faces andspioy

odors steeping senses in dehgnt. And what to us was a

burnt, or a lurch gave fit food for laughter and jest? But as

we went furtherLd further into the forest ourjests grew

less frequent and our laughter more and more subdued. We

e t the soell of a master spirit. Even Harold, wh°hf seem-

in°lv laid in a supply of questions with his breakfast, and

who could not yet
1
quite understand why trees;dld not grow

horizontal instead of upright, was satisfied with an occafional

reference to the powers of endurance shown by Sport who

still ran beside us. Suddenly this unfortunate specimen of

a noble race gave a short, sharp cry and began to caper about

like a sailor treading the intricate measures of a hornpipe.

••0 he's dot a fit," said Harold in an awed wmsper.

"No no my little man," said the Professor, coming snd-

denly out of a spell of deep thoughtfulness to sympathize in

a child's trouble. "It is quite the reverse, a yellow jacket has

got him Don't you see it there on the upper pjrt of his hmd

Come forth into the light of things

Let Nature be your Teacher.

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can.
"The Tables Turned."—Wordsworth.

White vapors were still chasing one another across the

boBom of the lake when I came out of my room on Monday

morning. It was a rare sight to see the early sunbeams

ereet these pale followers of dawn, making them shrink and

Tremble before their golden glory like a pure woman under

warm glances of unconfessed love. Quickly they would

seem to hasten away, then came a pause, a warning, until

finally the piercing rays of light were strong enough to grasp

them when they changed at once into a rainbow so delicate

and ariel yet so rich and glowing, that it made the world of

Oberon and Titania seem a beautiful possibility. But as the

sunlight grew stronger the whole fair spectacle faded away,

like old traditions from the searching eyes of practical reality

and nothing was left except the lake, full of reflected

grandeur, and a broad expanse of morning sunbeams.

At first I had thought to try an hour's fishing before the

party got together for Independence, but suddenly changed

my mind and walked along the shore of the lake instead. As

I went leisurely forward, my thoughts took themselves to a

mental fairyland, but were quickly recalled by Harold, who

oame running after me filled with excitement about Iude-

P6
"We'se a doin' pitty soon," he panted when he drew near.

"Mamma turn after me bine by; she said stay close, but I

corned here my lone." .

I took the little law breaker up in my arms, kissed him, and

pointed out the beautiful reflections of mountain and sky in

" Do you sink dey frighten de fishes?" he asked suddenly.

" No, I think not." "

"To be sure dey don't. Dod would nt put 'em there else.

Dod made fishes and all sings. He made fishes for you and

me to eat." •,--.. ,*

This latter statement forced me to smile in spite of myself.

I could see in it strong evidence of Bob's training, and was

proceeding to sound the embryo angler further when his

mother came up to us.

She bade me good morning, and then tried to make Harold

feel the full measure of his wickedness, but he looked far

from crushed, although very quiet as we turned to walk back.

I tried to remove the slight awkwardness incident to the

occasion by drawing his mother's attention to the lake.

"A peaceful, inspiring scene, Mrs. Gibson," I said, "some-

thing that Euskin would like."

"Scarcely, with no castle in sight. I did not know you

had time for Kuskin. Practical men usually pride themselves

on not reading him, I believe."

"And yet it is a man who has defined him most perfectly, if

you happen to remember."
"Max Muller, when he speaks of him as one of our greatest

poetB, and truest worshipper of nature ?

"

"Yes, we never expect any real, useful good from a poet,

yon kuow. Their fancies are sometimes restful, that's all."

"But the very best half of existence is founded on poetry."

"Yes? Do you care to explain?"

"No, no, I could not. One can explain the circulation of

the blood, or the process of oxygenation, but to tell how
inspiration, harmony and rhythm are inwrought v, itb all that

is highest and best of our life, would be like turning the most

6acred feelings into a dictionary for those who had never

felt. Yes, Harold dear, you may go and kiss the Professor

'good morning.'

"

It was not a very easy matter to come back from the region

of thought where Mrs. Gibson had left me and appreciate the

Major's jokes and parry Joe's thrusts about sensible men
going on fool's errands; but I noted the keen zest with which

she seemed to outer into one of the General's angling stories,

made up my mind there was grace in adaptibility and acted

accordingly. Not one of the party waB late at breakfast, and

Bob looked at the picture of serenity when, shortly after, he

mounted the front seat of the heavy wagon and took up the

lines. Mr. Beams sat beBide him; Mrs. Gibson, Miss Morris

and Harold occupied the middle seat and I located myself in

the back beside the Professor.

Joe wished us "much luck" as we started off accompanied

by a small black and white dog who jumped and barked

wildly, displaying energy commensurate with a firm belief that

the trip was organized solely for his benefit—a performance

that muat not seem strange since wiser creatures have been

known to be equally deceived where graver issues were con-

cerned.
We had gone but a short way when examination revealed

that the place where our lunch basket should have been was
empty.

"That's my fault," said Bob, "Mrs. Stiles packed it so full

she could not lift it, and I told her I'd see that it was put in."

"And you fulfilled your duty admirablv, sir, aliuirably;

permit mo to accompany you back for it lest you should leave

yourself behind," said the Professor.

I held the horses until they returned, and everything was
in readiness, when we made a second and final Btart.

The first part of our drive was over the stage road, and we
w-^nt along at a jolly pace, singing, shouting and laughing

ike care-free foresters of old. By degrees, however, we
turned aside from this pleasant, beaten track and began to

bor up an ascent over the merest indication of a roadway,

re stumps, fallen treeB and loose stones vied for the nias-

;y. But on every side were the tall, silent piueB with

tors of bright wild-flowers near their roots, and great

6g
"'papa papa," cried the child utterly distressed, "stop!

stop! Sport's dot a fit on the outside of him."

Harold was thoroughly amazed at oursudden burst of laugh-

ter and very much relieved when the Professor, after having

delivered Sport from his too close friend, put him in the

wa^on between the front and middle seats. Sport bimself,

wal a trifle scandalized by this proceeding and tucked his

tail out of Bight and gave his ears an apologetic twist asmuch

as to say "I know what dog politeness is, if my blood isn t

quite up to the mark," but a glance from the ladies reassured

him and he settled down aB quietly and looked up as grate-

fully as if be were a lineal descendant of the proud race of

Gordon At times he seemed a trifle uneasy, thoughts if in

Borne way he felt himself responsible because the Professor

chose to walk on ahead.

Very soon now, we commenced to go down an easy descent

over a comparatively good road and our pace was swifter. By

dearees, white mountain summits showed m front of us, then

we saw a close growth of pines on what nearly resembled a

canyon side, and washing against the shore below, a long,

narrow body of water, of a pale yellowish green color ana we

knew our journey was at an end, and we had reached Indepen-
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"How different it is from Webber," said Miss Morris, as we

caught a fuller glimpse.

"Yes yes " said Mrs. Gibson, "Webber has the happy, free

look of' a merry child. Independence the bent, constrained

appearance of a man full of experience and with a secret at

heart Even with the great flood of sunlight pouring over it

a weird message comes from the steep canyon sides and far-

away inlet." ,, ., ^ ,

"Well I think it's a beautiful piece of water, said Bob, as

he sot down to help the ladies out, "you're all too fanciful.

Here the Professor's hearty "Oho" told that he had found

the solitary individual who had charge of the hotel build-

ings We followed the sound, selected a place for our lunch

baskets, and made arrangements to eat in the dining-room.

Boats were the next consideration. We saw three on the

shore and proceeded, after consulting the "lone fisherman

of the lake to use them. The ladies desired to take Harold

and go for a row, so we set about getting them off first. Mrs.

Gibson selected a light boat with something of a keel, which

I was disposed to condemn as unsafe. But the moment I saw

her handle the oars mv objections were overcome, ana I was

satisfied that she understood her own affairs best. The trio

formed a pretty picture as the little craft put offfrom the shore;

bright gleams of sunlight brought out the rich tints m Miss

Morris' auburn hair, and added a healthful glow to her pale

cheeks while Harold looked a trieksey sprite in modern straw

"hat and Jersey. Mrs. Gilson's naturally deep coloring was

intensified by exercise and enjoyment, and the little nogs of

dark hair that had crept out under the rim of her soft hat

added a fresh oharm to her beautiful face. I was thinking

Bob was somewhat to be envied when he called me back to

myself by asking if we should follow the Professor and Mr.

Eeams or go in another direction.

"0, let's go some other way. There's no use in huddling,

said I, taking up my rod.

"Now I'm entirely sure," said Bob when we were fairly

afloat, "that you and I can take some fish from the lake.

There's no reason why we shouldn't." .

"Why yes there are—a dozen. The place is fished out all

summer for market, and it wouldn't be safe to bet that it isn't

noached in winter through the ice. Did you happen to notice

the professional tackle in the shed ? I took a look at it as we

were on the way down. The top spoon is big enough to

attract a whale, and if ever a trout got interested m the lower

one he'd have no more chance for life than a thoroughly

poisoned dog. Verbum sat, you know the rest."

Bob smiled, and a look of determination spread from his

broad forehead to his strong chin.

"You left off the sapknti because you thought it didn t

apply I suppose. If I were you I'd hunt up some new saying;

that one's as familiar as any old saw," said he rather grimly.

"If I should it might take your mind off your casts, borne

fish might be lost."

"Never you mind my casts," said Bob, making one after

another in a decided way that left no doubt of his intentions,

"but keep the boat where I want it."

I followed his directions and soon there came a rise, ine

smile on his face, that showed but faintly when he struck

broadened and broadened while he played the fish until 1

expected every minute to hear him break into a oud ha! ha

"Pooh," said I, as the fish showed up plainly, 'it isnt

much longer than your finger, and I'll bet anything it s only

a land-locked salmon." •

.„„:„„
"Never mind, old boy, it's a fish, anyway," said Bob, losing

some of hiB smile. . ,

All his jubilant appearance was gone by the time the little

thing was landed, and proved to be what I had predicted—

a

land-locked salmon. At sight of it Bob put down his rod

and offered to row for me. The water of Independence is

very clear, and everywhere I could see the stony bottom

littered with long pieces of pine boughs and seeming like the

possible abode of foul, slimy things. It had an unpleasant

effect upon my too-active imagination, and the purple, mys-

terious water of Webber reached a high place in my estima-

tion by contrast. None of the casts I made allured anything,

and I soon gave up. To my so rprise Bob made no comments,

but began straightway to row toward the shore.

"Why do you do that?" I asked.

"It has just struck me that there might be a trout or two

near the outlet. Suppose we go and see?"

"Very well," said I, jumping out as soon as the boat

touched the raft.
. _ . , ...

We walked around toward the outlet, which proved to be

an uninteresting stream surrounded by a bog.

"Well, there are millions here, certainly," said Bob, get-

ting out his handkerchief.

"Yes, of mosquitoes. Whew! thisis terrific! Whereisyour

bottle of pennyroyal?"
. .

"By Jove, I'm sorry," said Bob, in all seriousness; "it s at

Webber,"

"Well, I suppose we'll have to live some way. Do yon see

a good place to whip?"
"Yes; right over yonder if I can only get there.

He managed it, at the risk of immersion and wet feet, and

got his pay in a fine half-pound Truckee river trout.

It was the only one that came to either of us wbde we were

there yet I think we would have continued indefinitely if a

lusty' shout from the neighborhood of the house had not

recalled us. Upon onr arrival we found the assembled party

clamorous for lunch, and learned that to Bob belonged the

honors of the dav—no one else having landed a fish.

"That's good,'" said the Professor, opening a bottle of

claret "let's drink to his health. Here's to the angler of

Independence." We drank the toast the more heartily

because Bob disclaimed all merit, and even went so far as

trying to palm off the small fish on me.
_

"That, you see, is why I feel compelled to drink water,

said the Professor, "because there is some doubt about one

of the fish." ,.

To call onr lunch a hilarious meal would be mild wording,

since not even Sport and Harold, with the exception of

sundry barkings and tumblingB, were more generally demon-

strative than we older pleasure-seekers. Any one whom the

Professor thought too quiet he immediately proceeded to stir

up Miss MorriB was his firBt victim . She had taken herseli,

a biscuit and a hard-boiled eeg off into a corner, and waB just

ready to proceed with her meal when he came along and

seized her eatables* ,

"Why Father Jones," she said, compelled to enter into tne

joke, "I 'never gave you credit for thieving proclivities before;

hand back my bard-boiled meal."

"0 ho then you must have thought me an exceptional

creature.' Why, bless your heari, honesty is only a relative

quality; the great majority of men pilfer in some way. Even

people who consider themselves the pink of moral perfection

steal ideas from your note-book with the same effrontery that

a thief picks your pocket. Then look at the merchant, the

stockbroker, and"—lowering his voice and arching his eye-

brows— "the butcher, the baker and everybody else. Here s

your provision, I don't want it; hard-boiled eggs are only nt

for sohoolmarms, anyway." «,-__,
After this the Professor set about demonstrating the theory,

we all knew he did not believe, in a practical way; a missing

bottle of claret was found in the pocket of my coatwhieh lay

near some sandwiches had taken their way into Bob s, and

a quantity of doughnuts, neatly wrapped in a napkin were

discovered in Mrs. Gibson's upturned hat Mr. Eeams

considered that he came out first and best because simply

accused of drinking all the tea. We got even with the

Professor, though. After lunch he went off at a brisk pace

accompanied by Harold and Sport, on a search for snow-plants

to send to some carefully remembered friend in San Jose

He found two beautiful specimens, and exhibited them wth

some unwise pride. It tempted us. We thought of all we

had suffered and determined on revenge. No sooner was

he seated than Bob and I became extremely anxions that he

and Mr. Eeams should see some trout which were swimming

in tubs in the shed near by. Carefully he deposited the

plants in a safe place and went off with his companion and

the ladies who were anxions to see whatever was worthy their

attention. The moment they were out of sight Bob seized

tie plants, I brought forth a lunch basket and the tender,

red things were soon carefully pacKed, and the basket with

equal care, hidden away under coats and wraps beneath my

seat in the wagon. I think the Professor suspected some

joke tor aftor the first natural outbust of inquiry he went

on a very still hunt, and when we were ready to start took

bis Beat in a subdued manner expressive of inward discom-

fort We went home at a rattling pace. The horses seemed

to recognize every snow-plant by the wayside and to be

seized with a wild desire to clear the neighborhood as soon as

Sble. Perhaps Bob's whip cultivated this desire: but tis

never well to be'suspicious of other people's actions ^ X

forbear expressing any further opinion. Petko.n ella.

The Albany Fly-Casting.

The first annual fly-casting tournament of the Fly-Casting

i t—iaHnr, nf Albany N. Y„ took place on November Sth.

tt

S

wou dbe hard Sect a Worse d£ The wind blew from

the north, south, east and west. Snow flew and the water

was choppy. Taking all in all it was a grand success. There

were abo
P
uYseventy-five fly-fishermen present, and lt was held

™ Washington Park Lake. The judges were: Messrs.

Dean Sage? Wm. Kirk, Wm. G. Carr, James H. Manning.

The score is as follows:

H. E. Sweny 11.0

T. W. Olcott 11.6

W. D.Frothingham..l0.6

Fred. K. Wood 10.4

Howard Paddock 11.6

W.W.Hill 11-6

Dr.H.L.Whitbeck...ll.O

George BrookB 1 1 -6

Frauk Tyler 10.6

P.M. Luffmau 116

B.F.Keese 100

M.Stark 10-i

Wm. G. Paddock 11.6

Dayton Ball U-0

Length Distance
of rod. in feet.

59

52

57

/69
\li
72
67

56

66
04

f (39

\71
50
56
63
58

Delicacy.

22i
f 17*

1 22*
(20
120m
12}

i7J

f20
\ n

10

7}

12}

5

'H
12}

Accuracy.

2}
5

2}

10

5

5

£>'

2i

2j

n.
25
22}
25
20
20
22}
15

20

12}

17}

5
5

10
15

ayton .rmii **•" — - ,,, p. ,

The prizes for longest casts were won as follows: First,

Ho
T
w
h
,ird

P
Puldock. 72^1 (Spalding rod); second Fred K

Wood, 69 ft. (Nichols rod); *"V'w mi ^Tft' (50 yds*KK W2»S^UoPffanVin L,

»&pSsS^^«£ as follows: Firs,

H E Swenv (automatic reel ; second, T. W. Ulcott
(
iray

flybook); third, F. K. Wood (50 yds. enamel Hue); fourth,

W D Frothingham (4 dozen tront flies).
-j„„ki»

it is expected that the association will grow considerably,

and another year will make a better show.

— —

The four-oared shell race between Hanlan Teemer Hamm

ana TenEvckinone boat, and Keid, Lee, Bubear and Per-

kins in the other, was rowed on the Sth inst. on the Thames

Therace was for £100 a side. The course was from the

BatteZ old church to the flag boat moored opposite tojQ

.

WvmiHB' engineering works at Hammersmith. The Hanlan

re'w made .'he bette'r start, and soon had the
,

lea of oo.

wth This waB increased at the end or the first haU-mile

to two'lengths, and to four lengths wfcen Putney was reached.

Hanlan'B crew won easily.
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TACHTING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

On Sunday a meeting of the club was called at 10:30 a. m.
to consider the programmes for Thanksgiving Day and Arbor
Bay. It was resolved to have a repetition of the Ladies' Day,
whioh was such a success on November 2d. On Thanksgiving
the second-class canoes to race for the challenge cup won by
Mr. Tallant in the Waif on election day. On Arbor Day the
club will charter the tugHillie to towtheni out to Goat Island,
when they will take part in the tree planting, etc., returning
in the evening. An amendment to the constitution was also
placed before the meeting, viz.: to admit gentlemen not own-
ing boats to membership at reduced rates, these to have full
privileges of the club; it is hoped that this will give an oppor-
tunity to those who may wish to study up canoeing before
purchasing boats for themselves. There was very little wind
on Sunday, but a number of the canoes were out, amongst
others Mystic, Flirt, Echo, Zoe Mou, Falcon, Coney Island,
Water Lily and Columbia. After a run down the basin lunch
was enjoyed at Brooklyn; the breeze freshened towards even-
ing, which made the sail home more interesting. Everyone is

looking toward Thanksgiving Day, with pleasant anticipa-
tions, the last picnic having been so much enjoyed.

Atlantic.

the architect expects to undergo as a matter of course. The
theory of inborn genius and the accompanying ridicule of

solid scientific attainments (not mere superficial dabbling),
which is the chibf support of the so-called "practical man"
and the "rule of thumb" mechanic is a thing of the past, and
hard work, careful study and a thorough training are more
certain than ever of meeting their just reward.

—

Forest and
Stream.

ATHLETICS.
The Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association will hold

its champion games on Thanksgiving Day,at the grounds
14th and Centre Streets, Oakland. The entries closed on the
18th inst. with the secretaries of the various clubs repre*
sented, which includes the Olympic, Albion, Merion,
Eintracht, Acme. Each of these clubs has some good all-

round athletes, and jointly they should secure a brilliant meet-
ing and a large audience. There will be, as a matter of course,
some healthy club rivalry. The Merions will naturally strive

hard to retain the lead they won last year, and their competi-
tors will be equally eager to wrest from them their laurels. As
the names were not announced in time for this issue, it is

impossible to give any forecast of the probable winners of the
different events.

It is never pleasant to chronicle the failure of an honest
attempt to promote the interests of any sport, and all true
yachtsman will sympathize with the liberal and spirited gen-
tlemen who gave unlimited time and money to the con-
struction of an American champion, and who have met with
such a poor return. With the certainty before them that the
venture would be financially a losing one, and that, at most,
all they could hope for would be the honor which a victory
would bring to their club and city, they subscribed liberally

to a scheme which has resulted in a complete failure in every
way. Perhaps the least severe loss is that of the money,
though this is no small item. The cost of the Atlantic is

given as §30,000, but the aggregate expense of building,
altering and racing will probabjy bring it much higher,
while at her sale last week she realized but §7,500. Farther
than this, as a racer, she has completely failed to fill the pur-
pose for which she was built, and it is very doubtful what
disposition will be ultimately made of her, as she is unfitted

both in design and construction for a cruising yacht or even
a trading vessel.

Whether she will be broken up for her lead and gear,

whether she will in some way be sold into trade, or whether
she will disappear among the wrecks which line the shores of

Brooklyn, is as yet an uncertainty. Surely the last fate is

the worst that can happen to any boat, to join the melancholy
collection that tugs and surges at their cables, as the tide

rises and falls, from one year to the next. High speed steam-
ers whose engines decline to turn over, wonderful propellers

whose promoters evidently have not yet "found it," cumbrous
but gorgeous schooners and racing sloops; all class are repre-

sented in the motley collection, and yet the list is not full.

It cannot be claimed for the Atlantic that she has demon-
strated any new principle or has added in the least to the

data that form the chief tools of the naval architect. There
are some points, however, abouther construction which are not
only interesting but which carry theirown lessons. Those who
were chiefly concerned, both in her desjgn and construction,

have been known for many years as the most prominent defend-

ers of the theories which have been considered as distinctively

American; of light displacement, shoal draft, sloop rig and a

single jib; and they have owned and raced the very fastest

of these crafts. Tear after year through a long and bitter

discussion they have boldly advanced and defended certain

definite views expressed in no doubtful language; and their

position on the questions of ballast, displacement, dimensions
and rig have been known to all. After a stubborn defense of

these opinions they have never yet renounced them or

admitted their error, and when the time came that wood and
iron could be put in place of words it was expected that their

new boat would embody the practical application of their

doctrines.

What she was need not be retold. In every detail a com-
plete surrender to the ideas of their opponents, deep, heavily

ballasted, with lead keel and cutter rig, she proved but a

clumsy and unsuccessful burlesque of the boats which her
sponsors had persistently decried.

Had they fought the battle with their own weapons a vic-

tory would have been greater and a defeat less crushing; had
they been consistent to their principles on the one hand, or

had they boldly avowed their error when it was apparent,

their course would at least have commanded respect; but
while adhering tenaciously to their theories to the very last,

when the time to test them came they abandoned them as

rapidly as possible and sought safety in the lead keel they

had so long ridiculed, only to burn their fingers with it.

Had they built a single-stick Grayling last winter they might
possibly have swept the field in the light weather of the sea-

son's races; had they watched and studied the whole drift of

American yachting for the past half-dozen years they might
in good time have adapted themselves to the new dispensa-

tion and have avoided the charge that they have simply fol-

lowed Mr. Burgess and the cutters in adopting the lead keel.

As it stands to-day they have hastily abandoned their

avowed beliefs, they have copied the Boston and the British

cutter, and the resulting nondescript has proved an utter

failure. Money and skill have done all that is possible with
the Atlantic; she has had the benefit of all the talent avail-

able and has been sailed by a skipper of undisputed ability

and whose personal efforts only have saved her to a certain

extent, and yet she is out of the racing; her shortcomings
being made still more apparent by the injudicious newspaper
gush over the "Pride of Bay Ridge" which heralded her
building.

Whether with the consent of her owners or not, the Atlan-

tic has been put forward prominently as an example of the

so-called "rule of thumb" methods, and as such she must
now be judged. Her modeler, whose sole handiwork we
believe her to be, is widely known as the modeler of many
very successful boats. His vessels are found among the

winners in all classes, and he has fairly won an enviable

reputation with a certain type of boat. His genius and skill

in certain lines are undisputed, but he has not, and lays no
claim to the wider and more extended training which we con-

sider is essential to the thorough designer. With his own
tools he is expert, but tbey are limited in number; with the

tools of others he is unfamiliar, and attempts to borrow them
will, in all probability, result as this last. The value of such
skill as his, and such a sense of form and fairness is apparent,

but we contend that to meet the many problems that confront

the designer to-day, to obtain the greatest speed from the

wood, steel and iron which nature places before him,

requires not only a natural aptitude but such a thorough and
systematic course of training as the engineer! the artist or

The Eintracht Athletic Club has a champion Grceco-Komau
wrestler, Mr. Ungerman. The Olympic Club is equally well
off, having Mr. Tibbatts as leading man in that line. Their
friends in each club desire to see tbem meet, and a member
of the Olympic Club proposes offering them a gold medal to

wrestle for in the rooms of the Olympic Club about December
10th.

Kittleman and Gibson managed to score a grand betting
race in Wichita, Kansas, the other day. The stakes were of

$1,500 a side nominally, and the distance 150 yards. Kittle-

man won easily, but the time was not correctly reported. A
good deal of money changed hands on the event.

The rumor that Meyers is going to Australia to make
matches with both Malone and Hutchens is continued.
Should the ex-amateur champion meet eitherof these sprinters

he will find very different mettle to what he has been accus-
tomed.

The University of the Pacific will hold a field day at San
Jose on 29th inst. There will be an attractive programme of

sports, which will be preceded by a baseball match between
the Santa Clara College Club and the University Club.

London is to have another six day's go-as-you-please walking
match. Rowell and Littlewood have entered with the pro-
vision that the match is to be open to other pedestrians for a

sweepstakes of §500 each.

Lewis and Eyan, having escaped the wrath of the Amador
county betting men, started for Oregon last week, where
they will doubtless put up one or more jobs on the innocents
of that salubrious state.

The record for the wide jump is 23 feet 11£ inches made
by John Purcell, of Dublin, Ireland. He recently injured

his left leg so badly that he may be compelled to give up
jamping.

H.M.Johnson and George H. Smith have made a match
to run 100 yards for §1,000 a side. The race will be run at
Exposition Park, Pittsburgh. Both men will be heavily
backed.

In England Hutchens is a strong favorite in the betting for

his race against Malone. The latter is a grand runner, but
has never met a man of Hutchens' quality.

Godshot, of Lafayette, Ind,, now holds the pole vaulting

record 10 feet 9£ inches. Princeton College had the honof
for many years.

An athletic tournament is announced by the Turn Yerein
of Napa, for the 25th of December next.

2:54 3-5—F. X. Spranger, at Cleveland, August 28, 1886.
2:55—C. S. Stevens, at Millville, August 28, 1886.

2:55f—A. A. Hart, at Chicago, July 5, 1886.
2:56—W. H. Wylie, at Cleveland, August 2S, 1886.

2:56 2-5—J. T. Huntington, at Cleveland, July 5, 18S6.
2:56 2-5—J. S. Rogers, at St. Louis, May 23, 1886.
2:56 3-5—John Nicholson, at St. Louis, May 23, 1886.
2:56 4-5—V. C. Place, at Cleveland, July 5, 1885.
2:56 3-5—K. A. Pardee, at Cleveland, August 28, 1886.
2:56 4-5—C. M. Brown, at Cleveland, August 27, 1885.
2:58—W. A. Piatt, at Binghamton, September 15, 1885.

2aS 4-5—A. O. McGarrett, at Springfield, 1885.

2:5S£—E. E. Scbaaf, at Rochester, September 17, 18S5.

2:53 4-5—S. L. Truesdale, at Lynn, July 5, 1886.
2:59—W. C. Herring, at Cleveland, August 27, 1886.
2:59—L. A. Howell, at Millville, August 28, 1886.
2:59—J. P. Heywood, at Chicago, July 5, 1886.
2:59 1-5—E. F. Landy, at Cleveland, August 28, 1885.
2:59 1-5—Ed. Buffman, at Providence, September 22, 1885.
2:59 2-5—A. C. Greendler, at Hartford, September 2, 1885.
2:59 4-5—A. E. Randall, at Brockton, June 16, 1886.
2:59 4-5—W. E. Crist, Cleveland, August 28, 1885.
[W. A. Rowe rode a mile in 2:29 4-5 at Springfield on

October 22, 1886.]
»

The Tribune's Boston special of November 6th says: The
bicycle record of Stiliman C. Whittaker, of Indianapolis, has
been beaten by Alfred W.McCnrdyof Lynn, who finished
his twenty-fonr honrs' ride at Waltham this afternoon, mak-
ing a clear total of 305 miles in two minutes and fifteen

seconds less than twenty-fonr hours. The total time of
actnal wheeling was twenty-two honrs and thirty seconds,
and the average rate ot speed almost fourteen miles an hour.
Besides breaking the 20, 25, 40 and 100-mile records he beat
the 150-mile record by fonr minntes and twenty-two seconds
and Hollingsworth's 200-mile record by thirty-eight minntes
and thirty-seconds, thus smashing records all along the line.

It is also said that the course traveled is about half a mileover
fifty miles,_ and if measured and proved to be so, more miles
must be added to his score. McCurdy used a 48-inch light

roadster. He got through without a header, except at the
finish, when in turning to his hotel through the crowd, he
swayed off and struck the curbstone, bending his wheel out of
shape, but sustaining no injury from the fall. He was
twenty-one years old yesterday, is five feet ten and a half
inches high, weighs about 160 pounds, and is a Lynn shoe-
maker.

Fast Wheelers.

The following list gives the names of bicyclers who have
beaten three minutes in public:

2:34—G. M. Hendee, at Springfield, July 5, 18S6.

2:35 2-5—W. A. Kowe, at Springfield, 1885.

2:36 2-5—W. A. Ehodes, at Springfield, August 28, 1886.

2:40—E. P. Burnham, at Providence, September 22, 18S5.

2:41—Asa Dolph, at Hartford, September 9, 1884.

2:41 1-5—A. B. Bich, at Springfield, September 8, 1885.

2:41 2-5—C. E. Kluge. at Springfield, September 8, 1S85.

2:414—E. F. Ives, at Hartford, September y, 1836.

2:41 3-5—Eliot Norton, at Hartford, September 9. 18S4.

2:42—C. P. Adams, at Springfield, September 8, 1S85.

2:42 1-5—W. P. KnapD, at Springfield, September 8, 1885.

2:42 1-5—E. A. Du Blois, at Hartford, September 9, 1884.

2:43 2-5—L. A. Miller, at Springfield, September 16, 1884.

2:43 3-5—Joseph Powell, afSpringfieid, September 16, 1884.

2:45—William Waite, at Springfield, September 16, 1884.

2:44 3-5—George Weber, at Buffalo, July 3, 18S5.

2:45 3-5—L. B. Hamilton, at New Haven, June 8, 1885.

2:46—John Brooks, at Springfield, September 18, 1884.

2:46—H.C. Hersey.
2:16i—C. E. Tichener, at Scranton, August 24, 18S6.

2:47—G. T. Synder, Cleveland, September 19, 1S85.

2:47j—H. S. Kavanagh, at Cleveland, August 27, 1886.

2:48—W. H. Gaskell, at Hartford, September 9, 1836.

2:48—C. H. Parsons, at Hartford, September 9, 1884.

2:48 1-5—John Illston, at Springfield, September 10, 1885.

24S 3-5—H. N. Tan Sicklen, at St. Loais, May 23, 1S85.

24S 4-5—J. B. Schlager, at Springfield, September 10, 1885.

2:49—L. J. Barbour, at Springfield, September 10, 18S5.

2:49 2-5—H. E. Bidwell, at Springfield, September 19, 1884.

2:49 4-5—G. H. Illston, at New Haven, June 8, 1885.

2:49 4-5—F.B.Cook, at Springfield, September 10, 1835.

2:50—W. C. Tracey, at Hartford, September 9, 1884.

2:51 4-5—W. I. Wilhelm, at Millville, August 26, 1886.

2:51 4-5— Charles E. Whitten, at Lynn, May 31, 1886.

2:51 4-5—Cola Stone, at Springfield, September 8, 1885.

2:52—A. L. Jenness, at Springfield, September 19, 1884.

2:52—G. D. Gideon, at Millville, August 28, 1886.

2:52 1-5—E. B. Smith, at Springfield, SeDtember 9, 1885.

2:52 1-5—J. W. Lord, at Springfield, September 19, 1884.

2:52 2-5—H. C. Getchell, at Lynn, May 31, 1886.

2:52 2-5—Harry Schwartz, at Millville, August 28, 18S6.

2:52 4-5—C. D. Heath, at Millville, August 28, 18S6.

2:52 4-5—F. L. Dean, at Springfield, September 19, 1884.

2:53 1-5—T. W. Boberts, at Springfield, September 19, 1884.

2:53 4-5—W. L. Prior, at Hartford, September 8, 1886.

2:54—C. Abbot, at Salem, July 4, 1885.

2:51 1-5—J. B. Pierson, at Millville, August 2S, 1886.

2:54 2-5—C. E. Hoag, at Millville, August 2S, 1SS6.

2:54 2-5—P. S. Brown, at Cleveland, August 28, 1886.

2:54 2-5—Horace Crocker, at Hartford, September 8, 18S6

2:54$—B. Burns, at Salem, July 4, 1885.

THE GUK
The Standard Chamberlin Cartridges.

The particular attention of hunters is called to the adver-
tisement of the Standard Chamberlin Shotgun Cartridges.
These cartridges have become so thoroughly popular that
base imitations have already been put uDon the market.
This notice will be sufficient to make hunters and trap
shooters cautious in buying their cartridges only from respect-
able dealers.

TJpham's gun cleaner is one of the most recent inventions
for the use of hunters. It is very simple, and looks as
effective as it is simple, being made of spring brass, and is

self-adjusting to fit 10, 12 and 14-gauge guns. It can be
carried in the field without any trouble and used with a piece
of strong string, or can be adjusted to any ordinary cleaning
rod. The edge is so finely rounded that it will not injure the
finest gun barrel. Another simple invention of the same
patentee is the "duck call," simple in construction andean
be carried in the vest pocket. It is strongly made of nickel-
plated tubing, and very brief practice will enable a hunter to
imitate the cry of any variety of ducks. Both these articles

can be had of Mr. E. T. Allen, and each is illustrated in
another column of this journal.

If the breeze which sprang up from the northward on
Monday had come one day earlier, hunters would have had
glorious sport last Sunday. As it was the day proved fairly

'

satisfactory, especially around the marshes of the lower bays,
where good sport was found all day.

Reports recently from Point Keyes state that there is

splendid shooting on the marches near the railway station.

Geese, duck and snipe in abundance. Large bags were
brought down on Sunday from that Point.

Early Impressions.

The wise injunction "train up a child in the way he should
go" has as much bearing upon the pleasures of life as upon
its sterner duties, and in truth the real character of the man
is more frequently revealed by bis voluntary pursuits, than
by those which accident or circumstances beyond his control
lead him to adopt as his regular avocation.

The impressions of youth exert an influence upon all the

later life and in most instances are strong enough to control

it, thus justifying the sequel of the injunction that he will

not depart from the way in which he is trained. The highest
character is one so formed that all its inclinations turn to

which is refined, elevating and intelligent; one which recog-

nizes and obeys the unwritten laws of Nature as well as the

written laws of the land, and orders its life by the combined
decrees of divine and human wisdom.

It is just because sportsmanship is elevating that it takes
high rank with the best men of the day. Recognized as
requiring the instincts and accomplishments of the gentle-

man, it has risen above the narrow prejudices of the past,

and will overcome the last lingering remnants cherished by
those who make mere money getting their god. Its princi-

ples make the best of early training for youth, because they
extend far beyond the mere mechanical skill of shooting or
casting the fly, into the limitless field of Nature with all its

refining influence upon the heart and its educating power
over the mind.
That which has formed the training school of the greatest

nations of ancient and modern times, and has been the pride

of leaders of men in every age, may well be set down as a
safe pursuit for the youth of our own land, and no better

impressions can be stamped upon the soft wax of the youth-
ful mind than those which early acquaintance with true

sportsmanship gives.

A short time since we noticed among the shooting reports

in a prominent English paper the killing of a stag in a Scotch
forest by a boy only eleven years old. Simple as the

announcement was it led the mind into consideration of all

that was implied of the past and future life of the youthful
sportsman.

It showed the love of the chase already iu e

youthful nature. It pictured the increase :h

advancing years, and proportionately inert r

enjoyment. It pictured, too, the tempera foj
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the steady nerves and strong frame required for success in

tbe field, and showed these given by self-denial of indulgence

in that which is vicious, as the direct result of the sporting

instinct. Is the picture overdrawn?
It has been fully realized in cases within our own knowl-

edge, and certainly can be generally realized by proper effort

to make early impressions exert their influence in this

direction. If a boy is taught that it is a creditable thing to

excel in any of the different branches of field sports, will he

not exert himself to do this? and if in connection with such

teaching he is led to see that superiority can only be pur-

chased at the price of care of health, and observance of the

physical and moral laws which promote this, will not his

sportsmanship be the strongest incentive he can have to such

observance?
Whot is true in one case is true in all, and the general

education of our boys in this way will lead to the general

instilling of influences good alike for themselves and tbe

nation of which each is a part.

The gain does not stop with physical benefit, for thorough

sportsmanship involves a kaowledge of Nature herself, and

no study can be better suited to bring out all that is good and

manly in the student. Not only does -he gain an insight into

that which is as beautiful as it is mysterious, but also by

being brought face to face with the economy of Nature and

seeing how she preserves and utilizes all her possessions, he

is led to appreciate them at their true value, and recognize

the brutality and unmanliness of wasting them.

No true student of Nature ever delights in useless slaughter.

The tiger-like love of killing for killing sake, or the thought-

less taking of life which serves no good purpose when taken,

and which cannot be restored, is abhorrent to him who recog-

nizes the loss to the universe by the practice. The naturalist

sportsman never takes more from the stores of flood or field

than he can legitimately use, and thus apart from the knowl-

edge gained by study is the practical gain through preserva-

tion of life he would otherwise wantonly destroy.

Is it a matter of little moment to the country that by early

training our boys in sportsmanship we lead them to improve

their minds, cultivate their appreciation of the beautiful and
build up an influence which promotes the preservation of

animal "life for the purpose it was intended to meet? We
think not.

To effect this the impressions must be given early. When
the twig ia once bent it is far more difficult to straighten it

than to keep it straight in the first instauce. The boy who
has been allowed to form likings for vicious pursuits will

prove "difficult soil upon which to raise a good crop of manly
virtues, and he who has been allowed to enter upon field

spsrts with lax or mistaken ideas of what belongs to them,

cau seldom be made anything better than a game butcher.

The man who wishes his boy to get the most benefit from

his boyhood in the way of preparation for later life, will in

addition to preparation for the duties of life give him an
insight into its purest and most remunerative pleasures, by
putting into his hands a gun, rifle or rod, teaching him it is

the key to health and to knowledge which cannot be gained

so well in any other way, and then from time to time show-

ing such interest in the youthful sportsman's progress as will

spur him on to make the most of his opportunities.

By such a course the boy's attention is turned to things

which exert a good influence upon body and mind, and
through these he is strengthened to resist evil, thus giving a

two-fold chance for that development which produces true

physical, moral and mental manhood.

—

American Field,

Snipe Decoration.

Women are bedecking their headgear with birds plumage
this fall, but according to the testimony of one of the dealers

in feathers the fashion has been modified. It was once tbe

rage to wear dead songsters and the non-edible birds of plume.
The style now affected calls for snipe and other game birds.

This may be accepted as the direct result of the labors of

the Audnbon movement. Theefforts of the Society have been
specifically devoted to suppressing the destruction of "wild

birds not used for food." While feathers have not been dis-

carded, itis nevertheless true that theparticularplumes against

which the Society has waged war are being put aside, and the

plumage of edible or game birds is taking their place. In this

the Auduron Society may see an intimation of its success and
the beginning of the end.

While on many grounds the employment of game birds'

plumage for bonnet decoration may be as censurable as the

nse of defunct song birds, it will perhaps be more difficult to

discourage. The dealers who employ gangs of gunners to

shoot snipe and other migratory game for the milliners, con-
tend that the law permits killing these species and that it is

as legitimate to destroy them for their feathers as for their

flesh. The only opposition it is said, comes from sportsmen
who grumble because the birds are killed by prufessionals,

and because they have to pay increased wages to bagmen.
So far the millinery men have on their side law and the logic

of dollars and cents. It is quite true that those who object

most strenuously to the wholesale destruction of game birds

for hat adornments are the sportmen. It is also true that

visitors to the beaches this year have found that the bagmen,
usually glad enough to guide a gunner for tbe wages paid,

have been disinclined to waste their time with sportsmen
when they could make better wages shooting for the feather
dealers.

How this new phase of the bird wearing craze is to be met
and overcome is a problem demanding for its solution tact

and judgment equal to those which have characterized the
efforts of the Audubon Society in its song bird work.

TEAR
At the Vallejo race-track, last Sunday, several Benicia

sportsmen held a series of matches. The first was at six

birds, thirty yards, which was won by J. H. Barry with a
score of five. The second was six birds, thirty yards, with
one barrel. W. C. Turner killed four, E. Mizrjer and J. A.
Turner two each; in shooting off Mizuer won. The pot shot
for was $60, as follows: $40 to the first, $15 to second and
$5 to third. This was followed by a match between Barry
and Cooke, six birds each, thirty yards, both barrels, for

$100 a side. Barry won with a score of five.

A brace of San Bernardino trap shots have issued a chal-
lenge to any two men in Los Angeles county to Bhoot at 150

clay pigeons, on December 5th. The challengers are J. K.
Cheatam and Gris Knight, both well-known handlers of the
shotgun.

The challenge of the American Trap Shots to their English
confreres will probably be accepted, and a team of Britishers
may be looked for next June. This International match will
be shot in Boston.

The Lincoln Gun Club will have an open clay pigeon match
on Thanksgiving Dayjat Alameda Point station,

William Giles, whose shooting cognomen is Graham, was
born at Nectou, in the county of Norfolk, England, May 9,

184S. He is 5 feet 8 inches in height and weighs 200 pounds.
Graham is the sonof a Norfolk gentleman farmer, commenced
to shoot when six years old, and was when a mere child an
excellent shot. He has the reputation of being a good all-

round sportsman, and is said to he a first-class fly-fisherman

and salmon killer. It is only about six years since he com-
menced to shoot pigeons from the trap, which he was induced
to do by parties whom he had beaten in the field, being
anxious to try his skill at the trap. He has held the cham-
pionship of England as a wing shot since 1SS2, having during
that time beaten all comers, and won most of the public

prizes given in that country, one of which was Warner's 100-

ounce Silver Challenge Cup, in February, 18S2, for which
twenty-eight of the best English and Continental trap-shooters
contested, and also Dr. Carver. Graham shot at 30 yards
rise, giving a handicap to every one except Dr. Carver, and
killed 15 straight of the famous English blue rock pigeons,

and took the cup for the third time, thus making it his own
property, together with the stakes amounting to 1S9 sovereigns,

nearly Sl,u00. Graham has shot only two matches in this

country, the first of which was for $200, he backing himself

to kill 35 birds out of 50, Hurlingham rules, 2S yards rise,

using only one hand, which he won, killing 37. The other
match was with W. T. Mitchell, July 30th last, which he won,
as our readers are aware, by a score of 45 out of 50. Both of

these matches took place at Erb's grounds, Newark, N. J.,

and were at some of the best birds even seen in a match.
Graham uses a 7J pound, 12-gauge gun, loaded with Schultze
English Sporting Powder in both barrels, and holds his gun
in to Americans, a peculiar manner, grasping the trigger

guard with his left hand instead of extending his hand along
the barrel. He claims his method is the best, as it somewhat
removes the left hand and arm from the danger of a bursting
barrel, and no doubt in the hands of a man of short, powerful
arms, such as he has, is a very effective way of handling a

light gun under the English rules. He says that when he came
to this country he had an idea that there was only one
BogarduB and one Dr. Carver, but he finds there are many.

A grand military! rifle match has been made by the Nationals
Shooting Olub, at the 200-yard target, to come off at Shell
Mound on the 2Sth instant, twenty shots to each man. The
entrance is $5, and the sum will be divided into ten cash
prizes if tweuty-five competitors enter, and if there are more
entries other cash prizes will be awarded.
Eighteen entries have already been made, and any gentle-

man desiring to compete can have his name enrolled at
Captain J. E. Klein's, No. 31 Ellis street, by putting up $1
forfeit and paying the balance before the target. The shoot-
ing will be at the American Field target, on which a center'
counts ten points.

At Harbor View last Sunday, at 200 yards, off hand, Ed.
Hovey made the following ten-shot score with a 44-calibre
Winchester repeater, Lyman sight. This is the best ten-shot
record he evermade. Tbe score:

Hovey 26 17 24 25 23 22 23 21 22 21—22C
An average of 22 6-10 to each shot. This would be 49 on a

Creedmoor target. The last eight shots average 23 points.

William Tell Mitchell was born in Bedford county, Vir-

ginia, February 14, 2S53. He is 5 feet, 10£ inches in height,

and weighs 160 pounds. He commenced to shoot with a shot-

gun when 14 years of age. From 12 years old to that time he
used a rifle exclusively, and we have heard him say he looked
then with contempt upon a man who used a shotgun. But
quails being the only game he could get around Lynchburg,
he found it necessary to use a shotgun, and since then he has
always used one. From 14 years old he has spent the greater
portion of the open seasons in the field and is a rattling

shot. He asserts that he never has met a man who could
beat him in a day or week's shoot. Previous to his match
with Graham, July 30th last, he had not shot over fifty

pigeons from the trap in five years, and therefore made a

capital and close race, killing 44 out of 50 to Graham'B 45 out
of 50. Mitchell has the training and handling of the Graphic
Kennels's pointers.

THE RIFLE.

At Shell Mound.

It was a perfect California day at Shell Mound last Sunday,
and the balmy weather was enjoyed by a larger attendance
than nsual at the ranges. The shooting, while there were no
phenomenal records made, was a good average.

C company (the Nationals), First Infantry, held their

regular monthly contest, and the following are the best scores

in the several classes:
CHAMPION CLASS.

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—

5

56455564 4—47
600 yards—

3

34444565 5- 42—89
A. Johnson 20u vards—

5

45455646 5—47
600 yards—

5

34244545 5-41—88
T.E.Carson 200 yards—

4

66444455 4—44
500 yards—

2

64555444 5—43—87
O. H. Wesrott 900 yards—

5

4 5 5 3 5 J 4 4 4—43
500yards-3 55454534 5—43—86

FIRST CLASS.

A.P.Raye 200vards—4 54444645 .—43
500 yards—5 544 3 4565 6—45—88

A. J. Ruddock 200 yards-5 44434435 4—40
5"0 yards—3 45343545 5-41—81

P. M. Diera 200 yards -544444446 4-42
500yards-5 43443542 4—88-80

SECOND CLASS.

C. Meyer 200 yards—4 44453444 5—41
600yarda-4 46464446 5—44—85

S.J.Pembroke 200 yards—4 34464454 4-41
500yardB-4 42545533 3-40-81

THIRD CLASS.

P. E. Vandor 200 yards—1 54443443 4—39
FOURTH CLASS.

F. H. Mills 200yards—3 24544434 4—37

L. Berrere shot a double string, with the following result:

L. Berrere 200 yards— 5 55444444 4—43
600 yards—5 65644655 4—47—98

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein had their monthly
contest, which resulted as follows: First-class medal won by
Captain Ered. A. Kuhls with 414 rings; second-class medal,

F. Krahmann, 344 rings; third-class medal A. H. Kurlfinke,

351 rings; fourth-class medal Fred. Atzeroth, 188 rings.

P. M. Diers and S. J. Pembroke got up catch teams of five

men each, ten shots for every man at the two distances,

which resulted in a well-contested stiuggle, Diers' team win-

ning by a few points. The scores:

D1ER&' TEAM.
P. E. Robertson 200 yards—

5

54445545 6

—

if,

500 yards—

5

56445546 6-47-93
C F Waltham 200yards—

5

44466654 4—45
500 yards—

5

65444564 5—40—01
Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yardB—

4

54E44464 5-^14
500yarda-5 53345445 6-<3-87

S.J. Ruddock 200yarda—

3

44444443 4—38
600 yards—

5

34544454 6-43-81
P M Diers 200 yards—

4

43443444 4—38
500 yards—

4

56464323 5-40—78

Total «0
PEMBROKE'8 TEAM.

T. E Carson 200vards—

4

45454645 5—45

600 yards—

5

53454445 4—13—88
C Myer 200 yarda—

4

45434446 4—il

50Dyarda-4 46554554 5—40—87
A. Johnson 200yards-4 43546444 4—41

500 yards—

5

55445365 5—40—87
0. H. Wepcott 200yards—

4

43544544 4—41
500 yardB—

2

45465545 5—44—86
S. J . Pembroke 200 yards—

6

4 4 444364 4—41
600yaras-3 65344536 1—41-83

Total 429

Robertson and Waltham had a friendly scrap at the short

range, the latter getting away with it by Creedmore. Their

Bcores:

Waltham 200 yards—5 45445545 5—46
Robertson , 200 yarda—4 64666464 6—46

Fall Meetine of California Rifle Association.

The California Eifle Association will hold its fall meeting at

Shell Mound range. December 5th, beginning at 10 A. M.

Major A. F. Klose will be the executive officer of the day. A
varied programme is offered, consisting of matches and
1ndividual prizes, as follows:

Directors' Match—Open to the Directors of the C. R. A.
Distance, 200 yards, with any military rifle nnder the rules.
Rounds, seven. Directors to be handicapped by Range Com-
mittee, previous to opening of match.
Dimond Team Match—Open to teams of sis representa-

tives from any military company, field and staff, Board of
Officers, Police Department or Rifle club now in existence;
with Springfield rifles at 200 and 500 yards, rounds seven, at

each distance. Individual prizes, So, §3, $2.
Siebe Team Match—Open to teams of six representatives

from any company of the National Guard or Police Depart-
ment who has never made more than 70 per cent, in any C.
R. A. Company team matches since January 1, 1884. Indi-
vidual prizes, So, $3, ©2. Rounds seven, with Springfield
rifles, at 200 yards.

National Guard Team Match—Open to teams of twelve
active members from any company of theN. G. C. Distance,
200 yaTds. Rounds seven, with Springfield rifles.

Kohler Consolation Match—Open to all competitors who
have no record exceeding 70 per cent, at the meetings of the
C. R. A. since January 1, 18S4. Distance 200 yardB, five

shots, with any military rifle under the rules. Sixty per cent,

of net receipts to be divided as prizes, 25, 15, 10 and 10 per
cant, respectively. Entries unlimited.

C. R. A. Champion Medal—Open to all members of the
Association, the National Guard of California, Army and
Navy or Police Department. Entries unlimited. Rounds
ten, with any military rifle under the rules. Distance 200
yards. Five cash prizes, S10, S8, $6, §4, $2 in addition to

tbe medal which is the first prize.

California Powder Works' Medal—Open to all members of
the Association, National Guard, of California, Army and
Navy; distance 200 and 500 yards; Beven shots at each dis-

tance with any military rifle under the rules. EntrieB limited
to one each. Competitors for thiB trophy to use the powder
manufactured by the California Powder Works. Individual
prizes, S5, S3, $2.

Platoon Match—Volley Firing—Open to teams of twelve
men from any company of the N. G. C, TJ. S. Army or Police
Department. Weapons, TJ. S. Springfield rifle. Competitors
limited to one team. Distance 200 yards. One volley to each
team. Firing by command of officer in charge of team.
Each straggling shot to forfeit a hit, and in case of a tie the
highest point scored. Score to be counted: first, greatest

number of hits; second, value of shot per C. R. A. rules.

Absolute ties to be shot over. Prize to winning team $10;
second team $5.
Open to all comers.—Distance 200 yards, with any military

rifle under the rules, viz.; Springfield and Sharps-Borchard
rifles. Rounds two. Nine cash prizes, $20, $12.50, $8. $5,
$4, S3, S2.50, $2.50 and $2.50. Ties to be decided according
to C. R. A. rules. Absolute ties to be shot over.

Centennial Trophy Team Match—Open to teams of ten rep-

resentatives from any regiment or battalion, N. G. C. Dis-

tance 200 and 500 yards. Rounds seven at each distance,

with Springfield rifles. Prize, the silver trophy piesented to

the Association by the City of San Francisco in 1876, and won
by the First Infantry Regiment N. G. C, in competition, for

six years previous to and including 1882. To become the

property of the regiment or battalion winning it five times at

regular meetings of the C. R. A., commencing in 1882.

Pistol Trophy Match—Open to teams of four men from any
company N. G. C, Police Department, Signal Corps or Pistol

Club. Distance, thirty yards, with Smith & Wesson 45-calibre
revolvers.

Pool Shooting—At 200 yards, any military rifle under the

rules. Ten cents a shot, 60 per cent, of net receipts to be
divided among the holders of bull's-eye tickets.

The Santa Cruz Schuetzen Club have now a range, and the
members are diligently practicing. The officers of the club

are S. Wohman, President; J. P. Kreig, Vice-President; Charles
Tiedt, Treasurer; W. O . Lloyd, Shooting Master; August
Dreher, Secretary.

Messrs. Rahwyler, Utscbig, Stanton and Jacoby, are

announced to shoot a match at Harbor View to-morrow.
They are very evenly matched, and the contest between four
such brilliant shots will certainly attract a great deal of atten-

tion.

Next Sunday a Thanksgiving turkey match will be held at

Shell Mound. Captain Siebe will offer for competition a large

number of the sacred birds.

Alameda, once the home of German Rifle shots, again comes
to the front by forming a Schuetzen Section. Captain Con-
tics is President.

The Sohuetzen Verein will have a turkey festival match
next Sunday.

Remington new long-range military rifle, No. 3, full round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer, checked trigger; fine

oiled walnut stock; combined rear screw wind-gauge and ele-

vating (spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel; \)\

lbs., 44 cal., 2 6-10 in straight shell; two hundred new shells

more or less; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc. Double
moulds for lubricated bullets made to order by the most
expert riflesmith on this coast; absolutely in perfect order; a

complete outfit; cost over $80. For sale cheap for want of

use, or will exchange for a good grade 10-G. B. L, shotgun of

approaved make. Address, Fraser, this Office.
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BASE BALL.

At Alameda.

Eighteen thousand people assembled at the Alameda grounds
last Sunday Jornjing the largest crowd ever assembled to
witness a ball game in this State. The attraction which drew
such a crowd was the announcement that JohnL. Sullivan,
the fisticuff champion, would pose as umpire. Morris and
Carroll, the phenomenal battery were put iu the points for
the Pioneers; while Tom Brown, the Captain of the Pittsbnrg
team, guarded right ;field. Ball-playing, snch as patrons of

these grounds have seen could not be indulged in, the crowd
Bwarming to the base lines and impeding the men. "Van
Haltren did fine work in the fore part of the game, but as it

progressed became very irregular and uncertain. MorriB
could not do himself justice. The score stood:

Sweeney, 3 b,,..4 1

Caveney, o f ... 6 2
Brown, r f 4 3
Carroll, c 2 2
tragus, s s 4
Taylor, 1 f i 1
Morris, p 4

Powers, lb 4

Buckley, 2 b 3 2

Totals 34 11 6 3 27 19

O. A
TB

Oahill.rf 5

Denny, 3bandc5

U'3.

n.BH.BS.PO. A.

3 2 13 2
12 3 3

10 10 2
10
11

2 4 5
11

16

1 1 14

6 6 2 27 29

E.

1

Gurnett, 2 b 3

Dolan, c and 3 b.4
Blakiston, If....

4

Donovan, 1 b..,.4
Van Haltren, p. .4

3

2

3

9

KUNS BT INNINGS.
Pioaeers 10 3 113 2—11

| G. & M.'s 3 10 2 0—8
First base on errors— G. & M's 5, Pioneers 5. Left on bases— G. & M's

4, Pioneers 4. Base on called balls—G. & M's 1, Pioneers 6. Struck out
—By Van Haltren 8, by Morris 5. Passed balls—Dolan G, Denny 1,

Carroll 2. Wild pitch—Morris 3. Umpire—Van Court. Scorer—Hen-
nessy. Time—one hour fifty-five miuutes.

Sacramento.

An immense crowd witnessed the ball game last Sunday,
which proved to be a one-sided affair, the champions being
defeated by the alarming score of 9 i.o 2. Incell's arm was
sore and Meegan was put into pitch but was batted very
hard, the home team getting thirteen hits, including a
"homer," a triple and a two-bagger. Hen. Moore, late of

Topeka but formerly with the Atlantas of the Southern
League, guarded left field for the Altas. He did not have a
fielding chance but showed up finely with the willow. Flint
drove the ball down between centre and left fields for a home
run in the eighth inning, and besides got in a single and a
double. The score is:

ALTAS.
TB. E.I

Meagber, 3 b 5 1

Moore, If 4 1

McLaughlin, c." 1

Newbert, s s. ..4

Kobertson, 2 b..4

Ahem, 1 b 4

Flint, cf 4 3

Borchers, p. ...4 2

Hilbert, rf 4 1

2 10 6
6 2

110
13

3

1 10
10

Totals 38 9 13 6 27 28 3 Totals

Lawton.rf 5 10
Hardie, c 4 12 19 3 3

Incell, 1 f 3 10 1
Hanly, 1 b 3 10 7 10
P. Sweeney, 3 b.3 1 1 3 2
Levy, c f 3 1 2 1

Stein, 2b 3 3 1

Bennett, ss 2 1 1 2 1

Meegan, p 4 2 7

2 4 2 27 18 7

ETTNa BS INNINGS.
Alias 2 10 4 2 0—9 | Haverlys 1 1—2
Earned runs—Altas 3, Haverlys 0. Home run—Flint. Three-base

hits—Sweeney and Hilbert. Two-base hits—Hardie and Flint. First

base on error—Altas 3, Haverlys 2. Left on bases—Altas 5, Haverlys 8.

Base3 on called balls—Altas 2, Haverlys 7. Struck out—By Meegan C,

by Borchers 10. Passed balls—Hardie 3, McLaughlin 1. Double plays
—Bennett, Hanly and Hardie. Wild pitches—Borchers 3. Umpire—M.
Fisher. Scorer—W. H. Youne. Time—two hours.

At Central Park.

The noted Louisville Club, strengthened by Dave Foutz the

man whose prowess in the bos won for the St. Louis Browns
the proud distinction of World's Champions, made their

debut at Central Park last Sunday before a large crowd num-
bering slightly over 6,000 persons. Their opponents were

the Californias, with Kirby of the St. Louis Maroons as

twirler. Much of the interest in the game was centered in

the work of the opposing pitchers, and had De Pangher been
able to hold Kirby the Californias would have made a better

showing. As it was, the National League twirler disposed of

more than hiB opponent on strikes. The coaching of Monk
Cline, the captain of the visiting team, was amusing. He
inspires the base-runners with a series of catch phrases

uttered with a decided Yankee twang. The scores stood:

LOUISVILLE3.
TB. E. lE.BS.PO. A. E.

CHne.c f 5 10 2

Collins, If 5 110 3 10
Foutz.p 5 3 10 13
Werrick, 3 b. ...6 3 3 2 2 1

White, ss 4 1 2 1 2

Mack, 2b 3 13 2 4 1

Cook.c 4 112 5 4

Reccius.rf 4 110 111
Hellman.l D....4 0" 1

Totals.

McCord, s s. ..3010010
McDonald, 3 b. .4 3 1 1

Arnold, rf 4 10 9

Kirby.p 4 1 14 1

Bufford, If.,
Reeder, lb.,
Smith, c f..

O'Dea, 2 b.,

.300001

.3000
3 11

2 1

De Pangher, c. 3 11 3 1

3 10 11 2 27 16 6 Totals 30 3 28 24 9

ETXNS BT INNINGS.
Californias.... 00000000—01 Louisvilles...l 12 110 4 *—10

Earned runs—Lomsvi lies 1. Three-base hits—McCord and White.

Two-base hits—Foutz and Werrick. First base on errors—Louisvilles
3, Californias 2. Left on bases—Louisvilles 2, Californias 4. Base on
called balls—CaliforniaB 1. Base on struck by pitcher—Louisvilles 1.

Struck out-By Foutz 2, by Kirby 10. Double plays -Collins and Cook.

Passed balls—De Pangher 5. Umpire—J. Chesley. Time of game—

1

hour 45 minutes. Scorer—Wallace.

Stray Hits.

'Rah for the tail-end!

And the Oaklanders too.

Tom Brown is a great runner.

Denny is no slouch behind the bat.

Where did Fred. Carroll hide his gum ?

It just tickled John Patrick to hit Morris.

Poor old Meegan! Thirteen hits and by the Altas, too.

Fred Carroll will soon lead a blushing bride to the altar.

If John L. Sullivan pitched a game, wonder if Gagus would

"hit" him?

The Louisvilles have made a decided hit and certainly

deserve success.

O'Neil, of the St. Louis Browns, will join a minstrel troup

during the winter. "Tip" sings base as well as runs 'em.

The possibilities are that the St. Louis Maroons may play

Jerry Denny at second base next season, instead of at third.

Many of the eastern ball grounds will be used during the

winter months for almost the same purpose as in summer

—

slides.

Jim White is a conscientious fellow. The Detroits played

one game after the club contracts expired, and all the men
received an extra day's pay except Deacon White who
declined to receive it on the ground that he had been paid

enough.

The latest novelty in the way of baseball goods iB the rub-
ber cap. It is said to be an effective remedy for swelled
heads.

Chorus of St. Louis Browns; "We're slim and we're Rick;
we've got the liver oomplaint and heart disease—but we got
there just the same."

Pitcher Incell says that the secret of curve pitching can be
acquired by watching Mike Finn's "box" manipulations at
the Custom Uouse on week days.

McNeil offers $£0 to any one who will send the ball over
the centre field fenoe. He says he would give J. Lawrence
Sullivan $500 to make the attempt.

A winter's schooling with the Louisville Club will do the
local players no harm. Harris can't exactly be blamed for
not wanting Eastern combinations out here.

Charley Sweeney was called some time ago a "used-tu-be,''
but those days are past, and now he is alluded to as a "once-
famous." Well, neither of them are very bad.

Head-first sliding, a dangerous but effective style of base-
running, has been practiced by the St. Louis Browns until
they have become adepts of this form of locomotion.

"Robbed by the umpire," a venerable chestnut, has been
placed on the shelf, and "hard luck," the latest addition to the
ball-tossers' vocabulary of excuses, has taken its place.

Manager Mike Finn overlooks small matters. He should
secure the services of some skilled artisan to chisel the lead
off the shoes of his nine, so as to improve their base-running
for next season.

Now that John L. Sullivan received §500 for alleged
umpiring at Alameda, the two autocrats—Madison and De
Witt Van Court—have determined to go on a strike. Would
any one miss them?

Frank Graves, the catcher of the St. Louis Maroons, will

be at the receiving end of the Knickerbocker battery to-

morrow. He is a Californian, and hails from the City of

Oranges,—Los Angeles.

Charley Sweeney, the ex-pitcher, has signed with the
Pioneers for the entire season of '87. We congratulate Mana-
ger Finn on securing the services of one of the greatest all-

round players in the country.

Captain Anson of the Chicagos is reported as saying: "I
ain't through with these ducks yet by a jug full, and I'll chal-

lenge them for a series of games next April for S5.000 or. the

gate receipts, and I dare them to accept."

Arlie Latham, the great coacher of the St. Louis Browns,
broke all previous records during the season just closed on
foul tips. In one inning he tipped the ball foul nineteen
times and finally got his base on called balls.

Hen. Moore, the out-fielder who played with the Stars last

winter, has signed with the AJtas. He is a splendid ball-

player, but his career with the Atlantas, of the Southern
Leagne, shows him to have a fondness for "wet groceries."

The Louisvilles thought "Big" Smith rather mythical when
he refused to play with them in the early part of the past

season. That there's nothing "mythical" about his appetite

they will discover when they see him in fighting costume.

"Je" Donovan" the sanctimonious sinner who guards the
initial for a team stationed somewhere in the "suburbs" of

Alameda county, is the victim of a new gag. The smiler gives

the startling information that when not playing ball he sings

first bass for a church choir.

Since Eugene Van Court quit umpiring the California

League games, the contests at Alameda have lost a portion of

their charms. Gene seemed to give tone to the game, and no
matter whether right or wrong the spectators had implicit

confidence in his honeBt decisions.

When the umpire-elect, Mr. Sallivan, came on the field last

Sunday, he did so with the intention of batting sky-balls to

amuse the crowd. Just imagine the result of his batting sky-

scrapers. He would send the ball so high that when it would
reach terra firma it would sink into the ground to the depth
of six or eight feet.

Rumor has it that the St. Louis Maroons has tendered its

resignation to the National League, and that the document
has been accepted. The disposition of the players has been
left to a committee of three, Messrs. Spalding, Soden and
Stearns, and they have decided to divide the players between
Kansas City and Washington.

An exchange sarcastically remarks : California has at last

dropped on to something new. They have nicknamed
Sweeney as the "used-to-be." Well, yes, out here in this

desolate country we tumbled to the fact that Charley's arm
needed rest long before our Eastern brethren. Sweeney, in

the box, didn't prove a snag to every team, did he?

"I'll give you a quarter for one," said a man in dudish
attire, sitting on the Nevada Block steps last Monday. "One
what?" exclaimed the preaideut of the League as he surveyed

the young man in the Bummer costume. "Why, one of the

photographs of that hand that shook Sullivan," whispered the

representative of kid gloves as he braced up and hurried down
the street.

The rumor that it was the intention of the Pittsburg Base
Ball Club to apply for admission to the League was confirmed

by the unanimous admission of the representatives of that

club at the meeting of the Board of Directors of the National

Baseball Association in Chicago last Wednesday. Wm A.

Nimick and A. K. Scanbue were admitted to the Association

as representatives of the Pittsburg nine.

In expressing an opinion of the St. Louis Browns, Presi-

dent Stearns of the Detroits says: "They are hustlers.

They have the Chicago style of play to a remarkable

degree. They out-Chicago Chicago. They are a fine batting

team, and the greatest runuers in the world. Their base

running is of a desperate sort. The catcher does well to

escape withoat a broken limb when one of the Browns slides

to the plate. They are great batters."

Dave Foutz says that five or six years in the box does most
pitchers up. The arm plays out, begins to ache and grow
weak, and the player must find some other calling. Some
have pitched for twenty years and are good yet. Bennett

has been in the box nearly that length of time, and is still good.

To become a good twirler one should develop the muscles

and chorda of the forearm. Then make hard the main muscle
and those directly back of the Bhoulder, and you will have a

good pitcher's arm. Just try it.

The Louisville Club is having trouble with its players.

But three of them—Ramsey, Wolf and Kerins—have sigi d.

The former, who received only $1,300 for last season's work,

was granted an advance. It is said the amount to be paid is

$2,000. Kerins was also granted an advance. Hecker,

Cook and Werrick declared their intention of retiring ft m
the diamond unless their salaries are raised, while White says

he will not play there at any price or under any conditions.

He says he expects to be black-listed, but he would rather

have it so than to play in Louisville.

If the Stockton Baseball Club will devote as much time to
practice as Manager Shelly does to abusing the Greenhood
& Morans, they might become more expert ball-tossers.

Shelly is evidently one of those unscrupulous managers who
sees good ball-playing only through State League spectacles.
He attempts a comparison between Mullee and Van Haltren,
to the advantage of the former, when, as everybody knows,
the south-paw twirler could discount the "erratic Jim."
Probably the Stocktonians want to try conclusions with the
Oakland" team, and if they do there's no doubt but what the
G. & M's would consent and give their opponents an advan-
tage of twenty runs as an "inducer."

"How much would you take for Morris and Carroll's

release?" was asked of Manager Phillips the other day.
"Just as much as I have been offered," was the hustler's

reply.

"How much is that?"
"Eight thousand dollars."

"What, you don't mean to say you refused it?"

"No, not exactly; but the day Morris pitched and shut out
the Detroits, some one asked Stern, President of the Detroits,
how much Morris and Carroll's release would be worth if

they could be secured. 'Well,' was Mr. Stern's reply, 'they

would be worth SS.000 to the Detroit Club.'"—Pittsburg
Exchange.

This has been an unusually long season for the League
clubs, as twelve more games were added to the schedule of

each club over the number of last year. They commenced
the games on April 29th and concluded on October 11th.

They have been played to a finish, including five forfeits,

480 games. Of these 397 were of the regulation length of
nine innings, fifty-eight were cut short either by rain or dark-
ness, three were of five innings each, ten of six innings, nine-
teen of seven innings and twenty-six of eight innings.
Twenty-five games required extra innings to be played before
a victory was won. Ten of these were of ten innings each,

twelve were of eleven innings, two of thirteen innings, and
one was of fourteen innings. Fifteen other games were
drawn when the scores were tied. One of these was of five,

two of six, three of seven, one of eight, five of nine, and one
each of ten, eleven and thirteen innings respectively.

Danny Long attended a masquerade in Oakland recently,

and was much surprised when a female, wearing the costume
of the G. & M's, stepped up and presented her card, on one
side of which waB:

Danny Long.
C. F. Greenhood k Moran B. B. C.

and on the other,
"i'm one of the pets."

Danny Long it is my name,
As Centre Fielder known to fame.

The smallest fielder in the League,
Tet I never know fatigue.

I may not boast VanHaltren's pace,
Xet I helped my club win second place,

For I am one of the "Pets" bo bold
Who laid the "Gentleinen(?>" Altas cold.

Though not detailed to guard a base,
Myself to the home plate I always chase;

And though this poetry is rather 'lame,"
Remember—"I get there, just the samel"

A story is told of how a catcher in a minor leagne got even
with an umpire who had inflicted heavy fines on the mask-
wearer. The catcher had the habit of making very uncompli-
mentary allusions to the umpire when decisions were not

made in accordance with the views of the back-stop. Finally,

a fine of $25 was plastered on the back of the catcher, who
set his teeth and determined to be revenged. The opportu-
nity oame. They were both up behind the bat, the umpire
close behind the catcher. The latter signalled for a high,

straight, swift ball and the twirler let it go for all he was
worth. As the flying sphere neared the plate the catcher

dropped down on all fours, and the way that the autocrat of

the diamond pawed the air was enough to make even the

hoodlum shriek. It just grazed his ear, and after he had
shook himself together and recovered his voice, he imposed
another fine of $50 on the catcher, who heard the announce-
ment without a murmur. The judge of "balls and strikes"

did not come close behind the bat during the remainder of the

DURING A BALL GAME.
At Chicago Clarkson retired the Detroits without a hit.

At the Polo Grounds on Decoration Day 20,700 people paid
admission.

At Savannah sixteen innings were played without a run.

At Philadelphia the Phillies beat the University team 31 to 0.

At Thurlow, Pa., a tornado carried away the grand Btand
with several people on it.

At Ithaca, Priugle, a pitcher, broke his arm while attempt-

ing to pitch a swift, curved ball.

A Boston College nine made a triple play on the Boston
League team.

At Philadelphia Atkinson retired the Metropolitans without
a single hit.

At Homer, Mich., Bennett, while catching, put out twenty
three men, twenty on strikes and made four assists.

At St. Louis Mike Kelly fell on his knees and prayed for

aid for the Chicagos, which was promptly refused.

At Washington a foul ball was batted over the fence, and
several bets were made as to whether a white or colored boy
would bring it back. A little girl collared it and all bets

were declared off.

The Joint Rules Committee, consisting of representatives

from the National League and American Association, met in

Chicago last Monday. The captains of several of the clubs

were invited to attend and take part in the deliberation. The
work of the meeting was to arrange a series of playing rules

that would be agreeable to both organizations, and do away
with the system now in vogue. Numerous changes have
been made, but whether they have improved on the present

rnleB is doubtful. In place of a stone at the home plate a

piece of white rubber was recommended. As a help to the

umpire in deciding whether a bated ball struck in fair or foul

grounds, the position of the first and third bogs was changed
seven and one-half inches. The high and low balls system
has been abolished, and any ball will be considered fair

which passes between the Bhoulder and knees and that passes

over the plate. Bunting the ball will not be allowed, and
any obvious attempt to make a foul will be counted a strike.

Clubs will not toss for choice of position, the right of choice

being invariably in favor of the borne club. Five balls and
four strikes will be allowed instead of six balls and three

strikes, as heretofore. When a batsman takes a base on balls

he shall be credited with a base hit. A runner can have a

substitute run for him in case of an injury, but must retire

from the game. A baterisouton the fourth strike whether

the ball is dropped or passed by the catcher. The pitcher's

box was shortened to five and a half feet, and the twirler is

required to keep his forward foot firmly on I

the ball is about to be delivered. Only two on:

permitted and they will have a right to tali

runner only.
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Between Heats Again.

The article of a few weeks ago, in which, was described

a practice we have been following, of walking and jog-

ging the horse between heats in leiu of taking him out of

the harness, has elicited a good many enquiries verbal

and in correspondence. We have heard it denounced as

altogether absurd and any number of ailments foretold

if people were crazy enough to adopt treatment so totally

at variance with that pursued by those who are acknowl-

edged to be masters of the art of training and condition-

ing trotters. As is well known by our intimates, we are

not prone to surrender belief^ on a mere statement that

they were wrong; the course is still pursued and the prac-

tical result is such as to induce further trial. It may be

as well to give the work, since the article alluded to was

written, before advancing the theory which led to its

adoption. The custom has been to "work" Antevolo

Tuesdays and Saturdays; on other days he was jogged

from 5 to 9 miles on the track when it could be used, on

the streets of Oakland when the track was too wet. The

date of publication was October 16th, and on that day it

rained so that the first fast work was the following Wed-
nesday, when, the track being heavy, he was not urged to

his best but given two miles in 2:25£, 2:22^. Saturday,

October 23d, drove him in 2:20, 2:22£, the next Tuesday

in 2:26) 2:21. Saturday, 6th of November, after two

heats which were not timed and the usual amount of

jogging and walking between them, he trotted in 2:18£,

the next Tuesday in 2:26, 2: 18^, and as last Saturday's

exercise is a good illustration will give it more fully.

There was a dense fog wetting the surface of the track so

that the damp soil would adhere to the wheels, and the

moisture hung in small globules from the ends of the hair

in the mane, and after the first mile at speed, that and the

perspiration completely saturated the horse's ooat. We
must acknowledge that we would not have felt justified

in treating any other person's horse as Antevolo was used,

for in addition to the fog there was a raw breeze from

the northwest. After reaching the track jogged 3^

miles and drove a mile in 2:26. Jogged and walked 3£

miles and drove the second heat in 2:24^. As we wanted

to work with Adair in the third heat had to wait longer

than usual and occupied more time in walking, there

being 3^ miles in the interval. In order to understand

how an unclothed horse could be walked without running

great risk of catching cold, the situation must be

described. The high fence is on the outer circle of the

track from the three-quarter pole to within a couple of

hundred yards of the judges' stand, and this acted as a

protection from the wind, and during the time of waiting

for Adair the sun had partially broken through the fog.

Scored twice with Adair and then drove the mile in 2:18,

the first quarter of it in 36£ seconds. After the heat con-

tinued part way around the turn, jogged back to the

stand, drove at a stiff jog around the track the reverse

way, and kept up a good pace on the way home. There

was no attempt to "scrape." After he was taken out of

the harness a light blanket was thrown over him, walked

a short time, lightly brushed, watered and fed. It must

also be understood that he is not clothed, and when
turned into his stall there is not a rag on body or limbs.

Since October Oth up to this time, November 15th, he

b^d not been unhitched from the sulky until his return

to the stable. Had he taken cold on Saturday he would
have shown it either by coughing or in soreness the next

clay, whereas, when jogged Sunday and Monday morn-

ings he gave no evidence of that, and was feeling as well

as he ever did in his life. Walked and jogged in all 11£

miles, beside the journey to and from the track, 6£ miles

between the heats, it was certainly a pretty severe prac-

tical test.

Now, every fair-minded man must admit that there is

some good in this practice, or that Aiitevolo is a phenom-

enal horse. What with the drawback of never having

worn a shoe, the ruination of tips, a big season and lots

of other things to hinder, such as the abrogation of

bandages, soaking tubs, hoof ointments, the tabooing of

mashes, medicines, lotions, rum-washes and a whole lot

of etceteras, he should have gone to pieces long ago

according to expert predictions. We have not had experi-

ence yet to warrant authoritative recommendations of

this sort of treatment between the heats of training work.

Though xt is somewhat analagous to the system pursued

with pedestrians, it differs so widely from the usual

practice that even after it proues worthy it will be a long

while before it will be adopted in a limited way. And
now for a few of the reasons that led us to adopt it. It

is nearly an axiom that colds are never caught when
anything like active exercise is taken, and no matter how
profuse the perspiration while the muscles are at work
there is little, if any, danger. Unless the exercise is

prolonged until complete exhaustion follows, there is

more relief obtained in motion than in quiescence.

Should there be anything in the theory of the synchron-

ism of the pulse and step, the stoppage of the action of the

muscles under our control must have an injurious effect

on that main muscle of animal life, the heart. The skin

of a horse being thickly coated with hair there is not the

same susceptibility as in the human race. While the

clothing is worn, though that be thin and saturated with

perspiration, if motion be kept up it can be borne.

When stripped then there is great relief in vigorous

rubbing, a twofold relief removing the moisture and
stimulating the blood vessels to throw a greater supply

of warm fluid to the surface. Eut rubbing the coat of a

horse, especially when the friction is contrary to the

angle of the hair, has not the potent effect it has on the

bare skin of a man, and in place of being a relief is

torture, when a heated horse is the subject. The scraper

or "knife of sweat" (as the Duke of Newcastle called it

over two hundred years ago) can also be used so as to

entail suffering, though there are times when it must be

employed. There are, also, stages in training when the

method sketched would be inadmissible. When fat has

to be eliminated by copious sweatings, the flow increased

by coverings must, in all probability, be resorted to. And
yet, as in so many other things pertaining to horses,
there may be a better system of bringing the animal into

possible chance of being sent off, and for the better part
of an hour there were frequent false starts.

The horse was indicating his fretfulness in every way,
sweating profusely in a tremor of expectancy, while his

most able competitors were comparatively cool. He »-ot

a good start, and before running one hundred yards the
Jockey was flogging him. This was analogous to what
John Ford called "putting on the English brake," and
the friction by the time the half-mile was run, in fifty

seconds, was a potent obstacle. Another quarter of a
mile it was an airbrake, and before Beven furlongs were
accomplished there was a thorough pressure from every
point. Now a mile is a long way to go when the powers
are taxed to the uttermost, and it may be that the jockey
was mislead by instructions from those incompetent to

give him. But apart from winning or losing, from sub-
stituting better management, better riding thau the

owner, trainer- and jockey are capable of displaying,

there are features which stamp the practice as an inno-

vation which must be abandoned.

The Big Trot.

condition.

A Pernicious Practice.

Some time ago a rider was taken off a horse before the

commencement of a race and another substituted, when
the judges thought there was evidence to sustain the

charge of intentions to defraud. At that time we took

strong grounds against the decision of the tribunal,

believing it inimical to the well-doing of the turf, and
without the warrant of law, custom or racing usages.

It can only be characterized as an arrogant assumption

of power which cannot be sanctioned without danger of

establishing precedents mischievously calculated to

work injury and punish men for crime which has not

been committed. If the owners of horses must surrender

the management of them to others on charges of intent to

commit wrong, and, perhaps, that charge based on idle

talk or malice, there will soon be an end to racing. For
ourselves we would not yield to such a demand were the

penalty ten times greater than it is in the power of rac-

ing officials to inflict, and feeling so strongly as we do on

the subject cannot avoid using strong language when
denouncing the practice.

The first instance that we ever knew occurred at the

State Fair two years ago, when Alta defeated Estill.

There were grounds (at least such were reported) which
justified suspicion that it was the intention to lose the

race with Alta. If that were the case the proper method
would have been to summons the manager and jockey of

the colts, state in plain words what the charges were
and the consequences that would follow. Then if the

manager offered to turn over the horse and let them take

charge, it would be all right. But to authoritatively

demand a concession, or rather, to assume the airs of a

dictator and say, Mr. we have determined that the

rider of your horse must be removed, and we will substi-

tute one, however much you may prefer the jockey you
employ, the ukase is written with a pencil more intensely

red than can be tolerated.

The latest instance is an illustration of the utter por-

niciousness of the practice. The change of jockeys was
followed by extreme nervousness of the animal. The
substituted jockey was also nervous, if that could be
determined by his dislike to take the horse above the
starting score. He would turn him when there was no

Writing entirely from memory we cannot recall a field

of trotters which have shown so much as those entered in

the big trot of the 27th inst. That is, when the like

number of horses were entered in one purse with such
high claims to distinction. Harry Wilkes has earned the

reputation of being the great campaigner of the year. He
has trotted a mile in the fastest time of the season. He
has trotted very many fast heats, and can be depended upon
to make a good showing whenever called upon. He is in

the hands of a man like Frank Van Ness, of much experi-

ence and admitted to be among the most capable in the

profession. He is a game, resolute horse, and possesses

the valuable characteristic of coming home at a faster

clip than any other portion of the heat. We were greatly

impressed by his appearance and action when we saw
him a few days ago exercising on the Oakland track, and
though he may be a trifle under the medium size, there is

no waste material. He has a great deal of quality, aud
this is assuredly a strong point in his favor. The pater-

nal half-brother of Harry, Guy Wilkes, comes next on
the list, measured by the season's work, and having the

next fastest record. He has not met defeat this year,

and, excepting his first races with Adair, has won with
comparative ease. He is of a different type to Harry,
powerful, heavily-muscled, courageous, and one of the

"best moneyed horses" we ever saw. To beat him a

horse must have more speed and equal endurance. He
rarely makes a mistake, and should he "leave his feet"

recovers the trot in a stride or two, and goes faster than
ever. He is a good horse in company, and if ever

"rattled" it is in some other place than a race. Hi3
driver, John A. Goldsmith, has been eminently successful

with him as well as other horses he has had charge of,

and there is certainly no driver of his age who is his

superior, and his experience extends over a greater num-
ber of years than people would think compatible in a
man who is not yet very high up in the twenties.

Oliver K. raised an immense excitement in the trotting

world this season. Yictory after victory to his credit,

and when he suffered defeat there was the grand satisfac-

tion of reversing the decision at the next meeting.

There will be many a warm welcome to Budd Doble
when he arrives here with Oliver K. He has gained a
host of friends in all sections of the country, and has
gained a reputation which few drivers reach. Fourteen
and three-quarters, 15£, 16, are the marks for the three

named, if our recollection be accurate, and then comes
Arab with 17^. Arab did well in his late Eastern cam-
paign, though not reaching the mark his friends fondly
hoped he would. Many expected that there would be
few able to cope with him, and there is little doubt that

the journey was somewhat inimical to his well-doing.

Once more on his native soil with plenty of the purest

atmosphere in the world to inhale, and we look for great

improvement. This is not theory entirely, as he showed
such a lively turn of speed in his exercise a week ago as

to be a token of great deeds in the future. Writing of

drivers none are more fortunate in a pilot than the horse

of so many sires. A noted French horse had to be nom-
inated as by Monarch, Sting or Tlie_Emperor , and the same
number of famous sires have been credited with the

paternity of Arab. But there is no doubt about the

capacity of Orrin A. Hickok. We have known him inti-

mately ever since he entered the into profession, and that is

so many years that it will make him an older man than
would be thought from his trim figure and youthful air

all round, He is an able man from every point of view.

A careful trainer, an expert reinsman, clear-headed and
ready to avail himself of. every circumstance which will

give him an advantage in the changing scenes of a race*

few indeed who combine his qualities.

It is worth a trip to the Park to see this quartet of
artists, in the sulky, and when , iu addil ion, they
are seated behind the four greatest trotters now
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on the tracts, the attraction should draw people

from the whole country, if the boundaries are San

Diego on the south and as far north and east

as the intelligence has reached. By this break we
do not mean to overlook Charlie Hilton or his astute

manager "W. B. Crawford. The horse is only a quarter of

a second behind Arab in the record, and not a faw pre-

dict that should the heats be broken it will puzzle the

best to get rid of him. That he is a "stayer" is beyond

question, aud endowed with so much speed that a trifling

addition to what he has already shown will bring him
head-and-head with the foremost. We cannot write of

our own knowledge of Mr. Crawford's ability in the

sulky, but, from what we hear Charlie Hilton stands on

an equality with the others in this respect. That he is a

man of penetrating judgment in all pertaining to fast

trotters is beyond controversy. Well as he is in perforni-

xng, it would be the height of presumption had Antevolo

been named with the idea that he was able to successfully

cope with such flyers as are named above. His owner

had no sort of a notion tending that way, but thought

the lesson would be valuable, and that even the scoring

with a field of flyers might be of service to him hereafter.

If it does not set his head swimming and utterly demor-

alize him, the scoring will be worth scores of lessons

received in work or in races with horses of his calibre.

It is worthy of note that all the entries are descendants

of Hambletonian, and that on the male side two of the

Bires claimed for Arab are sons. The sire of Harry

Wilkes, Guy Wilkes and Antevolo are also sons, and the

gires of Oliver K. and Charlie Hilton are grandsons.

The Fall Race Meeting.

There is no necessity for a review of the Fall Meeting

of the Pacific Coast Blood -Horse Association until after

its close. We write this on Wednesday evening so that

the first and second days are all that could be considered

at the present time, and apart from the reports of the

racing on the third day there will be no opportunity

before this number goes to press. That these two days

have been thoroughly satisfactory cannot be denied. The

management all through was very good, and there was
little chance for grumbling of any description. One error

in the judges' stand, and that came from following pre-

cedents at variance with rule and law, is all that can be

charged in that direction, and one bad start in ten races

is not a bad showing for the flag department. Weather

fine, track as good as the most fastidious could ask for,

racing that was tip-top, a fine attendance, well-behaved

people for two days, at least, it can be stated with all pos-

sible emphasis that in these resDects the meeting has been

superior to any previous gathering on this Coast, and not

inferior to that on any other coast, inland or interior.

Many exciting episodes and excitement is the life of rac-

ing. Startling results, unexpected conclusions.

Ten races, and only one of them that could be called at

all tame, nine absorbingly interesting. It may appear

^vidioua to particularize, but in our opinion the Park

Stakes was one of the best races ever run, and will bear

comparison with the very best at the distance, one and

one-quarter miles. There is not a doubt of the official

time being at least half a second too slow, so, from that

view-point it is worthy of the classification we award.

But we are not going to attempt description until the

hurly-burly of the meeting is over, and there is plenty of

time for calmreviewal. There are piles of notes, lots of

remembrances, and colts of such merit to write about that

many articles will be required to do them justice.

Death of Silver Cloud.

That the winner of the Chicago Derby of 1886, should

come to such an untimely end as befell him is sincerely

regretted by everyone who has the least fondness for race-

horses. Fortunately, his owner can bear the pecuniary loss

without "feeling it," but when a favorite horse is killed

money value bears a slight relation to other considera-

tions. It seems that the causes of bolting were twofold.

The harrow was at work leaving small space between it

and the inside fence and the "drawgate" was open. The

practice of harrowing the track while race-horses are at

exercise cannot be denounced in too strong terms. It is

bad enough on a trotting track when horses are under

more control; with little boys in the saddle and a rate

of speed which makes a sudden stop dangerous in the

extreme; it should never be allowed. There is danger

enough in horses galloping when every caution

observed; with harrows or scrapers at work the danger is

magnified so that it may be considered good fortune to

escape. That, and people and carriages crossing the

track when horses are "warming up" always causes a

feeling of uneasiness as we have seen one fatal accident

and several quite Sbriuus mishaps from that lack of ordi-

nary carefullness. While Silver Cloud could not be

rated with the best of the Santa Anita string, he was not

far off from being first-class, and in his victories at

Latonia and Chicago he boat some of the best colts of the

year. His death was instantaneous having broken his

neck by striking his head against the gatepost. His

blood was valuable, being-much in-bred to Lexington,

and was a colt of high form.

Death of Asteroid-

The celebrated thoroughbred stallion, Asteroid, died at
"Woodburn Farm," Nov. 1st, aged 25 years. The following
particulars are taken from the Live-Stock Record, Lexington:
"Asteroid was considered by his then owner, the late R. A.
Alexander, as the best horse he ever owned, and the best
three-year-old of his year, superior to his stable companion
Norfolk, who sold for $15,001, a dollar more than he paid for
Lexington. Asteroid did not start at two years old. He ran
five times at three years old and seven times at four years old,

and won them all, and broke down at five, and was retired to

the stud unbeaten, winning $12,S00, when the purses and
stakes were small in comparison to the present day. Asteroid
can not be considered a success at the stud, which was owing
to a defect. He never exhibited but one testicle, was very
uncertain as a sire, and after a few years' service became
impotent, and had remained so up to the day of his death.
He has been uselees at Woodburn for years, but he was kept
and cared for for the mighty deeds he accomplished on the
turf. Mr. R. A. Alexander was frequently offered high prices
for Asteroid; once $30,000 was offered and declined."

Pheasants for Tuxedo.

Lizzie Dwyer.

Ed. Corrigan's famous maie, Lizzie Dwyer, four years old,

died at Lexington, on the 1-Jthinst.of pneumonia, atTreacy &
Wilson's stables, near here. The disease was contracted
about a week ago while Corrigan's stable were en-route
from Washington. Lizzie Dwyer was by King Alfonso out
of Lilla Duke, by Lexington, second dam Lilla by York-
shire. In her three-year-old form she gave promise of

remarkable things, but hersudden and unexpected breakdown
in the St. Louis Derby, in June, 1885, almost ruined her and
compelled her retirement for the season. la her four-year-
old form she started eighteen times, winning six events, the
most important being the Boulevard Stakes at Chicago, July
3d, and the Competition Stakes at the same place, AuguBt
6th. The othei'B were purse races.

Dates Claimed for 1887.

The Coney Island Jockey Club claims the following dates
for its meeting next year:

June Meeting—Thursday, June 9 (Suburban Day); Satur-
day, June 11; Tuesday, June 14; Thursday, Jane 16; Satur-

day, June It; Tuesday, June 21; Thursday, June 23,

Saturday, June 25; Tuesday, June 28; Thursday, June 30.

Autumn Meeting—Saturday, Aug. 27; Tuesday, Aug. 31;
Thursday. Sept. 1; Saturday, Sept. 3; Tuesday, Sept. 6;
Thursday, Sept. 8; Saturday, Sept. 10; Tuesday, Sept. 13;
Thursday, Sept. 15; Saturday, Sept. 17 (Extra Day); Tues-
day, Seot. 20.

Horses and Their Feefc.

What makes your horse wear out in one-third of his natural
life? What makes his feet full or corns? What causes the
navicular trouble? What brings on a bog spavin? Why do
splints come on horses' legs? Why do horses have string-

halt? What is the cause of a seedy-toe that many horses
have? What makes them have thrush, canker of the foot,

lamiuitis and weak heals? The shoe, Mr. Editor, makes and
causes all the many troubles I have mentioned. Still owners
of horses insist on having their horses shod the old way, with
a heel and a toe shoe; with corks big enough for jack-screws.
How to prevent all the above trouble that our poor
horses have to suffer: Do not allow the smith to use a
knife on the foot of your horses at all, simply rasp
the foot off, just enough to get even bearing; then
apply a tip. or a thin, flat shoe; should you use the lip

never rasp the heel at all; should you have your horses feet

shod with plain, flat shoes, keep the heels down low enough
to get a frog pressure; three nails on each side is enough to

hold it in place on any driving horse until the shoe is worn
out. Never allow the smith to rasp the outside of the foot at

all. If you will follow these instructions you will save many
a horse from going lame. The roads are not too hard for any
horse's feet if you will give the feet any show whatever. If

you let the smith cut the sole and frog to suit his will and
pleasure, then fill it full of nails, rasp it off until it is as thin
as paper, you must expect lame horses, and you will have
them. Only think of the horse in his natural state. He will

travel over any road day in and day oat barefoot; still as
soon as he is brought to the city he is sent to the smith, then
the trouble commences. Any horse that is shod with a big,

heavy shoe, never should be allowed to go out of a walk. A
driving horse for rosd pleasure has no more use for a calk

than the writer has for thirteen toes. Any man who tells

you that a foot which is strong and healthy requires a shoe
to protect the frog and heels tells what is not so, and he can
prove it by showing results.—'On. the Road, Rural World.

Ontario Veterinary College.

The Ontario Veterinary College opened the session of 18S6
-1887, at Montreal, October 24th. There were between two
and three hundred students present. President Andrew
Smith delivered an address in which he illustrated the rise

and progress of veterinary science from its inception among
the Egyptians to the present day. In conclusion, he pointed
out in glowing terms the bright prospects which were open
to the diligent and persevering veterinarian on this continent,

where the field for practice was almost unlimited, only par-
tially developed, and as yet comparatively unoccupied. He
also dwelt with some warmth upon the manner in which
graduates of the Ontario Veterinary College had distinguished
themselves in the United States and elsewhere both in prac-

tice and veterinary literature. The college openB this season
under the most favorable auspices. The lecture rooms, and
especially the dissecting room, compare favorably with those
of any college in the world, while, to judge from the addresses
of the students, it would appear that the fame of the institu-

tion has spread all over the continent. There are representa-
tives not only from all parts of Ontario and Quebec (includ-

ing the city of Montreal), but New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, and the United States from Vermont to California,

the delegation from Illinois being an unusually large one.
The regular course of lectures commenced last week.

Elmo was sold on Wednesday for $400. The rest of Mr.
Seale's stock realized very satisfactory prices,

[N. Y. Herald.]

"Ah! those are the pheasants on the manifest. For orna-
mentation of our parks, I suppose?" said one of Uncle Sam's
devoted discharging officers on the Bremen dock, in Hoboken,
yesterday morning, when some fifty carefully constructed
boxes containing the largest shipment of live English pheas-
ants were landed from the steamer Fulda.

t€No, sir!" sternly said one of Charles Reiche's firm, clasp-
ing his hands tightly to one of his pockets, "not for orna-
mentation, though they ought to be, but imported simply for
propagating purposes."

"No, you don't mean that," said the erudite United States
inspector. "If you mean they are for breeding purposes,
why don't you say so? Then they are free. That is the law.
None of your nonsense about propagating or any other
business."
The entire matter was readily understood when the dis-

charging officer representing this great government finally

succeeded in appreciating the fact that gentlemen of wealth
and leisure, owning vast tracts of land and even parks of their
own, were now about to stock them with all classes, tribes
and representatives of that section of the animal kingdom
which have no domicile as yet in these United States. And
of these were the live pheasants that were landed at the
Bremen dock yesterday aud which before nightfall were made
exceedingly welcome in Tuxedo Park, the property of Mr.
Lorillard.

"Yes, sir," said Mr. Reiche, Sr., to the Herald reporter;
"we received an order from Mr. Lorillard to stock his park,
and we thought that the best thing to start on was these
pheasants, which are a great attraction to a park, and give
more immediate satisfaction than anything we know of. We
have other orders frem Mr. Lorillard also for Tusedo Park,
but I was anxious to ship and deliver them before the cold
weather set in. These pheasants must be acclimatized, and
when they are thus imbued with the spirit and the climate of
this country, which will not be long, Mr. Lorillard will not
only find his pleasure but his profit in them."
By this time the fifty curious looking boxes, each contain-

ing four compartments for the special accommodation of the
one single male and four females pheasants, were being taken
to the adjoining railroad track, en route for Tuxedo Park,
Mr. Lorillard's energetic servants doing all they could to ease
matters for the actual transfer of this very live property to
New Jersey.
"Where did you secure these numerous beautiful pheas-

ants?" asked the reporter.

"To tell you the truth, we get them in Bohemia and Silesia,

from what are known as 'gamekeepers,' though they are called
English pheasants. Never before had such a large consignment
of live pheasants reached this country, and it is all owing to
the fact that we now have game laws just as severe as any in
Europe. The proper enforcement of this law has helped our
business greatly. Gentlemen who own tracts of land and
private parks are now anxious to possess these beautiful
birds, without the least fear that some neighboring farmer's
boy will shoot them at sight. Hence, our desire to accommo-
date this class of gentlemen, and it should be remembered
that not only Mr. Lorillard but many other gentlemen have
secured part of this shipment. In fact, we have none left.

After we have supplied Mr. Lorillard we will have to send
some to Senator McPherson, J. W. Kinney, John R. Morris,
of New Orleans, and John Roach, the shipbuilder."
In reply to inquiries as to how the pheasants fared during

the voyage, Mr. Reiche said: "Of course, two per cent, of
them died daring the voyage, though they were all fed on
buckwheat, cracked corn and green food, like cabbage, etc.

Should, however, Mr. Lorillard not find the comfort and
pleasure in them that he anticipates, he will be content with
the young family product of pheasants in Tuxedo Park and
make his profit thereby. There are always two broods out of
a hen pheasant, and I have seen a pair of live pheasants sold
at $25. Of course, the dead or dressed pheasants coming
over here from England can be had in our markets at $5 or
$6 a pair, but that is no criterion to go by, We nsed in
times past to import these live birds, but never in such large
quantities as at present. And this is all due to the game
laws which now form part of this State's statutes."

Conformation, size, gait and breeding have a great deal to

do with enabling a trotter to live long on the turf. That is to
say, certain breeds are distinguished by a happy combina-
tion of the above qualities and especially frictionless move-
ment; a handy habit of going is another supeiexcellent
quality. The horse who can relieve himself from the strain
of a long-continued brush by a well-timed break, will retain
his speed much longer than one that trots from wire to wire,
fresh or tired. Take Goldsmith Maid for example: Her
skips were better preservers of her cords and muscles than
the soaking tub of liniments. Old Driver, 2:19i, also brings
further proof. It was thought when he scored his 162d heat
in 2:30 or better, a few years ago, that he then laid down hia
trotting burden; but at one of the Vermont Fairs a few weeks
since he won the free-for-all race, beating Captain Emmona
and others, and trotted the third heat in 2:30, on a slow half-

mile track, driven by Charlie Taylor, who has scored eight
annual marks beyond the allotted three score years and ten.
The united ages of Driver and his driver on this occasion are
within three years of a century.

The glorious weather for the fall race meeting has been a
subject of universal congratulation during the week. The
Blood Horse Association's races and a downpour of rain
became synonymes, but fate has been for once propitious.
Three finer days than Saturday, Tuesday and Thursday
could not be desired. The charm of the meeting, up to the
present time, has been the high quality of the sport. This,
added to excellent all-round management has delighted every
patron of the races.

How many people will pass through the gates of the Bay
District traok to-day? Five thousand or ten thousand? Should
the numbers represented by both sentences put in an appear-
auce they will be more than paid by the quality of the sport.
With Volante, Binette, Lucky B., Guenn, John A., Napa,
Estrella and Echo as possible starters, there will he some
lively work in naming winners. That is the task everyone
likes to take in hand, even though the majority fail.

Mr. Baldwin's losses have followed each other in swift suc-
cession. Silver Cloud's death, on Sunday last, was uppermost
with his owner when the announcement came that Mirah
dropped dead in Kentucky. She was the dam of Binette and
a grand brood-mare. She was to have been bred next year to

one of the famous Kentucky sires.

A team of Canadian cricketers will visit England i

They will find the old country a good school,

hare much to ler.rn their hosts will doubtless give :.

lessons than half-pence.
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Fred Archer Dead.

N. Y. Herald.

Lon-dos, Nov. 8, 1S86.—Fred Archer, the celebrated jockey,

. His death was the result of a pistol Bhot wound

inflicted by himself while in a delerium resulting from typhoid

The first symptoms of disease appeared on Thursday after

his visit to Lewes races. When it became evident his illness

was likely to be serious he was taken to his sister's house at

Newmarket. He rapidly grew worse and had been in a raging

fever since yesterday morning. He was left alone for a few

minutes and his attendant, shortlyafter leaving the sickroom,

heard two pistol shots. He hurriea back and found Archer

dyiDg. He had shot himself with a revolver.

Fred Archer's career on the turf has been one of the most

remarkable in the auoals of English horse-racing. No jockey

ever had a cooler head, a lighter hand, or a stouter heart.

Patient, vigilant and courageous, his extraordinary success

was due not to luck, but to skill, and his tragic death in the

very heyday of his fame will be deeply regretted in every

quarter of the world where the love of horse-racing flourishes.

Fred Archer was born on the 11th of January, 1856. His

father, ' 'Billy" Archer, was a well-known steeplechase rider,

who won the Grand National on Little Charley in 1S58. He
kept the King's Arms at Prestbury, near Cheltenham, a tavern

well known to sporting men of the last generation. Fred

Archer learned to ride almost as soon as he learned to walk.

At the age of sii he won his first pony race, and distinguisbed

himself as a bold and clever 'cross-country rider with the

Cotswold Hounds.
He was apprenticed when twelve years old to Matthew Daw-

son, the Newmarket trainer. It was not long before Fred

showed that he was made of sterling stuff. He was so plucky

that he could keep his seat on the most vicious and awkward
horse that ever ate oats. His first winning race on the flat

under Jockey Club rules was in a $500 plate at Newmarket.

His nest great victory was the Cesarewitch, on Salvanos, in

1872, at seventy-seven pounds, and two years later he very

nearly won the same race on a gelding named Truth.

In 1S74 Archer led the season by winning the Lincolnshire

Handicap with Tomahawk, and although his weight was bnt

little over eighty-four pounds, so great was the demand for

his services that at the end of the year he was at the head of

the list of winning jockeys. It was during this same year that

Lord Falmouth gave him the mount on Atlantic, with which

he won his first great three-year-old race, the Two Thousand
Guineas, riding against such famous jockeys as H. Jeffrey,

Fordham, Chaloner, Custance, Cannon, Goater, Maidment
and the two Osbornee. It was also in 1874 that he won his

first great two-year-old race, the Woodcote Stakes, with Lady-

love, whiie he also won the Great Cheshire Stakes with

Andred, the Stewards Cup at Goodwood with ilodena, and the

Clearwell Stakes at Newmarket with the Eepentance colt.

On the death of Tom French, Lord Falmouth's jockey,

Archer, was chosen to succeed him and won many a splendid

victory wearing the famous magpie colors—black body,

white sleeves and red cap. It is impossible within the limits

of this necessarily brief sketch to give a complete list of even

the chief races which Fred Archer won. Suffice it to say that

bis record has never been surpassed in the history of the

turf. He won the Derby five times—in 1877 with Silvio, in

1SS0 with Ben d'Or, in 1SS1 with Mr. Pierre Lorillard's

Iroquois (for this victory Mr. Lorillard presented him with

a check for So, 000), in 1885 with Melton and this year with

Ormonde. He won the St. Leger six times—in 1877 with

Silvio, in 1S78 with Jeannette, in 1SS1 with Iroquois, in 18S2

with Datch Oven, in 1SS5 with Melton and this year with

Ormonde. The Oaks he won four times—in 1875 with Spin-

away, in 187S with Jeannette, in 1S79 with Wheel of Fortune
and in 18S5 with Lonely. This year, in the same race, he
had a mount on Philosophy, which came in among the last.

The Two Thousand Guineas he won with Atlantic in 1874,

with Charibert in 1S79, with Galliard in 18S3 and with Para-

dos in 1885. He won the French Derby in 18S0 with

Beauminet and in 1SS3 with Frontin. The Grand Prix he
carried off in 1882 with Bruce and in 18S6 with Minting.

Last year he made his finest record, winning the Two Thou-
sand Guineas, the Oaks, the Derby and the St. Leger. This
feat no other jockey ever accomplished.
In riding for Mr. Pierre Lorillard he was highly successful,

winning the City and Suburban, the Great Metropolitan and
the Great Cheshire Stakes with Parole in 1S79. With Iroquois

in 1S81 he carried off the Derby, the Prince of Wales and the

St. Leger.
The following table gives his winning mounts in the great

classic, three-year-old events during his career on the turf:

2,000 Guineas Atlantic 1S74
Charibert 1879
Galliard 1883

" Paradox 1885
1,000 " Spinaway 1875

" Wheel of Fortune 1879
The Derby Silvio 1877

Bend'Or 1880
" Iroquois 1881

Mefton 1SS5
Ormonde 1886

The Oaks Spinaway 1875
" Jeannette 1S78
" Wheel of Fortune 1S79
" Lonely 1885

The St. Leger Silvio 1S77
Jeannette 1878

" Iroquois 1SS1
" Dutch Oven 18S2
" Melton 1SS5
*' Ormonde 1886

Without the many valuable handicaps and minor races which
he won, and for which he was always eagerly in demand, the
above is a record unapproached by any other jockey living or
dead. During the season of 1885 he had 24G winning mounts;
this year at the time of his death he again was in the lead
with 170 winning mounts. His winning record from 1870 to

18S6isas follows:

3
1878 229

]s71 1879
1S80

197
1872 27

167

172
207
218
229

197

120
1873 1881 220

1875
1876
1877

1882
1883
18S4
1885

210
232
241

, 246
1878 18S6 1 70
1S70

It may truly be said that Fred Archer was the idol of the
British public. Everyone knew that he always did his level

beat to win. He was invariably first at the starting post, and
was rarely guilty of a false start or break away. Instead of
pulling his horse's head off he kept it loose, and as soon as

the flag dropped started his horse along with a touch of the

spur. Many of hie best races were won at the start. He was
wonderfully quick at seeing an opening, and very courageous

in driving his horse right at it. It was because the British

public knew that he rode to win that his mounts were often

backed with but little reference to the horse he was riding.

The London World not long ago printed the following

"pen picture" of the great jockey. He is described as "a tall

slender young man, whose general costume is, like his

manner, quiet and unassuming. There is nothing horsey in

his raiment, in the fashion of his dark hair, nor does be wear

a scarf tied in a coaching fold with the almost inevitable fox

tusk pin, the place of this eminently sportiDg article of cos-

tume being filled by a sailor's knot. "Nor is Fred Archer

afflicted with the Newmarket air, the five-to-two carriage of

the head, so offensive in the successful light weights of the

old plunging days. It is odd that really great jockeys never

wear a jaunty air, preferring to leave that kind of thing

to the feather-weights suddenly lifted to fame by the win-

ning of a few handicaps. As he enters, dressed in a suit

of dark clothes, relieved oDly by the chain which holds the

magnificent watch presented to him by Mr. Dawson when he
was 'out of his time,* with his overcoat thrown back, and his

billycock hat held in his left hand, Fred Archer might easily

be taken for the risingyoung clerk in a thriving bank dropped
in to take his chief's orders on 6ome important business.

Success appears to have steadied rather than unsettled him,

and nothing is more pleasant than to witness the deferential

air of the most successful jockey of the day toward his former
master and present friend and part employer. That it may
not be thought that Fred Archer's quiet and modest demeanor
is dwelt on overmuch, it may be well to mention that his

present income, entirely his own, as he is out of his appren-

ticeship, is about as great as that of a queen's counsel in

mid-career, of a 'special' surgeon, of any Royal Academician,

bating perhaps five, and almost half as great as that of an
Italian tenor singer. It is quickly earned, without long

delays, expectations and disappointments; for when he is put
in charge it is not long before the event is decided. His great

causes depend on the application, within the space of a

minute, of his nice judgment of pace, his successful opera-

tions on the display of consummate nerve, and courage in

tearing down a perilous declivity or in hugging the rails at

an awkward turn; his great pictures are dashed in with a

single stroke as when he drove Jeannette through the leading

pair at Doncaster, his sensational effect when he brings a

despised outsider like Charibert to the front and makes
mincemeat of his field. A \erj large income, the unbounded
confidence of employers and of the public, might help to turn

many heads just arrived at legal manhood, but Fred Archer
quietly goes his own way and studies diligently to improve in

his calling."

Fred Archer was married in 1SS3 to Miss Nellie Dawson,
eldest daughter of John DawsoD, the famous trainer, and
niece of Matthew Dawson. The ceremony took place at All

Saints' Church, Newmarket, and the event was observed as a

general holiday. A roasted ox, the gift of Lord Hastings, was
distributed to the poor of the vicinity, and this was accom-
panied by a thousand loaves and a thousand pints of beer,

given by the bridegroom. Mr. and Mrs. John Dawson enter-

tained a large circle of friends at breakfast, while many con-

gratulatory telegrams were received during the day from
noblemen and other gentlemen identified with the English

turf. His married life while it lasted was said to have been

very happy. On the 7th of November, 18S4, he rode the

Duchess of Montrose's mare Thebais and won the Liverpool

Cup. As soon as he dismounted he was handed a telegram

announcing the birth of a daughter. On the following day
his wife died. Archer was broken hearted with grief. He
sailed soon after for this country, staying here for some time

and receiving much sympathy and courtesy from sporting

men.
Fred Archer dies worth perhaps $500,000. He was very

careful with his money, banking his winnings as they were
earned.
His reputation as the foremost jockey of his time was well

nigh a universal one, and among the followers of the turf in

America he was almost as well known a character as in the

land of his triumphs. The news of his sudden and untimely
death was received with many expressions of regret and sur-

prise in this city. About the hostleries, where racing men are

to be found, the greatrider's unexpected demise was yesterday

a leading topic of conversation.

Mr. F. Gray Griswold, the master of the Eockaway Hounds,
is an authority upon racing matters and racing men. In 1882

he went to England in the interest of Mr. Pierre Lorillard to

superintend the prigrarnme laid out for the cracks of the

"cherry and black." Mr. Griswold is posted on turf matters

past and present, end takes an active interest in everything
connected with horseflesh.

"I am very sorry to hear of Archer's death," said he, when
he was told the news of the great jockey's sudden end by a

Herald reporter. "Tie was undoubtedly the greatest rider of

the day, and probably the greatest jockey England ever saw.
From the time when be was but a lad in Matthew Dawson's
stable he has been a great horseman. He has always ridden
for Dawson, and made a great part of his reputation by his

riding of Lord Falmouth's mounts. Archer will undoubtedly
be a great, in fact an almost irreparable loss to the English
turf, although there are a .number of men to-day who are in

some respect almost his equal. No, I do not considtr

that Fordham, although a wonderful rider, was Archer's
equal. Upon the Newmarket course he probably was just as

good. In fact, I remember one day at a race meeting which
I attended in England, Fordham beat Fred Archer in two
races merely by 'kidding' him at the finish and making Archer
think that Fordham's mount was beaten. On the Epsom
course, however, Archer was certainly five pounds better than
any other man in England. It was his tremendous daring
that made him celebrated over this course, where, at Tatten-

ham Corner he was simply wonderful in the wa}' he rode
through and took right to the rails. He won many a race

through his pluck at that spot."

"To what particular cause do yon ascribe Archer's phenom-
enal success?" asked the reporter.

"That would be difficult to answer," replied the M. F. H.
"With his great reputation he always had first call and rode
the best of horses. For this reason he had many followers

who confined themselves to betting on 'Archer's mount.'
Some years they came out good winners and again they were
not so lucky.
"Fred Archer always looked after the pounds, shillings and

pence, to such an extent, in fact, that he was often called

"Archer the Tinman.' He won pots of money, and I should
say mnst have left afortuneof at least £100, 000. He received,

of course, a great many gifts after his successful races. Mr.
Lorillard gave him, if I remember aright, £1,000 after Iroquois
won the I)erby.
"Archer was a man of remarkable size for a jockey. His

natural weigbt, was, I should think, about one hundred and
forty-rive pounds. But he was one of the hardest trained

men ever seen. He rode repeatedly as low as eight stone

ten. To get himself down to this of course required a great
amount of wasting. When he bnilt his Newmarket house he
hada Turkish bath put up in it and used it every day. He
was of lithe build and had long muscles upon which he relied
for his wonderful efforts."

"What do you consider, Mr. Griswold, was the peculiar
advantage that Archer possessed over his competitors?"

"I think probably his wonderful starting, although, as
every one knows, he was widely celebrated for his grand fin-

ishes. He possessed the secret of getting off well at the start
and of keeping a horse's hind legs under him. He was very
fond of short races, say five furlongs. In all sorts of dashes
he was far superior to any man living. In addition to
his remarkable ability as a rider he was an exceptionally fine
judge of a horse. The moment he put a leg over one he
could have told you his value.

"Archer undoubtedly made a great deal of money in back-
ing his own mounts. This man J. Hammond, who" has made
a great success out of horse-racing and is now the owner of
many valuable horses, commenced as Archer's commissioner.
It would be impossible to make any comparison between
Archer and any of our American jockeys, the circumstances
surrounding thfm being so entirely different. It is just pos-
sible that on American courses McLoughlin might have
beaten him on the turns, as he is so familiar with them all.

I regret," said Mr. Griswold, in conclusion, "that this great
rider should have met with such an untimely end, for he was
an exceptional man, and he is a great loss to the turf."

At his office at No. 23 South William strest. Sir Roderick
Cameron wa3 found by the reporter. This gentleman,
although not at present actively engaged in turf matters, is

well known as a former patron of sport. He is also widely
celebrated as the importer of the great sire LeamiDgton.
"You bring me strange news," said he to the reporter.

"Archer's death will be a great blow to the lovers of the turf.
He was not riding when 1 was upon the turf, which indeed
was something over twenty years ago," added the hale,
hearty looking gentleman, laughingly. "However," he con-
tinued, "I know something of Archer's performances, as
every man who holds an interest in matters of this kind does.
In my day Harry and Jim Grinshaw and George Fordham
were the celebrated riders. I consider that Archer certainly
was the greatest jockey England ever saw. The great thing
about him was his absolute honesty. He waB brought in con-
tact with gentlemen from the time when he was an exercising
lad in the Dawson stable and became a man of considerable
polish and education. 1 remember once at a railway station
meeting Archer and his valet. The jockey rode in one cab
and his man in another, carrying his rugs and valises.

"I saw him ride only a year ago at Sandown Park, and it

was fully worth the journey to look upon his splendid rid-

ing. Archer's chief advantage was his wonderful judgment
at the finish. He could estimate to a nicety the distance to the
post fully two hundred yards from home. Archer certainly

got more out of a horse than any other jockey we know of.

He always had first call on the best mounts, and owners often
paid him from £1,000 to £3,000 as retainers. There were
men on the English turf for whom Archer would not ride for

any money. His death is a great loss to the turf, and he
was a man worthy of all the respect accorded him."
Mr. Michael Dwyer expressed sorrow and surprise at the

news of Archer's death. "Only yesterday," he said, "I was
reading about him. I never knew him personally, but from
what I have read about him he" must have been a great
jockey. I had hoped to meet him and I am grieved not to
have been able to do so."

Mr. E. A. Buck, of the Spirit of the Times, when informed
of the death of Archer, referred the Herald reporter to Mr,
Vosberg of his staff, after stating that he would indorse any-
thing that gentleman said.

Fred Archer did not strike me as being a particularly bright
man," said Mr. Vosberg, "but he was very decent in his

behavior. He had a weak mouth, and seemed 6low to make
up his mind. True, when I met him, in 1SS4, he was suffer-

ing from domestic affliction. I attribute a great deal of

Archer's success as a jockey to his having graduated in Lord
Falmouth's stable in 1S73, I believe. Lord Falmouth at that

time owned some of the best horsesin England, and as Archer
rode Lord Falmouth's horses he was brought into undue
prominence. His success had a depressing effect upon other
riders. It gave him, however, courage in turning Tottenham
Corner and nerved him for great efforts.

"Archer was undoubtedly one of the greatest riders England
ever produced, and he has never been suspected of being
connected with any of the scandals of the English turf. Hia
death will not have any effect upon the turf, for the turf is

not affected by any man's life. Wood, who may now be con-
sidered the leading English jockey, has recently given Archer
a pretty hard race."

At this stage of the conversation Mr. Buck produced an
extract from a letter sent by the Duke of Beaufort to the

Spirit of Hit Times saying:

—

"I think that the Duke of Beaufort sums up the secret of

Archer's success. He remarks: 'Fordham, Archer, Alfred

Day and Tom Cannon almost invariably got the best starts

—

not that they went before the others, but that because, having'
good hands, they told their horse 'Business this time; we are

off.' The horses ridden with bad hands don't know if they
are really off or not.'

"

Mr. A. C. Munson, treasurer of the American Jockey Club,

was seen by the reporter at the club-house last night. Mr.
Munson said:

"lam sorry to hear of Fred Archer's death. What do I
think was the secret of his success as a jockey? The cause
of his success was his skill and sound judgment in riding,'*

combined with strict honesty and integrity. He could not be
purchased. That embraces everything, iu my opinion, that

can be said of him.
"No, his death will not have any influence npon the

English turf.

"I may here remark that in England they ride much)
heavier weights than we do, a.pd that enables the English

jockeys to remain on the turf and gain experience. The boys-

who are employed as jockeys in this country cannot be

expected to have the experience men have. As soon as our
young riders get to any weight thev become trainers and give

up riding. There is more inducement to fall into dishonest

ways by adhering to light weights, for the boys naturally

know that after a certain time they cannot ride, and so, though
I do not state that such is the case, may be inclined to make
as much money as possible while they can."

Mr. Lawrence Kip was in the act of inspecting his handsome 1

stables in East Fortieth street last night when the Herald
reporter informed him that Fred Archer was dead.

Mr. Rip was pained and surprised at the news and said:

'This is one of the saddest things I have heard for a long -

time. It is a great blow to the Euglish tnrf. When Archer

was over here he made a very favorable impression upon all

whom he came in contact with. I saw him ride in Europe
and think that he was the most scientific rider of the century!?

I do not think that any man could have managed or ridden a

horse better than Fred Archer, and yet it was not nee"""
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for him to be acquainted with a horse in order to be able to

ride him, as is the case with some men.
"I think that the cause of his success was his coolness,

judgment, patience ana general good sense, which qualities be

undoubtedly possessed to a greater extent than any rider in

England. I do not think that he was ever mixed up iu any
questionable practices, and am satisfied that he was the head
of his profession on the English turf."

Mr. D. D. Withers, one of the best known and popular

stable owners on this side of the Atlantic had just returned

from his farm in New Jersey and was found by a Herald
reporter at the Brevoort House. "I have just heard of

Archer's death," said he when addressed by the reporter.

"It will, of course, be a source of sincere regret to many peo-

ple upon the turf. I have never seen Archer ride, but it is,

I think, unquestioned that he was the greatest jockey of

his time."

"Do you consider Archer the greatest jockey ever seen in

England?"
"Well no, I don't think I do. I am somewhat of an old

fogey myself," said Mr. Withers laughingly, "and I have
always thought that George Fordham was the greatest jockey

ever seen on the English or any other turf. To be sure it is

impossible to institute a comparison between the two men
for they were not of the same age. As compared with Ameri-

can jockeys you ask me to speak about Archer. I don't

think that can be done fairly either. The circumstances are

Tery different, and it would be useless to attempt to contrast

the different methods of riding.

"Archer was renowned chiefly for his wonderful pluck and
daring, and the fact that he was offered the very best mounts
was abundant proof that he was deserving of all the credit

given him. He was certainly beyond reproach and a man of

integrity who could be relied upon. His death is a great loss

to the English turf.
1 '

"Archer was the demon of the pigskin," said Captain

William M. Conner to the reporter when asked for his views

concerning the qualities of the great rider. "I consider him
unquestionably the greatest jockey ever known. He was a

perfect horseman, and at the same time a wonderfully good

judge of the value of a race-horse. He was instinctively a

good jockey, and fully deserved the laurels that he won for

himself both as a wonderful rider and a man of integrity.

There was no mount in Eugland that he could not have

obtained had he wanted it, but for all that he often refused

what seemed to some to be very good opportunities. Archer
would not ride a horse that he considered pcor, no matter

what the inducement was.

"It would be somewhat difficult to compare him with

American jockeys, for the methods of the men here and in

England are so very different. He certainty ranked the very

highest, and was a man known to turf men all over the world.

His death is an greao loss to the turf.

Average Sale of Thoroughbred Yearlings For
1886.

For several seasons past the JS
r

. T. Spirit has published a

tabulated statement of the results of the sales of yearlings at

publio auction during the season under their sires, setting

forth the number, sex, highest price, and average. These
tables are of special interest to the breeders as well as to the
purchasers of yearlings, as they show the estimation in which
the different sires are held by the experts. We have included
the get of several stallions only one of whose get were sold

in order to make the list complete, but of course they can-

not be taken into consideration in making an average.

Fall Management of Stallions.

The proper treatment of the stallions after the close of the

season's service is a very important question to breeders,

particularly such as own stock horses for which they wish to

make a reputation. The following sound suggestions con-

cerning stallion management, from J. H. Saunders* excellent

treatise on "Horse Breeding," is commended to the attention

of all those who have the care of stallions, especially such as

are just entering the breeding ranks. The condition of the

stallion for next season's business will depend largely upon
the manner in which he is kept from the close of the present

one until the next season commences. In most cases the

period from the 1st of October to the 1st of March is one in

which the stallion is not called upon to do duty in the stud,

and usually but little is done after July 1st. It is a period of

rest or recuperation from the drain resulting from the sea-

son's service, but it should not be a season of pampered and

overfed indulgence, as is too often the case.

When it is convenient to do so, the very best possible

treatment that can be resorted to during this period is to use

the stallion at light work. If a draught horse that has been,

as they ought to be, broken to work, let him be driven

moderately by the side of a quiet mare or gelding, and worked
regularly np to the 1st of February, and fed enough grain to

keep him strong and healthy, but not fat. Oats will be much
better food for him than corn, but if it is found that he is

becoming too thin, or if the work is comparatively heavy,

corn may be used part of the time with good results.

If the stallion is a trotter or roadster, by all means drive

him on the road. If you can use him regularly as a business

horse so much the better; and as in the case of the draught

stallion feed him enough to keep him strong and hearty, and

work him right along as though you intended that he should

earn his living. This I am satisfied from experience is the

best treatment for stallions of any breed, and will result not

only in bringing the horses to the beginning of the next

season in. better condition than any other, but the prob-

abilities are that a horse so treated will get more and better

foals than one that is not worked during this period.

In many cases, especially iu large breeding establishments

and with thoroughbred stallions, the course recommended
above is practically out of the question. The next best thing

then, if the horse must perforce remain in comparative idle-

ness during the period mentioned, is to provide him with a

large paddock, the larger the better always, and let him have

the run of it all times during pleasant weather, stabling him
only at nights and during storms; and when kept under

these conditions it will be best to dispense almost entirely

with grain food of all kinds.

A run to grass during the late fall, if it can possibly be

provided, will be one of the very best things that can be had;

fbut

this will rarely be the case. The main reliance in most

cases must be good hay; but I greatly prefer corn fodder

when it can be had, as it furnishes a complete change of diet

from what the horse has been accustomed to, a change that

will prove highly beneficial to the general health of the horse.

It reconstructs him, as it were, and makes a new horse of him
after a few months of such treatment, and is certainly the

next best thing to a ran at grass before recommended. But
while he is kept on this food due attention must be paid to

bis bowels, lest he becomes too constipated, a condition that

can usually be prevented or remedied, should it occur, by the

use of an occasional bran mash.
The necessity of this change in diet from grain to coarse

and bulky food, like hay or corn fodder, is increased in pro-

portion to the degree of confinement to which the horse must
be subjected. There is nothing that will so soon destroy the

health and vigor of the horse as close confinement and high

feed; and the man who expects to keep his horee in show
condition the year round will find that he has undertaken a

difficult job. It will work in some cases for a year or two,

but, like constant indulgence in intoxicating liquors in man,

it will, in the end, sap the strongest constitution. A strong,

vigorous horse may be able to stand the deleterious influence

for a few years, but it is only a question of time with the

beat.—Rural World.

Alarm
Algerine
Algerine or Rayon d'Or
Athlete
Balancer
Billet
Bonnie Oaks
Bramble.
Brigadier ,

Clips es

Uudley
Duke
Poke o£ Magenta
Duke of Montrose
Duke of Montrose or Onondaga..
Eland
Enquirer
Falsetto
Fechter
Fiddlestick
Fellowcraft
Fonso
Frogtown
Glen Athol
Glenelg
Glengirry
Gov. Bowie
Great Tom
Harry O'Fallon

,

Highlander
Hiniyar
Hindoo
Hurrah
Hyder Ali
Iroquois
Ill-rsed
Jils Johnson..
Joe Hooker.
Joe Hooker or Jumbo
Kantaka
Sang Alfonso
King Ban

,

Kingfisher
Leonatus
Lever
Longfellow
Longtaw
Luke Blackburn
Macduff
Milner
Mortemer
Muscovy
Norfolk.
Onondaga
Outcast
Pat Malloy
Plenipo
Plowman
Powbattan
Prince Charlie
Rapture
Rapture or Athlete
Rayon d'Or
Reform
Rossifer
Saxon
Speculator
Spendthrift
Springbok
Siddartba
Stratford
St. Hartin.
Ten Broeck
Three Cheers
Tympanum
Vanderbilt
Versailles
Virgil
Vulturno
Wanderer
Warwick
Woodlands

Totals .

S4.S50
725
250
250
350

23,32;

400
7,858
325
495

1,185
3,325
3,860
915

2,05(1

330
9,575

32,150
3,325

350
350
200
260
730

19,360

2,500
329

10,850
179
700
775

8,085
1,990
1,290

1,425
1,750
335

3,200

110
45(1

22,480

21,965
360
500

1,700
7,910

5,450
13,900

650
1,330
17,425

200

2,000
17,950

235
4,240

1,070
250

4,760
11,130
2.3C0
290

2,150
6,200
3,500

1,725
335

16,250

6,325
716
800
50:

3,100
42U
725
614
375

22,965
160

1,770
2,160

3,000

Ruled Off.

Ebitoe Breeder axd Sportsjiax:—At a recent meeting of
the Executive Committee of the Washington Park Club, the
following named persons were rnled off for being implicated
in a conspiracy to poison horses during the late summer
meeting, 1886; viz

:

Thomas Redmond, alias Texas Tom.
Charles Price, (colored).

Daniel Reeves.
Albert Edwards, alias Ten Broeck.
Chicago, Nov. 8, 18S6. J.E. Brexsher, Secretary.
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§782.90

As will be seen the 463 yearlings averaged ^7S2,90. The
highest average attained, §2,050, was by a colt by Duke of

Montrose or Onondaga, sold at Mr. J. Lucas Turner's Kinloch

sale, but that is hardly a fair test. We think the palm
belongs to Falsetto, whose twenty head sold at an average of

§1,607.50. Nor is Ten Broeck's $1,550 for two colt3 as good

as Spendthrift's $1,477.27 for eleven, two of which were fillies,

as in such a case two or three may be the best in quality,

while in the case of a large number there is always some
inferior ones. King Alfonso's §1,405 is good for sixteen, as

is Billet's §1,451.56 for the same number. Onondaga's aver-

age §1,232.14, too, is capital, as eleven of his fourteen were

fillies, and, as a rule, fillies do not sell for anything like as

much as colts. The results attained by the sales of the year-

lings by Stratford, The Ill-Used, Ten Broeck, Rayon d'Or,

Leonatus, Kingfisher, etc., are not to be taken as a proper

estimate of the worth of their sires, who are not public

stallions, and those of their get sold were not their best

but "cullings" from the private establishments of prominent

owners.
Comparing the results with those of last year, there has

been but little change. Billet has made a decided rise over

last season, when twelve of his get sold for §1,091.66. Bram-

ble has risen, too, from $616.11. Falsetto has doubled his

last season's average of JS16.33. Hindoo's average is §200

greater thnn last season. King Alfonso has nearly doubled

his figures, while King Ban, from $366.66, has jumped to

§1,220.27. Spendthrift's average has fallen off, but it is still

one of the best. In fact bis average of 1885 was phenomenal,

and it is too much to expect it to remain at such figures.

Virgil remains nearly the same. Taken as a whole, however,

the figures show a marked increase in price over 1S85. In

that year 343 head sold at an average of §701.12. During

1886 463 head averaged §782.90.

HERD AND SWINE.
Effect of the Soil on Live Stock.

Taking up the question of the effect produced on breeds of
live stock by the character of the soil on which they are
reared, a correspondent of the Live-Stock Journal, London,
gives his views, and in doing so expresses the opinion that
American breeders must rely on importations from Great
Britain to keep up the quality of stock here—a view that will
not be indorsed by every one. He says:
To prove that a knowledge of the geology of a farm is

desirable in stock-rearing, we have only to note some of the
effects evidently produced by soils, and which every practi-
cal farmer must himself have observed. Whether speaking
of horses, cattle or sheep, in either species we find a great
mauy different varieties, designated by the common term of
breeds. How, then, have all these breeds been originated?
Partly, we would answer, through selection and cultivation,

but chiefly by the influence of soil and climate. It can not
be proved that breeds owe their origin to the influence of
soils, but the fact may reasonably be assumed. Were a few
sheep of the same breed to be turned on every kind of soil

foand in Great Britain, we know from experience that in a
few years they would become so much altered in appearance
and in outward form as to be unrecognizable as belonging to
the same family. And whatever form or size they, after a
time, naturally assumed could, by selection, be altered
sufficiently to create a variety of breeds. The same effects

are apparent in cattle aud horses. Wherever any particular
breed is found they invariably correspond in size and weight
with the nature of the soil in the same district. Tbey may
have been altered somewhat in colors according to the tastes

of the breeders, but the animals are in reality what the soil

has made them, and which no amount of artificial feeding or
breeding can ever materially change.
Nature has certain laws which she compels us to obey, and

none more strictly than in the matter of breeding live stock.
Were it not for that limit which soil and climate put npou
races of animals, new breeds might be evolved indefinitely.

But every breed is in a manner indigenous to the soil, and all

owe their originality to a distinct description of geological
formation. That is a point which no breeder of live stock
can afford to overlook when settling in a new locality, or in
attempting the breediug of imported stock. In exceptional
cases, where the soil and climate are nearly similar, or are
improved upon, stock can be removed with safety and success
from one district to another, but otherwise such experiments
are bound to fail to the extent of the difference in natural
conditions. For that reason America, and many other
foreign countries, must still rely on the native parent for
fresh blood to maintain their erer-decaying stocks, owing to
their soil and climate being less favorable for the production
of British varieties. As soon as Americans can originate
breeds of their own superior to ours, they will then be inde-
pendent of us in the matter of stock importations, but not
until then.

And while geological influence is all powerful in regulating
the distribution of breeds, it plays an equally important part
as regards the health of farm live stock. It has been ascer-

tained, for example, that in a carboniferous district certain
diseases are prevalent, which are markedly absent in the new
red sandstone. This is attributed to the presence of iron in
the one set of rocks, and its complete absence in the other.
Again, the silnrian and other formations, which are notably
deficient in lime, are subject to many diseases also peculiar to
themselves. When pleuro-pneumonia was rife, some years
ago, it was thea stated that on farms where the caffle had
access to water coming from the limestone formation there
was the least infection of animals from the disease, and the
fewest deaths. Nearly every district has its own individual
experience in diseases, which are undoubtedly related to the
prevailing geological systems, but from want of research
remain a mystery to even our ablest scientists. Chemical
analysis has revealed that every part of an animal is com-
posed of certain elements found in the soil. Those who
know exactly in what proportion these elements exist upon
their farm we believe to be few indeed. But until such facts

are explained by the science of geology and its relation to

stock and crops, farmers must continue to grope in the dark.
Enough has, at least, been ascertained on these points to

encourage further investigation; and it is hoped that we may
yet be able to map the area and region of all endemic diseases

as accurately as the different characters of the surface soils.

The Advantages of Keeping a Variety of Stock.

Although the contracts have not yet been signed, it is at

least probable that Garrison and Church, heavy-weight and
light-weight, will ride for Capt. Sam Brown next season.

Garrison is one of the most dashing and determined riders in

the country, probably lacking the experience and subtlety of

a few of the most expert, while Church has for years been a

successful light-weight, handicapped perhaps by a failing,

which it is said, he promises to overcome after he dons the

Brown colors.,

In an address recently at the Edinburgh University, Pro-

fessor Wallace referred to the advantage gained by keeping
different kinds of stock, and said:

Variety of live stock on a farm, quite as much as a variety

of cropping, is a source of wealth accumulation in the hold-

ing. With variety greater numbers can be kept, and the best

use can be made of all food by giviug the quality suitable to

each description of animal. Further, different varieties of

stock appropriate different proportions of ingredients from
the soil, and in this way several varieties do not exhaust it of

any one ingredient in particular. For example, the loss to

the land sustained by selling milk from a large dairy is

greater than that which would result from keeping a smaller
number of cows, rearing their calves and feeding them to

maturity. It is taken for granted that the same amount and
quality of food is given in each case. There are great advan-

tages in a farm being self-supporting, or, in other words,
breeding its own stock, as in the latter example. There is

then no risk of importing disease with purchased animals.

A good farmer can always breed a better quality of beast than
he can buy, as it is natural for farmers who sell a number,
but not all, to keep the best for their own purposes; animals,

from a variety of causes, thrive best, as a rule, on the ground
on which they have been born and reared; and last, (though

I might further add to the list of advantages) the st^ck of a

farm is not so much subjected to the effects of and ;

fluctuations, which, when the whole stock is ohoi

season, as in some grazing districts, may cause

capital in place of the expected profit return.
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Care of Show Cattle.

Under the head of "Housing Show Cattle," there appeared

in a recent issue of the Scottish Agricultural Gazette, Edin-

bugb, an article treating on the care of cattle in that country,

especially those intended for exhibition purposes. It ia as

follows:
Comfortable and roomy quarters are essential in preparing

cattle for show. Siail-feeding is not the best system for show
animals. Clean well-haired beast do not usually come out of

stalls. Perfection in coat is a difficult point to attain, but

when it is accomplished it goes a long way in favor of the

animal possessing it. It is, indeed, a rare possession, only a

very few of the cattle shown at even our national shows being

perfect in their coats.

In ordinary fattening for the butcher, stall-feeding is no

doubt as good as any other plan, but for show purposes lay-

ing on flesh is not the only point aimed at—the after-bealth

and bloom of the animal has to be considered. It takes a fall

year, sometimes more, to fit cattle for the show-yard, and to

confine the animals by the head or neek for that period is

not the way to accomplish the desired end. Freedom to move
about, or lie down clean and comfortable, can only be afforded

them in a dry, roomy, loose box. The superficial area

required from the calf to the aged bull will range from 50 to

20U feet, according to the amount of outdoor exercise available,

and in the house each beast requires from 650 feet to S0O

cubic feet of breathing space. Cattle not intended for breed-

ing purposes may be very closely confined superficially for

the period of one year without injury to their health; but
there are more breeding animals ruined from want of room or

exercise than from overfeeding. It is very hard to injure

a horse by high feeding when the work is heavy, and
the same law applies to cattle. Moderate exercise at the

expense of a certain waste of food is good economy.
Temperature is a great element in cattle feeding. The

natural heat of the animal ranges from 70 to SO degrees. A
thermometer in the barn will indicate the temperature, and
the nearer it averages the normal heat of the animal the

greater the economy of the food consumed. When the out-

side atmosphere varies from, say, freezing up to 100 degrees

Fahr., then there is a difficulty in maintaining the medium.
In very cold weather the heat of the byre can be raised by
closed doors and ventilators, but when the temperature is

raised by the constant breathing of the same air, the health of

the animal is endangered. All under-currents or drafts

should be excluded, and in no case should the upper or roof

ventilators be entirely closed. Impure air takes an upward
course, and the ventilators, if they are of a right construction,

will both allow the exit and entrance of sufficient fresh air

without reducing the temperature suddenly or irregularly.

In hot days the doors can be opened, or partly bo, as the ther-

mometer will instruct; and after that the only means of

cooling the air is by refrigeration, which, of course, would
cost too much to admit of its use in cattte-feeding. The beBt

that can be done is to have the byre's or sheds properly ven-
tilated and equally free from drafts, which will allow of

alteration when necessary.
An excess of light under cover is to be avoided in the case

of fattening cattle. Xoung growing cattle intended for breed-
ing purposes can not very well have too much sun and light,

but the rays of the sun are only valuable to the cattle-feeder

when the temperature of the atmosphere is low. After the
surrounding air becomes heated the direct rays of the sun
can be dispensed with. There is, however, no artificial heat,

suoh as we provide with shelter, clothing and fires, equal to

the sun-heat for health-giving properties. We can produce a
greater heat than we derive from the sun, but in the means
we employ to attain it the air is certain to become more or less

vitiited. When we get light and heat from the sun it is pure
and genuine, altogether different from anything we can
manufacture. This is the reason why tbe lamb that is reared
in the light of the sun is bo much healthier than the one
raised in a house with the aid of the stove.

Selecting Sires to Improve the Yield of Butter.

The question of whether it is necessary to go to the Island
of Jersey to secure sires that will improve the butter-making
qualities of a herd is being discussed in the Live-Stock Journal,
London. We take an extract from the ifgply of a correspond-
ent who dissents from the proposition that this is necessary.
Referring to the position taken by his opponent, he says:
Of course he accepts that all improvement in stock-breed-

ing is effected by judicious selection of the parents of future
generations. He would, therefore, allow that to improve the
butter-making properties of Jersey herds the great thing to
aim at is that the sire should be chosen so as to be likely to

give the produce some special gift which the dams are not
likely of themselves to impart. Holding this, he assumes
that in England the care with which dairy cattle have been
bred for dairy properties has been less than in Jersey, and he
infers, as a consequence, that a Jersey sire will always be
more likely (simply because bred in Jersey) to confer butter-
making properties than an English-bred bull of the same race.
I venture to dispute both the assumption and the inference.
I say it is merely the English fashion of self-disparagement to
say that English butter has been, for a century, worse than
Jersey butter, or that English Jersey breeders have paid, all
along, less attention to the butter-making properties of their
cattle than have the island breeders all along. I venture to
assert that English butter, when at the best, has been for a
century the best in the world. And I assert further that tbe
idea of breeding for butter—as now understood—is compara-
tively a new idea and not half a century old; that it origi-
nated outside Jersey; that although tbe islanders have
expected their cows to ppy their way from the first, they have
no more been in the habit of breeding scientifically than the
maiulanders, and that therefore in making our selections of
parents to mate—in order to produce cows better butter-
makers than heretofore—the question of island-bred or
English-bred is not matcrtal at all.

The only real question of importance is to ascertain—as is
now, I am glad to say, very widely done—whether any cow
gives a better butter record than her fellows, and then to go
on and find out whether her relatives similarly distinguish
themselves. If a cow (still more if a tribe) can be discovered
which is above par, the sires to mate with her and them
must be chosen from another group which is also above par.
The experience of America goes to prove that the butter-
making tribes are not by any meanB exclusively all island-
breds, nor are the bull-breeding tribes by any means all
recently from Jersey. As Jersey for fifty years has been
exporting freely of her best, the great butter-makers are as
likely to be found now outside as within the limits of the
island. And I venture to suggest that the sound way to
sustain and enhance the merits of any Jersey herd as butter-
makers i8 to have continual recourse to a tribe—whether this
be found in the island or out of it—which has proved itself

by some trustworthy test to have uncommon powers in

transmitting superiority in making butter and not merely to

go to the island for a sire.

Overfeeding Breeding Stock for Exhibition.

The following letter on the above subjeot from Mr. John

Game appears in the London Live-Stock Journal:

If success be a proof of merit, I am one of the "professional

showmen" spoken of by Mr. Henry Woods at the meeting of

the Wayland Agricultural Association, and reported in your
issue of 24th nit., for I claim to have shown successfully each
of the two past seasons more different Shorthorn cattle at the

principal buows of the country than any other breeder in the

United Kingdom.
Only yesterday my herd was increased by twin calves from

my cow Eissington Girl 6th, making the third cow recently

that has presented me with twins, and they are all ahve and
well, viz.: On July 9th, this year, Hocking Girl calved twin
bull calves to Prize Winner 51938 (my second-prize bull at the

Birmingham autumn show last year). This is the third time
this cow has bred twins, and altogether eleven calves in the

past eight years. "On the 2d ult., Broadmoor Foggathorpe, a

few days after returning from the Staffordshire county show,
where she was the first-prize cow, gave me twin heifer calves,

making four live calves I have from her before she was four
years old.

Probably Mr. Woods has seen this cow in the show-yard
many times, for she has won many first prizes at our leading

shows as a calf, yearling, two-year-old, and as a cow. At one
or more of these stages she has been first at the Oxfordshire,

Gloucestershire, Nottinghamshire, Worcestershire, Shrop-
shire, aud West Midland, etc., and last year was reserve at

the Royal, and a prize-winner at the London dairy show.
Her sister was an equally noted show animal, and her dam
has brought home many rosettes.

Yesterday Kissington Girl 6th calved twin roans, and, aB

Vol. XXXI., p. 412, show6, she is a daughter of the cow Rock-
ing Girl spoken of above.
These two last-mentioned cows calved to The Baronet,

reserve at the Royal, but first at manyother shows, and a bull

with Buch a wealth of flesh that probably Mr. Woods has
regarded him as overfed for breeding purposes. Nevertheless,

every one of my females that have been put to him is safe in

calf at the present moment.
During the past eight years I have only failed once to

qualify for the prize money where I have won with a heifer

or a cow "in calf," and that once was with a heifer in calf,

sold in the autumn and shipped for South America, which,
instead of landing and calving all right, was washed over-

bonrd during a gale. I hope I may be as fortunate during the

next eight years.

As for the dairy properties of these exhibits of a "profes-

sional showman," last year I sent four animals to the London
dairy show and had four prizes and one highly commended,
including second prize in the milk competition, aud reserve

for Thorley's cup for quantity and quality of milk. This
year at the dairy show, with three animals, I have first in one
class and first and second in another.

Will Mr. Woods kindly inform me if the fact of my cows
breeding twin calves is through insufficient feeding and leav-

ing too much room "for the development of the fcetus in the

course of gestation?"

Impure Food Productive of Impure and Un-
healthful Pork.

Almost anything is supposed to be good enough for a hog
to eat, provided it will eat it. Why this idea is so prevalent
it is hard to say, unless it be because the hog has such strong
digestive powers, and is, therefore able to make use of food
that the stomachs of other animals will reject. The hog has
the longest digestive canal, or intestines, of any of the domes-
tic animals, the she^p coming next with 70 feet to the hog's
72 feet. But while the hog has the longest alimentary canal,

it has also the smallest stomach. The stomach and contents of

the ox are said to average 11 1*2 per cent, of the entire weight
of the body; of the sheep 7 1-2 per cent., and of the hog 1 1-4

per cent. But when it comes to the intestines, the case is

reversed, the intestines of the hog and their contents consti-

tuting 6 1-4 per cent, of the entire weight of the body; of the
sheep 3 1-2 per cent., and of the ox 2 3-4 per cent. So it

would seem that the wonderful digestive powers of the hog
depend upon the length and capacity of the intestinal canal
as compared with the size of the stomach. It can digest and
assimilate more food in a given time, according to scientists,

than any other animal. This is why it lays on fat so much
more readily. But is this any reason why it should be com-
pelled to live on refuse which no other animal will touch, and
which evidently will not produce wholesome flesh for human
food? The meat is made of what the animal eats, and even
the splendid digestive organs of the hog cannot purify
wholly that which is impure, and convert it into a wholesome
and nutritious diet for man. For us, we want no slaughter-

house fattened pork, no distillery slop pork, no pork made
from theundigested material taken from the manure of other
animals. As we prefer cider made from clean apples with the
rot and worms left out, so we prefer pork—and we like good
ham and bacon—made from clean, sweet food, and that of

the vegetable kind. In this way we stand a chance to Bteer

clear of tapeworm and trichina, and we have a much solider,

sweeter meat than can be made from animal refuse, distillery

Blops and rotten vegetables. We have known farmers who
were fond of pork who never ate pork away from home,
unless they knew how it had been fed and fattened. They
made their own pork out of clean food, fed to a clean lot of

hogs kept in a clean pen. We sympatize with the squeamish-
ness of such men. It has a foundation in reason, and is con-
servative of good health.

—

National Livestock Journal.

The Improved Excelsior Incubator and Brooder.

We learn that the Champion Manufacturing Company o^
this city, manufacturers of the Improved Champion Sawing
Machine, have purchased the exclusive right to manufacture
the Excelsior Incubator and Brooder. ThiB is a first-class,

reliable incubator, and the company will add several valuable
improvements, and will at an early day place the Improved
Excelsior Incubator and Brooder on the market. This is a
reliable company, and if our readers are thinking of buying
an incubator they should address them for a descriptive cir-

cular of the Excelsior.

—

Farmers' Call.

The old Olympic Club grounds, 14th and Centre streets, Oak-
laud, will once more be the scene of gallant athletic events.
On iThanksgiving Day the champions of five clubs will try

conclusions, and the friends of each will cheer them on. It

will be Greek meet Greek when Merions, Olympics, Albions,
Acmes and Eintraoht men toe the scratch. The Olympic Club
should carry off the pennant this season, hands down. There
axe more men in it than in all the other clubs combined

,

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest pOBsi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all Instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

William Perry's greyhound Tempte, on November 5, 1S85,
whelped eight—three blue and white dogs, two brindle and
white dogs, one fawn and white dog, one blue and white
bitch, one brindle and white bitch.

The Newark Meeting.

Last Sunday was a perfect day for coursing, and the sport
attracted a large attendance who were well repaid for their
visit by the quantity and quality of the coursing. The hares
ran well and the dogs were eager for the fray. The decision
of the judge, Mr. Morgan, gave general satisfaction. Every
comforL that could be secured for the accommodation of the
visitors was provided by Secretary Boyd and Mr. Dugan. M.
Morgan, of Santa Clara, acted as judge. Samuel O. Gregory ai
field steward, William Halpin as slip steward, J. Shea as flag
steward, and James Wren as slipper.

The first race was for the Fall Plate, in which twelve dogs
oontested. The courses were all hotly contested, and tbe
successful dogs had to work for their honors. In the third
course Sly Girl beat Oceanic II after two trials, the first

resulting in a tie.

In the first course C. H.Nash's bd and wb Peasant Girl
beat T. J. Cronin'sw b Lady Collins; H. Warmiugton's w and
f d Redwood Chief beat Samuel O. Gregory's bd and w d
Forrest; John Shea's f aud w b Lone Mountain Belle ran a
bye; T. J. Cronm's bd and w d Jack Dempsey beat S. Jaquil-
lard's bd and w d Jay-Eye-See; Samuel O. Gregory's bd and
w d Davy Crockett beat P. Canavan's bd and w d Gladstone;
Tom Brady's w and bd b Oceanic II ran a bye; J. Shea's be
and w b Lady Hercules ran a bye, and J. Eagan's w and bd b
Sly Girl did likewise.

In the second course over Kedwood Chief beat Peasant
Girl; Jack Dempsey beat Lone Mountain Belle; Oceanic II
beat Davy Crockett, and Sly Girl defeated Lady Hercules.
In the third course Jack Dempsey beat Kedwood Chief and

Sly Girl defeated Oceanic II.

In the final Sly Girl defeated Dempsey and took the first

prize, §12, and the slips; Dempsey took the second prize of S6.
The second event on the programme was a match race for

$50 a side between P. Canavan's w and bk d Spot and J,
Wren's w d Santa Claus. After a hot contest Spot won.
The day's sport was under the direction of the following

named committee: Judge J. C. Pennie, Chairman; William
Eeidleman, H. E. Dean, C. Fowler, Samuel O. Gregory,
William Halpin, P. Lyman, F. L. Macondray, Dr. Meares,
John Perrigo, T. J. Cronin, M. Devlin, Joseph Franklin,
Alex. Graham, M. Halpin, P. A. McDonald, J. B. McCarthy,
J. McCormack, D. D. Shannon, D. Murphy, J. F. Carroll,
John Eagan, John Grace, John Hughes, James Helm, Judge
James Mee, J. J. Murphy, William McCormick, P. Selby, T,
Brady and H. Boyd.

Fall Meet of the California Coursine Club.

The fall meet of the California Coursing Club at Merced
commenced on the 17th inst. Owing to the difficulty of
obtaining a fit-out of teams and saddle-horses, the club was
late in reaching the grounds. The weather was cool and
calm, the hare were plentiful and ran well, and every race
run was well contested. The first ties for the Old Dog Stakes
were as follows: B. Shannon's Gliding Maud beat John
Hughs' Lady Emma; J. Franklin's Bashi Bazourk beat M.
Mercedite's Pat Malloy. J. F. Carroll's Blackthorne beat M.
Mercedite's Kitty-from-Cork; Dr. Sharkey's Butte beat T.
Hall's Yankee Girl; J. Perego's Wee Lassie beat T. Hall'i
Wee Nell; J. Perego's Tullamore beat T. Hall's Mnldoon; M
Mercedite's Banshee beat Dr. Shannon's Master Pippin; J. O t

Murphy's Wild Brier beat J. F. Carroll's Benelow; T. Hall's
Fannie beat Dr. Shannon's Solid Silver; J. F. Carroll's Claret
got a bye; T. Hall's True Blue beat J. F. Carroll's Borneo; D,
Shannon's Snowdrift got a bye.
Second ties—Bashi Bazourk beat Maud; Blackthorne beat

Butte; Banshee beat Wee Lassie; Tullamore beat Wild Brier,
Claret beat Fannie and Snowdrift beat True Blue. This
ended the day's coursing. To-morrow the contests for the
Old Dog Stakes will be run to a finish, after which the puppy
stakes and consolation stakes for beaten dogs will be con-
tested for. The meeting was well attended by Merced people,
many of whom were interested in the dogs drawn on the lists.

The Sporting World which, during the summer months
was issued daily, has resumed its publication weekly for the
winter season. The rir >t weekly number has just come to
hand. It is bright, well written and comprehensive in its
Bcope.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES,
WILL. DURING THE SEASON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTER KEJLY1H

at home In the city of Oakland.

A limited number of approved mares will be bred at $35 tbe seaaon.
Further particulars will be answered laier, or may be had at the

DEXTER STABLES, Oakland, Cal,
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DEAMA.
Hon. Bardwell Slote is a delightful charac-

ter for stage purposes, and if known in actual

life would always prove attractive in a crowd.

To live with him single-handed might prove

tiresome after the first flush of surprise had
worn off, say, within ten years. In Mr. Ray-
mond's hands the member from the Kohosh
district improves with age. Time sits lightly

upon him. Seven years ago he made his first

appearance at the California Theatre. Since

then not a gray hair has been added to hia

stock, the bright flush on his cheeks has not

faded by a half tint, the merry twinkle in his

eye sparkles as radiantly now as then. The
out of his coat, the shape of his vest, the

baggy ill-fitting trousers are unchanged, and
the red pocket handkerchief has not lost a

Single crimson hue.

As Dundreary was in Sothern's days, and
Kio Van Winkle remains in Jefferson's hands,

so is Bardwell Slote to William Florence.

Brimful of amusing life, and yet nerer coarse,

not a word need gTate upon the most refined

ear, not a look offend the most delicate eye,

and yet throughout the whole play, protracted

aaitis, Slote keepsup a simmer otfun. Noth-

ingis overdone. No sensible man would add a

line to his part of the dialogue, and to take

one out of his speeches would weaken their

absurdities. The Mighty Dollar is too well

known to need analysis; beyond the characters

of Bardwell Slote and Mrs. Gillforyit is flimsy

stuff", either strained or stupid.

Mrs. Florence in the guise of Mrs. General
Gilflory is a complete picture, artificial to the

core, with strong, natural endowments but

sadly untrained, lacking the simplest forms of

accurate education. Her blunders come as

softly and smoothly as the falling of leaves in

autumn. Crowded amongst people above her

station, eager to keep on even terms with the

best, she blunders with the sweetness of a

four-year-old child. This is the charm of

Mrs. Florence's acting. She shows a woman
intensely self-conscious, one that always sees

herself as being the most prominent figure in

her surroundings. Life has run smoothly
with her, nothing comes amiss. Neither joy

nor sorrow .can excite or depress her. The
only trouble of her life is "Libby dear!" and
that is the mildest form of annoyance that

could possibly afflict a woman who has learned

to enjoy ease and comfort without knowing or

caring much for the source of either. With
gnch poor material to work with as the play

affords in the minor parts not much can be

expected from the other members of the com-
pany. There is nothing either good or bad
that the most diligent search can find in either

the drawing or representation of the minor
parts. They are all wearying; butthe sensation

quickens the delight of watching and hearing

the amusing play and laughable dialogue of

Bardwell Slote and Mrs. Gilflory.

W. E. BbasFIELD. "W. R. LETCHEB

OFFICE OF THE

Kentucky

Horse Exchange,
HEADQUAETEBS OF THE

LEXINGTON
Combination Sales.

W. R. BRASFIBLD& CO.

PROPRIETORS.
No. 401 South Broadway. Adjoining lair

Grounds,

LH5ISGT0N, KY.,

To the Tbotttng HonsE BBEEDEns of California
from W. P. Beaefield^ Co., Managers of the Lexing-
ton Combination Sales:—Knowing the high appre-
ciation in which the OUifbruia bred trotters are

held by our Kentucky breeders, and the desire of

them to be able to obtain some of them for the pur-

pose of crossing with their trotters, we take this
means of soliciting a consignment of stock for
our sale which will take place in Febnrary. and
will say without fear of contradiction that no other
sale firm has the facilities for taking care of and
selling atock that we have.

OUR SALES ARE HELD AT THE

Kentucky Horse Exchange,

The only place in Kentucky where a Bale can be
held regardless of weather. We have a track over an

Eighth of a Mile in Length,

and twenty feet wide, under caver, and everything in
count ction to make purchasers comfortable and

to Slhow Stock to Best Advantage.
Our terms are 6 per cent, commission, and seventy-

five cents per day keep, for entry blanks and infor-
mation address,

W. TL. BRASFIFLD.
Iiexfn<£lon. Ky.

THE

FOR SALE.

Rancho del Rio

STUD FARM,
Four miles from Sacramento

including 1020 acres of land, the entire stud of

tliorou-rubreds. brood-niares. colts and
nllles. All improvements; stables, paddocks, work
horses and implements will be sold complete or In
part to suit purchasers.the owner having decided

to retire from the business.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years* experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of

references furnished. Address
JAMES SMITH,

tymlale Farm,
28augtf Minneapolis. Minn.

SPORTING GOODS
OF ALl DE«t"RIPTIOXS

—AT—

WILL & FINCK'S
n20tf PIIEL.W Bl'IUHKG.

ADDRESS

THEODORE WINTERS,
RANCHO DEL RIO,

SACRA3IESTO.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAED TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Miles anil Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. G. Green,
Sacramento.

j. P. Saegekt, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. Ii. J. Rose,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Caeb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Booob
Colusa.

Hon. A. Walsath,
Nevada.

J . B. Haggin, Ebq, , San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to One-half a million of
dollars.we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description,

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose name* are
appended.

RIUJP «i- CO.. 116 Montgomery Street.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col •

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 37 1 Kaloma St
RoaMonoo. oe,n Rnwarf St., San Vru.no.lara

CONSUMPTION.
Ihave a position remedy fgr the above disease ; by its neo

thousands of cases of the worst kind and of lone? Standing
bavebeenenred. Indeed, so strong Umviuith in Its efficacy

t>iat I will s-.-nd TWO BOTTLE3 FREE, together with a VAL-
UABLE TREATISE^ this Jis*:A>'^tf> any safferor. Give ex-
press & P. O. address. DB. T. A. SLOCUa.lSl PearlSL N. 7

13nov26

TURF EVENT
OF 1886.

Saturday, November 27,

At 2 P. M.

PURSE, $5000—$3000 to first

horse, $1500 to second, $500 to
third; mile heats, 3 in 5.

F. Van Ness names b. i>. Harry Wilfeeg.
J. A. Goldsmith names b. p. Guy Wilkes.
Budd Doble names b. g. "Oliver K.
0. A. Hickok names b. g Arab.
W. H. Ceawfobd names b. g. Cbas. Hilton.
J. C. Sriipsox names b s. Antevolo,

Reserved Chairs on Clubbouse Balcony, SI; for
sale by Palace Hotel News Company and Joe Spanier,
27 Kearney street.

ADMISSIOX §1 OO.

"W. H. HINGHMAN.
Secretary.

Paosflo Coast

Association.

Fall Racing Meeting,

BAY DISTRICT COURSE.
SAN FRANCISCO.

SATtBDAY So.. 13lh.
ilESDll Hoy. 161b.

THURSDAY Nov. 18<li.

SATURDAY Soy. 20111

First Race at 2 o'Clock Sharp.

Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand §1-00*

J. 1. RATHBOSE, President.
E. S. CULVER. Secretary. nov6

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron'a Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Weba, 'VfTiips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossldine, Satchel's Liniment, Dixon's, Going's and DeBoise's Horse Remedies

THE

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 ana 232 Ellis Street,

llniu
San Francisco

6th District

AGRIttMRlL ASSOCIATION

AND THE

Los Angeles

TURF C1UB.

Colt Stakes, Running and Trot-
ting-, Spring and Fall Meet-

ings of 1887-1888,

Over the Agricultural Pare
Course at Los Angeles, Cal.

CONDITION'S.
All nominations to be made on or before 12 o'clock

midnight, December 1, 1886, with the Secretary.
Money to accompany all declarations.
So stake to be considered filled unless with five or

more entries.
So added money to be paid for a W. 0. All stakea

to be compiled and the gross amounts to be divided,
60 per cent, to first, 30 per cent to second and lo per
cent, to third horse. Bales of Sational Trotting and
P. C. B. H. Association to govern all races.

The Sixth District Agricultural

Association.

For 1883.
1.—The Santa Anita Slates, for two-year-olds, foals

of 1885, to be run at Autumn Fair on first day of meet-
ing, 1887.. $50 entrance, ?25 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared out oa January 1, 1887. $200 added. One
mile. Stake for 1888 to be named after the winner of

_,

this event. J
2.—The Los Angeles Derby; stake for three-year-

olds, foals of 1881; to be run last day of Autumn
Fair of 1887: £50 entrance with 325 forfeit, or only
$15 if declared oat January 1,1887. $300 added. One
and one-half miles.

3.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-
olds, foals of 1885; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only
$10 if declared January 1, 1887; -5200 added : mile and
repeat; tobe-trotted second day of the Fair, fall of
1887.

i.—The Southern California Trotting Stake, for
three-year-olds, foals of J884: $58 entrance, $25 for-
feit, or only $15 if declared January 1, 1837; $300
added; mile heats, best in 3 in 5; to be trotted third
regular day of Fair of 1887.

For 1888.
5.—The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 188C; $50

entrance, 525 forfeit, $10 if declared out January 1,

1887, or $15 if declared January 1, 1888. $2uG added;
to be run first day of Autumn Fair, 1888 One mile.
6.—Los Angeles Derby, for three-year-olds, foils of

1885; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
out January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared out January 1,

1888; $300 "added; to be run on last day of Autumn
Fair, 1888. One and one half miles.

7.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-
olds, foals of 1886; $50 entrance. $25 forfeit, or only
810 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared
January 1, 1888; $200 added; mile and repeat; to be
trotted on second regular day of Fair of 1868.

8.—The Southern California Trotting Stake, fcr
three year olds, foals of 1885; $50 entrance, £25 for-
feit, or only $10 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15
if declared January 1, 1888; $300 added; mile heals,
best 3 in 5; to be trotted on third regular day of
Fair of 1888.

Los Angeles Turf Club.
For 1887.

9.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds,
foals of 1885; $50 entrance. $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January 1, 1887: $200 added; to be run first

day of meeting, May 19, 1887. Three-fourths mile.
10.—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-

olds, foals of 1881; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only
$15 if declared January 1, 1887; $300 added; to be run
fourth day of meeting, May 22, 1887. One and one-half
miles.

11.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, colta and
Allies of 1885; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January J , 1887; $200 added ; mile heats, 2 in
3; to be trotted third day of meeting. Slay 21, 1887.

12. —Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, foals of
1884; $50 en trance, $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared
January 1, 1887; $100 added: mile heats, 3 in 5; to be
trotted second day of meeting, May 20, 1887.

For 1888.
13.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds,

foals of 1886; $50 entrance, S2S forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared January
1,1888; $300 added; three-quarters of a mile; to be
tun on first day of meeting, 1888.

11.—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-
olds, foals of 1885; $56 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only
$10 if declared January 1, 1887, or 815 if declared
January 1, 1888; $300 added; one and a half miles; to

be run fourth day of meeting, 18V8.

lfi.—Troiting Stake, for two-year-olds, foals of 1886;

860 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
January 1, 1887, or $15 if declared January 1, 1888;

8200added; mile heats, 21n3; to be trotted third day
I of meeting, 1888.

16.-Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, foals of
1885; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
'January 1,1887, or $15 if declared January 1, 1888;

$300 added; mile beats, 3 in 5; to be trotted on second
I day cf meeting, 1688.

E. A. DeCAMP.
I Box -lit. Secretary of Both Association,!

J, C. Newton, President. 1 Gth District Agricultural

|
E. F. SPEycE, Treasurer. j Associotion.

N. A. Cgvabuoi as, President. ) T __ ,„„.,
Hon. T. D. Murr, Treasurer. |

LoB Au G fcl '--

SOtofi
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"W. T. Woodabd. Pres.

Wm. Eabton, Vice-Pres.

B. G. Bruce, Treas.

B.T. Habbison, Sec'y-

THE NATIONAL

Horse& Cattle Exchange

Of America.

GRAND SALE
OF

Th'roughbreds

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
of America will offer without reserve, and to the

highest bidder, in front of

TREA.CY & WILSON'S STABLES,
Eexiugton, Ky.,

THURSDAY & FRIDAY,

Dee. 16th and 17th '86,

Between 90 and 100 Head of

THOROUGHBREDS,
consisting of some twenty odd head of yearlings,

thirty odd two, three, and fonr-year-olds iD train-

ing; "Stallions find a large number of Brood-mares of

unexceptionable breeding, in foal to first-class

Rtallions. Among the stallions are FONSO. {win-

ner of the Derby and sire of Forti 1:4141 and

BOB FISHER [i;42J) and others; HYDER AH, son of

IMP. LEAMINGTON, and a good sire. IMP. SPEC-
ULATOR; GEN. HARPING, the best two-year-old of

his year, and DEMOCRAT eon of IMP LEAMINGTON.
Among the horses in training will be found GRIM-

ALDI (winner of the Fbcenix Hotel Stakes), PHIL
LEE. SANNAIL. and a number of others. The fol-

lowing well-known sires are represented in their

catalogue: KING ALFONSO, KING .BAN, LONG-
FELLOW. TEN BROECK, LISBON. IMPGLEN ATBOI,
BR\MBLE, FELLOWCRAFT, VIRGIL. PAT MOLLOY.
SPRINGBOK, IMP. LEAMINGTON, -WAVEKLY, IMP.
AUSTRALIAN. WARDANCE and many others.

Catalogues will be ready in a few days and can be
at the obtained office of "The Live-Stock Record,
Lexington Ky: "Turf. Field and Farm," "The SportB-

man," and "Spirit of the Times' offices in New
Tork;"Chicago Horseman." Bbeedeb asd Spobieman,
San Francisco; or by addressing

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
Offices

In New York or Lexington, Ky.

WM. EASTON, of New York,
no20 4tf Auctioneer.

Jntt Out. ByPKOP. ED. **.
SHAW.Ulc instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. "Willi 40 ele-
gant new illua-
lr;i t inns ph ii t ii-

pi-;; phed I'rom 1 i f-
e*pecially fo> ?

'.hi^Mork. Ponth.-
I;'..-, mo- t perl'eit
teacher, and the;

brightest ' nd bettt
book on Boxine
ever published.
Handsomely bound.

Price, paper, SO
ctR.i Cloth, Sl.OO. For sale by -ill newsdealers and
eportin_'ci>o<l6 houses, or sent Ivm-nlon receipt of price

.Miehers. JOH>' P- I,OV£LL'!l
bOA'.-», liO&TON, JUASH.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
•^—On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

3111 ARIEL LATIIROP,Room69, C.P.R.R.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOjnl

GUNS.
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

NEW GOODS

This cleaner is made of spring brass and will nor
injure the finest gun. It is self-adjusting and will

fit 10,12. and 14 gauge guns. Can be used with any
style of cleaning rod. It cau also be used as afield

cleaner, as it has a string with weight attached. If

the gun barrel is leaded, it can be removed by pass-

ing the cleaner through the barrel three or four
times.
Price by mail 50 cents.

This is the easiest call to blow that has ever been
put on the markot. Is veryconvenient to carry in

the pocket, as it is only 3J inches long. One can

imitate all kinds of ducks with it after a littla prac"

tice. It is made of nickle-plaled tubing and red
cedar, and is not liable to get out of order.

Price by niail 50 cents.

E. T. ALLEN.
Fire-arms, Fishing Tackle, and Sportsmen's Sundries,

416 Market St., San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
The trotting mare Baby Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by ilambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk's HambleIonian. Lady Burns by
Black Boy, by McCracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record 2 :34j. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 hands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Blaek. perfectly sound and gentle
ForJ/urther particulars address this Office, or

AY. "I. 3IOIR,
Fniiivalc. Cast Oakland

oc30

TENTS.
THE—

-

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

BERKSHIRE
Hogs For Sale.

pnr and sow fifteen months old from the celebrated
= tock of Wm. Corbltt, San Mateo, which are rated A

vs having first Premiums at all the fairs where
b v< been shown. The sow has had one litter

pigs, both in prime order. Enquire at 2111
'eHsaStiMt, Oakland.

Secured by Letters Patent, July VA, 188V
Having thus described n.y invention, what I clai

as new, and desire toBecure my letteis patent. Is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending, back as shown, the front having an
openjnpinto which the blind is litted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions I', blinds F, and Bide straps A, the screw, nut
and washer 23, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
&iecee D and blinds P, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the evi-s, and having the adjusting slides or
l< no kli-s, substantially as and for the purpose herelr
described.

5. In a bridle, andin coin' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of Bupport, the adjustable fron-

! straps or bandV GandH, and the lear band I and the

I

throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
1 justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims al'owed by the patent
i. till'.-, and though the corresponding letters do not

!
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

,
Btood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
aame time giving complete control of the line of

I vision. By throwinRthe lower portion of the blind up
;
something of the same e fleet on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case

. whenyouug colts are the pnpUa, teaching them to
bend the n.neu without 1 he strain of weights on the
feet.

Size. Extra sail drill. 8ozarmyduck. lOozarmvduck
7x9ft....?12.00 SI 5.00 ?17.00.

8x10 ft. . . .$14.00 S17-00 S19.00.

9x14 ft. . . .520.00 S24.00 §26.00.
10x15 ft. . . .$22.00 $25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. .Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sept4tf El Cajon, San Diego Co.,Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire, Eiig.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI— by Lloyd of Aston's
prize winner, 1S62; Donna lex-Nellie II, by Juno 11,

ex-Juno 1.

.In no III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger 111, five and a half months old. By

Ranger IL—Spot II. Spot II ex-Nellie 11, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno I.

Names of the dogs In the breed between 1830 and
1&C2 have been lost.

$35.00 each. To be Been at subscriber's place.
H. E. BOYEN,

Agna RIcn, Sonoma Co.
oc9 tf Railway depot, Plonee rGrove.

For bridles of all descriptions, apply to
JOHN A. McKERRON.

No S*Q and tf SUIb St. Bkd Francisco.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

V'. 8 mi hhih r mi , uriir California. Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Dally Sporting chronicle. i8s«pt

TH0S. H. CHUBB,

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST SILLS. Orange loamy, Vermont

SESD FOR PRICE LIST OF

EODS, KEELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

anglers supplies,

to thITtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (sent to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. IGoctf

DOGS-NOTICE !

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog Pills

A stringent Pills.
Fog Diabbhoea. DOSE,— One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severely of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.
Distemper Pills.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pili to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or twoaccording to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin affections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will besent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 centa
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-

ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
Ilsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

GFjnJTOF^ THE

,1
Bestand Cheapest

§ DOG FOOD.

J?FEEDY0°UR'D0(jS
iSKMP-ECtu

SPRATTS PATENT
Biscuits.Dog

THESE RESULTS "WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

Immunity From Disease: Thick. «lossy
Coat : Sweet Breath: Clean. Sound

Teeth: Regular Habit:

Spratt*s Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; poet free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
<'labrough A tiolcher. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

l.lddle A Kaeding, 638 Washington Stieet.

Goldberg, Bowen A Co- 428 Pine Street.

M. Ehrnian A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 62

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field DogB, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc.

for illustration purposes, furnished.
U Boyd, Artist.

9oc tf 18 Post Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to (ruin ami board.

Dogs of my breaking won first money
In each stake of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars etc.. address

GEO. t ai i.immh.
Sausalito. Marin Co. « • I

JJ -WDO YOU W

HEALD'S
Business College, 24] Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

1 HEALD Presidont. O. B. HALEY, Sec'y,

1ST Send forrircular.lfcj

o&d
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIO SYSTEM.)

rraiiis leave, and are doe to arrive at
San Francisco.

IE A V £.
(FOB) '

From Nov. 14, 1886.

1S:00 a m
8:00 a if

4:00 p m
7:30 a it

*3j30 p m
S:30 a u
aoa p m

•5:00 P m
8:00 a m
•8:30 a M
8:30 P M

10 r'>3 a M
3:00 F II

7:30 a M
7:30 a M
8:30 A M
3:00 P u
4:00 P ai

•1:00 P m
8:30 A W

{10:00 a M
3:00 P H
7:30 A M
8:30 a M
•9:30 a u
•3:30 P M
9:30 a u

..Byr-m

..Calistoga and Napa.,

Colfax _
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing
Livermore andPleasanton
Martinez
Milton.

M.ojave,DemJng, EI Paso & East.
., Niles and Hajwards

Ogden and East
. Red BlafE % ia Marysville
Sacramento, viaBenicia

" via Livermore..
_...

" via Beniuia.
" via Benicia„

Saciamento River Steamers.,
.. San Jose.......™

..Sisson, Redding &. Portland.,,

..btorkton via Livermore
" v"_a Martinez.
" via Martinez

..Tnlare and Fresno

16:10 P it

10 JO A M
6:10 P it

5:40 p m
•10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10 :10 a it

•8:40 A it

6:10 PM
•7:40 p M
10:40 a m
3:40 p it

11:10 a ii

5:40 p m
6:40 p M
5:10 p M
11:10 A M
10:10 a M
•6:00 A it
•3:40 p M
±3:40 p M
9:40 a M
6:40 p if

5:40 p M
*7:40 p M

•10 :40 a M
•7:40 p ii

IMPORTANT TO

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— »b>00^-6:S)—7:0n—7:3i—ti:Tu—
6:30—9 :00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—L>:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:0ft

5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00
TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— "7:00— *7:30—•8:00 -

8:30— *2:30— *3:30— *4 JOO
—*4:30- -•5:00—*5:30—«6:00—

•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda")—•9:30—7:03—12:1 .

TO AI.AMEDA—*6:00—6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—«8:30-
9:00 —9:30—10:0}— 1!0 :30—11:00—til :30—12:00—tl2 :*>-

1:00—tl:30—2:00—ti:iu—3:00-3:$"—1:00—4;»— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :U0—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—•p;00—*6:30—7:00—«7:3U—b:00—"3:30

9-00—9:30—10:00 tl0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—{12:30
1: 0-11:30-2:00-12:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5 :3n—«:0O—6:3':—7:(iO—3:0O—9:00—10:00—11:1)0—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:0O— "6:30— 7:UU— *7:30-
8:00—•8:30— 9:00— 9:30— 10:00—tlO:3D—U:00—Jll :30—
12:00—J12:30—l:CO-tl:30—2:00- 12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
—4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—8:00—9:03—10 :0G—
11:00—12*0.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE-"6:o3—-7:23—«. :5J- *8:23—*S:53
•9:23—*10:19—M:23—,4:n3—*5:23—•5:53—•6:S—*6:53—

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5;22— 5:52-
6:22—19:22—*3:22.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30-6:00— 6:30— 7-Q0-
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -Sb

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4*0—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-: :57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes later
than ffom East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:00—*5:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8 :30—9 :0Q-9 :30—10 :G0— 110 :30—LI : 00- 11 1 :30—12:U0—
tl2:3Q—1:00— 11:30—2:(M— 12:30-3:00-3:30-4:00—4:30
5:00—5 :30—«:0O—6 :30—7:00—3:00—9 :00—10 :00—11 :00

.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—"6:25—6:i5—*7 :25—
7:55—•3:25—8:55— 9:25-9:55— 110:2.5—10:55— til :25—
11:55— 112:25— 12:55— 11:25— 1:55- 12:25-2:55-3:25—
3:55— 4:25— 4:55— 5:25— 5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8 :55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:25—5:55—*6: -5—6:55— "7:^—7:55—'8:25— S:55—9:25—9:55— 110:25— 10:55—
tll£5—11:55— 112:25— 12:55—11:25— 1:55- t2:25— 2:55
—3:25—3:55—4:25—4:55—5:25— 5:55—6:25—6;55—7»5—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREEK RQ1TE.
FROM SAN FRAKCIbCO—*7:15—9:15—Ua5-I:l3-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—«6do—8:15—10 J5—12 rlo—2:15-

4:15.

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with'the'C P. & TJ. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
"With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

rthe line.

Over 6.000 miles offirst-class roaU running: West, Xortn and >orUi-vrest from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIOHT LINE."

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General Aei-iii. San Francisco, Cal.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares

•Sundays excepted. l^nodayB only.

Standard Time fnrnlahedby Lick Observatory,

a. a. to wait.
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. ATtk A 2'

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGEXT FOE
FEN-NELL'S CYyTHTANA Horse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
De. Dixon's Condition Powders.

GOHBAULT'S CaTTSTIC BALSAM

OFFERED

and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

AT PRIVATE SALE.

Lock Fox 39*.

Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,

18S6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dat^s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions a=d Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SAUE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftoek has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS, STAXDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? fl"NTEl P"RTf!TT, PT.AM IsstrictlF adhered tc at Fairlawn, and the
J.X1XJ v^lX-SJ 1 llivU lUilll price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1S85, or further information, address

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

fiownsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
i?an FTancisco.

LEA V f
s. F.:. Commencing Nov. 16, 1S86.

S:30a I

10:20 a
I

..

*3:30p < ...

4:25p
I

5:15s
|

6:30 P I,

ARRITK
I

S. F.

..San Mateo, Redwood and
(

MenloPark „ >

"> i 6;30A
" *8:C0 A

9:03a
•10:02 a

i: -i P
4 £8 P
7^0P

8:30a' (
10:30a!J S

•3:30 p \

Santa Clara, San Jose, and
i

Principal Way Stations, f • p
I } T:i-' p

4: 2-5 P
|

AJniaden and Way Sta- ions |
'j .?, a.

8:30
*3:3(

> a \ Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville, ) ,«10:02a'"
< Salinas and Monterey....

4;iSp
;

'i
HollisterandTresPinoe

\
'*".%*

S:30 a
, ( Watsonville, Aptos, Soqnel . . . (

*3:S0 P ( tCapitr.la;, .-\nd ^^nt:iCruz '

j
1 Soledad, Paso Robli-s. Templeton )
I —... and Way Stations i

. Morning. P.—.Afternoon.
Sundaysescepted. tSandaysonlv i.^portsme!,"^ tr.>ini

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.
Stage covn-kctmns are made with the j;30a. it.

Train, ea.ce(.t PesC^debo Stages via San Mateo and
Rridwoo**, whicl- connect with b:3*i a.m. Train.
Sfkcial Kui'NC-TRipTiCKETS.atredin-'e.l r;ite?—to

Monterey, Aptos. Soquel Santa Croz and P^scadero;
also, to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Sprin^b.

KXC-URSION TICKF/ITS.
ForSnndava only.U Sold Scxbay Moeskb: goodIU ' 3iuiu»jo umj,

( for return same dav.
For Saturday, f Sold Satttbdav and SrxnAy only J3

"rood for return until following Mcn-Sundav and<
Monday, I

Round Trip
from San

Frane'sco to

San liruno.... .

Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
,

Menlo Park..
Mavfield

inclusive, at the foll.-iwii _

sun.
ikt.

- .IT..

Mon.
T kt.

* 9 50
65
SO

75 110
1 00 1 2a
1 00 1 4-

1 25 150
1 25 160
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mouut'n View
Liwreaces..
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy _..

Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey ..

--:.tio

250
1 C«
•5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot,
street, Valencia-street station, and No.
street. Grand "Hotel.

" CBASSETT, H. R.JTDAJ
Superintendent. Asst. Pass.

,
Townsund

613 Market

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

BESFECTFTJTXY CALLS ATTENTION TO IHK

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bat Liin -. Shooting and F1s1iLd~

TBAXNS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB.

MONTEREY,
ol tbe

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQDIRE OF
UEiVBIT WA1SH.

Snp't Banning H0T86 Dep't,
15sept Palo Alto Stock Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
85J Third St.. San Francisco

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1S46. 14 EIEST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SA> FRANt ISIO, I AI,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 1IOWSE STREET
G. L. BBANDER President

J. L. FLOOD Vice-President

C. P. FABVFTTT.n Secretary

J S ANGTJS Assistant Manager
Bankers, JJevada Bank of San Francisco.

3Coct

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J9~seys of both sexes for sale. Poetofflc« address,
Rao Frrinciwo. Hal

.
s-*M\sfva\} tw^wuw

\W-^/ SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

8Q0SU

THE MOST CHARMLVS

Mi miner and 'Winter Resort
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Grovee and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Jfonterey, and the best of shooting
may 1<e had in season.

TEE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Ear-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the sny-erior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
uT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
Band for Bnrf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwim-
mlng baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCEL AND SAKTA (R I Z

IB VTA THE NORTHER*.' DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, Ban Benito, Sant ,i Crni
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in grtat
variety Notably

Qnali, Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trail
at San Mateo ior those well-known Retreats, PtJEIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PE.'-C.VDERO. We
would particnlarly call attention to the nnUintted ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRVNO *nd McMA-
HON'S (or RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Bad

Francisc" and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this ir»ily sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THKIll DOU4

i when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggi^e

. Cars.
OSTln order to guard against accidents to D < s

. while intransit.it Is necessan- that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunstaken apart
and securelv packed in wood or leather cases may bo
taken in Passenger Cars.

! TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Dei
ptreet, Valencia Station, and No GIZ M
Hotel.
A* CBASSETT, H. B. JUL'

Bmr/eriQtendent. Aait.Pui.
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SELBY SMELTING & LEAD CO.

Would respectfully request discriminating sports-
men, who may not already have done so, to try tlieir

"STANDARD"
Shotgun Cartridges

LOADED BY THE

Chamberlin

AUTOMATIC LOADER.
Those who once use ammunition of our loading

•will thereafter use no oilier hind. The wordia
"our loading" xre emphasized, because these Car-
tridges are bring closely imitated iu everything
except quality, even to the use of our copyrighted
trade-mark. Purchasers are warned th;it inferior
goods will be sold lo tbem unless they insist upon
having unbroken packages labeled

"STANDARD" CHAMBERLIN

Shotgun Cartridges,

MANUFACTURED BY

Selby Smelting

& Lead Co.
SAN FKlNCISCf..

JAY EYE SEE SKELETON TROTTING WAGON.
Made of all white, seronfl growth hickory, AXLES beet, solid sinel, 11-16 inch, with wrought

chilled boxes, bedded into axle bed; weight, about 90 lbs. stioug and light $1 5** w"

TROTTING SULKIES AND CARTS IN GREAT VARIETY.
We have (he lines! Carriage suppository on tlie Pacific Coast.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ADDEESB

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St.,

oo30

S. P., Cal.

JOINT SALE

Thoroughbreds

PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT THE STABLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
LEXINUrojV, El'.,

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 15th 1886.

The sale will include the horses of the

MELBOURNE STABLE,
SALE TO COMMENCE

AT 1 1 O'CLOCK, A. M.

among which are the prominent race-horses BLUE
WING. PURE RYE, THE BOURBON, jDCKE OF
BOURBON, MONTROSE, and EIGHT YEARLINGS
the get of HINDOO and IMP. BILLET; the owners of
the MELBOURNE Stables retiring absolutely from
the turf.

The stable of

R. C. PATE,
constating of EDITOR, BOATMAN. MONOGRAM,
TATTOO, BELLE PATE and others.

The entire stable of

Messrs, Chinn & Morgan,
consisting of HORSES IN TRAINING, four years old
and upward, three-year-olds, two-year-olds, and year,
[tugs, by DALNACARDOOH, ONONDAGA, WAN-
DERER, LEONATDS and other lots of yearlings, etc.,

from the best racing families, consisting in all of

EIGHTY-ONE HEAD.
. This Is one of the most valuable lots of horses ever
offered. The sale will be without reverse, absolutely
l" he i '.juest bidder.

Logues will bo ready In a few days, and oan be
a the office of this paper, or from

8. D. KHI'< E, Auctioneer,
Koova 1C, Times Buttling, New i'ork/

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL,

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storms of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in "Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rctes.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAM FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

H. Brandenstein & Co.,
S.W. cor. Mission and NewMontgomery Sta.

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UOT10NEESS.

GRAND

Auction Bale
OF

STANDARD BRED

Trotting Stock,
Tuesday Dec. 14th, 1886.

• a (I'IMCK M.

sloctfto wat'
WALDSTEm

'
,b0 following described

li™°'
1'7A"5?*. W -

|2:2n
'
tw" "'lea <:55). hyElec-honeer, dam Stater lo Aurora by John Nelson, by linoTrustee, dam the Redmond mare by Abdallah.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W nnd An...

SSoro^ro^"" *««•^ - <»™"

No 4.--Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson wdam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinter? to Albert

V

toAtbert wf
1'"3' n"'r6 pedi8«o unknown. Stinted

i,/*
6
'~J

l*>™r« se™i years old by Electioneerher dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney

J1
*'

7---0h
;8tnut mare, a very fast pacer bv Nut-

IntevolT
ta the dam of *"><*' W. Sti/ted to

a™ ,!?'";?1

!
5' nUy three years old by Albert W herdam the Nelson-Patchen mare, No. 3.

'

No. 9 -Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three veare hvArthurton, his dam the dam of Albert w w 7
trotted in 2 :35 fractions at a much fatter"ate

W°*

Yearlings.

H
Bay filly by Arthurton, her nam the Nutwood mar.
Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 9.By filly by Albert W„ her dam No. i.

N
Baynllyby Albert w., her dam the Gypsey mare,

mar^No!

3

by Alber
'
W

'

'

US "am lhe Ketaon-Paichen

S. C. BOWLBY
K. I. CKEEii. manager.

Auctioneer.
20nov4

NTER'S OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

We offer a most complete stook of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMBN° ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE BALDWIN. 16ocI,

The Owners and Trainers

Manhattan Food!

MANHATTAN FOOD Co.
lsni aog Sacramento Street, S. F.

No. 2 COWBOYCINCHA
No. a Price eacU . . . sa.50.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by mall upon receipt ol

S5 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the
lead. Parties once giving it a
trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be
seen at a glance. It does not
shift nor loosen. It has a
double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426
2ijul

438 Battery St
San Francisco, Cal. J

OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS

Notice.
HERBEHT H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Beown,

;
from sickness and disease by tuor

in a

Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses
oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE PHMYLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one Btable io another are pecul-
iarly liable to

*

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the Btalls and boxes In which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be. easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENiLE, mixed with lour quarts "o
water, and spilnkled over the iloor and sides of n box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
1'or sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the ugents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
lta,pW 406 California Street, San Francisco,

Geo. H. Holmes,
I 0. Bruoe Lowe,

TBADINQ AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,
STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Valtk, and Properly
Salesmen..

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
\rnerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America ; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq

and Major Hathbone of San Francisco.
BBOW'M ltltOX. A OO..

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wnlei

1 CURE FITS!
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Sportiig- Notes.

There is one prominent featnre of the present style of base-
ball playing that deserves severest condemnation. It is the
habit indulged in by many players of "kicking." Recently
two well-contested games were brought to a sudden close
before they were half played out through disputes between
the players and umpies. The habit of many players who are
well known, but whose names need not be mentioned, is

eimply disgraceful. Upon the smallest pretest men will get
up a wrangle, and, right or wrong, stick to their version of
the law with persistence worthy of a better cause. In some
matches, and when certain players are not running the bases
or batting, they never allow an inning to pass without a well
developed aud unseemly wrangle. In the crowd these fel-

lows always have partisans, men who like to hear themselves
shout, aud they invariably take up the side of the quarrel-
some player, and try by initimidatiug yells to howl the umpire
down. The really competent judges of the game never take
part in these displays. They come to see the game played on
its merits, not to listen to howling matches that suggest bed-
lam or pandemonium, aud the uninformed or half informed
think that wisdom is born of the multitude. Hence, the pop-
ular voice is against the umpire, and unless he is thoroughly
competent and a man of more than ordinary nerve he cannot
stand the pressure and gives way. From that hour his doom
is sealed, the loud-mouthed kickers know him and brow-beat
him out of every decision where there is a chance for two
intelligent opinions. Umpires are only human, and baseball
umpires are not always men of the highest intellectual calibre.

But the greatest weakness they can display, is weakness.
Fliuching under the vociferous demands of seemingly angry
players who make a pretense of being hardly used. Of
course the prime requisite of an umpire, judge or referee is

that he should be an absolute master of the rules, laws, cus-
toms of the sportupon which he has to render a decision. No
one who is not thoroughly well informed should ever under-
take any such office. If the umpire is beyond question master
of the rules which he has to administer, then he should be
as adamant in maintaining his decisions. Once that his fiat

has been given argument, dispute, innendo, whether plau-
sible, captious, or base, should only make him more tenacious
to his decision. He should be equally deaf to entreaty or
threat, an autocrat of the most determined type; in no other way
can he hope to succeed. Such a man may make enemies, but
he will attract hosts of admirers. In the best interests of the
game captains of clubs and club managers should search out
jnst such a man, and when found retain him in office and sup-
port his decisions against all forms of opposition. This plan
and this alone will banish the bane of disgusting disputes
and unseemly wrangles which have lessened the attractions
of baseball matches for many weeks past.

Thanksgiving Day, A. D. 18S6, has gone, but it shall never
be forgotten except fay base ingrates who have memories for

nothing higher than their stomachs. Sportsmen had a gala

time, and should weave wreaths of immortelles around the
date November 25, 1SS6. The horsemen had glorious sport
at the Oakland Park where the Blood Horse races were run
off in fine style. The sprinters and all-round athletes had
inspiring sport at Oakland athletic grounds watching the
contests for the championships of the Pacific Amateur
Athletic Association. The wheelmen had their long-talked-of

road race at San Leandro. The baseball players attracted

enthusiastic crowds to the games at Alameda aud Central
Park. In a qniet way the canoemen enjoyed their club
races in a light breeze in Oakland Creek. Hunters of quail,

duck aud snipe tramped up hillsides or waded through
marches in search of their favorite game. Over them all the

sun shone gloriously, and if they were not happy they do not
deserve ever to know the meaning of the word.

The trotting race to-day should eclipse every event of the
kind in this country. Never before have sis horses of equally

highly class met in a race. The weather during the week
has been perfect for getting them into condition. It is an
honor to the State to have such sport brought here. In
addition to the horses there will be undoubted charm in

watching the methods of such skilled drivers as Hickok,
Doble, Goldsmith, Van Ness and Crawford. With the glori-

ous weather indicated early in the week the Bay District

course should be crowded as it has never been crowded before

with admirers of the noble horse.

The billiard tournament between members of the Olympic
Club is proceeding as merrily as marriage bells, From the

list of games played so far it is not easy to name the winner.
The date of the final match is still a long way off. To-night
there will be a special attraction in the exhibition games in

the large hall. The sport has aroused a good, deal of enthu-

siasm amongst the playing members.

Shotguns and boys are dangerous companions. The gun
undisturbed is a comparatively innocent bit of mechanism;
the average boy single handed is not hard to manage, but
three boys and one gun is a risky quartet. The inference was
made painfully true last Sunday near Sacramento. Three
boys from 12 to 16 years old went out shooting with only one
gun between them. A lad named Began carried the weapon
and crossing a fence it was discharged, and a little fellow
named McCarty received the contents in his right arm. The
big boy must have been a worthless coward for he ran off and
left his wounded companion to be cared for by James Allen
another 12-year-old. The latter helped the wounded boy to

a house where assistance was found, and the juvenile sufferer

was taken home in a lamentable condition. Evidently this

trio should give shotguns a wide berth in the future, and
many other youths take a gentle hint that guns in careless

hands do more damage than either whooping-cough or measles.

The active Vice-President Hon. D. McClure, and the inde-
fatigable Treasurer Carlton C. Coleman of the Blood Horse
Association, will again in their separate capacities render the
association the efficient service which has been so marked dur-
ing the past year. They have worked like Trojans to make
the association a success. They are both popular men, and
have a wide circle of friends, that by Bteady and consistent
efforts they are attracting to the leading sport of the country.
Practically, racing is but in its infancy in California, and to

place it on the high pedestal of which it is worthy enthusiastic
work must be done. With such men as Major Bathbone, D,
McClure, Theo. Winters, Carlton Coleman, who have become
used to the saddle, and the fresh blood of the new trustees,

long and strong strides should be made during the coming
year.

W, G. George, the long-distance champion runner, arrived
in New York in time to eat his Thanksgiving dinner with
Meyers. They are to go to Australia and run some matches
in that benighted country. The report that George, Meyers
and Malone had made a match is incorrect. But should
Meyers and George run either in Sydney or Melbourne they
will attract a larger gate than in any other city in the world.
Both men are worth seeing, but London and New York has
seen so much of both that they are no longer the drawing
cards they proved earlier in their career. In the metropoli-

tan cities of the Southern Hemisphere sport is appreciated
and patronized, and l^est to the match between Hutchens
and Malone, the George and Meyers' race will prove profit-

able. Both men may give an eshibition in this city en route.

The advantages of having paid judges of race meetings
were forcibly urged in this column recently. The suggestion

has already borne some fruit, for at the annual meeting of

the American Turf Congress, held in Chioago on the 13th

inst , the question of paid judges wp.s favorably considered,

and a committee of prominent race managers appointed to

consider the matter. There may be difficulties in the way of

immediately making the desired change, but it must come,

for the advancing interests of the sport demand that men of

the highest training and untrammelled associations should
fill the positions of judges. Aud such men can only be
secured by the payment of liberal saleries which will make
them independent of outside influence aud commercial
entanglements.

Every thoughtful racing man will regret the absence of

Mr. J. B. Haggin's name from the list of Trustees of the

Blood Horse Association for the present year. He was an
earnest and consistent worker for the welfare of the Associ-

ation during his year in office. His peerless bnsiness quali-

ties and snperb interests in the turf should have secured his

unanimous re-election, but one of the strange freaks which
sometimes lead men beyond their better judgment ruled in

the meetiog, aud the foremoBt owner of thoroughbreds in

this country, and who, perhaps, has few equals anywhere
in the world in the estent and value of his investments in

race-horses, was passed by when the ballots were counted at

the annual meeting last Suturday.

Mr. J. Mervyn Donahue is at present in communicatiou
with Burgess the designer of Mayflower and Puritan for the

model, lines and plans of schooner yacht, about 70 to 75 feet

on water line, flush deck and centreboard. Should the' model
and plans be approved the boat will be built here. Mr.
Donahue hopes to have her ready to launch for the opening

of the nest yachting season. Mr. Burgess will doubtless

model a fast boat, for he has proved himself the foremost man
in the country so far. The new boat will certainly attraot

more atteution here than any of her predecessors.

Hamilton, a well-known light-weight jockey, is reported to

be engaged by Mr. J. B, Haggin to wear the Rancho del Paso

colors next year,

The Blood Horse Association paid Major Bathbone a well-

earned compliment when it elected him President for the
coming year. The special vote of thanks passed to the
gallant Major for his untiring and successful efforts on
behalf of the association indicates that the members are

keenly alive to the brilliant services rendered by the Presi-

dent during the past year. Everyone who has watched the

career of the association from its inauguration knows that

its most successful year, popularly, financially, and from a

purely racing standpoint, has been since Major Bathbone
stood at the wheel, and with watchful eye, steady hand, and
definite object in view steered it a straight and prosperous
course.

The Canadian game of Lacrosse has taken a firm footing in

Australia, and Mr. W. B. Keeny, of the Melbourne University
team, has achieved the distinguished honor of making the

longest throw on record with a Lacrosse ball. The distance

covered was 148 yards, 2 feet, and was measured by com-
petent judges who had witnessed the throw. The Canadians,
will now have something to do in eclipsing these figures.

Australians are wonderful fellows, they hold the champion-
ship for throwing the cricket ball, and have the rowing
championship of the world, race-horse records, aud endless

other feats which place them high up in the temple of fame.
Now if Malone will only beat Hutchens there will be another
wreath added to their much-bedecked brows.

The inquest held to inquire into the cause of Archer's

death, brought to light the fact that he had not sustained any
losses in betting, but that the cause of his derangement was
typhoid fever, aggravated by the weakness due to his

restricted regime to reduce his weight. The paltry statement

that a man like Archer would become insane over the loss of

some small bets was palpably absurd. No man had a

greater share of the escitemeut of winning and losing than
he, and had he been subject to depression from that cause he
had enough of it to have killed twenty men. The attempt

made by a mean section of the 6porting press to belittle the

prince of jockeys must recoil upon their esposed heads.

In Germany and France carrier pigeons attract a great deal

of attention for their usefulness in war time. The French
Minister of War recently asked for a census of the number of

birds available for use in the emergency of war. The report

states that there were 8,000 at Lille, 15,000 at Waterloo, and
3,000 in the department of the Nord. la Germany the war
department keeps a stock of 6,000, and about 15,000 more are

in the hands of private associations. To preserve the quality

of the breed and maintain the birds in a condition of useful-

ness, flying matches are in vogue, and a great deal of rivalry

exists among the breeders of the fastest varieties. They
are also used to carry important business messages.

Mayflower is offered for sale but not after the fashion of

Atlantic, who brought about the value of the solid metal in her
ballast. Gen. Paine is ready to part with the champion sloop

but only at cost. Her gallant owner 1b weary of defending

America's Cup, and is willing that some other purse should
bear the espense nest year. Thisis natural. There is a good
deal of fuss and bother in such races, and some other yachts-

men or combination of yachtsmen should take the work in

hand nest season. Puritan is being changed. Mr. Burgess
her designer, is superintending the work, and hopes to make
Genesta's victor a much faster yacht than she has ever been.

The Shootimj Times of a receut date has a drawing of a

scene iu Europe where a number of hunters are beating the

stubble for quail. The hunter and his pointer in the fore-

ground are each fitted with a coat of armor, and a foot note to

the picture refers to the hunter as "cautious man." The
satire is doubtless well earned, for a great many men in

Europe go out shooting merely for the sake of firing off a gun.

They never kill any birds, for there is usually ten shooters to

one bird; and if they happen to kill a man he is less likely

to be missed than the bird, the men with guns are so

abundant.

Horses grow in years, in fat, in fame, but in numbers the

growth sometimes outstrips all other forms of progression.

In this State big figures come as nnturally to the majority as

dust in Jnly or fog in any month of the year. But au

Eastern escbange has eclipsed our best performances in

manipulating the multiplication tables, thus: "More than

250 horses are entered for the stakes of the California meet-

ing, which commenced in San Francisco on Novembr-r 13th."

Two hundred and fifty is good, more than two hu

is better. How many more modesty refuses to men

One of the latest turf items is that Tremont 1.

last race. ThiB sounds like another blow to in

and-out racing of two-year-olds.
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Blood Horse Fall Meeting.

The third day, Nov. IStu, the weather was again fine and

the track fast, the attendance moderate.

First Race —Selling Puise £400, of which $50 to second; ?25 to third;

for all ageaj'fixed valuation 31.500- Two pounds allowed for each 81G0

below, and 2 pounds added for each $100 above flit d valuation. Mile

E C
,8

'ho11v's h g Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters,

Wlbs.,8800 ;;:—£ --Stewart 1 1

W.L Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, nam Avail,

80 His., $1,500 ........... Nickerson 4 2

J B Hae-in's ch h Marc Daly, 5, by Kyrle Daly, dam Cordelia,

108 lbs., 51,000
Littlefield 2 5

T. II. Lottridge's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine, 99 It

Leu Sbauer'V b g Eelsbawl'o, by Wi'ldidle, dam Susie W 87 lbs
ara 3 3

S10Q.
Jobnaou & 7

6 Meninairs b g Sir Thad, 5, by Norfolk or Thad Sievens, dam
Lady Amanda, 107 lbs.. 3800 Kelly 7 4

C. Dorsey'a br h Birdcatcher, a, by Specter, dam Pet, 100 lbs.,

carried 105. SGiKT • • - • -; ••• llo
«f

G 6

•X y Jones' ch g St. Patrick, 5, by Hubbard, dam by Monday, 85

lbs., (nil) Har a 8
Time. J:44J, 1:43.

In the pool sa]es;before the first heat, Argo and Mare Daly

brought about the satne, an average rate being $50 on each

of theru to S100 on the field. The start was a little scatter-

ing, Marc Daly quickest to tarn off, and he led at the quar-

ter in 20} seconds, Laura Gardner second. At the half, 5 If

seconds, Mare still led, Sir Thad having moved up and round-

ing the turn, he drew to the head of the leader, Argo also

decreasiug the distance that he was behind. In the stretch

Argo came up and Thad was eased off, the run home being

entirely left to Argo and Marc. The former won handily by

a length in 1:44A-, Echo gettiug third place, the others not

striving to the finish. After the heat Argo was a pronounced

favorite, and though when the start for the second heat was
effected Marc again rushed to the front, Sir Thad keeping him
company to the qua iter io2G], the half in 51 seconds and the

three-quarters iu 1:16}, Argo came through at seven furlongs

and so did Laura Gardner, and the finish was in that order,

Argo first, Laura second, Echo third. According to the con-

ditions the winner was put up at auction. He was entered at

$S00 and was bid in by his owner at $975, the extra $175
being divided between the owner of Laura Gardner, as the

second in the race, and the association.

Second Race.—The Finigan Stakes, for two-year-olds: ?50 each; S25
forfeit; S10 if declared out August 1,1830, with it'iO added: second to

save slake. One mile. Closed August 15, 1885. Value of stakes to

the winner 31,515.

L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by imp. King Ban, dam Herzegovina.
110 lbs Schlutius 1

W. B. Todhunter's cb c Voliiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine Por-

ter, 110 lbs Daly 2

J. B. Haggin's b f Napa by Enquirer, dam Bandana, 107 lbs.,

Littleneld 3

Thos. Atchison's cb c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland, 110

lbs Wiuchell
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooter, dam Rosa B., 110

lbs Appleby o
Santa Anita Stable's b-or br c by Laredo (jrinstead, darn Maggie

Emerson, 11 lbs O'Hara
SaDta Anita Stable's cb c Goliah by Griustead, dam Hermosa, ill)

lbs Miller
W. B. Todhunter's ch g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle,

107 lbs Kelly
Time, 1 :43.

In the pools Napa was a strong favorite. Her victory in

the Ladies' Stake on the opening day waB very cleverly

gained, and the talent felt that it was a good thing beyond
peradventnre. She brought S'200, the Santa Anita couplo
$100, C. H. Todd §60, the field ©65. A great deal of money
was bet, and until the starting nag fell things were lively.

Safe Ban had rather the best of the start and led until a fur-

long had been run, when one of Baldwin's»pair rnsberi to the
front and was two clear lengths in front of the band at the
quarter in 25J seconds. At the half in 5U he was still in

the lead, all the others dose. Coming down the stretch they
resembled a platoon of cavalry, the most conspicuous object
being the white face of Napa. She seemed to be winning
when Safe Ban shut by her on the outside and Voltigner
came on the inside, and the result was that Safe Ban beat
Voltigner by a neck, Napa a full length behind, the others in
open order in the rear. Time, 1:43. There was a complaint
of foul lodged against the first and second, which was not

allo\ved.

Third Race.—The Winter Handicap; a sweepstake for all ages; S100
each; 350 forfeit, $'20 if declared out, with ^SUO added, of which 5200 to
second horse; third to save stake. Weights announced on tbenrstclayof
the meeting: declarations due on the second dav. One mile and three-
eighths. Value of stakes (o th*» winner 51,070.

W. L. Appleby's b m Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W., 116 lbs.
Appleby ]

L. H. Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso, dam Galan-
this, 1115 lbs Schlutius 2

Kelly & Lyncb's b f Moonlight, :j, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight
ii-UU's O'Hara 3

"W. L. Prilchard'B ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie Dun-
bar, 110 lbs Kelly

Time, 2:25.
J

Of eleven nominations four came to the post, viz : Lizzie
Dunbar, Monte Cristo, Nielson and Moonlight. Lizzie was
the choice of the bettors; she brought SG0, Monte Cristo $45,
Moonlight $42 and Nielson $31. When they led by the
stand three-eighths in forty seconds, Monte Cristo was a
neck in front of Lizzie, the latler pulling as though she
would draw the jockey on to her neck. Before reaching the
quarter she not only accomplished that but the saddle as
well, and came near fulling from the girth catching her legs.

On went Monte Cristo while the two mares were retarded by
the mishap tn Lizzie. He was a long way in the lead at the
half-mile, seven furlongs run in 1:32£, and no one thought
that Nielson or Moonlight could catch him. Nielsen's great
Might of speed came into play, however, and she gained and
gained till her head was at his shoulder at thedrnwgate. She
beat him home by rather more than a head in 2:25.

Fourth Race.—The Fame S'akfs, for three-year-olds; 5100 each; 325
forfeit; 8300 added; 8150 to second; third to save stakes Two miles
Closed Mlgaflt i. 18H6. Valueof stakes to the winner $575.
R, P, Lshe's bf Guenn by Flood, dara Glendew, 1151bs.. .. O'Brien 1
Yi . B, rodlmiitfflr'a b ( May Blossom by Joe Hooker, dam Maugie 8 ,

' lr' loa .. Theriot 2
Tunc, 8:383.

The concluding race was the Fame Stake, for three-year-
olds, two miles. Owing to sales and casualties ouly two of
the original fifteen nominations contended, Guenu and May
Blossom. The race was ouly an exercising gallop for Guouu.

The Extra Day.
Nov, 19th was the extra day. The weather continued

favorable, the track in line order, the spurt of a high class,
and the attendance an agreeable surprise.

First Kace.—Puis e of $160. Handicap, for all age*. Five-eighths of a
mile.
E. Fleluer'a b m Minnie 11., 4, by Scaropertlown, 95 lbs Stewart 1
Kelly k Lyncb's ch g Tom Atetiison by Joe Hooker, dam Bay Kate,

'"* lbs • W'incbell
E. B. Johnson s ch g Borhy B. by Job Hooker, dam Mandy, ]01i lbs.

L>. M. Murphy's ch g Thad. Hobson, 0, pedigree unknown io5 lbs.

Appleby
J. Muse's gg Stoneman, a, by Kirby Smith, dam UunhyDory, loo

lbs Bernard
. B, Johnston's ch b Lost Boy by Geo.Wilkes, damby Laplander ion

""
n™:m. u '"

:""

»

"Extra" days in a race meeting are usually lacking in

interest to the "regular," and the racing is apt to be of

secondary character. That of Friday week was an exception

to the geueral rule, attendance better than was anticipated,

and three of the four races more than ordinarily good. The
favorite with a majority of bettors was Lost Boy, though a

few were shrewd euough to back Minnie K. at odds of eight

to one, and this proved the correct tip. The start was very

even and made after a short delay. Stoneman took the lead,

Thad. Hobson accompanying and the pace fast, as the first

furlong was run iu twelve seconds. There was no slackening

around the turn, Stoneman retaining the lead, Thad. second,

as they drew opposite the three-quarter mark, in 36} seconds.

The ruu home was exciting iu the highest degree. Three
horses passed the leaders, and for a time it seemed as though
Tom Atchison would wiu. He held the advantage by a few

feet to within Hfty yards from home; thirty feet from the

score he still held, when Minnie R., lengthening her last

strides, or Tom falling a shade back, gave the heat to the

mare by not more than six inches. Bertie R. was so close

that the judges made it a dead heat for second place, so that

the handicap was as close as it conld be between the first,

second and third.

Second Race.—Purse, handicap, $275, for all ages. One mile and an
eighth.
\V. L. Pritcbard's cb m Lizzie Dunbar, C, by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar, 110 lbs Kelly 1

D. J. McCarthy's ch g Fred Collier, a, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss, 90

lbs Nickersrm 2

B. C. Holly's b e Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva "Winters, 105

lbs Stewart S

Caleb Dorsey'a br h Birdcatcher, a, by Specter, dam Pet, 9U lbs.,

Wincbell
Time, 1 :56.

Lizzie carried the heaviest money load, $160 wagered on
her to SI 10 on Argo, ©57.50 on the other two. Birdcatcher

was left at the post, Fred Collier taking up the running and
leading, with Lizzie second, though the rate was slow until

after the quarter-mile post was passed—one furlong 13},

three furlongs 39.1, four furlongs 1:04}-. Then Lizzie went
up and Argo appeared satisfied to meander behind. Collier

was no match for the mare, who increased her lead as she ran

and won the race by six lengths, fully that much between
Collier and Argo. Time, 1:56. The judges felt that Argo
was not ridden to win, suspending the jockey pending an
inquiry by the Board of Trustees, and should it be decided

that there was wrong-doing of which the owner was cognizant,

he and the horse will also be punished.

Third Race.—Purso of $200. handicap, for all ages. Seven-eighths of
a mile.
M. Storn's ch c Giover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Kobin Girl,

93 lbs Winchell 1

W. L. Appleby's b in Nielson, 5, by Wildidle, dam Susie W., 116 lbs.,

Appleby 2

Santa Anita Stable br f Bonita, 3, by Grinstead. dam Maggie Emer-
son, 90 lbs Armstrong 3

T. H. Lottridpe's ch g Echo, 5, by Osceola, dam Sunshine. 100 lba.,

Kelly
Time, 1:28.

Nelison was the favorite, bringing $60 to $35 on Bonita;

Cleveland and Echo, coupled, $30. Though a very remarkable
race there is not much opportunity for description, as the

namesake of the President had a decided lead soon after the

flag fell, running very fast the whole of the distance, and
winning by a length and a half, with Nielson second, Bonita

third and Echo last, in 1:28, which is only half a second
slower than the best on record.

Fourth Race.—Purse S200; for horses that have run and not won at

this meeting. Three-quarters of a mile.

W. L. Pritchard'a ch f Idalene Cotton, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Lizzie

p., 85 lbs Wincbell 1

Santa Anita Stable's br f Esirella, 3 by Rutherford, dam Sister Anne,
100 lbs ...Litllefield 2

E. B. Johnston's ch g Bertie It., 6, by Joe Hooker, dam Mandy, 105

lbs • Cooper 3

Jas. Muse's blk g Black Pilot, 5, by Echo, dam Madge Duke, 105

lba Bernard
Wm. roots* br g Valido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam Brown Maria, 100

lbs Daly
Time, 1:14}.

There was a close race for first placo in the pools between
Idalene Cotton and Estrella, the former winning at the rate of

£75 on her to $70 on Estrella, and S52.50 on the held. It

was as close a thing in the run. The favorites ran "locked"
the first quarter in 25} seconds, remaining together until half

way down the home stretch, when Idalene got half a length

the best of it, increasing that to a full length at the outcome,
Bertie K. as much more in the rear of Esirella,

Closing I>ay—Iu tlie Mud.
Very unfortunately came the rain for the racing interests,

or rather it was unfortunate that the inclement weather
should deprive the people of the pleasure of witnessing some
very fine contests.

There was not only rain but high winds and an air that was
decidedly chilly. Overcoats were not a sufficient protection,

aud even waterproofs seemed inadequate to the task of making
wearers at all comfortable. The course was mud, mud so

soft that the horses sent showers of it from their feet, and the

colors of the jockeys who rode in the rear were all of the

same hue.

First Race.—The Vestal Stakes.—For three-year-old fillies; $26 each:

p. p., with 3800 added ;S10fl to second; third to save stake. One mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1884. Value of stakes to the winner
8475.
R. P. Ashe's ch f Guenn by Flood, dam Glendew, 115 lb*....Uollo\vay 1

Theo. Winter's bf Miss Courtney "Try Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 115

lbs Courtney 2

W Boots' b f Leda by Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsy, 115 lba.... Miller 3

YV. B. Todhunter's b f May Blossom by Joe Hooker, dam Maggie S.

,

115 lbB Theriot
Time, 2:15$..

In the pools they racked Guenu, Miss Courtney, Leda and
May Blossom as their names are written. The running was also

in the same order, Guenn taking the lead, with MissCourtney
second, Leda third aud May Blossom last, aud these positions

were retained all through the race.

Second Race,—Purse $400, of which 850 to second, SEE to third; for

two-year-olds ; winners of two ornnru two-year-old races to oarry 6

lbs. extra; winner of one to carry 8 lbs, extra; Uoraes that have been
pluced second but not better lo carry rule welflhts; all others allowe
6 lbs. Qualification dates from time of starting. Seven-eighth a of a

mile.
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Ford by Enquirer, dam Bribery, 112 ll>s,

Courtney 1

Santa Anita Stable's b f Gnsetto by Glenelg, dam Malta, 1'L' lbs

\V. M. Murry's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter,

H81ba O'ilara 3

M. Storn's b f NftMOlaby Norfolk, dun Ada C, 110 lbs Kelly
L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban by King Ban, dam Herzegovina, 115

lbs Schlutius
Time, 1:31|.

In the pools Miss Ford brought $50, Voltiguer $!G, the

field S30, while the bookmakers would ouly lay 4 to 6 against

the favorite. When the flag fell Voltigner took the lead, with
Grisette second, the first furlong being made in V.\\

seconds, aud at the half-mile mark, three furlongs having
been ruu, in 30 seconds. This was fast for the muddy track,

but then Miss Ford came up and Ihe rate was, if anything,
accelerated. She aud Giisette both passed Voltiguer, Miss
Ford winning by three lengths ia tho fast time, for the mud,
Of 1:31 J.

Third Race—Purse SifiO, of which ?50 to second; $25 to third: a free
handicap for all ages; weights announced at 10 o'clock a.m. the day
before the race; declaxati iiib due a( 6 p. M. the Game day. One mile.
Theo. Winters' ch f Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Amilyne, lmi lba

Winchell 1
M, Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin Qlrl,

ltin lbs Kelly 2
H. Lowden's b f Leap Year, 2, by Norfolk, dam LadyJann. 8n lba,

.Nickereon 3
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

98 lbs Littleneld
W. Boots' br p Valido, 3, by Bob Wooding, dam Brown Maria, 100 Ibn.

carried 105 lbs Mi' lor
Kelly & Jjyncb's ch g Tom Atchison 4 by Joe Hooker, dam Bay Kate

05 lbs. (carried 974) Armstrong
D. M, Murphy's ch g Thad Hobson, G, pedigree unknown, 10'i lbs.

Newell
Time, 1:48£.

The third race was a dash of a mile with handicap weights,
the starters being Adeline, Laura Gardner. Glover Cleveland,
Valido, Tom Atchison, Leap Year and Thad Hobson. The
pools rated $40 on Adeline, $35 on Grover Cleveland aud SCO
on all the others grouped iu the Held. There was a long
delay iu getting them oif. At first Leap Year was decidedly
fractious, aud then some of the jockeys were beyond the con-
trol of the starter.

When the flag fell Adeline had the advantage, but a good
deal of this was lost by the rider of Adeline pulling her back,
though not enough for her to lose any portion of the mile.
The quarter iu 27A seconds, half 53J, three-quarters 1:19£,
mile 1:48£, which was very good indeed for the state of the
course.

The Fourth Race.—The Del Rio Stakes.—For all ages. 8100 each; ?50
forfeit; $20 if declared out November 1, 188tS, with §1,000 added, of
which $200 to second; third io save stake. Winners of a stake iace
this year of the value of -51,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Two miles
and an eighth. Vnlue of stake to the winner Sl.ilO.
R. P. Ashe's b f Guenu, 3. by Flood, dam Glendew, 107 .Kelly 1
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, i, by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne,

123 Miller 2
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 0, by Thad Stevens, dam Twlllfrbt,

102 Littleneld 3
L. H, Todhunter's ch c Monte Cristo, 3, by King Alfonso, dam

Galauthis,105 Schlulius
Santa Anita Stable's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 3, by Rutherford,

dam Mollie McCarthy, lu7 O'ilara
Time, 3:52$.

This was the great race of the meeting, aud had the day-
been favorable, would have attracted an immense crowd. It is

called the Del Rio Stakes, the distance two and one-eighth
miles, and beside the stakes the association added $1,000.
There was a good held, though the fame of Volante and Mollie
McCarthy's Last from the Santa Anita string was so great
that bettors were anxious to get on them at odds. It was
thought that the race of Guenn in the Vestal Stakes would
deprive her of what little chance she had, and though the
held sold well up it was thought that Moonlight and Monte
Cristo were the main dependence of the fielders. Moonlight
went off with the lead and retained it for over a mile and a
quarter when Guenn went passed her aud then Volante moved
closer. When a half mile remained to be run, Guenu was
two lengths in front, Moonlight and Volante parallel, but
midway of the turn Vulaute parted company with Mooulight
and made his effort for the race. There were shouts as he
decreased the space, though still louder cheers when Guenn
drew away from him and won a comparatively handy race,

the order being Guenn, Volaute, Moonlight, Monte Cristo
and Mollie MuCarty's Last, the latter being pulled up when
Volante made his run. The time of the fractions were: Fur-
long, 14} seconds; three furlongs, 41; five furlongs, 1:07;
one mile, 1:48; two aud an eighth, 2:0U; two aud three-eighths,

2:29]; two and five-eighths, 2:56$; two miles, 3:39; two and
an eighth, 3:52£. Moonlight led until one aud three-eighths
miles were run, when Guenn passed her and was never
headed thereafter.

This closed a most successful and enjoyable meeting which
passed off from beginning to end without any serious hitch.
The public, with good reason, were satisfied that in every case
the horse in the best form and condition won. The specula-
tion was lively all through, and the only serious drawback
was the wretched weather on the closing day.

Two-Tear-Old Racing.

Australian turfmen are debating whether or no the early
racing of two-year-olds is injurious. The Sydney Mail saya
that a general meeting of the Australian Jockey Club was
held at Tattersall's club rooms, on Sepl. 23d, to consider the
following motion, of which Mr. Henry Austin had given
notice: "That from aud after the first day of October, 1886,
no 'two-year-old* race shall be run for in New South Wales
prior to the first two-year-old event included in the Austral-
ian Jockey Club's September programme." There was a
numerous attendance of members. Mr. Austin, in moving
the resolution, contended that the main object of racing was
to encourage the breeding of high-class horses, with uudeni-
able pedigree, courage, good temper and substance, horses
that could gallop fast, stay and carry weight, and that the
possession of those qualities in combination was rendered
moro than improbable by the early racing of two-year-olds.
He argued that racing and stud records showed that the
horses which had done the least amount of two-year-old raoinj
had beeu the most successful on the turf and at tl

Mr. H. C. Dangar seconded the resolution. Ho thought it

was highly necessary that such action as that proposed
\

should be lakeu bv the various racing clubs, as the presenl
system of running two-year-olds tended to deteriorate the
animals. Mr. S. A. Stephen moved as an amendment: "That
the question should be referred to a conference composed of
the standing committees of the A. J. C. and V. K. C. j

The determiuatiou of such conference would not, he took it,

be binding upon the club, but the consideration of the ques*-,

tiou by the joiut committees might result in the obtaining of

important information upon which tho club might take
action. Mr. W, A. Long expressed himself iu opposition to *

the motion. lie did uot think the conclusions tu which Mr.
]

Austin's experience led him had been borne out by fails. It "1

Bhould bo borne iu mind th.it- more horses were brought
together now, and there was more competition, and to these

facts he thought might be attributed the theory that much
better horses were run years ago than wore run now. Mr.
R, HaBsall objeoted to the motion. By Betting a time when

j
two -y.-ar-olds should run. they would be playing into the
hands of wealthy mou. Mr. Andrew Town did uot think i

that either the mover of tho motion or the mover of the 1

amendment had shown sufficient reason why the club should
adopt either the oue or the other, lie was opposed to both. .

After further discussion the aineudinent was carried by 24

to-23 voles.
1*

Removal.

;

The friends of Messrs. Killip £ Co., the live-stock ano-

tioueers, are informed that owing to changes being made in

their old premises they have removed into tho nest block
nearer to Market street. Tho Bra's address is new Killip (

Co., 22 Montgomery street,
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The American Racing Rules.

The annual convention of the American Racing Associa-

tion, held at Chicago on the 13th inst., thoroughly revised

their rules, stripped theni of useless verbiage, eliminated

conflicting provisions, and generally endeavored to make the

code clearer, and at the same time more comprehensive than
ever before. The work of the delegates is not, however,
complete, for before the rules are published they will be sub-
ject to another general revision. As soon as proofs can be

obtained one will be mailed to each delegate, to be examined
and changed to suit the views of the delegates and then
returned to the secretary. When these sheets have all been
returned Judge Perkins and Secretary Hopper of the Latonia
Jockey Club will consider all the corrections and suggestions

the delegates may make, and then make a final revision.

There will be no new rules inserted in the final work, nor
will any essential changes in any rule be made, and the

revision will be limited to alterations of minor importance,

and efforts to improve the language of the rules so as to make
them explicitly and fully express the meaning of their

framers. How they shall be construed was settled by the

convention.
The decision of the judges at Washington Park, July lOih,

in penalizing Volante rive pounds in the Columbia Stakes,

for having received forfeit from Tyrant in the match for

$5,000 a side, to have been run at St. Louis, June ISth,

which provoked a great deal of comment and many declara-

tions that the ruling was wrong, was considered by the con-

vention. The conditions of the Columbia Stakes imposed a

penalty of five pounds on winners of any race of the value of

$1,500. Tyrant and Volante were matched at Louisville to

run a mile and a half, 3*2,500 a side was posted as a forfeit,

and it was agreed that the race should be run at St. Louis or

Chicago, whichever place would add the most money. The
Washington Park Club offered $4,050. The St. Louis Fair

Association offered $4,100 and secured the event. In the

meantime Tyrant threw a curb and was taken East and
thrown out of training, and Volante began coughing with a

prospect that he would not be able to run the race. Haggin
and Baldwin each learned that the other's horse was in

trouble, and both begau a bluff game, which was continued

to the moment that the horses were to be rung up. Both
horses were in the field, Murphy had come from a sick bed to

don Baldwin's colors and weigh out, and Duffy, dressed to

ride and with Haggin's colors beneath another suit, sat under
an adjacent tree awaiting a summons which he knew would
only come if Baldwin failed to put up the final $2,500.

When the money was put up and Murphy weighed, Haggin's

agent announced that he would forfeit. Then the Fair

Association announced that the money to have been added to

the race would be withheld, as they had not agreed to give

auy money for a walk-over. Under an opinion rendered by
Ben Bruce the judges took their position in the stand, Volaute

was sent to the post, and Murpby rode him slowly over a

mile and a quarter of the distance and gave him a brush
through the stretch at the finish. Baldwin claimed that the

affair was a private sweepstakes and the forfeit incurred no
penalty. The judges at Washington Park ruled to the con-

trary, and he then declared his intention to bring the matter

befo're the next convention of the association. This he did

in the form of a claim against the St. Louis Fair Association

for $2,050, one-half ot the amount it had agreed to add to the

lace. Charles Green, President of the St. Louis Fair Associa-

tion, replied to the presentation of the claim By saying that

Baldwin had never applied to him for the money, nor to his

knowledge had it been asked of any officer of his association;

but if the convention should decide that the Fair Association

owed the money to Baldwin, it would be promptly and cheer-

fully paid. The convention declined to take action on the

claim on the ground that it had not been submitted by both

parties, and the proper course for Baldwin to have pursued

was to have presented the claim to the Fair Association before

sending it to the convention. Subsequently both the points at

issue were informally discussed, and the general expression

left no doubt that were the matters properly before the con-

vention the ruling of the Washington Park Club and the

claim of Baldwin would each be sustained. The delegates

were almost unanimous in the opinion that when VolaDte

was called out and sent over the course he became entitled to

oue-half of the added money, and incurred a penalty under
the conditions of the Columbia Stakes. That Baldwin will

follow up the case and get that $2,050 is very nearly a cer-

tainty. When Ben Bruce insisted that Volante should go

over the course his opinion met with general opposition from

the sporting men on the grounds, who held that if the Fair

Association did not give the added money it had nothing to

do with the horse, and the match and everything connected

with it was settled as soon as Haggin forfeited. Prominent
among those who argued with Bruce were Jim Crawford, of

this city and Jack Chiuu. When Jack had exhausted his

stock of arguments he concluded by remarking he would like

to know "Why, in hell, Baldwin should be compelled to send

his horse over that track?" Bruce replied, "He must comply
with the rules of racing, sir." Jack walked away in silence.

but in a few moments recovered the use of his tongue and

expressed a readiness to bet the whole of Harrodsburg,

including Leonatus, that his position was right. The St.

Louis people accepted Bruce's opinion and now they will

have to pay accordingly.

The other important changes discussed were "What consti-

stutes a starter ?" "Official poolselling, " "Place betting, " "Paid

judges." The rules as a whole will not be complete for a long

time yet. Doubtless the changes will, in the majority of cases,

prove to be improvements.
I Hereafter the death of a nominator will not render a

nomination void. Without any formal transfer the estate

will be entitled to the nomination. Under the old mle estates

Buffered considerably when stock belonging to them lost their

engagements upou the death of nominators who had failed to

make formal transfers.

There will be no more walk-overs for purses, as the associa-

% tion has decided to give no more money for them and declares

off all purses that do not fill.

Each jockey shall wear a nnmber on his arm corresponding

with the number of his horse on the programme for the day.

The presiding judge shall demand of the judges selected

whether they are interested in the result of a race or not, as
*' no one interested in the result of a race can act as starter or

judge.
Amendment to the rule concerning jockeys' fees.

If a jockey should refuse to ride for or accept the fees as

provided, he shall, on complaint, be suspended for such
a period of time as may be provided by the judges.

This amendment has become necessary owing to the upper
crust of the jockeys sticking out for fancy fees.

Rule 160 is amended to even up the chances of the pool-

Beller as against the bookmaker.
In no case shall one horse be sold in the auction pools as

' the favorite against the field, when there are four or more

horses to start. In case one horse is such a favorite that bis

opponents will not sell, the favorite may be left out, and the
same rule shall apply to the others in the race.
Rule 161—In place betting the money shall be awarded as

the horses are placed by the judges.

Death of Prince Charlie.

This celebrated thoroughbred stallion died in Kentucky on
the 13th inst. The following account of his career is from
the Missouri Republican:

There is no saying what a horse Prince Charlie might have
been but for the whistling infirmity so common in England,
but to which we are happily such strangers in this country.
Here we have an epidemic of "distemper" which stalks
through a stable or stud of youngsters, bothers the men in
charge, and disappears without having laid low or having
materially injured a single colt. In Eogland, on the con-
trary, an outbreak of "strangles" comes along, accounts for at
least a few by death, and destroys the racing utility of many
more by that thickening of the walls of the larynx which
causes constriction and affects the "pipes" of the animal for
all its racing career. The American is left pretty well to
nature, while every care is taken of the islander, on whom
liquid blisters, Buch as those of oil of enphorbium, cantha-
rioes and mercurial ointments will be lavished in profusion,
and on whom opening of sinus after sinus in the jowl will
probably have to be resorted to, with the result that nature
brings the American out sound, while a heavy percentage
of English colts are irretrievably ruined bv the attack.
It is claimed that the difference of result arrives from
climate or from forage, but at present no satisfactory con-
clusion has been arrived at. The further question is also of
interest—is the ailment hereditary? The Englishmen say that
it is, while we say "it is not," and our belief that we are right
is well instanced in the fact that so consummate a iudge°as
Dan Swigert imported the horse under notice.

Prince Charlie was foaled in 1S69, and made his first aripear-
ance under silk in the Middle park plate in the autumn of
1871, winning lhat two-year-old Derby in a canter. It was
notorious througli the winter that he had "tnrued roarer,"
bot he was a horse of such perfect breeding and such grand
shape that he stripped a red-hot favorite for his next race
that of the Rowley mile, 2,000 guineas. In this he never was
really extended, but in the Derby of four weeks later he had
no ghost of a show with Cremorne, Mr. Saville's beautiful
son of Parmesan and Kiggolboche. The Epsom grades are all
against a horse of Prince Charlie's conformation, for any colt
with the least impediment in the larynx cannot act at his best
up the initial hill, nor could so large a horse be brought at
his best down the steep incline from Tattenham Corner over
"the road" aud down to "the Bell," from whence again his
laryngitic trouble would affect his finish against collar. The
colt's terrific speed, however, stood him in good stead the
same year, later on, when in the one-and-three-quarler mile
Doncaster St. Leger he was able to reserve it sufficiently to
finish in front of everything but Wenlock. The Prince's
speed was terrible, and he could pack a house on his back
and win under it. To see Webb, who rode him best, gather
him together and send him aloDg at his fastest for the last
hundred yards of a race was a treat never to be forgotten by
a student of pace, and the way that the horse could bowl over
everything, after climbing the worst part of a hill such as
that immediately before the finish at Ascot, was extraordinary.
The Prince was, both as colt and horse, of giant frame and
the fillies he has left behind him should be of the utmost
value to the souutry. His branoh of the Baron—Pocahontas
family does not throw the somewhat coarse mares of their
King Tom cousins, while they are substantial enough to cor-
rect the rather overnice drawing of our Lexington and other
great American families. Perhaps the time has come to cross
for Prince Charles on Phastons? The list of the big horse's
victories in England is endless. His breeding was as follows:

Prince Charlie was a chestnut, foaled in 1S6D, bred by Mr.
H. Jones, and imported by Dan Swigert of the Elmendorf
stud, Kentucky. He was by Blair Athol (he by Stockwell—
Blink Bonnie):

First dam. Eastern Princess, by Surplice; second dam,
Tomgeis, by Sesostris; third dam by Glancus; fourth dam',
So, by Taurus; fifth dam, Arethnsa, by Quiz; sixth dam, Per-
sepolis, by Alexander; seventh dam, sister to Tickle Toby
by Alfred; eighth dam, Celia, by Herod; ninth dam, Proser-
pine (sister to Eclipse), by Masske; tenth dam, Soelelta, by
Regalia; eleventh dam. Mother Western, by Smith's son
of Snake; twelfth dam by old Montague; thirteenth dam
by Heatboy; fourteenth dam by Brinomer.

Important to Breeders of Trotters.

In another column will be found an advertisement of
Messrs. W. R. Brasfield & Co., of the Kentucky Horse
Exchange, Lexington, Ky., inviting breeders of California
trotters to send Kentucky some local-bred filiies for sale.
Mr. Brasfield writes as follows in regard to the projected sale:
"My reason for making this sale kuown particularly to Cali-
fornia breeders of trotting stock is that I have heard so many
of our Kentucky breeders express themselves as being desirous
of having a cross of some of the California trotters, or of
owning some of the California-bred fillies to breed to our
Kentucky stallions. If I can induce some of your breeders
to send me a consignment of stock, I know that they would
secure undoubted advantages by doing bo. My plan of
exhibiting stock by the side of a ruuner with lead* bridle is

original. All stock sent to me is under my personal care,
and all worked by me with the aid of competent assistants.
My track is one-eighth of a mile in length, twenty feet wide,
under cover, aud everything connected with it is arranged to
make purchasers comfortable- aud show stock to the best
advantage. Some of the leading patrons of my sales are Col.
R. West, A. J. Alexander, L. BroaJhead, Major McDowell,
Dr. Herr and many others who have given me permission to

name them as references. Messrs. Charles Marvin, Budd
Doble aud William Crawford have attended my sales, and I
am sure they will readily inform any of your breeders as to
their character and the success which has attended them."

This Year's Records in Heat Races.

SIX FrrBLONGS.

Record, 1 :13j and 1 :14} . In 1S86 tho best performers hav
been:

Pearl Jennings, n, 105, Lonisville, May 20. 1:15 and 1:14}.

Gleaner, a, 112, Chicago, July5, 1:15, 1:14}, l:15i.

1III.E HEATS.
Record, 1:42, 1:41}.

Billy Gilmore, 5, 117, Chicago, Juno 2H. 1-43J, 1-42J, 1:44.

Hopedale, 4, 110, Chicago, July 10, 1:43, 1:13, 1:45.

MILE AND SIXTEENTH.
Record, 1:50', 1^8,
Herbert, u,UH, QroTOBend, October 24, 1:50,1:61.

The International Association of Pairs and
Expositions.

The third annual convention of this association will meet at

Sherman House, Chicago, 111., on 15th and 16th Dec. next.
The objects of the association are of vital interest to the
majority of our readers, and are set forth in the following

circular:

The objects of the association are simply for the exchange
of ideas upon the management of Fairs and Expositions,
which will surely result most profitably to all participating in
the deliberations of the Convention.

It is not the intention or desire to pass any rules that will
bebiuding upou its members, but simply to meet, discuss plans
and topics suggested, and by a majority vote recommend the
adoption of any plan agreed upon.
The membership fee of each association is but ten dollars,

and the annual dues ten dollars, both payable in advance;
each Association is entitled to three delegates but only one
vote, and the money thus acquired is devoted to the expenses
of the organization.
To those who are not members a most cordial invitation is

tendred, as it is the desire of all interested to make it "inter-
national" in all the word implies, and no matter whether it

be a County, State, District or Provincial Agricultural aud
Mechanical Association or Exposition Society, the hand of
fellowship is extended with equal cordiality to all.
The president of the Association is D. B. Gillham, General

Superintendent of Illinois State Fair. There are twelve vice-
presidents, hailing from Missouri, Canada, Wisconsiu, Kan-
sas, Indiana, Sew York, Nebraska. Iowa. Ohio, Kentuckv,
but California is not represented. The secretary is Festus J.
Wade of St. Louis, so well known for his brilliant manage-
ment of the great St. Louis Fair. The programme for discus-
sion at the Convention is as follows: Fair Management;
Work of International Association; The Scone of the Work of
Agricultural Societies; Fairs of the Future; U. S. Department
of Agriculture, its Relation to Fails; Gates and Tickets; Speed
at Fairs; Plans of Exhibition Buildings; Stalls and Pens;
Method of Awards; Fees and Privileges; Transportation;
Rules and Regulations of Fairs. These topics cover the
whole scope of fairs, aud each will be introduced by gentle-
men

_
actively engaged in the management of separate

associations in various parts of the country. The addresses
caunot fail to be both interesting and instructive, and a great
deal of practical wisdom .should be the outcome. Ttio
methods of fair management are different in each State, but
the great principal underlies them all. That is that they
should be popular, which is a synonym for successful.

French Ideas of Horse Breeding.

Inasmuch as the French were the founders of the Per-
cheron breed and have brought them up to their present
excellence, their ideas on the subject are entitled to consider-
ation. The following, from the Paris correspondent of au
exchange, although rather Frenchy in its style, gives some
idea of French methods:
The breeders of Percherons are urged that while securing

good mares—and the best stallions as a matter of course—not
to overlook the equally essential point of having abnudance
of food, and of a good quality" all the year round. In
meadows where a medium-sized animal will prosper, a larger
built one will not succeed. The want of appropriate food
will affectthe gestation of the mare, and later, the foal will not
have adequate supply of milk to secure the basis of its
desired stature and marketable bulk. The advocates of pure
Percherons urge the rejection of all English, as well as Arab
blood; excellent for saddle horses, but unsuitable for animals
destined for omnibuses, spring vans, or cavalry. Practice
selection among the best type of Percherons, to keep up the
excellency of that race, hot do not cross it with foreign
blood. If yon want vigor aud vivacity, rely on oats.

Attentiou is also being given to rear horses free from
curbs, those hard tumors on the articulations, the hocks, the
knees, etc. If these excrescences be due to an accideut, a" fall,

or over-exercise, the matter is of secondary importance; if
otherwise, they indicate a lymphatic aud feeble constitution,
aud the mare so affected should be avoided. So ought too
large or too small, or malformed hoofs. While ou this sub-
ject, French breeders seem to ignore the importance of reur-
ing for themselves good breeding mares. When they have
an attractive filly they are certain to part.with it if offered a
tempting price. By attending to this point the farmer can
impart fixity of qualities to the offspring. Replace a good
mare alwavs by one of her own good daughters.
A breeding mare should not necessarily be fat, neither

ought she to be in bad condition. If covered when in the
latter state, the gestation stage will certainly be affected. It
is not so much the quantity of food that requires attention,
as the assurance that it is suitable. Abundance of inferior
fodder presents no great advantages. It would be prndeut
also, particularly in the case of brood-mares, to see that the
water supplied to them is good. Ponds of the cess-pool
category should be avoided; as it is now established water is
the principal vehicle by which disease germs gain admission
into the animal economy. Flowing or river water is prefer^
able, aud when this is wanting the next best is that from wells

.

ouly when the hitter is drawn expose it for a short time to
the air, and stir it up to let enter what it is deficient in—air.
In summer well water ought to be drawn three hours in

advance, as its exceptional coldness might affect mares in
foal. It is necessary to bear in mind that there are good aud
bad meadows, and what may suit cows may uot mares.
Bad grass tends to develop unvigorous aud lymphatic foals.
As some animals eat with more avidity thau others, it is

prudent the first time a mare is put out on grass to do
so only after her morning feed; theu biiuy her in at eventide,
continuing this plan for two ol three days before complel
leaving her in full field liberty. Even with those that have
to bo house fed, the rucks ought
soiling, which induces forced or raveno

;
the mare

then gets iuto flesh, or acquires corpulence, at the expense of
vigor aud vivacity, developing coarse hair on the legs, maue
and tail, thus imparling a common look. A diet plentiful
aud healthy, but uot excessive, modifies the size, the form,
and tho temperament of all animals.

Wanted, a Veterinary Surgeon.

An esteemed correspondent in Sau Bernardino w rites to
ask why we do not send u veterinary surgeon down there,
adding that, "only two weeks ago two of our best I

taken sick and we sou' to Los Aug. l.s [or a Vet.
Qon'ilced them bad with the glanders aud we i.

ut once. They were worth $400 each, ami in Bn
Should any veterinary surgeon conli rnplate ujakioo a

to Sun Bernardino, our correspondent's name and ;

at his disposal in this office,
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Racing- at Oakland Park.

Every one present at the extra day's race of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association, Thursday, was extolling the

beauty of the afternoon. Visitors from the east were sure

that it must be outside of the usual, even in California, and

appeared loth to believe that there was a likelihood of many

such between now and the 1st of March. While the day was

all that could be desired the track harmonized with the day,

aud that it was "far,t" will be evident when the report of the

main race of the day is read. The attendance was good,

more than good, when the many other attractions are taken

into nonsideration, and the racing wsb excellent. The heat

race was closely contested, reqniring four heats to decide it,

and these run in faster time than that number of heats have

been run in before.

Nov 25th —First Race—Handicap Sweepstakes, of 526 each from

starters, for all ages, with S1E0 added; 6G^ per cent of all monies to first

horse; SSi to second. Five furlongs. __

E B Johnston's ch g Bertie R., 5, by Joe Hooker, dam Slandy. 113
'

i" Dg
Cooper 1

K. Flitner'sb m Minnie R-, 4, by Scamperdown, dam unknown, 11)7

lb3
Kelly 2

Kellv&'Lvuci/sch g Tom Atchison, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate, 110 lbs ....McLaughlin 3

E B Johnston"a ch g Lost Boy, a, by Geo. Wilkes, dam by Lap-
' iander.HOlbs - Newell

Time, 1:01 Z.

Bertie K. was the favorite bringing §25, Minnie B. SIC,

the other two $8. Lost Boy was not a good boy at the post,

and consequently did not get off in time to take any part in

the race. The two with an R tacked to their names got off

together, and the race was entirely between them, Bertie K.

proving the victor by two lengths, Tom Atchison beating Lost

Boy for third place. Time, 1-Olf.

St cond Race.—Purse S200, of which $50 to second. Handicaps for

bealentwo-vear-olds. Three-quarters of a mile.

Thos Atchison's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland, 115

lDS Courtney 1

H Lowden's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 107 lbs.

Hazlitt a

W l"'Appleby
VBCh f' Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail, 112

'

lbs Appleby 3

M atom's bf Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C, 110 lbs Kelly
Time 1:16.

Bobson, the choice at S25, Laura Gardiner bringing $16,

Naicola $14, Leap Year $7. After running a furlong Kobson

took the lead, and irom there to the finish his chances were

never in jeopardy, he winning by two lengths, Leap Year

second, Laura Gardner third. Time 1:16.

Third Race.—Purse S400. of which 350 to second; $25 to third.

Handicap for all ages. Heats of a mile and a sixteenth,

(t V Ashe's b m Binette, 5, bv Billet, dam 3Iirah, 11U lbs.,

,„ Kelly 4 4 11
B C Holly's b g Argo, 3, bv Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters,

110 lbs Appleby 6 12 2

Tmo. Winters' b f Miss Courtney, 3, by Norfolk, dam Balli-

n'ette, 103 lbs Winchell 1 2 6 dr

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight, 'Jo ll'S Nickerson 2 3 3

Wm Boots' b f Leda, 3, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gipsey, 90

ilja Hart 3 5 4
Time, 1:51), l:48£,l:60,l:5Si.

First Heat—In the betting Binetie was the favorite, $25

bein CT her price, Argo §15, Miss Courtney S10, Leda and
Moonlight coupled $10. At these odds a good deal of money
went in, and as the race progressed still larger sums were

invested. A very good start was given, Leda breaking off

with the lead and at a fast pace. She was first at all the

points with Courtney second, Binette third until coming into

the home stretch, when Miss Courtney deprived her of the

first place, and Moonlight coming, too, the race was between

the three-yeaT-olds. There was a very exciting finish between

Miss Courtney aud Moonlight, the latter gaining at every

stride, though only able to get within a short neck of Miss

Courtney, Leda third, Binette fourth, Argo, who had not

made a move for the heat, last. The time at the various

points was: One-sixteenth, 7 seconds; five-sixteenths, 33};

nine-sixteenths, 58; the heat, 1:50. After the heat Binette

aud Miss Courtney were equally rated by the bettors, bring-

ing $25 each, Argo $14 and the field $14.

Second Heat—The second heat was another very exciting

fight. Argo from the outside shut in front at such a rate that

he had a clear lead when passing the stand for the first time,

and at the quarter-pole he had increased it to three lengths.

It was rapid work for the whole of the distance, and at the

finish Argo had the best of it by one length, Miss Courtney
second, Moonlight third, Binette fourth, Leda last. The
time for corresponding points to those given in the first heat

was 6ij- seconds, 32A, 56k, 1:48}. This equals the time of the

fastest second heut on record, and the first being half a

second faster places this at the head of like performances.

Third Heat—The betting was now $100 on Argo to $33 on

all the others, and had the colt got away as well as he did iu

the second heat he could not hnve lost it. When the flag fell

he was enough behind so that Moonlight took the inside and
he had to he pulled hack, though he ran up to the leader at

the half-mile and was first at the three-quarter mark. But
Binette was making her first real effort for the race and she

closed on him in the run home. The finish was so very close

that no oue could tell which hud won unless directly over the

wire, us there could nut have been more than a few inches

between tbem. This advantage the judges decided t« be in

favor of Binette, aud among ringing cheers the announce-
ment wus made, the various fractious being 7 seconds, 33,

57:} and 1 -S'O, by all odds the best third heat ever run.

Fourth Heat—As Miss Courtney had broken down in the

previous heat, all the others had to go to the stable excepting

Binette and Argo. The mare was the favorite, aud deservedly

so, as the colt had four pounds over his weight according to

the "weight-for-age" scale, while she had five pounds off.

The fourth heat showed that both were great race-horses.

Binette hud a trifle the worst of the start; she was on even
terms with him at the quarter-mark; had the lead when mid-
way of the back stretch; was clearly iu advance at the halt

aud thiee-quariers. Gallantly the colt struggled coming
home, very nearly at her head when 150 yards from" the win-
ning score, wheu she drew away aud wun by a neck in the

very fast time of 1:50}. The merit of this performance is

beyond controversy. The fastest time fur the distauee wheu
only one heat was to be run is 1 -All, and the next 1 :48|.

Fourth Race.—Purse ^.'00, of which $Gci to second. Handicap for all

aues. Seveii mi lon«b.

E. B. Jobuston'H ch g Bertie R., 5, by Joe Hooker, dam Miuidy, 103
lbB Cojpor 1

W, L. ipploUy'Bh iu NMhoii, 5, by Wihlidle, dam Susie W., lift lug,,

Appleby 2
51 Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, dam Robin Girl,

105 lbs Kelly 3

Theo, Winter's ch t Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, dam Ar.alyne, 100 lbs.,

Winchell
Time, 1:27J.

Nielson was the favorito, and even the owner of Bertie R.
thought so little of his chauces that he solicited the judges to

permit him to "draw," which they would nut do. Fortu-
nately they were started at the first attempt, and a good start

it was. Cleveland broke away first, Melsun ranging uluug-

side of him at the half, Adeline and Bertie K. running
together a short distance in the rear. When they came into

the stretch it seemed as though the favorite would win, but

Bertie B. came with such a rush that he crossed the score a

length in the lead, Nielson second, Cleveland third aud
Adeline last. Time, 1:27}, This equals the bestun record.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by

mail or telegiaph.

Please give particulars of the four-mile race in which Lucky
B., Patsy Duffy aud Garfield ran. T. C. F.

Answer.—The race was run over the Bay District Course

on November 22, 1S84, as follows:

Baldwin Stake; a post stake for all ages, $250 each p. p ,
PI ,000 added-

second to receive $4u0, third to save stake; dash of four miles. Four
subscribers.
E. J. BaJdwiD'sb h Lucky B., 4, by Rutherford, dam Maggie Emer-

son, 118 lbs Holloway 1

M. M. Allen's b h Palsy Duffy, a, by Lc-inster, dam Ada A., 126 lbs
,

Duffy 2

Jas. Mae's br g Garfield, a, by Langford, dam by Lodi, 120 lbs..

,
Appleby S

Time, 7:26$.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all Instances writing pUiuly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Death.

Mr. F, Kabn's pointer dog Ben Cotton, by Ben, Jr., dam
Jessie Belle, died on the 21st insfc, Ben Cotton won first

prize for puppies at the last Bench show, and was entered

for the field trials on December 13th.

Missiogf Dog.

Mr. Fred A. Taft, of Truckee, writes that an Engligh setter

Taft, called Taffy, orange and white, docked tail, (carries

it high), two years old, thin in flesh, light in feather, has been

missing for several weeks. Was last seen in Sierra Valley.

The owner, Mr. A. W. Sisson, or Mr. Taft will be glad to hear

of the dog.
•*>

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the club will be held at

Parlor A, Palace Hotel, on Wednesday, Dec. 1st, at 8 P. M.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials Club will hold its fourth
annual meeting on Kings' Kiver, ten miles north of Han ford

in Fresno county, commencing December 13th. Special

arrangements have been made with the railroad company
for the tiausporcation of members and' invited guests, dogs,

guns, paraphernalia, etc., to Hauford by return.

Mr. J. G. Edwards, President of the Club, recently visited

the ground and found quail plentiful, the cover excellent, aud
the ground in every way adapted for the meeting. Good
hotel accommodations have been arranged for; transportation

by teams to and from Hauford at very reasonable rates.

The Club and its friends leave San Francisco on Monday
by the Tulare local train at 9:30 a.m., on December 12th"

arriving at Hauford at 8 p. ,m. Members, guests and visitors

intending to be present are especially requested to notify the

President, 320 Sunsome street, on or before December 5th,

iu order that complete arrangements for accommodation may
be provided beforehand.

A special permit has been obtained by President Edwards
for members to shoot duck, of which there are abundance on
the ranch. Duck hunters can therefore take their guns with

them in the pleasant anticipation of finding a double
pleasure. ^

Coursinsr at Merced.

The greyhounds of (he California Coursing Club met on
the Merced plains on Wednesday, November 17th., and held

the first day's coursing of their fall meeting. The weather
was as fine as could be expected at this season. The ground
was very hard in some places, but the majority of the courses

were run on lirst-class coursing ground. The hares were not

as plentiful as at former seasons, but when.onewas started he
ran like greased lightning aud took the dogs at a lively pace over
the plains. The courses averaged from two to four miles.

The management of the meeting was placed in the hands of

J. F. Carroll, who conducted it in a manner satisfactory to all

present. The judging of Jumes J. Murphy was first-class aud
gave satisfaction to all present conversant with coursing rules.

If auy one was dissatisfied it was some rustic who had six bits

bet on the defeated dog. 'The slipping by C. J. Murphy was
excellent, considering the distance he had to travel between
courses aud the wild manner in which the hare would start

making it difficult to give a uniform s!ip, but the way he got

over the ground ought to be an inducement to the club to

back him against any man in the world in a go-as-you please

match, and as the jovial owner of Muldoon remarked "as a slip-

per he takes the bakery." The stewards Joseph Franklin and
William Fahey, who were to assist Mr. Carroll iu preserving
order on the field, ought to be r>resented with a gold medal by
the club for their exertions in keeping out of the way and
haviug a good lime, which was the order of the day.
The first pair culled to the slips was Gliding Maud and Lady

Emma. They were slipped to a good hare. Maud led and
took possession of her came and held it for some time aud
seemed to have it all her way us they disappeared over a mole.
The judge could not see them again as his stirrup broke and
he returned, and gave (very justly) the cour.se to Maud. But
puss would not die without a Struggle and when they appeared
again in sight Emma had the game in charge aud kept it to the
end.
The next pair was PatMolloy arid Bashi Buzouk, Malloy was

drawn on account of au accident aud the Bazouk gut a bye
which did nut exert him very much. Theu Blackthorn and
Kilty from Cork were seut off at a rattling puce, but the
Sliilialuh proved too much for the Corkouiau and up went
the red flag. Yankee Girl and Bute weut away together, aud,
contrary to expectations, Bute beat the Yank in good shape.
The two wee oues Nell and Lassie were slipped, but before

thpy went two hundred yards it was plain to see that Lassie
hud it her way, aud although the blue bitch was not running
in her usual form, she won with points to spare.
The sixth pair called up ware the two noted cracksMuldoou

mid Tullamore, and every oue was trying to get the best

po ition to see the whole course. The run was made within
view of all, with Tullamore iu t be lead. He held possession*

for Beveral scores. Theu Muldoon took the game and it

looked as if the solid inuu would win, but he killed his prey

too soon and in doing so killed his chance of winning. Tulla-
m<ire got the course as be honestly deserved it

Now we'see coining to the leash that little Merced Beauty
Banshee, and the winner of last season's cup blaster Pippin.
They got away on a rough piece of ground . er running
a short, close course, the judge called it an undecided and
ordered them up again. In this run Pippin cut the toes on
his hind feet which did not improve his chances for the next
round, which was short and sharp. The Banshee led from
the slips, wrenched, turned, flecked her game. When Pippin
killed, the red flag was sent up iu favor of the Merced bitch.

The next pair sent off was the racey-lookiug fi How Benlon,
and Wild Brier a daughter of tho two-year-old time champions
Kitty Clover and Stonewall Jackson. They were unfortunate
in striking the worst piece of ground run on all day. Benlon
led to the hare by several lengths, wrenched aud turned a
few times, bat it was plain that something was wrong, as ho
slacked up on his pace when the bitch went by him and ran
the hare out of sight. The white Aug went up for the bitch.
When Benlon was caught his feet were in a horrible condition;
all the toe nails of his fore feet were loose and bleeding, and
a piece of flesh torn out of the ball of his foot; he came home
on three sore legs and a crutch.

Fannie aud Solid Silver got away next; they ran a good
race but Silver had too much foot for Fannie and won easily.

Au unfortunate accident happened to Mr. Keating's imp trted

greyhound Zicka. Oa the moruiug of the day the club left

this city he was playing with his kennel mates, and in run-
ning after some birds he stumbled, rolled over a few times,
broke his neck and died in a few minutes. His oppoueut
Claret ran. a bye. And now came to the slipper the ol-i-tinie

longdistance Merced runner True Blue, and Romeo. Mr.
Carroll, the owner, told his friends not to bet a cent on the
white dog as he had no confidence in him, and he was correct
for he never was in the race, True Bin; h him point-
less. The last pair on the card were the old champion
Monarch, and Snowdrift, and as the old dog met with an acci-

dent the previous week in running a hare on the i

was drawn and Snowdrift got a bye, which finished the card
onco over.

The order was given for lunch, and the large crowd broke
for the Sheep Camp, where they did justice to the very tine

lunch spread by the hotel proprietors of Merced. And here
let me state if the horse men of Merced were as willing to
furnish good saddle horses for the judge as the hotel proprie-
tors are willing to furnish good aecommodatioup, it wonld
make coursing more satisfactory to the owners of greyh'-uuds
and add a few more dollars to the business of the town.
There is no reason why the coursing meu should not get good
horses. They pay whatever price is a^ked, aud, take them an
a whole, they are like all sportsmen—liberal. But it looks as
if the stable men of Merced were trying to do what the
stable men of Modesto succeeded in doing. That is, compel
the coursing clubs to look around for new coursing ground
and better treatment. Some years ago the coursing clubs
used to meet at Modesto. The hotel proprietors treated the
members with courtesy and kindness. The stable men
treated them as a highway rnau treats his victims when he
orders them to stand and deliver. The result was the cours-
ing clubs wrote to Merced and were offered inducements to go
there. At first the hotel aud livery men added fifty dollars
to the prizes, but of late years the two clubs refused to aecept'-
auy assistance from them. AU they ask they are willing to

pay for, but don't want to be imposed on, aud don't intend to
be in future. A few years ago tho charge for saddle burses
was two dollars and fifty cents per day, "They raised the
price to three dollars last year, aud this year it was raised to%.

four dollars. The clubs are willing to pay the price, but thev
want animals that a man can ride without fear of breaking
his neck. The bone yard material called horses, furnished
the club at this meeting, had not enough flesh on their hones
to feed a coyote for twenty-four hours. The first oue the
judge rode wonld not take him within a mile of the hounds,
and he refused to ride him any more. The other one was
not much better and was it not for the courtesy of au old
coursing gentleman present, who had a good horse which he.
kindly loaned to the judge, the meeting would not have
ended as satisfactorily as it did. The club had to pay sixteen
dollars for the privilege of looking at those two old skeletons
for two days, and when the Bulgarian who owned them was
remonstrated with he said they were too good for riding
after greyhounds. After lunch the first ties were called up.
The first pair in the slips were Gliding Maud and Bashi
Bazouk, two to one offered on Maud; but as in the Pippin
course the wise ones fell by the wayside, for Bazouk won as
he liked. Blackthorn and Bute went away to a flyer, but
Bute had not speed enough for the fleet-foot sou of Monarch,
who won in fine stylo. The next pair was Banshee and Wild
Brier which was won by Banshee without much trouble.
Tbeu came Fannie and Claret for the next course. The little

red dog showed iu front at the turn, and alter a few exekuugea
between him aud the bitch he again took his game and held
it to the end, winning easily. The last puir to try their speed
was True Blue and Snowdrift; the white dog ran all around
his Merced opponent aud wou. This finished tho first day's
coursing and home was the order in a go-as-you-can style,

where we arrived with excellent appetites.

SECOND DAYS COURSING.
The wind was blowing sharp aud cold from the north, and

overcoats were found very useful, but later in the day the
sun shone out aud made thiugs more comfortable. The first

pair sent away were Bashi Buzouk aud Blackthorn. The black
out-raced his opponent, and although Bazouk made a gallant
struggle, he had no chance with the representative of the
Livermore Kennel, who won after a loug run. The second
pair to get off was Banshee aud Tullamore. This race was
judged by D. Shannon and decided in favor of Tullamore
after a well-contested course. The decision did not please
the friends of Banshee aud some growling was doue, but it

did not last long, for the next pair were in Ihe slips aud
ready to get away; they were Claret aud Snowdrift. The red
dog jumped to the front at once* and never allowed his white
antagonist to make u point. It was uow evident that barring
accidents the Livermore Kennel was bound to win, for the
three dogs to compete were Blackthorn, Tullamore and
Claret. Blackthorn and Tullamore went away. The hare
favored the red dog, who got there first and turned. The,
black then took possession and ran the bare out of sight of
Tullamore. The red flag was run up and Blackthorn declared'
the winner. This finished the All-Aged Slake. As tbe two
winners belonged to the same owner they did not run off.

Tullamore won third prize The winners—Blackthorn and
Claret—are brothers, out of Wild Mint (imported) by Mon-
arch. They were whelped in August, 1SS+, and are owned by
J. F. Carroll, San Francisco. As this was the (bird time the
California Gold Cup was won by his kennel, it now becomes*
his property. It is a very haudsome trophy and is valued at
about five hundred dollars. It was contested for at l\ve

annual conrsii g meetings. I' whs first won by Monarch aud*
his half-brother, Paul -Tones, November, 1882, aid again by4
Monarch in 1883; in 1884 it was won by John Hughes' Lady
Franklin, full sister to Monarch; in 1885 it was won by D<>
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Shannon's M i^ter Pippin, and Gliding Maud, both by lion
ai'cb, und now u is wop for the fifth time by two members of
the Monarch family. This looks as if they were Monarchs
in reality.

puppy stakes.

Gipsey Queen beat Limerick Lassie after a good run.
Plains of liuUe be.it California Girl in a handsome manner,
and Speed ran away from Tuolunioe Bell. In the next round
Gipsey Queen beat Plains of Boyle after a well-contested race.
Speed ran a bye. In the final course Gipsey Queen won first,

Speed second, This finished the club programme. A Consola-
tion Stake was made up with seven entries, Lady Emma beat
Yankee Girl, J. I. C. beat Solid Silver pointless in a long
course; the brindle dog seemed to be within ten feet of the
hare during the whole course, which was worth seeing.
Bashi Bazouk beat Killarney Boy iu a close race. Muldoon
was to run a bye, bat it was getting late and game very scarce,
so the owners divided the stake and started for home, after
witnessing one of the most honest coursing meetings ever
held in this State, for which the club and all honorable cours-
ing men are indebted to the Judge, James J. Murphy.

C'OKKKRAKE.
o

Sala of Dogs at Baston's.

A combination sale of fox-terriers and deer-hounds, from the
kenneis of Mesyrs. Edward Kelly and August Belmont, Jr.,

took place last Monday afternoon, at Madison Square Garden,
Mr. William Ea.->tou being the auctioneer. There was a large

number of gentlemen present and biding was spirited. The
following are the prices obtained and the names of the pur-
chasers

:

DEER-HOUNDS.
Mac, whelped 1S82, by Paddy, dam Lassie; James

Mortimer, Babylon, L. 1 $205
Perth, 18S4, by Gillie, dam Lufra, Johu Dunne, Colorado 50
Bras, 1881, by Bruce, dam Mardia, John Dunne, Colorado 50
Mereia, I8S0, by Warwick, dam Munia, John Dunne,

Colorado 50
Bitch puppies (four), 1SS8, by Bras,, dam Mereia, John

D u nne, Colorado, each 15

FOX-TERRIERS.

gearsdale, 1SS2, by Jocker, dam Ella, John Dunne,
Colorado 120

Clover Belle, 1SS3, by Joker, dam Warren Wakeful, Cap-
tain Hutchinson, Los Angeles, Cal 75

Clover Blossom, 1S82, by Dynamite Joe, dam Puzzle,
Captain Hutchinson, Los Angeles, Cal 50

Puppy, July, 18SG, dog, by Bacchanal, dam Delta, Cap-
tain Hnchinson, Los Angeles, Cal 40

Pappy, July, 1S5G, bitch, by Bacchanal, dam Delta,
August Belmont, Jr., Hempstead, L. 1 39

Clover Polly, 1SS5, by Spice, dam Priscilla, C. A. Stevens,
Hoboken, N, J 35

Bleinton Rosebud, 1SS3, by Warren Joe, dam Warren
Blossom, A. J. Murphy, New York 37

Blemton Marigold, 1SS4, by Terror, dam Blemton Saffron
A. J. Murphy, New York 30

Bleinton Sufiron, 1SS3, by Belgrave, dam Flirt, Captain
Hutcbinsou, Los Angeles, Cal 30

Puppy, July, 1SS6, bitch, by Bacchanal, dam Delta, A. J.

Murphy, New York . .
.*. 30

Bitch, ISSn, by Mixture, dam Clover Belle, Thomas Field
New York 27

Priseilla, 1SS3, by Joker, dam Warren Bessie, John
Dunne, Colorado 25

Dancer, 1SS6, bv Regent Vox, dam Fandango, C. E.
White, New York 25

Friskey, 1SS6, by Regent Vox, dam Blemton Dart, C. P.
Williams, New York 22

Blemton Tansy, 1SS5, by Regent Vox, dam Blemton
Julip, 15

Dog, June, 18S6, by Clover Turk, dam Clover Poppy, A.
J. Murphy, New York 12

Total

.

.$777

The American Mastiff Club.

As the positions of the American members of the English
Mastiff Club and the recently organized American Mastiff

Club have become somewhat a matter of public comment, it

may be well for me to state what the facts are and why there

should beany opposition on the part of American mastiff men
to the newly organized club. The prime and vital one is the

well founded and almost universal belief that it was started

in the interests of a clique, and as a balm to their own
wounded feelings by the disappointed exhibitors at the last

New York show. That this belief is wed founded is shown
by the secrecy witb which the affair was managed, no public

notice whatever having been given of the intent to form such
a club. That is was a scheme of threedisappointed exhibitors

is shown by such prominent and representative mastiff men
as Perry, Haldeman, Winohell, Aston, etc., not being invited

to. participate iu the formation of the club, and if support of

this view is needed, it is bad in the appointment of these

three disgruntled exhibitorb as half of the original executive

committee, with a gentleman as secretary who is only known
to mastiff men as the owner of a little dog, bred and still

exhibited by one of "the triumvirate." Messrs. Mead and
Dudley are the only men in it well and favorably known to

mastiff men at large, but they are swamped by the "packing
of the jury." I do not know either Mr. Belknap or Mr. Bow-
ditch and find no general knowledge of them, but all that I

can learn of them is to their credit, and I firmly believe that

neither of the four would have had a hand in the organization

of the club had they known that care had been taken to pre-

vent such representative mastiff men as those I have named
from any participation in its organization. In fact I can

. answer for Mr. Mead, as he took the trouble to notify me of

the proposed meeting. That it may be possible for those left

out to now come in (only possible, mind you, two black balls

exclude) does not help the matter, for which of us cares to

come in at the tail of the hunt after the power has been firmly

lodged in the hands of the "you tickle me, I'll tickle you"
Council of Three? I have no hesitation m siying that it was
the most deliberate insult to the mastiff men of America to

form a club and not invite the most prominent mastiff men in

the country to join it.

Note how differently gentlemen arrange such affairs. The
Collie Club was charged with purposely leaving Mr. Terry
without notice of their proposed organization, and although
it seeniB to have been entirely unintentional, they promptly
amended their by-laws, increasing their number of the com
mittee, aDd if my suspicions are correct, they abont forced

Mr. Terry on to it; apparently, in their estimation, they could
not stand even an appearance of trickery.

Now as to the American members of the Old English Mis-
tiff Club. They are fourteen iu number, eight of whom have
been elected since the formation of the American club. I can
speak for six of these, that under no circumstances would

they join with the American Club, or even show under their
judges as long as. the club remains as it is. The only mem-
ber of the English club who is also one of the "American" is

Mr. Mead. It in a very serious blnnder to suppose thut the
decision of the English Committee against the erection of an
American branch is a defeat of the purpose of the American
members, as they never asked that, and time will speedily
show the kind of metal they are made of.

An obscure writer, moro distinguished for broad brogue
than brains, aud whose murder of English rivals his boot
licking of the W. K. C, baB recently emptied his bucket of
hogwash on this subject, but as he has been the only one to
attempt a whitewash of the pewter medal fraud, perhaps I am
unwise in departing from my practice of taking no notice of
what he scribbles, as nobody forms or changes hu opinion on
his blatant drivel.— IT. Wade, in Forrest and Stream.

EOD.
A Summer Outing No. 3.-

ings.
Mountain Wander-

[Coneluded.j

When we arrived at home I passed the basket gravely to
the Professor, who, not suspecting its contents, as gravely set
it down, and taking his rod started for a boat "to fish," he
said, "in some place where the trout did not combine their
tins and the extreme in of their head in a discouraging gest-
ure."
As soon as he was at a safe distance we put the basket in

tne middle of his bed with a card attached, on which was
written:

"To the Professor, from admiring and sympathetic friends.
All the world's a thief, and man and woman merely liars."
Strange to say v. e never heard anything more of the snow
plants, though the basket reached its owner next day. Per-
haps the Professor's rigid ideas of grammar were shocked by
the peculiar use of it in the couplet, and he feared to speak at
all lest he should say too much and offend.
Bob and I could not find a man to row us, so we made up

our minds to get. iuto a boat and spend the hour before dinner
iu entertaining Joe.

"O, you missed it, old fellow," said I, when we got close to
him. "Never tasted such trout in my life. There's where
you should have gone for your box—grilled on coals—there's

nothing equal to them; we had some for lunch. Ask Bob."
Bob's upper lip has auunfortnnate habit of twitching when-

ever he tries to corroborate a false statement; it was beginning
now, and Joe straightway became incredulous. "I'll bet
twenty dollars," he said, deliberately, "that you haven't eaten
a mouthful of fish since breakfast, and I know if you'd
depended on what you caught for lunch you'd be hungry
enough by this time to eat your boots."
We felt it would never do to depend on the Professor to

substantiate any yarns after the snow-plant episode, so we
made a frank avowal in regard to Independence, and went in
to dinner clear of conscience and ravenous of appetite.

The three following days might be fitly termed a fishing
carnival, for everything combined to fill the hours with
delight. We had a well assorted company, perfect weather,
good flies, aud spirits enough to keep out the chill of evening
and the rawness of morning. For what more could any
angler ask?
But at the close of the third day came a change; the air grew

chill and a fierce wind swept acruss the lake, fretting its

surface witb angry white caps, and making the pines on its

shore moan and shiver.

In this condition of things everybody slackened ardor but
Joe.

"He had come out to fish," he said, "and fishing it should
be wind or no wind. Wait until evening when there was a
lull for an hour or two? Not he. He would stay out all day
no matter how it blew. A man would be getting little good
out of a mountain trip sitting over the tire playing whist and
cribbage."

This latter opinion was mine also, and although it is not
the jolliest sport to fish bundled up in an overcoat with the
wind taking your line where it pleases, if the returns had
been a little more encouraging 1 would have been side by side

with Joe, but as it was I thought my time could be as profita-

bly spent in tramping around the mountains. Sometimes
only one or two cared to join me, then quite a party would
get together and the hours would speed quickly past while
we picked our way through damp and narrow meadows, or
clambered slowly up a high mountain.
One of the first of these jaunts was to the Falls. There

were six in the party. Miss Morris, Mrs. Gibson and I

walked, while Bob, General Gray and Harold went as far as

the outlet in a boat so the General could troll across—an
undertaking that developed more work than sport, since

the catch amounted to one.

We had a quiet, lazy time sitting on the side of the rugged
canyon watching the water tumble down its ninety feet.

Once in a while we tried conversation, but the roaring of the

Fall made it too great an effort, and we were contented to

remain silent aud let the sun wrap us in his cheery beams,
for there was not even a hint of wind here. Go where wt.

might and follow any direction, as soon as we got away from
the lake our mild climate was witb us, and so—I am pained
to add—were the mosquitoes. But thejT seemed to be losing

their activity, aud would probably disappear iu a few days.

When we grew tired of the Fall we walked leisurely back to

the outlet bridge through scattered patches of sweet-scented
Solomon's seal and impertinent-looking wild larkspur. Bob
stood for some time looking at the dancing white caps, then
turned quietly and asked me if I didn't feel inclined to row
back? I happened to be in a mood for anything and
assented. The General woul-l not lose a chance to troll, so

took his seat in the stern, and when we were fairly out began
to pay out line. We had almost crossed and were making
slowly along by the shore when he struck a fish and suggested

that I row right along and tire him out. I am morally cer-

tain I never did so much up-and-down bard work in my life

as fell into the next twenty minutes. "He's a fine fellow,'

said the General letting outline uutil his reel was almost
empty, "but I fear we'll lose him. Gad, how the wind heads
us! Don't give up, my boy, don't give up."

I was certain the Geueral wouldn't give up, whatever might
happen to me, for be had an expression on his face that por-

trayed au amount of determination past computing.
A moment after his caution I spied Bob and the ladies

coming along the road, aud tried to make them uudei'atand

our situation, but they shouted anl laughed until the General
uearly had a convulsion from fright lest they should bid me
do something to imperil bis catch.

"I'll tell yon what, now," he said suddenly, "pull right

there to the shore, then we'll laud him sure."

I availed myself of this advice quickly, and headed the

boat inshore with no loss of time.

Bob and his wife had waited and stood ready to assist the

old gentleman in whatever manner possible.

"Pish—sh—sh," said he in a disgusted wny after he had
reeled in abont half his line, "it's nuihi^g now but a stick.
See it floating there."
"Hold on, "said Bob, "you've got a fish beside, he's on your

fly—a good one too."
The General's face beamed again, and he drew his fish in

proudly and walked up to the house with the air of a con-
quering hero, while I got the boat up as best I could.
Some few days after this I was getting up a party for a

tramp to the lake of the woods, a pretty bit' of water about
two rriles up the mountain far behind the house—when Bob
came to me in a mysterious way:

"I'll tell you what," he said, "if you get these people
together and we take a tramp this morning, why can't two
or three of us try bait-fishing up the inlet this afternoon?
Tom and Ned can have minnows ready for us; what ,«ay ?"

"I'm with you ou that proposition." I answered, making
for the Professor and Mr. Beams whom I had not yet seen.

Very soon after the same merry party that bad v'isiled Inde-
pendence, with the addition of Joe, General Gray and the
Major, might have been noticed loitering along by threes and
fours near a pretty stream that came capering down the
mountain.
Haruld and Sport romped along together with equal dis-

regard of dignity and of dirt, being quite as often rolling back-
ward as walking forward. I am not at all sure, though, that
they did not take in more of the scene around than *e older
and more dignified members of society, for we had not gone a
quarter ot a mile before discussions of various sorts were in
progress. Mr. Reams, Bob, Joe and I got into an argument
over heavy and light tackle, the General lost his temper com-
pletely in trying to convince the Major that such a long
reign of wind had never been known before at Webber, and
the Professor, Mrs. Gibson and Miss Morris were lo'st to
everything save an immediate solution of the problem whether
life is better considered as the co-ordination of actions or as
the tendency to individuation, until Harold found a small putch
of snow, when the Professor left his end of the debate
unfinished and went to engage the youthful scion of the
Gibsons in a snow-balling match. A strong desire to imitate
the Professor put an end to all discussion, and moist, well-
packed missiles were soon flying in every diiection.

' Some
uf us paid for too great recklessness by very dump and muddy
feet, for the ground was moist in many places from recently
melted snow and much care was needed to find a dry path.
The lake nestled down so close to the roots of the tall pines*
that we came upon it all at once, aud felt instantly repaid for
our climb by lookingin its blue water and listening to the soft,
murmuring voice of the guardian tiees.

Before anyone else could turn around the Professor had
made afire and was stretched out beside it—the image of
peaceful content. We were rot long in following his
example, and when Bob, in a fit of ^absent-minded generosity,
pulled out some doughnuts aud dried venison, our happiness
was complete. "Let's see," said Joe breaking a long silence,
"there are no fish in this lake, of course."
"No," said the Genernl. "it freezes solid in winter."
"Told here, den, Port," said Harold, pretending to shiver,

"you aud me feeze up too."

"Yes, sir," said the Professor, noddirjg his head slowly
at the boy and dog, much to the discomfort of the latter who
wrinkled his forehead and blinked his eyes in an agony of
abjectness—"one night would about finish both of you.
Suppose" turning to the rest of the strollers, "we climb up a
little bit further and have a view of the valley." There was
no dissenting voice, so we went up a short distance to the top
of the ridge and looked oat on the wondrous scene before
us. Sierra Valley walled in on every side lay below in the
distance, and far away to the right and left, high, pinnacled
peaks of the misty Sierra held converse with ether and wind
cloud. It was a picture with infinity etched on its brow and
beauty graven at its feet.

"How small and poor seems human work beside it," said
Mrs. Gibson. "All mechanical work, truly," I answered-
"but what have you to say for the intellectual?"
She made no direct reply, but recited, in a low voice:

"Oh, when I am safe in my sylvan home,
I tread on the pride of Greece and Rome

;

And when I am stretched beneath the pine3 ,.

Where the evening star so holy shines,
llangb at the lore and pride of man.
At the Sophist schools and the learned clan,
for what are they all in their high conceit,
When man in the bush with God may meet."

'Ton believe more in nature than in books?"
"Always."
"Yet books are outpourings of God's greatest creation—the

soul of man."
"And nature is the direct outpouring of the spirit of God."
"You think."
"I/eeZ it so."

"Now if there's one thing I'm afraid to discuss with a
woman," said the Professor, who was standing nearest us,
"it is theology. You're on the verge, young man, stop*
Recall to your mind the unpleasant predicament of Daniei
Deronda and pause."
Mrs. Gibson colored slightly, but smiled and begged his

handful of wild forget-me-nots and fritilaria. He gave them
to her with a courtly bow, and said, "Did you not forget
'The Problem' a moment ago?"
"No; is it not written there

Out from the heart of nature rolled
The burden of the Bible old?"

"Well, I see I'm out too," he said, nodding at me. "though
if I had the book I'm sure I could raise a lively argument.
Ib it rank heresy to mention lunch?"

"I hope not," said Joe, "for I'm as hungrv as a hawk.
Let's move on."
"Move ou, say I," added the Major, leading the way down

in a series of jumps.
I walked the greater part of the distance homo with Miss

Morris, and between chats concerning Bridget Elia and her
old attachments, took a look now and then about mo. Most
of the route lay through piue forest, brightened at our* feet by
a "tiny sect of shakers," Just before reaching the house a
broad meadow, starred with hespercortlum aud livened bv run-
ning brooks made a pleasant ohange, aud we trod its soft
green carpet with Bwift steps.

After lunch there was a new brightness in my existence
when I got iuto the boat with Joe and Tom prepntory to
crossing the lake. This proved not an easy task, bv any
means, and required Tom's utmost skill und perseve'rance.
But we did not regret making the effort when we left the*
buffetting waters of the lake and glided in under the willows
of the inlet where just a dainty ripple played on the water.
Bob and his wife, and Geueral Gray and his ohn

sitting patiently behind their floats when our boal
way in.

"What luck?" asked Joe.
"Mrs. Gibson ha.i two," answered Bob.
"And now comes my turn," said the General, ai

bobbed down.
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"Ob, that's not much of a fish," was the Major's commen
on land:np;it.

"Get one yourself as good, and don't be handing out sour

grapes to better fishermen,'' said the General.

"Ah, ha! I'm just on the way."
I watched the Major's float and thought it acted queerly,

but made no comments.
"This is a fat one," said he, "it's a dead pull every minute."

By this time be had his line pretty well in, and instead of

the monster trout a goodly stick covered with weeds made its

appearance.
The Major joined merrily in the laugh that followed, but

poked no more fun at his companion.
All things taken into consideration we had an aflernoon of

fair sport and made a pretty good catch, but I was more
than pleased to get at work with flies again, in the evening.

The nest morning I found myself wandering around the

beach shortly after dawn, and was surprised to find the lake

quite calm, and still more surprised to see the Professor and
Mr. Keams getting ready to go out.

"I thought the trout wouldn't rise to a fly so early here," I

said.

"They won't" answered the Professor. "We're going to

skitter. Over there by the inlet are perfect winrows of male
mosquitoes on top of the water; you can hear the troat feed-

ing on them plainly. We want to skip a spoon through once
or twice and see what the effect will be."

The Professor was so excited over his new scheme that he
went off perfectly oblivious of the fact that the tails of his

overcoat were dragging in the water. He returned with
aidor and overcoat damped alike.

"They stick their fins up at us like the fish in Independ-
ence," he said, putting away his Tod. "We try that no
more."
My stay was now drawing to a close; Thursday of the

second week had come and I was due in San Francisco on
Saturday. But Bob and his wife urged me to stay on until

Monday when they intended leaving, aud after a consultation

with Joe, in which he expressed his willingness to live

through a day or two more of wind, I cousented.
Friday proved a trifle better day than we had seen of late,

aud some good sport was ours in consequence. We hoped
much for Saturday, but were disappointed beyond expression;

the wind howled around as though it had a lasting contract

to uproot the forest. It did not keep us from going on the
lake, though, and we thrashed around as if life were a cheap
enough thing to be had for a song.
Sunday was a perfect day, calm, warm and peaceful. I re-

solved not to spend it as I had the two previous ones in chat,

wherein a variety of subjects from the coudiliou of the grain
market to riparian rights had been discussed, but to devute it

entirely to rest. With this intent I walked out after break-
fust, taking old Chaucer along for company, and climbed to

the top of a mountain at the left of the house. From my
lounging place under a lonely pine that had shown a more
ambitions spirit than his fellows, I could see the lake, and
far away one of the Sierra Buttes lifted its bald front iu relief

against the sky. I did not read very closely, though the
"Wif of Bathes Tale" lost none of its quarantine under the
long shadows. But I needed nothing to make the hours
speed, they wont all too quickly at it was. Did idleness alone
freight them? Not unless deep thought and high resolve
came under that head. I do not think so. It seems to me
that we need such days of pause in life to give clearness to the
closely printed page of effort. We are as our beliefs. When
the sun began to go down behind the pines I turned home-
ward, gifted with fresh strength, and feeling capable of any
task. For the last time I made one of the happy party at
dinner in the dining room, and spent the evening earnestly
conversing with the Professor on the Sabbath as a necessity
to man and beast.

Packing kept us pretty busy Monday morning, but we
managed to get fish enough for a basket to carry along with
us. before the summons to lunch gave warning that the last
hour of our stay had come.

It was not a superlatively easy task to jump into the stage
and wave a last good-by to our warmly regarded companions
with apparent unconcern, but we all accomplished it except-
ing Harold, who cried loudly on parting with Sport. And I
am sure trie poor mongrel that had probably never known
what it was to inspire so warm an affection before, looked
equally dispirited when he saw us drive swiftly away and
was warned not to follow.

. There was another wiench at Cisco where we parted with
Joe, made doubly severe, I am ashamed to say, by envy of
his superior situation in life, which left him free to stay out
a week or two longer aud whip the American.

After that our homeward journey was as pleasant as pos-
sible, and the next day found me in my office, to all intents
and purposes anew man. And in a measure I have remained
so, for when I get galled to the last degree I steal away up to
Bob's, have a cosy dinner, romp with Harold, talk our sum-
mer outing over and over, and plan a new one for the comiDg
3'ear. Petkoxella.

have their ponds properly patrolled. This foresight, outlay,
and care was oraetically thrown away while bands of hogs
were allowed to "pasture" on the marshes and miles of
tules were burned every year. It is pleasant to report
that the efforts of the clubs have been successful, the
bands of hogs have been banished, aud the tules are to
remain intact. The future of the clubs looks brighter, local-

bred ducks will not be destroyed during the breeding season,
and the migratory flights will find attractive feeding grounds.

THE RIFLE%
Free-For-AIl Rifle Matches.

36 Oak St., Springfield, Mass.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The Ballard Bepeating

Arms Co., of this city, offer for competition two of their finest

rifles, for competition by rifle clubs, open to the United
States and Canada. To the team making the highest score in

Match No. 1, one of their finest magazine rifles; Match No. 2,

one of their finest target rifles. The company will furnish
targets free to competing teams. The second series is open
to the world, and will consist of team and individual matches.
The marksman making the highest score will be awarded the
valuable gold badge and the championship of the world, the
badge to be known as the Bullard Championship Rifle Badge
of the World. The company will have a very neat and
attractive circular with the conditions printed, and will be
sent free on application. Yours Respectfully,

T. T. OaRTWRIGHT.

Trophies of the Chase.

An agreeable feature of the American Exhibition will he
the Loan Collection of American Hunting Trophies contributed
by English gentlemen, as an evidence of friendly interest.

As generally known, there are large numbers of fine heads of

the larger Americau game animals and many specimens of

birds in England, in the hands of sportsmen who have hunted
in the Rocky Mountains aud other parts of America. A
committee of these nimrods has undertaken to secure and
take charge of a loan exhibit of these trophies, and a collec-

tion has been secured that will probably prove the finest

ever brought together.

The movement is in the hands of the following gentlemen:
Gerald Buxton, Esq., Knighton, Buckhurst Hill; E. N. Bux-
ton, Esq., M. P., Chairman, London School Board; A. Pen-
darves Vivian, Esq., James street, Buckingham Gate; H.
Seton Karr, Esq., M. P., No. 11 Queen's Gardens; Moreton
Frewen, Esq., M. P., No. 19 Chapel street, Mayfair; W.
Baillie Grobman, Esq., Belgravia Mansions; S. W. aud J. E.
Hartrig, Esqs., Natural History Museum, South Kensington.
These gentlemen have issued a circular letter asking for con-
tributions, iu which they express the hope that the collection

may be enriched by fine examples from this couutry. Ameri-
can sportsmen willing to loan their trophies can obtain
further information by addressing

Burnet Landreth, Esq.
United States Director, American Exhibition, No. 702 Chest-

nut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Exhibition opens May 2d and closes Oct 31st, 18S7.

The Eye and the Rifle.

THE GUN.
A valuable correspondent in Springfield, Mass., sends the

following interesting item:
Mr. John P. Clabrougb, the senior member of the firm

of Clabrougb. & Golcuer of your citv, has been visiting
in Springfield, Mass., with his friend T. T. Cartwright, the
crack rifle shot of that city. Mr. Clabrough had with him
some of his finest guns both hammer and hammerless. The
guus were on exhibition in the local gun store, aud caused
quite a seusation among the sportsmen. All the sportsmen
in this neighborhood acknowledge them the finest guns ever
seen here. The hammerless is the coming gun, as it is so
simple and strong. Mr. Clabrough made a great many friends
here aud all expect to give him a warm reception on his
return in the spring. — — -o-

Game Preserves.

About two years ago the members of the Teal, Cordelia
and Ibis Shooting Clubs made a strenuous effort to protect
their rights on the leased marshes of the Chamberlin tract
near Suisun. They had for a long time beeu annoyed by the
depredations of bauds of hogs which were allowed to feed in
the tules. These hogs devoured the eggs of the local bred
ducks, and also the broods of young ducklings. So great were
the depredations of these bands of hogs that the ultimate
destruction of local-bred ducks became immiueut. Another
cause of annoyance and danger was the burning of tubs
which destroyed the natural cover and home of local-bred ducks
and. added to the hog nuisance, threatened to exterminate the
birds which these clubs were tryiug to preserve.
For several years the clubs have spent large sums of money

tn planting their preserves with wild celery, wheat and other
puck feed, and in constructing ditches, dikes and flood-gates
to regulate the flow of water in the ponds, and in paying to

Most people believe, and there is much to prove that they
are correct, that the man who is a good shot with a rifle pos-
sesses that accomplishment as a free gift from nature. How
many times do we hear men whom we kuow to be crack shots
with a ten-bore, say, "I can't shoot a rifle; never could!"
What is this great difficulty, aud wherein is the great dif-

ference between the shot-gun and the rifle? The rifle is

called an instrument of precision, and justly so. Place a
rifle in position on the sand-bags, aud, with a clean barrel,

shot after shot can be placed so close together upon the
target, at 1, 2, 3, 5 hundred, a thousand yards (according to

the range of the gun), as to leave nothing to be desired.

Admitting this to be a fact, why cannot the same thing be
done when the rifle is held to the shoulder? Two principal
oauses combine to make this act most difficult, and they can
be expressed in two words—eyes aud nerves. Concerning
the latter we shall, at this time, say nothing. The human
nerve is always an uncertain quantity, and what with coffee,

tea, tobacco, whisky, beer, quinine, doctor's stuff, aud one
kind and auother, not forgetting the thousands of tons of
patent medicines, composed of the devil knows what, that
are constantly poured down the American throat, it is a wonder
that there can be found a man with nerve aud muscle so
Bteady and constant that he can make a clean score at an 8 in.

bull's-eye at 200 yards.

To return to our subject. We propose in this instance to

look through the sights of our rifle. If we can't, like the
little man, "see clearly," let us then look into the matter
anJ, if possible, learn why. That riflemen in all times were,
and are still, looking for better sights is manifest by the great
variety, constantly increasing, of devices, some good aud
others indifferent, to aid the eye iu obtaining a clear view at

once of the object, the front sight, and the rear sight, all

absolutely necessary to enable the rifleman to strike the
centre.

The great difficulty in the way of makiug out these three
points at once clearly arises from this fact or law in the
propagation of light rays, viz., that all visible objects send
out rays more or less divergent, that is to say, they do not
send out parallel rays, and the eye can make out distinctly

one of the three sets of rays only at the same time. In many
respects rifles, and surveyors', and astronomers' instruments
are analogous; in fact, the telescope is applied to the rifle

and rifle-sights are applied to the cheaper kinds of surveyors'
compasses.

It'is not difficult to figure out the evolution of the rifle-

sights. Let us start with the plain barrel without sights of

any kind. If the barrel is of a uniform size from muzzle to

breech, and the top plane is parallel to the bore, very good
shooting may be done at point blank range, or even a little

more, by holding over the object.

But it was not long after the rifle was brought into use
before some genius set a pin upon the muzzle, and found that

greater aconracy could be attained by its use. The next step

was to place a similar pin upon the breach, with also some
gain in the way of accurate shooting; some other inventive
mind of sound method suggested the notch iu place of the
pin as a rear-sight, and thus we have the military sight
which has done good service through so mauy wars.
From the notch of the old rear sight to the peop or pinhole

was a greater step aud required a higher grade of mind to
apply it to the rifle, but the ever-preseut spirit of invention

—

that restless soul that is constantly trying to find a better
way—one day Bticks a pin through a piece of card-board.

outlined sharply and distinctly, and guesses that it mightmake a good rear-sight, applies it to the rifle, and lo' we
have ltl The blur vanishes at once, and we see the bull's-eye
at 1,000 yards, the front sight at 36 inches, through the peep-
sight just in front of the eye, all sharp and distinct, leaving
nothing to be desired except more light, and just hero is the
one fault that forever spoils the peep-sight for hunting. On
a black and white stationary object, with plenty of light and
the sun shining from the rear, nothing better oould be asked.But in the woods, or at a swiftly moving object, it is useless
for the reason that the object, if of a color at all like surround-
ing bush or earth, cannot be made out, aud a certain amount
of time is necessary to get the eye in the correct position to
catch the sight. e

We mentioned above the well-known law that all visible
objects sena out rays of light in a divergent direction, not
parallel. But very distant objects, as thesun, stars, etc. and
even the bull's-eye at 1.000 yards, send out rays so nearly
parallel that they may be considered to be so

It is very different with an object so near the eye as the
front-sight of a rifle, and this difference is still greater with
the rear-sight. Here the rays spread out like the spokes of a
wheel. Now, in order to see anything distinctly, the rays of
light from the object looked at must pass through the clear
part of the eye (cornea) through the black spot in the centre
(pupil), through the lens just behind it (crystalline) and be
united in a point at that part of the nervous expansion which
lines the back part of the eyeball, known as" the "macula
lutea, or yellow spot; in other words, the spot of distinct
vision on the retina.

If, now the eye is adjusted for distant vision (parallel
rays), looking directly at the bull's-eye. it connot at the same
time see the front sight of the rifle distinctly, and the rear-
sight (I am speaking now of open-sights) is simply a blur and
just here is the reason for it. It will be evident that a greater
refractive power will be required of the eye to unite iu a point
rays that are extremely divergent than those that are nearly
parallel; and the human eye, by a very beautiful arrangem.nt
is capable of so uniting rays that emanate from objects so
close as six inches from the eye. But this is exceptional, and
occurs only in the eyes of children or in persons whose eves
are abnormal.

But, as stated above, the eye can do one thing at a time
only and do it well. A very simple experiment^will prove
this; stand at about two feet from a wire screen door and look
through the screen at a distant object. If the distant object is
seen distinctly, then the wires of thescreen are dim and blurred
If the screen is seen distinctly, then the distant object is
obscure and by a careful observation one can feel the change
taking place in the eye.

Practice this until you are satisfied, and you will then seewhy it is impossible to at once see distinctly three objects at
different distances, as the rear and front sights of the rifle and
the object aimed at. How is it that the peep-sight, with its
pinhole, permits at once distant and near objects to be dis-
tinctly seen. Simply because the disc of the peep-sight shuts
off all but the one central ray of light, which central rav
moves in a right line from the object and passes just bv the
front sight through the pinhole of the peep," and is brought to
a point on the "macula" almost without effort.

It is as if a fiue wire were drawn (straight, and not saggeddown m the centre) from the object through the sights of the
rifle to the eye, and we feel certain that we are holding on the
object. But in shutting off all but the one central ray the
only one that comes straight to the eve, the disc of the peep
shuts out a great part of the light, so great apart in fact
that good shooting can be done with it under favorable cir-
cumstances only. The remedy is to make the pinhole larger
but it is at once found that if it is enlarged beyond a certain
limit it is no better than a common open-sight.
Many attempts have been made to dodge the inevitable

result, and Messrs. Lyman, Slotterbek, Frennd, and others
have made attempts in that direction more or less successful'-
but the old trouble still remains.
The application of the telescope, with its crossed hairs is

good, gives a good view of the object, and from the use of a
correct optical principle, viz., placing the crossed hairs in the
exact focus of the eye-piece and focusing the object-glass up
to it, enables the eye to make out both the crossed hairs and
the object. It is, however, too much like artillery practice
It is not at all the thing for hunting; liable to be broken or
put out of adjustment, and causing no end of trouble.
Here is a good field for the inventor, and the man that

brings out a rifle-sight that can enable the rifleman to see at
once distinctly the rear sight, the front sight, and the object
will reap a substantial reward, for rifle-shooting is a perma-
nent institution as a pastime, not to mention its use for
game and military purposes.—John E. Boynton, in Rifle.

Advocates of the fine front sight for military rifles should
examine the rifles of some of the professional rifle-shots, as
well as the non- professionals who have achieved distinction
by their superior work, and become convinced that the finest
work can be performed by a verv coarse front-sight ou either
military or hunting rifle. In corroboration of our views on
this subject we quote from a communication of Mr. George
C. rhuxter, of Carson City, Nevada, who recently recorded a
perfect score of ten consecutive bull's-eyes. He says, "I
have beeu increasing the size of my front sight on my Rem-
ington Special Military rifle for three years, until now I UBe
one fully an eighth of ou inch thick." He also says: "Give
the coarse sight credit for the fine work of the Carson Guard
team, the best team of twenty belonging to any Bingle militaiy
company in the United States."

applies it to the eye, notices that all objects far and near are I
approved make. Address Fraser, this Office

Among the events in the recent fall meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Rifle Association, was the revolver-shooting of Capt.
Ira Paine. He not ouly made a clean score of five tens on the
Standard American target, but made a run of ten consecutive
tens. The work of Mr. George R. Russell was indeed mar-
velous. He scored in the 200 yards, off-hand match, nine
conseoutive tens—a feat never before equalled aud worthy
of the highest commendation. The shooting of Mr. Richard-
son was, as usual, brilliant and unsurpassed. Mr. D. L. F.
Chase shot with his usual excellence. During the meeting he
made a run of fourteen consecutive tens in the rest-match and
he is now recognized by his associates as the best rest-shot
in New England, and many do not hesitate to affirm their
belief that his equal is not to be found at home or abroad.

Remington new long-range military rifle. No. 3, full round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer, checked trigger; fine
oiled walnut stock; combined rear screw wind-gauge and ele-
vating (spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel- flr
lbs., 44 cal., 2 G 10 in. straight shell; two hundred new shells
more or less; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc Double
moulds for lubricated bnllets made to order by the most
expert riflesmith on this Coast; absolutely in perfect order- a
complete outfit; cost over $80. For sale cheap for want 'of
use, or will exchange for a good grade 10-G. B. L. shotgun ofnnnMWnfl ivmirja A A A v n a <-i 17.-.^.-,.-*. il.; . ACi'.
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BASE BALL.
At Alameda.

VtMIc weather is not especially adapted for ball-playing, and
after last Sunday's game the Haverlys can correctly claim that
it was a cold day when' they got left. Their opponents were
the Pioneers, and during nine long inningR 5,000 persons sat

shivering in the cold, watchingEd. Morris puzzling thebatlers
as they would successively carve the- air. It was too cold a day
for good ball playing to be indulged in. yet the game was not
totally devoid of interest. The pitching of Morris was a
feature, and the manner in which he disposed of the Cham-
pions amused the crowd. He seemed to be using only the
"straight delivery" with an occasional "slow drop 1 ' thrown iu
and the way in which he teased his opponents was alone well
worth sitting in the cold to see. Fred Carroll was at his best,

and received the south-paw twirler iu the same splendid
form which characterized his work against the clubs of the
American Association. The Haverlys did not anticipate a
victory, though if they had fielded up to their old standard
the game would certainly have been much closer. The base-
running of Browu was a feature. The score stood

:

PIOKE Elt-S

TE. B.

Swee'iey, 3 K...2 a

Brown, rf 5 1

Carroll, c 4 1

Morris, p.. 5 1

tGagus,

a s 4
Hare3, 2 b 5

Taylor. If 5

Terrier, I b 5

Caveuey, c f i

i

K.BS.rO.A. E.

1

12

HAVEBLra.
TB B. BB.BS.FO.J

Lawron. r f 3 3 i

Hardie, c 4 4
Donohue, 3 b.. .4 10

I 13 1 Sweeney, lb 4 1 1 12 3
2 1 o 4 1

1
1

11
1

Totals.. 10 C C 27 27 9

Hanly, If 4 I 1

Bennett, s s 4 3
Sfein, 2 b 4 U 1

Levy, c f 3 10
M»egan, p 3 1

Totals.. 3 2 27 12 in

BUS'S BY INSINGs.
Pioneers 2 2 2 10 11 2-10

|
Haveilys .0 10 2—3

Three-base hit—Carroll, Hayes. Eanly. Two-base hit—Gagns, Morris
P. Sweeney. First base on errors—Haverlys 5, Pioneers 7. Left on

es—Haverlys 1, Pioneers 1. Bases on called balls—Haveriys 1,
Pioneers 4. Struck out—By Morris 12, by Meegan 3. Passed balls—
Carroll 0, Harilie :!. Wild pitches—Morris 0, Meegan 2. Umpire—De
Witt Tan Court. Scorer—W. Hennessy. Time of game—One hour, su
minutes.

At Central Park.

The Louisville nine made their second appearance on a
California diamond last Sunday and found the Knickerbockers
as much "pie"' as they did the Californias a week previous.
Kirby and Graves were the battery for the home team, but
the latter was indisposed and did not give his Ditcher good
support as seven passed balls show. The local team were
strengthened also by the Smith Brothers, and Hen. Moore
late of the Southern League. The latter seemingly did all

the ball-plnying for his nine, rapping oat two singles and
making four put-oats; one an almost impossible catch of
Fontz 3 sky-ecraper iu the first inning. The Knicks were first

to score in the fourth inning, but the run made by Kirby was
all they couid get and just enabled them to escape a "white-
wash." Iu the nest three innings the visitors scored a total
of nineruDs, winning the game easily by a score of 9 to 1.

The official score is:

Cline, c f 4

Collins, If 4

Foutz, p 4

Merrick, 3 b. ...4

White, s s 4

Mack, 2 b 4

Cook, c 4

Beccicis, rf 4

Hellman,lb....4

3 U
2 3 10

10 1

1

110 3 10
10

1 u

KNICKERBOCKERS

.

TB.E.lB BS.PO A K
.iIcDonald, 2 b..a u 1

Moore, c f 4 2 4
J. Smith, 1 o 3 10 7 1
Cooney, 1 f 4 ?
ti. Smith, 3b 4 10 3 1

Kirby, p 4 1 1 fi 1

Murdock.ss 4 10 9: n

4 4
Levy.rf 4 2 l

Totals 36 9 11 1 27 2G G Totals 36 1 6 2 24 15 4
BUS'S BY INNINGS.

Louts villes 000 05 3 10—9
|
Knickerbockers.. ..0 1 000 0—1

Three-base hit—Eeccin3. Two-base bits—Mack and Murdock. first
base on errors—Louisvilles 4, Knickerbockers 4. Left on bases—Louis-
Tilles 4, Knickerbockers b. Uase on called balls—Lauiuvilles 1, Knick-
erbockers 1. liase on struck by pitcher-Graves 1. Struck out—By
Fontz 9, by Kirby 2. Double plays, U. Passed balls—Cook 1, Graves
7. Wild pitch—Kirby 1, Foutz 1. Umpire—J. Conley. Scorer—Henry
Chadwick.

At Sacramento.

The Altas made it three straight last Sunday by securing a
victory over their Oakland rivals, the Greenhood & Moraus.
Van Haltren wa« snffering with a "sore shoulder" which seri-

ously impaired his most effective ball, the drop, and allowed
the Altas to secure a total of twenty earned bases. Borchers
was very efiective and kept the visitors down to three scatter-

ing hits, including Gurnett's triple. With two on bases
McLaughlin came to the bat in the first iuuing, and drove the
bail down to extreme right field for a home ran, and Mike
Fisher made a similar hit in the sixth. In the fourth,
Brown sent a sharp grounder to Meagher, who fielded it to
Ahem, and "Antiquity" sent it back in time to shut ont
Donovan at third. Iu the eighth Newbert made a difficult

running one-hand fly catch. The score stood:

1

ALTAS.
TB. B. BH.3S. PO.A.E.

Meagher, 3 b ...5 l

Fisher,! f i 4

McLaughlin, c. .4 1

Newbert, a s . .
. -S 1

Robertson, 2b 4

Aheru.l b 2 1

Flint, cf i

Borchers. p 4

Hilbtrt.r f 4

3

3 1

10 1

2
1 10
10

Totals

.

..55 8 11 9 27 23 5 Totals

GBEESHOOD * MQB.AN9.
TB. II. BH. Bs. PO.A, Z.

Cahill, rf 4 (I 1
fJenuy, c 4

Lon^. cf 4
Dolan, :i b 3
(xnrnett, 2 b 2
Van Haltren, p. -4

BLakistoo, 8S...2
Donovan, 1 b....4 15 1

Brown, If 4 1 1

10 7

2 1 U 4 1
1 1 U 1 4

2 1 3 10 1

.31 7 3 4 24 24 4

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Altas 4 1 11 lo u 0—8

i G. & M*s 4 1 1 n i 0—

7

Earned runs—Greenhood & Morans f), Altas 2. Home runs—McLaugh-
lin inii Fisher. Three-base bits—Garnet t and Flmt. Two-base bits

—

Fisher. First base on errors—Greenwood k Morans 4, Alias a. Bat-ea

on called balls— Greenhood S: Monrns 5, Altas 3. Left on bases—Green-
wood fc Morans 2, Alias 6. Struct out—By Borchers 8, by Van Haltren
6. Passed balls—Denny 2, McLaughlin 1. Double plays—Meagher
and Ahem. Wild pitches—Borchere -i. Van Haltren 0. Umpire— J. SI.

Sullivan. Scorer—Will H. Young. Time of game—Two hours.

Stray Hits.

"Take it, Huey!"
South-paw Morris!
Fred Carroll can coach, too.

Incell is laid np for repairs.

What has become of "McGinty?"
Tom Brown is becoming a favorite.

"Me and iny brother Hney, eh, Jim?"
Borchers delivers a splendid drop ball.

It is a wise manager that knows his own umpire.
They play snowball in the East now instead of baseball.

Fred Carroll is one of the greatest back-stopsin the country,

Cline should hire himself out to a dime museum as a
curio.

Three straight for the Altai
a visit, vet!

s! Well, Morris hasn't paid them

The Louisville Base Ball Association has declared a divi"
dend of 20 per cent.

What's the use of changing the name of a club when the
same men play the games?
Shomberg, of the Pittsburgh is making beer kegs in his

father s cooper shop in Milwaukee.
The business of the man behind the bat is very like the

scarlet fever—it's catching you know.
President Mone has wrapped his white hat in tissue paper,

and promises not to wear it until nest season.
Justice is not meted out squarely to all criminals. Who

ever heard of a ball-player being convicted of stealing bases?
Pitcher Conley, of Providence, should have his voice sand-

papered before attempting to umpire another game at Central
Park.

Scorer Hennessy denies the allegation that he ever appeared
as a soug-and-dance man. He says, judge not by appear-
ances. ' "

Jerry Denny may be a good-enongh catcher, but then
patrons of the game would rather gaze at his wonderful third-
base play.

Jim McDonald was to guard third base for the Knicks, bnt
"Big" Smith interposed an objection and wanted to know
"What is the matter with Huey?' 1

If it ain't too late we would like to record the fact that the
Altas slioo Id be very good swimmers. We only judge how-
ever, from the way they strike out.

The game in which Sullivan was advertised to umpire
netted SI00 each to the pitchers and catchers, and half that
amount to the balance of the players.

The Sporting Life says; "Chicago is said to have secured a
phenomenal left-banded pitcher named Donohue, from Cal-
ifornia.

1
' Come off, Jack can't pitch.

They say that Mike Kelly began life as a bell boy prob-
ably a chestnut-bell boy. That's why he so promptly
answered to the call of "front" in his profession.

It is said that Ed. Morris holds a written promise for a gift
of SI, 000 from a prominent sporting man in Pittsburg, in case
the Smoky City team win the pennaut nest season.
Oakianders are a curious people. They are all anxious

across the bay to have a 100-yard foot-race to decide whether
Tom Brown or Geo. Van Haltren is the best runner.
In this city, at present, we have the best two pitchers in

the country—Morris and Foutz. Until pitted against each
other Californinns will not see what a good pitcher is capable
of doing.

John Glascock, the manager and captain ef the St. Lonis
Maroons, is lying dangeronsly ill with intermittent bilious
fever, at his home in St. Louis. A physician is constantly
at his bedside.

The Damianas are again in the field with the following
nine—all signed for one year: Mullee and Cregan, battery-
Day, 1 b; Pope, 2 b; Cannon, 3 b; Armbuster, 1 i- T. Mullee'
cf.; Quitzow, r. f.

Manager Hart should endeavor to have a series of games
arranged with the California League clubs, for otherwise the
Louisvilles cannot claim to have defeated the representative
players of the State.

It is a very poor policy for the State League to play the
same men in both the Californias and Knicks. People will
be thrown off their guard, and will have difficulty in deter-
mining which is which.

Ed. Morris, by signing with Pittsburg for nest season, has
lost a good many bets—all white hats. Of course he knew
he was going to sign, but wanted to show the Pittsburg hat-
ters the color of California gold.

The umpire's occupation is gone. He will now spend the
winter months in preparing statistics showiDg how many
times he was mobbed during the season, and how many
times he ought to have been and wasn't.

Monk Cline is said to be fascinated with this city, and is
seriously thinking of accepting an engagement to 'peddle
peanuts in Alameda, nest year. He would certainly prove a
big opposition to the dispenser of "frigid lager."

Tom Brown is quite an expert with the rifle, and is practic-
ing cutting a rope in two with blank cartridges, without the
aid of any person on either end, but has not yet succeeded.
When he does he will forsake the green turf and adopt the
stage.

Chickens are roosting higher in 'Frisco than heretofore,
and it gives Morris more spare time from his poultry store to
pitch ball.—Exchange. Not so, Ed says he got enough of
"fouls" during the summer, and has abandoned the poultry
shop on Merchant street.

Live Taylor went over to Oakland the day following the
last Pioneer-G. & M. game, with his pockets swelle-f out
with gold. He invested iu a brand-new suit, announced his
intention of buying a residence in the lum-tum district of
Oakland, and thought seriously of purchasing a bank.

After the first game in Chicago, where the White Stockings
defeated the Browns by a score of 6 to 0, Kelly went up to
Bushong and said, "What do you say, 'Bush,' if the winner
whacks up?" The doctor jumped at the idea and has been
kicking himself ever since. Kelly is a slick duck.
Levy rode on the rear platform of a car recently, in going

to the ball grounds, chatting to a couple of admirers.
Amongst many topics discussed was swimming, and the
centre-fielder acknowledged that he could not swim a stroke.
However, on that very day we saw him strike-out. Hals!
Who will cover third base for the Xew York Club next

season is a matter of great speculation among followers of the
game. In spite of all assertions to the contrary, it is believed
by those who ought to know that Jerry Denny, the greatest
of all third basemen, will be the man.—No.w York Journal.
Mrs. Suaggs—"My dear, I wish you'd get anew pitcher

when you are down town. I broke one yesterday."
Mr. Snaggs—"What kind shall I get?"
"Get a pnenomenal pitcher, for I see the papors mention

them occussionally, and I haven't had one of that kind yet."
Chicago—No! no! dear boy! The O'Neill of the St. Lonis

Club, who was returned to Congress on the 2diust., is not th6
O'Neill who made those two home runs off McCormaok on the
19th ult. The former is the Hon. JobuIJ., aud the latter is the
Hon. "Tip." Both are winners however.—Cincinnati En-
quirer.

McQuade has again signed as an American Association
umpire, for next season. Kelly's new position as managar
of the Loni-tvilles will necessitate his retirement and his pos-
ition as umpire will probably be Jilled by Eddie Cuthbert, a
veterau ball-play. He has an application now on file, signed
by representatives of all the clubs in the organization,'

Little Hugh Nicol, of the St. Louis Browns will nev
play right field for Cincinnati. Von der Ahe was slow in
releasing him, but Catcher Boyle and SifK in
inducement not to be resisted. Nicol has always played
with a championship club, and Cincinnati look upon bini as
a "Mascotte." He will receive §2,100 for his work.

Veach, the new Louisville pitcher, is very trickv, has good
speed and possessed all the curves. His control o"f the ball is
admirable, and his coolness at critical periods of the game is
a part of his efficiency. He has been a pitcher for about five
years, and is an experienced twirler. He has one drawback,
however, and that is his past record as a contract-breaker
and receiver of bribes. Veach is as slippery as an eel, and
has often been charged with selling a game.

Had it not been for the presence of mind of Andy Piercy in
sending "two straights" to the reporters' stand, Mr. Boyle of
the Call and Mr. Bonnet of the Examiner would probably
have succumbed to the chilly weather. The liquid had the
desired effect, and they were able to reach Sun Francisco in
safety.—Oakland Times. Well, that's not verybad for Con-
nors considering that he resides ia Oakland.

The Central Park people are advertising Ed. J. Conley as
the pitcher who won the National League pennant for the
Providence Grays in 1SS4, thereby taking some of the lustre
from Charley Sweeney, the twirler, who actually did the
work. Conley may be a very good pitcher, but yet his name
does not appear in the official records of players who partic-
ipated in the memorable struggle two years ago. This fact
proves conclusively that if such a player as Conley was with
Providence in that year, he pitched in a very few games and
was simply an experiment. Rhode Island has had no repre-
sentative in the League last season.

Among the new rules which have heen adopted to govern
the ball field nest season, none can be more highly com-
mended than that requiring the pitcher to have his rear tout
on the back line of the bos and keeping his forward foot
firmly on the ground when delivering the bail. A south-paw
twirler will be required to keep his left foot at the rear bound-
ary, and the right-handed pitcher must do likewise with his
right. It is obvious under these rules that base-running will

be encouraged, for the batsmen after reaching the iuitial

would be liable to take more chances in reachiug the other
bags when the eyes of the box-man is not staring him.

There was a rumor recently in baseball circles that some
changes will be made nest year as to the season of play. It
was to the effect that the regular League and Association
games will be settled between April and July. The time
after that it is proposed will be devoted to a series of games
between the clubs of the League and Association. The idea
originated with* the League people who are v*>ry rmicn
chagrined and dissatisfied with the Chicago Club's showing
with the Browns. The American people, on the other hand,
are perfectly willing that the plan should be adopted, and
have no fear of their clubs in a long series with the League
team. The proposal seems a good one, and would no doubt
increase the interest in the gime during the warm months of
July and August.

CUREIN'G THE PITCHERS.

There was a great deal of kicking during the late season on
the part of cranks who were constantly complainiug of pitchers
overstepping the boundary Hue of the pitcher's bos, and it

was quite visible that bnt litt e attention was paid to cries of
"Keep him in the bos" by e.ther captains or umpires. As
St. Louis has a splendid snpply of these cranks the following
esplanation from a well-known captain might throw some
light upon that subj -ct:

The reason why tue rule which requires pitchers to remain
in the bos when delivering the ball to the batsman is not
enforced is, because in almost every club there are one or
more pitchers who are habitual violators of said rule. The
captains of the various teams and the umpires appreciate
this fact, and the vigorous kicks sometimes made against
pitchers running out of the box are mere bluffs. Numerous
suggestions have been made with a view to having the rule
on this subject rigidly adhered to, but none of them have
proved successful. A marble slab in the front part of the box
subjects the pitchet to the danger of spraining or breaking
a limb; besides it is apt to divert the course of the ball, and is
objectionable for many reasons. Suggestions have been made
for an automatic connection between the pitcher's box and
a point directly behind the home plate. Every time the
pitcher steps out of the box the indicator at the home plate
will notify the umpire of the fact, and if the latter intends to
enforce the rule there will be no occasion for dispute between
the opposing captains, aud until somethiug of this kind is

done no particular attention is liable to be given to the rule.—St. Louis Sayings.

Last Monday morning Morris, Harris and a heavy-set
individual were chatting over the defeat of the Champions
when a man with a business-like expression on his noble
countenance approached, and after saluting the Haverlys'
manager gave the following oissertatiou on the relative merits
of Fontz and Morris. S .id he: "Well, you can talk about
your Morris, but I tell yon this man Foutz is a dandy. Why
the idea of mentioning Morris when there's such a man as
'Scissors' Foutz in the State is ridiculous. Morris may be a
good pitcher, but theu he is yonng and inexperienced. He
hasn't played ball long enough to establish a record such as
attached to Foutz's name. He may be a Bplendid fielder and
deserve a great deal of credit for good work, but thru, yon
know, that ain't pitching. Jnst think of a man getting up
aud disposing of such men as Levy on strikes!" "Well,"
said Morris, looking shyly at the visitor, "it takes a man well
versed in base-boll to be a good jud;e of pitchers. As for

me, I don't care a whit for base-ball, yet I occasionally read the
Sporting Life and know that there is a pitcher uarned Moiris."
"Sea," ventured Manager Harris, "Morris is not at all what
he's cracked up to be. The Haverlys could 'hit' him yester-

day, but it would be only poor taste to do so." "I believe
yon," remarked the gentlemen who knew the record of the
men ho was talking about. "Morris didn't lay claim to be a
pitcher. I remember when he left here he was wearing the
mask for an amateur club, and then such absurd talk now
going the rouuds about he being the best pitcher in the coun-
try. Why he ranks only eighth." At this juncture Harris
could not suppress his merriment, and amid a ripple of
laughter introduced the admirer of Dave Fontz to Eddie
Morns, the Pittsburg pitcher. He was astonished at being
introduced to the man whose record he was so familiar with,
but a broad grin spread over his face as Morrie remarked to
Harris: "Why didn't you let him go on. He didn't make
very many bad brtaks.

,: Harris then tried to pawn off

stout individual as Fred Carroll, Morris' catcher, bn'
was recognized as Tom Brown, the great hase-riv

cautious manager could not proceed further with t

'

The reports of the matches played on Than 1

Alameda and Central Park appear in another coin..
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The Blood Horse Meeting.

A busy week this to the senior editor, and fully as lively

to one of our assistants. The racing last week and then

the rain of Saturday interfered with our work so that

there was a multitude of things on hand -which demanded

attention. The purpose was to give a full review of the

late meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion, but will have to adopt the installment plan and

make it a serial.

The rain of Saturday was particularly unfortunate.

Unfortunate from many points of view. It made sev-

eral thousands of dollars difference in the receipts, as

there is not the least doubt that the attendance would

have been larger than has appeared on a California race-

course since the sensational events of many years ago.

It was one of the worst days we have experienced in

California. There was rain in abundance, and the falling

water many degrees colder than it usually is here.

Then there were high winds, almost a gale at times, and

after the sun shone for a few minutes there came a driv-

ing scud, as nearly a blizzard as can be gotten up on this

Coast, and the big race of the meeting, the Rancho del

Rio Stakes, of two and one eighth miles, was run when
the elements were at the worst.

It was a great race, notwithstanding the adverse

weather. A wonderful race it can be truly denominated,

beyond the expectations of the most sanguine believers

in the powers of the contestants. The great Yolante

was fearfully handicapped, and though Guenn displayed

the three grand requisites of a race-horse in an eminent

degree, without the handicap in her favor it is doubtful

if she could have beaten the Santa Anita crack. We do

not mean the extra weight imposed by the conditicna,

but the many pounds of mud and water which he carried

in excess of all the others in the race. It carae about in

this way. Moonlight made the running with Guenn
and Mollie McCarty's Last lying a little behind but

outside enough to escape the shower of mud which
flew from her feet. Without making a very wide detour

Yolante could not escape. The three fillies kept in this

position until a mile and a quarter had been run, when
Guenn took the lead, and at the half-milw pole, on the

last mile, Volante made his effort. He closed some of

the gap, when Guenn with apparent ease, drew away
from him, and the race was over at the three-quarter

post. We never saw a horse and rider so thoroughly

coated with mud as Yolante and jock were when they

returned to weigh in. We were tempted to walk across

the muddy track in order to learn how much avoirdupois

the boy had gained, though that was not to be compared
to what the horse carried. We do not mean that Guenn
owed her victory entirely to that, as she won by a good
many pounds, and she had a share of the flying mortar.

As will be seen by reference to the report it was run
in very fast time, considering the state of the track, and
very evenly too. What added to the merit of the per-

formance of the winner was her victory in the Yestal
Stake, as there was only a short interval between the two
races. Where so many acquitted themselves so well, it

would be invidious to make comparisons, and the first

place can scarcely be awarded to one. The winners of

the meetiug are worthy of a high clarification, when
judged by a high standard, and some of the losers gained

credit as well. Before awarding premiums it will be
necessary to carefully scrutinize all the various features,

nd even then it will be a hard task.

As bearing on the future of the turf in California the

late meeting has a peculiar significance. It exemplifies

that racing will be patronized under all the drawbacks

which the managers were forced to encounter. To

make a meeting successful nnder the conditions was

a guarantee that with more auspicious surroundings

it will flourish here as it does in the East. The

ownership, or at least full control of a race-course for

a series of years, is the most important foundation

for an enduring edifice. Restricted to a few days, and

that too, with conflicting interests to harmonize, was

an incumbrance which can scarcely be overestimated.

While we believe in running races "rain or shine,"

could the races of last Saturday have been postponed

until Monday it would have been one of the exceptions

to the rule justified from every point of view. Those

who had horses engaged desired it, the "public" certainly

would have given a unanimous vote for postponement,

and the Association not only a gainer pecuniarily but

also escaped a job irksome and disagreeable. It could

not be carried over owing to other engagements which

the proprietor of the track had made, and hence it was

peremptory. Then again four, five, all the days from

Saturday of one week to the Saturday of the next are

not enough for the Fall Meeting of the P. C. B. H. A.

It is the winding up of even the California year. The

horses which have made an Eastern tour can be kept at

work longer when that can be done profitably. Owners of

horses which do not join in a campaign beyond the

mountains would gladly avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity of racing, whenever the weather was suitable, up

to the close of the year. As there are no other meetings

for this to interfere with, delays and postponements are

not of vital consequence, and the Fall Meeting might be

extended to several weeks, from the middle of November

on without detriment, to the positive advantage of all

interested.

That an arrangement can be made whereby the Asso-

ciation will be freed from this trouble we have not the

least doubt, and hope that before the Spring Meeting of

18S7 it will be consummated.

Turf Troubles.

A turf scandal is brewing. The actors in it will be one of

the richest stable owners on the American turf, a leading
bookmaking tirmand thetraiDer of the rich gentleman's horses.

But few race-goers had been cognizant of the fact uutil the
Herald of yesterday developed it—that trainer Byron MeClel-
lan had an "open account" with Appleby & Johnson or any
other bookmaking tirm. Others had been classed as "sus-
pects," bat McOlellan had always borne a good reputation.

It Beems, however, that his dealings with the bookmaking
fraternity during the season just closed have developed the

fact that he or the stable he represents has left unsettled bets
amounting to many thousands of dollars. The bookmakers
are endeavoring to make Congressman Scott, who is the pro-

prietor of the stable in question, settle, and Mr. Scott

threatens to show the bookmakers up if they appeal to the
racing authorities to arbitrate upon their claim.

The paths of the turfmen have been strewn with thistles

of recent years, and this latest move on the part of the book-
makers will have a tendency to drive off the turf the few
gentlemen who do not run their horses "for revenue only.*'

There is thus a probability that the gamblers will soon have
the racing business to themselves. Then what?

The above is an editorial which appeared in the N. Y.

Herald the morning after the report which is copied else-

where. We learn by telegraph that the Board of Arbi-

tration has taken the matter in hand, and the decision

may reach here in time for this number. Judging from

what has already appeared Mr. Scott is justified in refus-

ing to make good the losses of his traiDer. That he has

paid previous losses is not a guarantee that he will stand

those of the future. Should that be the decision it will

establish a precedent that cannot fail to be a serious

obstacle to racing, and the only safety for "rich owners"

will be to repudiate all the transactions of their em-

ployes. We fully agree with the Herald that when racing

degenerates into a scheme for "revenue only" that its

knell is sounded and the grandest of all sports a reproach

in place of a beneficial entertainment. Breeders are

interested, the raca-gotng people are interested, even those

who may "make money" in the mean time by a con-

trary course are interested in relieving the sport from

all suspicions of unfairness.

To Mount Hamilton and Back.

The Southern Pacific Company announce special excur-

sion tickets to the Lick Observatory and return at very

low rates for the round trip. This spot will rapidly

become one of the sights of the continent. When the

great equitorial telescope is put in place, savants from

every quarter of the educated globe will flock to Mount
Hamilton to see the grandest piece of mechanical and

scientific skill that has ever been perfected. In the

meantime there is much to see in the Observatory, and

the ride over the Sierra Madre ranges is well worth the

trip, as Mount Hamilton overlooks several of the most

beautiful and highly cultivated valleys in this fertile and

picturesque State. The rate of travel will be found in

another column.

<fPride of all Americans."

Under the above heading the N. T. Herald publishes

the following interview with Mr. Bonner. The impres-

sion has been general that sports of the track were sink-

ing and that the fondness for America's pride was becom-
ing extinct. People were prone to base this estimate on
the wonderful strides racing had made in popular favor

in the last decade, reasoning that there could not be an
augmentation of one without depreciation of that which
was kindred. We never could see reasons which would
justify such conclusions. That they are erroneous is

proved by more substantial arguments than individual

opinions. The late sales, especially that of Glenview,
tells more forcibly than volumes of conjecture that trot-

ting is not in its decadence. So long as a fondness for

"road-driving" exists fast trotters will be valued and the
sports of the track sustained. Mr. Bonner is in error,

however, in thinking that Harry Wilkes and those which
accompanied him were brought here to attempt to lower
the record of Maud S. We do not think that anyone has
rated the great gelding so high as to imagine that he
could beat 2:08f, although considering that he might
have a chance in a race. Quarters of seconds are fearful

obstacles, and when it comes to twenty of such fractions

when these have to be subtracted from 2:14£, it becomes
a barrier of tremendous magnitude.

Why wait? Maud S. will achieve just as much renown
by lowering her own records as that of others. Should
she do so there will be such a hurrah from California to

Maine as will abundantly illustrate the hold which the
"American trotter" still has on the American heart.

"Unquestionably."
Mr. Robert Bonner had just arrived in the city from his

farm near Tarrytown, his face bronzed by the sun and wind,
and withal a perfeet physical specimen of a gentleman a few
years beyond the meridian of lite.

He had been asked by a Herald reporter if the interest in
the trotting horse was not steadily growing throughout the
country, and with a smile he exclaimed, "Unquestionably "

"The trotting horse is making rapid strides in public
favor." he added. "Take the late horse show for instance.
Thousands of ladies and gentlemen visited it and I joined the
crowd. That which interested the spectators the evening I
attended and caused great enthusiasm was the keen compe-
tition between the high jumpers. You know all about the
result. Hempstead did 6 feet 8 inches, two inches above the
world's record. Well, I applauded with everybody else.
"Now, that competition was measured by a two-fno't rule

and it meant something. It meant what all Americans like,
a competition that could be measured; something that could
be readily understood.
"Turn to the trotting horse. Let the measured mile be

done in 2:15, and what then? There are cheers, there are
inquiries, a thousand or more, about breeding, and the thirst
for information is apparent in all quarters. Maud S bus
gone her mile in 2:08J. The watch told that story, and the
watch is nearer the American heart than the two-foot rule.
"There were other competitions at the horse show. Yon"

had your high steppers and taudems saddle horses and sim-
ilar classes. There was a diversity of opinion in the great
audience about them, a diversity of opinion that was honest
intelligent, suggested by experience. The watch couldn't be
held on them. There was no chance of measuring them.
You can't measure style. Time can be measured, and thus"
comparisons may be made and satisfaction assured.
"You know that a class of horses can be bred and sold at

fair priees that will take you from Central Park to the Astor
House in thirty-eight minutes. The ordinary roadster will
take ten minutes longer and the cart horse one hour. Men
of business do not want to loiter on the way. Time is too
valuable.

"Big breeding farms maybe broken up, but that to me
seems advantageous. You know the more the sires of good
trotting horses are scattered the better it is. Pancoast has
come north, and that is worth something to northern
breeders. Nutwood has gone west, and that means numer-
ous valuable progeny in that section. Hunting in England
is the rage. Trotting in the United States is the Americau
sport. The people like it, and every farmer throughout the
land will see that speedy animals are furnished. The trotter
is liked; he is the king of horses."
"About Maud?"
"Well, I brought her down from the farm on Friday last.

Saturday was a bad day and Sunday I never drive, but on
Monday and Tuesday she went up the road with me.' I kept
her 'on edge' all the autumn, because the 'halloo' was that
Harry Wilkes and some other formidable performers would
beat her record. I waited, but thev didn't. I drove her
myself to skeleton wagon in 2:14}," but John Murphy LaB
recently sent her aloDg to sulky in 2:11|, on a three-qxiarter
mile track. She has lowered the record thrice—2:09' 2-09 i

2:0s*. Bo you want more? Do you want her to stni^le
against herself? I shall keep her in New York all winter,
and when the snow comes will let her out a bit before a
sleigh.

"I don't think her time will be lowered very soon, but if is
I shall then see what there is in my Maud."

The Bigr Tro.t.

As everybody is going to the big trot there is littlo

necessity for adding to what has boon stated, excepting
that the horses are reported to be doing well. Thouc-b,

the rain of last Saturday camn importunely, the clearing
up of the next two days gave a chance to work, and so
far as can be told from the last finishiug touches of the
preparation the people will not be disappointed. There
is no hazard in claiming that four at least of the horses
engaged are of so high a class that they rank superior to

any quartet that could be selected among the trotters of
the world. There could not be better prospects for good
weather, and as many have come from a distance, there
is also a prospect of the largest concourse seen on a Cali-
fornia track for many years.
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Colt Stakes Los Ang-eles Turf Club.

Special attention is again called to the date of closing

entries for the Colt Stakes of the Los Angeles Turf Club,

which, is midnight of December first next. The time is

short, but it is sufficient for those who have been procras-

tinating to decide and send in their entries. The Los

Angeles Turf Club is making a laudable effort to estab-

lish permanent racing in the Southern part of the State.

To do this the club must be supported by the breeders

of thoroughbreds throughout the State. The added

money does not represent a fortune to the winner, but it

is enough to risk an entrance for. The great hindrance

to good racing in California is the limited attendance.

"When racing associations can depend upon audiences of

5,000 to 10,000 people, they can, with justice to themselves

and without fear of bankruptcy, pile up the figures repre-

senting added money in stakes. Los Angeles is steadily

becoming a racing centre. Should its turf club be

favored with liberal entries this year they will certainly

be able to increase the added money very soon by from

twenty to fifty per cent. The matter rests with breeders,

and they, first of all, are interested in securing engage-

ments for their colts. Each entry is an advertisement

not only of the horse, sire and dam, but of the stable or

breeding farm from which the entry comes, and is in

that regard an absolute offset to the entrance fee.

A horse with engagements has accrued value in the

market, whether he runs for the money or not. He is in

the field and is known all over the country as a probable

candidate for public money and honor. The day should

not be far distant when horses from all parts of the State

shall meet in regular order at Los Angeles, San Francisco

and Sacramento, and run for the fixed events in each

place successively. This is the only way to build home
industry and State interest in racing. Every horseman

must, after mature consideration, applaud the efforts of

the Los Angeles Turf Club, and every breeder of thor-

oughbreds appreciate the opportunity which these fixed

events offer to bring their colts into public notice. The

same arguments and appeals addressed to breeders of

thoroughbreds applies with equal force to. the breeders

of trotting stock, for they are in precisely the same box.

The full conditions of the running and trotting stakes

for two and three-year-olds appear in the regular adver-
tisement of the Turf Club and the Sixth District Agri-
cultural Association, in another column. The stakes for

thoroughbreds are the Santa-Anita, for two-year-olds;

the Los Angeles Derby for three-year-olds; the Nadeau
House Stakes for two-year-olds; the Southern California

Derby for three-year-olds, to be run in 1S87 and 18SS.

The trotting stakes are: The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake
for two-year-olds, the Southern California Trotting Stake
for three-year-olds, to be trotted in 18S7 and 1S88.

Important Sale of Thoroughbreds.

In another column will be found full particulars of a

highly attractive list of thoroughbreds to be sold at public

auction by Wm. Easton, at Trency & "Wilson's stables, Lex-

ington, Ky., on Dec. 16th and 17th next. There are about

twenty odd head of yearlings, thirty head of two, three

and four-year-olds in training. A largo number of

brood-mares of unexceptionable breeding, in foal to first-

class stallions. Amongst other notable stallions are

Fonso, winner of the Derby and siro of Forti, l:41-i and

Bob Fisher, 1:41£ and others. Hyder Ali, son of imported

Leamington and a good sire, luip. Speculator; Gen.

Harding, the best two-year-old of his year, and Demo-
crat son of Imp. Leamington. Amongst the horses in

training will be found Gnmaldi, Phil Lee, Bannail and

many other first-class performers. The following well-

known sires are represented in the catalogue: King
Alfonso, King Ban, Longfellow, Ten Broeck, Lisbon, Imp.

Glen Athol, Bramble, Fellowcraft, Virgil, Pat Molloy,

Springbok, Imp. Leamington, Waverly, Wardance and

many others. The produce of these noble names are

foremost on the turf, and the opportunity named will be

a rare one for securing such royal blood. The sale is

announced absolutely without reserve.

An Important Sale of Trotting Stock.

The announcement is made in another column of the

sale of Mr. A. "Waldstein's highly bred trottiug stock,

which includes the well-known stallion Albert "W. This

potent sire is by Electioneer, dam sister to Aurora.

Albert "W.'s record is 2:20, and 4:51 for two miles. He
is not only a good performer himself, but his produce are

all fast trotters. Albert "W.'s dam is on the list. The
other brood-mares are by Roach's American Star, dam
of Albert. Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her dam by
George M. Patchen, Jr.; the Gipsey mare, bay mare

by Electioneer, her dam the dam of Albert W.; a fast

pacing mare by Nutwood; a three-year-old filly by
Albert "W.; ch colt by Arthurton and five yearlings all

by Arthurton and Albert W. The whole lot make
up a very attractive string, and should receive the atten-

tion of breeders. The sale will be conducted by Messrs.

H. Brandenstein & Co.

The Rancho del Rio.

Ridicule.

A potent force is ridicule. People who cannot be

swayed by denunciations, however fervent, are prone to

vacillate from fear of being laughed at, an inheritance

which falls to rich and poor, and even children of twelve

years are not devoid of the feeling. A granddaughter not

yet three years old was much annoyed at the somewhat

exuberant laughter which followed something she said,

retorting "there was no laugh in it," and older people,

though aware that there should be no laugh in it, are so

fearful of the dreaded cachinnation that they surrender

the "courage of their convictions," and dare not pursue

what they feel assured is the proper course. There is

nothing which exemplifies this dread more thoroughly

than the treatment of horses and matters pertaining to

their management. No matter how palpable may be

the advantages which can be gained by a course which

is outside of the beaten path, the fear of ridicule prevents

a change. A few may venture, the majority awaits the

time, not when the advantages may be more clearly

shown, but when laughter will cease. Any deviation

from general practice in training is looked upon as a sure

way of incurring ridicule, and the man who follows a

pronounced departure from established custom must
expect jeers, whether there is any ground for a laugh in

it or not. A degree of conservatism is a good thing,

sticking to old ruts an obstacle to improvement.

Crockett's advice "be sure you're right then go ahead" is

sound. When convinced that you are on the right course

do not let the fear of laughter disturb. In ninety-nine

cases in a hundred ignorance prompts ridicule when that

is directed to innovations on old-time methods of "hand-

ling" horses, and "should not be regarded.

Mr. Theodore Winters, the pioneer breeder of thorough-

breds and father of racing in California, has dacided to

retire from the business, and has advertised his entire

Btud for sale, including thoroughbred stallions, brood-

mares, colts and fillies, and the Rancho del Rio stud

farm with improvements. An offer for the whole will be

entertained by the owner or any portion of the stock and

farm will be disposed of to suit purchasers. Never

before in California has such an opportunity been offered

exceeded. As loDg as we won nothing was said. At my sug-

gestion the whole matter was referred to a committee of the
Monmouth Park Association, which will meet on next Toes-
day and decide whether the bets made by me upon outside

horses are bin.liug on Mr. Scott. I have repeatedly fxpla>ned

the matter to him, but he has taken it upon himself to make
a personal investigation and is now in New York for that pur-
pose. All I desire is a fair hearing, and will have no fear of

the consequences."
Mr. McClellan was very frank in this statement, but

declined to set the amount lost or to specify the particular

bets.

THE BOOKMAKERS' VERSION OF THE BETTING WITH M'CLELLAN.

Mr. Lucien O. Appleby, the senior member of Appleby «fe

Johusun, bookmakers and commission brokers, was fuundlast
evening at the St. James Hotel. When asked as to the truth

of the story of his claim against Congressman William L.

Scott, of Erie, Pa., for turf losses incurred during the recent

racing season by his trainer, Byron McClellan, Mr. Appleby
said

:

''For the pa^t three or four years Byron McClellan, formerly

known as a jockey, has been in charge of the stud belonging

to Congressman Scott, and has been known far and wide
among sporting men as the turf representative of that gentle-

man. Daring the last two or three seasons Mr. McClellan

has repeatedly employed the house of which I am the head,

and always with tbe disliuet understanding that he was Mr.
Scott's authorized representative. In former seasons we
placed many bets at his order, and the checks and drafts

handed us in settlement of these transactions invariably bore

the signature of Mr. William L. Scott. On seveial occasions

durirg last season Mr. McClellan came to me and sain, 'Put

$1,000 or $2,000 (as the case might be) upon such and such a

horse,' and'I always accepted his orders just as if they had
come from Mr. Scott personally.

'•In one case when Mr. McClellan told me to put $2,000 on
a certain horse—I think it was The Bard, but 1 am nut certain

—I looked around the riDg to see what odds were being offered

by other bookmakers. My own house was given but 4 to 1,

but I found that Kelly & Bliss and other firms were &f?eriDg 5

to 1. and I therefore placed the money with them. I might

have put the money on my own books, but felt bound to get

the very bes'odds that were offered. I only mention this case

to show tbat I was acting in the interest of my client rather

than in my own. 1 had been ordered to put on §2,000 of

what I thought to be Mr. Scott's money on a certain horse, and
I put it on where it would produce tbe most profitable results.

"You must understand also that fully seventy per cent of

the money 1 put on Mr. McClellau's orders came ont of my
own pocket. I do not care to give the figures, but you can

say that the amount is not over SS,000."

"Xou were convinced all this time that Mr. McClellan was
Mr. Scott's authorized agent?"

"Most assuredly I was. I had every reason to believe so.

In the many transactions of preceding seasons Mr. McClellan

alwavs engaged me, and when the time of settlement came
the "checks or drafts were always signed by Mr. Scott.

Inasmuch as he never told me that his relations with Mr.
McClellan had changed, how was I to know that the trainer

was betting on his own account even if he had done so? He
was Mr. Scott's accredited agent. If he had not been I should

not have had aDy dealings with him."

"What course do you intend to pursue in procuring the

payment of your claim?"

"I have demanded an arbitration by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Monmouth Park Association, and can prove by
my books how every cent o£ the money in question was
disposed ot. Then there are the books of Kelly & Bliss, Cridge

& Co., and other commission houses with whom I dealt,

which will show what was done with the money. The meet-

ing of the committee would have been held some days ago

had it not been for a request from Mr. Scott for a postpone-

ment on account of some turf engagements of his at home.
Now my only wish is that the inquiry should be begun at once,

to make a complete and substantial investment. The ' and made as full and complete as possible

farm is only four miles from Sacramento and includes

1,020 acres of improved and highly cultivated land, with

a complete stock of farming implements and farm horses.

Mr. R. P. Ashe's Sale.

To-day at the Bay District Track, Messrs. Killip & Co.

will sell the following horses from Mr. Ashe's stable:

Binette and Guenn, two of the finest thoroughbred mares

in the country; also a chestnut filly by Onondaga, dam
Sophy Badderly; brown filly by Duke of Montrose, dam
Faliga; brown filly by Imp. Rapture, dam Barbary;

chestnut filly by MUner, dam Griselda. The fillies are

all yearlings, and are of the finest quality. The per-

formances of the two marcs Binette and Guenn, have

made their fame almost world-wide. There will certainly

be a lively scramble for this pair, and the youngsters

will attract a great deal of attention.

A Turf Scandal.

The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association-

The annual meeting of the Association was held at the

Palace Hotel last Saturday. There was a large attend-

ance of members, the President, Major Eathboue, in

the chair. The officers elected for the ensuing year are

as follows: President, J. L. Bmthbone; first Vice-Presi-

dent, David McClure; second Yice-President, Theodore

"Winters; Trustees—Carlton C. Coleman, P. J. Donahue,

J. C. "Wolfskill, "W. Boots. A committee was appointed

to revise the rules. A special vote of thanks was

unanimously tendered to President Bathbone for hia

services during the past year.

[N. T. Herald, November 17th.]

Erie, Pa., Nov. 16, 1S86.—It has been known for some
time past among the sporting men of this city and those con-
nected with the eastern racing associations, that the Algeria
stableB, owned by Uongressmau William L. Scott, had run
behind in their season's work to quite a large amount of

money, and speculation has been rife as to the cause, Mr,
Scott being credited with possessing unusually acute man-
agers who seldom get left. It is now an open secret that Mr.
Bcott is dissatislied with Mr. Byron MoClellttn, who had been
his manager and bead trainer lor the past tour years. Mr.
Scott alleges that the greater part of the loss is made up by
injudicious betting of McClellan; that this betting was not
upon Mr. Scott's horses, but upon foreign ones in which he
has no interest whatever, and was therefore not allowable
uuder his contract. He has also been told by sporting men
that McClellan was in collusion with one D. Johnson, a book-
maker, and that they conspired to his detriment.

Mr. McClellan was seen to-night, and practically made the
following statement:

"I have managed Mr. Scott's horses for the past four years,

and at tbe end of each season we were always abend. This
surplns was not won by Mr. Scott's horses, but the greater
portion arose from bels made by me at various times upon
fureigu horses. I had good luck, and the pile wont in with
the stud's earniDg. This year matters have gone against me
aud we are out of pocket.

"In regard to the charge of collusion I have to say that I

bet honestly, and was not aware that my authority was being

Mr. Cridge, of Cridge & Co., said that his firm had had
more or less dealings with Mr. McClellan in the past three

seasons, and had always reached prompt settlements. They,

too, looked upon Mr. McClellan as Mr. Scott's representative.

MessTS. Kelly & Bliss, through their cashier, who spoke in

the absence of the members of the firm, declined to say any-

thing about the matter.

Sin. SCOTT SAYS THE BOOKMAKERS WILL NOT DARE ASK FOR AX
INVESTIGATION.

Congressman William L. Scott reached this city yesterday,

and was found last night at the Fifth Avenue Hotel. Being
asked whether hu had anything to suy with regard to the

claim preferred by Messrs. Appleby & Johnson, he replied

curtly:

—

"No, I have nothing to say. Let the other side do the

talking."
"Would you object to tell me whether an arbitration by the

Executive Committee of the Monmouth Park Association

has been or is to be ordered?"
"No, it is not. They would not dare to ask for an investi-

gation."

an arbitration," ventured the reporter.

"But Mr. Appleby assures me that he has already demanded
"He lies," was the cure and emphatic declaration of the

Congressman, with which the interview abruptly closed.

NO ARBITRATION ASKED FOR.

Captain Coster, the secretary of the Monmouth Park Asso
oiation, could not be found last evening, but his assistant

said that so for as he had heard no arbitration had been
asked for or ordered.

THE BOOKMAKERS' CLAIM.

It was reported yesterday that the Executive Committee o*

the Monmouth Park Racing Association had been asked by
Appleby ct Johnson to adjudicate upon the merits of tbe claim

which that iirm of bookmakers profess to bold against W. L.

Scott, the well-known Erie, (Pa.) turfman. Byron McClellan,

Mr. Scott's trainer, who bet the money claimed by the book-
makers, is said to have gone to Kentucky and is not expected
to return.
Several members of the Monmouth Park Association wero

at the rooms of the Jockey Club on Madison aveone yester-

day, and they said tbat nothing had been done in tbe matter,

and that they thought that Appleby <fc Johnson had no claims

against Mr. Scott, and that they could not collect anything
irom him.

Lem Ullman, programmer jockey, driving purveyor of turf

wins, and agreeable fellow generally, is in town, and will

furnish the putrons of the great trot to-day with tbe k'rect kard
done in his best style. Lem is full of sportii f

which we shall probably hear more hereafter.

Chas. Stiles, the well-known poolseller ol

arrive in this city early nest month with n

reputed to be fast.
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The National Trotting Association-

Vail Holds the Fort.
-Secretary

[Cleveland "Plaindealer," November 17th.]

The eleventh biennial congress of the National Trotting

Association is over, and except for the side lights thrown

upon the matter which bronght out yesterday's adjourned

meeting it might as well never been held. The Yailiies and

anti-Vailites were arrayed against each other, skirmished and

adjonrned. The Yailites had the numbers and organization

aud won the skirmish on techiual points. But it was such a

victory as Napoleon won at Qaartre Bras. Some defeats are

less disastrous. The anti-Yaiiites showed strength of num-

bers aud argument and made converts. The possible outcome

of the tight is the same. The National Association may

break upon the cause it it is not removed, and again things

may be so tempered that Secretary Vail may hold his office

bound by the new rales of an undivided association. It is

this latter outcome that a good deal of the true backbone of

the association wants. It believes in Vail aud will stick to

him as long as it can. This division predominated in yester-

day's congress, and won the right. The anti-Vailites, full of

their grievances—and they have many—were held in by a

series of sharp motions, which cut off all debate and trans-

ferred the accepted report strongly condemiug Vail to ^the

Board of Review, which meets at New York, December 7th.

With their wounds and undelivered speeches the anti-Vailites

cried "gag law" and were madder than ever. The "gag" shut

off Vail as well. He had a big financial report which he

wanted to read to the congress. But he was cut off by the

undebateable motion of his friends to adjourn and evidently

liked it little. . * .

Mad as wet hens the anti-Vailites called a meeting in the

room of Colonel E. S. Edwards, the chairman of the com-

mittee which investigated Vail. It was there they meant to

free the eloquence with Mr. Axworthy's motion had headed

off. Bnt the storm hadn't fairly begun when William

Edwards, David Conner, Vice-President Tilton and Judge

Grant invaded the room and brought peace with them. Mr.

Edwards was elected chairman of the meeting, and though

speakers condemned Vail strongly and bronght facts to sus-

tain their condemnation, it was generally agreed that the

cloture had been a good thing all round, and that when the

accepted report was sent to the Board of Review and not dis-

cussed by a lot of men of such adverse view, the proper thing

was done with it. The Board elects Vail and he is more
directlv responsible to it than to the association. Its members

are the" selection of the association and fully able to judge

without prejudice the findings of the committee. It also

knows his past service aud present value and is relied upon

to do the right thiug. If the Board does not remove Vail

after the report and resolutions adopted by the anti-Vailites,

their leaders say that a new association will be formed and

that it will have 102 members, each representing a track, and

that the grand circuit will not remain intact. There was
bitter complaint also as to the heavy proxy voting, but it came
Jrom the minority and did not seem wed put. There were

but 39 voting members in the congress. Yesterday morning
brought few additions to the crowd on Monday. Of the 39

15 voted to adjourn, a direct vote in Vail's favor, and they

cast 134 votes. Against the motion 24 members voted and
they cast but 94 votes.

Nearly all the anti-Vail strength came from the west.

New Jersey cast eight votes against the secretary, and the

rest were all cast by western men. Among the westerners,

especially those of Illinois, California, Kansas and Missouri,

there was a combination on a man to succeed Vail. That
man was Festus J. Wade, Secretary of the St. Louis Associa-

tion, and Wade himself led the opposition and was sore at

the result. The Michigan and northwestern men voted

against Vail only and had no choice. Delegates say that if

Vail is removed, D. J. Campau of Detroit and W. B. Fasig of

Cleveland are their men. It looked as if the E. S. Edwards
votes were for Wade, but generally in the anti-Vail crowd all

were against the present incumbent harder than they were in

favor of any one to be his successor.

The congress met at 3 o'clock in the Kennard House par-

lors. The roll call showed the following associations repre-

sented:
H. M. Andrus (2), Lorain County Association; Elyria Asso-

ciation.

Thomas Axworthy (1), West Virginia Exposition.

S. A. Brown (1), Kalamazoo, Mich., Association.

G. W. Archer (20), Rochester Association; Binghampton
Driving Park; Cambridge, N. Y., Association; Carthage, N.
Y., Agricultural Society; Cortland, N. Y., County Society;

Coxsakie, N. Y. Driving Park; Elleuville, N. Y., Driving
Park; Governeur, N. Y., Society; Norwich, N. Y., Driving
Park; Herkimer, N. Y., Driving Park; Hoosio Falls, N. Y.,

Driving Park; Kingston, N. Y., Driving Park; Elrnira, N. Y.,

Association; Onedia County, N. Y., Society; Potsdam, N. Y.,

Society; Sehagticoke, N. Y., Driving Park; St. Lawrence
County, N. Y., Society; Syracuse Driving Park; Watertown,
N. Y., Association; Waterville, N. Y*., Driving Park.
W. T. Beauchamp (3), Paris, 111., Running and Trotting

Association; Terrie Haut, Ind., Association; Bartholomew
County, Ind., Association.

David Bonner {11), Hudson, N. Y., Society; New York
Driving Clnb; Franklin County, N. Y., Society; Fulton
County, N. Y., Society; Hudsou, N. Y., Driving Park; Key-
stone Driving Park, Great Bend, Pa.; North Hudson Driving
Park, Hoboken, N. J.; Oswegatchie Society, Ogdensburg, N.
"ST.; Putuum County, N. Y., Association; Rockland County,
N. Y. Association; Halstead Driving Park, Baltimore, Md.
Hamilton Busby (2), Hagertown, Md., Association; Grand

Rapids, Mich , Association.

U. C, Blake (13), Brown County, D. T., Association; Council
Bluffs, la., Association; Elgin, 111., Driving Park; Maleasta
County, la., Association; Marshalltown, la., Association,
Mystic, Ks., Driving Club; New Mexico Agricultural Society;
Northwestern Association of Chicago; Ottawa, III., Driving
Park; Shelbyville, 111., Associatiou; Streator, II., Associa-
tion; Woodbury County, Id., Society; Cedar Rapids, la.,

Association.

I. A. Brainerd (1), Pittsburg Driving Park.
J. E. Crow, Wyoming Fair Association, Cheyenne, Wy. T.
Dr. M. Cnshiug (1), Joliet, III., Association.

D. .1. Campau (U), Detroit Driving Club; Black Hills

Association, Deadwoud, D. T.; Eist Saginaw, Mich., Asso-
ciation; Erie County, N. Y. Association; Island Park Asso-
ciation, Albany, N. Y.; Marshall, Mich., Driving Park; N.
Berrien County, Mich,, Society; Sangerties, N. Y., Driving
Club; Wyandotte Couuty, 0., Association; Ypsihmli, Mich.,
Hise Association; Dowagiac, Mich., Union Fair Association.

R. W. Cunningham (9), Blue and Kansas Valley Society;

inson County, Ks., Association; Emporia, Ks., Driving
-.sedation; Kansas Central Society, Missouri State Fair
relation; Morris County, Kg., Society; Nodaway County,

, Association; Saline County, Ks., Association; Western
National Fair Association,

A. P. Cosgrove (1), Kansas City Interstate Fair Association.

William Edwards (2), Cleveland Driving Park; Mahoning
Valley, O.. Fair Association.

E. S. Edwards (6), Harford County, Md., Association; Bur-

lington County, N. J., Society; Lancaster County, Pa., Asso-

ciation; Monmouth County, N. J., Association; Oxford

County, Pa., Association;" Stafford County Agricultural

Society.
Jndge J. Grant (1}, Bay District Association, San Francisco.

W. B. Fasig (1), Oroville, O., Association.

A. Habeeson (1) New London County, Ct., Society.

P. P. Johnston (10), Bath County, Ky., Association; Bour-

bon Couuty, Ky., Society; Christian County, Ky., Association;

Fairfield County, O., Society; Kentucky Agricultural Society;

Kentucky Horse Breeders Association; Mercer County, Ky.,

Association; Pendleton County, Ky., Association; St. Joseph,

Mo., Exposition Association; Young Men's Kentucky Fair

Company.
R. J. Jones (4), Minneapolis Driving Park; Minnesota

State Society; Twin City Driving Park; Hamline, Minn.;
Walla Walla, W. T., Society.

T. O. King (43), Attleburo, Mass., Association; Brocton,

Mass., Society; Cecil County, Md., Society; Charter Oak
Driving Park; Columbia County, N. Y., Society; Connecticut

State Society; Daubury, Ct., Company; Derby, Ct., Driving
Company; Eastern Maine Fair Association; Ewingville, N. J.,

Driving Park; Fairfield County, Ct., Association; Franklin
Trotting Park, Lynn, Mass.; Freeport, 111., Driving Park;
Fresno, Cal., Association; Fairhaven, Vt., Driving Park;
Golden Gate, Cal., Association; Goshen, N. Y. Driving Park;
Hampden Park Association; Jackson, la., Fair Association;

Keene, N. H. Driving Club; Lawrence, Mass., Riding Park
Association; Maine State Society; Manchester, N. H., Driving
Park; Mystic Park Association, Boston; Narragansett Park,
Providence; New Haven, Ct., Driving Association; Oteo
County, Neb., Driving Association; Oxford County, Me.,
Society; Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia; Portland, Me.,

Trotting Association; Rhode Island Society; Rochester, N.
H. Association; Rutland, Vt., Association; Sagadahoc, Me.,

Society; Salem, Mass., Trotting Association; Southington,

Ct., Society; Suffolk Park, Philadelphia; Tolland County, Ct.,

Society; Watertown, Ct., Association; Williamantic, Ct.,

Association; Windsor County, Vt., Society; Woonsocket, R.
I., Society; Alabama State Fair Association.

J. F. Laning (4), Central Society, Wyoming, 111.; Sabina,

O., Fair Company; Southern Ohio Association.

D. McClasky (1), Summit County, O., Association.

E. Martin (12), Northern Chatauqua, N. Y., Society;

Bishop's Trotting Course, Baltimore, Md.; Goles County, 111.,

Association; Crawford County, O., Society; Denver Jockey
Club; Geneseo, 111., Driving Park Association; Henry County,
111., Association; Indiana State Board of Agriculture;
National Fair Association, Washington, D. C; Peoria, 111.,

Driving Park Association: St. Louis Association; Wisconsin
Association.

E. Pyle (2), Nebraska State Board of Agriculture; Omaha
Fair Association.

E. H. Page (22), Baltimore, Md., Society; Delaware State

Association; Bellevue, Id. T., Association; Chester County,
Pa., Association; Columbia Couuty, Pa., Soeiety; Dallas, Pa.,

Union Association; Doylestown, Pa., Association; Farmers'
and Mechanics' Association, Easton, Pa.; Frederick County,
Md., Society; Gentleman's Driving Park, Philadelphia;
Hanover, Pa., Society; Lackawanna, Pa., Association, Leb-
anon, Association; Wilkesbarre, Pa., Association; Mahauoy
Valley, Pa., Association; Maryland State Association; Mil-

ton, Pa., Driving Park; Montgomery, Berks and Chester,

Pa., Association; Northern Columbia, Pa., Association; Tal-
bot County, Md., Association; York County, Pa., Society.

C. E. Perkins (2), Belmout Park, Philadelphia; Union
Agricultural Society, Huntington, Ct.

C. E. Rodenbush (1), Butler County, O., Association.
W. E. Reis (1), Pennsylvania Breeders' Association.

J. T. Riddle (1), Portage County, O., Society.

J. Splan (1), Exposition Park, Pittsburg. Pa.
W. I). Swezey (1), Lake County, 0., Association.

J. J. Snonffer (4), Clinton County, la., Association; Des
Moines Association; Iowa State Society; Winneshiek County,
la., Society.

E. F. Smith (13), Greenville, Cal., Association; Nevada
City., Cal., Association; California Slate Society; Capital Tarf
Club, Sacramento, Cal.; Chico, Cal., Association; Wtonterey,
Cal., Association; Nevada State Society; Oregon State Society;

San Joaquin Valley, Cal., Association; Santa Clara Valley,

Cal., Association; Sonoma and Marin, Cal., Association;
Sonoma County, Cal., Association; Los Angeles, Cal., Associa-
tion.

E. S. Wilkinson (1), New Jersey State Society.

F.J. Wade (14), Cass Couuty, la., Society; Dallas, Tex.,
Association; Fairmount, Neb., Society; Farmer City, 111.,

Association; Kansas Fair Association; Latonia, Ky., Associa-
tion; Logan County, 111., Association; Marion County, la.,

Assuciation; Northern Indiana aud Southern Michigan
Society; Paua, 111., Agricultural Association; Sherman, Tex.,

Driving Park; Southern Minnesota Association; Ohio Tri-

State Fair Association.

J. Yalden (1), Somerset County, N. J., Society.

H. P. Wade (1), Jefferson, O., Society.

As the roll call ended and President Grant announced that

the reports of committees were in order, Colonel J. fcj.

Edwards, of Newark, N. J., presented the report of the Vail

investigating committee, which, he said, was the result of

five meetings, at four of which General Tilton was present
and at two Mr, Bonner. The meetings were harmonious,
and the report was fully concurred in and indorsed by all the
members.
David Bonner followed Edwards. Said he: "It is, I think,

beneath the dignity of this committee to publish the appendix
to the report (a lot of anonymous letters) and I move that it

be stricken out."
Colonel Edwards agreed, and on a viva-voce the letters

went.
Then George W. Archer, of Rochester, moved that the

report be received and tiled, and the congress voted that this

should be done.
Thomas Axworthy moved to adjourn, bnt Secretary Vail

took the floor and asked permission to preseut a long finan-

cial report, but a motion was quickly made to refer it to the
Board of Review and the Axworthy motion to adjourn was
renewed.
George W. Archer, of Rochester, offered an amendment

that the congress meet in New York at the regular lime.

By this time the Western and New Jersey men, who were
in the congress to scalp Vail, or at least to give him a struggle

to preserve hia official hair, began to see that something was
wrong. Festus J. Wade, of St. Louis, and E. H. Smith, of

California, tried to offer a resolution calling upon the Board of

Review to remove Vail, but Judge Grant told them that the
motion to adjourn had precedence of ail motions, and that
until it was voted down no resolution could be received.
Then Wade wanted a division of the question and Judge
Grant called fot a vote us to the place of holding the congress

of 188S. Wade moved the substitution of St. Louis for New
York. St. Louis got 93 votes to 133 for New York, a show-
ing of the Vail and anti-Vail strength with E. S. Edwards,
Yalden his expert, and Wilkinson his friend, all extreme
easterners, voting in favor of St. Louis.
Then Axworthy withdrew his motion long enough for the

congress to thank the Vail investigating committee for its

work. The anti-Vailites were nut sharp enough to get their
wedge into this gap. They allowed Axworthy to renew his
motion and after he had done so Wade and Smith were on
their feet with the resolution, which wasn't entertained, and
voting began on the motion to adjourn. This would show
the Vail und anti-Vail strength. The question was a test
one and the anti-Vailites so took it, as the leaders as they
rose to vote relieved their feelings by explanations, which
were redolent of chagrin and abounded in such expressions
as "Gag law" and "Bull-dozing."
D. J. Campau didn't like gag law, neither did John

Splan. E. H. Smith had come three thousand miles to get
at Vail and didn't like the way he had been used, and
thought the manner of treating the minority would aid in
dissolving the National Association.

Festus J. Wade, buoyant and fresh as a spring daisy at the
opening of the congress, didn't feel so at its close and said he
had ''been gloriously sat down upon," had been given no
chance and he didn't like it a bit.

But the congress went ou and voted to the tune of 131 to
93 to adjourn. The men who voted on each side with all the
votes credited to them above are as follows:
Yeas—Axworthy 1, Archer 20, Bonner 11, Busbey 2, A. C.

Blake 13, Brainard 1, W. Edwards 2, Grant 1, Harbeson 1,

Johnson 10, King 43, McClasky 1, Page 22, Perkins 2,
Snouffer4. Total 134.

Noes—Andrews 2, Brown 1, Beauchamp 3, Crow 1, Gush-
ing 1, Campau 11, Cunningham 9, Cosgrove 1, E. S. Edwards
6, Fasig 1, Jones 4, Laning 4, Martin 12, Pyle 2, Rodenbush
1, Reis 1, Riddle 1, Sweezev 1, Smith 13, Wilkinson 1, F, J.
Wade 14, Yalden 1, H. P. Wade 1. Total 93.
The majority of the King and Page proxies voted on the

"aye" side were those collected by Secretary Vail and some
of those by Wade and Martin on the "no ?

'side were "Chicago
Horseman'1

'' proxies. On the no side 24 men voted but 93
votes, and the fifteen men on the aye side did them up with
134 votes and showed a majority 41 in a total vote of 227.
That ended the congress and the "heated anti-Vailites went out
to cool off, while the winners in the skirmish went about coun-
selling moderation and urging that the report had gone where
it ought to have gone—to the Board of Review. It is not by
any means sure that it will go there. The congress simply
received and filed it.

After comparing wounds for awhile the anti-Vailites con-
cluded to hold a meeting of their own, pass the resolution
which Wade and Smith had tried to get in, and unload the
speeches that were nestling in their midst. Colonel Edwards
had an explanation, John Splan had a piece to speak, and
there was plenty for a meeting to do. So all gathered in
Colonel Edwards' room, and when the gathering was complete
there were twenty-five Vail haters, among them C. F, Emery
and S. A. Browne, the chiefs of breeders in Ohio and
Michigan.

All in the room Colonel Edwards made an explanation of
the charge in the Turf, Field and Farm, that advance copies
of the investigating committee's report were sold at Newark
for $20 a copy, and that he was interested in the sale. He
said the story was a lie and he presented an affidavit from W.
C. Reich of Newark, the reporter who tried to sell the report,
which stated that though he had tried to sell the report,
Colonel Edwards had never been interested directly or
indirectly in the profits. Edwards claimed that although
Busbey knew that the charge was false he repeated it.

Last night Mr. Busbey showed the writer the testimony
upon which he based the charge. It is good testimony.
Edwards acknowledges the sale of twenty-five copies of the
report after publication to a man who said he was a western
journalist and who paid $5 for them. This man was a
detective sent by the Turfto obtain reports, aud Busbey says
that after the sale Edwards denied ever selling any copies.
The sum of $5 for the reports sold is credited on the printing
bill of the committee.
At this time William Edwards aud Judge Grant came in and

General Tilton and David Bonuer were iu the room at tne
beginning of the meeting. William Edwards was chosen
chairman, and Judge Grant, corroborative of the sale of the
reports, said that he had received au affidavit from the man
who bought them, and had looked at the printing bill with
interest to see if the §5 had been credited upon it. Edwards
was given unlimited sympathy and S.A.Browne, of Kalamazoo,
offered the following resolution:

"Resolved: That we regret the implied charge in the Turf,
Fidel and Farm by its editor, Mr. Busbey, against the chair-
man of the committee, Colouel Edwards, and that after hear-
ing the statements and affidavits read by the said Colonel
Edwards, which, iu our opiuioD, completely exonerates him
from the charge of disposing to certain journals a report of
the committee in advance, we deem it due to the said Colonel
Edwards that Mr. Busbey shall at once make a complete with-
drawal of the implied charges, or furnish the proofs upon
which said charges were made."
Then came a sort of experience meeting in which John

Splan, S. A. Browne, R. A. Cunningham aud others told how
they had suffered at Vail's hands. Mr. Browne's speech was
an excellent one, clear, terse and very hard of Vail. Splan's
speech was bright and anecdotal. It drove a good deal of
the cloud away, and after William Edwards had said that he
believed the reference of the report to the Board of Review
was the wisest thing that could be done, everybody felt better

over the situation and thought less about the gag law that had
been used. The Smith- Wade coalition offered their resolu-
tion then.

After reciting the facts which caused the committee to be
appointed the resolution Baid:

"Resolved that it is the opinion of the western members of
the N. T. A., that the best iulerests of the association will be
subserved by the appointment of some other person for secre-

tary than the present incumbent; and be it

"Resolved, further, that the Board of Review is hereby
requested to make some other appointment."
Mr. Browne said, as the meeting adjourned, and everybody

seemed to coincide with him except William Edwards: "I
don't want to see a division of the National Trotting Associa-
tion aud the iucideut confusion aud damage to trottiDg. But
if Vail iskept in office a division will come as sure as there
is a God'in Israel." And General Tilton said: "I nm sure
that you are right."

Tho great pillars of the turf are gradually crumbling away,
and as oue after another falls, one after another takes their

places. But who can say the new pillars will be better than
the old? J. C. McFerrau, Geo. Stnrges, S. D, Shipman and
others have gone the way of all the earth recently, and are
now beyond the reach of human voices, but their deeds live

after them.
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Records of the Year.

The following table will interest every horseman and prove valuable for comparison and reference:

4 fur
4 fur
4 fur
5 fur
5 fur
5 fur...
f> fur
6 fur....
6 fur
6 fur....
6 fur....
6 fur
7 fur. . .

.

7 fur....
7 fur. . .

.

7 fur....
1 m
1 m
1 m
1 m
1 m
1 1-lfm...
ll-16m....
a far
y far
9 fur
y fur
1 9-1C m . . .

.

13-L6 m
1 3- : ti m
13.16 m...
li m
H m
li ru

li m
1 ra 500 yds.
I m 500 yds.
J m 5i'0 yets.

II fur
11 fur
11 fur
14 m
li m
1J m
14 m
H ra
1 m 5 fur. .

.

I m 5 fur...

1 m 6 fur...

j ra 6 fur. ..

2i m.
3 m --

H8J
ASi

1 :'Jli

l:nl*

1:31 A

l:3l|

1:13:1

1:14
1:14

1:14|
1:15
1:273

l:-i7i

1:274
1:271
1:41
1:41

l:4li
1:4H
1:41 fc

1:47*
1:48

l:53i
l:5i'i

1:55
1:55
2:->3

2:03
2:U3\
2:0-
2-.U1!-.

2:075
2:lr7 +

2:08
2:08

3:143
2:15
2:15
2:22
2:2-2]

2:J4
2:^5
2:o5V

*:o5i
J:ooV

2:1S^
_> .4.- .

3:ii4

3:05

;j:-j:^

3:34

3;34£
4:01
B:242
5:25

Daisy
Tremont*
Faster
Ittilala

Jenole T
Duke of Bourbon.
Burch

,

P. Jennings
P. Jam-nigs
C. Lucas
Kingsion
King Fox.
Joe Cotton
Rico »....
Telie Doe
King Fox
Swift
Burch
Ada D
(i leaner
C.H. Todd
Jim Douglaa
Little Joe
Spaiding
Climax
Huusatonic
LitiieMinch
tExile
Editor
Adrian
Taxg.ituerer
Binetie
LaSylphide
Sir Joseph
Lizzie Dwyer
Blue Wing
HigbfligLt
Lucky B
Jim truest
Mollie Me.'s Last..
Aretino
Lucky B

,

Jim Uuest
Miss Woodford
Montina Regent. .

Rupert
Adonis
Exile
Lucky B
VolAnte.
The Bard
Tae Bard.
Lucky B
Montana Regent..

.

Elbwooi
tLucky B
Bonanza
Elkwood

Whemley
Virgil..."

Faustus
Reform
Falsetto
Duka of Magenta.,
Enquirer
Lelips
Lelaps
Buckden.
Spendthrift
King Dan
King Alfonso
Bullion
Greut Tom
King Ban
Gre.j.t Tom
Enquirer
Enquirer
Glenelg.
Joe Hooker
Wildidle
Concord
Billet

,

Scotlander
Morteiuer

,

Glenels
Mortemer.
Enquirer.

,

Little Ituffin
,

Tipperary
,

Biliet ,

Felloweraft
,

lilenelg
King ilfonso
Billet ,

King Ban
,

Rutherford :...

Euckden
Rutheriord
Arainis
Rutherford
Buckden
Billet

Regent ,

Ffclsetto ,

Mortemer
Mortemer
Rutherford ,

(jrinsteid
Longfellow
Longfellow

,

Rutherford
Regent

I Eolus
Rutherford

I Joe Hooker.
i Eolua

Rose
Annie Tief
Lightheart
Es=ayez

,

Queen Victoria
Edith
Brocade
Mary Howard
Mary Howard
Vir,

Kapanga
Maud Hampton...
Inverness
Mollie Wynne
Xina Turner
Maud Hampton...
Mariposa
Brocade
Mariposa
Gong
Koya B
Yolone
Susie Derby
Eppie L
Parides
Vandalite
(ioldsione.
Second fciand

Alice Murphy
Lurliue
Lucy Jackson
Mirah
Sylph
SUiie-Linwood. .

.

Lily Duke
Mundane
Hira
Mangle Emerson .

Mr3.Grig!?bv
MoJlie McCarthy..
Sprightly
Jltggie Emerson. .

.

Mrs. Grigsby
Fancy Jane
Christine
Marguerite
Alice Ward
Second Hand
Maggie Emerson. .

.

Sister Anne
Bradamante
Bradamante
Maggie Emerson. .

.

CLii = iine
Minnie Andrews..
Maggie Emerson. .

Mattie Glenn .. ..

Minnie Andrews...

Peialuoia
Jerome Park
Chicago
Sheepshead
Louisville
Louisville
Gravesend
Louisville
Louisville
Chicago
Monmouth Park.

.

Sheepshead
Sheepshead
Ohicago
Washington
Sheepshead
Saratoga
Sbeepshead
Chicago
Gravesend
Sacramento
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Gravesend
Sheepshead
Sheepshead
Sheepshead
Sheepsbejd
Lexingiou
Latonia
Chicago

j ',n

Lexington
Chicago ,

Sheepshead
,

Latonia
,

Satatog%
Saratoga
^he-p-h.'ad

,

Siieepshead
Sheepshead
Chicago
St. Louis
Chicago ,

Sbeepshead ,

Gravesend
Sheepshead.

,

-heepshead
Cbicago
tbeepshead.
Baltimore
Saratoga
Latonia
Naratoga
it Louis
jravesend.
Baltimore

5 3
£ 3

Aug. 27

May 29

Aug. 12

Aug 28

May 14
May 15

Sept. 22
May 15
Mav 24

Julv 24

Aug. 19

Sept. 14
June 30
July 2*

Nov. 3

Sept. 11

Aug. 9

Sept. 7

Julv 6

Xov. 5

Sept. 21
June 29

July 28
July 1

Sept. L.:

Aug. 28
Sept. ]B

Aug. iK
Sept. 14
Mav 10
Oct. 9

July 12
Oct. 22
Oct. 23

July 3

Sept. 11
Oct. 12
Aug. in

Aug 2!'

St-pt. J 8

Sept. 2
Sept. 18
July 24
June 7

Aug. 3

Sept. 4

Oct. 7

Sept. 11
Sept. 7
Julv :o
Sept. 2
Oct. 19
Aug. 26
Aug. 7

Aug. 24
June 19

Oct. 16
Oct. 2.1

:»T:

1:00V

1:001
l:u0*
las
1:13
1:13
1:13

1:28J
1:284
1:284

1:28*
1 £9}
1 :39i
1:391
1:392
1: -.

l:48j
1:4 82

1 :5Si

1:585
l:63i
1 :5-i

2:<>3i
2:0di
2:0*4
2:034

2:07s
2:073

- a

2:073
2 07J
2-lvh
2:K'A
2:1' A

2:.dj

22U
2:2lJ
2:34
2:34
2::<4

2:34
2:34
2:49
2:4i*

3:01
3 :01

3:271
3:274
3:274
3:274
S:E6J
6:24
5:24

On motion of Mr. Hicks the entry of animate over two
years old, from and after July 1, 1SS7, was forbidden, except
in the cases of imported animals which must be registered
within six months after being discharged from quarantine.

Do Your Cows Pay a Profit?

This time is unofficial
tTne performance was on the grass.
)Hidalgo being disqualified for the Latonia cup, 4:03J.

Driving Long Distances, or Rapidly.

To fit a horse for making a long journey successfully, and

with safety to health, life and limb, says the National Live

Stock Journal, or to make a shorter distance speedily,

and with like results, requires more skill and judgment than
is ordinarily brought to bear in such cases. A horse broaght
upon the track to make a sharp contest may lose the race
through having a little wind in the stomach or bowels. If in

the case of two or more horses closely matched in speed, that

are brought on the track for a race, the ear is placed over the
digestive organs of each in turn and a rumbling of gas is

heard in the bowels of either horse and not in the other, it

may be confidently expected that horse will drop behind in

the race. This wili come of the presence of gas distending
the tubular cavity; uneasiness is produced by the minute
nerves of the part being put upon the stretch. The brain
suffers and is depressed through what is termed reflex action,

and the brain being the battery from whence energy comes
•for a great effort, the entire forces ar6 lowered, and the
horse drops behind. Horsemen well understand that a horse
may have been eatiwg well during the season of fitting; may
have had, in so far as the closest scrutiny could detect, the
very best of digestion and assimilation; may have taken his

daily exercise with comfort, yet when ready for the contest

he seems to be taken with an unexpected spell of dullness,

entirely unexplainable, except, perhaps, through tracing it to

a slight interruption in the digestion. This may not be dis-

coverable through any physical sign—even the rumbling of

gas in the intestines—but will be mauifest in want of spirit

at the critical moment, and in the loss of the race.

Now the influences here mentioned are equally operative

upon the horse one sets out upon a journey with, or, on the

other hand, for a sharp drive of ten or fifteen miles. The
horse will, within the first twenty rods, show how well or how
indifferently he te fitted for the journey or drive. The alac-

rity with which he starts off, or if he is in the habit of going
"upon the bit," the willingness with which he does this will

show from the very start how well or how poorly he is con-

ditioned for the work in hand. It is equally true of a horse
wanted for a long journey, as of one that is put upon the

track, that he will prove a disappointment unless suitably

fitted through feeding and preliminary exercise; feeding with
a view to giving full force to all the parts brought into play

in locomotion, and exercise with a view to working off surplus

moisture and fat, and giving firmness and elasticity to the

muscular fibres. Raising the muscles to a high degree of

elasticity and endurance, at the same time keeping the abdo-
men reduced to such moderate size as will give pleuty of

room for the lungs to play backward and the thighs to play
forward, constitutes about all there is to be sought lor.

To do this the feed should be clean oats to the limit of per-

fect digestion with a moderate amount of bright hay, in uo
case sufficient to "fill the horse;" because in that condition

he can have neither speed nor bottom. As a rule give no
corn to a horse intended for other than slow work. The same
rule shonld apply to what is termed as "mill feed," except in

the form of an occasional feed, the object being to loosen the

boweis. The giving of such a mess, as a habit, should be

avoided._ On the road the horse should be driven moderately
for the first hour or two, that full digestion may be completed
upon any food within him. An observant man can measora
the feelings and ability of the horse by his outward manifesta-

tions, and to spur a horse on that is usually willing to do
his duty, but for the moment lags because of being under
some physical inability that he cannot throw off, is both
inhuman and unwise. If there is a journey of a day or

more to make, the horse should be spared at the start, given

a walk now and then, with an occasional full stop, and it

will surprise most men to see how quickly he will regain bis

lost energies. The Arab maxim says "drive moderately until

the horse has swented and dried off three times, and after that

you can let him go forward freely and he will not disappoin.

any reasonable expectations." If it is observed during the early
part of a day's drive that the horse belches wind and alter-
nately passes it also, it will be idle to expect any great per-
formance until this condition passes off. In snch a state the
abdomen will usually be more or less distended, and no horse
can give even a moderate display of his good qualities while
in this state, while on the road for a journey the horse should
be fed his principal meal at night, first giving him water. If
the horse leaves a quart or so of his oats at the night feeding,
he wili rise from his night's rest at three or four o'clock and
finish the feed. This is better than to give a full feed in the
morning just before starting. The full night feed of oats will
be digested and mainly assimilated by the time the morning
start is made, and must be mainly relied upon to sustain the
horse through the day. This is simply because digestion is

interrupted and done at a great disadvantage while the horse
is under active exercise; hence, to a degree, food becomes a
burden while the horse is doing a full duty. So, rightly
fitted and discreedy managed on the road, the horse reason-
ably well calculated for driving will be up to the standard
fixed by the poet:

"Courageous, light-mouthed, and sure-footed."

There are many dairymen who have cows in their herds
that pay them no profit at all, and that should for this reason
be weeded out. Such cows will prove still more unprofitable
during the winter months, for their yield of milk will then be
smaller, and on this account now is the lime to dispose of
them before they begin ou the winter supply of food which
can be given to cows that will return a prohtable yield for it.

It is surprising how few dairymen give sufficient attention to
their herds in the way of keepiug an accurate account of what
each cow is doing, so they can tell which return a profit and
which come short of this, so that what ic realized from the
good cows is drawn upon to make up for the io.H3 on others.
A surprise is in store for many dairymen when they come to
make these tests.

What would be thought of a merchant who should sell

goods without knowing what certain kinds cost, trusting to
the whole business showing a profit ou the chance that some
articles would be sold high enough to compensate for what
might be lost on other sorts? And yet this would be us wise
as it is for a man to keep a herd of cows without knowing
which are worth keeping. This is specially important when
the margin of profit is small at best, and consequently the loss
on a poor cow may absorb the profit on more than one good
animal. The dairy business will be found much more satis-
factory when those who follow it adopt more businesslike
methods.

The annual meeting of the Iowa State Improved Stock-
Breeders' Association will beheld at Mason City December
1 to 3, 18S6. Many of the railways, as well an the hotels in
Mason City, will grant the common courtesy of a reduction of
rates for fare. The usual number of able speakers, and mncy
new ones, will be present. The State Short-horn Breeders'
Association will hold its annual meeting at the same place the
day before, Nov. 30th. Hon. James Wilson is President and
Fitch B. Stacy Secretary.

At a meeting of the Bed Polled Cattle Club, held at the
Grand Pacific, Chicago, on Wednesday evening, Nov. 17th, it

was ordered that the fee for registry of cattle for non-members
be double the fee for members. The following officers ware
elected for the ensuing year: President, L. F. Boss, Iowa
City, la.; Vice-President, J. B. Mead, Randolph, Vt. ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, J. C. Murray, Maquoketa, la.: Executive
Committee: J. M. Knapp, Bellevue. Mich.; Wm. Steel*,
Merton, Wis., and Ira S. Hazeltine, Dorchester, Mo. Tbtre
were about twenty-five members in attendance.

New York has a brilliant array of fast trotters. The follow-

ing partial list of those who have beaten 2:20 are owned by
gentlemen iu the Metropolitan City of the Union.
Mr. B mner is the most extensive owner, having in his

stable Maud S., 2:0SJ; Rarus, 2:13}; Dexter 2:17j; Edwin
Forrest, 2:18; Pickard, 2:1S} and Keeue Jim, 2:19], six most
excellent performers. Harry Wilkes, 2:14f, is owned by a
New York gentlemen, and is by all odds the best money
horse on the trotting turf to-day. Edward, 2:19, and Dick
Swiveller, 2:18, are driven as a team by Mr. Work. J. B.
Thomas, 2:18£, and Tony Newell, 2:19i, are another team,
owned by Mr. J. A. Bailey. Aldine, 2:19} and Early Rose,
whose record is a fraction over 2:20, are owned by Mr. Van-
derbilt. Mr. William Rockefeller is the only other owner of

more than one 2:20 horse, having in his stable Cleora, 2:18^,

and Femme Sole, 2 :20. The balance of the trotters of

first rank are Majolica, 2:15; Trinket, 2:14; Maud Messenger,
2:16}; Wilson, 2:16}; Darby, 2:161; Phil Thompson, 2:16.*;

Bonita, 2:18*; Spofford, 2:20 and Kenilworth, 2:19£. This is

twenty-three with records of 2:20 and better, a very fair per-

centage of the live list.

A. J. Alexander, Spring Station, Ky,, has bought of Mrs.
Jennie W. Allen, Ohicago, IU., the following trotting stock:

Datura (sister to Mambriuo Dudley, record 2:20^), brown
mare, foaled 1809, by Woo Iford Mambrino, dam Soe Dudley
by Edwin Forrest; Rama, bay filly, foaled June 16, 1S85,

by Harold, dam Datura; and Pibroch, bay colt, foaled June
17, 1SS6, by Harold, dam Datura, above.

HEIiD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club.

The third annual meeting of this club was held at Chicago
on 11th inst.

The number of members now enrolled is 82. The financial

condition of the club was reported as satisfactory. The
officers of the club for the present year are: President, E. D.
Hicks; Vice-President, J. M. Miller; Treasurer, James Buck-
ingham; Secretary, F. W. Reid, Zanseville, Ohio.
The secretary was instructed to forward a copy of (he scale

points to the Devon Cattle Breeders' Society, EugUnd, and
suggest to that organization the desirability of an uniform
scale for all English speaking countries.

lho secretary was authorized to co-operate with the Amer-
ican Jersey Cattle Club in securing the passage, by the
Legislatures of the several States, of acts providing tor thd
punishment of the crime of obtaining registry or transfer in
any Herd Book by fraudulent representations.

SHEEP.

Management of Breeding: Ewes.

I would now draw attention, (says "A Practical Farno«"
in the Agricultural Gazette,) to the important subject of *he
treatment of breeding ewes during the period of gestation.

Any abuse to the animal at this time means a very serious
loss to the owner. Among the numerous modes of abuse we
note:

—

1. Improper dieting.

2. Insufficient food.

3. Want of regular exercise.

4. Too much crowding and knocking about when close to
lambing.

5. Over-feeding before lambing.
6. Dogging or starting ewes by a careless shepherd.
I refer to these abuses because I think that on the fire-

couise shift we are able to avoid the ocenrauce of most of
them entirely, whereas under the four-course the matter is

no tso simple.

To begin with, I would give it as my opinion that the most
critical time in intia-uterine life is when the ewe is about
half gone in lamb. I think that at that period ewes are more
liable to go wrong if subjected to abuse either of food or other-
wise, than at any other period of their interesting condition.
A ewe which has taken the ram the last week of September is

half gone about the second week of December; at that time on
the five-course the ewes are on grass, receiving, if necessary,
a few turnips laid down daiiy in the field. I should myself
prefer a little bran, oats, and cake to rooti, but my objection
at this important time is the crowding of ewes round cake
boxes. A greedy ewe will rush from one box to another,
knocking against her neighbors, and twisting her own body
about in a way not calculated to have a good effect upon her
afterwards. I should therefore prefer that about a week
before half-time the ewes were gradually brought on to tur-
nip, getting just enough to do them good, and avoid all gorg-
ing. When scarcity of grass indicates that the time for going
on turnip land has arrived, I would advise that the ewes be fed
in such a manner that their health and condition be main-
tained and kept regular. The demand upon the ewe increases
as the fcetus grows, therefore the stock-master must keep
pace with the necessities of the case. I never used my
inlamb ewes as cleaners up after fattening sheep, and never
will. I believe the ewes to be not only the most valuable
item of the farm, but at thi3 period the most susceptible of
iojnry from unsuitable provender. Good hay or chuff is

necessary at this time; that everyone knows.
As lambing approaches you want carefully to avoid too

high condition, and yet to guard against poverty. If I think
my ewes too fleshy, I rather stint them than otherwise for
about a week before lambing. To any which are undoubtedly
too fat, I give a dose of opening medicine, maybe three days
before we expect them to lamb; it reduces the liability to
inflammation and straining. After the ewe has quite recov-

ered from the effects of lambing, and is out of danger, I
believe the better you feed the better results you will have in
the lamb. One great difficulty I had with my shepherd at
first was to keep him from over-feeding the ewe from the
time she had recovered from what I would call the labor.

No sooner had she satisfied herself with her lamb thnn ho
began to give all manner of good things. This is a great error
(and my herd saw it). Until six or seven days are over I
don't think danger is past. Yon don't svant a bursting udder
for two newly born-lambs, ninch less lor one; you only 0ftH86

uneasiness to the ewe, and if you don't hand milk in Mich a
case the ewe may go wrong in that direction. Ewes treated
ou this system will drop the finest of the Iambs, big and strong
and healthy, a good color, full of firm Sesb,

exposure almost at once^—you will have
cripples and no nursing to do; nor warming
is, comparatively sueaking, your ewes wi
troubles easily, and your skin buyer wiJ

ence required as much as when he visited
;

course days,
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Coney Island Jockey Club Dates Claimed for

1887.

JOKE MEETING.
T "7, June 9th, (Suburban

Ba .

n

. iy, June'lltb.
1 lay, June 14th.

Thursday, June 16th.

B flay, June 18th.

i ay, June 21st
Thursday. June 2i!d.

lay, June U5tb.

.. v.June 28th.

T lay, JuneSUth.

AUTUMN MEETING.
Saturday, August 27th.
Tuesday, " 31st.

Thursday, Sept. 1st
Saturdav, Sept. 3d.
Tuesday, Sept. 6th.

Thursday, Sept. 8th.

Saturday, Sept. loth.

Tuesday, Sept. 13tb.

Thursday, tept. 15th.

Saturday, sept. 17th.

Tuesday, Sept. 20tb, (Extra Day>.

Archer -was buried on "Nov. 12th from his parly home and the

scene of a thousand brilliant triumphs, Newmarket. Busi-

ness was suspended throughout the whole town. Amongst

the mourners wtre Lord Grosvenor, Baron Almgton, Lord

Car.lerossa, the Messrs. Tattersall, and a large gathering of

gentlemen interested in the turf. One hundred wreaths

were placed upon the dead jockey's coffin. Amongst the

Benders were Marquis of Aliesbury, Mr. Lorillard, and many
of the racing clubs.

W. J. Neely, Ottawa, HI., has sold to Kichard Robinson,

Nordboff, Cal., the following yearlings: Trutting-bred colts

Nelly KeynoldB, bay filly, by Byron, dam Neely's Maii by

Neelj's Henry Clay; Greenbush Girl, bay filly, by Royal Clay,

dam Cora Neely, by Richards' Bellfounder; Haidee, bay filly,

by Royal Clay, dam American Girl, by Tempest; Consola, bay

filly, by Royal Clay, dam Lizzie Tiyon, by Neely's Henry Clay;

BiUv Ear!, "brown colt, by Beloit, dam's pedigree not known.

Gibson claims that he was not in good form when he ran

Kittleman recently, and asks for another match. Why did

Dot the defeated man find this out before he allowed his so-

called backers to lose $30,000 upon his assurance that he

could beat his man?

Joseph Temple, of New York, one of the owners of Harry
Wilkes, arrived in this city on Thursday, and will winter on

t>is Coast.

There will be a bull'shead breakfast at Sansalito to morrow
morning. Theodore Cockrill will act as Rechab for the day.

Chicagoed.

The Alameda Ball Park has been the scene of many a

Bpleudid ball game during tbe season, but that played by the

Greenhood & Moran's of Oakland and the Altas of Sacar-

mento, on Thanksgiving Day, must be awarded the palm for

beiog the most stubbornly contested of the many skillful

exhibitions played on the Alameda diamond. The contest

was the concluding game of the series between the opposing
nines. The previous games played at Saoramento and Stock-

ton being indecisive, o*ing to squabbling over the decisions

of Umpires Fehls and Van Court. That there would be no
hitch in the third trial, the President of the League decided

to have an umpire chosen outside of the regular staff, and
that he succeeded in chousing a non-partisan was evidenced
when Mike Finn, the popular manager, stepped to the plate,

attired in the Pioneer uniform and called ,;game." Mr. Finn
performed the ardnouB task of umpiring to the satis-

faction of all concerned. His decisions were prompt and
always decisive.

The Alias evidently wore their fielding clothes, for the
game was remarkable for the splendid work done by them in

this respect. For seven innings they played without an
error, causing their opponents to have placed to their credit

seven as symmetrical cyphers as ever graced a ball score.

Bat in the eighth, with Gurnett perched on second base and
Yan Haltren at the initial. Blakiston came to the bat and
sent the bail spinning to Newbert. The "mascot" made a
splendid throw, and "Silent Bob" died alongside of Ahem.
Then came Parnell CahilFs opportunity. He was coaching
Gurnett, who had reached third on Blakiston's out, and when
the ball was batted he started aloug the coach line in a des-
perate manner. The sight of the rnnner rattled "Antiquity"
and he threw the ball over McLaughlin, who was standing at

tbe plate, and before it could be recovered Gurnett had
crossed the plate and won the game.
Van Haltren's work in the box was the finest exhibition of

pitchers' skill ever seen on the grounds. He is the master of

a new delivery, and that it was effective a glance at the score
will prove. He disposed of fourteen of his opponents on
Btrikes, in the fifth inning he retired the batters without
hitting the ball, and in the sixth repeated the performance
while delivering only thirteen balls. Borchers is a splendid
twirler; he pitched the game well and restricted the Oak-
landers to three scattered hits. His work was dovoid of the
will-^ess which on former occasions impaired his effective-

ness. The game was so well played that it warrants our
publishing a detailed account.

First inning.—Meagher struck out; Fisher reached the
initial on a missed third strike, took second on McLaughlin's
out, but was caught stealing third. Cahill struck out; Denny
reached the initial on a baser; Fisher was next at the bat and
whacked the plate preparatory to knocking the cover off the
ball. Denny saw him make a home-run swipe at the ball and
started for second, but George just grazed the sphere, and
McLaughlin caught the foul tip and threw to Ahern, making
a double play.

Second inniDg.—Newbert flew to Fisher and Robertson and
Ahern both fanned. Long got a double far out in right, and
Dolan'sfly was handled by Borchers. Gurnett wafted and
1 liminutive fielder took third on a wild pitch, only to be
left there, as Yan Haltren's turf-tearer was fielded well by
Robertson.
Third inning.—Flint was granted a life on a missed third

strike, but a moment later the "Grasshopper" was caught
napping. Borchers fanned and Hilbert secured a base hit,

the first by the visitors. Meagher wafted and the Altas took
the Held. For Oakland Blakiston struck out and Brown sent
a single down deep centre. Cahill's grounder to Ahern
advanced "Baby" to second, where he perched until Denny
flew to Borchers.
Fourth inning.—Fisher carved the air and McLaughlin

and Newbert retired by the Gurnett route. Fisher went out
irom Newbert; McLaughlin held Long's foul tip and Dolan
struct out.

Fifth inning.—Robertson, Ahern and Flint failed to find
the ball and retired. Burnett fouled to McLaughlin, and Yan
Haltern retired on a hit to Newbert. Blakiston was given a
bav-* on balls but was caught stealing second on McLaughlin's

"itiful throw.
Sixth inning.—Thirteen pitched balls was enough to con-

. Birchers, Hilbert and Meagher that they were once
to take the field. Brown retired on a hit to Borchers;

i struck out again, and Denny was again retired on a
. this time to Ahern,

Seventh inning.—M. Fisher was favored with a base on balls.

MrLaughlin sent a corker which Gurnett caught but threw

wild to first and Fisher reached second. Newbert flew out to

Long. Robertson came next with a base hit, but Fisher in

running in from third went out of the line and was declared

out. G. Fisher struck out and Long was retired on a

grounder neatly pitched up by Newbert. Dolan retired from

Robertson.
Eighth inning.—Ahern went out from Denny. Flint hit in

the same direction, and Jerry made a neat stop but threw

wild and tbe runner was safe. Borchers and Hilbert both

struck out. When the Oaklauders came to the bat, in what

proved to be the deciding inning, Guruett and Yan Haltern

were granted bases on the balls. Blakiston's out from New-
bert advanced each another base, and then it was that John
Patrick Parnell Cahill darted along the coach line, "rattling"

Ahern who held the ball and causing the overthrow to the

plate on which Guruett scored. Brown flew to Fisher and
Cahill failed to get the ball past Robertson and died.

Ninth inning.—It looked decidedly gloomy when the Altas

came to the bat for their last time, and the gloom increased

in intensity as the three batsmen were retired in order.

Meagher again struck out, and Fisher was retired from Gur-

nett. By this time it was almost dark for the Altas, and
when McLaughlin flew to Brown the last remaining spark of

victory for the visitors was extinguished. The official score

compiled by Hennessy is as follows:

ALTAS.
13. E.BH.BS PO.A.E.

6 Member, 3b A

10 111 Fisher, 1 f 3 10CahiH, r f. 3

Denny, 3 b .3

Fiaber, s b 3

Long, c f 3

Dolan, If 3

nurneti, 2 b 2

Van Haltren, p.

2

Blakiston, 1 D...2

Brown, c 3 1 1G

2 £
17

2 2

McLaughlin, c.,4 8 2

Newbert.

:

Kobert?on, 2b..3
Ahern, 1 b 3
Flint, c f 3

Borchers, p .

Eilberr, r f.. .3

10 1
12

2
10

Totals 29 2 24 16 1Totals 24 13 27 25 4

KUSS BY INKINGS.

G, &M"s 00 I *—1 |
Altas 0—0

Eirned rnns—Altas 0, Greenhood & Morans 0. Two base hit—Long.
First base on error—Altas 3, Greenhood & Morans 0. Left on bases

—

Altas 3, Greenhood & Morans 3. Base on called balls—Altas 1, Green-

hood & Morans 3. Struck out—By Borchers 6, Van Haltren, 14. Passed

balls -MxLiuighlan 1. Brown I'. Wild pitch—Borchers 1. Donble
play—McLaughlin and Ahern. Umpire—M. Finn. Scorer—Hennessy.
Time of game —one hour, 3U minutes.

At Central Park.

Thanksgiving Day was appropriately observed by the base-

ball fraternity at Central Park, where the Louisvilles

"Chieagoed"tbe Californias, Conley, of Providence ( ?) had an

attack of gastric fever prior to the opening of the game and
did not pitch, the bos being acceptably tilled by Bnfford

The score of the game is:

LOUTSVILIXS

.

TB.B-1B.B9.FO. A E.

Cllne, c f 3 2 2 1 u

Collins, If 4 2 C

Foutz, if 4 1

Werrick,3b....4 2 2

"White, s 8 4 3 10
Mack, 2 b 4 U l 3 2

Cook.c 3 10 5 4

Reccius, p 3 11

Hellman, 1 b..3 U 12 2

JTcCord, s s i
Kirhy, ] b 4

Moore, c f 4
Reeder, If 3
Bufford, p 3

Smith, 3 b 3

Shay.r f 2

O'Dea, 2 b 3

De Pangher, c.3

2 1
10 7 3

10
1 G 1

18

9 2

Totali 32 2 3 2 27 22 1 Totals 29 4 127 16 7
BUNS By INNINGS.

Louisvilles. ...1 1 0-2
|
Californias 0—0

Earned runs— 0. Two-base hits—Keeder. First on errors—Cali-
fornias \, Louisvilles 5. Left on bases -Californias 2, Loutsyillss 1.

Base on called balls—Call ornias J, Louisvilles 1. Base on struck by
pitcher—0. Struck out—Bj Bufford 6, by Rrccius 7. Double plays—0.

Passed balls—De Pangher U, Cook 0. Wild pitcheB—Bufford 2, Umpire
Charles Gagus. Time of game—One hour, ?0 minutes. Boorer—

Waller Wallace.

YACHTING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

On Sunday last canoes Mystic, Flirt and Zephyr started on
the ebb tide for Goat Island, but experienced such heavy
weather when about a third of the way beyond the narrow-
gauge mole, they were forced to return. Thursday, Thanks-
giving Day, was set for another Ladies' day, and the

second monthly race for the second-class boat cup, won by
Waif last time. There was quite a large gathering at the

club-house by ten o'clock, aad most of the canoes were
brought into requisition. Tbe fleet comprised Mystic, Flirt,

Zoe Mou, Falcon, Echo, Waif and Colnmbia. A light,

southerly breeze soon took them down to Von Schmidt's rafts,

the shooters thereon beiog forced to vacate nothing but
cooked ducks abounding in the vicinity. After lunch had
been enjoyed the second-class boats got into line. There were
only three starters, and it was an easy walk-over for Waif, as

expected, she winning some ten minutes ahead of Falcon.
Start. Finish.

Waif 1:28 2:20

Falcon 1:28 2:29

Columbia 1:28 Did not finish

There was considerable amusement before the race at an
experimental trip of the Columbia with the Mystic's big main-
sail in, her skipper having to exercise all his ingenuity to

keep her on top, and declining to take part in the race thus
attired. The remainder of the fleet were then dispatched for

a scrub race round a short course, every canoe to carry a
passenger. This was a most hilarious contest, more talking
and singing than sailing. Echo came in first, but failed to

produce a passenger, Mystic second. There was very little

wind for the sail home, bnt all expressed themselves much
pleased with their trip. Ou Arbor Day the clnb will be towr

d

out to Goat Island on the tug Millie, which will carry as
many guests as possible, and return for the remainder, if

necessary, to the narrow-gauge mole. Thecanoemen propose
planting most of their tree near their camping place in the
cove, so that they can watch their growth whenever there,

and eventually bask in the shade in their old age.

The Construction of Racine: Yachts.

In the matter of construction, the yacht designer of Great
Britain attaches a much higher value to the virtue of light

material in the build of racing yachts than the generality of

our builders and designers. He knows full well that as

far as refinement of Hues is concerned the greatest perfection
has been well nigh attained, and that it is useless to look for

the hoped-for superiority iu that direction.

What then so natural as that he should turn to the almost
unlimited possibilities of light building to attain the highest
speed the form of his design is capable of? Tied down to the
beam taxing, spin 'em out endways, tonnage rule, his ideas
naturally tend toward greater length and less beam with the

hope of obtaining equal or greater speed than in the existing
boats and at the same time to receive allowance from them.
This is practically tbe only element of uncertainty connected
with the design, for it stands to reason that there must be a
limit to this elorgating narrovciug process somewhere.
The Oona, planned b\ the late W. E Paton, is one of the

newest examples of an extreme 5-touner. Longer and nar-
rower than any of her predecessors, with a displacement of
12 tons, her bull and equipments only weighed 3 tons. Such
fine calculations as were bestowed on the schemiug out of
this yacht would indeed be a revelation to the builders of this
country. It is greatly to be regretted that the capabilities of
this thoroughbred racing cutter should be unknown. Bat
what can be said of Clara, Ulidia, Shona and Miidge, the
exiles to these waters? Are they lightly built? Assuredly
they are. All the living arguments in favor of light scantling.
How else could Clara have made such an unrivalled record?
How else could Ulidia have topped the heap in her class at
home? For what other reason could Madge have overturned
the placid assurance of the skimming dish persuasion of
yachtsmen? Not until she met the Shadow did her victorious
career receive a cheek.
The modern racing cutter has reached her highest prestige.

Eer star is paling before the dawn of a new era in yacht
designing. For the good she has accomplished in assisting the
evolution of our ideas tn that higher pitch of naval perfection
exemplified in the Shadow Lype of American sloop, all praise
shall be hers. Her mission is accomplished. Let her die.
To the fact of superiority in build alone I ascribe the suc-

cesses of the most prominent representative cutters now in
this country. When, for instance, Clara, by reason of her
build, is able to carry £5 or CO per cent, more bailaet in pro-
portion to her displacement than her competitors of like load-
line, is it any wonder that her record is so favorable in com-
parison? Besides, it is a well known fact that her handling
could not well be bettered. In her first season, and with her
best form as yet undiscovered, the performance of Cinderella
iu her last two races is remarkable, making Clara Bail for every
bit that was in her in order to score.
The poor showing of Galatea against Mayflower is traceable

to her shortcomings in respect to build, for with the defeat of
Genesta as a warning she could not afford to sacrifice any
advantage to be deprived from the ability to carry more bal-
last at same loadline, and as a natural sequence a larger sail
area. Galatea's sail area is indeed paltry when compared
with Mayflower's allowance of sail; but how often have we
been told that, other things being equal, the cutter, with a
smaller and more economical rig, is as fast as the sloop.
Although Galatea's ability to do as well as some other British
yachts in the try for the cup was questioned by the English
sporting journals, not one word was said about any short-
coming in the matter of sail area. For, be it remembered,
her first fit of muslin was found to be too large for best per-
formance and was therefore cut down with improved results.

Clara, with a sail area of a like proportion with Galatea,
smaller than that of our sloops, shows up in far better form
comparatively. How is this fact to be accounted for? Either
by the supposition that there is something wrong about
Galatea's form or build, or else a Yankee sloop ean be turned
out that will defeat Clara as badly as was Galatea defeated by
Mayflower. The length and sail area rule of the N. Y. Y. C.
must be radically iucorrect, or else the value of the factor
of sail area must be largely increased to rate Mavflower and
Galatea at evens.
Galatea has undoubtedly as good a form on her dimensions

as Mayflower possesses. To her heavy build, then, must w«
look to explain why her record is not up to Clara's list of
wing. Her ratio of ballast to displacement being about the
same as Mayflower's, viz., 50 per cent., she ha* no extra
ballast-carrying power as a margin to offset her inferiority.
When I was a boy I made and sailed a laTge number of

miniature yachts, and the boat that, by reason of being
gouged out the thinnest, was able to carry the most ballast
and sail, was invariably—although perhaps of a less favorable
shape of speed—faster than her sisters.

Apropos of Mr. Kunbardt's statement that Thetis i8 "not a
flyer of the first water," I venture to assert that the British
cutter of her length that falls in with her in a wholesale
breeze and steep sea, has great need of being a "recognized
crack" to get out on the above named sloops weather.
As to the victory of Shona over Shadow, any yachtsman

knows that the result of one race is a poor criterion on which
to base a conclusion of the respective merits of two vachts.
The aversion of Shona's sponsors to a match with Shadow
savors of an evident desire to shirk the issue of such a con-
test, in which they will know that the chances are in favor of
Shadow.

Until the efficacy of lightness in speed-making is more
generally recognized in the construction of our yachts, the
day is not far distant when a British keel cutter, possessing
large initial stability, and. above all, of great lightness and
strength, will come over and foreclose an indisputable mort-
gage on the international cnp. And that it will be a very
hard task to get it back is the unwilling dictnm of Deep
Draft Cenitrboard, in Forest and Stream.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES,
WILL, DURING THE SRA^ON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTER, REMAIN

nt home in the cily of Oakland.

A limited number of approved marcs -will be bred at $.7 n the season

Farther particulars will be answered later, or may be hal at the

DEXTER STABLES, Oakland, Cal.
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Manhattan Food!
A nutritious condiment for Horses. Cattle, Pigs,

6h«ep and Poultry, prepared and For Sale by

MANHATTANFOOD CO.
13n4 206 Sacramento Street, S. V.

FOR SALE.
•Bay 3Sare, foaled spring of 1881, byWo. 1.-

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsidora's dam by
son of Eertrand.

Terror by Woodbum, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

3fo. "S.-C'Iiestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont,

TVare.s Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Ron of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche,

These are 6xtra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. 1L Patchen Jr .

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
SEiijJose, Cal

TO THE

Trottin

Breeders

CALIFORNIA,
W. R. BRASFIELD & CO.

Managers of the

LEXINGTON
Combination Sales.

Knowing the high appreciation in which the

CALIFORNIA-BRED
trotters are held bv our Kentucky breeders, and the
desire of them to be able to obtain some of tbein for
the purpose of crossing with their trotters, we take
this means of soliciting a

CONSIGNMENT
of stock for our sale which will take place in

FEBRUARY, 1887,
and will say without fear of contradiction that no
other sale firm has the facilities for taking care of
and selling stock that we have.

OUR SALES ARE HELD AT THE

KENTUCKY
Horse Exchange,
The only place in Kentucky where a sale can be

held regardless of weather. We have a track over an

FJgUtli of a Mile in Length,
aud twenty feet wide, under cover, and everything in
connection to make purchasers comfortable and

to Show Stock to Best Advantage.
Our terms are G per cent, commission, and seventy-

five centa per day keep, for entry blanks and infor-

mation address,

W. R.BRASFIFLD.
nOnovi I^xiiigtou, Ky.

FOR SALE.

Rancho del Rio

STUD FARM,
Four miles from Sacramento

deluding 1.020 acres of land, the entire stud of

thoroughbreds, brood-mare**, colts and
fillies. All improvements; —stables, paddocks, work
horses and implements will be sold complete or tn
part to suit purchasers, the owner having decided
to retire from the business.

Address

THEODORE WINTERS,

20noTlf

RANCHO DEL RIO,
SAl'BAMEfTO.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

"ii Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities aud Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon-. C. Greex, Hojt. J. D. Case,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. sabgkst. Esq., Hon. John Bosgs
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggtx, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on tins Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, aim-Minting to one-lialf a million of
dollars,we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disiioeini: of live stock or e\erv description.
either at auction or privnt^ sale. Our tist of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
Kive fnll publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases aud sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
Shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIEXIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery Sheet.

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate . Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms in America as Manager. The best of
references furnished. Address

JAHES SMITH,
Lynda I? Farm.

28augtf jUiuiieapolis. 31inn.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ot

Ontario Veterinary Col

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Jiifirmajy. 3ff* Natoma si
Besidenc, 9G6 Howard St., San "Francisco.

Ima52

THE

:..
- MENT
OF 1886.

Saturday, November 27,

At 2 P. M.

PURSE, $5000—$3000 to first

horse, $1500 to second, $500 to
third ; mile heats, 3 in 5.

F. Yak Ness names b. g. Harry TVilEes.
J. A. Goldsmith names b. s. Guy Wilkes.
Bodd Doble names b. g. Oliver K.
O. A. HlcsoK names b. g Arab.
W. H.-Ckawfoed names b. g. Cbas. Hilton.
J. C. Smpsox names :...b s. Antevilo.

Reserved Chairs on Clubhouse Balcony, SI : for
sale ny Palace Hotel News Company, and Joe Spanier
27 Kearny street.

ADMISSION $1 OO.

W. H. HINCHMAN,
20nov2 Secretary

YERBA BUENA JERSEYS.
REGISTEHED IN IHE AJIEBICAJf JEKSETf CATTLE CJ.VV. OF SEW
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WINNINGS AT IHE FAIRS OF 1885:

At State Fair, Sacramento.
Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age

SWEEPSTAKES.

Best ball, and three of his calves of any age or breed

—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7518).

Also, the Gold Medal awarded by the State for most
meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age.
One Second Prize in Classes for Age.

HERD PHIZES.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years

old.
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2

years old.

At Golden Gate Fair, Oakland,
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also. Herd prize, compering against Ayrshires and
Eerd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons

| Devons under 2 years old.

R££OKDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK.
MAKT AHNE OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12J ozs. 1 i JERSEY BELLE OF SCITTJATE, 25 lbs. ijozs. 1 week

Her likeness above.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAISIR, 18, lbs. in 1 week.
PRLSCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.

ltlood Relatives ol'tlie above Cows, Vou;i^ Animals of BotH Soxes, lor Sale.

HENRY PIERCE, Sac Francisco. ocieeowtf

week, A.J. CO. test, 867 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2J ozs. 1 week, A. J.C

C. teBt.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Oseidtne, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon'*, Going's and DeBoise'a Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco

THE

AND THE

llaujt/

Lob Angeles
TURF CLUB.

Colt Stakes, Kunning and Trot-
ting, Spring and Fall Meet-

ings of 1887-1888,

Over the Agricultural Pare
Course at Los Angeles, Cal.

t"ONDITIO>S.
All nominations to be E.3de on or before 12 o'clock

midnight, December 1, 1886, with the Becretary.
Money to accompany all declarations.
No stake to be considered filled unless with five or

more entries.
No added money to be paid for a W. O. All stakes

to be compiled and the gross amounts to be divided,
60 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to second and
cent, to third horse. Rules of National Trotting and
P. C. B. H. Association to govern all races.

The Sixth District Agricultural

Association.

For 1887.
1.—The Santa Anita Stakes, for two-year-olds, foals

of 1885, to be run at Autumn Fair on first day of intet-
ing, 1887. $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or onlv
declared ont on January 1, 1887. $200 adde.:
mile. Stake for 1888 to be named after the winner of
this event.
2.—The Los Angeles Derby; stake for tbree-vear-

olds, foals of 1884; to be run last day of Autnmn
Fair of 18S7; 350 entrance with $25 forfeit, or only
315 if declared out January 1,1887. $300 added. One
and one-half miles.
3.—The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-venr-

olds, foals of 2885; 350 entrance; $25 forfeit, or "only
Sit) if declared January I, 1887; S200 added; mile and
repeat; to be trotted second day of the Fair fall L f
1887.

4.—The Southern California Trotting Stake, for
three-year-olds, foals of 1884; $50 entrance.
felt, or only $15 if declared January 1, 188
added; mile heats, best in 3 in 5; to be trotted third
regular day of Fair of 1887.

For 1888,
5.—The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 1886 "0

entrance, $25 forfeit, $10 if declared out Jam
11-87, or $15 if declared January 1,1888. $200
to be runfirst day of Autumn Fair, 1888. Onr mile!
6.—Los Angeles Derby, for three-year-olds, foal f

1885; ?5u entrance, $*25 forfeit, or only $10 if d
out January 1, 1887, or 315 if declared out Jan i 1,

1888; 3300 added; to be run on last day of Aniiimn
Fair. 1888. One and one half miles.

7.—The Snnny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-
olds, foals of 1S86; $5u entrance. $25 forfeit.- . n,

310 if declared January 1, 1887, or $15 if di ed
January 1, 1888; $200 added; mile and repeat; to be
trotted on second regular day of Fair of 18H8.
8.—The Southern California Trotting Strike, for

three year olds, foals of 1885; 350 entrance. $25 for-
feit, or only ?10 if declared Januarv

I

if declared January 1, 18fc8; 3300 added; mil
best 3 in 5; to be trotted on third regubv . f
Fair of 1888.

fa '

Los Angeles Turf Club.
For 1887.

9.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds
foals of 1885; 360 entrance. Si5 forfeit, or on]
declared January 1, 1887: $200added; to be n i I rsf
day of meeting. May 19, 1887. Three-fourth? mile
10.—The Southern California Derby, for three yi ar-

olds, foals of 1834; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or "..n!y
?15if declared January 1, 1887; $300 added; lo
fourth day of meeting, May 22, 1887. One and one-half
miles.
11.—Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds, colts and

lilies of 1885 ; $50 entrance, 825 forfeit, or on
declared January J, 1887; $200 added ; mile heats 2 in
3; to be trotted third day of meeting, May a, 18 ..

12.—Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, f) of
1884; ?5u entrance, 335 forfeit, or only $16 if declared
January 1. 1887; $300 added; mile heats, 3 in 5; to be
trotted second day of meeting. May 20, 1

For 1888-
13.—The Nadeau House Stakes, for r

foals of I8H6; $50 entrance, §25 forfeit, or onlj
declared January 1,1887. or $15 if declared J
1,1888; $300 added; three-quarters of a mile- to bemn on first day of meeting, 1888.
14.—The Southern California Derby, for Inn

olds, foals of 1885; 850 enttance, $25 forfeit, or only
$10 If declared January 1, 1887, or :

January 1, 1888; $3C0 added: one and a half i.
|

be run fourth day of meeting, 18^8.
I s-—Trotting State, for two-year-olds. foal> ol

$60 entrance. 325 forfeit, or only 810
January 1, 1887, or 315 if declared Jam
$200added; mile heats, 2in3; to be trotted third d v
Of meeting. 1888.

'

16.- Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds, foals of
1885; £60 entrance, $2o forfeit, or only $lu if de<
January 1,1887, or $15 if declared January ]

$300 added; mile heats, 3 in 6; to be trotted on second
day of meeting, 1888.

-» *- .
E. A. DetAMP.

Box 210. Secretary of Both Associations
J. C. Newton, President.) 6th District Agricultm.il
E. F. Bpbkob, Cnuam. t Association
N. A.CovAncBiAs, President. ) T , , „
Hon. T.D. Mon, Treasurer, f

Loa Angeles Turf Club.

_

-'PopK

CONSUMPTION.
I havo aposltlr- rem«"Jyfnr tbn nh .

thousands of cnaes of l ho worsE klol an I

hoPobeeacir-'J. Ind«»'l, go strong I* n—
tbatlwllls^tiilTWO BOTTLES FREE
PABLE TREATISE on UiisJlccQ-
prose & P. 0. a<J Jro:3. Dr.. T. A. 8LOCL' '

'
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W T. WoodAnn. PreH. B. G. Biujce, Treas

\Tm. Basics, Vlce-pres. B. T. Habbisos, Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL

Horse& Cattle Exchange

Of America.

GEAND SALE
OF

Th'roughbi

The Ifalio >ial Horse and Cattle Exchansre
#f America will offer without reserve, and to the

kighest bidder, in front of

TRE^lCY & WILSON'S STABLES,
Lexington, Ky„

THURSDAY & FRIDAY,

Dec. 16th and 17th '86,

Between 90 and 100 Head of

TH0R0UQHBREDS,
consisting of some twenty odd head of yearlings'

thirty odd two, (hree, and four-y ear-olds in train-

ing; Stallions and a large number of Brood-mares of

.unexceptionable breeding, in foal to first-class

stallions. Among the stallions are FONSO, (win-

ner of the Derby and sire of FORTI 1:414) and
BOB FISHER (1:423) and others; wy/DER ALI, son of

IMP. LEAMINGTON, ana a good Bire IMP. SPEC-
ULATOR; GEX. HARDING, the best two-year-old of
hla year, and DEMOCRAT son of IMP. LEAMINGTON.
Among the horses in training will be found GREM-

ALDI (winner of tl.e Pbienix Hotel Stakes), PHIL
LEE, BANNAlL, and a number of others. Tbe fol-

lowing well-hnown sires are represented in their

catalogue: KING ALFONSO, KING BAN. LONG-
FELLOW, TEX BROECK, LISBON. IMP.GLKN ATBOL.
BRAMBLE. &ELLOWCRAFT, VIRGIL, PAT MOLLOY,
SPRINGBOK, IMP. LEAMINGTON, WAVEKLY, IMP.
AUSTRALIAN, WARDANCE and imnyothets.
Catalogues w»ll be ready in a few tlays and can be

obtained at the office of "The Live-Stock Record,
Lexington Ey; "Turf, Field and Farm," "The Sports-

man," and "Spili t of the Times" offices in New
Yorft ;"Cliicago ; lorseman," Brekoeb and Sportsman,
ban Francisco; or by addressing

The National Horse ami Cattle Exchange
Offices

In New York or Lexington, Ky.

WM. BASTON, of New York,
no20 4lf •" Anctioneer.

I
Wholesale and Eetail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

clabhoxjgkbT & goloher.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

NEW GOODS

This cleaner is made of spring brass and will Dot
injure the finest gun. It is self -adjusting and will
fit 1U, 12. and 14 gauge guns. Can be used with any
style of cleaning roJ. It can also be used as afield
cleaner, as it has a string with weight attached. If

the e l] n barrel is leaded, it can be removed by pass-
ing the cleaner through the barrel three or four
times.
Price by iiiall 50 cmts.

This is the easiest call to blow that has ever been

put on tbe market. Is very convenient to carry in

the pocket, as it is only si inches long. One can

imitate all kinds of ducks with it after a littls prac"

tice. It is made of nickle-plated tubing and red
cedar, and is not liable to get out of order.

Priee by mail 50 cents.

Jn«t Out. HyPTHOF. EI). F.KMAW, late instruc.
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With <M> ele-
eant ntw illuft-
1 rations pli oto<
£i'UT>hedfroinli£*9
especially fo -»

thiaworlc. rositWs.
lythe most perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and best
book on Boxintj
ever published;
Handpomely bound.

Prie**, paper, SO
ctfi.J Cloth, §1.OO. For sale by nil news dealers and
eportinj; Einr.s houses, or si-nt liv motion receipt of price
by the publishers. JOHN S°. i.OV.&JL.X.'S
bOA'a, liO»TOX, MASS.

9ocl0

FOB SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On bis Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMa'VjO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. A RIES, I.ATHROP. Koom 69, t'.P.B. R.
Building. cor. ith and Townsend, San Francisco.

MOj ill

E. T. ALLEN.
Fire-arms, Fishing Tackle, and Sportsmen's Sundries,

416 Market St., San Francisco.

FOE SALE
The trotting mare Babjr Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by Marubrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Black Boy, by McCracfcen's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record 2:31f. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 hands, weigbs
1,000 lbs. Jet Black, perfectly sound and gentle
For Airther particulars address this Office, or

W. M. 910IK,
Fruitvale. East Oakland

oc30

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.

TH0S. H. CHUBB,

PISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

i'OST MILLS. Orange County, Vermont

SEND FOE PRICE LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, FLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies,

to theTtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (sent to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. 16oclf

DOGS-NOTICE !

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Doer Fills

Astringent PUN.
For Diarrhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally.

according to size of dog and severely of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.
llisteniper rillN.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a PiL to very
small dogs. Full directions on tbe general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging Pills.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. TbeBe Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin affections.

Tonic Fill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day . These Pills will

gradually improve the condition'and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable tbe system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug.
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Add: ess

Dr. A. E. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

GtNUINF THE

a Bestand Cheapest

* DOG FOOD.

^FEEDYOURDOGS
ON

BERKSHIRE
Hogs For Sale.

Hoar and sow fifteen months old from the celebrated
ockof v.'ui. Corbitt, ban Mateo, which ore rated A

1. is having first Pruini urns at nil tbe fairs where
•s been shown. The sow bns had one litter

- pigs, both in prime order. Enquire at :dll
-^ihwehreot, Oftltlftoa.

Secured bv Letters Patent, July 3/>. 188S
Having thus described n;y invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D,supported by tbe side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
2. In a bridle, in combination with tbe extensions I>,

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensioiis,ano
as Bbaped, to give full freedom ami ventilation to tin:

eye wlule circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
\i. In a bridle, and in combination with tbe exten-

sions I), blinds F, and side straps A. the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, puhstaiit billy as herein described.

4, In a bridle, and in combination with tbe check-

Sieees D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and belOW the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or

hackles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 ination with the blinds F,

supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to he movat
He about the point of support, the adjustable fron.
straps or bandpG and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch "r lash connected with tlm blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on tbe cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

it. meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the Objections urged ;igamsi, blinds, una At the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blindUp
smoi'thln' ol tin: same eltect on the action folloivs as

Is Induced by toe-weights, This is especially the case
when voting colts are tbe pupity, teaching them to

bend the (tuee without the Btrain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to „

JOHN A. McKEBBON.
No Wftufl*tf EiHi St. Attn Freubisoo,

:

Size. Extra sail drill. 8ozarmyduek. lOozarmyduck
7x9 ft. . ..£12.00 SI 5.00 S17.00.

8xlii ft. . . .514.00 SI 7.00. SI9 P.O.

9x14 ft.... 820.110 $24.00 §26.00.

10x15 ft.. . .$22.00 S25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according 1o size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in xise supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
eeptitf El Cajon.San Diego Co.. Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWAHRS, Shropshire, Eug.

Gypsey IV, seve months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger n by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Aston'fi
prize winner, lfcG2; Donna 1 ex-Nellie II, by Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

J u no III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger III, five nnd a half months old. By

Ranger II.—Spot n. Spot II ex-Nellie II, ex-Juno II,

ex-Juno 1.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1802 have been lost.

§25.00 each. To be sefn at subscriber's place.
II. E, IIOYES.

Agna Mien, Sonoma Co.
oc9 if Railway depot, Pionee rGrove.

PATENT
iSWMREQi.

SPRATTS
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:

immunity From Disease! Thick. Glossy
Coat! Sweet Breath ! Clean. Sound

Teeth! Regular Habit!

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
Tbe Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

Tbe Common Sense of Poultry Eeeping; post free,

12 cts.

The Common -Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clafiroiigh A Goicher. 630 Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

I.iclclle A Kneeling, 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg. Roweu A t'o.. 428 Pine Street.
M.Ehrmaii A Co.. 104 Front Street 10 Jul 52

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Livestock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on slone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
II. Royd. Artist.

Ooctf 18 Post Street.

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs ol my breaking won lirKt money

In each slake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, partlcufurs, etc, address

GE4ft. 1 ATXENDEH.
Sausalito. Marin Co, * al

y ,**-DO YOU WANT A DOCifVtl
^^J^V.-.-mtniniupri.If.ivd jilaU-n.lOU en- K

j'tf „ A^/V,' i<ra*tngaordUItroriit 1 '>.-..<iii,pi'iccj 1
' /Tu-I "NNj ^J" tLr° W««t. «"1 whuro to bar 5
,«UH.i Wtbum. Also Cuu of Dr,K Wwrmhhhm I

'' (;..-....-. er &11 kiodii. DlratioDj rorfl
FTnlalnC Dors ihiiI Hrwdtna S'CK-tU. H

- 1

j HaUed for 1T> Cents, C
*s4|ftOCTATED FANCIEBS {* 087 A. Stb Bit***, PhllAd'*.^!

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can ace tbe English

!>uii) Sportlug Chronicles I8a«nt

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

3«n Francisco.

Tbe most popular school on tbe Coast.

V HEALD President. O. 8. HALEY, Beo'y.

f<£'6eiid for circular, TBJ
oca
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are ilue to arrive ai
San Francisco.

18:00 a m
8*0 A M
4*0 P M
7:30 A u
•3:30 p M
8:30 A M
4:00 p M

•5:00 P M
S:W a M
•8:30 am
3:30 P M
10*0 -

3*0 P M
7 :30 A if

7 :30 am
8:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 p m
M*0 P n
8:50 a 3J

tlu*0 a w
3*0 P M
7-30 a m
8:30 A SJ

•9:30 A M
•3:30 P si

•9>» A M

From Nov. t 4, 1886.
Byron

.. ..Calistoga and Napa
'.'.'.' Colfax

.'""".."".'!'!'

...—Gait via Martinez.
lone via Livermore _...

Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez
Milton.

Mojave , Demine, El Paso A East,
.. Niles and Havwards
.. ..Ogden and East

. Red Bluff \ ia Marysville
Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Livermore.
" via Benicia.

,

" via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers.

..Sisson, Redding & Portland..

..Stockton via Livermore
" v*s Martinez

,

via Martinez
„Tnlare and Fresno

16:10 P u
10:10am
6:10 p m
5:40 P M

10:40 A M
5:40 P M
10:10 A M
•5:40 A M
6:10 P M
*7:40 P si

10:40 a si

3:40 P M
11:10 a m
5:40 p M
6:40 PM
5 :40 p M
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
•6:00 a M
•3:10 p M
13:40 p u
9:40 a M
G:40 p H
5:10 p M
•7:40 PM

•10 :40 a si

;40 P M

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— "6:U0—6:3*J—7:00—7:SU—»:»—
8:30—a :00—5:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—li:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:«n
5:30— fi:00— 6:30— 7:00—S-00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:01.

TO FRUIT VAXE—'6:00—*6:30— •7:00— *7:30— *8:0J -

8 :30— *2 :30— *3 :30— *4 *0—*i :30- -*5 :00—*S :30—«6 *0—
•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE fvia Alameda")—•9:30—7:00—12:1 .

TO ALAMEDA—*b:U0—6:30—7:U0—•7:30—S:u0— *«:30-
9:00—9:30—10:00-tl0 ^0—11 :00—tll :30—12:00—tl2 :at-

1:00—tl:30—2:00—12:;-0—3:00—3 :3C— l:i»— l:10—5:00
5:^0—6:1X1—6:30—7:1:10—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:^^—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—**:00—•6:30—7:00—«7:30— 8:00—"«;30
9:00— 9:3n— 10:U0- -110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:31
1: 0-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:10—
5:30—n :oo—fivir—7nm—,:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12;00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *ti:UO— *6:30— 7:UU--7:30 -

8:00— •8:30—9:1X1— 9:30— 10:00—110:30—11:00—JU:30^
12:00—;12:30—1:00-11:30-2:00 J2:30—3:00—3:3U—4:00—1:30—5:00—5:30-6:00- -6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00— 10 :00—
11:0<>—12*0.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*tJ:"5—«7:23—«", :5/-*8:23—•8:53
•9r23—*10:19—«4:23—*4:S3—"5:23—*5:53-*6:23-«6:53—
7-49 9 -,50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22-S :52-

FBOM~ EAST oIkLAJS'D-*5:30- 6:00- 6:30—700
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :0C— 11 -30

12:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :Sa—3:00— 3 :30— 4*0—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— S;57— t :57—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKL AND—7 minntes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—«5:30-6:00-*6:S0—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—ll:f'0- 111:30—12:00—
tl2:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— 12:30-3:00-330—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30-6:01-6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—H:U0.

FROM BERKELEY— '5:25—5:55—*ri:25—6:55-*7:25-
7:55—«^:25— 8:55—9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- ttl:25—
11 :55— 112:2-5 - 12:55— ±1 :25— 1:55—12:25—2:55-3:25 -
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—S:55—
9:55-10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:25-5:55—*G: 5-6:55
— •7:^5-7:55— •8:25— 6:55-9:25—9:55— 110:25— 10:55—
111 £5-11 :55— 112:25— 12 :55— 11:25— 1 :55- i?-25— 2:55
—S;25— 3:55— 1:25— 1:55—5:25— 5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Kest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

ihe line.

Over 6.O0O miles of first-class road running; West, North and Jfortli-west from Cliicago,

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

CREEK KOl'TE.
FROM s.i.N FRANCISCO—*7:15—9 :1S

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15—10:15-

-1105—1:1-1-

12-15— 2:15-

*t5nndays excepted. ISnndaya only*

Standard Time fnrntsbed by Lick Obsebvatoey.
t. SI. 'fUWAK

Gen. ^r*na2er.
'I', it. tiOUD)lAM,
Gen. PasB. ATtk Ae'.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS Airo_ SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
Fensell's Cynthiasa Horse Boors.

J. H. Fexton's Chicago Specialties.
Dr. Drsos's CoxDmox pou-debs.

Goiibault's Caustic Balsam

FORJ3ALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HBRT 1FAISB,

Snp't Banning Horse Dep't,

l.^sept Palo Alto Stock Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, EnnniDg, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
851 TfelrU St,. Saw Fntnclnoo

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17jnl 52 General AsenL San Francisco. Cal.

FAIELAWN
STOCK F

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OMEiWlFti

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

[To nsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re

qui^e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at F&irlawu to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,
18S6. All the mares have been bred to the Faiilawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1S85, and dat^s of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SA1X AT FAIKLAWS.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

XOUNG EOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIBST-CIASS. STASDABD BRED TBOTTIXG STOCK

For breeding purposes, can he supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT*1 01STR P"RT(TE PT,A"N" Isstrictly adhered to a* Fairlawn, and the
J- J-L-U vli SJ X XLJ.Vjj j. JJj^LXl prigg of everj ammal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, adi'ress

Lock Box 39S- WE T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fi agrraiu Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, tbey cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
18-16. H FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS. ROCHES fER, N. Y.

Commencing Nov, 11, 1880. I
A B E. IVK

t6H6A ( ^ 6;30a
3:30a| I I

| •8:(0a
10:30a [ Pan Mateo. Redwood and. „ I 9:03a
•3:80 pU Menlo Park > «10:02a
*35 p

I I 4.OOP
'o:Iop

I I 4£gp
6:# p' K ; 7 :40 p
830 a ( -j y :03A

Santa Clara, San Joee, and ;*io^i2a
•3:30 f 1

j
Principal Way Stations . f 4:58*

*•"' P I J I TM0P
•t : 25 f

j
A 1iii;ji1-p. -A...A ^^'J.v ^ta'ions

| 0:03 A
8:30 a j Gilroy, Pajaro, CaetrovUle, 1 i*10;GB a
*3:30p t ^I'lii.^s md Monterey * 7 p

Hollister and Trea Pinoa
'

t < HO P
( Watsonville, Aptds.Soqnet (,

*3 30 p' t (Capltola) and Santa Crnz |!

A—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
Sundaypexcepted, tSnndays only (.snortpmi a'atrkLn)

Trainp run on Pacific Standard Time.
CONNECTIONS are made with the fc:3u a. m

Special Roitxc-tbip Tickets, at redoced rates—co
Monterey, Aptos, Soqael, Santa Cruz and Paraiso
Springs

.

^^
special Notice—Koiind4rt| tieJieta to the farm hb

Lick Observatory t. M t. HpmlltonJcan be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San FrancUco,
Rate, $7.00.

EXt'CKSIOJI TICKETS.
For Snndars onlv.J ^"gJJ," «»^»«i S°<*

ForSaturday, i Sold SATfRnAf and Srs-DAYonly ;

Sunday and/ good for return until followin % Moii-
Monday, ' n;iy.inclMsiv*-,at the ftillcm-jr.-j i

Round Trip
from San

rXiiit-: S''l I"

San U~"jno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ....

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
May field

-un.
tkt.

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

* 7 rA

65
90

75 1 1"

1 00 1 25
1 10 140
1 25 150
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from Sad

Francisco to

Mount's View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptoe
Soquel
Santa Crnz
Monterey

sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

:1 50
1 ."'J

!
-

2 50
4 00
5 on
500
6 0J
5 OTj

Ttckkt Offices.— Passenger Oepot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and ^o. 613 Market
street, nranr! Hotel,
A. C.BAS^> (T, H. R. JTTDAS.

superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRAJrtlSCO, «AI..

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 WXE STKFJET
G. L. BRANDER President
.1. L. FLOOD Vice-Vresideni

C. P. FAR>"FEEXD Secretary
J. S. AXOUS Aaei.t^ut Manager
Bankers, »va»la Hank or San Francisco.

JHKrct

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jg-seys ol both sexes for sale. Postofljce ad'1"»a«.
Rar. Trinciarn. Hal loclR^

-(1 r- ,"

?] SHOTGUN ^CARTRIDGES

Snnol3

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
bespectfttlly calxs attention to thk

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea. Balblng:, Shooting and Fisliing.

TEAES9 LEAVE BA^y FEANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABSfING

Snmmer and Winter Resort ol the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may )<e had in season*

TEE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound In its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned: attrietions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations famished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bpons-
nien.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THK

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSUBPASSED,

havinp a MAGNIFICENT BKACH of pore white
sand for surf batliing. The EATH-HOC&E contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm R.ilt water plunge and swim-
ming hitlie, with K1.EGANT BOOMS connecting for
individual bat its, with douche and shower facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Pisces,

APTUS, SOQrEL ASD SAXTA CKl'2

IB VTA THE NOETHE8S HlVISlnv,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(BroadOiiifc-ei

The Northern Dh-isiou runs tliroueb the counties
O, '•-int.* Cruz

ouxulfi ln^ame In great
variety Isotablj

Hnall. I*iseon. Snipe. Dock, Geese, f»eer

and Bear.

f-akes PILARCITOs and SAN ANDREAS are
i

j this line. Stages connect with trains daily
stSanMi ell-known ium-ats, PUR18-
SIMA, -AN t>KEUOKIO and PESCADERO. We

It call attention to the unli.uitt'd tx-
..i SAN Bltl'XO and McMA-

HON'S lor RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reports are but a short distance from San

Frftnrtafln and offer flpsclal IndtteementB to tie lovers
of tide na-oly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticket*

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OP THETB DOU»

and put in fitarge of
a. 'I rain Baggagemen are Ini

toisaueCllGCKS for all dugs received in Baggaie
Cars.
Cfln order to gnnrd a«alnpt ar^id-nts to D 1 a

while in transit, II Is nec< --f iry thai they \<v provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. G riding

i will be carried freeuf churn". Gn rt

andiwcnrt.'iv packed In wood 01 leather
taken in Passenger din.
TICKET OFKIi I---r

streeti Valencia BtatU,a,aud No
Hotel
AC. BASSETT, H. B.

fjBpefUiieudfiit. A»t. I
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'Tis the Early Bird Catches the

Worm!

Gunners who have been

sensible enough to use the

Shotgun Cartridges

have been rewarded by killing more game

than their fellow sportsmen who have per-

sisted in clinging to the absolete brass shells

or ordinary shop-loaded oartridges.

VEEB. SAP.

'>; tt^ STJSttSPBS CY\N»BUttAU

%$JZ Z/_SHOTGUN_ CARTRIDGES

JOINT SALH

Th'rou

PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT THE STABLES OF

TREACY & V/ILSON,
LEXIXGTOS, KS'.,

WEDNESDAY, DSC. 15th 1886.

SALE TO COMMENCE

AT 1 1 O'CLOCK, A. M.

The sale will include the horses of the

MELBOURNE STABLE,
among which are thfl prominent race-horses BLUE

, PUKE EYE, THE EOCKBON, DDKE OF
BOUBBOV, UONTEOSE, and EIGHT YEARLINGS
the get of HINDOO and IMP. BILLET; the owners of

the MELBOURNE Stables retiring absolutely from

the turf.

The stable of

R. O. PATE,
consisting of EDITOR, BOATMAN, MONOGRAM,

POO, BtLLE PATE and others.

The entire stable of

Messrs. Chirm & Morgan,
consisting of HORSES IN TBAIMING, four y«ara old
aud upward, three-year-olds, two-year-olds, and year
lings, by DAX.NAOARDOCH, ONONDAGA, WAN-
DKREli, L.EONATUS and other lots of yearlings, etc.,

the best rue log families, consisting iu all ol

EIGHTY-ONE HEAD.
ThiB is one of the rnosl valuable lols of horses ever

offered. The sale will be without reverse, absolutely

o the highest bidder.

,\ Kiippiementary f-atalocrne
will be Issued, containing many valuable animals
vi.*.. ly to race, together with some choice yearlings,
-_iiicb will be sold ou Dec. 10.

The n^cond day's sale catalogues will be ready iu u

few days

Catalogues can behad at the ofllce of this paper,
ir from

S. II. BRUi'E, >Auc(loue< r,

!3nov6 Room 1C, Times Building, New York*

JAY EYE SEE SKELETON TROTTING WAGON,
Made of all white, second growth hickory. AXLES best, solid steel, 11-16 inch,

chilled boxes, bedded into axle bed; weight, about DO lbs. strong and light.

with wrought
.$150 00

TROTTING SULKIES AND CARTS IN GREAT VARIETY
We have tlie finest Carriage Repository on tlte Pacific Const.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ADDRESS

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER
421 to 427 Market St., S. P., Gal.

oc30

WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These "Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storine of Grain. A mill attached, supxilied with the "best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored iD Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current retes

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAM FRANCISCO, GAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

HIT
We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS . and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE KAIDW1M

The Owners and Trainers
OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horeeB from siebnesB aud disease by thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOL01SLE PJIESVI.E. Tbo wont absolute disinfectant ever used,

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knews that horses that are being constantly changed fiom one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
i iu which they are housed contain germi of dteense
otlj salubrious and healthy, they should bo dl ilnft

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
because the stalls and boseB iu which they an:: housed contain germi <>r dteense. Tj proven! this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious ami healthy, they should be disinfected with

which can he easily earned and used without trouble. One quar t of FilLNiLE, mixed with four quarts o
.'. iter, and Bpilnkled over the floor and Bldoa 6i a bos or stall, will make u

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

Hseptf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Franoisco.

H. Brandenstein & Co.,
S.W. cor. Mission audWc.v Montgomery Sts.

LIVE STOCK AA'ti GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS.

GRAND

Auction Sale

STANDARD BRED

Trotting Stock,
Tuesday Dec. 14th, 1886.

12 O'CLOCK M.,

By order of A. TVALDSTEIN, the following described
stock, to wit; No. 1.

ALBERT W., 2:20",

(two miles 4:5 ), by Eleelioneer, dam Sister to AuTOia
by John Nelson, by imp. Trustee, dam the Kedniond
mare by Abdullah.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other
very fast truiters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

Ko. 3.—Chestnut mare by Roach's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. BHnteJ
to Albert W.

No. 4.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, hei
lam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 5 --Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert W.
No. 6.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer

her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.

No. 7.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-
wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 8.—Bay filly three years old by Albert "v?., her
lam the Nelson— Patchen mare, No. 3.

No 9.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Artburton, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlines.
Bay filly "by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 7.

Chestnut colt, "brother to Bonanza, No. 9.
By filly by Albert W., her dam No. 4.

Bay filly by Albert YV., her dam the Gypaey mare,
No. 5.

Bay colt by Albert TV. , his dam the Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

S . C. BOWLEY,
Auctioneer,

St. I. GiSEEX Manager. 20nov4

SPORTING GOODS
OF ALL DESCKIITMMiS

—AT—

WILL & PINCK'S
PHELAN KULDIXG.

N0.2C0WB0YCINCHA
No. IS Price eacli - - - $3.so.

Sample Cinchas
Sen i by mail upon receipt ol

35 (.'tuts extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 aud 438 Battery St
24jul San Franoisco, Cat. J

OThe BUYERS' GUIDE la

Issued Sept* aud March,
each year. «&• 313 pages,
S^ill 1

., inches,with over
3,500 Illustrations — a
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices

direct to consumers on all goods for

personal or family use. Tells bow to

order, and gives exact cost of every-

thing you use, eat, drink) wear, or
have fun with. These INVALUABLE
BOOELS contain information gleaned

from the markets of the world. IVe
will moll a copy FREE to any ad-

dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray

expense of moiling. Lctushcur from
you. Re8pect'fully»

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
227 & 220 V'olmsb. Avcuuo, Chicago, IU.

27novi:j

1 CURE FITS!
When l wiy euro 1 duii.it monn merely to own lEem lore

tinn.au il I Ik 11 l.iniMln-m rot urn itsjulu, I mi'tui arftdlc llcoro
i 1-. ..

1 i> 1
1 i-n.jo ... i'jts, i:rir.i.i'sY or FALLING

F!(.'i;nf.-.s n )iio-h>ri(! pmi.1v. [warrant myromodj to euro
the worst c les. B oniiRUoinoH hovo foiled. Is no reason Ibr

, focolvlncn care. 6ond At oneo for atreaUao and ™

la ro iv. oIyo Exproea and Post
.1 , ,, 1 .

s
,.,

b in-iiisi.-: i-r n it mi. mill 1 will core you,

Atldrose Dr. ii". root, iwPoarlBt?WewToffc

IflfloTflQ
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Sporting Notes.

Of all days in the year November 2, 18S6, was the prime in
the Southern world. On that day the race tor the Melbourne
Cup was run over the Flemington Course near the Saltwater
river four miles from Melbourne. It has no couuterpart in
this country. The Epsom Derby and the Grand Prix de
Paris are the only racing events that may be properly com-
pared with it. All London turns out to see the Derby, and
Parisians desert their lovely city to see the French racing
carnival. These cities have, respectively 4,000,000 and
3,000,000 inhabitants, and of this number 100,000 to 200,000
turn out to see the great racing events of the year. Mel-
bourne has but 300,000 people, yet on November 2d, 100,000
assembled on the Flemington Course to see the Cup race.

These figures show how thoroughly the Australian public are

imbued with the racing spirit. It is not Melbourne alone
that contributes to swell the imposing multitude. The Island
Continent is moved to its centre, New South Wales, South
Australia, Queensland, New Zealand, Tasmania, Western
Australia, and the group of adjacent islands all coutribute
their quota of patrons, and make up one of the grandest
spectacles ever seen on this dirty planet. Iu Melbourne the

sun always shines and on Cup day with a refulgence that

cannot be equalled in any other quarter of this oblong globe.

The details of the grand event will be found elsewhere.

Mr. Nat Carry has been in the sporting harness for nearly
thirty years in this city. He is about to retire, and every
lover of a good dog and good judge of a tine gun hopes that

in private life the veteran may find the solace which his years
demand. In works of private charity the veteran Nat has
few equals, of his public acts of beneficence the chronicles of

the city for the past quarter of a century are full. The hero
of many a brilliant day's sport wishes to close his public

career with appropriate eclat. Therefore he has made the

following public challenge to run any man in California,

weight for age, a race of any distance from 100 yardB to one
mile, for any sum from $100 to §1,000, on December 31,

1886, the stakes to be presented by the winner to the

Protestant Orphan Asylum. Mr. Curry's weight is 262 lbs.,

and his challenge will remain open until Christmas eve.

Athletes under that avoirdupois may qualify by carrying the

limit in either shot or feathers. This oharitable proposition

should not remain long unanswered.

Nominally, lsaak Walton's name is the most revered

amongst anglers. In England, America and Australia, the

name of the Father of angling is a household word.
More than one million of men are his acknowledged disciples,

and swear by his name with more fervor than does a follower

of Mahomet by the Holy City. This is a grand following, a

noble!! army. Yet, strange as it may read, the fact must be

stated that the attempt to erect a memorial to the Father of

angling has proved a dismal failure. The subscriptions

in England np to date of the latest advices do not amount to

§200! Of this magnificent sum the United States contributed

31.40, and California's share was 25 cents sent by a veteran

fly-tyer. What a noble showing! What spontaneous gener-

osity! The devotion of our anglers to the man who taught

them all they will ever know about angling is a marvel!

But then he haB been dead two centaries, and that is long

enough to take the heroism out of any ordinary corpse.

The sensations of edging one's way through the crowd at

the Bay District last Saturday were in every way pleasant.

There was a mass of good-humored humanity. State pride

was for the hour buried; there was no glorying over our

benighted cousins in the east. Harry Wilkes had the multi-

tude at his mercy. They had either to cheer for him or

remain dumb; we cheered him. The enthusiasm was not

wild because it lacked the elements of surprise, but no one
doubted that the best horse had won. Guy trotted nobly,

and Antevolo was in great form. Perhaps of all the horses

that appeared upon the track last Saturday none aroused

more State pride than this noble son of Electioneer. He is

the most Californian of the California trio that started, and
his performance was far more commented upon by admiring

and hopeful friends than either of the brace that led him
around the course.

Wb^n a man uses a bad gun and it explodes, he may be

described either as au unfortunate or something else. Last

Sunday Mr. Chas. Carson was shooting rail, crane, snipe, or

whatever chance bird rinds a home in the marsh near Bed-

wood City. He had a cheap gun and it burst, shattering his

thumb so badly that the fifth ornament of his hand had to be

amputated. This is bad enough, but had his eye, nose or his

head suffered proportionate damage, he would have been a

still more glaring mark for public sympathy, the most

lamentable fate that can befall any man,

Men whose brains only grasp half truths claim that the
want of money is the root of all evil. A few simple sentences
will prove that it is no such thing. Whatever misery
exists in this merry planet springs from want of time. In
illustration, ask nine out of ten men met every day, Did you
go to the races last Saturday? Have you been to see Flor-
ence? Did you go to the bicycle race? Will you go to see
the held trials run iu a fortnight? Can you come with me to

the baseball match? Shall we go for a quail hunt next
week? Let us go for a ramble over the hills on Sunday.
Will you join me in a game of billiards? And the answer
will be, "I have not time!" "I am too busy!" "Too much
to do thiB week!" "Some other time!" "Nothing I would
like better, but there is a whole month's office work behind
hand!" The same answer comes from youths yet in their

teens; from old men in the sere and yellow leaf; from middle-
aged men in the hey dey of prosperity! All bound hand and
foot by the monster Time.

"Time was made for slaves' "said a luxury-loving Athenian
philosopher. Once we had slaves and plenty of time. In a
frantic moment of philanthropic generosity we freed our
bondsmen and put upon oar necks the yoke of that inexorable
taskmaster—Time. With a whip of scorpions he follows the
whole brood of chickens hatched by the Betting hen of phil-

anthrophy. There is not a moment left for pleasure. The
whole world moves by clockwork, demons are carried iu
every man's pocket, and women nurse the serpents in their

breasts which tick out the seconds that must be spent on the
treadmill. Let us go back to the sun dial, throw into
the meeting pot our stop-watches and second splitting

machines. Let Maud S. trot in two minutes if sbe can, or Harry
Wilkes win a fourth heat in 2:12. Let Hanlan row three
miles in 15, or Meyers run a quarter in 45, or Volante gallop
a mile in 1:32, but never attempt to find out either fact. The
fun will not lessen one whit.

Wanted! A destroying angel, one that will go through the
country north and south, east and west and smash up evsry
clock, watch and evil device for keeping time. The world
is hungry for the article, men hope to get some, women weep
for it, and children stretch out their tiny hands expecting it

to come to them. But the thousands or perhaps the hundred
thousand fiends in the shape of time-keepers snatch the
coveted moments from the eager and hungry seekers after this

boon which above all others is priceless. Who will banish
the monster from this jocund earth? Let the hero stand
forth and he will be oanonized by all the holy churches of

Christendom, and every other dom where time-keepers are a
torment of the devil. If but a new Mahonet would arise and
proclaim himself the foe of time-keepers the whole world
would follow him with more devotion than do the sons of

Islam the hero of Mecca.

Hero-worship is not definitely outlined; no one doubts the
homage paid to wealth; the man who has gained fame on a
field of carnage receives a nation's homage; the strong-lunged
patriot who has shouted himself hoarse and his hearers deaf
by his appeals, receives the adulations of the multitude. But
the man of quiet habits who preserves his soul in patience is

passed by neglected. Many reasons might be offered for

the contrast; the moBfc potent is that men are dazed by the
glare of rash deeds or tinsel of ill-gotten gain. But the time
will come when the hero will be sought, found and honored
amongst the men who can originate and sustain solid pleas-

ure. The genuine sportsman is the coming man, and
whether he drink wine or water, the man who shall secure

the nation's enjoyment will be placed on the highest pedestal
in the Pantheon of the Universe.

The science of boxing cannot be learned in a day; the art of

sparring is in practice one of the most healthy of indoor exer-

cises. Mr. E. F. Shaw, for some time instructor in sparring
at Harvard University, has published a small volume on the

art of sparring. It is tersely writteu, evideutlyby a man who
knows what he is writing about. The illustrations are from
life, and will suggest to all who are attempting to learn hoxiug
the right positions to take in practising the art. The book
can be had of Mr. £. T. Allen, and is referred to in another
column where the boxing gloves and gymnasium goods kept

by Mr. Allen are advertised.

The Merion Cricket Club is again to the fore. Twice its

members have carried off the champion honors of the State

by winning tho prize flag of the Pacific Amateur Athletic

Association. That a club with some thirty odd members
should carry off the honors from the Olympic Club, which
has a roll of nearly seven hundred, is an honor which to be
appreciated needs but to be named. The points are: Merion
24, Olympic 21, Albion IS, Eintracht 15. The heroes of the
Merion Club are Flyun, Squire, Jones uud Gibson, the

immortals of 1886.

To-morrow there should be a large gathering of the Cruelty
Prevention people at the Oakland race-track. Artificial hares
will again be chased by greyhounds, and they will not be
caught. This is rather unfair to the dog, for if a dog earns a
kill by good running and superior Bpeed he should be entitled

to the reward of whetting his fangs in the warm blood of a
hare. The game cannot proceed much further; dogs will not
be imposed upon, they like a joke, but it must not be
repeated too often, or else when they are slipped after a
stuffed hare's skin they will quietly put their fore legs
upon the ground and their heads between their legs, and with
a look of "no you don't" let the artificial hare roll along
unchased. Alas! there is no hope for the cruelty banishers
unless it be that they would all at once comment the happy
dispatch and rid this gay and inspiring world of their morose
and insipid presence.

Good coursing men refuse to start their dogs after artificial

hare. There is not the first element of coursing in the sport.
Coursing is a science, and good coursing dogs are artists.

They chase their game honorably and win or lose, never
show malice. This is more than can be written of men who
take part in less exciting sports than coursing. The noble
greyhound has not much brain, hut he has grand iungs, fine

limbs and is withal stout of heart, qualities that can never
be developed in chasing artificial hare. But they are just
the qualities that make coursing one of the most bewitching
of sports which a man can engage in. It is fun for the few,
but the few who take a hand in it find more absolute pleasure
in its excitements than a hundred times their numbers
experience in a life-time of commonplace drudgery.

When the esteemed editor of the Rod and Gun depart-
ments of this journal started on his memorable Eastern tour,

he made a solemn affidavit that he would send to the writer
a pair ot prairie chickens for his Thanksgiving dinner. But,
alas! he has failed, and the failure cannot be charged to the
Kansas prairie chickens for they rose just under the nose of
the wandering editor. He sighted his Clabrough hammerless
first with the light hand barrel and then with the left, but
the chickens flew off and may be still flying in spite of the
double discharge of Chamberlin "si-andard" loaded cartridges
sent after them. The two dogs, Bridgeport and King, who
saw the misses, have sent a protest to this office claiming that
they are not to blame for the erratic shooting of the Pacific

judge.

When Frank Forester died in penury the sportsmen of the
country, who had, during his life, lived in an atmosphere of
bliss when they had his stories by flood and field to peruse,
decided to erect a monument over his ashes. The conception
was a noble one, the plans were elaborate, funds poured in
from all quarters of the Union; indeed the subscriptions came
to hand so rapidly that the treasurer exhausted the contents
of his box in providing stationary to acknowledge the receipt
of the amounts sent in. The result is that Frank Forester
sleeps in an unmarked grave, and that his admirers who con-
tributed so liberally of their wealth to keep his memory green
have sworn never to give another cent to decorate memorial
tablet or headstone of any dead sportsman, let him be ever so
noble.

Local yachtsmen find very little of interest. The sport is

saved from utter oblivion by the appearance of Nellie and
Chispa on the bay every week. Commodore Gutte and
ex-Vice Commodore Douahuekeep their canvas stretched and
find many pleasant days for cruising. Last Sunday in illustra-

tion, could not be surpassed. There has been some talk of the
pair making a race to Pinole and back when a day can be
found with the tide favorable, the owners eaoh to Bail his own
craft. They would not have much of au audience, but
would be sure of plenty of fun on the trip. It would make
a pleaBant diversion for New Year's day.

The shooting on the club preserves of the Snisun marshes
last Sunday was uot particularly brilliant. Messrs. Wilson
and Adams of the Tulle Belle Club brought down bags of 32
and 17, Dr. Davis of the Cordelia had 27. The members of the
Ibis Club had poor sport, and the Teal Club fared worst of all.

Ou the lower bay the best sport was found, the majority of

hunters from Alviso, Milpitas aud theRedwood City marshes,
bringing home excellent bags.

Huntingtower whose name appears as second iu the great
race for the Maribyruong Stakes, run at Melbourne on Nov.
1st, is by Darebin, dam Athaleue, au imported mare by Blair

Athol. It will doubtless be very satisfactory news tn the
owner of Darebin that his produce has already shown
front rank amongst tha choice stock that always star

Maribyrnoug Stakes, the most aristocratic two-year-

of Australia.
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The Trot for the $5,000 Purse-

the Winner.

The attendance at theBav District Tracklast Saturday proved

F
°, Kftti TnUe pubHc left ttm severe^ alone. But

" C
'A -Z The Bay District Association secured

a change ha, come lhe ™?
, k of tbe weather

thrim°h the gate" the first race of tbe day, or a purse of

lISuO for stations, was called up Th« friers were B.C.W ,? b hMarin
U
and

J
W ^"'sbik n^ymion'.

Mt
F
Ve?non wafthe^'favorite with the bettors,. a tip be ng

&ESZ& -ymion°tS, a^MtX^

Endymion second, Woodnut third, Mann last

Second Heat-Marin had a little the best of the start anfl

led the held to the finish. Woodnut kept ham close company

o,he\uarter where he was joined by Mt.Vernon th two

having a tilt from there home for second place. M.._Vernon

broke when fifty yards from the wire and was third by a

^iri^Tta/Si was fair, Marin showing in front at

LS^^^l^S»on|£
bS On the back stretch Woodnut drew ahead and when

Ssto'tttoa
6S^^k—kodn^S

chanengedh.m
g
andahot brush followed, Woodnut reaching

the wirffirst by half a length, Marin a head m Iront of Mt.

'SSTdS heats Woodnutled from wire to wire

fourth; in the fifth the two changed places.

tt -nr; iv== I nf the race Mr Van Ness was presented with a huge bouquet
-Harry WlLkeB

| ^^'e ^ectators signilied their appreciation by rounds of

applause and cheers.

Same Day-Purse S5.000. Free for all.

Harr" Wilkes, 1, g by Geo WiIkeB-FVjnJ.es. 1

GuyWilkes, isbyGeo. Wilkes-J. A. Goldsmith 2

Anlevolo.br 8 by Electioneer-! Cs.nipsoa
}

Charley Uillon, b g-W. H. Crawford

Arab, b S-O-A.H-^-^i^^/oa^V^:

1 2

2 1

3 3

Privations of Jockeys.

Sale of R. P. Ashe's Thoroughbreds Last

Saturday.
head

District track Saturday, 6even of
At the Bay .uisLrici, u

thoroughbreds, from the stable of E.P.Ashe, were soId at

auction for the owner's account, the sale being conducted by

Messrs. Killip & Co. The following were the horses sold,

bEe^y "mare. 5 years, by imp. Billet, dam Mirah by

imn Phaeton. W. E. Claypool, S2.500.

Gu"n bay mare, 3 years, by Flood, dam Glendew. James

"w'alia^bTcol^ years, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

^ay HUy yea^l^ ^.Martin, dam Maie by Waverly. J.

B
Chefnut fiflyyearling by Onondaga, dam Sophy Badderly

by imp. Australian. J. B. Haggin, §1,000.

Brown filly yearling by Duke of Montrose, dam Tolega by

imp. Bonnie Scotland. L. TJ. Shippee, $300.

Chestnut filly yearling by Milner, dam Gnselda by imp.

Intruder. B, C. Holly, $275.

St. Louis Pair, 1888.-Entries in the Produce
Stakes.

[Cable Correspondence U. Y. Herald.]

The gossip about Fred Archer's reduction in weight having

weakened hini and oaused his death has naturally excited

medicul attention, and the current Lancet takes up the sub-

ject under the heading "Perils of a Jockey's Life."

After stating all these the article continues: "LittledoeB the

J- great multitude guess how dear a price the jockey pays for

/ the encouraging shout and popular applause that greet his

victory. It is not going too far to say that the sufferings and

privations entailed by a severe course of training protracted

over several years are, on physiological grounds, certain to

jeopardize health, even if it cannot be proved that they sacri-

fice life. .

"In not a few instances jockeys have been known to sicken

and die from acute inflammatory mischief brought on by

exposure while the physical powers were at the lowest line of

resistance, or by repeated chills, have fallen victims to

phthisis. Such was poor young Constable's fate.

"Unfortunately, sweating to bring down the weight of a

jockey in a Bhort time is often entailed on those constitu-

tionally ill-fitted to withstand the shock. Starving and

sweating are no mean factors in producing shocks.

"It is little short of monstrous that Archer should, by the

necessities of his engagements, be required to reduce his

weight from over nine stone to eight and one-half stone in

order that he might ride St. Mirin. Typhoid fever was

assigned as the last illness from which the great jockey

suffered. This may be so. but if it was the onset must have

been unusually insidious for delirium to have supervened on

the date mentioned. The verdict of the jury was technically

correct, but to the unscientific mind it carries a stigma which

no one' would wish to be attached to the memory of the late

popular jockey.

•That he was bereft of his reason cannot be doubted. At

Nov. 27th—Parse S1.000. Stallions.
, , ,

Woodnut. ch h by Nutwood-B. C Holly
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Between the heats of the stallion trot the curtain was run

up on the sensation of the day, and the crowd wedged its way

toward tbe stretch to get a view of the con estau£• ^
answered the judge's ball promptly, and in

«

J

6,^" *Ved
five were taking the preliminary spin. Harry Wilkes iookeci

to be well on edge: his eye was bright, his coat smooth his

ears eroct and mov'ing with an action that indicated that the

nervous tension was about right. Guy Wilkes came next

sleek and quiet, but not going with that true and even stroke

that proves him at his best Antevolo was the third to jog

pas toe stand with the Nestor of turf journalists in the sea

behind him, and the beauty and perfect act on of the colt

madehim the admired of all beholders. Antevolo was at a

disadvantage in the race. While on the way from Oakland

Saturday morning he slipped and fell on a cable-oar track

bruising himself considerably, and when he started for the

trot be had a swelled and sore bruise on both his near fore

and hind legs. Yet he was in at the death and ro ted a fast

and game i£». Arab looked to be in good health bu t a per-

ceptible lameness in his near hind foot augured ill for his

chances. Hilton was regarded as outclassed in a he d like

the one of Saturday, but he seemed to be drawn too hue and

lacking in energy. But little time was lost in preliminaries.

H.HonTew thfpole, Arab second, Guy Wilkes third, Ante-

7olo fourth and Harry Wilkes fifth. In the pools business

was active, with Harry Wilkes a strong favorite, at $ 100 to

$50 for Guy. and $25 for the field.

First heat-They got off with a good start on the first

attempt, Hilton half a length behind Arab and An evolo

were in the lead together at the turn Harry Wilkes and Guy

following close, with Hilton last. Thus they went to the

quarter in 35 seconds. On the back stretch Harry Wilkes

gave an indication of his speed by suddenly going past the

leaders, Arab going to a break and falling off to the rear. At

the half in 1:08, Harry was two lengths in front, and made

another spurt that carried him to the three-quarters in 1|42}.

He finished in a jog in the fast time of 2: oi, Guy WilUs

second by two lengths, Antevolo third, Ellon fourth Arab

twenty yards behind. Guy was timed in 2:10} and Antevolo

^Second Heat-Arab was withdrawn, and the evident-ability

of Harry Wilkes to trot in 2:12 or2:13 had taken the edge off

the race somewhat, still there was some speculation at Harry

SlOO Guy $25, field $10. At the Btart Harry was wavering,

and when the bell struck he went into a bad break He was

pnlled to the outside and almost to a slop. Guy led off will.

a skip, but a handy one, and was a lengthia front of Antevolo

at the quarter in 35, Hilton third, Harry hfty yards behind.

The favorite was regarded as out of it as far as the heat was

concerned. On the straight of the back stretch, however, he

got squared, and it was evident that Van Ness would try for

the heat At the half, in 1:09. he was still ten lengths behind

the leader, but he came around the turn like a steam engine,

and at the three-quarter mark, in 1:431, was on Guy s wheel.

From there home it was neck and neck between the two,

Harry winning by a head in 2:l6t, Antevolo two lengths off,

Hilton three lengths behind Harry, Wilkei trotting the last

half in 1:043, wui°h is the greatest public performance of his

life

Third Heat—Harry made a skip at the start which threw

him back and he was laid up. Guy led from wire to wire,

reachiu" the quarter in 35, the half in 1:00, three-quarters in

1:42), and the mile in2:16J. Harry finished second, Antevolo

third! Hilton fourth.

Fjui'th Heat—Harry drew ahead from the start and at the

quarter in 35 was three lengths ahead of Guy second, Ante-

volothirr Hilton last. At tbe half, in 1:0/ j, Harry s lead had

ucreased to three lengths, Guy making a game struggle to

contend with the almost limitless speed of his half brother.

At the three-quarter-, in 1:421, the gap had lessened and

Harty finished two leugths in front ot Guy in the fast time of

"15 NitwilhstaudiuLi the patent superiority of the winner

it was a great race. The time of tbe four heats has seldom

been eoualed, and the relative positions of Guy Wilkes were

sncntliat, although beaten, no discredit will attach. Guy

Wilkes trotted the fourth heat as good as 2:15i, and Antevolo

wastiineiiin 2-lSi. Harry Wilkes came to California with

lh( reu.it lion of" being the greatest campaigner and best

,
. horse" on the turf, and his first appearance on the

i iilomiit track has added to his laurels. At the conclusion

Below will be found a list of those who have made second

payment on their entries in the St. Louis Fair Produce

Stakes, to be trotted at the St. Louis meeting in 1SSS:

For tie nroduee of mares sired in 188o, colts, fillies and

geldings, foals of 1886, to be trotted at the St. Louis Fair in

October, 1S88, mile heats, best two in three to harness *o0

entrance, payable as follows: Five dollars January Id, 8S6,

when the mare must be nominated; $10 November 1 1886

when the foal must be named and described, and S3o on the

lay before the race, with $600 added, $200 of he added

money and S30 per cent, of the entrance money to 'be second

horse, and S100 of the added money and S20 per cent, of the

entrance money to the third horse.
.

C. A. Warner, blk I Little Rock, American Star—Iris

B
L
3

'KSi'mmons, r e Caderonse, Monte Cristo-Lady Frank.

W E. Tonkins, Sixty-Six, Nutwood—Ella.

E K Montgomery, b f Mamie King. Dnrango—Strathleen.

Y' D' Scales, b c Volunteer Gift, Fairy Gift—Daisy.

Melbourne Stock Farm, b f Cicerowe, Fairy Gift-Lady

Tazewell; g f Chansoir, Fairy Gift-Nelly; b c Cito, Kentucky

Home—Miss Medium. _,

Brier Hill Stock Farm, c c Carlos, Don Carlos-Claia

Dudley; Blue Bird, Jay Bird-Beeswing; b f Bankress,

Banker—May Dudley. w„ihb'b
Melbourne StockFarm.gr o Centum, j! airy Gift-Nellie s

Palo'lito Stock Farm, br c Reno, Electioneer-Lillie B ;

br c Elliston, Electionei—Lady Ellen; b f Jessie M E ec-

tioneer-May; b f Colma, Electioneer-bontag Mohawk; b f

Georgia, Whips-Gypsy; c h Boxhorn, Ansel-Mary

C. W. Story, b c Red Letter, Referee-Modjeska; b f Metal,

Referee—Silver Foil. .

John S. Clark, b c Prodigal, Pancoast—Beatrice.

H C McDowell, Calinda, Dictator—Katherme; b c Dado

King Reue-Dhnldui; b f Arrogance, Dictator—Fuga; b cBat-

zarine, King—Crap Lissee.

Catou Stock Farm, b f Rinka'Cossack, Don Cossack-Mis-

nomer; Luzro Cossack, Don Cossack-Kate Carmen.

Frank Duhme, b c Hope Boal, Gen. Hancock-Lady

Simmons. „ , . n i

W H Boyce, g f Baroness, Hambnno—Zephyr.

J. S. Moon, b c Twilight Wilkes, Von Bismarck-Mattie

Wilkes.

The Great Sale of Thoroughbreds.

The catalogue of this important event has come to hand.

The sale as anuounced in another column, will take place at

Lexington, Kv., on the 15th and 16th inst., and is without

reserve. The horses comprise the property of the Melbourne

stable E C Pate, Chinn & Morgan, and others, and will be

conducted by Mr. S. D. Bruce. Amongst the noted race-

horses are Blue Wing, The Bourbon, Pure Eye, Ed. Oilman,

Syntax, Boatman, Monogram, King Kyrle Tattoo, Editor,

Belle Pate, Prima Donna, Amy Hyde, War Banner, C &

G Plentiful, Goddard and Bob Fisher. These horses are

from three to five vears old and represent such noble sires as

Fonso, King Ban, Plenipo, Ten Broeck, War Dance, Enquirer,

Great Tom Kyrle Dalj', Buckden, Bonnie Scotland, St. Martin

and Billet, all winning sires, and whose produce is most eagerly

sought for. Of Hindoo stock there is the bay filly lhe

Widow The Duke of Montrose and the Duke of Magenta are

represented by a two-vear-old Montrose and the Duke of

Bourbon, also a two-year-old. The yearlings are by Billet,

Hindoo, Leonatns, Wanderer, Luke Blackburn, Gleuelg,

Enquirer from the most fashionably bred dams of the

country. Rarely has a sale been held where there are repre-

sentatives of such a variety of fashionable blood of the most

highest class, and in such numbers as to warrant especial

attention from all classes of raciug men.

The G-oodenough Shoe.

The Goodenough system of shoeing horseB has steadily

grown in favor and popularity during the past four years.

There is no tiring or burning the hoof in shaping or htling

these shoes, and the method is used with equal success in

heavy draft horses or roadsterB. Mr. Thomas Doyle, the

enernetic agent for these shoes, is a practical mechauic and

a sagacious busiuess manager, and by his energy has

established the largest shoeing shops on the Mast

Mr. Doyle has made a thorough study of the horses foot

and is a practical horseshoer. He says "I will forfeit

SI 000 if I fail to cure any horso affected with quarter cracks

or toe cracks." In shoeing trotters, runners anil road horses

he ha B gained a highly satisfactory reputation. By employ-

ing only first-class workmen his system of shoeing is always

done skilfully. The addresses of Mb different shops appear

in another column.

At the next congress of the National Trotting Association

Mr. David Bonner will introduce a rule requiring records

against time to be made in a public race on tracks of the

National Trotting Association.

lhat ne was uereii oi m=> iwouj. ^.^^uul uv uu«u..«. —
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the same time we would assert that the fatal catastrophe had

quite a sufficient canse in the recent physical strain and its

consequences, without assuming that there was any under-

lying or latent basis of even temporary insanity."

The current British Medical Journal follows in a similar

strain, looking to his severe privations during the previous

six weeks.
Visiting to-day, on the Herald's account, the Northampton

races, I took occasion to interview there several jockeys on

the subject of the privations of reducing weight. I arrived

while the Erst race, the Newe Handicap, was being run,

which was won by Chas. Wood on Mr. Eenfrew's Thunder-

storm. After he dismounted and passed the scales correctly,

I spoke to him. He is about five feet two, with a robust,

healthy appearance, inclined to be slightly bandy, and was

wearing his yellow silk jacket and cardinal cap. He has for

a number of years filled the second place to Archer on the

list of winning jockeys.

He said:—"I never waste except for an exceptional mount.

Even then my wasting seldom exceeds three or four pounds,

which makes me feel very weak;" adding "try yourself to do

without your ordinary food, taking instead Turkish baths

and Seidlitz powders for a week, and you will also feel bad, I

can tell you.
. . ... ,....,

"As to the newspaper agitation to raise weights, 1 think it

improbable, as the present arrangement permits light weights

to ride, which otherwise would debar them." Concluding, he

said he was sure that wasting by physic shortens jockeys'

lives and was one of the causes of Archer's illness and death.

I had just left Wood when I met John Watts, dressed in

orange with a purple belt and orange cap, coming from the

weighing room to rids Mr. Joliffe's Bonnie Charlie for the

third race, the mile selling plate. Watts will be remembered

in America as the rider of Keene's Foxhall to victory in the

Cambridgeshire. He is a tall, fine-built young man, with

light hair, blue eyes and very gentlemanly spoken.

He said:—"I never waste as Archer did. He was continu-

ally physicking himself. I get a few pounds weight off by

daily walking exercise. On the contrary, Archer's feet were

so very tender he was unable to walk. During the winter I

only get to about one hundred and thirty pounds, keeping

my weight down by hunting, and just before the racing

season I have only to reduce myself about seven pounds.

"I have all mv life enjoved good health, which I attribute

to my walking exercise; and I am sure that if jockeys gener-

ally would exert themselves a little and walk, instead of

relying on physic, they would enjoy health the same as I do.

As to raising the weights I am sure it would be a great advan-

tage to all heavy and middle-weight jockeys' health."

At this point' the boy brought Bonnie Charlie to ns, and

while shaking hands to mount Watts reminded me of John

Osborne, who is over fifty years of age, adding:— "John is

ridiug now as well as ever, and the only medicine he takes la

walking, walking." .

The race was won by Fred Webb on Eccentricity, m W. G.

Stevens' colors—claret, with a blue cap—and was Webb s only

mount during the day. I saw him shortly after, fully dressed

in a dark tweed suit, with a long pepper and salt oolored

ulster down to his heels. He is tall, with dark hair and

bright eves. Americans who came to Epsom in 18S1 to see

Iroquois win, will remember Webb riding Peregrine, the

favorite, and who finished second.

Webb is thought by many to be the finest rider of the pres-

ent day He said:— "I don't, for a moment, think wasting

caused Aroher's death. He caught typhoid fever as you or I

niioht have caught it. I have read the current medical jour-

nals on the subject, and must say the writers know very

liitle of what they are writing about.
_

"In a few weeks, when the racing season is over, 1 will

weigh about 147 pounds, and I ride during the season nt 121

pounds. My wasting is the same as Watts'—plenty of walk-

ing, with an occasional dose of physic." ...
I had a few minutes with George Barrett bdore the last

race, the Rothschild plate. He was dressed to ride E. O.

Starkey's Modiste in pretty colors of cinnamon, with old gold

sleeves and cap. He is a short, bright, respectful young fel-

low with brown eyes and hair, and was wearing a heavy red,

black silk mufHer round his throat, as it had become bitter

°°It is generally understood that George Barrett will succeed

Archer as the Prince of Wales' jockey, and next year be at the

head of the list of winning jockeys. .

He said- "Yes, I read the medical journals and think

very little of them. I waste, perhaps, as much as any one.

but the medicine I use is cheap. I eat a small mutton chop

for breakfast and then take a long walk, which gives me good

health and reduoes my weight when I require it.

As to his younger brother Fred, who is first jockey to

Leopold Rothschild, and whose services are sought after more

thau any other light weight, he said: "Fred suffers from a

weak chest. Consequently he is not able to do so much

walking as I do. But, by combining physio with walking he

maungos to keen in fairly good health.

"My firm opinion is that if jockeys would take plenty of

walking they would seldom be ill, as many are now who rely

solely on physio."
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The Public Tuition of Two-Year-Olds.
[By "Sterling," in Melbourne Sportsman.]

The question as to whether the early racing of two-year-
olds is detrimental or beneficial to the race-horse, has been
raised anew by Mr. Henry Austin's endeavors to obtain its

restriction in New South Wales, and by Mr. Scarr's proposal
to refer the matter to a conference composed of the members
of the committees of the two chief clabs of New South Wales
and Victoria.

While doubtful of any practical outcome from the adoption
of the course proposed by Mr. Scarr, I hail with satisfaction
any steps which seem likely to cause discussion and throw
light npon such vexed questions as those which concern the
conservancy and development of the powers of the thorouoh-
bred horse.

°

The majority of the old school of colonial racing men
accept the theory that the early racing of two-year-olds is
directly prejudicial to their future soundness, and argue that
colts raced on the first of August, in ninety-nine ca.,es out of
a hundred, are really from one to three months younger than
the age racing law makes them attain on that date; that their
bones lack solidity, and that their muscles are undeveloped,
and compare them to human babes of tender years. This at
first sounds like forcible and unanswerable argument; yet it
hardly bears the test of strict examination, while the com-
parison between equine and human juveniles is most mislead-
ing; as while human life, under favorable conditions, is
often prolonged to three score years and ten, and equine
existence, equally well-eared for, reaches half that age; man
seldom reaches the full development of his powers before his
twenty-first year, even under the most favorable condition as
to reijimen, climate, etc., thus taking at least a fourth of his
existence to mature. While it has been repeatedly proved
that the thoroughbred is seldom better than at the back end
of his three-year-old season, in proof of which I may cite the
Australian Cup victories of First King and Navigator, who
gave weight to good old horses and beat them.'it is thus
evident that a horse comes much earlier than a human being,
attaining its best powers before reaching a ninth of the
probable term of its life. The two-year-old is thus to be
more fitly compared with the youth of seventeen than the
infant to which it is usually likened. Ere a healthy foal is a
week old it is galloping about, showing clearly that plenty of
exercise is necessary for its healthy development, and I am
sure that too early confinement and fattening for sale are far
more to be blamed for the unsoundness shown by some of
our yonng stock, than are either early racing over short
courses or the preparation that it necessitates. It has been
pointed out by those who oppose the early racing of two-
year-olds that few Maribyrnong Plate winners have trained
on, but it must be remembered that this race has repeatedly
fallen to fillies, and that other causes than sound legs often
lead to the retirement of the weaker sex from turf contests;
whilst among those which, being defeated, have certainly run
a more trying race than the winner, may be named such
celebrities as Chester, Middlemarch, Off Colour, St. Lawrence,
Statesman, Little Sister, Guesswork, Navigator, Boolka,'
Frying Pan, Mistake, Morpeth, Lesbia, Footstep, Anglesey,
Transferred, The Bohemian, Merriniu, Honeydew, Sandal,
Suwarrow, First Water, Gipsey Cooper, The Czar, as well as
a host of others which have trained on and won over long
and short courses.
That any prevention of the early racing of two-year-olds

would prove directly detrimental to breeders, owners and
trainers, cannot be gainsaid. If a man purchases aud trains
half a dozen yearlings and nominates them for good stakes,
the expenses entailed upon him are extremely heavy, and as
many of them will get three furlongs soon after being broken
in, and never get farther, it is only fair that some chance of
recouping their owner for their purchase and cost be afforded
them, or buyers at yearling sales would soon become objects
of surprise and curiosity. One benefit likely to arise from
the early date at which two-year-old racing now begins, will
be that breeders will hesitate before Bending their youngsters
up for sale loaded with fat and full of humor, and will allow
them plenty of liberty and exercise, for trainers having
only a short period in which to prepare them will avoid a fat
youngster as they would a snake." The colt or filly which
has plenty of room to gallop about, seasons and more than
half trains itself. Among horses which have benefitted in
this manner may be mentioned Coriolanus, Darebin, and
Guesswork.
The old proverb "Soon ripe soon rotten" ib frequently

quoted by the opponents of early racing, but when we
see the nine-year-old mare Camerine, who began racing
as a two-year-old, and has raced in every year since,
and is now quite as sound as any unbroken colt, we must
have donbts of its infallibility. Here we have an animal
which has raced on all kinds of courses at all ages, and
is still perfect in frame and in temper. The sound-
ness of the Arab horse has long been a subject of laud-
ation among theorists; but it may astonish manv to learn
that the Arabs begin the education of their colts'and fillies

even earlier than is now the case with racing men. The
Emir, Abd-el-Kader, in his work on the subject, being a
strong supporter of the practice, saying that as a two-year-
old the colt should be ridden till his back bends. Any
unprejudiced person must admit that there i3 far less risk
of injury to the yearling in breaking, handling, &c, when its
tuition is begun early than when it is deferred to a later
season. The animal is not as likely to be gross or to have
both its blood and temper in a heated and unnatural con-
dition, and is less likely to resist being ridden or to receive
injury from sprain or strain.
The Hon. James White, who has been most successful

withhis two-year-olds, is an opponent of their early racing,
and in order to win the Derby did not race Martini-Henry
or Nordenfeldt until they became three years old. They won
their Derbys, but neither of them trained on even to race at
foar years old, while many of their contemporaries which
had gone through the full routine of two-year-old racing are
still on the turf and earning their oats.
Use and abuse are two different things; the old system of

sweating and purging are now things of the past, and it is
the exception and not the rule to see the two-years-olds over-
worked. H the daily work allotted the colt in training were
compared with that which the same colt would voluntarily
take in a like period in the paddock with others, it would be
found that he is not given one-fourth the exercise he would
then undergo.
In most cases the common sense of owners may be trusted

to prevent their abusing or destroying the properly for which
they have paid highly, and though the desire to have a run
for a rich stake may tempt a trainer to start a youngster
before it is quite tit, or to run it too often at a meeting, these
are but exceptional cases.
There is little doubt that this early racing throws a great

deal of light upon the chances of animals engaged m the
Maribyrnong Plate, and lessens the value of such stakes to
the winner, but the money thus saved to owners is not lost to

racing; and should the public gain a better Hue as to proba-
bilities, owners must put up with it, even though they mav
be anticipated in the market.
In England, in olden times, Crucifix was tried over half a

mile in September, which would be equivalent to trying an
Australian two-year-old in April. That no evil resnlts accrued
W8B shown by her winning thirteen timesin the two following

rr?rs
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wo Thousand Guineas, the One Thousand, and
The Oaks falling to her lot.

Over-legislation on turf subjects is as much to be depre-
cated as in politics. Trainers and owners, breeders and racing
clubs all derive benefit from early racing, while the evils
resulting from it oxist mainly in the imaginations of theorists
lberefore, I think any action which would prevent the racing
of juveniles in August would be mostill-advised. But I think
some restriction as to the distance which they are to run is
advisable. Thus, in August, I would have no race of greater
length than three furlongs. I would make four furlonos the
extreme distance in September, whilst in October five furlongs
should be the longest course run over. I would also prevent
the use of the whip or spurs iu August and September, as in
those months two-year-olds are frequently ridden by stable
boys, to whose injudicious use of these instruments of pun-
ishment much of the nervousness and timiditv shown bv our
race-horses is attributable. This would also "teach our" lads
to ride with their heads and hands, and while the colts and
hllies would be emulous and eager, instead of fearful and
fractious, onr boys would learn to ride like horsemen aud
cease the wholesale and silly punishment which beaten horsesnow receive on all our race-courses.
Another thing which renders two-year-olds irritable is the

use of sharp and severe bits by boys lacking hands aud
experience The more pleasant a youngster's task is made
the more likely it is to run kindly and truly. And it is only
by practice with the colors up that a colt can become pro-
ficient in the art of threading its way through a field which
is so necessary to success in its future contests over' loneer
courses.

Archer's Love for His Wife.
[Wm. Easton, in X. Y. Herald.]

Some years ago scarcely a day passed that I did not spend
some portion of it under the happy, hospitable roof of MrJohn Dawson, the famous trainer at Newmarket. At that
time Mr. Dawson's "Nellie," afterward Mrs. Fred Archer
was a child, and I, of course, knew her. Poor Archer know-
ing this, seemed to find relief from his terrible grief after her
death in talking to me about her. Hence, the poor fellow's
confidential conversation with me, which I will aivo von in
his own words.

It happened when he was out here and we were returning
from the Park, where we had been for a ride and a gallop
It was the only time that the great jockey ever mounted a
horse in this country, and the beast be was on was a splendid
lookiug thoroughbred stallion called Bed Bud.
As we walked onr horses leisurely out of the Park and into

Fifth avenue—hoping to divert his thoughts from his great
trouble by talking about himself—I said to him: "Fred I
should think you must sometimes feel tremendously proud
and elated over your great success, and at the fact that you
are a very great and important man in this world It's awonder that it has not utterly spoiled you and made you a
very disagreeable person instead of the modest, unassuming
man you really are." Turning in his saddle to face me he
replied:

"No. 1'ou would be surprised how little I think of it all in
that way. Mylife has not been a very long one, you know
and naturally I am gratified and thankful at mv good fortune
or luck, it may be. Sometimes when thinking it all over I
have thought to myself that it is only that I have been luckier
than some of the other poor lads who, very likely would
have been just as good as I em if they had had the same
chances; that's about all the patting on the back I ever eive
myself. &

himself by a big effort he went on to say, "Do yon know whatmy only real consolation is now?" Not waiting for an answer
he continued: "I don't miud telling you that it is in prayei
I have, like many ot her men, been careless abon t that sort of
thing at times in my life, but since poor Nellie's death whenlam alone I spend most of my time upon mv knees iu earnest
prayer. I get out of bed in the night, when everything is
still, and kneel and pray. It is such a comfort to do thi°—
the only comfort I have now, in fact. I know it is what she
would like me to do, she was so good, you know.
"And do you know that I thiuk she is with me at those

times. I fancy then that I really do see her and that she seea
me, and I talk to her and call her by name, and then I
imagine that she is speaking, and I can really hear her voice
and see her smile upon me.

"I teli her that I am praying for her happiness, and that
God will forgive me my sins, so that I may be fit when I die
to be with her in heaven.
"Then I think that I can hear her say to me that she too

is praying for and watching over me, and that if I continue
to pray to God for help to do right we shall one day be
together again in heaveu, and so much happier than we ever
were before."

After pausing a moment he said again quietly:
"Don^t thiuk me foolish for talking to vou like this, will

you? You don't know how much good ft has done me to
unbosom myself to some one who knew her in this way.
Lots of people would think it stiange to hear me talk in such
a way, wouldn't they ? Ah, well! life's a -trange thing—much
more so than death. Life can be so uncharitable, but death
is dumb or powerless for good or evil.

"I don't suppose," he continued, "that the world would
believe in a poor jockey's prayers, or that he could have good
or pure feelings, if any. I can fancy the world's scornful
laugh at what I have said to you if it knew it all."
There is the story. I told it. though not so fully, to Mr.

Tattersall in London. He was quite affected by it, and said
that Archer would occupy a higher place in his estimation
than ever in consequence of it.

Well, the world now knows it. I wonder if it will laugh
the "scornful laugh" at the dead man's Bimple and beautiful
words, that he in his life- time predicted it would "if it knew
it all." I fancy not.

Fred Archer.

"To tell you the truth," he continued, "lam so thoroughly
wrapped up in racing, my mind is so entirely upon it in
fact, that I really never think of anvthing else, not even of
where I am or of what may be going on around me as I travel
about from place to place."
He turned away and nothing was said by either of ub for

several minutes. His face assumed a most pitifully sad
expression and I knew that he was going to talk about his
poor, dead wife again. I was not surprised, therefore to
hear him say:

"Ah! Well! What does it all amount to after all It's all
nothing to me now. Poor Nellie! She was my glory, my
pride, my all, and she was taken from me at the very moment
that my happiness did really seem to me to be so great and
complete as to have nothing else in this world that I could
wish for.

"But the next moment. What a change! Then, though
there was but one thing iu this world I wanted and I would
have gladly given up money, honors and everything else
even my life, in exchange—for only one little word from her
dear lips—I could not get it and I never can."
The poor fellow tried hard to conceal his emotion, but in

spite of his efforts the tears rained down his face, and his
terrible grief was pitiable to behold. Eecovering himself in
a minute or so—I thought it best not to say anything to him—
he continued:
"How strange it all seems and how odd that you should

ask me that question about my feelings over my successes!
Do you know that I did feel something of what you must
mean the other day. It was the day before poor Nellie died.
I had just closed a brilliant season by winniug the Liverpool
Cup on Thebais. I had received a telegram to say that the
baby was born and that Nellie and the little thing were all
right, and as the train whizzed me along toward "home mv
whole career seemed to come up before me. I confess that I
did feel a little proud at winding up my great season so bril-
liantly, and I was so happy about Nellie and baby and every-
thing generally that I said to myself: 'I wonder why"l
should be so blessed; there really does not seem to me to be
anything in this world that I can or ought to want.'

"I arrived at home indue course and everything seemed
right there.

"Nellie, you know, always liked to see me in my hunting
togs. So the next morning, as the hounds were going to
meet 60inewhere near, I thought it a good excuse to dress
myself in full hunting rig, just to please her, and I took lots
of trouble to make myself as smart as possible on that
account.

"I think I was the happiost man that morning that ever
lived, aud in this frame of mind I left my room to go and
show myself and say good morning to poor Nellie.

"Just before I got to her room my sister came running
toward me and cried out, 'Oh, Fred! Fred! Nellie is dying.'
I rushed into the room and found the poor little woman
writhing iu convulsions, which continued until she died.
She did not know me, and never spoke to me again."
He had to stop here again for a moment, but controlling ' breeders"

The death of Fred Archer is thus alluded to by "Au"ur " of
the London Sporting Life.

Seldom—I may say never—have I approached a subject
with greater feelings of sorrow than that of the Bad end of
poor Fred Archer. Alas! poor Fred! Your usually cool
brain must indeed have been on fire, or you would never
have lost hope of life, aud given up all the grand future that
was before you for the "suicide's poor shift." Horrible word!
To have been killed on the race course, to have died after
fighting with the "pale horseman" to the last stride and the
last gasp, would have been to end a life of triumph in a grave
of glory. No! my poor Fred. You must have been mad,
mad, mad! But Heaven will shelter you, I doubt not, for
your heart was ever right and your temper good aud kind.
Associated in many places as I have been with F. Archer
from his first commencement into public life up to within a
short time of his tragic end, the news came to me almost as
the news of the death of a dear relative. And many thou-
sands throughout the country will, I am sure, be similarly
impressed. That Archer may have had enemies is possible.
Very few public men have not, and their enmity generally
arises from envy. But how countless were his friends in ail
classes of society, and that he deserves to the utmost this
friendship there can be no doubt to the calm, unprejudiced
observer. All very well is it for people who are more or less
ignorant of the subject they talk about to say "Only a
jockey." But think for one moment of the privations and
temptations which attend a jockey's career, and increase
rather than decrease, with age and success. How many
people who say "Only a jockey" would come as clean through
the fire as Fred Archer has done? What his future mi"ht
have been it is impossible to say, but judging by The
influence of his connections, and his own good sense and
naturally accomplished manners—for in private life he was
as perfect a gentleman as in public life he was a perfect
horseman—it would not have been too much to anticipate
that he might, had his inclination so led him, have taken a
high position in other walks of life than that with which he
has been so eminently associated. To think that all this
bright promise is nipped in the bud, and that barely in his
thirtieth year, rich beyond the dreams of avarice, courted by
the high, respected by his equals, and beloved by the poor,
makes one 3ad indeed, and especially those who knew him
intimately. But a few weeks ago, around his festive board
in the dining-room of Falmouth House, all was life and
pleasure, but the last time I saw him was just previous to
his mounting St. Mirin for the Cainbridgshire. Tom Cannon
was joking with poor Archer over a beautiful blue greatcoat
that reached from head to heels, and that an admirer of
Fred's during his visit to Ireland to ride Cambnsmore for
Lord Londonderry in the previous week had made him a
present of, and I think we were about the last three in the
paddock, when the two horsemen mounted their respective
steeds, St. Miriu and Melton, to join the Cambridgeshire
field at the starting post. It is very probable that wasting for
St. Mirin weakened Archer iu no small degree, and perhaps
those who said that his finish for the Cambridg^hire a race
singularly enough he has never been able to win—was some-
what lacking in his usual dash, were not far wrong. Be that,
however, as it may, there can, I imagine, be little doubt but
that by his devotion to the requirements of his profession
his long traveling and -hard wasting, Fred Arhcer had so
impaired his long, lithe frame, that when illness took a seri-
ous grasp of him his constitution was not sufficiently strong
to battle with the enemy, so that in a moment when his brain
gave way under a terrible strain the fatal step was taken,
'fwas but two years ago that he had the misfortune to lose-
bis wife, to whose death-bed he was summoned after riding
Thebais successfully in the Liverpool Cup, and in which
event under the usual circumstances he would have figured
on St. Mirin this week. This coincidence imparts additioual
feelings of sorrow to the lameutable record of to-day. For
the rest, I need now only say that Fred Archer, as an incom-
parable horseuiau, a pattern jockey, and a valued friend, will
ever live fresh and green in my memory. Prosperity never
spoilt him, nor did defeat dauut him. He succumbed to
a power that has turned the brains of the strongest, and fell
dying iu his sister's urms.

There is a report current that Eastern turf men r.

a move to state the age of thoroughbreds fi

instead of July 1st, as at present, to keep C
check. The cban^ is not likely to be made, but it .

to know that Co.iiornia horses strike fear
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Son for instance, sired King Alfonso Ten Broeck St.

Slaniu Jack Hardy, Tolena, Phillis, etc. King Ernest sired

ttSSto Kinglike. Favorite, Report, etc King Ban sired

Tt.\, F. x King Fox, Punster, Queen Ban, Rosary, etc.

Gr"u Tom tliffnU brother to Kingcraft, sired Tyrant, Gene-

ral Harding, Thackeray, Swift, Telle Doe, etc.

Kingcraft is a bay, aid was bred by Lord Falmouth at the

M rewu-b.Stud, in 1867, and is a son of King Tom from

Woodcraft by Voltigeur; 2d dam by Venison; 3d dam

Weddm* Day by Camel; 4th dam Margelliua by Whisker;

5th dam Manuella by Dick Andrews from the great Mundane,

dam oT Altisidora, Bontandorf, etc. It is unnecessary to

state that his sire King Tom was a son of Harkaway and the

Unowned Pocahontas (dam of Stockwell, Rataplan, Knight of

St Patrick, Knight of Kars, Ayacanora, Arancana, ex.), by

Glencoe Harkaway, surnamed "the Irish Eclipse," was be

best horse of his day in Europe, and won twenty-one of the

twenty-eight races for which he started winning the Good-

wood Cup twice, the last time with 130 lbs He was a horse

of great size, bone and constitution, and these qualities he

seems to have transmitted to his stock. He had ragged hips

and great depth of chest, but was rather light in the flank.

His son King Tom was unquestionably a great race-horse

bnt like many horses of the present day, he succumbed

prematurely to "private trials." He won twice, as a two-year-

old the Brighton, Biennial and Triennial Produce Stakes,

and Baron Rothschild thought so well of his Derby chances

that he gave Mr. Thelluson £2,000 for him, and his Derby

trial in the spring of 1854 was considered at that time one of

the best ever run in England, as King Tom 3 years, had

121 lbs Orestes, a splendid4.year-olu, had 127 lbs.; Hunger-

ford 113 lbs and Middlesex, 100 lbs., Middlesex only beat

King Tom half a neck, the rest nowhere. Baron Rothschild

thought he bad the Derby won, but the Monday week before

the Derby King Tom fell lame in his off hock, and did little

or no work up to the day of the Derby, for which Andover

oulv beat him after a desperate straggle. The severity of the

race ended King Tom, coming so close after his trial, and he

returned to the stud where he rose to great eminence, particu-

larly through his allies. He got three Oaks winners—Tor-

mentor Hippia and Hannah, a Derby winner m Kingcraft,

while Hannah won the St. Leger and One Thousand. Among

the other King Toms were Wiugrave, Restitution, Maidstone.

King Lud, Corisande, Lady Golightly and Great Tom.

Upon the death of King Tom in 1S77, the Rothschilds had a

bronze statue of him cast and erected at Mentmore, where he

had stood.

Kingcraft's dam, Woodcraft, was a bay mare, bred by Mr-

G Bryan, in 1861. Kingcraft and Great Tom were her best

performers. Her son Andred was a fair performer, while her

daughter Anderida (Kingcraft's sister.) was the dam of Mida

an 1 Ercildoune, and at the Middle Park sale of 187S she

bi„ught 2,500 guineas. Kingcraft ran nine r.ices as a two-

ye.ir-old, of which he won six. He made his debut in the

Tr enuia'l Stakes, at Ascot, and was beaten a head by Mahonia.

At the Newmarket July Meeting, Kingcraft won the Chester-

field Stakes, beating thirteen. At Goodwood, he won the

Home Stakes, beating Sunlight. At York, he won the Con-

vivial Stakes with 126 lbs. up, beating four. At Newmarket,

he won the Buckenham Stakes, beating Normauby. He also

won the Triennial Produce Stakes, beating six. He walked

over for the October Produce Stakes. Then came the great

Middle Park Plate. The finish was one of the closest and

desperately fought on record. Frivolity, with 122 lbs, wou

by a head, and Sunlight beat Kingcraft a head. Kingcraft

having 128 lbs., or 10 lbs. extra. Kingcraft then tried to take

up 127 lbs., and give Hester and Sunlight 7 lbs., but he

oould only get third in a Held of ten. He evidently had not

recovered" from his punishing Middle Park, and retired for

the season.
Clearly Kingcraft was about the best two-year-Ola colt of

18i;9, bat the tilly Sunshine, a daughter of Tbormanby, out

of Sunbeam, the St. Leger heroine of 'f8, in Mr. Merry's

6table, was the champion tvo-year-old, and it is doubtful if

there have been many better, as she won nine out of ten

races, the Middle Park being her only defeat. She was favor-

ite for the Derby all the winter. Kingcraft made his bow as

a thiee-year-old in the Two Thousand Guineas, for which ten

started. But he could only get third place, the wiuner turn-

ing up in Mr. Merry's dark colt Macgregor by Macaroni, who
ran away from his field as if they were butchers' hacks, and

won in a canter by five lengths. It was the easiest wou race

ever seen, and created a perfect panic. Macgregor was

pronounced the fastest horse seen at Newmarket since the days

of Bay Middletou, an.1 immediately after the Two Thousand

those who had backed Sunshine and Kiugoraft for the Derby

hurried to Londou to hedge. It was a perfect stampede and

Macgregor went to the post on Derby day with 9 to 4 on him,

he being the heaviest favorite that has ever started tor it. It

is the general belief that nothing would have prevented

Macgregor from winning, but he broke down in the race and
Kingcraft, ridden by Tom French, wou by three lengths,

Palmerston and Muster placed with twelve others starting;

Kingcraft then walked over for the Surrey Foal Stakes. He
did nut start again until the St. Leger, for which he was

sc el en started. Kingcraft was the favorite ot 2 to

1, bnt Hawthornden, a son ot Lord Clifden and Bouuy Blink

by The Flying Dutchman, won by half a length, Kingcraft

second, Wheateon third. Kingcraft was unplaced in the

Doncaster Slakes, was second in the Triennial Produce

S'akes at Newmarket, and unplaced for the Newmarket St.

LtIr h"w,L over for the Select Stakes, and was

unplacedTin tie All-Aged Stakes at Newmarket. At four yea™

old Kngcraf started in six races, but was unsuccessful in

each At five years old he started in three races, and won the

Great Ltncashire Handicap. Kingcraft's success as
,

a sire has

been moderate. He entered the stud in IS/4, and up o 1885

he
e
hadl76tals reported, of which the best was *>£**»£

Year, who in 1S7S, as a two-year-old won the Ches erheia,

Bosc'awen and Prendergast Stakes, and was a real clinker.

4s to Kingcraft's merits as a race-horse, lt will be seen tnai

thfy were o
g
n the whole, very creditable Of course he did

not.distinguished himself after he was three, and it is likely

Mssev graces at two, followed by his Two Thousand and

Derby caused him to loose his speed. We have seen this

hanpen with many great horses.
.
Harry Bassett, Van°al«e

Parole and Monitor were all kept in training and raced long

after they had lost their speed. This has a tendency o make

the duMic forget how good they have been. The best thing

hat
P
can happen a racehorse is to break Jown as soon he

has proven his merit. For our part, we would rather have a

horse that has shown first-class form and broken down early,

than one of inferior merit who made a name or campaigning,

as the latter are not, as a rule, of so high a type. Certainly

whatever may be said of Kingcraft as a four hve and six-year-

old it cannot be denied that as a two-year-old he was nearly

first-class and to have won the Derby, run third for the

Guinea and second for the Ledger, proves that he must have

been a very fair three-year-old. From the descriptions and

pictures we have seen of Kingcraft, and from the accoued of

Americans who have seen him, he must be a very neat horse

He has not inherited the height and enormous size and its

concomitant-coarseness-so general in the Harkaway family.

A report of his Derby before us says, "Kmgcratt passed

Through the paddock looking rather light but gentleman al

over " He is much neater than his brother Great Tom, not

hiving the latter's size, but is more delicate, favoring the

VeuisSns rather than the King Toms or Voltiguers Such a

horse will hit well with the big, hearty mares of the Lex ngton,

Australian and Glencoe blood at Elnrendorf.-iv'. 1
.
Spirit.

The Australian Racing Carnival.

The race for the Melbourne Cup was inaugurated in 1861,

and for twenty-five years it has steadily grown in popular

favor, and the money value of the great handicap has

ncreksed year by year. The race although run at Mel-

bourne is regarded as a national event so far as the

Australian colonies ore concerned. Everyone in Victoria,

New South Wales, South Australia, New Zealand Queens-

land and Tasmania, who claims to have a spark of interest

in racehorses or racing, makes his or her pilgrimage to

Melbourne on or before November 2d. .

The metropolitan city of the southern hemisphere is

deserted on that day. Flemington is the attraction The

course is one of the grandest in the world, nnequaled as a

placeloi- seeing a grarfd race. Practically it has no
>

limit a

to the number ot people who can see the event. The stands

are enormous, and the hill which, in a seml-eircle. skirts he

course makes it an amphitheatre compared with which the

Co Sum of Rome is but a toy house. The attendance sur-

passed all previous vears; 90,362 persons went by rail to he

bourse and nearly 60,000 passed through the gates by the

road* so that 150,000 persons were present to see the grand

"The wealth, beauty and fashion of Australia were there

the great, the wise, the learned and the half educated. The

scene was of dazzling magnificence. From the green turf on

the flat to the rare flowers on the lawn and he tiers of

exquisitely dressed ladies in the stands. Over all the early

summer sun was shining brightly, tempered by a gentle

b ee™e from the southward. Such was the p.ctrne which has

no duplicate in either hemisphere when the horses were

called up for the Melbourne cup of 18S6.
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?.h Weiaht. to te declared at or before 12 noon on.Mouday, June 280..
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before 4 e. M. on the Taesday preceding

Lra°e'.or the nominator will be liable for balance of sweepstakes

'"otTOlne of the stake £3.470, of which £500 goes to the second

horse, and £300 to the third.

W. Gorman's br h Arsenal, 4, by Qoldsborough, dam Powder, 7st i
^

H . K.' FalVne'r
;

s b'lk'or g h SiiVer'm.ne by Napoleon, dam SUjerhair,
^

Main' Commotion,' 'sheet" Anchor',' Grace' Darling,
'
isanomy, Monte

CrTsto Bohemian, Britisher. Meteor, Boolka. Ben Bolt. Kitawa, Lan

,i. Cvclon- Trident, Metal. Crossfire, Recall, Myall lung. Lord

wmiam. LUlie John, Bravo, Hexham, Highland Chief, Jack Roach, ran

unplaced.
Time. 3:31. „ _ ,,

nettinc- 4ito 1 against Trident; 6 to 1 fsonomy 8 to 1 Ben Bolt;

into leach Meteor. Little John and Trenton; 14 to 1 Silvern.me; 16 to

1 ArsenalflO to 1 Mala; 20 to 1 each Bohemian and Britisher; 25 to 1

Commotion; 00 to 1 Jack Roach.

Precisely at four o'clock the field of 2S were brought up to

the starter. Veteran George Watson. Trenton had 'be inside

with Metal, Crossfire. Boolka, Kitawa, and Highland Chief

in the order of their names, the others being strung far across

the field, all appearing under perfect control. At the first

attempt the flag fell to a faultless start. Crossfire was he

first to show in front, running for the inner berth Boolka,

Commotion and Silvermine followed. On the right Recall,

Arsenal Isouniny, Sheet Anchor, and Jack Roach were

making the pace. Hexham, Grace Darling Little John were

in the extreme rear. At the tan crossings bllyermine had the

rails and was clear of Boolka. Crosshre, Kitawa, Metal,

Recall, Bravo and Britisher. There was another pbaUinx

eniDK by themselves-Commotiou, Ben Bolt, Indent Bohe-

mian and Moule Crista. Jack Roach, Sheet Anchor, Arsenal-

Lord William, Cyclops, Lancer, Grace Darling, Trenton were

just clear of Little John who was last of the ruck, bllver.

mine in the lead made the pace a cracker, ending pas the

Sand stand, the first half mile in 521, followed by Bravo

Recall Boolka, Crossfire, Melal, Kitawa and the rest, Little

John following up at a respectful distance .if six!

the noree ahead .of him. As tin field si» iptalongth

i
, misod n el I of dust, andastuey turned the river ui ud,

... gold Bud purple sash" on Napoleon's sou

fiM| followed by Bravo, Boolka, Arsenal and Metal, and the

rest well up. The pace bad been very hot, and as they ran

along the river Silveruiine's rider gave the Tusmaniun horse

a pull Hebxaro sprang to the front and lead at the first mile,

Bravo Metal, Arsenal, Meteor, Bohemian and Isonomy

being closest up at the poiut, the favorite being far back in the

ruck Therear divisiouincluded Little John, Highland Chief,

Britibher, with Grace Darling at the tail end. Hexham forced

the running at the Bridge, where Arsenal went up and passed

Silvermine, near the Abattoirs. Hales brought up Trident

with a brilliant rush on the outside, and on passing the train-

ing stable the Derby winner had a good position and was going

well so was Arsenal who was in close company with Mr.

White's pair of chestnuts. Trenton was here seen to be

going up in grand style through a number of horses on

which the pace had told a tale, including Metal, Bravo

Kitawa Isonomy, Monte Cristo and others. Hehxam entered

the =trai"ht with Arsenal one length behind him. he bavins

passed Trident for second place. Two furlongs from home

Hexham had enough of it, and Arsenal was left with Trioent

a length from his heels, Silvermine's head being at the

favorite's girth, and both a clear length ahead of Ben Bolt.

They were followed by Hexham, Crossfire, Trenton, Bravo,

Bohemian and others, all being ridden as if for life under whip

and spur. Within the distance post the favorite s jockey

called upon him but he failed to decrease the had of Arsenal,

who kept "oing gloriously, bnt he was hard pressed at the

po-t by Trenton, who lost a grand race by a neck, a

separating the second horse and Silvermine, the latter

cutting Trident out of third place by two lengths, bheet

Anchor was fifth, Myall King sixth, Crossfire seventh, the

tail end straggling many lengths away.

The wiuuer is nobly bred. At two years he performed very

poorly only winning ttie Criterion Stakes. At three years

old he was uowbero for the Melbourne Cup, and second in

the Mares' Produce Stakes. The cup is the first race for

which he started at four years old.

The other cud winners in the field were Sheet Anchor who

carried it off last year, and Malu who wou it in 1S34. both

made a good struggle this year coming in sixth and seventh.

Malu eatryiug top weight 140 lbs. and Sheet Anchor 13o lbs ,

against 102 lbs. on the winner.

THE VICTORIA PERRY'

A sweenstakes of 25 sovs. each. 5 ft., with 650 added; 500 bovs. and

alUhTswe'pstak.'S for Iho first horse. 100 for the second and 50 for

tie third. >^r three-yeai-olds-colts 8 at 10 lb Sll.es, s st o lb. One

Sin. J

nd
v,'hite"chc Trident, by Robinson Orusoe-Cocannt. 8^10 ^

Mr.U
8
'cooper's'chY6^ I

Mr A R Blackwood's cb c Aglaos, 8 st 10 lbs Power 3

First Consul Kin-fish. Volcano, and Maddelina, ran unplaced.

Bett ng ? to 4 on Trident, 5 to 1 against Maddelina 10 to 1 Yolcauo,

12tolCheshamandKrst Consul. 20 to I Aglaos and K.nSnsh.
to ji v^uesii^""^"" J-*"" -

First Consul aud Volcano played up a bit at the post. The

Ha« fell to a good start, Chesham and Kingtish first showing

in "advance, but Volcano almost immediately went to the

ront and assumed a lead of a couple of lengths; then follow-

ing Chesham, Kingtish and Maddelina. Volcano st. 1 had a

couple of lengths lead at the turn out of the straight, then

came Chesham, Maddelina, Trident and Aglaos. Volcano

made the pace pretty warm along the river-side, and ran

Sur lengths in Advance of Chesham Kingfish third three

enlths away, then Maddalina, Trident and Aglaos First

Consul being ten lengths in the rear of the held. Going

along"be back stretch Chesham went nearly up to the leader,

Trident Kingrish and Maddelina running abreast live leughs

off First Consul not improving his position. Passing tne

abattoirs Volcano showed a couple of lengths in advance of

Chesham, the favorite having gone up third, then K.ngbsb

Maddelina and Aglaos. The same order was maintained

passing the sheds. Rounding the turn into the straight

Volcano was jammed up against the rails and immediately

ret red, Chesham coming into the straight with a clear lead of

five lengths of anything. Hales began to move on Trident

buHor a time the distance between the pair did not seem to

decrease and there were cries of "The favorite's beaten

•Chesham wins." At the distance line Trident had lessened

the spacTto a couple of lengths, and under punishment

Mr White's colt caught and passed Chesham aud won by

two lengths. Aglaos was twenty lengths away bird, First

Consu" who came pretty fast at the finish, fourth, K.oghsh

fifth? Maddelina sixth, Volcano last. Time, 2 minutes, 39

seconds.
THE MABXBYR5TOSG PLATE.

* ! „f qn cnv= each h-ft . or 5 sovs., only i
f declared'

9 st 5 lbs., including " ">s. P«:oalty
. ;•— ••

Kelso 2
Mr. D. Cooper's br c Hunt.ne owe _. 8 st 10 lt,s.. ^ 3
Hon.W. Pearson's

'

*'
° »f

°"n
n

' 8^Vt Loddon Jebnsite. Loyalist.

*£%%&£$. M. S.ll>oe°?anly Free, Eckersley, Esperanoe, Lava.

"B^/toYSrVTSil'SSS.. 6 to 1 Mistletoe, 7 to 1 Hortense. 8

to 1 Miranda, 10 to 1 to 20 to 1 the others.

L-B^and^rd^T^Pea^gBng^r^wrWS^rgSwmmmm
last. Time, 1 niin. 7J sec.

*

The Gem of the Road.

During a chance visit to the Fashion carriage the other to
we were

B
shown a light three-quarter buggy *q^M

"n0 lbs., built by the well-known manu(ac.,s Messrs. A.

IftZ tjaT I^orough,^^

known aud appreciated for superior riding quaUties. 1M
gear and wheels of the buggy are of the tra, sel. oted'hUe

hickory, the body of ash framed with white wood panels, ttg

T,.L !„h The workmanship in every detail is perfect;

?Ue artietiTtaste shown in color, fini h udfi eprop

,

]

w
a
no drives one of the handsomest and most

dashing horses that can be seen on the road.
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ROD.
Fly-Fishing for Trout With the Wet Fly.

[Prize Essay, by H. Bbighoitse, in Fishing Gazette.]

Success in fly-fishing depends upon the knowledge of a

multitude of things.

Striking.—This is the most important part in the perform-

ance of catching a trout. At this point more than at any
other it is requisite for the angler to be perfectly calm. A
novice, having risen a fish, his senses forthwith depart. The
rod is violently twitched with the forearm, the butt of the rod

is moved about a foot, no action of any consequence is

imparted to the tip, and the whole movement resembles the

opening out of a parallel ruler. Such a movement will not

hx a trout. Although it is easy to describe the wrong way of

striking it is difficult to describe the right way. Many
writers do not attempt to describe correct striking, but simply
sav that striking cannot be dune too quickly. Others say strik-

ing is a peculiar knack or trick. I think there is no trick in

correct striking, but solid reason. As a preliminary the

angler should assiduously endeavor to impress on his mind
the necessity of remaining quite cool and collected on a tish

rising. By attentively studying this he will arrive at the

stage of kt-eping cool naturally and without effort. The nest

point is to strike with the tip of the rod and not with the

butt. This is effected by keeping the forearm perfectly

unmoved and throwing the hand baok by the action of the

wrist only. The tip of the rod thus moves on the outer edge

of a circle the centie of which is the wrist. By the erroneous

method of striking before described, the tip of the rod moves
oil the outer edge of a circle the centre of which is the elbow.

It is obvious that the rod aud wrist radiate in a less circle

than the rod and forearm. For the same reason that the

email wheel of a carriage moves faster than the large one over

the same space of ground, so the tip of the rod moves faster

by the wrist action than by the forearm action. Moreover,

the wrist applies the motive power to the tip more directly

than the forearm. The wrist, therefore, moves the tip of the

rud (the point nearest the hook) not only quicker tlian the

forearm, but with much more power, and thus the hook is

sooner struck into the trout.

Throwing the Fly.—Henry P. Wells, in his book "Fly-Rods

and Fly-Tack. e," says "the secret of success lies in the back

east," and that in making it the tip of the rod should be

thrown "upward and behind a little, but only a little beyond

the perpendicular." Mr. Wells also adds some further very

valuable remarks on casting. I take the liberty of thinking,

however, that "the reason why" may be more amply shown
than appears in Mr. Well's book. If an angler gets off by rote

certain asiorns, he may remember them; but the chances are

against his doing so. If he knows the reasons which lead to

the axioms he cannot forget them. The further behind and
upwards the line goes, so much straighter will it go forward.

IE it foes as far behind as it cau, then on the return journey

ifc gathers more impetus to go forward; if it goes upward, it

naturally falls downward in a straight line. If the line,

instead of going behind and upwards goes behind and down-
wards, it comes forward iu a curve.

To prevent the line falling behind that, the rod must not

go in a back direction much beyond the perpendicular,

because if the rod is allowed to go far hack the poiut must
drop aud the line drop with it. Both in the back cast and
the forward cast the point of the rod should do the work

—

that is, let the motive power spring more from the wrist

than the forearm. If the forearm is brought into more play

than the wrist, most of the force generated is expended on

the butt of the rod, with the result that the angler cannot

make out why such a large expenditure of force is required to

get the line out. In casting on this method the rod may
come down towards the water as far as the angler likes,

provided he feels he is keeping touch of and controlling the

line. I never found any particular advantage in stopping

the rod at an angle of 45 degrees with the water. Iu fact, the

more the Tod is brought down the more liberty ha3 the line to

extend, and the greater the amount of fishing to be got out of

the cast. The principles above enunciated are exactly oppo-

site to those advocated by the late Mr. W. C. Stewart, but I

believe his remarks apply to a rod of extreme stiffness, with,

necessarily, a heavy Jine. With such tackle the line, by

reason of its much greater weight than the gut cast, gets to

the scene of action long before the flies, which double back on

the line staring the angler iu the face, so to speak, and the

rod must in such case stop before going far down to allow

the flies to overtake the line. Many works on angling advo-

cate a pause between the back and forward cast, but in that

pause the liue drops; the reel must be kept moving. A
mechanical cast backwards and forwards, with a pause

between, will not do much execution. The angler must put

st, aud hold the line up in the back part of the

to accomplish. On the Scotch Esk and Liddle and their
tributaries, one of the rules is that no shot or bullet mu3t be
attached to a fly-cast. Of course uo genuine sportsman would
ever dream of such a thing; I ouly mention it as showing
that some persons have found artificial aid iu sinking the
flies acceptable. Putting aside such aid, the flies will sink
more than they otherwise would by the point of the rod
beiug lowered. This is because more of the reel line goes
into the water, and consequently the cast-line is more
weighted down. If the cast is made into a back eddy at the
side of a pool, the line must not be dragged and the flies will

gradually sink. When they have sunk sufficiently, then the
angler cau work them up aud towards him. It is obvious
that there is greater difficulty in detecting a "rise" when the
flies are sunk than when they are on close to the surface.
The angler need never be afraid of giving himself the benefit
of a doubt and striking if he only fancies there is a rise.

Whether the flies are sunk or not, as straight a line as is con-
sistently possible should be kept between the rod-point and
the flies in order to strike more effectually.

Moving along the River.—The angler should not walk by
the riverside, or in its bed, in the same manner that he would
walk along the street. He should insinuate himself very
quietly to the neighborhood of the water, being particularly
careful to make no quick movement. Nor should he jump
from the bank of the river on to the strand of a pool he
proposes to fish; the vibration will drive all the fish to their

holes, and leave the sportsman to wonder why the pool
shows such an absence of tish life. When in the water, wade
up as gently and quietly as possible; I have never gone deer-

stalking, but I should imagine there must be considerable
analogy between the two sports.

Starting Fishing —The enthusiastic fisherman should not
start thrashing away in a hurried manner as if he expected to

catch a dozen trout forthwith. He should limit his ideas to

one; quietly go in for that one, and then go in for another.
"This is the way the basket grows." Having started from
what I believe the most important part of fishing, viz., the
strike, I considered that the best plan was to travel back-
wards, showing the paths leading up to that part. I now
propose to travel straightforward.

Playing the Fish.—Having hooked your fish wind him in at

once. Bo not stand pulliug at him on a long line. If the
angler does so, the fish will, nine times out of ten, get off

because the longer the line is the more it bags, and conse-
quently so much the less control is thereover the fish. It

is easy to wind the fish in if done at once, before the fish has
collected his senses. The tish should be wound in until

there is, taking the reel-line and gut-line as one line, about
the length of the rod, and half as much again of line out.

Then play the fish at leisure. The line should not be wound
in too far, otherwise the tish is held too tight and there is

no margin for either playing or landing it. Always keep
below the fish. If tlie tish bolts down stream, get down
before it. I think it is in the playing of the tish that the disad-
vantages of fishing down stream are especially shown. If in

fishing down stream a large tish is hooked, the angler must,
if he wishes to secure him, get below the fish. I am not able

to show precisely why it is that large trout below the angler

get off much oftener than they are lauded; but in my experi-

ence this is a fact. I am inclined to think that the fish in this

position is better able to use the water as a lever in throw-
ing himself off the hook. If the angler, fishing down stream,
winds in and gets below the fish at once, he may still have to

go further down stream with the fish before he can exhaust
it, and this spoils a large quantity of fishing water. In fish-

ing lip stream it is obvious that the angler can play the fish

over any quantity of already- fished-over water.

Landing the Fish.—If a small one wind it in the before-men-
tioned distance, take hold of the line and haul the tish on
shore. If a large one wind it in, play it until there isn't a kick
left in it, and then, taking hold of the line, trail it on shore.

It very rarely happens that some sort of a landing-place
cannot be found. I consider that carrying a landing net is,

whatever device is resorted to, very troublesome, and mars
the angler's enjoyment of the walk by the riverside, and if on
or two fish escape through the want of it it is not the loss of

fortune. If, however, the angler thinks drawn gut essential

to success, a landing-net is necessary.

I have now come to the end of my dissertation so far as

fishing is concerned. The subject of tackle is a subsidiary
one in some measure, because if a fisherman is wielding
average tackle it will not be the fault of the tackle if fish sire

not caught. Speaking generally as to tackle I think that the
rod, reel and line being in the domain of the mechanical arts,

they can be made for the angler much better than he could
make them himself; but the gut cast and the flies enter more
into the domain of the deceptive arts, so to speak. Although,
no doubt, excellent flies and cast are to be purchased, still tbe

man who makes his own flies can afford to devote more time
than the professional tyer to that regulation of the cast and
flies as regards the size of the snrue, which is such an impor-
tant factor in the sport of catching fish, If we go into an
ordinary fishing-tackle shop, the brown trout flies, though of

Olive Dun.—Wings from the starling's wing feather. Body:
yellow silk waxed with colorless wax, with olive dubbing at

the shoulder. Legs: three strands of calves' tails dyed
yellow. When tied on these form six legs.

Needle Brown.—Wings from the snipe's tail. There are
only about hulf a dozen feathers in the tail suitable. The
fibres mnst be taken off and clubbed together until sufiicient

are got together. Two feathers will not be too much to make
into the wings for one fly. Body: salmon-colored silk,

waxed with cobbler's wax, with light hare's-ear dubbing at the
shoulder. The hinder part of the body is in this fly tbe

darkest part of the body. Legs: three strands of calves' tails

dyed brown.
Hawthorn Fly.—Wings either from the arched fenther of

the tail of the black Spanish cock, or from the magpie's tail.

The former gives a blue-black, the latter a bottle-green black.

Body: orange silk. Legs: the neck feather of the starling

taken from the back of the neck, not from the breast of the
bird.

If I had to name the best fly I know I should name the

last mentioned black fly. 1 consider the great point is to get

feathers with as much sheen or gloss on them as possible.

Every angler knows the standard patterns for black and red

spiders. With regard to the dun spider, I think this is best

represented by the Pale Blue Dun described by Foster in
specifying the various changes of the Olive Dun as followB:

"In April, in the cold water near the springs or sources of

streams, more especially in the limestone districts, the fly

appears of a light blue tiut. This is designated the Pale Blue
Dun." For fishing in rapid mountain streams this fly is

iuva'uable, and may in these streams be used with success

from one end of the season to the other. The way I dress it

is as follows: Wing: starling wing feather, the lightest shade.

Body: yellow silk dubbed from head to tail with pale blue
fur. For these rough mountain streams a substantial body
is requisite. Legs; three or four turns of pale dun cock'a

hackle. Strictly speaking, there should be no wing in a
spider; nevertheless, I add a slight wing, but make the pale

blue hackle the principal part of the fly. Finally, with
regard to the size of flies, I think that, as a rule, the wings of

flies are made, in comparison with the hooks, too long. A
wing the length of the hook rather overweighs the latter. I
make the wing somewhat shorter than the hook, and fancy
that the fly so made balances better.

That Twenty-five Pound Black Bass.

life into the ens .

cast by a peculiar infusion of Bpirit communicated from the

wrist to the tip of the rod; and he should bring the line

wand with a vigorous yet graceful sweep. In dancing a bare
j
every"concei\able combination, are all, or nearly "all,"alike in

knowledge of the step is not sufficient; there must be a
B j ze

rhythm of the soul. So in casting.

Fishing the Fly.—Fish up stream. By following, in casting,

the lines above indicated, it is as easy to tish up stream as

down. I have no original reasons to bring forward in sup-

port of up-stream fishing; reasons will be found in plenty in

the text-books. In practice, Ihave found I can take at least

three fish fishing up stream for one I should take fishing the

same space of water down stream. When the flies have come

down without raising a fish, cast again in any direction the

angler thinks will be the most expedient. With regard to

the reasons which should guide the angler in selecting the

direction of the cast, I have the following observations to offer.

He will either see a tish or fishes rising, or he will fail to see

any rises. In the former case the fish are feeding on flies which

are sporting on the very top of lhewat6r, and the trout are

consequently rising to the top for them. In this case there is

no difficulty as to where to cast. If the angler sees no rises, it

does not follow that he will catch no fish. In this case the

fish are doiug oue of three things: either feediug on flies

below the surface, because the flies are coming down drowned,

or are below the surface for some reason or other; or the fish

are lying in wait for flies which just at the time are staying

away; or the fish are not feeding on flies at all. In the two

former cases the rodster will, by practice and observation,

eventually find out the most likely places to cast over; in

the third case, when the finished fly-fisher is putting iu all he

knows and gets no sign of a rise, he justly concludes that the

fish are not feeding on flies and he rests awhile. When tbe

fish are feeding on the surface, or the angler concludes that

they are lying in wait for surface food, the rod should be kept

well up as the flies come down, in order that as little reel line

as possible may be in the water, and so the flies may be kept

on or close to the surface; but where the conclusion is that

the fish are persistently feeding below the surface, then the

angler must sink his flies. This is rather a difficult matter

Rods.—Under this head I think I cannot do better than
quote Robert Blakey. He says: "A single-handed rod should
be as elastic as possible, and constructed of such materials

as will unite lightness and elasticity with durability aud
strength. An experienced fly-tisher can never get hold of a

rod that is too light and spriugy." My ideal of "a rod is a

greenheart one, bottle-shouldered just above the handle, and
from thence tapering very gradually to the tip. A well-made
rod of this description seems almost endued with life and
ready to fly from tbe grasp. Sncb a rod is as far removed
from the limber rod, the tip of which will almost touch the

butt, as from the kitchen poker style of rod.

Reel and Line.—It is only necessary to observe that the

chief point in the choice of a reel is to see that it balances
the rod properly. Ease in casting depends a great deal upon
the proper balance of the rod. As regards the line, I never
found anything better than a well-made plaited and tapered

tsilk-and-hair liue. This class of line matches well with the
rod in point of elasticity. In my opinion, the enamelled silk

line is too heavy metal for brown trout fishing.

Flies.—Here, again, I quote Robert Blakey. He says:

"Three typical flies—one of a greenish yellow, a brown, and
a dark or black fly—are really all that are necessary. They
must, however, be varied in size to suit different streams.

Those rivers which are frequently fished require more neatly-

dressed and smaller flies than larger rivers. Th« materials

for these flies may be of the simplest character. Red, black,

and dun spiders may be added." I venture to describe three

flies, the patterns of the lute Mr. Kobert liamsbottom, of

Clitheroe, which fulfill the above-mentioned conditions, and
which I mainly use. These flies I dress on hooks Nos. 1, 2,

and 3 Adlington. Whether the fish take them for the fries

which they purport to represent I do not know; but I tind

that one or the other of them will kill anywhere, irrespective

of the presence or absence of the real flies.

It will be remembered that a few months ago we published

a communication from Mr. G. D. Spencer, of Castletou, Yt.,

in which it was stated that a black bass weighing 25 lbs. had

been canght in Lake Bomoseen, Vt. Such a monster

Micropterus had never before been seen or deemed possible.

The large Floridian fish of 23J lbs. (large mouthed), although
authenticated, was discredited by many anglers, and the
reported size of the Bomoseen fish was natnrally deemed an
insult to their intelligence. Recently Mr. Spencer paid our
sanctum a visit, and we requested him to give us the urines

and addresses of the parties who were witnesses to the cap-

ture of this behemeth among the black basses. He responded
as follows:

When at your office you asked if any one saw the Jnmbo
black bass taken from Lake Bomoseen, other than those
residing in our town. I send you some names of pr.rties

with their residences who were known to have seen the li -h.

G. B. Howard, 472 Willoughby avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.;
H. M. Ackerman, 91 and 93 Chambers street, New Sort; E.
W. Seymour, 50 New street. New York (room 22); Fred C.
Spiedel, New York, and Prof. Dunham Arnold, State College,

St. Louis, Mo. Comparatively few p'ersons at summer re- orts

register their residences, but there were many ladies who saw
the fish, yet I cannot give their names without permission.

I told you the waters of the lake were 200 feet deep; I
should have said it had been sounded 150 feet, and no bo. torn

reached. Now is the time to net for whiteiish (ciscos), and
many are beiug takeD. The fish wardens are vigilant to see
that nets are not set for whitefish, where game fish live in the
bays among the rocks. There is a bill before our Legislature,

now in session, to still further protect the tish, and as there
is no opposition to it its passage is assured. Millions of

gome fish, that are now each year killed by robbing them of
paternal care, will live to gladden hereafter the heart of the
angler. I shall aim to keep your readers posted on this hike,

its accommodations and means of access. A short time since

a Mr. Pond took from the lake a large catch of black bass, the
largest weighing 7 lbs., the smallest of the large ones 2J
pounds. I intend to write only frozen truth, and have thus
far been enabled to substantiate all I ha\e said. We are in
hopes of offering to the sporting fraternity the best fishing
waters within seven hours of Now York.

—

Q. D. Spencer, in

American Angler.

Pish Suitable for Public Reservoirs.

I am frequently addressed by the superintendents of water
works reservoirs concerning the best kind of fish to piece in
the reservoirs for the purpose of devouring small fish which
make their appearance in the waters and sometimes reuder
themselves obnoxious. The kind of fish preferred are large

fish which will not breed in the reservoirs. Like other bodies
of water they present different characteristics, as, for instnuce.

difference in temperature of water, size, depth, character of

bottom, etc., and consequently it would hardly auswer to

recommend the same tish for all reservoirs.

Pickerel are a very voracious fish, and a few large ones
placed in a reservoir having a rocky bottom would
undoubtedly do tbe work thoroughly. It would not answer
to place them in wnteis having weedy bottoms, for the reason
that they cast their spawn among the weeds aud would, in
time, be liable to became quite numerous themselves, unless
the minnows should become quite scarce, aud the old devour
the young.
Oswego, or large-mouthed black bass, would also be a good

fish for a reservoir of the above kind, being free from a mud
or weedy bottom. For a reservoir haviug muddy bottom and
covered with weeds I would recommend stocking with mature
small-mouthed black bass. As they cast their spawn on
hard bottom among the rocks they would not be liable to

increase for want of their natural spawning beds. They are
great feeders.

If the reservoir was fed by cold spring brooks or springs
on the bottom, and had a good depth so that the tish could
have access to water not warmer than from GO to 65

:

Fahr.
dnriug the hottest period of tbe year. I would recommend a
few large lake or salmon trout if they conld be obtained.
Large trout of either the California or speckled varieties

would also be desirable in such waters, as they v.

large numbers of minnows and would never
tibly.

It is quite probable that some one or t.
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mentioned varieties would perform the work allotted to tbem

provided they are placed in the waters as described. The
idea is to obtain some large kind of fish and place them in

waters not provided with their natural spawning beds.

If tlie waters are suitable for any of the members of the

trout family, the matter of trying to avoid their breeding

places need not interfere with putting them in, as they

would never increase rapidly enough naturally to damage the

waters, or in anv way thwart the object for which they were

introduced. Seth Green.

The Original Fish Seducer.

Many years ago a genial gentleman uf this city, after more

than fifty years of strict devotion to private and official busi-

ness, suddenly discovered that although Solomon had

preached what'he did not practice and was a wise man, he

(not Solomon) knew when he had enough of what the world

calls riches and decided that be would devote the remainder

of his days to angling. He had never cast a line into the

water in all his life, but he felt it in his bones that the peace-

ful pursuits of the angler would round up the happiness of a

busy life.

"I want to learn the art of angling from the bottom up."

said he to me one bright May morning, "I want to submit

myself to you as a pupil. I will furnish everything. Are

you busv to-day?"

"Not if you waut to go a-fishiug. Where shall we go? 1

learn that the pike and black bass are quite numerous along

the lake shore."

"Go now, if you please, my carriage is waiting; I guessed

your willingness to go, so secured boat and minnows and
plenty of fishing tackle."

While the buoyant boat was gently undulating on the long,

low swells of Lake Erie, at anchor a quarter of a mile from the

pier, and our lines overboard waiting for a bite, my friend said:

"You shoot ducks a good deal and you use decoys, don't

you ?"

"Yes; could aot do much without them. Why do you ask?"

"I have been thinking if decoys attract ducks, why can't

minnows be made to attract fish?''

"Why not, sure enough? The idea is new to me aud well

worth trying."

Nothing further was said. We caught a fair string of pike

and basB and my ready pupil went home happy, notifying

me that he would "be round again in a day or two."

On our nest outing, when placing our traps in the boat, I

noticed quite a big bundle nicely wrapped up, which might

have been a life-preserver or a lunch for ten. My curiosity

was aroused but I said nothiug, awaiting developments.

When anchored on our chosen ground my friend clapped

his hand on the mysterious bundle, and with a comical, semi-

tragic air. said:

"I will now show you 'The Great Persuader, or Piscatorial

Annihihitor;' or, in American language, my fish decoy."

A glass jar nearly a foot long, about six inches in diameter,

a lid perforated with aiT holes, and a bail with a long line

attached, wns held up to view. Its success seemed a foregone

conclusion. I was delighted as I detected a half-hidden

smile of satisfaction beaming on his face. jCightor ten small

minnows were put in the jar full of water and he lowered it

gently by the bide of the boat near the stern. Our lines weie
soon in the water and "great expectations" followed them.
"Had any bites?" he whispered after a half-hour's patient

waiting for things to get settled and for the fish to come round.
"No; have you?"
"Not a nibble."

A silence aud hopeful watchfulness held sway for nearly an
hour, and both began to hitch round uneasily on the seats,

but nothing was said. Another hour went by in uninter-

rupted silence, both being toofullof hopes and fears to indulge

in talk. Not a bite in the stern or in the bow. Only two or

three tish had been caught after another half-hour of anxiuus
waiting. My friend's uneasiness on his seat culminated in

laying hold of the line of the "Great Persuader, or Piscatorial

Annihilator?

'

"What are you going to do?"
"Pull it up."
"What for? You haven't half tried it. Wait a spell

longer. Give the fish time to come round."
But he wonldn't wait, and kept on pulling it up until near

the surface when he suddenly stopped, leaned toward me
and hoarsely whispered through his teeth:

"It's name's too big! it's a— fizzle!"

Just then, while I was chokiog with laughter and he with
chagrin, the jar came to the surface, aud I noticed that as the

lively minnows swam arouud the jar in a circle, on one side

of it they appeared like minnows, but on the other they were
magnified iuto monsters. That settled it. The wary fish

feared to tackle them in their dual capacity of food and
feeders. A wire cage was tried, but it did not appear to

increase the cacch.

—

D. W. C, in American Angler.

ATHLETICS.
Olympic Club.

The following circular has been issued by the Olympic
Club:

San Francisco, November, 1886.
<gj

We respectfully call your attention to the fact that there
has been for years past iu our club a class composed of those
who are under the uge of eighteen years, the membership to
which is limited only to those who were the sons of members of
the club, which has been knownas the "Juvenile Class." The
Board of Directors have seen fit to remove this restriction,
and now propose to open that class to the pupils of the Boys'
High School. In doing so the Board feel that they are pur-
suing a course which will result advautageously both to the club
and to those pupils who may join—particularly the latter, as
they will have the use of all the apparatus aud paraphernalia
belonging to the club, such as dumb-bells, clubs, foils, box-
ing-gloves horizontal and parallel bars, rowing machines,
together with other machines aud apparatus too numerous to
mention, the object of which is to develop the muscles in the
various parts ol the human body (chest, arms, legs, etc.),

under the guidance and instruction of competent and skilled
teachers of the club. The pupils, in addition, can also avail
themselves of the bathing facilities in connection with the
gymnasium.
The particular bene.its to be derived from this instruction

will be the development of strong, healthy constitutions, the
formation of desirable associations, the creation and perpetua-
tion of honorable friendships; and finally, when they beoome
of *'ie requisite age, can join the club as regular members.
Tne terms are very moderate, being but one dollar per
innth in advance. Tbere is no entrance or initiation fea to

In paid. The class days are Wednesdays, from 4 p. m. to 6
i

., and Saturdays, from 10 a. m. to 12 m., of each week.
F. S. Moody, Seoretary Olympio Club,

Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association.

Our report of the annual meeting of the Pacific Coast
Amateur Athletic Association, held on Thanksgiving, was
crowded out last week. The results of the different events
are as follows:

The meeting opened with the three-mile-walk, for which
four started, with the following result: H. Coffin, Olympic
Club, I; A. B. Tennant, Merion Club, 2; E. Cron, Eintiacht
Club, 3: S. C. Hunter, Olympic Club, disqualified. Time,
27:01.

One-Hundred-Yard Race—J. W. Flyuu, Merion Club, 1;

W. J. Kenealy, Albion Club, 2; E. G. Rudolph, Olympic
Club, 3; R. B. Jones, Merion Club, 0. Time, 10L
Running High Jump—F. Becker, Eintiacht Club, 5 ft. 2

in., 1; M. Loheide, Eintracht Club, 5 ft. 1J in., 2; W. Morgan,
Albion Club, 3; J. Sexsmith, Albion Club, 0; H. Germain,
Albion Club, 0.

Hulf-Mile Race—W. A. Scott, Olvmpic Club, 1; A. W.
Thompson, Albion Club, 2; J. A. Code, Olympic Club, 3; E.
Cron, Eintracht Club, 0; R. Gibson, Merion Club, 0.

Time, 2:12.

Putting the 16-lb. Shot—W. Loheide, Eintracht Club, 28
ft. 9.\ in., 1; A. M. Squire, Merion Club, 28 ft. Sin., 2: W.
Morgan, Albion Club, 28 ft. 7 in., 3; W. Gall, Eintracht Club.

0; F. C. Cleft, Merion Club, 0; F. Becker, Eintracht Club, 0;

F. W. Meuzel, EiutrachtCtnb, 0; W.Zelner, Eintracht Club, 0.

Two Hundred Twenty-Yards Race—W. J. Flynn, Merion
Club, 1; W. J. Kenealy, Albion Club, 2; as the distance was
found to be short after the race was run, the time, 22:12, is

worthless.,.

Running Long Jump—R. B, Jones, Merion Club, 18 ft. 10

in., 1; R. Gibson, Merion Club, 18 ft. 3 in., 2; W. Morgan,
Albion Club, 27 ft. 7 in., 3.

One Mile Race— W. A. Scott, Olympic Club, 1; Frank
Cooley, Albion Club, 2; T. H. Reynolds, Olympic Club, 3;

W. Gall, Eintracht Club, 0. Time, 5:16|.

BICYCLING.
The Complement of Cycling".

Chatting one day with the pensioDed-off stud-groom of

Lord Palmerstou at Broadlands, who was lamenting the

absence of horseflesh from the place during the reign of the old

Lord's pious successor, we pleaded the latter's possession of at

least one very pretty bay hack. "Yes," said the old trainer,

"She's got a good top, but no legs." Alas! the mare was
rather groggy. Now, with cyclists just the opposite fault is

to be found. As a rule they've got good legs but no top.

Their loins and legs are splendidly developed, but their chests

and arms are not. The way in which racing men and all fast

riders lean over their handles, as we Bdmit they are right in

doing, cramps their chests, confines their bone-case within its

narrowest limits, and gives no fair chance to their heart and
lungs to work freely. Just look at a lot of cyclists alongside

of a set of scullers, cricketers or boxers, and notice the strik-

ing difference in the development of the upper part of the

bodies of each. There are, of course, exceptions to the
general rule, for some cyclists are good all-round athletes,

but most of them are sadly lacking in their top. And yet
they ought to be as good above as they are below, for in

cycling, as in all other sports, it is wind aud heart that fail

first. We speak of racing. It is plain, then, that cycling
needs some other sport, to complement it, and the one we
urge on cyclists is sculling wherever it is possible. Rowing
will not do, it develops the two sides of the body unequally.
Gymnastics and boxing should, of course, be practiced in the
evening in towns, but wherever a river is within outing dis-

tance thither on half and whole day holidays should cyclists

resort, and pulling a long sweeping stroke develop their chest
and arms with a pair of sculls, equally and equably, in single

or double sculling boats, and sculling fours and eights if they
can but get them. It is doubtless, owing to the one great
want among cyclists, that of ready money, that before now
the London cycling clubs have not started a joint club-

house at Haliford, Chertsey, Staines or Windsor on the
Thames, with its own fleet of sculling-boats. But even
if they have not done that they might have made some
riverside inn the kind of resort that they have
turned the Anchor at Ripley or the Angel at Thames
Ditton into, and taken afternoon paddles, instead of merely
loafing about the little public. Even if the habit is too

strong for them, and they hereafter stick to their inland
spots, why do they not get the landlords to provide a lawn
tennis ground for them, where they may change their sport
and bring their chest and arms into play? We do hope that
cycling men will henceforth give more attention than they
have hitherto done to this point of the equal development
of their whole bodies, and to the necessity of complementing
cycling by sculling, or such other available exercise as will

do for their chests and arms what their wheels do for their

loins and legs. Even when water-cycles are perfected, and
get to beat every rowing and sculling boat on the river, as
they soon ought to, we trust that sculling will still be prac-
ticed by cycling men on account of the upper-muscle training

it will give them. Personally speaking, we frequently look
wistfully back to our sculling days, when distance did not
Ternove us too far from any boating water, to avail ourselves
regularly of the exercise, as it now does. In large towns,
however, * where such circumstances hold sway, there are
usually good gymnasii, and gymnastics thoroughly and gym-
nastically carried out will go a great way to increase the
muscles of the chest and arms during the winter, so they
may keep pace with the improvement made by the legs and
loins in summer time.— The Cyclist.

The twenty-five-mile race between the teams of the Bay
City Wheelmen, the Oakland Ramblers, cud the San Francisco
Bicycle Club, came off on Thanksgiviug Day, near San Lean-
dro. For the Bay City, H. A. Adcock, F. A. Elwell and S. F.
Boothe, Jr., started. The Oakland Ramblers were represented
by A. S. Irelan, W. W. Earoldson and H. A. Rosborongh.
Only two members of the San Francisco Club put in
an appearance; O. F. Giffen, Jr., and L. It. Lazelier. The
start was made at 11:30, and for ten miles the eight men kept
pretty close company. Haroldson was the first to drop out,
a severe header being the motive. When twenty miles had
been covered Elwell and Lazelier went to the front, and the
pair made as grand and game a race for the concluding five

miles as any man could wish to see. Each by turn secured a
Blight lead, both riding with the greatest determination; but
Elwell had slightly the best of it, and as the end came drew
steadily in front of his opponent, and won by a clean length
in I hour, 37 minutes, 20 seconds. Adcock made a good
third and Irelan fourth. The match was watched with a good I

deal of interest by the San Leaudro people.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club gave a pleasant party last
n'ght at Central Uaion Hall, which was largely attended by
m embers of the olub, with a fair sprinkling of viBitiDg wheelmen,

TRAP.
Match Between Foresters and Pacifies.

[Record Union.]

At Agricultural Park, on Nov. 25th, the Forester Gun Club
and the Pacific Sportsmen's Club shot the match for a supper
which has for a week or two formed the subject of conver-
sation aud discussion among those who delight in the use of
the shotgun. The weather was delightful, though perhaps if

there had been a little more breeze to blow the smoke away
after the discharge of the first barrel the scores would have
been better. The birds were a tine lot, big and strong as a
general thiDg, and many of them, hard hit, succeeded in
carrying their loads of lead outside the flags. The shooters
were in excellent humor, and there was not a hard word or
dispute from first to last, rendering it what the people of old
would designate a "gentle and joyous" meeting. These was
a large attendance of spectators, who evinced much interest
in the match, and it really was a very close contest, neither
team ever succeeding in getting more"than four birds in the
lead. In the first round the Pacifies made two less misses
than the Foresters, but the latter improved in the second
round, and at the close of the third were two birds ahead.
At the commencement of the ninth and tenth rounds the
teams were tied. At the beginning of the eleventh the
Parities had the advantage of one, but the teams were even
when they began the twelfth. The Foiesters in it missed
only two to their opponents' four, and won by a total of 102
to 100. The shooting was not up to the average of those
engaged in it, but it may be remarked that very few birds
escaped unhurt. In the following score the figure 2 denotes
when the second barrei was used, which, in many instances,
was only to "make sure" after a bird had been brought to
grass. The match was under Hurlingham rules, members of
the teams shooting alternately:

FORESTERS.
J. Gerber. . .11011211101 1—10
H. Gerber. .2 0222112120 U— 9
W.E.GerbeiO luOH02102 1— 7

Todd 012220111121 1—10
Biderman..l 1201011110 2—9
Ankener....2 002012 0200 0— 5
Kane 2200101012 1— C

Zuver 2 1 12122202 22-11
Coffey 1 0210212100 1— 8
Eubfitaller .12122010120 1—9
Sbepler 121 101 1 1021 1—10
Hamilton. ..11101 0121001— 8

PACIFICS.
Parrott 10201111111 1-10
Penlar 2 1 1100111010—8
Flobr 1 0022211100 0— 7

Wittenbro'kl 2001021110 1—8
Routier 2 22212012000— tt

Cbapman..2 0011021202 2—8
Damm 0221211211 1—10
Vaughn... 12120111020 2—9
Kunz 22 1110 221 2 2— 10
Morrison.. 1 u 010121020 1— 7
Nesbitt....! 20000120110— 6
Graves 1 2001211120 1—9

The Foresters considered the opportunity a good one for
their medal shoot also, and five of "their members took part
who were not in the team match, as did also Louis Nicolaus,
of the Pacifies, making the following scores:

Schrott.. .. 110112111 101—10 I Young 1 2222211002 1-10
Miller 0000 1112220—6 Tebbets. ...0 1 122221012- 8
Chapman ...11112111102 1—11

|
Nicolaus ...110212 10221 1—10

THE RIFLE.
At Shell Mound.

The following are the scores made by the National Rifle
Club at Shell Monnd in the monthly match, last Sunday.
The day was perfect for target shooting.

A. Johnson

O. H. Westcott..

CHAMPION CLABS.
. 200 yards—

5

54445654 5-46
ftOU yards—

5

54565555 4—48—94
..200 yards—

4

44454454 4—42
600 yards—

5

55655444 6—47—89
T.E.Carson 200 yards—

4

55444554 5—45
600 yards—

5

36444444 6-42—87
FillST CLASS.

C. J. Pembroke 200 yards—

4

44445435 4—41
500 yards—

5

45454564 6—46-87
C. Meyer 200 yards—

4

54446444 5—43
500yards-4 44565544 4—44—87

SECOND CLASS.
O. Noire 2C0 yards—

5

44443344 3—38
500 yard*.—

5

23344465 6-40—78
V. A.Dod 200 yards—

4

44454433 2—37
600 yards—

4

53365333 6—39—76
THIRD CLASS.

*P. C. Vandor 2t!0 yards—3 53464443 4—39
C. W. Petrey 200 yards—3 43434464 4—38
E.H.Kennedy v . . ..200 yards—3 33234446 3—34

fourth class.
F. H. Mills 200 yards—3 34443333 4—34

REVOLVER SHOOTING.

Battery A, Second Artillery, also held its regular monthly
medal shoot with revolvers, at 100 feet distance. The follow-
ing is the score made, 50 points being a possible:

FIRST CLASS. ' SECOND CLASS.
Sergeant D'Arcy 47 | V. Smith 46
Sergeant Elliott 45 Wicbenbauser ' 44
Captain V. Smith 45

|

THIRD CLASS.
Brown 43 I Jones 41
E. Smith 43

I

SERGEANT D'AKCT'S SCORE.

At the conclusion of the match Sergeant D'Arcy shot two
strings of twenty-five shots, one at the twelve-ring target, the
other Creedmoor, with the following result:

Ring....l0101111 12 9 9 11 119 119 12 11 12 8 11 9 9 9 11 12 11 11 12—2Bt
Creedmoor 5 65666556566555646665565 5— lji

Company B, First Infantry Regiment, was the last to face
the targets. The rifle shoot was at 200 yardB, each man firing
ten shots. The scores made are as follows:

First-class—C. J. Wesson 43
Second-class—Captain J. R. Burdick 43
TUird-class—J.S.Taylor ....21

At Harbor View.

There was a lasge attendance of marksmen at the Harbor
View butts last Sunday, and pool shooting was the order of
the day. Some good scores were niacle. In the California
Scbuetzen Club pool the highest score was seveuty-one rings
in three shots, made by P. Jacoby. Iu the Swiss Hide
Club bull's-eye match M. Bachmann carried off the first prize.
To-morrow the last regular medal shooting of the year will
take place at Harbor View between the California Scbuetzen
Club and the Eiutracht Schuetzen Club.

Remington new long-range military rifle, No. 3, full round
barrel; side lever; rebounding hammer, checked trigger; fine
oiled walnut stock; combined rear screw wind-gauge and ele-
vating (spirit level if wished) sight; thirty-two inch barrel; 91

lbs., 44 cal., 2 CIO in. straight shell; two hundred new shel's
more or less; loading tools cover with lock; rod, etc Double
moulds for lubricated bullets made to order by the most
expert riflesmith on this Coast; absolutely in perfect order; a
complete outfit; cost over $80. For sale cheap for want of
use, or will exchange for a good grade 10-G'. B. L. shotgun of
approved mate. Address FraBer, this Office.
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BASE BALL,
At Alameda.

Van Haltren 's curves were so deceptive,
That the Haverlys bit the air;

"While Henry Harris twirled his moustache,
-trying to find a "mascotte" there.

Loose fi iding characterized the playing of the Haverlys last

Sunday, when they met and were defeated by the Greenhood
& Morans. Meegan was put in to pitch for the Champions
after the first inning and twirled a winning game, yet the
support he received was execrable and lost the game. Hanly
played a miserable game, his fielding in a couple of instances
being worse than many an amateur. The only players who
seemed to keep their head were Meegan, Stein and Bennett,
the latter securing two of the three hits for which the south-
paw twirler was gauged. Denny guarded second for the
Oaklauds and covered a deal of territory, bat playing at closa

quarters is not agreeable to the great third baseman, and he
did not have a chance for any of his lightning throws to the
initial. Cahill played a splendid game, his three catches and
a Bteal to third base being features. He made an assist from
right field, a quick return of the ball batted to that garden.
Bennett made a good catch of Long's corker in the first inn-

ing. Meegan made a splendid catch of a foul fly from Dolan's
batter in the eighth inning. The score is:

Fisher, s s 5

Denny, 2 b 3 1

Long.c f 3 l

Dolan,3b 4 2

Cahill, r f 4

Van Haltren, p.

3

Blakiston, If...

3

Donovan, 1 b. . .4

Brown, c 4

12 3

13 10

6

14

Totals ^3 4 1 3 27 22 5

Lawton, r f 4
Hardie, c 3
Bennett.3 bfc ss.4
Incell, p& 1 f..4

eeney, lb 4
Banly, 3 b,l f.ss.3

Levy, c f 4

stein, 2 b 4
Meegan, p & s s.4

HAVEBLT3.
TB.K.BH.ES.PO. A. S.

1 10
2 2

Stray Hits.

Totals 34 1 3 3 27 22 J]

BUNS BY TSXISG8.

G. & M's 10 3 0—4 | Haverlys 1 0—1
Earned runs—Greenhood & Morans 0, Haverlys 0. Two-base hit—

Blakiston. First base on errors—Greenhood & Moraus 8, Haverlys 3,

First base on called balls—Greenhood & Morans 4, Haverlys 'i. Left
on bases—Greenhood « Morans 5, Haverlys 7. Struck out—By Van
Haltren 12, by Meegau 8, by Incell 1. Passed balls—Br^wn 1, Hardy
2. Wild pitch—Meegan o. Van Haltren 2. Umpire—De Witt Vt.n
Court. Scorer—John F. Hennessy. Time of game—One hour 40 min-
utes.

At Central Park.

A large crowd witnessed the ball game at Central Park,
where for seven innings the Californias had the game well in
hand, but the Louisvilles braced np in the seventh and won
the game by a score of 7 to 3. Kirby pitched a good game
and was given good snpport by De Pangher. Dave Poutz
got on his metal after the third inning and pitched as if the
World's Championship depended on the result of the game.
He disposed of sixteen on strikes aud was ably supported by
Cook, who had fifteen put-outs, three assists and one error.

The umpiring of Thomas Carey was deplorable. His
decisions were very poor, and decidedly against the home
team. Kirby suffered most by his rank decisions and
threatened to leave the bos. It seemed as if the Louisvilles

had pre-arranged the victory, so decidedly were they favored
by the umpire. The score is:

Cline, cf 4 1
Collins, If 1 1

Foutz, p 3 2
Werrick, 3 b...4
"White, s s & r f.4

Mack, 2 b 4 1
Cook,c 3 1

Reccius.rf & s s2 1

Hellman,lb....3

1

16
1 1

10 6 2

15

CALIFORNIAS.
TB. H. lU.BS.PO, A.

McCord, s s 4
Reeder.l f 3 l
Buflord, 1 b.
Shea, rf 4
Kirby, p 4
Raymond, 3 b..2
Smith, c f 3

O'Dea, 2 b 3

De Panyher.c.a

lu

Totals .

,

.28 7 5 3 27 22 2] Totals 31 3 4 24 19

BUNS BY IN>-TNGg.

Louisvilles.... 10 6 *—7 |
Californias 3 0—3

Earned runs—Californias 1. Three-base hit—Beeder. First base on
errors—Louis ville3 6, Californias 1. Left on bases—Louisvilles 3,

Californias 3. Base on called balls—Louisvilles 6, Californias 2.

Struck out—By Foutz 16, by Kirby 6. Double plays—De Pangher and
Bufford. Passed balls—De Pangher 4, Cook 1. Wild pitches—Kirby 2.

Umpire—Tom Carey. Scorer— W. Wallace. Time of game—One hour
and 45 minutes.

At Sacramento.

The League tail-enders, strengthened by the "Big Pour,"
—Morris, Carroll and Brown of Pittsburg and Sweeney of St.

Louis—crossed bats with the Altas last Sunday, and the result
of the game was not a surprise to the Sacramento enthusiasts,
for the home team predicted defeat. Had the Altas fielded

as well as they did in the recent contest with the Oaklanders,
they would have "Chicagoed" the visitors. Borchers was
very effective—much more so than Morris. He was gauged
for only one hit, a two-bagger by Sweeney, and disposed of

six on strikes, though if McLaughlin had held two other
strikes the number recorded would be proportionately
increased. Morris did not puzzle the home team very badly
—they gauged him for three hit3 with a total of four, and
only five struck out, a vast difference between that of a few
days previous when VanHaltren disposed of fourteen of them.

Gurnett, the second baseman of the Greenhood & Morans,
played centrefield for the visitors, and accepted bis only
chance. The playing of Charley Sweeney at the initial for the
Pioneers was a feature of the game, in fact he covered his
bag to perfection, the finest playing ever seen on the
grounds. In the second inning, Robertson, the second
bag kingpin, hurt his hand, and played at centre, his work
during the entire game being splendid. The score is:

Sweeney, 1 b....4
Brown, rf 4

Carroll, c 3

Morris, p 3
Gagns, s s 4

Hayes, 3 b 4

Buckley, 2 b 4
Gurnett, c f 2

Powers, If 2

1 14

10
15 2 1

2 9
3 3 11110
3 1

Totals 30 6 1 5 27 16 3

Meagher, 3 b...
Fisher. 1 f &1 b.4
McLaughlin, c..4
Newbert, s s...,4
Robertson. 2bicf3
A hern, l b&lf..3
Flint, cf & 2 D..3
Borchers, p 1

Hilbert, rf 3

ALTAS,
TB,B.BH.BS.FO. A.

3 2110 7 11116 4 1

2 ]

2 1

3 1

14

Totals 29 2 3 2 24 25

BUSS BY INNINGS,
Pioneers 3 3 *—6 |

Altas 2 0—2
Earned runs—pioneers 0, Altas 0. Two-base hits—Sweeney and

Fisher. First base on errors—Pioneers 8, Altas 1, Base on called balls
Pioneers 4. Altas 2. Left on bases—Pioneers 4, Altas 2. Struck out—By
Borchers 6. by Morris 5 Passed balls—Carroll 0. McLaughlin 2. Wild
pilch -Borchers 1, Umpire— H. Clay Cbipman. Scorer— Wra. H.
Young, lime of game-One hour and 40 minuteg.

Manager Finn has won an enviable reputation as an umpire
by officiating for the League Thanksgiving day. Specta-
tors were unanimous in. praising his decisions, aud are anx- the ball to the first baseman and invariably catohes the runner
ions to have him placed on the regular Btaff, who is just moving ofi the base again.

Four strikes and out.
Five balls and take your base.
"Now, brother, bit it ou the nose."
Beunett is becoming a great all-around.
Keep an eye on first baseman Charley Sweeney.
Borchers of Sacramento is certainly the coming pitcher

Altas"
1" 5

' haVe surprised Morris to be batted so freely by the
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Raymond, of Los Angeles, would be an acquisition to a
balloon team.

Manager Eobinson sports a baseball mustache. Three
out, side ont, you know.
Live Taylor may be one of the alleged antiquated fossils,

but he gets there just the same.
Manager Harris visited the slaughter house last Monday.He was looking for "young blood."
Won't Lawton swell his record nest season, though! Jus'

think of a base on balls counting as a base hit.

Foot-ball players kick a great deal. They are not, however
a circumstance to baseball players in that respect.
"Lady" Baldwin, the south-paw pitcher of Detroit, was

married last week to a young lady of Hastings, Mich.
It is said that Hardie signed with Chicago with the under-

standing that he should secure Van Haltren as his pitcher.
A club of baseball players at Paseagoula, Miss., called them-

selves the 'Mullet Catchers." It's a good name. Mullets go
out on the fly. £

Healy, the "Egyptian," the pitcher of the St. LouisMaroons has refused tempting offers to come here and pitch
for the State League.

There are two O'Eourkes catchers, two Baldwins pitchers
and two Conways pitchers, in the League, and no two are
related to each other.

The Central Park scorer answers the umpire after the
fashion o. a sailor to his captain. "One strike, sir'" "Two
balls, sir? "Aye, aye, sir."

Ed. Hanlon, the captain and great base-runner of the
Detroits, has opened a hat store on Fulton street, New York
and is doing a good business.

'

Pete Meegan is a splendid pitcher, notwithstanding the
fact that m a single same, a couple of seasons ago, Cincinnati
ganged him for seventeen hits.

Guy Hecker, the Louisville pitcher, thinks that the new
baseball rules will put an end to curve pitching, and brine
back the old hard, straight throw.

Umpires will next season be kept guessing as to whether aman is trying to bunt the ball or not. All players will have
to swing out at a baU or take chances on having a strike
called on them.

"Hub" Collins, now playing at Central Park, earned a
reputation as a second baseman in the South and if he is
stronger than Eeddy Mack in that position, he will be plaved
there next season. J

The latest novelty in baseball circles is the movement to
form a Colored League, embracing eight of the largest cities
in the United States. The plan originated with Walter
Brown, of Pittsburg.

Quick delivery will be a thing of the past in the pitching
department under the new rule of resuming position with
ball in front after turning to a base. Thus will Van Haltren's
effectiveness, in a measure, beimpaired.
A New York baseball player has been presented with a $250

watch for knocking the ball over the fence. If he had
knocked an umpire over the fence it is believed he would
have been presented with a $10,000 brick house.
During a recent gams between the St. Louis Browns and

Little Eocks. an Arkansas dog, toward whom one of the
Little Eock boys had knocked the ball, snatched it, and ran
away, thereby allowing the Little Bock man to make a home
run.

Third baseman Meagher was disconcerted on the train
coming from Sacramento last Thanksgiving day. In the same
car with the Altas was the Salvation Army, and Mack says that
no matter where he was prior to the game he was "Jonahed"
by a "soldier."

Baseball managers all over the country have awakened to a
man to the fact that there are too many antiquated fossils in
their clubs. The awakeningis so sudden and vehement that it
startles everybody. All the clubs will be liberally infused
with "young blood" next season.

Charley Sweeney's first base play enthused the Sacramen-
tans, who vowed that it wa3 the finest ever witnessed by them.
The initial has always been a weak spot in the Pioneers and
Finn will no doubt lake advantage of having a capable player
like the ex-pitcher to play that position.

It was a splendid idea of having the Louisville contract
arranged so as to prohibit the Kentuckians from playing
clubs other than those of the State League, within twenty
miles of this city. They'd strike a snag, "by gosh," if thev'd
ever run against sonth-paw Van Haltren and the Oakland
"Pels."

Disputing the decision of the umpire is a constant draw-
back to the Alameda games. Such wrangling as the players
indulge in grows monotonous. The League officials should
endeavor to secure a person who knows a little about the
rules, and allow the present staff to practise in the amateur
contests.

A careful perusal of the official Leaaue averages will show
that the Chicago Champions made the"most two-base hits, the
most triples, and also excelled in home runs. The Detroit
team, however, made the largest number of single hits
The St. Louis Club, ex-Black Diamonds, had a great infield
and made more double plays than any other team in the
profession.

In Borchers the Altas have an excellent twirler. He is
becoming more familiar with the ball as each week rolls by
and the wildness noticed when he first appeared is fast
disappearing. In its place he secures speed and better curve.
His record so faris excellent. He has pitched in seven gam9s'
and the greatest number of hits secured off him in a single
game is four.

°

The curves used by Pitcher Kirby puzzle the opposition
batters and win the admiration of his own team. He watches
the bases very closely; when a baseman moves off the ba" he
makes a feint to throw the ball a la Van Haltren, and" the
runner gels back to the base. Then quick us a flash he sends

Cum-
an exponent of the

They were on board ship and the motion of the vessel wsa
doing its work thoroughly. Fiually, Mrs. Hooper got her
breath long enough to remark: "I wish I were a baseball

!i!

ayer
T, J

' WhT? squired one of her daughters. "Because
then Id be used to this thing of pitching and tossing."Ihen they all had it worse than ever.

The new pennant or flag to be awarded to the Yale College
team, champions of the Intercollegiate Association, is aunique one. The blue of Yale is placed on top; the crimson
of Harvard second; the orange of Princeton third; the dark
purple of Williams fourth; the brown of Brown University
fifth; and the light pnrple of Amherst. The games won and
lost by each team will be printed on the college colors.
The latest scheme in the arena is to introduce baseball in

Australia. A recent game played in Sydney aroused great
enthusiasm, and a regular club was formed immediately after
the match. Australia is a sport-loving country and thegame would certainly thrive there. This countrv has many
ordinary players who would be king-pins in "that clime.
iakeDolan, of Haverly-Altafonrteen-inuingfameforinstance.
The usually wintry quiet will not reign over most of he

baseball parks during the coming winter. Not satisfied with
the immense profits of the summer, the baseball managers
propose to make their grounds the home of winter as welT assummer sports. The Chicago grounds will be turned into a
toboggan slide and skating rink, and the New York and
Brooklyn gronnds may also be used for precisely the same
purpose.

John Kirby's delivery is peculiar, and though not particn-
tolj firacefol, is nevertheless very effective. Facing short
held he crooks the left elbow, spins around on his left heel
throwing the ball np with both hands, and runs forward with
a grotesque sort of shuffle. Poising on the left foot he sends
the sphere in with an overhand throw and walks slowly back
to the box. He is one of the pitchers who has an abl.
maud of the ball, and casts his vote a:

drop delivery.

Some funny stories are circulated about the achievements
of some players. Kelly, of the Chicago Club, is said to have
won $100,000 in speculating in wheat, when in all probability
he won $10 "chucking" for rye at a dollar a corner. Then
the story is started that Bobby Caruthers is the wealthiest
player in the country, having $30,000 now in bank, and beina
heir to $300,000 now looked after by his mother. More funny
stories at least have been told about Caruthers than any other
player in the country.

Incell is not the pitcher he used to be, and patrons of the
diamond are lamenting the fact that he has so soon played
out. His record as a pitcher is remarkable. He has been
the mainstay of the Haverlys, and too steady work in the box
has played havoc with his right arm. His best pitching feat
was accomplished at Central Park in this city October 1

1

1885, when he struck out 21 of the Altas. In that game his
fielding was splendid, he having 24 out of 27 assists, Hardie
having the remaining three.

The eight League clubs are looking for pitchers with the
heart disease with a frenzy that promises to take many
patients out of the hospitals. Ever since the St. Louis-Chi-
cago games, in which Caruthers did snch great work, the craze
has spread. According to rumor Caruthers has been ordered
to retire from baseball owing to this afBiction. O'Neil, the
heaviest batter on the St. Louis team is said to be troubled
with the same malady. Other managers are encouraging
heart disease in their players.

Jerry Denny umpired, or at least attempted to umpire, the
game at Central Park last Saturday, and the manner in which
he officiated goes to show that a good ball-player is not
necessarily a good umpire. It was ludicrous to see Jerry
lift off his hat at about two hours before sundown to see if it

wasn't too dark to finish the game. He coached the Califor-
nias, required a reserve ball to be in position, changed the
position of the players' bench, and finally called the game in
the eighth inning on account of darkness.

Old lady (who has mistaken a tobacco for p. jewelry store)
"Are you a connoisseur of diamonds?"
Shop boy (a baseball enthusiast)— "Yes, to be sure; I've

helped lay 'em out."
Old lady (witha dazedlook)-

reset."

Shop boy— "Which
cartload or two of tan-

Old lady (withdrawing)—"Sakes alive!
is out of his head!"

"Lay them out? Iwantmine

mum ? Oh, too slippery, eh ? Well a

I believe the bov

Excuse us for omitting the Louisville-California game at
Central Park last Saturday. Suffice it to say that it drew a
"plethoric gate" and that the playing of the home team
"sequestered the pineapple." The game was umpired by
Denny, who called it in the eighth inning on account of
darkness. The Alameda contingency were there and evi-
dently rattled the boys and caused their miserable playing.
The Louisvilles tallied twenty-two times, while their opponents
scored twice. The Keutuckians hugged the bases, evidently
not wanting to score too many rnns.

Jerry Denny, in the official National League averages, leads
all third basemen, the third bag king-pin of the profossion.
Denny always enjoyed the reputation of playing for his club
—not for a record. Thus does he differ from Esterbrook, of
the New Yorks, who ranks second. The latter plsys for a
record, and does not take the chances which Jerry invariably
accepts. For this reason the Gothamities have released
Esterbrook and have offered St. Louis $4,000 for Denny.
Just thiuk of one of the Greenhood «fc Morans placed along-
side of that amount of coin; he looks comparatively very
small.

Players who have been unable to bat at a high ball suc-
cessfully will next season get nothiug but a low ball from a
pitcher with a good head. Thus, it will be seen that many
players who cannot hit a low ball so successfully as a high
one will drop in their averages until the chauge in the rule
has been in vogue some time. Instead of increasing batting
it will lessen it at the beginning of the season, for there are
many players who can hit a ball only when it is delivered nt
a certain height. Pitchers will, of course, study during the
winter as to what kind of a ball players struck at last season,
aud give these individuals the reverse next year.

The St. Louis world champions, although containing many
great baseball players, have few pretty men in the team.
According to the St. Louis damsels O'Neil, the Canadian, is

the most graceful man on the diamond, and although ho 'las

a pleasant face it has about as much expression as a sheep's.
Comiskey's face is said to resemble a mud face ou a rainy day,
in spite of the fact that he is the captain of the team. Welofa
would be haudsome if it was not for his face. Lank Fontz
the pitcher, looks like a bean pole with a sqnasl
Dude Latham, the great third baseman and couc't.

looking man in street costume, but while doing hi

acts on the field he looks like a Fenian at a Donn
Chris Von Der Ahe is pretty cute, but that's all.
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'The Biff Trot."

It was a big trot. Bigger, even, than it appeared to

the large assemblage who gave such ringing cheers for

the champion from Kentucky. "Well did he deserve them,

and so did Guy for pushing him to such an exhibition.

We may as well begin by saying that we feel very proud

of Antevolo, and though the praise of horses by owners

may have something of a self-laudatory sound, it is only

justice to the "colt" to place his name among those who

distinguished themselves on Saturday last. In the first

place the reasons for classing it higher than it appeared

will be given and it will be admitted that our opportunity

for forming an estimate was better than that of any

looker-on. The track near the stands was good. From

the drawgate to near the first furlong-mark was as good

as any one could ask for. Beyond that it was soft and

somewhat slippery until the shaded portion was passed.

There was a space, room for one sulky, near the fence,

that was not so bad, though further along the inner part

was softer than the middle, and on the northern turn

there was better footing away from the pole. That the

first quarter was "slow" is manifest from the time, as

thirty-five seconds was the mark in each of the heats.

Thus in the last heat Harry "Wilkes went off with a rush,

taking the pole from Guy before a hundred yards were

trotted, and then he had the advantage of the more solid

part of the track and made the most of it by leading by

two lengths at the quarter. With the rest of the track

comparatively good he was able to display his power, and

thus from that point home he trotted very fast. In the

first heat he trotted the last three-quarters inside of 1:40,

and in the second he must have made it still faster. The

third heat no effort was made to win, and then in the

fourth, when leading at the quarter, ao that his time can

be given accurately, he scored 1:40 for the last three-

quarters—a 2:13^ rate. In the first heat he drew the out-

side, in the second he broke soon after the gong sounded,

in the third he was "laid up," so that the last game of

the rubber was his only good chance to show his capacity.

People are prone to overlook the merit of a horse which

is beaten, especially when it was thought before the start

that he had a good show to win. In this plight was Guy
Wilkes. He trotted the first heat in 2:15$, and as he was
behind Arab and Antevolo at the first quarter he must
have made the last three-quarters "very close" to 1:40.

Making due allowance for the slowness of the track it

must be considered the best race which Guy ever trotted,

and though he may have shown in his work to better

advantage, his last was a great performance. The first

heat in 2:15$, the second only beaten a neck in 2:16£, the

third in 2:16§, and the fourth in 2:15£, is a record which

has only been beaten this year by the winner. Then,

again, the gait of Guy is not adapted for heavy going,

especially when there is a tendency to "cup." He goes

with a great deal of power, his muscular development

enabling him to accomplish what others do by "knack"

and firm footing, is an absolute requirement for him to

exhibit his best capacity. In the third heat we had to

trot outside of Guy with Charley Hilton on the right.

When he drew away on the back stretch, a length or two
in the lead, we still kept outside, as there was a volley of

May hurled from his feet like bullets from a Galling gun.

Hickok complained that we were "carrying him out,"

and though distance could have been saved by taking a

position nearer the pole, to have done so would have
M 1 1 ud the danger of a certain pelting from, the flying

missiles. To hurl that mass of clay from each foot as it

gave the last impulse to throw the body through the air,

was manifestly a waste of power. The breaking away

was another hindrance which told against him.

That Harry Wilkes is entitled to the front place from

every point of view no reasonable man will deny. He

fully sustained his previous high reputation, and the only

trotters now on the tracks which can hope to cope with

him the coming summer are Oliver K. and the best of

the Palo Alto contingent, whichever one that may prove

to be. In granting this it does not follow that Guy

Wilkes must be rated lower, or that his prestige has been

dimmed by defeat. He kept up the fight after it was

conclusively shown that the grade was steep, and when

we hear people condemning Goldsmith for doing this or

not doing that, we are prone to reply with hard words.

Again, there is an advantage from participation. After

he passed Antevolo, just before reaching the three-quarter

pole, we were in a position to see him through the rest

of the race, and if ever a man put his whole nerve and

muscular force into the job of winning a race the driver

of Guy did it. Had he been pitted against any horse of

slightly inferior merit to the nonpareil he had entered

the lists against, there would have been plaudits and

encomiums in place of adverse criticisms. There is

certainly no cause for offering apologies for Antevolo.

He trotted all of the heats with only one "skip," and he

could not have acted better when scoring. He drew the

fourth place to start, and was never better than third

when the horses were sent off. When Harry Wilkes

passed him near the half mile in the first heat, it was

head-and-head with Arab on the left. In going from the

outside to the in the wheel of Harry went so close that he

threw his head up and still trotted steadily. He was

timed the first heat in 2:16 and 2:16£, and none of them

slower than 2:18}. For a five-year-old stallion to show

so much speed and steadiness in company of such flyers

is praise enough, and yet we desire to make a statement

which may appear to be for the purpose of enhancing the

merits of his performance. He was shipped from Oak-

land on the 6:15 creek bo-it. There was still frost on the

shaded places at 7 o'clock when he reached San Fran-

cisco, and the stones were slippery. He had reached the

cable track, and the intention was to follow a car along

Market to Golden Gate Avenue; when his hind feet struck

the center iron he slipped and fell, jumped up and fell

again. We had boarded a McAllister street car and was

watching him when he fell, One of the shafts of the

cart was broken, and so was his check. We walked by

his side from there to McKerran's, on Ellis street, to

order a new check, and while he stood there he rested his

near hind leg in a manner which showed that he was

suffering pain. All other injuries that could be discov-

ered were a few slight abrasions. The mishap was

reported to the judges before the start, and a request

made that should he show any lameness he be permitted

to withdraw, which was kindly acceded to. Though the

best proof that the fall did not injure him was the way

he trotted, the man who takes care of him reported that

whdn he started with him for home Sunday he showed a

little stiffness in that leg, and when we jogged him

Monday he also favored it slightly. Tuesday we "moved

him through the stretches" and he went as well as he

ever did; so that in all probability the accident neither

damaged him for the trot nor affected him otherwise.

While pondering whether to start him or not we learned

that a friend had wagered $100 to $20 that he would
(

and this turned the scale. Had he seen him floundering

on the cable track at 7 a. m. of the day of the trot, he

would have felt sure that his "century" was gone. In-

asmuch as many thought that the reported fall was a

fable, this interpolation has been made.

Particularly unfortunate was Arab. He was doing

better than he had been the whole of the season previous

to his return to California, and though it is not likely

that the result would have been otherwise, he would

have taken a prominent place. The Monday before he

trotted three heats on the Oakland track in 2:18, 2:18;

2:18£. With only one day between the heavy rain of

Saturday the track could not be otherwise than soft, and

in many places he sank half the depth of his hoofs.

Though curbs are among the most trivial of ailments to

which the legs of horses are liable, while in the inflamma-

tory stages they are very painful. Owing to a trotter

throwing the burden of propulsion on the hind legs there

is a greater strain on the joints than follows the fast

gallops, and what would be a trivial interference to a

race-horse is a serious trouble to a fast trotter. He moved

very glibly until he made the break at the half mile pole,

and from his well-known steadiness when all right this

could only come from the pain incidental to rapid

motion. Charley Hilton, too, showed a great deal of

speed in places. In the second heat he was close to Guy
at the three-quarter pole. Harry came inside of

Antevolo on the turn, and when he overtook the leaders

there was scarcely room between the two for his sulky to

get through. In doing so he struck the whoel of Hilton,

which threw the sulky of the latter around, and without

doubt retarded his speed. Taking that "chance" was

probably the winning move of the heat as Harry had

trotted so fast to close the gap that had he gone arouud

Hilton he would have lost ground enough to have given

Guy the heat.

The main actors certainly "played well their parts."

The management was also well worthy of praise. There

was laudable promptitude, and the "sandwiching" of

heats filled in the time so that there was no wearying

waits. The starts were very good. No mandates to the

drivers, to whom a due meed of praise must be awarded

for their good conduct in not trying to obtain an unfair

advantage and few recalls. When the only adverse

criticism of the daily press on the conduct of the judges

was in regard to the pronunciation of the name of a

horse, it may be taken as thorough commendation. And,

by the way, the change of accent and a syllabication not

in accordance with high classical culture had the advan-

tage of being easier understood by a large majority of

the audience, and that was of more importance than

gratifying a few who are better posted in dead language.

There was a fine assemblage. In numbers it was im-

posing, as there must have been very nearly ten thou-

sand, estimated by the receipts at the gate, and in point

of respectability will compare favorably with any con-

course of like magnitude, no matter what the inducement.

It was a thorough vindication of the truly American

sport of fast trotting, conclusive proof that the interest in

harness contests is not on the wane, but will meet with

ardent support when there are attractions to warrant.

Death of King Fox.

The death of one of the greatest of turf celebrities of

the past season has elicited the usual amount of wise

sayings and comments. Nearly everyone who has seen

a horse-race feels the utmost confidence in his ability to

decide questions which puzzle those who have given the

best part of a life-time to study and reflection. Then,

too, there is a pronene3S to criticise the training of horses,

and usually men who talk with the most assurance,

especially those who condemn others, are not near the

top of the profession. They have a strange conceit that

fault-finding is an evidence of knowledge, and that

listeners will be struck with the profundity of their

acquirements by denouncing the management of far

more capable men. "Veritas," the accomplished turf

writer of the N. T. Spirt of the Times, has doubtless been

misled by the remarks of trainers in relation to the death

of King Fox, or rather in ascribing his death to the

work given when preparing for the Flatbush and

Great Eastern. The best possible evidence that he was

not overtrained was his performance in that race, which

Veritas declares to be "by far the grandest performance

ever made by a two-year-old in America." Had his

work been merely a shade too severe he never could have

carried the crushing weight of 125 pounds to victory over

such animals as he was conceding so much to. An over-

trained colt could not have made such a grand exhibition

of speed under a weight that tells on matured animals,

and if in condition to go two miles at the time, as the

writer claims, the race was not likely to injure him.

Neither is there any analogy between an overtrained

horse and reducing the weight of a jockey. Horses are

fed all that is eaten with a good appetite, unless glutton-

ous in their desires. Jockeys who depend upon

abstenence, drastic medicines, artificial sweats, etc., lay

the foundation for disease, and of this class was Archer.

As will be seen in an article copied from the N. T.

Herald, this eminent jockey got rid of his superfluous

flesh in this way, his feet being too tender to endure long

walks. Had he resorted to some kind of exercise that

would not have tired his feet, rowing for instance, he

might have still been alive. As usual, the training of

King Fox elicited criticism. Any frequenter of race-

courses or tracks will agree iu the statement that there

is a general practice among those who ought to know,

and those who have very little knowledge of the art of

training, to find fault with what others are doing. It

prevails in both divisions, though the trainers of race-

horses are not so prone to make invidious remarks as

trainers of trotters, more especially those who are not

shining examples of success. Now it stands to reason

that the man who supervises not only the work proper,

but carefully notes all other points, is more capable of

judging than a spectator however oompetent. When
Murphy said "that he needed strong work" he was in a

position to know. When the colt returned from Saratoga

he had lost some of his wonted fire, as Murphy expresses

it. He was not so "snappy" as he was previous to the

journey, and the diagnosis that he had "filled up" was

probably correct. His races at Saratoga were compara-

tively easy. In the Saratoga Stakes he beat his stable

companion Alcalde, Goliah and Swarthmore three-

quarters in 1:16, in which he carried 105 pounds. That

I was on August 4th. On August 14th he won the
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Kentucky Stakes with 114£ pounds, beating Alcalde,

Laredo and Grisette three-quarters in 1:18. Five days
afterwards he suffered his only defeat at Monmouth
Park, Kingston beating him, which was ascribed in part

to his jockey. The time was fast, however, 1:14^, and
the colt which won had five pounds less weight. He
improved under the "hard work," and as has been stated

before that was incontestible evidence that it was the

proper course to pursue.

Antevolo and Tips.

After the last heat of the "big trot," Mr. Schwartz,

the owner of Oliver K., came to the stall of Antevolo

and complimented his owner on the performance of the

colt.

"By the way," he said, "do you not think that he

would trot still faster in shoes?" The query he also

answered by saying before we could reply, "There is no
use in asking ycu the question, as we all know what your
response will be." It is, of course, simply a matter of

opinion, what the effect would ba of substituting shoes

for tips, though it must be admitted that when a horse

surpasses what has been done before, by those which
wore shoes, it is reasonable to claim that a change would
be poor policy.

Now, there could scarcely be a more thorough test

than that of Saturday. He left home at 5:30 a. m., and
was jogged over the Oakland streets from 32d and
Adeline to the foot of Broadwaj. This is over three

miles, and all of the way the streets are macadamized.
These streets are almost as potent as a grindstone in

wearing away horseshoes, and in wet weather two weeks

will cut a tip so much that it needs renewal. The trip

on the ferry boat consumes three-quarters of an hour

and from the land (foot of Market street, San Francisco),

it must be at least seven miles by the route taken. To
say nothing of the fall, described in the account of the

trot, the journey was over cobbles and rough pavement

outside of the car tracks on Market to Ellis, and up that

until opposite the intersection of Golden Gate avenue

and Market, from that point also macadamized until the

Park is reached. The Park drives are as hard as broken

stones, covered with red trap rock pulverized and a plen-

tiful supply of water, can make them. Thus there was
some ten miles of a journey, besides the ferryage, from

5:30 to 8 a. m. the morning of the trot. Then came the

•'warming up" two miles at a jog, 1£ mile at a round

pace. Then came the four heats, and "cooling" out

after the race was finished. We hud directed the man
jn charge of Antevolo to come home the nest morning,

though fearful that the hind leg which he rested while

standing before MeKerron's might be better for a day's

rest. We- went to the Bay District early the morning of

Sunday. He appeared all right and when hitched to the

cart walked off without the least apparent soreness. The

slight lameness alluded to elsewhere did not show until

he was driven on a trot, and then the man reported that

after a short distance there was no limping perceptible.

Thus the same route was taken the day after the trot,

leaving the Bay District at 10 a. m. and arriving home at

12:45 p. m.

The nest morning he was hitched to cart walked to

the track and then jogged five miles. "We fancied that

he favored the leg when first started, though bystanders

could not detect it, and as to "soreness" it was palpable

there was not a trace of it. Tuesday morning he was

"brushed through the stretches" and in our opinion he

never showed more speed.

The history of these four days is given in order that a

proper understanding can be obtained of the case in all

of its phases, and we imagine that unprejudiced people

will agree with us that the ordeal was a trying one, and

so far as becoming sore from trotting in them there was

a noteworthy absence of what usually is a sequence to a

hard race. It must also be borne in mind that there

were no soaking tubs, bandages or water, cold or hot,

used on his feet and legs. The near hind ankle was

bathed with Pond's Extract and then rubbed dry. After

"cooling out" no clothing was used and everyoue who

saw him Sunday morning remarked how well he looked.

The tips worn were put on the Thursday preceding

—

Thanksgiving Day—and weighed at that time: the front

four ounces each, the hind a trifle over four aud a half

ounces each. The only boots worn in the race were the

quarter-boots described in this paper a short time ago,

the pair weighing 13 ounces, so that on all four feet the

total weight of tip3 and boots was thirty ounces.

"While this does not answer the question of Mr.

Schwartz, a five-year-old staliion that trots as he did

may be presumed to be doing well enough to be let

alone. We de not offer it as argument to prove that tips

are not inimical to speed, but rather as evidence of our

belief in their efficacy, that an offer of one thousand

dollars wculd not tempt us to permit him to be shod

with full shoes and wear them a month, so that as long

as we own him it is unlikely a more definite answer will

-be returned.

"Laying Up Heats."

We earnestly desire to see heats done away with in

racing. There does not appear to be, as yet, a satisfactory

solution of how to accomplish (he abolition of heats in
trotting, but on the race-course the substitution of dashes
meets the approval of so large a majority of raco-goers as
that the vote in its favor may be denominated as practi-

cally unanimous. The race of heats on the Oakland
Trotting Park on Thanksgiving D iy was an illustration

of the advantages of the system. In our opinion Argo
lost the race by laying up the first heat, Binette won it

by taking it easy in the second as soon as it was evident

that Argo would beat Miss Courtney. A review of tbe
race will justify the ground taken. In the first place
Argo carried the top-weight, four pounds, more than the
rules impose, while Binette had a concession of five

pounds Miss Courtney three pounds, Moonlight eleven
pounds and Leda sixteen pounds.

It is not necessary to offer arguments to prove that the
longer heavy weight is carried the more burdensome it

becomes. What would be a good handicap for a dash
may be otherwise in heats, and what could be handled in

two heats becomes exceedingly irksome in three. There
are reasonable grounds for believing that Argo could
have wen the first heat, as Moonlight ran Miss Courtney
to a head, though the rider of the latter says that the

close finish was by his sufferance, and her run in the

second heat was so good as to be corroboration of the
claim. Had Argo obtained a better start in the third
heat there can scarcely be a doubt that he would have
won the race, and this also is sound evidence that he
could have won the first and second. It was so close at

the finish between he and Binette that a large number in

a good position to observe thought him the winner. Very
few inches at the most liberal estimate marked the differ-

ence. Time, 1:50, and that, after a run in 1:4S£, goes a
long way to sustain our view.

Charles F. Foster, a young man lately arrived from
the East, is desirous of finding a situation as trainer of

trotters. He comes highly recommended, especially as a

handler of colts, by men who are well known as promin-
ent breeders, and who endorse him in other respects

besides capacity. At the present day a man who is

competent to properly commence the education of colts

has qualities which should meet with appreciation.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies Ly
mail or telegiaph.

M.
If a horse is timed at a public race under the rules of the

National Trotting Association over a track not a member of
the Association, aud the horse is timed several times by out-
siders aud trots each time under three minutes, in fact from
two to three seconds under each time, end the judges announce
each time over three minutes, showing plainly that time was
suppressed for tbe purpose of keeping the horse in the three
miuute class, what is tbe remedy?
Answer.—Rule 41 of the National Trotting Association is as

follows-

Sec. 1—In any public race if there shall be any intentional
suppression or misrepresentation in either the record or the
announcement of the time of any heat in the race, it shall be
deemed fraudulent, and any horse winning a heat or making
a dead heat wherein there was such fraudulent suppression of
time, together with the parties implicated in the fraud, shall,

by operation of the roles, be henceforth disqualified from the
rightto compete on the grounds of members, which disquali-
fication may be removed only by order of the Board of .Review.
When upon investigation the Board shall believe that the
constructive fraud was not premeditated, but only upon a
restitution or return to the custody of the Treasurer of this
Association of any premiums that under any circumstances
have been awarded such horse on the grounds of members
during the time of disqualification, and upon payment of a
fine of $100, to go to this Association, the fine to apply to the
horse regardless of any change of ownership.

Sec. 3.—Any person who shall as judge or timer be guilty
of fraudulent suppression of time in any public race shall be
expelled from the courses of all members.
Your remedy in the case referred to above is to secure the

evidence against the partieB implicated in the alleged fraud
and send the charge and evidence to the Secretary of the
National Trotting Association, who will take the proper
action under the roles against the parties implicated.

L.
Please give the pedigree and record of the stallion Bonner?
Answer.—Bonner is by Whipple's Hambletonianand has no

record.

E. E. H., Fresno.
1— Please give the pedigree and description of b r horse

Fred B. and bis record, also where he made it?

2—Please give the record of gr stallion Barbaro.
3—Can you give me the record of the pacer Oakland Boy?
4— What is the best way to square a mixed-gaited, hitching

colt?

Answer.— 1. Fred B. ch g by Plnmas, 2:28.1 made at the
Bay District Track.
2—Barbaro, gr s by A. W. Richmond, baa not made a

record.
3—Oakland Boy's record is 2;24f

.

4— Will be answered next week.

Nutwood now reigns supreme on the Highland Stork Farm,
Dubuque, Iowa. His present owners, Messrs. H. L. and F
D. Stout, intend to give him about twenty approved mares
this season in addition to their own stock. Doubtless thin

noble sire of trotting stock will within a few years make as

distinct and favorable an impress upon the Iowa stock as he
has already done in California and the Knat.
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Dew Drop, 3, by Falsetto—Explosion ....
Mi-s Woodford, C, by Billet—Fancy Jane
Volante, 4, by Grinstead—Sister Anne

.

Ben Ali, 3, by Virgil— Ulrica
King Fox, 2. by King Ban—Maud Hampton
Barnum, a, by Bonnie Scotland— C. rhompson.
Jim Gray, 3, by Ten Broeck—Mannk- <->rjy
Hanover. 2, by Hindoo—Bourbon Belie
Blue Wing, 3, by Billet—Mundane .

Conemara, 2, by Stratford—Tara. .

Lucky B., 6, by Ku t li e iford—Maggie Emerson .

Firenzi, 2. by Gl^nelg—Florida
Silver Cloud, 3, by Urinstead- Experiment
Montana Regent. 3, by Regent -Christine..

.

Milhe. S, by Billet- Distraction
Elkwood, :*, by Eolus—Minnie Andrews
Kingston, 2, by Spendthrift—Eapanga.
Grisette, 2, by Glenelg—Malta.
Kaloolab, 3, by Longfellow-Sylph
Jennie T., 2. by Falsetto -Queen Victoria
Rupert, 3, by Falsetto—Marguerite .

When the National Association of TroltiDg Horse Breeders
pnt themselves on record as opposed to time trials as a
means of acquiring standard rank, they reckoned not of an
evil which is just as injurious. It has been a time-honored
custom -with some associations outside the pale of the
National Trotting Association, and, indeed, numbers occa-
sionally wander from the straight path, of favoring owners by
suppressing time or announcing slower time than actually
made. Late developments tend to show an equally com-
placent disposition by a non-member to favor the seekers for
fast records without actual performance. The Marengo, 111.
association are the responsible parties.
In 1885 tbe chestnut mare Maggie Fulton, driven by

George Hossack, was given a fraudulent record of 2-281 at
Marengo in p. trial to beat 2:29.5 claimed to have been made
the same day in a race with Novelty, who was also accom-
modated with a spurious record of 2:2S. Novelty is a son
of Frazier's Graphic, by Mambrino Fatcben. On tbe
strength of a promise of §200 by Mr. A. G. Danforth
owner of Fairy Gift, if Hossack would give Marv Gift a
record 2-30 or better, tbe latter hied him, last September,
to the Marengo track, and entered her in a race with three
others for a Sb'O purse. The first heat was trotted
in 2:29J, the official summary says 3:05; the second in
2:3S; the third aud fourth were set-backs, and the tilth was
in 2:40—quite a discrepancy. Hossack then secured the $200
from Mr. Danforth, who was honest in the matter, and
charged up Mr. C. B. Allaire owner of Mary Gift, with $10
and the winnings of the mare, which he claimed to have paid
tbe upright jndges for their favor. In the free-for-all pace at
the same meeting Sorrel Ned won the third heat in 2:34, but
was set back and the heat given in to the chestnut stallion
George O., in 2:30. The same day the bay stallion Highland
Chief was given a mark of 2:30, in a race of four heats, no
heat, with the exception of the third, being trotted better
than 2:39. In view of the cases of Marv Gift and George O.
the record of Highland Chief may be regarded with suspicion'.

Messrs. Allaire and Danforth. who would have been benetited
by a legitimate fast record for Mary Gift, interested themselves
in getting at the facts, as neither countenance dishonorable
practices. The affair presents a new phase of rascality
the converse of the no time and slow time system. Either
phase of false representation is dangerons to the breedin"
interests, and requires a law so severe that the parties
implicated may never again have the privilege of a member's
track.

Our Cleveland correspondent exposes another attempt to
acquire staudard rank by fraudulent Derformance at Mans-
field, O.—N. Y. Spirit,

Sir Richard Sutton, with Genesta, Lient. Henn with
Galatea, made praiseworthy attempts to win back America's
Cup, both failed. They represented two branches of the
British nation, the English and Irish: now the Scotch blood
is up, and James Bell, of the Eoyal Yacht Club, has given
his cutter a national name, Thistle, Scotia's wild emblem.
She is being built on the Clyde, and Mr. Bird, Secietery to
the Royal Clyde Club writes in reference to her to the Secre-
tary of the New York Club as follows:

"I am now able to inform you that thejyacht Thistle, which
will compete for America's cup, is in baud, and the progress
of her building will be such as to enable me to send you a certi-
fied statement of hi r dimensions, tonnage and rig, from the
Board of Trade, accompanied by the six mou ths' notice in ample
time for your racing season next year." From this pleasant
news, which comes by wire, it may be inferred that Thistle's
challenge will reach this country early iu February. There
was a chance of the challenge failing through owing to the
six month's notice, and the description of the boat which
must be made with the challenge, that donbt is at an end and
from now until next September descriptions, comparisons and
anticipations of and in regard to the Scotch cutter will be the
uppermost topic amongst yachtsmen and yachting scribes.
When her length and rig are known American yachtsmen

can form a good idea whether Mayflower will do to defend the
cup, or if another boat should be ouilt. But with three un-
beaten boats such as Mayflower, Puritan and Prisciila, the
chances of successfully defending the cup appears as rosy as
ever they were.

Mr. Frank W. Beach, of the Lake County Examintr, Lake
view, Oregon, has just made a trip from his northern home
by team to this city. He tells a good story of Eastern Oregon
as a place for hunters and anglers to visit. Bear, deer, quail
and grouse in abundance, and easy to find. The couDtry
somewhat hard to travel, but the scenery of such rare mag-
nificence that the hunter, angler or tourist is more than
repaid for his exertions in climbing its mountains.

Hunters are praying for a storm, a good norther! if such a
phenonomon were possible. Canvas-back are scarce. At long
intervals a stray bird is bagged, but no flocks come in sight to
gladden the hearts of the muddy hunters. With a good rous-
ing storm lasting three or four days the face of sport and of
sportsmen would be changed. Long visages would be short-
ened, lowering brows would be brightened, and a general air
of universal satisfaction would rule.

The prospects of the football season are improving. The
University, Reliance, Wasp nnd Orion Clubs are all cetaug
their men together, and may be expected to take il.

an early day, as early as the ground is fit to |

Should they all turn out teams equal to last -

dashiog play will again be the rule, and the
amongst the spectators will run as high as ever.
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w»'t80TiTspi«r2d,"by Dartoooi Spice-Gip 2d, on

November 9, 18S6.

r. Squires' fox-terrier bitch_ Higgles, by Spiff-

Mr George Alleoder started for Hanford, on Monday, and

took with him Mountain Boy and Lasste belonging to W.

Sobreiber llr. Barney's Xom Piucb, Mr. Ed. Bnggs' Climax

tb vZwr* which he has trained for tbe field trials, and

al-o Charles Kaeding's setter puppy Shot. Mr. A ender will

bis charge some preliminary work before the matches open.

Within the past few weeks deaths haye been frequent

amongst fashionably bred dogs. Jndge.Freer. Kobert Liddle

ami W B Willard have each lost valuable sporting dogs,

d"s emper taking them off. Mr. P. D. Linville's pointer pup

Mi'St is very sick with the same disease, bat his owner

has great hopes of his pop's recovery.

g'

Western Field Trial Association's

Annual Trials.

Second

[By our Special Reporter.]

The second trials of the new but vigorous and promising

Western Association began at Abilene, Kansas, on Monday,

November 8th, and continued through the week. Seventeen

starters in the Aged Stake and nine in the Derby qualified.

Tbe judges were Colonel Arthur Merriman, A. A. Whipple

and H. H. Briggs. The dogs did not average up to a high

standard, but some very good ones were started. The win-

ner of first in the Free-For-All, Lufra by Dogwhip-Juno, is

a good-sized setter of rare form and much quality. She is

speedy, sure and stylish, and is a credit to her owner. Mr. N.

B. Nesbitt.

Second was taken by Kod, a Meteor-Dell pointer owned

bv W B. Stafford. Eod is a smallish dog, liver and white

very 'taking in form and a handsome mover In size and

make-up hi resembles Schrieber's Mountain Boy. The dog

was sick during the trial and not in form. Bridgeport, by

Dashing Monarch-Vannette, is a ratney stocky dog of great

cower and very baudsome on game. He is a full brother to

Mr Martin's Dashing Money, but is nut so handsome an

animal. Cornerstone, a Meteor pointer, is rather a plain

dog. but is a snappy, dashing fellow and looks big on point

° r

iu\be Derby but one dog of much merit appeared, Bessie

B a beautiful English setter by King Noble—Elsie Belton.

She is very fast, stylish and a stager over any gronnd She

is owned by Mr. F. H. Bull, who is associated with J. I

Case Jr in a kennel. Mr. Case had King Noble beaten and

buried by the rules. King is a good-sized dog, quite like his

sire Count Noble and very fast. His heat was tine, and he

mav be looked for as a winner hereafter.

Mr Nesbitt's Natalie by Gladstone—Donnar, Jr., a thirty-

two pound bitch of rare form and extraordinary speed, ran a

great race The grounds selected lie some five or six miles

nortiierlv'from Abilene and are old corn fields, plum thickets,

oak copses and grass plats. On much of tbe ground a

peculiar burr called "sand burr," interfered materially with

successful work. It is a small ball about the size of a pea

covered with " sharp spines, which pierce the flesh and

induce acute inflammation like that resultant upon cactus

punctures. The bnrrs appear only after the prairie land ib

broken up and planted in corn or other crops, and fall into

the light loamy soil or are carried by the wind to adjacent

lands The dogB in running over them soon find their feet

filled with the cruel thorny things, and locomotion becomes

too painlul to be sustained. At sliort intervals the handlers

were compelled to call in their animals and comb the sand

burrs lrom their feet. The Graphic Kennel had come to

Abilene some davs before the trial date to enter their dogs on

th<- ground and birds, but unfortunately tbe dogs worked into

several places where osaga orange hedges bad been trimmed

and the" thorny cuttings thrown down where they could

be stepped upon. Graphic andEevel III had their feet badly

punctured, while Lad of Bow, Lass of Bow and Bracket were

used up by burrs to an extent which compelled Messrs.

Anthony and Heath to refuse to start them, and they were

sent away in charge of their handler, Mr. Wm. Tell Mitchell.

Tbe members of tbe Western Association proved to be

whole souled sportsmen and bright field trialers. Mr. K. C.

Van Horn had made provision for all needs, settled upon the

precise grounds for use, aud so systematized details that

everything went smoothly and rapidly. Tbe judges left

Abilene each morning at 7:30, although the days were bitterly

cold Among those present Mr. Edward Everett Fray, of

Denver, Ual., vice-president of the club, distinguished him-

self bv a lavish generosity in entertaining, which fairly

eclipsed all previous experiences of this reporter, while his

ene»Kin« personal qualities enlisted tbe first friendship of all

who met him. During the trials Mr. Pray purchased two

English setters—Spot Belton, winner of second in the Derby,

and Joe Noble, the latter a dog of superb breeding and broken

by J. M. Avent. On Monday evening the annual meeting of

tbe club was held and the followiug officers elected for the

ensuing year: President, A. A. Whipple; Vice-Presidents,

Theo Mosher, E. E. Pray, E. F. Stoddard; Secretary and

Treasurer B. C. Van Horn, Kansas City, Mo.; Executive

Committee, A. A. Whipple, Theo. Mosher, E. E. Pray, E. F.

Stoddard, E. C. Van Horn, A. C. Walmsley, Louis Kunz, H.

P Dillon J. W. Munson, L. H. Faulkner; Board of Appeals,

G. L). Hilling, .1. 1. Case, Jr., E. M. Hutchings, E. C. Sterling,

G W C Kohrer. The success of the Kacine Kennel, owned

by J. I. Case, Jr., and F. H. Bull, was phenomenal for a

first veuture in a trial way. Mr. Case is a keen dogman,

aud backed by enthusiasm and means may be expected to go

to the front.

But one sad incident marred the tnak, which was an exhi-

bition of an evil eye by Judge Arthur Merriman. The Judge

is comely as a picture, and would never be selected as a

Voudoo by a casual inspection, but his eye is deadly. At

luuch, on the last day, goose stories were passing round, and

Mr Pray had jost finished a yarn about killingeight hundred

geese in a morning when Judge Merriman began to describe

the hurtling pitching of brant to decoys or when they alight

to feed. Just when fairly into the story a waiter came in

with an egg for the judge. The story caught the poor

waiter's attention and he stood in suspense for the climax.

Tbe judge fixed an eye on him and soon his knees began to
, ,

wavei and the egg wnioh he held to drum a tattoo on tbe
| jMtn t a bye.

table, while his jaw dropped and a far-away look about tbe

eyes foreboded catalepsy or a tonic spasm. Tbe judge

calmly proceeded with the yarn and held the poor youth with

that piercing eye. Gradually the effort to escape or to believe

without reserve the smoothly told story so reacted upon the

waiter that he sank in agony and was removed just as the

judge made his point. Judge Merriman should either wear

blinkers or cease to recite his wondrous 'scapes by flood and

The attendance was good and the order kept admirable.

Tbe judging was closely done and the awards received

without dissent. Several good dogs were buried in the first

series bv the rules, but such misfortunes cannot but some-

times occui. The handling was good. The veterans N. B.

Nesbitt and W. B. Stafford showed deep insight and close

study of their dogs, and their method was perfect. Mr. A. J.

Gleason, cutest and quaintest of handlers, made his heats in-

teresting by dry, witty squibs at competingdogs and handlers.

Mr. C. W. Barker, while a little crude in methods, yet showed

great talent and thorough devotion to his charges, and his

winning first aud second in the Derby was a great card.

Mr. H. G. Allen bandied with good judgment, bnt did not

sbow'a dog of much field ability. Mr. Chas. Harus was also

handicapped by dogs of no great field trial strength. Mr.

Case started his old black bunting dog, and worked him

precisely as he would in ordinary shooting. Case did some

superb shooting during the trial, making one right and left in

corn that could not be beaten.

MONDAY.

Natalie—Dick Berwtn.—The first series began at 8:20 on

Monday morning, with Mr. J. Haywards' Natalie and H. P.

Dillon's Dick Berwyn. Tbe former handled by N. B. Nesbitt

and the latter by H. G. Allen. Natalie cut out the pace, and

in range and style could give many points and win. She is

very tastv, and on point looks big, although a very small

bitch, three pounds lighter than Lit. Several likely places

were drawn blank down wind, from which birds were

afterwards flushed by the spectators. Natalie finally pointed,

was steady to gun and retrieved well; Dick, breaking in, sent

on Natalie, stood and was backed but discovered error. After

two hours Natalie was given the heat.

Dick B.—Krotp.—Mr. J. I. Case, Jr's., native setter Dick

B handled by owner, and tbe Castleman Keunel pointer

Kr'upp, by Meteor—Dell, handled by W. B. Stafford, were sent

on at 10:30. Dick B. showed cunning and bird sense, but

was disposed to potter, while Krupp was off in nose and did

not move well. Dick B. had the heat by comparative merit

more than by positive ability after two hours and fifty

minutes work. ,«„.,,,
Cornerstone—Blitz' Burglar D.—J. W. Blythes nervy

pointer Cornerstone, by Meteor—Accident, handled by A. J.

Gleason, and W. B. Smith's setter Blitz, Burglar D., by Bur-

glar—Queen Dido, ran a heat in which Blitz' was beaten

almost pointless. Cornerstone in pace and range was fair,

while in style and on back Tony, as Gleason calls him, was up

to a high mark. Cornerstone showed some nose, but it was

apparent that the dryness and cold wind operated unfavor-

ably upon scent. He was given the heat.

Kod—Dick T.—The Castleman Kennel's handsome middle-

weight pointer Kod, by Meteor—Dell, bandied by W. B.

Stafford, was cast off against a black and white setter, Dick

T. owued and handled by N. B. Nesbitt. Kod was sick and

Dick T. not at himself. The heat was of little interest. Kod

made two points and a flush and Dick two flushes. Eod was

given the heat.
TUESDAY.

The Rod-Dick T. heat was not finished on Monday even-

ing, and was completed Tuesday morning.

Crow—Countess Llewellin.— J. E. Dougherty's black

pointer Crow, by Starr's Broncho— Waddell's Fan, handled by

N. B. Nesbitt, and Countess Llewellin, by Druid—Princess

Draco, owned by G. H. Laughton, made a poor race. Neither

bad nose nor field quality in marked degree. They were run

an hour and fifteen minutes, Crow pointing twice aud being

backed, Countess establishing one point and making a flush.

Bridgeport—Patsy D.—E. C. Van Horn's Irish red Patsy

D. by Lord Dufferin—Queen Bess, handled by A. J. Gleason,

and E. E. Pray's Bridgeport, by Dashing Monarch—Vannette,
handled by W. B. Stafford, were sent through a two-hoars

beat, with more gratification than former braces. Bridge-

port is a rather heavy set dog, very taking in game and hand-

some on point. He has been much hunted and is wise in

the wavs of birds. For use as a shooting dog he is superior,

but he" lacks the go essential to a trial dog and backs indif-

ferently. Patsy D. has very great pace and is a stayer, but

loses in style and in staunchness. Bridgeport pointed two

singles and a covey with high head and beautiful stern car-

riage. Patsy scored two points and two flushes, and was

taken up the heat going to Bridgeport.

Lufra—King Noble.—The best brace seen to that time

was cast off when Lufra, bv Dog Whip—Juno, owned and

handled by N. B. Nesbitt, and King Noble, by Count Noble—

Eosalind, owned by J. I. Case, Jr., and handled by C. W.

Barker, were ordered down. King Noble had rather the best

pace, but in style Lufra excelled, and her judgment and nose

seemed rather better. King soon pointed and was beauti-

fully backed. Then in corn Lufra made game and was draw-

ing when King stole in and penned a covey, Lufra backing.

The birds moved and Lufra, a very keen bitch, ran in and

flushed, stopping to wing. King then drew to point, stern

low and head, and was spiritedly backed by Lufra. Each

then scored equally in points, Lufra being best in the quality

of her pointing. She was given tbe heat.

WEDNESDAY.

The heat between Lufra and King Noble was first finished.

Nellie Treo—Don Burglar D.—Neither showed merit.

Nellie Treu being least bad was given the heat.

SECOND SERIES.

Spot Belton—Natalie.—Spot had tbe pace and pluck, and

made more points with about equal opportunities aud was

given tbe heat.

Cornerstone—Dick B.—The brace moved freely, and

after an hour were about equal, but Cornerstone got in and

did a little brilliant work and won.

Eod—Crow.—Neither seemed well, but Eod had best pace,

style and range, scored two points to Crow's one and won.

THURSDAY.

Lufra—Bridgeport.—Lufra, though much superior in

pace and rauge, had tbe best of the heat, both dogs showing

good nose and judgment, and being good retrievers.

Nellie Tren bad a bye.

third series.

Spot Belton—Nellie Treu.—Spot ran a good heat, work-

ing independently at good pace and with wide range. She

made a sensational point or two and was given tbe heat.

Kod—Cornerstone.—Eod seemed in better spirits; showed

fair pace, good nose and greater staanohness and won.

FRIDAY—FOURTH SERIES.

Lufra—Spot Belton.—Lufra cat away in great style and
very speedily, closely followed by Spot. Lufra had best pace,

range and style and equally good Dose and won.
Eod, a bye.

FIFTH SERIES.

Lufra—Eod.—Cast off to run for first money. Lufra did

pretty mach all the work and won first hands down.
Bridgeport—King Noble.—To select a contestant for

second, a trial heat was run which Bridgeport won by judg-

ment, caution and staunchness.

SIXTH SERIES.

Eod—Bridgeport.—Eod had the pace, equality in nose,

and better style, and won second. The handlers, by consent
of tbe judges, decided to divide third, which was given in

equal thirds to Bridgeport, Cornerstone and Dick T.

Abilene, Kan., November 8, 1886 —All-Age Stako. Open to all

pointers and setters not winners of first prize in All-Age Stakes of
Eastern, National or Western Trials of previous years. Puree S500.

S250 to first; S15U to second; S100 to third. Entrance, $10; t'lo addi-
tional to start. Closed October 9th, with twenty-eight entries. Judges,
A. Merriman, A. A. Whipple, H. H. Briggs.

I.

( H. P. Dillon's blaCE, while and
J

tan dog Dick Berwyn, by
Dashing Berwyn — Vanity

heat -

J.I. Hayward.Jr.'s.hlflck.white \

and tan bitch Natalie by !

Gladstone—Donna J. (setter;, f

J. I. Case, Jr.'s.hlack and while I

dog Dick B. by McKinney— > beat
FIosbv (setter!, )

J. W. Blythe's liver aDd white I

dog Cornerstone by Meteor > heat
—Accident (pointer!, *

Castleman Kennel's liver and
white dog Rod by Meteor-
Dell (pointer),

J. R. Daugherty'8 black dog
Crow by Starr'B Broncho—
Waddell's Fan (pointer),

E.E.Prav's black, white and tan

dog Bridgeport by Dashing
Monarch—Vannette (setter),

N. B. Nesbitt's blue belton

bitch Lufra by Dog Whip-
Harrison's Jnuo II (setter),

A. J. Gleaeon's white and liver

bitch Nellie Tren by Cham-
pion Robert le Diable—Dixie
(pointer),

J. I. Case, Jr.'s, bine belton
bitch Spot Belton by Dick B.

—Belle Bel ton (setter,,

beat

beat

i (

( Fair (setter).

Castleman Kennel's liver and
white dog Krupp by Meteor
—Dell (pointer).

W. B. Smith's black, -white and
tan dog Blitz' Burglar D. by
Burglar—Queen Dido (setter).

N. B. Nesbitt's black and white
dog Dirk T. by Cashier-
Flake (setter).

G. H. Laughton's lemon and
white bitch Countess Llewel-
lin by Druid—Princess Draco
(setter).

R, C. Van Horn's red dog
Patsy D. by Lord Dufferin

—

Queen Bess (setter).

J. I. Case, Jr.'s blue belton
dog King Noble by Count
Noble—Rosalind (setter).

G. H. Laughton's black, white
and tan dog Don Burglar D.
by Burglar—Queen Dido (set-

ter).

A bye.

Spot Belton beat Natalie,

Cornerstone beat Dick B,

Bod beat Crow.

Spot Belton beat Nellie TTeu.

Bod beat Cornerstone.

Bod (a bye).

I Lnfra beat Bridgeport.
NelJie Treu (a bye).

I Lufra (a bye).

j
Lufra bear Spot Belton.

Lufra beat Bod and won first.

VI.

Bridgeport beat King Noble. I Eod beat
second.

Bridgeport and won

vn.
Bridgeport, Cornerstone and Dick T. divided third.

1st. Lufra. ( Bridgeport.
2nd. Eod. 3d. \ Cornerstone.

( Dick T.

FBEVXOUB WTN*>"ERS.

f Trinket's Bang, oy Croxteth—Trinket 1

| Patsy, by Lord Dufferin—Queen Bess '2*

Lillian, by Gladstone—Sue 2*

Abilene, 1885 { Cato, by Keno—Maud 3*

Bridgeport, by Dashing Monarch—Vannette 3*

Queen Bess, by Gladstone—Donna J 3"

Count Rapier, by Druid—Magnolia 3"

Richmond, by Vandevort's Don—Beulah 3*

•Divided
DERBY—SATURDAY.

Lack of time, badness of ground and scarcity of birds

led those holding Derby entries to request the judges to

run a heat with each brace and then place them, which was
done. The heats brought out a brilliant performer in Bessie

B. by King Noble—Elsie Belton and a fair second in Spot
Belton, but the rest were inferior. Nothing of interest was to

be noted and a summary will suffice.

Abilene, Kan., Nov. 13, 188C.—Derby. Open to all pointers and
setters whelped on or after January 1, 18K5. eurse $500. 5*50 to first.

tf]5u to second; £10(1 to third. Judges, A. Merriman, A. A. 'Whipple, H.
H. Bnggs.
1st. Bessie B. by King Noble—

|
2d. Spot Belton by Dl<-k B.—

Elsie Belton.
[

Belle Belton.
/Tansy by Meteor-Dee,

(j-, J DiUsey by Meteor—Dee.
"-"*

i Traveller by Meteor—Dee.
(.Ruby Buckellew by Buckellew—Brimstone.

The American Field summary of the Western Field Trials

Derby is in error in giving the setter Marksman as one of the
dogs which divided third. The money was divided by
Tansy, Dillsey, Traveller and Ruby Buckellew.
The weather during the Abilene trials was such as keeps the

teeth of a Californian chattering. The mornings were freez-

ing cold, aud a wind that pierced the marrow blew much of

the time.

Mr. Van Horn's red setter Patsy D. resembles Mr. Clay
Chipmau's Beatrice both in form and style. He had been
permitted to flush birds for the gun until his staunchness
was an uncertain quantity.

Most of the time the judges walked, and wire fences were
crawled through at short intervals, with the effect of leaving

numerous rents in garments.
Abilene is a growing, healthy, prohibition town. Not a

saloon in it. Of course that was do deprivation to any one
who attended the trials. This reporter was kindly provided
with antidote by Mr, Schreiber before leaving San Francisco,

and is able to say that the bottles of medicine were carried to

Abilene unbroken and without uncorking. After securing

a room and making necessary ablutions, tbe first man met on
descending to the hotel office was Mr. Jas. L. Anthony,
owner of Graphic, who accepted^an invitation to test the

quality of Mr. Schreibers ten-year-old corn extract, and
pronounced it uncommonly fine, as did Mr, Heath, Mr.
Anthony's associate in the Graphic Kennel.
Duriug tbe trials this reporter, with Mr. Pray, Mr. Stafford

and Mr. Hutchings, of Galveston, Texas, who owns a litter

sister of Mr. Ed, Brings' Climax, were ensconced in large,

convenient quarters in Carpenter's Hotel, which became a

Bort of headquarters for gossip and innocent mirth. The
sylvan simplicity of the trial season would have been undis-

turbed if Sir. Frank H. Boll, owner of Bessie B., a grand-

daughter of Count Noble which won the Derby, bad not

raided the place oue evening accompanied by a selection of

wet groceries, and insisted upon holding a carnival there

and then.
Colonel Merriman is a keen, quick-sighted judRe, and up to

all the fine points of field work. Mr. A. A. Whipple also

proved an excellent judge:

It is probable that unless better ground can be found near

Abilene, next year's Trials will be held else" uere.
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Coursing Without Cruelty.

The humanitarians who were present at the Oakland Raee
Track last Sunday must have been delighted with the sport.

It was greyhounds chasing artificial hares.

The day's sport commenced with a private match between
J. Bottomley's black-and-white dog King Jacobi and M.
Livingston's white bitch Lady Collins. This proved to be a

very interesting contest. The hounds kept well together
from the moment ihey were slipped, and coming down the

straight it was hard to say which had the advantage. The
dog, however, was the first to catch the judge's eye, and
passed under the wire a winner by a short neck. It was
amusing to watch the baffled look of the hounds when the

automatic hare passed under the gap in the fence and ont of

sight, and some old coursers who were present seemed to

think that this system of playing at coursiDgwill eventually

have a bad effect and give the hounds a distaste for real

work. As a system of dog-racing however, it would be hard
to better it, and the lively interest taken in the events by the

400 or 500 spectators augurs well for the future success o the

Bcheme.
The second event was a match for 8-0 a side between P.

Curley's brindle bitch Lady Beckerstield aud T. MeDerniott's
brindle bitch Suawanee. Thelatterhaditall her own way and
won easily, with five lengths to spare. Lady Beckerstield ran
wide at the start and spoiled her chances. Time. 0:2S£.

A match was theo arranged between George Sham's fawn
dog Dick Sharp and J. Bottomley's black-and-white dog King
Jacobi. Dick placed this event to his credit, getting home
four lengths ahead of King. Time, 0:28.

A sixteen-dog stakes was then inaugurated, the subscription
being S2.50 each. The money was divided into four prizes:

$20. 510, ST.oOand ©2.50.

D. D. Roach, L. Livingstone and F. Gallagher acted as

judges, while P. J. Jacobi undertook the duties of slipper.

No official timekeeper was appointed, but for the benefit of

his brothers in arms a member of the fourth estate who was
present manipulated the stop-watch. The following will

show the result of thedrawiDg as well as of the different

courses: P. Canavau's b and w d Harry Wilkes ran against T.
Walsh's lemon and w d Prince. This trial resulted in a dead
heat, and had to be run again later on. Time, 0:2o L . The
nest trial was between II. Livingston's br d Marshal 2~ey and
J. J. Boude's w b Lady Collins.

Marshall Ney was the favorite, and fully justified public

opinion by coming in a winner by six lengths. Time, 0:26.

The undecided course between Harry Wilkes and Prince was
then runoff, Harrv wianing easily by ten lengths. Time,
0:25}.
The running by D. Burns' br d Horseshoe against J.

Eagan's br and w d Jim Blaine was very exciting. Horse-
shoe got home barely half a length ahead of Blaine. Time,
0:26$.

Tony Moore's blue b Lady Cleveland, and P. Garvey's br d
Flying Dutchman then tried conclusions. Dutchman led

down the straight and nntil within 100 yards from home,
when the bitch extended herself and ran in an easy winner,
with four lengths to the good. Time, 0:25J.
The next course was between J. Shay's brd d Gladstone

and E. G. Finnell's brd d Windy Castle. Windy was the

favorite in this course and maintained his reputation, beating

Gladstone by three lengths. Time, 0:2G|.

P. Brown's brd and w b "Vallejo Lily and B. Garvey's blue

b May Morning were the next pair slipped. That this race

was the Lily's was a foregone conclusion. She won as she
liked, with six lengths to spare. Time, 0:26.

In the trial between Tony Moore's br b Folsom-street Belle

and J. Croniu's br d Guy Wilkes, Guy won by four lengths.

Time, 0:26]

.

E. J. Finnell's blue and w d Sweep next ran against J.

Sbay's w d Ben Ali, and Sweep won with four lengths to spare.

This concluded the list of drawings, and a start was made
to run the ties off, the first of which lay between P. Canavan's

b and w d Harry Weeks and Mr. Livingston's br d Marshal
Ney. Marshal Ney was a strong favorite, but he unsighted

about 200 yards from home and slacked his pace. Harry
Wilkes finished alone, and the general impression was that

he had the race well in hand before the Marshal lost sight of

the hare. No time taken.

D.Burns' brd Horseshoe then ran against Tony Moore's

blue b Lady Cleveland. This was a close tussle, but the blue

slut got home first by a couple of lengths. Xo time taken.

Although it had now grown dusk, an attempt was made to

6nisb running off the ties, but the folly of the idea was seen

when in the course between Vallejo, Lily and Windy Castle

both hounds unsighted and went galloping back toward the

slips. It was then announced that the remaining ties would
be run off to-morrow morning at ten o'clock.

Match Race.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The monthly meeting of the club was held at the Palace

Hotel on Wednesday night, vice-President Ramon E. Wilson

in the chair. The secretary reported the finances of the clnb

to be in a satisfactory condition. The following members
were elected: C. H. Jouett, Louis Weinman, Richard M.
Tobin, M. P. Sessions and O. H. Bogart of San Francisco,

Wm. W. Van Arsdale, Trnckee; Samuel O. Gregory, Alma;
Caryl Charles Wilkinson, Patchen. There was an animated

discussion as to whether only pure-bred dogs Bhould be

registered in the stud book. E. M. C. Munday contended

that no mongrels should be entered, as otherwise the work of

registering would be endless. Others, however, took the

ground that no restrictions should be made, as the entries

and descriptions would show in themselves the true value of

the dogs, and it would serve no end to register worthless

animals. The object of the stud-book would be to preserve

the record of performances, upon which the merits of dogs

depended more than upon pedigree. JohnF. Carroll asse/ted

that not one half-dozen greyhounds in the State were possessed

of verified pedigrees. Finally it was decided that no restric-

tions should be placed upon entries, and that mongrels, as

well as full-blooded dogs, might be registered in thestud-book.

J. Homer Fritch and Dr. C. G. Toiand were appointed a

committee to wait upon the railroad companies and request

Bpecial and reduced rates for members of the clubs while they

were traveling for sporting pnrpoass. It was also decided to

record in the stud-book the winning of greyhounds in cours-

' ing matches given by recognized clubs.

On Monday afternoon, at High Point, after a day spent in-

doors on account of rain, a match race for §50 a side was
made between Whyte Bedford's English setter Bob Gates,
handled by B. M. Stephenson, and a cross-bred setter bitch
Belle, handled by Mr. Hart Height. The handlers walked a
half mile to the outskirts of the town and turned the dogs down
in an old orchard. The dogs were to run two hours or nntil

dark, and was given up by the backer of Belle after an hour and
fifty minutes. Bob Gates had the best of the pace and range,
and in style was much the better. Belle was staunch neither
on point nor back. Four bevies were found, nil by Bob Gates.
He made ten points to four for the bitch. Both were steady
to gnu and retrieved well. The race and money were awarded
to Bob Gates. The race was made by Mr. J. M. Avent as a
means of diversion and to shorten the dragging hours. Dr.
Rowe, Mr. Hammond, and most of the rest preferred to remain
in the hotel and spin varus, rather than wade after the dogs.
High Polvt, N. C, Nov. 22.

The following is a list of the dog3 entered in the Puppy
Stakes to run at the annual meeting of the Pacifio Coast Field
Trials Club on 13th inst.: C. Kaeding's English setter Shot,
Mr. Eastman's Mab, E. Briggs' pointer Climax, Mr. White's
Sancho, G. W. Basaford's pointer Professor. J. M. Bassford,
Jr.'s pointer Frail, H. A. Bassford's Fleet. The other entries

include Mr. Bobbin's Jay Bird withdrawn, Mr. Brown's Ben
Cotton dead, and Proude sick.

We have on hand catalogues of the Cheqnasset Kennels of

thoroughbred St. Bernards and English pugs, which are at

the disposal of our readers who may contemplate purchasing
pups from prize winning bitches. The kennels are the well-

known Cheqnasset of Lancaster, Mass.

The History of the Greyhound-

The Annual Field Trials.

The special attention of members of the clnb is called to a

..change in the date for starting for the meeting which opens

on Monday, 13th inst., in order to reach Hanford in time for

the first day's events. Members and their friends must leave

this city at 9:30 o'clock a. m. on Saturday, 11th inst. This

change of date is necessary, as there is no train leaving here

on Sunday that will reach Hanford before Monday night.

Anyone who takes a comprehensive view of the varieties of

dogs exhibited at any of our largest shows will find it easy,

and indeed natural, to group them, independent of catalogue
classifications, according to the general formation and nromi-
nent features in which they agree with each other, although
differing in minor points such as coat and color.

The greyhound, deer-hound, Irish wolf-hound, whippet,
and even the mongrel lurcher show a conformation in com-
mon; and extending observation to the classes for foreign
dogs, we find the gracefnl Persian, the Siberian, Circassian,

and Pyrenean wolf-hounds, and also the little Italian grey-
hound, as well as occasional visitors from the far east,

included in this elastic classification by right of the general
lines on which they are built.

We have iu all, although not equally developed, the same
elongated head, long and flexible neck, deep chest, tucked
up or girt loins, and the sweeping quarters, which, taken
together, indicate capacity for great speed.
In Europe, Asia and Africa, we meet with dogs no one

would hesitate to class with those named above; but none of

the dogs of America, so far as I know, approach them very
closely.

The greyhound group stands out very boldly from allothers:

and whether all its varieties came originally from the same
stock (some Canis primcevus, as Darwin suggests) or a species

of wolf existent or extinct, it has for ages been recognized as

constituting a very distinct type, and from remote history has
formed, as it still does, a very important section of our British

dogs.
It is probable that the whole of those I have enumerated

above which belong to this country, and probably some of the
foreign ODes, are from the same stock, modified by selection

aud occasional crosses; as, for instance, the large muscular
Irish wolf-hound may have had a strain of the old fierce war
dog used by the Celtic natives of these isles; but it is certain

that at a very early period the wide distinction which sepa-

rates our quick-footed hounds from the slower hounds work-
ing by sceut, and the still more powerful Canis pugnaces of

the Molossian or Mastiff type, was recognized as clearly as

we uow separate them from our hounds, spaniels and mastiffs.

The smooth greyhound is now by far the most important,

as he is the most perfect, representative of the group, show-
ing in the greatest perfection the qualities for which the whole
have always been distinguished and valued.

It is generally believed that the greyhound was brought
into these islands by a Celtic tribe, who spread over Ireland
and the western islands and mainland of Scotland, according

to Holiushed, during the third century, but niach earlier in

the opinion of others, who hold that the great Celtic wave
spread over Europe, reaching these islands B. C. 500; but it

is admittedly impossible to definitely fix dates. Arrian, writ-

ing about the third decade of the second century, gives a full

and accurate description of the dog, aud calls it a Celtic

hound. Holinshed, in his description of Ireland says: '*The
Greihounde of King Cranthylinth's days were not fetched so

far as out of Grecia, but rather bred in Scotland." (Cranthy-

linth, or Crathilinthus, was the eighteenth of the kings of

Scotland, and began to reign in the year 277.

Evidence exists that the greyhound formed part of the ken-
nels of Elfric. Duke of Mercia, for in some curious dialogues

written by him in Latin, and translated by Turner, the follow-

ing occurs:— " T am a hunter to one of the kings.' 'How do
you exercise your art?' 'I spread my nets, and set them in a

lit place, and instruct my hounds to pursue the wild deer till

they come to the nets unexpectedly, and so are entangled,

and I slay them in the nets.' 'Cannot you hunt without
nets?' 'les, with sicift hounds I follow the wild deer.'

'What wild deer do you chiefly take?' 'Harts, boars and
reindeer and goats, and sometimes bares.'" In the Cotton
Library, also, their exists a manuscript of the ninth
century, in which a Saxon chieftain and his huntsman, with

a brace of greyhounds, are portrayed. The picture is

copied by Strutt in his "Sports and Pastimes," and shows a

couple of dogs with something of the type of head but shorter

in body and tail than our greyhounds, about to be slipped at

wild swine. I am bound to say that the figures of these dogs

as reproduced by Strutt, so far as they can he relied on to

represent a breed, are more like the Great Dane of our shows
in head and carriage of stern (which latter is hound-like); bnt

the back is shorter, and the ears appear short, pointed and
erect as if cropped. It is the more important to notice, as we
have the assurance of Strutt, thut the engravings are faithful

copies of ancient ones. Far more greyhound like is the dog
represented in the picture, "The Unearthing of a Fox," from
a manuscript of tbe fourteenth century in the Royal Library.

Among the wild clans of the North the ancestors of our
deer-hounds were cherished and used by those hardy hunters
in the pursuit of the stag, as well as in the destruction of the

woU; and tbe stealing of one that excelled in size, swiftness

and courage, by a clan that had been the guests of another

at a hunting party, led to a furious and bloody combat. Aud
however apocryphal the songs of Ossian may be, the writer

touches a genuine chord in the national sympathies in sing-
ing the praises of tbe dogs of Fingal in his description ot a
Royal hunting "call." Said Fingal: "Call my dogs the loDg-
bounding sons of the chace. Call white-breasted Bran and
the surly strength of Luath. Fillan and Fergus! blow my
horn, that the joy of the chace may arise, that the deer of
Cromia may hear and start at the Lake of Roes. The shrill
sound spreads along the wood. The sons of healthy Cromia
arise. A thousand dogs fly off at once, gray-bounding
through the heath. A deer fell by every dog, and three by
the white-breasted Bran."'

That the deer-hound and the Irish wolf-hound were, if not
identical, very closely allied, I think there can be no doubt;
and- with such games as they were fitted to cope with in
abundance, the fugacious hare was thought little of; but, in
the lower and more open countries, the lighter-built and
more nimble dogs would be used for that quarry. Arrian.
describing the Celric greyhound, refers to both smooth and
long-haired, and I think it in the highest degree probable
that all are frum the same stock, for we know that quantity
and quality of coat readily change, and, according to domes-
tic treatment, quite alter in character in a few generations,
whilst variation in color is the common inheritance of
domestication.

According to William of Malmesbury. Edward the Con-
fessor "took great delight to follow a pack of swift hounds in
pursuit of game, and to cheer them with his voice"; but
these were, probably, hounds running by scent. Bnt the
same writer, enumerating the dogs of the chase, includes
greyhounds as favorite dogs with the sportsmen of that time.
King John was a lover of hunting and of the greyhound,

and the gallant Gelert, made famous in Spenser's poem, was
said to be a gift of this king to his son-in-law Llewellyn.
That the story must be admitted to be mythical does not
altogether destroy its value. John was at heavy charges in
the maintenance of his kennels, including wolf-hounds and
greyhounds, and his son and successor, Henry III., who
instituted the severest of forest laws, kept up the sport of
hunting, in which these and other varieties of dogs were
used.
Edmund de Langley, fourth son of Edward III., who was

born A. D. 1341, became master of hounds and hawks to
Henry IV., and wrote a treatise called "Maysterof Game," for
the pleasure and instruction of Prince Henry—afterwards
Henry V.—in which the greyhound is minutely described.
Following shortly after De Langley we have the celebrated

"Booke of St. Albau's,"* published by Winkin de Worde,
1496, in which greyhounds aud hare-hunting, as well as
stag-hunting, are referred to and explained.
In the time of Henry VIII. it was a boast of manhood on

the part of the young gallants, among other accomplish*
nients—

. . . . to nourishe np and fede
The Greybotmde to the coarse.

Daring this reign we have the first mention ot coursing for
wagers. Jesse quotes from the accounts of expenditure of
the King: "Sir William Pykering received forty-five shillings
for a course that he won of the king's grase in Eltham Park
against his dog, and another person twenty-two aud sixpence
for bets that he won of the king in Eltham Park. Also the
Lord Rochford—foitj-five shillings for a wager he won with a
brace of greyhounds at Mote ParK.
In the reign of Elizabeth Dr. Johannes Caius wrote his

"Englishe Dogges," t iD which the greyhound is described, bnt
not with that accuracy of detail which we find in the writings
of Gervase Markham, who followed a generation later, or of
Edmund de Langley, who preceded him by about two
centuries.

Caius recognizes the distinction in size, coat and the pur-
poses to which She dogs were put, which answer to our deer-
hounds and greyhounds of to-day. "Some," he remarks,
"are of a greater sorte, and some of a lesser, some are smooth
skynned, and some are curled; the bigger, therefore, are
appoynted to huute the bigger beasts, and the smaller serve to
hunte the lesser accordingly."
The gazebound, one of this group, used to single out and

pursue the wounded or selector deer by sight alone, is also
mentioned by Cains, but by him wrongly termed "Agaseus,"
which really represents the Beagle, and had been applied to
that dog for centuries previous to his time.
In Elizabeth's reign the diversion of coursing became more

fashionable than it had ever been previously, and Her Majesty
personally enjoyed the sport of coursing Btags with grey-
hounds. It is recorded that on a visit to CowdryPark, the
seat of Lord Montacute, the Queen saw sixteen bucks pulled
down by greyhounds after dinner, the bucks having fair law.
These dogs were probably of the strong deer-hound type.
Hare-coursing now became established on a firmer and

better basis than it had occupied owing to the formation of
the laws of the leash into a regular code by the Duke of
Norfolk, which, with alterations not affecting their principle,
rules at the present day.

It is impossible to trace the divergence from the original
greyhound, aud the modifications which have resulted in the
varieties we now possess, but all history and records of sport
peem to point to the fact that wolf-hound, deerhound and grey-
hound sprang from tbe same source, although, probably, not
each alike bred in purity. In the case of the latter the type has,
by careful breeding, become fixed, and even in the most
trivial features there is a closer likeness between the individ-
uals of the race than ever before existed. The following
description, said to be from an old MS., applies to the generic
character of the purer varieties of the group

—

The Greyhound, tbe ereat hound, the gracefnl of limb
Rough lellow. tall fellow, swift fellow and sllin;
Let them sound o'er the earth, let them sail o'er the sea,
Tbty will light on none other more ancient than he.—Bazaar.

•A fac-simile reprint of the "Booke of St. A loanV containing the
Treatises on Hawking, Hunting and Heraldry, has been issued by Sir
Elliot Stocn, C2 Paternoster-row, London, E. C.

tA verbatim reprint of this book has been published by L TjDcott
Gill, TO Strand, London.

*^

French Shepherd and Cowherd Doars.

In France there are three varieties of shepherd and one of
cowherd dogs. The most important is the sheepdog, termed
chien de Brie, Labric, or Briard. It is a rough dog, something
like the bob-tailed old English sheepdog; the coat is long and
rather hard, of a very "taking" silver grey color, with blue
shadings; the eyes are dark and intelligent, and well-covered;
tbe head is rather long, and tbe ears, being generally cropped]
it resembles that of the common wolf; the hindquarters are'
powerful, aud there are double dewcluws; the tail is well
feathered, but is often docked off. This dog is verv intelli-
gent, and makes a good companion. A shepherd* told me
that when the puppies are in the field they set to work at
once, and, by concentric circles, guard the first grasahorpr-r
they meet; but if allowed to do this too long they will r

the bad habit in later years, and abandon the sheep fc:
innocent but useless occupation.
Another variety of French sheepdog has a long, cord.
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like a poodle. It is a little taller than the latter variety, bat

is less active, and, thoagu presenting perhaps a more impos-

ing figure on the show bencn, is less esteemed in the country.

This nog also has double dewclaws, its color being black or

dart grey.

A third variety is met with in the south. The coat is not

long, but neither is it quite short; it is rather like the wolf's.

TUe shape of the animal, its color and its ways, much resem-

ble those of the wild animal. The ears are nearly always

cropped, but the tail, which is carried rather high, though

not like that of the Esquimaux, is respected; dcuble dewclaws

are also, in this case, a proof of good breeding.

The French cowherd dog is much like a heavy, smooth-

coated collie. Its color is blaek-and-tan, but the tan must be

very light, or else the dog has a reputation of being hard-

mouthed aud of bitiug the legs of the animals intrusted to

his guard. The tail is always docked, although some speci-

mens are born bob-tailed; the dewclaws must be double on

the hind-leg*. The dog must be powerful and active, but

must obey the cowherd at the least notice. The best specimens

of this variety are to be found in marshes of La Camargue.

Iu a previous article we mentioned the large mountain dogs

used by the shepherds of the Pyrenees, the Abrozzes, and the

Apennines, to guard the sheep against the wolf and the high-

way robbers of the mountain. These large and powerful

animals cannot be termed sheepdogs, as they do not interfere

with the work of their smaller companions, and are only kept

iu case of danger befalling the herd or their master.

—

J).

Frank, in London Stock-Keeper.

"Gath's" Albion.

"Albion was trim built like all the pointer class, and,

except for his speed and activity, would have been a dandy

among dogs. But his strength of loins and hips, and the

powerful curve of bis hind legs, and a certain blunt strength

of neck as it solidly joined the more delicate head, indicated

him rather as a pugilist dandy, such as were not uncommon
iu those days iu Baltimore. Withal, he was more alert than

bold, aud had his insinuating side. Looking into his hazel

yellow eyes, soft yet with flame, as in the Kentucky beauty,

their pupils almost black, like deep wells in amber, one said,

'What depth of sensibility!' But closely watched, a sly,

possibly sneaking management of those beautiful eyes

arrested the critical student. They did not like close watch-

ing, aud would languidly close as if just dropping away to

doze, but would open half-way and peep, and if the spectator

turned his head would be found wide open, taking an inven-

tory and liyiug away gossip. Again, the high blood and
careful inbreeding of Albion, though expressed in his warm
head-colors and almost dainty white skin, could, in the

observer's skeptical mood, be spotted with a certain mangi-

ness. Superficially he was a beautiful white animal, with a

small, delicate, lemon-colored bar on the back, and a head

where the dark brown hanging ear, like a loop of lady's hair,

fell from reddish, deer-colored brows, whose warm tint

extended around the eyes aud to the top of the brain and
back a little way on the neck, opening to let a streak of white,

with a diamond form between the brows, go down the profile

and cover all the muzzle except the brown kid nose, so sensi-

tive, familiar, yet precise, as if it were the organ of fastidious

taste, and touud sublimated odor in a lady's palm. But that

white muzzle was spotted with a dirty gray, as if obscurer

tastes in the animal had led it to eat the bird it betrayed to

the gunner. Spots less objectionable, yet spots, like freckles

on a gentleman, -went all over the white back and flanks,

slight, yet visible to examination. His flews justoverhung the

mouih without dropping, as in the lips of a man with no
unclean habit except a mouth full of tobacco juice. And as for

Albion's tail, it was like a cart-whip well-flogged out, begin-

ning as if it were meant to be grasped by a large hand, then

dropping off to a mere string. It was still his courageous

part, aud, although his eyes looked mild and delicate, when
another dog came along his tail would go out and up like a

wasp's sting, and if that was not alarming enough he would
stiffen his back, lift his jowls, and show his row of grinders.

Yet often he would affect sleep till the dog had passed. He
spared no birds, but seldom took up a challenge even from a

terrier. It was generally remarked that he had a delicate

barrel of a muzzle, and an intellectual, literary contour, but

often it looked hollow as an exquisite's in consumption. 'I

have beard,' thought Quantrell, 'of the devil taking the forni

of a dog, and I begin to be afraid of mine.'"

—

George Alfred
Townsendj in Kaly Catocin.

YACHTING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

On Arbor Day the tug Millie was engaged to tow the canoes
out to Goat Island, and the scow Annie Mine was also taken
alo^g to serve as a sort of grand stand for the guests to lunch
on, etc. There was not a breath of wind at 10 o'clock when
the stmt was made, and tide running in strong made everyone
thankful the tug was on hand. Canoes Mystic, Flirt, Shadow
ami Echo were strung out behind, and the Whitehall Nau-
tilus. On arriving at Goat Island an immediate start was
made for the scene of operations, and a pretty rough climb it

was, but the knowledge that they were already late incited

best efforts, and in about a quarter of an hour all were on the
top. Joaquin Miller's poem had been recited and . lots of

trees already planted and trodden under foot, but the club
found the part reserved for them comparatively uncrowded,
and weut to work planting with a will. Some fine palms
were placed down the middle, and then O. C. C. in Monterey
cypress to immortalize their visit, finishing up with a speci-

men grove where the skipper of Flirt intends to bask in his
old age. The return to the scow was somewhat more
expeditious than the ascent, and a terrific onslaught on the
Commodore's lunch ensued, after which the canoemeu sailed

the ladies up and down the east shore of the island till (he
tug came in sight, when they started for home. The wind
grew lighter, and when about half way to the creek they had
unwillingly to lower sail and be taken in tow again by the
ever-fnithful Millie. The boat-honse was reached about 5
o'clock, and the canoes quickly housed, and all went home
delighted with their tree-planting experiences.

The yachtsmen of the east who, with Puritan and May-
flower won such brilliant victories over Genesta and Galatea,
have now a chance to do some tall disputing amongst them-
selves. Puritan was claimed to be a Boston boat; she was
certainly built and sailed by Boston yachtsmen. But a rank
New Yorker, "America," now comes to the front and claims
(he model of the crack Yankee sloop as his own. Part of the
discussion will be found in another column. It is not lack-
ing in interest, and doubtless before it reaches the end will

become exciting. It will be instructive to hear what Mr.

Burgess and the Boston newspapers will answer to "Ameri-
ca's" charge that he planned such a sloop as Puritan as early

as 1883. These side shows come to the front most oppor-
tunely when there is nothing else to write about. "America"
has earned the thanks of every yachting scribe in the country
by his rashness in opening up such a topic for the long
winter nights.

The Construction of Racine Yachts.

hats" in no time. Mr. liussell's sea stories are extremely
popular in England; he has certainly done much to ameliorate
the'eondition of the merchant seameD, though his plots, as
well as his descriptions, are almost verbatim copies from
George Cnpples, whose immortal "Green Hand" is probably
the best sea story ever written.

Talking of the cost of vessels, Mr. W. Clark Russell, in
his new story, 'The Golden Hope," goes into quite an inter-

esting detail on this point. He says that the cost of The
Golden Hope was £1,050 sterling, or $5,250. She is

described as a foretop-sail schooner of 90 tons, coppered aud
copper-fastened, and fitted out in first-class style. Mr. Rus-
sell's sea stories are all interesting from the close intimacy he
shows with all kinds of nantical details and sailing man-
oeuvres. But he makes some most wonderful blunders when
he attempts any constructive description. The Golden Hope
wbb certainly a wonderful vessel. Being only of 00 tons, not
much more than half the size of the Galatea, she carried a
square foretop-sail yard of 56 feet length, which with propor-
tionate hoist would give a topsail big enough for a barque of

600 tons. Then her sailing qualities were still more wonder-
ful. Closehauled on a fresh breeze she used to lie up witbiu

3} points of the wind and dash through the waves at the mod-
erate speed of 7 knots an hour. Running free in the trade
winds 13 knots, or 15 miles au hour, was her regular gait.

Why don't the English yachtsmen get Mr. W, Clark Russell
to design a boat to run for the America's Cup. If he could
only produce a Golden Hope iu the concrete, she would
knock our Puritans and Mayflowers into so many '-cocked

In perusing your remarks at the end of my paper of last

week, I notice you say that I overlook the fact that cutters, on
accouut of their sectional form, can be built lighter and
stronger with the same sizes of material than centreboard
sloops. Although not jotted down, it was still kept in mind.
This is an attribute, the possession of which is of great impor-
tance to the cutter, and were it not for the detrimental effect

of an element more than counterbalancing this advantage,
hers would be easily the fastest type.
This element is no other than the loss of windward ability

rosulting from the waste of energy of the propelling power
when striking the easily yielding sail plane of the cutter.

Except in light airs, when it is an advantage, this militates

largely against her performance and turns the scale in favor
of the sloop, and this in spite of the benefit derived from
the lighter Bpar plan and hamper characteristic of the cutter.

If you say Galatea is underrigged, I can reply with equal
justice that Mayflower is likewise lacking. Galatea can
carry a larger spar plan to no more advantage than Mayflower
can do the same. Although their performance in light airs

would be improved, in all-round work it would effect speed,
detrimentally. Have we any reason to suppose that Galatea
is not as heavily sparred as any other vessel of her type?
Her designer surely knew what he was about wheu he planned
his masterpiece, with the data and lessons of the Puritan-
Genesta races last year fresh in his mind.
In view of the record what show would Irex have with

Mayflower under like condition of weather as in the Cup
raceB? The same baseless excuse might be nrged to palliate

her defeat and with about as much sense.

I gladly accept your correction in relation to the stowage of

Galatea's ballast, but your strictures do not alter the fact that

her span plar was cut down in her first season (IS85) with
improved results, and not until her ballast was restowed,
lowering her center of gravity, was her original and present
Bail plan put on to her. In the face of her first performances I

when oversparred, is it not natural to suppose that she
would now be oversparred if her original sail area was
increased? Would Bhe have any more stability than at first,

and with no more stability could we reasonably expect her
to do much better? No, the possibilities for speed of Gal-
atea's form have been exhausted unless she be built lighter.

Then and not till then will she be able to lug a larger spa.[

plan and attain a higher standard of merit in all-round racing

than ever was hers.

With the lessons of the past to sustain my position, I think
I am justified in reiterating my claim thatjunder the existing

rules of measurement at least the cutter will soon be out cl

the lists forever with the Deep-Draft Centereoard.
[The advantages which the keel boat has over the centre-

board in point of construction are by no means confined, as

our correspondent intimates, to the extreme narrow type, but
are just as apparent in the boat of moderate beam, hence his

objection as to stability, even if well founded, does not affect

the question. The solid undivided keel and the entire cross

floors at every frame are as much a part of the 4-beam as of

the 6-beam boat, and when we come to sizes under 60 ft.

there are also the deck beams, whole and undivided from
side to side, against the necessarily weak construction of the
cabin house. The form of the extreme narrow cutter,

approaching that of a box girder, with its nearly vertical

sides, is in itself the strongest that can be had and far

superior to that of a 3£ or 3-beam boat with flatter

floor and hard bilge; but even the latter form may be
made much stronger in a keel than in a centreboard
boat. The sail plan carried by Galatea this season is the
same as her original one in area, but besides the restowage
of ballast noticed we understand that her original spars

were much heavier than the plans called for. She
failed to carry sail at first and was cat down without the
advise of her designer who was then absent. This year,

under his supervision, her ballast was lowered nearly a foot

and Bhe received new spars of the original length, but lighter,

and thus far she has shown herself fully able to carry even
more. Mayflower was certainly over-rigged in the eastern
race and could not stand up; and even now after all that has
been done in the way of more lead below and lighter spars aloft,

she has all that it is safe for her to carry for even moderate
racing weather. In fact in the late races she frequently sailed

at as great an angle as Galatea. Her big rig was just the

thing for the light weather, and probably in heavier weather
she would have paid for it, while Galatea, with a rig that

might have been just right for some of the winds we have had
this year, was certainly handicapped in the absurd drifts

which spoiled every race. It does not follow on either hand
that Mr. Burgess put too much canvas on Mayflower, or that

Mr. Webb put too little on Galatea. As it was the former
was right, the latter wrong, but had the season been blessed

with harder winds the case would very probably have been
reversed. The proportioning of sail spread is a very delicate

matter in any case, as so much depends on the coming season,

and the matter is still more difficult when the designer is new
to the climate his boat will race in. What the future may
bring forth is a difficult matter to predict, but taking the
season through there iB no reason for the friends of the cutter

to be ashamed of their performance or to anticipate the speedy
extinction of the type.

—

Forest and Stream.

ROWING.
Notes from England.

From recent English exchanges we extract the following
items:

Following the meeting held at the Star and Garter, Putney,
Tuesday evening, Nov. 9, a gentlemen offered to match Hin-
lan against Teemer over the Thames course for $500 orSl.OOO
a side. The ex-champion, however, refnsed to reconsider his
previous decision, as he was anxious to get home to America
before Christmas. Before separating, though, Haulan and
Teemer came to a verbal understanding to row for §2,500 a
Bide in America early in July next, after the match with Jacob
Gaudaur, and the pair have arranged to put up S125 a side in
the course of the present week as a first deposit. Haulan
also offered to make a double-sculling match, himself and
George Bubear, against Teemer and Hamm, in the States,
and subject to the Hammersmith sculler agreeing to cross
the "herring pond," the race was agreed to.

_
In accordance with the articles, the final deposit of $375 a

side in connection with a double-sculling contest between
Edward Hanlan and J. A. Ten Eyck vs. Wallace Ross and
George Lee, was to have been madegood with the representative
of The Sportsman, at Mr. Scott's, the Starand Gartner, Putney,
Tuesday evening, Nov. 9. The parties interested duly
attended at the time arranged, but, unfortunately, no busi-
ness resulted, Ross and Lee declining to go onwiththematch,
as they are not in condition to do themselves justice. Conse-
quently Hanlan and Ten Eyck would have been quite within
their rights to have claimed forfeit, but on it trauspihng that
Ross and Lee were finding their own money, Hanlan gen-
erously waived his claim to the S 125 already staked, and the
matter thus ended most amicably.
Hanlan and Teu Eyck were out in a double-sculler on the

Thames, Nov. 9th.

The four-oared race on the Thames, Nov. 8, was no "pic-
nic" for Hanlan, Ten Eyck, Hamm and Teemer, as Bubear,
Perkins, Wallace Ross and Geo. Lee gave them a hot race.
Approaching the Soap Works (22 min. 5 sec.) Hanlau led by
about a length and a half, and had all the appearance of
winning easily, but opposite the Centre Crane another barge
right in the middle of the river very nearly brought the
leaders to a standstill, Hanlan having all Mb work cut out to
avoid the obstruction. The ex-champion, however, managed
to slip in between the barge and the Surrey shore, hotly
pursued by Bubear, who, setting a stroke of over 40 to the
minute, came up with such a rush that he gave the leaders
all their work to do to maintain their lead, spurt being
answered with spurt, and eventually, amidst a scene of
genuine excitement, Hanlan just managed to squeeze home
by half a length, the greatest uncertainty prevailing as to the
result until the distance judge, Mr. G. T. Dunning, gave his
decision. Time for the full distance, 23 min. 20 sec.

Subject to the McKeesport sculler making the single match,
Edward Hanlan will take George Bubear as partner, and
double-scull John Teemer and Albert Hamm over the Tyue
Championship Course, for stakes amounting to $1,000 a side,
a fortnight after the other race. Possibly Hanlan may be
able to pick another partner in Eugland, and double-scull
Teemer and Hamm a second time later on.

Seeing that John Teemer is particularly anxious for a
match, and having had further communication with hia
friends, Edward Hanlan has reconsidered his previous
decision with respect to not rowing any more in this country,,
and is now prepared to scull Teemer over the Tyne cham-
pionship course, within a month of signing articles for 51,000
a side.

The young American oarsmen, J. Teemer, and Albert
Hamm, being desirous of testing their abilities once more in
this particular style of rowing ere making for home, wilt
double-scull any pair that can *be brought against them,
either on the Thames or Tyne, within the next three weeks,
for ©500 or $1,000 a side.

Hearing nothing from George Perkins, J, A. Ten Eyck, of
Worcester, Mass., repeats his offer to row the Rotheihite
sculler on the Tyne Championship Course, for $1,100 a side
and The Sportsman Championship Challenge Cup, according^
to the conditions. Or, Ten Eyck iB agreeable to scull George
Perkins on the Tyne, irrespective of the Cup for $500 a side
within any reasonable period.
John Teemer of McKeesport, TJ. S. A., being desirous of a

match before leaving this country, will concede any English.
Bculler 5 seconds start over the Tyne Championship Course,
—but not on the Thames—for £100 or £200 a side. The race,
however, must take place on or before Nov. 30th, as Teemer,
takes his departure from England on Dec. 4th.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKE!
WILL, DURING THE SEASON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTER, REM,

at home In the cily of Oakland.

A limited number of approved mares will he bred at $75 the b

Further particulars will be answered later, or may be had at the

OEXTEK STABLES, Oakland, Cal.
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DEAMA.
To-night W. J. Florence and his wife close

their engagement at the Baldwin. They have
been doubly welcome because their engage-
ment bridged over a season of wretched dull-

ness in the other theatres. Had Mr. Florence
been wise enough, to briug a company with
the some claim to general merit, he would
have been welcomed thrice over, and cheered
to the echo. In the Governor and The
Mighty Dollar the defects which were so mani-
fest in the support with which Mr. and Mrs.
Florence were surrounded, mattered very little,

for the two plays are vapid to nausea beyond
the leading characters. But in No Thorough-
fare aud Dombey & Son the case is different.

These adaptations of Dickens' stories ne«d a

strong support, which with the present com-
pany is impossible. Both were presented by
Mr. Florence at the California ten years ago,

with all the advantages ot the tine compauy
then playing under Barton Hill's manage-
ment. Hence the No Thoroughfare of last

week and Dombey & Son introduced on Mon-
day night were by comparison failures, they
are not good plays for acting purposes. Both
require a great many people of varied capacity,

a rare thing now in any company in this

country, and the majority have a good deal to

say and the risk of their becoming wearisome
is marked. That is the only verdict which
can be passed upon them as presented by Mr.
Florence. His Captain Cuttle is, as of yore,

hearty, vigorous and clearly drawn. But here
praise must cease, and to go through the long
libt ot characters and attempt an analysis of

each might prove as dreary as the play itself,

i. form of punishment which readers of this

j iirnal do not deserve. It was a wise change
iu bring on The Mighty Dollar during the

week instead of Dombey & Son. The Flirt

came too late in the week for notice in this

number.

STANFORD

b 1AHhh
1889.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1886'

S175eacb, 826 payable on the 1st of January, 1887;
at which tim« the stakes will close; SJ5 on the Is1

of January, lb88, S25 on the 1st of -January 1889*

and $100 thirty days before the. day fixed for
trotting, whatever amount up to be considered
forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The race to be heats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, ihe
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing
proportions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The
race to be trotted in 1889. not sooner than the latter

part of August. The exact d.ite to be fixed and
announced on the 1st of January, 3589, or sooner.
On the let of January, 1888, there will be due the

following payments in the Stanford Stakes, to wit:

Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1888, $50.

Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1887, S"J5.

The stakes for 188'J will close January 1, 1H87; 625
entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to

N T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. tiaiboad Office, Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeder and Sportsman Offico, on or
before the 1st day of January. 1887. The colts must
be named, the name aud pedigree, so far as known,
given
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.

HI. 'JT. SMITH, Treasurer,
JOS. CAIRN SLUD'SOM, Secretary.

FOR SALE.
Wo. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
eon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
uam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 3. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale;
Belmont,

2d dam Musidora, by

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by "Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra tine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information addresB

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
San Jose, C'al.

On the Rio Grande.

Mark Price, Esq., announces himself as the

author of this bundle of trash. The name is

impodiug enough, it has a musical aud ryth-

mical sound not unlike "The Bells of Shan-
don." But with its name all its virtues cease.

It is inane, vapid, melo-dramatic bosh of the

most paltry kind. The scene is said to be on
the Kio Grande, aud by constant reiteration

the audience is made to hate, loathe and
despise the noble river. The dialogue is tilled

with cheap and vulgar sentiment, aud the raw-
boned wit which is hang upon niue penny
neils might pass muster in a dime museum
for one night only. The bills announcing
this conglomeration of trash are headed by
three names—Lamb, Jordan and Price, aud
they also take characters or what should
be characters in the so-called play. The
story, for it really has a story, is that a

cattle king of the JEtio Grande employs a

vagabond to carry off a young girl. The said

vagabond proves to De the said girl's brother.

The abductor is charged with being a horse

thief, and very mild charge indeed compared
with his real character. He is taken by the

cowboys and threatened with lynching, the

r ata is brought out but the villian does not

swing. There is a good display ot bowie
knives, and pistols are handled freely, but no
one is shot or has his heart cut out. The men
who came upon the stage are as unlike Texans
as any dozen of men can be. In face, figure

and movement they are a puny, sickly looking

set, more fit for the hospital than the wild life

of a border state. They are not even dressed

like cattle men, and the toy pistols they carry

iu their belts would make schoolboys in San
Francisco blush to show such weapons on the

Fourth of July parade. Amongst these sham
border men there is pitchforked in like a

refuse bundle of 6traw a Cape Cod couple

who attempt some sickly mirth, and make
love as only two of the most hopeless idiots

ever could. This is the so-called romance of

the south. If the south has any more such
romances may it keep them, or send the copy

to the north pole, where, if Messrs. Lamb,
Jordou and Price were to take the Kio Grande,

there would be general rejoicing amongst the

audience who endured its miseries on last

Monday night. ^

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief has kept

the Alcazar audiences busy during the week
applauding its brightness, lightness and
mixed merriment. The opera is far beyond
the capacity of the company, but they strug-

gle heroically with its charming music and
delightful situations. Their heroism may be

commended, but their want of art is painful to

the thoughtful.
* —

The Mascot is brimful of merriment. Hat-

tie Moore, Harry Gates, and Stevens bear

their share of the work brilliantly. The fun

runs fast and furious, and the audience catch

the spirit of jokes readily. The Tivoli has

added another to its numberless popular

successes in the present cast of the MaBcot.

On Monday night there will be a brilliant

gathering at the California Theatre to welcome
the Kirulfys. The Katcatcher is new, but

whatever the Kiralfys attempt is good. The
story itself is a good ofle, and will certainly

be worked up in some grotesque forms that

will be most welcome after the weeks of dnl-

ness which every one has endured at the

theatres of late. _

The Alcazar is to make a change from light

opera to heavy melodrama on Monday, when
Osbourne & Stoekwell's company will put on

jhe "Jhite Slave.

Grazing Lands.

26,240 acres

In Alternate Sections,

OF FINE GRAZING LAND
WITHIN

18 MILES OF THE S. P. R. R.

Iu Presidio County. Texas,

At 75 cts. per acre- Title perfect.

There is alternating with this tract 26,240

acres belonging to the State School Fund
which can be leased for a term of six years set

an annual rental ot six (G) cents per acre. By
leasing this there can be secured a solid body

of 52,4S0 acres of splendid grazing land—such

lands as would in California sell readily at §7

to §9 per acre. This is an excellent oppor-

tunity for a man to get a choice location for a

arge sheep ranch for a small amount of

money.

For further particulars, maps, etc., address

J,S.DAUGHERTY,
Owner and Dealer In

Texas Lands and Bonds,
DALLAS, TEXAS.

Rooms 15 and 16 Merchants' Exchange.
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SHOE.
It would be well for all horse owners that have

bttrseB witb bad feet to c.-ill and examine my system
of shoeing with tbe Goodeuougb Shoe. Toe-cracks

and quarter-cracks cured or no pay. Trotters and

runners shod to suit.

Shop No. 1 , 57-59 New Monlffomery St.
No. 2, 1 16 Washington St.

No. 3. tor. 23d and Alabama St.

No. 4. 5U8 8th St , Oakland.

T. DOYLE,
Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

4rtectf

TO THE

ottingHorse

Breeders

CALIFORNIA,
FK01I

W. R. BRASFIELD & CO.
Managers of the

LEXINGTON
Combination Sales.
Knowing the high appreciation in -which the

CALIFORNIA-BRED
trotters are held by our Kentucky breeders, and the
desire of them to be able to obtain some of tbein for
tbe purpose of crossing with their trotters, we take
this means of soliciting a

CONSIGNMENT
of stock for our sale which will take place in

FEBRUARY, 1887,
and will say without fear of contradiction that no
other sale firm has tbe facilities for taking care of

and selling stock that we have.

OUR SALES ARE HELD AT THE

KENTUCKY
Horse Exchange,
The only place in Kentucky where a sale can be

held regardless of weather. We have a track over an

Eighth of a Mile in Length,
and twenty feet wide, under cover, and everything in
connection to make purchasers comfortable and

to Show Stock to Best Advantage.
Our terms are G per cent, commission, and seventy-

five cents per day keep, Eor entry blanks and infor-

mation address,

W. R. BRASFIELD.
30n)v4 I,c:xington, Ky.

I have a poBltl vi* remedy for tbonbovo disease; by its nso
thousands or cases of the worst kind end ot'lonpr s 311 ding
have been cured. Indeed, so Bir-onr Is my ffilth in Us efficacy

ttintlwillsondTWO BOTTLES FREE, tocother with a VAL-
UABLE TREATISE on thisdiacaJ-".tnfinvsiifToror. Give ex-

proBS & P. O. address. DJS. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 PeorlSfc M.V
13nov26

Manhattan Food!
A nutritious condiment for Horses, Cattle, Pigs,

Sheep aud Poultry, prepared and For Sale by

MANHATTANFOOD CO.
i 206 Sacramento Street, S. »'.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

VB Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTIUN PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction arid private sale.

Will Sell In All cities and Counties of
the Stale.

REFERENCES.
Hon. G. Grkkn,
Sacramento.

r. P. -naugent, Esq.
Rarseuts.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los Augeles.

Hon. J. D. Jarr,
Salina .

Hon. John Boggh
i olus. .

Hon. A. Waliutf,
Nevad .

J. B. Haggxn, Esq., San Francis o.

Being the oldest established firm iu th - livestock
business on ti>is Coast, aud having conducted Hie
important auction sales in this line foi the I'itst
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million »I
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled i uni-
ties for disposing of live Btock ot every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corr B-
nundents em braces every breeder and dealer ot prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f'til publicity to animals placed with ub for Bale.
Private purchases and sales of live stoek ot nil
descriptions will be made on commission, and Kt(j<:k
shipped with the utmost eare. Purchases ami i-s
made of laud of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose uatue* -re
appended.

KKJJP A CO. 22 Montgomery Sleot
ond

WANTED.
By a thoroughly qualified Scotchman, with family,

a situation as Manager on a gentleman's estate Has
managed large estates in Scotland, and had thirteen
years' experience on some of the best stock and
cropping farms iu America as Manager. The Lt&t of
references furnished. Address

JAMES SMITH,
Lymlale Farm.

28augtf /Minneapolis, Minn.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Natonm
Eesidenc, 9C6 Howard St., San Francisco.

Ima52

-t

FOR SALE.

STUD FARM,
Four miles from Sacramen'o

including 1,020 acres of land, the entire stnd of
thoroughbreds, brood.mares, colts anil
fillies. All improvements;— stables, paddocks work
horses and implements will be sold complete or in
part to suit purchasers, the owner having dcciJed
to retire from the business.

Address

THEODORE WINTERS,
RANCHO DEL BIO,

20novtf SHRAIIDMO.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Bace and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidioe, Kitcnel'9 Liniment, Dlxon'fl, Going's and DeBoise's Horse &

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Frp

HWtf
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IV. T. "Woodahb. Pres.

Wm. Eabton, Vice-Pres.
B. G. Bruce, Treas
S. T. Harbison, Sec'y

THE NATIONAL

Horse& CattleExchange

Of America.

GRAND SALE
OP

Thoroughbreds

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
of America will offer without reserve, and to the

highest bidder, in front of

TBEACY &|WTLSON'S STABLES,
Lexington, Ky.,

THURSDAY & FRIDAY,

Dec. 16th and 17th '86,

Between 90 and 100 Head of

THOROUGHBREDS,
consisting of some twenty odd head of yearlingat

thirty odd two, three, and four-year-olds in train-

ing; Stallions and a large number or Brood-mares of
unexceptionable breeding, in foal to first-class

stallions. Among the stallions are FONSO, (win-
ner of the Derby and sire of FORI! 1-AIS) and
BOB FISHER (1 :42f) and others; HYDER ALI, son of
IMP. LEAMINGTON, and a good sire IMP. SPEC-
ULATOR; GEN. HARDING, the best two-year-old of
his year, and DEMOCRAT son of IMP. LEAMINGTON.
Among the horses in training will be found GRIM-

ALDI (winner of the Phoanix Hotel Stakes), PHIL
LEE, BANNAIL, and a number of others. The fol-

lowing well-known sires are represented in their
catalogue: KING ALFONSO, KING BAN, LONG-
FELLOW, TEN BUOECK, LISBON. IMp.GLEN ATHOL,
BRAMBLE. FELLOWCRAFT, VIRGIL, PAT MOLLOY.
SPRINGBOK, IMP. LEAMINGTON, WAVERXY, IMP.
AUSTRALIAN. WARDANCE and many others.

Catalogues will be ready in a few days and can be
obtained at the office of "The Live-Stock Record,
Lexington Ky; "Turf, Field and Farm," "The Sports-
man," and "Spiiit of the Times" offices in New
York;"Chicago Horseman," Breeder and Sportsman,
Ban Francisco; or by addressing

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
Offices

In New York or Lexington, Ky.

"WM. EASTON, of New York,
no20 4tf Auctioneer.

PTtOF. ED. _SHAW, late instruc-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. "Willi AO t-le-
eant new illus*
ini tioun photo-,
gritphed from lit*
especially to?
thin work. Posithi-
ly the most perfect
teacher, and the
bri finest and beat
book, od Boxing
ever published.
Handsomely bound.

Price, paper, SO
ctfi.; Cloth,.SI.OO. For sale by .nil news dealers and
sporting Roode houses, or sent hv mini on receipt of price
by the publirtherB. JOIIX P. LOVJ^luL'H
SONS, DOSTOX, A1ASS.

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On bis Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. ARIEL I.A TIIKOI', Koom 69, C.P.R.R.
Bulldi ii »-. cor. Jtb and Townsend, San Francisco.

80juJ

BERKSHIRE
Hogs For Sale.

Boar and sow fifteen months old from the celebrated
stock of Wm. Corbltt, San Mateo, which are rated A
No. 1, as having firat Premiums at all the fairs where
they have been Bhown. The sow has had one litter
of pigs, both in prime order. Enquire at 2iu
AdelimBtreet, Oakland.

GUNS.
Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

A NEW HAND BOOK.

THE TEACHER OF SPARRING, BY PROF. EDWIN F. SHAW,
Late of Harvard University.

With forty illustrations from life. By mail on receipt of price, viz., Paper 50 cents, Cloth $1.00.

E. T. ALLEN,
«IAJilFA»TIJKEK OF

BOXING GLOVES, FENCING, FOILS and GYMNASIUM GOODS^

416 Market St., San Francisco.
CIKOBIARS OS APPLICATION.

FOE_SALE.
The trotting mare Itaby Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by Mambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Black Boy, by McOracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record "2::14:£. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 bands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Black, perfectly sound and gentle
For further particulars address this Office, or

W- 31. .HOIK,
Frnltvale. East Oakland

oc30

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July *ft, 188«
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

ae new, and desire to secure my letteis patent. Is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described,

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds P, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer K, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially &b herein described,

4. In a bridle, anil in combination with the check-
5leces D and blinds F. as Bhown, the strapB or bandB
and BL, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slldeBor
buckli-s, substantially as and for the purpose herelr
described.

5. In a bridle, and In combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to ho inovat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
strapH or bandV G and II, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or laBh connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
otnee, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear ou the cut, the general principle will bo under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urg.-d against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing Mio lower portion of the blind up
BometblnjZOf the same ollect on the action follows as

1b induced by toe-weights. ThiB is especially the case
Whenyoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the Knee without the Btrain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. Mc&EKRON.
NO m »nd «8fEllli St. San Fnnolaoo.

Size. Extra sai I drill. 8 oz army duck. 10 oz army duck
7x9ft....S12.00..
8x10 ft.... $14.00.,
9x14 ft S20.G0..

10x15 ft.. ..§22.00..

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc.,

.515.00 917.00.

.PI 7.00 519. CO.

.524.00 S26.0U.

.S25.00 528.00.

. are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main bodi of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of

each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, 'Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
;ept4tf El Cajon, San DUcjjo Co., Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire, Eug.

faypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Aston's
prize winner, 1H62; Donna I ex Nellie II, by Juno II,

ex ;Juno 1.

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger III, five and a half months old. By

Ranger II.—Spot II. Spot II ex Nollie H, ex Juno II,

ex Juno I.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
1862 have been lost.

$25.00 each. To bo seen at subscriber's place.

H. E. ItOYES,
Agua Rica, Sonoma 4'o.

oc9 tf Railway depot, Pionee rGrove.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California Market.

The only place in the City whore sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Dally sporting Chronicle, Uiept

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST MILLS. Orange County, Vermont

SEND FOK PRICE LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

anglers' supplies,

to thITtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (sent to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. ltioctf

DOGS-NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog Pills

Astringent Pills.
For Diakrhuea. DOSE.— One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severely of symptoms.
Worm Dills.

DOSE.—One Pill to be given fasting.
Distemper Pills.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pilt to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treatment
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Pursing fills.
DOSE.—One or twoaccording to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service in
all skin aflections.

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day. These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will besent by mail, orcan be had from drug
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions and particulars of treat-
ment sent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. B. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant. A. T.

GENUINE THE

<= Best and Cheapest

% DOG FOOD.

"feedyourdogs

PATENT
iSMMRELL.

SPRATTS
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR DSE:
Immunity From Disease! Thick, Cilossy

Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean. Sound
Teeth: Regular Habit?

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle

Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
OyBter Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

eta.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,

12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clal>rou°;h A twolcher, 6'JO Montgomery Street.

E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.

Liddle A Kaedfng, 538 Washington Street.

OolObers. Rowen A <'o., 428 Pine Street.
91. Khruian A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 Jul 52

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
Ei. lioyd, Artist.

Ooctf 1H Post Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Dogs taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won Him money

En each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc, address

ueo. i Ai,i,i:\Di:cc.
Sausalito. Marin Co. Cal

5COOOOOCJ f _
49-DO YOU WANT A DOC?^Gk]« §«na for Doc Buyer*' G»f<]<*,{

, „ "NconlaJDiuf; colore plaUw.lOOea- I
\^4 ' • \-/ P7/*^™vlngnoriUflcti;olbrctxt*,prlw*

I

' " Uiu/ »ro worth, kod wbi.ro to bur I
<'». Als» I'uuof Upb tnml.M~. J

Ooodi of Ml tin. la. Plrootloni far fl

'ftof ncd Brwedln* IMfth]
led for 15 CVnta,
^ATKD FANCIEBS .
eh Strut, FhLUd'«.-^J

*Nsi

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Franciaco.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

P HEALD President. 0. B. HALEY, Sec'y,

fcySend forciroular.TSJ

end
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Southern Pacific Co.
{PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, ami are due to arrive a:
Saw Francisco.

X, £ A V E

18:00
SAO
4:00
7:30
•3:30
8:30
4:00
•5:00

8:00
4:00
•IrOO
8:30

tio^o ,

3:00 ]

7:30 j

8:30 i

•9:30 i

«3:30 l

) a si

I p M
I a m
) P M
) A M
> A M
A M
P M
P U
P M
A M

Fruiu 5ov. 1-1, I8S6. (from 1

..Calistoga and Napa
" Colfax ... .7.7...V".*.™'

..Gait via Martinez
.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing
..Livermore and Pleasanton...
..Martinez
Milton.

Mojave , Deming, El Paso & East.
Niles and Haj wards
Ogden and East
Red Bluff >ia Marysville
Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers.,
San JoBe..—

..Sisson, Redding & Portland..
...Stockton via Livermore

** v'_a Martinez
" via Martinez

....Tulare and Fresno

16:10 P M
10 :10 a M
6:10 p if

5:40 p n
•10:40 a m
6:40 P u
10:10 A M
*jS:40 a M
6:10 p m

•7:40 P M
10:40 a M
3:40 p M
11:10 a M
5:40 P M
6:40 P M
5:40 p m
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
•6:00 a u
•3:40 p M
J3:40 p m
9:40 A M
6:40 P M
5:40 p M
•7:40 pm

•10 :40 A M
•7:40 p m

From San Francisco JDaily.

r|«^ IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"O. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection withSthe'C. P. & U. P. E. Es., forme the

''CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Kest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave ami arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
Kan Francisco.

Commencing Nov. !(!, 1
8. F.

T6H6A
3:30 A

10:30 a
•3:30 P

,.San Mateo, Redwood and 1

Mcnlo Park >

V 6 .31) A
*»:l0A

•10:02a
4.U0 P
4:68 P
7 HO p

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road running West.Xortla and 3fortli-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

TO EAST OAKLAND— *6:00—t3:3U—7:00—7:»>—e : >;j—

8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1^:30
—1:00—1:30—2 330—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:0"
5:30— ti:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—'6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *S:0J -

8 :30— *2 :30— «3 :30 — *4 ?00—'4 :30- -*5 :00—*5 :30—*6 SJ0—
•fi :30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00—12 :"".

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—6:30—7:00—•7:30—»:u0— •o:3U-
9:00—9:30—10:C«—tl0:30—11:00—Jll:30—12:00—J12 :30-
1:00—tl:30—2:00—±2:?.0—3:00—3:30—1:00— 1:30— 5:00

-

5:?0—6:00—6:3y—7:00—S;00—9:00—10:00—U:U0—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—'P:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 3:00—*8. 30
9:00—9:30—10:00 - tl0:30—11:00—tH:30— 12:00—{12:30
1:. 0-tL:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5 :3O_K:00—fi:30—7:00—*:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WTSST BERKELEY— *6:00— "6:30— 7:oU-*7:3Q -
8:00— •8:30— 9:00— 9:30— 10:00—tl0:30—U:00—111:30—
12:00—112 ;30—1 :00-tl :30—2:00 J2 :30—3 :00-3 :30—4:00
—1:30—5:00—5:30—6 :Q0- -6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—
11 :00—12 sOO.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*S:53—-7:23—*i :51- 'SilS—«8:53
•9:23—*10:19-*4:23—*4:S3—•5:23—*5:53-*6:23 -*6:53—
7:49-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— •5.22-P:52-
*fi'^2 t9"n2 *3*22

FROM" EAST OAKLAND- *5:30- 6:00- 6:30—7 00

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00 — 11 -70

12:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30-2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 :0n —
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57- i:57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9 :30—10:00— J10 :30— 11 :00- 11 1 :30—12;U0—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— (2:30 -3:00-3":30-4:00—1:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — *5:25—5:55—"6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55_«8 :25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55 -til :25—
11:55—112:25—12:55—11:25—1:55-12:25-2:55—3:25-
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—*6:'5-6:55
— •7: -5-7:55— •S:25—S:^-9:25-9:55— 110:25— 10:55—
1(1:25—11:55—±12:25— 12^5—11:25— 1:55- 12:25—2:55
—3:25—3:55—4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—
8 :55—9 :55—10 :55.

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES.
General Agent. San Francisco. Cal.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

<BEEK ROUTE.
FROM SAJN

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—'

4:15.

FRANCISCO—«7:15—9:15—11:15—1 :13-

a5—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-

•SiondayB excepted.

standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. tt. 1'OWKfc,
Gen. Manager, Gen. Pass. ATtk A*'.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock, on the Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
YS

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOB
Fenneix's Cynthiana Horse Boots.

J. H. Festox's Chicago Specialties,
De. Dixon's Condition Powdeeb.

Gombatjlt's Caustic Balsam

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young

8:30a 1

(
~\

i 9:09a
" a' J Santa Clara, San Jose, and : •10^12 a

J I 7:40 p
•3 :30 v

}
Principal Way Stations..

4:25 p y.

1
; 2b 1 ... ..Almaden and Way Stations.. ... | ii:L>3 A

5:80 At I-.
•3 :30 P ' 1 ..

.. Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,

8 :30 a 1 t

•3:30 p ! 1
' Hollister and Tres Plnos * «IO;02a

V
;

7 :iu v
Wateonvilk, AptoB, Soquel..

*3:3Qp''j (Capitulaj and sama Cruz....

.(Soledad, Paso RohK-s. Templeton )

,

I and W;ty St:<ti»ns 1

1

A—Mornjng. p.—Afternoon.
Sundavs excepted. +Smidavh onlv isportwmen'strainl

Trains run on Pacific Standuril Time.
; connections axe made with the 8:3'J a. m

Special Round-temp Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pan.iso
Springs.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to tlie famous
Lick (observatory (Mt. H?milton>can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket OCQces in San Francioco
Hate, £7. 00.

EXCURSION Til KETV
p... cnnf]BVo nnlv ^ So,d Sunday MoESise: good
i-or bnnoays oniy,^

for retnril 8iime day
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only ;

Sunday and<good for return until following Mon-
Monday, I day.iiK'lusivt-, ^t the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Francesco to

San liruno
MHlbrae
Oak Orove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
May field

NuttiJ
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

FTancisco to

Monnt'n View
Lawrences
tianta Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

82 00
225
2 60
2 50
4 00
5 0('

5 00
SOU
5 DO

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for snle at reduced prices during the Fall of 1885, and up to the last of January,

1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and datrs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions a=d Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SA1LE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

rtock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YX)UNG ROADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. STANDARD-BREO TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn,

Ticket Officks.— PiiBaenger Deuot. Townsend
street, Valencia-etreet station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.

C.BASSETT, H.R.JTDAH.
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agl

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
REBPECTFOXLY CALLS ATTESTION TO THK

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of ita line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best placeB in the state for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing-

TBAENS LEAVE SAX FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
Snnimer

THE MOST OIJAKMINQ

and Winter Resort
Pacific * 'i>a*rt.

of the

THE ONE PRICE PLAN

Eock Fox 39*.

Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
price of every animal for sale is printed in the

Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if tney do not come fully up to

uie descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HEJBT WALSH,

Bnp't Running Horse Dep't,

158ept P.lo Alto Rfcoolf Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Knnning, and

Koad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
S5I TbLnl St.. Sail Frauclaoo

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ield Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAJi FBAHCI8CO, «'AI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFlItE 410MMB ST'jBEET

G.L.BRANDEK ...President

J L FLOOD Vice-President

C P. FAKNFIELD Secretary

J S ASGliS Assistant Manager

Bankers, Bevada iwi.it ol'Sau Francisco.
8C00t

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Js-sey* ot both sexes (or sale. Postoffice adHwiDo
Ran FrrnHncn. *^al loct52

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may 1* had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flouuder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bporte*
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THK

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE TINSURPASSED,

havinc a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
BandforBurf bathing. The EATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and showt-r facilities

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCEL AND SANTA i VI Z

IS VTA THK NORTHERS DIVISIHK,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE.
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crai
and Mnnli-rey,'?acli oi which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with tr.iLns dally
at San Mateo ior those well-known Retreats, PORTS*
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEttCADKBO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex..

tont of range at and about NAN KRUNO &nd AIcMA-
HOK'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resort* are but a Bhort distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovera
of this n«,oly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticket!

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Oars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen, Train Baggagemen are Instructed
toissueCIIECKS for all dogB received in Baggtse
Cars.
fiSj-Tn order to guard against accidents to D> a

while in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried frea of charge. (Jin

andeecurely packed in wood or leather c

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICKS— Passenger l<

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 W
Hotel. „ „
A, O. BABSETT, H. R. TDD*.

Baperlnt«nden». AMt.Pn.-i.
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The "Dandy"

O
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JOINT SALE

Thoroughbred

PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT THE STABLES Of

TREACY & WILSON,
LEXIXG r«»JV, KT,

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 15th 1886.

SALE TO CCOOIEXCE

AT 1 1 O'CLOCK, A. M.
The sale will include thR uotspb of the

MELBOURNE STABLE,
among which are th^ prominent rice-horses BLUE
W1KQ, PURE RYE, THE BOURBON, DUKE OF
BOURBON, MONTROSE, and EIGHT YEARLINGS
the get of HINDOO and IMP. BILLET; the owners of

the MELBOURNE Stables retiring absolutely from
the turf.

The stable of

R. C. PATE,
consisting of EDITOR, BOATMAN, MONOGRAM,
TATTOO, BELLE PATE and others.

The entire stable of

Messrs. Chinn & Morgan,
< misting of HORSES IN TRAINING, four yeara eld

.': ud, llu-.Lf-y.-ai... lilj,, two-year-olds, and year-
1.

|8l by DA.LNACAHDOULI, ONONDAGA, \\ \N-
tt, LEONATUS and other loU of yearling, etc.,

from the best racing families, consisting in all of
El'.-JTV-ONE HEAD.
This is one of the most valuable lots of horses eve-

offered. The sale will be without reserve, absolutely

o the highest bidder.

A Supplementary Catalogue
will be issued, containing many valuable animals
reudy to race, together with some choice yearlings,
Which will bo sold on )/

The aicond day's sale catalogues will be ready in a
few days.

Catalogues can bebad at the office of (his paper,
or from

S. 1>. BRUCE, Auctioneer,
ltaovS Boom 16, Times Building, New York-

I in. Axle, single

seat $04
No. 520 A 1 in. Axle, double

seat $45

The Best, the Cheapest,

the Strongest, the Lightest

and the Easiest Riding Cart

on Earth.

The best Cart on Earth for

TRAINING horses.

This cart us»d to sell for SSn.OO and 510 \0n. We have now fixed the price so that any man that owns
a horse can hav« a cart. There is no cart in the market that can excel or equal it. They have a veneered
sfat bottom instead of a wooden one. This makes the cart have a handsome appearance.

TROTTING SULKIE3 and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety.

VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We have the llncst Carriage Repository on the Pacific Coast.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St., S. F., Cal.

ievada Warehousi
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA. CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling aDd storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rules.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

J. FLAVIN & CO.,
We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

GREAT
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE IIAMKVIS

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTE&S and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOI.l lil.E I'HENVLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer fenews that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. Ti prevent this calamity
and make Buch stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which ran be easily earned and used without trouble. One quart of TE1EN"±LE, mixed with four quarts o
water, and spilnkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, sate, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
"""J"' 406 California Street, San Francisco.

H. Brandenstein & Co.,
S.W. cor. Mission and Sew Montgomery Sts.

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS.

GRAND

Auction Sale
OF

STANDARD BRED
Trotting Stock,

Tuesday Dec. 14th, 1886.

12 O'CLOCK M.,

Bv order of A. WALDSTEIN, the following described
stock, to wit; No. 1.

ALBERT W„ 2:20,
(two miles 4:5"i), by Electioneer, damSiBter to Aurora
by John Nelson, by imp. Trustee, dam the Hedmond
maie by Abdallah.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other
very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 3.—Chestnut mare by Soacb's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 4.—Ught Chestnut mare bv John Nelson, her
dam by Geo. AI. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 5—Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert W.
No. 6.—Bay mare seven years old bv Electioneer

her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.
No. 7.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 8.—Bay filly three years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson— Patchen mare, No. 3.

No .9.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurtou, his dam the dam of Albert W. "Was
trotted in 2 -Jib fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlfiigu.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 7.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 0.
By filly by Albert W., her dam No. 4.

Bay filly by Albert TV., her dam the Gypsey mare.
No. 5.

Bay colt by Albert W. , his dam ihe Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

S.C. BOWLEY,
Auctioneer,

H. I. UKEEN. Manager. 20nov4.-

SPORTING GOODS
OP ALL DESCRIPTIONS

—AT—

WILL & PINCK'S
I'HELAN mil,dim;

No.2COWBOYCINCHA
No. 3 Price each . . . $fc.50.

Sample Cinclias
Sent by mail npcm receipt ol

95 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
426 and 4*8 Battery St
21jul San Francisco, Cal.

OThe BITERS' GUIDE t*

Issued Sept.. and March,
each year. J3&* 312 page*),

&% x 11y% inches,w 1 1h over
3,500 illustrations — a
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES "Wholesale Prices

direct to consumers on all goods for

personal or family use. Tells how to

order, and gives exact cost of every-
thing you. use, eat, drink, wear, or
have fnn with— These INVAXTJABLE
BOOKS contain information gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will mail a copy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let ns hear from
yon. Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
327 u- 229 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ill.

I CURE FITS!
When I miv run' l duuoi menn. merely to Mop idem lor a

tinu-aiiil tlioiili-ivLMhi-m return ngnltt, I lUQftn nmdlc-il euro.
I hnvo nimlo Hi- ill-mm- .if FITS, KI'II.Ki'SY or FAM.INO
SICKNESS ft lilo Ioiir aindy. I warrant my remedy to cum
tbo wont cues. I!"CiniHuoLhor9 have fulled Is no reason for
not now receiving a cure. 6ond at once for a treatise and a
Free Buttle ufuiy ItifalHMo remedy. Give Express and I\.at

OQko. It coHtsvou n ut ti Inn for a trial, and I will enro ynn.
Addreeo Dr. H. U. HOOT, m Pearl StjUowVorfe

13DOT26
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Sporting Notes.

Every Bport has in it; an element of danger, or, in. milder
phrt.se, an amount of risk which adds to its charms. Take
the national game as an illustration. Look at the hands of a
catcher; tne joints of every digit are drawn out of place.

First basemen rarely play through an innings without receiv-

ing some marks from the hard throws which they must stop.

In battiDg, pitching and ordinary fielding the risks are
lessened, but when it comes to base running, a man should be
made of whalebone to stand the contusions of falling or
sliding over the hard ground in making second and third.

It is no child's play, and the men who take part in well-con-

tested games, rarely come out of one without a liberal supply
of bruises and scratches. The most serious hurts are such as

are never noticed by the unthinking crowd of onlookers.

But it is profitable; good salaries are attached to the most
difficult positions, and money is a plaster that heals many
wounds. Football is, of all outdoor games, the roughest.
Bones are often broken, arms dislocated, shoulders badly
scratched, hands temporarily crippled; the falls that come in

a football match are often serious and the collisions are like

blows struck by a trip-hammer. The popular delusion is that

football players get badly kicked, but that is the smallest

danger of the sport. A good football player will never kick
an opponent, and only a bungler will do so by accident. The
hard knocks come from collisions when players are tackled

running at full speed; then both go to mother earth with a
thad like a falling stone from a church steeple. The game
should only be played by boys or men whose muscles are

like india rubber, for falls must follow; there is no escape
from them, and every honest player must bear a fair share
of severe collisions. But, as in baseball, excitement carries

football players through. They early learn the secret of

falling lightly, and of meeting shocks with safety. If it were
otherwise a single game of football would send the teams on
both sides to the hospital for repairs, manyof which would take
weeks to make the damage good. There is one charm about foot-

ball which must appeal to every noble mind; it is the least

mercenary game of all out-door sports that was ever invented.

There is no money in it. All over the world it is played for

the honor of winning, No other game is such a miniature of

a battle-field. It is shoulder to shoulder, man to man. Disci-

pline, skill, foresight and good temper always carry the day,

when combined with healthy lungs, strong limbs and courage
that never flinches, and the spirit that never will say die. To
watch football is of all the scenes the most exciting. It is an
endless series of attacks and defeats, charges and counter-

charges, desperate rushes and determined opposition. Its

dangers are never thought of by the players, who take the

hard knocks with a smile as grim as the side of a granite

rock.

The news of the deadly effect of duck shot when loaded
by the "Standard" Chamberlin Machine has spread to the

home of the feathered tribe. How the birds got wind of the

fact that these cartridges were loaded by the Selby
Smelting and Lead Company has not transpired; but they

have -found it out, and last week under the concealment
of a thick fog planned an attack on the company's works,
which are located on Carquinez straits, the gate that opens
into the home of duckdom. Tens of thousands of birds

joined in the assault, with terrible effect upon attacking

forces. They madly rushed at the windows and smashed
the glass, but were themselves broken in the attempt. The
solid walls of the works shook and trembled but did not fall,

but the desperate birds fell inuntold numbers. The building

escaped with but slight damage, but the workmen were
panic striken. They fancied the winged, billed and webb-
footed assaulters to be demons, or at least possessed of the

devil to make such an attack upon such a place. Many of

the men ran out of the building crying, murder! fire! police!

help, help! Their cries were unanswered. No fire came, the

police did not respond, and no one was actually murdered.
What seemed to be a horrible calamity was changed to a

scene of rare festivity and rejoicing when the workmen, led

by Mr. Wolf secured, lanterns and marched around the works
picking up the dead bodies of their foes. The booty was not
weighed accurately, but tons of feathers were plucked next
day from the bodies of mallard, teal, widgeon, sprig and the
the roya? canvas-back. No doubt the ducks of every tribe

will soon learn of the failure of this assault, and when they
6nd a man armed with the "Standard" Chamberlin Cartridges

will take the pellets with good grace, knowing that their

doom has been signed, sealed and delivered.

John A. Goldsmith, the driver of Guy Wilkes, and the man
who above all others, has acheived an enviable reputation as

an honorable andskillful driver of trotters in California, has
gone East. The serious illness of Mr. Goldsmith's father has
ailed him back to his early home.

The Philadelphia Sporting Life has a baseball correspondent
in this city who writes over the nom deplume of Semper Idem.
Judged by his letter ofNov. 14th he has become green with envy,
for he writes of the baseball reporters who write for the dailies

as "kids" and curs, and charges them with "hounding" the
Spirit of the Times, and especially and forcibly that ancient
journal's baseball items. The accusation is doubtless true,

"painfully true," Semper Idem must feel them to be, hence
the shoe pinches where the truth begins. The California
Spirit is an antiquated journal, it belongs to the antedeluvian
period. A quarter of a century ago its reports were equal to
the times, but to-day it is ages behind. The nom deplume of

its contributor fits the character of the paper for which his
ancient lore is written. He was, he is, and forever will be
"always the same," which means stupid, envious, ignorant,
behind the age, an old fogy, pretentions, the old man of the
mountains, and every other adjective that suggests ignorance
and want of capacity. It is sad to have to write in this strain,

but the man who attempts to make abuse and personal
slander stand in the stead of honorable discussion must takv
the consequences. Semper Idem is the champion of the
California State League. He attempts to uphold the men who
cannot play at all, and ignores the finest matches of the season.
Why? Because he has some personal interest in the games
where muffs appear on the field, and for the same reason he
ignores the really excellent and brilliant games played by the
League of which he is not the official scorer. No partisan
should ever pose as a critic, and no partisan who draws pap
from a sham League should ever have the right to traduce
their opponents in the public press. Such is the indictment
which Semper Idem must answer if he can.

Wherever racing is popular, and speculation upon its

results are heavy, a3 in England, Australia, and the East,

bookmakers are constantly trying to get hold of favorite race-

horses that they may use them for their own back-handed
schemes. One of the latest illustrations is the case of Tri-

dent, the winner of Sydney and Victoria Derbys. He was the
popular favorite for the Melbourne Cup, and had been backed
to win at 2 to 1 in immense sumB. Before the Victoria Derby
and Cup race Trident's owner Hon. James White, was offered

10,000 guineas for his colt. This amount was five times the
value of the horse, for if he had been put under the hammer
after his Derby and cup engagements, he would hardly have
brought 2,000 guineas. But the bookmakers combined could
easily have paid the sum offered for him, and when he had
reached his limit on the betting, scratched him and made
£100,000 by the transaction. But his owner would have
nothing to do with the scheme to rob the public, and refused

the tempting offer. Yet, there are men, and not a few of

them who claim that there is no honor on the turf. The
Hon. James White is not singular in refusing such offers.

Some ten years ago Newminster was the favorite for the same
races, a sum largely in excess of his value was offered to his

owners, the Messrs. Chirmside for similar purposes, but the

bait was seen and refused.

A hero of the war has gone, but neither his name nor fame
shall be forgotten. His name was "Pink," he was a grandson
of Black Hawk, and the eighteenth of his dam's produce that

reached maturity. He was a war horse, and began service

soon after the first gun was fired. He carried his owner and
master safely through eighty-eight skirmishes and thirty-four

battles, amongst them Winchester, Harper's Ferry, Orange,
Second Bull Run, Hanover, Pa., Hanover, Va., Gettysburg,
Hagertown, Boonsboro, Brandy Plains, Buckland Mills,

The Wilderness, Spotlsylvania, Milford Station, North Anna,
Ashland, Wbiteook Swamp and Kerreyville. In all these

engagements Pink was sver ready and fit for duty. He was
reputedly the possessor of a charmed life, and like his heroio

master came out of the conflict unscratched. Bat Time, more
remorseless than bullets, shells or sabres has cut the war
horse down, and this year he was buried at Crown Point, N.
Y. His owner, General John Hammond, has placed a granite

slab over the grave of the gallant steed who had seen so much
service, and only gave up the battle of life when he had
passed his 31st year.

During the racing season of 1386, Mr. J. B. Haggin's
horses started in 117 races, of which they won 37, ran second
in 19, third 13 times, and were unplaced in 4S, the value of

the stakes won being $87,778, third on the Hat for the year.

Ben Ali was the hero of the Kancho el Paso stable. He beat

Blue Wing, Free Knight and Jim Gray for the Kentucky
Derby, and lowered all previous records for the st^ke by
running the mile and a half, with US lbs- up, in 2:3o'.i. A
wonderful performance for so early in the season. The St.

Lonis Fair Derby and the Charles Green Stakes he won
handsomely; but thu American Derby at Chicago was too

mnch for him, and his defeat in that event by Silver Cloud
was followed by many others,

The Hanlan-Beach controversy is undecided, and will

remain in statu quo until next rowing season. The Canadian
has threatened to follow the champion to the Parramatta
river and again try conclusions for the World's championship.
Gaudaur is also anxious for another race with Beach, and his

backer, J. A. St. John, states that he will take the St. Louie
sculler to Sydney if Beach does not come to America next
year. The champion will greet all these threats with a grim
smile. If Hanlan thinks he cau beat Beach over the Parrama'tn
course, he can make or lose a fortune on the result. It St.

John or Gaudaur are seriously of the same opinion, all the

money which either or both can scare up will be forthcoming
to back Baach against the pet of St. Louis. The Austrakans
have many faults and their weaknesses are not a few, but
when it comes to backing one of their own men they *ill

plank down two sovereigns against every double eagle that

the United States mints ever coined.

The Eastern papers announce that Mr. John S. Clark con-

templates a visit to this State to purchase Guy Wilkes, l'here

are many undertakings in which Mr. Clark might be fairly

applauded and urged on with hopes of success, but whea he
or any of his friends talk of deliberately coming to California

to purchase such a horse as Guy Wilkes, they are warned
that they must not reckon without their host. Guy's owner
is a liberal man, but no man in the United States is prouder
of his horse than is Mr. Corbitt of Guy. Of course he has a
price, everv horse has, but the man who gets Guy Wilkes will

get a bargain for which he must pay as high a price as was
ever paid for any horse in the country. For all that Mr.
Clark is welcome, and should he eat strawberries for break-
fast on New Year's morning, he must not be surprised, as no
one here will be, should he return without Guy Wilkes.

When the lamented Kobert S. Haley was in his prime, and
stood at the head of the amateur sprinters of California,

several attempts were made to induce L. E. Meyers to viait

this country and run a race with the California champion.
But each attempt failed. Now Meyers is on his way to the

sunny shores of Australia, and will stop en route in this city.

His object in visiting Australia is to make money, and he
will doubtless succeed. While waiting for the next steamer
which leaves on the ISth inst., he can capture some local coin

by running an exhibition race on one of our tracks. A great

many people would like to see him run the quarter and half

mile against time. Unfortunately there is no one to com-
pete with him at either distance. But an afternoon occupied

in seeing the World's Champion extend himself would be
time well spent. He may be looked for to arrive to-day.

There is some prospect of a bicycle race between Richard
Howell, the champion of England, and W. A. Bo we, who
holds the World's record for twenty miles. Howell states

that he is prepared to race the American for any amount from

$500 to $2,500, for any distance between one and twenty-five

miles. The American Btates that man and money are ready
on this side of the herring pond. All that remains is for the

Leicester wheelman to make a ran to Boston, name the dis-

tance, and put up the forfeit, which will be at once covered.

The pair would make a grand race, without any long odds
being offered on either side. When the snow and frost have
disappeared it will be time to look for the event; at present
the prospect of such a match comes in opportunely when a
season of dullness is pressing heavily upon writers of cycling

topics.

Mr. B. C. Pate, whose stable of thoroughbreds will be sold

on 16th inst.. at Lexington, Ky., does not intend to retire from
the turf. Mr. Pate's health has been failing for several

months past. With the hope of recuperating, he will spend
this winter in California; and if thoroughly restored will

begin the campaign agaiu in 13SS. He has had a brilliant

career upon the turf; it is his highest form of enjoyment, but
the excitement of managing a large stable ia wearing work,
and Mr. Pate naturally enough wants a few months repose.

This State above all others is Mecca for intending idlers.

To-day the Alert and Union Clubs of the junior Football

League will play at the grounds 14th and Centre Streets,

Oakland. The Aierts have so far kept ahead of their compet-
itors. The moist rain which has fallen so copiously during
the week has made the ground stfo to play upon. The
seuior clubs will soon take the field, and again brilliant,

enthusiastic and excited audiences will cheer on their favorites

os they tumble and are tumbled on the turf. The XJnv

Wasps, Reliance and Orion men are making pow
(ions to their teams.

To-day the members of the Pacific Coast Field Tr
start for Hanford, near which place the aunual ti

will be held. There is a fair lias of entries.
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Bay District Races.

There was an excellent attendance at the Bay District Track

Saturday, iltb ugh the weather waa the reverse of attractive

for standing around waiting for the heats. The sport all

through was interesting and speculation quite lively. The

first race was a match between \V. M. Fletcher's black

geldinf Blaine and L. Shaner's chestnut gelding Longfellow,

two-mile heats. At the outset Lougfello.v had the call m the

bettiog at the rate of $50 to §12, but after the first heat,

which Blaine won in the fast time for this class of horses of

4:56i, Longfellow went a begging at §25 to $100 for his

antagonist. Blaine won the second heat with ease in 5:05,

which took the race and stakes.

Nov. 27th.—Match Race.—Two mile beats for $600.

Blaine, blk g-W. M. Fletcher 1 1

Longfellow, a g-Lee Shaner -•.•• 2 2

Time, 4:56*. 5:05.

The principal event, the 2:17 class, waa nest, with Frank

Van Ness' black gelding J. Q., O. A. Hickok's bay gelding

Charley Hilton and J. A. Goldsmith's bay mare Mauon as

starters. In the absence of Mr. "Goldsmith Dick Havey

handled Manon. Before the start J. Q. was a warm favorite

in the pools, a sample transaction near the close being: J. Q.

$140, Hilton $90, Manon $14. At these odds there seemed

to be a large amount of money going on.

First Heat—In the first heat Manon went to the front at

the start and led the field for three-quarters of the mile, J. Q.

being an open length behind her, and Hilton half a length

further back. In the stretch Manon broke and the others

passed her, J. Q. winning the heat, without apparent difficulty,

in 2:19.!-, Hilton second, Manon third.

Second Heat—In the second heat, although J. Q. had won
the first heat, there was a sudden revulsion in the betting.

Hilton stock boomed at once after the selling began, and soon

it was Hilton S120, J. Q. 350, Manon $5. Most of the out-

siders saw the point and governed themselves accordingly.

At the start J. Q. broke. Hilton and Manon were head and

head for five-eighths of the mile, trotting the* quarter in 36

seconds and the half in 1:10. On the fourth turn Manon
broke and Hilton won the heat with something to spare, J. Q.

third and ten lengths back. Time, 2:20}.

Third Heat—Uu the third heat pools sold, Hilton $50, field

$10. Manon broke at the word and did not settle for a

hundred yards. Hilton took the lead with J. Q. second, and

thus they wont the circuit of the track, Hilton winning by a

length and a half over J. Q., Manon pulled up at the draw-

gate. Time, 2:20.

Fourth Heat—On the fourth heat Van Ness resigned his

seat to McManus by request. Hilton led off. and at the

quarter, in 0:35, was an open length ahead of J. Q., Manon
ont of it. On the back stretch J. Q. moved up to the leader,

and Hilton broke, the black horse opening a gap of five

lengths. A shout went up from the lookers-on, but the

change was but brief. Hilton settled and closed the gap

rapidly, beating J. Q. off sis lengths at the wire, Manon still

further'back. Time, 2;20£.

Second Race.—2:17 Class. Mile heats. Purse SI, 000.

Cbas. Hilton, b 2 -W. Crawford 2 111
J. Q., blk g—Frank Van Ness 12 2 2

Manon, bm—J. A. Goldsmith 3383
Time, 2:lfli, 2:20*, 2:20, 2:20$.

The last act was a roadster race with seven starters. They
were: John Green's Gleaner, Dan. McCarthy's Rube Browu,

O. A. Hickok's Lena S , Charles Green's Emma G., L. E.

Clawson's Vengeance, M. Walsh's Sobrante and Dick Havey's

Diana. Speculation was confined to the mutuals, and as

there was a tip out that Diana was a sure thing quite a

business was dono. Vengeance won in straight heats, Diana
getting second money, Sobrante third money aud fin be

Brown fourth money. Lena S. was distanced in the first

heat and Gleaner in the second. Time, 2:3U, 2:34, 2:34.

Purse ?500. Mile beats.

Vengeance, ch g—L. E. Clawson Ill
Diana, b m—B. Havey 2 2 3

Sobrante, bg-M Welch 4 4 2

Bute Brown, bg—D. McCarthy 3 3 6

EmmaG,, cb m—Charles Green 5 5 4

Gleaner, ch g—John Green 6 die

Lena S„ b m—A. H. Hickok dis
Time, 2:314, 2:34, 2:34.

Winnings of the Haggin Stable, 1386.

Boa Ali, S, by Virgil -Ulrica
King Fox, 2, by King Ban—M:iud Hampton. ..

Firenzi, 2, by Gleuelg— Florida

Ban Fox, 3, by King Ban -Maud Hampton
Hidalgo, 4, by Joe Uaniela—Electra
Milton, % by Onondaga—Nana
Santa Kira, 2, by Virgil—Madam Dudley
Preeioaa, 3, by (ilen« I

g—Stamps
Tyrant, 4, by Great Tom—Moselle
Graciosa, 2, by Glengary—Bessie Bell

Napa, 2. by Enquirer—Bandana.
Glendora, 2, by Gleuelg- Susie Liirwood
Test, 4, by Ten Bro^ck—Annie Shelby
Alcalde, 2, by Reform—Flora
Ichi Ban, 4, by Joe Hooker— Queen
Epicure, 3, by Enquirer- Benecia ...

Theodosius, 2, by Joe Hooker—Allie West
Ezza, 2. by Joe Hooker—Kitten
Yolande, 2, by Wheatly—Electva
Banbridge, 2, by King Ban-Dixie's War Flag..

Zoroaster, 2, by Fechter—Wlasanickoa

Grand total 37 1U 13 48 §87,758

a 9,335
17,1)48

12,095
fi.710

0.G5O

5,650
5,425

4,450

3,145
1,530

1,410
1,050
4(0
40u
390
150

50

There will doubtless be a great gathering of horsemen at

Lexington, Ky., on the 16th and 17th inat., to attend the sale

of thoroughbreds announced by theNutioual Horse Exchange.
The names of such stallions as Forti, Hyder AH, Imp.
Speculator, Gen. Harding and Democrat, are enough to attract

breeders from all parts of the country. The opportunity
to get Leamington blood is a rare one, and the present salt)

is, on that account, singularly important. Aniougstthe horses

in training which will bo sold are Grimalcli, Phil Lee aud
Bannail, winners of first-class events during the past season.

The young stock are the produce of King Alfonso, King Bun,
Longfellow, Ten Broeck, Lisbon, Imp. Glen Athol, Biamble,
Fellowcraft, Virgil, Fat Molloy, Springbok, Imp. Leamington,
Waverly, leap. Australian aud Wardance, the most classic

strains of blood in the country. All sires of great race-horses,

aud as their produce are to be sold without reserve, our local

breeders should give this sale careful consideration. The
details appear in another column.

The special attention of breeders of trotters is called to the
adverti eiuent of the Stanford Stakes, entries for which close

on January 1, 1887. The stake is for three-year-old colts and
nniea of 1836, to bo trotted for ia 1839.

Bookmakers and Betting.

[By Umbra, iu Baily'a Magazine.]

Every year we note the advent of fresh faceB on the turf;

and, invariably, some of the new-comers are n_dn of education

and good family. What it is that has driven them to enter

the betting ring for a profession it is impossible to say. These

neophytes enter upon the pleasures and excitements attend-

ing the turf with a gay spirit and light heart, often imagining

that they have alighted upon the shores of a new El Dorado.

That fickle jade, the goddess Fortuna, will lure them on with

smiles, and they are so dazzled with the prospect of success

that they fail to see that, blended with the smiles, there lurks

the snake deception. Some of the light hearts soon become
broken ones, and some of the gayest spirits the most despair-

ing. When the neophyte has shed his chrysalis, and blos-

somed into a confirmed votary, he then becomes painfully

aware that all is not gold that glitters, and that success on the

turf can only be attained, as in any other path of life, by care,

watchfulness, circumspection, and that judgment which is

born of experience. It is soon made manifest to him that the

pleasures attending a career devoted to turf pursuits contain

a fair share of drosB, and that the dross becomes a portion of

the many, and success the golden guerdon of the chosen few.

Another"fact soon makes itself painfully known in racing

matters, namely, that money makes money. One of the most
hopeless will-o'-th'-wisps that ever led &pauvre diable astray

is for a man to think he can succeed on the turf without

money. To endeavor to do so is about as easy and as hope-

fal a task as seeking thephilosopher's-stone, or attempting to

discover the secret of the Rosicrucians. Again, the turf is a

fearful leveller. You must leave all your Sunday starch and
all your pride of ancestry and position (supposing you are

possessed of any) at home when you adopt a turf career. In

the hurry and bustle attendant on turf matters many of the

amenities of every-day life are forgotten. Social distinctions

for a time are trodden under foot. Rosewater manners and
lavender kid-glove behavior are dispensed with. Keenness
of mental vision, quickness of discernment, and sharpness in

understanding are the qualities now required.

What can be said of the great crucial test—honesty of pur-

pose— as applied to a turf career? Why, that it will succeed

there as well as in other walks of life. It is a very hard
thing to say, and sounds like a libel on poor humanity, but
men, accounted shrewd, will confess to a vaBt amount of

skepticism concerning the modus operandi in which colossal

fortunes are made. A man dies possesed of half a million

or perhaps a million of money, all of which he amassed in

business, professional or otherwise, during the course of his

one life. Did he always sail straight, or sometimes hug the

lee shore, in his dealings with his fellow-men? Is it possible

for an honest man, strictly speaking, to have accumulated all

that money in a single lifetime? TheBe are the queries of the

skeptics. We are all pleased, when short of money, to receive

accommodation from the usurer; but who on earth ever had
a kind word for the money-lender? Are hiB modes of dealing

equitable, above-board and to he commended as commercial
precepts? A man gifted with something more than ordinary

shrewdness, and without being graspiugly greedy, can be
honest and yet attain a comfortable competency by following

turf pursuits. He must guard against being too much
addicted to gambling

—

i. e., avoid risking all on a particular

venture, risking everything, as it were, on the hazard of the

die, or, in turf parlance, "going for the gloves" right out.

After all it ia open to many and grave doubts whether a man
can make an immense fortune on the turf any more than in

trade, and at the same time induce the world to believe that be
really is the noblest work of God—namely, an honest man.
The turf cartainly possesses manifold charms for many

men, especially for those of restless dispositions, and those

with natures always longing for an out-door life. Many men
hate the restraint of the desk, and find the seclusion of the

study irksome; others chafe at the amount of wearisome
detail required by almost any business; and it is such men
as these, among others, who will fly to turf pursuits if but
half a chance be given them. Somehow or other you do rub
shoulders with the world at Tattersall's and in the betting

ring. Before such a plethora of race meetings as we are now
inflicted with, it was with a feeling of real pleasure that we
looked forward all the winter to the first meeting, which we
were wont to regard as that of Lincoln. That would be
followed by the Liverpool Steeplechase, to which we longed
with joyful anticipations, and so we carried on the campaign
through Northampton, Epsom Spring and Newmarket
Craven. When May arrived what talk we had of the CheBter
Cup, now, alas! almost a thing of the past, or at best bnt a
shadow of its former self! After Chester, by easy degrees,

we got landed in the whirl and vortex of Epsom Summer,
with all the distracting glamour ever associated with the

Derby. Oar next gathering, and to which we looked forward
with longing hearts, was at glittering Ascot, which was
always about the gayest time of the year with us. After

Ascot, the comparative ease and repose of Stockbridge, with
the refreshing breeze blowing across its salubrious downs,
brought with it the very acme of our delight. After Stock-
bridge, the next bright beacon iu our career was "Newmarket
July," a place of sunny joys and memories. Soon after this

we began to think of Goodwood, which we were wont to

deem the very place where all the pleasures of a life devoted
to turf pursuits were centred and condensed especially for

our mortal delight and delectation. But man is never
satisfied; and, when at Goodwood, we indnlged in dreams of

the jolly Sussex fortnight, of which Goodwood itself was
merely the beginning, and anon we found ourselves in

Brighton, that London-sur-Mer. In truth, it must be con-
fessed that the delights of Brighton were always of a mixed
character. We have suffered there from the burning heat of

a tropical sun, and crawled about in danger of being scorched
up and shrivelled out of existence altogether; and at another
time have been nearly eliminated from the face of the earth
by a downpour of rain and a driving wind very like a West
Indian hurrioaue. And, again, the gradients between the
town and race-course are Alpine, and have set us longing for

a service of balloons to land us on the top of the faraway hill

where the race-course is situated. If we choose to don the
mantle of the moralist, we can always fiud a little mental food
for reflection when at Brighton in the race week. If we
jostle with the cream of society at Goodwood, here at Brighton
we found hftle more than the skimmed milk, and as
we paHsed through the crowds we came unexpectedly
across faces which, for a moment, puzzled our powers
of recognition. But a second glance would confirm our
suspicion, for there could be no mistake that the well-

dressed man in a suit of brand-new clothes was the gentleman
—a long-suffering one, we admit—who condescended to be
our ttiilor. Aud anon we came across a jolly and rubicund
individual, who, in like manner, was our butcher; another
man, with a decidedly horsey and sharp appearance pervading
his individuality, was the veritable gentleman we were
accustomed to look upon in London as our favorite handsome
cab driver. Bye-and-bye we might oome across a city man to -

.

whom we were once well known, and by his side a pretty and
well-dressed lady but whom, for the life of us we could not
recognize as that ci^y man's true and lawfnl wife. From
Brighton, of course, we were bound to journey on to Lewes,
aud after that meeting we would probably leave racing alone
for a short time, as we had pleasing memories of a few weeks*
grouse shooting in those grandly wild and rugged but
delightful moors lying partly in Derbyshire and partly in
Yorkshire, somewhere between Penistone and Manchester.
But the "First October" would find ns again, eager as a
schoolboy in the cricket-field, in the betting-ring, and so we
continued until the grand finale came, which culminated in
the Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire. But now tbe glories of
some of these old meetings begin to wane, and even the
brightness of Goodwood flickers before the brilliancy of

Sandown Park. And so the old order changes, for it is but a
few years ago that Sandown Park and Kempton Park races
were not. I have only to refer to the "Eclipse" Day at San-
down to remind the race going public that we have now a
Goodwood and an Ascot close at home.

rTo be continued.]

Unrecorded Betting.

It appears after all that the method of betting introduced

by the American Jockey Club at Jerome Park on election day

was not illegal. The Jockey Club had made a test case with

a view of getting the matter before the Court of Appeals, but

the following letter of the Corporation Counsel saves further

trouble:

William H. Kipp, Esq., Chief Clerk Board of Police—Sir;
I am in receipt of your communication (with enclosures)

under date of November 27, 1886, in which you imform me
of the decision rendered by Justices Smith, Murray and
Kilbreth, of the Court of Special Sessions, in the case of
Messrs. Lovecraft, Baretto and Korkfor betting at the Jerome
Park races, and requesting my opinion "as to whether such
decision should be held to be authoritative and binding upon
the Police Department, and whether arrests should hereafter

be made because of the making of public and unrecorded
bets, where no fee is paid to the stakeholder."

It appears from the enclosures that the only evidence
against the persons arrested was that an offer to bet on Royal
Arch was pnblioly made by Lovecraft; that the bet was
accepted by Baretto in front of the grand stand just before
tbe race was run; that the money wagered was put into the
hands of Rork, and that the race in which Royal Arch was a
participant was thereupon run. No evidence of any recording
or registering of the bet, nor of the occupying of a place at

Jerome Park with books, apparatus or paraphernalia for the
purpose of recording or registering bets or wagers, nor of the
becoming the custodian or depositary for hire or reward of
money wagered, appears to have been presented in the case.
In my letter of advice to you, under date of May 29, 1886, I

called attention specifically to the fact that the offences

proscribed by the Penal Code were the "keeping of a room,
shed, etc., or the occupying of a place upon public or private
grounds, with books, apparatus or paraphernalia for the
purpose of recording or registering bets or wagers, or selling

poolB, and of actually recording or registering bets or wagers,
or selling pools, and also becoming the custodian or depositary
for hire or reward for money, etc., wagered thereat." In the
same letter I called attention to the fact that in all actions
theretofore brought against the Board of Police relating to

betting or poolselling at Jerome Park some record of regis-

tration of a bet actually made at the time the money waa
delivered has been provable. In all subsequent communica-
tions from your Board the making of a memorandum
concerned with the bet has been referred to as an essential

feature of the proceeding.
The decision of the justices at Special Sessions, as indicated

in your communication, seems to have been iu conformity
with the opinion above cited. Some evidence of the com-
mission of the offense proscribed by the Penal Code must of

course be produced in these cases, or the persons arrested
will be discharged, and the decision of the justices is, of
course, authoritative as to that point.

Your second question is whether arrests should hereafter

be made because of the making of public and unrecorded bets,

where no fee is paid to the stakeholder. I can only, in reply

to this request, reiterate the advice which I have heretofore
given in several communications to the Board, that in case
an offense against the provisions of the Penal Code above
quoted is committed, the police may arrest the offender.
Whether a fee is paid to the stakeholder, or whether the
bet is, in fact, registered or recorded is, in each instance,

a question of fact, and to insure conviction the fact

either of the payment of the commission or fee for stake-
holding, or of the recording or registering of the bet must
be affirmatively shown. The bet may, of course, be recorded
otherwise than by writing its terms in a book. The use of

any method or apparatus such as placing different bets in
different boxes or on different shelves, or iu any other way
employing apparatus or paraphernalia which will register

them, would probably be sufficient to constitute an offense
within the terms of the statute. Yours respectfully, etc.,

E. Henry Lacombk,
Counsel to the Corporation.

The Eureka Jockey Club announce a race meeting for two
days, on the 24th aud 25th inst., to be run at South Park,
Eureka, Cal. The first running event is a quarter of a mile
and repeat, for all ages, for a purse of §130. The 6ecoud is a
purse of 9400 for all ages, one mile and repeat. On the
second day an All-Aged Purse of $130, 600 yards and repeat;
also a Free-For-All trot, mile heats, best three in five in.

harness. Entries for these events must be sent to W. H,
Wyman, Secretary of the Eureka Jockey Club, by 6 P. M. on
the 20th inst. The conditions and other particulars can be'-

found in our regular advertisement.

Every one interested in standard-bred trotting stock should
not overlook Mr. Waldatein's sale, which is named for the 14th
inst. The name of Albert W., with a record of 2:20 aud 4:51;
for two miles, heads the list. His produce are all trotters oil'

fine form and easy gait. The list of brood-mares to be 6old
are also attractive aud highly bred. The two three-year-olds/"

a colt and filly are by Albert W., and there are four yearlinga>i
of which full particulars can he found iu another column,.
The sale will be conducted by Messrs, H. Brandenstein & Co,,

'

as per advertisement.

' We have often reflected on the folly of so many of o :

gilded youth using, to an immoderate extent, brands
cigarettes of an inferior quality, when such a standard houB6
as that of W. S. Kimball & Co., of Rochester, is always in

advance of the times iu making use of every invention
possible to nullify any deleterious effect which an undue use
of nicotine would have on the system. This great house will'

leave no stone unturned to make their cigarettes the very,

best iu the market. Ask for Kimball's Straight Cut Cigarettes,

'.
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The Past Milers of 1886.

Below we present a list of horses that ran a mile in 1 :43 or

better dariDg the season of 1SS6:

Buret, 6, by Enquirer, 109 lbs., Sheepshead, Sept. 11th.. 1:41

Swift, 8, by Great Tom, 75 lbs., Saratoga, Aug. 9th 1:41

Ada D., 3, by Enquirer, 10G lbs., Chicago, July Sth 1:41+

(J. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, SI lbs., Stockton, Cal.,

Sept. Sth 1:41J
Kosiere, 5, by Dickens, 95 lbs., Chicago, Sept. 5th 1:41£

Sir Joseph, 3, by Glenelg, 105 lbs., Chicago, Aug. 6th. . 1 :4U
Font, 4, by Fonso, SS lbs., Sheepshead, Aug. 2Sth 1:41

J

Telie Doe, 4, by Great Tom, S5 lbs., Sheepshead, Sept.

14th 1 :41 J

Gleaner, a, by Glenelg, 115 lbs., Brooklyn, Oct. Sth... 1:4M
Gleaner, a, by Glenelg, 117 lbs., Chicago, July 24th l:4l|

Test, 4, by Ten Broeck, 107 lbs., Lexington, May 10th. 1 :41J
Becky B., 4, by Long Bow, 109A lbs., Sheepshead, Sept. 7 1 :41£

Climax, 3, by Scotlander, 103 lbs., Brooklyn, Oct. 7th.. lAl\
Jim Douglas, a, by Wildidle, 120 lbs., Chicago, July 3d 1:42

Markland, 6, by Springbok, 104 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. 2d 1:42

Harefoot, 4, by Harold, 102 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. 2d. . . 1:42

Frankie B., a, by Monarchist, S7 lbs., Sheepshead,

June30th 1:42

May Lady, 3, by Beform, 3S lbs., Chicago, June 26th. . 1:42

Keilson, 5, by Wildidle, 115 lbs., San Jose, Cal., Oct. 1-t 1:42

Pontioo, 3, by Morttmer, 97 lbs., Washington, Xov. Sth 1:42

Little Minnie, 3, by King Alfonso, 94 lbs., Brooklyn,

Oct. 9th
.* 1:424

King Hobin, 5, by King Ban, 92 lbs., Chicago, July 23d 1 :42j

Adeline, 2, by Enquirer, SO lbs., San Francisco, Xov. 13 1:42}

Vergie HearDe,6, by Fellowcraft, 95 lbs., Chicago, Nov. 5 I:42j

Billv Gilmore, 5, bv Brigadier, 117 lbs, Chicago, Jone29 1:42*

Jacobus, 6, by Ill-Used, 97 lbs., Brighton, May 27th ... . 1 :42*

Eloise, 3, by Enquirer. 102 lbs., Chicago, Aug. 3d 1:42*

Hopedale, 4, by Hurrah, 115 lbs., Chicago, Aug. 11th.. 1:42J
Gleaner, a, by Glenelg, 115 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. 20th. . 1:42J
Beggarsbnsh," 5, by Billet, US lbs., Brooklyn, Oct. Sth. 1:42^

Font, 4, bv Fonso, 111 lbs , Latonia, Oct. 6th l:42j

C. H. Todd, 2, by Joe Hooker, 110 Idb., San Francisco,

Nov. 13th 1:421

Ferg Kyle, 6, by Eebel, 112 lbs., Brooklyn, Oct 9th 1:42»

Gleaner, a, by Glenelg, 112 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. 24th. . 1:42|

Joe Cotton, 4, by King Alfonso, 104 lbs., Sheepshead,

June 19th 1 :42^

Florence E., 4, by Eeform, 9S lbs., Monmouth, July 3d 1:42J

Bob Fisher, 3, by Fonso, 10S lbs., Chicago, July 6th. . 1:42}

Jim Grey, 3, by Ten Broeck, 105 lbs , Chicago, July 16th 1 :42}

Billy Gilmore, 5, bv Brigadier, 120 lbs., Chicago, July 31 1:43

Irish Fat, 4, by Pat Malloy, 113 lbs., Chicago, Jniy 10th 1:43

Hopedale, 4. by Hurrah, 110 lbs., Chicago, July 10th. . 1:43

Bootblack, 4, by King Alfonso, 111 lbs., Chicago, July 2S 1:43

Rupert, 4, by Falsetto, 115 lbs., Sheepshead, Sept. 16th 1:43

Becky B., 4, byLongBow, 101 lbs., Sheepshead, Sept. IS 1:43

Markland, 6, by Springbok, 104 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. 2d 1 :43

Herbert, a, by Glenelg, 104 lbs., Brooklyn, Sept. loth. . 1:43

Little Minnie, 3, by King Alfonso, 90 lbs., Brooklyn,

Sept. 17th 1:43

Error, 4, bv Glenelg, 95 lbs, Brooklyn, Sept. 17th 1.43

Falconer, 4" by H. O'Fallon. 99 lbs.. Saratoga, Ang. 10th 1:43

Harefoot, 4, by Harold, 113 lbs., Sheepshead, Sept. 11th 1:43

Free Knight, 3, by Ten Broeck, 103 lbs., St. Louis,

June 8th 1:43

Charity, 3, by Sensation, 9S lbs., Monmouth, July 5th.. 1-43

Grover Cleveland, 3, by Monday, 103 lbs., San Jose,

Sept. 29ih 1 :43

Climax, 3, by Scotlander, 106 lbs., Lexington, Oct. 22d 1:43

Gleaner, a, by Glenelg, 111} lbs., Baltimore, Oct. 20th.. 1:43

Argo, 3, by Patsy Duffy, 921bs., San Francisco, Nov. ISth 1:43

The Stoner Stud.

National Trotting Association.

The yearly reports of the National Trotting Association
show that the number of associations which are non-members
is greater than the number of those which are within
the pale. This should not be, and while such a state of
affairs exists, the usefulness of the parent association will
alwaYS be limited in its character. The powerful associations
do not feel the strain, but the minor associations in the out-
lying states which are members of the parent society do, and
it is on their behalf that we now make a plea. We believe
that the time has arrived for the National Association to
make an appeal to every trotting association and agricultural
society to become members, and we believe the vast majority
will do so if the case is properly stated. All commercial
transactions are based upon mutual interests; let the various
associations be shown the protection they will enjoy and the
advantages to be obtained by affiliating with the parent stem,
and they will not be slow to avail themselves of the benefits
to be derived thereby. All that we believe will be necessary
to insure a largely increased membership is an assurance
from the Board of Review that all accounts between the head
office and affiliated societies shall be promptly settled. The
opponents of the National Association have always had a
living argument against it, stating and unfortunately truly,
that it required a great deal of time aud patience to get even
an undisputed claim settled. The result of the recent
investigation has so shaken up the most conservative mem-
bers of the Board, that the public are now promised no such
delays shall ever occur 3gain. Prompt payments and quick
returns will in future be the policy of the central office. We
would also suggest to the Board that the fee for membership
should be lowered. The National Trotting Association was
not designed for the accumulation of money, but simply
for the protection of its members. The assessments should
be so arranged as to amply cover the working expenses, but a
surplus of §20,000 is not necessary to its successful work. A
prominent secretary lately assured us that in his state there
was fifty associations, of which only ten were members of the
National Association; he also stated that at a small fee, say
$15, he believed if the advantages were explained to the offi-

cials, they would all join. The larger associations are deeply
interested; every year they are large losers from suspensions,
the suspended parties going to non-association tracks in pref-
erence to paying their entrance money. As long as non.asso-
ciation tracks are numerous this difficulty will exist. The
suppression of time on non-association tracks has long been a
crying evil, the only way to effectually stamp it out is to
bring these tracks inside the fold. The policy of the executive
in the past has been to freeze out the smaller associations
We believe a contrary policy should prevail. The smaller
societies should be encouraged to come in, the membership
fee should be made as small as possible, and the entire power
of the executive should be b60t to make the association as
truly national in its character as it is already in name.

—

Horse-

HERD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers

There are seventy- eight animals in the new catalogue of

trotting stock issued by Col. R. G. Stoner, of Paris, Ey.
The leading stallion is Mambrino Russell, by Woodford
Mambrino, out of Miss Russell, dam of Maud S. and Nut-
wood. This chestnut horse is now eight years old, and the

first of his get, seven foals, came in 1S82. Six of these are in

the stud, and one is on the road. Good reports from all of

them have been received at Paris. There are very few three-

year-olds by the stallion, and the two-year olds are pronounced
a choice lot. Of the latter, Princess Russell is the best. She
gained a record the past season of 2:36. Duchess Russell, a

yearling, tTotted a quarter at Lexington last fall in 43£
seconds. If Mambrino Russell lives, he will build up an

enviable reputation as a sire of courage and speed. The
'second stallion at the farm is Baron Wilkes, by George
Wilkes, out of Belle Patchen (sister of Homer), by Mambrino
Patchen, second dam Sally Chorister, dam of Proteine and
Belle Brasfield. He is a grandly bred young horse, and his

services are in much demand. In the brood-mare collection

are such animals as Alacrity by Harold, out of Juliet, dam of

Mambrino Pilot; Alpha Kusiell by Mambrino Russell, out of

Alley, dam of Wilton, 2:19^. and Albert France, 250] ; Annie
Belle by Nutwood, out of Lucia, dam of Day Dream, 2:21§;

Brownie, sister of Nonesuch, 2:25i, and Colonel Monlton,

2:28A; Cranston Belle, sister of Governor Sprague, 2:20^; Elfie

by E-nfield, out of Fannv, dam of Jewett; Mary A. Whitney,
fiister of W. H. Allen, 2:23}; Odd Stocking, out of the dam of

Nettie, 2:18, and sister of Susie, dam of De Barry, 2:19.j;

Princess Ethel, sister of Gloster, 2:17, aud Vivette, the sister

of Steinway. With strains of established merit on male and
female side, Colonel Stoner will be in extremely hard luck if

he does not produce shoals of winners.

Wedgewood.

Woodbine, daughter of thoroughbred Woodford, produced
two great performers—Woodford Mambrino by Manibrino
Chief, and Wedgewood by Belmont, son of Alexander's

Abdullah and Belle by Mambrino Chief, After he had
finished his stud career Woodford Mambrino was placed on
the turf, and in a wonderfnl campaign he obtained a record

of 2:2U. The blood of no horse has bred on with such
.'uniformity to a high rate of speed as that of Woodford Mam-
brino. His son, Princeps, now stands among the greatest

of living sires, and his other son Paucoast, has carved his

way at an early age to the very front rank of stallions.

Wedgewood was a remarkable campaigner, and he retired

from the turf with a record of 2:19. He was faster than his

record, but as the record is the basis of the handicap, he was
not driven in his races with the sole object of cutting down
time. The blood of Wedgewood is breeding on with great

Uniformity, like that of bis distinguished half-brother, and
now that he has gone to Tennessee we shall look for him to

fill the state with track winners. Some people hold that

Wedgewood is a better bred horse than Woodford Mambrino.
He has not only the potent Mambrino Chief strain through
Belle, but the equally potent Hambletonian strain through

Alexander's Abdallah, sire of the ex-qneen Goldsmith Maid.

JPhe Hermitage Trotting Stud made a happy choice when it

selected Wedgewood,

A few seasons ago, when Gen. Grant and Wm. H. Vander-
bilt were regular road riders, many enthusiastic citizens and
visitants were wont to gather at the half-way houses, or line

the roadside of Seventh avenue to see them pass by. Then
the General often drove a medium-sized chestnut mare of

Morgan type and characteristics. She was a free, fearless

goer, and would road right along better than a 3:00 gait on a
slack rein. The General sat upright in his wagon, looking
neither to the right nor left, and acted as if he was not seeking
a brush, but never declined one on his homeward trip while
on the speeding ground. His practice was to raise his hands
slightly when he wanted more speed, giving Silver a gentle
reminder, but there was no lifting, whipping, or shaking up
of the mare. If she was overmatched, her driver coolly took
defeat and was ready for the next challenger. She was such
a constant, busy, willing stepper that few finished ahead of

her on going the length of the fast drive. It is now said she
was got by Taggert's Abdallah, out of Lady Franklin, but
when the General drove her it was reported she was by
Superb, son of Ethan Allen. She was bred in 1885 to Ken-
tucky Prince, and the General during his last illness desired
that she and her offspring be presented to his friend, Mr
George W. Childs, the eminent newspaper man of Phila-
delphia. Silver (the name given to the mare by the General)
and foal were lately sent to Mr. Childs by Col. Fred Grant,
as per the following note: "I take much pleasure in sending
to you my father's driving mare Silver, with her colt. The
colt is now nine months old, and is by the celebrated stallion

Kentucky Prince, owned by Charles Backman. My father
thought a great deal of her, and took much interest in the
colt, which he hoped to raise. My father drove Silver about
two years and derived much pleasure and recreation from her
speed and gentleness. I hope that when the colt ig old
enough, you and Mrs. Childs will have much pleasure in
driving it."

At a recent meeting of the Council of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England, attention was drawn to the subject
of offering prizes for expert horseshoeing, and in the discus-
sion of the matter Mr. Clay referred to the improvement
which had been wrought in Yorkshire through the action of
the local society, in offering prizes and holding the compe*
tition in public. When their first trial took place, eight years
ago, there was no one, in the opinion of the judges, fairly

entitled to receive any prize, although it was awarded;
whereas they could now show tweuty-six or twenty-eight
competitors, twenty of whom were all good shoers. In view
of the amount of injury annually done to the feet of the horse
stock of the country by careless shoers there may be some-
thing of value in this suggestion to American fair managers.
Superintendents of borse departments might be able to~add
a very interesting feature to that section of the fall fairs by
securing a competitive trial of this nature between local
farriers.

-».

Mollie Walker died November 18th on the farm of her
owner, James M. Hendren, at Speedwell, Madison County,
Ky. She was a bay mare, foaled in 1S5S, got by Captain
Walker, son of Tecumseh, and she became distinguished
through her produce. Her first foal, Gen. Garfield, by Ken-
tucky Black Hawk, obtained a record of 2:21, and her seventh
foal, Harry Wilkes, by George Wilkes, has a record of 2:14}.
She had other foals, but they are unknown to fame. Gen.
Garfield was first sold for §45, and as a two-year-old Harry
Wilkes changed hands at $450. Mollie Walker led an
uneventful life, and she was decrepit and barren for several
year before she drew her last breath.

Go-isip CS79, Geo. Baker J; Son to B. B. Harris, Fort Collins, Col-
Tom tinker 3C90;F.M.H691, Geo. Baker A: Son (o J. D. Scbofield, E.ooui-

ingto; , Ulnn.
Ella 2828; Martha 4th 705:), J. & E. Batcbeller to U. F. Slack, North

Tanbridye, Vt.
Samuel J. Tilden 1102, Frank Brown to John W. Swadlev, Lswson

Tenn
Papa 3395, 8. BoDar k Sons to S. Hougland, Sp-vrta, Pa.
Rover 39ii9, Chapman Bros, to M. R. Axtell. Hamletvllle. >*. Y.
Billy Ward 3535; Minnie Hermon 5238; HUpa Hyde 5J77, Chapman Bros

to C. k E. A. Boyd, Oaiiuonsville, N. V.

Tattr 38WU, S. Coleman to H. E. Evans k H. E. Harrison. Parioe, pa.
Senator McH. 2284; H. Daue to Geo. Baker k Son, Hnstisford, Wis.
Viola 2nd 6596; Country Maiden G9i0, J. W. Dobbs to Jacob Wootter

Beaver Falls, Pa.
Brave 38G9; Maud Price 1979; Lottie Temple 7002: Morning Glory 7Q03;

Butterfly 70uJ; Helen 7005; Myrtle 7u06; Strawberry 7007, B. K.
flravea to M. B. Rowe, ireierir^sbiirg, Va.

Rena Raweou 417n; J. L. Harris to W. C. Winchester, MiddletowD. Kv
Peveril31.il; Sabra 6284, E. D. Hicfea to H. M.Mcidoo, MeEwen, Tenn*
Protector 3834, Jos. Hilton A: Sons to Geo. Baker k Son, Hustiford, Wis.
Rufus 3835, Jos. Hiltou k Sons to \V. D. Pomeroy, Somers, Ct.
Lord Hilton 3833, Jos. Hilton k Sons to Orrin "'richard, Spriugville, Pa.
Feature 57S7; Front Face 5fti8; Edwin House tj John P. Fish, Chelsea

Vt.
Per Cent 3180, Mrs. A. C. Howard k Son 1o P. Palmer k Son, Whipple, O.
Beefy i876; Juicy 3877, Choice 3b78, (steers) C. H. Huggins to William

Younger, Fairbury, 111.

Garcia 1329; Medora liOOO, Ellen Hjde (J280; Cecil C282, E. H. Hyde to
Jas. Bill, Lyme, Ct.

Phebe Hyde 2d C9G4. E. H. Hyde to C. M. Pendleton, Norwich Town, Ct
forest King Jr. 3694, R. L. Ives lo G. H. Wheeler, Hartsville, Mass.
Gen. Gordon 3506, R. A. Love to J. C. McAfee, Wises, S. C.
Colleen Bawn 5940; Courage 6S36; Caution 6837; Tradition. 6838 T.

Lovelock to John M. Miller, Hickorv Pa.
Douglas Belle 7014, Daniel Marsh to W. L. Cornell, Little Neck, N. T.
Dick Doty 2758, W. P. Sherrard to McCartney k Sherrard, Cambridge, O.
Wanda's Puritan 2d 3518, E. D. McCartney to McCartney k Sherrard,

Cambridge, O.
Tension 3875; Cherry McC. 6153, ILMcCartney to McCartney k Sher

rand, Cambridge, O.
Grace Darling 4327; Posey 3711, Jno. McMillen & Son to J. P. MiUer

Tyner, O.
Dove 41i 1; Cherry Rena 410G, Jessie Mead to Hu q3 Stewart, Fenton, O.
Carolus 3855, Dr. J. Cbeston Morris to J. D. Schreiber, Coplay, Pa.
Grover 3867, D. T. Newton to N. E. Reed, Huron, Dakota.
Perfect 2310, 1. S. Newton to W. F. Chermside, Dickson, CoL
Morsel 3a05; Newton 39u6, isteers) J. S. Newton to J. W. Morse & Son,

"Verona. Wis.
Cato 3022, R. K. Payne to David Forsyth, Rix Mills, O.
Hector 3738, C.H. Pendleton to F. C. Spaulding. South Coventry, Ct.
Wit 3757, J. A. Pomeroy k Son to W. M. Stark, Northampton, N. Y.
Orrville 3871, B. F. Power to Charles Wallers, Zanesville, O.
Edith Phelps 2d 4142. J. P. Reed to Philo Cleveland, Torrington. Ct.
May Queen 4th 3497, C. E. Rogers to Chas. HeDaniel, WeBt Springfield,

Geraistic 7071, H. L. Rogers to G. H. Wheeler, Hartsville, Mane.
Post Buy 357o, Rumsey Bros, to B. Hankinson, Mt. Holly, N. J.
Monday SG13, Rumsey Bros, to R, J. Willson. Queenstown, Md.
Bagosas 2861!, J. J. Scarff & Son to M. Terrell, San Antonio, Tex.
Beauty 6th G. 29C5; Whit G80i; Pick 6B05, F. C. Spaulding to W. B.

Clarke. Columbia, Ct.

Bagosas 2£62. H. Terrell to Edwards k Fiazer. San Aotonia, Tex.
Chittenden Boy 3895, H. Thompson to Blaisdell Bros., East Fletcher

Vt.
Check 6969, C. S. Turner to J. L. Backus, Chaplin, Ct.

Jefferson d879, E. A. Ddall to B. F. UdaU. Jefferson, O.
Orrville 3871, Chas. Waters to Solomon Bees, Zanesville, O.
Metah 5130, D. J. Whitmore k Co. to Wm. Henderson, Indianapolis

Ind.
Bertrand 3257; Benizette 6811; Belle Choate 6996, D. J. Whiimore & c0i

to S. A. Johnston, Lockington, O.
Mexico 3124, Edwin 'Wolcott, to I. A. Ormiston. Barlow, O.

F. W. Reed, Secretary.

The Causes of Abortion.

Iu our issue of 4th inst. there was a typographical error in
the advertisement of the "Dandy" cart in the announcement
of Messrs. Truman, Isbam and Hooker, No. 530, |-in. axle,
single seat, is named as for sale at $04. The figures should
have been reversed as in the present number and read $40.
Doubtless none of our readers were seriously misled by tue

obvious transposition of the figures.

Losses from abortion in valuable herds of pedigreed cattle
are of sufficient frequency to render the subject of causes
inducing an epidemic of that tronble of constant interest.
Ergot in the grass and hay has often been alluded to as a
common cause of the premature casting of calves, but in the
English Agricultural Gazette for Nov. Sih, Mr. James Knowles
for years superintendent of the famous Tortworth Shorthorn
property of Earl Ducie, gives it as his opinion that the ergot
of pasture and meadow is not so destructive in this regard as
commonly supposed. He says:

For many years I had under my charge one of the best and
most extensive herds of Shorthorns of the day, the late Earl
Ducie's, where I witnessed the full development of calf-cast-

ing in the most aggravated form. The origin of this occur-
rence was neither the result of ergot nor sympathy, but the
deliberate act of a mischievous boy, who introdoced a fork
shafl into the womb of a calving heifer. The injuries
necessitated the removal of the heifer to the home farm for
better attention. A dead caif was the result, and from want
of being prepared with suitable convenience, the necessary
precautionary measure of isolation, were not so promptly
executed as might have been uuder different circumstances.
However, no furtber mischief was anticipated until the
untimely blights began to be presented in quarters least
suspected, as very little visible preparation was made for
paiturition. The question soon became oneof public interest
and many well-intended remedies were revealed to me. Ergot
of grasses were not then so generally known to exist as at
present; still the cause of abortion was attributed to this
parasite by all.

When the season came round for the production of ergot I
felt determined to try its efficacy, and for my experiment I

selected two cowb at an adjoining farm that we had on hand
and engaged a couple of sharp boys to collect ergot. The
day's gathering, little or much, was pounded and administered
to the animals, with no effect beyond irritating the bowels a
little, as both cows produced live calves at full time. Onr
farm consisted of nearly a thousand acres of grass land, and
that portion allotted to breeding animals was thoroughly
scoured for the parasite, which was all medicinally disposed
of to the two cows.
Even allowing the ergot to possess an expulsory property,

a cow cannot gather in ordinary grazing a sufficient quantity
to disturb the vital organs. The old rank grass in shaded
ditches and the dirty rye grass on the roadside—favorite
haunts of ergot—are not so inviting as to tempt the cattle to
gorge too freely on such coarse, dry material. As for the
parasite; being present in the hay, I have made diligent and
protracted searches, but never succeeded in discovering any;
in fact, the hay is, as a rule, secured before tbe violet spur
has taken possession of the meadow plants.
The evil of calf-casting at Tortworth was not eradicated for

over two years; not until extreme measures were resorted to.

All breeding animals were removed to a distant Quarter where
they had to rough it for many months, during which time
their home quarters were undergoing strict sanitary investiga-
tion. After the welcome return to headquarters I do not
recollect a single case of abortion occarringin the herd during
the time it remained at Tortworth. I may add that none of
the heifers in the outshed, where the mischief original.

their calves the first season, but fell victims after

incorporated with the general herd. I have never yt-t

any ground to chane* my 1 iDg-established opiniot.
abortion often originates by accident, and is transu,

intensified by infection,
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Problems before Swine-Breeders.

[Abstract of an address by Prof. Q
Swine-Breeders' Association.]

E. Morrow, before the National

The work of domesticating and improving the hog has been

more easy than the like work with other farm animalB, because

of the more rapid increase of the hog, giving greater oppor-

tunity for selection, and because there has been but one

great object in view— the production of meat.

Those engaged in swineimprovementhave been remarkably

successful. Not in one breed alone, but in a number there

has been extraordinary development in the qualities desired-

rapid growth, early maturity, quiet disposition, readiness to

lay on flesh. Differing in minor points—color, size, form aB

to detail—there is comparatively little essential difference

between a half-dozen leading breeds; and they are becoming

more and more alike.

The time has come to call a halt; at least long enough to

consider the situation. The results gained are not all good.

An extraordinarv development, taxing the organism, is at the

cost of lessened'or checked development of some other char-

acteristic or function. Concentrating their efforts in one

direction, swine-breeders have given too little attention to the

things which tend to make a symmetrically developed animal

in all its qualities. The qualities we have sought have not

been helped—rather hindered—by exercise, free development

of lungs and heart and muscle.

We have lessened the vitality of our hogs, and increased

their liability to disease. In many cases there is lessened

productiveness. We have gone beyond the popular demand

for fat meat, and raised a protest from the consumers who
demand more of lean meat. The model hog of the breeder

and feeder on the one baud, and of the butcher and consumer

on the other, is becoming more and more different. The
prize hog of the Fat-Stock Show is not always the one chosen

by the exhibitors. The judging may not have been bad, but

it was from a different standpoint. There are hogs in the

present show abnormally fat, valuable only as showing possi-

bilities of production.
_

One great problem before swine-breeders is to retain the

good qualities, and to get rid of, or at leaBt check, further

development of the attendant evils.

The annual losses from diseases among hogs vary greatly

but are always serious; sometimes enormous. Causes,

preventives and remedies are questions chiefly for special and

professional scientists. Careful, costly and persistent inves-

tigations and experiments are being made by the National

Department of Agriculture, and in a number of States.

Carping criticisms and sneers at this work are unwise and

harmful. Cholera and yellow fever, after long and most

extensive investigation by the most eminent of medioal

scientists, continue to bring death to multitudes of men,

civilized and savage. Scientific investigation of the special

diseases of swine is of comparatively recent date. Breeders

and feeders do not always deserve the charge of having

brought on their herdB the cholera by preventable careless-

ness or improper management. As yet we cannot rely on

any specific, and prevention of an outbreak is not always

possible.

By wiser attention to the principles of breeding, feeding

and management, swine-breeders can do much to correct the

admitted evils. Hardiness may be increased; the form
modified; the use made of the food effected; the muscular

system developed by wise selection of the breeding stock and
appropriate feeding and management. Here there is need of

more knowledge. We do not yet know all that is desirable

concerning the effects of different foods.

There is room for much investigation and experimentation;

and much of this under such conditions as to cost, careful-

ness and accuracy, freedom from prejudice, and ability to

detect and remove causes of error in conclusions, as will

prevent private breeders generally doing the work to the

satisfaction of the public, even if to their own. The efforts of

the ''practical" man must be aided move and more by those of

the scientist, not only because of the training of the latter,

but because he can better command and rightly use the

appliances by which alone accuracy of conclusions can be

secured.

The problem of transforming the wild or unimproved hog
into the present phenomenal fat producer was a vastly easier

one than to maintain the points gained and restore those lost,

because the unimproved hog had strength of constitution

which haB been partly sacrificed.

Aside from the effects on health and adaptability to the

wants of consumers of different foods and inanngeru6nt, the

effects of different foods and methods on economical pro-

ductions are to be determined by continued experiment and
investigation, in which science is to aid practice.

There has been much of over-severe criticisms of American
methods of pork production. They have been fairly well

adapted to the conditions of the country. The cheapness
and abundance of Indian corn has naturally made it the

chief food of hogs, young and old. It has been used too

exclusively, but the ill-effects nave been counteracted to some
extent by the degree of exercise allowed the animals and
by the common use of grass and clover. The changing
conditions of our farming, the greater competition and the

narrow margin for profit, now make economy of production
an especially important study.

Naturally attention is directed to the agricultural colleges

of the country as the appropriate places at which the needed
experiments should be tried. Good work has been done and
is being done in this line at a number of these institutions,

and there is an earnest wish to do more. But these institu-

tions were established as schools, not experiment stations;

their chief work is and must be to teach rather than to

investigate. With their present endowment the men in

charge have rarely either the means or the leisure to conduct
experiments on this and the host of other lines pressing for

attention, to the extent and with the time and money, con-
suming care, and accuracy of supervision of every detail

which alone can command confidence in the conclusion.

It may have been a knowledge of this which led to the
announcement that the "Hatch Experiment Station Bill"

would be discussed at this meeting. This bill proposes a
liberal annual grant by the General Government to each of

the agricultural colleges, to be used in agricultural experi-
mentation in co-operation with the National Department of
Agriculture. With an abundance of means with which to

supply all needed facilities, and with an abundance of

trained men for the work, quite probably separate experiment
stations would be most effective. Bat with the excellent
facilities, and the men already available at the agricultural

colleges, it is doubtless true that good results could be
obtained with the least expenditure by some such combin-
ation of the teaching and the experimentation. Until there
comes a more widespread demand for a thorough agricultural

education, there seems a special fitness in this attempt to

make these institutions more effective in the experimental
line.

While we help and encourage the work of the General and

State Governments, the colleges, stations and veterinarians

as breeders, we can at least do these things:

Breed from mature animals. Select breeding stock with

reference to health, activity and vigor and not alone with

reference to early maturity, ease of fattening or possession of

the minor points distinguishing breeds. Cease to magnify

petty points as essentials, thus limiting our selection. Recog-

nize the fact that grass and clover are natural and admirable

food for hogs, old and young. Give exercise to the young

and all breeding hogs. Give some variety of food and not

corn alone. Iu food, water and shelter, give that reasonable

care to secure good sanitary conditions which common sense

and experience dictate. Trust little to advertised specifics

for diseases, and help each other by experience and words of

encouragement in National, State and breed associations.

Illinois Shorthorn Breeders' Association.

Some twenty-five Illinois breeders of Shorthorns got to-

gether at the Grand Pacific, Chicago, on the 16th Nov., and

held an informal meeting, consisting simply of discussions on

the part of those present as to the advisability of holding the

future meeting of this Association at Springfield during the

Besaion of the State Board at that place early in January.

The association has an enrolled membership of 182, but at no

meeting of this society has there been anything like a full

attendance, and it was the sentiment of thoBe present on this

last occasion that very little good was beiDg accomplished in

holding the meetings at Chicago during Fat-Stock Show, as

the counter attractions were so great that, though there were

many breeders in the city, their non-appearance evinced a

disinterested feeling. The question was very thoroughly dis-

cussed and a resolution finally adopted to the effect that the

meeting be adjourned to meet again at time and place men-

tioned above, the exact date to be published hereafter. At a

meeting of the Executive Committee the Secretary was

instructed to correspond with the secretaries of other State

Live-Stock Associations with reference to the holding of their

meetings at that point, and on some day during the week the

holding of a grand joint live-stock breeders' meeting, at which

time questions of general interest to all stockmen and farmers

are to be brought up and discussed. A programme for the

occasion was, we believe, to be prepared by the Executive

Committee and the Secretary, Mr. A. B. Hostetter, of Mt.

Carroll, 111., to whom communications should be addressed.

YACHTING.
The Puritan Model.

A Boston newspaper of November 13th prints an article

consisting of a letter, over the signature of J. G. M., a report

of an interview with Mr. Burgess, and editorial comments,
the whole purporting, in the language of "J. G. M.," "to
settle once and forever" "America's" claims to have had any-
thing to do with the design for a sloop to successfully defend
the American's Cup from the attacks of big English cutters, a
design which was embodied in the Puritan.

If "J. G. M." thinks that I claim to have designed the

identical sloop yacht called Puritan, he is wrong. What I

claim is, that the design of the Puritan contains all the main
features of my design for a boat to defend the Cap, published
in 1883, and that there are such remarkable coincidences of

both form and dimensions as to warrant me in saying that my
olaim to the design embodied in the Puritan is prior to that

of Mr. Burgess, or of any other person, so far as can be
traced iu public records. "J. G. M." and his assistants, in
thus taking upon themselves "to settle once and forever" my
claims to the origination in question, have undertaken a

"contract" which, I think, they will find it somewhat difficult

to fulfill. They have commenced the discussion in a some-
what flippant tone, indulging a little in epithets, etc., foreign

to the subject. We will not follow their lead in that par-

ticular at present, but proceed at onoe to the main question.

My claim then is, that I originated the design of which the
Puritan iB an example, though an imperfect one. In order to

prove this claim, I will, with your permission, recite the
leading facts as briefly as possible.

In the summer and fall of 1883 there was a good deal of

talk in yachting circles about the possibility of some largo

English racing cutter coming over to try a tussle for the cup.
It was pretty generally admitted that we had no boat then in

existence lit to compete with these big cutters, and that if

they aid come over the cup would inevitably go back to

England, unless we could produce a boat able to meet them
with a reasonable prospect of success. This was the task

which I undertook in The Spirit columns iu the summer and
fall of 1883, more than a year before the Genesta's challenge

was heard of, and nearly two years before the Puritan was
laid down. My design for the sloop of the future was dated
November 5 and 26, 18S3, and appeared in The Spirits of

November 10th and December 8th of same year. The first

intimation of Genesta's challenge was received by the New
York Yacht Club December 20, 1884, and the Puritan was
commenced and built between that date and the spring of

1SS5. I quote from my lotter of November 26, 1SS3:

"I send herewith some rough sketches, showing the form
and dimensions of a boat which, it pioperly rigged and
handled, might be trusted to hold her own in all

weathers with any cutter afloat. This boat is of the same
length as the big sloop Maria, but she is 3£ feet less

beam, and about 3 feet deeper in the hold. The Maria was
cut away forward so much that her great beam aft was only
an encumbrance. She had not sufficient spread for her
shrouds, and no body forward to carry sail on. Neither had
she sufficient grip in the water to enable her to lay and hold

a good course to windward in any kind of sea. The present
design aims at the correction of these faults. First, by a

moderate beam, carried well forward, so as to give support
where support is needed, under the centre of effort to the

sails. Second, by increased depth of body, and the addition

of and unusually deep and heavy keel, with heavy iron shoe
on the bottom amidship, tapering to nothing fore aud aft,

and with side castings bolted on to keel also on each side to

get considernble lateral rf siwtauce as well as increased stability.

Third, by the addition of a centreboard, or sliding keel,

fitted amidships in a different manner from that in which
they are usually fitted, to get the same kind of artificial

stability that is obtained by means of forty or fifty tons of

extreme lead ballast in an English cutter of same length."

The principal dimensions were: Length on deck, 92 feet; load

wattir-liue, 80 feet; beam mould, 22 feet 6 inches; draught, 10

feet; amidships, 10 feet 9 inches; forward 7 feet.

A comparison of the shear plan of the Puritau will

be found to exhibit a remarkable similarity in the form
of the two boats. They have the same overhang of the
counter, the same principal dimensions, the same rise of the
fore foot, the same form of stern, the same shear, and the
same deep, heavy keel. It is true the Puritau's. keel is bal-

lasted with lead, while mine was to have iron ballast in her
keel and board. I proposed iron for the sake of economy in

cost. The weights would have been about the same in both
cases, the iron being necessarily somewhat deeper, and thus
giving better lateral resistance. On the question of priority

there can be no controversy. If Mr. Burgess conceived the

plan of the Puritan previous to November, 1883, he kept it to

himself. He did not publish it. I published my design in

order that the yachting public might have the benefit of what-
ever merit there may have been in it, that it might be can-

vassed and discussed. I specially invited discussion in the
same article. If, then, it shall appear, on examination, that

my design, so published in 18S3, did contain the main
elements in which the Puritan differs from all yachts pre-

viously built, and to which elements she owes her Buccess, it

seems to me that I establish some claim to the merit of the
design, even though Mr. Burgess denies that he ever saw my
article until after the boat was built.

There is, moreover, so close an agreement in the main
dimensions of the Puritan and those of my design, as
published, that I think I was justified in supposing and
stating that my design had something to do with the origin

of the Puritan. The main feature in which my design for

the sloop of the future differed from all previous boats waB
in the combination of the centreboard with moderately deep
draft, a reduced beam, and some outside ballast. In all these
particulars the Puritan followed my lead. Where she
departed from my design she did so at her own cost in speed
and power. As to dimensions, the resemblance is pretty

close, although that is really a matter of minor importance in

the present argument, because two boats may be built on the
same general plan and yet differ a good deal iu dimensions.
The Puritau's extreme length is given as 93 feet. My design,

"length on deck, 92 feet," would give 93 extreme. Puritan's
load line length (as stated by Mr. Burgess) is 80 feet; load line

length of my design, 80 feet. Puritan's beam, 22 feet 7 inches;

my design, beam, moulded, 22 feet 6 inches. Puritan's
draught of water (as stated by Mr. Burgess), 8 feet 4 inches;

my design, extreme, 10 feet 9 inches; my design, mean
dranght, 9 feet 3 inches.

In view of the interview with Mr. Burgess, in which he
states that "he never saw or even heard of my deBign until

quite lately, "we are forced to take it as granted that the

actual plan of the Puritan was his own. It was nevertheless

only an embodiment of my design for a boat to defend the

cup, which was then public property. The idea of a com-
promise boat was floating round in yachting circles during
the winter of 1883-84 and the whole Bummer of the latter

year, as a consequence of my publication in November, 1883.

It was frequently discussed in all the sporting papers. It

came to be recognized pretty generally by yachtsmen as the

type of boat which must be built if the cup was to be success-

fully defended. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the
idea came to Mr. Burgess indirectly from some of these
sources, without his having seen the actual design from
which it originated.

The "compromise boat" of the newspapers and clubs was
neither more nor less than my "Sloop of the Future," pub-
lished the previous year. The idea was to combine in one
boat all the best features of the English cutter and the
American centreboard sloop, leaving out those features iu

each type which were objectionable. That is what I did in

1883, and what Mr. Burgess did in 1885. I claim that I was
the first and real inventor of this kind of boat—that I put it

into practical shape, with details of form and dimensions, and
such instructions for scantling and rig as would enable any
skillful Bhip carpenter to build the boat and fit her out
complete, nearly two years before the Puritan was laid down.
Whether Mr. Burgess saw and copied my desigu or not is of

no consequence whatever in the argument as to priority of

design. The facts are that I designed and published the

plan for a boat to defend the cup, embodying all the distinct-

ive features of the Puritan, all the points in whioh she differs

from previous boats. All that there is of originality in the

design of the Puritan was contained in The Spirit of Nov. 5

and Dec. 8, 1S83, over my nom de plume, "America."
I persist, then, in claiming priority of desigu, and I even gtf

further and state, without fear of intelligent contradiction,

that my design if followed exactly, would have produced a
faster and more powerful boat than the Puritan. In order to

maintain this latter proposition it is necessary to consider the

points in which the Puritan differs from my design, and in

what way these differences are likely to affect her in regard to

speed and power. The main dimensions are so closely alike

aB not to affect these qualities much one way or the other t

The displacements are also very close: Puritan's, 105 tons;

my design, 109 tons. Puritau has a very slightly higher

coefficient of displacement, namely, 0.245 as against 0.234 ol

my design, taking in the keel in both cases. This is owing
to the fact that Puritan's lines are a little fuller on the whole
than mine, although she has rather a leaner entrance, her

after body is fuller, and she has more displacement at the

turn of her bilge, thus making up for the slightly greater

depth of body in my design. Where they differ chiefly is in

the form of the greatest cross section. The Puritan's cross

section is siighily concave as it approaches the rabbit of the

keel and runs out flatter to the turn of the bilge, thus giving

lower and fuller shoulder below the water-line than mine.
In my design the dead riBe runs straight from the rabbit of

the keel to a point only a few inches below the load-line,

where it curves with an easy turn into the top side. In the

Puritan the entrance is a trifle longer; the chief cross section

is aft of the longitudinal centre of immersion. The under
water-lineB of the after body are shorter and fuller than mine;

her buttock lineB do not run out as fairly into the overhang
of the counter as mine were intended to do.

The result of these differences is, that the Puritan has 4
leaner entrance and a fuller run. This gives her less spread

for her shrouds, leas capacity for carrying a taut mast with

a big area of canvas, entailing inferior sailing powers. My
design would easily carry a mast of 85 feet or 9< feet, against

the Puritan's 78 feet. She would carry whole lower sail when
Puritau would be obliged to take in one, if not two, reefs,

In my design the beam was carried well forward on deck, in

order to give spread for the shrouds and natural stability 0!

sail carrying power where it is wanted by the work to be donei

The lines forward are as little hollowed as it is possibli

to get them, with an eye to harmony in the desigu. Th€
lines aft, from the longitudinal centre to the stern post, art

extremely fine; the run, in fact, is much better thau that ol

the Puritan.
It is owing to these facts that I have no hesitation it

saying that my design would produce a faster boat, as W6l
as a more powerful and easier sea boat. This, however, it

not exactly in place here. I introduce it for the reason thui

"J. G. M." brought in my offers, made through the column!
of The Spirit, to furnish, free of charge, to any responsiblt

club or person, a design for a boat warranted to beat the

Puritan and Mayflower much worse thau they beat tbt

Geuesta and Galatea. This offer is still open, and, moreover
I am prepared to demonstrate to any competent authoritiet

that the design whioh I would furnish contains the element
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and features which would render the result I claim a mathe-
matical certainty. This new design is based upon the idea
that the boats would sail under the present length and sail

area of the New York Yacht CInb. Her proportions of hull
and canvas are calculated so as to get the most effective work,
in power and speed, possible under this rule. If the rule
should be changed to one of sail area only, or to one of
length only, some modifications of the plan would have to be
adopted. There does not seem to be much chance just now
of any such change taking place here, even if the Yacht
Racing Association of Great Britain should adopt the sail

area rule, as is considered probable by recent English news-
papers.
The New York rule, take it all in all, is perhaps the best

rule now used by any club in the world. It is true that the
rule is rather more favorable to the narrow, deep type of
cutter than American sloop owners would wish to have it, as
evinced in the fact that Puritan had to give Geneata 31
seconds on a 40 mile course, although Genesla is a bigger
boat by 45 tons, or very nearly one-half. Still, it iB a good
rule, and is capable of being used with much legitimate
'advantage by a skilful designer cognizant of all the conditions
with which he has to deal. It has been established now by
the recent contests for the cup as the rule under which all

intending challengers will probably have to sail. All boats
intended as competitors for this great international trophy
will naturally be designed to meet its requirements, and the
boat whose design deals with these requirements in the most
successful manner will be the winning boat. America.

Oakland Canoe CInb.

The Commodore got up a small water party last Saturday,
Joaquin Miller being the guest of the day. Unfortunately
the weather was wretched—fogy and cold, with neither wind
nor sun. Canoes Mystic and Echo and Whitehall Nautilus
went up the creek about 12 o'clock before a very light breeze;
lunch was eaten on Von Schmidt's rafts as nsual, after which
a sail round the creek was attempted. Flirt joined company
also, with a lady passenger. The wind having almost fallen

entirely a duck hunt was inaugurated, one unfortunate bird
providing most of the amusement. A breeze got up just in
time to take the party home before dark. Sunday was not
much better as regards weather; after a flat calm in the
morning dnring which several paddled down the creek and
lunched at the old warrow-Gangeslip; a southerly wind sprung
np about 2 o'clock, and Mystic, Flirt, Echo and Water Lily
were soon afloat, and also the new boat Sampler who was
anxious to tackle the Mystic. The breeze only held a short
time, but long enough to demonstrate that the latter would not
have much difficulty in holding her place at the head. On
Christmas holiday an afternoon sail and dance at the boat
house is proposed, and will be discussed at the nest meeting,

Stocking With Black Bass.

I am interested in stocking a lake with black bass. The lake already
contains tbem but I desiie to increase their number by putting in
more. Can 1 obtain tbem from you and when ? S. L. B.
New Yobk, Nov. 2.

I am frequently in receipt of letters similar to the above.
If the waters already contain black bass, but little advantage
would be gained by putting in more, as twenty-five to thirty
pairs are sufficient to stock in a few years any waters suitable
for them.

If the black bass are indigenous to the waters, the remedy
does not lie in putting in more but by protecting them dur-
ing the spawning season and from all illegal modes of taking
tbem. They will surely increase if given an opportunity of
doing so.

One or two nets set in one of our inland lakes will take
more fish than all the hook-and-line anglers put together
would during the season, and I know this to he the cause of
the decrease of the black bass in many of our waters. The
nets are Bet late in the fall, under the ice during the winter,
and early in the spring, at the time when there is no hook-
and-line fishing done to speak of. It is at this time that the
poachers get in their work, and when those interested should
be on their guard.

If the black bass are not natives of the lake and have been
planted there and do not increase, it is a pretty sure thing
that the water is not adapted to them, and no good results
would result from further attempts at stocking with this kind
of fish. The same rule is applicable to ihe Oswego or large-
mouthed black bass, rock bass, perch, and bullheads. If the
waters are suitable for them there is no question but that they
will thrive and increase without outside assistance, that is,

if they are given a fair chance. It is therefore a useless
expense to transport mature fish of the above varieties to
waters which already contain them. Take care of what yon
have, and they will yield you an abundant return if the con-
ditions are favorable. Seth Gbeen.

Capture of a Large Salmon With Fly.

flees ou, and told me that a skoor (shower) o' Jf-ees was the

thing."

The publishers of The American Angler, 252 Broadway,
New York, announce that on and alter January 1, IS; 7, their

journal will be issued weekly, in magazine form, and that

the pages will be increased to twenty-eight. Each weekly
number of TJie Angler will contain, in addition to other
illustrations, an engraving of a representative American fish,

a portrait of which has not hitherto been published. These
photo-likenesses will be accompanied by an angling and
scientific biography of each fish. Mr. Wm. C. Harris, the
editor, will commence a series of talks to young anglers,

which will be not only of practical interest to the beginner,

but to the old angler, of whom it may be said that nature
reverses her laws, for the veteran seems to get younger as the

years grow apace. Mr. Seth Green, the prominent fish

culturist, will continue his practical essays on breeding fish,

their habits, habitat and curious phases of life. The sub-
scription to The American Angler, which is the only journal
in America devoted solely to angling and fish culture,

remains the same as last year—$3.

BOD.
The Izaak "Walton Memorial.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Your rather Stirling

remarks relating to the Izaak Walton monument scheme,

together with the three exclamation points attendant upon
the word noble, when applied to his army of followers, have

aroused my ire, and, after the straightforward manner of the

Western barbarian, I proceed to essay the utter demolition of

your claims to justice and fairness. I think you will grant

that the anglers of California, taken as a whole, are a gallant,

free-hearted and generous band of men, with a just regard
and deep reverence for the memory of rare Izaak Walton.
What, then, has made them show forth in such faded colors

on this occasion? Simply because everything connected
with it has been conducted in too hazy a manner to impress
them. Let me explain:

imprimis—Our anglers are business men as well as fisher-

men, taking the sport for a bonne bouche and not making it

the chief thing in life. Moreover, like other mortals they are

snbject to forgetfulness. Here lies the germ of the trouble.

One of them picks up his daily paper and reads an indefinite

item relating to a scheme for erecting a monument to the
memory of Izaak Walton; he is immediately gratified, thinks

the world is growing broader-minded, and pictures to himself
the millennium, when sportsmen will be recognized for the

true men they are, as drawing very near; then plunges
into business and dims the sunny thoughts of sport with the
dark clouds of care. Nest, an editorial on the subject meets
his eye in the weekly Sportsman; instantly he is full of

sympathy with the ideas of the writer, and wishes he knew
just where to send his mite that it could be dispatched at

once. A few moments after he files his paper and calmly
forgets everything in the hurry to catch a train that will take
him to the neighborhood of some cherished fishing haunt.
Can anyone blame him? He is willing to give, but not
ready to croBS the Atlantic for the sole purpose of knowing
that his money will be used as intended. And as he is, so
are his brethren. The man, whether among sportsmen or
non-sportsmen, who will spend timein hunting up monument
associations, or charitable organizations in order to make
them a donation, has not yet been born; he is still forming in
the golden egg that is to send forth the prize gander of the
coming century. I venture the assertion that not ten out of
a possible hundred anglers in California knew anything
definite about the memorial attempt, and question gravely
whether those who were eulightened on this point knew just
where to send money. I am sure had the California Sports-
man's Club, of which that earnest and skillful angler, John
M. Adams, is president, been authorized to open a subscrip-
tion list and to bring the project cleaily before our anglers, as
much would have been realized in California alone, as was
gathered together in England. But it is impossible for any-
thing of the kind to prove a success unless there is a central
adjusting power. Some one possessed of time and earnestness
should see to it that all means are tried to secure the desired
end before failure is shouted. And it seems to me that the
most certain and direct way is through the agency of angler's
clubs and associations. One man, at least, just suited to the

' work will be found in every asemblage of fifty or lesB, and
the right force in the right place can perform wonders. ' Let
each club pledge itself to raise a certain amount and let the
moving enthusiast see that it does bo, and we will hear no
more of monument schemes turned into dismal failures
through the niggardliness ( ?) of sportsmen. It is fifty per
cent, easier for a man to give five dollars when the friend
beside him does the same, than when he goes alone to the
Post Office and fills out. a money order. From what I know
of the anglers of California I feel sure that were Buch matters
properly presented to them they would give freely, and to the
memory of none more quickly or cheerfully than to that of
the quaint and modest fisherman who has slept these many
years 'neath. the fair English daisies, Petronella,

The Newcastle Chronicle records the capture of what is

perhaps the largest salmon ever caught on the Tweed. It

was killed on the Floors Castle waters by Mr. Prior, Hylands,
Chelmsford. The weight of this unusually large fish is

57^1bs., and, for its size, is wonderfully symmetrical. It was
hooked with a Silver Grey fly, tied on double H wires.
Those interested in piscatorials will be curious to learn the
dimensions of this monster fish. They have been carefully
taken by His Grace the Duke of Bosburghe, for whom the
salmon is to be preserved by Mr. Brotherston, taxidermist,
Kelso, and are as follows: Length, 53 in.; girth at back fin,

28i in.: girth behind head, 26 in.; girth behind back fin, 24 in.:

breadth of tail, 14m.; girth at venl, 21 in
;
length of head, 13 otangeiSi bas no counterpart in Natnre. The wings of the bird

in. Ihe season for salmon-fishing was brought to a close on
Monday, when most of the local anglers were out. The past
season has been the most successful on record, more fish

having been killed than during any previous year; and it is

gratifying to report that there are yet more salmon left in the
river than was ever known at the close of any preceding
season. I hear that there is a proposal on foot to extend the
time for fishing by the net. At present the season for catch-

ing salmon at sea closes at the end of September, and the

Conservators are to be asked to continue it a fortnight longer.

-/. J. J.
•*

"Worms.

The question of cruelty to"wums" is being discussed by
English anglers, and the editor of the Fishing Gazette ha3 the

following note on the subject:

Can worms feel? We doubt it. But if thev can, they are

subjected to most horrible cruelty, not so much in being cut

np, but in being left to die a lingering death on hooks. The
Bubject has been threshed out before now; but no conclusion

has ever been arrived at. One thing we know, that, as a gen-

eral rule, the lower the kind of animal life, the less pain seems

to be felt. Worms are among the least advanced of animal

organisms, and if this rule applies to them, as we believe it

does, their powers of feeliog, if any, are very small. Would
the most humane of our readers hesitate to break in pieces

those lovely green, coral like substances (Spongilla lazustris)

which are seen growing attached to old stumbs, stones, tree

roots, etc., in our lakes and rivers? Well, these fresh-water

sponges are possessed of animal life, have a circulation, and,

possibly, have feeling. Again, do they eat live oysters,

wrench open their cover, sprinkle them with burning cayenne

pepper, bathe them with acid-biting vinegar, break the tender

ligaments by which they are attached to their shells, ;ind then

swallow them? Verily, if worm-fishers are cruel, live-oyster

eaters are more so.
_

Mr. Tod, in replying to some friendly strictures on his

prize essay on "Fly Fishing for Trout," has the following:
* " "" The peculiarly quick, decided swish which, let

me say, at least the best Tweed fisherman I have ever met

—

border fisherman generally—usually make when casting the

fly (particularly against a puff of wind) cannot be imitated by
any tyro. Swordsmen who have practiced the horizontal cut

to divide a bar of lead well know that peculiar sound which

comes from start to finish, and informs the professor that his

pupil has learned to drive his blade through the air without

allowing it to turn in the least degree Jlat, as otherwise the

most gigantic efforts will simply " nick " the lead and possi-

bly break the blade; the sword whistles when true only.

For all this, I am free to admit that other men may fish

very well who do not use the rod so freely as to make this

swish.
Mr. Cadman further indicates that I have not spoken of

lifting the poiDt at the end of each cast, but I really must be

allowed to take exception to one remark following, that "only

the fly cast, as a rule, touches the water." If this be so, a

very Bhort line is being used. Who could send a long line

into the teeth of the wind and keep all the reel-line out of

water? Does Mr. Cadman seriously maintain that the reel-

line frightens fish if a long gut-cast be used, and the " man
at the wheel " knows his work ? This sounds, to my thinking,

too much like theory, for in practice I never Baw its baneful

effects in wet fly-fishing.

Mr. Cadman points out to me that the distance between the

flies should be two feet. I think Mr. Cadman fished the

Tweed some two years ago, and wrote a paper to the Fishing

Gazette growling over his "want of luck." Now, sir, even

twenty or twenty-five years ago my old preceptor, Mark Ait-

ken, who wasfacile pr'mceps, used only two flies, sixfeet apart,

when fishing the Tweed or the Teviot, and when the season

is far advanced he used only the tail fly if fish were shy. I

remember he once paid a visit to the upper reaches of the

Tweed below Peebles and got some Bplendid basketB, to the

astonishment of local anglers, and on his return he said one

day to me: "Sir, they are one hundred years ahint (i. e.,

behind) up yonder. * * * The fishers have six to eiRht

THE GTJK
The storm so long prayed for by hunters has come. The

high winds of Tuesday night will bring the ducks down from
the north and send the flocks in from the bay to the cover
offered by the ponds preserved by the clubs. Canvas-back
have been unusually scarce, only stray birds gladdening the

eyes of hunters.

The Wings of Birds.

[Abstract of a lecture delivered at the Koval Institution of Great
Britain, February 19, 188G, by Professor W. h. Flower. F. K. S.,

Director of the British Natural History Museum.]

The power of flying through the air is one of the principal

characteristics of the clasB of birds. Although some members
of the other great divisions of the vertebrates—thebats among
mammals, the extinct pterodactyl among reptiles, the flying-

fishes among pieces—possess this power in a greater or lews

degree; these are all exceptional forms, whereas in birds the
faculty of flight is the rule, its absence the exception.

Among invertebrates this power is possessed in a very
complete degree by the greater number of insects.

In the normal structure of the vertebrate animals there are
two pairs of limbs, anterior and posterior, never more. It

often happens, however, that one pair, and sometimes both,

are suppressed, being rudimentary, functionless or entirely

absent. Flight is always performed by the anterior or
pectoral pair, moreor less modifiedforthe purpose. The super-
addition of wings to arms, as in the pictorial representations

of angels, has no counterpart in Nature. The wings of the bird,

the bat, the pterodactyl and flying-fish, are the homnlogues
of the arms of man, the forelegs of beasts. In the flying-fish

the power is gained simply by an enlargement of the pectoral

fin, and the function in very imperfect; in the pterodactyl, by
immense elongation of one (the outer) finger, and extension

of the skin between it and the side of the body; in the bats,

by elongation of the four outer fingers, and extension of a
web of skin between them and the body. In the bird the
flying organ is constructed mainly of epidermic structures,

peculiar outgrowths from the surface, called feathers—modi-
fications of the same tissue which constitutes the hair, hornB,
scales or nails of other aDimals. Feathers are met with only
in birds, and are found in all the existing members of the
class, constituting the general covering of the surface of the
body.
The framework to which the broad expanse formed by the

feathers is attached is composed of bones, essentially

resembling those of the forelimbs of other vertebrates. The
distal segment, manus or hand, iu the vast majority of birds,

has three metacarpal bones and digits, the former being more
or less united together in the adult state. The digits appear
to correspond with the pollex, index and medius of the
typical pentadactyl manus; the second is always the longest.

Both it and the pollex frequently bear small horny claws at

their extremity, concealed among the feathers and function-

less, but very significant in relation to the probable original

condition of tne avian wing. These claws are altogether

distinct from the large and often functional spurs developed
in many species from the edge of the metacarpal bones,

resembling both in use and situation the corresponding
weapons iu the hind feet. The third digit does not bear a
second phalanx or claw in any existing bird.

The nuills, remiges, or flight-feathers attached to the bones
of the "manus (called "primaries"), never exceed twelve in
number, and are (as has been recently shown by Mr. Wray,
in the very great majority of birds, distributed as follow: Six,

or in some few caseB (flamingos, storks, grebes, etc.) seven, to

the metacarpus; of the remainder, or digital feathers, one
{ad-digital) is attached close to the metacarpophalangeal artic-

ulation, and rests on the phalanx of the third digit; two
{mid-digital) have their bases attached to the broad dorsal sur-

face of the basal phalanx of the second digit, which is grooved
to receive tbem; the remainder {pros-digital) are attached to

the second phalanx of the same digit. These last vary greatly

in development; in fact, their variations constitute the most
important structural differences of the wing. In most birds

there are two; the proximal one well developed, the distal

always rudimentary; but the former may show every degree

of shortening, until it becomes quite rudimentary, or even
altogether absent, as in Fringillidm and other "nine-prim-
aried" birds, in which there are six metacarpal remiges, one
ad-digital, two mid-digital, and no prre-digitul, or only a
very rudimentary one. The smaller feathers at the base of

the quills, called upper and under coverts, have an equally

regular arrangement. The webs or veius of all the flight-

feathers are made up of a series of parallel "barbs" which
cohere together by means of minute Imoklets, and so present

a continuous, solid, resisting surface to the air.

Such is the characteristic structure of the wing in almost
all carinate birds, whether powerfully developed for flight, as

in the eagles, albatrosses, or swifts, or whether reduced in

size and power to practically useless organs, as iu the extinct

great auk, the dodo, and its kindred, weka rail, notornis,

cuemiornis, etc., most of which, being inhabitants of islands
containing no destructive land mammals, appear to have lost

the principal inducement, and with it the power to fly.

In the penguins (SpeniaeomorphcB) the feathery covering of

the wing entirely departs from the normal type. Each feather

is like a flattened scale frayed out at the edges, the barbs are

non-coherent and have no hooklets. They form an imbri-

cated covering of both services of the wing, including the

broad putagium which extends from the cubital side of the

limb, but appear to have no definite relation to the '<

and cannot be divided into distinct groups, correspu-

those described above. The structure of the wing
the penguins sharply from all the other carinate bi

The Batiice, or birds without keol to the sten
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another very distinct group, distinguished by the rudimentary

or imperfect condition of the remiges or quills, which never

have coherent barbs, and are therefore unfitted to the purpose

of flight. In the ostrich and rhea the boneB, though compar-

atively small, are distinct and complete, and the feathers

large and definitely arranged. The emu, cassoway and

apteryx show various degrees of degeneration which appar-

ently culminated in the dinornis, no trace of a wing-bone of

which bird has ever been found. The question which natur-

ally presents itself with regard to these birds is, whether

they represent a stage through which all have passed before

acquiring nerfect wings, or whether they are descendants of

birds which had once such wings, but which have become

degraded by want of use. In the absence of paleontological

evidence it is difficult to decide this point. The complete

structure of the bony framework of the ostrich's wing with

its two distinct claws, rather points to its direct descent from

the reptilian hand, without ever having passed through the

sta^eof a flying organ. The function of locomotion being

entirely performed by powerfully developed hind legs, and

the beak, mounted on the long flexible neck, being sufficient

for the offices commonly performed by hands, the fore-limbs

appear to have degenerated or disappeared just as the hind-

limbs of the whales disappeared when their locomotory

functions were transferred to the tail. This view is strength-

ened by the great light that has been thrown on the origin of

the wings of the flying birds by the fortunate discovery of the

Archmoptcryx of the Solenhofen beds of Jurassic age as in

this most remarkable animal, half lizard and half bird, the

process of modification from hand to perfect flying bird is

clearly demonstrated. The three digits, which, in the existing

forms, are more or less pressed together and imperfect, still

retain their freedom and complete number of phalanges, and

are each armed with terminal claws, while the flight-feathers

and remiges of the cubital, metacarpal, and digital series are

fullv developed and evidently functional. The earlier stages

in which the outer digits were still present, and the feathers

imperfectly formed or merely altered scales, are not yet in

evidence.
Some conception of the process by which a wing may have

been formed may also be derived from the study of the

growth of feathers on the feet of some domestic varieties of

pigeons and poultry.

—

Popular Science Monthly.

Shoot With Both Eyes Open.

Every first-class wing shot in this country, and for that

matter in the world, shoots with both eyes opeu. This is

true of amateurs as well as of professionals. It is the habit

of the beginner at wing shooting to be too anxious to see

along the barrel of his weapon. On the other hand, the

expert fixes his eyes on the object and pays little or no

conscious attention to his gun. He has learned by habit just

how far forward to bend his head, so that when the gun stock

in comiug to his shoulder touchs his cheek, the Tib will be

directly in the line of sight, and then, with his eyes looking

with all their might at the object, he pulls trigger.

It is a mistake to suppose that shooting with the rifle

requires more care and more decision in pulling trigger than

wing shooting with the double-barrel shotgun. There is

as much liability to pull the gun off the target by carelessness

or nervousness in the one case as in the other. Perfect

coolness and self-control are indispensable to success in

shooting at flying targets. It requires more time and practice

to shoot well at them than it does to acquire a corresponding

Droticiency with the rifle. In practice with the rifle one can

immediately see his errors. The target will show (if he hit

it) whether he held above, below, to tlie right, or to the left

of his object. A miss with the shotgun leaves no mark,

and it is guess work as to how the aim was wrong.

A quail on full wing flies about 90 feet per second. Clay

birds and composition birds, thrown from the trap, fly about

60 feet per second. A man passing from the field to the trap

will be likely to miss at first by "leading" his clay birds too

much, while a diametrically opposite error will embarrass

the trap shooter upon going from the trap to the field. It

may help those who care to make use of calculation in the

matter, to state the fact that experiment has shown the

velocity of shot from the shotgun is about 900 feet to the

first second. The distance at which most quail are brought

down is from 15 to 25 yards. A cross flyer, 25 yards from
the sportsman, would fly seven or eight feet while the shot

was traveling to him.
But the art of wing shooting is not reducible to mathemati-

cal rule. It must be learned by practice. An expert can

give some assistance. Moreover, a few general hints, desig-

nating common errors, may be helpful. Young sportsmen,

(young in the art) are likely to shoot behind "cross-flyers,"

to undershoot low-flying '-straightaways," and to overshoot

"high-flyers," no matter what direction the latter may take.

The only way to get right is by remembering how the gun
was held when a miss was scored, and keep holding it differ-

ently till it scores a hit. In other words intelligent practice

is necessary to becoming expert.

Different kinds of winged game present each its own
peculiar difficulty to the Bportsman. The canvas-back and
the teal duck have a velocity of flight nearly twice that of the

quail, and far beyond any speed even attained by race-horse

or locomotive. The rapid, peculiar flight of the woodcock,
and the upward bound followed by a fall and ending in a

bullet-like, straightaway flight, which characterizes the snipe,

each requires of the hunter a special way of handling his

gun to bring them down. When he learns all this in open
field shooting, he will find that the quail and the woodcock
vary their flight with varying circumstances. He will observe
the woodcock describing a short rainbow curve, and the quail

Bhooting skywards with very original gyrations when flushed

in a woods with dense growth.

But it is the very difficulties described that give the hunter
interest in the sport that requires of him a knowledge not
only of his weapon, but of the habits of the game he seeks.

He must know that on a cold, windy day, the flight of quail,

as well as their resorts, is far from the same as on a calm, mild
day. He must know a thousand other things, and he never
gets through learning. No wonder then that so many profes-

sional men, with a fondness for the study of nature, are
devotees of sport with the gun and dog in the field. It keeps
the perceptive faculties busy as well as it keeps the red blood
palpitating through the heart, and while it affords healthful
relaxation to the mind, it stimulates, in its own peculiar way,
both mind and body to a refreshing and wholesome activity.

The largest bag of grouse ever made by one gun over dogs
is said to have been 220 brace, shot by the Maharajah Dhuleep
Sing, at Grantully, in Porthshire, on the 12th of August, 1871.

He began at five o'clock in the morning and went on till late

in the afternoon—which, perhaps, means six o'clock. He
used three guns, and only one brace of dogs at a time. But
this is nothing to what has been done by driving, Lord Wal-
singham himself having shot 421 brace to his own gun in
Yorkshire on the 23lh of August, 1872.

THE RIFLE.
At Shell Mound.

The California Rifle Association held its fall meeting last

Sunday at the Shell Mound Park ranges. The day was not
favorable for good marksmanship, a heavy mist intervening

all day between the riflemen and the targets.

directors' match.
The popping of the rifles commenced at 10 o'clock with the

Directors' match—open to directors of the C. R. A., distance

200 yards, with any military rifle under the rules—each man
allowed seven shots.

Summary—Major A. F. Klose, 30; Sergeant A. J. Ruddock,
30; Sergeant Charles Walsh, 29; Sergeant F. Sime, 29; E. J.

Sprowl, 31.

DIMOND TEAM MATCH.

At 11 o'clock the Dimond Team match commenced, open
to teams of six representatives from any military company,
distance 200 and 500 yards, seven rounds at each range.

POLICE TEAM.
A. C. Bixby 200 yards -5

COO yards—

5

Sergeant Chas. "Walsh 200 yards—

4

600 yards—

5

Serjeant G. Gano ...200 yards -5
600 yards—

5

J. P. McCarthy 200 yards-3
gi'iO yards—

5

A. T. Fields 200 yards—

4

500 yards—

5

George Wittmin 200 yards -

1

BOO yards—

3

4 4 4 6 4
5 4 4 6 5

4 4 5 5 5
4 6 4 4 4

5-31
4-32—63
4—30
4_32—62
4-30
6-29—69

5 5 2 5 3 4-29—57
4 4 5 6 6 4—31
6 5 5 4 4 4—32-GS
3 5 4 5 3 4—28

4 5 4 3 3—22—50

Grand Total 364

THE NATIONALS.
Sis men from the Nationals Shooting Club next faced the

targets to contest against the Police team for the trophy
presented by General \V. H. Dimond. The following scores

were made:
Captain J. E.Klein 200 yards—

5

500 yards—

5

Ed . Hovey 200 yards—

4

600 yards —4
A. Johnson 200 yards—

4

500 yards—

5

T. E. Carson 200 yards—

4

6U0 yards—

2

P. M. Diers 200 yards—

4

600 yards—

4

O. H. Wescott 200 yards—

4

500 yards—

2

Grand Total 364

According to Creedmoor rules the Police team, although
scoring the same number of points, wins the match, the
latter team having won the trophy three timds, it now
becomes their property.

SIEBE TEAM MATCH,
Each man shot seven times with Springfield rifles; distance

200 yards. Score:

4 B 4 4 4 6-S1
f> 5 f> f> r> 6—35--M
4 S 4 4 4 4— 2'J

6 fi 4 6 4 4—31--m
6 4 5 5 4 4—31
4 8 4 » 4 5—28--5!)

6 4 4 5 5 4—31
B 4 4 2 * 5—27--BR
4 4 4 4 4 6—29
5 5 5 2 SI 3-27--56
8 4 4 4 fi 4—28
4 5 3 a 5 5—27--B5

Wm. Bingle 20

E. R. Alford 17

Total 126

.T. A. McGrath 24

"W. D. Scott 23

T. F. Connolly 21

A. Williams 21

NATIONAL GUARD TEAM MATCH.

Open to teams of twelve active members from any company
of the N. G. C. Distance 200 yards. Rounds, seven, with
Springfield rifles. Score:

COMPANY G.

32
31
31

30

Capt. C. L. Tilden

Total

nt a.

O. H. Wescott
M.J. McGrath
A. J.Mullen

26
26

24

24

Capt. J. E Klein

coupa
33
31

30
30
29

27

28 34a

Company C won by 17 points.

KOHLER CONSOLATION MATCH.
Open to all competitors who had no record, exceeding 70

per cent, at the meetings of the California JSifle Association
since January 1, 1884. Distance 200 yards. Five shots, with
military rifles, under the rules. Score:

Rainburg 3 4 4 4 6—20

Total 106

4 4 fi fi 5—23
li 1 5 4 4-22

4 4 5 4—21
,4 4 4 4 4-20

C. R. A. CHAMPION MEDAL.

Open to all members of the Association, the National
Guards of California, army and navy, or Police department.
Rounds ten. Distance 200 yards. Score:

A. Johnson 5 4 6 4 4 6 5 5 5 5-47
Captain J. E. Klein 6444 6 545 5. 5—46
A. T. Fields 456564446 6—4G
Ed. E. Hovey 445454555 4—45
Sergeant Bixby 455654445 4-45
Sergeant Charles Walsh 544444465 5—44

Total 273

CALIFORNIA POWDER WORKS' MEDAL.

Open to all members of the Association of the N. G. C. and
A. and N. of California. Distance 200 and 500 yards. Seven
shots at each rauge. Score:

A.Johnson 200 yards—6 6 6 5 4 4 6-33
600 yards—5 4 5 4 5 5 6—33—GC

Bixby 200 yards-4 5 4 4 4 6 4—30
500 yards—4 5 5 5 4 5 5—33—63

Captain J. E. Klein 200 yards- 5 4 4 4 4 5 4-30
. 600 yards—5 4 3 6 5 4 6—31 —CI

A. T. Fields 200 yards—5 6 4 4 4 5 4—31
500 yards—4 3 4 4 6 5 5-30—61

PLATOON MATCH—VOLLEY FIRING.

Owing to a sufficient number of marliBmen not having
entered foT the competition, the shoot was declared off.

RINfi TARGET SHOOTING.
Open to all comers. Distance 200 yards, with any military

rifle under the rules. Score:

12--21
11--21

10--21
III-

9--20

Major Sprowl II
Captain J. E. Klein i)

Bixby 11

A, Johnson
Captain H. H. Suae 10 11
Pendleton 11 "
A. T. Fields U
L. Berroro 11

CENTENNIAL TROPHY MATCH.

Open to teams of ten representatives from any regiment
or battalion, N. G. C, ; distance 200 and 500 yards; rounds
seven at each of the ranges; Springlield rifle used; prize,

silver trophy. Following were the scores made by the First

Infantry Regiment team:

O. L. Lods 200 yards -3 4 5 4 5 4 G—30
500 yards—

5

5 4 6 4 4 4—31—61
C. F. Waltham 20»yard8-5 4 4 4 4 6 4-30

600 yards—

4

4 6 4 5 6 6—80—60

P. M. Diers 280 yards—

4

3 4 5 4 4 4-28
500 yards—

3

4 4 5 6 5 5—31—69
O. H. Wescott 200 yards—

6

3 4 3 4 4 4—27
5O0yards-5 4 5 5 5 3 4—31—58

T. E. Carson 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 5 4 4 -29
600 yards—

4

5 4 4 5 4 4—30-59
A. P. Raye.... 200 yards—

5

5 6 5 4 4 4—32
500 yards—

3

4 4 4 3 3 5—V6—58
Julius Klein 200yards—3 5 5 4 4 3 5—29

600 yards-4 4 3 5 4 4 3—27—66
C. Meyer 200 yards—

4

4 4 3 4 4 6—28
600jards—

4

5 3 5 5 4—26-54
E. N, Snook 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 4 5 4—29
500 yards—

2

5 4 4 4 6—24—63
A. J.Ruddick , 000 yards— i 3 2 3 4 2 4—22

500 yards—

5

3 4 4 4 3 5—28—60

Grand Total 668

PISTOL TROPHY MATCH.

Open to teams of four men from any company N. G. C,
Police department, signal corps or pistol club. Distance
thirty yards, with Smith & Wesson 45-caliber revolvers.
Summary:

BATTERY A—FIRST TEAM.
Sergeant Elliot 5 64556545 5—48
Sprgeant DArcy 6 55645545 5-48.
Captain Sime 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 4—47
Sergeant Cutninings 5 45546655 4—47

Total 190

BATTERY A—SECOND TEAM,
A.Smith 5 56555455 5—19
McVicker 4 4 4 4 5 6 6 4 4 6—44
E. Smith 5 4 6 5 4 5 5 4 3 4—44
Wickenbawser 4 5 3 5 5 4 4 5 5 3—43

Total 180

POLICE TEAM.
SergeantGano 6 55454656 5—48
A. T. Fields 6 64546545 4—4ft

G. Wittmau 445646454 4—44
J. P. McCarthy 5 54466444 4—44

Total 182

nationals' team.
Captain J. E. Klein 6 5 4 5 5 5 6 5 5 6—49
Ed. Hovey 5 4 5 5 6 5 6 4 5 6-48
A. Johnson 6 6 4 6 5 4 5 6 5 4—47
T. E. Carson 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4—42

Total 186

This ended the day's shooting, the last shot being fired

when the target was almost enveloped in darkness.

Interstate Shooting:.

On Sunday, November 28th., the Nevada Rifle Association
of Virginia City, Nev., and the National Rifle Club of this
city had a friendly match at the 200 yards. The organizations
were represented by teams of fifteen men, each of whom
fired ten shots, 200 yards. The Nationals shot their scores
at Shell Mound, and the Nevadas used their range in Virginia
City. The Nationals made 629 points, within one point of an
average of 42. The Nevada team made 640, or an average ot

42§ points. Following are the detailed scores

NEVADA RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
X. Stacker 5 5 5 6 5
S. E. Gil Us 4 4 5 4 5
J. Spargo 4 5 6 5 4
J.E.Wratten 5 4 4 5 6
S. Curno 4 4 4 6 4
M. H. Burke 4 4 4 5 5
J. D. Cameron 6 4 4 5 4
J. Perris 3 4 5 4. 6

"W. Vardy 4 6 4 4 4
J.Laitv 4 5 6 6 4
T. O'Brien 6 6 3 4 6

B.J.Genesy 6 4 3 4 4
H. Cai-dew 4 4 4 3 5
T. Uren 4 4 5 4 4
J.C.Dunlop 4 3 4 6 4

Total 640

6 5 li 4—18
6 4 ft 5—m
6 6 1 4-45
4 4 4 6-44
6 6 4 4—44
6 6 4 4—44
4 b 4 4—4a
I) 4 4 4-42
3 4 5 6—42
3 a 5 4—42
a b a 4-41
4 4 4 4—40
4 4 4 4—40
4 4 4 :i—4u
a 4 4 5—40

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.
A. P. Raye 6

C. F. Waltham 4

T. E. Carson 4

O. li. Wescott 4
Captain J. E. Klein 4

Ed. Hovey 5

A. Johnson 4

O. L. Lods 4

P. M. Diers 4 6
M.J. McGrath 4 4
S. J. Pembroke 4 5

C . Meyer 4 6

A. J. Ruddock 2 3

O. Nolle 5 4

C. Petry 3 4

44344444 4—4044444444 4—4055454546 J—4544254445 4—4054456445 6—4555645466 4—4*54664565 6—4743446445 4—

U

65466654 4—4645343444 4-31)
4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4-42
4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5—43
4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4—38
4 4 4 3 3 4 4 3—38 M
3 4 3 4 4 5 4 4—38

Total 02!)

At Harbor View.

Last Sunday being the occasion of the regular monthly
shooting, there was a very large attendance of marksmen at
the Harbor View butts. The scores made were above the
average. Much interest was manifested in the shooting of
the Eintracht Kifle Section and the Germania Schuetzen
Club, as yearly medals were to be awarded. Annexed are
the scores registered during the day:

California Schuetzen Club—Twenty shots with any rifle;

distance 200 yards. .

Champion medal—F. Freeze, 401 rings.

First-class medal—A. Dornbier, 3S8 rings.

Second-class medal—A. Stamer, 369 rings.

Third-class medal—O. Burmeister, 376 rings.

Fourth-class medal— A. Utschig, 345 rings.

The annual medals of this club will be shot for on Sunday,
the 19th inst.

Eintracht Rifle Seotion—Champion medal—Captain F. A.
Kuhls, 403 rings.

Captain Kuhls also won the annual medal for 1SS6. He
won the medal for the best centre-shot as well, with a score of
22 rings.

First-class medal—H. Gnmbel, 3.51 rings.

Mr. Gumbel also carried off the annual medal in this class.

Second-class medal—L. Schmidt, 350 rings.

The annual medal iu this class was won by J. Tung,
although he was unsuccessful in the monthly medal shoot
yesterday.

Third-class medal—B. Overmohle, 305 rings.

Mr. Overmohle also suooeeded in winning the annual
medal iu his claBS.

The Germania Schuetzen Club, which is but a short time in
existence, made very good shooting, as follows:

First-class medal—L. Ktotz, 3S0 rings.

Mr. Klotz won the medal for 1886 as well.

Second-class medal—Philip Klare, 367 rings; ho also won "

the yearly medal for his class.

Third-class medal—C. A. Fabian, 326 rings; also the
annual medal of the third class.

First best shot medal—L. Klotz, 23 rings.

Last best shot medal—G. Kobertsou, 25 rings.

The day was an excellent one for shooting, with a clear,

crisp atmosphore most agreeable to marksmen,
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BASE BALL.
At Alameda.

The California League inaugurated its winter schedule last

Sunday, and fully -4,000 people witnessed the game—the Altas

defeated by the Haverlys. Great things were expected of

Borchers, and the Sacramentans were the favorites before the

game opened. When it did, however, the wildness of their

pitcher demoralized them and they fell easy victims to

the ChampionB. Features of the game were the fielding of

Robertson and Hanly, and the batting of Meegan and
McLaughlin. The battiDg of the former was timely, a triple

to extreme left field in the second inning bringing three men
across the plate. The score stood:

Lawton.rf 6 2

Hardie, c 4 2

Meegan, p 5 1

Hanly, If 2 1
Sweeney, 1 b...4
Bennett, s a 5 2

Levy.c f. 4 2

Steiu,2b 4 2

T. Sweeney, 3 b.6 1

2

10 2 10
2 3

Totals 39 13 12 5 27 13 1

2 1

AXTAS.
TB.B.BH.OS.PO. A. E.

Meagher, 3 b, cf.4 10 12
Fisher, 1 f 3 1

McL^ughlin,c,sa4 1
Flint, C f, 3 b...4 U
Robertson, 2 b..6 1

Ahern, lb 4
Newbert, a s,c..4
Borchers, p 3

Hilbert, r f 3

Totals.. ..34 3 7 2 24 11 6

RUNS BY INNINGS.

Haverlys 4 116 1 *—13
|
Altaa 1 110 0-3

Earned runs—Haverlys 3, Altaa 0. Three-baae hits—Meepan Two.
base bits—Meegan and McLaughlin. First on errors—Haverlys 3,

Altaa 1. First base on call base balls—Haverlys 8, Altas J. Left on
bases—Haverlys 6, Altas 2. Struck out—By Borchers 2, by Meegan
10. Pasaed balls—McLaughlin 3, Hardie 5, Newbert 1. Willi pitch—
Borchers 4. Umpire—Jerry Denny. Scorer—T. F. Bonnet. Time—Two
hours. _

At Stockton,

The entire "gate" was the inducement which drew the

Pioneers to Stockton last Sunday, and about 400 people

assembled at the ball grounds there to witness the defeat of

the home team. Both pitchers were hit very hard, Lorrigan

more so than McMullin. Catcher Creaner was hit by a

pitched ball in the early part of the game, and Chase was also

injured. The game looked favorable to the Wind Mill team

until the seventh inning, when the visitors batted out six

runs. The score stood

:

JPIONXER5.
TB.B.lB. PO.A.E.

Sweenev.lstb 6 2 4 9 2 Creaner.c 5

Cavenyir f 4 2 3 2 3 Lorrigan, p 4

Gagus.ss 4 13 2 Seiner, 1 f 4

Hayes, bd b 4 13 110 Keefe, 3d b 4

Taylor.lf 5 2 2 10 Utt, 2d b 4

Powers, c f 4 2 C Bouche, s s 3

Buckley. 2d b 4 2 3 3 10 Chase, 1st b 5

McMulliu.p 4 13 17 4 Condell, c f 3 12
Carroll, c 4 2 4 5 Quinn, r f 3 110

1 Id

2
2
1

2 2
2 9 2

Totals 38 8 24 22 22 4 Totals 35 3 18 19 19 7

BUNS BY INNINGS.

Stocktons 0010100 1-3
|
Pioneers 1 6 1 *-8

Struck out—Bv Pioneers 5, by Stocktons 3. Two-base hits—Pioneers

I, Stocktons 1. bouble-plays—Pioneers 1, Stocktons 1. Passed balls-

pioneers 3, Rtocfetons 7. Flies caught—Pioneers 2. Stocktons 3.

Umpire—H. Perrier. Scorer—T. M. Gilmore.

At Central Park-

The Louisvilles toyed with the Knicks last Sunday, and

after nine innings, replete with miserable playing, the crowd

dispersed dazzled by a score of 14 toO. The game was replete

with glaring errors on the part of the home team, while the

fielding of the visitors was a repetition of their work on pre-

vious occasions. The only feature of the game was a splendid

catch by Reccius. The Fulls City team made six double

plays. The score stood:

LODTSVUiES.
TB.E.1B.

Collins. If 4 1

"Werrick.3 b 5 1 1

BS.

2
1
]

I)

1
2

1
1

PO. A.

2
1 4

1 i
1 7

7 3
6 3
1 1

9 1

?7 23

K.

1

2

l

4

Becclua.r f 5 2 2

Hellman, lb. ..5 1 1

McDonald, c.

Cooney, 2 b 4

J.Smith, lb.. .4

H. Smith, 3 b..3 U

Murdock, ss...3
Shay. If .2

Kirby, p 3

Magnire.r f....3
Cate, cf 3

Totals .

TB. B. IB. BS.PO.A.H.

1

1

1

2 11
10 2

6

1 3

10

1

9 3 1 24 20 15

BUNS BY. INNINGS.

Louisvilles.. .3 7 10 2 1 *-14
|
Knicks 0-0

Earned runs—Louisvilles 1, Knickerbockers 0. Three-base hits—

Cook. Two-base hits-Cline2. First base on errors—Louisvilles 10,

Knickerbockers 2. Left on bases—Louisvilles 4, Knickerbockers I.

Base on called balla—Louisvilles 3, Knickerbockers 2. Base on struck

by pitcher—Louisvilles 1. Knickerbockers 1. Struck out—Foutz 3,

Kirby 4. Doubly plays—Foutz, Hellman and Cook; White, Mack and

Hellmari; Werrick and Hellman; Cook and Mack, Recclua a*-d Mack.

Paaaed ball3—Cook 1, McDonald 2. Wild pitch—Kirby 2. Umpire-
Raymond. Scorer—Wallace. Time of game—Two hours.

Paste This in Tour Hat.

The winter schedule of California League games:

Date. I
Contesting Teams. I

Grounds.

Stray Hits.

1886.

Dec. 5th. Haverly vs. Alta Alameda

Dec. 12th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Pioneer Alameda

Dec*. 12th. Haverly vs. Alta Sacramento

Dec. 19th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Alta Sacramento

Dec. 19th. Pioneer vs. Haverly Alameda

Dec. 26th. Haverly vs. Greenhood & Moran. Alameda

Dec. 26th. Alta vs. Pioneer Sacramento

1887.

Jan. 2d. Pioneer vs. Alta Alameda

Jan. 9th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Pioneer Alameda

Jan. 9th. Haverly vs. Alta Sacramento

Jan. 16th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Alta Sacramento

Jan. 16th. Pioneer vs. Haverly Alameda

Jan. 23d. Haverly vs. Greenhood & Moran. Alameda

Jan. 23d. Pioneer vs. Alta Sacramento

Jan. 30th. Alta vs. Haverly Sacramento

Jan. 30th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Pioneer Alameda

Feb. 6th. Alta vs. Greenhood & Moran Alameda

Feb. 13th. Haverly vs. Pioneer Alameda

Feb. 13th. Greenhood & Moran vs. Alta Sacramento

Feb. 20th. Alta vs. Pioneer , Sacramento

Feb. 20th. Haverly vs. Greenhood & Moran. I
Alameda

Lew Simmons telegraphed from Cuba the following reply

to the telegram announcing that Pittsburg had joined the

League. "Good for the Association. Maybe they will now

wake up and knock out the reserve rule. The Association

should fight it out to a finish. Away with the National

agreement and let the band play. It has come to a point

where the Association must kill the League or die itself in

the attempt."

The Cincinnati Club will have nineteen players as a starter.

Now for the winter race.

Look out for a big sensation.
Was Tom Sweeney the mascot?
Why don't the Altas use Barry?
Flint is a good second baseman.
Incell still complains of sore arm.
Keep an eye on Oakland to-morrow.
Tbe Haverlys have made a good start.

What has become of Umpire Madison?
Denny is somewhat of an umpire himself.
There is nothing the matter with the Haverlys.
Borchers has a good deal to learn about the box.
Short-stop Donohue is still laid up with a sore hand.
Jim McDonald is the best player in the State League ranks,
Pitcher Ed. J. Conley has signed with Bridgeport for nest

season.

"Stand and deliver" will be the pitchers' motto next
season.

The State League has not held a business meeting in three
months.

Brown and Morris looked very gay at the ball grounds last

Sunday.

The Arbitration Committee meets in New York next
Monday.

The crack colored pitcher, Wm. Stovey, has signed with the
Newarks.

It is suggested that many of the new rules will be modified
after they are tried.

Elias Steinman, late manager of the Ariels, has permanently

retired from the arena.

Gus Schmeltz, the newmanagerof the Cincinnati team, used
to read proof on the New York Herald.

Charley Hannan says he will play ball "when the robins
nest again." Well, we hope so.

Scorer Hennessy dropped $2,000 last Monday morning
when Dinsmore the stock-broker failed.

The Alameda Amateur League has many capable men
signed who will some day make their mark.

The batting and fielding records of the Altas, recently
published, will differ from the official records.

The St. Louis Browns helped swell the Association's funds
last season, they having paid nearly $500 in fines.

Catcher Gilligan, of the Washingtons, but formerly with
Providence, has opened a restaurant at the Capital.

Raymond of Los Angeles may play in Louisville next
season. Wonder if the "old man" recommended him?
Two more pine-apples were sequestered last week. Central

Park has evidently a "corner" in the pine-apple market.

H. Clay Chipman officiated as umpire in the last Pioneer
Alta game, and for once, it is said, favored the visiting team.

It is claimed by those who ought to know that George Van
Haltren has as deceptive curves as any pitcher in the business.

Third baseman Meagher has not been hitting the ball at all

ately, but still he heads the batting order. It's time for a

lhange.

If south-paw Van Haltren does not break down next
season, it wouldn't surprise us if the Oaklanders won the
pennant.

Here's a chestnut! Van Haltren has succeeded in striking

out six players in two innings and now wears his hat hang-
ing on his ear.

Manager Mike Finn was last week the recipient of a novelty
in the willow line. Itwas a "spriDg" bat—a staunch branch
of a mammoth oak.

Collins, White, Mack and Cook, now playing at Central
Park, have not yet affixed their signature to a Louisville
contract for next season.

Bonnet's dissertation on "twirling the sphere" was out of

sight the best ever published here. Every amateur now
knows the pitchers' secrets.

Tbe prevailing impression in Chicago is that the White
Stockings without Mike Kelly would be like the play of

Hamlet without tbe title role.

Jim Fogarty has returned from Cuba, and it wouldn't
surprise the nativea if the great California out-fielder should
pay a visit to this Coast for the winter.

Only the field captains will be allowed to address the
umpire under the new rules next season. The players will

have to be content with throwing stones at him.

The Altas are very unfortunate when playing on the
Alameda grounds. They have played good ball, but never-

theless have succeeded in winning but one game away from
home.

A Sacramentan writes: "Carroll and Brown are great

kickers. Gagus is nowhere compared to them. The crowd
soon made it lively for the kickers by jeering and hissing

them."

The League is called the rattlesnake because it gives

warning before it Btings, while the snake in the Association

stings before it gives any warning.

—

New York Mail and
Express.

Right fielder Hilbert of the Altas and the Borchers brothers

had a "mill" recently, during which a "shanty" was erected

over Hilbert's optics. Pitcher Borchers denies all knowledge
of the affair.

"I have been playing ball sixteen years, " said Anson at the

Chicago meeting a few weeks ago, "and this is the first

meeting I ever attended." He began playing ball at 18 years

old and now he's 34.

The doing away of "bunting" the ball does not mean much,
as there are very few playerB who can accomplish it success-

fully. Bat those few willfeel its effects very much, especially

Latham and Tom Brown.

Arlie Latham, the great coacher and base-runner of the St.

Louis Browns, ran in the Lynn (Mars.) 125-yard handicap.

Ee was given 8 yards start and made the heat in 21 1-5

seconds, but didn't get a place.

Radbourneis to receive $5,000 from Boston for his work
next season, but President Soden states that he shall not get

it nnless he pitches high-priced ball. Radbourne is but an
ordinary player, and is not worth 53,000 at the most.

Its dollars to doughnuts that the "old man" doctors the

State League scores. Jnst think of "my brother Huey" play-

ing with only six errors in a single game and second base-

man Cooney being credited with only four. Ridiculous !!!

A Sacramento enthusiast has decided to accompany the

Altas on all their trips to Alameda, until the Sacramentanh
win a game on those grounds. The gentleman has a good
many trips before him, and it will take a plethoric purse to

pay the expenses.

Foul Ball.

Just before the baseball, mother,
I was standing all alone;

But I'll never stop another,
Till I get a new jaw-bone.

A story recently heralded about a baby born to Catcher
Bushong's family, having six fingers on each hand and six

toes on each foot, is denied. If the story were true, however,
what a model catcher the youngster would make a score of
years from now! It would indeed be a "twisty" ball that
could get past those dozen fingers.

Great interest is taken in the National game in Sacramento
and vicinity. Steps are being taken towards the organizing
of an Amateur League to be composed of the amateur nines of

Sacramento, Brighton, Dixon, Davisville and Woodland.
This is a move in the right direction, as it will create a keen
interest in the game and give rise to a schedule of interesting
contests.

Albert Hopeman. pitcher of the amateur Snowflakes, is

only IS years old, but has won an enviable reputation as a
twirler. In a recent game with the Red Stockings, of Vallejo,

he retired them with a solitary scratch single, and disposed of

twenty on strikes. He fanned out thirteen of the Altas in an
exhibition game, and made his beBt strike out record when
in the early part of the season he struck out twenty-four of

the Woodlands.

The vacancy created by the withdrawal of Pittsburg from
the American Association, has been filled by the selection of

Cleveland, Ohio, to take its place. The Forest City was very
fortunate in being the choice, as Kansas City bid very high
for the place. The Cowboy team offered $7,000 for the
franchise, and besides agreed to pay the car fare from St.

Louis to Kansas City and back again to St. Louis of all teams
in the American Association. The Cleveland team showed a
solid financial backing and were given the preference.

"Baby" Wallace no doubt electrified the fraternity East
when he conveyed the startling information that he had "the
pleasure of bowing to Tom Carey in frout of the Rnss House."
Now, dear child, go home to mamma, and the next time you
send any such truck to a respectable newspaper be ?,ure and
let them know whether your nod was reciprocated by the one
to whom you nodded. Don't you see also the importance of

stating the location of the Russ House, and sending them a
photograph taken when you were just in the act of bowing?

Larry Corcoran, the famous old pitcher of the Chicugos.

promises to be resurrected as a twirler next season. Corcoran
was taken up by the New York Club after he left Chicago, but
did rather indifferently and wa3 released last year. He has
been carefully training since and now claims to have regained

his old-time force, not only with his right hand but with his

left, and thinks he will puzzle all the great batters next year.

He pitched a game in Morristown, N. Y., lately with his left

hand and did good work, having plenty of speed, curve and
effect.

Ed. Morris is receiving heaps of attention in the East just

now, and baseball scribes are filling columns in forecasting

how the left-handed pitcher will lose his effectiveness next
season. It is claimed that he will have great difficulty in

overcoming the restriction of the new pitching rules. Morris
will have plenty of time to overcome any supposed loss of

effectiveness. He has signed to pitch for the Pioneers until

March next, and as the California League will before that

time give the new rules a trial, tbe blonde twirler will be well

used to them before the season opens.

The nrogress of the Pittsburg team in the League race will

be watched with interest everywhere. The question of

superiority of the clubs of one organization over the other is

still an open one. The League people believe the elder

organization the stronger of the two, and Pittsburg being the

first American nine to enter the League must determine the

question. The League people would have preferred the St.

Louis Browns, but since they got the second place team the
cry is down the glories of the Americans by defeating the
"coal-heavers." It will be a hard, double battle.

De Witt Van Court, the California League umpire, is quite

proficient with Ihe mittens. A short time since he was spar-

ring at the rooms of the Acme Athletic Club, so the yarn goes,

and fell senseless when the left-hand of his opponent dealt

him a blow under the ear. When Van came to himself he
looked up at the anxious faces surrounding him and remarked
with an air of gravity; "Gentlemen, if order has been restored

we will proceed with the game, as soon as you resume your
positions." De Witt had dreamt that the entire Alta nine
had been kicking at a close decision, and that a gambler had
hit him hard.

A. Dalrymple, who, since 1879, has guarded left field for

the Ohicagos, will next season play with Pittsburg—his
release from the Champions being recently effeored. Itwas
claimed that Dalrymple's slow fielding of a ball in the

decisive game between St. Louis and Chicago cost the Windy
City boys the World's Championship. This charge sorely

grieved the left-fielder, and for a moneyed consideration hia

release was easily obtained. In 1878 he led all the League
batters: he was then playing with Milwaukee. During the

past season he ranked third in fielding.

The New York Giants are laying the wires to capture the
National League pennant of 1837. The stock-holders of the

club have been working very quietly, and have secured some
of the best available men. The make-up of the team for next
season will be as follows, and will be the hardest aggregation

in the country to beat: Pitchers—Keefe, Welsh, George,-

Tiernan and others; Ewing, O'Rourke and others, catchers;

Connor, first base; Gerhardt, second base; Denny, (probable)

third base; Ward, short-stop; Dorgan or Tiernan, right field;

Gore, centre field, and either Gillespie, Ewing, Richardson
or O'Rourke left field.

George F. Gore, the center fielder of the Chicagos, has, at

hia own request, been released by President Spaulding, and
will next season play with New York. During the past year
or two, Captain Anson, of the White Stockings, had not been
on the best of terms with his center fielder, and the latter

being of the opinion that time would not heal their differ-

ences requestod his release. There are few better ball-

players' than Gore in the business, and the Windy City team
will sorely miss him. He is a good fielder and an excellent

batter; in 18S0, he lead the procession of League batsman.
He played right field for Chicago in this city in 1879.

"The San Francisco Breeder a.vd Sportsman has become
converted, and has added an interesting baseball department
to its other features. Editorially the paper says: 'There is

no mistaking the interest which is now taken in the

'American game.' It overshadows all other athletic sports

combined in attracting public attention, pedestrianism,

rowiug and arenio contests paling in the intense light

reflected from the 'diamond' field. It was a happy
ing when the name was conferred, as it has p
gem in the way of reoreation to the players, and aL
to the lookers on."—Sporting Life,

m
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King Frost and the Trotters.

The year draws to an end. Turf and track sports are

now only known in sections where the climace has suffi-

cient salubrity to make them possible. New Orleans is

preparing for an extended race meeting during the winter.

What little trotting is done east of the Sierras will be on

the ice in countries where the Frost King reigns for

months and months. Snow paths and ice courses have

done a good deal in the way of fostering a passion for

horses which could go fast in harness at a pace other than

the flying gallop. There is little pleasure in riding in a

vehicle when progression depends on a series of long

bounds. The gallop is accomplished by the feet strikinh

the ground in regular order, followed by a bound whicg

sends the body through the air, many of the feet and

inches which constitute the stride of a race-horse. Easy

trotters and pacers make two air flights in one stride,

and the duration of each flight varies little from the time

when two of the feet are on the ground. In place of the

jerkey motion given to a vehicle when the animal is run-

ning there is smoothness from the steady application of

the motive power.

Trotters were highly prized in Russia before America

became interested in fast harness horses, and the sport

in the northern provinces of Canada had a firm footing

ere it was patronized in the United States. In these

countries frozen Jakes and rivers presented a surface

which was smooth enough for the highest rate of speed,

and all that was needed to prepare the course was an

implement to push aside the snow. Russians were more

careful breeders of trotters than the Canadians. Crosses

of English and Arab blood were introduced, and these

judiciously mixed with native strains which had shown

an adaptability to acquire the fast trotting step resulted

in the celebrated Orlcff trotters which were thought to be

paragons of speed until Yankee-land produced animals

of a far higher type. While countries close to the Arctic

circle gave opportunies in the shape of natural tracks for

horses to show their speed upon, there were drawbacks in

in the way of uncongenial climates which militated

against breeding the best. Canadians degenerated from

the massive form of their ancestors until many of the

fleetest were mere ponies, and in order to cover a mile at

a fair degree of speed, a speed which would be counted

slow now-a-days, had to splutter along with rapid action

covering so little ground in their stride as to be incapable

of making a mile in 2:30 under the most favorable con-

ditions.

But Canadian trotters were not confined to the

descendants of horses from Normandy, Perehe and other

districts in France. There was a great deal of good blood

in that country. More in the upper provinces than

where the cold was at its maximum, and though it was
cold enough in the most favored sections the inhabitants

were devoted to turf sports. Racing was a dangerous

pastime when the course was a sheet of ice, and long,

sharp calkins were inadmissible in the flying gallop.

This turned the attention of the sport-loving people to

the winter pastimes of their neighbors, and descendants

of renowned victors on the English and American turf

played a prominent part in harness contests. The lead-

ing families of Canadian trotters had a great deal of

royal breeding. A dash of thoroughbred in nearly all the

1 vrscs of the English speaking people, their finer speci-

mens, such a* were used by the better class of farmers,

with r. large propcrtion of that blood. Vermont,

northern New Vork and other sections were in a similar

situation to the adjoining provinces of Canada in

climatic conditions, and also possessing some of the blood

which is the main factor in equine speed at whatever

gait. The introduction of this and kindred blood mado

faster trotting possible. That is the capacity to hold a

high rate of speed for a distance. Races of horses

which were reared in warm countries, or at least in

temperate zones, for many generations, had qualities

not found in cold countries, particularly the power of

keeping up a fast pace with as little distress as is possible

for animal machinery to show. The pure Canadians had

a fair show of speed for a short brush, and some of them,

which could be classed as ponies, were capable of making

a few hundred yards at a rate that was an augury of

more than they could possibly perform. This led to an

error in thinking that the blood might be a valuable

mixture in trotting pedigrees, but with about the single

exception of the sire of Pilot, Jr., little good has resulted.

Mr. January gave a trial to St. Lawrence, the best of this

breed of horses which came to the United States. Mr.

January was among the first, if not the leader, in start-

ing a breeding establishment to produce trotters, but had

so little success as to become discouraged after a few

years' experience. He had a fine location near St. Louis,

Missouri, some very good mares, and had he been fortunate

enough to have got a stallion of different blood, would

doubtless have made a good showing.

Mignonette.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.—Dear Sir: At the Inst meeting of
the State Board of Managers of the Oregon State Fair, a coui-
mitttee was appointed to investigate the trnth or falsity of the
entry of Mr. Duncan, of Walla Walla, W. T., in regard to the
entry of his b f Mignonette (2) by a son of Nutwood, out of a
mare by Nutwood. We understand it is claimed that she
is by Anteeo, and we desire you to furnish us a statement
so we can require Mr. Duncan to make a showing. Tours
very truly, K. E. Bybee.

Chairman of Committee.

The above came to hand a day or two ago, and we
have little personal knowledge regarding the matter.

That is merely that Mr. Duncan bred a mare to Anteeo

the season of 18S3, and we saw the mare and foal—then

a suckling—the following summer at Santa Rosa. Some
time after Mignonette trotted at Portland, Or. "Gus"
Carey, who had formerly taken care of Anteeo, told us

that a man who saw the filly trot claimed that it was
the Anteeo filly. Others spoke of it, and the first article

in the Breeder and Sportsman was published with the

expectation that Mr. Duncan would make a reply. The
first that we have heard from him was through the

Daily Journal, Walla Walla, received last week, but in

place of throwing any light on the question of the

breeding of Mignonette, there is a challenge to trot the

get of Antelope against the get of Anteeo or Antevolo.

It can scarcely be called a legitimate challenge, as there

is nothing but words offered, and when a man proposes

to make a match on trotting weanlings for $5,000 a side,

most people will regard it as more of a desire to gain

notoriety than to obtain a match. We should be well

pleased to see the pedigree of Mignonette fully

established, and it certainly seems as though it will be

little trouble for Mr. Duncan to submit proofs. Until

he does it will be hard to convince the people here that

she is by Antelope. The description which is sent from
Oregon agrees with that of "Nelly D.," so we were
informed by those who saw her when she left Santa

Rosa, and, as nearly as could be told by a foal of a few
months, corresponds with our recollection.

Now there are certain plain questions which, when
answered will set the matter at rest. Who bred Mignon-

ette ? What was the date of her foaling, and in what
locality was she born ? When, and of whom did

Mr. Duncan purchase her? Was she takeu from
Santa Rosa in company with Nellie D., and what
has become of the latter filly ? We understand

that Mr. Duncan did not buy Antelope until

the fall of 1883; did he also buy the dam of

Mignonette when in foal? Answering these will be

more pertinent to the matter at issue than any number
of proffered wagers for large amounts of money, and
such we will gladly publish. We have not the least

desire to rob Antelope of anj thing he is entitled to, and
have not the least doubt that he is a valuable horse. It

is only a few days ago that we were aware that we had
seen him. A man informed us that he is the chestnut

horse which A. D. Miller drove on the Oakland track

three years ago, and we were favorably impressed with

him at the time. Not only on his own account, as, if

our memory is not at fault, Mr. Miller informed us that

he was a "full brother" to a chestnut mare which he

drove the season before, and which in our estimation was
one of the best green trotters in California. This may
be "Mamie Comet," although we have nothing to war-
rant the suppositson. Mr. Miller might throw some
light on the subject, and we will be obliged to him for

any information that he will send. He stated that the

dam of these horses was thoroughbred, and that she was
by imported Australian. As they were owned not far

from Pleasanton, it nay be that Mr. Cox, or others of

our subscribers in that vicinity, may be able to communi-
cate intelligence that will have a bearing on the subject

In the absence of testimony from Mr. Duncan, there arc

certainly enough grounds to justify the supposition that

Mignonette and Nellie D. are the same animal.

Rancho Del Rio Sale.

We are sorry to record the fact that Theodore Winters
has come to a settled conclusion to give up the breeding
of thoroughbred horses. His business interests in Nevada
have become so engrossing that he cannot afford the time
necessary to oversee his California breeding farm.
Neither can he move the horses to his home place without
a great deal of outlay, and then again there are other
things in the way. That he has been one of the most
successful breeders of race-horses "goes without sayino-."

The pages of the racing calendar will show how many he
has bred and raced, and a list of those which are well
entitled to a high place in the annals of the turf would
present a long string of names. He has been a progressive

breeder. Every year added to his knowledge, and his selec-

tions of blood, manner of rearing and general care, were
such as to bring satisfactory results. While we heartily
breeding and racing, there will be some advantage to
lament his retirement from an active participation in
offset the drawback. In all probability a large propor-
tion of the stock will be retained in this country. At all

events those which have passed their racing days will bn
more likely to be kept at home, and we trust that the
fillies also will not be allowed to go away. The sale is to

be divided into three dates. That is on Dec. 23d, tho
first lot will be offered. This contains ten which now
rate as two-year-olds and yearlings. We suppose the
object is to give purchasers the option of engaging them
in stakes which close on the first of January. The second
sale will be on the 29th of January, when all the breeding
stock will be offered. That date will be prior to breed-
ing time, so that buyers can make their own selections as
to mating. On the 25th of June the foals of 1886 will be
offered. As there is plenty of time to describe the
animals which will be sold on the second and third dates,

those in the first division are all that will be noticed in

this number. The ten to be sold on the 23d inst. are

Miss Ford, Adeline, Chatelaine and Goldcup, two-year-
olds. Emperor of Norfolk, Zyulieka, Colonia, Bolero,

Serpolette and Corona, yearlings. It is seldom that such
a quartet of fillies are offered at an auction sale as those
two-year-olds which are named above. Miss Ford is of
such high class as to warrant the most florid eulo°ies.

She is a sure enough race-horse, having won all

of her engagements with such consummate ease that
her powers are yet only partially known. Sho
gallops along at her ease whenever called upon, tak-
ing any position desired, and has shown that mud, rain
and cold united no not hinder her from makin" her
customary display. She is a grandly bred filly, so that
there is nearly a certainty that she will make a number
one brood-mare,combining, as she does, breeding, form and
high racing powers. The nick between Enquirer and
Bonnie Scotland mares has proved one of the happiest
and when Leamington, Lexington and Queen Mary aro
united it would be something of an anomaly if it did
not prove good. Adeline is another Enquirer that has
stood the test. Her races at the Blood Horse meeting
were so very good that many regarded her as in the
saine notch as her stable companion. Goldcup is by
Enquirer from Buttercup, and is a very handsome filly

and Chatelaine is by Norfolk from Neapolitan by War
Dance. This gives the two Lexington crosses which tho
Kentucky Sunday School scholar gave to his teacher as

a definition of well-bred, and he is not alone in the esti-

mate. The yearlings are assuredly worthy of being
sought for, and cannot fail to be an ornament to any
racing stable. Emperor of Norfolk is what the late Wm.
T. Porter would have designated a "sumptuous colt."

After making due allowance for our predictions for the
sons and daughters of Marion, we are constrained to say
that he is more than sumptuous. Large and fine in

every point, it is only a question of condition for him to

race with credit in the picked company of either hemi-
sphere, and with Australia to boot. Zulieka is a sister to

Miss Ford, Bolero is a brother to'Chatelaine, Ccloma is

by Joe Hooker from Callie Smart, Serpolette is by Nor-
folk from Mattie Glenn, and Corona by Norfolk out of
Sister to Lo:tery. They are well grown and in good con-
dition, though we have not learned of what work they
have done. The sale will be without reserve of any
kind, and as Mr. Winters has peremptorily cut off debato
to induce him to continue in the business, all will have to
go. Messrs. Killip & Co. have the matter in hand, and
catalogues will be ready for distribution in a few days.
Racing will be very lively here the coming year, and
there will be lots of work en this side of the laud
for the youngsters to attend to. From what one
hears there is a likelihood of several spring meetiuo-s to
follow that of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
and tho fill circuit will extend from August to tho close
of the year.
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A Paragon.

Colonel Sanders has a paragon in his employ, and, in

the way of horse knowledge, overtops any one of oar

acquaintance. He can form a better estimate of horses

that are three thousand miles away than those who see

them, and is a better judge of capacity, from a sort of

way he has of casting a horoscope, than people who have

watched the animals under discussion from colthood up.

The thousands of people who cheered Antevolo, incited

by the way he performed with the cracks of the day,

were all wrong, and the plaudits a token of ignorance

according to this astute philosopher of trotting genealogy.

His graudam being thoroughbred was sufficient to

warrant condemnation. N"o matter if a five-year-old

stallion did trot in 2:16, and well outside at that; no

matter if he trotted four heats, all of them a long way
under twenty, with only one slight break either in

scoring or heats; no matter if he did not show the least

indication of distress or a particle of leg weariness, his

breeding is utter damnation to this man who aspires to

be a teacher. We will venture a reasonable wager that

when some of the eastern people return, and he hears

them say that Antevolo is a fine-looking horse, he will

dispute, and rush in to print that he is ewe-necked, cat-

hammed, light-boned, and altogether an inferior looking

specimen of a trotter. He will have just as good season

to write that as many other assertions, and if any one

will offer the shortest odds even, we will back him to

incorporate more nonsense into a specified space when-

ever the topic is thoroughbred blood in trotters. While

Colonel Sanders has always taken a position against

near crosses of the blood horse in fast trotters, he must

have lost all interest in the horse department of his

paper when he permits such an endless tirade of non-

sensical jargon. We tired of it loag ago, and have not

read a line of that part of the Breeders' Gazette for a

long time. While we did, there was the usual amount of

assertion, without the least proof to sustain what whs so

confidently stated, rehashed in and out of season, the

same old dish again and again. A little more of the

salt of fairness will add to the flavor, and if it be possible

to incorporate a seasoning of proper credit to animals

bred contrary to the notions of the writer, it will be

still more palatable.

The Glorious Rain.

The Stanford Stake.

A grand month was November, and, with theexceplion

of ^the rainy Saturday which closed the Blood Horse

meeting, the whole month was hard to excel. Then the

farmers commenced to grumble; not rain enough to

start the plows, was the cry, and there were gloomy

countenances outside of Pine street. It is not surprising

that there should be constant dread of "dry years." A
real dry one is a terrible set back to Californians, and

even a shortage in the annual fall meaus the loss of

many millions of dollars to the Coast. The late rain

has dispelled the fear for a time. Enough has now
fallen for all present purposes, and let us trust that

there will be no lack hereafter. We always feel guilty

when we rail horsemen mildly about California weather.

There is so little real ground for fault-finding, so far as

the ciimate has a bearing in this country, that it appears

wrong to condemn with faint praise.

We consider this stake of so much importance to the

trotting interests of California that the advertisement is

put on this page for this number. Every year some one

overlooks it, and after it is too late laments that the

chance is lost to capture the big prize. Since the

reduction of the nominating fee to ^2.5, any well-bred

colt is worthy of being named in it, and the history of

the stake shows that outsiders have a fair chance to win

it. There have been five stakes decided, and two of the

five have been won by single nominations. Adair won

it in 1882, Antevolo in 1SS4, Palo Alto capturing two

and Sunny Slope one.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1886. $175
each, $25 payable on the 1st of January, 1^37, at which time

the stakes will close; S25 on the 1st of January, 1S88, $25 on
the 1st of January, 1SS9, and $100 thirty days before the day
fixed for trotting, whatever amount up to be considered forfeit

and the neglect to pay at the stipulated time incurring forfeit-

ure of the previous payments. The race to be heats of a mile,

best three in five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of

the whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-ninth.

In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the proportion of the

gate money, profit on pool sales and all other sources o."

emolument will constitute the gross amount, to be divided in

the foregoing proportions. Five or more subscribers to fill.

The race to be trotted in 1SS9, not sooner than the latter part

of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced on the

1st of January, 1889, or sooner.

On the 1st of January, 18S7, there will be due the following

payment, in the Stanford Stakes, to wit: Second payment in

Stanford Stakes for 18S8, §25; third payment in Stanford

Stakes for 1S87, $25.

The Btakes for 1S89 will close January 1, 1S87, $25 entrance.

Race to be governed by the Rules of the National Trotting

Association. Nominations to be made to N. T. SMITH,
Treasurer, S. P. Railroad Office, Fourth and Townsend
streets, or JOS. CAIKN SIMPSON, Secretary, Breeder a>d
Sportsman Office, on or before the 1st day of January, 1887.

The colts must be named, the name and pedigree, so far as

known, given.

Under the new trotting rules letters legibly postmarked
January 1st will be eligible.

N. T. SMITH, Treasurer,

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

The Occident Stake.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions auawered only tbrongh thes»>

mail or telegiaph.

columns. No replies by

P. A. Mayfield, Cal.

Please inform me through yonr paper how old was Maud
S. when she made her best record?

Answer.—Eleven years.

The Breeding of Niagara.

Proposed Testimonial to Archer.

The following letter has been published in the London
Sportsman. The writer. Lord Qneensbnry, hits off with great
conciseness the present great desideratum, heavier weights.

The Manchester November Handicap, the last important raco
of the year in England, had a large field of starters, and the
highest weight which accepted was less than the law required,

so that it was raised. Bat even then we find that the winner
carried 100 lbs. while nearly all the others carried less than
that weight. What a travesty on racing!

"SrR: I have read with interest several ideas as to a pro-

posed memorial to Fred Archer, the jockey, whose tragic

death has so deeply stirred the sporting world. It is some-
thing to strike while the iron is hot. Might I suggest that a
petition be drawn up and addressed to members of the Jockey
Club, to be signed by all friends of poor Archer and lovers of

raciDg, praying that the racing weights be raised, say, 14 lbs.

I will undertake, if snch a petition is acceded to, to send you
a subscription of £100 towards a memorial, to take the shape of

some useful institute at Newmarket or elsewhere, which shall

be of benefit to the class to whence he sprang, and to which
he was such an ornament, everyone signing the petition with
the understanding that, provided its object was attained, they
would promise a subscription of, say, not less than 5 s., so
that it should be open to all. If on account of poor Archer's
death the racing weights are raised, his martyrdom to the
profession he loved so well will not have been in vain, and
will remain a lasting and a practical memorial to his memory
which can never be forgotten. Yours faithfully,

"QCEEXSBtTRY."

Editor Ereeder and Sportsman:—I have been trying to

trace the breeding of the horse known by the name of

"NiRgara," and formerly known by the name of "Washtenaw
Chief" for the last sis years, and as it is up-hill work for me
I ask you to assist me by publishing this letter in yonr
valuable journal that some of its readers may assist us. The
horse, I have been informed, was brought to California by
Thomas Hughes, of Fresno, but Mr. Hughes does not know
the breeding of the horse. He got him in Ohio, and he said

the horse came from Kentucky to Ohio. Three years ago I

wrote to the late Otto Holstein asking him if he could assist

me in tracing the breeding of Niagara, and his reply was that

he had tabulated a pedigree for a gentleman living on this

slope of the horse Washtenaw Chief. The horse is now dead,

and a great many of our California turfmen know that he
produced speed. Snch noted ones as the Crocker Mare, the

Stark Mare (known as Lady Eoag), and the brown gelding

Cobb, record 2:31, and a very fast road horse now used in

New York City (the Crocker Mare). Mr. O. A. Hickok and
others know well that she could trot close to 2:20, and if my
memory serves ma right I timed the Stark Mare a mile in

2:22. In one of our city daily papers in 1S77, I saw an

account of her working very fast at Sacramento, and it also

stated that the lateJ.L. Eoff said that she was the fastest

nag that he ever saw up to that day. As we have some of

this horses mares in this State, I look at it as the interest of all

our breeders in California to know if possible the correct

breeding of this horse Niagara, formerly Washtenaw Chief.

Enclosed please find letter received by me from Mr. Holstein

in regard to tabulated pedigree for a gentleman on this slope,

and we m»y find this gentloman and gain some information

to the correct breeding of the horse Niagara, formerly

Washtenaw Chief. Sajtl. Gamble.
Dajtville, Dec. 6th.

Mr. Holstein's letter referred to above is as follows:

Samuel Gamble, Esq.: Bear Sii—A year or two ago I

tabulated a pedigree for a gentleman living on this slope, and

in it appeared the horse Washtenaw Chief, which, if it is the

same as you refer to, must be pretty nearly 30 years old now,

and he was by Hill's Mack Hawk, son of Sherman Morgan,

dam claimed to be of MesseDger descent. Some claimed

Washtenaw Chief to be by Sherman Morgan, but from my
investigation I am satisfied he was by Hill's Black Hawk. My
understanding has always been that he was a trotter of con-

siderable merit in has day—say, along in 2:30.

Paris, Ky., Feb. 5tb. ^ Otto Holstelx.

Dr. Peters was asked by a daily paper reporter why
ex-President Arthur did not drive out frequently during his

battle for health. The doctor replied: "Because our pave-

ments are a disgrace to a civilized country. An invalid

cannot reach the Park without being jolted almost to death.

Mr. Arthur said only the other day that if ne was ever able

to get around again he would start an agitation for better

roads." What is true of the streets in the resident portion

of the city south of the Park, is equally true of the thorough-

fares leading from the north side. Seventh avenue is in a

particularly bad condition, and has been so for months. The
attention of the authorities has time and again been called

to the necessity of putting our drives in good order, with the

effect of compromises in the shape of sundry tinkerings.

The stranger driving over the wavy and rutty surface of

Seventh avenue, with its patched spots, is reminded of the

remark by a sage man of letters: "A hole is the result of

accident, but a darn is evidence of premeditated poverty."

The city is not so poor, however, that it cannot give its tax-

payers good roadways. A treasury that ia rich enough to pay
§5,000 for a consumptive rhinoceros, and thousands more
for baby hippopotamuses and blue-faced monkeys, could

surely spare as large sums for a better purpose. A roadway
along the western side of the Park to be used exclusively by
the roadmen of the city has been proposed, but the Commis-
sioners do not seem to relish the proposition.

Colonel Ra^enhill, who was appointed by the English
Government to take charge of a commission to inquire into

the merits of Canadian horses for military purposes, should
occasion ever require it, has made his report, and it is not
flattering to our neighbors across the border. He first corrects

a widespread error as to the real reasons for coming across

the ocean for horses when he could have got all he wanted
(and of the right sort, too), in Ireland and in some parts of

England. Col. Ravenhill's reason for inspecting Canadian
horses was that in case of emergency his government might
know just where to get a supply in such numbers as it might
desire. But the result was not very encouraging. Aftera six-

weeks' tour, an examination of about 8,000 horses, only 83,

or about one per cent, were found available. Of course, the

test was most rigid, but under the most favorable circum-

stances Col. Ravenhill admitted that only about 10 per cent,

of those wh ch he examined would be tit for any service, and
as no old horses were included in those which were examined,
the proportion seems very small. Including transportation,

the cost of each of the 83 horses brought over by the Colonel

was about $200. The majority of them withstood favorably

a very critical examination made by the London Field's repre-

sentative.

Those bred on ranches in the far west made very agreeable

impressions on the critical writers. Those most admired were
long and low, with long shoulders and deep briskets, and
hocks and knees near the ground. Col. Ravenhill states that

this "was by a no means an uncommon type amongst the

raochers; but what he impressed upon all the Canadian
breeders and ranchers was the want of blood in their animals,

and that they should import more thoroughbred English
Btallions." Does the Colonel think there are no thorough-

breds to be had without importing them? He has mated one
of the importations with an Irish mare of the approved
artillery stamp. It will be interesting to note which of the
pair will do the most work, as both are on the same gun.
An interesting statement was made by a bystander at the

tests. He had just returned from his ranche on the Rocky
Mountains where he had 20,000 acres, and in six years he
had made wonderful increase but would in future confine

himself to horses, as they required no labor, the only help

on the ranch having been two men and a boy. The horses

lived off the natural products of the land, and nothing was
grown in the shape of artificial produce, excepting vegetables

for household use. This gentleman is now in England for

the purpose of getting six thoroughbred three-year-olds with
which to improve his stock. Is not this a lesson for those

whose most congenial occupation wonld be the business of

killing the breeding of thoroughbreds?—JV. T. Sportsman.

The advertisement of the Occident Stake appears in

this number, with the same conditions as in previous

years. The Occident ranks next to the Stanford among
the trotting stakes of California, and, as the risk is

smaller, there are a greater number of nominations, the

forfeits being so low there is no excuse for not making

entries.

Name Changed.

Thos. McCloskev, of Holliater, has changed the name of

his bay colt, foaled* May 4, 1S84, byFallis, dam by Wm. Kohl,

from McC. to Engineer,

Mr. W. H. Wilson, Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky., Bold, on

Nov. 24th, for Mr. Noah Armstrong of Montana, the bay
mare Montana Maid, foaled 1831, sire Geo. Wilkes, dam
Annie Ware by Almont, second dam by Ericsson. She
showed at Abdallah Park atrial of 2:33}, and is in foal to

Saltan, record 2:24. The purchaser, Mr, P. S. Talbert, of

Inwood Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky., paid for her $2,000.

Mr. James Murphy, who trained Mr. Haggin's stable this

season, has returned to Kentucky, hie engagement at Rancbo
del Paso having expired. Wm. Claypool succeeds Mr. Mnrphy,
but will probably remain in California and truin a home
stable.

The Virginia Enterprise says: A splendid trophy, to enst

$1,000 is to be purchased by subscription by the rifle teams

in this city. A challenge will then be issued to the crack

rifle teams of the world at large to come here and capture it

if they can in a friendly contest of skill with the rifle.

The celebrated English race-horse Melton has retired

from the turf, and will stand next season at the Falmouth
House Paddocks, at Newmarket, at fifty guineas. Melton
goes into the stud with the best wishes of everyone. He has
been a rather popular horse, and his achievements rank him
prominently among the greatest horses of the geneiation. In
some respects he might be called a sensational horse. Old
turfites are, as a rule, opposed to the first year's get of a young
sire; also to the first foal of a mare, and in England snch was
the prejudice against winners of the Middle Park Plate

that it was declared that no such colt could win the Derby.
Melton was the first of his sire's (Master Kildare) get. He
was also the first living foal of his dam. He also won the

Middle Park, and broke the charm by winning the Derby.
The superstition in regard to Middle Park winners as candi-

dates for the Derby was quite excusable, for, since the

Middle Park was founded in 1866, its winners had, us a rrle,

been Derby favorites of a most cruelly disappointing kind,

and the publio had suffered terribly by following them. The
Rake, its first winner, burst a blood vessel on the eve
ot the Derby, and Green Sleeve, the winner of '67, started

favorite for the Derby and was beaten by her stable com-
panion. Pero Gomez, who won in '68, was beaten "a half

head" for the Derby of '69. Albert Victor, the winner of

1870, ran a dead heat for second place. Petrarch and
Chamant, the winners of 1875 and 1S76, both failed in the

Derby. Beauclerc, '77's hero, was a hot favorite, but went
amiss, and Peter, who won the following year, was disquali-

fied by the death of his owner. Beaudesert, '79'a winner,
went to pieces; St. Louis, who won in 1SS0, failed utterly,

and Macheath, the winner of '82, was disqualified by the

dfath of his owner.
It was left to Melton to break down the prejudice which

prevailed, and, although he did it, the public trembled in its

Bhoes, especially after Paradox showed so strongly in the

Two Thousand Guineas, and, truth to tell, Paradox made a

strong bid for the Derby. But Melton broke the charm, and,

despite tbe'rnmorsas to his having "a leg, "he added the Derby
to it, and thus strengthened his claim to class which many
had denied him. It has been the cusiom, while admitting

his possession of speed, to cast doabts upon his ability to

stay over such courses as those at Epsom, and especially at

Doncaster, but he did it quite handily, beating Lovely, the
Oaks winner. Aside from Paradox it cannot be said that

Melton met fl high class of three -year-olds. But his perform-
ances last season as ft four-year-old were of a 1

especially his Leicestershire Cnp, in which he

Exmoor 33 lbs., for a year, and 47 lbs. to Wise CI

them in a oauter.
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THE KERNEL.
Tog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, Bales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Eastern Field Trials Club—Members' Stake.

[By our Special Keporter.]

The Members' Stake of the Eighth Annual Trials meeting of

the Eastern Field Trials Club began on Thursday, November

lrfth, at High Point, N. O. The club for several years has

made use oi grounds near High Point for trials, and the

wisdom of the enoice cannot but be admitted by those who
have seen the premises. Some seven thousand acres have

been preserved for club uses and the birds protected. Upon
the farms there are none but "worm" fences of rails simply

laid up without Dails, in such manner that a panel can be

removed and replaced in a few moments without injury.

Tiie cover is tirsc-rate. Corn fields, hedges, grass patches,

briar thickets and wood lots afford feeding places and protec-

tion to thousands of the superb little brown-mottled quail.

The club treats the farmers generously, and in return is

welcomed to shoot anywhere, and to the enjoyment of the

greatest freedom. The Eastern Field Trials Club is officered

by enthusiastic and capable gentlemen, and its policy and

finances have been so directed that it has grown to be a

powerful and popular institution. Too much praise cannot

oe bestowed upon it for the thoroughness of its preparations

for its great trial meetings. Its Secretary, Mr. Washington

A. Coster, is unceasing in his efforts to provide against all

contingencies, and in bis delicate thoughtfulness for the

comfort and needs of visitors to High Point. He spends

several weeks of each year at the Point before the trial date,

gathering saddle-horses, locating birds, arranging kennel

accommodations and perfecting all the details which go so

far for the success of such a notable gathering of sports-

men as is just now to convene. The club's vice-President,

Mr. J. Otio Donner, is thoroughly engaged in behalf of field

trials, and contributes great personal magnetism as well as

large material benefits to the success of the meetings. Of the

members of the Buard of Governors, Messrs. H. E. Hamilton,

of Hamilton Kennel, New Jersey; D. S. Gregory, the noted

pointer man, and Francis R. Hitchcock are in attendance and
alert to add to the pleasure of all participants.

The club secures the whole Bellevue Hotel each year from

its owner, Mr. Geo. T. Leach, a member. The hotel is an
old-fashioned brick structure standing across a street from

the depot. Its rooms are large and sunny, and its furnish-

ings comfortable, wnile tne servants are well-trained darkies,

than whom no attendants can be better. The spirit of

sportsmanly hospitality manifested by all those present is

oreditable both to the gentlemen exhibitiLg and to the sport

which superinduces in its devotees so many of the minor
morals which make life worth Jiving. The North Carolina

climate at this season is a happy mean in temperature, a little

biting at night, enough so to make blankets necessary and
sleep refreshiag. The days are soft and sunny, and the air

moist and fit for scenting purposes. The Members' Stake is

open only to those in good standing in the club, and owners
are required to handle. It cannot be expected the competi-

tion will be so keen and exciting, under such conditions, as

when professional dogmen meet to gain reputation from stud

dogs and breeding kennels, but it may be said, to the credit

of those in the stake, that the haudliug was superior aud
stamped the handlers as men of much actual experience and
great discernment. The dogs were sent through for all they
could do, aud the awards of the judges received without a

dissent. The judges were, Messrs. J. Otto Donner and J. W.
Orth. Both gentlemen have had large experience in trial

work, know the rules, are patient, keen and courageous, and
their judgments were such as entitled them to respect. They
were active iu seeing all work done by the dogs and figured

closely in bcoriug. But one criticism might be made, viz..

that they directed the handlers where and how to work
rather too much, thereby in some instances causing a little

uncertainty aud rather interfering with the chances of the
running dogs. The High Point fields are not as tit to Bhow a
Bpeedy wide ranging dog in as a more open country would
be, but to the contrary birds are so plenty that even the

widest raugur would be on game most of the time and there-

fore circumscribed in iiis movements. Most of the dogs
started were of royal breeding, the setters particularly, and
their performances made it easy to understand the preference
for setter on the part of so many of the gentlemen who shoot
in the South. The trials were well attended by citizens of

the city and many sportsmen of note. Among them were:
Messrs. Wash. A. Coster, H. E. Hamilton, Edward Dexter,
Geo. T. Leach, F. R. Hitchcock, J. R. Henrichs, D. S.

Gregory, J. Otto Donner, J. W. Orth, Jas. L. Breese, W. H.
Pierce, Jas. T. Walker, J. O'H. Benny and Br. Berkley.
At this writing the hotel is filling up with notables for the
Derby, which begins on next Monday. Prospects are that

the coming events will be the greatest ever known in a
canine way. A few notes about the dogs may be interesting.

winners.

The first prize winner, Gloster, two years and three months
old, is a handsome, workmanlike English setter, by Dashing
Rover—Trinket, bred by Mr. Theo. F.Taylor at Richmond,
Va. In colors he is quite like the Rakes; more black than
white, and with tan chops and spots over eyes. He weighs
about forty-six pounds, is well let down in chest, short
coupled, well-legged, of good substance aud admirable nose
aud judgment. He was broken by Captain C. E. McMurdo
and nandled by Mr. Dexterin fine style. His owner is silver

haired but active and a fine shot, and has given Gloster
very much work. He won with something to spare, against
a good field.

The second dog, Dashing Noble, three years old, is a litter

brother of Sweetheart and Janet owned by the California
Kennels. In form he resembles Sweetheart, but is quite blue
witfi tan muzzle. A very handsome animal and a free goer,
although in the trials he was handicapped by dysentery. He
shows much bird sense and has a long-range nose. On point
nothing could be more stylish and his handling was excellent.
He is owned by Mr. J. R. Henrichs of the Pittsburg Kennels,
which alBO own Dan Noble, a very handsome lemon belton
bou of Count Noble out of Lewis'Nellie. Dashing Noble 1b a
credit to his sire and a worthy brother to dashing Sweetheart.
Brandon, a rather washed-out lemon belton, four years old,

of first-rate form and much spirit, took third. He was imported
from England, and is by Royal Rock out of Nellie, a bitch
since imported by Mr, Geo. Lewis of Pittsburg. He is built
to go and stay, but was handled to work close by Mr. J. O'H.
Denny of Pittsburg. He should get good puppies, bred to
lightish bitches.

Among the unplaced dogs were many very fine ones The
celebrated Buckellew, owned, broken and handled by genial
"Wash. Coster, Seoretary of the club, is a fine upstanding dog

:" about sixty pounds, orange and white, deep-chested,

heavily boned, well-ribbed and very cunning. He is a model
animal for the amateur who desires good style, good disposi-

tion and comfort in handling his shooting dog. His owner,

amid the multifarious duties incident to his office, had been
unable to condition Buck, but the old dog made a brilliant

race on the second day and was only beaten because of an
indisposition to back resulting from some work done a day
or two be ore with an unsteady brace mate.
Brimstone, as sweet a piece of dog flesh as one would

expect from Gladstone—Swaze, was fat, soft and a little

rank. Mr. H. E. Hamilton her owner, one of the most cordial

aud generous of men, did not tind time to prepare her for the

trials, and ran her more out of consideration for the many
who desired to see the great bitch move than with expectation

of beating her opponents. She weighs about forty-five pounds,

is well placed on good feet, is quick, sure and staunch, and
impresses one as a big little bitch. Her quality is superb,

and Bhe i6 well balanced all over. Her way on game is very

taking, because of its dash and certainty.

Countess Gladstone, a miniature setter by Gladstone

—

Countess is quite too fine, weighs about twenty-eight or thirty

pounds, fines oat in muzzle and looks a toy. She lacks

stamina.
Lucia, by Croxteth out of Belle, by Sensation—White's

Grace, owned by Mr. D. S. Gregory, Jr., is a stockily framed
able bitch, of form that would please any California eye.

Her dam won first in the Nursery Stakes in 'SO at Robin's

Island. Lucia is particularly well-legged and footed, and in

ohest and shoulder is quite the pointer for which the Bassford's

have been breeding.
Clifford, as handsome a dog as was in the stake and by form

a goer, was so weakened by dysentery that Mr. Donner felt

compelled to withdraw him.
Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's pointer bitch Pocahontas is another

short-loined, well-ribbed able bitch of the sort suited to hill

work. Her owner is a good handler and brought out the

strong points of hiB handsome bitch with good judgment.
Corinne, Mr. G. T. Leach's Irish Red, showed pace

and range but seemed deficient in nose and was rank.

Mr. Leach had a much better entry in Pendragon, by Count
Noble—Floy. The dog is formed for speed and is ver3r

taking, although not trained into first-rate trial form. In
fact, it may be said that but few of the starters had had enough
preparation, and the fact that they showed so well argues

great natural aptitude in them. The trial began on Thursday
morning at 9 o'clock, on Captain Snow's farm, a little east of

High Point. The day was clear and cool and the cover moist
and sweet. The running by races is given:

FIRST SERIES.

Bang Grace—Pendrago>:.—At 9 o'clock on Thursday
morning the first brace in the Members' Stake was cast

off on a plantation owned by Mr. Snow, close to the

town. Throughout the Members' Stake the dogs were
haudled by owners, and all the owners were amateurs in the

best and highest sense. Bang Grace, handled by F. R.
Hitchcock, a rather stocky lemon and white bitch by Bang
Bang—Luke White's Grace, had a little the better of the race

in range aud pace. Pendragon, by Count Noble—Floy,

handled by Mr. Geo. Leach, is a clean-built, well-conditioned

setter, but apparently had not enough preparation. He
showed a high style, however, and ran a fair race, a little

slow, but in good style. The first field was drawn blank and
a fence was crossed, wnen Pendragon, at top speed, ran into a

covey and flushed down wind. The birds were worked into

a thicket, and, on following, two flushed wild. The thicket

was worked out without finding, and a patch of sedge grass

entered where Bang Grace jumped into a point, and when
Pendragon was called he also pointed before seeing Bang.
Moving on several fields were drawn blank and a return to

the woods gave Pendragon a point, which he discovered as

false and moved on, but soon drew a point again and was
backed by Bang Grace. Mr. Leach killed neatly, and
Pendragon, sent to retrieve, mumbled his bird. Following
the covey Pendragon again pointed and was backed. When
the birds were put up he was unsteady to wing; ordered on,

Pendragon again pointed and showed steadiness to wing and
shot when Mr. Leach killed. Bang Grace retrieved in good
style. The dogs were then ordered up, after being down two
hours and thirty minutes, and the heat given to Bang Grace.
Dashing Noble—Clifford.—The brace was entered at

11:25. Dashing Noble, by Count Noble—Dashing Novice,
handled by Mr. J. R. Henrichs, and Clifford, by Emperor
Fred—Fairy Bell, handled by Mr. J. Otto Donner. Dashing
Noble, a litter brother of the California Kennel's Sweetheart
and Janet, showed too much flesh, but ran a clean, good heat.

After drawing several fields blank, Dashing Noble in an old

orchard, jumped into a stylish point on a covey and was
beautifully backed by Clifford. Mr. Henrichs killed and
Noble retrieved well. Following the birds, Noble again
pointed and was again handsomely backed, moved on, again
pointed and was backed. No birds could be flushed, but as

the spectators moved on a single bird was flushed. Dashing
Noble in pace, range, style and quartering had the heat, and
Mr. Donner withdrew Clifford after the brace had been down
thirty-five minutes.
Gloster—Buckellew.—At 12:10 o'clock the brace was

cast off in stubble. Gloster, by Dashing Rover—Trinket,

handled by his white-haired, enthusiastic owner Mr. Edward
Dexter, and Buckellew, by Druid—Ruby, handled by the
well-known and most charming Secretary of the club, Mr.
Washington A. Coster. Gloster moved freely at better pace
than Buckellew, who seemed not at all himself. After freeing

the dogs in the open Gloster pointed in brush at edge of a

wood lot, after putting up some out-lying birds. The covey
was flushed and followed, when Gloster again pointed two
birds in succession, one of which Buckellew backed to order.

Taken up to reach new ground, when put down Gloster
established a point. Buckellew to the right drew to point on
a covey, and Mr. Coster missed clean when ordered to kill.

Following the covey Gloster pointed three birdB in rapid suc-
cession and Buckellew scored a flush. At 12:55 the brace
was ordered up aud the heat given to Gloster.

Pocahontas—Countess Gladstone.—After a delightful

luncheon Bpread by the club at 1:45, the brace was cast off.

Pocahoutas, a lemon and white pointer bitch byTramp—Grace,
handled by Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, aud the lemon and white
Eogligh setter Countess Gladstone, by Gladstone—Countess,
handled by Mr. J. R. Henrichs. Ordered off Pocahontas
pointed a stink bird, and was backed. The dogs were then
worked over an open pine ridge, and through two fields; then
back into the pines, when a covey was flushed wild. Bloving
then into an old orchard, Countess flushed down wind, and
inBtantly thereafter pointed, and, when ordered on, jumped a

fence and pointed again, Pocahontas backing. Considerable
oover was drawn blank and a ravine crossed when Countess
pointed false and was backed. Moving on the dogs were
lost, and, when found were on point, but no birds could
be flushed. When ordered on, both dogs made game, and
Countess flushed and chased when the covey rose. When
followed Mr. Henrichs flushed aud crippled a bird which
Countess retrieved badly. Pocahontas had drawn to point

at some distance away. Ordered on, Pocahontas pointed,
and Mr. Hitchcock flnshed and killed, the bitch retrieving
nicely. About equal in pace, range and style, Pocahontas
had rather the better of the heat, and was given the race at 3
o'clock.

Brimstone—Lucia.—At 3:15 the noted English setter bitch
Brimstone, by Gladstone—Swaze, handled by her able owner
Mr. H. E. Hamilton, and Lucia, a liver and white pointer
bitch by Croxteth—Gregory's Belle, handled by Mr. D. S.
Gregory. Brimstone made the pace and range. Each bitch
drew and false pointed. Moving on, a covey was flushed,
neither bitch having an opportunity to point. Then Lucia
flashed and Brimstone pointed and was steady when the
birds were flushed, both steady to gun. Lucia soon balanced
the score by pointing, and was steady when Mr. Gregory
killed. Brimstone had, meantime, pointed in ugly briars,
but no bird could be flushed; but when the bitch moved on,
she very soon drew to point, Lucia refusing to back. Ordered
on Brimstone soon pointed again in sedge. Lucia was draw-
ing on the same covey, and came to point. The birdB
flushed wild and both bitches were steady to wing. At 4:15,
when ordered up, Brimstone was given the heat.
Brandon—Corinne.—Brandon, a handsome white and

lemon ticked setter, imported from England, by Royal Rock

—

Nellie, was well handled by Mr. J. O'H. Denny. Corinne,
an Irish red bitch by Peter—Countess, was handled by
Mr. George Leach. The dogs were thrown off at 4:20 in a
cornfield near a wood lot. Brandon soon pointed and
Corinne backed well, but no birds were found. Ordered on
up a ridge both dogs pointed in weeds, but the birds flushed
wild and were marked. Following them Brandon pointed
and Corinne backed handsomely. Moving on Brandon did
some neat work, pointing several times and backing a point
by Corinne. Corinne scored two points meantime, and Mr.
Leach killed a bird over one of them, which the bitch
retrieved well. Moving on Corinne flushed a bird, and the
dogs were taken up at 5 o'clock, Brandon being awarded the
heat, and the work ended for the day.

SECOND SERIES,

Bang Grace—Dashing Noble.—On Friday morning, at 8:45,

the first brace of the second series was cast off in a field of
sedge grass two miles east of High Point. Dashing Noble
made game before the dogs were ordered off, aud immediately
upon being turned down ran a few feet into the wind and
pointed a covey in high style, Bang Grace backing staunchly.
Mr. Henrichs killed, both dogs steady to wing and guns and
Noble retrieved well. Sent on, Noble within two hundred
yards again pointed and was backed. Bang Grace on a
swing over a knoll drew to point and Noble backed. Alter
a moment a covey flushed down wind from Noble and
between the dogs. The dogs were then worked back into a
thicket near a fence upon the first covey flushed, but the
handlers and judges were so close that before either dog
could score the birds flushed wild and were followed, when
Noble flushed Bang scoring a point in some plum bushes.
The birds seemed wild, and when a shot was fired flew to an
oak grove near by. Entering the grove Noble scored two
points a flush and a back, and Bang Grace a point and a back.
Noble had the best of the race in pointing, pace, ranee and
style. After being down twenty-seven minuteB the heat was
given to Dashing Noble.
Gloster—Pocahontas—At 9:26, after a tedious wait, Gloster

and Pocahontas were thrown off. Gloster set a great pace
in wide range and soon pointed, but moved on without order.

The dog waded on into a corn patch and pointed a covey.
Pocahontas running down wind flushed a bird, and instantly

sighting Gloster jumped into a beautiful back. The covey
flushed wild, both steady to wing. Crossinga fence into a wood
lot Pocahontas pointed and was steady when Mr. Hitchcock
killed. Moving on Gloster was lost for some minutes, and
when discovered was on point holding a bevy in a run. The
approach of the handlers flushed the birds, both dogs steady.

The brace was then taken up for eieht minutes to reach a
grove. When put down in a damp swale Gloster established

point in fine, high-headed style, and Pocahontas backed
perfectly. Mr. Hitchcock killed when the birds rose, and
Gloster retrieved neatly. At 10:19 the brace was ordered back,
Gloster winning. Gloster is an able, a good dog in any com-
pany, and beat Pocahontas iu pace range and style. After

the close of the heat and before Mr. Dexter had placed Gloster
on chain the dog pointed near by, and Judge Donner,
borrowing a gun, downed a pair of sharp flying birds as neatly

as Mr. Robinson or Mr. Orr could do it.

Brimstone—Brandon.—The brace was handsome, Brim-
stone's nervy, quick, daring style being very taking, while
Brandon ran a good dog. But few yards were passed before
Brandon, ranging through an orchard, dropped on point.

Brimstone being staunch on a mixed back, partly scenting.

Mr. Denny killed a hard bird, and .Brandon made a good
retrieve. Moving on a rabbit started immediately before the

dogs and an incipient chase by both was only stopped by
orders. WorkiDg toward the bevy Brandon again pointed
and was backed. Ordered on through a draw and over a corn
patch Brandon false pointed a little unsteadily and Brimstone
stole by and also false pointed. Taken up for fifteen minutes
to change locality the dogs were again started at 11:15, aDd
both ran over birds which were afterward flushed by the

handlers. At 11:19 Brandon was awarded the heat.

third series.

Gloster—Dashing Noble.—Cast off in the open, Noble
soon dropped into a false point. Gloster then made game
and was staunch on point for several minutes until bis

veteran handler could fight his way through a sharp thicket.

The dog was steady when the birds were flushed. Each then
scored a point in heavy cover, and Gloster flushed, dropping
to wing. Leaving the woods for an old orchard, Noble made
a point and Mr. Henrichs crippled the bird, both dogs steady

to shot. Noble sent to retrieve rounded the running bird a

good distance, but was called off before finding. Moving
down the hill Noble again pointed and Mr. Henrichs missed,

the dog being steady. Gloster then found a covey and
pointed, and was steady when Mr. Dexter killed. .Noble was
given a point and Gloster a back out. At 12:20 Gloster was
awarded the heat, which he won by pace, style and range.

Dashing Noble was not all himself, though moving more
freely all the time.

Brandon had a bye.

FINAL FOR FIRST PLACE.

Gloster—Brandon.—After a luncheon spread by the club,

at which roast chicken, "fizz," and a deal of sparUing
badinage made the hour seem very short, Gloster and Bran-
don were ordered off for the final. Gloster, within a qnarter-
mile, had a covey, of which Mr. Dexter, by a brilliant shot,

downed one, both dogs steady and Gloster retrieving.

Several fields were then drawu blank when Brandon dropped
into point, Mr. Denny flashing a covey behind the dog as he
walked up. The point showed superior nose. Moving on
Brandon made another handsome point down wind from
where covey had flushed, but no bird could be put up.

Moving on Brandon pointed and Mr. Denny missed, the dog
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steady, Gloster breaking in. Brandon then flushed with the
wind in his nose, and dropping to wing was backed. Sent
on in pairs, Gloster rounded out a single and pointed, Mr.
Dexter missing, and both dogs beiug steady to wing and gun.
Gloster then scored another point, and at 2:32 was awarded
the heat and first money. In style, pace and independence
Gloster had the heat.

TRIAL HEAT.

Bcokellew—Dashixg Noble.—The judges decided to run
a trial heat between the noted Buckellew and Dashing Noble,
to determine which shonld run off second with Brandon".
When cast off Buckellew showed much freedom, style and
pace, but was often compelled to stop by tenesmus, resultant
upon dysentery. Dashing Noble soon pointed a covey and
Buckellew lost scent. Ordered on Dashing Noble pointed
another bevy, and was backed by Buck to order. Buck then
drew to a fine high-hearled point and was backed, Mr. Coster
missing. Moving on Buck again pointed, but the birds rose
wild on all sides. A deal of blank ground was tbeu drawn
and a sag worked down, when Dashing Noble pinned a covey
in low gra«s, and when Buck was sent to back the latter
stole in and pointed also. The heat was given to Dashin"
Noble.

"

FOURTH SERIES.

Dashixg Noble—Brandon.—For second money the dogs
were started, and instantly Dashing Noble pointed and was
given the heat by consent of the haudlers.
Members' Stake—Open to members only. One entry free, each extra

entry SJO. Prizes. $10n to first; Silver Cup to second: S5o to third
First, won by Mr. Edward Dexter's English setter dog Gloster by
Dashing Rover—Trinket; second by Mr. J. R. Henrich's English
setter Dashing Noble by Count Noble—Dashing Novice; third by
Mr. •/. O'H- Denny's English setter Brandon by Royal Rock—Nellie.
Judges, Messrs. J. Otto Donner, and J. W. Orth. Ron at Hi"h Point
N. C, November 18 and 19. 1U86.

'

Bang Grace, lemon and white "»
/ Pendragon. black, white and

pointer bitch by Bang Bang [ b . > tan English setter by Count—Grace, owner, Jas. L. .

uti* 1

i Noble—Floy, owner, G T
Breese, } ( Leach.

Dashing Noble, black, white , y Clifford, black, white and tan
and tan English setter by '

b . 1 English setter by Emperor
Count Noble -Dashing Nov-

,

'i Fred—Fairy Belle, owner, J.
ice, owner, .1. R. Henricus, J { Otto Donner,

Gloster. black, white and tan
|

. Buckellew, orange and white
English setter by Dashing f h . ) English setter by Druid—
Rover-Trinket, owner, Ed- I

ueal " Ruby, owner, Washington A.
ward Dexter, J ( Coster.

Pocahontas, lemon and white I / Countess'Gladstone.lemon and
pointer by Tramp-Grace, 1 b , 1 white English setter by
owner, F. R. Hitchcock, I "j Gladstone - Countess, owner

} ( J. R. Henricus.
Brimstone, lemon and white » / Lucia, liver and white pointer
English setter by Gladstone [ . . ) byCroxteth—Gregory's Belle
—Swaze, owner, H.E. Hamil-

[

* owner, D. S. Gregory
ton. ) (

Brandon, lemon and white
j

/ Corinne, Irish red setter by
English setter by Royal ' .

f I Peter—Conntess, owner, G.
Rock—Nellie, owner, J. O'H. i

u**"
\ T. Leach.

Denny, ) (

SECOND SEEIES.

Dashing Noble beat Bang Grace. | Gloster beat Pocahontas.
Brandon beat Brimstone.

TH1ED SERIES.

Gloster beat Dashing Noble.
| Brandon a bye.

FINAL.
Gloster beat Brandon and won first.

TBIAL HEAI. TO SELECT A COJIPEirTOB FOE 8ECOJTD.
Dashing Noble beat Buckellew.

HEAT FOR SECOND PLACE.
Dashing Noble beat Brandon and won second.

Brandon placed third by the judges.
First, Gloster.
Second, Dashing Noble.
Third, Brandon.

I Stowed away in various places about town arc striogs of
clogs that seem lit to race for their lives. Avent. assisted by
Col. Arthur Merriman, has Koderigo, Paul Gladstone, Cassio,
Nat Goodwin, Chance, Allie, James and -Jean Valjean.
Koderigo seems quite plain, is of about the size of Will
Golcher's Fannie, but is immensely powetfol and is perfectly
conditioned. Paul Gladstone is a dog of different type, stands
a half inch higher than Rod and is about such a dog as Mr.
Logan's Fred, bat smaller. The rest of Avents' are Derby
entries, and are all pinks. Mr. Tncker has with him Fred
W., a brother of San Koy, a big dog with verv pale tan points,
owned by B. F. Wilson; Keystone, Goldstone and Pet Glad-
stone by Gladstone—Sue, owned by the Messrs. Bysou, a
brace of small, neat setters of much quality, but seemingly
rather lacking substance, and several other Count Nobles
and Gladstones.
Mr. Tallaman has Foreman and a native, the former look-

ing well. Mr. Short has three Paul Gladstone puppies for
the Derby, Dan Gladstone and Chickasaw 2nd, by Gladstone
—Sue, for the aged stake.
Luke White has Bang Bang in fine shape, and looking as

much like Mr. Ed. Brigg's Climax as one pea like another.
The list might be prolonged indefinitely but for lack of

time. The draw is to be made to-night and on to-morrow
morning the Derby is to begin, of which daily reports will be
sent.

Yesterday evening, on invitation of J. K. Henrichs, of the
Pittsburgh Kennels, the Breeder and Sportsman reporter
went out a half mile to the edge of the town and hunted quail
for an hour over Dashing Noble, litter brother to the Califor-
nia Kennels Sweetheart and Janet, and Dan Noble by Connt
Noble—Lewis' Nelly. The dew was descending, and the birds
feeding, and in an hour Dashing Noble made eighteen points
and was beautifully bicked by Dan. A more enjoyable hour
we do not recall, and we wished that Joe Bassford, Jndge
Post, Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Bennett and a thousand other keen
quail shots might have been there.

The incidents of the Eastern Field Trials Club meeting are
quite as interesting as the trials. The names of the prominent
owners and sportsmen are quite as well known to our readers
as to people who live on the eastern slope. Beaching High
Point, wearied beyond expression by incessant travel, broken
nights and exposure, spirits were naturally not high, and
forebodings of chillness to a stranger almost made the
Breeder and Sportsman representative hesitate to alight
when the son of darkness, who officiated as brakesman, rolled
off those pregnant words "High Point" in the resonant bass
which seems to be the birthright of the darkey. No hole-in-
the-wall was ever darker than the night of arrival, and the
knowledge that the lone Californian was thousands of miles
from any known face or familiar friend weighed heavily. The
Bellevue Hotel was entered, and the name registered. No
Booner was that done than the pleasant clerk remarked, "yon
are expected, and I will bring Mr. Coster." The clouds began
to lift, and when the hearty, tall, handsome exeoutive
Washington A. Coster came striding in, with a hearty welcome,
it really did not seem so lonely. A good room had been
reserved and such traps as had not been left along the road
were quickly placed in it. As soon as that was done an
invitation to go to Mr. Coster's room was accepted.
The Secretary was installed in a monstrous room on the

ground floor which he permits members and friends to use at
pleasure, and it seems to be the pleasure of everybody to
spend more time there than anywhere else. The Californian
was ushered in and introduced to a company of men, every
one of whom by name is known throughout the doggy world:

J. Otto Denner, liberal, tall German, friendly.

J. W. Orth, slim, wiry, keen-eyed, frank and cordial.
J. R. Henrichs who, with Mr. Howard Hartley owns the

Pittsbuigh Kennels, shortish, rosy faced, sturdy and manly.
D. S. Gregory, whose famous Belle, a queen of pointers,

has made his name familiar.

Francis E. Hitchcock, of the Westminster Kennel Club,
shrewd, kindly and lazy-going.

H. E. Hamilton, prince of good fellows, always anticipating
needs, and so charming in granting favors that one feels at
liberty to ask others.

Edward Dexter, long-time friend of our venerable Californian
Nestor Fred. Taft, grey-headed man of the world, keen
tongned, but without gall.

H. M. Short, six feet three, dry and keen, and so many
others that memory fails.

A room full of men full of wisdom in all things doggy, and
overflowing with hearty, sportsmanly good fellowship. The
deep knowledge of pedigrees, performances and worth of dogs
shown in the casual conversation of the gentlemen present
was most interesting to one to whom it had hitherto been
possible to form estimates only by readingand correspondence.
Just now, strolling down one of the curious neglected streets

in sight from the window, go Charles Tucker the handier
and B. F. Wilson or "Dad," as everybody calls him. Mr.
Wilson, tall, grey, pallid-faced, strong-featured, with clear,

deep-set grey eyes which bespeak the man of large sympathies
quite as strongly as his acts of kindness to all who come in
contact with him.
Down stairs a few moments ago D. C. Bergundthal, a little

beyond meridian, good-faced and enthusiastic, discoursed of

Sake and Fanny in a way that stamped him a man capable of
judging his own dogs. Strolling about are Wm. Tallman, J.

M. Avent, Luke White, Captain C. E. McMnrdo, D. E. Hose,
and a dozen others to know whom is a pleasure.

Spratt's Patent Dog Cakes.
The following extract from the Kennel, in reference to this

remarkable dog food, is important to breeders and traiuers
of dogs. The biscuits and cakes can be had from the dealers
in this city whose addresses will be found in our regular adver-
tisement:

"Apart from business considerations and the benefit that
may result to dogs and their owners, it gives us great pleas-
ure to be able to add onr testimony in behalf of Spratt's
Patent Dog Biscuit, drawn from a fair and thorough test of
them in our own kennel, because we have heretofore
expressed our disapproval oi the use of dog biscuit generally.
Our prejudice against dog biscuit, or rather our conviction
that it was not wholesome food for dogs, was not without
good foundation, but we now cheerfully confess that our
experience with Spratt's Patent had been rather limited, and
the test we have recently made has fully convinced us' that
there is no better kennel food.
"Owing to great numbers, poor kennel accommodations,

and other causes, our dogs had run down to wbat we consid-
ered very poor condition, and we were most anxious to get
them up in flesh; but the state of their blood forbade us feed-
ing a sufficient quantity of meat to bring them qnickly into good
order; besides we found that the more meat we allowed them
the less vegetable food they would eat. We were finally
induced to try Spratt's biscuit according to the following
plan: Id the morning the hearty eaters got each two biscuits
dry, broken into small bits, and the dainty feeders got but
one. In the evening they got each three biscuits soaked in
strong soup, made from beef bones and scraps. About once
a week they got a feed of corn meal and meat cooked together.
Some of the dogs did not like the biscuit at first; but soon
all devoured them eagerly. We gave personal and special
attention to the sanitary condition of the kennel, but even
then it was not very good. Still' the dogs commenced to
improve almost immediately, and in three weeks they were
all in very respectable condition. We continued to feed our
field trial dogs on the biscuit, and when we started south no
dogs ever were in finer form, as will be seen by referring to
the reports of the eastern field trials in the various sporting
papers.
"Bang Bang, never before in this country, gave such an

exhibition of no.-6 and staying powers as he did on this diet,
aad we cheerfully share the ere .lit of his fine con lition at Bi^h
Point with Spratt's Patent.

"While we can procure it my kennel shall never again be
without this excellent food."

"Hermit." in the "Kennel Items" of our contemporary, the
Irish Sportsman, writes thus on the question of Irish Water
Spaniels:

"We regret that Irishmen do not unite and try to do some-
thing in order to revive the Irish water spaniel, which is fast
dying out. They are now far and away scarcer than the Irish
red 6etter was some years ago, and they have now, to a very
great extent, taken the place of the LaveracK, the blue Belton,
the English, or black-and-tnn setters, or even the pointer'.
Then the Irish terrier, which had nearly become "a cur,"
has been bred np to such a standard that they are how one of
the largest classes on the show bench, and have been much
fancied by those who used to keep fox and other breeds of
terriers owing to their gameness with badger, otter, or rat,
besides being such a good companion, and easier to keep
clean-'looking" than the fox or kennel terrier. We think the
Spaniel Club do not look after the interests of the Irish water
spaniel sufficiently. They ought to induce committees of dog
shows to make special classes for them, as shows of any note
ought to have a champion class for dogs, and one for bitches.
We venture to say that if it is done the few gentlemen who

still have some worthy representatives in their kennels would
come forward and exhibit, and by doing so it would encourage
the breeding of the same, and the sportsman's companion
would, after a short time, hold the plaoe it should, not alone
on the bench, but in the field. We cannot point to many who
try to keep the breed pure in this country, and the few that
do are offered such tempting prices by foreign buyers that
they are induced to take them, and consequently the small
stock of the pure blood is gradually diminishing.
Mr. Doyle, we are glad to hear, notwithstanding the hand

some price he was offered for his prize dog Young Larry
Doolin, properly refused it, but was satisfied to dispose of
three others which have gone to Russia; but as he has several
brood bitches, bis kennel will be a likely one to do a great
deal in keeping np the breed; except, however, lovers of the
breed support him he will have a hard battle to fight.

A circular has come to hand from the Chequasset Kennels
Lancaster, Mass., announcing thoroughbred St. Bernards of
all ages, both rongh and smooth, for sale, including young
stock by Alp II, Rudolph II, Apollo, Merchant Prince, and
Essex. Also English pugs which are claimed to be the finest
strains in the world, special attention being called to the
pups from prize winning bitches.

The Hounds and the Artificial Hare at Oakland.
The conrsing at the Oakland track, last Sunday, was fairly

attended, and the racing was kept up from early in the fore-
noon until thb sun had almost set. The unfinished match
vvas run off in ties as they were left from the previous Sun-
day 's programme.
In the tnird tie, between Vallejo Lily and Windy Castle, the

run was declared a draw, as neither of the dogs would start.
In the fourth tie Sweep ran a bye. Harry Wilkes beat
U.eveland Maid in the fifth tie, and Sweep was winner over
Harry Wilkes on the last run. Sweep was declared winner of
the whole race, taking first money, §20, Harry Wilkes took
the second portion, and the ihira and fourth shares were
divided between Vallejo Lily and Cleveland Maid,
Eight dogs were entered for the sweepstake race after the

artificial haie, the match resulting as follows:
Moore's Lady Cleveland beat Hine's Butcher Boy in the first

run. Cronan's Santa Clans passed Warmbletons Redwood
Chief in the second. O'Shea's Gladstone was beaten by
Tiernan's Napoleon in the third, and Tiernans Belle of
Waterloo was winner over Livingston's Lady Colin in the
fourth run.
The ties were then rnn off as follow: Lady Cleveland fell

behind Santa Clans in the first, and Waterloo passed Napoleon
in the second tie.

The final run of the race resulted in Santa Clans winning
first money, $20, over her sister, the Belle of Waterloo,
who was awarded second money, $10. The third and fourth
portions were awarded to Napoleon and Lady Cleveland
respectively.

The remainder of the day was spent in running private
matches, in which the purses varied from §10 to $25
No time was taken at any of the races. P. Behan was
appointed jndge and James Wren acted as slipper.

The American Fox-Terrier Club's Stakes.

The following stakes have been opened by the American
Fox-Terrier Club, entries for which shonld be addressed to
Fred Hoey, Secretary, American F'ox-Terrier Club, Lone
Branch, N.J.:
The Tomboy StakeB of 1SS7—For a silver cup presented by

the president of the American Fox-Terrier Club, added to a
sweepstakes of $5.00 each p. p., lor fox-terriers whelped after
January 1, 1S86, and to be competed for at the Spring show
of the New Jersey Kennel Clnb in 1SS7. Entires to close
January 1, 1887.

The Apollo Stakes of 1887—For a silver cup presented by
the Secretary of the American Fox-Terrier Club, added to a
sweepstakes of $5.00 each p. p., for fox-terrier dogs whelped
after January 1, 1886, and to be competed for at the Spring
show of the Hartford Kennel Club in 1SS7. Entries to close
January 1, 18S7.
Home bred Pnppy Stakes—For a silver enp presented by

Mr. John E. Thayer, added to a sweepstakes of $5 00 p. p.,
for fox-terrier puppies whelped after April 1, 1886, to be com-
peted for at the Spring show of the New England Kennel
Clnb, in Boston, 1887. Entries to close January 1, 1S87.
New York, Augcst Belmont, Jr.,

Pres. A. F. T. C.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials.

Tke following are the entries for the All-Aged Stake to be
run off at King's Eiver on Monday, the 13th instant, and
following days.

J. M. Bissford, Jr.'s, lemon and white pointer dog Lemmie
B. by Prince Banger, dam Gracie Bow.
Wm. Schreiber's lemon and white pointer dog Mountain

Boy by Grouse, dam Nell.
Wm. Schreiber's lemon and white pointer bitch Lassie by

Prince, dam Forest Lily.

J. G. Edwards' black, white and tan English setter dog
Boyal Duke II by Regent, dam Dolly.

J. Martin Barney's orange and white pointer dog Tern
Pinch by Tom, dam Buelah.

General George B. Cosby's liver and white pointer dog Bow,
Jr., by Ranger Boy, dam Josie Bow.

C. S. Eclou's red Gordon and Irish dog Rip (brother to
Trix) by Count Range, dam Queen.

Post and Watson's bine belton Llewellyn setter bitch Janet
by Count Noble, dam Dashing Novice.
Post and Watson's blue belton Llewellyn setter bitch

Sweetheart, litter sister to Janet.
J. B. Martin's lemon and white English setter dog Dashing

Money by DashiDg Monarch, dam Amelia.

Onr Belgian contemporary Chasse el Peche, auotes from
another Continental journal, the /«», an account of an inven-
tion which has been patented by Mr. Th. Matt, of Markdorf.
This is an apparatus to enable the chained-up watchdog to
make the tour of the house. A hollow tube is fixed round
the wall; in the tube is a slit to admit the chain, and is fixed
to a ball that runs along like a door-chain. It is claimed that
this plan works better than a ring on a rod. It is the old
idea of exercising the suburban house-dog along the garden
path by means of a wire fixed to the wall at one end and to a
post at the other. The chain is hooked to the wire, and slips
along it with the dog's movements.

Every sportsman and lover of a good dog in this State will
learn with regret that Mr. P. D. Liuville's pointer pup Mid-
night died last Saturday. Midnight was by Joe Pape, dam
Nellie Pape, from the kennel of Mr. John Drees, Little Eock,
Arkansas. Midnight was the first pup from this celebrated
kennel ever seen in California. He was only six months old,
but of snch fine form and spirit that every hunter that saw
him hoped and expected great things from him when old
enough for work.

Last Saturday was a good day for football, just the weather
players like, but the chilly atmosphere was not pleasant for
standing or sitting still, hence there was but a small gathering
of spectators present to watch the match between the Orients
and Wideawakes, played at Center Park, Oakland. The teams
were as follows: Orient—H. Conger, E. C. Cooper, J. Luck-
man, M. Taylor. E. Masher, D. Catlin, A. Eichards, S. W.
Hall, J. White, H. J. Mayuard. Wideawake—F. Gamble E
Morey, H. Bnrlison, C. Beck, J. Sherard, S. C. Mastick, C.
Quinn, F. Eichards, P. Frear, H. Jones, G. Oslram. The
Orients won by eight points to Bix.

Shaw and Shrewsbury's team of Euglish cricketers arrived
in Australia late in October, and on 30th idem began a
match against 15 of South Australia, at Adelaide. The English
ran up a score of 329, and the South Australh:
together 132 in their first attempt, and lost eiu-

127 in the second innings; the game stood at
the mail left. Evidently the Englishmen would
win.
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Rule by Kindness and Humanity.

re is no vice more detestable in man than cruelty in any

fori to any being. The crime is sometimes punished but

seldom does it meet adequate retribution. The man who
mercilessly uses his power to punish any creature under his

control is a disgrace to his kind, yet how niaDy of thesewhom

"each kindred brute might bid blush for shame" there are in

the world. There is no animal having equal claims upon our

consideration and kindness with the horse, yet noue suffer

as greatly as the horse from human persecutions and wroDgs

of every degree. To the honor of our kind be it said that

perhaps in the majority of cases where our horses are ill-used

it is more through thoughtlessness than through willful

cruelty. But this does not make it any less an outrage

against our first and best servant and friend, and it is aB

much the duty of true horsemen to point out where ignorance

is responsible for ill-usage as to prevent intentional cruelty.

One of the most lamentable things in life is to see a young

colt being "broken" by an ignorant and incompetent

"breaker." His ignorance is excusable if he is kind, but

vour average breaker does not believe in the power ot "moral

suasion" in the eqnine kingdom. His motto is, "I'll break

his spirit or I'll break his heart," and he generally succeeds.

The colt "breaker" is a colt killer, and he must give way to

the colt-educator. The successful educator needs uulimited

patience, a sweet temper, and a good stock of ingenuity or

tact. The happy mixture of patience and firmness that will

not be mastered by the horse, but will master him without

harshness, is the kind of nature that copes successfully with

a wild and foolish colt, whose wildness and foolishness are

merely exuberance of spirit "unballasted" by education. A
horse-educator must be a thinker. Every teacher of the

human "young idea" knows that a pupil who appears

extremely dull in learning a task, the utility or purpose of

which he does not comprehend, may be surprisingly bright

when he is made to understand why he is learning it and of

what advantage it will be.

To teach a thinking being successfully we must have con-

sideration and regard for his thoughts and for the effect of

our methods upon his mental development—and the trainer

who forgets that the high-bred horse is possessed of a high

order of mentality, of an exceedingly retentive memory, and

a keenly sensitive nature will fail as an educator. To teach

a colt what is right and what is wrong is equally difficult, and

the only means of doing so is to convey to him a sense of

displeasure—not anger—at wrong-doing and of warm
approval when he does well. The great mistake of the

ordinary trainer is his faith in terrorizing the animal to do

right instead of teaching him. A -state of fear renders learn-

ing impossible. The animal must be made to comprehend
that you are his friend, and that no harm will come to him
unless by reason of his own vice. While improper actions

ehoald be promplly restrained, it should not be forgotten

that horses, like men, make honest mistakes, go wrong unin-

tentionally, and misunderstand orders, and punishment for

this is wrong. Bnt a little patience and perseverance will

always succeed. Gentle punishment will teach the animal

that certain things are wrong, and once he knows what he is

wanted to do and that his doing it- will meet with kind
approval, a horse of average intelligence will prove an apt

pupil in further lessons.

The importance of a right beginning cannot be overrated,

for a well-traiDed horse is not often ill-used. Those who
have had the misfortune to have been badly "broken" are the

ill-starred individuals in the horse world. For faults for

which their early teacher was responsible they are whipped,
kicked and pounded through life, "old" and broken down
while yet they should be in their prime, and left, at last, to

die of neglect and starvation—this is the outline of many a

good horse's hard life. An ounce of humanity in the begin-

ning may save many a pound of pain in the future; hence
the importance of humane and rational education of celts.

The most trying horse to the temper is a balky one. yet it

is probable there never was a natural balker. Balky horses

are made, not born so. Overloading and discouragement are

in a majority of cases the cause of the trouble. Men assign

horses to perform tasks for which they are not calculated.

Spirited, nervy little bits of condensed pluck and courage are

hooked double with dull, steady, plodding work-horses, and
are jerked and curbed in senseless efforts to make them
conform to the slow and spiritless gait of their draft com-
panions. As well try to manacle the wind! A horse should
not be put to uses for which he is not intended. How often

we see an animal whose place is in the carriage, or at the

lightest of draft work, hitched to a heavy load. He makes
quick, gritty, spasmodic efforts to draw, and soon becomes
discouraged. Then by way of encouragement he is often
whipped or pounded with a heavy stick, while if the driver

had not eminent qualifications for entrance to a lunatic

aBylum, he would Tetlect that the horse cannot know whether
he is punished for failing to draw or for making the attempt.

And to witness this too-frequent spectacle of a horse anchored
to a load and whipped, beaten and kicked, makes the blood
in a true man's veins seethe and boil, and he longs just for a

little while to occupy a seat of judgment.
Few creatures possess in a greater degree the virtues of

gratitude and natural kindness than the horse. He is slow to

forgive an injury, but never forgets continued kindness.
How often every thoughtful horseman has observed touching
evidences of the friendship of his horse. The gently caressing
nose, the kindly eye, the neigh of welcome, and the out-
stretched neck speak as eloquently as words of a noble,

thinking nature. Yet this same animal can by ill-usage be
transformed into a vicious, dangerous trute.

A very remarkable incident in the history of the original

Bush Messenger illustrates that though abuse may seem to,

it does not wholly destroy tbe better nature, and that one
touch of kindness calls into life all the old virtues. Years
after he was sold, Mr. Bush determined to see his old favorite,

whom he found kept in a pasture surrounded by a fence
ten feet high, through a hole in which the food and water
were passed to Messenger as if he were a "dangerous convict."

Mr. Bush was warned not to enter the inclosure for his very
life, but he went in and, unobserved, concealed himself
behind a tree and whistled. With a neigh the grand old fellow
came bounding across the field, in search of the source of the
well-remembered whistle. The horse raced around the
pasture, and when at the height of his run, Mr. Bush exposed
himself and whistled again. Messenger wheeled and made
directly for him, while the on-lookers trembled in terror.

But instead of seeking to kill, the horse came up gently and
laid his head over his old master's shoulder to receive the
cu&tomary caress. When Mr. Bush's time for departure had
come, he had proceeded but a few yards from the inclosure
when there was a crash, and out Messenger came, bounding
tb ough the Btrongbars. He followed his former owner to

the stable gently, where he was secured by strong ropes, aud
lor a long, long distance upon the road homeward Mr. Bush
could hear the noble animal neighing, lashing the stall, and
-'ruggling to be free and follow.

It is. a good thing for a man to be master of his horse, but

to be master of. his affections is an absolutely noble thing.

—

Wallace's Monthly. »
According to current English gossip, Lord Randolph

Churchill is about to become identified with the turf. It is

said that he has given commissions to buy several promising
colts, and may show his colors next season. If this be true

the British turf is to be felicitated. The Churchill's have not,

as a race, been particularly noted as turfmen, but families

differ very much in that respect. The present Earl Derby
has not the "slightest taste for sport of any kind, although he
is descended from a family of the most devoted sportsmen.

It may be that the American influence surrounding Lord
Kandolph Churchill encourages versatility. Already he has
risen to an eminence in politics few public men of his age in

England have ever attained, and although like all the

Churchills he is a trifle hot-blooded for civil affairs, he
promises a brilliant future. A majority of England's civic

heroes, Fox, Palmerston, and Derby have divided their atten-

tion between the State aud toe turf, although Lord George
Bentinck abandoned the latter in order to give his entire time
to the former, while Mr. Chaplin's connection with both has
provoked a captious critic to write recently that he made a

better turfman than a statesman. Lord Kandolph Churchill,

as is well known, married a daughter of Mr. Leonard W.
Jerome, of New York, and hence the racing influence has
always surrounded him.

The great sale of thoroughbreds, announced by S. D. Bruce
to be held at Lexington, Ky., on Wednesday and Thursday
the 15th and 16th instant, has attracted a good deal of atten-

tion from California horsemen, as proved by the inquiry for

catalogues. The horses to be sold include tbe cracks of the
Melbourne, K. C. Pate's and Chiun &, Morgan's Stables,

many of them the finest performers on the eastern turf during
the past season. Collectively they make up a brilliant gath-

ering of all ages, four-year-olds, three and two-year-olds being
very prominent, while the list of yearlings includes many of

the most fashionably bred colts and fillies in the country.
Details can be found in another column. Commissions for

tie sale maybe addressed to Col. S. D. Bruce, Room 16,

Times Building, New York.

DRAMA.
The most enjoyable of all the spectacles which the Kiralfys

have put upon the stage of this city is the Ratcatcher, intro-

duced for the first time at the California Theater on
Monday night. The romantic episode of the Pied Piper of

Hamelin as been dear to every one since childhood. There
is not much of it, but the Kiralfys or somebody else has
extended it over a long space, and by additions of greater or
les?er congruitymade a charming and brilliant entertainment.
Naturally enough the children play an important part in
the spectacle, and it is pleasant to state that they did their part
well, when their numbers and years are brought to mind.
The first scene opens with the children of Hamelin greeting
the piper Singgold, and for them he sings a minstrel song.
Mr. Hubert Wilkie appeared as the piper. He is a young,
handsome, graceful man, with a fine stage presence, and blest
with the ability to move about with ease. He has a fine

voice, which may be called either tenor or baritone according
to taste. He was dressed picturesquely and romantically,
and would pass for a Turk, Circassian, or Hungarian. His
first song went rather unsteadily, but he improved as he
got further along in the play and before it was over
had captured the ears of his audience, as his fine,

dashing figure and noble bearing captured all eyes within
the first five minutes. Singgold is a man that migh
pass for a Troubador, a soldier of fortune or a prince, for he
shows dignity, a love of money and a good singing voice. A
man to charm women and make men envious. To Mr. Wilkie,
and Miss MnldeDer as Hilda, the high comedy of the play is

entrusted, and they are both equal to its demands, Miss
Muldeuer being a good actress and having a pleasant face and
fine figure. The low comedy characters are Simpliciton
Rumpel, the Town Crier, and Tina the Innkeeper's niece.
Mr. Jay Hunt and Miss Douglas play the seperate parts, and
they entered into the spirit of the fun with both hands. As
a clownish comedian Mr. Hunt is excellent. He has a slim,

wiry figure, and a face that can be made up to represent the
most grotesque contortions. He assumes a cracked, husky
voice with even skill, and sings the absurd melodies which
are interpolated, with fine appreciation of their points. His
topical song with local allusions was equal to the average of
such compositions, and were irresistibly funny. The ballot
had not the imposing elements so marked in Excelsior, but in
a grotesque performance such as the Ratcatcher the brilliant
displays would not be in such good taste. The grouping was
good, the dancing excellent, the costumes harmonized in color
and shape. The principals were Miles. Tagliani aud Necode,
Konrad Sisters, with the Misses Haslam, Thomas, Dnnbar,
Bannister aud Yonge. There was plenty of variety in the
dancing, and much of it was as graceful and skillful as has
ever been seen on that stage. The Ballet of Laces was the
feature of this part of the performance. Venitian, Irish,

English, Maltese, French, Brussels, Spanish being all repre-
sented by groups beautifully and appropriately dressed,
and the dancing was in harmony with the characters repre-
sented in the groups. As an introduction to the third act,

Bellac, tbe Parisian necromancer, appeared. He is verv
clever, and in addition to the tricks of balancing usually seen
he added several that are made with commonplace appliances,
the most noticeable being balancing an ordinary coal oil lamp
on the rim of a breakfast plate, aud spinning the lamp and
plate as if they were tops. The effect of Bellac's feats was
heightened by the grotesque dress which he wore and the
grin which he kept on his face all through his part of the
performance. Then came the three Moxons as tumblers and
they tumbled beautifully. Tbe whole performance was
highly enjoyable. Every one was equal to his or her part
and in the minor spots attention was shown to details which
must always be appreciated by the close observer. The
scenery was not wonderful, but rather appropriate, and the same
word of commendation must be written about the groupings.
The audience were kept in a simmer of good humor through-
out, and at intervals the mirth broke out in wild hilarity. It
should prove a grand attraction for children, for the juveniles
play their part with evident relish and often with a fine sense
of humor. The Kiralfys deserve the warmest thanks for

coming to us at a time when dullness reigued in our theatres,

and the outlook was most gloomy for our holiday season.

The Vandykes, with their regimentals, accoutrements and
relics of the war will vanish to-night from tbe stage of the
Bush Street House, and on Monday Aimee will come to play
in Mam'zelle. Aimee is popular and deservedly so; her
work is always artiBtic, and should she be well supported it

will be a genuine pleasure to see her again. But even a
woman of Aimee's brilliant qualities and thorough training
cannot make a play a complete success if sticks and dolts
make up the rank and file of the company.

The Mascot has had an excellent ran at the Tivoli, and
will be followed on Monday night by the Robbers, which
will have but a short run of one week, doubtless to allow
time for preparing the holiday attraction Orpheus which is
announced for Monday 20th inst.

Billiards-

The first of the two cushiou-carrom games between George
F. Slosson, of Chicago, and Jacob Schaefer, of St. Louie, took
place in Masonic Hall, in the latter city, on the night of
Novernberj27. They say that it was for $2,000 a side, and
we are quite willing to take their word for it in fulfillment of
the pledge The Clipperla&t week made that thereafter it would
leave matters of this kind wholly to those whose duty, allied
to interest, demands that they, and not us, do sentry duty.
The game attracted but little attention. In this city, out-

side of the bookmaking room of Sexton & Stedeker, there was
no evidence that anyone knew that it was in progress or
cared whether it was or not. In bookmakers Sexton &
Stedeker's a few wagers were made, the odds having been put
at 10 to 8 bookmakers laid against Slosson. In Philadelphia
there was no evidence anywhere that the public knew that
the two foremost experts of this country were that night con-
tending for so heavy a stake as $4,000, or even for any
smaller amount. Not a word as to the progress of the contest
came to that city, we are informed, nobody caring enough
about it to make arrangements for telegrams. In St. Louia
play began to a gathering of fewer than four hundred,
although this scant number was noticeably augmented later.
The playing was quite up to the average record of cushion-

carroms. As a game it has always been tantalizing to the true
expert, because of its unproductiveness when there is reason
to look for appreciable results, and because of its liability to
show a "run" of a dozen or two when the beginning is of the
most unpromising kind. The dice came out of the box
Schaefer's way during the first three-fifths of the game, and
after that they rolled to Slosson's liking, he seemingly losing
the lead but once after he had reached 300. That exception
was in the 106th inning, when Schaefer was 422 to Slosson's
421; but as it was uneven innings, with Slosson yet to play,
it may be said that he did not lose the lead. Slosson won by
500 to 469. The winning average was 4. S- 123, or about six
per cent, below the best on record fora match. Schaefer aver-
aged 3-100-123, or about twelve per cent, above his average in
the first enshion-carrom match, six years ago. He played
against a first-class opponent. He and Slosson have now
twice played enshion-carroms, and both times Schaefer has
gone under. On the first occasion, in the tournament of
1SS1, Slosson made his best average of record, 5.5-39. in a
score of 200 against Schaefer's 99. The best runs in St. Louis
were 26, made by each. This figure is about what these men
usually make in public matches at cushion-carroms on a 5x10
table. It requires great luck to make many more, and
neither Schaefer nor Slosson has, as yet, ever had any luck
at this game, at least when encountering men of presumed
equal speed. Neither, in even a tournament game on a 5x10
table, has ever run outside of the twenty block more than
once, Schaefer having got in 35 and Slosson 32. It is of no
earthly use to reprint a score of units and ciphers. Suffice
it to say that both men happened to make double figures the
same number of times—fourteen. Schaefer made the large
bulk of his in the first half of the game when the dice were
rolling his way, and Slosson made tbe large bulk of his in the
last half. At this game it is always the wiser to woo the dice
on the last half, because as both men will be tired out anyhow,
after two and a half hours of hammering, it needs only what he
calls "bad luck" to finish up either wearied one. The time
of this contest was three hours and fifty minutes. Henry
Rhines of Chicago was referee. Charles Mathews of the same
city marker. Moulds of St. Louis acted as umpire for
Schaefer, and J. A. Thatcher of Chicago officiated in like
capacity for Slosson. The second game is to be played in
Chicago on December 17th. No provision has been made for
a third game in case Schaefer wins the second.

ANTEROS,
By ELECTIONEER, dam COLUMBINE.

FELL BROTHER TO

ANTEEO and ANTEVOLO.
AYING DECIDED TO SEND ANTEROS EAST ABOCT THE FIRST
of March, I wiil permit him to serve a few mares before that timeII

$50 the Season,
payable at time of service.
Owing to tbe shortness of tbe season I will refund the money on all

mareB not proving with foal. ADDRESS
G. W. MORRISON,
654 Wiwhlnifton Street, Oakland.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES
"TITTLE. DURING THE SEASON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTER, REMAIN
YV Qt home in the city of Oakland.

A limited number of approved mares will be bred at $75 the season

Further particulars will be answer a d later, or may be had at the

DEXTER STABLES, Oakland, Cai.
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Races! Races!
THE

EUREKA
JOCKEY CLUB

Will giv. a series of Races

South Park
Eureka, Humboldt Co., cal.

P

December 24th and 25th,

When the following parses will be con-
tested for

First Day.
RUNNING—Purse $130; for all ages, quarter of a

mile and repeat; ten per cent, entrance . First horse
§9u. second $30, third ?10. Three to enter, two to go.
RUNNING—Purse $100; for all ages; mile and

repeat. Entrance fee $50. Three to enter, two to go.

First horse $250, second Sl^O, third S50,

Second Day.
RUNNING—Purse $130; for all ages;6C0 yards and

repeat. Entrance fee 10 per cent. Three to enter,

two to go. First horse S90, second $30, third $10.

TROTTING—Purse $400; free for all. Entrance $50.

Mile heats, best three in five to harness and to rule.

First horse $250, second $100, third $50.

coxDirioss.
All Irotting races to be governed by State Agricul-

tural rules, and all running races to be governed by
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Rules.
All entries to close December 20th, 1836, at 7 o'clock

P.M.
In all running races three or more to enter and two

or more to start; inall trotting races four ormoreto
enter, three or more to start.

Good day. Good track.

All persons making entries to any of the above
races must pay half of the entrance fee at the time of
making entries, and the other half at 6 p. M. the
night preceding the race. All entries must be
addressed to the Secretary of the Eureka Jockey Club.

DANIEL MURPHY, President.
W, H. Wi'MASf, Secretary, lldec

Peremptory
SALE

OF THE

Thoroughbred Stock

THE0. WINTERS, ESa.
RANCHO DEL RIO
Sacramento County, Ca3,

Sir. Winters, having decided to retire from breed-
ing and training race-horses, has instructed us io
announce the following auction sales, viz.;

Thursday, Dec. 23, 1886,
At the stables of CHAS. S. SHEAR opposite Agri-
cultural Park, Sacramento.

Horses in training and engaged
TWOIEAK-OLDS

Slise Ford, b f by Enquirer, dam Bribery.
Adeline, ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
Chatelaine, b f by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Gold Cap, ch f by Enquirer, dam Buttercup.

YEAKLISGS.
Emperor of Norfolk, b c by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Bolero, b c by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Coloma. ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart. .

Zulieka, b f Sister to Miss Ford.
Corona, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
Serpolette, ch f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.

Saturday, Jan. 29, 1887,
AT SAME PLACE,

The Stallions and Brood-mares of Ranclio
del Rio.

Saturday, June 25, 1887.
All the yearlings, foals of 1SS6.

Bancbo del Rio will be sold as a whole or in lots
to suit. Catalogues will be ready in a few days.
For further particulars apply to

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers, \

99 Montsoinery Street, San Francisco.

State Agricultural

Society.

THE OCCIDENT STAKE

For 1889.
Trotting Stake for foals of 188$, to be trotted at the

California State Fair of ia8y; entries close January
I, 11:87, with Edwin F. Smith, s-ecretarv at office in
Sacramento, Cal. .?100 entrance, of which £10 must
accompany nomination. $15 to be paid January 1,

IS88; $25 to be paid January 1, 18S3; and $'50 thirty
days before the race.

The Occident < nr».

Of the value of S*G0, to be added by the Society.
Mile heats, three in five, in harness. First colt to
receive the cup and six-tenths of the stake; second
colt tbree-tenths: Ihird colt one-tenth of the stakes
This Stake, in 1884, paid the winner $1, -i5; in 1S85

$800; in 1880 $1,225.
J D. CARR, President,

EDWDS F. SMITH, Secretary.

FOR SALE.
THE

Ranoho del Rio

STUD FARM,
Four miles from Sacramento

including 1,020 acres of land, the entire stud of
iBioroajrlibreds, brood-mares, colts and
fillies. All improvements;—stables, paddocks, work
horses and implements will be sold complete or in
part to suit purchasers, the owner having decided
to retire from the business.

Address

THEODORE WINTERS,
KANCHO DEL RIO,

JtoOYtf SACKA-UEXTO.

STANFORD
:

STAKES
1889.

A sweepstakes for irotting ?olts and fillies of 1886,
?175each. $25 payable on the 1st of January, 1&87,
at which time Ihe stakes will close; $>5 on the lai
of January, 1&88, 825 on the 1st of January 1689
and $100 thirty days before the day fixed for
trotting, whatever amount up to be considered
forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time Incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The race to be heats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of tbe
hole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-

ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeiis the
proportion of tbe gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument wilt constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing
proportions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The
race to be trotted in 18S9, not sooner than the latter
part of August. The exact date to be fixed and
announced on the 1st of January, iS8u, or sooner.
On the 1st of January. 1687, there will be due the

following payments in the Stanford S.akes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1H88, $25*
Third payment in Stanford Stakes forl8«7. £25.'
The stakes for 188a will close January 1, 1887; $25

antrance.
Eace to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to
N. T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad Office, Fourth
and Townstnd streets, or JOS. OAIRN SDIPSON,
Secretary, Beeedek and Spoktsman Offics. on or
before tbe 1st day of January, I8B7. The colts must
te named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.

BLT. SMITH, Treasurer,
JOS. CAIRN SflMl>>o>, Secretary. idee*

OUK ANNUAL
IMPORTATION

CLYDESDALE

Stallions and Mares!

English Shire Horses!!!

THOROUGHBRED

Colts and Fillies!
COXSIGXMEST OF

Messrs. Bookless & Scott

Melbourne, Australia,

Will arrive about January 20, 188S.

For Information address

KILLIP & CO,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

93 Montgomery St. S. i".

YERBA BUBNA JERSEYS.
BEGIsrXKEIS A_"SEBICA>" JERSEY I'ATIXE tin OF >EW YOKK.

WINNINGS AT THE
At State Fair, Sacramento.

Best herd of thoroughbred Guernsey Cattle of any age

SWEEPSTAKES.

Best bull, and three of bis calves of any age or breed

—Jersey bull "Jack Lowe" (7518).

Also, the Gold Medal awarded by tbe State for most
meritorious exhibit of horned animals.

At Goideu Gale Fair, Oakland.
Seven First Prizes in Classes for age. I over 2 years old.

One Second Prize in Classes for age. Also, Herd prize, compering

Herd Prize, competing against Ayrshires and Devons [ Devons under 2 years old

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK.

Eleven First Prizes in Classes for Age.
One Second Prize in Classes for Age.

TTFRT> PBIZES.

Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle over 2 years

old.
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle under 2

years old.

giinst Ayrshires and

Notice.
Heebeet H. Beows, 3I.P. 1 Geo. H. Holmes,
Ncgest "W. Beovts, I 0. Betjce Lowe.

TBADDiO AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cottle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

\merica to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive

fend dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly penmiied to J. B. Haggin, Esq

and Hajor Bathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
pitt Street, Bydney,

Hew South Wales

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 4Aozs. 1 week
Her likeness above.

ECKOTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
HON PLAISIR, 183 lbs. in 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.

Blood Relatives of the above Cows, Young Animals of Botli Sexes, tor Sale.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco. ociceowtf

ma-RT ANNE OF ST, LAMBERT, 36 lbs. 12$ ozs. 1

week.A.J.C.C. test, 867 lbs. 142 ozs. inllmonths.

EDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2i ozs. 1 week, A. J.C

C. test.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Bace and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister Cole's Ossidine, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon'", Going's and DeBolse's Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco

ntfgfj

Teias

Grazing Lands.

26,240 acres

In Alternate Sections,

OF FINE GRAZING LAND
W1THK

18 MILES OF THE S. P. R. R.
In Presidio Connlv. Texas,

At 75 eta. per acre. Title perfect.

There is alternating with this tract 2 -2i0

acres belonging to the Stale School Fund
which can be leased for a term of six years at

an annual rental of six (C) cents per acre. By
leasing this there can be seenred a solid body
of 52,430 acres of splendid grazing land—such
lands as would in California sell readily at $7
to $9 per acre. This is an excelleut oppor-
tunity for a man to get a choice location for a
'arge sheep ranch for a small amount of
money.

For further particulars, maps, etc., address

J.S.DAUGHERTY,
Owner and Dealer la

Texas Lands and Bonds,
DALLAS, TEXAS.

Rooms 15 and 16 Merchants- Exchange.
4dec

THE

Goodenough

SHOE.
It would be well for all horse owners that Imve

horses with bad feet to call and examine my system
of shoeing with the Goodenough Shoe. Toe-crack*
and quarter-cracks cured or no pay. Trotters ana
runners shod to suit.

Shop >o, 1 , 57-59 Mew Montgomery St.
No. 9. 1 1 6 Waabltigton St.
No. 3, for. "Z:i<\ and Alabama St.
>>'. 4. 508 811. M . Oakland.

T. DOYJ E
Sole Agent for Pa<

Ideotx
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W. T. WooDABD.Pree.
Wjl Eastos, Vice-Pres.

B. G. Beuce, Trees
S.T. Habbison, Sec'y,

THE NATIONAL

Horse& CattleExchange

Of America.

GRAND SALE
OF

Th'roughbreds

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
of America will offer without reserve, and to the

highest bidder, in front of

TREACY&IWTLSON'S STABLES,
Lexington, Ky.,

THURSDAY & FRIDAY,

Dec. 16th and 17th '86,

Between 90 and 100 Head of

THOROUGHBREDS,
consisting of some twenty odd head of yearling?,

thirty odd two, three, and four-year-olds in train-

ing; Stallions and a large number of Brood-mares of
unexceptionable breeding, in foal to first-class

stallions. Among the stallions are FONSO, (win-

ner of the Derby and sire of FORTI 1:41-1) and
BOB FISHEE (1:423) and others; HTDER ALI, son of

IMP. LEAMINGTON, and a good sire IMP. SPEC-
ULATOR; GEN. HARDING, the best two-year-old of

hiB year, and DEMOCRAT son of IMP. LEAMINGTON.
Among the horses in training will be found GRIM-

ALDI (winner of the Pbcenix Hole! Stakes), PHIL
LEE, BANNAIL, and a number of others. The fol-

lowing well-known sires are represented in their

catalogue: KING ALFONSO, KING BAN. LONG-
FELLOW. TEN BROECK, LISBON, IMP.GLEN ATBOL,
BRAMBLE, FELLOWCRAFT, VIRGIL, PAT MOLLOY.
SPRINGBOK, IMP. LEAMINGTON, WAVEKLY, IMP.
AUSTRALIAN. WARDANCE and many others.

Catalogues will be ready in a few days and can be
obtained at the office of "The Live-Stock Record,
Lexington Ky; "Turf, Field and Farm," "The Sports-
man," and "Spiiit of the Times" offices in New
York;"Chicago Horseman," Bbeedee and Sportsman,
ban Francisco; or by addressing

The National Horse and Cattle Exchange
Offices

In New York or Lexington, Ky.

WM. EA.STON, of New York,
no20iif Auctioneer.

^Lr

Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

A NEW HAND BOOK.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Kay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Berlrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d

aam Musidora, by Belmont, eic.

No. 3. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont,

Ware's BiBmarck. by "Jack Trimble "(Ron of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. ML Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M.WILLIAMSON,
no27tf San Jose, I'aL

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

ZZ Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TOSALE8 OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All cities and Counties ol
the State,

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Carr,
Sacramento, balinas.

J. f . >>a ki.k.vt. Esq., Hon. John Buqgs
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haqoin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldeet established firm In the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction Bales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of everv description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder ami dealer of prom-
in* ce upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
gtvu full publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
tiuipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
i: jde of land of every description. We are author-

•\ to refer to the gentlemen whoue names are
^nded.

SUMP A CO., 22 Montgomery stwet.

THE TEACHER OF SPARRING, BY PROF. EDWIN F. SHAW,
Late of Harvard University.

With forty illustrations from life. By mail on receipt of price, viz., Paper 50 cents, Cloth $MM).

E. T. ALLEN,
BIANl FACrilKER OF

BOXING GLOVES, FENCING FOILS and GYMNASIUM GOODS.

416 Market St., San Francisco.
CIRCULARS *>* APPLICATION.

TO THE

TrottsngHorse

Breeders

CALIFORNIA,
FKOM

W. E. BRASFIELD & CO.

Managers of the

LEXINGTON
Combination Sales.

Knowing the high appreciation in 'which the

CALIFOKNIA-BKED
trotters are held bv our Kentucky breeders, and tbe

desire of them to be able to ob ain some of them for

the purpose of crossing with their trotters, we take

this means of soliciting a

CONSIGNMENT
of stock for our sale which will take place in

FEBBUARY, 1887,
and will say without fear of contradiction that no
other sale firm has the facilities for taking care of

and selling stock that we have.

ODE SALES ARE HELD AT THE

KEN1UCKY
Horse Exchange,
The only place in Kentucky where a sole can be

held regardless of weather. We have a track over an
Eighth of a Mile In Length.

and twenty feet wide, under cover, and everything in
connection to make purchasers comfortable and

to Show Stock to Best Advantage.
Our termB are 6 per cent, commission, and seventy-

five cents per day keep. For entry blanks and infor-
mation address,

W. R. BRASFIELD.
3v4 Lexington, Ky.

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.
(Patent applied for.)

CONSUMPTION.
I navo a positive- remedy fnr thonbovo disease; bylta nso

tbousnndB of cnties of the worst kind and of ion k standing
havoboon cared. Indeed, bo at ronir Iem v faith In Its efficacy
that I will B«Dd TWO DOTTLES I-'RET-:. t .'.collar with a VAL-
UABLE TREATISE on this dleeaaa, to an v BnOVror. Glvoox-
»re*8 ft Ft 9t ftdus«9». en. T. a. sloccm,Wj ^ flr i su n, V

13BOY26

Size. Extra sail drill. Sozarmyduck. lOozarmyduck
7x9 ft . . .?12.00 SI 5.00 317.00.

8x10 ft. . . .S14.00 817.00 $19.00.

9x14 ft. . . .$20.00 S24.00 826.00.
10x15 ft.. . .$22.00 $25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are hath body of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives EXTttEiiE length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best worknipn used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sepUtf El Cajon, San IMego Co., Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDVAR1»S, Shropshire, Eng.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger EC—
Donna I. Banger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Aston's
prize winner, 11:62; Donna I ex Nellie LI, by Juno LI,

ex-Juno 1.

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Kanger III, five and a half months old. By

Banger IL—Spot II. Spot LI ex Nellie H, ex Juno n,
ex Juno I.

Names of the dogs In the breed between 1830 and
1862 have been lost.

slo.OO each. To be seen at subscriber's place.
II. E. BO YES,

Agua Klca, Sonoma * o.

oc9 tf Railway depot, Pionee rGrove.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
Biea can see the English

Dully Sporting C'luroulde. I8iept

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST 3IIL1.S. Oralis*; 1'onaty, Vcrniout

SEND FOR PRICE LIST OF

EODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES.
HOOKS. ROD TRIMMINGS

— 4ND

anglers' supplies,

to the
-
trade

Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (sent to Dealers
only) will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. ICocIf

iSHMRED^.

HINUINF THE

| Bestand Cheapest
3 DOG FOOD.
9FEEDY0URD0GS

OS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE;
Immunity From Disease! Thick, Glossy

Coat! Sweet Breath! Clean. Sound
Teeth: Regular llabitr

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
FoodB, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

Tbe Common Sense of Poultry Keeping; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabronsrh A Golcher. 630 Montgomery Street
E. T. Allen. 416 Market Street.
riddle A Kaeding. 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg?. Bowen «V Co.. 428 Pine Street.
M. Ehrnian A Co.. 104 Front Street. lOjnl 62

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. Boyd. Artist.

9octf 18 Post Street

_ Jn*t Ont ByrieoF. EU. J*.
SlIAW.laio inBtruo-
tor at Harvard Universi-
ty. With 4© ele-
canc new illus-
trations photo.
Ki-uphed from lit-*
especially fo »

t hi* work. Positive.
lv the r,i .->:. i perfect
teacher, and the
brightest and best
book on JSoxinjr
ever published*
Handsomely bound.

Prif<*,paper, GO
cfs.tCToth.Sl.OO. For sale by nil newsdealers oi.d
eportin^ gooes houses, or s?nt bv millon n-reiptof p'ica
by the publi-hers. JOHX Is . LOV£LL'S
feOA'S, liOSTOX, AlAas.

FOK_SALE.
The trotting mure Baby Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by Mambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdvk's Hambletonian. Lady* Burns by
Black Boy, by McCracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record 2:34}. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She is 15.2 bands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Black, perfectly sound and gentle
For i'urther particulars address this Office, or

W. M. MOIR.
Frultvale. East Oakland

oc30

FOR SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
-From Herd of—

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Eanch at—

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR . A R I EI, I. VTI I ROl>, Room 69. C. P.R. R.
Building:, cor. 4tb and Townsend, San Francisco.

aOjul

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

— San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

y HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Seo'y,

f^Send for circular.'St
end
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Southern Pacific Co,
(PACIFIC SYSTEM..}

rains leave, ami are due to arrive at
Sati t-'rancisco.

KW,

L E A V
(.FOB)

K From; Sot. 14, S8&G. [

ABRIVK
(FROM)

18:0*1 a

7:30 A M 5:40 P M
•3 :30 p M Gait via Martinez •10 :A0 a u
3:30 a M lone via Ijivermore .... 5:40 P m

•5:00 P M ......Livermore ami Pleasanton... •8:40 A M
8:00 A M 6:10 P M

M
M3:30 P Mojave.Deming, ElPa60&East. 10:40 A M

3:00 p M 11:10 A M
7:30 A M . Red Bluff \ia Marvsville 5:40 p si

7:30 a M 6:40 P si

8:30 a w1 " via Livermore.. 5 :40 p m
3:00 P V 11:10 a si

4:00 p M 10:10 a m
"1:00 p M Sacramento River Steamers.. •6:00 A si

8:B0 a "M •3:40 P M
{10:00 A M 13:40 p si

3:00 p M
7:30 A M Sisson, Redding & Portland... r 6:40 P SI

3:30 A M Stockton via Livermore
•9:30 A " v_a Martinez •7:40 P M
•3:30 P M " via Martinez •10:40 A -M

•9:30 A M Tulare and Fresno •7:40 p M

From San Frantisco Uaily,

TO EAST OAKLAND— *B:U0—6:30—7:00—7:au-HJ:W—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:a0—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

5:30— fi:00— 6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:0i.

TO FRUIT VALE-«6:Oo—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30 — *b:0u -

8:30— *2:30— •3:30— «4^0—*4:30- -*5:00—*5:30-*6 :G0-
•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"9:30—7:00—12: »•

.

TO ALAMEDA —*ti:00—6:30—7 :0O—*7 :30—

»

;\S0— '8:30

-

9:00—9:30—10:O0-il0:3O-ll:00—tl1:3O—12:00—J12:30-
1:00—11:30—2:00—1^::0—3:00—3:30— 1:00— 4:30— 5:00
6:?0—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEV—'P:00—-6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00-*8 30
9:00—9:30—10:00 110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—J^^i
1: 0-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—1:00—4:30—5:00—
5:30—6-00—fi :

3'i_7-i)(i—

^

:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO "WEST BERKELEY— •6:00— *6:30— 7:ou-*7:30

8:00— *8:30— 9:00— 9 :30— 10 :00-tl0 :30— 11 :00—ill :30—
12:00—112:30—1:00- tl:30-2:irt ±2:30—3:00-3:30-4:00
-4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—8 :U0—9:00—10:00—

11:00—12:00.

To San Francisco Watty.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:53—*7:23—*i :5J--8:i3—•8:53
•9:23—no :19-»4:23—"4:13—•5:23—*5:53-*6 :2a -•6:53—
7:49-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 ,22 ~ F:52
*A*22 19 '22—*3 "22

FROM EAST OAKLAND- •5:30-6:00— 6:30—70
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30 —ll:0r — 11 -?0

12:00—12 :30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 :30— i $0 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30 —7:00— 7:57— S;57- ! :57-

10:57
FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minntes later
than from East Oakland.

FROM A.LAMEDA—*5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00 -*7;30—8:00
*S:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— J 10:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00- (2:30-3:00-3:30—4:00-4 ""

5:00—5:30-6:00-6:30-7:00—S:00—9:00-10:00-11:00.
FROM BERKELEY — *5:25—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7 :2a-

7:55—*8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25— 10:55 -til :25—
11:55— 112:25— 12:55— 11:23— 1:55- 1/2:25-2:55-3 :25-
3-55_4 :25— 4:55— 5:25— 5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8 :55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—*6: 5—6:55
— «7:-5—7:55— •8:'25— 8:55-9:25—9:55— 110:25— 10:55—
111:25-11:55— 112:25-12:55— 11:25— 1:55- ±i:25— 2;55
—3:25— 3:55—4:25— 4:55—5:25— 5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

IflGAQb
IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

& N. W. Ry."
In Connection withStherC. P. & T7. P. E. Es., forms the

•'CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ail along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road rnuniii*? West, North and North-west from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

C'KEEK ROUTE.
FROM SAiN FRAM CISCO

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15—10:15

4:15.

*7:15—9:15—liaa-ijIi-

rZilS—2:15-

•Sundays excepted. ^Sundays only,

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.
A. R. IWWKfc.

Qen. Manager,
r. n. uouikhaa,
Gen. Pass. ATtfc Agl.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Rest Stock on tlie Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
Fennell's Ctsthiana Horse Boots.

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Dr. Dixon's Condition Powders.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Snp't Running HoiBe Dep't,

lOaept P«l" Alto Stock Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Etmning, and

Koad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
85t Tblrd St., Sail Francisco

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General A -rent. San Francisco. Cal.

FAIRLAWN '

STOCK FARM.
Announcement for Fall of 1885.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, Vietween Third and Fourth streets,
San Francisco.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa Ie at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,
18S6. All thf mores have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1S85, and datrs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such aD
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions aad Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SATJE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that- no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIKST-CIASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TUT? ftlMP. P"RTf!T7. PTiA"NT Isstrictlv adher6d t0 atFairiawn, and the
J.JJ.JJ V/J.1-LJ 11UUU lUXlll price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Eock «ox39«. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Fj agxani Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAX FRASC1SCO, I'Af,.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL ., $2,000,000
OFFICE '..410 MWB STKEET
G, L.BRANDER President

J L FLOOD Vice-President

0. P. FAKNFIELU Secretary

J S ANGUS Aesialaut Manager
l!;;iikcrs. Nevada Hank of Sail Francisco.

SOMt

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

•J9-BC.V8 ol lioth sexes for sale. PontofticG uddrnso.
Bait Frvnoisco. Oal loctB2

Commencing No

10:30 a
3:30 v
4:25p

I
San Mateo, Redwood and..

< Menlo Park

10:30a'J Santa Clara, San Jose, and..,
•3 ;a0 p l Principal Way Stations

. linos

4:25 P
|

Alniatk-n auii Way Stations.......
| H:U3a

8.30 a i 3 Gilroy, Pajaro, CaBtroYille ) 1*10:02 a
•3:30 pi 1 "

, Salinas and Monterey.,

..Hollistc-r and Tres Pinos .,

, •ii.:i 1 :

i 7:41

8;30 a . ) WateonviUe, Aptos, Soquel..
*".i:3Q p'

t (Cai.itoia).tnd Santa Cruz....

I

$ Soledad, Paso Rubles. Temnlcton ) .

1

I and Way Stations 1 i

a—Morning. p.—Afttrnoon.
•Sunday sexrept~d. tSundaysonly < Sportsmen's train)

Trains run on Pactlic Standard Time.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterev, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Paralso
Springs.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the famt us
Lick Observatory (Mt. TTpmilron) can be liad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 57.00.

EXCURSION TMKEI'S.
For Sundays only,{

f
*™S™S£

e
Mobk»9; good

For Saturday, C Sold Saturday and Sunday only ;
Suuday and J

. good for return until following Mon.
Monday, t dav.infliiFivf-, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

franc 'sco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
May field

sntti.

Mon.
Tkt.

RoundTrip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soqntl
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and iso. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.B.JUDAH,

Superintendent. AsBt. Pass, k Tkt. Apt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THB

SUPBEIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best 'ilaceB in tho State for

Sea Bathing:, Sb ooting and Ffenins.
TRAINB LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARSflNQ

Summer ami Winter Resort oi the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
!n abundance can be obtained from the several stryanie
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may lte had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
is noted for the extent and variety of fi?h whicl
abouDdinits waters, notably Salmon, Rock God, Bar
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Floundei
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTK.L DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AilE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for w.irm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

to those well-known

APTOS. SOQCIX AKD SANTA CRUZ

THE FAVORITE ROUTE
Watering Place3,

I£ VTA THE NORTHKRN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
uf .- . i Mateo, Santa Clara, Sun Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of wlduh abounds in game in great
variety Notably

quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, .Deer
and Rear.

Lakes PILARCIT08 and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo loi those well-known Retreats, PGU1S-
SIMA, SAN UltEGORIO ami PK.sCADKRO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO *.nd AlcAIA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this i a ii i sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR Down

when carried In Baggage Oars and put in charge jf
gaeemen. Prain Baggagemen are Instructed

to issue CHECKS for all docs received in Bacgi-e
Cars.
C-U-In order to guard against accidents to I) a

while In transit, It is necessary that thi-v 1m> urovldi-d
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Quns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Quns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger i<- 4

street, Valencia Station, and No SJ

Hotel.
A, C.BASSETT, H. R. JCP

Superintendent, Aitt, Pin
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Selby Smelting

& Lead Co,

MANUFACTURERS OF

FIXED AMMUNITION

Breech lo

The "Dandy"

to.

416 Montgomery St.,S.F,

The Selby Smelting arid Lead Co. finds it

necessary to cauliou Sportsmen and the Trade
generally against imitations of its goods.

Cartridges loaded by hand implenieotB are

being packed in boxes similar to those used
by us; labels similar to ours in style, color and
form marked "Standard," "Machine Loaded,"
etc., etc.

In connection with the word "Standard,"
we use as our copyrighted trademark the
illustration of a Chamberlin Cartridge Loading
Machine. Purchasers can guard against

inferior imitations of our goods by refusing all

cartridges not bearing the names "Standard"
Chamberlin Shotgun Cartridges.

No. f30 | in. Axle, single

seat $40

No. 520 A 1 in. Axle, double
seat $45

The Best, the Cheapest,

the Strongest, the Lightest

and the Easiest Hiding Cart

on Earth.

The best Cart on Earth for

TRAINING- horses.

This cart used to sell for 880.00 and 510MM. Wo have now fixed the price so that any man that owns
ahorse can have a cart. There is no cart in the market that can excel or equal it. They have a veneered

seat bottom luutead of a wooden one. This makes the cart have a handsome appearance.

TROTIING- SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety.

VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We Iiave the finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St., S. P., Cal.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These 'Warehouses are top largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storiuu of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul aud smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at IowcBt

rates in firBt-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rules.

:o :

JOINT SALE

Wroughbrad

PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT THE STABLES OS

TREACY & WILSON,
LEXISUrOK, KV.,

WEDNESDAY, DEC 15th 1886.

SALE TO COMMENCE

AT 1 1 O'CLOCK, A. M.
The sale will include the horses of the

MELBOURNE STABLE,
among which are the prominent iace-hor8es BLUE
WING, PORE EYE, THE BODKBON, DDKE OF
BOURBON, MONTROSE, and EIGHT YEARLINGS
the get of HINDOO and IMP. BILLET; the owners of

the MELBOURNE Stables retiring absolutely from
the turf.

The stable of

R. O. PATE,
consisting of EDITOR, BOATMAN, MONOGRAM,
TATTOO, BELLE PATE and others.

The entire stable of

Messrs. Chinn & Morgan,
consisting of HORSES IN TRAINING, four ynars old
and upward, three-year-olds, two-year-old a, and year-
lings, by DALNACARDOCH, ONONDAGA, WAN-
DERER. LEONATUS and other lots of yearlings, etc.,

from the beet racing families, consisting in all of
EIGHTY-ONE HEAD.
This 1b one of the most valuable lots of horses ever

offored. The sale will be without reserve, absolutely

o the highest bidder.

A Supplementary Catalogue
will be issued, containing many valuable animals
ready to race, together with uoiuu choice yearlings,
hich will be Bold on Dec. 10.

The necond day's sale catalogues will be ready in a
few daya.

Catalogues can bebad at the office of this paper,
or front

S. E>. BRUCE, 'Auctioneer,
liJnovff Boon 16, Times Building, New York*

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company,

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

UNTER'S OUTFITS.
. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

:o:

We offer a most complete stook of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, OOATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

o

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

924 to 928 Market Street.
NEXT THE ISAI.mVIN

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horaes from sickness and disease by tbor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOLUBLE I'HEHlfLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from ono stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLEJ,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHEN'iLE, mixed with four quarts of
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

H. Brandenstein & Co.,
S.W. cor. Mission aud Jicw Montgomery Sts.

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

GRAND

Auction Sale
OF

STANDARD BRED
Trotting Stock,

Tuesday Dec. 14th, 1886.

ISOt'LOtK M.,

By order of A. "WALDSTEIN, the following described
stock, to wit; No. 1.

ALBERT W., 2:20,
(two miles 4:57), by Electioneer, dam Sister to Aurora
by John Kelson, by imp. Trustee, dam the Kedmoud
mare by Abdallah.

No. 2.—Chestnut mare, dam of Albert W. and other
very fast trotters, by John Nelson. Sister to Gover-
nor Stanford's Aurora.

No. 3.—Chestnut mare by Soacb's American Star,
dam of the fast two-year-old trotter Albert. Stinted
to Albert W.

No. 4.—Light Chestnut mare by John Nelson, her
dam by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. Stinted to Albert W.
No. 5 —Gypsey mare pedigree unknown. Stinted

to Albert W.
No. 6.—Bay mare seven years old by Electioneer

her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to Sydney.
No. 7.—Chestnut mare, a very fast pacer, by Nut-

wood, her dam the dam of Albert W. Stinted to
Antevolo.

No 8.—Bay filly tbree years old by Albert W., her
dam the Nelson—Patchen mare, No. o.

No 9.—Chestnut colt, Bonanza, three years, by
Arthurton, his dam the dam of Albert W. Was
trotted in 2:35 fractions at a much faster rate.

Yearlings.
Bay filly by Arthurton, her dam the Nutwood mare

No. 7.

Chestnut colt, brother to Bonanza, No. 9.
By filly by Albert W., her dam No. i.

Bay filly by Albert W., her dam the Gypsey mare,
No. 5.

Bay colt by Albert W., his dam the Nelson—Patchen
mare No. 3.

S.O.BOWLBY,
Auctioneer,

K. I. GicERS. Manager. 20nov4

SPORTINGGOODS
OF AIX DESCRIPTIONS

—AT—

WILL&FINCK'S
n20tf l'lHXAN Ul'II.IdNG.

No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA
No. a Price eacU . • S3-80.

Sample Cinchas
Sent by niafl upon receipt ot

25 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

double purchase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
496 and 4S8 Battery St

24jul San Francisco, Cal.

OThe BUYERS' GUIDE la

Issued Sept. and March,
each year. J3SP3U& pages,
8^x11^ inches,-"- llU over
3,500 illustrations — a
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices

direct to consumers on all goods for

personal or family nse. Tells bow to

order, and gives exact cost of every-
thing you nso, eat, drink, wear, or
have fun with. These INVALUABLE
LOOKS contain information gleaned
from the markets of the world. Wo
will mull a. copy FREE to any ad-

dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray

expense of mailing. I*t us hear from
yon. Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
227 tfc 239 Wabasb Avenue, Chicago, ill.

Useptf

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

1 t-ftv euro 1 tin nut. monn murulv to ttt<v

tiiLiiuiiiJ IlioiiliiiviHHum rot urn ncnin, I moan unullciil euro.
I hiwo ninilo tin-* (U.ncuho of FITS, BPIT.BPSY nr FALLING
SH'KNF.sS n ll£e-1i»M(; minlv. lwtimtnt ray romody to euro
ttio Worst cusoa. Ik'cuiiso utliora hnva fulled is no rooaon for

not bow rocL-lvtngrti-nro. Send a(onci) for a troutlaound a
Frco liimlo of niv liifulUMo romody. Give ExprnKS and Post
Oillco. It coHtsyoH m>tlilii£ fur n trial, mid I will euro yon.

Address Dr. u. a. boot, ie3PonriSt,?MewYorlt.

13DOV2C
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

Sporting- Notes.

The month opened sadly on the Galatea. On that dreary
winter's day the yacht's pennant wa3 seen flying at half mast.
OnH of the most popular members of the ship's company
died saddenly, bat her loss will be moarned for many days.
Peggy, the monkey, was taken sick early on that day, and
after six honrs of pain died peacefnlly, as all good monkeys
should. Captain Bradford was Pegg's faithful nurse, but
when he found a seaman's remedies—brandy and hot mustard
and water—unavailing, he dispatched a messenger for a
physician, and sent word to Lieut. Henu of the alarming con-
dition of the gallant yachtsman's favorite; but before either
the physician or her master arrived Peggy's soul had gone to
Davy Jones' locker. Peggy was a marvel even for a monkey.
Captain Bradford says of her that she understood the English
language as thoroughly as any woman, but was not able to
speak it intelligibly at all times. She was a splendid Bea
girl, conld pull on a halliard in fine style, and was always on
deck helping the crew when they were hoisting or taking in
sail. Race days were gala days for Peggy. Whenever
Galatea headed a competing yacht the old girl would run out
on the bowsprit and jump about in the wildest fashion and
chatter like a maniac. Peggy was a native of Malta, and was
about three years and ahalf old. Captain Bradford bought her
for Mrs. Henn in Southampton from a sailor on board the
yacht Shamrock. Peggy received a Christian burial. Captain
Bradford wrapped her body in the Union Jack, four yacht
skippers acted as pall bearers, and the monkey was laid at
rest in a little grave at the head of the pier of Brooklyn basin,
and the spot is marked by a tiny slab of white marble.

Pendragon, of the London Referee, isa good authority upon
breeding. With admirable consistency he upholds in-bresd-
ing fearing the effects of outcrosses. On this subject he
recently wrote a pungent item which has local topic in
illustration. Pendragon suffered the torments of the damned
at the hands of the nigger waiters of the Palace Hotel when he
was in this city last July. His love of truth was so outraged
that even the fine cooking of the Palace Chef could not tempt
his appetite. Being a man of unwearying activity, the listless
idlers who surrounded his chair chafed him so badlv that
blisters rose upon his nerves. In despair hehad toflee thecity
or choke from choler. The tormentors who vexed the truth-
loving soul of Pendragon were three, one black as night who
lied as smoothly as water runs from the feathers of a canvas-
back. The second was the color of a newly-coined sovereign.
He lied with emphasis as distinct as a San Francisco earth-
quake. The third had less of the nigger blood than either of
th«* others, but each outcross appeared to give him a hundred-
fold lying power. He could lie at work in a canter or a fast
gallop; he lied smoothly, strongly, or impudently as the turn
suited him. The only other quality which Pendragon found
in these niggers in excess of the lying habit was their ability
to leave undone everything which they were expected to do.

When L. E. Myers decided to cross .the Rubicon which
separates the amateur trom the professional, to lighten the
load to be carried and ease his passage over the roaring torrent,
he decided to send all the medals he had won during four-
teen years to the melting pot. The trophies were pitched
ruthlessly into a number of gunny sacks, and when put on the
scale weighed a short ton. The lot included champion
medals, special medals, medals for the best on record, trophies
won at Manhattan, Mott Haven, at Lillie Bridge, at Bradford,
and from all classes of competitors. The medals, cups, and
emblems were of gold, silver and bronze. They represented
a cost value of $100,000. The gold used in making them was
IS, 16, 14, 12, 4, and 0, carat fine. Indeed the fineness of some
of the metal used was so great that no one could find its

value, if it had any. The result was that the trophies which
cost the amateur clubs on both sides of the Atlantic a large
fortune, realized for the winner four ponies.

To-day, L. E. Myers, the champion of the world, will start
on the Zealandia for Australia. He is the first genuine
American champion that has visited Australia. The country
has every reason to be proud of her representative. On the
cinder path his career has been a series of triumphs
unequalled by any man that ever toed a mark in a foot race.
He will meet some grand runners in Australia. The country
that produced such men as H. A. C. Harrison, Lampton, L.
Maunt, T. W. McLeod, as amateurs, and Harris who ran
both in the amateur and professional ranks, and that now
boasts Malone, has never failed when put to the test. On
even terms Myers is doubtless more than a match for the
best, but with a handicap the Australians may come so near
winning that the champion must be on his guard not to be
taken unawares. But win or lose the Australians will prove
themselves generous rivals and the most liberal of hosts.

With Myers Mr. Harry Fredericks reached this city on
Taesday. Mr. Fredericks is the American amateur champion
for all distances over a mile. He is young, small, genial, and
is the possessor of many virtues not to be named in the
catalogue of good qualities possessed by every amateur cham-
pion. He is the Fidus Achates of the ex-amateur champion,
and will journey with him in search of fame under the
Southern cross. Mr. Fredericks need not grow rusty from
idleness. Australia has for many years had many fleet-footed
amateurs either in the public schools, universities or in
public offices. Gentlemen from these classes will welcome an
American competitor, and he need fear no unfairness in any
competition in which he may elect to take a part. The
Australian public is, as a whole, both fair-minded and liberal,
and will applaud to the echo every honorable victor in any
noble strife.

The San Francisco coirespondentof the Chicago Horseman,
in his report of the great trotting race, has done Guy Wilkes,
AntevoEo and Hilton a great injustice. In his report of the
fourth heat he states that Harry Willies finished ten (10)
lengths ahead of Guy, which would, of course, place Aatevolo
twelve leugths away. Every one who saw the race with
unclouded eyes knows that Guy Wilkes was within two
lengths of the winner, and that the space covered by the three
horses, Harry and Guy Wilkes and Antevolo, when the first
passed under the wire, was barely four lengths. Doubtless
the report was intended to read "two," but the mistake is

just as unpleasant to the owners of the other horses in the
race as if it was an intentional misrepresentation.

Myers ran his firstrace in 1874. The event came off at some
Caledonian games held near New Hark. The distance was for
one mile, limited to boys under sixteen. Thefuture champion
entered, but protests came from all quarters on the ground
that he was over age. But the courage which has stood him
in good stead these many years was not lacking then and he
won. The programme for the day included an open mile
race, the entries, excepting Myer's, were for men. Again pro-
tests were handed in, the men did not want to run against a
boy, but neither threats nor inducements could change the
purpose of the future champion of the world, and he won the
race from all competitors in a walk.

Mr. James E. Watson, the enthusiastic secretary of the
Pacific Kennel Club, is also an ardent student of natural his-

tory. Last week he shot a splendid owl in Sonoma County
which he has had mounted. The fine proportions of the
bird, its intellectual head and deeply pensive eyes bo affected
Homer Fritch when he saw the bird that he exclaimed in
admiration "the Petaluma chippie!" and the owl winked a
knowing wink at her admirer in chippie fashion.

In his amateur days L. E. Myers ran against two Califor-
nian sprinters, and it is remarkable that both of them worsted
the champion. In the open event at Yale College, H. S.
Brooks beat Myers twice in the 220 yards, and both were
won in grand time. The late Horace Hawes also scored a
win from the then champion amateur in New York, but under
conditions and with a handicap that made a victory for Howes
almost a foregone conclusion.

Like the California Athletic Club, the Spartan Harriers of
New York had one of their exhibitions stopped by the Police
on the 2d inst. The wrestling and fenciug was allowed to go
on, but the boxing was prohibited. The intended sluggers
were amateurs. If the law keeps marching along at this

majestic pace, the day will soon come when boxing for
exercise will be a penal offense.

A single-handed cruise around the world is a bold venture,
and Captain F. A. Claudman has already made a start in a
keel sloop named Outing. He began his journey a few days
ago at Savannah, and will cross the Gulf to the Isthmus 'of

Panama, and there cross with his boat overland by rail to the
Pacific and sail up this Coast, calling at way ports at suitable
intervals, and proceed from here north to Behring Straits,
where he will cross to Asiatic Coast, and by way of Russia,
China, India and through the Suez Canal into the Medi-
terranean; from there head north to England, and then on to
Ireland, Greenland, Labrador and return to New York, taking
about two years for the trip.

The committee of the Monmouth Park Racing Association,
to whom was submitted the question of the liability of W. L.
Scott for the unpaid bets of his trainer, Byron McLellaud,
due to Appleby <& Johnson, the bookmakers, have decided
that Mr. Scott could not be held liable for the debt, the
evidence failing to show that McLelland had any authority to
make any wagers on Mr. Scott's behalf. The committee was
composed of the well known turfmen, Messrs. A. J. Cassatt,
J. N. Galway, D. D. Withers, George Peabody Whit more!
Doubtless in the future Appleby & Johnson will scrutinize
their opeu accounts a little more closely.

T. J. Vail has been re-elected Secretary of the National
Trotting Association. He had a close shave and was only
saved from being bounced by the casting vote of President
Grant. The men who upheld the erring Secretary are
Bulghly, Axworthy and Hacke; themembersof the board who
tried to oust him are Tilton, Martin and Campau. With a
house so evenly divided against itself, it will not be surprising
to find the National Association seriously crippled at the end
of next year. With the executive officer sworn to displease
one-half the board to please himself, its affairs oannot be
efficiently managed.

John Teemer, the ex-champion oarsman has returned from
England. According to the eastern papers Teemer was
delighted with his stay in England. He speaks very highly
of Australian oarsmen, especially of Beach and Masterson.
The latter has wonderful speed but does not last. The style
in which English sporting men bet made Teemer open his
eyes, $2,000 at a snap bethought was marvelous. Had he
visited one of the Euglish race-conrses he would have seen
gentlemen betting §50,000 in one sum, with less concern and
fuss than people wake here over a wager of $50.

At a grand bull fight held in Havana on Nov. 27th, six bulls
were brought into the ring, and during the fight they killed

twenty horses. Bull fighting is exciting, thrilling and capti-

vating, but the sight of twenty horses killed in that fashion is

a form of brutality that a pack of wolves or wild boars might
enjoy, but any well-bred dog would turn away from it in
hideous disgust.

Several members of the Olympic Club, headed by that princ®
of good fellows W. C. Brown, have tried with unequivocal
success to make Myers' stay in this city agreeable. The
champion of the world may regret that we have no competitors
to run him a hard race on the cinder path, but he will never
complain that the members of the Olympic Club are a slow
set.

Several members of the Alameda Sportsman's Club were
at their preserve last Sunday and had rare sport. The
figures speak for themselves: Adams, 85 duck, 13 snipe;
Cadman, 103 duck, 3 snipe; Haskell, 4S duck; Houghton and
Gould, 67 duck, 17 snipe. Many other bags were brought up
but not accuratelv counted.

Mr. Festus J. Wade, the brilliant, urbane and accomplished
Secretary of the St. Louis Fair Association, has resigned the
position which he has held for many years. He will carry
with him into other fields of business the sincerest wishes of
hosts of horsemen of high and low degree, who anticipate for
him increased prosperity.

Two challenges appear in another part of this paper which
will aroused some excitement amongst sporting men whoowrj
or work hunting dogs. Should the matches be made they
will run near enough to the city to allow every one interested
to see them without any serious loss of time.

During the pnst three years Harry Wilkes has started in
forty-six races of which he won forty. If he is not a proud
horse he ought to be. The races which he lost were won by
Phallas twice, Catchfly once on a foul, Cleruniie G. once,
and Oliver K. once.

The Alameda County Sportsmau's Club have one of the
snuggest preserves in the State. The trains stop at the
doorstep of the house. The ponds and blinds are only 300
yards away, and the place is cared for by that geuial hunter,
Dave Chisholm.

Crows are beiDg substituted for pigeons for trap shooting
in the east. They are caught in nets while the heavy snow
is on the ground, where they are driven by hunger to seek
food wherever it can be found.

Twelve hundred miles in fifty-four hours is pretty rapid
travelling. The distance was covered by a pigeon the other
day that flew from Wichita, Kansas, to Wheeling, West
Virginia.

Messrs. William Armstrong and Ira Bride, eastern pool
sellers, have just arrived in the city and intend spending the
winter iu California.

The eastern racing fever must be running hi"
Clifton, daring the week, several events have been r
the snow.
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The Los Aneeles Colt Stakes.

The Los Angeles Colt Stakes, the joint enterprise of the

Sixth District Association and the Los Angeles Torf Club,

closed on the 1st iust. with the following nominations:

Sixth District Association.

SUNNING, 1SS7-

1—The Santa Anita Stakes, for 2 year-olds, foals of

1SS5 to be run at Autumn Fair on first day of meeting, 1887;

$50 'entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared out on

January 1, 1887. S200 added. One mile. Stake for 1888 to

be named after the winner of this event.

Machado Bros.
1 ch f by Monitor, clam by Norfolk.

A.J. Hutchinson's b c General Gordon by Hock- Hocking,

dam Vixen.

E. E. Stewart's ch f by Jim Polk.

F. Pico's ch c by Klipspringer, dam by Hock-Hocking.

C Thomas' b f Hazel by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.

H. L. Samuel's be Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

F.' McLean's ch cby Hock-Hocking, dam by Ben Wade.

W. A. Pailett's b c Origin by Hardwood.

W. K. Rowland's ch c by Billy Lee.

2—The Los Angeles Debet, stake for 3-year-olds, foals

of 1SS4; to be run last day of Autumn Fair of 1SS7; $50

entrance with $25 forfeit, or only S15 if declared out January
i, 18S7, $300 added. One and one-half miles.

A*. J. Hutchinson's b f Manzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of

Mist.

M. Storn's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

A. Moran'sbf Carmalitaby Hardwood, dam by Jack Hawkins.

H. L. Samuel's ch e Tahoe by imp. Fechter, dam Mariana.

B. P. Hill's ch c Mikado by Shiloh, dam Margery.

trotting, 1887-

3 The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for 2 year olds.

foals of 1SS5; $50 entrance; §25 forfeit, or only S10 if

declared January 1. 1S87, $200 added. Mile and repeat. To
be trotted second day of the Fair, fall of 1SS7.

George Carson's s c by Del Sur, dam Belmont.

George Carson's s f by Del Snr, dam Echo.

Giles & Doyle's b c by A. W. Richmond, dam Sallie by
Traveler.

J . G. Hill's b f by A. W. Bichmond, dam May by Archie Eice.

K. T. Vandevort's b c Al Borak by Sultan, dam Cecelia

Clark by Clark's Chief.

L. J. Rose's b i Nehusta by Stamboul, dam Neluska.

C. Edgar Smith's ch c Sultandin by Sultan, dam Blonde by
Tecumseh.

C. A. Durfee's b c Raymond by Simmons by Geo. Wilkes,

dam Lady Raymond.
George A. Vignolo's blk f Miss Stoutz by Del Sur, dam by

Hock-Hoeking.

J. M. Dawson's b c J. G. Birney by Del Snr, dam Larty May
bv Hardwood.

P. Goodwin's s c by Del Sur, dam by Son of Cheatham.
4—The Southern" California Trotting Stake, for 3-year-

olds, foals of 18S4; $o0 entrance, $25 foifeit, or only $15 if

declared January 1, 1SS7, S300 added. Mile heats. Best 3

in 5. To be trotted third regular day of Fair of 1SS7.

J. M. Dawson's b c Gen. Washington by Jerry Ladd, dam
Hambletonian.

L. J. Rose's blk s Sondan by Sultan, dam Lady Bahcock.

J. B. Palm's b c Tom Rice by Bob Mason, dam Eva P. by
Ben Wade.

Chrisman & Willoughby's g c Don Patricio by A. W. Rich-

mond, dam Bridget.

L. J. Felton's s g Cadamus by Shamrock, dam by Ten Broeck.

C. A. Durfee's b f by Dashwood, dam Geraldine by Echo.

bcnning—1888.
5—The stake for two-year-olds, foals of 1SS6; $50 entrance

$25 forfeit; $10 if declared out Jan. 1, 18S7 or $15 if declared

Jan. 1. 1S8S; $200 added; to be run first day of Autumn
Fair, 1SSS. One mile.

W. L. Appleby's b c by Wildidle, dam Mary Givens.

S. B. Stroud's b f Kate Briges by Billy Lee, dam Ada.

W. G. Stroud's b f Bessie Lombard by Billy Lee, dam by
Hardwood.

B. F. Bragg's pinto f Alice Lee by Robt. Lee (by Hardwood),
dam by The Moor.

Machado Bros*, ch c Orfila by St. David, dam by Norfolk.

F. M. Slaughter's ch c Dr. Crawford by Billy Lee, dam Polly

Lee.
F. M. Slaughter's ch f Senovia by Lilly Lee, dam Belle Mason.
F. M. Slaughters ch c Pozole by Dublin Bay, dam Vanquist

bv Rutherford.

J. G. Hill's b f by Wildidle, dam Mary Wade.

A. J. Hutchinson's ch c Four Aces by Hock-Hocking, dam
Maid of Mist.

A. J. Hutchinson's ch f by Hock-Hocking, dam Vixen.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c by Hock-Hocking, dam Sunday.
A. J. Hutchinson's b c by imp. Young Prince, dam Mercedes.

F. Pico's ch f Lomito by Klipspringer, dam Lulu Jackson.

F. Estndillo's b c by Klipspringer, dam WildSose by Crichton.

M. A. Foster's ch c by Griffin, dam Pele.

C. Thomas' b c by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.
H. L. Samuel's br f Novia by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.
W. A. Pailett's b c Riparian by Billy Lee.*

W. R. Rowland's ch f by. Billy Lee.

6—Los Angeles Derby for three-year-olds, foals of 1SS5; $50
enuance; $25 forfeit; or only $1*0 if declared out Jan 1SS7,

or Sloif declared out Jan. 1, 1S88; $300 added; to be run on
last day of Autumn Fair, 1SSS. One aad one half miles.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c Gen. Gordon by Hock-Hocking, dam
Vixen.

W. A. Palletts' b c Origin by Hardwood.
F. McLean's ch o by Hock-Hocking, dam by Ben Wade.
Machado Bros.' ch f by Monitor, dam by Norfolk.

F. Pico's ch c by Klipspringer, dam by Hock-Hocking.
R. E. Stewart's ch f by Jim Polk, he by Shiloh.

C. Thomas' b f Hazel by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.
H. L. Samuels' b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie

G.
W. R. Rowland's ch c by Billy ljee.

trotting, 188S.

7

—

The Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds,

foals of 18S6; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only SlOif declared

Jan. 1, 1887, or $15 if declared Jan. 1, 18SS; $200 added.
Mile and repeat to be trotted on second regular day of fair of

1888.

L. J. Rose's b f by Stamboul, dam Galnare by The Moor.
L. -1. Rose's b c by Stamboul, dam Flower Girl by Arthorton.

J. G. Hill's g c by A. W. Richmond, dam by Ben Wade.
J. G. Hill's g f by A. W. Richmond, dam by Joe Dauiels.

George Hinds' ch c by Judge Salisbury, dam by A. W.
Richmond.

George Hinds' ch f by Judge Salisbury, dam by Hercules.

Dr. K, D. Wise's ch or b c Glendine by Judge Salisbury,

dam Tempest by Sultan.

John J. Reynold's ch c J. Salisbury, Jr., by Judge Salisbury,

dam by Overland.

H. W. Shaw's ch f Fallen Leaf by Barney Clifton, dam by

Exile.

James H. Berry's blk f by Horace Bell by (Sultan), dam Prised •

lina by Hardwood.
George Carson's b f by Del Sur, dam by Echo.

8

—

The Southern California Trotting Stake, for three-

year-olds, foals of 1885; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, oronly $10if

declared Jan. 1, 18S7. or $15 if declared Jan. 1, 18SS; $300

added. Mile heats, best 3 in 5, to be trotted on third regular

day of fair of 1888.

C. A. Durfee's b c Raymond by Simmons, dam Lady Raymond.
L. J. Rose's b f Nehusta by Stamboul, dam Neluska.

Dr. C. Edgar Smith's ch c Sultandin by Sultan, dam Blonde

by Tecumseh.
R. T. Vandevort's b e Al Borak by Sultan, dam Cecelia Clark.

George Carson's s c by Del Snr, dam by Belmont.

George Carson's s f by Del Sur, dam by Echo.

Gries & Doyle's b c by A. -W. Richmond, dam Sallie by

Traveler.

J. G. Hill's b f by A. W. Richmond, dam by Archie Rice.

J. M. Dawson's be J. G. Birney by Del Sur, dam Lady May
by Hardwood.

P. Goodwin's s c by Del Sur, dam by Son of Cheatham.

George A. Vignolo's blk f Miss Stoutz by Del Sur, dam by
Hock-Hccking.

I,os Ansclos Turf dab.
running, 1887.

9

—

The Nadeau House Stakes, for two-year-olds, foals of

1885; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared Jan.

1, 18S7; $200 added; to be run first day of meeting, May 19,

1S87. Three-fourths mile.

Machado Brothers' ch f by Monitor, dam by Norfolk.

R. E. Stewart's ch f by Jim Polk, dam by Shiloh.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c Gen. Gordon by Hock-Hocking, dam
Vixen.

W. A. Pailett's b c Origin by Hardwood.
F. Pico's ch c by Klipspringer, dam by Hock-Hocking.
H. L. Samuel's b c Ed. McGinnis byGrinstead, dam JennieG.

F. McLean's ch c by Hock-Hocking, dam by Ben Wade.
W. R. Rowland's ch c by Billy Lee.
10—The Southern California Derby, for three-year-olds,

foals of 1SS4; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, oronly $15 if declared

January 1, 1SS7; $300 added; to be run fourth day of meeting,

May 22, 1887. One and one-half miles.

M. Storu's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

Al. Moran's b f Carmalita by Hardwood, dam by Jaok Haw*
kins.

H. L. Samuel's ch c Tahoe by imp. Fechter, dam Maritana.

A. J. Hutchinson's b f Manzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of

Mist.

J. A. Pailett's b f Novelty by Hardwood.

trotting, 18S7.

11

—

Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds colts and fillies of

1SS5; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declares Jan.

1. 1SS7; $200 added; mile heats 2 in 3; to be trotted third day
of meeting. May 21, 1887.

J. G. Hill's b f by A. W. Richmond, dam by Archie Rice.

Gries' & Doyle's b o by A. W. Richmond, dam Sallie by
Traveler.

R. T. Vandevort's b c Al. Borak by Sultan, dam Cecelia Clark

by Clark Chief.

L. J. Rose's b f by Nehusta by Stamboul, dam Nehuska.
Dr. C. Edgar Smith's ch o Sultandin by Sultan, dam Blonde

by Tecumseh.
P. Goodwin's s c by Del Snr, dam by Son of Cheatham.
George A. Vignolo's blkf Miss Stoutz by Del Sur, dam by

Hock-Hocking.
C.A. Durfee'sb c Raymond by Simmons (by Geo. Wilkes), dam

Lady Raymond.
12—Trotting Stake for three-year-old, foals of 1SS4; $50

entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared January 1, 1887;

$300 added; mile heats 3 in 5; to be trotted second day of

meeting. May 20, 18S7.

Chrisman & Willoughby's g c Don Patricio by A. W. Rich-
mond, dam Bridget.

L. J. Rose's blk o Soudan by Sultan, dam Lady Babcock.

J. B. Palm's b c Tom Rice by Bob Mason, dam by Ben Wade.
L. J. Felton's s gCadamus by Shamrock, dam by Ten Broeck.

C. A. Durfee's b f by Dashwood, dam Geraldine by Echo.

kunning, 1888.

13

—

The Nadeau House Stakes, for two year-olds, foals of

1SS6; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared Jan. 1,

1SS7, or $15 if deelaied Jan. 1, 1S8S; $300 added. Three-
quarters of a mile, to be rnn on first day of meeting, 1SSS.

F. Pico's ch f Lowrita by Klipspringer, dam Lule Jackson.

F. Estndillo's b c by Klipspringer, dam Wild Rose byCrichton.
A.J. Hutchinson's ch c Four Aces by Hock-Hocking, dam

Maid of Mist.

A. J. Hutchinson's ch f by Hock-Hocking, dsm Vixen.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c by Hock-Hocking, dam Sunday.
A. J. Hutchinson's b c by imp. Young Prince, dam Mercedes.

Dr. B. F. Bragg's pinto f Alice Lee, by Rob Lee, by Hard-
wood, dam by The Moor.

H. L. Samuel's br f Novia by Grinstead, dam Jennie G,
M. A. Forster's ch c by Griffin, dam Pele.

J. G- Hill's b f by Wild Idle, dam Mary Wade.
Machado Brothers' s c Orf.la by St. David, dam by Norfolk.

W. L. Appleby's b f by Wild Idle, dam Mary Givens.
W. A. Pailett's b c Riparian by Billy Lee.

S. B. Stroud's b f Kate Briggs by Billy Lee, dam Ada.

W. G. Stroud's b f Bessie Lombard by Billy Lee, dam by
Hardwood.

F. M. Slaughter's b o Tocazo by Billy Lee, dam Amanda
Fortune.

F. M. Slaughter's ch c Pozole by Dublin Bay, dam Vanquish
by Rutherford.

F. M. Slaughter's ch c Fandango by Billy Leo, dam Lorinda.
Charles Thomas' b c by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.
W. R. Rowland's s f by Billy Lee.

14—The Southern California Derby, for three-year olds,

foals of 1S85; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared Jan. 1, 1887, or $15 if declared Jan. 1 1SSS; $300
added, one and a half miles, to be run fourth day of meeting,

1SS8.
Machado Brothers' b f by Monitor, dam by Norfolk.

A. J. Hutchinson's b c Gen. Gordon by Hock-Hocking, dam
Vixen.

R. E. Stewart's s f by Jim Polk, he by Shiloh.

W. A. Pailett's b c Origin by Hardwood.
F. Pico's ch c by Klipspringer, dam by Hock- Hocking.
H. L. Samuel's b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead dam Jennie G.
C. Thomas' b f Hazel by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.
F. McLean's ch c by Hock- Hocking, dam by Beu Wade.
W. B. Rowland's s c by Billy Lee.

trotting, 18SS.

15—Trotting stakes for two year-olds, foals of 1886; $50
entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared Jan. 1. 1887, or
$15 if declared Jan. 1, 18S8; $200 added; mile heats, 2 in 3;

. to be trotted third day of meeting, 1888.

H. W. Shaw's ch f Fallen Leaf by Barney Clifton, dam by Exile.
L. J. Rose's b f Stamboul bj Guluare, dam by The Moo*.
L. J. Rose's b c Stamboul, dam Flower Girl by Arthurton.
George Hinds' ch c by Judge Salisbury, dam by" A. \\ . Rich-

mond.
George Hinds' ch f by Judge Salisbury, dam by Hercules.
Dr. K. D. Wise's ch or b c Glendine by Judge Salisbury, dam

Tempest by Sultan.
J. G. Hill's g c by A. W. Richmond, dam by Ben Wade.
J. G. Hill's g f by A. W. Richmond, dam by Joe Daniels.
George Carson'6 b f by Del Sur, dam by Echo.
16—Trotting stake for three year-olds, foals of 1885; $50

entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared Jan. 1, 1887
or $15 if declared Jan. 1, 1888; $300 added; mile heatB, 3 in 5;
to be trotted on second day of meeting, 18SS.
C. A. Durfee's b c Raymond by Simmons (by Geo. Wilkes),

dam Lady Raymond.
R. T. Vandevort's b c Al Borak by Sultan, dam Cecelia Clark

by Clarke's Chief.
Dr. C. Edgar Smith's ch c Sultandin by Sultan, dam Blonde

by Tecumseh.
L. J. Rose's b f Nehosta by Stamboul, dam Neluska.
Gries' & Doyle's b c by A. W. Richmond, dam Sallie by Trav-

eler.

J. M. Dawson's b c J. G. Birney by Del Sur, dam Lady May
by Hardwood.

P. Goodwin's s c by Del Sur, dam by Son of Cheatham.
J. G. Hill's b f by A. W. Richmond, dam by Archie Rice.
George A. Vignolo's blk f Miss Stoutz by Del Sur, dam by

Hock-Hocking.
George Carson's s c by Del Sur, dam by Belmont.
George Carson's s f by Del Sur, dam by Echo.

Letter From Kentucky.

Editor Bbeeder and Sportsman:—Believing a few notes
from "old Kentucky" would be of interest to the readers of
your valuable journal, your correspondent takes the liberty of
submitting a few, trusting they will find favor coming as
they do, from the "far-famed" Blue Grass. The cold weather
is upon us, and consequently our "flyers" are all compara-
tively quiet, safely ensconced in snug, warm, box stalls,

possibly dreaming over great victories, or perhaps grieving
over sad defeats. We feel rather proud down here in Ken-
tucky, especially since the victory of our "Little Harry" over
some of your best ones. We, though, give all honor to
the "great ones" on the Pacific Coast, and are ever ready to
extend the hand of welcome to those of you who honor ua
with your visits. While we naturally feel a thrill of pride
when others speak of Kentucky as "the great centre of the
breeding interests," still we do not forget the fact that Cali-
fornia has been our great "helper." We caunot justly dispute
this fact, especially when some of our royally bred ones have
been shipped acrosB the plains to mate with the great
"Electioneer." We acknowledge that the result of the past
season has most clearly demonstrated the fact that California
can and does produce some fast ones, for a purer, better-
gaited trotter I never saw than the wonderful "Manzanita,"
who, at 4 years old, went a full mile in 2:16. I do not
pretend by any means to say that such is the case, but I
would most earnestly suggest that there be no antagonism
between Kentucky and California, but instead, thereof, let

the most amicable relations exist. The stock sales held in
Kentucky every year form an important era in her history.
Besides our annual sales of "yearlings" held nnder the imme-
diate supervision of the breeders, we have here an established
corporation for the purpose of conducting an exclusive live-

stock commission business, a corporation that has built up
an enviable reputation, I speak of the "National Horse and
Cattle Exchange of America" with its offices at Lexington,
Ky. and at Madison Square Garden, N. Y. The corporation
was formed the first of September last with officers as
follows: President, W. T. Woodard; vice-President. Wm,
Eaton; Treasurer, B. G. Bruce; Secretary, S. T. Harbison.
Messrs. Woodard and Harbison are the sole managers, and
your correspondent feels that they are both too well known
to every horseman to need any comment. Suffice it though
to say, that they give their entire time and attention to their
patrons, and by personal exertions freely sustain their reputa-
tion as upright honorable businessmen. Mr. B. G. Bruce,
the treasurer, is also the editor of the Live-Stock Record, and
conceded by all to be one of the best-posted horseman through-
out the entire country. He is thoroughly conversant with
the pedigrees of both the trotter and the thoroughbred, and I
believe is looked upon as authority in both. Mr. B. gives
his special attention to compiling the catalogue and arranging
and tracing pedigrees, and consequently, a pedigree after passing
through his hands can be safely relied upon as authentic. Mr.
Wm. Easton, of New York, the vice-President, is one of the best
auctioneers in the country, and will give his attention to
the selling. Mr. Easton has been for a number of years
amnected with "Easton's National Horse Exchange" of
New York, and besides a very extensive acquaintance is

unquestionably thoroughly conversant with the combination
Bale business. In conversation with Mr. Woodard, the
President, to-day, he remarked that they were going to use
every effort to procure a consignment of horses from your
State. Your correspondent had the pleasure ot meeting Mr.
H. M. Johnston,"of Los Angeles, here last May. He Bhipped
a number of good ones here for the May sale of Mtssrs.
Woodard & Harbison. Mr. Johnston is a genial gentleman of
the old school, and expressed himself as more than satisfied

with the prices they brought. He sold, while here, to Mr. O.
P. Alford, of this city, the fine young stallion Judge Sauls-
bury, by Nutwood, out of Kate, by Volunteer. He was
handled the past season but little for speed, yet he undoubt-
edly has a good way of going and bids fair to be very fast.

He will make the next season at the stables of Mr. Alford, and
I understand that many mares are already engaged. In the
past it has always been a great trouble here to secure a con-
venient place wherein to conduct a sale to that every
arrangement could be pleasant and agreeable. During the
month of February the weather is often very cold, and
consequently we need to have a place under cover. "The
National Horse and Cattle Exchange" are well provided for in
this particular. Their stable for showing horses is warm and
comfortable, with an abundance of room all under one roof.

I feel no- hesitancy in saying to the readers of the Breedsb
asd Sportsman that if you have any stock of any description

to sell send a car-load to Kentucky and put them in charge
of the "National Horse and Cattle Exchange." I feel sure
that some well-bred fillies from the State of California would
-realize for their owners good prices here in Kentucky. It will

surely be no risk to run, as" Mr. Johnston's shipment hat

conclusively proven. The dates for their next sale are

February 22, 23, 24 and 25th. Their books are now open
Entries will close January 15th. They refer the breeders ol

California to Mr. Chas. Marvin, Mr. Budd Doble, Mr. Frank
Van Ness, Mr. H. M. Johnston, of Lob Angeles, and to everj

breeder in the State of Kentucky. More anon,
Lexington, Ky., Deo. 10, 1886. CoNCLT/sryji,
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Two-Tear-Old Racing.

It was in a recent number of The Spirit that we discussed

the subject of two-year-old racing to considerable extent, tak-

ing our inspiration from the agitation now going on in

Australia on the subject, and showed that, while two-year-old

racing was, no doubt, rather overdone in the United States,

it seemed to in no respect impair the powers of colts, so long
as it was not overdone, citing many instances in support of

the statement. We showed, too, that while the tendency was
to overdo it, the fault did not lie at the do^rs of the jockey
clubs, but rather at those of the owners who now are forced

to maintain such extensive establishments that they are

forced to race their two-year-olds, or suffer great financial

loss. We thought we made it plain at the time, but as some
of our friends have been nnable to see the logic of our reason-

ing, we will illustrate it further. The cases of the colts

Portland and Tremont in the Dwyer stables are good ones for

our purpose. Portland won $15,320 as a two-year-old. At
three he was worthless. Now, had. the Dwyers waited antil

he was three, they would have been that much out of pocket.

We are prepared to be told that it was severe racing at two
that caused the failure of Portland at three. But we are not
prepared to agree in that view. Portland was an ideal of the

kind which excel at two, and do not "train on" after. He
was light, narrow-built for pure speed, a delicate feeder and
not the kind to stand a preparation for mile and half races,

and the Dwyers, on the "bird in hand" principle, did per-

fectly right in the premises. With Portland they had about
fifteen more, only two or three, among them Inspector B.

and Millie, which amounted to much. Suppose they had
waited with all these until they were three. Had they done
so, they would have been sadly out of pocket settling bills for

feed, training, traveling and forfeits. Tremont won them
§40,000. In view of this, would it have been wise to wait

with him? What guarantee have they he will win half that

next season? Like Portland his sun may already have set;

he may die.

This is a go-ahead age. The expense of racing will not
permit owners to keep horses until three years before they race

them, especially as they would miss so many valuable stakes.

Since writing the article alluded to some of our readers

have asked us if we have considered the effect this is going to

have upon breeding. We have considered it fully. Its

effect will be to stimulate breeders to produce the sort of

racer which performs best at two. It is simply a question of

supply and demand. 1'he owners demand a kind which will

win the great two-year-old stakes, a kind which mature early,

are closely knit, develop speed early, rather than the gross,

loose-framed, slowly maturing kind which do not know how
to canter at two and do not begin to gallop until three.

Whichever breeder presents the type first named in the

greatest perfection will have the best sales. Accordingly,

each breeder will strive to meet the demand with a supply of

the article demanded. It is this which causes breeders to

ignore the best native horses in their anxiety to import

or purchase English-bred stallions. The success of Eclipse

and Leamington first attracted attention to the superiority of

English sires in this respect, and that of Billet, King Ban
and others since then have stimulated the fancy, and at

present it looks as if the immediate future would be a struggle

to produce the flashy kind.
Throughout the history of racing, both here and in En-

gland, certain strains of race-horses have shown conspicuous
suitability for two-year-old racing. They are not over-large,

and are of the sort that mature early, being closely knit,

quick on their legs, and essentially built for sprinting. Of
course, such sires whose get show this aptitude are invested

with all the credit, and, as a rule, horses favor the sire in

general appearance, but often the influence of the dam makes
a great exception to the rule. We are not dealing with
exceptions, however. Probably the first English stallion who
attracted general attention by the excellence of his two-year-

olds was Sultan, the sire of Glencoe. Indeed, such was the

reputation the Sultans had achieved as two year-old flyers,

that when Lord Jersey essayed the classic events and the

cups with Glencoe, many believed that, being a Sultan, he

would never stay; but he did, his stout Tramp blood on the

side of the dam doing much to correct any of the alleged soft-

ness of the Sultans. Physician was another sire whose In
Memoriam consists solely in the celebrity of his two year-

olds, among which The Cure was the best. They are said to

have been of that smart kind which can slip away from the

post like lightning and never be headed; but they went sadly

jady at three, despite their brilliancy at two, not one of them
ever winning a Derby or Leger. Irish Birdcatcher was, how-
ever, the most successful sire of two-year-olds in his day,

as Stockwell and Newimnster were in theirs, and in more
recent years Hermit has quite monopolized the distinction;

although Macaroni and Galapin have succeeded very well.

At present Petrarch seems to be the most promising sire in

England, not only of two-year-olds, but of even older horses.

It is, perhaps, drawing comparisons too invidious to

designate which are and which are not the most successful of

-American stallions as sires of two-year-old performers. But
that need not prevent our calling attention to those strains

which have succeeded. Previous to the Civil War two-year-

old racing was not sufficiently an institution to test the

matter, but upon the cluae of the war the revival of racing

showed we had no sire the equal of imported Eclipse, a son

of Orlando. He belonged to Mr. Francis Morris, of Throgg's

Neck, Westchester County. Mr. Morris had only six or eight

mares, yet these mares, mated to Eclipse, enabled Mr. Morris

to sweep the bulk of the two-year-old events for nearly ten

years. The Eclipses routed the Lexingtons, Australians,

Planets and even the Leamingtons. The fact is, Eclipse was

not only a capital race-horse himself, but one of exquisite

beauty, and bred back to Vulture, his grandam, she being the

speediest mare in England. The speed of his get was a

revelation to Americans. Little Mack, Ruthless, .Relentless,

Alarm, Fanny Ludlow, NaTragansett, Catesby and Remorse-

less were among his get; but Eclipse's influence has extended

to Spinaway, Crickmore and Rbadauiauthus, in the second

generation, and to Foxhall and Dewdrop in the third.

LeamiDgton was the only fair rival Eclipse had as a sire of

two-year-olds, and, even then, it is a question in our minds

if Eclipse did not have the best of it while he had any
representatives on the turf. Still, to the average turfite, the

name of Leamington is a synonym of all that is gTeat Id two-

year-old racing. Enquirer and Lynchburgh called attention

to the precocity of the Leamingtons in the first year his get

appeared (1S69), and the galaxy of Hyder AH, Parole, Olitipa,

Aris tides, Faithless, Spinaway, Sensation, Katie Pearce,

Iroquois, Harold, Onondaga, etc., which followed, gave the

brown sire of Chestnut Hill an enormous popularity.

Virgil was a worthy successor of Leamington as a fashion-

able sire of two-year-olds, for Hindoo, Memento, Portland,

Virginius, Vagrant, and Tremont are a formidable lot. We
think Alarm has done more to deserve credit, and received

less, than any sire in the country. As a sire of two-year-olds

we do not know a better. His soa Himyar was probably the

fleetest horse ever saddled in Kentucky, and both Issaquena
and Pardee were first-class, while Pauique was nearly so.

Falsetto will, no doubt, be the crack sire of two-year-olds.

Dewdrop and Jenny Treacy have created a regular furore for

the children of the young Woodburn sire. They are not
unlike the Leamingtons, being light-fleshed, easily trained,

rather nervous, but narrow in front, with great length of leg

behind, and built upon the hots of pure speed—rucing
machines. No horse, however, has shown a better type of

two-year-olds than Falsetto's great rival on the turf—Spend-
thrift. He has hud but a limited number of mares, but, to

have Bankrupt out in 18S5, and Kingston in 18S6, augurs a
great future, taking them as samples. Spendthrift was a very
different horse from his rival Falsetto. He was a stronger,

lustier horse, a better feeder, and a stronger but not near so
beautiful a mover. The preparation he had as a three-year-
old, followed by his uphill victory for the Lorillard, showed
him a horse of great constitution, as most would have broken
down under it. His get seern to differ from him, being of a
more delicate mould, but it may, perhaps, be accounted for

by the fact that they are nearly all from very highly-bred
English mares, full of the refining drops of Newminster and
Sweetmeat.
King Ban has made a special bid for two-year-old events,

and if he had sired only Kiug Fox he would have fame enough,
but Ban Fox, Queen Ban, and Punster are also in his column.
Billet has always ranked as a sire of juvenile performers, as
well as of the three-year-old and all aged classes, and Euquirer
has always played a prominent part. Some of the Longfeilows
have run well at two, but, except Thora, it was late in the
season. The King Alfonsos have held their own, but as two-
year olds some think the Falsettos can out-run them, for, like

the Glenelgs, they are apt to improve with age, although King
Alfonso got great two-year-olds in Lizzie Dwyer and Bessie
June, and Glenelg got exceedingly good ones in Idalia,

Louisette, Grisette, and Monitor. Great Tom got what was
apparently a great two-year-old in Gen. Harding, and another
in Thackeray. Bramble's daughter, BIggonette, was unques-
tionably a good one. As to Mortemer, while he got Wanda,
we do not consider him essentially a sire of two-year-olds,
as his get are apt to be overtopped, and, great as Wanda was,
there is no telling how much better she would have been had
she been waited with. Hindoo made a most promising
beginning last season with Hanover, Jim Gore, Hinda, etc.,

and the Onondagas showed a lot of speed but did not stay as
well as the future lots no doubt will. Kayon d'Or was another
debutante, and his Roi d'Or, who was his be3t was a fair colt.

The California sire, Grinstead, gets all his colts and fillies with
the precocity and cleverness on their feet necessary to two-
year-old exploits. Like their sire, they gallop with rather a
straight fore leg, and Gano, Volante, Mission Bell, Laredo,
etc., are a lot that give their sire strong claims to recognition.

With the rapidly growing competition in breeding, the struggle

to produce the most popular style of racer is about to be fierce,

and those stallions whose get do not shine at two, we are Borry
to say, will be crowded out.

—

2T. T. Spirit.

Bookmakers and Betting:.

[Umbra, in Baily'd fc%jazine.]

There are several thiDgs which most men think they can

do better than any other man; certain subjects on which men
are anxious to be thought well versed. For instance, almost

every man likes it to be assumed that he possesses a knowl-

edge of horse-flesh, forthat seems to imply that he has knocked
about the world a bit, more or less, and has not always been
one of the stay-at-home orbehind-the-desk sort of individuals,

and eiery man, without exception, whom you meet entertains
most decided and conclusive opinions either for or against
horse-racing and betting. Frequently, in the pages of this

magazine and elsewhere, I have urged upon professional

racing men the great necessity of keeping their calling free

of the dregs of the gutter—to purge it, as far as possible

of all double-dealers; to discountenance those men who
systematically go crooked; and, above all, to keep the
ring clear of all known welshers, and to make the
ramping, thieving element feel that respectable men who
attend race meetings are not to be welshed and their

pockets picked with impunity. The most extraordinary
circumstances in connection with this season's races where the
complaints which were heard over and over again at Ascot
and Stockbridge that there was too much betting. This cry,

I imagine, in the first instance, must have emanated from a
few chicken-hearted losers. These men must have forgotten
that if there are no losers there can be no winners, and
probably never heard of the old turf axiom, "that you cannot
win if you cannot lose," no bet really being legitimate to

which those words will not apply. Moreover, there would
most assuredly be no races if there was no betting. Betting
is the life and soul of the turf; stamp out speculation, and
horse-racing is doomed at once and for ever. This is a fact

which it is foolish to attempt to smother. Those wiseacres

who cry out, "too much betting," are merely quidnuncs,
whose croakings are foolish and unworthy attention. There
has been no particularly heavy betting this season. Far from
it. There are no men on the turf at the present time who go
in for winning such tremendous stakes as did Sir Joseph
Hawley, Mr. James Merry and the late Marquis of Hastings.
And, unhappily, we have not now such a Draco on the turf

to keep us all straight as the late Admiral Rous.
With regard to bookmakers, there are few men on the turf

now who can remember Robert Ridsdale. He was a man of

good address, pleasing manners, and one of the most fearless

bookmakers of his day. Although clever in all turf manipula-
tions, his tactics were not always such as to deserve com-
mendation. Over St. Giles' Derby, 1832, he won £47,000.

The horse ran in Ridsdale's name, and another animal in the

race belonged to his own immediate partner. Other horses in

the race belonged to stables ot which he was most undoubt-
edly the "wirepuller." Unfortunately for himself, he was
lavish and improvident of bis money, ultimately becoming
quite destitute, and when he died in a hay-loft, in New-
market, the sum of three half pence only was found in his

pocket. There can be no question but that Ridsdale stooped

to most nefarious practices for the purpose of winning
money, and the comparatively easy manner in which he
acquired it tended in a great measure to his lavish mode of

spending it.

It is more pleasant to write of such a man as William Davies,

the great bookmaker to whom the word "Leviathan" was first

applied. Davies was originally a carpenter by trade. He
began betting in a very small way in a street off Gray's Inn
Road, taking sums as small as half-crown*. By great

shrewdness, and a singular quickness at figures, combined to

the highest amount of integrity in all his dealings, he soon
forged ahead, and became the favorite bookmaker of the outside

public. He would return from Newmarket, after the races,

each night, so as to arrange for payment to his ready-money
bettors the next morning. His straightforward mode of con-

ducting business, free of all semblance of sharping and

"besting" trickery, and the full market odds which he always
freely and fearlessly laid, soon made him an immerse
favorite with the gentlemen in the ring. When actually in
tbe ring he appeared to be considerably excited, and it w*»s

his custom "to bawl the ring," as it is termed, continuously.
But all tbe hubbub and excitement of the ring never
disturbed the coolness of his brain or the quickness of bis

calculations. The sums of money which he paid away day
after day to his ready-money clients were enormous, and
denoted tbe colossal dimensions of his transactions. Oce of

his first heavy bets wus iu laying Lord Strafford £12.000
to £1,000 against The Cure for the Cassarowitch, 1S43.
Within twenty-four hours after the race Davies waited
upon the Earl with the ten crisp Bank of Eugland
notes for £1,000 each in his hand, and respectfully

begged Lord Strafford to allow him a short time to enable
him to collect some book bets wherawith to pay the remaiuder.
The request was courteously granted, and Davies kept his
word. When he became a member of Tattersali's hie mode
of settlement astonished some of the artful ones. When he
espied a client to whom he was indebted Dairies would at

once approach him, saying, "You want so much from me,
sir," immediately naming the sum, and thrusting the notes
into his client's hands. If he had money to receive he wouli,
without ceremony, accost his debtor with, "I want so much
from you, sir," again naming the particular sum. Thus,
there was no beating about the bush with him for the purpose
of taking advantage of possible mistakes which his clients

might mike in their own favor. After one Derby, on which
Davies had betted heavily, a certain creditor failed to apply
for several hundreds of pounds to which he was entitled.

Upon being informed that tbe man was dead, Davies
exclaimed "What shall I do with the money?" The reply
was, "Put it in your pocket, as the man is dead." "You are
a scoundrel to make such a suggestion!" cried Davies. He
afterwards ascertained where the widow lived, and gave her
her dead husband's winnings—a most welcome gift to the poor
woman. For the Derby, 1S49. he made a book for Hotspur,
and the victory of Flying Dutchman made a difference to him
of £50,000. The next year the Derby was won by Vultigeur,

and on the morning after the race Davies paid away to his

ready-money clients about £40,000, his payments altogether

exceeding £50,000. The following year was Teddington :

s,

and he laid Mr. Charles Greville. for Sir Joseph Hawley, the
large bet of £30.000 to £2,000. In 1S52 Daniel 0"Rourke won
and Davies laid Colonel Anson £30,000 to £1,000 against the

colt; his next bet against Daniel was £25,000 to £1,000 to

Sandford Graham. Barbarian was second, and it is reckoned
that if Barbarian hid won it would have been £100,000
better for Davies' pocket. In 1853 West Australian won the
Derby, and Davies paid away about £60,000 over that horse.

He made a £100,000 book on this Derby. His winnings were
commensurate with his losses, but space will not admit of my
enumerating the various large sums which he wou. Suffice

it to say that he commenced the season 1S53 with £130,000 to

his credit at the London and Westminster Bank. He was
compelled to retire from the ring, owing to his legs having
become paralyzed in 1S5S. taking with him about £60,000.

And here I wish to caution my readers against betting with
amateur bookmakers. It was in Australian's year that a gen-

tleman conceived what appeared to him a very brilliant idea

of the way to make money, viz., to lay persistently against

one horse in the Derby, against one horse only. The horse
this illogical gentleman chose to operate against was West
Australian, who happened to prove the winner. After the
race this man of one idea bolted from the country, leaving, of

course, all those men who had bet with him in the dismal lurch

.

Another instance, and a very lamentable one, of a man bet-

ting more than he could pay, is that of the Honorable Berkeley
Craven, in Bay Middleton's year, 1S36. Greville alludes to

this distressing affair in his "Memoirs." He says: "There
has, this year, been a miserable catastrophe. Berkeley Craven
deliberately shot himself, after losing more than he could

pay. He was very popular, and had been extremely hand-
some in his youth, and was a fellow of infinite pleasantry and
good humor." Craven well knew what he was doing, for he
had run similar risks several times before. Thus he gambled
with his life in his own hands. If he won, well and good,
that put money into his pockets; if he lost, he dared not face

the inevitable disgrace of being dubbed a gambling defaulter;

so when the evil day did come he paid the forfeit with his

own life.

Still another instance. It is not so very long ago since

Owen Swift, a noted prizefighter in his day, kept a public

house in the neighborhood of the Haymarket. Much dis-

cussion of sporting matters and a good deal of betting took
place in this house. One evening Lord Drumlanrig looked
in and there met Norman Buchanan, Mr. James Merry's
commissioner. Conversation turned on the Goodwood Cup,
and Buchanan offered to take twenty monkeys to one

—

£10,000 to £500—that Mr. Merry's Saunterer won. Lord
Drumlanrig instantly laid the bet. Bis Lordship had,
unfortunately, got the idea into his head that Saunterer
could not stay. His own personal friends, and even Matthew
Dawson, who trained the horse, endeavored to persuade him
to banish this erroneous notion from his mind; but all to no
purpose, for he resolved to stand the £10,000 against the

horse. Saunterer won in a canter, and Lord Drumlanrig
could not pay the debt. He retirsd to Kinmont, the Scottish

home of the Queensberry family, and on the Sth of August,

1858, was found dead on the heath with a charge of shot in

his heart.

Another well-known case of a man "peppering" a horse,

without having a laying-book on the race, is that of the late

Marquis of Hastings. His Lordship laid various sums
against Hermit for the Derby, 1867, amounting in the

aggregate to over £100,000. On the day of settlement the

cheque carried by his agent to tbe Victoria Club was for

£59,000. He himself pfiid the late Duke of Newcastle £9,775,

and to Sir R. Peel £15,975, and to Mr. Chaplin he lost £20,000.

Bona fide bookmakers do not indulge in such gambling
transactions. I have heard Mr. Thomas Hughes, of Epsom,
who formerly did an immense business through sending lists

all over the country, declare that he never stood out all bis

bets, for if very bad against any one horse, he would cover

his bets by backing that horse himself. Mr. Hughes once
laid the writer a treble event bet of £1,200 to £ I, and he
afterwards assured me that the bet had cost him £42 to cover.

Two horses out of the three won, and the third started at 3

to 1.

Bfting too fond of betting in a gambling fashion is often the

downfall of bookmakers. Mr. W. G. Bennett at one time did

an enormous business through the post by sending his "price

currents" All over the land. He wou the Chester Cup twice

with his horse Dalby, and bought an estate at Hendou; but,

after all, I am sorry to say, came to grief and tL_

of a handsome cab.
tTo be continued.)

The most conspicuous sires of 2:30 performer

Geo. Wilkes 11; Electioneer 9j Blue Bull 7, ami
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Breeding Investments.

The purchase on Friday last, by Mr, J. B. Haggin, of two of

the most promising brood-mares in Missouri—Katie Fletcher

and Nodaway—pro re that the great Califoruia breeder has uo

intention of holding his hand from acquiring more mares.

The best chance for the turf in general lies in the question of

whether Mr. Haggin's Australian and other stallions will

breed him as good stock as Longfellow, King Ban, Falsetto,

Hindoo and the rest of the great stallions of the Central States,

but if his Australian and his western horses fail him, the Ban
Foxes of three years hence should be a great lot, if that really

wonderful colt be properly mated. Tyrautmay give him good
Great Tom despite his curby hocks, and the Virgil line may
be transported to the west at nearly its best in the luius of the

very respectable Ben Ali. Ail such procerus can only bo
worked out by time, and conclusions sbould not be drawn
except on results, but it is at least well that Mr. Haggin has
had no chance of acquiring any of the Central horses named,
and also, perhaps, that he did not.take Iroquois across the

Rockies. It is fair, as against the Haggin supremacy theory,

to remember that the same argument was used as to Pierre
Lorillard, who was, however, well handicapped by the poor
soil of Kancocas, and who never had half the breeding-stock

now owned by the California millionaire.

The enterprise of breeding blood-stock is growing all rouud
in America in a way that could not have been dreamed of five

years ago. Many small men are taking a hand at it in the

belief that it is the surest and shortest road to fortune, igno-

rant or forgetful of the capital, the skill, perseverance and
hard work it demands. True, a farmer here and there may
have a good piece of blood which he has bred or picked up
cheap, and which he can give healthy, moderate work to for
nine months a year without carrying her expenses, but these
are exceptions. Such a mare is a useful servant and pays
her way. The owner sells her produce for the fair price a
good-looking yearling or two-year-old, decently bred, always
commands in a sporting neighborhood. If he has the luck to

own a neighbor who has a good horse and will give him cheap
what the Irishman calls a "lep," he may put a bit of money
together and increase his horse holding pari passu with his
firm, but if he breeds to the ordinary country cocktail of a
district his produce will soon be in no better demand than if

they were mules. These reasons have forced the centraliza-
tion of stock-breeding into large farms as being those only
which may be expected to pay and the capital sunk in many
of these is enormous.
In Missouri we have one really great stock farm—the

Kinloch. A respectable one is that of Mr. Prather at Mary-
ville, where Festus is getting some good youngsters and where
Alice Gray may produce another Jim Giay. Sam Eeker's
aggregation at Cote Brilliante consists of Frugtown, one uf the
best of Bonnie Scotland's sons, a number of splendidly bred
mares, and a lot of promising youngsters. Wilson Hunt has
Gov. Bowie and a nice selection of mares at Normandy.
Aaron Pennington and another stallion or two and a number
of mares are in the kingdom of Callaway and scattered else-

where through the State.

At Kinloch, Lucas Turner has that splendid stallion
imported- Uhlan, a horse who will probably be sought for by
breeders in every direction in a season or two. He has also
the great red horse, Aristides and imported Athlete. Mr.
Turner's gathering of imported mares are the choicest in the
country and his domestics are also well selected . He has forty-
eight mares on his place and may extend his string of
Belgravian dams as soon as he moves on to the new property
he has just bought twelve miles west of the city. The total of
the above shows an investment in Missouri of several hundred
thousand dollars.

"There's millions in it"—that is, sunk in it—as Col. Sellers
might say, in the country as a whole, even if the figures set
by some owners of stallions be looked on as fanciful or
exaggerated, and a rough run through a few of the leading
studs may be suggested iu proof. Lucky Baldwin has,
perhaps, the best stallion in America in Grinstead, at S^nta
Anita, and though he keeps only twelve broodmares, they
represent a pile oE money. Governor Stanford has an
enormous capital sunk in thoroughbreds, as well as trotters.
There is also a long list of other heavy breeders on the Pacific
Coast where horse business is gone into in the same go-ahead
style as everything else. Porter Ashe was scarcely a breeder
himself, though he has a brother who ranches, and his
retirement can, therefore, scarcely be called ona from the
breed of horse-raisers, though that of Mr. Theodore Winters
is a loss to the industry in California.
Turning east there are now several respectable studs in

Nebraska, Colorado, Iowa and Kansas, while Utah, Minne-
sota and even Wisconsin are taking a hand at the game.
Texas has quite a respectable capital invested in such
ventures, and here and there little studlots are to be traced
in Louisiana. Alabama is going ahead iu an effort to catch
up with past glories, and Tennessee, which owns one of the
premier studs in the Union, is apparently determined to
assume a very prominent place in the roll of the breeding
states. The farm referred to is, of course, Belle Meade,
one of the greatest glories of the American turf world; for
was it not here that Bonnie Scotland and others of
the best of our first lords of all time made their shining
marks? Gen. Harding some years ago gave up the handling
of the princely farm of 1,800 acres to his relative, Gen. W
H. Jackson, who had a great property to start on and who
has stopped at nothing to keep up its splendid reputation
His stallions have been Luke Blackburn, Bramble, and GreatTom—tine threes to draw to—and to them he has now added
the $20,000 Kancocas purchase, Iroquois, whom it is now no
secret the General intended to have at any price It would
take far too much space to attempt a list of the Belle Meade
mares, but among them are to be found the cream of the high
lineage of the country.

Prospecting into the Kentucky blue-grass region an array
of farms are met, each one of which represents a capital equal
to that of an immense mechanical industry. The Alexander-
Woodburn farm, at Spring Station, is the classic of the lot
and to it must be credited the stallion really best on average
in the country this season, Falsetto. Kiug Alfonso, that
wonderful improvement on his sire, imported Phaeton and
gloriotis on his own account as the sire of the world-famous
Jjoxhall, also stands here, where, too, may be seen Jamaica
dam of the winner of the triple crown of the Grand Prix, the
CeesarewUch and Cambridgshire. Pat Molloy is another of thWoodburn horses, and the list of the mares of the farm
includes, not only the highest type of blood, but the dams ofmany of the best of our modern winners. Grinatead, quoted
above as perhaps our best stallion, is a Woodburn product
-n imported King Ban Major Thomas has a fortune at hisJJmana farm, near Lexington, and his mares are excredingly
choice, fne Harpers have old Longfellow and Ten Broeck
and a lot of good mares at Mautura, and no breeders in
Kentucky have had better luck in a stallion than Brown &
' ^lay have in Billet. Long in the tooth is the old fellow now

getting, however, and Hindoo promises to be amo.t woith
successor to the imported horse whenever the veteran's

plates are nailed to the outer door of his box.
Dan Swigert had an exceedingly great American sire in

Virgil and a most promising one in Prince Charlie who
probably about covered his cost with his first yearlings, so

that the death of one so soon after the other must have been
a great blow. In Glenelg, however, Elmendorf has a great

horse and Royalty is a promising untried one, while Mr.
Swigert expects great things from his imported Derby winner,
Kingcraft, who should arrive in the country before the end of

next week. The time of the year is a bad one for a voyage,
but has been accepted, as he is meant to be made a sowing*
machiue at his new home next season, and must be got into

some kind or condition beforehand. The great Tremont's
dam, Anne Fief, is one of the Elmendorf mares, and her well-

earned laurels of the g£ddock are backed by those of a splendid
aud leugthy string. J. & J. Swigert, sons of the owner of
Eiinendurf, are now at the business on their own account.

Milton Young has gathered together one uf the best studs
in the country. He is especially strong in mares, of which
he has a string with scarcely a peer. He got the Pero Gomez
horse, Pizzaro, dirt cheap at Kancocas for $7,500, and has one
of the most promising of our rising stallions in Onondaga,
while Dnke of Montrose will make a mark even with only the
chances he will get a home. T. J.Megibbenholdson to Spring
hi.,k— but the Kentucky list must close with him, as a complete
recapitulation of its studs could not be corn pressedin to this page.
The' same course must be pursued with the horses of Illinois

and east. Closeby us are Volturno, Versailles, Voltiguer, imp.
Hurricane, Aramis and a host of other useful horses, but
thry must be looked up in the stud book, not here. The
younger Pierre Lorillard starts again at Sandy Kancocas

—

sandy, happily, in one sense to make up for the other. Mr.
Scott may retire, but if he does, he throws imp. Kayon d'Or,
Kantaka and a lot of tine mares on the market. Mr. Withers
has imp. Mortemer, Ventilator and Uncas as stallions, and a
good few mares at Brookdale, nearLongBrauch. Commodore
Kittson still owns that sterling performer in England of the
upper second-class, Woodlands, at Erdenheim, where also
Alarm and Reform do their wooing. Maggie B. B., the dam
of Iroquois, and many more earn their pasturage for the
northern millionaire. Mr. W. W. Astor, of the Ferncliffe
stable, is just dipping into breeding, and bought eleven of the
Kancocas mares at au aggregate of over $20,000. His isresent
stallions are Frederick the Great and Baden-Baden. Mr. A.
J. Cassatt owns that good horse Ben d'Or, Stratford and a lot

of mares, of. whom the great Tara and Semper Felix, dam of
Leonatus, are two. Eolus aud a highly-bred short string of
mares are the property of K. J. Hancock of Overton,
Va. Guv. Bowie has a nice stud, and that unknown
quantity the letter x must stand for the balance of them.
This article has not been meant to be any summary of even
only the great breeding farms, but has been given as a rough
guide to the enormous value of the breeding property of
America to-day.

«

Roscoe Conkling on Gambling

There was an interested crowd at the Interior Department,
Washington, on the 15th insfc., to listen to the argument of

Roscoe Ojnkling in the Field-Wylie telegraph printer contest,

before the Chief Examiner of the Patent Office. In the pres-
entation of the case Mri Judson, the opposing counsel, sought
to throw doubt upon the character of" a Mr. Wright, one of
Mr. Oonkling's witnesses, because he bet money on horses.
Mr. Oonkling's rejoinder created great amusement. It was
delivered in the or&tor^s happiest manner.
"I am now to consider the only thing which, listening

eagerly, I have heard, and that was the palpitation of the sen-
sitive and pure heart of my evangelical friend, Mr. Judson,
as he thought of the evil influence Upon the human mind of
putting money at hazard upon the fleetness of horses. I
regret that I have not at hand to give to the learned counsel
an outburst which I think if possible more lurid, more vivid,
more electrifying than the language of his brief, and which
came the other Snnday from the Rev. Mr. Talmage, in the
City of Churches and of pools; He alluded to gambling as
'that haggard transgression caused by a garland of crime
which had Come staggering down the ages. 5 How does that
sound to you, Mr. Examiner? Don't you thiuk yourself that
it is fully up to the description which came from the secular
pulpit that my friend occupied a short time ago? Is it not
rather absurd that, addressing a tribunal tif some experience
in the affairs oi men, a tribunal taking judicious notice of the
age in which we live, a serious attempt should be made to
discredit a witness because he hazarded money on the run-
ning of horses?
"The learned counsel says 'gambler!' Well, I may say, in

order to propitiate my friend and ingratiate myself with him,
which I am very anxious to do, that I never myself put a far-
thing upon any horse race, and, unfortunately, I do not know
how to gamble^ that, probably is the reason I do not do it.

But I cannot fail to remember that rnahyj niany men have
lived and died whose hohor nobody in their time dared to
impugh, and whose amusement, perhaps whose master vice,
it was to gamble. Charles James Fox was asereat u gambler
as there was in Eugland, and he was better loved than any
man in Brittain. I do not believe that in all the House o*f

Commons, on division night or any other night, or at any of
the hustings from Cornwall to Northumberland, there was
never any man impudent and impertinent enough to impugn
his integrity or his veracity, upon his oath or otherwise,
because he played games of hazard for money."

The following oircular has just come to hand in reference
to the Combination Sale recently advertised in our columns:
Gentlemen:—After a careful consideration, we have

concluded it will be greatly to the interest of our patrons to
"declare off" our "Combination Sale" advertised for January
18th, 19th and 20th. It is true we have received a number o*f

entries for this sale, but from the general outlook we are con-
vinced that it will be to the interest of all concerned to hold
only one Winter Sale, and we have claimed as dates February
22d, 23d, 24th and 75th, 18S7; entries close January 15th, 1SS7.
The first day will be devoted exclusively to strictly standard
bred stock. The Second day to saddle bred stock and
trotters not standard. The Third day to a high class of
business horses. The Fourth day to Jacks, Jennets, and
mules. We have concluded arrangements to hold our sales
in the large, warm and commodious stables of Treacy &
Wilson, conceded to be the best place in Kentucky to hold a
Sale. We solicit your entries, guaranteeing you p'rompt and
careful business treatment. Our increased facilities justify
us in assuring our patrons that we can offer superior advan-
tages. Send us your entries early, that we may give you a
prominent place in Catalogue. Send for "Entry Blanks."

Yours Truly,

r .

"National Horse and Cattle Exchange."
Lexington, Ky., Deo. 10, 18S6.

Sleepy Tom's Pate.

There arrived in Chicago last Wednesday a man whose
appearance, after long absence, revived in the minds of
sportsmen the deeds of the wonderful pacer whose name
heads this article. Everybody who takes an interest in
trotting and pacing remembers Sleepy Tom, whose career
was indeed a remarkable one. Tom wsb blind, but from
what cause or from what time the blindness dated we know
not, nor have we ever met any one who does. Tom was Hrst

introduced to the public in a race at Columbus, O., in 1S73,
the inducement being §25. Five pacers started, but all the
other four were distanced at the first heat, since Tom won in
2:40£. He was occasionally seen on the track during the four
succeeding years, and in the winter of 78 was purchased by
Steve Phillips, a country jockey, at Washington Court House,
Ohio. Tom, as his owner supposed, had ceased to be of any
value, and the price paid by Phillips was 57.50 aud a jug of
whiskey. But during the following season his new owner
discovered how great an investment he had made, and found
himself in possession, as he believed, of the greatest pacer on
earth. That he was about correct in his estimate was proven
later on. During 78 Tom won a number of races, and at the
season's end had a record of 2:22£.
Now, although this time at the present day would not be

considered extraordinary, in those days it was a great horse
indeed that could accomplish it. The following season,
however, Blind Tom became the favorite horse on the
American turf, by pacing a mile in the unprecedented time of
2:12£—just a second better than the time made by the trotter
Rarus. Phillips was a great believer in Tom's intelligence,
and it is a fact that during a race he was continually talking
to the horse, saying in explanation of this that Tom under-
stood every word that was spoken to him, and that it was
necessary to tell him when a turn in the track was to be
reached, as otherwise a blind horse would always be in
danger of falling or hitting himself, especially on half-mile
tracks, where the turns are very short.
The fact that he was blind, had lumps on his legs in places

where lumps were supposed to be fatal to speed, and was in
general a most dilapidated and harmless looking piece of
horseflesh, only added to his attractiveness in the ideas of the
general public. To have seen a beautifully formed and fiuely
muscled horse do something wonderful in the way of pacing
would not have surprised them, but when they saw a crippled
animal, who was also bliud, driven by a man who was fresh
from the backwoods, beat the crack pacers of the country
and all the crack drivers as well, the public enjoyed itself.

At all events, Sleepy Tom was the bast pacer out at that
time, perhaps his greatest race being that at Rochester, N.
Y., in August, 1S79. when he won the second, fifth and sixth
heats from Mattie Hunter, Rowdy Boy and Lucv. in 2-161
2:13^, 2:14.

'

Tom made some great efforts in 1SS0, but the following
year showed plainly that hard work and approaching old age
had about ended his racing career. In '82 he appeared for
the last time and was then sold to Dr. Olin, of Chicago, for
road use. Meanwhile Phillips dropped out of sight, and
until this week as little was known of his movements us
before he came into prominence. But he was tolerablv com-
fortable, financially, thanks to the noble beast's powers, and
iu his obscurity he commenced to think of his companion of
former days. He arrived at the conclusion that Tom was
deserving of a good home in his old age, and finally he came
to Chicago, determined to purchase him and take him back
to Ohio. But disappointment awaited him, for Dr. Oliu,
finding the old fellow almost worthless, had disposed of him
to an Indian man. A few days after he had been quartered
in the barn of his new master, the structure took fire aud
Sleepy Tom suffered a terrible death by burning.

Phillips told the story last Friday morning as he stood on
Clark street, carpet bag in hand, on his way to the train that
was to bear him to Ohio. "He was a good little horse," said
the backwoods driver, "and mebbe I didn't think as much of
him as I ought to when he was winning all of those big purses
forme. Most people don't know it," he continued, "but
Sleepy Tom won the biggest purse that was ever offered fof
trotters and pacers. It was given in 1S79 by the Euffald
track, and was $5,000, open to all trotters aud pacprs, the
idea being to get Rarus to start against the side-wheelers.
But John Splan was too smart to range a §40,000 horse along-
side a lot of old and cheap pacers that could go every mile in
2:10 or better, dud the result was that only the big four

—

Mattie Hunter, Rowdy Boy, Lucy and the blind horse

—

started. It was a good race through.
"Mattie Hunter went to the first heat in 2:16^, aud then the

blind horse went on and took the nest three iu 2:1G£, 2:15},
2:17, and that night when I pocketed the secretary's check for
S2,500 which was the winner's share, it struck me that when
I gave ©7.50 and a jug of whiskey for the little old chestnut
pacer I made a good trade."

—

Mus. and Dram. News.

Archer's highest braise, strange to pay, comes from a French-
man. "I shall never forgot/' said Mr. Figes, the genial
starter for the French Jockey Club, ^meeliugj Archer, Webb
and Watts one hot day in Paris this last summer, sheltered
beneath three large umbrellas. How cheery they were 1 My*
heart warmed to see them. Not popular ! Ah, you should
have seen him ride Le Bulletin at Lougchamps this summer.
Don't talk to me of his English victories. I say that was the
finest race he ever rode. The fractious brute all the way up
the straight was trying to holt over the rails. With the most
admirable pationce and judgment Archer kept pushing him
along, at the same time keeping him straight by gentle flicks
from his whip on the side of his head. Then, when he got
within measurable distance of the judge's chair, he suddenly
satdownaud drove him home with one of his magnificent
and unparalleled finishes, winning on the post by a short
head. You should have heard the'Cheeriug from all classes,"
continued Mr. Figes. "That raoe made him the most popular
horseman in France." The anecdote says all the more for the
great exemplar of riding when we consider that Le Bulletin,
in the hands of another jockey, very shortly afterwards,
injured himself in a fit of fractiousuess, and had to be
destroyed,

Australian turfmen, who first originated the custom lately
adopted at Lexington Ky., of having the number of each
horse on the jockey's sleeve, have made yet other needed
innovations. In the antipodes in future, in order to prevent
too great similarity in future registrations of racing colors,
only red, blue, yellow, white, black aud green will be recog-
nized. Iu order to insure uniformity it is exacted that in all
cases the sleeves and cap must be of the same color, the
shades and combinations of which must be approved by the
committee. Further, in all cases where, in the opinion of the
committee or stewards, owners with colors that are not easily
distinguished meet iu a race, they will order that one jockey
shall wear a distinguishing badge to be supplied by the olub,
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\ Ealdwin's Winnings.

The following compilation of the operations of the Santa
Anita Stable fur the season is from the New York Sportsman.
Had Mi'. Baldwin run with average good fortune at the fall

meeting of the Blood Horse Association, the figures for the
year would hive exceeded $100,000:

Horse and Siee.

Volante, 4, by Grinstead
Silver Cloud, 3, by Grinstead
Lucky B., G, by Rutherford
Grisette, 2, by Gienelg
Mo I Ik- McCarthy's Last, 3, by Kutber

ford
Laredo, 2, by Grinstead
Estrella. 3, by Rutherford
Solid Silver, 3, by Grinstead
Qoliata, '.', by Grinstead
Bouita, 3, by Grinstead
Lijero, 3, by Rutherford
Glen Almond, 3, by Grinstead
Santa Anita Belle; :(, by Grinstead...

.

fendennis, 'I, by Virgil
Grismer, G, by Giinstead

Totals 213

Gross
Amount
earned.

l-i.870

1^,675
l] .-as

!),725

7,909
7.415
7,305

4,160
625
425
4C5

Solid Silver won silver plate to the value of $500 in addi-
tion to the above.
The three races won by Grismer were run in the name of

E. J, Baldwin, Jr.

The result of the running at each meeting, with the gross
amount won. is follows:

San Francisco, spring
Louisville, spring
Latooia, spring
St. Louis, June
Chicago
Monmouth Park
Saratoga
Gravesend. first meeting
Sheepsbead Bay
Jerome Park
Graveaend, second meeting..
Baltimore, au;umn
Washington, autamn
Louisville, autumn
Latonia, autumn
San Francisco, autumn

Totals

,_
J
d to

a
o "S

5 £ CI
J

1S =,?. a
o
a

aa b

B li 1 2 i
a a 4 i

6 8 2 2
14 16 3 2 3

28 31 14 I 4

2 2 1

41 51 12 8 11
7 7 2 1

19 •HI, 5 3 3

8 H 2 1 1

S 3 1 1 1

7 8 2 3 2

4 8 2 2 2

5 5 1 1

l.i 16 5 2 4
11 14 1 7 3

181 213 50 37 4n

Gross
Amount
earned.

$1,325
4,810

4,360
10,4 70

27,845

5,200
18,495

450
0,719

3,190
1,110
2,490
3,685

1.170
5,670
1.635

Of the 184 races in which the stable won honors the dis-

tances were as follows: One at half a mile, 9 at five furlongs,

42 at three-quarters of a mile, 8 at seven furlongs, 27 at a

mile and seventy yards, 4 at a mile and a sixteenth, 16 at a
mile and a furlong, 2 at a mile and three sixteenths, 21 at a

mile and a quarter, 3 at a mile and 500 yards, 3 at a mile and
three fuTlongs, 19 at a mile and a half, 5 at a mile and five

nrlongs, 8 at a mile and three-quarters, 4 at two miles, 1 at

wo miles and a furlong, 5 at two miles and a quarter, 1 at

-hree miles, 1 at three-quarter mile heats and one mile heats.

t
*

The Greatest Jockey Riders.

"The red men of the Jocko Reservation are perhaps farther

advanced in civilization and civilized pursuit than any other

tribe or tribes iu the northwest," writes a Fort Keogh, Mont-
correspondent of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
As a rule, an Indian's first interest in civilization is mani-

fested by a love for whiskey and an intense fascination for

the game of poker. As they get deeper and deeper in all the

tricks and ways of the white man you can see them driving

shrewder bargains, trading horses on their merits, and always
with an eye to business and profit. Many of the Flatheads

are even given to dudish ways. For instance, they wear
good 'clothes, own fast steppers, possess the showiest kind of

blankets, and carry plenty of silver. Some of them own one
or more race-horses, and do nothing else for a living except

gamble with each other on the result of a race, but principally

with outsiders.

They haven't got the baseball fever yet, but there is no
telling how far advanced they will be by the time the season

opens next year. All Indians after a while become expert

card-players, and the Flatheads are no exception to the rule.

These latter gentry are not afraid to try their skill and nerve

with the sportive frontiersmen of the northwest, with whom
they frequently have loDg sieges of draw. To these experi-

enced gamblers the local fry are as children. Many a young
fouck, with no inheritauee to speak of, has enriched himself

amazingly at the expense of wayfarers who have fallen by the

wayside. Some of these youngsters who drew the right card

at the right time have fine large herds of ponies to their

credit in consequence thereof.

As jockey riders the Flatheads and their relations have

perhaps no equals on earth. Raised as they are from child-

hood almost on a pony's back, so to speak, it is no wonder
they become superior equestrians. When preparing for [a

race the young bucks skin themselves of their clothing, so as

to present as little resistance to the air as possible. A Flat-

head jockey, mounted for business, is dressed in nothing

more than a breech-clout, aud perhaps a thin cotton shirt

which floats in the breeze, but offers no impediment to rider

or horse.
Leaning forward on their hardy little cayuses, they dash

down the race-course like the wind, jumping ditches and
dodging trees with a precision aud skill truly marvellous.

The white man's race-course is a flat, level stretch of ground,

rolled smooth, over which the animal simply runs, while the

rider has nothing to do except hold his seat. On the other

hand an Indian will race over any kind of ground, among
timber or swimming streams, combining with the simple

speed of his animal individual skill and judgment in sur-

mounting a score of obstacles, and always coming under the

wire ahead. A white man seldom wins a race from an
Indian, and there is no wonder for it.

President is merely a chief executive officer, transact t

affairs of the general government. In England the Queen is

the government. Iho year 1S87 will mark the fiftieth anni-
versary of the reigu of Queen Victoria, and loyal English-
men are busy making preparations to celebrate the event
in manner becoming one so important in English history.
Naturally, the racing community are among the first and
foremost, and it is proposed to render the year memorable
by a series of jubilee prizes. We understand the suggestion
of this prize first came from Mr. John Kent, formerly trainer
to the late Duke of Richmond and Lord George Bentinck.
To the Sandown Park management, however, belongs the
credit of originating the first of these Jubilee Stakes, which
will be run at its Second Summer Meeting. But it is not
going to enjoy the honor alooe. Kempton, Epsom, Good-
wood and Newmarket are understood to be ready to fall in
and help swell the jubilation. In short, the tendencv'is to
have them at every leading English course, and no better way
could have been devised to commemorate one of the most
glorious reigns in England's history.—.W. J". Spirit.

.»

Clay Duke.

Mr. J. W. Martin of Yolo has added to the good blood
of Yolo county by the purchase of the young stallion Clay
Duke, a first prize winner in the three-year-old standard
class at the State Fair this year. Clay Duke iB a fine repre-
sentative of the Almont family, and is deeply bred in stan-
dard lines. He is a dark bay, black points, small star and
one hind foot white; 16 hands high; foaled April 24th, 1883.
Sired by Alcona, son of Almoot; first dam Metamora, by
Dukeof Orange; second dam Viella, by Cassius M. Clay Jr.;

third dam by Alexander's Abdallah; forth dam by Henn's
Coeur de Leon. Alcona by Almont; first dam Queen May by
Marubrino Chief. Almont by Alexander's Abdallah by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian. First dam by Mambrino Chief;
second dam Kate, by Alexander's Pilot Jr.; third dam the
Pope Mare, thoroughbred. Clay Duke is a registered horse,
No. 2757, and from the known prepotency of the sons and
grandsires of Almont can hardly fail to be a great stock horse.

It has been the custom to refer to racing as the sport of

"kings; a mere figure of speech, perhaps, but certainly it

cannot be denied that no class of Englishmen are more
loyal to the throne than the followers of the turf. Racing

is a symbol of peace and prosperity; the government means
the preservation of these; hence, those who love the one
natorally venerate the other. With many Americans it

may seem impossible to understand the almost extravagant

loyalty of Englishmen to the Queen. That arises from the

fact that we have no equivalent to the sovereign here. Our

Advocates of racing reforms include President M. Lewis
Clark of the Louisville Jocky Club, who has recently taken
up a general alliance of the racing associations East and West.
In regard to the prevention and punishment of fraud by
employing paid judges, he says: "Our national interests

once combined on the old Kentucky plan—united we Btand,
divided we fall—let us choose from among the best informed
racing men in this country four judges. They must not be
owners, trainers, jockeys, or in any way interested in a race,

except that it be run honestly. These four judgeB must
chose a fifth like unto themselves, and the five shall consti-

tute what in Eugland is called a board of stewards. They
must be paid good salaries, for they will be busy throughout
the racing season, with little time for other duties. Two
members of this board shall act as judges at every race- track
represented in the Congress, the club having the power to

elect the third man to sit with them by way of compliment.
He may not know anything about racing, so they may let

him place the third horse. These judges, honest men all,

shall enforce the racing rales rigidly, so that every owner,
trainer, and jockey may know the penalty for infringement.
I think I could put men in the stand who would soon find

out why a horse goes a mile now in 1:40 when yesterday he
ran it in 1:46. With such men as judges you let a jockey do
any of this funny business and see the result. Why, half
the judges iu this country know nothing about racing rales,

and I can tell you that the jockeys very soon find out the
manner of men under whose eyes they are riding. Once sure
that well-informed, courageous men are in the judges' stand,
they are out for the money. It is astonishing how many
horses there are in America to-day which can pack weight so
rnnch better than they can money. With a big load of the
public funds on their backs they seem utterly unable to run.
This board of judges would put an end to all this. A major-
ity of owners demand some such action, as it is useless for

the Turf Congress to meet each November and revise rules,

unless these laws shall be strictly enforced, and but one con-
struction given them."

—

N. T. Sportsman.

ATHLETICS.
Amateur Wrestling:.

For two months the principal topic of conversation
amongst the athletes has been the wrestling match between J.

B. Tibbatts of the Olympic Club and G. Dngerman of the
Eintracht Club. Each man had proved himself champion of

his own circle, and both are beyond doubt the best amateur
wrestlers in the State. The match came off on Thursday
night in the large hall of the Olympic Club. The attendance
was large, the friends of each man turning up in force.

The hour fixed for the event to begin was 8:30 p. M. The
arrangements for the comfort of spectators were all that could
be desired. Just before the men stepped upon tbe tar-

paulin, W. Green Harrison, the President of the Olympic
Club, addressed the audience, and in a few well chosen
sentences asked the spectators to give the visiting athlete

fair play in the matter of recognition. The President then
announced that Patsy Hogan had been chosen referee, and
Mr. L. E. Myers time keeper. Both announcements were
greeted with ringing cheers.

As each mau entered the square a hearty round of applause
greeted him, the visitor getting, if anything, the lion's share.

Tibbatts has two positive advantages over his competitor.

He stands a head taller, and weighs 160A lbs. to 150A, at which
Ungerman turned the scales. Both looked in perfect con-

dition, and each man was reported to have made special

preparation for the straggle.

The terms of tbe match were announced by Mr. W. 0.
Brown, the best of three falls Gneco Rjman style. The Club
whose representatives should luse the match to pay $25 to

the club of which the winner is a member, and the money to

be expended in purchasing a trophy fur the winner.
The match began with fair punctuality. Tibbatts securing

a side hold whicli sent Ungerman to the floor. Very little

work was done for ten minutes, when the men got on there

feet again and did some rapid work, Tibbatts securing a stroug

arm lock which sent Ungerman to the floor. On the carpet,

some rapid work followed. Tibbatts leading, he secured

several neck holds and arm locks, but Ungerman broke them
with apparent ease. The rapid work brought the perspira-

tion out and both were as slippery as eels. The next move
was that both rose to their feet, Ungerman waking up for the

first time showing some activity. He got a good neck hold

but Tibbatts broke it. For ten minutes it was an up and
down stiuggle, Tiobatts doing the leading work. At nine

o'elock both men appeared to have bellows to mend. Tibbats

especially puffed like a grampus.

The twenty minutes work seemed to convince each man
{hat no chances could be given. They were evidently afraid
of each other. Ungermau found that on his feet be was no
matcb-for Tibbatts, for be went to the floor on the slightest

pretense. For ten minutes the work was very tame. Tibbatts
kept watching the clock with such auxions eyes that the
spectators laughed him out of it. When the man next left

tue carpet Ungerman began to lead, and several times
attempted to butt his opponent. Then he got a strong neck
hold and tried to choke his opponent, but Tibbatts broke
away and lifted his man off his feet. Ungerman again tried
the play of butting without any good effect for himself.
At 9:30 Tibbatts again lifted Ungerman off his feet with a

waist hold, and threw him squarely on bis shoulders, but
the referee could not see the fall from where he Btood and
very properly refused to allow the fall. Both were on the
carpet for live minutes, and at 9:35 rose to their feet, Tibbatts
forcing the work, and from a side hold threw Ungerman to
the floor and rolled him on his back, winning the brst fall in
53 min. 40 sec, amidst the wildest excitement. The men
took a well-earned half-hour's rest, and at ten minutes past ten
againappeared on the carpet looking fresher than at the start.

Tibbatts led off, and in 59 seconds threw his mau fairly and
squarely from what wrestlers call a flying Nelson, thus win-
ning the match. The fall came so quickly that it took the
breath out of the audience, and they did not show half the
enthusiasm they manifested over the first. On the floor
Ungerman is a hard man to move, but on his feet he is no
match for Tibbatts. Between the bouts there was an
interesting exhibition of boxing between two members of the
Eintracht Club and two of the Olympians. The first pair
were A. Rahwyler, of the Eintracht, and E. E. O'Brien, of the
Olympic Club. They are very evenly matched in height and
weight. In the first and second rounds Rahwyler showed
the greater skill and hit hard with both hands; but in the
third round he was badly winded and hit out recklessly.
The second pair were J. G. McCarthy, of the Olympic Club,
and L. Zehunder, of the Eintracht. The latter was over-
matched by the height and reach of his opponent, and had
the Olympian used his right hand at all he must have
punished his opponent severely. Neither pair showed any
skill as boxers, the blows stopped being few and very far
between.

L. E. Myers.

The champion runner of the world arrived in this city on
Tuesday morning, and put up at the Baldwin. He was at

once waited upon by several members of the Olympic Club,
and at once offered the courtesies of tbe Club's rooms during
his stay. Like many other great athletes of modern days, Myers
has not a single feature that suggests the champion runner of
the world, or an athlete of any capacity whatever. He ia of
medium height, slight bnild, and his whole manner is easy
almost to quietness. He has a very pleasant face and a
musical voice. His running weight is usually under 120 lbs.

But he has speed, wonderful speed. Where it comes from is

a mystery. He is not broad-chested, his legs look slim,

bat he can move them as no other man ever moved them
before. That he has a strong heart and a will of iron he has
shown in hundreds of hard races which he has won on the tape.

At distances froma quarter of a mile toa mile he has no equal.
From 100 to 300 yards Hutchens is a better man, for

distances over a mile George has proved himself superior.

At selected distances Myers can name races in which no one
should beat him, say 100, 300 and 500 yards, or 440 and 880
yards and one mile. That he would carry off two out of
three of either of theBe triple events is almost a certainty.

Here are some of his figures, 250 yards, 26 sec; 350 yards,
36 4-5 sec; 400 yards, 4£ sec; 440 yards, 48 3-5 see.; 500
yards, 57 sec; 600 yards, I min. 11 2-5 sec; 660 yards, 1 min.
22 sec; 700 yards, 1 min. 28 sec; 8S0 yards, 1 min. 55 2-5

sec; 1000 yards, 2 min. 13 sec These are the world's
records for the distances named.
The champion will start for Australia to-day where he

expects to run a series of races with Malone, the Australian
champion; Hutchens, the short-distance champion of the
world, and George the long-distance champion of the world.
Hutchins is now in Australia and George will follow within a
few months. Mr. Meyers has made a wise move from a busi-

ness standpoint. Melbourne and Sydney are comparatively
the two finest sporting cities in the world, and any races in
which Malone, Meyers, Hutchens or George take part will

attract from 10,000 to 20,000 people either on the Melbourne
cricket ground or the Association grounds in Sydney. The
champion backs himself and bets with the same confidence
that he runs, hence he should find Australia the finest field in
the world for adding to his laurels and the balance with his
bankers. It is pleasant to know that he will meet hundreds of
men of his own genial character, and the friends which the
champion will certainly make in the Southern world will be
quick to recognize and appreciate the sterling qualities which
are so manifest in the fleetest-footed man of the age.

.*.

Proposed Reform.

President McCosh, of Princeton College, has sent to the
Presidents of several American colleges a copy of the follow-

ing letter:

"Princeton, Dec. 6, 1S36.—We are now in a lull between
the games of 1SSG and 1SS7- We have leisure to look back on
the past and forward to the future. We have come to a
crisis. It is time to meet it if we are to keep up the char-
acter of our colleges in the view of parents and the commun-
ity generally, and to make them places of high education
where cultivated tastes and refined manners are acquired.
I think the colleges on the eastern seaboard should come
to an understanding with each other. It is their duty at

present not to cast reflections on each other, but to unite to

correct the abuses which have sprung up in connection with
these public games on holidaye, where we are in danger of
having all the evils of our horse-races, with their jockeys,
their betting and drinking. I venture to suggest that the
colleges interested meet by representatives and agree on some
simple restrictions which will admit of our receiving all the
benefits which may be had from manly exercises, of which
we highly approve, without their incidental evils. I propose
that Harvard, as the oldest of our numbpr, be invited to take
the lead in this matter, and call us together, and I, for one
will feel bound by the decision come to. I have taken this

initiatory step solely because I am now one of the oldest (if

not the oldest) of the Presidents of the colleges interested.

"Yours, James McCosh."

The California Lawn Tenuis Clab has not yet changed its

courts. The site has been secured on Scott street ne;

and will doubtless prove most suitable for plr.

sheltered from the summe** breezes. The club is

amongst its frierds for ten life members, wL;
should be easily secured.
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YACHTING.
Capt. Barr, of the Clara, on AmericanYachts*

The skipper of the Clara, who has lately returned home,

gives his views on American yachts as follows, to the

Glasgow Herald. Hie remarks are hardly complimentary,

bat there isenongh truth about them to make them interesting.

"Captain John Barr, of Gourock, has just returned from

America, where he has been racing with great success the Clyde-

built 20-ton cutter Clara, and has been fortunate in obtaining

a great deal of insight into the sport of yacht racing as

enjoyed on the other side of the Atlantic. Mr. Bair's reputa-

tion as a well-koown and clever racing yacht captain, gives to

the information he has picked up a critical accuracy, which, for

the first time, will enable our own yachtingmen tounderstand

the present aspects of American yacht racing, and still further

increase the interestso rapidly spreadingin the American growth

of the sport. Mr. Barr explains that within the last two years

yacthing has made great strides on ihe American seaboard, and

his testimony toward the enthusiasm is verified by the fact that

at one regatta in which he raced the Clara the number of

yachts of all sizes entered to race waB about 400, of which
crowd 250 started. And this fleet was not made up of any
sort of craft, but included only yachts fitted for a likely con-

gest. But neither American yachts nor the handling of them
has given Mr. Barr cause for surprise. He owns a large class

of centerboard boats, big and little, and canvassed occasion-

ally ingeniously and often outrageously, fly down the wind

like an open umbrella, but on the wind are no good whatever

to anv British racing yacht unless over a mill-pond course.

Aod besides being useless in a seaway, the same class of boats

are most dangerous. Io all the smaller class of centerboards

Ban was amused to see the crews occupied in holding sheets

in hand to ease away in case of an upset, and in the larger

class of centerboards ases are kept at hand to cut across the

main sheet in case of any dangerous squall. For it is a pecul-

iarity of the ceuterboard that, laid over beyond a certain

angle, it will not luff up in the wind and becomes wholly
unmanageable. Iu proof of the danger of the build, Barr
saw a ceuterboard of large tonnage in which sheet, halliards,

rigging, had aii been cat away to save her in a squall. He
had a sight of the Mohawk schooner, which looked as large

andoomfortabie as the Selene, and was struck to learn she had
capsized while lying at her anchor with her sails up, and had
drowned a cabinfnl of people. More or IeBS in connection

with the dangers attendant on the centerboard form of the

boat, Captain Barr beard of thirty eases of drowning during
the past yacht racing season on the American coast. While
the opinion formed as to the needless hazard to life occa:

sioned by the centerboard fashion seems founded on good evi-

dence, Barr had exceptional opportunity of finding out that

the Mayflower, the latest outcome of the American model, is

'a poor tool' in a breeze and not good enough to turn to wind-
ward against a Clyde 20-touner. Io a long turn to windward
down the coast from Boston to New London, Clara came up
with the successful champion Mayflower, going the same
course, and had a famous opportunity of finding out the value
of the centerboard build turning to windward. Clara had top-

mast housed and double-reef down, while Mayflower was
under staysail and had two reefs in mainsail. Clara had no
difficulty in coming up with Mayflower, both being close-

hauled, and with a board or two Clara weathered Mayflower.
The two had the wind dead ahead with a steep, short sea
while working the passage inside the Nantucket Shoals, and
Clara was stiil dropping Mayflower astern, when Barr's boat
carried away her bowsprit shrouds; Clara had to be hove in

the wind for repairs, while Mayflower coming along again
took the lead. Clara, all right again, followed, and the twenty
had again no difficulty in passing and weathering the
Mayflower. This centerboard seemed to find the breeze
rather hard for her, for she shortly afterward fetched
the shelter of an outlying auchoiage, where she remained.
Meantime Clara snugged down another reef, and under
three-reefed mainsail and jib was held on her course
for New London. Clearing the Shoals, the Clara had the
open fetch and was getting knocked about badly in the head
sea. But Barr kept her going, and found on getting into
harbor Clara had carried away most of her headgear, and
along with it about 12 feet of her rail forward. Of course,
Mayflower, sis or seven times the tonnage of Clara, if she
had beeD worth anything in such weather, ought to have
left Clara every mile she sailed, instead of which she was
getting dropped by the little craft. And Mayflower was
making very bad weatht-rofit, plunging head and shoulders
into the head sea, and filling her deck with every scend she
gave. With little Clara cuming up on her, Barr thought
Mayflower a very 'lame duck,' and would have many times
preferred to cross the Atlantic iu his own small cutter. Clara,
on other occasions, made a signal example of the best Ameri-
can centerboards, and through the American racing season
beat everything that was entered against her. The American
centerboard Cinderella, built last winter to beat Clara, was
the only really dangerous rival to the Clyde boat, and,
besides being about Clara's length, was, according to British
rule, of considerable more tonnage. Cinderella had hf-r lead
ballast outside, and, although a centerboard, was deep in the
body and somewhat of a compromise between the American
and British build. Perhaps Athlon was the nest most dan-
gerous rival to Clara, and, being so, a private match was
arranged between the three for a sweepstake at Laichmont by
the Larchmont Club. This clab appears exceptional in some
of its features, for while its members have no objection to
matches on Sunday, the club has a rule against square-
headed topsails. No doubt a breach of the Fourth Com-
mandment is not so likely to lessen the roll of the club as the
capsize of a centerboard; but the crew of Clara did not at
first comprehend thiB view. A Sunday match was sailed
between the three boats, and Clara gave both an easy
drubbing, arriving 8 minutes ahead. Clara altogether
sailed eleven matches, and won eleven first prizes—a very
sufficient proof that the British model had it pretty much
her own way against all the varieties of American models
entered against her, centerboards included. The Americans
confess to be thoroughly beaten by Clara, but allege the
British model is only superior up to 20 tons, a comfortable
and whimsical assurance the coming international contest is

pretty certain to dissipate. The ability with which Captain
Barr sailed Clara no doubt abbeted the result, but the honor
is shared by young William Fife, of Fairlie, who built and
designed Clara for Mr George Clark, of Paisley. BefoTe
Captain Barr left America he was congratulated on having
been selected for the yacht that is to be built on the Clyde
for the coming international contest, and no doubt the
example the Clara has made of the American yachts quite
-indicates the selection made.
"Not the least interesting incident of Captain Barr's

American visit was getting a sight of the famous old schooner
yacht America, which arrived at Cowes in the surrmer of
1851, and captured the Queen's Cup, over the possession of

which trophy these international contests have arisen. Barr

thought tne old craft a fine-looking schooner with a beauti-

fully modeled bow, but rather full aft and bosy in the

quarters. He saw her sailing about in a light breeze, and on
even keel she was going very fast. Indeed, the America had
been sailing so fast alongside Mayflower before the latter got

into trim that it was a question whether or not the old

schooner might not be as good as any American yacht to

protect the cup she had originally won. Not many Clyde
yachtsmen will remember what a stir the America's success

in beating the best English yachts made. Almost
every British yacht of any note was lengthened by the bow,

and bluff bows so much approved of were everywhere

condemned. Long bows were given to yachts building, and
the sudden revolution gave rise to esaggerations and absurd
failures."

The royal yaeht which conveyed the Duchess of Edinburgh
and her family to Malta had such a rough time that everybody
esceDt the duchess was prostrated with sickness. As a sail-

or's wife she was at home upon the ocean, and kept her sea-

what-the-Qoeen-of-Spain-hasn't-got. The servants and the

maids were all prostrate in their berths: the duchess dressed

and undressed her own children. The man at the wheel was
hanging over the side of the vessel: the duchess steered the

ship. The captain was hors de combat: the duchess paced

the bridge and said, "Ease her," "Stop her," and "Turn her

astern," as occasion demanded. The cook was huddled up
in the corner of his galley: the duchess with her own fair

hands boiled the beef and steamed the potatoes, and made a

basin of beef tea for the steward and the cabin-boy; and when
he sailors to a man gave in and requested to be thrown over-

board, the duchess reefed the topsails, let go the painter, holy-

stoned the decks, spliced the mainbrace, heaved the lead and
said, "Yeo ho, heave ho!" as she weighed the anchor and
brandished the marline-spike and piped all hands to the

pumps. This is not a literal translation of the newspaper
accounts of the duchess on boatd the royal yacht in a stornij

but it is a very fair paraphrase.

—

Dagonel in Referee.

The little sloop Outing met with a disaster just as she
started for her cruise around the world. She ran aground in

crossing the bar, and lost anchor, chain and provisions and
had to put back to Brunswick, Ga., to refit.

Oakland Canoe Club.

On Sunday morning there was a large attendance at the

boat house in anticipation of the extra high tide which makes
much pleasanter sailing in the creek, and opens up quite a

large field for discovery in sloughs not nsually accessible.

There was a nice little southerly breeze, and a fine run down
to the basin was made in good time. Canoes Zoe Mou, Flirt,

Mystic and Echo were out, followed later by the Sampler.
Crossing the basin the Mystic and Flirt went on an exploring
espedition up the slough towards Alameda, and were able to

penetrate to within 40 yards of the Park-street road. They
also determined on a site for a boat houBe up there, if the
funds of the club ever allow of such a lusury. Returning
they were joined by the fleet, and all sailed over to Brooklyn
to lunch. Returning in the afternoon the breeze only just

held out long enough to take the canoes up to the boat house.
The Commodore has received a very entertaining letter from
a canoeist of the Jabberwork Club, East, who expresses real

interest in the Oakland Club, having read the various
accounts of cruises published in the Forest and Stream. It

appears to incite envy amongst the eastern canoeists that out
here the boats are kept in commission ail the year round, and
have not to go into winter quarters on account of ice, etc.,

This gentleman states he is now the owner of "Netha,"
sister boat to the "Lassie" who won the international canoe
race. It would be very pleasant if he could be induced to

bring out bis canoe and pay a visit to these waters where a

hearty welcome would await him.
Mr. Engelbrecht is about to construct a canoe on somewhat

similar lines to the Mystic, but a foot longer. Another new
canoe is also expected inside of a fortnight.

Meteor has returned from the city and reports fine cruising

on the bay, having on one occasion gone as far as Lime
Point.

THE RIFLE.

At Shell Mound.

The splendid weather brought out a large attendance of

marksmea at Shell Mound last Sunday. The conditions were
favorable, and the scores generally were excellent. C. Com-
pany (the Nationals), First Infantry, held its monthly medal
shoot, and the following were the best scores made in the
several classes:

CHAMPION" CLASS.
A, Johnson 200 yards -54 4 44 4 554 5—44

500 yards -455a 45 34 5 5—13—87
Capt J. E. Klein 2M) yards-4 46444456 6—14

500 yards— 5 55346584 4—43-87
T. E. Carsnn 200 yards—5 44536644 6—44

SOU yards—4 45453444 6—43—86
FIBST CLASS.

A. F.Raye 200 yards—4 45544454 5—44
500 yards—4 64565434 5—44—88

P. M. Diers 200 yards—4 55464446 4—14
500 yards—4 35443645 6—42—8C

SECOND CLASS.

S.J.Pembroke 200 yards—4 44454444 6-42
500 yards—5 45565446 6—47—89

C. Meyer 200 yards-4 44544444 6—12
5U0 yards—b 64454545 4—43—85

THIHD CLASS.
V. E.Dodd 200yards—4 45444444 3—40
P. E. Vander 20u yards— 54034340 3—26

FOtTBTH CLASS.

F. H. Mills 200yards—i 34546443 4—40

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein had their monthly
medal contest, with the following result: First-class medal

—

Captain Ford, A. Kuhls, 408 rings; second-class—J. C. Waller,
33U rings; third-class— A. H. Kurlfinke, 351 rings; fourth-
clasB—F. Atzeroth, 19G rings. Mr. Atzeroth won his medal
for the third and last time, and it now becomes his individual
property.
* In a match at the 25-ring target, 200 yards, with military
rifles, T. E. Carson and F. P. Poulter made the following
excellent scores:

Cirson 26 23 17 19 21 16 23 25 24 18—200
Ponlter 21 17 23 16 16 24 25 24 22 21-197

A. F. Kaumni and L. R. Townseud, of B Company, Fir*.*

Infantry, had a friendly match at the short range, with the
following result:

Raumm 200 yards—4 54555455 4—16
1>ownsend 200 yards—1 46443446 6—12

S. J. Pembroke and A. J. Kuddock organized two scratch
teams, and shot at the two ranges, Pembroke's team winning
the stakes, The scores;

PBMBEOKE S TEAM.
20U SCO
ydB. yds. Total

A.P.Raye 46 42 8«
S.J. Pembroke 43 43 86
P. E. Robertson.... 45 41 86
A. Johnson 41 44 85
C.Meyer 41 44 85
Capt. F. A. Kuhls .38 45 84
O. H. Weacott 40 43 83

687

B"CDDOCK S TEAM.
300 600

__ _ yds. yds. Total
Ed. Hovey; 44 46 90
C»r>t. J. E. Klein.. 43 48 89
T. E. Carson 41 47 88
F.P. Ponlter- 41 43 84
A. J. Ruddock 42 S9 81
P. M. Tiers 41 33 79
C. Lods 46 32 77

578

At Harbor View.

At Harbor View, on the 5th inst, the Eiutracht Bifle
Section and the Germania Schuetzen Club held contests for
monthly medals, with the annexed results:
Eintracht Kifle Section—Champion medal—Captain F. A.

Kuhls, 408 rings. Captain Kuhls also won the annnal medal
for 1SS6. He won the medal for the last bestcentreshotas well
with 22 rings. First-class medal—H. Gumbel, 351 rinus.
Mr. Gumbel also carried off the annual medal in this class!
Second-class medal—V. Schmidt, 350 rings. The annuai
medal iu this class was won by J. Young. Third-class medal—B. Overmohle, 305 rings. Mr. Overrode also succeeded in
winning rhe annual medal in his class.

The Germania Schuetzen Club— First-class medal—L.
Klotz, 3S6 rings. Mr. Klotz won the medal for JSS0 as well!
Second-class medal—Philip Klare, 367 rings; he also won the
yearly medal for his class. Third-class medal—C. A. Fabian,
326 rings; also won the annual medal of the third class'.
First best shot medal— L. Klotz, 23 rings. Last best shot
medal—G. Robertson, 25 rings. All shooting was twenty
shots, 200 range, at the 25-ring target.

There will be several important rifle matches shot off at
Harbor View to-morrow, for which valuable prizes are offered.

TEAR
Is Shooting Live Pigeons at the Trap Inex-

cusably Cruel?

The society for preventing cruelty stopped Mr. AI. Bandlo's
live-pigeon tournament, in Cincinnati, and caused the arrest
of Mr. Bandle on the charge of cruelty to animals in shoot-
ing live birdd. This will be made a test case. It has been
continued two or three times, in the police court, at the
request of the parties. No doubt it will go to the supreme
court, no matter what the decision of the lower courts may be.
There is a desire to have this question settled, and the*
sooner the better.

Now, as to the merits of the prosecution, opinions diverge.
Many men who indulge in shooting live pigeons from the
trap believe it is somewhat cruel, and that it is on its last
legs, and will sooner or later be entirely superseded by inan-
imate targets. All, or nearly all manufacturers of clay birds
aud other artificial targets have powerful convictions that
shooting live birds at the trap is cruel. It is natural they
should have such feelings.

But the question has been asked, "Isn't the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty going out of its way to forego attention
to great cases manifestly requiring their interference in order
to attack a recreation the cruelty of which is an open ques-
tion, and one that is more and more falJing into disuse?"
Only expert shots, as a rule, shoot at live birds at the trap
aud they generally kill or miss clean. It is the minimum of
cruelty consistent with the sport. Besides it is expensive is
indulged in only at long intervals, and then with great mod-
eration. The smothering of birds in small crowded coops
comes in for complaint, by the society though not in the
Bandle case.

The cooping cruelty Bhould be stopped everywhere. It may
be found in too many cases by the S. P. C. A., at live bird
tournaments, once or twice a year, at two or three places in
Ohio. Those guilty have no cause for complaint if mude to
feel the penalty of the law. But coop-smothering of domes-
tic fowls can be discovered daily in Cincinnati in scoies of
market wagons and at innumerable corner groceries, and it
will be epidemic about the holidays. Au officer of the S. P.
C. A., in going out to the Avenue bail park any day in theyear,'
would paBB within a shuttle-cock throw of many a foul over-
crowded coop of barnyard birds. It does look a little like
overzeal of the officer, or an itching desire to advertise the
society, to pass by these every-day cases of needless, heedless
cruelty, to go out and interfere in a debatable case of occa-
sional recurrence.
But there is cruelty in hunting and shooting wild game

birds in the field and in the forest. A beginner especially
and a chronic poor shot always, is liable to wound his game!
and so let it escape and die a lingering and perhaps a Dainful
death. But this is justified on the ground of the usefulness
of game as an article of food, and ot the health-giving excite-
ment of hunting. The consideration of the benelit of the reo-
reation to the hunter is rocoguized by many if not by all the
members of the S. P. C. A., as justifying whatever cruelty
there may be to the game hunted and killed, premising that
the cruelty be reduced to the minimum. Why not apply the
same principal to live bird shooting at the trap, properly con-
ducted? There are excellent men who find recreation in it

not to be had from the regular flight of inanimate targets.
Are they not the best judges for themselves of what affords*
them health-giving excitement?

—

Trap and Trigger.

The Proposed International Trap Match.

The proposition of the National Gun Association to arrange
an international competition in trap-shooting is one which
should be received with favor in this country and abroad.
The great interest which has attached to such matches in the
past might well enough be renewed on the occasion of a test
of the skill of America and Great Britain. The interest in
international rifle shooting is, for the present at least, langu-
ishing; and there are no indications of its 6peedy renewal.
In the interim trap-shooters should have their inning. The
association did a wise thing, at its Boston meeting, in enlarg-
ing the committee of arrangements and making its member-
ship more truly national in oharacter. Experts at the trap
are so numerous that a selection for the required team would
be made with difficulty, not because of a lack of proper
material, but because of the abundant supply. The team
should be made up of members from different states, and the
men should be in the strictest sense of the term amateurs.
Sucb -a team can more easily be gathered together here than
in Great Britain, where the conditions are more complicated
trap-shooters being divided among many grades of society
where social distinctions are more clearly drawn and more
stringent than they are iu this country. But as the riflemen
have again and again surmounted this difficulty and have
sent over strong teams, there is no reason to suppose that the
trap-shots could not arrange matters with equal felicity,
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BASE BALL.
At Alameda.

The worst game of the season was that played by the

Greenhood & Morans and Pioneers last Sunday. Four thou-

sand people visited the gronnds in the hope of seeing at least

a fair game, bnt in its stead witnessed a burlesque. The work
of the pitchers was wretched; not one of them had the least

control over the ball, and the result was that players could

hold the bat in position and wait until favored with called

balls. Charley Sweeney was the oDly player who felt disposed

to hit the ball, and he rapped the sphere hard every time,

making a triple, a double, and two singles to six times at the

bat. Brown threw well to bases aud handled the erratic Van
Haltern in good shape. Powers played a miserable third

base. The score:

PIONEERS.
IB. E.BH.

Sweeney, lb...6 4

Brown, r f 5 2 1

Carroll, c a 1

Morris, p& lf..3

Taylor, If &s 3.3

Gagus, s s & p. .3 2

Buckley. 2b... .* 1
Perrier, cf 2 3

Powers, 3 b 3 2

1 1

11
1

1

2 14

Flaber, s a ,.S

Denny, 3 b 4
Long, c f 4
Caoill, rf & p. -4

Gnrnett, 2 b 5

VanH3ltren,p,rf 2
Elakison If 2

Donovan, 1 b.. .4

Brown, c 4

2 2 10
12 10 11

10
10 6 10

15 5 3

Total* £0 11 5 6 27 18 9| Total 34 9 8 2 27 22a

BTTN8 BY 1NSTNGS.

Pioneers 2 00202023 -111 G. & il's 5 10 12 0—5

Three-base bit—Sweeney. Two-base bits—Sweeney and Gurnett.

First base on errors-Greenbood & Morans 5, Pioneers 5. First base on

called balls—Greenhood & Morans S, Pioneers 17. Left on bases—

Gre*nbood k Morans 4, Pioneers 6. Struck out -By Tan Haltren 9, by

MorriiS, by Gagus 2, bv Cabill 1. Parsed balls-Brown 1, Carroll 19.

Wild pitches—Cahilll, Van Haltren 2, Morris 1, Gagns 1. Umpire—
De Witt Van Court. Scorer—John F. Hennesy. Time of game-
Three hours.

At Central Park.

"Tonsorial" Mitchell, the daddy of 'em all, did the bos

work for the Louisvilles last Sunday, and indeed it was a

lucky "find" for Hart, for without the aid of the man that

taught Morris all he knew about pitching the Kentucky team

would have suffered their first defeat. "Mitch" is the master

of sixty-eight curves, and the way which he used these, with

a little change of pace, occasionally, rattled the home team so

badly that they couldn't hit at all. It was certainly a good

opportunity for Mitchell to display his prowess, and he proved

that he can manipulate the sphere as well as he does the

razor. The score:

Cline.r t 4
Collins, 1 f 4

Mitchell, c f..,.5

Werrick,3 b 5

White, as 4

Macfe, 2 b 4

Coofc.c •*

Beccius, p 4

Hellman, lb. ..4

10
2 2 21113

2 6 5

2 10 3

10 2

1
2
a
l i

10

Totals 39 11 6 6 27 18 2

CALIFOBNTAS.
TB B.lB.1

McCord.ss 4 o
Reeder, 1 f 4
Bufford, 1 b....4 1

Shea, rf 4 2
Raymond, 3 b..2 1

Smitb.cf 4

Conley, p 4 1 1

O'Dea, 2 b..

.PO. A. B.

12 1
3 1

7 1
10 3

De Pangher, c.3

Totals 33 1

2 7 2 1

7 .25 13 11

BUNS By TNTiTNGS.

Louisvilles...C 10 2 10 1 *— 11
I
Californias 10 0-1

Earned runs—Californias 1. Three-base hit—Conley. Left on bases

—Louisvilles 8. Californias 2. Base on called balls—Louisvilles 3,

Californias 2. Base on struck by pitcher—Louisvilles 2. Struck out—
By Reccius 2, Mitchell 1, Conley 5. Double plays—Mack and Hellman,

"White Mack, Hellman. Passed balls—De Pangher 8, Cook 1. Wild

pitch—Conley 4. Umpire—J. Chesley. Time of game—One hour and

fifty minutes. Scorer—W. Wallace.
<•>

The California League Grounds.

All true lovers of the national game will hail with delight

the announcement that the California League will next

season be independent of ground owners. They have com-

pleted arrangements with the Market-Street Cable Company,

for a five years' lease of a lot 550x450 feet, on the south side

of the Haight-street terminus, where they will erect a

magnificent ball field. The lease commences March 1, 18S7,

and when the term expires, the League people have the

privilege of a renewal for another period of five years. The

improvements to be erected will cost $20,000. The grand

stand will be modeled after the fashion of the finest stands

in the East, and when completed, together with smaller

stands, will be capable of seating 14,000 people. Carriage

drives and all the accessories of a gilt-edged ball field will be

provided.

Stray Hits.

The Louisville " mascot."

Banting grows monotonous.

The Altas are going to pieces.

Who told Cahill he could pitch?

Two games a week next season.

Who will Jim Fogarty play with?

Twenty-five bases on balls. Whew!!
"Phenomenal" Smith is a south-paw.

Incell will rest his arm until the spring.

The sensation has already been sprung.

Van Haltren requires constant practice.

Mitchell should have his head examined.

Hen. Moore has received a nattering offer.

Mike Fisher is somewhat of a catch himself.

Mike Fisher iB somewhat of a catcher himself.

Hearty is twirling as finely now as he ever did.

Huntoon may manage the Altas again next season.

The Louisville benefit to-morrow will be a bumper.

Some players have already gone into the gymnasium.

Collins is a long-distance thrower and so is Baymond.

Ancient baseball scribes should be placed on the shelf.

Donovan will always rememberTom Brown's base running.

The St. Louis Maroons think they have a jewel in Shoni-

berg.
Manager Stafford is a hustler. He is bound to have a good

team.

Away with test pitching. It won't do to disappoint large

crowds.

Incell and Dolan would make a premium battery for next

season.

The League grows stronger and the Association weaker day

by day.

Daly will catch for Flynn, Hardie's pitcher next season in

Chicago.

Flint, Meagher and Newbert, have, it is said, resigned from

the Altas.

The Forest City team has already been dubbed the Crazy

Quilt nine.

Manager Hau's pretty baby boy is the "mascot" of the

Louisvilles.

"Phenomenal" Smith is the best advertised bull-player in
the business.

The base-ball fever has got a good start. Jast wait till next
season, though !

The new grounds at the Haight-street terminus will be of
the "gilt-edged" order.

Cincinnati is to have a team of "Little Nichols." Wonder
jf they are all mascots?

Some of the Southern League clubs are making great
preparations for next season.

It is generally understood that short-stop Donohue of the
Haverlys is anxious to go East.

The pitcher can jaw the umpire from his box, yet claim
that he is "speaking within bounds."

There's no need of calling the players in when Sweeney
comes to the bat. Charley is not a bunter.

The Highland fling steppers will go to the wall when the
new pitching rules are in vogue next season.

Morris and Brown, of the Pittsburgs, think many of the
new rules will be rescinded after a brief trial.

Backley and Gurnett are both playing a good second base,
but Stein is not a whit behind either of them.

Charley Gagus used to twirl the sphere for the Nationals of
Washington, now playing in the National League.

Powers will have to improve his playing or Manager
F^nn will be forced to put him in the out-field again.

John T. Stafford has been chosen manager of the Altas, to
succeed Wm. F. Huntoon who will act as secretary.

What daisies Borchers and Hilbert would be if they could
only slug the ball as hard as they do each others faces!

Captain Anson, of the Chicagos, thinks Kansas City would
be a better acquisition to the Association than Cleveland.

Mobile will replace Macon in the Southern League. The
Mobiles made a splendid showing recently against the Louis-
villes.

Ed. Morris gives it as his opinion that Pittsburg will be in

the front rank when the National League closes its next
season.

Borchers and Hilbert don't articulate as they meander by.
Manager Finn can scarcely comprehend that he has a win-

ning team.

Arlie Latham says he ain't stuck on the new rules, but will

try and equalize things by studying out new schemes during
the winter.

"Baby" Brown's throwing to bases seems to improve with
every game. It takes a very fleet runner to steal a base on
him.
The new base-ball rules say that the home plate must be of

rubber. This will make the decision of tho umpire more
elastic than ever.

Fred Dunlap, the king second baseman, says the Detroits

will knock most of the League pitchers' out of the box under
the new rules next season.

Jim Hart says he will not manage the Oswego club next
season, as has been stated. He says the next time he takes

charge of a ball team it will be as its owner.

Manager Hart thinks he has a gold mine in the "tonsorial

twirler" Mitchell, and if the latter does not want over $5,000
will Bign him with a big clnb.

Manager Mutrie is in high feather over the prospects of his

club next season. He thinks he will have the greatest aggre-

gation of ballplayers ever put on the diamond.

Perrier and Levy are both "south-paws" and are practising

for the box. It would be wiser if they would let pitching

alone and learn how to hit a ball occasionally.

John L. Sullivan has been umpiring baseball matches in

San Francisco at §500 per game. He is the first man who
ever got what the job is worth.

—

Lowell Citizen.

For a variegated uniform, the New Torks of Woodland
take the lead. Their costume consists of red pants, blue

shirt, white belts and caps, and green stockings.

One thing can be said to the credit of the eastern ball"

players, and that is that they are always neat and tidy on the

field. Tom Brown always has a polish on his shoes.

Borneo Barry, ex-pitcher of the Altas, is now residing in

this city. His arm is in splendid condition, and he feels

conSdent that he can pitch as well now as he ever did.

O'Connell, who represented the St. Louis Maroons, and Al.

Keach who acted for the Philadelphia Club at the recent

League meeting, opposed each other on the diamond in 1871.

The Detroits are no longer called the "Big Four" but the

"Big Bluffers," and when the team finishes the next season in

about fifth place, they will be alluded to as the "Big Duffers."

Bight fielder Lawton enjoys the distinction of being the

only marrried member of the Haverlys. This is the probable

cause of the cool reception he receives from the grand stand.

The total attendance at the League games in Chicago last

season was 150,000. Of this number the Detroit Club drew
56,000. This ought to entitle them to some division of the

receipts.

The Louisvilles have a benefit at Central Park tomorrow,
and every occupant of a reserved seat will be presented with a

souvenir—a memento of Jim Hart's Louisville-California

combination.

Old Beli&ble Joe Start's road house, near Hartford, Conn.,

was destroyed by fire two week's ago. When Start retired

from the arena a few months ago he was the oldest ball-

player in the business.

At a recent meeting of the Amateur Snowflakes, Fred
Mason tendered his resignation as manager. The club has

decided not to disband and will probably elect Billy Benfro,

the ex-pitcher, manager.

The Cubans are not so wildly hilarious over baseball as

they were cracked up to have been. Lew Simmons will bear

out this assertion. In Havana a ball-player is not a lion

when a bull-fighter is in town.

Tom Brown says the rule regarding "bunting" tbe ball

will not affect his batting in the least next season. It applies

only to players, who have a habit of tipping the ball foul in

older to be rewarded with a base on balls.

Williamson is another player dissatisfied with Chicago.

Ed. is anxious to play in St. Louis next season with the

Browns. He says he likes to play in winning games, and the

White Stockings haven't a ghost of a show next season.

If Manager Stafford can arrange matters with President

Mone, Sacramentans will not see any more League games
until next spring. The Altas are in a dilapidated condition,

owing to the disagreement between some of the members and
the resignation of others, and think they are not able to cope

with the Bay clubs, all of which have been strengthened with
" istern timber.

This is the timo of the year when managers are throwing
the line for new players. There will be a vacancy in the
Oakland team which could be accept y Hauuan.
Charley is not only a "mascot" but the equal of any out-
fielder.

The Philadelphias head the list as base-stealers, having
purloined 230; the Chicagos are second with 215; Detroit
third, 195; St. Louis fourth, 175; Boston fifth, 150; Wash-
ington sixth, 145; New York seventh, 122; Kansas City
eighth, 94.

President Mone should secure a written guarantee that
there would be no strikes on the cable lines while a ball gume
is in full blast at the new gronnds. What a queer thiug it

would be if 10,000 people were compelled to walk home from
Stanyan street?

South-paw Morris says Eamsey, of the Louisvilles, is the
only pitcher whose delivery will not be affected under the
new pitching rules next season. The Falls City twirler, be
says, can stand and deliver a drop ball without apparent
effort during an entire game.

In a pinch Caruthers need not care what effect the new
rules may have upon his effectiveness as a pitcher, for he
would be a great man for any club even if he couldn't pitch a
little bit. He is no slouch as an out-fielder, and his batting
is almost near the top of the heap.

The first game under the new rules was played recently in

New Orleans, and elicited that, despite the restriction in
delivery and movement, the pitcher will have the best of tbe
batsman owing to the abolition of the high and low ball, also

that the umpire will lead a much easier life next season.

Charley Bobertson has met with an irreparable less—at

least for some lime to come. He entered a Sacramento
barber shop the other evening, and before he kuew it the
tonsorial artist had wielded the razor across his upper lip and
a mustache had vanished. Charley cannot be consoled, and
has been in hiding ever since that awfal night.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the Kaosas City
team, a letter was read from President Nimick, of Pittsburg,

asking that a price be put on Jim Whitney, the pitcher.

The Cowboys decided not to part with Whitney at any price,

and will hold him for next season. "Grasshopper Jim ' will

be remembered as the pitcher of the old Knickerbockers.

At Augusta, Ga., in the spring of 1SS5, Phil Keccius, of the
Louisvilles, accomplished one of the most remarkable
pitching feats on record, retiring twelve men in four suc-

cessive innings on thirteen pitched balls. He also pitched in
the shortest game on record, in Louisville fonr years ago,

wheu the Falls City nine were defeated, 2 to 0, by the
Allegheny's, in a game which consumed less than fifty

minutes.

Manager Mutrie, of the New York Giants, is much dis-

gruntled with the work done by his team last season, and is

anxious to have them redeem themselves. He recently issued

a challenge to the St. Louis Browns, for a series of nine
games in the early spring, fonr games to be played on the

home grounds of each clnb and the ninth game on neutral

grounds, the gate receipts to go to the players of the winning
club. The Browns' manager has taken the matter under
consideration.

The new rule putting a batsman out on the fourth strike

whether the ball is held by tbe catcher or not on the first

glance seems to be peculiar. But by looking further into it

one can see a neat bit of legislation in favor of the catcher.

Heretofore as soon as two strikes were called the catcher had
to get under the bat and receive considerable punishment.
Under the new rule he need not come up at all but allow the

fence in the rear of him do all the work and consequently

save his hands. This will be a big advantage to the catchers.

The National League uses the Spalding ball and the Amer-
ican Association the Beach ball. Players in the latter organ-

ization will not play with the Spalding sphere and the same
is true of the League with respect to the Keach ball. The
association players say they can tell the Spalding ball the
instant they hit it or touch it with their fingers. People who
live in Association cities declare that tbey can recognize it the

instant it collides with a bat. All this is true of the League
players and those who patronize the game with respect to

tbe Association sphere, but the joke of it all is that the balls

used by both associations are made in the same factory and
of the same material. One basketful is labelled "Spalding"
and the other "Beach." This is the only difference between
them.

It is, perhaps, needless to say that the new ball grounds a*

the entrance of Golden Gate Park will call out a more general

attendance of ladies to witness the battles on the diamond,
and that the sport will be elevated in consequence thereof.

A liberal sprinkling of the fair sex at a ball game would serve

to boycott many of the present rather rough features. The
presence of ladies in a grand stand not only adla b -auty

to the scene, but their presence has a good effect upon the
crowd in general, and the tmale portion would not become so

excited and would naturally be more choice in selecting

adjectives to express their'disapproval of the umpire's decision.

It takes a woman a long while to understand the mysteries of

the sport, but when she does she takes more interest ia

the game than her brother, husband or sweetheart. It is

worth while to take a trip to a ball ground on a pleasant Sun-
day to see the fair sex get excited at a good play. Tuey gen-

erally give vent to their approval by exclaiming "Oh! oh:'*

and uy a clappiug of hands. They always dote on the home
clnb, and turn out en masse to see their favorite piny. An
illustration of this cau be seen at the Alameda grouuds on
almost any Sunday that the Oakland "Pets" are to appear

President Von der Abe will have trouble in signing the

World's Champions, next season, jndging from present judi-

cations. Before the St. Louis Browns scattered about fir the

winter their manager did all in his power to persuade them
to sign, bnt in vain, for the heads of the men had swelled

by their success and all demanded an increase in salary.

For several days Mr. Von der Abe knocked ar>nud
with the boys, trying to get their signatures, but it is

safe to say that he fai'ed in all cases but one, and
that is Comiskey. The captain signed, but not, however,

before he was given an advance in salary. Latham and
Caruthers were particularly loud on the salary question, and
claimed they would not sign without an increase of pay.

The rest of the men were almost as bad in proportion to the

size of their heads. The Browns individually and eolleo-

tively are fully aware of their strength as a team, and have
become impregnated with the idea that if the club is :

up the pennant goes too. Inflated with this idea, t

with their success in 1S86, they have determined to
|

strike while the iron is hot and while they are in their prime.

On the other hand, Mr. Von der Abe is fully determi

he will only accede to reasonable demands. 1:

want to take his offer he is perfeotly willing tl.

The fight between the manager aud players will

ingly interesting r.util the season of '87 opens.
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"Good Luck.'

We have the privilege of breeding a thoroughbred

mare to Electioneer the coming season. After the sale

of Lady Viva the only one left was Too Soon by Norfolk,

her dam the dam jf Dashaway, aud also the dam of the

first colt, San Jose Damsel, which won a trotting colt

stake in California. Form and breeding were proper,

bat as she was fualed on the last clay of December, 1867—

hence her name—and "missed" the past three seasons, it

was too much of a chance to risk such a rich prospect

upon, and a younger must be secured. More than

that a young animal was not all that was desireds

as to be worthy of the sire of Palo Alto there must be

other qualifications. In the thirty years advocacy of

thoroughbred blood in trotters we have never claimed

that thoroughbreds could be depended upon indiscrimi-

nately to produce fast trotters, but there must be proper

selections. There has been little done towards testing

strains of royal blood to discover which were the best

suited for the purpose, though iu late years a good deal

has b;en learned. There was one thoroughbred mare in

California that we would rather have than any untried

one to couple with Electioneer, but felt that in all

probability she would be beyond our reach. That was

Santa Cruz owned by J. B. Haggin, Esq. She is by

Double Cross, her dam Eliza by Norfolk, second dam
Mary "Wade by Woodburn, third dam Viola by imported

Knight of St. George, aud the fourth dam Lucy Wade by

Lexington, going on through Walebone, imported Hedge-

ford, Plato, and imported Knowsley to a throughbred

mare which Mr. Viley brought to Kentucky. Now, then,

Double Cross is a half-brother to Columbine, the dam of

Anteeo and Antevolo, and as he is by Malcolm from

Commbia, Santa Cruz has the same amount of Bonnie

Scotland blood as Columbine. Beside the double portion

of Bonnie Scotland XX has also two strains of imported

Monarch, one of imported Trustee and one of imported

Tranby. All of these figure in trotting genealogies and

these on the side of the dam: Norfolk is the sire of Captain

Jenks who trotted in a race in 2:30£, and is also the sire

of tbe grandam of Voucher, 2:23. Woodburn is the sire

of Monarch, 2:28, and who "promised" to trot in 2:20

when death spoiled the anticipations. We owned a two-

year-old by imported Bonnie Scotland, his dam Alice by

imported Knight of St. George, which could trot faster

than any trotting-bred colt of his age at Atwood Place,

and there was quite a number of them, so we thought

well of that strain. Lexington being the sire of the

grandam of Jay-Eye- See, 2:10, and of Noontide, 2:20^,

that came in just right. It was rather a singular combi-

nation, the parentage of Santa Cruz, two such highly

inbred animals coupled and yet so different. Three crosses

of L°xington, the two nearest bringing in a double of

Glencoe, in Eliza, and yet many generations intervene

before the same name is found in the pedigree of she and

XX; outcrosses all through until the inevitable Sir

Archy is met. "Twice iu then out" has been a favorite

way with some of the most successful of English breeders,

and the ins have certainly shown more potency than the

outs when measured by the scale of the race-course, and

that of the tracks has also shown that it is no detriment

to trotters.

In a conversation with 0. A. Hickok, not long ago, he

, emarked that Electioneer should be confined to thorough-

bred mares, as he possessed in such an eminent degreethn

power of "controlling the action" of that race of horses.

He said that fillies thus bred would be in great demand

at the East to place on the breeding farms, and every

one of his get bring a good price. There is no question

that he has done more in that way than any other

stallion, and so, in fact, he can be rated first since his

location in California on all classes of mares. While we
also believe that if Electioneer were restricted to

thoroughbred mares, receiving ail that it would be proper

for him to serve, greater good would result to the future

of trotting-horse breeding than would follow the mating

with "trotting families." We do not put the utmost con-

fidence in the theory that it is so rare a quality to

control the action of thoroughbred mares. When a

stallion has shown his "potency" by producing trotters

from mares of indiscriminate breeding, he will also be

successful with thoroughbreds. Were it so rare a quality

the value of thorough-blood as a trotting mixture would

be greatly decreased. There are few trotting stallions

outside of Kentucky and California which have been

granted an opportunity to see what they could do in that

line. That is, trotting stallions which stand well as the

progenitors of fast trotters. We doubt if Daniel Lambert

had one thoroughbred mare in several hundred which

went to him. Volunteer would not stand much better,

and so the whole list could be gone over with little

variation. Now, Pilot Jr. would have sank into com-

parative insignificance had it not been for the aid of

thoroughbred mares, for though he could control the

action in all kinds of blood, his fastest son, and by all

odds his greatest daughters, were due to his coupling

with Croppy by Medoc, Sally Russell by Boston, aid
Twilight by Lexington. Mambrino Chief did well on
thoroughbred mares and those which were nearly thor-

oughbred. Ashland, from Utilla by imp. Margrave,

Ashland Chief from a mare by imp. Yorkshire and her

dam imp. Flounce, Alhambra from Susan by American
Eclipse who, the late R. A. Alexander informed us, was
the fastest trotter he ever saw; capable of showing a two-

minute gait. From mares with a preponderating

amount of thoroughbred his greatest success came.

Lady Thorne and Mambrino Patchen from a mare by
Gano, Woodford Mambrino and Wedgewood from Wood-
bine by Woodford, and many others could be added.

Great as is the honor and glory which Electioneer has

gained from Manzanita, Wildflower, Bonita, Hinda Rose,

St. Bel, LotSlocum, Carrie C, Albert W., Clay, Fred
Crocker and others, we look for him to get his highest

renown from mares "strictly thoroughbred," or those

which are so nearly so as to be practically the same
when used for other purposes besides the turf. Mr. W.
H. Crawford was present during the conversation, and he

made a statement which, with the arguments offered

by him to sustain it, will be well worthy of an article.

That was, "those papers which have taken such ultra

ground against thoroughbred blood in fast trotters, have

placed one class of breeders fifty years behind."

Mignonette.

We are in receipt of a letter dated Dec. 12th from John

Palmer, a trainer of trotters well known in California,

which was brought out by the article of last week. He
is familiar with many of the circumstances attending the

sale of Antelope and the Sam Purdy mare to Mr. Duncan.

Part of his letter was in referenee to breeding Nellie

H. to Anteeo in 1883, but as that is no part of the contro

versy, there being no denial on that score, that is omitted.

In that year Mr. Palmer lived in San Jose as his letter

states. "At that time Mr. Duncan had only one of

Nutwood's get, Mamie Comet. She was entered in a

three-year-old stake which was trotted Sept 25, 1883.

The starters were Cyrus R., Butcher Boy, Mamie Comet
and Billy Martiu. I am very familiar with the race as I

trained Billy Martin and drove him one heat of the race

in which he was distanced, Cyrus R. winning in straight

heats. Time, 2:4S, 2:49£, 2:42. Mr. Duncan drove his

mare the first and second heats, Tim Kennedy drove her

the third. Mr. Duncan knew nothing of the colt Antelope

until about July, 18S3, when he saw A. D. Miller drive

him on the Oakland track. Mr. Miller had at the same

time a bright sorrel mare, five years old, by Sam Purdy;

that could trot better than 2:30 to a wagon. Her dam
was by Woodburn, and was also the dam of Antelope.

Mr. Duncan negotiated for Antelope and the Sam Purdy

mare very late in the fall of 1SS3, and did not come into

possession of them until very near January, 1884. I am
quite positive that Antelope did not serve any mares

the season of 1883, as he was lame in both of his hocks

and was treated very carefully until late in the season.

Mr. Charles Dewer, a German owning a large ranch

between Pleasanton and Sunol, bred and raised the colt

until he sold him and the Sam Purdy mare to Mr.

Duncan. I know Mr. Dewer well, and he informed me
of the breeding of the colts. I worked for Geo. Cropsy

of Pleasanton, and was familiar with the stock of that

section." Mr. Palmer gives other reasons for believing

that Mignonette is the Anteeo filly from Nellie H., but

these are more in the way of opinions than evidence-

Mr. Dewer and Mr. Miller can throw a great deal of

light on the question. It is certain that if Mignonette

is a daughter of Antelope she was got while Mr. Dewer
owned him, and if he did not serve any mares in 1883

it is settled that she is not by him. We were in error

about the mare being a "full sister" of Antelope and
also in relation to the breeding of her dam. On the

receipt of Mr. Palmer's letter we remembered that Miller

stated the dam was by Woodburn and it was the grand-

dam he claimed to be by imported Australian. Although
not likely to be the case, there is a possibility that the

Sam Purdy mare was bred to Antelope, and that seems to

be the only chance for that much of the pedigree given

of Mignonette to be correct. The breeder of Antelope

and Mr. Miller can decide on that point.

Rancho Del Rio Sale-

The auction of that portion of the stock of Ranch del

Rio which will take place at Sacramento, Thursday next,

is of great importance. More so than the number offered

would seem to warrant. Ten in all, and yet it would be
difficult to select the same number of as much promise
in a far larger offering. We have heard recently that

there was likely to be fresh accessions to the ranks of

California turfmen. Several men of large means are

mentioned who have that object in view, and here is a
chance seldom met to obtain an organized racing stable,

and with engagements that can scarcely fail to be
remunerative. By purchasing all, or the greater part of
the youngsters, securing the services of Albert Cooper as

trainer, and Courtney for leading jockey, with the outfit

necessary, and there the whole business is arranged with

a minimum of trouble. Among the four two-year-olds

are the "tried" Miss Ford and Adeline. Last week we
gave a short 3ketch of these two fillies, though they are

good enough to justify a rehearsal of the euolgy. The
catalogue says: "Miss Ford is undoubtedly the greatest

filly of her age on the Pacific Coast, being able to concede

ten pounds at least to the best of her class," and her races

well warrant the assertion. It is unquestionable, then,
fchat so far she has not been called upon to do her best-

though the race was so close between she and Idalene
Cotton as only to be gained by a head, it came from her
jockey being oblivious to danger on that side after dis-

posing of Safe Ban. Her greatest performance, in our
estimation, was her race in the mud on the last day of

the Blood Horse Meeting. In that she beat Grisette,

Voltigeur, Narcola and Safe Ban, carried 113 pounds and
made the seven furlongs in 1:31^, which her rider said she

could have reduced. The course was a mass of mud, and
the defeat of Grisette on any kind of a track not a light

task. She is named in the American Derby, Sheridan

and Englewood Stakes at Chicago, and in the California

Breeders' Stake, State Fair of 1887.

Adeline is only a trifle inferior to her stable companion.
A mile in 1:42£ is a mark which requires plenty of speed
and bottom to accomplish, and as Estrella, Argo and
Voltigeur were behind her, there was more than the time

test as a token of ability. Iu addition to her own capacity,

she has the further backing of a "full brother," Endurer,

which has shown to be a fine race-horse. Won six races

the past season and beat such good horses as Pontico,

Mamie Hunt, Eolian and Lancaster. She is engaged in the

Sheridan and Englewood Stakes, Chicago. The maiden
two-year-olds—Gold Cup and Chatelain—are so rarely

bred that it will be singular indeed if they cannot race.

Gold Cup is by Enquirer, from Buttercup by Glen Athol,

and the second dam Bay Flower, and the third Bay Leaf.

So many stars have belonged to this family that a list of

their names would look like a page of the racing

calendar, and their exploits fill chapters. Chatelain is

by Norfolk from Neapolitan by War Dance, her dam
Eliza Davis by imported Knight of St. George. This

another celebrated family, a sister to Neapolitan, War
Song, is the dam of Eole, and on this Coast Ben Wade,
Woodbury, Hardwood, Robson and others have sustained

its reputation. Chatelain's engagements are the

Winters, Spirit of the Times, Vestal aud Fame Stakes,

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association. The yearlings

are all so good that it might appear invidious to give

preferences. Emperor of Norfolk, Bolero, Colomo,

Zulieka, Corona and Serpolette are the names, and their

engagements are so full that there will be plenty of

business for them in 1887 and 188S. The engagements

of the Emperor of Norfolk are: Hyde Park and Kenwood
Stakes, 18K7, and American Derby and Sheridan Stakes,

1888, Chicago; Saratoga and Kentucky Stakes, 1887;

Travers and Kenner Stakes, 18SS, Saratoga; California

Annual, 1SS7, and California Derby, 1888, State Agri-

cultural Society; California, Gano and Autumn Stakes

18S7,*and Tidal, Pacific Derby and Fame Stakes, 1888,'

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association. Bolero's are the

same. Colomo all, with the exception of Kenner and

Saratoga. Zulieka is the Lakeside and Englewood

Stakes, Chicago. Corona carries the Lakeside Stakes,

1887, and Englewood Stakes, 1888, Chicago; and Ala-
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baroa States, 1SS8, Saratoga. California, Gano, Ladies'
and Autumn Stakes, 1887, and Tidal, Pacific Derby,
Vestal and Fame Stakes, 18S8, Pacific Coast Blood Tlorse

Association, and Serpolette has liko engagements. Now
we would, like to see these colts go into a new stable, or

at least half of them, and this would be the most satis-

factory arrangement in one respect, though there are

other interests which would be better advanced by
segregation. The more owners the more starters, and a
variety of colors on a racing day has a charm to the

spectators and is an additional stimulus to speculation.

That bargains will be obtained is one thing as nearly

certain as can be foretold. The late sale in Kentucky
shows that there is no depreciation in the price of

thoroughbreds in the East, and such animals as are

offered at this sale will be in demand whenever trans-

ferred to that side of the continent.

There is still another reason for our desire to see the

dispersal of the Rancho del Rio string be the foundation

of others. As a general rule first ventures are what
fixes the fancy. Should a turf neophyte be successful
1n his first season, he can stand a good deal of shaking

thereafter, and to be successful with this lot only requires

proper conditioning and management. As the sale will

commence at 1 p. m. there will be time enough to reach

Sacramento by leaving San Francisco on the morning
train of Thursday. It will be more satisfactory, how-
ever, to go sooner, so as to have an opportunity to study

the animals before being placed under the hammer.

National Trotting- Association.

We copy from the Herald the following account of the

action of the Board of Review in electing Vail Secretary.

"What is so strongly deprecated in the East, viz.: the

organization of another association we believe will be to

the interest of trotting. Our plan would be associations

in every district now allotted to a separate board of

appeals, these acting in harmony so far as having uniform

rules and recognizing penalties imposed. Much of the

opposition to Vail has come from the trouble in getting

business attended to, and this may be partially owing to

centralization in the hands of one set of officers. The
jockey clubs get along well, and it is apparent that an
institution of the same kind as now governs trotting

would not do on the turf. There are differences, of

course, in the sports, so that there is a necessity for a

divergence in the forms of government, but so far as we
can judge theie will follow benefits from a change that

will far more than compensate for the drawbacks. The
meeting at Cleveland was a repetition of the autocratic

management at Cincinnati, when the convention was held

there, and either is sufficient to condemn those who
engineered the matter. "Whenever discussion and ventila-

tion of prevailing methods are blocked so that no light

can be obtained on pernicious practices, there is an
imperative necessity for change.

The threatened break in the ranks of the National Trotting
Association may occur after all.

The Board of Review, in session at the Fifth Avenue Hotel,
yesterday re-elected Thomas J. Vail, of Hartford, as Secretary,

and LewiB J. Powers, of Springfield, as Treasurer. Hours of
argument with closed doors preceded the vote, aDd then it

was so close that Mr. Vail cannot exult to any great extent.

The vote is not a censure, but it is ceTtainly an intimation,

which such a clever official will not allow to pass unheeded.
There were present when the vote was taken:—Judge

James Grant, President; General W. S. Tilton, first vice-

President; Edward Martin, second vice-President; Morgan G.
Bulkeley, Paul H. Hacke, Thomas Axworthy and Daniel J.

Campau, of the District Board. There were other candidates
for the office. Mr. Martin, who lives in St. Louis, advocated
the chums of F. J. Wade, of that place and Secretary of the
fair grounds, while another claimed that VV. B. Fasig, of
Cleveland should have the office.

No one intimated that Secretary Vail was not competent,
but those in opposition to him cousidered that the National
Association would be better off if he resigned. Tbej feared a
split in the organization, and did not hesitate to deal Mr.
Vail many hard raps. When the vote was taken it is said to

have stood—McCarthy, Bulkeley aud Hacke, for Vail, and
Campau, Tilton and Martiu for Fasig. That was 3 and 3,

when Judge Grant cast the deoiding vote for Vail, which
elected him.
Colonel Edwards, the leader of the opposition against Mr.

Vail's re-election, received the news rather stoically, but was
sure that a western association would be formed. President

Grant is of the opinion that Colonel Edwards is wrong in this

particular. Secretary Vail, like all good and faithful

servants, may have been careless. That is easily remedied,
and certainly his great services in the past should have some
recognition.

Colonel Edwards will, no doubt, think twice before advocat-

ing a division in the National Association ranks. Harmony
is required. Sectional disputes are suicidal. "Secretary

Vail can be tried another year," said one of the officials, "and
then if he is found wanting turn him out. Meanwhile give

him a chance and do not weaken the great organization."

The Board of Review is hearing a few cases of suspension

or expulsion. Judge Grant is of the opinion that a much
warmer climate than that of New York is necessary for his

physical well-being, and says, with a laugh, "I am going to

leave for a warmer place as soon as I can get rid of these men
of brains and trotting lore."

Mr. W. H. Wilson, of Abdaliah Park, Cynthiana, Ky., has
flold to Mi.T. C. Jefferson, of Lexington, Ky., for other

parties the bay mare Nettie, foaled 1868, bred by John HilliDg,

Rushville, Ind, sire Gray's Tom Hal, dam Marg, by Shawhan's
Tom Hal. Nettie has a pacing record of 2:33, is the dam of

-Jerome Turner, record 2:15 1
, and is in foal to Alcyone,

record 2:27, sou of Geo, Wilkes, record 2:22.

A Settler.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I read you article in the
Breeder and Sportsman of Dec. 11th. Have made some
inqnries and the following is the result: Mr. Chas.. Dnerr,
who raised the colt Antelope, traded both the colt and a sorrel

mare to Mr. Duncan in November, 18S3. Previous to that
time the colt had only served three mares, two for Mr. Duerr
and one for John Arnett. These tnreo colts are still in this
vicinity; the dam of neither colt was by Nutwood. Mr. Duu-
enn took the sorrel mare away from Mr. Duerr's ranch in
November, but did not take the colt until about the 1st of
December. Now, if Mignonette is the get of Antelope her dam
must have been served later than Dec". 1st, 1SS3. The sorrel
mare that Mr. Dnncan got with Antelope was by Sam Purdy,
dam by Woodbnrn. Most respectfully yours,
Pleasonton Dec. 13th, 1SS6. H. G. Cox.
The above letter appears to settle the question of the

paternity of Mignonette, which any number of challenges
will not controvert. The only escape is to claim a date
later than November 1st, 188-l,for the birth of Mignonette.
As Mr. Duncan lived in Santa Rosa at that time it could
scarcely be possible that in such a case no one would be
cognizant of the fact, though all of whom we have inquired
do not know of a filly that will "fill the bill." Mign-
onette answers the description of the Anteeo—Nellie H.
filly, and now with the testimony showing the unlikeli-
hood of Antelope having a filly of that age in Oregon, it

may bo termed settled.

As to challenges of Mr. Duncan, Antevolo has only
four foals—weanlings. "We offered what we considered
equivalent to §000 for one of them to-day, December 14th,
and his owner declined the proffer. We do not care to
match an Anteeo against so good an Anteeo as Mignonette
undoubtedly is, though if Mr. Duncan will send a forfeit

of §500 to the California State Agricultural Society, we
will match an Anteeo foal of 1884 against one of the
same age the get of Antelope for $1,000 dollars a side, heats
of a mile in harness, to be trotted any day during the
State Fair of 1887 which the Society will designate. It is

optional with Mr. Duncan to produce any colt the get of
Antelope he may select on the day of the race, or name
and give such a description as will lead to positive identifica-

tion (on the day of the race) when his forfeit is sent and
we will do the same. We have sent to Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary of California State Agricultural Society, §500,
with instructions for him to retain it for ninety days,
which will be ample time for Mr. Duncan to accept.
One thousand dollars is the utmost limit we can afford
to risk on a race that far in the. future, but if that is not
considered enough whatever amount of forfeit Mr.
Duncan may send we will endeavor to get covered, and
failing in that will pay him §100 for the trouble he is

put to. Having neither an Anteeo nor Antevolo weanling,
a match on that age is out of the question. We do not
agree to trot a yearling belonging to us at present, though
failing to obtain a better, we are a joint owner of two,
foals of 1885, which will warrant the making of the
match.

"Hitching-."

When the query in relation to the most troublesome
thing which the educators of trotting colts meet in their
practice, and which is usually termed "hitching" came,
our assistant promised an answer "next week." Owing
to a pressure of other affairs we are unable to give it

proper consideration at present, and will have to defer
the presentation of our views regarding the correction
to the not-far-off future. In a great majority of cases it

comes from feet or legs, usually both, being injured in
the endeavor to acquire the fast trotting step. If suc-
cessful, however, in bringing the pupil to a point beyond
that, and getting him to "square away," there is

generally very rapid improvement, and this will make
amends for the patience (an absolutely necessary virtue
in such cases) that has been given. With many the
whip is the grand specific for ail sorts of troubles
incidental to the tutorship of trotters. The very worst
kind of medicine for this ailment aggravating that and
leading to others which are still worse.

The Occident Stake.

It does not follow that the Occident Stake is small
because the amount paid on nominating is small. The
year that Antevolo won it we received nearly §1,200.
The advantage of stakes over purses is shown by
the Stanford and Occident Stakes of 1884. In them
we paid §400 and received nearly §3,000. As usually
divided the "first money" in purses that §400 would nay
the eutrance on would be §2,000. There should be at least
one hundred nominations in the Occident Stake. Any
colt that has breeding enough to bo called trotting-bred,
will have his value increased so much by being named
in stakes that a purchaser would pay a handsome
advance on the cost. We tried to trade for a colt to
name in the Stanford and Occident, but the owner would
not accept the offer. We prevailed on him to make the
nomination, as we regard him worth double what he
would bo if left out.

The Stanford Stake.

A change has been made in the conditions of the S tanford
Stake for 18S9, which will donbtless meet the approval of
those who are interested. That fixes August First as the
earliest date for the stake to be trotted, and will be
decided either at the Bay District meeting or at the Gol-
den Gate Fair. The latter clause cannot be incorporated
in the advertisement, as in case there was not a meeting
held at either place the stake would be off. As it now
stands, should that be the case, the management will
have the power to designate when and where it will be
trotted, but under any circumstances it will come off earlier
than heretofore. By fixing it at the time that the horses
congregate here, those living at a distance will save
the trouble and expense of an extra journey. Having
authority from Captain N. T. Smith to make the announce"-
ment, we heartily concur with him in the propriety of
making the change.

The purpose in setting the date on the third Saturday
in October was to give the colts engaged all the time
possible without running the risk of bad weather. The
arrangement of the fairs are such that nominators in the
southern country are compelled to make a double journey
and those from any section of the State will be better
served by having the stake decided during a meeting
An association can well afford to add a liberal sum, as the
attraction of the biggest three-year-old stake in the coun.
try will warrant it.

Sacramento Colt Stakes.

The success of the first of the series of Colt Stakes
projected by the breeders in and about Sacramento
having proved satisfactory, the promoters have been
encouraged to a renewal, and the advertisement will be
found in its appropriate place. It is for foals of 1886,
dash of one mile, to be trotted on the last Saturday in
October, 1SS7, good day and track. The entrance is
arranged in small payments, and no one can be deterred
from naming a colt on the score of amount of money
involved. We have no doubt that the stake will receive,
as it did last year, a cordial home support, and if it
meets its deservings it will be encouraged by every
breeder in the State. There is room for many such
stakes yet in the California season, and this being a purely-
co-operative concern, without any speculative element
whatever, is unobjectionable even to the most finical.

Bishoping a Horse.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I am requested by a
gentleman to describe in your valuable paper what is meant
by bishoping a horse, and how the operation is performed
Answer—After the horse is eight years old the mark is

almostif not entirely obliterated from the bottom incisor teeth
and the most experienced examiner is not justified in giving a
positive opinion as regards the age of the animal afterwards
Dishonest dealers have a method of prolonging the mark in the
lower nippers; it is called bishoping from the name of the
scoundrel (Bishop) who invented it. The horse of eight or
older is generally thrown, and with an engraver's tool a hole
is dug in the now almost plain surface of tne corner teeth or
more, and m shape and depth resembling the mark in a
seven-year-old or yonnger. The hole is then burned with a
heated iron, but previous a little nitric acid is poured into
the cavity and a permanent black stain is left; an ignorantmau would very easily be imposed upon by this trick It is
practiced largely in the eastern cities by parties who style
themselves veterinary dentists. A. E. Bozard

Veterinary Surgeon.

Death of Florence.

Mr. Haggin has lost by death the chestnut mare Florenc
by Lexington, dam imp. Weotherwitch by Weatherbit from
Charlatan's dam by Irish Birdcatcher. Florence is known
to fame as the dam of the great Hindoo. Mr. Haggin pur-
chased her at the Rancocas sale in October for 54,000 and she
was shipped with the rest of the mares to the ranch.

'

She was
in fine health, and made the journey comfortably until within
one day's ride of her destination, when she was taken with an
acute attack of colic The usual remedies were administered
but without avail, as she grew rapidly worse. A post-
mortem examination was made which revealed that ruptnre
of the bowels had been the immediate cause of death and
explained the nonaction of the remedies given. Florence
was foaled in 1869, but was hearty and vigorous aud
promised many years of usefulness when she left New Tork

Sultan.

On Friday, November 26th, this phenomenal young sire
arrived at Abdaliah Park, and on Saturday he stopped the
scales at 1,080 lbs. His shoes are now off and he has the
freedom of the best paddock and a loose box twenty-four feet
Bqnare, lined with two-inch oak and bedded knee-deep in
straw. Messrs. P. S. Talbert and W. H. Wilson, his joint
owners, have decided that he shall make the 1SS7 season, like
that of 1880, at Iuwood Stook Farm. Lexington, Ky.' His
1S86 Beason has been a success, and his books for 1SS7 are
fast tilling. However, his advertisement will Bhortly appear
in this paper, whether they are full or not.

A decidod charge has ocoured in the views of medical men
as to the use or the necessity for alcoholic liquors in case of
sickness. It is now generally agreed that alcohol has no
restorative power except os a stimulant, aud that the reaction
following Its use more than offsets its supposed beuefits. We
do not use so much strong liquor per headasone hundred or
more years ago, wheu its use was nearly universal
oarly settlers. It is true, however, that liquors in
were less adulterated and less injurious than tuns
sold now, many of which, aside from their ulcoL
onous,
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire »nd dam
BBd of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Eastern Field Trials Derby.

[By our Special Reporter.}

The Bixth Derby began on Tuesday, Nov. 23d. Monday
was rainy and it was impossible to go out. The stake closed

on May 1, 1SS6, with 102 nominations, and twenty-nine

qualified to start, of which sis are pointers and the reBt

setters, most of which are of first-rate breeding, and many of

high form and great quality. The setters particularly show
well. Bv a singular coincidence the Tennessee setters were

mostly drawn against one another. On the evening of Nov.

2lst the draw was made, resulting as follows:

Nat Goodwin, setter, against Fred W., setter.

Rapid, pointer, against Hari Kari, setter.

Hector, pointer, against Rustling Hannah, setter.

Swaiara, setter, against Dan Noble, setter.

Keystone, setter, against Cassie, setter.

Bride, native setter, against Rue II, pointer.

Mavis, setter, against Roi B., setter.

Dolon, pointer, against Allie James.

Goldstone, Better, against Bob H., setter.

Gay Gladstone, setter, against Consolation, pointer.

Springbok, pointer, against Talleyrand, setter.

Rapidan, pointer, against Paxtang, setter.

Ben Hur, setter, against Chance, setter.

Jean Valjean, setter, against Fly, pointer.

Kid, setter, a bye.

A very large number went out to the trials, not less than a

hundred. Among them were R. C. Connell, Secretary of the

Westminster Kennel Club; F. R. Hitchcock, H. E. Hamilton,

who acts as Commissary General and provide an appetizing

luncheon every day, not forgetting a soupcon of "fizz;"

Washington A. Coster, D. S. Gregory, Jr., who acts as

marshall and manages the crowd admirably; Colonel Arthur
Merriman of the Memphis and Avent Kennel; B. F. Wilson,

of the Sanborn Kennel; J. R. Henrichs, of the Pittsburgh

Kennel; J. H. Phelan, of the Clifton Kennel and many others

of prominence in the sportsman's world.

The morning was cloudy and more rain seemed likely to

come, but the judges announced their willingness tu go out,

and at S o'clock the handlers, dogs and spectators were
ordered out. The roads were sloppy and the prospect of good
traveling anything but reassuring, but anxiety to be on the

move, and the fact that a heavy stake had to be run off, lent

courage to those interested. A gentle south wind blew, and
the cover was damp and Bweet. The first brace waB turned

down about a mile and a quarter from town on the Snow
farm.
The winner of first in the Derby, Paxtang, is about a sixty-

pounds dog, a pale chestnut flecked with white. Ears chest-

nut, and chaps fading into a pale tan. He is a homely dog,

but is very well formed though rather overgrown and
immature. He was bred by F. W. Seiler and is owned by
Messrs. Seiler and Porter at Harrisburg, Pa. At times he
showed very good pace, but his best work is done on scat-

tered birds, which he picks up quickly and neatly. He is

fairly catlike in his way of getting about on birds, and is a

great killing dog. His breeding is unexceptionable, being by
Count Noble the best setter sire in the world to-day, and out
of Fate Gladstone, a Gladstone—Sue bitch of great quality.

Paxtang will make a great race in the free-for-all next year.

He was broken and handled by Mr. Charles Tucker at Stan-

ton, Tenn.
The second prize winner, Consolation, was bred by Mr.

Luke White, and is by Bang Bang—Grace III. He is owned
by Colonel C. H. Odell, in New York City. Consolation is

about a forty-pounds dog, of good form, a bit plain about the

head and muzzle, but is a dashing, beautiful workman, and
on scattered birds is hard to beat. He has quite the style of

his great sire Bang Bang, and is a half-brother of the Califor-

nian Climax.
The third place was given to Jean Valjean, a brilliant young

setter by Mingo—Twin Maud. Jean is about a forty-six-

pounds log, of rare form, great pace and style and range, and
wiih more work and a little more biddableness will make a

clipper.

The non-placed dogs were, many of them, of extraordinary

merit. Swatara, a litter brother of Pastang, is a much hand-
somer aoimal but no better in form and not so level-headed.

Dan Noble, owned by the Pittsburg Kennels, is quite like the

California Kennel's Harold, and is a tasty, beautiful worker,
although lacking independence as yet. Allie James, a sister

of the dinner of third, is a neat little white and orange bitch

with a "get there" action and great pace. She is a bit out of

control, but will do better in Tennessee where the cover is

less deuse and the fields larger. Chance, a son of Roderigo
out of Bo-Peep, is a good one, and with Bride divided the

honors of the Derby for pace, while in style and range he is

excellent. Hustling Hannah isalso a merry, quick, good hunt-
ing bitch, beautifully broken. Fred W,, a large, handsome
aon of Count Noble out of Spark, was named to win by many
but was beaten. He has a long swing in moving that carries

him over the ground rapidly and is under good control, as,

indeed, all of the dogs handled by Mr. Tucker were. They
are all good shooting dogs, and under a theoTy of judging
which makes winning hinge on the number of points made
on scattered birds. Mr. Tucker is likely to get there in field

trials. The Gladstone—Sue's did not meet the expectations
of this reporter, but are very fine animals, full of quality and
very game. Roi B. is a first-rate shooting dog, Mr. Short's

breaking being first rate. Time forbids mention of the many
other superb dogs started in the Derby, but the future will

afford opportunities for discussing them.

TUESDAY—FIRST SERIES.

Nat Goodwin—Fred W.—The Memphis and Avent
Kennel's English setter Nat Goodwin by Roderigo—Bo Peep,
born June 1, 1S85, was handled by J. M. Avent. The San-
born Kennel's English setter Fred W. by Count Noble

—

Spark, born February 18, 1885, was handled by Chas. Tucker.
Nat Goodwin is about a forty-six pounds dog, black, white and
tan, with black predominating. He ran rather heavily
seeming a bit lacking in freedom about the shoulders, and
persisted in roading out small stink birds, probably because
his preparatory work had been hindered by sickness. Fred
W., a large dog, also black, white and tan, the tan very pale,

ran a much better race. He has a great stride and swing in
running that is deceptive. In range, paoe and style he had
the race, and the quality of his pointing was better than that
of Nat Goodwin. A large field of sedge grasB and rag weed
v. _,s worked blank, as was a clump of oaks. Then working
down into a creek Nat pointed in very handsome style,head and
^tern high. Nat was improving in pace. Ordered on, Judge
Donner put up a bird behind the dogs. Mr. Coster had
'Tk^d a oovey and the dogs were sent toward it, A single

flushed wild near Nat, the dog dropping to wing. Moving
on two fences and a road were crossed, a wood lot worked
out, and then Nat, at the edge of a clump of alders, drew to

po'nt, Fred having no opportunity to back. Both were
steady when Avent shot. The point was neat. Sent on
down a little creek, Nat flushed and stopped to wing. Fred
W. then found and pinned a bird, Nat backing well. A hill

was climbed and Fred W. made game, pointed, then drew on,

located his bird and stood staunch in good style. Being sent

on Avent lost his dog in high cover, and jumping at a con-

clusion yelled "point," bringing judges and reporters to the

front in a hurry, but the dog a moment after came ranging
in from behind. Little, oJd, tumble-down cabins were
frequently passed, the doorways of which were filled with
grinning, black faces, from the wrinkled old "mammy"
through three or four generations down to dusky brats of a

few months. Fred W., always at good pace, in a wood patch
Dointed false, then moving on, a bird roBe before him
seemingly wild. Nat also scored a flush, Tanging across

wood. A branch was worked out and a weed field drawn
blank, Nat pointing several small birdB aud being beautifully

backed by Fred W. After being down an hour and five

minutes the dogs were taken up at 9:45, and the heat awarded
to Fred W. He bad a clear win with something to spare.

Rapid—Hari Kari.—Bayard Thayer's white and lemon
pointer Rapid B., by Bang Bang—Rue, born May 22, 1885,

handled by TomAldrich, and Edward Dexter's blue belton

English setter Hari Kari, by Don Nilsson—Tchula, born June
1 1, 1 885, handled by Mr, C. E. Buckle. Rapid B. has the dark
eyes and nose of his sire, and bears the Bang Bang stamp all

over. He resembles somewhat Mr. Ed. Briggs' Climax, but
is of less substance. The heat was not of interest; neither

dog showed snap, pace nor good style, while in range they
were deficient. They were cast off on a hill-top and rather

pottered for a while, when Hari Kari pointed near by and
Rapid B. backed. Both steady when Mr. Buckle shot, Hari
Kari crouching on point. Some birds had been marked in a

ditch, and the dogs and handlers worked the ditch both ways
without finding, the birds being afterwards flushed by specta-

tors. Cast back and over a hill in pines the dogs drew the

cover blank, and Judge Berguudthal following close behind
put up a bird. Rapid B. then false pointed, Hari Kari
refusing to back. Moved on Rapid B. flushed and was
steady. Taken up at 10:38, after fifty minutes of slow
unsatisfactory work. Rapid B. is a half-brother of Climax,
but is not half the dog. Hari Kari had the heat more by
comparative than absolute merit. Rapid is a handsome dog,

rather light in muzzle.
Hector—Hustling Hannah.—Mr. Francis R. Hitchcock's

black and white pointer Hector, by Priam—Hope, born June
20, 18S5, handled by John White, and Mr. Whyte Bedford's
black and white English setter Hustling Hannah, by Ben Hill

—Zoe, born February 2, 1885, handled by H. M. Short, were
thrown off in rag weed. After a little breather Hector began
rounding and footed out a lark. Sent on, Hector jumped
into point and an instant thereafter a covey flushed before

him and went a long flight to pines. The dog steady to wing.
Hannah running on the outer circle quite made the pace aud
range, and after Hector's point made a long cast across a field

and down a slope into a gully where a rabbit broke from
before her and the bitch began a cha-e but was stopped. Up
the gully Hannah at last found and pointed a bird, and was
steady when it flushed wild. Trailing behind, Hector pointed
where the bird had been flushed. Sent on, Hannah drew
once single staunchly to point. Hector ranged in and backed
with switehy stern, broke back and drew on. Mr. Short, to

order, shot, Hannah steady, Hector stopping to gun and
wing. The brace was down twenty-three minutes, when
Hustling Hannah was given the heat. Hannah had all the

best of the race, but the pointer is a good one.
Swatara—Dan Noble—F. W. Seiler and T. W. Porter,

Jr's., black, white and tan English setter dog Swartara by
Count Noble—Fate Gladstone, born May 9, 1885, handled by
Cbas. Tucker, and Dan Noble, orange belton English setter

dog by Count Noble—Lewis' Nellie, born Juoe 15, 1885,

owned by Pittsburg Kennels, and well handled by Wm.
Seagar, were thrown off at 11:15. Swatara is a dog resembling
Kaedine's Fanny, but larger; has beautiful muzzle and
head and is well" balanced. Is very tasty on game and sure.

Dan Noble, a half-brother of Sweetheart and Janet, is as
haadsome a setter as is in the Derby; has fine head, good
body and uncommonly good legs and feet; is a taking dog
and will be heard from hereafter. He is young and he had
little work on game, but is sure, staunch on point and back
and has good style. The brace was sent on in rag weed at

the top of a hill. Swatara keen and cautious, soon false

pointed. Sent on, Dau over-cautious, false pointed and was
well-backed in sedge grass. Moved on a deal of sedge was
worked out blank and at edge of grass Swatara, ranging in

near the judges, also false pointed, Dan not being near to

back. Again sent on, Swatara soon pinned a bird in a worm
fence, and when Mr. Tucker, to order, shot, the dog was
steady. Crossing the fence Dan false pointed and was
backed; ordered on, Dan drew to point and after standing a

moment a covey flushed behind the dog and across wind.
The brace was sent down into a gully where Swatara scored

a false point, then drew on and pinned a covey, Dan backing
beautifully. To order the birds were flushed, both dogs
steady to wing. After being down thirty minutes Swatara
was given the heats. Both dogs very tine. Dan Noble well

worth watching and Swartara very good. Swatara worked
independently and cut out the pace and range.
Keystone— Cassio—Keystone, by Gladstone— Sue, born

June 27, 18S5, owned by Messrs. P. H. and D. BryBon and
handled by C. Tucker. Cassio, by Count Noble—Lizzie Hop-
kins,born April 28, 1885,owned by Memphis and Avent Kennels
and handled by J. M. Avent. Cassio had the pace aud range
and cut out the work during the first three rusters of the
heat, when Tucker by a piece of tirst-olass handling threw his

dog on birds, got a point or two, and won. When thrown off,

Cassio, puzzling on scent on a covey which flushed wild before
the dog could locate, was steady to wing. Then on a swing
to the left Cassio across wood flushed a Bingle, not stopping.
Sent on, Keystone in rag weeds poiuted, with waving stern

and was backed, then moving on Cassio at great pace jumped
into point in oak woods, Keystone not being in Bight to back.

Both steady to wing and gun when Mr. Avent flushed and
shot, ordered on Keystone and flushed an outlying bird and
Bteady to wing. After working out a ravine blank, Keystone
in high weeds false pointed, ordered on high weeds and
briarB, and across a grass field Cassio pointed false. A hill

was then climbed where Keystone found and pointed a covey
and both dogs were steady when Tucker flushed and shot.

A slope was then worked blank and a creek crossed toward a

marked lot of birds, on the way CasBio pointed for and broke
when a rabbit was started but stopped to whistle, Keystone
acknowledging the point. The birds were wild and flushed
before the dogs had fair opportunity to point, and down wind
Keystone flushed excusably. Sent toward a marked bird
Cassio pointed a rabbit and was backed. At 12:43 the dogs
were taken up for four minutes and then pot down on

marked birds, running by one which was afterward flushed
by the judges. Keystone then pointed uncertainly and a
bird flushed wild before him. The dogs were sent on up a
slope toward oak woods, in the edge of which Keystone drew
to point? and was backed, moved on, saw Cassio and the two
backed one another; no bird. Sent on, Keystone found a
bevy and stood staunchly, Cassio backing, both steady to
wing. A second bevy was flushed near by the judges, all
going into the oaks, where Keystone pointed a siDgle and
was steady to a flush, made to order by Tucker; sent on
through the woods both dogs made game, Keystone false
pointing once. A rabbit started before Keystone and the dog
broke in, but waB stopped, ordered on Keystone false pointed,
then was ordered on and pointed a bird which flushed wild
before him. After one hour and seventeen minutes Keystone
was awarded the heat. During the early part of the race,
Cassio cutout the work and showed best pace, range and
style, but later when on scattered birds, Tucker out-handled
Avent and rolled up Keystone's score fast. Both dogs were
brilliant.

Bride—Rue II—After lunch, which, thanks to Commissary
General Hamilton's care was a distinguished success, Mr.
John Hunter's black and white setter bitch Bride, handled
by John White, and Mr. Bayard Thayer's white and lemon
pointer bitch Rue II, handled by Tom Aldrich, were cast off
on an open field . Bride, a small, plain puppyish bitch, showed
the best pair of heels yet seen. Hor range was wide and her
Btyle good. Rue II, slow by comparison, was yet fairly fast
and well styled. Moving across the field, Bride, on' the outer
circle, ran down a slope and jumping on to a rock near the
bottom poiuted a bevy, stem moving, and was steady when
White flushed the birds. Sent on, Rue II fastened a single
in corn, and stood when the bird was put up. Sent on the
bitches passed seven birds which were afterward flushed by
the handlers. Then Rue II moving slowly, scored a bad
fluBh on a single up wind, and when ordered on flushed
another bird in corn. Bride, ahead, also put up a bird. They
were taken out of the creek bottom and sent off in high sedge,
where each drew on a rabbit and were staunch to fire when it

ran. A fence was then crossed and* Bride flushed a covy
across wind, steady to wing. Sent on Rue II drew to point,
broke it, moved on, and was about locating the bird when
Bride ranged in down wind and flushed the birds. The
brace was down twenty-nine minutes, Bride winning. She
had all the best of pace, range and independence.
Mavis—Roi B.—The brace was sent on at 2:29. Mavis, a

handsome English setter bitch by Gladstone—Lavalette,
owned by Mr. John S. Clark and handled by John Lewis, and
Roi B. an English setter dog by Paul Gladstone—Lady
Rock, owned by Mr. W. T. Bowdre and handled by H. M.
Short. The brace worked out an orchard and several fields
blank; when in pines Mavis found and pointed a covy. Roi
B. ran, refused to back, took scent and pointed the same
covy. Both steady to wing and gun when Lewis to order
flushed and shot. Sent on, Mavis pointed a rabbit and was
steady to tire. A fence was then crossed, still in the pines
Mavis soon pinning a bird, breaking in and chasing when it

flushed wild. Roi B. was sent toward the bird, when a rabbit
broke from near him and the dog chased, running back near
the crowd, when a darkey, unable to resist the race impulse
began throwing rocks at the rabbit, barely missing the dog.
Mr. Short addressed some pointed personal remarks to the
darkey, but the latter got the rabbit. A back cast was then
made, recrossing the fence in pines, when the brace running
together put up a covy, standing to wiDg. Sent on Roi B.
pointed a single, Mavis refusing to back, dog stand to wing.
Worked down a gully Mavis pointed a rabbit, Roi backing.
Back up the hill Mavis found a bird, pointed and was backed.
Sent on up the. hill, Mavis pointed a covey and pointed
beautifully, being steady to wing and gun. Sent on a large
patch of woods was worked out on a scattered bevy, which
seemed to be holding scent, the dogs doing nothing
with them and the birds being flushed by handlers.
The dogs were held while the judges consulted, and
during the time Mavis put out and caught a crippled
bird. Ordered on, a fence aud piece of ploughed ground
were crossed, Roi B. false pointing on the way. Mavis
refusing to back. Mavis then chased a rabbit out of sight.
After returning, much rag weed was worked blank and a lull

climbed, when Mavis false pointed and Roi B. pointed a
bevy, being steady when Short killed one, which Roi to order
retrieved, Mavis backing the point. Ordered on Mavis false
pointed twice, aud at 4:43, the dogs were taken up, Roi B.
winning. Roi had rather the best of the heat in independence,
killing range and nose. Both very handsome.
Dolon—Allie James—Hon. John S. Wise's liver and white

pointer dog Dolon by Meteor—Beulab, handled by H. M.
Short, and Allie James, white black and tan English setter
bitch by Mingo—Twin Maud, owned by Memphis and Avent
Kennels and handled by J. M. Avent, were put down at 4:47.
Allie showed the pace range and style, Dolon trailing. Much
cover in tields and woods was worked blank, and when in rag
weed Dolou pointed a covey and broke shot when Short to
order flushed and tired. Moved on Dolon ran out ol the
weeds and pinned a single, being steady when short flushed
and killed. Then to the left, both jumped a fence and Aliie,

at long range winded a covey, drew along and pointed, Dolon
baoking. To order Avent flushed and shot, Allie steady,
Dolon breaking in. Sent on over a hill Allie scored a point,
a false point and a flesh, the false point being backed, and
after being down forty-nine minutes the brace was taken up
for the day.

WEDNESDAY.

Dolon—Allie James—The brace was put down at 12:11 p.
m., after a rainy morning spent in town, to finish their heat.
They were cast off on the Ward farm a mile south-east of
High Point in sedge. Soon Allie across wind ran into a covey
and flushed it, standing to wing. Moved on Dolon found an
outlying single and poiuted, being steady to wing. At 12:16£
they were ordered up, and Dolon giveu the heat. Allie cut
the work, Dolon trailing throughout. In quality of pointing
we thought Allie as good as Dolan, and are satisfied that a
close score would have given the""heat to Allie. Dolon
improved somewhat but at best was in no wise the equal of
the setter.

Goldstonr—Bob H—Messrs. P. H. and D. Bryson's white
black and tan English setter dog Goldstone, handled by C.
Tucker. Bob H., by Count Noble—Belle Boyd, owned by
Dr. R. E. Hampton and run by D. E.Rose. At 12:22 the brace
was sent off on the spot where the last heat was decided.
Goldstone was the faster, but Bob H. showed great judgment
and good nose. Bob soon pointed staunchly. Goldstone
coming up refused to back, iau in and flushed, Bob breaking
in. Moving on, Bob pointed another single and was backed.
Mr. Rose flushed the birdB, both dogs steady to wing. Sent
on Bob false pointed in grass. The dogs were sent down
into a corner where Goldstone in a drain drew to point, Bob
rofusing to back. Goldstone was steady when Mr. Tucker to
order flushed and shot. The dogs were then turned buck,
when Bob pointed a single, Goldstone again running in, not
baoking and flushing. A very jealous dog. At 12:46 they
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were ordered up. Bob H. winning. Gladstone had the best
of the pace style and range, but Bob got the birds and was
stannchest.
Gay Gladstone—Coxsolatiox—A brilliant heat. Gay by

Gladstone—Miss Clifton, owned by Mr. T. M. Brumby and
handled by C. Tucker. Consolation by Bang Banc—Grace
III, owned by Colonel C. H. Odell and handled by Luke
White. Down at 12:43J. Both free workers. Gay high-
headed and stylish. Consolation a handsome mover and quite
fast. Gay seemed off in nose. Sent on in woods, Gay at speed
flushed a single across wind, notstopping to wing. Out of the
woods in high sedge, Gay pointed a covey in superb stvle
dropping to wing and being steady when Tucker shot, the
handlers separated, White sending Con. down into a swale
where the dog pointed a single, just establishing his point
before the bird flushed wild. Sent on down the swale into a
thicket Con. pointed a bevy and was steady to wing. Going
to the left in pines Con. made game, drew oh out into sedge
and pointed a single beautifully, head high and" stem rather
cocked, as his sire's often is, Gay backing handsomely
Moved on into scrub oaks and little pines no birds were
found, but Gay fahe pointed once and was backed. The dogs
were then taken up for two minutes and put down in woods
where Gay soon pointed, Con. backing uncertainly The
bird flushed wild. Sent on Con., in oaks, drew to point and
was steady to wing and gun when White shot, Gay backing
and being steady. The bird was crippled and when ordered
on Gay ran in and caught it. Ordered on Gay drew to false
point and Con. not backing. Con. then scored a good point
and was steady to win, and after being down fifty-two minutes
the race was given to Consolation.
SPKiSGBOK-TALLTiiAXD. -Springbok, a good pointer dog

by Mainspring—Carfew, owned and handled by Captain C
E. McMurdo, and W. T. Bowdre's white, black and tan
English setter dog by Paul Gladstone—Lady Kock, handled
by H. M. Short, were cast off in a wood patch at 1:46. Tally-
rand false pointed once in the oaks, which were drawn back
Cast out into open grass down a slope to a creek no birds
were found. Then moved up the creek, across a fence and
into a thicket, Springbok found a bevy, pointed and was
backed. Both steady to wing. Moving on Bok false pointed
Sent across the creek Tallyrand pinned a single and was
steady when Short put up and shot at the bird. Up through
pines and near an old barn Bok false pointed, and moving
on soon after flu -shed a bird down wind. Out of the pines
much sedge was worked blank, then a cast back into the
pines secured a point for Springbok. Tallyrand brought to
back pointed before being sighted, and both were steady to
wing when the bevy flushed. Moved on, each scored a
point, but left it and went on, birds being afterwards put up
by the handlers. At 2:4S Springbok was declared winner of
the heat. He had it by range and nose, and was equal in
pace and style to Tallyrand.
Bapidax—Paxtaxg.—J. M. Whaite's white and liver

pointer dog Eapidan, by Miter—Fleda, was handled, after but
a few hours' acquaintance with the dog, by Capt. E Hart
Height. Cape. Height made a good race with the dog con-
sidering the conditions. P. W. Seiler and G. W. Porter
Jr.'s, chestnut and white flecked English setter dog Paxtang
by Count Noble—Pate Gladstone, well handled by C. Tucker
Eapidan showed little intrinsic merit, but had been well
broken. Paxtang not very speedy, but cautious, good nosed
and showing judgment. Sent on at 2:25 in sedge on a hill
Paxtang instantly jumped into point on a bevy and was fairly
backed, Eapidan dropping, both steady to wing and gun.
Paxtang's point was very taking. Moved on across a gully,
Paxtang false pointed and was backed in rag weeds. Tue
weed held was worked out blank and woods°entered, where
a bevy had been marked. Paxtang ahead pointed hand-
Bomely and was steady to wing. Sent on, Pax pinned a
single in a fence corner at long range and stood to wing.
Ordered on across two fences into an open place Pax found a
Bingle bird and was Bteady to wing, Eapidan also scoring a
point. At 2:30 the brace was sent back and the heat given to
Paxtang. Paxtang had all the best of the heat in all points,
and showed himself a very killing dog.
Ben HrjR—Chance.—Mr. C. p". Stuart's white, black and

tan English setter Ben Har by Paul Gladstone—Lottie
handled by H. M. Short. Memphis and Avent Kennel's
white, black and tan English setter dog Chance by Eoderigo
—Bo Peep, handled by J. M. Avent. Sent off at 3:16, Chance
showed great pace, style and range, Ben Hur a fair second.
After working out a patch of grass a rabbit jumped before
Ben Hur and the dog chased and caoght it. Sent on Hur
false pointed, then moving on in rag weeds both challenged
but passed the bevy which was afterwards flushed by the
handlers. Beyond in woods each pointed, bat the birds
were running and each dog roaded out of the pines, Chance
first locating his bird and being backed by Har. Both
steady to wing and gun when Avent flushed and crippled the
bird. Sent on, birds were flushed wild and then Hur scored
a point and was steady to wing. When ordered on Chance
drew to point unsteadily and was backed, Hur dropping
when the bird flew; Chance steady. Cast back Ben Hur
flushed a single down wind, and at 3:45 the heat was given to
Ben Har. Chance showed better pace than anything except
Bride. He was very snappy, stylish and taking, and the
heat was close.

Jeax Valjean—Flt.—Memphis and Avent Kennel's white,
black and tan English setter dog Jean Valjean by Mingo—
Twin Maud, handled by J. M. Avent. Fly, a lemon and
white pointer bitch by Bush—Eria, owned by J. P. Swain,
Jr., and handled by Mr. Kolb. Fly showed nervy, quick
style that was taking, but did not impress strongly when
compared with the wide sweeps and dash of Jean. Sent off
in sedge in wood Fly soon false pointed, Jean not being
near to back. Moved on, some woods were drawn blank and
briar and sedge patch entered, in which Jean false pointed;
Fly not in sight. At 4:28 the dogs were taken up. and a
move made to the Glass House. Down again, 4:45. in heavy
brush Jean Boon pointing a bevy, and being steady when
Fly stole in and flushed the bird. Moved on, in the thicket
Jean got another point. Taken up at 4:51 and heat given to
Jean Valjean. Jean cut out the work and Bhowed most
quality every way.

Kid, a bye.
Mr. Wm. A. Dewitt's black and tan setter dog Kid, by

Sprain—Gypsy, Mr. Kolb handler, being the odd dog in the
drawing, was given a bye under the rule.

THURSDAY—SECOSD SERIES.

Feed W.—Kid.—The brace was started at 9:15 A. M., in a
grass Held a mile southeast of High Point. Kid suffered from
dysentery and accompanying tenesmus. Fred moved in good
Btyle and at fair pace. A field was worked nearly around,
when Judge Bergundthal put up a bevy, after the dogs had
passed, which was marhed in pines. Followed, Kid flashed
a single bird and was unsteady to wing. Moved on, both
dogs began drawing and Kid in the pines came to point and
whs steady to a wild flush, Fred not being near to back.
Sent on across a fence Kid false pointed. The pines were
worked blank and a cast made on to an open slope into a corn

field which was also drawn blank. Then back into pines anl
oaks, where Kid pointed a rabbit and was steady when it
ran. At 10:US Kid was ordered up, as Judge Donner
remarked, "for lack of merit." We do not admire Kid, bat
how the judges dime to order a dog up for lack of merit
which had done all the work in the heat we cannot see
After the Fred W.-Kid race, it began to rain hard with everv
prospect of continuing, and further work for the day was
stopped.

FRIDAY.
Hari Kaki—Hcstllxg Hannah.—On Friday the weather

was perfect and mnch good work was done. The brace was
started at 8:36, on the Walter's farm near town. Soon in
pines Han Kan pointed a bevy and was backed, a very beautiful
thing before aud behind, both steady to wing. The birds
were followed to a thicket where Hannah got a Doint and was
steady to wing. Worked back through the thicket Hannah
pointed again and was backed, both steady when the bird was
flushed. Sent on across a creek Hannah pointed again but
Short failed to put out a bird and ordered the bitch on, when
a single bird flashed twenty feet from her up wind. Sent on
in weeds Han Kan drew to point handsomely, and was steady
to wing and gun when Mr. Buckle killed. Sent on HariKan pinned another bird in the weeds, Hannah dropping on
back, both steady to wing. Sent back across the creekHannah up wind flushed and at 9 Hari Kari was given the
heat. °

Swatara—Bride.—At 9.05 the brace was sent on in
weeds. Bnde, as usual, cntting away at great pace, ranged
our and put up a flock of little birds. An orchard was drawn
blank and a grass field entered when Bride, on a long cast to
left, jumped into point on a covey, holding point staunchly
until John White could walk over and flush, killing a bird
It was a brilliant bit of work and worth remembering'
Swatara meantime had pointed a rabbit and shown steadiness
to tire, Sent after the bevy into woods Tara's caution costhim two false points, while Bride scored a point on a single
bird. At 9:39, Bride was announced winner. She had
everything her own way in the beat.
Keystone-Eoi B.—At 9:45, in sedge, Keystonefalse pointed

with unsteady stern. Moving on, Eoi B. was credited with a
point, both steady when Short killed. Sent on Keystone
found and retrieved Short's bird. Over a fence Keystone got
a point, Eoi backing. Sent on through pines each got scent
and pointed a bevy at same instant, and both stood to wing
Oat of the trees into grass Keystone again pointed a single
bird and was backed. Each then scored a point and Key-
stone a false point, and at 10:14 Eoi B. was given the heat
Neither were fast, both had good style. Eoi showed nose of
better quality, and rather had the pace and range.
Dolon— Bob H—Dr. E. E. Hampton handled his own dogBob H., in the heat. Sent off Bob H. snaked along on to a

point and was backed. Then in the woods Dolon dropped to
wing when a bird flushed wild near him. Sent on Bob H
scored three points in quick succession and was steady to
wing, Dolon backing. At 10:41 the heat was given to BobHe showed all the merit. He is not fast, but is reasonably
quick and very sure.
Consolation—Springbok.—At 10:45 the handsome brace

of pointers began a brilliant heat. Consolation got about
sharply from bird to bird and showed good nose and judg-
ment. Con., in sedge near a fence, false pointed, moved on
and a field of weeds was drawn blank, as were several other
likely spots. Sent into a bottom Springbok, or Mike as
Captain McMurdo calls him, false pointed and was backed in
pretty style. Then uponslope Con. pointed and Mike backed
both steady when Luke White flushed and killed. Sent on
Springbok at speed flushed and dropped to wing, moved on
and false pointed. Up at 1 1 :28 for five minutes, then sent on.
Springbok ranging down a slope pointed at the bottom and
was Bteady when McMurdo killed to order. Ordered on Luke
White flushed a bevy down wind, and when sent toward the
marked birds; Con. pointed and was fairly backed both steady
to wing and gun. Taken up at 11:43, Consolation winning
He was fastest, best in style and range, and outpointed
Springbok all round, although the latter ran a good pointer.
Paxtang—Chance.—Sent off at 11:56 across a weed field

and a fence into a pine thicket, Paxtang flushed a sin»le and
stood to wing. Moved on down across a creek Paxtang got a
point and was backed. While Tucker was tramping about to
flush, a bevy rose in corn behind, both dogs steady to win.?.
Sent on Chance pinned a bird and was steady to wing. The"n
Paxtang got a point. Chance breaking shot when Tucker
missed. Moved on, the dogs ranging toward one another
stood to wing when a cover flushed between them. To which
a flush should have been given we are in doubt, neither had
wind in his favor. Sent down into a damp swale Chance
pointed a single and was unsteady when Avent shot. Then
Paxtang pointed a bird, lost scent and moved on, the bird
running. Chance down wind then flushed a single and
Paxtang scored a point. Ordered up for four minutes and
then moved on Chance false pointed, and Paxtang to the
right, out of sight of the judges, pointed a covey, and was
steady when the birds flushed wild. Sent on in corn each
got a good point. Thenin pines each scored full for pointing
and at 12:44 Paxtang won. Chance was much faster but
Paxtang is a good cover dog on scattered birds.

THIRD SERIES.

Fred W.—Jean Valjean.—After a very Dleasant luncheon
enlivened by Dr. Eowe's unremitting cha"t, and Mr. Hamil-
ton's dry jokes, with a keen cut now and then by Donner, or
Coster, or Gregory, the brace was sent on at 1 :44. FredW
was out-footed, outpointed and beaten all around by Jean in
a short heat. Fred did not show as well as previously. Jean
pointed a covey and was steady to wing and gun. Sent on
Fred got a point, Jean backing. Cast to right Jean got
another point in woods, Fred got an uncertain point near
a pile of cordwood, and Jean near by dropped into a staunch
point, both steady to wing and shot. At 2:17 Jean waB given
the heat. Jean beat a good dog to win it, having the pace
range and equal style.

'

Hari Kaei-Beide.—At 2:20 the brace was sent off
Bride cutting away at great pace, false pointed in weeds
moved on and pinned a bird, standing when it flushed wild'
Sent on in pines, Bride got another point, and was steady to
wing. Then each scored a point and was steady to wing and
gun. Hari Kari then pointed near some plum bushes and
was steady when Mr. Buckle, to order, kilied. Then Bride
false pointed and soon after got a bird and was steady to
wing. At 2:42 Bride was given the race.

Koi B.—Bob H.—Sent off in pines at 2:49, and ont into
sedge. Bob found and was steadv to wing and gun. Sent
back into the pines, Eoi false pointed, then pointed a single
bird m the grass at edge of the pines. Bob, in a thicket near
by, false pointed. Sent on Koi got a point and was backed-
both steady to wing. Then each scored a false point and Roi
B. an excusable flash. Taken up at 3:13, Bob H. winning
Consolation—Paxtang.—At 3:22 sent off in open sedge

Paxtang ran ahead, and at foot of a pine flushed a single
stopping to wing. Sent on into pines eaoh got a point and

was steady to wing. Then Con., in edge of the pines, falsa
pointed, and when ordered on Paxtang swung in and took the
point on the bird which Con. was working ont Then Con
got a false point. Paxtang, at the bottom of a slope, pinned'
a bird and stood to wing. Sent on out of the pines intoopen sedge Pax. dropped on point and Con. backed, and at
d:Ji Paxtang was declared winner. Paxtang is a keen,
watchful, cautious dog, quick to take advantage of anopening, and his handler, Mr. Tucker, is wide awake.

FOURTH SERIES.

Jean VALJEAX-BEIDE.-At 3:41 Jean, when cast off imme-
diately false pointed, and Bride backed. Sent on in pinesJean soon pinned a bird, then Bride found a bird and pointed
it. Jean then false pointed and was badly backed Sent on
in pines Bride scored a flush and Jean a good point, beinc
steady to wing. Much cover was worked blank then i5rag weed a covey flushed wild and Jean broke to wing Movedon and another bevy flushed near by across wind. Ordered onJean false pointed and was backed. Ordered on out of thepines Bnde found a covey in high weeds near the spec-
tators and pointed staunchly, Jean backing. Then Jean in aditch pointed a single handsomely, being unsteady to wineFollowing a marked bevy Jean found a single and stood towing and gun, and at 4:55 was given the heat. Jean is aquick, keen worker when warmed np and made a good heatBoB

B
H--PA?TANG--A' 5 f. m. the brace was cast off inpass, Bob H. immediately lalse pointing. Bob's pace was

better than previously. After drawing considerable cover
blank Pax pointed a rabbit and chased when it ran Sent onPax false pointed in sedge, then pointed a lark and was steadv
to wing Sent toward a bevy which flashed wild and pitched
near by Paxtang got a good point steady, then false pointed
Sent on each pointed, Bob false and Paxtang steady, when his
bird was put up. At 5:18 Paxtang was given the heat.

SATURDAY—FIFTH SERIES.

JE.ANVALJEAN-PAXTANG.-At 8:35, on the Blair farm near
town, the brace was started for first money on bare groundwhich was ranged over and corn and woods entered Paxtani
false pointing in thicket. Sent on Paxtang pointed and'JeaS
backed, both steady to wing. Then Paxtang false pointed
twice when he dogs were sent out of the woods into cornand briars which were drawn blank. A bevy was flushed
wild and dogs sent back into the woods where Paxtane false
pointed again. The woods were drawn blank and also anorchard and weed patch and oaks entered. Sent on Paxtantr
pointed and was backed, but Tucker could put up no birdand moved on when a bird rose before him. Moved on Paxsoon pointed a single and was steady to wing, then orderedon pointed again and stood to wing. To the right near a
fence, Jean pointed a bevy and stood to wing and gun Senton Jean chased a rabbit but stopped tardily to order' Senton Paxtang false pointed Jean refusing to back stealing the
point and being steady to wing. At 9:34 Paxtang was given
the heat and first money. Jean was quickest but less under
control. His work is snappy and sharp and dashing, whilePaxtang is steady, slower and very cautious.

SIXTH SERIES.

To select a competitor for second place

n.
B
u
B H.-CONSOLATION.-Bob H., Consolation and Chance

the best dogs previously beaten by Paxtang, were required torun a trial series to select the best to compete with Jean
Valjean for second money. The running brace was sent offm rag weed. Bob H. false pointed. Sent on Bob H. deliber-
ately nosed ont and flushed a bird, not stopping to wing
Sent on m grass Con. false pointed. Bob backing. Then on a
cast toward a fence Con. pointed a bevy which flushed wild
the dog steady Sent on, Con., on a long swing ahead found abevy and pointed in low grass, and was steady to wingOrdered on Con. pinned a pair and was staunch when the
birds were flushed Thenin woods Con. false pointed andwas backed. Taken up at 10:18, Consolation winning the
heat. Con. was the fastest, best styled and showed bestjadgment.
CONSOLATION-CHANCE.-At 10:32 the brace was sent on inhigh grass. Consolation soon found and pointed a bevy andwas beautifully backed, both steady to wing Then backalong a fence near the judges Con. again pointed, Chance

backing, Con steady. Moved on Con. again drew to pointand was steady to wing. Sent on in high sedge pointed
staunchly, and was steady to wing. When moved on Con
false pointed. Then Chance drew to point and when Aventwent in to flush Chance moved and Con. instantly stole inand pointed the bird, flushing wild. Sent on across a creek
into pines each scored a point and was steady to wing Just
before being taken up Consolation pointed again staunchly
and was given the heat. Jl

SEVENTH SERIES.

Jean VALjEAN-CoxsoLATio.N-.-The brace was cast o« at
11:15 to run off second money. Each pointed the Bame bevvand was steady to wing. Sent on in woods each again got a
point and was a little unsteady when the birds were flashedThen in high sedge and briars each false pointed. Sent onCon. pointed in a thicket, Jean refusing to back, and Avent

S?"?-
-

j «
n
l°S

Je"»Jnlnpe<linto point and broke in when
the bird flushed. Then Con. got a point, and at 1126 theheat ended Consolation winning second.
The judges placed Jean Valjean third', as, by the rule thev

were entitled to do. ' *
Eastern Field Tbijls Clcb's Sixth DKHBY.-Open to all setters mapointers born on or after Jane 1, 1886. Entrance S2n «i,i #££?.

Closed May I, 1886, Witt) 102 nomina ions. TwenS"nine start £. H?ihPoint, H. O., November 22, 23. 24. 25, 26, !?<b JndS-n o Si
thai, J. Otto Conner, J. W. Orth.

Jnages-l). o. Bergund-

Fred W., white, black and tan
English Better dog by Count
Noble—Spark, born Feb. 18,
18S6, owner, Sanborn Ken-
nels,

Hari Kari, bine b«Iton English \

rrasT semes.

(Nat. Goodwin, white, black
and tan English Belter dog

beat 4 by Roderigo-Bo Peep, bora
I June 1, 1886, owner, Mem-
l pbls and Avent Kennels.
/Rapid B., white and lemon

owner, Edward Dexter, ) I „™„„_ u j£s. _
_.*-•'* 10O0 »

Hustling Hannah, black and i

while English Better bitch f , .

by Ben Hill—Zoe, born reh.2, f
beat

1885, owner, Whyte Bedford, /

beat

Swatara, black, white and tan
English setter dog by Count
Noble—Fate Gladstone, born
May 9, 1885, owners, F. W. .

Seiler and G .W. Porter, Jr.,/
Keystone, block, white aDd 1

lan English setter dog by f

Gladstone—Sue, torn June ',

27. 1885, owners, P. D. and V, \
beat

Bryson,

Brldo. black and white setter

;

bltcb by Brick-8om, born I

August, 1886, owner, Jobn j

Hunter,
J

Koi B., block, white and tanl
English setter by Paul Glad-

|

stone—Lady Roch, born June !

1, J8b5, owner, Wtt.T Bowdxe, 1

owner, Bayard Thayer.
Hector, black and white

pointer dog by Priam—Hop*
born June 2U. 18*5, owner
F. R. Hitchcock.

Dan Noble. lemon belton
English setter dog by Count
Noble—Lewis* Nelly, born
June 15, 1886, owner, Pitts-
burg Kennels.

Casslo, white, black and tan
English setter dog by Count
Noble - Lizzie Hopkins,
born April 28, 1885, owners,

;
Memphis and Avent Ken-

l Dels.
(Bue II, white and lemon

beat J P°' nt«* °ltcb by Bang baDg
1 —Rue, born May 23 1886
I owner. Bayard Tl -

[Mavis, black, wh
English Better
Gladstone— Li-. .

March 1,1885,,.

CUrk4 W«wBi

teat
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Doloo, liver and white pointer"!

dog by Meteor—Beuiah, born
|

May 17, 1885, owner, John S. ;- beat

"Wise,

Bob H.. black and white English *\

aetlerdog by Count Noble—

|

Belle Boyd, born March 31. |- beat

1885, owner. Dr. R E. Hamp-
ton, J

Consolation, white and lemon]
pointer dog by Bang Bang—
Orace m, born Jan. 2U, 1085, \ heat-

owner, Col. C. H. Odell,

Springbok, liver and white \

pointer dog by Mainspring— j

Curfew, born June 10, 1885, \ beat

owner, Capt. C. E. McMurdo,

Paxtang. white, black and tan
|

English setter dog by Count
|

Noble—Fate Gladstone, born \ beat

May 9. 1885, owners, F. W.
Seiler and G- W. Porter, Jr.,

Chauce, wnite, black and tan

Euglish setter dog by
Koderigo — Bo Peep, bora

J-
beat

June 1, 1885, owners, Mem-
phis and Avent Kennels,

Je^u Valjean, white, black and
tan English setter dog by
Mingo— Twin Maud, born <- beat

March 18, 1885, owners, Mem-
phis and Avent Kennels,

Kid, black and tan setter dog
by Sprain -Gypsey, born Feb.
'20, 1885, owner, Wm. A
DeWitt,

f Allie James, white, black and
I

tan English setter bitch by
Mingo— Twin Maud, born
March 17, J8S5.owners.Mem
phis and Avent Kennels.

fGoldstone, white, black and
| tan English setter dog by
I Gladstone—Sue, born June

21, 1885, owners, P. H. and
I

D. Bryson.
| Gay Gladstone, while, black

I and tan English setter dog
\ by Gladstone—Miss Clifton,

|
born July 22, 1885, owner,

I T. M. Brumby.
fTallyrand, white, black and
I tan English setter dog by
\ Paul Gladstone—Lady Hock,

I
boru June 1, 1885, owner,

I v.m. Bondre.

f Rapidan, liver and white
|

pointer dog by Miter—Fleda,
\ born July (i, 1885, owner, J.

| M. Whaite.

fBen Hur, white, black and tan
English setter dog by Paul

\ Gladstone — Lottie, born
j

May 2b, 1885, owner, 0. P.

I Stuart,

f
Fly, lemon and white pointer

I

bitch by Rush—Eria, born

-f
Jan. 2, 1885, owner, J. P.
Swain.

Fred W. beat Kid.
Hari Karibeat Hustling
Bride beat Swatara.
Roi B. beat Keystone.

Jean Valjean beat Fred W.
Bride beat Hari Kari.

Jean Valjean beat Bride.

SECOND SERIES.

Bob H. beat Dolon.
nnah. Consolation beat Springbok.

Paxtang beat Chance.
Jean Valjean a bye.

IHTBD SERIES.

I Bob H. beat Roi B.

|
Paxtang beat Consolation.

; beat Consolation,

FIFTH SERIES.
Paxtang beat Jean Vaijean and won first.

SIXTH SERIES—TO SELECT i COMPETITOR FOR SECOND.
Consolation beat Bob H. | Consolation beat Chance.

SEVENTH SERIES.

Consolation beat Jean Valjean and won second.
Jean Valjean placed third by the judges.

First, Paxtang.
Second, Consolation.
Third, Jean Valjean.

Whelps.

A. B. Truman's, of San Francisco, red Irish setter bitch

Lady Elcho T., by Champion Elcho, ex champion Noreeo,

winner of first prize, S. F-, 1S86. whelped, Nov. 17th, 18S6,

four bitches and four dogs to Mike T., by Nemo, ex Nida,

winner of first prize and special for best Irish setter in

the show, S. F., 1886.

J. Homer Fritch's fox-hound hitch Juliet, whelped eleven

—seven dogs and four bitches—all black, white and tao, by
John Chicon's dog Tayo, first prize winner San Francisco

Beach Show, 1836.

On November 13, 18S6, Mr. T. N. Andrew's St. Bernard
bitch Dot (Sailor—Bess), whelped three to Don, (Kover—Flor-

ence), one orange and white dog, one red and white bitch, one
orange aud white bitch.

^»

Death.

Ou December 11th, Mr. S. Fuju's pointer pup, 7 monfhs old,

by Vaudevort's Don. dam Bassford's Beautiful Queen.
•>

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

The matches of the fourth annual meeting of the Pacific

Coast Field Trials Club, opened on Mondy, at King's River

near Hanford.
The matches have attracted a great deal of attention from

owners of setters and pointers throughout the State, and a great

deal of unfavorable comment, on account of the location of

the racing ground. It rnigtit be possible to secure a more
unsuitable place than King's Kiver, but no site that any three

dog owners in the club would be likely to name could be

more difficult to get to. The majority of the club are business

men, and have not the leisure to spare demanded by tbe

meeting, which spoiled two business weeks for all who were
Dresent. The results of the matches up to Wednesday have
come by wire but no details. Next week we shall publish a

complete report. The members of the club who are reported

as present are: J. G. Edwards, President; F. A. Taft, Senator
Pyle, F. Saiterthwaite, Judge Post, Senator Whitney, Mr.
McGiel, General Cosby, Clay Chipmau, and many local men.
The first race was theall-a^ed stake, for which Janet and
Mountain Boy were the first starters, and Janet beat Mountain
Bov. Tom Pinch beat .Royal Duke, Lassie beat Dashing
Monarch, Tom Pinch beat Janet, Sweetheart beat Tom Pinch.
The report of the puppy stakes has not come to hand. It is

remarkable that none of the dogs owned by the Messrs.
Bassford have pot in an appearance.

Coursing.

The Waterloo Cup of 1887 is rapidly filling, and the demand
for nominations indicates that an unusual interest is being
taken in the time honored-event this year. Fourteen nomi-
nations out of tbe available sixteen tn which on this occasion
the stake is limited, have been applied for and secured, and
the names ensure the entrance of some of the best greyhounds
in the State well worthy of competing for tbe championship
of the year. The following ara the nominations: A. A.
Bonton, Oakland; L. Boudin, S. F.; P. Brophy, Port Costa;
T. T. Brady, S. F.; Thos. Brady, S. F.; J. Dugau, Newurk;
B.Doherty, S. F.;H. Deane, S. F.; Samuel O.Gregory, Alma;
Jas. Hines, Kedwood City; W.Hal.in, S. F.; D. Roche, S. F.;

J. Shea, S. F., and H. Wormington, Redwood City.

Charles Kaeding challenges, on behalf of his pup Dottie
Shatter, any pnp in the State of California, eight months old
in Feburary, 1S37, for a match to be run under Pacific Coast
Field Trial rules, in the month of Feburaiy, 1887. for $100
a side, race to take place in Sonoma County, providing that
the acceptor's pup has never been hunted over in Sonoma
County. Twenty-five dollars forfeit has been placed in our
hands to bind the match.

The match between L. Bondin's Marshall Ney and
"

, Canavan's Spot, for $50 a side, is definitely fixed to come
off at the Newark enclosure on Sunday next, 19th inst. The
old-time coarser, D. Seaton, who is appointed to judge the
Waterloo on New Year's Day, will officiate at the match.
Best out of there courses are -the terras, and speculation on the
ssult already considerable,

Challenges.

The following challenges have been sent to us for publica

tion.

W. Schreiber challenges with his pointer bitch Lassie, to

run auy dog owned on this date in California, Pacific Coast
Fit-Id Trial Rules. Post's Sweetheart preferred a match for

$2o0 a side in the mouth ol February, LS87, bitches in heat
excepted, to be run in Sonoma Co., Cal. Forfeit of $100, has
been deposited in this office to bind the match.

Diseases of the Dog\ by Dr. a.. B. Buzard. V. B
t

THE EYE AND ITS DISEASES CONTINUED—CATARACT.

This disease is au opacity of the crystalline lens, or nf its

capsule or both. This derangement of the organ of vision in

the dog is rather common, it results from numerous causes,

aud is more frequently seen in old than in young dogs. The
causes are, old age, bad feeding, hard work, or produced by
subsequent injury; in some instances I have known it to be
congenital. When it occurs in young dogs it is nearly always
the result of wounds or blows on the head. Cataract may come
on rapidly or slowly, but from its known habit I should be
inclined to say it was slow in its formation but my exper-

ience will not let me state positively ou that point. No breed
is especially liable to it, all are exposed to it alike. Cataracts

are divided into capsular, lenticular and capsulo-Ienticular,

according as the capsule or lens or both are affected. The
cataract may be detected by a gradual increasing dimness
of sight, the dog being able to see better when the pupil is

expanded in faint light, or by the application of atropia, and
by inspection showing the capacity of the lens, which is of a

white, gray black, or mottled appearance, and by catoptric

examination of the eye, which is done as follows: When a

lighted candle is held before the eye, three images of it are

seen, two erect and one inverted, the former owing to

reflections from the cornea and anterior surface of the crystal-

line lens; the latter owing to the reflection from the posterior

layer of the lens. In the treatment of cataract little can be
done in curing the disease, as it will, in spite of all our skill,

terminate in total blindness. However, in cases existing in

a young dog, sometimes the disease can be arrested by cleanli-

ness, good wholesome food (avoid flesh), plenty of out-door
exercise, a swim in cold water daily, occasional mild purging,
and blowing mild stimulating powders into the eye.

WEAK ETES.

Some dogs, especially some of the spaniel breeds, have
naturally weak eyes, attended by a constant flow of tears.

When there iB no disease of the lachrymal duct, the eyes may
be strengthened by the daily application of a tonic wash, as,

sulphate of zinc, one scruple; water, five ounces; or, nitrate

of silver, one scruple; water, six ounces.

FISTULA LACHRTMALIS.

There is a small canal leading from the internal angle of

the eye to the nostrils, this canal is termed the lachrymal
duct, and is for the purpose of conveying the tears from the

eye. This duct is sometimes closed frum inflammation of

the lachrymal sac, or from obstruction of the ductus ad
nasum. The tear3 no longer having a natnral outlet are

forced over the eyelids. When this canal becomes obstructed
there often forms an ulcerous opening in the cheek com-
municating with the lachrymal sac, through which the
tears escape. This opening is called "Fistula lachrymalis."

Treatment.—The obstruction of the nasal duct may be
removed by a probe, properly bent, introduced into the

nasal duct from beneath the inferior opening of the nose, or

by a probe or narrow knife introduced into the lachrymal
sac, aud passed downward and slightly backward in the

course of the nasal canal until it reaches the inferior opening
of the nose; it is then to be withdrawn and a nailheaded style

may then be placed in the canal to keep it open. The dog
must be confined so a3 to prevent him from scratching or
rubbing the eye. If it is necessary to wear the style for a

length of time, I would recommend a wire muzzle to be
worn, which would be of little or no inconvenience to the

dog. For ulceration of the eyelids I know of no better

remedy than the application of the nitrate of silver ointment.
For warts on the eyelids excise them with the scissors and
apply to the wound nitrate of silver.

HEKD AND SWINE.
Scale of Points for Devon Cattle,

[Adopted by the American Devon Cattle Club at its third annual
mtietiug, Chicago, Nov. II, 1886.]

Purity of blood must le evidenced by registry in tbe

American Devon Record.

cow.

Head moderately long, with a broad, indented forehead,
tapering considerably toward the nostrils; the nose of
a flesh color, nostrils high and open, the jaws cleaD,

the eye bright, lively, and prominent, and surrounded
by a flesh-colored ring; throat clean, ears thin, the
expression gentle and intellegient; horns matching,
spreading, and gracefully turned up, of a waxy color,

tipped with a darker shade S
Neck upper line short, fine at head, widening and deep at

withers and strongly set to the shoulder 4
Shoulders tine, flat and sloping, with strong arms and firm

joints 4
Chest deep, broad, and somewhat circular in character. . 8
Ribs well spruDg from the back-bone, nicely arched, deep,

with flanks fully developed 8
Back straight and level from the withers to the setting on

of the tail, loin broad aud fall, hips and rump of
medium width and on a level with the back 10

Hindquarters deep, thick, and square 8
Udder not fleshy, coming well forward in line with the

belly aud well up behind; teats moderately large and
squarely placed 20

Tail well set on at a right angle with the back, taperiug
with a switch of white or roan hair and reaching the
hocks 2

Legs straight, squarely placed when viewed from behind,
not to cross or sweep when walking; hoof well formed 4

Skin moderately thick and mellow, covered with an
abundant coat of rich hair of a red color; no white
spot admissible, except the udder 8

Size minimum weight at three yearB old 1,000 lbs 2
General appearance as indicated by stylish aud quick

movement, form, constitution, and vigor, and the
under line as nearly as possible parallel with the line

of the back 8

100

BCXL.
Head masculine,- full and broad, tapering toward the nose,

which should be flesh-colored; nostrils high and open,
Head masculine, full aud broad, taperiDg toward the nose,

which should be flesh-colored; nostrils high aud open,
muzzle broad, eyes full and placid and surrounded
with flesh-colored rings, ears of medium size aud
thickness, herns medium size £ r wing at right angles
from the head or slightly elevaurd, waxy at ihe base,
tipped with a darker shade 10

Cheek full and broad at root of tongue. Throat clean 2
Neck of medium length aud muscular, widening from the

head to the shoulders, and strongly set ou 4
Shoulders fine, flat sloping and well fleshed; arms strong

with firm joints 3
Chest deep, broad and somewhat circular 10
Ribs well ^prjiug from the back boue, nicely arched, deeD,

with fh.nks fully developed ~. 10
Back straight and level from the withers to the setting on

of the tail, loin broad and full, hips and rump of
medium width and on a level with the back £0

Hindquarter deep, thick and square.. 12
Tail wellset on at a right angle with the back, tapering

with a switch of white or roan hair and reaching the
hocks 2

Legs short, straight and squarely placed when viewed
from behind, not to cross or sweep in walking; hoof
well formed 4

Skin moderately thick and mellow, covered with an
abundant coat of rich hair of a red color; no white
spot admissible, unless around ths purse 8

Size minimum weight at three years old 1,400 lbs 4
General appearance as indicated by stylish and quick

movement, form, constitution and vigor, and" the
under line as nearly as possible parallel with the line
of the back 8

100

THE GUN.
Last Saturday Messrs. Homer Fritch, J. '£. Watson, and E.

H. Fritch accepted an invitation from the Petaluma Shooting
Club to have a day's sport on the clubs' preserves. The vis-
itors were entertained in royal fashion by the President, Hon.
M. E. C. Monday, and his fellow honorable members,
Messrs. Walsh and Rodgers, and T. R. Jacobs. The birds
flew wild, and although the bags were light the visiting
hunters were delighted with the sport they had. The Peta-
luma Club has a preserve of 7,000 acres, including marsh and
mountain land. In season there is splendid sport in shooting
deer, duck, quail, suipe and other game. The club has a club
house, boat house, stable and all the paraphernalia for hunt-
ing comfortably and successfully. Hon. M. E. Monday has
been president for five years, and is thoroughly popular with
all the members, of whom there are 100 on the roll.

Messrs. William Gareus and James Carrigan had some fine

sport around Sau Brnno lost week. They made a joint bag
of 72, including widgeon, teal and spoonbill. Good world
or a single day's shooting.

The Teal Club had some excellent sport last week, severa*
of the members returning home with bags of fifty.

The Cordelia, Ibis and Tulle Belie Clubs had good average
sport.

The last rains brought in fine flights of teal, widgeon and
sprig.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club has made arrangements to
receive Thomas Stevens when he arrives in this city from
Japan. Doubtless he will be pleasantly entertained by all

local wheelmen. He has already earned an ovation by bis
plucky riding through Asia, where he met difficulties that
would have disheartened any man not possessed of heroic
instincts.

ANTEROS,
By ELECTIONEER, dam COLUMBINE.

FVIX BROTHER TO

ANTEEO and ANTEVOLO.
AYING DECIDED TO SEND ANTEROS EAST ABOUT THE FrRST
of fllnroD, I will permit him to serve a few mares before that time

$50 the Season,
payable at time of service.
Owing to tbe shortness of the season I will refund the money on alt

mares not proving with foal. ADDRESS
G. W. MORRISON,

deciitf 654 Washington Street, Oakland.

IT

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES
WILL, DURING TQE SEASON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTFR, REMAIN

at home Id the city of Oakland.

A limited number of approved mareB will be'bred at $J5 the season

Further particulars will be answered later, or may be had at tbe

lanov DEXTER STABLES, Oakland. Cal,
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DRAMA."

Aimee appeared on Monday night at the

Bosh-street Theatre, before a large and appre-

ciative audience, and supported by a fairly

good company. Main'zeile is a light half

cooiedy, half farce, by Jessop & Gill. It is

neither better nor worse than the other plays

by the same authors, but it is a good acting

play for such an actress as Aimee. The dull

character of Toinette Jacotat, aad Fleur-de-

Lis would have suited Aimee ten years ago

much better than it does to-day. As the

French milliner she was vivacious, and threw

into the character all the life it would stand.

It is a custom to speak and write of Aimee
as possessed of many graces in movement, of

her happy facility in expressing a great deal

with a very small glance, and hosts of similar

phrases which made her appear to possess

the delicious charms of an accomplished
French actress. There may be much truth in

these claims, for many people may see beauty,

grace, ease and refinement not apparent to

others of shorter vision. ButAimee has what
must be plaiuiy seen by the least observing,

which is, a number of mannerisms that can

only be described as coarse. No one should

demand that a French milliner should be a

lady, but even Toinette might play herpranks
with more art and less womanly buster. The
plot is a very flimsy one. A bachelor attempts

to make his married sister jealous, and lead

her husband into a trap. The dialogue is like

the plot—weak—but the absurd situations are

very amusing. Mr. Del Capmo played the

bachelor very nicely. He has easy manners
aud a style that shows thorough training.

Mr. Burns, as Tarleton Tupper, was also very

amusing. He was well made up, and sus-

tained the stupid husband's part as well as it

deserved. Mr. Chisnell nmy or may not have

overdone Col Hiram Pastar, the theatrical

manager; he is brought iu to make a laugh;

there is very little in his part that is amusing,

yet Mr. Chisnell raised and sustained a laugh

whenever he appeared, as much by . his

absurd dress and movements than for any-

thing which he has to say or do. In the

second act the old circus trick of scattering

the actors amongst the audience is resorted,

one appearing in the gallery, another in the

orchestra and two in a stage box. This

caused a great diverson, but it is a very com-
monplace trick. As Fleur-de-Lis, the Song
Bird of two continents, Aimee is a failure so

far as her singing goes. She went through

all the movements of opening her moutu,
moving her eyes, and she may have been

heard by Mr. Louis Schmidt, for he played

what was supposed to be accompaniments,

but in the second row of the orchestra seats

her voice was inaudible. This deficiency was

made up by some very neat and graceful

dancing after the genuine song-and-dance

fashion. The audience was delighted, and

that is the best test both of the value of a

play and the manuer in which it is played.
»

On Monday night Miss Helene Dingeon

will receive a benefit at the Tivoli. This ladj

is one of the most popular singers that has

ever appeared at this house, and a glorious

crowd will certainly greet her on the occasion.

The Batcatcher has drawn splendid audi-

ences to the California all the week, and it

deserves the liberal support it has received.

On Moudry the fairy spectacle Enchantment,

will be produced.

The Banker's Daughter has had a good run

at the Alcazar, "and tie great sensational

Lights o' London will take its place on Mon-

day.

Divorcans will follow Mam'zelle at the

BushstreetonMonday. It isabrigbtjpleasant

pluy and Aimee makes much of it.

The Bobbers has been the Tivoli attraction

this week. For the holidays Orpheus will be

put on with a fine display of scenery.

TrottingStake
FOR FOALS OF 1886.

SACRAMENTO

YEARLING STAKE
FOR 1887.

375 entrance, of which ?10 must accompany nomi-
nations: $15 to be paid May 1, 3887; £25 August i,

1887, and £25 the day before the race. To be trotted

at Sacramento the last Saturday in October. 18B»,

good day and track. I 1 ..-.. of one mile. The second
cnlt to received tltKi ana the third coltS76 from the

stake; tre first to take the balance. Failure to make
payments when due forfeits all previous payments.
Entries to close January 1, 1887. with

WI1.BEK F. SWI""1. ^-rotary.
18dec2 1615 GS ieet, Sacramento.

THE

SHOE.
It would be well for all horse owners that have

horses with bad feet to call and examine my system
of shoeing with the (ioodenough Shoe. Toe-cracks
aud quarter-cracks cured or no pay Trotters and
runners shod to suit.

Sliop No, 1 , 5 3-51* New 3Ionls;omfi7 St.
No. S. t f 6 WatJiiugioii St.
No. 3. tor. 33(1 u.u<l Alabama St.
No. 4. 508 SiU SI , OaJtlaml.

T. DOYLE,
Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

Races! Races! STANFORD

STAKES
THE

EUREKA
JOCKEY CLUB

Will giv a scries of Races

Eureka, Humboldt Co., tal.

December 24th and 25th,

1889.
A sweepstakes for truttint* -olts and fillies of 18S6,

8l7Seacb, 825 payable on the 1st of January. 1887,
at winch lime the stakes ^ ill close; §75 on th* lut
of January, i baft, 525 on the 1st of January J8W,
and 81(10 thirty day* before the day fixed for
t lotting, whatever amount tip to be ronsldered
forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the etspu-

• Incurring forfeiture of the previous
merits. The race to he heats of a wile, beat three in
hve. to harness. F-rst lo r.ceive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the mucoid two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits the
proportion of th»; gate money, profit on pen

and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the groFB amount, to he divided in tlie fort-going

more subscribers lo fill. The
race to Le trotted in 1889, not sooner than thi

part of August. The exact d.ite to be fixed and
announced on the 1st of January, 1889. or sooner.
Od the 1st of Janu: ry, JrbT. there will be due the

following pa;. men i s in ihu Stanford £ ake&, to wit:
Stcond payment in Stanford Btabea lor le8\ $25.
TLird p.ym*m in Stanford Stakes for 1887. >:

The states for 1881) will close January 1, 1887; £25
entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be m.de to
N. T. SMITH, Treasurer. S. P. Railroad Office, Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JUS. CAIRN SIMPSUN".
Secretary, Bbeedeh and Sportsman Offics, ou or
before the 1st day of January, 1887. The colts must

When the following pnrses will be con-
tested for

First Bay
RUNNING—Purse $130: for all apes, quarter of a I be named, the name and ptd'igree. so far as known.

Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

Notice.
Hebbset H. Bbown, M.P.
Nugent W. Bbown,

Geo. H. HuL^rE3,
0. Bruce Lowe.

TBABrXG AS

BKOWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake lo receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permitted to J. B. Eag^in, Esq
aud Major Rathhone of San Francisco.

b;cou.\ iskos. «i co„
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
Vowr South Walna

mile and repeat: t»n per cent, entrance. First horse
?9i>, second $30, third S10. Three to enter, two to go.
RUNNING—Purse 5400; for al] ages; mile and

repeat. Entrance fee ?50. Three to enter, two to go.
Firs; horse §250, second $1^0, third $50.

Second Day.
RUNNING—Purse 8130; for all a2es:6W yards and

repeat. Entrance fee 10 per rent- Three to enter,
two to go. First horse S90, second $-'0, third $10.
TROTTING—Purse ?i0D; free for all. Entrance 950.

Mile beats, best three in five to harness and to rule.
First horse $250, second SlnQ, third $50.

«<»Din«>ss.
All 'rotting races to be governed by State Agricul-

tural rules, and all running races to be governed by
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Rules.
All entries to close December 20th, 188C, at 7 o'clock

p. M.
In all running races thre* or more to enter and two

or more to start ; iu all trotting races four or more to
enter, three or more to start.

Good day. Good track.

All persons making entries to any of the above
races must pay half of the entrance fee at the time of
making entries, aud the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race. All entries most be
addressea to the Secretary of the. Euteka Jockey Clu;>.

DANIEL JIIUPUY, President.
W, H. WIMA9, Secretary. Ildec2

marked January 1st will be eligible,

N. T. SMITH. Treasurer,
OS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary. 4dec4

FOR SALE.
Tte trotting mare Biaby Mine hy Xephew, dajn

Lady Burns. Xepfaew by Mambrino, by Edward
Rvereit, by Ryfidylt's Hamhlf-tonian. Lady' Barns bv
Bfrck Boy, by McCracken's Black Bawk.
Baby Mine is 5 years old, record 2:94$. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. Sbe is l-j.2 bands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Black, perfectly sound aud gentle
For .'nrther particulars address this Office, or

W. M. .HOI II.

oc30 Fruilvale. I-asl Oakland

Tbe success of the Eclipse Stakes, rim for

last Joly, has induced the executive of San-

down Park to institnte several new events of

a somewhat similar natnre. On the second

day of the second spring meeting, 1SS8,

the Mammoth Hunters' Steeplechase will

run 2 009 sovs. going to the -winner,

to 300the second, and 200 to the third.

The money will be made np by a suo-

Bcription of 40J guineas for starters, and

lesser sums for horses not struck out before

specified days. The Eclipse Stakes will be

run again in 1889, but this time the race will

be confined to now foals or yearlings. For

next year several new races have been

instituted, the chief being the Jubilee Handi-

cap of _3,000 sovs. to the winner, 1,000 to the

second, and 500 to the third. This will be

run on July 21st, while on April 23d the

Princess of Wales Handicap of 2,000 sovs.

will be run. Altogether the value of nine

races, most of which close next month,

amounts to no less than £20,900,

The Legislature meets next mouth, and the

actions of both Houses are always closely

scanned by sportsmen when the Fish and

Game Laws came up for discussion. Lut it is

not enough to watch the change that may be

made. Sportsmen, and especially the State

Sportsmen's Association snould anticipate

enactments and see that the right men are

placed upon the Committee that may be

appointed to report on amendments to these

laws So far no announcement has been

made of any action on the part of the State

Sportsmen's Association. The executive of

that body should wake up.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable terms lo the Trade.

CATHERWOOD'S t'EFJSBUATFD FIXE OLD WHISKIES
of the following brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick <lab(Puro Old Bye) and Upper Ten i Very Old and Choice).

jfSTForexcellence, purity and evenness of qnality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies Imported.
The only objection to Le made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be Improved
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOUE AGECTS, ---------------- SAS FKAKCICO, CALIFORNIA.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great Variety llcKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Bace and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Wbipa, Spurs, StirrupB, Jockey Boois and Biding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Osstdino, Kitcbel'a Liniment, Dixun'a, Going's and DeBoise's Horse Remedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street,

Uitlftf
San Francisco

State Agricultural

Society.

THE OCCIDENT STAKE

For 1889.
Trotting Stake for fos.ls of 1886, to be trotted at the

California State Fair of 1889; entries close January
I, 1887. with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary at office in
Sacramento. Cai. $100 entrance", of which fl*J must
accompany nomination. $1j to be paid January 1.

1R68; 825 to be paid January 1, 18,83; and $5u iLiriy
days before the race.

Tbe Occident 'up,
Of the value of S400, to be added by the Society*
iiile heats, three in five, in harness. First colt to
receive the enp and six-tenths of the stake; second
colt three-tenths: third colt one-tenth of tin- slakes.
This Stake, in 1884, paid the winner $1, .25; in 1&85

?800; in 1686 $1,225.
J. O. (ARR. President,

EDWI3C F. SMITH. Secretary. 4dec3

Texas

Grazing Lands.

26,240 acres

In Alternate Sections,

OP FINE GRAZING LAND
W1TUIX

18 MILES OF THE S. P. R. R.
In Presiilio County, Texa*.

At 75 cts. per acre. Title perfect.

There is ulteroatiDg witL this tract Cii.L-'lO

acres belonging to the State School Fund
which can be leased for a term of sij years at

an annual rental ot six (C) cents per acre. By
leasing this there can be secured a solid body
of 52.4S0 acres of splendid grazing land—such
lands as would in California sell readily at $7
to $9 per acre. This is an excellent oppor-
l unity for a man to get a choice location for a
;arge sheep ranch for a small amount of
money.

For further particulars, maps, etc., address

J.S.DAUGHERTY,
Owner uuil Dealer lu

Texas Lands and Bonds,
DALLAS, TEXA-

Booui.t 15 aud 16 ereSani
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Peremptory
SALE

OF THE

Thoroughbred Stock

THEO. WINTERS, ESQ.

RANOHO DEL RIO
Sacramento County, Cal. -

Mr. "Winters, having decided to retire from breed-

ing and training race-borses, has instructed us to

announce the following auction sales, viz.:

Thursday, Dec. 23, 1886,
At the stables of CHAS. S. SHEAR opposite Agri-
cultural Park, Sacramento.

Horses in training and engaged
TWO-YEAR.OLDS

Mise Ford, b f by Enquirer, dam Bribery.
Adeline, ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
Chatelaine, b f by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Gold Cup, ch f by Enquirer, dam Buttercup.

YEARLLSttS.
Emperor of Norfolk, b c by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Bolero, b c by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Coloma, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Calhe Smart.
Zulieka, b f Sister to Miss Ford.
Corona, b f by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
Serpolette, cb f by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.

Saturday, Jan. 29, 1887,
AT SAME PIaCE.

The Stallions and Drood-mares of Ranclio
del Rio.

Saturday, June 25, 1887.
All the yearlings, foals of 1886.

Rancbo del Bio Trill be sold as a whole or in lots

to suit. Catalogues will be ceady in a few days.
For further particulars apply to

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers,

39 Montgomery Street, San Franclseo.
lldectf

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

99 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALEB OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C Gkeen, Hon. J. D. Carb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sargent, Esq., Hon. John Bogqs
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. Jj. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waibath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggtn, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction saleB in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollarB.we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of every description,
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces even- breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity toanimals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO., 22 Montgomery Street,
on d

FOE SALE
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On bis Ranch at—

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MR. AKIEL LAT1IROP,Room 69. C. P.R. K.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOoct

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary col-

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary. 331 Natoma St
Beitfeac, 866 Howard St., Baa Francisco.mm

Wholesale and Retail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABEOUGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

A NEW HAND BOOK.

THE TEACHER OF SPARRING, BY PROF. EDWIN F. SHAW,
Late of Harvard University.

With forty Illustrations from life. By mail on receipt of price, viz., Paper 50 cents, Cloth $1.90,

E. T. ALLEN,
MAMTAITUBEB OF

BOXING GLOVES, FENCING FOILS and GYMNASIUM GOODS.

416 Market St., San Francisco.
CIKVDLABS ON APPLICATION.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

TENTS.
THJE

Camper's Favorite Tent,
(Patent applied for.)

Secured by letters Patent, July 9/>, 1885
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, and deBire to Becure my lettei s patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side Btraps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, sefured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side strapB A, the Bcrew.nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
&ieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or banda
and H. connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as ami for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com! ination with the blindB F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle eo us to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
atraps or bandr G andH, and the iear band I and the
throat-bitch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with allthe objections urged against blinds, and at the
Bame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the Bame eftect on the action follows as
Is Induced by toe-weighta. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Jtnee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOH\ A. McKERKON,
No ttn And W Wlllo «t «•»! FranMoon.

CONSUMPTION.
IhaveapoBUlvnromodyforiboabovo dUoasn; by Ub hbo

thousands of cuses of tho worn t kin 4 and of lone Branding
have been cared. Indond. Boatrontr 1b my faltb In Itsofflcacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FUSE, toROtticr with a VAL-
UABLE TEEATISE on th lad l»oiu<*,t<> an you (Torcr. Glvoox-
prcss & f . °, address. »B. t. a. sloc UM,m f#wl St. N,T

;3bot26

Size. Extra sai I drill. 8 oz army duck. 10 oz army duck
7x9 ft... 512.00 S15.00 517-00.

8xin ft. . . .$14.00 817.00 S19.00.
9xl4ft...S20.M> 524.00 S26.00.
10x15 ft.. ..822.00 526.00 528.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main bodt of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
and best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cajon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sept4tf El Cajon, San Diego Co., Cal.

Dogs For Sale.

Bred by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire. Eng.

Gypaey IV, seven months old. By Ranger LT—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI— by Lloyd of Aston's
prize winner, 1S62; Donna I ex Nellie JJ, by Juno II,

ex.-Juno I,

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as

preceding.
Hanger III, five and a half months old. By

Ranger LT.—Spot LT. Spot II ex Nellie LT, ex Juno II,

ex Juno 1.

Names of the dogs In the breed between 1830 and
18S2 have been lost.

$25.U0 eacli. To be se«n at subscriber's place.
II. E. I" VI V

Agua Itlea, Sonoma (o.
oc9 tf Railway depot, Pioneer Grove,

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St , near California .Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Dally Sporting Chronicle iBaeot

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST HULLS. Orange County,Vermont

SEND FOR PMCE LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies,

to thITtrade
Our Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (Bent to Dealers

only) will be ready for mailing Not. 1st. Send for
one and examine prices. IGoctf

GENUINE

Best and Cheapest

DOG FOOD.

FEEDYOURDOGS
IslamREri.

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE

:

Immunity From Disease: Thick. Glossy
Coat: Sweet Breath! Clean, Sound

Teeth! Regular Habit!

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells,
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common Sense of Poultry Keeping ; post free,
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Bearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
Clabroneh A GJolelier. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. AJleu. 416 Market Street.
l.Irirtle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.
tVohlberg. Bowen A Co- 428 Pine Street.
M. Qirman A Co.. 104 Front Street 10 Jul 62

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, eto

for illustration purposes, furnished.
li Boyd. Artist.

9octf 18 Post Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Doss taken to train and board.
Dogs of my breaking won first money

in each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc. address

GEO. T ALEE7IDER.
Sausalito. Marin Co. Cal

DOGS-NOTICE

!

Buzard's Gelatine Coated Dog Pills

Astringent Pills.
Fon Diarrhoea. DOSE.—One or two occasionally,

according to size of dog and severetv of symptoms.
Worm Pills.

*

DOSE.—One Pill to he given fasting.
Distemper Pills.

DOSE.—One or two according to size of dog. Give
as occasion may require. Give half a Pill to very
small dogs. Full directions on the general treaunen
of distemper sent with each box of Pills.

Purging fills.
DOSE.—One or two according to the size of the dog.

Alterative Pills.
DOSE.—One Pill night and morning. These Pills

are invaluable to dogs; they will gradually change
the condition and functions of organs from a diseased
to a healthy state. They are also of great service In
all skin affections. •

Tonic Pill.
DOSE.—One or two twice a day. These Pills will

gradually improve the condition and functions of the
digestive organs, so as-- to enable the system to
acquire increased vigor. These Gelatine Coated
Pills will be sent by mail, or can be had from drug-
gists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, for 50 cents
per box. Full directions aud particulars of treat-

ment Bent with each box. They will retain their
virtues for any length of time, and in all climates.

Address

Dr. A. B. BUZARD, M. R. C. V. S. L.
llsept Veterinary Surgeon, Fort Grant, A. T.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. UEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Seo'y

(ySeud (or circular.'64 Md
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SrSTEH.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive ai
San Francisco.

L E A V
(FOB

18:00 a
S:01 A
4:00 E

7:30 J
•3:30 I
3:30 /

4:00 I

•5:00 i

8:00 J

10:00 a

3:00 1

7:30 J

7:30 j

8:30/
3:00 l

4:00 I

n*o i

8:30 i

E
l From Kov. 14. 1 HHG. i.

.. By ron _

..Calistoga and Napa..

Colfax __
Gait via Martinez „.„
lone via Livermore.
Knight's Landing.
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez _
Milton. _

Mojave , Deruing, El Paso & East.
„ Niles and Haj wards
— ..Ogden and East

. Bed Bluff \ia Marvsville
Sacramento, via Benicia—

_

" via Livermore..
_.. " via Benicia.

" via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers.,
San Jose __

.. ..Sisson, Redding i Portland
Stockton via Livermore.. ..

'* v'.a Martinez .__

.„.. " via Martinez
Tulare and Fresno

16:10 p m
io ao a M
6:10 P m
5:40 p M

*10:40 a m
5:40 p M

10 JO A M
•8:40 A M
6:10 P M

*7:40 P M
lfi;40 A 11

3:40 p m
n-'o a m
C:40 P M
6:4U p m
5H0FM
11:10 a M
10:10 A M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 F M
t3:40 pm
9:40 A M
6:40 p M
5:40p M
•7:40 P M

•10:40 a m
•7:40 p M

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

"C. & nTV. Ry."
In Connection withrtheiC P. & U. P. R- Rs., forma the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Kest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ail along

the line.

Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing Kov. 18, 1S86.

Over 6.000 miles ofnrst.cIassroad running YVest.Tforta and >orUi-west from Chicago.

From San fruncbco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLA.NU- «tt:'Xi—«:&)—7:00—7:*>—c:A>—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:110—10:30—11:00—11:30—li:«—13:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30— 5 :nn
5:30— 1:00 — 6:31^—7:00—8-UU—9:0^—10:00- 11:00—12:0,

TO FRUIT VALE—6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30 — **:0t'

8:30— *2:30 — *3:30— *1 ;00—«4:30- •5:00—*5:30—»6:U0—
•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE rvia Alameda)—•9:30—7:00—12: .

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—6:30—7:00—*7:30—d:U0—«8;3U-
9 :00 —9:30—10 :00—110 :30—11 :00—ill :30—12 :00—112 :30-

1 :00—tl :30—2 :00—12 ::;0—3 :00—3 :3fl— l :00— 4 :30— 5:00
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—**>:00—'6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—"8:30
9:00—9:30—10:00 - 110:30—11:00— til :30— 12:00—tI2:30
1: 0-t 1:30 -2:00—f-:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:3"i—7 :"ft—S:00—9:00—10 :00—11 :00—12:00.

TO vTEST BERKELEY— »6:00— •6:30— 7:00—*7-30-
8:00— •8:30—9:00— 9:30— 10:00—Jl0:30—11:00—111:30—
12:00—±1230—l:00-tl:30—2:00 12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
—4 -30—5:00—5 :30—6:» -6:30—7:00—8 :00—9 :00— 10 :00—
11:00—12 flO.

To San Francisco Daily.

FBOM FRUIT VALE—**:5J—-7:23—*-.:5J-*8:23—*8:53
•9 :23—no : 19—*i :23—"4 :

=>3—*5 :23—*5 :53—*6 :23 -•6:53—
7:49—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22-f:52-
•6:22—19:22—*3:22.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *S:30- 6:00-6:30—7*00
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -ft

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:0n

—

4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—8:57- i:57—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—-5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30-9:00—9:30—10:00— 110:30—11:00- 11 1 :30—12 :U0—
112:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00— (2:30—3-00-3^0—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— *5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•3:25— 8:5-5— 9:25—9:5.5— tl0:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55— 112:25— 12:55— Jl:25— 1:55- $2:25—2:55-3:25-
3:55— 4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM VTEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55-*6:' 5-6:55— •7:^5-7:55— •8:25— 8:55-9:25—9:55— Jl0:25— 10:55—
tll:25-ll:55—J12:25— 12:55— tl:25— 1:55- 12:25— 2:55—3 :25— 3 :55—4 :25— 4 :55—o :25— 5 :55—6 :25—6:55—7 :55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREESk KOITE.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

FROM SAN FRANCISCO
3:15-5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6-i5—8:15—10 05
4:15.

•7:15—9:15—11 06—1:15-

-2:15-

"Snndays excepted. t.Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obseevatoey.

Oen. Wanaeer,
T. U. WOODHAA,
Oen. Pass. A Vtk A at.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tlie Coast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
m

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
Fennell's Cynthiana Hobse Boots.

J. H. Festos's Chicago Specialties.
De. Dhon's Condition Powdebs.

Gombault's Caustic Balsam

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OP
HEXKI WALSH,

8op't Running Horse Dep't,

Ildec Palo Alto ftr.v.k Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Hoad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
SI Third St., Sail Fraucl*oo

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
17jul 53 General Aaron i, San Francisco. CaL

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

•5:15 p

..San Mateo, Redwood and..
Henio Park

] p i

I
' 6.30 A

i

I
"8:10 a
9M A

.

i M p
4 :-.* P
7:1" P

8:30 a
10:30 a
•3:a0p' i

4:25 P I

1 Santa Clara, San Jose, and
Principal Way Stations .*f

I *K>:02a
l:oo p
7:40 p

4:25 P
| Ahuaden aud Way Stations

8:30 a i Gilrov, Pajaru, CAStrovule,„. i

*3:50p > Salinas and Monterey (

'J *H A
•10 *2 a

1

7 AG e

., Hollister and Tree Pinoe ..

8:ao a f WatsonviUe, Aptoe.Sooael . i

*a g0 P' I ......(Capitola) and &ai.ta Ortiz *

( Soledad, I'aso Rubles. TVmpUton J , _ ,

/ :.r.'! Waj Stxtions »
'
A

a—Morning. p—.Afternoon.
•Sundnypexcepted. t^nndaTSoiily (Sportsmen'straiiO

TraiiiB run on Pacilic Standard Time.

Special Koi'nl-trif Iicr.ers, at reduced rat^s—ro
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Paraiso
Springs.

Special Notice—Konnd-trlp tickets to the fam. us
Lick Observatory i Mt. H? mil ron) can be l<ad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Frauciaco
Rate, 37.00.

EX1TRSIOS TICKEIX
For Snndavs only.i ,

Sold SrsDAT Morning; goodcu. ^lu.ua.o ^"*>^fOT return same day.
ForSatnrday, ( SoldSATUBDAr and SrNDAronly;

Snnday and^ good for return until following Mun-
Monday, * daT.inclngiYi? ,at tlie following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc :8Co to

San Bruno....
Mi librae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont .

Redwood- ..

Fair Oaks
Men lo Park.
Mayfield

>un.
ikt.

>.itt.j

Mod.
Tkt.

.-.„.. * 50

65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
125 1 50
1 25 1 60 1

1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

sun.
Tkt.

Mount'n View

Gilroy

Santa Cruz

II 50
I 50
1 75
175
2 75

Satto
Hon.
Tkt.

12 00
226
2 50
250
4 00
5 00
5 00
500
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street Btation, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H.R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt, Agt

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re

qui^-e attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa le at redcced prices during the Fall of 1885. and np to the last of January,

18S6. All thf mares have heen bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and datrs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred m ares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SAtE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

i tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

VOUXG KOADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. STASDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TXTTi1 OATfi1 PT?Tf!T7! PT,A^ Isstrictly adhered t0 at Fairlawn, and the
± Hill \JVt XJ X X\,±UJ_i X -U.tl.Lf price of every animaifor sale is printed in the

catalogue. Pc^chasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1885, or further information, address

Eocll Fox 39S. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES IBR N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAJi FRANCISCO. «\AI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4IOF-INE STREET
G L. BBANDEB President

J L FLOOD Vice-President

C P FABNFIELD Secretary

J S ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers, Nevada Bank of Sail Francisco.

3WCt

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Js-eeys ol both eexea for sale. Poatoffice adrlreM*
Bat, Frmcfnro. Pa] loot62

?$t*ZISHOTGUN CARTRIDGES
'j r'irirnn " ' , 'vYiijiiii_L—iM

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS A.TTEXTKXN TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed aud comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.

TRAK8 LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DALLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST l'HaEMLVS

Summer and Winter Resort of ilie
Pacific t*oa*ii,

with ite beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several -

In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shoeing
may "'-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish whlc»
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cud, Lai
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Floitndet
The above-mentionea attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOT? L DtL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise fox sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT TEE

"HOTEL DEL. MONTE,"
ABE T7XSUBPASSED,

havine a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for snrf batbinc. The BATH-HOUS 7. com ilno

SPACIOUS SWIMMING 1ANKS
(150x50 feet) for witrm salt water plunge nd swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS coi r

Individual baths, with donche and shov

THE FAVORITE P.OUTE to those ^ell-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQrEL A>D SASTA ti.IZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERS- DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(BrMtd Gauge)

The Northern Division runs throneb tfaseonnUa
ol Sa Mateo, S*nta Clara. San Benito, Santa Ltdi
and Monterey,each of which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
aud Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDRKAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo lor those well-known Retnats. 1

I

SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEtiCADBAO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex*
tentof range at and about ."-AN BRUNO aud McMA-
HON'8 for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sau

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovers
of this u a/ily sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOUs

when carried in Baggage Cars and put In cliArge A
Train Baggagemen. Tram Baggagemen are lnstructad
tolssueCHECKS for all dogs received in Baggue
Care.
V9~In order to guard against accidents to D a

while In transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may be
taken lu Passenger Care.
TICKET OFFICES—Passen^-er 1

street Valencia Station, uid No
Hotel,
A, 0. BABSETT, H. R. JT7

giptruite&dtDt, AMt.r
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Selby Smelting

& Lead Co,

MANUFACTUKEHS OF

FIXiD AMMUNITION

Breeoh loading

SHOTGUNS.
41 6 Montgomery St.,S.F.

The Selby Smelting and Lead Co. finds it

necessary to caution Sportsmen and the Trade
generally against imitations of its goods.

Cartridges loaded by hand implements are

being packed in boxes similar to those used

by ns; labels similar to ours in style, color and
form marked "Standard," "Machine Loaded,"
etc., etc.

In connection with the word "Standard,"
we use as our copyrighted trade-mark the

illustration of a Chamberlin Cartridge Loading
Machine. Purchasers can guard against

inferior imitations of our goods by refusing all

cartridges not bearing the names "Standard"
Chamberlin Shotgun Cartridges.

THE

National Horse & Cattle

Exchange of America

SESD GSEETIKG

TO THE BREEDERS OF CALIFORNIA

AND ANKOUXCE

February 22, 23, 24, & 25, 1887,

AS DATES FOR THEIE NEXT

GRAND

Combination

s:.ii"
TO BE HELD AT

LEXINGTON KY.,
"We solicit horses of all classes, guaranteeing the

most complete satisfaction.

TO OFfEK

Increased Facilities!!

Superior Advantages!

300 FEET UNDER COVER!
targe. Warm and Commodious Stables

Located lu the Iieait of the city!
The strongest and most completely organized

business of the kind in America.
H. M. Johnston, Esq. Los Angeles. Cal., consigned

a number of good ones to our last spring sale. His
verdict was "Complete Satisfaction."
We personally superintend the sale of every animal.
The most competent men are employed to exhibit

every entry at time of sale.

Our terms are 6 per cent, commission, and 75 cents,
per day for keeping same:

Send for blanks to make entries.

Entries close January 15, 1887.
AlftDRESS

National Horse and Cattle Ex-
change,

rim„h (63 E Short Street, Lexington, Ky.,unices (41 MaUlson Ave., New York, IL \\
WOODABD A HARBISON, Managers.

Mq& Lexington, Ky,

The^'Bandy"

No. F30 I in. A-xle, single

seat $40

No. 520 A 1 in. Axle, double

seat §45

The Best, the Cheapest,

the Strongest, the Lightest

and the Easiest Kidikg Cart

on Earth.

The tiest Cart on Earth lor

TRAINING horses.

This cart used to sell for $80.00 and SlOn.00. TVe have now fixed the price so that any man that owns
a horse can have a cart. There is no cart in the market that can excel or equal it. They have a veneered

seal bottom instead of a wooden one. This makes the cart have a handsome appearance.

TROTTING SULKIES and SPE3DING WAGONS in Great Variety.

VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We have the finest Carriage Repository on the Pacific toast.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St, S. F, Cal.

WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA. CAL.

Storage Capacity; 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the heat and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smntiy wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in nrsi-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current rctes.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,BAM FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

HUNTER'S OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

:o:

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warrauted up to the standard of former years

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

924 to 928 Market Street.
NEXT THE BALDWIN.

The Owners and Trainers
OF-

TEOTTEES and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with LITTLE'S SOM'ISI.l-: PIIENYLE. Tile most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OF TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease, Tt prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHENYLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENiLE, mixed with four quarts of
water, and spiinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make it

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

lldeo

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
406 California Street, San Francisco.

OUE ANNUAL
IMPORTATION

OF

CLYDESDALE

Stallions and Mares!

English Shire Horses!!!

THOROUGHBRED

Colts and Fillies!
COHSIGBiHENT OF

Messrs. Bookless & Scott

Melbourne, Australia,

Will arrive about January 20, 188!.
For information address

KILLIP & CO,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

deolllf aa Montgomery St. S. F.

FOR SALE.
Wo. i.—Bay 3Sare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Eertrand.

Terror by "Woodbnrn. 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 1.—Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont,

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra one young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr. t
For further information addre^B

W. M. "WILLIAMSON,
no27tf San .rose. Cal

SPORTING GOODS
OF AM. I>ES«.RJpriOXS

WILL & FINCK'S
rUELAJi BriLDHG.

No. 2 COW BOY CINCHA
5o. 3 Price each • • S2.30.

Sample Cinchas
'."'

L
- V. Sent by mail upon receipt ol

35 cents extra.

This Cincha is taking the

lead. Parties once giving it a

j trial will use no other.

Its many advantages can be

seen at a glance. It does not

shift nor loosen. It has a

doable pnrohase, and is easier

on the animal than any cincha

heretofore invented.

F. M. GILHAM,
and 4*8 Battery St

San Francisco, Cal.

OThe BUYERS* GUIDE is

Issued Sept. and March,
each year. &B* 313 pa£en,
8^x11^ incheB,withover
3,500 Illustrations — a
Whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES "Wholesale Prices

direct to consumers on all goods for

personal or family use. Tells how to

order, and gives exact cost of every-
thing you use, cat, drink, wear, or
have fan with. .These INVAXUABIjE
EOOKJS contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. "We
will mail a copy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 10 ets. to defray

expense of mailing. I*et us hear from
yon. Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
337 *fc 239 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

27novl3

IGURE FITS!
When l say emu l do not m^nn merely to m->p ila-m ion
imeandtheDli •. t'l'i'm return again, I mean antdlMl cur.?

I hii'

SK-KN
tiio w
DOt II

Fr.-o B.

f FITS. EPILEPSY or FALLING
ESS n Itfo-lonR Btndv. Iwarrant mv remedy incur.)
rat cams. Because otnora have felled la no reason tot
w receiving !i euro. Send at oueo for a treatise and a
attie ormy litftalllbla romody. Give Express and Post
K ' iota roo nothing rnr n irlnl, find I will cure you.
AdOreBB Ur. U. <;. BOOT, leg fOMl SL?New Torts,

13&OV26
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SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1886.

Sporting Notes.

"A Merry Christinas!" The sentence is an old one, the centu-
ries through which it has been ringing have not been accurately
numbered, but that they are many goes with the greeting, no
one will dispute it. It has a meaning beyond the jingle of

words. It cornea but once a year, but never meaningless.
Almost in infancy there is a gleam of pleasure, of radiance in

the child's face that hears the word. As the years advance
the greeting becomes a charm, and in old age it brings to

wrinkled faces flitting gleams of light that cannot be
described,but that have a brighteningjeffect on the dullest eyes.

To all sportsmen a hearty and vigorous Christmas greeting is

sent out in these lines. It will not meet a single dull eye; it

will not fail to lighten every face of every man for which it is

written. Sportsmen are, of all men in the world, conspicu-

ously merry. Find them wherever you may, in the woods of

jlerrie England, on the plains and valleys of America,
amcngst the gam trees of Australia, at the foot of the Himil-

ayas, climbing the Andes, toiling up the sides of the Swiss
Alps, gazing at the pine-clad hills of Norway, wandering over

the boundless steppes of Russia, panting under the paims of

Africa, or struggling through the tropical forests of New
Guinea, they are all the same, ruddy in complexion, with
clear if quiet eyes, nerves that never know what a tremor
means, muscles of steel, hearts sound as the oak of a

century's growth. They are all nature's noblemen! Briton,

American, Frank, Saxon, Muscovite, they are of the brother-

hood. Talk of Freemasonry and the ancient order of Odd
Fellows, they are but infants in arms, children in swaddliDg
clothes, Compared with the sportsmen of the world, The
noble descendants of Nimrod, Ishmael, Hercules, Achilles.

Horace, Horatio, William Wallace, Rob Roy, Bobin Hood,
Izaak Walton, Daniel Boone and their immediate disciples

flourishing in every quarter of the globe. These are the men
who know how to respond to the greeting of "A Merry
Christmas!" They are above all others the foremen of the age.

Neither slaves -of time, habit nor custom, free to talk, jest,

sleep, eat, drink and be merry. Would that centuries might
be marked down as the limit of their lives, rather than the

few days which make up a man's years.

The Australian invasion has commenced. Hutchens is

there, Myers will be there within three weeks, and George
will follow with the next change of the moon. What a racing

carnival the Australians will enjoy! They will have enough
to keep them busy until May 1st. But no honorable pedes-

trian will ever leave the Australian shores and complain of

slighting neglect. But to gain general recognition he must
be at the top of his profession. Mediocre work will not prove

profitable, and dishonorable attempts to make money will be
seen through as quickly in Australia as in any other quarter

of the globe. It is a remarkable fact that the four grandest

sprinters in the world should meet in Australia. It speaks

volumes for the sporting tastes of that community. Great
Britain and the United States have been left in the Bhade,

passed by and Australia chosen as the meeting place for the

four autocrats of the cinder path—Malone, the ideal of

Australia, Hutchens and George the pride of the tight little

island, and Meyers the most cosmopolitan of them all. In

whatever class of contests these men engage the public will

crowd to see and applaud them, for they are beyond com-
parison the emperors of the foot racers of the world, feared

or worshipped by all the rest of the brotherhood.

What Fred Archer's feelings may be upon the matter it iB

not worth while speculating, but his millions of admirers, and

few friends must feel some satisfaction that the prince of

jockeys stood at the head of his profession when his career

ended. For 18S6 he had 513 mounts, out of which he landed

170 winners, 112 times he rode second, 66 times his horse

was third, and nine times he rode walk-overs. Wood, who
stands next to Archer, had only two mounts less, of which

167 were won, he rode 87 times second, and 64 third, with

10 walk-overs. George Barrett had 603 mounts, winning 121,

he rode second 122 times, third 12S times, and walked over

twice. Fred Barrett had 577 mounts, of which he landed 94

Winners, 87 time3 he rode second, and was third 84 times.

The auartette must have been often in close company, eyeing

each other keenly as swordsmen do when the sparks are

flying from opposing blades.

May heaven forward the good intent of Mr. Pierra

Lorillard which is to make a speedy return to the turf. Snch

men as Mr. Lorillard rarely speak upon turf matters without

being heard by some representative of the omnipresent press.

To an intimate friend the owner of Rancocas recently said,

I shall hereafter purchase yearlings at the annual sales

instead of breeding them. By this means he hopes to

secure a larger proportion of winners at much lower cost than

it takes to raise them.

The story may be old, but it need not be dull, because it

has hoary halo around its venerable head. Here it is:

Amongst the famous gamblers of London, one hundred years
ago, was General Agle. He used to visit a notorious hell

called "Pains," in John street, St. James Square. One night
there stood before him two wooden bowls, each containing
fifteen hundred guineas, and rouleaux to the amount of four
thousand guineas, representing his winnings during the
sitting. The party was about to separate when the General
took up the dice box, and while shaking it said, "Come, 1*11

either win or lose seven thousand upon this hand, will any
gentleman set me the whole? Seven thousand is the name."
Rattling the box he turned it over, leaving the dice covered.
No one in the company responded, and the General asked
them to make up the amount amongst them. They agreed to

the proposition, and while each man was counting and
putting down his share in the hazard the General said,

"Come, while you are making up the stakes I will tell you a

story," and he began, continued, but did not finish an
account of a most laughable incident in which he once had a

share. When the amount of the wager was made up he
stopped, and without the slightest sign of excitement or
nervousness he lifted the cover off the dice. He had lost.

Taking his snuff box out he put a pinch to his nose, and said

in his blandest tones, "Now, gentleman, if you will allow me
I will finish the story," which he did with the most absolute

nonchalance, Thirty-Sve thousand dollars lost without ever
showing by the movement of a muscle that his nerves were
in the least agitated.

The compensations of a sportsman's life and associations

are not a few. What tomes of unwritten lore they carry

about with them, and how lightly they bear the burden!
The assertion may be puzzling to the uninformed, but it will

be clear aB the noonday sun in midsummer to the man who
is not a novice. Let the doubter sit within eaTBhot of three

horsemen, men who have been companions of the noblest

of animals from the ground up, what treasures they can dis-

play, the incidents, points, facts and romances of a hundred
brilliant races; of how this heat was won; of the way some
grand event was carried off; the style in which a dashing

three-year-old captured a valuable stake, or of how a prime
favorite was beaten by the horse who had but a few staunch
supporters. Every minute detail of the straggle will be

described. The day, the track, the crowd, the betting, the

start, race and finish made amidst thunders of applause.

Each word tingling with nervous energy, each sentence

rounded off with eloquence that can only come from one who
is a master spirit in the art of reciting thrilling memories.

Of all forms of eloquence which appeal most strongly to

human sympathies, the most perfect is that of a master in

any form of sport revealing to tutored listeners the glorious

performances of the grandest race-horse of his age. The
man who hears with ears of bright intelligence would gladly

part with the best year of his life to have witnessed tbe

triumph of which he has heard. The rule holds good

through every branch of sport, and it3 proof may be found in

the affirmative response of every genuine sportsman.

When Hutchens, George, Myers and Tom Cannon have

lined their pockets with Australian sovereigns, and the

English eleven have made a small fortune amongst them, it

will be time for Gandaur, Teemer, Hanlan, Ross and Hosmer
to make the trip to Australia Felix. With the champions,

Masterson, Messenger and others they cau give a rowing

jubilee. It would pay, and pay is the moving spirit of all

contests of tbe present age. There never was a time when
finer oarsmen, swifter runners and grand wrestlers conld be

mustered together than the immediate present, and what is

more to the point there never was a time when skill, pluck

and energy was so much appreciated and applauded and yet

paid for by the masses. It is pleasant to know that a

knowledge of sport is growing, and that the desire to see the

best is one of the uppermost of the Bge. The cost makes no

figure. The question put is, "Can we see the best?" and if

answered in the affirmative the matter of cost disappears

like the morning fog before the sun's warm rays.

Cricket is one ot he most uncertain games. In September

Shaw, Shrewsbury and Kelly and White got together one of

the fineBt elevens that ever left England for Australia. They

were considered stronger all round than the Australian

eleven then playing in England. They journeyed to South

Australia and beat fifteen of Adelaide hands down, and

were again successful in Victoria when playing at Melbourne.

The next heard of them is in Sydney where they met eleven of

New South Wales, and the Colonials beat tbe Englishmen

hand over fist. The most remarkable part of the match is

that the Sydney men were without six of their finest players

who were included in the Australian eleven and were thus

absent from home.

Thomas Stoddart, who wrote fche "Scottish Angels" sixty
years ago, gives a chapter of queer captures. On tbe Tyne,
in casting over a trout h; struck a suipe and lauded the long-
billed bird handsomely. On the East Lothian he landed

a bat. A wild duck once took a royal coachman intended for

arout.and with the fly the duck carried off the leader. Upon
a windy afternoon near hear Littlewaters he was casting with
small midge flies, and the passing swallows darted eagerly at

the flies. But the most highly flavored of this angler's

reminiscences is two of his friends were fishingfrom a boat
en Lochnaneau Spiltal and the boat drifted amongst a flock

of seagulls of which they captured twenty with their fishing

tackle. Can any California angler lie over these feats of

skill?,i,Certainly no California birds were ever as stupid as
these Scoteh wanderers.

It is with racing as it is with everything else, it will run at

high pressure so long and then collapse. It will be a thou-
sand pities multiplied by ten if racing is overdone in thi3

country. That there is a risk in so doing every good
horseman knows. Last season there was a multiplication of

race meetings in the east that was somewhat perplexing. Of
course, meetings can be run at Coney Island, Chicago,
Latonia, without seriously affecting the attendance at either.

But when three meetings are held in close proximity, one or
the other or all must suffer. A judicious division of dates
spreading the meetings over the season would do much to

sustain the interest in each meeting. The jockey clubs and
racing associations would do well to mutually give and take
dates for their meetings, so that the smallest amount of
clashing may be the rule.

There is in this country but a small leisure class. Nearly
every man and a great many women have either Borne pro
fession and business which demands some time nearly every
day in the week. Hence the whole country cannot be
expected to be regular attendants at race meetings. There
should be a fair amount of rest and change even in sport.

In England and Australia, the peerless racing countries of the
world, (here are not proportionately nearly so many races as-

in the United States, and for this reason they attract much
larger audiences. The prices charged are in many instances
h'gher and the stakes more valuable. It might be well to

profit by the experience of both countries and keep our racing

within limits that guarantee a margin of receipts over
expenses.

Hanlan has in his day won a great many three and four
mile races, but in every one of them he has had his men
beaten at the first mile, the rest of the course being amen
procession. Beach was the first man to hold on to him, the

Australian pressed the-then champion so hard for two miles

that Hanlan showed signs of distress, which Beach saw and
in a few strokes he was past the Canadian and had the race

in hand from there aorosa the line. In his second race Beach
served Hanlan as the latter had served many a good oars-

man, he rowed him down from the start and won as comforta-

bly as if he were out for an afternoons exercise.

In rowing, the racing rule is the opposite of the rule in
running. In all contests an important feature is to know
what an opponent is doing, and what he is capable of doing.

In running the best position to find this out is by following,

in rowing by leading a competitor. In all foot races over one
100 yards the man following has the advantage, in all rowing
contests the leader has the best of the position. IfGaudau
can row Hanlan Buch a race as he rowed Beach, Hanlan will

certainly give up tbe struggle before three miles has been
covered. The Canadian never rowed a hard race and made
a good second.

Pair-oared sculling will certainly be more popular next
season than it was last. It is very attractive to look at, and
two men in a boat usually arouse a great deal more enthu-

siasm than any single-handed racer. One pair that are to

row together next year are John Teemer and Albert Hamm.
Both are fine oarsmen; the first named sits in the front rank
as an oarsman, and should he elect to do good, honest work,
he, in company with snch a man as Hamm should row a

grand race with any pair in the world that is likely to meet
them on even terms.

Small stakes and light purses are going out of fashion.

They never draw the public, and often barely pay the winner
for the expeuse of training his horse. Ed. Corrigan, a good
authority upon their value says, "You win one or two of

them scarcely worth picking up, and have to pn' j-i> n R
*-e

or seven pound penalty whon running for ;i

Replace $400 or $500 purses with $S00 and $1,0* H

class horses will ran for them. I should like t

1 them,"
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Niagara.

Editor Breeder a>~d Sportsman:—Having read in your

paper an inquiry concerning the pedigree of Niagara,

formerly Washtenaw Chief, as I had the care of him two
rears, I thought I could give you a lew items. He was
brought to this country by Thomas Hughes and "(jib"

Lewis. I was at that time iu Stockton, working horses

for Heury Trembly, in the year 1802. He was exercised at

the track by Gib Lewis, and to once see Mm move was enough
to convince you that he was a born trotter. I took a fancy to

him and persuaded Henry Trembly to buy Lewis' share of

him. After handling him a short time I was so well pleased

with him, and he being a stallion, I thought it was necessary

to know his pedigree. I asked Messrs. Hughes and Lewis if

they knew what it was. They did not know for certain, so

they wrote back to Ohio to rind out, if possible, what the

pedigree was, but found out nothing detinue. They said he
was bought in Kentucky, and said to be out of a thorough-

bred mare. The Bire they were not certain about, but Lewis
said that he heard he was Black Hawk. I think the account

of it in your paper, by the late Otto Holstein, is correct. That
would be his age, as hewculd be thirty years old in the

spring. I trotted him in 1863, against a horse called Black
Weasle, at Stockton, he being sick the night before with spas-

modic colic, and won the race in straight heats. FTpuuias
Merry, of Walla Walla, wrote an article about his trotting at

ii.tr time, which lam sorry that I did not keep to refer to

Lu.v. The next fall, 1S64, I brought him to San Francisco,

and Trembly, the owner, who had previously bougut out
Thomas Hughs' share, sold him to Aleck Gamble. At the

time he was sold he could speed with any horse in the city.

The price paid for him was 55,000. I consiaor him the best
stallion I ever handled, excepting, perhaps, Whipple's
Hambletonian. They were both great horses in my estima-
tion, and will not soon be forgotten. Hiram Tkacy,

''

Salinas, Dec. 21st.
, , J^**

** *
'

f
•

—

Sales From Fairlawn.

The sales of trotting stock in central Kentucky have been
enormous during the past season, and in the last few days
have shown no disposition to fall off. At Fairlawn. stock
farm, the property of Gen. W. T. Withers, the following
stock were recently sold:

AUie Almont, roan filly, foaled 18S2, by Almont Lightening,
dam by Almont, C. H. Dewar, Solomen City, Kas., $750;
Vouty, bay tilly, 1882, by Aberdeen, dam unknown, J. H.
Baker, Mexico, Mo., $600; Barbuda, bay tilly, 1S83, by
Aberdeen, dam by Spaulding's Abdallah, C. H. Dewar, $900;
Esquimaux, gray filly, 1SS3, by Aberdeen, dam by Almont,
Geo. C. Pitzer, St, Louis, Mo., $1,250; K.ldee, bay tilly,

1883, by Happy Medium, dam by American Clay, C. H.
Dewar, §900; Abutilon, bay tilly, 1SS4, by Aberdeen, dam by
George Wilkes, L. F. Martindale, Greely, Io., $1,000; Kuth
Medium, bay tilly, 1SS5, by Happy Medium, dam by Almout,
Geo. C. Pitzer, SS00; Llewellyn, bay colt, 18S3, by Happy
Medium, dam by Richelieu, J. E. Baker, Mexico, Mo., §900;
Promo tory, bay colt, 18S3, by Happy Medium, dam by
Bourbon Chief, same, $900; Warden, bay colt, 1SS3, by
Happy Medium, dam by Belmont, C. H. Dewar, $1,500;
Almedium, bay colt, 1884, by Happy Medium, dam by
Almont, Kims Bros., Pddgetown, Ontario, $1,400; Nut Mail,
chestnut colt, 1SS4, by Almont, dam by Bysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, O. C. Meyer, Stevens Point, Wis., $2,500; Kiotet,
bay colt, 18S4, by Aberdeen, dam by Almont, A. L. Holliday,
Lincoln, Neb., $1,5U0; IUastrious, bay colt, yearling, by
Happy Medium, dam by Cassius M. Clay, Jr., George A.
Stone, Williams, Cal., $1,500; Master Medium, bay yearling
colt, by Happy Medium, dam by Volunteer Star, Weed <fc

Biggs, Franklinsville, Ky., $1,200; Anna Medium, bay wean-
ling filly, by Happy Medium, dam by George Wilkes.'Bobert
Steel, Philadelphia, $1,000.

Sometimes a little confusion arises concerning the actual
"stand" of a horse because of the different ways used to
express the height. We should have complete uniformity of
expressions in this and numerous other minor matters, to
which we may refer occasionally.

The generally accepted standard in estimating the height of
horses is the "hand," consisting of four inches, based origi-
nally on the supposed average width ofpalm of the human baud.
The difference of expression appears when it is necessary to
indicate fractions of a hand. If a horse is 16 or 14 or 17 hands,
it is easy to express it thus: 16 hands, 14 hands or 17 hands,
but if the height cannot be given without the use of fractions,
being between 15 and 16 hands or between 16 and 17 hands';
some will describe it as being 15i or 162, etc., while others
would use the form 15.2 and 16.3 to express the same measuie-
nient. The first form might answer were it not that we must
necessarily divide even these fractions in giving the exact
height of some animals, and in such cases it is impossible to
use the first form and we are compelled to adopt the last, as,

if the horse measnres 15 hands and 3| inches, the only intel-
ligent numerical expression of this height is 15.3$-. This is

just one-half inch under 16 handB. But suppose it were just
one-half inch over 16 bands; it would "be [impossible to
express it by means of figures in any other form than this : 15.

J

which, by some, would be understood to mean fifteen and one"-
half hands instead of fifteen hands and one-half inch, since
the presence of the period is the only difference between the
two when written in figures. As the period would be and is

omitted from its proper place in the great majority of descrip-
tions, and would be overlooked by many readers even when
present, it seems to us that the former method should be dis-
carded entirely, and instead of writing 15} hands, etc., write
15.2 hands, 15.1 hands, 15. £ hands, 15.3A hands, etc. The
fractions can thus be carried to even greater extremes if

desired without doing violence to the rule or necessitating a
shift to some other rule, for this method is adequate to the
expression of every variation and degree of height.
The adoption of such uniformity as here recommended can

easily be secured if horsemen generally will bear it in mind
when speaking, writing, or preparing their circulars and cata-
logues. Whatever stand is taken by the leaders and interested
parties in any matter is soon assumed by the general public.

—

Wallace's Monthly.

A life insurance company for horses has been organized in
New Tork. The society will pay its members for losses at a
valuation not exceeding$l,000. Each owner will be required
to pay an entrance fee of 2 per cent an the certified value
of every animal accepted from him. The dues are $4 for
$500 horses, and $S for horses valued higher. The losses
will be met by quarterly assessments on the members of the
society. The money received from entrance fees and annual
dues is devoted to the payment of salaries and other expenses.
When a horse is sick prompt notice is required that the
society's veterinary surgeon may meet the atteuding expert
in consultation.

Betting and Bookmaking, Concluded.

[Umbra in Baily's Magazine.]

Another cause of a bookmaker's inability to meet all

demands upon him is the fact that he is frequently unable to

get in his own debts. Many men think lightly of shirking

settlement until "a more convenient day arrives," when
indebted to a bookmaker. The late J. B. Morris, who was a

very heavy speculator in his time, and a most straightforward

man, was compelled to give up betting in England because in

his book were unpaid debts to the tune of £100,000. He was
a very genial man, a first-rate gourmet, and quite a Sybarite

in his mode of living. Morris joined the ring in Prance,
where now and then he met with something like his old suc-

cess, but he died a few years ago comparatively a poor man.
The bookmaker who was the best known of any man of th*

kiud in the City of London—I mean Charles Bush— died
only a few months ago, a poor man ; and yet Bush in his

time had carried on an immense business, and probably
£100,000 must have passed through his hands in the course
of a year when in the heyday of his prosperity. All the
members of the Stock Exchange, i. e., all those who bet on
horse-races—and they are very many—were clients of Charley
Bush's. He too was a genial fellow, and his faults were only
th-ise common to poor Immunity; de mortuis nil nissi bonum.
John Stephenson was a very fearless bettor, but a man of a

very excitable temperament. Many a false favorite enjoyed
but a short life in his pride of place when Stephenson once
began his operations. A horse might stand at ten or twelve
to one fo* some of the big handicaps, but when Stephenson
commenced betting on the races he would probably offer

twenty to one on the field, consequently these phantom fav-

orites quickly vanished. Such a man is a great acquisition
to the ring, as it is from Buch bookmakers only that legit-

imate odds can be obtained. Men like Davies and Stephen-
son are now rare, as, with a few exceptions, your modern
bookmaker is perpetually striving to lay against " dead'uns,

"

and when a genuine commission is in the market he becomes
almost seared. Poor Stephenson committed suicide, for
which no tangible reason could be assigned, and it can only
be attributed to his excitability. He was found dead, with his

throat cut and bank-notes in his pocket amounting to

£3,000, in a ditch, in a field lying north of London.
Now and then we hear of a man, destitute of means, with a

heavy book on some particular race. This is done with the
assumption that he will, when the race is over and the day of

settlementjarrives, have tj receive more money than he will be
called upon to pay away, consequently he will be careful to

receive some of his debts before he commences to pay, then
he will find the process of settlement tolerably easy. This
requires a certain amount of confidence and tact, not to say
'• cheek. 1

' A man of this cUss, a member of Tatersall's, died
a few years ago, and his family really had not money suffi-

cient to pay his funeral expenses. Yet he was, at the time of
his death, making a £5,000 book on that year's Derby.
There are, happily, some bookmakers to whom the paying

away of money which they have fairly lost I believe to be a
positive pleasure. Others there are who never "part" with a
good grace. I remember, some twenty years ago, an exceed-
ingly obtrusive and energetic fellow springing, doubtless from
the gutter, into a tolerably good position as a bookmaker.
Now, paying with this gentleman was never an agreeable
process; still, he so far prospered as to become a member of
Tattersall's. At one Ascot meeting, Major (he was a major
then) Hope Johnstone reminded this bookmaker that he was
indebted to him (the Major) so much over a certain race.
The answer vouchsafed the Mayor was so exceedingly obscene
as to be unfit for publication. The Major, having a cane in
his hand, struck the bookmaker two or three severe blows
across the shoulders. The bookmaker thereupon "rolled
into" the Major with his fists right and left. Now the Major
was a fine athlete and an accomplished pugilist, so he stepped
back a pace or two, and then lunged out with his left,

favoring the bookmaker with a terrific blow on the head
which knocked him senseless to the ground. The book-
maker, I believe, in his fall lost some of his front teeth.
As I have said before, Davies' cheery cry on settling davs,

"You want so much from me, sir," and his equally readv,
"I want so much from you, sir," is in pleasing contradis-
tinction to the mode of settlement adopted by some of the
"sharp" members of the ring. George Fordham, the cele-
brated jockey, backed Sabinus at Newmarket on the night
before the race to win £4,000 over the Cambridgeshire, but
omitted to note down the bookmaker's name at the time, and
on the morrnw, for the very life of him, could not recall the
man's name to his memory. Doubtless a larger quantity of
champagne had been indulged in than usual, which, perhapB,
tended to make Fordham's recollection a little hazy, but from
that day to the present he has never received the money.
Had Sabinus not won the race the bookmaker would have
duly made his appearance on settling day and claimed what
was due to him from Pordham. lean only imagine with
what readiness and pleasure Davies, had he been the book-
maker, would have paid the great jockey his winnings.
There is one great bookmaker still amongst us, Henry

Steele, but I fancy that he does not enter into the magic circle
of the betting ring with such zest as formerly. Steele is a
born bookmaker, and I imagine his first words uttered in his
infancy must have been the multiplication table, and his first

playthings a piece of pencil and an old betting-book. Steele
probably paid away more money in one morning than ever
bookmaker paid away before or since. On the Monday after
Blue Gown's Derby he is accredited with having paid away
£110,000 in notes and gold. He was one of the first men in
the Club that memorable morning, and sat at a table with
piles of notes and gold carefully arranged before him, coolly
waiting the demands of his numerous creditors.
When men, like the late Marquis of Hastings, back their

own horses in minor races to win many thousands, the book-
makers will split up the heavy bets amongst themselves. For
instance, a bookmaker might lay £5,000 to £1,000 in one bet,
and the race beiDgof a minor description he would have but
a very remote chance of getting round, or of covering the bet.
Under such circumstances the bookmaker might be seen run-
ning first to one then to another of the fraternity, eagerly
saying, "I've laid Lord Hastings ten monkeys— will you have
some of it?" The answer invariably would be, "Put me
down fifty, or a hundred, or ten ponies, " meaning they would
6tand the odds to the extent of £50, £100 or £250. These
negotiations would be transacted quick as thought, the first
bookmaker noting down the bets as he hurried from one man
to another.
There is no royal road to success in backing horses. Vari-

ous methods have been tried, but all are more or less falla-
cious. A gentleman who went by the pseudonym of John
Denmau elaborated, with much care aud thought, a plan of
systematic betting, and got many clients to subscribe to it,

Denman himself conducting the operations; but the book-
makers soon got an inkling of the idea and managed to bloek
the system, which not only broke Uenman's bank but nearly
his heart also. Other men have burst ugon the ring with the

determination of backing the "real good things," no matter
how short the price might be; even if the odds were "on "they
would not be deterred. These "real good things" are those
which appear to be certainties oh paper, but sometimes they
fail to come off successfully. Young" King, the trainer, used to
say there were but two certainties in this" life, namely death]
and quarter day. One of these backers of oertaintit
was known in the ring as "ready money Kiley," for a time
was tolerably successful. He betted a great deal with Samuel
Haughton, always staking his money beforehand. He would
back a horse for as much as £500 or £1,000, and Haughton
would carefully stowe away the notes in the inner pocket of
his waistcoat. Sometimes the notes, would be there only
fifteen or twenty minutes ere Haughton would be called upon
to return them, accompanied by many of his own, to "ready-
money Kiley." The expression which came on Haughton's face
as he returned the notes, after having been snch a short time
only in his pocket, was a study, and painfully ludicrous. The
game at last became too hot for Kiley, a few bad days being
more than he could stand, and after a time the ring knew him
no more.
Some men persevere in backing certain jockey's mounts.

This I think a risky speculation, and one I should not care
to recommend. I would rather follow certain men, or cer-
tain stables, aud when I knew the money was going on,
quietly make my own investment. If there are pleasures on
the turf there are also many pitfalls, aud backers will be sure
to go headlong into the latter if too fond of gambling or
pluoging, or going for the gloves outright, like poor Berkley
Craven. Backing horses is, metaphorically, hke playing
with fire, and unless you are very cautious you will most
inevitably burn your fingers. Some other time I may, per-
haps, with the editor's permission, give 'a word or two of
caution with regard to touts and tipsters; in the meantime,
au revoir.

The Earliest Betting: Race.

Since the Kentucky Derby was instituted twelve years ago,
it has been pulled off only twice by winter favorites, Lord
Murphy and Hindoo, but the bookmakers are persistent in
the declaration that they have always lost money on the race
and they will defer opening books on nest year's event as
long as possible. We shall probably have local books opened
next spring on the Derby and Charles Green Stakes, but it

will not be for a long time to come, and the heavy betting of
the winter will be mostly in the east, the Withers being the
stake most naturally selected as a medium. An analvsis of
the doings of the best performers entered is, therefore,
herewith given. Winter favorites are generally dangerous
goods to handle. Look back, for instance, at the last few
Kentucky Derbies. Himyar was such a sure cop in 1878
that he swamped the books as soon as opened and was incon-
tinently barred m those made subsequently, but he never got
there, an example followed by the lollopping Kimball two
years later. Lord Murphy had landed his backers in the
interval. The spring of lbSl saw Hindoo's chances pan out,
and in the winter succeeding everything was blue and red.
The Dywers surely this time had "the colt of tfcs E*atary"
in Kunnymede, the Magna Charter of whose career was to be
made out and signed in the Kentucky Derby. How he was
pocketed and went down before Apollo is easily remembered.
In 1883 Ascender was installed on the top perch, but
proved a disappointment, as also did Bob Miles the season
after, and Favor last year bowed to Joe Cotton. We all must
call to mind the rush of last winter and spring on Ban Fox, a
colt on whom neither the owner's party nor the public were
ever tired of plunging whenever they got a chance. If, in
the face of such a succession of turns-up as these the book-
makers have found themselves on the wrong side of the fence,

it is no wonder that they don't care to face an opening
until it is almost forced upon them. The only plausible way
of accounting for their losses on the Kentucky Derbies is that

the owners of out-siders must have been a very chicken-
livered lot as far as the taking of off chances goes, and it

would seem that a majority of the fielders must have started

absolutely unbacked.
The public, especially the restless backers of the east, are

anxious to get to work and the Withers is decidedly the most
attractive subject for early speculation. The race, which is

one of a mile, is run on the first day of JeromexPark, is for

three- year-olds, a subscription of a S100, half forfeit, etc., with
$1,000 added. Last year the Dwyers had the hottest kind of a
favorite in Portland, with an excellent second string in

Inspector B , but neither was in the hunt, as Biggonet was a
great filly that day, and, having her field dead settled at the
three-quarters out, fairly spr&ad-eagled her eleven followers
during the balance of the journey, which she completed in
1 niin. 4S sec, winning S3.2GO. The Dwyers, by the by,
seem to have held a sort of mortgage on the position of first

favorite for the race, as in 1SS5 they were supposed to have a
good thing in Bichniond, who was defeated by Tyrant, and
in 1S84 Burton was decidedly first fancy, but did nothing to

interfere with the victory of Panique. Coming back to the
race of next spring, its best performers of the season just

over would seem to be those mentioned below. There are a
number of horses in of whom nothing or next to nothing is

known, but there does not seem to be any rea-on to expect
aDy very great crack to drop from the clouds, and the form of

1S86 is pretty certain to be indorsed. It is very seldom that

with the very respectable entry of sixty-nine the number of

horses with sound claim to attention number less than the
fingers of one hand, yet such is the case with the Withers,

although it is best, perhaps, to be a bit liberal and not tie

down analysis to that number. As might be expected the
Dwyers and Mr. Haggin have all the best of tli6 deal, and the

only horse that apparently has any ghost of a show of getting

away with them is Eph. Snedeker's Kingston, first known as

the Kapanga colt.

The Dwyers have such au overshadowing pair for the race

that their string demands first attention: Atlantic, Misa
Motley and Hudson may be dismissed from calculations, and
this leaves them with Tremont, Hanover, Bedford and Louise.

-

Tho first two of these have unbeaten certificates. Tremont
with thirteen and Hanover with three wins. Bedford won
once in four essays, his company being but moderate on the

occasion, and Louise rendered to her owners just a tithe of

the ten races in which she sported silk. Strange to say the

immense superiority of Tremont to the horses pitted against

him in the Withers would have to be proved almost entirely

by comparisons at second hand had it not been that Kingston
turned out to do battle with him for the junior champion in

which the Dwyer colt just romped home. Hanover, too, waa
not faced iu any of his races by any of the upper second-class

in the Withers, but bis victories were all easy, and if Tremont
:

were out of it he would probably be nearly as much iu demand '

as Kingston or even a bit of a call unreasonable that such a

preference should be. Tremont, who has wintered wonder-
fully well, notwithstanding all the reports against him, is

hardly properly appreciated as yet. From all accounts hi"
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should be one of the greatest three-year-olds that ever was
plated in America. He is a shockingly poor starter and a

wretched beginner into the bargain, but when he is once really

set a going he is a locomotive, and no gap made at the outset

appears to be too much lor him to close. The turn of speed

he exhibited now and again last season iu picking up lost

ground, must have been prodigious, and he is game and stout

as well as speedy. He will be far better served in races of a

mile and over than he was as a youngster over a T. Y. C.

Mr. Haggin has ten iu, but it seems reasonable to simmer
these down to two, Firenzi and Milton. Of these the former

has done battle for the Californian on eight occasions, coming
out of the right end of the horn on five of them. She is smart

very smart, and has nothing of her sex to fear nest year but

Counemara, Jennie Treacy and perhaps Bessie June, who
npset all calculations at Gravesend, on September 8th, by
beating Firenzi in the special, when 6 to 5 was bet upon the

latter. Firenzi has been a consistent performer through the

season, her most remarkable race being that at Saratoga in

which she fairly squandered such speedy ones as Burch,

Pearl Jennings and Herbert for seven furlongs, a performance

that proves she can rate with the best of them. Milton, Mr.
Haggin's second string, is decidedly a useful horse, though he

only won once this season in three times of asking. His win
was the Criterion to which he had his stable companion
Firenzi as runner up, with the Juiietta colt, Oneko, Louise

and others behind them.
In Kingston Eph Snedeker has a very high class coll, one

who in ordinary years would have been great guns, but it is

very hard to say that he can tackle Tremont. Not only did

that colt defeat him on the one occasion when they met, but

it also seems to be the opinion of the keenest judges of racing

in the east that Tremont was decidedly something better of a

C .It than King Fox. The latter had, perhaps, a shade the

Lest of his meeting with Kingston, who, by this chain of

reasoning, is again found to be behind the Dwyer's crack.

Mr. Snedeker's colt has won one race in three starts.

The remainder of the field are shockingly badly off for

braskets. J. Crocker's Nat Goodwin bears three of them for

thirteen starts, but the wins consisted of two purses and the

Sea Beach Bailroad stakes, taken from very moderate com-

pany. The Preakness stable has Belvidere with one race to

eredit in eight, and W. B. Gratz tasted the sweets of success

with Fenelon once in half a dozen races. D.C.Johnston's

Stockton, who was for weeks surrounded in a mysterious

cloud of gossip which declared him the fastest horse in the

country, never came off in any of his three races. His best

performance was iu the August Btakes for which he was

backed till first favorite. He finished behind Santa Eita,

Louisa and Orifiamme, but in front of Roi d'Or, Milton, the

Juiietta colt, etc. He showed great speed for a half mile, but

then cut it altogether and therefore should have no claim to

such a race as the Withers. Boi d'Or has been out eleven

times without avail, and of the Appleby & Johnson contingent,

Bradford has been out-classed on five occasions, Kingston on

Bix and Oneko on eight. Laggard, Reform, Rustler and
Straightlace would have to improve wonderfully to finish in

hail of such a colt as Tremont." These considerations narrow

the pessibles down to Tremont, Hanover, Kingston, Firenzi

and Miltom If Tremont keeps right, and goes fit to the

post, he can scarcely lose, and it is not likely that the

Dwyers will strike him out and trust to Hanover, who
cannot have much in hand, if anything, of Kingston. With

Tremont barred there should be some very pretty belting

between Kingston and Hanover, while plenty of money would

be put at the back of Firenzi at reasonable odds, and Milton

would also be sure to find a few supporters. If Tremont is

not barred speculation on the race will be terribly cramped,

but if his chances are shelved in the books the Withers of

18S7 will be long remembered as a great betting race.

—

Missouri Republican. ^^_^_
The New 2:30 Trotters.

The following list, which contains the names of bo less

than 312 American trotters that have gained a record of 2:30

or better, since January 1, 1886. This is the largest

nnniber of additions to the 2:30 list ever recorded for a single

year. This list has been compiled from data for the annual

supplement to "Chester's Complete Trotting and Pacing

Record," and may be relied upon as correct.

THE BECOB.D.

Horses. Site. Eeoord.

Ada M. b m Corsair 2:29$

Airnee, gr m Bayard 2:30

Alcaid, gr g Alroy 2:28$

Alice Peyton, b m BlueBull 2:29$

Alpha, b g Whalebone Knox 2:29$

Altam'ura, bni Harold 2:30

Altitude, br s Almont 2:28

Annie Lou, b m Daniel Lambert 2:30

Antonio, b s Messenger Duroc 2:28$

Apex, b s Prompter 2:26

Ara, ch m... Masterlode 2:29*

Arthur, b g Wichita Mambrino 2:26$

Azmoor, b s Electioneer 2:30

Bay Mate, b g Pacing Abdallah 2:30

Beaconsfield, b g DeanSage 2:25$

Belle Franklin, blk m Ben Franklin 2:28

$

Bergen, b g Messenger Duroc 2:30

Bertha B., b m Schuyler Colfax 2:24}
' Kessie, ch m Todhunter's Mambrino 2:23$
' Betsy Brown, b m Masterlode 2:29}

Big Fanny, b m John E. Rysdyk 2:26}

Billy I, blk g Gilbreth Knox 2:29}

Billy Nolan, b g Middletown 2:30

Billy White, wh g Mason Chief 2:29$

Black Diamond, blk g 2:25

Black Jack, blk g Sweepstakes 2:29$

Brownwood, br s Swigert 2:30

Bullion, ch s Blue Bull 2:28

Burns Jr., b s Burns 2:29$

Butler's Bashaw, bs Green's Bashaw 2:28$

Capitola, b m Ensign 2 :24

J

'.Carrie, gr in George Wilkes 2:29:!

1 Carrie Belle, b m Commodore Belmont 2 :28$

• Carrie T., br m Dom Pedro 2:29

Carver, b g Volunteer 2:27$

•Castinara, bm Burbrino 2:29 j

Caterina, b m Flying Hiatoga 2:30

Charley Boy, ch g J. J.Logan 2:29j

'Charley Thome, gr John Green 2:27

$

Chazy Maid, bm Son Geo. M Patchen 2:29$

Chinaman, b g 2
:

?
9
J

Chub, rag Knox Boy 2:29}

Civilization, blk s J. H. Welch 2:2o$

Clara, ch m Leland 2:28}

Clifton Boy, br s Strader's Hambletonia 2:29$

Clipper, b s Lex 2:23*

Como, ch s Elmo 2:26}

Ponnaught, br a Wedgewood. . ,
2;ii

Consul, ch s Saturn 2:24$
Uopeland, b g Cromwell 2:30
Cosher, b s Capoul 2:30
Cow Boy, br g 2:30
Cricket, b m Iron Duke 2:25
Cuckoo, b m Frank Wolford 2:28
Daireeu, gr m Harold 2:27$
Daisy S-, ch m Tilton Almont 2:23$
David R., wh g Swigert 2:28$
Diatonic, blk s Fairy Gift 2:29
Doctor Almont, ch g Almont boy 2:27$
Domestic, b s Volunteer 2:24$
Don Carlos, grg Highland Gray 2:2S$
Dude, bg Jay Gould 2:274
Duke of Wellington, bg Wellington 2:27$
Dundee, brs Jay Gould 2:25
Earl, b s Princeps 2:28$
Ed Annan, bg Dauntless 2:29
Edgewood, b g Black Ranger 2:30
Ed Mack, br g Hambletonian Geo 2:30
Edwin C, b g Cuyler 2:24$
Eli, b g Lothair 2:27
Elyria, ch s Mambrino King 2:27$

Emmett, blk g Mambrino Time 2:29|
Emmett B., bg Strathmore 2:29}
Empress, b m Wayland Forest 2:29}
Erin, ch g Belmont 2:27

Ernest Maltravers, b g Happy Medium 2:24$
EvaS., b m Pasacas 2:30
FalliB, b s Electioneer 2:28$
Fancy, ch m Middletown 2:24}
Fanny B., bm Lambert Chief 2:29$
Fanny Cope, b m Climax 2:28$
Favonia, b m Wedgewood 2:27}
Favorita, bm George Wilkes 2:2")

}

Favorite Wilkes, ch 8 George Wilkes 2 :25}

Femme Sole, b m Princeps 2:20

Flode Holden, ch m Jim Monroe 2:28$

B'lora Belle, b m young Mambrino 2:29$

Flora Huff, bm DanielLambert 2:29$
Frank McCune, ch g Minor 2:25$
Frank R., b g Black Dutchman 2:23|
Fred Hambletonian. ch g. . .Hambletonian Mambrino. . .2:26

Garnet, ch g. Young Jim 2:28

G. B., b g Dom Pedro 2:26

G.D. S., b g Tattler, Jr 2:30

Gene Smith, blk g Dauntless 2:30

George A., b g Hopkins' Abdallah 2:25

George Lee, b g All Right 2:23$
George O., ch s Lakeland 2:30

Geraldine, b m Gen. Stanton 2544
Glenarm, b 8 Constellation.. 2:23}
Globe, br g Hamlin's Almont, Jr 2:29$

Governor Wood, ch 8 Amboy 2:29

Graceful, bm Happy Medium 2:28$

Granby, b s Princeps 2:25$

Greenwood, ch g 2:30

Gus Soreckles, b s 2:30

Gus Wilkes, b g Mambrino Wilkes 2:27$
Hambletonian Gift, b s Masterlode 2:29$

Hamdallah, b s Hambrino 2:26$

Hartford, b s Harold 2:25

Hazel Kirke, b m Brigadier 2:30

Hector, grg Beachter Morgan 2:254

Helen Wilkes, bm Carlton Colt 2:25$

Hidalgo, b g Sultan 2:27$

Highland Chief, b 8 McDonald Chief 2:30

Hiram Miller, blkg Fred Kimbal 2:22}

Honest Lyon, oh g Gen. Lyon 2:30

Hotspur Girl, bm Hotspur, Jr 2:29$

Hunter, br g Jerry Ladd 2:25$

Iola, b m Wright's Rattler 2:29$

Iolanthe, br m Victor 2:40

Jack Hayden, b g George Wilkes 2:23}

Jack Splan, b s Almont 2:26}

Jane L„ br m Hambletonian Mambrino. ..2:26$

Jesse, b g 2:29$

Jesse Hammond, b g Signal 2:25$

Jessie Ballard, b m Blue Bull 2:27}

J. H. Gould, chg Jay Gould 2:2S$

Joe Emmett, b g 2:28$

John L. b g 2:29$

John Morrill, b g Winthrop Morrill -2:284

Johunv H., br g 2:30

John E. Wise, ch g Hambleton Tranby 2:29

Josh Morse, blk g Son ofEthan Allen 2:29$

J. R. Shedd, bs Red Wilkes 2:28$

Julia C. bm Phil Sheridan 2:23J

Junius, blk s Dictator 2:27}

J. W. South, br s Princess 2:29$

KateEwing, bm Berlin 2:29$

Katy M., ch m George M. Van Nort 2:29$

Kemble Maid, br m Jonn Goldsmith 2:28$

Kenton Belle, blkm Denmark, Jr 2:30

King Phillip, b s Mambrino King

Kit Curry, br m Mambrino Bruce 2:24$

Knox, blk s Gen. Knox 2:29$

Lady Alert, ch m Mambrino Lance 2:24$

Lady Barefoot, b m Kent 2.26$

Lady Brooks, b m Brown Harry 2:29$

Lady Haven, bm Haven's Clay 2:29

Lady Hendryz, br m Dauntless 2:30

Lady Jerrauld, bm Billy Denton Jr 2:24$

Lady Kate, b m Gov. Sprague 2:27$

Lady Linda, ch m Haven's Star 2:29$

Lady M., ch m Daniel Lambert 2:24

Lady Mascotte, br m 2:29$

Lady Preston, ch m Dr Herr 2:30

Lady Richwood, b m Richwood 2:29$

Lady Spanker, b m Wide-Awake 2:26$

Lady Whitefoot, bm Wm. M. Rysdyk 2:25}

Lady Woodhull,b m Cornwall 2:29J

Lewis R. oh g Mammont 2:29}

Libby S. rn m Drennon 2:22j

Lister, bg Almont 2:30

Little Ben, blk g Ben Morrill 2:29

Little Eva, b m Signal 2:30

Logan Chief, blk s I.J 2:23$

Longfellow, ch g Whipples Hambletonian 2:26$

Lon M., blk g Gov. Sprague 2:30

Lookout, b g Gov. Lightfoot - 2:28*

LotSlocum, br g Electioneer 2:21$

Lottie K. gr m Strader's Hambletonian 2:26}

Lottie M., b m Nephew 2:24

Louis S.,ch g Bashaw Pilot 2:23

Lucy Fry. b m Blue Bull 2:20}

Mabel A., ch m -. . . .Attorney 2:23$

Maggie B., br m Clark Chief Jr 2:29}

Maggie C, ch m Alnio 2:29}

Maggie Miller, br m Harry Knox 2:26$

Maid of the Oaks, chm McClellan 2:2S

Mambrino Arcby, br c Mambrino Boy 2:24f

Mambrino Maid, ch m Misner Chief 2:29}
Mambrino Sonny, b g Mambrino Gift 2:29$
Mamie Comet, ch nl Nutwood 2:23$
Mamie Wood, ru m. .; Wood's Hambletonian 2:27$
Marcos, grg Administrator 2:29$
Margaret, bm Sultan 2:28
Marquis, br g Clay Abdallah 2:27
Marvel, bg Mambrino Pilot, Jr 2:24$
Mary Ann, b m Bay State 2:284
Mary Powell, blk m De Witt Clay 2:22}
Mattie D., ch m BayMiddleton 2:25*
Mattie Hunter, b m Glendale 2:29}
Mattie K., b m Hinsdale Horse 2:24$
Mattie Wilkes, br m Lyle Wilkes 2:30
Maud A., b m Rysdyk 2:26$
May Clark, ch m ."

2:29}
May Gift, b m Fairy Gift 2:29$
McGregor Boy, ch a Robert McGregor 2:29$
McLeod, ch s Satura 2:29$
Middleton, Jr., ch s Middletown 2:27$
Milton, bs Smuggler 2:30
Misfortune, gr m Chancellor Black Hawk 2:21$
Miss Murray, gr m Union 2:28$
Misty Morning, b m Marksman 2:29$
Money Maker, b s Son of Young Columbus 2:29
Montgomery Boy, ch g Sweepstakes 2:28$
NedFovre8t, ch g Blackbird 2:25$
Nellie C, blk m Son of Thos. Jefferson 2:27$
Nellie Rose, ch m 2:29$
Netty H., gr m Richmond 2:27}
Newsboy, ch g King's Champion, Jr 2:27}
Ninette, ch m Jefferson Prince 2:29}
Nora, ch m Springville Chief 2:28$
Nutwood, Jr., ch g Nutwood 2:29$
Oakland Girl, b m Victor 2:26}
Olaf, br g Waveland Chief 2:22}
Opal, b m Jay Gould 2:24
Orange Bud, bg Middletown 2:21$
Oriana, b m Red Wilkes 2:29
Orphan Boy, blk s Stillson 2:22$
Orphan Boy, br g Peter Jones 2:30
Orphia, b m Almont Rattler 2:29}
Palo Alto, b s Electioneer 2:20$
Pat Dempsey, blk g Roman Chief 2:29$
Patchen Maid, ch m Henry B. Patchen 2:30
Peachblow, br g Jersey Patchen 259$
Pearl, b m Coleman's Abdallah Jr 2:26$
Persica, b m Belmont 2:29$
Pilot Boy, gr g Edward H 2:20
Preston Wilkes, blk g Wilkes Spirit 2:29}
Princess, ch m Masterlode 2:29$
Principe, br s Princeps 2:25$
Queen Wilkes, blk m George Wilkes 2:23}
Rex, br g Earthquake 2:22$
Rexford, bs Electioneer 254
Rex Patchen, b s Seneca Patchen 2:29$
Richard, ch g Red Wilkes 2:30
Richard Wilkes, br g George Wilkes 2:29
Robert Rysdyk, bra Wm. M. Rysdyk 2:24$
Rocky Mountain Tom, gr g. . Grand Sentinel 2 :29$
Romeo, bs Ulster Chief 2:30
Rowley's Rattler, ch s 2:25$
Roxie McGregor, ch m Robert McGregor 2:27$
Roy, b g Carlos 2 :30

Royal Bounce, bg Blue Bull 2:28$
Royalmont, ch s Bostick's Almont, Jr 2:25$
Rufos, b b Henry 2:24j
Rumor, blk s Tattler 2:29$
RuthS., chm Fish's Hambletonian 2:29$
Rysdyk Maid, b m Hambletonian 2:24$
Sam F„ bm g Wood's Hambletonian 2:29$
Senator, bs Echo 2:29$
Shooting Star, ch m Jefferson Prince 2:30
Simmons, blk s George Wilkes 2:29$
Sir Knight, bs Grand Sentinel 2:23}
Sir Walter Jr., ch s Sir Walter 2:29$
S. J. Fletcher, b s Hambleton's Tranby 2:234
Slander, b s Tattler 2:28$
Spotted Sam, sp s Wood's Hambletonian 2:29}
Spry.b g General Benton 2:28}
Spurrier Boy ch g Beaver'B Blue Bull 2:30
Stadacona, br g Carleton 2:29$
Standard Bearer, ch s Forrest Golddust 2:29}
Star Gazer, bg 2:2S$
Star Hambletonian, br s Felter's Hambleton 2:23}
Starlight, ch g 2:28$
Star Monarch, br s Almonarch 2:30
St. Bel, blk s Electioneer 2:24
Sunrise Patchen, b s Seneca Patohed 2:284
Sunshine, ch g Tramp 2:29}
Surprise, gr m Gray Dan 2:28$
Susan Nipper, bm 2.-30

Susie, b m Middleton 2:29$
Syenite, rn g Waveland Chief 2:29$
Sylvia M., gr m Hambletonian Prince 2:25.1-

Telegrapn Girl, ch m Harry Arlington 2:29}
Tempest, b m 2:29
Tempest, fir m Ledger 2:29$
T. G., ch g Signal 2:27$
Thad, b g Hambletonian Tranby 2:' 9$
The Item, b g Governor Sprague 2:27$
Transit, b s Prompter 2:26i
Trouble, b s Nigger Doctor 2:25$
T. T. S., ch|g Melrose 2:29$
Valentine, br g Farrell's Clay 2:22$
Valeucin,.ch s Crown Point 2:23 .

Vatican, bs Belmont 2:29$
Velox, b m 2:30
Victor Sprague, gr s George'Sprague 2:29$
Voucher, b s Nephew 2:22
V. R. S , b m Fearnought, Jr 2:29}
WalterB., grg 2:294
Walter O., ch g Blackstone 2:30"

Waxford, br s Hemlock 2:27$
Wayland, b s Falcon 2:25$
Wells-Fargo, ch g Col. Patchen 2:29$
White Oak, chg Geo. M. Patchen, Jr 2:30
White Stockings, b g 2:26
Wild Rake, bs Hambletonian Mambrino.. . .2:22}
Wilkesbrino, oh s Hambrino 2:274
Willett, b g Sweepstakes
William C, b g Young Wilkes
Winona, ch m Jefferson Prince
Wizz Medium, bm Happy Medium
Woodard k Harbison, oh g. Mambrino Joe 2:27$
Woodnut, ch s Nutwood 2:254
W. Van, br g Bellwood 2-294
X. Y. Z., oh g 2.59'!

Yuba, br m Harold
Zahn, gr g Dauntless
Zonobia, b m Ohio Knickerbocker. .

.

Zeno, blk s Stillson

!:274

.2:27}

.2:22}

.2:25

. .2:29$
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Trotting at the Bay District.

Dec. IS—Last Saturday was a tine day for racing, and the

menu of sport offered at the Bay District was of rare

excellence, yet it was only moderately appreciated by the

public. A light attendance witnessed the events, but what

the spectators lacked in numbers they supplied in interest

and spirit, as gauged by that infallible indicator the pool-

box The first raoe was one of mile hca's batween J. h-
Tennant's bay mare Twinkle and Mr. Valentin's phenomenal

two-year-old Shamrock. This colt has shown a great rate of

speed ever since he was first harnessed, which was when

he was weaned. He went through the fair circuit this

season but with indifferent success, going lame and losing

condition so often that Mr. Goldsmith who had him in charge

despaired of ever having any luck with him. lie was tinallj

turned over to Dick Havey, and about that time the stur of

his ill-fortune seemed to set, for the big youngster began to

come on at once. The year was waning but it was decided

to attack the two-year-old record, and after a brief and

hurried preparation Shamrock was called upon to redeem the

promise he made in his yearling form. He chipped four

seconds off the stallion record, and showed the fastest mi'e

ever recorded of a colt ot his age in a race. He is only

ranked by Wildflower, whose 2:21 made against time is an

unbeaten" performance. Before the start there was some

betting at the rate of $40 for Shamrock to $15 for Twinkle.

First Heat—Although Shamrock was fuur lengths behind

when the pair came ap for the word, Havey nodded to the

judges aud" the gong was struck. Twinkle led for three-

quarters of a mile, Shamrock losing ground at first but gain-

ing after a half milejhad been covered. In thestretch Twiukle

broke and the colt beat her handily by three lengths in 2:31.

Second Heat—The start was even. Shamrock drew ahead

at once and passed the quarter in thirty-seven seconds, four

lengths in the lead. The mare *ell back further in the back

quarter but Havey was out for a record and sent his colt

along alone. He passed the half in 1:12£, and the three-

quarters in 1:48. At the finish the pace told on Shamrock
and in the last eighth there was a perceptible slackening.

Havey held him together and urging him gently brought him
to the wire in good shape in 2:25. The best previous record

for a two-year-old stallion was that of Nutbreaker 2:29 and
the best mile ever trotted by any two-year-old in a race was
that of Carrie C 2:27£. Shamrock was bred by Mr. Valensin

at Arno farm, and is a son of Buccaneer out of a mare by

Flastail.

Bat District Codkbe, December 18tti.—Pnrae 5— . Mile heats.

Bhamrock, bit s bv Buccaneer—Q . Valensin 1 1

Twinkle.bm—J. H. Tennett 2 2

Time, 2:31, 2:25.

The second race was for the 2:24 class with Kate Ewing,

Daisy S., Endymion, Marin and Ed. as starters. There was
great speculation on this event, Marin having the call at the

outset.* Marin S30. Daisy S. $16, field §10 was the average

odds in the pools.

First Heat—The favorite hardly deported himself like a

winner. Kate Ewing led off with Endymion close up, the

others strung out with Marin at the back end of the line.

At the head of the stretch Endymion came to the front and
won handily, Ewing second, Ed. third, Daisy S. fourth,

and Marin barely inside the flag. Time, 2:27.

Second Heat—Pools: Marin $25, Endymion S13, Daisy S.

$13, field $2. Endymion and Ed. went around the turn
together, the others straggling behind. The pace was slow
and no horse in the race seemed to be trying. On the lower
turn the field closed with the leaders, and in the stretch some
good work was done, Daisy S. being beaten only half a length

by Endymion, Marin third, Ed. fourth, Kate Ewing last.

Time, 2:29i.

Third Heat—Mr. Van Ness was put up behind Marin, and
the bay stallion retained his place as favorite. He changed
the routine a little by leading the field from the start, and at

the half he had them strung out in along line, Daisy S. at the
tail end. On the turn the rear guard improved position,

Daisy S. coming fast on the outside reaching the three-

quarters about four lengths behind the favorite. When
straightened in the stretch she came at him with such vim
that he was off hiB feet at the draw-gate, and Daisy scored the
heat, Marin second, Ed. third, Endymion fourth, Ewing last

Time, 2:26£.

Fourth Heat—Marin led to the half, the rest in an irregular

bunch behind him. On the turn they all began to drive, and
when headed for home they were all down to business. It

was a rattling quarter that made it a question of noses and
heads at the wire, the official fiat being a dead heat hetween
Endymion and Daisy S., Ewing third, Marin fourth, Ed. last.

Time, 2:27£.

Fifth Heat—Endymion had the best of the start, and the
field fell in line behind him like a well-ordered procession.
At the half Endymion was first, Ewing second, Daisy third,

Ed. fourth and Marin last, with a big piece of daylight at all

the intervals. On the turn Daisy moved up a little, and in
the stretch 6he took her favorite place near the outside fence,

which meant a hot finish. Endymion was going well and
Crawford did his best with him, but Daisy beat him by two
lengths in the fastest heat in the race, 2:24£. Kate Ewing
finished third, Ed. fourth, Marin distanced, Ewing and Ed.
retired, not having won a heat in five, and the race narrowed
down to Daisy and Endymion. It was quite dark when the
bell was rung for the sixth heat, and Mr. Crawford was not
anxious to go on. He was so slow in getting his horse out
that when he did come it was impossible to see, and the judges
after fining the tardy driver $20 for his delay adjourned till

Monday at 2 o'clock.

At the appointed hour the horses were called for the
deciding heat, the betting being about even money. DaiBy
S. threw her backers down completely. At thestart she made
a rank break, and repeating the operation twice afterwards
nbe was never in the hunt. Mr. Hickok was behind Endym-
ion and he sent the black stallion along, waiting for nothing.
He turned the track in 2:23$, Daisy S. behind the flag in
utter disgrace.

Same Day.*-Purse $500. 2:24 Class.

Endymion, blk s—W. H. Crawford 1 1 4 2 1
Kate Ewing, blk m—O. A. Hickok 2 6 5 3 3 ro
Ed., b g -A. T. Jackson 3 4 3 5 4 ro
Daley 8., ch m—Jas. Sullivan 4 2 10 Idle
Marin, b e—P. Farrell 6 3 3 4 die

Time, 2:27, 2:20i, 2:2Ci, 2;27i, 2:244, 2:23i-
•Sixth heat trotted Dec. 20th.

Between the heats of the 2:24 class a three in five between
Blaine and Longfellow was trotted. Four heats were got
through with when a postponement became necessarv, and
the end was carried over to Monday,
Same Day.*—Purse 3 Special.

Lonefellow, ch g—L. Shaner 12 12 1
Blaine, blk g—"W. M.Fletcher 2 12 12

Time, 3:28A, 2;32j, 2:29, 2:2C2, 2:20.
•Fifth heat trotted Dec. 20th.

Dec. 20th.—In addition to the two postponed events a
lively trot for tin roadster class, and pretty good roadsters
Borne of them were, too. The betting was heavy considering

the magnitude of the affair, Sobrante having the call before

the start. After the first heat Lela S. was installed as first

choice, and staid there until the issue was decided in her

favor.

Dec. 20th.—Purse and stake $250.

Lela S.,brm—A. H. Hecox 13 3 3 1

Rube Brown, b g—D. McCarthy 2 13 12
Sobrante. b g—M. Walsh 3 2 2 3 3

Belle R., ah m (pacer)—R. Green 4 5 4 dls

EmmnG., chm—Chas. Green 6 4 dia

Time, 2:344, 2:32J, 2:31$, 2:304, 2:35.

Racing at Visalia.

The new Board of Directors of the Tnlare Valley Agricul-

tural Association, consisting of Jasper Harrell, H. P. Perkins,

Thos. Boohford, W. H. Hammond, W. H. Fox, J. M. Canty
and D. E. Walker, are leaving nothing undone to make the

present racing season a complete success. Since the close of

the fair they have made many improvements at the track, not
the least of which is the grand stand, costing SI, 600, which
was completed last week by A. Weishar, the contractor,

accepted by the directors on Monday and thrown open to the

public on Tuesday, the first day of the racing season. It is

100 feet long by 30 wide, very substantially built, and will

seat comfortably 800 people. Prominent horsemen say that

it is the best grand stand south of Stockton. It is certainly

a credit to Visalia. A large amount of work haB also been
done on the track, and it is in first-class condition. Thirty
well-known race-horses have been entered for this weeks'
races, and as the weatheris simply perfect tbeseason promises
to be the most successful ever held in ViBalia. Up to this

afternoon over 54,000 had been invested in pools, and the
season is not fairly opened yet.

The first event on Tuesday, the opening day, was a stallion

trotting race, free for all, Oakland Boy barred, for a purse of

$100. H. Hellman entered b s Milton R., J. N. Ayers entered
b s Bay Rose, C. H. Bowers entered b s Waterford, J. M.
Canty entered g s Barbero. In the third heat, as they neared
the score, Bowers, the driver of Waterford, and Hellman,
the driver of Milton B., collided, and both sulkies were
damaged somewhat.
December 14th.

Bay Rose -.- 1 4 3 1 1

Waterford 2 2 4 3 3

Barbero 3 3 12 2
MiltouR 4 12 4 4

Time, 2:33, 2:374, 2:35,2:362, 2:38.

The nest event was a running race, half-mile dash, free for

all, for a purse of $100. Blasingame & Rowell entered g s s

Confidence, J. Heinlen entered brc Bayonet, F. Work entered

br c Spriugwater. As usual Confidence came in ahead,
time. 49|, Bayonet second, Springwater third.

Yesterday, the second day, the attendance was increased,

and the boys made business for the pool-sellers quite lively at

times. The first event was a trotting race, free for all horses
that had never beaten 2:43, for a purse of §100. J. N. Ayers
entered Nancy Lee, W. H. Hammond entered Tilden, Sam
Henderson entered Dexter, H. Hellman entered Jasper H.,
with the following result:

Nancy Lee 3 4 3 2

Tilden. 12 2 3

Dexter 4 3 4 *
JaaperH 2 1 1 1

Time, 2:i8, 2:44^,2:52, 2:45.

The next race was a mile dash, free for all three-year-olds,

for a purse of $100. J. Dalton entered Bobinette, Owen Bros,

entered Beltone, J. R. Heinlen entered Hermes. HermeB
won the race, time, 1:44J, Bobinette second, Beltone third.

An esteemed correspondent in Tulare county writes of the

events as follows: The attendance was fair, the races well

contested, and the management excellent, giving general

satisfaction. There is no track in the State more conven-
iently situated than the one at Visalia, it beingonly about half a

mile from town. Visalia hasimproved considerably within the

last year, and our country is fast tilling up with enterprising

citizens, so that in future we may expect successful fall and
spring meetings. Under the present management I think it

safe to predict that a pavilion will be erected on the fair

grounds the coming season. For years we have been breed-

ing good stock. Algona and Attimont, sons of Almont, aud
H. T. Stewart, by Mambrino Patchen, all Kentucky-bred
Btallions.have been making a successful season in the western
part of the country, while Oakland Boy and others of lesser

note have been in the vicinity of Tulare and Visalia. To add
to this list we now have Bay Rose by Sultan, Jackson
Temple and Milton R., also Legal Tender by Pryam.
Thoroughbred stallions are not so plenty. Baywater spent
his last days on Henden Ranch near Lemoore. His produce
are now among the best winners we have in this district.

Hubbard, and perhaps others, are in the vicinity of Visalia,

I understand that it is the intention of Tulare Valley Agri-

cultural Association to open stakes for one, two and three^

year-old trotting colts, and for two and three-year-old runners,

to be trotted and run at their fair the coming season of 18S7

This District is comprised of the counties of Tulare, Fresno
and Kern, and the many well-bred colts ought, and
undoubtedly will, ensure to those stakes a large list of subscrib

ers. The last race between Oakland Boy, pacer, Bay Rose
and Barbero, trotters, was one of the best contested and most
exciting raceB often Been, Oakland Boy being a favorite over
both the others of nearly two to one. Quite a large amount
of money for these pets was put up on the race. It was for

blood from the beginning and no heat thrown away. From
the beginning of the race till the last heat was trotted the
race was always in doubt, and the betting continued accord
ingly.
Thursday, December 16, 1886.—Purse ?10C. Three-quarter mile

heats.
J. Cabrera's Manzanlta 1

Win. H. Hammond's Marc Daly 2

L. B. Lowery's Joe Walker 4 3
Time, 1:17, 1:17£.

Trotting.—2:35 Class. Purse $100.

J. Helmau's Milton R 3 111
J. M. Canty's Barbero 1 2 2 3

O. H. Bowers' Waterford 3 3 3 2
Time, 2:32i, 2:33J, 2:371, 2:36$.

Match Race, S50. 300 yards. Between Coalburner and Humming-
bird. Won by Hummingbird.

Time, 16 eec.

Friday, December 17, 188C.—Race free for all trotters and pacers
Purse S150.

Win. H. Hammond's Oakland Boy 1 3 1 2 3 3

J. N. Ayers' Bay Rose 3 13 12 1

J. M. Canty's Barbero 2 2 3 3 12
Time, 2:29, 2:292, 2:29, 2:32, 2:37, 2:29.

Five heats of the above race trotted. It then being nearly dark, race
postponed till Saturday.
Between beats.—Running race. Purse $100. One mile heats.

J. B. Lowery's Joe Walker 3 3 1 1

J R. Heinlen's Bayonet 12 2 2

J. Cabrero's Manzanita 2 1 3 3
Time, 1 :m, 1 :48i. 1 :401, 1 :51fc.

Plaisted is to train Gaudaur for his racejwith Hanlan next
spring. Plaisted is a good oarsman and should prove a first-

rate coach for the St. Louis man, who, by the way, is a
French Canadian,

Her First Deal.

"Oh what do you think, mamma? I've had an offer this

morning!" exclaimed- a smart young lady in a tailor-made
dress, as, seated at the end of the table (that is to say if there
be any end to an oval) she was picking the merry thought of

a chicken for her lunch.
"My dear Lucy!" said the middle-aged lady so addressed,

in a tone of remonstrance, and holding np her hand to

restrain her impulsive daughter, for the servants had not yet
left the room.
"Oh, I've been on the lookout for a good offer for some

lime!" continued Lucy.
"Ahem! Peter, will you give me some dry sherry!"
"And this morning I think I've had a good one from Charley

Martingale!" continued the young lady, who, being intent on
her lunch, had not noticed the impression her conversation
was making. The well-trained butler actually tottered for a
moment as he handled the dry sherry; and the young foot-

man, who was new to the situation, looked sheepish all the
rest of the lunch time.

"Peter, will you order the landau for two o'olock? Lucy,
shall you drive with me this afternoon?" said mamma, rather
Btiffly, trying to check her daughter.

"Well, no, mamma, dear; if yoa'll excuse me this after-

noon. You see, Charley is a bit shifty, and I want to book
him at once; it's too good a chance to let slip."

"At least, Lucy, I would have you remember that in all

matters of importance it is advisable to consult your seniors
first."

"Oh, yeB, mummy dear; I consulted old Wire, the vet.,

this morning, and he thinks I couldn't do better."

"I think, Lucy, we will postpone the subject until after

lunch," said mamma, severely.

The two ladies, it is quite evident, were talking of totally

different subjects—asking cross-questions and getting crooked
answers. Lucy was a handsome, well-developed girl of nine-
teen, with plenty of style, a figure, and possessed of an
abundant flow of spirits which made her welcome every-
where. She confessed to being mad on one subject, and
that was horses, and was of course talking of horses now.
In fact, she was perpetually talking about them; not to poor
dear mamma, though, because she usually acted as a wet
blanket on the subject.

The young lady was much excited at the prospect of her
first deal in horseflesh. It had become known that she
wanted to sell her old chestnut horse. Naughty Boy, and
Charley Martingale had, for reasons which will appear later

on, made her an offer for him. Lucy had no sisters, but four
brothers, to whom she was more than usually endeared; for

she took a lively interest in all they did, and they were as
smart young fellows as one could wish to meet. They often
talked to her about "chopping" and "changing" horses at

enormous protitB, and she Baw no reason why she should
not do the same; and the plucky young lady determined to

transact her horse business hersolf, her brothers being away.
So we find at the conclusion of lunch, and after the servants

had withdrawn, poor, neutral-tinted mamma begin her qaiet
reproof:
"My dear Lucy, what did you mean just now talking in

that absurdly frivolous manner? I didn't know what you
were going to say next."

"Oh, it's really too absurd," said the young lady shaking
with laughter as the mistake dawned upon her. "Did you
really think that I was talking of myself? No! I was talking

about horse dealing. There, now, dear mamma, aren't you
shocked?"

"I wish you would be more reasonable," said mamma
reproachfully, for she disliked anything approaching a prac-

tical joke. "You think a great deal too much about horses,

Lucy."
"Oh, perhaps some dayl shall take to needlework like you,

dear mamma!"
"What I mean, Lucy, is that your taBte for horses is likely

to take you into the Bociety of not very desirable people. I

hope, for instance, that you won't get too intimate with
young Martingale, for he is not quite the companion for you."

"Oh, but mummy," he is so young aud unsophisticated, an
I can manage him. And he's rather amusing because he's so
absurd."
"He often oversteps the bounds of good taste, and I am

afraid he's not a very steady young man, either."

"If he'll buy my horse I'll forgive him all that," said Lucy,
sotto voce,

"Now, Lucy, I must go and get ready for drive, and re-

member my wishes with respect to Charley Martingale if you
see him this afternoon."
Charley Martingale was a very important man in his own

estimation. He was twenty, good looking, and had a well-

shaped leg for breeches and boots. He had often turned over
in his mind the possibility of being able to strike up a friend-

ship with Lucy, simply, as he persuaded himself, with a view to

flirtation. At present he only knew her distantly; and as Lucy
was very commanding in presence, and Charley very young,
it was a difficult matter to know how to approach such a
goddess, and one who appeared to be idolized by so many
men, foi she had crowds of admirers, although she did not;

?eem to recognize them in that light—they were simply her
brothers' friends aud therefore hers.

But why, it may be asked, did not Charley get his sisters to"

help him? Alas! he was anything but a model brother.

He was always "at his sisters," so to speak, and teasing them
with such questions as, "Why didn't they get married like

other girls did?" He presumed that, as he was the eldest

son, he would be the heir, and he determined to set his face

against the possibility of having to support maiden sisters.

And further he was "mad on terriers" aud was always getting

something for these wretched animals to worry. His sisters*

kittens disappeared directly they reached a tightable age,;

and when Charley was taxed with having spirited them away
he pooh hoohed the matter, and talked of keepers, poaching
and game.
No! Once, when Charley, in a weak moment, asked his

sister Bell to plead his cause with Lucy, or, as he put it,

"make the running for him," she answered:
"Help you to know Lucy? No, my dear boy, Bhe's

great deal too nice for you!"
But at last Charley saw his way without assistance fro;

any one, for having heard that Lucy wanted to part with hi

horse, Naughty Boy, with whose performances he wasai
quainted, he wrote a polite note asking if such were the cat

and if forty pounds would buy him.
Lucy, in her enthusiasm at theprospect of a deal, constru

this into an offer, but wrote back by return:

"I want £50 for my chestnut horse, Naughty Boy.
stands 16A, is rising 10 up to 13 stone, has a bald face, am
white off side heel. He has carried me three seasons, and ca

jump anything. If I send him to Tat's I shall put that resen
upon him.

'
' P. S.—Give mv love, please, to your sisters.

(Charlie didn't; he kept it all to himself.)

He then wrote for
fc
tlie minutest details of the horse,
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that he really cared about it, but merely because it necessi-

tated her writing aDother letter to him and gave him an
opportunity of another back again to her. Each of his letters,

though, became less business like, and "Yours truly" crept

on to "Yours, very sincerely."

I don't want to show up Charley Martingale, but between
yon and me, dear reader, his letters were rather misleading.

It iB all very well for a youth to write about "my groom,"
and "I want a hoise for this and that." Of course, yon
cannot but imagine that he has a huge establishment of his

own to back np his assertions. Anyhow,.his devices, whether
justifiable or not, resulted in what he chiefly desired—an
appointment with his inamorata.

Charley sat to work to curl his hair and decorate himself

from top to toe; his boots were like looking-glasses; and such

a huge pair of spurs, too! To dress preparatory to going

horse dealing with a petticoat requires much consideration.

After a ride of some eight or ten miles—the hotel keepers who
let horses for hire prefer to call it the latter—Charley reached
"The Limes."
"Was Miss Lucy at home?" "Oh, yes; and disengaged."
Charley strutted about and clanked his spurs and antic'd

with his gloves and whip, and pantomined with his hands;
in fact, he did "all he knew" to be "all there."

"How are you?" said Lucy, as she at lastappeared on the

scene. "It's very good of you to take the trouble to come
over and see my old horse."

"I'm sure that any little trouble on that score is more than

rewarded by seeing you, Miss Lucy."
"Ah, ah!" said Lucy, making a delightful courtesy. "Can

I offer you afternoon tea? I know men usually vote it slow

poison."
"If you made it it would be quite the reverse!" "Deuced

neat," thought Charley.

"Well, really, if you are so Bugary, I shall not put any into

your tea," replied Lucy laughing.
"From your hands it is not dependant on sugar for

sweetness.

"

"I am sure you do not talk such nonsense when you have
tea with Miss Pinchor; and I know men don't really care

about it; so you shall have a cigarette and a glass of sherry

after business."
Lucy meant business, too; and without further parley led

the way to the stable. Charley was not quite so keen on
business; he would have preferred afternoon tea, for

tete-a-tete with Lucy was what he wanted. He felt that she

had found him out, headed and slopped him; so easily, too,

that if he didn't mind Bhe would as easily make him buy her

horse, whether he liked him or not. Naughty Boy stood

with his head over the half-door of the box, and neighed a

recognition as Lucy entered the stable. As she stroked his

tan muzzle he nibbled the flower she was wearing. "Poor
dear boy! he does so awfully like to be petted then!" said

Lucy, carressing him. Somebody else stood by and looked
horribly jealous of the old horse.

The groom appeared from the harness room and entered

the loose bos with his usual "Cuck, cuck; cum up, 'oss!"

Naughty Boy snorted and shifted restlessly, back went his

ears, and the off-side white heel was hitched up an inch or

two from the ground, as Withers slid off the clothing that

Charley might see him stripped.

"Make the horse show himself, Withers; he's all tucked

np," said Lucy, standing in the door way, lamenting that

Naughty Boy Bhould put on such a fiendisn expression at the

sight of a stranger in his box.

Charley nibbled a straw to the regulation length and tilted

his hat on his nose, as he ran his eye over the lengthy chest-

nut to see what he could find faulty with him.
"Been tired for curbs, groom—eh?"
"Yes, sir; an both hocks; but he's sound on 'em."
"Handle him? He has a very useful set of legs," Baid

Lucy.
"Yes, he has," said Charley, who didn't half relish having

to go near that off side white heel; "but I don't like the way
his head is set on."

"Oh, he has a better expression when he has a bridle on,"

said Lucy. "You shall see him now that you have handled

him in his box. Withers, put the saddle on him; we'll try

him round the paddock. Now you shall have your cigar-

ette!" and she led the way back to the house. Lucy had
heard of champagne lunches at sales, and the fancy prices a

moderate outlay in wines Bonietinies produces, and in the

innocence of her heart she attached much importance on the

effect the sherry and cigarette would produce on the supposed
intending purchaser. It certainly did produce an effect.

Never was a youth more enthusiastic about tailor-made dress

for ladies (she was wearing one, of course), and he wanted to

discuss the various ways in which ladies do their hair; he

wasn't in the least bit "horsey." When at last the yonng
footman interrupted the tete-a-tete by announcing that

Naughty Boy had been cooling his heels at the door for the

last ten minutes, she thought he utterred something very

like d .

"I feel sure that you will like him when you see him
going," said Lucy. "And I'd sooner sell him to some
one—like you—I know," she continued, leading the way to

the door and her purchaser back to the Bubject.

"I am sure you pay me a compliment, Miss Lucy; the old

horse is a lucky animal to belong to you. I know some one

who wouldn't mind being in his place."

"Oh, thank you, I am sure! But I hope he will be jnst as

fortunate when he belongs to you, for he's a dear horse!"

"Yes, that's what I stick atl It is a tall figure you want

for him—horses are cheap just now; as cheap as they ever

were!"
"Come, Mr. Martingale, that s very unkind of you; yon re

not afraid of the horse, I am sure—he's honest!"

"Oh, certainly, Miss Lucy! I do like the horse, and yet

there is something, I don't know what, you know."

"I know, though, Mr. Martingale. It's not the horse that

you are afraid of, it's me!" said Lucy, whose keen perception

saw through her hero. "You don't like horse-dealing with a

lady?"
Charley felt that he was fairly run to the ground, and

nothing but a miracle would keep him from buying the horse

if he wished to save himself from being detected as a gay

deceiver. "Well, Miss Lucy, that's rough on me, but I'll

tell you what I will do; if he can gallop and jump I'll bid

you fifty."

"Or, rather, you must give me fifty," said Lucy, laughing,

as Withers helped her into the saddle.

Naughty Boy stepped along gaily with his young mistress

in the saddle, and he showed off his paces to advantage

round the paddock. Charley slood there watching him, or

rather his eyes were riveted on the graceful outline of Lucy's

well-proportioned figure, as it moved to the motion of the

horse. What a pair they made! Old Withers was also

watching his vonng mistress and Naughty Boy. "Bless 'em!"

he exclaimed;" "there's a pair of thoroughbreds for yer! there's

no sham about them! they've both got their names in stud-

books, she and the 'oss!"

Lacy now roused the old horse np and sent him at a smart
pace two or three times round the paddock, popping him over
some gorsed hurdles. To wind up, she galloped along the cen-
tre of the paddock for a stiffish made jump that had been used
for schooling a hunter over. She sent him at it at a rattling

pace when the old horse, who was a bit blown, blundered at the
jump and came down a regular crumbier. An old horse falls

heavily and lies like a tree, and Naughty Boy was pretty
well knocked out of time. Lucy, fortunately, was fluDg clean

out of the saddle, and when Charley ran to her assistance she
was lying insensible from a slight concussion in the fall and
faintuess from the sadden shock. What was he to do?
Withers was off his head with fright, so Charley saw he must
act for himself. He therefore despatched Withers for the

doctor and decided to pick her up and carry her to the
house.

Oh! of course, you men readers wish you had been in his

place; that is to Bay, if you never have been so situated. But
it is not as easy as it looks to pick up a well-grown girl, and
it was the first time Charley had tried to carry a lady and
he had no idea that they weighed so much. We can hardly
Bay Charley found his task a light cne, and could not pre-
vent her head from hanging downward, which rather dis-

ressed him. But medically, the position m which he car-

ried her was right. When a person faints the head should be
below the level of the heart that the blood may run into the
head without calling on the heart for any extra work while in

its weak state. How often this important fact is overlooked
and a fainting person is propped up in a chair!

Before reaching the house Lucy regained consciousness,
and was decidedly astonished to find herself being borne in
the arms of a young man. The situation, however, being so
embarrassing— though not uncomfortable—in view of all the
servants who had turned oat to render help, that Lucy had
the presence of mind not to become tootonscious before she
was safely laid on the sofa.

When the doctor did arrive Lucy had pretty well recovered
herself and he was loud in Charley's praise, first for not
allowing her to remain lying on the cold ground ; secondly, for

carrying her with her head down; and thirdly for sending for

him without a moment's delay.

Mamma had arrived home from her drive, and on hearing
all about the accident looked at Charley through "rose-colored

spectacles," bo to speak; in fact, Charley was made much of.

"Poor Naughty Boy!'' said Lucy; "I hope he will 6oon be

all right again; bat I am afraid there is an end of oar
bargain ?"

"It's very hard, after making you an offer, to have it

broken off like this," replied Charley, slyly.

"Oh, but as the poor old horse is damaged, there must be

an end to business."

"Business ended, then pleasure beings. Oh, Lucy, I

should like to make you another offer, quite a different one
altogether!" and Charley caught her by the hand in impet-
uosity.

"Oh, you are really too foolish!" replied Lucy, blushing,

But she didn't really think so.

—

Cuthbert Bradley.

Daniel Swigert, of the Elmendorf Stud, Lexington, Ky.,
haB purchased another English sire, Eotherhill, brother to

Petrarcb, who was the sire of The Bard, winner of sixteen

straight races as a two-year-old. Eotherhill was foaled in

1872, sired by Lord Clifden son of Newminster, who was the

sire of Hermit. As a sire Eotherhill shares with The Eover
the paternity of the great St. Gatian, who ran a dead heat for

the Derby in 1884.
^

The Wisconsin Horse Breeders' Association, at the annual
meeting held in Milwaukee last week, elected the following

officers : President, John L. Mitchell; first vice-President,

J. I. Case; second vice-President, E. H. Brodhead; third

vice-President, H. D. McKenny; Secretary, F. L. Smith;
Treasurer, J. C. Corrigan.

YACHTING.
Measurement Rules Abroad.

The following from the Field will show that the measure-
ment committee of the Y. R. A. have reported in favor of the

alternative sail area rule in use for two seasons past, and that

the report has been accepted by the council. It will come
before the association at the general meeting December 14th:

A meeting ot the council was held at the Eoyal London
Y. C, Savil-row, November 17th. There were present the

Marquis of Exeter (in the chair), Col. Leach, Mr. C. W.
Preecott-Westcar, Mr. Francis Tajlor, M. P., Mr. G. B.
Thompson, Mr. W. G. Jameson, Mr. W. Baden-Powell, Mr.
E. R. Tatchell, Mr. H. Crawford, Mr. A. Manning, Mr. Frank
Wiian, Mr. John Scott, Mr. James Eeid and Sir William

Forwood.
The measurement committee brought up their report as

follows:

"To the Council of the Yacht Eacing Association.

—

Gentle-

men: In accordance with your resolution, passed on October

12th, to consider (I) the rales of measurement now in force,

and to suggest any alterations in the same which may appear

likely to have an advantageous effect on yacht building and
yacht racing; (2) to report upon the present classification of

yachts by tonnage and sail area; (3) to suggest such altera-

tons or new rules of measurement or classification as may
seem desirable.

"We have to report that, to enable us to thoroughly investi-

gate these subjects, we have obtained the evidence of

Messrs. A. Eichardson, G. L. Watson, C. P. Claytou, D.
Kemp and W. life, Jr., naval architects; we have also

obtained by letter tho views of other naval architects and
builders, including Mr. Beavor Webb, Mr. E.E. Fronde, Mr.
Wm. Fife, Sr., Mr. Arther Payne, Mr. E. Wilkins.

"The present Y. E. A. tonnage rulewas introduced in 1SS1,

in substitution for the Thames rule, the object sought in

making the change being to induce yacht designers and build-

ers to use more beam in proportion to length. This object

has not been attained, and although in the larger classes

extreme proportions have not, so far, been reached, yet the

tendency is to proceed in that direction. The type of yacht
engendered by the rule is extremely coBtly to produce and
maintain, and the latitude which the rale permits of increas-

ingspeed by continued additions to the lead ballast and sail

area, gives a very short racing life even to a successful

yacht. Your committee is of opinion (shared in by all the

witnesses) that it is not likely any alteration of the present

rule would be of a satisfactory character.

"The B and C classes were introduced to promote racing

between ex-racers and cruisers, and heavy time allowances

were arranged to prevent A class yachts entering in the

classes. The B claRs has not be found advantageous, and the

committee recommend that it be expunged. The C class has

afforded a considerable amount of Bport, bat the heavy inter-

class allowances have enabled C class yachts to compete
against the A class with marked success. As this is highly
detrimental to A class racing, your committee recommend
that the interciass time allowauce be abolished.
"In considering a new rule for the rating of yachts, your

committee have been anxious to preserve the preseut type of

yacht as being peculiarly adapted to British waters, and to

guard agaiust the building of racing machines. At the outset
they examined proposals to measure the hull only, and to

measure the sails only. After a thorough examination of
these proposals your committee concluded that to prevent
exaggerated proportions in the hull or sail spread, both
should be included in the rating. A proposal was made by
Mr. G. L. Watson to include length and beam in a rule with
sail (that is to say, that the rule should be length plus breadth
multiplied by sail and divided by constant), but after careful
consideration the committee concluded that, beam being so
necessary for stiffnesB and deck accomodation, and so detri-

mental to high speed when carried to excess, it would be
unwise or unnecessary to penalize it. Length, however,
stands in a different position, and by using it in a rule as of
equal value with sail, a moderate but salutaiy check will be
placed upon undue proportions in length and sail area.
"The committee therefore recommend that the rule hitherto

placed only in the Y. E. A. appendix be made the sole rule
for rating. The rule is, length on waterline multiplied by
sail area, and the product divided by 6,000. The committee
is of opinion that, should this rule be adopted, it Bhould
remain in force for seven years, unless by a vote to the con-
trary of three-fourths of the council present at a meeting, and
confirmed by a majority of the members of the association.
"Your committee recommended that the following classifica-

tion be adopted:
"Five tons to take in existing yachts of three tons.
"Ten tons to take in existing yachts of five tons,
"Twenty tons to take in existing yachts of ten tons.
"Forty tons to take in existing yachts of twenty tons.
"Sixty tons to take in existing yachts of forty tons and

above sixty tons.

"To suit this new rule and new classification the time scale
will acquire re-adjusting.

"With this proposed rating there will be no necessity for
continuing the length-class rating, and the committee recom-
mend that it be expunged from the book.
"A regulation will be devised to keep the mainsails of yawls

in the proportion they now are."

Sir W. Forwood proposed, and Mr. A.. Manning seconded,
that the report be adopted.
Mr. J. Eeid proposed, and Mr. W. G. Jameson seconded,

that the consideration of the report be deferred for six weeks,
in order to allow yacht architects time to consider the matter,
and if they can show that the rale will produce an undesirable
type of yacht, the committee woald then have an opportunity
of considering the advisability of adopting a simple sail area
rule.

The amendment was opposed on the ground that all the
evidence possible to obtain from naval architects had been
obtained by the committee^ and most carefully considered;
and farther, that the delay woald only prolong the existing

dead lock, so far as yacht building is concerned, and finally

lead to the Bame conclusion arrived at by the committee.
The amendment was then put, and there voted for it

Messrs. Eeid, Jameson, Scott, Taylor and Thompson. It

was declared not carried.

The original motion was then put, and there voted for it

Col. Leach, Messrs. Prescott-W'estcar, G. B. Thompson,
Baden-Powell, E. E. Tatchell, H. Crawford, A. Manning, F.
Willan, Sir Wm. Forwood and the Marquis of Exeter. This
being a majority of two-thirdsof those present, as required by
the rules, the report was declared adopted.

It transpired that the expert witnesses expressed opinions
as to a new rule as follows:

Mr. A. Eichardson—Simple sail area.

Mr. Beavor Webb—Simple sail area, or sail area and length.
Mr. C. P. Clayton—Sail area and length.

Mr. G. L. Watson—Length, breadth and sail area.

Mr. Kemp—Length, breadth and sail area, or length and
sail area.

Mr. Fife, Sr.—Length and sail area, or, if by hall alone,

then take in depth or girth.

Mr. Fife, Jr.—Length and sail area.

Mr. E. E. Froude—Simple sail area, or sail area and length.

Mr. A. Payne—Sail area and length.

Mr. E. Wilkins—Sail area and length.

The general meeting was fixed for December 14th.

Fireside Meditations.

fBy "A. R. H.," in Fishing Gazette.]

Sitting in a comfortable armchair by the fire, with a pipe of

good "bird's-eye," accompanied by a glass of whisky, I have
passed many a pleasant hour looking over some back numbers
of the Gazette or an old book on angling, until the warning
notes from the old "cuckoo" on the mantle-piece remind me,
as they once reminded the late Mr. David Pryce, to "look at

the clock!" Indeed, I should be afraid to acknowledge how
many ounces of best "Bristol" have been dissolved in clouds

of smoke daring my fireside meditations on fishing, past and
future. Whatever good or evil may exist in tobacco, it is

certain that a pipe or cigar is a grand aid to thinking or

reading. But I am not going to moralize on the merits or
demerits of tobacco. Let those smoke who like, and those

who don't like—well, I can only recommend them to give it a
fair year's trial, without which they can offer no practical

opinion.
But our esteemed editor has quite upset my pipe by a few

light jesting remarks which I find in "Occasional Notes"
(January 2d). Among the good resolutions for the New
Year, he Bays, "Cigars shall not be sucked while roach-

fishing with paste." This means, of course, that the nicotine

of the cigar contaminates the angler's fingers, and is thereby
imparted to the paste. And thus, as we till our pipe we nre

also certain to get some tobacco on our hands now and agaiu.

Now, the taste of a full-flavored cigar, or the odor of a ten-

year-old meerschaum, would not prove palatable to a prim
and respectable Grandmother Eoach, nor would Mother
Eoach, or the little Roachesses tolerate the taste. As to the

opinion of the male members of the family, possibly they
may be divided upon the matter! At all events I think I

have solved the mystery of my not being so successfnl in my
catcheB of roach during these Inst fifteen years. I used to

have wonderful "takes" of roach as a boy. Ah! pounders,
and even two-ponuders were not uncommon in those days,

and thirty pound total weight I have compassed in a few
hoars then! My right hand has not forgotten its cunning,
but it has (as well as the left) become tainted with tobacco

while fishing. There are the usual Gladstonian "three
courses" open to remedy the evil, viz., to wear kill

use Condy's Disinfecting Fluid, or else to fiel

smoker to bait the hook. This knotty point mu.-

considered—it it; really serious!
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BILLIARDS.
Another Balkliae System.

One of the Chicago oapers, The Herald, is advocating a

new style of balkline game for experts. It consists in having

two lines intersect in the centre, one being drawn across from

side to side of the middle of the table and the other running

throngh the middle from head to foot. This game was first

heard of by ns several years ago. It was a pet idea of Thos.

Foley of Chicago, who is usually slow and solid in his judg-

ments' He invited our opinion of it and we gave it. Time

has since removed all of our objections but one. It was the

only one that Mr. Foley did not see the force of. We
reiterated it last year, when we saw him in Chicago, and he

met it with that expressive smile of incredulity he has made

all his own. He gave us the laugh, so to speak. The objec-

tion is that the nursing would be transferred from the

corners of the table to the centre. The centre would be the

only inviting place left the player, and he would go for it.

He would derive aid and comfort from the physical law that

almost all balls on a billiard table have to cross the centre of

the table in order to get to a corner. With four squares in

the centre, there would be twelve possible combinations of

the two object-balls in evasion of the limit rule as to number

of shots The second shot that would be fonl if made on two

balls both in one space, would be made fair by simply turning

one of the balls over, so as to put it into another square.

Folly one-half of the game would be played right in that

spot There is at least some show of change in shifting the

balls from one corner to another. The nursing in the centre

would also be of the monotonous kind, being of the Deery-

Fox order in Rochester, N. Y., in 1S65, which is that known

as the face nurse—monotonous because no other could be

done in the centre of the table. The monotony would be

broken only by a drive of the first object-ball to the most

convenient cushion. It need not come back accurately, as in

the fourteen-inch "rail" nurse, because the striker conld

change front and play his next shot while facing the

opposite cushion. We have seen the front so changed by a

player who was at work at the thirteen-inch balkline, he

aiming to gather the balls on the opposite cushion as soon as

he was losing the rail on the other. We know that as many

as thirty consecutive earroms can be made by the exact "rail"

process on a line that is twenty-eight inches away, which is

the exact centre of the table laterally. We saw nearly thirty

made from the light-red spot in 18S3, when the player had

had no practice to speak of, and when all other experts were

content with working the eight-inch line. Snppose that man,

instead of playing the strict "rail," had also played the face

nu'se, and had, furthermore, changed from cushion to

cushion, even without four different but contiguous spaces to

operate from—for it must be remembered that his "rail" was

almost a straight line to and from the cushion to the spot, and

that the object-ball had to duplicate its exact journey time

and again.

We do not mean to assert that the game is not worth trying.

Nevertheless, our prediction that the nursing ground will be

transferred from the corners to the centre is not to be passed

over lightly. It is easier to nurse in the corners, and hence

players operate there; but that does not at all signify that

they cannot nurse appreciably well in the centre of the table.

"We years ago, became satisfied that they can. There is only

one thing the expert billiard-player cannot do, and that is

play better around-the-table, so far as the making of any one

Bhot is concerned, than his. forefathers could thirty years

ago. He can't, and there are physical reasons for it. and he

is not fool enough to waste time trying to do so if he can

avoid it. Hence, any system of forcing open-table play,

whether it is cushion cavroms or bank shots, must be a failure.

You will find him doing the bulk of his work along or near

the cushions—in the corneiB by preference. The best way to

test this intersecting-line system is to let three such players

as Sohaefer, Slosson and Daly try it for an hour or so a day

for a month, with the view of developing its possibilities.

We think that it will reduce the average about thirty per

cent, below that of the fourteen-inch balkline, but that the

bulk of the points will be scored is a highly same-same way.

We can conceive that it is possible to play 200 points of it

without the player standing anywhere but near the centre

sight on either side. It would please us to have Tom Foley

stand by two or three weeks after Slosson or Sehafer or Daly

had experimented with the new plan. He has had hia laugh

and ours is due.—Clipper.

The Olympic Uluh billiard tournament is now drawing to a

termination, and owing to the remarkably close positions of

the contestants the concluding games will be watched with

great interest. The championship in the first class is a fore-

gone conclusion, Euss having played his allotted number of

games, winning 7 out of S. In the second class, however,

Haven's and Kelly are ties, each having won 9 games and lost

2. Rubs' concluding games with Hall and Ingersoll were fine

displays of skill, and attracted a very large audience. The
following is the result in both classeB: First class—Russ won

7, lost 1; Forsyth won 4, lost 1; Hall won 4, lost lj Ingersoll

won 4, lost 3; Jackson won 3, lost 4; Burns won 4, lost 3;

Bowie' won 2, lost 4; Seymour won 2, lost 6; Sherman won 1,

lost 7. In the second class—Kelly won 9, lost 2; Havens

won 9, lost 2; Jones won 9, lost 3; Williamson won 6, lost 3;

Driffield won 5, lost 5; Hibbard won 4, lost 5; Tremper won 4,

lost 4; Deutchwon3, lost 3; Maxwell won 2, lost 6; Brown
won 2, loBt 7; Hulse won 1, lost 2; F. A. Baldwin won 1, lost

6; Ballinger lost 4.

ATHLETICS.
Tale's Athletic Expenses.

The average yearly cost of general athletics at Yale is nearly

$20 000. The expense for the seaBon of 1885-6 was about

$22,000, but this included some $4,000 for improvements for

the benefit of the University and class crews, and is probably

a maximum figure. The income from gate receipts, glee olub

concerts and privileges for 1885-6 was only about $11,000,

and to meet the deficiency over $10,000 was collected by

subscription. The amount drawn from the students by sub-

scription represents the yearly loss on aquaticB, track sports,

bascbtill and football. Boating is Yale's most expensive sport,

being supported almost wholly by subscription. Two-thirds

of the expense of track sports is met by subscriptions, as

is half of the expense of maintaining the Yale field. The

University baseball and football teams are nearly self-Bupport-

; ug but they occasionally call for one or two hundred by

Buussription. Lawn tennis is self-supporting, and generally

turn* a small balance over lo the field corporation. The

expense of the spring and fall class races is met wholly by

subscription, as is also the expense of sending the freBhmen

crew to New London. Tb* receipts of the freshman nine and

elevn cover about two-ifths of the expenditures, and tu^

balance is chipped in by the class. The following figures,

taken from official reports, except the University baseball,

which is carefully estimated, show concisely what it costs

Yale to compete with other colleges:
Income. Expense

Lawn tennis $594.10 $493.27

University crew 4, 925.SO
Freshmen crew 1,000.00

Class crew SOO.0,0

Freshman nine 218.25 559.50

Track sports 400 00 1,060.27

University eleven 2,674.49 2,693.49

No freshmen eleven that year
Yale field 1,524.89 3,314.87

University nine (estimated) 3, 100.00 3,500.00

Expense boat club, other than Univer-
sity and other crews 3,623.05

Totals $8,511.73 $21,960.25

The subscriptions collected aggregate $10,601.12, as follows:

Yale field $1,749.00
University eleven. 19.49

University nine. . . 400.00

Aquatics $7,331.11
Freshmen nine 341.25

Track sports 660.27

The amount not covered by gate receipts and subscriptions

$2,857.40, is met by glee club and miscellaneous receipts.

These figures show that the subscription fiend, with his little

book, is quite a striking personage at Yale; in fact, many of

the students think he strikes too often. When any of the
teams are winners an extra call for funds is made, so as to

present them with trophies. The amount spent for athletics

by Yale men, individually, cannot, of course, be computed,
but it is safe to figure that it would carry the yearly aggregate
somewhat beyond the $25,000 mark.

On Monday last, 6th inst., at Exposition Park, Pittsburg,
George Smith got even with Harry M. Johnson by defeating
the giant in a 125-yards' dash for $500 aside. About 500
people witnessed the race. Betting at the outset was $20 to

$16 on Johnson. Tht track was not in good condition, being
knotty and hard. The men, however, were both in first-class

condition, and the anticipations for a terrific race were more
than realized. Fred Goodwyn was pistol-firer. They broke
away once and were on the mark again. Smith found
Johnson overlapping the line by six inches. He was called

back, and in another moment they were away. Smith
bounded from his position like a deer, but Johnson was seen
to dwell and half lose his stride. Before he got to running
Smith had gained two yards. Then beg<in the battle royal.

At 50 yards Johnson had gained two feet, at 75 yards a foot
more. As they swept by the 100-yard mark he was but two
feet back of Smith, and gaining inch by inch, while both were
strung out to the top of their speed. Cheer after cheer went
up as they neared the finish, but try as hard as ever he could
Johnson could not overhaul his man, who broke the string a
foot in advance of him. Fullwood made the time a shade
slower than 12 s., probably a yard. "Billy" McClure and two
more timers made it 12 1-5 s., while Noah Mackinson made it

inl2}s.
Many noted athletes, including Dominick McCaffrey,

witnessed the race. The friends of Johnson seemed to be as
satisfied with the results as conld possibly be expected for

adherents of the man who took second place. Johnson
himself said that at 75 yards Smith led him six feet, and that

he had stumbled upon an irregularity in the path which loBt

him the race. It was a game run. In the evening another
match was made for the two to run the same distance, same
course, for $500 a side, on Dec. 20th, and a forfeit of $100
each was put up.

—

Sporting Life.

Outing prints its January number as a special holiday one,

with an nnu>ual number of fine illustrations. A feature of

this number is a lively article on sparring, by Captain Clay,

illustrated from ten poses by "Billy" Edwards and Arthur
Chambers, taken instantaneously by a crack New York
photographer. This article will be followed up by two others

all richly illustrated from the same source.

THE GUN.
The following is an official list of the game and vermin

killed in the Kingdom of Prussia for April 1st, 1885, to March
31st, 1886:

The returns were collected, and as far as possible controlled
by Government officials: Eed deer, 14,460; fallow, 85,431;
roe, 108,602; boars, 9,019; hares, 2,367,927; rabbits, 314,009;
foxes, 84,301; badgers, 5,051; otters, 4,092; wild cats,

606; pole cats, 27,103; weasels, 23,578; seals, 592; black and
heather game, 8,603; partridges, 2,521,195; quails, 102,836;
pheasants, 139,56S; bustards, 818; woodcocks, 40,891; wild
swan, 277; wild gee.se, 3,400; wild ducks, 269,765; snipe
51,991; fieldfares, 1,277,177; cranes, 15,8S8; birds of prey
(including 192 eagles), 119,694. Last year was an exception-
ally good one for hares and partridges.

The Audubon Society now numbers more than 16,000 mem-
bers, and the present rate of increase is rapid. The mo cement
is receiving due approval from the press of the country, and
many indications give proof of its growing influence. Some
of the New York milliners have adopted as a rule of business
to furnish no feather trimmings the use of which is dis-
approved by the society. Some idiot has been writiue to one
of the daily papers taking the Audubon Society fo task for its
alleged attempt to discourage the ubo of ostrich feathers, an
attempt, it need not be said, which has existence only in the
faucy of the scribbler. The society has distinctly stated, and
the same is set forth in its certificate of incorporation, that
its protective efforts are confined to American wild birds not
used for food. This field is certainly broad enough, and it is

one concerning which there ia little opportunity for dis-
agreement of opinion, save with respect to certain species of
birds popularly believed to be noxious vermin. It would
have been impracticable to frame a suitable provision restrict-
ing the use of game plumage. This is all the more a pity
since dealers who now support the society's work nevertheless
encourage the employment of game birds' feathers, and the
natural result has beeu the stimulation of market-hunting
shore birds. A great London feather dealer has cunningly
taken advantage of the growing sentiment in favor of wild-
bird protection in England to push his stock of rjlumage,
including "all the game birds of the world." It may not be
out of place to repeat our warning, that this is a subject legit-
imately belonging to sportsmen, who will find it to their
interest to discourage the wholesale pottingof snipe and other
game birds for millinery purposes.

—

Forest and Stream.

An Eccentric and Knowing Rook.

Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell, of Troop, Banffshire, writes
the following letter to the Field : In a wood near my honse
there is a large rookery, and the behavior of one of its inhab-
itants has been, and is, so eccentric that I am inclined to

record it. Fully three years ago a rook began to frequent the
offices at the back of my house, and my butler, being fond of

animals, noticed him, and thought at first he was one of the
]

wounded in the annual slaughter of young rooks which takes
place in the spring. But he appeared quite sound in wind
and limb, and hiB visits to the house were evidently only
madefrom choice. He became extremely tame, answering to

the name of " Jack," and coming to be fed when called. His
favorite tit-bit was a lump of Buet, of which he devoured as
much as he could, and carefully buried the rest. He pursued
this line of conduct for several months, but left us at the
approach of spring, and presumably married and reared

a young family. When the appointed day oame for shooting
the young rooks "Jack" returned to the house, and thus
wisely provided for his own safety. Shortly afterwards,

however, he was seen to carry off any tempting lump of fat

whieh was bestowed on him to tbe lawn in front of the house,
where, at a safe distance, he was joined by two or three other
rooks, possibly his wife and surviving children, who helped
him amicably to dispose of the dainty. Our rooks have a
habit of migrating in summer. It is said that they visit the
Highlands to feed on moorland berries; but however that

may be they go. "Jack" declines to accompany them, and
remains about the house all summer ; but one day in the
autumn of last year he disappeared. Time went on and we
mourned him as dead, whea about three months ago, he
returned as spontaneously as became at first, andhas renewed
his domestic and familiar habits, to the great delight of my
bntler and the satisfaction of the family in general.

THE RIFLE.
At Shell Mound.

The attendance at Shell Mound range last Sunday was not
so large as usual, on account of the excitement in the city,
where every member of the National Guard was in attendance
at the different armories.
The German Fusileer Gnard, Captain P. Volkmann, held

their regnlar monthly medal shoot, which resulted as follows:
First class—H. Stellin, 44 points out of a possible 50; A.

Ludeke, 42; C. Jansson, 40.

Second class—H. Lotz, 37; H. Weitz, 36; J. Mayer, 32.
Honorary members—Major A. F. Klose, 40.
F. P. Poulter and A. P. Eaye shot a double string at the

twelve-ring target, the former gentleman carrying off the
honors. Their score:

Poulter 5 5 11 8 8U 110 10 3—72
8 1(1 863866 10 10—70—142

Eaye 4 4 5 11 10 3 4 4 6 7-6442389 10 139 4-52-116
P. M. Diers shot a string at the double distance, making 41

at 200 yards and 44 at 500 yards—85 out of a possible 100
points.

At Harbor View.

The annual medal shoot of the California Schnetzen Club
took place last Sunday at Harbor View. The shoot was for
club members who have competed in seven monthly contests
without winning a prize. The distance was 200 yards at ring
targets. The winners were: CaptainFred J.Kuhls, champion
class, score 414; T. W. HeLaughlan, first class, score 4J5- J,
Baehman, second class, 6core 3S8; Phil Klare, third class'
score 374; J. C. Waller, fourth class, score 347. The winners
are privileged to select their own medals, the cost not to
exceed $25 each.
During the afternoon a number of members of the Germania

Schuetzen Club held a praotioe shoot, with very creditable
results.

Notes Prom Springfield.

Editor Beeedeeand Sportsman:—The telegraphic matches
of the Bullard Repeating Arms Co. promises to be a perfect
success as far as the number of entries are concerned over
twenty entries already having been received; one town in
"Penn,'' having entered three teams, two military and one
sporting. Mr. S. K. Hindley, the manager of the Bullard
Bepeating Arms Co., has had built a 125-foot range in
the factory and has proffered the use of it to the marksmen
of the city. His generous offer has been accepted, and several
team matohes have already beenshot. Twoof our marksmen
are matched to shoot 100 shots each on the reduced "Mass.
Target." Weekly shoots are held every Thursday evening.'
Bnt one full score of five shots has been made and that by T. T*.
Cartwright, UBing the Bullard single-shot rifle 22 cal. and
Union Metallic Co.'s cartridges. Several rifle matches will be
shot in the near future, full scores of which I will send you,
as they may interest the readers of the Beeeder and Spouts'
man.
Mr. T. T. Cartwright, the well-known rifle shot of this oity

has reoeived a very handsome Clabrough hammerless shot-
gun from his friend John P. Clabrough, of Clabrough &
Golcher in yonr city, and as soon as spring returns will go
into practice at the trap in anticipation of the World's meet
at Boston in 18S7. Springfield.

Springfield, Mass.

The Color of Riflemen's Eyes.

I was much interested in the question as to the color oft
riflemen's eyes, and the answers given by Mr. Winaus- and
otherB. May not the fact that the majority of the English,
are fair have to do with the observation that good "rifle-

shots are generally blue or gray-eyed? The Transvaal Bbera;
are sometimes very dark and swarthy, I may say a majority
are so, with dark and black eyes, and their average rifle,
shooting would be hard to beat.

Mr. Cornelius Botha, late private secretary to Commandant.
Kruger, now President of the Transvaal, was without excep-
tion the best all-round rifle shot I ever knew in this country-
his eyes are dark brown. A friend of mine who, within the'
last 20 years ha-i killed as many lions and other dangerous
game as any one in Africa, is fair-haired, with steel grey eyes,
and was the best judge of distance and best off-hand shot at
Btanding game at long range of any man I have met; but was
au indifferent shot at running game.

I hope yonr readers will not think it egotism when I state
that I was known among the Transvaal Boers as de riflel
scliutle (the rifle shot) vouching that I was a good performer,
notably at running shots. I have, since my hunting days at
middle age, won two or three events with the "Any Bine" at
the long range. My eyes are dark brown.
The question is full of interest, and I should like to see it

well discussed. Our best and steadiest target shot on this
frontier has eyes like sloes.— Transvaal, in the Shoolina
Times,

"
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BASE BALL.
At Alameda-

There was a decided decrease in the attendance at the

gronnds aoToas the bay last Sunday, but those who made the

trip were well repaid in witnessing one of the best games of

the season. The result was a surprise to everyone, and many
left the grounds before the awfal "eighth," when, with the

bases filled, Sweeney came to the bat and drove the ball far

into left field for three bases, making the score a tie. The
hero of the day subsequently crossed the plate with the

winning run. Morris attempted to introduce the new
pitching rules in the sixth inning, but after Meegan and
Donohue had secured baggers, the former a double, at that,

the blonde twitler discarded the new style for the old. Pete
Meegan did the box work for the Champions and pitched a

good game but received rather indifferent support from
Hardie. Lawton made a remarkable catch, a fly from Brown's
bat being held by him after a long run just as it was about
to touch the turf. The score is:

Lawton, rf 4

Hardie, c 4

Donohue, 3 D....3

Meehan.p ... 4

Sweeney, 1 1)..,.4

Hanly, 1 f 4

Bennett, s s— 4

Stein, 2b 4

Levy, c f 4

3 10
12 2
2 10 11
1 2 1 1 11

1 1 11
3 1
12

3 3

10 111

Eaveney, ss 5

Brown, r f 6

Carroll, c 3 2
Morris, p 4
Taylor, If 3 "

Hayes, 1 b 4
Bucbley,2b 4
Perrier, c f 2
Frank Carrol,3b 4

1

1 3

1 11
1 11

15

Totals 35 6 7 5 27 20 6 Totals 34 6 6 5 27 15 3

BUNS DT INNINGS.
Haverlys :i 10 4 0—6

|
Pioneers 1 112 0-5

Earned mns—Haverlys 3. Three-base bits—Sweeney. Two-base
hits—Meegan, Levy, Taylor. One base on errors—Pioneers 4, Haverlys
2. Left on bases—Pioneers 5, Haverlys 4. Base on called balls-
Pioneers 4, Haverlys 4. Struck out—By Morris 9, Meegan 4. Passed
balls— Hardie 1. Wild pitch—Meehan 1. Home runs—0. Umpire-
Van Court. Time of game—Two hours.

At Central Park.

The Louisvilles scored their eighteenth victory last Sunday,
not through any superior playing of their own, but through
the errors of Evatt, most of which were costly. " Phenome-
nal " Smith and Duty did wonderful work as the battery for

the home team, and had the support accorded them
been of even a fair character, they would have succeeded

in whitewashing the visitors. In the fifth inning Smith, by
his rare judgment, succeeded in accomplishing a remarkable

play. Hellman died at the plate on Thornton's quick field-

ing of Collins' daisy-cutter. Cline, who was on second, reached

third on the play, and started home when Collins slowly

meandered to second. It was now Smith's opportunity, so

Rtepping from, the box he approached toward Collins, all the

while, however, balking Cline to prevent his running across

the plate. This manoeuvring was continued for some time

during which the crowd yelled themselves hoarse. Smith made
a final balk to keep Cline on the bag and then threw to Moore
who had advanced to the base line. Moore saw Cline dart

for home and threw to Daly, retiring the runner. The home
team scored twice in the first inning on errors by Collins,

Foutz and Mack and Cusick's single to centre. The Louis-

ville's failed to score until the sixth when Werrick was
granted a life on called balls and took third on Cook's single

to centre. On Reccius' triple to right field, the bases were
cleared and the runner himself tallied on Evatt's error.

Errors by Evatt and Thornton gave Collins and Foutz a base

each in the next inning, but the former was retired at third

on Werrick's sacrifice to Smith. White flew to De Arlington

who threw to Cusick, but the latter, in fielding the ball to

third, hit Foutz and he scored before the ball could be

fielded. The Chronicles scored once more in the ninth.

The score:

Stray Hits-

Cline, c f 4 u

Collina.l f 4

Foutz, p 3 1

Wfirrick,3 n....3 1

White, s. B 4
Mack, 2 b 3

Cook, c 4 1

Keccius, r f 4 1

Hellman, 1 b...4

1

1 11

2

1 10

9 1

Fitzgerald, 1 b..4
Evatt, 3 b 4 1

Thornton, s s. . .4 2
Cnsick, 2 b 4

Smith, p 4

Moore, If 4

De Arlington,cf.4
Daly.c 3

Garbarino, r f ...3

11

3

4 3
1

12 1

1

3 1

Totals 33 4 5 127 24 10 Totals 34 3 4 24 21 8

KUNB BS INNINGS.

Louisvilles.... 3 10 *—4 |
Chronicles 2 1—3

Earned runs—Louisvilles 1. Three-base hits—Beccius. Two-base
bits—Smith. Left ou bases—Louisvilles 0, Chronicles 4. First base

on errors—Louisvilles 6, Chronicles 7. Bases on called balls—Louis-
villes 3, Chronicles 0. Base on. struck try pitcher—LouisvilleB 0,

Chronicles 3. Struck oat—By Foutz 11, by Smith 9. Umpire—J.

Ohesley. Time—One hour and 45 minutes. Scorer—Wally "Wallace.

At Sacramento.

The, Greenhood & Morans of Oakland met the Altaslast Sun-

day and gave the home players a sound defeat. Munet of the

A matuer Mystics did the box work for the visitors and acquitted

himself tolerably well, disposing of eleven on strikes and allow-

ing only five hits. Albert Hopeman and George McLaughlin,

the battery for the amateur Suowflakea, played in the points

for the home team, but the catcher was somewhat nervous at

the outset and thereby marred the effectiveness of the twirler,

Mike Fisher had a finger amputated recently and could not

don a uniform, and third baseman Meagher was Bick. In

the sixth inning Long drove the ball down right centre for

three bases, and in the succeeding inning Blakiston sent the

ball over the left gardner's head for a home run. The score

GHEENHOOD & MORANS.
TB.B.BH.BS.PO.A. E.

Denny, 3 b 5 2 10 15
Long, c f

.

Dolan, s s 5

Gurnett, 2 b—

4

"Van Haltren.l f o

Blakiston, lb..

3

Shea, r f 4

Brown, c 4

Monet, p 3

110 1011111
2 3

12 110
2 1 1 12 1

1 119 4 1

2 1 15

W.McLaughlinlbl
Russell, 3 b 4

Newbert, as 4

Robertson 2 b...

4

(i. McLaugbliu.cl U

Ahem, If 4

Hilbert, r f 3 1

Bidwell, of,...3 2

Hopeman, p.... 3

Totals.

1 n 12 1 1

ij 4 i 3

10 3
3 11
4 8 3

1 u U
1 1 1

2 113 1

12 1

.33 4 5 1 24 ^9 10Totals 36 9 8 4 27 28

ETTN3 BV INNINGS.

G. &M's 2 13 3—9
I
Altas 110 2 0—4

Earned runs—G. & M'b 1. Home fun—Blakiston. Three-base hit-

Long. First base on errors—Altas 3, G. & M'a C. First base on called

balls-Alias 0, G. & M's 5. Struck out—By Monet 11, by Hope-man 10.

Double plays—Denny, Gurnett and Blakiston; G. McLaughlin and W.

McLaughlin; Hopeman, G. McLaughlin and Russell. Passed balls-

Brown 2, McLaughlin 4. Wild pitches—Monet 1, Hopeman 2. Umpire
II. Fisher. Scorer—Young. Time, two hours and ten minutes.

Romeo Barry is an oarsman, and Tom Flynn remembers

how eleven years ago the ex-pitcher was badly beaten in a

race with ex-Supervisor Sullivan. And still the Sacramentans

claim that Barry is yet in his "teens."

Sweeney's triple,

And Morgan's double,
Knooked the new rules silly.

"Van Court will umpire the great games?
Arthur Pope is spilling ink in a stockbroker's office.

Frank Carroll is a better third baseman than Powers.
Now is the time for the League men to do hard work.
Don't fail to see Van Haltren and Foutz this afternoon.
Good umpires are like angel's visits—few and far between.
McNeils' countenance is enveloped nowadays in a wreath of

smiles.

Gore's release from Chicago cost the New York team S3.500
in cash.

The ball player who knocks the cover off the ball gets
worsted.

A game played under the new rales will not be out of
order now.

Wonder how the League will look when the roar of battle

has ceased?

Morris will now have the long-desired opportunity to show
himself to advantage.

Billy McLaughlin, the catcher, is anxious to finish the
season with a Bay Club.

Von der Ahe of the St. Louis Browns says, the New Yorks
are only a third-class club.

Won't the Oakland girls smile this afternoon if the Falle
City boys bite at Van drop!

"Phenomenal" Smith has done better work in his first game
than Morris did since he's been here.

Chesley is not a good umpire but then his posings are good'
and approach mighty near the classic.

Lank Foutz will have to pitch for all he is worth to hold up
the Louisville end for the next four weeks.

The Brightons have been offered a place in the State
League next season, to represent Sacramento.

Monk Cline's coaching is amusing for about fifteen minute3,
but after that it grows mouotonoas and tiresome.

The new Philadelphia grounds will -cost $S0,000 and still

people claim that baseball is not a paying business.

Caruthers, the "heart disease" pitcher, is very modest and
will accept $5,000, no less, for his work next season.

Pitch is very sticky stuff, and yet the more faithful the
pitcher is the more slippery the catcher finds the ball.

Baddy Mack couldn't gauge "Phenomenal" Smith's drop,
and we wonder how he'll do when he sees Van Haltren's.

Harry Raymond has returned to his Los Angeles home,
there to await the arrival of Ed. J. Conley and the Californias.

The St. Louis Maroons abandoned the idea of purchasing
Miller when Pittsburg put the price of his release at $10,000

It will be a big feather in the League cap if they win a
majority of games, and it wouldn't surprise the natives if they
did.

Manager Hart has cancelled all dates at El Paso and New
Orleans and has decided to remain here until after the holi-

days.
Pitcher Hearty would be a tower of strength to the Chron-

icles. He and "Grasshopper" Garbarino area battery, you
know.

The Irish battery, McMullin and "McGinty" are having a

Jong rest and will be in good trim when the next season
peus.

The Eastern base ballist in winter give3 himself away by
the manner in which he makes for a home plate at a free

lunch.

It was Jerry Denny who recommended Fogarty to Harry
Wright, and the latter thinks it was a lucky "find" as Jim is

the best in his line.

Evatt should study out a new method of third-base play.

His playing at that bag is about as bad or even worse than a

ten-year-old amateur.

Manager Deane of the Chronicles will have a good team for

next season. He certainly understands the business and is

popular with the boys.

If Mike Finn's aggregation don't win their games after

all that challenge talk, ihey ought to move to Milpitas and
quietly bag their heads.

Joe Werrick dresses in the latest style and one would
imagine that he was a leader of fashion. He now sports a
Fifth-Avenue plug hat.

It would help Scotty Evatt considerably if he could have an
automatic extension fastened to hiB fingers. His hands are
not large enough for good service.

The California League will have full control of the Louis-
ville League games played at Central Park, they having
leased the grounds for the three days.

Mike De Pangher, the catcher, is negotiating with the
Louisville management. In case he signs with them it is

understood that he will play first base.

Baseball cannot compete with bull-figbting in Cuba. The
opening of the bull-ring was witnessed by 25,000, but only
200 saw the ball game on the same day.

Borneo Barry feels that he wasn't treated exactly right by
the Altas, and is now anxious to pitch against them to show
Sacramentans what he is capable of doing.

Mack and White of the Louisvilles play their positions for

all they are worth. The former plays far out, a short left-

field, and the latter a short right, as it were.

Three negroes will be connected with the International
League next season. It is queer that they are not attached to

the colored association where they naturally belong.

Those pitchers handicapped by the new balk rule are
hard at work practicing to overcome that difficulty before the
opening of the season and it is thought they will be experts
by spring.

Fred Carroll, Morris' catcher, was the first player to intro-

duce the chest protector in this city. He did so when here
over a year ago, and the pad has been worn by local catchers
ever since.

Manager Kobinson says people will gaze in open-mouthed
astonishment next season when they see the uniformed
players with a brass band in the cable cars moving toward the
new grounds.

The Louisvilles play ball in a style that convinces people
that they play for a living. Whenever they pick up the
batted sphere they know just where it belongs, and sends it to

its place immediately.

Harry Wright expresses himself as firmly in favor of the
rale giving a man his base when hit by a pitched ball, but he
does not approve of that rule giving a batter a base hit when
given his base on called balls.

There's nothing small about the Chicagos excepting, per-
haps, their pedals. They only desire $1,500 and expenses
guaranteed for two games. Would the St. Louis Browns
want more than that ?

Charley Sweeney will loom up as a gTeat batter next season.
He has made a practice of batting either a high or low ball,

and the doing away of the select ball system will not dis-
commode him in the least.

Some managers are of the opinion that the sa'aries of
players have already reached the high-water mark, and that
they will begin to decline at once. Strange to say the players
are not of the same opinion.

"Phenom" Smith has a peculiar style of delivering the ball.
He stands with both feet on the rear line of the box facing
the second baseman. He then shuffles his feet and sends a
deceptive ball across the plate.

John F. Hennessy, the reliable scorer, and one who is
opposed to favoritism, will keep the record of Louisvilie
—California League games. It will surprise the visitors to
know that there is a tjood scorer in the State.

The transfusion of "young blood" from the small baseball
associations to the bigorganizations will, in the course of time,
cut off the source of supply, the minor leacoes will be
drained of its good material and consequently "die a natural
death.

The Chicago batteries, as paired for next season by Captain
Anson, will be: Clarkson and Flint, Pyle and Daly, Flynn
and Hardie, Baldwin and Darling, with McCormick and
Sullivan not paired. It is doubtful if McCormick will nlav
at all.

The franchises of the Pittsburg team were disposed of by
the Sheriff for S30.77S. It was not a forced sale from
financial difficulties, but simply a private arrangement by
means of which a few disgruntled stockholders were got rid
of. The financial footing of the club is now better than ever
before.

It seems an injustice for the Central Park scorer to record
an error against the pitcher whenever a batter is struck by a
pitched ball. Surely under the same system of scoring the
catcher would be entitled to an error every time he has a
passed ball. Why not enter the "struck by pitcher" in the
summary?
Dave Foutz is a conscientious individual, and is a firm

believer in the maxim that "Wilful waste is woful want."
Therefore, when he has tired of wearing one uniform and
discards it for another, he has the legs of his knee-breeches
dissected and sews up both ends. In this condition he has
two splendid bat bags.

Opinions among the baseball enthusiasts as to which
League team will make the best showing with the Louisvile-i
are numerous. It is generally conceded, however, that the
Greenhood <fc Morans will play the closest games, notwith-
standing the fact that Morris, who will pitch for the Pioneer?,
is the Louisville's betenoir.

Fourteen thousand people can be accommodated with seats
at the new ball grounds to be erected at the Haight-street
terminus. The California League have leased the ball park
for five years, and promise to have the best equipped resort
for ball-players in the country. Double decks, wire grand
stand screens and other improvements will be distributed
profusely through the grounds.

A Pittsburg reporter with an elastic imagination says that
he has interviewed 150 Pittsburg baseball enthusiasts who
declare they will not pay fifty cents to witness a game of
baseball. He might have met a dozen people who so
expressed themselves, bat it is a safe bet, anyway, that eleven
of the twelve will be on the "bleaching boards" next season,
no matter at what price the admission is placed.

Baseball has undergone so many changes since it first burst
upon an astonished and delighted community, that it is now no
more like the primitive "rounders" than we are like our
protoplasmic ancestors. The evolution from tne early "sock
about" to the scientific amusement of the present day has
been gradual but swift, and it would not be stretching the
probability to imagine that in another decade ours will only
be the middle ages of the game.

The baseball fraternity will now breathe easier. Arrange-
ments have been completed whereby the Louisvilles will meet
the California League teams in a series of six games, three of
which will be played at Central Park and the others in Ala-
meda. The first game will be played this afternoon at Central
Park, the opponents of the Louisvilles being the Greenhood
& Morans. To-morrow, at Alameda, the Champion Haverlys
will cross bats with the Eastern men.

George Wright, the once-famous shortstop, freely expresses
his opinion of the new playing rules. He says, "For years I
have felt that the pitcher was given too much sway. Take a
club like Detroit, for instance. Under previous rules without
a pitcher they would be no good. We want the game so that
too much will not depend on the pitchers. The objection
has well been made that baseball is a pitcher's game and that
the contest is in the hands of a few. We want to have all

the players take in the game. One result will be to make
the players thiuk less of errors. If a team went to the bat
last season aud made three or four runs in the first inning,
the game was regarded as practically lost by the other side.
In the palmy days of the Bostons we never felt alarmed if

our opponents got such a lead over us and the result was
plenty of up-hill games and exciting contests. I thiuk that
the players should hit at every good ball that comes over the
plate as in cricket. The[battiDg will be freer. Doubtless it

will bother some of the big batsmen at first, but they will soon
learn to pick out good balls at whatever height. The pitohera
can pitch with more endurance, and will use less speed and
more headwork."

The prize conundrum of the baseball world at present, is
the exact meaning of the four-strike rule as recommended by
the Joint Committee of the League aud Association and
adopted by the former body. The prevailing opinion is that
the batter is oat on the fourth strike whether the ball is held
by the catcher or not, and it is supposed that the rule was
adopted for the purpose of saving the unfortunate catchers'
hands. The lawyer of the League, John Rogers, in answer to
a query propounded to him recently said that "the rule is a
simple one and was passed for a single purpose— that is to
prevent the catcher from working the old trick of dropping
the ball when first base was occupied for the purpose of mak-
ing a double or a triple play. The rule therefore applies only
when first base is occupied. On all other occasions the catcher
has to hold the ball as at present. The idea of the committee
was that it is wrong to punish the men on bases for the weak-
ness of the batter. At the same time the umpire is relieved
of the necessity of deciding whether or not the catcher pur-
posely muffed the ball. Even if first base is

! the
catcher must hold the ball when two hands are
in that case a double play could not be made n>

rule was unanimously agreed upon and was
' Captain Ward on behalf of the Players' Brothei
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Between Heats Afiraio.

Some time ago an editorial was published on the treat-

ment of superheated horses, taking ground against the

practice of throwing cold water over them when in a

profuse perspiration. This was followed by one under

the caption of "Between Heats," and to exemplify the

difference between our former and present methods,

quotations were made from "Horse Portraiture" and our

daily journal. The former was in accordance with what

we thought to be the best method when the boot was

written, twenty odd years ago, and which is almost

identical with that of trainers of the present time; the

latter gave accounts of some of the work of Antevolo

entirely dissimilar to the advice of the book. This has

apparently awakened a good deal of curiosity, as in

addition to several letters asking for further information

there came a request from an editor of a New York

journal for an article for ihi "New Year's number," and

suggested the training of Antevolo as the subject. Then,

too, there have been criticisms, and one very clever

writer on all pertaining to trotters, and of experience in

handling them, deemed it inimical to speed and endurance,

and could not possibly "fit" a horse for such a contest as

the "big trot." Those who saw him trot are aware that

he did not show a lack of either quality during the four

heats of the trot; those who came to his stall after the

race was finished, and who waited until he was "cooled

out," expressed their surprise that he exhibited so little

weariness or other injurious effects of the trying contest.

In fact, at the expiration of twenty-five minutes after the

close of the last beat there was nothing to show from his

appearance that any greater effort had been made than a

"warming-up heat." Thu3 his performance and bis

quick recovery were evidences in his case that the

preparatory work had been proper, and that the startling

innovations had not the bad effect which was prophesied.

We were not surprised at the predictions. Not very long

ago we would have thought that any one who pursued

such a method as was followed with Antevolo was too

far out of the way to be near the right course, and when
we made the first deviation were apprehensive that the

theory which induced the change would not hold good in

practice. In order to answer the numerous enquiries we
will copy from the diary of each day's proceedings the

whole of the work, from the time the former article was
published until the day of the trot. The enquiries,

coming from men who lived far apart, were strikingly

analagous, and the information sought included a desire

to know what was done with him all through that period

of his training, or rather the latter portion of it. The
most complete answer will be the extracts from the

journal, as these were recorded every evening of the

corresponding date and without change of language.

Before giving these it may be proper to state that several

race-borses were in training on the Oakland track and
the "inside" was kept harrowed deeply in order to meet

the wishes of the trainers of the gallopers. This

necessitated driving trotters outside of the soft portion

and entailed going "long miles." As every foot added to

the radius of a circle is equivalent to rather more than

six feet increase in the circumference; when from ten to

twenty are added it makes quite a difference in the time.

> an illustration, the best that Guy Wilkes could do the

Tuesday before the trot was 2:lK;j, and his owner and
<:rainer were hugely disappointed, whereas, in fact, it

was e good showing.

When the weather was suitable, Tuesdays and

Saturdays were alloted for Antevolo's fast week. He
was brought home from the Bay District Course Sunday,

October 10th.

Monday, 11th.—Jogged five miles.

Tuesday, 12th.—Jogged three miles aDd then moved twice
through the home stretch, Three Cheers galloping with him.
After that moved through the back stretch t.viee, jogging part

of the way around the turns and twice through the home
stretch, in all of which he moved fast and steadily. Jogged
him two miles the reverse way and came home.

Wednesday, 13th.—Jogged five miles.

Thursday, 14th.—Jogged Antevolo three miles, then moved
through the stretches. Jogged two miles more and moved
once through the home stretch and twice down the back
stretch, Double Cross galloping with him. Jogged one and
one-half miles and came home.

Friday, 15th—Jogged Antevolo five miles.
Saturday, 16th.—Rained in the night; Morris jogged Ante-

volo on the Oakland streets.

Sunday, 17th.—Jogged on the streets.

Monday, 18th.—New hind tips put on, three ounces each;
jogged on the road.

Tuesday, 19th.—Jogged three miles and then moved
through the stretches, each of them twice. Walked and
jogged two miles and again moved through each stretch twice,
the last time fast. He trotted very steadily, Double Cross
galloping with him.
Wednesday, 20th.—Walked Antevolo to track; jogged three

and one-quarter miles; scored twice, through the whole length
of the stretch. Drove a mile in 2:253; waiked and jogged two
miles; scored once the length of the stretch; then a mile in
2:22^ ; had to drive very wide.
Thursday, 21st.—Jogged on track; new front tips pat on,

£\ ounces each.
Friday, 22d.—Jogged five miles on track.
Saturday, 23d.—Jogged three miles, turned and gave short

brushes the right way of the track, after which he trotted a
mile iu 2:20. Morris walked and jogged him two miles, and
then dro\ e with Adair a mile in 2:22£, Adair on the outside,
both going wide on the turns.

Sunday, 24th.—Jogged five miles on track.
Monday, 25th.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Tuesday, 26th.—Jogged three and one-half miles, then a

mile in 2:S6J. Jogged two and one-quarter miles; scored twice;
then a mile in 2:21, going well outside of Double CroBs, who
galloped with him. Walked and jogged two and one-quarter
miles and drove him home.
Wednesday, 27th.—Jogged and walked on the road.
Thursday, 28th.—Jogged three and one-quarter miles;

moved through each stretch twice, after which jogged him one
and oue-half miles and came home. Fancied that he trotted
very fast in his trushes.

Friday, 29th.—Jogged six and one-quarter miles.
Saturday, 30th.—Kained in the p. m. ; drove on streets.
Sunday, 31st.—Jogged on road.
Monday, Nov. 1st.—Drove on Oakland streets.
Tuesday, 2d.—Jogaed five miles on track, two miles on road.
Wednesday, 3d.—Jogged three and one-fourth miles; moved

through stretches twice, goingslow around the turns. Jogged
one and three-quarter miles; moved again twice through the
stretches. He wassomewhatunsteady in his first moves; in the
second he went better, the last two trotting 6teadily and fast.
Jogged to quarter, walked back to stand; drove 'a mile the
reverse way at a stiff gait; came home; put a light blanket
and linsey on; walked a few minutes; scraped lightly.
Thursday, 4th.—Jogged six miles on the track.
Friday, 5th.—New hind tips, 5} ounces each, 40 per cent,

heavier than those he has worn for some time; jogged five
miles on track.

Saturday, 6th.—New front tips put on weighing 4i ounces
each, after which I drove him. Jogged three and oue'-quarter
miles; then moved at about a 2:30 gait one and one-quarter
miles. Walked and jogged one and one-half miles;
scored once by himself and twice with Adair. Trotted on the
outside of Adair around the first turn, Adair led by six
lengths at the half. He drove very wide on the further turn,
Antevolo nearer the pole. At three-quarters he was three
lengths in the lead; did not beat me quite half a length to the
wire; his time, 2:18|, practically the same for Antevolo.
Sunday, 7th.—Jogged five miles on track.
Monday, Sth.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Tuesday, 9th.—Jogged three and one-half miles, and then

moved a mile in 2:26, aiming to go in2:2S. Jogged two miles,
scored three times and then drove a mile iu 2:1S]. He broke
twice before starting for the last mile and cut" his quarter
slightly owing to the boots, the old ones slipping down the
new ones at McKerrans.
Wednesday, 10th.—Jogged seven miles on the track.
Thursday, 11th.—Jogged five miles on track.
Friday, 12th.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Saturday, 13th.—Heavy fog in the morniDg; jogged two

and one-quarter miles the reverse way, turned and jogged
one and one-eighth, and then a mile in 2:26. Jogged and
walked three and one-quarter miles, then drove a mile in
2:24J; jogged and walked three and one-half, walked
probably half of it waiting for Adair; Bcored twice with
Adair, started in the lead of him. and finished the mile in 2:18.
Owing to the scraper being in the way the first quarter was
361 seconds; half 1:09J. This was a severe test, as the fog
was so heavy that the hair was saturated before starting, and
if colds were to follow such treatment "between heats," this
would have been a good time toBhow it.

Sunday, 14th.—Jogged five miles on track.
Monday, 15th.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Tuesday, 16th.— Jogged three and one-fourth miles, mile in

2:23; jogaed and walked two and one-half miles, then a
mile in 2:21. Did not take his check up and drove well
within his rate. Note—he is Dever checked high.
Wednesday, 17th.—Jogged Beveu miles on track.
Thursday, ISth.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Friday, 19th.—Jogged seven miles on track.
Saturday, 20th.—Kained hard all day; not out of stable.
Sunday, 21st.—Jogged and walked on streets.
Monday, 22d.—Jogged and moved him short brashes from

300 yards to nearly half a mile. Jogged him two miles and
moved him a part of the way through each Btretch twice;
jogged another mile aud came home.
Tuesday, 23d.—Walked Antevolo to track and twice around

it in the morning. Blacksmith put on new hind tips weigh-
ing six ounces each. Worked in the afternoon; jogged *nree
miles, drove a mile in 2:271; jogged two miles and drove in
2:23}; jogged and walked two, and drove him in 2:21f, going
very wide on the turns. Took him out of harness, scraped,
walked, aud in twenty minutes drove him in 2:20. Scraped
and walked and drove in 2:20 again, Double Cross galloped
with him in the third, fourth and fifth heats. After this
Bcraped and walked him home under light blanket aud UDtil
thoroughly cooled ont.
Wednesday, 24th.—Jogged seven miles on track; satisfied

that notwithstanding he worked very well yesterday the new
tips were too heavy aud ordered a lighter set.

Thursday, 25tb—Jogged five miles on track, after which a
new 6et of tips were put on all round; the front weighed
four ounces each, the hind a little over 4J ounces each.

Friday. 26th.—Jogged and short brushes to test the tips; he
moved very well.

Saturday, Nov.2 7th.—The day of the race he left home at
5:30 a. m., and the history of the day and his connection
with it already described.

This not only answers the queries, but it will afford
those who have reprehended a chance to make a more
thorough investigation than they have had before. We
do not advise others to follow our lead in this respect, as
Antevolo is the only fast trotter on which the departure
has been tried. That he did well cannot be denied,
better than could reasonably be expected, must be the
candid avowal of those who are unprejudiced. E. H.
Miller, Jr., the owner of Adair, watched Antevolo closely
during this period, and he expressed his satisfaction so
far as that one instance went. Hereafter we will give
the reasons which led to the adoption of that kind of
work, and so well are we satisfied that it will be con-
tinued in the future. Should it prove that this was an
exceptional case and that less favorable results follow,
none will be more ready to make it public. It may be
termed the Palo Alto practice carried to an extreme.
On that breeding and training establishment, which has
gained such high distinction in the trotting world as to
be acknowledged as the first of any country, fast, short
work is alternated with full stops and intervals at a slow
pace. The animal moves through the stretch, jogs,
say a furlong further, then stopped, turned around, jogs
back to starting point and brushes again. If the ground
selected is the backstretch from the quarter to the half
mile is the speeding ground, the return from half to
quarter. When miles are made at speed then it becomes
imperative that the delay should be lengthened and in
most of the instances given the time of jogging and
walking was inside of twenty-five minutes.

Shamrock, 2:25.

Very many times have we been afforded the. pleasure of
chronicling the success of California in reducing the
records, especially those made by trotting youngsters.
That for two years-old stallions was captured by
Kentucky last year, and the 2:29 of Nutbreaker seemed
destined to go through 18S6 as the foremost performance.
But 1887 had not yet come when four big seconds were
knocked off, and last Saturday Shamrock made one of
the most notable records of the season on the Bay District
Course. In a race, and the second heat of a race at that
gives greater eclat, and though it may be claimed that in a>
few days more he would rate as a three-year-old, there-
are drawbacks to offset the advantage of a few added
months. One of these is the " first quarter " of the track.
That part was cut into the hill or rather sand dune, and
to prevent this from sliding on the course with every
hard rain, a bulkhead had to be erected.- That and the
high fence completely obstructs the sun's rays during
the short days, and then there is a continual sipage from
the hill to keep it moist. Great pains are taken to
correct the trouble, as before the big trot the mud was
thrown off and a light coating of sand which gave a better
hold for the feet of the horses. Even then thirty-five
seconds was the fastest time recorded for that quarter,
whereas thirty-three or better told the story of the back-
quarter and in the last heat Harry Wilkes, from the quar-
ter home came in in 1:40, and he must have done it Btill
faster in the second.

Shamrock has been an unlucky colt. Ever since he
showed such a phenomenal rate as a yearling something
has been going amiss with him. A whole chapter of
ailments which if related, might be thought a ruse to
increase the credit of his late exploit. Of our own
knowledge there is enough to account for the disappoint-
ments during the fall circuit, and furthermore we know
that there was little opportunity to get him in order while
1SS6 held.

We are pleased to learn that the intention is to trot him
again next Saturday, the object being to lower his own
record. It is a momentous task. The foremost for any
entire colt of his age, and the only one we know of
having beaten it in a trial, is Palo Alto. While lowering
that of this class, it also takes precedence of anything
heretofore done by a colt of that age in an actual race;
and this fills the requirements uf the most fastidious
sticklers for " absolute " trotting. Should he lower it in
his effort of next Saturday, it will bear just as much
weight in our estimation, and we have a great deal of
confidence in his ability to do it. The work of a week
ago was muoh needed, and with that " in him" he will bo
apt to finish with greater resolution.

Important Sale of Standard Bred Trotters.

Mr. J. H. Tennent announces a sale by auction of hi»
entire stock of trotters, which includes the stallion Alert,
by Arthurton the filly Twinkle by Echo, and the
trotting gelding Sobrante. The particulars of the sale

appear iu another column.
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A Merry, Merry Christmas.

If any people in the world should be merry at
Christmas time it is the inhabitants of California. There
are the delights of the merry month of May to brighten
the cheer of the holidays, and it must be a singularly
unhappy disposition which cannot find enjoyment" to his
taste. Verdure and flowers are surely a recompense for
the lack of frost and snow, though these are a necessity
to waken the melody of the bells, silver bells, and to rouse
the glee of the skaters. Most of us who have arrived at
" middle age," or something beyond that indefinite period
of life, can recall the real pleasure which came from
participation in sports which area part of a northern winter
and bright though these recollections be, our preferenc,
must be expressed for a climate which renders them
impossible. Invigorating, inspiriting these frosty
Christmas days of the long time ago, yet it must be a
queer fancy which prefers December to early springtime,
or the intense cold of succeeding months to the sunshine
and warmth of summer. It is also true that the fierceness
of the outside made the yule log burn brighter, and the
steaming punch bowl shed a higher fragrance when the
rose bushes were frost laden and the dead violets entombed
beneath ever so many feet of snow. There might be
happiness within, though the frost king's weird tracery
on the window panes told of misery to those who were
not so happily situated, and this winter, with its

wassailings and good cheer to the favorites of fortune,
was a dread and a terror to others.

After living in this country a few years there is a
lack of appreciation of the beauties of a California
winter. It seems to be accepted as a matter of course
that there should be the geniality of spring at such an
unusual season, and that flowers should bloom on
Christmas and New Tears in the open air as they do at
Whitsuntide in other countries. Enjoy it to the full,

then, ye who are prone to rail at slight inconvenience,
and let it add to your cheerful mood at this truly happy
season of the year. Happy and merry as you may be
we sincerely hope that every succeeding Christmas may
be happier and merrier, and that every reader of the
Breeder and Sportsman, and many thousands of others,
may have every enjoyment beside what Nature has
bestowed.

Stanford and Occident Stakes.

Those who have trotting-bred colts should not over-

look the closing of the above stakes. The first of January
is the limit, though it is safer to anticipate the day by
making the nominations earlier. The cost of naming in

both is only $35, and it is within bounds to assert that it

is a good investment even if the animals named in them
fall short of winning form. This may appear paradoxical

though plainly susceptible of proof. Colts that are

entered will be broken and put into training sooner

than those which have no engagements; and in

all probability be better fed. Every one who has
had experience with colts will agree with us that colts

' do better " when properly handled than if allowed entire

liberty. Then trotting colts especially are more tactable

pupils when the education commences at an early period

of their life. Arguments are all in favor of entering,

there are none of much weight on the other side of the

question. We know several yearlings and quite a

number of two-year-olds that would be doubled in value,

some of them quadrupled, by having a chance in these

stakes. Were the situation properly appreciated by the

breeders of this coast, there would be over one hundred
nominations in each and we trust that this year will show
an augmentation of numbers, which will prove that a

large majority of them are becoming aware of the

furtherance of their interest by making entries. Any
information or assistance in making entries will be

carefully rendered at this office. It may be as well to

add that hereafter the Stanford Stake will be trotted

earlier in the saason than heretofore.

Washington Park Club.

The Washington Park Club announce the following

stakes to close on January 15, 1887:

Washington Park Cup, two miles and a quarter.

Great Western Handicap, one mile and a half.

Oakwood Handicap, one mile and a furlong.

Dearborn Handicap, for three-year-olds, one mile and
a furlong.

Maiden Stakes for three-year-olds, one mile.

Columbia Stakes, one mile and three-quarters.

Boulevard Stakes, one mile and a quarter.

Lake View handicap, for two-year-olds, three-quarters

of a mile.

Quickstep Stakes for two-year-olds, half a mile.

The above important announcements have just been

received by wire. Full particulars are on the way by
mail, anu will appear next week.

Saturday's Races on the Bay District.

It will not do to imagine that Guy Wilkes will have a
literal walk-over in the contest with Charley Hilton and
J. Q., this coming Saturday. Although there are strong
probabilities that he will win, it must be borne in mind
that he has had little work since he trotted in the race
with Harry Wilkes. Now, even a short "let up" at
times will throw a horse so far off that several seconds
will be added to his mark when in good form, and ever
so slight a retrogression on his part will equalize things.
J. Q. is fast, Charley Hilton is fast and has the knaekto
come and come again. But there are other attractions
which should aid in giving zest to the Christmas dinner
apart from the main feature of the bills. The match
between Endymion and Daisy S. is sure to be a good
fight, and then Shamrock's endeavor to trot a mile
faster than 2:25 is weU worth a visit to the park. Daisy
S. could not have been "at herself the other day, and
though the black son of Dictator came off conqueror, it

does not follow with anything like absolute certainty
that he can repeat the job.

At this time, Wednesday evening, the prospects are
favorable for good weather, and with that there is sure to
be a large concourse present. With that the track, too,
will be improved, and the sogginess of the first quarter
be at its winter minimum. The "rest of the road" will
be in number-one condition, and fast time will snrely
rule.

Correction and Acceptance.
In the offer to match an Anteeo against an Antelope,

made in this paper last week, 18S4 was printed in place
of 18S5, but as an after clause showed that it was an
error, it was not likely to mislead.

Foals of 1S85 are the animals which we offer to enter,
all the other conditions as published. Since then a letter
has been received from Santa Eosa from which is copied
the following:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Mr. De Turk handedme your letter regarding the Duncan challenge. I have the
colt out of the Milton Medium mare, and also two others by
Anteeo, which the owners authorize me to match against
Antelope s get for as much as he wants, the larger the sum
the better we will be pleased. These are foals of 18S5, the
race to be trotted on the Bay District track November, 1SS7;Ihe forfeit to be one-half of the amount the match is made
tor; the colts to be named and described when the forfeit is
put up. You can send Mr. Duncan notice of our acceptance.
Santa Eosa, Dec. 15, 1886. Yours truly,

M. Rollins.

A New Dodee.
There are well-known instances of schemes being laid

to render prominent jockeys unfit for their duties, aid in
some cases with successful results. But the latest dodge
was that reported by telegraph in the case of Slosson, the
crack billiardist. An attachment was sworn out on the
day of his match with Schaffer, the evident purpose being
to disconcert him so that he would be beaten. Appret
hensive that a levy would be made in the presence of the
assemblage, he was so worried that his opponent obtained
such a lead as to be beyond recovery. He has sworn out
a warrant for perjury, against the man who made oath
to ensure the issue of the attachment, and will commence
civil proceedings as well. As "George" is a great favor-
ite in Chicago, he will stand a good chance of a jury
awarding him a handsome sum, and he should get it if

proved that the object was as he claims.

At the meeting of the Kentucky Trotting Hur^e Breeders
Association, at Lexington, in 1881, the performance of the
two-year-old filly Silverone, timed by6cores of watches a full
mile in 2 :26i, drew a great deal of attention to her sire Alcyone
record 2:27. Mr. W. H. Wilson, of Abdallab Park, Cynthiana!
Kentucky, with his usual readiness of action determined to
oreed to him a memberof his best mares the following season
Soon after Alcyone was bought by Mr. E. Smith, of Lee, Mass
But this did not deter Mr. Wilson, who shipped eleven fine
mares with the young stallion to his new home. These mares
were Nettie, pacing record 2:33 (dam of Jeiome Tnrner five-
year-old record 2:22. six-year-old record 2:17}, seven-vear-old
record 2:17J). Abbess, (dam of Steinway, three-year-old
record 2:25J, and Solo, record 2:23J), Belle Brastield, record
2:20, Lady Gray (by Mambrino Patchen out of the dam ofMambnno Kate, record 2:24) and eight others well-bred.
After spending two seasons on the Berkshire hills at
Highlawn stock farm, these mares were recently brought
home in foal to Alcyone, record 2-27, with the exception of
Belle Brasfield that Mr. Wilson bred this year to AlcaDtara
record 2:23, full brother to Alcvone. These mares should
produce something remarkable from such noted stallions.
In 1SS7 they will be divided among Mr. Wilson's three chief
stallions—Sultan, record 2:24, Simmons, record 2:23, and the
four-year-old stallion Kaiser by Geo. Wilkes, dam by Dictator
second dam by Almont.

The Rancho Del Rio Sale.

We go to press too early this week to publish an account
of the first sale of Eancho del Eio thoroughbreds.
Important as this was to immediate racing interests, the
second sale, January 29th of stallions and mares has a
greater bearing on the future of breeding in this State.
It is very likely that some of the colts in training will go
to Eastern purchasers, but we hope that those which are
now engaged in breeding will be retained at home. As
we have oftentimes argued the more thoroughbreds
there are in California the more remunerative will be the
bnsiness of breeding them. The parent stock, however,
must be first-clasi, and the Eancho del Eio animals can be
rated such with scarcely an exception.

The National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders held
forth at the Everett House, New York City, on the 8th inst.
There were twenty or more representatives present, including
H. W. T. Mali, President; L. D. Packer, Secretary, and I. V.
Baker, Treasurer. The executive committee's report shows
that the association has a membership of over 170, and that
there is already over SS.000 in stakes to be trotted for at the
meeting to be held next year, not east of Buffalo nor west of
Cleveland. It will probably be held in October. The terms
of five officers of the executive committee having expired, the
vacancies were filled by the election of H. W. T Mali, ofNew York; H. N. Smith, of New Jersey; A. J. Caton of
Illinois; W. F. Kedmond, of New Jersey, and W. H. WilsoD
of Kentucky. The following board of censors were elected'
Messrs. Guy Miller, New Xork; L. D. Norris, New York-
Gen. N. S. Tilton, Maine; H. B. Dickerman, New fork, and'
E. G. Doolittle, New Jersey. The programme of stakes will
be made out at the next meeting of the committee, which will
he held the second Thnrsday in January.

It was in the smoking-room of the Greyhound at New-
market, the night after the Liverpool Cup, says an English
exchange, and by some fiy-in-amber process a teetotal
lecturer had found his way there.
"Now, gentlemen," he said, "I will take an illustration

from the turf. Before the Cambridgeshire Melton had a
bottle of whiskey. Did he win? No. Before the Liverpool
Cup he did not have any whiskey and he won, which shows,
gentlemen, how much better it is even for a horse not to
drink anything but Goramighty's beverage."

"I don't know so much about that, " remarked an honest
but manly jockey, "Ask our friend Jones over there, the
trainer. He had a horse in a handicap last week, and he
gave it a bucket of water jnst before the race, and dang me if
it didn't run last all the way."
And the teetotal lecturer is still at a loss to know why

everybody but Jones, the trainer, laughed, and why they all
cnedaswith one voice, "Good old Jones—good old Jones'"

bj

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies
mail or teleeiaph.

E. H., Jr.

I would like yon to describe a method of obtaining speed.
Answer.—What kind of speed, running or walking, and in

horse or man ? Give the style and we will try to answer the
question.

The annual election of thirteen directors of the St. Louis
Fair Grounds Association took place yesterday, the following
being the gentlemen chosen for office: Charles Green, Julius
S. WalBh, John M. Sellers, L. M. Kamsey, A.B. Ewing, Win.
W. Withnell, John Scullin, W. R. Allen, Adolphus Basch'
Rolla Wells, James Green, Socrates Newman and C. D. Mc-
Lure. The board, therefore, remains the same as last year,
except that Mr. Ed. Martin retires to make room for John m!
Sellers, and Ellis W. Wainwright to afford sitting room for
Adolphus Busch.

Following the Sandown Park lead, the Kempton Park
England) directors have promptly issued the conditions of
the Jubilee Stakes of 3,000 guineas, to be decided on tha
second day of the Kempton Park spring meeting, next season
viz.: Saturday, May 7th. The articles read: "The Jubilee
Stakes, of 3,000 guineas (handicap), by subscription of 10
guineas each if struck out by a time to be named
when the weights appear; if left in after that date a further
subscription of 20 guineas, and an additional subscription of
20 guineas for starters; the second to receive 200 sovs and
the third 100 sovs. out of the stakes; for three-year-olds and
upwards; a winner, after the publication of the weights, of a
race, value 500 sovs,, to carry 7 lbs., twice of 500 sovs. or
once of 1,000 sovs., 14!bs extra; the winner of the Two Thou-
sand Guineas or 1,000 guineas, to carry Sst. 7 lbs., inclusive
of penalties, if handicapped below that weight; 100 subscrib-
ers, or the stake may be reduced. One mile." The stake
closes on Tuesday, January 4th.-
On Thursday morning, Nov. ISth, before driving over to

Hernngswell to enjoy some shooting, bis Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales, accompanied by Lord Calthorpe, Sir
Frederick Johnston, Mr. Craven, and Colonel Ellis paid a
visit to the grave of the late Fred Archer, in Newmarket
Cemetery, the Prince minutely examining the wreaths and
floral tributes laid thereon. As an additional proof of the
esteem and respect in which the late Fred Archer was held
both at home and abroad, it may be mentioned that Mr
Waugh, the well-known Middleton Cottage trainer had a
magnificent wreath forwarded to him bv the ex-Queen of
Naples, who wished Mr. Waugh to express to Archer's rel-
atives her deep sympathy with them in their bereavement.
The wreath, composed of tea roses and violets, has a card
attached with the inscription, "For Fred Archer "

The American and Coney Island Jockey Clubs and theMonmouth Park Racing Association are id favor, it is said
of so re-arranging their dates as to give the Brooklyn Jockey
Club an equal chance. Under the proposed new arrange-
ment partially agreed upon, the Brooklyn Club is to open
their spring meeting at their own convenience, but to closeMay 26th; then the American Jockey Club to open May 28th
and close June 11th; Coney Island Clnb to open June 14th and
close July 2d; Monmouth Park to open July 4th and close
Aug. 20. In the fall Coney Island will begin Aug. 23d aDd
close Sept. loth; the Brooklyn Jookey Club, Sept. 17th to Oct.
6th, and the American Jockey Club Oct. 8th to Oct. 22d.

It looks very much as though the conflicts of dates between
the different western rasiDg associations would hurt all the
clubs concerned in the dispute. Latonia has determined to
change the dates partially agreed on at the Turf Congress
and will commence on May 23d instead of the 25th, closing
on June 4th instead of the 2d. Memphis and Nashville have
also ignored the dates fixed by the Turf Congress. Memphis
will have the last week in April and Nashville the first week
id May.

*

Wild Rake, the great three-year-old trotting colt, was sold
to_ William Rockafeller, of New York City, In*' -

It for
$7,500. The colt was sired by Hanihleton
2:21}, dam Merry, by John Dillard. His
made last fall at Lexington, when he bear
Nutbreaker and others, and gained a reoor

.'
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THE KENNEL.
Doc owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of wbeips, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Eastern Field Trials Club.

The finish of the Eastern Field Trials Club's Derby and

Pointer Stake have proved the weakness of prophecy as

applied to doggy matters. In the Members' Stake speculation

did not run rife. The stake is more a friendly jollification

than a keen competition, and the members who handle their

own dogs do so mostly in the generous way in which Joe

Bas3ford, Mr. Bennett and Mr. Edwards are wont to do. All

co u" I'd tu late the winners of heats, and a perfect symposium of

friendly eucouiums awaits the gentleman whose dog downs

all the rest and wins first. Any consideration of second or

third places in the Member's Stake is considered bad form.

All go for first place until the race is ended, and then the

winning owner is gone for in a way that is calculated to

prematurly age the fortuaate one. He is feted, exhilarated,

toasted, dined and generally deified in a good-natured way

that is both entertaining and charming.

The winner of first this year, Mr. Edward Dexter, is a most

popular man in the club, and, we judge, deservedly so. An
old-time sportsman, fond of all kinds of clean recreation. A
horseman, yachtsman, good Bhot, good handler, in short,

quite the typical sportsruao, man of the world; quite as much

ug home in talking of sport in Norway as in Carolina. The

dog wliich won first for him is one of the best setters we
remember to have seen. Of medium size, racily built, first-

rate nose, good pace and indomitable courage. He is young,

and in blood should be a good sire, being by Dashing Rover

—Trinket; Dashing Rover by Dash II—Noma; Trinket by

Crack—Diana. Gloster has in a marked degree the peculi-

arity of accomodating his work to that of a competing dog.

While wholly independent, he still works close with a dog

that does so, and. cuts loose with a faster and wider

ranger. He is a good covey dog, and very hard to beat on

singles as well. Much of his work in the trials was fairly

brilliant, and some of it worthy any good dog. He was sold

during the Setter Stake to Mr. Jas. L. Breese, of New York,

for five hundred and fifty dollars. He was broken by Cap-

tain C. E. McMardo but needs yet a little handling to make
him biddable. Mr. Breese will get him into beoch form and

show him in the circuit next year, and run him in November,
'87 here, when he may bo expected to gain a place.

The evening of tbe day on which the Members' Stake closed

was a memorable one. The great success of the stake, the

geuiality of tbose engaged in it and the unfeigned pleasure

manifested by Gloster's owner combined to enlarge the

evening dinner to proportions rather mammoth. The doggy

talk wal profound and the fun not little. Mr. Dexter, of course,

was the hero and struggled manfully against odds in return-

ing compliment for compliment, in the end coming off

happily victorious.

Much of the talk was about the probabilities in the coming

events. The pointer men, with Messrs. Gregory, Hitchcock,

Cornell, Duryea and McCook leading, had all confidence in

tbe short-hair thoroughbreds. Messrs. Donner, Henrichs,

Hamilton, Coster, and indeed a majority present went in for

tbe setters. A good many thought that the Memphis and
Aveut Kennel, with five Derby starters, was likely to clean

the slake. Those who had dogs in the stakes loyally upheld

their own. No one, however, called the winner in the

Derby, and the Pointer Stake was a surprise.

Iu the Derby Paxtang won. He is a dog likely to lay on

fat and flesh, and is not probably to be feared in future stakes.

With a little more traiuing and experience he will slow down
still more and be a first-rate shooting dog in cover. The little

po i titer Consolation, second Derby winner, is not a dog likely

to becume a noted sire. He is very small and light and
without marked character, although in the skillful hands of

Luke White he has been made a keen, snappy workman.
The third winner, Jean Valjean, is a great youngster, quite

unbroken, full of tire and heedlessly speedy. Heshowed great

natural qualities, and with a season's experience will almost

certainly get into the money.
Jean Valjean, bred to Kaeding's Fannie or to Sybil II,

would likely get as good dogs as^most of those which started.

Indeed ia the Setter Stake a bitch Fanuie W., owned by Mr.

B. F. Wilson, was started, which attracted the close attention

of this reporter, because she was a counterpart of Sybil II, in

size, form and color, even to the greyish muzzle and wicked
little Indian eyes. Her pace and style were much like Sybil's

and she went very near to running into a place, although
about a pure Laverack.

A brother of H, T. Payne's Jolly Planter was entered in the

Derby but did not start. In the Pointer Stake we hoped to

see the sire of Mr. Linville's black pointer start, but he did

not appear for some reason. The Gladstone setters did not

get well to the front. They all had about the same style, were
fast and very taking dogs, but were knocked out before the
finals, in fact Count Noble seems to be in the ascendant in

the setter world, judging by the number of entries sired by
him and their success.

The "Sunny South" is a delusion in so far as perpetual
balmiuessis concerned. Colder, wetter and more contempt-
ible weather could not have been invoked by the most
ooutirnied hater of dogs than much of that through which
the trials have been run. If the experience of that devoted
little band of sufferers which braved the elements in the
Pacific Coast Field Trials at Point Reyes last yeardiscouraged
any of them, let such take heart of courage and go on,

strengthened by the knowledge that the mists, fogs and
general cussedness of Marin County at the trials of last year
were but semi-topic incidents as compared with the icy rigors

of High Point iu November. "Some days must be dark and
dreary," and if the poet is not misinformed "into each life

some rain must fall," but he draws the line at rain. He eays
nothing about following a lot of cimetar-taiied bird dogs about
North Carolina, through thickets that are thicker than any
old labyrinth over grass-hidden ditches into which the knock-
kneed horse is sure to stumble, across creeks on ice that does
not break under hoofs, in weather that decorates each rosy
nose with a stalactite, and chaps the unused lips into shagreen.
Some compensations are had that slightly ameliorate the

anguish incident to sitting all day in a saddle patterned after

those used by the puny Aztecs, and in which Done but a
small and very lean boy could really have fun. Every few
miles a persimmon tree is passed and a handful of luscious,

date-like, golden globes of delicious taste gathered and
sedately munched in utter disregard of the fact established by
Major S. T. Hammond's experience two years ago, that
persimmons and Areka nut are convertible terms in the
mouth of a stranger to the fruit. Beside the fruit there is

much to interest in the grasses and indigenous horbs and
trees, The peculiar character of the farms strikes a stranger.

Che policy seems to be to get as little as will serve to keep

body and soul together at as slight cost in labor as ia possible.

Ploughing is shallow even where the soil 1b deep. The farms

are all clearings in wood oak, elm, poplar, hickory and pine,

with plenty of blackberry patches. The sedge grass in which
so much of the work is done is not the blade-like grass

common about swamps in California, but it is a succulent

upland grass growing in little bunches about two feet high,

and resembles oats more than anything else. No tar weed
nor any such foul stuff was noticed, the cover everywhere

being clean and sweet, and free from burrs, except that now
and there a small tract of cockle burrs was worked. Birds

were very plenty.it being no unusual thing to find twenty

bevies iu a day during the trials. Mr. J. Otto Donner, who
knows the grounds perfectly, directed the handlers from place

to place, and in almost every instance birds were found where
he said they would be. On most of the ground water is

abundant in ditches, drains or creeks, and the birds use in

about the same place for weeks.

Of the birds themselves a mixed opinion is the result of

several weeks soent in hunting them. At times they seemed
very much superior to the California valley quail for trial

purposes, and at others are quite as rascally and baffling as

the western birds. Inflight they are full as sharp, but the

ground on which they are found is much better for good
shooting than in California. There is no violent exercise at

hill climbing to unsettle the nerves. The birds are usually

either broken up in open low cover, grass and the like, or take

the comparatively open woods where a cylinder barrel and
reasonable quickness will score heavily on them. They He
better to a dog than the Pacific Coast birds, as a rule, although
flushing wild very often and making long flights, in some
instances quite escaping. Usually, however, they pitched

within a huudred or two hundred yards, and several times

bevies were flushed which covered within fifty yards.

POINTER STAKE,

The All-Aged Pointer Stake for 18S6 closed with thirty-six

nominationn, of which tweuty-two filled. The first brace was
called on Saturday, November 29th, after lunch and the com-
pletion of the Derby. The dogs qualified to start were all

fairly well-conditioned, and a few of them showed plenty of

road work in preparation. The crowd of spectators was much
smaller than at the beginning of the trial, gentlemen going

home as soon as stakes iu which the bad dogs were were run
off, but a sufficient number remained to make a largecompany
which, in hands less capable than those of Marshal D. S.

Gregory, would have been unmanageable. The judges were
D. C. Bergundthal, J. W. Orth and B. F. Wilson, and their

judgments were right as to most of the work. In one or

two heats the disparity between the running dogs was not

easily perceptible, and the heats might have been prolonged

with advantage. The stake was won by Robert le Diable, by
Croxteth—Spinaway, a heavy liver and white pointer of

superb form, exceptabout the head where heis plain. Robert
moves well, stays well and is a hunting dog. None of the

pointers, for some reason, showed the pace of the best setters

in the Derby, but several of them, notably Robert, had lively

heels. Robert is owned by the Highland Kennels, N. Y.

Second was divided between Bang Bang and Prince. Bang
Bang carried some extra flesh, is of very good form, gallops

well and has a good nose, but is agoing a little and runs cun-

ning to a degree which will deter him hereafter from field trial

competitions. On point and back he is particularly stylish,

having a way of overdrawing on all his points, and jumping
off when ordered on with great quickness.

Prince has pace and better range than any pointer started.

He is said to be a great chicken dog, which may account for

some heedless work which, in our opinion, should have pre-

vented his being advanced in the race. He is a good dog,

however, looks very much like Schreiber's Lassie, is lemon
and white, qnick, tasty and finely formed.
Richmond, by Vandevort's Don—Beulah, was off. His

style is good and he is a free mover, but in his heat his nose

did not serve him. He is a lemon and white dog of about

the size of Joe Bassford's Lemmie B., but a bit heavier all

round.
Don's Dot, also by Vandevort's Don—Cremorne, is liver

and white, of racy form and very handsome in the field. She
had bad luck.

Duke of Bergen, by Bang Bang—Fan Fan, is a largeish

dog, white with faded liver ears and a spot or two on body,

of very fair form but lacking quality. He was well handled

by Luke White, but could not win against some others in the

stake.
Consolation, winner of second in the Derby, was sick and

off iu the Pointer Stake. He is little but good all over, and
with another season's work will be hard to down if luck

breaks his way.
Lallah Rookh, by Sensation's Son—Grace is a very tasty

white and lemon bitch, quite like Prince and Schreiber's

Liissie. A quick, merry worker, and given to attitudes. Her
work was very good and she shows great field quality. It ia

our opinion that either Lemmie B., Mountain Boy, Lassie,

Climax, or Bow Jr. would make a good race in company
the starters here. Perhaps the handling of the eastern dogs
might be better than that of the Californians, but in pace,

range, nose and staying power we see no reason to doubt the

ability of the dogs mentioned to reach a place, while for

form and beauty Tom Pinch is the peer of any dog shown
here, and superior to most of them. The Pointer Stake

began on Saturday, November 28th, after the finish of the

Derby.
Tammany is a heavy pointer by Tory—Moonstone, liver and

white, has a grand head and is fairly good all over, but not

up to first-class form. He is racy, a good stayer and an
excellent shooting dog.

Nick of Naso by Naso II—Pettigo is a good looking liver

and white dog, very keen, cautious and snaky on birds and
under good control. Not much of a covey dog, but hard

to beat on single.

Flotsam, Jetsani and Sweep, all black pointers, are

beauties, and the two first named show high field quality

and good form.
SATURDAY.

Sweep—Malite.—Sweep, a black pointer dog by King-
Lulu, owned by the Pittsburg Kennels, and handled by Wm.
Seagar, and Malite a liver and white bitch by Meteor—Dell,

owned by Messrs. R. L. McCook and Duryea, were cast off at

12 35, after lunch, in an open grass field which was drawn
blank, and high woods entered. Malite, in high sedge and cut

brush soon pointed a bevy, Sweep not being sighted. The
bitch wassteady to ordered flush. Sent on toward the marked
bird Sweep, in oushBS, flushed a single up wind and Btopped

to wing. Moved on, Sweep challenged up wind, went in and
flushed a bird inexcusably. The brace was ordered up at

12:50, Malite winning. She had the pace, range, style and
nose all through.
Jetsam—Tammany.—Jetsam, a black pointer bitch by

Sambo—Diana, also owned by the Pittsburg Kennels and
handled by Wm. Seagar, and Tammany, by Tory—Moon-
Btone, owned by Mr. F. R. Hitohcock and handled by John
White, were ordered down at 12:52. In the open Tammany

rather had the pace of the hitch, going a good gallop. A
thicket of plums was soon entered, where Jetsam pointed a
single bird and was steady to wing, Tammany not in sight to
back. Cast on through oaks Tammany worked out a bird in
good style and drew to a beautiful point, being staunch when
White, to order, flushed and killed, the dog retrieving
indifferently. Sent on Tammauy flushed a bird across wind.
Then Jetsam flushed a single excusably. Moved on Tam-
many pinned a bird, and Jetsam, brought to back, refused to
do so, ran in and flushed, Tammany steady. At 1:10
Tammany was given the heat to which he was enti'.led on
all points except style, the bitch being a handsome mover.
Robert le Diable—Richmond.—An upen grass field was

worked blank by the brace, beginning at 1:15 p.m. Robert
le Diable, a very handsome liver and white dog by Croxteth

—

Spinaway, well handled by E. H. Height, and Richmond, a
white and lemon, son of Vandevort's Don—Beulah, handled
by H. M. Short. Seut round a hill the spectators flushed a
bevy after the dogs had passed up wind from it. Cast up the
hill Robert made game and pointed a single, being steady
when the bird was flushed. Tnen Richmond in the edge of a
pine clump drew to false point and was well backed. Moved
on Robert also false pointed near by in the pines. The dogs
were then ordered across a little creek and up into pines on the
opposite slope into piue trees, where Richmond soon drew on
a single bird and stood to wing, Robert not being near to

back. Ordered on Robert, in the pines, drew along on foot

scent out of the trees, but failed to locate. Back across the creek
Richmond pointed a rabbit and was backed, both steady to

fire. Sent around a hill and through woods, Richmond, in a
gully, worked out a covey and pointed well, being steady to

wing and shot, Robert backing unsteadily, but standing to

shot. Short crippled a bird, but the dog did not locate it and
was called off. Then in oaks Robert drow to one of the hand-
somest points of the meeting, head high, stern carried straight

and perfectly staunch. He was steady when the bird was
flushed. Not backed. Sent along through the oaks Robert
soon again pointed a single bird aud stood to wing. Out of

the woods and along the edge Richmond pointed the bird
crippled a few minutes before. Sent on Richmond false

pointed and was handsomely backed. Cast along a creek in
high weeds Robert false pointed and was backed, moved on
and was staunch in corn, Mr. Height flushing and missing,

dog steady. Then across the creek into corn, towards where
a bevy was marked down, Robert pointed near a fence and
Height killed, dog steady and retrieving fairly well, both
dogs pottering on foot scent considerably. Sent back across
the creek into high sedge Richmond false pointed and was
well backed. Moved on in the sedge grass toward a marked
bird Richmond made game, but the bird flushed wild before

he could locate it. Richmond then swung into a patch of

high weeds aud false pointed, Robert not sighted to back.
Sent along into a plum thicket, Robert was just drawing to

point when a bird flushed wild before him some twenty feet.

Then ordered across Model Farm bridge Richmond located a
bevy handsomely, and was steady to wing when Short
flushed. Into a thicket after the birds each dog scored a
good point and was steady to wing and shot. No birds
killed; no opportunity to back. At 2:40 Robert le Diable
was awarded the heat. Neither showed to great advantage
aud the race was close. Indeed, we thought Richmond had
rather the best of it.

Flaph R.

—

Nick of Naso.—At 2:43 the brace began one of

the prettiest heats of the stake. Both persisted in going into

heavy cover, and both were quick and sure on birds, Nick
having a shade the best of it. Nick of Naso, liver aud white
dog, by Naso II—Pettigo, owned by C. J. Peshall, and
handled by John Lewis. Flash R., liver and white bitch by
Dilley's Ranger—Dilley's White Lily, owned by Mr. D. S.

Gregory and handled by E. H. Height. Soon'as cast off Nick
jumped into point on a single in open grass and Flash backed
well, both steady to wing. Sent on Flash found a single

bird and pointed prettily, being steady towing. Nick near by
pinned a bird and stood to wing. Cast along a thicket into

woods Nick located a bird at the root of an oak, and drew to

a particularly "nervy" point, Flash backing. On in the

woods Nick pointed a rabbit and was steady when it broke
form. Ordered on in the oaks Nick soon pointed again a
single bird and was backed, both steady to wing and shot,

Lewis killing. Sent to retrieve Nick found but did not fetch,

and Lewis went and picked the bird up, remarking, "He
ain't that kind of a dug." Ou out of the oaks into a rag weed
patch Flash R. pointed a bevy, Height killing to order, bitch

steady and making a bad retrieve. Nick, to whistle, when
Flash* was on point, ran in down wind and flushed a bird,

stopping to wing. Moved on Nick soon drew to point, Flash
called to back did so, and the handlers thought the dogs
were backiug one another and ordered Nick on, when a bevy
flushed between the dogs, both steady to wing. The birds

wore marked down beyond a fence, and when sent toward
them Flash pointed a single and was hacked, both steady

when the bird was put up. Moved on Flash again drew to

point on a bird and was steady to wing, Nick to the left false

pointing. When sent on Nick of Naso, at long range, pointed a

single bird in rag weed, dropping to wing and Flash R. back-

ing. At 3:14 Nick of Naso was given the heat. Nick showed
good nose and judgment, but we thought that in pace, style

and nose Flash R. excelled. Nick is a catchy dog when on
birds.

Dixie—Don's Dot.—At 3:20, in sedge grass, Dixie, Mr. J. R.
Andrews' white and lemon dog by Sensation—Lotta, handled

by J. C. Vail, and Mr. John E. Gill's liver and white bitch

Don's Dot by Vandevort's Don—Cremorne, handled by H.
M. Short, worked much ground blank. Dot then pointed a

single bird, Dixie not sighted, and was steady to wing.

Moved on Dot drew for some distance and finally located a bevy,

Dixie backing well. Both were steady when Short, to order,

flushed and killed, Dot retrieving quickly and neatly. Sent
down iuto a wet swale in sedge, Dixie drew to point on a

single bird, stern unsteady and head waggling, but dog
standiog to wing. Moved on through high weeds into briars

Dot pinned a eiugle bird and stood to-wing and gun and was
given the heat. Time 3:45. Dot is a pretty mover, aud a

very good bitoh though rather outclassed.

MONDAY.
Krupp—Prince.—A ride of five miles south of High Point

was made, and at 3:24 the first brace of the day was cast off.

Krupp, liver and white by Meteor—Dell, owned by the

Castleman Kennels and handled by W. B. Stafford. Prince,

white and lemon, by Minnesota Prince—Countess, owned by
J. O'H. Denny and handled by J. M. Wbaite. The country

about Progress was more open than that hitherto used, aud
a rangy dog showed to better advantage. Soon after being

cast off Krupp made game across wind, and flushed a bevy

which went into oaks, the Bob Whites very rarely settling

elsewhere than on the ground. Californian readers will

understand that when it is said that flushed birds went to

woods they covered on the ground in leaves. On after the

birds Prince pointed and was backed, moved on when Krupp
stole in and took scent, pointing by Prince. Mr. Whaite
suffered from lameness of the shoulder and Judge Orth shot

foi him, killing, both dogs steady, Krupp credited nothing
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for the work. Ordered on Prince pointed a single bird and
was steady to wing when it flushed wild. On a back cast

through the woods a rabbit started before the dogs and both
chased across two fences, the handlers tooting like mad, the
dogs either impervious or oblivious. On out of the oaks,

after the dogs returned, considerable grass land was drawn
blank. Then near a fencePrinceflushedasingle bird in pines,

and a moment after a bevy flushed, going into low grass and
weeds. Dug steady to wing. Sent on Prince false pointed,

and the brace was ordered up, Prince winning. Prince had
all the pace and range, Krupp acting the duffer. Time 9:05.

Dress—Duke of Bergen.—At 9:08 Dress, a liver and
white flecked bitch by Donald—Darkness, owned by the
Clifton Kennels, and handled by E. H. Height, and Duke of

Bergen, a white and liver dog by BaDg Bang—Fan Fan,
owned by Mr, F. R. Hitchcock and handled by Luke White,

were sent on across a wide grass field drawn blank. Then into

oaks, Duke backing a black stump by the way. In high weeds
both pointed, no bird found, the dogs backing one another.

Moved on, a covey flushed wild from a thicket into pines,

and the dogs were sent toward the settling place. Duke false

pointed and was backed. Ordered on Dress pinned a bird,

Duke backing, both steady to wing. Cast on Dress again

drew on a single and was steady to wing. A bird flushed
wild near Height who shot at it; Dress steady to gun. Sent
along down a marshy thicket Dress pointed a woodcock
handsomely, and was steady when it flushed. Sent on, each
false pointed twice, both diawing and cautious, Duke finally

making a swing to the right and pointing a covey, Dress
backing, both steady to wing and gun wheD White missed.
On across a creek into woods Dress found a single and stood

to wing when it flushed wild. Moved on Dress false pointed
and was well backed. Duke then false pointed, Dress backing;

moved on, again drew to point and was again backed, no bird

found. Large patch of oaks drawn blank, and dogs then

sent out into high weeds. Back into the woods Duke roaded

a single to a point, Dress backing well, and both were steady

to wing and gun, when White killed, Duke retrieving with a

pinch. Moved on in the woods, across a little run, each
false pointed and was backed twice, Duke then ranging a

little to one side and finding a bevy. Steady to wing, Dress
not sighted. Ordered up at 10:30, Duke winning. Both
were tasty, quite free gallopers and stylish. Duke had
rather the best nose, pace and range.

Old Pebo—Bod.—Time 10:45. Mr. C. D. Ingersoll's liver

and white dog Old Pebo, by Bang Bang—Kelly's Lill,

handled by J. C. Vail; Kod by Meteor—Dell, owned by the

Castleman Kennels and handled by W. B. Stafford. Sent

off in low grass, a field and wood lot were drawn blank, then

in a thicket Kod false pointed. Out of the thicket into pines

Bod drew for some distance, finally pointing, Pebo backing

nnstaunchly, and a covey was flushed, to order Stafford

killing, both steady, and Bod retrieving well. Sent on Bod
again pointed a single bird and was Bteady to wing. Pebo
made two bad up-wind flushes and was ordered up, Kod
winning. Time, 11:21. Both were slow and pottering, Kod
a little quicker to birds and best in style.

Consolation—Kue II.—Colonel C. H. O'Dell's white and
lemon dog Consolation, by Bang Bang—Grace III, was
handled by Luke White; Rue II by Bang Rang—Rue, owned
by Mr. Bayard Thayer, was handled by Tom Aldrich. Cast

off at 11:25, it at once was apparent that Consolation was not

at himself. He moved constrainedly, and his nose was not

comparable to that shown when he won second in the Derby
last week. Colonel O'Dell remarked that he expected little

work from the dog, but started him because he believed

unless an entry was utterly incapacitated it should be sent

through for what it was worth. In high grass Rue soon false

pointed, Consolation backing. Swing to right up a draw
Con. pointed uncertainly, discovered error and moved on,

then false pointed, Rue not sighted. Ordered on, Rue false

pointed, Con. backing. Much blank cover was drawn, then

in pines each drew to a staunch point, White shooting

over Consolation, the dog steady to wing and gun. The shot

over Con. flushed Rue's bird, bitch steady to wing. Sent on,

Consolation up wind flushed a single, stopping to wing.

Then across a fence and back Rue false pointed. Ordered

to marked birds much rag weed was drawn without finding,

then into pines, where Con. made two up-wind flushes, and at

12:28 the heat was awarded to Rue II. Even upon the theory

that each heat is a complete race and excluding all consideration

of previous work by the dog, we thought the quality of the work
of Consolation superior to that of Rue II. He was not fast

nor did he cut out wide range, but the bitch did neither. In

style and hunting spirit he was superior, and in nose not

inferior, when all circumstances of the heat were considered.

It was a heat in which a good deal of positive work on the

outer circle with some errors was beaten by a do-nothing,

with several errors to her discredit.

Half-ajs\d-Half—Lallah Rookh.—Mr. Edward Dexter's

liver and white dog by Priam—Malt was handled by Captain

C. E. McMurdo, aud Mr. LukeW. White handled his own
handsome white and lemon Lallah Rookh by Sensation's Son
—Grace. Sent on at 12:33 in low ledge, Half-and-Half was
isoon staunch on a false point. Ordered on across the field

JLallah Rookh pointed a single bird beautifully, dropping to

wing and steady to Bhot when Mr. White killed, the bitch

retrieving perfectly, Half-and-Half bacting badly. Then
Half-and-Half pointed a rabbit and was steady to fire when it

broke. At 1:29 the brace was taken up to enable those con-

cerned to test Mr. H. E. Hamilton's ability as purveyor of

luncheon. Sandwiches, broiled chicken, eggs, pie, cake and
enough Schlitz and Perrier and Jouet to wash all down,
demonstrated the wisdom of the club in electing Mr. Hamil-
ton Commissary-General. His especial pleasure seemed to lie

in loading the half-dozen press representatives with good
things and attending to all their wants, which were many and
urgent about lunch time. At 2:22 the brace was again started

in rag weed, Rookh soon pinning a bird and being well backed,

both steady when Mr. White killed. Sent on Half-and-Half

flushed a bird up wind, and Lallah Rookh was given the heat.

Up at 2:26, down, in all, one hour. Lallah Rookh reminds

one strongly of Schreiber's Lassie, both in color, style and
form. She is very handsome. Has a long splash of lemon
on her left hind quarter like that on Clarence Haight's Dick.

Bhe won with much to spare, Half-and-Half not showing
Flotsam—Bang Bang—Cast-off at 3:28. Flotsam, black

much quality.

bitch, owned by the Pittsburg Kennels and handled by

William Seagar. Bang Bang, by Bang—Princess Kate, owned
by the Westminster Kennel Club and handled by Luke
White. In the open Bang cut away at good pace, ontfooting

lUotsam, and soon in high rag weed, in a gully, pointed a single

beautifully, and was steady to wing and gun when White

flushed andkilled. Sent to retrieveJBang pointed dead, but did

not retrieve. Moved on down the gully in a thicket Bang false

pointed, Flotsam false pointed andfwas backed. Sent on Bang
made game, pointed, was backed, drew on and finally located

a single, and was steady when White put up the bird and

missed. Swung over a hill no birds were found, then back

into a thicket where Flotsam drew to point on a covey, Bang

fcaoking, and both steady to wing, no shot. Sent along

Flotsam worked out a scent, and located some outlying bird
of a bevy and pointed, Bang to the right and ahead not
sighted. Both were steady when Seagar flushed, not shoot-
ing. Moved on, BaDg along a thicket put up a woodcock;
moved on across a creek and drew to point on a single bird,

and stood to wing. Each then scored a false point, neither
sighted to back, and when sent on Bang pointed a single bird
and was steady to wing; then on a back cast found another
single in a thicket and was staunch to wing. On, Flotsam
false pointed twice, and in a hickory and oaks Bang scored
a good point, standing to wing, White not shooting. Moved
on Bang false pointed and was sent down into a swale which
was drawn blank. Then the dogs were ordered up an open
slope of rag weed, and Bang swinging along on a wide caBt
across the field, jumped into a characteristic point, head high,
stern cocked and every lineament bespeaking the high-bred,
finedrawn, great dog he is. Ordered to flush, White tramped
about all round the dog without finding. Bang remained
staunch, and did not heed the whistle and orders of the
handlers. White finally went in and pushed the dog on
when a single bird flushed beneath his nose, the dog steady
to wing aud shot. The work was worthy the dog and was
one of the finest things of the trial. At 3:37 Bang Bang was
given the heat. Flotsam ran a good bitch, but was out-
classed. Bang Bang is cunning, and given to improving
every indication of game given by a competing dog.

SECOND SERIES.

Malite—Tammany.-The first brace of the second series
was cast off at 3:42 under the same handlers as before.
Malite cut out a good pace, and on the slope above where Bang
Bang had just before made his great point, the bitch pointed
staunchly. Tammany had been trailing her from the time
when cut loose, and when Malite stepped on point the dog
made his devoirs after approved canine fashion, when the
bitch moved on and flushed a covey but stood to wing, an
excusable error. Sent on through woods into corn Tammany
pointed false and was well backed. On, Malite false pointed,
moved on and drew to point on a single in grass on the bank
of a ditch and was backed. Both steady to wing. Out of
the wood each false pointed and was backed. Then on a wide
swing to left Malite down wind flushed a bevy, stopping to
wing. Sent on into oaks Malite pointed a single bird,
Tammany hacking well, and was 6teady to wing and gun.
Ordered on Tammany pinned a single bird in sedge and made
a handsome point, standing to wing and shot, Malite false
pointing to the left in little pines. Sent along Malite drew
to point at the foot of a Bmall pine, and a moment after a
bird flushed from the tree several feet above her head.
Moving on across a swale and up a slope, a bevy flusned
wild, and when the dogs were sent toward it Malite near a
thicket pointed another bevy and stood to wing and gun
when Height m'ssed. At 4:33 the brace was ordered back,
Malite winning. The owner of Tammany was assured that
Malite was in use and protested against the decision, but a
fair test by the governors of the club showed that she was
tit to start and the protest was disallowed. Tammany had
the better range and style but Malite outpaced and outnosed
him.
Robert le Diable—Nick of Naso.—From the send-off at

4:38- In high weeds and grass, Nick jumped into point on a
bevy and was steady when Lewis shot and missed. Sent along
Nick drew to point, moved on, finally locating a bird and
was steady to Lewis' flush and shot. Robert, at improved
pace ran over a single and flushed it in a draw. Moved on
a bevy was flushed wild and marked down and the dogs sent
toward it, when Robert flushed a single bird across wind, and
Nick also across wind put up a bird, both steady to wing,
Sent on Robert made a long cast to right down a slope and
near the bottom pointed a bevy at long range beautifully,
was steady to wing and shot and retrieved well. Ordered on
Nick false pointed and was backed, Robert a moment after
also false poining, each honoring the other's points. Nick
drawing for a distance came to point, just as a bird flushed
before him. Remaining on point, Mr. Lewis waited in and
flushed another bird from the same clump of weeds; dog
steady, no shot. Sent on Nick scored another point, the bird
rising the instant after the dog stood; and when moved on
the dog pointed again, left point, and the handler coming after
flushed a bird from where the dog had made game but a few
feet to the left, up wind. At 5:20 the dogs were, taken up
for the night.

Tuesday;.

The morning broke cloudy and rainy, and a start was
deferred until it could be determined whether the day
would be suitable for work. At 9:23 the unfinished heat of
the previous evening was resumed, about one mile easterly
from town on the Denny farm, in grass. The rain wasfalling
quite heavily and birds were not readily found. Two grass
fields were drawn blank and a sedge patch also. Then in
corn toward the Glass House Robert le Diable pointed a bevy
and was steady to wing and gun when Height, to order, killed,

the dog retrieving nicely, Nick backing but unsteady to

shot. The point was a handsome one, and the dog looked all

over the pointer. On into oaks after the bevy, Nick got a good
point and was steady to wing, then ordered on Nick again
scored a point and stood well to wing. Robert to left was on
birds and found two, pointing well on each and being steady to

wing. At 9:45 Robert le Diable was declared winner of the
heat. It was a close race. Nick of Naso is a sharp, cautious
dog and very fine on singles, but Robert outpaced and out-
styled him and retrieved well, Nick not retrieving.

Don's Dot—Prince.— Sent off at 9:46 in oaks, then out
into the open where two fields were drawn blank. The
dogs were held np to cross a field of wheat, crossing which
a covey was flushed by the judges into oaks. Put down
Ggain Dot soon pointed a single bird and was backed, Prince
soon leaving back and moving on. Dot was steady towing
and shot and retrieved nicely when Short killed. Sent on,
Prince took scent roaded out and deliberately flushed a single
bird in beastly style, Dotstoppingto wing. Sent on Prince put
three birds up from a clump of grass, then drew to point on
a single and stood to wing, Dot backing. Sent on each got
a point, Prince unsteady, Dot standing to wing. Ordered on
Prince flushed again aud dropped to wing, went on and
false pointed. Then across a road in an orchard and grass
Prince drew cat-like for some distance, finally establishing
point. Judge Orth, for the handler, put upa bevy and missed,
Prince steady. At 10:17 Prince was given the heat, a judg-
ment from which we feel compelled to dissent. Don's Dot
did not show great merit, but her lack of pace and range
should not have lost her the heat against the almost complete
absence of nose shown by Prince. The qnality of Prince's
work was extremely bad, while Dot, on birds, was fair. Close
scoriDg and consideration of all the work done in the heat we
feel sure would have caused a reversal of the judgment. Up
to the covey point, onto which Prince blundered late in the
heat, Dot had him beaten almost pointless.

Duke of Bergen—Rod.—The brace was sent off at 10:20,

through a grass field into pines, no birds being found. On
out of the pines into rag-weed Rod false pointed. Across a
run and up a slope into sedge Rod again false pointed, Duke

backing handsomely. Sent on into oaks Duke worked out a
bevy and drew on a handsome point, Rod backing. Duke
was steady when Luke White flushed and missed, Rod break-
ing in. Moving on Rod in brush pointed a pair of birds,

being unsteady when they wbre flushed. Ordered on Rod
stopped to wing when a bevy flushed wild. Then Duke
going freely on good casts drew to point on a single and stood
well when the bird was put np and missed, Rod being then
on false point near by. Much cover was drawn blank. When
in high grass Duke pinned a bird, Kod swinging in refusing
to back and pointing the same bird, both steady to wiDg.
Up at 10:51 Duke of Bergen winning the heat. Duke had
things his own ways cutting out the work and showing
better nose.

Roe II—Lallah Rookh.—Down at 11:02. Much cover,
grass, rag-weed and thicket drawn blank, as were also a wood,
lot and sedge patch. Then over a hill in a tobacco patch a
bevy flushed wild on to which the dogs were sent. Rue
soon false pointed and was beautifully backed, Lallah
Rookh dropping on back. Sent on Rookh began drawing,
worked out foot scent for fifty yards and passed the
bird which was running, and flushed wild behind
the bitch, both steady to wing. Cast back Rue in sedge
pointed a bird, Rookh backing, both Bteady when Aldrich
flushed. Then Lallah Rookh across wind put up a single,

went on and drew to handsome poiut on a pair of birds, Rue
II backing; both steady to wing and gun, White killing and
Lallah Rookh retrieving nicely. Ordered on Rue made a
bad flush on a bird up wind, steady to wing, Rookh near by
pointing one which flush wild, steady. A climb on to a pine
ridge was then made where Lallah Rookh pinned a bird
standing to wing, Kue to left also pointing a single and break-
ing in when it was put up and killed, Rookh backing. Sent
to retrieve Rue flushed a single excusably, found dead
but would not fetch. Ordered back out of the pines two
birds flushed wild from trees and another was picked up by
this reporter after the dogs had passed. The brace was
idling at the time and Mr. Otto Donner aptly remarked "one
is doing nothing and the other is helping her." Sent into
high rag-weed Rue flushed one and Bcored a false point,
Rookh also false pointing; then in little pines Lallah
Rookh worked out a bevy, pointing prettily and was backed,
both steady to wing when White flushed to order. At 12:26
Lallah Rookh won the heat. She was the faster, more tasty,

more independent and showed best nose.
Bang Bang, had a bye.

THIRD SERIES.

Bang Bang—Malite.—Luke White's pet old Bang Bacg
seemed beaten in pace when Malite cut away from the

cast off. The bitch, up a slope, jumped into a striking point
on a rabbit, Bang Bang backing perfectly. Sent on Malite
stopped a moment and Bang backed; the bitch seeing him
backed him and the handsome brace stood staunch until
ordered on. Sent on down a draw Malite false pointed and
Bang to right pottered along a rabbit track, finally pointing
it. Moved along up a slope into pines Malite pointed a
siDgle bird, Bang having the point, and both steady to wing
when Height flushed, the bird flying toward the spectators
and Height not shooting. Sent on Bang Bang made game
and was working out the scent when Malite swung in ahead
of him and pointed. Bang backing, both steady and Malite
retrieving well. Bang was entitled to the point, and Luke
White tersely hinted his dislike at having his dog interfered
with while on game. Ordered on Bang false pointed and was
well backed, Malite making an up-wind flush in high grass
near by. Bang jumped away when sent on, soon made game,
and was just coming to point when Malite again swung in
and stole the point, Bang backing. Bang Bang was entitled

to score the point. Both were steady to wing. At 1:08 a
recess for luncheon was taken, and again the efficient services
of Captain H. E. Hamilton, Secretary Coster and Governor
D. S. Gregory made the interval one of great pleasure. At
1:41 the dogs were again started in sedge grass which was
worked blank and a hedge row crawled through, when Bang
Bang pointed a single bird characteristically, Malite backing,
both steady when White flushed and missed. Sent on
Bang false pointed twice and Malite got a good point
on a single bird, being steady to wing. Moved on and
false pointed. To the right Bang drew to point, flushed,
and White coming aftejr flushed the bird, missing. Sent
on Bang cast to right along a thicket and flushed a woodcock.
Malite then established a point in grass, held it for a few
seconds, left it and her handler flushed a bird from the spot.
Sent into pines Malite false pointed, and when ordered on
both passed birds which were afterwards flushed. Ordered
back through the pines Malite was scored a false point, after

which much grass and weeds were worked blank. Bang at last

began drawiDg, finally workingout a bevy in superb style, and
coming to a handsome point, Malite backing well, both steady
to wing when White flushed. The work was brilliant, the
birds having run over much ground, and the wind beiDg
gusty and shifting. BaDg was very cautious, high-headed
and handsome. Sent on Malite flushed a single bird excus-
ably. Bang to right crossing a gully into woods and pointing
a single bird. Up at 2:30 Bang Bang winning the heat. The
race was a close and interesting one. Malite is a handsome
bitch in form, motion and style, and is quite raDgy at work.
Her nose is excellent, but Bang's great experience on birds,

taking style, good pace and first-rate nose fairly downed,
although it may be justly said that he had the luck all

through the heat.

Robert le Diable—Duke of Bercen.—Sent off at 2:3S in
grass, Duke at once found a bevy and pointed, Luke White
killing one and crippling one; dog steady and retrieving well,

catching the bird as it fluttered up before him and fetching it

tenderly. Moved on the crippled bird ran before Duke and
the dog retrieved it nicely; then was sent on and pointed a
single, Robert backing well, bird flushing wild, both steady.
Coming down into a swale a single bird was marked in a little

hay meadow and the dogs sent toward it, Robert finding and
drawing to a handsome point on it. Dune backiDg. Ordered
to kill Height put it up, waited on it too long and only
feathered it, both dogs steady towing and gun. A cast to
left and np into woods was then made, Robert flushing a
single on the way inexcusnbly. The woods were drawn
blank, each false pointing once. Ordered back toward the
horses Robert drew to point, left it and the bird was flushed
by Height; the dog moving on within a few yards pinned a
single bird and was steady to wing. Then in high weeds
Robert began drawing, but before he could locate a bevy
flushed down wind from him, dog steady. Sent on Robert
soon pointed a rabbit, Duke backing then breaking and
pointing, both steady when the thing ran. Several fields

were then drawn without finding, Robert false pointing once.
The Hotchkiss farm was worked over but no birds found.
When in sedge Duke drew to point, Robert backing and two birds
flushed beneath Duke's nose, when Robert! ' moved
ahead and pointed the other birds of too be\

wing and gun, Height killing a pair. Sent
game, point d, moved on and Duke ran
along until four birds flashed before fhom
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It was impossible to tell whether the dogs had the wind fair

because of high weeds and a thicket near them, around which

the cold, dry, northerly wind was circling in gnsts. Sent on

Eobert flashed a single inexcusably dropping to wing. Sent

on Robert pointed a bevy and was well backed, both steady

to wing. At 4:47 Robert le Diable was awarded the heat.

Robert had the better pace, but in judgment, pointing quality,

quickness among scattered birds and style, we thought

Duke of Bergen the better. It was a close race.

Prince—Lallah Rookh.—At 4:51, as soon as cast-off, the

brace began drawing. Prince getting to a bird first and point-

ing well, Lallah Rookh backing, both steady to wing and gun

when Whaite put up and killed the bird, Prince retrieving

very well. Ordered on Lallah Rookh pointed a single, but

while White to order was trying to flush, the bitch moved on,

being steady to wing when the bird was at last put out near

by. Prince, on a long swing below, dropped on point on a

single and held it for a minute until the bird ran away before

the dog was found. At 5:03 the dogs were taken up for the

night.
WEDNESDAY.

The day was cold and windy, and scenting conditions

unfavorable, but the dogs were ordered out and cast off at 8:33,

to resume the undecided heat of the previous evening on the

Swain farm east of town. A stubble field was worked over,

Lallah Rookh, at the lower edge pointing a bevy in brush,

Prince not sighted, the bitch steady to wing and gun and

retrieving nicely when White killed. Sent on into pines Prince

pointed a single and was baoked, then got another good point,

Lallah backing, both steady to wing and gun, and Prince

making a fair retrieve. Ordered along a hill side Lallah

Rookh challenged and was rounding when Prince, very jeal-

ous swung iu and took the puint, Lallah backing. The
work was credited to Lallah and White ordered to flush.

Both steady to wing, no shot. On in pines Prince flashed a

single, steady. Both then made game, Prince first locating,

pointing and' being steady to wing. Sent on both drew for

Borne distance, Prince first getting point and being steady when
White put up the birds and missed, dog steady. Sent on

both continued drawing, one to right and the other to left.

Prince got to his bird first, and was stea.ly to wing. At 9:01

Prince was given the heat. Prince had the race, in pace

range and luck, both being stylish and staunch.

FOURTH SEEIE3.

Bang Bang—Robkbt le Diable.— At 9:19 the two great

pointers cut away in grass, which they quartered oat blank

at good pace; then drawing a peach orchard blank. Into

woods Bang casting wide pointed a bevy; the judges in coming

Tip flushing several outlying birds, dog steady, as he

also was when Luke White to order flashed the bevy before

Bang. A bit of keen good work. Oat of the woods a stubble

field was drawn blank, and a cast back into oaks was made.

Each soon pinned a bird and was steady when the handlers

flashed. Moving on Bang got one of these points in which it

is a question whether the scoring should be a flush or a point.

The bird flushed as the dog pointed. To the right Robert

scored a pretty point on a single, dog steady to ordered

flush. Sent on Bang drew for some yards, finally pointing

a bird and breaking shot when White killed, retrieved poorly.

Sent over a fence each pointed false, and then cast along the

fence RobeTt got point on a single and was steady to

wing; was ordered on, pinned another bird, and was steady

when Height kicked it up. On in a golly Bang Bang false

pointed. The judges took rive minutes for consultation and

then sent the dogs on back to a hill where several birds had

been marked down. Robert on the wider cast soon pointed

on, was steady to wing, Bang not sighted. At 9:43 Robert

le Diable was given the heat.

Prince had a bye.
FIFTH SERIES.

Robert le Diable—Prince.—Thrown off at 9:56 on stub-

ble drawn blank, the dogs passing to left of a bevy which

had been marked down and which was flushed by Major

Hammond and Dr. Rowe after the dogs had passed. Sent

after the bevy Prince, near a fence, drew to point; Robert

refusing to back stole the point, then both moved on without

orders, and each again pointed. A bird was flushed by White

before Prince, killed, and the dog, sent to retrieve, pointed a

pair on the way; was finally taken to the dead bird, but

refused to hold or fetch it. After drawing much blank ground

Prince pointed a bevy in high grass, Robert backing and both

steady to wing. Moved on across a creek two birds were

flushed behind the dogs. Ordered on Robert drew, worked out

a long trail, pointed a single, was steady to wing and gun;

sent to retrieve, flushed three birds, finally retrieving well.

Ordered on Prince false pointed, and Robert behind him
and to right pinned a single bird and was steady to wing.

Prince then scored a false point and was ordered on near a

fence where he pointed and a bevy flashed wild before him.

Sent after the birds Robert, across wind, got a good point and

was steady. Prince flushing a single and dropping to wing.

At 10:49 Robert le Diable was awarded the heat and first

money. The race was close. Prince showed, greater pace

and range. Both had good Btyle. Robert had the best of it

in nose.
sixth series.

Prince—Bang Bang.—After consultation the judges placed

Prince and Bang Bang equal seconds, and divided the Becond

money between them.

Eastern Field Trials Club's Eighth Akxtjal Meeting.—Pointer
Stake. Open to 3ll pointers, entrance $25, 510 forfeit. Closed October

1, 18SG, with thirty-five nominations. Twenty-two starters. Judges

—

B. F. Wilson. D. C. Bergundthal, J. W. Orth. High Point, N. O. Novem-
ber 27th, K9th, 30tb, December I, 1886.

7TBST SEBIES.

Malite, liver and white bitch 1 ( Sweep, black pointer dog by
by Meteor — Dell, owners! beat

J
King—Lulu, owners, Pitts-

Messrs. Duryea and McCook, J ( burg Kennela.

Tammany, liver and White 1 ("Jetsam, black pointer bitch by
pointer dog by Tory—Moon- ' ^

t
1 Sambo -Diana, owners.Pitte-

Btnne, owner, Francis H. C
]

burg Kennel.
Hitchcock, / I

Robert le Diable, liver anl
)

fRichmond, white and lemon
white flecked pointer dog by f

D t j pointer dog by Vandevort'e

Croitetb—Spinaway, owners, f { Don—Beulah, owner, John
Messrs. Duryea and McCook, j [_ E. Gill.

Nick of Naso, liver and white) /Flash B., white and liver

pointer dog by Naso II— ( b t J
pointer bitch by Dilley'n

Pettigo, owner, C. J. Peshall, C ]
Banger—White Lily, owner,

J ( Da. Gregory.
Don's Dot, liver and white \ / Dixie, lemon and white
pointer bitch, by Y-indevort's ' bt J

pointer dog, by Sensation—
Don—Cremorne, owner, John f l Lotta, owner, J. B, Andrews.
E. Gill, / {

Prince, lemov and white
j

fKrupp, liver and white
pointer dog, by Minnesota f D . J

pointer dog, by Meteor-
Prince—Countess, owner, J. f i Dell, owner, Castleman Ken-
O'H. Denny, ) \ nels.

Dr"ie of Bergen, liver and) / Dress, llTer and white flecked

white pointer dog, by Bang I
fc

* 1 pointer bitch, by Donald-
Bang—Fan Fan, owner, F. K.

[ ]
Darkness, owner, Clifton

Hitchcock, ) { Kennels.
~:od, liver and white pointer

j
/Old Pebo, liver and white
1 pointer dog, by Bang Bang
< —Kelly's LIU, owner, 0. D.

dog, by Meteor—Dell, owner, [ *_.*
-iUiaw Kennel, r —• ^ -Kelly's

} { Ingeraoll

/ Consolation, white and lemon
1 pointer dog, by Bang Bang—
j

Grace III, owner, Col. C. H.

( Odell.
(' H-ilf-and-Half, liver and white

)
polnterdo*, by Piiam—Malt,

i own^r, Edward Dexter.

( Flotsam, black pointer bitch

) by Sambo—Diana, owner,
i Pittsburg Kennel.

Rue II, white and lemon *i

pointer bitch, by Baup Bang [ . .

— Rue, owner, B a y a r d
(

Thayer, )

Lallah Eookh, lemon and white \

pointer bitch, by Sensation's . i,pat
son—Grace, owner, Luke W. f

"White, )

Bang Bang, white and lemon
}

pointer dog, by Bang— { h
.

Princess Kate, owner, West- i

minst«r Kennel Club, ,'

SECOND SEBIES.

MalUe beat Tammanv.
j
Duke of Bergen beat Bod.

Robert le Diable beat Nick of Naso. Lallah Rookh beat Rue H.
Prince beat Dun's Dot. | Bang Bang, a bye.

THIBD SEBIES.

Bang Bang beat Malite. 1 Prince beat Lallah Rookh.
Robert le Diable beat Duke of

Bergen.

FOURTH SEETES.
Robert le Diable beat Bang Bang. | Prince, a bye.

FIFTH SERIES.
Robert le Diable beat Prince and won.

SIXTH SERIES.
Prince and Bang Bang diyided second.

First, Robert le Diable.
j <3econd I

Prince,

\ Bang Bang.

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

The annual meeting of the Field Trials Clnb was held near
Hanford last week. There was a small attendance of

members. There were plenty of birds on the ground, but the
absence of rain for several weeks spoiled the scent, and the

best dogs entered were often at fault in running over birds.

The result of the race is as follows:

December 13th.—First Heat—Judge Post's bine belton

Llwellyn setter bitch Janet by Count Noble, dam Dashing
Novice, beat W. Schrieber's lemon and white pointer dog
Mountain Boy, time 1:50.

December 14th.—Second Heat—J. M. Barney's orange and
white pointer dog Tom Pinch by Tom, dam Buelah, beat J.

G. Edward's black, white and tan English setter dog Royal
Duke II by Regent, dam Dally, time 2:15.

Third Heat.—Win. Schreibers' lemon and white pointer

bitch Lassie by Prince, dam Forest Lilly, beat J. B. Martin's
lemon and white English setter dog Dashing Money by
Dashing Monarch, dam Amelia, time 30 minutes.
Fourth Heat—Afternoon of 14th and morning of 15th.

—

Sweetheart beat Lassie, time 2:30.

SECOND SERIES.

December 15th.—Tom Pinch beat Janet, time 1:20.

Sweetheart beat Tom Pinch, time 1:15.

Sweetheart first prize.

The race for second, run on 16th, Lassie beat Pinch, time
1:05. and won second.

For third, Tom Pinch beat Dashing Money, time 40 min-
utes, and won third.

DERBY.

Only two of the dogs entered tnrned up.TCharles Kaeding's
English setter Shot beat E. W. Brigg's pointer Climax, time
2:05.

There was not a single point made during the heat.

Coursing-

Several coursing men made a pilgrimage to Newark last

Sunday to see the match between L. L. Boudin's Marshall

Ney and P. J. Canavan's Spot, for $100 aside. Spot won
each of the three heats handily having a good deal to spare

on points throughout. The ground was very hard and
Marshall Ney lost two toes from one of his feet in making
a turn. The match was followed by one for §10, between
Cronin's Jack Dempsey and Roach's John Mitchell. The pair

ran well, each in turn taking the lead. Before the course was
finished puss found a hole and ran into it leaving the dogs

without ceremony. There was no more hare available, and
the course as far as it went was decided in Jack Dempsey's
favor. J. Wren acted as slipper and John Dugan as judge.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I observe in last issue

of yonr paper a challenge from Mr. Schreiber offering to run
Lassie against any dog in the State, 'Post's' Sweetheart

prefen ed. 1 regret to say that it will be impossible for

Sweetheart's owners to accept Mr. Schreiber's challenge.

Sweetheart is owned by the California Kennels, Mr. Geo.

W. Watson and myself proprietors. I broke and have always
handled Sweetheart, and my official and professional duties

are such that I will not be able to take Sweetheart afield more
than two or three times during the remainder of the season.

Mr. SchTeiber's bitch was broken by, and is now in the

hands of, a professional breaker and can be worked on birds

every day if her handler deems it best. Sweetheart was a

long way from being in "condition" to run at the trials, hav-

ing had just fifteen days' work prior thereto. A dog cannot

be fitted properly for a long, braising race under sis weeks.

Two or three months is better. Sweetheart ran one of the

longest heats with Lassie that was run at the trials, something
like two hours and twenty minutes. Sweetheart was cer-

tainly best at quartering, ranging and backing, equal in

retrieving, staunchness and speed, and made five points to

Lassie's two. I don't think that anyone who Baw her run
will doubt Sweetheart's bottom, So again, I say it is with

regret that I am compelled to decline Mr. Schreiber's chal-

lenge. Respectfully yours,

Sacramento, Cal., Deo. 21, 1SS6. C. N. Post.

A Watchful Dog.

Apropos of natural history stories, a correspondent send-

us a remarkable instance of the sagacity of a dog. A games
keeper was overtaken, it appears, by night, while walking

through the middle of a wood; and not being able to Bee what
time it was by his watch, he had necessarily to feel the hands
with his fingers. Upon arriving home some hours afterwards

he discovered that he had lost the minute's hand. Presum-
ing that he had dropped it in the wood, he ealled his faithful

retriever who had been with him on the excursion, and
said, " Ponto, go find!" Away like the wind, rushed the

dog, and in about an hour afterwards returned. Going up to

his master, the retriever but his tongue out, and there, on
examination, the owner found the hand of his watch upon the

tongue of the dog. " What makes the story the more wonder-

ful," adds the narrator of the episode, "is the fact that the

wood is densely covered with low scrub, and that, therefore,

to find the hand of the watch would be a matter of some
difficulty." We thoroughly assent to the latter clause of the

sentence. If the watch had been lost, and the gamekeeper
with the help of the dog found it again, the narrative would
have been trite. As it is, however, all that the facts of the

case need in embellishment would be for the public to learn

that the dog placed the missing hand on the face of the watch
and ever since wound it up regularly!— The Slockfaeptr.

Lost Dog.

Last Sunday Mr. W. S. Kittle lost his English setter on
California street. The dog is described as follows: Lemon
and white, small, lemon ears, small star on forehead, tail

docked, about five years old, answers to a hissing call. A
reward of $10 is offered to any one who may return the dog
to Messrs. Clabrough &. Golcher, 630 Montgomery St.

Mr. William Schreiber requests us to state that unless his
challenge to run his bitch Lassie against any dog in the
State is answered by Tuesday, Dec. 28th, 18S6, the challenge,
will be withdrawn and the bitch bred to Tom Pinch.

ROD.
Mr. Thomas H. Chubb of Post Mills, Vermont is known by

name to many readers of this column as a manufacturer of
angler's supplies. He is having honors crowded upon him,
the most recent distinction being his appointment of post-
master of his native town. Happily he wears his honors
well.

A clock belonging to Izaak Walton was recently sold in
England for $350. It is an eight-day with inlaid case, made
in the year 1641, by John Roberts for Walton, who used it for
many years.

At a meeting to be held Dec. 9th, of "Yorkshire Anglers'
Association," of Leeds, England, the following rollicking
anglers' song will be sung. It was composed by Mr. T. E,
Pritt, and we find it in the columns of the Fishing Gazette.

THE ANGLERS' DINNER.
Te angler invited his brethren to peg into it-

Come all jovial anglers, set to with a will,
If we work like good ushers our creels we maj fill,

This truth Is apparent—you'll own I ana right

—

Just for once in a way, we're all sure of a bite.

And he becometh poetical

—

Let the winter wind howl o'er the anow-cover'd dale,
Let Jack Frost whistle loud in the northerly gale

;

The curtains are closed and our rods are laid by,
Till the primrose is out and the lark's in the sky.

He Bneereth at ye bloodthirsty shooter and ye reckless foi tmntsr

—

The shooter may boast of bis death-dealing gun.
The fox hunter swear that the fox likeB the fun;
The angler, contented, will gladden bis eyes,
"When a splaBb on the river betokens a rise.

And alludeth tenderly to ye breeding trouts

—

Ab we sit round the table while rivers run chill,

A toast we'll ailjdrink and a bumper we'll fill;

Here's a health to all couples—the newly-matched pairs
That for our sakes are busy with family cares!

And windeth np with a general incitement to go it—

Then come, jolly anglers, come fill ev'ry glass,
We'll toast absent brothers and each pretty lass;
In spirit they're with us for all are agreed
That fishers, like fishes, Bhonld now and then feedl

The New York State Trotting Horse Breeders' Association
held its annual meeting in Rochester, N. Y„ on the 7th inst.

The officers, elected by the members, instead of by appoint-
ment by the Executive Committee as heretofore, were as
follows: David Bonner, of New York, President; F. B.
Redfield, first vice-President; Gen. B. F. Tracy; second vice-

President; J. H. Clark, third vice-President, and M. E.
Servis, Secretary and Treasurer. A resolution was adopted
requiring three nominations by different owners to fill any
stake where the value is added. The stake committee's
report, which was adopted, provides for the same stakes as

last year up to five years old. All stakes close April 1, 1SS7.

One of the neatest calendars sent to this office for 18S7 is

from the Pope Manufacturing Co. It is artistic, and will be
especially appreciated by wheelmen, having on the pad of
slips some choice bits of bicyling information suitable to the

ANTEROS,
By ELECTIONEER, dam COLUMBINE.

H I.I, BROTHER TO

ANTEEO and ANTEVOLO.
HAVING DECIDED TO SEND ANTEROS EASTABODT THE FIRST

of March, I will permit him to serve a few mares before that time
at

$50 the Season,
payable at time of service.
Owing to the shortness of the season I will refund the money on alj

mares not proving with foal. ADDRESS
G. W. MORRISON,

declltf 654 Masliiiigton mtoi. Oakland.

THE WILKES STALLION

MAMBRINO WILKES
WILL. DURING THE SEASON OF 1887 AND THEREAFTER. REMAIN

at home in the city of Oakland.

A limited number of approved mares will be bred at $75 the season

Further particulars will be answered later, or may be had at the

i'Jdov DEXTER STABLES, Oakland, Cal.
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Auction Sale
OF

STANDARD BRED

Trotting Stallions,

Colts and Fillies,

THE PBOPEKTY OF

J. H. TEMOT, ESQ.,

PIXOLE STATIOJK, CONTKA COSTA CO,

— AT —

Bay District Track,

Saturday Jan. 15th, 1887.

ATlfl CCXOCK.

INCLUDING

The yonng stallion Alert.

The trotting fillies Twinkle, Sobraiite and
other noted ones.
Catalogues will he ready Monday, Dec. 27th, at the

office of the Auctioneers

KILLIP & CO.,
22 Montgomery St.
25dec4

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED

Bull,

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

tATHERWOOD'S « EIJEBRATED FIXE OLD WHISKIES
of the following brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry
Doable B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, In cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Clnfo (Pure Old Bye) an<i Upper.Ten (Very Old and Choice).

SST For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported.
The only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improved
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AOEHTS, SAN FEA3.1ICO, CALIFORNIA.

IMPORTED

Bershires

Redwood Duke 13,368.
Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair,

Sacramento, 1886.

Importalions made direct from England every year,

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all recorded

in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female from entirely different families for sale at

reasonable prices, and every pig guaranteed.
Address

A>DB£W SMITH, Redwood City,
or 182 California Street.

FOR SALE
H0L3TEIN-FBIESIAN

CATTLE,
From Herd of

Hon. Leland Stanford,
On his Ranch at

VINA, TEHAMA CO.,
California. For prices and catalogue address

MB. ARIEL LATUROP.Room 69, C.P.R.B.
Building, cor. 4th and Townsend, San Francisco.

SOoct

Notice.
Heebebt H. Beows, M.P.
Nugent "W. Beows,

Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbuce Lowe,

IBADBS i

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity
t
100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-

house for San Francisco Produce Exchange
Call Board.

These "Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat-
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired at current retes.

BUOWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

4merica to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia arms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin. Esq.

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
' BROWN BROS. «fc CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

K«W South. Wfttaf

.

STANFORD

STAKES
1889.

».* sw"P8'»'es tor trotting colts and fillies of 1886

57
^fS'J26 Payal"e on ,h = '•« "I January "»7at which lime the slates will close: Sa nihil,!of January. 1888,825 on the 1st of J.nuarr ;(>»and $100 thirty day. before the day ^ :

trotting, whatever amount up to be r^-
forfeit. and the neglect to mv »>

™nsiaerea
lated time IncurdnArfllt'uW S^'pre'v.".,,?*

.
Tlie "" '» °e bats of a n.Ile.'W ,tr. J „five, to harness. First to receive eil-nintbs of t ,«whole sum, the second two-ninths, the Cirdi one-niuth. In addition lo the stakes and foifelt, ?£proportion Of the gate money, profit on piol .a,e.ana all other sources of emolument will con,t Iti ilthe gross amount, to he divided in the f°„L Jproportions. Five or more subscribers to 611 "hirace to be trotted in ISK). not sooner than the latterpart of August. The exact date to be fixed andannounced on the 1st or January, 1883 or soonerOn the 1st of January, 1687, there w..f rToue ,„.following paymenis in the Stanford Si»"s to wit*Second payment in Stanford stakes for 1688 825*Third payment in Stanford Stakes for 1887 825

antrance '" 1889 ""' <*»*»"* i Ml! 828

T^« n l"xf.
ef"r

,f
™»d by the Rules of Ihe Xationa!

v t ia,rr^'
<S ,atlon

-
-N "uiiualions to be made toN.T.SvnTH, Treasurer. S. P. Railroad office Fourthand Townsend streets, or JOS.TaIRN Ih£?OVSecretary, Bbeebek am Seoetsmas OffiS on orbefore the 1st day of January. 16S7. The coft's mustbeamed, the name and pedigree, so fir as kno^n!

Under the new trotting rules letters leitiblv cost,marked January 1st will be eligible
lB8ID17 P°«"

JOS. (AIR\ S1JI1\M». SecreUur. ideel

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
W. R. PRICE,

Secretary.

CIRCUIT OF 1886.
HORSE BOOTS,

New Styles Great "Variety McKemm's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RAGING OUTFITS.
Bace and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, "Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Michel's Liniment, Dixon'c, Going's and DeBoise's Horse BemedieB

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION

J. A. McKEKRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco

naiurr*

The Owners and Trainers
•OF-

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS
Now making the circuit of the State, should protect their horses from sickness and disease by thor-

oughly disinfecting

Every Box and Stall
used, with IJTTIJrrS SOIXBUS rHKJitLE. The most absolute disinfectant ever used.

Foul air is especially injurious to horses in a
HIGH CONDITION OP TRAINING.

Every trainer knows that horses that are being constantly changed from one stable to another are pecul-
iarly liable to

Sicken and Lose Form,
because the stalls and boxes in which they are housed contain germs of disease. To prevent this calamity
and make such stables perfectly salubrious and healthy, they should be disinfected with

SOLUBLE PHBNTLE,
which can be easily carried and used without trouble. One quart of PHENVLE, mixed with four quarts of
water, and sprinkled over the floor and sides of a box or stall, will make It

Sweet, clean, safe, and absolutely innocuous from disease
For sale by the principal druggists in the country, and by the agents,

FALKNER, BELL & CO.,
"deo 406 California Street. San Francisco.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

q^t
Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege* Toronto. Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary- 3J1 Xatoma St

Besidenc, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
The trotting mme Baby Mine by Nephew, dam

Lady Burns. Nephew by Mambrino, by Edward
Everett, by Rysdyk'e Hambletonian. Lady Burns by
Black Boy, by McCracken's Black Hawk.
Baby Mine Is 5 years old, record a:Mj. Can trot in

2:25 when in condition. She Is 15.2 bands, weighs
1,000 lbs. Jet Black, perfectly sound and geutle
For further particulars address this Office, or

W. M. MO IK.
oc30 Fruit vale, Easi Oakland.

TrottingStake
FOR FOALS OF 1886.

SACRAMENTO

YEARLING STAKE
FOR 1887.

875 entrance, of which S10 must ."»ccompanv noml-

1887. and ta the day before the race. To be trolled
at Sacramento the last Saturday in October. 1887
good day and tract. Dash of one mile. The second
colt to received {100 and the third colt r,5 fromitho
state: the first to tate the balance. Failure U.mato
payments when due forfeits all previous payments
Entries to close January 1. 1887. withWIlBEKF. SMITH. Secretary.
18dec2 1615 G Slreet. Sacruuento.

Peremptory
SALE

OP THE

Thoroughbred Stock
OF

THEO. WINTERS, ESa
RANCHO DEL RIO
Sacramento County, Cal,

Mr. Winters. haviDg decided to retire from breed-
ing and training race-horses, has instructed us to
announce the following auction sales, viz. ;

At the stables of CH.\S. S. SHEAR opposite Agri-
cultural Park. Sacramento.

Saturday, Jan. 29, 1887,
AT SAME PLACE,

The Stallions and Brood-mares of Ranctio
del Bio.

(ll?lI»HIMVi

Norfolk, Joe Hooker, and Duks of Norfolk.
Marion, Ballinette. May B. Sister to Lollvry' Irens

Hardiug. Flora. MoIHe McGurn. Addle O'Neal, Kitten
Bay Kate, Rosctland, Abbie W. Rosa B. Chestnut
Belle, Laura Winston, Alice N. AUlanla, Countess
Zleka, Mattle Gleno, Big Ou". Illusion. Callie Smart
Norfolk—Addle O. Filly, Pusa, Rosette, Farralone*
Lou Spencer, Nellie Collier, Question, Miss Co';riner'
and others.

Saturday, June 1st, 1887.
All the yearling;*, foal* of 1886.

Rancho del Rio will be sold m t> whole or In lots
to suit. Catalogued will be .eody in a few davs
For further particulars apply to

KILLIP & CO.,
Auction

T9 Montgomery Btrwt. » i.^,
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THE

National Horse & Cattle

Exchange of America

SEND GREETIXU

TO THE BREEDERS OF CALIFORNIA

AND- ANNOUNCE

February 22, 23, 24, & 25, 1887,

AS DATES FOR THEIR NEST

GRAND

Combination

SALE
TO BE HELD AT

LEXINGTON KY.,
TVe solicit horses of all classes, guaranteeing the

most complete satisfaction.

WE OFIER

Increased Facilities!!

Superior Advantages!

300 FEET UNDER COVER!
Large, Warm and Commodious Stables

Located iu the heait of the city!

The strongest and most completely organized
business of the kind in America.
H. M. Johnston, Esq. Los Angeles. Cal., consigned

a number of good ones to our last spring sale. His
verdict was "Complete Satisfaction."

VJe personally superintend the sale of every animal
The most competent men are employed to exhibit

every entry at time of sale.

Our terms are 6 per ceut. commission, and 75 cents,
per day for keeping same:

Send for blanks to make entries.

Entries close January 15, 1887.
ADDRESS

National Horse and Cattle Ex-
change!

««,„„„ (68 E Short Street, Lexington, Ky„wu,tes {41 Madison Ave., Mew York, M. Y.
WOODAlltO A HARBISON, managers,

18dec6 Lexington. Ky.

GUNS.
Wholesale and Betail.

Largest and Best Assorted Stock on the Pacific

Coast. Prices Bottom.

CLABBOTJGH & GOLCHER.
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, S. E

Spring Top Oiler.

No Cap to Loose.

Gem Pocket Lantern.

OPENED and SHUT
INSTANTLY.

Clean, Convenient,

Handsome

NICKEL PLATED. 1>V Mai J,

25 cents.

Bull's-eye Lens.

BRIGHT POLISHED
EEFLSCTOR.

Never Leaks.

Neat and Clean.

FOX NICKEL PLATED,
One in a liox. by Mai],

$1.25.

THE

SHOE.
It would be well for all horse owners that have

horses with bad feet to cull and examine my system
of shoeing with the Goodenougb Shoe. Toe-cracks
and quarter-cracks cured or no pay. Trotters and
runners shod-to suit.

Shop No, 1 , 5 S-59 New Montgomery St.
No. 2, 116 Washington St.
JSo. 3. Cor. 23d and Alabama St.
No. 4. 508 Slli St., Oakland.

T. DOYLE,
Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

S9 Montgomery Street, Sam Francisco,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.

B. T. ALLEN,
GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS
416 Market St., San Francisco.

Hon. C. Gbeen,
Sacramento.

J. P. sargknt, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Lus Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon, John Bogqs
Colusa.

Hon. a. Waleath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haqqen, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldeBt established firm in the live-stock
business on tins Const, and having conducted the
important auction sales hi this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-hiilf a million of
dollars, we leel just-iiitul in claiming mifrnull.-il facili-
ties for disponing of live stock ot every description
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of corxee-
pondeuts embraces every breeder and dealer of ltnnn.
lneuce upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for salePnvati purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
ehr.-ped with the utmost care. Purchases and salesma & of land of every description. We areauthor-

'. l to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
-riided.

K3LXLP A CO., 22 Montgomery Street, 1

Texes

Grazing Lands.

26,240 acres

In Alternate Sections,

OF FINE GRAZING LAND

18 MILES OF THE S. P. R. R.

In Presidio County, Texas,

At 75 cts. per acre- Title perfect.

There is alternating -with, this tract 26,240
acreB belonging to the State School Fund
which can be leased for a term of six years at

an annual rental of six (6) cents per acre. By
leasing this there can be secured a solid body
of 52,480 acres of splendid grazing land—such
lands as would in California sell readily at §>7

to $9 per acre. This is an excellent oppor-
tunity for a man to get a choice location for a

large sheep ranch for a small amount of

money.
For further particulars, maps, etc., address

J.S.DAUGHERTY,
Owner and Dealer in

Texas Lands and Bonds,
DALLAS, TEXAS.

Rooms ft 5 anil 16 Merchants' Exchange.
4deo4

TENTS.
THE

Camper's Favorite Tent.
(Patent applied for,

Size. Extra sai 1 drill. 8 oz army duck. 10 oz army duck
7x9 ft.... $12.00 SI 5.00 S17.00.

8x10 ft. . . .S14.00 S17.00 S19 00
9x14 ft. . . .§20.00 S24.00 S26.00.
10x15 ft. ...§22.00 S25.00 $28.00.

Poles, Pins, Cases, etc., are all included in above
prices. Above sizes are main bodx of tents, exclu-
sive of ends. Add six to ten feet to lengths given,
according to size of tent, gives extreme length of
each including angular ends. Only best material
aud best workmen used and employed. Eastern
patrons are supplied from New York, Western pa-
trons from Chicago, and extreme western ones from
San Francisco and El Cojon. All other styles and
sizes of tents in use supplied. Send order and
money by draft with order, to

Merritt P. McKoon,
sept4tf El C'ajon, San Diego Go., Cal.

SPORTING GOODS
OF AIX DESCRIPTIONS

—AT—

WILL & FINCK'S
declblf I'lIIXAW Itl'I I.i»l.\«.

I CURE FIT?!
h non 1 sny cum 1 do nm m.-nn nu-rclv lo stop ilicm lorn

tiraenud tln.'iiluivotlH'ni rt'hirn tr-nln. 1 mean a radical euro.
I huvo mii<)<) tho (li.s.'iiso of Fi'J'S. KIMLKKSY or FALLING
SICKNESS a UCo-long Btuilv. Iwarrant mv remedy to mm
tho worst crises. ]Jue;itl<*ij oiliora Iinvo failed Is no reason for
not now receiving a eriro. Send at ouch for a. trt'iitlso and a
Freo Buttle of my in full! hie remedy. Give Express and Pos;
Olilco. It costs you nothing fur a trial, and 1 will euro you.

Address Dr. H. O. HOOT, lea poorl St,?NvW Vorlt.

13C0V3§

Dogs For Sale.
Brcfl by Col. EDWARDS, Shropshire, Eng.

Gypsey IV, seven months old. By Ranger II—
Donna I. Ranger II by Rover VI—by Lloyd of Action's
prize winner, 1«G2; Donna lex Nellie n, by Juno II
ex-Juno ].

Juno III, seven months old, of same breeding as
preceding.
Ranger III, five and a half months old. By

Ranger II.—Spot II. Spot LI ex Nellie II, ex Juno II,
ex Juno 1.

Names of the dogs in the breed between 1830 and
18fi2 have been lost.

$25.OO each. To be seen at subscriher'6 place.
II. E. ROVES,
* Agua Rica, Sonoma To.

ooP tf Railway depot, Pioneer Grove.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No, 8 Summer St., near California Market.
The only place in the City where sporting gentle-

men can see the English
Daily Sporting Wironlde, lSiept

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
THE

FISHING ROD
MANUFACTURER.

POST MILLS. Orange (oualy,Vermont

SEND FOE PRICE LIST OF

RODS, REELS, LINES, PLIES,
HOOKS, ROD TRIMMINGS

AND

anglers' supplies,

to thITtrade
Our "Wholesale Catalogue for 1887 (sent to Dealers

only) -will be ready for mailing Nov. 1st. Send for
one and esamiue prices. IGoctf

JajJHJlNB 1

SPRATTS)
'/^•""
HO •#»*?
.PATENT v

i

iSLAMREQi.

g Bestand Cheapest

'I
DOG FOOD.

SFEEDY0URD0GS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THEIR USE:
Immunity From Disease! Thick, Glossy

Coat! Sweet Breath: (lean, Sound
Teeth! Regular Habit;

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Meals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.
The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 28

cts.

The Common SenBe of Poultry Keeping; postfree.
12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained from
t]at>rou«h A Golcher. G30 Montgomery Street
E. T. Allen, 416 Market Street.
Liddle A Kaeding, 538 Washington Street.
Goldberg, Rowen A t'o., 428 Pine Street.
M. Ehrman A Co.. 104 Front Street. 10 jul 62

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,
either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc
for illustration purposes, furnished.

M. Boyd. Artist.
9ootf 18 Post Street

Sausalito Kennels.
Dog:s taken to train and board.
Dogs of my ureaktug won first money

In each stake of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials of 1885.
For terms, particulars, etc., address

GEO. !• AHJEKDER.
Sausalito. Marin Co, Cal

L*®-DO YOU WANTADOCral
^r7**tg "j™011 ?af ,»off Buyers' Stride, im'

, ^^"/2Jon U>JnIogcoloredpliitca,100eii.|
i

i
„- -\-^ F7/-^5r«TlQgBofdilIt;rcijtbrt'cdB pricca IjfOnj ti, worth, Md whL,re £ b £

9thcm. Also Cuidof Doc FtmOililii I
fOomin cf oil kinds. Dlrectiona ft?

X

1W 5«af ana Breeding VtatU. «
.) siiicj for IG Cenia, V
'"IIAIBB FANCIERS I

OThe BUYERS' GUIDE U
issued Sept. and March.
each year. A33 313 pages*
8>£xll% inches,with over
3,500 illustrations — a
wliole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices

direct to consumers on all goods for
personal or family use. Tells how to
order, and gives exact cost of every-
thing you use, eatj drinic, wear, or
have fan with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will mail a copy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let us hear from
you. Respectfully^

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
SS7 & 229 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111,

27novl3

CONSUMPTION.
I navo a positive remedy for tho above disease; by Its ubo

tb»iis!»nds of eases of the worst kind. nn<J o Clone s landing
havo been cured. Indeed, oostronclBniy faith In Itsofllcacy
lout I will send TWO BOTTLES FllfiE, together with aVAL-
UABLE TREATISE on this dlsoaf o. to nn v anlTcrer. Give ex-
press & P. O. address. SB. T. A. SLOCUU. 1S1 fuarlSt N. 7

13nov26

SALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.—:

The most popular school on the Coast.

P, BEAU) President. O. 8. HALES, Sec'y

CS"Bend for oJronlar."B> end
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PAGLFI

frail?s Iea»,*e. ami are due So arrive ai
san Francfi

L K A V Er From >"ov. 1 4, 1886. .

j-O'-l A M
"

8 lOO A M
4*0 P M
7 :30 A u
•3 :30 P M
3:30 A M
4 :U0 p m

•5:00 p M
8:00 A M
•8:30 A M
3:30 P M
JOflOAM
3:00 P M
7 :30 A m
7:30 am
8:30 A M
3:00 P «
4:00 pm
•1:00 p si

8:30 A m
JlOrOO A M
8*0 f M

•9:30 a m
•3:30 p m
•9 :30 a si

...Byron.
. ..Calistoga and Napa

Colfax _
....Gaitvia Martinez
... .lone via Livermore

Knight's Landing
Livermore and Pleasanton...
Martinez.
Milton.

Mojave.Demintr, El Paso 4 East,
.. Niles and Hay wards
. ..Ogden and East

. Red Bluff \ia Marysville
.....Sacramento, via Benicia
„.,.

" via Livermore.
" via Benicia
* via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers.

....San Jose —

.. ..Sisson, Redding & Portland..,
Stockton via Livermore

" v'a Martinez
" via Martinez

Tulare and Fresno

$6:10 v u
10:10 a u
6:10 p m
5:40 p si

•10:40 a M
5:40 p m

10 :10 a M
•8:40 a si

6:10 P M
•7:40 p si

10:40 A si

3:40 p w
11 A M
1 :40 p M
6:40 P si

5:40 p u
11:10 a M
10:10 A SI

•6:00 a si

•3:40 P M
±3:40 p m
9:40 a M
6:40 p si

5:40 p m
•7:40 P u

•10:40

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

:40 I

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKX.AND—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—6 :JU-
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—U:30
—1:00—1:30—2*9—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

5-30— fi:r>.l— fi:30— 7:1)0—S:m—9:0-1—10:00-11:00—12:00
TO FRUIT VALE—•«:W—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— •b:00

8 :30— «2 :30— *3 :30— *4 *0-"4 :30- -'5:00—*5 :30-*6 *0—
•6:30—9:00.

TO FRUXT VALE fvia Alameda)—•9:30—7:00—12:> .

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—6:30—7:UO—*7:30—*s:uO— *8 :30

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—J12 :30-

1 :00—11 :30—2 :00—12 : i0—3 :00—3 :3C— i :00— 4 :30— 5 :00

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00-9:00— 10 :00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—**:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:l

9-00—9:30—10:00 • 110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—}12:;
I: 0-11:30-2:00—J2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—fi:00—fi:3f—7:fVi—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— •6:00— *6:80— 7:ou-*7:30-
8:00—•8:30—9:00— 9:30— 10:00—tl0:30—U:OO—111 :30—
12:00—112:30—1:00-11:30—'2:00 12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00
-4:30-5:00-5:30—6:00- -6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10 :00—
11:00—12*0.

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C P. & U. P. R. Es., forms the

•'CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles or first-class road miming West, Nortli and Xorlli-west from Chicago.

Tee Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets,
San Francisco.

Commencing Nov. 16, 1886.

t6:-itiA. (
•>:;'.:

I

1000a ..

8:30 P '
...

4:25p
6:15 P

I

6:30 pi <

..San Mateo, Redwood and.,
Menlo Park

800a' (
10:30 Ail S
•3:80 p,i
4:2op L

1 I 630a
t *8:tOA

.

.
10: 1 1

! 4 .on p
4 ; F

J ! 7*)p

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and ;

Principal Way Stations f 4-J&P
J I 7rtO p

* ''£> P
I Almaden anil Way S tat ions..

8.30 ai J Gilroy, Pajaro, Caatrovllle,

.

. Salinas and Honterev

I
'J :U3 a

10:02 4
1

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:55—-7:23—* :5i-»8;23—*S:53
•9:23—*10:19—*i:23—*4:t3—•5:23—*5:53—*6;&J -•6:53—
7:49—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22 -f :
;52

-

•6:22—19:22—*3:22.
FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7-00

7:30-8:00-3:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30 —11:00— 11 -.20

12:00—12 :30—1 :00—1 :30—2 :00—2:30—3 :00— 3 :30— 4 :0f>—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-^:57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAKD-7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30-6:n0—*6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— tl0:30—11:00- $11:30—12:00—

J12:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00- (2:30-3 :00-3;30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5 :3n-6:ro-6: 30-7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — *5:25—5:55—'6:25—6:55—*7 :25-
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:25—9:55— 1!0:25—10:55- Jll :25—
11:55— J 12:25— 12:55— $1:25—1:55— J2:25—2:55—3:25—
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:5a.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:25—5:55—•8:26—6:55
— •7:^5-7:55— •8:

,i5— 8:55-9:2.5-9:55— $10:25— 10:55—
$11:25-11:55— $12:25— 12:55— $1:25— 1:55- $2:25—2:55
—3:25— 3:55—4:25—4:55—5:2-5— 5:55—6:25—6:55—7 :55—
8:55—9:55—10:55.

CREEK ROUTE.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—1105-1:15-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6 05—8:15—10 05—12:15—2:15-

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tgngdayg only.

standard Time furnished by Lick Qbskbvatoky.

A. 3i. TO WNt,
Gen. Manager.

I. ti. HOODMA^,
Oen PasB. ATtk A*i.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast.

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT FOR
Fennell's Ctnthiama Bouse Boors.

J. H. Fekton's Chicago Specialties,
De. Devon's Condition Powdees.

Gombaolt's Caustic Balsam

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSR,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,

11(jec Pain Alto fttnflk Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Bnnning, and

Koad horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
SSI Third St, San Francisco

4:30 p"(- HolllBter and Ties PInoB jl'
1-:"^

For further information apply to

J. MEREDITH DAVIES,
General A»-cn i. San Francisco. <a1.

FAIRLAWN
STOCK FARM.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

Head, of Young27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

8:*a * Watsonvi lit-, Aptos, Soquel... I

*3£0 g' % (Capitola) ai.fi >auta Crn z <

8 ;30 A \
St,led: Paao Robins. Templetoil *

,

and Way St;itiorm. t !

•Sundayp excepted. tStiriday6 oitfv (Sportemen'B trainl
Trains ru> on P.if.nc Standard Time

Specia LKui"Nf,-THip Tickets, at reduced rutf»—toMonterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Paraleo

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the rami t.sLick Observatory {Mt. It?n,iltoni can be had ;tt any
?, .

the._f!2mpa»y
,

8 Ticket Offices in Sau Francisco
itate

t $7.00.

EX1TRSION TICKET.
For Snndaya only,-! ,

Sol<l Stodat Moexejo; good
_ _,

J '( for return same day.
ForSatnrday, ( Sold Satdkdav and ScNDAronly ;Sunday and-' good for return until following Mou-Monday, f day.incltisiY^.at tlie following rat«*g-

Bound Trip
from San

Franc :sco to

San liruno
ilillbrae
Oak Grove
San ilateo
Belmont
Redwood.
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park...
Mayfield

San.
Tkt.

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

» ? 50
65

90
75 1 10

1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mouut'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy

,

Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt .

92 00
226
2 50
2 50
4 CO
5 OH
5 00
SOU
S 00

Ticket Offices.- Passenger Depot, Townsei.d
street, Valeneia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT,

Superintendent.
B.K.JriiAH,

Asst. Pass. * Tkt. Ajrt

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re

qui.'e attention, I have determined to rednce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sa le at rednced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,

18S6. All thr mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they weTe bred to in 1885, and datfs of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

AM OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAJKUW.V

It is confidently believed that no finer, more higlily-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

1'OUKG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-t'I ASS. STASDARD-BREO TROTTI3G STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? TM"R P'RIfTF. PT,A TST Isstric"y adherea to atFairlawn, and the
AJLLAJ uliil J- JAiAV-LJ X xjxlxi price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcichasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1385, or further information, address

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.tock hoi 3SS.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of dcld Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGAEETTES.
EEGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1S46. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES TER. N. Y.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAX FRASI'ISIO, «'AI.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFIUE 4IOMXE STBEET
G. L. BRAKDEP. --';
J L FLOOD Tice-Presldelit

C V FABNFIELD Secretary

J S W' f-'S
'•

Banners. Nevada Bank of Sau Fraiicl»co.
met

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

J3-pcvh ol both sexes for Bftle. Pctofflce adHr«qo
Rai> Fr.nrisro. flal loct52

soocia

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best iiaces in to- State for

Sea Bathing. Sbooiiug and Flailing.

TRAINS LEAVE SAJT FRANCISCO DALLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABirrNG

Summer and Winter Resort ol the
Pacific toast.

with itebeantlful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the several erw mis
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the beat of 6ln>utina
may l>e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of 8nh whlcl
abound In its waters, notably Salmon, R.xk i

,

acuda, Fompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Floundei
The above-mentioned attractions, in connecti<
the low ratee of iaje, rapid transit, ami the superior
accommodations furnished jit the "HOTEL LiEl,
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise fur s porta'
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICBNT BEACH of pure white
sand for BurfbatblnK. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for w.irm salt water planee and bwIiu-
minjT baths, with KLKGAXT ROOMS conned
Individual baths, with douche and shower facUTtlea

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those weU-known
Watering Places,

A1TOS, MMtriX AS» SANTA < KIZ
IS VIA THE NitRTHKRN DtVXBtOH,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the connth-g
of San Mateo. Santa Clara. San Benito, BantH Crui
and Monterey,each ol which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Uuail, PIs:eo». Snipe, Duck. Cteeae, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PIDARCITOS and BAN ANI-KEAs are
reached bv thin line. Stages comiect with traiim (Lilly

at San Mateo £-jr thoee well-known Retreats, I'UKJs-
STUA, SAN OHEGORIO and PEbCAOSRO. Wf
would particularly rail attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at anil about SAN MRL'NO and .M. MA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and oiler special inducements to tie lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presentltur Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF TH El !'.

when carried In Baggage Oars »iiid put in cIj

Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
toissuiCLlECKS for ell Ao& received In Bagg±*e
Cars.
eSflu order to guard against accidents to Do

wlille In transit, it is necessary that they bv provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried fre«-ol charge. <i tins taken apart
and seen rely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in PnanWJl{tgT Cart*.

TICKET OPFICKS—FlMBgn !• rot, Townsend
street, Valencia Station, and No 81? M irk .(Jr.u-

Hotel.
a, 0.BA8SKTT, H. R.

Bwetlntencttnt. Ami. t
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ADAPTED TO

.45-70-405.

.45-70-500.

.45-90-300.

and .45-82-260.

CARTRIDGES.

Efc.
. PRICES: .

[
2b in. Oct. Barrel,

$41 00.

26 in. Round Bar-

rel, $19 50.

MODEL 1886.

Solid JHestdL.

METALLIC AMMUNITION OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Paper Shot Shells, Brass Shot Shells, Gun Wads, Primers and Reloading Tools.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.

FOR SALE BY

ALL DEALERS.
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The "Dandy"

No. ?30 J in. Axle, single

seat $40
No. 530 A 1 in. Axle, double

seat $45

The Best, the Cheapest,

the Strongest, the Lightest

and the Easiest Riding Cart

on Earth.

The beat Cart on Earth for

TRAINING horses.

This cart used to sell for S80.00 and 6100.00. "We have now fixed the price so that any man that owns
ahorse can have a cart. There is no cart in the market that can excel or equal it. They have a veneered
seat bottom Instead of a wooden one. This makes the cart have a handsome appearance.

TROTTING SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety.

VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We liave tlie finest Carriage Repository on the Pacific Coast.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 Market St., S. F., Cal.

26dec

HUNTER'S OUTFITS.
. J. FLAVIN & CO.,

:o:

We offer a most complete stook of Hunting Goods such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years

OUR ANNUAL
IMPORTATION

CLYDESDALE

Stallions and Mares!

English Shire Horses!!!

THOROUGHBRED

Colts and Fillies!
COSSIGSMEVr OF

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street.

NEXT THE BALDWIN,

Messrs. Bookless & Scott

Melbourne, Australia,

Will arrive about January SO, 1887.
For information address

KILLIP & CO.,

Live Stock Auctioneers,
declltf fc5) Montgomery St. S. F.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

lat dam by Little John; 2d dam Musldora'e dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc

No. 2.-(1ic«tiiiit Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck,

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont,

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-
ting action aud well in-bred to the blood of Belmont,
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patcben Jr.

For further information addresB

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
ICocls Boa7tf SunJose, caj
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